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leO u n!is
FOURTH SESSION, FIFTH PARLIAMENT.-49 VIC.

HOUSE OF COMMONS.
TusDAY, 20th April, 1886.

The SpiAxn took the Chair at Three o'clock.

PnArmas.

FIRST READINGS.

Bill (No. 112) to consolidate the borrowing powers of the
Western Canada Loan and Savings Company, and to au-
thorise the said company to issue debenture stock.-(Mr.
Beaty.)

Bill (No. 113) to consolidate the borrowing powers of the
Freehold Loan and Savings Company, and to authorise the
said company to issue debenture stock.-(Mr. Beaty.)

TIHIIRD READING.

Bill (No. 100) respecting the transfer of the Lighthouse
at Cape Race, Newfoundland, and its appurtenances, to the
Dominion of Canada.-(Mr. Foster.)

SUMMARY PROQEEDINGS BEFORE JUSTICES.

Rouse again resolved itself into Committee on BillL No.
84) to make further provisions respecting Summary ro-
ceedings before Justices and other Magistrates (from the
Senate).-(Mr. Thompson, Antigonish.)

(In the Committee.)

On section 6,
Mr. THOMPSON (Antigonish). I explained to the com-

mittee that the object of this section was to provide by
legislation of our own the same enactment as is contained
in the Statute of 5 George IL, which has been recognised
in various decisions as iu force in the Province of Ontario,
and may, probably, be in force in some of the other Prov-
inces, although its operation may not have been recognised
in any other Province. The object is, as I have said, to em-

bed tlenactment in this Statute and then declare in sec-
8 that the English Statute would no longer be in force.

It was eonsidered desirable that an enactment of that kind
ishould be declared to be in force all over Canada, and in
force by our own statute, rather than to have any doubt
as to the operation of the English Act in any part of the
country. ILt was suggested i the committee that the pass-
age of clause 6 as it is would probably have the effect of
preventing any motion being made to quash a conviction
until a general order in the terme of clause 6 was pased. If
that is still the sense of the committeé, I propose to amend
the clause in such a way s to provide tat the enactment
which is contained in that section should have force of law
when so ordered by the court having authority to enter-
tain the motion and quash the conviction. The section
then would read;

Ms

The court having authority to quaah amy conviction, order or other
proceeding by or before a justice or juitices, may prescribe by general
order that no motion to quash any other conviction, order or other pro-ceedin b or before any justice, or brought before the oourt by culie-
rar, shall be entertained, unleus the defendant is shown to have entered
into recognisancee, with one or more Muffloient sureties, before a justice
or justices of the oounty where such convlotion or order has been made,
or before a judge or other officer, as may be preuribed by any much
general order.

The balance of the section being as printed.

Mr. MILLS. I thought when the committee rose that
the fifth clause was under discussion.

Mr. THOMPSON (Antigonish). We carried it, but with
an amendment confining it to cases where the juriediction
was in question.

Mr. MILLS. The same question, I think, appliesto this-
that is, in any proceeding of this kind the party criminally
affected must certify that h. will not proceed on any civil
right of action ho may have, before redress will be given.

Mr. THOMPSON (Antigonish). That is not the present
clause. The present clause is clause 6, which provides
that security shall be given before a motion is granted to
quash a conviction.

Ur. MILLS. But as the ffth clause now stands, as
amended, is it not such that the party must waive his civil
right before the order ie granted ?

Mr. THOMPSON (Antigonish). Yes.

Mr. MILLS. Uipon what ground ean we insist upon a
party waiving his civil right, which is a matter under the
juriediction cf another Legislature. How can he b bound
by it ?

Mr. THOMPSON (Antigonish). Of course we could not
take away-and should not attempt to take away-the
civil right of the party, but the effect of the clause is to
enable a judge, before making an order to set aside a con-
viction, to lay down, as a condition of that order, that the
party shall waive his right, and I think it is clearly com-
petent for us to do so, as the procedure relative to the
setting aside of the conviction is criminal procedure.

Mr. CA MERON (Huron). I think the Minister should
consider this matter again. We are doing indirectly what
it is admitted we cannot do directly; we are taking away a
civil right by giving the judge before whom the application
is made power to compel the applicant to forego his civil
right, in order that he may get redress for a wrong com-
mitted. I do not think Parliament bas the right to do so;
at all events, it is open to great question. With regard to
the sixth clause, as I understandthe amendment, I do not
think it helpthe matter very Inuch. Instead of Parlia.
ment prescribing directly that e security for costs shal
be given before an application for a certiorari is granted,
1h. hon. gentleman proposes that it shall b. a matter of
discretion with the judge to requireecurity for the costs.

Mr. THOMPSON (Antigonish). Not quite so. There
is no doubt a judge before whom an application la made
for a writ to issue ha the authority tuo preseribo security,
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and this enables the court having general authority over
such matters, to make a general order, prescribing what
amount of seeurity shall be given as a preliminary to a
moidn4o quash the conviction.

Mr. CAMERON (Huron). Does the hon. gentleman
know that it is the law now that the court shall have
authority to make the rues fixing the amount of security,
as one of the conditions upon which the application shall be
made ? If this is not the law now with regard to cases of
certiorari, I do not think it would impose any greater hard-
hip Un applicarits than is now imposed on them by the

law. Tie efect of it will be that la poor man, however
much wronged or injured he may be, cannot get redress
unless ho enters into security for the payment of costs, and
that sometimes may be very diffieult. In al most every
ease of litigation, every subject of Mer Majesty has the
right to invoke the power of the court for the redress of
wrong, without givug aecurity for the costs. Now, why
should the man who believes himself to be laboring under
an injustice be compelled to give security for the costs any
more than the man who nues to recover a debt? It simply
laces the poor man at a disadvantage as compared with
i-e rieh man who es in a better position to get security

tanthe poor man; itispracticalydiscrimiating in favor
of the rîch and against the. poor. I do not recollect,
tihionh I am under the impression that you require to give
seeunrity nuder the present law, in an application for
aertiomri, and if the law is such I do not think the hon.
gentlema sehould impose that burden on the litigants seek-
ing redress.

Xr. THOMPSON (Antigonish). It is the law now. The
hçn. gentleman will find it in 5 George II, chap. 19, sec-
tion 2, which in two cases has been decided to be in force
in Ontario. I stated a few moments ago that it was con-
sidered to be more convenient to have that provision
embodied in the face of the Act, instead of its having the
force of law merely by the circumstance of its being
in an English Statute. When we embody it in the Act,
modified as I propose to modify it by having it subjeet to
the order-making power of the court, the Act willshow the
whole law on the subject of certiorari and motions to
quash convictions. It does not, however, make any radical
change in the law.

Mr. CAMERON (Huron). Does that law apply to all
classes of cases? The hon. member for North Simcoe (Mr.
Mcdarthy), Who ie an authority inu cases of that kind, inti.
mated to the House the other day that security for the costs
was not a condition to the obtainin of a writ of certiorari.
My impression was the other way, ut that hon. gentleman
having so stated, I have some doubts on the subject, and
especially as to whether it applies to all cases of applica-
tion for certiorari. Take, for instance, the case of an appli-
Cation made under the Scott Act, where an application can
be made.

Mr. TROMPSON (Antigonish). I think it is of univer-
sal application as to convictions under the order of
a justice of the peace. While the Act is in force
in Ontario, however, under the English law, it bas
not been recognised as being in force iu some, or

raps any of t.he other Provinces. I think it is
oter to have it uniform, especially as we are not imposing

Any undue stringency, but are simply patting the law on1
the subject on the face of the Act, so that magistrates may
be md. aware of their right to take security in such cases.
Thre is, »o doubt, a good dealin the observation of e.
hon, gentleman, that it may seem hard on litigants to
require them to give security for obats. Still, we know

fr. xTpnuua (Antigonish).

that a writ of certiorari is a writ easily obtained, and it will
always be used as a means of defeating an order or convic-
tion, unless we impose some restraint like this, which
establishes the good faith, and requiresa fair reason for Iitigat-
ing furtber, which, no doubt, the suitor would be sure 'to
have before he would undertake to give seourity for co4ts.

Mr. CAMERON (Huron). The hon. gentleman provides
that upon an application to quash a conviction by a writ of
certiorari, the court shall have power to amend the convic-
tion both in matters of form and substance. It is only in a
case where there is a real wrong to be righted that there is
much likelihood of an application being made for a writ of
certiorari. As the law stood before, there was no power to
amend; but under this Bill, power to amend 1s given, and
convictions wiIl not be quashed unless they are not sustained
by the evidence. That being the case, I do not see the
necessity of imposing additional hardship or restrictions
upon appellants by compelling them to give security for

~costsA

Mr. THOMPSON (Antigonish). That is quite true; but
the argument only reaches this point, that applications to
quash convictions under this Bill are much less likely to
succeed, but not less likely to lbe taken; and the fact
that we have made it more difficult for them to succeedeis
all the more reason why we should require them to give
security.

Mr. LISTER. The amountoftho security is not fixed by
this section. I think under the English Statute the amount
of the security is put at £40 sterling. It is possible under
this Act that the courts may make an order directing that
security shali be. given for a greater Eum. I think this
section should fix a linit of the amount of security required.
With regard to the proceedings to- quash a conviction by
writ of certiorari, after a little experience I can say that they
are somewhat more complicated, especially ln the Province
of Ontario, than the hon. gentleman gives us to understand.
I think litigants should be protected to that extent, that the
maximum amount of the security should be fixed by the
Statute.

Mr. THOMPSON (Antigonish). I would suggest that it
be left to the judges to fix the amount by a general order.
It would be difficult for us to fix an amount that would be
poper for the different Provinces. There would probably
ea difference as to the court in which the motion would be

made. The costs incurred would probably be greater
in the Province of Ontario than in the Maritime Provinees.
My amendment gives power to the court which enteriains
the motion to quash a conviction, to make a general order
prescribing the security, and how the motion shall be made.

Mr. LISTER. I understand that is the intention, but my
suggestion is that the courts should not have power to
make an order for a greater amount than the law now pre-
scribes.

Mr. LANDERKIN. With regard to the principle of this
provision, somothing may be said both for and against it;
but in the practical application of the principle I think it
will probably be found to be correct. A case came under
my notice this winter of a magistrate having been haramsed
for having discharged his duty fairly and honestly. An
action arose in a town by reason of some boys driving
furiously and running against a woman. The busband of
the woman brought an action against the boys for furious
driving. The magistrate issued a warrant for their arrest.
They were arrested and fined, and the father of one
of the boys brought an action against the magistrate,
as well as the man who had laid the information, and

806
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who did it witheut malice. He did not know the boys;
he was only anxious to prevent a recurrence of the thing;
but the jury gave a verdict against this unfortunate
man, and ho had to pay all the coSts, amounting tc
about $200. Then the father of one of the boys brought an
action against the magistrate. He harassed the magistrate
for about'ayear; and when thecasewas tried ho did not
sncceed, although the magistrate was subjected to costs of
about $100, and was unable to recover them from the man
because he was worthless. I think this clause mwill meet
cases of that kind. It may be said that it will doter poor
men from going to liw; but I think there are anumber of
fair-minded people in any oommunity who will be ready to
enable a poor man to provide for the costs. I quite favor
this clause.

On section 7,

Mr. LISTER I do not see why the litigant should not
be aliowed to drop his appeal and take out a writ of certio.
rari, if he thinks proper, but why should ho b. debarred
from carrying a conviction from the, Court of Appeal to a
higher court ?

Mr. T HO PSON (Antigonish). This is to prevent per.
sons who have been convicted from availing themselves
both of the writ of certiorari and of the appeal. They
should make the option, either of appealing or taking a
writ ofeartiorari. la certain Statutes it is so provided, and
it is not unreasonable to make it uniform.

Mr. CAMERON (Huron). A difficalty will arise some-
times from the fact that it is absolutely necessary to give
notice of appeal to prevent goods being seized. A man,
for instance, is convicted and ordered to pay a fine of $10,
for which, if not paid at once, hie goods will be seized. To
prevent seizure, it may be necessary to gire notice of appeal
and the ;necessary recognisances, because, before he could
get out a writ of certiorari, especially if the difficulty arose
in an outer oonnty, his goods would be seized and sold. A
man ought, therefore, to have the option of withdrawing
his notice of appeal and getting the judgment of a higher
court. But under this clause, the moment ho has given
notice of appeal hoeis prohibited from invoking the decision
of a higher court, and is bound to go to the Court of Quarter
Sessions. It would b. fair to prohibit the issue of the writ
of certiorari after the conviction has been disposed of by the
Court of Sessions, but prier to the meeting of the court the
applicant should have the right to the writ of certiorari on
abandoning his notice of appeal.

Mr. TEOIPSON (Antigonish). We should not at all
countenance the practice of allowing appeals to be taken,
merely to stay proceedings until the writ of certiorari can
bo uaed. That would rathor bo an abuse of the right of the
right to appeal. The section wiIi not have the effect of
making fatal to the writ of certiorari the preliminary stop.
in appeal; but it would be unwise to provide that a writ of
certiorari could be gone on with after the appeal was
determined, beeause that would enable the defendants to
have two remedies in different courts.

Mr. AKEBEON (Huron). He should not have the two
remedies, but he should net b. deprived of the writ of
certWrar, simply because ho ha given notice of appeal to
the Quarter Sesion, to prevent his goods being seized or
himself being incarcerated. Ho ought to have the right
to abandon proceedinge and take hie remedy a certiorari.

On section 8,
Mr. THOMPSON (Antigenul). This is to prevent the

English Statute being any onger in force.

gel
On section 9,
Mr. THOMPSON (Antigonii). The objeet f this-4

prevent miscarriage of justice arising from want otproof of
the proclamation.

Mr. WELDON. The oourt should take oficial ÀeMof
the proolasation, aud there then ned be proof of a
question of fact by afBdavit.

Mr. THOMPSON (Antigoi"h). I quiteoagres wia th*
bon. gentleman, and we will jet this olaus stand for the
preset.

On section 10,

Mr. WELDON. I think a provision should be added
roquiring the registrar to make the return.

Mr. THOMPSON (Antigonish).
which shall forthwith be done."

We Win idd: "And

On section 11,

Mr. THOMPSON (Antigonish). The object of thMa
section is merely to extend the time for appeal in ortaia
cases in which it has been found too t inremote
localities. The hon. member for Nortuh 8hneeo <Kr. lie-
Carthy) suggested the other day that Imhould ha the
sections reprinted with the propos.d alteratioNg and I
would have had that done had it not been that these sea.
tions will take their place in the consolidation of the:
Statutes, so that no confusion can arise. The sections are
very long, and I thought it wa lwell to have them Peused
in their present form, as they will appear in fan tlihe
Bill for the consolidation of the Statutes.

On section 12,

Mr. THOMPSON (Antigonish). This is the setinti
which I have substituted for section 9:

No order, conviction or other proeeding shall b quashe or st
aside, and no defendant shall be discharged, by reass of.aUy objeotio
that evidence has not been given of a proclamation or or4r of the Gow-
ernor General in Council but such proolamation or order of thé
Governor General in Counoil shall be judiially notieed.

Bill reported.

MESSAGE FROhf HIS EXCELLENCO.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN presented a Message friom
His Exeellency the Governor Generail, s follows

LAxDownU.

The Governor General tranamits to the Hous of Commons, fer Il
information, copies of certain despatcheu from the RIght ooaMle the
8ecretary of State for the Colonies, and of other papes, with sefarence
to the Aspy Bay afair.
GOVIUNxrT HonsE,

OmTW4, 20th April, 1888.

LETTERS PATENT POR INDIAN LAN]».

Sir RECTOR LANGEVIN moved the second reaing of
Bill (No. 102) to expedite the issue of lettere patent for
Indian land.

Mr. BLAKE. Would the hon. gentleman give soe
explanation ?

ir HECTOR LANGEVIN. Estted the ther dy f'hst
this i, I think, Word for word, the provisions that are cou-
tained in the Dominiop Lande Act, uad whichi seto applyto Indian land»,

1986.
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Mr. BLAKE. Perhaps the hon. gentleman would tell us
wYxat thepresent provisions are for which these are to be

r HECTOR LANGEVIN. I am not in a position just
newrtsay what It is, but I think it is exactly as before
that Lands Act was passed: the certifieates are made, and
the patent isprepared and then sent to the Minister of
Justice, and the certificate being obtained, the patent is
egrossed, andi so on. But so far as Lean recollect, the new
niode té adopted Aor the Dominion Land Act is much
sherter, and thus the patents have a better chance of being
isued în a very short time. Thei hon. gentleman will see
thatby-the first clause, the Governor General may appoint
a deputy for the purpose of signing these papers, and that
signature will have the same force as if the Governor
General had signed it himself. For the Department of
Indiu#a4aSirsethe Suýperintendent General, or his deputy,
or some other person that may be especially appointed for
that purpose by an Order in Council, may sign. Then, after
thteidebijolUce it goes to the Secrotary of State, and the
same provision takes place. The Under Secretary of State
countersigns the patents after the Great Seal of Canada has
bèéti fired. I think the mode is an improved one, and will
expedite business. If the Governor General were absent,

of couse the patent would have to be delayed, but it is Pro.
vidée that in that cas. the Deputy Governor may sign
thenm;aind the same with the Secretary of State, if he is
away, the Under Secretary may sign them, or an official
especially appointed for that purpose.

Mr. BLAKE. Then it seems under this arrangement
that moone.,of theoeers who are supposed to sign, may
signa patent. It May be signed by a deputy, after having
beaunprepared and signed as prepared by the deputy of the
8upettendent, and transmitted under the signature of the
Unde ecretary of State. You inay have no one of the
responsible Minieters, nor the head of the Executive, sign-
ingAthe paent at al.L

Sir ýEOTOR LANGEVIN. No. But it must have
pad .thirugh the office of the Superintendent-General of
indian Affaira, and after that the existence of the patent is
merely a consequence of the action taken by the Minister
or by the Governor General in Council.

Mr. BLAKE. I do not understand that it muet neces-
sn·ily come under the supetvision of the Superintendent-
General.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. If it is an ordinary case,
no; but if itis a special case it would cone before the
Minister who presides over the Department.

Mr,. PATERSON (Brant). The delay in issuing patents
for public lands des not often lie in obtaining the final
signature of the Governor General after the patent has
passed through the routine to which it is subjected. The
delay lan the routine proceedings, and especially in get-
ig Uhe document through the Department of Justice.

Whetherl an olcer who could perform the work done in the
Dopartmont of Justice might be attached to the Department
of theSuperintendent.General, I am not able te say; but it
is in connection with the legal branch of theroutine pro
ceedings that the delay takes place. I presume delay does
not often occur in connection with obtaining the signature
of the Governor General; but that there is great delay in
issuing patents is manifest to any hon. member who has
been commissioned with the duty, as I have been, of look-
ing after patents passing through the Department.

Sir HEOTOR LANGEVIN. tUnder the old systemi
*very draft patent had to be prepared in the Departuent

mr Hctos LANUVK.

of Justice, and when that Department had delimed-that
the patent should be issued the draft was returned to h.
Department-of the Sur' dent-General, where it w
prepared and en d By this Bill the patent weiuld b
prepared in the t of the Superinteêeint.emme
and go through as fast as possible, consistent with the
requirements of the measure, whieh provides that tertain
offeers shall sign patents. Under the present systeminuh
time is lost that will be saved by the new mode, whieh in
the mode adopted in the Dominion Lands Aect.

Mr. MTLLS. The hon. gentleman is mistaken in up-
posing that the patent is prepared in the Det of
ustice.It is prepared in the Department oftheSeretary

of State. The Department of Justice merely reports as to
whether the party making application is entitled to the
patent or not, and after the patent bas been prepared- in the
Department of the Secretary of State the Minister of Jus-
tice or his deputy may sign the patent; but the Depart-
ment of Justice certainly has nothing to do with the pre-
paration of the patent under the present law.

Sir IECTOR LANGEVIN. The patent would always
go to the Department of Justice for examination. Ths
would be avoided by the present Bill. One form of patent
would be adopted and followed.

Bill read the second time, and the House resolved itself
into Committee of the Whole.

(In the Committee.)

Mr. BLAKE. While I am quite willing that all unnes-
sary precautions and oficial delay fhould be got rid o4 I
view with some degree of apprehension the proposaisof ti
Bil, of which the first clause is now before us.TheDepart.
ment of Justice is no longer to have a»y responsibility with
regard to patents. Thore is no reason why the IDepartment
of Justice should delay in discharging its functions of super.
vising and approving legal dpeuments; there is no reason
why the business should not be promptly and efciently
performed by the Department of Justice. And, apart from
that, under the provision of the firat clause, coupled with
the provisions of the other clauses, it is now proposed to
abrogate the provision for the Department of Justice inter-
yening and to make provision under whichthe patent may
be signed by a deputy Secretary of State, by a de
Superintendent-General of Indian Affairs, and in the end yS
deputy Governor-all three deputies. No responsible Min
ister has to execute the document. I think there ought t be
at least one Signature of a responsible Minister to documenta
of this kind. It is only within a few months that very serions
frauds or improprieties have been perpetrated in oonneotion
with the issue of patents for lands. We do not know how
serious or to what extent those frauds have been, becausewe
were told that a commission of enquiry had been appo igted
and the evidence would be brought before us at some future
time, and in convenient phrase the public interest were
said to be served by our not knowing anything abott the
frauda. In the face of the fact that existing procautions
have not prevented certain improprieties in relation;t the
issue of patents, we areasked to relax the existing precan-
tions, though we do not know in what particular they iave
failed. I do not want any unnecessary formal routine pre-
served, but I want precautions to be taken that patents shall
be issued in proper form and that, they shall not be issued
to persons not entitied to them. The adoption of provisions
whereby patents can be issued under the signatures of
deputy heada are not such as are calculated to remove, but
rather to increase, the apprehensions to be drawn froim
recent events.
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wir EIT'OE LANGEVIN. If in this case we had only
o. signatare aiMl to a document of this kind, I would
ague withek remarks of the member for West Durham,
bhuoaaalthough we have full confidene-in our offleers, we
ihealUalways ,guard against wrungdoing. It is no insult
.uinjury toa Mffeer to take necessary precaution, because
thsyre not taken against the men individually, but they
are eken t mIimise the temptations to, whieh any man
may be subjected. ln this esse there is the guarantee of
three signatures, the, signatures of parties who are not in
the same Department, and it can scarcely be supposed that
Une effeurs in three different Departments, all of high
positionswill combine to issue false patents. The Doinin-
sca notes are not signed by the Finance Minister, but by
twe ofiers ; nevertieles, we do not suppose there is danger,
though there might be a combination formed. I repeat
that if there was only one signature to a patent it should be
that of a responsible Minister; but in this case there are
the aignatures of three officers-the deputy Governor, ap.
pointed by the Governor General, an officer who must
occupy a high position, the Under Secretary of State or
some other officer appointed by the Governor General in
Gosewil; thon you have the signature of the Registrar
Qeneral, or theofficer acting as snob, who is to register this
dooument,which ie another guarantee; then the Great Seal
is to be affixed by the officer who has the keeping of that
instrument. With these guarantees, I think we can safely
alkw this ew machinery to go into play.

Mr. BLAKE. As to the signature of the Registrar
General, that is nothing ; it is merely to authenticate the
fact that the document has been registered. As to the
signature of the deputy Governor General, I have no doubt
1 hIm. gentleman advises the Governor General to appoint
respectable civil servants, and I have no doubt they will
net advise His Excellency to reoommend by a Message that
an extra sum be paid for this duty. It will be an extra
duty, and we know how extra duties are performed. It
wtlbe a purely formal matter ; h. will not investigate it at
gli, and, therefore, you may wipe ont the signature of the
deputy Governor General, so far as that is concerned. Now,
since you are abandoning legal departmental supervision
attogether, and at the same time making these other pro-
#isions, there should be one or other of the two official Big-
Vatories blow the- Minister's-the Secretary of State
or th Department of Indian Affaire; it should be
signed by one responsible Minister. If the Under Secretary
OfStatesi*s,then the Superintendent General ought to

aign ¡ if te deputy Superintendent General signa, thon
It ought to be the Secretary of State, so that
*e may have some one to whom to really look,
politically, for the proper conduct of the office. The hon.
gentleman says another provision takes nlace with reference
o Dominion notes. Wel, most of the Dominion notes are

Ibr comparatively insignificant amounts; the number of
them is %ery large, and probably the difficulty of the re-
uponuible Minister making so many signatures would be
VU T O7getBalancing conveniences, it may have been
tlionghïtwIçe that no greater precaution should be taken as
t6 thenithan has been taken, though if the newspaperSe
tfl us truly, there are some counterfeit two's out at this
Momient. However that -may be, I think it is a very dif-
feent thing providing for the issue of patents to Dominion
aMds, whicth may be of very great value in one instrument,

and of which, atter ail, not a great many will be signed by
the Department of Indian Affaire, in the course of a year,
and the isasue of Dominion notes.

Mr. MILLS. The hou. gentleman knews that the num.
ber of patents issued by the Indian Department is small ;
very few are issued during the year. Th area of land at
the disposal of the Indian Department i very little, and
there is no reason, so far ase cano see, why the Superinten.

dent General should not alwa sip the patent. I venture
to say that at no period in e hietorofthis country ha
there ever been one thousand patents Isued from the
Indian Department in one year, and that being the case,
there is no resaon why the signature of the Superintendent
General should not be attached. With regard to the Depart.
ment of Justice, there is oertainly as mueh danger of irre.
gularity in the issue of patents from the Indian De tment,
as inno other way could the patent corne under tesuper-
vision of the Department of Justice, and the signature of
some official of that Department be attached. I think we
ought always to have the signature of the Superintendent
General of Indian Afairs to patents with reference to
Indian lands, and there would be no delay if that provi.
sion was required.

Bill reported.

SUPPLY-EXTINGUISHMENT OF THE INDIAN
TITLE.

Mr. MoLELAN moved that the House again resolve itself
into Committee of Supply.

Mr. LAURIER. Before you leave the Chair, I desire to
call the attention of theI House to the neglect by the
Government of the grievances of the half-breeds in the
North.West Territories. The subjeet is a vast one; indeed
it is so vast that I think it botter not to bring under ont
single heading all the different grievanaes from which the
half-breeds suffered, all the differentdereliations of duty of
which the Government, in my judgment, have been guilty,
but to confine myself to a single one-the extinguis ment
of theIndian title,in so far as te half-breeds are concerned.
And in bringng this matter to the attention of the House
I could have wished that the Government iad brought
down the information which was to be laid before the
House, according to promises often made and often repeated,
but not yet fulfilied. The Government and their organs
have told us time and again that the Government were in
possession of information and evidence -which, when it was

laced before the House, would show them to be perfectly
lamneless. Yet, strange to say, by a strange con.

tradiction, owing, I suppose, to the modesty or
the sense of dignity of the Government, they have so far
kept under a bushel the light which would have placed their
oonduct in a color so different from what it is now. The
next time the Governument %hould not stand on their
dignity or their modesty to such an extent. If they have any
evidence, it is time they brought it to the House; if they
have any defence to make, it is time they should make it.
But without anticipating at all the other subjects whioh may
come up afterwards for discussion, without anticipating t.he
other grievances from which the half-breede have suffered,
in so far as the grievance of which I now complain is eon-
cerned, I venture to say without fear of succeseful contra.
diction that the record will show the Government to be
guilty, and to be guilty without asingle extenuating oircum-
stance, without a single shadow of excuse. It has always
been thepolicy of England, ever since she has had establish-
ments in North America, to compnsate the Indians for the
disposseesion of their lands. land, and all other
Christian nations who planted colonies on this con-
tinent, always felt that it was not contrary to moral
law to take possession, and even forcible possession,
of territories which were roamed over rather than
possessed by savage nations - territories which in
their hands muet forever have remained barren
and unproductive, but which under civilised rule would
afford homes and happiness to teeming millions. It has
always been held as a doctrine of international law that
when such territories were discovered, the disoovering
nation had paramount authority therein; t the same time

1880.
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it is tothe credit of England that she is the one of all
oivilised nations which gave the fallest development to the
doctrine that the Indians were not to be ruthlessly thrown
back befoie advancing civilisation without some fair and
adequate compensation. That doctrine was based, not so
much on principles of abstract justice as on motives of
humanity and prudence. I hold in my hand the opinion of
eminent counsel, some of whom have a name in English
history, by whom this doctrine is compressed into a few
short sentences. It is not dated, but the hon. member for
Bothwell (Mr. Mills) informe me that it is about the date
of 1685. It is to the following effect:-

<'By the law of nations, if any people make discovery of any country
of barbarians, the Prince of the people who make the discovery
hath the right of sol and government of the place, and no people can
plant there without the consent of the Prince, or of such persons to
whom hie right l devolved and conveyed • the practice of ail nations
has been accordingr to this, and no people Lave been suffered to take up
land but by the consent and license of the Government or proprietors
under the Prince's title, whose people made the first discovery, aud
upon their submission to the laws of the place, and contribution to the
public charge of the place, and the payment of such rent and other value
for the soil as the proprietors for the time being require; and though it
hath been and stillis the usual practice of ail proprieters, to give their
Indians some recompense for their land, and so seem to purchase it
from them, yet it is not done for want of sufficient title from the King
or Prince who hath the right of discovery, but out of prudence and
Christian charity, lest otherwise the Iudians migbt have destroyed the
firet planters, who are usually too few to defend themselves, or refuse
ail commerce and conversation with the planters."

This opinion is signed, amongst others, by William Williams,
Joseph Holt and Henry Pollexfeu. The principles here
recorded have hitherto been acknowledged and acted upon
by ail British Governments on this continent; and I may say
that they became at an early date standard principles of our
policy; and when the North.West Territories wcre acquired
by this Government, these principles were part of the
unwritten law of this country. It is not to my knowledge
that at the date of that important transaction the future of
Indians in the territory was debated at all between the
purchaser and the vendor ; but if it was not debated, it was
Ûat because the Indians were ignored. It was because the
principle was admitted without bcing mentioned, that the
Indians sbould be treated as all Indians under British rule
had been treated. But if the Indians were not ignored,
there was in the territory aiother population, the
half-breeds, who were totally and completely ignored
by the Government of the time. They were sprung
from European hunters and the Indians, and their
character partook of the character of bothi natons; but
in peint of education and' experience, thongh vastly
inferior to the whites in point of intelligence and
adaptability to civilisation, they were Jar superior to
the Indians. Amongst other advantages which they pos-
ssesed over the Indians, they had a better conception of
their own rights, and greater ability to proclaim and defend
them. What their conception of their rights was, is well
put by Mr. Tuttle in his history of Manitoba:

"The feeing of the French half-breeds may be briefly expressed ae
this: that they questioned the right of the Dominion Government to
taike Rosuension of what they considered their country without their con-
Bout-.
Now, Mr. Speaker, I do not intend to set forth here, or to
recall, ail the different rights claimed at the time by the
half-breeds. I confine myself simply to one point, that is
to say, the extinguishment of the Indian title in 80 far as
the halftbreeds were concerned. They rebelled ; they ob-
jected to the further progress of the Canadian Gzvernment
into what they considered their country, until their rights
were recognised and guaranteed; and, after the rebellion,
the Government had to admit, and did admit, that the same
prudent principles that applied to the Indians should apply
to the Half.breeds. The Government admitted that as the
original possessors of the soil they were entitled to the

le L as the Indians, and that since they werei

to bedeprived henceforthofthe rights-of the soi, they should
be treated by the Government as the Indians had ben
treated. Thongh the principle was the same, its appho-
tien in the two cases could not be identical, because of tþi
difference in the state of civilisation of the two rfAes. The
rule universally applied to the Indians has been to pat them
upon reserves, and there te protect and defend themnagainst
white encroachnqents, and te assist them by monoy and
otherwise during their advancement from savage ta oivi-
lised life. In the case of the half-breeds this rae could not
be applied, for the simple reason that they were too far
advanced towards civilisation te require it. They were
more ignorant and les civilised than the whites, bat their
minds were adapted te civilisation, and the decision arrived
at by the Government was to give them a grant of land.
This grant of land has been the object of two diffePnt
Statates; and it may be well here to recall the terms of
those Statutes, in view of the further discussion of this
subject. The first was the Act of 1870, which provided as
follows I

"And whereas it is expedient, towards the extinguishment of the
Indian title to the lande in the Province, to appeops"t a portios of
such ungranted lands, to the extent of 1,400 000 ares thereof, for the
benefit of the families of the half-breed resiåents, it is hereby enacted
that, under regulations to be from time to time made by the Governor
General in Council, the Lieutenant-Governor shal select such lots or
tracts in such parts of the Province as he may deen expedient, to the
extent aforesaid, and divide the same among the children of the half-
bred heade of families residing in the Province at the time of the said
transfer to Canada."

In 1874 a similar Statute was passed, extending to the heads
of families tbose provisions which had been previously
applied te minors alone. It has often been stated, and per-
haps stated with truth, that this settlement had been in
some respects injudicious-that it had proved to be of
scarcely any benefit to the half-breed population, as they
had been almost wholly deprived of the soil by the canning
and dishonesty of white speculators. These reports, as I
have said, have net been without foundation; and experi.
ence has shown that it would be more conducive tò the
interest of the half-breeds if some restrictions were provided
in our legislation which would secure to them the advan-
tages which it was the intention of the law te give them.
But however satisfactory the settlement may have been
from the philanthropic point of view, it had this effect, that
it gave protection te the half-breeds of Manitoba, and seeured
the peace of Manitoba, which has been observed since. It
does net require argument to prove that the same treat-
ment should be extended to the half-breeds of the North-
West Territories as was extended to those of Manitoba-that
the half-breeds of the North-West ore entitled to the sane
rights as were acknowledged and granted te the half-breeds
of Manitoba; and it is acknowledged as a consequence that
long, long ago the claims of the half-breeds of the North-
West Territories should have been settled in a manner similar
te that in which the claims of the half-breeds of Manitoba

iwere settled. It has been made a repioach against the
Mackenzie Administration that dnring the time they were
in power they had not settled that question. Sir, the Mao..
kenie Administration is net here on trial, and all the re-
prosehos which can be made against them, if proved to be
true, would rebound against the present Administration with
tenfold increased force. If the Mackenzie Administration
was at ahl deficient in its duty, whieh I do not admit, the
presnt -Government were ten times more guilty ôf negli-
gence of not having, up te the year 1885, settled that ques-
tion. But there was a paramount reason, it seems to me,
one which must commend itself at once te the attention
of the House, why this question was not settled duning
the Mackenzie Administration. As long as Mr. Laird
was net appointed Governor, and ap to the time
he reached the Province, there wajracroaEy oth
in the territories to show the r4 ste.j1
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been a change of rgime at ail; moreover, the question stated for his consideration. In the opening sntencea i
could no be settled uale there leas in the country , the mornorandam, Colonel Dennis speaks as follows:-
some administration of some kind, and until Mr. Laird hadi "Ie respectflly anubmits to the Minister that it is expedien4, wth -
reched the territories, in the fall of 1877, there was practi- little delay as possible, to deal with the claime to conaiderationi
cally nothitg whatever to show there had been a change in ferred by the half-breeds of the Nortb-West Territories.
the condition of the people, as the people were not inter- He then states:
feared with, and remained practically as they were before. eome uneasiSs is felt by the half-breed element in the Trritories
But as soon as Mr. Laird reached the territories, in the fallain conséquence of no stepe having yet been taken towards h.thoepogx-
of 1877, he was approached by bands of half breed, who tion of the demande put forward on their behalf It muet b. feely a&.
made to him the very natural prayer that they should be mitted they have a claim to favorable consideration - and thé Cuetti

is-how la that claim to be satisfied, so asto beneft the afbuwedst
treated inthesme manner absolutely as the half breeds and, at thesame time, benefit the country ? Oertainly the experleoha
of Manitoba. He was met by two different kinds of gained in carrying out the policy adopted in regard to the hbalieeds

pplications : First, the application of the half-breeds of Manitoba-that is, absolute grants of land to the parents and children,
the North-West Territories, who represented they had reroehas not been sno as aoul atif a lar oit

absolutely the same rights as the half-breeds of Mani- anything but probable that a proposition of that nature could te again
toba, and should receive the same treatment; and second carried lu Parliament. What, then, are we to do for them? They have,

as natives, as good a right to protection of the Government as thethe appliatbon of the half-breeds who had formerly Indians, and, unfortunately, they are very little better able than are the
belonged to Manitoba, but had been absent at the time of Indians to take care of themeelves.
the e numeation, and had not therefore participated in the "It is therefore evident that one or other of three courses muet be

mad teth haf-beee o Maitba.Z rtainly, it pursed with respect to them:grant made to the half-breeds of Manitoba. i p1. To treat theni a wards cf the Government in effect make a tzeaty
was manifest that as to this last class they should partici- with them, as with the Indians, and look forward to their remaining for
pate in the grant which was made to the bhalf-breeds of many years in their present semi-barbarous state.
Manitobaas it was only through an accident they had • 1. To give an absolute issue of scrip, to a reasonable exteat, to each

.M.nit.b., 5 individual, and then let them take their chances of living or starving labeen prevented participating in it; and as to the others, the future; or
though they had resided, at the time of the transfer, in the "3. To offer them certain inducements to settle on land and learn to
territories, the saine justice should be applied to them as farm-especially raising cattle."
was applied to the half-breeds of Manito6a. This question Then he went ou and made this statement, among other very
oeoupied the attention of Mr. Laird and his Council in the Ilnoficant s eat ft:her meaureshould beadopted tenltivate
session of the North-West Council, which took place in and maintain relation witb our Indians and half-bréed populations,
1878. They passed a resolution to this effect which, though calcula:ed to attach them to us, and to convince them that the Govern-
well known, can bear repetition: ment l desirous of fulfilling Its obligations to thnemii the atmoet good

"That in view, however, of the fact that grants of -land or issues of And ho corsduded with thoie pregna rds
scrip were made to the half-breeds of Manitoba towards the extinguish-
ment of the Indian title to the lande of that Province, there will un- "Thé underaigned respectfnlly requeste for thé wbole question dis-
doubtedly be general dissatisfaction among the half-breeds of the said cussed in thia memorandum, thé early considération of the Joubterof
teirtoris uness they receve some like consideration."rable tht a measure ay bre

teirtoris tilée thy reeiv sem 11. cosidratin."rcd, embodying such policy as may b. deolded upon, inu god ime,
In a further resolution the Council sets forth that it would frthé ensng session cf Parliament."
be prepared, in any such grants, eto couple them with the That was said iu Decomber 1878. This memorandum was
reservation, so as to put them out of the reach of white sent to diffèrent persons in the North-Wesî who were con.
speculators. Those resolutions were passed in August, versant with the condition cf affaire cf tho hsjf-brWep
1878, and were sent to the Government, but by the time with the object of having thoir views on the uoâtion. it
they reached Ottawa there was a change Of Government was sent, amongat others, to Arcbbishop Taché,and I niy
and the present Administration came into office, so that ay that mil the other pereons b whom th- memoranduM
they came into office just as this question was ripe for was sent, were unanimous in saying that the hall-breeds
settlement. In the Session of 1879 the question occupted were entiîled b some speoiai favor ut the hands cf the Gov.
the attention of this Parliament, and an Aet was sed inermet. Archbishop Taché, amonget other thinge, aid:
which power was given the Government to satisfy any
claims in connection with the extinguishment of the Indian "It muet hé fréély admitted that thé haif-breéda cf lb. 1orth-Weot

havé a claun te favorable considération. Gréat unéamineas la feit bytitle, preferred by half-breeds of the North-West Territories, them lu consequence cf no steps having been taken in their behilL A
outside the limits of Manitoba, on the 15th July, 1870, libéral policy ou thé part of thé Government wonld attrnot b ils aide
by granting land to euch persons, to such extent, ad a moral ndd physical power, which thé présent critical rélat one of th.
terras, and conditions, as may be deemed expedient. vrons tribes of Indiana towards éach othér and towards "eGovera-Tii.. wre 1. trni askd b 1h.Govramnt fom ent would prove cf thé grentest value te the Dominion. On thé othezThe w e the terms asked by the Government fromaf-breelement if dissatsfied, wold tur a standing
this Parliament, and granted by this Parliament. They menace te thé peacé and prosperitY cf thé Territorieo. Theré te no
do not contain mention of any special mode of settle- doubt that thhestate cf affaira in thé territories in relation 10 Ibo Indians~nlbutth.whsl matorje bt t th dhsreton fasd hslf-breeds iu calling for thé sericue considération cf the Govern-
ment, but the whole matter is lft to the discretion ofment, d mesures sould h adopted t cultivate and taine-
the Government. The only thing to which the attention lations with thé half-breed population calcnlated to attach them te us.
of the Government was directed, was that they should take Thé renît dépends, lu a çreat mensure, on thé way thé halI.bréewill

sememeae ofextnguehiu th Inian iti inlb. orl- h treated. Frieudly diaposed, tbey will mightily contributé 10 th.soe means of extinguishing the Indian title in the North.sstifiedty would nt ol add tth
Wet Territory, in s0 far as the half-breeds are concerned. difficulty, but rénder thé estnblishment of thé country thé nnt thlng
Why do the terms of the Act differ so widely from those of to an împo.aibility. Thé haîf-brééds are a hlghly sensitive U«-;tékeenly resent injury or inunît, sud daily complain ou thai point.the Act of Manitoba ? Why are the terms of settlement a, areted with regard te théir o' n, bth
left altogether to the diseretion of the Government instead îhey are spoken of, net only la newapapéra but sloffciai sud sémi-
of their being made directory as they are in the Statute of officiai documents. Evéryoné acknowledges thé desirahillty for à
Manitoba ? The reason is that the Government, did not hafed10 dte ibetypo se. utiv.theni. bauu
hen contemplate to settle the half-breed question in theion acually in th North- t at bout twve hundred famills. Lt

Territories in the sane manner as in Manitoba, but con-thé Goverment make twelve reserve for thém, lu thé vés, placs th
templated disposing of it in some other way. By the 9gbreeda viii lîke to have tb.m. Bach réervé sboild b. fohudréd familles at leat snd contain su ares cf Ivélvé square mil« ofpapers which are brought down, we find that, as early s available land-that a teay, thé éxtént cf four townships. Ai the
Doecember, 1878, Colonel D)enni, who, at that time, was haîf-breeds, men, women sud children, resig in the Jorth-Wut on
DeputyMiniater of the Interior, had put before the Minister the let Jauuany, 1879, onght te réceive bye nou-afg.tiabie sasin fer

Tigh uncrersofaud rspetf requslooat f tem wole quecsnW t'q W tedinhisemorndumthearlyveaWconusidMerrvasi o f the nster0of
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mortgaged nor taxed before they should have passed through the hands
of, at least, the third generation of those who received them, or of their
representatives. I say at least, because I am strongly inelined to
believe that it is desirable that such lande be entirely unalienable; and
such an idea scannot seem unreasonable to those who con-
aider the advantages deriving from a similar policy with
regard to real and unalienable estates of noblemen. Raise
the half-breeds to the condition of landlords; yon will thereby
onfer a real benefit on them, and we will not see a repet-

tion of the regrettable ocurrence which took place in Manitoba. The
ouly traUc ofland which I would like to see allowed would be the ex-
elange of a full lot for another full lot between the half-breeds, even it
should be in different reserves. That would be no encouragement to
speoulators, but great faciliy to the half-breeds, eopecially when they
marry."
And ho concluded in this manner, which should have
commended itself at once to the consideration of the Gov-
ernment :

"It is desirable that the half-breed question should be settled without
any further delay. Theqnired legielation ought to be passed in the
coming session of the Legis ture. Immediately after, inspectors ougiht
to be appointed, and I would particularly recommend Mr. Angus McKay
s eue of the inspectora."

Such were the views expressed by Archbishop Taché. It
must be admitted that upon anything which affected the
condition of the half.breeds no one could speak with greater
authority. The plan ho proposed was not adopted by the
Government. Of this I make no complaint at this time.
Upon this it is not my province at this moment to offer
any comment. I neither praise nor blame the Government
for that now; but the fact for which the Government are
blameable and are to be arraigned before the people of the
country is that, while their attention was called in 1879 to
this matter, for six long years they remained idle and did
noihiug towards the solution of this question. They asked
for the views of others. What in the world did they ask
them for, when, having had those views, they put them in
the pigeon-holes and did nothing to solve the question upon
which they asked for them ? The neglect of the Govern-
ment upon this question is all the more unpardonable, in view
of the fact that all the parties whose views they had asked
for had told them that it was expedient and necessary to

*ve immediate attention to this matter. Colonel Dennis had
the early attention of the Minister of the Interior and

the uovernment to that question. Bishop Taché had told them
it was of paramount importance to give satisfaction to the
half-breede, to treat them with justice and fairness, to im-
pres them with the view that the Guvernment were to do
ail they should do; and yet, in the face of all that, the
Government for six long years did not act at all. It is
obvious, it does not require any argument to establish that
it was of paramount necessity not only that the Govern-
ment should act, but that they should act at once upon this
matter; and the necessity was enforced, it was made still
more apparent, by the earnestness with which the state-
ment of that question and of all other questions affecting
the half-breeds was pressed upon them, not only by the
half-breeds themselves, but by the North-West Council, by
the settlers, by the missionaries, by the officials, by every-
body almost who took an interest at all in the North-
West. In lthe month of May, 1180, Charles McKey and
sixteen others petitioned the Government upon thie mat-
ter. They represented that some of them belonged to
Manitoba at the time the census was taken, but that they
were absent at the time of the enumeration, and they asked
to be placed upon the same footing as the
others, and to have sciip issued to them ; they
pointed out that the North-West half-breeds were en-
titled to the same treatment as the Manitoba half-breeds,
and they asked for the early issue of a commission ; they also
made some other demande. In the sane month Octave
Kajeau and others from Edmonton petitioned the Govern-
ment and made the sanie demande. In September, 1881,
Antoine Lapierre, from the Qu'Appelle district, petitioned
tbe Government and demanded the same treatment for the
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half-breeds of the North-West Territory as had been granted
to the half-breeds of Manitoba. In August, 1882, John Simp-
son and forty-two others petitioned the Government, com-
plaining of the treatment they had received from the
Ontario and Qu'Appelle Land Company. On the 4th
September, 1882, Gabriel Dumont and others from the
Saskatchewan River petitioned the Government, repre-
senting that they were newly established on the lands,
and asking for a survey and the issue of a commission. On
the 9th November, 1883, William Bremner and thirty-
two others, also from the Saskatchewan River, petitioned
the Government, their chief complaint being about surveys.
On the 13th January, 1882, Mr. Richardson, whose name is
now well known in connection with the North-Weet, also
gave his advice to the Government and in this manner:

" Dear Colonel Dus,-Having passed three years in the North-
West, and during that period seen a good deal of te half-breed popu-
lation, the following, mducod by the remarkse of the Right Hon. the
Premier in my presence, lat Saturday, may not be out of plame, the
subject of dealing with the half-breed element of the North West being,
as I then gathered, intended for early discussion. These half-breeds
claim and insist that as a distinct class they have a share in the Indian
title to the lands outside of Manitoba, which has not been extinguishod
and, as such distinct clase, entitled equally with the half-breeds of
Manitoba, to special ceneideration. That grounds exist for such con-
tention appears by reference to the Statutes of Oanada, 1870, chapter 3,
section 31. Admitting these half-breeds might (a sorne few have, but
now regret) joined in the Indian treaties, I am convinced that uch a
contingency is not probable, but that, if requested, they would
reject the offer; besides, I do not tbink their joiniug in the Indian
treaties would be in the public interest, but decidedly the opposite.
How best to deal with the element, has, as you are aware been con-
sidered, and yon already hold my views on the subject. I may, how-
ever, be permitted to express the opinion, that opportunities now pre-
sent themselves f .r removing the deiatisfaction existing among these
people, and securing their goodwill towards the Goverrnment, becausej
st, their former occupation as hunters is gone; 2nd, they are, as a clama,
destitute. A further reason for urging, as I respectfally do, early action
is that they are scatterel among the Indians, and latterly subjected to
the evil inluences of leading spirits of the Manitoba troubles of 1870,
who, during the past seamon, have been traversing the country, doing
at least1' no good.' "

On the 6th June, 1881, Mr. Lawrence Clark, a member of
the North-West Council, brought before the Coaneil the
question of the non-enumerated Manitoba half-breeds, and ho
did it in this language:

"The undersigned has the honor to represent, for the consideration
of Your Honor, the Lieutenant Governor in Council :

" That there are resident within the North-Wet Territory, in
varions settlements, but more particularly, so far as the personal know-
ledge of the undersigned extends, about Edmondton, Oarlton, Duck Lake,
St. Laurent, Prince Albert and Qu'Appelle, a number ofhalf-breeds who
were residents in what in now a Province of Manitoba, at, and before the
15th day of July, 1870, but who, in the interval between this date and the
distribution of scrip and lands especially provided iu the terme of trans-
fer, have removed from their residence, and are now living in the North-
West Territory.

" That the undersigned, from such information as he lias been able to
collect, is quite convinced the total number of the abqve described clame of
half-breeds is not large, and that proof-of thoir claims has long ince, in
the majority of cases, been taken by Mr. Ryan, before his commimuion
lapsed, or smince by the local land agent and that the proof for nome
time back has been in the possession of the Department of the Interior
at Ottawa.

" That these half-breeds, in many instances were not aware of the
sittings of the commissionere in Manitoba, being limited in point of
time, and in nearly every instance, even had they been aware of such
being the case, were not possessed of means to bear the expense conse-
quent upon attendance thereat.

" That the general feeling of the community le that these half-breeds,
possessing even rights with those who have already received scrip for
lands in Manitoba, have not had the measure of justice meted out to
them to which by the terme ofesurrender they were entitled.

" The undersigned considers the subject as one of considerable im-
portance, very desirable for the peace, welfare and good government of
that territory, and should be taken and adjusted by the Dominion Goy-
ernment with as little further delay as possible."

On the following day the sane gentleman brought before
the Council the question of the half-breede resident in the
territories, and he did it in ths language :

" That the half-breeds have already been recognised as pommesming
rights in the sane soil, subjeet to which the Dominion aceepted tke
iransfer of the terrtories, and while ample provision has been ass
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for the. re*dIent la manitoba on the 15th ily, 1870, nothing, se far,
as been doue towardg extingiahing that portion of the Inldian title

to lands in the territories outside of the Province of Manitoba, as
ori U formed by the Act of 1870.

"Tho ndersigned further draws attention to the fact that, by law,
the half-breds are excluded from the benedts conferred upon Indians.

" The undersigned ha been given to understand, several petitions
from various quarters have been presented to the Qovernment on the
subjeol of the half-breeds, partioularly] referred to, but no notice wa
taken tkereof

" That th. undersigned knows tha a considerable portion of these
half-breeds were and are still residentse of the electoral district of Lorne,
and feels, as the eleetoral representative of that district, hi duty to
bring under notice their grievance in the hope that some action may, be
taken at an early day towards removing what seems to me to be just
cause et omplaint.

" The undergned recommends that, through your Honor in couneil,
the attention of Ris Bxeellency be respectfully drawn to the subject
and ho be memorialised to direct the attention of hie Ministers to
the position of the half-breeds, who at the transfer of Canada wore and
stili are residents of the North-West Territory, and have not become
parties to Indian treaties, and the taklng of such steps as may lead to a
npeedy adjustment of the grievances they labor under.'

That petition was forwarded to the Government by Mfr.
Laird, then Lieutenant-Governor, and in an accompanying
letter ho specially drew attention to this subject in the
following words:-

" Thèse memorials were presented to the Council of the North-West
Ter-itories at its recent session, and as they relate to ubjects exclusively
within the control of the Dominion Government and Parliament, I
was requested, by a resolution of 0 ouncil passed on the 10th instant, to
transmat copies thereof Lo be laid before His Exoellency the Governor
General, and to express the hope that Hi Excellency may be pleaed to
draw the attention of his M isters to the grievances complained of."

Then, Sir, this subject so attracted the attention of the
council. On the 8th October, 1881, there was a meeting
of the settlers of Prince Albert in which this very subject
was taken into consideration, and at which the following
resolution was passed:-

" Wheetas the Indian title in this territory has not become extinet,
and the old settlers and the half-breed population of Nanitoba were
vranteduserip in commutation of such title, and such allowance bas not
bon made to those resident in the territory.-Resolved, that the Right
Honorable the Minister of the Interior be requested to grant such scrip to
those setiers, thui placing them on an equal footing with their con-
16roa la mauteba."l
Ten days later there was another meeting at the same
place, and a similar resolution was passed. Then, as the
subject did not recoive any consideration from the Govern.
ment, though their attention had been so often called to it,
the Nort-West Council again took up the matter, and at a
session of Oouncil held in the month of October, 1883, the
following resolution was passed, addressed to the Govern.
ment a Ottawa:

" Tour memorialiust further pray that thoe half-breeds in the Terri-
tories who have not participated in the arrangement to extinguish the
half-breeds"imsinManitoba should enjoy the sane rights as accorded
hal-breeds in that Pi ovince.'

And, Sir, as laie asthe month of December, 1883, Mr.Jackson,
whose name is well known now in this House, and who is a
member of the North-West Council, addresed a communi-
cation to the Minister of the Interior (Sir David Macpher-
son), in which he said:

"You wili pardon the liberty I now take in addressing you privately,
when I tell you that it li at the special request of a large deputation of
half-breeds that I do so. They, in common with the country, have heard
Of the generally satisfactory settlement of the 'mile belt' and reserve
question, and urge, perhaps with reason, that if their own grievances,
upon which the Government have been repeatedly petitioned and ment-
orialised, were brought personally to your notice, some immediate action
would be taken. Under any circumstances there would not be very maiy
to del with, and tb ettlement of their daims need not bea trouble-
some one. But there are half-breods in the Territories who have never
received anything from the Government, and who, it bai been admitted,
are entiale to some consideration."

Besides allthese representations, Fathir Vegreville, Pather
André, and severai other persons in the North-West, wrote
letters of remonstrance te the Government. Besides all
thee, Father Leduc, Mr. Maloney, Biahop Grandin and
several others had interviews with the Government upon
this. BeOides ail these, my hon. friend from Huron (1fr.19'

Csmeron), in 1884, brought this matter to the consideration
of this House. Besides all these, and notwithatandingII
these, the Government, though thus pressed, harasd, anà
besieged, never lifted a finger towards the sotion oùf thit
question. During all these year, while the Dep l 4 t
was thus filled up with letters, petitions, resolatioas and
representations, the Minister always remained sitentdalm,
majestic, but as immovable as an Egyptiaûshnith
it is covered up by the sand of the desert. themor,
at last, in 184, the half-breeds, despairingthatîthey tend
ever get redress of their grievances by any petitlôn
that they could send to Ottawa, by any deltgaa«
whioh they could @end to Ottawa, by any remonstrmtems
and representations which they could make to Ottawa%
finally sent for Louis Rial. Still the Government took no
notice and took no action. The Government, if-they were
blamed at all, were blameable then. They knew that 1iel had
an uncontrollable character, they knew that his prs
must prove dangerous to the public peace. They were
warned of his doings; they were warned bther owîi
offleers of the agitation that wan then taking paebut tm
they never lifted a finger towards solving thal queidtgo.
What is the reason, Sir, of that long persistent iâaoi?
Was it simply apathy? No; if it had been merelympathy,
the unceasing torrent of complaints and remonitrance
whioh delaged the Department of the Interior, <Would at
last have moved them to action. It wan notapathy. ITsay
that that inaction was wilful and designel; it was beteAse
the Government had come to the conclusion thatthey would
not give to the half-breeds of the North-West the- ame
treatment, the same favors, the same rights and priYileges
which had been granted to the half-breeds of Manleba.
Mr. Speaker, I arraign the Government fer thie lI
charge this upon the Government, that th5h y
asked advice as to the bent manner of deaing with
that question, though they had been told by ail those
whom they had oonsulted that those half-bredo mus*
have the same privileges as the half-breed df Ki.t
toba, that such precautions should be taken as wouldplaoe
their grants beyond the reach of the white speouMbel kr
Government had come to the conclusion that lhey would
not follow the advice given to them, that they weald tot
give the half-breeds of the North-West Territories them'an
privileges which had been given to the half-hreedwof Mani.
toba. The Government had come to the onelusio* that
the half-breeds should not be treated as a spWeelt clans,
should not be treated as half-breede, but that- they would
have to make their choice as to whether they should be
treated like Indians or white men. On a former oocasion,
speaking on this subject, I quoted the flanguagef1the
Prime Minister, which made that point perfently olrsud
it eau bear repetition hore. On 26th Mmoch, 1886, the
Prime Minister, in speaking oil this question, expr #àed kds
opinion in this way:

" As a whole the half-breeds have been told that If they deute te b.
considered as Indians, there are most liberal reseres, that oti- ceud
go with the others ; but that if they desired to beodlei1hilaedir
they would get 160 acres of land, as homesteads. Butbey
satisfied with that ; they want to get land scrip of equal qmaty-1
think upwards of 200 acres-and thon yet às a batter ofi u*ethis
homestead as well.1

Why they wanted to get as a matter of corise ieiri oihe.
steada as well. Tho half-breeds of Manitoba had been
given free grants of land in which they were in }pbssenion,
and besides that a lot of land had been given to ere he.d
of a family amonget them, 160 acres, and the haef. a el of
the North-West claimed absolutely the same Rpegs as
had- been given to the half-breeds of Manitòbaý But on
26th March last the policy of the Dominion Govërnmen*
was that they should not be treated as had been the half-
breeds of Manitoba. They should not be treated as hail-
breedsn; they would have to make choice either one way
or the other ; they would have to be ither Indiana or
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bites. If Indians, let them go to their reserves ; if white
men let them take their homesteads. That was the
Rolicy of the Governmeit, and it was acted upon. A com-
mission was issied. What, were the instructions given to
the commission ? Were they to treat those half-breeds as
the halÏbreèds of Manitoba had been treated ? No. The
instrqeti6ns to the commission were simply to give the
hialf-breeds of the North-West a plot of land of 100 acres as
a homestead and nothing more. The instructions to the
commisogners were to give:

"To each half-breed head of a family resident in the North-West
Territories, outside of the limita of Manitoba, previous to the 15th day
of July one thousand eight hundred and seventy, the lot or portion of
lând of1Whidh be is at the present time in bona ide and undisputed occu-
pation by virtue of residence upon and cultivation thereof, to the ex-
tent of100 acres, and if the lot or portion of land of which he is in bona

fide occupation as atoresaid should be less than 160 acres, the difference
to be a ndeup to him by an issue of scrip, redeemable in land, at the
rate of tM dollar per acre, and in the case ot each half-breed hesd of a
family rps'idig in the North-West Territory previous to the 15th day of
July, on. tk4eusand eight hundred and seventy, who is not at preseut in
bbï en4tWecéupation of any land, scrip te be issuel, redeemable- iu laud,
tothe etenteo ne hundred and sixty dollars.'

There was the policy of the Government, and, Sir, this
policy w elucidated further by the First Minister himself
tua speechi delivered lu this House on 6th July last. There
ho gave the motives for that poliey. He not only gave the
polc2, butihe gave the motives actuating the Government
u dopt'ing it. HRe said:

"Well, Sir, what was the Government to do? We had al our
friends; w had the Archbishop; we had even Mr. Jackson, of whom
the hon. gentleman has spoken, who now represents the half-breeds lu
the Nortt-West Obuncil-we had him stating that there ehould be no
grant gven tu the half-breeds except on condition of five years ot
continuòus occupation. There was a conflict of.opinion. I will not
trouble the Ho'tse with showing that there was an infinity of opiuios.
An infinity of' advice was offered to the Uoverument, how best te deal
11'th the blf-breeds, and the Government had only one thing to think
o-what *as the best for the people, what was .it best to do for them,
t* save hem evon agaiust their owu improvideuce, and at the same
tie-,ot te keep back ̂ the settiemeut of the country. This, Mr. Speaker,
may acount te any reasonable man for what the hon. gentleman talks
oast 1 yThey were not suffering anything. The half-breed bad his
ôiwr&lïHewus net cultivating the land that lie had. Giving hlm hi.
1and sndgiving him more land was giving hlm uothing. Tlie nomadic

bê o had been brought up to hunt, having had merely his
fli re ' ir to in the dead season, when there was no game-what

Bas it toim t6 give him 160 or 240 acres more? lt was of
no use Jhim whatever, but it would have been of great use to the
ppe ors who were working on him and telling him that he was

mUOb h1how awfully he was suffering-ruined, destroyed, starving,
1d not Ig 240 acres somewhere else, or the scrip tor it,

th"he iÉlngOell ittor$50. No, Sir, the whole thing is a farce."
sues Mr. Speaker, here is the whole poliqg and the

Vrt t> thtpolcy. Besaùse the half-bie d of Mani-
beed injudicious, the half-bred of the North-

W a i i tot nothing; because the half-breed of Mani-
toba hadsolId his scrip for $60, the half-breed of the North-
West 'f iôieries was to get no scrip at all. That was the
re n of th~ Gvernment's policy-that was the Cause of
the policy. The' Government came to this conclusion,
that the half breed of the North-West should not get the

ame treatment as the half-breed of Manitoba, but they did
n t anounce their policy. They wanted to carry
ilt oI), bLt to carry it out on the sly-to carry it out, but
not before the eyes of the people of the Country. They
knew very well that if they were to tell the half-breeds of
the North.West Territories that they wouild not be
tkeatO as 'had been the half-breeds of Manitoba, and
would not get as much land as the half-breeds of
tha Province, this would be objected to, not only
by thle half-breeds, but by the white settlers.
the oòlils, the missionaries, by all those whose ad-
vice tk Goverp ment had sought. Having come to that con-j
clusioil they, came to adopt the fatal policy of to-morrow,
to-morro*, t oerow. They trustedt that by resorting to
ta licy eo to morrow, by carrying out that pzlicy, but1
not' announcing it, 6y-and-bye something would arise and4
hDmtei wourld be forgotten. But the matter was not

forgotten. Those men rose, in robellipn, arltei imme-
diately the Government came down on their kneea. W<hat
they had refused hitherto they telegraphe4 in haste tqtheir
commissigner to grant at oneè. They telggraphqçi their
commissioner to grant the haltbreeds of the North-West
Territories what had been claimed foi' them. Sir, the
Prime Minister having spokep the l4nguage hi T 1 sít
quoted, went on to say:

Now, Mr. Speaker, we, at the lat moment, made concesiozs, and
we did it for the sake of, peace."
At the last moment? Not at the last moment, Not at the
eleventh hour but at the fourteenth hour, when 4.1ood had
beu shed, whep lives had beon lost, when injury .lad b9ejl
infficted which no power under heaven could repair, thon
the Governrment yielded to the demands of those people, but
not before then. And I call the attention of . riamîeent tg
the motives which were assigned by the Governipnd r
that fatal and mistaken policy. What were the motiyes
given? The Government would not give the haif-breeds of:
the North-West Territory the same privileges s had been
given to the half-breeds of Manitoba. The half-breeßs of
Manitoba had been irprovident in the management of their
property, and therefore the Government would not give the
half-breeds of the North-West any property at all. The
half-breeds in Manitoba had sold their scrip for $50, and
therefore the Governmept would not give the half-breeds of
the North-West any serip wha ter. T e half-breeds of
Manitoba had sold their lands to speculators and had
been despoiled by speculators, and therefore the Govern-
ment would despoil the hall-breeds of the North-West
of the whole of their lands. Sir, because the half-breeds of
Manitoba had beein injudicious in the management of their
affairs, it was monstrous that the half-breeds of the -North-
West should not be accorded any rights, and il4at the Gov-
ernment should break faith with them. If the -WÉŠb-eeds
of Manitoba had been injudicious in the management of
their property, there was a remedy. T he reWedy was the
one suggested by Archbishop Taché and by allth9spåb o-
versant with the mratter. The remedy was to couple with
the legislation some safeguard, whereby the grants of land
might be kept to the people, and migh hbe put beyoid the
reach of'white speculators. But who has everlheard of sueh
a monstrous policy as the policy whieh was propounded and
carried out by this Government, namely, that bqçausé the
half-breeds of Manitoba had been injudicious u the manage-
ment of their property, the half-breeds of the North-West
should have no property whatever ? It is again
worth while to consider the motives of the Government.
They say the half-breeds of MrLanitoba disposed of theirlands
And that is the reason why they gave no land to the half.
breeds. Sir, is land such a scarce article *with us that the
Government of a sudden have become se parsimonious ?
le the land of such value that the Government should of a
sudden be taken with such a fit of economy ? Why Sir, did
the Government in this matter of the land grant, consider
like the French gentleman of whom Balzac says, that "the
soil was his mistress " ? It is true that the Government
have without remorse or compunction given away millions
of acres of land to their favorites, that they might irduge
in speculation, but the grant to the half-breed ie ony 160
acres because he, too, forsooth, might speculate. It has
been said several times that even if that grant was
refused to the half breeds even if they were entitled
to it still it was a very small grievance at best,
and was no reason for going into robellign. Sir, that
is not the question. I do not examine here whether
this was a cause sufficient for going into reballion
or not, but I ask of this Parliament, was there any excuse
for this Government acting as they acted ? Waq their
course calculated to promote harmony and peace rather
than to promote discontent and prod ç0 all the conse-
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quences cf discontett? Sir, this was fn efféet the course of which should have induced them to afit. There 'te ome.
the Government; their course was not calculated te bring thing more which muet have been extremely galling to
hannomy and pesee into the Iand, but was eiinently cal- these people, and that is the ontempt with which al lthèir
culated to create discontent and all those ÔoonEequences which demands were met by the Government. They petitioned
have actually taken place, and the eonsequences of that dis- time after time, and ail their petitions remained unan.
content was rebellion. It is said that this was a emall swered. Archbishop Taché had told the Government
Cievan. Sir, -this question is irriekvant. What may that the half-breeds are a highly sensitive race; that

e of small value to you may be of great value they keenly rosent injury and insult, and that they make
te me ; what may be of small value to the rich daily complaints on that point. When they had thus been
ma in the east may be of great value to the poor man of warned by Archbishop Taché, was it not enough to drive
the west, and moreover, whether it was of great value or them into the unfortunate course which was at last adopted
small, did the half-breeds claim anything unfair, unjust, or when they were treated in such a manner. I say that
unreasonable ? What the half-breels claimed was 0 just, there is no race ot men under beaven which values its own
so fair and so reasonable, that their claims had actually dignity and suffered the indignities that those people suffered,
been guaranteed by a Statute of this Parliament. What the without rosenting them in some manner. Sir, the conduct
half-breeds claimed was nothing but what the Parliament of the Government is absolutely indefensible. So indefon-
of this country contemplated giving them. It is a thing of sible is it that the ministerial press, at the outeet of the
small value, they say. Sir, nothing is of smail when it is rebellion, more than once admitted that the half-breeds had
granted by law. The half-breeds broke the law at last, but serious grievances to complain of, and I need not may that
I charge againet this Government that they themseolves the case must be desperate indeed if any organ of the
broke the aw for six long years, when the Govern- Administration could admit the possibility of wrong
ment filed to solve this question, when they failed to on the part of the Government. But the attempt
exercise thé power whieh was vested in them by Par- of the Government bas been to minimise their own
liament, I cliarge against them that it was an actual wrong, by saying that in the great majority of individual
breach of the law. :iut as soon as the half-breeds broke cases no just demands had been presented to the Govern-
the law the Government thon complied with the law. ment, but that those presenting such demande were not
What a sad commentary it is upon their conduct that acting bondfide but were speculators who having once
after having for long years denied what had been obtained their rights in Manitoba were attempting to obtain
claimed by constitutional prayers they should at last give another grant in the North-West Territories. We find the
to violence. But the Prime Minister said that at last he Government presented papers or suppressed paper, accord-
yielded for the sake of peace, that he made concessions. I ingly as the presenting or suppressing would lead to the
say, on the contrary, that the Government made no conces- end in view. They refused to bring down papers which
sions whatever. What the Government gave to the half- were asked for and they brought down papers which
breeds was not a concession; it was simply the rights were not asked for. They refused to bring down
which had been guaranteed them by Parliament, and it is the files of the Department which would have given
manifest-it must be manifest to every one-that any a consecutive and complete history of the matter,
settlement of that question which would not have given to but they bring down reports prepared after the event
the half-breeds of the North-West the same privileges that and prepared to suit the event. There is in econneo-
had been given to the half-breeds of Manitoba would have tion with this matter a most important report which
been no settlement whatever. As my hon. friend beside me we should have had on the Table of the HoE.
(Mr. Blake) said last Session, it was a matter of justice. I refer to the report of the commission appôint-dtmig
He put it in a way which was forcible, and should bO the month of March last year to investigate the claims of
recalled to the House. He said: the half-breeds of the North-West Teritories. This report

" Justice is the same everywhere, justice is the same whether it be on should have been on the Table of the ifouse upon h very
the banks of the Baskatchewan, or on the banks of the Red River; jus- opening day of the Session ; and I say this to the majority
tice d'nands that the same treatient which has been extended to the of this Housé, that if they had not abdicated th'lefroWor
half-in i -,s on the banks of the Red River hal' also be extended to the and right of supervision over this Government th1iW refrirt

would have been upon our Table at that time. Why, Sir,
.0ertainly no one can take exception to that justice demanded here was a commission appointed to investigate a most
that those people should receive the sanie treatment as the important public matter. This commission bas sat and its
half-breeds of thQ Red River. Why was this not done ? It report bas been presented to the Government for more
was said that it would not be for the benefit of the half- than six cr seven months now ; and yet the Governient
breeds. The point may be well taken, but surely the only still retain the report and refuse to bring it down. At the
solution which could have reached the objection was to do opening of the Session I myself enquired of the Govern-
as was suggested by Archbishop Taché-to enable them to ment whether it would be brought down, and the answer
legislate in such a way that the benefits given to the half- given to me was that I might move for it. I did move
breeds should remain in their hands. It would have been for it on the 4th of March; and now we are at the
quite easy to put in the law a small paragraph by which 20th Apri), in the eighth week of the Session, and that re-
all sales of lands by half-breeds to white speculators should port bas not yet been laid up on the Table. This delay is
be null, and if that had been done it would have not the result of accident or of circumstances; but it is
met the requirements of justice. I say that the Govern- wilful and deliberate. No man in his senses wiII pretend
ment were bound teoact by the very letter of the law; and that the Government have not had the time or the means,
apart from any question of positive law they should have if they had so chosen, te obtain the information contained
remembered those principles of humanity and prudence in that report. Sir, it is no wonder to me that the petitions
which are the basis of English law in this respect, as I have of the half-breeds should have met with seah oontempt as
shown already. They should have acted in the spirit they met with at the bands of the Government whlea the
which is indicated by the 'expounders of the law; they very mandates of this louse are thus disregarded, The
should have acte:1 in a conciliatory manner, for fear of the majority in this House can excuse and tolerateeuch abuses;
Indians-or, in this instance, lot us say the half-breeds- but the majority in this House eshold not fbrget that such
should have destroyed the firet planters, who are usually abuses against constitutional Government always rebound
too few to defend themselves, or refuse all commerce and in sonie way or other against the people who are gqilty; of
conversation with the plantoe. Those are the reasons them. If such abuses are toleratedby an assembiy of a
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free people, I speak my mind when I say that this assembly
is not worthy of the great duties imposed upon it.

It being Six o'clock, the Speaker left the Chair.

After Recess.

Mr. LAURIER. I stated to the House this afternoon
that on the 4th March I had moved for the Report of the
Half-breed Oommission, and that up to a recent date the
Order of the House which was thon issued had not been com
plied witb. The motion which was thon granted by the
House ordered the Government to bring down all reports
made by the commissioners appointed under the royal
commission, all proceedings of the said commissioners, all
instructions given to them, and all correspondence ex-
changed between them and the Government. So far this
Order has not been complied with. It is true that in the
report of the Minister of the Interior, subsequently
laid before the House, there is a garbled report
of the commission. This report upon its face is
garbled; it shows that the most important and material
parts have been omitted. Now, Mr. Speaker, upon a ques-
tion of this importance, it will strike everybody that it is
not sufficient to have truth, but we must have the whole
truth. It was not sufficient for the Government to com-
municate to the House only such parts of the report as
suited them. It was their duty to bring the whole of it,
whether it was to their advantage or their disadvantage.
But while the Government chose to bring only such parts as
they deem fit, some hon. members of the House on the
other side have been more fortunate than we on this side
generally are. On the same day on whieh I moved for the
report to which I have just referred, the hon. member for
Lisgar (Mx. Ross), moved for:

" Return showing the number of half-breeds of the North-West Terri-
tories who proved their claims before the commission at Fort Qu' Appelle,
Touchwood Hills, Qu'Appelle Valley, Regina, Maple Oreek, Calgary,
Fort Macleod, Pincher Oreek, Edmonton, St. Albert, Fort Saskatchewan,
Victoria, Fort Pitt, Battleford, Prince Albert, Batoche, Duck Lake,
Forks of Basktchewan, Fort à la Corne, Cumberland House, koose
Jaw and Willow Branch, in North-West Territories; also at Grand
Rapids in Keewatin, and Winnipeg and Griswold in Manitoba, giving
in each case the number of heads of families and minore; also the num-
ber of males and females; also copies of ail the petitions filed in the
Derartment of the interior praying thpt grievauces be redressed, with
the names of such petitioners, distinguishing those who had their claims
already settled in Manitoba and those who had not; also the number of
Manitoba half-breeds who proved their claims prior to the 20th of A pril
lait on the supplementary list, and those who have proved their claims
since that date."

On the 24th of March, just twenty.days after this Order had
issued, the return asked for by the hon. member for Lisgar
was brought down. It was not voluminous or bulky, but
it showed that its preparation had entailed a great deal of
labor. It selected ten different petitions, which had been
presented by half-breeds at different periods; it went over
the names of the petitioners, one by one, and classified them
under three different headings-one, the half breeds who had
participated in the Manitoba grant; second, the half-breeds
who were to riceive scrip from the commissioners; and
third, the half-breeds who had not proved their claims. This
returnshowed on its face not only that it had entailed a good
deal of labor, but that it was manifestly prepared just to suit
the event. It was not a copy of existing documents; it was
a careful compilation, prepared with an object. What was
the object of the compilation? The object was to show
that the great majority of those who had signed those peti-
tions had participated in the grant in Manitoba, and that
the claims they were now preferring were fraudulent
claims. Such was the object contemplated, and such was
the result as set forth in the ministerial press. On the day
after this return was brought down, the Mail newspaper
contained the following article:-

Mr. L&Uarm.

" It appears from a return presented by the Minister of the Interior
that of thirty-one hulf-breeds of the Lake qu'Appelle district who peti-
tioned the Government in 1874 for land, sixteen had received scrip or
land in Manitoba, six did not prove their claims, and nine received scrip
certificates from the commission appointed lat year.

" Of 147 résidents of the Prince Albert settlement, thirty-six had
obtained their serlp in Manitoba, seventy-one did not prove their claims,
and forty received scrip from the commission.

" There were 276 half-breeds living in the vicinity of the Oypres Hills
who petitioned, and of these 101 had obtained their scrip in Manitoba,
161 did not prove their claims, and fou'rteen obtained scrip from the
commission.

" Of seventeen settlers at Manitoba village who petitioned, flive had
obtained their scrip in Manitoba, four did not prove their caims, and
eight received their scrip from the commission.

" Of 115 settlers at Fort Qu' Appelle who petitioned, fifty-even had
received scrip in Manitoba, fourteen did not prove their claim sand forty-
four obtained 9crip from the commission.

" In September, 1882, Gabriel Dumont and 45 others, mostly French
half-breeds, settled on the west bank of the Saskatchewan, in the Prince
Albert district, petitioned the Government, and of those 36 had obtained
scrip in Manitoba and 10 did not prove their claims.

l From St. Louis de Langevin a petition was presented, signed by 32
half-breeds, and of these 24 had obtained their scrip in Mamtoba and
eight did not prove their claims.

'' Another petition from Fort Qu' Appelle bore 44 eignatures, and of
these persons 30 had obtained scrip in Manitoba, three did not prove
their claims, and eleven obtained scrip from the commission.

'' The rising, it will be remembered, was confined to the half-breeds of
St. Laurent and St. Louis de Langevin, of whom 78 had petitioned the
Government for scrip under the Act of 1879, and of these no less than
60 had obtained their scrip in Manitoba, and were entitled to nothing,
and could legally receive no other treatment than that accorded other
settlers in the North-West."

Now, you see the innuendo of this article. It is not set down
in so many words, but the inference is that the majority of
those who signed the petitions had already received scrip
in Manitoba, and were again applying for scrip, and thus
trying to obtain an unfair advantage over the Government.
This is a most foul slander. I denounce it as a slander on
the half-breeds, in trying to convey the impression that
they were dishonest in petitioning for rights to which they
were not entitled. Unfortunately they had more grievances
than one. They had the grievance, not only that they were
not fairly treated with regard to the extinguishment of the
Indian title, but aiso the greater grievance in relation to the
surveys. Not one of their petitions can bear the purport the
Mail puts upon in. Take the first statement of the -Mail.
It said that of the thirty-one half-breeds of Qu'Appelle who
petitioned, sixteen had received scrip for land in Manitoba,
nine had received scrip from the commission, and six had
not proved their claims. You would deduct from that
statement that the thirty-one half-breeds of Lake Qu'Appelle
who had petitioned the Government had been asking again
for scrip for the extinguishment of the Indian title, when
they had already received scrip for that purpose. Let the
flouse refer to the petition which is to be found at page
7 of the blue book. What do they asked for? They asked
to be allowed to keep the lands tbey were in possession of;
they asked for certain rights for fishing and hunting; they
asked for the participation of the Roman Catholic mission
in all the rights of the half-breeds; they asked for regulations
for the hunting of buffalo and for the establishment of some
authority to administer the affairs of the country. There
is no demand for the extinction of the Indian title, and
therefore the impression the Mail seeks to convey is a
slander on those people. Let us take the other petitions
to which the Mail referred, There is the petition of
George MeKay and others, settlers and residents of Prince
Albert, numbering 147. What do they ask ? They ask
first for surveys; next, that the surveys be made accor d-
ing to their present holdings, with narrow frontages; and
third, that the half-breeds who have not participated in the
Manitoba distributions should receive the same consider-
ation as was granted the half-breeds in Manitoba. Let us
take the fourth petition. Of these petitioners, the Mail says-.
Forty received scrip from the commission, thirty-six had
received scrip in Manitoba, and seventy-one had not proved
their clais, Let us take tire fourth petition,
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that of half.breeds living in the vicinity of Cypress
Mountain. The ail says 101 had received scrip
in Manitoba, 14 reooived scrip from the commission, and
161 had not proved their claims. Let us return to the
petition. It is that of David Laverguere, and 277 others,
from Cypress Bille; they ask fpr the privileges of hunting
the buffalo at all seasons; they represent that the majority
among them had not participated in the scrip distributed at
Manitoba, and they make their demand accordingly, fairly
and honestly. I turn te the next petition. The Mail says
17 petitioned from Manitoba village, of whom 5 had received
scrip in Manitoba, 8 had received scrip from the commission,
bud 4 had not proved their olaims. I turn to the petition.
It is that of Charles McKay, and 16 others from Manitoba
village; they represented that some of them, who belonged
te Manitoba, were absent at the enumeration, and did net
participate in the grant of scrip; they, therefore, asked
that those be allowed te participate in the grant as if they
had been present when the enumeration was taken ; they
represent also that the half-breeds, who do net belong te
Manitoba, are entitled te the same treatment, and they ask
the same treatment for them. Take the next petition. The
Mail says, that of the 115 half-breeds at Qu'Appelle who
petitioned, 57 had received scrip in Manitoba, 44 had
received scrip from the commission, and 14 had net proved
their claims. This i the petition of Peter Lapierre,
and 114 others, from Fort Qu'Appelle. What do they
ask ? They ask for the North-West half-breeds the
same participation in scrip as was given the half-
breeds in Manitoba; they ask, as te the half-breeds of the
North-West Territory, that the Goverument will be pleased
te make a survey of their present holdings similar te old
settlers' claims on the Red and A.ssiniboine Rivers. Thon,
as te the petition of Gabriel Dumont and forty-six others.
The Mail says that thirty-six of them had received scrip
in Manitoba and had net proved their claims. Here, again,
you would suppose that Gabriel Dumont and the for ty-four
others settlers, who petitioned the Governmont in 1882
from the Prince Albert District, asked also for scrip on the
ground that they were entitled te it, whereas the purport
of that petition was not te ask for scrip, but te ask that the
Government should be pleased to cause surveys teobe made
of their present holdings, and that they should have freo
grants of the lai d of which they were thon in possession.
The Mail says of another petition of half breed settlers near
Qu'Appelle, numbering forty-four, that thirty had received
serip in Manitoba, eleven from the commission, and three
had net proved teir claims. But this is the petition of
John Simpson, and others, whose names have become
unfortunately too famous in the rebellion. Did they ask
for scrip, and try te obtain an unfair advantage, as the Mail
says ? No, Sir, they did net even mention that in the
petition. The only things they complain of are the surveys
and the patents. They represent that their lands were
invaded by the Ontario and Qu'Appelle Company, and prayed
foi- jatice. That was the only grievance they set forth.
It is therefore manifest that this article in the Mail was a
most malicions article, one calculated te convey the
impression that the half-breeds had really no grievances,
but that the most of those who had petitioned, had rceived
from the bande of the Government whatever they were
entitled te; and that, therefore, the rebellion was not the
rebellion of people who were seeking the adjustment of
grievances, but of men who wore trying te take unfair
advantage of the Government. I regret that the whole
report of the North-West Commission bas net been brought
down. I have been told on good authority that Mr.Street,
the president of the commission, had again and again
expressed his admiration of the character of the half-breds,
and again and again stated that he had never met with a
more truthful people. That, in all these transactions,
though some two thousand people had appeared before

him, not one had endeavored to misrepresent facts or to try
to say anything which was not the truth. Under such cir-
cumstances, the bringing down of such a report, with such
an object, and commented on as it has been by the press
supporting the Government, is another crime for which the
Government are liable. Is it not a crime committed by
the Government against those people ? In the same spirit
which called for the preparation of tho return I have now
discussed, was another report prepared which was recently
placed upon the Table of this House. This report was pre.
pared by Mr. Pearce, who is, if I recolleet well, inspector
of mines of the North-West Territories. This report, as he
says himself, was prepared at the reqnest of the Minister of
the Interior, who sent him to the theatre of the late insur-
rection, for the very purpose of bringing down the informa-
tion which the report contains. This report is dated the [5th
December; it was placed on the Table of the House on the
15th April. It is true that certain ministerial newspapers
were more favored in this respect than the House, becanse
the report was communicated to certain ministerial news-
papers, and perhaps, if we have had it all, it is due to the
indiscretion of one of those newspapers, which discussed the
report as if it had been already brought down to the House.
This report was also prepared with an object, with the
object of showing that, in the looality to which the insur-
rection was confined, the settlers, or the great majority of
them, 92 per cent., as the report sys, ha really no griev-
ances against the Government. The report goes on to say
that 92 per cent. of the settlers in that locality bad no
grievances whatever against the Government, that 92 per
cent., and perhaps more of them, had received scrip in Mani-
toba, that 92 per cent., at least, of' them had no grievances
against the Government in respect of surveys or of paients.
I will not discuss this report to-day at length, the question
it deals with is chiefiy that of surveys, and, when we come
to discuss that question, it will be time to enter into that
matter and to show, as I believe, it will be possible to show,
how fallacious this report is in that matter. But there i
in this report a general purport which may well be disons-
sed here. The general purport which this report tends to
establish is that, since in the district to which the insurreo.
tion was conifined, the majority of the people had no griev-
ances against the Governmont, thore could not bc any griev-
ances elsewhere, and that, therefore, the insurrection was
absolntely causeless. The object the report has in view is to
establish that the rebellion was causeless since in the very
place where the people rebelled, they had no grievanees what-
ever. The fact that the rebellion was confined to one pai ticu-
lar section of the country is no evidence that there were no
grievances in the other parts of the country, even if there
had been no grievance in the part to which the insurrection
was confined. Look at the insurrection in Lower Canada
in 1837, no one will dispute to-day that the Lower
Canadians suffered from grievances of a more serions
nature. Those grievances were not particular to one
section of the country; they affected the whole population
of the Province; they extended through the breadth and
length of the land; and the insurrection, when it took place,
did not spread itself all over the Province, all over the
district wore these grievances were, for the insurrection was
confined to two or three localities. Out of twenty or twenty-
five counties which thon existed, the insurrection was con-
fined to two or three at most. And, moreover, the very fact
that there was a rebellion in the North-West is the best
possible evidence that there were grievances which affected
the whole of that community. You never find a rebellion
anywhere unless those who rebel receive the moral sympa-
thy of their fellow-countrymen. If there is an outbreak
anywhei e-and this is a daily occurrence-and if those who
rise have not the moral support of their fellow-countrymen,
you may have a riot, but you will not have a rebellion You
will have a rebellion only when the communityis deeply
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afected. If only one section of it is affected, you will not
have a rebellion. The report goes on forther, and tries to
show that Gabriel Dumont, Philippe Garneau, Baptiste
Boyer, and some sixteen others who are named, of the
leaders of the rebellion, had personally no grievances
whatever. What is the object of this statement? The object
is to show that Gabriel Dumont, Boyer and the other
leaders of the rebellion did not act from any noble motive,
but simply from the malice of their heart. This is a most
unfair statement to make against Gabriel Dumont and his
fellow leaders in the rebellion. There is one particular for
which I have always admired the British character, it is
that -Britisih men have never been chary of expressing their
admiration for a brave foe. At the ceremony of Her
Majesty's coronation, the one person who received the most
cheers of the sesembled throng was not the young 8 >vereign
herself, popular as she was, but the French Ambassador, old
Marshal 8jult. As history says, wherever the crowd could
geta-glimpse of his face, they cheered with increased vigor.
And what was the reason ? It was that the British publie
remembered that Marshal Soult had fought their armies with
undoubted courage, and had proved himself a worthy foe
even of the Duke of Wellington. I am proud to say that
it has been admitted that Gabriel Dumont has proved that
he has a brave heart in his bosom. Ris conduct in the field
drew from the First Minister himself the statement that he
was the bero of that rebellion. If h. had no grievance of
hi own, it only proves not that his follow-countrymen had
ne grievances, but that he had a greater heart even than
we gave him credit for. It would only show that, though
he had no personal grievances of his own, he took up arma
to defend the rights of others, though his own rights were
not imperilled. Would it be the first time in history that
men have rebelled though they had no grievances of their
own, that men took arms not to remedy their own
grievances, but the grievances of others who were
suffering ? When William of Orange, for instance,
with bis Dutch companions, placed themselves at the head
of the Bnglish rebellion, surely he had no grievances againat
the English Government of that day, he had no personal
grievances to avenge against the Government of James.
Yet does the fact of his having no grievances after the fact
that at that time tho Englieh nation had been tyrannised
over by the Government which was ousted on that occa-
sion ? And, when the Marquis de Lafayette and his com-
panions forsook the splendor of the court of Versailles to
court death on the battlefield in order to aid the American
insurgents, it cannot be said that they had any grievances
to avenge against the British Government. But does
that alter the fact that the American colonies were
fighting at that time to uphold the British principle
that taxation is not to go without representation ?
I know the difference that separates these great men from
the poor and uneducated half-breeds that live in the North-
West, but though the difference is great, it only shows that
reason may be found in the breast of all men, without dis-
tinction of class; and if these men had no grievance what-
ever, it is no evidence at all that the nation had no griev-
ances. Have we not the fact that the commission has been
dealing with a class of men who ad grievances? Have we
not the fact that that commission have issued scrip to some-
thing like 2,000 applicants? Thereby you have evidence
that a great number of half-breeds in the North-West had
serious grievanees against the Government. Archi-
bishop Taché had estimated the population at 1,200
families, which would probably give a population of 6,000
souls, out of which number one-third actually had their
rights acknowledged by the commission. Will any one

-say, in face of that fact, the people of the North-West had
no grievances? Will any one say that Gabriel Dumont and
his fellow;Ieaders ing the rebellion, even if they had not
pereonal jgraevaoes wore net fighting for mon who, at that

Mr. Laarn.

time, did have grievances aga*ift 'hiesQimlent? No
doubt Gabriel Dumont and hi@ fellow Ieadrs wer. wong
in taking up arms. Though their eompltints had been
ignored during se many years, they shoidd still have per-
sisted in their agitation, rather thuh tak the supreme course
they adopted, But if they were wrong in taking up
arms, still they were excusable. The conternpt with which
their deroands had been received, the-faot that thirT appea
to justice had always met with a refusal, made their action
at last excusable. But what excuse ean be made for
this Government in denying the rights of thbeepeople?
What excuse can they invoke to srhield themselves f-om the
indignation of the people of Canada? What exeuse can
they offer for having so long refùtsed to aet when théy had
been urged te do so ? What exeuse eau they bring for
having so long refused te do justice, when justiee simply
meant the granting of a few acres of land ? What etcuee
can they offer for having allowed the hearts of these men te
swell with bitternems, when a few simpte words of rig'ht
would have softened them into docility ? What excuse cmn
they offor forhaving so long refused legitimate and consti-
tutional demands, which at last they yielded to viotence ?
Sir, excuse there can be noue. The Government have for-
feited alil claim to indulgence. Of all the rights, of ail the
duties devolving upon the Governent, thé prime duty is to
maintain peace sud harmony in the land; and when a
section of the population becomhes dissbtisfied it is the duty
of the Government.to investigate the causes theref, and te
remedy the complaiet as speedily and as fairty as pessiÀè,
consistent with justice, and if they fail in this, they fail Hi
their most sacred duty. But when the dissatiefabtion Pro.
ceeds from the fact that the Government have ignored their
own obligations, then, Sir, I say that the people of tnIe
country would be remiss in their own duty if they were te
condone such an offence, for by se doing they wouldaeie
at the very roots of their own liberty. I think- thse prin-
ciples are true, I feel them deeply, and beeause I feel them
deeply, I beg to move :

That all the words after the word "that " be lëft out, and the fol-
lowing inserted in lien thereof:-It wa the duty of the Govòernmnt to
proceed with diligence under the authority they obtained from Paria-
ment in 1879, to settle the claims arising out of the Indian title of the
half-breeds of the North-West Territories, and also to settle the clains of
those of the Manitoba half-breeds who were temporarily absent daring
the enumeration, and that in this respect the Government ha. been
guilty of neglect, delay and mismanagement, prejudicial to the peace,
welfare and good government of Canada

Mr. WHITE (Cardwell). The hon. gentleman, in the
earlier part of hie speech, before dinner, dealt almost
exclusively with the fact, as he alleged, that the Govern.
ment had resisted the petitions made to them for the extin-
guishment of the Indian title by the half-breeds of the
North-West. He pressed upon the House that AUllthese
petitions had special reference te the fact that these haîf-
breeds had the same claim as their brothers of Manitoba,
and that the Government resisted the extinguishmhelit of
their Indian title-by refusing te treat th m as the half-
breeds of Munitoba had been treated. And then, Sir, towards
the close of his speech, ho apparently, judging frdm the
usual careful and logical manner in which the hon. gent§.-
man deals with publie questions, having received new ifor-
mation since he left the Chamber at six o'élook, cadie back
and told us these petitions did not ask for tho extinguishment
of the Indian title at al, but that they were complà'nts f
the grievances which they had, irrespective of that question
altogether. Now, it seems to me that the hon, gentleman
should take one ground or the other. If therê were peti-
tions coming from the half-breeds of the Ssskatchewan dis-
trict-and with these half-breeds especially we have to
deal-which complained that their Indian title had-
net been extinguished, and that they were eWtitle:
to concessions similar tù thes which the Manitoba
half-breeds have reeeind, if he is prpre0 to' take
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tþl groung, ts, Sir, I hQld that he hm no right, as. h eh tings there may have been, and undoubtedly wer,,smo
dictat theclose ofhis speeoh, to claim that these petitions groands of oomplaint in the seau in which eve t ler
dd notaPtall sŠ fox the extinguishmont of that title, but who goes into a new country, and espeially every
on thew optrary, dealt with qlter griâvanoes, grievances breed, every old settier who finds himsolf deprived of hie
qoimon t all perte, of the North-West, su far as com-usual means of livelihood by the ohm, wil b.almost certain
pynM are. oerned, common, in fact, to new settle- to fel, that so far as the Uepartment was ooncerned, and so
ienta.in' vgry oountry that 1 have ever heard of. Sir, far as regards the treatment of questions conn.cted with the
thqhop. genlenan was guilty of what I must regard as half-breeds, that treatment wu one pi whioh no rfflebie
geat fairnems to the Department over which I have then
hqnor, unworthily, to preside, in saying that thequite satisfied the peopleoftte countrywxU decleethe
G'ornmpent had brought down improperly, certain returns '.overnment are innocent of the charge which hf4 bee-
wIgchhve been laid upop the Table. He referred to made against them by hon. gentlemen oppQite.
oiW, rptpra particularly, in whioh was stated the number question of tie.haWbreed daims was fot altogether- i new
afghose who.e nameg were attgeiod to the several peti- question. lion, gentlemen opposite whon they at op th!$
tions who'had received their half-breed scrip in Manitoba. aide of the flouse had to deal with the question. Ap# ifI
Sir, that was the i n kedin this Hoee; eproceeditgh in. conapstion w t#i,

g, rA Ân on. memaber on his I desire to say at the very oute
own responsibility asked tis House to order thatthe Gov- for the purpose ofjnstifying or evenpa1iating any negect «,
ernQpegwîl44 ar4#lyA0e tIPa sevpal peitiona and give which the.Government of the day may have been gaitty
t4e Hpse the result of that analysis by stating how simply for tbepurpoa. of showing thMthe di&oï4tiep neçt.
mapy Qf the,petitioners ad had their Indian title extin- ed with the subject in the North-Wst Territories wer mach
gpiQ in Manitoba. Are we to be told here, especially at as to cause complaint when hon. gentlemen opposite were
a tim ie whn so much is being said in relation to the on tus aide uf theflouse, and they were sucb, mQreover, as
allged refai of the Government to bring down returns met at their bands certainly not more prompt treatment
and information to Parliament, that it w.as an offpnce on than bas been accorded te tkem by the bon. gentlemen Who
the part of the Department that it should have done preci- now occupy the Treasrry benchos. ln the tint place, we
sely wlat was ordered to be done; that because the inform- know weli from what has ocourred that the question of the
aMion co1piisg to this eouse in response to the order doos recent troubles in b. North-West, wbioh have given rime to
not mee4 the views of the hon. gentleman, therefore these questions in Parliament, waa iit aftpr ala
tþe Depprtme. isa in the wrong in bringing that question; that Louis Riel did not for the first time lasi year
information down. Then, the hon. gentleman hua tenyt to rise troubloiiconnection with the North-
referred to the repord by Mr. Pearce, which I presented a West. W. know Iromn the statement of Ozowfoot given to
fà e'eninga ago. Iregret very much that the report was the Mail correspondent, who went through that country
not preutpd some time earlier, as it might have been during last spring, that long mgo, oineyerago, .ieI
but fqr 4elyy in the.printing .of the schedules by the print-
es. I can tell the ï;on. gentleman, so far from the acci- declared, the Government had not been treating hi
deg as he calls it, or the.indicretion of a newspaper inproperly. And we know atter that from a ataternt made
publishing in advance certain information contained by Mr. Devoy, in an Interview with a correspondent Qf the
in t4 report beipg the cause of its being brought New York Sun, if I mistake not, Riel attempted nuL only to
dowsi, my expeotation was that the report would roua. the Indians into revoit, but aiso te raisa 10449
have been brought down at lest three days earlier among the Fenians of the United Statos witl a view, if
but for t1le dplay in the printing office in con- puonÀu, ut*onlititing .ùeni in ils ed'orLs tu reconquer th«
1WdLiQ4WiLli aeI leeaached to the report. But the North-West Territories. In that interview Mr.Dovoy
hon. gentleman says that was a report prepared expressly, states that Riel d.scribed tue frauda and trickery of the
qf4er te event, in order to influence the judgment of Par. land sarka. Recolleut tus description w#8agivou in 1878,
liament. Whether it was prepared before or alter the event, certainly net at a time whon tus Govomut wu in any
ail I vt is thi : It wes prepared by the particular way responaible for wbat was going on. The.interview
officer of the partment w io has perhap had more to do, reads:
both under the late Government and under the present

Goen ýt, with matysx in þeaskMcheyvan districtGvenm~it wihu attrsin ueSk4- awýndisri t edWin d e r nefarions practioes by high officials of the Dominion
than any other officer in the Department, and therefore the GoVernment, who were in bague with them and proflted by thlr thotte
ofger, wA was best qqalified to obtain the information of land helonging to the Metis. The whole administration and myotem
which I desired to obtain, and which, in view of all the If laud management in the North-West he described as rotten to thedon.d ad o norain> y Bos ubtL .ga core. The wrongs of the Metis were iutensified by the bitter race hâtredde ndsade for informion, this ouse oght to be gladred tem. Dep-roted dau n, ho laimed
to abtain as weil. If that report does not suit the views of existed among the whoie half-breed population, both in Manitoba aU
hon. .gentlemen oppos ie, it ls certainly not my fault; it is the North-West Territory, and wasustained by atrong sympatty on
their-misfortune. And perhaps the further they probe into the part ofthe whole French Canadian population."
thxe actual facts, however they may get them, whether by And se on with a number of other statements made by
smnding emissaries into the country to enquire, or in any Louis Riel at that ime te Mr. Devoy, al poiuting te tth.
oth9y way, the less cause they will find for ihe outbreak of fact that then, in 1878, when this Govemument wusil no way
luat spzing arising eut of auyi roe*oduto egetrsponsible for wbat had occnrr.d, Riel complained, juatlas spin arsin ot o ay improper conduct or neglect r
on the part of the Goverpment of the day. The hon. gen-
tleman has confined himself in his peech largely to the one ment in connection wiLb tue administration of affaire inquopjiun of tue ha1f4rned amteon usinofti ot-West Tcrritories. Now, wus there any*goudqugo ftehl4gdclaims, the one question ofthNohy on
the e;tingsishmeat of the Indian title, and he did thatfor those complaints
notiwah nding the. fae that hoecited petition after peti- peLiLio drm
tien in. whieh ht poiptp4; out that the extinguishment praying for the settiement of tue land daims and for tue ox-
of the Indian title was n h a ehw cause of complaint in tinguishrent of tue Indian titi.. Mr. Ryan and Mr. Machar
thagepstitiçns. I propose to deal, if the. Houae will pe. mit had Won appointod te selnattera lunManioba, whioh

n 4e, the wuole gussip4uof thp grievances of thoeo pel would have been settled long before but for the interfer.
is e Tap4prss aktopîintout, as I thi I- wo m and, t pisuamence of ho lienhemen opoite wih te astops akernby

'hah b*o1 Q Q bWil. ti ry ngtaroutheir prsed teoreore he' cwLounty will e r wtha
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view to the settlement of those land claims. They had the
opportunity of knowing when they came in that these mat-
ters were thon exciting some interest in the North-West,
bocanse in the report of a publie meeting, held in 1873,
there appears a petition which was transmitted to the Gov-
ernment by Lieutenant-Governor Morris, and in that petition
among the claims made was this:

" We also ask of you our Lieutenant-Governor, give us lands In
compensation of our rights to the lands of the country as Metis.".
That was in 1873, and yet until 1876 not one single step
was taken by the hon. gentlemen for the removal of those
difficulties and the granting of those claims to those people
as half-breeds. It was on the 19th of June, 1876, that the
Government took its first action, and at that time they asked
Mr. Matthew Ryan, thon a stipendiary magistrate, to deal
with the question. On the 23rd of October, of the same
year, four months afterwards, Mr. Donald Codd, Dominion
lands agent, telegraphed to Ottawa as follows:-

"Ryan never received instructions referred to in your letter 12th
July. Important that he should be authorised to act by telegram."

So that after, in June of that year, pretending to take that
question up, it was not until they were urged to it by their
agent in Winnipeg, four months afterwards, that they took
the first serious step in connection with it. Twodays after-
wards Mr. Donald Codd sent a telegram to Ottawa as
follows:-

" Ryan anxious to know on what authority he acts. He thinks old
commission bas expired. la it intended to keep result of half-breed
allotment strictly confidential ?"

The answer to that statement was as follows:-
"To MÂTTREW RYAN,

"The acting Minister requests you, if willing to take such additional
duty, to continue to take evidence e claimants to half-breed lands or to
scrip who may come before you in North-West Territories. On reply,
forma will be sent."

Now, Sir, Mr. Ryan appears to have accepted the commis-
sion entrusted to him. He entered on his duties, but on
the 3rd of March, 1877, being then engaged in the perform-
ance of his duties as stipendiary magistrate and those
supplementary duties connected with the half-breed claims
with wbich ho was charged, ho wrote rather a remarkable
letter, the full text of which I shall read to the Houso :

'' SWAN RIvER, 3rd March, 1877.
"Dc& Sm,-In ihe matter of my continuing the half-breed lands invest-

igation, as the only official communication I hold on the subject is a
telegram authorising me to take the evidence of claimants who may
come before me in the North-West Territory, would you kindly inform
me, as soon as po:sible, whether it was the intention of the Department
that I should put myself in communication with half-breed claimants by
visiting the localities in which they reside, or that I should act in their
behalf as they might casually come before me in the course of the dis-
charge of my magisterial duties ? If the latter were the intention, [ fear
that no early practical good can be effected. The greater number of the
half-breeds of the different settiements can only be metat certain periode,
befere their departure to bunt, and after their return, and I am not aware
at present at what period or periods I am likely to be engaged as a
magistrate at these respective places. My apprehension is, that to trust to
the coincidence of our thus meeting woul l be to defer the investigations
indefinitely, and ultimately to cause many of the half-breeds and others
in the Territory the loss of the benefits intended for them by law. Would
it not be well, therefore, for me to make special endeavors in their behalf
during the coming seasons of spring and autumnu? I cen conveniently
go to Lac Qn' Appelle in May, where, as I am advised by Mr. McLean,
agent of the Hudson Bay Company, and by the Catholic curé, the bulk
of the half-breeds can ba met between the middle of that month and the
10th or 15th of the next. And later I may be able to visit the Scotch
settlement of Prince Albert, and the French of St. Laurent, and so on.
I am not informed, either, as to the matter of expenses, but presume they
are to be paid under authority of the Department of the Inteiior. Would
yon pleue instruct me on this head, and generally on the subject of the
latter, at your earliest convenience, and believe me to be.

"Very truly yours,
'MATTEEW RYAN.

"D. CODn, Esq., Winnipeg."

That letter was dated on the 3rd of March, 1877, and in a
postscript hesays:

" P.S -I would require no secretary or assistant, and would other-wise be careul of oeos.-M. R."
Mr. WRITi (Oardwell).

Now, Sir, there was a pleading letter from the commis-
sioner appointed to enquire into the half-breed claims;
there was the deliberate statement on his part with a know-
ledge of the country, with a knowledge of the habits of the
people, with a knowledge of the localities where they
might be found most readily, that unless he was permitted
to go to particular localities and meet them and give them
notice of his being there, the work with which he was
entrusted must result in no advantage to the half-breeds,
and conseoquently must result disastrously. And yet, Sir,
what was the answer given to that letter by the hon.
member for Bothwell (Mr. Mills), who at that time was
Minister of the Interior. Here it is, written in his own
handwriting across Mr. Codd's letter enclosing that of Mr.
Ryan :

''It is net neeessary te look up parties who have claims. If they care
for their interests they will themiselves come forward and establish
their claim.-D. M."
That, Sir, was the spirit in which the hon, gentleman, who,
with his friends, is so solicitous about those half-breeds,
who complained that they had not been treated as they
should have been treated-that was the spirit in which he
dealt with the supplicating letter of his own commissioner,
asking that he might be permitted to visit the half-breeds
and deal with them as he there found them. But that is not all.
Mr. Ryan appears to have been most solicitous in the mat-
ter, and he did, at his own expense as it turned ont, go to
Lake Qu'Appelle with a view of meeting some of the half-
breeds there, and when he sent in his bill for 875 to pay
his expenses the hon. member for Bothwell (Mr. Mills),
then Minister of the Interior, refused to pay these expenses,
and they were only paid after the present Government came
in and the present First Minister was Minister of the
Interior. That is the way in which hon. gentlemen dealt
with those questions. The letter, as I have told you, was
submitted to the Minister. Very little appears to have been
done in connection with the matter until the 24th of June,
1878, when Mr. David Laird, then Lieutenant-Governor of the
North-West Territories, a gentleman who was, I believe,
not in the best relations possible with the thon Minister of
the Interior, telegraphed as follows:-

" Observe Mr. Ryan's authority, investigate half-breed claims under
order 14th J une, 1876, lapsed. Recommend time be extended one year.
He is now bere. Applicants waiting answer."

On the 28th June, 1878, Mr. Ryan himeelf telographed
from Battleford:

" Half-breeds pressing me. Will time of investigation be extended?"

And the answer was as follows:-
" Minister has subject under consideration, and will probably author-

ise Mr. Duck, who has been appointed Dominion lands agent for Sa-
katchewan, te investigate such claims."
And that, Sir, was about the last thing the hon. gentleman
did in connection with the half-breed claims of the North-
Wost. He appointed a commissioner, and when the commis-
sioner told him what was absolutely necessary to be done, ho
refneed to permit that to be done, and when the commis-
sioner, acting on his own sense of what was right, did it, and
incurred a little expense in doing it, he refused to pay that
expense; and thon, when the Lieutenant-Governor telle him
first, and then the commissioner, that the half-breeds were
there waiting, but that the authority of the commimsioner
had lapsed, the answer sent was that the matter was under
the consideration of the Government, and that probably Mr.
Duck, the newly appointed agent at Prince Albert, would be
appointed to investigate those claims. &nd yet, with that
record, these hon. gentlemen move resolutions such as that
which has been moved to.day, and ask the condemnation of
the Governmont by Parliament and the country, on the
ground that they did not deal fairly, fully, quickly witfi
these half-breed claims in the North-West. During that time
it is well known that the importance of this matter was
pressed upon the Government by the Hon. Mr. Luird. la
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addition, there were several petitions from persons in the
North-West; and Mr. Dennis, referring to those petitions,
and dealing with the question, wrote as follows:-

" The question raised by His Honor the Lieutenant-Governor as to the
manner in which the claims eof settliers may be adjusted, who looated
uponlande in the North-West Territories previous to the transfer,
involving, as it does, a question of policy, is for the Minister to consi-
der."

So that it appears that up to that time, although a com-
missioner had been appointed, the Minister had arrived at
no conclusion as to the manner in which he should deal
with thoSe claims:

" The underaigned would, however in reference thereto, venture to
express the opinion that land so settled on, without the same may posuess
exceptional value owing to its situation, and had been taken up with a
view to speculation, if the claimant shall have b-en constantly residing
upon an- cultivating it to a reasonable extent, should be grantedfree to
the occupant. To give effect to such a polhcy, however, legilation
would be reluired."

Now, Mr. Speaker, that was in Maroh, 1877, an;i it was a
question of simply giving to those people the land upon
which they were settled-doing for thom, in fact, the very
thing the offering to do which afterwards, by this Govern-
ment, is denounced by the hon. member who has moved
this resolation, as a failure of justice to those people-
simply the granting of the lands on which they were located,
and he is told that legislation will be necessary in order to
enable him to do it. And yet, Sir, although another Ses-
sion of Parliament came and passed afterwards, during
which he had the opportunity of getting that legislation,
the Session opened and closed without any leg-
islation being attempted, the case of the half-breeds being
left precisely as it was, in spite of the recommendation of
Mr. Dennis, his own deputy. That, Sir, I think, may
fairly illustrate the manner in which the, hon. gentle-
man dealt with those claims. He had claims of a simi-
lar kind to deal with in Manitoba. Ile had to deal
with what were usually called the stake claims;
and I find that when a schedule was submitted to him
of names for his decision as to whether they should have
their land or not, nine-tenths of them were bracketed,
and the words were written after them, "No -D. M.,"
to the effect that these people had no claims and should
not receive any consideration whatever. What was the
condition in which those people were at that time ? I have
,here a letter which, I think, will show the spirit in which
these hon. gentlemen dealt with affairs in the North-West.
The letter is dated Wiunipeg, 29th September, 1877. It is
signed by the Rev. Father Lacombe, whose interest in
matters in the North-West is well known. It is net
addressed to the hon. gentleman for reasonswhich I sup.

e the postscript of the letter will sufficiently explain.
It is addressed to a gentleman at that time a colleague of
the hon. gentleman, the Hon. Mr. Pelletier, then Minister
of Agriculture, who had a seat in the other House. The
letter was to this effect:

"Via DIA.n Bî,-As you desired me, during your visit to Manitoba,
to acquaint you rivately with such information as might aid you in the
administration o our Province, I now frankly and confidingly communi-
cate the annexed newspaper articles.

" I take the liberty of drawing your attention to those articles, as
well as to the remsrks which I shail add." It mast be understood that I am far fron approving the violent and
unseemly languege et the English article. It appears to me that we
May protest without being insulting.

"I regret to say that many of the sentiments expressed in those
articles are particpated in by a great many persons in our Province.
Resolutions, eoming from Ottawa, threaten to give a fatal blow to our
immigration. Th Government ask $5 per acre for land on the Red and
Assiniboine Rivera. It is teo much even for speculation, as speculators
sell the same lands for $2 per acre. But above ail it is a great deal too
much when we consider that those lands are occupied by immigrants
who have expended aIl they had to instal themseNes on those lands.
If the Government persevere in this determination they will ruin many
whe accepted the invitation they made thent te settie i nanitoba.siI undeatad, ineireover, that the question ofti'utake-claimu (8tàke-
elaims)istobe regulatedin a mannerstill more unjust - the wish to
draw Iota favor of theNetis e fhil or lands owne at i giver119* rnfr~d

and elsewhere auterior to thé transfer. For more than seven years
these lands, recognised among the population as the preperty ef those
who took them, were frequenti>' sold and exchauKed. And to-day, on
account of these exchanges, there are at Rat River, in the parish of
St. Pierre, more than fifty resident families. These families established
themselves l good faithi and behold it ls now thought to dispossess the
greater part c thea, of whom many are immigrants, who arrived in
spring, bought the land and made outlay for the purpose of establishing
themselves. The pretext invoked is, that on certain farms there la
little orno cultivation-a pretext which to me seems ill-founded, because
those lands were at any rate posuseed by those who claim them, before
the reserves for Metis ehildren were localised in this place or vicinity.
If the lands were possessed thon, they are still the property of those
who claim them and consequently au injustice ls done in dispossessing
them of them. If on the other hand, these landa were not owned at the
time of the locaiisation of the reserves how can it be pretended that
their cultivation would have ensured titeir possession ? The Govern-
ment has not yet said anything officially, and secretly they direct the
lottery cf these lands, se that the odium of disposseslng the occupants
may fal on the children of the Metis, to whom these lands shall thus
oome.

" Evidently the Government are ill-informed, otherwise they would
not, for the sake of a few hundred acres of land, consent to draw upon
themselves the odium these resolutions would create, to paralyse immi-
gration, and to throw another brand of discord among the population.

"Such are the remarks, which lin true friendship, I have thought
it iy duty to submit for your consideration.

" I remain with much respect, your ver humble and obedient servant.,
(Signed). AL L AO MBE, PIre., 0,M.L"

Then here is a personal posteript :
" Permit me to avail myself of this opportunity te offer yon, with aIl

my heart, my best wlshes for the New Year."
Here is a second postcript, which is an important one:

" I forgot to tell yon that I advised Mgr. Taché to write to the Goy-
ernment. Althongh he regretted all these misunderstandings, he replied
that h. would not venture to write to Ottawa, inasmuch as h. had never
reeivedan'thing but refusais, and le fared .to compromise the case,

rahrthan benefit it, b>' wrltlug on th. subjeot."
That, Sir, was the opinion of His Grace the Archbishop of
the manner in which hon. gentlemen opposite treated
questions concerning the North-West in which he felt a
deep interest, when he ventured to send either petitions or
letters to them with regard to those que tions. Now, Sir, it
is well known that when the change of Government took
place, although hon. gentlemen opposito had done nothin
to provide by legislation for the settlement of these half.
breed claims, the Conservative Government, in its first
Session, that of 1879, passed an Act in which they took
power to settle these claims. That Act has been referred
to by the hon. member for Quebec East (Mr. Laurier) on
two or three occasions. He has referred t it to-night, and
intimated that the first thing done under it as ithe appoint.
ment of the commission last spring. i do not desire, for a
single moment, to charge the hon. gentleman with mis-
stating, because I believe him to be incapable of wilfnlly
mis-stating; but I charge him with not having as carefully
studied the question as its importance deserves, and as he
certainly ought to have studie it. On the 1st June, 1883,
an Order in Council was passed, based on a memorandum of
the Minister of the Interior, of the 31st May, 1883, separ-
atin the offices of Surveyor Gencral and Deputy Head of
the Department, creating Mr. Lindsay Rissell Surveyor Gen-
eral, with the rank of Deputy Head, and in this memo-
randum is the following clause:;

" The duties of the Surveyor General will necessarily require that he
shall spend a considerable part of each season in the North-West, so
that h ma>' have the opportunity of directing the operation of the staff
in the ield in connection with and in addition to which the opportunity
would be akorded him of investigating and finally settling upon the spot,
a large class of long-standing and somewhat complicated claims to
land, arising at various points la the Territories. Invested as he would
be with the rank and authority of a Deputy Head, and bringing to bear
on the cases submitted for his adjudicatin the experience he has
acquired in the administration of Dominion landa, his decisic ns would
naturally command the respect and acquiescence of th>se whom they
most directly affect, as well as the confidence of the general public."

Then, by an Order in Council of 7th July, 1883, arrange.
mente were made for dealing with the claims of actual
settlers in the Prince Albert and EJmonton districts to
obtain titles to the lands they occupied, and it was the inten-
tion of Mr. Lindsay Russell to have loft a ono for the
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North-West where he would have been able to deal With the best interest wa to ho found in the preservation of the
claims question on.the spot and settle them on terms reason- peaco and in the prosperity of the country, they eniisted
able both to the country and the half-breeds and the other on behaif of their Queen and their country, and aided
settiers chiefly interested. But, as we all know, an accident in preventing the success of tho rebellion. So far as the
befell Mr. Russell. He was detained in his room for a long haWbreeds in the Saskatchewan district were concerned,
time, and was unable to go to the North-West, as he had the Indian titi. had in tact been extinguisbed. Now,
intended to do and as the Government desired. The case Sir, as to this question generally, what are the
was not one of such urgency as to require that a substitute, facto? There je no doubt whatevor thore were great
that a less efficient man, should be sent in his place, and sodifferences of opinion in the North-West as to the best
long as there was any hope that Mr. Russell would ho able means of doaling with the Indian titie. The hon. gentle-
to undertake the important work, the Government, having man las read from the prôcdings of the North-West
regard to his great experience and to his familiarity with (ouncil, their proposed method of dealing with this mattor.
the English, French and Cree languages, wisely deferred I will repeat the resolution of the council, but first let me
the appointment of any one else until they had to give up look at the recommendation of Archbishop Taché than whom,
the hope of his being able to go at all. Now, there were as the hon. gentleman very properly said, no one is ina
several classes of claims presented to the Government in position te speak with more authority in relation te tho
relation to the North-West. Ttiere were of course a number North-West matters. Now, hie Grâce the Archbiehop
of other subjects referred to in the petitions. We reoommended this:
have heard them read to.night. There was permission asked 41 estimate the half-breed population actually in the North-West te
to hunt the buffalo, but I am not aware that anyone ever number about i,200 familes"
prevented a half-breed or Indian from hunting the buffalo; The ouse will excuse ry repeating tle quotation made
the misfortune was, there were no buffalo to hunt. There by the hon, gentleman:
was also the question of fishing rights, but I am not aware tgWeil, let the Government make twelve reserves for them in the very
-although, I am bound to say, I think it would have been places the half-breeds themselves would like te have them
wise if it were otherwise-that anyone ever prevented a Bach reserve should be for 100 farilies at least, and contain an are&
half-breed, an Indian, or a settler from fishing as ho pleased of 12'square miles of available land-that is teay, the extent of fourwher hoplosed t he on swot ilI I tink(hoownships. Ail the half-breeds, men, women and cblidren, residing inor where he pleased, at his own sweet will. I think theNot-etnth sja ror Nrth-eston te ls .Jnuary, 1879, ought te receive two non-negoti-
time, however, is rapidly coming when fishery regulations able uorips for 80 acres of land each; to be located by them in anyone of
will have to be adopted in the North-West to protect our the twelve above-mentioned reserves."
valuable fisheries there. But, so far as the principal claims You wili notice that the Ardhbishep's suggestion is that
are concerned, they may be reduced to two great classes: tbey should have 160 acres of land, precisely the quantity
First, the extinguishment of the Indian title; and, second, of land which (ho hon. gentleman says was inferier to that
the giving of patents for the lands on which the people which was given in Manitoba, whero the chîldren of lf-
were settled. As to the extinguishment of the Indian title, breede lad 240 acres, and for propobing wlich ho condemned
it is wettitreoember that the rebellion occurred on ne Sas- the Governdsent-
katchewan, that there was ne rebollion anywhere olse, and "Said lands could neither be sold, mortgaged nor t.axed before they
that, therefore, in se far as the rebollion may have been said ahould have passed through the hands of at least the third generation of
te have been caused by tle non-extinguishrpent of the Indian these who received them, or of their representatires. I sy, at least,

S we lave the riglit o enquire as te wlother (ho porsons because I am strongly inclined te believe that it is desirable that iuchland be entirely unalienable-and sucs h idea cannot eem unreaSonable
who pe(itioned frorn (ho Saskatchewan districts wore entitled te those whconsider the advantage deriving from a similar poicy
te have any Indian tub extinguisled, or wlether that par- with regard tetrea hand inalienable estates of noblemen. Raise the
ticular grievance lad net in (loir case been already roSved. half-breeds to the condition of landierds; aou will thereby confer a real

benefit on them and we wil not we a repetition of the regrettable occur-
ifference which took place in Manitoba."

suggestion tla these. people lad lad (loir Indian tit e That was o esuggestionof ie Graco theArchbishop. Look-
eztinguisled initle North-West, is an insuit te(hem. lBe ing at it as a practical man, and net pretending for a moment
bias clarged the Toronto Mail witl laving been guilty of t laveoanything like roe authority in dealing with th e
the gressest insu1it (owards (le lf-breede, by irnplying that affireeofa the lalf-breeds that cisGrac las, t think the
tley went inte the rebeilion for causes whicl wore in tact people of this country, as a whoie, would net hve favored
ne causes at ail, bocauso (ho particular griovance in ques- the setting apart of twelve reserves, which wore te bo abso-
tien in their case, lad been eettiod. I lave yot teiearn lutely inalienableand were not te ho subjet toe taxation,
(lat it is an insuit te etate fLcts wi(l regard te any people. and te establiepiintoact, a ystem of -landiordieim in the
The articular facto in regard (o this case are that thé North-West. Bat, leaving that aside, what lad whfror
peoplge of the South Saskatchewan, whoeotho troubles arese, th North-West Council ? This ie a body representing the
had, in the overwhlming znajority of cases, (heir Indian people of tho North-West, a represontative body which is
tite aiready extinguished before the rebellion; and (hatuas eupposed te speak for the poplof al the North-WWtst andte
the len engagd as councillors of Louis, Riel, a largo very firt resolution semy prepsnted was a condrnaation of
proportion of (bm l had lad (loir tities extinguhed inb the poiicy of lemGraco. In (loir firt resolution loy
Manitoba, and, therofore, s" t far as We exeinguilwment deciare
of pe Indian titae was conccrnede blire was ne
ground wlatover for tle rebeliion whic" took place That it would be injudicions t set apart reserves of land for the

of ha2f-breed f the North-West Territory, or give them negotiable sorip.

alone. The place wwrenpersaphterpadhbeenefheweralf-re m oe te ( i
half breeds with tho Indian titi. extinguehedthan insouggestod by Rhis Grace were le rpr1se8ttretivet of nho peo-
almeet any otlrfart. of tle North-West Territories, was ple of pe North West lemoelves, in counnil assenbled,
in tle E je nto district a t St. Albert; yet, wo know iat i~n the vory petitien for net obeying which, for net ascepr-
when tle rebellion broke eut at tle Saskatchewan, theing which, for noet dealing in accordance with which, this
youing alaf-breede of St. Albert enlisted on tle side of(the Governdent las been attacked both ireParliament and in
Govornment, and were prcprred te de battoe for foir thl country. What did eley propose? wser wat thoir
Qubdn and tsoir country like the other settaers and volun- propsitionp
teers. They did net pretend, hat alithonu hoIndian That in view, horn yent r,- tthetact that grnt. et land or isues of
titi had neot been oxtinguished in (oir ca, they a d n scrip we o made to the half-breeds of Manitoba tewards the extinguiaho

tot hvbtiment of the inia thieo the ladsenthatProvinc sae, e willrtand te rebel, but, en thexcontrary, recehin thAt thir doubtedr b eral andiatfieatoatong oh nhou-bmd o asthe
âMr, WlUTI (CardwoU>.
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#aid Tenritories uninle they receive some like consideration. That this "Now, gentlemen, with regard to the uestion et the lisse of scrip
consideration would mort tend to the advantage of the balf-breeds were or land, juat let me say thia-and my friend, Kr. Fisher who was
it given in the foim of a non-transferable location ticket for, say 160 there, will bear me out in it-that, at the firat ultting of the commis-
acres to ea ch half-breed head of a family and each half-breed child of sion, I myself and other gentlemen who were presumed to have inSu-
par-nts resident in the Eaid Territorieq at the-time of the transfer thereof enee with the half-breed, urged upon them the almost absointe neoces-
to Canada, the ti<ket to beissued immediately to any half-breed eighteen sity of taking land. On the first day, about 70 per cent. agreed to take
yars of age or over, on furnishing evidence of claim, and to every child land instead of scrip. In the meantume, and about this time, the fight
on arriving at that age, and furnishing the necemsary evidence," at Duck Lake had taken place. The Indians felt there that they bad

Se ou wilee that the proposeithere was again 160 acreswhipped the troops. ltiel despatched runners and agents aIl over the
to yu gile tha tehea poposalyere asdto againd160 ac e country. One wa despatched to Fort Qu'A pelle to circulate reporta
to be given to the head of a family, and to the child on of their success amongst the half-breeds. About this time the rumor
arriving at the age of eighteen years: reached here from half-breed sources that Riel was to prove victorious,

that the half-breeds had better not take land; that they should take
That each half-breed holding such a location ticket should be secrip, buy what they could, and the land would ultimately belongto

allowed to locate it upon any unoccupied Dominion land%, but the them. That is what induced them ta take land. (Kr. Fisher. Thatis
title of the land so entered should remain in the Crown for ten years eso.) These are facts."
and If, at the expiration of three years after such entry, the half-breed
locatee bai made no improvement on the land, hie claim thereto shall Now, Sir, what does that mean? It means that what those
be subject to forfeiture." people were rebelling for was not the extinguishment of
That was the proposal of the North-West Council, a proposal their Indian title but to obtain possession of the country; it
whieh would have placed every half-breed in an inferior was not the permission to bunt for buffalo, nor to fish, but it
position to any ordinary settler going into the North-West. was simply for the purpose of getting possession of the whole
They were to have 160 acres eachi; any settler can go into country. As soon as ever, acording to the testimony of Mr.
the North-West and get 160 acres. They were to make Jackson their own friend, there was a prospect of getting the
improvements for three years or were to be deprived of the whole country, then they took the sorip. They said: We will
land; any settler can, on making improvements on his land take this from the Governmaent in the meantime, it is
or three years, get bis patent ; but they were not to get Government money, and we will have the whole land in the

their patent; the land was to be inalienable for seven years North-West afterwards. Now I should be sorry, for one, to
longer, and they were to continue to reside upon it during believe so ill of the half-breeds of.the Qu'Appelle district,
that time. So that the proposal of the North-West Council but the testimony comes from two of their friends, from
was one that would place every balf-breed in a position Mr. Jackson, their representative in the North-West
inferior to that of a white settler going in there, and would Council, and from Mr. Fisher, who was one of their
have left him without any claim, not even the rigit which most sincere admirers and trusted leaders, and we
is given under the law to any man who chooses to cannot do otherwise than to assume that these gentle-
take up a homestead in the North-West. Would anyone men knew what they were talking about when they made
pretendito say that the Government would have met the such a serions charge against the half breeds as that they
views of the bhalf-breeds if they had accepted that propo. took the scrip because they thought they would get all the
sition ? When the time came to setLe these olaims with land afterwards, and not in any sense in extinguishment of
the half-breeds, when they had the opportunity of taking their Indian titles. There were, let me say, other griev-
240 acres for each child of a half-breed born in the Ter- ances, other complaints, made by the half-breeds. Reference
ritories before 1870, how many of them took the land? bas been made to the letter of Bishop Grandin, and to
Why, an infinitessimally small number took the land, the letters and interviews by father Leduc and Mr. Maloney.
great majority taking scrip instead. The papers before the Well, Sir, so far as Bishop Grandin is conoerned, I am
lHouse te1l us that a meeting was held at Fort Qu'AppeIle inclined to think that the most important petition presented
at which were adopted resolutions in whiuh lithe half- by him was presented to the late Government, and that as
breeds declared that they would not take scrip, but to the principal parts of it, it was dealt with by the late
would insist upon having land. That was telegraphed Government. Bishop Grandin said:
down to Ottawa by Mfr. Street. Mr. Street was at l Beforo ailIsaknme encoursgorent for the oettiers. The
once instructed to comply with the request of the half- Qatholic missionarles have doue almost impossible things in this direc-
breeds, and give them their settlement in the manner most tion. They have at different places three mills. For the third lime we
conducive to thoir wisbes. Yet, when the time came to have tried to erect one in the colony et St. Albert-behold more than
settle tie matter, when the opptunity was given hem, I £900 stg. which we have sacrifieed for it; and we are still uncertain
igot thie I attr r hL thea g tatut ty wabock lhean eutwhether we shall succeed. That the Government may, on their part,think I am right in saying that but two took land ontdeign to do something toencourage agriculture.
of all those who put in cLaims, all the rest taking the '2nd. Aid for a hospital-at least to construct it, and put il in a con-
half-breed scrip instead. So we have the recommendation dition te receive the sick.

cf lts raceArobiso Tahé,w~ hve ie ecom ond- "rd. Aid for ochools. The Geverument makes large outlay forof His Grace Archbishop Taché, we have the recommenda- education in all Oanada Io our North-West to be alone withbeld assist-
tion of the North-West cuncil, both of which reeommended auce ? It cannot beo aid that we required help less than other parts of
that land alone should be given, both of which recommended th count fr our or an asuma, that we may incrae lee estab-

Il4th. Aidfo u rhnayus htw a neaets sab
that the half-breeds should remain upon th at land on penalty lisiment, so as to be able to take in a greater number of little avages.
of forteiture, both of which recommended that land should "5th. Concession of land for each orphan asylum or model farm.
be inalienable for a certain period, the one for three genera- "6th. Reserve of land for the children thus brought up, and aid to

sud ic therforheu car; ad yu, weu tc hif.holp them ou te a litIle tarin once tiey are married.tions, and the other for ten yearsh; and yet, when the half. 1, 7th. And ioly, thatthe reservet e hoe made over to the Indians be
breeds came to deal with the matter in their own way, they of arable land, and situated near fishing lakes."
all tor simply scrip, which I a sorry to say most of them Now, Sir, these claims were dealt with as far back as 1875,d f a ver small sum indeed. They took scrip and in a letter addressed by Lieurtenant-Governor Laird totmus sbowed tha hey did et agree with the suggestion His Lordship, under instructions, of course, from themade by tics. Who werc pcriaps besI fitted te advise them, Goverrneut lire. This Le what i. says:
but they took the course which the Government permitted
them to take as a last resort rather tins> allow them to "The Superintendent General cannot but con ratulate Your Lordship
continue to feel that they had uanygrievanceg aI ailI pon the efforts made by the miss'on, especialliy the establishment of

.adn t t an gorie at al. I milleto enable the settlers to utilije the grain raised in your diocese."
made this sttement in the West a short time ago, and Mr. elSitr wosmtufin ba uthr untJackson, te whom reference has been made, who is a perso- Well, Sir, there was some tuffy n that, but there was net
nal friend of my own, with whom I have friendly corres- much substance.
pondence all the time, delivered a speech in Fort Qu'Appelle "The Superintendent General wishes to remind you that this i a sub-

su wicii. ndetoo teanscr ls prt f tc saheentject whicb wiii prop.rly corne wi hun tbm province et Ibm Locl Govern-in which hie undertook to answer this part of the statementmnt soon teho iangurated ln the Nortb-West.fife thinks, oweer,
which I made in a speech deivered in Ontario. He said; that it i obvions thaï the measures now being taken by the Dominion
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Government to carry a railroad and telegraph line through the Terri- interests and the interests of the country, would settle down
tories must have the effect of opening up the country and of facilitating and become ordinary settlers, pointing out to thcm thatintransfer through it, and in this way cannot fail to give an impetus to
the agricultural interest of the Territory.'> doing so they had large advantages over wbite settlers,

Well, Sir, the hope held out to Bishop Grandin was that they being old residents of the country and knowing a good
this Pacific Railway, built on the line which hon. gentlemen deal about it. So much for that matter. Then there was

opposite say it should have been built on, gradually, as the question of surveys, about which a good deal has been
settlement went on, somo day or other would reach them, said. I think no one will pretend to say that so far as the
and that they must keep their courage up until that event question of surveys was concerned this Parliament is not
occurred, when probably they would have the advantage of omnipotent. The law was pamsed in 1b71 which fixed the
the transportation that line could afford then. He goes on : method of survey in the North-West. The law was

The second, third and fourthheads referred to by yon, are al mattercontinued by hon. gentlemen opposite, and the surveys
whch cone especially wîthin the province of the Local Legmature. were made on the same principle. As they began,

Thre was not mach encouragement in that. so the present Government continued, and the instruc-
Ther wa no muh ecouageentm tat-tions went to the isurveyors that whenever they found

"With regard to the third head, I may remark that the Dominion settlers upon land, and those settlers dsired survey on
Lands Act makes provision by a liberal land grant to aid general the river lot inciple, the surveys were to be giveneducational purposes in the Territories, and so far as the Indians are pr
concerned, the Dominion Government will, no doubt, be prepared, when to them on that princi pie, and they wore as a matter
the Territory is surrendered, to make the same provisions there as else- of fact so given to them. The only place where those
where by treaty for Indian schools. In the meantime, I am directed by surveys were not given was in the famous parish ofthe Minister to transmit to Your Lordship an official cheque for thesum t.
of $300 in aid of the school at St. Albert, authorised by Order in Council St• Lous de Langevin, and, as we know from the evidence
of the 22nd October, 1873. As is assumed from Your Lordship's report, already furnished to the public, at the time the surveys
that the average attendance of Indian children at tis school is n1ot less were made, there were but two settlers on the land, and,than the number required by the Order in Council, viz., twenty-five. therefore, it was not a case in which survey by river lots
So that 8300 seems to have been the whole extent of the could be adopted. Settlers went in afterwards and took up
answer given to thes' several propositions of Bishop land, some of them according to ihe section or block system of
Grandin : survey, and some have made entry in accordance with that

" Amy one of the other schools which Your Lordship may think er survey. They have asked since that the system be cbanged.
te select will be entitled to a similar one for the current year, provid, They have been informed, and they have always been
of course, the average attendance of Indian children throughout the year informed, that if they chose to take their lands in ten chains
is net leu than twenty-five. or twenty chaîns frontage, thoy wouid have the privilogoI As to the fifth head, namely, concessions of lands for orphan asylums or twnty but tat the priilege
and model farms the Superintendent General is not prepared at present of doing so ; but that the principle cannot be recogmsed,
to make any defnite pled ge on behalf of the Government. On this that the Government having once surveyed territory unoc-
point, the Superintendent General will be able to speak more definitely cupied at the time of survey, persons goimg into that terri-
after a treaty bas been made, and when the question of the extent of
land asked for, for the purposes above mentioned, is more accurately tory afterwards cannot demand that a different system f
known. survey be adopted. I think there is nothing unreasonable

" The sixth head refera to large question of public policy, on what it and nothing improper in that, because, in so far as the sur-
wou d be manifetly tee premature at present to pronounce an opinion. veys are concerned, it cannot be said that the half-breedsThe settiers cf the North:-West have good grounds fer believing that the vy r ocrei antb adta h afbed
Dominion Government will deal liberally with them. There is a suffi- should have any more rights than any other class of set-
ciency of land in the Territory for all of them and their children, and it tiers who might choose to go in, and a farmer from Ontario
is earnestly to be hoped that they will cultivate as much of it as possible i into any part of the North-West and preferring theand secure for themselves eomfortable homes in the country te w kicl on noaypr ftcNot-etadpeeîn h
they belong. Ontario system of survey, might as well ask to have that

"As regards the seventh head, namely, the reserves for the Indians. plan followed-having gone in there after the surveys had
This matter has hitherto been fully provided for, and all treatiesmade ben made-as that the half-breeds, who went in afterwith the Indians, by which assistance in money and agricultural impie-
ments bas always been secured to them, and there can be no reason to survey could demand a change in the system. But, as I have
doubt that these matters will be deait with in a ibilar spirit of liberality said, they have been assured from the first, that if they
in futuretreaties. desire to have the land in ten or twenty chain lots, they can"The reservation secured to the Indians will, ne doubt, have a fair haeiLnta rniladta nomto a
proportion of arable land, and will include, when it is practicable, any have it on that principle, and that iformation bas
fishing lakes which the Indians may desire to avail themeelves of." been given by the officer of the Government on the

p spot, so that they can get their lands in that wayNow, M rnSpeaker, that was the answer to the petition of ifthey desire. Then there is the question of the landsBishop Grandim, and I will ask on. gentlemen opposite themselves, of the patents. I venture to make this state-
whether it gave much encouragement to his Lordship to ment, and no one las hitherto at any rate, that I have heard,
hope that his prayers would be acceded to. There was, in ventured to contradict it, that no single half-breed has everaddition to this answer by the Lieutenant-Governor, an been put off hie land by any applicant, that no single half-
answer by the hon. Minister of the Interior himself to similar breed has ever lost an acre of land by any action of therequests, which was dated on the 17th March, 1878, and i Government. They have, on the contrary, been pressed to
that we have this statement of his views of the position of make their entries, and, if, to-day, they have not their
the half-breeds of the North-West, and the manner in which patents the fact is due, not to the system adopted, but
they should be dealt with: entirely to the fact that they themselves had not taken

" The application of the petitioners to be aided by the Goverument with reasonable stops to get their patents. Let me point out to
seeds and agricultural implements in their farming operations, I confeas thei House what the Government have done in relation to
I a net diposed te view favorably. 1 do not se pon what gound atenta for land; and after all I think it was of the greatestthe haif-breeds a c aim ta be treated in this particular difféently from r
the white settlers of the Territories. possible importance to them that they shoald procure the

" The half-breeds, who have in some respects the advantage overnew land on which they had eettled, which they were tilling
settlers in the Territories, should be impressed with the necessity of and on which they had made their homes. I have here asettling duwn in fixed localities, and direct their energies towardaan
pastoral or agricultural pursuits, in which case lands woil be no doubt letter addressed to Mr, William Pearce, a member of the
assigned to them in the same way as the white settlers. But beyond Land Board, by Mr. George Duck, who was agent at Prince
this they muit net oek to the Government for any special assistance in Albert, and I will read that letter simply for the purposetheir farmiug operations.."of showing what pains the Government took in order that
So that was the opinion of the late Minister of the Interior, those people might be informed how they could get their
the hon. member for Bothwell (Mr. Mills). He took the patents, in order that they might be induced, if possible, to
ground that the half-breeds, if they consulted thoir own secure thoir patents, and in that way remove all possible

Mr. WriT (Cardwell).
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doubt as to their legal possession of their property. The
letter is as follows:-

" PmnO AuRmT, l1th December, 1885.

"DEAE SIR,-It having been reported to the Minister of the Interior
during hie late visit here that there were a large number of claimants to
lands within the parishes of St. Laurent, St. Louis de Langevin and in
the vicinity of the South Saskatchewan River, more particularly amor g
the French-speaking population, whose claims to the land had not yet
been iLvestigated and who therefore could not obtain entry, this state-
ment sbaed on insufficient data, as tha lets of those claimants which
1 have auisted yen in praparing will show."

These lists are attached to the report of Mr. Pearce, which
has been submitted to the House.

1' Upon receiving your instructions in March, 1884,"-

That was some months before Riel came into the country.-

" to investigate thesoe claims I consulted with the Reverend Père André'
the superior of the district, as to the best time to carry out the invest-
igation and obtain the information desired. He told me that as many of
the claimants were then away from home engaged In freighting.
I had beter postpone my visit until after Easter, when they would
aIl ha at home putting in their cropa. I did san d eft hr for Batoche
early in ay&. On nr way up I called ini2sGrandin, where I met Père
André who toid me thathe had been waiting for me to tell me that the
people had been holding a series of meetings throughout the settlement
aud they bad decidad among other things that they would niake ne
applicationsfor entry for their landsr nthe office haere. After consultation
wi him I thought it advisable to secure his services to explain fully
and clearly the nature of my mission and to show to the people the
futility of any such resolution on their part. He went with me to
Batoche, and at au interview held in the house of Emmanuel Champagne
explained fally my object and advised them to fyle affidavits in support
of their claims. The investigation was then proceeded with in as careful
and thorough a manner as possible, and it will be seen upon reference
to the list numbered 2 before referred to that of the 138 claitnants 99were
included in the investigation held by me and whose claims were renorted
upon, 20 had settled up-n lands and had not then orafterwards made entry
in accordance with the section survey, 2 had settled in 1984 and made
no application for entry or filed any evidence of occupation, leaving
17 claimants whose claims were not investigated, which number includes
the names of Moïse Ouellette and cthers who refused te prefer any
evidence in regard to their land matters. It was reported to me as long
ago as 1882 that these people even those who bad settled and claimed
their lands in accordance with the exIsting survey, had been advised by
certain interested parties not to make entry for their lands, for what
resson I am unaware unless to coerce the Government into another
system of survey on the banks of the river. From the schedule prepared
you will see how few were then settlers, on the river, some 42 mu ail, of
whom 22 could have obtained entry if they so desired at that time.

" With reference to the list numbered 1, which includes the names of
75 claimants, 55 have made entry, 1 (Cardinal) bas settlei on a school
section subsequent te the plan of the township being received at the
office here. leaving 19 who have never applied for entry but who could
have made entry if they had so desired. In accordance with your
instructions to Mr. Gauvreau. the assistant ag ent here, in August, 1883,
that gentleman visited the different parts of the district in liste numbers
1, 2 and 3, and explained to them fully the Lands' Act as bearing upon
their claims. Upon hie return he informed me that the chief reply that
he had received from the people he visited was that they were poor and
had not the money to maka entry. There were no other coemplaints of
&B7' nature.

With reference to list number 3 of the schedule containing the
names of 45 claimants, 7 have made homestead entry, 24 filled evidence
of claim before me in Jnly last, 9 were file i before you, this month, of
whom the majority were absent at the time of my visi, while the
remainder failed to represent their claims altbough requested by me to
do so. Of the remainder, 5 have failed to make any application at aIl
before anyone by reason of their absence either as refugees In the
United States or as prisoners at Regina, on account of the recent out.
break, this number includes the claim of the Roman Oatholic mission,
and as se much bas been said abeut this land I mi ht say that no claim
bas ever been preferred by any of the Oblats for thu land.

" I might state that in reference to the question of hay permita repre.-
sentation was made by me to the Depariment in June, 1884 to the
effect that whereas the hay question was not ofthat character toewarrant
the imposition of dues for the protection of the small sattler as aginat
.the stockman, instructions were sent me not to collect any such fees,
and no permits have been iusued in this district.

II have the honor to be, Sir, your obedient servant,

" WiLLAx Painos, Rsq.,"GEO. DUCK.

"Superintendent, Land Board, Winnipeg.''

That is the letter from Mr. George Duck, showing that in
1883 Mr. Gauvreau was sent there to impress on these peo.
ple the necessity of procuring their patents and to iastruct
thmas to the manner ofobtaimng themý that in 1884 Mr.

Duek procured the assistance of 1ather André, and ,agn
attempted to explain to tie people how tbey could get their
lands, and that the difficulty in their obtaining their land
was not due te any act of the Government, or anything over
which they had control, but was due in the 0%sg of gome of
them to their poverty and in the case of others to their
unwillingness to make entry at all. There is no doubt so
far as the patente to the land are concerned, that if the
half-breeds have not their patenti to.day, to them and
to them alone is due that fact. Then, Sir, we had the
statement made-not to night, it is true, but we have had
it discussed all over the country, we have had it discussed
in Parliament, and on the hustings, that the Government
had actually driven the people to rebellion, by granting
a portion of the lands upon which they were set-
tled to a colonisation company, and that by doing that they
had driven the people off the land or, at any rate, had
attempted to frigh ten them off their land. Wall, I have
here the affidavits of every settler in the parish of St.
Louis de Langevin, with one or two exceptions. I shail
net trouble the Blouse with reading them. But with these
exceptions every one of the settiers on that tract of coun-
try, which was supposed to be given to the Prince Albert
Colonigation Company, declared either that ho did not know
of the existence of such a company, and therefore could not
know that the land had been awarded to the co rn pany, and in
the case of one or two who did kn ,w it, they had been assured
by the agent that they need not be in the slightest degree
alarmed, bacante the company had no power to turn tem
off the land, being simply the agents of the Government
for the settlement of the land, and they were guaranteed
by the Government the possession of at least 320 acres
like other settlars.

Mr. DAVIES. Will the hon. gentleman lay the affidavits
on the Table.

Mr. WHITE (Cardwell). I will put thom in Ransard,
which is better, and will save time.

Mr. DAVIES. Better put them on the Table first.

Mr. WHITE (Cardwell). I am endeavoring to comply
with the rule of the hon. membor for North Norfolk (à[r.
Charlton), whose resolution i entirely approved of, in rela.
fion to short speeches, and will therefore not detain ihe
flouse by reading all the affidavits. With its permission I
will band them to the reporters. Hera is one affidavit
which was made by Mr. Norman McKenzie. You heard it
read this morning, so I do not think it is worth while read-
ing it again.

An hon. MEMBER. The House was not in Session this
morning.

Mr. WHITE (Oardwelt). True; so I will read it.

NOaaT-Waar Tusuhoarus: f 1, Norman McKenzie, of Sec. 12, Tp. 45,
To Wit : ( R. 27, W. 2nd M., make oath and uay:-

lot. In the autumn of 1883 Ipurchased the claim of one 0borne to a
portion of sections 12 and 18, in township 45, range 27, wot of 2nd, sn
during the visit of Mr. Pearce to Prince AIbert in January and February,
1884, when adjusting the claims of settlers lu the Prince Albert distriet,
I spoke to him about that claim, etating I understood that portion of
township 45, R. 27, W. 2,lying south of the river, had been handed
over to the Prince Albert Colonization Company, and asked if I would
be safe in going on and improving the elain. Hie reply was that [was
perfectly safe in going ahead, that so far as settlement in advauce of
their openig their agency, and even afterwards, when o even sections,
was just the same as any other lands in the Prince Albert district. That,
so far as the even sections were concerned, the Colonization Company
was merely agent for the Minister of the Interior, to grau t homestead
and pre-emption entries thereon and any settlers on odd sections, in
advance of the Colonizationdompany establishing their agency, the
Minister of the Interior reserving in the agreement withthe Colouzation
Company the right to grant to each and every such settler, land to the
extent of 320 acres, an in my casa, if I was a 6r,napfi osettler, i would
most oertainly be protected.

2nd. I never was told by anyone that I would not obtaln my entry
m desured. In fact It wa always represted to me by the Departmeft
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of the Interior land offials, that I would obtain my entry, and have
been notined that I eau make entry, and purpose doing so shortly.

Sworn before me, In Township 47,'
Range 26, west of 2nd M., this 11th (Signed)
duof December, 1885. .ORANMKN .

(SgnSed) WI. PsuoC, j NORMANH M E.
Supt.

That i.-the affiiavit of Mr. Normian McKenzie.
Mr. LAURIER What is the date?
Mr. WHITE (Oardwell). The date is the 1lth of Decem-

ber, 18b5. I suppose the date does not affect the veracity
of the mian who swears. I hope the hon. gentleman after
his frightful attack upon the Government for having
insulted the half-breeds, by bringing down a return, is not
going to suggest that al the half-breeds swore falsely, in
order to help the Goiernment ont of a diffieulty.

Mr. LAURIER. My question did not imply that.
r. WHITE (Cardwell). If not that, it implies nothing.

Here is another affidavit, from one of the two firet settlers:

NoaTi.WUsT TIMIronRUs ({ I Solomon Boucher, of Section 11, Town-
To wit: ahip 45, Range 27, W. 2nd, farmer, make

T tath sud say:
lst. That I am 23 years eof ge, came with my faher, Jean Baptiste

Boucher, my sister, Marie Lavillie, a widow, and my brothers, Jean
Baptiste Boucher, junior, and Charles Eugène Boucher. The latter
attained the age of 18 years on the lst December, 1882, together with
several other younger brothers and sistere, in August, 1882 ; and have
resided in my father's house on the N.W. j-sec. 11, in said township,
continuously since, up to this date. Came from Baie St. Paul, and par-
ticipated in the Manitoba half-breed grant.

2nd. That my sister, Marie Lavillie, and my brother, Chas. Eugène
Boucher, have also been in my father's house, continueusly, since
August, 1882, except my sister, who bas lived in Prince Albert since
last March.

3rd. About 2 weeks after we came here, this townshlp was surveyed.
At that time we had about 2 acres of breaking; my brother Charles 2
furrows ; my sister Marie had about 1 acre; my brother Jean Baptiste
Boucher, junior, not certain whether he had any or not.

4th. My sister, Marie Lavillie, bas 1 child, and bas done no further
im ovements on the land.

b. I have now at least 10 acres of breaking, set of bouse logs worth
about S50, and fencing to the extent of 20 chans, wortb $20.

6th. ày brother Eugène bas 2 acres breaking and a set of house logs
which he sold, and also 20 chains of fencing.

7th. At the time of the survey we were told by the surveyor that we
were on a school section; but he said he supposed it was al right, and
that we would obtain entry. Since then have never been told that we
sould not obtain entry. Deferred urging to obtain entry, thinking this
would be surveyed into river lots, or entry granted so as practically teo
give that. Heard this land was within a colonisation company's tract,
but no official of that company ever said anything to me, nor do I
believe, to any of the family, or I should have heard of it. The fact of
this land being within a colonisation company's tract never gave my
father, brother, sister, or myself any concern whatever, as we always
believed we would eventually obtain entry as we desired.

Sworn b-fore me, at Tuwnship 45,\
Range 24 W. 2nd Meridian, this 9th day Si d
of Decem>er, 1885, having been firet read SeO>OMON BOUCHER.over and explained to him, and he seemed
thoroughly to understand the same.

(Bsignedl) Wx. PRanEO,
Superintendent.

NoaYa.WasT Taasitosams : I, Jean Baptiste Boucher, jnnior, of Sec-
ToiWt: tion 10, Township 45, Range 27, west of the

ti2nd menidian, farmer, make oath and say :
Ut. That I have heard read over to me the foregoing affidavit of Sol-

omen Boucher, my brother, concerning the lands mentioned by him and
now elaimed by myself, my brothers, a sister and mother (and by my
mother on behalf of my tather, Jean Baptiste Boucher, senior), and that
the mare is trae and correct ev'ery particular, wilh the exception that
at the date of the survey by Hugh wilson, D. L S., 1in1882,l hadlIf acres
of brSking on the westerly 10 chains eof section 11-45-27, W. 2, which
lani I now claim as a pre-emption, and that I particularly state [1never
heard, nor do I think my family ever h, ard that the Government had
disposed o the land, and that I coulid not eventually obtain entry there-
for, nr that any of the settlers in Township 45, R. 27, W.2iM. could
not obtain entry for their lande as claimed.

Sworn before me at Township 47, Range)
28, West of 2nd Meridian, this 11th day of
Deoesuber, 1885. Blaving been firre d
ever and exjlalned, and ho tborenghly
seemedt teunifetai 4 the aine.

Ni. WMWrz(Qýardw.ll). I

NoaT-WÈ&T iTQUau: T , WilliaiBremner, of Section 10-45-27,
To wit: J west 2nd K .,'farier, make oath and ay:

lt, Tbat T came from the parish of St. Charles, lu Manitoba, in Ang-
net, 1882, with my sons MoIse Joseph and Alexander, and my on-in-Iaw
J. Baptiste Boucher, to township 45-27, W. 2, and have resided here ever
since ; lived in St, Oharles about 40 years previously.

2nd. That about two weeks after I settled here the survey was mmade
by Hugh Wilson, D.L.S. At the time of survey I bad about two acree
broken, and the foundation of a hanse laid. My son MoTid had no im-
provements and remained with me till the following spring. Mi son
Alexander had the foundation of a house laid on the S.-W. 1 10, which
he gave to my son William, who arrived the following year, and then
began to have building mentioned on E j of W. j section 5, and com-
pleted the house and commenced to res e thereon in the autumn of
1884. 1y son Joseph had no improvements at time of survey. com-
menced to prepare for building in the winter of 1882-83, and commenced
residence in the autumn of 1885, but has been farming it for the past two
years, living, however, with me. My son William, since the eimmer of
1883 has been living on the S.-W. 1 section 10 till the sammer of 1885.

Brd. That at the time of survey we bad not maie up our minds how we
would take the land. r came up here on account of my family. Tiey
desired the land to be taken up as river lots, and we decided to try and
obtain it that way. My son Alexander concluded he would be toomuch
cramped so gave hie claim to William Bremner and moved to section 5.
We never applied for entry at D. L. office, Prince Albert, waiting to
see whether entry wouldbe granted in 10 chain river frontage or not.

4th. That I never was told, nor do I believe, my sons orson-in-law
were, or I should have heard of it, that we could not obtain entry for
the land as we desired it. Riel once told me, possibly we would not
obtain it. Had we believed him we would then have abandoned it, nor
continued to make turther improvements as we have done.

Bworn before me at Prince Albert,
this 9th day of December, 1885, after
having been first read over and ex- hie
plained to him thoroighly which he 1 (Sgd.) WILLIAX + BREMNER.
seemed to understand fully. mark

(Signed) WILLIAM PEARCE,
Superintendent.

NO BT îITOfIUS: 1, Molse Bremner, of Section 10, Tp. 45,
NoRTH-W isT Range 27, W. 2nd M., farmer, make oath

To Wit: land say :
Lst. That I am the Moise Bremner mentioned in the foregoing affidavit

of my father. Wm. Bremner, and that I have heard read over to me the
foregoing affdavit of said Wm. Bremner, and that all the statements
therein contained are true in substance and in fact, and I particularly
declare that 1, uor do 1(believe any of the settlers lu Township 45,,Range
27, W. 2ud M , were ever told by auy one who could speak with any
autbority or who knew anything reliable about our land claims, that
anyone would lose hie or her laim.

Sworn before me at Section 10-45-27,
W. 2nd, this 9th day of December, 1885,
having first been read over and explained (Signed)
to him, who seemed to fully understand
the same. MOISS BREXNER.

(Signed) Wu. PUans,
Superintendent.

NoRTRt-WuT TrRRîrToîurme , Joseph Bremner, of Section 10, Tp. 45,
Te rit:ao s Range 27, W. 2nd M., frmer, make oath

• andesay :

lot. That I am the Joseph Bremner mentioned in the affidavit of Wm.
Bremner, ny father, corroborated by my brothers Moise and Alexander
in an affidavit dated the 9th December, 1885, respecting the land claims
of the said William Bremner, Moise Bremner and Alexander Bremner,
and my own claim, and those of settlers generally in Township 45,
Range 27, West 2nd M., particnlarly those portions relating to not
obtaining our claims, the land covered by them having been handed
over or sold by the Government to other individuals, corporation or
colonisation company, and declare that the statements contained lu the
declaration of Wm. Bremner, corroborated by the said Moise and Alex-
ander Bremner, are true an d correct in every particular, ex-ept regard-
ing the statement of said Wn. Bremner as to date Alexander commenced
reuidence on his caim, it being. as stated by Alexander, in April, 188$,
not autumn, 1884, au stated by William Bremner.

Sworn before me at Township 48-27, W.
2nd, this 12th day of December, 1885, it
having been first read over and explained (Signed)
thoroughi , and he fully understood what
he wasaubscribing to. JOSEPH BREMNER.

(Bigned) SunWu. Pvc,
Superintendent.

J. ~ TI TE BOUCHER. INoT-W r TnoaM s: I1, Alexander Bremner, of Setion 545-27,I To wit : est 2nd, fermer, miake oath and ay:
lot. That I am the Alexander Bremner spoken of in the foregoing afi-

davitof w y fathr, William Bre"tnr, and ltti $ht evying ppn.

A".
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tiened therein le true and correct in every particular, exeept that i began
residence on Section 5 in April, 1884, not autumn of 1884, as he states.

and. I further state that the foregoing statements of my father,
William tremner, and my brother, Moise Bremner, referring to the
land claims of settler8 in towinship 45-27, W. of 2nd, being h anded over
to any corporation, individual or colonisation coupany, are true ind
correct. For m pa.t [1always believed I would have totreat with the
Government an no one else, and, I believe, al the other settlers thought
likewise. The only delay we anticipated being in obtainikg entry as
we dsired in 10 chains, not in quarter sections as surveyed before I took
lt Up,

Sworn before me at Sec. 5-45-27,
Wemt and M., this 9th day of Dec,
1884. Having been first read over (Si ned) bis
(3 i9davits) ea efully, and seemed EANDER X BEMNER.
fully to understand the same. mark.

(Signed) Wx. PuAncu,
Superintendent. J

Nowi- WzST TuutiToniai: 1 1, Jonas Laviolette, of Township 45,
To Wit Range 27, West of ld Ieridian, farmer,

(make oath and sy :-
lst. That I have lived in this neighborhood ever since the summer of

1882-the greater portion of the time in Township 45, Range 28, West
of the 2nd Meridian.

2nd. That'when I purchased Wm.Swain's claim, to which I now elaim
entry, that is, E. j of L. S. 4, 5, 12 and 13 of Sec. 3, and S. j of L . 8. 4
and 5, of Section 10, Tp. 45, R. 27, W. 2nd, sunposed I would Acquire
the ri ght to make homestead entry for sai claim ; I asked Louis
Schmi dt, and he told me he thought I could. The neighbors and
peoph generally who live in this vicinity informed me to the same
effect. Inever beard the Government had sold or given this land, or any
land in this township, to any person or corporation. Never heard that
any of the settlers in this vicinity had been told by anyone that they
would not obtain their claims, and believed that eventually éntry
would be granted in 10.chain claima, fronting on the river.

Sworn before me at Township 15, Range
27, W. 2nd M., this 9th day of December,
1885, having been read over and inter- His
preted in French to him by Louis Mariot, JONASx LAVIOLLETTE
and he seemed to understand the same. mark.

(Signed) Wx Pilanos,
Superintendent.

I certify I way present and heard the foregoing translated into French
to deponent, and he seemed to thoroughly understand the sane.

ST. Louis D LA»Gmin, (Signed) GEO. DUO.

9th December, 1885.

"At the time I settled upon this land, though it was surveyed, I did
not know anything about quarter-sections. Found there was a piece
fronting on the river which no one claimed ; I took possession of it.
Neyer aplied for entry, nor was I told the land belonged to anyone
except t e Government. Never was told my claim had being sold by the
Government to anyone, or corporation, or colonisation company Su -
posed I would obtama entry whenever I might appiy. Na one ever told
me 1 would not obtain my land, nor did I ever lear it stated that any of
the settlers lu township 45, range 27, west of 2nd meridian, or in any
other locality along the river, would not obtain their land."

Extracted from a statement made under oath by Elzevir Swain con-
cerning bis claim to part of sections 3 and 10 township 45, range 27,
west of the second meridian, and sworn to bekore Mr. 8upernltendent
Pearce, at township 45, range 27, was 2nd meridian, on the 10h day of
December, 1885.

"I wished to move to Baie St. Paul, Manltoba, so as to have schooling
for the children, and urged my husband to sell out. He offered the place
and its umprovementsfor $200 to one McLeod in June last. At the time
we settled it was surveyed; desired to settle on the river on account of
obtaining fish. We might possibly have obtained a quarter-section, but
the settlers generally wished to have 10-chain lots fronting on the river,
so we conclnded to take It the sane way. Neer applied et the land
office for entry, always thouglt we would obtain it as desired, but did
not expect to obtain entry l we asked for iL. Always suppoed that
the Government would -e it ns When we applied for It. ever was
told by anyone we wonld not obtain it, nor that it had been sold by the
Government to any individual, corporation or colonisation company.''

Extracted from a statement made and sworn to by Elizabeth Richard,
concerning her husband', Antoine Riebard, elaime to portions of section,
4 and 9, township 45, range 27, west of the second meridian, before Mr.
Superintendent Pearce, at township 45, range 27, iest lnd mneridian, on
the 10th dy Of December, 1885, being her answers to questions No. 2,
4 and 42 of said statement.

Ier 4Wom la ondztborated b a uEavltv1prn Moby ioi band.

" Never was told, nor did I ever hear, that the Governmet had
granted thie land to anyone or corporation, nor did I ever believe we
wa-uld not obtain entry. The only thing that I was-afroid of was tsat
entry would be granted by quarter-seetions, but beld on, hoping to
obtn entry as I now apply for it."'

The above is an uextract from e statement made and eworn to by
William Bruce, concerning bis claim to portions of sections 4 ad9,
township 45, range 27, west of 2nd meridian, being in awer toquhsetn
No. 42 ofaaid staeSment before Mr. Superintendent Peuse, et townhip
45, Mage 27, west 2nd meridian, on the 9th day of- Domember, M85.

' Never was told by any one that-my husband could not obtain entry-
or ince his death-myself

tIt was inco'venient for me to go and fyle my application befere Mr.
Duckhere lent summer. I wantedmy son, Iagloire, to enter for it, but
he refused, wishing me to have it myself

"Always supposed we wonld et this land in 10 chaies frontig on the
river. If m yhusband or mysef ever imagined we wSoud lose this land
we would bave abandoned it long ago, and not 'gone on to make
im rovements "

the above ls an extract from a statement maide and sworn aby
Marguerite Boyer, concernin gher claim to portions of seotions 4 and 9,
township 45, range 27, W. of the second meridian (bein ber answer to
question 42 of said statement) before Mr. rupeet eèut Pu at
township 45, Range 27, W. 2nd néridfn, enthe 9th day of Detar,
1885, and corrobotatied by the fôllowag 'à£davit:

NonTu-WasmT"Tiut'o1as: 1, Jean Baptiste Boyer, of seotions 4 and
Tovit:• 9, township 45, rage 27,west othe 2nd

itmeridian, okecath, and say :-
That I claim homestead entry to E j lots 2, 6, 11 and 14 of section 4,

and east jof lots 3 and 6 (south of river) of section9 45-27, W. 2.
Have lived in township 45 since 1883, and know whereo I state, and I
most1em atiymstàte I der"wasold 1by anyone bhat eatry7fould
not be etaced by theMtders le wtbnéhip 45-27, W., 2i forthe lands
olaimed by them.

Sworn before me at Prince Albet,1
this lth day of Deceniber, un thec
year of our Lord one thousand eight (Sgned)
hundred and eighty-flve, having been his
read over careful y to him, and he J. BAPTISTE x BOTER.
meems 8 erfbetly to understand. jteerk.

Sgùtd) "Wx.'Pàtncua

N W aT fmnoes : f I, Magloire $oyer, of tcW p-45, range
R TH-15t: U 27, W. of 2nd MteÎîdian, 'make olill, aed

Tevit: i.say :

That I know Mar erite Boyer who has made oath to the affidavit
hereto attached, an . sofar as ber anuwers to questions numbers 1, 8, 5,
12, 13, 16, 17, 18 2O; 21, 27, 26, 28, 30, 32, 35, 40, 43 and- 45, I know
them to be correct inere particular.

That I most er hatlcally state I never'we told by anyone that entry
could not be'obtalne4 by be settlers in this itidup, or that the Gov-
ernment lad sold thliand to any corpbr*tion.

Sworn before me at Prince Albert,
N.W.T., this 18th day of December,
in the year of our Lord 1885. (Signed)

(Sgned) Wx. Pianc.,
superintendent.

MAG4,OIRE -BOYER.

NOeTa-Wusv Tunrmoahse : n ifardtiLegar6, of Township 48,Ean
To wit 27, west of 2ed Meltdian, flirmer, 0nk

T ioath and say :-
1ot. Th"Mat claim te enter for Ej o! E5, and-that portion of the"6E*

of section 8, lying south of the river, al in Township 45, Raget;fwest
of 2nd meridian.

2nd. That I have lived during the peut Se years In the nei hborhood
of this land, living nearly the whole time in township 45- W. 2nd,
and first laid claim to the above lands in 1882; first made improvements
on said claim la 1883, have neyer lived on it.

3rd. Never vas told that the Government had graated an; jo4lon of
township 45-27, W. 2nd nieridian, to any person or corporationand 4hat
entry theref-r could not be obtained ; nor did I ever hear anyone state
he or she had been told the same or anything to-that effet, and always
thought entry would be granted in 10-c ain claims. 'The delay lu
making entry was to obtain it in such claims fronting on the river, one
of which1 [desired as a homestead, and the other as pre-éinpto.

Sworn before me at Towdship 45,
Ran ge 27, West of 2nd Keridian, this
9th day of Dtcember, 1885. Havins
been frst read over an explained, -(Sicd)
and lehsmmed to thoroughly under- (Sg
stand thesme.

(BiMd V Pao

ALADE LtgAUR,

1
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4 Never was told I could not obtain entry for this. Other people

wishing to have their claims in 10 chain lots, concluded I would also
have one. Never was told the Government had sold or granted this
land to any individual, corporation or colonisation company, and always
thought that eventually entry would be given as the other settlers in
this township desired. Never was told by Riel that I would not obtain
entry for this land as claimed."

The above extract l from a statement made under oath by Modeste
Laviolette concerning his claim to a portion ofSection 5, Township 45,
Range 27, West of the 2nd Meridian, being his reply to question No. 42,
of this statement. Sworn before Mr. Superintendent Pearce, at Prince
Albert, on the 12th day of December, 1885.

NouTv-WusT TiaarroRme I, Solomon Boucher, of Township 45 Range
To wit:27 West 2nd M., Farmer, make oath and

Isay.
lst. That the walls of a building on the North-West quarter of Section

5, Tp. 45, eR. 27, W. 2 M.1 intended for a chapel were erected in the spring
of 1884. The building s 21 x 32, the loge in the same are flattened on
two sides and as they stand are worth $1.25 each.

2nd. One William Bruce had the contract to put on a shingle roof, but
failed to do so. Bruce was paid to some extent on said contract.

bworn before me at Township 45 R., 27,
W. 2 M thtis9th day of December, 1885,
having teen read over and explained to
him and he appeared thoroughly to under-
stand the same.

(Signed) Wu. PrAclO,
Superintendent.

(Signed)

SOLOMON BOUCHER.

NonRT-WEaT TunarTonRîs: I, Magloire Boyer, of Township 45, Range
Towit; 27, West of 2nd Meridian, make oath and

•say:
That I know Marguerite Boyer who has made oath to the affidavit

hereto attached and so far as her answers to questions numbered 1, 3, 5,
12, 13, 16, 17, 18, 20 27,21 26,28, 30, 32, 35, 40, 42 and 43, I know them to
be correct, and beleve te remainder are true and correct in every
partieuar.

That I most emphatically state I never was told by anyone that entry
could not be obtained by the settlers in this township or that the
Government had sold the land to any corporation.

Sworn before me at Prince Alber,N-W.'
T., this 13th day of December, in t he year
of our Lord 1885.

(Signed) Wit. PAÂacN,
Buperintendent.

(Bigned)

MAGLOIRE BOYER.

NosTa-WIST Tsti-roinis: I en addition totheabove affidavitdtakenNouvn WTmnI. before George Duck on the 23rd day of
To Wit: July last I further state :

That I claimed this as a 10-chain river lot. My neighbors wishing
to have it in 10-chain claims, I supposed I would, also obtain a 10-
chain lot. Knew it was surveyed into quarter-sections at time I took
up claim ; never applied for entry and always suppoued I would obtain
one. Never was told by anyone that this land had been sold or
granted in any way by the Government to any corporation, individual,
or colonisation company. Never was told by Riel that entry could not
be obtained for this land or any ot it in township 45, range 27,
west 2nd meridian, nor did I hear any of the settlers in said township
state they could not obtain entry for these lands,

Sworn before me at township 45, range
27, west of second meridian, this 10th day
of December, 1885, having first been read
in French by Louis Mariot and he seemed (Signed)
thorouuhly to understand to what he was ALEX.

ouorbng.
(8igned) Wu. Pincu,

Superintendent.

LAMIRANDE.1

,Âppendix te affidavit laken before Geu. Duek aI Bt. Louis de Lange
vin, on the 23rd day of July, 1885, and skoru l SbytheLaid Âlexandre
Lamirande.
NoRTH-WzST TsaarToMusI. 1, Alexander McDougall, ot section.13,

To Wit: township 45,rauge 27 e wet af2nd meridian,
1 t4rmer, make omth and say:

los. That when I settled on this land in November, 1884, I took up
this claim as I did because it was generally considered that entry would
be given us by legal sub-divisions or portions thereof so as to give the
settlers a river frontage extending back from the river about li to 2
Miles.

2nd. That I never was informed that any porti of this township
bèlonged to a colonisation company, and have notL been to this day
notified le that effect, having always understood that the colonisation
eompsuy'u tract did not extend further norh than te *oulherly Uit
of townahp 45, range 27, west of lad Me4ia.

Mr. Wara (OardWell).

3rd. That I hoped to obtain entry, 20 chains in width, extending
back i mile from the river.

Sworn before me at township 45, range'
27, we s of 2nd meridian, this 9th day of i
Deeember, 1885. Having firet been read iged)ce r . n enre hisover to him and thoroughly explained and ALEX. X MoDOUGALL.
wae understood perfetlby him. mark

(Signel» W. Supermntendent. .

NOwRTî-WBST T»RPzTORMBsI{ I, Charles Eugène Boucher, of section li,,
To Wit: township 45, range 27, west of 2nd meri-

' dian, farmer, make oath and say:
That I am the Charles Eugène Boucher mentioned in the attached

affidavit of my brother Solomon Boucher; that I have heard read over
to me the said affidavit of my brother concerning the lands mentioned
by him, and now claimed by myself, my brothers and sister and by my
mother on behalf of my father, Jean Baptiste Boucher, senior, and that
the same is true and correct in every prticular, and that I particularly
state that I never heard nor do I think that any of my father's family
ever heard that the Government had disposed of the land, and that we
could not eventually obtain entry in the land office therefor, nor that
any of the settlers in township 45-27, west of 2nd meridian could not
obtain entry for their lands as claimed.

Sworn before me at Prince Albert this
17th day of December, A.UD., 1885, having
been first read over and he thoroughly (Signed)
seemed to understand the same.

(Signed) Wu. PAÂnoE, CHAS. EUG. BOUCHER.
Superintendent.

I believe there were only two who ever heard thero was
a company, all the others swearing that they did not know
there was such a thing. Now, Mr. Speaker, I think I may
fairly say that under these circumstances the hon. gentle-
man and those who join with him in attacking the Govern-
ment can hardly claim that they have succeeded in making
out any case against the Government. We have this
important fact, that no half.breed has ever been removed
from his land by any act of the Government, that no half-
breed has ever been disturbed in the possession of his land;
and I know of countries where the people would be happy
if they could say the same thing. Why, Sir, in the
adjoining county of Ottawa, when the hon. gentleman
who site opposite (Mr. Langelier) was Commissioner of
CrowR Lands for the Province of Quebec, settlers were
attempted to be driven off their lands because they had not
complied with all the conditions imposed by the Govern.
ment. ¶lhen we have this further fact, in relation to their
patents, that the Government, so far from refusing thein
patents, sent their officers in order that they might
prsonally imprees upon the half-breeds the manner in
whicoh patents could be obtained, and urge them, if pos.
sible, to make the entry necessary to obtain their
lands. In the North.West it is absolutely necessary in the
obtaining of lands, that there should be general rules which
ail persons must follow; and it was not too much for this
Government, nor is it too much for any Government, to ask
that those who have possession of lands in the North-West
shall use the reasonable means and conform to the condi-
tions required by the Government in order to get the entry
of those lands, and to obtain their patents. The Govern-
ment not only did this, but they adopted a principle by
which the settlement duties performed in advance of survey,
and in advance of the entry of lands, even where they were
permitted to make their entries long after survey, should
ail count as if they had been performed after survey. Tihe
ordinary white settler going mto the North-West.and settling
on surveyed lands is requirod at once to make entry. There
is no such thing recognised , by the law as a squatter
upon surveyed lands. But we have dealt in an entirely
different manner with those balf-breeds. They have- been
protected sgainst the cancellation which white settiers in
similar cir cumstances are subject to i and they were given,
and are still being given, time to make their entry, their
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own convenience alone being consulted, and their whole 'suoh as that tendered by my hon. friend, will vastly facili-
time being counted as if that time had been spent after the tate the arrival at just conclusions on the pvt of members
entry was made. Thon, as to the surveys, the principle of the House and the country. Hon. members will
has ben adopted that wherever a considerable number of remember well that last year, when the leader of the
settiers wore on the land at the time the survoy was made, Opposition prosented a resolution to this House on the
that survey should be made according to the principle general topic of the North-West grievances, and when
required by the settlers; but when the surveyor went he delivered a luminous, lengthy and able speech, in which
into a district where there were no settlers, or where, he massed all the evidence together, and submitted a
as in the case of the parish of St. Louis de Langevin, resolution based on hie conclusions, he was reprimanded
there were but two settlers, the systei adopted all over by the leader of the Government, who com plained bitterly
the North-West was followed ; but even in such cases, these that all those matters had been mixed tigether, so that
people were told that they could have their patents upon it was impossible to answer them in detail. Why, ho
the principle of the river lot survey if they chose to asked, does the hon. gentleman mix up the question of civil
take their land upon that principle, and to make the rights with those of colonisation companies, surveys of land,
necessary sub-division. Then, as to the Indian title, we the Indian title and others? It is impos ible for anyone
know that the Government as far back as 1883 passed an to answer him on all these points in one speech, and the
Order in Council that Mr. Russell should go to the North- result will be the public mind will be so perpiexed as to be un-
West, and being on the spot, should enquire into and make able to draw any fair conclusions from the debate. My hon.
a report upon all these claims. The difficulties that friend froin Huron (Mr. <ameron) initiated the other night
existed in dealing with that question were difficulties a new policy. He tendered a distinct issue to the House as
arising out of a conflict of opinion between those parties to the manner in which the Government dealt with the
who were, from their position, supposed to be best able to Indiana, and that question was discussed separately from
judge of the necessities of the half-breeds in the N14orth- other questions. The hon. member for Quebec East (Mr.
West, and not from the Government refusing or ignoring Laurier) has tendered a distinct issue to-night, namely:
their just rights. As to the general treatment of these "That it was the duty of the Government to proceed with diligence,
people by the Government, it has been of the most under the authority they obtained from Parliament in 1879, to settle the
kindly nature, and for the very best of all rea- elaims arisini. out of the Indian title of the half-broed claims of the

North-West erritories and also to settie the claims of those of thesons, that being the original inhabitants of the Manitoba haif-breeds who were temporarily absent during the enumera-
country, having been there in advance of our occu- tion."
pation of the country, they were entitled to the greatest And concluding that the Governmont has been guilty of
possible consideration; and that consideration has been neglect, delay and mismanagement in that regard. Hre
given to them in every respect. I am perfectly satisfied, was a clear, defuito issue presented to the Rouse. How ias
Mr. Speaker, that the attempt made *by hon, gentlemen that been met? My hon. friend (Mr. White), in his speech
opposite to make out that the Government were in any way au heur and a half long, treated the House to a dissertation
responsible for the outbreak of lst spring, or that the on the claims of the settlers, and the action of colonisation
refusal of these claims for the extinguishment of the Indian companies, and claims he las proofs that no settlers were
title had anything to do with it, wili utterly fail. In fact, dispossessed of their lands,-questions altogether alien te
the hon. gentleman himself, in his closing remarks, practi- that before the House. But those who have watched the
cally admitted as much by pointing out that the people lon. gentleman for some time will understan d why he took
in the district in which the outbreak took place, in this course. H. did so, evidently, because h was not able
their petition did not ask for the extinguishment of the to answer the indictment presented upon tiis issue. The
Indian title, but asked for other things, soine of which are evidence introduced by my hon. friend froin Quebec East
asked for by white settlers in the North-West as well-all (Mr. Laurier), in support of his resolution, was overwhelm-
matters of public policy relating to the interests Of the ing, and the hon. Minister know that the on iy course open
whole country, and not te ho dealt with exclusively for any to him in his defence, was to distract the minds of the
one section. Sir, I leave the matter entirely in the handa members, if possible, from that issue by mix ing it up with
of the House, and I am perfectly satisfied that the verdict Others. The hon. gentleman brought down a number of
of theI House-sustained as I believe that verdict will be affidavits to which I will not refer now. Wu made a short
by the country-will be that the so-called grievances of the time ago serious complaints that we were net furnished with
half-breeds of the North West had no basis te justify, or proper information, and the hon. gentleman then con-
even to palliate the troubles that occurred last spring, still tended that we had ail the information noce .ary on which
less, Sir, to justify or palliate the language which has been to base au opinion; yet we see him here, day atter day, as the
used lu thi House in relation te those supposed grievances, political exigencies of the case require, brinîging down to
and in relation to those who took up arme ostensibly to this House just such papers as suit him. I ask if this is a
redress them. I thank you, Mr. Speaker, and the House fair way of dealing with the House? The b hn. gentleman
for the attention you have given me. referred to the report of Mr. Pierce, a report, I understand,

prepared at his instigation, and the instructions for the pro-Mr. DAVIES. I very much fear, Sir, that the hou. Min- paration of which have been withheld, but that report dos
ister of the Interior has delivered the wrong speech. The not deal, directly or indirectly, with the pioposition nowhon. gentleman bas the reputation of being somewhat of a before the House, nor, if ever word of it wc re true, and if
skilled debater, and no one knew botter than he did that the inferences to be fairly erived froi all the facte itthe issue that was tendered for the consideration of the states were massed together, would they enale us to fori a
House by my hon. friend fron East Quebec was a single conclusion bearing ou the resolution my hin. friend basissue, clear, definite, and distinct. The hon. gentleman bas submitted. It has nothing to do with the extinction of thenet attempted te grapple with that issue at all, except in a Indian title: it has nothing to do with this great grievance
very limited degree, to which I will refer directly. In fact, which the hon. gentleman knows tended Io bring about
in his opeing remaik he told the House that it was not very largely the insurrection. The on. gentleman has
his intention to do se, that he intended to deai with the referred to the Order in Council made in 1883, and thewhole question Of the North-West grievances. Well, Siri report directing that the office of which he i now the headI for one regret very much that the hon. gentleman took i should be sub.divided in a certain way, so that Mr. Lindsaythat course. I regret it because the question is so large Russell migit ho apinted Surveyor-General sud proceed
and intricate that the diacussiqn of eos peint at a timoe the 0orth-Wet. Why did the. hon. genteman makoe that
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statement ? Did he wish us to concluae from it that the
Government or Mr. Russell had done anything ? Does
he state that in that Order in Council the Govern-
ment showed any evidence of a disposition to settle
the Indian title question ? Did Mr. Russell proceed to the
west to make an enumeration of the half-breeds ? or did he
act on the power which, in 1879, the Government took from
the House? No; when the hon. gentleman drags this into
the debate, he does it for the purpose of inducing those who
have not carefully studied the question, to believe that the
Government really took some steps to mitigate this great
grievance. Why, their action had nothing more to do with
the matter than have the affidavits the hon. gentleman
referred to. The hon. gentleman stated further that, as
regards the point where the rebellion rose, the major part
of those who took part in it had their Indian title already
extinguished, and that the refore that grievance was not the
cause of the rebellion. The hon. gentleman must surely
have listened to the argument, he did not attempt to con-
trovert it, presented by the mover of the resolution, in which
the latter showed that if it was only the local girevance
existing in the minds of the leaders of the rebellion, that
they were the main spring of the revolt, it would have been
a more riot and not a rebellion. No; it was the moral effect
those insurgents derived from the existence of great
grievances throughout the country that gave force
to the rebellion, and no man knows botter than the
hon. gentleman that if it had not been for the
existence of those grievances, for the removal of which the
half-breeds had petitioned year after year, and to facilitate
the removal of which the hon. gentleman and his friends
never, until the last moment, raised a finger, the rebellion
never would have assumed greater proportions than those
of an unlawful assembly or riot. The hon. gentleman went
to the North-West last year, as the Minister of the Interior.
I think he did right. 1 think it is a matter for regret that
his predecessors had not taken the same course years ago.
It was their duty to have informed themselves, person-
ally, with reference to the facts of the grievances stated in
the petitions which, year after year, poured into the Depart-
ment, and which were pigeonholed with that masterly in-
activity that characterised the Department in the past five
or six years. But when the hon. gentleman returned, after
having saturated his mind with the facts, did he arrive at
the conclusion that-it was because of the settlers'grievances
alone the rebellion assumed the important proportions it
did? lie knows well that the conclusion he formed in his
mind was, that had the grievances of the North-West half-
breeds, relative to the extinguishment of the Indian titie,
been removed years ago, there never would-have been
a rebellion at all. He stated when Le returned from
his trip, in a speech Le delivered on 16th December,
at Weston, that the very action taken by the Govern-
ment, the tardy incomplete action in January, 1885,
when the rebellion was almost under way, precipitated the
rebellion itself. What action ? The action taken to settie
the North-West half-breed grievances in relation to the
extinguishment of the Indian title alone. That the hon.
gentleman said was the backboue of the rebellion, and it
was, he said, their efforts to settle that, their tardy efforts
to extend the right hand of fellowship to the half-breeds, that
precipitated the rebellion, because the leader of the rebellion
knew that if we settled that question, we would have
removed many grievances and taken from him the support
of a large number of his followers. What did the hon.
gentleman say?

"INow then, gentlemen, it will be asked, how then did the rebellion
occur How wab it that b it'thee tingswere settled this rebellion broke
out? I believe it broke out because et the action of l~e GoYerument, and
not because of its inaction. It broke ont, as Mr. Astley ha. stated in hie
letter, and which information he got from Riel himelf, because Riel,
seeing that the Goverument had taken action and that the half-breed
claims, such as they were, were about to be settled, believed that his
jutblame will be spoiled."

»4DTIEs'

The hon. gentleman, remark you, had come back from the
North-West, he had acquired personal knowledge of the
facts, he knew that these grievances had rankled in the
breasts of these unfortunate people for years and years, and
he knew, when he stated that, that if they had taken time
by the forelock, if they had moved a year, or even six
months earlier than they did, the cause of the rebellion
would have been removed, and we never would have had a
rebellion at ail. I think I am justified in making the
charge, and basing it upon the hon. gentleman's own evi-
dence, that, if it Lad not been for the delay and inaction of
the Government, and for their subsequent ill-advised action
at the wrong time, the rebellion would never have taken
place. So much for that point. Then the hon. gentleman
went on to show that certain Qu'Appelle half-breeds were
not influenced by any grievances of their own as to the extin-
guishment of the Indian title, but that their object was to
get possession of the whole of the lands of the North-Weet.
But did the hon. gentleman state when that mind took
possession of the half-breeds? Was that their mind before
Riel rose and before the Duck Lake tragedy ? No, but it was
their mind after the success of Riel had induced those
unfortunate people to believe that he was going to be suc-
cessful ail around, and so thoir heads were turned. That
was their state of mind after the rebellion broke out, but it
was not their state of mind when the - rebellion broke out,
and it was not that which induced the rebellion. Lot us
look for a few moments-I promise the House not to be
very lengthy upon the subject-at one or two prominent
tacts in connection with this particular question now before
the House, in order that we may judge whether or not this
question entered largely into those motives which induced
the North-West halafbreeds to rebel. How many half-breeds
do we find there are in the North-West? I think I am
speaking correctly when I say something about 4,800. If I
am incorrect, I will thank the hon. gentleman to correct
me. Of thosoe 4,800, it appears by the evidence produced
by the Government themselves that their own commissioner
has reported that 2,000 had just claims which were unre-
dressed. The hon, gentleman shakos his head. I think I
am not far astray. I am speaking, of course, with refer.
once to the whole question of the half-breeds of Manitoba
and the North-West.

Mr. WHITE (Cardwell). Dcad and alive.
Mr. DAVIER. I think Kr. Street reports that he has

settled nearly 2,000 claims.

Mr. WHITE (Cardwell). He settled 1,710 claims, and
that includes the dead whose heirs were settled with.

Mr. DAVIES. Does the hon. gentleman say that these
were all that were settled ? There were 300 eettled besides,
making about 2,000. I may be a few astray, but I am
approximately near the truth, so near it that I may say
there were nearly 2,00J settled with. So that out of 4,800
half-breeds, nearly 2,000 were shown to have real grievancos
which were acknowledged by the Governmont co nmissioner
and reported upon. That was an enormous proportion, and I
think I shall be able te show that these were not grievances
of a day, but, as shown by my hon. friend who moved this
resolution, were of long-standing, and had been presented to
the Government not once or twice but scores of times, not by
the half-breeds alone, but by ail thoseewho had knowledge of
the matter and who lived in that country, by their priests, by
their bishops, by their magistrates, by the only body they Lad
to represent them, the North-West Council,by the Lieutenaat-
Governor of the North-West, by the members of the North-
West Council individually and by the councilocollectivelyand
by all those whose duty it was to bring thie matter to the
notice of the Government. Let me for a moment go back
te the inception of t his matter, ana i wilI rapidly run over
the historical poiuta. I wish to call attention to the rS lu"
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tion at issue and to eliminate those side issues which the hon.
gentleman (Mr. White), for a purrose of his own, has intro-
duced into this discuision. 1 wish to do this in order that
we may come to a clear and intelligent conclusion upon
the clear issue which is presented to us. We know that in
1870. 1,400.000 acres were set apart to settle the Manitoba
half breed claims under the Administration of the present
leader of the Government. Only the children of the half-
breeds of Manitoba were to participate in that grant. From
1870 to 1873, when the hou. gentleman went ont of power,
nothirg whatever was done to carry out the law. We find
that, when the hon. member for East York (Mr. Mackenzie)
came into power in 1874, he introduced a Bill extending
to the heads of families as well as their children the right
to participate in these grants; and in April, 1875, the
Dominion lands agent at Winni peg, and Messrs.
Ryan & Machar, the commissioners, were appointed
to take the census of the unenumerated half breeds.
We find that, in 1876, they reported, and re.
ported that their work was still incomplete, and Mr. Ryan
was ordered to take evidence anywhere in the Territories
within two years. I understand the hon. gentleman to
complain that there was inaction on the part of. the
Government of the hon. member for East York. There
may have been inaction; I am not sufflciently well ac-
quainted with the facts to undertake to reply on that point;
but, from reading the papers which have been brought
down, it appears to me that all that was ever done in the
matter was done by those gentlemen before they went ont
of power They appoiuted these commissioners to take
evidence in order to carry out the law; they directed them
to take the evidence wherever they went, and they did more
than that, and that is what the hon, gentleman complains
of. At that time remember that the balf-breede had not
settled in settlements as they did later. The buffalo were
not all gone from the plains then. Many of the half-breeds
were engsged in buffalo bonting ; and the only complaint
the hon. gentleman makes is that the Government did not
order these commissioners to follow the buffalo and to
follow the half-breeds with the buffalo, and to take their
evidence as they rosmed about the plains. But they
did order them, and it seems to me reasonable,
wherever they were, in the discharge of their duties, when
a half.breed offeied his evidence to teke it. And they did
take it. In 1877 Newcome and Mille, at Emerson and
Portage la Prairie, were ordered to take evidence, and in
Jane, 1878, the then Minister of the Interior announced
that he had appointed Duck to make an investigation, and
I believe in February, 1878, he reported that ho had made
that investigation. Hon. gentlemen may ask was this
matter of the half-breeds' grievance in relation to the extin-
guiEhment of the Indian title brought to the notice of the
Government? Was there not neglect on their part in lying
by ? Did they not, by allowing it to lay in abeyance,
almost waive their claim ? If you look at this mass of
papers, which I say, after a thorough examination of it, is
a disgrace to the Department which brought it down-

Mr. WHITE (Cardwell). Why?
Mr. DAVIES. Because the papers are so inextricably

mixed up that it is impossible to find what you require.
Mr. WRITE ((ardwell). After they had been handled

by your leader, and tossed about.

Mr. BLAKE. Mr. Speaker, I must not allow that obser-
vation to go without an immediate challenge. I answered
it before, and I say it is indecent for the hon. gentleman
to repeat it. I got those papers as they were sent to me
by the directions of the Olerk of this House, and they
reacbed the printers in the preci-e form and order in which
they were brought down to the House. I state that now,0
Sir, upon my responsibility as a member. 1

mr. WHITE (ardwell). How does the hon. gentleman
know that they reached the printers as he carried them
away?

Mr. BLAKE, I know how they were when I handed
them back to the (lerk.

Mr. WHITE (Cardwell). They were handled by him
and others, and I know, as former chairman of the Printing
Committee, that we used to have the greatest difficulty in
getting papors that went into his hands, bocause they used
to be handled by him in such a way and kept back until
we had to send for them.

Mr. DAVIES. This insinuation of the hon member only
makes the matter worse, in my opinion. The hon. gentle.
man knows that these papers are arranged with no order.
I looked through them myself. When he was in a calmer
mood the other day he distinctly acknowledged in this
House that the arrangement of the papers wa disgraoeful.

Mr. WHITE (Cardwell). I say so now.
Mr. DAVIES. Notwithstanding this disgraceful arrange.

ment, notwithstanding the almost-I was going to say-
design apparent on their face, by which they are so arranged
that nobody could understand them, r have taken a good
deal of trouble in going through them, and I have no hesita.
tion in saying that from 1878 down to 1885, not a year
went by without petitions being forwarded from those haIf-
breeds, and those who represent them, to the Department
of the Interior, praying that they would take upi this ques-
tion and settle it. We find in June, 1878, a petition from
Prince Albert, forwarded through Captain Moore, and
signed by 151 of these half-breeds, as I find it upon page 29
of these precious papers. These petitioners represent:

" Your petitioners would humbly represent that their rights in the
participation in the issue of half-breed or settler' crip are s valid and
binding as those of the half-breeds and old settlers of Manitoba, and are
expected from them to be regarded by the Canadian Government as
scrupulously as in that Province, and with a view to the adjustment of
the same, yoar petitioners would humbly request that a census of said
half-breeds and old settler be taken, at au early a date as may con-
veniently be determined upon, with a view of apportioning to those of
them who have not already been included in the census of Manitoba,
their just allotment of land and scrip."

In February, 1878, Gabriel Dumont and John Fisher, chair-
man and seocrotary respectively of a publie meeting of
half-breeds held at St. Laurent, presented another petition
to the Lieutenant-Governor of the North-West, praying for
similar treatment as that accorded to the Manitoba half-
breeds. This is found on page 28, and reads as follows:-

" That there be granted to each half-breed head of family, and to their
children, who have not participated in the distribution of scrip and
lande in the Province of Manitoba, a like amount of scrip and like land
grants as in Manitoba."

Thon in April, 1878, Lieutenant-Governor Laird forwards a
petition of the half-breeds of Prince Albert, praying for
similar treatment ; to be found on page 25, wherein they
pray :

" That all the heads of families of half-breeds and their cbildren who
have not participated in the distribution of scrip and lande in the
Province of Manitoba, to allow such like scrip and grant. of lands to
those allowed in the said province, at least that bush land be granted to
them.'

Then we find in August, 1878, the North-West Council
passing a resolution, praying that the half-breed claims be
granted-to be found on page 38. I will read that resolu-
tion, because I deem it of more than ordinary importance.
It is a resolation of the only representative body tat these
poor people poosems; it is a resolution of intelligent, cdu-
cated men, men who felt their responsibility in making
their statements; and we may assume that the North-West
Council would not put upon record statements of that kind
unless they personally knew themi to be true. They say :
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" That it would be injudicious to set apart reserves of land for the

half-breeds of the North-West Territories, to give them negotiable
serlp.

" That in view, however, of the fact that grants of land or issue of
scrip were made to the half-breeds of Manitoba towards the extinguish-
ment of the Indian titles to the lande of that Province, there will un.
doubtedly be general dissatisfaction amongst the half-breeds of said
territories, unless they receive some little consideration."

The Government here are informed, on the responsibility
and the authority of the only representative body in that
country, that thero will be general dissatisfaction until they
take this matter up and grant some relief to the half breeds.
Then they go on to suggest a form in which that grant
should be given; but I need not trouble the louse with it
because the Government were bound to act under the autho.
rity they took from Parliament in 1879. They did not sug-
gest a particular plan for settling these grievances ; they
only asked Parliament to give them power to deal with
them. They were then bound, after taking that power, to
take proper evidence and to find a proper way to act upon
the evidence so as to remove the grievances, but they did
not do it. Going on with the record, we find that in August,
1878, a petition from the Cypress Mountain half-breeds was
forwarded to the Goverunment, to be found at page 32, in
which they also set forth their grievances, and state:

"That the majority of us, upon the cession of the Province to the
Canadian Government, were temporarily absent, and were thereby
deprived of the benefits of the scripB given to those half-breeds who were
at that time present in the Province."

Then we have Mr. Laird's despatcb, in which he urges the
Government to take action upon it. We have that despatch
acknowledged, and on the 28th December, 1878, we have
Col. Dennis submitting that celebrated memorandum to the
Minister, and asking his immediate attention to it. That
memorandum was read by the mover of the resolution, and
I need not read it again. The Deputy-Head of the Depart.
ment was fully apprised of the importance of this question
and of the necessity of dealing with it immediately. -He
was informed, that if they did not deal with it immediately,
it would be a cause of general dissatisfaction, natural dis-
satisfaction, which we would feel ourselves, had we been
some of those unfortunate half-breeds. Weil, Sir, what was
done with that memorandum of the Deputy-Head ? It was
very properly, I think, submitted to Archbishop Taché, to

them. The petitions should have been taken out of the
pigeon-holes, and the Minister instead of hioing away to
England and other parts should have bied himself away
personally to the North-West and should have enquired
into the facts connected with the grievances, and have put
forward his hand and dealt with them, remedied them and
removed them. But he did not do it, and we have sad
results in 1885. But the matter did not end there. In the
spring of 1880 the half-breeds in Manitoba village, in the
North-West l'erritory, petitioned Sir John A. Macdonald
again. That petition is to be found on page 41. They are
getting restless; they are wondering that the petitions
forwarded by them and endorsed by their priests, bishops
and magistrates, by the North-West Council and all the
legally constituted authorities of the country, should have
been treated with contempt, and they are forwarding other
petitions in which they set forth at still greater length their
grievances in this regard. They state:

" And whereas the continued delay in ascertaining and investigating
said claims'is creating great and general dissatisfaction throughout the
Territories, we your petitioners do humbly pray that you will cause a
commission to be issued at an early day to enquire into and confirm the
said claims, not only with regard to scrip and allotments of land as
provided for in Manitoba, but, moreover, to confirm the titles of land
occupied by or purchased by parties from occupants of claims taken
previously to the tran6fer ot the Territories to the Dominion of Canada."

The Government were not only aware of the existence of
those grievances, the fact had bee-n pressed on them time
and again, month after month, but there was the further
and important fact, which had been pressed on them, that
the existence of those grievances and the delay in their
removal were causing great and general dissatisfaction
from one end of the Territory to the other. What, then, is
the use of the hon. gentleman urging to-day, in the face of
facte so plain and palpable, that those grievances had
nothing to do with the outbreak in 1885. Following in the
same string we have the petition of a large number of resi-
dents near Edmonton. I am afraid to say how many; I
did not count them, but their names covered two columns
of a whole page and must number 100. I will not trouble
the House by reading them. They repeat the statements
in a previous petition respecting delay, I will read sôme
of their own words:

the Bishop of the Saskatchewau, to Lieut.-Governor Laird IÂAd whereas the oontiuued delay in aecertaining aud iuvetigatingsu te .rf tih askuathemitatLe, t.oe oaL teirsaid daims is creatiug great sud general diesatisfaction throughout theand to Mr. Richardson, the magistrate, to obtain their Triois1
opinions upon it. They made each of them their
reports, and the Government are in possession of I will net weary the fouse by reading further frornthe
the suggestions they made with respect to that petitien. Se the record gees on; ronth after mouth, year
memorandum. I charge, Mr. Speaker, that although after year, these poor people petitioning the authorities at
they were in possession of these, although they had got, Ottawa, praying aud begging for some relief iu thisregard,
ostensibly, all the information they asked for, and although aud reeeîving in return the stereotyped reply that che Gev-
they were in a position to deal exhaustively with the ques- ernment will take the matter into censideration, or that it
tion, they followed that policy of masterly inactivity for will be submitted te the Minister for hie cousideration. But
which they are so much renowned-they did nothing. nothiug le doue. I eay, therefore, the mover of the resolu-
Now, let us look for a moment . at the powers this Govern- tien was rigli arraigning the Goverumeut sud in charg-
ment took from Parliament. Section 125 of the Dominion ing them with negleot, grievous aud criminal neglect, te-
Lande Act, 1879, enacts:ward those poor people, sud with having waited, before en-

" The following powers are hereby delegated to the Governor in tertainiug their grievances, until those people rose in rebet-
Council:- * * lion when was tee late. The Governmeut thus adopted

" (e) To satisfy any claim existing in connection with the extinguish- the vicions system followed by ail tyrants throughout the
ment of the Indian title, preferred by half-breed residents in the North. world-refuing te cncede what le rigbt at the proper
West Territories outeide of the limite of Manitoba, on the 15th day of July, timeand yielding te force wben it le tee late, sud that lu1870, by granting lande to such persons, to such extent and on suchhe
term an d conditions as may be deemed expedient."

Now, Sir, the Minister of the Interior bas criticised at some through the events of 1883-84.
length the reporte made to the Deputy Minister, to whom Some hon. MEMBERS. Hear, hea#r.
those suggestions were sent. Ile as shown that in some Mr. DÂVIES.-I do net wender at bon. gentlemen cheer-
particulars the suggestions made by Archbishop Taché ing. It le a record of shame sud disgrâce te hon. gentlemen
and some others were not prudent suggestions. But are we opposite. But we core dewn te the action which hon,
here to discuss at this late day whether the suggestions gentlemen opposite did take. The hon. Minister hassaid
were prudent or not ? Why the Government should bave they moved. When was the firet record of their motion?
determined in 1879 what portions of these sugges-lunJanuary, 1885, the Miister of the Interior came down
tions were prudent, and they ehould have acted upon-with a recommendâtion of what? That a commission issue

lir. Dà7IIS,
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to settle those 'evances and entertain the claims of the
half-breeds ? o. But a rcommendation that a com-
mission issue to take evidence of the unenumerated half.
breeds of Manitoba and confining it to them alone, repudia.
ting by inference the claims and rejecting by inference the
claim of ail the half-breeds of the North.Wst outside of
Manitoba to be treated in the same manner as the Manitoba
h ilf-breeds we'e When hon. gentlemen opposite Say they
moved before th'e rebellion, let us understand clearly what
they did do. I refer to the report of the Minister, to b
found on page 17. I want to place it on record, because I
have heard it stated more than once by leading mem bers
of the Government that they did not wait till after the
rebellion took place to meet the grievances, but they had
taken steps months before the rebellion broke out; and I
êay that statement is not in accordance with the record.
The report of the Minister is as foliows-

Il ertified copy of a report of a Committee of the honorable the Priv7
Council, appoved by Ris Excellency the Governor General in Council
on 28th January, 18b6.

" On a memorandum, dated 26th January, 1885, from the Minister of
the Interior, submitting that it is desirable, with a view to settling
equitably the claims of balf-breeds in Manitoba and the North-West
Territories, who would have been entitled to land had they resided in
Manitoba at the time of the transfer and fited their claims in due course
under the Manitoba Act, and also of those who, though not residing in
Manitoba and equitably entitled to participate in the grant, but did not
do so, to ascertain the number of such half-breeds; and recommending
that he be authorised to obtain an enumeration of them, and to employ
three rsos to make such enumeration.

di haecommittee coucur in the foregoing recommendations, and they
advise that the requisite authority b. granted."l

So this recommendation, moagre as it was, short as it was,
did not go further than the Manitoba half-breeds. It did
not touch the half-breeds of the plains; and it did not say
what the policy of the Government was. It held out no
promise; it did not point ont to what extent the Govern'
ment would yield, whether it would grant certain parts of
the petitions or the whole. It is merely a recommendation
of one part of the claim and one part only. Then we find
nothing more is donc. We find events moving very rapidly,
reports tumbling in on the Government that their inaction,
their criminal inaction, is bearing its legitimate fruit. We
find the Governmont being told that the half breeds, des-
pairing of redressing by petitions and by legilimate means
their grievances, are unfortunately rising in arms. We
find a telegram coming in on 11th March, from Superinten-
dent Crozier, stating that the half-breeds are excited, that
they are moving about more than usual and are preparing
arme, On 11th March there was ancther despatch from
Superintendent Crozier, stating :

" Half-breeds greatly excised ; reported they threaten on Carleton
before 18th. Half-breeds refuse to take freight or employment for Gov-
ernment ; will stop all freight coming into country after 16th of this
month; getting arme reauy; lead ýr wili not allow people to leave home
as they may be required."

On 14th March, Lieut.-Colonel Irvine telegraphed:
" Lieutenant-Governor received telegram, dated Carleton, to-day,

froma Crozier, saying half-breed rebellion may break out any moment,
and joined by Indians, and asking that his division be largely increased.
Wod recoakmend iat at least 100 men be sent et once, b.fore roads
break up. Please instruct."I
We find a telegram to Colonel Irvine, dated Ottawa, 15th
March:

" Start for the north, quickly as possible, with al available men up
to 100. Telegraph marching ont; state and report when pasing tele-
graph stations."

On 19th March there le a telegram from Superintendent
Deane, dated 1Rgina :-

"The following received from Superintendent Crozier: 'Rumor
to-night Indians being tampered with; large force should be sent with-
out delay that arresta may be made if necessary to prevent further and
continuous trouble from Riel sud follovers.'"

In a word, we flnd that the Government policy of masterly
inactivity h'ad borne its legitimate fruit that their policy
of crimnal inaction had borne the only legitimate fruit

that could be expected from iL. We and that those people
took up arma, and thon only action was takun by the Gov-
ernment. On 30th March, after the rebellion had broken
out, we find a report of the Committee of the Privy Council
acknowledging that their previous report of January, to

f which I have referred, was altogether incomplete, and
reciting that it was necessary to go much further.

" The Minister of Interior, on representations made that It was desir-
t able to have made an enumeration of the half-breeds ln Mauitoba and
e the North-West Territories, who would bave been entitled to land had

they resided In Manitoba at the time of the transfer, was authorised by
Your Excellency in Council, under date the 28th of Jannary last, to

s appoint commissioners and the following gentlemen were accordingly
appointed to carry into effect the said order of Your Excellenc in Coua-
ct namely: WilInamrParvis Roefori Street, of the cityofeaondon, ln
the Province of Ont.ario, one of Ber Mlljesty counsel Jearned ln the
law, who is to be chairman of the commission ; Roger Goulet of the
town of St. Boniface, in the Province of Manitoba, dominion lands
surveyor ; and Amédée Edmond Forget, of the town of Regina, in the
Provisional District of Assinaboia, clerk of the North-West Oouncil and
barrister-at-law.

L " The Minister of Interior le cf opinion that th- scope of the enqilry to
be made by the commissioners appointed under the authority of the

f order of Your Excellency in Council above mentioned should be enlar
ged."

The rebellion had changed their position. It had enabled
e them to grasp things which they should have grasped

months and years before; it enabled them to see that theýt..
policy of inaction and delay would not do any longer,
because we find the Minister recommending the enlarge-
ment of the scope of the commission, so as to include the
half-breeds of the plains outside of Manitoba, as well as the
others. That is what we have, on the 30th day of March,
after the rebellion is in full force, and, therefore, when the
Government claim that they took action which ought to
have prevented the rising, we appeal to the record and let
it show that their action waartaken long after the rebellion
broke out. Even on the 4th of April, 1885, the authority
which they gave was not complete; they had not fully
mastered the subject yet, and the commissioner appointed
to take evidence, telegraphed them on the 4th of April, to
the following effect :-

"8oUTE CENTRE, MANITONA, 4th April, 1885.

If desired by half-breeds,wonld it not be advisable to grant 8crip one
sixty or two forty dollars, permitting them to acquire titie to land ln
occupation through possession? OLherwise Government really givea
nothing for Indian title."

That telegram is explained by a letter forwarded by the
commissioner next day. The Minister and his Deputy
evidently did not understand the question. It is true that
some years previously, when a petition came from the half-
breeds setting forth their grievances, the Deputy Minister
said that he could not understand the petition and Mr. Law-
rence Clarke came to his rescue, and ointed out wbat the
Minister and his Deputy evidently did not know that an
Act of Parliament had provided the means whereby this
claim of the half-breeds to the Indian title should be
extinguished-pointed ont that it was the duty of the
Government to act in that way, and if they were ignorant
of their own Acts they were to blame and not the half-
breeds. Thore appears to have been a repetition of this
state of things in 1885. They did not seem to know then,
and Mr. Street follows up the telegram I have already read
with the following :

" Commission agree in recommending that power be granted them to
deal with occupying half-breeds in the manner aummarised in my mes-
sage of yesterday; also, if possible, to enable commission to settle
claims of eupplementary Manitoba half-breeds by allowing them the
sane terme as North-West half-breeds."

That was followed the next day by this letter to the
Kinister:•

"Wmvrwe, 5th April, 1885.
"Mr Dain Sm DÂv,-We arrived here early this morning. I met

my fellow-commissioners at the Dominion Land Office at ten o'clock.
They introduced the subject as to which I tele a hed you yesterday,
and spoke very strongly as to itu being one wmcn was likely to b. a
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serious stumbling-block in our dlingm with th*balf-breed. Lest yon
should not fully have understood my telegnm, I willI shortly m"te the
s dtSupposefwend that a half-breeddhubeen, pon sud 5ince Sth
uly, .1870, in oscupationof a parcel of, say 160 acres, under circum-

stanoes which, if he were a white settler, would entitle him to a grant
of the lard under the homestead clauses of the Dominion Lands Act:
under the -authority we now possa we could, if he were the head of a
ihmily, allow him nothing more than 16 acres; we could allow him
nothing for his claim as a half-breed; and, inasmuch as ihe Goverument
has all along been purporting to deal with the half-breeds as if they had
some general riarhta beyond those of ordinary incoming settlers, my
fellow-commissioners say that great dissatisfaction and disappointment
will be created if we give to these occupying half-breeds only that which

any ordinary settler can claim, and nothing for the extinguishment of
bie Indian tille."1

This shows to me that this matter had never recoived from
the Government of the day and from the Minister in charge,
that consideration and examination which it ought to have
had, or else we must accept the other proposition which is
probably the correct one, that the Governmont did not
desire and never intended to give to these half-breeds any
of the concessions which they were authorised and directed
to give by Statute, and had taken power to give as far back
as 1879. They led these poor people to believe, by passing
a Statute enabling them to confer on these half-breeds the
same rights as had been conferred on the half-breeds of
Manitoba-they led them to believe that these same rights
would be granted thenm; they kept that hope dangling
before them for five or six years; they worked them
up to a state of dissatisfaction and discontent, and
as the mover of the resolution said to-day, even when the
rebellion was on the verge of breaking out the real
meaning and intention of the Government can be gathered
from the speech made by the leader of the Government in
this House, on, i think, the 26th day of March, whorein he
stated that the half-breeds must make their choice botween
the rights which the Indians còuld get and the rights which
white mon could get, but that tbey had no other rights.
Well, Sir, it is known that they had other rights. Those
righta had been conceded to the Manitoba half-breeds; those
rights had been ratified by Parliament in 1879, and recoe-
nised by the authorities time and again, and on the 26th of
Mardb, ho comes in and gives you the key to the meaning
of the Order in Council of the 26th of January ie the follow-
ing words:-

" As a whole the half-breeds have been told that if they desired to be
considered as Indians there are most liberal reserves that they could go
with the others; but that if they desired to b oconsidered as white men
they would get 160 acres of land as homesteads. But they are not
satisfied with that; they want to get land scrip of equal quantity-I
think upwards of 200 acres-and then get, as a matter of course, their
homesteads as welil."

That is the conclusion of the whole matter. After five or
six long weary years, after money bas been spent by the
half-breeds in their efforts to get their rights, after petitions1
and delegations had been sent to Ottawa in their efforts to
get their rights, after memorials from the North-West1
Council, and from individual members of that Conncil hadi
been forwarded begging that those rights should ho given,(
when the whole country is in a state of turmoil, and thei
balf-breeds are on the verge of rising to get by force that
which is denied to them by peaceable measures, the hon.1
gentleman rises, and practically he says: Yon have no rightsi
except as Ialians or as white mon, and those rights, which1
as half-breeds, the Parliament of Canada bas guaranteed to
you time and again, I for one do not recognise. That thon
is the conclusion of the whole matter, and if it did not bring
about the rebellion, it contributed largely to bringing it1
about, and I say that bon. gentlemen can fairly be arraigned,i
and I charge them before this Parliament, and before thisi
country, of having, by their inaction, by their cold, cruel1
and callous neglect, by what they are pleased to termi
their masterly inactivity, with having contributedt
to drive those people into a state of despera-t
tion, when the only conclusion to their ignorant minds1
was thatweoass which they could notget by paceale mea.
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suras they wXldgat by a resôrt to -arme. Unfortunately
they resorted to arme, and that unfortunate termination
resulted, it is true, in their getting their rights ; but it
resulted, also, in the expenditure of vast millions of money
by the taxpayers of this country, and the shedding of the
blood of many of our fellow countrymen. I say the Minis-
ter of the Interior bas evaded the charge made by my hou.
friend ; that ho bas not dared to come forward and state
that anyone of those petitions were not forwarded ; that
any one of the facts on which he based his charge were not
true, but ho evades it, and ho talks about settiers' rights
and colonisation companies, and affidavits, and other sub-
jects altogether foreigu to the one before the House, in the
attempt to lead the House and the country to believe that
there is nothing in this motion. Bolieving as I do, that the
statements made in that motion are not over-charged, and
believing that the Government are directly and oriminally
responsible for the rebellion-responsible for their neglect,
for their indifference, and for the contempt with which thoy
treated all the petitions of these men, I will cordially
second the motion and give my vote in favor of it.

Mr. POSTER. My hon. friend who bas just sat down
bas given a good illustration of how natural it is to magnify
the particular topic on which for the time being one chooses
to enlarge. I have often remarked, in listening to preachers,
that one will take, for instances, in the morning, a particu-
lar text; and after reading his text, he will preface his
remarks by saying that this is the most important portion
of Scripture that there is between the two lids of the Bible.
In the afternoon, I have heard the same preacher takre
another text, and forgetting what he said in the morning,
preface his remarks by sayiig, "there is no more important
portion of Seripture in the whole Bible than this of which
I am to speak this afternoon." Now, my hon. friend
illustrates this. We bave found to-night a new emphasised
cause for the rebellion. We bave beard a great many
reasons given why the rebellion took place We have
hoard that the rebellion took place because of certain colo-
nisation companies' schemes; and for quite a long period,
the country resounded from one end to the other, with the
allegation that it was those terrible colonisation companies,
and the very bad policy of the Governmont in reference to
them, to which was due, and entirely due, this unfortunate
and lamentable rebellion that took place in the North-West.
That was when they were preaching from the colonisation
text. Then, Sir, the papers and the speeches would take a
different turn, and it would ho: "Oh, this favoritism in the
North-West; mon are sent from the Eastern Provinces-
carpet-baggers with their carpet bags-and it is from the
peculations and the favoritism, and the wrong actions of
these office-seekers and carpet-baggers that all the troubles
have arisen, and that the country was driven to rebellion
in order to purify itselt froi them." And so, text after text,
on which for the time being bon. gentlemen were preach.
ing, was stated, to furnish the sole cause of the rebeltion.
To-night a new cause bas sprung up. It is now because
the half-breeds, forsooth, did not get-in addition to the 160
acres of land that oach one of them could have, more than
they ever cultivated, more than they could cultivate, more
than they are cultivating to-day-another 160 acres to tack
on to that; or, forsooth, a small quantity of scrip which
they could sell for ready cash and speedily dissipate. It la
because they did not get that that the rebellion sprang up,
and that these people ran to arme for their rights. Now,
it rests with us to find out whether or not this was the
potent cause of the rebellion. My hon. friend said that the
issue had been presented to night in a single form, but that
the Minister of the Interior had tried to distract the atten-
tion of the House by taking up other and difforent subjects.
I will leave the House tojudge whetker or not my hon. friend
fromQuebeEat did not, before he einihd hi speech on the
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single issue, bring in other issues, to which my hon. friend,
the Minister of the Interior, in his speech replied, as well as
tg the specific issue which was brought. Two or three hou.
gentlemen have spoken of Mr. Pearce's report. Mr.
Pearee's report seemsi to bother some hon, gentlemen and
the only way that they can get round it is to eay that it was
instigated, that is to say, that the Minister of the Interior
directed Mr. Pearce to get up a certain report for a certain
purpose; and thereby they endeavor to discredit the report
of Mr. Pearce, which pricks a good many bubbles which
have been floating around in sight of the country during
the past few months. Now, I prefer to believe that Mr.
Pearce made an honest report; and if the report is not
honest, it will produce a better effect before the House and
the country to take Mr. Pearce's report and show its inaccur-
acy rather than to throw doubts upon its honesty. My hon.
friend said that nothing had been done by this Government
from 1879, till after the rebellion broke out, and he stated
in the same breath that the extinguishment of the Indian
title for the half-breeds was a most important thing, and
that because it was not carried out, the Government were
thereby guilty of neglect and criminal action. I want-to
say to hon. gentlemen if, in the now historic language
of the leader of the Opposition, "justice is justice,
upon the banks of the Red River as well as upon
the banks of the Saskatchewan," I want to enlarge
that just a little, and ask hon. gentlemen whether justice
is not justice between 1873 and 1879 just as much as it is
between 1879 and 1885 ; and if it was criminal, cruel,
callous neglect in this Government to keep the half-breeds
out of that extinguishment of the Indian title from 1879 to
1885, was it not just as cruel and calions and criminal a
neglect on the part of hon. gentlemen opposite, who, with
that intuitive mense of justice which they posseess in so
strong a degree, allowed the years to pass from 1873 to
1879, and had nothing better to say in reference to the ex-
tinguishment of the title than to append the cabalistic marks,
" No.-D. M." upon their petitions ? I say that justice is
just as much justice in one year as in another. If hon.
gent lemen were so anxious to have justice crowned and
elevated, and not simply used as a whip to be used for party
purposes, I think they would say that they were guilty
when, with their intuitive and strong sense of justice, they
allowed all those years to pass by withont making a single
provision in order that these poor men might have the right
which they claimed so strongly ought to have been granted
to them. My hon. friend involved himself in a complete
circle in his reasoning. HIe started ont to show, and showed
to his own satisfaction if not to oure, that the rebellion
was caused-and the leader of the Opposition cheered
in his most vigorous and trenchant way when that
statement was made-by the action of the Government,
because the Government took action with the view of
having these very claims rectified, and the moment tbey
took that action the flames of rebellion haret forth. Yet
about filteen minutes afterwards, in equally as strong terms,
he declared that the Government took no action at ail until
after the rebellion had been some weeks in progress. I
leave my hon. friend to reconcile these two things for him-
self, and to chase his own argument around the circle and
see how long it wili take him to catch it. He said nothingI
was done by this Government from 1879 to 1885. I think
that is not quite correct. In the firet place, something was1
done which was not done by hon. gentlemen opposite.1
Legal enunciation was given to the fact that the halfbreedj
had rights in the lands of the country, That was given inj
1879, and it was more than hon. gentlemen opposite had1
given. They state in the same breath that it was not thei
intention of the Gevernment to give these half-breeds anyg
rights with reference to the extinguishment of the Indianj
clain, and yet that the exprues intention to ext NgDis
the clai a WMU-wu 1Anuia in leSiation amd that the Gv.

ernment are to blame because it did not carry out that
intention. Now, I think something was done, and my hon.
friend has shown, by tbe very facta he bas adduced, that there
were difficulties surrounding the question whioh could Dot
be settled in an off-hand way. When Archbishop Taché and
the North-West Conncil, which was so good an exponent of
the ciroumstances and wishes of the time, were quotedas far
art ai the poles almostwith reference to their plans foreet-
emIent.I think my hon. friend bas shown conclusively that

the question is one diàeult of solution and not to be settled
off-hand. He las stated that the North-West Council knew
better than any other body of men what should be done,
and they came to the front with a proposition in which they
started out by combating the theory and plan of the arch-
bishop, and it is not likely that, if the plan of the council
had been carried out, the half-breeds would have been satis.
fied, because what the half-breed wanted was that they
should be able to turn their lande or the worth of their
lands into scrip, for which Lhey could get a ready sale and
roady cash. That is where the difficulty lay, and where
Archbishop Taché saw the difflculty. We had not simply
the allaying of bad feelings to take into account, but the
diffleulty that by giving scrip to the half-breeds whioh they
could seil, we were helping them to their own injury.
Wbat we wanted first was to see that the half-breeds
retained their heritage and were not put in a position to
dissipate it in a moment. The difficulty found in carrying
out the Aet of 1879 was how to satisfy the half-breeds, as
far as sentimentalbgrievanoes were concerned, and at the
same time how to do the bet for them in the long runvby
keeping for them some portion of the beritage which was
so justly theird. It is said that nothing was doue. Weil,
I am not going minutely into this question, but intend
merely touching another point before I resume my seat.
To hear my hon. friend, in his earnest but very good-
natured way, applying his strong, epithets, on the one
hand, to the half-breeds, in the way of pity, and on the other
hand to the Government, in the way of denunciation, one
would suppose that no people under the sun had such ter-
rible grievances to complain of as had the half-breeds with
reference to the extinguiishment of the Indian title. I may
state that their grievanoes, conceding them the right to
complain, because their claims were not immediately settled,
were trivial in comparison with the grievances which peo-
ple in varions ages of the world have to etruggle against;
and when yon talk about heroism and justifiable rebellion,
you will find no rebellion in the whole course of history
which stands upon the elevated plane of heroisei
and struggle for liberty, which does not appeal
to a principle deeper far than the mere sentimental
grievance arising out of the non.poseuion of land, which
those who claim it have no intention of cultivating. Ha
the hon. gentleman proved that one single half-breed was
ever diapossessed of the lot of land on whieh lie settled, or the
but in which he lived, or the house that sheltered himulf
and family? Hias he proven that the thongs wer wer put
about hie limbe, that his liberty was ever curtaWed, his
social freedom interfered with, hie religiouem.quality and
freedom of worship in any way restricted ? If one or ail
of these things could be shown to have existed, there would
be a foundation for grievances whieh might well have found
expression in rising against the authority that exercised the
tyranny, but becanse the half-breed, although he hue in
his lot more than he ever intends to cultivate, does not get
at once 160 acres to tack on that, whict Lhe never intendsto
cultivate,he must,forsoothrisein bloody rebellion,and imperil
the peace and constitution of our country. The pateuion
is absurd on its face; and what is more abuurd still is that
eloquent hon. gentlemen should rise in this House to
justify the rebellion, and seek to elevate to the plane of
heroiau, which suchb men aa Georg W-A@ànù i and othes
all the way baok through .a lie of o ocupy,.
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such mon as Louis Riel, of evil example, and Gabriel
Dumont, a man brave but brave in a bad cause, where
bravery is but reckless rashness. Though it were proved
that the half-breeds had an indefeasible right to the
extinguishment of the Indian title, you must prove that
the keeping from them of this right infringed upon their
essential liberty, that they were maltreated in person,
robbed of their liberty, interfered with in their homes. Al
this was recklessly stated at the outset of the agitation, but
these statements have simmered down, until to-night we
have got to the bed rock of what hon. gentlemen opposite
will rest their case on in future, namely, that the right to
the extinguishment of the Indian title of the half-breeds
was not granted immediately. I have nothing more to say,
except that I have been saddened more than 1 can express
to find in this country, free as it is, with its constitutional
methods, men who will take up the time of the country in
trying to glorify into a jast and laudable rebellion the paltry,
miserable rising whieh has taken place in the North-West,
and to dignify mio a hero one who lacks all the essential
qualities of heroism.

Mr. MILLS, The hon. gentleman who bas just taken
bis seat seems to think that the motion which is placed in
your hands is a motion of commendation of the half-breeds
of the North-West for having taken up arms. The hon.
gentleman surely eould not have read the motion. He must
be aware that it is quite possible to condemn the rebellion,
and, at the same time, not to approve of the course the Gov.
ernment has taken. That motion relates to the conduct of
the Government in reference to the extinguishment of the
half-breed title in the lands of the North-West. We
have before us, so far as that resolution is concerned, no
other proposition than that one, but the hou, gentleman
who is at the present time the Minister of the Interior has
seen proper to go beside that question and refer to the con-i
duct of the Administration which was in office some ton1
years ago. Supposing the Administration of the hon. mem.j
ber for East York (Mr. Mackenzie) had been all that the
hon. gentleman who is now Minister of the Interior repre.
sents il, supposing they were dereliot in their duty, suppos.
ing their conduct had been such as to have justified the
country in expelling them from office, what, I would like to
know, would that have to do with the merits of the present
Administration, with the efficiency of their conduct, or
with their energy in dealing with the important questions
that have arisen in the North-West Territories? I think
the House will pardon me if I depart from the questions
involved in that resolution, and give some little attention
to the charges tha have been made by the hon. the Min-
ieter of the Interior now, and by his leader last year, against
the Government which preceded them in office. The hon.
gentleman forets that this half-breed question arose in
1870, that the Government of the Minister who is now at
the head of affairs was then in office, and that the rebellioni
then in a large degree arose from the claims put forward1
by the half.breeds and the failure of the Government to
recognise those claims. The hon. gentleman knows thatt
there were certain parties who were delegated from the
people of the North-West Territories to represent theirc
views, and that they entered into' an arrangement1
with the 'Government, which was given effect to by0
the Manitoba Act of 1870, one of the provisions of1
whioh was the setting apart of 1,40),000 acres in the
Province of Manitoba for the purpose of extinguishing
the Indian title of the half-breed population. The hon.1
gentleman also knows that a censue was taken in 18701
under the direction of the Lieutenant-Governer of Man-t
itoba, Mr. Archibald; that cenEus included not only thet
half-breed children who were entitled to share in the
1,400;000 acres, but also the half-breed heads of families(
aptd the old settlers of the Province of MLaitoba. The
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hon. gentleman, too, is aware that the people who were
enumerated embraced nearly double the population of
the Province of Manitoba who were entitled to share in the
1,400,000 acres under the Manitoba Act After that
census was taken, the opinion of the law officers of the
Crown was had upon the construction of this 31st section of
the Manitoba Act The Prime Minister was at that time
Minister of Justice, and ho and the Deputy Minister advised
that the half-breed heads of families were not entitled to
share in this 1,400,000, that it was to be distributed amongst
the children of the half-breeds alone. Ron. gentleman no
doubt are conversant with the fact that a very considerable
number of the half-breeds bas been deailt with as Indians.
The Indians or the so-called Indians, on the St. Peters'
reserves are, or a majority of them are, half-breeds; and
these were included in the enumeration made by Mr. Archi-
bald in 1870. It will be seen that the census which was
taken by Mr. Archibald did not afford any basis for the dis-
tribution of the 1,400,000 acres. I may mention, among
other things that were done in regard to the Province of
Manitoba at that time, that an Act was introduced by the
Government, I think in 1873, providing that 140 acres
should be given to each of the original white settlers
and the descendants white of settlers, who had come into
the Territory between 1813 and 1835. There was no
further legislation by the Governmeat of that day either
with reference to the half-breeds or with reference to the
white settlers of the Territories. There vas a law intro.
duced providing for the half-breods heads of familios, but
that was introduced in May, 1874, by the Government of the
bon. member for Est York. I wish to call the attention of
the House to this fact-and I am stating these facts with as
much briefness as I can-that, during the three years that
the Government was in power from 1870 to 1813, no step
was taken for the purpose of distributing the 1,400,000 acres
among the half-breed children who were entitled to it under
the Manitoba Act. Before I proceed further, lot me make
a quotation from the speech of the First Minister here last
year, referring to the consus taken by Mr. Areihbald. The
Prime Minister said:

" If this census had been adhered to there would have been no diffi-
culty. It was accurate, as accurate as a ceusus ean be taken in a new
country without municipal institutions and means for enumerating the
people one by one. But it was a correct censusa, d for it 1,400,000
acres had been assigned te meet the half-breed eims; and if that
census had been adhered to, there neyer would have been any trouble.
But the truth of the matter is, that the moment we went ont of power
it was necessary that everythîng we had. done should. b. reversed, and
the Gevernment etthe day chose te say that there were not 10,000 half-
breeds in the Province of Manitoba, and they appointed Mr. Matthew
Ryan and Mr. Machar, the latter a gentleman whom the hon. member
for South Huron knows something about, for the purpose o undoing-1
will not say for the purpose of undoiag but of disregarding the consus
previously taken. That is the fact. If the census that had been taken
and returned by Governor Archibald had been accepted there would
have been land enough in the appropriation to have settled all
trouble as well for the haif-breeds who happened to De aw*y on the
plains at the time the final adjudication was made. Bu( it did not
suit the Government of the day to accept that. Oh, no. The
claims of the half-breeds of Manitoba were bought up by speculators.
It was an unfortunate thing for those poor peuple; but it id true that
this grant of scrip and land to ethse poor people was a curse and net a
blessing. The scrip was bught up ; the landswere bought up by white
speculators and the consequances are apparent. I am told that even at
this moment, in the vioinity of Winnipeg instead of the surrounding
country comprising smiling farmi, eettled with industrions people, the
land is unsettled in consequence of the scrip having been bought up for
a song by speculators."

Now, it will b. remembered that the Government of the
present Prime Kinister was in office from 1870, when the
enumeration was made by Mr. Archibald, until November,
1873, for a period of three years, and yet no distribution
was made, no action was taken, not the first stop was made
towards the settlement of this half breed question. The
truth was that the census was of no use. No distribution
could be had upon it. As I have already stated, a very
considerable number of the half-breeds were dealt with as
Indianu3 and a large populatUon were embraved that were
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not entitled to any por'ion af the 1,400,00 ores. There of the half-breed children, who were entitled to share in
was a report made as late as 1874 by Mr. Provencher, who the 1,400,000 acres. I Ind that Mr. Machar, during the
ws at that tim»e ndian Superintendent in Manitoba. He folowing year, reported on 8,180 olaims that he had inves-
mys in refrence to these hdaf-breeds tigated; Mr. Ryac had reported on 4,988, or sometfing

m hundreda were put on the lust of Indians, and have ben uthere over 9,000 claims altogether, in which is inoluded the claima
aine 181. These half-breeds live with the Indiansa, they have the very of all parties who were entitled to share under anyone of
sme habit., and naturally form part of the tribe in accordance to the the particular Statutes to which I have referrd. The
Act above mentioned. Their position would be quite regular if they had hon, gentleman referrad to a memorandum which I had
not afterwards ahared in the land specially set apart for half-breeds,
and If they did not exact conetantly increased payment uin a proportion written across the face of a communication made to me by
whik it is imposible to determin before hand." fMr. Oodd :

New the report of the Indian Superintendent of Manitoba "I ai annece.aa to look up the parties who bave cdaims If thecar
at that time shows that a very considerable number of thse for tir interestla ey will humselve oome forwad and tbu
who were .mbraoed in Mfr. Archibald's c tad aià".been N
dealt with as an Indian population, and wece mot entitled Nov, v ineetary t look after those lairao? Imay
to sare in the 1,400,000 acree,although te y were enumer- go1fr. Speaker, that itmnad coe tommispore"s ere-
ated. We fiad a deley occurred in the distribution ofthe lande eitos eimanygcagswhen the o iuaiog werein
for another reoason. In the lande that were reserved fbr theite TerTiteries, oisgaged in invesigvg thehlf-lteed
halff oeds, was embraoed what was caâled the outer two clasme, speulat mput f Min qir appeal it & uwom th.
mile., in vhicl the. original white oettiersalai the banks of hait .breeds liad disposed osf tleir clainis "ceot i mm.dately

mals, n hic te oigml hit sttlrs lo th bnksoffor a few dollars, and sometimes fer aven a lmssaum of
the Assiiboine and the Red Rivers claimo Isprvlee o n olas ndsneime oJee oi ts
whiehthey mbi tyderived fromieiHudsonay vleg, monoy. If the hon. gentleman will look at .Mr. Ryau!iletter
whc te tsaid heesared fromvthedson Baym es mp$ny, which has been referred to, he will Se that Mr. Ryan putsand itwas found neesary, when commissioners were the two questions; whether it was the intention of the
appointed by the Government of hon. gentlemen oppo epartment that he should put hinself in communica-
site to enquires into the claims of those parties, to alter te tion with the half-breed claimants by visiting the localitylimits of the half-breed reservations, and to embrace a con- in which they reside, or whather he should act on theirsiderable portion of the territory that had been resierved ýbehalf as they might casually coma before him in thefor them in the lands that were to be granted to cef the ige chmaisceial d ui in tie
the original settlers along thoe rivers. I find that oun of the dio arge f hiR magieteral dutie. That cden
at this time Mr. Codd sent a telegram to the Minister munication n bfr. Mr.yan as forwarded teothe.la ad agent
of the Interior, then Mr. Campbell, in which he ointed at Winnipeg, and by n Mr.. oddtMm asforarded t othe

euttha tse iffout>'Ladbeu cmplcaed y tseDepartment. Mr. <Jodd acooupanied Mr. Ryan's commu-out tha o the dimculty had been complicated y the nication with his own opinion upon the subject, whichHudson Bay Company claiming one-twentieth of this opinion was based upon the experience he had acquiredouter two miles, and he called Mr. Campbell' attention topdurin the twelve months that had already elapred. Wethe fact that the Hudson Bay Company had themselves durn .tiet the thatid al.ady epse.tW.
orested the rights of the original settlers, and ho did not found that the only effect of continumg to keapen the
fhink were entitled to share in those lands. Mr. Campbell enquiry woould be simply to delay the diAtribuition. e felt
informed him lthat the two miles were to be taken from the that it was necessary, as soqn as we could, 1 Aso.rtain
half-breed grant, and were to be given to the original set- approximately the number.ofbalf.breed ohildren scho were
tiers, and the Hudson Bay Company were to be otherwise entitled the dis tii. cutribeLiçn, a thoht ift was
eatisfied. Now this was on the lst November, 1873, or desire the distribution s Quil be Jad, and o if .te
nearly three years after the consus had been taken; so the calfbreeds themselvs valued tise inteests wiho had been
House will see that if Mr. Archibald's census had been acted created by te Manitoba Act, they would not heaite to
upon the right hon. gentleman had three years tomake this come forward and make their olennm. Ii faot, one
distabution amongst the half-breeds before ho retired, in of the difficulties that presented Jtself .te the tGov-
Noember, 1873. ernment was how to make .tbis 4itributio . os valu-

able to the half-breed pppulation sa possila- I may
Mr. WHlTE (Cardwell). Do I understand the hon. notice lire that the coraspondenoe, which Obe hn.

gentleman that nothing was done between the enumeration gentleman brought down last year and whih .ie here
and this particular action in November, 1873 ? embraced, is very incomplete. I find that more :tan one

Mr. MILLS. I say there was no distribution made. communication is missing. The memorandum to which
Ther. was nota single balf-breed who received any allot- the hon. gentleman has referred, which was written by me
ment. There was no allotment made to any portion of the across the face of Mr. Codd's letter, was simply an instru-
halfbreed population until 1877. tion to the Surveyor General, in order that h'e might co-

Mr. WRITE (Card.ell). That is net quite correct. municate the answer of the Department to Mr.. nodd. nd
yet the answer of the Surveyor General is not included

Mr. MILLS. I have already pointed eut that the Gov- here. I find in the next page a tolegram by Mr. Dodd,
ernment, in 1874, finding that no provisiop had been made referring to a letter of the 12th of July ; and yet the letter
for the half-breed heads of families, provided that they of 12th of July is not ere. And sowe find the hon. gentleman
should receive each 160 acres. In fact they were put in in this correspondence ias brought down just what it was
exactly the same position as they had been placed by an thought convenient, and what woald suit himn, And what is
amendment to the Act of their predecessors in office. calculated to give the House a very inadequate and, in

Mr. WHITE (Oardwell). le that the Act of 1874? some instances, a misleading notion as to what wasaotually
done. The memorandum to which the hon. gentleman

Mr. MILLS. Yes. There were a cousiderable number refers, and which was written by me geross the face of Mr.
oftoais made by white settlers, and in some instances by Oodd's letter, is a memorandum signed "D. M.", and the
the half-breede.themmelves ; there were what was called the reson was that those happen to be my initials;
stake laims, and there were other laims besides, and until and I know it lthe usual practice of Ministers, when
thse. olaims were disposed Of in each particular district making a note approving or disapproving of a recom-
that had been reserved, no distribution of lands could take mendation or suggestion, or making a suggestion, to
place. Well, mW lIay, 1875, the Goverament of Mr. Mackenzie attach their initiale thereto. I believe it was done
aPointed Mr. Ryan and Mr.lachar as commissioners to by my predecessor in office, and I supos it
enguire intoal thse claims, and to asertain the number is dose by the present Minister; and I subaoribd those
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initials precisely for the same reason that the Dutchman allowing them land in any particular district, or by way of
called his son John. Re said ho did so because that was extinguishing their title. Iri 1878 the Government did take
his name, sud I subscribed "D. M." simply because they stops with a view to ascertaining the wishes of the half-
happen to be my initials. The First Minister last year, breeds. We withdrew temporarily Major Walsh from the
and the hon. the Minister of the Interior has to-night force; we gave him verbal instructions; we asked him to
repeated it here, as he has repeated it elsewhere, the visit the Indians in that section with a view to inducing them
statement as to the appointment of Messrs. iRyan and to choose their places of settlement, in order that the Govern-
Machar. He said that the enumeration made by them ment might allot them reservations, and also visit the half-
was very incomplete. They reported 5,888 half-breeds breeds and ascertain what their wishes were, and advise
entitled to share in the grant made by the Manitoba Act, them to choose localities in which to settle, as soon as it
and 226 others were reported by the land agent at different was ascertained that they wore desirous to have reserva-
places. Five hundre4 others were estimated as being tions. The hon. gentleman has referred to the Act of 1879
entitled, whose names had not been ascertained and who as indicating the intention of the Government to deal with
were not reported to the Department at the time the distri- the half-breed population. Now, I might say with regard
bution was made. The First Minister said last year that to that Act of 1879, that it was suggested before the pre-
there were 5,000 others on the plains who wore under the ceding Government had retired from office. If hon. gentle-
Manitoba Act entitled to share in this distribution who were men will look at the despatch which was addressed by the
not provided for, as it was intended by Parliament they should then Minister of the Interior to the Lieutenant-Government
be in fact. The hon. gentleman has more than once stated of the North-West Territories, on the 18th of March, 1878,
that if we had only taken the consus provided by Governor ho will soe this clause :
Archibald's enumoration, in 1870, none of the difficulties 91The propriety of passing aun Act to secure for the half-breeds some
would have occurred; that the distribution would have taken more speedy means of securing a titie for Homestead pUrposes than
place very much earlier and the half-breed population would under the provision of the present homeatead ad Dominion Lands Act
have been satisfied. We have a census of the entire half has for mome time pat engaged my attention."

breed population of the North-West. That census embraces The fact is that we did propose to deal with the half-breed
something like 4,800, and we find from what was done by population sud it might not be altogether out of place for
the commissioners appointed by the hon gentlemen that me to state what I contemplated submitting to my colleagues
upwards of 1,700 of those were in the North-West Terri- for their approval if we had succeeded in the elections of
tories at all events before 1870. So that if we take those 1878. The hon. gentleman has refered to our neglect to
1,700 from the 4,800 in the Territories, and if we take also make surveys. Well, that is hardly relevant to the motion.
those who shared in the half-breed grants in Manitoba, hon. Mr. WITE (Cardwell). I did not say anything about
members will see how very far the Minister was from surveys.
being accurate in the statement he made. In fact, it
seemed to me at the time very much more important that Mr. MILLS. We sought to satisfy the balf-breed popu-
we should be prompt in making a distribution among those lation, and to give them the assurance that they would not
people than that we should ascertain the precise number that be disturbed. We informed them that they should have
were entitled to it. Certainly, we are not restricted in the ex. their lands alloted to them at the earliest possible moment.
tout of the ares of lands at our disposal, and whether they It is true we did not propose to comply with all the requests
received 240 or 200 scies was a matter of far less consequence they made to us. They had asked us for seed grain, for
to the country than that they should be satisfied with the agricultural implements, although some of thom had not
condition of things that existed. The First Minister stated any particular flxed abode. I might say this, however, with
last year in the same speech that nine-tenths of the regard to that, that it was a poicy which it did not seem
half-breeds in the North-West Territories had already unreasonable to me to adopt in the event of a certain
shared in the grant; in fact, that enquiry had been place of settlement. The hon. gentleman knows that by
made, and in one casoe4ourteen out of seventeen had already the Act of 1870 the children of the half-breeds of Mani-
recived their allotments; and so it was with respect to toba were to receive 1,400,000 acres of land. He knows
others whose names he mentioned. The hon. gentleman in that before the distribution took place the majority of those
making that statement, gave a sufficient answer to the state. were entitled to have a part of their interest in those lands.
ment made by the Minister of the interior to-night, He knows that this grant, while it had satisfied them, had
and by himself earlier in the debate. If those people conferred on them no permanent advantage. It did seem
had so largely shared in the allotment of 1,400,000 acres to to me that if we could succeed in securing the settlement
Manitoba, it shows very clearly that the whole population and location of the grant to the population, thon
entitled under the Manitoba Act, had been included in the we might propose to deal with them n some other way
enumeration, and that the Government actually went on than by making immediate grants to their children;
distributing the land among the people at as early a period and by the Act of 1879 hon. gentlemen took power
as they could possibly have doue. The hon. gentleman has to deal with the half-breeds of the North -West Territory,
said that we did nothing with respect to the half breeds in to satisfy any clamors .in connection with the extinguish.
the outlying territories. Well, Sir, the time had not come ment of the Indian title, in reforence to the half-breeds cf
for dealing with the haWbreed population lying beyond the the North-West Territory outside of the limits of Manitoba.
boundaries of Manitoba. We had, first, te extinguish the Now, hon, gentlemen took that power. It was not noces-
Indian titie; it was not possible to deal with the half-breeds sary that they should adopt precisoly the same lines which
until the Indian population had been dealt with. And it were adopted in Manitoba. They could have deait with
was with a great deal of difficulty, that the Indians were the half-breeds in another way. They could have dealt with
in some instances, induoed to treat with the Government them in a way more advautageous to the half-breed population
for the surrender of their claims to the North-West. We than that which was adopted; but having taken thaa power
know that many who were intended to be embraced in and having in the end dealt with the half-breeds precisely
Treaty No. 6, did not come in till 1878, and that the whole in the same way, there was no reason why that should not
of the Indians of the south-western country, embracing the have been done at a mach earlier period than that at which
Asiniboines, the Blackfeet, the Bloods, and other Iudians in the distribution ultimately took place. The half-breeds
that region, were not treated with until 1877; and until those asked that they should not be disturbed in their hold7ngd.
Indians were treated with, it was impossible to undertake- We assured them that they would not be disturbed. They
to deal with the half-breed population, ither by way of asked one of their race should be appointed to the North-

Mr. MILLs.
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West cuonoili; we complied with their wishes and
in so far as it ws in the power of the Government
to deal with the balf-breed population, prior to our
retirement from office, it was done. Now, if hon. gentle
men will look at the petitions froin those half-breeds,
which the Government have brought down to the House,
they will get some idea of the maturty of the half-breeds
question for settlement outside of Manitoba, by the date of
these petitions. The first petition sent in is that from
Blackfoot Crossing, 19th September, 1877. It is a petition,
not asking for a distribution of lands similar to that in
Manitoba, but asking for aid in the way of seed grain and
agricultural implements. Then there is a petition from the
people of St. Albert, on the10th of April, 1878. There was
a petition of the half-breeds of St. Laurent on the lt of
February, 1878. These petitions were acknowledged immedi-
ately after the close of Parliament, on the 17th of May,
1878. Thon there was the petition of the half-breeds at
(Cypress Huis on the 13th of September, 1878, and there
was the resolution of the North-West Council of the 2nd of
Auguet, 1878. There was a petition of the half-broieds at
Edmonton, on the 19th of May, 1890; of theb half-breeds of
Qu'Appelle, on the 20th of September, 1881; of the half-
breeds of St. Antoine de Padoue, on the 4th of September,
1882; and of St. Louis de Langevin, of the 18th of Septem-
ber, 1883. So that hon. gentlemen will see that these
people became interested in the question of the distribution
of land amonget their children and the security of their
homesteade just about the time that the Governmenti
of Mr. Mackenzie was retiring from office. The firsti
of these petitions reached us, it will be seen, during
the Session of 1878. It was not possible for us
to propose legislation at that time. W. had not tbe
necessary information. If we had been prepared to deal
with the half-breed populatign upon precisely the saie line
that they had been dealt with in the Province of Manitoba,
we might have done so; but I did not think that the results
of the distribution of the land amongst the half breeds of
Manitoba had been so satisfactory that it was desirable to
follow exactly the same li4es. In my opinion a botter course
might have been adopted. In my opinion the Government
had ample time to adopt that botter course, and the fact
romains that they adopted no course, that they neither pur-
sued the system which had been followed in Manitoba, nor
did they seek a more satisfactory conclusion of the half-breed
clai during their Administration. It was not until the
rebellion took place that hon. gentlemen took any serious
stops to settle this half-breed question. The Minister of the
Interior has undertaken to show that the half-breeds and
the friends of the half-breeds were dissatisfied with the
Government of Mr. Mackenzie, and the ion. gentleman
read here a private communication-I do not know how
it came intob his possession-from iRev. Father Lacombe
to the HIon. Mr. Pelletier. Now, I will say with regard to
that communication, that I have no recollection of ever
having seen it. It may have been sent to the Department,
to my secretary, for the purpose of being read by me. It
may not have been, by some negligence on my part, returned
to Mr. Pelletier. The hon. gentleman did not say how it
came into hie possession.

Mr. WHITE (Cardwell). Do yon deny its existence ?
Mr. MILLS. I do not deny its existence. The hon. gen.

tieman may have purloined it for all I know. - But I will say
this, that I never lad any communication with Archbishop
Taché, by letter at all avents, except one communication
that I caused to be addressed to him in regard to the pur-
chase Of the rights of the half-breeds te those 1,400,OO0
acres, shortly after I came into office. I will Bay further,
that I think Father Lacombe was appointed by me one of
the commissioners in 1877, for the purpose of dealing with
the Indians under Treaty No. 7, and if that reverend 6entle

man was at all dissatisfied with the course the Government
pursued, certainly I d id not know it, unless it might be bom
that communication, if the communication ever came under
my notice, unless indeed in the matter of the stake claims,
upon which the advice of the law officers of the Crown was
altogether against their validity. Now, I think 1 have
shown that the Government of Mr. Mackenzie did deal with
the half-breed population of Manitoba. We did make the
distribution of the lands of that half-breed population.
There are a few parishes in which the lands were
not distributed until after we retired from office; but it
was bocause of certain disputes that rendered that impos-
Bible. But all that was done was done from 1877
to September or October, 1878, by that Government;
and I have pointed ont that we were taking the
necessary steps for the settlement of the half.breed claims
in the North-West Territories. But, Sir, supposing we had
been negligent in our duty in dealing with the half.breed
population of the. North-West Territories, and supposing
the question was ripe for settlement in 1878, would not that
be ail the greater evidence of negligence on the part of hon.
gentlemen opposite in not having dealt with the question
immediately after their entrance upon offce? These hon.
gentlemen succeeded as on the Treasury benches, because
the public were disposed to trust them rather than us with
the administration of public affaira; and if we were negli-
gent in not settling this question between 1874 and 1878,
what is to be said of those hon. gentleman, who have been
in office for seven yearse since, and until a rebellion broke
out, did not take the first steps for the purpose of securing
a settlement of the half-breed question ?

Mr. DAWSON. A general impression seems to prevail
throughout the country that the half-breeds of the North-
West in the locality where the rebellion occurred were the
natives of that locality. Now, it has been very clearly
explained by the Minister of the Interior that they were not
natives of that locality, but that they were mere immigrants
who had gone to that section from another part of the coun.
try. The number of settlers who were natives there was
exceeding¶ limited, and the great majority of the half-
breeds on the South Saskatchewan at the time of th
rebellion were immigrants from other sections. Some of
them were 800 miles westward from the place of their
birth, they were seeking new lands, and there they settled;
they were almost as far west of their native place
as the country they originally came from is west
from this place. This fact is not kept prominently
enough in view. Sir, a great many causes have been
assigned for the rebellion; but there is one which I think
has been very little dwelt upon, and which would have
caused trouble under any dircumstances; that is, that two
different races of people, utterly unacquainted with each
other's habits of living, were brought into contact. When the
white settiers went into that country firet they were not
acouainted with the habits of the Indians of the plains or
the balf-breeds; neither wer'the l Mounted Police when
they first went into the country. Thee half-breeds had
been for many generations accustomed to hunt over the
plains wherever they chose; they were frequently at war
with their neighbors, the Sioux Indians, and they led an
unrestrained life which generated a spirit of freedom among
tbem; so that, when the white men came there, after ths
country acquired possession of the North-West, they felt
that a certain restraint was to be put upon them. T.yhe
saw that they could not spread out their herds of cattle
wherever they chose, and hunt the buffalo at will over the
plains as they formerly did, and a spirit of discontent
naturally arose among them, which under the moet carefl
administration might have resulted in trouble. This view
of the matter has been very little taken into account. One
side of this House throwing blame on the othef, and Deithir
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puiyeg ufeiert importance on the elements which1

had fb b. dealt with and the difflculty of dealing with those
elemeUts with any material which any Government could
hawve at its dispogal. When the firet Riel rebeRlin brokel
ont, I had the honor of bèing consulted in- every step that
wa taken. The troops were carried through without the
lIs of a single maa, ,nd the rebellien was put down
without a sihot bing flred, Suecess on that occasion was
due to the extreme good management of the Government
under the same disticguished gentleman who is at the head,
of the Government to.day. I had the honor of recommending
at the time, when it was proposed to send an armed force
intb the North-West Territories to maintain order among
1 he Indians, that the true Mounted Police to send among
those Indians were these very half-breeds of whom we are-
talking to-nigbt. These men had been sccustomed to lead
the life of soldiers. They were accustomed to ride on horse-
bàek dver the plaine, and they were inured to hardship and
frghting. I believe if a police force had been organised
ont ocf these half-brec ds, there would have been no outbreak.
It may be asked : Why trust the maintenance of pdace toa
thi. 1en who had been iÈ arma against the Government? I
say, il yeu had shbwn confidence in those men, if the Mac-
kenzie Government at the outeet had shown confidence in-
them add enrolled soch of them as were fit for the duty as
policemen, we would never have had a rebelion in the
Notih-West. They would have been proud of the confidenee-
reposed in them, and their knowledge of the Indian charac-
ter w'ould bave enabled them, to maintain peace among the
Indians. When speaking of those rebellions wiich have
occurred among the Indians, we must not think they are
the very quiet innocent people they are represented to be,
and that the faults are all on the side of the white man, for
thé Ert Biel rebellioi and this last Riel rebellion were by
no means the only ones that occurred among the Indians
They bIad often been at war with the fur traders, and on two
occasions troops were sent out by the Imperial Govern-
ment to keep ordor. We must nlot suppose, therefore, that
we were dealing with people living qumietly in their native
land, and that the fault of inciting them lay entirely with
the whites, for these half-breeds were a people wIhthad been
qonstantly at war and were very jealons of their position
and independence in the new land to which they had
gone. Perhaps there is eue thing not to be regretted iu
this trouble, and that is it bas taughtthe white men a little
respect for the Indian. Formerly these people were spoken
cf with the utmost contempt, looked upon as spiritles sand
cowardly, but the white man has found. that they are not
naturaHly eowards. The half-breeds fonglit bravely though
hi a ?rafstàken cause, but we found at leist that they were
not Io be deseised. The Indian Poundmaker and his band,
when atticked unexpettedly on their reserve and while
imperfectiy armed, did not run away, and Pounidmaker,
when th retrent oft troop of volunteers commenoed, showed
a great :deal of mágnanimity in preventing his people from
followig them. Thbe hon. member for Qüebeo East (Kr.
Laurier), in bis very eloquent spech, remarked, very truly,
that the Indians are a iighly sensitive people. The batif
breeds spe"ialy are sensitive, and I mayadd they are exceed-
ingly vaiu, which quality no doabt they derive from their
ancestry-i speak of their Indian and not of their French

ncestry, for of course tbey derive no had quality
from the Frenh-and they are apt to take offence some-
times withoùt sufficient cause. But whenoq oomes this
ne*-born admiration of the Ind ans ? Last year, during
the franchise debate, we heard them described as the most
degraded people on the face of the eartb. We were asked,
are you going to give the franchise to people so degraded
as Strike-him-on-the-Back and others, but to-night notbing
«an be Found too good te describé their high qualitiles.
Thir beroes are equaltto gSuit and Welliugton. How o i-
xumstanfces iter cases. I have always been a friend to the

Mr. DAwsoN.

Indians, and amr very glad to see this ch3nge condag over
hon. gentlemen opposite, but I fand ft rather, etraorxinary
that théy should imit their sympathy to this small body of
Indiana-in the North-West, who were uip in armes againt
the Government. Why should they not have a little feel-
ing for the Indians in other parts of t he Donloi ? Tn
Algoma, we haVe 12,000 Indians, whé, at timnes, sufer a
great deal. I have brought their grievances before
the House ; I have told the House that the white peoplé
were going in and destroying the fish on which the Indiari
relied for subsistance. But there was no sympathy she*n fer
them. It appears it was all reserved to the sinall béund il
the North-West who took1ip aris against the Gôvernimeut.
No doubt they may have grievances, and a great deal hasbeen
said with the view of making the Government respoùhlble,
but there is no doubt that the Goverunment have dons agréat
deal for the Indians. The Government have been e±trem-
ly anxious to find out what they had ta coinplai*i of. Of
course, if there were agents sent amnong the Idiane wkb
were net reliable, on' side of the Hose has as mutýh te
accodnt for in that respect as the other side. Whosè fault
was it if incoinpetent agents were sent out? IL certainly
was not wholly the fault of the Goerument I hetd à
very true remark made here the other aig'ht by an hon.
member, who sid: Hon. memberé have themselrevs tubihffe
a good deal for this It is generally thought that à ma
who can do nothing at home need only te be sent abroad
to prove himseolf a very good feltow, snd it very often
happens that individuals not very well qnalified for the
duty are forced b members on the Government I think
this is a case in whibh many excuses may be made for the
Government.

Mr. MITCHELL. I am not going to inflict a speech upon
the House at this late hour of the evening, but I am simply
going to girve my reasons for voting as I intend to vote on
the amendment which is now under consideration. I have
listened with considerable attention to the statements made
by the mover of the resolution and by the gentlemen who
have sustained him, and I have listened to the replies en
this side. If we were to believe the statements from the
other side of the House, there has been utter neglect on the
part oùf the Government in relation to the treatment of the
half breeds. If we believe the statements from this side of
the House, and more particularly from the hon. the Minister
of the Interior, the complaints should not be confined to the
Government of the day, but his answer in: You're another,
you did likewise. Now, I am not going to enter into the
discussion of the question whether tihe half-breeds have been
or have not been properly used in regard to the particular
aubject which has been referred to; but, from the conviction
that I have had in relation to the general treatment of the
North-West on the part of the Government of the day
through the two previous Ministers who occupied the posi-
tion of Minister of the Interior, I have long since come to
th-e conclusion that their administration of the affairs of the
North-West was not such as to be for the good of that
country or the welfare of Canada, and therefore I an going
to vote in favor of the amendment.

flouse divived on amendment of Mr. Laurier (p. 819).
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Outhbert, Mackintosh, Tupper,
Daly, Macmaster, Tyrwhitt,
Daoust, Macmillan (Middleser), naase,
Dawsen, moMillan (Vaudreui), Wallau (York>,
Desaulniers (Et. 'riee), McCallum, Ward
Dickinson, McCarthy, Wbite (Cardwell),
Dodd, McDougald (Pictou), White (Hautings),
Dugas, MDougall (0. Breton),White (Renfrew),
Dundas, McLelan, Wood (Brockville),
Everett, McNeil, Wood (Westmoreand),
Farrow, Jassue, Wright.-1os.
Perguson(Leed&Gren)

Amendment negatived.

House again resolved itself into Committee of Sîpply.

(In the Oommittee.)

Contingencies, Post Ofce and Fluane. Departmnenta......$%860

Mr. MULOCK. I made an enquiry a short time ago
from the Minister of Finance ms to the dépomts il the
Finabce Department and Savings Baks eteedibg $1,000.
The Mitiister stated that it wonld involve so much trouble
that he ould not furnish the information immbediately, but
he intimated that, if the question had referred to the end
Of the sancial year instead of the year ending on the Sist
Deoember, the informnation obuld be furnished. If I put a
questioti in that form, could I get the ibformation dieired?

Mn. McLELAN. Yes. I will get th information.

Mr. MtLOCK. Wih it be aeoessary for meto put the
question on the paper 1

Mr. McLELAN. No, I wII furake note of it.
Civil Service Beard of< Emiea, .

Sir IRICIIARD CARTWRIU HET. There is an increase
here of about 11,5'00. What is that for 1

Mfr. CIIAPLEAUI. Last year #é e aresed 1%e salityof
te commisuioners P00 a piede, making 5900. AsA to the
rest, we ha*e takea the average ofe inoresse ofh->r-ifs

a, boufting té about $600 w 870, " m g the
600. Bweeer 1Aiit e tàight tedee le h46e, as-

think $1,0»0 increase will be sufioent to meet the roquire.,
mente.

Blauies for Boad e lExaminers, c., under the Civil
Service Act.......................

Mr. MULOOK. Lest year when the ous w akd
te vt* the Mt of *6,00, I understood the Secrta*y of
Stateto assure the House that the item would not reuao
to beincreased; and now we are asked to increase it by
*1,000. It was pointed out in committee last year that an
increase would inevitably follow by adopting what wuscaRed
on this side of the House a very vicious system. Now, juat
what was anticipated has happened, and I presume this
vote will need to be increased each year. I wouk ask the
Secretary of State what is the cause of this increase? lait
because the work has increasedY

Mr. CHAPLEAU. One of the great reaon eis this : At
the next examination we shall have over 700 candidates
instead of the 350 we had las sand it takes, for the stationery
alone, the increased sum we have asked for. If we can
reduce it we will do so, but I do not think we cau. I may
add that we expect that this increased sgm will be more
than half compensated by the fees that will be paid by the
candidates. We do not take the fees in the account,
because they go into the Consolidated Revenue Fond. 1May
say that this $1,000 is only the larger number calculated
for the next examinâtion.

Mr. MULOCK. It increases the salary efaeh oxamder
to the extent of $300.

Mr. CHAPLEAU. We cannot help that.

Mr. MULOOK. I understand it is expeeted that there
will be 700 candidates examined for this money.

Mr. CHAPLEAU. Yes, in the month of May next.

Mr. MULOCK. And if there in the same namber in
the fall, there will be 1,400 papers to be read by each
examiner.

Mr. CHfAPLEAU. Yes, perbap so. After the next
examination I expect there will have been over 1,500 per-
sons who witl have passed the qualifying examination.
But Ithink we may reduce the examinations to one eas4
year, which will reduce the number of applicant.

Mr. BLAKE. The woods are full of them.

Mr. MULOCK. I am glad that the Secretury of State
han become a covert to thtat view. Last year h. took the

opposite ground. Last year there were in au four examan.
ations, two fixed examinationsad some supplementary
ones for the lame fltowa.

Mr. CHAPLHAU. I bave been speaking of promedon
examinations.

Mr. MULOCK. There were examinations, to, for pe-
sons who failed in the original examination. It i jut what
was anticipate& We tld he Seortary of Sta Mt yer
that he would be asking for more money this year. I told
him he was inducing young mon to go into this vicions
system of applying for publio situations, and h. now admita
it, but if he is going to reduce the number of examination.
to one each year, he will find that the number of candidates
wIt be kessund if we adopt that system it is not meseary
to incremse the uaTries.

Mr. CHAPLEAU. W. thougIt we wonid proide for
350 on the average, but we shall have 700 nt the neat
esmination. It s a necessary expense, and I repose M6hm
it wiil be more than covered y the fees of il that each
ma wil pay Ehe aalanies the eMauiners wae dm
lst yea anD now 9y Ww160 000.

1lu, 84t
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Officeo f the Que n'u Prvy (Council for Canada.. $20,677 50 office sud after they pa einto the bands of the Journal olerke, who

detaci them snd count them they go to the printers and appear ln the
Sir RECTOR LANGEVIN. The other evening I form in which they went to te printems and the Departmeut eaimot be

explained to the committee the increases, except one. held responsible for that, because the papers have, since tbeY léft the
There was 8750 for a clerk named Poley, that had been Department, paaed through a number of hande.

transferred from another Department, to whom we gave an 4 Mr. BL AKE. Ag the hon. gentleman has rpferred to me as having
increase of 850. The other iicreaises are ail $50, except for me share in disarranging the papers, I beg to tell him4he is nî6% aware

ieof the practice. The first thing done with the returne is to se"d them
the door-keeper, McNaughton, who has been there such a to the1lerk's office in order that they may be paged in red, just in the
long time that we gave him 8100. order in which the Government bringe them down, and it is under-tbese

pages they are arranged and printed.
Resolutions to be reported, Committee to sit again. "Mr. WRITE (Oardwell). Thatis not so.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN moved the adjournment of I would not have referred to that matter, having made the
the House. statement I have mentioned, except that in the course of

Motion agreed to; and the Rlouse adjourned at 1:10 a.m., the debate last night the Minister of the Interior, i refer-
otnag d ; H aence to an observation made by te hon. member for

Q den's (Mr. Davies) on the sane subjeet, sald: "Aftr they
had been handled by your leader; " and upon my repeating
the same denial of the statement the. hon. gentleman delin-

.IOUSE 0F COMMONS. ed once again to accept that denial. Under those circum-
stances I have thought it proper, in vindication of myself,
of my statement and of the Orders of the House and the

WEDNEsDAY, 2lst April, 1886. practice of the House, to procure the papers, which are here
before me. The papers are numbered in the Sessional

The SPEAKER took the Chair at Three o'clock. Papers 116, 116a, 116e, 116f. They are coneecutively
printed in the order in which they are brought down.

PL&TEEs. Paper 116 comprises 139 manuscript pages, whieh are
numbered from 1 to 139 consecutively, and they com-

RULES OF THE HOUSE. prise from page 1 to page 18 of print. Paper 116a
comprises pages 1 to 11 manuscript, and 18 to 20 print;

Mr. DAWSON moved: paper 11e comprises 1 to 38 MS, 1 to 6' print; paper
That the 51st rule of the ouse be amended so as to provide for the 116f comprises 1 to 119 MS, and 68 to 113 print. I

publication of notiees in the Territories of Canada, purmnant to the have not, of course, examined every page of these papers
recommendation of the Select Standing Committee on Standing Orders. since the occasion arose. I was cognisant of the fact that

Mr. BLAKE. We cannot amend a rule of the House they were numbered, from having looked at them; I have
without notice. The hon. gentleman had better give notice verified that statenent, and have looked gen, rally at the

' papers and compared them in a general sense with the
Mr. DAWSON. The chairman of the committee will print, and i find by My comparison that they are printed

probably explain. in the order in which they are here numbered. I repeat
the statement that the first thing done with the papers,

Mr. SPEAKER. Notice must be given. when they come to the House, before they go into the
hands of members, is, that the Clerk sends them to an

FIRST READING. officer of his who is detailed 10 diseharge the duty of affix-
ing the numbers to theý-e pftgea, witb a view that ter.

Bil1 (No. 111) respecting Insurance (from the Senate).- may be ne mistake as te the order cf the documents, and
EMr. Thompson.) that the3 may be printed in that order. I repeat te

statemeut that I did net disarrange these papers in any
PERSONAL EXPLANATION. shape or way. What I did was this: I feund, when they

were brought down, that they were Bo inextricably
Mr. BLAKE. Before the Orders of the Day are called, I arranged that il would be diffltin print, aud waa impos-

desire to refer to a personal matter. On 5th April, in the sible in MS, te have auy clear apprehension cf their bear-
course of a debate with respect to the North-West Terri- ingandffect. I invited the <lerk cf*the flouse'to hogood
tories, the Minister of the Interior, referring to a statement eneugh te give directions that the papers should b. copied,
made by the hon. member for Queen's, P.E.I. (Mfr. Davies), and they 'were oopied ty an officer cf the Rouse. Having
as to the condition of the order of the papers which are found that they were in such a oondition, if copie& lu this
printed, and which have been under reference several times, way-one paper appearing partly on t e page with
said, in answer to a remark I made, that "they are printed another-that I could net use thtu4 I ked that
the way they are brought down." another copy might be made and that each of the oopied

" They were in the hon. gentleman's hands for weeks." papers might b. kept a separate document. l reoivedthem in that shape, and I chronologically arranged hose
To which I replied: copies, having nthing to do thon with the ig1l1 ud

"They were not ; I got them copied." it was freinthal chronological arrangement that-I wu able
te niake the statement I did Ilut Session., Tuhs been

The hon. member for Queen's said: doue wit the copies furnished nd not wibhte 'engiuais,
" Does the hon. gentleman say my hon. friend altered the date of th which were, owever, as I have said in lo firat-instance,

papera or the position in which they were ? Was it his duty to arrange and befere I saw thom, untilnuoe.bred by ti.ogWor of the
them ? Rouse, in the nunber and order in whichtey are priuted

" Mr. WRITE (Cardwell). Not at all.lite Department. Se far from te insiuation sud abat.-
"Mfr. DAVIES. Anybody who takes up that book has to spend hours ment cfte Minister of the Interior, repeated, as I-said at

and hours to get an accurate or clear idea of the papers con- night snd say again-repeated offemivly, after fmy donial
tained and their relation to each other. i the other day so far from that stabemet being truc, 1

" Mr. WHITk (Cardwell). What 1 mean is this. When a Depart- called trt- attention of the elerk cf tii. Printing
meut brings down papers to the Rouse, the ipapermjgo te eJournals tee te fhe fwt thal hompàpesyould b. uintelligible and

Mr. CHÂPLEÂAU.
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useless in that order, andl requested him to seS if it would
be possble to have them printed in chronological order,
and that officer, having made enquiry, informed me that il
was deemed impossible to depart from the order in whieh
the papers had been brought down to Parliament, that they
mustbe. printed in that order, althongh he agreed with me
as to te results of that order when printed.

8UGAR IN BONDED WAREHOUSE, MONTREAL.

Mr. TROW (for Mr. RomlaTsoN, Shelburne) asked, What
quantity of sugar was there in bonded warehouse, Mon.
treal, on the 3st March, 1886?

Mr. BOWELL. The quantities of sugar of all kinds and
descriptions in warehouse in Montreal, on the 31st March
lait, was ,642,467 lbs.

INTEBOLONIAL RAILWAY, PROM STRAIT OF
CANSO TO SYDNEY OR LOUISBURG.

Mr. CAMERON (Inverness) asked, Is it the intention of
the Government, during the present Session of Parliament,
to provide for the extension of the Intercolonial Railway
from the Strait of Canso to Sydney or Louisburg ?

Kr. POPE. Negotiations are now going on, and I hope
we will b. able to make provision for that work.

POST OFFICE AT CORINTH.

Mr. LANDRRKIN asked, Is it the intention of the Go.
vernmeut at an early day to carry out the promise made by
the late Postmaster-General, to open a post office at Cerinth,
in the township of Bentinck ? -

Sir HEOTOR LANGEVIN. Ihe Postmaster-General,
upon enquiry into this matter, has found that there -was a
doubt as to the expediency of proceeding with the estab.
lishment of this post offce. Nevertheles, the matter will
be looked into more fully.

TRENT VALLEY CANAL-FEES TO POISETTE &
ROGER.

Mr. LANDERKIN asked, What amount of lee did the
Goverument pay Poisette & Roger in connection with Trent
Valley Canal ?

Mr. THOMPSON. The Government paid nothing to
that firm.

TRENT VALLEY OANAL-RIGHT OF WAY.

Mr. LANDERKIN asked, What amount of money was
paid for right of way for Trent Valley Canal through
the township of Galway? How much for sane through
the township of Harvey; aiso, Burleigh, Smith, Douro and
the village cf jakafi.d?

Mr. POPE. The hon. gentleman will have to put this
in the shape of a notice of motion, because the answer
would be long, and I have not the information.

PUBLIC BUILDINGS AT PETERBORO'.

Mr. LANDE RKIN sked, Why did the Government buy
with the Phelan lot, on the corner of George and Charlotte
streets, t.he 8awer's lot, on the corner of Hunter and
Water streets, for the post oO. site in Peterboro'?

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. The Government have pur.
chased the Sawer lot in order to build thereon the post
office, which will thus be used by the town of Peterboro'
and the people of Ashburnham village, the two places being
united by a bridge, to which the street on which the
Sawer lot is lead. The Phla lot has been aise purchased,

so that the Oustom house and Inland Revenue office may be
erected thereon, that lot being better situated for this pur-

t pose. The post office building will be a amaller building
h than it would have been if the Custom bouse and Inland

Revenue oMoes bd been under the same roof. The two
e buildings will be equal to the one, had it contained all the

oMces.

MlLITIA ORGANISATION IN NORTH-WEST
TERRITORIES.

Mr. WATSON asked, Whether it is the intention of the
Government to extend the Militia organisation to the
North West Territories ? If so, to what strength; and the
proportion of cavalry and infantry; and whether a Deputy
Adjutant-General and Brigade Major, with headquarters
in the territories, will be appointed ?

Sir ADOLPHE CARON. I beg to state that it is the
intention of the Government to extend the militia orlgan-
isation, existing in the other Provinces, to the North-West
Territories. The proposed strength and character of the
new force, and the staff that will be required, have not been
decided upon, and will depend to a great extent upon the
population which goes into those territories.

DRAINAGE AND WATER SUPPLY OF QUBBEQ
CITADEL.

Mr. LANGELIER asked, lst. Whether. the work of
extending to the citadel of Quebec the aqueduct and drain-
age system of that city, is being done by day's work, or
under contract ? 2nd. If by the day, who is the superin.
tendent, what are the names of the foremen employedand
what is their pay and that of the workmen? 8rd. ïf the
work is under contract, what are the names of the, cou-
tractors, the dates of the contracts, the parts of the work
undertaken by each, and what amount has been paid to each ;
were tenders called for the work, and in what manner ?
4th. What is the total estimated cost of carrying out the
said work ?

Sir ADOLP HE CA RON. In answer to the hon. gentle-
man I beg to staLe that the workd are being done under
contract. The first section of 1,300 feet pipe trench is being
done at $1.65 per foot; Mr. J. Power, contractor, Quebec.
The second section is composed of 900 feet pipe trench, at
82.00 per foot; Mr. J. Juneau, contractor, Quebec. The
third section of 1,500 feet pipe trench was let at $2.00 per
foot, and the contractor is Mr. J. Bigaouette, Quebec. The
supply of six-inch and four-inch water pipe was made at
$29.50 per ton; Mr. J. Robertson, of Montreal, contractor.
The date of the acceptance of tender was January 12, 1886,
for Mr. John Power; January 16, 1886, for Mr. Joseph
Juneau; the same date for Mr. Joseph Bigaouette, and the
15th of February, 1886, for Mr. J. Robertbon. The tenders
were called for by letter. We estimated the cost of the whole
works, when completed, at about 820,750. The suppjy of
valves and hydrants was furnished by the Ohapman valve
Company, Indian Orchard, Massachusetts, United States.

WATER SUPPL TO GOVERNMENT BUILDINGS
AT QUEBEC.

Mr. LANGELIER asked, lst. Whether it is true that in
order to avoid paying the water rates demanded by the Cor-
poration of Qaebec for supplying, from the aqueduct of the
said city, the old Custom house and the Queen's store, the
Government have caused apparatus to be set up in order te
supply the said buildings with water from the St. Law
rence ? 2nd. If so, what is the cost of fitting up the said
apparatus and the yearly expense of working tho same;
what was the price asked by the Corporation for the said
service ; what is the estimated value of the sid properties,
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and the price paid by private individuals fer waerMtes
on property of the same value? 3rd. WAether, befoee set-
ting up the said apparatas, the Government enquired as to
the hygienic quality of the said water of the St. Lawrêee
at the said place ?

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. I think I must oject to
the former part of the first question. I do not thirk me
hon. gentleman should have put in the words, "in order te
avoid paying the water rates demanded by the Corporation
of Quebec." I think that is ne portion of the question ; it
is an argument. The question should be a sinple one-
wthether it is true that the Government have caused appa-
rtut to be set up in order te supply those builditngs with
wwter from the St. Lawrence. I ask you, Mr. Speaker,
*eher this quetion -should be put in -thit way.

Mr. SPEALKER. If it in not done in order to avoid pay-
ing the water rates, it is not true.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVI. It is a refection to ask
whether this was done in order to avoid pgying the water
rates. I will answer the question in this way: Whether
it la true that the Government have caused apparatua to be
sét up in order te supply the old Custom house.and Queen's
store with water from the St. Lawrence ; to thatI say -no.
I understand that the corporation asked $500 a year to
supply the Custom house with water, and Iwould not con-
seft to pay that, as 1 considered it excessive. The esti-
mated value of the properties I do not know; the bon.
gentLeman as Mayor of Qaebec will find that eut from bis
book. Tho price paid by private individuals for water
rates on property of the same value I think wilI also be
found in the books of the corporation. In answer to the
third question, as we did not put up the apparatus, I would
answer that we did net enquire.

NEGOTIATION OF-COMMifERCIAL TREATIES.

Mr. BDGÂR asked, lot. What papers has the Govemment
rlating to the negotiation of commercial treaties, conven-
tions or arrangements in which Canada is interested, and
which are covered by the terms of the Address passed by
this louse on 28th January, 1884? and when will they be
brought down? 2nd. Hias the British Govern ment agreed
to the proposal made to Lord Kimberley by Sir A. T. Gait
on the i MIJune, 1880, and sanctioned by the Governor
General in Council on 26th March, 1881, to the effect that t
was the wish of the'Canadian Government to be relievcd,
as soon as it could cor-veniently be done, of the obligations
cornected with nny treaties aUecting trade and commaerue
entered into between Great Britain and ofher nations;; and
the further proposal, si milarly made and sanctioned, that it
was the desire of the Canadian Government to be informed of
the inception of anynewttroty, and that in future no sfip.
lation binding upon the commerce of Canada should be i.
troduced-into any treaty without reserving to the Cana-
dian Government the option of acceptance-or refusal? If
the British Governrnent hs agreed to such proposal, when
was it dune, and will all papers connected therewith be laid
befbre the Hlouse at an early day? 3rd. Ras the'Govern-
ment of Canada, since 26th March, 1881, bemu ralievedof
the obligations connected with anytreaties iffecting trade
and commerce previously eitered iuto between Great Britain
and other nations? 4th. Has the British Govemment,
since 26th March, 1881, reserved to .the -Canadian Govern-
ment the option of acceptance or rdfusal of all treaties
hat would bind the commerce of Canada? And if sQ,

with what nations were such treaties made, and what was
the action of the Canadian Government as to suo acoept.
ance or refusal?

'Mr. McLELIN. A return wvas presented to the House
Ôftomions in reply to an uaddress ofthe House.dated 23rd

Mb. I"ieamus.

Ibruarwy, 1ma,giag àe errspodenoe connested wiià
the uegtistians for com=nrmial awrangeueets with Servis
and ather cSuries. At the same time a oemmuination
rom the Colonial Oflee was submitted, itaging tat s ooe.
esuandanoe isoever ifuraiahed which kas :eferane to

magotiatios mtil ander iisussion without the consent of
the foreign power wih whom the treaty is being ajade, it
would be necessary to obtain from the Governments of
Pnoand Spain thair ieensent sto t Micatio 0f=y
correspondence which had taken place on the subject of
treaties, ud Lord Derbyeuggstedthat the-placing of such
papers on th!e Table of e Dominion Houe of ommons
should be delayed until the muters under discussion were
brought to.a ffial eelusion. It woald, thesofare, te neoes-
ary to ehtain the eaeSnt of the imperial Oevern-

ment before the papers referred to in the Aidmass
of the 28th January, 1884, could be submitted
toe houe. Giamo~udem on the i4ent ihasibanniid
with the Insp"nis t Qennmeirt, bat us yet theoensent has
not been received, and as the negotiations are not yet con-

Weludd, it eaniiet be lsated definitely when the Government
wff1 be ablel obring down the papers now in their pessS-
sion. Withreeference to.tbe Order in Council of the 26th
'uarch, 18,te British Government ha, in atI cases of
treaties negotiated aince that date, ascertained and acted
upon the wish of the 'Canadian Government to be included
in or exempted from the operation of commercial treaties
entered into with other .nations. Thik has.been done in the
cases of Roumania, Equador, Morocco, Egypt and Monte-
negro, aswill be seen by the correspondemoe in -thet ratrn
before neferred to. In the case of Servis, prier to the 26th
Mamh, 1881, tke request of the Dominion Üwenment to
be exempted from the operation of the treaty -with that
country was.attended to, and representations made to the
Servian Goveriiment of that wish. The High Comm ssioner
has-also been in constant communication with the imperial
Govern ment, and has bSeukept informed as to the progress of
all commercial negotiations in which Canada is nterested.

TIE IM ING LtaAW.

Mr. FAIRBANK (for Mr. KAuLioAn), asked: Whether
it is the intention of the Government to amed the Miniing
huwoduriwg thießsswion, and if so, ifthe aummnew,-eequired
to be expended upon a location will b. reduceI, or:the lime
for ach expenditure increased;,and if sch ireduction of
sum or extension of time wili apply to claims now fod ?

Mr. WflIT (Cardwell). Theres eano intention of
bringing down-any legislation on the-siibject of the mining
laws this Session. The whole subject J being onsideued
y the De tmeut±in the light of investigations being

mada.on teground.

THE CASE OF LOUIS MRIL,

Mr. LANDRY (Montmagny) moved for:

Copies of correspondenue, whether by telegraph or otherwie, be-
tween the Government and Drs. Jukes, Valade and Lavell, or any of
them, officeraaf 4he-.Gvernment appointed to senquire into the mental
condition of teefLfhul.

Sir HECIIR 1LANGEVID. Thene is no objection to the
motion. Al the papwesat our disposal will be brought
down.

Mr. BLAKE. I hope, after-the statements made by the
Minister of Justice, seome:effort will be made to rêobtain
possession cf these p*pers which are not just now, but
ought to be, at the disposai of the Government. The
Minister has atated that the important, vital telegraas had
been returned to the physicians, and I trust, therefore, thq
will begot back again and be incladed in this return.

- r - ---
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THE NORTERN LIGHT.

Mr. JENKINS moved for:
Copies of a correspondence between the Marine Department and the

captain of the N<wtk.ra Light, relating to the discontinuanes of her
trips during the month of February.
He said- It will be remembered that Prince Bdwardi
Island did not join the GOnfederation of Provinces which
took place in 1867. For six years attempts had been made
to induce ber to throw in ber lot wit h the Dominion, bet
those attempts were unsuccessfal,until the Dominion Govern-
ment agreed to provide such efficient steam service as
would give Prince Edward Iuland eontinual communication
with the mainland. Now, thirteen years have elapsed since
this promise was made, and we still have not efficient
communication. The Northern ALiht, for thirty-two
days, in January and Februery, did not make a trip;
although during that time the weathe was extremely miild,
so much so that there was very little ice in the straits.
The people of Prince Bdward Island were induced to join
Confederation on this ground alone, or chiefly on this
ground. They were aware of the advantages which would
necrue to them from having continuons commercial
intercourse with the mainland, and the promise given
them to that effect was sufficent to induce them to
join the Oonfederation. In a recent debate in another
place, the leader of the Government, speaking of
winter navigation, said: 'We believe faith has lready
been kept with Prince Edward Island, so far as fai4
could be kept; we have doneour utmost in every
way to accomplish that object." Now, I maintain that
the Government have not done their utmost to give
us efficient steam service; I contend that they have
n 3ver taken up this matter in serious earnest. It is true
we have a smai tteamer that was put on by the late Gov.
ernment, built for the purpose of navigating the river St.
Lawrence, a steamer whieh has no eapacity for earryig-
freight, and is utterly incapable of meeting the diffculties of
ie. service, even in thin field ice, ard therefore altogether
inefficient for heavy ice. She is built in a maner that I be-
lieve is just the opposite of the model whicli should have been
adopted, and even if able to run constantl is too mall to
carry any freight worth speaking of. New, the steamer
Alert, which has performed several Arotie voyages, and
which is lying idle in Halifax, could have been put on by
the Government. In October last I made application to the
Department that this steamer should be put on to assist.
the Northern Light, and came, at great inconvenience, to
Ottawa to lay this matter before the Minister of Marine,
but I was unsuccessful The Alert was built origi
nally as a sealer, and purchased by the British Govern.
ment, who greatly streugthened her and fitted
her out for ice service, and I believe @h. is a
very capable boat. If the Alert were put on,
it would then be seen, by comparison, whether
the NortLern Light was an eficient boat, or whether a
boat of a different model would not have been more effi-
cient. The Government refused to put on the Alert,
and I bad to return home unsucessfui. In November,
during thei shipping season, unfortunately, small pox
ravaged the island, and prevented produce b' ng shipped
until the winter stason. I therefore, telegraph dit wasof
great importance to the people of the island that the
Alert should be put on, but I was told the Minister of
Marine and Fisheries had been instructed that the AMert
would not be safe in the straits, and that the lives of its
crew should ot be riaked by thei Government. The refusal of
the Minister was, I think, unjustifiable, and can only be ex.
cused by the fact that he had only just been appointed, and
had many matters of importance to look after, so that I sup-
pose h. was not able to look iito this question. i hope,
however, next year the Aert will be put on, and I would
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suggest that more powerful engines be put into ber, in
which case I believe she would accomplish almost all w.
want, if ehe were put on to run between the island and the
mainland at snch points as may be considered most advan-
tageous. I believe also that by putting her
on we would see what sort of a steamer is
really required to overcome the difficulties of
this winter service. By putting a capable mechanie in
her, so that he might see what modifications are required
to overoome the-diffieulty of ie navigation, a boat coud be
built which would run nearly every day in the year. The
voyage is a short one, and there ought to be no difficulty
in providing a steamer with abundant fuel for that short
passage. It is evident, in the case of a steamer making a
long passage, such as a sealing vessel bas to make, or a
vessel going to the Arctic regions, the engines muet be small,
as it is impossible to carry enough coal to work large
engines, but our voyage is short ad coal abundant, and a
steamer of that sort, with powerful engines, will be able to
overcome all the difficulties.

Mr. MoINTYBE. I am not at all surprised that there is
a good deal of indignation existing in Prince Edward
Island in reforence to the manner in which communi-
tion has been carried on between the island and
the mainland during the season just closed. 't'he
winter has been the finest within the recollection of the
oldest people living on the island. The frost whioh we had
last winter was late compared with that of former years. I
bave a distinct recollection of the day the Northern Light
came into Souris for the purpose of being laid up. There
was not a particle of ice to be seen, even by the aid of a
powerful glas. There was a quantity of ice in the gulf,
as I was informed, but nothing to prevent the trips being
made regularly. In connection with this, I might read an
extract from a letter addreused to the Halifax Chronicle,
from Picton dated the1 Pth February last:

" The loe on the barbor, which was not very strong at any time this
winter, has been weakened by the recent mild weather so as to be
entirely unsafe for horsay. ven foot passengers are not to be seen on
it to day. The steamer Hayfower, whlch wau frozen np on the 5tb, kas
commene.d running again, and makes regular trips without dfinelty.
The gulf is as clear of mee as in the dog days, and has been so ail winter,
with the exception of three or four days, and yet there is no steam com-
munication between here and Prince Edward Island, the North-rn
Light havilgbeen laid up at Souris by order of the Government at
Ottawa. Captain Oheverie, who did snob good service last spring with
his schooner Josephine, will probably commence to run again this week,
or the Steam Navigation Company of Prince Edward Island may get
the Princess of Wales ont of Charlottetown and put ber on the route.
With the exception of two or three days this winter, regular steam
communication with Prince Edward Island is a thing which might have
been, but which was not."

This, I think, is quite confirmatory of what I have said in
regard to the condition of the weather during the months
of January and February in the Maritime Provinces. If
report be true, I bolieve the boilers of the Northern Light
are very unsaf.. I has been stated that her boilers were
worn out and leaky last fall, and that it was owing to this
that the ship was nearly lost in the storm she encountered
in a trip from Georgetown to Pictou in the month of
November or December, I forget which. She had togo
under a shortened rate of speed, and could not make the
harbor of Pictou before the snow storm came on, soshe
had to put back. She was out all night, and she came very
near being lest. I am not at all surprised that the captain
of the Norther Light should lay up hie ship year after
year, seeing what the instructions are which are issued to
him by the Department of Marine and Fisheries. These
instructions were brought down to the Sonate last winter,
and I will read them for the information of the eouse.
The firt is dated January 16th, 1883:
". apt FwLMsON, steamer Northera Ught, Georgetown, P.E.I.

"Telegram received urging Department order you run; responsibil'ty
î& with yem; expect you to run no undue risks.,1 A. W. McLELAN."
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The next is this:
"OmTwÂ, 18th January, 1883.

" Capt. FINLIsoN, steamer Northern Ligh, Georgetown, P.E.I.
" With knowledge of ice yon muet be judge, and held responsible for

safety of boat. Incur no undue risks.
"WM. ITiH."

The third is a letter, dated Ottawa, 12th January, 1884:
"SIm,-Referring to my letter to you of the 14th December, 1882, I

bave again to instructyou to ue your own judgment as to when the
Northern Light should run, and not to be governed by directions from
any persons, as the Department will hold you responusile for the safety
of the vessel, and you are to incur no risk whereby the safety of the ves-
sel may be endangered by being caught in the ice. No ripk, also, is to
be incurred for the purpose of carrying over any particular passenger or
passengers, and the Department expects that you will use your judg-
ment in ail matters affectlng the running of the boat, and will hold you
responsible for ber safety.

"Iam, Sir,
"Your most obedient servant,

"WILLIAM SMTR,
IlDeputy ifinister of Marine.,

It is not at all sur prising that, under such instructions as
these, the captain of the Northern Light should, on the ap-
pearance of ice in the gulf, take his ship into port and lay
her up. In fact, these instructions were tantamount to a
comnand. I do not find fault with Captain Finlayson for
obeying his orders. I believe any sensible man would do
what he bas done. Last year, as we know, the Northern Light
did not make any trip at all. She was laid up in the barbor
of Georgetown in the month ot January, and she was unable
to get out, and so she did not make a trip at all. A small
schooner, about the 15th April, left Port Souris and safely
landed her passengers the same day at Pictou, and she con-

spint and a proper manner, they will appeal to Her Majesty
the Queen to dissolve the terms of union between Prince
Edward Island and this Dominion. They forwarded that
memorial to this Government, and they got very little
satisfaction from the Government. They notified the Gov-
ernment that if they did not receive satisfaction, they would
appeal in person to Her Majesty the Queen; but when the
troubles broke out in the North-West last year, they
informed this Govert ment that, owing to those troubles,
they would not press the matter for immediate attention.
But the moment the troubles were over they insisted that
the Government should give their at'ention to this matter.
The Government did not give their attention to the matter,
the Government did nothing, and, as I will show directly,
the solemn promise made by the leader of the Government
in the Upper Honse, in the other branch of this Legislature,
was deliberately broken. The delegates went to England.
I am not, myself, of the opinion that the Local Government
was well advised. Notwithstanding the delay, notwith.
standing the inaction, and the persistent determination of
the Marine Department of this Dominion, that justicesbould
not be done to Prince Edward Island, I believe there is
enough of manly fair play in this House that, when the
facts are thoroughly understood, to insist that the Govern.
ment shall do its duty.

Mr. FOSTER. I do not object to a discussion upon the
whole question, if it is proper upon the motion before you.
But I think there is another motion on the Order paper
which wiil properly bring up this discussion, whereas this
one, I submit, does neot do it.

tinued to make her trips for the rest of the season. The Mr. DAVIES. I am surprised that the Minister of
Northern Light was specially constructed for winter naviga. Marine should object to the discussion of this matter. What
tion, and I believe that, if certain improvements were made is the motion ? My hon. colleague has asked for ail cor-
in her, she would do all that could be required in that way. respondence between the Marine Department and the cap-
It is useless for us te get the Alert or any other boat if she tain of the Northern Light, relating to the discontinuance
is not kept going in winter. (t is quite as easy to pilot the of her trips during the month of February. Why, that is
Alert to a wharf as the Northern Light. The trouble is not the very kernel of the complaint we make. The terms of
with the boat at all, but with the Department, who have union between the island and the Dominion provided that
absolutely refused to keep the boat on her berth during the the Dominion should keep up an efficient steam communi-
winter months. I think it is about time for the Govern- cation between that Province and the mainland, se as to
ment to take serions steps to carry out our terms of Union, put the island into continuous communication with the
Year after year we are bringing this subject before the railway system of the mainland. The point of the motion
House, and it appears to me that we are as far from having is that that oontract has been broken during the past year,
these terms carried out as we were years ago. and that during the month of February communication was

not kept up as it should have been. The Minister must
Mr. DA VIES. Although the subject matter of this motion have heard the statement which fell from the lips of my

may not be of very great importance to some hon. gentle. colleague a moment ago, that he applied last autumn, and
men who live in the upper Provinces of the Dominion, since the present incumbent took possession of the office,
there is a phase of the subeot which I think is important to have the Alert put on to assist the Northern Light, and
to every hon, member of is House. The question has now this application was refused, and, strong a supporter of th
reached a new stage. For years, the représentatives of Government as he is, ho did not hesitate to say that th
Prince Edward Island have been complaining that the refusal to put on the Alert was utterly unjustifiable. Why
solemn terms of union have not been kept. Nay, we have Sir, does the hon. gentleman mean to tell me that I am not'
gene further, and I think on both aides those representing to discuss this question at all ? Am I tosit silent and
both political parties have contended that there has not been listen to thèse utterances, when all my constituents are so
an honeot attempt made to carry ont thèse terms. Public -much interested, and when a delegation from the Govern-
opimon in Prince Edward Island endorses that sentiment, ment of the island is just returning from laying a memorial
The Legislature of Prince Edward Island, by a unanimous at the foot of the Imperial Throue, praying that justice may
vote, em bodied that sentiment in a memorial which they be done? I tell the hon. gentleman that unl1es I am put
addressed to the present Government some few years ago, down by the authority of the Speaker, I will not remain
and at great length, wbich I do not intend to repeat here silent. It is nonsense to talk that way, and the hon. gentle-
now, pointed out the steps that should be taken, pointed out man knows it well. Now, Sir, I was proceeding to say,
the promises that the present Government had made, pointed when I was interrupted, that this delegation went home to
out that they had broken those promises, and pointed out England and they presented to the Secretary of State for
the fact that to-day and for years baek the terms of union the Colonies, to be laid at the foot of the Throne, a lengthy
with Prince Edward Island had not been kept. Now, what memorial reciting all the facto in connection with this cou-
is the stage in which the case now is, which I say demands tract made betweén the island and the Dominion, and recit-
the serions attention of the members of this -Parliament. ing the alleged breaches of faith on the part of the Domin-
It is that, by unanimous vote, the Legislature Of ion. I was repeating that I am not satisfied myself that the
Prince Edward Island have determined that, if they Local Legislature took the proper course. I think, myself,
annot obtain the carrying out of these terme in A fair and I repeat It again, that there is enough fair play in this
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House, when the facts are thoroughly understood, to bring constitution of Canada, '0 gve any directions in ttub matter, sBdtenthe ovenmen aswil indco hemtherefore, I uhould flot beable b advie'fer Majooty (who lied bsu pr upon the Government as will inducthemraioulytote y action
to do justice. I1believe the representatives from the 1 but that it would ive me muc satisfaction if, by the exorcise of any
ialand are prepared at all times to proe this matter f endiy offleeswhich oould tender, 1 shouU beaib coatribute b

upon the attention of the Government and the onlynentowhioh the Provincial Governmentver'a on'y so uchitereste£. 1 added that I had confidence lu the kirully
person to blame is the geutleman who has charge upfrit in which the malter at issue would be deait with on both aides,
of the Marine andFisheries- Deartment, andtheGovernment and thia led me 10 hope that me acceptable arrm ut ight be
of which ho is a member. Why, Sir, I remember a few eome 1."
years ago, before this Government came into power, that Thon ho goos on to say
not a Session passed in this House but the supporters of the I 1 thon gave the delegates a eep;of the report of 1h* Privy Ooncil
prescnt Government took every occasion to denounce the of Canada, dated th. ?th of Novm r lut, wijioh lhey lid not pro-
manner in which that service was then being carried out, viouly recived."
to decry and to denounce the Northern Light, the boat em- Now, from that It appears that the Prince Edward Island
ployed by the Mackenzie Government to perform the ser- Gvernment need fot expect te have much assitance frei
vice, and promised that if they came into wer they Her Majesty's Government, because it is etated Very .Iearly
would remedy these grievances nd put on a botter and a by Lord Granville that it doos not core withinhie province
stronger boat. Sir, they came into power in the year 1878, to compel the Dominion to carry ont the terme of the
and that boat that they thon denounced has remained in the union. Thie je the proper place to bring up the grievance.
service from that day to this. Hon. members will under- Thie Goverument have the power teuedy it, and they
stand that beating, as he has, against icebergs and cakes of have net don. so. Now, in the year 1883 a commission wa
ice, year in and year out, she is not improved at the end of appointed by this House te take evidenos upen tue matter
eight years; and those gentlemen, after all the promises and make a report. Wall, that commission made a report,
they made before coming into power, stand to-day oonvicted and arong other things they reported in favor ofimproving
of the fact that the state of things which they denounced the service at h Capes by building botter boat% stations for
and decried in 1876-77-78 has been getting every year observation, a signai service, and boathoses on both Bides.
worse and worse, and still they have taken no steps to Notwithstanding that, and notwithetanding the carrying
better it, so far as the NortAern LigAt je concerned. But, Sir,ont of those recommendations, vould cost only a Lew
those gentlemen from Prince Edward Island went to Eng- thousand dollars, and notwithetanding tuepramisemade
land, and they laid this matter at the foot of the Throne, by the Minietry of the day that those recommendations would
and we had a return brought down yesterday, in answer to ho carried, 1883, 1884 and 1885 vent by, and it vas net
an Address moved for by the hon. member for King's. util members of Parliament were on their way te Ottawa
I wish to call the attention of the Minister of Marine ad in the middle of inter, with the thermometer nemrly 25
Fisheries to the fact that this return contained a despatch degrees below zero, that vo found men digging through
from Lord Granville to His Excellency the Governor the ice, trying te make foundations for the.boattionses. It
General, and it contains a memorial submitted by the vas nidiculone, and it wu an inenit to members that the
delegates who went to England to see Lord Granville in foundation should ho attempted ho ho laid in the middle of
support to the petition of the Prince Edward Island Logis- vinter and that mon ehould b. digging through ice three or
lature. It is a very lengthy document, and the return four feet deep. The boat-hones are, however, doue at last,
contains a rejoinder from Sir Charles Tupper to that me- and some emali measure of justice bas at length beeu don.
morial, but it does not contain the document which was to our people. Se far as regarde that recommandation in
referred to thrôughout the return, and that is, the minute regard te boat.honees ibis nov complied with, and 1 mayBay
of Council presented by this Government in answer to thepereonally that I tiink they are very nico houses. I croeed
petition of the Prince Edward Island Lagislature. I call thieinter much botter than for years un his respect;
the attention of my hon. friend to that, and 1 ask him, the boats were dean and nice, and se far as I was con-
without a formai notice being given-because it would b. cerned I had nething of which te complain in the arrange-
impossible to reach it for some time-that ho bring down ment. I arnavare that some oftViembera sad pas-
that memorial, and I hope he will see his way clear to do songera contend tint the obarges are tee high. I think
it. Well, Sir, what does Lord Granville say in reply tothey are tee high. It je woll known that some members
their appplication: etParliamont have te carry a largo quantity et baggage, for

" I duly received your Lordship'odespatch of the 19th November lat, vhich thoy are called upon te pay. But that je a emal
enclosing mn approved report of a committee of the Privy Council for matter, and it can, ne doubt, bo roctided by tie £)epart-

anada forwarding, with other papers, a joint address to the Queen ment vitheut bringing it bator. bbe Honse. Anether
from te Legislative Council and Hou3e of Assembly of Prince Edward
Island. This address prays that Her Majesty wilirequire that justice bean m
doue by the Government of Canada to Her Mejesty's loyal subjects of regard to the steam service te b. perférîned. The Houeis
that Province, by the immediate establishment and maintenance of avare from the repeated shatoments made here, tuat during
eficient steam service for the conveyance of mailsnd passengers b.- three or four eeke et eve r it je found impossible Vo
tween this island and the mainland of the Dominion, both winter and
summer, so as to place the isiand in continuous communication with the carry on sbeam service. or thoso throe or four weeks vo
Intercolouial Railway and therailway system of the Dominion ; and muet alwaye, until vo build tho tunnel or subwoy, hofurther, that Her Majesty would be pleased to require that the Govern-
ment of Canada should compensate the island for the loss whichitisalleged.tbas resulted to its inhabitante by reason of the non-fulfilment of the îg-Of bbc existing service; I am cmplainiug cfViterme of Confederation in- the particulars complained of in the address. improper delay, Vie inexcusable delay, vhich bas bakonI also received your despatch of the 30th of January with the farther lacein putting the service in anybinglike proper order.
report of a-committee of the Privy Couneil ou the subject of the delega-
tion appointed to supp.;rt the prayer of the addreys." lias been doue lu regard te the.stear service? Our
That is the document that I hope the hon gentleman will harborefretze up somae ime before Christmas, and just at
bring down ; it is not among thes. papers.th very time wien our people are anxieus te expert their

" Since lhe receipt o! these e I have had the pleasure of receiv-padva t ppea rp e in.
ing Mr. Sallivan, the Premier andttorney-General, and Mr. Ferguon, market, tue steaMbtsp dethe Provncial Secretary of Prince Edward Island, who had been ap- netexpert anything. My colleague bas called attention Vo
poin'ed as delegates ta Her Majesty's Government, and on the 24th of th. condition of the Northern Light-it was net intended
lst month they attended her by appointment, and favored me with a for a freight beat- and vo hoped, and vo had a right tegen erstatement of the aorcmstaneos under which thte Lege aure ofr1jdulge in the hope, from tie expressions of Ministers, tuatrrm'ce Edward Island had addressea the Queen. Iexplalned to themthabiUn Quoezai no pow - ltherrby ootli.vtherefodrIbshvodrnmeut be leput aieprovedboAty (othatdMbee
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vice. What did the committee recommend? It recom- was that in the opinion of many skilful mon the vessel was
mended: so uufit as to be dangerous for the work. What did the

" That the service between Georgetown and Pictou, at present per- Government do? They simply telegraphed to the captain
formed by the Northern Light, be continued, and as the evi dence before that they would hold him responsible for the safety of
your committee goes to show that the Northern Light is fast becoming the vessel, and they warned him not to run any risk in the
unfit foi service, we therefore recommend that another suitable steamer The construction pit upon that telegram by the
be provid ed to take ber place."1 matter. Thea constlucion-ptuo htteermb h

captain-and ho was correct in drawig that conclusion-
Such was the recomrendation of t.e committee,a majority was that ho must lay up the vessel and not attempt to per-
of whom were supporters of hon, gentlemen opposite, and form the service. And he did so. On 16th January a
it was made after heariugwitnesses give their testimony. telegram was received by the captain as follows:-
What have the Government done? They have done noth-
ing. They were aware that the terms of union be- "Telegram received urging Department order you run; responsibility
tween Prince Edward lsland and Canada have not been is with you ; expect you to rua no undue risk."

kept ; that serious grievances were suffered by the people This was from the.Minister of Marine and Fisherieg. What
of Prince Edward Island because of the Government's inac, construction could the captain of the Northern Light put
tion and broken faith ; they were aware that public meet- upon it HRe could not avoid running risks when ho took hie
ings were being held condemning that inaction on the part vessel out into the Straits of Northumberland, and forced
of the Government ; th ey were aware that the Legislature hler through thei ice. On 18th January Captain
-had petitioned the Queen for redress, that delegates were Finlayson received a telegram from the Department of
going home; and still the Government did nothing. When Marine as follows
i say they have done nothing, I mean they have done noth. "With knowledge of ice you must be judge, and held responsible for

ing except make promises which they have afterwards safety of boat; incur no undue risk.'
broken. When I allege they have made promises which In a letter dated Ottawa, 12th January, 1884, the Deputy
they have afterwards broken, I wish to prove that charge Minister of Marine writes Captain Finlayson :
by reference to the records. In 1884 this matter was "Referring to my letter to you of the 14th December, 1883, I bave
brought to the attention of the Senate by Hon. Mr. lay- again to instruct you to use your own judgment as towhen the Northern
thorne in'a lengthy and abie speech, in which ho pressedLsght should run,and not to be governed by directions from any persons,

torne inoen t thndae epedec of whi h pre d as the Department will hold you responsible for the safety of the vessel,
upon the Government the expediency of making prepara- and you are to incur no risk whereby the safety of the vessel may be
tions to replace the steamship Northern Light. I will not trou. endangered by being caught in the ice."
ble the House with the hon. Senator's remarks, but I will give If the captain is to run no risks of having his vessel caught
a quotation from the reply of the leader of the Government in the ice, ho must not go out at all. For what reason was
in the Senate-the official reply, the reply that was at once the boat built except to be caught in the ice ? Yet this
telegraphed to Prince Edward Island and published in all letter is sent by the Departmont.
the newspapers, the reply that was quoted everywhere as Mr. FOSTER. No such instruction was given. The hon.
evidence of the Government's intention to do something like gentleman says the captain was instructed to run no risk.
justice at last to the island. This 1s what Hon. Sir Alex- H1e will find no such instruction there.ander Campbell said : Mr. DAVIES. I was reading the official letter itself

" The notice that the hon. gentleman from Charlottetown has given is .m .r
that he will 'call the attention of the Government to the expediency of contaimng the instructions. It says
making timely preparation for replacing the steamship Northern Light "The Department will hold you responsible for the safety of the ves-
bpy a new vessel combining such improvements in design and construc- sel, and you are to incur no risk whereby the safety of the vessel may
tion as modern experience dictates.' In reply to the enquiryI may say be endangered by being caught in the ice."
that the Marine Department has entered into a contract forthe building T arof a wooden screw steamer for lighthouse service in the Maritime Pro- ose are net my words, they are the words of the Depart-
vinces, and it i intended to build this vessel with extra strong timbers, ment. It continues:
sheath ber with green heart, and plate her bows with steel or iron, so as ''"No risk also is to be incurred for the purpose of carrying over anyto fit hep-for ice navigation and assist the Nor-thern Light when neces- particular passenger or passengers."
aary. She will be ready for service in October next. It is also intended
to repair the Northern Light thoroughly next season, replacing all de- What is ho there for ? How can she go out in the ice in
fective timbers and plank, and otherwise strengthening the vessel and winter, without running some risk ? He says you are not
fitting her thoroughly for winter navigation. There would then be, to run any risk by going out irto the ice, and his construc-therefore, for the service of the Government in or near these straits the
Northern Light, thoroughly restored and strengthened, and this new tion of the order was that ho was not to go out at all, and
vessel which is now being constructed, and which is to be fimished in those conversant with the matter knew why the instruc-
October, so that the valuable suggestion of my hon. friend would be tions were sent from the Department; they were awareacted upon sud there would be another vesmel there lu the event of antinweesnfrm ii Dprne;thyweaae
accident happening to one of them.rt that at that time thei orthern LJght was not fit to go out,

and they left the people of the Island for that season with
There was the acknowledgment on the part of the leader hardly any means of access. They suffered all the incon-
of the Government in the Upper House that those griev- venience and loss arising from the want of a proper boat.
ances were well fonnded, and a solemn promise on his part And then we have the promise of Sir Alexander Campbell,
that they would be removed, for the statement was made that a new boat is to be built and is to be ready in October
by him that a vessel was thon in course of building which to take the place of the Northern Light. I charge that that
would be sheathed and prepared in such a way as to be able solemn promise has been broken and violated, that no
to assist the Northern Light in this winter work, and the attempt bas been made to keep it; that the Lansdowne was
expression of the M inister's opinion that the vessel would not sent there to assist the Northera Light,and that the peo-
be ready for service on the following October. We have ple of the island have been grossly deccived in the matter.
never heard of this vessel in Prince Edward Island; she I find that Sir Alexander Campbell apologi .ed because hie
has never made or attempted to make a trip in winter; she promise was not kept, and saidhe had done all he could in
has never attempted to assist the .Northern Light. If the the matter. Last Session when the promise which I have just
Minister of Marine, listened to the telegrams which the hon. read and the fact that hie promise had not been carried out,
member for King's read, ho would have found that the neces- was brought to his notice, he said:
sity of such a vessel being sent to navigate the Straits of "My hon. friend from Prince Edward Island, who introduced this
Northumberland was acknowledged by the Department of subject to the notice of the House, bas, I think, just ground for con-
Marine. The Department was telegraphed in January, 1884, plaint-ground for complaintam sorry to think perhaps against myself,
that the orthern Light was incapable of doing the work, although really, as he has almost admitted, [ am not responsible for the

tt eae g m non-execution of the measures which, from time to time, I have beent she was almost worn oUt ; and the fact of the matter authoriused by the Gverinment tg prosae in thif Houe."
Xre pDAIE
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The leader of the Government in the Senate was not respon-
sible, and why? ? e says :

"I made that promise with the authority of the then Minister of
Marine and Fisheries, sud, as is my constant practije, the very day the
promise was made, I wrote to the Minister of Marine and Fisherles that.
ursuant to what heb had told me, I made thep romise, and that I hoped
e wouldkeep it in mind. I afterwards caled attention to it, an4

there were ressons which were more or leas sound-l cau hardly say
sound-which made the delay more or less excusable."
That is the answer-the official answer that at this day is
given to the people of the island who have been for so
many years complaining, and justly complaining, of the bit-
ter injustice they were suffering under, in the want of atten-
tion and care which they were led to expect from this Gov-
ernment in carrying out the terme of union. He had made
the promise, the promise was not kept, and he excused
himself by saying that he had communicated to the head
of the Department, who said there were reasons more or
les sound-he would not say they were sound-why the
promise was not kept. For my own part I expect in
future a repetition of the same state of thîngs ; I expect
no improvement unless the hon. gentleman is brought to a
sense of his duty by language a little stronger than tnt
which bas been used to-day by my colleague from Queen's.
My colleague to some extent palliated his want of diligence
by saying that he was engaged in other matters. Sir, what
have we to do with that ? Surely his Department, -which
was subdivided only a year or two ago, which is swarming
with employees, could find lime enough to attend to a mat-
ter of this kind-to attend to the solemn promise made with
one of the Provinces of the Dominion, that efficient steam
communication would bo kept up. That excuse will not
be accepted as an excuse by me, and I am sure it
will not be accepted by the constituency I represent.
I complain that in this matter the present Govern-
ment are doubly responsible-responsible in the sense
that before they came into power they acknowledged
that this service was inefficient, and in fact they denounced
the Northern Light, which was almost a new boat, as being
unfit for the service, and promised to put on a botter boat.
They were aware of the complaints of the manner in which
that service was carried out; they promised to do botter;
they were aware of all the facts; they came in and instead
of doing better tbey did worso. They have kept on the
same boat year after year, when it was battered and unfit
to do the work, and then they notified the captain of the
boat that he was not to incur any rieks at ail. They have1
deliberately broken the contract with the island, and
although I did not approvç of the delegates going at the
present stage of the case to lay their complainte before the
Queen, Stili I think the people of Prince Edward Island
have good cause for resorting to extreme measures in this
regard, when at the end of seven or eight years since the
.Northern Light was there, we find that the promise of the i
leader of the Government that another boat would be sent1
there, is broken and no attempt is made to carry it out.
My colleague from Queen's aks that the Aert should be
put on. 1 eay it is time another and a better boat should
b. built for that service. The'other boat has doune
pretty good work, so far as she was able, but
the hon. gentleman muet see tat a boat carrying1
ont the arduous service in which she is engaged, uft
ramming against heavy masses of ice for seven or eight1
season, must become unfit for the service. I say that from1
beginning to end of the time thie Government have been in1
power, they have bungled this service badly, and that
there is hardly a gleam of light in the whole story from
beginning to end. We have year after year made my com.
plaint in this House.; the Senatore representing the islandq

ave dine the same thing in the Sonate; we have officiai
answers time and again that the matter will be taken into
consideration, and it ail comes to nothing, and I suppose1our ebates lhore will bave no oft I unti and unle an

election comes off, and thon any number of promises will be
made, and official notices sent, and al kinds of inducements
held out to the people of the island to lead them to believe
that this work wili be done. Well, Sir, we must judge the
future by the past, and I say the record of the past has been
a record of inaction anl dulay-inexcusable inaction and
delay-from beginning to end sinoe this Government came
into power.

Mr. HACKETT. I had not intended-as the motion of
the bon. member for Queens had reference simply to the
orders sent to the captain of the Northera Light-to make
any renarks on this subject, but as the hon. gentleman
who has just resumed bis seat has gone into the whole
question of the terme of union between Prince Edward Is.
land and the Dminion of Canada, 1 feel it to be my duty
to make a few observations. This question is one of great
importance to the people of Prince Edward Island. It is a
question with regard to which ail party feeling and all
party considerations have been sunk by the people of the
island. As theb hon. member for Queen's (Mr. Jenkins)
said in hie opening remarks, the principal inducement held
out to the people of Prince Edward Island at the time of
Confederation, was that the Dominion of Canada would keep
up continuous steam communication, winter and sammer,
between the island and the mainland. I will read once
more that paragraph of the. contract:

®Efficient eteam service for the eonveyance of mails and passengers
to be established aud mainbalned between th. iisland and the Dominion
winter and summer, thus placing the island la continuous communlea-
tion with the Intercolonial Railway ani the railway system of the
Dominion."
You will see by that clause of the agreement that the
Dominion Government were to place the Island Railway on,
at any rate, the same basis as the Intercolonial Railway and
other railways of the Dominion, thus providing continuous
communication, winter and summer, between the island
and the mainland. This offer was made at the âime of the
Confederation of the original four Provinces. Prince Edward
Island was invited to co-operate, and did participate to a
certain extent in the discussion at that time. Delegates from
the island attended the convention at Quebec, and laid the
claims of the island before that convention. Certain offers
were made to those delegates; those offers were laid before
the people of the island by the delegates, and rejeoted. The
people of the island were at that ime in a very prosper-
ous condition. They had the control of their own revenue,
thev had no deficit, they were carrying on the
afairs of the colony with a very emall taxation, and they
argued in this way: If we throw in our lot with the
Dominion of Canada we shall lose our autonomy, and, being
part of the Dominion, we shall not be able to have the sanie
voice in the affaire of our country that we have now, and
shall not be able to manage our affaire with the same
economy that we do now. They therefore rejected the
terme ofered in 1867. The Dominion afterwari made an
offer of very liberal terme. This very agreement that the
Dominion would keep up communication, winter and sum-
mer, between the island and the mainland was embraoed in
those terme. The people of the island, althongh they con-
sidered that this qifer was very much more favorable to
them than the previons one, still rejected it, and althongh a
number of influential gentlemen on the island were at
that time advocating union, stillthe people rejected
the offer. However, the seed bad been sown, and those
gentlemen in favor of union held up to the people of the
Province this inducenient: They said, We are isolated from
the mainland during six months of the year, and we are
offered, in these terme, continuons communication, if we
become part of the D>minion. That great country will
have the means tocarryout this part of the contract,
which will render great benefit to the people of this Pro-
vince, After some yearn ii people eL iW island came
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to look at the matter in that light, and in 1873 they
accepted the terme in good faith and became part of this
Conféderation. From that time until 1876 nothing of any
great importance was done to carry out the terms of the
Union. Of course, during 1874 not much could bo expect-
ed, as it was the firet year the island was-in the Union. But
in 1875, the Government of the hon. member for East
York (Mr. Mackenzie) placed a boat between
Picton and Georgetown for the purpose of carrying
ont the terms to some extent. That boat was known as
the Alert. But she was not built for that service, and she
proved a complete failure. The people of the island did
not expect much at that time, but they were clamoring;
and the Government, no doubt urged by the representatives
of the Provinee, purchased the Northern Light, which was
then on the stocks at Quebec. This boat was not built for
navigating the ice in the gulf, but for navigating the lower
,t. Lawrence. The builder of the vessel, Mr. Sewell,
thought he could keep up the navigation, and the boat was
purchasd for that purpose. That boat has proved, to a
certain extent, a failure. She has done the work, to some
extent, as theb hon. member for Queen's has said, and as the
mover of this motion has admitted; but as for completely
falfilling the terms of union, she has not done so, as she
was not intended for that service. Mr. Sewell was here in
1879 or 1880, and I had the pleasure of an interview with
him. He said that the boat was too light for that service,
and h. advocated cutting her in two and adding twenty or
thirty feet to lier. lowever, his suggestion was not
acted upon, and she was sent down to the island, and I can-
not say that there was any jobbery or corruption in con-
nection with that boat. She made the attempt to go into
the harbor of Charlottetown and she failed, and was laid up
for that year. The next year Mr. Sowell went down, and
managed to keep up some communication. Now, the
mover of thie resolution says the boat is not adapted to that
service. I can quote very good authority on that subject-
Captain Archibald Finlayson, who had been on that boat,
and who was examined before the committee referred to by
the hon. member for Queen's, as follows: -

"What is your occupation ?-I am a master mariner and pilot on the
Northern Ligàt.

'<How long have you been pilot on the Northern Light -Six winters.
"And are you still ?-Yes.
"And plot on the summer boats, toc ?-Yes.
How many yefrs have you been pilot ?-Sixteen years.

"Sixteen consecutive years ?-Ye.
You will agree with me that this is a gentleman whose
oinion upon these matters ought to carry great weight.

e was asked what was the best model for establishing
communication, and he said a Newfoundland steamer.

IlDo yen think they could be hurried through the r e the amneas the
Neril.rw LÀgt; do you thinli tley would do better than the Nortkern
Light, if in a hurry and on the sme route ?-Yes, if they had power
enough; but these Newfoundland boatu have not nearly the same power
that we have.

"But you think their model isa superior to that of the Northern Light Y
-Yes.»
Then he was asked if the boat would not do botter if man-
aged in the way Captain Sewell expected ler to be man-
aged, that is, when she got on the ice, she was to be rolled,
so as to break the ice ahead of her. He was asked:

"When we had an interview with Captain Bewell h. spoke of (when
the vessel got into the ice) of rolling her; were you on board of her
when h. was there ?-No, t was not on her the first winter.

" Re tried that, did he not ?-Yes, but it would b. impossible to keep
rolling her.

" That was the idea he had when he got up the model ?-I do not
know where tie poor man got the model2'

This pilot of the .Northern Light had such a poor opinion of
her that he did not know where Capt. Sewell got the model.
Now, the mover of this motion made reference to the
steamer Âlert. She is a Newfoundland steamer, and she is
no dDubt a good model for cutting through the ice, but I
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undertand that she has not sufficient power. She has only
an engine of 40 or 50 horse-power, which is not sufficient to
keep up navigation between the island and the mainland. If
the engine and boiler of the Northern Light were in the
Alert she would be able to keep up the service botter than
the Northern Light, but I do not at alil advocate the placing
of an old vessel like the Alert on the service. The Northern
Light is very much the worse of wear, and in a year or
two more will become a complote wreck. Therefore, I
think, it becomes the duty of the Government to construct
a boat specially for that service, from the experience
they now have of the .Northern Light. We will
know what is required, and make suci improvements
as are necessary in the building of a good boat for
the purpose of keeping up communication between the
island and the mainland. The committee to which the hon.
member for queen's (Mr. Davies) referred, and which sat
here, in 1883, for the purpose of investigating this matter,
raade a report containing certain recommendations. The
hon. gentleman said no honest attempts had been made to
carry out the terms of Confederation with the island. Well,

do not know what he would call au honest attempt, but I
think the expenditure of money by the present Govern-
ment ias been in the direction of making an honest attempt
to keep Up the communication. Let the hon. gentleman
look at the report of the committee, and he will find that,
after careful examination of all the evidence that could be
obtained from men experienced in steam navigation and as
captains of ice boats crossing the Straits, the committee re-
ported :

IlThe evidence of th. offcers examined la aloc oteh effect Iliat tlie
steamer isot sufficlent te overcometie difficulties of the winter navi-
gation, and although they suggest slight improvements on her model
which would better fit her for the purposes for which she was intended,
still are unanimonsly of opinion that no steamship can be built capable
cf keepig np continuus communication in midwinter between the
island and the mainland. "

Thus, it ws the opinion of that committee that no steamer
could be constructed which would continuously keep up
communication; and this opinion was reached after mature
consideration and the examination of witnesses of great
experience in these matters. Now, I say the expenditure
of this Government has been in the direction of honestly
and faithfully carrying out the terms of the union. The
hon. gentleman knows tbat, in 1883, a sum was voted by
this Parliament for the purpose of constructing a branch
railway connecting the Island Railway with Cape Traverse;
he knows that a subsidy was granted to a company for the
construction of a railway on the mainland, between Sack-
ville and Cape Tormentine, thus bringing the railways down
to the water's edge, and leaving only the straits, a
distance of eight miles, to be overcome, and to over-
come which an hon, gentleman in another place has
matured a scheme, known as the subway or tunnel
scheme, which has for object the laying down of a submarine
tunnel between the island and the mainland. That tunnel
can all the more readily be constructed, now that the rail-
ways are down to the water's edge. It will require, of
course, an expenditure of a large amont of money, but the
people of Prince Edward Island consider, if the building of
the tunnel be feasible and practicable-and we have the
authority of an engineer of such high standing as the hon.
member for Grenville (Mr. Shanly) that it is, and will not
cost the sum of $5,000,000,-the Government should offer
eubeidies to a company to build the tunnel, or build the
tunnel themselves. I say, therefore, that the building of
the railways to the water's edge, leaving only the straIts to
be crossed, has been an expenditure in the right direction,
and has shown an honest attempt on the part of the
Governmont to keep faith with the island. But Jurther
expenditure has also taken place. The hon. gentleman is so
extremely partisan, that, even in discussing a question of
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so vast importance to the island as this, he cannot divest
himself of his partisanship. If there is any question on
wbich we ought to get ridof our party feelings it is this,
for we cannot expeot, while we are divided ln this way, to
accomplish anything of importance. The hon. gentleman
said nothing has been done. Why, $1.40,000 or S140,000
have been expended in building the Oape Travers. Railway.
Boathouses have alo been built, of whihhe admitted the
g reat convenience and accommodation afforded by them.
He knows further that this last year the Government, act-
ing on the recommendation of thé committee in 1883, took
that service over. Instead of letting it by contract as for-
morly, they organised it as a Government service, at the
cost of a large addition of public money, but enhancing the
value of the service to the people by securing them
their mails with much greater readiness. I am aston-
ished that the hon. gentleman will not give credit to the
Government for doing that much. The other recommenda-
tions made by the committee have been .aeted upon. In
fact, it was only in 1883, after this committee had reported,
that any practical resulta could be accomplished. Before
that the people of the island themselves were divided in
their opinion. One section desired communication between
Georgetown and Pictou, others desired it to start from the
Cape, and others from Charlottetown; and in 1882 the hon.
gentleman himself declared h. had not made up his mind
as to which sebeme should be adopted. But after the con-
mittee of 1883 had reported, the Government acted upon
some of their recommendations; as I have already shown.
They took over the service, and made a Government service
of it; they increased the number of boats and the number of
men employed; they built five new boats and placed them
on the route; they built boathouses; they provided
also rowboats, but these boats did not come up to the expec.
tation of hon. gentlemen who recommended them. The
committee, however, arrived at the conclusion that it was
impossible to construet any steamer which could keep up
continuous communication, so that the Government cannot
literally fulfil the terns of the union unless they adopt the
scheme so ably advocated by Senator Howland. I may here
refer to a matter, which, though only a local one, is con-
sidered of great importance to the island, and is at present
the subject of correspondence in the newspapers. The
gentleman there, who kept up the service between the
island and the mainland for the last 30 years, expected he1
would be placed in charge of the Government service wheni
the Government took it over. He had carried on the service
very efficiently. Of course he was a contractor under the
Government, and received a certain amount for each trip,j
but he kept the service up under great difficulties andi
danger, to the satisfaction of the people, and he thought,i
being still in the prime of life, active and having Qxperi-1
ence which ro other man in the country could have, he
would be placed in charge of that service. But thet
Government, acting, no doubt, as they thought, wisely,1
sent down an officer of their own. Last year, a very seri-j
ous accident occurred at a crossing there, which became1
the subject of enquiry by the Minister of Marine and Fieh-
eries. The Department sent down one of their own officers,
Captain McElhinney, to enquire closely into the causes of thet
accident. He examined the parties and reported to the t
Minister. I do not know whether hie reports were confi- f
dential or not, but he made certain recommendations, and
the Department considered that, as he was down there en. i
quiriug juto these charges, he was best qualified to organise i
a Government service. I do not think it was the intention i
Of the Government that he should remain longer than b
necessary to organise the service. I fully agree with the a
hon. Minster that it was a proper and businesslike course t
te adopt to entrust the captamn with the organisation of the v
service, but after the service had been organised and hie c
recommndations carried into efect, it as only right that b

the gentleman, who fbr so mmny yurhad kept
up communication, shoul be plac in ehrge af
the service. Owing, however, to some la.k of dis.
oretion on hie part, I understand the Minister
could not appoint him, and the matter le at pre.
sent engaging the attention of the people of the island.
This service requires great judgment and great experienee.
It is not an ordinary service; it is an extraordinary ser-
vice; and no man can undertake to faithfully and efficently
carry it out without great experienee in thiis matter; and
although the service has been very efficiently performed,
this year, and the mails have been carried with greater
regularity, still the season has been a very favorable one,
and, if any obstacle had been thrown in the way, the ser
vice might not have been so effioiently performed, and if
any accident had taken place it would have been folt that
the gentleman who kept up the service so many yeara-
shonld have been still in charge of it. I trust ir. Irvine,
to whom I allude, will be placed In charge of the service in a.
short time. There is nota man in the country, froin one end
to the other, who is botter qualified to carry on that service,
and he is one of our own people. The man who was there
last season is, no doubt, a very good official and a very
good man, and he has enforced very good rules there, and
the service has been very faithfnlly carried out, but ho is a
permanent official here, and I think he is required in the
Department, and that he should be kept here, and should
allow the service on the island to be taken charge of by
gentlemen of greater experience. The hon. member for
Queen's (Mr. Davies) said the island Legislature had passed
a resolution stating that, unless the terms of Union were
fulfilled, they would dissolve the Union. That is not the
fact. The Legislature passed no such resolution. The.
people of the island and *the Legielature are
determined to have the terme of Union fulflled,
but they have no desire to dissolve the Union.
They are a loyal people. They entered the Union
in good faith, and they intend to romain in the Union if they
can get fair play, and no man in the island has yet been
bold enough to propose to dissolve the Union. They carried
their grievance to the foot of the Throne, and they are
anxiously waiting to ascertain the results of the delegation
to England. The hon. gentleman says it was an ill-dvised
move. I say it was not an ill-advised move. I do not see
that the Legislature could do anything else. They have
memorialised the Dominion Government, they have sent
their addresses to the Queen, and they felt it to be their
duty to proceed to England and lay their grievance at the
foot of the Throne; and our only hope is that the interven-
tion of the Imporial Government will be such that their
influence with the present Dominion Government, who,
as I said before, have been expending money, to
some extent, in the right direction there, will
cause the terms of Union to be fulfilled between
the island and the mainland. The hon. gentleman has
referred to a speech made in another place by the leader of
the House there. I do not know that the hon. the leader
of that House fully considered his statement on that occasion.
When he said that the Government had already, as far as
they could, kept faith with the island, h made a great mis-
take. The Government have not fulflled the terms as
far as they possibly could. A great deal more could be
done, and I hope that opinion is not entertained by the
majority of the members of the Government; befanse, if it
", sd if they believe that faith bas been kept with the
sland, the pe>ple of the island know that faith has not
been kept with them, and they are agitating for their rights
and privileges guaranteed to them at the time of Oonfedera-
ion. Although the hou. gentleman (Kr. Davies) speaks
very lightly of the present Government, I have the faillest
onfidence that there is no man in the oountry who bas a
botter intention or desire teo erry eut the terms of Unio
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with Prince Edward Island than the right hon. the leader
of the present Government. If we are ever to have the
terms carried out and the compact kept, we will have to get
it fron that high statesman who has shown such progressive
ideas and wishes to cement this great Confederation from
the Pacifie to the Atlantic Ocean.

Mr. FOSTER. I congratulate the hon. member who has
juat taken his seat on the temperate and reasonable way in
which he has discussed this question, which is one of great
moment to the people of Prince Edward Island, and to the
pople of the Dominion as well. I do not think anything is
gained, in questions of this kind, by attempting to place
them immediately upon a partisan basis. I think, where a
Province is interested, as the Province of Prince Edward
Island is, in getting a better and an increasingly better
communication between it and the mainland, it is one of
the questions which may appeal to all the sections of the
people of that island and may be discussed and settled on
non-partisan basis. It is in that spirit, I think, that my
hon. friend who has just sat down (Mr. Hackett) and my
hon. friend from Queen's by his side (Mr. Jenkins) have
approached this subject, and I am sure that what they have
said will not prejudice their cause with the Government or
the House or the people of the island who look to them to
further their interest in this matter. I want to disclaim the
idea that my hon friend from Queen's(Mr.Davies)wished to
make prominent, that I desired to prevent him from discuss-
ing this question. I did not. I do not think it would be in
keeping to restrain this discussion in its breadth, but my
impression was that there was a motion on the Order paper
which would have brought up the whole question. I find,
on looking over the paper, that it is not tiere, and I sup-
pose it was swept off with other undebated motions a day
or two ago. It was in connection with that that I said it
would be botter to discuss this question by itself, and to
take the other discussion when the main motion came up.
It was not that I did not wish to have a full and free dis-
casion of the matter. My hon. friend, in the first place,
committed himself to a rather untenable position. He con-
demned this Government for not keeping faith with Prince
Edward Island, in not keeping up a continuous communica-
tion between the mainland andthe island ; and .a few
moments afterwards he said that, in his opinion, it was im-
possible to keep up that continuons communication, that
there muet be a period of a number of weeks in the winter
season when it would be altogether impossible to keep up
an efficient steam communication between the island and
the mainland, so that this acknowledged impossibility
precludes complaint on the part of the hon. member.
I commend that opinion of his to the people of Prince
Edward Island, as statin at the outet of this dis-
cussion that he believes that the demand the people of
the island have sent up that there should be continuons
steam communication, is an impossibility. I think h. is
not guite right in saying that this Government have donc
nothing, that they have practically, from 1878 to 1886,
taken no honest step, made no honest endeavor to bring th.
people of the island closer to the people of the mainiand
by greater facility of communication. I do not think the
hon. gentleman would say that in private conversation, or
in a reasonable discussion between man and man, because
it is not true. I ask whether this grievance did not exist
from 1873 to 1878, when the hon. gentleman's party was in
power, and I ask what steps were taken to mitigate the
diffieulty of communication between Prince Edward Island
and the mainland between 1873 and 1878 ?

Mr. DAVI#KS. Do you wish me to answer ?
Mr. FOSTER. I do not say that no stops wore taken, I

say, on the eontrary, that some stops were taken, but I say
that the whole drdt ofthe hon. gentleman's speeches gces
to show th$1 nosuff£cient stepeswere taken by that Gov-
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ernment from 1873 to 1878, for up te to-day he declares
that the communication is not at all satisfactory, that faith
ha not been kept, that promises have been broken, and
that the condition of things is not at all what it should be,
when it is 50 per cent, botter now than it was at any time
during the period from 1873 to 1878. It is impossible to
forget the geographical difficulties, and with all deference
to the opinion of the hon. member for Queen's, in my oye,
I believe that the vast majority of those who, in the com-
mittee moved by himself, gave their testimony stated that
it was impossible to carry on continuous and efficient steam
communication for mails, passengers and freight, between
the mainland and the island, during the whole of every
winter season. I think the committee's report goes to
show that, and I think that opinion is based fairly well
upon the evidence taken. So that if between 1873 and
1878 so little ha. been done, and between 1878 and 1886
much more, although as contended not yet enough, has been
done to bring this communication to a proper basis, it shows,
not that there has been a lack of energy or of honesty on the
part of either Government, but it shows that the difficulties
to be overcome were very serious, that they called for o great
deal of observation, that they called for tentative stops to be
taken, which could not be unduly hastened and completed
at once, and which, in the very nature of things, could only
be gradually accomplished. This gradual accomplish-
ment, I think, this Government has been, and is to.
day, performing, and is honestly endeavoring to
solve the problem of commupication between the island and
the mainland. Sir, in the extqnsion of the Prince Edward
Island Railway which was built by this Government,
and for whieh a large sum of money was spent to
accommodate the Prince Edward Island side, in the subsidy
which was given for a railway from the main lino cf the
Intercolonial Railway up to Cape Tormentine, for which
a large sum of money was voted, in all these expenditures
what has been accomplished ? This has been done,
that the several and necessary stops to as complote
a fulfilment as can be had of satisfactory communica-
tion between the island and the mainland, have been
accomplished, so that only the final steps romain to be
taken towards getting as good a communication in that line
as we eau possibly have. For when yon have a railway
running through Prince Edward Island and bringing you
down to Cape Tormentine, when yon have boathouses built
there, when you have the narrowest line of winter
communication between that and the mainland, when
there yon are able immediately to take train on a railway
subsidised and built by the Dominion Government, and
which pute you into communication with the railway sys-
tom of the whole continent, I say a great deal ha. been done
to bring affaire to a state and condition where the final stop,
whatever it may be, can more easily and more satisfactorily
be taken. Now, one word with reference to the ice-boat
accommodation. The committee, which was formed, I
think, in 1883, reported in that year, and said that certain
things could be done and certain things could not be done.
One thing that could not be done was to keep up
efficient and continuous steam communication between
the mainland and the island by the way of Pictou
and Georgetown or Charlottetown and Souris. That
was the conclusion, I think, the committee came to, and
it was based upon good evidence. Necessarily, therefore,
there muet be an interregnum of a greater or lser
extent in the communication on that line in the winter
season. The committee also came to the conclusion
upon the evidence that a good deal might be done to make
botter winter communication between the capes, and they
recommended that certain things be done, that lighthouses
be built, that botter boate be made, that this service be
taken under charge of the Government. Athough they
took time to do it, yet it has been done, and now my hon6
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friend grambles after it is done, while he ought to
have done aIl his grumbling before that was doue; but
he grambles every year. He is a most unreasonable man
in that respect, because after the thing bas been done, and
done to his satisfaction, and ho pays a tribute to the good
way in which it has been done, he still gets up and delivers
himelf of the chronic grumbling that is pont up in his
bosom, and whioh he seems unhappy not to get rid of.

Mr. DAVIES. There are 100,000 people grumbling.
Mr. POSTER. But he should now make a very graceful

acknowledgment that at lst a good thing had been done, and
that ho was happy to compliment the Government upon it.
Now, some of the evidence given in that report goes to show
that something more may be done to make communication
between the capes more satisfactory and more safe, by
putting a steam vessel, of a certain size and power, on
the route between the capes. fHowever, that is a debatable
peint. My hon. friend immediately shakos hie head.
Ho does not believe that it can be. improved. My hon.,
friend in another section of this House would say
that he thought it could be done, and that this com-
munkation might be much improved i that way.
When doctors disagree; when men who are nearly inter-
ested in the matter disagree; when men ooming from the
very Province whore this is of vital interest disagree, it
shows that there is difficulty, and that this difficulty is not,
as my hon. friend said, altogether the fault of the Minister
of Marine and Fisheries, and of the Govern ment, as he stated
a little while ago. Now, with reference to the Northern
Light and the Alert my hon. friend condemned me for not
having listened to the junior member for Queen's and put
on the Alert, and yet I think the hon. member said that he
did not believe the Alert was a vessel that could do the
work of going through the ice. If he did not, certainly
other gentlemen from Prince Edward Island did.

Mr. DAVIES. I did not make a statement on the subject,
because I have not a sufficient knowledge of the Alert to'
form an opinion.

Mr. FOSTER Some other hon. gentleman from Prince
Edward Island did, which goes again to show there is a
difference of opinion about the matter. Now, I did not put
on the Alert, nor did my predecessor in this office put on
the AJert, simply because he came to the conclusion that
ehe did not possess the power necessary to make her way
through the hard ice during the winter between these two
points. The junior member for Queen's bas made a sugges-
tion that during this summer the Government should take
this whole matter into consideration to see whether the
Alert, if provided with larger engines and made more
powerful, would be able to carry out what he believes is
feasible, or, at least, make the attempt to ascertain whether
a vessel on her model, but with greater power, couldpkeepup
continuons communication between these two points. That
suggestion is worthy of consideration, and I shall have great
p!easure in giving to it all the consideration it deserves, and
if anything aun be done to make that communication between
Georgetown, Charlottetown and Souris on that side, and
Picton on the mainland, botter, and shorten the poriod of
the interregnum, I shal gladly do my 'best to have thot
thing done. Whatever is best to be done, and can be done
with iair and reasonable cSt, in order to put the people of
the island more nearly on a footing with the people on the
mainland, it is the object of this Goverument to do, and iti
is the,object of the Department over which I now proside,
to t'y to accomplish. Now, 1 do not think my hon. friend
(Mr .Davias) was quite wise in bringing up that old threat
Of a dissolation, in case such and such a thing were not
done. I do not believe that the common sense and honest
hearts of the people of Prince Edward Island have ever yet
made such a manifesto, or wil ever so raise the question of
a dissolution, qeto

Mr. DAVIES. I rise to a point of order. I think the
hon. gentleman is under a misapprehension as to what I
said. I never intimated as my opinion that the peopl of
Prince Edward Island should seek a dissolution of the Union.
On the contrary, I said that the Conservative Government
had passed a memorial through the Legislature asking that
unless the terme et Union were carried out the Union
should ho dissolved, and they had sent some dolegates to
England to further the prayer of the memorial, but I
thought they had taken an improper course.

Mr. POSTER. The bon. gentleman'%sargument, if it had
any point, was intended to raise the threat of dissolving
the Union in order to bring greater attention of the
Governmont to this question of better oommunication
between the mainland and the island. I say that I do not
think the people of Prince Edward Island believe in that
method. I believe they havea fair sense of the dificulties of
the position in which, geographically, they are placed, and if
they see this Government doing in the future as it has done
in the past, its best, within any reasonable expense, to solve
that question, the people will remain loyal to the Confede-
ration and will be satisfied with any earnest and honest
attempt to solve this important question. I have nothing
more to say upon this subject except with regard to the
reading by the hon. member for King's of certain paragraphs
from newspapers. I did not quite hear what they were;
but I think they were criticisme upon the delays which
occurred during this winter. Of course newspapers do
much criticism: sometimes they are rigIt and once in a
while it does happen they are wrong, an I think it is better
to judge by the reports of resp msnible ofacers, who are
competent to judge of the facts, than by newspaper
criticisme. The delay this winter was not due to a
defective boiler, it was not due to defective machinery, it
was simply due to the geographical position of the
island and to the ice whieh forms there whether we make
laws for it or against it. The vessel did the best she oould.
The hon. gentleman made a point of the instruc'tions whiôh
were sent by the Department to the captain of the Northera
Light. Those instructions were wired ; and I call atten-
tion to this, that the captain was not instructed to incur no
risk, but ho was instructed to incur no unde ridk, sud I
hold the Department would not have been justified in
ordering an experienced captain, with an experienced
enginer, who were on the spot, and who knew the
state of the ice and the danger of navigating through
it, to make trips one day or the other, or at any
time. If a captain is placed in charge of a vessel h.
is a competent man. If h.eis a competent man and
upon the spot ho knows well what the circumstances are,
and when h. receives orders to make trips on every
possible occasion without running undue risk ho receives as
stringent an order as I think any Department is justified in
giving to a captain. I believe the captain and his engineer
have this year, as in previous years, taken the same course,
made thoir trips when it was possible to do so with anything
like safety, and avoided running risks which would only
have made the problem of communication more difficult and
not have benefited the people of the island. It muet always be
borne in mind that the terme of Confoderation between the
older part of the Dominion and Prince Edward Island did
not take in the question of freight. What was covered was
simply the question of mail and passenger communication.
The hon. gentleman complained that theboat is not sufficient-
ly large for freight. That complaint is one that is made, I
know; but when the hon. gentleman reste his case apon the
terms of Union that complaint is net admissiblefor the terme
of Union do not touch the question of freight. I hope this
matter will be settled so that more efficient communication,
not only for mails and passengers but freight may be
secrred to the people of Prince Edward Island.
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Mr. BLAKE. This discussion is somewhat amusing to
hon. members who like myself recollect the denunciations
which were poured upon the hon. gentleman with whom I
was intimately associated when sitting on the other side of
the louse, the hon. member for East York (Mr. Mackenzie)
and the late-member for Westmoreland, formerly Minister
of Marine and Fisheries, as to the Northern Light. I
remember very well the forcible manner in which the late
Mr. J. C. Pope, thpn sitting for one of the island constituen-
oies, inveighed against the Qovernment for their conduct in
regard to the construction and working of that vessel. And
when I saw him very shortly afterwards, a Session after-
wards, accede to the position of Minister of Marine in a
powerful Government with ample resources and a great
majerity, I certainly supposed that before now some steps
would have been taken to remove the defects which he
declared existed in that vessel. The language which he
used was, as we all recollect, strong. He declared in the
spring of 1878:

"She was a boat whieh from iher model was never suited at all for
suh a purpose; he sid so last winter and he repeated it now, and the
experience they had, he thought, had proved it."'
He, however, was frank enough to say that he did not blame
the Government because the boat was not a success; but a
little afterwards he said :

" While he did not find fault with the Government for the description
of boat that was built, there was a great deal of fault to be found with
them for accepting a boat in such a condition. She had powerful
engines, but so far as the boat herself went, he never saw in all bis
experience-and he had been shipbuilding for twenty-five or thirty
years-so great a fraud imposed upon any people."

She was then, I think, in her second season. That was in
1878. Hon. gentlemen opposite came into power in the
fall of 1818. The winter of 1878-79 passed, and that of
1879-80, and so on until now, and it is the same boat with
which the Government have been attempting to perform
the service. There is one thing very clear, which is, that
a boat performing a service so arduous as that the North-
ern Light is called upon to perform was not at all likely
to improve by time, and if she was a fraud upon the people
when first constructed she was now little likely to be
a very satisfactory boat. But somehow or other
the g-oans and maledictions poured ont from these
benches upon the late Government with respect to
the Northern Light died ont altogether when the
utterers of those groans and maledictions, just before the
elections ofl1878,had succeeded, I daresay by the utterance of
those groans and maledictions in part, in obtaining their
accession to office and that power which a confiding people
supposed they would use in order to remove the causes of
those groans and maledictions. We find that, instead of
improved steam service, there is the same old boat to-day.
1 ao not think I could have a better proof of one of two
propositions: either that the hon. gentlemen who did so
vilhfy the late Government, villified it undoservedly; or, if
they vdlifid it deservedly, they have themselves been
neglectful of their duty. One thing or the other, either this
viilification was deserved or it was not, either the denuncia-
tion of the Northern Light was deserved or not. If
it was undeserved, it was an unworthy act to so represent
the .Northern Light. If it was deserved, an unworthy course
of conduct has been pursued in the Government not having
removed the cause during the years they have been in power.
The Minister of Marine and Fisheries commenced his
observations by paying a high compliment to the hon.
gentlemen who think and vote with him, for the mode in
which they have conducted the discussion on this question.
1le said he thought it was a question which ought to be
discussed on a non-partisan basis, that ail sections of the
community were interested in this work. I should like to
know whether ail sections of the community are not
interested in ali questions that are discussed here. Al
sections of the island are interested in all island questionsj

Mr. oQSWTU4

that are discussed here, so far as I can judge. It is sldom
you have a question in which only one section of
the community is interested, in the sense referred
to by the Minister of Marine and Fisheries. He
said it should be discussel in the non-partisan spirit
in which the hon. gentlemen have discussed it-in
that temperate spirit, that spirit of conciliation, in that
spirit which he was kind and condescending enough to
assure them, from his long official experience in his present
exalted position, would not injure their cause. I am sure
they must have been glad to know that they spoke humbly
enough, spoke with bated breath enough, not to incur the
anger of the hon, gentleman, and thereby injure the cause
of he island and the cause of their constituents. I am sure
they will be encouraged to pursue the same humble,
deferential, and moderate tone in future and will take
care to say nothing which will arouse the mighty wrath
of the hon, Minister of Marine and thus induce him to
say: I refuse justice to your people, because, forsooth,
you offend the dignity cf a Minister. But while hon.
gentlemen had these tones for the hon. gentleman who
announced that the Government of the island had done
its full duty and taken its proper course in appealing
to the Imperial Government for redress in this
matter, in giving up the hope that hon. gentlemen on
the other side would render justice to the island, in declar-
ing that the time had come when appeals could no longer
usefully and profitably be made to thein, after the declara-
tion that they could no longer hope to settle within the
limits of Canada itsolf, this contention between one of the
Provinces and the Dominion, as to the fulfilment of the
fundamental terms upon which that Province became
incorporated with the Dominion, aftér declaring that the
hour and the day of petition, of memorial, of remonstrance,
of exhortation, had ended at last,. and that, sympathisera
though they were in politics with hon. gentlemen opposite,
supporting and sustaining them, they no longer
ought to have delayed to carry across the water the
question of the grievance, and it was their duty
to do that which they did do-to go abroad. In
fact the hon. gentlemen said their only hope was the
intervention of the Imperial Government; he- even he,
devoted follower as ho is of hon. gentlemen opposite-even
he, with that unbounded confidence which he to-day declared
ho had in hon., gentlemen opposite, said-I took down his
words-that the only hope they had was the intervention
of the Imperial Government, the paramount authority. I
say while we see the hon. Minister of Marine had for such
language as that, delivered by his follower, nothing but
words of commendation, ho came down upon my ion. friend
from Queen's (Mr. Davies) with language of severe
denunciation because my hon. friend, he said, had
talked in a spirit of the dissolution of the Union; my
ion. friend irom Queen's, who declared that it was
premature to have gone to the Imperial Government at
all; my hon. friend from Queen's, who declared that the
Conservative Government of the island ought not to have
taken the stop which the hon. gentleman believes is the
only hope of redress; my hon. friend from Queen's who did
not despair as yet, although he has no confidence in gentle-
men opposite, of justice being done within the walls of this
Parliament, and even under their auspices, to the island-
my hon. friend from Queen's is denounced as proposing a
dissolution of the Union, while the hon. gentleman is com-
mended because ho said it was the right thing to, appeal to
England and it was the only hope for them. This is a spe-
cimen of the language addressed, a specimen of the equal
and even justice which the hon. gentleman, who sometimes
appears rather to assume the rôle of an expounder of the high
moralities, exhibits in his treatment of this question.

Mr. MITCHELL. There has beeí1 a good deal of politics
imported into this discussion, and as tie leader of the Inde-
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pendent party in this House, I feol it to be a duty I owe to
myself and to the country to make a few observations from
a dispassionate standpoint.

Some hon. MEMBERS. Oh ! Oh!
Mr. MITCHELL. Hon. gentlemen say "oh," but I am

serious about that. £here is now great difflculty about
this question of winter navigation; everybody who has
had anything to do with it-and perhaps I have had as
much practical experience, in My own person, of winter
navigation as most men here-everybody admits that it is
one of the very greatest difficulties that we have not yet
been able to solve, in connection with winter communica-
tion with the island. Now, Sir, I am not going to attempt
to condemn either the past or the present Government for
what they have tried to do in connection with carrying out
the spirit of the agreement which was made with Prince
Edward Island. But, Sir, there is one thing I want to put
my hon. friend (Mr. Hackett) right about. When he was
recapitulating the circumstances in connection with the
admission of Prince Edward Island into the Union, he
spoke of the first efforts to bring in the island and ho said,
mentioning a later period, that again Canada came to woo
Prince Edward Island. I wish to tell my hon. friend that
Canada did not then come to woo Prince Edward Islandj
but on that occasion Prince Edward Island came to woo
Canada. After the Quebec conference, Prince Edward
Island went back and refused to come into the Union; she
went her own way. Canada united in the Confederation;
she went on and prospered, developing the railways
and developing the commerce of that Union, notwithstand-
ing her enormous debts, and notwithstanding the stress
of affairs which she experienced, Canada developed
her resources, and an amount of prosperity and success
after Confederation was carried out, which is a credit to the
men who carried it out. Prince Edward Island came and
wooed Canada on that occasion; when she became involved
in debt, resulting from the construction of the railway,
when she saw embarrassment ahead, then she came and
wooed Canada for the purpose of getting into the Union. I
refer to this matter for the purpose of putting my hon.
friend right in relation to an historical fact. That, however,
has nothing to do with the matter before us. We agreed
and entered into a so!emn engagement to place upon that
lino of communication a steam service, and that has not been
done. The first effort that was made to do it was putting
on t he Northern Light. The Northern Light was built by
a man of one idea, who imagined he could keep open
winter communication for commercial purposes down the
St. Lawrence. Sir, the thing was îractically impossible; it
was a commercial impossibility-just as utterly impossible,
in my opinion, as the navigation of the Hudson Bay is,
which we hear so much talk about. It is impossible to keep
up continuous communication with the mainland. We
entered into an agreement-and I am thus far in accord
with the Minister of Marine- an agreement which it is
practically almost impossible to carry out; but, Sir, if we
cannot keep to the letter of that agreement, we ought to
keep to the spirit of it. Have we done that ? Canada bas
failed in carrying out what she undertook; she bas failed
in endeavoring to carry it out; she bas not made the effort.
The Northern Light was put on, and she was a failure. -
she was a make-shift from the start. Every person who had
experience in nautical affairs knew that the vessel must prove
a failure. If the first year did not satisfy them, the second
ought to have convinced them that she was a failure. Did the
Government of the hon. member for East i ork make any
further efforts? No, Sir, they were satisfied with what they
had done. But some eight years have passed away since that
time, and what has this Government done towards remedy-
ing the difficulty ? I am not going to assert that the
Government have done nothing at all. The hon. Minister
of Marine says they have done a great deal. He says they

have established railway communication with Cape Tormen.
tine. What did they do that for ? To give the county of
Westmoreland her share in railway expenditure, in order to
develop that rich and fertile county. Theysimplydid what
they had a right to do, even if no engagement to keep up
communication between the island and the mainland had
been made. The hon. Minister said the Government had
built railways in Prince Edward Island; and I believethey
did build a connection from the main line to this point, or
at least a vote was taken for it. But is that carrying out
the spirit of the agreement ? The question is, what was
done to carry out the spirit, and if possible, the letter of
the engagement made between Canada and Prince Edward
Island ? I will not say that the Government have done
nothing. But I will say they have done next to nothing.
They have taken no steps to establish steam communica-
tion, except by means of a useless vessel like the Northera
Light, which has proved a failure from the start. I speak
from a non-party standpoint, and I say that Prince Edward
Ieland has claims on the Government of Canada which we
are bound to recognise. We entered into an agreement
which it is impossible literally to carry out, but I believe
partially it is possible to carry it out; and if, during
one month of the year, it is impossible to have com-
munication, though it can be had during the other eleven
months, it is the duty of the Government of the day, no
matter what party is in power, to make an effort to keep up
that communication. But we have seen no effort made by
the Government in power to carry out the spirit, much less
the letter, of the agreement. There are no botter means of
communication to-day between the island and the mainland
than there were 40 years ago; there is a little better
accommodation in the boat-houses, perhaps, but Prince
Edward Island has a right to expect something more than
that. That is not what we agreed to do when they entered
into the Union. Something bas been said of the Aert. I
have not seen ber, and I do not know whether she j fitted
for the special duty there required of ber or not; but hon.
gentlemen are quite right in saying that with the small
steam power she possesses, it would be utterly useless
to put on a vessel of that clas for the performance of
a duty in which she must prove to be a failure.
What ought to be done is this: There is a solemn agree.
ment; let the Government take the matter into considera-
tion and get the best opinion they can, not the opinion of a
deputy, but the opinion of a scientific man on the subject;
let them secure the best advice they can obtain, and nMake
a legitimate effort to carry out the arrangement; let them
put a sum of money in the Estimates of this year with the
view of carrying it out at once. It is not Prince Edward
Island alone that is concerned in this transaction, the
honor of Canada is concerned in it. It is a disgrace to
Canada, that one Province of this Dominion ahould be
approaching the Throne in order to lay such a paltry
matter before it; and the sooner the Government of Canada
makes arrangements to carry out its solemn engagment the
botter. That is all I have to say on that matter. I
pass from that to say this. As far as I ean judge,
the moment any question comes up which has any relation
to past years, and it js found that the Government or a
Department has neglected some duty, the answer is: Look
what you did five or six years ago, and we have not doue
much worse. If that is to be considered a sufficient answer
when any Minister or Department is charged with having
neglected public duty, if that is to be considered a logical
reason to be presented in Parliament and to be accepted by
an intelligent body like this, thon all I have to say is that
parliamentary represention has deteriorated and ie likely
to prove a failure. Sir, this bring it home to me that the
condition of things in this Parliament is not sound.
I cannot but feel that representative institutions in this
country are not proving to be the success they ought to be.
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W. have not in this Parliament that independence on the
part of the members that we ought to have-that fieedom
from party thralls-that determination to vote on questions
irrespective of what suits the interests of the particular
party that is in or the leaders of the party who are out;
snd unles we adopt a different course, and hon. gentle-
men on either side vote according to their convictions
on questions that arise, then i say that Parliamentary
Government in a great country like ours will prove in the
end a failure, and result as it is to-day in being the Govern-
ment of one man. I regret to say this, and the only remedy
I can see for it is that hon. gentlemen should con-
sider this matter. It is not long before we shall
have a general election; some sayit will be this year ; I do
not believe it myself, but it is not an improbable event; and
it is time for this House to consider-the followers of the
Government on the one hand, and the hon. gentlemen in
Opposition on the other-whether, when they go to their
constituents, they will come back again hide-bound to vote
for the conclusions that their leaders may adopt irrespective
of their own convictions. I take this opportunity of stating
my views on this point, and I hope they will be considered
by the hon. members of this House, as they certainly will
be by the country.

Mr. McLELAN. The hon. gentleman says there has
been no improvement made in the means of communication
within the last forty years. I admit that looking back
fifty years, there was no improvement in crossing from
Prince Edward Island to the mainlard in winter up to
1873. There was nothing but the boat service. There was
no improvement nor hardly any attempt at improvement
of that communication for forty or fifty years as I am
informed by the records which I have examined. After
the union with Prince Edward Island, the hon. member for
East York (Mr. Mackenzie), then leading the Government,
entered into a contract with a Mr. King for the winter ser
vice, in order to carry out the terms of the Union. That
lasted for two years, but the means employed by Mr, King
proved insufficient, and the hon. member for East York
took other stops. He contracted with a Mr. Sewell, of
Quebec, for the construction of a winter boat. Mr.
8ewell had given a great deal of study to the navigation
of the St. Lawrence in winter, and had prepared
a model and plan of a winter steamer. He came
to the Premier with bis model and plan; they were sub-
mitted to scientific men acquainted with the service, who
approved them, and a contract was entered into with Mr.
Sewell for the construction of the Northern Light. The
hon. member for Northumberland (Mr. Mitchell,, says that
great complaints were made by the press of the island
when that boat entered on the service, as being a fraud on
the Government. If the hon. gentleman will look at the
account for repairs and additions to the Northern Light,
he *vill see that she was very imperfectly constructed, and
cost the late Government, in the first year or two, very large
sume to supply what should have been furnished by the
contractor. From $5,000 to 87,000 were expended in com-
pleting the engines, and very large expenditure was
made to render her at all efficient. The hon. member
for Queen's (Mr.. Davies) says that a year or two ago
she was inefficient and unseaworthy, but since thon
she has been taken out, examined and repaired,
at an expense from $20,000 to $30,000, and the inspector
declared she was thon botter than when she first entered
the service, having been greatly strengthened in all
respects. The hon. member for Northumberland (Mr.
Mitchell), asked what is the difference between the present
year and the past forty years. I say that before Confedera.
tion the island wus shut off for five or six months in the
year from ail communication with the mainland. The
committee in 1883 reported that the average termn which

Mr. rTouv.n,

there had not been steam communication had beein reduced to
forty-eight days. That is, we have brought down the period
of interruption from five or six months to fifty days, and the
same committee renorted, after examining mon who had
lived all their lives on the shores of the guf, and had been
engaged in crossing in the boat service every year, that the
construction of a boat to navigate uninterruptedly the straits
the season through was an impossibility,and the hon. member
for Northumberland is of the same opinion. Then the
attention of the Government was turned to other methods
of communication. One of the great complaints of the
people of the island was that they had to travel in open
sleighs to and from the capes, and that was considered
worse than crossing the ice. The Government, on the report
of the committee, and from the experience of the Northern
Light, considering it as impossibe to donstruct a ship to
cross the straits at all seasons, turned their ittention to
improvements in other respects. They expended large
sums in constructing a branch line ofrailway from the main-
land to Cape Traverse and in constructing a wharf at Cape
Traverse, and asked Parliament lat year to appropriate
$130,000 to construct a pier at Cape Tormentine, and
voted $3,200 per mile to subsidise a railway from the
Intercolonial Railway to Cape Tormentine, so that the
Government has not been negleoctful in improving the
means of communication for the people of Prince Edward
Island. When all these plans will be carried out, there will
be no reasonable ground for complaint on the part of the
people.

Motion agreed to.

It being Six o'clock, the Speaker left the Chair.

After Recess.

IN COMITTEE-THIRD READINGS.

Bill (No. 68) to incorporate the Brockville and New
York Bridge Company.-(Mr. Wood, Brockville.)

Bill (No. 2) to amend the Criminal Law, and to declare
it a misdemeanor to leave unguarded and exposed holes cut
in the ice on any navigable or frequented waters.-(Mr.
Robertson, Hamilton.)

SECOND READINGS.

Bill (No. 112) to consolidate the borrowing powers of the
Western Canada Loan and Savings Company, and to
authorise the said company to issue debenture stock. -(Mr.
Beaty.)

Bill (No. 113) to consolidate the borrowing powers of
the Freehold Loan and Savings Company, and to authorise
the said company to issue debenture stock.-(Mr. Beaty.)

THE MONTIREAL BOARD OF TRADE.

Mr. CURRAN moved the second reading of Bill (No. 90)
to amend and consolidate the Acta relating to the Montreal
Board of Trade.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. I made a remark to the
hon. gentleman about this Bill, and particalarly seotion 15
of it, which, I think, ought to be discussed in committee.

Mr. CURRAN. This Bill is merely a consolidation of
the powers now possessel by two different bodies, that is,
the Board of Trade and the Corn Exchange of Montreal.
They desire to be incorporated together, so far as possible.
The clause to which the Minister of Public Works refors,
clause 15 of this present Bill, is a verbatfi transcript of a
similar clause to be found in the charter of the ß[ontreal
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Corn Exchange. No new powers sta asked for by this 1BH1.
I am satisfied that this Parliament will not be disposed to
take away powers they have alreedy granted.

gr. BOWELL. I fancy that the best time to dsoss
that will be when the Bill comes befbre theoommitte. The
clause to which the hon. gentleman refers is certainly a
most extraordin one. It gives the Corn Exchange as
they exist to-day, fnll power to control the Customs offials
and collectors of some half a dozen different places, not
only in Montreal but along the frontier, powers which I
think should not be given to anyone outside the Govern-
ment. I must confess I was surprised in reading that clause.
I could not believe that this power was given in any exist-
ing law. If it is, it is time, either that the law should be
modified, or the power taken away from the Corn Exchange.

Mr. CURRAN. I would refer the Minister of Customs
to 26 Victoria, chapter 21, section 8.

Mr. BOWEL. I do not doubt what yon say.
Motion agreed to, and Bill read the second time.

CONSOLIDATED RAILWAY ACT, 1879.

House resolved itself into Committee on Bill (No. 8) to
to amend the Consolidated Railway Act, 1879.-([r. Me.
Carthy.)

On section 4, - (In the Committee.)

Mr. MULOCK. I would move that the following clause
be inserted:-

The Minister of Railways, as regards any Government railway and
every railway company subjeet to the jurisdiction of the Parliament of
Canada, or to which "The Consolidated Railway Act, 1879," applies,
shall repay to any ticket-holder the cost of his ticket, if unused, in whole
or in part, less the ordinary and regular fare for the distance for which
such ticket has been used; and such re-payment shall be made at any sta-
tion or office of the railway or company, hetween and includingthe pints
covered by the ticket; and the sale by any person of the unused portion
of any ticket otherwise than by the presentation of the same for redemp-
tion as provided for in this section, shall be deemed to be a violation of
the provisions of this Act, and shall be punished as hereinbefore pro-
vided : Provided always, that the claim for such redemption be made
within thirty days from the expiration of the time for which the ticket
was issued, in accordance with the conditions thereon.

So far the proposed amendment is simply the section which
was adopted in the Act of 1882, and the only change is
the following addition:-

And urovided further, that any railway company liable to redeem
any such ticket and whieh shall refnse to redeem the same when p
presented, shall forfeit to the holder thereof a sum equal to ten times
the anount payable for its redemption, aud the sa me shall be recover-
able at the suit of the holder against such company in any cout t of com-
petent jurisdiction.

The committee will remember that the House, I think it
was in 1882, but I was not present at the time-had under
consideration the question of dealing with what was
ealled ticket-scalping, and there was an arrangement come
to here by common consent, I believe, between the railway
companies on the one hand and the public on the other,
providing for the redemption of unused tickets for through
trips or return trips, and that provision was in the words
set forth in the. section I have read, but it did not provide
for any way of compelling the company to repay the
money except by the ordinary course of law. Now, the
railway companies have not honestly lived up to that sec-
tion, and instead of redeeming unused tickets they have
embarrassed the holders of these tickets in so naniy ways
that that portion of the section which was intended te be a
benefit to the publc has become a dead letter. You can
easily see, Mr. Chairman, that if a small amount only is
owing to the passenger, say a dollar, and that dollar is not
paid to him in the form and manner required by this
section, the party so entitled practicaly alos that claim.
Theo Uos in 188 requitodithe company to repay that

amount at any station, either at the beginning or the end
of the journey, or any station between those points.
Now, the companies evade that law by refusing te redeem
ithe tiokets when presented, and in every way endeavor
te embarrass the holders of such tickets. 1 have had per-
sonal knowledge of the fact, se I speak of something of
which I know. I have also received communications, since
I introduoed this Bill, from parties referring to the prac-
tices-on several of the leading railways of Canada, which
show the neesity for some provision of this kind. If the
railway company is simply liable te pay a few shillings or
dollars, as the case may be, whioh it should pay te redeem
the ticket, only after an action at law, yen eau easily see
that in ninety-nine cases out of a bundred the public would
abandon their claim te the unearned money rather than
enter into an action with the railway company, and there.
fore I submit that this section ought teo be made part of the
railway law.

Mr. POPE. I hope my hon. friend will not push this
amendient. My hon. friend from Simcoe (Mr. McCarthy),
had two Bills before the House, and he consented to those
Bills being withdrawn, for the reason that we promised on
the part of the Government that a commission should be
appointed to enquire into this whole matter. Iwould ask
my hon. friend te allow this Bill also te go before that com-
mission, and when the whole matter of the Consolidated
Railway Act is considered, this amendment will be con-
sidered with the others.

Mr. MULOCK. I feel that a request coming from the
Minister of Bailways is to me, in most cames, a command, and
whilst I wish therefore te recognise his authority and dis-
play a proper spirit of-shall I say-humility towards him,
yet, in this case, I must express my opinion that there is
nothing in this hittle innocent clause te refer te a commis-
sion. I admit, with regard te some of the provisions of the
Bill I have introduced, that it would be a very pro-
per matter to refer them te the commission he
refers te; but if he is prepared to meet me in the
same spirit in which I am prepared te meet him,
I would suggest that the remaining nine clauses of my Bill
be referred to the commission, if he will only allow this
one clause teobe added te the B l now before the committee.
I think that is a fair offer. I am sure the Minister will see
that the assistance of a commis-ion is net required te enable
the flouse te decide how te carry out the law which it
enacted in 1882. It is net necessary te refer te a commis-
sion te decide what the House should do ià regard te the
redemption of unearned tickets. The House appointed a
committee te sit on this matter, and that committee arrived
at a conclusion which became the law of the land. That
law is now being defeated every day by the action of the
railway companies, and this clause simply provides machi-
nery for carrying out that law. I am willing that the rest
of the Bill should go to the com mission the hon. gentleman
refera te.

Mr. POPE. I do net think my hon. friend is meeting
me half way. My hon. friend from North Simcoe (Mr. Me-
Carthy) withdrew two Bills with the view of their being sent
te the commission, which will consider the whole question.
One very objectionable feature of this amendment is this:

And such repayment shall be maie at any station or office of the rail-

WIor company, between and including the points covered by the
tic et.
Yeu would have no means of knowing whether the party
got the money or net, or whether the company had paid it
or net.

Mr. MULOCK. That is the present law. I am net
changing the present law. The clause only says that in
csme the ompany does net comply with the law of. 188à, it
&all féreituEoe than the more unearned money.
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Mr. McCARTHY. I think the hon. Minister of Rail-
ways has misunderstood the object of my hon. friend's
clause. It is a repetition of a clause in our present law,
with this addition, which I think we all accede to, that if
the railway companies do not redeem the ticket there will
be a penalty imposed on them, which will make it in the
interest of the railway company to obey the law. There is
no object in postponing the enactment of this amendment,
therefore, I hope the Minister of Railways will consent to its
being made a part of the Bill I have introduced.

Mr. POPE. If I saw that there was any necessity for it
I would consent; but I think the provisions of the present
Act are al] that are necessary. I would ask the hon. gentle-
man to withdraw it.

Mr. MULOCK. I will not withdraw that clause, because
I submit, with all respect, that no reason has been assigned
why I should do so. The Minister of Railways says he
does not know of any roason for this amendment. I do
know of such reasons. I have a letter in my desk at the
present moment from a prominent gentleman, stating what
his experience bas been on one of the largest lines of
Canada; and if the hon. gentleman was accustomed occasion-
ally to buy tickets and not use them, he would recognise
the necessity of such pressure as this being put on the rail-
way companies to compel them to carry out the spirit of
the law.

Amendment negatived ; Bill reported, and read the third
time and passed.

THE LAW OF EVIDENCE.

Mr. ROBERTSON (Hamilton) moved the second reading
of Bill (No. 3) for the further amendment of the Law of
Rvidence in Criminal Cases.

Some bon. MEMBERS. Explain.
Mr. ROBERTSON (Hamilton). I think it is hardly

worth while for me to take up the time of the House in
explaining the nature of this Bill, which bas been before
the House this Session. This Bill bas been printed since
the third or fourth day of the Session, and I am sure every
member who takes any interest in the business of the
House has made himseif perfectly familiar with it. In
general, the object of the Bill is to enable persons who
have doubts to affirm instead of taking the oath when cal-.
ed on to give evidence. We have in Ontario a law exactly
similar to this with respect to civil cases. And in England
the law embodied in this Bill has been in force in criminal
cases for a number of years, and bas been found to work
well; and according to the doctorine which was laid down
in the House a few evenings ago, that when laws have been
adopted in England and have been found to work success-
fully there, we cannot do better than act on the example
of the Mother Country, I cannot understand why there
should be any objection to this Bill. I believe that if a
man goes into the witness box for the purpose of giving
evidence, he will tell the truth; at all events, unless evi-
dence eau be brought to show that his reputation for vera-
city is such that he is not to be believed, bis evidence
should be taken.

'House divided.
Yals:

Messieurs

Allen,
Allison,
Armstrong,
Bain (Wentworth),
Baker (Missisquoi),"
Baker (Victoria),l
Barker,
Barnard,1
Beaty,

Mr. MtLOCK.

Fleming,
Forbes,
Poster,
Gillmor',
Glen,
Guay,
Gunn,
Harley,
Iay,

Orton,
Paint,
Paterson (Brant),
Pruya,
Ray,
Reid,
Rinfret,
Robertson (Hamilton),
Robertson (Hastings),

Bell, Hickey,
Blake, Homer,
Burpee, Imues,
Cameron (Inverness), Irvine,
Cameron (Middlesex), Jackson,
Campbell (Renfrew), Kaulbah,
CJampbell (Victoria), Kilvert,
Cartwright (Sir Rich'd) Kirk,
Coehrane, Kranz,
Oockburn, Landerkin,
<olby, Lister,
Daly, Mackintosh,
Davies, Macmilian (Middlesex),
Dickinson, McCallum,
Dundas, McCarthy,
Edgar, Mcoraney,
Fairbank, M<cMullen,
Pergueon' Leede&Gren)KIle,
Ferguson (Welland), Mulock,
Fisher, O'Brien,
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Messieurs

Amyot, Outhbert, Jamieson,
Auger, Dawson, Lçtndry (Kent),
Bain (Boulanges), Desaulniers(St.Maurice)Langevin (Sir Hector),
Béchard, Desjardins, Lesaige,
Benoit, Dugas, Mcli (Vaudreuil),
Bergeron, Dupont, Intyre,
Bergin, Farrow, MoLelan,
Bein, Fortin, Massue,
Boeau, Gault, Mitchell,
Bourassa, Gigault, Montplaisir,Bourass, Girouard, Pingo2neauit,

(Jameron (Victoria), Gordon, Pope,
Carling, Grandbois, Riopel,
Caron (Sir Adolphe), Guillet, Shakespear,
aasgrain, HacketttTupper,
Cimon, Hesson, Vail,
Coursol, Ives, Wood (Brockvifle)-52.
Ourran,

IBilh read the second time.

CONSOLLDATFID RMILWAY ÂCT, 1879.

On the erder for second reading cf Bill (No. 4) te amend
the Conriolidated Railway Pct, 1879, and the amendments
therete (Mr. MalTck).

Mr. POPE. I wouid ask my hon. friend to allow these
aendments te berofrred te the commission and tctwith-
draw the Bill.

Mr. MULOCK. I agree te the request of the hon. gen-
tleman.

Order discharged, and Bill withdrawn.

THE ANIMAL ONTAGIO S DISASES A T.

Mr. MULOCK moved second reading of Bill (No. 19)
te amend the Animal Contagions Diseases Act. me said:
The eouse wil remember that hast Session an Act was
nass8ed, in tituled: The Animal Contagions ])iseases A.ct. That
Act was passed rather hastily, after very littie discussion,
and it is nOt, therefore, unreasonable te find it is wanting in
semee respects. Turn te section 13, and yeo wihl find there
evidencos cf hasty legishation. It is the only section
which provides for oompensating the owners of catte
for animaLs saughtered o the publie interest. This sec-
tion prevides a seheme cf compensation, subject te some
verydenerous conditions, which, if net emplied with,
may prevent the owners cf cattie destroyed under
the Act from recovering sny compensation whatever
In the in tereosaof cattie owners and cf the country generally
it je advisable thatthis clasgicf property should b. better
protected thantit je. t j extremely disoouraging t the
farming community that w. should ailo ite remain on the
Statute-book a moment longer than e ne e dsary, a clause
which endangers the rightowf this kind cfroperty. This
sectiondoues endanger those righ, ify Bl dues nt -luth,
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slightest degree, by word or inference, seek to vary the Act
of 1885 ln any respect, except in regard to the system of
compensation. It does not seek to limit the powers of the
Government to stamp out and destroy disease by the most
severe measures when they deem it advisable to do so, but it
simply provides for a just scheme of compensation, in case the
Government see fit to exercise the powers vested in them
by that Act. The section which my Bill seeks to repeal and
for which it seeks to substitute another, purports, under cer-
tain conditions, to offer compensation to the owners
of cattle slaughtered under the direction of the Govern-
ment, but the rights of those owners are entirely in
the hands ofthe Minister of Agriculture or his servants, and
are dependent also upon many matters which should not affect
them. Section 13 reads as follows:-" The Governor in
Council may, when the owners of cattle are reported by the
Minister of Agriculture, not guilty of any negligence or
offence against the provisions of the preceding sections of
the Act, order compensation'"; and then it goes on to give

'the scale of compensation. It does not appear to me just
that the owners of cattle so slaughtered should. not have
their right to compensation, if they have not been guilty of
any offence in respect of the animals slaughtered; and
therefore my Bill seeks to place those owners in that regard,
in the position I have indicated. In so doing, I have simply
followed the language of the Imperial Act on this question.
In regard to the scale of compensation, I may say, if we
look to the Imperial Act, and it is the custom in this House
to look to Imperial Acts for precedents, we find that the Act
41-42 Victoria, chapter 74, being "The Contagious Diseases'
Act," which has been in force in England for many years,
deals with this question and provides a soheme of compen-
sation. It is the custom in this louse to deny legislation
at times, unless an English precedent can be found,
and I ask hon. gentlemen, therefore, to apply that principle
to my Bill, and, if I can show precedents in the 'English
Statutes for this Bill, I ask that it should receive the favor-
able consideration of the House. In the English Act, to
which I have referred, it is provided that the Government
may destroy cattle that are suffering from rinderpest, and
in that case the owner is entitied to receive one-half of the
value of the slaughtered beast before it was affected, pro-
vided that the total compensation does fnot exceed £20. In
case the animal was affected with pleuro-pneumonia, the
owner is entitled to three-fourths of its value before it was
so affected, so that the compensation does not exceed '£30.'
In all other cases where animals have been slaughtered
under the Act I have cited, the owners are entitled to com-
pensation to the extent of not more than £40 sterling for
each head. Thus yon will see that in England. the
amount of compensation is made to depend upon the
nature of the disease which the animal has, whilst, under
the Canadian Act which I am seeking to amend, the nature
of the disease is not taken into consideration at all,
and it is sufficient to justify the Government in
slaughtering an animal if it has any kind of in-
fectious or contagions disease, wçhether of a severe
nature, a dangerous character, or otherwise. We
all know that there .are animal diseases which are both
contagious and infectious, and are yet not dangerous. Still,
if an animal so affected should be destroyed under the Act
of 1885, the owner is only entitled to one-third of the value,
not exceeding in the whole $20. The Canadian Act further
provides in its 13th section, for which I am seeking to sub-
stitute the sections which I propose, that, in ail other cases
-that means in every case where one of our 'domestic
animals is slaughtered which is not at the time diseased,
but which may be in a perfect state of health, but still is
destroyed by the Government, purporting to so destroy it
under the provisions of the Act in question-the total amount
of compensation the owner can recover is two-thirds of the
value of the animal, but n9t exceeding in ail $40, I sub-

mit that, whatever may be the position of an owner of an
animal which is diseased when it is slaughtered, there can
be no justification or excuse for the Government to destroy
animais which are in a state of health without affording the
fullest compensation to the owners of those animals.
Perhaps it nay be argued that 840 is a full compensa-
tion for ail possible damage that could occur under
this Act. I submit that it is not. It is only necessary
for me to point out some of the directions in which
our agriculturists are noving now in order to show
that $40 is not a reasonable compensation to the
owner of these animals. Throughout the whole of Ontario,
and I hope in the other Provinces, a large number of far-
mers are devoting year by year more attention to the breed-
ing of cattle. It has been recognised of late years that it
is necessary to go more into the breeding of cattle, and we
find farmers every yeargoing more into the business offatten-
ing cattle, apart from breeding thoroughbreds; and, if one
could make a visit to the barnyards of the ordinary farmer of
Ontario to-day-and I trust it is the same in other Prov-
inces-1 am sure thousands of animals would be found tied
up that have been stall-fed through the winter, and that are
now worth on an average 670 or $80 a head. It is nothing
exceptional for an ordinary grade animal to weigh 1,500 Ibo.
or thereabouts, and we know that, even under the depre-
ciated value of live stock to-day, sucb an animal would be
worth from $75 to $80. The Minister of Agriculture could
now, under the existing law, sweep away that property,
and the total amount oi compensation allowed to the owner
would be at the outside 840 a head for the mistake which
might be made. There has been presented to the House in
support of this Bill a petition from the Agricultural and
Arts Association of Ontario, which, as far as I know, was
the unanimous petition of the board. There has also been
a petition from the Shorthorn Breeders Association of On-
tario; and I will read to the House a letter I have received
from a firm of shippers dealing with this matter:

" ToRoNTo, 18th March, 1886.
"Duin SiR,-We take the liberty of writing you in regard to your

Bill to amend the Animal Contagions Disease Act passed last Bession,
and beg to express our earnest wish that your Bill may become law, ai
the Bill ofla8t Seion in quite inadequate to cover anything like a
reasonable compensation to those whose animals might be slaugbLered
under the said Act, as disease may get into any man's herd of cattle
without it being any fault of his, therefore it would be really too bad
that his stock would have to be slaughtered for the benefit of the publie
in genera: without fairly compensating him for the same. As a man
may have all that he is worth invested in cattle and other stock, and
by misfoi tune they may become diseased, and only getting one-third of
the value, therefore it would simply mean ruin to him financially.

IlYours, etc.,
"THOMPSON FLÂNAGÂN, BLONG & AIKINS,

Itive Stock Exporters and Oattle Feeders."

"P.S.-We are feeding at present 2,064 cattle in one place, and
shipped lait year over $1,00,000 worth of stock to Great Britain.

"T., F., B. A."

I submit that, if the figures mentioned in my Bill do not
meet with the approval of the louse, I will at all events be
excused for having followed the English precedent in that
regard. I intended to follow exactly the scale of compen-
sation set forth in the English Act, leaving it to the House,
when in committee, to alter the Bill; but, by some mis-
take, I find that, in sub section a, 850 has been substituted
for the Canadian equivalent for £20 sterling. With that
exception, and the further exception that I have inserted a
compensation clause for thoroughbreds, the scale of com-
pensation is the same as in the Imperial Act. I do not
expect, nor will I urge when in committee, if we get that
far, thu adoption of these figures, but will bo quite satisfied
to have a committee to consider what would be a reasonable
compensation, and I am sure in that case we will have no
diffioulty in amending the section in the public interests.

Mr. ORTON. I am quite in sympathy with the member
for North York (Mr. Mulock) in bringing this guestion
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before the House, though I believe that, as an actaal fact, j
the Government have not found it necessary to slaughter
any animals yet. But the day may come at any time when
contagious diseases may prevail to such an extent in Canada
as to render it absolutely necessary for the Goverument to
kill and destroy a large number of animals, many of whom,
perbaps, may not be diseased at all. According to the law
as it now stands, I think if any farmer or any owner of
animals neglects to report even the most trifling contagious
disease among them, he could not recover anything, even
ten years afterwards, and he would have no claim against
the Government for the lois of any animals they might
have to destroy. There are to-day in Canada animals of
very great value. In my county of Wellington the farmers,
have paid a great deal of attention to raising first-class stock,
whioh is very valuable indeed, and it certainly would be. a
great hardship, in case a contagious disease broke out
amongst them, and it became necessary to destroy a,
number of animals, if the Government did not re-
munerate those farmers who had sustained the loss,
where there had been no neglect according te the
the spirit of the law, though there might be according to
the letter. I think there is no doubt that the law in that
case requires amendment, and I trust the fouse will back
up the efafort of tue hon. meuber.

Mr. PATERSON (Brant). In connection with this Bill
I wish te bring a point to the notice of the Minister of
Agriculture, so that if the present Act is defective in
granting adequate compensation for the destruction of
valuable animals, it may be remedied. I may illustrate by
stating that in my own county, though not in my own
riding, there was a severe outbreak of hog cholera. Lt'
came te my notice, and I at once reminded the gentleman
that we had passed a very stringent Act requiring that as
soon as any infections disease broke out among animals,
the owner should notify the Minister of Agriculture. I
asked this gentleman to do so, and he did at once inform
the Government. The disease spread very fast among his
own lerd of hogs, and there was danger of its spreading
elsewhre. Re took all the steps required under the
Act to prevent the spreading of the disease. A local
veterinary surgeon was called in-I do pot know
whether he was a Government official or not-,
and the disease was·clearly manifested. It was known to
be contagious and fatal, and seemed to require the slaughter
of-the egs. Well, the hoge were slaughtered; I tihink,;
speaking 1rom memory, that something like sixty hoge
were slaughtered, a very valuable lot; yet this was done
without the officer of the Department having ordered the
kiling of the hogs. If I remember rightly the officer did
not reach the scene ofthe inspection until some weeks, per-,
haps, certainly some days, after notice had been sent to the'
Department of Agriculture. But it was clearly evident
that it would fnot do to keep the hogs in that state, and'
they were silaughtered in the publie interest. Now, I want
the Minister te consider this fact. I am not blaming the
Miniter. The question is under adjudication now, and I
believe the Minister is desirous of doing what is just Lu the
matter and I trust that, under the Act, even as it
stands, h. may see his way clear, within the spirit of
the Act to grant compensation in that case. But
if the Act is deficient in that respect, it seems to mei
that a person acting in good faith, taking ail the steps that
are requmred, giving instant notice, and who i wilhing to
sacrifice his property in that way, as h. muet do, even
under the law of compensation that is provided in the Act,
there should h no difficulty about his recovering the
compensation that the Act intended he, should have. When
Pariament agreed o this Act it was considered a very
stringent measure, but the House, I think, were unanimously
of opinion that it was a wise stop on the part of the Ministor I

Jr. OGTON,

of Agriculture to introduce a Bill of this kind, because, as
he pointed out, and as theR ouse very rightly recognised,
our cattle industry is such an important one that anything
that would endanger it in the slightest decree would aLmost
be a national calamity. But if we are to have an Act in
which the Minister himself will not be able to allow com-
pensation, except in very rare cases, then it seems to me
we have frustrated our first intention. I believe the
intention of this Act was in good fgith, that ifs paeron
found a disease breaking out amongst his hogs or cattie, and
if he immediately communicated the fact to the Govern-
ment, not trying to hide it, and if these hogs and cattle
were slaughtered for the benefit of the community, thon
compensation should be given to him, and that should be
done without waiting for an order from the Government
Aficer to slaughter them, except he should come
upon the acene within a very short time after
notice had been given. If the notice is given to
the Department, and the officer does not put in
an appearance for two or three weeks, then there must be
action taken, and if the action is tak en in the interests of
the community, it seems to me there ought to be power
given to the Minister, upon being satisfied that the cattle
were not slaughtered by the direct order-of the inspector,
he not having arrived in time, to give some compensation
for the loss of the animals. That is a point I wish to bring
to the abtention of the Minister. The mover of the Bill
does not seem to have recognised that dificulty-perhaps
ne case has arisen in his own part of the county. His
Bill deals more particularly with what he deems fairer
and larger compensation for the animals. But I am point-
ing out a practical difficulty that exists in many cases
where animals are slaughtered in the public intereste. If
it be true that in such a case as I have pointed out there is
no power to grant compensation, I think the law should be
remedied. I feared from some remarks I heard, that there
was a difficulty in that respect, and the Bill being before
ns now I have taken this opportunity of making these
remarks that I would have preferred to defer until the
Minister had decided whether he had power in the matter.

Mr. SPROULE. While I think the Bill introduced by
the Mtinister of Agriculture last year hardly went far enough,
I think this one goes a little too far, while one did not allow
eompensation enough for animals killed, I think thisallows
too much compensation. In this amendanent there appears
to be onIy provision made for two cilasses of disease, rinder-
pest and pleuro-pneumonia. Jt provides aspecifie amount for
animals affected by those diseases that are killed. Then it
includes ail other kinds of diseases in oneciass, and goes on to
say that in every other case compensation shal be made on
the valueof the animal immediately before it was slaughtered,
but the compeneation shall not in any case exceed $200. If
those were the only prevailing diseases to which animals
were liable, then I could understand why they were classed
together and the balance of the diseases were put in one
clasq. But there are other diseases equaiy contagions and
infections and as common and as dangerous and injurions
and as likoely to spread. In what clase would the hon, gen-
tleman put glanders, one of the most dangerous diseases in
the country ?

Mr. MULOOK. That is not a cattle disease, and this
amendment only deals withreattle.

Mr. SPIROULE. I do not know what the interpretation
of the word cattle in this Bil is.

Mr. MULOCK. The amendment is mited to cattle,.

Mr. SPROULE. If that is so why should the hon. mei-
ber for Brant (Kr. Patereon) introduce hogs.

Mr. PATERSON (Brant). Because they come under
thi clase.
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Mr. SPROULE. There are many other diseases to

which cattle are fiable. I believe when animais are killed
they are killed for the safety of the community, and in no
case should the allowance be made specific in this Bill,
notwithstanding the fact that we are following a precedent
established in the Kother Country. If an animal is affected
it cannot be worth its original value, because even if it
should b. likely to recover, there are uncertainties about
that matter, and there is danger not only in regard to the
spreading of the disease but in regard to the death of the
animal itself. It is, therefore, unreasonable either to ask
or expect that the value of the animais should b. paid
in the event. in question. If the Bill is allowed to
pass it sbould be very much amended and a great reduction
in compensation made, because we have not so many valu.
able animais here as in England. Therefore the argument
does not apply with such force as it does in England.
Another reason why it is much more important for us to see
that diseased cattle are slaughtered, is from the cattle trade
we have with the Mother Country. It is the more necessary
because England can chedule our cattle, whereas the saine
principle would not apply in England. Again, in regard to
the price of cattle, the price being lower in this country,
the average price paid should likewise be lower. For the
general good of the community a reasonable sum should be
paid, but no more than half the value of the animal, and in
special cases where the animais are held at high figures
some specific sum should be settled, much lower than what
iQ drna whiÈ%I h th D.Q§rmi t tn h d brtla dn

allowed, but in nooase shall it exceed $40. The present
BiIl proposes its extension to the neighborhood of 8 150.
There are many of our farmers who have thoroughbred
cattle which they have imported for the purpose of improv-
ing the breed, and which had been purchased at very
high prioes, and if they became affected with pleuro-
pneumonia, and it became necessary, in the public inter-
est, that they should be slaughtered, it would be
pretty hard towards any of those farmers to inform him
that the amount of compensation obtainable was $40.
Why should the public be asked to pay less than the value
of the animal, if it is slaughtered in the general interest ?
Why should they be asked to pay less than any individual
would be obliged to pay in a like case ? The probabilities
are that if the animal is diseased it will recover, and the
only reason why it is slaughtered, is for the purpose of pre-
venting the extension of the disease. Now, this Bill is evi-
dently a step in the right direction, and conceiving it to be
such, I heartily support it. I believe it is but doing justice
to the farming community of this country, who are largely
interested in stock raising, that they should receive a fairer
compensation in such cases than they have under the pre-
sent law. I think the hon. member for North York (Mr.
Mulock), is deserving of the thanks of the farming com-
munity in this country, and the thanks of this flouse, for
having brought the matter so prominently before the flouse,
and I hope the Bill will receive favorable consideration at
the hands of the louse.

18 pirnvtmo2
> wniUU in u parLmeni; s ouL oe compellea U U Mr, MOCARTIIY. There are two pointe in which it

pay. pay. seems te me this Bill differa from the law as it stands.
Mr. LANDERKIN. The interest affected by this Bill is ne is certalnly a most important matter and weU deserv-

so very large that it becomes a matter of vast interest to ing of the consideration of the fouse. As the law stands
ail those who represent agriculturai constituencies. We if any person las the misfortune te have bis cattie slaugh-
have in this country a very large and flourishing interest, tered under th provisions of the law, aud if at any tine
a very large number of cattle, sheep and pigs, and since he bas been an offender against the provisions of the
farming bas not been paying as well of late years as it Act) aithougb net ie reference te the particular animal
formerly did the attention of the farming community bas slaugbtered, b. is net entitlcd to compensation. I certainly
been directed to the improvement of stock and to increas- qut. agree witb the principle cf this Bil, which applies
ing the number of the animals raised. The idea contained that restriction te their right te get compensation te the
in this Bill is that the public interest is paramount, that particular transaction in whicb it arises. The other iatter
when it becomes necessary in the public interest to slaugh- in which I think tus proposed measure is an improvement
ter cattle to prevent the spread of a contagious disease, com- upon the existing law, is this: Where the animal is diseased
pensation should be awarded. We see this principle car- aud on account of that the animal is slaugbtered, it is pro-
ried out in various ways. When it became necessary in the per to say, I think, that the owners should net get fuil
public interest to construct railways the right of way i1 compensation. But if tis animal je net diseased, and if
purchased and fair compensation je awarded to the owners
of the line through which the road will run. That is the provisions cf the Act, which entitles the Goverement te
principle which is obvious and admitted. When animais destroy iLbecause it might pessibly have been lu contact
are affected by disease their recovery is not always doubt- with an animal which is-disesed, the destruction cf the
fui, they may recover and be of their full value. But I do animal being considered te b. in the public interest, the
not see why only one-third of the value of those animals es
should be paid by the country. If it is ein the publiclu which I shink tus Bil differs from the existing law.
interest that the disease should be stamped eut and Tii other matters are matters cf detail which can be deait
animals be slaughtered which might probably recover, then with, as I understaud the mover asks they should be desît

ther shuldb. fli erneesaion Ti, Bi cfthewith, iu committee. I have much pheasure lu &avina thatthere should be full compensation. The Bill of the Isalvt o h eodraigo h il
hon. member for North York (Mr. Mulock) pregides
that the compensation shall be larger. It is but an exten. Mr. THOIPSON (Antigonish). I do net profess te
sion of the principle admitted in the construction of rail- have any practical knowledge cf the subjeet with which the
ways, where the people who sell their [and to the railway Bill professes te deai, but I think it is worthy the attention
company are entitled to its full value. When we have cf the fouse te censider, at tus stage, wh.ther a change
admitted that principle I do not see how you can apply an ike tus should b. made lu sucb an Act, inveiving very
opposite principle to the farming community. It is not fair, considerable additions te the expenditure in carrying eut
when a farmer is obliged to slaughter an animal affected the law, if the Act is te receive any extensive operatien at
with the diseases mentioned in the Bill, that only one-third ail. I nnderstaed that up to the preqent time, with the
of the value of such animal should be paid, and that it exception of some eattle wiich were killcd ln the Province
should not exceed $20. There are many farmers who have cf Nova Scotia, nesas eccurred in which the Aot has
cattle worth $50 or $60. If they become affected by any had to be put in forc.Net a single case has eccurred cf
disease mentioned in the Bill they will have to be slaugh- an animal haviog b..u staighted under itA provisions,
tered under its provisions, and yet they would only receive and, therefore, I think it is semewhat premature to under-
$20,and this slaughtering bas been done in the public take te amend the provisions cf the Act. if, however, the
interest. In the other cases two-thirds of the value wil be hou. gentleman who introdaW the Bil, bein& oi cour.e

Mr cATY.Teeae w ons nwihi
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a great deal better informed practically on the subject than
I am, anticipates that the Act is likely to receive an exten-
sive operation, then it becomes a matter of considerable
importance how we shall increase the expenditure which
the Act involves. Now, there is an Act somewhat in the
sarne line in the Province of Ontario-to prevent the spread
of contagious diseases amongst animals, and providing for
the destruction of diseased animals -and animals suspected
of disease. That Statute makes no provision, I understand,
for compensation.

Mr. MULOCK. Do you refer to the Act respecting
glanders ?

Mr. THOMPSON (Antigonish). I refer to the Act of
1884.

Mr. MULOCK. Dealing with glanders, an incurable
disease, which is a different matter.

Mr. TROMPSON (Antigonish). I would also point out
that the English Act does not go as far as this. The hon.
gentleman proposes with respect to one class of cattle to
allow the compensation to go as high as 8300, whilst the
highest compensation allowed in England is $200.

Mr. McCAIRTHY. He says that may be altered in com-
mittee, and ho does not adhere to that amount.

Mr. THOMPSON (Antigonish). I think there is some
misapprehension as to another point which has been men-
tioned by the member for Wellington (ir. Orton) and the
member for Simcoe (Mr. McCarthy), and that is the appre.
hension that the right Lo compensation is forfeited if there
has been at any time, and in relation to any other matter,
an offence against the provisions of the Act. I do not thinir
that is a reasonable construction of the Act. The pro-
visions with respect to compensation are contained under
the heading "Slaughtering diseased cattle." The 12th
section makes provision to the effect that the Governor in
Council may from time to time cause to be slaughtered
animals snffering from infectious or contagious diseases, or
animals which have been in contact with, or in close prox-
imity to, a diseased or suspected animal, and the next sec-
tion, which is the one that the hon. gentleman proposes to
amend, is that which provides for compensation for the
loss caused by the operation of the 12th section, and makes
the compensation, it is true, dependent on the owner not
having been guilty of an offencu against the preceding sec-
tions. I should suppose that a reasonable construction
would be that the offence was only to deprive the owner of
compensation provided it were in connection with the sub-
ject matter with which those two sections are dealing.
The hon. gentleman proposes another change which seems
to me to involve a principle likewise. Instead of providing
" that the Governor in Council may, &c.," when the owners
are reported by the Minister of Agriculture net guilty of
any negligence or offence, ho proposes to reverse that pro-
vision by making this proviso:

Provided always that such compensation may be withheld In whole
or in part where the owner or the person having charge of the animal
has, in the opinion of the Governor in Ooancil, been gunlty.
In other words, instead of requiring that in the first instance,
the Minister shall report that the owner bas not been guilty,
ho proposes to constitute the Government in Counil, in point
of tact, a court for the pur pose of trying the- case and
deciding that the owner hasr een guilty before compens-
tion is to be withheld. It is perhaps not a very important
distinction, but it is one involving some inconvenience in
putting the burden of proof on the other party.

Mr. MULOCK. Where should the burden of proof be?

Mr. THOMPSON (Antigonish). I think it should be on
the claimant, for the purpose of satisfying the Minister, if'
I am right in my idea that the offenoe is intended to be one.

3W, Toiuao (Antigonieà},

in connection with the same transaction ont of which the
loss arises. It would then be for the owner to convince
the Minister or his officer that the offence had not been
committed, though that would not be the case it it referred
to a previous transaction. It does strike me that so exten.
sive an alteration should be made unless some urgent neces-
sity existe for it, and that necessity does not exist, if I am
correctly informed, that the Act is not likely to be used.

Mr. BLAKE. I cannot at all agree with the views of
the Minister. It is possible that his observations may pro-
perly apply to some of the details. For example: There
may be a question as to wbat the precise amount of the
compensation should be. But the hon. Minister takes two
grounds. He says, first of all, that he thinks the Bill is
premature, because no cattle have been slaughtered yet,
except in one instance, and that we ought to wait until the
injustice is done, and an inadequate compensation is paid,
before we pass the Act; and when the grievance is estab-
lisbed, this Hlouse will legislate for the future, and provide
the just compensation. Then, he says, if the law e going
to be broken, we muet consider a good deal about this, be-
cause it will be extremely expensive. It would be prema-
ture to act before the Statute comes into operation ; and
after it does come into operation we had botter not act, be-
cause it will cost us some money.

Mr. THOMPSON (Antigonish). I did not say that.
Mr. BLAKE. The hon. gentleman said it was going to

be extensively used, and if it is, it is going to be used just
where it will be required. The hon. gentleman muet
remember that this is not an old Statute. It was introduced,
I think, last Session or the Session before. We had it under
debate last Session, and a great many of us thought the hon.
gentleman's provisions for compensation were inadequate.
I thought so then, and I think so still. If it is intended to
remedy an injustice which is likely to arise, it is botter to
provide against it than to wait until an injustice has resulted
from neglect. If it is going to be an expensive thing in
the public interest to give this protection to the cattle
owners, we had better know it ; but we must not allow an
injustice to be done simply because it is going to be expen-
sive to prevent it, which is practically the second argument
of the Minister of Justice.

Mr. POPE. The hon. gentleman is quite mistaken about
this being a new Bill.

Mr. BLAKE. I know there is the old law.

Mr. POPE. It is the same law except in one or two
articulars, Last year 8'50 was allowed as com ensation

or thoroughbred cattle, We raised the amount f think at
the suggestion of the hon. member for Huron. I think I
remember something of the case mentioned by the hon.
member for Brant (Mr. Paterson). I do not remember
what action was taken ; but in my opinion it is clearly the
intention of the Act that, when a man acte in good faith
and does everything he can, and notifies the Department,
ho ought to come under the law. But with respect to the
argument of the hon. member for West Durham (Mr.
Blake), I think it has something to do with this matter
whether we have ever been called on to put the
law into practice. So far as Ontario is concerned, this law,
with very few exceptions, has been on the Statute-book for
eight or ten years, and never during that time have we been
ca led on to slaughter one animal. There never has been a
complaint made to the Department since that law was
enacted that the price paid by the Department was not
sufficient. Where we did put the law into operation, and
where there was a necessity to do so, was in the Province
of Nova Scotia, in Pictou, where we purchased, I think, 300
or 400 head of cattle. There the law was carried out exactly,
and no complaint was made by the people affeoted by iti
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In fact, they looked upon it as a God send that we should
send there and attempt to mitigate the disease. The Bill
in one section provides that where the animal was affected
with rinderpest, the compensation shall b. $50, and in the
very next section we find that in the case of an animal
affiicted with pleuro-pneumonia, the compensation shall be
.$150. Now, I would like to know the reason for this dif-
rence.

Mr. MULOCK. I must refer the hon. gentleman to the
Imperial House for the information; but I presume the
reason is that rinderpest is a more dangerous and incurable
disease than pleuro-pneumonia. At all events, the animal
le not considered to have the same commercial value in one
case as in the other. In the Imperial Statute a similar
distinction is made. It is suggosted that probably the
chances of recovery from rinderpest are less than from
pleuro.pneumonia.

Mr. POPE. There is no disease more destructive or
supposed to b. more incurable in the United States or
England than pleuro-pneumonia, and I am sure my hon.
friend will find that he has made a mistake in that.

Mr. MUL20K. It is in the English Statute.

Mr. POPE. It may be, but is an animal that dies with
one disease worth more than an animailthat dies with
another ? As a general rule, animals are more valuable in
England than they are here, and in fixing the amount of
compensation last year I took into consideration the differ-
ence between the value of an animal in this country and its
value in-England, and made the price about equal relatively
to that in England; and the reason I objected to this Bill
was that last year we consolidated and amended the Act..
We put this $150 for thoroughbred cattle where it was only
$40 or $50 before, and with respect to the other payments
they are exactly the same. My object was to bring it all
under one Act, because the penalties were not included in
that Act in such a way that they could be easily collected.
When I found horses should be put very high, I had them
struck out of the Act altogether, excepting those brought
into the country, that might b. quarantined or where disease
broke ont among them while quarantined; otherwise horses
do not come in at all. I have always had a little doubt, and
that is the reason why I have been careful in the working
of the Act, whether this Act properly belonged to this or
the Local Legislature. There is only one reason why it can
b. introduced bere, and that is because it relates to public
health. When I found that Ontario and Manitoba had
made provisions for cattle disease in their parts of the
country, I hoped, and still hope that all the Provinces would
do likewise; because an Act can b. worked so much easier
by the Provinces, except lu the case of the impoptation of
animals. Any law affecting that must b. passed by this
Legiôlature, or any law affecting the carrying of animals
from one Province to anotiher. I believe the provisions
under this Act are quite sufficient to meet the exigencies of
the case.

Mr. ARMSTRONG. When the Bill was before the Houee
a year ago, there was a very lengthy debate on the subject,
as many of us felt that it did not deal in a fair and proper
mariner with certain classes of the community. In looking
over the Bill before the House, I muet say that, so far as sub-
sections a and b are concerned, I would not mind if they were
struck ont altogether. As regards the cases affected by these
clauses, the Bill of last year is amply sufficient. When an
animal is taken with a contagions disease, which, in the end,
must prove fatal, that is one of those contingencies which the
owners Lf animals, in common with other classes of the
community, are subject to, and it seems to me arbitrary to
make the public bear the whole or a large part of the loss.
It would be almost as reasonable that the country should be

taxed to pay the los of the farmer from storms and floods,
&c. I have no objections to the Act of 1885, so fur as that
is concerned. It is provided in that Act that the Governor
in Council may, from time to time, cause to be slaughtered
animals suffering from infections or contagio us diseases, and
thon it provides compensation, if the owner of the animal
was not guilty of any negligence or offence against
the provisions of the preceding sections of the Act,
to the extent of one-third the value of the animal before it
became so affected, but not to exceed $20. That is amply
sufficient, unleus it should be a contagious disease that in
the end is not death-a disease from which the animal would
recover without any great loss. Section 12 further ro-
vides that the Governor in Conneil may order the slaugtr
of any animal that has been in contact with a diseased
animai, and not only in contact but in close proximity
thereto, or that is suspected of having been in proximity
to any animal affected by contagions disease. hat is an
intolerable hardship. Take the case where one man has a
spite against another, and we know very often strong feel-
ing exists between men known as cattle-breeders. If one
choose to say: "I know that animal has been in prox.
imity to a suspected animal," h. can take steps to have
it .slaughtered. Again, it is provided that in every
other case the compensation shall be two-thirds the value of
the animal, but shall not in any case for grade cattle exceed
$40, and that as regards highly bred cattle it shall be two.
thirds of the value, but not to exceed $150. There is where
the hardship comes in. We know that the cattle raising
industry of the oountry is large and is every year growing;
we know that the animals exported from this country to
Great Britain bring an enormous revenue to the country,
and everything that can be done reasonably should be done
to foster that industry. I need not tell hon. gentlemen
acquainted with the subject that it has been found by
experience that the only way in which you can keep up the
standard of these animals for exportation, is by using first
class thoroughbred male sires. It seems also that to keep
up the breed frequent importations are necessary. I think,
if you allow the Bill to go before the committee, and amend
it, tihere is no need for throwing it out. Sab.section c
should be retained.

'' In every other case the compensation shallh be the value of the animal
immediately before it is slaughtered but so that the compensation
shal n dt, in any case, exced two hun red dollars, except in the cae of
thoroughbred pedigree animais, in whioh case it shal flot ezoeed three
hundred dollars."
I think that is reasonable. We have manv men in the west
who have gone into the business of raising thoroughbred
stock, and it is too bad that, because a man may suspect
that an animal has been in proximity to a diseased animal,
that animal should be slaughtered without adequate com-
pensation, and the sum of $300 is not at all an excessive
compensation.

Mr. BAIN (Wentworth). Whatever may be the individ-
ual view of members of the House respecting the amount of
compensation to be awarded to parties whose stock may be
troubled with these infections diseases, I think it is patent
on the face of i hat, whether this is a matter that belongs to
health regulations or not, and whether it should be rele-
gated to the Provinces or not, when we look at the shipping
trade of the Dominion, it will strike every momber as being
one of those questions respecting which it ii exceedingly
desirable that the Dominion Government should have some
regulations. The farmers of Ontario, and in the near future
the farmers of our great western prairies, will be very
largely interested in the regulations affecting the shipping
of cattle at.the varions points along the scaboard which are
in other Provinces and entirely beyond the reach of those
Provinces where the greatest values are invested in stock.
I think there would be danger if this matter were relegated
to the Provinoes, that, where the stock uwness was nDot
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of such importance as in those Provinces to which
I refer, but through which the stock finds its way to
the ocean, the duty might be neglected of keeping a
clear access to the British stock market without
the embargoes which have been placed on other
countries. For that reason, if for no other, I think it is
extremely desirable that legislation of this class should
exist on the Dominion Statute-book. If it were considered
desirable that the Provinces should take the administration
of this matter in their own hands, there should at least be
a general supervision on the part of the Minister of Agricul-
ture, to see that these provisions are not neglected at
points through which our stock reaches the ocean in order
to connect with Great Britain. I think the Minister of
Railways said that, under the operation of this Act, the
farmers of Ontario had not been called upon to pay any-
thing. That is a fact upon which the Ontario farmers may
congratulate themselves, but we are not absolutely free
from the risk of these contagious diseases among farm
stock, and it will be in the recollection of very many of the
western members that last fall we had a very severe attack
of hog cholera in two or three townships of the
county of Essex, which in some places decimated the hog
stock of the farmers to a serions extent. I do not
know whether the aid of the Dominion Government
was invoked in this matter, but I know, as far as the
Provincial Government was concerned, that an expert was
sent out to those municipalities to look into the difficulty,
and as far as possible restrict it. On that occasion, there
was a heavy loss to the farmers throughout those townships,
and what was their difficulty last season may before very
long apply generally to other farmers in the matter of cattle
and other stock. I think it is desirable thatour regulations
should not in any way be relaxed in reference to the
protection of the geieral farmer from the spread of these
diseases. I cannot quite agree with the opinion of the
member for East Grey (Mr. Sproule), when he says that the
farmer is not entitled to be paid an appreciable proportion
of the value, where an animal is diseased and suffers. I
would remind hon. gentlemen that, if you place the
compensation too low, there is a tendency on the
part of the farmer who may be first visited with the
disease to conceal the difficulty, and his neighbors
may suffer before they are aware that there is
such a disease in the neighbprhood. Where hog cholera
and pleuro-pneumonia and similar diseases break out, the
passage of the animals along the public highway may leave
such traces o'f the disease behind them, that other healthy
stock, perhaps drinking from the same water or travelling
over the same road, make take the disease, and those inno-
cent farmers in the vicinity are thus led into difficulty and
loss through the carelessness of perhaps one farmer who
does not appreciate the difficulty he is causing to his neigh-
bors. Farmers in that respect are no better than the rest
of the community. There are found among them, I am
sorry to say, men who are intensely selfish as far as the
public interest is concerned. Though I have no desire to
see the compensation fixed so high as to make it an
inducement for a man to apply for compensation for
the loss of his stock, because I believe a farmer ought
to run riska such as merchants and others take in their
business, yet when you take into account the danger
of spreading the disease in that neighborhood, I
think the compensation should not be placed at too
low a figure. While we have not had the difficulty in
Ontario yet, and while I hope it will be far in the future,
and indeed that we may never have to apply to the
Dominion Treasury for any compensation for the loss of
cattle from contagious diseases, yet it must mot be forgotten
that there is a fair medium in this as in other things, and,
when we are placing a Statute on the Statute-book, it is
desirable te get it as just and equitable as possible, I am

Mr. An (Wentworth.)

therefore disposed to support some modifications of the Bill
of last Session, especially when they are guarded as they
are here by leaving a large discretionary power with the
Governor in Council or the Minister of Agriculture, if that
is thought more desirable, to refuse compensation where it
is clearly traceable to a man's own negligence in this
matter. I think it is wise for the House to consider whether
the compensation may not be fairly somewhat increased.

Mr. THOMPSON. After consultation with the introducer
of the Bill, and finding that he has consented to some
modifications of it, I have no objection to the second reading.

Mr. O'BRIEN. I think the House should understand
whether the Government are going over to the hon. member
for North York (Kr. Mnlock), or the member for North
York is going over to the Government, for we have had two
occasions on which these two gentlemen have arrived at this
sort of agreement.

Mr. BL &KE. A little of both.
Mr. THOMPSON. The hon. the mover of the Bill will

explain in committee what the amendments are.
Bill read the second time, and the House resolved itself

into Committee.

(In the Committee.)

Mr. PATERSON (Brant). I would like to ask the
Minister of Justice, or some other legal gentleman, to point
out whether thb Act, as it stands, is lame in the particular
that I have mentioned. If so, it seems to me that it will
not be remedied here. I would like to have that point
understood.

Mr. THOMPSON. It seems to me that the Act, as it
stands, gives ample power to the Governor in Council to
provide for the inspection of cattle, and to cover cases like
the one the hon. gentleman mentioned.

The CHAIRMAN. It is proposed to amend section 1 by
making it read as follows: -

Section 13 of the Animal Contagious Diseases Act, passed in the
Session held in the 48th and 49th years of He.r Majesty's reign, is hereby
repealed and the following substituted therefor:-

The Governor in Council may order a compensation to be paid to
the owners of animal slaughteied under the provision of this Act; and
whenever the animal slaughtered w is affected by infections or contag-
ious diseases, the compensation shall be one-third of the value of the
animal before it became so affected, but shall not in any such case
exceed twenty dollars ;in every other case the compensation shall be
three fourths of the value of the animal, but shall not in any case of
grade animals exceed fifty dollars; and in any case of thoroughbred
pedigree animals two-thirds of the value of the animal, not to exceed
one hundred and fifty dollars; and in ail such cases the value of the
animal shall be determined by the Minister of Agriculture or by some
person appointed by him: Provided always, that such compensation
may be withheld, in whole or in part, where the owner or the person
having charge of the animal has, in the opinion of the Minister of Agri-
culture, been guilty, in relation of the animal, of an offence against this
Act, or where the animal, being a foreign one, was, in his judgment,
diseased at the time of entering Canada.

Mr. L&NDERKIN. In the event of the animal
slaughtered having been infected with a contagions disease
that was probably curable, would the owner then only be
entitled to $20 it it was slaughtered in order to prevent the
spread of the disease, and done at the outbreak of the epi-
demie? I think that is not right.

Mr. MULOCK. It is not likely the officer would slaugh.
ter an animal unless the disease was incurable, in which
case, perhaps, 820 might be all, or more than, it was worth.

Mr. MaNEILL. In case of an animal slaughtered
because it bas, for instance, the mange, the owner ought to
receive more compensation than the owner of an animal
that is slaughtered because it is infected with rinderpest,
which i incurable. I think the Act which was introduced
a few minutes ago was very rightly framed in that respect,
drawing a distinction between diferent kinds of infeotiou
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diseases, sonie of which are much more likely to be cured
than others. It seems clear that an animal infected with
a curable disease is more valuable than an animal infected
with an incurable disease; and if an animal infected with a
curable disease is slaughtered, I think the owner ought to
have more compensation than the owner of an animal
which is infected with an incurable disease.

Mr. POPE. This Act is not supposed to apply to ani-
mais except those that are suffering from what are con.
sidered incurable diseasea.

Mr. FERGUSON (Welland). An animal may have what
is known an incurable disease and yet that disease may
be cured; but the animal will transmit that disease to other
animals. The hon. member for North York (Mr. Mulock)
has stated that the officers will be careful not to slaughter
animals except those suffering from incurable diseases; but
an animal may have what is called an incurable disease and
may be cured, and yet transmit it to other animals.

Mr. PATERSON (Brant). I desire to ask the Minister
of lRailways if the regulations provided in section 27 of the
Act have been made ?

Mr. POPE. Regulations have been made, but I cannot
state whether they apply to this particular case or not. If
they do not I will call the attention of the Minister to it.

Mr. PATERSON (Brant). Then the Minister thinks it
was intended that that case should be covered.

Mr. POPE. Yes; I think the Act was intended to cover
any case where the party acted in good faith. It would be
a very great hardship if it did not. In this very extensive
country, before you could get the authority of the Minister
of Agriculture, your animals might die. I see a difficulty
on that point. My impression is that it ought to be
covered by the present Act. It was not, however, supposed
that we were providing for past cases. I will call the
Minister's attention to the matter, and if the regulations do
not cover such a case as has been mentioned, the Minister's
attention will be called to the matter.

Mr. McCARTHY. That point could not be covered by
the regulations. 1 give it as my opinion, for what it is
worth, that as the law now stands there is no power by the
regulations to fix a matter such as the Minister of Railways
seems to think has been or may be fixed. The compen-
sation which the Statute empowering the Governor in Coun.
cil to pay, is merely for animals slaughtered by order of the
Government, and not animals slaughtered by the owner
before any authority has been obtained, or direction given
by the authorities. I think the Minister should promise to
deal with this matter on the third reading.

Mr. POPE. The Minister of Justice says he will deal with
it on the third reading.

Bill reported.

THE EASTER ADJOURNMENT.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN moved:
That when the Speaker leaves the Chair to-morrow at 6 e'clock, the

Bouse stands adjourned until the following Tuesday at 8 o'clock, p.m.
He said: It bas been represented that by adjourning to
8 o'clock on Tuesday, it would give time to members to
arrive that day intime for the meeting of the House; and
by adjouring to-morrow at 6 o'clock, it will allow members
to be at their homes for Good Friday.

Motion agreed to.
Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN moved the adjournment of

the House.
Motion agreed toi and te fIouse adjourned at I1.15 p.a.

HOUSE OF OOMMONS.

THUsDAT, 22nd April, 1886.

The SPEAKER took the Chair at Three o'clock.

PRAYERs.

FIRST READING.

Bill (No. 114) to amend the Act incorporating the British
Canadian Bank.-(Mr. Dawson.)

OVERFLOWING OF THE ST. LAWRENCE RIVER.

Mr. CURRAN asked, Is it the intention of the Govern-
ment, in view of the great suffering and loss of property in
the city of Montreal and the neighboring districts, from the
overflowing of the St. Lawrence River, to cause an investi-
gaLion to be made by competent engineers, with a view to
suggesting such measures as may prevent the recurrence
of such disasters?

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. The intention of the Gov-
ernment is to cause an investigation to be made; but, of
course, the Government will expect the co-operation of the
city of Montreal, and most likely also of the Harbor Oom-
missioners of Montreal.

PRINTING OF PAMPHLETS.

Mr. AUGER asked, Has the Government, since the lst
December last, entrusted the printing of pamphlets or other
matter to any printing offices at Quebec? If so, to what
offices ? What is the nature and the number of pages of
such pamphlets, the number of copies of each, the priee
paid or composition, for printing and for binding, and what
sume have already been paid on account ?

Mr. CARLING. As the hon. gentleman asks for infor-
mation involving a goocd many details, I would suggest that
he put a notice on the paper, and I will endeavor to have it
brought down in time.

EXPLORATION OF HUDSON BAY.

Mr. DAWSON asked, Whether, in the event of the
exploration of Hudson Bay and Straits being continued dur-
ing the coming summer, it is the intention of the Govern-
ment to order an examination of the cbannel represented
on the early French and English maps as existing to the
south of the straits and extending from Ungava Bay to
Mosquito Inlet ?

Mr. FOSTER. This matter is now engaging the atten-
tion of the Government.

COUNTERFEIT DOMINION .NOTES.

Mr. TASS2 asked, Whether the Government are aware
that a large number of Dominion notes of the denomination
of $2 have been counterfeited and are now in circulation ?
If so, is it their intention to order a new issue and to take
other steps to protect the public against this fraud ?

Mr. McLELAN. The Government are aware that counter-
feit Dominion $2 notes are in circulation, and steps are
being taken to protect the pablic against fraud.

APPOINTMENT OF A JUDGE.

Mr. LANGELIER asked, Whether Hon. J. S. Wurtele,
Speaker of the Legi yoiv Asembly of ueb9o bas Iboeu
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appointed a Judge.of the Superior Court for the Province of
Quebec ? If so, what is the date of the Order in Council
appointing him? If not, has the position been offered to
him, and has he declared his intention to accept or to refuse
it?

Mr. THOMPSON. An Order in Council was passed
appointing this gentleman a judge. He las not yet signified
his acceptance of the office.

RELIEF OF THE TOWN OF COBOURG.

'Mr. MOLELAN moved that the House resolve itself into
Committee of the Whole, on Tuesday next, to consider the
following resolution:-

That it is expedient to relieve the corporation of the town of Oobourg
by releasing an amount of their debt to the Government, equal to the
sum contributed by the corporation towards defraying the cost of con-
structing the harbour of retuge at Cobourg.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. I suppose this was
part of the assets the hon, gentleman brought down the
other day in reduction of our gros debt?

Mr. MoLELAN. Yes.
Motion agreed to.

THE CLAIMS OF MANITOBA.
Mr. MoLELAN moved that the House resolve itself into

Committe eof the Whole, on Tuesday next, to consider the
following resolution:-

That It is expedient to remove doubts under section 6 of the Act 48-49
Victoria, chapter 50, for the final settlement of the claims of Manitoba
on the Dominon by declaring in what manner the rate per capita therein
mnationed shal be calculated.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. In what way do you
propose to calculate it?

Mr. MoLELAN. The hon.gentleman willbremember that
on the formation of Manitoba into a Province, a certain
amount per head was given to that Province, based on an
estimated population of 17,000. In 1873 a further sum of
about $70,000 was added. The terms ofthe agreement between
the Manitoba delegates and the Government should have
embraced both of these sums, and it is doubtful whether the
Act refers to both or only to the allowance that was made
originally. This measure is to remove that doubt.

Motion agreed to.

EXPERIMENTAL FARM STATIONS.
Mr. CARLING moved that the louse resolve itself into

Committee of the Whole, on Tuesday next, to consider the
following resolution :-

That it is expedient te empower the Governor in Council to estab-
lish an experimental farm station, or experimentai farm stations, and to
acquire a limited extent of land, and set apart a limited extent of the
public lande of Canada for that purpose, and for the purpose of tree
planting and timber growing ; and aiso to fix the rate of remuneration
of persons employed to carry smch provisions into effect, such remunera-
tion to be paid out of monies voted by Parlisment for that'purpose ; and
further to provide that puch reports, samples, plants, and other products
as are designated by the Minister of Agriculture, shall be transmitted
by mail free of charge, subject to reguistions made by the Postmaster-

Sir RICUARD CARTWRIGHT. I would suggest to my
hon. friend the Minister of Agriculture that it would be
expedient to give us a little general explanation aa'to what
ho proposes to do. Thon we shall be in a botter position to
discuss the matter when we return after the recos.

Mr. CA.RLING. I should be very glad indeed to give
any explanation; but I am suffering from a very severe
cold to-day, and hardly feel able to go into it. If the hon.
gentleman will allow the matter to stand til Tuesday, I
will give the explanation thon.

Motion agreed te.
Mr, LAueama,

REPRESENTATION OF THE NORTH-WEST TERRe
TORIES IN PARLIAMENT.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD moved for leave to intro-
duce Bill (No. 115) respecting the representation of the
North-West Territories in the Parliament of Canada. He
said: The Bill provides that on a day te be fixed by
proclamation, the North-West Territories shall be repre-
sented. The Territory of Assiniboia will have two mem-
bers-, the Territories of Alberta and Saskatchewan will
each have one member. The Territory of Athabasca has
no population to speak of, and therefore is not included in
the Bill. The Bill provides that for the present the fran-
chise shall be the same as that which now obtains for elec-
tion to the Territorial Council of the North-West, and the
provisions of the Bill are, in fact, taken from the measures
which are now law in the Territories respecting representa-
tion in the North-West Council.

Motion agreed to, and Bill read the first time.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD moved:
That a humble Address be presented to Her Majesty, representing that

for the good government of the several Territories tformng part of the
Dominion of Canada, and not included within any Province thereof, it
is expedient that provision should b. made for their representation in
the Parliament of Canada, and praying that she ,ay be graciously
pleased to cause a measure to be laid before the Imperial Parliament to
empower the Parliament of Canada from time to time to make provision
for such representation.

He said: In 1871, the Imperial Parliament passed an Act
to enable the Dominion Parliament to form Provinces out
of the Territories which had been acquired by arrangement
with the Hudson Bay Company, and when Territories were
formed into Provinces to give Parliament the power of
giving them the right of representation. The Act was
passed in 1871, to remove doubt as to our power to create
Manitoba a Province, and our action in that regard was
confirmed by Imperial Statute. The first clause says :

" The Parliament of Canada may, from time to time, establish new
Provinces in any of the Territories forming, for the time being, part of
the Dominion of Canada, but not included in any Province thereof, and
may at the time of such establishment (this was the establishment of a
Territory as a Province) nake provision for the constitution and admin-
istration of any such Province, and for the passing of laws for the peace,
order and good government of such Province, and for its representation
in the said Parliament."

Thus, it conferred upon the Administration the power of
declaring a Territory to be a Province, and, when se
declared, to give the new Province representation in the
Dominion Parliament, but it does not provide that a Terri-
tory not declared a Province may have representation
here. Therefore, to remove any doubt-and I think it is
more than a doubt; it is a oertainty that we have net the
power-it is proposed we should ask the Imperial Parlia-
ment te grant that power. No doubt, it will be granted.
Hon. gentlemen who were in Parliament in 1871 may
remember that the Aet of 1871 was passed on the repre-
sentation of the Government of that day, of which I was a
member, and the Oppositiga took exception te our having,
although the Act was right in itself, asked the Imperial
Parliament to make any alteration or addition in the char-
ter of our Constitution, withont the previons assent of the
Dominion Parliament. There was a great deal in that
argument, and therefore I have brought down this resolu-
tion, te obtain the consent of Parliament to apply to Her
Majesty to lay before the Imperial Parliament a measure
giving us the power required.

Sir RICHARD CART WRIGHT. Isuppose, as a matter
of fact, the hon. gentleman will himself prepare this Bill,
or cause it to be prepared here, and then transmit it to
England. I suppose also, in conformity with the spirit of
his present remarks, he will, at any rate, allow us the
opportunityofsingwhatheproposestodo.
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Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. I have no objection, and

have had the Bill printed.
Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. I had no doubt the

hon. gentleman would have no objection. Of course, I have
no objection whatever to the propositions he has made;
which have been enforced on this side, as to the extreme
desirability of giving representation to these Territories. The
only point that strikes me is this: Whether, in adopting a
Bil which is not merely operative for the present occasion,
but which gives us the power from time to time in all
future cases, if I understand the proposal aright,.a.-

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. Yes.
Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT-some reasonable pro-

visions should now be introducud into it to prevent an
undue representation being given to the very smali popu-
lation in outlying Territories. The basis of.our Constitution
is that each Province shall be represented acuording to its
population. Although there were good reasons for depart-
ing from that in the case of fast-growing Provinces, still
care should be taken to prevent any abuse creeping in by
giving a great number of representatives to very thinly
settled territories. That might be pressed so far as to
interfere to some extent with the principle of representa-
tion by population, as it exista in the other Provinces.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. That will be completely
in the power of the Dominion Parliament, from time to
time. When the Province of Manitoba was formed,
although the population was very small indeed, we gave
them four members to the House of Commons. Objection
was taken then that we were giving them representation
far exceeding their rights according to population, but
Parliament held that one member-perhaps all it had a
right to have, and perbaps all the whole North West has a
right to have, taking population as the basis-was practi-
cally of no use, while by giving them four they would be
enabled, as a delegalion from the Province, to confer
together, and press with some energy and hope of success
the views of their locality. Parliament took that view of
the case, but the objection was taken strongly by the hon.
member for East York (Mr. MackenzieQ and the hon. mem-
ber for Bothwell (Mr. Mille). The hon. gentleman who
bas just spoken also said it was in excess of the population,
but that a generous view should be taken of the case. Par.
liament bore will have the power to give such representa-
tion as they think proper.

Mr. EDGAR. le it the intention of the Government to
give full power to representatives, from the Territories, or
in any way to limit their power, as is done in the Umited
States with territorial representatives ?

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. The Governmont, in giv-
ing a Territory power to send one delegate only, did it limit
his right to that of making speeches only, would be giving
it representation of no value whatever, and it is proposed0
the representative shall have the same power and statue in1
Parliament here as any one of us. I desire to pass this
resolution to-day, becau-e it is of some importance tbat thei
Address should go home and that the Government in Eng-1
land should take it up immediately after their aster recese.r

Parliament, to submit a Bill to the Tmperial Parliament for
the purpose of altering the Im"erial Act which binds'these
various Provinces together. It may be quite right that
that Act should be modified from time to time, but the
manner in which the opinions of the people of Canada are
to be submitted to the Imperial Parliament is the point to
which I beg to direct the attention of the Houe. My own
opinion is that whatever request is submitted to the Im-
perial Parliament as the wish of the people of Canada
should first of all be settled in every particular by this
Houe. If it ie proposed to submit a Bill
to the Imperial Parliament to alter theC (nfede-
ration Act, I submit that we cannot be too careful in
proceeding, and that that Bill should be submitted
to this House and discuesed as carefully as any mbtter which
is within our jurisdiction, and that, when finatly we have
approved of every word in that document, then and not till
then does it represént the wihe of the pe.plb of-Cibkda,
and then uand not till then shotild" any cotuimaniòatiôn be-
directed to the Imperial Parliament to give their sanction
to that set of words and convert them into law. För thiat
reason, while desiring that representation sball be given to
the North-West, and desiring that the objet aimed at,
according to the words of the Firet Minister, shall be socom-
plished at an early date, I think prudence and caution should
suggest, and I hope it will suggest to the First Minister,
the propriety of putting in some words in this resolu-
tion showing that the humble Address which is referred
to cannot be forwarded as representing the opiéions of the
people of Canada until this Parliament has done something
further. and th at is, to express its opinion upon the provisions
of the Bill.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD I think the hon. gentle.
man is a little too late; I think the resolution has been
passed.

Mr. SPEAKER. No, it is not. I simply putthe question.
Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. The Tesolution is:
That a humble Addrees be presented to Her Va-esty, representing

that for the good government of the several Territores formlng part or
the Dominion of Canada, and not included within any Provineethereof,
it is expedient that provision should be made for their representation in
the Parliament of Canada, and praying that she may be graelously
pleased to cause a measure to be laid before the Imperial Parliament to
empower the Parliament of Canada from time to time to inake provision
for such representation.

The only thing we ask is to have power to pase an Act,
that whenever we think it necessary to make a Territory a
Province we should have power to give it representation in
the Dominion Parliament. That is the whole, and any Bill
which would go further than this is not in accordance with
the resolution.

Motion agreed to.
Mr. MULOCK. Did I understand the First Minister to

say that the Bill he proposes will be submitted to this
Parliament before it is sent to the Imperial Parhiament ?

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. I mean to say that when I
move for the Bill to give representation to the North-
West Territory, it will be brought down here, and if it is
not satisfactory it will not be passed.

Mr. MULOCK. I do not rise for the purpose of oppos- Mr. MULOCK. That is not my question. My question
ing the resolution in its true spirit, namely, that steps is, whether the Firet Minister proposes to submit to the
should be taken with a view of obtaining representation of Parliament of Canada the Bill which ho intends to ask the
the North-West Territory. I think that it is a most desir- Imperial Parliament to pass in accordance with this resolu-
able thing to seek to accomplish; but, looking at the word- tion ?
ing of this resolution and considering the use that might Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. It would be rather an aot of
b. made of such a resolution as a dangerous precedent in presumption for us to paso au Act here, and send it to
the future, it seems to me that we should proceed with England and ask them to pass that Act. That would be
very great caution in this matter. The Government ask. rather absurd. We ask that they shall pss; an Act con-
by this resolution that they may b. permitted, without the i tainijug certain provisions, and they will do it in such apt
sanction of Parliamont, without further conferonce with phrase as the parliamentary dratme>n awill sdte. Ti
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draft we send is merely a suggestive one, and I shall lay
it before the House, and I have no doubt it will receive the
sanction of the House.

Mr. MULOCK. I might ask-

Mr. SPEAKER. The hon. gentleman had botter wait
until the next motion. There is nothing before the Çhair.

Mr. MULOCK. I think we might as well finish this
point. I did not ask that this House should pass an Act or
assume to legislate for the Imperial Parliament, but simply
if the full text of the measure to be submitted to the Im-
perial Parliament wonld receive the sanction of this
House ?

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. It will be submitted,
but not to wait for the sanction. I moved:

That the id resolution be referred to a Select Committee composed of
Sir Hector Langevin, Sir Richard Cartwright, Mr. MeLelan, Mr. Laurier,
Mr. Bowell, and tbe mover, to draft an Addresa embodying the same.

Mr. MITCHELL. I feel some little interest in the ques-
tion put by the hon, member for North York (Mr. Mulock),
and Idid not quite catch, from the lownsss of tone in
which the Premier spoke, all his argument or his state.
ments. But, if I understood the question aright, it was to
know whether the logislation which it was proposed to ask
t.he Imperia[ Parliament to carry out, would first be sub-
mitted to this Parliament before it was transmitted. If I
understood the right hon. gentleman that it was proposed
to do eo, nothing more is wanted. If that is not the effect
of his statement, I should dissent from such a conclusion.
I think the House has a right, in a matter affecting the
constitution or representation, or anything so vital, to be
taken into the coansels of the Government at loast, and I
think it is the duty of the Government to lay before the
House what they propose. We do not propose to the Im-
perial Parliament the ipsisima verba of the Act that they
shall pass, but we bave a right to know what the Govern.
ment ask the Imperial Government to lay before the Im.
perial Parliament which will bind this House; and I think
we have a right to an answer on that point.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. I did give an answer to
that question. I said the resolution itself contains the Bill
that is to be presented to the Imperial Parliament in Eng-
land. I said further that we will suggest a Bill, a draft of
which I will lay before the House when I bring up the
second reading of the Bill granting representation to the
North-West. Thon the House wili have full charge of it,
and if they do not approve of that draft, they will say so.
The Bill cannot become law untess by the consent of Par-
liament, and if Parliament disapproves of the Bill, which is
merely word for word what is in the resolution, neither
more nor les, they will say so, and throw out the Bill
itself. I would say, Mr. Speaker, that it is proposed to be
a joint Addrees, for the Sonate have a right to be consulted,
and with the consent of hon. gentlemen opposite, I will
move that the following Address be read the first time:-

To the Quen' Most Excement kqjety.
Mot Ga.&oous Bovurxen:

We, Your Majesty's most dutiful and loyal subjects the
Commons of Canada in Parliament assembled, humbly approach Your
Majesty for the purpose of representing that for the good government of
the several territories forming part of the Dominion of Canada, and not
Included within any Province thereof, it is expedient that provision
should be made for their representation in the Parliament of Canada,
and of praying that Your Majety may be graciously pleaed to cause a
measure to b. laid before the Imperial Parliament to empower the
Parliament of Canada from time to time to make provision for such
representation.

Ail which we hombly pray Your Majesty to take into your favorableand gracions consideration.

Motion agreed to.
Sir Jo1 A. &MADONALD.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. I move that the Address
be read the second time.

Motion agreed to.
Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. I move that the said

Address be engrossed.
Motion agreed to.
Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. I move that a Message

be sent to the Senate informing their Honors that this House
has passed the Address, and requesting their concurrence in
the same.

Motion agreed to.

THIRD READING.

Bill (No. 102) to expedite the issue of Letters Patent for
Indian Lands.-(Bir Hector Langevin.)

SUPPLY.
House again resolved itself into Committee of Supply.

(In the Committee.)
To defray Departmental contingencies...............$191,750

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. For convenience sake,
Mr. Chairman, you had better read aloud each separate
office and that will save time in the committee, instead of
rambling from top to bottom, as we otherwise will do.

Governor General's Secretary's office... ............. $15,000
Mr. DAVIES. There is an increase of two or three

thousand dollars, which wants a short explanation. In
1884-85 this office expended oniy $13,185.

Mr. MLELAN. Last year it was estimated that the
expenses would amount to $16,000, but it seems only
$13,185 were expended. A thousand dollars less has been
asked for this year than was asked for last. It is possible
that the whole sum may be required this year, or that it
may not. It is not intended that all should be expended,
unless it is required by the office.

Mr. DAVIES. The hon. gentleman does not quite undér-
stand me. The estimate for 1885-86 was $16,000. What
proportion of that has been expended we do not know.

Mr. BOWELL. It was found by the amount expended
that as large an amount as was estimated iast year would
not be required. It is necessary always to have a little
margin. That is the only explanation that can be given.

Mr. MoLEL AN. In 1884-85 it was estimated that $16,000
would be required, and only $13,185 was expended. From
the expenditure made in the office so far it is estimated that
the sum needed for 1886-87 will be $1,000 less.

Mr. WILSON. I understood the Minister of Public
Works to state the other night that the allowance for travel-
ling expenses for the Governor General was $5,000. I
observe that item has been increased during the year
1884-85.

Mr. MOLELAN. 85,000 was, by Order in Council, allowed
te the Governor General for himself and suite. The other
items are for the travelling expenses of the officers of his
Department who are sent on public service, amounting to
$929.

Mr. WILSON. Then the $5,000 is not the only amount
allowed for the Governor General's travelling expenses ?

Mr. MoLELAN. $5,000 are allowed for the Governor
General himself, and-

Mr. DAVIES. Is the Order in Council of 1879, which
appropriated $5,000 for the Governor General's travelling
expenses, supposed to cover the expenses of the Governor
General and his suite?

Mr. MoLELAN-there are many times when the Gov-
ernor General is not travelling himself, and when it is
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necessary for publie business that someone of the officers
should go to distant points.

Mr. McMUILLEN. Under whose directions are these
sums paid? Suppose we commence by considering the
sum of $806 paid for newspapers to the Governor General's
office. Is that sum increasing or decreasing ? Are we to
go on increasing that amount ? Under whose direction are
the papers ordered, and under whose order are the amounts
paid? It is right that we should criticise those items. A
very large amount is paid out under the head of contingen-
cies. Last year the Government exceeded by $22,000 the
amount appropriated for contingencies. We should care-
fully criticise the different items, and see if we can devise
some means to cut them down. In what way are the
papers subscribed for ? Who orders them, and under whose
order is the money paid ?

Mr MoLELAN. They are ordered by the Governor-
Genersl's secretary, and in the other Departments by the
Deputy Minister. The order is undor the control of the
Minister.

Mr. MoMULLEN. Are we supposed to pay for every-
thing those officers choose to order ?

Mr. McLELAN. Every Department and every Minister,
and the Governor General as well, must be kept informed as
to what is passing in the world, and subscriptions are there-
fore made to newspapers. The control of the expenditure
is first in the appropriations that are votod by Parliament
for certain amounts to be paid for newspapers; and next, in
the Public Accounts Committee, where all the details and
vouchers can be called for at any time. There is that general
supervision held by Parliament over this or any other
expenditure.

Mr. CAMERON (Middlesex). The total expenditure for
newspapers in the different Departments was $810,389. While
I am disposed to allow every facility to employees of the
public Departments to secure all information desirable, yet
I think the committee will admit that this is a particularly
large sum. If we allow to the Departments an egual
amount to that expended for newspapers for the reading-
room of the House I am sure everyone will be satisfied that
we have been exceedingly liberal. The report of the Auditor
General shows that the amount spent for newspapers for the
reading room was only $1,498, while that for the
Departments was over $10,000. It strikes me that
the newspapers taken largely belong to a par-
ticular political section of the community. If the
Government will allow both sides to be heard in-
side of the Department, as they are obliged to allow both
sides to be heard outside; if the newspapers of both sides
secured a share of the assistance which is employed, in the
expenditure of some $10,000 for subscriptions alone, the
community might think that there was less of an element
of unfairness in the matter. I think it is worthy of the at-
tention of the committee that such a large sum is boing
devoted to that particular parpose, and the committee
must recollect that that is exclusively for subecriptions to
newspapers in the Departments at the Capital, and that,
besides these, there are subscriptions to the different Gov-
ernment offices outside, that might run the total up to a
considerably higher sum.

Mr. McCRANEY. In looking over the amount expended
for newspapers in the varions Departments, I find they
will average about $700 for each Department. Now, Sir,
that would furnish say fifty dailies and one hundred or 150
weeklies, magazines, and all papers of that character. I
think certainly that is a most extraordinary sum of money
to be spent for that purpose. The expenditures in some of
the Departments, I find, run as high as, in one case $943
and in another $862, which seema to be an enormous sum.
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I did not look at the amount expended for our reading-
room, but I think these sums must be almost equal to the
amount we expend for that purpose. I would like to
ask why-as there is a sum of $5,000 appropriated for the
travelling expenses for the Governor General-the travel-
ling expenses of his staff are not taken ont of that vote ?

Mr. McLPELAN. I explained to the hon. gentleman, a
short time ago, that some years ago $5,000 was set apart by
Order in Council as the sum to be allowed to the Governor
General for the travelling expenses of himself and his suite.
It is found occasionally to be in the public interest, and for
the public service, that an officer from the Governor Gener-
al's office should go out to different parts of the Dominion,
and that expense is in addition to the 85,000-the latter
being exclusively for the Governor General and his suite
when ho himself is travelling.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. I think, as regards what,
perhaps, appears a somewhat large amount for subscription
to newspapers for His Excellency, that no objection can be
taken. It is of importance that the Governor General
should acquaint himself very fully with the varions phases
of public opinion, and I beliove I am correct in saying that
His Excellency, whatever the Departments may do, does
look at all sides, and that the Reform newspapers are very
fully represented on His Excellency's files. They used to
be, and I think they are still. The large amount for sub-
scriptions in the other Departments is quite another thing,
and there is a great deal to be said for the view my hon.
friend from Middlesex (Mr. Cameron) expressed, as to the
laige sum collectively paid for newspapers, That can be
discussed, however, as we get on. I would ask if it is
necessary to have an additional clerk in His Excellency's
Department, because I perceive that a gentleman of the
name of Stuart has been apparently permanently appointed.
He is put down as an extra clerk, but he is paid for the
whole 365 days. If a clerk is necessary, I think it would be
botter to put the amount in the regular Estimates, than as
part of the contingencies. I see that the sum of 82 per day
has been paid Mr. Stuart each day for the whole year.

Mr. McLELAN. I think there was a vacancy in the
staff, and Mr. Stuart was expected to fill the vacancy.
He continued as an extra clerk for some time, but he finally
declined, or for some reason did not go up for examination.
He has therefore left, and a permanentclerk has been ap-
pointed at a less salary than was paid Mr. Stuart as an
extra clerk.

Mr. McMULLEN. I cannot fully endorse the remarks
of may hon. friend from West luron (Sir Richard Cart-
wright). I daresay in times past he may have had some-
thing to do with these contingencies, and though it may be
the duty of the Dominion to supply the Governor General
with those papers, still I think it is the duty of the people's
representatives hore to cut down these items as far as pos.-
sible. I think they have gone altogether beyond what the
people of the Dominion can bear to payh I think it is quite
time, when we notice how our expenditure has run up, to
taire up every item of this kind and carefully examine it,
with a view to cutting it down. We have the right to ex-
press our views to the Government of the day, and point
ont to them what we conceive to be the items they should
operate upon in the way of restriction. I think this item
of 8806 for newspapers alone is utterly absurd. I admit
that it is the duty of the Governor General to take the
varions journals, for the purpose of posting himself on the
questions of the day. But is that sum necessary to keep
his files full of the different periodicals of the countryI
venture to say that there are plenty of papers there which
are not published here. No doubt there:are London papers;
no doubt ho takes a lively interest in the politics of Great
Britain ; and are we to supply them as well as the Canadian
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papers? What is this amount for? is it really for Cana-
dian papers, or for papers from the other side of the water ?
Do we pay for the London papers and ail those kind of
things ? I do not think it is fair. I do not want to be
parsimonious with the Governor General, but when he gets
$50,000 a year, and gets in addition every single item of
expenditure almost, in and around his Department-his
Secretary paid, every little- item there paid from top to
bottom, at the public expense-I think that the least we
can ask is that he should supply himself with those periodi-
cals he requires from the Old Country, and that we should
not be asked to pay for them. I see, in addition, that the
sum of 85,000 is allowed by Statute for travelling expenses.
I am not disposed to quarrel with that just now, as the
wisdom of Parliament fixed that sum, but I think the
expenses of those who accompany him in bis different tou s
should be doducted from that. I do not think we should be
called upon to pay whatever expenses bis footmen are di--
posed to incur, and all cbarged up to this country, so that
the sum is exceeded something like $1,000. The probability
is that, if we go on in this way, we will have to provide
87,000 instead of $5,000. I sec we even go so far as to pay
the cab hire, and the cab hire of his attendants and foot mei.
I am entirely opposed to this scale of expenditure; I do io-
think our people can bear it. 1 notice also that we paid
$197 for advertising for the Governor General. I would
like to know what that advertising is for, and what is it
that requires that expenditure? fie does not advei tise for
wood, because we supply that, or for coal, because we
supply that, and we supply his attendants and everything
of that kind. I would like to know what the advertisements
are for ? I think we are entitled to full explanations with
regard to these items.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. The contingencies for
the Privy Council is an item in which, undoubtedly, the
increaqe has been enormous. In 1878 the total for this
office amounted to $2,848, and these gent lernei ihenselves
in their first year only required $3 ,, while 88,000 is
demanded now. Now, I arn really not aware of any re-
markable additional expense that should be incurred in
connection with the Privy Council to warrant it requiring
three times as much now as it did in 1878, and consider-
ably more than double what it required in 1879. It seems
to me that the Privy Council, which is not a Department
having a very great deal of work attached to it, is really
spending a great deal more money than it ought to do.

Mr.McLELAN. The work in that )epartment has, I know,
very largely increased since I have had the honor of being a
i jmr of the Goî,vernnment Tha reaidAnc of th a

with the periodicals and papers of the country. ]But it does
appear to me that to supply every Department with
newspapers to the extent that is being done, is rather
too much. I find that the expenditure for newspaper sub-
scriptions has gone up in every Department except the
Department of Marine and Fisheries. The expenditure of
the Privy Couneil for this purpoýe lias gone up from $585,
in 1878, to $756. In the Secretary of State's Department it
has gone up from $459, in 1878, to $%l. Now, it may be
abso!ulely necessary that something like 81,000 should bo
spent by each of theso Departrnai.ts in subscriptions for
newspapers; but this is a large sum, and I think the Min-
isters should explain it. The expenditure in the Department
of the Interior for subscriptions to nîewspapers was increased
from $4t1, in 1878, to $619. In the Department of Justice
there is a reduction irom $545 to $518. In the Militia
Department it bas gone up from $5Il to $753. In the De-
partment of Finance it was $771 in 1878, and it has gone
up to $942. In the Publie Works Department it has gone
up from $419, in 1878, to $778. It appears to me that these
increases are more than the increasecd work of these Depart-
ments will justify. There is another item with regard to
whicb, I think, the hon. Minister of Customs should give us
some explanation, becouse I remember that in 1878 the
whole country was placarded with his deaunintions of the
previous Goverument for its exp nditure on cab hire. Now,
I find that the Government's etxp.enditure f or cab hire is
becoming very large.

Mr. BOWELL. D> you say I placarded the country ?

Mr. DAVIES. I say the statemonts of the hon. gentle-
man in this House were placarded throughout the country
as an evidence of the extravagance of the Administration,
and I find, so far from the Administration remedying the
evil, that outside of his own Department the expenditure
for cab hire has very largely increased. The expenditure
of the rigbt hon. gentleman who leads the Government, for
this purpâ;e, was $694, in connecuon with the Privy
Couneil. That may ho all righlt, onsidering his age and
other circumstances; but the expenditure for sundry per-
sons besides Sir John Macdonald amounted to $519. That
does seem to ho a large amount for sundry persons in the
Privy Council for cab hire.

Mr. WOODWORTIEL Who is sundry persons?
Mr. DAVIES. I do not know who he is, and it is because

I do not know that I am asking the hon. Minister of Cus-
toms to explain. I am glad to see that the hon. gentleman
is not so extravagant in bis own Department, but he bas
been a party to the extravagance of ail his colleagues.

. plluj VI LI J VIjltulj LU Puluay V i
Council was the first position I had, and from my know- Ur. BOWELL. low do you know?
ledge of what that Department is doing, I know that its
work has veiy largely increased since 1881. The hon. Mr. DAVI ES. Because he bas not protested against it,
gentleman will see that during the last year thero has been and ho comes down with them and asks for this vote. In
a very large amount for telegrams. Of course, the leader the next Department I find that Sir Alexander Campbell is
of the Government, who now holds the position of President crcdited with a very small sum for cab bire, only $55; G.
of the Council, is called upon to communicate by telegrapb W. Burbidge, 8 1.50, and sundry persons, $30. That is not
in all directions, and the expense for telegrams bas amournred extravagant. But in the other Dopartments I do not find
to over $2,000. There have been in the last two or three the same moderation. Coming to the Department of Militia
years a number of extra clerks employed, which caused and Defence, we find the item: "ion. A. P. Caron, cab hire
an increase last year of about $3,000, and I am told by the at Ottawa, 8214."
Clerk of the Privy Council that that is about as low as the Mr. MITCHELL. We had a war you know.
work can be managed for at presont, without appointing,
upon the permanent staff, the four mon now employed as Mr. DAVIES. The bon. gentleman did not go to war in
extra clerks. It is not proposed at present to do that, but a cab. He stayed at home and directed the matter from
to continue them as extra clerks, and charge their salaries ere. Then, in the next Department you find the Secre-
to contingencies. tary of SLate, the Hon. J. A. Chapteau, put down for $37,

and the amount expended by him and his officials in his
Mr. DAVIES. I thought when the other item was Department on cab hire was no less than $460. In the

under discussion that there was a good deal in the argu- Department of the Interior, we find no less than $451 for
ment as to the necessity of His Excellency being provided cab hire, paid at Ottawa, from the head of the Department

Mr. MOMULLEN.
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down through a large number of officials. Every one of and in oaoh Dopartment they' are caroful to charge the
them appears to have the right to employ cabs as ho pleases same amount as gifts and donations te the boys, name]y,
and charge the expense to the Department, as fifteen diffe- $3.15. That aise is wrong. Another man who delivers
rent subordinates have employed cabs. the night mail gots 860. 1 think ho gets nearly $600 a

Mr. MITCH ELL. It is easily seen you are not a Cabinet year for delivering the night mail. 1 do not know under
Minister or you would not object. whe8e order those things are done, but it appears absurdthat things of this kind should go on. Street car hire, $25.

Mr. DAVIES. I am not complaining that cabs should Extra lerks-J. J3lferd gets 81.50 a day for 192 days; J.
be employed, but I do not think that ail the clerks ot a De- ioley, engaged at $2 a day in 1885, and se on. W. should
partment should have the right to employ them. In the have seme explanation with regard to those items. Thon
Auditor General's Departmont, the cab hire is $38. In the w i washing towels-
Finance Department, $171, which is not very extrava-
gant. In the Inland Revenue Department, $291; and in Mr.MULOCK.IDirty linon.
the Customs Department, which my hon friend, the great Mr. McMULLEN. They paid $68 for washing towels.
donouncer of cab hire, manages,-Mr. BOWELL. Thii8 something yen nover use.

Mr. BOWELL. There is not much there. Mr. McMUULEN. How many do they uge a day?
Mr. DAV[ES. No, the hon. gentleman only spent 82 Surely the Privy Couneil would net use more than haîf a

hirnself. dozen towels a day.
Mr. BOWELL. No, I did ot. Mr. MITCHELL. They must have aean bande.
Mr. DAVIES. Well, ho is chargd wits spending it. Mr. MoMULLEs. I do not believe ail the water inmthe

Mr. BOWELL. Lt has ne business t3ere. Ottawa and allte soap in the county could wash away
their political sins. $68 for w0. hing towels. Then there

Mr. DAVIES. Thon the Publie Accounts are wrong. is the item of goodi, 865.43. What were thc goods ? We
iMr. BOWELL. Yes; and Irmade special cnquiry as tehave no aceount f them. In h me of the o ntingencier

how i appears twere. there is put down $ 1,500 or $ 1,600 for goodb.u a have a
Mir. MULOCK. The thingvas not covered up. matter of this kind to rofer to, when we coete the Agri.

cultural Departont. In that thre is a larg item for
a good. We want somo explanation of these things. Thon

von do-covering up yotur iniquities. there ie the ice, $80.60. Ne doubt, thev warit ice, but I
Mr. DA.IES. This fact stands out in bold relief, tha hiink they shouldweupply their own ice. I cannot under-

the Minister of Customis is either an anchorite in bis tastes stand hew bon. gentlemen can face the people's represonta.
in regard te cals, or the etbi gentlemen ure very luxurieu M tives, and .sk thom te pass scb items as these.
and extravagant. If theMinister of Customs can get aleng Mr. AUGER. I bave comparedthe expoeses.f cab hir
witb only $16 for cab hire arid leok so hale anmd eary, f tf M Uis Governmen with those of twm a to thovernnent. d
hink the tbousands of doll'ars speit in other Departmeuts the year ending 3th June, 1878, it amounted toe h46.55; two

mhse dozen towels aday.

mir bE i yers later, in 1880, it amounted te 1,685.16. This last
Mr. MMUIELENl. We ris hnly pay the cab hire and yer it amounts te 3,758.29. New lot us take ne Depari.

travelling expenses of Inh . gentle n, but I see that we ent in 187. lu the Department of Agriculture it c.nt in
lunch them aise. There is an item, J. fI. Spencer, 883.*63 that year 832.75, as follows: P. Buckley, $16; J. Ceursolles,
fer Junching the Cabfi-et. I cannet underttand this. If $ 1.50; L. E. Gonlin, $15.25. In the year 1880. in the sanie
hon. gentlemen will ride Pu cabs and railways atîle publicrJo)epartmentnitgos$115.45. Langtyoartccabhiref'rthe
expense, t Ley ougt, wh n thI want an extra lunch, ates me Department amounted te8185.40, as follows: lien. J.
foot th biCKthehislves.h in absurd te go on this way n- 11rePope,dp126.75 Mrs. Lyster, 23.
creasi.g the annual amoInt exenled under the headcf An hon. MEMBER. Who is that?
contingencies. I must givethe Ministcr fi hCisoms credit
fer eis handling cf the ctitgencies in bis Depart- Mr. AUGER. Wel, the oninistr will be abletetell us.
ment, where le bas shown a great deal cf care in A. J. CambiU11.15; J. E. W.o ntrrier,89.50; J. ewe, 5.50;
keeping own cab hire and other things; but as taJ a F. Dionne, 2.50; W. F. Boardman, $2; J. A. Lyster-I
bis colleagues, we have the right te find fanît with tlm suppose te husband cf Mrs. Lyster-8 ; L. J. Beland,
for teir expenditure. I notice here that Sir John Mac-i 75 cents; J. Mrtte, 65 cents; Messenger, g ?.50. This
donald's cablire cesn very nearly $700, aud snndry ether is a great difference from thI expenditure uder the iMac-
person-it dees net say who, or where they went te, or kenzie Admini trtion. 1 hope h Minister wilsI e ale te
who ordmred them, or under what circumstaaces-it appears explain tbis.
engagcd cals teh extent cf $519. This ai 'aneia ari fr
absurd item. In my humble opinion, a Minister of the gs ir. BWe [atd ome neprnaopoe t e trin s Thena
Crown who draws is salary and is sessionalallowance the ne, I
ougt tepaylis own callire. Lastytar the salary cfk (Mr. Davies); but whenlh makes ti comparison beotw n
the Firet Minister was $8,000 and bis sessienal allewanco'tIc expenditure for centingencios in the Ctistoms Depart-

tie, n sk themtepas schituemsathse.t hikh

1,500, a total f9,500; ad I conted that a mn wbo i ment in 187-7, e p re t pese h
paid that amount cf menoy andndobetaimsy otfleseabo-hwuld omt tle reference if h loe oked at Gtefacte. My
lutely devoted teos lea est interests f the Deuntry as he predecessor spen t on that service 15,76738, udby two

des, should show a little ibyraliey ferrse pyar srrs Auditer General's report eofutis yer, iTluding le $2 for
pMr. MwMU haveN te r pay the 0 a aby hi g cab lire, ho wilfind btat, le expenditure oneDeplya6,77951.

his own cab ire; and if he Ion. gentleman were present I Sir CInA RD CARTWRIGHT. What lte on. gentie-
would say the same. I care not whethcFirst Minister man sys lave ne doubt I true, as regards is own
e, w ether Grit or Tory, l e las ne right te charge Department. I think te bon., gentleman las bon a
the publie accnunt with tle incidentai expenshe made for creditahle exception, and that his Department, as regards
bis own personal 'comfort. notice aise that in oac con ingencis as ben caretully managed, but I would
mepartmeth ey are in the habit, net only of paying caJ.hie attention t this fac.uhie Department, wen
telegram, but o giving the boeys who carry tim guits, wprsidod over by my amented friend, Mr.ABurpeeut
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of the $15,000 which were spent in 1878, $7,269 was ex-
pended for advertising and subscriptions in newspapers,
which I think the lion. gentleman now charges in a differ-
ent place, if I am not mistaken.

Mr. BOWELL. You are mistaken ; I do not charge
them in the manner suggested.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. I know that it was
necessary at that time to make very numerous advertise.
ments; and I think the hon. gentleman, in some other branch
connected with his Department, finds it necessary to spend
a great deal more than the $5,000 or $6,000 which is put
down in last year's account.

Mr. BOWELL. The hon. gentleman is in error. There
is no place in the Public Accounts where he will find such
an expenditure, nor bas any such expenditure been made.

Mr. DAVIES. Does the hon. gentleman say that he as
discontinued the subscription to newspapers?

Mr. BOWELL. No; I said nothing of the kind.
Mr. MITCHELL. He does not take the Berald?

Mr. BOWELL. Yes, I do, and two copies of the Globe,
and I read ther, too.

Mr. MULOCK. I think no answer bas been given to the
statement of my hon. friend from Shefford (Mr. Auger),
who has stated that nearly $4,000 was spent for cab hire
last year in this city. It appears to me that that is a most
unreasonably large sum. The departmental buildings here
are all together, and I think that item is one that cannot be
fully justified. I understand that not only the heads of
Departments, but the deputy heads and others are allowed
a great deal of latitude in that regard, and, if that is the
case, if any number of persons are drawing on the petty
cash of the Dominion in this way, the grand total will be
something very undesirable. I find in the Auditor-General's
report, page 35, part 2, an item of Montreal Minerve-I
do not know whether there is any person in this Chamber,
or in the Government, particularly interested in that
newspaper, but we find that the Minerve is doing printing
that could be done in Ottawa, and perbaps ought to be done
in Ottawa-Montreal Minerve, printing 25 copies Manitoba
termse, 847.62; printing 3,120 copies report on
Printing Bureau, $112.85; total, $160.47. How does
it corne to pass that that bit of patronage is given
away from the city of Ottawa, and is given to a paper in
Montreal which is generally credited with being an organ
of a member of the Government, who may be more intimately
connected with it than even as a friend, as far as I know. I
make no statement on that point, because I do not know;
but this system of the Departments giving out printing in
this way to papers which are directly or indirectly under
the control of members of the Government, is a vicious
system. We have a further illustration of it whieh iés ger-
mane to the subject-I refer to the printing of the Geologi-
cal Survey Report,which I believe is printed at the Montreal
Gazette office, at a cost of several thoifand dollars a year. I
understand that that job was placed with that newepaper at
a time when the Survey was stationed at Montreal, and the
reason assigned was that it was convenient to have the
printing done there. Subsequently, the Department
was transferred to Ottawa, but the work was left there
btill, That work, I am told, is given to that paper without
competition, without tender. Some imaginary, or some
alleged, measurement of work is undergone, but I am told.
that that work could be done at a far less cost to this
country if it were honestly open to competition. We know
that printers can say: Here are our fixed rates; and it can
be offered as an excuse that the payment is not
iu excess of the ordinary fixed rates. The work 1
us in excess of the ordinary fixed rates. That is

Sir RICHARD CARTWBIIHT.

a very good statement to make, of course, but fixed rates
mean just such rates as yon can get when there is competi-
tion. It has been argued, but without any real justifica-
tion, that that paper was especially qualified to do the
work. But is this matter to go on forever ? Are we to
give that paper patronage for several thousands a year for-
ever, withaut competition and at great inconvemience to
the Department, when it could be doue, and ought to be
done, by the Queen's Printer under the regular contract
we give out for printing ? I find an item on the same page
of the Auditor General's report: "J. J. McGee, travelling
expenses, 8122.81; Hon. J. A. Chapleau, $16.40." l
every form we find moneys being disbursed in the public
service, in varions ways connected with individual mem-
bers of the House and members of the Government. With
regard to these items for travelling expenses, they may be
all right; but with regard to the total amount incurred
from year to year for travelling expenses, both in Canada
and in Europe, trips made to the Old Country, jaunts
through the Empire, I think there bas developed a system
of extravagance and a feeling that Ministers are not ex-
pected to be economical of the people's money in regard to
their own personal habits, when they are discharging pub.
lic duties. I am not disposed to be over particular with
regard to the personal expenses of members of the Gov-
ernment engaged in the public service, but no one of them
can look through the Public Accounts for the last
four or five years without being struck with a vast sum
that is being charged annually for travelling expenses by
various members of the Government.

Mr. McMULLEN. My hon. friend has already referred
to the item of Mr. McGee, for travelling expenses, and I see
charged immediately afterwards: "Joseph Pope, travelling
expenses, $329.42." Now, I notice in the Auditor General's
report that he finds fault in several cases with parties .not
furnishing a detailed statement of these travelling expenses,
by railway or otherwise. Hle draws attention to the fact
in his report that in many of those cases there is no
statement given, and only a lump sum is handed in as
travelling expenses. I notice in the Secretary of State's
Department,there is one person,whose name was mentioned
a moment ago, who had received $100 for travelling ex-
penses, which sum las never been properly accounted for,
and the Auditor General said so in his report last year. It
appears to me that this is a very loose way of doing things.
Men are permitted to go on a journey, they are sent to per-
form certain duties, I presume in connection with their
office, they are furnished with the means, and when they
return they say, our expenses are so many dollars and so
many cents, and that is the end of it. There does not ap-
pear to be any detailed statement. Now I hold, with the
Auditor General, that such a statement should be given.
We have no right to pay out money in lump sume in this
way, because, if we continue it, these items will continue to
increase. If you take a man who is in the habit of going
upon a journey, and when he returns his master treats him
generonsly, not asking any account from him of how he as
spent the money that ho was given for expenses, but simply
takes his word that ho bas so many dollars left out of
so mach given to him when ho went away, and you will
find that ho will increase the amount from time to time,
and the probabilities are that after a while the sum will
run up to double the amount it would be if a careful account
was exacted from him on the day that he returns. Now,
I hold that it is wrong to put down items in this way, as
we find they are put down. For travelling expenses I
notice "F. White, $30." 11e does not appear to have spent
more or less than that amount. B. Chilton has got $25,
and so on. $681.26 ias been paid out for travellIng
expenses. Now, upon this question of cab hire, I believe
it is time that an alteration should be made. If bon.
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gentlemen who occupy the Treasury benches are not
sufficiently remunerated by the respectable sum they draw
as their allowance as Ministers of the Crown, and as their
sessional allowance and otherwise, then, I say, lot us add a
sum to that; let us alter the Act at once, and have a dis-
tinct understanding that they pay their own cab hire out
of the amount that is paid them. That. will be the proper
way, and I fancy, if that course were adopted, we would
find that, if we could have an insight afterwards into the
amount actually paid for cab hire, that there would be a
considerable falling off. I do not say but that these
amounts may have been paid for cab hire, Possibly the
Ministers themselves do not look very closely after it. In
all probability many of these cabmen are engaged from
time to time, and when they come and present their
accounts they are paid, and the Ministers, perhaps, do not
keep accurate account of the services they perform;
so the bill is presented at the end of the year,
and the sum is paid and cbarged to -the account
of cab hire. I think this thirg should be stopped.
The idea of spending $4,000 for coaching Ministers
around town, I think, is absurd. I am glad that I am able
to give the Minister of Customs credit for economy in that
particular. I have also looked at the account of the Post-
master General for the last year, and I am glad to say that
bis account in that respect is very economical. But the
other Ministers have spent a great deal, and the First Min.
ister himself a large amount. I canrot extend any credit
to the Minister of Public Works for economy in that parti-1
cular, for I find that he bas spent a considerable sum. Now1
I say we should urge that a change be made in this whole1
system. We had botter do like the Grand Trunk and the
Canadian Pacific Railway: we had better buy a dozen of,
cabs, or a half dozen. I do not believe that it would cost,
us as much money to get up a cab establishment of our own,
and whenever Ministers warit a cab, to take one that is owned
by the Government themselves. Why, you will be able to
keep a livery, we had better start a livery at once. I bon-
estly think that we would save money by starting such an
establishment; the idea of spending $4,000 for cab hire
alone. Why, it would pay a very respectable return on a
respectable number of horses, carriages and mon,'E
We might possibly buy each Minister a horse
and buggy to drive around with. Perhaps. ho
would not be satisfied with that. I suppose ho would
want a pair; and if we were to do that it would not
cost us any more than it is costing us now. I hope that
hon. gentlemen will consider that we are not jesting t
with this question-we are in earnst. We have got to give
an account to our, constituents for the way we allow i
their money to be spent, and it is our duty, when these
items are before the flouse, to point out to the Government
the absurdity, and the recklessness of spending such a large t
amount of money from year to year. If a Retorm Govern- t
ment came to occupy the Treasury benches, I should be
just as ready as any man in this House to criticise and
condemn them if they exhibited as much recklessness in
squandering the public money. I believe in the matter of t
contingencies we have been running mad for years. We a
have been going on until we have spent $8186,000 in con- C
tingencies alone, and I suppose the hon. gentlemen will now r
ask an increased amount this year. These items go to make a
up the $34,000,000 or 83à,000,000 required for the public ser- s
vice; we will get up to $40,000,000 after a while, and then to i
$50,000,000. Now is the time to cry halt. The peoplo cannot
afford it; they are trammeled with difficulties of their own; g
they are suffering from financial embarrassment, particularly c
the farming class. We should begin with these small matters h
and cut them down, so as to make it as easy as possible for t
the people to live in this country. I am bound to tender p
my advice in this direction, and to urge on hon. gentlemen I
Oppoite and to hon. members on this side of the flouse the' t

necessity and expediency of taking that course and begin
to wipe ont cab hire and such items. Hon gentlemen
opposite should remomber that all our remarks are made
because we feel it necessary to make them. I am anxions
that expenditures such as cab hire should boeut down, and
that there should be an end of the abominable system such
as is carried on here. I do not know who inaugurated the
system of cab hire; I wish there had never been a cab in
Ottawa. If it is necessary for the country to pay for cab
hire, lot us have a cab establihment for the use of members
of the Government, by which means cabs could be supplied
at a cheaper iate, and we could make money out of the
transaction. 1 have been told that thore is a cabman who
waits on a Minister of the Crown, and drives him to-and-
fro, and reccives $5 a day when the House is in Seskion.
What rate do Ministers pay when they hire a cab?
Tbey do not pay the ordinary rate, which would be about
25 cents. No; Ministers must pay 81 or $2. They should
endeavor to organise a tariff of rates. I do not know
whether hon. gentlemen drive tandem during the recess or
not. They appear to act very quietly and becomingly when
we are here, and do not keep cabs running round; but
when we go away there must be a cab fover, and, perhaps,
some of t hem liko Lords, have A0 or 40 cabs waiting on
them.

Mr. WOODWORTIl. There is a sanitary element in all
this which has not been touched upon. The hon. member
for North York (ir. Ralock) was evidently under the im-
pression that Ministers ride a good deal. He asked in a very
pertinent way, but ho did not push his enquiry in the way
ho did during the Franchise Bill debate, where the riding
was done. But it was driving. I wish it wore riding. He
wanted to know whethor the riding was done round those
buildings. The riding could fnot have been done here. The
Ministers wore not riding but driving ; the hon. gentleman
was entirely wrong about it. There is a great deal in what
the hon. member for Wellirgton (Mr. McMullen)
has been saying about the sanitary view-he spoke
of it only incidentally. I am not going to make an
amendment similar to that which was proposed, when it was
suggested to vote that five gondoliers be placed in Central
Park, which was that instead of five, twogondoliers, a male
and a female, should be obtained. I am not going to move
such an amendment; but in regard to this cab establishment
we might, out of fourteen Ministers, have one as Minister of
cabs and horses, with a salary attached. Instead of moving
that a female gondolier and a male gondolier be obtained, I
suggest that ton horses be bôught at 8-.00a piece-nice saddle
horses can be obtained for that sum--and it would cost
8200 apiece to keep ther a year; that would be $4,000.
What shall wo have as a result ? A lease of lifo for four-
teen Ministers. What a beautiful sight it would be to see
he fourteen Ministers capering round the Parliament
square between six and seven o'clock in the morning.
What a beautiful sight it would be for the Central, the
Model and the rest of the Public School children to see four-
teen Ministers capering round these groundson their" Rosin-
antes." In a franchise debate those fourteen Ministers would
outlast any Parliamont that ever assembled in Canada as
egards physical endurance. Instead of sitting up indolently
and effiminately in cabs they would be riding round on their
teeds. There is thus a san.itary element which should not be
ost sight of. 84,000 would he a more bagatelle. The Ministers
would have health, which they have not got now. The sug-
gestion of the hon. member for Wellington (Mr. McMullen)
could, therefore, be improved upon, and to have
horses should, of course, be made obligatory on the Minis-
ors. Hon. gentlemen opposite would never come into
power, for the Ministers would be rejuvenated and would
keep control of the country forever. That would be a bad
hing for the Reformers, but for the Ministers themselves
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and their familles and the country the expenditure of
$4,000 would be a good investment; let us make it $8,000
for ton horses and let them go capering round. We might
expend, I think, even $10,000 for the first year.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. Would those horses be
political hacks ?

Mr. WOODWORTH. I do not know ; but almost all the
members of Parliament would likely try and have some of
them. This is the first report of the Auditor General in which
items have been given as -we have them bore. Those ex-
penses have no doubt grown. We have not the items when
hon. gentlemen opposite were in power. We know, how-
ever, that the expenditure then was very large, and it is
very large to-day, and perhaps a reduction could be made.
Many of the items J do not understand. Two telophone
resonanters-or something like that, I think-86, appears
here, and all that kind of thing. Those items bave not
been dwelt on beca use bou. gentlemen opposite feel ashamed
to dwell on then ail. 'The hon. member for Wellington
(Mr. McMullen) held up some of the items to public execra-
tion. Other items might ho suggested. While both parties
bave indulged in large expenditures in this direction, the
next Parliament that sits here will, no doubt, see that those
expenditures shall no longer be made. I do not think they
swell up to $35,000,000 as the hon. member for Wellington
feared ; but every little helps. There is 81,25 for a porter and
$3.25 gratuities to messengers, and ail those items go to make
a muckle. There is no doubt about it. I do not think itgets into
the millions, but 1 think that the Government should notcom-
plain if -we on this side criticise the allowance. I do not
think it should bo the duty of the Opposition only to act the
part of critics, and that we on this side should say nothing if
the accounts are wrong-I do not say the accounts are wrong,
but they seem to be very large, and it is no argument to
say: Yours were large when you were in. But I believe
al this will ho swept away in the sweet by-and-bye, when
the new party comes in-the angels-when the electorate
will send new men here ; for I believe that many of us who
are here to-day will perbaps not be hore next time, and per-
baps there will be a better set of men, though I do not know
as there could be-but, at any rate, a set of mon whcr will ho
horrified at these amounts, and will not allow them. But
these matters have grown stale with these old parties here.
The mcnet you touch the Governor GeneraP's suite, the
gallant knight for South Huron (Sir Richard Cartwright)
rushes to the front, and like the knight in Ivanhoe, ho stops
you with his spear. Then the Ministers, the men who have
giown grey in the public service,,will not allow you to say
a word. With the ex-members of the Government on that
side and the Ministry on this contending for one another, we,
the common mem bers, are like those ancient warriors who
had the sea in front of them and the sea drove them back
on the barbarians.

Mr. DAVIES. I do not think that it vas exactly what
we might have expected fromthe Minister of Customs, to
make the comparison ho did botween the expenditure of
bis Department for contingencies and that made by his hon.
piedecessor in 1878, and to have left the House under the
impression that, wherea- ho only spends $6,779, the expen-
diture in 1878 was 816,372.

Mr. BOWELL. No, J said $15,000.
Mr. DAVIES. Very well; the Publie Accounts for the

year 1878 put it at $[6,000. The inference to be drawn
from the bon, gentleman's statement is that ho was saving
about $10,000 a year. Now, is that a fair statement and
inference ? Did it put the whole truth before the House ?
What are the facts ? The hon. gentleman bas come down
bore asking for two votes for contingencies. He asks for a
vote for contingencies in addition to the sum of $7,000 ho
asks to-day; ho asks for an additional sum of $15,000.

Mr. WooDwoRTE.

Mr. BOWELL. Whore?
Mr. DAVIES. On page 71, to meet the contingencies of

the head office, covering printing and stationery, advertis-
ing, telegraphing and other items which are contained in
the $16,000 expenditure ho speaks of in 1878. H1e shakes
bis head, but J have thom here before me, showing that of
that $15,000 in 1878, $7,269 was for advertising in and sub-
s3riptions to papers; $592 for stationery, and $1,698 for the
Queen's Printer. Now, to make the matter doubly clear I
tarn back to the items of expenditure in the last completed
year in the hon. gentleman's Department, and I find that in
that year he spent the sum of $16,216 for contingencies at the
head office, in addition to this little vote of $6,000 for contin-
genciesin connection with salaries. I find that amongst that
expenditure was $3,870 for the Stationory office, and in the
year 1878 the thon incumbent of the Department brought
down one item covering the whole, so far as I can understand.
The hon. gentleman divides the vote, and as a matter of fact,
as far as I can see, the total contingencies at the head office
was neai ly $5,000 more, instead of $7,000 less,than they were
in 1878. That was very neatly done, as an aside, but it just
drew the committee's attention away from the question of
the extravagant expenditurein connection with cabs, which
was very fiercely condemned by the Rinister of Customs in
1878, tbough he now asks the committee to endorse it. I
said that the expenditure for cab hire was prima facie
indefensible, and now, as the hon. gentleman bas given no
defence, I say it is absolutely indefensible; and the only
conclusion the country can come to will be that that ex-
penditure is indefensible, and that the money was spent for
purposes which the Ministry cannot and dare not defend.

Mr. BOWELL. The hon. gentleman on this occasion, as
upon others waxes very warm. It matters not whether it
be the important question of international trade between the
United States and Canada or the spending one or twO
hundred dollars for cab hire, he waxes equally warm. The
hon, gentleman is altogether in error with reference to the
Department which ho has taken the trouble to criticise.
The Estimates are made out to-day precisely as they wore
made out in 1878 and 1879. The contingencies to which
I referred, were the expenditures of the office for the
inside service. The expenditure for 1877-78 for that service
was 813,000, and the estimate for contingencies for the last
year and the present y, ar is 87,( 00. Thut does not include
the printing to which J referrcd, which is paid through the
Stationery Depurtment and which include the blanks and all
other forms that are printed and sent all over the Domi-
nion. Those items are charged-though I cannot put my
hand upon the figures just now-precisely as they were
charged in 1878. The additional $15,000 for inside
service was to cover the expenditure for the estab-
lishment of what is termed a Board of Customs-
an item altogether new, one which did not exist in 1877-
78. The amount expended during last year for newspapers
is about $700 or $800, as will be shown by the Auditor Gen-
eral's report. The item which has been referred to by the
bon. member for Queen's (Mr. Davies) and the hon. member
for South Huron (Sir Richard Cartwright) was $5,471.12
for subscriptions to and advertisements in newspapers. That
was the expenditure to which the hon.gentleman was refer-
ring and which called his attention to the matter, and which
covered;the'ordinary advertising through the Dominion, and
the payment for newspapers and other periodicals which are
taken in the Department ; that is the item to whieh I
referred, and had no reference whatever to the item of
the Queen's Printer and other matters to which
the hon. gentleman called attention. If he will take the
trouble to look at the Estimates of 1877-78, ho will
find that they are made out to-day precisoly as they were
then, except that they are made out a little more in detail
now. I should not have referred to this matter at all, had
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not the comparison been made by others who spoke before
I rose.

Mr. DAVIES. I compared the expenditures of the two
years.

Mr. BOWELL. You took the ordinary expenditures in
this book and compared them with the expenditures as they
appear in the Auditor General's report for the two years.
the Auditor-General's report being much more full in detail
than anything we have had before.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGH.T. The actual point is
this. If the hon. gentleman looks at Mr. Burpee's expen.
diture for 1878, he will see that tbis large item of noarly
$8,000 for advertising in and subscriptions to newspapers
was in no resnect parallel to any of the items of the bon.
gentleman. I recollect, and 1 remarked to the hon. gentle-
man, that this matter had been under discussion before
between himself and my late lamented friend, Mr. Burpee,
and Mr. Burpee pointed out that this large item comprised
a considerable number of charges which were afterwardi
put in a different shape. Now, in 1878 Mr. Burpee's total
expenditure for bis Departmont was $714,000, the rest
being refunds. The hon. gentleman now aks for
8804,000. I dare say they can be reasonably accounted
for by the additional increasess in business, and so on.
According to the Public Accounts, the miscellaneous items
of stationery, printing, etc., for which Mr. Barpee, in 1878,
spent $9,676.49. The hon, gen tiernan now requires $16,17 :.
I do not say the hon. gentleman requires too much; that
is not the matter in question; all I say is that it is perfectly
evident that tue charge for advertising, printing and sta-
tionery, as entered in the Public Accounts for 1885, amount-
ing to $750, is for quite a different service from that for
which Mr. Burpee required $7,600 in 1878 ; so that there
is no possible comparison between the hon. gentleman's
expenditure and Mr. Burpee's.

Mr. BOWELL. I am exceedingly obliged to the bon
gentleman for turning to the Public Accounts and tinding
the very items referred to. The items making up the
$9,600 to which ho refers are not incladed in this contin-
gencies account at all. They are for the service [pointed
out, and in addition to the $15,0O0. The $16,000 that I ask
for covers the very expenditure ho bas referred to ; and
when he reflects that the extent of the Castoms service
through the North-West Terriiories and the whole
Domnion is so much greater now than it was then, he will
find that the increase has been marvellously small. What I
de.sire to thank the hon. gentleman for is for answering the
hon. gentleman on his right. The $16,000 I am asking for
is for the outside service, and the items referre I to by the
ex-Minister of Finance were for the inside service.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT?. The hon. gentleman
will see that that does not help him, but it helps my hon.
friend. If he chooses to add the 67.00) and the $16,000
together, the result is $23,000 odd, while the saine items in
bis case amotuint to $24,000

Mr. BOWELL. Is it right for the hon. gentleman to
take the actual expenditure of one year against the Esti-
mates of the other ?

Sir RICH[ARD CARTWRIGHT. I am comparing the
expenditure of 1885 with the expenditure of 1878. But
the real point is that there cannot ho a comparison between
the two accounts, because the very sum Mr. Burpee charged
shows conclusively that it was not for the same items that
appear in the hon. gentleman's account for the current
year.

Mr. BOWELL, That is the dispute; I think they are.

Sir RICHAIRD'CARTWRIGHT. The hon. gentleman
knows that Mr. Burpee did not charge 87,500 for the par-
ticular service for which he charges that sum.

Mr. BOWELL. No, that is covered by the $9,000 to
which the hon. gentleman bas referred.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. The hon. gentleman
bas altered the custom of the Department. Ho may be
quite right in having done that, but it is absurd to say that
the charges for newspapers and advertising, which pro-
viously amounted to $9,000, arc the same item.s as are now
included in advertising and subscriptions for newspapers,
amounting to 826. Tho lion. gentleman is not going to
tell the Hlouse that the sanie services for which be charges
$726 required $7,500 in Mr. Burpee's time.

Mr. BOWELL. No; but the $750 to which the bon.
gentleman bas referred covers the expenditure made in
1877-78 for subscriptions to and advertising in newspapers,
amounting to $5,471.12.

Mr. C&UMERON (MiIdiesex). I understand the conton-
tion to be that the general contingencies of the Department
of Castoms, amounting in 187S to somethùig litre $9,000,
were larger than they arc at the present time. Now, I
have looked through the aceounts of 1878, and they show
that the contingencies in the Department of Castoms
amounted to 8 6,272 ; and the vote the Government are now
asking is something like $7,000. I understood the Minister
of Customs to say that the samo items precisely were in-
cluded iu the two votes. Now, I find irnctuded in the expen-
diture for 1878, printing, $7,269; stationery supplies, 859:;
and the Queen's Printer, f'or printing, paper and binding,
$1,688, showing to my mind conclusively that the general
supplies for the outside service wore charged against
departmental contingencies at that time, while in the
Auditor General's report for 1884-85, I find, in the contin-
gencies at Ottawa for ontside service, that there was paid
for stationery $3,870, and to the Queen's Printer $9,728,
and other items.

Mr. BOWELL. The hon. gentleman is all wrong.
Mr. CAMERON. Does the hon. gentleman say that these

contingencies are entirely in connection with the Board of
Examiners ?

Mr. BOWELL. If the hon. gentleman will refer to the
Estimates of 1878-'.9, ho will find on page 16, that the Gov.
ernment of that day asked $16,000 for contingencies under
the head of Civil Government ; that is for the inside
service. On page 77 ho will find this item : Contin-
gencies of head office, covering printing, stationery, tele.
graphing, etc., for the several ports of entry, $15,000. If
ho looks at the Etimates of to-day, ho will find that the
estimate for the inside service, for which $16,000
was asked thon, $7,000 is askod now. If ho will turn to
page 71, ho will aiso find $15,000 asked for the same
service -for the outside service-for which $15,000 was
asked in 1878-79.

Mr. DéAVIES. But the advertising mentioned in the
account of 1878 was not advertising in the city of Ottawa
alone.

Mr. BOWELL. There is no advertising at the outside
ports now. I have done away altogether with that extrava-
gance.

Mr. DAVIES. The simple difference is that the hon.
gentleman pays the Queen's Printer here the $9,000.

Mr. BOWELL. The bon. gentleman will exmuse me for
saying that ho does not know what ho is talking about.

Mr, DAVIES. The hon gentleman has the blanks sent
to the outside ports, and the expenditure for them for the
year 1884-85 was $9,728, in addition to $3,070 for the Sta-
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tionery Office and $130 for stamps; and the hon. gentleman
will find these very items included in the 816,000 for the
year 1878.

Mr. BOWELL. The hon. gentleman does not seem to
draw the distinction betwoen the outside service and the
inside service. The 816,000 which'covers the items he refers
to is for the outside service. The 87,000 is sinply to ,over
the contingencies that are incurred here iu Ottawa. The
$15,000 which I ask, exactly the sum voted and expended
by the late Government, is for the outside service, The
difference is this: that I spent last year leis than $7,000 for
the inside service; whereas my predecessor in is last year
expended $13,457.46 at headquarters.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. That does not alter
the fact that the expenditure of Mr. Burpee on these items
was within a fraction of the hon. gentleman's expenditure.
Mr. Burpee asked $15,000 for these expenditures in 1878,
but only spent $9,000, thus saving a large sum. The fact
is, that the charges are different. The $750 the hon. gen-
tleman expended for different purposes. le says ho has
altered the system and abolished the advertising at the out-
side ports. Mr. Burpee appears to have included that in
his headquarters expenditure, and for that reason thore is
no fair comparison. The hon. gentleman will understand
that we are not charging him with any error of judgrent
or extravagance in bis Departiment. We are simply point.
ing out that Mr. Burpee's estimates embraced a variety of
items which do not occur in the bon. gentleman's, and for
that reason the comparison is not quite fair.

Mr. BOWELL. Well, I think I shall be able to convirice
the hon. gentleman, when the question comes under discus-
sion again, that he is wrong.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. I wish to call the attention
of hon. gentlemen opposite to the fact that the leader of
the Opposition made an arrangement with us that the louse
should adjourn at six o'clock to-day and meet aga;in at eight
o'clock on Tuesday, and it was undorstood that h"n. gentle-
men opposite would belp us to rike subsiautii progress
in the ELtimates to-day and on Tuesday. Th refore, I
would hope that hon. gentlemen would allow this resolution
to ho carried now, so that we might say we bad made
some progress, and we will begin again on Tuesday at 8ý
o'clock. I hope when we do resume that we will
be able to make more progress than we have made to-day.

Mr. WILSON. It will be a very unreasonable thing that
the whole resolution should be carried. We are as anxious
as hon. gentlemen opposite are to expedite businoss, but a
number of questions have been asked, and hon. genrtlemen
have not given us the information asked for. I think they
should explain those items, and account in some way for
the expenditure of this money, and until they do so we are
certainly not justified in passing an item of this kind. We
have the right to have information, aud we are not sup-
posed to sit here without getting it, whilo the Min isters sit
in their places and do not give the explanations for which
we ask.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. Of course hon. gentle-
men have the power to prevent the item pas sing, as they
will have the power on Tuesday to prevent any other
motion passing. I only state that an arrangement was so
made between the leader of the Opposition and myself, for
an adjournment at six o'clock to-day and the reassembling
of the House on Tuesday at eight o'clock, and as the bon.
leader of the Opposition is not present, I can only state the
fact, which 1 know if ho were here ho would corroborate.
He would say that I am perfectly right in stating that it
was understood that hon. gentlemen would help us this
evening to make substantial progress in the Estimates. I
repeat, those hon. gentlemen may prevent that being done,
but I have simply stated the facts to-the House.

Mr. DAvizS.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. I would be very sorry
indeed that there should be any misunderstanding about
the arrangement. I was not present, but I know generally
what passed, and what I understood was that my hon.
friend the leader of the Opposition agreed with the hon.
gentleman that no motion would be made to defer, and no
discussion would take place on going into committee. But
the Minister of Public Works must see that my hon. friend
could not positively dictate to the gentlemen behind
him that they should not discuass theose items; and I am
quite sure the hon. gentleman will hardly say that we have
been desirous of causing any unnecessary delay. I must recall
his attention to this fact, that whenever these particular
items were under discussion when we were occupying the
Treasury benches, considerable time was always consumed
in discussing them. It was one of those points which, for
reasons that are rather obvious, gentlemen on both sides
took pretty considerably into their own hands. Gentlemen
who have been in office, or who are in office, do not usually
diseuss these very mach. That is quite true I admit, but
other gentlemen always do discuss them. Now, if hon.
gentlemen beside me have had all the information they re-
quire-

Some hon. MEMBERS. No, no.
Sir RICHIARD CARTWRIGHT. If not, I do not see

what can b done. We might, perhaps, suspend this item,
and take the next item or two.

Mr. McCRANEY. I think this is a matter which should
be looked into, and we should iiot proceed without further
information.

Ccommittee rose and reported progress, and asked leave
to sit again.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN moved the adjournment of
the House.

Motion agreed to; and the House adjourned at 6:05 p.m.
until Tuosday, the 27th inst., at 8 p.m.

HOUSE OF COMMONS.

TuzsDAY, 27th April, 1886.

Tho SPEAKER took the Chair at Eight o'clock, p.m.

PRAYERS.

FIRST AND SECOND READING.

Bill (No. 116) to incorporate the St. Gabriel and Levee
Railway Company.- (Mr. Curran.)

LAND SUBSIDIES TO RAILWAY COMPANIES.

Mr. WHITE (Cardwell) moved for leave to introduce Bill
(No. 117) to amend an Act to authorise the granting of sub-
sidies in land to certain Railway Companies. He said:
The object of this Bill is simply to enable the Governmont
to grant, in a different way from which they have been
granted in the past, the land subsidies already granted by
Parliament to certain railway companies. We have hitherto
been granting them in odd sections. The proposal is to
obtain permission to grant them in alternate townships or
biocks instead of sections. That has been already done by
Order in Council, subject to the approval of Parliament,
in the case of the Galt Railway and the Hudson Bay Rail-
way, and the only object of the Bill is to legalise what has
been done and to authorise the Goverument to do that in
the future.

Mr. BLAKE. Under these circumstances, I hope the bon.
gentleman will at once lay on the Table the Orders in Coun-
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eoil, and the applicatioqs on which they were based in refer-
ene to these comp4nies,

Motian agree4 to, and Bill read that firat time.

DOMINION LUCTIONS ACT, 1874.

On the notice, introduction of Bill to amend the Domin-
ion Rlections Act, 1874, as respects elections in the Pro-
vince of Manitoba,

Sir UBCTOR LANGEVIN. I have asoertained, since
notice was given of this Bill, that the Committee of last year
on the codification of the Statutes ha. made a suggestion to
the same effeot, and therefore I will aot pursue this Bill.

Motion dropped.

SALARY OF A JUDGE.

Mr. THOMPSON moved that the House resolve itself
into Committee of the Whole on Thursday next to consider
the following resolution :-

That it is expedient to provide that the salary of the additional
Judg. of the Chancery Division of the High Oourtof Justice for Ontario,
a ointed under the Act of the Legislature of that Province, 48 Victoria,

ter 13, shali be $5,000p r annum, to be paid ont ofthe Consolida-
ted nn Vund of 0an da, and that section 1 of the Dominion Aot,
4& Yitoria, chapter 9, be repeeled.

Motion agreed to.

SUPPLY.

House again resolved itself into Committee of Supply.

(In the Committee.)
Departmental Contigenoie.s. ........... $101,750

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGRT. I notice the contingen-
cies in the Department of Justice is put at $5,000, an increase
of 81,500. How is that ?

Mr. THOMPSON. The amount asked for is that which
was actually expended in 188& For two or three yeara
past the amount has grown, principally in consequence of
the incresed service required in c nnection with the admin.
iftration of justice in the North-West. In 1883 the amount
actually paid was $5,177; in 1884, $ß,486.24; in 1885,
e4,9P8 2. We therefore propose to> ask $,000 this. year.

Mr. MMULLN I 'notice in the contingeacies of
Militia -ad »deence the amopnt charged for newspapers
last yeêris&66.65, and that for travelling expenses, 8569.68.
There is a charge of 8100 for travelling expe.ses of Lieut.
CoJonel PBanet, for which the. Auditor Genoral in hie report
says there is no account.

Sir ADOLPHE CARON. I was not aware that the
Auditor General had made any such statement. I am per-
fectly certain whatever amoint has been expended in the
Department can be acconnted for. As to the newspapers
being increased, from time to time new newspapers have
been published, which, to a certain extent, will account for
the increased expense; but the hon, gentleman wi» see that
the contingencies, as a whole, are the same as last year.
Of course, as regards travelling expenses, last year was an
exceptional year.

Mr. MoMULLEN. At the same time, I conten'd those
incidental expenses have been too large for years, and it is
about time we should try to reduce them. Undoubtedly,
last year there'was cause for an increase, bat the hon. gen-
tleman does not expect another war next year, and will not
therefore require the same amount. With regard to news-
papers, is it absolutely necessary that the hon. gentleman
ehould have in his Department $762.65 worth of periodicals
hanging around the waHis. Are they there to give a means
to-those waiting on him to pass the time, or to allow the

clerks an opportunity of amusing themselves when they
are tired of working, by enjoying the privilege and advan.
tage of reading the public news at the public expenâe ?

Mr. WILSON. There is a ohage fbr 483 da4y a$2 a
day, paid to a Mr. Davidson in 1884.85. How comes if that
he should have this number of 4ays oredited to himn?

Sir ADOLPHE CARON. That gentleman wastranskrred
from the Department of Agriculture to the Department of
Militia. He waa paid out of contingencies, becaue he was
not a permanent clerk. Since then he ha been made Mr-
manent, and there was an Order in Counoil passed and a
vote was taken last Session to pay him as an ordimary per-
manent clerk. The number of days being put in morWy
shows that ho was transferred, and that, aithough hw was
employed from the beginning of the year to the en4 ibe
could not be paid out of the ordinary vote for q1eeks bqcaqe
the vote had not been taken in Parliainonts andh. had'to be
paid out of contivgencies.

Mr. WILSON. Am I te understand that, in order to
make the accounts tally correctly, he is credited with a ber-
tain number of days in the Militia Department that he
really did not serve ? He certainly could not have been
employed 418 days in the one year. WhatI desire to knew
is how the extra number of days is teo abeseounted for?

Sir ADOLPBE CARON. The hon. gentleman must see
that h. was not paid except as a clerk. There were a
number of days before the year commenced which ho w4s

aid for, a number of days which belonged to the year
fore, and which we had to pay out of contingencies.

Mr. WILSON. Perhaps that is very plain to the hon.
Minister, but 1 must confess that I cannot understand it.
Was this gentleman paid, or was h. not, for what he per-
formed in 1883-84? I want to know how ie is paid for an
extra number of days in 1884-85 on which hé could not
have served. If he was employed in the other Départ-
ment, that Department would have paid him, but he.èrnes
into this Department, arg for one year he is- edited with
418 days, at $2 a day, wiereas ie could not have been
employed that number of days unles., as somie go.mbqis
suggest, he was allowed double pay on the Sundaya.

Sir ADOLPHE CARON. This olerk will be paid ont of
the ordinary vote from the lst July next.

Mr. WILSON. That does not cencern it at aIl. Thais
not what I am trying to find, out.

Sir ADOLPHE CARON. The number of days themho@.
member refers to comprises a portion of the time before
the beginning of the year, and we had to pay out of con-
tingencies previous to ths time when theyear begas, and
that makes the difference. Hle had no extra work and no
extra pay, He was paid for the number of days he was
employed in my Department after he was transferred.

Mr. WILSON. Perhaps the Minister will tell me how
many days he was employed in the other.Departtaent.
Then we will be able to see whether it will make 418or
365.

Sir ADOLPHE CARON. I cannot exactly tell the hon.
gentleman. I did npt expect that the hon. gentleman would
reduce it to such mathematical exactitude. I tell hin the
clerk was paid for a certain number of days that he was
omployed in my Department. He was not paid by apy
other Department, and he vas paid for the namber of 4ashe was employed out cf the vote for contingencies, and no
other vote, because we had not any other vote to take it
from. Since thon he has been added to the permanent staff
of the Department, and he wil be paid out of the ordînary
vote which has been taken for that purpose.
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Mr. VAIL. Do I understand the hon. gentleman to
say that this clerk was paid by the Militia Department for
working in the Agricultural Department ?

Sir ADOLPHE CARON. No; I never said he was.

Mr. VAIL. IL could only be in that way.

Sir ADOLPHE CARON. I stated-and the hon. gentle-
man must have understood it-that he was transferred from
the Department of Agriculture to the Department of Militia;
that from the day he was transferred to Militia he was paid
out of the contingency vote for the Department of Militia,
and was not paid out of any other amount voted to any
other Department.

Mr. DAVIES. lhe hon. gentleman has not touched the
p oint raised by my hon. friend from Elgin (Mr. Wilson).

e did not reduce it to mathematical accuracy ; it was the
Auditor General who did that. He is paid for 418 days for
1884.85 from the Department of Militia. There are only 313
working days in the financial year. The hon. gentleman
says he did not work extra. If ho worked in the previons
year in the Department of Agriculture he must have been
paid in that year. So the hon. gentleman will see ,that
ther. are 53 days which are clearly unaccounted for.

Sir ADOLPHE CARON. The hon. gentleman is quite
mistaken when he says they are unaccounted for. I think
the Auditor Generial gouaps the days during which the
clerks have been empayed, and there may be a certain
number of days taken oi the year previous which were paid
out of this amount. lowever, the number of days he was
employed he was paid for.

Mr. DAVIES. Does the hon. gentleman wish us to un-
derstand that he may have worked in the Agricultural De.
partment when he was paid for the ilitia Department ?

Sir ADOLPHE CARON. I should be sorry if the hon.
gentleman understood that.

Mr. DAVIES. How did you get it in thon ?
Sir ADOLPHE CARON. I e lained that he was not

paid by the Department of Agricuture from the Lime ho
was transferred to my Department, but by Militia, out of
that vote for contingencies, and I cannot explain anything
more. I never contended that he was paid out of Agri-
culture.

Mr. DAVIES. Was he more than 365 'days in the
Minister's Department ?

Sir ADOLPHE CARON. I explained that he must have
been more, if he was paid for 400.

Mr. DAVIES. Not in the year ?

Sir ADOLPHE CARON. I do not suppose in the year.

Mr. VAIL. The contingency account in this Depart-
ment foots up last year to $10,507, while only $8,000 was
granted. That is a large sum to overrun.

Mr. MoCRANEY. I find, in comparing the cab hire of
this Department in 1877-78 with that in 1884-85, that in
the former year it was 895.50, and in the latter, $1,244.88.
This appears to be a very large increase. Then I find a
considerable increase in the subscriptions to newspapers,
which amounted to $575 in 1884-85; and I find in almost
every other item there i8 a very large Lcrease. This last
year the amount for cab hire for the whole of the Depart-
monts was about 84,000; for 1877-78 it was $535, being
about eight times less than for last year. Then I find that
the whole sum for contingencies in 1877-78 was $170,000,
and in 1884 85, $191,000. For travelling expenses in,
1877-78 there were paid $4,736, and in 1881-85 about
$12,000, or three times as much. The same increase isj
observable in every Departaent. I fnd the subsecriptionsi

Sir .ADounPa CON.

to newspapers in 1884-85 was 810,300. Then there
is a sum paid for goods of $3,000 for the different
Departments, of which no details are given. In
the Department of Militia and Defence the amount is
815.35; in Public Works, $584; Railways and Canals, 8594.
It appears to me that these are very large sums to be given
without any details. For washing towels there were paid
last year S1,030.77 ; this item dos not appear at all in
1877-78. I think, Sir, there might be some way adopted to
keep these contingencies in check. Indeed I do not see
why they should exist at all. If the salaries of the Minis-
ters are not large enough, by all means let us increase
them. I do not see, for instance, as was remarked by an
hon. gentleman on a previous day, why the Government
should not keep a horse for each of the Ministers, for I do not
think that systom would cost the country any more than we
are paying now. We might just as well pay for their food
and clothing as to pay for their cab hire. These expenses are
growing larger every year, and something should be done
to keep them down.

Mr. MILLS. I think the Minister of Militia must b.
under some misapprehension with regard to the payment
to this clerk, Davidson, last year, for 418 days. If Iunder-
stand the Minister's explanation, a portion of his time was
for service rendered in his Department in the previous year.
Now, I do not think that the hon, gentleman could pay out
of the appropriation for one year any liability that was
incurred at an earlier date. The hon. gentleman must know
that ho could not make a payment of that sort regularly
without calling the attention of the flouse to it. The hon.
gentleman has no power to take out of a sum appropriated
as contingencies for a particular year, to pay a liability of
a prior year. I assume that was an irregular proceeding,
and could not have taken place; that there must bo some
other explanation than the one the hon. gentleman has
given us. It is clear that there could not be 418 days' work
performed in the year for which the appropriation was
taken. The hon. gentleman says that this man was in the
Department the previous year and had performed 53 days'
work for which ho had not been paid, and for which he was
paid out of the appropriation for this year. Certainly it
would be most irregular and contrary to law for the hon.
gentleman to make a payment in that way.

Sir ADOLPHIE CARON. Mr. Davidson was paid $2 per
day, and I am certain the payments made were for the time
during which ho was employed in the Department of Militia.
Ie was transferred from the Department of Agriculture to
the Department of Militia, and from that day he ceased to
be paid by the Department of Agriculture and began to be
paid out of the vote for contingencies. I am perfectly cer-
tain that the explanation I gave is correct, but I will be
able to ascertain if there is any further information that
will convince the hon. gentleman that the Department of
Militia did not pay anything which should not have been
paid, and that we have not gone beyond the law in so
doing.

Mr. MILLS. If the hon. gentleman's explanation is
correct, he has gone beyond what the law allows, because,
if this Davidson was transferred from some other Depart-
ment to the Deparbment of Militia before the beginning of
this yehr, thon the expenditure that would be incurred for
the portion of the prior year should be paid out of the
contingencies of that year. It is impossible that he could
have performed 418 days' service in one year; therefore 53
days' service wore paid out of the appropriation for this
year. If the hon. gentleman had don. as was done in some
other cases, by some other Ministers, and I think by himseoif
in former years-allow this party to do two or three days'
work in one, thon thematter would be perfectly intelligible,
although it would be contrary to the provisions of the law
relating to the Civil Servio. .But the hon, gentleman give
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an explanation which is equally contrary to law. If the
payment was, as he says it is, a payment not allowed by
law, I do not see myself how the Auditor General passed
the account, unless the statement he makes to us is a mis
taken eue.

Sir ADOLPHE CARON. I am certain that if the Audi-
tor General passed that item it was quite legal, otherwise
h. would not have allowed the payment to be made. Sup-
pose this clerk had been employed fifty days before the
commencement of the fiscal year, and there may not have
been an appropriation to pay him therefor. It could have
been added to the contingencies, to the vote which appears
now as contingencies for the fiscal year, beginning on the
lst July. There is no other way of doing it. Perhaps the
hon, gentleman will wait until I can refer to it again, and
in the meantime rely upon the Auditor General as not hav-
ing allowed an illegal payment to be made.

Mr. WILSON. We are anxious to have a statement
brought down to explain how it is that money has been
paid contrary to the rules of Parliament, and contrary to
all former usages, and also an explanation furnished as to
the number of days certain officers were employed.

Sir ADOLPI CARON. I will bring it down.
Mr. McMULLEN. We have had no explanation as to

the travelling expenses which amount to 1,244.83, in which
is included.cab hire i Ottawa, 8214.25. Fror observing
the hon. Minister, who wears spurs, I imagine he generally
rides and does not largely employ cabs. I see, however, no
charge entered for spurs. Js there any explanation with9
respect to this amount of $1,244 for cab hire and travelling
expenses ?

Sir ADOLPHE CARON. The hon. gentleman has de.1
voted a great deal of his time, and I think properly so from
the great interest he seems to take in cabs and cab hire, to
this very important question. When the House last meti
the hon. gentleman took up very nearly a whole eveningi
diseùssing that matter and repeating time after time thati
the enormous sum of $4,000 had been expended on cab hire.1
The hon. gentleman took such a deep interest in the ques-i
tion he suggested that instead of the various Departments1
expending so much money under this head, there should be
a cab stand for Government purposes. I thought probablyi
the bn. gentleman was seeking a position for himself, that4
therc night be a superintendent required to look after that1
cab F:,-a d, and from the knowledge which the hon. gentle-1
man displayed on such matters, possibly he was desiringi
that position. I can tell the hon. gentleman that therei
is no sum of $1,200 for cab hire in the Militia Departmenti
for last year. The hon. gentleman must know that the1
vote taken covers all the expenditure required for thei
travelling expenses of the various officers and heads of thei
various branches in the Department of Militia. I can
tell the hon. gentleman, although h. lias given so
rnauch attention to cabs, that every account sent
to the Department of Militia is examined by the
Deputy Minister and by myself. Although the other
day tue hon. gentleman expressed the opinion that
the cabmen who drove members of the Government were
paid fancy prices, I can inform him that, so far as my
Department iR concerned, the prices paid are those paid by
the publie. I can only repeat that all the accounts are
looked into and examined by the officers of the Department
and by myself, and if the details were examined by the
hon, gentleman, the sum would not seem enormous. The
hon. gentleman should not consider we would forget our
duty to the country for a paltry sum of $100, $150 or $200
paid as expenses In the various Departments. The hon.
gentleman will find, in looking into the cab hire, that thei
expenditure is not frightfully extravagant. As to the state-
ment of the hon. gentleman, that he did not see any entry

for spurs, I have to say that hie statement is correct. It
may be considered in very good taste, and very witty and
clever for the hon. gentleman to indulge in a remark of
that kind ; but the hon. gentleman might possibly find it
very inconvenient, even if he were given the cash to py for
the spurs, to make use of them. In justice to the Depart.
ment of Militia, I must say that what is expended in that
way is not paid for ont of the publie funds.

Mr. McMULLEN. I did not intend to stir up the angor
of the hon. gentleman. We bave a right to criticise these
expenditures, and it is our duty to do s-. They are incres.
ing year after year. We have drawn attention to the cab
hire. The hon. gentleman states tiat I have devoted con-
siderable time to this question. Yoes, I have, as well as to
other matters in connection with myi duties here. The hon.
gentleman says I am probably seeing an offee. I will not
look to hon. gentlemen opposite for any office. I do not
believe, if they established a livery, they would ever think
of giving an office of that kind to anyone on this aide of
politics; and the hon. gentleman, from hie personal appear-
ance, is far better fitted to discharge such duties than I am,
and they would more become him than me. The hon.
Minister says I am probably not capable of using spurs. I
do not know that I ever had apure on, and I never had any-
thing about my house that had spurs, except fighting cooks,
and I do not want anything else wearing apure. The
hon. gentleman should net have got out of temper because
we have considered it our duty to consider these items.
When hon. gentlemen opposite were in Opposition they
criticised very severely the expenditure of the then Govern.
ment both as regards cab hire and other purposes. I intend,
when items come up in committee which deserve criticism,
to give them criticism, and I caution my friends that if they
go upon the Treasury benches and are not content with a
smaller amount for incidental expenses, I shall consider it
my duty to criticise their expenditure also. On this mat.
ter of contingencies we are running wild. Year after year
the amount is increasing, until this year it has ran up to
$20,000 or $22,000. You take every item and you find the
same thing going on. I notice even in the item of ice that
they spent last year something like $634.30 for ice. I would
like to know what isdone in the Departments with so much
ice ? Da hon. gentlemen regulate the temperature of their
offices by keeping ice lying around, or do they use it
for drinking ? That would pay for, I think, about
327 tons of ice, and I would like to know what
is done with all that ? It seems to me that some of these
items must be for charges wbich would not look very well
in print, and so they are brought down annually as inciden-
tal expenses and paid for in that way. 1 flly endorse the
remarks of my hon. friend who said that If Ministers are
not paid salary enough to allow them to pay ordinary ex-
penses of this kind, I say let us add to their salaries at once,
and let us bQ done with it, instead of having these con-
stantly increasing incidental expenses. Here is an item of
$3,000 last year for goods, and no account is given of what
goods they were. Now, any man in business who would
present a statement of that kind to hie creditors-and the
country are the creditors of hon. gentlemen--without tell-
ing what"those goods were, would be1refused an assign-
ment; and if hon, gentlemen cannot bring their accounts
down in a better shape than that, then they should allow
men who can run their accounts better, to take their places.
Here is another .large item for telegraphing last year. Hon.
gentlemen muet have done a tremendous amount of telegraph-
ing, and I would like to know what this item is composed cf,
where these telegrams went, and what they were. It seems
to me that many items which are charged to telegraphing
muet have been something ele. I do net think there was
any necessity for the Minister of Militia losing hie temper, as
I had no intention of stirring him up; but we are entitled to
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thé * f Mon. 1 asked him about these newspapers and
há ~u et condescend to explain them-why they were
k t hanging around the walls of the waiting room. I
aa *hther they were for bis own convenience, for hie
ser î#ý, or for visitors, but he would not condescend to say

iyg, but began to gibo me about spurs. Well, I do
etno now very much about apurs, but I think he should not

have referred to this matter, because I sce no man in the
House except himself who wears apure.

Sir ADOLPHE CARON. The hon. gentleman is entirely
mietaken if he supposes I lost my temper; my temper cor-
taitly would not carry me very far if it gave way to what
the hon. gentleman said. The hon. gentleman has again
come back to the question of spurs, but I notice that on a
certaib night, when the hon gentleman was called upon to
vote, he did not require apure to carry him away. As to
the iteni for newspapers, I can tell the hon. gentleman that
thse ne"pers are kept there for the purpose of reading;
there miaybe too many newspapers in the country, but, at
any rat.4 they are used for that purpose. I do not know
who rende them in the waiting room ; I have not the plea-
sure of seeing the hon. gentleman in my own room very
often, but from the information which he seems to be con-
veying.to the Honsé, it may be that he frequents the waiting
room. I do not think that this is a very extravagant amount
of money toe contribute towards the press of the country,
who convey the information which is to be fourd in the
columno of thee various newspapers that are read by those
wheocome into the waiting room, and sometimes by myself.
The hon. gentleman will hardly expect me to read all those
papers myself, and ho muet be liberal enough to allow the
papem that are distributed to be utilised by those who corne
into the waiting room and have to wait there for an oppor-
tunity of seeing the Minister.

r. MoMULLEN. I simply rise to say that I do not
think the hon. gentleman sbculd have made any reference
to my running away. I.do not run away-i never run
away from an opponent, anyhow. I never left any place in
a hurry, and Id o not want a pair of spurs oither. Perhaps
if *é recall the bon. gentleman's visit to the North-West it
m bé that he left Winnipeg in a hurry, and perhaps he
dia b6% neéd spurs on that occasion. Perhapà I may be
able to refer to worse thibgs with regard to him than he
has referred to in my case.

. ON. I find here another item of a clerk who
p t 3 95 das, at 82 a day. I would like to know whether
he i an extra clark, a1 also how he mAnaged to get in 395
dai w here are é.a lí 365 dayesin a year?

A hon.MWlBER. That has been settled.
f}. WILSON. Perhape If hou. gentlemen would pay a

litt1% auré atentidn to *hat is going on they would find
thRt this' ià tbthei- itei, and it is one of which I think we
shouia hWè eòme expfa~ha'tiou;

4ir ADOtPRE CARON. 1[can only repeat the expla-
na1n w>idch I gave with reference to the other clerk; bat
I iss l the hon. gentleman that I will be glad to get all
the i ma4'on hfore concurrence, so as to be able to

im li that the amount paid was propor.

Mfr. WILON Tht is ail I want

ßi10GB*4RP dA14TWRIGHT. I find tat only $1,000
wp çlpàanded for 1886 by the Secre r f tate last year,
and »M thé voe iow askgd is 8100, an increase of
ni P p Mr ct. Perhaps the hon. gentleman will inform
us wàr the inereas ils demanded.

b. ORHAILEAU. I may teH the hon. gentlemnan that I
arn kskink #î littlé leis than fily laIstappropriation, with
thé ûutlefit d f redhciàg the expenditare. I may say thitj

it,6* 0 *as 8ijt last yea, and this year I ask fbr $10,000,1
Mr. MOMULLEN

believing that will cover the exþenditure, and ta it I is
better that we Ehould have the amount really required
rather than that we should exceed the voté. I stated thé
other day that we certainly will require #2,000 for the
extra work rendered necessary in the Department by carry-
ing out the provisions of the Franchisé Act. $1,000 hus been
added on account of the increased work of the Department,
and one can understand that the Department of the Secretary
of State, which has to deal with every other Department,
will have its business increased in a corresponding ratio,
and the amount asked for contingenoees is the amount
which I think will be required, and will be suficient for the
coming year. It is based on an estimate I have made,
with the assistance of the offlers of my Departiâient and
the other Department which controls our expehditure.
To anticipate any remarks that might be made by my hon.
friends, 1 might say that the expenditure might b rednced
and will be reduced. The subscriptions to newspapems
might be reduced, and it is our intention to reduce them, as
well as the amount expended for cab hire. It has been a
pretty large expenditure for last year; but I hopethestate
of my health next year will enable me to take the healthier
exercise of walking instead of driving.

Mr. DAVIES. I see that the hon. geneman's ex'Pnt
turb last year for extra clerks was $14,000. ie is o''4M
ing $10,000 ; although theï8e sn incréase of work, owing
to the election law. Thé amount expended for cab blre % aa
only $460, and for newspapers $851 ; se that if he nuta th4
rewspaper expenditure d'oWnb onehailf, there will be still
$3,000 or 84,000 tOaccountforbf his contemplated redùotionà.
I would like to have some idea of the items he iùtehde to
reduce. Does he intend to do away with the extra derka
altogether, and if only partially, to what exteht ?

Mr. CHAPLEAU. I have been asking in the ordinary
estimate for two or three esitra blerks, and these I w&nt th
deduct from our estirmates for contingencies. I have hero
a list of the extra clerks in the Department. In ordèr te
fill vacancies that have occurred during the year, soine
will be taken from the liEst of extra clerks, and put on the
list of regular clerks.

Mr. WILSON. I see an item, advertising in Morgan'a
Annual Register. I would like to ask if it is the intention
to continue advertising in this pamphlet ?

Mr. OIHAPLEAU. I admit that fault might be found
there, and it bas been discontinued.

Mr. MULOCK. I wish to ask how it comes that there
was go largoan amount expended fer eitra cleu•ks during
the year 1885 ? I see that $4,000 *as paid fbr. extra ser-
vices.

Mr. CHAPLEAU. The theoretical organisation of the
Departnent illows only a certain number of regular clerks,
and the work of the Department has been such that
extra clerks were required. I have tried to reduce the ex-
pense, however, and I am not known in the Department for
my extravagance. Part of the expenditure for supernumer-
ary clerks was due to the Scott Act. Mr. Harrison is now
filling a vacancy among the regular clerks. Mr. Villemure
and Mr. Labelle.are also on the regular staff. Mr. Wartele,
Mr. Keayse and Mr. Steele are no more in the Department.
Mr. Girard ie dead. I cannot say more than that the servites
of these extl.a clerks wère required, and as soon as they
were not required they were dismissed ; and We will try
to reduce the expenditure this yoer by $3;000 in spite of the
inereasing work of the Department.

Sir RICHAR]j CARTW IGHt What dds té h di.
gentleman suppose wili be the contiiencies of this fdgat.
ment for the carrènt yèar, 1985.86? ihe hod. èehtlti"h
asked 87600, ahd I také il, fron hie qlnatibo, tdat
very nuch larger sum will bde<toquired t the prds#ht yér.
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r. JHàÉLlMAU. For thé yeàa endiug the 1sit of

December, 185, tho expenditure *as tIb,988, and I think
thit thé ëstimate for the year hnaing tho 30th June, 1888,
wili otiô be ruch more than 1$U>UOG.

Mr. WIL4 SON. Perhaps the Minister in charge of the
Department of the Interlor will point out in what respect
ho intends to reduce the expenditure.

Mr. WHITE (Cardwell). There was a tote of $0,*000
taken for 1884-85; the actual amount expended was 817,960.
Last year again a vote of $20,000 was taken, ahd doWh b
th e ltE of March last, nine months, the amount e4ended
was 313,919. We assume that we shall get on with Within
$15,O00 fdr the year, and thetefore that ié the aàn îht Wf
the dtöt for the next year, instead of 820,000, as dnring the
past two years.

kr. MULOCK. The sum of 41,*27 Mras déþeided last
yehr fôr petty üsh. That seeMns a large esni to be put
uIdér thät head, and I wôuld like to ak ift I possible to
get further information upon it ?

Mr. WHITE (Cartill). I 'annot give thé ex@lganàtion
of it; but I will get theP articular explanation for concur-
rence.

Mr. DAVIES. I see that the viciOus eyetem of expending
money for cab hiire, which is confined, in the other Depart.
monts, to the heads and the depuity heads, extends, in thie
Department, to fifteen or sixteen eiployees. Vicions as it
is when confined to the heade of Departments, it is ton
times as bad vihen it extends to ail the subordinates.

Mr. WHITE (Cardwell). I quite agree with the hon.
gentleman, and every efkort will be made to stop it.

Mfr. DAVIES. Hlow does the Finance Minister expect to
save the difference between the actual expenditure and the
estimates of contingencies of his Department ?

Mfr. McLE LAN. Lt is estiflanted the expenses of telegraph-
ing will be less and one or two of the extra clerks will be
taken on the regalar staff. After careful xamination, we
have put the item at $11,000.

Mr. DAVIES. You reduce contingencies and incrèase
the ordinary expenses of the regular staf.

Mfr. MoLELAN. There is a dedrease pi-opoed in the
regular staff as well as in this. Some changes have .been
made in the staff by which some of the extra clerks will li
em.ployed on it.

Mr. Mo MULLEN. How is it the telegraphing éhould
cost over 83,500 ? When we have a Minister in London, I
do nqt see how il is the charge eheuld be so hesvy. What
does ho do in London, if we require to do ail tiis cahing ?

Mr. MoLELAN. Havi.g a Miniater in I&n¢on is one
reason ,for the expense. When called on* to do. business, it
bas to le done by cable. Duripg last year we had to nego-
tiate loans on the other side, which involved a great deal ot
cabling.

Bif RIOHARD CARTWRIGHT. I see that in the con-
tingen3iés of the inland Revenue Departmient there is an
appxarnt kelnîtio of 82 00 0 ; Will the Minister explain
ho* tm is effeted ?

Ml6 COaTIGAN. In 188I-88; 88;0% Naeb, vdted ib con.
tingencies and $6,651 expended. In 18 6%5-69S,0 Î *bb
voted. For the nine meniis hdvig Sat Mari, edhtii-
geancy ceount atnounted te $555 and, oeuntidg at the
same rate for the remaining thee months; the total weald be
87,782 for 1885-86. On that ground I ask for a ivote of'
87,000, beieting it will be suffbient.

Mr. DATIES. I notioè Mut ii tié tri*ellibg s,
amoutirig t $763; thër'e is dn itemf of $10 bli*éd gràtiàt
Mt'. M. F. Wâl8h, th¥ dtAlâ df whhuhthe AM*lit f hb*a
noer fet been giteén.

Ir. COSTfÁlq. I *s ûndér ithe imprsiôh ie Ad&.
tor had 'éeval the information r&juiré, and *ill nH-4u
into it.

Mr. DAVIB. Ir the hon. gentleman goigtàddt ts
Plan tiat thé Sèeïetary of State said he would dóþt, f"Udia-
ontining advertisihg in Morgàn's Regsterf

1*r. COSGÂN. Yes.
1mr. MoCRANEY. I an glad the Minister bf Inland

Revenue has reduced his contingencies by $3,000. Hms he
reduced the number of extra clerks ? It is said that last
year some of his extra clerks were employed on certain
pamphlet issued by his deputy, Mr. 4iail. Mr. Miall
handed me a copy and saic ho was the author. 82,000
would go a long way towards preparing a large nahiber 0f
those pamphlets.

Mr. COSTIGIN. A questidn was put on thé niétice
paper asking if Mr. Miali was authorised to issàe pämphldte
on the question of prohibition, and I rephd ho *as trôt. I
had no knowledge of extra clerks being employed on these
pamphlets, and if Mr. Miall gave this information to the
hbi. gentleman he did not give it to me.

Mr. DAVIES. Thé hon. niember fori Hùlton (Mfr. Mo-
traney) is in error in thinking the expenses have been de-
creaued. The ctudl expenditure of the Departmedît fof théi
last year was $6,583, and the Minister asks riow a Iat-ger
amount. We have not even the promise of a décrasse.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGIIT. This 1e a curious littile
pamphlet. I woud commend it to thé attention of the
hon. gentleman (Mr. Oarling) who àit bésidé the hdh.
Minister, and to the Minister of Marine and Fisheries (Mr.
Foster), behind him. Do they think the argument against
the Scott Act lei a good one ? On the whole, I think it
would be better foi- the officers of the Inland Revenue to
confine their attention to their own baiiness, instead of
discussing in this way the propribty of voting for thd Soott
Act.

Mr. BLAKE. No doubt the deputy Minister ws en -
deavoring to benefit the Department, since, itý revenues
would be diminished by the opei-ation of the Scott Acot.

Mr. cCORA.1ŸE. I did not *ish to state that the ïuïai
of theGovërnment were used in the production of tbià
paiphlet, but the Minister's deputy told ine he Ws t
author of it, and I understood that a numbeti oi the lc#kA
ha'd gtated that they aseisted to prépare it. I ubdëretand
that teois of thousands of these pamphleté have been Ébt-
tei'd arohad thé cotuntry, aid I havé seen Betbral in iy
own plàce. It i nibt 1*obäble, ih my mmid, that thiÉ W*A
sirhply a geherou act on the pt-% of these parties. I 8f
not wish to insinuate, however, that the Governidehi Pit
for this pomþhleti but theré ought to bu somé èþiobWati6h
abbut it.

Mr. DAVIES. I would ail thé ttenition f thb Minii!it•
of Pnblic Workh ah connectibn with thé amonult of g8,U09
for the contiiigehcies df big Depirtmenlt, to the item *hich
has béeti so much discuésed, and in which the Mfiiilster of
Custome is so thubh inter'ested, cab hirt. I oberv that thb
system bas crept into hie Depattmedt idlo; in thut d gâtle-
man named "Sundry Persons " bas b.ën iotid1ig 1812 o
nab hire. I think that gentieina had bettet be ohicked.
In anothér place, under the head of Privy Coduioil, hpapétaí•
to have spent $519. I think it is time thtt Mast " Stitdr
Pldt-a Ir"wg catled to a st-ibter acobuit.

Sir lIELT2OtôÉ ANHie ViI. I qupoae thlat means thé
nieengers atid ôthre *ho are sent Ôn èri-anids at diÈtdà ,
glig to the raiàway sattions and càrry iiheé g'e dt a
distndée. Ofl eÔhi'-e, thier'e Io l à"i'ng in sendin th eë in à
bib an not having them three or four hours away. In à
lhe loidtbebtm ut hhnot vh.id théthieh, Aoddthe
hôjý Êdtitmnih thust e* tht the Etùcddat is vWrg Énoddrató:
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Mr. MoMULLEN. I would suggest to the Minister that

he would save money if he were to buy half-a-dozen veloci-
pedes.

Mr. DAVIES. I see a Mr. Roy has some travelling
expenses charged here. I presume that was for the busi-
ness of the Department, but the public are called upon to
pay for his travelling bag. I find "F. E. Roy, travelling
bag, 830." If all the publie servants are to have these lux-
uries provided for them, it is as well that the public should
know it.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. Mr. Roy is my private sec-
retary, and had to go with me to the North-West last year,
and of course I had to provide him with a bag.

Mr. DAVIES. Was that to carry the petitions?
Mr. McMULLEN. I see there is an amount of $584.27

for "goods." Will the hon. gentleman explain what the
" goods " are?

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. That item is in every
account before. 1 have no don bt the Auditor General has
receired all the information about this; it is in the ordinary
accounts of the Department. You require certain things-
linen for maps, or anything of that kind-and it is all
charged to "goods." -

Mr. DAVI ES. I do not wish to be at all captions, but I
think for a clerk in a Department, even if he Le a private
secretary, to buy his travelling bag and charge the public
830 for it, is an outrage. We might as well buy hie clothes.
It is perfectly preposterous that a clerk is to have this sort
of thing provided for him ont of the public treasury. I
wonder where we will draw the line.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. When the secretary travels
with the Minister, he las all the papers of the Minister to
put in safety, and of course these cannot be put in paper
and carried in the hand; they must be safe and in a proper
bag. The bag or the satchel in which the papers are to be
must be a good one. It is a proper expenditure.

Mr. MoMULLEN. Was it burglar proof ?
Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. I will enquire about that,
Mr. DAVIES. If that is a proper expenditure, of course

every other clerk who goes with his Minister will do the
same next year, if Parliament endorses it, and the leader of
the House for the time being says it is perfectly proper.
We shall have every other clerk going anywhere with a1
Minister buying a travelling bag at the public expense.

Mr. MULOCK. I suppose the Minister knows that the
bag was bought for that purpose and was used for that pur.
pose, and of course it is on hand now among the assets of
the country.

Mr. WILSON. I think the reduction shown bere by the
Minister is not sufficient, taking into account the greatr
number of public works which are being done away with
or not being carried on so extensively as before. The $500
apparent reduction is not what we might have expected
frotm the Minister if he is in accord with the other mem bers ofa
the Government whose intention is to reduce expenses.1
I see photographe and frames for pictures charged here. I 
suppose the Minister will perfectly justify that expenditure. b
No doubt, he las a right to have photographs taken and
framed, and hung in the Department. It is an easy and t
convenient way of admitting all sorts of wrong-doings in
the Department which ought not to be committed. PerhapsI
my friend will say these are photographe of public buildings.
That may be ; perhaps the public buildings in St. Thomas
are among the number; but the principle is wrong, whether0
the amount be large or small, and I think we ought to cry b
a halt here.

Sir HECTOR L&NGEVIN. The photographs I ex-g
plained lat year. I stated that, when a woik is in pro- p

Sir UuTo LANGEVIN,

gress, photographs are taken and sent to the Chief Engineer
or the Chief Architect, in order that he may see what
progress las been made. Sometimes there is a difficulty
about the work, and a photo ph i sent, and the Chief
Engineer, instead of moving a ut and going to the place,
can see, by the photograph and the explanations which are
given, in what state the work is, and can give his decision.

Mr. WILSON. Does the hon. Minister put these photo.
graphe in frames ?

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. Sometimes they are framed.
If the hon. gentleman will come and see me I will show him
the frames.

Mr. McMULLEN. I see that $1,074.40 were expended
for travelling expenses in the Department of Public Works
in 1884-85.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. In this sum are comprised
the expenses of my trip to the North-West with my private
seeretary-8300.- I think the House will consider that a
small sum.

Mr. CAMERON (Middlesex). I wish to draw attention
to the item paid for books for the different Departments. I
find that there is paid annually a large amount in this re-
spect. I assume the books are technical works that are of
odvantage to the different Departments, but the amount that
has been expended in each is so large that I cannot account
for it except on the hypothesis that there is a library in
every Department. Some of these books, I perceive, from
the prices paid, cannot be technical ones.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. A number of books are pur-
chased for the Departments that are wanted for use. In
other cases, as hon. gentlemen who were in office before us
know, books may be purchased in certain Departments
under pressure from canvassers. At one time there was an
abuse going on, and an Order in Council was passed limit-
ing to four the number of copies that could be taken in
each Department, so that no subscriptions beyond that
could be given. The hon. gentleman will see that instead
of increasing, that item bas diminished. In my Department
only about 850 altogether were paid.

Mr. DAVIES. $335.
Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. No; that was fâr maps.
Mr. DAVIES. No; maps are put down separately. On

page 47 maps are charged. 849, and books of reference come
to some $335 for the hon. gentleman's Department alone.
In nearly all the Departments the expenditure for books of
reference has been high.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. However that may be, these
books were required in the Department.

Mr. CAMERON (Middlesex). Some of these books can-
not be of a technical character, I know, because they are
purchased from firms who do not publish technical works.
Ihave no doubt that all the Departments are pressed to
subscribe for works that are not of a technical character, but
at the same time I am decidedly of the opinion that the
Departments should purchase no works that are not strictly
useful to them. I would like to ask the Minister if these
books are detained in the Department for its use, or do they
pass out of it surreptitiously, no one knowing what becomes
of them eventually ?

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. They must remain in the
Department. These are books of reference of course. Some.
times one or more copies are taken of historical books, or
books published in the country, and as hon. gentlemen
opposite know, there is a good deal of pressure brought to
bear to get subseriptions, but the Government have now
imited the number of copies to four. I assure the hon.
gentleman that we all would be very much pleaed if no
pressure wasebrought to bear upon us to take any books
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except those that are absolutoly roquired. But this has beeni
done from time immemorial, and we try to limit the num-
ber as much as possible.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. I will take the oppor-
tunity of enquiring of the Minister of Public Works on what
principle he has of late, in the report of his Department,
included a rather lengthy treatise on a purely scientific
subject. It is published in his report, occupying, if I
remember aright, nearly 100 pages, and from the nature of
the case, it ean only be of use to a very small number of
persons. I also call the attention of whoever overlooks the
preparatien of these Sessional Papers, to the fact that it
appears to me that other and much more important papers
are excluded by reason of the large space assigned to these.
The hon. gentleman will recollect that a very large part of
his report is taken up with this somewhat abstract scien-
tifi treatise--I forget exactly what it is about, I did not
take the trouble to read it.

Sir HECTOIR LANGEVIN. Perhaps I am in the same
position as the hon. gentleman.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. But thon you are re-
sponsible and I am not.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. This was a hobby, if I may
so call it, of a scientific gentleman in my Department, and
I consented to have it put in my report, but with
the understanding that there should be no such scientific
treatise or appendix mn future, in the report of the Depart-
ment. So the hon. gentleman may depend on this, that we
shall not have any others of this kind.

Mr. DAVIES. With respect to the item $30,000 for
Post Office, I observe an item of $51I for books of reference.
This is the banner Department for newspapers, the amount
being $1,000 for newspapers supplied.

Mr. MULOCK. There is a large amount taken for extra
clerks, nearly $2,000. Is it necessary to have that number
of extra clerks continuously ? If so, they should be placed
on the permament list.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. For obvious reasons, I can-
not be expected to be as much au fait in this Department
as in my own Department. The number of clerks has been
increasing, and must necessarily increase, as the work of
the Department is growing larger each year, and I suppose
that when work has become pressing clerks have been taken
on for a short time and thon discharged. However, I will
endeavor te have fuIler explanations laid before the cm-
mittee haLer on.

Mr. MoLELAN. It has been the practice, for eight or
ton years past, to keep a very large number of clerks in the
Post Office Department, and the contingencies have alwaysi
ran from $30,000 to $33,000 or $34,000. In 1877 there
were two or three dozen extra clerks, and the contingen-1
cies amounted to $33,858; in 1878 the extra clerks were
about the same number, and the contingencies were1
$30,700. So it has ben the practice to keep a very large
number of extra clerks in that Department, and a large
sum has always been voted for contingencies.

Mr. MULOCK. That may be. There is a general im-
pression that the Post Office Department is rather over-
manned-that there are a great many extra clerks always
there. It is stated, I believe, with some truth, that in some
of the large cities the expenses of maintaining the post
offices are assuming unnecessarily large proportions. It is
not only said by the general public, but i Ais a fact that is
admitted by postmasters in charge. It is truc we cannot
expect the Minister of Public Works to give the explana-
tions, but there is a gentleman in the House who was Post-
master-General, and filled that office when these expendi-
tures were ineu•ed,

Mr. CARLING. I think the hon. gentleman is in error
with respect to a large number of extra clerks being em-
ployed beyond what are actually required. From my
experience as Postmaster General for three or four years, I
am aware that very strong pressure has been brought by the
postmasters in the different cities for additional help.

he extra work has been very great for the last few
years. Additional mails have been given: in many cases
where there were two a week the accommodation has
been aincreased to three times a week ; from three times a
week to a daily service; from daily to twice a day, and
additional letter carriers have been appointed in Toronto,
Montreal and all the larger cities of the Dominion. I can
speak from personal knowledge that .additional help was
not given until heavy pressure was brought by the different
postmasters. With respect to the business in the Post
Office Department here, l eau say that the number of clerks
is not more than is actually required. The volume of busi-
ness has increased very largely, especially in connection
with opening up new postal routes in the North-West, new
post offices, large increases in the Savings Bank Deposit
Department, and from the fact that Post Office Savings
Banks are being established in Nova Seotia, New Brunswick
and Prince Edward Island, also in the North-West and
British Columbia. I am quite sure there are no more
extra clerks employed than aie actaally needed. Then
I think it is sometimes more economical to have extra
clerks than to place them on the permanent list.
When there is a rush of business you can hire a clerk
for 81 or $1.25 a day and retain him for one, two or three
years and then dispense with him when necessary, whereas
if you place him on the perrianent list he receives a salary
of $400 and an increase of $50 a year. From my personal
knowledge of the Department I am able to say that there
is no Department doing a considerable volume of business,
which is worked so carefully and economically as is the
Post Office Department.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. That may be true, and
the explanation given may explain a considerable amount
of the increase. But when hon. members come to recollect
that only ninety-two clerks were employed in 1879 and that
188 clorks, an increase of nearly lO, are added to the
permanent staff for the year we are discussing, the hon.
gentleman will see that the increase must have been enor-
mous to require an increase from ninety-two to 188.

Mr. CARLING. So it has been.
Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. And I hardly think

that either the growth of the business or the growth of the
country warrants the whole of that increase, tbough a
considerable part of it may fairly be accounted for. Now,
if I understand aright, the estimate submitted by the hon.
gentleman's successor, there will be a deficit of nearly
$1,000,000 between the expenditure and the receipts of the
Post Office Department at present, and that seems to me to
be a very undue deficit. I think, in a good many cases, it
will be found that accommodation has been granted with
very little regard to the increased cost to the country. An
expenditure of nearly $3,900,000 is now incurred, and our
total receipts will probably be about $1,850,000. That is
too much, it appears to me. It may be true that the
number of extra clerks was nearly as great in 1877-78 as
now, but the hon. gentleman will observe that there is an
increase of nearly 100 on the permanent staff at headquarters.

Mr. CARLING. I think the hon. gentleman wili admit
that the people at Edmonton and Prince Albert and Battle.
ford and Fort Macleod are certainly entitled to mail accom-
modation. Some three or four years ago the people of those
places had a mail once a month; later, once in three woeks;
then once in two weeks, and now they are receiving their
mails once a week at aUl those point. I faot alr406l qvry
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portion of the North-West Territoris ip o .riving 
*eekly mail where a few years ago it oily reoeiv a mal
once a month. Of course, that adds considerably to the
expense of the Department, involving, as it dos the ope-
ing of many miles of new postal routes and new post offices
in that portion of the country. lu such cases you cannot con-
aider simply whether the expenditure is going to pay for the
time being, but if there is a settlement of fifteqn, or twenty,
or thirty families and they ask for mail accommodation and
the settlement is likely to increase, I think that if the
hon. gentleman himself were at the head of the Department
he would be only too glad to give them that accommodation.
As the hon, gentleman has referred to the large increage,
I would point out to him that in 1885 the number of pos
offices throughout the Dominion was 4,518, while last yea
there were 7 114, or an addition of some 2,600 post offices,
and when you consider the enormously increased mileARge
over which mails have to be carried, it will easily be seexn
that the expenses must increase to a considerable extent.
I-1lave already referred to the vast increase which has
taken place in the Post Office Savings Bank business, not
meiely iU the oldeý Provinces, but in the néwer Provinces of
the west and in the eastern Provinces as well, I am satià:
fied that the more the expenditure of the Post Office De-
partment is enquired into, the more will it be justified by
mepnbers of both sides of the House. It is a Dpartment
which I believe has been very economically managed, con-
sidering the enormons stretch of country over which the
mails have to be carried, and the vast amount of busineos
that is done. I think that not only for the last two years,
but for a great many years back, the business of tha4
Department bas been done in the most satisfactory way.

Mr. GILLMOR. I think in some cases the Department
byve carried their economy to an extreme. In one com-
mgnity lu my own county I find that there is absolutely
no pos.ogeu sçoumodation at all. For a long timo the
mail matter has 'been left in the shire town of. St. Andrews
and not carried to the Island of Campo Bello at al, because
no one could be found who would~ perform the duties of
the omce for the amount allowed by the Department.

The CHAIRMAN. The hon gentleman had better con-
fine himself to the item under dispussion-the contingençies
of the Department,

Mr. GILLgOR. I uuderstood the theç Ki:ister referred
to the general conduct of the Department.

The CHAIRMAN. He was replying to i remark on
the other side, but I do no tbink w. should enter into a
generaidiscussion on the snbject.

Mr. GILLMOR. I was going to compliment the Depart.
ment on 4eir economy in this particular casÇ ba1 t I thin
they have grried their economy to aju extrepe, a, there is
a large commumity there who are not getting mail matter
at al. The sum of $40 wa all that was. allowe4 for keep-
ing the office. Some years ago it was given to the collect9r
of Customs, but he would not do. the work for that sun and
nobody else will. I think in such a case they should be a
lidie more considerate of the wantsB of the conmunity, and
increase the pay so that somebody eau be found to keep. the
post officein that place. The communication there is such
that a great many of the letter sent go from the community
in boats to Eastport more con'eniently, so that the letters
sent are not numerous, but the letters reoived are very
numerous.

Mr. DATIES. I think the Postmaster General takes
rather an optimistie view of the situation, as I do not think
the Post Office Department is as efficient in some respects
as it should be. There is one item here which I think
requires explanation. We have already called attention to
tho fact, that in some items of contingencies it is the most

travapt epartment of any in " oGýernment, and

thit s saying 4 good deal. I would enquire why it is that
*biiWsome of the Departments spend only'$ 20 0 and 5O
for newspapers, the Post Office Department, in 18848,
when the hon. gentleman had charge of it, spent some
$900, and for books of refnrence akma, $577. I notice also,
that while the expenditure under the item of goode in the
other Dpartmente3 genorally amounts to $20, $30 or $40,
the expenditure of this Department was $439 in that year.
It mmy be that the item eau be explained satisfactorily, but
so far.-no explanation ha heen given, and I think itrequires
explanation.

Mr. CARLING. I can hardly explain that particular
item at the moment, but I may say that, as the hon. gentle-
man will understand,the Post Offi3eDepartment is the largeat
Dèpartment in the service; I believe there is a larger number
of clerks émployed in it than in any other Department. What
the items are l cannot explain, but I should be very gaid
indeed to give the explanaion to the hon. gentlernaý on
concurrence.

Mr. DAVIES. Very well ; I shall be satisfred. I wish
at the same time he would inform the Ilouse whether it is
propoaed to expend $1,000 this year again on newspapers.

Mr. CARLING. Icannot speak for that Department this
year, because I am not in charge of it.

Mr. DAVIES. The hon. gentleman can tell me whether
his official experience enables him to say that it is absolute-
ly essential in the public interest to expend $1,000 for
subscriptions to newspapers in that Department.

Mr. CAR LING. I do not think the expenditure is a loge
to the country. The Department is a very large one, çnd I
think the officers of and visitors to the Departmneut sh'old
have an opportunity of reading the newspapers as well as
the chiefs.

Mr. DAVIES. Plenty of time, eh?
Mr. CARLING. I do not know about plenty of tirge,

but I do not think an expenditure of $800 or 8900 for news-
papers for a large Departinent like that is verygreat.

Mr. McOR ANEY. It does seem tg. me that this. is about
the most gay and festive Department we have. For travell-
ing expenses and cab hire it spent $1,966.05. I think we
ought to hive some explagstion of this enornous expendi-
ture. One of two thinge is true-either the saaies we
pay these gentlemen are not large enough, or elsie
they age too penurious to pay their own cab hire. They
should either pqy thoir own cab hire, or we should pay them
more salary. There were great complainte made of the
number of civil servants employed in these Departments
under the régime of the Ion. mniçfber for East Yçrk (Mr.
Makenzie); bµ; I find that the number has more than
doubl d since that time. It dos seemk.to me it is time to
c4 a halt. I sp tbat for w.ashing towel 8180 was
expended in the Post Offic Dep&rtment. For news;papr
suscriptions $916 was expeped. It dooe segp ,te ,this
would more than pay fr aU the newspapem& pjibliske in
the Dominion.

Mr. BOWELL. What was it in the year you referred to
a moment ago ?2

Mr. MoCRANEY. I did not lopk.
Mr. BOWELL. You will find, that it was $2j.14.
Mr. MoCRANY All.I have to say is that two wrongs

do not make a right. I consider it an enormous sum, and
it is certainly time such an expenditure should be put a stop
to.

Mr. CARLING. The hon. gentleman seema to think the
charge for washing towels is enormous. I do not think it
is, considering that there are nearly 200 officials in that
Department. The towels are paid for at the rate of half a
dollar a dosen, and there are vouchers for every one washed,
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Mr. McLELAN. The sum paid for subscriptions for
newspapers in 1877-78 was $921.14, $16 les than was paid
last year; and the expense of washing towels, I suppose,
was covered by the item of contingent expenses, 8869.40.
Under the supervision of the Auditor General all the little
items included u this charge, now appear in detail; so that
hon, gentlemen will find, if they make the comparison, that
the contingencies of this Department have not inreased.

Mr. MULOCK. I am surprised at the defence the Min-
ister of Finance offers. Hie Government promised to do
better, and he is now citing the practice of the former Gov-
ernment as a justification for the present Government.

Mr. McLELAN. The hon. gentleman forgets that we
have twice as large a staff, and that we are managing with
the same contingencies.

Mr. MULOCK. I ask the hon. Minister if he will assert
fron actual knowledge whether some of the items under the
head of contingent expenses, have not been, under his
régime, transforred to other accounts.

Mr. MoLELAN. I think not.
Mr. BOWELL. I say no, so far as they affect my

Department.
Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. The total expenditure

for civil government and contingencies was about 8823,000
half a dozen years ago, and it is now $1,222,000, so that I
do not think we may fear a comparison, particularly when
you remember that our superannuation account, which was
grievously condemned, only amounted to $100,000, while
the hon. gentlemen's is over $200,000. So that where we
spent $900,000, the lon. gentlemen will spend $1,400,000.

Mr. McMULL IN. I see an item, "A. L. Jarvie, travel-
ing expenses, $637.25." I am glad to notice the Post.
master General has been modest in regard to travelling
expenses, but this sum should be accounted for.

Mr. CARLING. Mr. Jarvis is my private secretary,
and ho went with me on business in connection with the
Post Office Department. I considered I was working in the
interests of the country when I attended to all correspond-
ence while absent, the same as when at the office. If the
public business was attended efficiently, as it was, I do not
think there should b. any objection to the charge of the
travelling expenses of Mr, Jarvis.

Mr. McMULLEN. Then there is W. D. LeSueur down
for $90.60 for travelling expenses, and the Auditor General
reports that the details are not given.

Mr. CARLING. Mr. LeSueur is an excellent officer,
assistant secretary to the Department, and has often been
sent to transact business at Montreal and Quebec and other
places. I am quite sure he has returned every item of
expenditure, and if not is quite willing to do so.

Mr. MoMULLEN. I do not challenge the efficiency of
the officer, but I complain that a detailed account has not
been furnished.

Mr. LANDERKINs Referring to a little matter in
which the onor of the C rown was pledged by letter to
establish an office at a place called Corinth, I hope the pro-
mise given by the late Postmaster General will be carried
ont. There is another offceo required in the township of
Egremont; they have none there south of Yeoville. I hope
the Postmaster General will not delay establishing offices
at those places.

Mr. McMULLEN. I notice in the Auditor General's
account, there is an item of $222.79 for calculating inter.
est on savings bank accounts. W. J. Barrett, who ha
$1,700 salary, gets $43 for calculating the intereat on these
accounts; E. r Bell, with a salary of $1,000, gets $38.29 ;
another, with a salary of $1,400, gets $0. Thaue men are

Au1

paid these salaries for doing their work, and calculating
interest on savings bank seceunts should be part of that
work.

Mr. OARLING. These gentlemen are experts at calcu-
lating interest, and they make up the aceounts of the
savings banks, and also the statements for the fiscal year,
and are obliged to work in many cases until one o'clock
or two o'clock in the morning. They are therefore paid
extra. The hon, member for Halton (Mr. McOraney) was
in error in saying the travelling expenses and cab hire
amounted to $1,900. That item is only 81,169. I wish also
to refer to the statement the hon. member for Digby (Mr.
Vail) made the other evening. He called attention to the
item of $70 for seventy hours work. I wish to explain this:
The Secretary of the Department of Agriculture wrote
to the Auditor General the following letter :-

i On page 137 of the report of your apropriation accounts for 1885,
there occurs the following item, 9. 0. Waod, 70 hours, at $1 per hour.
In the House of Commons on Wednesday lait, the Minister of Agricul-
ture waasked ta furnlîh an explanttion of this item, which requeot ho
hua referred ta the Depariment It foflows, of courge, taugay "hu the
statement in your report, which I have quoted, ia an error, and that no
such payment of 70 houri work, at $1 per heur, has been made. It ie
plain that the word 'hours' has been sub tituted for days.

''As you will fiad by reference to the vouchers furnished4by the
Department.

II have the honor to be, Sir,
"Your obedient servan

,.JOH ,LOWE

This is the reply:
"OrrÂwAe 1th April, 1886.

"Sm,-Replying to your letter of yeuterday's date, I beg tate
that the item «M. 0. Wood, 70 hours at $1 per hour,' should read
M. 0. Wood, 70 days at $1 per day.' The error occurred in the coue

of transcription.IIaSret
"I am, Sir, etc

ciJ. L MD0UJlALL,
'f .or ,,neraL"

So hon. gentlemen will see that errors of this kind creep
into the Auditor General's report. Probably others have
crept in in the same way.

Mr. VAIL. I am very glad to hear the explanation, and
I have no doubt my hon. friend is very much obliged to me
for having given him the opportunity to make it.

Mr. CARLING. Oertainly; I am very much obliged
indeed.

Mr. VAIL. I was quite sure some such explanation
would be made, but I thought it proper to call attention to it.

Mr. DAVIES. I want some little explanation of the sum
of 8952 for cleaning offices. It seems to be a very large
sum of money and no such charge appears in any other
Department.

Mr. CARLING. The hon. gentleman will understand
that it is a pretty large Departinent, and it is necessary to
have the models in the patent branch cleaned. A very
large number of persons are coming and going. Visitors
from ail parts of the country come to see the models in
the model room, and it is necessary to employ persons to
keep ail the different articles clean, and th. glass cases in
the room are washed, I believe, every day, so that
the modele can b. seen. I think it can be shown that every
item has been expended properly and could not be avoided.

Mr. DAVIES. I see that, in that Department, there was
an exrnditure of 818,236 in the last completed year, and
now te Minister is asking for only $15,000. Where does
he expect to make the saving ?

Mr. CARLING. I believe there is a provision that any
over-expenditure is charged to "Departments generally."
With regard to the 18,000 for extra service, as I explained
in regard to the Post Offce Department, so in the Patent
Office Braneh, we have a large number of extra elerks, and
it has been thought by my pudeosesor of both parties, that
it is more economioal to hire clerka at 800, 4860 or $M0 a
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year than to put on permanent clerks at $400, increasing
every year. That policy was adopted by my predecessor,
and I believe by his predecessor, the Hon. Mr. Letellier. The
Patent Branch has been increasingin work very rapidly, and
the amount of receipts from that branch was nearly $70,000
lat year. It may gradually fall off, and it may not be
necessary to keep as many clerks as we have now, and
under the present system their services can be dispensed
with without any injury to them, because they are only
employed by the month.

Mr. DAVIES. The hon. gentleman misunderstands my
enquiry. I find that over $18,000 was spent last year, and
now only $15,000 is asked. I imagine that is not done in
a haphazard way, or that 83,000 less is proposed without
the Minister knowing where he is going to make the saving.
The House must vote intelligently and sensibly, and it is
doing neither now. The hon. gentleman ought to say
where he expects to get the saving. It is no use to vote
815,000 in round figures in a haphazard way.

Mr. CARLING. I understand that we expect we can
do with less this year than we did last year.

Mr. DAVIES. You are going to be more economical.
Mr. LANDERKIN. What amount will be required this

year for books of reference in that Department ?
Mr. CARLING. It is impossible for me to say at present.
Mr. LANDERKIN. Cannot those books of reference be

found in the Library ?
Mr. CARLING. A number of the works referred to are

works on patents, which I believe are not in the Library.
Mr. DAVIES. What is the cause of the increase in the

Marine Department ?
Mr. POSTER. That is a sensible estimate. The expend-

iture for 1884-85 was $7,944, and for 1885-86, to lst April,
there has been spent some $6,000. Arguing from the past,
it is supposed that $8,000 will be required for this year.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. The Minister says this
is a sensible estimate. Does he mean that the 86,000 pro-
vided by his hon. predecessor was not a sensible estimate ?

Mr. POSTER. Not at all, but I understood my friend
from Prince Edward Island (Mr. Davies) to say that, if an
increase or a decrease were proposed, it should be based on
the actual expenditures for past years. This is based upon
the actual expenditure for the past year.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. Then his predecessor's
estimate was not based on the expenditures of past years.

Mr. VAIL. There is an increase in the amount for
fisheries.

Mr. POSTER. The expenditure last year was $2,399,
and the sum estimated for the next year is $3,000, which is
a slight increase rendered neooesary by the extra work of
the Department. This year we have the fisheries protec-
tion, which will, no doubt, cause a great deal more work,
and an a4ded sum is put in for contingencies. It is a very
moderate one.

Mr. DAVIES. How is it that you have in each of the
Departments specially charged the item of "lgoods," some-
times a very large item and sometimes a moderately smal
one, and yet under the head of "Departments generally "
you have $594 for that also. If each Department charges
its special expenditure under its own head, how is it that
you have another lump sum that you ask the House to vote
generally ?

Mr. McLELAN. The clerk of contingencies, Mr. Boas,
who had charge of this, has not entered this amount to
show what the $494 oover. I suppose they are goods pur-
chased, and the invoices are audited by the Auditor Gen-

Jur. Qu&x,

eral, and distributed among the Departments generally.
But if the hon. gentleman desires further information, we
can get it on concurrence. Perhaps it would be better to
leave it to the Public Accounts Committee, where the
vouchers can be examined.

Mr. BOWELL. You will find the whole of these items on
page 85 of the Public Accounts.

Mr. DAVIES. What I am asking for is the amount for
each Department separately ?

Mr. BOWELL. I understand this covers the expendi-
ture by the officer of contingencies, for his own branch of
the service and for the Departments generally. For
instance, the sum paid for charwomen, I presume, is for all
the Departments.

Mr. DAVIES. Take the item of ice. Every Depart-
ment has a sum voted for that-whatever the Minister aska
for. Now you have it here as a general item. What
Department is that for? And so with reference to the
$594 for goods. What Department is that intended for?

Mr. BOWELL. The 888.70 for ice may be for the
corridors over all the buildings.

Mr. DAVIES. We want the explanation at any rate on
concurrence. There is $315 for wages to charwomen. Is
that in connection with the buildings themselves ?

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. All the Departments.
Administration of Justice......... ......... .................. $48,770

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. What is the cause of
the great decrease in miscellaneous justice ?

Mr. THOMPSON. The larger sum was provided last
year in consequence of the additional expenses in connec-
tion with the administration of justice in the North-Terri-
tories, caused by the rebellion.

Mr. WELDON. There is $1,000 for travelling expenses
of the stipendiary magistrates.

Mr. THOMPSON. An additional magistrate, Mr.
Travis, was appointed after the estimates of last year were
made up. This is for travelling expenses. Ris salary is
provided for in another page.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. I have no doubt that
the intention of the Minister was called to the unfortunate
altercations that have taken place with respect to that
officer's conduct at Calgary. Now, I do not want to pre-
judice the conduct of any man, particularly of a man in
such a position as that; but, perhaps, the hon. gentleman can
make some statement as to what is being done. If we are
to judge from the reports, the controversy botween Mr.
Travis and the people of Calgary hs assumed very serions
dimensions indeed, and I need not say that it is of very
great importance to the interests of justice in that country
that the officers appointed should not embroil themselves
unnecessarily with the people of those distant stations. I
am aware that Mr. Travis was not appointed by the hon.
gentleman himself--I think by his predecessor; but so
much has been said about it that I think it would be as
well, if the Minister is in a position to make any explana-
tions as to the position of Mr. Travis, that it should be done
now.

Mr. THOMPSON. It is a fact that every step of the
controversy has been brought to our knowledge. The liti-
gants on both aides, Mr. Travis for his own vindication, and
the persons who had grievances against him, have kept the
Department thoroughly posted as to the progress of the
conflict from time to time. It was impossible, however, for
us to interfere, especially with a person in the position of
Mr. Travis, until complaints were formulated. These were
formulated two or three months ago by a petition numer -
ously signed, and that petition wa answered by another
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petition almost as numerously signed, and it was claimed
representing in its signatories the more respectable and the
more responsible part of the community in which ho dis-
charges bis duties. However, intimation was conveyed toi
the petitioners against the judge, that an investigation
might be ordered if their charges were made in a more specifie
manner; and two gentlemen who had complainte of their
own to urge, and who represented some of the petitioners,
attended at Ottawa and made the complainte in detail, and
a person in a judicial position in Manitoba has been com-
missioned by the Government to investigate the charges
made against Mr. Travis. The investigation cannot be
commenced for a short time yet, but probably in the course
of next month, or the following month at the latest, the
investigation will be entered upon.

An hon. MEMBER. Who is the commissioner?
Mr. THOMPSON. Judge Taylor. I understand the

selection was satisfactory to both parties; in fact, both
parties desired the investigation to take place eventually.

Mr. MULOCK. I understand the Minister intimates
that some delay will take place before this investigation
can be entered upon or completed. I have received some
communications from residents of Calgary, and they all
assure me that the administration of justice there is at a
standstill. In criminal matters the public decline to have
persons brought before the judge to be tried and punished,
on account of the unwise exercise of discretion which they
say he makes, unduly punishing some and exercising undue
clemency in other cases. I would like to ask the Minister
of Justice how it came that a Mr. Cayley who, I understand,
had been found guilty of contempt of court and sent to gaol
for a period of time and also fined, was set at liberty a few
days after he had entered upon the period of imprisoument?

Mr. THIOMPSON. The hon. gentleman does not posses:
accurate information, if hie information is that justice is
suspended there. Justice Travis had proceeded to a distant
portion of his district, within the past few weeks, to hold a
court, before the information reached him that an investi-
gation was to be proceeded with. But provision bas been
made to have the duties discharged, pending the result of
the investigation. Justice Richardson will take one district
and Justice Rouleau the other. With respect to the case of
Mr. Cayley, the relief came not within a few days, but
after he had been imprisoned two or three weeks. Thet
release was made by order of Justice Travis himself. I
trust the hon. gentleman will excuse me from stating why(
the release was recommended, because civil proceedings are2
pending against Justice Travis for the exorcise of bisi
authority in that case, and it might to some extent preju-1
dice bis case if I entered into further explanations. But
the act of release of Mr. Cayley was that of Justice Travis
himself.

Mr. MULOCK. I will not press the hon. gentleman on
that point. I stated at the time that the Government in
sending up Judge Travis to the North-West had made a
great mistake. I do not refer to his fitness or want of
fitnees, but for the Government to appoint to administer
affairs in the North-West a gentleman from the Maritime1
Provinces who had never set foot in the North-West, who
was wholly unacquainted with the people there, with their
nature, their habits and mode of living, was a mistake, and
though I will not refer to what was in my mind-I was
going to refer to the personnel of the appointment--I will
say that al the trouble resulting from this appointment is,
in my judgement, clearly attributable to the Government ofi
the day. It was an appointment that under no circumstancei
should be made. That is the opinion of almost every mem-.
ber of the House, because hon. member s have more or less1
opportunity of judging as to whether he was suitable to the
Province or not. He may come out of the investigation

well, and be may tecbnically escape condemnation; but if
anyone reade the public press of that part of the country he
must come to the conclusion that the administration of
justice has been degraded, and that, practically, there L no
respect for the bendh in Calgary to-day.

Mr. WATSON. I desire to say, in endorsing the remarks
of the last speaker, that the Government should exercise
the greatest possible care in appointing men to administer
justice in the North-West. the people are a peculiar
people and they have to get accustomed to the laws. It
is, no doubt, possible that Judge Ti avis ma escape the
sentence that the people would bave passe on him, and
the fault may not lie with the law le lias administered,
but with the way in which he has seen fit to administer it.
It was pointed out laset year that Judge Travis was not a
suitable man to hold the position of a judge, that he was
looked on by the people of the North-West as a crank,
that he was known to the members here as a crank. He
came down from the North-West and announced that he
had been annoyed because the Government lad not
appointed him to the bench of Manitoba, and when inter-
viewed by a reporter here, he said lie had been up in Man.
itoba supervising the legislation of the House, as he was
going to be appointed a judge there and wished the legis-
lation to be perfect. The Governmen1t, knowing le had
expressed such views, made a great mistake in appointing
him to the bench in the North-West Territories. I hope
in the future that the Government will not see proper to
Fend men from the far east to the far west, men who know
nothing about the people and are unacquainted with the
country and the ways of the people. Due care would
cause the laws to be better administered, and I hope in
future more suitable men will be appointed.

Mr. WHITE (Cardwell). I have no desire to prejudics
the position of Judge Travis; but I desire to enter my
most earnest protest against the idea conveyed that the
people of the North-West are from their character such
that special people have to be sont there, because they, the
people of the North-West, are not familiar with the ordinary
administration of justice in the older Provinces. I had an
opportunity of seeing a good deal of the North-West and of
meeting the people of Calgary, and I can only say this : in
no part of the Dominion are more intelligent people to be
met; they are people from the older Provinces accustomed
to the administration of justice in those Provinces. And
the suggestion made by the hon. gentleman that special
care must be taken in the selection of judges, because they
are a peculiar people not used to the method of administer-
ing justice in the older Provinces, is simply an insult to the
people of the North-West.

Mr. MULOCK. The Minister of the Interior is very
quick to endeavor to put a false construction upon the
words that fall from members on this side of the House.

Some hon. MEMBERS. Order.
Mr. MULOCK. If I am out of order I withdraw that

remark. The hon. gentleman has placed a construction on
the remarks of an Ion. gentleman that is not applicable.
I say the Government of the day were, in my opinion,
guilty of a mistake in judgment in selecting, as they did,
Judge Travis, and they made a mistake for which they
are not altogether pardonable. They have had experience
before in this matter, and I assert there is no excuse what-
ever for the Government using the North-West as a preserve
whereto to send those having political claims on them, and
not in other respects qualified for the discharge of those
duties. We have seen the Government of the day se act-
I do not know whether the Minister of the Interior is given
to it-but if the hon. gentleman is going to continue the
policy of bis predecessor and send Wilkinson and such men
there, what wonder is it that the people become disaffected.
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While we are today one Confederation, and in some sense own particular frionds. That kind of thing has been going
one people, there is a publie opinion that localities desire, on in the North-West; it bas been made a dumping groand
as far as possible, to supply themselves with their own for political haeks and canvas-baggerg from the eat, and
officers. Where the Government can make appointmonts the quioker the Goverument stop that kind of thing the
to commend themuelves to public opinion, so that the publie botter for them, and the botter for th people in the west.
are satisfied with the personnel of the appointmont, there ie Mr. GILLMOR, I feel it to ho my duty as one who bas
greater harmony between the people and the Administration. beon acquainted with Judge Travis for thirty years, to
The Minister of Interior says: Just come to the North- dissent from the ebaracter which my hon. friend bas
West and fmd out the class of people there. We did not thought fit to give that gentleman. I do fot know exactly
require such information from the Minister of the Interior. whatconstituteaaerank, but I have known Judge Travîs
They are our own brethren, almost the flower of the people, for a long time, and 1 believe hlm to ho a man of ability
who have gone to the North-West, but having gone there and houer. Thore la another sentiment which I do not
they lead as in Calgary a somewhat different life from that agre with, and that is that nobody from the ea8t should
here, and at all events the people have to be dealt with inreceive theso appointmonts in the west. A man goes there
a somewhat diferent way from the people of the older te ad initer the law as a lawyer, and in ordor te do that
settled communities. There are collected the most active is necesary that ho should be born and brought up inand energetic people of the Dominion, and from the accoun the North-West? I dissent from that sentiment
which I have heard from Calgary and vicinity, I again altogether, as I dissent from some of the opinions
asert that the personnel with regard to the appointment of which have been expressed about Judge Travis.
Mr. Travis was a grave mistake, apart altogother from the 1 have read the papers from Calgary, and 1 flnd
question of importing a man from the Maritime Provinces that there are two sies te that question. The
to go almost to the Pacifie coast to govern the people. The Minister of Justice will see that petitions as numerously
peopleresented that one circumstance alone, and I hope the
Ministerof the Interior may not think that ho is at liberty question as from the other, and if there is a fair investiga.
to play ducks and drakes with the people, because ho. is tion as I believe there wiIl be, it will ho found that ho
clothed with power, or imagine because he has the power of adninistered the law correctly. I suppose ho got bis
being able to transfer people from one section of the country appointmintbcause ho wanted it, and because the Govern-
to another, that ho may experience too great pleasure in
exercising that power, like the person of old who fiddled inthe ort et o had pRastic dpofesin -
while Rome was burning. le may enjoy that e2perience itoba sud, professionally, I believe, ho was quite as wel
of triumph in his temporary power but the country will qualified as many other mon who have been appointed ta
not flourish while-siilar positions in that country. As a lawyerIbolievo ho

Mr. BOWELL. While ho is dancing ? stands flly up to the average, and hu career shows that
Mr. MULOCK. Yes, while ho ia dancing. I hope the such la his standing. You may choose te cati hlm a crank,

Government will make such arrangements as will be wel- bocause fo is of a nervous tempérament, or bocause ho has
comed by the people and will be acceptable to them. had the courage te deal with mon of high positions on their

knowledge of the Iaw; but, so far as I know, Mr. Travis is
Mr. WATSON. I thank the Minister of the Interior for a man who ha taken a high place in hie profession; hoebas

having complimented the good sense and loyalty of the taken hold of tho most difficuit cases successfully; ho ha
people of the North-West. I am glad that ho for one has had the courage of his convictions, and ho is what I oati a
paid them that compliment. I believe that the classOf bold ad honorable man. I know nothiug sgainst his
people who are in the far west are probably as good a class character, and I holieve ho laale Vo taie hua part
as you will get anywhere; I know it, and I an glad that anywhore. It may ho that ho may have shown a
ho knows it. I only wish that a number of his colleagues littie more zeal than was always direet, but Vo say that
would visit that country and see for themselves the class you must noV send a man there te administer the law
of people that are to be found there. But we have hon. who dosanoV know the habits of the people, sooma Vo me te
gentlemen on that side of the ouse claiming that some of ho asurd. Who are those people there? Some of ther
those people, whom ho is complimenting as law-abiding citi- are from Mr. Travis' own county. Some of thernfrornthe
zens, are rebels. We have heard them called rebels; but eaatern Provinces, and some are from Ontario; and is it Vo
they will not give Us the names; they say that the hosaid that lawyers from Ontario kuow botter how te
names are held secret by the Government, and yet administer the law Of the land in the North-West Territories
we find these hon. gentlemen getting up and attempting to than lawyers fram the eastern Provinces? How are they any
make this House believe that these mon are not law-abidin btteroqrinted with the ustoma of thepeople than Judge
people. I believe that they are a law.abiding people, and1 Travis? ow la a man from Tarante or from anywhere
that they know too much to have the law administered to else in Ontario, who has not beon lu the North-West, any
them by a crank. It is well known that Mr. Travis is a botter fitted ta administer the law than a man from Nova
crank, that ho has proved himself teobe a crank, that ho ia Scotia, New Brunswick or any other part of the Dominion?
not acceptable to the people, and the sooner ho is removed 1 have had some correapondence from the NorthWest; I
from Calgary the botter for the people there and the botter have read the papers, sud I have seen the. orrespondenco
for the people as a whole. I am of opinion that there are which ha appeared in those papers, sud I believe if Judge
men in the North-West 'erritories who are welI fitted toTravia geta fair trial, as I believo ho wiil, ho will come eut
fill all the positions in that eountry, and yet the Govern- al right. Ho hasoharateriatice about hlm whiciipenhaps
ment saw lit to dismiss a man who administered justice tomigit ho lmproved, but who hua not? I think that the
the satisfaction of the people in that country. I roter tO on who wiIl go there and allow things te run riotwho
ex-Ji4dge Ryan who was wiped out simply because he was w w
a Grit and did not suit them. law, arenoV haif ne fit for their pstions as those who will

fr. WHITE (Cardwell). Hoe wus sent frou the euat, onforco it ferlesly sud fimly, thoh judiciously.
Mr. WATSON. Hoe was a god man, aud h. gave entire Mr. IRVINE. Tslaih cfart time that I wast are

astithetion, and I hlieve the Governmont have noV shownthat there wtoe way of interprting Statutos hd admin-
r«ess or dia ug hum, or rather for re-arranging tieti teriug aws m nthe t fanother way lin the wet. I
distrctas00 as to leave him ont, and appoiuting one70f thoir alway understood that tJe Statutes wor t intrpretd by, the
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judges according to their English interpretation. AIlow
me to say that I do not believe that there is a judge in the
Dominion of Canada to-day who, if he set himself to enforce
i he law against the liquor trffic as Judge Travis did, but
will be put down by a certain class as a crank and be visited
with the same odium that has fallen on Judge Travis. If
the liquor party are allowed to make such attacks on Judge
Travis, then on their shoulders must rest the responsibility,
and not on hie. Let me say also that I hope he will have a
fair trial, for if he is a crank now they have been a long
time in discovering it, and he should have a fair trial and
not be made a martyr of.

Mr. MILLS. I certainly would not agree to the doctrine
that a party residing in Ontario bas any better claim to be
appointed to a position in the North-West Territories
than a party residing in British Columbia or in Halifax. [ do
not understand that any hon. gentleman has put forward any
such ground of objection to Judge Travis. No one bas
complained that he was appointed because he was a citizen
of one of the eastern Provinces; the point was, tbat he was
not a resident of the North-West Territories at the time he
was appointed.

Mr. PAINT. He had been.
Mr. MILLS. I think the hon. gentleman is mistaken.

I believe he was a resident of Manitoba, but not of the
North-West Territories. One observation made by the bon.
Minister of the Interior was, that the people of the North-
West Territories are a law.abiding people-that they are
from Ontario, Quebec and the Maritime Provinces, and in
no way differ from the people of the other Provinces. I
believe that is true; but the hon. gentleman, last Session,
supported a measure to put those people on a different foot-
ing, for some reason or other, from the people of the
other portions of the Dominion. He supported a
measure proposing tbat they should not be allowed
to carry or possess arme of a certain kind with-
out a license from the Lieutenant Governor. I am not
aware that there was any restriction of that sort
placed on the people of the other Provinces. I do not
wonder at all that the people of the North-West Territories
exhibit a certain amount of sensibility with regard to the
action of the Government towards them; and I think that
sensibility is something the Government are bound to pay
some regard to in their administration of affairs in those
Territories, more especially as they are wholly unrepre-
sented in this Parliament. The hon. Minister of the
Interior observed that Mr. Mathew Ryan, who was at one
time a stipendiary magistrate in the Territories, was a resi-
dent of one of the eastern Provinces. Well, he was a resi-
dont of the Province of Quebec, and I believe he was at the
time he was appointed; but what was the condition of the
Territories at that time ? There was no population except
Indians and half-breeds; but so far were the Government at
that time anxious not to offend the eeibilities of the people
that when the members of the North-West Council came to
be appointed we appointed among them a half-breed. We
took from the Territories, as far as possible, the material by
which they were to be governed. We also provided in the
law, which is on the Statute-book still, that as soon as there
was a certain population there they should have the
privileges of electing members of the Council, and that at
a certain period they should supersede the appointed
members altogether. Now, the point of the case is this:
1 objected to Mr. Travis being appointed a member of that
Council last year wben the subject was under discussion,
not because I had any personal objection to him, or becausei
I thought he was less competent than some others, but1
because I believed the material existed within the Territories,
and that so long as it did the people there would feel1
towards any person appointed from without, no matter howi
'competent ho might be, just the mae senSibility as wouldi

be felt by the people of New Brunswick if a lawyer from
Ontario shouid be appointed on the bench of the former
Province. It is not at all surprising that there should be
exhibited by the people of the North-West Territories a
certain amount of antagonism towards Mr. Travis, because
ho was an outside man. The Government themselves are
responsible for the condition of things that ias arisen. Mr.
Travis may or may not be a competent marn; I shall not
undertake to judge his case; but it is not suffieient that a
man should be a good lawyer or bave fair ability; he muet
have a knowledge of human nature, as he is put among a
people whose circumstances and conditions are wholly
different from those of older populations, and they require
more sagacity and more natural ability to govern them and
to administer justice successfully among them than the
people of older districts, where the restraints are of a
wholly different character. The Government not merely
appointed Mr. Travis stipendiary magistrate, but increased
his difficulties by making him a member of the Council.

Mr. WHITE (Cardwell). He is not a member of the
Council.

Mr. MILLS. The hon. gentleman ie mistaken. He was
made a member of the North-West Council ex officio as mag-
istrate.

Mr. WHITE (Cardwell). Ail I can say i that Judge
Travis complained to me bitterly in Calgary that he had
not been made a member of the North-West Council.

Mr. MILLS. The Government last year proposed to
appoint two additional nominative members for the Council,
and Mr. Travis was one of the two wbo were to be appointed.

Mr. WHITE (Cardwell). He was not appointed, and did
not sit in the Council last session.

Mr. THOMPSON. The enactment was not passed. Mr.
Travie is not a member of the Council. The number of mag-
istrates was increased, but the amendment, fixing the
number of councillors, was not passed.

Mr. WHITE (Cardwell). I may say further that so far
from Mr. Travis' unpopularity arising from the fact that he
had been from the east, when I was at Calgary he had been
there for some time. I had the pleasure of driving around
with a number of the citizens of Calgary, Judge Travis
being among them, and being in the same carriage as the
mayor of Calgary, who was afterwards fined by him, and
he was exceedingly popular. It was after that that his
unpopularity arose.

Mr. MULOCK. I suppose the people were ajust people,
ard did not withdraw their confidence from him until they
had occasion to do so. He was popular until they found him
out,

Mr. HACKETT. And he was a just man until he gave
judgment against the person who was popular.

Mr. THOMPSON. I hope that the House will not
interfere with the case of Judge Travis, as it is in the
hande of a commissioner from whom we can expect nothing
but justice. From what I know of hie case, there havebeen
no complainte to justify the strong observations that have
been made. The complainte have not been so much as re-
gards incompetence or want of appreciation of justice, as
want of discretion and prudence in the statements of his
opinions on the bench. I make these explanations, because
it may be assumed from what has been said that the com-
plaints are of a very serions nature. As to what the hon.
member for Marquette said, it certainly suggested that one
great grievance with regard to the appointment was that Mr.
Travis came from an eastern Province, but I do not suppose
that was intended, though it fell so on the tars of most of
us. As the Minister of the Interior has stated, the cause
of the agitation against Judge Travis, in the firet instunc,
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was not at all because ho was not a resident of the Territo.
ries. In point of fact, the ex-mayor of Calgary, who
has been the principal complainant against the iudge,
is himself from the city of St. John, where Judge Travis
came from. While it may ho correct to urge on
the House the propriety of making appointments in the
North-West from the residents there, that position is not
a strong one, as regards the selection of judges, because the
gentlemen practising in the Territories have been until
recently practising law simply on their status as barristers
from the older Provinces; and unless we appoint gentlemen
belonging to the bars of the Provinces, we could not have
appointed professional mon out there at all. In the
selection of gentlemen to fill the position of judges, it
would be undesirable to be confined to the members of
the profession in the Territories themselves. Most of them
are of the junior bar, and it is important that we should
select gentlemen of matured experience. Until recontly,
there ias been no bar of the Territories at ail, and those
who have practised there have practised simply on their
standing as practitioners in the other Provinces, so residents
would have no additional standing from the faut of residence.

Mr. WELDON. So far as the eastern Provinces are con,
oerned, I se. no reason why judges should not be selected
from them, if qualified. With reference to Judge Travis, I
have received a letter from the mayor of Calgary complain.
ing bitterly of his conduct, but, under the circumastances,
knowing the case was under investigation, I thought proper
to allow the commissioners to investigate the case before
expressing any opinion. Speaking of the appointment of
judges, I find in the Auditor General's report that Mr. Hugh
Richardson received $300 or $400 for coming to Ottawa
under the Torrens Act. As judge in the North-West
Territories ho receives $1,000 a year with an additional
$1,000 for travelling expenses, and thon hoeis employed on
this additional work which takes him away fron bis duties.
In a discussion with regard to a recent trial, great objection
was made that Mr. Richardson acted as judge, ninder the
control of the Government, since ho was employed by them
to do work outside of lis judicial duties. We find also a judge
from British Columbia taken away from his judicial duties
and put upon the Chinese Commission, and also that one of
the county judges of Ontario bas been engaged for several
years in matters outside of bis judicial district. It is wrong
that judges should be taken away from their duties to do
other work for which they are paid extra; it has the effect
of makingjudges look forward to remuneration for services
outside of their judicial functions.

Mr. WATSON. I had no intention of giving the House
to understand that I thought no appointment should be
made from the eastern Provinces. We have judges from
the eastern Provinces who have given entire satisfaction,
and I am glad to see people come to the North-West Ter-
ritories from all the Provinces. With reference to some
remarks of the hon. member for Charlotte in defending Mr.
Travis, I have no objection to them at al, they are simply
his individual opinions as opposed to mine. I do not think
Mr. Travis is a suitable person, and the Government, in
this particular case, dispensed with the services of men
competent to give entire satisfaction, without any cause
except that they differed from hon. gentlemen in their1
polities. Mon who have rendered services to the Govern-
ment in this House, should not be rewarded by getting
appointments in the weet which they are not fitted to fili
in the east. Judge Travis was not appointed judge in
Manitoba because he was not good enough, yet afterwards
he was appointed to the Territories, although the Territories
people have to come too far to make any appeal, and con-
sequently require careful administration of justice. I do
not wish the House to understand that I am opposed to
people from the east coming to the Territories.

Mr. TEMosoN.

Mr. MULOCK. I do not know whether the Minister
desires it to be understood that ho still maintains that ap-
pointments to the judiciary in the North-West must be
made from persons residing without the Territories. He
says that they could not make an appointmont from one of
the local practitioners, becausethey had not constituted them -
selves a local bar. That does not appear to me to be a valid
reson for a person properly qualified to practice law, but
who happens, for the time being, to be residing in the Ter-
ritories, being passed oter. If a member of the profession,
rosident in one of the older Provinces, is eligible to ba
appointed stipendiary magistrate in the North-West, he does
not cese to be eligible because ho chooses to leave his
native Province and go to the North-West. He carries his
qualification with him. His eligibility does not depend
upon where he is residing, but upon whether ho was
originally qualified to receive such an appoint-
ment. Now the Minister of Justice says that
the Government, in making the appointment of Mr. Travis,
followed the practice which has prevailed in the Lower
Provinces, and did not choose from the junior bar in the
Territories. To-day, and at the time Mr. Travis was
appointed, there were members of the bar of Ontario rosi-
dent there who were the seniors of men occupying places
on the Ontario bench to-day, so that the Territories possess-
ed at that time the necessary material from which to have
made this appointment. I do not know what the Minister's
future policy in this regard may be, but I have no hesitation
in expressing it as my opinion that the good of the people
would be botter secured in all cases, where, if possible,
appointments to local offices are made from the community
in which those offices are to be administered.

Mr. THOMPSON. The principle with which my hon.
friend concluded his remarks was one that I admitted at the
outaet of this discussion. My allusion to the local bar was
in answer to one of my hon. friends on the other side who
suggested that the case of Judge Travis' appointment was
as bad as would be the appointment of a judge from Ontario
for Nova Scotia, a thing my hon. friend knows is an
impossibility, because the law of each Province regulates
the appointment of the judges in such a way that they must
be taken from the differont bars themseolves. That was the
way in which I made the allusion to the local bar standing
in an entirely diffèrent position from the bars of the differ.
ont Provinces. Now my hon. friend asks me to state
whether 1 am of opinion that we must go outside of the
local bar to make these appointments. All I can say upon that
subject is that I think still we ought not to be confined to
the local bar. I agree that it is desirable to make the
appointments from the local bar if the attainments present
themselves and other qualifications exist, but I think that,
for the present at lest, we should not ho confined to the
local bar in making the appointments. As to what my
hon. friend from St. John (Mr. Weldon) said in reforence
to Mr. Richardson, I agree with him as to the principle he
enunciates as to matters of patronage being conferred upon
a judge. That was not exactly the case here, however.
It was necessary, in matters connected with the transfer of
the land in the North-West, to have for a time, in the
Department of Justice, some one who was conversant with
legal procedure there, and it was thought desirable to have
Mr. Richardson sent for. He was paid nothing for his
services, but simply his travelling and living expenses
while absent from home. He was given no remuneration
whatever, and his withdrawal was detrimental in no way
to the discharge of the duties of his office.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. The appointment of an
assistant reporter of the Supreme Court and Exchequer
Court at a salary of $1,000 appears to be au entirely new
appointment.
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Mr. THOMPSON. That is a new appointment. I suppose
most of the members of the House connected with my pro-
fession know that complaints existed for a considerable time
that the reporting was very mach in arrear. Steps were
taken early in November last to remove the cause of com-
plaint by providing the services of an assistant reporter.
There were at that time a great number of decisions un-
reported, and, as nearly all of us know, the business of the
court was then and bas since been growing constantly.
Representations were made to my predecessor to the effect
that to keep up with the current work would be impossible,
and much more to overtake the arrears ; and, in accordance
with strong representations then made to him, both by mem-
bers of the profession and by members of the judiciary, the
services of a very efficient assistant reporter were pro-
cured. Up to this time, the expense bas been defrayed
from another source, and we prepose now to estimate per-
manently for the assistant reporter. The increase in busi-
mes and the progress made in overtaking arrears has been
such that it wili be necessary, for some time to come, at
all events, and probîbly permanently, to publish three
volumes a year of the reports, and it is absolutely impos-
sible to do this and keep up with the carrent work without
the services of an assistant reporter. I bave here a state-
ment of the progress made since the lst November in
bringing up the arrears, which anyone who chooses may
examine; and froin which 'it will be seen that nearly ail
the arrears, or all that can be overtaken by the reporters-
that is all in which the decisions have been given to the
reporters-are either in the printer's hands or in such an
advanced state of preparation that they will be almost
immediately in the printer's hands, and I think the resuit
will be to remove entirely the grievance of which complaint
has been made of the reports of the court being in arrear.

Mr. DAVIES. If the appointment of this additional
reporter will have the effect which the Minister of Justice
anticipates, I do not think anyone will object to it, but I am
not quite satisfied that it will have that effect. The griev.
ance of which he speaks was felt all over the Dominion of
Canada. The reports of the Supreme Court were very
much behind, and everyone complained of the delay. 1
made it the subject of enquiry a year or two ago, and I
found that it was not because the reporter was unable to
discharge his duties as reporter. 1 understood it was from
different reasons, and I understood those reasons to be that
the work of the Supreme Court had very largely increased
and the judges of the court thought they were entitled to
have a clerk who would copy their judgments and give
them to the reporter. If the additional reporter is supposed
to do that work, I daresay his appointment will be found
to be very beneficial; but, if he is merely to do the work
the present reporter does, or to assist in that, I do not think
the publication of the Supreme Court reports will be
very much facilitated. I think every bon. gentleman
knows that the reporting of the Supreme Court is meagre in
one respect. The arguments of counsel are not reported at
any length, and in many cases are not reported at all. I
am not submitting this so much as a matter of complaint,
although as a lawyer I think it is very desirable in many
cases that the arguments as well as the judgments should
ba reported, but in many cases now we find the names of
counsel given and then the judgments of the different
judges, not taken in shorthand, but as written ont and
revised by the judges themselves. I understood the difR-
culty was that the judges thought they were entitled, and I
myéelf agree with them, to the copy of the judgments they
had from time to time prepared. Il this additional reporter
is to do that work I fancy the difficulty will be overcome.
If he is not to do that work, but is simply to assist in the
work which is now done by the present reporter, I do not
thlnk the diffieulty will be overcome.

Mr. WEL DON. It is very important to have judgments
published as soon as possible, and if this appointment will
facilitate that, it will be a boon to the public. I would
remind the Minister that in the published reports there are
a number of cases of past years that have not been included,
some of which are very important ? I know in one
instance a very important judgment was given relating to
the powers of the city which I have the honor to represent,
but it bas never been reported, and we have had some
diffculty in knowing exactly what the decision of the
court was. My hon. friend from the city of St. John has a
notice on the paper to bring up this question and try to get
the judgments printed, as well those of past years as more
recent ones.

Mr. THOMPSON. The cause of the reports getting into
arrears was to some extent that, as suggested by the hon.
member from Prince Edward Island, the judges needed
assistance, and when their reporter acted as their secretary
the reports went into arrears. The reporter oould
not have prevented the arrears from accumulating.
The assistance he now has will enable him, to some
extent, to be independent of the written judgments of the
judges, and he will be expected to report the decisions that
are given from time to time, and to bring the reports up as
rapidly as possible; and if the judgments are not furnished
to him, owing to the occupations of the judges, he will be
expected to report them from his notes. With regard to
the earlier decisions which, as the hon. member says, were
not reported at ail, I can state that the fault will, to some
extent, be remedied shortly. Mr. Cassels, the registrar of
Lhe court, intends publishing a digcst of tie reports, and
that digest will include, not only the cases that h ave been
reported, but likewise, I think, speaking from memory,
about 200 cases which have not been reported at ail; and I
have his promise, as well as that of the reporter, that after
the report is furnished by notes in that digest, an effort
will be made to get them published in extenso as much as
possible, and as soon as possible.

Mr. DAVIES. I hope the Minister will see, when this is
being carried out that, as far as possible, ail the reports
upon points of practice will be published also. Numerous
very important points have been determined by the court
from time to time, and we never hear of them at ail. I may
ask the Minister if 82,000 covers the entire cost of
printing, binding and distributing the Supreme Oourt
reports?

Mr. THOMPSON. Yes.
Mr. MILLS. How is it, then, that the profession have to

pay $4 a volume for the reports? Does that become part of
the revenue ?

Mr. THOMPSON. Yes.
Mr. MLLLS. Where is that accounted for?

Mr. THOMPSON. I cannot tell what page, but it is in the
Auditor General's report. It is in the consolidated fund.

Kingston Penitentiary....... ............. .$107,935 38

Sir RIOHARD CARTWItIGIT. What are the increases?
Mr. THOMPSON. The principal increases are: chief

keeper, 850; hospital overseer, $50, and $3,000 for guards.
The increases are considerable, it is true. The recommen-
dation is under these circumnstances: in the time of the late
warden, Mr. Creighton, who was not only a very efficient
officer, as I believe the present warden is, but an unusually
active warden, an attempt was made, especially in the latter
part of his term, to conduct the affairs of the prison with a
much smaller staff than, in the opinion of everybody con-
nected with the management of penitentiaries, h. had a
right to expect. Ris activity was such that he discharged
the duties of several offlers himslf, On his deese fA
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reconstruction of the staff took place, and it was suggested
not only by his successor, but also, I believe, by the
inspector, that the staff Eh..uld be increased in order
to bring it up to a state of thorough efficiency by
the increae recommended here. At the request of my
predecessor the warden was induced to make the attempt1
for another year to get along with the present staff, and the
result of the experiment has not been entirely satisfactory.
It has been felt that the staff was not sufficiently large
for the prison. But we have this disadvantage to
face in the ensuing year, namely, that the contract with the
look company, which furnished employment for about 90
of the male prisoners, is about to be terminated, and it will
be necessary to find other employment for those conviots.
Hon. gentlemen on both aides of the House know the diffi-
culty there is in finding labor for convicts which will net
come into competition with free larbor, and in this instance
it is considered that work can be furnished in the prison
grounds. Considerable improvements are expected to be
oarried on next year, on the prison buildings and surround-
ings, and most of the prisoners discharged from lock making
will have to be employed out of doors. It is quite appar-
ent that an additionat number of guards will be required,
because the staff of guards must be much larger if conviots
are employed out of doors. Considering the whole matter,
although I was reluctant to ask for so large an increase in
one year, I felt compelled by the statements made by my
offlcers to ask the Houae to sanction the increased staff,
a chief keeper and six additional guards. I may state,
however, as one circumstance which will be satisfactory to
thecommittee, that, notwithstanding this large increase, tbe
per capita cost of the staff will be less at ig6ton than in
any other of the penitentiaries. The per capita cost of the staff
oftheseveral penitentiaries is as followsa:-Kingston, $84.57;
St. Vincent de Paul, $141.73; Dorchester, $171.03; Manitoba,
$107.05; British Columbia, $147.14. The number of inmates
at Kingston on 31st Docember, 1885, was 567 ; the proportion
of offcers would give seven prisoners to each officer; while
et St. Vincent de Paul the proportion would be 4 .;
D)orchester, 3M>o; Manitoba, 6M2j; Britishr Columbia, 4ï. 50
that in view of the strong statements of the officials, en-
dorsed by the experience of the pat year in endeavoring to
get along with a small staff, and the very obvious necessity
of ah increased staff arising from the change in the occupa-
tion of the prisoners, and the fact that the per capita cost
will be stili so small-all these facts combined made me
agree to the recommendation, and I ask the House to
sanction the proposed increase.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. How does the hon.
gentleman propose to employ the prisoners when the lock
company's contract terminates.

Mr. THOMPSON. There are some buildings going on
this year on which it is intended te employ the prisoners.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. Independent of that,
what does the hon. gentleman propose to do with them.
We have had a great deal of trouble about this matter in
past times, and when we discussed the question last year it
was then suggested, and partially acquiesced lu, that an
effort should be made to do as much as possible of the Gov-
ernment work proper. I am not aware that anything has
been done in the way of carrying out that underatanding.
If the Minister has been able to consider that question I
should be glad to know at what decision he las arrived in
regard to it. Throughout the Dominion there is room for
employing a very considerable number of conviots ln this
way, and whatever may be said about entering into compe-
tition with the labor of the general market there can be no
objection, I think, to the employment of oonvicts on Gov-
erment, works in the proper sense of the term.

Mr. THOKPSON. The difficulty of avoiding competi-
tion with outside labor is one that has to be faoed continu-
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ally, and changes are made from time to time. Some works
have been undertaken in addition to those I have men-
tioned. One of those which has been suggested as suitable
employment for some of the laborers was in connection
with smelting iron. With respect to labar up to 7th April,
the statistios were these : There were in the penitentiary,
males, 533; females, forty-one. The lock contract employs
eighty-seven mon. The tailor's and shoe shops employ
seventy, they making and repairing clothing for the establish-
ment. At that time they were engaged in filling an order for
the Indian Department in the North-West. Coopers, paint and
Lin shops employ twenty-eight men. They were engaged in
work required by the institution itself. The blacksmith and
machine shops employ twenty-two men. That was for
work in connection with the establishment itself. In
stone-cutting, thirty-nine men were employed in dress-
ing Stone for prison use, and the improvements which
are being made at present will increase that number
considerably. There are fifteen men employed as masons,
and it was intended that as soon as the weather permitted
that number would be largoly incresed in the extension of
the building, and pointing the walls. Eleven men are
employed on the outside at carpentering and jobing work, and
attending to other works and repairs. Fifteen mon are
engaged in the general jobbing gang; sovon men in the
wash-house, and twenty-four men in the drying and mend-
ing room. In the dining hall and kitchen eighLeen men are
employed; in the wing-gang seventeen mon; in the bakery
six mon; in the quarry twenty-nine mon; in the farm and
gardon twenty-six mon; engineering work and mill fourteen
men; and then besides there are, of course, various workmen
aioand the gi oands engaged on the wharf frontage, excava-
tion, stable, &c. In the hospital and insane wards there
are thirty-eight men, thirty-three of whom are insane. [n
the female prison there are forty-one women, some of whom
are feeble or aged, and scarcely able to work. The women
are generally employed in sewing, knitting, and domestic
work.

Sir RICHARD CART WRIGHT. I notice that the farm
receipts are put down at only $4; a larger amount must be
realised than that.

Mr. THOMPSON. That refers merely to the sales; the
rest is consumed in the institution.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. Roughly speaking,
how much is produced ?

Mr. THOMPSON. About $5,400 worth.
Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. What is the meaning

of this item of capital account, 8776 ?
Mr. THOMPSON. That is put in to cover articles which

are not ordinarily chargeable to working expenses.
Mr. DAVIES. I should suppose that the working expen-

ses would be decreased if the hon gentleman proposes to
close the lock factory.

Mr. THOMPSON. That depends on the population, and
we estimate for an increase.

Mr. WILSON. I se that last year a vote was taken for
four teamsters while only three were employed. This year
the estimate is for four; will that number be employed?

Mr. THOMPSON. As I stated already, a number of
men who have hitherto been employed indoors are to be
employed on the grounds, quarrying, &c., and the four team-
staers will probably be required.

Mr. DAVIES. I see that the working expenses 4re
817,'66, while those for 1884-86 were $15,300-or an
increase of $2,000. I do not see how that increase comes.

Mr. THOMPSON. The maintenance of the building
will be increased by $220.24 i maintenance of machinery,
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caused by the fact that an additional amount of machinery
is being put in, for instance, in the gas works, $383.60 ;
kitchen, $32.95, making a total of $636.89, the principal
part is in connection with new machinery.

Dorchester Penitentiary .......................... $46,993 50

Mr. TIHOMPSON. For this penitentiary we ask a vote
for a baker. The bread hitherto has not been baked in
the institution, and it is considered economical and desirable
in every way that it should be. We ask also a vote for the
salary ofa tailor instructor. These are the only increases in
salaries. There is an incresse of$1,161 for officers' uniforme,
which arises from the fact that at certain periods the officers
have to be re-uniformed, and this is the period when it is
expected this will be required. As a general rule it is
required once in two years.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. The receipts in the
Kingston penitentiary amount to $10,000. Here they
amount to only $570. The number of convicts, of course,
is smaller in Dorchester, but still the discrepancy between
the two is very great.

Mr. THOMPSON. The diffarence, I think, arises prin-
cipally from the lock contract at Kingston, supplying labor
to a considerable number of men, which, of course, we have
not at Dorchester.

Mr. DAVIES. I see there is a large increase in the
working expenses proposed for the coming year. $4,850
is proposed while the actual expenditure was $3,350. Work-
ing expenses consist of such items as coal, light, oil, station-
ery, &c. There must be some special cause for this great
increase.

Mr. THOMPSON. The amount is just the same as was
estimated last year, and it is based on the expenditure for
the proportion of the year that has expired. I am not able
to state exactly what those figures are; but we also estimate
for a larger number of convicts.

Mr. DAVIES. These items would not necessarily be
increased by an additional number of convicts.

Mr. THOMPSON. There will also be some increase
caused by the fact that we are fitting up two new establish-
ments, the bakery and the tailoring department.

Mr. DAVIES. Of course I understand that the amount
voted need not necessarily be expended. But we ought to
be careful not to vote a sum largely disproportionate to
what is required for the service.

Mr. THOMPSON. In the 84,800 is included $2,000 for
heating. The heating apparatus was found teobe entirely
insufficient, and another boiler was added. There is also
$450 for light, $200 for repairs, $250 for maintenance of
machinery, $250 for the armory, $300 for the farms, $250
for stationery, &c.

Manitoba Penitentiary .............................. $52,654 64

Mr. THOMPSON. There are twenty-five more convicts
estimated for. A master tailor is required, and two guards
at $600 each, in consequence of the large increase of
prisoners and the unprotected state of the penitentiary
through the want of a wall.

Mr. DAVIES. The officers receiving gratuities are in-
creased $250.

Mr. THOMPSON. This is for no particular officer, but
is to make allowance for gratuities to officers who may be
retired during the yeur.

Mr. DAVIES. The expenses last year were $12,378;
now they are $14,709. This seems an extravagant increase.

Mr. THOMPSON. The prison has been in a peculiar
position as it has no walls, and a large increase has taken
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place in the number of prisoners. The prison has conse-
quently to be enlarged.

Mr. CAERON (Middlesex). Is the warden of the
penitentiary the same individual who had charge of the
transport in the North-West ?

Mr. THOMPSON. Mr. Bedson is the warden.
Mr. CAMERON (Middlesex). Was ho allowed any salary

while in charge of the transport service?
Sir ADOLPHE CARON. No doubt ho was allowed his

pay like all other officers. Several officers joined the force
in Ottawa and received their pay as mombers of the force,
and I believe also their salaries as members of the Civil
Service.

Mr. CAMRRON (Middlesex). It is a decided injustice to
the active volunteer force that anyone should hotaken
out of a position like Mr. Bedson, and given a position on
the staff over many experienced officers. Posts of this
kind should not be given te civilians, but to mon who take
an active interest in the volunteer service. Is Mr. Secretan
employed in the penitentiary of Manitoba.

Mr. THOMPSON. No, I think not.

Mr. CAMERON (Middlesex). It is quite apparent that
the management of this penitentiary is not of that economi-
cal character which would justify the employment of Mr.
Bedson. Looking at the details, I find the cost per convict
in the Kingston Penitentiary is 53 cents, while in Manitoba
it is $1.31, or two and a-half times that of Kingston.
Local differences might justify to some extent this large
expenditure, but we find that in British Columbia Peniten-
tiary, where one would expect the expenditure to be at
least on a par with that of Manitoba, it is much smaller.

Sir ADOLPHE CARON. I do not see what our camps
of instruction have to do with the transport which had to
be organised in the North-West during the troubles. Mr.
Bedson rendored most invaluable services. Ho was
appointed transport officer by the Major General in com-
mand. His great knowledge of the country, and his great
knowledge of the resources of the country, were brought
into play, and contributed possibly more than anything else
to the success of the transport service, which was organised
at a moment when it was very difficult indeed to find, out.
side of that country, any man who could have possessed
the intimate knowledge which ho posseesed of the country
and its resources. He was employed and paid as a mem.
ber of the force, and I take this opportunity of saying that
the services rendered by Mr. Bedson were considered by
the Major General and the other officers in command as
being most valuable. The hon. gentleman seems to con-
eider it was overlooking other members of the force
in not appointing them to that position which was
held by Mr. Bedson. It is quite a different thing from
giving a military command or anything in that way
to a man. who is not a member of the force.It
was considered indispensable to have in that country men
suitable-and other men were appointed who belonged to
the North-West-for that purpose of making use of all the
available resources of the country ; and none but those who
lived there could have possessed that knowledge.

Mr. CAMERON (Middlesex). The question I raised wao
primarily the propriety of engaging a man whose whole
time was being paid for by the public in one particular
service, to perform the duties of another and a different one
for which ho was also paid. There will be another eppor.
tunity upon whicb the other question may be more delir.
ately debated, and we may take issue on that. My own
view in that, wherever an opportunity offers, the active
militia should have all the positions which they can 1111,
because their experience so gained will add to their know-
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ledge and will be valuable in the future. But here we find thing of that kind. 1 would reoommend the Minister to
a man whose entire service has been paid for by the public, enquire and see whether the sick people get the drugs or
according to the last year's Public Accounts, drawing also thoee who are well.
possibly a material sum-1 am not prepared at the moment
to say how much, but I was given to understand it w ias in abueecaSh r thee unot n ue en
the neighborhood of $10 a day-in another service alto-reove frornhns altoethe ihn tuatpeea
gether. If we had his services as warden, ho was not
entitled to get anything extra for the other service, because, Mr. DAVIES. The disorepancy 'e eooxtraordinary that
according to the Minister of Militia, it was impossible to it really requires sore investigation. We find that in Man-
perform both at the same time. itoba the drugs alone cost $14 a hoad, while at St. Vincent

Sir RICHA.RD CARTWRIGHT. Under the head of de Paul they cost $2 a head, in Kingston $2. 50, and in
irlaeuIseteMnse ead eryadul Dorchester 82.20. It is absurd to say that in Manitoba wo

miscellaneous, I see the Ministor demands nearly a double
sum, as ho raises it from $1,065 to $2,000. Now, looking Thepends$14 a hea velordruge vthe th taouso
at the various items under the bead of miscellaneous, I find Tepine o
there are some things which seem to deserve explanation,
for instance, I see, livery and feed, C. W. Graham, $490 ;
surgeon's livery, 21 trips, at $6, $126. How come such should ask me to givo an explanation now, when I arnnot
large items as these, amounting to over, 8600, for livery asking any estimate for that. But apart from that, it je a
and feed, to appear under the head of miscellaneous? mistake to calculato the per capita allowance f the %um

Mr. THOMPSON. I am not able to state at the moment charged for drugs. It ie nece&ary occasionally to lay in a
the explanation of the item to which the hon. gentleman stock. I take it for granted the stock chergod for in thet
refers, because I did not anticipate that we would be called yearwusnoV entirely consumod. Basides that, the fact ie
upon for an explanation of the expenditure for the year before vhetîtwas necemary during that yeer Vo furnish the sur-

last, but I shall be glad to get the information for im.gery with instruments, and the cost of thesInderand,

All I can say at present is that a service of that kind is more
expensive there and more necessary from the fact that the Mr. DAVIES. The charge is for drugd $1,071. The
prison is eighteen miles from Winnipeg; and that likewise hon, gentleman is also aeking for an estimate.
accounts for the large cost of maintenance which the mem- Mr. THOMPSON. I say in connection with hs.
ber for Middlesex referred to, in addition to other reaos Mr. DAVIES. Yes, in connetion with this very one. I ar
having reference to the price of food. confining mysoif to the Manitoba Penitentiary. In 1884-85

Mr. WILSON. There is another item which requiroS the expenditure for the maintenance of the convicts amounted
explanation. Looking at the hospital department, 1 find to 815,817, and of that surn81,402 was for this item of
there were 100 convicts in this penitentiary lest year, and drugs, whieh my hon. friend complains of. Now, instead
there were the following items charged:-Drugs, $1,071; of decroasing the expenditure in the matter of working
doctor's fes, 835; provisions, $99; provisions for lunatics, expenses, the hon. gentleman las increased it frorn813,402
$100; port wine, 8j gallons, $45; brandy, 6t gallons, $39; to $14,709. Therefore hoeought Vo be satisfied that that
whiskey, 4½ gallons, $12; and express, 87; in all amount- oxplanetion is a remonable and bonâ fide one. I muet sey
ing to $1,402 for the maintenance or doctoring of 100 that, comparing it with the expenditure of some other
pisoners. If we turn to the Dorchester Penitentiary, we penitentiaries, it seems Vo be an outrage.
lind under the same heading, hospital, drugs, $326; instru- Mr. THOMPSON. In stating I wes not asking for an
ments, 82 ; provisions, $10 ; brandy, 1 bottle, $1.25> estimate I meant for the insane patients who have now
whiskey, 5 bottles, $5; amounting in all to $346; with a been removed fror our care. 0f course, the supply of
larger number of inmates than the Manitoba hospital. I
cannot understand why it should be so expensive in Mani-1drug e hat i adortmetef hostandp1rposes
toba as compared with Dorchester. In Kingston also we lIewill maeiabthe ithefors tondthink
find a reduction. I should like the Minister to explain to
me why the drugs are so expensive, and why so much not an outrage et ah. Besides, we are noV esking Vo have
liquor is required in this penitentiary and not in the othersthet estimato made the besis of annual expenditure.

Mr. THOMPSON. The proportion of persons ih il,- Mr. DAVIS. I used the word Iloutrage," after cor-
health is much greater i Manitoba than in the other ing that partiular item with the expenditure for the
penitentiaries, for the reason that, in the Manitoba peni-
tentiary, we have to take care of the insane of that Provincejstify me in using strong language, when hefindethat 814

endof he ort.Wet Trrioris. rovnceper head is paid in Manitoba for druge, to 82.50 and 82.20and of the North-West Territories.in the other penitentiaries. ow many patients have be
Mr. MILLS. A good deal of that medicine.is taken for removed from the Manitoba Penitentiery?

the warden. Mr. THOMPSON. Twenty-five insane were removed.
Mr. THOMPSON. I do not think so, Notwitbstanding that, we anticipate an increase Vo 125
Mr. MILLS. I do. inmates. Thèse estimates are not made et random, as Vo

1frWILON.Thébes phsicensnowusever litiethé number of convicts expected. Tho warden generallyMr WILSON. The best physicians now use very little ae hmpathebgni oteyerfo nom-
medicine in the treatment of the insane, and I think theytmas them beg of hé yefrro nrm
do not use spirits or wine at all. At the insane asylum in
Toronto they use comparatively littie, if any, drugs, and, Mr. WILSON. Thé explanation is noV satisfactorThé
with three times the number of insane people in the asylums item says for drugs alono, noV instruments. In 184-85p
in Ontario, there is not the fourth part of the amount we find thé expenditure for drugs alone was $1,07 1; for
charged for drugs or for liquors in their maintenance, so I provisions, $199, and it only cost $100 Vo furnish thé lune-
think the explanation of the Minister is hardly a satisfac- tics with ail thé food they required during thé timé they
tory one in regard to the large expenditure in the Manitoba were ie thé hospital. At thé se time, they drenk $45
Penitentiary for drugs and liquors. Perhaps, as was sug- worth of port, $39.50 worth of brandy and 81C worth of
gested here, several of the officials of the institution may whiskey, whilé thé food, ail told, only cost $199. Iviéw
take thé drugs ein the shape of ale, wine or béer, or some- of hee facte, wé mey justly eau on the Minter Vo examine
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into the matter and aseertain why we have presented to
us a bill of that kind for the maintenance of the hospital
at Winnipeg.

Mr. THOMPSON. On what page does the hon. gentleman
find that item of $100 for food ?

Mr. WILSON. On page 77.
Mr. THOMPSON. That is special food. That does not

include all the food.
Mr. WATSON. From this report it might be supposed

that the convicts in the Manitoba Penitentiary were more
liable to sickness and disease than those in other peniten-
tiaries. I think that is not the case. The medical offeer
of the penitentiary at Stoney Mountain, reports:

"I have nothing special to report concerning the sanitary condition
of the prison. The watchful care in the prevention of disease has been
well repaýd by the fact that we have had no epidemic diseaseduring the
year, and that the admissions to hospital have been below the average."

While that is the case, the bill for drug has increased.
Now, I1might inform some of the hon. gentlemen who are
not probably aware of the fact, that ln Manitoba we have
publie officers, and we have also public mon coming to that
country who have to b entertained. Our Lieutenant Gov-
ernor in that Province is a strictly temperance man, and it
may be necessary for gentlemen visiting that Province to
go to Stoney Mountain teobe entertained.

Mr. BOWRLL. Does he entertain them on drugs?
Mr. WATSON. That may account for so great an expen-

diture for liquors. There is an item of $1,144 paid to one
Whitehoad, at Winnipeg, for drugs alone in one year.

Mr. TIIOMPSON. I considered that the hon. member,
in making the statement, would have more respect for the
House and for the members sitting on his side of the House,
than to have made it in earnest. I have no experience in
connection with Stoney Mountain Penitentiary; but I have
to say this, that no officer can possibly romain in the
employment of the Government if guilty of any such abuse
as the hon. gentleman has supposed.

Mr. CAMERON (Middlesex), I have called attention to
the difference in the cost of maintenance between Manitoba
and the other penitentiaries, and some correspondence
between the Auditor General and the Deputy Minister of
Justice gives an insight into the causes of the difference.
At page 80 of the Auditor General's report there is a letter
dated 2nd March, 1885, in which attention is called to the
matter and the following differenees are shown:-

Article.
50 Ibs. pepper ....................
41J gallons syrup.,............... .....
20 Ibo. coffee.........
12 Ibs. lard............. ...
40 do ........ .......
15 lb,. cofféee ........

271 Ibo. s .ga.r. .. ........
21 lbs. tes.....~..................
161 Ibo. bacon...........................
20 bo.tea ..... . ......
22 do ..... ....... .....

Contract
Price.
$ 0 30

0 90
0 40
0 15
0 15
0 40
0 08j
O 40
0 15
0 40
0 40

Price paid.
$035

1 00
045
0 20
0 17
0 45
0091
0 55
0 20
00
060

This I think will account for more of the difference than
has been explained by the Minister of Justice. There are
other items showing there have been extravagant charges,
and hon. members who have drawn attention to these
matters are fully justified.

Mr. THOMPSON. I do not wish to be understood to
charge that the action of hon. members was not quite pro-
per and right in drawing attention to this matter. On the
contrary, I said that the per capita charge was much in
excess of that of other penitentiaries, and I said I could give
no other reasons except the local reasons of high prices
and distance from market. But the hon. gentleman will

see that in coming to my assistance for the purpose of afford-
ing an explanation s to why the cost has been so much, ho
has not done me much service after all, for the whole differ-
ence ho has pointed out is only $25.

Mr. CAMERON (Middlesex). I am prepared to admit
that that is all that is shown by this particular statement.
But the same discrepaney may arise in regard to other
items more under the control of the warden of the peni-
tentiary.

Mr. THOMPSON. The Auditor General would have
called our attention to other items if excessive payments
had been made. There are no payments made by Mr.
Bedson or his officers which do not pass under the scrutiny
of the Auditor General. No account whatever has been
passed for liquors except for hospital purposes, and that
was paid on the responsibility of the surgeon. If the im-
putation suggested was at all justified, iL would simply show
that ho had failed in his duty and had deceived us in the
matter. But I have no reason to suppose that such is the
case. The report to which an hon. gentleman briefly alUuded
called attention to the necessity of surgical instruments
being supplied, and the accounts for some of those might
explain to some extent the increase in the item.

Mr. DAVIES. It is much to be regretted if the remarks
of the Minister of Justice are to be taken as in any way
justifying the offence of an offcer who is responsible for
charges. I hope the Minister did not desire his re-
marks to be so understood. It is true the sum is only $25,
but it is a most serions matter, for the offcer is charged by
the Auditor General with charging in some cases 50 per
cent. higher prices than the contract permitted.

Mr. THOMPSON. Not with having charged them, but
with having paid them.

Mr. DAVIES. Then they are charged. When such an
over-charge is discovered and exposed, the inference is that
there are other items charged in excess, which are not so
readily available to the Auditor General.

Mr. THOMPSON. There is not a dollar expended
which the Auditor General cannot compare with such
charges in other parts of the Dominion. I did not
say that the warden was justified in paying excessive
prices, but that this amount did not account for the large
per capita sum for the maintenance of the penitentiary in
Manitoba. I am not able to state what excuse the warden
gave for the excess in these items, which amount to $25.56.

Mr. MULOCK. Why did the warden purchase outside
of the contract ? Is it customary to allow officers in the
Department to make contracts and agreements with outside
parties without the consent of the head of the Department?
This is, perhap, a small item, but it is, perhaps, the com-
mencement of the introduction of a vicions principle. It
looks as if there were great laxity in the public service.

Mr. THOMPSON. I do not think that should be inferred
from the fact that I cannot explain an item which is not in
the estimates at all, and in connection with which this is
not the time when hon. gentleman should expect me to be

propared with an explanation. Nobody in connection with
the penitentiaries has any right to ignore the contract at
all, and unless there is some good reason for giving the
higher prices, the officer would undoubtedly be charged
with the difference himself.

Mr. MULOCK. I can understand the Minister of Justice
not being prepared to explain the item at the moment, but
it is to be borne in mind that as f ar back as March, 1885,
the warden placed his;information on this matter in writing,
and no doubt since this volume was prepared with the
statement of the Auditor General, the matter has been before
the members of the Govornment, including the Minister of
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Justice, and it shows on the face of it such an entire depart- officer charges $14 a head for drugs, whereas in the other
ure from all sound principles that although the matter is a prisons the charge varies rom $1.50 to$2.50. Ltappears
trifling thing in itself, I am surprised that the Minister of to me these things are suficient to justify an examination
Justice did not at once observe what a door was being by the Minister of Justice.
opened to lax administration, and ascertain, at the earliestC.
possible moment, how this transaction occurred.

Mr. LANGELIER I see that there were 100 convicts
in the penitentiary last year, and that 800 pounds of
tobacco was consumed, or 8 pounds for each convict, or
nearly $4 apiece. If all the other expenditure is on the
same footing, I think it is not surprising the expenditure in
that place is very high.

Mr. DAVIES. Is tobacco allowed the convicts ?

Mr. THOMPSON. Yes.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. In all the peniten-
tiaries ?

Mr. THOMPSON. Yes.

Mr. DAVIES. Then according to these figures the
country is paying for 50 per cent. more than the amount
allowed.

Mr. THOMPSON. No ; 800 pounds is the quantity
purchased. It does not say used.

Mr. DAVIES. I think the criticisms in the committee
are sufficient to justify the Minister of Justice in paying
special attention to the expenditure in this Manitoba Peni-
tentiary, bocause there is an impression among a good
many people that the expenditure on this institution is
extremely large.

Mr. THOMPSON. The large cost in the penitentiary
has not been brought to my attention for the first time this
evening.

Mr. WILSON. That may be ; but the irregularities
existing must have been brought to the hon. gentleman's
attention.

Mr. THOMPSON. I have not seen the irregularities,
but I know that certain suspicions have been thrown eut by
hon. gentlemen with regard to certain officers and certain
Ministers, and certain public men generally. I am not
aware, however, that those suspicions were uttered seriously
or on a proper foundation.

Mr. DAVIES. Surely the hon. gentleman takes the
letter of the Auditor General as a serions charge by a
responsible oficial.

Mr. THOMPSON. There is no serions charge involved
in the matter.

Mr. THOMPSON. The increases consist of $600 for a
blacksmith, $600 for a keeper, and $600 each for four
guards. The warden states the guards are required in con-
sequence of an increased prison population which ho antici-
pates; and the inspector has made a report in which ho
states that the trade instructors, the keeper and the guards
are necessary.

Mr. DAVIES. There are a large number of increases in
this penitentiary about which there ought to be some
explanations. I trust the Minister will not force us to go
into the subject at this late hour.

Mr. MULOOK. I submit it is unreasonable to ask us to
carry this item to-night. The expenditure for this service
lastyear was 834,000; for the next year an increase of
$12,000 is asked. That means an increase for all time to
come; in other words, it means adding to our annual ex-
penditure a sum which represents the interest on a quarter
of a million capital. I submit we are not doing our duty to
the country in hastily deciding this important matter.

Mr. MoLELAN. I think we should finish it, we have
gone so far. It was agreed that we might finish the whole
of the items for penitentiaries, except St. Vincent de Paul.

Mr. MULOCK. I do not know of any such agreement.

Mr. WELDON. The expenditure was only 827,000 last
year.

Mr. THOMPSON. During the year the hon, gentleman
refers to, the population of the prison was only seventy-five.
At the time these estimates were made up there were 115
in the prison, and the warden estimated that he would have
to provide for thirty-five more, in consequence of the num-
ber of prisoners then held for trial, and likely to be con-
victed.

Mr. MILLS. If these expenses go on increasing, these
convicts will become more formidable to the public, even in
the penitentiary than outside.

Mr. DAVIES. What means the increase to capital
account of $1,400 ?

Mr. THOMPSON. It is simply to cover purchases, such
as for the blacksmith shop and trade rooms, which are not
chargeable to ordinary maintenance, but of a permanent
character.

Mr. DAVIES. The serious charge is the charging of 50 Mr. DAVIES. What are the special purchases to be
per cent. more than the contract price justified. 1 made ?

Mr. THOMPSON. Nothing of the kind. The statement
of the Auditor General ls that the warden buys at a
higher price than the contract price, and what the hon.
gentleman said was that the warden charged it himself.
The bills came in from the traders and were passed, and it
may be that those were simply overcharged by the traders,
while the suggestion of the hon. gentleman would imply
corruption on the part of the warden himself.

Mr. DAVIES. Certain articles for the penitentiary
were to be furnished at a contract price, and an officer of
the prison went outside and purchased them at a higher
figure, sometimes at an advance of 50 per cent. That fact
involves a very serious charge, especially when it isbacked
up b the charge made by my hon. friend that that same

M LEnoo

Mr. TROMPSON. Purchases for implements, such as
anvils for the blacksmith's shop, and outfits of that kind.

Mr. MULOCK. We have not sufficient explanation to
dispose of this item. On page 30, we find the item of offi-
cers' uniforms, 1885-86, $400; this year there is an increase
of $600. Are there twice as many guards as last ye r ?

Mr. THOMPSON. There will be five new officers, and
the clothes eof the old ones wear out sometimes.

Mr. MULOCK. The information the Minister has fur-
nished does not strike one as altogether new.

Mr. MoLELAN. They do not get a new outfit each year.
Mr. MULOOK. The $600, in my opinion, is not required

merely to supply the uniforms for the new guards.
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Mr. DAVIES. The item of industries in 1884.85 was

$425; this year it is $3,000.

Mr. THOMPSON. The expenditure for industries is in
the material for the convicts to work up. When we have a
greater number of convicts learning trades and a new trade
instructor, a larger amount is required to buy material.

Mr. MULOCK. I protest against the Minister of Finance
forcing this through at this late hour. I find on page 81 an
item for convicts' travelling allowances; I would not be
surprised to find cab hire included in that.

Mr. BOWELL. Well, they have to travel in vans.

Mr. MULOOK. I move that the committee rise and
report progress. The Minister of Finance is endeavoring
to force amounts through the House in an unreasonable
way.

Mr. THOMPSON. The travelling expenses of convicts
is in pursuance of the law which requires us to pay the
expenses of convicts going home after their discharge.

Mr. WILSON. The proposition of the hon. member for
North York is a reasonable one, as the Minister has not
given satisfactory replies. If we fully comprehended what
we were voting, we could go on with this item. Why not
let the House rise, and give the Minister an opportunity to
examine into the items, and then bring down the informa-
tion to the House so that we may be able to vute on it
intelligently.

Mr. BOWELL. That would have very much force if
there had not been given explanations to every question
asked.

Mr. DAVIES. No, there was not.

Mr. BOWELL. The hon. gentleman is in the habit of
answering that way, and I do not expect from him any-
thing else. The hon. member for York (Mr. Mulock)
asked about travelling expenses. What more explanation
could be given than the Minister gave? Hon. gentlemen
opposite have no right to say we are endeavoring to push
these estimates through with haste. The whole of last
Thursday was oceupied and not a single estimate passed, and
I may say I have never, during the seventeen years I
have been in Parliament, heard more lucid or plainer
explanations given than the Minister of Justice has given
to-night on every question put to him. He bas not elaborated
but stated the facts, and where he had not the facts he
would make a note and give a statement at a future stage.
If we go on at this rate we will be here until January next

Mr. DAVIES. Hon. gentlemen are seeking to pass
through estimates containing large increases over last
year's votes, without giving sufficient explanation. The
least hon. gentlemen could do would be to accede to our
request and not force this through, but give us time to
compare the expenditures. The hon. gentleman has said
that explanations were given, and wben I rather deprecated
that he used language which he should not have used-

Mr. BOWELL. I will in future leave that language to
be used by you.

Mr. DAVIES. I was not addressing the hon. gentleman
at the time, but when the hon. gentleman says that the
Minister of Justice gave all the explanations required, I tell
him that the Minister himself reserved explanations until a
later stage.

Mr. BOWELL. That is precisely what I said, and I do
not desire that the hon. gentleman should leave any false
impresion on this oua. What I said was that my hon.

friend, the Minister of Justice, had answered promptly the
questions put, except in some instances, when ho had not
possession of the facta, and when ho said ho would give his
explanations later. The hon. gentleman is trying to mis-
represent me.

Mr. WILSON. The hon. the Minister of Customs said ho
had been sitting in the louse for the last seventeen years
and never heard more complote, lucid and satisfactory
explanations than those given by the hon, gentleman. Yet,
at the same time, ho says distinctly that the information had
not been supplied us, and we were to wait until concurrence.

Resolutions ordered to be reported, Committee to ait
agan.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN moved the adjournment of the
House.

Motion agreed to; and the House adjourned at 1:40 a.m.,
Wednesday.

HOUSE OF COMMONS.

WEDNSDAY, 28th April, 1886.

The SPEAKER took the Chair at Three o'clock.

PRAIRS.

PRIVATE BILLS-EXTENSION OF TIME.

Sir HEîCTOR LANGEVIN moved that as the time for
receiving reports from Committee on Private Bills will
expire to-morrow, the same be extended for a further period
of fifteen days from that date, in accordance with the recom-
mendation of the Select Standing Committee on Railways,
Canals and Telegraph Lines, as contained in their seventh
report.

Motion agreed to.

BILLS WITHDRAWN.

Bihl (No. 49) to incorporate the Ontario, Minnesota and
Manitoba Railway Oompany.-(Mr. Royal.)

Bill (No. 39) to incorporate the Emerson and North-
Western Railway Company.-(Mr. Pruyn.)

RAILWAY WHARF AT ST. JOHN'S, QUEBEO.

Mr. BEOHARD asked, Ras the Canadian Government
ever given to the Stanstead, Shefford and Chambly Railway
Company powers to construct the wharf which the said
company have built alongside their bridge across the Riche-
lieu River, near the town of St. John ?

Mr. POPE. I am not aware, nor can I find any trace, of
their ever having given such power.

OIL FOR THE INTERCOLONIAL RAILWAY.

Mr. WELDON asked, Is the oil required for the Inter-
colonial Railway supplied by contract ? If so, were tenders
asked for such contract ? What is the price paid per gallon
for oil supplied ?

Mr. POPE. They have all been let by contract. The
price is all the way from l7 cents to 65 cents per gallon.

Mr. BLAKE. Were tenders asked for?
Mr. POPE. Yes, they were all let by contract.
Mr. BLAKE. But they might be let by contract without

tender.

Mr, POPU, Yes, tenders were asked
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IMPORTE) POWDER FOR CARTRIDGES.

Mr. MULOCK asked, lias the Government within the
last six months imported, or does it intend to import from
Woolwich, powder to be made into cartridges for use by
rifle associations in Canada? if so, in what, if in any
way, has such powder been tested for proof, so that it may
be relied upon to give satisfaction, or whether it is intended
to submit the same to any tests to ascertain that it is of the
proper quality and more suitable than the Canadian-made
powder?

Sir ADOLPHE CARON. 7,000 lbs. of rifle fine grain
powder,,Waltham Abbey, specially manufactured for Snider-
Enfield ammunition, have been imported lately from Eng-
land. This powder has been tested at the cartridge factory
with satisfactory results. This course was taken in conse-
quence of objections found to the quality of the powder
furnished by the Hamilton Powder Company. Cartridges
are now being manufactured with this imported powder for
the use of our rifle associations. It is thought that the
quality of the powder contracted for this year by the
Hamilton Powder Company willgive ample satisfaction.

SUGAR DUTIES PAID AT HALIFAX AND
MONTREAL.

Mr. DALY (for Mr. STIuas) asked, What amount of duty
was paid on sugar by refiners at the ports of Halifax and
Montreal, respectively, from the lst to the 30th of March,
inclusive ?

Mr. BOWELL. The amount paid at Halifax was
$118,332, and that at Montreal 8470,681,80.

VACANCY IN THE ONTARIO HIGH COURT OF
JUSTICE.

Mr. BLAKE asked, le it the intention of the Government
to propose legislation with reference to the salary of the
vacant judgeship in the High Court of Justice of Ontario?
Is theGovernment aware that the late judge was disabled
by illness for a long time before his death, and that great
inconvenience has been caused by the practical vacancy for
over two years in the office? Is it the intention of the
Government to make an appointment without delay to the
office ?

Mr. THOMPSON. It is the intention of the Govern-
ment to propose legislation with reference to the salary of
the vacant judgeship in the High Court of Justice of On.
tario. The Government is aware that the late judge was
disabled by illness for some time before his death. We
have no information that great inconvenience was caused
by the practical vacancy in the office. It is not the inten-
tion of the Government to make any undue delay in the
appointment.

TIMBER SALES ON GEORGIAN BAY ISLANDS.

Mr. LANDERKIN asked, Did the Government sell any
of the timber on the following islands in the Georgian Bay,
viz.:-GrifRth, White Cloud, Hay, Bear's Rump,Flower Pot,
and Isle of Coves ? If so, when, and to whom, and at what
price? Was the said timber sold by private sale or put up
at public competition ? If sold to a company, who were the
members of said company ?

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. The Government have dis-
posed of the timber on Griffith, White Cloud, Hay, Bear's
Bump, Fiower Pot and Isle ofCoves. A license was issued
on the 18th July, 1882, to Mr. Charles Anderson, of Owen
Bound, merchant, and Madane Josephine C. Farijana, of

Mr. PoPn

Montreal, for the same. The licensees paid a bonus of
81,000, and they also paid dues according to tariff on all
timber eut as well as a ground rent of $52 per annum. The
timber was sold by private sale.

TRENT VALLEY CANAL.

Mr. COOK moved for:

Copies of all Orders in Couneil, departmental orders, engineers'
reports, route adopted for the Trent Valley canal, the estimated cost
ot construction, amounts already expended on account of the same by
contractors or the Government, the names of contractors, the amount
paid to officials of the Government, with names and duties of each
individual, and all other information bearing on this undertaking.

He said: Sir, this Trent Valley Canal is no new work. It
was started a great many years ago before the union of
Upper and Lower Canada. Considerable money was
expended upon it at that time for the purpose, largely,
of bringing timber down the Trent River. That part of
the country was covered with timber of large growth,
and lumbering operations have been carricd on there
to a great extent for a great number of years.
But this branch of industry has almost wholly
disappeared for some years back. The work
was discontinued until the present Administration came
into power, and it was revived. The object of its revival, I
suppose, was to facilitate the getting of grain from the
Georgian Bay to the frontier as expeditiously and as
cheaply as possible. That was the idea, at all events, of
some parties who were interested. There were other
motives which, I have no doubt, were known to a good
number of members who are sitting on that side of the
House, and representing constituencies on this line. This
has been a cry for election purposes from the time the first
grant was made in 1881 by this Government; but before we
come to that part of the subject, I would like to refer to
a report, which I do not think a fair one, that was made by
William Kingsmill, civil engineer, of Ottawa, I think, at the
present time. This report was made some years ago, in
which he said:

I Before the union, when Sir John Colborne was Lieut -Governor, a
large amount of money was expended on the River Trent that amounted
to, I think, $481, 123.61.

'' Lock 135 feet long, thirty-three feet wide, an& five feet deep, with
the accompanying dame, to obtain reaches of navigation, were built
between Rice Lake and the Bay of Quinté; also at Peterboro', Bob-
caygeon and Lindsay. Until the introduction of railways, small steam-
ers plied between Gore's Landing, on Rice Lake, and Peterboro'.
The steamer ' Ogemah' still continues tri-weekly tripe between Chemung
Lake and Fenelon Falls connecting with the Port Hope and Lindsay
Railway at Lindsay, and by stage a distance of six miles, with Peterboro'.

I' Purther expenditure onthis route was stopped in 1841, on the ground
that the line of communication from the Bay of Quinté to Nottawasaga
Bay required 820 feet of lockage, and that the depth of five feet of water
through a series cf lakes and currents, in a route extremely circuitous
was uneuited as a ulne by which the produce cf the Western States could
be senL down to tidewater. The River Trent, below Peterboro', je now

rear of Peterborote the Bay Quinté aud theBoard of Works, except-
ing the lockc at obocaygeon, maintained only some timber elides and
dams on the river for that purpose. In 1863 the member for Peterboro'
succeeded in obtaining a select committee to enquire into the advant-
ages of this route, as a means of communication between Lakes Huron
and Ontario. The committee did not report during that Session ; but,
although in s184 the enquiry was renewed, the result has not beenmade
public. There cannot be any doubt, however, that the decision of 1841
wl be affirmed.

I Thesame objection exists now which were ably urged by Mr. Killaly
at that time, and we owe it to him that no more money has been wasted
on this ill-adviised scheme. There is a schedule in the Public Works
report, which, in any other publication, might be ranked among the
facete of the hour, but grave documents are not appropriate for the
exhibition of humor. It is, however, difficult to cousider, in a serious
light, a schedule setting forth : 'Public works incomplete and as yet
unproductive, but on which toile are to be levied as soon as they are
available.' Under this head the Sengog inland navigation is inclnded
at a cost of $481,123.61. It may even be regarded as a matter of good
fortune that this sum is not twenty times w-at it le. It was estimated
that in order to complete the works to the extent originally proposed
two millions and ahalt'dellmr would be neesary, but it was considered
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that the amonnt was understated, and that at least a million dollars
more would be required. It is impossible to explain how such works
were originally authorised, for after proceeding upwards of eighty miles
through this tortuous and insufficient navigation, the vessel would have
been in Rice Lake, just ten miles from Lake Ontario. But the principle
on which improvement should be conducted is so little known, and the
rapacity of constituencies and politicians so great, that the absurdity of
a project isnot the least bar to its being entertained."

That was the opinion of that eminent engineer. When
they were at Rice Lake they were within ten miles of Lake
Ontario, and still they contemplated building the canal
through to the mouth of the Trent, which would be some-
thing in the neighborhood of 190 miles. Then we beard
nothing more of this until the present Government came
into power, and in 1881 we find they voted $6,000, I
suppose for the purposes of an investigation or survey. In
1882, just before the general election, $5,836.51 of this sum
was expended. I know that was a live issue in those con-
stituencies that I have mentioned along this line. At that
time it had not reached as far as Simcoe, but I believe,
owing to the exertions of the hon. member for North
Simcoe (Mr. McCarthy) it bas got as far north as even
Georgian Bay, and now I am very happy to be able to give
it a lift in that direction. Well, I find that North Hastings,
East Hastings and West Hastings were very much inter-
ested in this subject just about 1882. You will remember,
Mr. Speaker, that was just before the election, and it
was rather doubtful if those constituencies would elect
supporters of the present Government. East Northumber-
land was another one, West Northumberland, East Peter-
boro', West Peterboro', North Victoria and South Victoria--
nine-a pretty good haul, or 18 on a division, if they could
have got them all on the other side. In 1882 they succed..d
in getting a vote froin his Rouse of $290,000. Immediately
after that the election took place, and how did we find
this money expended ? In the very next year after the
election was over we find that the Government only expend-
ed $10,767.16, leaving $249,-32 84 unexponded. That bas
a very fishy complexion, and, Sir, from the temper of the
delegates that were here a short time ago, they appeared
to appreciate pretty well the extent to which they were
fooled at that particular time. Well, Sir, in 1884 we had
another vote of $185,000, and in that year there were
expended $121,382.84, so we have had $481,000 voted by
this Ilouse and.only 8288,630 expended. Before a large
sum of money is expended in such a manner, it is the duty
of the Government to ascertain the utility of the work.
The Government should have surveys made, a route
adopted, and they should know the cost of the work to the
country before expending the money. They should know
whether it is practicable, which they do not know even to-
day. I have no doubt that if the work is practicable the
expenditure is in a good direction; -but if the work
is so important as it is said to be at election times, then the
amount required for its construction should be at once
voted by Parliament, and contracts given out for its com-
pletion. We had a report in 1884, which, however, only
went a short distance and dealt with part of the work; but
we cannot make head or tail of it. It does not give the full
estimate of the amount required, or what should be done to-
wards the construction of the work. In 1884 a large
deputation waited upon the Government; it was said to
number something in the neighborhood of 150 of the most
influential gentlemen on the line of the Trent Valley Canal.
I was invited to attend that gathering, which I did cheer-
fully, from the fact that I am very much interested in the
construction of the work, provided it eau be carried to a
successful issue. It was stated there by, I think, the mem-
ber for North Victoria (Mr. Cameron), that the work
could be completed for $3,000,000 and that men could be
found who would take the contract for that sum. Sir Charles
Tupi er, in his reply, stated that if the deputation ;ould
point to respectable and competent mon who would take the

contract, and complete the work for $3,000,000, he would at
once invite his colleagues to consider the matter. But at that
very time, I am credibly informed from a high authority, the
estimate was far more than $3,000,000, was in fact something
in the neighborhood of 89,000,000, and when Sir Charles
Tupper made that statement to the deputation he knew
quite well he was talking nonsense and buncombe to.deceive
those gentlemen who were present as delegates. If that is
the fact, if it is true that the estimated cost was $9,000,000
at that time, I think a Minister of the Crown should not
have attempted to trile with so important a delegation by
stating that he would be prepared to give a contract for
$3,000,000 when ho knew that the estimate for the work
was 89,000,000. We heard nothing more about the matter
till last year, when we had a report presented, which failed,
however, to give us very much more information than we
formerly possessed. It gave information with respect to
some local works that had been executed since the previons
report; but it did not give the cost of the work throughout,
and whether, in the opinion of engineers, it was thought to
be practicable. One very important change was made, and
from my knowledge of that part of the c,>untry I am able
to state that it was a jadicious one. Mr. Rubidge, in his
report, stated:

"From Lake Simcoe to Lake Huron the descent la found to be 132
feet, instead of 124 feet, as formerly estimated.

'' The circuitous route by the River Severn, which also lieu along the
southern border of the Laurentian formation, was surveyed, but owing
to the rocky nature of its banks and at certain points contracted chan-
nel, together with its unfavorable direction, it was ultimately deemed
advisable to explore inland for a more feasible route.

" These explorations resulted successfully. A favorable line was did-
covered betw en Lake Couchiching and MkLtchedash BAy, commencing
at a point about two miles east of the village of Ortuia, and opposite
the Narrows of Lake Simcoe; thence it crosses the dividing ridge at
what may here be considered the low elevation, in a distance of less
than two miles, where, falling into the valley of a branch of the North
River, or rather creek, it descends by an easy route, lying in the general
direction and east of the Midland Railway to Matchedash Bay, a distance
of about sixteen miles.

"L y Lake Couchiching and the channel of the River Severn, to its
mouth at Port Severn, the distance is forty-four miles. The difference
in distance is therefore over twenty.eight miles in favor of the inland
route."

This Session another large deputation waited on the Govern-
ment, and the different delegates expressed thoir opinion in
regard to the work, and urged the Government to place a
large sum in the Estimatos for its construction. I se. by
a circular which has been sent to me, and which is, no doubt,
in the hands of several other members who reside in the
neighborhood of the undertaking, that the executive of the
Trent Valley organisation urge upon members to sce the
Government, and ask them to carry out their pledge by
placing $350,000 in the Supplementary Estimates for the
work. I observe in the present Estimates a sum of
$103,000. I do not think the Government are justified in
placing so small a sum in the Supplementary Estimates. If
the work is going to cost millions, why not at once face the
music ? We have been constructing very large works, as
was said by members of the Government who replied to
the delegation. The Minister of Railways was present,
and in his inimitable manner hé replied, that when
they gave him the money ho would build the
canal. He said that of course it could not be
built without money; that the Government had nô money,
and when hé got the money hé would do the work. I
tbought that was a humiliating statement to h made by
the present Administration, which were in the habit of
boasting of yearly surpluses, and now that their money bas
been wasted and thrown away into the four corners of the
earth, they say they bave nothing with which to build the
Trent Valley Canal. The delegation also heard from the
Minister of Finance. He said that ho received the moncy
in one band and gave it out with the other, that it came
from the people t his Department and that it was exponded
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as the Government saw fit--that was his duty. The Min-
ieter of Customs assured the deputation that he was watch-
ig carefully their interests; that it was his duty to watch
their interes's, as the work would pass through his con-
stituency, and they might rest confident that he would soe
the work carried out, from the fact that he had married the
waters of Lake Ontario with those of the Bay of Quinté by
the building of the Murray canal. He rose to the dignity of
a poet on the occasion. Then we had the Minister of Interior.
He had great respect for that part of the country;
he had lived in that section for a long time, and
ho looked back on his past life in Peterboro'
where he was so unsuccessful in obtaining a seat in Parlia-
ment, and finally he had to go to Montreal, but
still he had a warm corner in his heart for that part of
the country and ho was bound to stand by it. As long as
he was in the Administration lie would give it all the assirt-
ance he could. These gentlemen led that deputation to
believe that the canal would be built ont of the revenues of
the country. fHow could it be built out of our revenues if
we are going to have a deficit each year ? We had a large
deficit lst year, we will have another this year, and as cer-
tain as the sun rises sud sots if this Government romain in
power for the next five or ton years we will have deficits,
and large deficits every year. These hon. gentlemen were
dealing in buncombe when they stated that they would
bauild this canal out of revenue; and if they had been honest
they would have said : When we find that this work can be
constructed then we will construct it, and we will ask for a
loan of a million of dollars, or whatever may be necessary
for the purpose. That is the only way in which they
could properly, fairly and honestly have met this delegation ;
but bore we see the paltry sum of 8 103,000 in the litimates
for this great undertaking, which is going to do so much
good to the carrying trade of the North-West. I would
like to know if the Government fear that this canal will
come in competition with the Canadian Pacific Railway,
which the Minister of Railways has so much at heart. I say
that the people of our North-West country, and even of the
Western States, should have an opportunity of making this
the highway for their grain to the seaboard, so that it may
reach the European market, and I bolieve that this is one
of the routes which should be opened up and adopted for
that purpose. 1, therefore, move this resolution, and have
given my opinions on the subject. I am entirely in favor
of the construction of this canal, provided it is found to be
practicable.

Mr. BURNHAM. When the hon. gentleman put his
motion on the paper I had expected that he would have
declared himself in favor of this project, but after listening
to his remarks I am unable to say whether he is in favor of
it or not. He says if it is a practicable scheme the Govern.
ment should go on with it. Now, as ho represents a con-
stituency in this House which is interested in the matter, I
should have thought that ho would have made himself bet,.
ter acquainted with the morits of the undertaking and its
feasibility. If he had followed the matter as closely as
other bon. members whose constituencies are interested in
the matter, ho would have known that the Government
have made very full enquiry into the matter, and that it is
not now a question of doubt whether the scheme is prac-
ticable or impracticable. In the year 1878 the Government
of Mr. Mackenzie, by one of their latest acts, transferred
the control of this work to the Local Legilature of Ontario.
When this Government came into power the matter was
brought to the attention of the House, a committee of the
House was appointed, and on the report of that com-
mittee the Order in Council transferring the work to the
Local Government was cancelled,and the work became again
the property of the Dominion. The project i one which
has its origin as far back as 1833. Te reason the scheme

Mr. Coo.

was dropped at the time of the Union of the Provinces was
that some doubt existed whether there was a water supply
at the height of land sufficient for the purpose of supplying
the canal. When Sir Charles Tupper was in the Govern-
ment he sent an engineer (Mr. Stark) over the route of the
canal, and ho made an investigation and reported to the
Government as to the feasibility of the scheme. The ques-
tion of water supply was the point to which Mr. Stark's
investigation more particularly referred, and he ascertained
that such a supply of water existed. Sir Charles Tapper
was so much interested in the matter that ho went over
almost the whole length of the route, including that pqrtion
lying within the hon. gentleman's constituency, for the pur-
pose of endeavoring to ascertain its feasibility. Although
it is called the Trent Valley Canal, it je not, strictly speak-
ing, a canal, lut is rather the adoption of some means of
utilising, for the purposes of navigation, the large lakes
and other bodies of water already existing, and connecting
by locks and short stretches of canal those bodies
of water which are already navigable. The length
from Georgian Bay to Bay of Quint is about 206
miles, of which fifty-nine miles will require canalisation.
When this route was taken up by the Government
some fifty years ago, it was thought to be the natural route for
a canal from the waters of Lake Huron to those of Lake On-
tario, and the hon. gentleman's own knowledge will inform
him that it is the natural water route between those two
bodies of water. The hon. gentleman states that the ex-
penditure made by the Government was made for political
,purposes; that we heard about it in 1882, that a large
expenditure was voted, and that the matter is being revived
again at the present lime for political parposes. Well, Sir,
the money that has buen expended by the Govern-
ment bas been expended for the purpose of opening up
some of these minor stretches of navigation, and the
hon. gentleman knows that when the portions for which
the money is voted are constructed, there will be a con-
tinuous stretch of navigation of about seventy-five miles.
The hon. gentleman read the report of Mr. Kingsmill stat.
ing the difficues which existed at that time, and referred
to the difficulty of finding employment for one or two
single boats on these waters; but I would like to inform the
hon. gentleman that there are some fifty or sixty vessels on
those waters at the present time, some of them of consider-
able capacity, and as the hon. gentleman lives in the neigh-
borhood of Lake Simcoe, he should know that there are a
number of vessels there of large capacity. So far as the
whole scheme is concerned, I do not believe that the mem-
bers of this House who have been supporting it, have done
so for political purposes, but because they believed it to be
a project which would be for the benefit of the localities
through which it passes and to benefit the country at large.
It will not be in competition with the Canadian Pacific Rail-
way, because the Canadian Pt.cific Railway Company, so far
as they have enquired into the work, are in favor of it. The
advantage this canal route has over the system of naviga-
tion by way of the great lakes and the Welland Canal, is,
that it is land-locked all the way from Midland, through
Bay of Quinté and the St. Lawrence, to Montreal, saving a
distance in navigation between Chicago and Montreal of
400 miles. I am perfectly satisfied that the on. gentle-
man, if he is not in favor of this scheme, will wish ho had
been before the next general election comes round. His
constituents have in large numbers waited on the Govern-
ment to urge this scheme ; deputation after deputation has
visited Ottawa; the last time I think there wore 150
people, a large number of whom were constituents of the
hon. gentleman, and I am sure, when they read hie re-
marks, in whioh he caste doubts on the scheme, on the good
faith of the people who are supporting it, and on the good
faith of the Government, they will conclude that ho is not
the proper person to represent them in this House, having
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te iarntert thy have in this scheme. Re apeaks
of t Ue m P d tih Estiwnates for the present
year fer this work, and the statements mad to the deputa-
tiens this yar, ero ri former yes, by Sir Charles Tapper
and o&er members of the Governmut. I am sorry myseIf
there in aot a lrger amount in the Estimatas, and i hope
the Miniete will be able to explai satisfatorily how there
happons to 4bethe differae in the Etimates brought down
fom the» etatemets which have been made by him to the
S têtion. I beee the Goverament, whon they bave

informaion hefore thom as to the merits of this scheme
and its ost, win eel justified in expending the money
nausay .tecarry it ent. If the reporta of thoir own
engmneroesakfidythem that the work isoneu not only in the
=sntofi the Provivos eftOa"io, but of the Dominion at

inwg, as we beliee it is, they should go forward with it.
Thedeputations w"i b have waited on them for several

pçst have bSen vey large -I think the largeat thst
waitd on th o vernmnen on any matter, representing

twulv e onstituancies. I trust the Government will bring
dow the papers asked for by Le hon. member, and will
idno their enginoers to take active steps to obtain full
infrusation as to the nture and cost of the work.

M. HILLIARD. I regret that the hon. member for
East fiimooe (Mr. Cook) ahould throw any doubta on the
Trans Valley scheme. He should certainly have expressed
himuelf on the subject before this late day. He should be
prepared to-day to show the advantages of the scheme-to
show4shat thangh it may accommodate only small vessels,
it is a laaddcked systaem of navigation, through which
freight San be oarried more cheaply from the waters of
Lake Superior and Lake Huron te Montreal than it can be
by the Welland Ganal route. We have in this route almost
a perfect oanI, and one that is perfectly practicable. Thore
arm no great excavations to be madls; it runs through a
osuntry which is almost a plain from end to end, and the
didanea is navigable with tleexoeption ofabout sixty miles,
which aa be out through at a nominal Sost. I did not under-
tiand whether thei hon. gentleman said that the work would

maat SOOOQ00, or whether that was the estimate of the
segineer ho quoted. But we have the report of Mr. Stark,
one of the most practical engineers of the country, based on
oareful surveys, that the work will cost probably les than
8,6000;00, which is a mere nominal aum for such a work. I

presume that Mr. Stark did not include the coat of damage
to propertfy along theroute, which would probably swell the
aman" to $5,000,000; but if we couldget thateanal construe-
tedferQ86,0000M, or even for $9,000,000, it would be an ex-
oedingly oheap work. I am afraid a large portion of the peo-
pi.Jof this Dominion do not appreciate the advantages of thiI
inland route of water communication. Take a common
point in the wst, as aIt Ste. Marie or the Straits of
Maokinaw, and another common point in the e"at, as
Kingston, and asaving of 400 or 500 miles of travel wil be
secured by this canal; and at the western terminus of the
canal when it is buit, as I hope it will be before many
yers, we eau by means of elevators handle the graia
comig fron the west and place it on board of vessels which
will carry it to the harbor of Montreal at a very nominal
coast. I venture to sy, on a very carnful eatimate, that
grain can b. brought from Duluth or Port Arthr to Mont-
rel at a cost of notumore than 5or 6 cents a buahel. If
that can be done, we cau bid defiance to the Smpetition
of the railways. One of the mistaken ideas of the present
day i that the day of water communication have passed
by, and that railways Ar sure Li the. fgture to do the for-
warding uiaems of the country. But if it can be ahown
that grai can be brought from Duluth to JMontreal at 6
eests a bushe, as I think it an bej, that i a goed prool

Ms edays of wter Amanmeiion ae not pssed
igr. ne peoge who ,balieve alse t at freht aun be

je MWo rer4

carried cheaply only in large vesasi. I admit tbat the
larger the vesseWlthe oheaper the frigt cama be orried ;
but when we take into consideration the shortnss of tiisp
route, its perfect safety, and te absence of isk faon
storm or tempeat, I think its advantages, as compared
with the Welland Ganal route, will be appaqal. T.he savi4g
of life and of vesselsisin itself an object 4AZistatdW pua
former occasion, freight is carried on the river adson $som
Albany to New York at he rate of 12àoet pe-
tance of 160 miles, which is another evi4enee tb wap
ways have not peed their usefalpeus; for T do not tink
it is possible to carry fright by rail 160 nale lt 18 or 15
or 20 centsaon. Thisisfurteruevidenc thatanoate of
this kind would be decidedly practicable a d usefal. It has
been stated that we lacked water, bht 1 oouerpt
with the country will not dispute the thawe have
abundance of water for the proposed canal. W. jave suf-
ficient water tributary to this route to supplyall it. qe pal
not only in the Dominion but on the centineat, as we drain
the water shed from four large ooanties. I tshik it vowd
we wise for hon. gentlemen to post themeelves on heprae.
ticability and advantages of a scheme of thie kin4, And if
the didIam satisfiedwe would have muach less op ition

e scheme than it meets with to-day. I trust Min-
ister of Railways will take pains to inform himaalf
thoroughly on thu subject. As te tue appropr4ation, a
sRi of$103,000 bas been placed in the Estimates for this
work previous to the deputation coming here, but I bave
overy hope that when the Supplementary Estimates come
down, w. shall find a vote in them equal to the amount
promised by the Minister of Rilways and Canala I1 ave
every confidence that the hon. Ministor will see this work
carried through.

Mr. COOKBURN. I think the motion of the bon, mem-
ber for East Simcoe (Mr. Cook) very opportuge, AM
I may say that the promise that an additieul vote 1
appear in the Supplementary Estimatse is one tha wile
hailed with atisfaction by the people of s largeec ison of
the country, comprising some 400000 inhabitaats. It j true
that railways are looked upon as the moder highwayo,,and
that the days of canals are waning; but I have been
informed on good authority tat canals cas not only carry
grain cheaper, but even more expeditiously than railwsfe,
because they carry a larger quantity. Representing a por-
tion of the country largely interested in the cnatruotiounof
the Trent Valley Canal, I deem itmy duty to give my views
on this question. I have been over the whole waterway in
its present unfinished state, sud as to the gustion of fssi-
bility, I have no doubt whatever that the 2 canal a ecty
feaible, and its construction is only a matter omony.
The Government, on meeting the large and influential
deputation which waited on it in the Raiway ommitto.
room, promised that f3p0,000 woaId b4o edpe»d4e po g
year on this canal. I had no opportunity of saymng a word
then, because I was not one of th.. eiosee»ssa1aae any
remarks, but even 8350,000 is totally inadgqgM. Thi Go»-
ernment ought to spend a million dollars evgey yer qu
ths work, and that would be a very sma l esg. A few
years ago th. prosent Administr iopwsuaitts heselys
to tie policy of building tii. canal, kat*iac ten tApg r*ve
been very paraimonious in their Auinal q içti s u pr
the scheme, and in tbis reaI tue aiqu
strong oontrast with thfefe rauwys, f ngnUnfone
(.Pidiaa Pacific Railway. I admit thecanal ie not go im-
portant a master as he £anadian PaoifipRailwy, but still
il la of greal importance along a cli, oaf out t*eAy ctn-
atituencies intereted in its construction. As to th. qa#s-
tion of the western terminus, some remarkshave been made,
and although it is not for gentlemen here to atøt what
parntclar ntlet on the Georgian Bay should be s.leoted,
I wish to mention a4route not yet swveyed, bat goh i
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recommended by practical people. A little south of Wash-
ago, on the west shore of Lake Couchiching is a
fIat running down towards Grass Lake into the
Severn River, which would be well worth inspection.
I recolleot that, on the occasion to which the hon. member
for Simcoe (Mr. Cook) alluded, the Minister of Finance
spoke of the want of money and the necessity for going
ulowly, but since then the Canadian Pacific Railway have de-
clared they are going to pay back $20,000,000 of the amount
borrowed from the Government, and, as this will furnish
means in abundance, I hope that the Minister of Finance
will add 8750,000 to his proposed 8250,000, and make the
expenditure this year on the canal S t,000,00. At the
present rate of progress the canal will not be finished in
this century or in this generation. It will cost, no doubt, a
great deal more money than has been estimated by the
engineers i the past, as engineers are wont to make
estimates as small as possible. The hon. member for
Peterboro' (Mr. Hilliard) has spoken of $3,500,000 or
85,000,000 as the cost, but I am sure that amount will be
totally inadequate; at any rate, we should have 81,000,000
appropriated this year, at which rate it will still take from
five to ten years to complete the work. The present
Administration have pledged their faith to the people of
those districts that they will build this route, the feasi-
bility and practicability of which are beyond doubt, and as
to its utility there can be no question. I was in Peterboro'
last night for a short time, and while there I met a Conser-
vative gentleman, who shrugged his shoulders and said ho
was of opinion that the people of the district were being
trifled with, but I told him their representatives were sound
on the canal question, and that they would have all the
assistance I could give. I hope the several members
from that district, who have great influence with
the Government, will exert their influence in endeavor.
tng to compel the Government to carry out their
promise, and it would not be any great stretch on the part
of the Government to give an appropriation of $1,000,000
instead of the amount they appear to have decided on. I
think the hon. member for West Peterboro' (Mr. Hilliard)
has given valuable information as to what canais are doing.
The Mrie Canal, for instance, has carried a larger amount of
grain than ail the railways combined, and as the Dominion
of Canada has expended so much on large public works, and is
being repaid $20,000,000 of the money advanced the Canadian
Pacific Railway, the Government might well spare 81,000,000
of that amount in the appropriation this year for the Trent
Valley Canal. I hope and believe that the Government
will see it to be their duty, and if they are at ail alive to
their obligations and to the promises they have made to these
different counties, they cannot do otherwise than expend a
considerable amount of money there. They appropriated
nothing last year, so they should now make up for it by
voting this year from $700,000 to 1,000,000.

Mr. WHITE (RBnfrew). I desire to say a few words,

tion between the great North-West and the eastern seaboard,
the navigation that would be attainable through those waters
would be entirely inadequate. I think that, without an enor-
mous expenditure of money, it would be impossible to obtain,
by the means of that system of waters in the Trent district,
a navigation that would exceed five feet, and it seems to me
that such a depth of water as that would be wholly inade-
quate to divert the trafflc from the Erie Canal or to cheapen
the cost of transportation of the products of the great North-
West te the seaboard. I think the best course for the Minister
of Railways to adopt is to expend whateverhe may think in
the interests of the public it demande, for the purpose of
improving the navigation as a local work, and as a local
work entirely, and to devote the money which my hon. friend
from North Ontario (Mr. Cockburn) alludes t as coming
into the exchequer of the country during the present
year from the Canadian Pacifie IRailway Company to a
scheme of very much greater importance-I speak now
of the Ottawa Canal-a scheme which, if the Government
would take it up, would enable them to obtain a navigation
by means of the Ottawa and Mattawa [Rivers whioh would
be infinitely more beneficial for the transportation of grain
from the North West to the seaboard than eau possibly
be obtained by means of the system of navigation which js
under discussion to-day. I suggest toithe Minister of Rail-
ways that he should, at all events, adopt some means of
ascertaining what the cost of improving the navigation of
the Ottawa would be, because I believe that the future
of the great North-West depends upon affording to
the people of that section of country a means of com.
munication with the seaboard that would cheapen the cost
of transportation. Allusion has been made to the intereste
of the Canadian Pacifie Railway in connection with this
matter, but in the discussion which took place lst year I
think it was abundantly proven that, if the development of
agriculture in our North-West is at ail commensurate with
its development in the North-Western States of the Union,
under circumstances almost exactly similar to those which
existu in the North-West Territory of Canada, the Canadian
Pacifie Railway will, in a few years, be wholly inadequate
to move the surplus products of that country. I believe,
and I cannot repeat it too forcibly, that it would be in the
interests of the country if the Government would adopt
the suggestion to improve the navigation of the Ottawa,
and thereby afford what I believe to be the shortest and
best means of carrying the products of the geat North-
West to the seaboard. I do net desire, in offering this
suggestion. to the Government, to prevent or delay in
any way the improvement of the navigation in the Trent
Valley, but I am firmly of the opinion that that navi-
gation will net be adequate for the purpose of trans-
porting the grains from the North-West, and I would
suggest te the Minister of Railways the propriety of
considering the question of adopting some means of
carrying out the more important scheme to which I have
alluded.

not so much perhaps in reference to this question as in
reference to another canal which I think might be substi- Mr. ROBERTSON (Eastings). I look upon the scheme
tuted, and to which the Government might direct their which is under discussion as second in importance only to
attention a little more earnestly than they seem to have the construction of the Canadian Pacific Railway. The
devoted.it to this particular scheme. From the discussion reasons for its construction have already been very clearly
which has taken place here to-day among the members who laid before the House by the members for Peterboro',
represent constituencies which are interested in this scheme, and, while I am pleased to know that the hon. member for
there appears to be a considerable difference of opinion, Simcoe (Mr. Cook) has brought this matter before the
both as to the feasibility of thescheme itself and the amount House so as to give members an opportunity of giving it
of money required to complete it. I do not pretend their consideration, as well as of urging upon the Govern-
to offer any opinion either as to the feasibility of the ment the importance of considering it, yet I believe that
scheme or as to the amount which is required to bring it to the Government are in earnest and are sincere in regard to
a successful completion; but, from all the information we the construction and ultimate completion of the Trent Val-
are able to obtain from the reports eof engineers, and other- ley Canal, and I do not believe, as has been insinuated by
wise, in relation to the navigaticn of the Trent waters, it that hon, gentleman, that these grants are only given for
appearsto me that, as an outlet, or means of communica- the purpose of carrying the opnstituencies through which

Mr. CooUzR.
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the canal is to pasa, and more particularly those in the
county of Hastings. I think that, without the necessity for
any grant in that direction, these ridinge can be carried in
the interest of the Government. I am glad the matter has
been brought before the Houe, and I hope the Government
will see their way clear to supplement the amount which
ias been placed in the Estimates by putting a larger sum in

the Supplementary Estimates, so that the section cf the canal
may be proceeded with in the riding which I represent,
where no money has yet been expended.

Mr. POPE. I am not a little disappointed at the remarks
that feul from my hon. friend from Simcoe (Ur. Cook),
because I thought we had satisfied the gentlemen who were
here on the delegation that we were really in earnest; but
we explained then to him, and the gentlemen who were
with him, that we had had very heavy works on band, that
we were just completing those heavy works, and that we did
not feel at this time that we were in a position to appro-
priate very large sums of money until we had taken a rest.
Such was the atyle in which I talked to the deputation,
without attempting to give them further encouragement
than that I stated that we should put a considerable appro-
priation in the Estimates this year to complete the lock we
had begun and to continue the work. I think it came with
a very ill grace from the hon. gentleman to say that we
were not in earnest in this work. What was the position
of this work in 1878, when the present Government came
into power? A good deal of it had been handed over to the
Provincial Government, a good deal had been already aban-
doned, and, of course, we had to commence anew, we had
to procure some of the workis which had been disposed of,
and to make a fresh beginuing. And, while we have been
doing that, everybody in this louse and in the country
knows very well that we have had to appropriate very large
sumo of money to carry out public works, to carry out the
Pacific Railway and the Welland Canal, and that we could
not be expected during this time to go much faster than we
have gone. I am very glad to hear hon.gentlemen from the
neigbborhood of Peterboro' speak as they do, and I believe
the country will listen to what they have said, and will
believe with them that we are earnestly endeavoring to do
what we consistently can to forward this work, as we do
with respect to every other work we undertake. With
respect to my hon. friend from Renfrew (Mr. White),
I am Pure he will wait, I shall be very glad to listen to him,
to see everything he can show, us, and to do everything we
can do. But I willask him to have patience ; I will ask him
to wait a little until we have made some progress in these
great works that we now have on hand, although we have
completed that work for which we have expended so much
money. I am sure he will not be disappointed in the in-
tereet that we shall take in his work, as well as those that
have gone before. I have no objection to the motion the hon.
gentleman has made, and I will bring down ail the papers
that I can, that are not confidential reports to the engineer
in chief ; but ail the papers that I can bring down I will
bring down.

Mr. BLAKE. May I ask the hon. gentleman whether
he has any estimates of the cost of this work ?

Mr. POPE. I have two or three estimates. I do not
think that I have a complete estimate at present. If it i very
recent I will let the hon. gentleman know.

Mr. BLAKE. Will the hon. gentleman bring down such
estimates as he las ?

Mr. POPE. I will bring down such estimates.

MQtion agreed to.

THE TRAFFIO IN INTOXICATING LIQUORS.
Mr. BEATY moved that the Houae resolvO itself into

Committee of the Whole to consider the Rbllowing resolu-
tion ý

Tust it la epedient te brlng in a Bill amendlng &e Aet ruspeoting
the trafflo ln intoxicatlng liquoir.
He said: In making this motion I will briefy explain the
objecta of this Bill. It is not for the purpose of interfbring
in any way with the Scott Act wherever it is adopted at
present. The object is to give an option to any munici.
pality which has not already adopted the Temperanoe Act
called the Scott Act to adopt an Act prohibiting only
spirite as a beverage. The clause making that provision
reads as follows:-

99a. From the day on whieh this section of this part of thit Act
comes into force and takes effeet in any county or city, and for so long
thereaftersas the same continues in force theuin, no person, unm t
be for exclusively medicinal purposes or for bond fide urne la some art,
trade or manufacture, under the regulations contained in the ard sub.
section of this section, shahl, within such county or City, by himself, is
clerk, servant or agent, manufacture, irmport or brlng Into sueh oounty
or City, or expose, or keep for sale, or sei1, or harter, or exchangt, te or
with any other person, or give to any person, or purchas,
keep or use, directly or indlrectly, on any pretence, or ueon

andevice, any gin, rurn, brandy or whlskey, or other dis-
tilled liquor, or any porter, beer, yae, w kne, or any iquor, or
liquids mixed therewithr capable of being used as a beverage:
Provided always, that in any county or city where this section
comes into and is in force, porter, beer, ale, wine, eider or other vinons
or fermented hiquor, of the standard acoholic strength required In the
Oustoms or Inland Revenue Department, and not in anyIntance ex-
ceeding such standard, imported or manufactured lu such county or
city, or elsewhere, may be sold, kept and used as a beverage, as at the
time of the passing of this section, but under, and subject te such
licenses, restrictions and regulations, as may then or thereafter be
enforced in respect thereto, under any Act of Parliament of Canada, or
any provincial or other law or regulation.

Now it will be seen that the main point is that counties
may have the alternative option of petitioning for this
section, which will, if adopted, prohibit the sale of spirite as
a beverage in that municipality. ILt is expressly provided
that the Act shall not extend to any community which has
already adopted the Scott Act, as it at present existe. The
framework of the Act provides a section which is to be
called 99a, having the language, as far as is practicable, of
the present Act, so as to prohibit the sale of spirite in those
counties which may adopt this Act. Thon there is section
100a, providing for penalties for violating this Act. In
the first instance the penalty shall be $100, for any in-
fraction of this provision; in the second instance $300 ; and
in the third 8500. I do not go as far in this Act as I did in
the Act of last Session, and say that property should be
confiscated, but I simply provide for a fine, and in case of
non.payment of these fines, the offender shall be imprisoned
for a certain limited period. We find from ti.he numerous peti-
tions which have been presented to this House during this
Session, that there is a great interest taken in a provision of
this kind. It may be observed, however, that the petitioners
go a little further than I propose in this section. They ask
that in Scott Act counties the inhabitants may petition for,
and have, a new vote on the exclusion of spirits only, or the
adoption of beer and wine. I do not go that far. I think it
would be unreasonable, from my standpoint; from my point
of view I think it would not be advisable to interfere with
those counties which have gone to the trouble and expense
of adopting the Scott Act in its present form. They should
be allowed to work it out as best they can. Of course, we
all know that on the one hand it is said that the Act is a
demonstrated failure, and on the other hand it is called a
great success. That is, of course, a question of personal
judgment on the evidence which is placed before each
member. My opinion has never been that the Scott Act
was a success, but I am willing that it should be tried to the
greatest possible extent so as to ascertain whether it can be
made a success. I am willing to adopt any reasonable
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meas thuati be presmtm and alow it to oprate fully
saasto determine whether it can be made a success.

tn I do not feel disposed to interfere by any legisla-
tion might propose, or any that this House might adopt,
witb the opration of the Scott Act as it is at present, but
sietpyt to e coutties an alternative option of petitioning
for thi Act, or that Act, as the case may , and in case there
ae two peftihe proeeted, the petition having the larger
matber cf signature. shall prevail. Then when the Act
coi.ne into fotee, the protisions of the Temperance Act
shOH allp to 1t, with the necemary changes in forme and

pr «M au a that Act id fairly well understood now in
it prgvisiois and proSodure, certainly inU its forme for peti.
tiois, proclamations and proceedings of that character, I
let them stand, to be applied to the present Act, if itßhouid
pàB. The rt é evil in connection with liquor drinking
aiesu from te uee of spirits and not from the useof beer
and wine-at all eventa in this country, whatever may be
sad of itbr cotries. We know that in countries where
tI4te 10 t legislation of this character, but whore the peo-
ple are in the kai>ft of using ouly the milder drinks, there
is net usnh a large amount of drunkenness as in countries
wtre eiritesare readily aoôesible. The object of this mea-
sure w' be to prevont the ready acces of persons to alco-
holio dritka of a étrong oharacter, but, of oguree, enabling
tbem te prrute such liquors for medicinal purposes, or for
use "iIih arts, se provided in the preoent Scott Act. My
view ha. alway ben that if the peopi generally were not
permaitted to obtain the stronger dnk, drunkenness, with
its il*Wence ana evil consequences, would be, to, a
large entent, dimnished if not wholly erdioated.
It Is not possible, probably, to wholly eradicate an evil of
this kind. It is not only in the drink itself, but there may
bu obmething in human nature which develops results of
this character. At aIl events the object sought to be ob-
taned la to abolish the use of the stronger drinks, and allow,
at least, nome milder kinds of alcoholic drinks, snob as beer
and wine, which many persons seem to think are neoessary
for them. The Canada Temperance Act, as it now stands,
ia evidently under trial. It hua not yet been fully shown to
be what Its advocates claim for it, a proved succes. It la
proper, however, to lemv. i as it in, to leave it on its trial;
it la an experiment, and let the experiment be worked ont
with a view to ascertaining whether it will be a success or
not. No doubt a large number of people in all the Prov-
i»es are intensely interested in that Act, and I think it
would b. a most unwise poliy for Parliament to interfere
*Ith that Aoband with the legitimate action of the people in
voting fo Its adoption. I do not in any sonse or way pro-
pose in fterfbre with thea mtion or purpose of the measure
ordetraet ftm it Cr impair its provisions. The one grat

iht whieh I have had presented to me-and I
had sone representations made to me-is that

this Act shonid not apply to those counties which
hbae already adopted the Canada Temperance Act
I have uxplained and clearly shown that it will not do so;
bat whem theCanada Temperance Act ceases to have oper-
agion after it has been once adopted, thon this Act applies
to that ouity an well as toany other. The people may

ata for the second time apply by petition for the purpose
cd adopting the oott Act as it i at the present dy, or
they May apply to adopt this Act, and in that case it will
be a single vote and a distinct vote. 1 do not design that
there should be two votes at the amie time, a vote for the
Ganada Temperanoe Aot as it at prosent stands and a vote
fer this Act; but, on the .ontrary, that the Canada Tem-
peance Act, if petitioned for and if allowed to be voted on,
shall be voted on independently and distinctly on ita own
merité, and se aso upon this Act being voted on, if it
should come into force. The two votes will be distinct and
olear, and votes will not be taken in the saine onSty en
both Acte except at considerable intervala. Those are the

Mr. BUATr.

general idem. prtaining to the A4t. 1 thiek tbay am
sufficient to oommend themselves te this Hlausand eomtry.
I have recoived strong reprentations from various
quarters that some moderate meaure of thia kind would be
aoceptable to a great uimber of people. We ad to.
day a petition presented for the repeal of the mCnad.
Temperanoe Aot, and we find in oue tiwos whee the
Scott Act has been adopted, and in some outies also,
action has been taken by the councils an uothe bpdi
towards repealing the Soott Act, or towsrds the aaotmubt
of an Act allowing the sale of beer and wine. In Halton,
whieh is said to be the bannor county in regard to -the
Canada Temperance Act, the town conouil of Milton, whieh
is the county town, have, by a vote of seven members against
three, asked for the repeal of the Temperance Ace, or for
the enactment of a law under which wine and boc an be
sold in that town at all events, if not in the eounty. go we
find in regard to Oollingwood, in regard to Nottawasaga and
other places. Petitions are coming in from various quarters
with that view. It would therefore, be resonable te a.IIw
another experiment or trial, If you care to dall it no, with
respect to this liquor question, by allowing the mas of the
people to drink alcoholie liquors of moderato strength which
would not result in the evil@ at present attending the liquor
trafle, and at the same time would not greatly damage the
country in its material and trade interest, and allow thoe
rights and interests at present established to be practically
maintained.

Mr. JAMIESON. I do not rise for the purpose of
discussing the principle of the resolution submitted by the
hon. member for West Toronto (Mr. Beaty). I think it
would be unfair at this stage to offer opposition to the
measure proposed by theb on. gentleman, as it must be
obvions to the House that it is impossible to discuss the
principle of a measure intelligently until it is printed, and
for my part I feel dispoed to postpone the discussion of it
until such is done. The hon. gentleman proposed a similar
measure last year, and 1, from the exigency of the occa.
sion, fbund it necoemary to defeat the measure, for the piur.
pose of bringing forward the measure I had in charge.
Prom the orplanation given by the hon. gentleman Iaam
glad to observe that he does not propose to interfere with
the Canada Temperance Act, but to make his meamure an
independent measure. I think in pursuing that course he
is acting wisely. Without committing myslf--and I only
speak for myself in this natter-to the principle of the
resolution submitted by the hon. member, I wish to say
that when the Bill about to be introduoed resohes a. subse.
quent stage I will take the opportunity, as I think other
hon. members will take the opportunity, of diseusming the
measure fairly on the principles which are embodied in it.

Motion agreed to ; and resolut ion considerod in CQommitto
and concurred in,

Mr. BEATY introduced Bill (No. 118) to amend th4e Acts
respecting the traffe lin toxicating liquors,

Bill read the first time.

STEAM TUG SULTAN.

Mr. -MII'HELL moved for:
Copy of the report or avard of the Dominion arbitratoro, vith the

®videne and papers connected terewith, in the matter of the laim of
the. ownen 01 the team tut suuan.

Sir HECTOR L&NGEVIN. The Government have no
objection to bring down these papers, but they cannot be
bronght down immediately. The matter is now In the
hands of the Department of Justice, and as soon as the
advice which I have asked from that Department is put in
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myana 1 wi belia a poition tal.O t »yreport to
!ly noNag5e UstI that is dope, we will not
b. ale to bring down the paperi, but I hope to be
able to bring them down in a very hort time.

Mr. MITCHELL1 -I am glad indeed that the hon. gentle.
man bas tade the statement he ha made, because have a
good deal of confidence in him, in his Integrity sud honesty
of purpose, And all that6  I cannot say the stme for ai the
members of' this Government, but I hope T will be able to
have the papers at as early a day as possible.

Motion greed to.

OLAIKS, SEOTION 16, INTEBOOLONIAL It WAY.

Mr. MITCHELL moved for:
?opies of the award or report of the Dominion arbitrators witb the

e neand papers connected therewith, in the matter oéolaime lu
connection with Section 16 of the [ntercolon#al RIway, on the part of
the State of the late John Banno, Esq. ; the late W111iam MUirhead,
Esq.; William Wilkinson, Esq., and other claims investigated at the
maame time as thom named above, and conneoted 'with said report or
awgrd.

He said: I sall reserve any remaks I may require to make
on this matter until the papers come down. I have faith,
however, that in accordance with the pledge of Sir Charles
T4pper, then Minister of Railways and Conals, two years
ago, thismatter will be considered, and as I know the claims
to be bonest and just, that they will be paid. In the mean.
time Ilshall be glad to have the papers at ae arly a dateas
possible.

Motion agreed to.

CIYIL SERVICE SUPERANNUATIONS.

Mr. MoMULLiN moved for:
Rtra showing the names and poseafoic address of eaoh porson on

the superannuated list of retird aivil servaat on the lt day of
January, A.D. 1886*

Re said: On previous occasions I have offered some remarku
to the Kouse on the question of superannuatios. It is a
very important question, and I think we should carefully
criticise the operation of the Act from year to year. I
notioa that the number superannuated under the Act, in
1884, was 53, of whom 16 were granted annuities, and 7
gratuities. The number superannuated in the year 188â
was 49. The number on the list on the 30th of June,
1884, was 433, and the number on the Eist
on tb 30th of June, 1885, was 446. The
average anual amount paid to those on the list in 1884,
was $470, and the average annual amount paid to those on
the liat in 1885, was 843477. The amoant paid in during
the year 1883-84, by those on the list, was $51,882.81. The
entire Civil Service, during the year 1884, paid in a sum
sueoient to pay the 433 on the retired liet $120 euh, and
the Dominion paid them $30 ach. The emtire sumpid
out during the year 1884, was 8 192,693.70, of whieh the
Civil Servioe paid $51,882.21, and the notloie to the ountry,1
under tbeoperation of the Act in that yar, was 8140,830.49,
Te anumber on the list on theslot of Jan«ary, 1886, acord.
ing to a ratura presented to the House, was 42. Twelveq
were granted annuities, whih &i all amounted to 84,792.47,
or au average of $399,37 each. The aura paid in
by the Civil Servioe during the year 1884,85, was
$52501.83, aud the sum paid out vas $203,636.21 ;1
so that the met less to the aountry, under tae
operation of the Act daring the year 188486, wasE
9140,93A8. The. average amount drawa by eaeh person
on the supeanuated list during the lat year was $469.(
The Civil Service paid in during the year a sm sufficienti
to pay those on the retiMd liat f131 mch, and the oonatry(
paid them $348. The net lose to the tountry under thet
operatin ofi the Â Abc 8844% wa $11U34.St axor tha t

for th year 18a84. NoW, 1. y"stom ef gaati4g a
gratuity to houe who are retired ander tie Act be*re
serviug ten yearm las been in my opinion ahawed, as
Well as tb system of granting anuities. In most
Oaues theO sum paid i greatly in excess of the al on
the parties have paid mto the fund. For itstan4e,
R. A. Adair served four and one-quarter years, paid
mi.to the fnd $3.50, and got a gratuity of 8470, &,
Btqga served two and three.quarter ycars, i imi i 17.1S,
S drew 11458. W. Villeneuve sors two and oe.
sixth years, paid in 6.18, and drew $60. S. Simard merved
six and oue.half years, paid in $41.60, and drew out
$276.26. D. R Bruoe served nine and one-half year, paid
in $66.97, and d1ew out as gratuity 8146.50. F. Revely
served six years, paid in an16, and got a gratuity of $900,
J. W. Ryan served eight and seven-twelfthi years, paid in
$75.10, and drew out $500.70. D. S. Lowry served three
years, paid in 45u, and when h. retired got $100. Now,
I wish to draw the attention of theI House to the resartis of
the Act for the year 1885. The hon. Minister of Finance,
in his Budgot spoech, otated that during the lat year the
country had actually made money undur the operation of
the Act, by the superannuation of some servants and the em,
ployment of others in their places, at amaller salaries. Well,
let us seoe what the result to the country of the operation
of the Act during the last year bas been. There were forty.
nine retired, forty.oue by annuities and eight by gratuities.
The salaries paid to those forty-nine amounted to 842,384.09 ;
salaries naid to the twenty-five new appointees amount to
015,763.75. The plaoes yet vacant the Government intend
undoubtedlyto fll, because the returnslaid before Parliament
always, if an omo is abolishod, state on. Consequently when
not abolihed, no doubt it is the intention of the Government
to 11 the oice. Tbey have therefore twenty-four oflces
to fl, the coSt of iwhich will be $16, 195, but, allowing that
they will make a reduction in the matter of alaries for
those twenty.four ofoe, when they will b. 5lled, propor
tionate with the reduction in the case of the twenty.five
oMoiasi who have been appointed, and which was 25 per cent.
les ta those who ocoupied the ofces before-dedaing,
from the 816,195, 25 par cent., or $4,048.75, those yet to be
appointod will draw $12,146 75, making in all $27,910.
The yearly allowance to those placed on the superanua.
tion liât last year is $[8,36.62, the gratuities to those retired
by gratuity is $ý,568.03 which makes in ail $48,838.65.
The net loss to the country for the last year is$ 6,454.56;
but hon. gentlemen will perhap say that the gratuity
s1aould not b. counted for every year, and I 1quite admit
that, but deducting the gratuity you have a net los for alJ
time to com, while these men live, of 83,968 54, or eaarly
$4,000a year. I notice also thaï in ail the appointments
made to dE1 vacancies ont of the twenty-five, only three
were filled by oSlcers who ad alrea4y beau in the Dopart.
ment; the remainder-wer all new appointments. Hou, gen-
themen will iay, perbaps, that these twenty-four are not nov
in the employ of the Government and not drawing a salary,
so ihat so much morne will be saved. I will refer to some
tacta conected with the service in 1884. We find, on look.
ing over the returna, tha in 1884 there were 140 clarks in
or around Ottawa, receiviag aaver»gesalary of $1,349.66.
The smonat paid to those eierk for extra work du.
ing the year-work, I presum, doue after houms
owing to, the inoressed duties devolving upon hem,
possibly through the fact that some were superaaauated-
amouated to 457,793, or $412.80 each. This uakes tha
salary of each 11,762.42, averaging 86 a day; and their
salariqe at the end of len years, with thetat&tutory ialees
of $50 par annum, would b. $1,850 each, exclusive of pay.
ments for extra work. If thon superannuated, thome clerki
counting hey are now tne year in the service, vii he
eopitled to an unai 6of $750. Coming dova hot the proe.
est yea, ve nd have been aighty oluk la lith
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Departments who have drawn $59,233.85 for extra service, Assistant Receiver-General at Winnipeg. He was superan.
or $731 each, and their ordinary salaries amounted to nuated and gets 81,579.80 as his superannuation allowance.
81,698.83 each ; so tha t they got #137,605.61 of salary alto- I understand that the hon. gentleman ran for- sconstituency
gether. This makes the amount drawn during the last in Manitoba and was elected. He was also appointed Speaker
year, for salary and extra services by those eighty-one of the Manitoba Legislature. He drew his retiring allow-
clerks, $2,429.83 each. The total sum paid into the anue of 81,579.80 from the Dominion Government, he drew
superannuation fund, during the time they were in his sessional allowance as a member in the Province of
service, by those who were superannuated in 1884, Manitoba, and he got hie allowance as Speaker, so thatihe
was 810,048.86, or $240 each ; just about enough was pretty well remunerated for his services. I believe he
to pay one-half a year's allowance. The total number in is now busily engaged in following other calings, and is
the service eligible to be superannuated in 1884, and in a still drawing hie allowance.
position to claim superannuation, was 1,753, and the total Mr. McLELAN. When was he superannuated ?number now eligible to superannuation is about 2,000.
The system of adding years to the time of service of those Mr. Mc MULLEN. I am unable to give the date of the
who have been in the service has been followed persistently superannuation.
by hon. gentlemen in a number of cases. I hold it is a most Mr. MoLELAN. You have it before you in the list inpernicious system, because I believe that the officials in the your hand.service, from the salaries they receive, should be able to lay '
aside something for themselves, instead of depending abso- Mr. MoMULLEN. Yes, I have it here; I think it was
lutely upon the country in the case of their becoming sick in 1878. I daresay he was superannuated then, but I am
or retiring. I notice last year, J. B. Cherriman has been not certain. I have no doubt the Minister of Finance will
superannuated after serviug 12 years. He got a salary of say that a good many of these were superannuated in 1878,
Sî,000, and under the Act was entitled to a retiring allow- and the previeus year, under the Mackenzie Government.
ance of $960; but instead of that, hon. gentleman added ton I admit that both parties have superannuated. I am not
years to bis time of service, which enables him to draw $800 prepared to say that the Roform Government did not
more, or $1,760 a year. In this case the Minister of Finance superannuate as well as the others, but, after all, to show
certainly cannot show that money bas been made. The new gentlemen opposite that they have been the best bands at
appointee tofil the position gets $,800; so that hie salary the business, I will give them a statement showing the
and the allowance to the one superannuated amount to 84,560 amount of increase under the superannuations by the
a year. I notice, too, that in 1884, Mr. Russell, Surveyor Mackenzie Government, as well as the amount of increase
General, was superannuated, after serving fifteen years. under the superannuations by hon. gentlemen opposite.
They added ton years to bis time, and he is now drawing Under the Mackenzie Government, in 1873-74, the receipts
$1,550 a year, though in all the time he was in office ho for superannuation were $31,620.18, and the expenditure
only paid into the fund $632 33, or not enough to pay one- was 864,412.84. In 1878-79, the year they left omce, the
half year's allowance. Mr. Russell, chief elerk, served receipts were $41,856, and the expenditure, $106,588. So
twenty years, and had a salary of 82,250; ton years were that the increase, in five years, under the Mackenzie
added to the time when ho was superannuated in 1884, and Government, was $12,135.16, or an average annual increase
his retiring allowance is $1,671.24, though he paid in of $8,4 A9.03. Now, take the case of lhe present Govern-
nothing to the fund. Mr. J. B. Spencer, who filed the ment. When they came into power, as I stated,
position of collector of Cstoms, Winnipeg, was superan- the receipts were 841,856, and the expenditure was
nuated in 1882. His salary was 8,600, and he had paid 8106,588. In 1883-84, at the end of the first five years of
into the fund in all $388.48, and ha now draws an aunuity their term of office, the receipts were $51,88..21, and the
of 81,663.92. I understand lie is now engagéd in other expenditure was $192,692.70, an increase inl five years of
business, while drawing this handsome allowance from the 886,101.70, or an average annual increase ec 817,Z20.94.
resources of the Dominion. E. W. Chesnut was also The present Government increased the annual expenditure
superannuated in 1884. He was drawing $1,100 salary, in the first five years of their teri $4.3,969.54 more than the
and was forty-seven years of age at the time of retirement, previous Government did in the sane time. Now, to give
having served fifteen years. Hle is now getting an annuity of an idea of the operations of the Act, and to bring it fully
$330. Mr. N. N. Rose was in the Customs Department getting before the mind of hon. gentlemen opposite and members of
a salary of 81,600. He has been retired ; ho was superan- this House, we will take the case of the clerk of the
nuated in 1884. HRe is now drawing an allowance of 81,120, louse. The clerk's salary is $3,400. We have a super-
hie successor gets $1,400, so that this office now costs annuated clerk drawing an allowance of $2,379.96. Then
the country $2,520, while before the superanuation of for the position of clerk in this House we are pay-
the man who occupied the position it only cost $1,600, so ing $5,779.96. We have a deputy clerk whose salary
that the increase in that one case is 8920 a year as long as is $2,400. We have a Euperannuated deputy-yes, we
that man lives, N. W. McLean, clerk of Private Bills, was have two of them-one drawing an allowanoe of
superannuated last year. Hie salary was $1,400. He has 81,543.92, and another drawing $400, so that these three
a retiring allowance of $616, the new appointee gots deputies, one doing the work and two stepping round doing
the same salary of $1,400, se that this office now costs nothing, and costing the country $4,343.92. Then for the
the country $2,016. We have one man stepping arotind clerk and deputy clerk of this Hlouse, under the operations
doing nothing, living comfortably and easily, while another of this pernicious system, the country is now paying
man does the work. Then there was alseo Mr. Whitcher, 810,123.88 a year, and every one of those gentlemen was
the Deputy Minister of Fisheries, ho was superannuated superannuated by hon. gentlemen opposite. Now, it will
with an allowance of $1,008. It is not supposed that ho be said that the Bill is ours, that it was introduced by the
was superannuated because ho was inefficient or incap- Reform party, and that consequently we have got to bear
able of doing the work, but I believe there the responsibility of its bad effects. I would remind hon.
was another gentleman in the office who was anxions to fill gentlemen opposite that in 1882, when we drew the atten-
the position, and I believe he bas got the office. Mr. tion of the House to the operations of this system before,
Whitcher is now receiving bis annual allowance of 81,008, an hon, gentleman who then held a seat in this House
and the other man is drawing a salary of $3,200, so that moved a resointion, which I will read:
the Deputy Minister of Fisheries is costing the country "IMr. Roue (iddeamx)roved. In amendment thento, that the Bill be84,208 a eu. Another case is that of Mr. Mamioken, reoommitted to a Qommitt of the Whole, toamend the.sme so to pro-

]E.àoMLLIN.
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vide (with due regard o the rights of those who have been alrady ad- how this Act operates. I will read from the list a few
nitted to the superannatin lit> for the abolition of the present
system, and the substitution of a plan whereby a percentage of the sal- Amount Total Amouat

-ary of each civil servant shall be retained, and placed to bis oredit ; and Date of paidin during dawa ount
shal be payable to him, with interest, on his quitting the service, or to Superannuaton. the time in U te
his family in case of his death in the service. SeService.rtJan.ato hii u 

Bvery single gentleman on thisa ide of the House voted for A e N. ... Oct. 1, 1878 ...... $ 141 87 $ 4,63 00
that meamure, and everyone on the other aide of the Hous Ao . D........ .. May 1, 1883 ...... 458 00 2,613 32
voted against it. Consequently, the Bill, from the proposal ,. '.-•••• .... •Se••t••18•9•. • 343•284•215 75

eoiW ..... ::Juy Il 1879 .... 289 14 3,822 00of that resolution to the present timne, becomes the act of Birch O J',a' 56.......... do 1, 1872 .... '112 0O 10,207 26
hon. gentlemen opposite. We have declared our willing- Bramney, J. 0. ............. .... Nov. 1, 1878 451 99 8,034 69
noms and desire that it should be abolished. Bernard, H., age 51...............Sept. 1, 1876 .... 505 0 18,704 37

Briscoe, O., age 57................May 1, 1871 ...... 69 38 10,972 92
Mr. BLAKE. It was passed by the old Government. icl, A..g;•••;.......•....•....Jan. if 183.1,55985 6,40U
Mr. McMULLEN. I believe it was introduced by them, o -er, --.-...------..... Jan I 1873 -. 22 89 3,257 34

but it was amended afterwards. Now, I contend that there FifeWs, G.a Pge'9.... ...... do 11 1872. . 21197 10,773 00
is no class of people in the Dominion which are botter paid Flanigan, no.............Sept. 1, 1881 ...... 837 85 4,06 66
for the services they perform than the civil servants, and I Futvoye, Geo ....................Jan. 11, 1875 .. 420 00 24,579 41

beiv uaAo ia engosl bso.Hn gnlmnHewett, Thos..............April Il 1872 112u-li 90 10,878 44believe this Act has been grossly abused. Hon. gentlemenr ood, H. A.............. Aug. .1883'.... 8 9 29 1,488 65
opposite have taken advantage of a claBse in the Act, where- Howard, ., age 53.............May 1, 1875...... 186 84 8,048 64
by they found it convenient to superannuate a number of KeIl E. Ï.,!age50....... July 1, 1871 ...... 86 98 6,393 96

civil servante who were capable of performing the duties, be- Kim r, R., age 59............May 1, 1875 ...... 275 71 11,187 20

cause there were a number of others who were anxious to In reference to Mr. Kimber, I understand that he performed
get the positions, and, as they could not very well put two the duties of Gentleman Usher of the Black .ktod for a
in the same place, those who hold the positions were super- number of ycars. It appears that the air of Ottawa did
annuated and others were put in their places. I am glad to not agree very well with his health. I understand that he
find that, since we have commenced the criticism of ths is nOw in Paris. le draws the money from Canada and
Act, they have not made the same number of superannua- spends it over there. Then I find :
tions. They have been gradually dropping down. In 1881 Kingston, a. J......... .. Feb. 1, 1880 ...... $ 140 00O $l0,990 80
there were eighty-five retired, in 1882 there were seventy- Langton John... ... ..... Au. 1, 1828. 847 00 20,146 98

Leslie, Ys ........ ...... ..... Feb. 13, 1879 .... 584 36 16,858 30nine, in 1883 the number dropped down to sixty-five, in Lnds®y, P..............Jan. 1, 1876......21 6 783360
1884 to fifty-three, and in 1885 to forty-nine. I Maingay, W. A ........... Nov. 1,1874 ...... 113 00 4,308 SU
have no doubt that they find that the country is Meredith, E. A.................... do 1, 1878......639 25 18,060 0
becoming aware of the fact that gross abuses have taken •H B............. Db. 1, 18871......221 1 13,672
place under the Act, and that the people are not pro- Passaw, J. M........................May 19, 1879 ...... 69 33 10,138 83
pared to countenance and support hon. gentlemen in its Patrick, A................Dec. 1,1880 .. Nil. 12,098 3
continuation. I believe, when the country people are once Prieur,?. i•...••............Jly 1 1875.240 9,975 0
made aware of the operations of this system, they will Ro4,Jr.'W ........... d......'...'ov. 1 1877 4. 294 90 ,318 24
undoubtedly pronounce most pointedly and determinedly Tasse, F. L.. ......... do 15, 1875 ...... 136 35 10,018 13
in opposition to its continuance. Now, this Act has been The whole amount drawn ont roachos $1,059,093.65, or an
abused simply because it provided .that after a man had average of 82,503.76 tor 423 servants, towards which each
been in the service for ten years, and if, through ill-health, had paid in on the average only $163.14, or not suffloient
or other reason, ho sought to be superannuated, he could to pay a half-year's allowance on the amount drawn. 1:
be placed on a retiring allowance. In many cases, no think this is a very serions matter deserving the attention
doubt, hon. gentlemen have intimated to public servants of the House.
that they had botter apply for superannuation, and in somot.
cases, perhaps, they were removed without knowing any- It being Six o'clock, he Speaker loft 1he Chair,
thing at all of the cause. I know cases myself where mon
received notice of the intention of the Governmont to put After Re0e88.
them on the superannuation list. They had no bodily ail-
ment, but they were led to understand they had botter IN COMMITTETHIRD READINGS.
apply for a superanuation, and so they were placed on Bill (No. 24) to inoorporate the Kingston and Pembrokee list. We are now paying, as the results of Mutual Aid and Insurance Company (Limited).-(Mr.that Act, 433 men a sum of over $203,000. They Whit, Renfrew.)
ire going about doing nothing, and we are pay-
ing other mon salaries for doing the work. Isay Bill (No. 83) to amend the Act incorporating the Board
the country cannot afford it. I hold that at this of Trade of the City of Ottawa.-(Kr. Mackintosh.)
period of our history, particularly when our annual Bill (No. 61) respecting the Canadian Copper Company..
expondilure is growing so large, it is desirable that we -Mr. White, Hastings.)
should cut off ail items of this kind, and only pay wiat is B.
absolutely necessary. Why, Sir, this A ct has been abused Bill (No. 62) respecting t. Anglo-American IronsCom-
in the same way that the Confederation Act has been pany.-(fr. White, Hastings.)
abused. The hon. gentleman found that by a clause in that Bill (No. 66) to incorporate the Forbes' Troahilie Steam
Act they were permitted to re-adjust the constituencies, and Engine Central Company.-(Mr. Patterson, Bssex.)
in consequence, we have had the pernicious Gerrymander
Act perpetrated in 18832, and this Superannuation Act has SECOND READING.
been abused in the same way. Now, I hold in my hand a Bill (No. 114) to amend the Acte respeoting the British
return, brought down this Session, showing the number of Canadian Bank.-(Mr. Dawson.)
civil servants on the superannuation list on the 1Ist anuary,
1886. It gives the names in full, the dates they were INSOLVENT BANKS AND OTHER CORPORATIONS.
superannuated, the amounts they have paid in, and the
amounts they bave drawn. I think it wilI be enough to House resolved itself into Committee on Bill (No. 16)
draw attention ho th more glaring omS that we may e. respooting inolovent bank in anM 0ompmae 40A QQM-
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vames, buding esieges and trading orporain-(Mr. hieobe*le net aveoable that.ho d h eM

Edgar.) prmiege ovér thé ordinary créditors. It wu soonidred
(In the Comamittee.)in0 IaIWmt A04 the Acta of1 1 8lma" 1é.

l189the wrkaShm wolm*givea four mon",lu' pmem
Onsection 1, privilge. lio.4875 they wn.i givn extly wht 
Mr. MciLELAN. I would suggest that the hon. gentl&-obus.,as iatroduod, gave thom. I donEt se why thé

t=a should explain to the nome the alterations which have wSkmm aud mpi of oOpBekUehoulOtmatanti 1»
bon made ln the Bill. thea a ionismthewkm.n and employeu of pri'M

Er. EDG&. The Bifi, as it ame before the Committee rdiVid"al
On iBanking arndOmnMéonand aoai f;fom Mr. ]BEAU. In thé iret line of the section) it was saidon Bnkig ad Cmme, contained a clause takenom
the Insolvet-Act of 18e7, and made to apply Lo insolveatI"thé olerk in thé émplôy of the ompany,» and in the
Oumpanies. »nt the pretieon in the latter part of the Bllcommigea "swu am.nded by adding the wovdsI"or

Whih provided that the employees of a company aIbould having beén in thé émploy of thé cempany," se that any
mot only be entitled to three months' arrears of W&ges, but persan -otyet paid mght reivé three menthe' wages-,but
*èoald also b éentitied to a salary for two menths in thethe question areie whether clérke, who had been in thé
fitare subject to being employed by the company, was employ at the tim of theise of the winding.up ordér,
atrmek out by the comauttée, and it was made lear, lby the should continué in it tlreenths after the date of the
addtion of ose or two w'ords, that clorke or other persons winding-up order, and it wue onsideréd thiwwu too long

lbr having been in the employ of an insoivent company, a term, and thefor thé otaum>empeling themptcymat
eWseld be entitled te thé privilege. The comiastee of clrks was ek ont.

reetricted the provisions of the Bill instead of enlarging Mr. BOW.BLL There le also this point. Thé section
tkem.préotudea tbé possibilit~y of paying warkmen for any work

Mr. IVES. I shonld like to ask the mover of this Biil unlles it was doue withinthreemontha prior t the wixding-
whether the words, "by special privilege over other crdi. up rdr. If tus ordér .hould fot bé isuéd for a Monthor
itrs,"is intended to be applied to hypoth.cary reditorse, twoor more afir thé aluré, thé workmen or clérke would

Mr. EDGAR. I.think, when read in connection with the beut out irom that whioh this Bil is inténdéd to seoux
maing of the word "reditor " in the Aot, the elass will to tbém, unlese theré be sométhing in the hmwwhioh

Mot be so construed. It is the same as in the Inseolvent Act cofls the iseof-thé ordér Lt once aitor thefMure.
of 1875. Mr. IVBS.-In praeticé thé issue of têéeaider i. certain

8fr RECTOE LANGEVIN. Was not the matter part of to b. dayad, as certain proScédinga must hé takon beforé
S ertiot, wtich was rtrfck oht, considered a repetit wii nt s-

f the rt portion of the clausk ono far as the two moths andératastiwhat 1aay. t 18 bause I approve of ".pri-
ae ooriof thcauofrs i. wipléef tiks BillthatI wish t nsit in sumh a shapé tâit
are conicerned ? we ean. ail undrâtand what va are doing. 1418 only eigàt

Kr EDGAK No. The latter part of the clause, which thot a privilege sh.ld be gi*en the workingmen) but I
Xs éstruck ,Qt, provrided for futnpe salary, after the winding- think t woald héuaie to pais de Bih, witut haVàg
cporder wa made, to the extent of two months. Thbe fe us thé exact wordiug of the setion a8 it ha. hen
committee theught that was too much as it might h em- rqrted by the oommit±ee. Lt wouid b. amidoitane if thé
bsrrassing to a large concern to have to keep on its em- Bilpwperly drwa shoeid not beoome iaw) but à weald 6.a
ployées for two months under the original bill also, thé greater inistbrtune if it âhould becomé law and thon deprive
employées couldget three months arrears, even if discharged thé artisan clameof the protction which thé Iaw in sévéral
some ,months before the winding up order was made, aind Mfthe. rovimesegivesi. la thé Province of Québso théy
the clause has been amended in committee so as to make have a wie privilege than thisStion givS thém. And,
three months wages the maximum they can get in any case.îf <h. e ftthé Law a. adop eawiil hé ta ovér-ridé
Supposé, for istane, a winding-up order was made today, the.provimof tho omon loy ln thé Provinue of Qelmt
and the employee had been discharged two months ago, hée1 thiak it wSld b. a matter of serions importaic, aade
would have one mont&'s ar#%as, wile under the Bill as therdore, 1 mIteld thimk that, aiuhegh it may joopeédis. thé
originally drawn hé would be entitled to the full three-pasage4f théBM, whlch 1 ehould bo a.rry for, it woid hé
months, muéh vsr thatleport of thesub«umitte ahouitd h

r TOR lNGEVIN. By th Bi as it was ori nted and h i hav it bfor m tht w mght
ginally, it oald not have been léss than three monthe3; bystudy it béovo tinma asse t ou. ithougà tt
the Bill as altered, it will not exceed three months, but itntérot of a véry large:éMaisfaithé peuple in têls oeuty,

)is bllbriand t a s eamboud t o ale hathe hiaL vhaue eseug

Mr.IpES.rToeje a mattrrtonfh d yiry gréat importanceirbyori .IaWsoiedptrt.
>a" InY1ththéhlaenringwronehg ointertre have bncr othec'sidrabiy affected by thé report <of the. comnittée, but e w me ri. L4t8 (the y.t ergive exactlywhnt théul<is

te thé emuployerof ai oer. 1 find iL io .iblê te undér-oommend tfdted gthisa oOmittemt.onight The ghnth
stand thé provisions of thé Bill as reported& Thé report opinion of thelawyers1 of mpvans hat it eould nft tafd

hms net béén prlntéd, and iL does sée ta me thé changés il préjuditam y thé interetsof tha emplka or worsngm n ta
u'n" are Suffiietly important tejustify theflouse order- put the clause in the eshape in whch it noayara. i a

ing iL lia 4» ýrintewI. not prepared te owaér amny légal ddpinio buth idk thé htm.

Mr. EDGAR. 1Jlm 5 thé Bill gos. through thé commît' mémber for Richmondi anti W6lfe (9it. Iv..),-tootrti h
tee to-net IL viii havé no earthly chance ai get.tinghvny sorry if the eflyct of the amandmt mod.y thé

hrough this éSson. Lot it geL tuzoogi the. comn pttes n Committe on Banking and Commeree Smotdi teges;ro bt

and bé reprinted a. amendéd, s<i that we may havé a t hemprivilges ofL those personsuves fterwsts it in intoded

shape for -thé third reading. ILje an imprtant Biaoiuld prontume by thé passage Onfthis a h t h

i thewrking manachance tegeL a reasoablaprivi tMr. W R eDON. The Principl opei th e eBiwamo
,out of11 uématelal inwhiehh h :pm h ie1a60t.Ir] 1byPar ment Md by the isommitte. I i a., hwi.

IMVW___1 -_a 4 *" £ t» M»%49*0nless ity," was dmonewithin thrwe months priort he wining
Mpore.*fthsorersoudno e sse fra otho
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ment of the company at the time of the insolvency would be
entitled toalien, and myhon.friend from Toronto (Mr.Beaty)
suggest ed an amendment which has been put in. The
principle of the Bill remains as it was when it wa intro-
duced, and the only alteration is to allow persons who had
been previously in the employmient of the company to
have the lien limited to the same extent as those who were
in the employment of the company at the time of winding-
up. The latter portion of the amendment is unnecessary,
because a person employed by the liquidators would of
course be paid out of the estate, but the intention was to
protect the employees of an insolvent corporation, not only
at the time of the insolvency but within three months be-
fore it. I should be sorry to see any obstacles thrown in
the way of the passage of the Bill, as I think it is only an
act of justice to those persons, and I think it would be
suffiient, as has been suggested, if the Bill were reprinted
before the third reading.

Mr. BOWELL. Would it not have the effect without
the addition at all ?

Mr. WELDON. No. For instance, if a company got
into difficulties and discharged their servants, and a week
or two afterwards were put into insolvency, a question
would arise whether those employees could get their wages.
The object of the amendment wae to protect these indivi.
duals, as it would be hard for a person employed up to
within a week of the insolvency to be deprived of his wages
in that way.

Mr. BOWELL. Is not that covered by the words "lis or
has been " ?

Mr. WELDON. Yes, that is the amendment.
Mr. BOWELL. You might strike out the rest.
Mr. EDGAR. I am perfectly in accord with the Minister

of Customs on that point, and the members for Richmond
and Wolfe (Mr. Ives) and North Renfrew (Mr. White),
appear to be of the same opinion. The committee thought
it would be going too far to give the three months' arrears,
as provided by the Bill when introduced, unless they were
limited to the three months previous to the insolvency. To
me(t the views of the Miister of Customs, with which I
accord, I beg to move that all the words after the words
" exceeding " in the Bill as amended be struck out, and the
words "tIhree months of such arrears" be inserted in the
place thereof. That leaves the Bill as it was before the
hast amendment was put in.

Mr. IVES. This is amending an amendment which we
have not now before us.

Mr. MACMASTER. It is very difficult to understand
what is being done, and I think these amendments should
be printed in order that theI House may understand what it
is doing. It was difficult to come to an understanding in
the quiet deliberation of the committee; and it is much more
difficult here.

Mr. SPROULE. It seems to me that that would bring
up the original difficulty in the Bill, and I agree with the
suggestion of the member for Richmond and Wolfe (Mr,
Ives) that it would be much better if the Bill was reprinted
as amended and laid before the House, so that it might be
understood.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. The Bill, as introduced,
gave to these " clerks and other persons in the employ eïf
the company in or about its business or trade " the privi-
lege of being "collocated in the dividend sheet for any
arrears of salary or wages due and unpaid to them at the
time of the making of the winding-up order, not exceeding
three months of such arrears." The committee, after
examining the matter, thought that, instead of saying that,
it should be "not exceding the arroars whioh mhve
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accrued to them during the three months next previous
to the date of such order." h'e hon. gentleman wants
now to put aside the amendment of the committee, which
was no doubt well weighed and considered, and to rein-
state the clause, so fsr as it goes, as it was before.
*ell the committee thought that the arrears should be
limited to the three months next previous to the date in
such order, that is to say, that if previous to the date of the
order the arrears amount only to two months, the elerk, or
other person, would be paid for those two months, or if the
period was only one month, he would be paid for only one
month. But by this, the hon. gentleman wishes that the
clerk or other person should be paid for three months,
whether those three months have accrued at the time of
the date of the order, or whether they extend beyond it.

Mr. EDGAR. At any time previous to it.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. I think this is a very
important amendment, and it cornes into antagoniem with
a very important committee, one of the standing corn-
mittees of thef House, and I would suggest that the hon.
gentleman move that the committee rise, report pro-
gress, and ask leave to ait again, and let the Bill be
reprinted. In making this suggestion, the Government
have no intention to let the Bill be lost. We will take care
that the Bill comes back to the House, and has a chance to
be discussed, and passed, if the House wishes. I think the
Bill should be reprinted, and then when the hon. gentle.
man bringa up his amendment, the committee will know
exactly what is intended to be doune, because we cannot at
present understand the Bill we have in our hands. Not
only have these words, "three months of such arrears,"
been amended by the committee, but eight or nine lines of
the clause have disappeared. Unless we go to the Table
and look at the Bill, which all the members of the com-
mittee cannot do, we cannot understand it. Therefore I
make this nggestion to the hon. gentleman.

Mr. EDGAR. I am glad the leader of the House sees the
importance of this Bil; and after his assurance that the
Government will give the Houae full opportunity to con-
sider the Bill, of course I adopt his suggestion. I suppose
the Government will either put it on their Orders or -

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. We will se. that it comes up.

Mr. EDGAR. I beg leave to withdraw the amendment,
and move that the committee rise, report progress, and ask
leave te sit again.

Motion agreed to.

CONTAGIOUS DISEASES OF ANIMALS.

Mr. MULOCK moved the consideration of Bill (No. 19)
to amend the Ainimal Contagious Diseases Act.

Mr. PATERSON (Brant). I have had a conference with
the Minister of Justice in reference to the point that I had
mentioned, and he seems to think that it would be difficult
to frame a clause that would meet. the difficulty I pointed
out; and that, perhiaps, it can be accomplished botter
through the regulations that the Bill empowers the Gov-
ernor in Councl to make.

Mr. WHITE (Renfrew). I do not propose to discuss the
amendment that I intend te offer when this Bill comes up
for its third reading, but I think it is well that I should
indicate to the Minister of' Agriculture now what the
amendment is. It may be remembered that when this Bill
was under discussion last Session the hon. member for
South Oxford (Mr. Rarley), moved an amendment which
excluded horses from the operations of the Bill. I objected
tohe passage of "ht amendment-at ie time, and gave my
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reasons. I pointed out that in my own county a great1
many instances had occurred of the spread of the diseasec
known as glanders, from horses affected being put intoi
stables without the proprietors of the stables knowing that
the horses were thus affected. It is a fact, I behieve, that
in two cases, at ail events, in my county, not only has this
disease been productive of great loss in cauaing the death of
animals, but it was strongly suspected that deaths of human
beings also occurred through the same cause. I find in a
local paper published in my county only a few days ago,
this paragraph:

"A sad case is reported from Admaston, a few miles below Douglas.
Robert Ros, jun., a ouug man, was driving up to the shanty with pro-
duce, ohortly before Ohriotmae. In the party was a team that had the
glanders. Ross had a eut on the cheekinto which some virus of the
diseaedlanimal seems to have become deposited. The disease has thus
been communicated to the poor fellow, and now he lies at death's door
beyond the help of medical skill, with no hope of more than a few day
eiatence."
Under these circumstances, I conceive it to be my duty,
when this Bill comes up for its third reading, to move
it back into committee for the purpose of inserting a
clause that will restore to its provisions the class of animals
to which I refer. It was stated in the discussion which
took place last Session, that a Bill passed by the Legisla-
ture of the Province of Ontario would provide the remedy
which I seek; but so far I have been unable to find a single
case where the provisions of that Bill have been put into
operation. Certain machinery is required, and certain
information must be laid under the provisions of that Bill,
to enable it to be put into operation. As I pointed out, it
is almost impossible for the Act of the Local Legislature to
be put into operation, and for that reason I intend to move
the amendment of which I now give notice.

Mr. IVES. I would like to ask some explanation from
the hon. gentleman who moved the second reading of this
Bill, of the relative value of sub-sections a, b and c. I find
that sub-section a provides for the case of an animal affected
with rinderpest being slaughtered. The Mnister of ]Rail-
waya informa me that this clause has been taken out of the
Bih. The only ground upon which the country can fairly
be asked to pay compensation to farmers, is when the
animals have not shown symptoms of disease, but when they
are slaughtered for the publie good. I never could under-
stand upon what principle an animal which had already
contracted disease, should be paid for by the Government.
The owners and breeders of hve stock have to take their
chances like other business men, and it would be rather an
unusual thing for a merchant to come to Parliament and
ask it to adopt a measure which would grant compensation
to merchants for goods burnt by fire, aithough the fire oc-
curred by the carelessness of a neighbor. The only thing that
could possibly justify the principle of having the publie con-
tribute to pay the value of animais, is when animais have
been killed in order to prevent disease from spreading to
neighboring cattle, and more particularly in cases where
animals are healthy to all appearances and have not con-
tracted disease, but where poasibly they might have been in
contact with infected cattle, and were slaughtered for the
purpose of destroying ail infection that might exist. It
might be fairly argued that where cattle are healthy and a
neighbor's cattle are sick with contagious disease, and when
a Government officer visita the place and from his experi-
ence decides that the healthy cattie should be slaughtered
in the public intereet, the owner should be compensated;
but that is the only case in which I would be in favor of
giving any compensatimn, and that should be limited to the
value of the cat te. The word thoroughbred pedigree cattle 1
is a very wide term, and pedigree simply means father and.
mother. The claure doed not state that the cattle have to
be registered in a herd book, or that they have to have a ;
certain number of registered sires and dama in a herd book, |
but it simply says that they must be thoroughbred pedigree -

Mr.WmTI enfrew)

cattle. The question as to being thoroughbred is a matter
of opinion and hearsay; and as to the pedigree, it simply
means that they have a sire and dam.

Amendments conourred in.
Mr. MULOCK moved the third reading of the Bill.
Mr. WRHITE (Renfrew) moved in amendment:
That the Bill be not now read the third time, but that it be referred

back to Oommittee of the Whole with instructions to amend the Bill by
adding the following as the first clause: "Paragraph b of section two
of the Animale Contagious Diseases Act, forty-eight and forty-nine Vie-
toria, chapter seventy, is hereby amended by striking out the word
'only '1where specially mentioned,'

Mr. POPE. The reason I was willing and consented to
that clause being struck out lat year was this: By the
operation of this Bill it is intended to preserve the trade of
this country so far as sheep and cattie are concerned, and
those animais that we export from the country and to keep
them from being scheduled if possible. So far as dealing
with horses is concerned, that is quite a different mat-
ter. I believe that in no country are horses sched-
uled, and it would not interfere at all with the trade of this
country whether they are in or out, as the hon. gentleman
proposes to put it. [1have always been of the opinion, and
I am still of the opinion, that so far as possible matters of
this kind relating to the public healtb, should be left to be
dealt with by the Local Legislatures. Where they have
exported animais that are not liable to be scheduled, I
thought it was a safe thing to accept the proposition of my
hon. friend on the other side, and perhaps it could be better
done by these Local Governments than by this Government.
It is an extremely difficult thing for this Government to
deal with matters of this kind in distant places like British
Columbia and Manitoba, to say nothing of the question of
the expense of doing so. In Manitoba they passed a simi-
lar Bill to the one which is now on the Statute-book here,
and they also passed one in Ontario, though I am not sure
that compensation is allowed for animais killed in either of
those Bills.

Mr. BLAKE. I hope the hon. gentleman will not press
his amendment after the explanation of the late Minister of
Agriculture (Mr. Pope), and under any circumstances I
think it would be better, if he does insist on pressing it,
that it should not be disposed of this evening. The subject
was discussed on several occasions last Session. It excited
a considerable amount of interest, and it was not until after
a good deal of deliberation that the solution was reached
which the Minister has stated. I think, under these cir-
cumstances, when an amendment is moved without notice,
the louse having had no opportunity of considering it
fully, it would not be satisfactory to dispose of it at once.
If the hon. gentleman is bound to press the amendment, if
the hon. gentleman is not satisfied with the explanation of
the Minister, I would suggest that the discussion of the
amendment be reserved until the third reading, which
should not take place to-night, and that the hon. gentleman
should give notice on the paper. My hon. friend from
North Oxford (Mr. Sutherland), I think, led the opposition
to the hon. gentleman's clause, but of course he has not had
an opportunity of being aware that the hon. member for
Renfrew (Mr. White) wa proposing to reverse the judg.
ment of the louse to-night.

Mr. WHITE (Renfrew). The arguments of the ex-
Minister of Agriculture have not convinced me that I am
wrong in pressing this matter on the House. I pressed it
last session, on the grounds which I then stated, and the
same argument which is now adduced by the Minister of
Railways, with. reference to the trade of the country, was
brought forward last year. I pointed out then that we had a
large export trade from Canada in horses, and although those
horses have not been scheduled in other countries so far, the
time may come whon owing to the progress of this diseae
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through the country they may be scheduled; and if they are
so scheduled, I think the Minister of Railways will come to
the conclusion that it would have been in the public interest
that he should not have excluded this class of animals from
the Bill. In addition to the fact that it is possible that our
horses may be scheduled in other countries through itB
becoming known that this disease is prevalent in this
country, I think the Minister of Agriculture should take
into consideration the question of the heelth of those animale
in this country itseolf. There is no doubt a great deal of
lose has been sustained by owners of horses throughout the
country from the prevalence of this disease, and I think it
is just as important that the Minister of Agriculture should
be in a position to schedule a locality where this disease
prevails, as that he should be lu a position to schedule the
localities lu which rinderpest, sheep-rot, or other diseases of
that nature prevail.

Mr. HICKEY moved the adjournment of the debate.
Mr. MULOCK. I think it is scarcely pro r that that

motion should be pressed at this late stage of the Session.
If the hon. member desires to defeat the Bill, it had
botter be defeated to-night, and if it is only to postpone the
third reading for the purpose of considering this point, it
will simply involve a delay with'out our being likely to
arrive at a different conclusion than the one we may arrive
at to-night.

Mr. WHITE (Renfrew). I do not press the adjournment
Mr. MULOCK. Why not take the sense of the House

on the amendment to-night. The House is in quite as good
a position to decide the matter to-night as it will be when
this Bill comes up again, if it does.

Mr. POPE. I may mention another reason why horses
were not included, and that is that we followed pretty
much the English practice, and there horses are not mon.
tioned at all.

Motion (Mr. Hickey) negatived.

House divided on amendment of Mr. White (Renfrew).

Yua:

Messieurs
Armstrong, Hay, Reid,
Baker (Victoria), Hickey, Rykert,
Bell, Hilliard, Shakespeare,
Bryson, Jamieson, Sproule,
Burnham, Kaulbach, Taylor,
Oameron (Inverness), Kirk, Tyrwhitt,
Cuthbert, Maocmaster, Wallace (Albert),
Dundas, Macmillan (Middlesex),Wallace (York),
Everett, McCallum, White (Hastings),
Ferguson (Leeds&Gren)McOarthy, White (Renfrew),
Gordon, McNeill, Wigle,
Guillet, Pruyn, Wood (Brockville).-36.

NAs

Mesieunr
Amyo4
Bain (Wentworth),
Baker (Misisquoi),
Beaty,
Béchard,
Benoit,
Blake,
Blondeau,
Bosse,
Bourassa,
Bourbeau,
Br
Cameron (Huron),
Cameron (Middlesex),
Gameron (Victoria),
Campbell (Renfrew),
Campbell (Victoria),
Oarlin
Caron (Bit Adolphe),
Ohapleaus

Dodd,
Dupont,
Edgar,
Fairbank,
Farrow,
Fortin,
roster,
Gigault,
Gillmor,
Glen,
Grandbois,

Guan,
Harley,
Hesson,
Holton
Innes,
Irvine,
Ives,
Jackson
Landry (Kent),

McMullen,
Massue,
MIlS,
Mitchell
Montplaisir,
Mulock,
Orton,
Paint,
Paterson (Brant),
Platt,
Pope,

Rinfret,
Riopel,
Robertson (Hamilton),
Robertson (Shelburne),
Scriver,
Shanly,
Simal,
Somerville (Brant),
Bomerville (Bie),

Charlton, Landry (Montmagny), Springer,
Cimon, Langelier, Tassé,
tockburn, Langevin (Sir Hector), mps

Colbye ~ ~Laurier, Twaeâ
Cook, Lesage, Trow,

r Costigan Lister, Tu per,
Coursol, Livingaton, Vail
Dalye bMackintess, Valin,
Dawson. MeMillan (Vandreuil), Watson,
Desaulniers (Maskn'16),McOraney, Weldon,
Desauluiers(St.Maurioe)McIntyre, Wilson,

, rc(t.an MLelan, Wood (Westm'd).-99.

Amendment negatived, and Bill read the third time and
passed.

LAW OF EVIDRNCE.

House resolved itself into Committee on Bill (No. 3) for
the further amendment of the Law of Evidence in certain
caees.-(Mr. Robertson, Hamilton.)

(In the Committee.)
Mr. THOMPSON. Hon. members who have objected to

the preceding clauses could hardly have attended to the
reading of this clause, which contains a different prin-
ciple. It is simply to require that judicial notice be
taken of provincial statutes. It applies only, as printed, to
criminal proceedings, but I wish to amend it by adding the
following words, "or any civil proceeding, in respect of
which the Parliament of Canada has urisdiction in this
behalf," striking out the words, " by er Majesty or by
any of her royal predecessors."

Mr. AMYOT. By the constitution, evidence lu civil
matters is settled by the Local Governments, and I do not
believe this House has any right to interfere.

Mr. THOMPSON. There are certain matters in respect
of which we have the right to legislate as to evidence, and
the amendment is confined to those cases.

Mr. AMYOT. My contention is that the rules of evidence
are settled by the Local Government, and in vain will this
Government try to radicalise them. They may pass laws
to abolish God if they like, but they will not abolish the
power of the Local Legislatures.

Mr. THOMPSON. I should be very sorry to abolish
either, but I presume we are not now dealing either with
religion or with the powers of the Local Legislatures. The
hon. gentleman will remember there are certain proceedings
such as proceedings in insolvency, which are not of a criminal
nature, in respect of which this Parliament has a right to
prescribe the procedure, and the principle which is con-
sented to as regards criminal proceedings i8 to be extended
to the civil proceedings over which we have control. If we
have not control over any civil proceedings the amendment
will not do any harm, but if we have it is fair the principle
of the Bill should be extended to them.

The committee rose and reported.
Mr. ROBERTSON (Hamilton). I beg to move the third

reading of the Bil.

Mr. DESJARDINS. I propose in amendment that the
Bill be not now read the third time, but this day six
months.

House divided on amendment of Mr. Desjardins.

YI"s:

Allison,
Am yot,
Béshard,
Benoit,
Bergin,
Blondesu,
Bourassa,
Bourbeami

Messieurs
Desaulniers(St.gaurice)Maodonald (King's),
Desjardins, McMillan (Vaudretul),
Dupont, Mo0raney,
Everett, MeDougail (0. Breton),
Farrow, McIn,
fortin oes
Gigant, mLeaMassue,Gadbols, Paint,
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Bowell, Guay,
Cameron (Huron), Guilet,
Cameron (Victoria), Besson,
Carling, Hilliard,
Caron (Sir Adolphe), Bolton,
Oimon, Ives,
Coughlin, Jamieson,
Coursol, Kaulbach,
Ourran, Kirk,
Cuthbert, Landry (Kontmagny),
Dawson, Langevin (Sir Hector),
Desauluiers (Mask'ngé),Lesage,

Nars:

Messieurs
Armstrong; Hay,
Bain (Wentworth), Hickey,
Baker (Missisquoi), Innes,
Baker (Victoria), Irvine,
Beaty, Jackson,
Bell, Langelier,
Blake, Laurier,
Burnham, Lister,
Burpee, Mackintosh
Cameron (Middlesex), Macmaster,
Campbell (Renfrew), Macmillan1
Chapleau, McCallum,
Oockburn, McOarthy,
Oook, McDougald,
Daly MeMullen,
Dod , McNeill,
Dundas, Mills,
Edgar, Mitchell,
Fairbank, O'Brien,
Ferguson(Leeds&Gren),Orton,
Gillmor, Pruyn,
Gunn, Ray.
Harley, Reid,

Amendment negatived.
Bill read the third time and

reversed.

Rinfret,
Shakespeare,
Tassé,
Tupper,
Vil
Valin,
Wallace (Albert)
Watson,
White (Renfrew),
Wood (Brockville),
Wool (West'land).-59.

Robertson (Hamilton),
Robertson <Shelburne),
Ross,
Rykert,
8criver,
Shanly,8malle
Somerville (Brant),

, Somerville (Bruce),
Bprin r,

(Middleex),Sproule,
Taylor,
Thompson,

(Pictou), Townshend,
Trow,

rwhitt,
llace (York),

Ward,
Weldon,
White (Hastings),
Wigle,
Wilson.-68.

passed on the same division,

RETURNS ORDERED.

Statement showing the amount of liquor of all kinds manufactured in
Canada durin gthe year 1885; the amount of same exported, and esti-
mated value cf same.-(Mr. Robertson, Shelburne.)

Statement showing the amount of liquors of all kinds imported inte
Canada during the year 1885, and duties collected from same.-(Kr.
Robertson, Sheiburne.)

A return showing the number of establishments now in operation in
Canada in which liquors of all kinds are manufactured- the number of
hands employed; te amout of capital invested, and wages paid to
employees during the year ending Slst December, 1885.-(«r. Robert-
son, helburne.)

Return showing :-1. The number of convictions under the Canada
Temnerance eAct of 1878 (known as the Scott Act), in the several coun-
ties if the Dominion in which the Act has been in force, up to the lst
of March, 1886, giving the number in each county separately. 2. The
amount of fines imposed and the amount paid in each county. 3. The
number and date of appeals, if any, and whether confirmed or quashed.
4. The number of appeals in eseh county not disposed of on the lst of
March, A.D. 1886.-(Kr. VcMullen.)

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN moved the adjournment of
the House.

Motion agreed to; and the House adjourned at 10:30 p.m.

HOUSE OF COMMONS.

THURsDAT, 29th April, 1886.

The SP»AKER took the Chair at Three o'clook.

-Plamas.

FIRST BEADING.

Bill (No. 11 to amend the Act to incorporate the Win-1
nipeg and H 's Bay Railway and Steamship Company.i
-(M r. Royal)

ji .DEAJIINI

Mr. ORTON.
desire to ask the
that te Canada
lst May next in

Before the Orders of the Day are called, I
Government whether, in view of the fact
Temperance Act will be enforeed on the
a large number of counties, and that the
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THE VACANT SEAT FOR HALDI&AND.

Mr. LANDE RKIN moved:
That Mr. Speaker do issue his warrant to the Olerk of the Crown in

Chancery to make out a writ for the election of a member to serve in
this present Parliament for the electoral district of Baldimand, in the
room of the late David Thompson, removed by death.

Motion agreed to.

DOMINION LANDS IN BRITISH COLUMBIA.

Mr. WHITE (Cardwell) moved for leave to introduce
Bill(No.120) to make furtber provision respecting the admin-
istration of the public lands of Canada in British Colum-
bia. He said: The object of this Act is to bring the lands
which belong to us within the railway belt on the mainland
within the jurisdiction of the Dominion Lands Board. Up
to this time they have been practically administered by Mr.
Trutch, the agent of the Government, but, as ho will cease
to hold that office after the end of this year, and we have
now railway communication which will enable us to reach
British Columbia easily, the purpose is to put the adminis-
tration of the lands under the Dominion Lands Board. I
have ordered the egents who have hitherto been in Victoria
to move at once to the mainland, in order to give greater
facility to the people who desire to enter their lands.

Mr. MITCHELL. I heartily congratulate the Govern-
ment upon taking the stop they propose, and so will all who
know the circumstances connected with the management
of lands in British Columbia and the administration of Mr.
Trutch. I am sure the change will be a great improve-
ment, and will give general satisfaction.

Motion agreed to, and Bill read the first time.

SEIZURE OF THE SCHOONER L YLIAN.

Mr. VAIL asked, What was the sum collected from the
master and owners of the schooner Lylian, seized at Halifax
in 1885, for a breach of the revenue laws ?

Mr. BOWELL. There was no sum collected from the
owners of the schooner Lylian. Upon investigation, it was
found that there was no evidence of her baving smuggled,
and consequently she was released.

APPOINTMENT OF THE HON. J. S. C. WURTELE
AS JUDGE.

Mr. LANGELIEIR asked, Why the appointment of the
Hon. J. S. C. Wurtele as a Judge of the Superior Court
for the Province of Quebec was not publisbed in the Canada
Gazette in like manner as those of the three other jsdgee
appointed at the same time as ho? 2nd. When the Gov-
ernment propose to publish the said appointment? 3rd.
Whether the eommission of the said Hon. J. S. C. Wurtele
has been despatched; and if not, why, and when will it be
despatched ? 4th. Whether the said Hon. J. S. C. Wur-
tele has been informed of bis appointment, and when? If
ho has not been so informed, when ho will be so?

Mr. CHAPLEAU. The appointment has not been pub-
lished, because the acceptance of the office has not been
received. The Governmont will ublish it as soon as it is
received. The answer to the third qiestion is the same as
that to the first and second. The Hon. fMr. Wurtele was
informed some days ago, and I expect his commission will
be sent in a few days.

THE CANADA TEMPERANCE ACT.
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operation of said Act will virtually render valieless millions
of dollars worth of property, an opportunity will be given
during the present Session, to consider the various Acts
amending or other wise affecting the operation of said
Canada Temperance Act.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. The Bills to which the hon.
gentleman alludes are on the list of publie Orders, and it is
not for the Government to state in what order they shall
be taken up. There are several other Bills before the Bill
of the hon. gentleman, and of course it depends on the dis-
position of hon. members who have charge of those Bills,
whether they will allow the hon. gentleman to take up his
Bill first. So far as the Government is concerned, of course
we have ro objection to bis Bill having precedence over the
others, but we are not in a position to give this or any other
Bill the precedence.

FUTURE GOVERNMENT MEASURES.

Mr. BLAKE. I desire to call the attention of the Govern-
ment to the fact that, in the Speech from the Throne, it was
stated that we would be asked to consider the expediency
of inproving the judiciary systom which obtains in the
North-West Territories; also, to consider the propriety of
amending the law relating to the business of the office of
Queen's Printer, and of providing for the more satisfactory
working of the present system of Government and parlia-
mentary printing; also, tbat other measures would be laid
before us, among them being a Bill for providing a better
mode of trial of claims against the Crown, and some other
measures to which I need not refer. We are now in the
ninth week of the Session, and noue of those measures have
yet been proposed to be introduced. I would ask when it
is proposed to introduce them ?

Mr. CHAPLEAU, The Bill for the establiehment of a
public Pirintirg Bureau is now prepared and printed, and
will be introduced to-morrow, I hope.

Mr. TIIOMPSON. The Bill with respect to the Judici-
ary in the North-West Territories has been prepared, and I
am merely waiting for the resolutions to be drafted which
require to be moved in Committee of the Whole House.
The Bill respecting claims against the Crown, which stands
on the Notice paper at present, we are not prepared to go
on with this Session.

BONDS OF THE CANADIAN PACIFIC RAILWAY.
Mr. MoLELAN moved that to-morrow the House go

into Committee of the Whole to consider the following
resolution:-

That it is expedient to provide that if, after the Canadian Pacifie Rail-
way absall have been constructed and duly placed in operation to its
terminus on the seaboard in the Province of British aolumbia, it shall
be established to the satisfaction of the Government that the retention
of the amount of $5,0O,000 in bonds under the provisions of the con-
struction contrct, as security for the operation of the railway, la no
longer neeggary in the public interest, the Governor in Council may
order that the said bonds be released and delivered to the company.

Motion agreed to

THIRD READING.
Bill (No. 84) to make fnrther provision respecting Sum-i

mary Proceedings before Justices and other Magistrates.i
-(Mr. Thompson.)

THE DOMINION LANDS ACT.
House resolved itself into Committee of the Whole on

Bill (No. 94) further to amend the Dominion Lands Act,
1883.--(Mr. White, Cardwell.)

(In the oemmittee.)
Mr. CHARLTON. For what sub-sections are those.

substituted ?

Mr. WHITE (Cardwell). The only change is simply
adding the words " superintendent of mines " to the Land
Board. In the second case itl is simply to require that all
rcords and documenta shall be attested by the Minister of
the Interior or the Secretary of the Department of Interior,
and that documents in the Dominion Lands Office in Mani-
toba shall be attested by the Secretary of the Dominion
Land Board or other officer in charge of such offlee.

On section 5,
Mr. WHITE (Cardwell). The only change le to author-

ise the entry to be made before the senior clerk, in the
absence of the agent. This will be for the convenience of
settlers who sometimes come to the office wben the agent
ls absent, and under the present law the entry must be
made before the agent.

Mr. CAMERON (Huron). I see no reason why the
entry should not be made before any clerk of the offce, all
of whom are responsible for the proper discharge of their
duties.

Mr. WH ITE (Cardwell). It je desirable to have the
work by some particular officer who will be at all times in
the office, and it le therefore provided that when the Dom-
inion Land Agent is absent, the senior clerk performing
his duty shall act.

Mr. BLAKE. Perbaps the hon. gentleman will explain
the change proposed.

Mr. WRITE (Cardwell). The change proposed is a very
important one. It le proposed to authorise persons who
may be engaged in towrs, or on the railways, or any other
way, and who desire to scure for themselves a home in the
North-West, perbaps in the saine neighborhood witb their
friends, to have two years in which they can reside off the
land and make a little money to enable them to go on and
work their land afterwards, but they still require to have a
period of three years' residence on the land before getting
their patents.

Mr. BLAKE. There are cases, with the precise details
of which I am not sufficiently acquainted at present, in
which persons are complaining that the more rigid pro-
visions which subsist at present as to residence have pre.
vented them from obtaining homesteads, though they have
substantially complied with the provisions. I presume
from what the hon. gentleman has explained that the
i igidity of the regulations as to residents le now to be some-
what relaxed. It would not seem to be unreasonable that
pe.sons who have been engaged in acquiring homesteads
under the old regulations should be enabled to avail them.
selves of the greater elasticity which it isproposed to allow,
and if their cases fall within the law, the Department should
be il a position to give it to them. I doubt, however, that
would be the result of the amendment without a special
declaration of that kind.

Mr. WHITE (Cardwell). I may say, though I do not
know whether we have quite the power to do i, yet it has
been the practice of the Dominion Board and the Depart-
ment as well, to apply the amendment of 1884 to the'Act
as to residents within two miles, in the case of those per-
sons who are really bond fide settlers; that is, if they have
resided within the two-mile limit, and are prepared in good
faith to comply with the other provisions as to residents,
they get their patents. I do not know whether it would be
advisable to put in a epecial provision of that kind or not,
but we can understand that if Parliament assents to the
proposition it would apply to every one who was prepared
to show that h. was bond fide in occupation of the land.

Mr. BLAKE. The question is whether the course which
bas been pursued, and lis proposed to be pursued, is a lawful
course. l.s d not wse delibrately to break the law, andift
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is particularly unwise on the part of those who are respon-
sible for making the law, and who are supposed to be
responsible for its administration. I am not prepared to
say whetber the course is lawful or not,and I think the hon.
gentleman had botter consult the legal adviser of the Gov-
ernment before the third reading and ascortain whother he
ls clothed with the pruper legal authority. There is another
point which has been presented to me, and which, more or
les, comes within the provisions of this clause. It has been
stated that there are a very large number of persons who
find themselves unable to comply with the conditions as to
pre-emptions. I am not expressing any opinion as to the
merits of the suggestion, but it bas been suggested within
a day or two that it would be a proper provision to extend,
not as to the future, but as to the past, to cases in which
there has been a large and meritorious cultivation, the
same provisions with reference to pro emptions as those
which apply to homesteads.

Mr. W HITE (Cardwell). Some such suggestions have
been made, in fact no suggestion was more frequently made
than this one with regard to persons who have pre-emptions
and who find it difficult to comply with the conditions. The
matter is at this moment very seriously engaging the atten-
tion of the Government, and would have been settled
earlier, but for the unfortunate illness of the First Minister,
who bas not been able to give his presence at Council as
frequently as all of us could desire. flaving been connected
with the Department before, the hon. gentleman can quite
understand that we see the importance of not deciding upon
a matter of the kind without his attention having been en-
gaged upon it. I do not thiLk it is necessary, however,
that the matter should be done by an Act of Parliament in«
any way, for the reason that the price of the pro-
emption is not fixed by Act of Parliament. We have the
aut ority; all that we are bound by is that we shall not sell
the land at less than 81 per acre. That is the only pro-
vision by Statute in regard to it, and therefore the matter
could be fixed by Order in Council and regulation-at least,
I am so advised, and it probably will be fixed in some such
way as to give reasonable facilities to persons who are al.
ready in the country to meet their pre-emption claims.

Mr. BLAKE. I do not know, I am sure, whether the
hon. gentleman has, under the power which enables him to
sell at not less than $1 per acre, the authority to maket
rebates of this description, but I sbould think that on ani
important matter of that kind Parliament should have ant
opportunity of pronouneing upon it. I think it je a very
important stop, which should be explained, and the prin-
ciples upon which it should be applied, which may be com-
plicated and varying in detail, ought to be given to us. It
is important that those matters should be dealt with on a
general principle, and not separately by Orders in Councilt
in each particular case. In a word, it is important that weF
should retain, in some measure, our power over the Govern-0
ment in the administration of these North-West lands.

Mr. WHITE (Cardwell). I quite agree with the hon.1
gentleman that Parliament ought to be well informed on i
these matters, and should have the opportunity, if it desires, i
of expressing its opinion upon them. I may say that severalc
proposals have been made. One is that the second home-a
stead should be allowed on the pre-emption, thus practicallya
giving 320 acres instead of 160. Another is that the settler o
who lives three years longer on his land, and performs cer- s
tain duties, shallreceive a rebate of one-half of his pre emp. a
tion on the performance of those duties; and still another is m
that there shall be allowed an extension of time of three r
year, without interest, for the payment of the money. k
These are some of the proposals which have been made, and f
they are now engaging the attention of the Government. c
If a decision is come to within a few days, as I hope there B
will be, Ishallbe glad to communicateit to the House h

Mr. BLAEa

before the third reading, as I think it is right that Parlia-
ment should be informed of the decision when it is arrived
at.

Mr. WATSON. I am glad that the Government have
under consideration some change with regard to pro-
emptions and their payment. I can assure the hon. gentle-
man that the settlers throughout a great portion of the
North-West do not feel themselves in a fit position to pay
the price at $2 or $2.50 per acre for pre emptions. I believe
that the most popular movement, and one which would be
most in the interest of the country, would be for the Gov-
ernment to allow the homesteader to make a second home-
stead of his pre-emption, as this would ensure the settle.
ment of the country. As the Minister of the Interior is
probably aware, there are numbers who have to borrow
money to pay for the pro emption and have no money to im-
prove their farms with. It is almost impossible for many
settlers to comply with the conditions at $2 and $2.50 per
acre without involving thomselves ln debt. I should like
also to see the Minister go so fsr as to provide for home-
steading on the condition of cultivation alone as
well as for a homestead on conditions of settlement. Let
the amount of cultivation be large. The only way our
country can become wealthyis by raising grain and export-
ing it; and if you can induce workingmen and others to
put their surplus earnings into the cultivation of the sou, Il
think it would be of advantage to the country. Homestead-
ing by six monthe' residence in the year has in many cases
proven to be a more farce; I have no doubt the Minister of
the Interior found that to be the case when he visited the
North-West. I am satisfied that 50 per cent. of the patents
granted by the Crown were granted for homesteads on
which there were not $150 worth of improvements. I think
homebteading on conditions of large cultivation would lead
to far botter results. The First Miister stated, when this
Bill was first under discussion in 1883, that if an Irishman
cultivated only half an acre with a spade, ho would be as
much entitled to a patent as the man who cultivated 160
acres. I think that is a wrong view to take of the matter.
I believe the more land that is cultivated the botter for the
country, and I hope some provision wiil be made in the
Bill for granting homesteads on conditions of cultivation.

Mr. WHITE (Cardwell). I am afraid I cannot concur in
the views of the hon. gentleman. I look upon homestead-
ing in its proper sense-residence on the land-as one of
the conditions we ought to adhere to very closely. The
objet is not to place land in the hands of people in the
cities and towns, who might send people out to cultivate it,
while they held the land for speculative purposes. What
is wanted is people living on the land. I think it would be
a great misfortune if we relaxed in any degree the condi-
tions of residence for obtaining a patent With regard to
pre-emptions, I may say that there is a good deal of dis-
cussion in the North-West to-day as to whether 320 acres
are not too much for a man to cultivate, and whøher the
160 acres are not quite enough for a homestead. I have had
the views of practical farmers from Ontario, who have been
n the Nôrth-West some years, and who, with their strong
common sense, applied to the conditions of a new country,
are able to give practical advice on the subject. There
are strong opinions on both sides, but I think the general
opinion, except as to those who want to get a second home-
tead, is that 160 acres are sufficient. I know the
argument on the other eide. It is this: In that country,
where mixed farming is necessary, it is somewbat diffcult to
aise artificial grasses, and there is no doubt that 160 acres
kept as prairie, form a capital paature ground for cattle ; and
armers with 160 acres besides for cultivation can suc-
essfully follow mixed farming. That is the argument.
But I am certainly much opposed to giving a second
homestead on a pre-emption, and thus giving 320 acres
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instead of 160. If we treat our people liberally other-
wise, 160 acres as a free homestead is a very liberal grant.
As to the conditions of cultivation, under the law at present
they are undefined, and it is left largely for the Dominion
Lands Board to determine what extent is sufficient to
justify the granting of a patent. Fifteen acres of cultivation
is held to be sufficient generally; but the assumption is
that if a man goes on a homestead to make it his home, he
will cultivate as much as possible, so as to increase the
value of his farm, and in a great number of cases more than
fifteen acres are cultivated. As the country grows, and
as greater prosperity cornes to it, I am satisfied that the
settlers will cultivate still more.

Mr. WATSON. In 1883 I moved an amendment to the
Land Bill embodying provisions like these: that in the
first year the settler should break twenty acres; that in the
second year he should have twenty acres in crop and thirty
additional acres broken; that in the third year he should
have fifty acres in crop and thirty acres additional broken;
and that in the fourth year he should have buildings erected
to the value of 8600, and should live at least three
months on his homestead previous to completing his
entry. That would be more in the interest of the
settlement of the country than granting a homestead
on morely six months' residence, with nothing more than
nominal improvements. The Minister says that he requires
fifteen aeres to be broken, which is worth about $75. I
the improvements required were greater, soine person
would be obliged to live on the land and cultivate the soil.
There is no room for speculation in the proposal I make.
If a man puts hie earnings into the cultivation of the soil,
he should be considered entitled to a quarter-section of
land, and if you require him to make improvements on the
land he will, as a rute, live on his farm after the fourth year.
A great many young men go into the country with little
or no means; they have to work in the summer,ï
and in the winter they put up a little house on their home-
stead to fulfil the conditions of residence, and do nothing
more. That is of no benefit to the country, and it is a bad
thing to encourage. If there were homesteading on the
condition of cultivation, a great many young men without
means could take up a quartor-section for themselves and
could work on neigb boring farms in order to earn money to
enable them to make improvements on their own home-
steads. I believe a great number would avail themselves
of this privilege if it were allowed. With regard to the price
of pre-emptions, I believe a great many will forfeit their
pre-emptions if the price eis not reduced from 82 to 81 an9
acre, and il there are no means by which they can get aj
second homestead, it will be a great hardship. If the
Minister does not make the reduction general, I hope he
will take into consideration the special district where set.
tiers have been induced to settle under promise of railwayt
facilities They have been expecting railway facilities for thei
last fiveor.six years,but up to this time they have not got them,
and they made nothing out of the land. In the first few
years they spent all the means they hadý and then merely
eked ont a sort of miserable existence, making no money,
because they are too far from railway communication.
Where lands are taken up in such districts the Government
ought to make special provisions that they will be received
at Si per acre pre emption. Most of the people who settled'
in the north-western portioD of Manitoba went in expecting
to have railway communication, which would enable them
to pay 82 or #2.60 pre-emption. They took up pre-emption
lands, and have simply been spending since the little money
they had trying to hold on to their land, whilst some whog
went in a few months previous received their pre-emptionst
at 41 per acre, and others in Hamilton township, aroundd
Birtle, who went in at the same time, received land at S1
per acre. I think the Govenment should make a special e

case in the interests of those people who resided there so
long and are building up the country.

Mr. SPROULE. It would be a great mistake if the
Government were to take into consideration any such sug-
gestion. If cases of that kind were considered as special
cases, similar exceptions would be presented from all parts
of the country. It is no great hardship to a settler, when
he gets 160 acres for nothing, to have to pay $2.50 an acre,
if he wants 160 more. I believe a smaller homestead and
pre-emption wou;d be better than to enlarge it, or to allow
any special excerptions. ln reference to allowing cultivation
homesteads, public opinion is against that, as the tendency
would be to induce those living in villages to take
up homesteads and pro-emption all over the country, thus
rendering it impossible to build roads and keep up schools
and churches, etc. Everywhere throughout the country
the complaint is made that the settlements are too sparse
to enable the settlers to cope successfully with the diffi.
culties of pioneer life, as there are too few settlers in the
Lownships to build the roads and keep up schools. Where
there are schools, they are at a great distance from the set-
tlements, so that it is almost impossible for many of the
farmers to use them, and this difficulty would increase ten-
fold were the suggestion of the hon. member for Marquette
(Mr. Watson) to gain footing and cultivation homesteads al-
lowed to be taken up. It would b. in the interests of the
settlers if the size of homesteads and pre-emptions were re-
duced instead of being enlarged.

Mr. WATSON. It is true, as the hon. member says, that
settlements are sparse, but that is due to the checker-board
system, by which every other section in Manitoba is
reserved for railway purposes. I notice, however, in some
public prints, that the Goverument intend, in the future, to
reserve townships instead of sections, and I believe it is a
good move. 'hat is the principal reason why settlement is
so sparse. Those lands have been sold to speculators at
public competition, when they should have been reserved
either in blocks or the] and placed in the hands of home-
steaders.

On section 6,
Mr. WHITE (Cardwell). Tho object of this is simply to

enable the Homestead Inspector, the moment a notice is
given, to examine the improvements and report. In the
United States, at least in some parts, they are obliged to
give notice in a newspaper by advertisement when they in-
tend to apply for patents, but there is no proposal to do
anything of the kind here. This is strongly urged by the
Dominion Lands Board, who have the practical working of
the matter.

Mr. BLAKE. The practical result of the section will be
thas it postpones unnecessarily for six months the right to
make application for the patent.

Mr. WHITE (Cardwelt). That is not the intention.

Mr. BLAKE. It says: "Every person who has acquired
a right and purposes to apply shall give six months' notice."
It is after he as acquired the right he as to give notice.

Mr. WHITE (Cardwell). I see the force of the objection,
and as we will have to go into committee on the Bill again,
because I want to give notice of one or two other amend-
ments which I propose to make, I would ask that this sec-
ti:n b. allowed to stand over.

Mr. BLAKB. I would make this suggestion to the hon.
gentleman: I am not well aware what the provisions of
the law are as to its becoming public, when such a con-
dition of things las been reached with reference to land in
the North-West Territory, that they are subject to muni-
oipal taxation. But if the provisions of the law do not con-
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tain full arrangements for that becoming public, it is clear
that the grievances under which the people in many sec-
tions of that country are laboring may be continued and
even enlarged. If these provisions are not fully satis-
factory, there ought to be some public notice to the muni-
cipal officers, or some public notice from which they can
derive knowledge that a state of things las been reached in
which the land has become taxable. It is little likely that
the individual settler will escape; as lie is there and is
known, le will be assessed; but the man who has obtained
under former regulations, or some existing regulations, the
right to the ]and without any visible occupation, the specu-
lator or purchaser without conditions of settlement, is the
person who las the opportunity for, and interest
in the process of escaping municipal taxation as long
as he can. Since the period when I addressed
an enquiry on this head to the hon. gentleman, I have re-
ceived from idifferent quarters of the North-West Territory
-from points at considerable distances from each other, and
from persons who spoke for many more than themselves,
without the knowledge that I had made an enquiry-strong
expressions of the grievances they labored under with refer-
ence to the lands sold by the Canadian Pacifie Railway to
the north-western corporation. The hon. gentleman knows
that the provision of the bargain with the Canadian Pacifie
Railway Company was that the lande should be free from
taxation for twenty years or until sold. It was not intend-
ed that the moment the Canadian Pacifie Railway Company
had acquired from the Government a right to any specific
lands and had alienated those lands, that exemption should
cease; but if, by the operations of the Government and
the Çanadian Pacifie Railway Company together, there
existe no means by which the municipal officers can be
made aware of what specifie lands have been sold to this
corporation or the other, to individuals or to corporations
to whom the company may sell, it is clear that practically
the exemption is kept up. I may observe that theb on.
gentleman will not very much surprise the North-West Land
Corporation if he does something or other to facilitate the
people of the North-West having justice at their hands. I
observe, from the last report of that company, presented
only a few days ago at their annual meeting-I have not
got it here, but I give the purport-they state that they
have not been taxed hitherto, but that it might be expected
that they would soon be taxed. I think there would be
very considerable difflculty in taxing them, uniess the hon.
gentleman makes some arrangement-and I observe that
he is proposing to make a trifing arrangement or two witlh
the company which may facilitate his making this arrange-
ment-to have some certainty, as to all the lands lett to
them, that the moment the lands are sold the fact shall be
known to the people that they are sold, and the lots so sold
shall become subject to taxation if there be a municipal
corporation in the neighborhood which bas the power of tax-
ation. These people say they feel it doubly because they
settled in that part of the country at a time when it was
by no means expected by anybody that the odd lots would
be sold to the Canadian Pacifie Railway Company. Of
course, it was lawful for the Government to sell them under
the law, but it was certainly not expected at that time that
they would be sold at a period when the Canadian Pacifie
Railway Company had not earned their lands, and vere not
entitled to the whole extent of the lands along their line.
They say they had. the right to expeet that those lands
would nut be subject to exemption at al, but they are
subject to the exemption, and, having been sold, to a great
extent, in a territory in which the sale was not anticipated,
I think the least these people are entitled to claim from the
Government is that they shall have some special considera-
tion, as far as the power and good will of the Government
ean give it to them, in order to have it practically known
that sales take plae by the Canadian Pacific Bailway Com-
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pany, Bo that, at any rate from that time, the lands may be
taxed.

Mr. WHITE (Cardwell). The difflculty is in carrying
that out; I mean the method of doing it. We give these
twenty-five million acres of land, or whatever quantity is
given, to the Canadian Pacifie Railway. As soon as it is
earned by them, it becomes their property. How we are
going to control their sales I cannot quite understand. We
have no power to demand that they shall give us notice
when they make a sale, and that we shall make publication
of that. The moment the land is sold and becomes occupied
it is open to taxation, and I think the municipal authorities-
may very well know when land is sold by the Oanadian
Pacifie Railway, and when, therefore, it becomes subject to
taxation. I quite understand that this question of municipal
taxation is a very serious one, not only as to these lands,
but as to the lands of many of the settlers themselves, who,
I am sorry to say, in many cases, appear anxious to escape
the payment of taxes. The land, as a general principle,
perhaps it may be said, though I speak without
legal knowledge, is not liable to taxation, or rather
cannot be sold for taxes, until the patent is issued,
until it has become the property of some holder other
than the Orown. That moment it does become sub-
ject to taxation, but up to that time, at all events in the
first three years, when the settler is earning his patent,
that land is not liable to taxation, in the sense that it
cannot be sold for taxes; although I have urged upon
settliers who have written to me-and many of them have
written to me-that, as they live in a community which
depends for support, in regard to its roads and br idges, and
education, and other things, upon the taxes, they ought in
honor to pay them. Then, the Local Government of Mani.
toba have unfortunately exempted all the ordinary goods
and chattels of the settler from seizure for taxes, so that
there is practically nothing to be seized for taxes until the
settler receives his patent. I was unconsciously guilty of an
expression in conversation wlth some gentlemen in the North-
West, which has been repeated a great deal, and letters have
reaehed me upon the subject nearly a thousand miles from the
place where the conversation took place. I happened to
say, referring to the municipal law which exists in Mani-
toba, that a man was almost a fool who paid taxes, that is,
as a business proposition, though as a matter of honor he
ought to pay them, because the lands were not liable to be
sold for taxes and the chattels were exempt from seisure.
That conversation, which occurred in a drawing room, and
seems to have been talked of outside, was repeated every-
where; and I was reported as having said that the settlers
in the North-West were not liable to taxation. As a matter
of fact they are, and they ought to pay their taxes. But I
quite concur in the opinion that the Canadian Pacifie Rail-
way ought not to be permitted to transfer its exemp-
tion to parties who purchase from it, and that every-
thing should be done to prevent that. I can only say that,
as far as I have any control in the matter, everything will
be done to preveut 1*; because, the moment they sell their
lands, the land should be subject to taxation the same as
any other land.

Mr. BLAKE. The cases of the settlers whom I have
referred to are not the cases of those who are seeking to
evade the payment of taxes like those to whom the hon.
gentleman unconsciously tendered that piece of advice
which h. now appears to regret having given, but cases of
settlers who are paying taxes and who find that the ad-
joining land of proprietors who are holding it for specula-
tion is being improvel at their expense, and that they can-
not get taxes out of that land. The hon. gentleman's pro.
mise to do all in hie power to alter these results would be
more satisfactory if h. had not prefaced it by stating that
he had nothing in his power.
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Mr. WHITE (Oardwell). I did not say that.
Mr. BLAKE. Yes, he ocommenced by saying: "The Gov-

ernment cannet do anything, what can we do? " I say that,
finding that something ought te be done and being power-
less now to do it, he ought to clothe himself with the power
necessary to the accomplishment of his good wishes and
good intentions; else, as soon as the happy day of proro-
gation arrives, his good wishes and intentions will be quite

seless. The truth is that his land is liable te taxation under
the law. The difficulty is that, as long as the law romaine
so imperfect that the company is neot compelled te divulge
what lands it has sold and bas so rendered liable te taxation,
it escapes its liability. The law makes it liable, but the law
is imperfect by not providing the machinery by which the
ciroumstances underwhich it becomes liable shail be known,
and what we want is a provision in the law to make it a
condition of the company making the sales that they shall
publish the sales, so that we shall know when the exemption
ceases. Else, for twenty years to come, or until the
time when the corporation to which the company selle
makes a sale, it will not be known, and the land will be free
from taxation.

Mr. WATSON. Not only is the land of the Canadian
Pacifie Railway in this position but other lands. As the
Minister bas stated, unles a Crown patent is issued, the
land cannot be sold for taxes. There are a great many
municipalities in Manitoba to-day in a very awkward
position. They have taxed those lands because there were
settlers on them, and it has been etated that $500 worth of
goodes are exempt, and I believe they are trying te pass an
Act through the Local louse at present which practically
exempts from sale all the chattels on lands. A year ago
an Act was passed which prevented the sale of chattels
except for the lands on which the chattels were fouand.
Previous te that, they could be sold for vacant lands and
lands in a similar position; and now they are trying te
exempt even the chattels on the land, and that being the
case many municipalities are in a very bad position, because
they have been assessing those lands and taxing them.
They have gone on with improvements, and they found
out wheu the time for- the tax sale came round, that no
person would buy those lands because the municipality had
no right to sell them on account of their net being patented.
Now, if there could be some provision made wher.by the
taxes against those lands with a settler on thom would
stand against the land when the patents issued, then the
municipality would be all right. In sonw cases parties
who had homesteade have left them, and in that case, of
course, the municipality is out entirely. Now, it appeamn
te me these Crown lands m at be improved 4y the moey
that is spent by thes auicipality in rn»aling roads and
other improvements of that descriptiçn, and, therefore, the
amount that is against those land for taxes imposfed by the,
municipality should stand against them Qven if they are
Crown landa. There should be somye provisions whereby
the municipality might be recouped for the outlay they
have made in figuring on collecting o mueh taxes. There
are a great number of instances sucb as I have described,
with respect both to Canadian Pacific-Railway lands and
Crown lands.

Mr. SPROULE. Oould net the Canadian Pacifie Railway
Company be requested te make out an annual return, some-
thing the same as the Canada Company does in Ontario, as
te what lapds have been sold and what lands are yet un-
sold † Whh reference te the taxes standing against the land,
I think it is much the same in Manitoba as in Ontario.
If you buy unpatented lands to-day in Ontario for taxes,
you are still obliged te pay the amounts held against them
by the Crown, and I suppose the same provisions exist in
Manitoba. I think the company shouid be requested toî

make an annual return the same as the land company in
Ontario.

Mr. MILLS. I think the hon, gentleman will require to
make further provision in this Bill than ho has already done.
It will be necessary to amend the law b roviding that
the Canadian Pacifie Railway Company shal report their
sales annually to the Government so as to make those
lands taxable, and it will be alse necessary that the Govern-
mort sbould do what bas been done in Ontario, and I sup-
pose in the other Provinces, that je, to make the interest of
the settler in the lands liable to sale for thepurpose
of meeting any taxation that may be imposed by the
municipality, otherwise it would b. impossible for the
municipality to enforce any provision for taxation to
meet its liability, and to pay for the improvements
that have been made, certainly while the municipality
ineurs expense by way of improving the municipality
generally, the lands, although they may be still
lands of the Crown, have, to a certain extent, partaken in
the advantages of those improvements, and it ls not an
unreasonable thing to provide that, in so far as those lands
are occupied by the settler, hie interest in them shail be
liable for the taxation that shall be incurred. But I wished
to call the hon. gentleman's attention to section 6. I do not
think it meets the object which ho has in view. The sec-
tion provides that the party is to communicate hie intention
to make such application six months before the application
is made. Now, this imposes the duty, first, to give notice
that the party intends to apply for a patent, and afterwards
to make application for a patent. The hon, gentleman will
see that that is wholly unnecessary; it is only necessary
that the party in occupation should give notice for a patent
-that le all that je required-and thon, that notice being
given, the cosamissioner can direct the inspector to exam-
ine the lands and to seoe whether the homestead conditions
are complied with. The two applications are altogether
unnecessary. The application for a patent is all that in
required, and the section should be amended accordingly.

Mr. WHITE (Cardwell). The hon. gentleman under.
stands we are leaving this section in the meantime, but I
am obliged to him for the suggestion. With regard to taxes,
I find that the complaint le with regard to cancelled home-
steads, as I found when I was in the west. I accordingly
gave instructions that, in case of cancelled homosteads,
notice shall be sont to the municipal clerk to obtain from
him a statemcnt of the taxes against that land, and the firet
charge upon the improvement je the municipal taxes that
are due; that goes firet to the clerk, and then the balance,
if any, will go to the original settler or the Government.

Mr. MILLS. The hon. gentleman will see that if h.
takes authority to do that, and it ought to be provided for
by law, it would only meet the case of the homesteade; but
how about the case of pre-emption ? If it is the intention
of the Government that these lands shall be charged with
the municipal taxes, so that, if the homestead is oacoelled,
the party acquiring it shall know that there ies lien upon
the land to the amount of the taxation, will that apply to
the pre-emption law as well as to the homestead ?

Mr. WHITE (Cardwell). The hon. gentleman will see
that so far as pre-emption je concerned, the pre-emption
does not belong to the man until six monthe afEr gettn
his patent out, ail ho does with regard to hie pre-emption 's
to signify hie intention of taking it out; but he may not
take it out at ali, therefore we cannot possibly deal with
that.

Mr. CAME RON (Huron). Why should he not pay his
taxes when h. has indicated hie intention ?

Mr. WHITE (Cardwell). I was going to stA4e that the
arrangement I made was this Whatever is dne 0a pro-
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perty, whether it bea homestead or a homestead and pre-
emption, whatever appears by the municipal clerk's book
to be taxed against that man's property, shall be the first
charge upon the improvements ho has made, in the case of
cancelled homesteads-for that applied equally to pro-
emptions and homesteads. That is all the taxes that canbelvied.

Mr. CAMERON (Huron). I would ask the hon. gentle-
man what provision there is now for taxing the owner of
the land before the patent is issued, either the homestead or
the pre-emption ? What provision is there for asessing
the land, and, in the case of non payment, for disposing of
the land in order to cover the taxes ?

Mr. WHITE (Cardwell). That is a matter that we cor-
tainly have nothing to do with. Local taxation is a matter
for the municipal authorities to deal with.

Mr. CAMERON. (Hiuron). True; but they have no
power, as I understand, to colleet taxes on a homestead or
pre-emption; they have no lien upon the land for unpaid
taxes, and there ought to be some provision for that.
It is perfectly useless, so far as the municipality is
concerned, to say that they can assess if there is no power to
collect. As I understand it, there is no power to colleot now,
just as there was not in the old Province of Ontario, until
a law was made. At one time they could not collect
taxes for unpatented land out of the land, and the law
was altered in that respect so as to enable the municipalities
to sell the unpatented .and for arrears of taxes. The case
in the North-West is the same, and unless yon enable the
munic«palities to sellbthe unpatented lands for taxes, it is
useless to give the power to assess the land, for there is no
way of collecting. Now, a man is not bound to take his
ptent out when he has complied with hie settlement duties.
He may let it stand for years, and during all these years he
eau hold hie lands, and he need not pay taxes, and the
municipalities cannot collect the taxes, simply because they
cannot sell. As the law is now in Ontario, you can sell a
man's interest in it, whatever it is, and it ought to be the
same there. The municipalities ought to have the power of
disposing of the interest of the locatee in the land for
arrears of taxes, and the purchaser, under tax sales,
ehould stand in the position of the original locatee.

Mr. WHITE (Cardwell). It seenis to me that the
municipal authorities there can do exactly the sanie as is
done in Ontario, where they can seil a man's interest.

Mr. CAMERON (Huron). No, they could not do it here
until they got power by law to do it; and the Local Legisla-
ture cannot grant the power to do it because it is Crown
property.

Mr. WHITE (Cardwell). That is a matter for municipal
arrangement altogether, and I do not think we have power
to legislate. 1 have no hesitation in saying that I ehould
regret to see it done, for the reson that no greater evil has
occurred in Ontario than the obtainment by speculators of
large tracts of land at taxation sales which they hold
to-day, and it has been a very serious injury to the
country, and it would be precisely the same in the North-
West. It is not for me to criticise an at of the Local
Legislature, but the matter rests with the people themselvos.
The roal diffloulty reste with the people themselves. If the
Local Legislature will simply do away with special exemp-
tions from taxation, then they can collect the taxes. The
people have power to elect their own representatives, and,
if they find this diffculty about collecting taxes to be an
injury, all they have to do is to instruct their representa-
tives to vote for the repeal of the exemption clause, and the
moment they do so the chattels will be there to pay the
taxes year after year, and the taxes will be paid. That is
the simple way of d aling with the matter.

Ur. Wmn E(mwll).

Mr. TROW. There is one thing the Government could
do and should do. If they have any control over the
Canadian Pacifie Railway they should see that the com.
pany make annual or quarterly returns of all ]ands sold by
them, in order to give the municipalities of Manitoba the
right to tax the property of the thon holders. It is bad
enough that the Syndicate should be exempt from taxation
for a long series of years. The very life of a municipality
is that all the lands within its boundaries are liable to an
equitable rate of taxation. While it is true that the
Syndicate have exemption from taxation on their land, I
do not know whether municipalities would have the power
to sell for taxes the right of the occupant of the land bought
from them. I am inclined to think they have that right.
It is, however, a matter belonging to themseolves, and if
they have not the right they should obtain it.

Mr. MILLS. I have no doubt that the Minister of the
Interior is correct in saying that if the exemption of per-
sonal property were.done away with the evil would be to
some extent cured. But the evil he mentioned of the lands
falling into the lan's of speculators could not taire place
in regard to homesteads, for all who procure the right to
homestead were obliged to conform to the provisions of the
law with respect to boniesteading, and therefore a large
number of homeiesteads could never pass into the hands of
an individual.

Mr. WOODWORTI. I think the suggestion thrown
ont should commend itself to the judgment of the members
of the louse, namely, that the Canadian Pacifie Railway
Company should furnish returns of all lands that they sell.
There is what is called the North-West Land Company that
bought a very large number of acres from the Canadian
Pacific Railway. We do not know how much they bought
-we are kept in the dark.

An hon. MEMBER. They are liable to taxation.

Mr. WOODWORTBI. The lands are not taxed. That
is what we complain of; and there is no return made.
Some lands are taxed, but a great deal escapes taxation ;
and it is not an answer for this Parliament to give the
people of Canada to say that we have nothing to do with
the Canadian Pacifie Railway Company, and have no
power over them. We brought them into being ; they
live, move and have their being here ; and I am quite sure
that the created is not greater than the creator, and that
we have the power to oblige them - when there is not a
Session in which they do not come here for some conces-
sions to be made to them-to do justice and make any
returns asked for, especially when the undertaking is so
intimately connected with the publie affairs of the country.
When the taxation of the country has largely gone in keep-
ing the company in existence, to say that we have no
power over them, that we must allow them to act according
to their own sweet will, and that when any action on
their part is required we must go hat in hand and ask them
pleasantly if they wili be kind enough to make certain
returne, is an argument I cannot agree with. This Parlia-
ment should have great power over the oompany, and can
compel il to emake returne. It is a reasonable request that the
Minter of the Interior, and the Government of which he is
a member, should see that provisions are placed in the law
so as to compel returns to be given.

Mr. TROW. When any patent is given from the Indian
Department, the returns are made direct from the Depart-
ment to the registry officer. It is the same in Ontario with
regard to Crown lands. The moment lands vested in the
Crown are patented, the returns are made to the registrar
of the county where the lands are located ;aand this plan
çould easily be applied with respect to the Syndicate lanUd.
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Mr. WATSON. While this matter is being discussed, I

desire to mention for the consideration of the Minister of
Interior-if the hon. gentleman intends to make a requisi-
tion for returns from the Canadian Pacifie Railway-that
large quantities of lands were sold by the Syndicate to dif.
erent parties during the " boom " in the North-Wes, which
lands are now again in the hands of the Syndicate. Those
lands have been subject to taxation for a year or two by the
municipalities, and some improvements were made, but
unfortunately the people were unable to comply with the
conditions, and the lands have fallen back into the hands of
the Syndicate. Inu case the Government ask the Syndicate
to make returns as suggested, there should be some provi-
sion by which the amount of money standing against those
lands, in the books of the municipalities, should be paid
from the sale of the lands, because the Syndicate has bene-
fited by the payments made and forfeited by the purchas-
ers. If the yndicate has received certain payments on
lands which have fallen back into their hande, and are now
free from taxation, it certainly ought to pay the taxes of the
municipality out of the amount received from the re-sale.

On section 8,
Mr. WHITE (Cardwell). This clause is one of consider-

able importance. Su far as my own experience and obser-
vation are concerned, and the opinion of the great mass of
the people in the North-West whom I have met there, there
is really-speaking in the general-but one opinion as to
the importance of doing away with .the second homestead.

Mr. WOODWORTII. I think this clause should not
have effect on those persons who at the present time, or at
the passage of this Act, hvd received the certificate men.
tioned in clause .37, or who have been recommended for
patents, or who have applied for a second entry. I do not
think these people should be debarred from obtaining the
second entry, but there is no provision here which will
prevent them from being debarred. I do not think that the
Bill should be retrospective, and I should suggest an amend-
ment of this kind :

But this clause shall not affect the right, at present existing, of any
persoa to a second homestead entry, who, at the time of passing this
Act, shali have been granted a certificate as above mentioned, or who
has been recommended for patent, or who ha already applied for second
homestead entry.

Mr, TROW. I do not think we should prevent a man
from obtaining a second homestead. The new settlers, as a
rule, are the pioneers of the country, and many of them,
after making some improvements on their homesteads, can
sell them to advantage to new settlers, and thon proceed
westward. Thoy require anoLher homestead and they place
a good homesteader in their old position, and so are the
means of settling the country. This is the case in Ontario
and Manitoba, and I think it is wrong on the part of the
Government to deprive anyone of a second homestead under
such circumstances. For instance, it often happens that
immigrants come in from the Old Country with 830J or $400
who have families in charge, and are not prepared to travel
far in search of homesteads. They come to these places
which are partially improved and squat down on them while
the other proceeds westward. I have known parties of that
description, after making small improvements, go on 100
miles further west, and thon after a few years proceed still
further west. I think they are a clss of settlers who should
be encouraged.

Mr. MILLS. I agree in the view of the hon. member for
Perth (Mr. Trow). There are many parties who are good
pioneur settlers, who are not very thrifty or prosperous;
they become involved; they find they eau seil their home-
steada to advantage after acquiring them, and begin anew.
I think, so far as the Government and the country are con-
cored, when they have sold out, we have just as mach

interest in securing them by giving them additional home-
steads as.if they were applicants for the firet time; other-
wise, when they sell they will cross the border.

Mr. TROW. I am prepared to state that one-half of the
Canadian settlers who have leit our North-West and gone to
Montana, Dakota and Minnesota are of that clas who have
sold out in Manitoba; and finding they could .not get a
second homestead, have travelled a few miles across the
border, and obtained homesteads in the United States.

Mr. WHITE (Oardwell). The only difficulty in the
statement of the hon. member for North Perth (Mr. Trow),
whose opinions on North-West matters I value highly,is
that these people have the opportunity of getting a second
homestead in the North-West, and it is difficult to seo how
that oould be their reason for leaving it.

Mr. TROW. Only very lately.
Mr. BLAKE. During the great bulk of the settlement

there was not the right to the second homestead.
Mr. WHITE (Cardwell). There was for a good many

years.
Mr. TROW. For about two years.
Mr. WHITE (Cardwell). I may say that there are parte

of the country which have been very seriously injured by
settlers performing their duties in a very perfunctory way,
with no other idea when they got their patents than not to
sell their land but to go further west and obtain another
homestead. The first address with which I was honored
when 1[went to the North-West was at Minnedosa, and the
first clause of that address was a very strong one recom-
mending the abolition of the principle of a second home-
stead, as having been found to be exceedingly injurious to
that part of the country. No doubt the principle upon
which the second homestead provision was adopted, was
exceedingly plausible, that is, that a settler coming in
accustomed to pioneer work would make some improve-
mente, put up a house and do some cultivation, aud then
that the new settler coming in, generally from the Old
Country, unaccustomed to pioneer method, finding such a
place woald purchase it, while tho old settlier with his pio-
neer methods would go further west and get another. If
that had been found to be the practical result, there
would have been something to justify the principle,
but as a matter of fact that has not been the
general experience. You will find in the Rapid City
settlement, and in many other portions of Manitoba and the
North-West, that the old homesteads taken up by the origi-
nal settlers have really no improvements upon them, that
they are worse instead of better, by the so-caliled improve-
monts that have been made upon the n, than th-y were in
the original prairie, because it is well known that by break-
ing up the prairie soil and leaving it and allowing weeds to
grow up in it, it becomes mach more diffluit of cultivation
and mach less valtiable than the original prairie was. That
has been the practical effect of allowing the second hodie-
stead. The fact bas been that people go into the North-
West with land-hunger strong upon them; that is one of
the incidente of settlement in the North-Wost c)untry;
they go in with the intention of getting a firet home-
stead, of performing the duties in the most perfunctory
way, and thon going on further west and taking up another
and make some more improvements there. But it is three
years taken out of their lives, and many of these men who
took their second homesteads told me that they would have
been infinitely botter off if they had remained at the first
homestead and cultivated it in the way they caltivated the
second. The effect has been injurious to these men them-
selves, and injurious especially to the part of the country
they leave -not selling their homesteads, but leavin them
in the hope that they will bome valuable by settlement
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around them, and that they will get a botter price by-and-
bye. I know that a large numbr of the newspapers of
the North.West were at one time strongly in favor of the
second homestead principle, but I know that they have
practically admitted that experience has led them to
change their minds, and they now hold the very opposite
view. Some of the most indiuential journals have
changed their minds on this subject, as the result
of the practical experience of the operation of what
appeared to be a most plausible system in the firet
instance; and if the hoi4. gentleman will take the trouble
to examine the records of the land department in the United
States-if he looks at the last volume issued under the title
of the " Public Doinain," he will find a number of very plaus-
ible sohemes, which were adopted for the purpose of facili-
tating the settlement of the country, but almost every one
of which has been afterwards, as the result of experience,
protested against very strongly by the officer specially
Èharged with the administration of the laws. He preays
Congress to repeal them, bnt the complaint there is that
Congress cannot be moved to deal with these matters. Pro-
bably if the heads of Departments were Ministers, with the
responsibility of Ministers, these things would have been
changed in the United States long ago. The danger in all
these eases is in taking an individual case, which seems to
be perfectly plausible, and drafting on that a general system,
which proves to be disastrous to the people who avail them.
selves of it, as well as to the country at large. There is a
good deal of force in the amendment the hon. gentleman
bas proposed, and I do not think I have any objection to
accepting it.

Mr. WOODWORTH. Certainly the hon. gentleman has
made out a very plausible case. But two things have to
exist to induce a man to go further west; either his land is
no good, and it is not worth his while to settle upon it, or
else he can sell it to advantage. If the latter is the case,
the country loses nothing; it merely gets a new settier,
and the man bas gone further west, perhaps to catch up
with some of bis relatives or friends who have some from
the Old Country or from the east, and whom ho wants to
associate with. But if the land is no good, are you going
to compel him by Statute to stay there and reap thistles
every year ? Suppose he goes to a part that is arid or that
bas not good water, but which looks pleasant to the eye, and
ho finds, after he has been two or three years there, that
the longer he stays the poorer ho becomes, are you going
to oblige him to stay there or leave the country, as the1
hon. member for South Perth says, and go to Dakota?
The Minister says ho had an address presented to him at
Minnedosa, one of the clauses of which favored this change;
but it may be that that was a temporary and isolated case
on which ho was drafting a system. But we here, as
representatives, knowing something about the North-West
and about the settlement of lands, ought to consider this
matter carefully, and ought, as legislators, to pas laws in
tbe interest of the whole country.

Mr. BLAK. Of course we are now endeavoring to
profit by the lessons of an experience of considerable
length as to the progress of settlement in the North-West
under existing regulations. Two years ago we agreed to
the proposition cf second homesteads. The hon.gentleman
*says the experience of the last two years has proven that
that wasamistake, and it may well have been thecase ; I
have no means of forming a judgment except from what I
hear in this place. But when we are asked to act on the
'experience of two years as to a change which it wàs
thought would largely facil.tate the settlement of thee
eountry, it would be well that we should have a little more0
information than the hon, gentleman has yet communicated r
to us as to that basis of practicalxerience on whic ho

»sOka us to set. Re has id ome ingswhih was lnot I
Xr. WamT (cardw.U).

very pleasant to hear, about the condition of the home-
steada left by the homesteaders in many cases. I did not
understand whether the homesteads to which he referred
were abandoned homesteads.

Mr, WHITE (Oardwell). They were abandoned in the
sense of being the frret patented.

Mr. BLAKE. They are left unoccupied?
Mr. WHITE (Cardwell). Yes.
Mr. BLAKE. I eau well understand a certain amount

of disinclination, in portions of that vast territory,
amongst those who remain, at seeing a process going on,
under which some of their neighbors leave their lands and
go to other lands. I think it just possible thatthe memorial
the hon. gentleman refers to was to some extent instigated
by a feeling of that kind; and those people may wish to
have a law which by a gentle constraint would make it less
easy for people to leave their homesteads, so that they
would have their pleasant companionship still. It may be
that that is quite right. But there is obviously a bise of
self-interest in that view. The hon. gentleman says there
are many cases in which men have declared that had they
worked on their original homesteads in the manner in
which they have worked on their second homesteads, they
would now be well off, and he attributes to this plan a
practical operation which I do not think it possible in the
nature of things that it could have had, for the reason that
the right of second homestead has only existed two years,
and the people who spoke thus must have done their work
under the impression that they would have no right to a
second homestead at all.

Mr. WHITE (Cardwell). It was done by the Act of 1883.
Mr. BLAKE. It was only about two years after the Act

was passed that he had the interview with these gentlemen.
Mr. WHITB (Cardwell). Practically nothing is done in

the first year.
Mr. BLAKE. But these are cases, I apprehend, in which

a good deal of work had been done before it was the law
that there might be a second homestead. Now, I do not,
of course, object to our listening to the lessons of experi-
ence, but when there is a considerable opinion that this pro-
posal would be an advantage, we ought to know a little
more of the evil and the good, if there is any, which
has resulted from the operations of the change. Does
the hon. gentleman know in how many cases the privi-
lege of the second homestead lias been availed of ?
How many cases have there been of pioneer settlers, mon
who have a certain aptitude or liking for making frnt
improvements, but who are not, perhaps, very skilled
farmers, and who, after making the first improvements,
abandon their homesteads and take up new ones fnrther
west ? They are in this way useful members of society
whom we ought not to discourage. The suggestion has been
thrown out this afternoon that the main object of this sec-
tion would be accomplished by a limitation which would
prevent to a considerable extent the evil towhich the lion.
gentleman has referred ; that is by couplirrg as a condition
oer the privilege of a second homestead, thatthe frst'home.
stead must previously be sold. There you would Yhave the
certainty that the pioneer was accomplishing his object of
ôpening up new country; but even without this proviso, it
is questionable whether the evil referred to coeuld eist to any
extent, since he who la a pioneer is little likely teo beale to
cultivate two homesteade, apart from each other, in remote
sections of the country. It would be well to know to what
extent the privilege of a second homestead has been availed
of, and to what extent it has been coupled with the sale or
retention of the original homestead.

Mr. WHITE (Oardwell). I cannot give the precise in-
brmation en tis. point. I have arrived at my opinion
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more from eonveretionswith settlersmnd frin aouferenefs
with them at public meetings in the Iorth-West.and I
have had about >twentypublie tneetinga, or athe- confer-
onces, with them during my-visit to e NorthbWst-than
from any other source. In every meeting the question of
second homesteading was diaeussed; and in no ease ws
there an opinion adverse te, but, on the oeUtraiy, a etrong
expression of opinion in favor of the- policy of abolishing
the second homestead. I arrived therefoVeat theconclusion
to abolish second homestéading, from ithe etatements of
these men who had practical experience of its operation.
No doubt what the hon. gentleman says is quite true, that,
so far as the feeling in Manitoba is eoncerned, it is due to
the fact that as the settlers leave, the advantages the com-
munity expected to get from their presencea-udvantages of
a sodial, reh'gious and educational charamter-are lost, and
it is that fact which undoubtedly, te a large extent, in the
western part of Manitoba, causes so strong a feeling. That
feeling is not confined to western Manitoba, but obtains
very largely in the North-West Territory as well. No
doubt we could assertain, without very mach trouble,
the number of seed l homesteads taken up; but the
hon. gentleman wiIl see the law hms been in oper-
ation but for three years, and the nurmber in itSelf
would be a ver im erfect tea b which to nd eof

mI

whortained toOntario and indueed a number of their
friends to come out with them and settle in their setion of
ooantry, but on reaching there they found they could
make no purchases of land from the adjoin g settlers,
and the resuit was that the first settlers, who had beena
residiog for years in Manitoba, sold ont and went with
their'friends further west to the Birtie diàtriCt, where they
formed quite a nucleus from the older Provinces. tTnder
the rule now proposed, tbey would have had to remain in
Manitoba, because they could not have got a second home-
stead elsewhere, and would thus have been isolated from
their friends. As regards the remarks of the hon. Minister
with reference to the settlement of the Western States, my
opinion is the reverse of his. I know that a large portion
of Illinois was settled from Ohio, that a large portion of
Wisconsin was settled from Illinois, and that a very large
number of settlers, who had been for years in Wisconsin,
removed to Minnesota, and then, following tho line of rail-
way, ent still further west, many of them, with whom i
am acquàinted, going to Bismarck, and others still travel-
ling west. The settiers to whom the Minister refers, might
be a nùmbër of half breeds who left the Assiniboia ater
they had sÔid'outtthere.

Mr. WHITE (Cardwell). No.
"uuma Ky p inu-o, U4Uyg . .VUb UUUtthe failure, or otherwise of the system. The practical ex. Mr. TROW. And *ho were not, inmany instances, prao-

perience ofthe:people who are in -daiyeentact with it is of tical farmers, and in as good circumstances as when on their
greater value. As to the soggestion àait we should limit previous oki houmesteade. I know many people who have
second homesteading to ases whcre the original homestead settled further west, where they are doiog botterthan they
is sold, I have diseussed that point with some of the ofeers did in their old settlements.
of the Department, and others as well. The practical diffi Mr. WATSON. As one whostrongly advoeated the grant-
eulty of carrying it .out is this : You have given a ing of a seeond homeâtead when the Latd Bill was passed
second homestead, and you have no secnrity Ithat the in 1888, I regret with others that that provision has not
new resident on the old homestead will remain, or proved as great a success as we thought in would. At that
is in fact a bond fide resident. The new purchaser time there was need of this provision, as I knew humdreds
may hold it as did the original homesteader until of people who had sold ont their land, and not being able
it increases in price. One of the difficulties is, the to receive second homMeteads went to the States. Southern
system of alternate sections, a difficulty, of course, which Manitoba, in conesequenee of this, was almost depopulated.
time will remove as each section is taken up and settled There are numbers of them from southern Manitoba, and in
upon ; but we would increase the difficulty il, in addition, fact they left Southern Manitoba almost depopulated. I
we offered an incentive to settlers to leave as soon as they cannot say it is the fault of the Act or of the provision
have obtained their patents, with the view of getting in the Act, but these unfortunate circumstances have
other sections further west, and holding them for a higher been brought about by our having had practically
price. few or no immigrants into the North-West during the lest

two or three years. I believe, if the immigrants were
Mr. BLAK E I do not see that the dii culties would coming into the North-West as they were in 1880, 1881 and

subsist to any gresat extent if the condition of granting a 1882, we would not have the state of affaire which now
second homestead was the prior alienation of the first. I existe, and would not 'find the vacant homesteade that have
attach, the greatest weight to the unanimity of feeling which been abandoned. Of course, the people avail themselves
prevails among the people. The hon. gentleman saw, sub- of the opportunity of taking seeond homestead. 1 would
jet to this observation, that Parliament is entitled to know, suggest a remedy to the Minister if he intends to do away
not merely that these gentlemen thought so and so, but the with these second homesteads, as he proposes in this Bill.
reasons why. He refers to the petitions and representations made to him

Mr. WHITE (Cardwell). I explained the reasons as they at Mlinnedoma, and Birtle, and other points, as to the settlers
told them to me. leaving. It was stated to him that the operation of the Act

Mr. BLAKE. I heard only this reason, as I apprehend was not in the best intereste of the country, and also that

it. The hon. gentleman says ie wIll get-and I am sure 'reemptions should be given for the second homestead.
he will-the number of cases in which this practice has been oyWif he would allow the homesteader to take up his pre-
followed. I do not agree with him in the view that it is emptin as a second homestead, he would overcome ail these
entirely immaterial how many or how few cases there were. grievances in these two intances, tie settlement wouid go
If there have been only a few cases, it is impossible there on, the settler weuld get beneffts and would remai in
can be a number of grievances growing from this systern the district. As the Minister has seen fit to allow one

If it is the opinion of the people that there would be grio, clause to stand, I think it would be well to allow this clause
vances rather than that they have had pradtical e enee alo to stand. I think with a little consideration some pro-
of experi nh ,kvision inight be made byvwhich thiesclause weuld eaetbe

f grievanoes, w.eoughit to know iL. wiped- outeati"ely, idiuthe MterMetsof-he elderaettle-
Mr. TBOW. The experionce of the hon. Minister in the mente wouldTerotedted. ithidk alo'thàtitýlwoldbeign

North-West has, no doubt, given, himnany ,pnwtical ideas, improvementato '>le 4momesteading under conditions di
but he has been mieinformed with reference to the evil cultivation. 4f n"is Ind îhad improvements on it, that
results of seconding homesteading. There are various rea- would be a us" "eent indueunent tolast*lerto-loete On
4ens to show the beneit of second homesteading. I have that land, and'iene edw'ôld ibe reiding ontu idtedof
knownisottles i Manitoba,ithe åfut sottes fomsOnuario, its being ant, hg pItM f«rM
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with little or no improvements on them has been the great-
est possible ourse to the country.

Mr. SPROULE. I think it would be a great mistake to
allow that to be carried out, because the homesteaders would
simply move from the homesteads to the pre-emptions,
would leave one lot vacant and occupy the other. One of
the most fruitful sources of the desire to select another
homestead in the west was, that the original settlers there,
who, perhaps, brought a young family from Ontario or
some of the other Provinces, found that in the meantime
they had grown up, and there was an ambition to go west,
so that thoir family might settle around them. I think the
aim was a good one. I know a great many in southern
Manitoba expreesed a desire to go west for that reason, and
of course they are always botter fitted for pioneers than
others from a different country. I would ask the Minister
if there is any provision whereby a homesteader, in the
event of his finding the surroundings were such as to make
it impossible to get along, might, before he took ont a
patent, abandon hie homestead and select another some-
where else. I think some cases of that kind have come
before the Minister of the Interior or his predecessors, with
which they have had to deal, where it seemed almost abso.
lutely necessary to have some provision or some power
vosted in the Governor in Council to allow of this change
being made.

Mr. MULOCK. I can hardly follow the reasoning of
the member for East Grey (Mr. Sproule) when ho says that
to allow the pre-emptions to be paid for at an earlier date
would facilitate a change on the part of the settier. le
says the settler would abandon hie homestead lor the pre.
emption quarter-section adjoining. I cannot understand on
what ground a settler would abandon a free grant of land
and move to the adjoining section which ho has to pay for.

Mr. SPROULE. The hon. gentleman misunderstood
me. I said if it was allowed for a settler to select his pre-
emption as a homestead aftbr having completed his entry
on the homestead.

Mr. MULOOK. And select his homestead too ?
Mr. FAIRBANK. I would not for a moment under-

estimate the value to the North-West cf the trip of the
Minister of the Interior. I think it a great misfortune to
the whole country that similar tripe had not been made by
hie predecessor, and the information that a man gets on
the grounds, the practical information, is vastly better
than any theoretical. But I would ask the Minister of the
Interior if, in the consideration of this question, ho has
given due weight to what ho has himself mentioned, the
hunger for land which seens to influence men when first
arriving, and the disposition to take up the firet piece of
land that comes in their way. We know that, during the
boom, there was great anxiety all over the country that in
a very short time there would be no more land in the world
anywhere, and it was very necessary to grapple on to -the
firet piece that ws within reach. Again, if it would not be
considered treason to the North-West, I almost tremble to
make the remark, experience has developed that certain
sections there are more exposed to frost than others, that,
the season is held in pretty closely by two frost walls, and
it required pretty active attention to avoid grazing upon
the one or the other. In case such a ciroumstance has
been devloped-I do not say it has-and the man has taken
up his claim on one,e is he to be forever debarred from
taking up hie claim on another ? Again, has the
Minister given due weight to a disposition of the
business men of Manitoba to speak against and discourage
any emigration from there ? The business men-I speak of
them all-of course are very anxious for people to remain
there, and will speak very ill of any disposition to change
from one locality to nother. Again, in hearing tho infor-

Mr. W aou,

mation ho did, ho must have necesarily beard it very largely
from those who remained, and not from those who went
away. Again, I am sure ho must have observed in that
country that one of the great drawbacks is the loneliness. I
shall never forget the answer I received to an enquiry from
a settler's wife near Regina, who had left my own county,
who had gone there very strong, in having four or five
grown-up boys. They had very large fields of wheat, and
had made a great deal of improvement. I asked the lady if
she was ever lonesome. The look she gave me I
shall never forget. She said: "There are times when
I feel I must leave here immediately, but I
have come for a certain purpose, and I am going
to romain," alluding to the settlement of her sons.
She said: "However, we have retained our old ?lace upon
the Sydenham, and perhaps we shall retarn to it.' I hope
the Minister of the Interior will grapple with the question
which is known as the chequer-board question, and if pos-
sible obviate the difficulties which arise from it. Again,
I would ask whether he gave due weight to the fact that
some of these settlers have pitched their teut in the expec-
tation of speedy railway accommodation, in which they
have been disappointed. I admit it is a large question,
and one, which I presume, he has given his full attention
to. He las seen much more of it than I have, and I would
not set up my judgment against hie in this particular. Yet
it does seem, in theory at all events, that there are certain
irreconcilable difflculties in saying to a man who lis
acquired his patent, and wishes to change, that lie is for.
ever debarred from becoming again a homesteader.

Mr. CAMERON (Middlesex). I think the number of those
settlers who favor the proposition which is now under discus-
sion by the committee, is not as large as we have been given
to understand by the statement of the Minister of the Interior.
I have a letter from the North-West Territory which states
that at a recent meeting the proposition to abandon second
homesteading was protested against, and I am given to
understand in that letter that the determination of the
meeting was communicated to the Minister of Interior. The
statement is that at that meeting it was unanimously
resolved that the resolution to abandon second homesteading,
so far as the present settlers wore concerned, at least, was a
breach of faith with those who had already taken up home-
steads, and it was urged that the tacit agreement made
between themselves and the country when they took up
those homesteads, should be respected, and that they, at
least, should be exempted from any change in the Act. I
am given to understand that at a largely attended meeting
of the settlers in the neighborhood of Moose Jaw, suich a
resolution was also unanimoualy adopted. This shows
clearly that the proposition to which second homesteading
is not unanimously commended, and that possibly some of
the reasons given in favor of such abolition elsewhere are
largely local ones. Those who have had experience in
the early settlement of Ontario know that the pio-
neer was a very valuable individual, but ho gradually
receded on the fringe of civilisation. Perhaps other
reasons, largely the incident of the movement that occur-
red in 1881-82, may account for the desertion of home-
steads that has been spoken of, to an extent that is scarcely
creditable. I am unable to speak from personal expe-
rience, and consequently will pay every deference to the
opinion of those who have been up there, and I would have
said nothing whatever but that I feel that these resolutions
which have been communicated to me, show that the
second homesteading is not looked on with so much dis.
favor by settlers uin u>y sections as we have been given to
understand; but, at any rate, I would urge upon the
Minister the propriety of giving some consideration to the
case of those who have been induced to take up homesteads
since we conedod the right of ueound homsteading.
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Olearly these men are entitled to consideration in any
alteration of the law that is being made, and I think the
proposition of the hon. member for King's (Mr. Wood-
worth), meets the circumstances of theseindividuals to
some extent.

Mr. WHITE (Cardwell). In answer to t.he hon. member
for West Durham (Mr. Blake), who asked me about the
number of second homesteads, Mr. Burgess has handed me
a memorandum in which ho says that by the report of
1884-85 it appears that 141 second homestead entries had
been then made, comprising 29,879 acres4 The number is
not in the last report, and I am told it would take some
trouble to go through all the entries and flnd out the exact
number. But that is at the commencement, and I am
inclined to think there was a larger number last year than
the year before.

Mr. BLAKE. I am sorry that the course of the Depart-
ment of the Interior in this, and, L- am afraid, in some other
respects, is rather to give us less information from year to
year in their report, instead of more. They begin by giving
us the number of homestead entries, and in the second
report they do not give it.

The CHAIRXAN, It is proposed to amend this clause
as follows:-

That such report shall not take away the right of any person who,
before the passing of this Act, had received such certificate, or a recom-
mendation for a patent.

Amendment agreed to.

Mr. WATSON. It might be in the interest of those
parties who have received these benefits, and the interest
of the settlement, that they should not have to go forty
miles away from the previous homestead to take up a
second one. That is one of the reasons why some sections
of the country have been depopulated, to a certain extent.
An Order in Council was passed that forty miles was the
nearest distance within which they could take up a second
homestead, and if they are to avail themselves of that, they
have got to leave the section of country they are in.

Mr. WHITE (Cardwell). I will consider the suggestion
of the hon, gertloman. I think that can be done by
departmental action; I think the forty-mile provision was
made by an Order in Council.

Mr. WATSON. Does the Minister propose doing away
with that ?

Mr. WHITE (Cardwell). I will think about it, I cannot
promise now.

On section 9,
Mr. BLAKE. Why should the Minister of the Interior

take this power ?
Mr. WRITE (Cardwell). I desire that that clause should

stand, because the amendments I referred to just now re.
lated to the original clause. I may say the reason the Min.
ister takes that power is that it required an Order in Council
in every case of a colonisation company, or anyone else, to
put settiers upon the land ; it required an Order in Council
to get authority to make the amount they had granted to
the settler a lien upon the land when the patent issued.

On section 10,
Mr. WHITE (Cardwell). The Act provides now a means

by which a patent obtained through fraud or error, upon
reference to the proper tribunal, can be cancelled, but no
means by which a homestead entry obtained by fraud or
error can be cancelled. Once the entry is made it is irre-
vocable, and the object of this is simply to enable that to be
done by the Dominion Land Board.

Mr.BLAKB. Does the hon. gentleman mean to say that
there have been no cases in which homestead entries or
pre-emption entries have been passed on this ground ?

Mr. WHITE (Oardwell). None that I am aware of. I
am so informed.

Mr. BLAKE. Is it proposed that this authority shall be
given to the Land Board ? Of course, this may involve serions
and complicated questions of law. Are patents liable to be
cancelledby the Land Board ?

Mr. WHITE (Cardwell). No. This provision deals
with homestead entries, and the object is to canoel without
delay any entries that have ovidently been obtained by
fraud.

Mr. MULOCK. Will the Land Board be empowered to
take evidence under oath ?

Mr. WHITE (Cardwell). They have power to take evi-
dence under oath on everything connected with land
matters. If a case occurred where it is desirable to take
evidence, it would be taken under oath.

Mr. MULOCK. There is no provision in the Bill to
that effect.

Mr. BLAKE. To what class of cases is this section in.
tended to apply? Is it intended to apply to a case where
a man has already obtained a homestead and is not entitled
to a second homestead ?

Mr. WHI.'E (Cardwell). That would be one of the
classes of cases. I will give the hon, gentleman one case
that occurred in Regina a short time ago, as illustrating the
difficulties connected 'rith the matter. A homestead entry
was given by error on what turned out to be an Indian
reserve. It was not marked on the map of the local agent
as being an Indian reserve, and so he gave the entry. The
agent found out two days afterwards that ho had made an
error; but the man for some time insisted on keeping it.
In that particular case the matter was arranged and the
party eventually took another homestead. In that case the
Dominion Land Board could have interfered and cancelled
the entry if this provision had been in force.

Mr. BLAKE. There might be no particular hardship in
that case as the error was discovered within two days. But
suppose one or two years elapsed before an error of that
kind was discovered, and in the meantime the homesteader
spends his time and money in improvements, and mean-
while his chance of getting an available-location is dimin-
ished, it would be an extraordinary state of affairs to per-
mit the cancellation of the entry, which had not been made
by fraud on his part but through the error of the Govern-
ment agent or officer, at all events without proper compen-
sation being made to the individual.

Mr. WHITE (Cardwell). That is almost an impossible
case. Cases do occur where men obtain entries through
fraud or misrepresentation. The land may be land already
taken and the former entry was, perhaps, omitted to be
looked up; it might be land occupied by someone else and
fraud and misrepresentation migbt be made in regard to it.
Cases of this kind do not often occur, but ram told by the
commissioner that one or two have occurred, and it is desir:
able that the proposed provision should be made. If there
is fraud in case of a patent there are means by which the
patent can be set a-ide; so when an erroneous or improper
entry is made, and where it is not desirable to go through
the forms of trial before a law court on matters of smail
moment, the Department wants power to cancel it.

Mr. LANGELIER. I do not see any procedure indicated
for the cancellation of the entries. I see only this provided:
That in all cases of proved fraui or error entries may be
cancelled by the Dominion Land Board. That is a very
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useful provision provided there are the necessary precautions oovered the Iepartment had been deeived. In order to
taken. On a previous occasion the hon. gentleman made protoct the settier in the North-West it ie neceasary that
some remarks about something that took place in the some provision should b. inserted in the law to give suffi-
Provi"ce of Q'iebec, and a paper supporting his party madoient notice to the settior, in order that ho might defond
much of the cancellations that had been made by the himself before the Departmont, and if ho is cbarged with
Department of Crown Lands in that Province. 4 provision having committed a fand, or havingdone somothiug whioh
of the same kind exists and haî existed there since 1872. makes the entry illegal, hasould bq1notified of tbose
Here is the defect that was found to exist in that law: charges inorde, to have the opportunity of defending him-
There was no protection given to the settier., The Departý self.
ment of Crown Lands was at liberty to cancel location MII, wRIPEz(Cardwelo. The cases which the hpn.
tickets. I understand the entry is practicaily the same as teman mentions are not at aalogous. The cases in
a location ticket. The Minister of Crown Lands could Province of Qnebee, with which the hou. geattemqau
cancel any location ticket without giving notice to the and bis successors had something to do, in the couuty
settler, without giving h m any chance of producinprfsoLier wihou giingh i an chnceof roucIng proof Mégantic, as weIl a8 in the county of Ottawa, were caSes in
that thore had been no fraud or infringement of the rules of
the Department. When I was Commissioner of Crown Lands were to be cancelled for non-performance ofdnties and
in Quebec, in 1878, I had the law amended in order to give obligations. That isnot at al the case ho. Publicati»n
a chance to the settler to be heard. 'I remember, when the of a notice in a newspaper, in the case of a settler whose
law wasadiscussed in 1812, my hon. friend from Qaebec Eat tite had beeu canoelled, ewing to improvidence or errer,
most strenuously opposed a provision of the sume kind as would be entirely qçnecessary, and would, besides, bevery
that now belore the House, and ho predicted, with remarkable expensive. L thijik it is botter to leave it in Us present form
foresight, exactly what took place not long after wards, and seas te ensure a personal notice, which will answer the
he wound up a very eloquent speech by addressing the then purposo far botter than a notice in a newspaper
Prime Minister, Mr. Chauveau, to the following effect: He Mx. BLAKE. My difflclty goos further than that
said if this prvision remained in the law, not long here- which my hon. friend beside me (Mr. Langelier), las very
after the GOvernment wil1 see a great many emigrants
leaving the country for the United States, and they would be ihtly pointed ont.
in a position to go to the First Minister and say: figraturi A man obtains an entrya through fraud thereshould b.
te 8alutant. It was most extraordinary that what had been proper machinery for meing such a case, but 1 do net
predicted by the hon. member for Quebec East took place eo that the errer or the imprevidence which the hon.
within three years. A great many settlers wore deprived gentiuan makes the gronnd for cancellation May ho
of thoir lands without any chance whatever being affordcd merely the errer or the iprovidence cf the settier. It
thum to protect their rights. Other parties who wanted to In-aY b.that there will ho improvident or erroneons acta on
secure those lands or who entertained some spite, political the part of the Crown. For instance, a man may buy a
or otherwise, against thom, denounced them in the Depart- pioce of land ançlte (rown, after it has fnlly considered
ment of Crown Lands for a so-caled infringement of the of the matter, may think it more suitable te ho reserved
conditions of the location ticket. When those settlers were for say a public park, or hot wells ray be discovered upon
deprived of their landa, that was the first time they knew it. Thoy have found out ita value in this way, aud I ar
they had violated the conditions of the location ticket, and net Cbjcting to the cancelistion taking place, but thore
they bad no chance whatever to defend themselves againat nay bu a case in which the man, knowirg that theso lards
the charges brought against them. are sot out for homestead purposes, knowing that hoela

Mr. WHITE (Cardwell). Would not the point be m entitied ta8k for sncb lada, knowing perhaps that thoraifare incidentaI advartagea, applies .fur tho land ; yen
if we added the words: "&fter due notice to all parties con- give it ta Mm; ho camplies wLth the terns, and

cerned. ýcoered the Depa-frtAment h a n ecevd. n or-idert

goes on UU74V jê~. iUU ana maKe UDisLLUpLrI

Mr. LANGELIER. What form of notice is provided ? ot at any time ntil h. gots the paten
I introduceda provision which was found very effective, the right to assert: ",the Departmeut,
and since that tirne there has been no trouble whatever. ,ously or improvidoutly in granting the land,
The provision I introduced concerning the management of1 wil ondo my aot witheut making acy
Crown lande was that notice should be published in the for the bas of turnd hibor on the part of th
Official Gazette, giving the number of each lot in each Now, that is an arbitrary power, whic I do net
township that was proposed to be cancelled, and that notice be capable of being oxercxsed in ts raked fori
must be published sixty days before cancellation was made. eat the Departint migbt net exorcise it in
I fonnd that this notice would even prove inefficient, and go mer; stili the conditions upon which they ahou
it was provided that printed notice must be sent by pS os ut hould ho definite, and Lhey siould net mv
card or registered letter-post card will do-to the party in bas of time or labor through the.errof the
interested, at his last known poast office address. This Whle I want ta seure that no adysutahu
even was rot found suffloient. &nother provision has the state, yet w. want ta maie the teaure of
been introduced, which I admit might be difficult to apply proposes te settie in the North-West jqstec
to the present case, and under it that notice must be posted car, if honestly complies with the condil
at the church door, or at the door of any other publicvant therefenet ta put a clause un the Statu
place in the locality where the laud is situatod, stating that may b.said ta bim: It is quito uncertain vie
suich cancellation is going to take place. After all those get yeur land; they may tell yen years hence tl
proceedings have been taken and oancellation is made, atill a mistake, and the Lard Board wiIl adjudicateç
the settier has another rosource. He has a right to appoal ud cacel your entry, and the terma are depe
from the carcellation within uixty days after cancellati good wil sad the tender feeling of the.Depari
has taken place. We found in the Provinco of Quebec that The (Jmmittee roseand it hoing Six oclock
this was necessary to protect the settler, because, in many lot the Chair.
caues, the Departmen imight be deceived by parties who
had SmOue am wih respect t the land, and unleas thoseÂfter Reoega
pescabtions W6se taken it vould only be after 4he poe

. Wer had ibu. deptisd Of h ianad that it wQuld bedia Bous. again roeolvod iteif into Commât4&
gro I&de aLma

nt yon have
acted erron-

and therefore
cotupelsation
he applicant."
think should

ra. It is true
a harsh man-
id turn a man
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(In the Committee.)

Mr. WHITE (Cardwell). Referring to clause 10, I
think it would be desirable to let it stand until we go into
committee again, and I will endeavor to get specific infor-
mation as to cases whieh are liable to arise, and possibly in
that ca-o I may recast the clause so as to moet the objec-
tions which were made.

On section 11,
-Mr. WHITE (Cardwell). This clause simply extends

the privilege of pre-emption, which will expire this year,
until 1890.

Mr. BLAKE. Perhaps the hon. gentleman will explain
the reasons for this change ?

Mr. WHITE (Cardwell). Under the law as it stands to-
day the privilege of preemption expires at the end of this
year, and we propose to allow it to continue until 1890.

Mr. BLAKE. I am aware that is the proposal, but I
asked for the reason.

Mr. WHITE (Cardwell). We do not propose in the
meantime to deprive the people of the privilege of pre.
emptioi', that i8 all.

Mr. BLAKIE. The present law ends this priviloge at a
particular reriod, and the hon. gentleman proposes to
extend it. Is this upon some representation made from the
North-West, or upon what ground ?

Mr. WHITE (Cardwell). Simply because we believe the
general feeling in the meantime is in favor of pre-emption.

On section 13,
Mr. WH1TE (Cardwell). These clauses have relation to

surveys. The first one would bave the effect of leaving out
Provincial land surveyors admitted before 1872, who have
not practised since.

Mr. MILLS. What reason is there for making this alter-
ation ? It seems to me if no abuse has grown up in the
Provinces, if it is not found that any but parties qualified
to make surveys are admitted to practice, there is no reason
for depriving them of the right to do so.

Mr. WHITE (Cardwell). Under the present law, as I
understand it, no person can be employed as a Dominion
land sarveyor who has not passed an examination. The
Brard of Dominion land surveyors, who have urged the
adoption of these clauses, think that if a person admitted
before 1872 has not practised since that time, he ought not
to a continued. If ho bas been employed as a Dominion
land surveyor since that time, then the power goes on as
before.

Mr. WOODWORTI. Suppose a person bas been en-
gaged as a Provincial land surveyor. If there has been
no work for him to do for the Dominion up to the 1st of
Janu4ry, 1886, why should ho be deprived of the right to ba
employed hereafter?

Mr. WHITE (Cardwell). He can become a Dominion
land surveyor any time he likes by passing the examina-
tion.

Mr. LANGELTER. It appears to me that this clause
does an injustice to Provincial land surveyors who were ad-
mitted before 1872. It will deprive lh-m of a right they
have been enjoying for several years without giving them
any notice. I do not see any reason why they should bo
deprived of that right, if there bas been no gi ievance under
the operation of the present law, and I do not know of any.

Mr. BLAKE. If a man bas ceased to practice after 1872,
ho must pass a skilled examination ?

Mr. WHITE (Cardwell). Yes,

Mr. BL AXE. ThBe ruie has been, with regard to persos
who have passed a skilled examination, that the longer time
that has elapsed since they have passed it, the more reluet-
ant such bodies are to impose examinations on them at a
later date. Here the hon. gentleman proposes that Doman-
ion land surveyors shall not be qualified unless they do so.
I wonder how many there are whom it is proposed to dis-
qualify under the proposed law, and who they are; because
under the existing law they are qualified, and now it is
proposed to take their rights away.

Mr. WHITE (Cardwell). I do not know their names;
I daresay if I did, the hon. gentleman would say I had
some motive for disqualifying them. I have no motive one
way or the other in regard to this matter. The Dominion
land surveyors are very much like the profession the hon.
gentleman belongs to, and the Dominion Land Board is very
much like the benchers. That body has made changes
from time to time which have borne heavily on some peo-
ple, and they have had no difficulty in inducing Parliamel
to grant them what changes they ask. These amendments
come from that body. If Parliament thinks this ought sot
to be done, as a matter of course the clause will be dropped ;
but I think a body of that kind might fairly have the
opportunity of getting v.bat they ask.

Mr. BLAKE. I think Par liament ought to be very cautious
about taking away a right which it bas itaelf conferred on a
body of men without knowing who the persons are, or what
the reasons are; because the hon. gentleman has given us
neither the names nor the number of the persons proposed
to be deprived of this right, nor any reason why they are
to be deprived. A former Parliament gave them the right
to practice. It is now proposed to deprive them of that right,
simply because some board or other thinks it proper that
that should be done. He, without getting from thom the
reasons why, adopts every view and every conclusion of
tbeirs.

Mr. WHITE (Cardwell). I do not say that. The reason
they give is this, that persons who were old Provincial land
surveyors, at a time when tho question of land survying
was much less guarded than it is to-day-persons who, mù
1872, were Provincial land surveyors, and who have not
boea appointed Dominion land surveyors since, are not
qualified. That is a fair presumption.

Mr. BL AKE. Just suppose that a land snrveyor hm
been employed to survey one lot in the North-West between
1882 and 1886, how much botter qualified is he to survey
to-day than the man who had not his good fortune ? The
body to which the hon. gentleman refers never dreamed of
suoh a stop being taken as that which ho proposes to-night,
that is, to take away the right to practice from anyone
who had got the right, although ho had not the opportunity
of practising for a numbor of years. I never heard of suoh
a thing being suggested before in any legislative body.

Mr. MILLS. No doubt the persons to be affected by this
change in the law will be very large in number. In many
of the towns and villages of the country, there is a large
number of persons qualified as Provincial land surveyors,who
have never been employed by the Government to survey
lands in the Territories. Those who had the good fortune to be
employed would, no doubt, approve of the provisions of the
Bill, because it, in fact, greatly limita the number of those
who might seek employment at the hands of the Gov-
ernment withoat having to undergo a new examination. I
do not object to the standard qualifieations being made
bigher in the future, if it is thought desirable. 'Hgher
scientific attainments, more acurate knowledge of the higher
departments of mathematice, are no doubt valuable m juisi-
tions for persons engaged in goedetie and topographie
surveying, but the hon. gentleman knows that to raisy the
standard of qualification with regard to those who are to be
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admitted to practice land surveying in the future, and to
deprive those of the right to practice, who have already
undergone their examination, and have been engaged for
years in the services of the Provinces, if not of that of the
Dominion, is a wholly different proceeding. As the provision
now stands, a large number of persons, who are by law
qualified, although they may not have had the good fortune
te have practically surveyed, ought not to be deprived o?
the right which has been secured to them by law. The
Board of Examiners have erred in proposing this particular
provision of the Bill.

Mr. BLAKE. The board want to examine as many
people as they can. They magnify their office. Because a
surveyor was not lucky enouh to get employment in the
North-West, the hon. gentleman wants to exclude him from
the practice of his profession there. "From him that hath
not, shall be taken away even that which he hath."

Mr. WOODWORTHI. The Board of Examiners passed a
resolution which reminds me of that passed by the body of
men who crossed the Atlantic in the Mayflower. "The
saints," said they, "inherit the earth, and we are the saints,
consequently we inherit the earth." The board made a
resolution to shut out anybody who was not one of them-
selves.

Mr. BLAKE. They are going to survey the earth instead
of inheriting it.

Mr. WOODWORTH. Yes; they are monarchs of all
they survey. This will militate against some of the sur-
veyors of Nova Scotia, where I come f rom.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. Then of course it
caunot pass.

Mr. WOODWORTE. I am from that Province, and no
pent-up Utica contracts my powers. Charity commences at
home, and if this Bill affects my Province I intend to draw
attention to that fact, and let others speak for their
Provinces. With me the Province of Nova Scotia has the
first claim on my attention. I believe this clause will
militate against the survoyors there. I have some little
experience of those cases, where men arrogate to themselves
certain privileges and rights, aud are very conservative
when they once get in, and should be looked upon with a
good deal of suspicion. The lust of power is quite human,
and it is not confined to the Government or to bodies of as
grave and exalted and august character as they. It extends
beyond, and I believe this little coterie called the Board of
Examiners have in view the perpetuation of their own
power, and their present action should be looked upon with
a good deal, I wilI not say suspicion, but with a critical eye,
and if good reasons are not given lor passing this, we should
not pass it. If you do injustice to this proposition to any
one surveyor in any portion of the Provinces, without
benefitîng the whole of Canada, on general principles, we
ought not to pass this clause.

Mr. TROW. By passing this clause we will do a great
injustice to very competent surveyors who have not been
employed heretofore by the Government. The number
employed by the Government is very little compared with
the number not so favored. You are quite aware, Sir, how
a very large number of the surveyors got their situations
in the North-West. In some instances they might not
have been altogether competent, but succeeded lu getting
positions through their influence with members of Parha.
ment and others. No doubt many such got positions,
while others more capable did not succeed through the
want.of that influence. You will do away with competi-
tion, if you confine surveyors to the limited number hereto.
fore employed.

Mr. BLAKE. Can the hon. gentleman say how many
have been employed in the Dominion service, whose titi

14r. MILLe.

to such employment depends upon the old law he is alter-
ing, and how many Provincial land surveyors he is debar-
ring from work by this B-ll?

Mr. WHITE (Cardwell). I cannot give the information
asked for. I think it is important, and I will get it.

Mr. BLAKE. The great bulk of surveyors in the North-
West have been engaged under the auspices of hon. gentle.
men opposite. They made their arrangements, partly
by the employment of persons they deemed competent, and
partly, at one time, by competition. A great number of
Provincial land surveyors would not, I presume, think of
tendering for that particular class of work, as they are in a
large way of business in their own localities, and not desir-
onus of taking a contract for the survey of townships in the
North-West; and they may be more competent than a good
many who got contracts in the North-West, and are conse-
quently qualified. I do not wish to depreciate in the
slightest degree the qualities of those gentlemen, but I must
say, if I am rightly informed, a good deal of the work was
done very imperfectly indeed; and yet the circumstance,
that, by favor or good fortune, or by tendering low for the
discharge of the work, or by the fact that the other party
was not a competitor being sufficiently employed at home,
one party got the work-the circumstance is to give those
fortunate enough to get work from the Government a
qualification which the others are to be deprived of.
Both are now, no doubt, at work in country towns and
villages, &c., and both are entitled to the title of Dom-
inion land surveyor as well as Provincial land surveyor.
To-morrow, the one who happons to have surveyed a town-
ship in the North-West, no matter how badly, will con-
tinue to be a Dominion land surveyor, but his neighbor,
however qualified he may be, must pull his sign down and
will be relegated to the position of a Provincial land sur-
veyor. I think better reasons than the Minister has given
should be produced for the adoption of this provision.

Mr. FAIRBANK. The question arises, what is all this
about anyway ? Have all the surveyors who have been em-
ployed in the North-West proved themselves so thoroughly
efficient that no other surveyors in the Dominuion of Canada
are to be considered qualified ? I think the records of the
Department will prove the contrary. Of my own know-
ledge, men bave been employed in the North-West whom
certainly the Department will not employ again. Why this
blow should be struck at the land surveyors of Canada, as a
class, I cannot for the life of me understand. Not only
must they have been surveyors before 1872, but they must
actually have done work in the North-West during this
time. I think it is anyl hing but a compliment to the sur-
veyors of Canada.

Mr. TROW. The eystem of surveys heretofore, or for a
number of years, has certainly been very erroneous. The
men were paid for the amount of work they performed, so
that it was to their interest to make as many timber limits
as they could. I find, on examining the field notes in the
volume published by the Minister of the Interior last year,
that there are many townships described there as valuable
timber lands, in some of which I will guarantee that there
is not a stick of timber.

Mr. BLAKE. Occasionally, I believe, a surveyor went
out to the North-West under a Government commission
and with instructions from the Government to survey town-
ships, but he also had private commissions to find timber
lands for gentlemen of influence with the Government, and
to report upon available and good lands. We know there
was a great deal of patronage connected with these appoint-
ments. These mcn had passedc, or at least they had their
titie and were qualified as Dominion land surveyors under
the general law, so that in that respect the Government
were not choosing ineligible persons, though perhaps
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they did not take the most eligible persons; but is it not
enough that they got this advantage without depriving
their less fortunate colleagues of the oppportunity of
serving as Dominion land surveyors ?

Mr. WHITE (Cardwell). The statement just made by
the hon. gentleman, if I rightly understood him, is, I think,
a very serions charge, which he should not lightly make,
unless he is prepared to give the names. He states, as I
understand, that surveyors were sent -ont to survey land
under instructions from the Government, and also with
instructions from the Government to look out-

Mr. BLAKE. No, I did not say so.
Mr. WHITE (Cardwell). Then I certainly misunderstood

the hon. gentleman, and I am glad I gave him the opportu-
nity of making the correction. I frankly admit that all
these clauses relating to the surveys are the work of a body
for whom k have the greatest respect, because they have
charge of this particular work, and know a great deal more
about it than I do. This particular matter does not in any
way affect the general provisions of the law with regard to
examinations and matters of that kind which follow, and, if
there is a feeling against it, I should be disposed to drop the
clause.

Section 87 struck out.

On section 88,
Mr. WHITE (Cardwell). The explanation I have is that

the present dates of the meetings of the Board of Examiners,
May and November, have been found inconvenient. Those
members of the profession who are employed in surveying
Dominion lands are required to be in the field before or
very soon after the second Monday of May, and very often
young gentlemen who are under articles, and who would
present themselves for examination in November, are
prevented because their work in the field is rot completed
in time. It is therefore proposed to empower the
Minister of the Interior to call the board together when
he may find it in the public interest to do so. On
account of an amendment proposed to be made to
another sub-clause of this clause of the Act, under
which sub-examiners can conduct examinations some-
what after the manner in which the Civil Service exa-
minations are conducted, meetings of the full board1
need only take place henceforward at headquarters. Hith-9
erto, the full board has been required to meet to conduct
these examinations, and it has been a source of expense
and trouble. The members of the board are scattered
over the western part of the Dominion, and it is now pro-0
posed that the examination can take place before onet
member, and the papers be sent in to the board here int
Ottawa. It is proposed to provide that the swearing in
may take place before a judge of the Supreme Court. Thisq
system wili be less expensive than the system of local
board and will tend to a greater uniformity in the stand-
ard of examination.

Mr. BLAKE. At present the examination has to take
place before more than one of the board. Is it before the
full board?

Mr. WHITE (Cardwell). Before a quorum, I think ; that
i8, a majority. Three would be a quorum.

Mr. BLAKE. Now, it is proposed that the examination
may take place before one only ?

Mr. WHITE (Cardwell). Yes, the result being sent n.m

Mr. BLAKE. I think from the explanation of the Min-f
ister, there ought, perhaps, to be a greater facility givent
than at present exists, but the hon. gentleman will readily1
understand that it ls extremely difficult to get an equality à
in the actual test applied to the qualifications of the candi- I

date if you have the examinations taking place before a
single member of the board, and practically finally at his
disposition. It is almost essential for that purpose that
more than one of those who belong to the board should
deal with the ease. There is such a variety of temperament,
apart from the accuracy of views as to the answers, and so
forth, amongst mon, that it really is extremely difficult to
handle the caae with a correct result, as applicable to the
different people, if you have only one at each place.

Mr. WHITE (Cardwell). Such examination is to be sub-
ject to the rules and regulations made by the board and the
results are to be approved by the board.

Mr. BLAKE. Yes, but unless it is put upon a certain set
o f questions and the answers are in writing and the. whole
result is submitted to the board-

Mr. WHITE (Cardwell). I think that is what is intended.
Kr. BLAKE. It does not say so. There is nothing here

about a written examination.
Mr. WHITE (Cardwell). It leaves the board to adopt

rules and regulations.
Mr. M[LLS. It seems to me the board should prepare

the questions at each period of the examination, and that
all parties, in whatever part of the Dominion they may be
examined, should be subject to the same examination and
at the same time, and that the value of the answers given
ought to be determined by a committee of the board here,
instead of by the individual examiner before whom the
party is examined.

Mr. WHITE (Cardwell). I think that might fairly be
left to the regulations to be made by the Board itself. We
know, the claue we have just dropped shows the disposition
on the part of all boards, representing a profession of that
kind, to restrict as much as possible the number of those
who are in. The tendency in all these examinations-I
think the hon. member for West Durham (Mr. Blake) will
admit it is the case in matters of law-is rather to strengthen
the character of the examination than otherwise, and it
may fairly be left to the board to see that the examination
is not too lax, and thtat too many people do not get in under
E uch a lax examination.

Mr. BLAKE. If I rightly recollect the system which
has been adopted for Civil Service examinations it is analo
gous to that which my hon. friend has referred to.

Mr. WHITE (Cardwell). It is.

Mr. BLAKE. I think that the Civil Service system is
one of written examinations, the papers being prepared by
the central authority, and local examiners being appointed
to conduct the examination. Of course that is a more
qualifying examination, of a comparatively low grade as
compared with the scientific examination which ought to
prevail in cases of this kind. Therefore, the precautions
which Parliament thought proper to take in the case of a
comparatively low grade of Civil Service examination,
might very properly be introduced into this. The hon.
gentleman leaves everything to the board, but I have not
such great confidence in boards as he has--speaking of
boards generally.

Mr. WHITE (Cardwell). I think the tendency of exam-
ining boards is rather to restrict than to widen the door of
admission. But the case here is not precisely like the case
of Civil Service examinations. These people are not con-
fined to the employment of the Government; in fact, very
few of them are in the employ of the Government. They
take the degree of D.L S., as giving them a certain statue
in their profession, which, I think, might be fairly left to
a board of that kind. I do not think the Provincial law,
for instance, defines the exact regulations under which
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students in the profession of law are examined; that is left
to the bar, and I think we might leave this matter to a body
of that kind, who, on the whole, are more competent to
deal *ith it than we are.

On new section 88,
Mr. MILLS In this clause the hon. gentleman bas pro-

vided for the appointment of certain parties, but he does
not state for what time, whether they are appointed for one
examination or whether the appointment is permanent;
are the appointees to hold their appointment at pleasure, or
during, good behavior, as members of this examining body ?

Mr. WHITE (Cardwell). It is during pleasure, undoubt-
edly. If it was during good behavior, it would be so stated.

On new section 89,
Mr. WHITE (Cardwell). This simply proposes certain

subjects for the preliminary examination. It is to give an
ad vaage to young follows just coming from school, who
are better qualified to pass this examination than after they
have beea at work in the field for some time. We give
thom an opportunity of passing this examination just when
they bave left college, and are in a position to do so. It
simnply bsanges the time in which they may do it.

On aeír section 91,
MIr. WHITE (Cardwell). This is to remedy a defect in

the original Act which did not define the time of service
reqduired. It requires twelve months actual practice in the
field.

Xr. MILLS. I think this is a very doubtful provision.
Suppose a Frenchman, or a German, comes out to this
country, are you going to deprive him of the right of
practising hie profession, although he may.be very well
qualified, and is ready to take an examination, simply be-
cause he has not had a training under a Dominion land
surveyor ? I remember we had a case something like this
some years ago. Two young gentlemen from Aylmer came
before the boaid for examination, and one of them was ad-
mitted; the other passed an admirable examination, but it
was ascertained that ho had studied for the profession of
surveyor at an institution in the State of New York. Some
members of the board were disposed to object to him, not
because he was not well qualified, for the Surveyor General
said ho passed a most admirable examination, but because
he had not aequired his knowledge in Canada. The gentle.
man I refer to is a Mr. Aylmer, son of Judge Aylmer, I
think.

Mr. LANGELIER. I might mention a stronger case in
int, that is, the present Surveyor General. H1e never had

ben admitted as a Dominion land surveyor, though he has
been found able enough to be appointed chief surveyor of
the Dominion. Before coming to the Department of the
Interior he had been employed in Quebec for some years
as inspector of cadastral surveys, and before that he had
been an officer in the French navy, and yet ho could not
have been admitted as a Dominion land surveyor under
this regulation. It would be much to be regretted if men
of hie ability should be deprived of the right to enter the
service until they had served a regular apprenticeship of
three years. I think this clause should be amended.

Mr. WHITE (Cardwell). The requirement of three years
ser#ice' i the law as it now stands. We do not propose to
amëbd that part. The only thing we propose to do is this,
that three years being required, one of these years should
be in the field. Capt. Deville, to whom my hon. friendJ
refeês, ei himself very strongly in favor of this clause, and
the object was merely tonensure that a portion of that ser.
vie, at any rate, shallh b in the field, where a practical
knowledge can be obtained.

Xr. Mm(Crdwei).

Mr. BLAKE. There are two pointe to which I wish to
allude. One is that this additional provision ought not,
according to general principles, to be applied so as to in-
juriously affect those who may be just about approachirlg
the expiration of their term f service under the existing
regulations. Supposing a man by the 24th May would have
finished his three years service, it would be rather unrea-
sonable to say that ho should be required practically to have
four years service, because ho had not served twelve months
consecutively in the field, which up to this moment has not
been required. Unless we are going to have very exten-
Five surveys in the North-West the general reasults of the
Dominion service will not be continual service in the field.
Lt will rather be work among surveyed lands. You must
not make a permanent law with respect to a somewhat
exceptional state of things. You should not requite that
the mon in order to be examined should have been at work
on some of the large Dominion surveys, which are now
being undertaken to a more limited extent than fornerly,
and of course there will be a much smaller number of per-
sons employed on them.

Mr. WHITE (Cardwell). The hon. gentleman will observe
that mention is made of three years, in which period the
twelve months wili be included. I take it that the meaning
is twelve months active work in the field spread over the
three years. The hon, gentleman appears to think that
the surveys would necessarily take place in the North-
West. The work may be done anywhere.

Mr. BLAKE. I pointed out that the work was not in
the nature of continuous work such as there would be on a
large survey. The hon. gentleman has not answered the
point with regard to persons about compieting their course
of study under the existing law.

Mr. WHITE (Cardwell). I will make enquiries as to how
that would apply, and will consider the matter.

On section 16,
Mr. MILLS. Will the hon, gentleman explain the change

proposed.
Mr. WHITE (Cardwell). Provincial land surveyors

commissioned after 14th April, 1872, are now entitled to
obtain a certificate as Dominion land surveyors without
examination, other than with respect to the ,sytem of sur-
vey of Dominion lands. The standard of qualiication is
different in all the Provinces, Quebec and Ontario only
having the standard at all similar to the Dominion standard.
The clause is proposed to be amended so as to require that
Provincial land survoyors shall pass a similar examination
to Dominion land surveyors, in order to obtain certificates
as Dominion land surveyors.

Mr. BLAKE. lis it proposed that those persons shall
pass a general examination as well as a specific examina-
tion in regard to Dominion lands surveys ?

Mr. WHITE (Cardwell). Yes.

On sub.section 2,
Mr. WHITE (Cardwell). This clause of the Act as it

now stands provides for the admission of surveyors of
three years' service in any part of Her W4ajesty'ts dominions
other than tho Provinces of Canada. It is pointed out by
the Board of Examiners that a man may go to the Maritirno
Provinces and obtain, without the requisite certificate, a
Provincial certificate and present himseolf for examination
as a Dominion land surveyor; and the amendment is
intended to prevent this.

On sub-section 3,
Mr. WHITE (Cardwell). The menorandum I have is

that this is to confine the privilege of examination after
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one year's service to civil engineers and graduates of
the al ilitary College. The amendment places it
in the diseretion of the Board of Examiners to say whether
the instruction in any college or university is of the kind,
required by the Act. The statement that no coilege or'
university except the Royal Military College furnishes that
instruction is, I think, wrong, because the technical depart-
ment of McGill does so-I do not know how it is at Toronto
Univerity-and we must, therefore, take care that this
privilege is not restricted to any one college.

Mr. MELLS. The information on which this clause is
based is érroneous. There is special instruction given at
Toronto University on this subject, and also in McGill
College, and I believe aiso in Victoria; and that being the
case, it seems to me this is merely an attempt to make a
close guild, and thus prevent the admission of others as
Dominion land surveyors. The whole of these clauses are
objeotionable. They constitute a departure from the
principle that should be observed in granting certificates as
Dominion land surveyors. It is no doubt right and proper
for the Government to constitute a board to see that those
who engage in the business of Dominion land surveying are
persons possessing the necessary scientific attaimments; but
I do not think beyond that the Government should go. I do
not think, for instance, in a country like this, where we are
seeking to encourage immigration and additions to our
population> that we ought to say to all parties when they
conte here from abroad, that unless you are prepared to
become hewers of wood and drawers of water we do not
want you; that if you are educated mon and men of scien-
tific attainments you have no business here. I do not think
that is the policy we should adopt in this Parliament, and
it isf a policy, I eau assure the bon. gentleman, which is
practically being adopted by these provisions of the
Bill. It does not matter how or where he obtains his know-
ledge, or how long he was in obtaining it, what we want to
know is if he possesses the knowledge, and if he does, he
should be at liberty to apply it quite as readily as any per.
son born in the country. I am certain that so long as we
adopt the policy of trying to exclude educated men and
make this profession a close guild, we are not likely to
secure any other class. The admission of educated men
from abroad to participate in those professions wbich belong
to educated mon, will largely contribute to bring others of
a different class into the country. I am sure the hon. 'gen-
tleman has not been well advised with regard to this clause.
I remémber that, in 1879, when the Surveyor General,
acting ùnder the instructions of the board, of which he was
the head, was amkione trhàt provisions of this sort should be
adopted at that time; but I objected very strongly, because I
beliéved that the principle was an unsound one, and Ithink
the hon. gentleman is making a mistake in pressing these
particular clauses. The changes should be in the opposite
direction.

Mr. WHITE (Cardwell). I do not think the hon. gentle-
man's interpretation of the clause is correct. It seems to
me it must be a matter ôf great consequence to us to encour-
age in every way in all the professions, and this along with
others, the obtaining of a liberal education in connection
with them. No one can doubt that a four years' course in the
Royal Military College or a two years' course in the tech
nical branch of any university or college where engineci ing
is taught, is botter than two years' service in the office of
a Dominion land surveyor. Now, the only effect of this
clause is to subztitute either a four years' course in the
Royal Military College or a two years' course in any univer-
sity or oollege-not merely in Canada but wherever it may be
situated-the certificate that they have taken the degree of.
civil engineer in those colleges, for two years' service in a
Dominion land aurveyor's office. A year's service in the1
aektlis required the same as in the other; w. do not propose

to restriet that in the least; and I think, having regard to
the importance of getting educated men into the professions,
the provision is a good one and one which does not bear the
restrictions which the hon. gentleman has mentioned.

Mr. BLAKE. The clause which it is proposed to amend
did not include speçifically the graduates of the Royal Mili-
try College. There was an attempt made at one time, I
remember, to include them preforentially, but that attempt
was rosisted, and to some extent resented, by those who
represented other institutions which were not included. I
see no reason, baving regard to the course pursued in the
Royal Military College, why the graduates of that institution
should not be placed on precisely the same footing which
the law proposes to place the graduates of other institutions
which deal with this subject, as, for instance, the University
of Toronto where there is a course specially devoted to this
matter, under the authority of the Provincial Government,
and I believe also in McGill College. But I think they may
abject, and not unreasonably, to the proposed re-introduo.
tion of a sort of preferential statement in connection with
the graduates of the Royal Military College. You assert by
Act of Parliament that the board shail have no right to
discuss the question whether the course of the Royal Military
College is adequate or not. It has the right to deal with
the question as to all the others; I do not complain of that ;
but I see no reason why you should place the Royal Military
College in a different position. We trust to the board, and
we are told we ought to leave a great deal to the board, and
what we do not leave to them we should take in trust from
them, and therefore I think we might leave this to them as
well as the others.

Mr. WHITE (Cardwell). The Royal Military College is
an institution under the direct control of the Dominion
Parliament and Government. We fix the studies; we have
the whole control of it ; it is sustained at great expense for
the purpose of specially train ig young mon in engineering,
civil and military; that is the special object of that
college, and we really require a four years'
term there, while we only require a two years'
course in the others. We mention the Royal Military
College simply because 10 is not a uùiner-sity, but
an institution which we have ourselves established for the
special purpose f training young men for thiq profosion,
and I do not think it is unreasonable that we should men-
tion a certificate from that college as being tadken in lieu of
two years' service in the office of a Dominion land r-ur-
veyor. We also say that two years' service in any brauch
of a university which has a branch dealing with this par-
ticular subject shall have the same effect.

Mr. BLAKE. The hon. gentleman makes a little too
much of the four years' course. The hon. gentleman knows
that the law is not so regardless of the facts as he pute it,
because he acknowledges that he puts in two years' course
for the other universities. The young man at the Royal
Military College begins as a boy, and be has to study a great
deal more thafi surveying and engineering. He is engaged
in the ordinary studies of youth for a considerable portion
of tfle time-

Mr. WHITE (Cardwell). Not for a long time.

Mr. BLAKE. Well, I have sccn the course of studies,
and I think most of the ordinary studies of youth aee pur-
sued, with the exception of Latin.

Mr. W HIl tE (Cardwell). The others are largely optional.

Mr . BLAK E. Of course, two years com pared with the
four year s in the sense in which the two years are put in
the one institution and the four years in the other, do not
make as great a difference practically as the hon. gentleMan
implies.
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Mr. WHITE (Cardwell). I do not attach much import-
ance to the question of four years or two, but what [ do
attach importance to is that we have established by Par-
liament and have voted large sums to a college specially
devoted to these very studios, and therefore when we are
dealing with that profession it is not too much to name
that college and to say that taking a course in it shall stand
in lieu of the two years' service in a surveyor's office, or a
two years' course in any college in which these subjects are
taught.

I{Mr. DAWSON. With reference to what the hon. mem.
ber for Bothwell (Mr. Mills) bas said, while there can be
no objection to admitting foreigners and professional men
generally, still as regards surveying, no matter what the
surveyor's attainments may be, practice in the field is as
essential to proficiency as any course in any university
whatever. It is a necessary part of bis training.

On section 17,
Mr. WRITE (Cardwell). In a previous clause we added

to the preliminary examination certain subjects which under
the old law belonged to the final examination. We here
deduct them from the final examination. The rest of the
new clause 99 is substantially the same as before.

Mr. BLAKE. I must say that for my part I have very
great objection to the system of examining everybody upon
oath. I think the hon. gentleman had better reconsider
the new clause 100, which makes such a provision.

Mr. WHITE (Cardwell). What is the objection?

Mr. BLAKE. My opinion is that you are lowering the
general standard of morality and truth in the country when
y ou are continually calling upon people to be examined on
oath, implying that you cannot take their word.

Mr. WHITE (Oardwell). In that view I quite concnr
with the bon. gentleman. I think if oaths could be abolished,
except in rare cases, and with surroundings of special
solemnity, it would be of great advantage. I will drop this
clause.

Mr. MILLS. The clause in the Act as it stands, makes a
similar provision, and the hon. gentleman should declare
that section 100 is hereby repealed.

Mr. WHITE (Cardwell). I think we had botter not
repeal it until I speak to the Surveyor General to see if any
general cases have rendered this necessary.

On section 18,
Mr. WHITE (Cardwell). As proposed to be amended,

the new clause 101 would permit a surveyor to be sworn in
before a judge of any superior court, instead of requiring
him to come to Ottawa to be sworn in before the board as
at present.

On section 19,
Mr. WHITE (Cardwell). The arrangement of subjects

in this clause has been aitered, and some changes have been
made in the wording, but that is all.

On section -20,
Mr. WRITE (Cardwell). The only change proposed in

this clause is that a foc of $2 shall be paid to the secretary
of the board by each surveyor who receives a certificate as a
topographical surveyor, and also that a fee of $2 shall be
paid for testing a surveyor's standard of length.

Mr. BLAKE. Are these fees for the use of the board?

Mr. WRITE (Cardwell). No; they are paid to the
Minister of Finance and the Beoeiver eneral.

MI. BLA.

Mr. BLAKE. That is provided in sub-clause 6, but it
does not appear in sub-clauses 7 and 8. I think the board
has rather come it over the hon. gentleman.

Mr. WHITE (Cardwell). Not very seriously.
Mr. BLAKE. No; it is something for "the boy." How

is the secretary paid, and did ho draw these sub-clauses ?
Mr. WHITE (Cardwell). He gets no salary. These are

fees by which ho is paid.
Mr. BLAKE. How has ho subsisted up to this time? 1

think before we fix these commissions, if this secretary has
been serving the public up to this time gratuitously, and is
now to be paid by fees, we ought to know what his duties
are, and what the result of the fees will be.

Mr. WHITE (Cardwell). I will try and get the hon.
gentleman all the information. I have been told that ho
has been paid nothing, and as to how much the fees will
amount to in the future, I cannot give that information,
because it will depend on the number who will apply for
examination as Dominion land surveyors.

Mr. BLAKE. But we can ascertain how many have been
examined for some years back, and we can apply the ordi-
nary methods of averages and calculation.

On section 2,
Mr. BLAKE. Is the secretary to attend the examination ?

Mr. WHITE (Cardwell). Hâe attends every 1meeting of
the board.

Mr. BLAKE. This is an additional emolument for the
secretary. I thought ho was going to have nothing but
the former fees, but he is to recoive a certain sum for each
day's sitting. May I ask who is the secretary?

Mr. WHITE ((Cardwell). Mr. Syrmes of the Surveyor
General's office, is the secretary. Hitherto he has been
receiving fees for ordinary Dominion land surveyors'
examinations, but these fees are for those who go up for
examination in the higher branches, such as topography,
end they average from 8100 to $150 a year.

The committee rose and reported progress.

• CANADIAN PACIFIC RAILWAY.

Mr. MoLELAN moved that the House resolve itself into
committee to consider certain proposed resolutions (p. 662)
respecting the Canadian Pacifie Railway Company.

Mr. BLAKE. Surely the hon, gentleman is going to
make some explanation of this.

Mr. MoLELAN. In moving that you, Mr. Speaker, do
now leave the Chair, I do not consider it necessary to enter
very largely into an explanation of the matter, as the reso.
lutions very fully explain the object in view,'which is unlike
other propositions that have been made to the House res-
peeting the Canadian Pacifie Railway for very many years,
and upon which thore has been very lengthy, and
sometimes very fierce discussion. I think that the proposal
submitted in these rosolutions is one that will commend
itself to the IHouse and to the country at large. The object
in view is to enable the Government to make a settlement
in full with the Canadian Pacifie Railway Company, to
receive back the $20,000,000 secured by bonds, and
to make a settlement for the amount that romains secured
upon the lands of the company. In 1881, Parliament was
called upon and confirmed the contract entered into
by the Government for the construction of the «Pacifie
Railway, giving the eompany for that work $25,000,000
in cash and 25,000,000 acres of land as the subsidy,
and agreeing to complet. certain portions of the
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road. The company entered upon the work, and prose.
cuted it with great vigor and energy, and came to us in
1884 with the proposition that, if we advanced or loaned to
thon $.2,500,000 and $7,500,000, in round numbers
$30,000,000, they would complete the road five years earlier
than the time named in the contract. The House, after a
lengthy discussion, agreed to that proposition, with the
expectation of receiving the road five years in advance
of the time mentioned in the contract, the contract being
for 1894, and the proposition being that, if they received
the loan of money, they would give us the road in 1886, the
present year. This proposition required that the rate of
progress should be very active. That rate of progreas
necessitated a very much larger outlay than would have
been necessary had the company consumed the five years
additional in completing their contract. Every man who
has been connected with public works, who has had any
experience of them, knows that a great deal depends upon
the rate of progress and the time which is given to
the accomplishment of the contract. Shortening the
period by five years necessitated a very much larger
outlay by the Canadian Pacific Railway Company than
if they had consumed the whole ton years in the
construction of the road. The objecte to be obtained
by the Dominion in securing the road five years
earlier than originally proposed were sufficient to induce
the Government to accept their proposition, and the
$30,000,000 was loaned. At the time they made this pro-
position, the Government had made a very large expendi-
ture-sonewbere near $50,000,000 in subsidy to the com-
pany, in payments to contractors for the portions executed
by the Government, in the surveys, and in various sub-
sidies to other lines. In making that expenditure, the Gov-
ernment believed that, at some time, when the road was
running, we should receive at the least what was equiva-
lent to the interest on that outlay, not directly, but
indirectly; that is, that, in the general benefits to the coun.
try at large, there would be a return at least equiva-
lent to the interest on that outlay. Otherwise, I
assume that the Government would not undertake an
expenditure for the construction of a woik if they had not
expectation that, either directly or indirectly, there would be
a return equivalent to the interest upon the expenditure.
Now, if we take that view of the case, we find that we bave
received the advantages and the benefits of an expenditure
of n arly $50,000,000 five years in advance of the time
specified in the contract with the company. The
value of that to us, as a mere matter of in-
terest, assuming that the indirect advantages of having
that road running is equivalent only to the interest upon
the money, amounts to a saving to us of fi om $9,000,000 to
810,000)00 by getting the running of it and the advantages
of it five years earlier than the time mentioned in the con-
tract. We have been the gainers in this respect, while the
company bas incurred a very much larger expenditure by
hastening the construction so much sooner than was con-
templated by the contract. In 1885, the company came
again to us and said : You see that we have made very rapid
progress with the work; it is very near completion; but
the money which you, under the Bill of 1884, agreed to
advance us, is not quite sufficient to complote all our under-
takings in respect to that road sud its equipment; and
they asked us to modify the condition of things which were
accorded under the Bill of 188 1. Their proposition in 1885,
as theI House remembers, was that we should divide the
indebtedness, that $20,000,000 should be payable to us in
cash, secured by $20,000,000 in bonds, that $9,889,000 should
be secured upon the lands of the company alone, and that
we should advance them a further sum of $5,000,000.
This was agreed to by the House, the $5,000,000 were
granted, making the total amount advanced to the company,
835,00 00,. The undertaking of the oompany, in foating

a portion of the $35,000,000 of the last year's arrangement,
wa successful, and the 85,000,000 were returned to the
Government. They come now with a proposition to re-pay
to us ithe 820,000,000 secured by the 820,000,000 in bonds,
and that we shall set apart a portion of land for the
$9,889,000 that was secured under last year's arrangement
upon the whole lands of the company. The amount that
has been drawn of the $20,000,000 secured upon bonds is
819,150,700, the interest upon which has been paid up to
the 21st January last. There remains, then. as secured
upon the lands under the Act of last year, $9,880,912, upon
which there has been no interest paid since the 20th July
last. The proposition is that we shall take for that sum
and the interest up to thei st May, amounting in all to
$10,189,000, lands at $1.50 per acre ; that would amount to
6,793,014 acres. The amount of lands under the original
contract to be given to them was 25,000,000 acres. Of
these there bave been sold 3 465,3!5 acres, and there remains
unearned, of the original 25,000,000, 600,988 acres, leaving
as earned by the company and unsold, 20,933,617 acres. The
proposition is made that we take the land at $1.50 per acre,
and that would leave with ns 6,793,000 acres, and the
company would have 14,140,633 acres, that are at present
earned, and when the whole 25,000,000 are earned there
would still remain with them, after what bas been sold and
what will be set apart to settle the lien we have upon the
land-there would still be in the bands of the company
14,741,821 acres. The proposition is to pay us the $20,000,-
000 five years before it is actually due. The House will
remember that the rate of interest they are paying to us
upon the $20,000,000 is 4 per cent., while the bonds that
have been issued are bearing 5 per cent. interest. The
inducement of the company to change a 4 per cent. for a 5
per cent. bond, is. as claimed, in the benefit that will accrue
to them from baving entire control, with the exception of
the lien, of the land grant bonds that hava been issued of
11,1 50,000 acres of land. The company have represented
to us that a large amount of capital is still necessary to put
the road in such a position that it may compete with all
the American roads, and that will be sufficient for the
traffic that they believe will corne to it from both the
east and the west, their desire to make it a road
second to rone on the confinent ; a road that will be
calculated, in its connections east and west, to draw
to this continent and to the Dominion of Canada
a very large trade and traffil through it, and they claim
that it is necessary they should have control of as much of
the land as possible, which remains the only means they
have of raising the necessary capital to carry ont their
undertaking. The Government believe it to be desirable,
first, to secure the $20,000,000 cash -very desirable
indeed, as it would prevent us again from going into the
money market to borrow to pay off the floaing indebted.
ness of the Government at the present time. If we bad
gone into the mark3t and could have borrowed on terms
as favorable as Sir Leonard Tilley borrowed last year, it
would have cost us nearly a quarter of a million; that is,
the continual payment of commissions and the payment of
interest on the other side, would have amounted to nearly
a quarter of a million dollars more, as compared with
receiving twenty millions in cash at the present time.
There would then be, supposing we could float a loan upon
the same terms as SirLeonard Tilley floated his loan last year,
a saving of over $200,000 in getting ready cash from the
company. In ri spect to the $10,000,000 that is laid upon
the land only in the first place,I have stated to the House that
we bave not been receiving interest upon thatsince last July.
Under the arrangement of last year the interest is to be
paid from the sales of land, and in default of payment of
interest from the sales of land, an authority was given
to the Government to order the land to be sold to meet that
interest. This would oontinually have brought us into
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conflict with the company ; to have forced the sales of these is the nature of the propositions which are submitted and
Dominion lands would have depreciated the value of the contained in the resolutions before the House.
land in the markets of the worId and would have been a
damage both to the Government and to the company. We Mr. BLAKE. Mr. Speaker, I am sorry that these pro',
have, then, considered that it was both in the interest of posals should have been laid before the House, but I cannot
the company and the Government in respect to the land say I am surprised, for I never believed that the loan which
upon which the ten million are hold as a mortgage, that ihe Government invited us to contribute to the Canadian
we should take sufficient of the land at $1.50 per acre to Pacifie Railway would be paid in full. I feared that their
meet that amount of capital snd the interest up to the 1st promises, which they made in 1884,'would be broken. I
May, and that we should be free to dispose of them as we suspected that preparations were being made for the break-
thought best, and that the company should be free to ing of them in 1885; and my fears of 1884 and my suspi-
dispose of the other portions as they thought best, in order cions of 1885 are realised to-night in 1886. What is the
to raise sufficient capital to enable the company to complote nature of the proposals before us? The Canadian Pacifie
their undertakings in connection with this great work. Railway Company's shareholders have paid into that com-
Of the $20,000,001 secured by the bonds $19,150,700 have pany $29,500,000 for their stock. At the recent prices of
been drawn, leaving unpaid 8819,300 and there is yet un- that stock, prices which prevailed within a short period,
earned $708,400. Of the original subsidy there remains though they may not be the prices of the moment, it was
unpaid $600,988 and of land 600,988 acres. It is estimated worth in the market about $43,500,000. That is an advance
by the engineers that there is required to complote the con- of $13,000,000 or 44 per cent. upon the average price which
tract on the eastern section $25,000, on the central section the company themselves realised for the stock. Thus, for
$284,000, in all $309000; for which there romains of the each $100 which the shareholders paid into the company
original subsidy $60t,000 in round figures, and of lands they can get on the market $144 at recent prices, and ina
600,000 acres. The unpaid money of the original subsidy addition they have received very large dividends upon their
and the -unearned land of the original grant is held to be investment, from the time that investment was made up to
more than sufficient to guarantee the completion of the road the present time. That is the financial position of the com-
wàich is estimated to cost $309,000. In addition, there bas pany's stockh2lders in whose favor we are asked to
been a temporary structure made somewhere in the mour- make this arrangement to-day. Ouly two years aga
tains, and it is estimated that the unearned subsidy and we loaned that company an enormous sum of money,
unearned lands will be more than sufficient to complote about $30,000,000, the groater proportion of which was
both. Under the original contract power was given practically loaned them in order to secure their own divi-
to the company to issue $25,000,000 worth of mortgage dond3. That was the purpose of more than half the loan. They
bonds upon the land to be handed over to themn were to repay us this money, both that whieh was to secure
and issued as the land was earned. 85,000,000, of the their dividends and that which was to be used in the work,
$25,000,000 was held by the Government as a guarantee with interest at 5 per cent. That was the bargain of two
for the running of the road after completion; $8,U96,000 years ago. And now we are asked to give up our claim to
are still held by the Government and $3,568,000 are in the the repayment of ten millions of this money, to add ten
hands of the public. It is proposed that the $8,996,000 in millions to our net debi, to add over $400,000 a year to our
the hands of the Government shall be cancelled and that as interest charge in order to relieve these shareholden from
far as possible those in the bands of the public shall be the payment of that $400,000 a year, with which they are
cancelled and exchanged for new bonds, to be issued upon onerated, although under the less advantageous arrangement
the land that will remain with the company after setting of 1885, onerated in a manner inferior te t t iunder the
apart $6,000,000 odd in liquidation of the $9,000,000 that original arrangements. Lt is proposed in effect to add
lies as a m9rtg9go upon the whole. It is propoed in the 8100,000 to the profits of the shireholderc3of thatecompany,
resolutions that the company shall have power to issuo and the taxpayers of Canada are asked to accomplish this
new land grant bonds and to such an amount per acre as result. The company in th- announcemet they mpade ou
shall be approved by the Governor in Council, not exceed- the recent issue of the balance of the $35,000,000pf their de-
ing 82 per acre, and these shall be in substitution of the benture debt, declared that notwithstanding the disadvan-
land grant bonds that are now out and issued under the tages under which they labored through the non-completion
old and original arrangement, And it is proposed of the system, they have earned a net profit over
that the 85,000,000 in the bands of the Government the fixed charges of $100,000 lst year. The fixed charges
as security for the running of the road may be exchanged include the payment of interest, include the interest on the
for a like amount of the new issue. It it asked in these reso- Government debt, and therefore it is proposed to add
lutions that the Governmentshall have the right to mortgage $400,000 to the sum of the net profits already realised by
the Algoma Branch. Under the original arrangement that the company. Now, it is to be remembered that theco M-
i ight was taken away from the company, but under the pany and the Government declared that the diseonnection,
proposition of last year it was given back to the company the non-completion of the system is a great obstacle to the
that it might mortgage the branch for the extension of the creation of more profits. I know they told us other stories
branch itself. It is proposed in these resolutions to restore in former times, but of late years this has been thoir story,
the power te mortgage that branch and to return to them, and they say that on its completion it will become an
upon settlement of the accounts, certain bonds held of the immediately profitable enterprise. The First Minister
Ontario and Quebec Railway. In fact it is proposed simply declared, in his place in Parliament, that the ends of the
by these resolutions that we shall receive back &20,000,UO road would be the most profitable, that that had been
in cash, that we shall take sufficient lands of the original demonstrated, and therefore it is * an enterprise of this
land grant to set against $9,889,000, which is the mortgage description which is to make such vast profits, which is now
upon them; that we shall settie up all accounts wiLh the on the eve of completion-sometimes we are told it is fin-
Canadian Pacifie Railway Company, and that we shall ished, sometimes that it is just about finished, and sometimes
enable them to proceed entirely, or as far as possible, inde- hon. gentlemen tell us, when occasion requires, that it will
pendently of the Government and work out their own cost a great deal more to finish it, and that we n4ust
destiny. These are the propositions contained in the reso- enlarge the capital account for that purpose-but jst
lutions before the House, and I assume that more particular about finished, we will say, and therefore ready to
details may be given in committee. In general terms this enter on its career of large profits; it is with rofu-

Mr. MehILAN.
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ence to that enterprise t hat the taxpayers of Canada
are invited to contribute $100,000 to add to their
profits and to make us that much poorer. Now, I should
have been gla 1, if I could at all possibly consistently with
the truth, to find myself able to acknowledge to-night
that in the forecasts which the Government bas made from
time to time, when they were inviting this House to
enter on the Canadian Pacifie Railway poliey, in the
forecasts they made as to the results of that policy-with
reference to the railway itself, with reference to the North-
West immigration, with reference to North-West settlement,
with reference to the North-West lands, with referenco to
the loans and advances which were made to the company-
I say I should be delighted if I were able, consistently with
the truth, to acknowledge that the forecast of hon. gentle-
men had been accurate and that my own more gloomy
views had turned out to be incorrect. I am not able to
acknowledge that, and I eau hardly be called on to
acknowledge it, when I heard the Finance Minister make
a moment ago such a complete travesty of what some
of those expectations were, when ho declared the
modest views of what the expectations of the Government
were in incurring this expenditure-that they hoped in some
indirect way to obtain something equivalent to the interest
of 4 per cent. on $50,000,000-1 shall have to point out, in
view of that declaration, what the expectations of the Gov-
ernment really were, what their pledges to Parliament
really were, what they stated was to be the result of the
policy of which we are discussing another phase and an-
other de velopment to-night. In considering that subject,
I wish to point out first of ail that the Ministers pledged
themselves most absolutely to the finality of the obligations
under the Canadian Pacifie Railway contract, and arrange-
ments which they proposed to us; secondly, that they pro-
mised us as the result of the active Canadian Pacifie Railway
policy which they proposed in the spring of 1880, and on-
larged in the winter of 1880-81, enormous advantages from
the rapid construction of the road through the great develop-
ment by immigration to the North-West, and the introduc-
tion in great numbers from the old world of new taxpayers
into our North-West dominions; next, that they declared
that the Canadian Pacifie Railway policy which they pro.
posed to us would result in the very rapid sale of the
Crown lands; so that overy cent of our expenditure
in connection with the Canadian Pacifie Railway, with
the interest, would be paid to us out of the sales
of those lands, and no burden would be imposed on the
country at all; next, t.hat they doeclared that the railway
company would itsolf build branches ail over the North-
West with a view to utilising its land grant, and that as aj
result of the subsidy in land and money, which we gave ini
the year 1881, we would secure not merely the constructioni
of the main lino but also the construction, free of cost to us,1
whether in land or in money, of the branches and feedersà
which were admitted then, as they are adnitted now, to be1
absolutely essential to the development of the North-1
West; next, that they declared that the railway companyi
was going to do the immigration work which otherwise we
would have to do, afld so that a large saving of expenseE
would be obtaiued by the Government; and further, that the
monopoly which they proposed would not affect-could not
affect-Manuioba, and would not injuriously affeot the otheri
Territories; and la4tly, that they would secure-and theyi
professed they had secured- arrangements for fair play andi
free competition between the different eastern portions ofi
the Dominion, notably the Province of Ontario and thei
Province of Quebec, by the conditions which theyi
imposed on the Canadian Pacifie iRailway as to the rates of
freight to the neutral point, Callander, as between the roadsi
constructed or projected in the Province of Ontario and thei
Province of Quebec. Now, Sir, on ail these pointe the 1
forecasts and pledges of hon. gentlemen have been falsiftedi

ls

by events. First of ail, as to the fûnality of the bargain,
Yo recollect that the subventions which we were asked to
give in the year 1881, were thon denominated b the
Ministi y as large, ample, liberal, and the hon. gentleman
who now leads the House specially declared that thqy were
so of set purpose, in order to avoid what might othorwise
happen-the Company coming to us again Session after
Session for further aids. They said we want at once to
make this final, to get the business ended by giving large
and liberal subventions at first so that there may be no
fut ther demands upon Parliament. What they said I
wanted, was, that the subventions should be so pared
down that the Government would come and say, we
did not give them enough and we must give them moeo.
In 1884, having made in 1881 these final arrangements, the
element of finality having beau so specially dwolt upon by
the thon Minister of Railways (Sir Charles Tupper) y the
First Minister, by the Minister of Pnblic Works, as the great
joy of the occasion, as the thing upon whieh we should con-
gratulate ourselves in 1881, in 1884, they came tous and asked
us to lend $30,000,000 to make the final agreement finally
final. We were told thon that it was a profitable 5 per cent.
investment. If I recollect aright, the present Minister of
the Interior pointed out that there was really a gain to be
made, that it was a prudent investment; we were borrowing
money at I per cent. and were going to lend it to the rail-
way company at 5 per cent.; and yet the hon. gentleman
to-night talked about this being a losing transaction I And as to
there being any risk of the principal and interest at 5 per
cent. not being repaid to us, the idea was scouted by the
Government and their supporters. It was calculatedthat we
were going to get back our principal and our interest at 5 per
cent, and so make a very good thing out of this loan. We
were also told that this loan was to provide ample funds;
that the road was being built a little faster than originally
intended; but it was obvious that there would be a severe
compotition between this and other transcontinental high-
ways, notably the Northern Pacifie; and it was neooessary
that we should have a first-class outfit for our road in order
that it might compote on good terms; and so we were to lend
the money necessary-a good investment, sure to be
returned with 5 per cent.-to put the road in a firat-olas
po.sition; and the arrangement was to be finally final. We
were also asked during the same Session, and partly
in a previons Session, to engage for about $12,000,000
more in connecion with the completion of the work,
in accordance with the enlarged ideas-in connection
with the settlement with British Columbia in the west,
and in connection with the arrangements for inding
an Atlantic port, and, aiso, for the relief of the Province
of Quebec from its contribution towards the extension
into that Province. We were told that all these arrange-
ments were ample for these purposes, and the finally fuai
arrangement was finally final for just one year. For, in
the year 1885, we were asked to add some millions more to
those eastern engagements, because they were found
inadequate. We were also asked to lower the rate of
interest on the loan from 5 per cent. to 4 per cent. The
somewhat hard-headed and elose-handed views of hon.
gentlemen when they were persuading us to lend the
630,000,000, had changed in the course of twelve short
monthe, and it was thought rather a mean thing to ask the
railway company for 5 per cent. They forgot that it wa they
who were mean, for it was they who had made the bargain;
but they thought that the Dominion of Canada ought to be
above asking more than 4 per cent., as we were told that
was all that the money cost us; thongh now we hear the
Minister of F'inance saying that we are paying commissions
when we borrow the money, and paying commissions
when we pay the interest and when we get the loan
back, @o that the money is costing us more than 4 per
cent., and it is really paying as to get back the loan. It
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is really difficult to follow the hon. gentleman's calcula-
tions, and derive any particular result from the calculations
of more than one occasion. We were also asked at that
time, in 1885, to enlarge the borrowing powers of the con-
pany to a considerable extent. We were told that further
demands were made upon the company's resources, with the
view of making the complete equipment, and the admirable
road, more complete and more admirable still; and a sum of
$15,000,000 more was wanted. We re-adjusted the security
system of the company, with the view of enabling it to get
from the public $15,000,000 more money, which it did get,i
in order that its equipment might be made ample, and
its construction perfect. We were also then asked
to impair our securities on which the interest had been
lowered to 4 per cent.-to impair them as to the bulk
and as to the $10,000,000, roundly speaking, which it is
now proposed to adjust by these resolutions. So that ouri
position was that the arrangement which was final in the1
year 1881, and which was made finally final in the year 1884,1
was proposed to be altered again in order that it might bu
made finally finally final in the year 1885 in those various
matters. But there was one thing, Sir, that we were not
asked to do; we were not asked to buy back our own land
grant in order to supply the company with f urther resources
Parliament was not asked to do that; the company asked
the Government to do it, but the Government-as I thought
then and said, and as I think now, thangh they have
changed their minds-wisely de.lined. They dcclined the
proposal made to them by the company that they should1
take back a portion of the land grant, and release a portion
of this obligation. They declared that they would not ask1
Parliament.to agree to these terme; they declared ihey'
would still insist on the debt being continued ani being1
paid; but they professed to be anxious that it should bei
secured on the remaining land grant of the company, being1
far the largest proportion of its 21,500,000 acres, subject to a1
comparatively small portion of outstanding bonds-becauseï
for this purpose I may set aside the 5,000,000 of bonds held asi
security for operation-I say that the 21,500,000 acres were1
referred to us as good security for the $10,000,000 upon whicht
it was to be placed. We pointed out the inconveniences oft
this arrangement. The hon. gentleman is painfullyalivetot
those inconveniences to-night. He has urged how incon-î
venient the situation is. le says, here we are, we have nott
had any interest since the lst of July last; we cannot getL
it; the lands have not produced it. We told him lastt
Session they would not, but he did not believe it then. HeE
says it is rather awkward for us to force a sale of lands
-it would depreciate the price of the other Dominion landst
if we do. We told him last Session that this would be his1
situation, but he did not believe it then, and he comes to us
to-night saying, I have made such a bad arrangement, con- b
trary to your advice last Session, that now, to get out of
this hobble, we muet buy back some of the lands absolutelyL
and give up the debt pro tanto. This is a more rapid step in s
the direction of the result which was predicted last Session i
than a good many people expected. We were not asked to r
do this then, but we are asked to do it now. We were toldv
then that this arrangement of 1885 would provide ampler
funds for every purpose-that the company would be free t
to accomplish the great and enlarged objects which had 1
been set before the country by the Government and the I
company as to be accomplished by means of the new a
arrangement. Now, in the year 1886, we are told that that e
again is a mistake, and that further large sums are required 1
by the company, and that it is necessary to give them fur- p
ther relief in order that those sums may be obtained and U
those results attained. We are asked by the Government 4
now to do what the Government refused to submit to us fer o
our approval or consideration last year. The company t.
then made this proposal to them, but they would not even ,w
brin it down, because they said they did not intend to W

r.BLAgE.

agree to it. They waited until they could make other terms
with the company, and those other terms they brought
down. Now, the terme are that this 810,00 ,000 is to be
added to our net debt, that this $400,000 a year is to be
added to our interest charge, and that the capital account
of the company is to be swollen by an indefinite number of
millions more, to be borrowed, in order to make the bargain
finally, finally, finally final until the next year or the year
after. So much for the pledge of finality; so much for
the assurances given to us in the year 1881 that the
matter was satisfactorily gone and done with by the
arrangement for $25,000,000 and 25,000,000 acres of land.
Then, with reference to the predictions and pledges of the
Government, as to the result of their rapid Canalian Pacifie
Railway policy on the increase of population in the North-
West, a vital subject to us in more ways than one-a vital
subject to us with reference to the making of this nation; a
vital subject to us with reference to the financial strength of
this people; a vital subject to us with reference to the cost and
outcome of the undertaking into which we launched, upon
the faith of these predictions, which have been so woefully
falsified-the First Minister, in the earlier part of 1880,
promised, as a result of the land and Canadian Pacifie Rail-
way policy which was then brought down, a great immi-
gration. He went into detailed figures and calculations,
which he declared were most moderate and the result of
which could be relied upon, as the outcome of the policy on
which he was going to embark. The official figures, up to
the year 1879 allowing the estimates which I have made of
4,000 for the North-West Territory population in the year
1870, and of 1,000 for the immigration into the whole North-
West, including Manitoba, in 1870, for which two points
there are no official figures-allowing 5,000 for these two,
and adding them to the official figures, the population of
the country would stand at 53,500 in 1879, apart
fromn the natural increase. The First Minister promised us
an immigration of 245,000 between 1879 and 1885, to
which add the estimate for natural increase from the earlier
period up to 1885, say 15,000, and you get a total popula-
tion, exclusive oflIndians, in 185, of 313 500, composed of
these three elements: the first is the official figures up to
the year in which the Minister mado his statemen t,
adding only 5,000 for the two items I have mentioned;
the second element is the Minister's figure of popu-
lation for the six years following; the third element is
the natural increase. Now, he declared that to these
figures thre would be added by immigration, from 1885 to
1890, 325,000, to which, if you add for natural increase on
the whole, 44,000, you would get as à result a population in
1890 of 680,000. Sir Charles Tupper declared that no
intelligent man could doubt the accuracy of this statement;
hon. gentlemen opposite swallowed it, and they acted upon
that view. The Minister based these figures of his upon
the results in some of the Western States, and he cited the
statisties in Minnesota, Kansas, and in several other States
in which he declared the rate of progress had been most
remarkable, and he stated that we would achieve in the
various years for which he gave his figures similar
results. In answer to these statements I pointed out what
the rate and the resources of increase in the Western
Territories and States of the United States had been.
I pointed out the case of a group of twelve of these States
and Territories, the acreage of which was 6 4,000,000,1and
howed that they had a population in 1860 of 5,600,000; in
1870 of 8,640,000, making an increase of 3,040,000 on the,
population of 1860. Of that population which was there in
870, there were born in that group no less than
4,390,000 or 50 per cent.; there were born in other portions
f the United States 2,500,000 or over 29 per cent., and
here were foreign born 1,750,000 or 20J per cent. There
were thus, as I have shown, three great sources of increase
ffhich had produced the results to which the First Minister
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appealed as the basis of his calculation; first, the natural
rapid increase in a fertile and sparsely settled country,
while we, in our case, had at that time no substantial nu-
clous from which to produce a natural rapid increase;
secondly, the great immigration from the Eastern to the
Western States, while we had only one-fourth in round figures
of their reserve store of settled population from which
a surplus might be expected to flow-in round figures we
stood 4,000,000 to about 40,000,000 ; third, the enormous
foreign immigration to the States, in part direct to the
western districts and in large part to the east, having how-
ever the very important result of setting free the flow of
emigration from the east to the west of the native population
of the States. As to this laat source I pointed out that we,
for several reasons, largely political, could not hope, early
or largely, to divert the current of immigration either of Euro-
peans generally or Irish Cathoies specially from the United
States, so long as those States had, as at that time they still
continued to have, very considerable reserves of cheap and
fertile lands. Now, the general census for the States for
the later decennial period was not thon available, and
both sides had to resort to the States' censuses in the west
for information as to that period. I referred myself to two
States to which hon. gentlemen had referred, and upon
which they had relied as showing marks of the greatest
progress and prosperity ; the States of Kansas and Ne-
braska. I showed what their progress to 1879 had been,
and that, remarkable as that progress unquestionably was,
it did not furnish a ground for the estimates of hon. gent-
lemen as applied to our c andition. Well, a few months
passed over from the period of these estimates of the Gov-
ernament, and they thon brought down an altered Canadian
Pacifie Railway poicy, under which the work was to be
done, partly by the company, partly by the Government,
and in a still much shorter time, taken as whole, than was
proposed in the early part of 1880. They declared that
the altered policy, with the stimulus to be produced
by the more rapid execution of the work, and by the
great efforts and expenditure of the company, which they
were to make lu the immigration field, would have the effect
of largely accelerating the settlement of the North- 'ý est
beyond their former expectations; that it would tend further
to brighten the prospects, so bright already, which they
had set before us a few months previous. Thon, in 1883 or
1884,1it was arranged that the work should be still further
accelerated, that is, it should be fiuished in five years from
that time; and the Minister once again declared, and the
Minister of Finance again reiterated, that this acceleration
of the work would still further benefit Canada. The decla-
ration was that it should increase the volume and quicken
the flow of immigration, and every effort was made by hon.
gentlemen to verify these predictions. The declarations
which they made were of the strongest character, and they
announced some time afterwards that the tacts were
going to be as good or botter than they had stated
they would be. Now, even during the years whicht
had even preceded this acceleration, the year 1881, and
particularly the years 1882 and 1883, the Ministers
were declaring that these predictions to which I havet
referred were fulfilled and more than fulfilled, that they
had been better than their word. They were booming
the North-West to the·-utmost of their power. They regret
the boom now; thoy sometimes say it did a great deal of
harm; they speak of that regrettable inflation, the unfortu-
nate results which have happened, and so forth; but they
did all they could to produce it, and they are mainly res-
ponsible for its production and for the disastrous results
which have flowed from it. They gave official figures
of these alleged results of theirs. The official returns of the
actual immigraidon to the North-West, carrying on the
official figures from the year 1879, which I gave a white ago,
would give, for the immigration to that country, up to the

year 1885, 237,000 souls, to which, if you add 13,000 for
natural increase, you will get a total of 250,000 as those who
ought to be in the territory in the year 1885, always excluding
the Indians. Now, I am not speaking-it is as well it should
be understood-of the estimates of the hon. Minister now
the Minister of Railways. We know what hie ostimates
were. Why, I recollect one time when he told us-I for-
get the figures exactly, but something equivalent to about
twice the whole immigration which has taken place from
foreign parts, apart from the Irish immigration, as that
which he expected in one season.

Mr. POPB. I only spoke of one season, and we got them.

Mr. BLAKE. No; I asked him on several occasions
what the expected immigration was to be; and he gave
that. .But I am not speaking of the estimates. I am speak-
ing of the official declarations as to the immigrants that
actually came in, and it is by these declarations I am pro-
posing now to judge the situation; and by those, taking up
to the year 1879, the figures to which I have referred, you
find that we ought to have had 250,000 souls in the'North-
West in the year 1885. These official returns gave us for the
year 1881, in round numbers, 22,000; for 1882, 50,800; for
1883, 42,800; and for 1884, 24,400-or a total of 148,000
immigrant settlers into that country in four consecutive
years, more than every white soul that is there to-day.
I do not believe that there are many more than 125,000
whites in Manitoba and the North-West Territories at
this time, on ly about two out of five of the results
of the First iMinister's statement of what ought to be
there, only about one ont of two of the Minister's stato-
monts of those who actually did settle there. Now, what
has become of them? Where are they ? Did they ever
go in, or, if they did go in, where are they gone to ? Because
we find the official figures which indicate to us that they
went in, and I am quite convinced they are not to be found
there now. But still more, of those settlers, when the calcu-
lations were presented to us of the accession of strength and
wealth to Canada, the representation was that the great
bulk would bo from abroad. It was foreign immigration
and immigration from the Britibh Isles to the North-West
which we were to count upon mainly. In those early years,
little, indeed hardly anything was said of immigration frou'
one part of Canada to the other. But, when you look at
results, you find under the territorial census over 60 per
cent. of the white settlers are Canadian born, and less
than 40 per cent. came from abroad; and of those who
came from abroad, a considerable proportion may have been,
some I believe. were, persons who, although they did come
from abroad, had been settlers in the older parts of Canada
before they went to the North-West. On the sane ratio,
which is perhaps too favorable, there would be only about
50,000 immigrants from abroad-from the States, from the
British Isles, from the continent of Europe, from abroad, in
a word foreign-born-out of the whole immigration into
that country. Now, that is the result. We were abused
for suggesting that these estimates and these official
returns did not represent, in the first case theJprobability, in
the second case the actual fact. We were tol that we were
decrying the country; we were told that we were under-
estimating the pros3pects and the results, in order to pro.
duce evil effects; but to-day you find the situation altogether
changed; to-day you find the principal organ of the Gov-
ernment discussing this very question in very different
language. In the Mail newspaper of the 5th of this month
is an article upon the North-West, from which I quote an
extract or two:

Il We have repeated boom estimates and quoted boomsters' figures"-

Who made the boom estimates, and whose were the boom-
stors' figures ?
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"We have repeated boom estimates and quoted boomaters' figures

about everything natil we have created in our minds the vision of a
regio which does not exist anywhere on earth; and now that it has
been httered by the prosaic revelations of the census, we are weak
enough to feel srry at being undeceived.»

g.in:
" The truth l that, al things considered, the population of Manitoba

and the Territories is quite as large, placing it at 125,000 whites, as we
had any right to expect it to be. It must be remembered that in all the
new regions in the United States, the large part of the population is
American born, halling from tbe older States. There is no exception
to this rule. In Dakota, for example, according to the special census
taken in that territory last June, 269,700 settlers, out of a total of 415,000,
75 per cent. were native Americans, leaving only 35 per cent., or 145,000,
to the credit of immigration. The same strange ethnie process is at
wotk luinur Terdltories, for by the census just taken it appears that of
a white population of 23,000, no fewer than 14,200, or a little over 60
pet cent. are ofOCanadian origin. But if we must assume, in accordance
with tbiielaw, that the greater part of the future population of the
North-West is to consist of the overflow from the older Provinces, then
it ti evidént that the increase in population is sure to be slow as "com-
pad with'the Increase in the newer regions across the line, since our
reservoir of population is but a-tenth as large as theirs. Moreover, it is

ell k n that those immigrants who, next to the native-born settlers,
have h to devolop Dakota and Minnesota, viz., the Scandinavians
and Ger ns, are not to be procured for our North-West just now.
They a.vàld our Territory beeause they do not approve of our pâlitical
instutions. This is an unpalatable truth, but there it is, and we must
take account of it. The nativity tables of the foreign-born population in
Dakohta "ae not yet been compiled in detail, but the Swedes and Nor-
wegiens rank first in number, and the Germans are well up. So that,
be ngjactically- eut off frein German and Scandinavian immigration,
ud hvig ai compared with the Americans, but aasma1l overflowfrom

native sÔurdes, it is manifestly absurd to expect any tremendous rate of
dereopent in our North-West just at present. Our time will come
when the homestead lande in the United States are exhausted."

The article thon proceeds to point out the last report of the
Commissioner at Washington, showing that these reserves
have shrunk to comparatively small proportions, and, after
a quotation of that kind, the article proceeds:

"In the course of a few years Dakota will be out of the field. The
immigratiôn bureau of that territory says, in one of its monthly publica-
tions <that for Febrnry), that at the end of 1885 the area of vacant
Governmnent land, rated as agricultural land and open to.settlement,
was estimated at 20,000,000 acres, of which 18,000,000 lay in northern
Dakota For the six monthi ending 31st December, the areajof land
entered on or filed was 1,524,000 acres-ay 3,000,000 a yar. At this
rate the vacant landi will be pretty well exhausted lu seven years, and a
mau fomiable competitot Mniband mthe Territoriets tie o°.

of Europe, provided efforts are made bofore and te make the peonle
acquainted with the wealth ef our resources. Meanwhile eo proba y
need net look fer an ymiraculous development of the North-West. There
will be a iteady influx of settlers freom the Ulnited Kingdom, with a

sprinkH gfro0n the continent of Europe; but the main streamn ofimmi-
grationvwilidbtless conaist of young Canadians who, but for our
ente e opng up this grat region, would fnMd their way to the
Un tts where se many thousands of eur peeple settled in theo
das we had ne free prairie hosteads te offer.,

.That fs the. present view of those who thought we were
going t have this enormous immigration from across the
sei into the North-West in lth last few years, and in thea
few years which are to expire before 1891. Now, Sir, I
think it very plain that in these respects upon which the
Country wa s asked to embark on a scheme of rapid cons-
truction and enormous expenditure, with the promise of
immediate and tangible rceults of the most valuable
charaoter, e vents have already shown how faise were the
prediotions and how untrustworthy tho guides who led the
country into this enterprise after this fashion. iNow, then
let me taike the next point: it e the promise that our
lands would be settled set, and that eut of thom every cent
of our Canadian Pacific iRalway obligations and intersth
would be met. I do not go back before the year 1880; it
is not necessary te advert to lte older statements. In 1880
the First Miniter used these words:
of 1r th nrpoe of reeving h. people f Canad frei he bur

every second lot at an upset price, so that the road may be eventually
buTit without cesting the people ue single farthing which willfnot boe
reonped. I 6eueve that iand cau be made productive under the terme
of th resoption te complete the whole of that road, te open that un-
meuss country, and give us a magnificent railway fre ses te sea, with-
Out adding te the burden cthehe peoplor without cauing auy noces.

Mr. Buss.

sity for an increase of taxation. We can do it ail by the sale of the lands
which we hold as a sacred trust for the purpoa o! defraying the whole
expense of the construction of the Qanadian Pacifie Railway."
Again ho says:

" As the road progresses, the annual sale of lands will be more tun
sufficient to meet all possible colt of the railway."

Again:
" The proceeds of the sale of the lands will meet our engagements as

the work progresses, including claime for interest."

The hon. member for Cardwell (Mr. White), in an amend-
ment to the motion of the hon. member for North Norfolk
(Mr. Charlton), in the same Session, moved, and the House
resolved, at bis instance:

" That the policy of the Government for the disposal of the publie land
in Manitoba and the North West, is well calculated to promote the rapid
settlement of that region, and to raise the moneys required for the con-
struction of the Canadian Pacifie Railway without further burdening
the people, and that it deserves the support and approval ofthisR ouse.

Well, Sir, iu the same Session the First Minister jdeclared
that we would sell, from 1880 to 1885 inclusive, 28,000
pre-emptions, and for the year 1885, 6,250; that we would
make other sales, from 1880 to 185, 14,000 in number
and in the year 1885, 3,125 in number. The results have
been: Pre-emptions frorm 1880 to 1885, 15,275, of which I
am afraid a great many will be cancelled or abandoned,
imstead of 28,000; and for the year 1885, 663 instead of
6,250. There were sales from 1880 to 1885, 9,634, instead
of 14,000: and for the year 1885, 785 instead of 3,125. He
estimated in the years 1885 to 1889,40,625 pre-emptions and
20,313 sales. What are the estimates to-day, I wonder ? We
have settled just 138 homesteaders up to the 31st December,
on 400 miles of the forty-eight mile belt of the Canadian Paci-
fie Railway. In the same year, 1880, the First Minister esti-
mated the cash proceeds of the lands actually to be received
from that year to 1890 inclusive, at $38,600,000. The
amount whieh was to be thon due but not payable, but
still a mortgage on the lands, and as good as cash, boaring
interest, was to be $32,700,000, or an aggregate of received
and due of $71,800,000. He estimated the cost of survey and
the administration of those lands at *2,400,000, and he
brought down a handsome balance of net results
of $68,900,000 before the year 1890. In reply to that
estimate I pointed out that the group ef Western States to
which I referred had, in 1850, taken up per head of the
population twelve and one-half acres, and had improved
per head of the population five acres; that in 1860 they
had taken up per head of the population tvelvo acres, and
had improved six and one-third acres; that in 1870 they
had taken up per head of the population ton and one-half
acres, and had improved six and one-half acres. Well, the
Miuister calculated upon an immigration of 550,000, taking
up no less than fifty-nine acres per head; and Sir Charles
Tupper, somewhat later, calculated that 100,000 farmers in
the North-West would produce 640,000,000 bushels of
wheat in one year. You may combine these calculations
and you find, Sir, the First Minister calculated that the
taking up of land would be in the proportion of fifty.nine
acres per soul of the population, and the Minister of
Railways declared that 100,000 families would produce
640,000,000 bushels of wbeat, and you see by what follies
the people of this country have been gulled into the posi-
tion in whieh they are placed to-day. I admitted, Sir, that it
was probable that a very considerably larger area per heud
would be taken up in the North-West, under our land regula-
tions and with reference to modern methods of cultivation,
than in the earlier period in the Western States, but I de-
clared then, and I repeat the statement now, that the sug
gestion of fifty-nine acres per head was, and is nothing
less than ridiculous. Yon find to-day the Minister in charge
of the Department saying that there is a very stiong opin-
1on amongst the population that 160 ad1e M is as a Mh as a
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ma ought te have-sa the average farmer ought te have-
and still the hon. gentleman proposed at thatearly date that
about sixty acres per head of the population, or, if you
count five to a family,M89O acres per head, was about tbe cal-
culation fer ail, including those who lived in towns and vil-
lages-merchants, mechanics, farm servants-the whole
population. Thon, again, as to the proceeds of the sales. I
pointed out that the United States, in the eighty-three years
preceding 1879, had received, gross, 8204,500,000 from their
public lands, or $2,460,000 a year; that in the twenty years
before 1879, they had received 830,350,000; or for eleven
years, about $16,600,000, while we were told to expect a
receipt of $38,500,000 in cash in eleven years, and $32,700,-
000 as good as gold, in mortgages upon the land. I declared
then that these calculations were wholly visionary, and I
begged the House not to enter into large engagements upon
such caloulations. A few months iater came the bargain
with the Canadian Pcific Railway, and the Government
then promised that the sales of land would recoup all our
expenditure, and they persuaded the House and the country
to agree to the bargain upon that specific pledge. Well, Sir,
we then declared that that pledge would be broken; we
declared that the country would not be recouped out of those
lands for the money which it was expending, and was called
upon to expend. You have, to-day, the statement of the
Finance Minister, from which you canjudge whether our fore-
casts or those of gentlemen opposite were the more correct.
We asked the House to adopt the policy of proceeding as
rapidly as required, even in advance of the demands of
settlement, in the development of the railway facilities for
the North West, but to keep down the unnecessary cost of
very rapid construction of portions of the road not then
urgently needed, and not to plunge into this enormous ex-
penditure upon fallacions estimates. The delusions upon
which hon. gentlemen opposite invited the House and the
country to agree to their policy were kept up by them for
years. I need not quote their utterances during the year
1881 because I shall show you, Mr. Speaker, that all along
after that, and to within a very short space of time, those
utterances were repeated and re-affirmed by Ministers. On
10th February, 1882, the First Minister made this state.
ment:

" We have not forgotten the promise made by the Government that
they would make the land in that country recoup to the Dominion
the $25,000,000 that we have promised the Syndicate, and what the
Dominion has already spent, or is speading, on the Canadian Pacifie
Railway. There is no reason i'n the world, as I have urged again and
again, Why the peopte of the older Provinces should put their hands in
their pockets and isettie that eountry and improve it, and build railways
at their expenee. That country, which is going to reap the advantage
of those ia1Iways should provide the Cost of the improvements, and the
North-West, I am happy to say, is so rich, and will be so sought for,
that what was à reasonable proposition at the beginning is now a cer-
tainty, namely, that it will be able to sell sufficient land, that while
preserving the homestea-ing right, it would be able to repay to those
who lfave 'contribúted to the taxes neeessary in connection with building
the road the money with interest added.,

The Finance Minister to-night bas talked about our reaping
some indirect advantage equal to 4 per cent, on $50,000,000
or $',000,000 a year. He was careful to repeat the word
" indirect," and he proceeded with a sort of hocus pocus cal-
culation, which I would have been better pleased had ho
used before ho was Finance Minister than which he occupies
that position, that we had received that return from the
accelorated rapidity of construction and the carlier period
at which the money was spent. That was not the promise
made to us-not that which the Finance Minister has stated
to us in terms which I think will become historical. But
the piromise was that we wuld get ont of the land in hard
cash the rnoney we were contributing to the company and
putting nto the road, with lLtorest added thereto. And that
was the promise aslate as 1882--ot merely the promise, but
we had ge Ullegati6n that that whih had been a promise
and cpleage in I'88 had becoüo a otainty in1882. Well,.

then, on 2nd April, 1882, not the 1s, the First Kinister said
this:

" It was the polley of the Government that that CouUtry should even-
tually pay for ita own railway."
Again•

"75,000,000 acres are tobe sold-they are not to be sold for homeatead
purposes-for the purpose of relieving the people of the older Provinees
who, on the faith of this assurance and promise-and on this promise
only-accepted the burden, and have at the polls recorded their sanction
of this policy. **0 * They endoraed this policy on the under-
standing that, eventually, that country would pay the whole of the
expense."

There I have the statement of the hon. gentleman that it
was upon the promise that we were te be recouped in cash
out of the lands that Parliament, and afterwards the people,
a-cepted the bargain and endorsed the policy-on that
promise and on that promise only. Who is bold enough to
declare now that that promise has not been broken ?-that
policy which the people they confess endorsed on the
understanding that eventually the country would pay the
whole of the expense ? Again :

" It is safe, it is certainly beyond the possibility of doubt to say that
every farthing and every cent and every dollar that bas been or will be
expended in building the Canadian Pacifie Railway, not one shilling of
this burden will fall on our shoulders, or on the shoulders of the gene.
ration thst will succeed us. We will be free from the whole amount of
that debt."1

Again :

"$750,000 was paid in in one day from the recent sales-this is a
very substantial commencement of the fund which is to pay off the
$25,000,000. It will be put to the credit of the fund and invested at in-
terest for the purpose of paying off the whole of this $25,000,000."
Now, perhaps, the hon. Finance Minister knows, what ho
did not know when he made his late Budget speech, and
when he told us ho was ignorant why Sir Leonard Tilley,
his predecessor, had actually put those moneys received
from the lands to a sort of separate capital account. That
is how the matter stood; the Minister of Finance, however,
thought he did not suppose it would be of much consequence
as the Government thon had a surplus, but now times have
changed and the amount, although very small, makes a
difference, and the hon. gentlcman ii going t) put IL to
revenue. I point out te him that, in a light and easy way,
ho is brushing away a promise, a pledge and engagement,
that the money would be placed to capital account and
invested at irterest, and used to repay the dcbt. Again :

'' By this year then there will be 1o,000,000 acres granted to colonisa-
tion companies under plan No. 1, which means the eventual paymeut of
$10,000,000 into the Tressury."
And again:

"4That will be $10,000,00, sud with the sales that wilI take pluce of
railway lands in other portions, we will have, either in money, or in
what is as good as money, solid mortgages on every ore of these coloni-
sation tracts an amount equal to $12,500,000; so hat in one yeav we
may fairly say we have got haif of the whole, $25,000,0.

Where is it now? Then on 12th April, 1882, Sir Charles
'u pper said-

" The lands have so increased in value as to warrant us in the state-
ment, and to warrant the conviction in the mind of every intelligent
man, that at an early date we will not only have the $15,001,000 recouped
to the Treasury, but we will go on; and if we have not wiped out our
other responsibilities we will soon be in a condition to wipe ont the
engagements thrown upon us by the late Government, as well as those
incurred by our own in reference to the work.1

I think I have shown the House what the situation was in
1882. Let me now come to 1883. n thut year Sir Charles
Tupper declared that our secured receipts from transations
already effected in the three proviens years, 1880, '81 and
'82, would be by 1b85 a trifle over 810,000,000, spart from
all new transactions such as railway grants and further
sales; they were actual receipts to come in by the year
1885 from the transactions already accomplished in 1880-81-
82. That.poriod hs now expird. We deulaed, on those
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occasions, that the general result would be that the country we were also receiving exceptional sums through the boom,
would not realise, out of North-West lands, anything and we made exceptional and foolish expenditures with enor-
appreciable in excess of the cost of the administration, mous rapidity in useless surveys, and with this result, that
having regard to certain charges which were properly they received only $4,050,000 gross and a few hundred
charges upon that administration, charges for police, for thousand dollars net, during this period, and the Minister of
Indians, for immigration and for local government; and that Finance tells us that for the future, as the receipts have
if you omitted all those, and took only what the Grovernment now grown so small, he does not intend to put them to capi-
called charges of administration, there would not be very tal but to revenue account, so that you can judge we are
much to go towards interest on what we would borrow, and not te be furnished with boom estimates for some time to
nothing whatever towards the principal. That was the come, or until some other purpose is te be served. IHow
declaration we made. The hon. gentleman declared to the much is to be netted now by 1890, in view of the $69,000,000
House and the people that those enormous sums would be which was to be obtained in cash or mortgage by the estim-
realised, and would go to a reduction of the principal, and ate of 18S0? Will the hon. gentleman say one-half that
that the interest would be paid also. Which has turned out amount ? Will he say one-tenth that amount ? I do
correct? What are the actual receipts from all sources, not believe he will. In 1883 the late Minister of
not for the transactions of 1880-81-82, but all receipts Finance estimated our cash receipts from land in the
from 1880 to 1885. The receipts were $4,052,000, and North-West for 1884 in round numbers at $2,250,000;
the expnditures for surveys and land officers and that in 188à, $2,000,000; in 1836, $2,000,000; total, $6,250,000,
class of expenditure, was $3,320,000, Ieaving a balance of for those three years. We have actually received in gross
$732,000. From this you have, in my view, still to deduct for 1884, $788,000; for 1885, $288,000, or for those two
certain charges. For example, I estimate that at least one- years $ t,076,000. I do not know how much the bon. gentle-
half of the cost of the Department of the Interior under the man estimated for revenue out of lands of the North-West
old system, before the hon. gentleman enlarged it, is fairly this year; he did not particularise, but lie gave us the
to be chargeable to the land branch of that Department. Of gross sum of seven or eight millions of revenue without
course the Indian branch is a separate branch, and I am stating details apart from the Customs or Excise, and we
speaking of the Interior by itself. Now, half the cost of did not get the particulars. I daresay that from this source
the Interior under the old scale for the last six years would it was not more than 8300,000; I daresay that 4 L,300,000 or
give yon $133,000, and then I take the whole excessive cost 81,400,000 is the projected reault of those three years, in
of the Interior, beyond the cost in the old time, the cost of which by the estimate of three years ago we were to
the hon. gentleman's policy, as attributable to the lands, have got $6,250,000, resulting in there being no net
and that is $225,000 more in the six years, making an whatever, and a loss instead of a profit after expenses are
aggregate of $338,000, leaving, as a net result, $374,000, paid, for the years in which, according to the view of three
without saying a word about the Indians, about immigra. years ago, we should have had at least 85,000,000 net
tion, about mounted police, about local government, or profit in cash. In 1883 the Minister of iRailways estimated
any of those charges. So you may practically say as the cash results of colonisation companiesufor four years,
that there bas been nothing net out of the lands 8 3,562,000. The actual results were for the first of these
of the North-West for these years during whichb hon. years, 8248,500; for 1881, $223,700; for 1885, $1,200,
gentlemen declared so large a sum would be realised making a total of $503,400 for three out of those four
as to recoup us pro tanto for the expenditure on the Canadian years. I do not believe that the year 1886 will materially
Pacifie Railway. And this is not an increasing ratio ; it increase the receipts, and the result therefore will be about
included the boom, the speculative period, the period in ono fifth of the hon. gentleman's estimat. In the same year,
which they sold in a day to speculators large quantities of 1883, the Government estimated that we would net many mil-
land, in which they realised from colonisation companies a lions out of the branch railway lands. We were to sell them to
considerable sum, the colonisation bubble, the speculative the companies at $1.06 per acre, and after that they were
bubble, the town site bubble. Of late years there has been te make large profits-enough to make a basis out of which
a positive loss, and you can judge that from a statement of the roads were to be built. There would be about four or
the annual receipts. In 1880 the gross receipts were five millions in that way, and it was capable of a large
8155,000 ; in 1881, $164,000; in 1882, 81,727,000; in 1883, increase. A little later they found that they had been too
$928,000; in 1884, $788,000; and in 1885, $288,000; so extravagant; they found that they had been giving the
that our over expenditure last year was over $223,000, apart branch railways'too large a margin of profit; they were
from the cost of the land part of the Interior Department, to make too mach money out of the North-West lands
which would show, if you added it, a total deficit of about given to them at $1.06 per acre and they passed an Order
$800,000 for that year. It is true this expenditur e in Couneil declaring that for the future they would not give
includes a great deal of surveying; we have surveyed them to railway companies for less than $1.50, in order
a great deal of land-more than we wanted. A large that the country might have a fair share of the profits. A
portion of the work was ill-done and expensively don, few months after the bubble burst altogether, and since
from the expedition with which it was done ; a good deal thon they have remitted not only the extra half dollar of
of it has to be done over again. They had not time to survey 1883, but the original dollar, and the land grants are
where surveys ought to have been made, where the people free to the branch railways, resulting in free grants of, as
and the settlements were. They had no time to give to far as i can judge, seven or eight millions of acres given, or to
such work, they had togo on surveying by the tens of millions be given immediately, for the construction of branch railways
of acres, in places that will not be filled for many years to which were to have been built by the Canadian Pacifie Rail-
come. It was announced in the blue-books ; the complaints way practically out of its land grant. You eau judge what
of the settlers on the Saskatchewan were referred to there the results of that operation are upon the values of land in
as well as by the Minister in answer te me. They said the North-West Territories. In 1883 the Department of the
we cannot attend to this ; we are engaged in a great work; Interior reported, in addition to the actual payments which
we are developing the North-West; we are building the had been made, that there would accrue due for the next
Canadian Pacifie Railway; we are floating colonisation three years in pre-emptions and time sales $4,393,070.
companies, and we have to survey millions of acres; we Now, that was for the years 1884,1885 and 1886. I[wonder
have not time to attend to the settiers there, and they went how much we shal get ? I wonder what the Minister of
on in this wild goose chase of theirs with the melancholy Interior will say now as to the accuracy of that estimate ? In
resul which I hope we have not yet quite forgotWa. But tat yer, t9 Ot p the nlimax the Department ofthe Interior
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presented, and the thon Minister of Railways (Sir Charles Territories shows how little productive that expenditure
TUpper) read a statement to the House, on the 4th day of bas been. Instead of a reduction, there has been an enor-
May, 18-3, and this is the statement: mouS inorease in the expenditure for immigration; the

"8i,-Having given the subject my best and fullest conideration,1economy promised as a result of the arrangement with the
estimate that the receipt of this Department from the sale of agricultura Canadian Pacifie Railway Company has not been pro.
and coal lands, timber dueE, rents of grazing lands, and sales of duced. The official statistics deceive us no longer.
mineral land@, other than coal, with the royalties from the minerais We do not appear to have done much more than, if webetween the lst of January, 1883, and the 3Lst of December, 1891, both have done as much, to retain our natural increae with
dayu ineksive, will amount to flot loua than $58700,00V'Oall this immense expenditure. We have brought in many
'Jhat.was as late as the 4th of May, 1888. What will be persons unsuited to the country, and many more to compete
said on this 30th of April, 1886, as to the result by the with mechanies who were already hard pressed. We hope
3lst of December, 1891 ? We have been asking ever since for some botter fruit in future from this enormous expendi-
for the production of the details, the rivulets, of this golden ture; but so far it seems mostly to have helped only party
stream, this stream of Pactolus which the railway was going hacks and party newspapers with printing jobs. As to the
to throw into the Treasury. And the Minister actually tells monopoly, y ou know that the pledges as to Manitoba have
us he is not going to put all that to capital account it is been absolutely violated by the exorcise of the power of
not worth while; but ho is going to put it into the revenue. disallowance, that great discontent has been engendered
A year or two ago this House passed an order for the details there and elsewhere, and that relief bas been sought at great
of this. We want to see them, to gloat over them, to expense by that Province by the proposed construction of
rejoice over them-to verify not only the resulta in gross, Hudson Bay Railway. The success of the undertaking is
but the parts in detail-to see how this grand prophecy was said to be doubtful ; bat its success, though desired as a
going to be fulfilled. The House has ordered them, but relief from monopoly, would damuge oastern connections,
the Department has not furnished them, it is tishamed to and turn another way the course of trade, to that many of
furnish them; it dare not furnish them; and we are kept the predictions hon. gentlemen have made as to the results
in the dark Las to that. I think I have shown you that the that would flow to Canada from the construction of the
promises of this Government were precise, clear, emphatic, Pacific Railway would not follow. Thon, you find another
superabundant, as to what they would do, and what evidence of the anxiety to obtain relief from monopoly in the
they had made practically a matter of certainty revival of the Red River boats. They have been revived
with reference to the lands in the North-West, during the last year in order to provide another outlet to the
namely, that all the expenditure they called on us to south. Thon, you find the feeling of grievance of being
incur would be repaid te ns rapidly, principal and interest, locked in all along the lino. Thon, there is the other
out of the sale of those lands. I think I have shown the grievance, which I have pointed out before, as to
calculations on which they based these estimates, and that fair proportionate mileugo rates to places in Ontario, as
events have wholly falsified the accuracy of those estimates. compared with those to places in Quebec. We do not find
Thon, with regard to branch railways, if you compare the that that has been accomplished. A resolution was passed
promises of the Government and company with their per- by the Canadian Pacific Railway Company in fulfilment of
formances, you find the results early in the bis'ory of the the pledges given to Parliament. That resolution seemed
company. They made claims on the Government for large te be based on what were fair grounds, that each locality
reserves of land in varions parts of the country, and laid would get under it a just charge, but we do not find that any
before them plans of various branch railways that they security had been taken or any arrangement made from
were going to build. I think that in one year no less than which these results are to flow. If [am rightly informed,
1,500 miles of branch railways were projected to be con- it has been hinted that the policy of the Canadian Pacifie
structed by the Canadian Pacific Railway Company in the Railway Company as to its through traffl with the North.
North-West. But you know what they have done, aod what West is te make oe rate for all poinsL for Oniario and
we have done. We have had to sell at a low price, and after- Miontreal, so that whether it is farther or nearer Callander,
wards to give for nothing millions of acres of public lands; the same price is to be paid. I say the charge ought to
many municipalities have been called upon te grant bonuses have regard for the neutral point to which freight is carried.
out of their scanty means; the Legislature of the Province of The Canadian Pacifie Railway Company is bound, and
Manitoba has been asked to issue bonds based on the limited the Government is bound, to enforce the rule that
resources of that Province, in order to get these branch lines freight carried from a point one or two hundred
built; and Parliament will proba bly have to give seven or miles beyond Callander may be carried cheaper than freight
eight million acres more free, in order to secure that vary from a point two or three hundred miles beyond Callander.
thing which we were told we were going to secure Now, 1 maintain that the policy hon. gentlemen have
by the original subvention to the Canadian Pacific Railway advocated, and the pledges they have made, upon which
Compary. And we have te give this in part for building they obtained the assent of the House and the country,
through a large part of the Canadian Pacific ·Railway Com- have failed. We have paid enormously; a vast capital
pany's own land grant ; for if you examine the land grant account has been created, which will burden for many
to the Qu'Appelle and Long Lake Railway, you will find generations the finances of the country. The policy of
that the Government declined to give a land grant, because boom, the policy of expenditure, the policy of un pre-
they said it was going to be built through Canadian Pacific cedented rapid construction, has not produced those
Railway lands, and therefore the Canadian Pacifie iRailway tangible results that were promised to us. It has been
Company ought to build the lino. The company declined accompanied by a great increase of cost to this country
to build it, but they said you build it through, and it will without the return it was pledged to us would take place
increase the value of our lands; you build and we will get from the sales of lands, without the prospect of that return,
the benefit. Thon it was said that we were going to save a and without those other advantages it was said would flow
great deai of money by the Canadian Pacifie Railway Com- from it. We have paid for the Canadian Pacific Railway,
pany undertaking a portion of the burden which would including surveys and the Canada Central subsidy, about
otherwise have fallen upon us with reforence to immigration $60,000,000 ; the company has realised from our lands, sites
expenditure. J need not say much about that. You know and bonuses about $11,000,000; we are about to give them
the enormous expenditure incurred for immigration pur- for land merely, over 810,000,000; thus their receipts from
poses for years past, and the beggarly results derived froin, public resourues foot up to about $81,000,000, apart
it ; and I am sorry to say that theo census of the North-West from 14,750,000 acres of land whieh are to remain
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with the company, and $12,000,000 or 814,000,000 en. on 400 miles of the forty-eight mile belt of the Canadian
gaged in extension schemes. Beides these, the com- Pacifie Railway up to the Blt December last, and as he

pany bas borrowed from the publie, on debentures, cannot sell the millions of acre@ and cannot give the land
835,000,000, making a total in cash and works of 8116,000,- away, he must engage in some land opération, so he baye land
000 which the company has received without touching a back at $1.50 an acre, and says: " This is so clearly in the
dollar of capital stock. Then there is the issue of capital interests of the country, that we need not debate it." No ;
stock to the amount of $65,000,000, for which the company the shareholders want a larger share of profite; they want
received $29,500,000, makinga total received of$145,500,000, the $400,000 a year which otherwise they would have to
which has been expended in some way, and the company pay, and the capital of which would have to be paid some
is now aeking to borrow something approximating to day or other by them, and as it is now plain they cannot
$*9,000,000 more, because the borro wing power is to be get the amount out of the lande, because the land security
82 an acre on its remaining land grant, althongh ont of which the Government took on the whole land grant is not
that are to be paid those land grant bonds which are out- adequate to produce 4 per cent. on the $10,000,000, we are
standing. How much more is to be expended we know to take over this fraction absolutely in lien of the 810,000,000
not; we have no scheme, we have no statement, but we and to provide the interest thereon. I said I sus-
learn that a large increase of capital is wanted and we are pected this was contemplated. The method which hon.
asked to authorise that increase. Formerly we were fur- gentlemen have pursned gave gronund for suspicion. When
nished statements, returus, accounts, but that has all passed they waûted to persuade us to lend the Canadian Pacifie
away now. We are simply told they want more money, Railway Company $20,000,000, they offered us, they said,
and we are asked to aithorise an increase of capital. Where undoubted security for the interest at 5 per cent. They got
has all this money gone ? An enormous sum has gone to the money on those terms and then asked us to reduce the
dividend; large sums have gone in needless, reckless, hasty rate to 4 per cent. And having succeeded in getting the rate
and premature construction. To dividends has gone, paid reduced, their next step, one no douht secretly agreed upon
and secured, about $21,000,000. The Algoma branch, which with the company, was to bring down the proposition before
was built, as everybody now knows, entirely prematurely, us. I was inclined to suspect they would do this. I was
because it has never been completed, and is lying there inclined to suspect that having told us we had a mortgage
with the rails rusting and unused, cost $2,500,000, entailing on the land, that it was admirable security, that we were
a charge on the shareholders of the company of some Il or going to get principal and interest, we would find the Fin.
12 per cent. per annum; and the main line has been built ance Minister standing up and saying: This is really cost-
at greatly enhanced cost in consequence of the speed. I ing us more than 4 per cent., we are actually lnsing
remember having been ridiculed when I said that speed money, and there is a great deal of difficulty
meant cost; even the company reputdiated the notion that about the land grant arrangements; they may inter-
the speed would entail any additional expenditure, but now fore with the sale of the Dominion lands and
the bon. the Minister of Finance, as an excuse, declares the with the prospects of the North-West ; having accus-
road could not be built at this rate of speed without costing tomed as to these things by dégrées, what the Government
much more. I recollect wel'l an official statement from the could not do the year before they deem themselves able to
company and one from the chief official engineer of the do now. And so they bring down the proposition to-day
Government, which amounted to the declaration that the which they were afraid, or which they did not choose to
piece of permanent line in British Columbia, to which bring down, a year ago. I do not intend to enter upon
the hon. gentleman referred as being a charge on the some of the details upon which the hon. gentleman said he
unearned subsidy, had been estimated in the company's esti- would give explanations in the committee. It seems to me
mate to cost 50 per cent. more than it would if built slower. that the proposal, in the condition of the lands of the North-
Under these circnumtances, we find the Govern ment com- West, in the condition which is proclaimed of this coi-
ing down to-day, with ail their promises as to the results of pany, that the people of Canada should retake six or seven
their land grant policy, all their promises as to the result of millions of acres of this land of theirs at this price, and
their immigration policy and their railway construction incur this increase in our net debt and this increase in our
policy, falsified by events, with an empty exchequer, hav- annual charge, is one that ought not to commend itself
ing abandoned the prospect of recouping the people for the tol the House or to the people. There is one other
expenditure on the Canadian Pacifie Railway out of the topie not immediately connected with the other topies
North-West land-we find them coming down with this contained in these resolutions, though flowing, I
proposition. The hon. gentleman says it is différent from judge, in the Minister's opinion, from them, to which
former propositions and need not involve a great deal of I wish to address myself for a moment or two
discussion. True, we were told every cent of the loan before I sit down. I refer to the removal of the share.
would be repaid, and now we are asked to compromise by holders' disqualification for seats in Parliament. Does the
accepting 66ï cents cash and our own land for he hon. gentleman think the shareholders of the Canadian
balance; but still the hon. gentleman says the proposition Pacific Railway Company are not powerful enough in this
is an advantageous one. Why, he says, it has been proved louse as it is ? Does he think it absolutely necessary to
that the security on the land is admirable. The hon. give them the additional power which would be involved in
gentleman has realised his interest out of it and is able to thé members of this House being shareholders in this com-
realise more, and therefore hé thinks the land is paying pany? This has also been pressed for some time past upon
so well that, instead of holding a mortgage on it, the Government by the company. This company ls gomng
on which h.ecan only get his money, hé had better have for some years to come to have questions between it and thé
the profits of its proprietortship and make 815,000,000 country for settlement, questions connected with its tariff,
instead of 810,000 0001 No, it is advantageous; but the very important questions connected with its capital account,
advantage is to the shareholders of the Canadian Pacifie questions connected with the monopoly poilcy, questions
Railway, because yo substitute for the charge upon connected with the extension policy, questions connected
them and their enterprise of $400,000 a year interest and with the grants of varions kinds, and all these questions
the ultimate payment of $10,000,000, the re-transfer te the have to be settled, [ hope, upon just and equitable terms
country of the claim of the Canadian Pacific Railway to between the country and the railway company; but they
some 6,000,000 or 7,000,000 acres of land. The hon. gentle- are not questions a just or equitable adjustment of which
man cannot sell his land just now, and he cannot give it will be facilitated or furthered by making this a Parliament
away, he bas been able to put no more than 138 homesteaders of Canadian Pacifie Railway shareholders. I do not believe
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that this is at all a time to relax the stringency of the laws Mr. BLAK E. And the security for that is the unearned
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reguiating the widependence of Parnlament. If auychngugo 5UD or Iciiuotouiu, iDit e mua.
were pyoper to be made in those safeguards, it would be Mr.MoLELAN. 8600)000 and 600P000 acres.
one to in-ressme them very largely. Our institutions in this
regard are very much upon their trial; and for my part I Mr. BLAKI ias there been any statement made in this
sball not rectrd a vote to dimini-h in any degree the pre- connetion as to what the plan 18 as to the. ompletion, how
sent securities for the independence of Parliament by soon it la intended to comple that temporary portion?
agreeing that the shareholders in this great corporation, Mr. MaLELAN. I have netgo± from the company any
who will for many years have so much to do of an important particulars as to that, but Ilunderstand that t.
and vital character with the Government and the people Of they have working upon the heavy grade now
Canada, shall sit in Parliament and vote upon matters in very well, and they may fot for some littie time make the
which they are so much concerned. tunnel as proposed.

Motion agreed to, and the Houe resolved itself into Co- Mr. BLAKE. And in ts same connectien, I have
mittee. asked several times with reference to the questions of snow

(In the Committee.) fait and stides, gravel and snow alides, and ee Minister of
OnRailways informed me tat observations h been directedOn reolutin 1,to ie taken the season before lasL, and I presume they were
Mr. BLAKE. I understood the hon. gentleman to say continued last season. I should like to know whether the

that there was a certain sum still held of the subsidy money resuit is such as to satisfy the Government with the loca-
as distinguisbed from the loan money, but I did not expctly tion of the lin. ail through the mountains as it now exis
catch the figure. or whether tbey contemplate any further changes.

Mr. MoLELAN. About $600,000 of the original subsidy Mr. MoLELAN. I have net the information in regard
money is still undrawn; and there is8 800,000 of the loan. to that. The Minister of Railways is not here. 0f Course

Mr. BLAKE. Yes, but that is cancelled by this arrange.be will be bere te give the information before Concurrence.
ment. r. BLAKK Of course iL je quit. obvions that we are

1fr.MOLEAN. '.~.dealing with a proposition which involves the. handingMr.over o the seurity for the construction of the rad, an
Mr. BLAKE. So what -we have to deal with as an asset it is of great consequence te underetand what the condition

against the completion of the line will b. simply the two e enterprise is, and the hon, gentleman should give
items of the unearned subsidy and the unearned land? a general statement about that.

Mr. MMLELAN. Yes. On resolution 2,
Mr. BLAKE. And what was the quantity of lande the Mr. BLAKE. What is thepreess by whieh it e intend-

hon, gentleman stated was unearned ? ed to ascertain, as botween ti sompany and the Govern-

Mfr MoLELAN. There rill b. the same number ef ment, what lands the Goverument bhall retain, and what
acres as of dollars. lands th.Cenmpany ?

Mr. MoLELAN. TIh plan is not quit. yet settled upon

engineer had estimated some $9,000 as requiredtecom-butitofthelandaris s o theraeb nrnd that th ea ege
pltt t rad, apart from t tporary work wichh u oin eard
been referred te. 1Mr. IBLAKE. I see what is stated. [t is a very admir-

able result t arrive at, but persaponlt extremely eay. We
Mr. MOLELAN. Yer. find th.B plan, whic was very excellent lat Ssion, has

Mfr. BLAKE. Will the hon, gentleman say in what part been found te involve difficulties wiiich require a change
of the. central section the $284,00 j required? Pa tus Session. W. would like te investigate tues a litle bit

fallndsr. oLELAN. I seo that in certain section of the
ser.ion 5000an.dodhe entraivechton.1n4th0eaencountry thesurveyor have reported as t the qualities of

section5,00 anon the9,00,centhretion 8 te84,0ofate bcertain tracts eof land. There are s many million acres in
requiedIasumi3090,buthere nstatenofethattractandueds seso many in another, and they report upon

tri thqualitye ltl land that will go tae i company a so,

Mr. BLAKE. What is the estimate whicii the engineer on, wherver the company's land may be. W.look over
nw makes of tiie amount required te make permanent the Lb. reporta of the surveyors and ee tihe quality of land
temporary lin. in the lockie ? theey give, and take the iproportion ont of eac one of nce.

tracts.
Mr. No LELÂN. From $800,OO te 8 1,000,000, te cover Sir RICHARD CÂBTWR[GET. As a matter of fact,

it fuMly. That rsitte tunneliof course it will depend a bv
good deal on the time given t comple it. T hongentheC yo the r n

tleman hasestimaied that it would ctot 50 per centsmore ofr. MoLELAN. Ne, thy have net.
to do the work in a lirited time than in a longer ime, and Sir RICHARD CARWRIGhe . How much have they
iL will take frem tiire-quart.rs te a million dollars accord- select.d, for instance, soutb of th. Canadian PacificeIRailway
ing te tii.ime. Against that, yen have the. balance of tieetracts?
original snbsidy, and the balance of the land, and 85>000)"o(>M1r. WHITE (Cardwell). 1 think non. have been seleoted
of land gyrant bonds in the handa of the. Government for h south of ttie railway belL proper, conneet.d with tiie Cana-
completion of tie road. dian Pacifie Railway. The selectins s far have been within

Mr. BLAKE. No, those are secunrity for operation, ntLbhe railway bel.
for completion. Thon, I understand he. ompletion of tii. Sir RICARD CÂRTWRIGRT. How mach has been
temporary li.T will ct a minimum ot ta0,000, thawich sel.cted within that?
e tiee addedt som$309,000e t00at $1 re05qU000 to$lc20om-00 Mr. WRTE (Cwdwell). 1 thirk sewhere between
le required in order t complte te. road. eight and ninrwmiolirn acres, peaking from memory. Tii

Mr. MCLELAN. Yeo. exact figures cannot be given now.

setin 3,00 n ntecnrlscin$8,0 r
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Mr. BLAKE. This question really is one which is likely
to give rise, unless the mode of that adjustment be defined,
to very great risk, that the Government may impose upon
the Company inferior lands, and that they will take the
price of the land for themselves. In the interest of the
company, therefore, I suggest that justice and fair play
demand something which will secure their change.

Mr. McLELAN. If the company has selected 6,250,000
acres in the south, that is a-fourth of the whole 25,000,000,
we will take our proportion out of that. And if they select
another 6,000,000 in the poorer sections of the country
where the land is not so good, we will take our propor-
tion out of that; but on concurrence we will be able to give
you particulars as to where they have selected.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. In point of fact the
hon. gentleman has made this arrangement, that where-
ever the company goes he goes, and takes his proportion. Is
that the arrangement ?

Mr. MoLELAN. Yes, a fair average over the whole.
Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. You will take,therefore,

about 27,000,000 acres. The company have disposed of
4,000,000, I understand, so that you will have to take one.-
third everywhere---is that the idea ?

Mr. MOLELAN. That is the idea.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. Whether it be south
or whether it be north ?

Mr. McLELAN. Yes; wherever it iis.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGET. That includes what they
have already selected, and everything that they have not
sold ?

Mr. MoLELAN. Yes; the lands unsold.

On resolution 3,

Mr. BLAKE. Is it intended under this that the mort-
gage of the Algoma branch shall be for another purpose than
that which is defined in that former Act? The hon. gentle-
man will recollect that the former Act permitted a mortgage
of the Algoma braneh for the specific purpose of taking
this road to the Sault. I do not know whether it included
bridge powers.or not. By this I judge that it is proposed
to increase the power of mortgaging to a larger amount per
mile than is now permitted, but is it Vo be for any other pur.
pose than that ?

Mr. MoLELAN. Under the Act of last year, the ion.
gentleman will remember, we agreed that if it was neces-
sary for the company to extend the Algoma branch, although
he held it as part of the security for our generaldebt,we should
allow them to mortgage it for the extension of the branch.
Well, when we have received our money, and when we have
settled for the $9,000,000 by taking, in round numbers, the
seven million acres of land, and they have paid us all off,
then we give them up the right to mortgage the Algoma
branch for such purposes as they desire. We had takeu
from them the power to mortgage that.

Mr. BLAKE. We had not taken from them the power
to mortgage that; we only gave that power for a specifie
purpose. As I understand, at thcpresent moment, we have
arrangements under which, if the Algoma branch is mort.
gage, it will be mortgaged only to secure the completion
of the road to the Saat; and it is now proposed to give the
Company power to mortgage that for an increaseof land
per mile, and for any purpose they please,so that they need
not go to the extension to the Sanit.

Mr. MoLIELAN. It is put in the position of the main
lino.

Mr, WmnT (Cardwel).

Mr. DAWSON. It is understood the Algoma branch
will go on.

Mr. BLAKE. Of course, everything is understood. But
the best security for the Algoma branch going on is to
provide a fund for the construction of the Algoma branch.

On resolution 4,
Mr. BLAKE. This clause divides itself into two parts.

One is as to the question of accepting in exchange for
$5,000,000 a like amount of the new issue. That is of little
practical consequence in view of the notice which the hon.
gentleman has on the notice paper, which I presume means
that not many months after the Hiouse is prorogued the
bonds will be handed over to the company, and therefore
that part is hardly worth while talking about and is only
waste paper. The other part involves a question of
publie credit, and i of a rather serious character. The
existing land grant bonds in the hands of the public are
secured by thoroughly adequate security. Nor do I mean
to say that although the security is very much diminished
by this proposed change, inasmuch as there are those
87,000,000 taken away from it, nor do I mean to say for
the smaller amount of the land grant bonds remaining
the lands are not quite good security. But we have no
right to impair in any degree the security of any one of
the land grant bondholders without the Government of the
country, at all events, becoming directly responsible for
the amount, or arranging that it will reserve funds for that
land grant bondholder and hold them for him. The hon.
gentleman provides, and very properly so, that there shall
be an exenange, that there shall be a cancellation of al
land grant bonds obtainable; but he says there may be
some not obtainable. I may have a land grant bond which
I do not choose to sell, and in some cases the addresses of
the holders may not be obtainable. If the company is
unable to obtain all of them from the holders we have no
right to alter their security in any shape or way, at all
events until we see money placed in the hands of the Gov-
ernment to pay them their half years' interest and ulti-
mately the principal. This proposal is setting a very bad
example.

Mr. MoLELAN. The hon. gentleman will bear in mind
that we hold now $9,000,000, in round numbers, ofland grant
bonds in connection with those outstanding in the hands of
the oompany, while $25,000,000 are in our hands or in the
hands ofthe public, and have been cancelled and paid off.
Then we cancel 89,000,000 of those bonds, and the com-
pany make a new issue of $9,000,000 that we are now
holding, and they make an exchange with the public, so far
as it is possible to do so, and they leave in the hands of
the Government an equal value.

Mr. BLAKE. No. At present there are outstanding, I
forget how much-

Mr. MeLiELAN. Between $3,000,000 and $4,000,000.
Mr. BLAKE. Say between $3,000,000 and $4,000,000;

I did not think the amount was so much. But of that a
very considerable proportion is covered by sales actually
made to parties. At all events, such was the statement
made last year, and we have heard nothing lately. The
Government have $9,000,000 more in their hands.

Mr. MoLELAN. And we have the $5,000,000.
Mr. BLAKE. We will put that on one aide.
Mr. McLELAN. It is 85,000,000 nevertheless.

Mr. BLAKB. We will It that $5,000,000 on one aide
and consider it by itself. Ther might be $9,000,000 issued
by the company, or by the Government, at the instance of
the company,and there are 812,000,000 or 813,000,000 out on
23,500,000 acres of land. You now propose to give authority
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to the company to mortgage a less quantity of land, to
mortgage what romains of the land, 14,750,000 acres, at $2
an acre, making somothing over $29,000,000. And what
you say is this : The company will pay all the bondholdere
they eau pay, and those who do not choose to take their
money will receive an equivalent ainount of lande. But it
is not equiivalent.

Mr. McLELAN. Bonds of equal value.
Kr. BLAKE. How are you going to estimate the value ?

Mr. McLELAN They are now put at S1 an acre, and
if the lande increase in value they may bear a larger
amount.

Mr. BLAKE. It muet be remembered that a parliamen-
tary andpublic contract bas been made with the holders of
those landgrant bonds that the product of the sale of those
22,500,000 acres of Canadian Pacifie Railway lande should
be applied to the payment of their debt. Trusts have been
created, and all the procbeds are to go into the hande of the
trustees, there is to be a drawing of the bonds and they are
to be cancelled. Now Parliament is asked to say that we
will take on ourselves to cancel the whole security and issue
a new set of securities of unquestionably and admittedly
lees value.

Mr. McLEL AN. We do not admit that we exchange
them for securities of less value.

Mr. BLAKE. The securities are of less value because
there are more dollars estimated as to the value of the
lands, and we declare that we will judge for outstanding
parties what they think would b. a fair proportion of land
to hold for them as their security. We have no right to
interfere with the interests of persons in that way. The
only method we could adopt would be thie: If the Cana.
dian Pacifie Railway Company paye in cash the amount
required to redeem those land grant bonds, we will hold it
for them and pay the holders in cash; or for the Canadian
Pacifie Railway Company to place in the hande of a trustee
an amount representing the value of the bonds. But for
the Government to be the judge as to whether the new
security is equal to the old and to decide for those holders
who do not choose to accept the new securities, is to intro.
duce a new doctrine.

Mr. MoLELAN. The hon. gentleman seems to forget
that there are outstanding bonds on lands estimatied at 81
an acre. There are 89,000,000 in our bande. We hold
them as security for the $9,000,000 that is upon the land.
We now take the land at the rate of $ 1.60 an acre in
extinguishing 89,000,000 worth of land grant bonds in our
bande. We therefore increase the value of the other securi-
ties in consequence of taking 7,000,000 acres of land at
81.50 an acre and extinguishing 89,000,000 of land grant
bonds, leaving the rest.

Mr. BLAKE. What will happen ? There are 14,000,000
acres of land left, that you are proposing to authorise
the company to issue securities upon, and that to the ettent
of $2 an acre, and you therefore issue about $29,000r,000 on
14,500,000 acres, and you say if the company cannot ôbtain
some of these outstanding bonds you reserve them from
the new issue. That is, yon arbitrarily proceed by an Act
of Parliament to alter the contract made between you, the
bondholders, and the compäny.

paid of. The result, as I understand, will be this. There
are aliady some seven or eight millions of dollars of the
bonds paid for by the sales of the land. There are 85,000,000
in the bands of the Government, which the hon. gentleman
says are to be wiped out by-and-bye, but for the pi¡rpose
of these resolutions it is to be exchanged for $5,000,000
of the new issue. Then there are still nine or ten millions
dollars which represent the debt that will be wiped out; se
much of the land will be given, and therefore the bonds are
reduced to the other three or four millions of dollars which
the public hold. They still retain their position-if not it
should be made clear-they still retain their position as
being of the first issue, and the result will be that the bond-
holders will hold as security the lands ahead of and before
the bondholders of the second issue, so that parties holding
any of the second issue will be seoond encumbrances on
the whole of the lands. The money which the hon. gentle-
man spoke of just now is in the bands of trustees for the
payment of those bonds, and It must be appropriated to the
payment of those bonds. The clause to which the hon.
gentleman refers, and which I read at first as my hon. friend
did, is a limitation of the power of the company to issue
bonde. It provides that the bonds are to be held in the
hands of the trustees and those trustees will retain a
sufficient amount of them, not to be sold until
the other bonde are taken up, so that there shall
not be on the same quantity of land a double issue of bonds.
I think, if the hon. gentleman reads it, he will find it is so.
Nothing here purports to take away, and I doubt if this
Parliament could take away the vested rights of the bond.
holders of the first issue. That vested right is to be found
under the terms of an Act of Parliament which gives them
a firet charge on all the company's lands, and that is made
more clear by the mortgage deed which was executed at
the time, and by the appointment of trustees who sell the
lands and receive the proceeds of the sales, who are bound
to apply the money to the redemption of those bonds, and
whose position is not at all affected by the power now given
to the company to issue a second series of bonds, not in
exchange for the fret, unless at the will of the bondholder,
but to be placed on the market as the old bonde are wiped
away.

Mr. BLAKE. Of course, if that is the true construction,
the hon. gentleman is quite right in saying that no inter.
ference is effected with the bondholders, but it is a question
whether that is the true construction. The Minister of
Finance did not certainly place that construction upon it.
We are now upon clause 4 of the agreement which we are
asked to confirm, and of course, when it is cited in the paper
itseolf, it bas an important bearing upon what the meaning
of the subsequent clause will be. That is the clause in the
criticism of which I have been engaged, and I think it has
a very important bearing on the meaning-otherwise per-
haps ambiguous-of the subsequent clause. That clause
refers to these bonds as first mortgage bonds. They are,
therefore, first and not second-not bonds subject to the
land grant, but first mortgage bonds. Then if the scheme
were one snh as the hon. gentleman indicates, it would not
require to reserve any portion of these mortgage bonds to
pay off the first mortgage bonds.

Mr. MoCART HY. That is a limitation.
Mr. BLAKE. I say you would not require it. When you

are authorisxng a company or an individual to make a second
1 a or. ew-a- ou do n nt ir ,. ie ptrovn£ide 4A-t ennfaf *K-

mog ,yU qVlv tluL- pruicmtUt îtl
Mr. MoCARTEY. Surely the hon. gentleman will not second he shall pay off the firet, or in this case that all out-

say tha there is anything in this resolution which deprives standing land grant bonds are te b. fret duly cancelled.
the bondhoilders of the fire issue of any ecurity they have Now, why this provision, if they are to be second mottgage
already. We have the bonds issued under the authority of bonds. What bave we to do with the land grant bonds if
the.charter, and we havedthe authority of the mortgage this security is to be entirely subject to them ? It is clear
deed which gives to them in pursuance of the charter the that the schemé is a substituhionary one. It says tI at such
proceeds of the land which are sold until the bonds are and such things should be done with those in ti hande f
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the Government and so on, and it is substituting one security
for another, nolenu volens.

Mr. MOCARTHY. The hon. gentleman will not pretend
to say as a lawyer that there is anything in this clause which
compels the first bondholder to accept a second bond in place
of it. It is true they are called first mortgage bonds, as I
may call any second mortgage bond a first mortgage bond,
but that does not affect the security. I understand that this
is not an uncommon term to apply to such bonds. The
mortgage bonds which have been sold recently by this
company are, I believe, called first mortgage-bonds, but
they are nevertheless subject to prior charges on two
portions of the road. If the hon. gentleman will read the
clause again, he will see that if any person chooses to come
and take his money, and if the trustees have the money
in hand to apply in the redemption of these bonds, they are
to be obtained. They have the right in the first place to
issue $29,000,000 bonds; that amount is to be placed in the
banda of trustees. If a certain amount which the public
hold of the three or four millions of dollars is not obtained,
the trustees aie to retain the new issue, the result being
that the newissue will not be placed on the market. It
does not affect the question of the security of the first bond-
holders; but it does prevent the company taking so much
of the second bond issue and selling it. If the company
have chosen to agree to that, or the Government have
chosen to impose these terms, while it looks like a scheme
of substitution, I do not think my hon. friend will pledge
his reputation as a lawyer to the proposition that it does in
any way affect the security ofthe first bonds. If it did, 1 would
quite agree with him that we should do nothing to affect in

e slightest degree the position of the public creditor.

Mr. BLAKE. I do not make any distinction between
my opinion as a lawyer, as a member of Parliament or as a
man. I think this scheme is a scheme of substitutionary
security. I think it quite possible that a critical examina-
tion of this second clause may indicate that the words are
not quite strong enough to enable the company to do what
the Government give them power to do, to grant first mort-
gage bonds to the detriment of the existing bondholders;
but the scheme is such, and the Minister of Finance
acknowledged that that was the intention.

Mr. McLELAN. I did not acknowledge that it was the
intention to weaken the security of any man, and we believe
that the resolution does not do so.

Mr. BLAKE. That declaration from the hon. gentleman
removes all difficulty, because ail e have to do now is to
make it secure by an express declaration that nothing in this
is to affect the rights of' the outstanding bondholders, but
this clause as it stands does not make that clear.

Mr. BAIN (Wentworth). I am face to face with this
question personally, because the moment 1 go home, I shal
be met with the question from one of these bondholders, a
lady friend, whether this proposition affects the value of
the bonds held by her. The investment was made in these
bonda because they ran for forty years, and the first ques.
tion I shall be asked will be, is it desirable that she should
give up these bonds or not. If these $3,000,000 of bonds
are exchanged for the bonds now proposed to be issued to
the extent of $2,000,000, or if the bondholders do not choose
to do that, what will the result be ? But if they rank in
their own original position, then I say every dollar of the
bond§ you cancel makes their security better, and I shall be
in a position to advise my lady f riend to hold on to her
bonds; but if they are only to rank with these securities
you are now propoeing to issue, I shall be compelled to say
to her, I think you had better take your money and do
somethinÉ else with it. I should lke tO know from the

X Li &"&
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Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. The whole
paid by the lat of July.

Mr. McLELAN. Yes.

is to be

On paragraph (b.),
Mr. BLAKE. This hardly bears out the brief explana-

tion the hon. Minister gave of the purpose of the Govern-
ment in making this modification, because instead of em-
bracingthe mortgage on this branch in the general mort-
gage, it is proposed to make it a specific mortgage on the
branch line; yet while it is to be a mortgage on the branch
and extension line, the proceeds, instead of being devoted
to the completion of the Algoma branch, may be used for
other purposes. I may point out another dificulty which
arises in this clause. We have created a mortgage for
835,000,000, in favor of the public, which covers rolling
stock and tolis and revenues, but ihis clause seems to
give the contractors the power of allocating a certain por-
tion of the stock and defining what they believe are the
tolhs and revenues of the branch line given as securities
for the mortgage. They ought to have no power to take a
portion of the stock, and say: This stock is applicable to
the branch and another portion to the main line ;jnor
ought they to have any power to define, adversely to the
mortgagees of the other parts of the system, what, are the
revenues which are proper to be allocated to the branch
lin. as distingusLhed from the general system. The mort-
gagees of the main lino have a direct interest in asmerin
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Finance Minister absolutely whether they retain their posi-
tion, whether the old bonds take precedence of the new
issue, or whether the new ones shall be equal to the old
ones.

Mr. McLELAN. I may repeat that we do not intend
to weaken the security of any person who has invested in
the present land grant bonds, and if the language of the
resolution be not sufficient to bear that construction, it can
be amended so as to make that certain. Nor do we propose
to diminish or increase the security that any person who
has invested in these land grant bonds shall have.

Mr. BAIN (Wentworth). My own impression, on read-
ing the resolution, was that their security would be to a
certain extent impaired.

Mr. BLAKE. I think, on further consideration, the hon.
gentleman will find that the effect of this resolution will not
be either to increase or diminish the security of the pre-
sent land grant bondholders. I think it will be found to
have one or other effect.

Mr. McLELAN. We do not propose to cancel 89,000,000
of land grant bonds and let the 83,000,000 remain on the
same security.

Mr. BLAKE. Then yon do propose to alter the contract?
Mr. McLELAli. No, we propose to leave the security

the same.

On resolution 5, paragraph 2,
Mr. BLAKE. That proviso is a modification of the agree-

ment.
Mr. MoLELAN. When that was put in, it was uncertain

whether the agents on the other side would agree to issue
the bonds before the Act was passed or not; but it was
found alterwards that they consented to the issue and the
money has been raised.

Mr. BLAKE. Then the proviso is not necessary now.
Mr. McLELAN. In practice it might not be necessary,

but it was put in for that reason, that they might not be
paid exactly on the lst of May, but that the time might be
extended.
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ing what proportion of the tolle and revenues of the main
system shall be allocated to the branch.

Mr. MoLELAN. The hon. gentleman has stated we are
going further in relation to the mortgage upon the Algoma
branch than we went last year. We had last year a
greater interest in limiting the proceeds of the mortgage
than we have at present. We had a better right to con-
trol it. It was part of our Security, and we agreed we
should give up the security, provided the company mort-
gaged it for the purpose of completing the branch; but at
present, when they have paid us our debtedness, we have
not the saime right to dictate to the company that they
shall make only mortgages for the extension of the Algoma
branch, although it is intended that shall b. the purpose.

Mr. DAWSON. I think the resolution provides as
strongiy as language can for the construction of te Algoma
br.nch. The-words are:

May issue mortgage bonds secured upon the branceh of the said rail-
way known as the Algoma branch, constructed and to be hereafter con-
etructed, completinf the connect*oi between the main line of the
Canadian Pacific Railway and the River Ste. Marie."

There can be no doubt that it is the intention to build the
Algoma branch, and that this resolution ensures the con-
struction of that line. What value would a mortgage on
that branch b, if it were not to b. completed ? Who would
advance anything by mortgage on a branch which is only
partly completed, and can b. of no value until it is ?
I am very glad to see this resolution, because this
branch, when completed, will add an immense deal to
the Canadian Pacifie Railway, connecting it with American
lines at Sault Ste. Marie, and bringing the traffie of a great
portion of the Western States through by that direction,
and above all bringing a great deal of trafflo over the line
to Montreal. It will complete the system of the Canadian
Pacifie Railway, and be of vast advantage to the district I
have the honor to represent. I eau se. nothing in the reso-
lution to give occasion for the slightest doubt that the line
will be completed. It is put as clear as words can put it,
that the money raised on the mortgage on that line is to b.
applied to the construction and completion of the Algoma
branch,

Mr. BLAKE. All I can say is that the hon. member for
Algoma has heard the Minister of Finance declare it is not
proposed to limit the company in that way, that there wae
a reason for doing so last year, but that now, as they are
going to pay us off in full, we bave no longer right to limit
them. The hon. gentleman's faith in the interpretation of
the clause is stronger than his confidence in the Minister.
The hon. Minister has not answered the question as to the
power given the company to deal with the rolling stock and
with the revenues ?

Mr. McCARTHY. I think it is important, and I am
quite ture the hon. member for Algoma will agree with me,1
that there should be no doubt about it. If the language of'
the clause is not sufficiently definite, it ought to be made4
definite, so that the proceeds of the mortgage should be.
applied to the equipment of the branch and its completion,

Mr. McLELAN. The company had no objections to that
beng stated. I do not see we have a right to demand that,
but te company is perfectly willing that it should be.
embodied in the resolutions and expressed in the Bill. The
object in taking power to mortgage that was for the exten.
sion of it, but I stated sone time ago that I did not think
we had the right to compel them to expend the money for
the extension of it, but they were willing to do it, and, if itt
is any satisfaction to my hon. friend from AIma (Mr.
Dawson), that it should be expressed more Olearly in the
Bill than it ls here, it wil be done.

Mr. DAWSON. I think it would be more satisfaotory
that it sbhould be done. It is quite strong now, but, as the
bon. Minister suggests, I think it would be well to have it
stronger.

Ur. BLAKE. I have twice appealed to the Minister with
reference to the rolling stock and tolis.

Mr. MoLELAN. It says: "And such rolling stock and
plant appertaining thereto." That is, as mnuch as may be
fairly provided for the branch. The holders of the
435,000,000 have already a lien upon the rolling stock and

plant appertaining to the main line, and the company can.
not mortgage it again for the Algoma branch.

Mr. BLAKE. And about the tolls and revenues?

Mr. McLELAN. They cannot mortgage the tolle of the
main line for the Algoma Branch, but only the tolls and
the rolling stock of the branich.

Mr. BLAKE. The hon. gentleman will perceive in a
moment, I tbink, that, when the Algoma branch is to be
worked by the same company that is working the main
line, it is a simple question, unless some protecting clause
is inserted, what proportion of tolls they choose to allocate
to that line, and what proportion of their traffle they appro-
priate to the AIgoma branch. Thoy may starve the
Algoma branch for the benefit of the main, or they may
starve the main for the benefit of the Algoma branch, by a
simple, eaiy, and rot at all uiknown process of book-
keeping. If the hon. gentleman will look at the course
the two great American Pacifie roads have taken, their
course as to the administration of the branches as compared
with the main line, and the amount of traffie they have put
on the branches as compared with the main lines, he will
understand what I mean. Having already created a mort-
gage on the main lin. for $35,000,000, it ought not to be
put into the hands of the directors, as this proposes to put
it, to arrange their traffic for the benefit of the branch.

Mr. McCARTHY. Io not my hon, friend a little hyper.
critical? Does he not see that it is clearly provided "with-
out interfering with the rights of the holders of other secu.
rities of the company?"

Mr. BLAKE No.

Mr. MoCARTHY. Pardon me, it does, and further it
says, "such by-laws to be submitted for approval to the
Governor in Council." I do not know what more could be
done. It is provided that this mortgage is to be upon the
tolls, revenue, equipment and so on, without interfering
with the rights of the holders of other securities, and that
the by-laws are to be submitted to the Governor in Cunucil
for approval. Of course, when we corne to deal with the
Bill, we eau take care, if it is necessary, that the other
creditors are not interfered with, but, I think, in a resolu-
tion like tis, the provision is quite suffiaient

Mr. DAWSON. To return to the Algoma branch, I
think it would be well if the words suggested by the hon.
gentleman were put in. There is nothing like making
assurance doubly sure.

Resolution ordered to be reported.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN moved the adjour-ment of
the House.

Notion agreed to; and the House adjourned at 12.50 a.m.
(Friday).
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HOUSE OF COMMONS.

FRIDAY, 30th April, 1886.

The SPEAmER took the Chair at Three o'clock.

PaYMs.

FIRST READING.

Bill (No. 121) to regulate the employment of children,
young persons and women, in the workshops, mills and
factories of the Dominion of Canada.-(Mr. Bergin.)

PROTECTION OF NAVIGABLE WATERS.

Mr. FOSTER moved the seco3nd reading of Bill (No.
96) respecting the protection of navigable waters.

Mr. BLAKE. Is there no explanation ?
Mr. FOSTER. In introducing the Bill, I think I explained

it pretty fully. It is an adaptation of the present law, with
some changes in the verbiage and some new sections. In
section 2 there is an addition, which makes it necessary
for the owner of the obstruction, whatever it may be, when
it shall have sunk, or is lying ashore or grounded, to place
on it by day a signal, and a light at night, so that ships
may avoid it. Section 3 is new, and provides that in
case the owner does not put a signal upon it by day or a
light by night, the Minister of Marine and Fisheries may
be empowered to do so. In section 4 there is
a provision which enables the Department to take
the expenses incurred in placing and maintaining
such signal or light out of the proceeds of the sale, if the
obstruction bas to be sold. Section 5 is the same as in the
present law, with the exception that in case the wreck,
when taken out by the Department and sold, does not
bring sufficient to pay expenses, the Government is em-
powered to come upon the owner for such deficiency. At
present the law does not give the Department that right.
Section 7 is a remodelling of the old section with reference
to throwing out mill refuse, sawdust and the like, into
navigable waters. The change in the Bill is that navigable
waters are taken instead of navigable streams. The old
clause simply gave authority to prevent refuse being thrown
into navigable streams; it did not give any authority to
prevent the throwing of rubbish, sawmill refuse and the
like, into other navigable waters than streams. A case has
recently beenc trie in Ontario, in which our fishery
inspector prosecuted a sawmill owner, I think it was for
throwing rubbish and sawmill refuse into a little bay
which is a very valuable fishing ground, the refuse being
injurious to the flshingas well as obstructing navigation by
filing up the bay. it was decided that under the present
law there was no authority for the fishery inspector to
bring such a suit or obtain the penalty. That is the addition
in section 7. Sub-section 2 of section 7 is the same as at
present.

Mr.WELDON. Theword "owner" should notbe confined
to registered owners, because the register doe not neces-1
sarily show the ownership. With respect to the secondi
soection I would suggest that where an obstruction is causedi
in a navigable stream by the foundering of a vessel, thei
Department should at once place a light there and makei
payment of the cost obligatory on the owner. That course1
would be cthe better one, for otherwise serious injury mighti
arise to a vessel, and the penalty recoverable isi
very sma.l, 8,0 a day. With respect to the
seventh section I think the provision covers streams
not formerly provided for. But in the old AÔt i1
provides ,that no refuse shal be thrown into any rirer r
atream, whether above or below thq zavigable point. The

hoù. gentleman has omitted those words in this section,
and IU would suggest whether it is not advisable to con-
tinue them. The words now proposed in regard to a stream
are "any part of which is navigable;" and that might not
cover a part that is not navigable. With respect to the third
sub-section, that is the same as the last Act. I question
very much whether any person acquainted with the streams
of New Brunswick, and the great obstructions in them, is not
of the opinion that any strèam should be exempted. I do
not see any advantage to be gained by allowing parties to
throw mili refuse or rubbish into any stream. It may not
cause injury for a time, but it will eventually. Therefore
I would like to see a law framed so that no stream would
be exempted from the operatioi of the Act.

Mr. COOK. I understand the Ottawa River is exempt from
the seventh clause. The case referred te by the Minister of
Marine and Fisheries was that of Campbell & Co., on Geor-
gian Bay, who were prosecuted by the fishery inspector
once, twice or thrice. There was a hardship in that case. The
Messrs. Campbell have a mill on a waterfall. The fish can-
nt get beyond the mill, and the water below the fall is an
arm of the lake. The lumber is thrown from the mill on
scows; it is taken down thearm of the lake for some dis-
tance and is dried previous to shipment. I think this case
is a pretty hard one. I have no sympathy with Mr. Camp-
bell politically-in fact, he is one of the hon. gentleman's
political friends-but in that case there was a good deal of
animus shown by the fishery inspector. The same state of
things might exist on different waters on Georgian Bay.
Most of the mille are on inlets, where there is some protec-
tion from the lake, and it is impossible te build and
operate a mill, particularly a water mil], without depositing
some refuse in the water, and if the fishery inspector has a
grudge against the mill owner he can give him any amount
of trouble. Mr. Campbell was talking the other day to me
and asked me te draw the attention of Ministers to
these facts. He said he did not think they quite under-
stood the position of mille in that part of the country,
and a great deal of hardship would ensue if the Act was
carried out, and therefore it should be well considered.
I think it is a matter which should be well considered. For
instance, not only is a great deal of damage done te the fish
and to navigation by this sawdust and refuse being thrown
into these waters, but it is well known that the sawdust
sinks to the bottom, gas accumulates in it and explosions
take place, by which boats are sometimes wrecked. If the
Goverament are going to legislate on this subject at all,
they should not legislate in the interests of the strong and
the powerful-the men who have political influence. Such
men are generally able to protect themselves, and the Gov-
ernument should rather legislate in the interests of the weak,
than exempt certain portions of the community from the
operations of the Act simply because they posses a little
more political influence than others. I hope the Minister
will enter into the matter more carefully before legislating
in this way, and I hope that he will deal fairly by all classes
of the community.

Mr. GILLMOR. I think it is a wise provision that the
Governor in Council should, under certain circumstances,
regulate this matter, and I do not see how it cau be done
in any other way. Of course the fishing interest is impor-
tant, but the lumber interest is also important. I differ
entirely from my hon. friend from St. John (Mr. Weldon),
because there are many streame upon which mills are
erectod where investigation would show that it is not of
importance to the fihing interest that the sawdust and
other refuse shouid ne kept out of them. As a rule it is
better fbr streèts and harbors that it should be kept out,
but there *re others where it does not injurionsly affect the
fish, and some in which 4b"e are no flh, I am under the
impression that it does not injuriously affeot the fish here
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in'the Ottawa River. Itany of the old stylos of wte, mills
are so constructed that it would be quite impossible fçr
them to take car of this sawduat, and thougb, of course, the
public interest may require in certain caseo that thty
should reconstruct the mille, that ia something ich
should Dot be done without enquiry by the proper oMoLlWa
under the Goverggr in Coupeil. I think, therefore, it is
in the public interest that the Government s qid have
power to look into the circumstances of each lqcality, and
ascertain how far the fishing interesta may be injured by
the refuse from these mills, before or4ering that they ahould
be taken down and new ones erected.

Mr. MILLS. It seems to me that the Minister proposes by
the seventh section of this Act to go a great deal beyond the
jurisdiction of this Parliament. The fish and the fisheries
of Canada are under the control of the Government and the
Parliament of Canada, so long as they are within their
jurisdiction. They may make sach regulations as they
Bee proper within their own jurisdiction, but fish, like wild
animals, are not under the control of the Government, if
they leave the coast of Canada and go to the caît of the
United States. The hon. gentleman should not follow the
wise legislator who declared that they were British fLb;
and so, too, when these fish go ont of the waters that are
under the immediate control of the Government of Canada
into waters that are under the control of the Provinces
they are as much in foreign juriediction as if they had
gone to the coasts of the United States. Now, the hon.
gentleman proposes not merely to make regulations appli-
cable to the waters of Canada, but to make regulations
which are applicable to the waters of the Provinces. The
hon. gentleman knows that there is a decision in the
Supreme Court recognising the old common law rule of
England that the fish belong to the Riparian proprietors,
where the boundary is drawn in the middle of the stream,
and in ail streams nlot regarded as navigable streams.
Those fisheries arc not under the control of this Parliament.
The Local Legislatures may make such regulations
as they sec proper with regard to them. For instance, the
Gov, rnment of Ontario have its own policy with regard to
mills and mill sites. If they sell timber limite, the value of
those timber limits and Lhe amount which the Government
receives for the sale of timber may depend on the regula.
tions which they may choose to make or to allow for the
regulation of the mills which are erected on those streams.
Now, the hon. gentleman comes here with a Bill and says:
"I am not going to recognise the policy of the Local Gov-
erument within its own jurisdiction, and with reference to
waters under its jurisdiction, but I am going te make the
regulations; there is a remote possibility of injury, and I
am going te legislate with reference te that remote possibil-
ity; I am going to extend my authority and the authority
of Parliament for the purpose of more effectively carrying
out my policy; I propose to extend that authority beyond
the waters under the control iof the Parliament of Canada,
into the waters under the control of the various Provinces.
That is the provision which the hon. gentleman proposes.
Now, if the hon. gentleman proposed to make regulations
with reference to the navigable waters of Canada, if he pro-
posed te say that mills should be built in a certain way,
and that sawdust and refuse should not be thrown into
these nevigable streams, he would b. acting within his
authority; the question of policy alone would be before
us for consideration. But by this claue he does not
stop at that point He goes turther, and proposses
te regulate amall streams which are not navigable, which
are no more undor the control of the hon. gentleman than
the Crown Lands of the Provinces are under his control.
The hon. gentleman coul not say, for instance, that a Man
should nlot be allowed te eut down trees on his land and fall
timber into these 4tfeml hIt may be that the falling Of

e.atain kiqds of timber might 1e injirieus to theso strpams,
for the pqrpose of the fia ascending thom to deposit their
spawn; yet the hon. gentleman could not say that a man
engaged in elearing his land should not fall his timber into
t,he stream, that he should not be at liberty to obstruct it;
that he should nQt use his land as he plesd. H. ocn Po
more do that than the Government at Washington cnP do
it, The bounduries between the local and the Daminion
authorities are ps clearly delined as i they were land-
marks made by internatiqual regulation, or by the sur-
veyors' posts. They are rmarked out here by the
»r4ieINorth America Act, and, under the provisions
of that Act, it is clear the 'Local Legislatures may say
whether timber should be ffllen inte streans or not-
whether obstructions should be removed which tmay be au
impediment to fish ascending the streaas or not. Ail those
regulations fail within the domain of another Government,
and the authority must be exercised by another Govern.
ment and Legislature. The hon. gentleman proposes
not only to- legislate for those waters which are
under the jurisdiction of the Parliament of Canada,
but for those waters which are beyond its juris-
diction. It is true that the policy the Local Governments
may pursue with regard to non-navigable streams may not
be favorable to the fisheries; it may be trae that the policy
pursued by our neighbors in Michigan may not be favor-
able to the fisheries that lie between the two countries;
but that if we had power to legislate, we might legislate
for the interests of both, is no reason why we should uqder-
take to exercise that power. It is not a question of con-
venience or advantage, but a question of jurisdiction, gad
as such it is perfectly clear that the on. gentleman pro-
poses to do what he has no power to do. Tle que-tiQga of

olicy is therefore excluded to a large degree, because it is
ardly worth our while to discuse whether the proposal is

wise or unwise if it lies beyond the limits of our ju.risdic-
Lion. I, therefore, think that certain provisions of this
clause should be struck out. If the han. gentleman thinks
there should be a change, he might communicate with the
varions Local Legislatures to obtain it, but we ought net
to undertake to legislate on the subjeot here.

Mr. CAXERON (Y:ctoria). The question my hon.
friend from Bthwell las raised is a very important one,
and deserves very serious consideration. For my part, I
desire that this Parliamient should go as far as it legally
and properly can in legislating to prevent sawdust being
thrown into riverasand streams, and thereby destroyi 'g the
fish in themn, and seriously impeding navigation. In my own
county and in other coupties that I am familiar with, I
have heard constant and reiterated complainte against the
destruction of navigation and fih in rivera by saw millers
throwing sawdust into them, when by the expenditure of a
reasorable amount of money they could consume the saw-
dust or otherwise dispose cf it. But I muet confess that
there is a great deal of force in the objection taken by the
ho. momber for Bothwell to this Bill, that it proposes to
legislate on a matter beyond our jurisdiction. I tihink it is
quite within our functions to declare that no sawdust shall
be thrown into any navigable stream; but when we pro-
pose te legislate as to streams which flow into a4y navi-
gable water, we clearly, to my mmind, go beyond our jria-
diction. In doing that, we assume power to legislate for
every littie stream or creek on which there happens te be
mill-power. I think the clause should be aaoended by
striking out the words, "or which flows into 4ny navig4ble
water." While I should be glad that the suggestion cf the
hon. membea for Bothwell should be takn, that there
should besome commgnication with the local 4 overnmenta
with the view of opi4g some legisltion as to streams
and waters thp.t are pot pavi Able, I ti4e we ughtWo con-
fine our legislaties to naviable waters pnly.
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Mr. O'BRIEN. The difflculty in. the Act as it formerly

stood, so far as I understand, was that there was no pro-
vision preventing sawdust being thrown into water that was
not a stream. In the case referred to by the hon. member
for East Simcoe (Mr. Cook) as the occasion of this clause,
the mill was on the edge of a stream and also on the edge
of the lake, and the space between the stream flowing into
the waters of the Georgian Bay and the water of the bay
itself is so slight that the fishery officer was not aware that
the sawdust actually went into the Georgian Bay, and con-
sequently the injunction was set aside. For that reason it
was very evident than an alteration of the law was re-
quired, because it was just as mischievouq, in the interest of
navigation and flshing, to put sawJust into the inlet as into
the stream that ran into the inlet.

Mr. COOK. No one uses that stream except the parties
interested in the mill.

Mr. O'BRIEN. That may be but the hon. gentleman
knows that the navigation of almost every harbor in the
Georgian Bay has been affected for several years past by
sawdust being thrown into the water. In the harbor of
Parry Sound the depth of the water has been so reduced
that a vessel that formerly took a full load at the wharves
can now only take a partial load. That is the case in a num-
ber of other harbors; and although this provision may only
affect persons owning mills at present, I do not know what
right they have to make permanent obstructions in the
water, which will be injuriously felt in the future. It does
seem to me a curious thing that while mill owners on the
rivers emptying into the Georgian Bay are compelled by
law to do what most of them have done, erect extensive
furnaces for sawdust, the owners of mills on the Ottawa
river are permitted to throw their sawdust into the water
without let or hindrance. Anyone who notices how this
magnificent river is being destroye i through the operation
of mill owners, muet feel that this is really more than a
local matter-miqt feel that it is a national injury. The
great trouble with this legislation is that it is about 25
years too late. A great deal of mischief has been done,
and I think it is the duty of the Department to prevent
further mischief as far as possible by carrying out the law
strictly. The fisheries have not only been injured and are
being injured every day, but the navigation of the waters
of Georgian Bay have been very seriously interfered with.
If there is any question as to the wording of the clause, it
eau easily be amended, but the great thing is to make it
criminal to put sawdust into a lake or inlet as well as into
a stream.

Mr. ABBOTT. It seems to me that we are running some
risk of frittering away the jurisdiction of this House almost
infinitesimally. I understand that the object of this Bill is
to prevent the filling up of rivers with sawdust. The ques-
tion whether sawdust is to be put into a navigable water by
being conveyed in a cart and put into it, or being carried to
it in a small stream, does not seem to me to be important.
It might as well be argued that we cannot say
that sawdnst shall not be carted to a navigable
river, because we have no jurisdiction over the carte
in the Provinces, as that we cannot prohibit it
being conveyed thither by a small stream. The pre-
tension that we cannot prohibit sawdust being put
in a stream which flows into a navigable river would be as
absurd as to say we could not prevent it being carted into
a navigable river. We have jurisdiction sufficient to pro-
teet our navigable waters from injury, and we may as
effectually prohibit the transmiss;on of sawdust into navi-
gable waters, by means of floating it dowe streams, as to
prevent it being put in by means of an elevator or conductor
in the sawmill or from a waggon onsthe road.

Mr. COCKBURN. 1 think the Bill is in the right direc-
tion, but it does not go far enough. It is deairable that a

xr, mCÂ oN (Victoria).

penalty should be inflicted for the obstruction 'of navigation,
not only by this means, but also by means of gtoating loge,
rafts and booms. In the west men have gone to great
expense in building burners for the destruction of sawdust,
thus preventing it ftoating into rivers to the injury of navi-
gation and the destruction of fish as well. I hope when we
go into committee that the Minister of Marine and Fisheries
will extend the clause to make it apply to cases of obstruc-
tion by booms, rafts and log. The only remedy at present,
the lawyers say, is to get out an injunction in Chancery to
prevent the impeding of navigation from which private indi-
viduals have suffered to a great extent, or by civil action to
recover damages; but that is not sufficient, and I hope a
penalty will be provided in this Bill.

Mr. THORPSON. Whether the Bill g oes far enough or
too far, I beg to add my concurrence to what has been said
by the hon. member for Argenteuil (Mr. Abbott). The
purpose of the Bill being to protect navigation, this Parlia-
ment has the right to legislate in respect to the tributary
waters which are supposed to carry the obstruction into the
navigable waters, and the right te legislate for that pur.
pose can only be in this Parliament.

Mr. MILLS. Suppose that in ploughing a field, the wash
of the field carries the sand and subsoil into the river, to
the obstruction of navigation, would the Legislature have
the right to determine how the field should be ploughed ?

Mr. THOIPSON. Of course a very extreme case can
be suggested.

Mr. MILLS. Lt is a practical case.

Mr. THOMPSON. As regards any matter even of purely
police aontrol, in respect of which there may be obstruc-
tion of navigation, this Parliament has undoubtedly the
right to interfere with the civil rights, police matters and
local regulatons, provided it is in good faith, dealing with
a subject which is within the control of this Parliament.

Mr. McCALLUM. We need only look at the Ottawa
River to show the necessity for this Bill. As to esawdust
running into navigable rivers, I have known it to float
twenty miles and then collect into a harbor, and the Gov-
ernment is paying a large amount of money yearly to
dredge sawdust out of our harbors. Lt accumulates with
dirt, from time to time, sinks to the bottom, and there forme
a bar. At Port Colborne, for instance, there are large banks
of sawdust, and what happens there must happen elsewhere.
The question is one of navigation rather than of the pre.
servation of fish. A large expenditure would be saved,
which is now made in keeping barbors clear, by preventing
the emptying of sawdust or the floating of sawdust into
navigable rivers, and we have a very good chance to show
the good results of such a policy by commencing right
away with the sawduet which is allowed te float into the
Ottawa River.

Mr. MITCHELL. This is a subject which has occupied
publie attention for many years. When I was Minister of
Mirine and Fisheries, it was agitated a great deal, and steps
were taken to try and prevent the evil. I am in entire
accord with the hon. Rinister in his efforts to get additional
powers in relation to this matter. It is painful to see the
way the Ottawa River is being deetroyed, not only by
sawdust, but by the slabs, refuse and bark thrown into it.
The latter are quite as, if not more, injurions than the saw-
dust. When you reach Carillon or Grenville by steamer,
in order te take the cars there, you will see, at either place,
forty or fifty acres of sawdust banks, the accumulation of
refuse from the Ottawa mille. That should be put a stop.
te. In other portions of the country it is not allowed to
exist. Take one of our greatest lumbering and manufactur-
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ing sections, that of Miramichi, from which I come, every shall be continued to the Governor in Council to make ew
mill owner there has his furnace for burning up sawdust emption where it is thought necessary to do so.
and the refuse from his mille, and by that means we have Mr. HILLIA RD. I quite agree with the remarks of the-kept them out of our rivera, and our navigation, such as it bon. member who has last spoken. There are two aides tois, bas been largely preserved by the regulations established this question. There are rights which should be regardedby the Department for the purpose of preventing sawdust to 'a certain extent. There are mille in operation whichand refuse being thrown into the river. It is iniquitous the were built before the passage of the present Act, and when
way in which the Ottawa River is being destroyed, and I no provision was made for keeping the sawdust out, Andam in entire accord with the Minister of Marine and Fisher- which cannot keep it out. With respect to the mille in thisies ihis endeavor to get additional powers in this respect. city, I should like to have a suggestion from any member

Mr. DESJARDINS. The hon. Minister of Justice has who has spoken of any plan to keep the sawdust ont, short
admitted lie has no control whatever over unnavigable rivera, of rebuildini the mill from foundation to superstructure.
and yet, in order to bring in législation, which I admit is a Wàere there is direct action with the water wheel it is im-
benefit to the country, he pute aside the control of the Pro- possible to keep it ont, and the mille on the Ottawa are
vinces and legislates how these rivera will be controlled. built on that plan, and it is impossible to keep it out with-
I think there is no more rigbt for him to legislate on unna- out raising the water wheel, and even then I do not see how
vigable rivera flbwing into the navigable ones than he would it is to be done. The result would be to put certain mille to
have if any river coming from the United States should an expense altogether inalequate to the damage doue.
enter into our navigable rivers, and bring sawdust, as it With respect to the damage on the Ottawa River, I find,
does in some of our rivera. I think that is a matter of from a report of Mr. Mathers, who was appointed by the
arrangement between the Provincial bodies and the Federal Government, in 1873 or 1874 to investigate the matter,
one, and not of simple legislation by the Fedéral overpower- that the damage was not doue on the Ottawa by the saw-
ing the Provincial rights. I think the objection taken by dust alone going in, but in the early history of the lumbering
my hon. friend from Victoria (Mr. Cameron) is good, and interests of this country by the unwarrantable practice of
ought to be admitted. throwing slabs and edgings in, which formed a network

which caught this sawdust, but after the mille ceased toMr. WHITE (Refrew.)e am glad to see that the Min- put in whole slabs and edgings the damage was almos96ister of Marine and Fisheries has reserved to himself the completely neutralised. While I agree that something
right of exempting from the provisions of this clause in should be doue as far as possible to prevent this thing, at
cases where it may be deemed not against the public the same time the interests of the mills, which were built
interest to allow sawdust to be conveyed into streams. without any regard to the kee ing out of sawdust, and
Snmer rférence has been made to the fact that sawdnst is when it was not compulsory to eep it out, should be pro-
allowed to be conveyed into the Ottawa by mille in this tected. If this Act were enforced in its entirety, it would
vicinity. There are two aides to this question. There is be tantamount toe closing down these mille. le it right that
the question of navigation, which is a very important one, these people, who have invested in good faith, ehould lose
and which ought to be paramount, but there is also the ques- their investment? In regard to another point, I think there
tion of the interest of those people who have a very large is one part of the Bill which should be amended somewhat,
amount of capital invested in the construction of the clause referred to by the member for North Victoria
sawmills, giving employment to a large number (Mr. Cameron), prohibiting the throwing of sawdust, etc.,
of persons, who would be subjected to enormous into rivera, streams or other waters, any part of which is
cost and great inconvenience, especially in a place navigable or which flow into navigable waters. I venture
like the city of Ottawa, in disposing of their sawdust to say we have not a rivalet in the Province of Ontario
in any other way than that in which it is now disposed thbt does not flow into a navigable water. I think that
of. This is not a new question. It ongaged the attention should ébe modified, and certainly there should be some pro-
of the Government of the hon. member for East York. when vision made for the protection of vested rights.
he was leader of the Government and Minister of Publie Mr.
Wu. iks, and, if I understand aright, a commission was KAULBACH. Thé proposal of thé Miister of
appointed. either lu 1876 or 1877, to enquire into Marine is a step li the right direction, the object being to
the question of the obstruction of the Ottawa River protect thé navigable waters of rivers, but, while protet-
by the depositing of this mill refuse, and, as the ing the navigable waters of rivera, it interferes very largely
result of the investigations of that commission, the with mills already erected on the tributaries of thèse rivera.
practice was allowed to be continued under certain I find that to be the case on a certain river in the county
conditions and restrictions-one of the conditions being that I represent. The injury done to the navigable waters
that all the slabs and edgings had to h converted of that river is simply from mille erected immediatély on
into smail chips or pièces by machinery placed in the mills, the river or a short distance up the stream. The smaller
Lt would be a great sud sérious inconvenience sud a great mille remote from navigable waters cause no ijury what-
loss to the laboring population of this locality, if the power' ever. I feel satisfid that semé effort ehould he made b
were taken away from the Minister to exempt certain locali- thé Muister te avoid causing moonvemence to thema
ties from the provisions of this Act, if, in the wisdom of the miii owners which they might sustain by the enforcement
Governor in Council, it was deemed expedient and proper of this Act. To enforce the law upon these small mill
that those localitie should bc se exempted. Lt is quite owners who have already erected their mille, and find it a
true that there have been banks of sawdust formed in the great ioonvenience to arrang a diffrent machery in
Ottawa below the mille; but, as far as my observation has order to consume sawdust, would hé a hardship for them.
enabled me to judge, those banks have accu mulated, not in If the Minister could in any way arrangé so that the over-
the navigable portions of the stream, not in the deep water, seer of fieheries might protect the small mill owners from
but along the shores and in the eddles, and so they have not injury, I would support the Bill cheerfully.
obstructed the navigation to any appreciable extent, though Mr. VAIL. The question raised by the hon. member for
they show themselves in passing down the Ottawa. I ven. Bothwell (Mr. Mille) iesa very important one, and if he is
ture to express the hope, and to concur with the opinion of right, then all our législation lu regard to this matter
the member for Charlotte (Mr. Gillmor), that this portion has been wrong. I understand him to say that the Do-
of the Act shall not b expunged from it, but that the power minion of Canada bas no authority to interfère with
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waters above high-water mark, as conterna putting any-
thing in the stream. Without arguing that point, I wish
toaay that if Parliament has not that authority it ought to
have it ; it ought to have the power to take all noces-
sary measures to protect the fisheries, which are so im-
portant an industry in this country. The object of the Bill
is-to make the law more stringent, and I understand the
effect of the change will be that no mill owner on any
stream can deposit sawdust or anything of that kind in a
river, because every milI erteted on any navigable river in
Canada, impedea it to some extent, and therefore the Bill
gives the Minister power to prevent sa wdust being put into
auy navigable stream. Now that, I think, is going a little
beyond what is necessary for the protection of the fisheries.
I think the law was quite stringent enough before in that
reapect, but the trouble bas been that the law bas not been
carried. out. I have found often that mill owners point to
the Ottawa River opposite this city, which is a navigable
river, and they say that if the Government, within sight
of the- Parliament Buildings of Canada, allow the law,
as it was originally intended, to be set aside, they see no
reason why they should be bound to obey the law. It is
clear that you have made one.law for the rich, and for the
people who have invested largely in mills on the Ottawa,
and you have made another law for the poor people who
have small milli, and who would be put to great inconveni-
enoô if they were obliged to burn their sawdust and edg-
ings coming from the mills. I am rather opposed to the
laat clause, and I think this law would be mach more effec-
tive if it did -not give this power to the Dominion Govern-
ment to exempt any stream from its operation. If the law
is good, it is good for everybody, and if it is bad, it ought
not to be on the Statute book. I am.in favor of doing away
with this clause which gives the Government power to
exempt any stream; then there would be no difficulty in
carrying out the law, and no one would be in a position to
say that he ought not to be bound by a law that was violated
within sight of the Parliament Buildings.

Motion agreed to, Bill read the second time, and the House
resolved itself into Committee.

(In the Committee.)
On section b,
Mr. WELDON. I suggested to the Minister the doubt

whether it was well to make the expression "owner " mean
the registered owner, because the real owner may notbe
the registered owner. Frequently vessels are passed into
the hands of other persons and are registered in their name
for various reasons-as security for a mortgage, for
instance.

Mr. POSTER. It is placed in the Act to meet dif-
fieulties that have arisen. There was the case of a steamer
wrecked in the River St. Lawrence above Quebec. It was
impossible to get at the registered owner, and the result
was that the Department was put to an expense of some
S7,O00 in order to raise the wreck. It is thought that the
registered owner, in the majority of cases, will be the more
responsible man.

On section 2,

Mr. POSTER. My hon. friend from St John suggested
that it might be better for the Department to take au-
thority to place the light at once. That is very well from
one point of view, but it often happens that the owners
would rather place the light themselves, thinking that they
could do it more cheaply. I have a ease in my mind now
of a small vesel wrecked in the western part of Ontario,
where the Department placed a light and kept it for
a number of weeks. When the charge was made the owner
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objected to it, saying that he could have put a light there
for some dollars per day less. This gives the option to the
owner to do it himself, if ho prefers, and of using the lights
or small boats ho may have.

Mr. COCKBURN. Can the Minister do anything with
respect to other obstructions, such as rafts and booms ?

Mr. FOS'ER. My hon. friend will see that anything
that sinks, or lies ashore, or grounds, is taken under thia
Act. I think we have an Act outside of this that relates to
slides, booms and dams, which is carried out by the Min-
ister of Marine and Pisheries and the Minister of Publie
Works conjointly ; but anything that proves an obstruction
to navigation in that way is covered.

Mr.CA ME RON(Victoria). I do not think the Act to which
the Minister refers, as giving the Government control over
the interruption of navigable streams by rafts and logs, goes
far enough; the machinery is too slow and tedions, practi-
cally, to remedy the grievance often suffered. A suit was
brought some few years ago by the owner of a steamboat
against a man who was bringing a la-ge raft of logs down
a river in my constituency, and who for about six weoks
kept the logs in a boom, completely obstructing the naviga-
tion for about three-quarters of a mile, so that the steamboat
owner could not get up to the people of the village, and
the public were inconvenienced by having to drive or
walk three-quarters of a mile down the stream to
a very uncomfortable place for embarkation and
debarkation. The people suffered inconvenience and the
steamboat owner suffered loss. An action was brought
and the right of the steamboat owner and the pablic
Lo navigate the river was established; but it turned
out afterwardp, when the Government sought to deal with
the maatter, that the only direction in which they had
power was to order that certain booms be placed so as to
keep the logs within certain limits and leave navigation
open. While that was all very well as a remedy for the
future, it was useless as a remedy for the present; and the
question is, whether the Government ought not to bave
power, when a person drives a raft of logs so that ho will
necessarily impede navigation, to interfere in some summary
mode and prevent him, which I do not think at present the
Government have the power to do. Persons who drive
those logo, moreover, are usually responsible men, foremen
for lumbermen and raftsmen, and they do the work by
contract. The owner of the loge is not answerable, and
any person bringing a civil action does sou against men from
whom hoecan recover nothing, and the party with a griev-
ance simply goes to the Government and asks
them that hereafter a boom shall be placed in
such a way as to prevent a recurrence of the trouble.
If the Government had power to interfere summarily and
prevent the obstruction of navigation, and some provisions
were inserted in the Act of a similar character to those
dealinz with wrecks, the case would be met. I was not
aware~that the question was coming up to-day, but I throw
out these suggestions to the Minister in order that ho may
be impressed with the necessity of extending the powers of
the Government in the way of preventing, and
immediately preventing, by some summary process,
such troubles, instead of leaving persons aggrieved,
as they are now, to recourse by civil action, and
to see other persons at a future time relieved from the
inconvenience which they themselves had to redress. If
the Minister looks into the subject ho will find that the.
Government have not clothed themselves with suffidient
power to meet the grievances to which I have referred.

Mr. POSTER. I think that ls quite true. I do not think
the Act has reference to that point. I suppose in few
instances rafuing takes place on navigable streams, but thre
driving of logs is on streams not navigable, an4 t ùje
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dimenlt matter to interfere in any way with the timber or
Jogs which are being taken down. I quite understand that
in some cases it might be very prejudicivl to navigation.

Mr. COOKBURN. There have been cases where whole
rivers have been boomed from shore to shore, and it is a
very dangerous tbing to open one of such booms or to cut a
boom. I remember a man had a narrow escape from going
to the penitentiary, although the village was blocked for
several weeks. Of course there was recourse to civil
damages, but it is difficuit to obtain them. Such action
should be made a misdemeanor, as well as the parties ag-
grieved having recourse to civil action.

Mr. COOK. In that case you will stop the lumbering
business. In some cases it is impossible to do anything
else than block small rivers, if a man is bringing down a
large quantity of timber. In the case referred to in the
county of Ontario, it could not be avoided. It must be re-
membered that over $22,000,000 revenue are derived from
the lumberiug industry. Are the Government going to
stop a revenue of that kind for the sake of running two or
three mad-boats up a river occasionally. I think that
would not be very much in the interests of the country.
As regards the driving of logs down rivers, I tbink the
lumbermen as a rule facilitate the navigation of rivers. I
do not believe the Government should attempt to cripple
so important an industry.

Mr. COCKBURN. I was not referring to particular
cases, for I am aware there are numerous cases throughout
the country. There have been cases in a dozen consti-
tuencies. The hon. member for North Victoria (Mr. Ca-
meron) knows of a case in bis county and others elsewhere.
What I wish to bring before the House is the high-handed
manner in which some lumbermen block navigation, to the
injury of villages. I know an important village which
was blockaded for two or three weeks, and that could have
been avoided by dividing the river and booming it. Some
remedy should be provided and some penalty imposed,
besides leaving the party the right of obtaining civil
damages in cases where the trouble could be avoided.
There are undoubtedly some cases where the lumbermen
must block streams for a short time. I fully realise the
importance of the lumber trade as much as does the hon.
member for East Simcoe (Mr. Cook). In regard to mad-
boats, the remark is not very complimentary to the navi-
gation interests, and particularly when the hon. gentleman
is himself a director of a line of fine steamers. Il the hon.
gentleman calls them mud-boats, we muît expol him from
the directorate.

Mr. HlILLIARD. I think this is a matter of sncb impor-
tance that it should be referred to a committee, on which
there should be some lambermen, in order to consider the
difficulties in framing legislation. In my section of the
country we come into contact with steamboats navigating
the waters, and the idea of dividing the channel with booms
is a perfect absurdity. ln my vicinity an endeavor is now
being made to divide a stream for five miles, and the plan
adopted is worse than useless. It will actually intercept
both the navigatioir and the transportation of logo to a very
serions extent. I am satisfied myself that the money is
completely thrown away and that the booms and piers will
have to be removed. This is a matter that requires a little
consideration. There are points on many navigable streams
where the logo cannot be controlled; they can be managed
through the still water, but while they are passing rapids
it is utterly impossible to control their action. Some plan
should be arrived at by which both interests would be served.
It would be unfair to say that the great lumbering interest
should give way to the navigation interest. l many cases
tho navigation interest is a mere bagatelle, whereas the
lumboring interest is of great importance. No doubt there

aregrievances in manyquartersand it is desirable, in order
to overcome them, that there should be some plan adopted
whereby the interest of both industries would be noared.

Mr. COCK BURN. My hon. friend from West Peterbero'
(Mr. Hilliard) has misunderstood me, as what I meant was
to divide the river at the month, the lumbermen taking one
half and the steamboats the other. I did not propose to
divide the river for five miles or so, nor did IÔbject to
floating logs. What I did object to was booms ronning
from shore to shore. There are cases where the mavigation
mon and the other parties interested have compromised the
niatter by arranging that the lumbermen and the owners of
the booms may run time-about-for certain portions of days
or night, but in some instances the lumbermen make the
excuse that the action of the wind prevents their moving
their logo, and thus navigation is closed sometimes for
several days. Mention has been made here of the fLshery
overseer in connection with these rivera, and we might ar-
range matters in that way with reference to navigation,
the Government holding the balance between the luinber-
men and the vessel owners and seeing that each should get
fair play.

Mr. HILLIARD. I agree with my hon. friend from
Ontario (Mr. Cockburn) that both should have fair play,
but I want that one should have as fair play as the other.
The difflculty arises from the fact a lot of logo may be kept
in one position for three or fout days at a time owmig to the
pressure of the wind-the wind driving them together in
spite of the efforts of the men in charge. In these cases they
are not under the control of the lumbermen, and the lumber-
mon should not be held responsible for the action ofsthe ele-
monts. These are matters which should be fully considered
in the making of these regulations, and I believe that the
idea of dividing the stream, even in comparatively still
water, would be an utter falunre, as the action of the wind
on those large masses of loge would frequently stop them
completely in their course. For these resens I think the
matter should be referred to a committee in whioh there
should bo some practical lumbermen who have had ex-
perience in driving logo.

Mr. COOK. I quite agree with my hon.-friend from
Wes.t Peterboro' (Mr. Hilliard) that it would -be an unfor-
tunate thing if decisions on matters of this kind should be
arrived at by a fishery inspeotor, who may not know a saw
log from-

Mr. FERGUSON (Ieeds and Grenville). From a suoker.
Mr. COOK. From a steamboat. I know some of thse

officers who are about as intelligent as that. I know some
streams where the driving of logo is affected very much by
the wind, as mentioned by the hon. member for 'West
Peterboro' (Mr. Hilliard), and they sometimes remain in
one place for weeks, to the serious loss of the owner, who
has to keep bis mon all the time. The hou. meirber for
Ontaio (hir. Cockburn), no doubt, refers very agly -to
the waters running into Lake Muskoka from Bracebridge.
There was an arrangement made botween the lumbermen
and the steamboat company, which the lumbermen carried
out as far as possible. They were allowed to get their logs
over tie slide at a certain time of the night, but when the
wind arose there was a bloek, and for that the luinbermen
were not to blame. I want to assure my hon. friend from
Ontario that wben I referred to mud-boats I did not refer to
the magnificent line of steamers of which he is manager
and of which I have the honor to be one of the directors, as
I certainly would not disparage any company that I
happened to be connected with. I had reference to sothe
boats on Rice Lake, and some other waters I might
mention.

Mr. FOSTER. I would point out that there iasothing
in thiis clause with reference to rafts, And :hat uless soe
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hon. member proposes to move an amendment dealing with formed st the mouth of the river. If the hon. gentleman
them, we are rather spending our time to no purpose in this can legisiate on non-navigable strears for the purpose of
disoumsion. protecting the fisheries or navigation, liemight on the sare

On section 7, grounds control the eitivation of lands along the banks ofthe River Thamos or of any other river that flows throngh
Mr. GIROUARD. In order to meet the objection raised an alluvial country. Thore is no différence between the

by the hon. member for Victoria (Mr. Cameron), and also obstruction of navigation by the dosit of mad and its
the observations made by the hon. member for Argenteuil obstruction by the deposit of sawdust. Look at the faotB
(Mr. Abbott), I move : Here, in the Province of Ontario, and I daresay the sare

That the words "any river, stream, or other water, any part of which le true of New Brunswick, there are hundreds of non-navi.la navigable, or which flows into any navigable water," be struck out, gable streams fiowing through well wooded districts. The
and the following substituted therefor: ''lAny navigable river, atream Local Government authorise the construction of dams to
or other water, whereby the sarne is carried into any navigable water.'t
The purport of this amendment is, that whenever the saw-adefon to wa t te e stoamaylaeat-
dust is thrown into any non-navigable water, and is carried time that no timber shall ho carried down those streams,
into a navigable water, it shall be an offence. but that they shalie kept open? Can the overnment

Mr. WELDON. I hope the clause will bo allowed to stand declare that Do timber shalic floated down those streams
as it is. I am satisfiod that the power rests entirely with because that would interfère with the fish reaching their
this Parliament. I do not think the objection raised by the spawning grounds? If the hon, gentleman is right, it
hon. member for Bothwell and the hon. member for Victoria would li in tho power of this Parliarent to legisiate
has any force. The Supreme Court decided merely the in sncb a way as to interfore with the lumber trade in
question of the right of riparian proprietors with regard to overy lumber district in the Dominion. I say this Par-
non-navigable streams. The property in the right to the fish- liament has not the right to Eo legislate, I say that
eries was extended to the owners of the land, and therefore nothing is more clearly set out than the right of tho
the power of dealing with this property was not vested in Provinces to legislato with regard te property and civil
the Parliament of Canada, but the power of this Parliament rights. Proporty in non navigable streame is absolutely under
to regulate the fisheries was never interfered with. The the jurisdiction of the Provinces, and tho Parliament of this
court held that this power was given the Parliament of Dominion must exorcise its legisiative autlority in such a
Canada, and everything is incident to that, among other way as not to interfere with the authority conferred upon
things the protection of fish. This is a power that can be tho Provincial Legisiatures. Each one la in the enjoymont
exercised by this Parliament, and is entirely within itsOf liberty, and las the riglt to exorcise il in a way perfectly
jurisdiction. consistent with the liberty of another, but he has net in the

assertion of his riglit te liberty and freedom the riglit to
Mr. MILLS. 1 have listened to the observations of My impair or interfere with the iberty and freedom of others.

hon. friend and others who have taken a different view The mie is the same with regard w juriadictien. We have
from that which I have ex pressed, but I am still of opinion certain powers and the Local Legisiatures have certain
this clause is ultra vires. While we have the right to logis- poweis, and wo cannot exorcise our powors in such a way
late for the protection of our fisheries to a reasonable extent, as te impair or interfere with the powers of the Local
we have not the right to legislate in a way that practically Legialaturea. There 18 no paramount authority vested in
interferes with the expressed powers reserved to the exclu- this Parliarent. Its power te legilate is derivod frer the
sive jurisdiction of the local Parliament. In the decision,[British NorthiAmorica AC, and the Provinces derive their
in the Queen against Robertson, Mr. Justice Strong said: power from the saine higlsource. The One is as severoign iu

"Under this provision Parliament may enact laws for regulating and Its sphere as the other. When the hon. gentleman proposes
restricting the right of fishing in the waters belonging to the Dominion, to previde that:
such as publie harbors, the beds of which have been lately determined
by ibis court to be vested in the Crown in right of the Dominion, and No owner or tenant of any saw miii, or any workman therein or
aiso for regulating the public inland fisheries of the Dominion, such as other person, shah tbrow or cause ho be thrown, or suifer or permit to be
thone of the great lakes and possibly aiso those of navigable non-tidal thrown, any uaw-durt, edgingB, labs, bark or rnbbish of any description
rivera. There is, thereiore, no unreasonable restriction of the power of whatever, juto any river, utream or other water, any part of which luParliament i n 1Ltruing the tweifth sub-section au I do." navigable, or which flows into any navigable waler.

fome d j going beyond his power. Take this case: Hme are
"These fisheries, although oten in.practice not conuervedby the Pro- numerous stream in which lgs are put for the purpose ofvinces, are certaiy net public fisheries open of common right t pal being floated t mihes, theoy are carried hundreds of miles,wo may choo o avail themeve of them, as the case with regards aon The bakte the fihriese tidal waseru and the great lakeso;rbutothefP anothe e an Th

Goverument MaY, without upecial legisiation, and in exercise of their is a llunoked off by the tim they get to the mils, and ifrighha of property, restrict their use in any mauner which may oeem the ron. gentleman is right, this Paroiament mightd ay thatexpedient, jut au freely au private ownero might do." the bark frion those leogs is as injurios as aw-dust w the
I pointed ont the logical inference that would ho drawn use of those rivera as fiheries, and enact that ne logfrein the Observations o1 the Minister of Justice. Ho took shal ieo put into any non-navigable trean lest the
the position, that if sawdust which mighv falI inw bark Inaylee depoited and interfere with the usea non-navigable river or streai, ne mattLr how re- of those stream as fsheries or lestit May ulti-
moto, vas nltimately carried dow the etroar iin ately he warred down t navigable waters, andsuch a w&y as te impair its navigation, this Parhia- may ieroly interfere with or obstruct navigation.
Ment would have the riglit te legllato in snob a Where are ye ghig thbe edrw the lin upon the thory yenway as te rogulate those streains, and it migt hoeclarthaut witn? If you legihlated wthregard tos aw-dust,for the purpose of enabling flali te ascend those non-navi. yecauslegisate with regard te fis rcoming frei thegable atreamâ t the saine extent as it migdt ho for the farinera' feld; yeo may legilate in regard te the ba k
purpose of navigation. I put this extreme case. I pointed taken off the legs. iti perectly clear that the hon. gen-
eut that in Some of Our western rivera which flow throgh lieman layas down a te, which gives teathi sGovermentalluvial countries, theme are a hundred thougand enPie yards the abroute property or control over the non-navigable
of earth carried down and depesited in navigable rivera. atreams or rivera of the conntry, and yet it as clear that theTake, for initance, the 'f<Thames."Every few Yoarm itlias absolute property in these non-navigablestreat in .the
ho be dredged for the purpos of -rernving the bar thua Crownasenroisented by th aohveral Provies. It in th
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doclared. The proprietors have only a fe, not the absolute
property. The residue, after the fee is parted with, still
resta in the Crown as represonted by the various Provinces.
I say the hon. gentleman does propose legislation which is
here ultra vires. We have a right to legislate for the pur-
pose of protecting the fisheries, but we must legislate in
such a way as not to interfere with, to impair or to derogate
from the rights of the Provinces of this Dominion.

Mr. FOSTER I am not a lawyer, but I think I havea
little bit of common sense loft, and I do not understand at
all how my friend who has just sat down found out or can
establish the parallels ho attempted to draw before this
House. One of hie parallels wa, that if we have a right to
stop a man from putting saw-dust into a stream which runs
fito navigable waters and thus becomes prejudicial to the
fisi or to navigation, we have just as much right to punish
him if he cut down a tree on his own land which caste a
shade on the water, if we could trace, that by the shade being
taken away by the action of the man, there might be
something prejudicial to the cultivation of the fish in that
stream. His other parallel was even more absurd. A man
owns a farm, ho pute his plough into it, ho ploughs his
fields, the forces o nature operate, a large rainfall takes place,
and the water goes down the gully carrying with it a cer-
tain amount of debris from the land the farmer plougLhs,
and that goes into the river. He makes this a parallel to
the case of a man building a mill in or over a stream and
of his own motion allowing the saw-dust to fall into the
stream when it is perfectly competent for him to carry it
off in some other way. The other is simply an opera-
tion of nature. If the hon. gentleman carries his
logic so far, 1 muet say that I cannot go with
him. But he cut out the pegs from under himself a
moment afterwards. Ho says: You may have the iight
to a certain liberty, but, if that interferes with or restricts
the liberty of another, you have no right to go so far; you
may have a certain privilege, but if that privilege restricts
or interferes with the privileges cf others, yon muet not
exercise it. Lot the gentleman, with his logical mind,
apply this to the case in hand. If you are at liberty to
build a saw mill just above where a stream is navigable,
and if, for your own personal gains and ends, you cut up
the logo, and, because of a little expense to you, allow the
saw-dust to go into a navigable stream, where it interferes
with the rights of aill who are interested in the navigation
of that stream, and with the fish that live in that stream,
and with the people who use the fili, you are plainly, in
exercising this liberty, interfering with the liberties and
privileges of others. The hon. gentleman has thus out the
ground from under his own feet when he declared that ho
muet not use his liberty if to any large extent he thereby
interferes with the liberties of others. I may not know
a cent's worth of constitutional law, but I have common
seiie enough to know that it is not a fair parallel.

Mr. MILLS. The hon. gentleman certainly has not paid
very close attention to the observations I made.

Mr. FOSTER. I did.

Mr. MILLS. The hon. gentleman has undertaken to put
a construction upon my words which I think they will not
bear. I said nothing about the shadow of trees falling on a
stream; I said nothîng about a party not being at lhberty
to out and take away the timber; but I say the authority
which the hon. gentleman claims by this Bill to say that a
party shahl not build a mill or make saw-dust to fall into a
non-navigable stream, however remote from one that hs
navigable, will also prevent him from cutting down timber
which wili fail into the stream. On the same ground he
muet not faIl timber into a stream which will obstruct the
fish. Is there any difference between obstructing by
aw-dust and obstruoting by a fallen tree?

Mr. FOSTER. Certainly.

Mr. MILLS. There may be a physical difference, but
there is certainly no legal difference in the obstruction, no
matter how it is brought about. Then I pointed out that,
if you cannot obstruct a non-navigable stream by saw-dust,
neither may you obstruct it by putting in loge, of which
the bark may coma off before they are taien out. The hon.
gentleman bas only to go to anyone of the lumber mills
and he will see thousands of loge without bark.
They had bark whon they were put into the stream
in the first instance. Io there any difference between
the obstruction .by the deposit of bark and the
obstruction by the deposit of saw-dust? If ho has the
power to legislate as ho proposes, ho has also the power to
say that no loge shall be ut into any of these streams; ho
may prohibit the use of Z se streams by the lumbermen,
ho has as much right to say a log shal not be put in as to
say that no saw-dust shall fall in, the principle is the same,
I put that extreme case for the parpose of showing that
Parliament had lnot the power the hon. gentleman was
claiming for it by this Bill. I say the control over these
non-navigable streams, the property of which is vested in
the riparian proprietors, belongs to the Local Government,
and the hon. gentleman cannot ask Parliament properly,
under the pretence of protecting navigation or of protecting
the fisheries, to legislate so as to assume control over pro-
perty which belongs to the Provinces.

Mr. MoNEILL. The hon. gentleman says we have a
right to legislate to a rensonable extent for the protection
of the fish, but ho objects to legislating to prevent the saw-
dust boing put into the rivers te poison the fish. Would we
have a right to allow a manufacturer to put a poisonous
acid or to empty lime into a stream?

Mr. AMYOT. That would be a crime.

Mr. MoNEILL. It would be the natural result of his
operations. It las been done in England in many cases.

Mr. DAVIES. I do net concur in the conclusion my
hon. friend from Bothwell (Mr. Mil's) has arrived at. lt
seems to be clear that we must have thi power. lie says
the Local Legislatures have control over property and civil
rights. So they have, but their right is subject to the para-
mount right which is given to this Parliamen, where
special subjecte are relegated te it; and 1 think my learned
friend will see that, if the subject of the sea coast and inland
fisheries is expressly relegated to this Parliament by the
sub-section of the 9lst section, we have thorefore the right
to pass laws on this subject, and, if we interfere w.th civil
rights in passing those laws, we do no more than we do in
fifty other cases where the power is given to us to legislate
upon certain matters, but in the exercise of our power we
interfere with civil rights. Hle quoted some remarks made
by Mr. Jui5tice Strong in the case of the Queen vs. Robert.
son. 1 have looked at that case, and the decision of the
Chief Justice, Mr. Justice Strong and other judges, clearly
go te show that we have the power beyond all doubt.
Justice Strong says in that case:

"I am of opinion, therefore, that the thirteenth enumeration of section
91, by the single expression 1 inland fIsheries,' conferred upon Parli.a
ment no power of taking away exclusive rights cf fishery vested in te
private proprietors of non-navigable rivers, and that such exclusive
rights, being in every sense of the word 'property,' can only be inter-
fered with by the Provincial Legisiatures in exercise of the power B given
themn by the provision of sèction 9j betore referred te. 'This dos not
by any means leave the sub-eiause referred te in section 91 without
efect, for it may well be considered as authorising Parlament to pas
laws for the regulation andconservation f a"l&Hfi"heriesnland as weli
as se& coast, by enacting, for instance, that fish shall not Le taken daring
particular seasons, in order that protection may be afforded whilst
breeding; prohibiting obstructions in ascending rivers from the ea;
preventing the undue destruction of fiah by takuig them in a pecoliar
manner, or with forbidden engines and in maxy other ways providing
for whatma be called the police oi theu oeies.'
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Now I think that phrase gives the key to theeztent to -[ Fay in doing that they are not merely making rgula-
which we may go, and where we may stop. If our rega- tons under the authority of the British North America
lations may properly be construed as in the natzm of podice Act in reference to inland ûsheries, but they are interfering
regulations for the control of the fisheries, we are within with property that is exclusively vested in the local body.
our lines; if we go beyond that in extreine cases, then we The authority of the Legislature here is not more specifie,
may be going outside of our power. I will trouble the House it is not more absolute over the subject of the inland
with one observation of the learned Chief Justice in that fisheries, than that of the Province is over this subject of
case of the Queen vs. Robertson, which seems to me to property that is specifically vested in the Local Legialature;
be equally as strong. He says: and you can no more obliterate the authority of the

'' Such being the state of matters at the time of the Confederation, Province over property, than you can obliterate the
1 am of opinion that the legislation in regard to inland and ses fisheries authority of this Legislature over ihe subject of the fisheries,
contemplated by the British North America Act was not in reference to by the extreme extension of that authority. Well, Sir, that isropert nd civil.rights--that is to say, not as to the ownership ofte the

oedsofthe rivera, or of the fisheries, or the rights of individuals therein
but te subjects affecting the fisheries generally, ten ding to their regnia- bas mot undertaken to answer my objection, that'if for the
tiens, proections and preservation, matiers of a national and geneal purpose of protecting navigation, they may legislate in suchsoncer and important to the public, such as to the forbidding fishto
be taken at improper seasons in an improper manner, or with destruct- a way 'as to declare that toge shal not bo put into a stream,
ive instruments, laws with reference to the improvement and increase or that saw4dust shall not be put into a stream, because the
of the fiuheries ; in other words, all such general laws as enure as well bark of thsee loge may fali off and may obstruct navigation.

-t thre benefit of the owners of the fishories as to the public at largewha or interfere with the ascension of fish in the river. Now I
are interested in the fisheries as a source of national or provincial hanmkigucraruatoteyregigbodwealth ; in other words, laws in relation to the Eisheries, such 'as those say that-mnmáking such a regulation they are going beyond
which the Local Legilatures were, previously to, and at the time of the authority they have. It is perfectly true that were
QiJ.nedetion, in the habit of enactsng for their regulation, preserva- there no power conferred upon another Legislature, there

would be no limitation, because there would be no boundary
Now the observation made by the learned Chief Justice drawn, but whenever this Legislature, in the exercise of its
seenas to meet that particular point. Then he goes on to authority, undertakes to encroach on the authority of ano-
use the following general words, which seem to me to be ther Legislature, then it is going beyond the powers con-
à propos of this discussion :- ferred upon it by the British North America Act, and that

"To all general laws passed by the Dominion of Canada regulating is preeisely what is-done in this partictlar section.
&seacoat and inland fisheriesa' ail must submit, but such -law imust-not
confliet or compete with the legislative power of the Lomal Legislatures
over property and civil rightq, beyond what may be necessary for legis-
lating generally and effectually.for the regulation, protection:and pre-j
,ervation of the fisheries in the interests of the public at large."

Thorefore we have clearly, according to Mr. Justice Strong's
opinion, the right to legislate generally and effectually for
the regulation, protection and preservation of the fisheries,
and it seems to me that the clause before us is just such a
egulastion as may well come within the meaning of the

phrase used by Justice Strong, as a police regulation.
Mr. MILLS. I certainly am not aware of there being

any such thing as paramount authority in this Parliament.
I understand that there is a division of power. There is
exelusive jurisdiction on certain subjects vested in the
Local Legislatures, and there is exclusive jurisdiction over
certain other subjects vested in the Parliament of Canada.
These are complementary of each other; but one is not

paramount to the other. They stand upon a footing of per-
fet equa ity. There is one clause in the British North
America Act relating to agriculture, providing that inc er-
tain speoific and mentioned cases where the Parliament of
Canada legislates, this legislation shall supersede that of
the Provinces. That isthe only ose, bqt in every other
case it is a question of jurisdiction, whether the power is
veated in this Parliament or in the local legislatures. It is
not possible for this Parliament to legislate in such a way
,s to obtain control over any subject that is within the
exf-nive.jurisdiction f any of the Provinces. Take, for
instance, the regulation of the fisheries. The hon. gentle.
man bas read statements of the Chief Justice of the Sup-
reme Court; I am not questioning the accuracy of the
decision, I would not pretend to do so. There is no doubt
»that the Government of Canada declare .that a certain
season shall be a close season, but that is a
wholly different thing to making a declaration that;
shall interfère with the right of any party. They do
net take from the Local Legislature any right that the
Local Legislature possesses. But if they go up a mon-
navigable stream and say that a dam shal not be put
across that stream, or that no mill shall be built upon it,
that the water '-hall not be deepened over a .d for the
purpose cf 10r loqgs, 'becuse by doing sotSwould
oustruct the use of Mam as a awniagipa.4,# islà

Mr, DATIES,

Mr. WELDON. 1 think the language of Chief Justice
Ritchie entirely confirms the opinion of my hon. friend
alongside of me, where he says:•

'' While the Local Legislatures have no right to pass any laws inter-
fering with the regulation and protection of the fisheries, as they might
have passed before Confederation, they, in my;opinion, clearly have a
right to paso any laws affecting the property in those fisheries, or the
transfer or transmission of such property, under the power conferred on
them to deal with property and civil rights in the Province, inasmuch
as such laws need lave no connection or interference with the right of
the Dominion Parliament to deal with the regulatin and protection of
the fisheries, a matter wholly separate and distinct from the properties
in the fiheries, by which means the g eneral jurisdiction over the fih-
eries is aecured to the Parliament of the Dominion, whereby they are
enabled t pasa all laws neceasary to their preservation and protection,
this being the only matter of general public interest in which the whole
Dominion is interested, in connection with river fisheries in fresh water,
non-tidal rivera or streama such as that now being considered, while at
the same time, exclusive jurisdiction over property and civil rights in
such fisheries is preserved to the Provincial' Legislature thus satis-
factorily, to my mind, reconciling the powers ofiboth Legislatures, with-
out infringing upon either."

It seems to me there was a clear, broad distinction pointed
out, and this was the question argued in this case: That
while the Dominion Parliament had no power to deal with
the property of the fisheries, they had power to make
necessary regulations for the preservation of the fisheries,
which necessarily involves tioir protection, not only in
navigable streams, but in non-navigable waters.

Mr. O'BRIEN. This discussion, interesting and valuable
as it i, might as well have not taken place. The object of
the alteration of this clause was not intended to affect the
streams at all. There is no necessity whatever for it,
because the Fishery Act gives the Government all the
power requisite for the protection of fisheries in streams.
This clause would answer all purposes if the latter words
were left out, "falling into auy navigable strem." That
is not necessary to accomplish the object of the Bill; it is
altogether apart from the question, a art from the con-
stitutionality of it. The Minister woul have all the power
necessary if those words had never been inserted, because,
as I have said, the Fishery Act gives power.

Mr. COCKBURN. I desire to make an explanation.
Speaking in regard to obstructions placed in streams, the
House would naturally be inclined to think that tis is a
guestion between steamboat .mon and lumbermen. LIrs.
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to speak with an entirely different view. I had in my
minûd when I speke the intereats of the people who are
affected. Trade is very often diverted owing to obstructions
on a stream, and hardship is caused to settlers. I was
speaking in my capacity as a representative of the people
and not as a steamboat man, because steamboat owners can
obtain protection and damages. I wish to make it distinctly
understood that 1 spoke as a representative of the people.

Mr. COOK. I should like to addreus the Miniater as to
onepoint. I eau tell him how to get over the difficulty as
to the constitutional question very easily; it is by striking
out entirely clause 7, for which there is no necemsity what.
ever and which le not contained in the old Act. If this
clause is to apply to bark, the running of logo will be
entirely prevented. If there happens to be a crank of a
fishing inspector on the river, and he has a grudge against
any lumberman, he will have power to prevent that man
getting his logs down the stream because some bark may
fall into the water. There is no necessity whatever for
this clause. I have no interest personally to serve in thits
matter of depositing refuse at the mill. All the mills I am
connected with have large iron furnaces which consume all
the refuse. Of course we cannot prevent the bark falling
off saw logs coming down stream; and yet, if this clause
is allowed to pass it will prevent lumbermen driv.
ing, unless they obtain the consent of the Government.
I do not like that festure. The Dominion Government is
not very favorably inclined to a man like myself who
opposes them. There are many instances in my recollec-
tion where this Government lias been very harsh with
political opponents, and at the same time they have assisted
their friends. I have in my mind's eyc an incident which
I am going to tell the House. Some few years ago a vessel
ran into a bridge on the Welland Canal and damaged the
bridge. The damages were estimated from $1,200 to $1,500.
There was damage done to public works years and years
before by vessels of the Richelieu Navigation Company, to
the extent of $100,000. Yet because there was one man
who was connected with this vesssel in question, who
happened to be a Reformer and a somewhat piominent
one in his way, he was compelled to pay the
damage, although the vessels belonging to that company
were allowed to go scot free. How are they going to do in
this case ? Suppose there ws a man in the lumber trade
who was opposed to them, what would they do? I have no.
more confidence in them when dealing with a case under
this Bill than in the case I have mentioned. I might have
some more confidence iu the Minister of Marine beeause he
is not so hardened in the sins and iniquities of the Tory
party, as he has not been in it so long. I desire to say some-
thing about the fishery question on Georgian Bay. The.
only commercial fisheries of the lakes are those of whitefish
and salmon trout. Those fish do not go up rivere to spawn,
they spawn in the lake. The only fish that go up to
spawn are black suckers and pike and pickerel. But
suppose the fish m tihe rivers were killed it would
not be a great iujury to the country ; if it would
only kill suckers, pike and. pickerel not much damage
would. be done. I know there are black base, but
they are caught by sportsmen and are not a commercial
fish. There are alo speckled trout. It is strange if the
rivera are to be set apart for fishing at the expense of the
lumber trade. The particular case that induced the Minister
to intiroduce this clause was that of A. H. Campbell . Son.
The hon. gentleman stated that case in his opening remarks.
I think the Campbells were right. It is a rock-boundi
country where they are; no other persons go there butj
themselves; they own the property, and it cannot be any1
injury to any person except themselves if the navigation is
obstructed. A hardship was done themn, and I say so1
although Mr. CampbeUis a political opponent and a respeot-i

able man, which oannot be said of many o cthe, Tories in
Ontari. It is not a very wise act to pas a clause to cover,
this one eas.

Mr. FOSTHR. The seotion was plaoed:in thei BiH before
I heard anything of that case.

Mr. 000K. I had supposed that that was the reason the
amendment was proposed. Mr. Campbell thinks so; he
thinks it was drawn with the special purpose of meeting
his case.

Mr. FOSTER. Let me say that in the last clause owe
have the same power given to the Governor in Council.

Mr. COOK. I do not want to give that power to the
Government. They have too much power already; I do
not believe in giving that power to twelve or thirteen men.
If it is desirable, let it be put on the Statute-books and
made law and not used in every shape and way. It may
be used for political purposes by the Government. I know
cases jst as bad if not worse than this when power has
been so used, and this IIou6s should Lot permit thirteen
gentlemen to say what four and a half millions of people
should do or what one man should do. The matter should
not be left in the hands of the Governor in Council, that is
where I take objection to the hon. gentleman's proposed
legislation.

Mr. McMULLEN. After hearing the discussion on the
question and the difference of opinion expressed, I think it
would be a wise course to adopt for the hon. gentleman to
send the Bill to Mr. Mowat, and no doubt he would set hon.
gentlemen opposite right. That gentleman bas taken con.
siderable trouble during many years to set hon. gentlemen
opposite right when they were wrong, and I think the
wisest course for them to pursue would be to ask his opin-
ion on the subject.

Mr. THOMPSON. I am-sorry that the hon. gentleman
bas so little faith in the hon. member for Bothwell (àfr.

Mr. SPROULE It seems to me that tue hon. memb3r
for Simcoe (14r. Cý'ok) is ratior inconsistent. Ho started
out by saying that he had no personal inierest in the matter,
because h. had a furnace in which he burned the refuso,
but he says now that if this Bill interferes with respect to
the rubbish off logs, he is interested in the matter. He
went on to say that there was no need for protecting the
fish in the streams.or rivers; but, if that is so, why Abould
we have an army of fish inspectors appointed by the late
Government for the purpose of protecting those fish. Ue
assumes that there are no fish ot any value to be protected,
but in my part of the country they are considered of great
value. There are speckled trout in the streams all over
that part of country, and we have inspectors there to prevent
fishing in the clos. season, and also to prevent saw-dust or
other destructive matter from being thrown into the stream.
I think it would be an act of great folly to appoint men to
discharge certain duties withont putting a law on the Statut.-
book giving them authority to perform those duties. If
this Parliament bas not that authority, then we should dis.
charge those men and not assign them duties which they
have not authority to carry out.

Amendment negatived.
Mr. AMYOT. I think the amendment is an infringe.

ment of the rights of the Local Legislatures. It is evident
from the 91st clause of the British North America Act that
this Government has the right to control fisherielike those
of the guli, the sea isheries or the large lakà fisheries. But
ths Government has no right to interfere wi4J the fsheries
in non-navigable rivers,
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The CHAIRMAN. I would just point out to the hon. crime. It would be equally infringing the right of
1ntleman that tIdenlared the amendment losT , Tfeqdane1wiva nlnnAv tn delare it la be a misdemeanor. but

-g .p p p

is now before the committee. since we are legislating for the purpose of effectually
protecting navigation it seems to me to ho no answer

Mr. A YOT. I am against the clause too, for I defy any to say that we are to some extent invading whatone to find a river in this country which does not flow into would otherwise be the private rights of property.
navigable water, and by the very words of this clause yo 1 I do not agrea with the hon. member for Bothwell (Mr.
take possession of the whole of the rivers of this country, Mille) that the two spheres of juriediction are entirely dis-
and you assume power to legislate upon them. If that is not tinct and exclusive. I think that in dealing witb ques-
an infringement. [ do not see how yo can infringe in any tions that are relegated to us we nearly always have, for
case. You take possession of every river, small or great, the purpose of effectually legislating upon thom, to infringe
navigable or non-navigable, and you say that on those rivers to some extent on matters within the jurisdiction of the Local
you shall not do certain things. If you have a right to Logislatures. In criminal matters we deal with civil righta;
say that with respect to the fish you have the right sowith billeofexobange, insurance and other matters of that
to say it with respect to anything else-the using kind. The principle is well established, as cited by my hon.
of the waters for mills, for the carrying of timber, for the friend opposite, that we have the right to do it for the pur-
use of the soil near the water-you will have the right to pose of legislating effectively on matters in which we have
deal with those rivers in any way whatever. When the the power to legislate.
Confederation was formed it was understooi that each Pro.'Mr.COOK Will the Minister consent to strike out thevince would settle those questions as to the non-navigable r. i.the Mnise rkcosent to srike ot the
rivers. The reason is obvions. The Province of Quebec word "bark " in this clause. Bark is not injurious to the
may not judge its interefts in that point in the same way fish, but it is the saw-dust which gets into their gis that
as the Provinces of Nova Scotia or New Brunswick. It has injures them.
been settled that the majority of each Province shall deal Mr. F0STER. Don't bark.
with those matters and when the majority of the Dominion
Legislature deals with them, it is an infringement of the Mr. MaNEILL. This is net dealing with barkwhich fatis
spirit of the Confederation, and it is our right as well as off le but only with that which is thro-vn into the
Our duty to protest against the infringement. There might streams.
be a way to give thiN jurisdiction if you should say that the
doing of such and such things was a crime or a misde-
meanor. But when that part of our legislation was given Kr.Mie NEIL. 1 underatood the hou. gentleman te apeak
to this Parliament defining of crimes and misdemeanors, it of the danger and injury ,hat would accrue taluLabarm3fl
was understood that a certain discretion would be used, and by bark fiing off tho le into the stream. This relates W
I do not suppose that it has been found just or bark thrown into the stream.
fair to decide that throwing saw-dust, &c,, into
rivers would amount to a crime. If the hon. Min- Mr. MlLLS. The hon. Minister of Justice aaya we have
ister of Justice thinks it is a crime against good a right te pretect navigable streame; but ho proposes W
order, or against morals, or the high principles which gov. protect navigable streams by going rnto stramn i that are
era society, let him say so, but up to the present it has been under the juriediction of anoher Legisiature. If Ihe hon.
only a matter of municipal order and that is dealt with by gentleman ray de this, ho may go further. Lot me give
the Local Government. I think that the Local Legislatures an instance which 1 have seen myself. An artesian sait well
would ho very glad to come to an understanding with thislesunk; the water frem it ftows into a emall streamuor
Government, and propoRe legislation which would be com- river, and destroys ail the flsh in it. Woul th) hon, gent-
bined with our legi41ltion here, in connection with noi- leman under the pretence of reguieting the &dieries, close
navigable rivers, but in fairness to the Provinces and con- up that sait weil? If the hon. gentleman's contention is
sidering the importance of the principles which we have right, the assamption in Lhe case cf McLaren vs. Oaldw311
to lay down here, I would ask from the Minister of Justice, is ail wreng. If the hon, gentleman is right, for the pur-
who I have reason to believe is animated by right motives pose cf protecting a fishery that might net ho worth 81,000,
and a fair interpretation of the law, to consider this clause ho would have a right te destrey a hunber trade that might
a second time and not to press on this legislation without ho worth a million. 1 maintain that that is net a wel
such consideration. It would expose us to the liability o? founded contention.
having this clause declared illegal by the courts, which
would not ho very flattering to this House. I think we Mr. TIOMPSON. We may have the right, althoagh it
should respect the privileges of each Parliament. Let us may h very imprer te exorcise it.
legislate to protect the fisheries in navigable waters, and if
we want legislation t protect them on other waters let ustei. M[LL@&yW eI theh gtemanorill mttho
apply to the Local Legislatures, who I am sure wilgladly de navigabe rest with the Local Legilature. Suppose
do it. that a Local Legisiature, with the view o? making a otream

Mr. THOMPSON. After what the hon. gentleman navigable, builds a dam acrosa il, or conetructa a canal
haa said it is only courteous that I should again express arennd some rapid; it might, by 50 doing, abeolutely
the opinion I entertain on this subject, and that deatrey the usefulnes cf that stream as a fShery. The
my learned friends on the other sido have stated as fully hon, gentleman assumes that it basnet the power W do se,
and as forcibly as I possibly can. Admitting that the but that this Legielature at auy time could remeve the
decisions and principles referred to by the hon. member dam. I coutend that in navigable waters this Parliameut
for Bothwell (Mr. Mille) go to the full extent that ho. would have that right, nd anything dono hy a Local Logis-
seemed to argue, that is to say, that these non-navigable lature could ho superseded by the action of this Parliament;
rivers and fisheries are private property, we clearly have but within its own jurisdiotion the right cf the Local Logis-
the right to say that no man shall use his private property lature je parameunt. W. have diecuessi the question cf
in such a way as to destroy navigation, and inasmuch as the fisheries, but this je net an Act relating te the flsheriea;fit
protection of navigation and fisheries is vested in thie is an Act for the protection cf navigable atreame, and for
Parliament4it is as clearly within our power to legislate in the purpose cf protecting them ho proposes te assume jiris-
this direction as it would be to legislate that it would be a diction over non-nvigsbl. streama and to state howthee

r.O E. tob.
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may be used. I oontend that we bave not the power to
do so.

Committee rose and reported.
It being Six o'clock, the Speaker left the Chair.

After Reoess.

IN COMITTEE-THIRD READING.

Bill (No. 70) respecting the Manitoba and North-Western
Railway Company of Canada.-(Mr. Rosa.)

STE. URSULE, MATTAWIN AND LAKE TEMISCA-
MINGUE RAILWAY COMPANY.

The House resolved itself into Committee on Bill (No.
74) to incorporate the Ste. Ursule, Mattawin and Lake
Temiscamingue Railway Campany-(Mr. Hurteau.)

Bill reported.

Mr. HURTEAU moved for third reading of the Bill.

Mr. DAWSON. Before the Bill is read the third time, I
wish to make a few remarks. I think this is one of the most
important Bills that have been put before the flouse this Ses-
sion. The railway will pass through a country with which
I am well acquainted, from along the Mattawin, a tributary
of the St. Maurice, to the north of Lake St. Peter, thence
to Lake Temiscamingue and then south-westerly until it
joins the Pacifie Railway at or near another Mattawan, a
tributary of the upper Ottawa. This road will be a means
of leading settlement to a very important country, where
there is an immense deal of good land and good timber.
It is very important to Lower Canada especially, that some
way should be found to lead settlement into the interior,
and this road will be the means of drawing settlement from
the densely populated districts on the St. Lawrence away
back to the interior, and opening a field for colonisation,
ths preventing the people going to other lands toB seek
homes. If this road can be carried ont, and I hope the pro-
moters will be able to find the necessary capital, it will be
one of the grandest and best schemes brought before the
House this Session. I could not let this opportunity pass
withont expressing my opinion of the importance of this
work and I hope its promoters will meet with every
encouragement from the Government.

Motion agreed to, and Bill read the third time and passed.

SECOND RBADINGS-IN COMMITTEE.

Bill (No. 105) to amend the Act to provide for the
granting of a subsidy to the Chignecto Marine Transport
Rilway Company.-(Mr. Pope.)

Bill (No. 108) to amend the Adulteration Act.-(Mr.
Costigan.)

WEIGHTS AND MEASURES.

Mr. COSTIGAN moved the second reading of Bill (No.
109) in further amendment of the Weighte and Measures
Act Of 1819.

Mr. WELDON. What is the object of this Bill?

Mr. COSTIGAN. When I moved the resolntions upon
which this Bill is based, I gave explanations why this short
Bill was introduced. I stated that it was to remove doubts
as to whether the Governor in Couneil had power to deter-
mine what 'weights and balances should be verified, and
what should not be verified. Dr. Wilson, the law clerk
who prepares these Bills, gives it as bis opinion that the

1.81

Act doe not really give the power. When I gave that
explanation beforeto the hon. member for West-Durham(Kr
Blake), I stated that the Government had acted upon the
supposition that it had the power since 1879. I might have
gone further, and said it was the policy of the former Gov-
ernment from 1874, because I have looked up the Orders in
Conncil passed since the Weights and Measures Act came
into operation; and I find the same principle has been
acted upon all through by both Governmente. Here is an
Order in Council passed in 1"75, which declares:

" The following balances are to be admitted for verification :-(a)
Balances having e ual arme; (b) balance. commonly known as stel-
yards or Roman b ances having unequal armse; (c) weigh bridges."
Then the last paragraph in the regulations states that no
other balances are to be stamped, thus taking power to ex-
clude all others. This is a short clause to give the power
which it was supposed the Act gave, but which the law clerk
thinks it did not.

Mr. VAIL. Does that give you power to change from
time to time ?

Mr. COSTIGAN. Yes, we have exercised that power
constantly.

Motion agreed to, Bill read the second time, conuidered
in Committee and reported.

INSURANCE AMENDMENTS.

Mr. THOMPSON, in moving the second reading of Bill
(No 111) respecting insurance, said : Thé objeet of this Bill
is principally to consolidate the laws with respect to
insurance and to embody in those laws the amendments
which were euggested by the revisors of the Statutes.
Substantially the Bill before the House will be the Bill as
printed in the draft of the revisors. Two or three amend-
ments are made which I do not think it necessary to discus
at this stage, because I propose that the Bill shall go before
the Committee of Banking and Commerce for thorough
investigation and explanation. I think that course will
meet with the approbation of the flouse, and it hae been
desired by several gentlemen who are particularly interested
in the subject of insurance and desire to have the amend-
ment which they will propose, thoroughly considered.

Motion agreed to, and Bill read the second time.

RELIEF 0F THE TOWN OP COBOURG

Mr. MoLELAN moved that the House resolve itaelf into
Committee to consider a certain proposed resolution
(page 866) for the relief «of the corporation of the town of
Cobourg. He said: The object of this resolution is to effeot
a settlement with the town of Cobourg. In 1850 the Port
Hope and Rice Lake Road was sold to the corporation of the
town of Cobourg for the um of £t,600, interest at 6 per
cent. to be paid annually, and the Cobourg harbor was also
sold to them in May, 1850, for £4,000, at 6 per cent. interest
until paid off. The interest fell in arrears, and in 1859 a
re-arrangement was made for the principal and the accrued
interest, and debentures were isued on account of the Port
Hope and ]Rico Lake* road for $23,587, and for bhc
harbor, $21,210, making ie amount of the whole indebt-
ednese of the town of Cobourg, for the road and for
the harbor, $44,798. In 1876-77 a proposition was
made to construct a harbor of refuge at the port of
Cobourg, and a grant was made by the Government
for that purpose, the town of Cobourg contributing $25,000,
which was paid in. The Government hms continued the
work at that harbor, and has made an expenditure alto-
gether of $139,687, upon the consideration that it is a
work of public importance, being the onl harbor of
refuge, with any considerable depth C7 water os
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the whole coast between Kingston and Dalhousie,
Sdistiee of two or three hundred miles. The town

of Cobourýg view the expenditure upon the harbor as of a
paiâi' dharacter, and more beneficial to the public
thflïi the town itself, there being very little shipping
o#riëd iii tie port, I think something less than 1,000 tons,
iIaolhaing sòh6Ôbons and' small vessels. They have repre-
setUd futn thit if we will give thei credit for the amount
they co'tributed towards the construction of the harbor of
reluge, tiey Will puy of the balance of the indebtedness of
$44,000; and to effect the settlement, feeling there is con-
gider4 ibl*e in their caimi, it is proposed to ask the
HoWsd to e this iMeasure. Credit will be given for the
amount they contributed, $25,507, and there will remain a
baiae Ôf' I9,270, which the town proposes to pay to the

'vrinnt, arid to receive the bonds now held by the
Go¥einment from the town of Cobourg.

Mr. VAIL. I sbould like the Finance Minister to ex-
plain to the flouse the difference between the position of

is hatåb and thie positioâ of ainost every breakW'ater in
the Province of Nova Scotia. The breakwaters along the
shoreS of Ôur Province are of generalt advantage to Cbnada.
They have been built largely by private means; in a great
mgny instances the Government contributed a certain
amount, in some instances nothing at all, and the Govern.
ment have taken charge of the property. If it is the
policy of the Government to refund the sums paid in
Ontario, I thitk surély the Minister of Finance should be
prepared to bring down a measure that would enable him
to repay amounts to Nova Scotia and deal out the same
even-handed justice to the Maritime Provinces as he pro-
poses to do to Ontario in this particular instance. I can
see no difference in the two cases. If the people of Ontario
have contributed under the circumstances referred to, and
the amount is to be refunded, in all justice the hon. gentle.
man should at all events make early enquiry as to what
snm of money has been spent on public works in Nova
Sootia, and be prepared to do equal justice to contributors
to public works there.

Motion agreed to, and resolution concurred in.

Mr. MoLELAN introduced Bill (No. 122) for the relief
of the corporation of the town of Cobourg.

Bill read the first time.

COMMISSIONS TO PUBLIC OFFICERS.

Kr. CË!?ljtÂt moved the second reading of Bill (No.
10) tespeeoting commissions to public officers of Canada'

lde said: Thé Bill i only intended to enable the Government
te isse cormissionis to a certain number of officers who do
not at prosent receive them. Since Confederation two
Departnients have been oreated, and the custom which has
been followed from time immemorial to issue commissions
has not been followed in regard to oertain officers in the
Departmento o created. For instance, collectors of Inland
BOvenué and inspeotors of Inland Revenue do not receive
coumisions, while the oorresponding officers in the Customs
db. This Bill is to allow the Government to make regula-
tions to issue commissions when it may be thought proper.

Mr. MILLS. I do not think this Bill is a satisfactory
Bli, although it is upon the line of a great many Govern-
rilent nésaures. It provides that the Governor in Council
shal declare to what parties commissions shall issue. This
ii praetically placing the regulation of the matter in the
hahde of the Governor in Council. What the advisers of
the Ckown should have done was to consider carefully to
what parties commissions ought to issue, and instead of
coming down to Parliainent and asking from Parliament
po*er by Order in Oonhcil to determine the matter, the
Govériment should have settled upon what peneral prin.

Mr. Zçb14x.

ciples they propose to act, to what clan,.of publie offimoa.
commissions should issue, and thus have provided for tha.
matter by Act of Parliament instead of by Order in
Council. The whole tendency at the presnt tihe is,
instead of carefully thinking out the prin-eiple and
proposing an Act for the purpose of giving effeet
to them, to give the minds of Ministers a holiday
and allow them to come here and ask power to do work by
Order in Council. The effect of this has been to transfer
from Parliament to the Governor in Council a large por-

'tion of legislative business which properly belongs to Par-
Hument. The hon. gentleman will see that this is not a
mere ministerial Act; it is a legislative Act. It is a pro-
posal to declare to what particular class of officers cem-
missions shall issue. That onght to be done by Bill, but
instead of doing so by Bill it is proposed to delegate the
power of Parliament to the Governor in Council, and that
the power that should be exercised by the three branches
of the Legislature, should be transferred to one. I think
that is an objectionable mode of procedure, and the hon.
gentleman ought, instead of proposing to confer power on
the Governor in Council, to have clearly laid down the
linos upon which action is proposed i the Bill and have
submitted a Bill to give effect to that decisiaon.

Mr. CHAPLEAU. This measure is introduced so as te.
allow the Government to regulate the fee in case of minor
commissions and commissions similar to those already
issued. That power is already in the hands of the Govern-
ment. In regard to large and important offices it is always
provided by a Bill that commissions shall issue, and as.
regards minor offices this power has been exercised by the
Government; and this Bitl will allow them to rogulate the
fees to be paid hereafter on those commissions.

Bill read the second time, and the IHouse resolved itself
into Committee.

(In the Committee.)
On section 1,
Mr. MILLS. Will the hon. gentleman indicate what

classes of persons he proposes to appoint by commission
under the great seal. We know that Ministers of the
Crown, judges of courts of record, and Lieutenant Gov-
ernors, are so appointed, but I think, as the hon. gentleman
has probably considered what other classes of officers he
proposes to appoint in this way, ho should give us some
idea of what officers they are.

Mr. CHAPLEAU. I might mention that at Confedera.
tion several of the old Departments of the Civil Service
were divided and new ones created, and although many of
the old officers received commissions and continued to
receive them, no provision was made for issuing commis-
sions to the officers of the new Departements excepting the
Deputy Heads. Hence in the Customs Department, com-
missions are issued to collectors, inspectors, landing waiters,
&c., but in the Inland Revenue Department, which before
Confederation formed a portion of the Customs Department,
no commissions were issued to collectors, inspectors, and
preventive officers. This also applied to officers in the
Marine and Fisheries Department. It has also been dernied
advisable for the sake of uniformity to inelude among those
officers receiving commissions certain other officers of the
same grade and of equal importance. This would take in
post office inspectors, post masters of cities and towns,
wardens of penitentiaries, chiefs of Departments, Dominion
lands officers, officers of the Indian Department, immigra-
tion agents, asqistant receivers-general, savings bank agent&,
officers commanding Government vessels, &c., The grea.-
test publicity will be given to them because it is pï-ovided.
in the Bill that each commission shall be advetied in the
Caaa oGazette. I would have no objection to adding 4
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*lause to the; Bill that ,within ifteen days after the opeuing
of the&ueinof Parliament a list of the new commissions
ssued dinge reces shallbe laid beore the House.

Mr.,MÇLLS. I think it would -be advantageous if that
were don., but I think it would be still better that the hon.
genaman should provide generally by a Bill relating to all

:publieoefeers whomîit was proposed toe appoint under the
rgreat seal. If the hon. gentleman proposed to make any

ior <tappointments by Order lu Council, it seems to me
that theseiies of distinction would have been easily drawn
and.that we should know what classes of persons were to
,be*ppointed -regularly under the.greatsoal and what classes
appointed.insome other manner.

,Mr. VAIL. I think we should know how far the
Secretary of State intends to go in making these appoint-
ments ander the great seal. Surely he does not intend tu
appoint all the fisery wardens and overseers receiving $40
or $50 a year under the great seal.

-Ur. CHRAPLEAU. No more than we do with respect to
thirdlass cleiks, landing waiters, &c.

Mr. VAIL. I think we should know how far it is in-
tended togo, especially as I cannot see that giving a man
an appointment under the great seal would confer any more
authority upon him than if he were appointed in the usual
wayunless it is intended simply for the purpose of raising
small fees fromsuch appointments.

Mr. CHAPLEAU. I cannot see that there is any objec-
tiong to these men contributing a small fee to the revenue
to pay for the expense of issuing the commission.

Mr. VAIL. I object to it on the ground that other Civil
servants are not obliged to pay a fée when taking out com-
missions.

Mr. CHAPLEAU. They will be hereafter.
Mr. MILLS. I would ask whether it is proposed to

appoint some special officer to prepare the patents.
Mr. CHAPLEAU. No, it is not; and if the hoi gentle-

man cares to see how the work ls done, I will deposit a copy
on the Table of the House.

On section 2,
Mr. VAIL. I would like to know from the Secretary of

State whether it is intended that thse provisions shall
apply to officers already in the service, or only to those
hereafter to be appointed.

Mr. CHAPLEAU. It will apply to new officers;of such
rank as I have described.

On section 3,
Mr. CHAPLEAU. I move to add the following werdü to

this section : "and a list of such commissions issued during
the year shall be laid before Parliament within the first
fifteen days of the thon next ensuing Session.

Amendment agreed to, and Bill reported.

MANITOBA OLAIMS SETTLEMENT.

Mr. MoJ ELAN moved that the House resolve itself into
Committee to consider a certain proposed resolution respect-
ing the se-noval of doubts arising under the Act for the
fiual settlement of the claims af MAnitoba on the Dominion
(page 866). He said: In the agreement entered into
between the delegates from Maitoba and the Dominion
Government in 1885, on the application of the. Province
for botter terms, it was agreed that the estimated popu-
lation upon which the Province should receive a per capita
allowneS old tbe increased from I,000, the number

fixed upon when t.he Province was formed, to 125;000. In
the Bill passed lat year to carry ont tat ement, it
was omitted to state that there-had been iwo ente to
Manitoba upon that population of 17,000. Whon Manitoba
was created a Province, the same sum, per cta was allwsBd
to her as was allowed to the Provinces of New Brunswiêk.
and Nova Scotia, amounting to a capital-sum of 4 4l", 0 0 0 ;
and in 1873, as the House will remember, it was A" to
assume S10,000,000 of the debts of the old Pro 'of
Quebec and Ontario, and to give to ail the other Provinces
a proportionate sum accordigg to their population. >bat
arrangement yielded to the Province of Manitoba 870,00,
which was added to the capital sum upon whieh her 4rst
allowance was based. That made a difference to her of some-
thing over $4 per head. In the Bill of last year, for car'y-
ing out this arrangement, reference was made only to the
original Act, the later addition of 470,000 being omitted.
The object of this resolution Le to correct this missione, *nd
to specify that what is intended is that the Province of
Manitoba shall receivean allowance based upon e popula-
tion of 125,000 at the larger rate per capita.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. Do I underatand that
the sum total in dispute amounts to $70,000 only?

Mr. MoLELAN. No. The capital sum of the Province
was calculated upon an estimated population of 17,000
originally, and she was given the- same rate per head as
the Provinces of New Brunswick and ,Nova Sootia, namely,
827.77. Then in 1873 the same sum per head was added
to Manitoba as was added to all the other Provinces,
amounting to about $70,000 more, making a total of
$551,477, which made the per capita allowance 832.44; this
is to be calculated on a population of 125,000.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. So that -the amount
involved is about half a million ?

Mr. MoLELAN. Yes.
Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT, What la the exact Oum

now to the credit of Manitoba, on which wo shall ,pqy in-
tereet ?

Mr. MOLELAN. I have not the figures hjere, bt the
increase makes a total capital sum ofA4;5,U00;from which
is ,tobe dducted-the sums which have been advanced to
Manitoba and have been spent for strictly local dbjects6

Motion agreed to, and the, House reolved itself -into
Committee.

(In the Committee.)

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. Does the, hn.Minii4er
intend us to understand this is a final settlement with Mani-
toba ? That it covers all the claims advanced' by thQe Govern.
ment of that Province?

Mr. MoLELAN. That is as we understandit.
Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. There la bemnome

dispute in the Manitoba Legislature as to whe&er this
to be taken as an instalment or as payment indfll,.ud it
would be interesting to know whether we are going to get a
receipt in full of aIl claims on this account.

Mr. MOLELAN. On the first visit of te delegates, they
reported thes ettlement which was then made and which
was concluded by the words ' settlement in full"> Iii the
Manitoba Legisiature objections were made, and It was not
accepted. The delegates came back and modified that in
some ulight degree, and it-hasbeen accepted by Manitoba on
the uinderstanding, they reading it, s wenow propos.:to
make it.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. You;meaeM s a dis-
charge in full ?

Mr. McLBLAN. Yes.
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Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. Can you state exactly

wbat you have to pay them now.
Mr. McLELAN. I have not the figures.
Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. You are not going to

take a second reading ?
Mr. McLELAN. I propose to introduce the Bill, and on

the second reading I will give the details required as to how
the account stands.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. In our account, the
only late accounts we have, apparently all that is allowed
MaLitoba is $170,000 for subsidy allowance, $225,000 for
public lands, and a very small sum as interest.

Mr. McLELAN. They have drawn nearly the whole
half million dollars placed to their credit in capital account.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. Very little indeed of
the 84,000,000, which is now allowed them, will remain.

Mr. MoLELAN. A settlement is to be arrived at as to
what might be termed strictly local, as chargeable against
thom, and then what they have drawn as capital. There
will necessarily be a settlement between the two Govern-
ments, as to what will be charged against them as strictly
local.

Sir RICHACRD ARTWRIGHT. The hon. gentleman
will give as the details of the present account?

Mr. McLELAN, Yes, I will.

Resolution reported.

Mr. WATSON. I would ask the Minister of Finance to
bring down with the other information he has promised,
information as to what quantity of land will be transferred
to Manitoba under these very terms. Last year there was
no definitive amount arranged, and it was a matter of con-
jecture between the Local Legislature and the Dominion
Government as to what should be termed swamp land and
what quality should be transferred to the province. I hope
we will get information as to the quantity.

Mr. MoLEL AN. I will make enquires of the Department
of Interior and see what steps can be taken to ascertain the
quantity.

Resolution concurred in.

Mr. MoLELAN introduced Bill (No. 123) to explain the
Act 48-49 Victoria, chap. 50, intituled: An Act for the final
settlement of claims made by the Province of Manitoba on
the Dominion.

Bill read the first time.

XPIRIMENTAL PARM STATIONS.

Mr. CA.RLING moved that the House resolve itself into
Committee to consider a certain proposed resolution
(page 866) respecting the establishment of experimental
farm stations. He said: It will be remembered Ihat two
years ago a committee was appointed by the House to
examine into the working of agricultural interests in
the Dominion. That committee, after very careful enquiry
and investigation into the different interests of the differ-
ent Provinces, made a very full and elaborate report which
was received and ordered to be printed by the House. The
hon. member for Rouville (Mr. Gigault) was chairman of the
committee. Last Session a sum of $20,000 was apportioned
towards the inauguration of the scheme with tbe view of
establishing an experimental farm as recommended by that
committe. To obtain further information Profesor
Saunders was appointed te visit the different institutions in
the United States, and to enquire into their working inUr McLaux,

order to ascertain the quantity of land, the annual
expenditure, and the general results of their experimental
farm stations, and he was also requested to enquire into
the working of similar institutions in England, Ger-
many, Russia and France. His report was made to
me early in the year, and has been distributed in the
House, and I think is in the hands of all the members at
present. It is the intention toe establish an experimental
farm or station in the neighborhood of the capital, as this
is considered to be an average climate of the Dominion.
Tests, &c., will be made here of all the different seeds,
and experiments made as to the raising of cattle, tree
planting and fruit culture, and the analysing of different
kinds of artificial manures ; and the results of such
experiments will be made known by monthly bulletins
through the press or otherwise. It is found that those
experimental stations have worked very satisfactorily in
the States and in Europe, and, as the agricultural interest
of Canada is the greatest, it is very important that we
should do everything that is possible to assist in advancing
that interest, and I feel confident that, if the resolution
which I have placed in your hands is adopted, and the
experimenal farm stations are established, that is the
central one and the stations which are suggested in the
different Provinces, it will greatly tend towards the pros.
perity of the country.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. I have no doubt that
these stations, properly conducted, are capable of being of
great service, but I did not understand from the hon. Min-
ister exactly where he proposed to establish them. He
spoke of establishing one here, and one, do I understand, in
every one of the other Provinces; or how many does the
hon, gentleman propose to establish, and generally what
amount of money does he expect will be required for the
conduct of each farm ? These things, if done at ail, I would
remind the hon. Minister, must be done thoroughly well.
The agricultural institutions which have been established
in England and Ireland, although they have been undoubt-
edly useful, have required a considerable sum of money,
and therefore it is desirable that we should know at start-
ing what the intentions of the Government are, and in par-
ticular how many farms they propose to establish, and
what they think would be the cost of them.

Mr. CARLING. The intention is to establish a farm of
400 or 500 acres in the vicinity of the capital. No par-
ticular site has been solected, but I should think within
five or ten miles of the capital would be suitable. It is
intended to erect farm buildings, propagating houses
and apartments for testing the different varieties of
seeds and various breeds of stock, and making ail
the experiments usually made at stations of that
kind. I think the total expenditure on that central
farm would be something like $120,000. The pro-
position is-whether it will be all carried out at the
present time or not is not finally decided-to establish an
experimental station in the Lower Provinces, one for the
three Provinces of Nova Scotia, New Brunswick and Prince
Edward Island, one in Manitoba, one in the North-West
Territories, and one in British Columbia. The total
expenditure, if all were fully carried out, would be some-
thing like S8 40,000.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. Have you made any
calculation as to the annual expenditure.

Mr. CARLING. Yes, the estimated annual expenditure
for the central station and the other stations, if carried
out, is from $30,000 to $35,000.

Mr. CHARLTON. las any selection been made of the
site wbere this farm is to be located ?

Mr. CARLINQ. No; no slection has been made.
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Mr. WALLACE (York). I think no measure bas been!

brought before the present Parliament of such an important1
character as the one now submitted by the Minister of Agri-
culture. When we consider the vast strides that have been
and are being made throughout the Dominion of Canada in
the agricultural products, I think a measure such as is now
proposed by the Minister of Agriculture to increase our
products, to give a greater scientific knowledge to the
aming community, to correct many errors into which

they have fallen, and to give them necessary information,
wili meet with the approval of every class of people in the'
country. I have some figures here to show the vast increase
in the experts of the products of the farm in the last nine
years. I n 1876, Our exporte of horses amounted to
8443,000; in 1885, it has increased almost four.fold, to
81,640,000. Our export of cattle in 1876 was 8600,000,
and in 1885 $7,500,000. Our export of sheep during 1876
amounted to 8507,000, while during 1885 it reached ithe
value of $1,264,000. Our export of butter during the
year 1876 was $2,504,000, and during 1885 it
head fallen off nearly a million dollars, being only
$1,577,000, while cheese had increased from 83,700,-
000 in 1876 to 88,900,000 in 1885. Our export of eggs was
8580,000 in 1876, and 81,830,000 in 1885. Our export of
poultry increased in the same years from $74,317 to
$175,000. Our export of fruit was 8170,000 in 1876, and in
1885 it had increased almost fourfold, being $640,000. This
makes a total in these prqducts for the year 1876 of $8,500.
000, while in 1885 it amounted to $23,540,000. I think it
is worthy of consideration that, as those gentlemen on the
opposite side would say, with a decrease or a very emall
increase in the population, the farming community have
increased their exporte in those nine years by the enormous
amount of about $15,000,000 ; and we muet further take into
consideration that the people have increased in prosperity
in this country during these years, and have been better
able to buy and consume the products of the farm, and that
there has been a very much larger consumption of these
articles in the country in 1885 than in 1876. We have in
the Province of Ontario a model farm which, in many
respecte, may, perhaps, be doing a very good work. We
are told, on good authority, that for the variety and
excellence of their stock they cannot be excelled,
perhaps, by any farm of the kind in any of the States
of the Union, or in any of the countries of Europe?
But there are many respects in which that farm is not
doing the work which this experimental farm will do and
which the intereets &f the country, I think, require should
be done. For instance, they spend a great deal of time and
a great deal of money in educating men to the business of
farming. I think that is a great mistake, and I hope in
this Bil too much attention will not be paid to teaching
people farming. My own impression is that the best way
to teach a young man farming is to let him go to a good
farm where a prosperous and successful farmer is carrying
on his business, and he will there learn better and in a
shorter time how to make farming pay and how to do it
successfully. So I think too much attention should not be
given ïo teaching young men how to farm, but the object
should be to carry out the scheme of making ei periments,
letting the publie know the resuits fully and promptly by
the issuing of bulletins, weekly or monthly as may be neces-
sary. I think there is no part of this Dominion where such
experiments are required so much as in our North- West.
That is a new country, and the people who go up there are
too busy trying to make a living and struggling with dif-
ficulties to have much time to spend in making experi-
ments. I therefore think that the Minister of Agriculture
should establish two or three of these experimental stations
in Manitoba and the North-West Territories. As an inst-
ance of the good they would do, I may mention that lest
year a conidrable portion of the what eOp of the North.

West was injured or destroyed by frost, and it has been
discovered since that a great portion of that wheat could
have been out much earlier than it was, if the farmers had
only been aware of the fact that wheat will ripen very
much in the shook, and will be at least as merchantable as
wheat for flour as if it had ripened on the straw in the field;
and although it would not be as good an article for seed it
makes as good if not a better quality of flour. I know an
instance myself where a man, in order to be a little ahead
of hie neighbors in the North-West out two or
three shocks of wheat before he considered it ripe
and the frost came a day or two afterwards and destroyed
ail the rest cf his crop. He took the wheat he had cuL and,
as an experiment, threshed it out and sent it down to
Winnipeg, and it sampled there as "No. 1, Northern," an
excellent quality of merchantable wheat, whereas the rest
of his wheat was almost totally destroyed by the frost,
Now, the stations propoed to be e8tablished might conduct
such an experiment as this and be the means of great bene-
fit to the people of the North-West, and conduce largely to
their prosperity. Another thing that I would recommend
the Minister of Agriculture to consider is the question of
forestry, not only in the North-West but also in the older
Provinces. This is a very important question. A few
years ago the great ambition was to chop down the trees,
now the great desire is to have them growup again; and in
the North-West, perhaps, more especially it will be neces-
sary to make experiments in growing trees to find out
what kinds ae best ada p for shelter, what other
kinds are the most rapid growers, so as to be usefal
for timber, and what kinds make the best fuel. Another
thing that a great attention should be paid to, is
to find out the kind and quality of fruits that
are best adapted to for the North-West. I find in the re-
port of the Minister of Agriculture an account of two
eminent scientists who travelled over a large portion of the
Russian Empire and went very far northward, to find out
what kind and quality of fruits, and especially of apples,
are adapted to the varions climates of that vast empire. I
think that they collected samples of cuttings and specimens
of apples and plums, and they find that they can cultivate
apples and cherries in Russia very far northward. Those
same fruits might be brought into our North-West snd be
grown there with equal success. I will say in conclusion
that I hope the Minister of Agriculture will push on his
policy of establishing these experimental stations, not only
in the older Provinces, but in the North-West, and I feel
assured that nothing will more conduce to the prosperity of
this country than the proposal now before the ouse.

Mr. WATSON. I approve of the proposition of the
Minister to establish experimental farme. If properly
managed, I think they will prove of great benefit to the
country, especially in the North-West, which is just being
opened up. For my part, i have thought in the past that
the Local Government sbhould establish such a farm, but
they have not the means to do so, and we would be very
glad to have the Dominion Government take it up at
present. Every farmer in the North-West has to be an
experimental farmer himself, and if it can ail be doue on
one farm, and reports sent out through the country, I
think it will be a great benefit. For instance, if it were
known what variety of fruits can be most sucoessfully grown
in and ripen in the various sections of the country, it would
be a great benefit to the farmers if they could know also
where to get them. I believe, also, that a great deal could
be done by importing certain variety of wheats, say, from
Russia, where they grow hard wheats that ripen successfully,
and which might b. successfully grown in the North-West.
While we have got to look for wheat that wili ripen in short
seasons in some sections of Manitoba and the North-West
Trritories, we have also got to look for g quality of wheat
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,fer miUlng purposes. While4very ifarmer .s anRious no
grow hard-red Fyfe wheat, it is found-byioeperieueethat in
fome sections of the North-West it is i»posible to grow
that variety of wheat,as it tases, probably, longer to ripen
tha7n anyother variery. I was alittle amused to hear 4he
remarks of the hon.,gentleman who has just eat down, when
he stated that wheat that was ont before it was ripe would
make first-classflour, but would not make good seed. I
have had a little experience in both farming and milling,
and I am under the impression that the hon. gentleman
ought-to serve hie time on one of these experimental farme.
I-know no wheat that has not maturedsufficiently to grow
again, that will make good flour, and I can assure him that
it will not.

-M.r. MILLS. I do not propose to oppose the, proposition
of the hon., gentleman, but I think it is not in the public
interest that such a policy should be pursued. I think that
the linoe of distinction between the functions of the Adminie-
tratien here and the Adniemetration in the different Pro.
vinces, is very clearly drawn, andI do not believe that it
would be for the interest of the Provinces of the Dominion
aid certeinly not in the nterest of the Treasury, thatexpe-

-rimental farms- should be established all over this Domion.
Ido netthiak it would bepossible for the Goverzment 40
exerciee:effective control over them. I can well understand
how an experimental farm in auy one of the Provinces
ýmight be properly conducted by a local Administiation.
The Local Governinent would know that the institution was
mupported out of the revenues of the Province, and eare
would be taken to administer it economically, and fair
resultsmight be obtained for the work done. There moybe
semething said, also, for the establishment of experimental
farms in the North-West Territories, if we did not know
what were the conditions of the country. But we have
there a fair population who are carrying on farming opera.
tions in their own particular way, and who will not, for
many years to come, be able to avail themselves of anyhigh
order of scientific farming, who, in a great measure, must
make use of their limited resources and 'avail them-
selves of the most advantageous circumstances in their
locality. I confess I do not see in what way the hon. gentie-
man is going to eonfer any advantage upon the agricul-
tural population of this country by hie proposal. W. have
in Ontario and, I suppose there are in the other Provinces,
agricultural colleges; there are experiments carried on at
these institutions at the public expense. There are pro.
fessors who have done something for the organisation of
farmers institutes, and have discussed the various means
employed to ascertain the best results which can be obtained
from the capital and labor applied to agriculture. The
hon. gentleman may establieh other farmers institutes, but
they will simply be doing work already done by those
inetitutes. He may employ other professors of agriculture,
but if he does they will do the 8ame work and give the

..public the same results they now obtain. Looking at the
omeumstanoes, looking at the functions of thie Govern ment

ýand at the functions of the Local Government, at the
*phere in which their respective operations are being car-
ried on, it seems to me that the proposai of the bon.
gentleman, while it may place some burden upon the pu'
blie Treasury, is not going to be of any particular.advantage
to the agriculturist. I think there are other means
of promoting the interests of the farmer, of protecti
ing .them against mischievous effects in their business other
than those which the hon.:gentleman has proposed. It seems
to me, therefore, that if the Government were to propose te
-eatablish institutions of this sort, and place the under the
Sontrol»of the Local Legislatures and local Administration,
that of itself would aortainly be a botter proposal than thaIt
of4he hon. gentleman. I will mention thiscase: Sü
Uie40ua. EntUlau wa t Uablish an-plimental

in Briti*h Golumbia, dos he think itlis possible le eorcise
4hat eperviSionover it ; tosee toits operationsl; tosprofit
by the work 'done to the saine extentlas if it were earried
on under the eontrol of the Government of the Provinee ?
Does ho not think the Government of British Columbia

ould be dn a-better position* to wateh the operationsLof the
Larmers ; would net the Ministers and ail the parties con-
neoted .with the Government -and Legislature be better pre-
:pared to exercise an eficient supervision ovr it, audobtain
more useful remults, .than a Government 4,800 miles away
would be-able to acomplish ? Sushanexperiment tridin
British olambia-and I do notesy but thattuchau isti-
tution muight not do muohgoed in that Province-.an insti-
tution established under the ontrel of the Department
here, would be no-mo're nader its real control than if tbe
establiMent were at Simla,>at the base of the zinialaya
Mountains.

Mr. HR SSON. 7 sympathise with the novement now
before th'e Hoiue, and I think every hon. member should
do so. I feel it is one of the most inmportant messures
before the House this Ses4ion. There is no inldustry in
which-we are ail soileeply interestetd as that of *gricilture,
-"d we feelthat-eveything which can b. done for the
farmers Éhould be done by this Parliament. The hon. mim-

'ber for Bothwéll (Mr. Mills) would be glad to shirk the
respnsibility devlving on imembers of this House and
throw it bück on niembers of the varions Provincial Gov-
ernments. We kniow offeâtly well froin experience that,
with ihe single ýxcep&on of Oitario, nothingin that direc-
tion has'been dône.

Some hon. MEMBERS. No.
Mr. HESSON. We-have, at ail events, heard very little

of any other enterpriseof that kind, and a long time wouid
have toe olapse before anything of that sort would beedone
by Provineial Governments in the North-West and British
Columbia. I will take the bhon. gentlemans own words.
lie said that farmeuethere -willnot for many years te come
engage largelytin experiments, or enter upon what might
,beoalled scientific.farming. That of itself is a reason why
the undertalisng sheuld not be delayod,sand why wesh.uki
i*ot shirk the responsibility -of endeavoring, as far s pos-
sibie, to make those experiments for the poor farmers who
are unab1e to do so and who have to take the chance of the
'results of experiments mode in their own behalf. It is the
duty ofthe Government to do this. If the armers' inter.
ests are werth protectiug, preserving and encouraging, it
becomes the duty of this Government, above ail others,
to enable themi as far as possible to reach that
high :state of perfection to which they desire to
attain. The movement suggested by the Minister of
Agriculture is in the right direction. A great deal possibly
is stili to be considered us to how far we should go in the
way of training up young farmers ecientifieally. >I quite
agree with what was said by the hon., member for West
York (Mr. Wallace), that the best training 1yoang men
could have was probably to be put practically to work with
a skilled farmer, and experinent in the,way in whiehthe
farmer himself has to experiment. What is more parti-
calarly required on the part of the Goveranment is te sec
that varions kiads of seed, plants, trees, shrubs, fruits of ail
kinds, are so tested and so experimented withthat the
farmers will realise the advantage of experiment and expe-
rience without having to meet the dimappointmeite which
must inevitably result from time to time from naking
experiments. We know that very many well intentioned
farmers with probably-limited -meane desire to make iome
advance in that direction, but if they make one or two fail-
ures they are deterred from making otherattempts; whereas
the Government might go onexperimenting under theeame
circumstanoes,in theame country,with thesnie limate and
solundmanke teiais itn e interestofal1. Igjuite und.ulnd
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thatthe Minister ofAgrioulture wilL betmost sosiost*at
theexperiment should be mads in thoeairth-Westa ason@
a. possible. Nothing would du more to encourge immi,
gration there than toashow the. results of ouch efort. mad
by the, Government,, as similar expermenta m4e by the,
Canadian Pacifie Railway which shoed, tbtha in, what.waw
Sonsidered a desert tract there could be- sccessfulfarming
in the North-West. I think, then, itL is thie duty of this
Goverument especially to make a very eady efforttairemovet
thia diffleulty. There are many peopla who:go into that
country who know nothing about the varietis oft soil, the
soil and climate, and the Government might very w ell li a
year or two be able to issue information to.the, people by a
syatam of bullatins-which I underatand is in operalion in
many of the American- experimental farms-gimng
valuable, information to the people generally as to the
success of any particular experiment they may have
made. I am satisOed thene ia no proposai that woul4
meet the wishes of the farming community of Canada more
thoroughly than to pay some little attention t tthe great
difficulties always surrounding their particular business,
and those who have often to labor under very great disad.
vantage. I am sure hon. gentlemen should sympathise
with the movement and should congratulate the MXiister
on undertaking such a work. It is not th first time hehas
*mbarked in enterprises of very great advantage t the
country.. When the hon. gentleman had the honor of filling
the position of Commissioner of Agriculture in Ontario, ho
brought in more than ona measure of very groat import-
ance to the farmers. He it was who first proposed the
model farm, which is now such a success in the Province,
and I au glad te say it is a saucces in very many directions
indeed, and it has done very much to inform the people, not
only as to the quality of stock, but as thestate of perfection
that can be attained in other branches of agriculture. I
trust that theI louse will aid the Minister in every way to
carry ont this enterprise, and that he will get the credit
that he honestly deserves for undertaking it;

Mr. MoNEILL. The hon. member for BothwelU (M
Milis) thinka there is no need for establishi»g tihesa egtperi..
mental farms in the North-West, because, he says, the
farmer there conducts his farming operations after his own
methods, and h. thinks that is the best mode for us to deal
with this question-to let each farmer farm as he thiîks
best. I entirely differ from that view of the question. I
think that just the very object which the Minister of Agri -
culture has in view is the object of couuteracting that divor-
sity of method-the object of assisting th fArmers--of pro-
venting their being obliged to experiment for themselves,
and of having some system of experiment conducted, to
which the farmer can refer and refer to with security, as
being something that ho can depend upon. I think, from
what has fallen from two hou. members, in the course of
this short debate, we see the great necessity for th estab,
lishment of some asystem of tboroughly reliable experiments
in the North-Westa My hon. friend from York (Mr. Wal-
lace) told us it was very important that wheat should
be eut before it was fully matured. An hon. member
on the other side gots up immediately afterwards
and says no greater mistake could be nmade. Now,
you see at once the importance of having some anthority
to refer to on this subject. For my own part having some
little experience in farming, I agree witb my hon. friend
behind me (Mr. Wallace). I think from what I h ave
gathered, that a great mistake imade even in the Provincei
of Ontario by our farmers leaving their wheat too long on1
the ground. I believe that if wheat is eut when most 
farmers would conider it Is green, it will be found to4
produce a much botter milling wheat than if it is left until1
they would conaider it thoroughly ripe and a great deal ofà
the grin has turnd into bran,
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Mrs Wt&EOK I eaiê that it ashould b. meunasa

enough ta.nqk good fleur. Iagre. that it shouid.oat
oui the,genssido But not no green that it fold not be
liable to grow agai4.ý

Bir. MbýNEILL. I think theb hon. gentleman expresses
fîirly what he said, but he said also that he considered that
wheat might make better milling wheat if it was cet on.the
green side, but if it was out so green as not to be so ood
fr sed it would not be equally good for milling. Nbw, t
doubt i the hon. gentleman ever made an experiment of
that kind.

Xr. WATSON. Yes,, I have.
Mr. MoNEILL. But how much too green was it eut?

that is exactly- what we want to know, because there is no
question of more vital importance to the farmers of this
conntry than the question of at what stage their wheat, oata,
peas, and. other grain, should be cut. If these experimentai
farmswenre properly to elucidate that one question alone,
th.ey wouili be of immense value to the farming interets eof
the coun*my. Buit there are very many other matters, as has
already been stated,. as t& which these farme, would be most
valuable. Nothing is more important in connection with
the North-West than that we should discover some kind of-
what whieh will mature rapidly. The seasons there am
short, and if we can produce seed grain which will mature
a week or-se more rapidly, which will require to be a week
or s lesa time in the ground than the wheat used at present,
it may make all the difference in a season between a great
succese in farming and a failure. So, tee, we require infbema.
tion with regard to other seed, with regard to the forest trees
which will grow best there, and with regard to fruit trees. The
hon. meiber for Bothwell (Kr. Mills) so far as I could foliow
him, if he pushad his argument to its logical conclusion, would
do: away with the Minister of Agriculture altogether. I do
notsee that, takiag his view ofthe oas, we require a Miniter
of Agrieultare at all; we shold simply leave the matter
to theP Povinoes. It seems to me that whenever anything
la proposed by the Government of the country, d.aling wath
the general interests of the people of this country, whether
it be a question with referesee te agri.alture snch as we ave
dealing with now, or a question with reference to the pre-
servation of our fisheries such as we were doaling with this
afternoen, or whether it be a question with refierene to the
adelteration of food, the hon. member for Bothwell comes
with a wet blanket and endeavors to smother the whole
tbing and say that we had better lesve it alone, or leave it
to somebody else, Now, it seema to me that what we have
to do bere is to.> legislate for the bene4t of the people, and it
ie time enoug fer us to hold our hands when the legal
tribunals of the empire decide that we have gone too far.
It is best to be on bthe afe aide, and in this esse the safe aide
is to legislate for the benefit of the people. It is a very
good direction in which to go too far, to legislast for the
benefit of the country.

)4r. CHARLTON. I think the hon. member for Bruce
(Mr. McNeill), bas misunderstood the pusition of the hon.
gentleman for Bothwell (Kr. Mills), with wegrd to this
proposal to establish au exporiment4l farm. I did pot
understand the hon. gentleman for Bothwoll to oppose 4e
proposal. He pointed out to the Goverument what I think
was perfectly proper, that if it were praeticsble it woqld be
botter to establish these farms by the Local Government,
and have local supervision, on the ground that the experi.
monts would be more efficient, but I did not unjerst"pd
him te oppose the principle of the establishment of these
farme. i think the agriculturists are entitled to every
conideration from this louse and the oountry. They pay
the great bulk of the taxes, and these taxes, I am sorry to
ssy, are often exponded for worse purposes than the

lsa da epria't fa .s, I hope, howeve
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that the Minister of Agriculture will remember that the
finances of the countrv are net in the most flourishing con-
dition that we could desire, and that lie will exercise a due
economy in putting the scheme in operation, that he will
be specially careful as to the character of the purchase he
may make near this city, that he will select a suitable site
and take care that an extravagant price is net paid
for it. It is probable that the operations of an experi-
mental farm, in se far as they would be really bene.
ficial te the people, would be rather limited in their
character. It is not necessary te establish one te
show the people what is the right stage at which te cut
their wheat, whether it is better te eut it a little green or a
little ripe. The intelligent agriculturist has ascertained
that information for himself; he knows it already. It is
unnecessary for an experimental farm te inform him on that
point. With regard to forestry, which was alluded te by
my hon. friend from West York (Mr. Wallace) I apprehend
that a model farm will do very little towards renewing the
forests of this country, and that that question will have te
be dealt with in another way. With regard te the intro-
duction of hardy fruits from cold countries such as Russia,
that, tee, I have no doubt, is a matter which will be coped
with quite as satisfactorily by private enterprise as by an
experimental farm; in fact, the question is pretty well
understood already. Intelligent and enterprising nursery.
men have introduced Russian fruits, aud they are offered
for sale in great quantity-fruits suited for extremely
cold countries like the North-West. Of course the
Government can experiment in these matters, but I
doubt whether it is absolutely essential te the farming
interests of the North-West that the Government should
expend a large amount of money in this direction.
I am glad te hear the admission made by my hon. friend
from North Perth (Mr. Hesson), with regard te the Ontario
model farm. His eulogy upon the management of that
institution, and his eulogy upon the Minister of Agriculture
who, he says, had the honor of founding that institution,
may be taken as a very graceful compliment te the Govern-
ment of Ontario, coming from the source it does. We have
all noticed in past years how the management of that farm
and the character of its operations have been bitterly
assailed by the Opposition in the Ontario Legislature; and
when we hear from a disinterested witness like the hon.
member for North Perth the truth of the matter, it is very
gratifying te this side of the House, and I am sure will be
te Mr. Mowat and his associates. I am told that the
Minister of Agriculture had the credit of purchasing the
Mimico farm, which proved teobe utterly worthless, and
unsunted for the object in view, and that the present farm
was purchased when Mr. Mowat came into office.

Mr. CARILING. The hon. gentleman is quite incorrect.
The Mimico farm was approved of as an excellent farm for
the purpose.

Mr. MILLS. Three hundred acres of Canada thistles.
Mr. CARLING. I beg pardon; 600 acres were pur-

chased at Mimico, and the farm was highly recommended
by Prof. Buckland, a man of great experience and integrity,
as the best selection that could be made.

Mr. CHARLTON. I would not attribute te the Minister
of Agriculture anything wrong in the purchase of the
Mimico farm. It seems, however, that it was found unsuit-
able; and the location was changed te Guelph.

Mr. CARLING. Net at all:

Mr. CHARLTON. However, it is net a matter having
any bearing on the present subject. I have only te repeat
that the country is somewhat impecunious at present; and
that I hope the hon. gentleman will net go too fast in
establishing these farmis, and will see that theyare efficient.

Er.Ozasuou.

Mr. MoCALLUbl. This is an important subjeoct. As a
practical farmer I do not think the Government could bot-
ter spend some of the public money than in teaching the
poopleof this country how to pursue agriculture in a more
efficient and scientifie manner than they do now. If they
spent the money on forestry alone, it would pay, as we are
destroying our forests very rapidly. An hon, gentleman
opposite intimates that this work should be done by the
Local Governments; but how aboat the North-West ?
There could b. no botter investment made by the Govern-
ment than to spend a quarter of a million in planting trees
in the North-West. If that were done, I believe it would
very greatly change the climate and character of the coun.
try. Thon, there is the question in raising wheat, as lon.
members say on the other side of the House, whether
it should be cnt green or ripe, because if yen ut it too
green it is useless, and if you out too ripe it will shell
out. The farmers know when toe cut their wheat
without any further knowledge on that question.
Thon, there is the subjeet of seed; if you could
obtain for the farmers of this country a proper seed that
will stand the climate and give a good return, that alone
would justify the expenditure of a large amount of
money. This House is always ready to vote money for
other purposes and why not for the improvement of agri-
culture ? We have been told that the land might yield
twice as much as it does if we seeded it down with the
proper kind of grasses; and the Government might do
something to teach farmers how to establish permanent
pastures. No individual effrt in forestry can be of much
advantage, It is estimated by competent parties that a
piece of land planted with walnut trees and kept 40 years,
will yield more than it will if cropped every year, in addi.
tion to the benefit the trees would confer in the way of
shelter and in improving the climate. It is only the Gtov-
ernment of the country that can afford to wait so long for
a return. What the North-West most stands in need of is
the planting of timber which would act as shelter and as
wind breaks for cattle and for settlers. There are thousands
of acres in that country now that are hardly fit for settle-
ment, but that will grow timber that would add largely to
the revenue in the future. I am glad the G.vrnment have
taken a step in this direction.

Mr. FERGUSON (Welland). Whether this subject comes
within the jurisdiction of this Parliament or that of the
Local Legislatures, certainly the hon. Minister who bas
introduced it is deserving of the gratitude of the agricul-
turists of this country. I believe ho was the founder of the
experimental farm of the Province of Ontario, and ho bas
brought into this House the principles he then pursued.
There is no doubt that the agricultural interests of this
country are not second, but first of all the interests
in the country. We have labored much in this House,
and we have spent much in legislating on the sub.
jects of trade and commerce; but, Sir, the foundation of all
trade and commerce is agriculture, and it is the duty of
this louse and this Government tosee that a certain amount
of our money and attention are devoted to the interest
that forms se large a share both of the capital
and industry of this country. It is the duty of
this louse and this Government to see that the agri.
culturists of the country are furnished with the greatest
possible facilities for gaining information on scientifie agri-
culture. Until the present time this was net so neces-
sary. The original fertility of the soil led farmers to
depend largely upon simply sowing and reaping; but that
time has passed by. The agriculturist has found that *some-
thing more must be doue, that he must know the nature of
the soil, wbat it contains, what the food of plants is, what
are the elements of this food in order to keep the land in a
good and proper condition. As the hon. member for Monok
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(Mr. McOallum) has said, it is impossible for an individual
to arrive at this knowledge; experiments are too expen-
sive. It must be done in a united way by a united people,
and I cannot see any better way in which it can be done
than by the Parliament of the country and the expenditure
borne by it. The farmer must be taught, and there is no
other way in which he can be taught than by experimental
farma of this kind. He must be taught what is or what
is not contained in the soil that is necessary for the produo-
tion of a peculiar and particular kind of grain or fruit; he
ought to be taught what the minera[ elements of the soit are
which are required for the production of wheat, oats and
barley; he ought to be able to have the soit analysed at a
minumuin or no cost at all> and rely on the expenditure of
the Government to see whether it contains these elements
or not. If it does not, lie bas information that will guide
him as to what kind of grain he should sow on that soil.
Not only that, but the duty of the Govern ment is to ascer-
tain where these elements can be obtained, if not in the
soil, in order that the fariner may be able to obtain them
and return them to the soil. In the first place h.
must be taught what kind of mineral food is necessary for
the production of grain, and, as I said before, whether the
soil contains that food. He ought to be taught also, and
he can only be taught this by bulletins issued from an
experimental farm, whether his farm contains these ele-
ments or not. It is a very simple calculation for a scientific
man to enter into, but very difficult for a man without
the means of investigation to ascertain. Perhaps not one
in a thousand agriculturists in this country know what the
mineral food of plants is; perbaps not one agriculturist out
of a thousand knows what amount of this mineral food is
obtained in the average soit of the country. I could give
you the amount of this mineral food that is contained in the
average soils of the country, but it would take too long. If
the farmer has already the amount of mineral food con-
tained in the land, and the amount of mineral food each
crop of wheat, oats and barley extracted from the land, it
is only a matter of simple arithmetie to ascertain the num-
ber of crops he can raise from that soil in order to entirely
exhanst it of that food ; and as soon as it is ex-
hausted, the soil becomes useless almost exclusively
and entirely. It requires different food for wheat,
barley and oats, and different elements to produce
hay i> wbat is required to produce wheat and bar-
ley. à is the duty of the Government to afford the
farmers the grea>'bt posible facility for obtaining this
knowledge, and as soon as it is obtained he can pursue his
vocation, not only with profit to himself, but with great
advantage to the country. A great many of the farmers'
of the country believe that they can restore to the soi all the
elements required, by returning the barnyard manures to
the land. I can point out and will use this as an illustration
to show how necessary it is for the farmer to be untaught this.
Take land that produces wheat. We fiad that the ash of wheat
is composed of 7 per cent. phosphorie acid ; we find phos-
phates enter largely into the bones of animals and wheat;
we all know as a matter of fact that the wheat of nearly
every farm in the country is sold off the land never to be
returned ; we know that the bones of animals raised on that
land are sold off, never to be returned. Then it is a question
of arithmetic to ascertain how many crops of wbeat and
bones of animals can be sold off land to exhaust it of
phosphoric acid. The reason why the wheat of the older
Provinces is of a soft character and does not yield that
good flour that was produced from the wheat in the earlier
history of the country, is that the soi is e3hausted of
phosphoric acid, and tle reason why the wheat of Mani-
toba and the North-West Territories, as well as Minnesota,
is worth 10 cents per bushol more than the wheat of On.
tario, and will produce a better quality of flour, is because
the land is new and contains a large proportion of phos-
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phoric acid. This is a matter of exact certain calculation
froin a scientific standpoint. It is then the duty of the
Government to conduct experimentE, because no individual
cau conduct them at his own expense, for h. has not
the knowledge or facilities for doing it. The Govern-
ment should supply the farmers with that informa-
tion in order that they may carry on their avocation with
profit to themselves and the country at large. I will not
go into the chemical analysis of soils, or into the chemioal
analysis of grains, as probably I might show the great
importance of this measure. I will take it for granted the
House is thorougihy convinced of its importance, and will
only say again that the thanks of this House and of the
farmers of this country are due to the Minister of Agricul-
tare for introducing the subject to this Houae.

Mr. WIGLE. Representing as I do an agricultural con.
stituency, I feel I would not b. doing my duty to my con-
stituents if I did not stand up here and endorse the action
of the Government on this occasion. One reason why I
have every confidence in the establishment of experimental
stations in the different Provinces, is because I know their
establishment is left in the right hands. When the hon.
gentleman (Mr. Carling) was Minister of Agriculture in
the Sandfield. Macdonald Government of Ontario, he estab-
lished a farmi near Toronto. I had occasion to look into
the matter and I found it was a better farm than is the
Agricultural College and the farma of Guelph to-day. He
purchased some 600 acres within seven miles of the
city of Toronto, located near the lin. of the Great Western
Railway, so that it could be easily visited in ten minutes
by parties coming to the capital of Ontario, but for party
purposes and the satisfaction of good Reformera near Guelph,
the Mowat Government appointed a commission, and one of
the greatest reasons why the commission recommended
that the Stone farm should be purchased was because there
were too many Canada thistles on the other. Then it would
not be practicable as a model farta, and they reported that
the Ontario Government should purchase the Stone
farm, because there were no Canada thistles on it, and
it would make a model farm from the start. I took occa-
sion to go into that matter at one time, and I found in the
report of Mr. Johnston, who was the manager of the Stone
farm which was run by the Mowat Government and was
bought beeause there were no Canada thistles on it, the
statement that field so and so, and field so and so grew
nothing that year because there were so many Canada
thistles on them that they could not grow anything. They
bought that farta because there were no Canada thistles on
it, and in a few years they could not grow anything because
of the Canada thistles. That don't show the right kind
of farming. I remember seeing in. the Farmers' Advo-
cate, published in the city of London where the hon. men-
ber for Bothwell (Mr. Mills) lives, a statement that the roads
around the model farm at Guelph were so polluted with
thistles that they were interfering with the farmers all
round themn, and that the farms in the vicinity
of that institution were not worth so much as
they were before it was established. I have every
confidenec in the Minister of Agriculture in establish-
ing these farmas. I believe ho will establish them for the
best interests of this country, and I believe he will not
carry on a college with the farm as they do in the Province
of Ontario. While the Province of Ontario's farm iMay be
very well, if it were managed properly it would be stili
better for that Province than it is at present. There is
one thing which I believe the farmers of this country are
deeply interested in, and that ia fencing. I am satified
that.in the older Provinces rail timber is about exhausted.
We find the fences in this country are about rotted down,
and it would be a great thing to experiment as to wbat
kinds of hedges would be the best to plant out in the diffe-
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réft Provinces. In the county where I live we are
growibg the Osage orange to a great extent just now. That
might not do further north here. It might freeze, and
it wduld be a good thing to experiment which would be
the best kind of hedges, for I believe one of the greatest
orpense to -the farmer to-day is keeping up bis fonces,
and the firsti thing I would recommend the Minister
of' Agriculture to do would be to buy a fine
farm near this capital of Ottawa, as he did near the capital
of Ontario;, and fence that in with orange and other kinds
of shrubbery and find out the best kind of fencing for the
people of this country. In that matter alone, it would
doubly pay for the cost of establishing the farm. Another
thing is finding out the best kinds of seeds for permanent
ptstured. A man may buy half a dozen kinds of seeds for
permanent pastures, but his neighbor three or four miles
off would not be likely to know the result of bis investi.
gation'; but in this case, the agricultural station will test
the best kinds of seeds, how much it will cost per acre,
and so on, and will send the result ail over the Dominion,
and we will be doùbly paid in two or three mat ters of this
ktnd for the expense. I am satisfied that this will be
carried out. It is in the hands of a good, honorable
gentleman, and in the hands of a good Government.
The hon, gentleman says it will only cost about $240,000,
and from 830,000 to $35,000 a year to run these stations.
In the Province of Ontario, we find it costs about
$20,000 or $21,000 a year to run that institution over and
above the revenue they derive. They buy eggs for the
use of the farm, they buy their own butter, they buy their
corn stocks to winter their cattle. They do not grow
enough to feed their cattle, because they are not carrying
it on on a proper principle. We find the class of young
mon who are sent there to learn agriculture are young
men whose parents would not trust them in a business of
their ( wn, who are wild and whose parents would not estab-
Iish them in business, but send them to the Agricultural
Oollege to learn farming. The result is that not one out of a
dozen have gone into farming after they leave there, and if
they did, they were not successful. They were taught there
that it coet $1.75 to raise a bushel of wheat, and that they
only got 80 cents for it, they cannot farm practically on
that basis. I intend to support the Minister of Agriculture,
and I am satisfied that this resolution will be carried by a
large majority.

Mr. MoMULLEN. I was rather pleased with the remarks
ofthe hon. member for North Perth (Mr. Hesson) with
rIgaMid to thé model farm of the Province of Ontario. I
think that model farm bas been a decided success, and I
waratier diàppointed to hear the remarks of my hon.
filend who has just sat down. I know, and I think he knows,
that forthé lat number of years from several of the United
States delegations have come to visit that farm, ard on
every occasion they have complimented the Province of
Ontario on the very excellent model farm we have, and
have complimented the managers upon the manner in which
they have managed it. I am satisfied that this is true and
I can prove by records in my possession that it is true. I
dq net think it is fair here to decry an institution of that
kInd, which is in its infancy, but unfortunately it has been
vigorously opposed by the Opposition in the Local House
who ae the frienda of the hon. gentleman- who has just
taken his seat. Notwithstanding that, it is progressing
and continually improving, and it is an honor and a
crédit tô the Province of Ontario and to the Government
which hm brought it to the position in which it is now.
The hon. gentlemen said it was highly desirable that the
Government should take stops to secure to the farmers of
the Dominion a cheaper kind of fencing. I remind him that
afew nights ago, when the hon. Minister was delivering.
his Budget sp , we added an incrosed duty to wire,
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which is the verything which would tend to cheapen fencing
to the farmers of the Don'iinion. It is a pity hat of thàt
occasion hé did not draw the Finance Minister'à attention to
the necessity of keeping the duty off wire. I befieve my
friend in front of me made a motion in behalf of the people
of the North-West, urging that the increased duty should
not be put on, as wire was the only thing they had to fence
with there; but, notwithstanding that, the duty has gone
on wire, and the people of the west will have to pay for it.
I am very glad to know that something is to be done in the
interest of the farmer. I am quite willing to support and
assist in establishing these farms if they are to be a benefit
to the farmers of the Dominion. Anything which will tend
to improve their position shall have my assistance. But,
in 1878, loud professions were made, when the National
Policy was introduced, as to what was to be done
for the farmers. They were to have a home market
provided for their surplus products, they were ail to
be made rich, and the operation of that policy was to
make them prosperous. They have found, to their sor-row,
that it bas not had the effect which was promised, and now,
at the end of seven or eight years, the Government feel
that, unless they can show the farmers on an approaching
occasion that they are going to do something for them,
they have been so disgusted with thé results of the National
Policy that the Government will not be able to whip them
into line and make them vote again as they did in 1878. That
is their object, and they are going to show that they are going
to establish model farms and experiment on certain kinds of
seeds. They are going to purchase a certain kind of tree, and a
certain kind of fruit, and do everything else for them if
they will only renew their confidence in another election.
If the farmers will give the present Government their
support once more, the Government are"going to take thèm
out of the mire and the troubles in which the National Policy
bas landed them. I shall be glad if the establishment of
these farms do any good. For if there is a class in this
Dominion, at the present time, that requires the serious
attention of every man in this House, that requires aid and
assistance, it is the farming community of this Dominion.
They have undoubtedly suffered seriously in the past
through loss of crops, through the increased price of every-
thing they consume, and to-day they stand in a worse
condition than they have for several years past. With
regard to a remark that fell from my hon. friend who las
just sat down. He thought hé had made a strong point
when he said that in order to please some Grits in Centre
Wellington, a farm belonging to a certain Grit friend
of the Government, was selected for the model farm.
Well, Sir, that gentleman is not very well posted. He
Éhould remember that Mr. Stone, the man hé referred
to, is a strong Conservative, and always bas been, and in the
last election he was nominated in the Conservativé interest.
You find that the Ontario Government, when they want to
acquire a property for Provincial purposes, do not ask
whether the owner is a Conservative or a Grit, but if it suits
their purpose they buy it and pay for it. But hon. gentle-
men opposite, if they want a pièce of property for Dominion
purposes, generaly try to hunt up a Tory that bas got a
property to sell; and buy it from him. I would just say in
conclusion, that as far as I am concerned I shall give the
proposition of the Minister of Agriculture my hearty sup-
port, and if it will do anything at ail in the interest of'the
farming community, 1 shall be glad to assist it in any way
I can, but I am afraid that it is a second edition of the
humbug practised on the farmers in 1878.

Mr. COCHRANE. As I represent an agricultural on-
stituency I feel disposed to say a few words on this satbjet,
although pretty nearly ail that can be said on it has been
said. I am sorry that the hon. member for North Weltling-
ton (Mr. EcMullen) cannot diecuss any questiôn withot
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dragging in other questions that do not pertain to it at all.
I do not see any connection between the National Policy
and an agricultural farm. He made an assertion that I
deny. He says that everything the farmer uses to-day is
dearer than it ever was before, that they have been hum-
bugged by the Conservative party, who led the farmers to
believe that they were going to make thema wealthy. Sir,
the Conservative party never made any such promises, but
they did lead the farmers to believe, and I believe they
were correct, that they would have the advantage of their
own market, that when there was a surplus of production
in this country the people of Canada would get the advant-
age of it, that if the supply in Ontario was not equal to the
demands in the Maritime Provinces, the grain would be
kept out of this country which was formerly supplied by
the Americans, and we had the benefit of the protection.
That is what we advocated, and what we accomplished.
What we advocated in reference to the National Policy has
been more than fulfilled in this country.

Mr. SPEAKER. Order. The hon. gentleman must con-
fie himself to the subject before the House.

Mr. COOHRANE. 1 am answering the question the hon.
gentleman raised.

Mr. SPEAKER. At this rate we will never get through
the discussion.

Mr. COOHRANE. Thon you should not have allowed
him to raise the question of the National Policy. Hie said
everything was dearer in this country than it was before,
and I will not allow any gentleman, in my presonce, in this
House, to try to force that down my throat, because ho
knows as well as I do that it is not a fact.

Mr. SPEAKER. Order,
Mr. COCHMANE. There never was a time in this

country when machinery was so cheap as to-day.

Mr. SPEAKER. Order. The hon. gentleman has now
denied the assertion of the hon. member, and I hope
ho will confine himself to the subject under discussion.

Mr. COCHRANE. Well, it is very strange if you allow
an hon. gentleman to make use of those arguments and will
not allow me to answer him.

Some hon. MEMBERS. Chair, chair.

Mr. COCHRANE. It is all very well to cry "chair,"
but you don't like to hear the truth. I am a farmer, and
I know what I say. These gentlemen, lawyers and
money-shavers, can draw fine distinctions in law which no-
body else can understand, but when it comes to farming
they don't know what they are talking about. An hon.
gentleman says that ho knows all about cutting wheat,
whether it is green or ripe i I doubt very much
whether ho knows anything about it, I doubt if ho
would know a field of wheat if he saw it, but there
is a larger question even there, there are very few
men in this country who know when to eut their wheat, or,
if they do, do not do it in proper time. In my opinion, the
farmers lose a large amount every year by letting their
wheat get too ripe. There is a great question in reference
to artificial manures which the farmers of this country
have been humbugged into using, and for which they have
wasted a large arnount of money in purchasing. Would
not the farmers of this country be more than recouped for
the money expended in the establishment of an agricultural
farm if it could test the value of the artiûcial manure that
so many of them have been using? And thon there is
the question of the most suitable kinds of soils for
the different crops, the analysis of the soils, also,
tu bhow what is necessary to make the soil productive.
We -hve all read that a man who makes two

blades of grass grow where one grew before, is a public
benefactor. That is what we are going to, aco UmpihIy
this farm. We shall know what to use and whatotegat n
the soil to make it most productive. It will also be usoføl
in testing seeds. Few farmers in this country have gotzopey
to spend in experimenting in seeds. There has ,been 4I gfat
deal of money taken out of the farmers in the purohaseof
seed grain. In our section of the country large sama of
money have been paid for certain kinds of wheat tlat were
brought into the oounty and represented to be just
the kinds that would grow best, and when we came to
test it for ourselves, we found it was not the wheat
we wanted at all. An agricultural farm could test the seeds
for us, and in that way there would be a great benefit to the
country. ihere is also the question of butter and a thousand
other subjects that will come under the attention of -the
Minister of Agriculture, and I am satisfied that everything
will be done for the best interest of the commundjy. Ithink
the farmers should have some consideration. There iseno
class in the community that pays so high direot taxes as the
farmer. They have to pay the most indirect taxes. Not.
withstanding the glowing colora in which the Ontario Gov-
ern ment has been painted by hon. gentlemen opposite, they
have never raised a finger to equalise taxation in the Pro-
vince of Ontario. The farmer pays taxes on hi@ farm or the
money that is invested in it. If he improves the farm the
assessor comes round and raises the value of the farm by
adding te value of the improvements and his labors, and ho
pays taxes on that. But do these business men do that ?
Does the money shaver do that? No, Sir, he can o to the
village and hang out his sign, "Money to Loan,' aud ho
only pays interest on the income. as Mr. Mowat doue
anything to equalise the taxation of the Province of Onta-
rio? No. We want something established that will give
the farmers of Ontario and the Dominion some return for
the amount of money paid into the Treasury by them.

Mr. IRVINE. i find we are all friends of the farmer to-
night. I should like to be a friend of the farmer too. I.
am not specially so. I claim to be a friend of the manu-
facturer and of the professional man and I wish suoocss to
all classes with one exception, and that is the legal profes-
sion. I would #end a portion of them to grass bu to Ali
the rest of the people I wish success, and I ama*epecially
a friend of the farmer more than of the others. l ove my
country, and I do not think any hon. gentleman 3an say
that although I come from the smail Provinoe of Ne;0w
Brunswick, which appearse amall -in the eyesp£somebe
ever heard me utter a disrespectful word of the West aud,of
our country, either in this B.ouse or ont of it. Isay Ilove
my country, I love the farmers and I wish thom suoces; I
wish success to traders, merchants and laboring men,because
I was once a laboring man mysof. It is only to the lawyers
I do not wish success. In this House we do not need of
lawyers more than a finister of Justice and one hon. gen-
tleman on the other side to watch him. We have heard
agriculture discussed in its varions phases. We have had
a lecture on agricultural chemistry. And I am very sure
if that hon. gentleman had an opportunity of addreseing an
assembty oi agriculturists the very firet question put to
him would be give us a marketofor the produce we raise, the
soil and climate of the country auswer our purposes., Who
farmers would turn to the hon. gentlemen and say: 1ow
do you think we can live in the North-West with wheat at
45 or 40 cents a bushel? Howean we live in the East with
oats at 25 cents a bushel as they were last fall? How
ean we live witu butter selling last fallat 12,or 13euts
a lb. ? What difference does it uake to jearn of whatthe
soil is composed when thefarmer is unable to get suâoient
for his produce ? Does the hon. gentlemanuiean tosay
that by raising wool at 18 cents a lb. the farm sanp#y ?
What in the use of telling the farmers that wo, wilbuild
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agricultural colleges, and tell them the properties of the They have not received that from the Government of this
soil, and that they are not raising as much ont of the country in my judgment. They were promised under the
soil as they should do. Men with ordinary common sense National Policy-
will say that it is a market they want. We wau t money in Mr. SPEAKER. I do not think the hon. gentleman
exchange for our produce, and our farmers undertand well should refer to the National Policy.
how to till the soi. But the hon. gentleman bas given us a
lesson in harvesting wheat. Go to any practical agriculturist, Mr. FARROW. I desire to say a few words on this
and what will he say ? He witl say that we have the elements important question. I think a more important question
to contend with in harvesting our wheat. Sometimes when could not be raised for consideration in this House than
we know wheat is ripe for the sickle we have a week of the one we have before us. If we look abroad through
fine weather and sometimes we have the reverse. Practical the length and breadth of the country, from the east to the
mon understand this; but hon. gentlemen who have been west and from the north to the south, we are an agricul-
talking on the subject are not practical farmers, if they are tural people. Probably Ontario bears the palm so far as
they have been talking in a very unpractical way. I am regards agriculture, not because she is the oldest Province,
of opinion, notwithstanding the declaration of the last but probably the land is on the whole somewhat botter
speaker, that our farmers as a body are intelligent and than that of the others-I am now speaking of the older
know precisely what to do in their business, that they Provinces-with the exception of Manitoba and the North-
understand when wheat is ripe and should be cut, and how West. Some of the members on the other side who have
to market it. All they want is a price for their wheat. spoken seem to have a particular pick at my friend who
Would any practical man say, as an hon. gentleman told me sits beside me (Mr. Hesson) because ho said the Agricul-
ho heard a farmer near Ottawa say, that he could make a tural College at Guelph was a success. Well I think it is a
living by raising c&ttle and selling them at 3j cents per lb., success in some points. It is a success in spending money.
live weight. The truth is our farmers are raising too much It is a success in bringing foreigners from other countries
and they are not paid enough for what they raise. The into its halls to learn agriculture. I think the practical
soil is productive and the climate is goç>d, but we want a farmers in Ontario are on the whole opposed to the Agri-
market, and we want the Government to turn their atten- cultural College as it exists at present. I say this advisedly;
tion in that direction. Hon. gentlemen opposite promised I say it because they have told me so. For my own part, I
a market-they promised us bread and gave us a stone. I look upon the Agricultural College at Guelph as doing
am not opposed to the present proposali; but I will relate the very good work. I think during the past three or four
saying of a member of the grange which I heard when I sat years it bas done much better work than it did formerly,
on the committee that reported on this su bject now before the and I think the reason is that the Government of Onta-
House. Various phases of agriculture were being discussed 'rio is listening to the Opposition a little more.
and a member of the grange, who was a delegate from On- Some things that the Opposition proposed several
tario, and was an intelligent man, said in regard to skilled years ago, the Government have adopted during the last
agriculture that the most successful agriculturist he ever saw Session. I think the professors in that college have been
in New Brunswick was a man who signed his name with a doing good work, by going outside of the college and travel-
cross. In all my travels at home and abroad I have ling through the districts of Ontario, giving lectures. I
found that whether an agriculturist is educated or know that great interest has been created all through our
uneducated ho soon learns to till the soil, to take care of hig part of the country, by these lectures. The farmers would
farm, to know what it is capable of producing, and those fIlock to central parts, where these mon were to give lec-
crops which will tend to make the family as happy and tures and hold farmers' institates, where they would receive
comfortable as the market prices obtained will permit. But a great deal of valuable information, such as I suppose this
I will say this: That I fully concur not in what hon. gentle- experimental farm is intended to give. They would receive
men have said about the colleges or model farms in various instruction in farming generally, in stock raising, in butter
parts of the country, but in regard to the proposal as it was making and in cheese making. I think one of the most
submitted to the c6mmittee. As submitted to the commit- important subjects they have introduced during the past
tee it was understood to be a proposal to establish a small winter, was permanent pastures. One of our friends said,
farm where experiments would be made in various kinds of the man who could cause two blades of grass to grow where
grains, seeds, shrubs and trees, fruit, ornamental and only one grew before, was a benefactor to his race. Well I
forest. That would not be a very extensive undertaking; believe these permanent pastures will be more than that. I
but if it means the establishment of a college hore and think Prof. Brown bas given it as his experience that if we
of a model farm there, which would involve an enor- put down permanent pastures, we could feed three head of
mous expense, I am decidedly opposed to the arrangement. cattle where we feed only one now. Now what does that
I do not believe that we, with a population of less mean in Ontario ? It means a vast amount of good beef
than 5,000,000 would be justified in incurring such an extra, and it means a vast amount of hard cash
enormous exnditure; but I think, on the other hand, that in the farmer's pockets. What I find fault with,
something l' e what was proposed before the committee and what I will find fault with, in these ex-
which reported on the subject ought to be beneficial to the perimental farms which are to be established, if they
people and in the interests of the agriculturist. Now, of go on as the Agricultural College at Guelph has gone
course, I have not a quarrel with any of those hon. gentle- on, is the spending of too mach money to very little pur-
men and I do not want to go any further on this subject pose. The idea that they should have 500 or 600 acres of
than I have. I am willing to do anything that I can by good land and men to work it, and yet cannot make both
word or deed to benefit any portion of the community, any ends meet is absurd. What would the farmer ho thought
trade or calling in this country, not merely the farming of in any part of Ontario who would come ont $7,000 worse
community, but any other trade or industry in the country. than nothing at the end of the year ? Is that the kind of
I should be glad to coincide with the hon. gentleman on the example we should set before our farmers in Canada? The
other side in that way, and to build up any trade or calling Ontario college is bankrupt every year; $22,000 expendi-
in a legitimate way, but not at the expense of any other. ture and only $14,000 receipts, or nearly $8,00J of a deficit.
I do not want to build up the agriculturists of this That is a state of things that should not be. In this new
country at the expense of any other calling. I am one of central institution which is to be situated near the capital
them, and I think they are able to take care of themselves; and is to do, as it were, for Quebec and Ontario-if the
I am satisfied that al they want is a fair field and no favor. institution is conducted properly, if those experimenta

Nir. Iaymaf.
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farms are to give information to the people of the country,1
respecting different subjects pertaining to farming, I think 1
it would be a very good thing. But as an hon. friend oppo-'
site said, if they launch out into a large amount of money,i
with a professor for this and a professor for that, and prob-
ably nearly a dozen professors doing very little and cost-
ing the country a great deal of money, I believe the farming
community will condemn them. Now, what we want is this:
We want an experimental farm conducted with as little cost
as possible, and giving the greatest amount of information.
Who is the beet farmer in Canada? It is that man who
can raise the most off the land and leave it in a good con-
dition ? Some men will live on a farm where others will
starve, just by better management. We want experimental
farms, and I will tell you why. What is doing more for
arable land in Ontario to-day than anything else ? It is
draining. ln some parts of the country drains are made
with stone, in some parts with boards, and in some parts
with tiles. Some men will tell you that you are to sink a
drain three feet deep; another man will come along and say
two and a-half feet is deep enough; a third will come along
and say that is tpo deep, two feet is plenty. All these mon
are right, but it is not every farmer who knows it;
the depth just depende on the kind of soil. It
is not every man who can build a stone drain ;
1 have built stone drains with m y own hands, but there is a
great deal that i do not know about draining, and I would
like this experimental farm to tell us all aboutit. Then, we
in the west have lately been troubled a great deal with a
little midge in the clover. We used to make large amounts
of money from clover seed,- which we sold for $7 or $8 a
bushel; but of late years the midge has been destroying the
seed. Might there not be an experiment in that direction
to tell us how to prevent the operations of this midge ? We
have found out a little ourselves. All who have pastured
their clover until about the 10th of June, and have then
left it to go to seed, have raised a good crop of clover seed.
That brings the seed just at the right time to mise the
midge ; but the mon who cut the hay and then depend on
getting a crop of clover seed miss it. There is another thing
about which this experimental farm might do a great deal
of good; that is the blight on fruit trees, Farmers have lost
hundreds of thousands of dollars during the past five years
by the loss of apple trees especially. I got a batch
last year that cost me about $20. Last summer a man came
along and wanted me to give him an order for some more,
and I took him into my orchard and told him to look at
these. First a little blackness started on the tree, and then
it spread till nearly all the trees were killed; and I said:
"It is of no use getting any more apple trees." He said :
"These are going to be better," and at last I gave him an
order. If this experimental farm would tell us what to wash
that spot with when it first appears, and kill the insect or
whatever it is, tens of thousands of dollars would be saved
to the farmers. If the Minister will inaugurate colleges
which will give us practical information of this kind without
costing very much, then I will be well satisfied with experi-
mental farms.

M.r. IRVINE. Any standard author on entomology will
tell you that; yo can get it for a couple of dollars.

Mr. FARROW. I understood that the hon. gentleman
came from a country where they could not write, and where
they signed their names with a cross. I was going to
say-

An hon. MEMBER. Tell us about that apple tree.
Mr. FARROW. I agree with the hon. member for

Carleton (Mr. Irvine) that we have too many lawyers in
this House. I think it would be better if we had a fewv
more practical farmers that understood hard work, that
understood what it is to earn their living by the sweat of

their brow. It appears that the hon. member who has
spoken of apple trees does not know much about farming.
I suppose he would not care if the farmer lost all his trees
so long as he got plenty of law suits. I do not think we
have enough farmers in this House, but Ton are going to
have more farmers here by-and-bye. I will tell you why.
The farmers are beginning to say that they are just as good
as the lawyers and just as level-headed as the doctors.
Another farmer sayse: Well, if I have not, my boys are
coming that have. TheSe are John and Charles, they have
a pretty good common school education, they can do a little
more than make a cross, they have been to a grammar
school, and you will find these boys in these halls by.and-
bye, and these farmers' sons will be able to cope with your
lawyers, day in and day out. You. will-have more farmers
in these halls than you have had in the past, depend upon
it; but to the question. What we want is an experimental
farm so that we may learn how to deal with a great many
subjects about which we know nothing at present. Take
the trouble we had last year from Ottawa to Sarnia and
inland through the potato rot. It is my opinion that if we
had had an experimental farm, we would have had a great
deal of information as to planting this spring, and I am
glad to see the Agricultural College of Guelph las issued
some instructions which, if the farmers apply them, will
make them comparatively free of the potato rot this coming
season. We want an exporinmental farm with reference to
fertilisers. When the Agricultural Comiittee was sitting,
one of its members told me that in the Province of Quebeo
they had been more humbugged about fertilisers than almost
anything else by laying out large amounts for something that
was utterly worthless. It ihas been so, undoubtedly, to a great
extent all through Ontario, and we want an experimental
farm to direct that. We also want an experimental farm
to tell us the utilhty of farming implements. Suppose a
man gets a bad self-binder, which costs him 8210, suppose
he gets a meanly constructed binder, why he is half ruined.
Suppose he gets a miserable mower or reaper, he suffers
great lose. Now the experimental farm ought to try these
articles and tell the people which is worth buying, and if
they would only do that hundreds of thousands of dollars
would be saved to the fermers. It will also give us undoubt-
edly a great deal of accurate knowledge about the rotation
of crops. If there is anything that people are ignorant
about more than anything else, it is the rotation of crope.
lhere is very little system in Ontario as to what they shall
sow. A man sows wheat this year and right away sows
wheat again. That ought not to be so, but if he was cor-
rectly informed about the rotation of crops it would be of
great advantage to him. I think an experimental farm in
Manitoba and the North-West would do a vast amount of
good. I think on the whole these experimental farms
would be of great advantage to the country, and I intend
to give them now my hearty support; but depend upon
this that if they go on spending money, doing no good from
year to year, I will be down upon them.

Mr. SPIROULE. At this late hour of the night, I feel
reluctant to detain the Hlouse, but the importanoe of this
question is the only excuse I offer for saying a few
words on this subject, We are in an enlightened age,
in an age in which it has been demonstrated know-
ledge is advancing very rapidly, and those who attain to
the -highest standard of knowledge receive the largest
return for their labor. It is said that the professional man
who is able It reach the highest rung in the ladder is
always sure to succeed no matter where he may settle,
and to receive the largest return. This is the case also
with every class of men, with every community, and with
every country. Those who have attained the most ad-
vanced intelligence are the most likely to succeed in life.
For the last few years there has been a strong agitation
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' g on all over the world with referenc to what may people, and by which we may work out some of the diffi-

done for the advancement of that very large cult problems of life to the advantage of our agriculturit&
clase of people represented by the agrieulturists' That report telle us that the people of foreign countries, as
of the country. It is not alone in the Domi- well as our own, are spending their labor for what might be
nion this question is attracting public attention. It is not termed a half-return, that they are following agricultural
alone in the United States that the great scientiste of the pursuite, in a great number of cases, not intelligently but
age are giving attention in this direction, because we find very much on the principle of the intelligence that was
European countries are directing their attention largely represented by the anecdote told by the hon. member for
towards the matteri. It is only within the last few years it Carleton (Mr. Irvine), with an intelligence which is
has obtained its importance; it is scarcely more than eight not even beyond, perhaps, the mark that is indicative of
or ten years ago, at the latest, since the principle of what may be called from a literal standpoint, the lowest
experimental farme in the different countries of Europe was intelligence of man, I thought, when he referred to the
established as one of the important necessities of the age, granger who made the remark that the best agriculturist
and, perhaps, on an average, it is not more than six years of hie county was obliged to sign hie name with a cross,
since the first farm was established on the continent of he forgot to add that tirat very man, when he came before
America. To-day we find thesubject is considered of so much a committee bore, in reference to the intereet of the agri-
importance that almost every State in the Union is posseseed culturist, strongly advocated the establishment of agricul-
of an experimental farm. I have a list of a large number of tural colleges, believing it to be very important in the
States that have adopted this system of diffusing a better interests of the country that a more extensive knowledge
knowledgeamongst the agriculturalists. They are Alabama, of the botter clase should be diffased among the agricul-
Arkansas, California, Colorado, Connecticut, Georgia, Dela. turists. The history of the grangers of this country goes
warepIRlinois, Indiana, Iowa, Kansas, Louisiana, Maine, Mary- a long way to prove the importance of these institu-
land, Massachusetts,Oregon, Minnesota, Mississippi, Missouri, tions. The objeet of the grangers has been to acquire more
Nebraska, New Hampshire, New Jersey, New York, North extensive, piùctical and scientifLi knowledge in reference
Ganolina,,South Carolina, Ohio, Michigan, Tennessee, Texas, to the pursuits in which they are engaged I am far from
Vermônt, Virginia, Wisconsin. All of these States have .believing that it is essentially necessary to have a scientific
adopted the systom of advancing the intelligence of agri- knowledge in all cases for farming, but I believe that
ciaturists; and not alone in America, but in Europe also the it is important to be possessed cf at least a ood rudi-
attention:of agriculturists has been direeted to-this question. mentary knowledge in reference to inalytical che-
In F4ngland these experimental stations have been estab- ;mistry, in reference to the nature and adaptability Of
lisbed eight or ten years; in France, Germany, Belgium, different grains to diferent soils, in refeoience to the
Russia, China, and in various other countries, they are importance of manares and the kind of manures to
established; and in Ontario, which may be called one of the be used, in reference to the necessity of a rotation of crops
fret Provinces, an agricultural college was, I am happy to so as not to divest the soil of those elements which are the
say, first introduced by the Minister of Agriculture who source of the crops, and in connection with that the impor-
to-day is moving in the same direction, but only in a wider tance of the grasses which may be used in order to yield
field-the Dominion. The hon. Minister who is to-day the largeet return and the kind of food which may be used
initiating the system here, is entitled to the thanks in order to give the largest return to the stock raiser who
and congratulations of the agriculturists for endeavoring is preparing hie stock for foreign markets. The member
to promote this system to-day. When h. introduced it for Carleton said what the agriculturists want to-day le a
into Ontario some years ago, he was cried down in the market for what they raise, not so much to know how to
country, but to-day the mass of the people of Ontario raise more. I wonder if this hon. gentleman knows any-
will admit there is great good being done in the Province thing of the experience of the farmers in hie country,
by that establishment. And, while I believe that years of because I believe it is the same as the experience of
labor have been practically wasted, that a great deal of time the farmers in our country. We know that soil which
that might have been turned to useful advantage has been a few years ago would yield twenty-five to thirty-
wasted in connection with that institution, I am glad to five bushels an acre will not to-day yield more than
find that the advanced intelligence of the present day ten or twelve. If a scientific knowledge can be
lias developed a system that is very much in harnmony brought into use so as to enable the agriculturist to improve
with the system which is intended to be inaugurated in his soil in such a way that it will return to its previons condi-
connection with this work, and a system which I believe tion and again yield twenty-five bushels, can he not see that,
will prove of incalculable benefit to the agriculturists of although he sold that grain for 50 cents a bushel, it would
Ontario. While I am rather inclined to the opinion that yield as much as if h. sold half the quantity at 81
these experimental stations or agricultural colleges would be a bushel? It is important that both these matters
better siited as provincial institutions, still I am far from should be considered. While I believe the Government
believing that a great good cannot b. accomplished and a are doing everything they can to open up new and better
wider range taken by a Dominion institution than by pro- markets for the agriculturists, I believe it is as important
vineial ones. I am led te believe that, while provincial insti- to diffuse a better knowledge, and enable every farmer to
titions may, in their limited capacity, do good in the local- raise two bushels where to-day he le only raising one. As
ities where they are situated, I believe that knowledge to the agricultural colleges, we have a pretty good know-
emanating from a central authority like. the capital of the ledge of their uses and of the uses to which they may
Dominion of Canada can be more extensively circulated and be turned in the interests of the agriculturists. It
can do a good in proportion to the size of the country appears to me that the history of those institutions, not
that is quite equal to the good which is being acoompliehed only in America but in European countries, the con-
by the provincial institutions. By looking over the history sensus of information which has been received proves
of the varions experimental farme which have been estab- that what is asked for by the agriculturists of this
lished in other countries, which is given in this report laid country to-day can b. accomplished. Subjecte have
upon the Table and which is a very valuable and practical been brought before -the farmers' institutes of Ontario,
document, in which we have condeneed information gathered when the professors of the Agricultural Colleges mix up
not only on the continent of America but on the continent with them, and endeavor to give them an enlightened
of Europe, we may gain information of a very valuable knowledge of their own pursuits. What were the important
chuastowhich we may ring to bur on the, peutefo subjects ]rought ap? The agriculturist said; We want
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to know the best kind of manures, so that we may not
waste a year or two by putting on something which is
practically useless. We want to know whether a rotation
of crops is the beat means of maintaining the virgin
strength of the soil; we want to know whether the class of
grain that we are sowing can be exchanged for others, which
will yield botter flour and a larger return. In some parts
of our country, at least I know that, where botter grains
have been introduced, the experience has been of the best
kind, and the parties who have introduced them, having
fields alongside of each other, one with the improved quality
of grain, and the other with the older quality, have been
able to raise nearly double the number of bushels per acre,
with the improved grain, that they could with the other.
Is it not then important to endeavor to obtain these grains,
and to ascertain, by experimental farms, which kind of
grains is most needed ? It is unfortunate that every step
in knowledge to the agriculturist muet mean a year's labor
or a year's profit loat. If a farmer sows grain, which is not
adapted to the soil and the climate, he must not only waste
a year before receiving the intelligence which the experi-
ment can give him, but he must also waste the labor of
that year. In view of that, how important it is that
these stations should be founded, and the experience gained
by the few, and given out to the many, so as to
economise the labor of the mass of the people,
and economise their time, and put in their hauds inform-
ation of the most valuable character that can be turned to
the best possible account. In connection with stock-raising,
the same rule applies. We know that a very large per-
centage of farmers are wasting their time in relation to
stock They are raising stock which is not suited to the
market in which they muet sell, stock that requires a large
amount of feeding, and yet when sold give no adequate
return for the outlay. It is an acknowledged fact that it is
just as easy to raise an animal that will sel for $50 aq one
that will sell for $30; and if the agriculturists can so
improve their stock by means of the practical experience
gained at a central point, we can easily understand the im-
mense benefit that will accrue to the country. If they can
sell their animals for 30 or 40 per cent. higher. I remem-
ber only two years ago there were professors devoting their
attention to the dairy interest, and they gave it as their
opinion that the butter produced in this country was
depreciated at least one-fifth in value by reason
of the improper methods taken in producing it. It was
calculated, also, that the same rule would hold good in
referenoe to cattle. Now, when we remember that the
farm exports last year represented something like $3,0 O,-
000, a saving of one-fifth of that would represent 87,000,000
saved to the people. I think the Minister of Agriculture
deserves the thanks of the people of this country for his
efforts in favor of agriculture, and I am satisfied that his
name is a sufficient guarantee that this agricultural farm
will be condacted so suceessfully that the people will regret
that the system had not been adopted earlier. The hon.
member for North Wellington (Kr. McM tllen) appears
never to be at home unless he eau drag politics into the dis.
cussion of every question, and he endeavors to find fault with
overything coming from the present Government. Iam sorry
tht so .uany hon. gentlemen opposied to this Government,
whilst admitting their desire to support a measure in the in-
termets of the agriculturist, still endeavor to thro* cold water
on this scheme, while they admit in the same breath that
great good is going to be accomplisbed by it. If those hon.
gentlemen would onlyehow a greater desire te work in har-
mony with the Governmont in-its efforte té advance the in-
tereste of the farming conmmunity, I think their constituents
would feel more gratefIl to them. There is'not a single page
in this report of the Minister of Agriculture that is not fu l of
information that givea the strongest assurance that the
efect of the proposed institution will be of groat praetical

benefit. W. find that one of these farme in England was
established by Sr J. B. Lawes, and in referenoe to fertilisers
he says that by nineteen repeated applications the exact
effect of every fertiliser was obtained, and a most instrue-
tive series of specimens secured. Speaking in reference to
grain, he says the unmanured examples show about hall the
aise and weight of the manured. Now if this applies to grain,
it applies with equal force to every liLe represented in the
pursuits of the agriculturist. He says that the relative yield
was about twice as much by keeping the ground cultivated,
manured, and by a rotation of crops. Now this system oould
be practised in this proposed establishment, and the farmers
could ascertain how to get the most value from their crops.
I have no doubt at all that the country will receive greater
benefit from this institution than we anticipate, and that in
the future the name of the Minister of Agriculture, who
has to-day inaugurated this scheme, will be handed down
in history through the ages as one of the great benefactors
of the people of the Dominion of Canada.

Mr. IRVINE. 1 rise to a personal explanation. I under-
stood by the hon. member who followed me that ho stated
that the man who made his cross was a New Brunswicker.
I did not intend any offence toward any Province in what I
said. What I said was that a Dominion granger from
Ontario made a statement before the commit tee, upon whose
report the action of the Government is based in this instance,
that the most successful farmer he ever met in his life was
a gentleman who signed his name with a cross. If I said
any Province, I did not mean it,

Mr. BAIN (Wentworth). I have considerable sympathy
with you to-nigbt, Mr. Speaker, if you know anything offarm-
ing, because it reminds me a good deal of the old times when
we used to have an election campaign, and people from the
city came down to talk to us in the country. We were then
assured that farming was an important interest, that the
hornyhanded sons of toit were the back-bone of the
country, that they.could not do anything without them, that
they bore the burdens, and that sort of thing. Those
olden times came back to me, when we used to listen
to the orations of those gentlemen who wanted our
votes. I suppose farming is like other things in this
Hlouse, it has got to have its innings. Thora is one thing
we are certain of, that whether we get a suocessful ex.
perimental farm or not, we may make up our mind that so
far as expense goes, we will have a thoroughly successful

institution. I have not a bit of doubt but that after our
friends have tried it, they will have the experience of other
States and Provinces with reforence to experimental farm-
ing, and we will find out that we have got a tolerably costly
thing, and that it is much easier to start an institution than
to make it successful afterwards. We have heard a few
bitter criticisms on the operation of the Ontario Agricul-
tural College and experimental farm this evening, and I did
think, when I heard the hon. member for Essex delivering
his bitter diatribes, against the managemegt of that college,
that if he had been as familiar withi it as I was, pelrhape h.
woild have moderated his statements a little with referenoe
to the condition in which that farm is. We have been ae-
customed to just such attacks upon the management of that
college throught the Province of Ontario for many years
past. I believe, upon the whole, the college has been an
advantage to the people of Ontario, and the best evidence
of that is that it has been adopted as the exampla upon
which this Governmont now propose to establish similar
institutions in view of the time when they will present them-
selves to the electorate of this country and ask them for
their vote. It occurred to mie when heard some of these
gentlemen that they had been present at some of the farm.
ers' institutes held by the profoseors of that oellege, beoause
some of their speeches sounded to me very like what I have
heard on previous ooeasion i coqnneetion with these farS-
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er's institutes; and as I said before, I think the best evi- ducted experiments at those varions outlying points, we
douce that that college bas been saccessfuil is the fact that will only expend a large amount of money and secure very
these gentlemen now find it necessary to take an interest unsatisfactory and barren results, and that an administration
in the farmers and make a move in the same direction. of that kind can only result in conspicuous failure
An hon. gentleman said this evening that it was a serious and to be open to the charge of spending a very
ground of complaint to spend $20,00J a year in its annual large sum of money without doing any benefit except to a
administration and only succeed in earning $14,000, and few individuals in the immediate locality. The changes
that any farmer that pursued that policy would naturally that have transpired in the mode in which agricultural ope-
become bankrupt. Well, I could not help thinking of the rations are being carried on during the last few years make it
operations of one hon. gentleman here in administering one imperative on any Government establishing a new institu-
of our public Departments, which it seemed to me was a tion of that kind to look well at the class of men plaoed in
much worse position. It strikes me that if we were to charge of it. I have no hesitation in saying that if you get
foot up the receipts and expenditures we would find mon settled down into the old grooves and routines of an
that the income of the Department of R iilways had not agricultural college, there will be a conspicuous failure. The
been quite equal to the outlay,without looking at the origi- history of the Agricultural College in Ontario has not been
nal cost involved; and yet that hon. gentleman did not seem a history of unvaried and satisfactory success. It was only
to seeanything wrong there, although there was no pretense when the college came into the hands of energetical and
made that the Intercolonial or any of the other railways practical as well as scientific men that it began to take hold
were being operated for the purpose of diffrsing intelligence of the agricultural population of the Province and became
through the country, and at some future day we would be thoroughly useful for the purpose for which it was origin-
recouped in the general good conferred on the country. No, ally established. It is the easiest thing in the world to
the hon. gentleman seemed to forget that in operating such secure a large staff of professors and establish a certain
an institution as that under discussion, experiments must round of expenditure, which will be presented very nicely
necessarily be conducted at a certain amount of loss, because rounded up in the annual reports, but which will pre-
some of them must be unsuccessful ; and the best test you sont very unsatisfactory results when applied to the
can give to a great many plausible theories is to put them farmers and the farming operations of the country.
in practice, and see how they will work. I have one thing It is desirable that we should take some steps in this
to say with respect to the experience to be gained from the matter, more especally with a view to securing for the
history of agricultural colleges, not only in Ontario, but in great North-West, to which we look forward as being the
the United States that should serve as a warning beacon future back-bone and centre of this Dominion, for that par-
to us in establishing a new Dominion institution. It is this: ticular climate and particular condition ofesoil to which the
That if we undertake to equip a large and thoroughly fur- production of this country are exposed seeds and plants that
nished experimental farm, and a large agricultural college will be adapted to a severe climate and a short season in
here, for the purpose of teaching farming as a scientific which to ripen, and unless those experiments are conducted
study, and demonstrate it in operation, we will realise a on the spot and with a degree of care and attention that
gigantie failure, in so far as the financial administration is somewhat rare, I fancy the sohool would only end in con-
is conoerned. I believe the history of the Royal Agricul- spicious failure. While I hope for better things, yet at the
tural College. of England wili, to a large extent, apply same time I do not feel very enthusiastie over the proposi-
to our college, if we start an institution of that class. If you tion to establish an agricultural central college with various
reflect for a moment upon the extent, resources and varied branches at this centre. I fear, unless more than average
position of the several Provinces and the fact that one care is displayed, we will find that we have got a huge
central institution representing the whole Dominion will machine on which must be expended a large sum of money,
naturally attract the attention of everyone who looks at and so far as the farmers are conoerned the results will not
things from a theoretical standpoint, you will find the diffi- ba satisfactory.
culties the same as those of which the hon. gentleman com- Kr. CARLING. I think the hon. gentleman who hasplained witb respect to the Ontario model farm, that of justtken his seat is under a wrong impression in thinkingattracting mon from foreign countries and thus losing the tae hiopset estadis a hog agriontua colleg
labor that ought to be bestowed on our own people, and that we propose to establish a huge agricultural coll e . t
expending our resources in cultivating mon who will not be is not intended Wo establieh a college at ail. The intention

eeng our rneurc at culvatgmewho will anfo bis to establish an experimental farm and station, and makefarmers i our midst. That evil will applyin a tenfold experiments without having a college as they have at Guelph.
degree to any mstitution that will be established this The Ontario Government has made a mistake, I think, in thecentre of the Dominion with that objet in view. There vry great expense incurred in carrying on the college andthip additional difculty, that however thoroughly bringing young men toleairn agriculture.It isnot intended
equipped and satisfactory a great many of thetodsoathseprmnafrmrexrinals-
experimente may be, especially at this particu- Wo do so at thie experimental farmu or experimental sta-
lar locality a particular climate, they will be tions; but everyone who goes there will be paid his days'
utterly unvailing when crried int the more distant Pro- wages. But the idea is to make the experiments, and
vinces that form the Confedertion. I believe the only - distribute the results throughout the country in the shape
cesafhl way in which those things an. belarried out is oither of bulletins, once a month or oftener if necessary. Now it
by each Province conducting the e periments for ithef, or has been stated here to-night by the member for North
if the Central Govirnmc nt will condut the xperiments, Wellington (Mr. McMullen) and other gentlemen, who I do
when tCey should oe conducted ona tboroughly carefal not think have any desire to mislead the people of this
bis, in the varousl bocalitis repreenting the diffrent country, that every article that the farmer purchases or
degrees of limate and conditions under which our agricul- consumes is dearer now than it was some years ago. Now
tral population placed iluthe various portions o f the I think the House will bear with me for a few minutes if I

Dominion. It seems utterly preposterous to thinkf .r a etate what I have ascertained col the prices which are
moment that a series of experiments upon soil and climate paid now and in 1878 for articles which the farmers and
at this central collage would be of any material advantage to the mechanice use od consume. I have aoltter here from
the farmers of the North-West Territories, of Manitoba or the proprietor of the Grimsby agricultural works, in
of the Province of British Columbia; and yet it is plain on which he says:
the face of it th at unless our central organisation ie simply 'Machinery of all kindg, mowers, reaper@, ploughs, cultivators, rakes,
thedfaceothurposubengcentreorgansatiodirectelcondrills, &c., are fully 25 per cent, heaper than te years ago, but this
us1d for the purpose of bemhg a centre to direct well cn- doesnot mean that the manufacturer s louing it altogether. Expnses
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of seing are bigher, but the rovements in manuacturing enable al&
thege goodtob. made much cheaper than formerly. Iren, steel, &e.
are all considered to be down to ed rock prices, but labor is higher."

This is from a firm who carry on a large aricultural imple.
ment establishment in Grimsby. Then wii rregard to other
goods, I have here a list of prices which were paid for dry
woods in 1878 and the prices paid at the present time,
These figures were furmshed to me by Mesrs. A.. B
Powell & Co., of London, Ont., and are thoroughly reliable.
Men's Canadian tweed suite which sold in 18'78 for $10, now
sell for $7; those at $12.54 in 1878,sell for $10 now; those
at $18 in 1878, $12 now; men's overcoats that sold for
810.50 in 1878 sell for 87 now; $15 in 1878, 89 now. Men's
all wool undershirts that sold for 81 in 1878 sell for 6&
cents now; those that sold at $1.12 in 1878 sell for 75
cents now; at 81.25 in 1878, 90 cents now. Boys'
all wool undershirts that sold for 65 cents in 1878, sell for
45 cents now; those that sold for 75 cents in 1878 sell for
50 cents now ; those that sold for $1 in 1878 sell for 75
cents now.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. I rise to order. You
called an hon. gentleman to order before for indulging in a
most irrelevant discussion, as this appears to be.

Mr.SPEAKER. I do not think this refers to the experi-
mental farm.

Mr. CARLING. Thon I shall not go on. The hon.
member for Wellington stated that all articles that the
farmer consumes or uses were much higher in price now
than they were some years ago.

Mr. IRVINE. Have you the price of wool?

Mr. CARLING. Perhaps 1 have, if the hon. gentleman
will allow me to go on. If I have not the price of wool;
I have the price of manufactured woollen goods. Wool is
not consumed or used in its raw state.

Mr. KIRK. I would like to ask the Minister whether ho
intends that this model farm shall conduct experiments in
live stock as well as in seed and grain.

Mr. CARLING. That is the intention.

Mot n agreed to, and the House resolved itseolf into
Commi Lee.

(In the Committee).
On section 1,

Mr. CARLING. Now, if I am in order, I will continue
the prices I was about to give.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. I have not the slight.
est objection, except that it is now twelve o'clock, and if
the hon. gentleman goes on there will b. a long discussion.
Besides, it has already been ruled ont of order.

SUBSIDIES TO RAILWAY COMPANIES.

Mr. WHITE (Cardwell) moved the seond reading of
Bill (No. 1 t7) to amend an Act to authorise the granting
of subsidies in land to certain railway companies.

Motion agreed to, Bill read the second time, and the
House resolved itself into Committee.

(In the Committee.)
On section 1,
Mr. WHITE (Cardwell). This is simply to authorise the

giving of subsidies in block instead of in alternatesections.
I think everybody ie in favor of it.

Mr. PATERSON (Brant). I have not read the Bill but
I was under the impression that it was perhaps making a
charge with reference to all the lands in alternate town-
ships, but I understand not. This is for future grants.

Mr. WHITE (Cardwell). Yes, and there is one given to
the Galt Railway Company in townships, subject to the
action of Parliament.

On section 2,
Mr. WHITE (Cardwell). This is merely to include the

statutory allowance for roads. It is necessary to do that
when the grant is made in blocks.

Bill reported.

SALARY OF A JUDGE.

Mr. THOMPSON moved that the House resolve itself
into Committee to consider oertain proposed resolutions
respecting the salary of an additional judge of the Chancery
division of the High Court of Justice for Ontario (page 877).

Motion agreed to, and the House resolved itself into
Committee.

(In the Committee.)

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. I suppose this is 4n
accordance with a demand of the Ontario Legi ature?

Mr. THOMPSON. Yes. In the Session of 1885 Ahe
Legish.ture pamsed an Act reducing the number efjudgeof
the court of appeal, and providing that the next appoint.
ment should be to the chancery division instead. The
salary in the estimates is transferred from the appeal ourt
to the chancery division.

Mr. MoCARTHY. A matter that perhaps can be spoken
of lIter is the question of the salaries of the judges. This
question was brought up two Sessions ago, and the Gqv-
ernment promised that it would be dealt with, I thiÉk
b-efore thiR Session. I do not intend to do more toqn'iht
than simply to call the attention of the Minister of Ju ce
to the su bject. I may bring it up again at a futmre stage.

Mr. CARLING. It will not take me more than a few
minutes. Boys' union underwear thet sold in 1878 for 35
cents now sells for 20; that which sold for 50 cents in 1878 M.THOMPSON intuced &11(No. 125)'te
now sella for 35.

The CHAIRMAN. I do net think this is relevant te theSupreme Court Of JUdIcatureOf Ontarie.
question before the. Committee. Bull read lhe first tinie.

Solution conurred in.Soto r e

Mr. CARJIr.NG introduced BTPn (No. 124) rlatinn te the t(oure.
experimenStdfauoetations.

Motionagreedte;andttinIbeuoreuh o4m mt
Bill road LBl a firat tdeet f aturday.R ui o
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ROUSE OF COMMONS.
MONDAY, 3rd May, 1886.

The SPmm took the Chair at Three o'clock.

CROWN CASES RESERVED.

Mr. THOMPSON moved for leave to introduce Bill
(No. 126) te amend the law respecting Crown cases re-
served. He said: What ls known as the Speedy Trials
Act, applying to three or four Provinces of this Dominion,
contains a provision that in the Province ef Ontario the
county judge who exercises the jurisdiction conferred by
that Act, may state a case for the opinion of the court in
the nature of a Crown case reserved, and may so obtain a
review of the legal questions arising on the trial. A
similar provision exists with regard to certain judges in the
Province of Quebec who exercise the jurisdiction urder
that Act; but it is desired in the Province of Quebec that
the right of so stating a case should be extended to other
judges, and this Bill provides that all judges who exercise
the authority conferred by that Act shall have power to
state such a case.

Motion agreed to, and Bill read the first time.

BOUNDARIES OF KEEWATIN.

Mr. THOMPSON moved for leave to introduce Bill (No.
127) to extend the boundaries of the district of Keewatin,
and to amend the law respecting such district. He said:
The object of the Bill is to provide a system of law in the
territories of Canada, outside of the territories known as the
North-West Territories and Keewatin, by extending the
district of Keewatin so as te include the territories not at
present included.

Motion agreed to, and Bill read the first time.

DEBTS OF ONTARIO AND QUEBEC.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. Before the Orders of
the Day are called, I would like to ask the hon, Minister of
Finance if he ie able to state whether any progress has been
made with respect to the debts of Ontario and Quebec. The
hon. gentleman knows that for a couple of years we have
been in constant expectations of having that matter settled.
I think there have been several conferences, either under
him or under his predecessor, with respect te the relative
claims of Ontario and Quebec. I should be glad to know
how the matter stands, and whether the hon. Minister bas,
or expects te have, any communication to make to the
House about it within a week or two.

Mr. McLELAN. I think that before my predecessor
left office the matter was narrowed down te one or two
points that remained unsettled, and before the House rises
it is probable that these may be in a shape for settlement.

NORTH-WEST CENTRAL RAILWAY.

Mr. BEATY moved that the House resolve itself into
Committee on Bill (No.17) t amend the Act respecting the
North-West Central Railway Company.

Mr. WOODWORTH. Before that motion is adopted I
should like to offer a few remarks to the House. I think it
is due, Sir, that a statement should be made by me in re-
gard tWthis matter, which has been more or leoss commented
upon by the public press of the country and by public men.
I did not know that the measure was coming up to-day
until a very few moments ago; but although somewhat sur-

Sir EmoTr LANGEVIN.

prised at its coming up so soon after its passage through
the Committee on Ralways and Canals, I think it my duty
to state that I believe this Bill should not hoecommitted to
a committee of the House, and should not have a passage
through this House. The statement has been made, which
hon. members are perfectly familiar with, that this Bill is
merely a re enactment of the old Souris and Rocky Moun-
tain Railway charter, which lapsed by effluxion of time.
The North-West Central Railway Bill was passed through
this House in the Session of 1884, and became law. I in-
troduced the Bill to this House and promoted it in com-
mittee. I may say it was the first railway Bill that ever I
did promote, and I think it will be the last
that I will promote for a railway company in which I am a
director while being a member of this fHouse. I was
not. aware, Sir, when I promoted this Bill, nor am I yet
aware, but that it was the general custom of members of
Parliament to be interested in railway charters if they
pleased, just as if they were not members of Parliament ;
and believing that,I went ihto this matter the same as though
I were not a member of Parliament. I never had a thought
that it would be commented upon unfavorably, that because
I was a member of Parliament I should not be one of the
charterers, and for a very good reason-because there is
not a Session of this louse in which more or less Bils are
not passed, of which members of the House are promoters
as members of the company chartered. Before this measure
was introduced by me, the member for West Toronto (Mr.
Beaty) came to me and asked me to join him in introducing
the Bill, to promote the Bill, to introduce it, and to manage
it through the House and the committee ; and there were
certain conditions which he said would follow-that both of
us were to be mutually interested in the Bill-in its fran-
chises, and in everything that pertained to it. As I say,
I was quite unsophisticated in reference to railway charters,
and hardly knew what the duties were. All I knew was
that I was to be equaliy interested with him in whatever the
undertaking might bring forth. After the Bill was passed,
and became law, the member for West Toronto went home.
I remained here to obtain, if possible, 6,40U acres a mile,
the amount granted to other railways in like manner
situated. I remained here, at the instigation of the hon.
member for West Toronto (Kr. Beaty), for some weeks
after the Session of 1884 had prorogued. After that the
member for West Toronto (Mr. Beaty) went to England to
get the money for the road. He came back and stated
that there was no doubt he had the money to build the
road. During the Session of 1885 he went to New York,
and on his return said ho had found some parties there to
build the road. I interrogated him, and then went to New
York on the Friday, arriving back on the Monday follow-
ing, and I found that the company in New York was a
myth. I forget their names-lerbert, I think, was one-
but, at all events, they were mon of straw. They were
brokers in a certain way, but they had no money, and
could not build the road. They said, however, they hoped
to sell the bonds in England. I told the hon. momber for
West Toronto (Mr. Beaty) that had ho told me the truth I
would not have gone to New York. There were other con-
tractors here, Canadian contractors, who wanted to build
the road, and i was anxious they should have the
contract; but the member for West Toronto (Mr.
Beaty), for some reasons or other, which I knew not
thon but which I have had since developed, would not
hold any conversation with me, and avoided me. I then,
in my seat here, wrote him a letter, a copy of which [ did
not leep. I wrote it hastily, and the main facto of the
agreement between us are in that letter, namoly, that after
$50,000, if the road could be made to pay that, was divided
among the other directors, whatever franchises were left
we were to be mutually interested in. I did not know that
there would be $5 or 81 left, but whatever was left we
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were to be mutually interested in. That letter he never' the Minister of the Interior made the defenc. Now
replied to. I wrote him another asking him to reply to' during those meetings of the committee, that hai
the first, but he did not reply, and I. found out afterwards been adjourned from time to time, to which I afladed, I
that ho had taken those letters, while ostensibly a mem- made the statement, as I told you, at the first meeting of
ber of the same party to which I belong-if I belong to any the committee, that we were mutually interested in the
party-and showed them to members of the party opposed road. The member for West Toronto (Br. Beaty) got up
to him, if he belongs to the Conservative party; I found and denied it in toto ; he said there was not a word oftruth
that, without being accosted by the reporters of the Re. in the statement. Well, I said, I have your letters-I had
form press, he interviewed them, and made statements to one which I had not handed over-and [ have given them
them with regard to his connection and mine with the to the hon. the Minister of Finance; I gave them to him
road. Ie even went so far as, when I came into the build- last summer, and I said they will prove my statement. I
ing and he was talking to a Mr. McNee, the reporter of the was there in the presence of my peers, I was there in the
Winnipeg Pree Pres, to ask Mr. MeNee to come out into presence of almost the whole Parliament-160 members
the corridors, as he did not wish to talk before me. After formed that committee-and, having made the statement
having filled the ears of the members of the Opposition and that I did and having it denied by the momber for West
the correspondents of the Reform press, he went to New Toronto, I found myself uncorroborated; and when I made
York and attempted to make another agreement. When the statement that the Minister of Finance had letters which
this Session opened,the member for West Toronto introduced would prove it, I was asked to produce those letters. I
a Bill to amend the North-West Central Railway Act. I wrote to the Minister of Finance and asked him té produce
looked at the Bill, and found that all the guards, all the them. The Minister of Finance replied what has ben in
checks, ensuring payment to the workmen upon the road, the papers, but, as it was done before a committee, of course
the old Souris and Rocky Mountain Railway, of which this it was not taken down in the Hansard. The Minister of
was a revival, had been left ont: I found that, in so many Finance replied to me that hc could not find my letters,
words-and I have the Bill here-he introduced his mea- that he had mislaid them in shifting his office from
sure, leaving out those clauses, without which the North- the Ministry of Marine and Fisheries, but that thc
West Central Railway Act would not have passed in 1884. impression made upon us mmd by reading tii
When that Bill came before the Committee of Railways letters, which ho md doue, was that the member for West
and Canals I objected to it, and in the course of my objec- Toronto and myseif vere mutually interestcd in the road
tion I made, in substance, the statements which I have just and ail connectcd tlercwith. Therefere, I vas nabied,
made in the beginning of the few remarks I am addressing ltheugh my lettors vore net forthcoming by no fauit cf
to the Huse. The committee at once, almost unanimously mine, te prove fromtho Finance Minister cf Canada, MY
-I think quite so, with the exception of the member for statenent made bofore thnt committee and most solemnly
West Toronto and two or three of his co-directors-struck and positively denicd by tie member for West Toronto in
out all these objectionable clauses, and left the Bill merely the presence cf the chairman of the committee, in tic pre-
an extension of time; but then they told the member for sence cf the leader cf the Opposition, ln Uic presence of
West Toronto that they would give him certain time to every member of that committeeand it vasfilled to over-
produce evidence of his ability to build the road. The com- fiowing-notwitlstanding is denial. After another adjourn.
mittee adjourned, and when they met again the member for ment, I stated W that committee thât I had a letter te show
West Toronto could not show any ability to build the road, that the membor for West Toronto had demandcd as us
but said ho expected the papers that night, and asked theshare cf the profit in building tint read, from a contractor
committee to be kind enough to adjourn again. The whom ho wished W undertake the vork, Uic modeit sum of
committee adjourned for a week, and I think there $675,000. I rond that lotter. That vasdenied, as my
was another adjournment, besides, to give him time. 8tatement lad beon dcniodWvici I have alluded as cor-
There were three adjournments altogether, and when robornted by the Finance*Minister. Ât a subsequent meet-
the committee met last Friday, they met for the ing I read a letter from anctier man vice name I forget
purpose of enabling the member for West Toronto nov, snyîng lo vas present vien the member for West
to show his ability to build the road, because the statements Toronto snv tie man to viom I have rcfcrred as vriting
made during the meetings of the committee at different the firat letter, and thnt ho heard the member for West
times seemed to me to indicate the feeling of the whole com- Toronto demand that as thc modest sum ho vanted for
mittee that the present promoters of that charter, notably vint ho callod1"the boy." That vas aise denied. Now I have
the member for West Toronto, as its president, should not in my baud anothor pieceof evidence cf the memberfor West
be allowed to go on. That was the unanimous feeling Toiento endoavering W soil this charter, for it le nothing bat
of the committee, but when we met last Friday we were tlat. Thevas ne honest attempt mado W build on. foot
informed that it was determined this Bill should pass, cf tus rond. Thero vas net an honest attempt te put a
extending the time, and if the promoters did not show thoodolite on the rend, W take a measurementt take a
their ability to build the road by the first of June next, levol, te do anytiing, W go eut tiere even, as I undcrstand,
when the proclamation would issue, bringing into effect the te put n foot on the rend, but merely te havk the rond, not
charter, tle Government would take upon themselves from Dan te Beersheba, viioi er. the old Palestine
the responsibility of adopting such measures as would distances, but from America W thc continent of Europe, W
ensure the building of the road. That was certainly invk it about; and md there been an honest attemptand
net what the committee ex eted. I am sure I was md there been a spade stuck in tic ground in order W
never more surprised in my 1de than when that announce- build the rond, or nnything glven cxccpting vind, viicii
ment was made, because I thonght we had been nivnys vas given, 1 would neyer have been board from li
adjourning from time to time to give the member for regard W thisBil, ve neyer vould have md tiilliintro-
West Toronto an opportunity to show that ho was able tuodnced into hs fouse W amend tic North-West Centrai
build this road. However, when it came to this announce- Rsilvny Company's charter. Wc migit have iad one for an
ment, which was an entirely different matter altogether, extension, but ve vould not have md one vith Uic obuox-
the member for West Toronto sat there and never opened ions clauses Wvici I have referred, and which tic com-
his lips. The remarks were all made by the hon. Minister mitte. at once unanimously struck out. I sny tus vas a
of Interior in the favor of the member for West Toronto, charter selling, and nothing cisc, and no honet attcmpt W
and perhaps some other hon. gentleman made remarks build the rond. fer. le a eopy cf an agreement viich I
au Wo tie position qf members cf rliament;i but shaU readin support of tiecontention i make. It t sined
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" James Beaty, President N.-W. C. Ry. Co," and dated
Toento, 19th October, 1F85:

"Thq underuigned, president of the North-West Central Railway
compàn 4ulanautonsed by the board of directors, do hereby declare
thati g1 t contract to Alexanderifacdonald, to build the line
fromfBranden to Bttleford, in acoordance with the Acts and Orders in
Coiguiliona liifollowang terms, and on the condition hereafter men-
tioned, Tneielema are as follows:-

" lt. Thai Macdonald will get bonds to the value of $25,000 per
milsune'quattet of the eompany's capital stock, bonuses and town

"2ad. That the bonds for each one hundred miles be deposited in ad-
vance of conktruetion into a bank to be named by him, to be sold by
English&IGed of bis, and replaced inl the bank by the cash realised by
their al Iiki*shall be held by the bank and paid out only on the
en lçs9 cprti4ates as the work is done and the material furnished;
thé àtck. o be transferred when the fret fifty miles is completed the
bonusesuai they areaacquired and the town sites as they are located.

"Srd. ThtMmdonald will allow at the rate of $1,600 per mile to be
ded ýteh .ach nonathly estimate, which will be paid over by the
ba to the company, and will psy one quarter of the company's old
indbtedtsm for wor done on the old grade. Macdonald will pay for
workigp beaumes all places but Brandon. He will also locate and
pay fçS y out the town sites. Macdonald will furnish a bank
guarantee (eil einterest on the whole of the bonds for t wo years from
the àté eit issue.

'Theendion above mentioned is that Macdonald will prove soon
that he hosameney depouitçd tobegin the work and grade this fall
twe - eles, that in to say, from Brandon to Rapid City. On
that ohit;I *filI let the contract to Macdonald, as aforesaid.'

Now I taed before the committee that I had letters to
prss tLat te member for West Toronto, and president of
thiâ«ceinpany, Mr. Beaty, wanted the sum of 6675,000-
$1,5*O pe' mile--which h. denied, although there were
twçi *era, both saying the writers were prepared to swear
to thu ldth of their assertions ; but this document, signed
by thenm-niber for West Toronto's own hand, says that
Maodonald will allow at the rate of 81,600 per mile, to be
deduclda from each monthly estimate, which will be paid
over bythe bank to the Company, and will pay one-quarter
of the comspsny's old indebtedness for work done. But
Macdonald will also provide for working up bonuses, and
wiRl furnish a bank guaranteefor the interest on the bonds.
Macdonak is to furnish the interest for two years on the
bond, in addition to giving !1,600 per mile. Now, who
ownedfmostof the stock of this Company? The member
for WeeTorônto. Befbore the committee, at our first meet-
ing whilehe was in the mood of being loquacious, and
before ho had become suddenly silent and allowed other
ep to do his -work for him, he confessed that be

h886d000 ocf the stock, upon which 10 per cent was
paid .and ho had never paid a dollar himself.
I s9sMd to him then that I believed it could be proved -at
leas Itold him that 1 wanted his denial of it-that he had
soMlfhbassids of dollars worth of the old stock, at what
fig.r. 1didnot know, had put the proceeds in his pocket,
and hed trkvelled around the country and lived on it. I
hae iad éøodebial, and this House has had no denial, of
thattatement ip to this hour, Now, Sir, I say that in
presenop of these facts, I think the committee took an ex-
traordinary course when they passed this Bill. It was very
easy toicharter-another company ; notice had been given,
and hadpassed through the Standing Orders Committee,
and a Bill oould have been brought into the House and
passed in an hour, figuratively speaking, giving to an
entirely distinct and new company, after those revelations
had ben mmade, power to build this road ; but that had not
been done, for ̂ what reasons I do not know. The committee
changed its tune all of a sudden, and those who affected to be
shooked and revolted at the statemerta made, were the first
to jump on théfr feet and say: "Let us pass the Bill." What
had oeonrred, Sir, between the first meeting, when they
struokout those objectionable clanases, and only allowed the
extension toi stand ? Il the president could not show his
ability to bild the road-what had occurred from
that irst meeting up to luast Friday, to make the
ommittee change its base lu that manner ? Who had done
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it ? What occult influence was there ? I stated, and
I state now, that I held not a word of communication
with members of the Government in regard to it, I did not
know what they were going to do, and I was certainly sur-
prised when I found what was being done. My name, of
course, has been used in connection with this matter from
different standpoints. I know to-day of no wrong set I have
done in connection with this matter. I did not know then,
I do not know now, what profits were to be had. I never
attempted to sell the charter; I never attempted to hawk
it about. My intention was to have the road built, after
$50,000 were got ont of it to give to the directors.
But that was in 1884. I knew nothing of what was
in it. I never knew until lately of the president attempt-
ing to hawk that charter about and attempting to sell it, as
it has been proved that lie did. Therefore it cones down to
this fact that I, as a member of Parliamentwas in a railway
charter. Well, Sir, I have had noble precedents before me;
this House was teeming with them, and I do not think I
should be made the sua pegoat for what hundreds have done.
Therefore, I cannot see in what respect I am blameable in
regard to this matter. It may be, Sir, that I did very
wrong when this Bill, without the slightest notice, was
brought up in the committee, and when I had been struck
off the board by this mighty magician of railways, when he
had put a younger man, a more influential and abler man
in my place, without either of them saying, by your leave,
Sir. When they had done that, of course, I suppose I did
a grievous wrong, a heinous and unpardonable sin, when I
dared to assert in committee that the Bill should not pass,
first, because of its objectionable clauses, and secondly,
o wing to the personal conduct of the president of the road.
I succeeded in my first demand that the objectionable clauses
should not pass. In the second, it is true that I succeeded for
a while; the scales remained pretty evenly balanced for some
time, and all at once, Sir, I kicked the beam and down
went the president, outweighing me. All right; he out-
weighed me, what weights were used, how 1 was handi-
capped, and what false weights were put in, I do not
know; but I did not have a fair race; I know
that. Now, Sir, I say that it was obligatery upon me to
make this statement. It has been charged, again, that a free
grant was given to this road, and I cannot see, for the life
of me, any objection to that. I quite agree with the Minister
of Interior in that respect, because i want t deal fairly in
this matter, and I think that any attempt to make capital
out of the assertion that a free grant was got by mem-
bers using undue influence, cannot be substantiated in this
case, and I will tell you why. Members on both sides of
this House, and the press throughout the country on both
sides of politics, demanded that a free grant should be
given to this road. That is undeniable, and it is too late,
after all that had been done before a free grant was 'given,
for any person in this House, or outside of it, to say that
undue influence was exercised with the Government in
getting a free grant. That is not the trouble with this
charter; it is what was done after the free grant was given
and the object of getting a ,free grant. Allow me to
read, in support of my contention, from the Winni'peg Free
Press of 9th October, 1884. Everybody knows that that
paper is one of the most pronouneed Reform papers in -he
country, and here is what it says in an editorial:

"BRANCI LINES AT LAST.

"An Ottawa telegram states that 'the scheme' proposed by Sir David
Macpherson to give free grants of lands to North-West Railways bas
been submitted to the Oabinet, who approve of it.

" We congratulate theC abinet on the good jwdgment they have dis-
played in approving of the proposal sunbmitted to them by Sir David. We
also congratulate dir David on his ability to perceive and his willing-
nesa to be guided by good advice.

" This scheme for aiding branch railways which, as preseted by Sir
David, has so commended itaelf to the Government that they have deter-
mined to act upon it, was first proposed by the Frie Pros st winter.

" Ii also recoived the endorsation of the Winnipeg Board of Trade."
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So a free grant was demanded by that staunch Reform
papr and its friends. I have further evidence. The Globe
of B.plember 12th, 1884, esays in a leading editorial:

"BRANOB LINES IN THE NORTH-WEST.
«8ir mehard Ortwught, aneaklngoin Winuipgome days a o, said,

that thecootwuctio__c br - 1 _ Bis fl ceemeans by which the
depression in the North-West could be removed and its progress assured,
and heeuggested tbat the construction of such roadu would begreatly
enoonraged by giving the 6,400 acres of land per mile free to
the ompanies instead of charguiagtem a dollar au acre, butoneauch con-
ditions as would prevent the lands being locked up for speculation and
would promote their settlement.

teh 4 thproposa found such favor with the people cf the North-Weet
that titi Gpverament *n&denly feit themselves is>pelled almost
irresisuibly to accept the advice and follow the lead ofthe Liberal
leadert ini this as in o mazty other instances."
On October 8th, 1884, the Globe had another editorial article
headed " Land grants to railways ; the' Globe bas again
triumiphed." Again, on Oct4ber 14th, the Globe had another
Ieading article, al taking credit to the Opposition for obtain-
ing free grants. As I told my friendsin the House and
out of it, the land grant to this railway was urged before it
was given bythe Reform members of the House, notably
by tEe. member for South Huron (Sir Richard Cartwright),
and the press supporting the Reform party, or at ail
events the leading papers. And nothing, therefore, eau
be made of this cry of undue influence. But what
I complain of is the mode in which the charter was
handled or attempted to be handled. The railway is an
absolute necessity for the openirg of that country. Not
only that, but the settlers who have gone in, long expected
it. Not only that, but men have given their time, their
produce, their materials, who have spent themselves and
their goods and their cattle in trying to build a few miles
of railway, and have not received one dollar of compensa-
tion. Those people find it hard that they have not got the
road when this free land grant was given, and as the
member for South Huron properly said that it should not
be *iye to be Iccked up, but for the purpose of building a
rai way. That was not done, but the charter was hawked
about from Dan to Beersheba, as I said before, and the presi.
dent did not attempt to build the road, but endeavored to
seoure two-thirds or over qne-half of the stock, for which not
one dollar had been paid, and to see how bôst ho could put
into the pockets of himself and his friends the money which
should have gone towards building the railway. I have read
letters before, and they are in the newspapers, to show that
the great builder of railways, the member for West Toronto
(&fr. Beaty), did nt believe in building the railway first
an4 selng the bonds afterwards. I have a mess of docu-
monts her. I h ye the létters bore which will prove the
facts, if jacommjttôe as granted as [asked for in another
plae t wh will not alude. Instead of attempting
to bulld he ra4d the prsident and his friends attempted to
put t4i mn'ey in their p9ckets ; they sought to sell the
road, apâud wôèn a melmber of a syndicate in New York wrote
that the proper way-and he had been engaged in rail-
ways-was to first build a portion, say fifty miles, and
afterwards sell some of the bonds, the member for West
Toronto (Mr. Beaty) said : No, sel the bonds first and
build the road afterwgrd. He had the president before his
eye ai the time; it was th "ego sulp;"he took care of himself.
From the day the road waq chlart eednothing has been done.
It is an easy road to build.ý ifty,miles can be graded for
$ ý,000 or $3,000. Yes, with t1,e appliances they have for
grading railways to-d*y; not thé sçd4 tyle of seraper, but the
new mode of constructing railw by which they throw up
grad4s almost by mgic, a lias ben done by the Cana:ian
Pacifie Railway and otheF roafer. I heard a member of a
contracting firm, who were ont of a' job nd who possessed
some hunidreds of horseý and mules, say, last faIl, that ho
wished the preosident would let hîr i build fifty miles of road,
and, he w d oompte it befo wirter. ,f the com any
ha4egm nø1 W falli f nileu weif taven

graded and hope held out to the people of the district. That
did not, however, suit the president. It suited him better
to hawk round the charter and get possession of a majority
of the stock, for which he never paid anything, and get
power of attorney froma other directors, and get hic brother
on the Board and his relatives there, and then corne down
here, not for the purpose of securing an extension of the
charter so much, as for the purpose of shutting out the
claims ho would have to pay te honest laborers. But I fel
thatI have taken up the time of the House suffiiently long
te give an exposition of this affair. I do not feel as if I had
done a single wrong act in this matter; I am quite conscious
of that myself. Any member of the House will do mge a
kindness in pointing ont where I have overstepped the
bounds of proper conduct in this matter. I do net at this
moment know where I have done so. I promoted the road
all I could. I was anxious the road should be built, and
every one who knows me is aware that Iam not very much
of a sluggard; that I would net, if I attempted to bauild a
railway, allow the work to lie idle for years and not put a
spade into the ground; and that for the miserable ducats
[ might be able to put in my pocket I would not allow
the people of the country te go without their road all
tbis time. It has been said in a portion of the publie press
that I was an avaricions man, that I was seeking after
unholy gains. Well, my answer to that is, that the people
who know me best, the boys who have grown te manhood
by my aide in my own home, would laugh te scorn such a
statement whether made by the hon. member for West
Toronto or anyone else. If 1lerr at al, perhaps, it is the
other way. I did net feel, that after being treated in the
manner I have been treated, I should ait idly by and see
those clauses wiped ont and the charter extended for the
purpose of putting $675,000 into the pockets of the presi-
dent and his relatives, I do not think the Bill should go
into committee. I think it is the duty of' the Govern-
ment-I never advised them before in my life and I presume
they will net take this advice, but it is wholesome and manly
advice-after the revelations made,after the statements made
in the committee by the president, and which were proved
by one of his own colleagues te be untrue-after the state-
ments made by other people, who say they are prpare d te
prove their statement on oath, that the charter was being
bartered an' sold-I say it is the Government's duty te take
power themselves te build the road, and net extend tho
charter, for the purpose of giving the president of the road,
although he is a supporter of the Government, and some
of his friends who are supporters of the Government, a
chance, net te build the road, but te see if they can elltle
charter. For we have no criterion for the future but the
history of the past, and if their conduct in the futuie is
similar te what it has been in the past, they do net iitend
te build one foot of the road. I therefore say it woudb
the manly course for the Government net te allow tl?.'8 Bill
te go into committee, but te take power te themselvesto
build the road, and, if necessary, allow all the fActs
connected with the matter te come out in evidence, and
t14en act upon them. There is no necessity for thi 1Bill
being pressed for ward ito committee. It caunot becom
law until the Governor General has put his i
manual te it, and that will net be for some time. '.Vhy'
thon hurry it throngh; why not endeavor to get a tþbýt-
tom of the whole thing and act in a manly and properwY.
in regard to it? The Minister of the Interior knows-I did
not know until I saw the Mail that he said so muci l m-
mittee the other day-that this copany came, that some
of the directors came here and ask ,r an extension of the
land grant after they had shown tIeir iuabil'Ly to
construct a mile of the road. Âfter tie charter had
lapsed, because the company could net build the number
of miles required in the charter, they came to
OttaWA, i4m he Governent extqadd fho lnd &rant wi
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the charter was defunct. Why was it done to this company
particularly ? While they did that, there were two notices
in the Canada Gazette by companies asking incorporation
in order to build this very line of railway. Thus there was
no necessity to charter this particular company in the
interests of the people of that section; there was no noces-
sity for extending the grant in the interests of those peo-
ple; the only reaseon for extending the grant was in the
interests of the then corporators of the North-West Central
Railway Company, and I do not know what partichlar tr
special rights they possess, and the Government, I think, as
stated betore, should pause-I do not know whether they
will or not-but I think they should pause after the state-
ments I have made, after the statements I have been able to
prove-statements every word of which I can prove to be
correct, and 1 do say that this Bill should not go before the
committee, or receive the sanction of this House.

Mr. MITCHELL. When this matter was up in the Rail.
way Commwittee, I found, from the statements and develop-
ments which were elicited there, very much in substance as
they have been stated by the hon. member for King's (Mr.
Woodworth) to day, that the character of the transaction
was not such as it appears to me should have been sanctioned
by a committee of this House. I heard the statements
an'd the recriminations which were indulged in by the pro-
moters of the Bill, and I called the attention of the
Minister of the Cabinet who presided over that committee
to the facts which had been brought out, and I stated to him
that I thought, after the developments which had been
elicited, that that committee ought not to pass the Bill with-
out consideration, and I asked what action the Government
would take upon it. Sir, as stated by the hon. member for
King's (Mr. Woodworth), the committee adjourned on three
different occasions to enable Mr. Beaty to show the bond
fides of the men who were behind him to construct this
road. It appeared that the discussion was going entirely
on the bonâ fides of the people who wre aiding Mr. Beaty
in the construction of the road, but I called the attention
of the Oommittee to the fact that there was a deeper ques-
tion than all that in it; that there was behind this question
of bond fides the question of the statements which had been
made by the member for King's (Mr. Woodworth) and
which were partially admitted by the member for West
Toronto (Ur. Beaty) -that these statements were such
that they developed transactions of charter trading and
speculation in relation to the public domain which I thought
ought teobe dealt with by the committee, and especially
dealt with by the Government. Sir, 1 do not know what
the opinion of members of this fouse may be about these
transactions, but I know what my own is. Canada bas a
noble domain out in the North-West. She is proud of it;
and for the last few Sessions of this Parliament, and during
the preceding Parliament, we have been endeavoring so to
develop that immense territory that we would in the first
place attract immigration into it, and settle as much as we
could and as rapidly as we could. In order to do that it has
been a recognibed iact that we muet subsidise railways and
endeavor by the construction of roads to do as they did in
the Western States-to let the railways precede the settle-
ment of the country, if possible. This Goverument, I say
it to their credit, have doue much to develop the settlement
of Canada. They have gone beyond what, in the opinion of
hon. gentlemen opposite, they ought to have done; they
have surprised Europe as well as America by the success
which has resulted in the promotion of railway develop-
ment throughout this continent; and, Sir, having accom-
plished the great object of building a road from the Atlantic
to the Pacific, it was their next desire-it was their duty,
and they realised that duty and acted upon it-to endeavor
by a system of subsidising local roade to open up and de-
vélop side connections with the great artery which they
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had already contracted to build, and that they proposed
doing. Sir, as I understand it, some four or five years ago,
when this Souris and Rooky Mountain charter was granted,
the object was to develop a fertile portion of that North.
West which it was claimed could not be settled satisfactorily
unless it had railways. It was stated at that time,
and it bas been frequently stated since in connection with
that scheme-of which this North-West road is the outcome
and the successor-that there were a number of settlers in
the portion of the country through which this road would
go, to whom it was necessary-in order that they should
compote on even terms with other settlers in the North-
West who had a certain amount of railway communication
-that they should have a railway through that portion of
the country. The Government granted the necessary bonus
to enable that road to be built. It got into the hands, in
the first instance, of speculators, who, as I understand, did
very little but speculate in the sale of the charter. Some
work was done in grading the road, but the charter lapsed
and a new company came in. I am not going to enter into
the difficulties between the bon. member for King's (Mr.
Woodworth) and the bon. member for West Toronto (Mr.
Beaty). I divest myself entirely of the difficulties with
which they have surrounded this matter. But, Sir,
I take this stand: that when the Parliament of this
country vote that a portion of the domain of the country
shall be granted to the enormous extent that it bas been
granted in this case, for the purpose of developing that
portion of the country, the spirit as well as the letter of the
charter demands that if it is developed during the
discussion, during the procedure, that the object of
these men is charter selling-trading in charters-trading
on the generosity of the Parliament of Canada, it is the
duty of this Parliament to put their hands upon it, and say:
We will not allow these men to come bore for that charter.
It is true they have failed to carry it out; they got the
bonus granted by Order in Council conceding them 6,400
acres of land per mile for some 450 miles of territory-an
enormous grant, a grant which, if land in that country is
worth anything-and everybody who bas travelled over it
knows it to be very valuable-is worth a great deal of
money; they got the Order in Council passed granting this
land to that road, if within a certain time they were able to
build the road. Since that time they have failed to build
the road, and they have forfeited thoir charter. They have
failed to build the road, and this Government bas granted
an extension of time for the land grant. We know we have
had appeals from the Parliament of Manitoba. They
have asked by three successive telegrams recoived
by the chairman of the Railway Committee, Sir Hector
Langevin, that no charter shall be granted except to per-
sons who are competent to carry out the scheme and build
the road. Sir, that touches upon the competency of the
men who are behind the member for West Toronto (Mr.
Beaty). That hon. gentleman asked three successive
adjournments of the Railway Committee, but he bas entirely
failed to bring any evidence before the Railway Committee
to satisfy them that these mon who were behind him were
competent to build the road. Sir, the Minister who pre-
sided over the committee had to admit that fact, although
the bon. gentleman was a friend of the Government,
altbough his co-charterers were friends of the Government,
although the bon. member for Bonaventure (r. Riopel)
and the hon. member for Rimouski (Kr. Billy)-the hon,
member for Pictou (Mr. Tupper) had retired frm the
charter muoh to bis credit-but the hon. Premier for
Manitoba, and I am told also the hon. Speaker of the Logis.
lature of Manitoba, who sont these successive telograms,
had their names on that charter. Not one of these mon
has come forward and satisfied the committee orthis louse,
or the Governmont whom they support, that they had any-
thing of a bond(«de character behind them whiçh would
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warrant this House in oonfirming an extension of time, te on the responsibiity of a member of this Hous
enable them to go any further in disappointing the people statements mutained to a certain extent b writte
of that section of the country in their just expectations. evidence, and after the correspondence with regard
The object of granting these bonuses is not to enable men to a division of spoils that had taken place, won
who happen to be friends of the Administration to- go into it the duty of the Government te bring to the aid of the
the markets of Europe and America and discredit the Par-promers of this Bil their groat majority, and ail the forces
liament of Canada, and decry and run down, as their acts they possosa, in order to prevent us getting a committee of
do decry and run down, the conduct of the men who form enquiry appointed? I moved before that a committee should
this Parliament. The object of Parliament in granting b. appoipted to investigate this matter. Objection was taken
charters and these munificent donations is to get railroads to that motion by the hon. Minister of the nerior in a very
built; but the object of the gentlemen who are now asking able, and eloquent speech -and the hon. gentleman, when
for a renewal of this charter and an extension of the time it suite bis purpose, le always able and eloquont; but the
for building this road, is to speculate in their charter, and main feture of the question, the immorality of the whole
to get out of it an enormous sum of money irrespective of thing, was scarcely touched upon. Now, Sir, I feel that the
whether the road is built or not. Sir, these are bold state.Govemnment have assumed the responsibility of these seau.
mente to make, but they are made on the evidence that dais; thoy have refused te enquire inte them, and have
came out before the committee; and they stand uncontra- detormined te give their sanction te Mr. Beaty gettingan
dicted. Whether they are true or untrue I do not know ; extension of hi charter; they have already passed1au
but, from the evidence that came out before the committee, Order in Ceuncil to enable him te got his land grant. Ail
from-the statements of Mr. Woodworth as to letters which these thirgs place upon thom the resporisibility ofthis set. Lt
he had handed over to the Minister of Finance, thon the is net yot tee late, hever, for them t retrace thoir stops,
Minister of Marine, and which letters were mislaid, I will and I hope the leader of this House, the hon. Minister of
say that the statements of Mr. Woodworth have been sus- Public Works, will tako upon himeif the responsibility,
tained, and the statements of Mr. Beaty have not been before this Billgoes a single further stage in this
sustained. Sir, the Minister of Finance wrote a letter which House, of moving fer a committee of euquiry te
was laid bef ore that committee. Mr. Beaty had stated that look inte the whole transaction, and if it is found
Mr. Woodworth held no letters which gave him a right to a te b. a transaction which bas anything shady in its
division of the spoils. - Between these two gentlemen I am character, which reflects discredit on Canada, which wil
not going to interfere; that is a matter for themselves; but retard the settlement of the North-West and prevent the
when they are washing this dirty linon before Parliament, construction of the road, this fouse should at once refuse
it behooves us as the representatives of the people, to refuse te sanction it. Je at ail events, have detormined te wash
to take upon ourselves the responsibility for transactions my bands of the responsibility ef this matter. I have
which this Parlitment ought not to sanction. The Minister framed a rosolution, upon which I propose te divide this
of Finance, in a letter which was read before the IRailway flouse, if I can get four other menbers te join me. Lt ia
Committee, stated that the statement made by Mr. Wood- tus:
worth, that Mr. Beaty was to divide the swag-excuse me 11That the Honse de not now go into ommittee on this Bil, but go
for using the term-to divide the profits between them- into committee upon it this day three montha."
was correct. If that is true, I am bound to accept the Thut is my motion, if any one wili second it-I have net
statement of the Minister of Finance, thon I think this asked anybody.
Parliament ought not to extend the charter to enable any
further charter selling to be carried on at the expense of the Mr. LANDE RKIN. I will second it.
credit and reputation and success of the enterprises of Can- Mr. MITCHELL. I would just like te ask the leader of
ada in the North-West. These facts were brought out thie Roujo te relievo himaelf of the responsibility, and Bay
before the Railway Committee ; and I did think, on the first te bis followers that the Governmont do net make this
occasion the committee sat, that the feeling of the com- a party question, but bave it open te every ene te vote as
mittee was to reject the Bill and refuse to extend the likes; thon ho wilt see what a ve there will b.
charter.oBtt, Sir, there were shme influencese; I will net
smy what they were ; I will net even suggct te this flouse tMr. BLAKE. I am simply amazed that we shold n t
what I m ysoîf believe them te b.e; but I have my own con- have board from the Treasury bouches on tus8 question. I
victionis and conclusions. about them, and 1wil say regard it asd fte the m cntimportant questions that eau
that mnch te, my surprise it was annonced at the possibly cone before us. Lt is important in very aspect cf
luat meeting cf the Railway (Jommittee, that the Govern- it; it is important in the varions aspects presented by the
mont were determined te eal on their friends te sustain two hou. members who have spoken; and the decision we
them, and they did sustain thei, in assuming the rtsponsi- arrive at upon it today will very materially affect the
bility efthose scandais, and they passed the Bilt throngh croditnud rputation cf tbs Parhiament and this eountry
the. committee. Sir, 1 feit it te b.e my duty as an indepen- throughout tue world at large, in se far as the world at
dent man in that committee, te endeavor te have an investi. large takes any inteset in us and our concerne. This tcr-
gation. I ftt that if an investigation were had, there wouod peration is the continuation of tau heder one, and at a
have been devoiopments as te tbis matter that the publie particular perioedf its existence, as it appear , it wae
did net know cf. I have myseif some personam information, thought expedient, in rder that its intoret might be
which is net in such a position that Ieaui present it te this promoted, that the complexion of its directorate thould

use, which leads me te believe that there are scandais, be terome exte t canged. That wy theperiod
behind this thing. I ar nnet abI.te prove it; but I think if at whieh the hon. member for West Toronto obtaine d that
we had a committee of tis flouse teinvestigate thet matter, sharmine the diretorate whch ho bas since retained.
w. wouid flud that the gentlemen who voted against my The corporation hsd net get on very at or very far in the
rsolution in the committee the otber day would hesitate way of getting that assistance and recognition at the anuds
before they exteud this chartorand give the enormou bonus cf theGovenm nt and o Parament, which were thoug t
asked for. Jos any man believe, when Mr. Beaty demanda imotant toits sucoese. And being up t that tim, as
that ho shouid have 8600,000 profits for a railway in th.. faad Iould judge, a diretorate of business mon, it was
North-West, and that a majorityof th.stock should bl given converted very argely ino a directrate cf pdiiticians and
te, him, that that is a transaction whieh this Houa. onght te members of Pariament. Amongst thin papers whi were
sanction ?,4.fter the grave statements that wre~ mad brought down te Paroament lut ession, ul an oppieatrs
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to the Government to accord to this particular railway the
privilege of acquiring lands at the price which was at that
time stipulated as the price for railway grant lands. It
will be remembered that in those days of boom and expan-
bion, it was believed that agrant to a railway of railway
lands at $1.06 per acre would be a very good thing for the
railway as well as for the country, that it would afford a
large margin of profit and of credit to the company, thus
etrengthening the basis for construction, in addition to the
intrinsie merits of the enterprise itself. The Government
took the power to give to such railways as they thought fit,
this opportunity, by selling them lands at $1.06 an acre. An
application was therefore then made by the political direc-
torate of this railway, which I read in the committee, pray-
ing the Government to grant to this particular enterprise
the usual grant of 6,400 acres a mile at the usual price of
$1 per acre and 6 cents per acre for surveying, and
that application was signed by the hon. member for West
Toronto (Mr. Beaty), the hon. member for Bonaventure
(Mr. Riopel), the hon. member for Rimouski (Mr.
Billy), the bon. member for King's, Nova Scotia (Mr.
Woodworth), and Mr. Banting, a gentleman who, thouah'
not ut that time a member, had been for some years in
Parliament, and who then occupied and occapies still a very
important political position in the ranks of hon. gentlemen
opposite as the manager or editor, or as having some very
Intimate relation with their chief organ in the Province of
Ontario. It was also mentioned in that paper that Mr. Nor-
quay, the Prime Minister of Manitoba, was another director.
Thus, you see, the political directorate was composed largely
of members of Parliament, and you will find that it was able
to accomþlish what had not been accomplished by the bnsi-
ness men, who had, up to that time, been engaged in the enter-
prise. The Government looked favorably on their request,
and granted them, by Order in Council, the privilege of par-
ehasing this land. Very soon afterwards there came the
rumor that the Government policy was about to be enlarged
and that the Government were about to propose to Parlia-
ment free grants to railways insteud of grants at a price. I
need hardly say that that made the position of the corpor.
ators who had obtained Orders in Council, and of those who
might expect them, infiritely better, provided the Govern-
ment should decide to submit to the Logislature the names
of their enterprises as worthy of this additional favor;
because if it was possible to obtain a basis of credit
upon the merits of an enterprise, with a grant of
6,400 acres a mile at $1 per acre, the credit was1
ju.st $6,400 a mile botter when the $1 was removed.
Under these circumstances, the hon. member for West-
Toronto (Mr. Beaty), in his capacity as president of the com-1
pany, pressed the Government, as appears by papers whichi
are upon the Table, pressed the Minister of the Interior and1
the First Minister, to recognise the rights or the claims of1
bis company-I may call it his company, I think, in a very1
peculiar and special sense, under the circumstances-to be1
amongst those which should receive this favor that thei
Government proposed toask the Legislature of this countryi
to grant to railways, namely, 6,400 acres a mile free. Well,i
the Government came down with their policy to this Par-t
liament, they brought down proposals in reference to severalE
railway companies to give them free grants to the public
domain, in furtherance of the new policy, but they did not1
bring down any grant for the North-West Central Com-i
pany, and we can now partly conjecture the reasons why.k
But the pressure continued, and was, after the Session,i
successful. The lion. gentleman obtained an Order int
Council for the free grant, subject, of course, to thet
ratification of Parliament, so that the Legislature wasi
to be invited by the Government to agree to
this. In the meantime, as appears very plainly,à
the hon. gentleman was not, any more than any of hisî
pblitical colleagues, a railway builder i ho was not ongageda
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in that trade or occupation. I believe that the hon, gentle-
man belongs to the same profession as that to which I
belong, and that this is his vocation in life as a business man,
but ho certainly was not a railway builder, and no more, as
far as I know, were his political colleagues. It bas been
made very plain that their purpose wa- to make money ont
of this contract, to sell this charter, and that the efforts
which had been made in England, in New York, and else-
where, had been efforts to sell this charter, at a price and
under circumstances which might put large sumo of money
into the hands of the hon. gentleman, and certain sums of
money, in all probability, into the bands of his colleagues.
I think it would ho very unfair, from any evidence that has
appeared before the committee, or any facts that have come
to my knowledge, to impute to the hon. gentleman the
slightest design of selling his company. I do not think
there is any evidence to show that he intended to get a
private advantage to himself personally, and fraudulently
to represent to his co-directors that he had sold the charter
lees advantageously that he did, or made an arrangement
less advantageous than that which he really did make.

Mr. BEATY. Hear, hear.
Mr. BLAKE. I state that, because I heard the hon. gen-

tleman repudiate in the committee, and repudiate it, I
thonght, unnecessarily, because I had not heard him ao.
cused of it. But since ho did repudiate it, I at once Say I
have heard nothing to justify such a charge, If one were
made. The hon. gentleman's position, inl act, was so for-
tunate, as ho bas declared in committee, that it was hardly
to be expected ho would propose a private adwantage to
himself, if that could be consistent with honor und honesty,
which considerations, I have no doubt, although we net al-
together agree about what those principles require, woul4
have prevented the hon. gentleman taking such a course.
It appears that out of $750,000 of stock, hoeis the holder of
8368,000 worth, which, h estated to the committee, on my de-
claring I thought there was some dispute as to his holding part
of it on account of others, ho held entirely himself. eithe
fore was the holder, according to his own -acocunt,
of more than one-half the whole stock, and, according
to the information, the inaccurata information, it seems,
had received, the holder, not of so large, but still of a very
enormous proportion of it. You see, therefore, if ho could
make a very handsome bargain by which the charter could
be sold, the larger proportion of the profits would go into
his poket, without the necossity for his resorting to
any such unworthy practice between himself and his
co-directors, as that which ho very properly repudiated, if
he supposed any one charged hinm with it. If, therefore,
an ultimate gain of $750,000 were made out of the transac-
tion, the hon. gentleman would have become hereafter
tolerably independent of the electors of West Toronto, with
hie share, whatever that might be. Now, bore is the case
which we have to consider: Whether it is to the credit and
respectability of the Legislatare and of this country,
that such relations, when they come up, when they
are made apparent between members of Parliambnt and
the Executive, shall be countenanced by the Legislature,
shall be approved of, shallh be ratified, by our granting that
vitality to this charter which but foreOur act it cannot have.
We are called upon to say whether we will give it lif, and,
if it be unworthy to have that life, thon we ought not to
give it that life which is asked. I ask you if it is cnsistent
with the independence and respectability of this Legialature
that the practice should grow up of these enterprises bei
taken up by members of Parliament who are not concern
in them in their profession or walk in lite at all, taken up
as the intermediaries betiween the Executive of the co=ntry
and the Parliament of the -constry in order to procure
grants of money or of land, public advantas the larger
share of which will in ail probability go lmo toigr own
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pockets. That is the first question we h'we to answer. I
ask any sensible and candid man, what degPree of indepen-
dence can be expected of a member of Parliament who is
suing ani soliciting, first the Administration of the day, and
afterwards the Parliament of the day, to make a grant of
money or of land, tens of thousïands or hlindre is of thousands
of dollars of which he expects practically to pocket if ho is
successful. lie expects to place himself in a position in
which ho will be enriched by means of the greater
degreo of strength and avai ability which is ·to belong
to the enterprise by virtue of the public domain. Now,
you find this matter before us in this plain example. You
find it a case in which it is impossible for any sensible per.
son, who does not impute to members of Parliament a moral
stature altogether different from that which they would
have if they were not in this louse, to say that their inde-
pendence of character here can consist with their being
allowed to assume unrebuked and approved of by this house
such relations to the Exeoutive and to the Legislature of
the country. What degree of independence can the man
have who knows that, if he stands np and opposes the
Government upon any public question, the Government,
which holds in the hollow of its hand the question whether
it wiIl make the grant or will submit it to Parliament, with-
out which it cannot be made, will turn round and say: Wa
support our supporters ? What independence can you expect
if these relations are allowed to grow up between members
of Parliament and the Government? I was quite rejoiced
to hear the hon. member for King's (Mr. Woodlworth) open
his observations by saying that, after the developments
which had been made in this case, ho felt disposed to c-ma
to the conclusion that ho, at any rate, would not be any
longer a promoter of railway enterprises in this
Parliament. I believe that was a wise and just
view of the hon. gentleman's. I admit with him that the
practice has become largely common. It has been objected
to on this side of the House; it has been objected to by as
in the country; we have pointed out what tVe fruits would
probably be, and the hon. gentleman now perceives that it
is at any rate liable to abuse. I go further and say it has
been shamefully abused, and I say it will be in tho m>st
marked manner shamefully abused if wa agree to grant tLhis
Bill under the circumstances which have lire been devel
oped. Now, what good will we do the country if we couse
crate this principle of members of Parliament having to do
with grants through the Executive of money or of lands out
of which they may personally profit ? We will do a great
evil. What good will we do the country if we approve,
adverting to the particular ground that the member for
King's took, of the principle of charter selling anyway? I
say it is a wrong principle. I fully supposed, after the hon.
member for West Toronto declared to as that he was pre-
pared, or rather would be prepared, to lay before us the
proof of ability to constract, that we were going to have
had the opportunity of seeing what that prouf was. I
thought it was for that we were waiting. We were told we
were to have it; we adjourned twice for it, and
we wore told it had been actually despatched prior
to the last adjournment and would be received in a day or
two. We gave a long time in order that we might be quite
certain that the proof would be here. I say we have no
right, irrespective of any other consideration, to grant char-
tors to people in order that they may spoculate in thom.
It is on the presumption that they are persons prepared to
go on with the building of the road that we grant them,
n this case, the hon. member for West Toronto has $386,000

of this stock upon which 10 per cent. has been paid by some
body else, and he does not pretend that it is proposed to
call up the stock or to put a dollar in that way into the
enterprise. The proposition is to sell the charter, not me-
rely in order to build the road, but in order to make some-
thing good out of it for the company of which ho formsso large
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a part. Now, if there was anything to be made by the stock-
bolders, it ought to be made oat ofthe stock, by reason of the
substantial character of the enterpri'e, after the road had been
built on the cheapest and best terms on which the road
could be built. It is said to be quite a cheap road to
bauild. The evidences of that are bafore Parliament. They
are contained in statements which the hon; gentleman
himseif submitted to the Government, and which have
beau laid on the Table of the f>use, from which it
appears that the road ought not to cost more than
815,0 )0 a mile to build. It is through a settled country, a
country so very targely settiel for the first 100 or 150 miles
that the promoters say its operation will, from the very
beginning, be profitable from the local trade. I have before
said, and I repeat, it is of the last consequence to the future
of the North West that wa should take care that the coun-
try is not bardaned annecessarily by having to pay tolts
upon too high a capital account for the construction of its
branch railways. Ttat would be a public and permanent
burden, and, when you find this sort of arrangement, that
bonds to the extent of $25,003 a mile are to be issued,
besides a large quantity of stock, to bauild a $15,000 road,
although 6,400 acres a mile have been granted to aid it,
you then want to know what ii to become of the difference.
You want to know where the ercess between tho 815,000
and the $35,000 is to go. I know a considerable portion
will go in discount on bonds,and in that private accoumt which
1 am told some railway corporations keep under the naine of
" oil and waste." But there is a large margin between fif.
teen and twenty-five, and I believe that, if you were to
investigate the matter, it would be fouani that this arrange.
ment partakes in soma shape or form of the character of
former arrangements such as the hon. member for King's
read a while ago, by which thora is to be a reservation out
of the money paid to the contractors to go into the pockets
of the mamb3rs of the company. That is so much charge
upon the North-West country for the benefit of a few mem,
bers of Parliament and others. It is just that. I have under-
stood, and I believe the committea understood, that to us,
who were asked to consider whether we should extend this
charter, would be submitted the evidence of the ability at
any rate of the people to build, and the Legislature of Mani-
tobi called upn as not to do anything which might prac-
tically throw the road over by continuing the charter to
those who had not the ability; and their last telegram was
very strong, in truth, against granting it to this corporation
at al-at toast, so I interpreted the words. Instead of
that, when the matter came up the last time, I find
by the reports-I was unfortunately unable to remain
in attendance-and I find by the clause in the Bill
itself that, so far from the ability of the company baing
pretended to be proved, the clause introduced into the
Bill is an express statement, to which the House is asked
to,assent, that it is not proved, that it has to be proved at
some future time, that therefore this company which is to
obtain in this extension is to obtain it not having proved,
though the member for West Toronto told us most emphati.
cally he would prove, its ability to go on. There is, there-
fore, to ba a further attempt to saithis charter, to speculate
in this charter for a short time, and thon the Government of
the country, it is proposed, shall intervene. Now, Mr.
Speaker, I do not think that these transaetions are such as
we ought to approve of. I think this Bill is an unclean
thing, and that we ought to reject it.

Mr. BEATY. I only propose to make a few words of
explanation of certain points which have been raised in this
discussion and I do it for the purpose of placing on reaord
a few facts which, [ think, can be- corrobaratel by the
fnllest ovidence. In referanco to the stock which has been
mentioned, I state this simple fact, that that stock ws
assigned to me absolutely, but with the view of controlling
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and managing the company for the purpose of carrying
out the enterprise of the shareholders. That was the whole
object and purpose. The purposes of the stock were settled
upon, and afterwards those who assigned it said: What we
wish to be done with that stock in the future, is so and so;
that is another matter altogether. But that is the object
of the assignment of that stock, so that when I went to
England or the «United States I might make such a contract
as could be carried ont on the beet terms possible. That
is the only object I have had in this matter. I have
had no object, but the usual business object of a personal
character, contrary to any interest which has been com-
mitted to me in this matter. Now, I have only to reiterate
what I have already said in reference to the allegations of
the hon. member for King's, N. S. (Mr. Woodworth), as
to the arrangement said to be made with him. I can only
say now, and I can say it anywhere and under any circum-
stances, that never was such an arrangement thought of,
suggested, or agreed to, by him or me, and I have never had
the matter presented to me in that light by him, until I
read his letter of the 19th May, 1885. There was no
arrangement as to the directors getting 850,000, or any
sum, ior myself getting $50,000 or any sum. There was
no tsuch arrangement with any person, or with any director,
or any shareholder, or any contractor. I have no interest
with the present contract, not one dollar's worth. I have
always repeated wbat I said in that letter I wrote to Mr.
Eccles,.who was recommended to me, in Toronto, as a
person who could negotiate a contract of this kind. I wrote
to him that I must stand on one side and the contractors on
the other,and I have held that position from beginning to end,
and that is the position in which the matter stands to-day.
The arrangement, therefore, I simply say, never took place.
There was no such understanding, no such agreement.
The simple fact was that when that letter was read to a
meeting of the sharebolders, they dropped the hon.
member for King's and elected another director. That is
the whole story, and one must understand that they would
do so under the circumstances. That he and I, if such were
the fact, two against seven directors, that we should act
so absurdly, so stupidly, and, if I could put it in any other
way, I should say, so dishonestly, as to say that two
directors could plurder the seven other directors, and
all the shareholders. The thing is utterly absurd and never
occurred. Now, I have also to refer to this matter of Mr.
Macdonald, which ha s been referred to; that is a fact. Mr.
Macdonald was the contractor of the old company, the
Souris and :Rocky Mountain Railway Company, and did
that grading, or whatever there was under his direction,
at al events, from Melbourne to Rapid City, forty.
three miles. That grading was done under the
circumstances which have been generally stated, and
pretty well understood, but I had then nothing to do withJ
the company, or knew anything about it. I offered, wheni
the matter was first presented to the Railway Committee,i
that the debts in respect to the work done, the material1
supplied and the money paid on that grading, should be
paid by this company, and I have stuck to that ever since.
And it is one of the greatest obstacles I have had to con.1
tend with in floating the matter, because the directors had1
to pay that in some form or another, and they felt that it
was an obligation imposed upon them entirely outside, and1
which should never have been imposed upon them. Thej
directors undertook the new enterprise, and it is a great1
difficulty, whatever any hon. gentleman may say of the1
ease of doing these things, and how they could manage itJ
themselves, how they could build railways -it is the1
greatest difficulty in the woild to get persons of railwayf
skil and experience, of financial capacity and ability, tos
undertake a new enterprise under circumstances of this
character. There is no doubt whatever about that. Untila
the fal of 1885, in November, we had the charge upon

Mr. Baumry.

that land of $1.6 an acre, amounting to nearly 87,000
which had to be paid by the contractors before that land
would enure to their own benefit as a security. Now, I
say, it was impossible, and I found it impossible, to con-
tract for the purpose of building that road unless that was
removed. It was removed, but it was not removed at our
instance. It was simply a general, public, open policy.
It went on step by step with the Manitoba and North-West-
ern, with the Manitoba and South-Western, with the Long
Lake Road, with the road known as Sir Alexander
Galt's road. We went on step by step with those roads
which had no relation to us. it was adopted, too, when I
was in England, and I had no direct interference with it,
though I made the application before I left, pressing the
matter, and explaining that it was impossible to carry on
those roads unlees some sueh policy was adopted. There ais
no doubt about that; and my judgment bas been fully
established and confirmed by the fact that until this free
grant was obtained, these roads could not be built success-
fully. It was not only the policy of this company, it was
a policy for all companies, and it is a policy for any com.
pany who can build a road, that they should have this
security for the purpose of floating their bonds. Now,
this free grant was given, I think, in November, 1885. Up
to that it was next to impossible to obtain the money
to build the road. There is no great time lost since
then. A few months have elapsed in which, I am per-
fectly satisfied now, we have obtained the men, a syndi-
cate in New York city, who are competent to build this
road, and if this Bill is passed this road will be built, fifty
miles of it by the- lst December, 1886. There i no doubt
about that, in my mind, at all events because the gentle-
men who have undertaken this, after eight months from
August, 1885, have given attention to this matter, have
gone to the trouble and expended money for consulting
their own engineers, have obtained their own information,
and have enquired into every circumstance-gentlemen
who have built the Chicago and Indianapolis Air Line
Railway, who built railways in various parts of the United
States, who are building a road now in connection with the
Kansas Pacific, and who are men represented to me as
worth not less than fifteen or twenty millions, and I believe
that can be demonstrated, men who are in dead earnest in
reference to this matter. They have proposed to build this
roW, and wilI construct it on the most reasonable terms possi-
ble. Under these circumstances I come to this House for the
purpose of asking an extension of time. I think, therefore,
that I have good grounds, I have solid grounds, for asking
this House to sanction this measure so that all this labor,
all this time, and all this work, shall not be lost, that this
Parliament shall give to thousands of people in the North-
West who have petitioned for the road, and the thousands
interested in it from Halifax to Vancouver-certainly
numbers of persons, representing hundreds, are writing to
me wanting this road to go on, because of their interest in
the great North-West country, and of the immense advan-
tages the road will be to those pioneers who went in there
from six to nine years ago, expecting the Canadian Paci-
fie Railway would pass through those Territories and they
have been dieappointed ever since, and their hopes are well
nigh crushed ont now because of the insane opposition which
has been offered to this scheme in onnection with the
allegations which have been made. I say, therefore,
that this road ought to be built. Now in regard to
the evidence, which is said to have been produced here ?
fHas not every man in this House heard of Mr. Pew ?
In the late case of Pew vs. Schultz, eight men were brought
from hie own town of Welland, and every one of them
swore that they would not believe him on his oath. A man
named MeConachie was represented to me as a millionaire,
and that was the only reason in the worid why I ever
listened to him for a moment. This stranger, this traveller
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and millionaire, was bronght to me, and I found out that
he was Mr. Pew's clerk and was not worth a thousand dol.
lare, and that ho just did and talked as Pew ordered
him. That was proved in th case eof Pew vs. Schultz.
This is the kind of evidence with which I have to be slan.
dered, with which this Parliament is to be outraged, with
which this country is to be agitated, for the purpose of dam-
aging a political opponent. That is the effect of it and
that is the design. I say it is an outrage on public decency
that such witnesses should be introduced for the purpose
of damaging a man appreciated in his own city, a man who
nover had to blush for shame on account of any charge
brought against him. The allegation is laid and repeated
without a tittle of evidence being adduced in support of it,
that there has been charter selling. There is not a word
of truth in that statement, from whatever quarter it may
come. I deny that I have ever offered the charter for sale;
the charter is not sold, and will not be sold, as I have stated
again and again. I have said so to the'men with whom
have been dealing. I could have sold it.

An hon. MEMBER. For how much ?
Mr. BE ATY. For as much money as would buy some

hon. members, but it did not buy me. Why ? Because I
had interests entrusted to me which I would not betray,
and I would not allow any private interest whatever to
interfere with those interests so entrusted to me. That
was the roason the charter was not sold. It never has
been offered for sale; it never bas been arranged or nego-
tiated for sale, and it never will be while it is under my
control.

Mr. M[TCKELL. I hope it will not be.

Mr. BEATY. The hon. member need not hope anything
about it. Whatever ho might do if he held it, he need not
fear as to what I will do. Then observations have been
made in regard to what took place in the case of Mr. Mac-
donald, who wrote me a letter offering to do the work. I
said: Certainly if you can do it, take your opportunity for
doing it, and it will afford a chance for paying you the old
debts. That has always been one of the objects of the
company. But how could we pay the claim made in court
for 8140,000 unless we got the money out of the contract?
And that is what I am providing for. Notwithstanding
what has been said by the member for King's, N.S. (Mr.
Woodworth), in regard to this matter, when the Bill was
first presented to the House I introduced a clause providing
that all workmen and claimants for work done, for material
supplied or money paid should be reimbursed. That is suib
stantially the clause which js now introduced, and which is
clause 3:

" The company shall remain liable for,ail debts due for the construction
of the railway, and if such debtu are due to contractors, shall cause all
just claims for labor, board and building material in respect of such
construction to be paid by such contractors, and in detault thereof
shall be directly li able to the persons having such clams."

In those words the company were to pay the old claims
for work done, material supplied and money expended on
the old grading, not one foot of which we would use in the
present construction, because that grading was between
Melbourne and Rapid City, and our line goes from Brandon
to Rapid City; and yet we made provisions to pay for the
work done. The amount claimed is 8140,000. I repeat,
how was that teobe paid ? And that question was one of
the greatest difficulties in all arrangements in connection
with entering into a contract. The clause ie inserted with
the object of paying that debt-and I regret there are yet
men who are not paid, but with that matter I have
nothing to do, as the undertaking was entered into in
1882-83, and I had nothing to do with the road
until the winter of 1884-and it is for the
purpose of paying those debts that the money ie asked.

Is it not reasonable, just and fair that the farmers, workmen
and merchants in Winnipeg and elsewhere who have not
been paid should be paid, and that I should see they are
paid ? I said I would do so in the firet instance, I have
wished to do so ever since, and I propose to do that so
long as I have anything to do with the road. This is the
original clause:

"The said North-West Central Railway Company shall not be charge.
able with any liability of the Souris and Rocky Mountain Railway
Oompany, except for actual work done or material supplied la the
grading between Melbourne and Rapid City, which shal be payable
directly to the several workmen and claimants respectively, on account
of such work or supplies."
Thon I added: "or money paid." Is that not substan.
tially the same clause wo introduced to carry out the pur-
pose and object I have mentioned ? Whatever may be said
Ln regard to a member of Parliament having a charter of
this kind, I and you, Mr. Speaker, know that this bas been
done during the last thirty years.

Mr. MITCHELL. There bas been too much of it.

Mr. BEATY. That may be. But why make me the
scapegoat,? I might say so myself now; but again I ask
why makie me the scapegoat in regard to this matter ?
Why not refer to other hon. members of the House, to the
hon. member for Northumberland, or some other hon.
member ? Why not have all matters connected with rail.
was charters opened up ?

Mr. MITCHELL. Do you intend to imply that I was
ever connected wit h any railway charter? If so you say
that which i not true.

Mr. BEATY. If the hon. gentleman says ho has not
been so connected, I accept bis statement. If there is any
objection to members of Parliament having charters, let a
Bill be introduced setting forth that members of Parliament
sha!l have no share in companies, banks or institutions of
any kind which have dealings with the Government, and I
will support and vote for such a Bill. But is it not the
express law that members of Parliament may hold shares
in all companies having relations with the Government ?
Has it not been passed over by all Administrations for years
and years, and I am told the Reform party enacted the law.
[f that is so, why should I be made a scapegoat in regard to
this matter, when I positively and unhesitatingly deny that
there is anything whatever in the transaction that cannot
be announced from the housetops of the world, and no
transaction which is not honest and honorable in every
respect.

Mr. LISTER. Thon let it go to a committee.
Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. The hon. leader of the

Opposition stated just now in his roe arks that we had thre e
telegrams or communications from the Legislature of Mani-
toba about this road, and the inferen ca ho drew from those
communications, especially from the last, was that the
Manitoba Legislature was not favorable to this comnpany
and wished another company to be incorporated. I am
sorry I cannot agree with the hon, gentleman. The infe-
ronce I drew from those communications was not te that
effect; but it was this: That the Legislature of Manitoba
wished to have the road built, and fifty miles built if pos-
sible this season; and they asked us to see that the present
company, or another company to be incorporated, should
show they had ability and means to build the railway. It
was with that view that the Railway Committee considered
the matter; it was in that light that the Government
thought they would consider this charter and see whether
they could meet the wishes of the Manitoba Legislature and
of the people of the North-West who are so much interested
in the building of the railway, and whether Parliament
could do this by giving the company an extension of time.
The hon. gentleman said a great deal about the position of
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memib<rs of Parliament as directors of companies or pro-
moters of railway companies, especiaily of companies which
receive grants of money or of land from Parliament.
I must say that this comes a little late in the day, because
we have done it on both sides of the House. Govern-
ments and Parliaments which have succeeded one another
have incorporated companies, on the directorates of which
members of Parliament held places. We have only to open
the Statutes of last Session and the previous Session, or for
the last ten years, to fmd the names of members of Parlia-
ment on companies incorporated by this Parliament, and
therefore that bas been the settled policy of Parliament.
If Parliament wishes after this Session to turn over a new
leaf and to say that a member of Parliament shall have
nothing to do with charters of this kind, or-as the hon.
gentleman said just now-with banks, or any other corpora-
tions receiving thoir life from this Parl:ament, thatis another
question altogether. Butin the present case, the company bas
already had two charteis from thie Parliament. They have
incurred a great deal of labor, and, i have no doubt, a great
deal of exuense; they have been unable to build the road,
and they say: Give us an extension of time. I do not think
the Bill, as introduced by the member for Toronto (Mr.
Beaty),is the one which we had at first, because we changed
it, and wepassed it with the provisos which I shall mention
hereafter. But that company is in this position: They say,
give us an extension of time so that we may carry into
effeot the object for which Parliament bas incorporated
us. More than that, this company came at the lat
meeting of the committee, and they laid before us, as
they had laid before the Government, in the person
of my hon. friend the Minister of Railways, a contract
by which eminent contractors have engaged to build this
road. When the Government saw this, we said we cannot
grant an extension of time unless the company show that
not onlybave they good contractors, but they have the
ability, the means of carrying the contract into effect ;
therefore, in order to save time-this company is already
formed; they have been at work trying to begin the road,
trying to build it; they have a contract now ready; the
contractors and the company have signed the contract; in
order to save time, we said we will ask Parliament to give
an extension of time. But the charter will have no
effect until a certain day, not later than the lst of June
next, during which period they must show to the satisfaction
of the Governor in Council that they have the means of carry-
ing into effect the charter we are giving them. If by that time
they cannot show that they have those means, and are
in a position to carry on that road, then the proclamation
of the Governor, which would otherwise issue,will not issue;
the charter will be waste paper and the Government will,
with the sanction of Parliament, take power to incorporate
another company which will have the means and the ability
to build the road as intended. That is the position. The
hon. gentleman bas stated to this House that it is very
strange that the first corporators of that company were
not members of Parliament-at all events not all of them,
and that they bad been replaced by members of Parliament
since that. Well, the bon. gentleman should remember, and
I have no doubt he does remember, that there were two
charters. There was the charter of the Souris Company,i
which was replaced by the present company, and then the
directorate was changed. The inference which the hon.
gentleman would wish Parliament and the country to draw
is that, because there were members of Parliament on that1
directorate, the Government gave to that company advan-
tages which they would not have given, and had not given,
to any other company.

Some hon. MEMBERS. Hear, hear.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. Well, eon behalf of the
Government I say that is not the fact. There were other1

Sir zoroa L&iquisyz,

companies that had obtained those advantages previous to
this company obtaining them, and the hon gentlemen
should remember that the Opposition at the last Session
were very loud in calling upon the Government not teobe
stingy about the lands of the North-West, but to give a
proper bonus in land to the company-I think it was the
South-Western Company. Hon. gentlemen wished that
to be done; we have done it during the recess, and we
did it I think for another company, the North-Western
Company, I believe. Those companies have had the advan-
tage of having the lands, not at $1.06 per acre, but at 10
cents per acre, that is to pay the surveys. But the hon.
gentleman also says that this is a company that should not
be incorporated in that way, because we are giving too
much to the company to build the road. Well,
what are we giving to that company ? The hon. gentle-
man says that by their charter they had the right to
issue $25,000 in bonds on the road; and besides
that ho goes on to say that the Government gives
to that company 6,400 acres of land per mile, and
ho said that was enormous. The hon. gentleman should
remember, and I have no doubt ho does remember, that the
825,000 in bonds could not sell, and would not sell, if we
had not granted the 6,400 acres of land, and therefore the
mainstay of that road is the grant of land we are giving
to that company, the same as we gave to other companies.
I have not looked at the charters of the South-Western and
North-Western, but I am pretty sure that they had the
same right to issue bonds as this company. Therefore,
they are all on the same footing; at all events in the Rail-
way Committee, as the hon. gentleman knows, ho being au
assiduous member of that committee, we always try to put
alt the companies on the same footing, and if we have
allowed them to issue bonds to the extent of $25,000 a
mile it is because we granted the same priviloge to others.
The hon. gentleman must remember aiso that there
was a period in 1874 when hon. gentlemen offered, I think,
25,OCO acres of land and $10,000 in cash per mile to build
a certain railway, and they could not succeed; those who
had that railway in hand could not succeed, even with this
grant. If that is the case with regard to that road, how can
we find fault with this other company because we gave them
$25,000, not in cash, but allowed them to issue $25,000 in
bonds to be offered to the public, and 6,400 acres of land
per mile? How can we say that this company asks a great
deal too much, when hon. gentlemen in their day gave @ver
20,000 acres of land, plus $10,000 per mile to build a road ?
What did we give the Canadian Papiflc Railway Company
to build their road ? We gave them $12,500 per mile in
cash, and 12,500 acres of land per mile; and yet what was
the value of their bonds? Their bonds were sold at bardly
more than 50 per cent. If that company were not abie to
do botter than that with such assistance, how can this com.
pany be considered to have a great deal too mach when we
are giving them only 6,400 acres per mile, and leaving them
to issue their own bonds ?

Mr. BLAKE. The bonds were sold at 98, not at 50.
Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. I mean the stock. The hon.

gentleman knows that the stock of the company, which hon.
gentlemen opposite said would enrich these mon and would
sell at such a high price, went down as low as 37. Therefore,
I think, the hon. gentleman cannot contend that we are
giving too much to this company. I wonder if the hon.
gentleman would invest much money in the bonds that
this comptny will issue, although the road will run through
a good country?

Mr. BLAKE. I would not accept them under the present
directorate.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. Perhaps neot; but if the
hon. gentleman had made an ofer, I have no doubt there
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might have been a complete change of directors. But I
think the Government have taken the proper course in
asking the committee to allow the Bill to go through with
the proviso that the charter would not take effect until the
lst of tune, until the company showed that they had the
ability and the means to carry on the undertaking. If they
are not able to do that, we will ask Parliament to give us
power to incorporate another company, as we have done in
other cases. But we thought it best under the circum-
stances that this company, baving given their attention to
this work, sbould have an extension of time, especially when
they showed us that they had a contract already signed a
few days ago, and in order that they might be enabled to
show us whether or not they had the means to carry on the
work. I hope, therefore, that this Bill will go to the Com-
mittee of the Whole.

Mr. WATSON. As the hon. Minister who leads the
House bas made a reference to the last telegram received
from the Local Legislature of Manitoba, I would just
trouble the House by reading it. That telegram to my
mind states clearly that it is the opinion of that Legislature
that the charter should be taken from the present holders.
The telegram is in the proceedings of the 29th of April, as
follows:-

" That as the question of the Manitoba Central Railway comes for
final di-cussion before the Railway Committee tc-morrow, it is the duty
of this Bouse to again express its views ; the more especially as by the
despatch of the 2nd April, 1884, the fact of the Dominion having
devoted lands to aid railway construction in Manitoba is given as a
reason why the House should not press its claim for the public lande in
the Province. By the terme of the Order in Council of 23rd January,
1885, the proposal of the 20th of May le incorporated with modificatioas;
consequently it becomes the duty of the House to watch the adminis-
tration of the railway grants by the Parliament of Canada, who are
practically truetees for Manitoba, it having been urged that these lands
were set apart for her benefit.

" This House, therefore, as a matter of right, urges that the land grant
should be at once placed in the bands of parties able, by constructing
and putting into operation fifty miles of road this year, to give the
people the benefit of one of the valuable considerations set forth in the
above cited documents; and that unless the company now incorp3rated,
or any company to be incorporated during the present Session, are able'
to show their ability to build the said fifty miles, then that Parliament
be asked to give power to the Governor General in Ocuncil to incor-
porate any company by letters patent which may be formed to the
satisfaction of the Government during the pror.-gation of Parlia-
ment for the purpose of building said road; and further this Bouse
expresses the hope that unless the present holders of the land grant
satisfy the Railway Committee to-morrow, the committee will advise the
summary cancellation of the Order in Council granting them, and this
Bouse feels it its duty to lay their views stron y before the committee,
as the people of Manitoba, and more especially t hose directly interested,
have vital interests at home.

" And be it further resolved, that Mr. Speaker be requested to wire the
above to the Chairman of the Railway Committee of the House of
Commons."

In support of this motion, Mr. Laycock, the mover of the
resolution stated:

"Mr. Laycock said that the people in hie district were perfectly sick
at the way this matter had been treated at Ottawa. The speaker was a
Conservative. He was taunted with being such, but he had no hesita-
tion to say that it was time that the people bad some redress. They
needed railway communication, and men like Mr. Beaty and others,
who bad done what they had to prevent railway legislation, should be
taught a lesson. He would raise his voice against the way the people
of this Province had been treated. Such men as Mr. Beaty had gone te
New York to traffic on the railway charter. The lande had been given
to the people for railway purposes, to give railway communication, and
he wanted to see no more humbug about it."

That resolution was carried unanimously by the Local Legis-
lature of Manitoba; and such being the case, I feel myself
bound in order to carry out the wishes expressed in that
resolution, to vote for the amendment of the hon.
member for Northumberland. In the Railway Committee
I expressed the opinion that this company should not be
granted another month's delay. They have had the last two
years in which to carry out the terms of their charter, and
they bave made no progress. If Mr. Beaty had shown his
ability to construct this road as the Government requested
him to do at the last meeting of the committee, I would cer-

tainly have been in favor of bis retaining the charter and
having another month's time. But he has had this charter
long enough, and as one of the members of the Local House
stated the people of that section of the country have been
humbugged long enough. They have had repeated
telegranms from the president of the company that he
would soon be on the ground and turn the first sod on two
or three different occasions ; and as hope deferred makes the
heart sick, those people are sick of waiting for this
company to begin operations, and I think it is time
now that the franchises beld by them, to enable them to
build the road, should be given to some company who
would show their ability to do it, without any further
delay. I think a month is too long a time to grant to this
company; if the Government had given them a week or
two, I think it would have been long enough. Mr. Beaty
said the company were in a position to construct the work;
if they are, why does he not show it at once. We have the
Minister of Railway's report to the committee, that Mr.
Beaty had not shown him, to bis satisfaction, that hie com-
pany was in a position to construct the work, and therefore
it was necessary to give him a month's extension. As I
am strongly in favor of the road being built, and that at an
early date, I will vote for the amendment, as moved by my
hon. friend, believing that parties are in a position and
ready and willing to take the franchise and construct the
road at once.

It being Six o'clock, the Speaker left the Chair.

A fter Recess.

Mr. IVES. The hon. member for Marquette (Mr. Watson)
who lives near the locality where this proposed railway
is to be built, and who ought, therefore, to know something
of its merits, informed the House that this enterprise is
one of great importance and of great necessity, both to the
settlers in that section and the North-West at large. He
also tells us that he considers its construction has been too
long delayed, and h. fears that the present promoters of
the enterprise, the hon. member for West Toronto (Mr.
Beaty), 1lle president of the company, and the other mem-
bers of the directorate, are not the men who are likely to
make an arrangement for its construction. With him it
seems to be a question, not of the suitability of these per.
sons, not the question which the hon. member for Northum-
berland (Mr. Mitchell) raised, as to the character of the
directorate; not the question which the hon. member for
West Durham (Mr. Blake) raised, as to the propriety of
members of Parliament being directors on a railway board;
but the vital question with the hon. member for Marquette
is the importance of constructing the railway, coupled
with the doubt whether this company have the capacity to
effect an arrangement which will result in its construction.
That being the position of the case, I find it very difficult
to understand the conclusion at which he arrives. He says
that if it were proposed to delay the consideration of this
matter for a week, or possibly two weeks, he would consent
to that, but he thinks it quite too long to defer the matter
for a month ; and because it is too long to defer it for a
month, he declares that he is prepared to vote for the thre.
months' hoist. In other words, with respect to an enter.
prise of vital importance to his section of the country, the
construction of which bas been too long deferred already,
which it is very important should be constructed, and about
the construction of which he bas doubts as to the capacity
of the present board of directors, he willingly would give
two weeks to se. whether they could make an arrangement;
but he is prepared, seeing a month is proposed, to vote the
three months' hoist. 1 cannot look at the question
from that point of view. If the railway is an important
enterprise, if its construOtion has already been too
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long delayed, if, as announced by the leader of the dfretors-were to have a bonus of $50,000 divided among
louse, a contract has already been signed and them, and that the hon. member for West Toronto and the
exhibited to the Government-a contractapparently made in hon. member for King's were to divide equaly between
good faith by capitaliste able to perform their contract- them the surplus of profits. 1 can only say that there bas
and if it is only necessary a short delay should be given in been no evidence of any satisfactory charactoi to establisl
order that these gentlemen should satisfy the Government that altegation; there has been nothing to justify a section
that they really mean to carry out their contract, it does of the press of this country in the course they have taken
seem to me impossible to come to the conclusion which the with reference to that allegation. The hon. member for
hon. member for Marquette has reached, namely, to hoist West Toronto emphatîcally denies it; the others or ordinary
the Bill, to throw out all chance of this company doing directors emphatically deny it. The proof, or supposed
anything, to throw overboard the contract made with the proof. le contained in letters which have been mislaid,
New York capitalists, and to put it entirely out of the which, unfortunately for the hon. member for King's,
power of any private individual to obtain an act of incorpo-hoie not able to produce, and the only thing he does
ration or charter a company to do the work during the produce is the letter from the Finance Minister stating
present Session. To vote for the three months' hoist would his impression ie, that the arrangement was that the
simply put it out of the power of Parliament to clothe any hon. member for West Toronto and the hon. member for
association of men with the power to go on with the cons- King's were mutually interested in the enterprise. That
truction of the railway, except by the direct action of the is a very different thing from the allegation that the
Government. Admitting that the construction of the railway ordinary directore were te receive 850,000 and those two
is important;as stated by the hon. member for Marquette (Mr. were to divide the surplus of the profits. Therefore the
Watson), and the hon. member for West Durham (Mr. Blake), charge as originally made in the comnittee, the charge
it seems to me we should look at this matter as a matter of that has gone over the country, that las been circulated by
business rather than as a matter of party. A contract has a section of the press of the country, rests entirely without
been actually entered into by persons who, we have reason to proof; reste on no proof whatever. That was net the state-
suppose, are able to build this railway, and we are asked to ment either of the hon. member for King's to-day. He said
give the Government power, in case they are satisfied by to-day, without making any allusion te the 850,000e that
the directors of their capacity to build the road, to proclaim lieand tle member for West Toronto were mutually inter-
the charter and allow this company to go on. It seems to ested, were equally intereeted in this charter, and that
me we are likely to obtain the construction of the road would seem to be borne ont by the impression the Finance
much sooner by permitting this company to go on than we Minister would seem te have gathered from hie recollection
would by hilling the charter, throwing up the signed con- of the letters. Taiing that statement, I do net sec that
tract, and leavng it an entirely open question for future there je anything particularly improper in it, anything i
consideration. If the Government were prepared to go it which would justify this fouse in refusing te go into
further than they do, if they were prepared to say, that in cmmittee npon tus Bil. Suppose, for instance, it were
case the present company do not build the road, they, as a clearly estabiished that the hon. member for King's and
Government, are prepared to advise the House to construct the lon. member for West Toronto were te be mutualty
it as a Government work, there would be more force in the interested in this undertaking, je anyone in this fouse
position the hon. member for Marquette takes with refer- se eilly as to suppose that any board of directors
ence to the action of the House upon the motion and the are te undertake the labor and anxiety and trouble, and
amendment. What are the reasons urged against our going incur the expense necessary te float a scheme of this kind,
into committee on this Bill ? First, there is the political te build the railway and manage h afterwards, and pay the
aspect of the case, which is raised by the hon. member for bondholdcrs their annual interest, without any compensa-
West Durham (Mr. Blake), that members of this House tien whatever for it? Does any one suppose that any
ought not to be directors in railway charters. That is an member of tus fouse or any business man in thie ceuntry
important general question, but it does not apply to this does this sort of thing entirely for the fun of it, and lives
particular case any more than to many other cases, both on air in the meantime? 1 need net dwell upon that point
during the present and preceding Sessions of this House; very long. I believe it was perfectly legitimate, as long as
and 1 doubt very much whether the hon. member for the fouse permits members of Parliameut te be promoters
West Durham would be inclined to advise his friends or of railway scheres, for these two hon, gentlemen, these
the House to throw up a good contract, supposing this two members ethts board, Le expect te maie something
contract which has been made to be a good reliable con- for their time and trouble and expense for the prosecution
tract, and leave the whole thing in a stat e of chaos to the of this work. It je said there was charter selling, tlat there
chances of future combinations, unless the Government are was an endeavor te seil this charter. There is ne evidence
prepared to advise the House to undertake the construction of this fact. There je ne proof whatever that the charter
of the railway as a Government work. I am not going towas ever off.red for sale or wae ever peddled frem Dan te
take up the time of the House with discussing the political Beersheba, or through the continent of Europe and Arerica.
aspect of the case, as to whether members of Parliament
should be promoters of railway or other charters granted
by the House or not. That is a question which could, as Mr.IVES. Iwill hear the hon, gentleman.
the hon. member for West Toronto (Mr. Beaty) said, be Mr. MITCHELL. Are you blind or deaf?
more fitly discussed upon a substantive proposition that
hereafter members of Parliament should not be competent Mr, IVES. I arnnither blind nor deaf, nor ar I going te
to be directors in railway charter@. The other question speairse long but that yen will have an epportunity in a
raised la that of tlie character of the directord and the few moments. I have heard n ovidence that there wa an
character of the transactions which are ahleged te have i effort thtdispose of or to seil this charter. Theron. gente.
taien place among different members of the directrate. man fron King' s adduced as hie evidence to-day a suppoed
Iow, it was alleged in committee, and the statement oontract between a Mro Macdonal and Mr. Baty. Cer-
ias gne through the country by means of the press, that tainly tlei proof e asduce was ne proof whatever. The

there was an arrangement between th hon. member for contract was oe under which Macdonald was te tare tlie
ing's, N.B. (Mwr. Woodwirth) and the hon. member for bonds, and I presu e the land grant, and build the road,

West Toronto (Mr~. Beaty), that the ordinary directers of andpay1 500 a mile teathe dempanyo ut of the proceeda
the oOne two gentlemen being extradi*nay ofthe bonds and landgrant. That is ail there is in it. There
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was no proposition to sell the charter. There was no under-
standing that Macdonald was to assume the organisation of
the compsny and to carry on the organisation of the com-
pany hereafter. that these directors were to be discharged
from responsibility in the company, that Mr. Beaty was to
cesse to be president or that the member for King's
was to cesse to be a director. What was to be done with
this road after it was built ? Was it to run alone ? Was
there to be no general manager ? Was there to be no trea-
surer ? Was there to be no one to receive the proceeds of
the freight and passenger traffic, no one to pay the interest
on these bonds? Who was to furnish the rolling stock and
pay the interest on these bonds ? If you take this sum of
$1,500 which, the impression was sought to be conveyed,
was intended as a spoil to b. divided among the directors,
you find it is only one year's interest on $25,000 a mile at
6 per cent., and much less would it buy the rolling stock.
This $1,500 a mile will b. paraded before the country as
what these gentlemen were to divide among themselves.
Now, out of that they would have to pay the interest on
these bonds for one or two years during construction,and the
interest for one year at 6 per cent. on 825,000 a mile would be
$1,500 a mile, There was the rolling stook to be provided,
there were the old debts of the former company to be paid, or
rather three-fourths of them, becanse one-fourth was pro.
vided for under the arrangement; and yet it was said this
was trafficking in the charter, this was a sale of the charter,
without a word being said as to the capital stock or pass.
ing over the organisation of the company to Macdonald or
anyone else. But it will be urged that it was a sale of the
charter. I contend that it was not, but was simply a con-
tract with Macdonald to build the railway; and i is easy
to understand many ways in which this $1,500 would be
used and expended without supposing anything improper
in the intentions or objects which Mr. Beaty had in view
in stipulating for the payment of that $1,500.

Mr. MILLS. What was the dispute about?

Mr. IVES. Dispute about what ?
Mr. MILLS. Between the hon. member for King's and

the hon. member for West Toronto,
Mr. IVES. The dispute between the hon. member for

King's and the hon. member for West Toronto is a matter
which does not affect the public interest in any way
whatever. It is either important or it is not important
that this railway should be constructed. The impor-
tance of its construction is not lessened or increasedi
in the slightest degree by Mr. Beaty being the general
manager of that road and its president, or by Mr. Woodworthi
being the general manager of that road or its president. Iti
is not at all, in the public interest, s matter of any couse-1
quence whether these two mon agreed or disagreed. It is
an unfortunate matter because it will require the united(
energies of both, perhaps, to complote the undertaking. Iti
is unfortunate that they did not agree-

Mr. COOK. Yes, it let the cat out of the bag.
Mr. IVES. But whether they did or not is a matter oft

no consequence. The hon. gentleman says it let the cat
out of the bag. There is only one advantage that hon.
members opposite have-they agree so well together that
they never split on one another.

Mr. COOK. There is nothing to split on.

Mr. IVES. Then a great deal is made of the fact that
the hon. member for West Toronto had assigned to him
absolutely a controlling interest in this charter, or in other
words that a majority of the capital stock was transferred1
to him. Now, what does that mean? If you were to listen(
to some of the hon, gentlemen who addressed the Railway1
Committee you would suppose that that $386,000 in stock à

was absolutely convertible any moment Into $396,000 in
cash. All I can say is that perhaps that stock may be as
good as money if you do not need the money, but, if you
do need the money and were to offer it for sale, you would
find it absolutely worthless. What does that $386,000
mean ? It means simply that the man who has it has the
control of that charter, and ho has the opportunity ofgoing
from Dan to Beersheba, taking the words of the hon. mem-
ber for King's, in the search of somebody who will put
money into this land grant and into this railway and con.
struct it.- That is what it means, because, whenever you
find capitalists who will undertake to put money into the
construction of that road or any other similar enterprise,
you will find that they will demand a controlling interest
in the organisation or company. When a railway com.
pany that has money to pay its contractor goes to con.
tractors and makes an arrangement for the construction
of a railway, the contractors do not enquire as
to who owns the controlling interest in the stock,
nor do they trouble themselves as to the stock.
But when a company has absolutely no money, which has
nothing but the chance to build the road, and the chance to
receive 6,400 acres of land, after they have completed the
work, when that kind of a company goes before a capital-
ist, the contractor must be a capitalist in that case, when he
goes to a capitalist contractor and asks him to build the
railway, the first question the capitalist contractor asks
is : Who bas the controlling interest in the stock of this
company, and can you hand over to me, when the work is
completed, the controlling interest ? Now, this 8386,000
which is talked of as if it were so much money, which
appeared in the newspapers as being an onormous find, au
enormous swag, made by the member for West Toronto, is
simply so much absolutely worthless proporty, until the
railway is completed, and perhaps then worthless except
to him who controls the organisation of the railway, and
which it was absolutely neocessary ho should control, before
ho could possibly undertake to make any arrangements
for the construction of this road. Now, I said in the Rail-
way Committee on a previous occasion, and I desire to say
bore, that I think if, in enterprises of this kind, the capital
stock were made to be of much less amount, perhaps con-
fined to a thousand dollars a mile, or something of that
kind, the issue made so much less so that il could be paid up
by the promoters of the railway and form a fund for surveys
and preliminary expenses, it would be much preferable to
the present plan of setting these companies on foot. We
now allow a railway to issue a capital stock of about
$20,000 per mile. Well, as a rule, that capital stock will
not be subscribed, and it will not be paid, because bonds
must be issued, and they are preferential to the stock, and
the result is that the stock will not be subscribed, and will
not be paid up, and etill it mut be osubscribed in order to
obtain control of the organisation. No one will invest their
money as contractors in the construction, until they know
where the controlling interest in the capital stock lies, and
therefore such measures have to be resorted to as were
resorted to in this case. Stock has to be issued absolutely
to someone as a trustee to hold it. This le the position in
which Mr. Beaty stands in this matter. To him, as
the active promoter of this road, the company,
bis brother directors, issued a controlling interest in order
that he might go into the world to ffnd somebody who
would put their money into this undertaking. In another
particular the newspapers and some hon. members have
been exceedingly unfair, and have given a very unfair im-
pression with regard to the position of Mr. Beaty and his
brother directors, and that is, as to the amount which was
to be paid to the contractors, or which was available for the
construction of this railway. Why, you would think, to hear
hon. gentlemen opposite talk, that there was an enormous
amount of money available. Firet there is the $20,000 stock;
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that le as good as gold. Then there is the $25,000 in bonds,
that is S 5,000. Then thére is the land grand of 6,400
acres, that ought to be worth $1.50 to $2; there is $12,000
or $ 15,000 more. Why, you would fancy, to hear people talk,
that the promoters of this railway had a perfect bonanza.
What are the facts ? Simply these, that ail yon have got is
6,400 acres of land, and the chances that the road may pay
something more than its operating expenses after it is
built. What are these bonds? These bonds are simply
obligations of the company they are not assets of the com-
pany, but they are merely obligations ofthe company. What
is the stock? The stock is a mero nominal thing which
nobody would pay a cent for, which nobody probably
has paid a cent for. So when you come to scrutinise
the matter you have this 6,400 acres of land, and that is all;
so the contractors who undertake the construction of this
road have simply 6,400 acres of land per mile and the
chances of the enterprise becoming a paying one, that is
all there is in it. It is perfectly certain that the attacks
which have been made upon the promoters of this road, and
the inferences that have been sought to be drawn, and the
impression created that there was a bonanza in this thing,
are entirely unfair and unjust. Why, what has been the
experience of the other Manitoba railways, the South-West-
ern and the North-Western ? The Government did for
them precisely what they have promised to do for this com-
pany, that is to say, to give them 6,400 acres per mile; and
these companies, at the head of which were some of our
best financial men in Canada-I am speaking particularly
of the North- Western-were obliged, before they could get
a single dollar in money, to obtain the guarantee of the
Province of Manitoba to their bonds. Notwithstanding they
had the 6,400 acres, notwithstanding they had the same bond-
ing power, notwithstanding they had the same capital stock
to issue, not a singlo inch could they move until they had
obtained from the Province of Manitoba a guarantee of their
bonds before they could build a mile of railway, and yet it ie
said that the member for West Toronto has been dilatory,
that ho bas been trying to sell his charter, that ho has not
been reasonably active in organising the company, simply
because ho had not succeeded in doing what such men as
Andrew Allan and others, who are interested in railway
charters in Manitoba, could not do until they had obtained
a guarantee of the Manitoba Legislature. I undertake to
say that the charges, so far as the Government is con-
cerned, it appears to me are frivolous and unfounded. This
company bas not received a single advantage that other
companies had not previously received, in which there were
no members of Parliament as directors. Thiswas not the first
company that got a f ree land grant. This was not the first
company that got a land grant of $1.06 an acre. This com-
pany got a free land grant after other companies had
received it, and there is not a tittle of evidence that any
partiality whatever has been shown to the directors of this
company. Now this matter presents itself as a matter of
business. I do not look upon it as a matter of party politices
at all. This is a private Bill; it is a question whether
we should continue the life of a railway company which
has already made a firm contract with New York men, sup
posed to be good, for the construction of a railway of un-
doubted importance, as hon. gentlemen on both aides seem
to be agreed should be constructed immediately. On
the one band it is proposed to throw up this charter, to kili
this company, to kill this contract, to throw the matter into
chaos, and leave it entirely in the hands of Parliament to
organise a company during the present Session, because, ai
this hour, no private momber could carry a Bill through
Parliament against the opposition of the Government-and
leave the matter entirely in a chaotie state; on the othet
band there is a proposition to leave it in the hands of th(
Government for a month, to proclaim this charter, il
these mon who have made this contract, satisfy the Govern-

Mr. IvIs.

ment of their capacity and bonafide. Now this seoes to me
simply a matter of business, and there can be no question
whatever that this House ought to permit this company to
keep the contract it has made, certainly until a raasonable
time bas been allowed to the Government to satisfy them-
selves that the parties who have made this contract really
mean to construct the railway.

Sir RICHARD OARTWRIGHT. Not being a member
of the Railway Committee, I am not familiar with what may
have occurred in relation to this matter. I can only judge
of this question in tbe light of the statements that havo
been made this afternoon, and also from some printed docu.
mOnts, which I suppose are correct, which have found their
way into the newspapers. Now, Sir, I cannot at all agree
with the last speaker that the only question before this
House is whether or not this railway is to be constructed.
I agree that it is a matter of importance that every possible
stop should be taken for the purpose of developing the
North-West, and in that light I should be glad to facilitate
the passage of any measure, this or any other, likely to open
up any considerable portion of that territory. But there is
another question which, in my judgment, is much more
important than whether fifty miles of railway are to be
built in the North-West or not, and that question is,
briefly, whether members of this House are to be allowed
to use their positions for the purpose of putting
money in their pockets by trafficking in charters.
This afternoon we have had on this subject three
different statements from members of this House.
One bon. gentleman, the hon. member for King's, N.S. (gr.
Woodworth), declared explicitly in his place for the infor-
mation of the Government, that he was prepared to prove,
as I understand him, that the member for West Toronto
(Mr. Beaty) had been trafficking in this charter. That I
understood to be the declaration of the hon. member for
King's. And that declaration was, to say the least, sup-
ported, more than supported impliedly by the hon. member
for Northumberland (Mr. Mitchell), who intimated that ho
had reason to believe that the hon. members were going to
traffic in this particular charter. Under the circumstances,
when we have one hon. gentleman on the floor of this
louse making a charge of this nature, and another hon.
gentleman in the position of the hon. member for Northum-
berland, supporting that charge, and wheu we have, further,
a statement made by the member for King's (Mr. Wood-
worth), and not contradicted to the effect that documentary
evidence proving his case had been placed in the hands of
a prominent member of the Government, the Minister of
Finance, and we have the evidence of the Minister of Fin-
ance published in the newspapers, and not contradicted by
him, admitting that those documents had been placed in his
possession, I say that there is much more than a
primd facie case to require an investigation into the
truth of the allegations made by those two hon. gentlemen
before the flouse -proceeds to confide to the member for
West Toronto the charge of this important enterprise. I
cannot conceive how this House, with due regard for its own
dignity and the great trust which the public bas confided to
it, can, after such statements have been made publicly on
the floor of the fouse, refuse to grant delay and refuse to
grant an investigation, unless indeed the Ministers are pre-
oared to take the stand that they pay no attention whatever
to the statements made by the bon. member for King's and
supported by theb on. member for Northumberland. If
that is their position, lot them say so and take the respon.
sibility. Let them say they have themselves examined the
documents and evidence offered to be produced by tbose
tion. gentlemen and they believe the hon. member for West
roronto is perfectly correct and those two bon. gentlemen
aie utterly and entirely in the wrong. But I do not under-
stand that suh is the state of the case. On the contrary,
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I believe I am correct in saying that a motion made by the
momber for Northumberland to have this mitter investi-
gated before a sub-committee was voted down by the
Government, and that being the case, I think that
now those statements have been made on the foor
of the House, the House is bound to order an investigation.
With respect to some of the other statements that have
been made, I would dosire to call the attention of the
Minister of Publie Works to this very important fact. It
is quite true I have no doubt that in past years a great
number of railway charters may have been conceded to
members of this flouse. But -and this makes al the
difference-it was before it was the policy of the Govern-
ment, formally announced and declared, to aid those railway
companies. by gifts of money or land from the public
resources. And that I say is what makes all the difference
botween the cases which have come up within the last few
years, after that policy was adopted by the Government,1
and former procoedings in this House. Were there no
publie interests involved, were there no grants of public
money, were there no land grants to those railway enter-t
prises, I do not know that we should condemn very severely1
the practice of hon. gentlemen taking an interest in those1
roads. But what I say is this, that this particular instance(
shows in the clearest light the extremoly vicions nature of1
the practice which has grown up amongst as. So soon asj
the Government began to give grants from the public
Ti easury, began to give grants of land from the public
domain to railway companies, thon, according to
every principle of equiity and natural justice mem-1
bers of this Iuse being trustees of the peoplet
ought to have kept them3elves entirely aloof from1
such enterprises. That is the doctrine which I think
will commend itself to every unprejudiced man and mind
throughout the Dominion. At this very moment there is1
an Act on our Statute-books which forbids members of thei
Canadian Pacifie Railway Company from being members1
of this House on the simple ground that we gave large
grants of money and land to that railway, and by implica-j
tion we ought equally to dony to hon. gentlemen in thisj
House, and more particularl I think to hou. mombers1
supporting the Government, e right of becoming mem-1
bers of railway corporations which are applicants for orf
whieh may ex pect to receive large donations from thei
publie chest. The hon. Minister of Public Works alluded
to the case of the Manitoba and South-Western Railways.k
He said, and he said correctly enough, that those railways1
had received grants of land on similar conditions, but h-E
onght to have told the House that those two railways to
which ho alluded had expended large sums of money, had
built a considerable number of miles af railway in eacht
case, and were I think in actual running operation as fart
as the end of the track before the G>vernment made thati
concession. The truth is, as the hon. gentleman who lastt
spoke said, that there are certain companies which have onlyi
a chance to build the railway; and those companies whiehE
put no money into the enterprise and do not propose to put(
money into it, but merely design to do the best they can,i
which I suppose means to make the most profit they eau
out of the enterprise, are very dubious objecta for legislativet
assistance, and in every case it is a very doubtful thing thati
members of the House should connect themselves with such
enterprisesé I can conceive nothing which is more certain1
to destroy the independence of any member of this House(
than that ha should be a promoter of railway enterprises1
which eau make no way whatever without receiving sub-
sidies in money or lands from the Government. And such
was emphatically, according to the testimony of the lat1
speaker, the position of this particular railway company. It1
had, as ha correctly said, no chance whatever, except by aid1
of the 6,400 acres of land per mile of building the railway,(
except by virtue of a Government grant, it had no way ofi
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making a profit for its promoters, that I can see-unless
they were prepared to put their hands in their pocket and
spend a considerable sum of their own money-other than
by in one shape or other sell out the charter. The House
will do well to recollect that the granting of a railway
charter, which is in all cages a sort of a monopoly, is a
very important thing. If you give to any partioular
company, corporation or body of mon, with a view to open
a large tract of country, a railway charter running for
one, two or three years as the case may be, and
if parties in that country are desirous of causing this
railway to be ocarried ont, and if they find a wild cat com-
pany standing in the way, if they find that mon of no
means or resources, or mon who are not going t3 put in
their means or resources into its construction, stand there
with the power to keep back that tract of country for
several years together, everybody knows that noth ng bas
been more common in past railway history, nothing is likely
to be more common, than fr those persons wh> are
interested in promoting those enterprises to have to pay
out large sums by way of black mail to the parties who
have possession of the charters, for leave to go on and build
the railway. The real objection to allowing mon of straw
or companies of straw to get possession of the charters is
this: That they will not part, as the hon. gentleman who
just spoke correctly enough mentioned, with their power,
their claim, thoir right to the charter, and consequently,
before the railway is constructed, the usual result is that a
large sum of money, which ought to have gone to construct
the railway, has to be paid to those parties for leave
to but I the railway; and thore is reason, I fear,
to suspect that something of this kind was in danger
of occurring in this instance. The member for
West Toronto (Nr. Baaty) himself admitted that sncb a
thing was possible, and ho also stated that in his judgment
such a thing was wrong. He told the House, if I remember
him correctly, that ho could have sold the charter, although
ho intimated that ho had no intention of doing it, but ho
admitted it was quite possible that this charter had a
money value, that it was quite possible for him and others,
having got possession of it to dispose of it, and it is quite
apparent from the statements made by the Ministers them-
salves that these gentlemen h id of their own resources no
means whatever to go on with the construction of the road.
rhey depended wholly and entirely on the Government
grant. And now I think there are two conclusions, and
two only, which should be drawn from this. One is, that
since the Governmont had chosen to make it a part of
their policy to make grants of land and money to railways
-under such circumstancos no members of Parliamentought
to be allowed to meddle and dabble in these things at all; and
the second, I think, is, that partieuiar-ly after the disclos.
ures which have occurred it b3comes the duty of the G.v-
ernment to see to it that for the future rai lway charters shall
not be given without full precautions being taken in the gen-
oral public interest, to see th&t the parties who get those
charters are men of substance and able to proceed with their
road. Now I am not disposed at this moment to compli.
cate the question by discussing the best mole of produoing
this result, but I say that in the minds of the public this
whole course of trafficking in railway charters is b3coming a
crying scandal. I will not venture to say of my own
knowledge how many members of this fouse may be con-
cerned in these matters, but I do say that it is a matte* of
public notoriety, that meets one at every street corner, that
there are members of this Hlouse who are supposed, and I
fear with too great roason, to be making a regular matter of
business of procuring charters and disposing of them to the
best bidders for what they will bring. I can conceive of no
practice more degrading or dishonoring to Parliament,
or likely to do more mischief to the body politie than
such acte; and if instead of fifty miles to be onstruetod
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within a year the question was to construct 500 miles of every way in securing the early building of the road, the
railway within a year, I say that the true interest of the other crowd are urging that their rights should be secured
public requires that no stop be taken before an investigation and that the money should be tbrthcoming to the poor un-
should be had into the charges préferred by the hon. mem- fortunate laborers who put their labor into the old road
ber for King's (Mr. Woodworth), and as I ob erve, sustained some time ago, in hopes of an early return from it no mat-
by the hon. member for Northumberland (Mr. Mitchell) and ter wbat company should build the road. There are, I
ascertain whether this was a case of the kind or not. thil k, under these circumstances, two questions in connec-

tion with this matter which we should not lose sight of.
Mr. MoLELAN. The hon. member who bas just spoken The fifst is how eau we best, in the interests of the settlers,

has, I sqspect, created the impression, by his utterances, accomplish the early building of the road, and the second is
that I had some knowledge-that there were some papers in accomplishing that, how shall we secure payment of this
lodged with me that gave me the information that the gen- large amount of money with which this road is handicapped,
tlemen holding this charter had it for sale and were that has been spent in building the firBt fifty miles of the
endeavoring to sell it -that they were trafficking in the Souris and Rocky Mountain road. Now, hon. gentlemen,
charter of the company. I desire in that sense to say that including the last hon. gentleman who spoke, have con-
there were no such papers lodged with me, that I never had tended that there is a very important question in connec-
any information, any suspicion, that they were trying to tion with this case-the question whether it is right to
sell that c arter, but I had the most direct information that allow members of Parliament to be presidents or stockhold-
I could receive from the gentlemen themselves, from the eis of railways that are bonused by the Government of
delegates from Rapid City, from Winnipeg, from the Mani- Canada. In reference to that, I think i need say very lit-
toba Government, and from various other localities, that tie, because I apprehend that the arguments of hon. gentle-
they were most anxious that these gentlemen-that this rien who have already dealt with that question have been
company-should receive the same terms in respect to the strong and conclusive. If I could lead myself to believe
grant of land as had been given to other companies. This hat this company got any botter terme, any more land
company, if I understand it, had a charter before that policy mile for mile, or any greater advantages of any sort, bocause
was adopted by the Government. They had a charter at they were connected with this Parliament, thon I would
thetime when it was proposed by the Government to give hold that to b. a wrong ; but until I can bring myself to
6,400 acres of land per mile at $ 1.06 per acre. That policy believe that, I must assume that there is nothing wrong
was subsequently changed, and changed, I know, with the being don. in supporting hon. members who are pushing
assent and approval of gentlemen opposite and their organs, this Bill through the House, seeing the important objects
and the policy was adopted of giving the land as a free they have in view. We all remember that a few years
grant. After that policy was adopted, and while I was ago a great many petitions were sent to this Iouse from.
acting for the thon Minister of the Interior, applica settlers along the line of this road, urging in the strongest
tion was made that they should be treated on the language that this Government should assist any company
same terms as we had treated other companies, and that would promise to build that road at an early date.

i ven that land grant free. The hon. member Both sides of the House joined in that effort; both agreed
for Marquette (Mr. Watson), I think, interviewed me that the land grant should be free instead of being placed at
several times in respect to that matter, and urged that we 81.06 an acre; and in answer to the prayer of the petitioners,
should treat this company the same as others had been this Government decided to adopt the plicy of giving frec
treated; and, as 1 said before, the delegates from the Mani- grants of lands to railways in the North-West Territories,
toba Government and from Rapid City and other localities, and this road received only what was given to other coin-
waited upon me and urged most strongly that the same panies. Consequently, I apprehend that no advantage was
policy should be adopted towards this company as had been given to them, nothwithstanding that they happened to be
adopted towards others, that we should give them the members of this Parliament. We had also petitions just as
land grant free, in order to enable that company to con- urgent from those poor unfortunate laborera, who claimed
struct the railway. That is my knowledge of the position that they had forfeited a year's labor, for which they had
of affairs. That I do know. From tihe letters which my received no return, in connection with the Souris and Rocky
friend (Kr. Woodworth) gave me, I believed from them Mountain Railway. W. were then anxions to see any com-
that he and Mr. Beaty had mutually promoted that pany come forward and assume the liabilities of the Souris
company; that they had obtained a charter for that and Rocky Mountain Company, and give some assurance
company, and had been equally interested in promoting that the road would b. built at an early date. Unf>rtunately,
it and in endeavoring to raise the means in order to con- handicapped as the company was with a claim of about
struct the railway. That is all I know about it, and I have S100,000 standing against it, the promoters of the scheme
no knowledge whatever, and never had any knowledge, have been unable to organise a company and go on and
that they were endeavoring to traffic in that charter, in the build the rail way; and we cannot wonder at it when we
sens, that they were selling it for their own personal know that it is so difficult to raise money for building rail-
interest, and without constructing the railway. They gave ways in that country, notwithstanding all the advantages.it
me the impression, from the communications from Mr. offers. When the liabilities of the old company were
Beaty and those connected with him, that they were most assumed by the present company, we were in hopes that
anxious to have the railway constructed, as were all those those unfortunate laborers would be paid; and when an ex-
in the section of country through which the road was to tension of time was asked for the charter, we supported it,
pass. with the understanding that the claims these men had

upon the old company should not be prejudiced. Th.at
Mr. SPROULE. It may seom a little out of place for me condition has been maintained up to the present time,

to occupy the time of the House in the discussion of this que@- and I am credibly informed by legal gentlemen that ther
tioù, but I deem it my duty to say a few words, seeing that is nothing in this Bill to prejudice their claims; and it
I have recived a number of Jetters from residents of the gives the strongest assurance that that road will be built
locality interested, urging a rapid building of the road, and by this company, that the wages of these men will be paid
also other letters from many of those who are creditors of at an early date. What is the position of this question. to-
this road, thrbugh the company having assumed the liabii- day ? I have said that the object is the- early construction
ties of the Souris and Rocky Mountain road for work done .of the road. If the Goverument took the charter out of the
oU thstlino., Qne crowd ar urging on me to assist in hands of the company, what would be the resuit? This
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oompany have been trying, not only on the continent of
Europe, but also in America, to fRuat this scheme,
and no doubt it is a well-known scheme in financial
circles to-day, and if they have been unsuccessful up to the
present time, notwithstanding the strong commercial and
financial interests engaged in the scheme, how much more
reasonable i it to suppose that it would be unsuccessful for
a length of time in the future if it was placed in the hands
of the Government, and a Bill were passed committing the
work to any person at aill; because the òld saying, what is
everybody's business is nobody's business, would apply to
this scheme. If men of enterprise and ability have been
unable to carry the scheme through up to the present
time, is it reasonable to suppose that some other
company, that we know nothing of, would take hold
of it and would build fifty miles by next December?
This company gives reasonable assurance that this may be
accomplished by it; and we have reason to believe from
the external evidence we have of the ability of the com-
pany, that that may be accomplished; and if it is accom
plished, it will give the very strongest assurance that the
whole road will be built in the interest of the settlers, and
that those poor unfortunate laborers who lost their ail in
the Souris and Rocky Mounta.n Railway will be paid at an
early day. In view of these considerations, and remember-
ing that there has been no documentary or other evidence
adduced showing that anything wrong has been done by
the promoters of this company, we have a right to grant
this Bill. A great deal is made out of the fact that the
principal promoter of the Bill was handed $386,000 ot
Souris and Rocky Mountain Railway stock; but what did that
represent? With the liabilities standixg against the old
company of $140,000, it represented that he assumed those
liabilities, without receiving anything in returu, not even a
single foot of land; and he took that stock over, although
there was only 10 per cent. paid on it, and thereby
assumed the liability of 90 cents on the dollar for every
dollar of the stock, to those parties who are now
in litigation, endeavoring to recover their claims against the>
Souris and Rocky Mountain Railway Company. IL was
not only a very hazardous, but a very critical obli. tion-
an obligation that very few mon would assume; and it
cannot be claimed in ail fairness that there was :uy advan-
tage coming to him. in assuming that stock. Nuw, I say
this House has a reasonable hope that that railway will be
pushed forward rapidly at an early date, giving the settlers
what they want, and seouring the payment of those unfor-
tunate laborers. Thorefore, I say that we are in duty
bound to grant this Bill, to extend the time asked for, and
to renew the charter; and in doing that we shall be viola-
ting no principle of the independence of Parliament. The
only result will be a good to the country, and a good to the
parties most interested.

Mr. CHARLTON. To me, Sir, it is an astounding fact,
that the Government of Canada, after ait the revelations
that have been made in regard to the transaction now under
the consideration of the House, should insist on granting
this charter. The hon. Minister of Finance tells us that he
has been waited upon by.delegations from the North-West,
and has been urged by the hon. member for Marquette to
grant this oompany the charter. Well, I suppose the hon.
member for Marquette. and the delegations from the North.
West,were influenced by the belief that the promoters of this
scheme were acting in good faith-that they intended to build
the road, and had the means to build it. The hon. Minister of
Finance also tells us ho had no knowledge at that time that
they wqe;e traficking in the charter. Can ho teoi us that is
the case to-day ? He does not say ho believes at prosent
they were traffioking in that charter, and the ve, y fact, ad.
mitted by the promoters of the road, that they are seeking
men qf capi4l to build the rqad, is an adaission that thqy

cannot and do not intend to build it. They obtained the
charter without the purpose or expectation of building the
road themselves; it w;s a purely speculative transaction
on their part. They obtained the chirkr expecting
they would be able to induce mon of capital to take it off
their hande. They have admitted they are traffickers in
this charter and are looking for mon of means to purchase
it from them. The Minister of Public Works practically
condemns this whole basiness as wrorg. He tells us, if
we think best to turn over a new leaf, impliedly admit-
ting it is botter we should do so, that ho will do so
next Session, but to pass this measure now. Well, if the
character of this business is such as to render it advisable
for Parliament to turn over a new leaf, is there a botter
time to do so than now ? If ths transaction is of such a
nature as to compel the Minister of Publie Works to admit
that a new leaf should be turned over, why should he and
how can ho urge thît there should be any delay in taking
that necessary and proper step ? This business of contract
and charter brokerage is a disgrace to this Parliament. A
great number of mombers are admittedly engaged in pro.
moting railway schemes; there are members in this House
who have urged the granting of bonuses by, and have
received bonuwes from, this Government to advance railway
seg emes in which they are interested, and their conduct ie
morally just the same as if they had induced the Govern-
ment to grant them money to put into their own pockets.
The whole system is one that ought to be abolished. We have
in this case a member of this House in the possession
of $3 6,000 worth of capital stock, which ho admits, and
which his hon. friend from Richmond and Wolfe (Mr. Ives)
admits, has not cost him a cent. The stock has been issued
to him, not for the purpose of building the road, but for the
purpose of controlling the road. That hon. gentlcman has
got the capital stock in his possession, not because he has
advanced the money to pay for it, not that the capital stock
represents actual capital, but ho bas got this fiotitious capi-
tal into his possession for the purpose of controlling the
enterprise, and having obtained it, he is using it in manipu.
lati ng the concern for the advancement of his own pecuniary
interests. That is admitted, no man in this House eau
doubt it, the circumstances of the case prove it. What
those manipulations may be, what is concealed under the
suiface, 1 do not know. We are told ho las made a con-
tract, but we are not informed what its character or
nature is. I am in ignorance as to whom it is made with,
as to what the terms are, as to what the bon. member is
likely to make out of the transaction in which ho has in.
vested no money, in which ho has investel noth-
ing but a littie time and trouble. The hon. gentle-
man, in his speech, has made a pitiful appeal to
this House not to make him the scapegoat for the
sins perpetrated by other members. He does not deny
ho has perpetrated a sin, and deserves punishment, but ho
beseeches us not to select him as an example, not to make
him a scapegoat for a state of things which has existed for
years. It is high time somebody should ho made a scape.
goat ; it is high time we should retrace our stepi; it is high
time that the independence of Parliament should ho more
strictly guarded than it has been for some years passed.
The hon. member for Richmond and Wolfe (Mr. Ives) said
he would not take up the political aspect of the case. In
that ho showed a great amount of discretion. The political
aspect of the case is the important one; it is that which
makes this transaction and transactions of this nature
dangerous to the country. Here is a Parliament elected by
the peop!e to guard their rights and to look after their
interests, but in this Parliament, there are a certain number
of memb rs who are looking after their own interests.
Now, we have a Statute which imposes a fine of $2,000 on
every member of the House for every day ho site in the
House, while he has A contract with the Government.
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Will anyone assert, that if a member of Parliament has
entered into a contract with the Crown for the performance of
certain work, he is an offender greater than those who deal
in charters, who enter into speculative arrangements, who
get land grants from the Government, not in good faith,
nor for the purpose of carrying out a contract, but for the
purpose of enriching themselves by means of this contract
brokerage ? So Iong as this state of things exists, this
independence of Parliament is a mockery. This state of
things that is countenanced by the Government, and which
they ask us to support by our votes in this House to-night,
is even more reprehensible than any violation of the Inde-
pendence of Parliament Act could be. The business of
dabbling in charters by members of this House should be
summarily ended. No man should be allowed to obtain a
charter for a railway who does not obtain it in good faith,
and who does not give evidence and pledge of hie intention,
or the intention of those associated with him, to proceed in
the construction of the wor k for which he asks the
charter. Not one charter intended is obtained in this
House under any such circumstance. Hou. members obtain
charters confessedly and avowedly for the purpose ofselling
them and making profit out of them. In 1695, when Sir
John Trover, speaking of the House of Commons of
England, was expelled for promoting a Bill, what would
the Hcuse bave thought of bim if in addition to pro.
moting a bill he had got a charter for his own specu-
lative purposes, and got $386,000 of the capital stock
into his hands for the purpose of controlling the com-
pany, manipulating the concern, and putting into his
pocket all the bonuses granted and gain made out of
it. Not only would they have expelled him from the
House, but they would have sent him to the Tower. We
are asked to sanction a state of things entirely subversive of
the independence of Parliament, a state of things which
ought to be ended summarily, and I will vote for the motion
to give the Bill the three months' hoist, and shall oppose
on every occasion the permitting of the existence of any
such transactions as those which have been shown in this
matter to have taken place among the parties interested.

Mr. ORTON. I am considerably amused at hon gentlemen
opposite assuming to be extremely virtuous upon this ques-
tion of giving aid to railways and allowing members of
Parliament to become contractors and active promoters of
railway enterprises. If my recollection is correct, I remem-
ber years ago, when the leader of the present Opposition in
this House was the leader of the Government in the Pro-
vince of Ontario, he inaugurated a scheme by which
Government aid, to a very large extent, was given by the
Province of Ontario to railway enterprises in that Province,
and by means of that scheme, which he inaugurated, and
for the purposes of which $1,900,000 provincial money was
devoted, and the Province of Ontario mortgaged for a
further sum of $100,000 a year for 20 years, members of
the Local Legislature of the Province of Ontario were
directly influenced. It is within the memory of members
of this Rflse that the late Sandfield Macdonald was
defeated by only one of a mnIjority ; and how did
the then leader of the Opposition obtain the majority
which enabled him to remain in power so long in
that Province ? Simply by operating that scheme ofi
giving aid to railways, and there was not a portion of1
Ontario but had a railway scheme of some kind. Hon.
members of the Local Legislature understood this aid was
to give them grants of money for their sections, and mem-
bers of that House, who were elected to support the latei
Sandfield Macdonald's Administration, turned round directlyt
and supported the Administration of the leader of thec
Opposition. And yet we hear the hon. gentleman gettingt
up here and.denouncing this system of members of Parlia-
ment beooming directora of railways.

Mir, CÉàeLToN.

Mr. McCRANEY. Name one member of the Local
Legislature.

Mr. ORTON. I can name any number of members of
the Local Legislature-

Some hon. MEMBERS. Name one-
Mr. ORTON-that were elected to support the Sandfield

Macdonald Administration, and it is within the recollection,
I am sure, of every hon. member here who is old enough to
remember the political events of that time that the late
Sandfield Macdonald's Administration was only defeated by
one of a majority, and, in a very few months, a very few
days I may say, alter the inauguration of that log rolling
system which was inaugurated by the leader of the
Opposition, his following in that House was largely
increased.

Mr. McCRANEY. Name one member.
Mr. ORTON. I have already stated the broad fact which

is within the recollection, not only of every member in this
House from the Province of Ontario, but of every'elector
who took an interest in the political affaire of the country
at that day. But, perhaps, after ail, this system, which I
say was inaugurated by the leader of the Opposition, may
be a wrong one. Ie was certainly the first to inaugurate
that system of aid to railways projected by members of
Par liament, and, if the present Government are wrong, they
are wrong because they have followed in the course which
was inaugurated by him. Perhaps the day bas arrived, I
believe the day has arrived, when some measure ought to
be introduced into this House to prevent hon. members
from becoming directors of railways, but at the same time
I agree that this is not the time.

Some hon. MEMBERS. flear, hear.

Mr. ORTON. Why ? The hon. gentlemen say "hear
hear." I will give the reason why, because the railway
under discussion is one of vast importance to the North-
West, and, knowing as I do the character of the country
through which it runs and the hardships which have been
endured by the settlers, the hardy pioneers who went up to
settie that country, I believe ail consideration ought to be
set aside at the present time in order to assist in the early
construction of that railway as far as this House can
possibly do. While upon that point, I desire to call the
attention of the hon. member for Marquette (Mr. Watson)
to the very erroneous course he las taken for the intereste
of the people he represents, and I hope for his own sake he
will reconsider the course he is about to take and will not
vote for the three monthe' hoist of this bill, which means
virtually that there shall be no effort made to construct
this important railway and give the people of his own
county the accommodation they have so long and so
anxiously waited for. The hon. member for South Huron
(Sir Richard Cartwright) also in his firet remarks
stated that he was a very earnest advocate of railway cons-
truction in the North-West and desired to see that country
developed, but he went on to say that this charter should
not be given, but this railway should be delayed for another
year in order that an investigation.should take place. I see
no earthly reason why this charter should be delayed, or
the apparent early opportunity of constructing that railway
should be delayed in order to have an investigation. If the
hon. mnember for West Toronto (Mr. Beaty) has acted in a
manner improper for a member of this louse, there is
every opportunity for hon. gentlemen opposite to have an
investigation without mixing it up with this charter. I
think, after the assurance from the Government, that if in
one month they find the hon. member for West Toronto, in
the contract his company have made with these contractors,
cannot show that it is made with men able to build that
road, they will themselves take power to incorporate, a
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company and see that the road is rapidly constructed, 1 struction of the road in the hands of the mon who now have
there is no hon. member in this Houe who desires to see it. I say, that in view of the disclosures which have been
the railway built this year and the people of that country made here to-night, and which have been made in the
get the accommodation they have so long waited for who can committee room for two or three weeks or more, it will
possibly vote for the amendment of the hon. member for be scandalous if the Government permits the gentlemen
Nortbumberland (Mr. Mitchell). I hope this Bill will who now control this road to retain control of it. We find
receive no further opposition from members of this House. the hon. member for Wegt Toronto and his friends on the
It is true there are some points that do not meet my directorate are not railway bu!Mers at all, that they never
approval in the course the hon. member for West Toronto had anything to do with railways. Most of them, I believe,
has taken in this matter, and I cannot feel entirely in sym- are lawyers practieing in the city of Toronto. They never
pathy with him in regard to it. And I must state that the did know anything about railways, and I do not suppose
feeling prevails very largely throughout the North-West they desire to know anything except to get rid of this rail-
and Manitoba that the hon. member bas perhaps used the way. Now, we have this hon. gentleman supporting the
position he occupies as president of this road in a manner Government, coming to the Government and getting fromn
that mey possibly have delayed the construction of that it the grant of this land, and we have the Government in
railway. The hon. member for Richmond and Wolfe (Mr. defiance of their own promise made in the committee room,
Ives) stated that he held the position, in consequence of the in defiance of their own demands made in the committee
stock he held, of saying to any contractors : I have got room, requiring that hon. gentleman to present to the com-
what will give you control of that railway; and that is mittee proofs that he had the ability to construct the road,
where the point comes in, and where the question arises in now asking Parliament to allow him to retain control
my mind whether the member for Toronto bas not held his of the road and to extend the time for completing it.
price too high for that control. I say, Sir, that it i a nionstrous thing that members of

Some hon. MEMBERS. Hear, hear. Parliament, sitting here representing the people, are per-
mitted to traffic in railway charters. It is a well known

Mr. ORTON. Hon. members may say " hear, hear." I fact, that many hon. gentlemen opposite have received
quite agree with hon. gentlemen on that point, and I do favors of this kind from the Government, and I repeat, it is
honestly believe there muet have been something to quarrel a scandal, it is a burning disgrace upon this Legislature,
about, and I am not going to spare the hon. gentleman in that such a thing should be permitted. If the Government
that matter, but I desire to see the road constructed and no do not now take this matter up when it bas been brought
obstacles placed in the way. The feeling, howeveer, does to their notice on evidence that cannot be contradicted, if
prevail, notwithstanding the remarks of the hon. member they do not p urge this Honso of the wrong that bas been
for West Toronto, and I have just as much right to believe done by the hon. member for West Toronto, they will be
the hon. member for King's (Mr. Woodworth), and I think equally guilty with him in the eyes of the people of this
the hon. member for King's bas, perhaps, not been fairly country. It is all very well for the hon. gentleman for
treated in this matter. I think he has shown his position Wellington to charge that the Local Legislature did this.
to be equally as good in this transaction as bas the hon. No charge can be made against hon, gentlemen opposite,
member for West Toronto, and I would like to have seen but some of them jump up and say : "Oh, but you did sone-
the Government appoint trustees at once, after giving to thing of the same kin." Now, I challenge that hon. gen-
the hon.member a just return for the exertions he had tleman to mention one single member of the Local Legisla-
made and the expense he had undergone and the loss of ture, who was a promoter of a railway company, receiving
time, for I do believe that hon. gentlemen cannot possibly sub9idies from the Local Legislature during the time my
go into the propagation of a railway scheme like that with. hon. leader was leading that House, or since. Sir, we all
out expecting to receive some reward. I would feel far know that but for the bon. leader of the Opposition the
better Fatisfied if some trustee were appointed by the Gov. Province of Ontario would have been badly off for railways.
ernment, at any rate to see that nothing more than a fair It was felt that the Province being rich, it was the duty of
amount, a fair consideration, was received by the gentlemen the Government to expend its surplus moneys in opening
who hold that charter. At the same time, I cannot possibly up that country. It was a wise policy, and time bas proved
vote for the amendment of the hon. member for Northum- it. The assement rolls throughout that country will
berland, simply because it will delay, to an uneertain time, show it. There was nothing wrong in that; there is no
the construction of that very important railway. hon. gentleman on this side of the House that objecte to

railways being subsidised. But what we do object to eis
Mn LISTER. The only truething theii hon gentleman that members of Parliament will come into this flouse and

who has just sait down has said l, that the difflculty about seek favors from the Government, which must inevitably
this matter je that the price was too high' handicap them, which must necessarily destroy the indepen-

Mr. SPEAKER Order. I think the hon. gentleman dence which they ought te have when they come here to
sbould not say it is the only true thing. represent their constituents. I say that is a thing

which should be stamped ont. It is a national dis-
Mr. LISTER. One of the true things and probably the grace that men should sit in this House who receive

truest thing is, that the price of the charter has been too from the Government subsidies in money and lands for
high. The hon. member for West Toronto (Mr. Beaty), the construction of railways, who seek te get charters
as it appears, controlled this chatter for some time, and for from this Parliament only for the purpose of trafficing
some reason which bas not been explained bere to-night, in them. The evidence given is that this charter was
this road has not been built. I think I echo the feelings of obtained for that purpose only, and I must repeat the state•
every hon. gentleman on this ide of the House, as well as ment of my leader, that this House should stamp out this
on the other side, when I say that there is no person in unclean thing, it should refuse to continue this charter. If
this House but desires to se. that road built, no person who the Government wish the construction of this road, they
does not desire to see the settlers in the North-West country have the power to secure it. Let them do as they did when
relieved from the difficulties and disabilities under which they gave a charter to the Canadian Pacifie Railway Com-
they now labor, and who would not hail, I am sure, with pany. It is not necessary that a Bill should be passed here;
pleasure any company that would be prepared to undertake the Government has an inherent power te grant a charter
the speedy construction of that road; but I say the Gov- by letters patent to any company they think proper. There
ernment are not discharging their duty in leaving the on- i no difficulty in the way of construoting this road, and at
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the same time Paeifment can purge itself of this unright- of surveying. So far as I understandthe member forWlet
eous act, and an act which degrades Parliament in the eyes Toronto (Mr. Beaty), as president-ofthe company, mado
of the public. Sir, it will afford me much pleasure to vote every effort to obtain parties to enter into a con-
for the amendment, and I sincerely hope that it will be tract to construct the road. It seems ho made
carried. several trips te New York, and I think ho crossed

the Atlantic once or twice, and I am sure ho las not been
Mr. BESSON. About a year ago, it was my privilege dilatory in the matter, but has always expressed himself

te present petitions from Manitoba and the North-West it most anxious to secure parties te build the railway. He
reference te the charter which is now under discussion in was aware that the people of the North-West would net
this House, calling upon the Government to assist a com. submit te any delay arieing on his part, and feeling that he
pany which at that time were in possession of the charter, did all in his power I am not prepared te say that he as
and to give them aid te enable them te make a contract to neglected any opportunity to make a contract for the cons-
construct this road. The petition set forth the grievances truction of the road. The hon. member for Marquette (Mr.
under which the people suffered, the necessity there was that Watson) bas taken a most peculiar course as the repre.
they should reach a market, and pointed out that they had sentative of that part of the country more specially inter-
been misled some years ago when the line of railway was ested. If the hon. gentlemxn was as anxious this year as
diverted from the original survey, and that their circum. ho was last that the work should be constructed, that the
stances were now such that unless some relief was granted line should be built rapi ly, he as taken a most peculiar
them they would find it necessary to remove from the place position to-day in being prepared to grant only two weeks
they had settled in. I presented these petitions te the in order te allow the present company to establish the fact
House, numerously signed by the old residents of my own to the satisfaction of the Government that the present con-
county who had gone up to that new land. I took a deep. tractors are capable of carrying out the work and have
interest in that matter, and the Government finally con- means to complote it; but se strange is his conduct that he is
sented to give the same privileges to that road which they yet in favor of voting for the three months' hoist, w hich will
had given to the Manitoba and North-Western and to the virtually kill the Bill. Thehon. gentleman must have great
Manitoba and South-Western. I understand in connection confidence in the Government for he is willing that they
with the history of this road that in 1882 a charter was given should undertake the work and find a company that will con-
to the Souris and Rocky Mountain Railway, a contract was struct it more rapidly than the company now -under con-
made and a certain amount of grading doue from a place sideration, and yet within the next few days we may be as-
called Melbourne te Rapid City. The people were jubilant sured the contractors will proceel with the work ener-
over the prospect of a railway, but for want of sufficient getically and complote it at a mach earlier period than the
means the riad was not constructed. The money that had Gove rnment could do. It is not very long from now te the
been expended was lost, the work that had been done was lst of June, when, if the charter is extended te that time,
net paid for, and the people were in a worse position than the Government will by proclamation or otherwise, if
they had becn before, from the contractors being unabe te satisfied of the ability of the contractors, give the charter
carry out the contract. The present company, ie Nortli-West e.1 t. If net, we ?-hall be in no worse position than we
Central, I understand, obtaired a charter in 1884 and 'would be if the armendment of the member fr' Northum-
became possessors of the françhise of that road. In 1884 berland was.adopted. I cannot believe the hon. member
they were in the position of nQt having the sAme pYivi-. or ,çrquette is at all serious in his proposal. I am afraid
legçs, the sane aid afforded them, that were aordd toLe hohbas mde a very strange departure freom the position h
other roads. The people, in ManitQl4a, therefore, had a- took in this House and the great efforts he made last year,
perfect right te ask the Goeernment te come te the asis- if ho seeks in any way te attempt or embarrass the Gov-
tance of this road, and I myself exerted my influence with ern ment in their desire to carry out this great work. I
the Government and members of this House, and presented, have such confidence in the Government-and the lon.
petitions in favor of that project. I think one-third of. my goetleman las quite as mach confidence, for ho desired te
correspondence came from people in that region, urg ing me to give them full control of the work and put the present Bill
use my influence in favor of that road. Now that was the aside-that I am satisfied te leave it te them te ascertain
policy of this Government and of this Parliament, and it whether the contractors have sufficient means te carry out
was even supported by the leader of the Opposition and the work before they, the Government, complote the charter
his friends. A deputation came down from Manitoba by issuing a proclamation. The Government have great re-
headed by the member from Minnedosa in the Local Legis- s ponsibility resting upoU them and I am prepared te trust
lature, and one or two other gentlemen of importance. them with that res: onsibility and am net disposed te in-
That gentleman, Dr. Harrison, came here and remained terfere with the personal differences on the board of direc-
some time endeavorirg te induce the Government to get a tors, and they should not be permitted te interfere with the
free grant of land, as was done in tho case of the other roads. success of thrgreat enterprise. Lt is the:iin,perative duty
But at that period it was impossible for the gentlemen hold- o the Government uDderstanding all the facté, rot te be
ing the franchise te make a contract. It was impossible te, diverted by any personal disagreement on the board from
get parties te undertake te build the rail W4y. They requ4red what is their proper course towards this desirable road. I
at least as good a foundation for raisîag moneyin the hope, therefore, in the interest of those for whom I speak,
markets of the world as had other roads that were being thosefrom whom I have presented potitions and taken an
consu ucted in that country. That free grant, I believe, was interest in this matter and interviewed with other mombers
obtained sometime froin the Government in the fall of 1885. of the Government from time to time asking thom to place
It was charged against the member for West Torontothat ha this company in the same position as other companies-and
had not pushed sufflciently in the money market to obtaia I claim I have a right te speak for those poeple-I hope
a contract for the cometruction of the road. It appears to the Government will take very good care that noither the
me very plain that until he obtained the consent of the quarrels with individual direobrs nor any other motive
Government that they would put that road on ‡he san,,a except that of the publie intereet will influence them in
footing as all other roads u»der oqnstruction in Manitob. proseouting and completing this important and necessary
sud the North-West, he was absGlutely incapacitatld 'fçqp< work at an early day.
obtaining parties te furnish money to carry ot the work
He obtained from the Governmept an Order in Coinil for .r. FAIBANK. The last three speakers on ,the oppo-afretgrant to be m4de t othat conmp y, ogpt A .pe.eM fft si side;of thb ase, aimely, hoemfmhrdfor Ri.hanond

Mr. LiOTma.

ILa ,
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and Wolfe (Mr. Ives), the member for Welliagton (ir. Mr. WHTE (Oafdwell). Tiére are oné or two po!ts to
Orton), and the - membr for North Perth (Mr. Reseon), which I deëire vety briefly to call the attention of the
have evidently been endeavoring to place the bon. member House before the vote is taken. We have heard a great
for Marquette (Mr. Watson) in a position which he does 'deal to night in relation to the disclosures whièh have been
not occupy. The arguments of those hon. gentlemen may 'made. Hon. gentlemen opposite appear to have used that
have no weight in this Chamber, but they may have weight expression as if there was a certain state of facts established
outside, where the question may not be thoroughly under- beyond the possibility of controversy. Now, lot us look
stood. They have endeavored to represent the member for for a momient at what the disclosures-as th<y are called-
Marquette as urging three months' delay. Sncb is not his happen to be in this case. The origin of ail these dis-
position; such was not his position as a member of the closures, the first step in all these disclosures, was the
Railway Committee. This proposition to renew the charter statement by the hon. member for King's (Mr. Woodworth),
comes after a year's delay. No member in this Chamber, I tbat the hon. member for West Toronto (Mr. B aty), presi.
venture to say, is more anxious for the railway, and feels dent, of the railway company, of which the hon. inember
that it will give the people who need it so much, and have for King's was a director, had not dealt fairly with him,
waited for it so long, than the hon. member for Marquette. that the understanding between those two gentlemen, as
At the last sessi tof the committee he asked if the promoter stated by the hon member for King's (Mr. Woodworth), was
of the measure, the member for West Toronto, could not that out of the profits of this road, whatever they miight be,
give satisfactory evidence of the ability of the company to the other members of the company were to get $50,0JO, and
do something within a short period. The Minister of the balance, whatever it might be, was to be divided between
Public Works informed the committee that they had not those two gentlemen. That is the statement made by the
given such evidence. The member for Richmond and hon member for King's(Mr. Woodworth). It implied, as you
Wolfe bas laid great stress upon the fact that a contract can readily understand,that these two gentlemen had entered
had been signed. Of the real metallic value of that con- into a conspiracy for the purpose of dividi ng a large share of
tract we can form a pretty accurate estimation from the the profits, after giving to their co directors a smaller share,
value which the Ministers themselves have placed upon it. whatever that might be. The best answer to this charge,
So much value did they place upon it that the Minister of so far as this particular debate is concerned, is to be found
Public Works did not know who it' was signed by, and had in the frank admission of the leader of the Opposition, who
great difficulty in deciphering the names. This shows the sAid after having heard what was stated in another place
value they themselves placed upon the contrant, which the as weIl as here, that he came to the conclusion, which he
member for Richmond and Wolfe offers, to this flouse as frankly stated, that he saw nothing and had heard nothing
a voucher of their ability to do this work. This is not a which justified him in believing tbat the hon member for
matter of yesterday or of lest week. The land subsidy West Toronto (Mr. Beaty) was dealing unfairly or dishon-
has been a matter standing now for nearly one year. orably by hiecolleagues onthe board. The charge, if it meant
And I can well understand the objection of the member for anything, meant that he was so dealing diihor.orably, and
Marquette (Mr. Watson) in regard to this matter being put therefore, I think,we may take the statement of the leader of
beyond the control of this Parliament absolutely. e has the Opposition as the best answer, so far as the evidence
shown no indication of wishing to delay the matter, or even goese, to that statement made in the first instance. Then,
opposition to the present promoters of the road, but instead Sir, the next statement we have is that the member for
he has been anxious that the matter should not be indefi. West Toronto (Mr. Beaty) was waited upon by a couple of
nitely delayed. The hon. member for Richmond and Wolfe gentlemen-if one may use that term in referring to either
(Mr. Ives) has well asked what the stock amounts to. Stock, of them-in relation to this matter, and that they offered a
indeed, in the hands of inexperienced mon, stock that is not contract to the member for West Toronto (Mr. B aty) as
all paid for, amounts to very little so far as finishing the president of this railway, and that he insisted as a
road is concerned, but. it may amount to considerable, and condition precedent to anything being done that pro-
it has beeu shown in this instance to amount to considerable, vision should be made for some $650,000 to go te
in blocking the railway. The air brake is a very useful him, who, in that letter, was described as "ths boy."
thing indeed on a railway after it is constructed, but brakes Now,Sir, these two gentlemen-these twopersons -Mr. Pew,
and delays are very little use until the railway is constructed. and his clerk, I believe, McConachie, who masqueraded
If I heard rightly, an attempt has been made to intimate for the moment in the character of a millionaire-those
that the leader of the Opposition considered the grants two persons, whose statement, if made in the most
to this railway too large. I understood him to saj formal way against that hon. member or any hon. gentle.
nothing of the kind. I believe he did offer some man as a mere verbal statement, I venture to sy no man
objection to the large bonding power, but not to the in this Rouse who knows them would take. Mr. Pew is
grant given to the railway, and what weight the argument well known by his connection with the Manitoba and South
of the Minister Public Works had in answer to the Leader Western, and his conduct in connection with that road, the
of the Opposition, that much larger grants were given to revelations made in the courts, and the expressions used
the Canadian Pacifie Railway, I canot understand. It is toward him by the judges, ail show that he is not a man
well within his knowledge, as it is within the knowledge of upon whose statement, in relation to a matter of this
every hon. member of this louse, that there are single kind, any gentleman should be put on hi& trial.
miles of the Canadian Pacifie Railway which cost more to And, Sir, the hon. member for King's (Mn. Woodworth),
construct than fifty miles of this road, because we have in the af ter reading Mr. McConachie's letter in another place
drawback against this undortaking, in the cost of the aban - -and I may say we have bee referring all evening not
doned grade, an indication of the cost of grading, of about strictly within the rules of Parliament to what bas been
82,000 a mile. It seems that during the enjqyment of these going on in another place-after reading this statement of
privileges and powers, absolutely nothing has been done Mr. MoConachie, read what he said was going to be con-
b the company towards the construction of the railway. firmatory evidence of that statemont, in the form of a letter

e were informed this afternoon that not a single ehovel from Mr. Beaty hiinself. What wa that letter? Oertainly
of earth has been turned over, and I think it is high tirge not a letter demanding any $650,000; not a letter demand.
we should have some definite proQf cf the ability of the com- ing any advantage- for himself or his copany, but a
pany te carry forward this most desirable undertaking, or distinct statemèet'that the company should be kpt distinct
failing thaâ, wi should put the chàrter in the harids of m.n fom the, contrabtørs-that the odtëratdreshould 'build
who will baid it, 'he tailway, and that the only objeot -tb h lh
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in view was the construction of the railway. That
was the statement made in that letter, a reasonable
letter-a letter which any president of a railway com-
pany might write to any person with the most perfect
innocence and propriety-might write to any person pro-
posing to become a contractor for the construction of a
railway in which lis company was interested. That was
the evidence given in proof of this statement of Mr. Pew,
sustained as it was by this Mr. McConachie. Well, Sir,
that is one disclosure which we have heard tonight. Then
we had another statement which was that the member for
West Toronto, as president of this company, was willing to
enter into a contract with Mr. Macdonald, who, I believe,
was the contractor in the original Souris and Rocky Moun-
tain Railway, and who is to-day, I believe, very properly a
claimant under this particular arrangement for work done
on some fifty miles of that railway in grading it. Well,
Sir, that particular contract simply showed that Mr. Mac.
donald was to build the railway, and the company were
to have out of the proceeds of the bonds and subsidies and
grants given to them, 81,500 a mile which was to go to the
ordinary operations of the company-not to the member
for West Toronto (Mr. Beaty)-but to the ordinary
operations of the company connected with the equip-
ment of the road, the working and running" of the
road, and all the incidents which everyone knows
are connected with a railway after it passes from the
hands of the contractor into the hands of the company.
Anyone who knows anything of railways knows that there
are enormous expenses connected with the construction of
railways after they have passed from the hqnds of the con
tractors into the hands of the company. That was the pro-
posal made; what was there wrong in it? Nothing wrong
of any kind-nothing justifying the expressions used by hon.
gentlemen opposite about disclosures, as if there were some-
thing which had beon proved against the hon. member for
West Toronto which would not only justify the refusal of
this charter to him, but justify lis expulsion from this House,
if these statements were exactly as they were put by hon.
gentlemen opposite, rather by suggestion and insinuation,
rather by the use of the expression "after the disclosures
we have heard," than by any specific charge thoy have von-
tured to make. Now, Sir, these are the disclosures about
which we have heard so much. Then, the hon. gentleman
wbo has just sat down said that a form of contract had been
submitted to the Railway Committee, but that it was so
utterly insufficient, so utterly unworthy of credit, that
the hon. gentleman who leads the House at this moment
was unable to read the name attached to it. Well,
I remember being up in West Northumberland, I think,
when the first election took place of the hon. gentle-
man who now represents that constituency in this
House. There were a number of my old friends there.
I remember one of them showing me a letter written
to him urging him strongly to suppoi t the liberal candidate,
and asking me whom the letter came from. I said I could
not make out the signature; the letter was thon passed
around the room, but no one could make it out; and thon
it came ont that it was the signature of the hon. member
for West Durham. Yet nobody would say for a moment
that because there was a difflcalty in making out lis signa-
ture, therefore hLe is a most insignificant person, who is
not to be considered in any matter in which he may be
interested. That is the newest doctrine I have bard, that
the difflculty of reading a signature is proof that the signer
is unworthy of credit or consideration; and yet that is
the argument put forth to prove that this form of contract
submitted to the committee was unworthy of consideration.
Thon, Sir, we are told that it is unworthy of a member of
Parliament to be connected with railways that receive sub.
sidies from the Government. Well, Sir, that is a broad
question, a large uestion one that may fairly be dealt

with on its merits. It has not been held to be unworthy
in the past, at any rate, and no hon. gentleman has
a right to charge any bon. member with unworthiness,
with disgracing his position, or with bringing the
character of Parliament in contempt, because he does that
which members of Parliament, up to this time, have been
doing with the most perfect impunity. I reterred in
another place to a remarkable illuitration which we have
at this moment before Parliament; I mean the Hudson Bay
Railway Company, of which the hon. member for Selkirk,
Mr. Sutherland, is the president. That hon. gentleman is
in England at this moment promoting that railway. That
railway has received large subsidies from the Government
-larger subsidies, I am inclined to think, than any of the
other branch railways-double the area in land of any other
branch railway that has been subsidised in the North-West.
Its president, who is a member of this House, is an hon.
gentleman, who is not a friend of the Government, who was
elected as an opponent to the Government. I made this
statement in another place, and the hon. member for North-
umberland thought he had me; in fact, he has told me two
or three times, in his own good natured way, that he had a
fair shot at me when he pointed ont that Mr. Sutherland's
conduct in the House indicated that he had been infiaenced
somewhat by the fact that he was the presiient of a com-
pany which had been the recipient of a largo subsidy
from the Government. That hon. gentleman has not been
in this House during this Session except two or three
times; although, I venture to think, that his constituents
feel that ho is employed muoh more in their interests in
England than if he were here. But he was in this House
last Session at times. He did not vote very often, it is
true; he was away a good deal, I believe, in connection
with this enterprise. The only party vote I have been able
to find at which h e was present, on the 10th of April,
was a direct vote of want of confidence in the Gcvernmont
in amendment to going into C>mmittee of Supply, and the
hon. gentleman on that occasion voted with the Opposition
against the Government. That is the only vote he gave
last Sessison of a party character. He voted two or three
times on question on which the votes were scattered,
members on both sides being si mixed up that one could
not tell from their votes their party proclivities.

Mr. MITCH ELL. Does not that rather sustain my posi-
tion that he did not often vote against the Government.

Mr. WHITE (Cardwell). He voted against the Govern.
ment whenever fie was here, except in connection with
Pacifie Railway matters; and if hon. gentlemen opposite
are prepared to say that Mr. Sutherland, whom they sup-
ported at the last election, whom they did their very best
to elect, and upon whom when in power they lavished ail
kinds of favors, is a man who sold himself, prostituted his
position and violated his pledges to his constituents, for the
sake of a subsidy, lot them say so; yet that record of last
year romains. Well, Sir, what have we been doing ? Have
we been saying, in conn.ection with the Hadson Bay Rail-
way, that we regard it aisomething to be deprecated and
opposed, that a member of Parliament should be a member
of a railway company receiving subsidies from the Govern-
ment? Why, Sir, so far from that, Mr. Sutherland has
sent to this country from England a cablegram in which he
asked certain amendments to be made to his charter in
order that ho may more successfully float his scheme-a
scheme based upon those subsidies; and this louse las
actually suspended its raies in order that the petition in
favor of those amendments may be reeived, and that the
necoessary Bill may be carried through, so little does this
flouse consider it derogatory to a member of Parliament
to be president of a railway company receiving a subsidy
from the Government. I think, therefore, judging from
the conduct of this Parliament, I may fairly saythat there
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Sno gihiid théattacoks made on thei hon. member for iven as the road is constructed, from time to tin on
Wst Toronto. fed mileage. Under those ciroumataneos, the, subsiy

which we give l one that must be earnédbOejfio a be
Mr. h, Ch. received. It cannot be tramcked jn,ezoopt t
Mr. WHITÉ (Cardwell). Not a bit of ground; and if of the construction of the road; and thec .onstruction of the

the hon. gentleman whose pure soul I know is terribly road is what is desired, when this Parlikmài g¥ » Wab.
horrined at the ides of a publie man making the lightest sidy. Is there anyone opposed to the grantîng of a subpidy
use of his publio position for his private objects-if the towa'ds this redad? Ndbodyr, I hae hekrdh ¥enitefred
bon. gentleman says so, I am bound to accept hie statement, to sMy the GOVern idtt did *ot det wiàely tt it til
but f yould hardly have expected him to say so, from hie subsidy. Hverybody admits the rôad rta ê iiu
general ides how public companies are organised and Vqrried portant sectin of the ootn , itud thdreRe 1v
Que subsidisd and asited out thfe MMio d in. W Mà9W

had votes from th'e l e of Maà'tob, ?d Nfok krtdibr
MrMITRHEL. That is a wóndèrful statement, I can of Parliament on bdth sides, lu ihvor of ll a sibs.

hesaoely goasp it. &at0 it plainly. There is noqueistion whatevér about th t; ra #In
rÈ'. WHTI (Oardwell). If the hon. gentleman wants great it in sueh s 1 ay that nh one tigle ace *ifb.

my reaon , I will give it. Au hon. gentleman who has t given until ifty miles df the. röt he 1i l,
in thisRo uge for sessions past, who ha madé use of his le only way l which trer okog dat thke $t
position in this Houe against a pulic eorporation in th in referu the charter ie on i e of
countryand who has openly avowed that he ha done it
because the manager of that corporation did not pay him of railway connection under thefixc agsed tob
the sum that h. thought his services to that corporation Parliament. W. are told, however, thki t niere of Parlia-
were worth, it does not suit that hon. gentleman well to ment ought not lu any way to be i n a i rþay
assume the high> toue he has taken aI exhibit the p charters. There are more *ays than one l which a
soul he has exhibited to-day.meniber of Parliament may be mnterested in a railway co

to-day. pration. Suppose we declare that members shyll n
Mi. MTITCHELL. I am glad the hon. gentleman has eo luterested. I know there have be n casçu¿n ch

got Ïðrmething specific. Go on, now. prominent membere of Parliament wero counsel for railwAy
corporations. I know that preéident ofimporat railway

Mr. WHITE (Cardwell). Then, the hon. member for corprations in England have announced the opinions theyWest Durham (Mr. Blake) was good enough to say what had rom counsel in Canada, members of Prliament, ad
we had to guard against in this connection was the over- even declared the amont, $2,0Ô0, which theyaid for the
charging of these railways vith capital aocount, and in opinion. Tira, cf couree, would not inftuence tie particular
donsequence the im*posing on the pe3plé too high t4riffs i gentleman who receit'ed it in his parliamentary cours%
order to meet thliese charges. Wiat is the fact? The first, althohgh it may be regarded as a someivh t signiHcant fsp
the ofily fzed :cbarge, practically, on thesé railay corpo- that everything tie cororation oppo.ed ii Parliambut that
râtIons, ie the bonded debt. Parliament fixe lie limitation hon. entlemu opiposed as well. I d iot isy tetwo
of the amounf of thé bonded debt, and in this case, if I thingà are in a.ny way connected, but if I re dposed
reinember rightly, the bonded débt was liinited to $20,000 to deal with the question in the spirit of hongent.lemeí
a mile. opposité, I might assume that what ls possible idust be

)Mr. BtaAKE. Put on another nyve. true. I might very well connect the two things tqggeher,
and point out that a prokih'ent member of this Koau

Mr. WHITE (Cardwell). Whether the amount be $20,00 cud be cniectod Wit ad inflemeiidedb a ra tie cor-
or $25,0O0, the argument is preoisely the sanie. The hon poration ted à fly and nas w ell b if his I werMoi-
gentleman, as a member of thise House, has, if I mistake tie chtte sud he was gtting advantageà as e result od
not, hot offered any opposition to tis amount. it is quite hie nanra being in th hir aater.
true, the hon. gentleman is a methber dif the Railway
Cortmittee, but he hs practically abdicated his function as ADERKIN. By printing contraots for.inse.
a meniber of the committée, unless thérè is a pa'rty Mr. WHITE (Cardwell). In this patouà1 c#so *hå
advantâge to bô gained, for we have never the advantage we have to do is to see, if possible, that this rai1* f
of seeing hlm at the meetings, except when an oppôrtunity built. I believe its constrqction would aye been com-
presenta itaelf for party advantage, and the he alwaye inenced before this, but Éor thé preliminary charge *Dot
turne up. But it was his business to attend the meetinA the road for the fifty miles of grading done on the 'pqW
of the comitnittee and oppose this amount being fixed, if aie ind Rhcky Mounhtin Rallway. It is a ser eu mater- t ask
thought it wae too high. It was níd oþposed, it was gtanted pontractors or caàitalistè to enter upon as enterpri e otius
by the Railway Committee without opposition; it was kind with a first charge upon it of $100,000 to $125,000 for
assented to by Parliament withùut oppodition, and ther.- which they received nothing, since it is not as if ths road
fore it is the limit fixed by Parliament, to which the fixed had been graded on flie present line and the company were
charges on thiat railway can be raised. It is therefore to getie advantäge of 1he work.doie, but th.eyave toPay
simp childish t talk about our having to be careful abbut the amount on a piece of road which they are not permitted
the fixedcharges, in view of the fet that they are within to use at ail. That has béen one of tie ' ulties to b. ooör.
the purview of Parliament, thtI they hav been liked by tended with. The Railwsy Committie poporly determined
Parliament, and niay be guarded by Parliamert in that thesh people eoudbe paid, s reported o this
the future. Then, as to the grant of subéidy by thé House, sud this cousé is now askedaimply hiis: t ou,-
Government. There is not a dollar of subsidy granted by tain neotIations hàving takn l certain r
the Govbrnment or ans aer of land, Which is not dependent hi9ing benmade in the negohiatlonefr theor
on the oonstructioù of the railehy. Why db we give a df the ro*d, w. shll iot itereupt cthose
grant ? We giv-e it that the peope in that district may at auy rate, a rasonabe tii. lai elapse4 u whic it may
have the advantage if a railway runting through it; and be showin that they are nògtiations looking to the coo-
in this particular cas *e have declared that not au acre of tiuoction of the ralway or tha they are nôt of a serjoqs
land nhait be givén befoe fifty milek of the i-oad are con- oharacter. If we find th thth oompany are unable te pon-
etreeted, and thentihe bance of the subsidy hail only be stiot the railway if we find "at the president i unable
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to submit a substantial contract for its construction, the this louse should be a member of any company, whether it
Government may be empowered to incorporate any other is a railway company, a newspaper company or any other
oompany that may undertake to build it. 1 wibh mo!t sin- company, that receives public aid from this House. I
oerelyf could feel certain that in that event another cor- believe the principle has a tendency to demoralisation. I
poration would come forward to build the railway. do not say that it always produces such results, but I do

say that it bas the appearance of evil and should be
lr. MITCHELi. Amen. shunned. It matters not to me whether some mem-

Mr. WHITE (Cardwell). I fear very much that the bers on this side of the House in the last fifty
result of the defeat of this measure, whether it be defeated years have chanced to be directors of a railway company.
here or by the failure of the hon. gentleman (Mr. Beaty) to I do not admire the principle any more for that, and it is

submt hi oontract to the Government by the la t of ane, high time that the people of the country should know who

wil mean the o tponement for a considerable time of the are those in this House who are directors or prosidents of

construction of that road te the serious drawback to that railways. Fancy, for instance, the Minister of Railways
part of the country. In the meantime we ought reason- boing a president of a railway company, being a member

ably to giv to the company the opportunity of submitting of the Govern ment, coming to the Government and asking
to teGovernmont such a contract as wil secure tei con- them to aid that railway scheme. Why, in the noon-day of
stioo the nt road, and thus secure to the people of that the nineteenth century, it wouldappear improbable that, in astrutienofth ahppo British House, a member of the Government should be found
section the advantage of its construction. so barefaced and so shameless as to come to Parliament,

Mr. LANDERKIN. Before the motion is carried, I where he was a member of the Government, and ask for aid
would like to make a few observations. I may say at the to a railway in where he was interested. The principle will
outset'I am satisfied the practice of members of this House lead to nothing but demoralisation. It will lead the people
acting as presidents or contractors of railways, in contrary of this country to look at this House as being composed of
to the true spirit of the Independence of Parliament Act. I placemen, who are sitting lere and are maintained bere by
believe the time has arrived in the history of this country the public money. It is a position that is beneath the
when sach a state of things shall not be permitted longer to dignity of this louse. Since this matter came up, a serious
exist. The bon. the Minister of the Interior says, question bas arisen in connection with it, and I have looked
înd ho no doubt well knows, that it may be possible through theI "Parliamentary Companion " and ascertained
for members in the House, whose names do not appear how the House is composed. It may not be a pleasing duty,
as contractors in railway companies, to evade the law. it may be a disagreeable duty, but I feel it is a duty I
He, I suppose, states of his own experience in connection owe to myself to state what is there stated by the
with the Gazette Printing Company that it ia possible fcr members, I suppose, in giving their reports to
him not to appear as a member of that company, when every the author of this book ; and I flnd that we
person in this country feels and believes that ho is. He is have in this House a great many who are connected
but speaking his own experience that, while he is able to with different railways in this country, and I regret to say
roceive public money as sitting in this House, ho is able to there are a great many there who have come to this House
render nugatory the Independence of Parliament Act and and asked for public money to aid the railways with which
draw large sums of money for work which lie las never they were connected. It is a direct blow, a direct violation

performed. Now, with that allusion to that hon. gentleman, of the independence of Parliament. It ia as much so as the
Ivwill proceed to state that the system pursued by the Gov- case of a member of a printing company or a newspaper
erninent of Ontario in constructing the great network of company who manages to evade the Independence of Parha-
railways that permeates every part of the Province of On- ment Act by keeping his name out of the company, though
tario las been very different to that which has been pursued he says it eau be done. He knows it can be done, and the
in regard to Manitoba. Is there any man in this House people of the country know it can be done, and know it has
who has studied the railway system that was inaugurated been done, and that public money las been paid to that
by my hon. friend the leader of the Opposition in the year gentleman and the firm to which lie belongs, for work he
1871, who will stand up to-day and state upon his reputa- never performed. Prices fourteen times higher than should
tion that the money that was then appropriated forrailway have been paid, were paid to that member and his firm for
aid was not judicious, and that it has not been well ex. printing on behalf of this fouse. I have looked through
pended? this list and I will let you know what I find. I find that

the member for West Toronto (Mr. Beaty) is a president of
Mr. MoÇALLUM. For political purposes. a railway company, and that that company has received a

large grant of land from the Government of this country.
Mr. LANDERKIN. I would like to know if the bon. I think that is indecent. Can it be said they have no rail-

member for Monck (Mr. McCallum) can state one single way men in Manitoba ? Can it be said that, from one end
instance where an appropriation ias been made without its to the other of this broad Dominion, there are no men
being submitted toe Parliament. It las been in the public capable of building a railway, that there are no railway
interest ; it has been expended in the public interest; contractors, that they have to go to West Toronto, and get
it has contributed to the development and to the a lawyer, who perhaps does not know a railway locomotive
welfare of the Province of Ontario very materially. There from a steamboat, to go there and construet their railway;
is scarcely a county that has not been aided, and with all and the Government find this a pressing emergency when
the progress and the enterprise which has characterised the this Bill cannot be delayed any longer, though I believe the
Administration in the Province of Ontario ever since the charter was granted three years ago, and, in order to get
hon. the leader of the Opposition inaugurated that system, this layer to teach the railway men how to build railways
it has been marked by progress, and they have had railways in the North-West, they grant him this money. ie will be
built, long linos of railways stretching from one portion of a pretty independent man. fIe wili be most likely to vote
the country to the other, which have received aid from the against the motion of my hon. friend from Northumberland.
Province and have been a great benefit in developing it. I He received 6,400 acres per mile for building this road. He
state here in my place in the House that I do not believe has never built any of the road yet, althoughi he is a lawyer
that the principle is right of allowing members of this and gets great credit for his efforts on behalf of this road, and
House to act as directors of railways that approach this we have it stated to-day that he had not put in one spade
jUouse for ublic aid. I do not believe that any gentleman in in the construction of this road. We find that he i associ.

ir. WwTz (Cardwell).
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ated with other members in this House. It is really an
alarming state 'of things that railway men are so scarce in
this country, and that there is not enough enterprise out-
side of this flouse, but that they are obliged to come into
this House to get gentlemen to construct these railways.
When they built the Canadian Pacifie Railway, did they
take members in this House to construct the railway?
Did not that road go speedily enough to suit the country?
Did they then plead that it was a necessity, that they could
not get anyone outside of the House to build that railway ?
That great railway they gave to gentlemen outaide this
House, but- in this instance they are obliged to act in the
interests of Manitoba. The hon. member for Perth (Mr.
Hesson) spoke of the burning necessity of that road, and
of the commendable enterprise manifested by the member
for West Toronto in going up into the North-West and
building that road for these people. They knew nothing,
apparently, about building railways, and were obliged to
come to the hon. member for West Toronto, to take a law-
yer to construct the road. Now bas it not a peculiar look
about it?

Mr. MITCHELL. It looks funny.

Mr. LANDERKIN. The hon. member has associated
with him the member for Contre Toronto (Mr. Hay). Well,
it is very nice to see the members for Toronto West and
Centre united and pressing together so energetically in
getting railway facilities for Manitoba. They have asso-
ciated with them the member for Bonaventure (Mr. Riopel),
the member for Rimouski (Mr. Billy), and I believe the
member for Pictou (Mr. Tupper) is also on that board.
Well, it is a gratifying thing to the people of Manitoba to
know that there are such benevolent members in this House
who are prepared to sacrifice their comforts to construct
railways for the people of Manitoba, and who receive 6,400
acres of land per mile, when the construction of it, perhaps,
is not worth more than 640. Why, in Ontario there
were many railways where the engineering difficulty was
very much greater, and where the obstacles were very
much greater, as in the case of the Stratford and Lake
Huron Railway, which was built for something like $3,000
a mile.

Mr. IVES. Tell us what the rails cost.
Mr LANDERKIN. If the hon. member for Richmond

and t olfe will bear with me, I will come to him presently.

Mr. IVES. But tell us what the rails and the ties cost
that were put on this $3,000 a mile railway?

Mr. MITCHELL. Dry up, Ives. Give him a chance.

Mr. LANDERKIN. I will tell you just as much about
rails and ties before I am done, as you will want to hear.

Mr. IVES. You don't know anything about it. You
know more about physie.

Mr. LANDERKIN. The hon. gentleman says I know
mothing about it. The hon. member knows about cattle,
because he as a ranche down in Texas. He is one of these
patriots.

Mr. IVES. Now he is going to be amusing.

Mr. LANDE RKIN. He is one of those patriots, one of
those loyalists-

Mr. IVES. Who don't take up land in the North West.

Mr. LANDERKIN. Now, Mr. Speaker, I must condemn
this. I do not care who the man is, I condemn that prin-
ciple, I believe it tends to demoralise this Legislature ; I
believe it tends to degrade this Legislature. I findagain

that' the hon. member for North Hastinga, who is the
Minister of Customs in this House, thought it not beneath
him to approach this Legislature fbr a railway of which h.
was president, the North Hastings Railway which retelved
fron this House 81,500 a mile, or $10,500.

Mr. BOWELL. The hon. gentleman should stick a mnar
to the truth as possible. I was president of that rond four
or five years ago. Ihave had nothing to do with it for that
length of time, neither do I own a single dollar's worth of
stock at the present moment.

Mr. LANDERKIN. We may just as well take the state-
mente as they fly.

Mr. BOWELL. I admit I was president of the road, but
not when that application was made.

Mr. LANDERKIN. I get my information fron the
"IParliamentary Companion," and the hon. gentleman when
he stands up-

Mr. BOWELL. I know the hon. gentleman dos not
wish to misrepresent me. I stated that when that applica.
tion was made to the Grand Trunk on behalf of that oom.
pany for aid, in order to enable them to complete it, I had
nothing whatever to do with that road, and have not had for
some years. I think the "Parliamentary Companion" says
I was, not that I am.

Mr. MITCHELL I notice yon helped the Grand Trunk.

Mr. BOWELL. Yes; and I will be glad to do so again.

Mr. LANDERKIN. I want to put this matter right.
I do not want to be accused by any member of this House
as standirg up and making statements that are untrue. I
do not care who the member is, I want him to understand
I am not in the habit of doing so. I read my information
from the "Parliamentary Companion :"

" Ho was for eight years Grand Master of the Provincial Granl Lodge
of Orangemen, is president of the Belleville and North Hasting Rail-
way, waa editor and proprietor of the Belleville daily and wekly
Intelligencer newspaper for a lengthened period."

But it appears that he has not discovered the way to utilise
it like the Minister of the Interior, who was younger in the
House, but older in the arts. Well, the hon. nernber for
Pontiac (Mr. Bryson) is a director of the Pontiac and Pacifie
Junction Railway. I see he is not in the House, but I
would not fear to make the statement if he were here. I
make it from the "Parliamentary Companion," and I pre.
same he is responsible for the statements contained therein.
That road received $3,200 per mile, or a total of 8272,000.
I would like to know how he votes. I understand that his
father Is a good Reformer, that his brother is a good
Reformer, and I will leave it to you, Mr. Speaker, to this
House and the country to say whether this has anything t
do with the way ho votes. The hon. gentleman for Wes-
moroland (àr. Wood) is Preaident of the Caraquet Railway.

Mr. BLAKE. Gloucester.

Mr. LANDERKIN. He reeeived $3,200, or a total of
$76,800. Now, I do not say that this is all that haa been
voted to that railway, but that i all that was voted in one
year. I see that the Secretary of State, the member for
Terrebonne, is also director of a railway, and I presume that
he will look after the interests of that railway.

Mr. MITCHILL. fe is getting a pretty good slie of
that railway.

Mr. LANDE RKIN. I se. that the 'hon. member for
Staustead (Mr. Colby)-and it is a strong sense cf public
duty that leada me to speak of thishon. member, for I
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have the hjghest rmepect for him-I ani sorry to see that
he-acts a dit:ector of a railvay that has received public
ai(, though, I willnot say that thie ralway for which he is
aofing re4eUie aid fnow heis adirector of the Massawippi
.1hlway, a-nd ofthe Waei:Ioo and Mlagog Railway that have
got public money, but I have n 6ot h time to search the
ra4-k * sids ail t hre , nor do I know that these
raijr sie 4ow gstiRa .. I nd that my hon. friend
froam, h sbicoke(Mr. f > is proside. of thie Maawippi
Rilwq4,aad he is a direetor of the Quebec Central. I fnd
that in 1884 this House voted to tlat railw&y 41,200,

IfY-EL That is only en instalment.

Mr. LANDERKIN. I think that the hon. member for
WrbQokeshses ince been more solid than h. used to be.

I find that the hon. member for Centre Toronto (Mr.
Hay)-I have the greatest respect for that gentleman. Ie
ooiayiyshouldknow better, because he was brought up a
goefWmorebut when they get out of the ranks, how soon
they get into ways that are dark-I se that ho ie director
of the Credit Valley Railway.

MI, SIY. TOnk years ago.

4r.,ADMEEIN. NQw I will speak of the hon. mem-
becyfor Rigkhîeed and Wolfe (Mr. Iqes), he was a director,
aR-"te& in tjie "IlerliaAmentary Compaeion," of thel Inter-
national Railway, and received a very modest amount. HRe
received in a year only $110,000.

Mr. IVES. I do not want to interrupt the hon. gentlemen's
story, but I neer was a director of the International
Railway.

î&. LANDERIN. Thon you had botter change the
"-Compation." You had botter get out of that company
ahogether. I am very glad t bat you, Mr. Deputy Speaker, are
in the Jhair because I an going to refer to the Speaker of
the House. The hon. member for Frontenac, I observe, is a
direetoer of the Ringston and .Perabroke Railway, and
rensiwed $,$00 per:mle, amounting to 48,000. I Se othe
ho.;member fer Ottawa (Mr. Mackintosh) ie not left out.
He is president of the Ottawa Colonisation Company and

ngkis BaiLway C ompany and haa received $f00,000.

Xr. MCKINTOSI, I nevr got one dollar; I am sorry

M. &NDiER-EIN. It was voted to the hon, gentleman.
1# may4be ail spent by thie time,and I will give the hon.
gew#&maneredit ihr his statement that he has not a do1ar
ofitinew. j-Mme new to-the hen. member for Compton,
thensrofRaiways. Ho ispresident of the Interna.
tionaliway, which ruan from Montreal thron h the State
of-Maine. T Wonder bow ti h bon. member for North Perth
and1he hon. imember fer North Huron like the idea of ourl
mensa belag spent in the Biate of Maine, in order to make
the niâter of Raiways probably a millionaire. Those
hon. Zenlemenwil goe nd talk to the farmers about how
they are abused and about how thxey stood up for the
farmers; nevertheless they assisted in granting that sum
tlhthoMinist« QC2iw&ys iand theo member for Richmond
aed Weib. The momber for Compton received in one

iaw)fia,008, sodonbt principally to be expended in the
afMlis. lu aniother year he had voted, and I believe

bodi thes. h.genklJemen voted for i, $170,000 a year for
fifteen years, s&talef «21550,00.

ýJir.,-H&JLW. DÎ4 ony hon. gontiemnan on the. OppooL-
tion ide of theHoue vote for that grant?

Mr. LA.NDERKIN. I pitiy them if they did. The Hud.1
son Bay Railway has been spoken of by the inister of thei

Mr. l .a .

Interior. That appears to be a national raßlway. It is
projected by a gentleman who lives in Maeltoba; hehas git
the money, and I hope that hon. gentleuwn will.not allow
any grant that bas been made to that raßwaytg chagg his
principles. He is doing a great work for thQcO 0t, as
the Minister of the Interior bears testimony, and I hope is
will romain solid, although ho gets ai to complete a
national undertaking. I see the hon. member for Albert
(Mr. Wallace), ie director of theb Abe&t Southern Railway.
I do not suppose it bad any in.duece upo him; ho is gen-
erally pretty stable. I do not see the naine of the hpn.
member for West York (Mr. Wallace) figuring in conne«,
tion with railway companies, but ho is president of the
York Farmers' Colonisation Company, and I suppose that
is somethiug about as handsome as a railway grant. I see
the member for North Renfrew (Mr. White) is d.irectQr of
the Pontiac and Pacific Junction Railway Company.

Mr. MITCHELL. That is a fat thing.

Mr. L ANDERKIN. Ho received $32,000- a mila or
8272,000. He is generally pretty solid, and when theAiv-
ision bell rings ho is on hand.

Mr. WHITE (O.y4well). What about -the ho4. niner
for Queen's.

Mr. LANDERKIN. I have only given one instalment,
and I will pot take up the time by going through more
names. The picture is a sad one to contemplate. If the
people really understood the true inwardness of the work-
ing of Parliament they would come to the conclusion that
the members elected come here to serve their own special
interests, and neglect the general interest. Itl is contrary
to the idea of representative government that on almost
every page you find violations of the spirit of te Indepen-
dence of Parliament Act on the part of most of those who
support the Government of the day, and it looks bad. If
the Government felt their responsibility, and had a higher
sense of the dignity and honor devolving on them, they
would not allow their followers to be placed in such a posi.
tion. The dignity and honor and the future of this country
demand that this state of things should cease, and I hope
when the people thoroughly and fully understand the
matter they will put an end to thiaqs4tm, and that at the
close of this Parliament.

Mr. BOWEJL. I desire to acquit the bon, gentleman of
any intention to misrepresent the position I hold in regard
to any railways, because the "Par iamentary Companion,"
eud that for 1885, states that I am connected with a railway;
't says "i presidect of the Belleville and Nerth Hlastings

4Railway." If it had said " was " it would have been strictly
correct. That railway now forma a part of the whole
Midland system and has been owned by and i possession
of the Grand Trunk Railway Company for some years, and
I have had nothing to do with it directly or indirectly since,
nor for some time before it passed into the handa of the
Grand Trunk Railway Company.

Mr. LANDERKIN. You got the money.

Mr. BOWELL. That is not the point. The Grand Trunk
Company bas not accepted the money. I excoeedingly regret
the company did not acoept the money and complete th.
road, extending four or five miles, and connect the Otario
Central with the Midland systom that has been but run-
ning south and eat.

.r. MITCHELL. I rise to a personal explanation. The
Minister of the Interior made some reference to-ji%»e, fi
ho slightly went out of his way, as 1 thought, topreer tg
my conduet in eonnection with the Grand Tsu , a4hpe
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to refer to a debate which I think is entirel ont of place on
tMs oeesson. I lmay amy the hon, gent eman that if he
Wihes to attaek me about ny publi sets or conduct ho

will flnd me ready to meet him et amy time. That hon.
genuteMan has ehosen to ay that I have boasted that I
brought before Parliament a private grievance and asailed
the Grand Trunk because of that-private griavance. I deny
it; it ls not true. I have never done so. I have nover
boasted in this Parliament that I brought theG rand Trunk
before Parliament for the purpose of ventilating any private
grievance I have had with them. That hon. gehteman,
and those who are asociated with him, and the tools of the
Gms4 Trunk in thi"ßoene and elewjherg,-w-

Som hon, MMiIJKRS. Order, or4ei.

* 36r. IITCHELL. You but up with your orer. N eas
chosen to try to assil me because I had independençe
enough, wàen the Grand Trunk Compay Attenap4d to
override this House, when the hon, gentleman pr.ai4ng
over w4t ho professed to, oa1 the lesding 9rge.,-,.

Some hon. MEMBERS. Order, order.

Mr. MITCHELL. Where am- I out of order ? Let any
of the hon. gentlemen who are cackling behind on the back
benches state where I am out of order. I will keep in order,
and I am in order when I say that the hon. gentleman who
presided over what h. called-

Mir. McCALL UM. I rise to order.
hon. gentleman is in order when he
thio House tools of tb. (çovernment.

Je. BLAKàR
wqre 9akling.

I do npt think the
Oalla the members of

r smid get4t bon. gem4 , bAhind him
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M1r. DEPUTY SPEAKER. The hon. gentleman must Mr. MITCHELL. I would like to see the hon. member
confine himself to a personal explanation. for Cumbedlaad (Mr. Townshend) who is oalling order, come

hown here and face me himself.
Mr. MITCHELL. Yes, the hon. gentleman who poses Mr. PEPUTY SPEAKER. I have asked the hon. gentle-

in a pubhoposition-. ian stêIOOAâe Iiasself to a personal explanatiou.
Jep han,. MELBERS. Order, order.

a.t .ITCHEL -ohoe to estop oat of bis way and
attaek me, who have oeoapied au ladepeadont pusiion in,
this House-

Song hon. MEfBERS. Order, order.

Mr. MITCHELL. If I could get any eyeon the llow
on those back benches who is calling order, I woud deal
wi4h bip. The hon. gentleman bas chpsen to Attack ne
because he says I have introduced into the disumaions of1
this House my personal grievances against a public com-
pany. I challenge h.im to pointout ,rer i hi e ever done
so. I baveknown omaiQns wherehi4 gtlemn a¡i4 the
like of him have attempted-

Mr. DEPUTY SPEAKER. Order. The hon. gentleman
maat4nne kimseif to the<explanation.

jMr. I5ITliKEJ. -I am g ig the explanatio.n, and I
apiaa * t,þ QUge ghlembeIÃ¾eo .lgspiged n--.

,~qar; çI~jr, ohiafr.

Mr. ITEHE4. I am n t going to show any man to
attack me pd impr.te motives to me, and assail my repu-
tatin and pub4c character, a pubio character that stands
as well as that of.any ia in this House. No man lia
going te do that wit uimpunity, and the man who does it
has e it#e what be gets. Isay that whfie that gentleman,
the Minister of the Interior, before ie oecupied that
posion, claired, as ho did, that he presided over the most,

lr. MITCB j.L. I ar dending myself.

Mr. DEPUTY SPEAKER. I do not think you are.
That is the decision of tbe Chair, and I hope the hoi. gentle-
man will accept it. If he bas any personal explanation the
House, I am sure, will lsten to him, but he cannot go be.
yond it.

gr. MITORELL. I m endeavoring to confme myseif
to a persgnal explanation.

:gr. TOWNSEl[bD. I wish to ey that I said nothing
whatever, and while I qnite agree. with those wbo did eal
him lo ordey, I did not yseIf call him to order.

Mr. MITOHELL. I accept the hon. -gentleman's ex-
planation-I was going to say apology, but I thought he
was the hon. gentleman who made the noise. What the
Kinister of the Interior said was this, that I had made use
of my position to assail the Grand Trunk Railway Company
and to gratify personal grievances. He said I boasted in this
louse that I had done so. Now, Sr, I never boasted in
thi House that I had doue so; and I tell that hon. gentle-
man that when he stated that, h. stated what he knew was
not correct, because i had never done so; whatever might
be my private feelings, I had never boasted of it. I have
the courage of the convictions I entertain; and, as I stated,
when he imputes that motive to me, I state to this oluse,
and I am in order in stating, some of the reasons which in-
fiaenced him; and when Mr. Hickson openly threatened this
House and Parliament, and thie country; when h. and hi. off.
eers openly outraged his Parliament-by atealinglegiulation

portant paper-the most important public journal in
-ube-

Some -bu. MMBE1l& Ouder, eqXde,

Xr.4TOlELL,-that that railway compapy...

Mr. DEPUTY SPEAKER. That is not a personal eo.
planation.

Mr. MITCHELL. Exeuse me, Sir, I am in my right.

Some hon. MERMBERS. Order, order; chair, chair.

Mr. MITCHELL. I am in my right. I say that hop.
gentleman has charged me -

SIpme ho. MEMBURIS. Qrçer, rder ; o sWr, chair.

Mr. MITCHELL. That hon. gentleman has chargqd me
with assailing the Grand Trunk Company. He has imputed
motives to me and, Sir, they are not true. He bas charged
me with doing in, my public capacity what I have never
done, but I wili tell you what I have done and what he has
net daredto do, because his bread and butter depended on it.

Some hon.,MEMBERS. Order, order.

Mr. MITCHELL. When the Grand Trunk Com pany
through their president, their active manager, Mr. Hiccson,
wrote a letter threatening this Govern ment and Parliament
three years ago, that if they dared to give legislation to the
Canadian Pacific Railway they would bring condign punish-
ment on the Government, when the hon. member over4there,
the hon. gentleman who poses now as an independent man,
as a member of the Cabinet, did he dare-.--

Some hon. MEMBERS. Order, order.
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through it; when I assailed him and brought him almost to
the bar of the House; and when the Government of the
country had to put a notice on the paper to withdraw the
legislation which he stole through Parliament, that hon.
gentleman who occupies the position of Minister of the
Interior did not dare to resent the insult which was thrown
upon this House.

Some hon. MEMBERS. Order; order.
Mr. MITUHELL. What is out of order ?
Some hon. MEMBERS. Chair, chair.
Mr. DEPUTY SPEAKER. The hon. gentleman can

make a personal explanation.
Mr. M ITCHIELL. I am making a personal explanation,

and I am making a pretty stringent personal explanation,
too. I wish to say one word more.

Mr. DEPUTY SPEAKER. Order, order. The hon'
gentleman will please sit down when the Chair rises. The
hon. gentleman is entitled, as I said before, to make a per-
sonal explanation, but in doing so he is not entitled to make
attacks on others.

Mr. BLAKE. Will the hon. member for Northumber-
land (Mr. Mitchell) allow me to interpose for a moment?
I might suggest to the hon, gentleman, upon whom cer-
tainly a severe attack has been made, that after the ruling
of the Chair, it would perhaps be better that heshould make
his explanation on a motion for adjournment -I have no
doubt any hon. gentleman will move the adjournment of
the debate and give him the opportunity to reply.

Mr. MITCHELL. As, Sir, you have ruled that I can
only confine myseif to a personal explanation, as I thought
I was only doing that, and as it seems to be the impression
that I should not go as far as I am going, I will reserve my
remarks for the present. I want to give this hon. Minister
just a bit of my mind.

Mr. MoCALLUMi. I wish to make a few remarks with
regard to some of the expressions which have been used by
hon. gentlemen opposite. A good deal has been said about
the independence of Parliament. I am a pretty old man,
and I have lived a good while. I have got a good nemory
and I know, Sir, that from 1867 to 1872 these gentlemen on
the other side were then, as they are now, always crying
out for the independence of Parliament. It was one of the
planks in their platform that they should keep the people's
representatives free from favors from the Crown. But, Sir,
when they crossed to the other side they forgot all their
pledges; they scattered their principles to the four
winds of heaven. When they talk aboat the indepen.
dence of Parliament, the electors of the country know
well what they mean. They know they are using that
cry as the means of getting into power. No sooner
did they get into office than they let contracts and gave
employment to members of this House and members of the
Government. They had a contraot with the Speaker in the
Chair, and he farmed it out. Now they tell us about the
independence of Parliament, and that no man should be ai
director of a railway; and the member for Grey (Mr. Land
erkin) spoke to-night about the railway grants in the Pro-
vince of Ontario. The hon. member for Grey spoke aboutc
the purity of the grants to railways in the Province of1
Ontario. I had the honor of a seat in that House at thej
time those grants were made, and they were made on aE
different principle from what the grants have been madei
here. I am sustained in the language I used in this lousei
on former occasions by no less a gentleman than the pre. E
sent Prime Minister of Ontario in reference to those grants.i
How were those grants made? Sandfield Macdonald's1
Government was turned out of power because it gave as .
much as $1,500,000 to aid railways in the thinly settled I1

Mir.faman

districts of the Province; but when the hon. membor for
West Durham came into power, he found that that was not
sufficient to control the House, and he added $400,000 more
to it. He set up $2,000,000 as a bribe, as a railway fund,
and he said: "Send a man to support me, and I will give
him a railway grant." I can remember a few who went
back on their party in order to get railway grants .Now,
there was a difference between the hon. member for West
Durham and myself last year, when I smid that when he
brought down the resolutions, we were to have five days
time to consider them.

Mr. MITCHELL. I rise to a question of order. What
have we to do with all this ancient history of quarrels in
Ontario ten years ago ? I ask the ruling of the Chair.

Mr. SPEAKER. The debate has wandered off a good
deal to the question of the independence of Parliament. I
hope the Ion. gentleman will try to confine himself as much
as possible to the question of the railway charter.

Mr. MoCALLUM. I do not think any action of any
member of this louse in promoting a railwaywill affect his
vote in the flouse. Docs the hon. member for Grey mean
to say that the hon. member for Pontiac, or the hon. membèr
for West Toronto, has been influenced in their votes in this
House by grants given to railways in which they have been
interested ? Does.he mean to say that the action of the
Government in giving lands to assist in the construction
of railways in the North-West has anything to do with the
way hon. members vote in this House ? It is too ridiculous.
If there is anything the so-called Reform party has ad mired
the hon. member for West Durham for, it has been his
action in reference to railway assistance ,becau-e it has had
the effect of controlling the Province of Ontario to this day.
They may talk about the independence of Parliament. If
the House will permit me, I will read the words of the
present Premier of Ontario at the London banquet, where
the leader of the Opposition was called the uncrowned king.
This is what Mr. Mowat said:

" We have been able to maintain the Liberal party in power for thir-
teen or fourteen years, and I rejoice to know that we are not ashamed
of the record, and I do not forget, and the people of this country will
not forget, during that timewe have held the fort, and the Liberal party
has been in power in Ontario, it is owing to our distinguished guest.
fie bas fought the battle by which the Ontario Parliament has held
power, and I am convinced has spared no effort to retain it. He entered
upon that task under circumitances of great discouragement. Our
friend was then a new man in parIiqmentary life. He had opp )sed to
him anold parliamentarian. e had opposed to him the whole Tory
party of this country, and likewise a large portion of the Reform. Mr.
Mackenzie had the affeetion of a large number of the Reformers. Mr.
Blake had to contend with those who had the support of thewholedon-
servative party, and a large section of our own party, but he struggled
with a wisdom and ability that could not be surpassed, and after the
first general election he changed condition with the parties, and he found
himself with a majority in the first instance of one."
There is the point where the Ion. member for West Durham
and I disagree. I said that he made that into a majority
of twenty-five with the railway swag, but he denied it and
said it was nine.

Mr. BLAKE. Nineteen.
Mr. MoCALLUM. I leave you and Mr. Mowat to settle

it between you. Mr. Mowat added :
I But that majority soon became a wise majority under his manage-

ment, and the result waa a trong Government to which we have sue-
eeded."
What does that mean? Does it not mean that the majority
jumped to the side the corn was on ? That is the way the
so called Reform party in the Province of Ontario has been
able to bold that Province for some time. But that is
nothing new to those hon, gentlemen. When on that
side of the House from 1867 to 1872 they talked
about purity, but when they get over here it was corrup-
tion in many branches of the public service, and the eles-
tors of this country know it. They used to cry that the
Conservative party of this country was corrupt, but when
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the Grit Government went before the electors in 1878, the3
were soon turned out. When we come to th
question before the House, I say the hon. member for Wes
Toronto has been laboring hard in this matter; ho ha
given two years of his valuable time, and spent som(
money, and what has ho got in return ? Re has go
$380,000 of the old stock, on which 10 per cent. has beex
paid. Can any man tell me of the first subscribed stock o
any railway in this country, except the Canadian Pacific
Railway, which is worth 2 cents on the 81 to-day. I d
not know of one except thé Canadian Pacific Railway. ThE
hon. member for West Toronto (Mr. Beaty) has spent tw<
years of valuable time and some money in crossing to Eng
land, going to the United States several times, and working
up this scheme to a certain point. Hon. gentlemen say he
should not have an hour's delay, but that we should cut of
his head at once. But, why this precipitated action
Have we not the authority of the Government that if he
does not show his ability to go on with the work by the
month of June, the Government will charter another com-
pany to construct the road ? Should we not give the hon
gentleman another chance, now that it appears there is
every probability of a company being secured by him who
will build the road. I am not going to go back on the
interests of that section, simply because there happons
to be a difference of opinion between the hon. member for
West Toronto (Mr. Beaty), and the hon. member for King's
(Mir. Woodworth). Let them settle their own difficulties,
1 have nothing to do with them. What I look to is the
construction of this railway, and I intend to give my vote,
un the interest of the country, in the way I think best cal-
culated to secure its construction. Hon. gentlemen
opposite raise the saine cry to-day about the independence
of Parliament and the purity of elections that they did
formerly when in opposition, but they showed their bands
afterwards, and they are at the saine business now. The
electors of the .country know what they were before and
what they may expect of them now, and have no con-
fidence to-day any more than they had formerly, because
these hon. gentlemen have been tried by the people and
found wanting. I remember that hon. gentlemen opposite,
when in opposition in former years, stated that they eould
not get through the corridors with contractors and expec
tant contractors, but the right ion. the First Minister, then
member for Kingston, kept the contractors in the corridors.
He did not do, as hon. gentlemen opposite did, take them into
the flouse, and put a contractor in the Speaker's chair.
That is the difference between the two parties.

Mr. CAMERON (Huron). As this is an important
question and the hour is late I beg to move the adjournment
of the debate.

Mr. MITCHELL. Before the debate is adjourned, I wish
to make a few observations in relation to a personal matter,
which I was prevented from making by the Deputy Speaker-
a few minutes ago. If I understood the Minister of Interior
rightly, he went out of his way to make a personal attack
on myself, by stating that I had made use of my position
and boasted of it in this fouse, to punish the manager of the
Grand Trunk Railway Company for a personal grievance.
Whatever my motives may have been, that is a matter for
myself, and not for the hon. gentleman who made a personal
reference to me. I never boasted in this fouse of doing
what the hon. gentleman stated I did. It is true that on
one occasion, in the Railway Committee, that gentleman,
aided and abetted by some others whowere only too ready
to help him, who were the partisans of the Grand Trunk
.Railway, and whom I charged at the time with being
partisans of the Grand Trunk .Railway, did try to fix upon
me that my motives for attacking the Grand Trunk Rail-
way policy were of a personal character.

Mir POE, Har, hoa.

v Mr. MITCHELLU The hon. gentleman sys ' hear, hoau.
M r. POPE. And yen have said it twenty times yourseltL

t
Mfr. MITCHELL& I tell the hon, gentleman, too, ho may

o juet as well keep quiet about me. Whatever my motive
,t may have been that is for myseif to consider. I have nover
rdenied, and I do not new deny that I have receivod from

,f lhe general manager of' the Grand Trunk IRailway troatmont
0which is unjtist and dishenest, and that I told hum that I

0 would have satisfaction out of hum, and I have iad it in
0 many ways, but I have nover boastod in the House that I

would, in my position bere, have satisfaction out of him.
-Whatever 1 may have done outside, 1 arn responsible for net
to this House, not to the Ministor of the. Intorior, not to tho
Minister of Railways; and the Ministor of Interior had no

y right to assail me in the way he did.
M 1r. POPE. Yeso ho had.
Mr. MITCHELL. Iîsay ho had not.
M 1r. SPEAKER. Order.

* Mr. M[TCHELL. I know people not to butellth truth
some limes.

Mr. SPEAKER. Order.
3 Mr. MITCHELL. I do net think il was the place of the
b on. lie Minister of the Interier te attack me about my
course towards the Grand Trunk. If he wanted te find
reasons fer my attackiDg lhe Grand Trunk Railway, ho
could very easily bave found them. When thie general
manager of the Grand Trunk Railway wroto a loUter to thie
Govornment, threo years ago, threatening the Governmont

iof tho day, threateningz the Parliament of Canada, threalen-
ing ail Canada, that if they dared te pasis a certain legisia-
tion, thon under tie consideration of the House, the ven-
geance of that company would orne down upon them. Did
lhe gallant and brave Ministor of the Interior, wbo is 50
ready to air his elequence, corne eut thon in lhe defonce of
the Administration cf whici ho has the honor ho b. a mom-
ber? Did that hon. gentleman corne ont and defend lie
country against the attacks cf the genoral manager cf 1he.Grand Trunk Railway ? No, Sir. I will net say' wby,
but 1 will say tus@, that that champion newspaper, whici
they -dcaim is the leading organ of publie opinion
defending the Administration cf the day in the Province
cf Quebec, was the recipiont cf a very large amouint
of publisbing and advertising patronage from the Grand
Trunk Rail way. Perhaps that had something te do with
the silence cfthie hon, gentleman ; poriaps it had net.. 0f
that I leave the hon, gentleman te judgo. Wien the houer
of Parhiament was attacked by Mr. Hickson, who, tirougi
bis agents, smuggled legislation througih te Senate of
Canada, when that egisiation was gel hhrongh se surrepti-
tiously, and wben J brought the malter before this Parlia-
ment aind arraigned thie Grand Trunk Railway in se serions a
manner that the First Minister foît. it te be duo te the honor
cf tie Parliament cf Canada that ho shoulâ place a motion
on thie paper te recali that legisiation, did wo find thie o.
quent and hion, gentleman, the Minister cf Inlerior, getting
up and resenting ar mosult of that kind tethie Parliarnent
of Canada? No, Sir; the hon, gentleman, as characteristie
cf him, was on that occasion silent; it was probably his
interest to be sulent; 1 have net tho sligitest doubl il was.
Those are twe or îhree instances in which 1 tiink the hon.
gentleman, if he choses te compare his publiecocnduct in
Parliament with my ewn, migbt very fairly net daim
te be the aggressor in an attack upon me. My public
character in Parliament is net like that of the hon. gontle-
man. I have net been subservient, I have net been desirons
te crawl into power by scratchingz anybody's back liko the
hon. gyentleman, 1 have endeavored to puisue suci a course
as would command tie respect cf the country, I have
endeavored to exprms my niewe indepSedently and foar
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lrfàiig,&a I hay dahe so. i ain netbyéè fi-d of the
hn. gentleman,-•

Mr. SPEAKER. Order.
ifr. MttcilLL-nor of thbeg on my left who 'ai

palled up atd down with a btibg,--
Mr. SPEAKER. Order.
fr. -M<TCHhL-r*r of thosé dn the oth*. side who

f-equently attdk me. I as dleither afraid of the one.ïMd
the othêr.

kr. SPEÂKflR. COrder.
Mr. MlRELL. I have said what I have got te aMy.
Mv. WlITE (artfwell). You will n ot epat me, 1t,

to make a serions reply to thé speèch of the h6T. gentle-
man. The statement I made was simaply this, tihï he bon.
gentleman, who poses in this particular debate as the
guardian of the honor of Parliament, as one whose pure
soul is horrified at the idea of any iraeimber PaHIianent
using his position in Parliament to further hie
private ends, or feelings, or spite ont of Parlia-
ment, was not altogether free from that offence,
and I gave simply as one illustration that hé had been
opposed to the Grand Trunk Railvay ij Parliamét i a
very violent manner, in a manner so violent that the meËr-
tion of "Grand Trunk " by him invaritb4y eteatéd a bnït«
of laughter from koth sides of the House. It *as looked
upon as a matter of course that the hon. gentlfabt asM
opposed to the Grand Trnk Rail*ay, sùd I Maid it Wf
*ei known that the hon. gentleman had statd, net ifi the·*
House, but out of the House, and teat was my ilforMËlôen,
that if Mr. Hickson would settle with him in a matter of
810,000 which he claimed Kr. Hickson owed him for ser-
vioe in getting the purchase of the Riviere du Loup Brandh
by the Government, he would cry quits with him.

Mr. MITCHELL. It is not true; that is what I say'
Mkr. WHITE (Cardwell). I am bound in this Hons to1

accept that statement. It is the duty of a member of Par-,
liament, and I do it promptly. I only say that I regret thati
so many people's eare should have deceived them outside -of
Parliament in a matter of that kind Of course their ears
muet have deceived them, because the hon. gentleman says
so here. As to hie attack upon me, I do not think it noces.
sary to make any reply, not by any means that I do not
think an attack from the hon. gentleman deserves a reply;
becanse I would be sorry to say anything implying that
disrespect for him; but because I de not think it necemsary
to interpose in this debste a controversy as to our relative
actions in matters of this kind. As to the letter of Mr.
Hickson, in relation to which he spoke, I may say that 1
did not vote in Parliament in acoordance with the letter of
Mr. Hickson, but against it.

1Mr. BLAKE. If the hon, gentleman thinks it is not
wörth while replying to the hon. member's attack, I think
hé nhonld have reftected before he made the attack which
provokéd the reply of the hon. entleman. I am only
snipised at the hnm. nenbet for 1orthuinbbiland being
ptvoked by an attack from thé hon. gentleman. Heought
to have rbisemberôd the hon. ontleman's code of poitical
ethies, and should have reflected that politieal lxigfniek

thie evening are very overwhelmting.
Mr. MITCHELL. I rise to explain. The hon. gentle-

man has renewed the attack upon me by making another
statement, by stating that I hadsaid that if Mr. lickson-

Mr.6PEAKER. iaie-ha.aoepted the. gentiema's
siatement.

Mr. ItOfREILL. No, but I haé a rightp-.

ber. lien.M - RILi£L Ohafr
Mr. Erosr

mAt8COM 9NS .MM"eS.
- JF.

Jar. TtI 1itu. I think it is unfair to attempt $opre.
Veëatmïy putting myself right. Me ha taken advantage of
ieplying to Me tò make a fiesh statement in regard to me,
'whibh is also untrue. I never said anything of the kind.
Thore is no place in which I eaid so. WhatIdid say was
thate I. fiksôn cheated me'out of $10,000 and I repeat
it; 1 rpeht that he cheated me, and it stands just in that
*ay. What I might have done, if ho had made an honest
ran ot himself, is quito another thing.

Mr.àPBA]KER, Order.
.1r. MITfl1L. Well itis trué at ail eloents.
Mr. PEAXR. the motion is on the question to adjourn

the debate.
Mr. WATSON. s tMh. opportamity present itéself, I

shouldliketo taik the 'opprtunty of explaining W'hy I
inteud te votefbr the tweý1dbfeito &oM e of the uwmbete
on the other sid appear to think it Oêry àtrange that I
should pere ttà conSke. I purse the cotnà whidh I
think ie -the only consistntou rbe 1shenld putsué sa *e-
wisher oftheeitizens of thst seetohr of country through
which this rdo is to be bokil. The rnetiber for North
Perth (Mn Hemon) seemed to thisk it vei-y strangé that I
should pursne this ooe; nd hie has quoted Dr. Harrison,
the Local member fbr Minnedosa, as his authority for the
néedse of the people in that section. I call attention to the
faet that Dr. Harrimso, ho ble tblÉks knews the intbrests
iofthe peopl thete> and who naathave the interest of that
%ectien at heart, for this roâd pâssés thrôugh b þipeity,
is the seconder of the resolution i read before six o'clock,
in which it is statéd:

" Thiso%e expreuaseb the hope that, unlehs the present holders of tIhe
land grant satiafy the ritwa compan to-nerro*, the committee wiI

d ,vise the summary cancel thtioo the Order in Oouncil granted
'them."

Now, I think that4 with thé confidene' whieh the lon.
gentleman has in D. Harrisn as a wid,-awake rêprosentà-
tive of that section òf the country, and seeing that this is
Dr. Harrison's resolution, and that it is his particular wish,
e being on the gvonnd, that tie grant t Mr. Beaty's fine

ahould be canelled, the hon. gentleman will vote as I vôte
for the amendment.

Mr. HESgôN. Tie hon. gentleman will allow me to
correct him. I stated that Dr. Hatrison was the head of a
deputation which was bere lut year to assist in carrying
ithat free grant for the North*est Central Railway. I did
eot say what his feelings or views were now, but only that
hb * bMlbe promoting that grant, and was interested with
inaby 6thers in tht matter.

Mr. WATSON. Dr. Harrison, as the Minister of Finance
has wiell statéd, was one of the deputation, and he also stated
that I, as a mmbér of this House, had repeatedly inter-
viewed him and pressed upon him the importance of a land
grant for this rod ; but a year has elapsed since Dr. Harrison
and I askod him te give a free grant to this company, and
they have done nothing, and Dr. Harrison as well as myself
how thinkà it should be taken out of the hands of the present
eompany ajÊd plaôed in the hands of those who wili build
the road. I believe it is of such a character that it can be
built for the grant. The member for Richmond amn *olfe
(Mr. Ives), was also grieved at my inonsistent course.
My coUrise is quité consistent, and it is in the interests of
thé peoþle of tiat seotion that I vote fôr the amendment. I
tnay further stté for the information of the member for
North Pei-th that one of the dreôtors of this company,
the hon. .ohn Norqtiay, Prnémier of the Provihie of
Manitoba, was present i théi Hlouse when this resolution
*ïa fôratdd-I to Otta*a. I have esul1cient conftdeñoe in
the Governmont of the day to bélieve thàat, when they state
they willsee the road is built, whi*É ti"he ow the R 69chair,.
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le unanimous-I do not know a gentleman in this House
who je opposed to the construction of the road or to the aid
for the construction-they will see fit to place the franchise
in the hande of those who will construct the road. There.-
fore, I consider my course is quite consistent. As the
debate has continued to a great length I do not think it well
to prolong it. I intended to refer to the different Orders in
C(ouncil passed at different dates giving these aide, and to
the opinions of the Minister of the Interior in asking Council
to grant them, but, as the hour is late and members muet be
tired of this discussion, I will defer it for the present.

Mr. WOODWORTH. I would not give the vote I am
about to give in favor of the amendment of the hon, mem-
ber for N{orthumberland (Mr. Mitchell) if I thought it
would retard for one hour the building of this road, but
knQwing the history of this charter since the president had
control of the majority of the stock, I sincerely believe, and
indeed I cannot see how any unprejudiced mind in this
House can believe otherwise, tha if the charter is granted
him, there wil[ b. greater delays than if it is refused, for
this reason-the present president of this road has, as i1
showed this afternoon, had two years in which to do
something to this road besides talk, and he has doue
nothing. I think myself, if the Government takes
power to themselves now to build this road, they can
construot it. There are parties outside of this Honse,
there are parties in Canada, there are parties in the United
States, who are ready to build this road. Everybody knows
it is going to be a paying road. I have heard statements
made here this afternoon, for the first time, that it was not
going to be a very paying road. We who know something
about it, know it is to be a paying road, that for hundreds
of miles it goes through places which are alroady settled,
aDd therefore it will pay capitaliste to build the road. If I
thought that by my vote I would retard building the road,
I would not give it. The hon. member for Richmond and
Wolfe (Mr. Ives), and several other hon. members, and1
notably the Minister of the Interior, thought that, if we
voted for this amendment, it would retard the building of the
road. Why, the best of evidenoce, in the hands of the Gov-
ernment, is that if the charter is extended, the same1
things will occur that have occurred in the past.1
The object has not been to build this road. I am sorry thati
this matter ever got here at all. I am sorry this dispute has1
arisen. I, Sir, did not seek it. If some hon. gentleman in
this House who have spoken upon this oubject had been as'
determined to see right and justice done, and this road built1
before this question got here, last spring, last fall, the first1
of this Session, as they have evinced in this House to-day,1
this question never would have got iere at all. The Min-1
ister of Interior has stated that it was owing to some state-1
ment made by me that this dispute has arisen. le
certainly does not remember the history of the way it goti
here. Did he not know that the member for West Toronto,(
was at the elbow and at the ear of nearly every momber ofJ
this House, and especially of members opposed to the Gov-1
ernment, giving them his version of the story, and showing1
them private letter? I am sure the Minister of Interior1
did know, h. knows it now. He don't know? las he not
the papers in his offieo? He shakes hie head. Then he
did not consult the files of papers in his office on the North-i
West Central Railway, when lie reported to the Council in
favor of the extension of the land grant. Everybody(
knows that every head of a Department keepse
hie papers on any subject on a certain file ; he has
not them ecattered aIl over the office, and lie can place hie
band upon that file by touching hie bell at any moment,(
and if he did that he would really find there statements in
regard to this matter which surely would have apprised(
him that there was something wrong about it. I say, thon,1
that these members all know that the president of this
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road was seeking out members of Parliament to gve them
hie version of the story, and it has come ont in evidene, and
never been disputed that the editor of the Winnipeg Free
Press,the correspondent in this louse, and the correspondent
of the Globe, stated in letters to the leader of the Opposition,
that the president of the board sought them out and
voluntered these statements which have been published by
the prese. Mr. Beaty, a member of the Conservative party,
a supporter of the Conservative Government, takos a pri-
vate letter from a co-director, not only a co-director, but
the promoter and the manager of the Bill through this
Parliament and the Railway Committe in 1884, and goes
quietly to the Toronto Globe correspondent, to the corres-
pondent of the Cronicle of Halifax, Nova Scotia, to the cor-
respondent of the Winnipeg Free Preu, and h. telle them, ao-
cording to themselves, that ho does not want to speak in Mr.
Woodwortb's presence. When Mr. Woodworth arrives in
the building, while h.eis whispering to them, he takes
them out into the corridor and talke to them there, and they
herald all through the country--and they had a right to
do it to make a point against a political opponent-
the statements made by this loyal Conservative president
of the North-West Central Railway in regard to a brother
member in this House, who has been voting on the same
side as he has. The hon. member for North Perth (Mr. Res-
son) and other gentlemen have taken this immaculate being
to their bosom. They have no words of condemnation for him.
The hon. member for North Perth knows, for he told me so,
that he (Mr. Beaty) went to him with a letter last spring,
and ho has not a word to say about this-he, thei staunch,
steadfast, iron-bound, copper-fastened Liberal-Conservative
in this louse, the man who never was known to flinch in
any dark hours of the Government's necessity, h., knowing
that this, in a battalion, would, on the field of battle, entail
death on the man who did it, knowing that it was an act as
disloyal as anything that could bedone in the world, as black,
as indecent, as could be done-he has taken him to hie bosom,
he has surrounded him, and some of hie friends with him,
with their arme of love. And the member for Monck (Mr.
McCallum), for whom everybody entertains a great respect
on account of hie age and experience, and hie good common
sense, did not see anything wrong. He says: What has
the poor man done for two years? lie had not a word to
say about the violation of the principles of party fealty, of
party fidelity, that has been winked out of sight. I
am the aggressor, says the Minister of the Interior.
Through what spectacles does the Minister of Interior
look ? Whose spectacles is he holding ? Well, all
I have got to say is, I hope they will beoome him botter
when he i older as a Minister than they do to-night. What
kind of scales, what kind of weighits, has he been ning
that he could not see no beam in the president's eye, but
that he could see the mote in mine ? I cannot understand
such measure being meted out. I tell the Conservative
Government here, I tell them now to their faces, there are
fourteen of them, that, if such party infidelity, if such party
treason, is not only condoned but is made much of, i con-
mended, if the perpetrator is patted on the baci, they will
have very little party left and very little respect ii this
country or elsewhere. Does not everybody know it? Had
I been guilty of that heinous offence that has been con-
mitted here in the light of day and not denied, Sir, there
would not have been any punishment too great to be meted
out to me, but, , who have fought their battles on
many a dark day, and many 4 dark mught, in the hours of
their darkest trial, when I gave all my profession, all the
little ability that God has 'ven me, what little strength
God had given me, and with industry that knew no tiring
I gave ail to them wheu they were on their backs snd
could not help themselves ; and the reward I get
from then is, this reward here to-night. Sir, all the
presidents of the north-wsterun railways that oould fil this
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House, with the meanness, the avarice and cupidity of a denied and it has been made over and over again by me.
certain member of a certain company, could not and would If it is said that it is not true, I say that I am informed and
not, if they had the will to do it, have helped the Conserva. believe that I can produce witnesses to swear to it, and I
tive party one tithe as much as I helped them, and they know believe the witnesses are in this city to-day. If it is true,
it, and my reward has been such as it is to-night. Now, Sir, what about the Minister of the Interior's white-washing of the
so much for that. The only member who had the manliness president of the North-West Central Railway? What
-I won't say that-who had the kindness of heart, to stand is the good of his brnsh ; what is the good of his
upon his feet and give one grain of comfort to me, was the wash ? The Minister of the Interior has really come
member for Centre Wellington (Mr. Orton), and he, stead- to the rescue and made the best defence put forward
fast and loyal as he is, thought that it was a little too to-night. It is a canning, clear and plausible defence; but
much when he found the Minister of the Interior and it lacks the essential element: he as left out of sight cer-
the members of the Louse supporting the Conser- tain facts and put other facts very prominently forward,
vative party, having nothing but dry herbs, vinegar and on the whole he made a plausible and good case. But
and the sponge for the member for King's (Mr. Wood- the hon. gentleman said: What is the evidence? The
worth), while they have honey and wine and every- evidence is that he (Mr. Beaty) attempted to get
thing nice for the president of the North-Western Rail- 8675,000 for the charter. We all know that companies
way. Sir, I did not intend to go into this matter. But pay contractors to build railways and contractors do
I am prepared to go into it a any moment. I do not have not pay companies. Did it ever occur to the Minister
to go to the Library to search any books. On the tablet of my that it is an unusual thing for companies to receive
memory are written indelibly that which I can collect in a money from contractors to build a railway ? I always
moment. I do not wish to go into altercations of that kind. thought a company paid contractors and got them to build
But I tell the Minister of the Interior here, and his Govern- a railway. But they have reversed this in the new order of
ment, that when they think that by any side issue, by things. But what is the evidence, says the Minister of the
any slight, or by any intended insult, they can place me Interior. There ais the evidence of a man by the name of
in a false position for one week, they are very much Pew, of New York, whom the Minister says he will not
mistaken, they are much mistaken indeed. The believe, and he is cheered in that statement by the member
member for West Toronto made a speech here this of North Perth and some more of the friends. But I said
afternoon. His speech was not thought sufficient, how- there was a man by the name of EcConachie. He says he
ever, and lon. gentlemen have rushed to his rescue will s wear that he was present at the time. But the Minister
The member for Richmond and Wolfe (Mr. Ives) made a of the Interior will not accept him. You can get plenty of men
nice mess of it. He spoke like a lawyer who had got the to swear against a member of this House for $5,000. You cau
wrong brief. Some one had given him some statements get men, if they be men, that wear clothes and look like
and he sought to make the best use of them. Everybody men, to swear against other men they hate. I do not know
knows he is clever, but he did not understand the subject. anything about McConachie, but I would see that a negro
Among other statements he made was one that he would had fair play in this House, even if I did not know iL. I
like to know how the president got the capital stock. He do not know anything about McConachie, as I have said,
said bis brother directors gave him the stock in order to but he cannot be condemned b6cause some men say they
give him control. Did he know anything about his co- will not believe him. That is no proof against him.
directors having no stock except what they got from the Mr. KIRK. Where are the letters?
great Mikado of the whole thing ? Where did lie get the
stock ? Did the hon. gentleman not know he was talking Mr. WOODWORTH. But Mr. Beaty-I forgot the rules
nonsense ? Where did the president of the railway get the in naming hi m, but the debate bas taken that turn-bas
stock ? fe got not a cent and not a piece of paper from lis been with Mr. Pew, and yet he denounces him now. Ie
co-directors. He gave them what lie liked. -He got the was worthy of being talked to, worthy of being negotiated
old Souris and Rocky Mountain stock. The member for with, but all at once he is a man not to be believed. I have
West Toronto did something with that stock. I stated in here a letter from McConachie. The Minister of the
the committee that he sold some of the stock. I stated that Interior says that he knows that a man of that name is in
upon information received by me. I said I had understood tle case; but he says McConachie masqueraded as a
such to be the case, and I invited that gentleman to deny millionaire. flow did lieknow? ne did nettll the
it. To this hour he has never denied it. I said that the fousehlieohard il. I neyer saw that man lu my life; but
amount was in the thousands; I did not know the exact the ilster, spe aking ex cathedra, as Ministers always
figures. This is my answer to the question-what did he get speak, said lie masqueraded as a millionaire. How did li
after two years? ie got the Souris and Rocky Mountain stock hear thal, except £rom the presdeul of the North-Western
-but not from his brother director-amounting to 8386,000, Central Railway? Ia il flua men's characters are te be
10 per cent. paid up, and the statement has been made in the bandied about wilhouî a titîle of evideuce being forth
presence of the president of the North-West Central that heceming. Let me read McConachie's letter, sud let hon.
had soldthe stock and pocketed the money and had been living members say if li nt a man capable of wriîing a ged
on it for two years. That statement as been made. Has iltter, sud from ail we kuow ta a reliable man. It la said
been denied ? No. The Minister of the Interior has said there lIaI le lad someîhing tedo wîîh Mr. Pew, sud lIat therefore
is not the slightest charge against the hon. member for Westhli bad. Yet Mr. Pew las lad te de witl Ileusauda of
Toronto. If that were done in England-if before ever a spade men, snd yen wililnd handreda of persous ready te sayhe
was put into the ground,beforea level wasran,one man gothold isa fair man; of course li las lis friendasd lia euemies.
of the stock and put the money in bis pocket and did nothing But Mr. MeCouachie wa8 said te have been a clerk-I do
for twoyears,how long:would be retain his seat in Parliament ? net kuow wheîber li was a clerk or net. Wly should li
How long would he sit as an alderman, or as town clerk, or net be believed? Ia It because li referred te Ihe conduct
in some more humble position ? Not one hour. Yet the Min. of the member for West Tronto? I say as a member of
ister of the Interior, who can make a specious and plausible this fouse that wleu an hou. member maies a statement I
speech on almoet any subject, told the fouse, told you, Mr. am prepared te accepî il inprefereuce te a statemont made
Speaker, and told me to my face, that there was not one a persen oulside of Ibisoet
word or tittle of a charge against the great and good presi-pepared te give eller men fair play, If tley were mer-
dent of the North-West Central Railway. Let them answer beof Ibis fouse thoir word would bo taken without abuse
that one charge and see if it is true, for it has never beeuof Ibis kwd. They did net Iappciito bo mombrsof the
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House, but yet they were mon. This is the letter. It is
dated Hamilton, 29th April, 1886, and is addressed to me.
lt reada :

" Sm,-Since my name has been freely mentioned in connection with
the North-West Central Railway matter, at present under discussion, it
is reasonable for me to state the fact so far au I am concerned.

" During the summer of last year I was in conference with certain
capitaliste, prominent among whom was Jesse Farewell, Esq., of Detroit,
in reference to procuring the contract to build said railway, and the
terms having been fully agreed upon, I was authorised to visit Toronto
and submit a proposition for building said road to the president James
Beaty, M. P. In consequenes of this understanding, I went to Toronto
on 16th September last, for the purpose of interviewing Mr. Beaty in
the premises, and if possible to procure the contraet to build the road. I
met with E. A. 0. Pew, Esq., in Toronto and that gentleman accom-
panied me to Mr. Beaty's office and introduced me to Mr. Beaty. I at
once stated the object of my visit to Mr. Beaty. A general conversation
ensued, daring which I submitted to Mr. Beaty, for hie consideration, a
type-written form of contract and particulars, which had been agreed
upon between myself and friends. After engaging to submit said con-
tract to such of the board of directors as were then in Toronto, he made
an appointment to meet me at his office again. Subsequently, upon the
:ame day, I called at Mr. Beaty's office and»submitted to him my propo-
sition in writing, definitely stating what I ws prepared to do in respect
to building the road (a copy of said proposition is attached hereto). Mr.
Pew was present at the time I submitted said proposition to Mr. Beaty.
Mr. Beaty reari the said proposition carefully and then said : ' This is all
very good, but you see there is nothing in itfor theboy.' He then told an
anecdote which was apparently intended to illustrate his remarks and
give me to understand that 'the boy' represented himoelf, and possibly
his associates on the board of directors. I then understood Mr. Beaty's
personal intentions. Mr. Beaty then demanded 81,500 cash bonus per
mile, together with all municipal bonuses which might be granted in
favor of the board, and also he (Mr. Beaty) muet retain the manage-
ment by holding a majority of the stock of the company. To this I was
not prepared to assent, &oc.'
And I have a letter bore showing that Mr. Beaty was in.
troduced as a member of the Goverument, and ho did not
deny it,uand at another time ho said he expected to be sworn in
Minister of Justice right away. That, of course, has nothing
to do witb the question, but the president of the North-
West Central Railway says this lotter is not true. I am going
to accept his statement as a member of Parliament, but 1
am also going to give fair play to the mon wholmade these
statements, whoever they are. Mr. Pew's letter is in print,
in which he states: Mr. Beaty demanded $1,500 a mile,
and that thore was nothing for " the boy." Mr. Pew makes
that statement, and says he is prepared to swear to it, and
this man McConachie winds up his letter by stating this:

" You may consider the foregoing to be my sworn testimony, and
make any proper use of it you think necessary."
Mr. Pew does the same, and he writes from New York, and
this man writes from Hamilton. So much for those two.
I said : "Well, you are selling a charter." The Minister of
Interior, who comes to the rescue, says there is not a word-
I took down his language-not a bit of ground for the
attack of the member for West Toronto; not the head of a
pin-nothing. Now, Sir, the member for West Toronto
(Mr. Beaty) says Mr. Pew and Mr. McConachie are both
perjurers, and the Minister of Interior says the same. But
I have got now a statement to which I am sure the Minister
of Interior made no reference, although I alluded to it this
afternoon. He made no reference to it; whether ho thought
I had forgotten it, or that I had spoken once and could not
speak again, I do not know; but, at any rate, ho did not
allude to it, after declaring that these mon were perjurers,
following in the wake of the hon. member for West Toronto.
I read this afternoon a document which the member for
West Toronto signed by his own sign manual: "James
Beaty."

Mr. WHITE (Cardwell). la that the Macdonald contract.
Mr. WOODWORTH. Yes.
Mr. WHITE (Cardwell). I referred to it.
Mr. WOODWORTH. I beg the hon. gentleman's par-

don. I was listening to him; I accept his correction, but
ho must have made a very slight reference to it. That
Maodonald will allow the rate of 81,600 pr mile to be de.

ducted each monthly estimate. They would net allow him
te go six weeks, or five weeks, or even four weeks and one
day. No, Sir; monthly estimates, and they must have
their tithe-81,600 per mile, which shall be paid over by
the company. I beg ttie pardon of the Minister of the
Interior; I find ho did allude to this as I have it in my
notes. Ho says this money will go te the ordinary expen-
diture. He says what about the rolling stock? Every-
body knows that $1,600 per mile will put on the rolling
stock and build every car and engine. I know it. I know
the locality, and I know what they are built for. The
grading of that road will not cost over $3,000 per mile.
Where is the rest of that $12,000 for rolling stock, and how
could the Minister of the Interior make this statement,
except by doing like the hon. member for Richmond and
Wolfe (Mr. ives), only a little more speciosly-" by
rushing in where angels fear to tread." Al I can say is
I never want him to make for me a defence like that. Do
you suppose this company-do you suppose this open-
hearted, generous, large minded president, who is always
known amongst bis fellows and everywhere as an open-
hearted man, as a great philanthropist, as a sort of John
Howard-do you suppose he would take that money for any-
thing else than put in his pocket? He is the company; ho
controls the company. His friends said that lie had a right
te control it. They did net cali him by his christian name,
but they said: " You keep it." He said: "I want $1,500 put
in the bank," but he never thought of saying what others
said for him, ho never dreamed of saying-it was the
ingenious man, the old veteran who has fought many a well
fought field, that found out the specious excuse. Why, said
the Minister of Interior, this was for expenditure on roads
and things. I know the member for West Toronto (Mr.
Beaty) felt like going and hugging him-if it had been
parliamentary-for making such an excuse, which ho did net
think of himself, for the hon, gentleman is not fertile in
expedients. Well it was net te pay the interest on the bonds
but what else ?

" And will pay one-quarter of the company's old indebtedness for
work done on the old grade. Macdonald will pay for working up
bonuses in all places but drandon Hie will also locate and pay for laying
out the town sites. Macdonald will furnish a bank guarantee for the ina-
terest for the whole of the bonds for two years from the date of their
issue."

Well, if I calculate aright, if they built 200 miles at $1,600
a mile, they will have 8320,000, and in two years they could
have had that done. That is what they were promising;
they were backward at first, but they were going te rush
things. They were going te have $3?0,000 right away
-for expenses and things. Now, I would like te know
what legal mind in this House will defend the action of the
hon. member for West Toronto. The Minister of Justice
las a subtle legal mind; but ho las gono eut; he bas net
wrestled with this subject. Only the Minister of the Inter-
ior has wrestled with it; no other Ministor dared te touch
it; but he took it up, turned it around, and looked at it, and
excited the envy of everyone who beard him, and the un-
dying admiration and love of the hon. member for West
Toronto. I have shown that "the boy " wanted $1,600 a
mile, and that ho never pretended that ho wanted it for
things, or for anything but himself; but, said the Ministor
of the Interior, won't the company be liable for all time ?
Where is the company when he gets $320,000, and puts
it into his pocket ? Why, it was thought uecessary te

p ut a clause in the Canadian Pacifie Railway charter te
ind the oempany te operate the railway for ton years for

fear they would back out. But where is the clause te say
that the hon. member for West Toronto shall stay -in the
company one hour more than he wants te? Yet the Min-
ister of the Interior talking te mon with more experience
in railway matters than Ihave, deliberately told them, with
all the oratorical and graceful flourishes that ho is capable
of, that the bond ar 9gt Q 1te oompany, but on Utheroad
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and that theràfore nobody can touch them; and yet the men
now in the company can kick the roari and go to heaven if
they like. The Minister of the Interior knows that, or ho is
not the man to give free grants to railways; but he seems
to be very much in love with this subject; and he will excuse
me if I read the recommendation ho made to the Conucil. I
know how hurriedly he made it, how his bedroom was infested
with these people, almost alive with them, and a short hand
reporter took his thoughts down and put them into good
English. This is a copy of a report of a Committee of the
Honorable the Privy Council, approved by His Exceltency
the Governor General in Council on the 27th of November,
1885; and tbe Minister of the Interior said this:

" The Minister further submits an applicatioa from the company that
the time for the construction and equipment of the first fifty miles of
the railroad be extended to the 1st October, 1886 and he, the Minister,
recognising the beneficial results likely to arise ?rom the speedy con-
struction uf a line of railway through the district traversed by the pro-
posed location of the North-West Central Railway, and being satisfied
of the intention of this company, in good faith, to prosecute their
undertaking, recommends as follows."

A.nd yet for two years the president had never been in the
country, or did tbe first earthly thing, except attempt to sell
this charter, and the Minister, without any logical promises
or deductions being laid before him, extended that land
grant to the men whose charter had run out. He knew
that this waa the last of November; he new that in that
country yen cannot get a spade into the soil at that poriod,
the 10th of November boing the usual time for the frosts t
come, and when it freezes it freezes quickly and hard and
fast; and before bis eyes at that time in the Canada
Gazette, were the notices of two companies that wished to be
incorporated to build this very road. I suppose he will say,
as about other papers, that he didn't see them ; but 3$inisters
are Argus-eyed, they are sapposed to see everythsng, and
these two notices were before his eyes. And yet this preident
who had left those people in misery, who had never tried
to pay them a dollar for their oats and barley and hay, or
for the work they had put in there-I understand that some
of them were without the necessaries of life-was run-
ning around with a silk hat and polished boots, carrying
around and selling the stock of the Souris and Rocky Moun-
tain Railway, living on it and travelling over Europe on it.
And yet the hon. MiniFter of the Interior signe that recom-
mndation, and says he is satisfied that they are going on
in good faith to build the road. I cannot understand it; if
the Minister can explain it, I suppose he can explain any.
thing; and I bave asked that the rules of the louse be sus-
pended to allow him teoexplain it. Now, I think I have
proved my case. I have taken as my text what the Minister
haS said, that there was not one bit of a charge against the
hon. member for West Toronto. I have shown that Mr.
Pow and Mr. McConachie said that he wanted $1,500 a
mile for "the boy; " that is denied. Then I hold up fr
Beaty's own written contract with Mr. Macdonald stipulating
that ho should receive $1,600 a mile, to be paid monthly.
I want to know whether there is any bit of a charge about
that. I want to know if they can go back on their signa-
tures. I do not like a fight, but when I get into it, I am
there for all day; and whon I made the statement in the
committee, the Minister charged me with altering it, but I
repudiated the charge, and I will prove that I did not alter
a word in sense. I stated in the committee that Mr. Beaty
agreed with me, as the old Souris and Rocky Mountain
HRailway Company was dead and buried, that we should
resuscitate it, under a new name ; and after making certa»n
stipulations as t - certain payments, if there was anything
in it-I did not know-it was the first charter I had anything
to do with-we should divide the profits equally between
us; and I said that Mr. Beaty agreed to that. I was met
with a flat denial. The Minister of the Interior bas told the
Hous that my charge in this matter is not borne ont by
th. facts. Another meeting took place in the oommittee at

Mir. Woowoar,

which I produced the letter of the Minister of Finance. I
will read to you, Sir, my own letter to that hon. gentleman
and his reply:

"OrTawa, bth April, 1880.
"Hon. A. W. MoLzA»,

Finance Minister.
" DRE Si,-Soon after the prorogation of the past Parliament I gave

into your hand five or six letters addressed to me by Mr. James Beaty
Q.,. M.P., upon the aubject of the North-West Central £ailway and
in his handwriting, for the purpose of your perusal. I am informeithat
you cannot find them. They are very necessary to me just now. I have
not sen them since I gave ther to you, but I remember their purport
perfectly wel-but this is flot enongh. I arn very aurions to have the
letters so that they eau speak for themselves. If you cannot find them
please give me a letter stating the facto and what your recollection of
the contenta of the letters of Mr. Beaty is.

"I have the honor to be,
"Yours truly,

(Signed) "D. B. WOODWORTH."

This is the answer:
"l Mr DÂaE Sa,-I am in receipt of yours of the 5th, again asking for

the return of Mr. Beaty's letters to you in re North-West Central Rail-
way. I have had another and diligent search made for them but with-
out success. In the removal of my papers from Marine qnd Fisheries
Departiment they have, I presume, been mislaid. I will have the search
conti-iued as 1 fancy that they are now to you an additional importance,
owing to the position in which that question stands before the Railway
°omm httee. My recollection of aIl the contente is indistinct, but my
impression from reading them was that yon and Mr. Beaty [-not 'is'
as the hon. member for East Grey says, but 'was,' at the time of read-
ing them-] were the original promoters of that road, with equal inter-
esta in ail tiat was connected therewith.

SI am, yours, very truly,
IlA. W. MoLELAN."

What had the hon. member for West Toronto to say to that ?
Hie said there was not a word of truth in it, and he said,
according to the report in the Oitizen, which cannot be
accused of any great friendship towards me at least:

"I e never wrote any le tter which came under the observation of Mr.
MeLelan that would prove such negotiations had taken place, and that
gentleman could not therefore produce any such letters. e aesked for
a delay of two weeks."

Well, I did not get the letters. I know the hon. Minister
of Finance had not them. I know that in this matter the
Minister of Finance bas acted as he always has, ever since I
have known him, honorably and fairly, but ho took no par-
ticular interest in this matter, and I gave him the letters to
read because Mr. Beaty was making the same statements ho
bad made to the hon. member for Marquette (Mir. Watson)
to Mr. Gorman, of the Globe, and Mr. McNee, of the Winni-
peg ree Press. Whon I gave the letters to Mr. McLelan
-I beg bis pardon for mentioning bis name-I asked him,
shortly after ho had read them, if they bore ont my conten-
tions. He said they did, and ho knows what my contention
was, as I made it in the committee. And what does
the hon. momber for West Toronto (Mr. Beaty) isay in
reply to my contention. He says there is not a
word of truth, either in my statement or in that of the
Minister of Finance, who declared my statement to be truc,
yet the Minister of the Interior, the colleague of the Min-
ieter of Finance, says that there is no foundation for the
charge against the member for West Toronto. Let te
Minister of the Interior put himself in my place for a few
moments. Lot him imagine that he has made a statement,
which is corroborated by a member of the Cabinet; let him
then imagine that ho made other statements, in support of
which ho produced letters from Mr. Pew and Mr. MeCon.
achie, and then that ho was told by another mem ber of the
Cabinet that there was not a particle of proof for any of his
assertions. The hon. gentleman would never forget it; and
yet, for what reason I do not know, what Egyptian dark-
nese bas come over bis mind I cannot concoive, ho has
allowed himself to become as blind and as obtuse to the
real facts as though their recollection had entirely departed
from his memory. I think 1 am making a case in which
there is suffioient proof, and I am onsnt to let
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this go upon Hansard, as I know my case cannot1
be answered. Mr. Beaty says he never sold the charter,1
ho ays ho is as innocent as a butterfly ; yei, a a little
butterfly. He says ho has been very much maligned.
Why. he says: "I could have sold it, but I did not; I would
not do such a tbing." Woll, the hon. member forWest
Toronto (Mr. Beaty) is not unknown to fame, as theb hon.
Minister of the Interior knows, who had something to do
with writing about the Pacifie scandal, so-called, and who
was said to be not very consistent, no doubt, by some ungen-
erous, uncharitable people-people who charged him with
writing at one time against it and with saying at another
time it was ail right. But, of course, they are very unchari-
table and unfair people. As I have said, the member for
West Toronto was not unknown to fame. He did not
sell the charter. Why ? Ie says he is an inno-
cent man, who, in his own town, never blushed.
I do not suppose ho did, nor do I suppose anybody
ever charged him with blushinr. He says ho was
never known to have the blush of shame brought to his
face; no one denies that. He says: "I could have sold the
charter, but did not; " and his friends back him up. He was
a good man; he was mayor of his town ; ho placed himsolf
upon record as a man who had great aims in life, and
always did the right and proper thirig; ho had a large
grasp of affairs, and ho would not do it. But I have
again, not Mr. Pew, not Mr. McConachie, not any of the
witnesses who can be called peijurers bore, because mem-
bers of Parliament are protected by their privilege, but I
have Mr. Beaty's own letters to people in the United States,
written and signed by himself, and I think upon that occa-
sion the leader of the Opposition (Mr. Blake) called Mr.
Beaty the minor villain of the plot. That shows ho is not
the quiet, inoffensive, little butteifly man you would sup.
pose him to be who did everything in the light of day. Loti
us see for a moment. I have a confidential communication,
which was written on 17th July, 1881, by Mr. James Beaty,
inember for West Toronto.

Mr. SPEAKER. That bas nothing to do with the'
question.

Mr. WOODWORTI. I beg your pardon, I am ready for
that question of order.

Mr. SPEAKER. I do not think it has.
Mr. WOODWORTH. I will hearyour decision, Sir, and

reply to it. It has been charged here by Mr. Beaty and his
friends that ho bas been telling what was absolutely true
about this while I have not.

Mr. SPEAKER. Oh, no.
Mr. WOODWORTH. I beg your pardon. It bas been

Insinuated and almost in so many words stated. Hon.
gentlemen have taken the character of Mr. Beaty for
probity and honor, and made it the pivot upon which the
whole case turns, and I say if I can establish that Mr.
Beaty was not the innocent man he is represented to be-
I know it is bard, but who brought this case up? Who
took the man to their bosom because it was brought up?
I am in order in doing this. [ am not to be denied the right
to reply, the right of showing that I can weep away the
whole cobweb of sophistry which has been wound round
this case.

Mr. SPEAKER. You cannot go back to 1881 to show
anything connected with the chartering of this road.

Mr. WOODWORTII. I beg your pardon, 1 can, if I can
connect it with this subject.

Someb on. MEMBERS. Order.
Mr. WOODWORTH. I know the rules of debate, and

am ready to abide by them. I have been in Parliament
before, and gentlemen have no need to eall me to order.

I wish to reiterate and amplify what T have already said.
I have made a statement bore which bas been denied by the
hon. member of West Toronto, on the ground of character,
and the Minister of the Interior and some of his friends
have come to the rescue of Mr. Beaty by declaring that ho
was incapable of doing a wrong act. That ho would not
think of such a thing, that he would not soil the charter,
that ho was interested in this road for the purpose of build-
ing it; and I say that. if I can prove that he offered to take
$100,000 from New York men to buy a charter, the same
man can sell one. I say it is fair reasoning. I say it would
be fair reasoning in a court of justice, and your Honor would
not shut me out from doing what I can do in a court of jus-
tice. The rules of this Flouse are not more stringent than the
rules of a court of justice, and, if the question of character
comes here, I eau prove that the hon. gentleman who says
ho was incapable of selling a charter, was willing to buy
one if ho had $100,000 deposited in the Bank of Toronto in
his name. Now, Ifind: "Some "-

Mr. SPEAKER. I hope that is not the letter. I have
ruled on that.

Mr. WOODWOR VHI. Then I appeal from your Honor's
decision to this H1ouse.

Mr. SPEAKER. I do not think it is in order to read
anything of that kind.

Mr. WOODWORTH. Your Honor has not been in this
House while the debate bas been going on. I think it is
unfair, when there is a dual Speaker here, when your Honor
is out, that your Honor shal conme in here and shut me off
from debate. I appeal to the sense of the Hfouse.

Mr. SPEAKER. I hope the hon. gentleman wili accept
my ruling. We are not trying the characters of hon. mem-
bers bere, and I do not think a letter written in 188 can
be brought in to prove anything in conneotion with this
charge, or can have anything to do with whether this Act
should be put through Parliament now or this day three
months. I hope the hon. gentleman will accept my ruling.
lie bas stated a great deal of the letter.

Mr. WOODWORTH. The lat thing I wish to do is to
dissent obtrusively or obstinately from the ruling of the
Speaker. I recognise that order and decorum are necessary
in a Parliament like this, and I would be the last to refuse
to accept a decision, even if I thought the Speaker was a
little wrong, which I confess I do just now. I will abide by
your decision, and it will go very hard with me if I cannot
get it in some other time. Perhaps I will not, because I do
not like this business, and I shall not refer to it again if I
can help it, but, if I find it necessary, I shall refer to it.

Mr. LANDERKIN. The hon. member might band it to
the reporter as did the Minister of the Interior.

Mr. WOODWORTHI. The member for West Toronto bas
made one statement, and it bas been reiterated in a modified
form by
I do not
ous and1
know.

some of bis friends. How ho got them as friends
know. They look plessant and modest, and virtu-

kind, but how they got here as friends 1 do not
Perhaps it is an illustration of the old couplet:
" Vice is a monster of such frightful mien,

That to be hated needs but to be seen ;
But, seen too oft, familiar with his face,
We first endure, then pity, then embrace."

The member for West Toronto said, and he has been
industriously circulating this among the members, for I
have heard him: "llow absurd, how could I, without
the consent of the other directors, make an agreement
with Mr. Woodworth ?" The member for hichmond
and Wolfe (Kr. Ives) took it up: "Look at the other
directors; ho could not do it behind their back." Did not
the member for West Toronto know that, when the charter
was issued here, there was not a man's ame in it at ail ?
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Does ho not know that we proeeeded to the Library and
stated who the directors shouLd be? Does ho not know
that the agreement was made before the charter was intro.
duced into the House at all ? And, then, where was the
member for Picton; where wns the member for Toronto
Centre, and the other gentlemen, whose names are here,
that I forget just now, and the brother of the member for
West Toronto, in Toronto? Where were they then ? In
this charter? No. The member for West Toronto knows
that ho went into the Library with me after we made
the agreement, and we sat down and said who the
directors should be. I want to know, if that be true, what
the statement reiterated with such gusto by the Minister of
the Interior and other members of the House, following in
the wake of the member for West Torouto, is worth? The
hon. member for Bonaventure (Mr. Riopel) said in com-
mittee that the other directors had to be consulted. Why,
ho was not in existence, ho was not spoken of ntil we were
in the Library. That is as true as anything I have read out
of these papers, and I ask intelligent members of this House,
I would ask any intelligent jury, what becomes of the state-
ment that this agreement between us could not be and
was not made, because the other directors would stand
in the way, when they were not in existence? That
is as plain, I presume, as I can make it. That is
true. That is correct. I hated to make a second speech; I
hated to make the first. It is a very unpleasant subject. I did
not introduce it until I found myself hounded by this Conser-
vative member of the House, and, when I find that the Gov-
ernment bas taken him under their shield, when I have doue
as faithfully as i have, I say it was unfair treatment to me.
The worid will say so; the Province from which I come
will say so; any Province will say so, where I have been
and spoken, and where I intend to speak again. It was unfair
treatment. It was not fair treatment between two members
of the same party. One had been guilty of gross violation
of fealty and party fidelity, and had taken advantage of the
other, and the Ministry had no word of condemnation, they
and their supporters. I do not blame some of themr; they
can hardly belp it; but it was unfair and unjust, and I feel
it most keenly. It was not a -very pleasant subject when I
got up in that committee, knowing that the wirgs of the
press would take it almost over the four corners of the
globe, at all events, would take it all over Canada and over
part of the United States as well, when I got up and had to
make this charge, when they came with this Bill before the
committee, striking out every clause for the protection of
the workingmen. There was the Bill that was sought to
be introduced, and what does it say:

" The said Act 47 Vic., Ohap. 72, and the said several Aetu therein
mentioned are hereby continued in full forca and effect of law except
the 7th section of the said first cited act, which is hereby repealed."

What was the 7th section which was to be repealed:

" The existing liabilities of the company for work done for the said
company shall be a first charge on the undertaking."
What did the member for West Toronto tell the committee ?
He told them hoe did not know how the clause got there
originally. Hie told the House to-night: "Did I not pro.
tect the workingman and have in the Bil a clause protect.
ing him such as is mentioned there? " And yet it was I who
introduced that clause, and the member for West Toronto
told the Committee on Railways and Canals that ho did
not know how it got there, and ho took credit to-night for
having put it there. Now, the 5th clause that the member
for West Toronto introduced into this Bill, when we first
went before the committee, was this:

" The mortgage and bonds authorised by the said Act to be executed
and issued shall be the first preferential charge and lien and shall have
p'nority as such, on the railway and lands and assets ofthe said North-
West Central Railway Company, as described and charged ln the said

MWowwomu,

Thon, with the $25,000 bonds they were going to issue, as
I have proved, where would the working people have got
their pay, putting in this clause and striking out the other
clause ? And yet, in a letter signed by Mr. Beaty's hand,
which I read in the committee, directed to William Boules,
and dated the 13th March, 1885, he says:

"The Act does not throw upon the North-West 0entral Railway
Company any obligations of the Souris and Rocky Mountain Railway
Company. They are not revived."

And yet ho knew they were revived, and, since, ho has come
into the committee and into this House to wipe out all the
clauses, so that the workmen would never get their pay. I
understand that there was some members of the company
who did not want that done and others who did want it done,
and I have their naines. I think it was a most unfair thing
for the workingman, and if it had not been for the revela-
tions made in that committee, this clause would not have
been struck out, and we would not have the Bill as it is now,
merely extending the charter. Mr. Beaty was forced to
abandon his prey on that occasion. Unploasant as the sub-
ject is, I had to stand in that Committee and protest against
that Bill. I say that after the revelations made by me,
which I have proved, this flouse should reject this Bill and
lot the Government take the power, as they can without
the delay of a week, and build this road. Thore are men
ready and willing to build this road. I know they are ready
to do it for the grant that yon have so generously
given, and are only waiting the opportunity. f know
this for a fact. The hon. member for Monck says: "Give
them another chance." I say this company has had that
chance, and having failed to take the opportunity afforded
them by Parliament and the terms of their charter, they
cannot come to this Parliament and ask for a continuance
of it. Every hon. member who votes for the amendment,
is voting for a precedent, by which members hereafter who
take charters from this Parliament, will, at leait, honestly
try to execute their provisions ; but if you pass this Act as
it is now, after these revelations of delay, and of the
attempts to sell the charter for the purpose of putting
money into the pockets of the president, yon will have
established a preedent for all tim3, that everyboly ean
come and do likewise, and they have only to get some
friends to surround them and it will be carried through
Parliament. It is a dangerous precodent. Sir, what is the
object of punishing crime ? Not to punish the criminal, but
to deter others from committing a like offence. This is an
offence; it is an offence against the people out there ;
it is an offence in the attempt of parties te put
money in their pockets at the expense of the country.
Teach these parties a lesson by reiegating them back
to where they were before they got this extension of
the land grant, and a company will be here at the
doors of Parliament in a week. They are now asking
for permission to build this road, having all the capital
they want. I am sorry I have had to detain the House,
but it was a matter in which I got mixed up myself. I
have got abused where I did not deserve it. As I said
before, I have committed no violation of may independence
as a member of Parliament, I have got nothing from the
Government that was a concession. I am as independent
as the day I entered Parliament. Certainly I owe the Gov-
ernment nothing but that respect which is due from subjects
to lords and masters. Having made the explanation that
I desired, I hope the Government will consider anew this
subject, and come to a different conclusion from that which
was intimated here this afternoon.

Amendment to the amendment, to adjourn debate, nega.
tived.

HRouse divided on amendment of Mr. Kitohell.
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Mofrat,

Mr. CASEY. I observe that the member for Bonaventure
(Mr. Riopel) has voted. I wish to ask whether ho is a
director of this company that is asking for a grant ?

Mr. SPEAKER. If the hon. member has no direct
pecuniary interest in the passage of the Bill, ho has a right
to vote. If he as an immediate interest in the passage of
the Bill, ho cught not to vote.

Mr. BLAKE. He is a director of the company.
Mr. SPEAKER Has the hon. member a direct pecuniary

interest in the passage of the BiUll?
Mr. RIOPEL. I am a director in that company, but I

have no direct pecuniary interest in it.
Mr. CASEY. I observed the hon. gentleman for West

Toronto (Mr. Beaty), has not voted. I would like to ask
why ho has not voted.

Mr. BEATY. I just wish to be excused, that is all. I
ask to be allowed not to vote.

Mr. SPEAKER. He can ask to be excused ; the rule
is that no person who has a direct pecuniary interest in the
passage of the Bill is entitled to vote. If he votes, his
vote is disallowed ; but if a member is doubtful as to
whether ho has that interest ho may ask to be excused.

Mr. CASEY. I object to hie being excused unless he
states that ho has a direct pecuniary interest in the passage
of this Bill.

Mr. SPEAKER. On what ground does the hon. gen-
tleman ask to be excused ?

Mr. BEATY. In oonsequenoe of the peculiar nature of
this case, and the fact that I am president of the company,
and a shareholder. And, of course, it is possible that some
time or other, notwithstanding what has been said, I may
have a pecuniary interest.

On the main motion,
Mr. MULOCK. During the progreus of this debate, cer-

tain statements have been made by hon. mombers from
their places in this Houee which, if established before the
passape of this Bill, would, I think, materially affect the
action of this House in dealing with this measure. The
hon. member for King's, N. S. (Mr. Woodworth), in the
course of his address at the opening of the debate, and
during the progress of the debate, stated, if I may summarise
his statements, to the following effect: He said that the
hon. member for West Toronto (Mr. Beaty) had never made
any honest attempt to build one foot of the line, had simply
been endeavoring to sell the charter, and that this was still
his sole and only object. He further stated that there was
an agreement that the sum of 850,000 was to be divided
between certain of the directors of the road. He
further stated that the member for West Toronto
had endeavored to sell this charter, or to make a con.
tract whereby the member for West Toronto might
be able to place in his own pocket the sum of
$1,500 for every mile of road, or in all, the sum of $675,000.
The hon. member for Northumberland (Mr. Mitchell) also
intimated that ho had received iLformation of a private cha-
racter which disclosed to him matters that ho intimated
were of a very improper nature, and that, were an investi-
gation had, ovidence would be supplied whereby thejudg-
ment of this House in dealing with this measure would be
very materially affected. Under these circumstances I
would suggest whether w> are not proceeding prenaturely
to-night in deciding finally how we will deal with this
charter before disposing of those various charges. Hon.
gentlemen have argued as if we had conclusive evidence,
all the possible evidence as to those varions charges. I ask
the member for Richmond and Wolfe (Mr. Ives) what
would his judgment be if those charges were established ? I
ask the Minister of the Interior, the trustee of the domain
of Canada, what would his judgment be if those charges
were established ? If it is true that a large portioa of the
money that is to be the outcome of this public aid is to go
into the pockets of members of the House, if the Govern-
ment were aware of that fact before agreeing to the passage
of this bill. I do not know the nature of the disclosures
which the member for Northumberland is likely to make,
but still it is due I think to an hon. member when he makes
a grave charge of this kind that ho should have an oppor-
tunity of making it good or having it displaced by evidence.
I am surprised, and I express my surprise with the utmost
regret, that of all Ministers of the Crown, the Minister of
the Interior, who is specially charged with the custody
of the public money and public property proposed to be
transferred on this occasion, should be the first during
the progress of this discussion to permit the handing over
of this vast amount of property without proper investigation,
when there is grave doubt cast on the bond fides of the whole
transaction. The hon. member for West Toronto stated
that recently a change in the directorate had taken place;
that in the summer of 1885 several members of this IHouse
were placed on the directorate. If we look at the pro-
ceedings of the Government during the summer of 1885,
what do we find ? We find that on 29th July, 1885, an
Order in Council was passed handing over to this company
2,880,000 acres of land belonging to the people of Canada
for the purpose of constructing this road. We find that
later on, in August, anotier Order in Qouncil was pased on
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the recommendation of the thon Miniater of the Interior, now
the Minister of Finance, confirming that grant with certain
modifications; and later on we find that the present Minis-
ter of the Interior, in November, 185, recommended the Gov-
ernor in Council to pass, and the Governor in Council did
pass, an Order in Council granting further modifications, all
to the advantage of this company. Now, to-day we find
these grave charges made against the personnel comprising
and controlling this company ; and it appears to me, that
as trustees of the property of the people of Canada, we are
not justified in handing over the property to this particular
company, until these grave cbarges are investigated and dis-
proved, and if not disproved,then in not refusing to make such
a grant. The member for West Toronto (Mr. Beaty), stated
that he did not desire to be the first to suffer by a stringent
rule. Is there any rule clearer and botter understood by
mon of honor, than that a trustee must not commit a breach
of trust? Who are the people's representatives and trus-
tees of the public wealth of Canada, but the Parliament of
Canada? The hon. member for West Toronto is one of
those trustees. He says: Introduce a Bill, and say it shall
be unlawful heroafter for mombers to commit breaches
of trust, so that hereafter it will be unlawful for me to
commit a fraud on those I represent here, and I will
vote for such a measure. But the hon, gentleman says,
you have not shown me such a measure in black and white
as being on the Statute-book, and therefore I insist on re-
taining for the present the fruits of this breach of trust. I
would deplore it if public opinion in Canada should ever be-
come so degraded that we would find it necessary to pass
an Act of Parliament declaring that members shall not b
guilty of-shall I say stealing the public property. I would
ask those hon. gentle men why did we not have this investi-
gation bofore the Bill was passed in the House to its present
stage? When it was before the Railway Oommittee an
investigation was moved for by the hon. member for North-
umberland, and had that motion been carried the charges
made would have been investigated, and if proved untrue-
and I would be glad if they could be proved untrue-then
we would have had no difficulty in dealing with this case
to-day, for there would have been no confict of testimony
on the subject. But now if called on to vote on this
measure these charos remain unproved or uncontra-
dicted, and we are doing what clearly we have no
right to do, because we have due notice from two hon. mem-
bers that there are circumstances in connection with the
transaction which, if thoir statements are true, should make
us refuse to give this grant. Under these circumstances it
appears to me that we have but one course open to us. If
we propose to carefully guard the publie domain we should
investigate these charges. We should give those hon. gen-
tlemen an opportunity to make good their charges. If we
cannot make them good it will beto the advantage of those
who are at present affected by them. I am surprised the
Government is not the first to ask for the investigation. I
was amazed that the Government, when the matter was
brought before them in the Railway Committee, voted
against an investigation. I was surprised that hon.
gentlemen whose obaracters are affected by these
insinuations and charges did not rise in their places1
with indignation and demand an investigation be-
fore progress was made with the measure. But
Sir, they have not done so. They have had everyj
opportunity, and late as it is, I would be glad to give way
on this occasion and allow the Government to adopt the
suggestion I am about to make, and have the Bill referred
tocommittee for the purpose of enquiring into these mat-
ters. But, Sir, should the Government not see fit to do so,
I beg leave to move the following motion. I may ay ilc
you refer to the Bill-which is before the House, you willC
find in section 3 the names of the directors, and auhe beenc
stAted before. amongst thoso Ramu aro the 1aegaM 0Q oi(

ir. MULOK.

members of this House. If these charges are true, if
those hon. members are parties to those charges, they are
not to be trusted with this land. The Minister of the
Interior, with sophistry, said he thought they could do no
harm with this land. But, Sir, if these charges are true, they
can do harm with this land. If these charges are true they
could lock up or misapply the proceeds of this land. These
charges are that those gentlemen are not engaged in a bond
fide enterprise in building the railway, but for the purpose
of speculating in the grant which is proposed to be given.
Supposing those hon. gentlemen were to stand up and admit
the truth of those charges, would the House grant that land ?
If it would not grant it then, it cannot grant it if the
charges are true in spite of the admissions. Would the
louse grant that aid if those hon. gentlemen should stand
up and admit that they were to receive a bonus of $50,000
amongst themselves ? They have not admitted it; I hope
it cannot be proved, but if it were proved would the louse
still grant public money with which to pay such bonuses ?
If, as the hon. member for King's (Mr. Woodworth) says,
the hon. member for West Toronto (Mr. Beaty) still stipu.
lates that they were to be paid $675,000 to be derived
from the land which is proposed to be given, would
under these circumstances, Parliament grant this land for
such a purpose ? If any such charge can be proved, the
flouse would not be justified in making such a grant. I
take no responsibility in connection with these charges.
I know nothing about whether they are true or not.
I have doubts as to whether some of them can be
established; but having been made by some hon. members
it is the duty of the House to hold those hon. gentlemen
responsible for those charges and give them an opportunity
of proving them before a proper committee under the con-
trol of this House. Therefore, I submit that before passing
to the final stage of dealing with this Bill, we should have
the charges thoroughly sifted and investigated, and thon,
and not till thon, will the House be in a position to pass a
proper judgment on the merits of this measure. I, therefore,
move:

That the Bill be not now considered in Committee of the Whole,
but that it be referred back to the Select Standing Committee on Rail-
ways, Oanals and Telegraph Lines, having regard to the Orders in
Couacil for grants of land to the company, te enquire into the relations
of certain alleged directors of the company, being members of this
House, namely: James Beaty, member for West Toronto; L. A. Billy,
member for Rimouski; 0. H. Tnpper, member for Pictou; L. J. Riopel,
member for Bonaventure-to the company, and into any provisional
contract which may have bean entered into for the construction of the
road, or any portion thereof.
In conclusion, I can only add that I hope the Government
will see their way in adopting a motion to the effect of the
one I have just read, to have a proper investigation made.
Nothing will aiford me greater pleasure than to withdraw
my motion in favor of such a motion by the Governmert.

Ilouse divided on amendment of Mx. Mulock.
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Amendment negatived.

Mr. CASEY. It has been already held, on the admission
of the hon. member for West Toronto himself, that ho had
a direct pecuniary interest in this motion, and that ho could
not vote upon it.

Some hon. MEMBERS. No.

Mr. CASEY. If the hon. gentleman does not make that
admission, I insist on his voting.

Mr. SPEAKER. What is the question of order ?

Mr. CASEY. The question of order is this: If the hon.
gentleman is not capable of voting on this motion, is h.
capable of moving it ?

Mr. SPEAKER:
" A member intereated in a Bill may take part in a debate thereon, or

propose a motion or an amendment in relation thereto."

Motion agreed to, and the House resolved itself into com-
mittee.

(In the Committee.)
On section 4,

Mr. WATSON. I move that a clause bu added as clause
5 to- insert the words in section 1, of 47 Vic., chap. 72, "lnot
farther west than Brandon." That simply places the start.
ing point of this road at a point not farther west than
Brandon. As the House is aware, it started at Melbourne,
but the Government have seen fit to make the land grant
start from Brandon. I wish also to add after the word
"council " in the ninth line of the 1st section the words,
"and from thence to the town of Rapid City, in the Pro-
vince of Manitoba." I understood from some members of
the Government, and from the promoter of this Bill, that
there are no objections to these amendments.

Some hon. MEMBERS. Lost.

Mr. WATSON. I hope the Govemment will accept these
amendments. If they will not, I would like to know the
reason why. Hon. members may laugh, but this is a serious
matter. This road was started at Melbourne, and was to be
run to Rapid City. The road is graded to Rapid City, and
I simply want this provision to make sure that the road will
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run to that town. It has bonused the road, and it has been
waiting for five or six years to get it; and if the Govern-
ment intend to do what is right for the settlers along that
line of railway, they will adopt these amendments. I think
the hon. member for North Perth (Mr. Resson), who knows
that country, should use his infnuence in favor of them. I
understood from the promoter of the Bill that if the mem bers
of the Government had no objection to them, he had none ;
and I interviewedtthe hon. Minister of the Interior, the hon.
Minister of Public Works and the bon. Minister of Railways
this afternoon, and none of them appeared to give any
reason why these amendments should not be made, and.[
took it for granted that they were favorable to them.

Mr. RESSON. Rad the hon. gentleman been with the
deputation at the time they visited the Government, h.
would have learned that the Government determined that
the land grant could not be made from Melbourne for the
reason that the line ran parallel to the Canadian Pacific
Railway, and would be a competitor for at least 20 miles,
and therefore it must start from Brandon or some point
west. As the hon. gentleman who has just proposed this
motion had the audacity or the courage to vote against the
Bill altogether, it is rather a strong point for him now to
dictate to the Government. I prefer that the matter should
be left in the hands of the Government to deal with. I think
it is perfectly safe with thom.

Mr.'WATSON. The hon. member's remarks arb quite
uncalled for. If I had the audacity to vote for the three
months' hoist, I was simply acting on the resolution passed
unanimously by the Legislature of Manitoba; and if the
hon. gentleman had seen fit to act upon the sentiments of
the hon. member of that House who seconded the resolution,
he ought to support these provisions I propose. I have no
doubt as to what my duty was here to-night; my duty was
clear and straight, and I acted upon it. I only hope the
present company, seeing the Government has dotermined
to stand by them, will be able to construct the road, and I
had hoped from the statements of the hon. Minister of Pub-
lic Works, as chairman of the Railway Committe, that ho
would have seen that the present company was in a position
to do so before ho extended the time.

Amendment negatived.

Bill reported, and read the third time and passed.

REPRESENTATION OF THE N. W. T.-ADDRESS TO
RER MAJESTY.

Sir RECTO R LANGEVIN moved that this House do
concur in the address of the Senate to His Excellency the
Governor General by filling up the blank therein with the
word "Commons."

Motion agreed to.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN moved:

That a message be sent to the Senate to acquaint their Honors that
the House will agree to the address to Ris BExcellency the Governor
General praying him to submit the joint address to fier Majesty the
Queen, in relation to the representation in the Parliament of. Canada of
the several Te ritories forming part thereof, but not included within the
limits of any Province.

Motion agreed to.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN moved the adjournment of
the House.

Motion agreed to; and the House adjourned at 1:55 a.m.,
Tuesday.
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TUzaDA, 4th May, 1886.

The SPEAKER took the Chair at Three o'clock.

PRAYERS.

FIRST READING.

Bill (No. 128) to incorporate the Northumberland Straits
Tunnel Co.-(Mr. Hackett.)

RELIEF OF FLORA BIRRELL.

Mr. ROBERTSON (Hamilton) moved the first reading
of Bill (No. 129) for the relief of Flora Birrell.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. I do not ask for a division
on this motion, but will ask it on the second reading, so
that you will be kind enough to declare it now carried on a
division.

Motion agreed to on a division, and Bill read the first time•

BUSINESS OF THE SESSION.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN moved that, for the remainder
of the Session, Government business shall have precedence
on Wednesday after routine proceedings.

Mr. BLAKE. This motion is based upon that which I
have ventured to object to at an earlier period of the Session
-that the late period at which the Government has called
us together renders it almost unavoidable that more time
than ought to be taken at this period should be taken
from private members' business and devoted to the busi-
ness of the Government. On the whole, having regard
to the general business of the Session, I believe that less
public evil will be caused by our devoting that time to the
Government business, and to that extent depriving private
members of their advantages, than by adopting any other
course. In that point of view it is not my intention to
resist the motion, although, as I say, private members have
not had this Session the advantages they ought to have had,
owing to the character of the circumstances at the begin-
ning of the Session, and the lateness at which the flouse was
called together. I would submit, however, that questions
ought to be allowed to precede, as on former occasions, on
Wednesdays. I would also make this suggestion, which
indeed, I may say, is a result of a conference I had with
the hon. gentleman, whether it would not be for the
convenience of the House and the discharge of private
business that we should adopt as part of this motion
that the order of business on Mondays should be for
the future Wednesday's order, which will ive private
members an opportunity of dealing with motions up to
six o'clock, and public Bills and orders after six o'elock,
instead of absorbing the whole time with motions.
There are some important Bills on the paper-several
with reference to the question on Temperance, and so
forth-and probably it would be more important to give
an opportunity for them to be dealt with than to deal with
the other motions. I think, however, that we should have
another opportunity of clearing the paper of the undisputed
notices, and we might take a part of the firast Wednesday
for this work. I propose, permanently, that we should
have questions on Wednesdays, and that on Mondays, after
private Bills, the Order of the Day should be the order of
Wednesdays.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN.
of the lateness of the Session.

Sir HEorOx LANaxviN.

The hon. gentleman speaks
This Session was certainly

called later than usual; but the hon. gentleman should not
forget that instead of ending the Session in May last year,
we ended it about the 20th of July. Therefore it was
foreseen that the House could not be called so early this
year as it was in previous years. However, I do not think
the business in the hands of private members has suffered
much. On the contrary, during the two months that have
elapsed I think private members have had every oppor-
tunity to bring their measures before the House; and we
have done, during these two months, a great deal more
work than is generally done during the first two-months of
the Session. However, I have no objection, if the House
agrees to my motion, that on Wednesday questions by
members should come first, and that on the first Wednesday
we should go over the list of notices of motions and adopt
those that are unopposed. Then, as to Monday, I think the
suggestion about which the hon. gent]e ,ian had spoken to
me, as he says, would meet the views of the members
generally. That would give hon. gentlemen on Monday
from three to six, first for questions and then for notices of
motions, and after 8 o'clock private Bills for an hour, and
then public Bills, thus covering the different classes of
woi k in the hands of the ordinary members of the louse.
If the House will allow me, I will modify my motion accord-
ingly.

Mr. MITCHELL. I must say I do not at all agree with
the hon. the acting leader of the Government in this matter.
I do not think the opportunity for carrying on private busi-
ness has been given to members, as he states. It will be in
the recollection of the House that while the debate on the
North-West matter was going on, about four weeks ago, I
suggested that the unopposed motions should be taken up
and gone through with, in order that gentlemen who desired
papers to be prepared should have an opportunity of getting
them brought down in time to be available when they
wished to make use of them. Now, we have only one day
in the week left for private business, although there are
notices standing on the paper, some of which have been
there for a month, and hon. gentlemen are unable to obtain
the papers for which they desired to move. When I
made the suggestion to which I refer, the acting
leader of the Government irtimated that he would
be prepared to consider the suggestion, I thought
to consider it favorably; but it has passed over,
and the private members have not had the chance of
getting the papers and correspondence which they desire:
flowever, we must endeavor to remedy the difficulty as best
we can, and if the unopposed motions are taken up, that in
part meets the difficulty, though late in the day. I also
opposed the Government taking all the private days for the
Riel debate, instead of allowing papers to be moved for
and brought down. Hlowever, we have to deal with matters
as we find them; and next Session, if we are here, we
should pursue a different course, and get the motions for
papers put through at an early stage of the Session, so that
the papers may be brought down in time for members to
deal with them.

Sir LECTOR LANGEVIN. The hon. gentleman is mis-
taken about the promise I made that on a certain day,
with the consent of the House, we should go over the
notices of motions, and adopt those that were unopposed. It
is not so late in the day as the hon. gentleman says. I am
afraid that on that day he was not here when the proceed-
ings commenced, but that was not our fault. He may be
assured that the promise made by me was fulfiiled to the
letter.

Mr. MITCHELL. Though I was not here, as important
business kept me away that day, I had placed my business
in the hands of an hon. gentleman who was here, and he
informed me that that course was not pursued ; and when
I came back, I found the Order paper full.
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Mr. BLAKE. I must corroborate the hon. Minister's
statement. My hon. friend's informant was in error. It
is quite true that the hon. Minister of Publie Works rigidly
observed the -arrangement that was made; but that was
of less advantage than it would have been, because very
few members were here to avail themselves of it, which
was not, of course, the Minister's fault. I would suggest
that private Bills should be the first order after questions
on Mondays. You might have such a dispute about a
private Bill as you had yesterday, and it might require the
whole day to get through with it ; so that if you only gave
an hour for private Bills after recess, all a man would have
to do to defeat a Bill would be to talk for the hour.

ment to a motion I made a week ago with reference to the
issue of a writ for the electoral district of Haldimand. To.
day I called upon the Clerk of the Crown 'n Chancery, and
ascertained that the warrant had been reoeived by him, but
that the writ had not been issued, owing to the fact that
the Government had not nominated a returning officer. i
would ask if the Government have decided on a returning
officer, and when the writ will be issued?

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. The Government has not
yet appointed a returning officer.

PROTECTION OF NAVIGABLE WATERS.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. I have no objection to pro- Mr. FOSTER moved the third reading of Bill (No. 96) res.
viding in the motion that private Bills shall be first. pecting the protection of navigable waters.

Motion, as amended, agreed to.

SUPREME COURT-NORTH-WEST TERRITORIES.

Mr. THOMPSON moved that, to-morrow, the louse
resolve itself into Committee of the Whole to consider the
following resolutions:-

lot. That it is expedient farther to amend the law respecting the
North-West Territories, to provide for the repeal of the enactments now
in force respecting Stipendiary Magistrates therein, and for the estab-
hshment of a Supreme Court of civil and criminal jurisdiction in and for
the said Territories, to consist of five judges.

2nd. That it is expedient to provide for the payment to each of the
said judges, out of the Consolidated Revenue Fund of anada, of a
yearly salary of four thousand dollars, with travelling allowances, to be
fixed by the Governor in Council, and a retiring annuity equal to two-
thirds of such salary, on conditions similar to those applicable to like
cases in the Provinces of the Dominion.

3rd. That it is expedient to empower the Governor in Council to
divide the said Territories into five juadicial districts, and to appoint for
each a sheriff and a clerk of the said court. Each sheriff to be paid out
of the said Consolidated Revenue Fund a yearly salary of five hundred
dollars and to receive such fees as the Lieutenant-Governor prescribes.
Each such clerk to be paid by fees to be fixed in like manner.

4th. That the mover have leave to bring in a Bill founded on the fore.
going resolutions, and to come into force on a day to be fixed by procla-
mation under an Order of the Governor in Council.

Motion agreed to.

REAL PROPERTY-NORTI-WEST TERRITORIES.

Mr. THOMPSON moved that, to-morrow, the Hlouse
resolve itself into Committee of the Whole to consider the
following resolutions :-

That it is expedient to provide in Committee of the Whole, under
Bill No. 10 of this Session intituled: "An Act respecting Real Property
in the North-West Territories "'*:

1. That the salaries of Registrars, Deputy Registrars and other ne-
cessary officers, and such incidental expenses of carrying the said A ct
inte effect as are sanctioned by the Governor in Council, shall be paid
out of moneys to be provided by Parliament for the purpose.

2. That a proper building may, under orders of the Governor in
Council, be provided and maintained at the public expense in each
registration district for the deposit ande afe-keeping of documents
conuectea1 with the registration cf tities under the Act.

3. That the Governor in Council may, from time to time, provide the
necessary books and forms, provide any additional forms he deems neces-
sary, and make such rules and regulations as are necessary to carry
luto effect the provisions of the said Act, and make such rules and
regulations as to him appear necessary for giving effect to the Act, in
cases unprovided for, according to its true intent and purpose.

4. That all fees payable under the said Act or in connection there-
with shall be settled by tariff made by the Governor in Council.

5. That the Registrar may demand and receive the fees so settled, and
perform the duties for which they are made payable, on payment thereof,
and shall keep a correct account of all moneys received by him under the
aid Act and pay over the sane to the Minister of Finance and Receiver-

General, as shall be directed by the Governor in Council.

Motion agreed to.

H ALDIMAND-ISSUE OF WRIT.

Mr. LANDERKIN. Before the Orders of the Day are
called, I would like to direct the attention of the Goverm-

Mr. DAVIES. In view of the provisions which the Bill
contains relating to fisheries, I think we should amend the
title. The title is '<protection of navigable waters " alone,
and there are provisions in the Bill referring to the protec-
tion of fisheries in waters not navigable. In view of the
fact that there are serious doubts raised as to the consti.
tutionality of the Bill, the title should be made sufficient to
cover all the purposes of the Bill.

Mr. FOSTER. The title is that of the law at prosent
existing, and although the Bill goes a little further, its pur-
pose is really to protect navigable waters into which the
other flow. The provisions with reference to fishery
clauses is not an essential part of the Bill,as far as the enact.
monts go, but simply provides that the officers shall have
power to enforce the Act.

Motion agreed to, and Bill read the third time and passed.
CHIGNECTO MARINE TRANSPORT RAILWAY COM-

PANY.

Mr. POPE moved the third reading of Bill (No. 105) to
amend the Act to provide for the granting of a subsidy to
the Chignecto Marine Transport Railway Company,
Limited.

Motion agreed to on a division, and Bill read the third
time and passed.

THIRD READINGS.

Bill (No. 108) to amend the Adulteration Act.-(r.
Costigan.)

Bill (No. 109) in further amendment of the Weights and
Measures Act.-(Mr. Costigan.)

Bill (No. 110) an Act respecting Commissions to Publie
Officers o Canada.-(Mr. Thompson.)

LAND SUBSIDIES TO RAILWAY COMPANIES.

Mr. WHITE (Cardwell) moved the third reading of Bill
(No. 117) to amend an Act to authorise the granting of sub-
sidies inl and to certain railway companies.

Mr. BLAKE. I was not able to be present 4hen the
Bill was discussed in its earlier stages, but I observe some
provisions in it which, it seems to me, require some
consideration. The proposal is that the principle of
township grants instead of alternate sections shall be or
may be adopted in the grant of subsidies to railways, but
the arrangement is conditional upon an arrangement for
the Hudson's Bay Company's reservation being first of all
settled. Now, of course, we could not propose to take the
township and, with the Hudson's Bay Company's reserva-
tion unsettled, hand it over, but it does not seem to me
that the proposal, if it is one advantageous to the public in-
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terests, is at all necessarily dependent upon an arrange-
ment being made with the Hudson's Bay Company, because
the alternative power might be granted to the Government
to give the township subject to the Hudson's Bay Company's
lot, or after arrangements were made with the Hudson's
Bay Company for the exchange of the lot, else the whole
policy of the measure is made dependent on the bargain
which may be made with the IEudson's Bay Company, be-
cause you cannot grant the townships at all unless you can
make an arrangement with them as to their property.
The substance of the proposal can be carried out, though
not perhaps so effecctually, by granting the township ex-
clusive of the Hudson's Bay Company's lot. That is the
first observation I have to make. The second one is tha t

this proposal is in its terms susceptible of being carried ont
with reference to lands wherever they may be granted in
the North-West Territory as railway aid, and therefore in
that portion of the country which is suitable for settlement
-I mean for agricultural settlement as distinguished from
ranche and pasture lands-and yet the provision is that:

" The grants of land so made shall inelude the statutory allowance
for roads between sections in the townships and fractional parts ot town-
ships so granted, but shall be subject to a reserve of one acre out of
every one hundred acres for the establishment ot trails, with convenient
watering places, for the purpose of driving and watering cattle."

their lands in a distinct block. So much for that principle
in regard to the Hludson's Bay sections. Then, with regard
to the other suggestion of the hon. gentleman, the particu-
lar district through which this railway runs is peculiarly
adapted for ranching purposes, and the railway company
desire to use it for ranching parposes in the meantime, and
I believe they are proposing to lease their lands for those
purposes at the Fame rate as the Government are leasing
their lands, that is at 2 cents an acre, so that ranche-
mon who choose to get their lands from the Government
may have the adjoining lands also from the company. The
road allowance belongs to ttem. in that way, reserving the
right for tracks; but, if the land is fit for settlement, it is
clear that it would be more valuable to a railway company
of that kind to have settlers there than to have ranchemen;
and, inasmuch as the survey has been made, which is not at
all altered by the proposal now made, they have their road
allowances if they choose to use them, and I think the com-
pany may be safely trusted to look after their own interests
in that matter. So far as the alternate blonks belonging to
the Government are concerned, there is no interference with
thor. They are reserved for settlement in the usual way,
if settlers choose to go upon themr.

Mr. BLAKE. Yes; but does not the hon. gentleman see
that if there be a townshi belongine to the ublic on

Well, that is a proposai that there shall be a departure which there are ordinary settlers, and thon a railway com-
from the general system of survey and such advantages as pany's block, and then another township with settlers
may belong to the adjoining townships through the North- beyond, the means of communication to the settlers in the
West Territories from the continuous system of roads. two townships are going to be seriously interfered with if
The railway company is given the benefit of all the allow- only a trail is to be reserved for the purposes of driving and
ances, and only one acre in one hundred is to be reserved watering cattle, instead of the present highway arrange-
for trails. You may find, therefore, applied as extensively ments.
as this provision may be applied, provisions which in their
terms would appear to me to be applicable only to ranching Mr. MILLS. I do not seo why there should be a pro-
and grazing districts, and not at all to districts which are vision of this sort at all. The Hudson's Bay Company are
capable of being settled; I do not mean those districts entitled to one-twentieth of the lands in the North-West
which are now used as ranching and grazing districts, for I set out for settlement for fifty years-that is, up to the year
am told of many of them it is said they are quite 1920. If lands are set out for settlement after that period
capable of being settled; and therefore I go beyond they will not be entitled to share in them. By a subsequent
those districts which are now used for ranching and arrangement with the company, to which they assented at
grazing, and I say that, instead of this being confined the time the first Dominion Lands Act was carried, they
to these lands, it is extended to lands which are suitable for agreed to take certain specifio sections in each township
agricultural settlement. Well, if it be an advantage, if it be set out for settlement, two sections in most of the town-
in the publicinterest thatlandswhicharesusceptibleofbeing ships. I do not see why the hon. gentleman wants to
settled in the ordinary way in the North-West should be interfere with that arrangement at all. Suppose a town-
utilised by abolishing the system of the road allowances and ship is reserved for a railway company, that you grant alter-
granting the road allowances to a private corporation, sub. nate townships instead of aliternate sections, the company
stituting only a reservation for trails, I want to know why would take those townships, subject to the deduction of the
it is not adopted generally, why it is good for the blocks of school lands and the lands which are set out to which the
land granted to the railway company and not for the general Hudson Company would be entitled, just the same as if no
public? But you do not propose to extend it generally, and special provision was made on the subject. The on. gentle-
therefore you acknowledge that it is not good for the gen- man will find this to be the case by making a provision of
oral public, and, if it is not, it should not be done to benefit this sort in the Bill, that ho enormously increases the diffi-
the railway company. These observations occurred to culty of administration. If the law is allowed to operate,
me, and it is possible some of them may have been explained the railway company know, when they receive a particular
by the hon. gentleman and the force of them removed dur- township, that there are two sections to come out of that
ing my unavoidable absence from the House, but, not hav- township for the Hudson's Bay Company and two others
ing heard such explanations, I thought it was not right that that are reserved for school purposes. They go on these
tie Bill should pass without having ventured to submit sections, and the moment the township is subdivided and
themu. 'set out for settlement, the company take thirty-two out of

thirty-six sections. The quarter-sections are reserved in
Mr. WHITE (Cardwell). As to the first objection of the this particular way. Now, if the hon. gentleman proposes

hon. gentleman, that with regard to the Hudson's Bay Com-1 to provide that the whole township may pass to the rail-
pany's sections, if I understand the Bill the provision is I way company, and that the Hudson's Bay Company may
that the Hudson's Bay Company shall be consenting parties be satisfied with lands given elsewhere, ho will find that
to the grant of a whole township in lieu of the sections they in every instance the company will insist On having lands
areentitled to. Under the existinglaw,theytakesubstantially which are at least as good as those which they have surren-
two sections ont of each township. Under the particular case dered to the Government for the ume of the railway com-
through which this arose, the railway ordinarily known as pany that ls to receive a particular township, and there will
the Galt Railway, running from Dunmore to Lethbridge, always be a difficulty in-satisfying the company that th-
they are consenting parties to it, and have agreed to take lands you propose to give them elsewhere are of equal value

M<r. BLA& .
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to the lands you have taken from them to hand over to the
railway corporation. You will have endless difficulties,
negotiations and delays in settlement of the land claimed
by the company that will fall into the hands of the actual
settlers; then the settlers will require to be dealt with, and
so the work of the Department will practically fall behind
the necessities of the case. Now, I think the hon.gentleman
will not interfere at all with the chance of effectively aiding
railways, if he reserves to the Hudson's Bay Company the
lands they are actually entitled to under the existing ar-
rangements. The hon. gentleman knows that under the
law, as it now stands, the legal titles to these particular
sections are vested in the company, not by the patent of
the Crown, but by operation of Statute. You may, for the
purpose of convenience, issue a patent to the Hudson's Bay
Company, but the legal title is vested in them the moment
the lands are set out for settlement, by operation of law.
Then, why undertake to divest them of that title by a pro-
vision of this sort ? If the hon. gentleman will allow the
law to operate, will amend this law, so as to protect the
school sections and the Hudson Bay sections, he will greatly
lessen the difficulties of the Department, and he will confer
quite as great a service upon the railway corporation.

Mr. WHITE (Cardwell). It is a little singular to find
the hon. gentleman -who has for years past been urging a
system of alternate blocks rather than alternate sections, be-
cause of the injury done to settlement by these sections
within townships, separating the settlers one from another,
now objecting to the principle by which that may be
avoided. As a matter of fact, no arrangement of this kind
can be made without the consent of the Hudson's Bay Com-
pany. They have to be assenting parties to the taking of
their land away out of the township and accepting land
elsewhere. Therefore the two things must go together, the
section of the land which they will receive at the moment
these lands are taken from them, and the giving them to
the railway company. Therefore I do not think there eau
be any possible difficulty in relation to that, and by no
other means could we adopt the principle that is sought to
be adopted in this Bill.

Mr. IVES. So far as the ranching companies are con-
cerned, it is no doubt very important to provide facilities
for the company to control the whole block, without hav-
ing small portions here and there dotted through it which
are not under their control. Many of the difficulties which
have arisen in the United States between ranching com-
panies and others, has resulted from the plan of railway
companies receiving lands in alternate sections while the
remaining sections of school lands were open for settlernent.
Now, these sections of school lands, although not fit for
cultivation, are in many cases taken up, and settled upon,
and homesteaded by people who did not intend to farn, but
who went there for the purpose merely of taking up a
section and turning on a larger number of cattle than their
homestead will sustain, more than could be maintained upon
their own sections, and trusting to the grass on the adjoin-
ing lands. The result is that the railway company's lessees,
to protect themselves against these smali homesteaders on
the school section, have been obhiged to fence around their
own sections at their own expense. That forced the partyt
who had the school section, and who had a great many
more cattle than he could keep upon it, and who expected
to pirate upon other lands that did not belong to him, to
cut the fence, and that has led to innumerable difficulties.
Of course, I am speaking of lands that are not fit for
settlement but are simply fit for grazing purposes. I
think it would be desirable that these lands should bei
made valuable as fast as possible, and I am quiter
sure that they would be made more valuable by givingç
to whoever owned the bulk of the land the control of thec

whole quantity. It does eseem to me, however, that the
provision which enables a railway company that receives
a grant, to acquire the Hudson Bay sections, could be
brought about by agreement without this Statute as
well as with it. There can be no possible objection
to the provision however. When it comes to the road
allowance there is a serions objection. I do not see why
the road allowance might not be left, instead of the pro.
vision as proposed. It is certain that nobody will go
there and make roads unless they are needed. There will
only be the ordinary trail through such a country as that,
such a trait as the necessities of he ranchmen, and perhaps
the settlers, may require. But I think the idea which is
evidently aimed at in the Bill is a good one, that of putting
the ranching country in such a shape that the whole of it
may be utilised. I am quito sure that you will find in
future, if the country is stocked with cattle, that you will
avoid a great deai of difficulty by removing it from the
power of people to go and homestead on sections that are
within a large block of grazing country, because I am sure
the same thing will happen here that has taken place in the
United States-people going there, not to farm, but to
turn out great numbers of cattle, and in that way seek,
by paying a very sipall amount, to obtain the grant of a
large amount of useful land, and you will have trouble and
difficulty, as they have had in varions States.

Motion agreed to, and Bill read the third time aud passed.

CANADIAN PACIFIC RATLWAY COMPANY-RE.
LEASE OF BONDS.

Mr. McLELIAN moved:
That the House resolve itself into committee t oconsidAr a certain pro-

posed resolution (page 913) respecting the release to the Canadian Pacifie
itailway Company of the amount of $5,000,000 in bonds under the pro-
visions of the construction coatract as security for the operation of the
railway.

He said : It is proposed to ask the House to give the Gov-
ernment this power, so that when the road is built and in
running order and when the Gvernment shall be satisfied
thereof, and that it is likely to continue, they shall have the
power to release 85,000,000 worth of bonds now held by the
Government as securiîty.

Mr. BLAKE. This power of releasing this security at
present, of course, pertains to Parliament. The security is
by the contract made permanent, unless and until Par-
liament thinks fit to release it. This is a proposa! that the
whole matter shall be handed over to the Government and
they shall have authority on their own judgment to deuide
when the securities shatl be handed over. I think no in-
convenience whatever can arise from our forming a judg-
ment ourelves as to the circumstances under which, if at
ail, it may be expedient te rolease this security. We meet
once a year, and if in a year it b. the opinion of the Gov-
ernment that Parliament may properly be called upon to
agree that the security b. released, a proposal can be laid
before Parliamuent and its decision can be obtained. There
is serious objection to handing this power over to the Gov-
ern ment, and I interpret the meaning of the proposal to be
this: before we meet next year the security wiIl b. released.

Motion agreed to, on a division, and thei House reeolved
itself into committee.

(In the Committee.)

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGIf p. I think, before asking
us to place in the hands of the Government the power to
release the security, we ought to know something as to
when the Government themselves expect the road to be in
complete running order, and, aiso, we ought to obtain some
estimate of the exact condition and working of the road.
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Under the returns which have been brought down to the
House, we remain in blessed ignorance of what is doing, or
even what Is expected to be done, by the company on that
very important section of the road running from Callander
station to Port Moody. The returns brought down contain
a number of details, which, I suppose, are accurate in a
sense, but they do not show in the least what is the amount
of traffic, what is the condition of the road along the 2,400
or 2,500 miles which form the main line of the Canadian
Pacifie Railway. I do not think the House could be asked
to pronounce on that important question in more utter and
sublime ignorance of the traffic and condition of the 2,400
miles than we are in. We have obtained some informa-
tion as to what are the receipts and expenditures
over the Canadian Pacifie Railway system, covering the
Ontario and Quebec lines, the linos they have ac-
quired from the Province of Quebec and the lines in western
Ontario; but as to the present condition, the present pro-
spects of the main line, we positively know nothing-at all
events, we know nothing on this side of the House; the
Government may be botter informed. We were told, when
the railway was in process of construction, that one reason
for giving those extraordinary bonuses was that it was
going to be a very diffcult thing, and a very costly thing
to work the main line; and as the* House, I hope,
will meet within seven or eight months, in Jan-
uary, or at least in February next, it will be utterly
impossible for the Government to have had the
experience of even a single year's working of the
whole line of the railway. I must say that I think,
before we are asked to consider the present proposal, the
Government should place us in the position, or cause the
company to place us in the position, of having faller details
about the main line of railway than we now possess. I do
not know whether the Government have them, but certainly
the House is not in possession of any of those details.

.Mr. McLELAN. I gave the House an estimate that had
been prepared by the engineers of the cost of conpleting
the lino on the central and eastern sections. I have not
obtained full figures respecting the working of the road
upon each particular section. The company and the Gov.
ernment thought it desirable that in the public interest
there should be at as early a date as possible a final settle-
ment, or, as the hon. member for West Durham (Mr.
Blake) called it, a final finality, between Parliament and the
company; and we concluded to ask Parliament to give us
power that, when the road shall have been completed and
in good running order, and we are satisfied that it will be
continued to be operated, we shall have power, without
coming to Parliament, without raising a Canadian Pacifie
Railway discussion in the louse, to release those bonds. It
will, no doubt, be desirable in the interests of the company
to do so to enable them to raise money upon the land that
remains to them. They represent that with that extent of
road on their hands and in order to complote the connec-
tions, it will be desirable, in their interest and in the in-
terest of the country, that they should be able to raise a
considerable amount of money. On all railways when con-
tracts are considered to be completed and the road
to be in perfect running order, there are always
additions to be made and additional amounts expended
on capital account. There is hardly a road on this conti-
nent but where there is a continual increase of capital
account for the purpose of extending and improving the
road, the rolling stock and connections, and the Canadian
Pacifie Railway will, no doubt, desire, indeed they will be
compelled, in order to keep up with the progress of the
railways of the continent, o raise a very large amount to
complete the connections and continue the road in perfect
order. It will be desirable for them as well as for the
country that the company should have the means of raising

Sir rIOHAn CARTWRIBGHT.

money upon the lands on the best terms. After the road
has been completed, after it is in perfect running order, to
the entire satisfaction of the public and the Government, it
is de4rable at the earliest possible day that the company
should be roleased as regards those bonds, because so long
as they remain on the road after it is in perfect running
order and satisfactory to the public, they will be considered
by capitalists and investors as showing that there is still a
dread on the part of the Government that the whole thing
may collapse and break down. If it is possible to obtain
some figures before the final stage, I will submit them; I
have not got them at present.

Mr. BLAKE. The hon, gentleman seems to think that
it is bad policy now to retain the security which it was
good policy to obtain originally. A great deal was said
whon the contract was made of the circumstance that the
Government was going to bave good security for the road
being completed and operated. The hon. gentleman's
statement now is that as soon as the Government are satis-
fied that the road is in running order the security should
be released.

Mr. McLELAN. And that it will continue.

Mr. BLAKE. Hlow are we going to be satisfied that it
is to be continued ? Is it to ho by the result of one year's
traffic? I do not believe the hon, gentleman is going to
wait for the year's traffic. He says it might be botter for
the company and the country too, to place the question of
releasing the security in the hands of the Government,
in order to prevent another Canadian Pacifie Railway
discussion in Parliament. I call the attention of hon.
gentlemen to one of the motives which the Minister offers
as a reason for this action-that it would be botter
to prevent another Canadian Pacifie IRailway discus-
sion in Parliament, which would be necessary if the
question had to be decided by Parliament-and so, in
order to prevent Parliament from discharging its duty
and coming to' the conclusion upon that which at present
belongs to it, that it is botter that Parliament should abdi-
cate its functions and place them in the hands of the Gov-
ernment, where the Canadian Pacifie Railway discussion will
take place between the thirteen or fourteen gentlemen repre-
senting the Government-not in open day, not with the
benefit of publicity, but in secret conclave, and under the
sanction of an oath as to the silence and secrecy which is
to prevail in those deliberations. That is the alternative
which the hon. gentleman presents to Parliament as supe-
rior to the exorcise by them of their proper functions.
Now, there should be no inconvenience to a Canadian
Pacifie Railway discussion on this question in Parliament,
if it were not that the hon. gentleman thought it was pos-
sible that the Government might propose to deal with the
power which is to bo handed to it, on grounds which
would not ho agreeable to Parliament or to the publie.
Then the bon. gentleman says it is well to do it at once. It
is well to do it as soon as possible, after the road is tho-
roughly completed, after the road is throughout equipped
and opened-as soon as we are satisfied that they are going
to continue. Now, when we made the contract we said:
We are going to assure the continuance of the oper-
ation of this road, so far as security goes, by taking a
security of $5,000,OJO. Now the hon. gentleman says, in
effect, I propose to alter that-to abandon that proposition.
Well, this is not a novel view on the part of the company.
They took this view, and prosented it to the hon. gentle-
man, somewhat in the terms ho has used to-day, two or
three years ago. In their statement they told him it was
damaging to the prospects of the company, that the country
should continue to retain the security for the operation
which the country had stipulated for, and they asked the
Government to agree that the security should be surren-
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dered. The Government declined ; they said: We are deter-
mined to keep the security just as it was-not to modify it
even by saying that we ask Parliament to give us power to
surrender it at the time we are satisfied that it is no longer
required; but we will keep it just as it was, without change
or alteration. That was the position in which they invited
us to modify, once or twice, the arrangements with the
Canadian Pacifie Railway. This has remained undisposed of;
it was one of those things which was to be disposed of, I
suppose, as soon as the Canadian Pacifie Railway wished
-at a more convenient season. IL was to be taken
by degrees-one thing at one Session, another at
another Session, and the third at the next Session after
that. They thought that was the best way-that the
people could be induced to take by degrees a proposition
which, taken altogether, would be of a startling character.
Now, I heartily agree with that part of the remarks of the
hon. member for Huron in which he spoke of the utter ab-
sence of information as to the working of the road, the
character of the road and the prospects of the road. We
should have reports on these subjects. Last Session, before
calling for a statement of the grades and curves on the
Canadian Pacifie Railway, I found that the table which is
customarily made in ail railway enterprises of this descrip-
tion had not been made, but I got a considerable amount of
information from the Minister of Railways, and certain
plans and profiles from which, with considerable difficulty
and the use of experts to assist, I obtained a certain
amount of information as to the grades and curves on cer-
tain portions of the line. Later on, I enquired whether
the Government had obtained-as they ought to have ob.
tained, as was obtained before the final location of that por-
tion of the route selected by my hon. friend for East York
(Mr. Mackenzie) through the mountains, as are published
in our blue books-the tables of grades and curvatures.
I asked whether they had obtained it. Mark you, the loca-
tion of my hon. friend was established on such principles
that ho broughtdownto Parliament contemporaneously with
the location of which h. asked approval-he brought
down the evidence, in the form of these tables of grades and
curves, showing the character of the road. But after the
hon. gentleman had approved the thing, after the work had
to a large extent been completed-to the extent, at anyi
rate, of the rails being laid in great part and the loca-
tion fixed throughout-the Government had not up to
that time got before them the tables of grades and
curves which would give them that information. The
hon. gentleman said they were in course of prepara-1
tion, and now to-day we are told that connection has1
been made, that the road is to be opened in a few days,1
and the Government has not yet thought fit to bring down1
to us the tables of grades and curves which would show thei
condition of things with reference to the Canadian Pacifiei
Railway. Now, Mr. Chairman, I made a statement last1
Session with reference to the results of an imperfect exami-i
nation, of the imperfect information which was given to
me. That statement was not challenged in this House,1
but a considerable time afterwards, when the measure
came before the other branch of the Legislature, it1
was challenged to a certain extent, and obviouslyj
on information. supplied by the Canadian Pacific Rail-
way Company, in another place by the leader of the i
other branch of the Legislature, on behalf of thei
Government, and different views were expressed from1
those which I had stated. But I say the information1
which will enable us to see how far either of us was cor-1
rect, and which will enable us to do what is far more im-
portant in a question of this kind-to see what really the
standard of this road is, particularly through the mon-1
tains, and over the north shore of Lake Superior-the com- 1
mon customary arrangements, the arrangements you will c
find with reference to any of the principal lines and many-

of the inferior lines given to the publio-is not yet com-
municated to the people of the country, and that in the case
of a road on which we had certain stipulations as to the char-
acter of that road. Now, there is nothing which will do more
to remove the falise impressions-if they be fatse impres-
sions- which have been created with reference to the char-
acter of the grades and curves on the Canadian Pacifie Rail-
way, than just the plain production of the table of grades
and curves as they are on the road. Yet, in the absence of
the information and the other information referred to by
the hon. member for South Huron, we are asked to pass this
measure, which, if we do pass it, means practicatly that Par-
liament assents to this security being released before nert
Session.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. I do not think even the
hon. gentleman who has just taken his seat believes that
the road is not going to be run for ten years, or for many
years. We can all remember that at the time this precau-
tionary measure was taken of preserving the security, it
was considered very doubtful after its completion that it
should be put in operation after it was fnished. That doubt
was felt very generally, and it was said especially, even
after the completion of the road to the north of Lake Supe-
rior, that it would never be run-that the traffl wonld not
pay the grease on the wheels of the locomotives. That
feeling bas all disappeared. Everybody knows that the
road is practically finished, and will be in operation during
the course of this month or next, from sea to sea, ranning
as a completed road. No ono eau suppose for any moment
that, under the present circumstances, that road will not be
run. Such a thing as the abandoDnment of the road, or any
portion of it, and the forfeiture of their charter, any such
an abandonment is out of the question. There are $65,000,-
000 of stock held, both in Europe and America; there is
$35,000,000 of bonds, making $100,000,000 of money held
by capitalists in both hemispheres who would run the risk
of losing all their investment, if there was a failure of the
contract made between the Dominion of Canada and the
Canadian Pacifie Railway Company. So that it is certainly
not for any useful purpose that these five millions are
reserved and locked up; and, therefore, being of no value,
there being no possibility really of the road being abandoned
or stopped, or not put into operation and kept in operation for
ton years, then why keep this reservation, which is not needed
as security for the people of Canada, while it is important to
the company that this $5,000,000 should be released ? While
the company have performed their contract in their wonder-
fal way and in an unprecedentedly short period, we know
that a road of that description must require continual addi-
tion to its capital for very many years. The hon. gentleman
says that my hon. friend, in speaking of this resolution, has
stated that it is advisable to avoid further discussions on the
Canadian Pacifie Railway in this House, and that that propo-
sition plainly means that the $5,000,000 will be given up be-
fore another Session. Well, Mr. Speaker, I may say for one
th at I hope it will be so. I hope the company will immediately
give such satisfactory proof to the Government of Canada
that the road is finished, that they will feel themselves
justified in giving up these $5,000,000. The power certainly
is conferred ûpon the Government; but the'.Government
in all circumstances must ex necessitate as an executive hav-
ing the confidence of Parliament, decide when the company
have faithfully performed their contract"; therefore, if they
must have that power ex necessitate, there eau be no objec-
tion to their having the further power of saying when.and
for what it is desirable that f this security of
85,000,000 should be given up. And why, it will
be asked, do the company desire¿,to iget the con-
trol of this *5,000,000? Because they want further
capital immediately. They require it for the development
of the road, for the increase of their rolling stock, for the
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purpose of completing those portions of other roads con. manications with the various parts of the country or with
neoted with the Canadian Pacifie Railway which are noces- other parts of the world.
sary to perfect it in all its great purposes. They will
require capital, for instance, to assist in completing the Mr. BLAKE. The hon. gentleman suggested that as
short line to Halifax; they will require it for the purpose the Government must have the confidence of Parliament,
of aiding in connecting England and Canada on the therefore, it was not much more to say that the Goveru-
Atlantic, and Canada and China on the Pacifie. They will nent should have the power of doing this without the con-
require all the money they can get, and much more in the sent of Parliament. On the same principle the hon.,gente-
course of a few years- much more than they will ho able nan had botter let us pass an Act to allow him to legisiate
to raise upon the security of their lands; and they want to for us and to spend ail our money; as the Goverument must
raise that money at once. It is the peculiar credit and have the confidence of Parliament, it ie not much more to
glory of this company that they have finished the road so allow the Government to do everything else at their own
speedily. They are now carrying out the same policy. sweet will. These are the constitational doctrines which
They desire to finish it in all its dimensions, so far as they the hon, gentleman as leader of this fouse sets up. These
can generate capital, as speedily as possible. They want are the relations which he proposes should subsist
to make the termini of the line, as bas been stated already betweon the Exeutive and the Administration and a
several times, Liverpool and Hong Kong. They desire to free and independent Parliament, if that le the proper
assist in all the branch lines which will aid in the term to apply to this Parliament, at this time of day.
carrying out of the great design. They will go into The next thing ho said le that thero is no doubt the roud wil1
the market with their lands. They will say: We berun. Wellthere are ah sorts of ways of operating
wish to borrow so much upon those lands. WelI, railway. A portion of this railway is operated at present
what do you want for the lands, and what amount three times a week, a portion every second day, a p@rtion
of bonds are to be issued ? will be asked by the once a week, and the security wo have is security for the
capitalists of Europe. They will ho obliged to say: There efficient oporation of the railway, with sucb number of
are 85,000,000 of those bonds held back by the Canadian trains as the public convonience might require, although it
Government; and why are they held back ? Because the night not pay well, becauso the expectation was that in the
Canadian Government and Parliament and people do not early period of the enterprise its eperation would Je accom-
think there is sufficient security that the road will be run for panied by an inordinate expense compared with the traffie.
ten years. The very distrust created by this reservation of That was the statement of hon. gentlemen opposite; tbey
$5,000,000 of bonds will greatly diminish the company's eaid the large price was mainly because the company was
crhances of disposing of the remainder of the bonds. It is going to operate the road at a considerable expense in the
evident that the question must ho asked: What is the total early pcriod. Lt is easy for the company to save expenso
issue of bonds ? what is the total acreage secured on those at considorable inconvonienco and doterment to the devolop-
bonds ? why are these $5 000,000 held back by the Govern- ment of the country, by diminishing the frequency of the
ment of Canada ? you have performed your contract with trains, and 1 do not think much of that railway
Canada; you have finised the road ; Canada admits that accommodation, whieh is to bo obtained three times
the road is finishedm and that the company have performed u or onc a week, as a very efficient agent for the
their contract ; and why do they hold back those $5,000,- development of the trade or passenger traffioffthe
000 ? Oh, Canada is afraid that the road won't ho n for cuntry. Therhfore, it is important for es to have a prac-
ton yoare. That muet be the answor that they will honestly tical Jevorago which will enabie us te insist, under a
have te give ; and what will be the consequence of that considerable penalty, upon, not meroely the road being kept
answer ? The consequenco will bethat it wiIl lessen the opeon, but also upon its being efficiently operated as woe
value of the bonds, and greatly diminish the chances of consider the public intrest require it to be operated,
those bonds being put on the market. We will have ail althongh that may involve more troquent running of trains
those other entorprises kfpt back and impeded, the capital than n tho interents of the company would Gerest. The
diminiehed, the moans ot the company to carry ont theirhon, gentlemen eoPys a it i juet as much a piece of plain
grand projete, if net altgether destroyad, greatly injured; common sense and prudence that we should surrender tho
and Zhy should wo want that, unlees we henestly and con- seerity now as that we should tako it when the bargain
sciontieusly believe that the road will not homun for ton wa3 made. When the bargain was made, we thught it
years ? But if we know, as we al know, that the road necessary te take ecurity for the efficient operation of the
will ho un for ton yeare, that thero is net the romoteet road for ton years. E aving done se, and the road being
chance of failuro in that, why should we injure the fompany quite cempieted, the hon, gentleman eays it is quite as
by thisdistrust, for which there le no reason? Just the cautions and as prudent and as longheaded that we should
samne common-sense caution which indueed the Pariament surrender the ecurity jut when the road wilaboutltbe
of Canada te insist on this securitv in the incep- eperated in its whole extent, as that we ishould take the
tien of the road, and in the doubtful stige of its succees-oe arity when th coutrat was made. Thon the hou . gen-
ful completien, should influence us new, when the cempany tteman says, if we do net surrender tho recurity, it wil
cone forward after ail they have done, and eay: Givo us ail intorfore with the sale of the bonds, because the first thing
these bonds ; yeu do not want to held them locked up for people wil ay ie: «"Oh, they are only using se, many
ton year; lot us have the advantage of thoe; we will bonde, what about the other bonde ?" and they wil como
spend that money in the development pf this great Cana- te the conclusion that theoGovenment of Canada ho d
dian road. And mind you, this resolution je net compul- these other bonds because, as the hon. gentleman put it in
sory ; it leeptional with the Govemument; and the Gev- hie extravagant fashion, they are doubtful whether the rad
rnment will insist, as they have doue before, that the ern- will be kept open. Neo; the oenly conclusion that can

pany will show them the purposes for whieh the 85,000,000 ho come te is that which appeare on the face of the
will bo expendod. These are the reasone why tho Gover transaction, nameiy, that the Pariament roquired the
nient corne ferward and ask the flouse te avoid crippling secrity for the effieonteperation of the road for ton yeare.
or injuring the chances ef the company gming into the Th cofpany can answer well by aying: fnWheo we made
English market and making a successful ban upon the the contract wIth the Govenment, the Govement and
security of the lande which they etil retain, when we know Parliament made it a condition that we should give
that the Geverument will inelet on that monoy being ex- 85,000,000 eecurity for the efficient operation of the read.
pended on thh railway or in the deveopment of is con- for ton years. That was a part of our bargain; w have
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built the road, and we do not propose to ask the Government
and Parliament to give up that security, which we agreed
to give and did- give, until the time arrives when, under the
terme of our contract, we will ho entitled to demand it. If
the company said that they would stand in a stronger posi-
tion than they will by going acrose and saying: Yes, there
was a bargain of that kind, but we told the Government
anid the people of Canada that you would distrust very
much the enterprise and the value of our land if they con.
tinued to hold us to our bargain, and we asked the Govern-
ment and Parliament, as a mark of confidence in us, and to
prevent that feeling of distrust being created, to give up
the security. This they consented to do, and having shown
their confidence in us in that marked manner, we ask you
to treat us with the same confidence, and buy our bonds at
a higher rate." The hon, gentleman says again that the
money is wanted, and ho hopes this will be done before
next Session. What ho has power to do and hopes will be
done will, no doubt, be accomplished, and, as I said, when ho
moved the Speaker out of the Chair, that was equivalent to
its being actually done. There are many things, hoesays, for
which this monuy is wanted. It is wanted to span the Atlantic
and the Pacific Oceans with steamers; it is wanted to build a
short line and branch railways. All or some of those objects
may be highly praiseworthy, but mark you, Sir, all of
tbem are increasing the capital account of the Canadian
Pacific Railway, on which, so long as this monopoly exists,
the interest or profit must, in some shape, be paid at the
expense of the people; and while I am not averse to the
expenditure of further capital prudently, I say that in the
interests of the people, both of the North-West and the
older parts of Canada, we ought to consider what those
expenditures are which are increasing that capital account,
and how far it may turn out afterwards that the cost of those
expenditures will be taken out of the pockets of the people1
of the North-West in exchange for very inferior and in-i
adequate service. Parliament, while asked to carry out
this operation, which is a part of the larger operation
which the hon gentleman proposed in the other resolation,1
is asked to consent to a large increase of the capitali
account of the company. This is a dangerous business.
You fin I the First Minister coming down and telling us,
before the road is opened, that thore is capital money out-8
standing now to the extent of $100,000,000, invested by
capitalists in the bonds ahd stock of the railway. That is1
the stia ment of the hon. gentleman. It goes forth as the
word of the la-' or of the Government, which the hon. gentle-
man says las so much the confidence of Parliament
that we may surrender, and ought to surrender, to it ourt
proper functions. He says there is a hundred millions ofi
money invested What is the fact ? The fact is that therev
were $29,500,000 cash invested for the $65,000,000 of8
stock which the hon, gentleman counts as if it were allt
solid cash. Add the $35,000,000 bonds, and you find the
amount invested to be 864,500,000. From that deduct the
$21,000,000 paid and appropriated in dividends already,
and you have $43,500,000 as the net amount which is said,
to have gone into the road, instead of $10O,000,000. This
is important, bocause the power of the company, with its
monopoly powers, to raise tariffs, the obligations in which0
we have engaged not to diminish the tariffs, aie all largely
dependent on the question of capital account; and it is
therefore unfortunate that the hon. gentleman should, p
contrary to former statements made by him, when ho n
differed from Sir Charles Tupper, then Minister of Rail- t
ways, should now declare that there are a hundred millionp
dollars invested in the road, when we all know the most is 
864,"00.000, from which may be fairly deducted the very Il
considerable proportion that went and are going into the a
pockets of the shareholders as dividends, and did not go intos
the road at all.
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Sir RIOlHARD CARTWRIGHT. There la another im.

portant oonsideration. Neither of the hon. gentlemen who
have spoken has given the slightest idea as to whether the
Government have had any information as to the condition
or working of the main line of the Oanadian Pacilo Rail-
way. That road was to be furnished according to a certain
standard, and I do not observe that either the Minister of
Finance or the First Minister intimated that the Govern-
ment engineer8 had as yet examined this road from end to
end, and were satisfied it was completed in accordanoe with
the standard. We are in sncb ignorance about these mat-
ters that we are not even prepared to say it was not accord-
ing to the standard, although, if the statements put forward
in the newspapers be correct, more especially as regards the
Columbia section, a great deal has to be done in that quarter,
at any rate, before the road can be considered as having at
all approximated to or equalled the standard provided.
Apparently the Government do not know anything more
than we do as to the main line. The papers they have
brought down do not make any distinction or give any
practical information at all. We know perfectly well that
when a road is in the process of construction, it is a very
easy thing to manipulate accounts and make them show a
profit which does not really exist; and the least the Gov-
ernment and the company may do, when they come to the
representatives of the people, after having just received a
gift, practically, of $10,000,000 money more, because our
accepting 820,000,000 in place of the $30,000,000
the company promised to return us, is, to all
intents and purposes, very nearly a free gift. I
say that they ought to have given the fHouse, that they
ought to have put the Government in possession of very
much fuller details on this subject than they have choseu
to do, and it is making the reterence to this House a farce
to take the course which the First Minister has done. As
my bon. friend remarked very justly, it would be botter at
once to pass an Act throwing the responsibility of all logis-
lation on the First Minister and his colleagues, and not
trouble ourselves to come here and spend our time at aIl
in discussing these matters.

Mr. MILLS. I am sure the House could not help being
stru.k with the observations made by the First Minister,
who informed us that it was prudent to require this security
in the first instance, a security that has no force and can
have no force until the road is completed ; and yet, with-
out the House being informed as to the progrese of the
work and the present state of the road, the right hon. gen-
tleman proposes that the security shall be given up. Well,
if his present position is right, certainly the Government
were altogether wrong in demanding any security of this
sort. The hon. gentleman says, at the very moment that
this security is to have any force at all, that it
must be abandoned. Now, I do not think the
House is possessed of information to know how far
the company are likely to operate the road, as
the hon. gentleman says. I believe that the Government
were to construct a very considerable section of road in
British Columbia, and when it was completed to hand it
over to the compny. There was a contract between the
Government and the company as to the character of the
work to be done by the Government on behalf of the com-
pany. I understand that that work has proved to be very
much more heavy and more serious than was at first oon-
templated, and that the present contractors who have been
performing that work for the Government claim at least a
million and a4 half for the extra work done on that particu-
ar section. I have been informed also that the company
are of opinion that the character of this work in not at ail
such as it really was to be, that in fact the Government
have built a section of road which by the terme of the co-
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tract they are to hand over to the company, and that that
road is altogether inferior to the road the Government con-
tracted to build on behalf of the company, and that the
railway company estimate that it will require a sum in the
neighborhood of two and a-half millions of dollars to make
this a section of road such as the road was to be. If this be
so, it will require at least $4,000,000 of further expenditure
on the part of the public to complete that section of road
and make it such as the Govern ment contracted it should be
when it became the property of the company. We have
no information on that subject. Lot me suppose for a
moment that a dispute should arise between the Govern-
ment and the company, as to the section of the road which
was to be built by the Government, on behalf of the com-
pany in British Columbia. Suppose the company were to
say the grades are heavier and the curves are horter
than the road the Government were to construet, that
it is impossible to operate this road profitably; that,
until the Government put the road in such a condition as to
make it conform fo thir contract with the company, the
company will not feel bound to operate the road. What
security have the Government that the road will be operated
when they abandon these $5 000,000 of bonds ? Why, I
believe that the road constructed by the Government
through British Columbia, as far as I can ascortain,
is not such as the company were to build, that it is
a road of altogether inferior character, that it will
be exceedingly difficult to operate, and, so far as we
are yet able to learn, there is nothing to show that a
serions loss will mot be entailed upon the company in the
operation of that road. Now, every member who now
sits in this House, who was here in 1881, when
this contract was entered into with the Canadian Pacific
Railway Company, knows that the right hon. gentleman
told the Bouse that we were giving to the company a very
large subsidy, larger than they would actually require to
enable them to go forward with the construction of the
road; that a part of this subsidy was paid to them to cover
anticipated losses that would arise from the operation of
the road. Does anyone suppose that this oompany will be
prepared to sustain these losses, if by any possibility they
can be avoided ? Is this company going to incur the serious
losses which the hon. gentleman assured Parliament would
certainly arise for some time after the completion if by any
possibility they can get rid of the burdens which will be
entailed upon them beyond their earnings ? No one can for
a moment suppose that will be the case, and yet the hon.
gentleman proposes that Parliament shall give up to the
company the only security it has for the due fulfilment of
the company's obligations. Now, I am not complaining of
what I believe the company will do if the opportunity
occurs to them. They will carry on the operation on com-
mercial rinciples. They will economise as far as they can;
they wil not incur losses for the more purpose of affording
accommodation to the public on grounds of public policy,
and not on grounds of commercial advantage to the rail
way corporation ; and the Government, as trustees of the
people, as guardians of the people's interests, after
havmng called upon Parliament and induced Parlia-
ment on behalf of the publie, to pay to the conpany
first a large sum in the form of subsidy to aid in the
construction of the road, and a further sum to cover any
loses the company might sustain in the operation of the
road after it was completed, propose to abandon the only
security they have for the payment of this additional sum.
The hon. gentleman has spoken of the western terminus of
this road being at Hong Kong and the eastern terminus at
Liverpool. Everyone knows, while that may be a very fine
and magniloquent term to use, that it is a myth. The hon.
gentleman knows that there is no such thing as an Asiatic
traffic. I will do the hon. gentleman the credit to say that
I do not believe he thinks for a moment there can be
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anything like an extensive traffle carried on over this road
between Asia and Europe. There was a railway constructed
from San Francisco to New York which might have had a
monopoly of that traffic,ifthere had been a trafflo of that kind.
It was in operation for years without a rival railway acrose
this continent; and I would like the hon. gentleman to inform
the House how much that railway carried from San Fran-
cisco to New York that was on its way to Liverpool. Why,
the whole of the supplies from Asia and India which are
consumed in the United States reach New York and the
United States by way of the Suez Canal ; they
do not corne by San Francisco. We know, as
far as the trade of the American railways are
concerned, that it is trade which springs up along the line
of the railway; it is trade which is due to the industry of
the population settled along the line of railway ; it is the
traffl and the travel of the population along the section of
country the railway is to accommodate. The hon. gentle-
man knows there will be no such traffle. If a line of
steamers were put on between Hong Kong and Victoria or
New Westminster, there would be nothing for them to do. A
steamer that would carry 5,000 or 6,000 tons would perhaps
carry all the Asiatic traffic that this road would have an
opportunity of carrying during twelve months in the year.
We are bound to look at the circumstances of the country
and the condition of the railway itself. The hon, gentleman
has not given us the information that we are entitled to in
regard to the present condition of this road. We do not
know anything about its grades and curves. We have no
opportunity of comparing the actual condition of the road
at the present time with the terms of the contract into
which the Government on behalf of the country entered.
I say that we are entitled to it, and until we have informa-
tion to show that there is a fair and reasonable prospect that
this road will do a business that will at least pay its run-
ning expenses, we are guilty of a breach of trust to the
people of this country in abandoning the security we have.
Why, Sir, the hon. gentleman told us that this road would
not pay, that it could not pay, for many years, that it would
be run at a serious losa. Has he changed his views on this
question ?

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. Entirely.

Mr. MILLS. He was mistaken.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. I was mistaken.

Mr. MILLS. He las had more light.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. More light.

Mr. MILLS. Well, Sir, I hope the hon. gentleman will
illuminate this louse, for ho bas so far not succeeded in
giving us that light which lias wrought such a radical
change in the hon, gentleman's own views.

Sir JOHN A. MAC DONALD. Not a radical change but
a complete change.

Mr. MILLS. Is it the increased population of British
Columbia that has wrought that change? Is it the increased
population west of Calgary ? What is it thathlas transpired
to show that this railway, which the hon. gentleman
formerly supposed would be run at a loss, bas now so far
improved its position that it is going to be run at a profit,
and that, therefore, the House may safely abandon its secu-
rity and give up the control it has at this moment ?

Resolution to be reported.

SUPPLY-HOME RULE FOR IRELAND.

Mr. McLELAN moved that the louse resolve itself into
Committee of Supply.
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Mr. BLAKE. I rise for a moment to intercept that ques-
tion, in order to bring before the House another, in which
the last House sbowed a deep concern-I mean the Irish
question. In 1880, I spoke my views upon this subject, and
expressed my belief and hope that we should at no distant
day see a measure of Home 'Rule granted to Ireland. In the
year 1882, the question was moved on the other side of
this louse. At that time we, on this side, heartily co-ope-
rated in order to give the greatest possible weight to the
proposed action. Then I spoke at length my opinions upon
the whole question, which saves me fron the necessity of
trespassing now upon the time of this House, and since that
time, to the best of my humble power, here and elsewhere,
I have aided in the advancement of that cause. Since then
a new Canadian House of Commons has been elected,
which louse has not yet spoken upon the question.
Since thon great events have transpired in the United
Kingdom itself. The people, both of Ireland and Great
Britain, have received for the first time a very full measure
of representation in Parliament. The Irish people, under
that messure of representation, have, by an enormous, an
overwhelming majority, pronounced in favor ofiHome Rule,
and the great statesman who leads Her Majesty's Govern-
ment has recognised the vital necessity of grappling
at once with the question ; and Her Majesty's
Government have, as I ventured to suggest on a
former occasion, seen the propriety of themselves formu-
lating a plan for the settlement of that question,
Now, Sir, a controversy has arisen on some of the more
important details of that measure. I do not, myself,
admire all those details. For example, admitting the great
difficulties, I should yet prefer, to the present plan for the
exclusion of Ireland from the management of Imperial
affairs in which she is interested, ber continued representa-
tion for those Imperial purposes in an Imperial Parlia-
men-I should prefer the plan, notwithstanding its great
difficulty, of her retaining that share of control. But it
needs not to discuss this or any other matters of detail,
because it has been expressly and authoritatively stated
that none of these points are considered in any way vital
to the question which js now before England and before
the world. The vital principle now at stake is that of
self-government for Ireland in local affairs. This was stated
by Mr, Gladstone in his reply to the criticisms on the first
reading of the Bill, and he bas further and authoritatively
declared it by his recent manifesto, which was transmitted
to us only yesterday. In that manifesto, he thus speaks:

" As for the means we take the establishment in Dublin of a legsla-
tive body, empowered to make laws for Irish, as contra-distinguished
from Imperial, afairs. It is with this that we are now busied, and not
with detailsd particulars ; their time will come."

He adds:
"We are not debating the amount of Irish contributions to the

Empire, of the composition of the legislative body, or the maintenanc a
of representative connection with Westminster. Un these questions and
many more we may and we may not be at odds, but what we are at
this moment debating is the large and far larger question which1
includes, and 1 think absorbe, them ali-the question whether yen will
or willfnot have regard te the prayer cf Ireland for the management by
herself of affairs specifically an exclusively her own. This and no
other is the matter which the House of Gommons bas at once to decide.
If on this matter it speaks with a clear and intelligible voice, I feel the
strongest assurance that the others, difficuit as some of them are, will,
neverthe:ess, with the aid of full discussion and with the aid of a wise
and conciliatory spirit, be found capable of a rational and tolerable
settlement."

Now, Sir, that Bill to which this manifesto refers, stands
for a second reading in a few days, and thon that vitali
question is to be decided. A great excitement has arisen ;
the Empire has been aroused, not merely the Kingdom, but
the Empire. The emotion has pa.sed beyond'the seas; it has
passed beyond the Empire; the English speaking people
outside the bounds of the Empire have been aroused,
nay more, the free nations aIl over the world have been

moved. Every eye is at this moment bent on Westminister,
and every ear is strained to catch the echoes when they
come of the great debate, and to learn the issue of the
mighty struggle from beyond. Under these circum-
stances, marks of sympathy and of admiration have been
cabled to the First Minister, and he has responded to them
in such a sort as proves conclusively that he regarde them,
as they must be, helpful to him in the enormous task ho has
undertaken. We know as well as if we had received it
already, what the tone of the reply will be to any such
communication as we have on a former occasion addressed,
or as other large bodies have addressed, upon this subject.
The circumstances are, of course, changed; they are changed
since the day we addressed fier Majesty ; they are changed
as to the position of the question; but they are changedin
this partieular also, to which I call your special attention.
At that time we assumed-and I suppose we are not now
prepared to resile; I am not, at any rate, prepared toresile
from the assumption of our right respectfully to approach
the Throne with a view to tender our humble advioe and
hopes upon a subject of such vital importance to the whole
Empire, and to Canada as a part of the Empire. But, Sir,
at this time, not merely in other particulars are the ciroum-
stances changed, but they are changed in this: That where.
as when we were asked to accede to the view that we should
assume the responsibility of respectfully tendering that
advice and opinion to Her Majesty's Government, that
Government had not acted; now we can say that fier
Majesty's Government, whether upon that advice or not,
have acted in accordance with the spirit of that advice, and
that we are no longer called upon by any sense of duty, and
it is unnecessary that we should tender them any advice;
what we are called upon now to do, under the present
circumstance, is to assist them, so far as we can, by giving
them our moral support in furtherance of the views which
they have expressed, and in the adoption of the prin-
ciple of the scheme now belore Parliament. The answers
which have been given to the communications which have
been received show their helpfulness. To the Speaker of the
Quebec Assembly, in response to their resolution, Mr. Glad-
stone writes:

"o ar deeply atefulat Ihe resolution ado pted by your honorable
body. It is my belief that the people of ngland, wbo have partial
responsibility for the old misdeed3 of the British Government, ani the
people of Ireland who have really none, will concur in the wise and
liberal view entertained by the Quebec Assembly."

To the Mayor of Boston, in answer to the resolution of
the city, he cabled :

"I feel that American opinion allied as it is with a regard and
affection for the Old Country, afords Her Majestys QGoverument a
powerful moral support."

Then, shall we be slack to-day ? Shall we be silent now
who spoke before ? I sey, no. We are bound to speak and
to speak now. E Ise it wili be said of us: 11You spoke ere the
question was ripe, when your worde embarrassed ; now
that it is near, even at the doors, you withhold your help."
Else it will be inferred that we have changed our minds,
and that no longer does the House of Commons approve of
local self-government for Ireland. Our silence to-day will
be as positively hurtful as our speech to-day would be hlP.
ful. It was but yesterday that we were, in effect, appealed
to. Listen to the words of Mr. GlaIstone's manifesto. Re
appeals, indeed, directly, in the words which I am about to
read, to the masses of the population of Great Britain; and
this is what he aye :

"Watching from day to day the movement of the ourrents of opinion
during the present conflict, more aud more I find it vital to observe the
peint at which the dividing lines are drawn on the side adverse to the
Uovernment. They a're found, as I sorrowfully admit, ln profuse abund-
ance, iugstation, title, wealth, social influence sud te professions, and
the large majority of them in the world, spirit and power cf as.
Thuse are the, main body cf the. opposlug boat. Nor la thusall1. As
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knights of old had squires, soin the geat army of cls each enrolled An humble address be .presented to Her Majesty te respectfully
soldier has a roll of dependents. e adverse host, then, consists of assure Her Majesty that the interest and concern fet by -theUommons
clais and dependents of class; but this formidable armxy is.the bnlk of of Canada, and the people whom they represent, in the condition of
its constituents, part of the same, though now enriched at our cost, Ireland, and their desire that some means may be found of meeting the
with a valuable contingent of recruits that has fought in every Govern- expressed wishes of so many of Her Majesty's Irish subjectu for the
ment the greatest political battles of the lest sixty years, and has been grant to Ireland of a measure of local self-government still continue as
defeated. We have a great aim. For us now it is to restore your par- warm and earnest as in the year 1882, when they were humbly signified
liamentary efficiency, by dividing and by removing obstacles to its to Hier Majesty by an address to the terms to which thi House affirms
work, to treat the Irish question with due regard to its specialties. but its abiding adhesion.
with the same thoroughness of method by which we have solved colon- Humbly to in form Her Majesty that this House ailes with joy the
ial problem, that fifty years back were hardly, if at all, less formidable. submission by Her Majesty's Government to the Parliament of the 7nited
To give heed to the voice of the people speaking in tones of moderation, Kingdom of a measure recognising the principle of local self-gorern-
by the mouth of the vast majority of those whom we ourselves bave ment for Ireland."
made its constitutional representatives, and thus toe strengthen and And humbly to express to Hier Majesty the earnest hope of this
consolidate the Empire on the basis of mutual benefit and hearty House that the principle of the said measure may be affirmed, and that
loyalty." it may f orm the basis for such a settlement of this great question as shall

conduce to the peace, happiness and prosperity of the Empire.
I ask whether we, too, though that appeal is not a direct Sir JOHN A. ACDNALD. I wish to say only a fewappeal to us, we too, a democratic people, kinsmen of those
he addresses, of that very mass of the population to which words on the motion which the hon. gentleman has made.
Mr. Gladstone speaks, shall Dot echo and further his appeal. The hon. gentleman stated that he has not moved in this
He describes in the same manifesto the response from the matter from any political consideration. He does not speak
world. Thus ho speaks: as a partisan-no, not heo; ho does not speak as a Reformer

-no, not he. He speaks from the fullness of his heart, and
"Never have I known an occasion when a parliamentary event so because he had committed himself with the rest of the

rang through the world as the introduction of this Bill, under the members of this House in the last Parliament on this

hu cesothe British Goe Colnies from capic eetis a fhngm question. But if it is.not to be considered a political matter,
ton, Cincinnati, Boston, Quebec, and fromi the remotest districts lying why did hie wait so long ? W by did he say that ho expected
beyond the reach of ail ordinary political excitement, I receive the con- somebody to speak on this side ? Why did he expect that
clsive assurance that kindred people regard it with warm and fraternel such a motion muat cone fr i the Conservative party, and
sympathy. Our present efleort a to settie, on an adequete scale, and
once for all, the long-vexed and troubled relations between England and that only on the failure of the Miistry te bring in such a
Ireland, which exhibit t us the one and only cenhpicueus failure cf the motion, did ho at tho last meoment-the other aide, the other
political genius cf our race, te cenfront and master a difficu,1ty, and toe party, having failed in their duty-did ho feel it te be his
obtain in a reasonable degree the main enda cf civilised life." duty-not as a party man, net in any way as a party man
I ask, under those circumsdtances, and when the highest tes- -te make this motion? Al I have to say about this
timony is given te those resolutions from various quartera, matter is this, if the hon. gentleman is sincere-I do
and their utility, shall Canada, who was earliest in the net doubt his sincerity-but if he is sincere why is il
field, be dumb to-day? Shal her voice, soe loud before, be that ho has taken the course least likely to aid
silent now ? Shall we net listen te that mute appeal and in the cause which ho has so mxuch at heartb moving
cause our names te beenrolled amongst those who consti- hi motion on going into Supply? If the hon, gentleman
tute the forces of the great public opinion throughout the desired to bring this up ho should have moved it after full
world, giving an added impulse te the progress of this notice; he should have given this House an opportunity of
great measure ? I dare net ho silent longer. I do net considering what his motion was, what ho wished te con-
bring this as a party question. I have waited titi the last vey, what he wished this flouse te agree to. Ho should
moment, hoping that so me eone on the other side of the not have done it without fuît notice, se that every man in
House would move. That hope I have been obliged to this oieuse would come fully charged with the meaning,
abandon. I see that the Minister of Inland Revenue has the intention and the scope of every sentence of the hon.
declined t move, and h as cabled for himself and for the gentlenman's motion, se that they would all have cne ready
Irish reprsentatives in Parliament the assurance of his and te give their opinions, according te their several and idi-
their adhesion to the address f 1882. I do not undervalue vidual consciences, as te what was the best course in the
his assurance. But it is net the assurance required. What intereast of reland, in the interest of the Empire, and in
is required is the assurance, net of one, but of all the interests of Canada. By nmoving it in this way as a
clauses; neot ef a section, but of the people; nt of a Min- matter eof surprise-for it is nothing more nor leas than a
ieter of the Crown, but of the Commons of Canada; matter cf surprise-ho has taken a course which compels
not of the Irish Cathoic members, but of the French and me to say te him that I will not vote for his resolution
English, Scotoh, Irish and German, of ail creed and of ail new, but that if he will give notice or take this as a notice
mationalities. To substitute the hon. gentleman's assurance -we wihl give him a day, we will set aside all Government
for our veice would be toacknowledge that we do not choose business, we will set aside everything, as this question is
now te speak in te sense in which we spoke then, and in broghit up and is before us-we will give him any day heo
whidh ho deolares hie own readines to speak again. I there. chooses between now and prorogation, when we will discues
fore speak, but net as a Reformer, or as a party leader ; I the question fully and fairly, and vote after fully consider-
speak au a Canadian and citizen of the Empire te brother ing the scope, meaning and intention of the speech of the
Canadians and feow-citizens oef the Empire. This is hon, gentleman. I therefere ask this fouse te vote against
net a Protestant or a Catholic question; they are enemies this resolution, and at the same time I tell the hon. gen-
of their country who would make it so. Lt should not be, in tieman that wo will diseuse it-not tomorrow, because we
Canadaat al events, a Conservative or a Reform measure. must have more than ene night- but next day, or any day
regard those as the enemies of their country who would try afterwards ho likes, and we will discuse it fully and fairly
te make it so. I hope that we may, by our own action this and cere to such a conclusion as we think best for the
day, show ourselves united in the redrees of wrongs and in great interests involved-the interests, as I have already
the. advancement of the cause of liberty. Feor my part I said, net enly e the United Kingdom, not only of I eland,
should feel myselfnothing lss than a coward and a criminal but aise of the Empire and of this Dominion oe Canada.
should we, without sny effort of mine, stand passive to-day Mr. COSTIGAN. I feel very muoh pleased at the an.-
and fail te lend our help at tifs critical moment te the cause nouncement malde by the leader of the Goverument. In the
ot freedom and local self-government for the Irish peoble. I, first place it is my duty t refer shortly te some of the
therefore, move te leave out al the words after " that 'iand remarks maIe by the hon. member who bas moved the re-
net the, following:" isolution now before the House. That hon, getloma has
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stated th'at he felt it to be hie duty, that he would have felt
himself to be a coward and criminal if he had not moved
such a motion, that he waited until he found there was no
sign of a movement of the kind on this side of the House, in
order to spring this motion on the House in the manner he
did. Mr. Speaker, on a former occasion, when this same
subject was discussed before this Parliament, no man who
sat in this Chamberand listened to the hon. gentleman when
he spoke on that occasion, admired him more sincerely
than I did, or was more ready to congratulate him upon the
very able speech he delivered on that occasion. But I wish
to recall to the House the course pursued on that occasion,
and contrast it with the course pursued on this occasion. If
my hon. friend, bursting with enthusism for the old sod,
for the people who are struggling for self-government in
that country, if ho had a feeling of anxiety to strengthen
the hands of those who are fighting the battle in that coun-
try, he might have solicited the opinions and advice, per-
haps-if it would not be saying too much- but at least the
opinions of those who might be supposed to partake in some
small degree, if not so eminently and so interestedly as the
hon. gentleman can, in a feeling of that kind; he might
have remembered that there were other Irishmen in this
House who, perbaps, felt as deep an interest as he felt iri
that question. What was my course when I was called up.
on by Liberal and Conservative Irishmen in the city of
Ottawa on a former occasion, to act in this matter ? They
came to me representing both sides of politics in this coun.
try. They asked my opinion as to whether such a motion
would meet with success in the Parliament of Canada.
They admitted the difficulties; they had grave doubts as to
whether it would receive any considerable support, and I
am free to confess that no man at that time believed that it
would get the support of a majority of this Parliament ; but
they believed it would get such a support as would attract
the attention of public men on the other side of the water,
and I was asked if I would move in the matter. I said that
I woulid willingly undertake the task, no matter what
the consequences might be; but that before doing so, I
muet be placed in the position of being free from the accu-
sation of acting the part of a demagogne. I said, commu-
nicate with the different Irish societies throughout Canada,
and if they say that in their opinion a motion of this kind
should b brought forward, and that I should do it, I shall
be willing to undertake the duty, and devote to it what
ability God bas given me, honestly and faithfully.
They did so communicate with the different Irish
societies throughout the Dominion. Most of the societies
responded, expressing in plain and unqualified terme their
opinion that such a motion should be proposed before Par.
liament, sud hoping that Parliament would receive it favor-
ably. I did not thon spring my motion on the House. I
made it my duty to call together all the Irishmen in this
Parliament, except the hon. leader of the Opposition
and the hon. leader of the Government; we leit those
two hon. gentlemen out because they were the leaders,
but we invited every Irish gentleman in this House
and in the other Chamber to a meeting to discusa what
resolutions might be submitted to Parliament. We had
a meeting, at which it was thought proper to appoint
a committee to draft the resolutions. I was appointed
chairman of that committee, and as I thought it desir-
able that the hon. Mr. Anglin, then a very prominent mem-
ber of this House, should be on the committee, and as
unfortunately ho and I were not on speaking terme, I sug-
gested to one of my friends, who Idare say would have doue
it of his own accord, to propose Mr. Anglin as a member
of this committee. He did so, but Mr. Anglin dectined
to act. I tried to show a desire to meet him in as friendly
a way on that occasion as I could, and 1[expressed the hope
that ho would consent to act on the committee, as he could
render very great service from his intimate knowledge of,

Irish history, as well as from his attainments as an edu-
cated man. Still he declined to act, although I refused to
place any person in his stead. That committee met and
framed resolutions which were moved in this House by
myself; and as I stated before, the hon. gentleman who
has moved the present amendment seconded my efforts in
a very able speech, one of the ablest speeches, I think,
which he bas delivered in this Parliament. This House
unanimously adopted the resolutions; and the other
BChamber adopted them almost unanimously, a very emall
minority dissenting. An address based on the resolutions
was sent home to the Imperial Government. What was

f the result ? This is the reply which was sent to the Mar-
quis of Lorne:

" Mr LORD,-T have received and laid before the Queen the address to
Her Majesty from the Senate and House of Oommons of Oanada in
Parliament assembled, which was transmitted in your Lordship's
despatch of the t6th of gtay.

1'1 arncommanded by Rer Majesty to request that you wiil convey te
the Senate and Honse of Commnons hier appreciation of the renewed
expression of their u îswerving loyalty and devotion to Her Majesty's
person and Government.

"Her Majesty will always gladly receive the advice of the Parliament
of Oanada on ail matters relating to the Dominion and the admin-
istration of its affairs; but with respect to the questions referred to in
the address, Her Majesty wili, in accordance with the constitution of
this country, have regard to the advice of the Imperial Parliament and
Mînisters, to which aI piatters relating to the affairs of the United
Kingdom exclusively appertain."

This js signed by the Earl of Kimberley, who I believe was
a member of the Gladstone Government at that time. That
reply did not change my opinion at all. I agree with the hon.
gentleman in thinking that we bad a perfect right to send
the address we did send. It was couched in respectful lan-
guage; it was moderate in its tone; it covered the prin-
ciple involved; and as we took the ground that the ques-
tion affected our interests in this country, we felt that we
were acting within our clear right. But I am now showing
the view that was taken of our act by that Government, to
which the hon. gentleman thinks the changed circumstances
would now justify us in sending another address. I have
no right to impute wrong motives to the hon. gentleman,
or to question his sincerity, and I will not do so. I do not
wish to introduce into this debate anything that ho or any
one else might consider unpleasant. I think it is a very
important subject-a subject that touches very deeply the
sympathies of a large portion of the people of this and every
other civilised country in the world-and I am as 1 hor-
oughly in sympathy with the movernent in favor of Home
Rule as ever I was, and as honestly convinced of the right-
eousness of the cause that has been pleaded by the able
leader of the Irish people in the British Parliament, Mr.
Parnell. I do question the propriety of the present motion,
and that is what I wish to come to. I am glad
the right. hon. leader of the Government has made
the proposition he has, because I would much pre-
fer that this motion should not be voted on at ail.
I would prefer that the ho. gentle man should withdraw this
motion, having received from the First Minister the assur-
ance that every opportunity will ho afforded him to move the
resolution in a regular way. The only plea for moving the
resolution in the manner in which the hon. gentleman bas
now moved it is that ha might not have an opportunity
later of doing so; but after the assurance of the hon. First
Minister that that opportunity will be given, 1 do not think
he should press it now. Of course, it is in amendment to
going into Supply, without any arrangement with the Gov-
ernment, and without any notice having been given. There-
fore I think the hon. gentleman should withdraw it. Thon
there would be an opportunity given to hon. gentlemen on
this side of the House, who, ho thinks, have been lax in
their duty, to consult with him. We do not claiçs that
anything we may say will influence hie views; we do not
pretend to hope that; but I think we are entitled toaay to
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him that, feeling as much interest as he possibly can in this
question, it might be possible for us to agree upon
a motion that wouLd be passed unanimously by this louse.
We might possibly agree upon a motion to be submitted to
the Hlouse and passed unanimously, and I am sure the hon.
gentleman will agree with me that such a motion would be
of more value than one which necessitated a division. I
am net hore to discuss what changes we might ask for ;
that could be discussed among those specially interested,
and to whom the matter might be referred. If the hon.
gentleman thinks that would at ail meet his views, and
that we could come to such an understanding, I will not
continue my remarks ; but if he thinks my request is one
he cannot entertain, I will have to crave the indulgence of
the House while I make further remarks on this subject.

Mr. BLAKE. I rose at the time the hon gentleman rose
in order te defer to the hon. First Minister's proposition. I
have no right to answer any of the observations of the hon.
gentleman other than just so far as they relate to the ques-
tion. After the statement the First Minister made, though I
think it might have been made in a botter spirit, and after
the statement of the Minister of Inland Revenue, though I
think it might have been made in a little botter spir it, I
may at once say I am quite willing that whatever
time is reasonable and consistent with the object of the
resolution should be given at once to carry out the
suggestion of those lon. gentlemen. My objeet is just
what the hon. gentleman's is, to procure a unanimons
motion; and because he tells me he expects, by the course
he proposes, te produce such a result, I am ail the more
ready to agrce te that course. I do not, however, agree
that we should, without considering the circunstances, post-
pone taking action any longer than to-morrow, because, as
far as I can learn, the second reading of the Bil is fixed
for Thursday, and that is why I call this the last moment.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. It is fixed for the 10th.
Mr. BLAKE. No, for the 6th.
Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. It ias been altered te the

lOth, because on the 6th a tragic event took place in Dublin,
Mr. BLAKE. The hon. gentlem-in bas, no bnobt, later

information than I. I took mine from the statement in
to-day's papers, contained in Mr. Justin McCarthy's letter;
but after the statement of the hon. gentleman, I will take
Thursday instead of Wednesday, As to the forin of the
motion, 1, too, shall take just the same opportunity as the
hon, gentleman took, when ho moved his motion; that is,
the opportunity of the louse going into Supply. In the
meantime, as o the form in which the motion shall be
presented, I shall only b too glad to meet the hon. gentle-
man, or any other hon. member, with the view of settling
that point.

Mr. COSTIGAN. The hon. gentleman says he will take
the same course as that which I took on a former occasion.
It is impossible for the hon. gentleman to take that course.

Mr. BLAKE I did not say I will take the same course;
I said I would take the same opportunity, which is the
motion to go into Supply.

Mr. COSTIGAN. The hon. gentleman has taken that
opportunity, but not in the same way. Ie knows that the
opportunity I took, in moving my resolution as an amend-
ment to the motion to go into Supply, was taken after con-
sultation with both sides of the Louse, and with the consent
of the Government that it should be moved in that particu-
lar way, just as the hon. gentleman now agrees to a par-
ticular day. We knew what the motion was; hon. mem.
bers had seen it and were prepared to deal with it.

Mr. BLAKE. No.
er. ÇOSTIGA&. T,

gr, q8.uGéN

Mr. BLAE. The hon.gentleman put his notice on the
paper. I came that day prepared to discuss that notice,
and the motion of the hon. gentleman was different
altogether from the notice on the paper. It was a motion
of which we had no notice, except those whom the hon.
gentleman may have privately consulted. The majority of
members had not heard of it, and we were called on to
dispose of it without having been given any opportunity of
making any suggestion as to its form or its termas.

Mr. COSTIGAN. The hon. gentleman is mistaken.

Mr. BL AK 8.No.

Mr. COSTIGAN. I will give my version, and let the
hon. gentleman's version stand.

It being Six o'clock, the Speaker left the Chair.

After Recess.

Mr. COSTIGAN. I do not know that I have a great
deal to say in addition to the few words I said before recess.
If the proposition made by the First Minister meets with
no favor from the mover of the amendment before the
House, I think the only course will be, as a matter of self
respect, so far as I am personally concerned, to indicate to
the hon. the leader of the Opposition that i protest against
his constituting himself the sole jadge of what course we
should take.

Some hon. MEMBERS. Oh I Oh !

Mr. COSTIGAN. Hon. gentlemen opposite may not
approve of what I say; I do not expect they will. I have
made a fair proposition; the First Minister has made a fair
proposition.

Mr. BLAKE. Which is accepted.

Mr. COSTIGAN. Well, it will be accepted, porhaps,
before a great while, and it may be accepted by every
reasonably-minded man that both suggestions were fair and
reasonable. What can be the object of movina a resounion
of this kind ? Is it to strengthen the hands of the Firit
Minister of the Imperial Government? If that be the case,
the stronger the vote the botter, the stronger the expression
from this House the better; and whether the suggestion
comes from one si,e of the House or the other, there are
grounds, perhaps, upon which we can unite, and the sugges-
tion that we should agree on a resolution, i worthy of fair
consideration.

Mr. BLAKE. Hear, hear.

Mr. COSTIGAN. And I think that the hon. gentleman
who refuses that must assume considerable responsibility,
if the vote is not as large as it might be made by a fair dis-
cussion of our views on the subject.

Mr. BLAKE. lear, hear.
Mr. COSTIGAN. The hon. gentleman says "hear, hear,"

but he has stated ho does not agree with the proposition of
the First Minister or the suggestion of myself, and insists
upon adhering to his right to move his resolution as an
amendment to the motion to go into Supply. There is no
reason or excuse for the hon. member moving for a vote,
which he professes himself is not of a political character ;
to which he wishes distinctly to be understood, ho does not
give a political character at aIl, as a vote of want of con-
fidence.

Mr. BLAKE. Hear, hear.

Mr. COSTIGAN. Why move it in that shape?

Mr, BLAKE, Hfear, hea,
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Mr. COSTIGAN. The only justifleation the hon. gentle-

man could have fbr moving it in that shape would be that
at this late stage of the Session, he might be afraid ho could
not move it in any other way ; but he cannot consistently
say, after the proposition that has been made to him, that
he has no political motive in proposing this motion as an
amendment to Supply.

Mr. BLAKE. Hear, hear.
Mr. COSTIGAN. Hon. gentlemen opposite may cheeri

but what is the haste in moving this motion ?

Mr. LISTER. Because you would not move it?

Mr. COSTIGAN. Why should not the proposition I have
made be accepted ? Is it because hon. gentlemen opposite
have seen in the Citizen that a message has been sent on
bebalf of Irish representatives, and do they wish to repudiate
it or the authority from which it emanated ? The Minister of
Inland Revenue sent the talegram across the water, not on
lis own responsibility, but after meeting Irishmen and the
descendants of Irishmen in this Parliament, who are equally
responsible for it, and desired to repeat, as far as they could,
the sentiments expressed in the resolution passed by this
Parliament in 1882. The hon. gentleman says that has no
force. If he says so on this side of the water perhaps his
authority will be considered on the other side as weakening,
whatever value it was intended the message should have.
The hon. gentleman quoted also the address of the leader of
the present Government, whose serions attention is now
called to this question, and what does that indicate ? Mr.
Gladstone refers to the congratulations and the suggestions
lie bas rceeived from the old capital of Quebe, and from
several municipal authorities all through the United States.
Has he forgotten that the Parliament of Canada, before any
ofthese bodies took up the question at all, sent to his Govern-
ment their opinion and the opinion of the Canadian people
expressed through them in reference to the benefit of the
system of Government for which the Irish people are ask.
ing? Had he forgotten that, or might he not have includea
at that time the Parliament of Canada as well as the Legis-
lature of Quebec? But perhaps he thought he could not
very well make a reference to the Parliament of Canada
after the snubs he had administered to us for the respectful
address he was forwarded. I do not intend to follow up the
discussion now, as I expect to have another opportunity of
speaking more fully upon it. I assume the responsibility of
the position I take, and I expect every hon. gentleman to
assume the responsibility of bis course. I take a share
of the credit with the other hon. gentlemen who are
interested in the question for having obtained from the
Parliament of Canada a unanimous expression in favor
of the principle which is now under discussion. The
Parli mnt of Canada having given that opinion, I do not
think that an address should be asked for now to repeat
that opinion in the same direction in which it was given
before, without some indication that Parliament has
changed lis policy or the people of this country hadi
changed thoir views since that time. The lon, gentlemani
himself in is motion perhaps would create a necessity, soi
far as asking the Parliament to reaffirm its principles,1
because he doubts the rights of the Irish representatives ini
Parliament and myself, quoting that last decision of Par.1
liament in bis speech to-night. That is the only argument1
in favor of asking this Hlouse to reaffirm what it had ali
ready passed. The hon. gentleman thinks a day could noti
be lost. What is the great haste for a day or two, that is1
considering that the First Minister had assured the hon.1
gentleman and this House that he will see that the timei
and opportunity are allowed him to move that resolution1
and to have a full discussion on it ? Is it possible that some
of the hon. gentleman's friends, having read the Citizen thisi
morning, having seen that this cablegram had gone forth,x

having seen that, notwithstanding the misrepresentations
which were made of myself and of my friends on the
question, as well as on every other question whieh
can be turned to political account, thought that
this would meet the reasonable wishes and expecta.
tion of our friends, and would perbaps remove from
those who are seeking to find fault with us any just cause of
complaint, and that the only thing to do in order to counter-
act that good effect was to raise anew the discuesion here
in the Houec of Commons. Perhaps that may have been
one of the grounds which influenced some of the gentlemen
who are so anxions to have this discussion now. I stated
before, and I repeat now that, so far as that principle is
concerned, the Ion. gentleman knows that there is no change
on my part or on the part of my friends. We believe now,
as we believed then, in the principles we voted for, in the
principles which we supported then and which we are pre.
pared to support now, but, unless the hon. gentleman will
consent to the offer made to him to-night, I will accept the
offer of the leader of the Government, and will find an
opportunity, if not through mysel f, through some of the
Irish representatives in this Uuu e, w bo feel as deop an
interest in this matter as the Ion. the leader of the Oppo.
sition, and will ask the House to express its opinion on a
substantive motion, not moved as a vote of want of con-
fidence, but in such a way as to give everyone a fair oppor.
tunity of expressing his views, and thon I may have
something more to say about it.

Mr. CASEY. I do not intend, any more than the honi
Minister who bas just sat down to discuss the question of
Home Rule. I merely have a few remarks to make as to
what las fallen from that hon. Minister and from theb hon.
the Premier. I am sorry to find that, on this occasion as
on others, the Premier appears to consider the sneering and
flippant tone which ho used towards the leader of the Op'>osi.
tion the proper tone and the proper manner in which to
discuss great and important questions. He sneered at ihe
a>surance given by the hon. the leader of the Opposition
that ho was not moved by political mrotives. [Ho said:
" Oh, no, ho is not moved by politioal motives ; of course
not; no one would think that of him 1" and went on in that
tone, and charged that hon gentleman with having pos.
sibly injured the cause of Home Rule by the manner
in which ho had brought forward this motion. Now,
the fallacy of that charge I hope to make plain a
little later on, but I think it is very clear that the
statement he uses in a mistaken manner, to say
the least of it, in regard to my hon. friend the leader
of the Opposition, is a true statement in regard to
lis own remarks. For, if anything could injure the pros.
pects that this resolution, or some similar resolution, would
be unanimously adopted hy the House, it was the tone and
the substance of those remarks-the tone of lis remarks, in
the first place, as indicating a possibility of political differ-
ence on a matter where no such possibility had before been
suggested; the substance of bis remarks, in that ho threw
some doubt, by asking for delay, by deolaring that ho could
not now vote for the motion,on the likelihood of this motion
being accepted in principle by the whole House. There wasno
reason for this in the wording of the motion itself; there bas
been no reason in any expression of public opinion in Canada
to cause any doubt to exist that this louse is as unanimous
now in favor of Home Rule as it was in 1882. There
was no hint ofsuch a thing until that hint was given by
the leader of the House hitnself; and, if any utterance could
be more calculated to throw cold water on the resolution
and encourage people to find difficulties in the way of pass-
ing it than the language of the First Minister, I cannot
imagine it, short indeed of a direct refusal to allow such a
motion to pass. He urged that this motion should not come
up as an amendment on going into Supply. The hon. the
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Minister who bas just spoken hse strongly concurred in that
objection. Without arguing the question as to the pro-
priety of bringing it up in that manner, I wish to quote a pre.
cedent or two-one precedent at least which I think ought
to be conclusive and satisfactory to the leader of the House,
whether it be satistactory or not to his follower, who lias
sometimes been known ti differ from him. I refer to the
authority of the hon. the Premier of the House himself, and
the occasion was the motion he proposed in regard to Mr,
Letellier de St. Just, then Lieutenant Governor of Quebec.
That resolution was proposed in the Session of 1878. The
hon. guntleman, then leader of the Opposition as he is now
leader of the House, did givo a general notice that he was
going to bring up a motion of tha' sort, and offered to com-
municate with the leader of the Hlouse about it. He said
on 9th April, 1878:

I Before the Orders of the Day are called I wish to state to the House
and the hon. Minister at the head of the Government-as I have already
done to him privately-that it is my intention to move, on going into
Supply, at an early date, a motion, in order to bring under the attention
of the Housp the late occurrence in Quebec. The resolution which I in-
tend to move, I shall, in the cours3 of the afternoon, communicate to
the han. gentleman at the head of Government. I would like a day
fixe-1 for the purpose of discuseing this very important question. I would'
supnose that the hon. gentleman would allow it, by general consent, to
be brought out upon going into Supply on Thursday, and I shall then
move my resolution on the motion that the Speaker do.now leave the
Chair. I intend to bring np the constitutional question, as much as
possible on its own merits, and try tonise the question out ofthe slough
of party."

Exactly whatb has been proposed in regard to this resolution
-that it should be discussed on its merits, and fnot be allowed
to drop into the slough of party. The then leader of the
House suggested what could be done, he said:

"I think that the proper course for the hon. gentleman would be to
bring it up as a substantive motion, and I shall afford every facility for
doin g so en Thursday. If it is intended, however, to move an amend-
ment, of couse the bon. gentleman will see that ho is confining it in
such a position that it is quite impossible to avoid the conclusion that
there is something political in it."

Exactly the same sort of argument that bas been urged to-
night in a stronger form. To that the then leader of the
Opposition replied :

"I would have no objection to this proposition, but for this fact: I
desire to make a certain proposition to this House and to have it discus-
sed on its own merits, but if I make a separate and independent motion
it can always bi avoided by a m>tioa fr the privious question, or a
motion in amendment, giving the go-by to the principle laid down in
the resolution, and passing to the order of the day. Anything of this
kind can bi done; and, therefore, as it is a well known principle that
a motion which in no way affects the Government of the day in its
term, as it is not a vote of want of confidence, or censure from any
point of view. 1
I think that description will apply to the present resolu
tion also.

" It is a grievance that should be made on going into Supply, which
is the proper constitutional period for making such a motion. I shall
then be obliged to move it. I wilh communicate this resolution to the
hon gentleman, and. if he makes any sug estion to alter and amend it,
on which we can agree, I shallh be most happy to settle the resolution,
60 tLat w can have it discussed on its own merits."

Just what the leader of the Opposition is offering to do
now in regard to this motion of the Minister of Inland
Revenue.

Mr. 0OSTIGAN. Not at all.
Mr. CASEY. Oh yes. The hon. gentleman's ears are at

fault. The leader of the Opposition did offer to consult
with him in regard to the terms of this resolution.

" But the hon. gentleman cannot engage for the House that no amend-
ment will be made, even if he and I agree upon a proposition. He can-k
not control the House, and any member can make a motion which will
prevent or intercept the consideration of the constitutional proposition
which I desire to make. I, therefore, feel myself bound to move it on
going into Supply."

intercepting the eonsideration of the oonstitutional prepo-
sition which lie is about to make, he must make it upon
goin into Committee of Supply. It was contended, at that
time, by the present leader of the Government, and no
doubt will be contended by him still, that such a motion
was not necessarily one of want of confidence. Perhape a
point wdll be made by him, as was attempted by the Min-
ister of Inland Revenue, ont of the notice that was given of
the latter's resolution in 1882, and the notice that was given
in the Letellier case. Now, Sir, I have quoted the leader of
the Gavernment against himself, and I intend to quote the
Minister of Inland Revenue against himself. He did
give notice of a resolution in 1882, and he did, as lie
stated this afternoon, obtain the advice of other repre.
sentative Irishmen in preparing that resolution. He
did not follow their advice in every particular, but
he did ask the advice of many, and obtained the advice
of some; and with their assistance he prepared the resolu-
tion, but when it came to be moved in the House we found
that it varied materially from the resolution of which
he had given notice, and we were just so much worse
off instead of being better prepared for the consideration of
the question by having had notice of a resolution which
was not the one actually proposed. We were not allowed
to discuss the notice which had appeared on the paper, but
were compelled to discuss another resolution difforent in
many vital particulars. To show yon how different they
were, I will read a few extracts from both. I have hei e a
volume of the Votes and Proceedings for 1882, and also of the
Journals of that year. The first two or three paragraplis
do not differ materially, except for the omission of certain
words from the third paragraph, casting the responsibility
for the existing state cf affaira in Ireland upon the Imperial
Government. But in the 5th paragraph we found the
following words in the notice of motion :

" We should most respectfully pray, may it please Your Maiesty that
some such form of locqh self-government may be extended to Ireland, as
is now enjoyed by the Provinces comprising this Dominion of anada,
and under which your Majesty's Canadian subjects have prospered
exceedingly so that Ireland may become a source of strength to your
Majesty's Empire, and that your Majesty's Empire and that your Majesty's
Irish subjects, at home and abroad, may feel the same pride in the great-
nese of your Majesty's Empire, the same veneration for the justice of
your Myjesty's rule and the same devotion to, and affection for your com-
mon fig which are now felt by all classes of your Majesty's loyal
subjects in the Dominion."

Substituted for that clause, which was settled with the advice
and consent of representative Irishmen in the House, was
tho following, when the Minister of Inland Revenue came to
make his motion :-

" We desire to respectfully to suggest te your Majesty, that Canada
and its inhabitants have prospered exceedingly under a Federal system,
allowing to each Province of the Dominion considerable powers of self-
government, and would venture to express a hope that if consistent with
the integrity and well-being of the Empire, and if the rights and statua
of the minority are fully protected and secured, some means may be
found of meeting the express desire of so many of your Irish subjects in
that regard, so that Ireland may become a source of strength to yonr
Majesty's Empire, and that your Majesty's Irish subjects, at home and
abroad, may feel the same pride in the greatnesa of your Majesty's
Empire."

and so on. Now, there is a great difference between these
two. The original clause, which was waat these gentlemen
who consulted with the hon. member expected he would
introduce, asked for the granting of some sort of Pederal
Oovernment to Ireland; the other merely cal.ed attention
to the success of Federal Government in Canada, and made
a very namby-pamby, weak, wishy-washy suggestion of
some concessions to the Irish. Then further. At that
time there were certain persons in custody in Ireland under
the suspension of Habeas Corpus, or the Coercion Act, and
the representative Irishmen who consulted with the hon.

Now, Sir, I fancy my hon, friend, the leader of the Oppo. member agreed that he should propose this:
sition, is in the same situation as was the then leader of "we would further respectfully pray that your Majeaty would be

gtaciouuly pleased to take into your Majesty's favorable considerationth .Opposition, that in order t prevent the possiblitysof 1heams f those peisons who are now suffering imprisoument inMir% G&SZx.
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reland charged with political offences. with a view to extending to

them your &fost Gracions Majesty's royal clemency, so that with their
release, the ineatimable blessings of civil liberty may be once more
restored to all parts of your Majesty's Empire."

Clearly this last prayer for the restoration of civil liberty
to Ireland was a prayer for the suspension or repeal of the
Cooercion Act. Now, Sir, in the motion that was actually
proposed, we find this:

"IWe would further express the hope that the time has come when
Your Majesty'a clemency May, witbout injury to the interests of the
United Kingdom, be extended to those persons who are now imprisoned
in Ireland charged with political offences only, and the inestimable
blessings of personal liberty restoreI to them."

This was merely a request that ier Majesty would be pleased
to exercise clemency to those individuals who were
imprisoned, and justly so, so far as you could infer from the
words of the motion itself. The leader of the Opposition
objected to these changes of wording. ie said:

" Now, I heard the hon. gentleman's resolution with ome regret, for
one reason that I find it emasculated. I find it very much weaker than
the resolution which he put on the paper in the firet instance. In nome
particulars it does not legislatively suit my view. He bas fallen into
something like the error ascribed to Mr. Gladstone, and not willing
myself to repeat that error, I would prefer to vote for the best resolution
we can get. Yet, I will vote with reluctance for the measure which
hypothetically refers to the grant of a measure of self-government to
Ireland. The hon. gentleman says, in his altered resolution :

"' And we woul d venture to express a hope that if consistent with the
integrity ard well.being of the Empire, and if the rights and statua of
the minority are fully protected and secured, sure means may be found
of meeting the express desire of so many of your Irish subjects in that
regard.

" ' We would further express a hope that the time has come wben
Your Majesty 's clemency may, without injury to the interesto o6the
United Kingdom, be extended to those persons who are now imprisoned
in Ireland, charged with political offences only, and the inestimable
blesing of personal liberty restored to them.".

'' We have no idea that the rights and interests of the minority will
be other than fully protected and secured. I believe that its best
security is to be found in a united Irish people, managing their own
affaira. I say that the possession of such a measure is essential to the
maintenance of the Empire. There ought to be no ifs or ands in the
expression of the views of the Canadian people upon this most important
subject. It is ouly upon the theory, only upon the strong view that the
possession of such a law is essential to the integrity of the Empire that
we can agitate or act with effect in dealing with this matter. I arn not
disposed to deal with this question with ifs and ands. I am willing to.
advise conciliatory measures and ample justice to Ireland. I should
like the Oanadian people, through their representatives in Parliament,
to say to the Imperial Government politely, that in their opinion, as
four millions of British subjects, they believe that the integrity of the
Empire demands self-government for Ireland.»."

So much in reference to the people who were imprisoned.
The leader of the Opposition objected to acting hyputheti-
cally in regard to them, urgiig that the right of ha eas cor-
pus should bé recognised by this louse. have proven by
the authority of the leader of the Rouse, that a motion to go
into Committee of Supply is not a proper occasion to bring
u a motion of this kind. I have proven, by the authority
o the Minister of Inland Revenue, that it is proper to pro.

se to this House, not only a motion of which no notice
as been given, but still more, a motion different from that

of which notice had been give'n, and therefore a much
greater surprise to the House than a totally new motion
could be. But then the hon. gentleman (Mr. Costigan) bas
declared that this motion is brought up for political pur.

oses. If the Minister of Inland Revenue will admit that
e was moved by political motives when he introduced bis

resolution in 1882, then ho may agree that we
have political motives in bringing up this question now.
If the hon. gentleman is not willing to admit that hoecan-
not charge anyone on this side with that offence, for it is
absurd to say such a motion must necessarily be made for
political purposes. This is not a party question, it is not a
national question; it is a question just as vital to the people
of Canada, just as germaneto their interesta as to those of the
people of Ireland, and it is just as natural for a motion in
regard to it t come from a Canadiar as from an Irishman. It
is not an Irish motion. The Minister of Inland Revenue bas
tried to make it an Irish motion, and ha endavored 'to

1S

constitute himself the head and front of the movement in
favor of Hoine Rule in Ireland, and he considers it should
be neessarily eonducted and upported by Irishmen. It is
a Canadian national movement; it is just as much a Cana.
dian movement as an Irish movement.

Some hon. ME&iBERS. Oh, oh.
Mr. CASEY. I notice a few bon. members on the other

aide of the House make r'emarks suggesting dissent from
what I say. If they wish to say they are not in favor of
Home Rule, I deny their right to call themselves loyal
Canadians. I deny the right of any man in Canada who is
not in favor of Home Rule to call himseoif a loyal Canadian.

Some hon. MEMBERS. Oh, oh.
Mr. CASEY. Some hon. gentlemen are again making

dulcet noises, but the only inference I can draw is, that they
do not think Home Rule isa necessary belief for a Canadian.
I hope they wili prove my mistake in that respect on a
later occasion, if I have made a mistake. I cannot resume
my seat without referring to a statement made by the
Minister of Inland Revenue in regard to bis telegram. He
said by that telegram he had made every Irishman in the
House responsible for and as giving their adhesion to and
re.endorsation of his former resolution. What Irishmen on
this side did he consult about that telegram ? He never
consulted me.

Mr. COSTIGAN. I did not say that I made every hon.
gentleman responsible. I said I presumed to act on the
authority of every Irishman.

Mr. CASE Y. The hon. gentleman had no right to pre-
sume to act for any Irishman he had not consulted, lhave
declared, and I wilIl declare on Thursday, my endorsation
of the resolution; but I dispute the right of any hon. gen-
tleman to speak for all Irishmen as to the terme in which a
message of that kind is conveyod until the hon. gentleman
has consulted those members. No doubt ho consulted with
his friends on that side of the House as to the ternms of that
telegram. Why didn't he ask those whom ho had asked to
advise on the fwmer resolution, to advise him Ln framing the
terms of that .telegram, and advise as to whother such a
telegram should be sent? I argue that ai expression of
this louse, composed of men of all nationalities, will have
infinitely greater weight than even the representations of
the Minster of Inland Revenue, and that tho telegram of
any individual Minister, is not the sort of manifestô that we
should send to the representatives of the people of England.
I argue that a motion is a botter way of acting than by
tolegram. He wants to know what was the gr est haste. Ie
suggests that it is because of his telegram that we are in
such a hurry to take up this matter. Well, I in.afraid, that
he is attaching too mach importance in bis own mimd to
that telegram. I have no doubt the isinds of thes nem-
bers of the Liberal party who inteuded to supporta motion
of this kind was made up long before they heatd of that
totegram,

Mr. COSTIGAN. , Thon if it was not a political move,
why were wu not informed of it, if you made ap your minds
long ago?

Mr. CASEY. I did not say that we had made up our
minds long ago to propose a resolution. I Saidh'that
the minds of the mombers of the Liberal party were
quite as clearly made up to support a motion of this
kind as they were to-day, and it is quite as evident
that the hon. gentleman's mind is not as clear *ith
reference to this matter just new as it was some time ago.
ie says there i no change in him since 1882, but Itlooks

as if there was. He was thon eager tiýuash into the ray,
to ask the advice of hon. gentlemen on both aides, and I do
him the credit that he did ask 'the advice : he was eager to
have a motion passdon tisub jeot, Il tenangi
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in the mind of a man who was thon so eager to have a
motion of this kind proposed, and who now refuses to pro-
pose such a motion ? I believe the hon. gentleman is
unchanged in his adherence to the principle of Rome Rule,
though he has lost bis courage. I hope matters will be
so arranged that we will have a full, free and untrammelled
discussion of the proposition we have before us on a sub.
sequent and early day. There is need for haste, even
although the Bill should not come up in the English House
of Commons until the 10th, as the Premier says. We cannot
expect that a resolution of this kind will take effect
immediately; there should be some time for it to sink into
the minds of the English House of Commons, and affect
them, as we hope it will, and, therefore, the day on which
we are to discuse this question should be as early as possible.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. I may say to remove any
misapprehension that my proposition was a plain and sim-
ple one, and it was this, that if this motion was withdrawn
we would give the hon. gentleman an early opportunity-
any day after to-morrow hoechooses-to move it as a substan-
tive motion.

M. BLAKE. I did not understand the hon. gentleman to
say that. I understood the hon. gentleman's only objection
to be the fact that ho had not notice. I naturally supposed
after his making a statement of the kind ho bas made here,
after his making it in that clear manner, that this motion
should be moved in the sane manner and under the same
circumstances in which the motion was made in 1882, with
his approval and consent and in the same manner and
circumstances under which ho moved his motion on the
grave constitutional question in the Letellier case on
going into Supply, with the object which the hon.
gentleman clearly stated in answer to the hon.
member for East York, as a reason why it was pre-
ferable to take that course. My hon. friend from
Elgin bas read the First Minister's statement of those
reasons which ho smiles at now, though ho thon thought,
and I still think, they were very good and fair rosons. I
could hardly have supposed, having regard to these two im-
portant precedents, the one of the hon. gentleman himself
when leader of the Opposition, and the other of the hon.
member for Victoria, the Minister of Inland Revenue, under
his auspices and with bis assent as the leader of the Gov.
ernment, that ho was objecting to the sane form of dis-
cussion in the sane circumstances. I certainly understood
him to be proposing that I should have the same opportunity
as I have to-night, on Thursday or on any day but Wednes.
day. It now turns out that there was a misunderstanding
and that the hon. gentleman's proposal was that this mo-
tion should be exposed to the perils which ho described so
grapbically on the occasion of his refusal to submit his mo-
tion to similar perils in the Letellier case. I am placed
therefore in an awkward position, having, as 1 say, a very
great deal of respect for the reasons and the views ho thon
pressed. But I have to add to the consideration of the case the
magnitude of this cause, the great importance of it and the
earnest desire which I entertain that that result will be
accomplished which the Minister of Inland Revenue fore-
shadowed as possible, of obtaining a unanimous vote, and
that cause being dearer to me than any other thing, I am
determined to encounter all those risks and disasters, and
therefore I accept the bon. gentlemnan's proposal, and with
the leave of the flouse, will withdraw my motion, on the
understanding that it stands as a notice of motion, to be the
first notice for Thursday, the day the hon.gentleman fixed;
and I add to that, in response to the statement of the
Minister of Inland Revenue, and to the suggestion rather
than the statement of the First Minister, that if there be
any opportunity in the meantime to accommodate members
with reference to the form of expression of that motion, I
hall be only too glad to facilitate uch a happy resuit.

1 r. CAsuy,

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. I am glad the hon.
gentleman bas taken my advice in the matter, and has
agreed to withdraw his motion. But I do not like the hon.
gentleman. I am rather surprised at the hon. gentleman's
statement that he did not gather from me that I desired
that it should be withdrawn for the purpose of its being
made a substantive motion, for if I did not use plain words
on that occasion then I never used plain words. I used the
word substantive, and I said if the hon. gentleman will
move it any day he likes, or give notice, or will accept
notice now-for that purpose I will agree as leader of the
Government to set aside every Government measure; and
if that is so, he could not move it on going into Supply.

Mr. COSTIGAN. If it is not out of order I wish to say
a few words. Whatever difference of opinion May exist
between the hon. gentleman and myself, I feel much pleased
that ho bas taken this course, as I think it is the wisest
course and one calculated to bring about, if possible, a solu-
tion of this question. I am glad the hon, gentleman bas
taken the course ho bas.

Mr. BLAKE. - I suppose that on the adjournment the
hon. gentleman will make a motion that this shall stand
as the first order on Thursday.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. Yes.

Amendment withdrawn.

TIMBER LICENSES, &o., IN THE NORTH-WEST.

Mr. CH A RLTON. Before you leave the Chair I desire
to place in your bands a resolution expressing regret that
the independence of this Parliament has been impaired by
the conduct of the Goverument in various respects, in its
administration of the public trusts of this country. A gov.
ernment, Sir, under free institutions, rules by the consent
of the governed. The members of the administration of a
country are the stewards of the people, and as stewards
should discharge their trust with an eye to the interest-of
the whole body of the people. As agents they are not
entitled to embezzle or misappropriate the public funds or
public property, but they are bound to conserve the interests
of their principals, and administer their trusts honestly,
and in the interest of the people. For instance, the
duty of a government with regard to levying taxes
is to require from the people, the payment of so much
money as may be necessary for the economical and efficient
administration of the public affairs of the country. When
this limit is exceeded and when larger sums are wrung
from the people in the form of taxation, and the money so
paid by the people is expended recklessly, extravagantly or
corruptly, then the government fails to discharge its auty
as the public steward, and is guilty of an act that should
receive the condemnation of the people. So, Sir, with
regard to public property, the government is the custodian
of a great variety of interests. The Government of this
country, in addition to its functions in levying taxes, is in
possession of a great public domain. It administers the
landed estates of this nation, one of the greatest public
domains possessed by any people in the world, it adminis-
ters the timber domaine of this country; and these various
trusts which are entrusted to the care of the Government,
should be dealt with by it in a spirit of honesty, in a spirit
designed to secure the advantage, not of favorites or friends
of the Govornment, but the advantage of the
whole people to whom this property belongs, and for whom
the Government is administering it. The stewards who
embezzle for their own benefit, and in their own behalf, the
public property, will not be likely to raise objections to the
embezzement of public property by others. If a member
of Parliament accepta for himself an unjust advantage, the
cost of that unjust advantage in his own case is a los to the
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country: for, having accepted himself, he is not in a posi.
tion to raise the voice of protest, though every man in the
House should be a transgressor in the same line. For this
reason the people's intereet demands that their representa-
tives in Parliament should be truly independent men.
It has been found in the history of free governments that
the importance of having independent members of Par.
liament, members free from the control of the government,
members honest in the discharge of their duties, cinnot
be overestimated. In fact, Sir, without an independent
Parliament, it is impossible to maintain free institutions.
The fact that a Parliament is under corrupting influences
is a menace to the liberties of the people whose interests
are in the hands of that Parliament. But, Sir, a corrupt
government cannot carry on its operations with a free and
independent Parliament; it is essential to a corrupt govern-
mont that it should be supported by a servile Parliament;
and for that reason all corrupt governments have found it
necessary, in order to carry on their operations, to debase
and corrupt Parliament, to impair its independence by
the use of corrupting measures and means. Now, when
this policy is adopted, the country adopting it has at once
yawning before it an immeasurable abyss of concession and
demand-of concession on the part of the government for
the purpose of debauching Parliament, and of demand on
the part of corrupted members for favors from the govern.
ment. If we look back for a moment over past history,
we shall find that the disregard of the people's rights in
England ought to possess for us at this juncture
great interest. When Charles I sought to subvert
the liberties of England, he strove to get along with-
ont the use of a Parliament at all. Under Strafford,
with his policy of Thorough, the attempt was made to
organise and maintain a standing army, and to raise
the revenue necessary for this purpose without calling on
Parliament to impose taxes. Varions schemes and devices
were resorted to to raise taxes without the intervention of
Parliament, such as ship money. When John Hampden
resisted the payment of a few shillings of unjust taxes, and
carried his case to the highest courts of England, and spent
thousands of pounds in fighting the king and his unjust
exactions, he was thought by Strafford to be a fanatic, and
Strafford expressed a desire that all individuals like Hamp-
den should be whipped into a sense of their duty. The
result of this struggle was that Parliament triumphed ; the
attempt to rule England without a Parliament was a failure;
Strafford was executed, Archbishop Laud met with a fate
that is a warning to all prelates of his character, and
Charles I was himself brought to the block; and the
right of Parliament in England to levy taxes, and to exer-
cise its functions within its own legitimate sphere, was
vindicated and maintained. Then, Sir, more refined methods
were resorted to. Charles II, surrounded by worthless
men and more worthless women, resorted to the
poliuy of corrupting Parliament by direct bribes to
members of money and offices of profit. This
evil went on increasing until, after the revolution of
1690, a great popular ferment broke ont in consequence of
placemen being in Parliament, in consequenceof corruption,
in consequence of the House of Commons becoming a more
junto to record the decrees of the court. In 1693 an investi-
gation was demanded. A parliamentary committee, headed
by Thomas Wharton, investigated the affairs of Parliament.
Sir John Trevor was expelled for receiving money, not to
promote Bille in his own behalf, as is done in this Parlia-
ment, but for receiving money to promote Bills for others.
The Duke of Leeds was impeached, and died in disgrace for
exercising similar tactics to those that have been exercised
since nearer to us, I venture to say, than the British House
of Gommons. After that came the corruption that existed
in the days of Walpole and in the days of Newcastle; and
at last an Independence of Parliament Act was passed which

forbade any members of the House of Gommons receiving
emoluments from the Crown except as a Minister of the
Crown. We have an Independence of Parliament Act of
the same character. We have an Act on our Statute-book
which provides that any member of this House entering
into a contract with the Crown and receiving emoluments
from the Crown, shall be liable to a fine of $2,000 for every
day h. site and votes in this House. Will any man
of this House venture te say that the spirit of that
Independence Act is not daily violated in this House ?
Will any member venture to say that infractions of the
spirit of that law are not of daily occurrence, and that hon.
members who occupy seats hore are not guilty of greater
infractions of that law in its spirit than if they had contracts
with the Government for public works. Wil we be told
that the member who receives a timber limit, that the
member who receives a colonisation grant, that the member
who receives a coal land lease, that the member who
receives a pasture land lease, that the member who receives
a railway charter, and then goes hawking that charter about,
seeking parties who will build the road and pay him a
handsome price for his influence and hie charter-will any
member say that these men are not guilty of violations of
the spirit of the Independence of Parliament Act, and that
members of Parliament can be guilty of these acte and at
the same time retain a spirit of independence and act as
independent members of Parliament ? We have in this
louse, I will not venture to say how many members who

are interested in railway subsidies, or in railways that have
received subsidies, and who have voted for these subsidies.

Some hon. MEHMBERS. Name.
M. CHARLTON. You will have the names in good

time. There are Ministers of the Crown in this House,
there are private members here, who are interested in rail-
ways that have received government bonuses; millions of
dollars have been voted, which are devoted to advancing
the interests of members of this House, associated with
other individuals in promoting railway enterprises. We
have members here forming railway companies; we have
had recently transactions revealed in regard to a road, of
which the president, and every member of the directorate,
is a member of this House, in which there is not a dollar
Of capital invested, of which the stock is bogue stock,
placed in the bands of the president te enable him to mani-
pulate the concern. These members received a charter
from the Government, carrying with it a land grant of
6,400 acres per mile. Was that not engaging in a contract
with the Government more nefarious than if they had
made a contract to perform a public work ? This case is but
a type of many others. Members of this House are engaged
in procuring speculative charters, withont the intention or
the purpose or the ability te construct one mile of road,
and placing these charters upon the market, hawking
them about, resorting to the usual low, disreputable metimods
connected with railway steals. There is nota greater depth
of infamy in business transactions in America than the
infamy connected with railway construction, and members
of this House are engaged in railway brokerage of a
nature as infamous as any in the history of railway mani-
pulations.

An hon. ME [BE R. Steel rails.

Mr. CHARLTON. And we have had here very roeently
the open washing of dirty linen. We have had exposed a
quarrel over the subsidies connected with one of these rail-
way corporations ; and we have had what is worse. We
have had the Government taking part in this quarrel,
giving sanction to this crime, selecting its favorites out of
the number of those engaged in the qutrrel, and carrying
hie interest through this House upon a division. The spec-
tacle of the Government of this eountry sullying its reputa.
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tion by associting itself with a transaction of this kind, is

ded a most lamentable spectacle. It is said in Holy
Writ-

Bome hon. MEMBERS. Oh, oh.
Mr. CHARLTON. I do not wonder that any reference

t HotI Writ should provoke derisive cheers and laughter
from t e other aide.

An hon. MEMBER Ooming from that source.

Mr. CHRLTON. Lt is said in Holy Writ that " where-
evr the carease i, thither will the eagles be gathered." It is
the, nation that is the pçey in this case, around which the
eagles are:gathered. What are they engaged in doing? They
are engaged in. squandering millions of publie money; they
are engaged in piling up agigantic debt which reaches to-day
at lea *250,000,000, or double that of the 'United States

capita,a debt that has increased 250 per cent. since the
edration of the Provinces, while our population has

increased but 38 per cent.; they have been engaged in
running up the expenditure of the country from 813,000,000
to 83500,000, or an increase of 250 per cent. against an
increase in population of 38 per cent. And while we have
a deficit staring us in the face of many millions, these gentle-
men have imposed on the country a measure which
will cost annually from $500,000 to $750,000 for the
purpose of so ,arranging the eleotoral list of the country
so as to retain themselves in power. They have spent
millions in railway subsidies, granted mainly to their
favorites; they have granted pasture land leases at one
cent an acre ; they have granted coal land leases and
monopolies to their favorites, following the train of which
will be dear fuel for the settler, and large dividends for
their friends; they have made colonisation grants at half
p.iee, practiGally, to their friends, while the settler is
required to pay the full price; and they have granted tim-
ber limite, year after year, without competition. The
applicants for timber limite have come in swarms; they
have flown like doves to the window from which the favors
of the-Government have been dispensed. Members of Par-
liament, brothers of members of Parliament, sone of mem-
bers of Parliament, nephews of members of Parlinment,
cousins of members of Parliament-the faithful and deserv-
ing of every kind, every station, and every degree, have
been the recipients of those favors at the hands of the
Government; and hundreds, I had almost said thousands, of
limita have been granted to the faithful without competi-
tion. In secret an empire has been bartered away, a great
trust placed in the hands of the Administration has been
squandered for political purposes and bestowed upon politi.
cal favorites. These gentlemen have an eagle eye
for the prey, and the nation's property, I repeat,
is the carcase about which the eagles are gatbered.

dhÀhoaor of the country, even quotations from Hly
are the laughing stock of these gentlemen; end it is
b urat such shouid be the case. Now, in every part

of the Government's policy-in its policy with regard to
timber limité; in its policy with regard to railway bonuses

ted to members; in its policy with regard to pasture land
in; its policy wità regard to"coal andleases, to colo-

misation grants-in all these things the policy of the Govern-
jnent will be defended. The Minister of the Interior will
?ie in his plae ere long, and defend the (Government in all
tiseshings; o‡hers upon thateide will defend them. I
wondøraf Colomon, long ago, with his prophetic eye, had
ourî#Pfsnent in view when he penned that memorable

phrase; "Iech is the waiy with the adulterous woman; she
eteth and wipeth her mouth, and sayeth 1 have donc no
wickedness.' '.With these hon. gèntlemen. They will
est the #subae e nation, they will wipe their mouth

,g4 * ~Eo of Commons and say we have

An hon. MEMBEIL No.
Mr. CHARLTON. You will. They believe the apathy

of the nation is so great that they can outrage decency in
any manner they please. The scenes that transpired here
last night would seem to indicate that they believe the
nation cannot be aroused, that they can venture to do any-
thing, and their followers will follow them with blind
devotion. Yes, Sir, they imagine that the nation is dead,
dead under the beaks of the eagles that are gathered to-
gether to the prey; and I often wonder may not this be the
case ? Will neither shame for the shamneless conduct of
this Government, nor interest in our own behalf as a people,
interest in having our property preserved for us and our
rights respected, nor regard for the glorious past through
which our ancestors have vindicated their right to be a free
people, nor hope for the future that lies before us; will none
of these things induce the people of Canada to rouse them-
selves from their lethargy, to rouse themselves from their
apathy, and rebuke the- men who have for years, in this
H use of Commons, in administering the affairs of this
country, done despite to every principle of justice and to
every principle of decency in the management of publie
affairs. Now, in dealing with the timber limit question, it
will be charged, no doubt-

Mr. OIRTON. Give some iùstances?
Mr. CHARLTON. I will give some instances, and the

name of the hon. member for Wellington (Mr. Orton) will
figure among the instances; they are coming. It will be
charged, no doubt, that the Mackenzie Government gave
licenses without competition.

Some hon. MEMBERS. Hear, hear.

Mr. CHARLTON. Iheard that responded to by the
"hear, hear " on the opposite side. Weil, we must bear in
mind, in examining this question, that the circamstances
of the case between 1874 and 1878 and the circumstances of
the case -at the present day in the North-West differ widely.
The policy of granting timber limits in the North-West
under the Mackenzie Government was avowedly a tempo.
rary poliey, and it was resorted to because competition
could not b. obtained. The. propriety of competition was
fully recognised by the Mackenzie Government, it was
attempted to obtain competition, and the licenses granted
by that Government were strictly limited to the needs
of the country, and were granted only to those who
were prepared to produce lumber for the settlers of
the North-West. Not a speculative license was granted,
not one. The licenses, I repeat, were bond fide licenses,
granted to individuals who wished to commence the pro.
duction of lumber for the settlers of the North-West. But,
when railways reached the North-West, when the settle-
ment of that country had fairly commenced, the conditions
of the country, it is obvious to any hon. gentleman in this
House, were changed, and, with the opening up of the
country, with the change of government, the policy of
making grants of timber licenses or limits was no longer
confined, as under the Mackenzie Administration, to the
actual requirements of the country. In place of limiting
the licenses granted to men who actually designed entering
upon the business of producing lumber, licenses were
grsnted to speculators, knowingly granted to specula-
tors. The Government knew it was granting licenses
and Orders in Council, in ten instances at leastl,
to speculators, where it was issuing licenses to produce
lumber in one instance. It knew that its friends
were coming to it in hundreda, in order to obtain
Orders in Council without the intention of erecting milla
or producing lumber. Now, if we had been left without
action on tle part of the Reform party during the interim
between Mr. Mackenzie's retirement from the Government
and the preseunt day, the pea might be sut ap with great
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plausibility. I admit, that the course of the -ckenAie
Government gave a precedent to this 'Government for the
course'it has adopted; but the Reform party in his Iflouse,
and in this country took a position that left no doubt of
their policy upon this[question. The leader oi this party,
with characteristic prescience, in March, 18î2, as will be
found recorded in the Votes and Proceedings of 1782, page
278, introduced into this House the following resolution

" Moved by Kr. Blake, that in the opinion of this House the existing
system of granting timber limita is liable to resuit in gros abuse, dan
in the cession of valuable interestu in the public domain for inadequate
consideration to favored individuals ; that it is expedient ta apply the
just principle of publie competition to the granting of timber limita.

This motion was moved on the 27th March, 1832. The time
had come, in the opinion of the leader of the Opposition in
thiskfouse, topfine what the Reform party considered to
be the true and:proper policy with regard to timber limita.
TheReform partystook the proper ground. They took that
ground whenever the evil became apparent that there was
a speculative movement in timber limite. The Tory party
aliso deliberately chose its own position. It did not accord
with the principles of the Reform party, as formulated by
this resolution of its leader, but it opposed this resolution,
andévoted it down by a strict party vote. There are clearly
laid down the respctive principles of the two parties: the
principle of the Reform party, embodied in the resolution
of its leader, and the principle of the Tory party, embodied
in its action in voting down that resolution by a strict par ty
vote. Since thataction, no question can be raised as to the
respective principles of theese two parties. Since that resolu.
tion was moved in the Hfouse of Commons in 1882, the
Reform party.stands squarely and broadly on the principle
that public competition should be invited in all cases where
the public domain or timber limite are to be dealt with.

In-parcelling out these timber limits,the Government,after
the disputediterritory had been awarded to the Province of
Ontario, divided up and parcelled out the entire area of that
disputed territory to its favorites,and the most of this plunder
for you can characterise it by no other name, was granted
after Mr. Blake's motion in 1882. It was the evident, and
in fact the avowed design of this Government to deprive the
people of Ontario of their property; not only to adopt a
policy which would rob the people at large of a large portion
of their property in timber, but also to rob one of the Pro-
vinces of this Dominion of its right to a property which
had been awarded to it. Sir John A. Macdonald said not a
stick of that timber should go to Ontario, said this after the
award, after he knew that this public domain belonged to
Ontario; and the design of the Government was clearly
evinced and acted upon to give that property, the timber
resources of Ontario, so far as they pertained to the dis-
puted territory, to its own favorites, and rob the Province
of Ontario of it.

This mad policy of squandering this portion of the
public domain has continued from the day this Govern-
ment took office to the present moment, and, down to the
year 1885-we have no returns of a later period than
February, 1885, though one was promised this Session which
has not come down yet-in round numbers 25,000 square
miles of the timber area of this Dominion had been granted
to the favorites of this Government without competition ;
and this hadbeen done in spite of and in the fAce of the
continued remonstrance of the Reformers in this House and
in this-country4 At every step the Government has taiçen
in this matter, the Liberal party in this House has protested
againstits action and.'has pointed out the evil results which
would Aow from this betrayal of its truste. Yet the party
persista in its course. Now I suppose my hon. friend the
Minister of the Interior will lay stress upon the fact that
there:has been competition, that there has been private
oompetition, thai4cases where-two or more friend of the
Govonment.appliedfr th. esaà o mt, he GovQyernment has

permitted these applicants to have a private shake amongst
themselves, to see which would give the most for the limit, in
order to placate its friends and settle the question amicably.
Well, that is a kind of competition that does not fill the bill.
Three or four men apply for the same limit, and arrange
among themselves who may have it. I find, in looking ut
the bonuses for limits granted under such circurnstances,
that they are usually insignifican t, perhaps a dollar a mile,
and in some case rising to 85 a mile ; and the only case in
which respectable bonuses have been given, so far as I have
noticed, were some nine or ton limits in the Bow River
district, taken by Americans, As they did not belonag to
the family compact, they were permitted to pay something
like $110 or 8120 a mile, but wherever the bidding was
between friends of the Government, they were enabled to
secure these limite at very little cost.

It will also be urged, I have no doubt, that the Government
regulations with regard to timber limits, are much more fav-
orable to the country than the regulations of either Quebec or
Ontario; that the ground rent is higher; that while the
ground rent in Ontario and Quebec is 82 per mile, the Do-
ominion licenses are S5 per mile. It will also be urged that
the Crown dues are higher, that 5 percent. upon the value
of the lumber produced is more than 75 cents or 81 per thou-
sand specific due. Now, the question is not what the regula.
tions are, no fault has been found with the regulations.
The issue is: Ought the Government-as bas been
done by the Governments of Ontario and Quebec, having
fixed regulations that apply to these timbor limita-to
have put these limits upon the market subject to theae
regulations, and ask competition, and for the highest bidder,
for these limits? Ought it to bave invited public competi-
tion, or ought it to have distributed these limite, as it has
done, upon private application from its friends ? 1 maintain
that these limits ought, as in the case of Ontario, to have
been put up at public auction; the regulations applied uni-
formly to all limite granted, whatever their location
or advantages. One would probably be worth more than
another; one would have a greater amount of timber*
than another; one would have a more favorable situation
than another; one limit might fetch but a smail bonus, and
another might fetch a large bonus, and the Government in
refusing to place these limits at competition, has deprived
itself of a large revenue. Have we any proofs of that? I
think we have. We have the case of the hon. member for
Lincoln (Mr. Rykert), who obtained a limit, as he says for
friends, in the Cypress Hills, for $250, and straightway sold
it for $100,000. If that limit had been put up at auction
the Government, in place of receiving $2,50 would have
received $ 100,000. We have the case of some limits on Han-
ter's Island that were sold to Chicago parties for 8650,000, and
that cost the holders 87,500. I think we have a case in which
the hon. member for Victoria (Kr. Cameron) is interested in
some limits on Red Deer River, where one of the confederates
received a power of attorney to sell these limita, four I believe
in number, and did sell them, as is reported, for -8100,000, and
put the proceedsin his own pocket, and a suit is now pending,
it is said, in the courts of Minnesota in which the members
for Middlesex (Mr. Macmillan) and Victoria are plaintiffs,
and their confederate, a gentleman by the name of Dawes,
is the respondent. Whether this is true or not, I do not
know. Now, I have in my hand a return brought down this
Session consisting of about 12,000 pages Of foolscap, mostly
correspondence in connection with the granting of timber
licenses. It is rather larger than the one the hon. gentle-
man for North Perth (Mr. Hesson) piled on my seat last
Session -about four times as large. I have gone through it
carefully, and some of the results of that investigation Iwill
give to the House later on. But with regard to the assign-
ment of lases, with regard to the question as to whether
the Government, in refusing to put theese limite up at com-
petition, bas neglocted the interesto of ke .oountry aud
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lost revenue. I call attention to some statements made in
this return. Here are the names ot a few
assignors, with the consideration granted:

Assignor.
Donald Gunne.
E. P. Leacock.
James Kent.
Joseph Shareman.
E. P. Leacock.
A. W. Rose.
D. McFadden.
Thomas Wells,
Jo. G Dawes.
John Taylor,
Smith & Muir.

Assignee. C
B. P. Leacock.
Thomas Renwick.
H. S. Strathy.
A. W. Ross.
Tomas Renwick.

H. S. 8trati>'.
Germyn & Bolton.
H. B. Beard.
Andrew R. Potter.
Wm. J. Bishopp.
Keewatin Lumbering and

Manufacturing Com-
pany, Limited.

ssigners and

onsideration.
5 4,300 00

25,000 00
not g ven

300 00
25,000 0
75,000 00

8,000 00
8,000 00
10 000 00

1,000 00

There are a lot of transactions where the licenses were
transferred for 81 and "other valuable considerations."
That is the character of m ,st of these returns, the proba.
bility being that these gentlemen Lbought it expedient te
conctal the amount received or paid, consequently making
their en! ry of the assiginment as if for 1I "and other valu-
able considerations." Here are cases, one for $75,000, two
for $25,000, one for 811,960, for 89,000, for 88,000 in two
cases, and se on. These cases are contained in this one
return where limits granted by the Government at 85 per
mile have changed hands for these large sums. There is
the case I have referred te of the member for Lincoln get.
ting a $100,000 limit for $250; the case on Hunter's Island,
a limit worth $650,000 being got for 87,500. In most
cases the character and amount paid in these trans-
actions are concealed, but these glimpses we are per.
mitted te have are enough te convince this House, if
it is open te conviction, are enough to convince this
country, that the policy of the Government with regard te
timber limits bas net been in the public interest, and has
not been an honest policy. Now, Sir, look for a moment
at the contrast between the policy of this Government and
that of the Province of Ontario Since 1870 that Province
has placed 7,986 miles of timber territory under license,
and it has received bonuses on those transactions as follows :
In 1871, 467 miles brought bonuses of $117,000; inl 1b72,
4,592 miles brought bonuses of $531,000; in 1877, 438 miles
brought bonuses of 878,136; in 1831, 1,412 miles brought
$730,000; in 1885, 1,0à7 miles brought $326,000, or 7,986
miles brought bonuses of 81,785,000. Under Orders in
Council this Dominion has placed under license over three
times that amount of land, and has received bon uses
scareely amounting practically te nothing. This is
a suffilrent commentary upon the failure of hon, gentle.
men opposite te discharge their trust properly, In
refusing the demand of the motion made by the leader
of the Opposition In this louse, in March, 1882, when he
declared that the policy of granting timber limita without
competition was a vicious one and ought te be abandoned.i
Now, Sir, my? hon, friend from Wellington (Mr. Orton), a
few moments ago, wanted te know some of the names. As
I do not desire te place a whole return in Hansard I have
prepared a short statement containing a few of the entries
for timber limits, amounting te 600, that I .have called
from three returns, and there is yet one year to be heard
from, and that, probably, one of the worst years, namely,
from February, 1885, te February, 1886 :
Members of House of Commons and Senate who have received Timber

Limits by Order in Couneil for themselves.
Hi-r. MoNrpLÀxsla, M.'P. -

Order in Oouncil for self, N. Saakdtchewan, 50 miles. O. 0. for
self, Rainy Lake, 50 miles, Dec. 17, 1883.

0. 0. COLET, M.P.-
0. 0. for self, 50 miles, Jan. 8, 1883.

HoN. G. W. HowLAN-
0. 0. for self, 50 mils Woody River, March 23, 1883. O. 0. for

self, 50 miles, Birch River, April 29, 1883.
I.- K. DîorwM.P.-

0. 0. fo Lie ,ttle Swan River, July 24,188,&
Mr. CEé.Tai.oU.
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JOHN W rra, M.P.-

O. 0. for self, Smoky Lake, 50 miles, March 23, 1883. O. 0. for self,
N. Saskatchewan, 50 miles, April 29, 1884.

nox. WU. M RmauD-
O. 0. for self, 50 miles, Woody River, Man., Oct. 3, 1882. O. 0.for

self, 50 miles, Porcupine Rille, April 30, 1884.
JOUR RoouusTIu, M. P. (application when a member)-

O. 0. for self, 50 miles, Manitoba, June 30, 1882.
L. MCOALLUM, M.P.-

0. 0. for self, 50 miles, Birch Lake, Alberta, May 15, 1884.
DuNcAN MACMILLAN, M.P.-

0. 0. for self, 50 miles, Waaken Bay, Kan., April 17, 1882.
J. B. DÂOUST, M.P. (letter to Sir John, April18, 1882, asking for support)-

0. 0. for J. B. Daoust a& o., 50 miles, Pigeon River, May 3, 1883.
H. A. WAÂD, M.P.-

0. 0. for self, 50 miles, Red Deer River, Nov. 1, 1883.
Mr. WHITE (Cardwell). Hie was not a member at that

time.
Mr. CHARLTON. He was not, but ho was a prospective

member, and was treated by the Government to favors for
their good boys. Many of those names I shall read.
0. B. HICINY, M.P. (co-applicant with Wm. Brodeur)-

0. 0. for self and partner, 50 miles, Lake Kogwankok, Man., April
30, 1884.

WU. .ELLIOTT, ex-M.P.-
O. 0. for self, 50 miles, Jackfish River, April 24, 1883.

HIoN. A. W. OcîLvI-
O. 0. for self, 50 miles, May 9, 1883.

OsCAl FULTON, ex-M.P.-
O. 0. 50 miles, N. Saskatchewan, March 24, 1884.

When I spoke in Milton last January I referred to Mr. Blain
in this connection, and ho denounced me as a liar for having
said that ho had obtained an Order in Council. I find, how-
ever, as follows :-
DAvID BLAIN, ex-M.P.-

Application for self, March 12, 1885. O. 0. for self, 50 miles, Hun-
ter's Island, Aug. 1, 1885. License jerued to Blain, Oct. 24,
1884. Recorded in Liber A, folio 127 and 128.

L H. Mssuc, M.P.-
0.0. for self, 50 miles, Lake Dauphin, Man., Feb. 3, 1883.

Rere are eighte3n mombers of the House of Commons who
bave Orders in Council-honest members of the House who
have had the honesty to face the music thembelves, who
made application and got their Order in Council like little
men. There are others who have used stool pigeons and
obtained orders in other names. I have traced one or two,
and I am satisfied there are a good many more. We now
come to-
Menibers of Local Legislatures who have received Orders in Council for

themeelves.
H. RonILLARD. M.P.P.-

0.0 for oelf, 50 miles, Keewatin, Aug. 24, 1883.
Loris DuiHÂmL, M. P. P., Hnll, Que.-

0.0. for self, Sturgeon River, 50 miles, Mar. 18, 1880.
G. W. MoNCr, M.P.P.-

0.0. for self, 50 miles, Manitoba, May 21, 1884.
Louis TELLXua, M. P. P., Quebec-

0.0., 50 miles, Dauphin River, Man.
anim G. MALUo-r, M.P.P., Quebeo-

0.0 , 50 miles, West Shore Lake, Winnipeg.
B. MONTPLàaiaI, M. P. P., Quebec-

0. 0., 50 miles, Dec. 17, 1883.
A. T. Ross, M.P.P, Cornwall-

0.0., 50 miles, Keewatin, for self and brother, Mar. 14, 1882.
Then thora is a long list-
Members of the Louse of sOoemo iand Senate who have applied for

Limits siucceBsfally ln behaîf of frienda.
B. R. Hassos, V.P.-

Application for . Symons (son-in.law), June 23, 1882. 0.0. oH.
elymons, 50 miles, luti>'8, 1882. Apolication for James Robb
(editor local paper) .0.to James Robb, 50 miles, Nov. 23, 1882.
Application for S. 8 Fuller (Stratford), April 14, 1882. 0.0. to
S. S. Fuller, 48 miles, Manitoba, Dec. 15, 1882. Application for J.
Graydon Smith (Stratford). July 23, 1883. 0.0. to J. Graydon
Smith, 50 miles, Keewatin, Aug. 11, 1883. Application for Wm.
Morton (Wellesly, Ont, )iay 10, 1883. 0.0. to Wm. Norton, 50
miles, &turgeon River, lune 7, 1883. Application for James T.
Woods (Stratford), Mar. 15, 1883. 0.0. to James T. Wooda, 0
Mil*%, Eewa"in, Aug.11, 1883.
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ci0. R.kaxosu, IFà-.-,

Application for Henry Large (Ottawa), May 9, 1882. 0.0. to Henry
La-ge, 50 miles, Beaver Rver.

Mr. MACKI.NTOSH. Was I a member of the House
when I made that recommendation.

Mr. CHARLTON. The application was dated 9th May,
1882.

Mr. MACKINTOSU. I1was not even nominated thon.
I would not do it now.

Mr. CHARLTON. I am quite willing to give the hon.
gentleman credit for having seen the error of his ways and
turned to a botter course. That is one of the most
severe rebukes the Government have received this Session.
HucTon OAuMEoN, M.P.-

Promoted application of P. A. McLean (Toronto). 0. 0. to P. A.
McLean, 50 miles, Lake, Winnipegooeis, Jan. 12, 1883. Promoted
application of John Bain (Toronto), telegram, Dec. 22, 1883. O.
0. to John Bain, 50 miles, Manitoba, Dec. 21, 1883. Application
for Wm. McKenzie (Kirkfield, Ont.), Feb. 6, 1883. O.0. to Wm.
McKenzie, 50 miles, Red Deer River, Feb. 12, 1883.

J. 0. PATTERSON, M.P.-
Application for Stephen Knight,"June 8, 1880. O. 0. to Stephen

Knight, 50 miles, April 17, 1882.
L. MOGÂLLUE, M.P.-

Application, telegram for McDonald, Latimer et al, Dunnville, Jan.
15, 1883. O. G. to A. McDonald, R. G. Latimore and Arch. Mc-
Donald, 50 miles, March 6, 1883. Care of correspondence for
John Murphy (Stromness, Ont.), April 7, 1884. O. 0. to John
Murphy, 50 miles, Buck Lake Oreek, May 15, 1884. Gare of cor-
respondence for W. B. Montagne, M.D. (Welland), April 7,1884.
O. C. to W. H. Montague, M.D., 50 miles, Buck Lake Oreek, May
15, 1884.

O. 0. OLasY, M.P.-
Letter promoting application of J. B. McEwan, Winnipeg and ask-

ing that 0. G. notice be sent to him, Dec. 14, 1882. O. o. to J.
8. McEwan, 50 miles, Battle River, Dec. 26, 1882.

HoN. J. ROYAL, M.P.-
Application for Robt. and Peter George. O. 0. to Robt. and Peter

George, 50 miles, Jan. 29, 1883. Applications for Chas. de Gazes
and Jas. Taillefer, July 15 and 31, and Aug. 18, 1882. O. G. to
de Oazes and Taillefer, Oct. 3, 1882.

Mr. ROYAL.

Mr. CIIARLT(
Bees it.

Where is the wrong?
ON. I don't suppose the hon. gentleman

J. 0. ERYRT, M.P.-
Application for James Murray (St. Catharines). O. 0. to James

Muriay, 50 miles, Swan River, July 5, 1882.
HoN. JOHN GosTIGAN, M.P.-

Applies for extension of Major John Lewis permit, Feb. 21, 1882.
Permit extended. Application, permit toe cut ties, telegram,
Feb. 6, 1882, letter May 15, 1882. Permit granted. Application
for Hyp. Montplaisir, R.P., Oct. 18, 1883. O. 0. to Byp. Mont-
plaisir, Dec. 17, 1883, 50 miles, Rainy Lake.

Boy.. Go. W. HOWLÂA-
Application for E. J. Dwyer (Kington), April 24, 1883. 0. 0. to

H. J. Dwyer, 50 miles, 8wan Lake, June 5, 1883.

I believe that Dwyer is his wife's brother.
Mr. BERGIN. 1 may as well give.the hon. gentleman

the information that Mrs. Howlan's name was not Dwyer.
Mr. CHARLTON. Was it McGilvary ?
Mr. BERGIN. No.
Mr. CHARLTON. Then I suppose that he had not that

reason for making the application. I will hand in the
dates of these applications, &c., to the fanard reporters
without reading them all.

HoN. GQO. W. HowLAN-
A pphcation for Joseph McGilvary (Kingston), April 24, 1883. 0.0.

w Juoeph McGilvary, 50 miles, Swan Lake, June 4 1883, Appl.-
cation for Hon. W. Muirhead, Jan. 11, 1884. .d. to Hon. W.
Muirhead, 50 miles, Porcupine Mille, April 30, 1884.

M. K. Droxirsox, M.P.-t,
Application for G. L. Dickinson (his son), May 16, 1882. 0. 0. to

G. L. Dickinson, 50 miles, Berens River, July 12, 1882. Applica-
tion for W. B. Dickinson. 0.0. to W. B. Dickinson, 50 miles,
Peevie River, Dec. 24j 188. Application for J. J. Burrows
(Winnipeg,56 Islands, gay 7, 1883- 0.0. to J. J. Eurrows, 56
Iuandi, ake Winipeg , 37, 1888,

e

Mr. CHARLTON. He is his brother.
DuNciN MAcMILLAN, M.P.-

Application for Thomas Wells, Ingersoll, letter, Nov. 27j telegram,
Dec. 1, 1882. 0.0. to 1homas Wells, 50 miles, Red Veer River,
Oct. 3, 1883. Application for John Taylor (hie partner), March 2,
1882. 0.0. to John 'aylor, 50 miles, Red Deer River, Oct. 3,
188a. Application for Joseph G. Dawes, Oct. 10, 1882. 0.0. to
Joseph G. Dawes, 50 miles, Red Deer River, Feb. 12, 1883. Ap-
plication for Wm. McKenzie, Aug. 4, 1883. 0.0. to Wm. Mic-
Kenzie, 50 miles, in lieu of previous grant. Application for John
G. McDonald (Hyde Park), April 16, 1884. O 0. to John G.
McDonald, 50 miles, Red Deer River, April 3, 1884. Application
for Joseph G. Dawes, and directions to send survey instructions
to him, ?eb. 20, 1883. 0.0. to Joseph G. Dawes, 50 miles, Red
Deer River, Aug. 4, 1883.

GQo. P. OnTON, M.P.-
Application for George D. Farmer, (Ancaster), Aug. 1, 1881. 0.0.

to Geo. D. Farmer, 50 miles, Swan River, July 12, 1882. Appli-
cation for James Reynolds (glora). O. 0. to James Reyno.ds,
50 miles, N. Saskatchewan, May 10, 1882. Application for James
Reynoles, April 27, 1883. 0.0. to James Reynolds, 50 miles, Nut
Lake, May 4, 1883. Application for George D. Farmer, April 2,
1884. 0.0. to George B. Farmer, 50 miles, Rainy Lake, April 29,
1881. Application for R. G. Brett, Feb. 4, 1884. 0.0. to R. G.
Brett, 50 miles, Rainy Lake, April 29, 1884,

J. B. DAoUEr 1 M.P.-
Application for Théophile Viau, Hull, Que. 0.0. to Théophile

Viau, 50 miles, Rainy Lake, May 23, 1884.
F. VANAiSS, M.P.-

Application and recommending D. W. Smith as one of bis support-
ers, July, 1882. U.0. to W. D. Smith (La Baie Que), 50 miles,
Nov. 26, 1882. Application for J. M. Duguay. 8.0. for J. à. Du.
guay, 50 miles, May 25, 1883.

HON Ma. PoP», M.P.-
Sends bis Private Secretary, May 11, 1882, to enquire if the applica-

tion of (his nephew) W. W. Bailey, of Gookshire, Que., has been
granted. 0.0. to W. W. Bailey, 50 miles, Salt River, Man., Jan. 5,
1883.

Taos. SCOTT, M.P.-
Application for permit, for J. G. Bargrave, to eut wood, by numerous

letters and telegrami. Permit to cut wood granted, Jan. 29, 1883.
Heo. JoHN GARLroG, fM.P.

Care of application, J. R. Menhenick. 0.0. to J. R. Menhenick, 50
miles, Alberta, May 10, 1883. Cars of application, John Geary (Lon-
don). 0.0. to John Geary, 50 miles, Lake St. Anne, April 26, 1883.
Application A W. Porte (London), Aug. 24, 1883. 0.0. to A. W.
Porte 50 miles, Orooked Pine Creek, Oct. 27, 1883. Care of applica-
tion, W. T. R. Street (London). 0.0. to W. L. R. Street, 50 miles,
Lake Ste. Anne, April, 17, 1883.

A. BOULTEs, ex-M.P.-
Application for Aaron Squires (Rat Portage), July 12, 1883. 0.0.

to Aaron Squires, 50 miles, Bagle Lake, De. 1, 1883. Application
for W. E. Uornell (Toronto), liarch 5, 1884 0.0. to W. E. Cor-
nell, 50 miles, Rainy Lake, March, 1884. Aplication for E. J.
Chauncey (Toronto), March 5, 1884. O 0. to . J. Chauncey, 50
miles, Rainy Lake, March 20, 188t.

Jossen TAssi, K.P.-
Application for Pierre Durocher, Hull, Que. O. 0. to Pierre Du-

rocher, 50 miles, Pine Creek, Feb. 9, 1884. Care of application,
Eugène Lecourt (Ottawa). 0.0. to Eugène Lecourt, 50 miles,
Hunter's Island, Oct. 27, 1883. Application for Raphael Longton.
0.0. to Raphael Longton, 60 miles, Hunter's Island, Oct. 27,
1882.

F. E Ku.vaRT, M.P.-
Application for H. D. Cameron Hamilton, May 17, 1883. 0. 0. to

9. D. Gameron, 50 miles N. Baskatchewan, May 30, 1883. Appli-
cation for 0. Ji. mith &ad John Muir. 0. 0. to 0. R. ISmith and
John Muir, 50 miles, Keewatin, Oct. 27, 1883. Application and
car@eof correspondence for Robert Evna, Hamilton. O. 0. to
Robert Evans, 50 miles, Olearwater River, May 28, 1888. Car
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Application for E. Rathbun. 0.0. to E. Rathbun, 50 mile@, Smîoky
,ake. Application for Shell River Colonisation Co 0. 0. to

She fRiver Colonization Co., 48 miles, Manitoba, Feb. 8. 1883.
care of application, B. A. de Bellefeuille dt. Eustache, Que. 0.0.
to E. A. de Bellefeuille, 50 miles, N. gaskatchewan, April 30,
1894. Transfer of limit from self to Joseph Green (Bamilton)
0.0. to Joseph Green, 50 miles, Smoky Lake, April 30, 1884. Care
application for James Elliott (Roslin, Ont.,) April 16, 1884. 0.0.
to James Elliott, 50 miles, N. 8askatchewan, April 30, 1884.
Application for A. Forbes (Trenton), April 29, 1884. 0.0. to A.
Forbes, 50 miles, N. Saskatchewan, May 23, 1884.

T. S. Senounu, M.P.-
Aplcation for G. & J. N. Andrews, May 4, 1882. 0.0. to G. & J.

N. Andrews, 50 miles, May 11, 182. Application for John 0.
Sproule, Aug. 23, 1182. 0.0. to John U. Sproule, April 2, 1883.

Mr. COOK. Who is John C. Sproule ?
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of application of W. E. Sanford, HamIton. 0. O. to W. 0. Ban-
ford, 50 miles, Smoky River, March 6, 1883. Application for Jas.
M Lotteridge,.Hamilton, Ray 17, 1883. 0. 0. toJas. M. Lotteridge,
50 miles, 0 learwiter River, May 30, 1883.

A. WAno MP-cation for enry A. Reid. O. 0. to Henry A. Reid, 50 miles,
arrôt River, March 24 1884. Care of application for W. R.

Smith, Port Hope. O. à. to W. R Smith, 50 miles, Sturgeon
River, Nov. 8, 1883. Care of application for Mrs. Herman Clark.
O. 0. to Mr. Herman Olark, 50 miles, Carrot River, Mar. 24, 1884.

Joxv BnYsoN, M.P.-
Application for 0. A. McCool Mattawan, Feb. 6, 1884. O. 0. to 0.

A. MColl, 50 miles, White kouth River, Feb. 25, 1884. Applica-
tion for Michael Ooughlin. O. O. to Michael (oughlin, 50 miles,
Oct. 10, 1883.

R. TTnwiTTI M.P.-
Application for Henry Grove (Lefroy), May 14 and Sept. 7, 1884.

0. 0. to Henry Grove, 50 miles, Swan River, Sept. 29, 1884.

HUGo KEANz, M.P.-
Reference for Wm. Morton (Wellesley, Ont.), May 10, 1883. O. 0. to

Wm. Morton, 50 miles, Swan River, June 7, 1883.
DALTON MoOAETHY, M.P.-

Application for John W. Astley, "An old friend of mine," . 109.
0.0. to John J. Astley, 50 miles, Sandy Lake, Alberta, a 17,
1884. Letter of enquiry about bis friend Kirkland's application,
July 21, 1883. 0. 0. to A. B. Kirkland (Duntroon), 50 miles, High
River, Aug. 29, 1883.

BIR ADoLPHU (AJÂoN, M. P.-
Application for Wm. Sharples, Quebec (brother-in-law), March, 22,

1883. Says ; "Hurirv up Order in Council." O.0 to Wm. Sharp-
les, 50 miles, Red Deer River, March 17, 1883.

JOHN HÂAGAaT, M.P.-
Application and plan sent. 0.0. to Peter McLaren and others, 15

miles, Turtle Lake, May 20, 1884.
J. S. McGue, ux-M-P.-

Application for Edward Rathbun, March 7, 1882. 0.0. to Edward
Rathbun, 50 miles, Alberta, May 23, 1883.

I believe the hon. member for East Huron (Mr. Farrow)
was very indignant when, in a speech I delivered, I coupled
his name with timber transactions, and denied having his
bands soiled at all.
TEom"s PFnnow, M.P.-

Application for Joseph Leech (Bluevale, Ont.) received March 8,
1883. 0.0. to Joseph Leech, 50 miles, Alberta, April 29, 1884.
Care of application, Asher Farrow (Bluevale, Ont.). 0.0. to
Asher Farrow, 50 mileà, Alberta, June 9, 1883. Application for
Geo. Lesson (Brandon, Man.), May 25, 1883. O.0.,to Geo. Lesson,
50 miles, Alberta, June 7, 1883.

JOHNxSALL, M. P.-
Application for 0. (. Small, his brother, March 10, 1883. 0.0. to

0. 0. Small (Toronto), 50 miles, Hunter's Island, Aug. 11, 1883.
Application for John Ginty. 0.0. to John Ginty, 50 miles, Aug
11, 1883.

8. J. DAwsoN, M.P.-
Application for T. McRae (Port 4rthur), May 8, 1884. 0.0. to T.

McRae, 50 miles, Rainy Lake, May 17, 1884.
Ho. Tuos. WHITE, M.P.-

,Recommendation for T. H. Schneider, Feb. 12, 1883. 0.0. to T. H.
Schneider, 50 miles.

Sm JOHN A. MACDONALD, M.P.-
Recommeudation for Underdonk, contractor, July 17, 1883, and

orders license to issue immediately.

These are the successful applications made by members of
Parliament on behalf of their 'friends and themselves. I
shall now read a list of applications for timber limite made
by members of the Senate and the House of Commons for
friends or themselves, and not granted, for the reason that
the areas applied for were previously granted, or covered by
pasture leases, &o.:

. H. MACINTOsH, M.P.-
Application for W. Bradbury, Sept. 19, 1882.

J. O. PArTTERsoN, M.P.-
Application for Geo. Campbell, April 15, 1882; Matthew Campbell

w1*713, 1882.
HuToa 0Axnon, M.P.-

Application for Masson, Eoyd Timber Limit and Qattle Renche,
March il, 1882; James ,nderson.

L. MOOALI.K, M.P.-
Application for :amuel McCallum, April 11, 1883.

Rp. MomAramc, M.P.-
Apoïation for self, Oct. 1, 188.

. QeACr,,

Bon. Go. W. HowiÂ-
Application for G. R. Jones, Jan. 11 1884; S. Holmes, Jan. 11, 1884;

J. W. MeKinnon, Jan. 11, 1884; T. D. Doran, &pril 24, 1883; self,
Jan. 17, 1884.

JOHN WNITU, M.P.-
Application for Philip Star, Feb. 26. 1884 ; Henry Gill, Jnly 11,

1883; Neil McLeod, Curran & 0o., Feb. 24, 1883.
T. S. SPROULE, M.P.-

Application for R. J. Sp roule, Aug. 23, 1882; Augustin & Kendall,
Dec. 9, 1884; Neil Strachan, March 9, 1883; Almond Graham,
March 15, 1883; W. M Glen, Oct 14, 1883; Matthew Bpinks,
Oct. 15, 1883.

GOo. T. ORTON, M.P.-
Application for self, Oct. 21, 1884; Reynolds, Dobie à Morrow Feb.

13, 1883; J. 0. Morrow, Dec. 3, 1883; Ja.. Reynolds, May 1,
1883.

J. B. DAOUsT, .P.-
Application for G. Brown, May 22, 1884 ; self, April 9,1883; John

Paisley, April 9, 1883.
P. VAxÂsu, M.P.-

Application for self, March 28, 1884 ; G. W. WittIe, March 28, 1884,
A. Charlebois, March 28, 1884.

THomAs SCOTT, M.P.-
Application for J. G. Rowe, Oct. 2, 1882; Waller & Kelloch, Oct. 2,

1882; George Beers, Sept. 12, 1882; John W. Colcleugh and Thos
Scott, Aug. 18, 1882; W. B. Thibaudeau, May 30, 1884; T.
Murray, Feb. 13,1883.

HON. Joux OAELING, M. P.-
Application for Wm. Hudson, May 12, 1882.

A. BouLTum, ux-M.P.-
Application forS. Hughes; Jas. A. Deacon, Aug. 6, 1884; D. Li.

Sprague, June 28b 1883.
P. E. L.VMET, M.P.-

Aplication for Jas. Walker, May 14, 1883. Geo. Roach, Aug. 9;
gichard Galler, Aug. 9; W. W. Duffiel<, Aug. 9; 8. Aikins,
Aug. 9; Joseph Green, Aug. 9; Adam Brown, Aug. 9, 1893.

H. A. WABD, M.P.-
Application for Mr. Smith, Oct. 4, 1883; 2 others, names not given,

Oct. 4,91883.
Gao. GUILLET, M.P.-

Application for self, March 23, 1883.
R. TrawmTT, M.P.-

Application for Samuel Maneer, May 14, 1884.
DALTON MCGiRTET, M.P.-

Application for Wesley Orr, Jan. 11, 1883; Bd. J. Walsh, Feb. 19,
1883; E. T. Walsh, May 4, 1883.

HuGo KaANZ, M.P.-
Application for Otto J. Klotz, of Preston.

S. J. DAwsoN, M.P.-
Application for Thos. Marks, March 18, 1882; Walter Ross, April 19,

1884.
Jas BrÂIr, M.P.-

Application for H. M. WelIs, May 2, 1882 ; G. M. Wilson, May 2,
1882.

P. VALIB, M.P.-
Application for Ferdinand Sampson, April 25, 1882; Didas Dion,

April 25, 1882; Prank Ross, April 25, 1882; D. 0. Thompson,
April 25, 1882; Jas. G. Ross, April 25, 1882; Wm. Sharples,
Mayl, 1882.

C. F. FBEeusoN, M.P.-
Application forSA. Erratt & Co., May 12, 1882.

D. B. WoODwoRTH, M.P.-
Application for 0. Porter, Sept. 20, 1882 ; W. H. McMillan, May

14, 1883; Jos. E. Baton, May 14, 1883; D. H. MoMillan, May 14,
1883 ; E. B. Harria, May 14, 1888.

RoBEnT DouLu, ex-M.P•-
Application for self, June 26, 1882.

Wu. BxmaxAN, ex-M.P.-
Application for self, Dec. 4, 1882.

Hon. G. E. FoSTua, M.P.-
Application for self, April 25, 1886; John Sadler,

Henry Muirhead, April 25, 1886.
Jou Pouron., ex-M.P.-

Application for John G. Poupore, April 26, 1883.
BoN. M A. GIRAED-

Application for friends.
DAsEY BaaGIN, M.P.-

Application for friends.

April 25, 1886;

GzoeGu T rLon, M.P.-
Application for a friend ; Township 39, 40 and 41, Ranges 18, 19

and 20, wust; Oct. 3e1882.

That is the list of the membere ofParliament, brought down
to February, 1880-athing is knowa o the transtioni
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which have taken place since that timo-and inclading
members of the last Parliament. Now I will read a sum
mary of the results:

Number of members of Senate and House of Commons who received
Orders in Council for Timber Limite to themeelves, 17.

Number of members of Senate and House of Commons who secured
Orders in Council for themselves and for friends, 45.

Total number of members of Senate and House of Commons who ap-
plied for lands for themselves and friends, 56.

Total number of Orders in Corneil passed upon recommendation of
members of the Senate and House of Gommons, so far as made public
by the records, 115.

Number of applications made by members of the Senate and House of
Commons, for timber lands, and refused for the reason that pasture
leases, previous Orders in ouncil, &c., covered the areas applied
for, 86.

Total number of timber limite applied for by members of the Senate
and House of Commons for themselves and friends, 201.
lere is a list of deserving Tories, not members of the
House of Commons or Senate, who have received Orders in
Council for themselves:

NICHoLs FLooD DAvIN. O. 0., 50 miles, North Saskatchewan, Dec.
15, 1882.

EDWARD FaiAR, Toronto Mail. O. G., 50 miles, North Saskatchewan,
Dec. 15, 1882.

JosEPH GIBsoN, Tory candidate, Sonth Oxford. O. 0. 50 miles, Turtl,
Lake, April 25, 1882.

R. S. WrITE, Editor Montreal Gazette. O. 0., 50 miles, Kontagoo
River, Lake Winnipeg.

FRED. W. GiBBs, son of Hon. G. W. Gibbs. O. 0., 40 miles, N.W.T.
CHAS. J. CAMPBELL, brother ofôir Alexander. O. G., 50 miles, Hunter's

Island.
COL. DAVID TISDALE, defeated Tury candidate in North Norfolk. O. G,

50 miles, Dec. 6, 1883.
JAMEs MOKNIGET, defeated Tory candidate, local, North Norfolk, O.

C., 50 miles, Lake Mennitakie, Jan. 29, 1884.
Wu. WILsON, defeated Tory candidate, looal, North Norfolk. O. 0.,

50 miles, Aug. 18, 1883.
JOHN WiLsoN, M.D., President Conservative Association, North Nor-

folk. O. C., 50 miles, Jan. 4, 1883.
ALEIANDER MOCOLL, expects to be Tory candidate for South Norfolk.

0. C., 50 miles, Dec. 6, 1883.
JAs. (RAIG BoyiD (Simeoe), Tory election agent, 50 miles, Dec. 6, 1883.
W. H. TETER, North Norfolk, Tory leader. O. 0., 50 miles.
FREDERIcK CoPs (Simcoe), Tory worker. O. 0., 50 miles, Sept. 28, 1883.
JAMES Rosa (Simcoe), partner Col. Tisdale, Tory. Care of CoL Tis-

dale. O. 0., 50 miles, Alberta, April 29, 1884.
CHAs. P. YouNe (Vittoria), active Tory. Care of Col. Tiedale. O. 0.,

50 miles, Alberta, April 30, 1884.
R. T. LivINzsToXB (Simcoe), since appointed Judge of Norfolk. O. 0,

50 miles, April 30, 1884.

Mr. WHITE (Oardwell). Are you reading the list of
those who have got timber limits ?

Mr. CHARLTON. Yes, but I would not have time, if I
devoted to-day and to-morrow to it, to read the names of all
who got timber limita much less those who applied.

W. P. PAE, Toronto-O. 0. April 4, 1883, 50 miles.
HmmNy O'8aiuN, Toronto-O. 0., 50 miles, Hunter's Island, Aug. 11, 1883.
L. K. O'BnIAN, Toronto-0. 0., 50 miles, Hunter's Island, Ang. 11, 1883.
J. 0. JAxissor, Belleville-0. 0., 50 miles, March 10, 1883.
THOs. SHons, Toronto-O. ., 50 miles, Hiunter's Island, Aug. 11, 1883.
J. S. AiNLms, son of Governor Aikina-O. 0., 50 miles, Manitoba,

Aug. 11, 1883.
HUe MAcDNALD, Toronto-O. 0., 50 miles, Hunter's Island, Aug. 11,

1883.
J. J. MACDONALD, Toronto, connected with John Shielda-0. 0., 50

miles, Hunter's Island, Aug. 11, 1883.
MICHAEL STAanS, Ottawa-O. G., 50 miles, April 30, 1883.
Mase AaOLDI, Toronto, Tory lawyer-0. 0., 50 miles, Hunter's Island,

Aug. 11, 1883.
WU. RIonaÂDsON, Seely Bay, ex-Tory M.P.P.-O. 0., 50 miles, Sept. 28,

1883.
ROBEaT EvANîs, Hamilton, Tory boss-O. O., 50 miles, May 28, 1883.

18i.

OnIu>oZ, montractor-0. 0. for limit, 1,200 acres, Jly 17, 1888. Sir
John endorses his application, and directs that Hoensei shall Issue
without delay.

Wx. SmurD, Toronto, brother of John Shields-0. C., 50 miles, 'Nor.
29, 1883.

JAs. G. D. BLACI, Montreal, City treasurer-0. 0., 50 miles, Dec. 19,1888.
PETER MCLàARiN, Ottawa-50 miles, March 16, 1883.
JoRN M. GAmow, Bluevale, Ont.-O. 0., 50 miles, June 9, 1888.
JoiN SHILus, Rat Portage, contractor, &c.-0. O., 50 miles, Dec. 21t

188.
H. M. STAUNTON, Rat Portsage-Telegraph operator, stole the telegrami

Mr. Meredith read in the House at Toronto. O. 0., 50 miles.
JousuP Fonan, Rat Portage, assistant telegram purloiner-0. 0., 50

miles.
W. R. Gouni, Ottawa-50 miles, Jan. 28, 1881.
JOHN H. BUATY, Toronto-50 miles, Jan. 9, 1884.
W. B. Scazru, Toronto-0.0., 50 miles, -Sept. 11, 1883.
Tos. BIRKNTT, Ottawa-0.0., 50 miles, Jan. 13, 1884.
JoaN H. BUATY, Toronto, cousin of M. P.-O.0. 50 miles, Dec. 6,1883.
0. R. sifeus, M.D., Ottawa-0.0., 50 miles, Jnly 7, 1883.
T. G. BLÂoxsToon, Toronto, defeated Tory candidate-0.0., 50 miles,

Dec. 6, 1883.
JosuPH S. SrITH, Port Hope-0.0., 50 miles, Dec. 1, 1883.
ROBEaT A. BEaL, Toronto-O.J., 50 miles, Red Deer River, Jan. 11,

1883.
RoEmar SAD, Ottawa, son of Senater-0.0., 50 miles, Lake Winnipeg,

Jan. 19, 1883.
EDWAaD MOGILLIvar, Ottawa-0. 0., 50 miles, Lake Winnipeg, Feb. S,

1883.
GuoEGE SKEAD, Ottawa, son of enator-0.0., 50 miles, Lake Winnlpeg,

Jan. -29, 1883.
Wu. PRATT, Ottawa-O.0., 50 miles, Blood River, April 2,1883.
D. 0OoNNoR, Ottawa, President Tory Association-O 0., 80 miles, Eng-

lish River, April, 17, 1883.
HxNRY LiAGE Ottawa, friend of Mackintosb-O 0., 50 miles, Beaver

River, May 23, 1882.
CAaLIEs H. 0Aanmua, Ottawa-0. 0., 50 miles, North Baskatchewan,

July, 29, 1882.
P. MOARTUra, Winnipeg-O.0., 50 miles, Duck River, Nov. 28, 1883.
K. N. MAcPsu, Montreal, frien I of 0. 0. Colby, M.P.-O. C., 50 miles,

Battle River, Feb. 11, 1883.
PETR WHELAN, Ottawa, Tory alderman-0.0., 48 miles,'May 12, 1082.
P. A. McLEAN Toronto, Old Kirk Tory-O.O., 50 miles, Lake Winnipe.

goosis, Jan 12, 1888.
McLuoD STEWART, Ottawa-0.0., 50 miles, North Saskatchewan, May

23, 1883.
H. K. EGAN, Ottawa-O.C., 50 miles, Manitoba, %pfy 28, 1883.
FaAN J. OLARK, Winnipeg, Secretary Tory Association-0.0., 50 miles,

Sturgeon Bay, Dec. 4, 188J.

EDWAnD 'B. ÜLAc, Moutreal-0.0., 50 miles, Warpath River, Nov. 22,
1882.

P. E. NoaMAND, Three Rivers, Que., leading Tory-0.0., 50 miles, Lime-
atone Bay, May 6, 1882.

ouaLus MAGSE, Ottawa, leading Tory-O.0., 50 miles, ilar. 4,1882.
JAs MuraaY, st. Catbarines, testimonial subacriber-0.0., 50 miles

Swan River, July 5, 1882.
T. B. VANAsse, Three River., Que , leading Tory-0. 0., 50 miles, Laks

Winnipeg, MaT 1, 1882.
FUReUs O'OoNNRoa, Billinga' Bridge-O.C., 50 miles, English River,

March 8, 1882.
JACOB ERRATT, Ottawa, Tory alderman-O. 0., 40 miles, Lake Wianipeg,

'Nov. 21, 1832.
JoHN RIORDAN AND 0oSGAAv5 & Co (Riordan of Mail)-O.0., 50 miles,

Jumping River.
G. F. BRneuois, Minnedosa, Man, Tory Registrar-0.0., 50 miles,

Valley River, Man., Oct. 3, 188à.
l. A. D. ARNBoNG, ivil Engineer, Tory-0.0., 50 miles, Red Deer

.Biver, Dec. 6, 1882.
FHos. J. WALLACE E Go Woodbridge, Ont., supposed a brother of

Wallace, M.P.-U.0., 50 miles, Laake Wiamipeg, April 4, 1882.
. G. W. MAc 2uAlG, Ottawa, Tory, brother of ex-ILP.-O.0., 50 miles,

Black River, Dec. 22, 1882.
ALRID WATTs, Brantford-IAcense, 20 miles, Manitoba, Jan. 10, 1881.
Guo. A. HueGms, Montreal-O.0., 50 miles, fisher River, March 14, 1881.
H. V. NonL, Ottawa-O.C., 60 miles, Lake Winnpeg, Nev. 22, 1882.
A. J. CUBsars, Ottawa-0.0., 50 miles, ManatSgooRiverrDee,311882.
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J.W. MONTAGus, Braeman, Ont.-0.0.,50 miles, Manitoba, April 3, 1884.
Tuos. EIGGINsoN, Ottawa-O.C., 50 miles, High River, Alberta, Feb. 11,

1884.
STZWART Mutvuv, Winnipeg, defeated Tory candidate--0.0., 50 miles,

Shawendola Lake, April 30, 1884,
W. H. PLUXUBa, Sault Ste. Marie, defeated Tory candidate-0.0. 33

miles, Lac des Mille Lacs, Oct. 9, 1884.
H. H. SUITE, Peterboro'-0.0., 50 miles, Alberta, April 30, 1884.
R. A. Moazow, Peterboro'-O.0., 50 miles, High River, May 23, 1884.
CArT. ALxx. Bowiu, Ottawa-O.0., 50 miles, Lake Winnipeg, $5 bonus,

lune 4, 1883.
G. R. KINGSMIHL, Ottawa immigration agent and Toronto failemployé-

0.0 , 50 miles, Lake Winnipeg, $1 bonus, Feb. 5, 1884.
N. F. PATTRsON, Port Perry, Ont., Tory ex-caadidate-O.0., 50 miles,

Lake of the Woods, Dec. 21, 1883.
JAMEs QUINN, Orillia, ex-Tory candidate-O.0., 50 miles, Alberta, May

15, 1884.
GEORGE GOODWIN, Ottawa, Tory contractor-0. 0., 50 miles, Winnipeg

River, March 15, 1883.
ALEXANDER MclNseus, Hamilton-O. 0., 50 miles, English River, Feb. 9,

1885.
J. W. MoRAm, Ottawa-0. C., 50 miles, Kogasikok, Man., April 1, 1884.
Huaar BULmuR, jun., Montreal-0. 0., 50 miles, Keewatin, Dec. 1, 1883.
T. W. OuRaIER, Ottawa- O. 0., 50 miles, Quetico River, Man., April 12,

1884.
MIRAEL COUGHL&N, Ottawa-0. ., 50 miles, Winnipeg River, June 11,

1884.
W. B. ScRTs, Toronto, Tory man-of-all-work-0. 0., 50 miles, Hunter's

Island, Aug. 11, 1883. License issued, Oct. 24, 1884.
L. OLv=iE, Barrie-O. 0., 50 miles, Hunter's Island, A ng. 11, 1883.
W. MoKAY, Ottawa-O. (., 50 miles, Rainy Lake, Feb. 5, 1884.
G. D'ABaT BOULToN, Toronto, Tory lawyer-O 0., 50 miles, Red Deer

River, April 1, 1884.
JoHN B. SPRAGUE, Winnipeg, Tory worker-0. 0., 50 miles, Rainy Lake,

Jan. 23, 1884.
R. à. OAiaoit, Ottawa, relative of Bon. W. G. Howlan-O. C., 50 miles,

Porcupine Bills, Jan. 23, 1884.
JOUXSTEWART, Ottawa-0. C., 50 miles, Assiniboine River, April 1,1884
J. 8 McCaAcxi, Ottawa-0. C, 50 miles, Lake Laurence, May 23, 1884.
Tos. BIaxrTT, Ottawa-0. C., 50 miles, Sturgeon Lake, Man., Jan. 23,

1884.
WX. WILsoN, Montreal--. 0., 50 miles, War Path River, Dec. 27, 1883.
A. T. McCORD, Toronto, lieutenant of A. Boultbee-O. 0., 50 miles, Lac

Seul, Keewatin, March 14, 188À.
Now, these are a few only of the names. The total
number of Orders in Council granting limits, to Febru-
ary, 1885, was 550, so far as I have examined the
records. The number not given in foregoing list is 338.
The total number of square miles granted to February,
1885, is 25,300, and the total number of acres, 16,192,200,
making a quantity two-thirds as great as the total
amount of the cultivated land in the Dominion in
1881; and it is possible, if we had last year's record, from
February, 1885, to the present time, we would find the
Government had issued Orders in Council covering an
area of timber limits equal to the entire amount of culti.
vated land in the Dominion in 1881.

Mr. ORTON. How much money was received ?
Mr. CHARLTON. 85 a mile.
An hon, MEMBER. How much did yon expect to

receive ?
Mr. CHARLTON. I can give you a little correspondence,

but I shall not read it all. Here is the correspondence of
Mr. Royal. I do not know that he wants to have it read,
nor does the House care. There is nothing very important
in it. In one place, he says, 17th November, 1882:

" Referring to your favor, No. 4,194, of 30th ultimo, I beg to state that
the applications in question, s bterongly and so ejustly recommended by
me, was flled with tiie agent of the Timber office tre."1

I suppose these gentlemen found it neoessary they should
be strongly recommenaed.

Mr. ROYAL. Whose application is that ?
Xr. CUAILTow,

Mr. CHARLTON. The Orde in Council following this
is to Robert and Peter George.

Mr. ROYAL. Two Grits.
Mr. CHARLTON. The hon. gentleman is a very disin.

terested member of Parliament, no doubt. Here is a tele-
gram from the hon. member for Lincoln (Mr. Rykert),
dated Ottawa, 5th July, 1882:

" Will yon please push through Order in Oonncil for coal licenses and
that limit for Orr ? "

(Signed) "J. O. RYK aRT."
There is another letter from the hon. member for Lincoln
urging that a certain supporter of my hon. friend for Monck,
should receive timber limits; Mr. James Mitchell, of Castor-
ville, is anxious to get a limit too ut timber in the North-
West.

Mr. MoCALLUM. He is not in my county at all.
Mr. CHARLTON. I said that Mr. James Mitchell, of

Castorville, a friend and supporter of Mr. McCallum, is
anxious to get a permit to eut timber in the North-West.
The letter is signed, J. C. Rykert.

Mr. MoCALLUM. I have lots of friends in this country.
Mr. BLAKE. Have they all got timber limits ?
Mr. WHITE (Cardwell). No, nor harbor contracte

either.
Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGIHT. Is it usual to get them

at the price ?
Mr. CHARLTON. Mr. Pope the Minister of Agricul-

ture, sends his private secretary to obtain an answer to the
iollowing memorandum to the Hon. D. L. Macpherson:-

"let. T. P. Buck applies fortimber berth on Porcupine Hill near Fort
McLeod. Can he obtain it?

4 2nd. H. Bailey applies for a timber permit,in the disputed territory.
What answer can Mr. Pop,,give him ?

" 3rd. A. Herme & Co., of Galt, ask a free grant of land on which to
erect flouring mills. Would the Minister of Interior accord this ? "

This was signed by Mr. Lindsay Russell. We have here cor-
respondence from M& McMillen with relation to J. G.
Dawes; correspondence from Dr. Orton, M.P., with an
application for George D. Farmer; correspondence from D.
Macmillan, M.P., making an application for himself; corre-
spondence from Thomas Scott, M.P., and Joseph Tassé,
M.P., supporting George l. .Bradbury, a strong supporter
of the Government; correspondence from Adolphe Caron,
M.P.:

IDER ima.a. MAcPNmRsoN,-May I ask you to hurry up the granting of
the lcense applied for by Mr. William Sharples on the Red Deer River."

And it was hurried up, and Mr. Sharples, who is a brother-
in-law of Sir Adolphe, got his license. Correspondence from
S. R. Hesson, for bis son-in-law, Mr. Symons:

" Some time ago I wrote you on behalf of Harry Symons, Esq , of
Toronto, for timber limits on the Saskatchewan. Your reply was that
a previous application was in for same. Will you now do me the favor
et changing that application to Cedar Lake, as Mr. Symons is the only
applicant now for that place. I hope you will enter his name at once, and
ho will complete the application forthwith. As Mr. S. is a particular
friend of mine, I hope you will see to this at once."

Mr. HESSON. Anything wrong about that ?
Mr. CHARLTON. I think not. I think that was very

paternal. Here is also an application from Mr. Hesson for
Mr. James Robb, setting forth that he had been editor of a
local paper, and that, if he got the limit, he would not be
ungrateful. Here is an application from S. R. Hesson for
J. P. Woods; an application from fMr. Hesson for J. Gray-
son Smith; an application from T. N. Gibbs and S. R. Hes-
son for T. H. Taller; an application from Mr. H. Cameron for
reputed partner of his, Mr. William Mackenzie. I shall not
trouble the House with any further reference to this cor-
reSpondences, as the hour is growing late.

Mr. RESSON. Give us a little history from Miohigan.
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Mr. CEIAR[LTON. I might. People who obtain timber

limits in Michigan pay for them like honest men, and ob-
tain them in competition with other men, they will not get
a paternal Government to give them a limit for $250 which
they eau sell for 8100,000.

I now propose to refer briefly to ranche companies
and to the poliey of the Government in placinoe
pasture lands under lease at one cent an acre, without
competition, receiving at the rate of 6 per cent.
p or annum on 16 cents an acre for pasture
ands; and the only limitation has been that no

friend of the Government could receive more than 100,000
acres. These lands, as this return will show, have been
leased far in advance of the requirements of stock owners.
I find, by the return which was laid on the Table of the
House a few days ago, which brings down the statisties in
regard to the ranche companies to the lst March, 1886,
that the number of acres under lease was 2,452,610; acres
having cattle on them, 1,592,290; acres without cattle
860,3.,0; number of companies who have cattle on ranches,
38; number without cattle, 20; number of companies having
more than 1,000 animals on ranche, 15; total revenue from
grazing lands up to 1st March, 1886, $66,255.50 for thie
enormous area of land; total number of cattle, horses and
sheep on all these ranches, 63,714, or one horse, sheep, or
cow or animal to each thirty-eight acres. Thirty-eigbt
acres for one animal I Nothing could show more strikingly
than this fact that these lands have been leased fair in
advance of the requirments of stock growers. It cost so
little, only 1 annually for a farm of 100 acres, or 810 for a
1,000 acres These leases have been granted to friends in
advance of the requirements of the trade, in advance of the
requirements of those who had stock to put on them.
These mon have acquired these 2,450,000 acres, this vast
quantity of land, and they have only 63,714 bead of cattle
on them. The amount of the annual rental if paid,
is $24,526, amounting, as 1 said before, at one cent an
acre, to the interest at 6 per cent. on 16 cents an acre.
There is sometbing wrong in this. So much land ought
not to have been leased, land put under lease without com-
petition, which, after the system bas been in operation for
four years, carries one bead of cattle for thirly-eight acres.
Who knows, iftbis land had been put up to competition and
bids had been invited, that it might not bave brought 10
cents an acre. The Government were bound, if they were
governed by considerations of the public interest and not by
the interest of their friends, to offer those lands to the com-
petition of the public and to secure the highest price they
could for them, instead of passing them round to their
friends with no limitation whatever except that no good boy
should receive more than 100,000 acres. And the policy
with regard to coal lands bas been equally reprehensible.
1 have bore a summary of a return brought down to February,
1883, which shows that 449 applications have been made for
coal leases, and the following members of Parliament had
made applications: J. C. Patterson, M. P., four applica-
tions ; C. C. Colby, M. P., seven applications; John Hlaggart,
M.P., one application; A. Boultbee, M.P., one application;
Thos. Scott, M.P, three applications; Hon. T. N. Gibbs,
M. P., one application ; Hon. John Ogilvie, one applica-
tion.

Mr. HAQGA RT. An application that I made ?
what ?

For

Mr. CHARLTON. A coal lease.
Mr. HAGGART. No, I did not.
Mr. CHARLTON. I found your name in the returns.
Mr. HAGGART. No, you did not.
Mr. CHARLTON. Well, we will hunt it up. Hector

Cameron, M.P., one application; J. G. Blanchet, M.P., one
application; Dalton MOearthy, M.P., one application.

Mr. MoCARTHY. No.
Mr. CH ARLTON. J. C. Rykert, M.P., one application;

R. DouIl, M. P., one application; Robert Hay, M.P., one appli-
cation; George Hilliard, M.P., one application; Sir A. T.
Galt-he is not a member-two aplications; Hon. John
Norquay, two applications; Nicheas Flood Davin, one
application; Edward Farrer, one application. Now, these
are all friends of the Government, no competition was invited
for these leases. Thes applications, if granted, were granted
without oompetition and on certain filed terms.

Mr. MoCARTHY. Do you saythey were granted?
Mr. CHARLTON. The policy of the Government with

regard to the coal lands of the North-West was not one in
the interest of the settler. It was not to the intereet of the
settler that a coal mining tronopoly should be granted, and
that the Government should second efforts to take the
coal lands of the North-West and put them in a few hands
who might monopolise the business of mining and compel
the people to pay so much more for their fuel, which is so
necessary in a cold climate like that.

Mr. McCARTHY. Does the hon. gentleman say these
were granted ?

Mr. CHARLTON. I did not. I say they were applica-
tions.

Mr. BOWELL. How could they be monopolies?
Mr. CH ARLTON. No return las been brought down in

reference to coal leases subsequent to 1883, and what
number of these applications were favorably acted upon I
am unable to say, but I give the applications.

Mr. HAGGART. There is no application from me
anyway.

Mr. McCARTHY. Nor from me.

Mr. CHARLTON. Coming to other parts of the Govern-
ment policy, I refer to colonisation plan No. 1. That plan
was adopted on 23rd December, 1881. It was adopted just
upon the eve of a dissolution of this House. Whether it
was adopted expressly for the purpose of attaching to the
Government a large speculative interest, I am unable to
say, but whatever might have been the intention of the
Government, the result was to attach to the interest of the
Government a very great and powerful speculative interest
in land. The results, of course, of these investments in
colonisation lands have not been as favorable as those who
invested anticipated. This bas been largely due, perbaps, to
the fact that the Govern ment gran ted these lands to specula.
tors. Nothing perhaps has had a more unfavorable influence
upon the settlement of the North-West than the fact that the
Government acted upon applications for blocks of land
which were to be given to speculators, if they conformed to
the conditions, at half the price the settler had to pay for
the land. The rush under this plan No. 1 was something
phenominal. The order was issued on the 23rd of Decem-
ber, 1881. I see by returns that on the lst January, 18b3,
one year and eight days after that order had been issued,
after the colonisation plan had been made, and the number
of applications made during that time was 251, and they
covered 2,295 townships of land. The members who applied
for colonisation land in that brief period were as follows:-

Robert Hay, M.P., applied for oi Townhhipa.
Robert Hay, M.P., do 2 do
Robert Ray and anociates, do 2 do
Robert Hay, do 5 do
Col. Williams, M.P., dedo
Geo. A. DrewM.P. do 4 do
C. H. Mackintosh,M.il., & associates do 7 do
John White, I. P., do do 4 do
Geo. Guillet, M.P., do do 10 do,
Geo. Guillet M P do do 3 do
0. F. Perguson, P., do a do
Bugo Kianta, ?., do 2 do
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T. Valin, M.P., and G. Ross, dor 2 do
Thos. Arkell, M.P., and associats, do 6 do
Wm. Iliott, M.P., do do, 5 do
M. H. Gault, do 2 do

Mr. GAULT. No, Sir, my name is found nowhere on
the books.

Mr. CHARLTON. This is taken from the Sessional
Papers of 1883, Volume 16, No. 12, Return No. 84.

Mr. GAULT. I never spent one cent, and had nothing
to do with any territory in the North-West. I went up
there to buy land, but I saw so much of it that I came
away.

Mr. CRARLTON. This refera to the applications. I
will read on,:

Robt. Douli, MP., applied
Geo. P. Orton M.P., do
0.F.Fergusonk.P.,and associates, do
P. Valin, M.P., do
J. O. Patterson andassociates, do
J. 8. Mccuaig, M.P., do
James Beaty, M.P., do
J. B. Daonst M.P do
Oharles Walace, M.P., and as-

sociates, - - do
0. O. Oolby, M. P., and others, do
Senator Almon and others, do
D. Masmillan, M.P., do

for 4 Townships.
6 do
6 do
1 do
7 do
1 do
i do

6 do

Here are the names of twenty-one members of Parliament
making applications for land to the Government, to be
received on conditions so favorable that they expected to
secure these land@ at half price, or 81 an acre. In addi-
tion, Sir A. T. Galt applied for fifty townships, and that
gentleman was allowed $1,500 from the Treasury of Canada
to pay his expenses while ho went to the North-West to
select hie Iand. Iere are other names :

Wm. Sharples, appliedi
Robt. Henry and otheru, do
B. 8ymmea, do
D. Tiedale, do
A. T. Drummond do
Thos. Long and àeorge Moberly, do
D. Ibergnuon, do

D.Tmae, do

for 2
4

'7
15
39
e

Townships.
do
do
do
do
do
do
do

Now, Sir, these applications, made in the space of one year
and eight daya, covered 2,295 townships in the North-West;
and the effect, I repeat, of this scheme upon the elections of
1882, was very marked indeed. Every speculator who
embarked in this speculation, covering this vast area, was a
friend of the Government; it was in his interest that the
Government should be maintained, that the regulations by
which he was to receive land at half price, should not be
rescinded by another Government adopting an honest policy;
and for that reason no more potent factor in the elections
of 1882 exerted its it fluence upon that result, than the policy
of the Government with regard to the colonisation plan
No , so called. And the Government, now that that the
reult has hardly been as those gentlemen anticipated, are
adopting a plan to let them out as easily as possible; those
who have taken blocka of townships and have made partial
payments, are to be permitted to consolidate their interest,
to select such parts of the township as they may choose-
and, of course, they will select the cream, of the thing - and
the payments made covering the whole tract are permitted
to be concentrated upon the best portions of- the township,
and they willreceive land in accordance with the payments
made, be it more or los, und their interest so far as the
Government can care fôr them, will be. oarefully guarded.

Now, Mn..Speaker, I have spoken rather longer than 1
anticipated; Fearing that the list I had got would not go
into the Hánsard, I bave read the, inost of it. I have but
to recapitulate, I have to say that the policy of this Govern-
ment, irst, with regard to railway bonuseN voting away
here in ontSessiop thesum of 88,000,000 to bribe members
of this Houis, and votitg 822,509,000 - more, for another

gr. OR&azuow.

1.
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purpose; these bonuses in the aggregate amounted to over
88,000,000, a large proportion of this sum being granted to
railway corporations in which mem bers of this House had
a direct pecuniary interest; and if the truth could be known
a considerable number of the members of this flouse did,
in effect, in sustaining and supporting that resolution with
regard to railway bonuses, put money into their own pockets.
It was an infringement on the independence of Parliament.
Any member interested in a road that received aid from
the Government in that scheme, was not in a condition to
exorcise the function of an independent member of Parlia-
ment. With regard to timber limita, I bave shown the
enormous areas granted without competition. The Govern-
ment granted them to their own favorites, to their own
supporters in this House; grauted them without adequate
consideration, and we bave seen vast gains accruing to
friends of the Goverument, to the loss of the country to
whom the land belongo. We have had pasture leases to
the extent of 2,500,000 acres granted at 1 cent an acre
without competition, granted in advance of the require.
menta of the public, so that to-day, after years have elapsed
since the policy was inaugurated, there is not one head of
cattle to 38 acres upon that land grant, and granted to
speculators, in a great number of instances without compe-
tition, and presumably to favorites of the Government.
We find again the Government favoring its friends
in the matter of coal land leases, making the path
to fortune easy to them, and acting in a way
which they must have known would result in fortune to
their friends and indear coal to the people of the North-
West. We find colonisation land applications pouring in
upon the Government for 2,800 towâships in one year,
grants made to their friends wherever the grants do not
conflict with each other, and a middleman class created
by the Government, that ourse of the settler and of
the pioneer-a middleman class created by the Government,
receiving his land for half price, and placed in a position
where he could turn and sell to the settler, under some
circumstances, land for ten times the price he paid for it.
Did the Goverument, in adopting this policy, have au eye
to the interest of the settlers who are looking to the Nortn-
West? Was it governed by tbat principle that has governed
the policy upon this side of the Rouse-the land for the
people and the people for the land ? No, Sir; and when we
lament the condition of the North-West, the slow movement
of the population into that country, the development of
that country retarded by varions causes, we may attribute
nearly all the results which we have to deplore in
the North-West to the policy of the Government.

In ail these matters to which I have referred members of
this House have had the inside track. They have had the
ear of the Government ; they have known what the Govern-
ment plans were. They could go to the various Departments
and lay their case before the Government, and they always
found in those Departments friends willing to oblige them.
They were in point of fact invited to ask favors of the
Government, and they never came to the Government and
asked a favor in vain. Mr. Speaker,1 I have approached this
subject with personal regret. Whether hon. gentlemen
opposite will believe me or not, it is not a task congenial to
me to probe this matter and expose these irregularities
upon the part of the Government. The task bas fallen
upon me, and I have endeavored to discharge it in a spirit
of fairness and as temperately as possible. No doubt many
hon. gentlemen on the opposite Bide of the House, probably
all hon. gentlemen opposite, feel they have pursued a
proper course in these matters, and do not see anything
irregular in receiving bonuses from the Government
for their private aimesand purposes, in reeeiving
timber limits fromý the Government for themselves
and their friends without the limita being put up to compe-
tition, ad in making 8100,000 out of $250 in one extreme
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case. They may have such peculiar views about political Iunderstood the hon, gentleman to expreRs a preference to
and moral ethies as to see nothing wrong in these trans. g o on with the question to-morrow. The debate on the
actions. But I am unable to agree with them, and I conceive Home Rule matter was then in progres, and I did not anti-
it to ho part of my duty as an independent member o! Par- cipate myself there would be any opportunity to go into
liament, who desires the good of his country, to denounce this subject, to-night; but I asked the hon. gentleman what
such conduct. The whole system is subversive of the inde- was his preference, but I made, as I understood, no etate-
pendence of Parliament. It is incompatible with a nice ment of my own. I should have preferred going on with
sense of political honor ; it is calculated to control action the question to-morrow, but certain circumstanoes render it
and conciliate support by the use of corrupt methods, and it desirable that I should leave the city. My father is very
is a system that should excite alarm in the breast of every ill, and I have been detained here against my will and ara
member of this House and every citizen of Canada for the anxious to leave; and for that reason, believing it would
future of this country. I beg to move in amendment thereto make no difference to the Minister of the Interior, not
to leave out all the words after the wo. d "that," and add knowing that the matter could go on, when a conclusion
the following instead thereof:-- was unexpectedly reached to the debate.on Home Rule, 1

The practice of nmembers of the House applying for and becoming took the floor.
personally interested in the disposal by the Orown of those publie Mr. WHITE (Cardwell). All I can say is that I haveresources, which are dealt with by the Executive, or by Parliament on
its recommendation, as grown to alarming proportions, is in its nature very great sympathy with the hon. gentleman in the cause
liable to abuse, has in fact been abused, and should be checked, in which eis likely to lead him to leave town. But I am very
order to avoid lasting injury to the public interest and to restore and glad indeed that the matter of the arrangement as to themaintain the independence of this House. first part is in writing, because after I had spoken to him,

Mr. WHITE (Cardwell). Mr. Speaker, before I venture and it was perfectly understood since dinner that this sub-
very briefly to refer to the speech which the hon. gentleman ject would not come up to-day, the hon. gentleman
has just delivered I desire to call his attention to what seems approached the leader of the Opposition and spoke to him,
to me to have been a breach of arrangement of which he wh ether on this subject or another I cannot say, but the
bas been guilty. I owe him the duty of saying that last probability is that the leader of the Opposition told him to
week he was kind enough to intimate to me that he intended go on to-night. That is briefly what roally occurred, not-
to bring up this general question to-night, and it was under- withstanding the arrangement to whioh I have referred.
stood at that time that we would endeavor to get into Supply Mr. CIIARLTON. I propose a solution of the difflultyat as early an bouri as possible in order that he might make
bis speech and that the reply might come within a reasor- by the hon. gentleman adjourmng the House, and ho can go
able hour at ail events, and if possible a vote be had on the on to-merrow.
same evening. I know the hon. gentleman was engaged to. Mr. WHITE (Cardwell). I propose to do nothing of the
day in connection with a duty in which he takes a great kind. I have no objection to going on, and I would just as
deal of interest in connection with his own church, and this readily have gone on to-night if the hon. gentleman bad
afternoon I received from him the following note, which I frankly said so when ho returned, because I took the trouble
had torn up never imagining it was neessary to keep any- to go and speak to him. The only thing I object to j that,
thing of that kind, but the pieces of which have been picked when arrangements are made between hon. gentlemen on
up Rince, after the manner of picking ap another famous both sides they should bu broken; the question of whether
document that had some influence in publM matters in olden or not arrangements at all should bo made is within the
times, and put together. option of either side. In view of the fact that this is a

Mr- COOK. Spitoon. question affecting the persornl chaiacter of a numher of
rnembers of this Hlouse, who had a right to some inf'rna-

Mr. WHITE (Cardwell). I shall deal i*th d hon. tion as to when it was to be brought up, 1 think it was
member for Simcoe before I get through with my speech- hardly fair on the part of the hon. gentleman, after having
I promise him that. The note is to this effect: made the arrangement, that ho should have gone on with

4iTauRsDAT, 41h Ray, 1886. the matter to-night. That is, however, a matter of no great
"Mr DEAR Ma. W-rr,-l shallh be unable to leave my committee consequence affecting the question itself. The hon. gentle-

this afternoon, as it would be deemed a lack of courtesy to its members, man commenced his speech by referring to what he feared
and neglect of my own duty in the premises. I hope this will make no was the condition of public sentiment in this country. Hedifference to jou, and that we shall be able to proceed with the matter feared very much that the public conscience was being

"Yourstruly, blunted, and that the public estimate of wrong-doing was
"10EKl CNARLTOi." becoming lessened in consequence of the general corrup-

I got that note this afternoon. A number of hon. members tion which prevailed in our public life. Ail 1 have
asked me whether this question was comingup to-day- to say to the hon. gentleman is this, that if

gentlemen whose names have been mentioned by the bon. that is the case in any way whatever, it is
gentleman in speeches out of this House, and by another just such speeches as ho delivered to-rught that is produc-
hon. gentleman in speeches out of thi Eouse-and I told ing that result. When the public find that the charges
them it was not. After dinner I saw the hon. gentleman which are hurled against hon. gentlemen on this side have
again. I spoke to him about the matter. It was then no botter foundation than the mere fact that they write a

agreed that this debate should come sp toqmnorrOw, and not letter to the Department asking for something for a friend
to-day. I had left the Chamber, and was engaged in other which that friend had a right, under the law, to get, when
duties when, to My astonishment, a page was sent to tell the hon. gentleman lays it down as a sin, as a corrnpt
me that Mi. Charlton had commenoed his arraignment act, as something to be denounced, and in relation to which
of the Government. the public conscience should be roused, that such letters as

he quoted to-night are offences Pgainst propriety, I do not
Mr. CHARLTON. I desire to make a personal explana- wonder that the publie conscience becomes indifferent .to

tion. When I sent the hon. gentleman a note from Knox's the charges which come from that side of the House, and
Church, I did not anticipate being hors this afternoon, and that there is danger, as uadoubtedly there is, of the public
I considered, as a matter of course, that no opportunity conscience becoming blunted in regard to even more seerious
would occur to go on with the question until to-morrow. matters. Sir, I recognise as much as anybody can do the
There is a misunderstanding between the hon. gentleman importance of the public conscience in relation to theýoon-
and myself as to what passed bItwee u a er dinner. L duot of public men. I recognise as mach as anyone
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can do the importance of every public man feeling that North-West to b. given by publie compotition, and assumed
upon bis personal character must depnd the confidence the right to give these timber limita by more Orders in
in which he will be held by the people outside; and I Council; and they went so far in unsurveyed territory-
deplore as much as anyone can dû that by the system which which at that time ineluded practically the whole of the
the hon. gentlemen opposite are pursuing, and of which Territory-that even the condition that a miii should ho
to-night we had a notable example, the public character, buit might be dispensed with by the Governor in Council.
the characters of public men are becoming of no During the time those hon, gentlemen were in office some
account whatever, and that the only test .of merit is the 605 square miles in ail were granted, and not a single rood
side of the House upon which an hon, gentleman may hap- waa let by public competition. Every single acre of that
pen to sit. There is no more dangerous condition of things land was given by Order in Concil, and given to gentlemen
than that, and when the hon. gentlerman reads us, as he bas who certainly were not political opponents of th&rs, what-
read to-night, the letters of members of Parliament whose ever their politics may have been. Now, Sir, since this
only offence is that they have done what I know hon. gen- Govern ment came into power what has been the resuit?
tlemen on that side ara doing with the most perfect prop. The resuit has been that one-third of ah the territory
riety, writing to the Department of thc Interior in rela- for which timber licenses have been grantel, was put
tion to the interests of friends who may be affected by the up and disposod of at public auction, the policy
Department, when he reads a list of names and charges being that whenever there were two applicants for tbe
that the gentlemen who wrote the letters are guilty of cor- same territory, it would be put up at public compe-
ruption and are to ho condemned, he simply attempts to tition, and the highest bidder woild get the grant. Now,
make an offence out of what every honest man, every man Sir, lot me point out another fact. The hon. gentleman says
of common sense, knows is no offence, and he lessens to -and he is rigbt- that the duty of the Government is to
that extent the public sense of the enormity of serions husband the resources of the country, and to obtain for the
charges, when serious charges may be made against gentle. people the larget amount that can be obtained. Well, Sir,
men on either side. Sir, it is no trifling matter, looked at in during the five yeara hia fniends were i office, while they
the character of our public life, that this kind of had given timber limita for 605 square miles, all the money
charges should ho made, and that the more incidents they recoived for dues, ground renta, bonuss-no, there
of our public position, the fact that we represent were no bonuses, because they put up nothing at public
constituencies and that we have to write to the Departmerts competition-was $6,160; while, during the last five years,
in relation to matters in which our constituenta or Nr this Governmnt bas received from timber limita in the
friends may be interested-that these are to ho held to be ';orth-West for grend rent, bonuses, dues and royalties,
offences to b- prisihed by the censure of ParliaCent, and no les a nsum than $539,433. And yet the hon. gentlo-
prnnounced to b. acta which are blunting the publiccon.mar telts us that the policy of this party bears an
science and rendering the publiclfe of the country corrupt. unfavorable contrast, forsooth, to tha policy of hou.
Now, what are the charges which the hon, gentleman has gentlemen opposite; bocause, after the law ad been
made, and what has been the policy of this Gover6mnt in altered, after they had taken advantage of it for five years,
relation 0 the several subjects to which ho bas referredw? and afer they found themelves again in the cold shades of
lRe referred in the firmt instance to the question of opposition, they moved a resolution that the policy of 1872
timber limits, and be d clared that the policy of this was afterail the best policy- a resolution practically of
Government in relation to ti mber limita had been a censure on themelves for having repealed the Act, and i
policy of corruption, a policy of giving away the public a favor of a policy which would have continued to ho the
domain for the benGfit of the supporters of the Goverument policy if they had nver occupied seats on the Treasury
and that it had been a policy subverive of the daty of the benches. The honb. gentlemaneas talked of this granting
Goverument t'ohfusband the resources of the country, and get o h timbermita as a matter of party advantage, uspd by
fromtboFe resources the largest possible returu that ca this Goveriment for c arrupt purpses, in order that their
be obtained for them from tbe people. Now, will you allow fieni might be advantaged, in return for thair support.
me for a moment t state what has been the policy of the Why, Sm , after th y wore beaten at the pols-I have
two parties respectively in relation to tim ber limita. Ln referrcd to it before, but it is worth referring to again-
the Session of 1872 the tonservative Government thon in when tbey had no longer a ight to deal with the public
powerintroduced into Parliament and pasSed into law an domain, on the 7th of October, 1878, the very day bfore
Act of which the following is section 50:- they resigned the seals of office, they passed an Order in

S The right of cutting timber on mnch timber limite shal be put up stCouncil granting, witout competition, without the sug-
bonus per sqnare mile, varyinoacordipg to the situation and valne of gestion of competition, but simply as a favor, to Messr.

the limit and sold to the higbest bidder by competition eitber by tender Cook & Sutherland, gentlemen who certainly were net
or t publicdauction." Tories, whatever else they werei, no ies than 200

That was the law passed in the year 1872, when the square miles, net all in one block, but in areas
Conservative party began to deal with matters in the North' of twenty square miles, wherever they might select them
West after we had acquired that territory. The Liberal ail over the northern part of the Ternitoties. And yet

omiSir,thshon. gentlemen rie in their places here andpartylat inptom ersin hich o an in teir very charge thi Govern ment, forsoot, with having used the
firit Session they repealed-that section and ubtituted o public domain for political purpose, when their lastact
the tead of ito this w before leavig office-dne, I suppose, on the pinciple on

NlProvidedfurter, that in cares where applition may be made for whichngovhrnmentsasn England are suppoaed f0 create
limitae on which ta ct timber in unsrveyederrtorythe overnor in peerages for their fniends betore they leave office, although
Couneil may, on the recommendationcf the Miniter of tre Interior, a- they have
thoràe the same to be leahed fer euch bonus as may be deemedfaiorand
reasonable, sch leasea to be subject neverthelesasto the foregoing condi- and they gave these gentlemen, as my hon. fiend suggets
tions in thi n section, except as to that part lofmb-ection 1, whic pro- teme, in the Order in Council three years within which to
vides for the erection (f mille, which provisiong awrespect to limite c make the seleutions ot the twenty-mile blocks, without any
nsurveyed territories, may, if onsdered expedient by the MiGo eter undertaking teeut timber, withot in fact any obligation

an that intob hdibee awoiysberieo.tedtyo h

oeneo sdthexcept t make al the money iey could ou of the timber
fo that t the very fir t Session of Parliament after they limita they thu obtained.
came into power they ropoaed the ct which they found on
thopatupbook, which required tho timber limit .of the M.nCOOK. Your statement isnot true Sir.

Mr.W M teÇrdwil)
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Mr. WHITE (Cardwell). So much for the general ques-

tion of the policy of the two parties. Now, lot me point out
to you for a moment what bas really been the operation
connected with the sale of timber limits with this Govern-
ment. It is quite true that there were a large number of
applications. The regulations fixed the terms upon which
applications could be made, and under which grants could
ho given. The law fixed the lines which had been considered
by hon. gentlemen opposite the proper lines on which people
could obtain limits; and surely it was not an offence for
anyone to make an applcation for a timber limit under
regulations open to the world, known to everybody, and
under which everybody had the opportunity of making an
application. If the hon. gentleman could point out a case
in which a Liberal applied for a timber limit, and a Conser-
vative applied for the same timber limit, and the Liberal's
application was set aside, and the timber linit was given to
the Conservative without competition, then he would bave a
case; but in that speech of his -which exceeded somewhat his
own limits of what should be a proper speech, for, I believe,
he enjoined the bon. member for Ottawa County (Mr.Wright)
to give him a gentle reminder when he went beyond an hour
and iix minutes-in that speech, he never ventured to make a
suggestion, among all the charges ho had to make, that the
Goverument had in any one case given a Conservative a tim-
ber limit withoutconpetition for which a Liberal had applied
o- was ap'ying; but, on the contrary, wherever there were
two applications, the limit was given to the highest bidder,
and where there was only one applicant, it was given to
him on condition of his fulfilling the conditions required,
, hether he was a Liberal or a Conservative. Let the hon.

gentleman put lis hand upon a singlo case of a Liberal
having been, because of his politics, refused a timber limit
by this Government. Now, Sir, what has been the prac
tical result ? There were no less than 2,029 applications for
licernses; the time of boom brought numerous applications.
But, Sir, an application was not of any value; it gave no
one anything except the privilege of making it, and
the trouble to the Department of filing it; there was
no money in the application, that is quite cer-
tain. I am speaking now of the applications up to the
1st of May of this year; and out of the 2,029 applications
there were 568 Orders in Council authorising licenses to
issue. But, Sir, the Order in Council did nothing; it did
not authorise anyone except under permit to cut timber.
In four cases in all, I believe persons have been permitted
to cut timber under Order in Council. A license was
roquired befere anyone could eut timber; and, Sir, we find
that, before the licenses were issued, after the mere passage
of the Orders in Council, the result has been no profit to the
people who applied, but this remarkble tact, that for ground
rents alone, which did not give anyone a right to eut one
stick of timber, the country received $24,062.27. Did that
look like favoritism to anyone ? Now, let us see what the
country received for bonuses under this system under which
we are told the Government gave away those timber limits
in order to provide for their friends. ln these cases, recol-
lect, where no licenses were ever issued, the country received
$21226.z5 from persons who were competing for the right
to obtain licenses; and for royalties, in the four cases
to which I have referred, in whieh timber was permitted
to be cut, we received 88,687.92, so that for these cases
where Orders in Council were passed, but no licenses
were issued, the country received $:4,176.44; and only
in relation to $8,500 of that was there a right, on the
part of a single person paying the money, to eut a
single stick of timber. Yet that was the kind of favor-
itism and corruption bestowed on our friends-the cor-
ruption of letting thom apply for licenses and giving
them Orders in Council compelling them to pay the
ground rent ; and if they did not go further, if they did not
make a survey, if they did not put up a mill and get out a

license, they got nothing else and the country got the
money. Now the total number of yearly licenses issued
altogether was 96 and the total number of twenty-
one years leases, and of these more than one-half, I believe,
were got after public competition, was eleven. So that of
lases of every kind, the total number issued, of yearly
licenzes and twenty-one years leases, was 107. The hon. gen-
tleman bas made the statement that Orders in Council were
passed in favor of certain members of Parhament who
applied for limite. Let me say that the questi:mn as to
whether a gentleman, who is a member of Parliament, may
apply to the Department for that whieh is open to the
world to apply for, which is embodied in public regulations,
which everyone can take advantage of, is one, perhaps,
open to discussion, but certainly not open tu the denuncia-
tion in which the hon. gentleman indulged. Thon, he tells
us, there were 17 altogether, members of the Senate and
House of Commons, in whose behalf Orders in Council were
passed. I presume that the $250, the firt year's rental,
was paid in every one of these cases, but I know, as a mat-
ter of fact, thero were only three persons to whom lases
were actually granted, and who, therefore, in virtue of
those leases, were in a position to eut timber. These were,
Mr. M. K. Dickinson, who is a lumberman, and whose busi-
ness is to eut timber. Are we to ho told that a lumber
merchant, because hoeis in this Parliament, is te be deprived
of the privilege of applyirg to Parliamont to get that which
any man can get ? If it be shown that advantages were
given to him which were not given te others, there migbt
be some question as to his treatment, but in Ontario nobody
ever objects to members of the Local Legislature getting
timber limite from the Province of Oatario.

Mr. OOK. Does that apply to other lumbermen besides
Mr. Dickinson ?

Mr. WH[TE (Cardwell). Does what apply ?
Mr. COOK. That hoeis a lumberman and has a right to

get timber limite?

Mr. WHITE (Cardweli). I do not know what the hon.
gentleman is talking about. Mr. Dickinson was one, the
other was Ur. Rykert, not acting for bimself at ail but as a
trustee for Mr. John Adam ; and the third was Mr. Hugh
Sutherland, who is certainly, as I said on a former occasion,
not a friend of this Government, who is certainly a member
of the party opposite, but who took the same advantage
everybody could take by applying for a timber berth and
operating it in the way required by the regulations. There
was, undoubtedly, a large number of permits issued, and a
good deal has been made of their issue. No less than
6,837 permits were issued, but when I tell you that 4,581
of those were free permits, issued te settlers under the
regulations of settlement, to enable them to obtain cord-
wood, it will be said that, at any rate, was not an act
of corruption on the part of the Government. I say
4,581 were issued to settiers free of charge. Then the
number of permits issued to eut timber for railway
construction purposes, by promoters and others, amounted
to 25. Then to eut cordwood upon berthe along
the line of the Canadian Pacifie Railway, east of
Monmouth Station, 30 miles east of Winnipeg, about 33
permits were issued, and everyone was obtained after publie
competition. Then there were permits for the cutting of logs
and manufacturing theim into lumber, under a pelicy which
enabled the person to get a permit instead of a license.
There were 43 of these permits, out of which the holders of
only about i eut a large quantity. Of the remainder of those
6,837 permits, 2,000 were given to settlers and others te cut
cordwood, houte logs, &o., when they required more than
they could obtain under the ordinary free permits given to
homesteaders. That je the whole bistory of these timber
limita, these licenses and permits; and I will aek hon. gentle.
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men in this House to contrast the actual facts, as given to
me by the officers of the Department to-date, to the first of
May, with the arraigument of the hon. gentleman. He has
been good enough to refer to letters, and to one written by
myself, which I confess, had passed out of my mind until I
heard it quoted either by the hon. gentleman himself
or his coadjutor in this work, the member from Huron.
It was a letter written on behalf of Mr. T. R. Schneider,
who was formerly a resident of Montreal. Now, to sthow
how little politics there was in this application,
I may say that Mr. Schneider was the gentle-
man in whose office was held the caucus, at which
the late Mr. Holton presided, when I was a candidate
for Montreal West against Mr. Mackenzie, and at which
the arrangement was made that I was to be beaten,
by Mr. Mackenzie being made the temperance candi-
date. Mr. Schneider was the gentleman who went
round Argenteuil, carrying, although ho was a temperance
advocate, the jar which went round for the benefit of the
late Mr. Cushing at the time ho defeated Mr. Abbott, and
who was afterwards disqualified for eight years for the con-
duct chiefly of Mr. Schneider who was a prominent Liberal.
My connection with him arose through the friendship
which springs up very often in such cases. He and I were
brother vestrymen of the same church in Montreal, St.
George's Church, of which ho was a prominent member,
and when ho removed to Winnipeg ho wrote to me saying
ho was applying to the Dapartment in connection with
some timber limits, and ho wanted something done, and
asked me to write to the Department to urge action. That
feeling of friendship, notwithstanding our political differ-
onces, induced me to send the Jeter referred to. I never knew
what was done in that matter ufttil somebody else inter-
vened, and that was done which my letter failed to do.
Among other names was that of Mr. R. S. White, who, I
am told, got a timber limit in the North-West, and who is said
to be editor of the Montreal Gazette. I was astonished to
hear this. I know Mr. R. S. White as well as most people,
and the last thing I ever dreamed of his going into, was
timber limite or anything else outside his ordinary business.
le sticks to his desk and attends to his work, and does not
bother his head very much about matters outside. I dropped
him a lino to the gallery to know if he had a timber limit-
it was an astonishing revelation to me-and Ihad this letter
in return:

" Magee asked me in 1882 to apply for timber limit for him. The
application was granted, but not a cent was paid thereon, and the
whole thing lapsed. I had no interest good, bad, or indifferent in it,
and had no intention otherwise than that of promoting his object. I
was informed by a notice from the Departmant, a year or thereabouts
after the application, that some money was due on the limit and tore
up the paper at once. I never had a wurd of intercourse with any
member of ten ovrument on the subject, and no interest direet or
remoe in the. matter."

Now, that is the result of that letter. Then ho gave other
letters, but surely bon. gentlemen opposite are not going
to say that the writing of a letter to a Minister is an
offence which is to be condemned, an oifence which is to
justify the passage of a resolution such as that which has
been put in your band. Who does not remember the very
famous letter, which I have no doubt the gentleman who
wrote it was very indignant to think got on to the file, as
private letters someimes do, the famous letter ad Jressed1
to the late Premier by the leader of the Opposition,i
in which it wa announcd thaI "my friend Moore"i
wanted a contract for the Goderich harbor, and
which recommended "my friend Moore" to the
favorable consideration of the Minister. Now, ln thati
particular case there was this difference. No one hasi
pretended to say, the hon. gentleman has not pretended to
may that anyone of these letters which ho has recited hore
produoed any result, that is to sa, that it secured for1
te[ a lio tanybn hioh r the law ho was not1

entitled to as applying for it; but in that case we know
what did occur, the giving of the contract to the person in
whose interest the hon. the leader of the Opposition wrote
this timely and private letter, at a very much higher price
than a good contractor had offered to do the work for.

Mr. MoCALLUM. $30,000.
Mr. WHITE (Cardwell). Oh, no; surely not $30,000.
An bon. MEMBER. 829,000.
Mr. WHITE (Cardwell). I 1hink that was about it-

829,000 lost to the country as the result of a private letter
written by the leader of this hon. gentleman, who is horri-
fied that anything of this kind should happen, that members
should write letters to a Department in matters of this kind.
So much for this matter. Then the hon. gentleman referred
to the subject of grazing leases; and ho told us that we had
given away an enormous area of land at 1 cent an acre,
which ho said was 6 per cent. on 16 cents an acre for
grazing purposes in the North-West; and he hinted, although
curiouily enough ho did not nane the people in this case,
that these must all have been given to friends of the Gov-
ernment. All 1 know is, that ail the recent applications,
or the great majority of the applications that I have
seen, are from Montana ranchemen, who are going to
move their herds over to our side of the line, because
they believe that our aide is, on the whole, better suited
for ranching than theirs. Some of them are from persons who
are driven off the United States ranches in consequence of the
recent action of President Cleveland in connection with
Indian reserves, and they are coming over and bringing
their herds to establish their ranche business on our side.
But the hon. gentleman says we have given ]anls far in
advance of the requirements of the country. The applica-
tions which we are receiving from ranchemen, from Ameri-
cans who have nothing whatever to do with our politics,
who do not care anything for our polities, are of a character
which indicate that we are not going in advance of the
wants of the country, or of those who are disposed to esta-
blish that business in the North-West. He tells us that we
have to-day cattle only to the extent of one for every 38
acres. That, perhaps, as a general statement, may appear
to be an extraordinary fact, but. when you know that the
rie is that there shallh be one for eveiy 10 acres, that it
requires 10 acres of ranche country for the grazing of a
single animal, I think you will agree with me that, in view
of the fact that many of these leases have been granted
within the last year or two years, and that these people have
three years within which to complote the filling up of their
ranches, tolerable progress bas been made in connection
with them. We have adopted the plan now, in consequence
of the numerous applications which are being received,
not from Canadians but from Americans who are coming
over to our side and bringing their herds, of charging
two cents, and the greatest possible pressure is
being brought to bear on the Department by interests
that are intimately connected with the North-West,
not in any sense political, but connected with the
ranche business, representing that we are charging too
much, and ought to revert to the one cent an acre. For
myself, I do not think we ought, and I beieve it is the
intention of the Government to adhere to the policy we
have adopted of charging two cents. But the hon. gentle.
man says we have sold these lands-that is practically the
statement-at 16 cents an acre, the one cent rentai being 6
per cent. on that. What do we give these people ? We
give them the right to graze their cattle upon a certain
area of land, but we res'rve to the settler the right of going
into that country; an i every even-numbered section
in that whole ranche country is as open to-day for settle-
ment as if there were no cattie grazing upon it. These peo-
ple run the risk, therefore, if they get a good ranche, with
a good deal of bottom lands upon ito, f having settler
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crowding in upon them; and, after they get their cattle which ho las oarried hselectionsin the past Bat the bon.
there, they may find the settlers crowding in to such angentleman who moved tus motion, I suppose, hu nover
extent that they are seriously inconvenienoed in the work n in the North-West, and h. did not know, thorefore,
they have specially set for themselves. So that we have much about the question of fuel. I believe I am right in
not locked up the land from settlement, but on the saying that the resuit of op.ning up those coal are»sunder
contrary have reserved for the settler, that being the polioy adopted by the Goverumentlas been to reduo
the first consideration, the right to go in there the prie of cal in Winnipeg from $17 to $7 a ton. There-
and settle. We have received already on account of fore, if it bc true that we have given these oal arons,
these ranche lands, an amount which would not have been even if it b. to friends, w. have at leas the salis
received at ail, of which we would not have seen a dollar, of faction of knowing that we have made fuel oheaper
$76,53 .29. But that is not all. What is the result in to the settiers of the North-West, lia we had, in faot,
another sense ? As the result of this ranche business, as redueed the price by oonsiderably more than one-haif,
the result of encouraging people to come in here and bring becaus., as you go fartier west and gelnerrthe cal
their herds and reise cattle in the country, we are able to area, yen will fnd that the price now is, I have no hsita.
supply our hfounted Police and our Indians at a far lower lion in aaying, at least one-third what il wasbefbre. Now,
price than we could have don. otherwise. In connection with regard to these ceai areas, we have adopted precisely
with the North-West Molunted Police we have the cost of th. sanepicy as that adopted by the United States; and
beef supplied during the last three years, $95,540, and, I confesI was rather astonished when, in the one parti-
under the contract we are just letting in the Indian Depart. cular in which w. have slaviahly followed the.American
ment to persons within the Country and whose cattle are syster, after the.bon. gentleman hm been parading the
within the country, we wuld at their prices get the same Ameripansysten, hm been calling upon us .vory Session,
supply for $54,917.52, or about $41,000 of a saving upon the to take a leaf out of the book of our friends on the other
three years' operations in connection with the beef supply aide of the border, yet, whn we have don. it in this ar-
of the North-West Mounted Police. Then 1 find that, withlticular case, stili the.bon. gentleman je not pleaed, stiliho
regard to the Indian iupply, taking the supply of last year thinks w. should have adopted seme other plan. Reays
at the price we paid for it and taking that sa'ne quantity w, ought to offer these to public competition. Why, Sir,
at the price for which we are now letting contracts as te.hew oould w. offer tbem te public competition? Goal
result of this ranche business being carried on within underlies th. whole North-West, and you eau bardly tel
the country, the saving to the country wouli be $8'0,500, where it may not b. found. Thepliwe adopted is, that
or on these two items alone over $120,000, which may whore lier. is a cal area we fi tb1 prie, as they do in
fairly be added in the meantime to the amount w. the United Stateander similar conditions, at $10 an acre,
have received for the ranches themselves as showing or, if il b. anthracite ceai, such as is found in lie uoantains,
what the advantage to the country has been. Does the where the price was formeuly 820 an acre, w. have
hon. gentleman pretend to say that we should not reduced il down te 812.50, upon lie represenlation of tb.
have adopted the ranche principle ? Does he pretend toInspecter ef Mines, that the ceaI of miuing was so
say that we should not have encouraged the herding of gre t thaiilwu better te redue.il te 812.50 in order to
cattle in our North-Western prairies, which are so well ensure the develepment ofthe anthracite mines te b. found
adapted for grazing purposes, so well adapted that they are in the.meuntains. Now, any one Can o in and get a
attracting at this moment the attention of Americans who ceai area if he knows where te select il. 0ieesIo the
are bringing their cattle over from the other side ? No, Departmeul and pays hie 810 an acre, and thon h. eau go
Sir; I venture to say that if we had not done this, if we had back and open lhe sean and supply the people with coal,
allowed this land to lie fallow, and made no effort to utilise and se ensure cheap fuel for tie people of lie North-West.
it to the publie advantage, while not iterfering with theTien again, with regard te tus matter of grazing lands,
settlement of the country, the ârst person to attack us would lhe hon. gentleman has been deaiingensiderablywith the
have been the hon. gentleman opposite, who would have question of merbers of Parliamentbing intereeted in tus
pointed out that we were recreant to our duty in not secur- matter. If I may refer te arvione debate which look
ing the revenue to the country from this land which a wise place last night-although I know il is mot in order-a
policy would have enabled us to realise. In the United member of tusflouse was attacked because ie had ranches
States they do not adopt this plan. There, a rancheman in Texas. But what is ho le do? tf i. iad baken a ranch.
and a number of his cow-boys take up homesteade near in Canada and put hsecaie upon lb in exaclly lie same
together, they get four, or five, or six thousand acres in a way, he would have been attacked jultue same, because il
block in that way. They make that their beadquarters, would then have been said liaI ho was a mere pensioner
it is their own land; they get it ander the ordinary home- upon the.Governmont and could net therofore.give an in-
stead and pre-emption system that prevails in the United dependent vote. When ho gees te Texas h. is attacked
States, and then their cattle graze over the whole country becanse he las gene away from the Country and eslablished
without their paying to the Government a sixpence of a rancie in a foreigu country. Now, Sir, as te tus ques-
rental of any kind whatever. It seems to me we have tien of competition; thebon, gentleman hasrerred to an
adopted a wiser principle in dealing with ranches. alleged fact-alîhougii is not a facl-hhaisome Of liose
Then the hon. gentleman tells us that we are giving ceal timber limit were sold by their holderaaIenormous
areas to people; but he did not name the people who had pricestontaide people. Now, there is not on. of
got the coal areas. He made the extraordinary statement lie outaide people who coald net have appliod for
that the result of our peolicy was to make fuel dearer to thehie limber limit and Who Wald net have oblained
people of the North West. Why, the hon. gentleman hasi by ordinary cempetition, if lier, were two persena
never been in the North-West, I believe ? The hon. gentle- who wanted il. But, Sir, we are te b. teld liat lie
man who seconds his motion has been there, and hias madefact liaI people outside wili sometimes parebae frem a man
considerable profit out of the North-West. He is one of who gela possession of a limit l an evidence that lie man
those land speculators, one of those men, who, at the moment in the first inâtance las gel il improperly? What shah w.
when a system was adopted by which land was given at $IL Lsy, then, of a celebrated luiber oompauy with whici, if I
an acre with a payment of 10 cents down, rashed in and mistake not, Ihat gentleman freinSimoe has someliing te
took some 60,000 acres of lan'l which he holds now, and do? Whal are w. le say of liaI cmpany? Lt is quit. irue
which makes him a millionaire, and makes him botter able liaI the.unforlunate people wbich put their meney jute il
to carry bis election the next time on the sme prinoiple Qfa 44nol find liat il was quit. As valuable as hhoy were led to
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believe whn they invested. But, Mr. Speaker, they could
have come to Canada if they had thought proper under this
.magnificent Ontario system, they could have got their
timber limits in the ordinary way; but they seemed tohave
preferred to purchase from the hon. gentleman opposite, on
his representations, though God knows what there was in
him to commend him to them. They seemed to prefer to
take his recommendation, and they gave him an enormous
sum of money for the limit he controlled. Now that was
a transaction where the money really passed.

Mir. COOK. I just wish to correct the hon. gentleman.
The stiatement that he is making is false.

Mr. WHITE (Cardwell). Well, Mr. Speaker, I will not
answer that. The hon. gentleman's business .matters are
not matters that corcern me; but 1 do not think hia state-.
ment that that is false will go down outside this flouse-
of course here it must be accepted. Then fdnally we had
the colonisation companies referred -to. We were told!
those companies were an enormous source of corruption in'
connection with this Government, and the extraordinary
thing is that we were told that those companies had actu-
ally obstructed settlement in the North West. The hon.
gentleman ought to have known, and could have known if
he had made enquiries or had visited the country, that but
for the colonisation companies the settlers to be found on
those tracts never would have been there. The result in
connection with those companies has been this: In that
case, as in the case of the timber limits, there were a large
number of applications for colonisation companies, a large
number of applicants for the privilege-for that is aIl they
obtained-of placing settlers in the North-West, and obtain.
ing payment for doing that by a grant of land at a lower
price than the.ordinary price. Let me say this-that hon.
gentlemen opposite adopted this principle; they recognised
the importance of securing outside influence in settling the
country to such an extent that they actually passed an Order
in Conneil by which they gave to people 80 acres of land for
every settler they brought into the North-West and put upon
a homestead. That is the policy they adopted ; that is to say,
taking the land at $2 an acre, they gave 8160 for every
settler brought into the North-West. There were, as I have
said, a large number of applications for colonisation com-
panies, no lesa than 260 applications, of which only 117
were anthorised by Order in Council. But, as in the case
of the timber licenses and timber limits, the Order in
Council did nothing. It required before anything was
done that a contract should be signed by the tompany
undor whioh they undertook to perform the duties im osed
on them; and the numher of contracts entered into, that is
the number of colonisation companies which actually went
into operation, was 28 out of 260 applications. I donot think
those gentlemen ought to be charged with anything wrong
in having applied for the privilege of colonising the North-
West. That certainly is not the ground of cornplaint made
against them. The number of contracts, I say, is 28, andthe
number of members of the House of Commons whose namnes
appear as incorporators or shareholders of those companies
is, so far as the records of the Department show, six ; and
curiously enough they are equally divided between the two
sides Of the House, three to each. And if my friends on
this Bide will not consider that I reflect unduly on them, I
venture to say that the great influence was on the other
side of the Hom. I find that one of those members
was Hon. Alexander Mackenzie; and yet the hon. gentle-
man not satisfied with having turned the hou. member
for East York out of the leadership, not satisfied with
having breuglit him down to sorrow and to what I fear is
very nearJy his grave, le insulta him in this House to-
night by intimating that his joining a colonisation com-
pany Was a set of corruption of which no publie man
ph>nd be gslty. Who is the nexit? A gentlenis who'is

$r. Wizn (cardwau).

held in the highest respect by both aides of the House, an
intimate friend of your own, Mr. Speaker, Mr. Gunn, of
Kingston. The third was a gentleman who, I am bound
to say, turne up in pretty nearly everything, Mr. Hugh
Sutherland. On this side of the House we had Mr. Small,
Mr. Wallace-(York), and another gentleman whose name I
cannot distinetly make out as it is written in a very small
hand. These are the only members of the House in con-
nection with the colonisation companies.

Mr. Mo LULLEN. Are there any in connection with
printing companies ?

Mr. WHITE (Cardwell). There were five Senators.
They were, the late colleague of the hon. gentleman
opposite, and present leader of the Liberal party in the
Sonate, Hon. R W. Scott, Hon. Mr. Reesor, Hon. Thomas
Ryan, Hon. A. W. Ogilvie and the late Mr. Gibbs. So al-
together there were eleven members of Parliament, Sonate
andCommons, and of those six were Conservatives and five
Reformera, including among the Refoirers the leader of
the late Government and the leader in the Senate of the late
Governmet. That is perbaps the best answer that can be
given to the charge that being connected with a colonisation
company unfits a man for a seat in Parliament, and lays
him open to the suspicion of boing inflnenced by corrupt
motives. Those colonisation companies, moreover, did not
simply get their contracts and do nothing. The Govern-
ment received from those companies $760,253 in hard cash,
evidence, 1 think, and pretty strong evidence of the good
spirit with which they went in to complote the work they
had undertaken when they entered into the contract. One
company alone, the Saskatchewan Homestead Company,
paid $156,000 to the Government. In addition to that we
have the sworn statement of their auditors, after an
examination of their books, that the company had
expended in securing settlement, in aiding settlers,
in putting them upn the land, in erecting mills
in some cases, in building roads, in supplying the
settlers with seed grain and in assisting them in every
possible way, not less than $367,932, in addition to the
amount paid to the Government. Yet we are to be told
that the policy which induced numbers Of persons, Men
outside Parliament altogether, for the number of members
of Parliament was infinitesimally small, to undertake the
colonisation of the North-West, is to be denounced by hon.
gentlemen opposite as if it was a violation of the duty of
the Government and reflected in some way upon the cha-
racter of members of this louse. I do not think it is noces-
sary I should say more in relation to the arraignment of
the Government by the hon. gentleman opposite. I have
dealt with the several points to which he referred. I have
shown you, Sir, that as to the timber limits any man could
come in uand get them under ithe regulations; that the
policy of competition is now the absolute policy, and that
as to one-third of the cases where limita were given since
18'8, they were let by public competition. As to
the coal areas, I have shown that they are open to anyone
to go in and take a coal area, by paying his $10, and that the
result has been largely to reduce the price of fuel. I have
shown that as to the grazing lands, we have received an enor-
<mous amount in actul.cash, and that we have the advantage
of a lower price for the food supplied te the Indians and the
Mounted Police. I have shownu as to the colonisation com-
panies that we have secured through their instrumentality
and the work they have done, important settlements in the
North-West country which would not have been there to day
without their exertions; that the country has received a
large sum of money-over 8750,000; that there bas been
received in connection with the settiement of the North-
West 8365,000 nutside of that; and that all that bas been
doue under the operation of a policy open to everybody,
which evrybody cAn take advantage of, and that in rela-
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tion to it not a single member on that aide has ventured to
say that a Liberal was reftised what a Conservative wa
given; but that any man on either side can get.wliat could'
be got under the ordinary public regulations of the Depart-
mentadopted with a view to thedevelopinent of theNorth-
West Territories. Under these circim'stances, I believe
the House will reject the resolution.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHET. I would like to ask
for information if those colonisation companies were all
outside the present limits of Manitoba ?

Mr. WHITE (Cardwell). No, aill of them are not I
think the Shell River Company is not.

Sir RICHA RD CART WRIGHT. The bulk of them are?
Mr. WHITE (Cardwell). Yes, I think so.
Mr. CAMERON (Huron). The hon. gentleman appeared

to be apprehensive in his opening reinarks, that the tone of
public môrality would be lowered,

Some hon. MEMBERS. Oh, oh,
Mr. CAMERON (Huron). I am not surprised that hon.

gentlemen howl. They have had a goud deal to howl about
for the last few days, and they shall have a good deal more
to howl about before this Parliament is over, and therefore
it does not surprise me that they howl now. I
say that the hon, gentleman appeared in hie opening
remarks to be apprehensive that the tone of publie
morality would be lôwered, because the bon. member
for North Norfolk (Kr. Charlton) charged that mem-
bers of Parliament had been in the constant habit
of communicating with the Government on behalf'of their
political friends, and asking favors at the hands of the
Government for their political friends. Now, Sir, I do not
understand that the hon. member for North Norfolk (Ur.
Charlton) charges it as a crime against the Government, or
against members of Parlament, that they had so commtini-
cated with the Government. Had the hon. gentleman done
so I for one am free to confess that I would not have agreed
with my hon. friend for North Norfolk. The Government
have enough sins to answer for without being resporsible
for the sin, if it is one, of members of. Pariament,
or the public generally, communicating with them upon
matters relating to public affairs, had the matter ended
with communications from members of Parliament, as far
as I am concerned, at ail events, I would have made no
complaint. The complaint is not that members of Parlie-
ment have communicated with the Governmont, seeking
favors at the banda of the Government for their friends,
but the complaint is and the charge is that the Government
have yielded to those demands, not only when made by
members of Parliament for themselves, but when made by
members of Parliament for their friends. The charge is
that members of Parliament haye ued thoir political power
and influence in Parliament for the purpose of securing
these advantages, and the charge is that not only have
members of Parliament done so but that mnem bers of the
Administration, gentlemen sitting on the Treasury benches,
have so done. When we find that one Minister of thei
Crown, while he was a Minister of the Crown, secured a1
large bonus for a railway of which he was the head, thei
middle and the tail; when we find thaï the Minister of1
Railways appeals to the Minister of Railways, and the]
Minister of Railways a ppeals to the Government of thei
country to secure a bonus on behalf of his own railway,
and secures it; when we find that the Secretary of1
State appeale to the Government of which he is a,
member, in order that a bonus should be granted of1
the people's money to the railway in which he has1
a controlling interest and seeuies it; when we find1
that a member of Parliament, who is now a Minister of the4
Crown, secures of the public domain a. very considerale
blie for him»alfand hiMs ie»ly, we wop w th at m0o er Q

Parliament, who cOntrolled a leading newspaper supporting
the Administration, converted that newspaper into a joint-
stock company, to evade the Independence of Parliament
Act, and when he became a Minister of the Crown,
nominally severed bis connection with that newspaper,
and when we find that that newspaper received public
money, to the extent of $18,000 to S20,000 a year-when we
find these things, one is not surprised that public morality
should be considerably lowered ; one is not surprised, when
such things are done by Ministers of the Crown, that mem-
bers of Parliament think they have the right to do the
same thing. Now,,Sir, the defence of the hon. gentleman,
i my judgment, is an extraordinary defence. He first

states that the policy of the Conservative Government, before
the Liberals assumed office in 1873, was that the public
domain should be disposed of by public competition; that
the Liberals changed that, and that their policy bas con-
tinued since, as the Liberals created it after they asmumed
office. All I can say is, and I am prepared to establish it
by the bluc-books I hold in my hand, that whatever the law
niàay have been on this subject, the policy of the Conserva.
tive Government, before 1873 and in 1873, before the Liberala
assumed office, was to grant the public domain, without ten-
der and without competition ; and before I resume my seat, I
shall establish that fact without peradventure, notwithstand-
ing the statements of the Minister of the Interior. The hon.
gentleman complains that while the Liberal Administration
were in power theygranted of timber limits 605 square miles.
Sir, if that is a ground of complaint what shall be said of
this Administration which have granted of the public do-
main to their political friends, in Parliament an,4 ou‡of
Parliament, not less than 25,000 square miles of the public
domain in the short perigd of seven years? The'bon. gentle-
man says: Can it be shown that any Liberal in Parliament or
out of Parliament applied for a timber lmt, and' & id
timber limit was refused to him and given to a Conserva-
tive ? I am not prepared to say, but on reference'to the
Sessional Papers I find i one of the returne bronght down
some very extraordinary commente and remarks made by
the deputy, or whoever prepared the.return. For instance
you will find this state of things. A. B. makes application
for a timber limit. The aLswer is you cannot have it-
reserved. C. D. makes application for a timber liqmit.
The answer is yon cannot have it-already granted. E. F.
makes application for a timnber limit, and the answer is can-
not have it ; it is ernbraced within another limit,,and so. on,
until in one return you find some 40 or 50 cass of that kind.
And singularly enough, if you will read them over, you will
find that many of those applicants so treated are Liberals.
Now, in regard to this timber limit business, if ever.yboiy
was placed on the same footing, if the Liber als were dealt.
with as the Conset vatives were dealt with, it ii ortraordinary,
that out of the hundreds of applications that have beau
granted, both in the North-West Territories and in wbat is
called the disputed territory, not more than half a dozen
were granted to mon who, in so far as I can discover,. an
be claimed as Liberals Ali the grants of.the. publie
domain which have been made by this Administatipn
have been made to supporters of themselves, either in
or ont of Parliament. But, Sir, that dos not make thxe
matter any botter or any worse. What the Liberl
party has always complained of is that the public
domain epould be given away withbut notice and
without competition to favorites of the Givernmett or
to those whom they expected to seduce into allegianc.
The country suffers all the same, whether the grant is made
to a Liberal or a ionservativé. The hon. gentleman fà]rhçr
thinks to justify the position of the Goverment by reforence
to a matter which he has brought :p in the House a sore
of time-a lettr .rritten by the hon. member forWe
Durham to a person of the name.of 'MÁfoore, by whioi le
le06 iiat Omo $29,000 W. 90t*9 a Dti9 '4 OaR-
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ada; but he says not a word about the contract on the Can-
adian Pacifie Railway which was given to the second loweqt
tenderer, by the late Minister of Railways, on the ground
that the cheque sent in by the lowest tenderer as security
for the completion of the oontract was irregular, although
in one hour he could have found out whether it was good
or not by communicating with the Bank of Montreal, atd
although as a matter offact, the Secretary of the Minister
of Railways had notice from the Bank'of Montreal that the
choque was perfectly good, by which transaction $214,000
of public money was stolen out of the publie exchequer. The
hon. gentleman forget that another noted friend of the Ad-
ministration, Mr. Onderdonk, who was not the lowest ten-
dorer, got another contract on the Canadian Pacifie Railway
at a sum $209,000 above the lowest tenderer. The hon. gen-
tleman forgot to mention that on the Carillon Canal the
second lowest tenderer got a contract at an advance of 819,-
000 over the lowest. Then the hon. gentleman undertook
to justify the Government by an allusion to a small specula-
tion I made in the North.West. He said the hon. member
for West Huron rushed to the North-West when he could
get land at 81 an acre, bought it, and sold it at a profit. I
bought nothing friom the Government of Mr. Mackenzie;
what I bought was while the Tory Government was in
power; but I bought little from the Governmont; the
reater portion of the land I bought was from a son of the

Lieutenant Governor of Manitoba and bis friends, a late
colleague of hon. gentlemen opposite. If hon. gentlemen
can make any capital out of that, they are entirely welcome
to do it, sou far as I am concerned.

Mr. FARROW. You made money out of it.
Mr. CAMERON (Huron). Yes, I made money, but 1

did not use my influence as you did to get offices and land
from the Government for your brother and your friends.

Mr. COOK. What have you tosay to that ?
Mr. FARROW. I will tell you if you let me.
Mr. CAMERON (Huron). You will have a chance when

I get through. The hon. member who spoke referred
especially to the disposal by the Government of the publie
domain iu the North-West Territories. I discussed, not se
much the disposal of that as the disposal of the publie domain
in the disputed territory. The hon. Minister of the Interior
and myselfhave not exactly agreed upon the facts. To-night
I propose to do as I have done elsewhere, prove from the
blue-books every statement I make. In the month of Decem-
ber last, I charged this Administration with having par-
titioned a large portion of the timber limita in the disputed
territory, pending the settlement of the northern and west-
ern boundary of Ontario, among their camp followers in
Parliament and their party hacks out of it, and I gave the
names of thirty-three followers of this Administration who
were so favored by them. Now, Sir, as it is important that
the names of these beneficiaries of this benevolent Adminis.
tration should reach the publie, not simply to the limited
extent that my speech made in December last reached
them, but should reach every portion of the wide Dominion,
I propose to-night to repeat every name I gave in that
speech. I charge that the following corporations and
individuals obtained limite in the disputed territory, all of
them friends of the Administration

Acres.
The 8t. Catharines Milling & Lumbering Company, President

of the Co., Capt. Murray, of St. Catharines, who is also Pre-
sident of the Conservative Association for the County of Lin-
coln P. H Chabot, an Ottawa Tory heeler; J. 0. Gouin,
the T o Postmaster at Ottawa, and H A. Costigan, a son
of the mister of fnland Revenue, are aIl corporators of this
Company which obtained of Ontario timber lmita............. 32,000

0. J. Campbell of Toronto, the Tory brother of the Tory Post-
master General ........................................... , 32,000

Hugh Macdonald, a Toronto Tory ...... ..... ............................ 32,000
enekO'Brien, the Tory brother of the Tory member for Mue-
ko ob ed .................. ................. 2,000

Q. J. Smali, the Tory brother of the Tory member for Bast Te-
yonto, got................. .......... ,,,,, , , #3,000

Acres.
P. 0. Campbell, a relative of the:Poutmarter-General, secured... 32,000
W. B. Scarth, a Tory hanger-on and wire-puller, and manager

of the North-West Land Company, obtaned.. ........ 32,000
H. 0. 8t. George, a Toronto liquor dealar who supplied the

frozen whiskey to John Shields-(laughter) got .............. 32,000
Frank Arnoldi a Tory lawyer in Toronto, brother-in-law of the

unseated and disqualified Tory member for Muskoka, licensee
for......... ..... ,................ ............ .... ...... 32,000

J. B. Aikens, the Tory son of the Tory Lieutenant Governor of
Manitoba, and late colleague of Sir John A. Macdonald, man-
aged toget .................................... ......... ....................... 32,000

David Blain, who was once a Liberal, but who could not get his
owa way with the party, and so settled dowa among the
Tories, has been rewarded-f3r bis unfaithfulnese to his party
with ....... ..... ........ ..................... ..... ..... .............. ......... 32,000

L R. O'Brien, a relative to the Tory member for Muskoka, got. 32,000
John Ginty, a Tory, formerly a partner of John Shields, got.... 32,000
John Shields, a noterions Tory political tramp, and the hero of

the frozen whiskey, as a reward for his political frauds, secured 32,000
H. Montplaiuir, Tory member for Champlain, Quebec, secured. 3.,000
H. Robillard, Tory NLP.P. for Russell, obtained .......... .. ....- 32,000
G. W. Monk, Tory M. P.P. for Carleton................... 32,000
T. G. Blacketock, Toronto, the Tory brother of the twioe de-

feated Tory candidate for Lennox, is down for........... ... 32,000
N. F. Paterson, a Tory lawyer, and the defeated Tory candidate

for one of the Victorias.. ...... .......... .................. 32,000
John Bain, a Toronto Tory lawyer, and a defeated Tory candi-

date for East York, ii licensee for...................................... 32>000
F. T. Bulmer, the Tory partner of the Tory nephew of the Tory

Minister of Railways, got ..... ............... ......................... 32,000
Thomas Birkett, a Tory ex-alderman of Ottawa, always on the

" make," got....................... .................... 81,000
H Chabot, a French Canadian Tory alderman Ottawa, secured 33,000
David Tisdale, a Tory lawyer of Sîincoe, and defeated Tory can-

didate for North Norfolk, te recompense him for his valuable
service te the Tory party, got........ ................ 32,000

James Murray, St. Catharines, President of the Oonservative
Association of Lincoln, to recompense him for his services te
J. 0. Rykert, secured ....... ....................... ..... 32,000

J. W. McRae, Tory wire-puller of Ottawa, who works for the
party when the party pays him, and the party paya him by a
steal of................................................ ......... ......... ....... 32,000

J. J. Macdonald, the Tory partuer of the notorious John Shields 32,000
Stuart Mulvey, a Winnipeg Tory, defeated Tory candidate for

Selkirk, secured .... ......... . ............................... .............. 32,000
W. J. Me Auley-this man used to be a Lioeral, but went over

to the Tories-gets a double ehare of the spoils because he
proved a traitor to Ontario interests, and so he gets............. 64,000

The Keewatin Laumber Company, the leading spirits in which
are Mr. Fuller, a leading Tory of Hamilton, John Dennis, a
Weeton Tory, and John and R W. Mather, Ottawa Tories,
secured... ...... ..... ........ .. .... ..... 32,000

H. H. Bailey, the Tory nephew of the Tory Minister of Railways,
through the iLfiUence of Uncle John, grabs.................. 32,000

H. Balmer, Tory partner of Hon J H. Popa's Tory nephew,
secured. ......... ........................................ ,.... ............. 32,000

Thomas Shorties, a Toronto Tory, obtained........ ........ ........... 32,000
Han. John Oostigan, Minister of Inland Revenue, did not think it

ineonsistent to secure for himself 50 square miles, and so he promptly
makes the haul.

I observe that in the *hole liEst, there is just one mistake as
te the politics of the individuals. I refer te Mr. John
Mather and his son, and I tender my humble apologies te
them for placing them in such company. In that list, every
single man, except the Mathers, is a Conservative. Of these
names, few, if any, are in the list of my hon. friend (Mr.
Charlton) though some of them have obtained limita, not
only in the North-West Territories but in the disputed
territories as well, se that their names appear twice, they
having obtained Orders in Conucil twice. I at once admit
that the charges I have made elsewhere, and that I make
here, are grave and serions charges to formulate against
this or any Administration, and that such charges should
net be made unless well founded. No public man, in or out
of Parliament, ought to frame these charges against
this or any other Administration unless upon evi-
dence sufficiently clear te establish the truth of his
charges. I admit at once the responsibility any
publie man assumes when he charges the Government with
wholesale plundering of the public demain, and especially
when that public demain does net belong to the Govern-
ment il the charges I have made against the Adminis-
tration to-night are true, and if the charges made by my
hon. friend from North Norfolk are true, te Goverument
deserve at the hands of Parliament the severest condemua.
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tion ; on the other hand, if the indictment preferred by the
bon. member for North Norfolk and myself be untrue we
both deserve to be censured by the people. A member of
the Government, out of Parliament, undertook to challenge
the correctuess of the statements which I have made out of
Parliament, and which are practically those I have made
in Parliament to-night. He challenged me to formulate
these charges upon the floor of Parliament, and promised
that if I did he would meet them fully. I appeal to any
intelligent man, who is not completely encrusted in party
prejudice, to say if the answer made by the Minister of the
Interior to-night is satisfactory.

Some hon. MEMBERS. Yes, yes.

Mr. CAME RON (HurQn). I know it is satisfactory to
everybody who bas got a timber limit, to every hon. mem-
ber who has got a railway bonus, to every one who has got
a printing contract, but these are not independent men and
ought not to be called on as jurors to decide whother this
Government is guilty or not of the high crimes and misde-
meanors with which the hon. member for North Norfolk
has charged it. The hon. the Minister of the Interior, at
Dunnville, on the 28th January, 188t, in reply to the
charges I made against his Administration, said :

"It is charged that members of Parliament have been interested in,
these limite. My answer to that is that in the great majority of cases
cited by Mr. Cameron there is not a word of truth in the charge."

And further :
"IMembers of Parliament, at the request of their constituents and

others, frequently write letters to the Department in regard to timber
limite as well as in regard te any other matters of business in which
their constituents may be interested, and it is a new doctrine that they
are to be assumed to have a personal.interest because they do write.
But if they were al interested, and obtained their limitaunder the regu-
lations, they are entirely within tbeïr rights and are not to be con-
demned."

I made no charges against the Administration, because
members of Parliament have written to the Government
making demands on the Government. The charge I make
against them is that they are guilty, because they have
parcelled out the public domain among their own followers.
T he Minister of the Inteiior, in a speech delivered at St.
Thomas, on the 8th of January, 1886, as reported in the
Daily Times of the 9th of January, 1886, said :

" Mr. Oameron said that thirty-four of the Premier's friends had esch
been awarded fifty square miles of timber limite, and besides that thirty-
two permits had been issued, in addition to these thirty-four special
licenses. It is true that there were permits issued te parties te cut fire-
wood and to take out railroad ties and there were permits issued during
Mr. Mackenzie's regsme as well. It was alleged by Mr. Cameron that
the Hon. John Oostigan secured from the Government fifty square
miles of these timber limita. As a matter of fact Mr. Costigan never
applied for and never received one mile of timber limita in the dis-
puted territory. This strikes off only thirty-four and leaves thirty-
three remaining. Of this latter number eleven never had a license,
never applied fir permits, and could not out timber. Sixteen of the
other licenses expired a year ago, so that there are just six licenses in
existence at the present time." (Oheers.)

Now, I observe that these statemente of the Minister of
the Interior were lustily cheered by his admirera at St.
Thomas and elsewhere. If the Minister's answers were
true thon I admit that the Tories were fairly entitled to the
enjoyment of this crumb of comfort. But were they true ?
Let us see whether they are true or not. Bear in mind
that the charge I levelled against the Administration thon
and which 1 make against them now is that, pending the
settlement of the western and north-western boundary of
Ontario, this Administration parcelled out among their
camp followers, thirty three of them, a large portion of thel
timber limite in the disputed territory. I gave their names
upon the occasion I referred to, and I have given them
again to-night. I further charged that thirty-tbree others1
whose names I did not give shared in the spoils this Govern-
ment laced at their disposal. Now, it must not befrtt
that the award-and I am ow deag satirely wi the

disputed territory, some of my friends will deal with the
balance of the answer of the Minister of the Interior-
was executed by the arbitrators on the Srd August,
1878. Bear also in mind-and it is an important
element in discussing and considering how far this
Administration is responsible to the charge I made against
them-that the judgment of the Lirds of the Judicial
Committee of the Privy Council affirming, the boundary
fixed by the arbitrators, was delivered on the l1th Augnst,
1884. I know, as my hon. friend said, that this is not a
very gracions task. I know that, when you begin to touch
members of Parliament in Parliament, and the friends of
members of Parliament, there is a howl on the other Eide
of the House and there is a howl in the country; but my
sense of public duty will never prevent me, by the howls
of the hon. gentlemen or the squealings of hon, gentlemen,
from discharging my duties in Parliament and out of Par-
liament. I know an hon. member in this House the other
night declared that:

" The hon. member for West Huron has indulged on former occasions
as well as upon the present in such wild extravagance of statement and
such violence of language as to place himself beyond the pale of that
intercourse which should exist between one member and another."

That to me was not, as the hon. gentleman intended it should
ba, a terrible infiotion. I can stand it. I think I eau bear
it. The sentence passe I upon me of perpetual exclusion
from the social Tory circle, is a sentence that does not affect
me very serionsly; and I can say that it shall not deter me
from exposing what I conceive to be the maladministration
of the Department of the Interior, in Parliament and out bf
Parlhument; and it shall never prevent me from expoeing
what I believe to be the misconduct of this Administration,
either upon the floors of Parliament or outside of Parlia-
ment. All the same, it will not prevent me from so doing,
fearful and terrible as the consequences may ba to myself cf
perpetual exclusion from the Tory sosial circle. Now, I have
already proved ont of Parliament, I shaLl prove to-night lu
Parliament, every single charge I made against this Admin-
istration in the speech I made at Bruceville, which was com.
mented on so vigorously by the Miniater of tho Interior. 1
charged that,pending the settlement of the western boundary
of Ontario, this Administration granted te their political
friende and followers, in and out of Parhament, a large por-
tion of the timber limite in the disputed territory. I shal
prove it out of the mouth of the Minister of the Interior, I
shall prove it by the returns brought down to Parliament
I shall prove it by the blue-books that are within my controf
here. My charge was that the Government has parcelled
out among sixty-even of their camp followers a large por-
tion of the timber limite of the disputed territory. by,
the hon. Minister of the Interior, in reply to a question put
to the Goverument by the member for West York admitted
that, between the date of the award firing the western
boundary of Ontario and the date of the judgment of the
Lords of the Judicial Committee of the Privy Council
affirmfng that boundary, this Government passed no les
than 11i Orders in Council disposing of timber limite in the
disputed territory. He also admitted that, since 1881, the
Government had granted sixty-three permits to sixty.threo
different individuals to cut timber in the disputed territory.
In other words, the Minister of the Interior, although out of
Parliament and on the public platform stated that the
charges I made against the Government were, in the great
majoi ity of cases, incorrect and untrue, in his own place in
Parliament, with the documents before him and beter
informed on the subject had to admit that, after the bound.
ary award was made, this Administration bas granted by
Orders in Couneil and by permits the right to ont timber in
the disputed territory in 174 different cases.

Mr. WHITE (Cardwell). Nothing of the kind.

Mr. FABROW, Nothing of the kind.
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Mr. CAMERON (Huron). Who says "nothing of the

kind ?"
Mr. WHITE (Cardwell). I do.
Mr. FARROW. Nothing of the kind.
Mr. COOK. What do you know about it ?
Mr. CAME RON (Huron). I will show it is so. I will

prove it. I have the documents, and I will prove it before
I sit down.

Mr. FARROW, Prove it now. Your tongue goes too
fast.

Mr. CAMEIRON (Huron). In some of the cases the Orders
in Council authorised the issue of licenses; in others permits
were granted without Orders in Couneil; but, so far as the
public are concerned, or so far as the public interest is con-
cerned, it makes no kind of difference whether the right to
eut timber is obtained by an Order in Council, a licenee or
a permit; the country suffers all the same. I, with extreme
moderation, only placed the number at 67. The Minister of
the 'Interior pute both classes at 174. Does he still adhere
to the statement he made which I quoted from-

Mr. WHITE (Cardwell). Yes.
Mr. CAM ERON (Huron). The statement he made at

St. Thomas that, in the great majority of cases cited by Mr.
Cameron, there is not a word of truth ?

Mr. WHITE (Cardwell). Yes.
Mr. CAMERON (Huron). He des adhere to it, does

ho ? Thon, if he does, I desire to quote the Minister of
the Interior in the House against the Hon. Mr. White out
of the Bouse, and I shall do so in a few minutes. But, in
case the pople ol this country-I do not mean this House;
I do not know that any arguments any man could use in
the House would affect mombers in this House; it is not in
the nature of things that you could expect that hon. gentle-
men who have been sharing in these spoils are in a position
to give an independent opinion-as the hon. the Minister of
the Interior out of Parliament and in Parliament may not
be considered a very reliable witness, even when he gives
evidence in support of an Administration of which he is so
distinguisbed a member, I intend not to take the words of
the Minister of the Interior, but to refer to the returns
brought down to Parliament and the blue-books submitted
to Parliament. I will take the Sessional Papers of 1882,
No. 30.

Mr. COOK. Yell now, why don't you ?
Mr. FARROW. Two hundred square miles.
Mr. CAMERON (Huron). You will find in this Sessional

Paper a return submitted on the 8th March, 1882. In that
Sessional Paper you wili find the name of Turner & Co., of
Germain & Co., of J. Bergin & Co.-perhaps the hon. mem-
ber for Cornwall knows something of that-who received
each a yearly licenEe to eut timber in the disputed territory.
You will also find in the same return the name of Joseph
Whitehead, of W. J. Macaulay, of Stephon H. Fowler, of R.
Fuller & Co., of Macaulay, Ginty & Sprague, each of whom
obtained a license to cut timber for twenty-one years in the
disputed territory. You will find in the Sessional Papers for
1883, No. 118, another return submitted to Parliament, and
this return is entitled as follows:-

!' Permit. granted on lands within the territory now in dispute with
Ontario from August, 1878, to March, 1883.
In that return there are the names of thirty-five individuals,
eaeh of whom obtained permits to cut timber in this dis.
ptited territory. Tbe list embraces the following names:-
R. J. Short, who was a partner of the lion. John Costigan,
now Minister of Inland Revenue. R. J. Short obtoined a
second and third permit. Costigan & Short, the Minister
pç Inland Revenue .ald .is Qoaervative parler, lao

r, VAIMON (Euronf

obtained a permit to cut timber in the disputed territory.
So did John Lewis, a friend of the Minister of Inland Reve-
nue-as yon will find in the correspondence here in my
hand, letters from John Costigan, addressed to the Depart-
ment begging the Department to give his friend Lwis a
permit to eut timber. You will find H. Bulmer, a partner
of the nephew of the Minister of Railways, got a permit, and
John Lewis got a second permit.

An hon. MEMBER. Why not?

Mr. OAMERON (Huron). Does the hon. Minister
deny it ? He stated at St. Thomas that the statements
made by me were not true. I apn within the mark when I
say that I did not give one-thi-d of the names of parties
who had permits from this Administration to cnt timber in
the disputed territory. The Canadian Pacific Railway
Company that rules this Governmont, had a permit.
Patrick Macdonald had a permit, and so on through
the list of 35 individuals, and I venture to state that
in he wbole list there are not four individuals who
ever pretended to be Liberals. In the first list I read
there are the names of seven who obtained permits to cut
timber, and in the next list there were 35 persons who
obtained permits to ut timber after the boundary award
was executed by the arbitrators. I hold in my hands a state-
ment the original of which was prepared in the Department
of the Interior, and I challenge the hon. gentleman as to its
correctness. It is a statement of the permits granted by this
Administration to their political friends after the boundary
award was made. That statement is entitled:

Schedule showing the names of persons who cut timber under par-
mits in that part of the Dominion of Canada declared by an Order of
the Queen's Vouncil to be within the Province of Ontario.

That list of names is as follows:-
" R. J. Short, Jno. Lewis, J. W. Macdonald, R. J. Short, Costigan

& Short H. H. Bailey, H. Bulmer, jr., John Lewis, H. R. McDonald,
R. J. Short, Clifford Lewis, W. L. Baker, Frank Gardner, Mra. J.
Genaghty, P. MacDonald, D. Oarmichael, A. D. MacDonald, Jas.
Baston,N. D. Coates, John Oulbert, Jno. Short, Geo. Munroe, Geo.
Myers, Wm McKinnon, -. A. Sharpe, C. Kobild, A. Malligan, J.
Hennessy, Jno. Ward E. M. Ridout, Jno. O. Miller, R. H. Bunting, P.
J. Short, Angus Macbonald, Jacob Rose, Dick, Banning & Co., Jno.
MeLeol, 0. W. Chadwick, grs McKenna, Ste. Catharines Lumber Co.
Rainy Lake Lumber 0o, W. Cameron, T. W. Dobbie Jacob Smith,
Jno. W. Colcleugb, Robt. Banting 0. 8. Hoare, Frank Gardner, Jalius
Colombe, Geo. Gagnon, Pat. Fitzgerald, Thompson & Palmer J. W.
P. Witten, Chas. Ward, Frank Ward. Jos. McCracken, Wm. Zippeil,
Jno. Ward, A. E. Mulligan, John Thompson, M. Ritchie."'

Most of those names are perfectly familiar to hon. gen.
tlemen in this Ionse, especially familiar to members
of the Administration. Now, Sir, the Minister of the
Interior, at St. Thomas, told the electors there a further
story to which I wish to refer. He said permits were given
to parties tp eut firewood and railway ties, and the impres.
sion ho left upon the audience, the impression ho intended
to leave upon the audience, was that the Government gave
permits in the disputed territory for no other purposes,
except to et firewood and railway ties. I say that is not
correct. A reference to the returns I have referred to, shows
that in eight different eases, the Government gave permits
te cut polos, ties, lumber and square timber. The Minister
went furtber, and in undertaking to answer the charges
that had been made against thie Administration, said that
permits to cut timber were issued during Mr. Mackenzie's
regime -and bear in mind ho was thon disoussing the timber
limite in the disputed territory, and that only. He was
attempting to answer the charge I had made in December
lst against the Administration. I say it is not true that Mr.
Mackenzie, during his regime, granted permits to cut tim-
ber in the disputed territory. No permits appear during
that perlod lu the returns submitted to Parliament; no
permits appear in the blus-book during that period ; no
rmitexistednywhee, eXopTt in:the fertile brain of the

ntùdut4e tào thw$iojand ï w*l prove that out f hi
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own mouth. He said,in rplyto the bon. ineyahW for Wes the free and independent electors of the oontry,; and what
York (1r, WaIlac)4 Uot Iozaqggo, thatno . wmrmi± , ,mre Icharga is, that the .hon. gentleman did not, in.Aiegh
isued to cut timber in this territory prior to theepr 1881. at St. Thomas, adhere te the record when he made tbore
Then, if that is the case, how could the hon. gentleman at statements. The hon. gentleman said that the last permit
St. Thomas say that the Mackenzie Administration gransed expired on lst May, 1884. The returns of,1isown Deipart.
permits likewise ? ment and his own blue-books shoiv that ho is a year.aptray.

Mr. .W.HITZ- (Cardwell). I aaid.nothing of the kind. The lastermit expired on lst May, 1885. Ifthe bon. gen-
tleman will refer to his own Department, te his deputy and

Mr. OAMERON (Huron). The hon. gentleman is0 s clerlks,.he will find that thelast permit expired only a ehort
reported in the Tory organ, and ho now takes the conveni- time before ho made the speech. The hon. gentleman
ont way of denying the correctness of the report. declared that no permit had n granted since lt May,

Mr. WHITE (Cardweli). The hon. gentleman had re- 1884. The hon. gentleman was again astray. A Minister of
ferred, in a speech which ho made, to 34 cases in which the Crown, with all the responsibility of a Minister
licenses were granted. I dealt simply with those 34 cases, resting upon his shoulders misled-I do net say intention-
and nothing more. I pointed ont that as to those cases, ally, but all the same he misled-the electors of
two or three of them, I forget which, were issued by Orders that section of the country ard the electors all over the
in Council, passed in the Mackenzie Administration. Dominion, because that speech was publiEhed and scattered

broadcastthroughout the countiy. The Govern ment grar ted
Mr. C AiE RON (Huron). i know the hon. gentleman eight pernits after the judgment of the Judicial Committ 0e

was deainrg with may charges against the Government for of thoe Priv Council had settled the western boundar y of
Parcel1iri. eut timber limite in the dispated territory, andoftePiy onclhdstdteweer bndayfparerin tou timbe hiAdmiitatioheispd thertOntario.it is an extraordinary circumstance. The hon.
in order to justify hisgAdministration he said the ackenzie gentleman must have had the books befone him-his speech
Govern ment had likewise granted permits to cut timber in was evidently carefully prepared, ho had figures and dates,
that territory. He is so reported in the St. Thomas Times, and it is extraordinary that the hon. gentleman should have
and I have no doubt the han. gentleman did say se, uand been se far astray, for it appears that the Government of
would admit it, if ho would only charge his recolletions which hemis a member granted eight permits two menthe
with it. If ho said so, the statement is utterly incorrect. after the Goverunment wore aware that the Judicial Commit-
The hon. gentleman at St. Thomas stated further: tee of the Privy Council had finally settled the western

" Now, as to the last charge, I may say that some permits were issued boundary of Ontario. On the other hand, the hon. gentle-
to settlers to eut fire waod and to persons b get out ties for railways. man wanted the people te believe that no permit lhad beenBut he last permit expired on Ist May, 1881, nearly two years ago,
three mont hs before the judgmnent of the Privy Oouncil, and no permit granted for two years before ho delivered that speech at St.
has since been granted." Thomas. I go a step further. I find by a statt ment which I
I do not object te a Minister of the Crown travelling round hold in my band, the original of which was prepared in the
the country and naking public speeches ; it is his duty to Department of the Interior and of which this is a true copy,
do so; it is in the interest of the public, and the public will that 111 Orders in Council were passed by the Administra.
always be delighted to hear hi m. Bat what I do object to tion after the arbitrators had made their award settling the
is, that a Minister should not adhere to the facts contained estern boundary of Ontario-and thnt in each of the 111
in returns brought down te Parliament and te the blue- Orders 32,000 acres of timber lands were granted in the
books of his own Departments when he undertakes toinstruct disputed territory. The statement Le as follows:-

STATEMENT of Licenses Granted by the Dominion Government in North-Western Ontario.
Lenses granted prior to Boundary AwarcL

eaS n Authority for License and Date. To whom Granted. Addres.Acres.

32,000 Order in Council, Oct. 23, 1873 8. H. Fowler.............. Rat Portage......Â AOonservative.
32,000 do Nov. 3,1873 do ............. do ..... do
38,400 do Feb. 17, 1873 Puller a Co...... ........ Keewatin.. . .eading Tories, Hamilton.
32,000 do Apr. 18, 1878 W. J. Macaulay..........do ... Once a Liberal now a Tory.

Licenses granted aubsequent to Boundary Award.

32,C00 Order in Council, Apr. 5, 1880 W. J. Macaulay..........at Portage......1At one time a Liberal, now a Tory.

Mr. McCALJLUK. Ho showed his sense.
Mr. CAMERON (Huron). You know it is an easy matter for some people to change their politics and become

prominent Conservatives if they are well paid for it. It is an easy matter for some people who get well paid for-what ?
Mr. McMULLEN. Old soows.
Mr. CAMBRON (Hfuron). To support the Administration.

Order in Council
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do

Dec. 14, 1882
Aug. 11, 1883

du
do
do
do ...
do
do
do
do ..

Keewatin Lumber Co.
Jno. Macdonald.......
L. Oliver.
Eaugh Macdonald.
Thos. Bhortiss...........
0. J. Campbell.........
0. 0. Bsmalt..............
W. B. Sarth.............
H. Quetton St. George

Keewatin......
Toronto......
Barrie..........

do
do .........

WIinnipeg.....

Controlled by Mr. Fuller-a leading Hamiton Tory.
The Tory partuer of the notorious ohn Shields.
Tory.
À Toronto Tory.
Another Toronto Tory.
Tory brother of Tory Postmaster General.
A Tor@y-a relative of M.P. East Toronto.
A Conservative wirepuller and manager of N. -W. 4nd,0o.
A Conservative liquor dealer in Toronto.
A Tory lawyer and brother-in-law of unated and disqualided

Tory .. , Eàusko&o

1600
32,000
32,000
32,000
32,000
32,000
32,000
32,000
32,000
32,000
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STATKEENT of Licenes Granted by the Dominion Government in North-Western Ontario-Continued.

Area
in Authority for Liense and Date. To whom Granted. Addreus.

Acre.

Order in Council, Aug. i, 1883

Mr. QÂxox(Ru),

J. S. Atkins...........
David Blain ........
F. O. Campbell.
fHenry O'Brien ..........
L R O'Brien............
Jno. Ginty. ...... .........
R. Longtine ...............

E. Lecourt...... ...
Jos. Riopelle.......
Alex. Moffatt .............
B. Robilliard.......

Toronto ..........
do ............
do ............
do ............
do ............
do ............
do .............

do ......... .
Winnigeg..........

do
Ottawa... . ...

Oct. 27, 1883. Smith & Muir.... ....... Hamilton.

Nov. 1,1883.. St. Oath. Milling Co... Ottawa ..

do ... F. F. Bulmer....... ...... at Portage.
Nov. 24, 1883 F. M. Quigley...........Wnnpeg.

do ... , Alex. Michaud............ Rat Portage.....

32,000
32,000
32,000
32,000
34,0 0
32,000
32,000

82,000
B2,000
32,000
8,000

32,000

82,000

23,200
32 ,000
82,000

32,000
82,000
32,000
32,000
32,000

32,000
32,000
32,000
32,000
32,000
32,000
81,000
32,000

32,000
32,OCO
32,000
32,000
32,000

32,000
32,000

82,000

32,000

$2,000
32,000
32,000
32,000
32,000
32,000
32,000
32,000
32,000

82,000
32,000
32,000
32,000
32,000
32,000
32,000
32,000
32,000
32,000
32,000
32,000
32,000
32,000

32,000
32,000

32,000

32,000
32,000

1 do
do
do
do
do
do

do
do
do
do

do

do

do
do
do

do
do
do
do
do

do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do

do
do
do
do
do

do
do

do

do

do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do

do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do

do
do

do
do

do
de

do 29, !884 R. J. Brett............
do 30, 18841W. B. Beveridge.

Wm. Scott ..........
Wm. Broder.....

A. J. J. Jackson...
F. A. Beveridge.

Hamilton..........
Ottawa ............
Rat Portage......
Oookbhire, Q....
Rat Portage......

do ...... 1
Toronto............
Rat Portage......

do .....
Toronto ........
Ottawa....... i

do ,........:...1
Vontreal............

Toronto .....
Simcoe.............
Toronto ............
Oap de la Mag-

delene, Q...
Port Perry ........
Toronto ...........

Toronto à Port
Perry.... .......

Rat Portage ......
Montreal ...... ...
Rat Portage......1
Chelsea, Q .........
Ottawa .... .......
Winnipeg .........

do .........
do 0......
do ......... 1

Montreal ..........

Ottaw . ...........
Mintreal.
Port Arthnr......
Ottawa ............
Homer...........
Toronto..... .. ...
Winnipeg .........
Toronto .............
Rat Portage......i
TorontO ...........
Ottawa.

do ............
do ............

Winnipeg .........

do ........
Apletou, WiS,

U...... ........

Morrisburg'.

Orangeville ......
Aunleton, Wis.,

V.& ..... ......... .

do
do
do
do
do

Oct. 27,
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1883

1883
do

Aug. 29,
do
do

1 - 1

Nov. 29, 188:
Nov. 29, 1883
do 29, 1883
do 29, 1883
do 29, 1883

29, 1883
21, 1883
29, 1883
29, 1883
29, 1883

1, 1883
1, 1883
1, 1883

1, 1883
6, 1883
6, 1883
6, 1883

19, 1883

21, 1883
21, 18831

R. T. Sutton...............
Joseph Kavanagh.
T. S. Kennedy-..........
F. H. Bailey...............
J. R. Macdonald ..

J. J. Macdonald.
John Shields....
Hugh Smiley ............
Wm. McCarthy.........
Wm. Shields.......
R. O. Throop..............
lames McKight.........
Henry Bulmer, jun.

A aron Squires............
John I. Beatty...........
David Tiedale. .....
T. G. Blackstock .........
H. Montplaisir............

N. F. Patterson...........
John Bain.............

21, 1883JBain k Patterson....

do
Dec.
Nov.
do
do

Dec.
do
do

do
do
do
do
do

do
do

do

do

do
do
do

Jan.
do
do
do
do

Feb.

do
do
do
do

Mar.
Mar.

do
do
do
do

Apr.

do
do

21, 1883

21, 1883
21, 1883
21, 1883
23, 1884
23, 1884
23, 1884
23. 1884
23, 1884

5, 1884

5, 1884
6, 1884

18, 1884
.8, 1884
12, 1884
14, 1884
18, 1884
20, 1881
24, 1884
24, 1884
1, 184

12, 1881
17, 1884
17, 1884

do 30, 1884
do" 30, 1884

do 30, 1884
do 30, 1884

A son of the Lieutenant Governor of Manitoba-Oonservative.
Formerly Liberal, now a sound Conservative, for a consideration.
A relative of the Conservative P.M.G.
A brotbr of the Conservative M.P. for Muskoka.
A relative of the Oonservative M P. for Muskoka.
Formerly a partner of frezen whiskpy Shields.
No such men in Toronto-stool pigeons for some friend of

the Government whose name is concealed.
do do

Polities unknown.
Associated with Sir John's and Sir Charles' sons in timberlimits.
The Tory M P.P for Runsl, one of reasons why he thinks

Government justifidd in hanging Riel.
One, I believe, Secretary Oonservative Association, the other

a Tory lawyer, Hamilton.
Controlled by Capt Murray, President Qonservative Associa-

tion, Quebec.
Partner of nephew of Minister of Railways.
An employee of Tory contractors Manning, Shields & Macdonald
An employee of Tory contractors Manning, Shields & Macdonald,

a friend of Minister of Public Works.
A. Tory commercial traveller.
& Tory grocer, Ottawa.
Both polities and man unknown.
Nephew of Cor servative Minister of Railways.
A sub-contractor und r Manning, Shields & Macdonald ; a stool

pigeon for them.
Tory partner of John Shields.
Notorious as hero of frozen whiskey exploits.
Politics and man unknown.
A Tory brother-in-law of Tory J. J. McDonald, Ottawa.
A second license to the man of frozen whiskey fame.
These men urknownu; believed to be stool pigeons for some

Ottawa Tories.
Another of the Bulmer family who fare well owing to business

relations with Minister of Railways' nephew.
Unknown.
4 Tory agent of rubber goods.
The defeated Tory candidate for North Norfolk.
A brother of the twice defeated Tory candidate for Lennox.

The Conservative member in this House for Champlain.
A Conservative lawyer and defeated candidate for North Ontarie

do do Oonservative candidate for
East York.

Conservative lawyers, Toronto.

Believed to be a Liberal.
Brother-in-law J. J. McDonald.

A 0onservative ex-alderman, Ottawa.

These men are both Tories, who are stool pigeons of Alfred
Boultbee, ex-Tory M.P., Bast York.

ne of the same claes.
Still another of the Bulmer's; Tory favorites of the Tory Gov-

ernment.
An Ottawa Tory.

A leading Tory, and strong friend of the Government.
Leading French Tories.

Tory.
Ths man's politice unknown.
This man's name does not appear in Toronto directory.
Unknown at Rat Portage.
'ory land speculator, Toronto.

A leading Tory wire-puller.
Tory, Ottawa; cousin to late M.P.
Tory ; book-keeper froi fiamilton; Ottawa.
This man described as of Winnipeg; is said to be the junior

Judge and R.O. of East York.
This man lived in Toronto; a broker; Tory ; is a stool pigeon.

This Yankee's politics are " to do ail and keep aIl."
This man unknown ; the member for Winnipeg may know of him.
Brother of Tory .P.P., Dundas, and Tory Government con-

tractor.
Unknown.

Another American Beveridge, who raids Ontario trritory for
the benefit of spmeCaaadianTory.

Oliver, Isbester k Gib-
bons.................

G. F. Hart ................
Wm. McCarthy..........
J. Stewart ..... ...........
Thomas Birkett .........
W. Moon ...................
E. E. Sprague .,..........
J. B. Sprague ............
S. O. Seunders...........
El. Bulmer, jun...........

Wm. Iackay .............
4. O. Williamson .....
Thomas Marks...,. ......
Ohabot & Co .............
John Rosa.........
H. G. Scott ...... .........
J. D. Foreman..........
G. J. Chauncey
Frank Thompson.......
W. E. Oornel.
J. W McRae...............
r. W. durrier ............
Rram Robertson ......
Bd. Morgan..............
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Statement of Licenses Granted by the Dominion Government in North Western Ontario-Conclude.

of Authority for License and Date. To whom Granted. Address.
Acres.

32,000 Order in Council, Apr. 30, 1884 Sergeant R. Brook. River DesertQue Unknown.
32,000 do May 15, 1884 H. A. Staunton. Rat Portage.. clerk in employ of mnnngt Shields Macdonald.
32,000 do do 15, 1884 .. Poster............ do . Unknown.
32,000 do do 16, 1884 Kckrtlur, Boyl h

CJampbell............ Winnipeg ... *Prominent Conservatives of Winnipeg.
32,000 do do 17, 1884 P. Mclae..... ..... Port Arthur. 0f Renfrew; a Tory wire-puller.
32,000 do do 21; 1884 G. W. Monk........Mardi, Oo.Carle

ton, nt.., onservative .P.P., (Carleton.
32,000 do do 21, 1884 Théophile Viau . Hull, Que . Said to be a Conservative.
32,000 do do 21, 1884 Thos. Smith.........Ottawa.......àConservative of this oity.
32,000 do do 21, 18 J. S. Morcken do
32,000 do do 9, 1884 T. N. Scripture. Port Arthur.Cent trace tus man.
32,000 do Ct 9, 1884 8. Malvey.......... Winnipeg. The defeated Tory candidate for Selkirk.
32,000 do do 9 1884 Jno. Paisley . .. do Don't know tus man's politios.
32,000 do do 9,1884 Jno Murray........St. Catherines President of 0onservative Association, St. Catharine.
32,000 do do 9, 1884 K. Têtreau. ................. An advocto living in Hll; a Tory aad friend of Tasé, .P.
32,000 do do 9,1884 Jno. Bonrke........ Port Arthur This man unknown at Port Arthur.
32,000 do do 9,1884 A. B. ........ do do do

2,880 do do 9,1884iP. T. Bulmer.... ................. Partner of the Minuter of Railways nephew.
32,000 do do 9,1884 G. T. Ware.........Rat Portage. Ths man unknown.
32,000 do do 9,1884 Robt. Laird............. do do
32,000 do do 9 1884 W. E. Plummer..Sau't Ste. Varie Defeated Tor candidate, Algoma.
32,000 do do 9,1884 Seymour Coleman. Port Arthur. Unknown. l f these men are bond fld.appicants, their resi-
32,000 do do 9,1884 A. J. Parsons.......Rat Portage. do.>d dence la fltitious, as ne trace of them can be
32,000 do do 9, 1884 R. J Edwards. Port Arthur. do )fonnd.
32,000 do do 9,1884 MeCaul h MoDougali... Ottawa........No mach firm i Ottawa.
32,000 do do 9,1884 Joseph McCoy.....- ontreal.
32,000 do do 9,1884 A. J. Lafaive..........do ......... Waa empoed on 0.P.R. A runner-in of Tory bogue voters In
32,000 do do 9,188411. King2mill.. Toronto . le election of 1883.
32,000 do do 9,1884 h ehili........Peterboro'. One of the John Shields' Tory gan Who overran Muskoka lu'88
32,000 do Oct. 21t 1884 Geo. D. Farmer . Ancaster. Brother-in-law of Dr. Orton, Tory ýM.P., Centre Wellington.
32,000 do do 21, 1884 J. P. Iacntoali... Toronto No mcine in the Toronto directory.
32,000 do do 21, 1881 T. T. W. Bradey. Winnipeg.
32,000 do Jan. 28, 1881 r. W. Nesbitt.......Wo. dtockQ A oLwberal.
32,000 do Oct. 9, 1884 . . Kapper...........Port Arthur.. ocmana be found.
32,000 do do 9, 1884 W. J. McCauay.........St. Paul, Min., Acouvert to Toryism, rewarded by timber limit.

U.S.

Now, Sir, of these 115 applicants for timber limite in the
disputed territories who obtained Orders in Council after
the boundary award was made, I venture to say that there
are not more than five or six of them who can be claimed
to be Liberals. The Minister of the Irnterior told us that
the Government were not open to blame because the timber
limits were open to Liberals as well as Conservatives, but it
is an extraordinary thing that in the whole list of returns
to Parliameut and in the blue books, I am within the mark
when I say that nineteen-twentieths are pronounoed
Conservatives and friends of the present Administration.
I say that every man I mention in the list from which I
have just read, except three or four, obtained permission
from this Administration to cut timber each on 32,000 acres
in the disputed territory. The Minister takes credit to him.
self and the Govern ment for the fact, that under these Orders
in Council only twenty-three licenses had been taken out.
Well, Sir, that is an extraordinary defence. Whose fault is it
that they were not taken out ? The Government put in the
power of these men to avail themselves of these limita for
their own purposes; they passed Orders in Councilt; they
gave these 111 individuals permission to obtain licenses
for 111 holdings, and if they did not take them out
it was not the fault of the Administration. And besides
all that, this Administration, after the judgment of
the Lords of the Judicial Committee on the boundary
award was pronounced, passed twenty Orders in Council
disposing of the timber limits in the disputed territory to
their own favorites. I say that the Administration delibe-
rately and coolly set to work, with full knowledge of the
fact that the timber they were granting to their friends was
not the property of the Govern ment of Canada to grant; they
coolly set to work and partitioned amongst their oamp follow-

ors, in Parliament and out of it, a large portion of the timber
in the disputed territory, and they take credit to themselves
because their friends did not avail themselves of the oppor-
tunity which was given to them and despoil the Province
of Ontario of these timber limits. Sir, I say that as well
might the thief who committed robbery claim exemption
for his offence because, after having been arrested, the goods
were restored to the truc owner, as this Administration
claim to be relieved from the odium and responsibility for
their conduct, simply because some of their followers did
not take out licenses under the Orders in Counoil. The
Government deserve no credit for that. The fact that
the Orders in Counoil were passed, though licenses did
not issue, is not because the Governmont were not willing
they should not issue. The fact that some had not been
taken out is not owing to the conduct of the Government,
but owing entirely to the stardy and unbending Premier
of the Province of Ontario, who found it necessary, in order
to stay the hands of the present Administration from des-
poiling the domain of Ontario, to appeal to the Court of
Chancery in the Province of Ontario, and the Premier of
Ontario obtained from the Co.urt of Chanoery, I think in
seven or eight instances, injunctions restraining these licen.
sees from cutting timber in the disputed territory. Judg.
ment was rendered in that matter not long ago by the
Court of Appeal in Ontario, holding that this AdmIistra-
tion had no power to grant limite in the disputed ter-
ritory. I say that the people of Ontario and the people
of this Dominion are under a debt of lasting gratitude to
the lion. Oliver Kowat, for the stand ho has taken, on
behalf of Provincial rights, and to that firm and manly
stand the people of Ontario are indebted for the fact that
there remains a single foot of the timber limita in the
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disputed territory which has not been gobbled np by
the licensees of the present Administration which would
thus be carrying ont the policy of the First Minister, when
he declared in his place in Parliament that not one ounce
of mineral, a foot of land or a stick of timber would belong
to the Province of Ontario. The Government have been
consistent in their policy from beginning to end, and that
policy has been put a stop to by the action of the Province
of Ontario, and by the voice of public opinion which has
been denouncing this Administration for the last six months
for their misconduct. Lot me deal further with the Minis
ter of the Interior. He contended that the policy of the
Conservative Government prior to the assumption by Mr.
Mackenzie of the reins of office in 18-3, was to dispose of
timber limite by competition, and that Mr. Mackenzie
changed that policy. I say that prior to the assumption of
oice by Mr. Mackenzie, that was not the policy of the
Conservative Government. I say that prior to that time
this Government granted timber limite without notice or
competition in the disputed territory and elsewhere.

Mr. MILLS. Contrary to law.
Mr. CAMERON (Huron). Contrary to law, as the hon.

gentleman says. I make no statement which I cannot
establish from the blue-books of the Department of the
Interior. Take the Sessional Papers for 1872, No. 80, page
92, and it will be found that on the 30th October and 1st
November before Mr. Mackenzie assumed office, as the
Tories were going ont of office, they granted to Mr.Fowler a
timber limit of 100 miles on Rainy River. By the Sessional
Papors of 1882, No. 30, page 20, you will find that on the
22nd of January, 1873, an Order in Council was passed
granting to Mr. Fuller a timber limit on the east side of
Lake Manitoba, near Swan Creek. Their policy was not
limited to one section ; it applied to every section. By an
Order in Council dated the 17th of February, 1873, several
islands lying to the north of the Narrows of the Lake of the
Woods were granted to Mr. Fuller in place of the limit near
Swan Creek, without competition and without notice. By the
Sessional Papers of 1882, No. 30, page 24, it will be found
that the Conservative Government passed an Order in
Council granting to Messrs. Macauley & Ginty a timber
limit on the Roseau River on the -,0th of January, 1873.
and that without competition and without public notice.
By Order in Council of the 7th July, 1873, they
changed that limit for a limit on the Winnipeg River.
I have another word to say to the Minister of the Interior.
I charge that the lon. Mr. Costigan, before he became
Minister of Inland R3venue, obtained the right to cut tim-
ber in the disputed territory. The hon. gentleman answered
me by saying that Mr. Costigan never applied for and
never received one mile of timber limita in the disputed
territory. Let us see whether he did or not; let us see
who is right, the Minister of the Intorior or I. In the Ses-
sional Papers of 1883, No. 118, the names of R. J. Short,
and Short & Costigan, partners in business, appear not less
than six times as holders of permits to cut timber in the
disputed territory. In the Sessional Papers of 1885, No.
53, you will ftnd a return headed thus:

" Schedule showing the names of parties from whom dues have been
collected for timber cut in that part of the Dominion of Canada lately
declared by the Order of the Queen in Council to be within the Province
of Ontario, and the several amounts collected, in compliance with an
Order of the House of Oommons."

In that return Short and Short & Costigan are credited with
over 821,000 for dues paid on timber cut by them in the dis-
puted territory. And yet the Minister of the Interior told
the people of St. Thomas, and the people of this country,
that Mr. Costigan never received a mile of timber limite in
that territory. You will find in this return letters which
show that Short & Costigan were partners, in the following
words :-

Mr. C.mon (Huron).

" WnuINI, 27th September, 1881.

"SiR,-We beg leave to apply for permission to cut railway timber
for the South-Western Railway Company, on the lande in the Lake of
the Woods, which lie south of Mr. Mather's limit in Whitefish Bay.
Parties are cutting for the Canadian Pacific Railway on the main shore
of said bay, and we trust we may be allowed to eut on the islands of
that bay.

We have the honor to be, Sir, your obedient servants,
"JOHN O3TIGAN,
"R. J. SEORT.

"Rt. Hon. Sir JoHN A. MAcDoNALD.

You will find also the following letter:-

"OTTAWA, 28th October, 1881.

"Sa,- As the lands in Whiteflsh Bay of the Lake of the Woode, on
which we asked permission to eut railway timber, appeared to be
included in a lease to the Keewatin Lambering Conpany, *e beg leave
now to ask permission to cut 50,000 ties on that part cf the main shore
of the aforesaid company, on the west shore of Whitefish. Bay, said
permit to have a depth of three miles back from the shore.

"We have the honor to be, Sir, your obedient servants,

"J. COSTIGAN,
"R. J. SHORT.

"Rt. Hon. Sir Joner A. MAODONALD, Ministe" of the Interior."

That the Hon. John Costigan applied for and obtained a per-
mit is quite clear from the following letter, also addressed
to Sir John A. Macdonald :

"IOTTAW, 12th October, 1881.

"Have purchased some ties on Lake of the Woods to fill my contract
with Manitoba South-Western Railway Company for 25,000L ies to be
delivered this month, and a like quantity next month. Can I have per-
mission to eut balance of said contract next to Mather's limit at Pipe-
stone, Lake of the Woods ? Just beard my men are ordered off grounds
by instruction from your Department. Surely 1 may claim your favor-
able consideration in this case. Unless you wire me favorable reply I
will fail in my contract.I"JOHN COSTIGAN."

Yet we are told that Mr. Costigan applied for nothing. But
Short & Costigan were hunting in couples over these timber
lands is still further clear from the following lotter :-

"HousEop OFCoMmoNs, 15th M.y, 1832.

".Sm,-I beg leave to say on behalf of R. J. Short, of Winnipeg, that
in addition to the ties and piles he asked liberty to eut on permit applied
for east of Turtle Portage, he wants to cut 4,000,000 feet of logs of
dimension timber for the 0. P. Railway.

" He has already asked for a renewal of the permit he held last year
on Whitefish Bay and Pipestone for ties and piles, and for lumber cut
on which he has made prompt and regalar payments.

"I have the honor to be, Sir, your obedient servant,
4"JOHN COSTIGAN.

"Hon. Minister of the Interior."

And that his demande were acceded to is quite manifest
from the following reply:-

"Onows Tioman Oorruo, WIUwrPEG, 29th May, 1882.

"8Ii,-I have the honor te acknowledge the receipt of your T 8001,
Ref. No. 322, instructing me to issue a permit to Mr. R. J. rshort to cut
1,000,000 feet of lumber, 40,000 ties and 1,000 piles on a berth of fifty
square miles, situate north of 8abaskong Bay, Lake of the Woods.

"I have the honor to be, Sir, jour obedient servant,
"E. T. BTBPHENSON,

"Surveyor General, Ottawa." " crosma Tiaber Agn*.

Now, Sir, I ask you, I ask the people of this country who
read the speech of the hon. Minister of the Interior, whether
there was any justification in the returns and in the blue-
books of Parliament for the statements which h. made at
St. Thomas, but which he has not ventured to make on the
floor of Parliament.

Mr. WHITE (Cardwell). I make the same statement hem
that I made at St. Thomade And that is that the Hon. John

1054 MÂr 4,
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Costigan, as I am informed by Mr. Ryley, of the Crowi
timber branch of the Department, never applied for an
never obtained atimber license.

Mr. CAMERON (Huron). I read the letters.

Mr. WHITB (Cardwell). You read the letters of Joh
Costigan, not Hon. John Costigan, who is the Minister o
Inland Revenue.

Mr. CAMERON (Huron). The hon. gentleman know
that John and Hon. John Costigan is the same man; hii
son's name is not only John. He has a middle name
Does the hon. gentleman expect to escape through tha
small knot-hole ? It will not go down. It is just becaus
Ministers of the Crown set the example of sharing in the
publie spoils, that their followers have done likewise. Bu
John or the Hon. John obtained other Wot from the publie
resources. On the 20th of July, 1882, John Costigan and three
others, obtained from the Government 59,000 acres of grazing
lands, on Mountain Creek. Mr. Costigan's son was a part-
ner in the St. Catharines' Lumber Company, and this com-
pany obtained 32,000 acres of timber lands in the disputed
territory. Now, Sir, I say I have shown clearly, ont of the
mouth of the Minister of the Interior; from the returns
brought down to Parliament, and from the blue-books sub.
mitted to Parliament, that every charge levelled against the
Administration, especially with reference to the disposal of
timber limits in the North-West and in the disputed territory,
has been proved to the very letter; anid I challenge any man,
whose mind is not biased by a share of the spoils, to investi-
gate these returns and blue books, and arrive at any
other conclusion than that the charges made against
the Administration have been proved. I have no controversy
with the Minister of the Interior personally ; many of
these grants, if not all, took place before he assumed office.
The hon. gentleman's contraversy is not with me; it is
with the returns and the blue-books submittedto Parliament
and all I can say on that point is that if he can successfully
overcome the facts shown in the returns for his own
Department and in the blue-books, he is eminently quali
fed to fill the highest position in this Administration.
Believing as I do that the policy of this Administration, not
only with refereuce to timber limits, but with reference to
the disposal of the public resources, is a vicions and bad
policy; believing as I do that a bad example is being
set, not only to the members of the House, but to the peo-
ple of the country, by their misconduct; believng,
as I do, that the action of the Administration in par.
celling out and dividing up, among their camp followers
in and out of Parliament, a large portion of the pub-
lie domain and the resources of this country, deserves
the condemnation of Parliament, as I am sure it will receive
.the condemnation of the people. I shall support the motion
of the hon. member for North Norfolk.

Mr. TAYLOR. 1 have no desire to prolong this debate,
but in justice to myself, in justice to the hon. members
who sit on this side, with whcm I associate, and in justice
to my constituents, 1 feel it to be my duty to repudiate the
slander made against me at a place called Wingham, inà
Ontario, by a person named M. C. Cameron, in a speech
which he delivered there, and which was reported in the
Globe of 12th January last. It reads as follows :-

"George Taylor represents in the Conset vative interest South Leeds.
He, toi, east longing eyes on tte vast coal and timber lands of the
North-West. He acco'rdigly applied to this G;overnment, who distrib.
ute with no sparing band the public estate among their foi owers, for
both coal lanis and timber limita. This did not exactly gratify the
ambitious views of Mr. Taylor He lives in Ganqnoque, a amail town
and with a limited populat on In the Gonservative interest he per-
suaded the Government to build, at the public expense, costly public
buildings in this country village. This is not aIl. Lut Session Par-
liaent voted a sum of $20,0oo0 to dam the Rideau OaIal in order to
supply water to the jill Md factories in Gaanogu la which Xr.

n Taylor sud his constituents are deeply Interested. George Taylor le the
d bond alave of Sir John, and dare not vote against the Government."

In answer to which I can only say that I have no interest
in any timber limits, or coal land, or grazing lands in either
Manitoba or the North-West Territories, that I never

n applied for either coal lands or timber limits or grasin
Slande the North-West Territory or Manitoba, and that

have no interest, individually, or am I associated with any
other party who has any interest in said lands or himits.
This fellow Cameron, who made that statement, knew when
he made it that it was a malicious falsehood. I say that

. that statement was manufactured out of whole cloth,
t say that there was no foundation for it. 1 expect this
fellow Cameron is the paid agent of the Grit party to go
round the country abusing-what he cannot call himself-a

t gentleman. When I read that article, I wrote the following
letter to the Minister of the Interior:-

"GANANoQUE 14th January, 1886.
"T MAR an 8,-Please let me know what applications I have made for

either coal lands or timber limita in Manitoba or the North- West, if
any either sinc or before June, 1882, and If any were allotted to me, and
on what terms, and oblige,CiYours faithfull

" o faEO .f AYLOR .
"Hon. T. WHITZ, Esq.,

Minister of the Interior."

To whieh I received the following reply:-
"OTTAWA, 19th January, 1888.

"MY DEAR TAYLoR,-I have your note of the 14th a9king what appli-
cations you had made tIo the Department for either coal or timber lands.
I handed it to Mr. Ryley, the clerk who has charge of these matters, and
I send you herewith his memorandum. IlYours tru

"THOS. WITE."
" GEoRGB TAYLoR, Esq. M.P.,

IGananoque, Ont."

(Jfemo.)
*"DPATMINT OF TRINTERIoR, DomINizoM LANDS OFFICE,

"OTTAwA, l5th January, 1886.
"There lino record in this Department of an application having been

received fr nMrGeorge Taylor, f Gananoque, for oither ceai or ti..
bered landsinl Manitoba or the North-West Territories.

" There is, however, a letter from him dated the 3rd October, 1881, in
which he states that a friend asked him to enquire upon what terms the
Department would grant a certain timber limit in the Pasquia Hill,. In
reply to which letter he was sent a copy of the regulations goveruing
disposal of timber in Manitota and the North-Weet Territories. No
further correspondence upon the subject referrel to in that letter.

61Respectfully snbmitted,
11G . U. RYLEY."

[ may say that the friend referred to in that letter was a
gentleman by the name of Mr. Henry Ruttle, who r@moved
from my county to the Prince Albert country, and wrote me
to know if ho could secure timber land, as ho was erecting a
flour and sawmill in that section. i sont the letter to the De-
partment and received the answer I have given. This wholly
proves my statement that the charge preferred against me
by that gentleman is a wilful falsehood. If the party who
made this statement is the party who represents West
Huion. I must express my regret that a gentleman aspiring
to the position of a statesman should stoop so low as to go
round the country slandering those wbo honestly differ with
him on political questions. I will just keep the Hiouse for a
few minutes, while I show how this bon. gentleman stands
in hie dealings with the Department with reference to lands
in the North-West. Here is a letter written from Winni-
peg which throws some light on that point h

" WINNIPIG, MANroTA, 14th July, 1892.
"LmDeAY UsRUsULL, Esq., Department of the Interior, Ottawa.

" Di"N SxI,-We beg to enclose yeu a list of some lands lately pur.
chaued by us through a Mr. Gray, from Sir Richard Cartwright and from
Mr. Oameron, the payments for which have been fnlly made to the
Government. We shouli look upon it ai a very great favor if you would
very kindly çlve instructions for the issue of these patents with as little
delay as possible.

"VYery truly yours
(Signed) "IlOYLE, AMPBELL 00."

I have the olowing detailed statement which I will read t0
the House:-
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STATEMENT showing how the following lande have been disposed of:
-. _ _ _ .g M .,I a a

No.

1394
1317
1285
1333
1251
1252
1243

123

1642
1466
2967
1553
1554
860
861
858
859
850
851
852
853
854
864

1247
112
865
120
119
891
121
313

Name of Purchaser.

Part of Sec.

Aill....... ......Si.
8.W .......

Ai. ........ ...
S.W. ........

M. ...........
Ai..,.........

il .........

Wi.
Ail ............
Ail .....

8ll.......
A i.W..........

AN.. .........

S. à... .........

il...........

S. ...........
All .,..........

8. j.......
All.......

Name of Patentee.

Oonway E
do
do
do
do
do
do

Dobbs.........

............

.............

Date of Patent.

Aug. 10, 1882...
do 10, 1882...
do 10, 1882...
do 10, 1882...
do 9p 1882...
do 9, 1882...
do 9, 1882...

R. o. & W. L. Boyle.....1Var. 12,

Sec. Tp. Range.

6 9th......
5 5th......
4 10th.....
5 1Oth.
3 12th......
3 12th......
1 Sth......
2 13th......1

5 6th.....
15 12th......
4 7th......
5 7th.... .
5 7th......
4 12th......
4 12th......
4 13th... .
4 18th......
5 12th......
5 12th......
5 13th.....
5 13th......
5 14th......
4 13th......
1 8t-...
3 13th......
3 13th .....
1 12th......
1 12th.....
6 14th......
1 12th......
1 9th.....

Making a total of 13,920 acres, equal to twenty-one and three. in this House The Government he calls hangmen, and
quarter sections. Now, these do not include the lands to which charges them with everything that is corrupt, and I think
the hon. gentleman referred a few moments ago as having the electors of South Leeds showed they were much more
been purchued from some son of some Lieutenant Gover- intelligent people thAn the electors of West Huron. This
nor, as that does not appear on this list. These are appli- hon. gentleman is not satisfied with abusing the country,
cations that no doubt were put in in the names of this bon. with abusing the institutions of the country, and the repre.
gentleman's sons, his daughters, his aunts his uncles, bis sentative men of the country, but be singles out the
employ&, and his wife, and the patents were issued to him. country into locality, and has a pick at a locality.
self, If any hon. gentleman on this eide of the fouse He singles out Gananoque and calls it a small country
could be charged with anything approaching that, I am village. All I can say in reference to tiananoque
sure he could honestly be called a land grabber I would i8 that it is not an incorporated town like
like to ask when these lands were bargained for, when the the town of Goderich, but it contains a population about
arrangements were made for secu ring them ? Was it not equal to the town of Goderich, and is of far more importance
when the hon. gentleman's friends were in power; and had to this country than the town the hon. gentleman hai ls from,
they not been turned out of power when they were, no as I will show before I get through. By the Trade and
doubt the hon. gentleman's friends would have gobbled up Navigation Returns of 1884, there was collected in Customs
the great share of the North-West, aocording to what we duty at this country village, $15,506.04, while ut the town of
see here. This hon. gentleman not only makes a faIse Gode.ich there wae collected $6,266.81 or $1.50 in Cuetoms
charge that I was an applicant; he goes further and makes duties at Gananoque for every dollar collected at Goderich;
other charges. He says 1 am the bond slave of the Right while it coste, according to the Public Accounts for that
Hon: Sir John A. Macdonald. Ail I can say in reference year, to collect that 815,505 the sum of $900, and at Gode.
to that is, that I have 277 good reasons for supporting rich it costs $1,700 to collect $6,256. I find further that
that hon. gentleman. I have the honor to represent South for the last three years the exporte from Gananoque were
Leeds, a constituency containing a population of 25,000, $295,751, and from Goderich $214,204; the importe to
who are as healthy, as wealthy, as honest, and far more Gananoque were $364,201, and to Goderich 8157,604; there
intelligent than the electors that the hon. gentleman hu was. entered for consumption in Gananoque $363,9â6, and
the honor to represent. Those people sent me here by a in Goderich $104,849; the duty collected at Gananoque in
majority of 277 to support the present Government. I said the lut three years amounted to $43,106.70, and at Goderich
that the electors of South Leeds were more intelligent than to 8$14,322.56.
those the hon. gentleman represents, and I think I am justi- Mr. BÉCHARD. I think the hon, gentleman should
fied in saying that, f rom the fact that I support the present confine himself to the question before the House, at this
Government and was sent bore for that purpose, while the hour in the morning, nearly two o'clock.
hon. gentleman who made the charge again st me has nothing Mx. TAYLOR. The hon. gentleman who spoke before
else to do but prefer charges against every hon, gentleman wandered from Dan to Beersheba, and made a charge
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Land.

June 18,
do 25,

May 14,
Aug. 9,
do 9,
do 8,
do 8,
do 8,
do 8.
do 8,
do 8,
do 8,
do 8,
do 8,
do 8,
do 9,
do 8,
do 8,
do 8,
do 7,
do 9,

do 7,
do 7,

M 4,

Date ofSale.

1880...'
1880...
1880...
188>...
1880...i
1880...
1880...
1879...

1876...

1877...
1879...
1880...
1880...
1880...
1880...
1880...
1880,.
1880...
1880...
1880...
1880...
1880...
1880...
1880...
1879...
1880...
1879...
1879...

1880 ...
1879...
1878...

L. D. Kean............................
J J. Johnston......................
L D. Kean...................

do .............................
S. A. Bedford.......... ..............

do ......................
Jos. Rinn......................
Jessie H. Cameron, wife of M.

0. Oameron...................
J. M. M. Macdonnell..............
S. Spencer...... .... .. ..............
Eleanor Macdonnell.......
A. B. Elford...............

do ..........................
D. McDonald (Goderich).........

do do ,.......
do do .........
do do ........

M. O. Oameron................
do ......................
do ....................

do .....................
do .......................

Jno. Robertson (Goderich)......
T. Greenway.. ............
H. J. Keighley (Emerson).
Jno. Robertson (Goderich)......
M. 0. Oameron .................
M. G. Oameron................ ......

H. J. Keighlergarty......
E. B. Tatchell (Emerson)..J
. 0. ameron................

T. F. McLean (Goderich)........

A à J. Riddell. ...............
8. Spencer ....................
Eleanor Macdonnell..........
M. 0. Cameron.................

do ............
do ..............
do .................
do .................
do ............
do ........
do ........... .....
do ...........
do
do .................
do ................
do ....
do .................
do ................
do ..... ......

do ,................
do . .
do ................
do ............

Nov.
do
do
do
do
do
do

Sept.

Oct.
Aug.
July
Dec.
do

Ray
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do

Nov.
Sent.
May
sept.

do
May
Sept.
Dec.

1883...
1877...l
1878...
1780...
1882...
1882...
1882...
1882...
1882...
1882...
1882...
1882...
1882...
1882...
1882...
1882...
1882...
1882...
1882...
1882...
1882...
1882...

1882...
1882...

1.

Area.

Acres.

640
160
320
160
820
320
320

640
480
160
640
640
640
320
320
320
320
640
640
640
640
640
320
640
160
320
640
320

640
320
640
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against me. If the Speaker rules against me, I will ask It le ot enough for them te siander myseif, but they had
some friend to move the adjourument of the debate. Iteiander the Hanard reporters, with a view of making
am going to clear up these charges if it takes till midsum- a case against the Government.I llnd, aIso, that use
mer. I find by another return that, during the last fiscal ha been made of anotber notice of motion given by the
year, there were entered at the Custom house of thiB country hon. member for Guyaboro' (Kr. Kirk).
village of Gananoque, 628 steamers and 124 sailing vesselst Mr. CHARLTOZ. I rise te a point of order. The hon.
making a total of 1752. gantleman is net referring te the question under discusion.

Mr. DEPUTY SPEAKER I think the hon. gentleman Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGL 1 ask your raling on
is going very far from the question. thatpoint, Mr. Speaker.

Mr. TAY LOR. I just intended to say that 136 vessels Mr. SPK&KE R. I understood the hon. gentleman te be
entered the port of Goderich in the same time, on which speaking about the dismissal ef some peréons from the pilot-
port, while the hon. gentleman's friends were in power,ae boad.
they spent haLf a million of money, I presume in purehaing
his support, and making him the bond slave of the hon. Mr. CAMERON (Invernem). Tes, but I will core to
member for Eat York. Now, this hon. gentleman said that the timber limits.
ho made no statement that he could not establi8h. I charge Ar. SPEAKER. I think the motion before the Chair is
hiin with having made this statement at Wingham, that hoin referenco te members of Parliament reueiving favors
has not and cannot establish. The speech of the Minister offrem the EKecutive. I do not think the hon. gentleman
the Interior is, to my mind, unanswerable, and proves con.thouId discuss the question of the dismissal of any momber
clnsively how well this Government bas guarded the in- from the pilotage board.
terests of our great domain as compared with the régime Mr. CAMERON (Inverness). I submit with pleasure te
of hon. gentlemen opposite. The hon, gentleman said thatt uling of the
no public man should make a statement which he could notathe rObair, and I ha ttie yseif
corroborate. I presume that the thirty-nine other thieves ascthely as possible te terelimita. At thero.her
whom he arraigned with me in Wingham, have just as goodbrhering Ipemtamthher hon mcm
a Case as I have. I am not going to fight their battles, butbitbsubjet
I want to repudiate the foul slander on my own behalf. A by referring to an ides which I gather from a contribution
Grit lawyer was in my town on Saturday from near this te a contemperary periodical, which happily hits off the
locality, and repeated the charge made against me in the modem Grit, who imagines that the times are ont of joint,
speech of M. C. Cameron, and I now take this opportunity ofandtbat bis mission la te set thcm rigbt. This has particu-
throwing that slander back into the teeth of thton. gen- rreference to the timber limita in the North-West ad t
tlrowng td1 halne bckmitherooth t ha o. e ceai areas, which were net all dispesed off in the interest of
teman, and I challenge hm t provheonservative party but of which a may obtain a alice.

Mfr. CAMERON (Inverness). I desire to say a few words The writer says:
before the close of this debate, on the subject of scandals W. feel thankful that the Sun and Moon
generally, and on this one in particular. 1 am not inter- Are set noy hi il
ested in any timber limita, I did not apply for any for Thot ne presunung hand eau reach
myself, nor for anybody else, and I do not think that any- For were the net, thesndu
body else applied for timber limita for me. I balieve that That se Reformings,
applications were made by honest persons for timber limitsWeuld ueen propose te manf them out,
for themselves, and I aiso believe that honest people applied Andlght the world with gai."
for timber limits for others. I do not think there is any If îhey faii te illuminate Ibis Dominion with scandalibing
great scandal in such a transaction. I observe that the gas I fail te secthat any other politicians, past, present or
Opposition has at last discovered a policy; they have atfture, eau roalise the attalument of the power. Tet I
last conceived the idea of floating into power on scandals. spprebond that our masters tbrongbont the Dominion, the
I find that although I have no interest in land grants or olectors who have sent us bore, begin te realise the fact
coal areas, Grit writers in the Lower Provinces fancy that Lbat there is tee little reality sud tee much ga about alI
they have obtained a little scandal against me and two Ibis scandai which la submitted te the <onsideration of
other gentlemen from Cape Breton. Notices of motion Parliament by the Opposition in this Rouse.
have been put on the paper for the purpose of giving food Mr. BESSON. I will net occupy more than a short
to our political opponents for digestion during the recess,

alîhughit s utery iposiblete oac tbm Iis esson. period of time, and 1 think I may ho pardoned for doing se,although it is utterly impossible to reach them this Session. v enfeqetyrferdt i hscnncini
I find one notice placed upon the paper by the leader of the as I baeaeen asqu narmert cubiouin lu
Opposition in reforence to tw hon. gentlemen from Cape absen e, a eilas on a emer ocasio duingmy
Breton, in reference to which the Pictou News, a good Grit ce, hen theon er or otbofe(Ar.
paper, on the 30th May last, says:Chrtnthnasuwudeektelcu o.mebspape, o th 30h Ma lu, sys:as te wbat their duty was te the country sud te this flouse.

" The Ottawarepresensatives from the Ilan d of Cape Breton appear to The bon. gentleman did net attempt te make charges againsi
be distinguishing themselves at the capital. Mesurs Dodd and Mc Dougall me.
have been arraigned before the Bouse charged with threatening au
elector at the last election in Cape Breton county, with dismissal from sheuld hang down my head or apologiso cither te My con-
the position of pilot if he voted against Mr. MoDougalil,and with after- stituents or tethe flouse. The hon, gentleman bas beon very
wards inducing the Government to effect such dismisal." assiduoas in endeavoring, if possible, to eliminate frem the

There is no truth in the allegation that the pilot was dis- voluminous returna called for by hlm, at an enormeus ceaI
missed from office; there is no truth in the allegation that ho te the country-one retumu covering semethiug like 20,000
lost anything by having been placed on the new board. I find pagesach information as he heped woild damage the
also that reforence bas been made to the member for Rich- charactor of hou. members in this fouse. Ro calis himiel
mond (Mr. Paint), in a most scandalous manner. I find also an honorable man, probably ho ia; sud probably ho may have
that my own name has been used by this Grit sheet in the a right in bis uwn judgment te Use that term; but.1de net
following language:- think his Laentd are ae woll diredd Lhey unghl bu when

" Dr. Cameron, of Inverness, bas been court-martialled before the oustheyardirectedsimply te endeavoriug, if possîblebybook or
and one of the committees, for getting bogus reporte of his speeches in crook, by any method, te briug forward statementa in Ibis
i>*rahia M.a ued "Uti~h lhua# M çf'the e .wd .poul Ilto uandr p thpe rom beor ther ouwtrh# a vbivewoidong
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sufficient to convicthon. members electedhere by theindepen-
dent electors to represent their views and act for them, of
transactions which will damage their character. The bon.
gentleman's record may be clean-1 hope it is clean. With
respect to timber limits, I am not in a position to trace him.
He has carried on his work outside this country; h. has
gone elsewhere, with his labor and his money, to develop
another country than his own. That may possibly be right
in his view, because I think his connection with that coun-
try in the past, would lead the House to believe that he was
more interested in that country than in this. He has taken,
as I have said, his great energy, industry and wealth out-
side this country to develop another, and he has gone into
timber limit speculations elsewhere, and-it is not our privi.
lege to follow him there, as we might possibly do if we
possessed the same facilities he has to reach files of docu.
ments. I say that in all the communications I have had
with the Department of the Interior, there is not
one document that I would have the elightest hesita-
tion in having spread on the Table of this House
as being of such a character as not to be a proper
and fair one from a member representing a consti-
tuency of some 25,000 or 30,000 people. It is my duty, as
the representative of my county, to facilitate in every pos-
sible way the interests of my constituents, and the Govern-
ment policy is of that character to be open and free to all
who may take an interest in helping to develop the great
North-West-and that is the object they have mainly in
view, for it is not that they might benefit individual gentle.
men-and they had a great public duty to discharge in
developing the new territory which had been lying for cen-
turies a perfect wilderness and would have been allowed to
lie for more centuries if its development had rested with
hon. gentlemen opposite. What is the evidence presented
to this House, that with the single exception of the two
gentlemen whose names have been mentioned, who have
taken some interest in the country, who have made some
wealth in it-and I congratulate them upon it-the hon.
member for West Huron (Mr. Cameron) and the hon.
member for Centre Huron (Sir Richard Cartwright);
these two gentleman have been successful; they have
invested largely, they took an interest in the country,
and they went into that market and made their purchases.
But when the hou. member for West Huron, represening
as he does a constituency himself, rises in his place time
after time and endeavors to damage the character of men
who are just as respectable and intelligent as himself, while
he claims the privilege of associating with gentlemen on
the floor of this House, when the hon. member for Leeds
(Mr. Taylor) read a lis,, which if h. had been in the House
ought to have caused him to hold his head down and blush,
-1 say that it is ont of place for that hon. gentleman and
he should be the last man to make these charges against
those who stand equally as respectable as he does, who
have simply written a ew letters on behalf of constituents
who are asking for that which they have a perfect right to
obtain, under the law of the land. With regard to myself,
i may say that I have no favors to ask of them; it
requires no favor from them to make me a Conservative
or a supporters of the Government. I am a Conservative
by birth, education and instinct. I am a Conservative
because I believe that the policy of the Conservative
Party is the best for this country, and if any requests
I have made had been refused I would still be a
Conservative and support the Government in their
policy. He contended that hon. gentlemen are influenced
in this House simply.because they are taking the Govern-
ment at its word, simply because the Government have
been placed in circumstances in which they have been
cailled apon to open up that great territory and assist in
developing the country; simply because we have assisted
otherto o the and invest thir money, as I have done

myself in some town speculations that have not turned out
well and, as has been stated by the Minister of the Interior,
in almost every one of those cases the Government have
received large sumo of money into the Treasury from the
Oorservative party because hon. gentlemen opposite repu-
diated having done anything in that country by either
taking advantage of the Government regulations or attempt-
ing anything or doing anything in that country. The
policy of gentlemen opposite bas not been to direct
their energies to the development of the country but
to devote their energies in that direction to countries other
than their own. Yet we are charged with plundering the
country, simply because we have asked on behalf of our
constituents that they shall receive such terme and condi.
tions as the Government are by law prepared to give
to other individuals. I might go into the history of
some of these transactions with which my name bas been
identified as having made applications for timb3r limits in
that country. I have not been connected with grazing
lands, though I have been requested by respectable gentle-
men on .the other side to enter into such spaculations -these
gentlemen endeavoring to induce me to take an interest in
them because, I suppose, they thought they could trap me
into it, sud it would b. a sort of salvage for them to be able
to say the hon. member for North Perth should be inter-
ested in these transactions. My hands, 1 say, are free, and
I have no transaction to the extent of a single dollar with
them, eit her in the North-Weet or elsewhere, and I am
determined that I shall not have any. My letters on behalf
of my son-in-law, a lawyer practising in the city of Toronto,
have been referred to. Re, I presume, represented some
other gentleman there. Re made application on one
occasion for six or seven townships for colonisation pur-
p oses on the terme that the Government were offering.
He did that on behalf of the Commercial Travellers
Association,of which he was solicitor. He bad already in this
louse obtained an Act of Parliament incorporating them.

They had a large surplus which they wished to invest during
the time of the boom, and they thought they could make a
good investment in the North-West, and they proposed to
take up certain tracts of land for the purpose of colonisation.
When they investigated the Governrment conditions, they
found them too severe, and tney would not take the Govern-
ment grant. They went to Montreal and they made
arrangements with the Canadian Pacific Railway and
bought land in the neighborhood of Regina-some eight or
ten townships-and they paid cash and had no transactions
with the Government at ail. They considered the Govern-
ment terme too straight and they took no investment in
them. I considered the same and I took no steps in that
direction. I want to say one or two words about another
matter. The hon. member for Simcoe has been charged
with having had a timber limit granted to him on a certain
occasion. Now I happen to know something'about that
timber limit, not that I was interested in it, but some of my
constituents were, and the hon. gentleman will not deny
that an Order in Council was passed and that he had the
privilege, as the last dying kick of that party, to have that
200 square miles so granted to him as a timber limit,
and he had three years to make the selection throughout
the country in tracte of 20 square miles-a little
here or there as it was best. I wish to explain
what I know about the matter of the interest and the credit
of the Conservative party which came in power in 1U78.
Two gentlemen, constituents of my own, who resided in
the same town, one now dead, were met by the hon. gentle-
man, and were told that he could not get this grant cou-
firmed by this Government and get the license required.
lie knew that he occupied such a position that he could not
possibly do that, but he had no hesitation in making terme
with these two gentlemen, one of them Mr. Daly, now dead,
and the other ,Tr. jarvis, and tby came here aud spent
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about a whole week endeavoring to impoess the Government,
and to the oredit of the Conservative party and the Govern.
aent they refused and canoelled the order, although these
two gentlemen would have received large advantages from
this lon. gentleman, who proposed to ereot a mill and give
them a liberal interest in it. So much for the hon. member
for Simce in connection with this matter. I do not wish
to take up the time of the House with any further reference
to these matters. There is much that could be said with
reference to the hon. member for Weet Huron, who has
made his attacks on hon. mombers on tis aide And upon
their characters. I think it comes with a very bad grace
from that gentleman, above all others on that side, that h.
should attack the reputation of hon. gentlemen on this aide,
who stand as well here and as well before the electorate of
Canada as the hon. gentleman himself does. It is well
known that the hon. gentleman found his way into this
House by ways. that are dark and ways that are devious.

Mr. COOK. I am going to remain iere. I have been
here a long time.

Mr. HESSON. I was referring to the hon. member for
West Huron, although it seeme that the boot fits the foot
of the lon. member for Simcoe. Now, I would just say
that I am not lu the slightest degree influenced lu my sup-
port of the Government by any favors that I have ever
received by the Government party. If it should come to
that, that my constituents required me to support the
policy of the Opposition at any time, I will resign my seat
not only in this ouse, but lu the country itself, because I
could not follow or work with such a party having such a
policy, if they have a policy at all. Now, I wish to illus-
trate the position the hon. gentleman places some of his
own friends in by the course hoeis pursuing to-night. The
Halifax Chronicle, a strong supporter of the party opposite,
contains this despatch, sent by some person lu Ottawa:

" OTTAWAe Ont., 26th April. Col. Ray and Mesura. Forbes, Kirk,
Robertson and McIntyre, members of the House of Gommons, have
addressed a petition to the Minister of Railways asking that a subsidy
of $3,200 a mile, granted two years ago by the Dominion Parliament,
towards the completion of the railway from Annapolis to Digby be
renehwed and increased to $6,400 per mile. Col. Ray had an interview

w ith the Mintster on the matter a few days ago, and it is probable
that the prayer of the petition will be comp1 ed with."

Now, hon. gentlemen opposite have friende who have
been hawking around this petition-I myself had some
knowledge of it-requesting the Government to grant this
subsidy. We are not going to say that this is going to in-
fluence the action of those gentlemen; that it is going to
purchase or bribe them; it may be too small a sum to pur-
chase their support permanently for the Government; but
their signatures to that petition will secure their votes for
aid to this railway, so that on that question at all events their
votes will be irfluenced. Now, what is the difference be-
tween receiving such aid from the Government as a
cash subsidy and having an interest in some timber limit or
some cattle or grazing lands, on the conditions which are open
to everybody. Are these gentlemen who support the grant
to this railway going to be forever damaged in their repu-
tations on that account ? I leave it to hon. gentlemen
opposite to say; I do not say that hon. gentlemen opposite
will be influenced in that direction; but as the hon. mem.
ber for West Huron has pointed out in two eases of gentle-
men who had formerly been strong Reformera becoming
supporters of this Government, it simply sLows that when
the amount is large enough you could buy the whole of the
hon. gentlemen on the same terms.

Mr. LISTER. I shall ask the indulgence of the House
for a very few moments. I intended to speak earlier, but
hon. gentlemen seem desirous of putting themselves rightj
before the House and the country, and I have no desire to
interfere with their efforts in that respect. The hon. mem-,
ber for Leeds (Mr, Taylor) took considerable time o.

a

show that the hon. member for West Huron had benome a
purchaser of certain lands iD the Province of Manitcba.
Now, I do not know that any person ever thought it was
a crime in a member of this House or any body else
to buy lands from the Government in the usual course,
or to buy them from third parties. So far as I was
able to make out, the list the hon. gentleman
read proved, if it proved anything, that the lands
mentioned in that list were purchased from some third
parties. Be that as it may, there is no law in this oountry
to prevent him from buying from the Government or from
anyone else and paying his money, and there can be no
wrong doing about it. The complaint made by the hon.
member for West Huron is that the members of this House
have used their positions as supporters of the Government
to get for their friends and associates advantages from the
Government that the outside public have not been able to
get. It is a remarkable fact that in the instances given by
the Minister of the Interior, he could only point out three
Reformera among all the hundreds who applied for colonisa-
tion lands. It is extraordinary that in the election of 1882,
in almost every county of Ontario, leading supporters of
the Government gave it to be understood that they had
some unusually rich thing on hand; and it is remarkable
that in my own county, and in some other counties I know
of, leading Reformera were seduced by some of these
colonisation companies into a partial desertion of
the party with which they had been allied before.
But I say that that is not the effect. The charge is that
members of this louse have used their influence with the
Government to advance their own interests; and I care not
whether they were successful or not in making money out
of those lands, the crime, if it be a crime, was the same.
When they applied for those lands, they did so with the
expectation that they were going to make enorm->us for-
tunes; and if their expectatiens have not been fulfilled, it
is the fault of fortune and not theira. A great deal has been
said to my hon. friend on my right (Mr. Cook) by hon.
gentlemen opposite. The Minister of the Interior did not
think it beneath the dignity of his position to attack the
hon. member who has not spoken in this debate, in an un-
manly, cowardly way about some transaction that occurred
in the past-something about a timber limit granted to
him by Mr. Mackenzie previous to his going out of office.
Hon. gentlemen opposite are always ready to have their
nick at my bon. friend; they are always ready to charge
him with having been peculiarly favored in being allowed
to select timber limite where he thought proper, in quan-
tities of not less than 20 miles; but I can tell the
hon. member for North Perth (Mr. Heseon) that the hon.
gentleman whom he now follows with such otentatious
zeal granted, previous to going out of office in 1873, licenses
to people to eut timber in the North-West Territories,
allowing them to select their grants in areas as small as
three square miles ; and Mr. Mackenzie, lu granting to my
hon. friend the limit spoken of, only did what the hon.
gentleman who had preceded him had done, and what hon.
gentlemen opposite now claim Mr. Mackenzie was wrong
in doing. I am not here to justify my hon. friend (Mr.
Mackenzie) or his Government, but I must say, in simple
justice to my hon. friend and hie Administration, that hon.
gentlemen opposite have no right to make such a charge.
Under the Administration of these hon. gentlemen, lu 1882,
lawyers, doctors, shoemakers, tailors, every other thing but
lumber merchants, were found applying to the Government
for timber limita. How was it lumbermen became so
numerous in this House and throughout the country ? Not
one per cent. of the applicants for limita knew anything
about saw loge or lumber, with the exception, perhaps, of
occasionally purchasing a little for their own use. Why
were these men so anxious to get timber limitea? Why
are hon. gentlemen opposite o anxious to coure limita
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through their influence with the Government? It is plain, Company has upon its stock liet the Hon. B. T. Brokg, the
members of this House not interested in timber limite Hon.John Henry Pope, inister of RailwavstheHon. M.H.
themselves, hope, by the influence they can exercise on the Cochrane and my hon. triend (Mr. Ives). These gentlemen
Government, to secure a power and support they are the etockholdere of this road. I find that another road,
had not before. Men who are getting these limite believe bonueed to a very coneidorable oxtent, and in wbich Mr.
that the acquisition of one means untold wealth to Pope is interested, reeeived at one tine $17%,000 of the
those who hold it. I am not here to speak as to people'e roney. I say t is a position which no man in thie
the quantity of timber limite granted, bad though that country ought to oeeupy, that the Minieter of Railways, a
system is, but to speak of the manner in which the Govern- member of the Govornment, eharged with tho care, to a
ment has used its power for the purpose of keeping itself in certain oxtent, of the ronoys of the people, a membor of
office. The Government bai granted with a lavish band thie Bouse ehould vote to bimeelfand the road be is directly
the timber limits of this country, which we ought to husband interested in $175,000 of the people'e money. Another hon.
for those who are to come after us ; it has granted our landsgentleman, hie een-in-law, Mr. Ives site in thie Houe
with a lavish hand; it has given away recklessly coal lande, also and Le no doubt participates, because heje a etockholder
the fuel that ought to be preserved for ourselves and future in the road and ehares in the profite which, no doubt, muet
generations. Not only ihat, but it has placed its Lands in Le paid from that railway. 1 flnd that the rnad ha been
the public Treasury to pav out money to one of the greatest further bonused to the exteut of $2,550,900 for the construc-
monopolies in the North-West, Sir A T. Galt's coal mono- tion ef a road frorn Montreal to the rond in which Mr. Pope
poly. Bad as those things are, calculated as they are to j interested, and whicb willform a link of the new road.
destroy the independence of Parliament, these are not the I say it is a diegrace to this country that a Minister of Rail-
only actions for which the Government must be held res- ways, owning the International Road, whih ho had owned
ponsible. So far as the railway policy is concerned. it bas for fine or ton years, which this country owed nothing t
been infinitely worse. Hon. members opposite are directly should core to thie liuse and ask thie Parliament to give
interested in millions of dollars granted by this Govern- him the enormous sum cf 8146,000 for placing iron upon
ment for the purpose of promoting railways in which they the road owned by him and buit years Lefore, and which
themselves are interested. The disclosure made yesterday there was ne reason in the wide world for aqsieting by bonus
in reference to a railway under discussion muet have shocked or by anything else. I find these two gentlemen are stock.
any person who heard them. We bad letters produced holders iu that road. They are, as my bon. friend fron
here in which the hon. member for West Toronto is called ]uron said, the Lead, body and tail of the whole concern. I
"the boy," and in which it is stated ho was looking for go further and I find that the Pontiac and Pacifie Janetion
$640,000 for himseolf. We have another "boy, " according Railway from Aylmerto Pembrokewasbonueedte the extent
to all rumors, in a gentleman who sits in this louse, the of $270,000. Thie road is owned by the Secretary of
hon. mem ber for North Simcoe (Mr. McCarthy). On turning State. li a stoekholder and the rosi owner cf the road,
up the reports, I find that ho is one of the corporators of the and it is owned by Seuator Ogilvie and the hon. moiner
Northern and Pacifie Junction Railway. I find that that for North Renfrew (Kr. White), These are the stockbold-
road was bonused, while the hon. gentleman was a member ers Ln the road. Doe anyone toit me that, under those
of this Ilouse; I find that ho, a corporator of that company, circurntances, t je a emal thing for three hon. members cf
was an applicant to the Government to grant the road thie liuse, eue of then a Minieter cf the Crown, te core
$12,000 per mile, the first grant being $6,000, and that being te Parliament snd ssk this Pariarent te give theu
supplemented by another of 86,000 per mile. I find the $210,000. Itisamonetroue and disgracefulthingthatany
bon. member for North Simce (Mr. McCarthy) wasmember cf Parliament ehould Le a corporator in a railway
interested in shares of the stock of that railway company, Is-eking nid fror this Geverument. I ean underétand hon.
believe, of the majority of the sock. The Hon. Frank gentlemen assisting and promoting a railway paesing
Smith, Senator, the Hon. James Turner, Senator, and Mr. through their county as far se they eau, but they have ne
Dalton McCarthy, member for North Simoee, are upon the right te become corporators, aud they have ne right te
list of shareholders of that company. The Hon. Frank place themselves in the position cf receiving a direct bene-
Smith, the Hon James Turner, Mr. McCarthy and Mr. John fit from the moneyA whieh may be granted Ly the Govern-
Stewart, appeared to hold shares to the extent of 1,820 out ment. I find the Gatineau Railway Company was bonused
of 2,000, so that the hon. member for North Simcoe (Mr. te the exteut cf 8160,000, and 1 find that the hon. mon-
MoCarthy) and his friends controlled entirely the Northern ber for Ottawa (Mr. Mackintosh), the hon. member for
Pacific Junction Railway, and the hon. gentleman not only Pontiac (Mr. Bryson), sud Mr. Alouzo Wright are
controls the stock of that road, but he is sitting in this the stockholdere cf that Company. 0f course these
House to-day as a member and as the president of the rail-hon, gentleman are perfectly independent. 0f course they
way which Las been bonused to this enormous extent. And, will condemn the Goverinment when if je wrong, juet as if
if I am correctly informed, there bas never been a cent put thcy Lad nover get a bonus for their re The Montreal
into the road, exeept the bonuses granted by this Govern. and Western Railway was honused te the extent cf 8180,000;
ment. i believe it is a tact that the directors of the company snd, again, I find the lion. Mr. Chaplesu, Mr. J. J. 0.
are attemptiug to sell the bonds of the road, having kLbott sud Mr. Joseph Tassé, member for Ottawa, are the
authority, I believe, to bond it 'to the extent of cerpcrators eo that company. The ecretary cf State and
$25,000 a mile. I am informed that the bonds, whentwo merbers cf Parliamont are the cerporafors in that
sold, added to the bonus given by this Government, will ccmpanv. wbich Las upon the Statuts-bock the right te
more than pay for the construction of the road. I am told, draw 8160,000 cf the money cf the people cf this country.
whether correctly or net, that there waà $100,000 in that I find &gain that the Miramichi Railway is entitled te a
road for the promoters. I would ask that hon. gentleman, bonns cf $128,000 voted by this Governent, and that Kr.
if the rumor is true, which i circulated throughout the Temple, the member for York, is deeply intere'4ed in that
country, that ho and his associates will make at least railway.
$500,000 out of the road. That is the statement made. It
may not be impossible in the opinion of the hon. gentleman, Mr. TEVPLE. r Log your pardon; I arnnt intereeted
but I say it is impossible to believe that an hon. gentleman in any shape or form in that railway, net Lu the slightest.
occupying the position ho does in this eHouse can be other- Mr. LISTER. if the bon. gentleman ays ho Le net
wise than under the influence of the Government, under intereeted Ln tbe road, cf course I gladly taie the word cf
such oircumetances. I find that the International Railway-the hon. gentleman, buafarusmyinveetig4tion hugone,
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I had such facts as satisfied me, until the hon. pentleman
spide the statement now, that ho was interestodin the road.
The St. Louis and Richibucto Road was bonused to the ex.
tent of $22,400, and I find that the hon. member for Kent
(Mr. tandry) is a stockholder in that road. It is a little
road six miles ong running through the county ofKent in
the village of St. Louis, and ie brnused as well by the Local
Government. The hon. gentleman's -name appears upon
the stock list as a stockholder to the extent of $2,000. There
is also the Hopewell and Alma Railway, which had a bonus
of $51,200. That is a short local road, and it was secured I
believe by the member for Albert (Mr. Wallace.) I am un-
able to say whether he is a stockholder in that road or a
corporator.

Mr. WALLACE. I am not a corporator or a stookholder.
Mr. LISTER. The Caraquet Railway-
Some hon. MEMBERS. Take that back.
Mr. LISTER. I said Idid not know whether he had any

interest in it or not.
- Mr. FARROW. What is the question before the House ?

Mr. SPEAKER. It is quite in order. It is about the
resources dealt with by Parliament or by the Executive.

Mft. LIS 'ER. I find the Caraquet Railway in New
Brunswick was bonused to the extent of $176,000. From
all the information that I have been able to get, it is a purely
local road, and it was a road built by the hon. member for
Gloucester, (Mr. Burns). The member for Gloucester, a
member of this House, is the whole company with the
exception of giving stock sufficient to other directors to
qualify them upon the board. That hon. member for Glon-
cester pocketed 8176,000 of the money of the people of this
country. Of course that gentleman is an independent man,
of course that gentleman is free of the Government. And
ho is conductor of the road as well.

Mr. BOWELL. Is he the fireman too ?
Mr. LISTEU. It cannot be charged that hoe can be

influenced in the support he gives to this Govornment. I
find the road from Metapedia was also bonused to the ex-
tent of $300,000 and that this road runs through the county
of Bonaventure and benefits Mr..Riopel and Mr. McGreevy,
the member for Quebec. I find that another road, the
Brie ai nd Huron Road, was bonused to the extent of $96,000.
I am informed that a member of this House received anf
charged for geaug the bonus from ithe Government 10
per cent upon the amoant so received.

Some hon. MEMBERS. Name.
Mr. LISTER. Perhaps it would not be as well.
Some hon. MEMBERS. Name.
Mr. LISTER. The Ontario and Pacific-
Mr. HAGGART. I ask that the words of the hon. mem-

ber be taken down.
Ur. LISTER, The Ontario and Pacific Railway-
Some hon. MEMBERS. Order.
1r. SPEAKER. What is the question ?

Mr. HAGGART. The hon. member stated that a mem-
ber of this House had received 10 per cent.-

Mr. LISTER. No.

Mr. HAGGART-of the amount of money given to that
road.

Mr. LISTER. I said nothing of the kind. What I said
was this. I said I was informed that an hon. member of
this louse had agreed he should roceive 10 per cent. upon
the bonds received.
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Mr.SPEAKER.L It is a very serious oharge to ske
against any member.

Mr. BOWELL. Let the officai reporterstate the wordle

Mr. SPEAKER. It is a very seriouscharwemadeî*finst
any member of the House, and, if the nane l asked b, I
think some definite charge should be made, because it 's a
statement against every member until the member isemed.
I hope the ion. gentleman will withdraw the statement.

Mr. LISTER. Very well, Mr. Speaker, I will withdraw
the statement in the meantime.

Some hon. MEMBERS. Oh.
Mr. LISTER Hon. gentlemen will probably have an

opportunity to laugh another way. Very weli, I withdraw
the statement in the meantime, in deference to the Speaker
I find, Sir, that the Ontario and Pacifie Railway, running
through Cornwall to Perth, has been bonused to the extent
of $262,400, and that the hon. member for Cornwall (Mr.
Bergin) and the hon. member for Renfrew (1r. White) are
stockholders in that company. Tet these hon. gentlemen
think that it is quite consistent with their position as
members of Parliament.

Mr. BERGIN. Allow me to correct the hon. gentlemD.
As far as I am myself oonoerned, it is all right; but so far
as the hon. member for North Renfrew is concerned, it is a
pity that a Grit sbould be charged with anything 6o
abominable as being director of a railway company.

Mr. LISTER. I mean Mr. White, as the member for
Renfrew. I find, Sir, that in 1885, this Parliament granted
ta the Ottawa, Waddington and Northern Transportation
Railway 8166,000, and that the hon. member for North
Renfrew (Mr. White), the hon. members for Ottawa (Ne.
Tassé and Mr. Mackintosh), are stockholders in the com.
pany. I find that the New Brunswick and Prince Edward
Island Railway Company, which rune through ithe county
of Westmoreland, represented in this ouse by the hon.
member for Westmoreland (Mr. Wood), was bonaused to the
extent of 8118,400. I find that the Montreal and Oham;
plain Railway was bonused to the extent of $300,000, and
that the hon. member for Champlain (Mr. Montplaisir).
is a st'-kholder, I believe, in that road. I find the Long
Sault Railway was bonused to the extent of $25,600, and the
hon. menber for Pontiac (Mr. Bryson) is a stockholder lu
that road. I find that the Gatineau Railway Company has
been incorporated by this House, and that the hon. mem-
ber for Ottawa County (Mr. Wright), and the two hon.
members for Ottawa city, and the hon. member fir Pontiao1
are stockholders.

Mr. MACKINTOSH. Did I understand the hon. mcm.
ber to state that the Ottawa and Gatineau Bailway Cosn.
pany was incorporated by charter from this Parliament ?

Mr. LISTER. I did not say it was incorporated by a
charter from this Parliament; I said it was bonused by hia.
Parliament, and I think to the extent of $300,000.

Mr. MACKINTOSHI. I misunderstood t hem. gentle.
man.

Mr. LISTER. Well, is that right ?

Mr. MACKINTOSH. It is your business to M ut
Mr. LISTER. I find that the Éivière du lmun

mundston Railway is bonused to the extent o $d498 ,and
I am informed that the hon. member for Té (%r.
Grandbois) and the hou. Mini r of In as
atockholders. The Stellartontoilway t;o 1tâ b
bonused by this Parliament Vo a very onsiderat zs"l,
and the ion. member for Pictou (I(r. Tuppr)i, I am
informed, one of the stockholders of this roAd or, at aU
events, a promoter of it. We also find that hd raitiwa
we were speaking about yesterday ha for on* ö d p
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directors the hon. member for Pictou, along with
the hon. gentleman for West Toronto. Now, Sir, I have
only taken the returns for the past two years, and with the
exception of the last mentioned railway, I have ccnfined
myself to the Provinces of Quebec, Ontario and the Lower
Provinces, and I find, according to the records, that a large
number of the members of this House are not only corpora-
tors, but stockholders in roads which bave been largely
bonused by the people of this country. I have observed,
yesterday and to-day, that hon. gentlemen readily jump up
and deny that they have any interest in these matters, and
some hon. gentlemen on the other side of the House are
frank enough to admit that this state of things which have
been going on in the past, should be put an end to. Sir, if
it is wrong, as bas been. stated in this House, to receive a
trifing sum of money under a contract, it is infinitely a
greater violation of the Independence of Parliament Act,
that hon. gentlemen should hold seats in this House
while they receive benefits from the Government by
being interested in railways bonused by this Gov-
ernment. Hon. gentlemen evade the independence
of Parliament Act by having their businesses made
into joint-stock concerna, such as the Montreal Ga-
zette, and other concerne, as otherwise they would not
have a right to sit here. If that Act is not sufficiently broad
to take in these cases, then it should be amended. I say it
isa disgrace to this country. There is not another Legislature
in the world, net excepting Central and South America,
where members of the Legislature can be charged with being
so directly under the influence of the Government as can be
charged against members sitting in this House. Cori upt
as we are in the habit of calling the United States, I say
that if hon . gentlemen occupied similar positions in the
State Legislatures to the position they occupy here, public
opinion would soon drive them from public life. Sir, I
think the time is coming rapidly when the people of Canada
will, in unmistakable language, say that tbis sort of things
muet be stopped, and they will say to the hon. gentlemen
in this House who have been gui lty of trafficking in railways,
of benefiting from bonuses granted to railways, that they
eau no longer hold seats in this House, that they
must give up the one position or the other. I say
it is not safe, under these circumstances, for the
people to allow such men to represent them. If a man
wants to invest in railways, and wants to make a rapid for-
tune, let him resign his position iu this House, or not come
bore at all. We cannot condemn this thing too strongly ;
4ud i believe that unless the people awaken to a sense of'
what is proper and right, there is danger in the future. I
would say with the hon. member for North Norfolk (Mr.
Charlton), that we are fast driftiug jutoa state of despotism.
We all know what history has told us, that before despo.
tism is born, corruption bas to wipe ont the institutions of
the people, and we are fast drifting into that condition to-
day, when mon will be found to justify almost any act of
corruption in this House. Ail hon. gentlemen admit this
is not right, yet are they prepared to support legislation to
prevent it in future ? If they are, it is the duty of the
Government to bring in such legislation as will forever pre-
vent any hou. member holding a seat in this House who
receives from the Government any direct or indirect advan-
tages, further than the pay ho is entitled to draw as a mem-
ber of this Bouse.

Mr. POSTER. I call the attention of the hon. gentleman
who has just taken his seat to what I am sure was an unin-
tentional omission. In his list of martyrology which he
has held up to us, I am afraid ho has forgotten to include
among those guilty of sncb infamous and unworthy acts,
two hon. gentlemen who sit on his own side of the House. I
think, if 1 mistake not, &128,000 have been voted to the
Central Railway whicb rn through a portion of Queen'sj

MJr. Lrna.

and King's counties, and if I mistake not, two of the hon.
gentlemen who are trusted by my hon. friend who ha just
sat down, the mem ber for Queen's and the member for Sun-
bury, have been guilty of the infamous conduct of being
directors of that road.

Mr. LANDRY (Kent). I will not impose a speech on the
House, but as my name has been mentioned in connection
with railways in New Brunswick I desire to offer a ew words
of explanation. If the hon. gentleman who a few moments
ago made such a violent speech is as far astray in regard to
thoother names he bas used in his conclusions-notinthe fact
of my being a stockholder- -as he has with respect to myself,
his speech will not be worth much where those gentlemen
are known. So far as I am concerned, whatever effect it
may have in Ontario, whatever prejudice it may arouse
against me where I am not known, where the enterprise is
not known, and the circumstances are not known, I cannot
avoid. It may be that with the hon. gentleman's loud voice
and violent denunciation of members where I am not
known, prejudice may serve him in running an election.
But in the county I represent, and where this enterprise is
known, I do not fear his criticism, and he may send down
his speech by bushels if he desires. The St. Louis Branch
is a branch of railway that runs entirely through the county
I represent. The company was incorporated, not by
charter granted by this House but by a charter of the Legis-
lature of New Brunswick. In that county as in other parts
of New Brunswick it is not an easy matter to build a rail-
way, and find a sufficient number of stockholders to
interest themselves in the undertaking by taking stock and
making themselves liable for payments on it without
expecting to ever receive a cent on the road. And
therefore when this stock list was opened my friends
and those who were anxious to see the road built came and
asked me to take stock for the purpose of encouraging
the undertaking, I did so without expecting to obtain the
return of a single cent. I never became a director and
never handled a cent directly or indirectly; no money has
passed through my hands down to the present time, and I
never expect to get a cent. I became a stockholder either
just before I became a member of Parliament or imme-
diately I had been elected, and the people thought that, as
representative of the county I could more efficiently serve
them. and give the enterprise more support by having my
same on the stock list-not support in this House, but at
home-as the representative of the county than otherwise,
and I could not very well refuse in view of the law which
did nou prevent members of Parliament becoming stock-
holders. But since the discussion took place before the
Railway Committee, and objections have been taken, I have
thought it better to withdraw entirely from the road; and
I have done so. I have written to the board of directors,
asking them to have my name struck off the stock list and
my stock cancelled so far as I am concerned. I have
written the president, among other things, as follows:-

" I do this in view of the discussion had here on the general subject
and to silence adverse criticism. As you know I never benefited in a
pecuniary way by being a stockholder, nor did I ever expect to ; yet I
desire to ip ot even the utuspicion. of my being pecuniarily interested

while a mnbe of Parlianent. The branch wil stlm have my be t
wishes and my best efforts for its muccess."

I repeat that I never made one cent out of the railway, I
never handled any money, I never knew anything particu-
lar about it beyond the fact that the directors had entered
into a contract for building the road by which they gave
all the bonuses, both local and federal, to the contractors,
and that I do not expect to ever receive one cent. That is
about the way I have been influenced by my conneotion
with this railway. If other bon. members are similarly
situated all I can say is that the charges made wiU not
affect them very much where they are knows
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Mr. MACKiNTOSH. I do not, of course, desire to detain
the House, but in view of the charges made against hon.
members, some withdrawn so soon as questioned, I think it
due to myself and due to the constituency I represent to
offer a few remarks regarding the insinuations, if not
charges, made against me. This discussion oommenced
on the subject of timber limita; it has gradadlly drifted into
a question of railway subsidies, a question fully discussed
yesterday and just as fully discussed to-night. My friend,
the hon. member for North Norfolk (Mr. Charlton) pro-
ceeded, without investigating the subject, without giving
notice to those he intended to charge with high crimes
and misdemeanors-although I do not believe any hon.
gentleman bas been guilty of those crimes and misdemean-
ors-without any notice whatever to charge me with
baving, as a member of Parliament, degraded Parliament
by personal application to the Government of a party which
I have supported since 1867 -benefited by my position as
a supporter of the Government by securing a grant of timber
limits.

Mr. CHARLTON. No.

Mr. MACKINTOSII. I can only say that never since I
entered Parliament have I made application to the Govern-
ment for a timber limit or for a colonisation land reserve.
In 1882, before I was returned to Parliament, several
friends of mine wished to get a timber limit, and they
asked me if I oould apply and assist them. I did so. Where
that timber limit was I have no idea. I simply recommended
them, and immediately on being elected to Parliament
wrote refusing to have anything to do with the matter. The
lease has expired, and I ne ver received a dollar of profit out
of it. So far as the colonisation company is concerned, in
May. 1882, I was asked by a gentleman named Moore,
and two or three others in this city to assist them
in getting a grant of land in the Prince Albert
district. Shortly after, I was asked to give up any right
in favor of the Press Colonisation Çompany, which I did
willingly. I do not remember the numbers of the
lots, and almost forget the - circumstances, and even
what officer of that company it was who asked
if I had any objection to giving up our claim. I said
I had no desire or interest in preventing it, and that
we would surrender it with the groatest pleasure. There is
ail the profit and the emolument that I received in connec-
tion with lands in the North-West prior to entering this
Parliament. I never received a dollar from any man since
I entered this Parliament or before I entered, for advocating
his interests in connection with North-West lands or coloni-
sation companies, or for surrendering any right or claim I
had. Now, Sir, my hon. friend for West Wellington
has stated in his place that the hon. member for Ottawa
County has benefitea as a member of Parliament by being a
promoter of the Gatineau Railway. This is absolutely
wrong. That company was organised under a provincial
charter. I was thon mayor of the city of Ottawa, and the City
Council requested me as mayor to do all I could to advance
the interests of that enterprise. At that time I had no idea
of entering Parliament : I think it was in the fall of 1881. I
did all I possibly could to advance the interests of that en-
terprise; my late lamented friend Mr. Currier was thon the
member for the city, and applied to the Government
in 1382 for a bonus towards assisting in the building
of that road. The Government ut that time, and
before I entered Parliament, promised through Sir Charles
Tupper, thon Minister of Railways, to grant a bonus the next
Session which was done. 'S0 far as the Gatineau Railway is
concerned, I have not got a dollar from it; I put my money
into it honestly and honorably and have made an offer to
those who are interested in it to return the money which
I put in the enterprise and that if they did that I would
only be too glad to be relieved of it. The people of Ottawa

who know me are aware that I have not traflioked in that
enterprise, that I have not made money out of it and have
never used it for the purpose of benefiting myself, bat that
I became connected with it when mayor of Ottawa and fIt I
was in duty bound, in justice to myself and my reputation,
and in justice to the city of Ottawa, to take the ourse
which I did, and aIl the sneers and charges of hon. gentWl.
mon will not doter me from pursuing the strict path which
I have marked out for myself. We have heard a good dmal
on the other side of this louse about endeavoring to justify
our conduct by referring to what Reformers did in the past.
The reason I have always adopted that policy is that hon.
gentlemen paraded the country endeavoring to make people
believe that of all men they were of the kingdon of heaven,
they were of all men most desirous for the independence
of Parliament, they were the purest of the pure. Hou.
gentlemen know me well enough to be aware that I am
perfectly conversant with their record, and I assert that no
party ever existed since Confederation, or since respoasible
government was introduced, who have degraded themselves
as hon. gentlemen have, and yet they have the audaeity to
charge -

Mr. McMULLEN. What about Mr. Whitehead?
Mr. MACKINTOSH. I cannot hear what th. hon gentle.

man says, but certainly desire him to speak if ho wishes.
An hon. ME&MBER. He wants to rnow about Whitehead.
Mr. MACKINTOSH. And perhaps you want to know

something about Glasgow where you degraded the name
of Canada? I will tell you about that presently. S0 fa? as
I am concerned with regard to the matter to which my hon.
friend for West Wellington has referred, I say that before a
commission I have shown that I was agent for Mr. White.
head when the Reform party were in power, and was the
man who advised Mr. Whitehead to save his own credit and
stop giving money to assist in the elections of hon.gentlemen
on that side of the House. I have the documents to prove,
if they desire, my connection with Mr. Whitehead. It is
an old, old story, threadbare through age, but all I can say
is that I sold the only p operty I had in Ottawa to pay
notes in the banks in Ottawa in connection with that
matter, and the hon. gentleman knows that, or else if ho
does not know it ho should not say without being con-
versant with the facts.

Mr. MoMULLEN. What did thejudges say about it?
Mr. MACKINTOSH. I am interrapted, but if the hon.

gentleman wants to know what thej 'dge said it was this
that no proof was adduced to show that I exercised any
influence, direct or indirect, in order to get exclusive
privileges for Joseph Whitehead. Now, what does the hon.
gentleman say? When interrupted, I was prooeeding to
say that those opposite had, notwithstanding their record,
the audacity to charge Conservaties with corruption. As
hon. gentlemen contend that we have no right to justify
everything we do by references to their action, I will give
them the maxim of their old leader, the gentleman whom
they deposed, the gentleman whom my hon. friend from
Simcoe could tell something about, in these very Glasgow
transactions, if ho desired. H. said in 1877, when he was
then Premier of this country, addressing an audience at
Unionville:

" Par be it from me to cite their example ai any justification of any
single act of mine. I know I should have very little standing room in
your presence if my defence was based on anything o weak as that, but
when they say, as they do say, if not directly, certainly inferentially,
that we are guilty of certain things, they mean, of course, that thee
things are wrong. If they are wrong, how are they to justify themielve
in relation to matters exactly in the same lino which they have done. I
say we have done nothing that can in the slightest de jtif the
attack which has been made upon us; but I say far r that if you
charge that these things are wrong, how are your own actions in regard
to the samematters; how doyon justify theom?"
Now, in referring to a matter which it -suits hon. gentle-
men opposite to deem ancient history, I have always worked
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upoa this maxim, and I have said if yon were right how do was. I ask hon. gentlemen who put the oxisting lai on the
yo tur, about now and tell ne in the courso of a few Statute-book, and why they put it there? The Governmeet
months that we are wrong in doing the same thing? Con- of the hon. member for East York inserted that clausein the
sequently, I may remind them that they are preaching and Act-and what for? For the very purpose of allowing hon.
frofoesing what they never seemed to belier e when in power. gentlemen opposite to participate in profits derived from

They cauet posibly forget that the Bon. Senator Foster, business done through companies with the Government. And
who is nov dead, not oSly received a contract from the yet, as soon as they were caught, so soon as the publie-oye
Goveranaent, but that the bande of the Ministers were was on them, instead of facing the public and admitting tbey
thrust into the Exchequer, and $45,000 of publie money had done wrong, they brazened out the offence and used a
taken therefrom amd paid to Mr. Foster. Nor can they powerful majority to bolster up their corrupt cause. This
forget that members of this House owning railways, had was the provision they placed on the Statute-book:
many tons of rails loaned to them by the Government in "This Act shall not extend to disqualif any person as a member of
oredar to enable them to construct their roads. I the House of (ommons, by reason of his eing a sharéholder in any in-
roeember one particular instance in whieh an hon. gentle- corporated company having a contract or agreementwiththeQoernment
m.b rose in this House and condemned the Government et Canada, except cmpanies ndertaking contract for the luËding ofthe ail; li wet bcir o hs ~ publie works, and any company incorperated fur the construction or
for not giing him'the rails; he went back to his con- working of any part of the Oanadian Pacifie Railway."
stitueits and said: " I told Mr. Mackenzie that if he would Why was that passed? because Mr. Norris, wlho was un-
kot give me rails enough to rail my road, I would not seated for his offence, waa proved guilty of having received
auppnt is Government." What was the result i The 840,000 of patronage from the Government of Mr. Mlacken-hon. aatkman got the rails, and ho sapported the Govern- 2ie, and by whitewashing him, they opened the way for
mont. Now, there is not an hon. gentleman opposite who further inroads on the publie Treasury, and placed on the
believes that any favor the Government could grant would Statute-book, this clause which they now blâme Conserva-
nuake me a mord ardent supporter than I am. I have always tives fer having traneacted business u»der,
besen a Conservative, aithongh I have endeavored to treat .vIng trneaetesined.
my oppQnents as courteonsly as possible. But I desire to Mr. MILS. Mr. Norris resigned.
dfrect t.i1ir attention to the opinion of an hon. gentle- Mr. MACKINTOSHI. H1e did resign, but when on a
man, whose opinion they ought to respect, whose opinion publie platform ho was accused by Mr. Miller of having a
they did once respect when ho had power and patronage; I contract with the Government, ho denied it, and expressed
refer to the hon. member for East York (Mr. Mackenzie). the wish that his hand might wither before ho would sign
Mny bonS. gentlemen present must rocall, as I recall, a contract with the Government ; and when the investiga-
sittmag in tbe prose gallery at the time, that in 18-7 tion took place in this House, it was found that ho might not
the Zpeaker of the House was charged with receiving have signed the contract, but that one of his relatives prob-
patromage from "he Government, and Mr. McLeod, a mem- ably signed it, and he became again a candidate for the repre,
ber froua New Brunswick, was charged with receiving sentation of the county of Lincoln, and the hon. member for
*10000 for transporting rails; what was the defence of the Bothwell knows that. Now,we have been told that this Govern-
hon. member for East York at that time, when the leader of ment has assisted its friends by giving them timber limita.
the- present Government made those charges against hon. M y hon. friend the Minister of the, Lnterior has made
gentlemen? H nid, addressing an audience at Newmarket: it perfectly clear that there has been no favoritiam shown

"No lusiguage could be too strong to denounce such a statement as towards Conservatives-that Liberala as wel as Conserva-
this. I recollect reading as incident related of a man who was known tives have had the opportunity of doing business with the
teg m xqV 4e emboys came up frem ehnd, ok oututhtaiborarDepartment of the Interior; but we can remember when
o the waggon. Mis herses sprung forward, and he looked back to see al, that hon gentleman, referred to in this debate as the sturdy
his pP ns rolling down the hill. He at speechlu, and the boy and unbending Premier of Ontarin, MXr. Mowa, made grants

•411 dpp't o sar?' 'I can't ; why, no language can do jus- of timber limits to bis frienda. Wecan- refflwhen the, Hon.e te toceasion.' No language, I say, can be put in the mouth ofiionçrship of<Cown Lands
mn te denouncée se aWeless a pièce of political refligacy-to R. W. Scott secured the commi

sagh a speechas that from a gentleman in his high position - under the Administration of Mr. Blake, in consequence of aament so scandalous in its conception, se infamous In its utter- telegram sent to him from the city of Ottawa, aying,
"Do not take anytbing unless you eau get, tue Crown

4t tr t.ime the preent leader of the Government was Lands." So soon as those gentlemen were in power we
the existing Governmont for its offences against find that Olive, Davidson & Co.-r. Oliver being at the

t e dence of Parliament Act. The hon. member time a member of the Local Legislature-purchased 24,800
f r l àYork further said: acres in 1872-73 from the Ontarir. Government in the town-

t hlm ame a xmember or a man who, as hé says, was bought by ships of Blake, Crooks, and Pardee, in the Thun4er Bayth n o a contract. Surely he does not refer to the case of Mr. District, obtaining minerai land at $1 per acre. This did
Âin ,fô,s e e euoe knows, 1 had ne firmer and féw abler support-

man fPadiament than-themember for Gloucestar from te moment Inot give them the title to the pine timber. but after
frat office. We had worked together in almost everything since I the purchase, Mr. Oliver procured an Order in Coueil
mat in ariament ; an it is a curious thing if one is to be obliged to allowing the owners of the land to purchase the pine on

the property at 50 cents an acre. Oliver, Davidson &
The Eform party were jubilant over this maxim; but Co., availed themselves of this Order, and in, October, .1813
today, ready to turn with any fashionable gale, they con- it was revoked. Oliver, Davideon & Co. secured thoir lands
dqmn those who, not in their own interests, but in the at $1 an acre, re-sold them again for some $97ß001and
iterWeat of heoconatituencies they represent, are endeavoring they are held to-day by Mr. Carpenter at 4400,000. More

to advane public enterprises by expending a portion Of the than that, I will tel hon. gentlemen that in the case f fMr.surplus an aive and industrious Conservative Government Birkett, a wealthy and influential citison cf Ottawa, when
have roli¢d up. We are to be condemned as criminals by he was refused by the present Government a renewal of the
hon. gentlemen opposite, who placed on the Statute-book lease he had in the disputed territozy,, on the ground that
theVery liw tþat sllows members of Parliament to be share- the dispute between the Ontario and [theDominion Govern-

lq1dersn dorpr'tions which secure patronage from the Gov- men te was not settled, theB secretary and organiser of the
ernment; they are prepared to assume a virtue though they Reform party, Mr. Preston, wrote a letter to his father in
know tay have it not. Now, Sir, what is the truth with re- this city, saymng that if Mr. Birkett would give hi= one-
gar4 ttis Iopendepge of Parliament Act? We have been half inbere4, ho would seonre the- title from MMr. Mowat,
Ttoured to-nght abont it, and have been told how wrong it and Mr. Birkett could endeavor to settle his matter sM thf

(r. MACKnTMos,
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end of the line, e- far as the Dominion Government was
concerhnd. That is the inàitner in which these gentlemen,

egistala opposition, deal with the public domain when in
o . I gret hWlng to trouble the Rouse, but I do not

deirte túit do* withoht showing the unfairnes of the
attack made by the hou. member for North Norfolk (Mr.
Charlton) and the hon. member for West Huron (Mr.
Cameron). They insindated that every gentleman who
wrote a letter In faver of a constituent or anyone in
any part of the conntry, for the purpose of promoting any
transaction the lutier might have had with the Department
of the Interior, was guilty of corruption. Let hon. gentlemen
look bac a'in "-d see the position in whieh they place their
leader, the hon. member for West Durham, by this conten-
tion. W. rernembei' that when his party controlled
this flòuse, in I1'Z4 ho wrote a letter in favor
of bis friend, kt. koore. Row he repudiated the
chàrg,, how, s a pure-Minded statesman and tht,

iu t ou f the pmest l Uen that ever lived, it etrt
hii tq the hiesrt to be euspected of anything wroeng.
What did 'the rght hon. the irst Minister Bay on that-ocea-
sin ? Ré etatéd, at ôùce, he believed the transaction was
correct, so fAr as the hon. nteraber for West Durham was
concerned. The Fi-t Mffnister had the manliness to staed
by the member for West Durham. Then that hon. gentle.
smav wrote:

"IY DARà MAcKEuzI,-David IMoor of Walkerton, asks me to inform
you ihat he i about to tender for the Goderich works, and I doso
accordingly. I told kny friend Moore that an introduction was unne-
cessary, as you would let the work fairly without respect of person."

Mtr. IRVINE. Tell us all about the Pacifie scandal too;
tell us the whole of it.

Mr. MACKINTOSH. I promised to refer to the Glasgow
scandal, but I certainly do not desire to detain the House.
I eau assure the hon. gentleman that the two men who
made surveys with regard to the amount of timber on the
hon. gentleman's land which was sold in Glasgow, are doing
well and growing fat under the Ontario Government. See
how fairly the right hon. the First Minister acted with the
hon. mem ber for West Durham at that time, and that hon.
gentleman proudly quoted the words which the right hon.
the First Minister had said in his behalf. This was the
language used by the First Minister:-

""he letter written by the hon. Minuister of Juastice was highly credit-
able te him-it wasa letter whieh Kr. Moore had a right to ask from
him. Mir.,Moore supportedthe bon. Minister of Justice as the candidate
for *orth Bruoe in ,,67. Hewha, thterefore, a friend of the hon. gentie-
'man, ànt had a iïht to reeivè a Yetter stating anl *e hon. gentleman
doetni honetly tate. the ton. MinWter of Jespee was not in any way
pern.aally responsiledr thaloss of those $2000 to the country."

I;r. M ILI. I woeld ike the hon. gentleman to say
whether be dosenot kew that his leader afterwards with-
drew 1hât staWtmeen't -ad reiterated the charges made by
hie fbHioers against Mr. Blake.

Mr. MACKINTOSK. I am not aware what subsequent
evdence was produced to change the opinion of the First
Minister, but I can simply say that taking the charge as it
came up in this Roue, without investigating it, he was
wifing to absolve the hon. member for West Durham, while
hon. gentlemen opposite attack us without giving us an
hour's notice, and on the flimsiest possible foundation.
I am sorry to have detained the House so long, but,
must say in concluding that never since I have
entered Parliament have L known what it was to receive
one dollar et publie money improperly; never have I
received one dolist of publie money for services rendered to
any corporaton, and when I hear these charges made,
natursliy enough feel indignant4knowimg what have doue,
knowing Iam a poor ma , thatil have kept my honor a-3a
membero We tHlous of Oommons clar-and, potless.

Sotsb M3%BE ?0. Oh ea

Mr. MACKINTOSH. Hon. gentlemen may sneer. It
is the nature of some human beings not to know what ho-
esty is, not to believe publie men can be hnest ; and wh.a
Smeet that claiss of men, I am prone to be very SuS-
picious of their character. So far as I am concerned, ando s
far, I believe, as my brother members are eoncerned, the
eharges of hon. gentlemen are groundless. If they have
any direct charges to make, let them formulate them where
we can meet them. It is not fair, while the lips of the
bon. member for West Toronto (MIr. Beaty) are closed, to
allow tho evidence of irresponsible men without this House,
men suspected of perjury, whose testimony would not be
accepted in any court of law, to go against the solid opinion
of Parliament. Hon. gentlemen may themselves be in
power some day-

Some hon. MEMBERS. No.
Mr. MACKINTOSH. I do not insinuate that the hon.

member for Simoe (Mr. Cook) will ever live to se. that day,
or that the hon. member for Carleton, N.B. (blr. Irvine),
will live to see it; but the hon. member for Queen's, P.B.L
(Mr. Davies), and some other of the younger members inay,
and as hon. gentlemen opposite put utterances on record at
one period that come up against them now, soawill the record
of their utterances to-day come up against them in the
future. I say it is only right to deal honest ly between man
and man, to have courtesy towards one another, and if we
have done wrong, let hon. gentlemen arraign us before a
committee of the House. Knowing hon. gentlemen on this
side, I believe them to be as guiltless and as fair-minded as
men can be, and s- far as I am concerned, I make my own
statement, not bocause I bulieve any hon. member bas not
the right to, purchase lands and to lease lands or timber
limits, but simply to show upon what a fragile basis the
charges are supported. Whenever hon. gentlemen opposite
choose te prefer those charges, let them give us notice, and
they will find that we are prepared to defend our eharacter
at five hours' or two hours' notice; but it is unfair for the
hon. member for West Huron te travel through the country
making statements which we have no opportunity of deny-
ing, and in so far as the hon. member for West Simeoe
(Mr. Cook) is concorned, we are absolutely indifferent as to
whether he spea.ks or does not. My own impression is that
if we could induce him to make a tour through Canada, we

-woukl sweep the entire constituencies.
Mr McCAR1THY. I certainly do not propose at this

hour of the morning te debate the question which 13 before
the Hosse. I rise simply to make a personal explanation.
It will be very brief, and I trust sufficiently so to allow my
hon. friends on both sides te listen to it. With regard to
the charges made, not se much here as ein the newspaper
press, that I was interested in timber limits, or grazing
lands, or coal lands, I have only te give these charges a most
distinct and positive denial. I never applied for either one
or the other, either for coai lands, timber land, grazing
lands or anything else, either for myself or for anyone else
with whom I was interested, either directly or indireetly.
In any form of words I can put it, 1 desire to state that I
irad nothing whatever te do in any way, shape or form in
obtaining a timber limit or auything else in the North-
West. That I applied for my constituents from to time I
do not deny. If that is a crime, I plead guilty to it. As
te the other matter in regard to which the hon. mem-
ber for Lambton (Mr. Lister) has made a statement,
which Le shows the mot perfect ignorance about,
which has evidently been placed in his hands, and which
be has not taken the trouble te investigate, I think I
have a right to complain. I think, before a charge iamade
against a member of thre Huse, the member who mes
the charge should endeavor to satisfy himself as to the par-
ticulars and nature of tire transseation. But I am safe in
maying * oan, m.uber did no.know whh h. was liing
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of, and did not understand it in the slightest degree. It is
evident, however, that the policy which has been adopted
by the Opposition, since everything else ias failed, is to
slander indiscrimInately, to siander every man, whether
there be any truth in it, or any ground or pretence for it or
not. They know they are safe under the privileges of Par-
liament to make their charges, which they know they dare
not make outside of Parliament, or in any other way. In
regard to this particular matter, the charge is so grotesque
and so absurd as almost to refute itself. The history of it
is simply this: When the Government determined finally
to give a bonus to the road which was connecting the rail-
way systerh of Ontario with Callander, they determined to
give it to the Ontario and Pacifie Junction, or rather to the
Northern Pacifie Junction Railway Company with which I
was connected, simply on the condition that it was leased
tothe Northern and the Hamilton Railway Companies,which
formed the connecting links between Gravenhurst and the
cities of Toronto and Hamilton. Since that time, I have had
only a nominal connection with the road. It is true I am the
president of it, and if the House will bear with me I will
explain how that position was offered to me, but I have
had nothing more than the barest nominal interest in the
road. With regard to the bonus, it was made over to the
contractors as their price or a portion of their price for
building the road, the balance of the money which was to
be paid them was to be paid in bonds. The only bonds that
bave been issued have been issued to the contractors on
account of their price for building the road. The only bonds
which are to be issued are for that purpose and for the pur-
pose of equipping the road. - No bond or the proceeds of
any bond, or the proceeds of any bonus, has gne into my
pocket or any of my associates, or, as far as 1[know and
believe, into the pockets of any of the gentlemen who
are interested in the enterprise. The bonus is taken up sub-
stantially by the two railway companies, the Northern
representing two-thirds and the Hamilton representing one-
third. The road is built by these companies with
the bonus which the Government granted, as it granted
a bonus to the Canada Central Company, and upon
these bonds issued to the contractors, and now held by
banks on behalf of the rontraet-rq. As to my positon ai;
president, it is really a matter with which this Hlouse need
not concern itself very much, and I am almost ashamed to
trouble it with a matter so purely personal and with which,
I am sure the House will agree with me when they have
heard my statement, it has no concern whatever. The
history of it is this: When the Hamilton and the Northern
roads, the one representing the city of Toronto and the
other the city of Hamilton, agreed to take the road over as
they did, there was a certain rivalry between the two com-
panies and the two cities, and it was arranged that the

ard should be composed of four representatives from each
eity and from each road, four from Toronto and four from
Hamilton. I was to be the nin th director, occupying the
position of president in order to see that between the two
companies and the two cities there should be fair play. So
necessary was that felt to be that, when I had to go to
England in 1884, I resigned my position as president and
Mr. Charles Moss, of Toronto, was appointed to fill my
place. He did fill my plaee, and h. was the
person who actually signed the contract, and I assumed
my position on my return. The only object in my hçlding
that position, is to see that there is fair play between these
two rival roads and those two rival cities in the matter
which las to be dealt with in the lease of the road and the
building of it, and so on. I ought to say a word in regard
to Mr. Stuart, whose name is mentioned here. Mr. Stuart
is not a member of the Conservative party. Mr. John
Stuart, of Hamilton, is a leading and well-known Reformer,
but I feel I have a right to speak for him in this matter,
sud I amsfe in saying thathohus ot nQrhas any other

Mr, KoQiAwrg,

gentleman in connection with that road, pocketed one cent
or one dollar illegitimately or improperly. I knoQ, because
I am interested on behalf of that road between them and
the contractors just now, and so I happen to know more
about it at this moment than I have for some time. There
have been disputes between the board and the contractors,
because they think the contractors have not handed
over the sections as they should have done, froam
time to time, while the contractors claim that they
are entitled to hold the whole road until it is built.
There is no further dispute between them, and
I know that for the money which the contractors are
getting, and the sum which will be spent in equipping this
road, the bonds will be issued and for nothing else. The
hou. gentleman (Mr. Lister) whom I see now in his place,
who made this charge, ought not I think to have made it
under the circumatances, and considering the relations
between us in the past, he ought not to have taken that
course without a better knowledge of what he was speaking.
Had some members done so I would not have mninded it,
but from him I did not expect it, and I think ho ought not
to have adopted it and to have made the charge. It is
utterly and entirely without foundation, and I give it the
most entire and absolute contradiction.

Mr. DESJARDINS. I must say that I regret that the
hon. member for North Norfolk (Mr. Charlton) has
thought it his duty to make such sweeping charges against
the House in general. The system that he has been denoun-
cing may have led to some abuset. I do not know of any
system that cannot lead to any abuses by designing persons,
out froa that to making suuh a condemiiaion a< 4l ihas
wanted to have the House register against the system which
las obtained for a certain number of years, [ think there is
a distance which we must pause before passing over. I for
my part cannot entertain the opinion that some of the hon.
members on this side of the louse seem to entertain on the
general character of the members of this House. It is a
well known fact that, on account of the speOial condition
of the country, with a small proportion having undertaken
the task of developing its immense territory, members
of Parliament nre expected, publie men are expected,
to do many things, to promote many usefuil entoriy ios that
would suffer if they were not to be promoted by
public men having the confidence of the country. When
you have to take some 300 men who are supposed to be the
most prominent, commanding the trust and confidence of
the country, to bring them to fill seats in the House of Com.
mons and in the Senate, if you prevent those men engag-
ing in any publie undertakings calculated to promote the
welfare of the country, you are doing a great injury to the
country itself. Hon. members have been charged with
making applications to the Government not only on behalf of
themselves, but even on behalf of their friends and
constituents. Well, Sir, this is the first time that I
have heard it was a crime in members to perform one of
the duties of their mission. A member is the representative
of his constituents; he is considered as the intermediary
between them and the Government. It is through him
the eleetors expect to obtain anything of advantage to
them; and if a member is to be prevented from taking
advantage of his position to make application for the people
h. represented for timber limita, railway subsidies, or any-
thing of public or local interest under the special invitatiun
of our own legislation, his position would be useless. The
position of a member is not only to record votes for or
against the Government, but after the Session is over
he is supposed stili to continue to look after the interest
of his county and the country in general. Some mem-
bers have been charged with procuring railway subsidies
from the Government. I must at once admit that I am
one of the onlprits, I happen to be a shareholder and
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director in a railway company known in our district a- the
Chemia de fer du ahrE Labelle, that is, a railway that i to
start from St. Jérôme, pass over the Laurentian range to
the Ottawa Valley, and bring the increasing population
of that important region into communication with
the commercial centres. A subsidy has been granted
to this railway, and although it is apparently a large
one, yet when compared - with the amount of work
which must be done, it has proved to be so insufflcient that
no contractor Las been found who would undertake the
construction of the railway, under the conditions estab-
lished by the Government. It reminds me of a remark
of my late lamented friend from Maskinongé (Mr. Roude),
who, when speaking of the subsidies granted by the
Government, eaid that they, iu the majority of cases,
would prove to be illusory because insufficient. The fact is
that millions of dollars have been voted by this Par.
liament within a few years to open new dis-
tricts ofountry, through the construction of new lies of
railways, eo as to open them to colonisation, work their
mines to give an impetus to commerce, and still many
of those railways are not yet constructed, for the reason
that eontractors dare not undertake them with the aid at
present offered. Only a small sum has been paid out of the
large amounts voted in some particular lines, because in
most of the other cases the help granted by the Govern-
ment, was insufficient to enable the promoters to build it.
I think that unlessthe hon.member for North Norfolk is able
to point to some particular act wherein the Government
have unduly influenced members of this House, it would be
unjst and unfair to ourselves to pass his motion. We would
lead the public to believe that the mon Lhey have sent here
to represent thein are a corrupt lot, who look only after
their own intereet to the neglect and detriment of the
interests of their constituents. Ulnder these circumstances
I feel it my duty to vote against the motion.

Mr. COOK. I much admired the ingenious way in
which the hon. member for North Simcoe (Mr. McCarthy).
answered the charges made against him. He said he could
assure this House that h. had sold no bonds, and had
pocketed no money, but he did not say that he was a one-third
sbareholder in the stock of the Northera Pacifie and June.
tion Railway to the extent of 8 182,000, out of the total
capital stock of the company of $200,000.

Mr. McCARTHY. If I did not say so then, I say so now.
Mr. COOK. Well, Sir, your name is down, it is on a

return brought down te ths Hiouse a short time ago.

Mr. MoCARTHY. It is not correct.

Mr. COOK I will read the names of the parties on that
return :

" Samuel Barker, Adam Brown, O. 3. Campbell, Wm. Joice, John
Procter, Hon. P. Smith, John Stuairt, Hon. James Turner, fon. PI. Smith,
John Stusrt, Dalton Mcarthy."

ir. McCARTHY. "In trust," read the whole of it,
please.

Mr. COOK. Not in trust.
Mr. McCARTHY. Yes.
Mr. COOK. It is not so stated in the return, it is very

easy to have it in trust for yourself. The hon. gentleman
did not say that he was not receiving 86,000 as president of
this road.

X-. McCARTIHY. I was not charged with it.
Mr. COOK. He did not say that he was receiving money

for being solicitor of this railway.
Mr. McCARTRY. I am not the solicitor of the road. I

Mr. COOK. I did not say you were. I say it has been
charged against you that yo received uoney as president
of this road.

Mr. McCARTHY. 1 do not deny that.
Mr. COOK Now I am satisfied. I did not know but

that you were solicitor for the company. I know that you are
after a good many little pickings. I remember the time when
that hon, gentleman in Simcoo beld up his bands in holy
horror at the Mackenzie Administration, and said that men
who would do these things were not worthy to be the
people's representatives. We, however, find the hon. gen.
tieman at the very first opportunity coming to thiR flouse
and engaging in the acts h. bad conlemned. What will
the people of Simcoe think of it, for probably they will hear
of it? The hon. gentleman caused a large number of cir-
cularie to be placarded against me at the last election, in
regard to a timber limit they said I got in the NorthbWest.
The hon. gentleman was very anxious to show the electors
the wrong aide of the shield. He wanted to make it appear
that I had committed au illegal act. I am fortunately or
unfortunately a lumber merchant, and it is necessary for me
to have lumber standing to eut in order to carry on my
business. I purchased my limits from the Ontario Govern.
ment, and they are sold by publie auction. I never got or
asked froin the Government of Ontario a single tree
that I did not buy at public auction. I am opposed
to the principle of ranting timber limite except by
public auction. I have stated that before and I
will repeat it on every platform when I have the oppor.
tunity. But the hon. gentleman who knows nothing about
lumbaring, and men who do not know a tree from a saw
log, went to the North-West and got timber limits-lawyers,
doctors, clergymen, tailors and every other class of the
community got timber limits What dii they do with them?
They try immediately to soli them. Thby never atternpt
to work the limite. Lambermen who get limits have a right
to thom. A night or two before Sir Jchn A. Macdonald
resigned in 187 1, what did he do ? le wrote three letters
to three different parties, in which he said they couLd have
timber limita in what is now known a the di4pntel territory.
When Mr. Mackenzie came into pawer I saw the letters.
Ho consulted me in regard to the matter, because I bappened
to be a lamberman. Those limits were granted to those
parties because Mr. Mackenzie felt ho was in duty bound to
carry out the acte of his predeces or. Were they Reformers ?
No, everyone was a Tory. Was ir. Faler, of Hiamilton, a
reformer ? No. Was Mr. W. J. Macauley a Reformer ?

Some hon. MIEMBERS. Yes.
Mr. COOK. A curious kind of Reformer he was. When

Sir John A. Macdonald was defeated in Kingston, did h. not
travel to Provencher, and then sent a telegram that he bad
secured the constituency for the Tory leader. Sir John Aà
Macdonald would not accept, but he telegraphéd to Victoria,
B.C., for a seat, as he could not get a seat in his own Province
where he was best known. I find also that Mr. Quinn, my
old opponent, bas a timber limit. I asked the hon. member
for North Norfolk (Mr. Charlton) at what time Mr. Q!îinn
obtained that limit. I do not know whether he had the
limit at the very time he was running against me or not. I
believe h. had. At the same time he was telling my con-
stituents that I was doing a very wrong thing. If he had
not the limit at that time, he had it shortly afterwards, for
h. aoquired it soon afterwards, ad holds it now. Some-
thing was said about my friend from Huron (Mr. Cameron)
purchasing land in the North-West. If h. ias not the right
to purchase land when he pays money for it, I cannot
understand it. He bonght most of it at second baud; if
not, h. had the right to bny it from the Governmont. But
hon. gentlemen opposite did not buy it-they got it for
nothing. Hon. gentlemen got timber limite for nothing,
and& for colonisation companies for nothing, and they
put these thon on the market and traffle in them,
nd some of them, have lost money, and I am
mighty &lad of it. Hon. gentlemen opposite should do as
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well as they can because I do not believe they will be let
off écot free if the Grits get into power as they will do
whenever an election takes place. The handwriting is on
the wall. I see another friend of the hon. member for
Simeoe (Mr. McCarthy) is down as getting a timber limit
-Dr. Kirkland, who is one of the men going to be a can-
didate. The hon. member (Mr. fcCarthy) is getting tired
of the constituency; the truth is he is being driven from
the constituency by the nomination of the Hon. Mr. Anglin
and he feels his chances are waning. His brother has been
made a judge; his brother-in-law bas been made a judge. I
will not go into family matters. It is well known that the
people of the riding are looking about. Only the other day a
gentleman sid to me: "I wanted to get the position of collec-
tor of Oustoms at Penetanguishene, but Mr. McCarthy wrote
me to the effect that they wanted to get a man who knew
something about the business He was a first-class bookkeeper
and an intelligent man, a man as capable of performing
the Customs duties as the hon. gentleman himself. He was
refused because ho was not intelligent enough, but the
position was given to a young man who was not of
age, and they had to wait until he became of age. He
was the son of a wealthy man, one of the nabobs,
one of the blue blood. The Government must
distribute their honora to their friends, although the poorer
classes do not like it, and as regards the member for Simcoe
( r. McCarthy) they say hle is not the boy for Galway.

the hon. gentleman is now seeking a seat in Toronto, where
he is building a bouse; and although ho -Ieft Simcoe under
circumatances that were not very favorable, no.doubt with
the Government grants he is in a more favorable position.
One day, in the Session of 1817, I had occasion to go into
the Surveyor General's Department to get some maps to send
away to my constituents. Colonel Dennis said: Why do
you not go up and get a timber limit ? I replied that I did
not want a timber limit in the North-West. There were no
railways. The place where the limita were selected were
1,000 miles from Winnipeg, and it was of course no easy task
to go in there. You had to take your machinery down the
Red River from the Northern Pacifie Railway and cart it
across a distance of 900 or 1,000 miles,

Mr. MoCALLUM. Yon had three years in which to do
it.

Mr. OOK. Oertainly; it required that time to do it.
The Minister of the Interior has made the statement on
several occasions that is untrue, and I state in my place
that I can prove it to be untrue, just as the hon. member
for West Huron (Mr. Cameron) proved that one of the hon.
gentleman'@ statements was untrue on another occasion. It
is highly improper for hon. members in this House to make
statements thit are false. This was in the spring of the
year, and I knew I could not spare the time and would not
bury myself in that wilderness. I made arrangements with
oue of the managers, and I then wrote to the Minister,
making application, and I got a reply which I shall read
before I sit down. It bas been said there were no condi-
tions, but there were conditions. The extent of the limita
was 100 miles, but mine were joined with Kr. Sutherland's
by the Order in Council, making it 203 miles, and I did not
object. We were to pay $3,000 bonus. When the Govern-
ment took it away from me, they gave it to Nicholas Flood
Davin, who is a lumberman, of course, at 82J.50 per mile.
They gave it to him for 8500, but they would not lot me
have it for 83,000. I was to cut the timber and have every-
thing in operation in three years. I was not to charge over
S25 to $36 per 1,000 feet, the current prico being $35 to $40
par 1,000 feet, as the Government were anxious to have
lumber sold cheaply to the settlers to encourage the settle-
ment of the country. Colonel Dennis was anxious about
the matter; he was, I believe, a good Conservative and ho
said that they must get some one who could manufacture
lumber, that they must have a man of capital.

xrg.Ç00.

Mr. McCALLUM. Where was that?
Mr. COOK. It was west of Edmonton.
Mr. MoCALLUM. Did you select it yonrelf?
Mr. COOK. Partially. We spent 6,000, and Iputa oOur

men until we discovered that the Order in oaoil had been
made inoperative. I telegraphed and wrote to Sir John
A. Macdonald, and it was stated that the reason it was
inoperative was because we were idle and were »to doing
anything. Sir John A. Macdonald would not allow me to
retain it on any consideration. It was not the firet lime ho
showed bis hostility to me, but I oould live without him
and beyond him; I know that he and his friends have car-
ried their hostility into private life but I do not oare.

Mr. MoCALLUM. Did you select the 200 miles in one
block or where ?

Mr. COOK. The timber of that oountry grows in clus-
ters, and when I made application I made it on the same
terms as others. When I came to look at the applications
made by other gentlemen I found it was three squ4ire miles
in a block.

Mr. MoCALLUM. Do you mean Mr. Davin ?
Mr. COOK. No, I am not talking about Mr. Davin. You

cannot bother me even if you get up your old mud scow with
$8,000 damages. Thon, Sir .obn A. Macdonald's Govern-
ment allowed Mr. Macaulay and three other applicants to
whom he gave limits the very night before he resigned to
select it in three mile bolte. The Government insisted that
it should be twenty mile belts and that it should not be any
moro, because there was a large portion of the country on
which there was no timboi, and there was no necessity for
lioensing that, and I agreed with them. Now, I do not
ask for any favors in this matter; if I had wanted to act
sharply I could have made application in the name of some
person else, but I did not want to steal anything; I
wanted to operate a mill and make lumber, which was my
legitimate business. But what did this Government do?
They locked up the whole country for the benefit of their
friends and their personal gain. I look upon it that I was a
member of Parliament when I got the license, and that it
was my legitimate business. as my constitutents quite
understand. On the 14th May, 1878, I wrote to the Hon.
Mr. Mills, Minister of the Interior, this letter:

"DMDLANV, l4th May, 1878.
" HoN. D. NHuLs,

"IMinister of the Interlor, Ottawa,
"DUÂR Sa,-I have the honor to make applicalion to you for a timber

limit, say for 100 square miles, to be selected and surveyed at my out,
in the vicinity of the Saskatchewan River, bet ween Edmonton and the
Rocky Mountains. My object in obtaining this is for legitimately mana-
facturing and supplying lumber, shingles, &c., &o., to the settlers on
prairie lands in the territories to the east.

"As yon are aware, the supply of timber fit for making lumber, in
Manitoba and the territories souh of the river mentioned, is se limited
that unless the Government facilitates to every reasonable extent the
views of men having capital, and acoustemed to theI lmber business,
who are willing to develop the large timber district known to exist
west of Elm mnton, the price of timber muet be such, for years, as to
operate powertully against the settiement ofthe country. I now, there-
fore, respectfully urge the concession of the above privilgerequesting
one year from the lst of July next, in whioh to make may eleetien, and
to furnish yon with the plan and description of the limit, whep I ill
be prepared to accept the same on mech terme as the Goverament may,
under al the circumstances, and eenuidering the great expenses of
taking machinery to such a great distane, may cosider raoanable."

When I mention one year, I would make the selection
in one year, but it would take two years ol gt the mill into
operation. On the 6th of June following, I recoived this
reply from the Department:-

" I have the hoeno by direction of tha Ministes of the Interior in re-
ference to your application dated the 14th ultimo, for a timber limit of
one hundred square mileq to be selected ani surveyed atyour east in
the vicinity of the 8askatchewan, between Edmoton and the Rocky
Mountains, the same having bad the consideration of the inister of
Lhe Interor, I am directed to inform you that under oertaiu* eeum4lorà
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ho would b. dispoeed tQ reeommend the same to the favorable considep
ation of thePrivy Colnucl.

"As the great obeot of encouraginç a proposai of this nature is to
choapen the price of lumber to settlers in the Territories, the Minister
would desre oeeive an assarance from you, that whereas he under-
stands that at prsent the price of lumber at thet milla in Prince Albertis from $%ato "yeu ehould agree not to charge more at your mille
than frua $25 to which ho considers wouk be very profitable rates.
ln case the limit should be conceded you, a certain bonus per square
mile would be required, in addition to which you would require to con-
form to the terms and conditions as regards payments of ground rent
and zoyaltaa St forth Insection 51 of theDominionLaseAct, aoop.y efwhich la herewith tra.mftted."x
Nowisubsotion à of section 51 of the Dominion Lands Act
states :2That a.man must pay in additiin to the bonus an
annual ground rent of $2 per square mile, and further a
royalty of 5 per cent on his monthly account. That is con-
tained in the Statutes of 1872, and it is in the Dominion
Lande Act to-day, and these gentlemen disregard it. They
charged us 815 a mile as bonus, an annual ground rent of 82
a square mile, and a royalty of 5 per cent. on the monthly
account, that is, on the gross receipts on the money investe,
and nLot the net profits.

Mr. MOCALLUM. Will you tell us where you were
going to seil the lumber ?

Mr.COOK. I was going to sell it on the Saskatchewan.
Mx. MoOÂLLUM. You were not going to take it to Glas-

go w
Mr. COOK. No, we send other kind of lumber there;

we end log ithere, eomething like yourself. I will tell
youtomething about Glasgow. A company in Scotland had
a limit on a reserve west of Owen Sound for which they
paid a large amount, and the moment this Government got
into power and found that I was the manager of that com-
pany txey cancelled the limit. The company paid $60,000
for tkat hmut

Mr. McCARTHY. Whom did they pay the $60,000 to?
Mr. COOK. To several companies that they purchased

it from; i am not able now to give the list. I want to say
that.this system of granting imits by this Government
extends not only to the North-West; there is not a limit
ail along the Geoigian Bay in tbe Province of Ontario that
has-lot been put under license at a nominal sum; and some
of the constituents of te hon. member for North Simcoe
(Mr. McUarthy) in the town of Collingwood, have been
la g very well by them. Mr. Long, Captain Campbell,
ae 1fr. ,Charles Cameron, have been figuring to a large
extent. I believe there was one limit last year that was.
granted to them by this Government at a nominal sum of
$1&6or $20, and they sold it a week after they got it for
815000. .1 an not sure of the amount they paid, but I know
that itwas a nominal sum. I do not suppose my hon.
friends would do it, but there have been gentlemen who get
commissions on sums of money that are made ont of the
country by granting licenses to their friends.

Somsi hon. MEMBERS. Name, name,
Mr. COOK. If yon want the nane it was the member

for Lincohi; he is not here. I have had occasion to refer
before to the hon. member for Simcoe (Mr. McCarthy) in
thisfonse, but seldom could find him here. The hon. mem-
ber for [uskoka (Mr. O'Brien) said it was a shame that I
should attack the hon. member for North Simcoo in hi@
absence, but I told te hon. gentleman that I had met him1
on Iour occasions n Simcoe, and on three I had made him1
touch the beam pretty lively, and if he has ever an oppor-j

=umty to cross my path again in any oonstituency, he will
loucit higher than he ever did befoe; le will go as high
as Giideroys kite. The junior member for Ottawa (Mr.4
Mackintoa) made a speech, but I do not think I shall payi
any attention to that, because the speech did not amount to
anythin.Ro simnplymade oriminations and reorimina-

tion% stating some things, and apparently did not know
what he was talking about. I know in one case he did not
know what he was talking about, and that was when he
referred to a place called New Glasgow, and theb hon. mem-
ber for Monck took it up.

Mr. McoALLUM. I have been lN New Wago. b.for..
Mr. COOK. No doubt.

Mr. MoCALLUM. Yes; and I can go there. again, too.

Mr, COOK. Do doubt you could, but I do not think the
thon. gentleman could ever get awy again. They would
put him in a glasa case because he would be quite a
curiosity there now. I want now to go a little furtier
with this. I want to show the opinion of 'Ur. Denni on
this matter. This is a memoranda m written on the, 21st
May, and.it shows the recommendatipp ie miade t the
Department after the conversatiop 1ihad wit4 him:

" Referring to Mr. Cook's application fur a timber limitas -st forth In
his communication of the14th instant, the underaigned beg respectfully
to remark that he considers that it would be very mheli calâalated to
encourage the formation of settlement on the line of the Rakatchewan,
if facilities were afforded for obtaining lumber at a reasonable price.

'The underuigned has been given to understand tbat e prio of
lumber at Prince Albert is from $35 to $4 per thousand, and é hinlei at
$6.50 per bundie.

IlTh pndersigned i convinced that a reasonable competition would
reduce the price of lumber to from $25 to $35 per thouaud, ad the
price of shingles in proportion, and if Mr. Cook or an yother aþitauut
accustomed to the manufacturing of lumber would undertake to supply
settlers along the line of the Saskatchewan withn thos fi It would
appear to him that the Government should facilitate suoi perion being
placed in a position ta do so, by a grant of a timber limit upon reason-
able conditions.

"Respectfully submitted
(Bigned) "J. B. DENNIS,

Ilsurveyor-General.

Now follows the Order in Council, and, as I said before, we
sent our mon up there. They were sent by Mr. Suther-
land and myself, and we expended a large sum of money,
$6,000, and deposited copies of the accounts in the hands of
the Government to the amount of 84,000. We, therefore,
went on with the locating in good faith and with thersult,
you know.

Mr. BOWELL, Read the Order in Council.

Mr. COOK. There is no parellel between this case and
that of hon. gentlemen who hold positions in $his Zouse,
and go into enterprises they know nothing about ; men whQ
embark in railway speculations, who get stock and, mouey
out of these railways for the use of their position and ip-
fluence in this Houe. and the GovernmQ»t,, I am told,
that several members of Parliameot, in the case of the
Northern Pacific Junction Rail way, share in the profits,
and that one member pocketed 850,000 as hie pQrtiqn ,It
is hardly possible tha1 these gentlemen would vote agagst
the Government, supposing there was another Pacifi
scandal. I appreciate hon, gentlemen who have
risen in their places and made statemaents ; they are gpo4
strong party men. I am satisfied lhe junior member for
Ottawa (Mr. Mackintosh) is a goodprty man, and that the
hon. member for North Simcoe (Mr. Mo0artly) is a good,
party man; but as for the latter it is said h is no t quite in
accord with the poliey of the Administration. I do not
know whtber it is on this account or beause h wnt to
go in a little deeper. I am told, however, thate does flnot
think, and some others do not think, the Old MaXis running
the machine to suit them; but this, of course, J only a
rumor. No doubt other hon.gMontlemen are good part
men, safe to support the Government by all means through
good and evil report. If they mere memb rs of an
election committee I am quite sure they would got con-
vict any hon. m'ember whu might be brought up for offences
of which they are guilty themselves. I would be sur-
priaed, for instance, to find the hon. member for Simoe
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(Mr. McCarthy) declare that the hon. member for
tings (Mr. White) should be released f om blame I

would like to know if the gentleman who is president of
a company, who has snch influence with the board
that ho can relegate his position to another man
and o on a tour to the Old Country for either gain
or ieasure, gave the party who acted in his
beha the money he was entitled to, at the rate of $5,000
a year. Men in that position will not convict a man who is
guilty of the same crime, and that was the reason the
leader of the Government in 1873, when ho committed
that act by which the whole world was shocked, his friends,
his honest Conservative friends, in the House then, the in-
dependent Conservatives, said : We cannot stand by you, we
cannot vote for you; but there are acts as bad as that to-
day. Will you tell me there is a gentleman in possession
of one of these chartered companies, a gentleman who gets
stock in these companies, or who gets $5,000 a year for
being president of a company, who will go back on the Old
Man? No, they are bound hand and foot; they are slaves;
they are not independent mon, and they will find that ont
when they go to their constituencies, they will hear tell of
it when they go for re-election.

Some hon. MEKBERS. Oh, oh.

Mr. COOK. It is all very fine; gentlemen may laugh,
they may talk, they may chirp like unmentionable animals,
but it is not going to drown the effect of this thing. Do you
mean to tell me if the whole electorate of the Province of
Ontario or the Dominion of Canada were bore at the
present time, and saw the action of these men like children,
like boys, they would not be ashamed of them ? Do you
think they would not go back to their homes and
friends and say: We are going to send common sense
men to Parliament ? The time is coming. Oh, yes, Sir.
Now the hon. member the Minister of the Iterior-I am
soí-ry he is not in hie place-has been going through the
country making statements which are untrue. Ho goes to
one place and ha iterates the statements; he goes to
another place and reiterates them, and some people believe
them. Yes, some people who do not know him believe his
statements, and it is an unfortunate thing for the country,
beoause the papers of the country are so bound up, are so
subsidised that they cannot give an honest expression of
what is going on. They are also bound with the members
of this Hlouse, and there is not a paper on the Conservative
side of any consequence but is subsidised, and the political
articles that appear in these papers are dishonest.

Some hon. MEMBERS. Oh.

Mr. COOK. I say the honest articles that should appear
in these papers do not appear there ; they are dishonest;
and the people do not in their own organs get an expres-
sion of what is right and what is wrong. Whoat do yon
think of the Montreal Gazettef What do you think of the
Belleville Inteigencer ? Why, the hon. the Minister of
Oustoms cocks his ears up as if he was the editor of that
paper. I do not fur a moment intend to accuse him of
having an interest in that paper. No; I do not think ho
has. I will trust you, anyway. Now, I only want to
deal with one more gentleman. When the member for
Oardwell via Montreal, got up and attempted to attack me,
he said it was a vile thing on my part to take a timber
limit, but ha turned round to his friend, the member for
Russell, and said: "Ky friend, Mr. Dickinson, who is an
old established lumberman, bas a right to have timber
limits." Well, I do not know how long ho bas been lumber-
ing. My impression is that he is not lumbering now.
Are you?

Mr. DICKINSON. Since 1852, unoeasingly, more or

Mr. Çoor,

Mr. COOK. The last time I heard of him ho was lum-
boring in spools. He had a little turning lathe run by a
four-horse power machine. I have no doubt that ho is so
wedded to the lunpber trade that ho will stick to it like old
Mr. Marsh after his failure, who had been a lumberman,
and who was found one day shaving shingles. He was
asked what ho was doing now, and he said: "I am in the
lumber trade, and I am going to romain there even if I
have to get down to wooden toothpicks." I do not know
whether the hon. gentleman has got down to wooden
toothpicks yet, but ho has two timber limits which are of
wonderful value, for ho professes that they have four
hundred millions of timber on them.

Mr. DICKINSON. False.
Mr. COOK. That is the statement. He came to a party

in Toronto to sell it, and when he was talking about the
enormous amount of lumber on that limit-he was talk-
ing to a lumberman, mind you-when ho saw Professor
Macoun's report, which was given to him no doubt for no
other purpose than teoendeavor to sell his timber limit,
stating that tbere wore four hundred millions of timber on 100
miles-he got one limit for himself of fifty miles and
one for bis son, ho could not get it all in one name,
because Sir John had declared that ho would not give more
than fifty miles to one person; he changod that in order
to get an excuse to cancel my timber limit. WeIl, he
stated that there were four hundred millions on the two
limita, and, when ho said that, that party in Toronto cooly
said: "I cannot have anything to do with it." He was
not talking to the marines. It is impossible for four bundred
millions of timber, of spruce, to grow on 100 miles in this
country. The statement was falsified, and ho was going
about with a false statement supplied by Professor Maeou
of the Geological Department of this Government, ho was
going about trying to make people believo there was more
timbor on that limit than there was. He approached the
hon. member for Welland, so ho stated; ho went all
the way to Niagara Falls to try and sell it. Then haesaid,
if they would take half interest, he would sell for $10,000.
And it had four hundred millions of timber on it. Why, if it
was worth a cent, it was worth $400,000, and ho was ill-
ing to sel one-half for $810,000. I would not refer person-
ally to matters of this kind, but gentlemen say ho is imma-
culate; he is entitled to have timber limita, he is a lumber.
man-in making spools; and then he tried to get rid of that
limit by nothing more nor less than a fraud, and I character-
ise it as such.

Mr. SPRO ULE. Many members of this fouse are charged
with very serions and grave offences. As I am one who is
included in these charges, I think I have a right to make an
explanation and defend myself in this House, especially as
the charges are made by an hon. gentleman who was last
year in bis place in the House when the subjeet was referred
to by the Globe, and when, on a question of privilege, I
distinctly denied any connection with the charges made. I
think, if an hon. gentleman who holda his place in the
House, and by virtue of bis position we are bound to call
him honorable, will not accept that, but will go out into the
country and repeat it, we are not entitled to call him honor.
able. I have in my hand a oopy of the Globe, of the 12th
January last, giving a report of a speech by M.0 C.Cameron
at Wingham, in which ho read charges against Conservative
members of Parliament. I am spoken of in the following
language:-

" Dr. Sproule represents East Grey in the Commons. His brother
was an applicant for a timber limit in the North-West. Another rela-
tive, a brother I believe, is one of the corporators in the Farmeru' North.
West Land and Colonisation Oompany, and he is mixed up with on-,
Graham, for a timber limit of fifty square miles on the Carrot River. Dr.
Sproule is but clay in the hands of the chief potter."

Now, only a few days ago, when a libel suit was brought
against that paper, its managers said that they had ben
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mislead, they were always ready to do justice to anyone
who had been maligned or misrepresented in its columns.
I wish they had always been as willing to make reparation
as they pretended to be then. Now, we are charged in
this House in a wholesale manner. There is scaroely a mem-
ber supporting the Government who is not included in these
charges, and my name has been mentioned among others. I
will explain the only connection I have had with anything of
the kind, either directly or indirectly. Like other members
I am obliged to do the work of my constituents when they
aek me. When my constituents have asked me to procure
post ofEce faeilities, I have endeavored to do so;if any of
them ask me to apply for timber limits, I did so. Appli-
cations have been made to me for that purpose by parties
whom I never saw. I gave the post offico address of the
parties, and put in an application, and I paid no attention
to them since. I may say that ont of fourteen or fifteen
applications that I made, I think twelve of them were for
Reformers. One is a Mr. Nelson, who was formely a resi-
dent cf my riding, a Reformer, and a respectable man, who
went to Ihrde. He bn't a grist mill there, and afterwards
sold it and went into the timber business, and intended to
take up machinery from Ontario with which to build a saw
mill. He applied for a timber limit for himself,
and in the name of some of his associates whom
I never saw. I believe one was a Mr. Graham.
I never saw him, but I am told he is a Reformer. I have
had no connection directly or indirectly with this limit, and
no interest in it. I never had an acre of land in Manitoba
or the North-West, except a few town lots which I bought at
auction. I never had a relative of mine who got advantages
from this Government for any timber limits, or grazing
lands, or anything else, directly or indirectly, except for
one of my brothers who bas been living in Winnipeg for
a number of years, associated with a Mr. Wood, whom I
never saw, and Mr. Fair, another gentleman who proposed
to build a mill somewhere in the North-West. I was written
to by Mr. Fair and Mr. Wood to put in an application for
them, and I did so, but after a while they decided to aban-
don it. Mention has been made to-night of a case where
an Order in Council was passed. When that Order in
Council was passed I think it was sent to the parties, and
so far as my impression goes there was nothing more
about it. With reference to the other assertion that I
have a brother who was an applicant for incorpora-
tion con.cted with a colonisation company, I have ne
knowledge whaLever of it. If it is the case I do
not know it, and I am sure it could not have
occurred without my knowing something of it. Sur-
veyors have also asked me to apply for them for
positions in the North-West; and in obedience to their
wish I have written down to the Department, and endea-
vored to assist them, as any other member of Parliament
would do. But in no case whatever have I done anything
which could prejudice my independence as a member of Par-
liament. Now, who makes these charges ? They are made
by the hon. member for North Norfolk (MIr. Charlton), and
what is his record in this House? He is a man, the height of
whose ambition, it appears to mee is to mix up with scandals
of his own manufacture, or to tinker with seduction Bills.
The only instance in which he deviated from that, is when
he introduced a resolution for shortening speechos, and he
is, himself, the greatest violator of that principle. Who is
the other member, the one who spoke at Wingham ? Mr.
M. C. Cameron, and we have all heard what the courts have
said ofhim. The judge said, speaking in reference to his
corruption, that he could as readily believe that he might
be put down in a lake and taken up dry, as to believe that
that man was not connected with bribery in his election.
I have a book before me, and what does the record show ?
When he was brought before the courts, what was the evi-
dence brought out?

Mr. MILLS. The judge do.s not say so.
Mr. SPROULE. Let the hon. gentleman fbr Bdthwell

restrain his philosophy for a littie while I have -before me
a record of the evidence of what hie expenses were and
how ho gained his election. I have here: "allenda, $50 ;
expenses at nomination, $25; expenses on election tour,
8200." From the information I have recelved about this
man ho is recognised as the shylock of his profession in
that part of the country. It is a pity for the man who gets
into bis clatches, for he generally skins him and leaves hlim
nothing. But when it comes to elections, he is very liberal
in the cause of Christian churches, ho not only tries to
bribe the electors, but those who are oonnected with the
House of God. se gave to one church in Erinville, $50;
to the church in Freidsburg, $75; to another at Orediton,
$50; to the Bayfield church, $25 ; to the Stanley church,
$25; to the Oatholic church, 825; in all $250. I fnd some
other items bore. A gentleman states that he received
$250 to go out and electioneer, and he telle him to
keep within the bounds of the law. Another says
he has received $500 for the same purpose; another
admits he has received $750, and the varions items make up
somewhere, 1 think, about $2,075. I believe an estimate
that was made by a gentleman, who was aoquainted with
the facts, that he must have spent somewhere about $10,000
in gaining that election. This is the champion of purity;
this is the champion of bribery and corruption, who has
lectured this House on every occasion, and refers to what
he believes to be a violation of the Independence of Parlia-
ment Act. Now, what is the history of that hon. gentle-
man ? a man of whom it was said, ho came into the world
by accident; who bas been pushing his way through life by
cheek and abuse of others,-

Mr. SPEAKER. Order.
Mr. DAVIES. I rise to a point of order. The hon.

gentleman has been guilty of most unparliamentary and
ungentlemanly lauguage.

Mr. SPEAKER. I muet ask the hon. gentleman to
withdraw that language. It is out of order to speak of an
hon. member as coming into the world by accident.

Mr. SPROULE. I said he wa credited with it.

Mr. MoMULLEN. You did not say so.
Mr. SPROULE. I did.
Mr. MoMULLEN. You did not.
Mr. SPEAKER. The hon. gentlemen will please addrees

the chair and not continue the personal remarks.

Mr. MILLS. The hon. gentleman professed to state the
words that hoesaid were to be found in that judgment. I
said they were not there. He said they were, and I asked
him to road from the judgment the words lie used.

Mr. SPROULE. If the hon. gentleman made any such
btatement, I misunderstood him. I did not say they were
in the judgment, for I have not the words of the judgment
hore. I said they had been brought out in evidence on the
trial.

Mr. MILLS. What the hon. gentleman said ws this:
That the judge had said with respect to Mr. Cameron's con-
duct he would as soon believe that a man might be dipped
into the lake and corne out dry as that Mr. Oameron oould
have done what ho did and not be guilty of bribery. I eay
there are no such words in the judgment.

Mr. WALLACE (York). I have the words of ths judg-
ment hei e, and I will read thom:

"There are strong grounds for thinking that the respondent, Malcolm
Colin Cameron, was guilty of personai bribery. Had the judge, who
tried the case, found the respondent guilty of pewmoal brsb.ry, which
wouldha. ustained the jadgment. Ae it lu, we wil suataiis
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Mr. BOWELL. The remarks applied to the hon. gentle. through their constituency in which theylwere very much

,nan were applicable to Mr. Walker, of London. interested. I might go on and give several other cases; I do
Some hon. MEMBERS. Withdraw not do it because it is not required. The newepapers

have been repeating -the charges and members of -the
fi-PROUTL E. Certainly, if I am wrong I withdraw Opposition have been reiterating them i the"face of a dis•

the statement with pleasure, because I do not want to mis- tinot denial. The idea of the Oppostfion is te "boom"
represent anyone. I spoke in regard to the items brought scandal, to reiterate it and to endeavor to prese charges
out in the evidence which Ihave here in my hand, and any home on members so that if possible by sheer force of
hon. member can satisfy himself in regard to them. I say agitation and persistebny thé peôple of the conntry may be
these charges are made by men notorious throughout the led to believe there is spmething radically wrong in the
couatry as violators of every principle that they are pro- condition of the country. It is not because hon. gentlethen
fessing to champion here to-night. I need not say more in opposite are able to prove them or that they believe them.
regard te those hon. members, because I do not wish to It has been even stated that mon were bought by receiving
ooeupy any more time than is necessary. I will say a few their indemnity, and that it was something wrong. 1!hat
wordsia regard to the hon. member for East Simce (Mr. was on the principle of throwing mnd in all directions, with
Cook). That hon. gentleman pretended to defend himself the hope that some would stick. I repeat that hon. gentle-
here tonight. If there is one man in the Dominion of men opposite are making these charges in the belief that
Canada who ought to be ashamed, and hide his head when by persistency they will make some people -believe there is
Üimber limite are mentioned, that man is the member for something in them.
Sast Simcoe. He is a man who has travelled Mr. DAWSON. I had intended to say sometbilg on
al over the country and taken the timber off it. He is a thîs subjeot a litt e erier in the vening, adif hgad
man whb has had-islands in the Georgian Bay bougbt from hada uepportnity of epeaking I ould have ehown that
the Departmet of Indian Affaire, and limite in Parry Sound he anoportunity of hongIon have so n
and Georgian Bay districts, on the south shore and north the timber h veits ewhich hon. gentlemen have sphken

shoe i Aloma inMantob an th Noth-est an inof so much have really cost the people who hou ht themushore inAlgma, hMantoba and the North-West, and in more than they have got or are likely to get out of them. Theevery instance, ho was hown the wet unserupulens dispo. hon. member for North Norfolk referred to applications forsition luidealing with the parties whero he bas beon operat. timberlimits, but as the hon.memberfor Hochelaga (Mr.Des-
stated that parties who got timber limits from the Govern jardins) said just now, one who is in the position of a member

ent nvri ed tho or telimithey ouldhe n domuet sometimes be a medium of communication between hismont neher intend d to work them. They could nt do constituents and the Government; ho cannot be otherwise,worse than did that hon, gentleman himelf, if they old especially in such a wild district as I represent-not withthera te somo foreigners and choated thora out of a large reference te applications for timber limits atone, but appli.amount of money. The poor unfortunate Scotchmen, in cations for a great many other thmngeias wlo Th course I
Glasgow, who paid him 8450,000 have a lively recollection have aways adopted in sncb cases, isto mail thsepications
of the hon. gentleman and his timber limite. The hon. he always a te ,schcaesto maltheseppplications
gebtleman said, in regard to timber limite he held on the t the propor Department, te be there dealt with. ho bon.
Indian peninsula, that the present Government cancelled gentleman mentioned the name of Mr. Marks, and said that I
those limits, because he was president of the company. I sent in an application for him, Isuppose because he is a very
say, from some knowledge of those grievances, that it was prominent supporter of mine. I remember sendingin an
nothing of the kind. The poor unfortunate settlers who application for Mr. Marks, but I forget what particular
'went into that country and located on land, from which place that application was for, and I rather think that he
they were scarcely able to make a living, were not did not get what he applied for. At any rate, I had no
allowed to cut a stick of timber, for Cook & Co. had personal interest in the matter, and I think that the course
a lease teocut every stick of timber. I have i my of throwing out serious charges against members of this
possession, though not here-I would have had them bore if louse, simply because they had sent lu applications of
I had known the question would come up to-night-petitions ths kind, ls disereditable te the hon, gentleman
from my constituents praying that the timber license and contrary to what I have hitherto known of
might be cancelled. If they were starving, thoseo the hon. member for North Norfolk. The hon. mem-migit . onclle. I thy eroetavin, hose peor ber for West Huron (Mr. Canieron) induIgod in apeôpe'ould not take a stick and sell it for they were
iable to be'brought up by Cook & Co., and it was in a great deal of the worst kind of abuse and insinuations
consequence of representations made to the Government on against members oti this aide of the House, and thon ho
behaIf of those poor unfortunate settlers that the present walked out of the House and was not here when the hon.
Government cancelled the lease, and they did it justly. The member for South Leeds (Mr. Taylor) showed, on incontro-
hon. gentleman, I understand, still holds a lease for a large vertible evidence, that the accusations ho made *ere
amount of timber in Manitoulin, and on a number of islands utterly and entirely wrong, and left the hon. gentleman
in the Georgian Bay, and a large extent on the north shore, absolutely brandod as a siandorer. Be did net wait te ans-
and if there is one man in the Dominion who has a right to wer, and no person has answered the clear and distinct
hide hi& head when timber limite or timber speculations are charge which the hon. member for Leeds has made. With
mentioned, it ought te be the member for East Simcoe. I regard to theso timber berths, it is not simply $250 which
we went into tho question of subsidising and supporting has to be paid for them, but a mill which will saw at the
railwaye I could nae numbors of hon. gentlemen who were rate of 10,000 foet per day, bas to be put up. Now, on the
now posing as virtuous men, who have connections witb whole area which the hon. member for NorthNorfolk says
railways. I noed not go further than the member for was granted, this would produce in six months more than
North Wellington (Mr. McMullen). I notice when any 780,000,000 of foet, more than enough to supply all the
Gtand Trunk question comes up, that hon, gentleman markets of North America. The fact of the matter is that
because he happens to be prosident of a branch of the Grand many of these parties took up imite, withof knowing that
Trunk, about forty-five miles in length, and has had a rather the country was bar. of timber, and they abandoned them.
amusing connection with the road, is always ready to cham. Mr. ORTON. I muet say that nothing is more:plainly

ion the Grand Trunk and condemn the Canadian Pacific proved by the course which hon. gentlemen opposite have
tUalway. Did that connection influence the hon. gentie- taken than the utterly helpless and hopeless condition of
man's actions ? I think it would influence him as much as their party. The motion was made to give the hon.ymem-
other hon. members would be inftuenced by roads rumiing , ber for West Huron an opportunity of uttering .eéeders
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witUh regard te embers do thie House inside of ,thegew*alls
as he-lad foi*nerly uttered them outside. The hon. gentie-
inanmade the fbllowing "tstement iu Winghaef with regard
to myself on the 12th of January, as reported i'the Globe:-

111r. Orton, the Tory member for Centre Wellington, secured hi
appointment as physician to the 0. P. R., from which he derivos au
income of$10;000 a year. Like Darby Bergin, Dr. Orton le i versatile
geniu.s Heres not satisfied with princely3 income'reôéivdI 'throuRb

e, O. P. R, he aplied for Afteeisquare miles of timbr lim oh thé
Bow River, and fifty sqvare miles elsewhere in the-North-West Terri-
tôribt, and in March,182, he obtained from the Governfneht 320 acres
"f rifeoal lands. Menmnlder sucb obligations te the ôvéniinent; mon
who share with the Government the odium of dividing up among them
the public lands of Canada; men who are particep8 eriminis with ths
Gdvernment in plundering the oountry of its mout' valableGasset, dare
not vote agManst the Government."

Nor with rel'ence to this allegation, all I have to eay is
this 1that i nyervereceived a salary from thé 'Canàdian
Pacifin Railway. It is true I have 9 côntract *ith that
tompany b. which'I was to provide not onlymerdicaIa'sist-
anc, bit aise to build hospitals and sapply them with food,
and beddini dnring the construction of the railway threough
the-Rocky Mountains. That was a contract entered into
with the construction company, and although I May per-
haps have-nade some money last year, yet diring the firet
I lest some 1,500 in coneequence of an epidemie of typhoid
fever breaking out in the mountains, which necéeitated the
building of a number of hospitals and extra assistance. Had
I 'been employed by the Canadian Pacifie iRailway I bave
only to esay that I would not have occupied anywore posi.
tien than some hon. gentlemen on the opposite side. I
believe the hon. member for South Bruce (Mr. Wells) 1s
to-day paid by the Canadian Pacifie R iilway, as their
solicitor and, perhaps, to some exteit, s we have seen, it
may influence bis vote; but the position I occupy has never
influenced my vote. I say that medical men have just as
good a right as lawyers have te be employed by a
railway company, or any other corporation in sucha
matters. The next charge is that T applied-for fifty
square miles of timber limits on the Bow River.-
It is very true there were some limits advertised on the
Bow River, which I, in conjunction with another, tendered
for. Therevere a large number of tenders made at the
time, and we deposited our cheque iu the same way as other
tenderers. We did net obtain thë limit because our tender
was much below that of the party who obtaimed it. With.
regard te aùy other limit in the North-West, it is tterly
untrue that I have any other limit, and it is also utterlyl
untrue that I applied for a coal liit or ever obtained-one.
This is only another instance ef the 'gross falseness of the

iafndeYs made by hon. gentlemen opposite against members,
on this side. I wish te point te the position occupied by
the hon. membo' for West Huron with regard te the lands
in the North-West. He undertook te purchase those lands,
net by himself, because he knew that it was utterly impos-
sible for any one person under the regulations te buy more
than one section, and he bcught them through agents who,
made them over te himself, and he obtained patente for
18,000 or 14,000'acres of land by fraud.

Mr. SPRAKER. Order.

Mr. OR'ION' If I am out ofôrddr, I will withdi-aw the
assertion; but certainly the règulations at that time did no
permit any-oue gentleman to purebase more thanworè' sec-
tien of land uand he bas ackhowledged himself-that

"became the owner of 13,000 acres. I believe tle hon.
member for South Huron (Sir Ridhard Cartwright) a so
became the possessor of a large quartity of land In the
saine roundabout way.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. The hon. gentlemn is
utterly *rong.- The Government of Mr. Mackenziï èdid
impose such Yiestriction, and tho lon. gentlemafi's ieader

l1ts
abolished It, and at the time he speaks of you might have
bonght 100,000 aores if yon desired.

Mr. ORION. My reoclleotion is quite different.I lcannot
recoHeet the ýregnlations being altered on that point. It
certainly never was the intention of the Government to
4llow parties te become possessed of thos large quantities
of land, sand- the only reason tbey allowed sttler« to
parehase wa4 that they might be together.

Mr. TUPPER. I will only occupy the attention of the
House a-tnoment or two while I refer to a matter that has
already been refbrred to, that is, the extraordinary recklese.
nes and ignorance shbwn by the bon. member for West
Lambton (31r. Lister) in hurling charges against his fellow
metàbers in thli louse. Two or three instances have been
given by h9n. members who followed him. I think the
charge whiah ho levelled against me will alo show the
game which the Opposition are playing in this House. It
is not a 'new gamo by any means- thev have played it
before-once with tolerable success, whieh has encouraged
them to do it-again.; But I wish to call attention to the
gross ignorance of the hon. member for Lambton. After
having voted on the Bill for the construction of the railway
from Stêllarton to Pictou Town, after 'having sat in this
House during the explanation and discussion of thàt mes-
sure, interrupting speakers by calling out that it was a job,
ho ghowe how little attention or thought- .h gives to
matters où *hich ho bases chargde of ôorruption, when
to-night he speaks of the Stellarton Branch Railway as
a private affàir) and as being promoted by a private eom-
pany,and chargeswme with'being not only a promot or but a
shareholder, or as hoesaid, either a shareholder or a
-remoter.- He wiH bé muyprised on looking over the vote@
b has given in this House during the presnt and the last
Session, at learning that h.eis just as much interested in
that railway as I am-that ho and 1, alire with all the
peop1e %f (isnada, are interested in that Tailway,béetause it
bngs tothê people of Canada. .Y'wish to eaIof
siitlherHbiatter. Althàugh-it was tgted l6 -this Houseand
net deridd, that Thad eetêred the connection I h.d *ith
the North'West Centraâ1 Railway Cômpany,-that Ibad
resigned the position to which I had been elected without my
knowledge, and had no connection with the company ih any
shape ôr form, the hon. gentleman in order I suppose to
string ont this long list of imaginary corrupt doings, and to
conneet me with them, began with that railway oempany. I
simply give that my denial. In conclusion, I would call
the attention of the hon. member for South Huron 4o his
experience in by-gone (laye, and I think ho will sympathise
to some extent with the party ho bas forsaken in having
now to stand this storm of filthy abuse from their opponents.
It does nôt matter whether a mem ber of Parliament obtains
a railway subsidy, a land grant,or a timber limit, so lone as
it is a reward and the mermber is working for that reward ;
and this js the opinion of the Globe of 3rd Juné,'1869, of
that hon. gentleman, and I ask him to sympathise with us.
The Globe alluded to him as "one of Sir John's mo.t dbcile
followers, who hoped that hie leader would, at 4ome 'time,
reward him with a Cabinet office." I think -that reminie.
cence for the hon, gentleman is appropriate to-night.

Mr. HAGGART. I intend to take up the time of the
House only for a few moments for the purpose of correct-
ing some of the charges made by the member for North
Norfolk against me. He stated that I was an applicant for
a coal lease of 320 acres of land. I give that an explicit
denial. I never was an applicant for a coal mine or a-eoal
lease or any acres of land in which there was a coal mine.
Another charge he made against me was that I promoted
the application of a friend of mine, Mr. McLaren, for a
limit cf 't#ènty-ix miles on the Turtle River. There was
an application made for sucha timber limit jointly yJ Mr.
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McLaren and Dr. Sinclair, and I simply sent to the Depart-
ment the application of those gentlemen. Anyone who
knows Dr. Sinclair knows that hoeis one of the most
prononnced Grits in the Dominion of Canada; and
the bon. gentleman, in mentioning Mr. McLaren,
concealed half the facts of the case; he never mon-
tioned that Dr. Sinclair was connected with him.
They did not get the timber limit on their own
application, they were notified that there were other appli-
cants, and they were told to tender for it. They did so;
they offered a certain amount, and they got the timber
limit, showing that by no act of mine was any influence
used with the Government in order to obtain it for them.
The hon. member for Wet Huron has made some charges
through the country, which he bas not had the courage
to make on the floor of the House this evening. He made
some charges against members of Parliament, when speaking
at a place called Wingham, and ho las not had the courage
to state one single particle of those charges this evening.
He made a charge against me, and I bave been waiting
a long time, for an opportunity to meet that hon. gentle-
man and see if he would dare repeat it in the House, or
hear what hie reason was for making the charge, that I
might give it a flat contradiction. lie stated in reference
to me:

" John Haggart, the Tory member for South Lanark, has managed
to capture out of the 'loot' 320 acres of coal lands, a timber limit on
the Shell River at $5 a square mile, an interest with Peter McLaren, of
' Rivers and Streams Bill' notoriety, in other portions of the publie
property, and Js believed to have had an interest in more than one of
the contracta on the 0.P.R. Those who know John Haggart best say
that there are many and peculiar reasons why he must stand firm by the
Government."

I simply state that is a cowardly, lying statement, framed
out of whole clotb, by a party who bad not a particle
of evidence to justify him in making the statement.

Mr. TYRWHITT. As my name has been mentioned
amongst those guilty of corruption, I feel it my duty to
say a word in my own defence. The mover of the present
resolution has stepped out of hie ordinary character in this
House. As it has been hie custom in the past to promote
legislation of a moral chai acter, ho opened hie rc marks by
saying he had been to church, but ho immediately after-
wards bioke the pledge he had made with the Minister of
the Interior, that he would not bring this motion up to-
night. He proceeded then to quote scripture and make
false statements alternately.

Mr. SPEAKER Order.

Mr. TYRWHITT. I withdraw the expression ; but it is
certainly a false statement, as far as I am concerned. It
has been well proved, that every statement made by the
mover and seconder of the resolution, was false.

Mr.SPEAKER. Order. There are parliamentary expres
sions wbich the hon. gentleman eau use, and he muet con
fine himself to those.

Mr. TYRWHITT. The offence of which I confess to have
been guilty is a very simple one. I consider it my duty as
representing my county to correspond with the Governmen1
on the business of my constituents, and on the present occa
sion two gentlemen visited me and asked me to correspond
with the Minister of the Interior with regard to timbei
.imita. They were mon of different political stripes. Thu
main mover happened to ho a Reformer, Mr. Meany, and the
other wý a a Conservative. The Reformer had been in the
North-West, and had seen this timber limit for which ho
made this application. His application was granted, and 1
have never seen the gentleman since. I do not believe ho
recoived the grant, because he did not comply with th
regulations of the Government.

Sir RICHARD OARTWEIGHT. I would suggest to the
hon, gentleman who leads the House that in view of the
fact that there are a number of gentlemen on both Bides
who would like to say something more, it -Woukt be better
to adjourn and finish the debate during the course of the
day. It may be closed now, but I fear the result will be
that another day will have to be given up to this, and it
would be better for us to adjourn at once. As it is past dve
o'clock I will not weary the House with a discussion on the
question, but simply make my suggestion because I do not
think this argument can be regarded as closed whether we
take the vote or not.

Mr. WOOD (Brockville). I quite agree witb the hou.
gentleman that this matter has gone too far ferthte oppo-
sition to rest. Hon. gentlemen opposite have made state.
ments which are either true or not. If hon.-gentlemen on
this side have spoken the truth, these charges are most foui
slanders, and it behoves the Opposition, who have made
those charges, not alone on the floor, but on every hastings,
to make them good if they can. 1 believe the hon. gentle-
man who has taken his seat has taken the proper view, and
that this debate should be adj urned so as to give the Oppo-
sition the opportunity of making good the statements, the
slanders, Ibelieve, they have hurled against bon. members
on this side.

Mr. CHARLTON. The hon. member for Simoe
(Mr. McCarthy) accused me of making a false statement
with regard to himself, and proceeded to corroborate
exactly what I had said, which was that h. had been an
applicant on bohalf of another party for a ti'nber limit.

Mr'X. McCARTHElY. That was not the charge
against me.

Mr. CHARLTON. I refer to Mr. TyrwhiLt.

House divided on Mr. Oharlton's motion.

YlAs:

Messieurs
Allen,
Auger
Bain (Wentworth),
Béchard,
Bourassa,
Oameron (Huron),
Cameron (iddlesez),
Campbell (Renfrew),
Cartwright,
Oasey,.
Oasgrain,
Chariton,
Cook,
Davies,
Edgar,

AIlison2
Bain (Soulanges),
Baker (Victoria),
Bgaty,
Benoit,
Bergeron,
Bergin,
Blondeau,
Bourbeau,
Bowell,
Bryson,
Burnham,
Burns,
Oameron (Inverneas),
Caron (8ir Adophe),
Cimon,
Oochrane,

ostian,
Doug • a

Pa-rbank,
Fisher,
Gillmor,
Glen,
Guay,
Harley,
Holton,
Innes,
Irvine,
Jackon

Lan erkin,
Lister,
Mcoraney,

made

ecMullen,
Milts,
Malock,
Paterson (Brant),
Platt,
Rinfret,
Scriver,
Somerville (Brant),
Somerville (BruceÇ,
Springer,
Sutherland (Oxford),
Trow,
Watson,
Wilson.-43.

Nasu:

M.ssieuus
Ferguson(LeedshQr.a>KcGreevr,
Fortin,
Poster, Montpw t,
qaudet, O'in,
Gault, Orton,
Gigault, Ouimet,
Girouard, Pattemson(Essex),Giordn Pinsonneanlt,Gordon, pDOnut
Grandboius, Pryn,
Guillet, Ropui
Hackett, Roartsou (HEstings),
Haggart,

Hikey, Bhakpear,
Hiiii, Shanly,
Homer, lu
Ives, prýoe,
Kaulbaeh, Otairs,
Kilvert, Tashereau,
Kinney, Tassê,
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outhbert, yT o

DayLandiq ÇK.nt), Tep,
Daoust, Landry ontmagny), Thompson,
Dawson, Langavin (Sir Bletor), Tapper,
Dea-uulen auk'aug6) L es T yhfttt

Deuardln klatoi14 Wallace (àlbert),
Diokinon, Iomeslr,,Wallae (York)t

Dodd, Maemilaa (Viddlesx),Ward,
Dngas, McMillan (Vaudreuil), Whilt (Cardwell),
Dundas, cOallum, White (Renfrew),
Everets, Moearthy, Wigle,
Farrow, MoDougail (O.Bretoa), Wood (Brockville).-99.

Amendment negatived.

House again resolved itself into Committee of Supply.

Committee rose and reported progress, and asked leave to
sit agaia'

HOME RULE FOR IRELAND.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN moved:
That the proposed motion of which Mr. Blake gave notice in his place

this day be made the first order of the day on Thursday next, after ques-
tions put by members.

Motion agreed to.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN moved the adjournment of
the House.

Motion agreed to; and the House adjourned at 5.45 a.m.,
Wednesday.

HOUSE OF COMMONS.

Wz.DNmsDA1, 5th May, 1886.

The Spitàn took the Chair at Three o'clock.

WORKS IN NAVIGABLE WATERS.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN moved for leave to introduce
Bill (No. 130) reapecting certain works constructed in or
over navigable waters. ie said: The object of this Bill
ie to regulate the construction of publie works in navi-
gable waters, in order that everybody may not erect
works of that kind without proper authority.

Motion agreed to, and Bill read the first time.

CUSTOMS DEPARTMENT, WOODSTOCK, N.B.

Mr. IRVINE asked, Io it the intention of the Government
to appoint a successor to the late James H. Jacques,
Custome Department, Woodstock, N.B. ? If so, when ?

Mr. BOWELL. The Government will appoint a successor
to Mr. Jacques as soon as they consider the interests of the
revenue denand it.

NORTH-WEST TROUBLES.

Mr. LAURIER asked, lst. Whether any of the half-breeds
admitted,.upon enquiry by .the oommission, that they had
taken part in the lae insurrection ? If so, how manyY 2nd.
Were the claims of such half-breeds to scrip rejected on
account of such admissions ? If so, is it now the intention
0f the Govenmet to give them certificates for scrip ?

Mr. WHITE (Cardwell). Thirteen half-breeds, who
appeared before the commission, admitted having taken part
in the rebellion. Two refused to anwer the question put
by the commission as to whether they had taken part ià it,

No scrip has been issued in any of those cases, and the
question as to whether scrip will be issued is still engaging
the attention of the Government.

Mr. BLAKE asked, Whether Mr. Dewdney has been
authorised to inform the Indians of the North-West
Territories that no arreste will be made of any who took
part inmelt year's troubles ?

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. Mr. Dewdney has not
been so authorised; but with regard to certain half-breeds
in the vicinity of Turtle Mountains, on the other side of the
line, who, it has been represented strgpgly, were simply
misguided, and have not been guilty in any way except in
joining in the outbreak, he hs been authorised to say that
if they return and behave peaceably and loyally they will
not b. disturbed.

MILITARY OPERATIONS IN THE NORTI-WEST

Mr. CAMERON (Middlesex) asked, When will the,
special report promised in the Annual Report of the
Minister of Militia, respecting operations in the North-
West, be brought down ? Will the Government also sub-
mit to the House a statemen t showing the payments on
account of the service since the 30th of June last?

Sir ADOLPHE CARON. A special report respecting
operations in the North-West, wil b. brought down within
a very few days. I hope the exp enditure on account of
the service, as far as possible, will bebrought down, since
the 30th June lat.

POSTMASTER AT MOUNT MIDDLIETON, N.B.

Mr. BURPEE (for Mr. WELDON) asked, ls D. S. Sinnott,
the postmaster at Mount Middleton, King's County, N.B. ?
If not, when did he tender his resignation, and at what
date was the same accepted by the Government ?

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. Mr. Sinnott resigned hie
appointment on the 21st April, and his resignation was
accepted the same day by. telegram.

POSTMASTER AT BUTTERNUT RIDGE, N.B.

Mr. BURPEE (for Mr. WELDON) asked, IsC harles J.
Keith the postmaster at Butternut Ridge, King's Oounty,
N.B.? If not, when did he tender his resignation, and at
what date was the same accepted by the Government ?

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. Mr. Keith resigned hie
appointment on the 24th March, 1886. Ris resignation
was accepted 26th March, the same year.

POSTMASTER AT NEREPIS STATION, N.B.

Mr. BURPEE (for Mr. WELDON) asked, Is David Me.
Kenzie the Postmuster at Ncrepis Station, King's County,
N.B. ? If not, when did he tender hie resignation, and at
what date was the same accepted by the Government ?

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. Mr. McKenzie has not
resigned.

WOODEN WARE GOODS-DOROEESTER PENITEN-
TIARY.

Mr. RAY asked, Do the Government place upon the
Canadian market, in competition with Ganadian mann-
facturers, the woodenware goods manufactured by convict
labor in Dorchester Penitentiary ? Is it the intention of
the Government to discontinue such manufacture and sale
of that class of goods ?

Mr. THOMPSON. Wooden goods were manufactured
for many years before in the peniteniary of St. Job.,
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Machinerwas erected, and these goode manufactured at
the J)ore rPenitentiary. Representations have r e-
cently been made that the production of those goods at
Dorohester interferes with Canadian manufacturers, and
the propriety of continuing the production is under con.

ASPY BAY AFFAILR.

Mr. MITCHELL asked, Whether the Government have
in their possession any report or reports from any officer
of the Marine and Fisheries Department in reference to the
Aspy ay affair, and if so, whether they will lay them be-
fore the Houe?

Mr. FOSTER- The Government have not in their pos-
session any such report or reports.

CAREEING, FIRE--ARMS IN THE . NORTf-WEST.

Mr. BLAKE asked, Whether Mr. Dewdney has been
authorised to notify the North-West Indians that there is
a law for both whites and Indians, prohibiting them from
carrying ire-arms in settled districts; and. that as the
Governmient intends to send a large number of spldiers ,and
polIce into the country, it will be necessary for any Indian
who wishes tQ hunt off his reserves to get permission of hie
agent to carry fire-arms; and that if found off his reserves
with fire-arms, without the permission of his agent, he will
be *ble tg arrest.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. No authority hashren given,
in the terme of this question. However, Mr. Dewdney has
been callel upon.to make a report as to what,,ctioqhe has
taken in this connection, and his report wili be communi-
cated to the House as soon as received.

RIDEAU RIVER FLOODS.

Mr..M&CKINTOSH asked, Is it the intention of the Gov-
ernment to institute an enquiry into the causes of the floods
from the Rideau River, in the vicinity of the city of Ottawa?

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. A complaint or represen-
tation has beea made to my Departmnent on this subject,
and my intention is to have the matter looked into.

MUSKOKA D1STRICT-NET FISHLNG.

Mr. COOK asked, Is it true that the Government have
refused to allow the settlers of Muskoka District to take
fish in nets in the waters of Lakes Xuskoka, Rousseau and
Joseph ?

Mr. FOSTER. It is not true.

CANADIAN PACIFIC RAILWAY TARIFFS.

Mr. BLAKE asked, Have any alterations taken place, ii
the authorised tariffe of the Canadian Pacific Railway ; and if
so, will the papers be laid on the Table ? What is the
pausenger rate at present authorised between Winnipeg and

Eerson ?
Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. In the absence of the Min-

iste of Railways, I have to say that no alterations have
taken place in the authorised tariffs of the 0anadian Pacifie
:Railway. The passenger rate at present authorised between,

% peg and Emerson is, I believe, 3 cents per ile.

ONSOLIDATED FUND.

. Mfr. McLELAN:
Receipts from Oustoms in April.. . 1,93,627 00

xcie....................157,088 00
PoBt OfIe .... 20,.30
Publie Work, inculdig 2 3

y7....... 02500
MIacelaneuu ~134,189 'YB

Total. .................... $ 2,142,322 78
Revenue to Sist Karoh.................. 25,165,252 23

Total ............. .... 27,307,575 0

The last item is hardly embraced in the question, but it is
usual to give it.

Expenditure in April................... . ...... S 2,647,642 M
to alt March .. ...... 26,202,606 59

Total........ ... ........... 28,850,24 is

THPE FLOTING »E»T.

Mr. JACKSON asked, What was the foating debt pf the
Dominion Government on lst lray, 1886?

Mr MoLELAN. $14263,625.

THE PUBLIC DEBT.

Mr. CIARLTON asked, lst, the ,amount of the gross
public debt of Canada on lst May, 1886; 2nd, theamount
of the net public debt of Canada on lst May, 1886 ?

Mr. MoLELAN. Grose, $281,433,629; net, $205,569,263.

FISHING PEES.

Mr. CAMERON (Midqleex)-asked, What is the license
fee charged to ftshermen engaged in fi'shing in the waters
extending from Point Edward to Lake Brie ? Was such fee
charged during the present year? If so, when? What was
the former license fee ?and what is the present ? Was-the
icèntse fée increased from $40 to $50, and again reduced from

850 to $25 per one pound net this year ? If so, ,when
were these several changes made ?

Mr. FOSTER. The license fée charged to fishermen
ongaged in fishing in the waters extending froin Point
Edward to Lake brie is $10 for seines and 850 for pound
nets. Such fee was charged during the present year. The
fee is charged generally at the issue or about the issue of
the license. The former license fées were respectively $10
for seines and.S40 for pound nets. The license fee last year
was $40 for pound nets and 810- for seines, and it was in-
creased to $50,for pound nets. There has been no redno.
tion from $50 to $25.

I. G. BAKER & CO.'8 CONTRACT.

Mr. SOMERVILLE (Brant), for Mr. McCE!Ny, asired,
Have the Government given, or do they intend giving any
more contracts to I. G. Baker & Co., after the revelations
in this Ilouse. on the supply of flour by tha.firm, Y

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. I object to the form of
this question, for it is much more than a question. If the
question is reduced in its proportions, so as to be merely a
question, I shail answer il.

Mr. SPEAKER., Yes, there, is a mattpr of srgument
there. Strike out from "after the evelations.'

Mr. SOMERVILLE (Brant). I beg to ask, Have the
Government given, or do they intend giving any more con-
tracts to I. G. Baker & Co.?

sir - RICHARD CARTWRIGHT asked, What amounts Sir JOHN A. MAODONALD. The Government have
were expended and received on account of Consolidated given a contraot for the, ensuing year, commencing lut
fund during the month of April last, giving sums received September, for a portion of the beef to be supplied, to L G.
on aecouniof Customs and Exoise and oher itemaâusually BakerkAQo., hey pattigi. Jwhstzen andbgiving
0 àthO qage4g, I ampleepa

iptT9NMN
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Mr. PATERSON (Brant). At what date was thatgiven ?
Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. The other day.

QUESTION OF PRIVILEGIE.

Mr. BRYSON. Before the Orders of the Day are
called, I rise to a question of privilege. As I read in the
Hansard of the 3rd May, tbe hon. member for South Grey
(Mr. Landerkin) made the startling statement to the House,
with reference to myself, that:

" The bon. member for Pontiac is a director of the Pontiac and Pacifie
Junction Railway. I see he is not in the House, bat I would not fear to
make the statement if he were here. I make it from the 'Parliamentary
Companion ' "

I desire to inform the hon. gentleman from Grey that he bas
been entirely mistaken. The "Parliamentary Companion "
for 1885 does make that statement in reference to me,
and it is wholly unwarranted. The statement must be
an error, and it has never been submitted to me for
my approbation. I am not, and I never have been, a direc-
tor ot the Pontiac and Pacifie Junetion Railway, nor was I
ever a stockholder i-i that railway. The only matter in
which I was interested in regard to that railway ws the
construction of it through my county, in which I contributed
with some littie zeal to assist the Government in carrying
through the measure giving a subsidy to that railway. i
hope the hon. gentleman and his supporters on the Liberal
aide will cease making that statement, because I think no
hon. gentleman bas any desire to misrepresent me in that
way, but, as reference was made to it last night by two or
three members on the Liberal aide, I hope, after my denial,
that statement will be withdrawn, and that my statement
will be accepted by the hon. member.

Mr. LANDERKIN. I made the statement on the au.
thority of the "Parliamentary Companion." I had no de-
sire to misrepresent the position of the hon. gentleman. I
supposed the "Parliamentary Companion " was but an auto-
biography given by the hon. gentleman himself. I had no
desire, nor have I now, to misrepresent the hon. gentleman
or any other gentleman in the flouse, but I gave it from a
anre which I supposed was reliable and which I was
justitied in quoting from.

THE COLONIAL EXHIBITION.

Mr. BLAKE. I desire to direct the attention of the
hon. the Minstor of Agrieulture to the statements which
have been repeated in various quarters, on this aide and on
the other aide of the water, in reference to the very unpre-
pared condition of the Canadian exhibit at the Colonial Ex-
hibition, and the statement that there has been a detention
at Halifax of a considerable portion of the goods. We must
be very much interested in Canada in that matter, after the
liberal contributions which have been made, and the anxiety
to be fully represented from the beginning; and it would
be interesting to us to know from the hon. Minister what
measure of truth there is in the statements, frhat stops have
been taken to remedy the delays, if any delays have taken
place, and what expectations the hon. gentleman has as to
the condition of the Canadiau exhibit, at an early day.

Mr. CARLING. I have not seen the statements the hon.
gentleman referred to, but I believe that the groat portion
of the goode has been delivered at London as intended.
There were some pictures of the different cities in Canada
that, through some mismanagement, were detained on one
of the railway cars, but the moment the attention of the
Department was drawn to that, they were immediately sont
forward, and they are on their way now to the Old Coun
try. There are some goods still at Halifax, but not to any
very large extent, and everything bas been done that could
possibly be done to push them forward as fast as possible.

M8

THE WRIT FOR HALDIKAND.
Mr. LANDERKIN. I wish to again ak the attntlon Of

the Government and the House to the enquiry I made yes-
terday in reference to the issue of the writ for the eleotoral
division of Haldimand. Yesterday, the First Minister in-
formed me that a decision had not been arrived at. I should
be glad if he could now tell me that the Government have
arrived at a decision and have directed the Clerk of the
Crown in Chancery to issue the writ.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. The Government have
not yet selected a returning officer, and have not yet given
inttructions for the issue of the writ. If the hon. gentle.
man will repeat the question on Friday, I will be able to
give him more specifie information.

QUESTION OF PRIVILEGE.

Mr. IVES. I desire to make a personal explanation in
regard to a matter which was referred to in the House the
other night by the hon. member for Grey, and which appears
in the Toronto Globe of the 4th May. I should not r er to
this matter were it the first time that I have seen a similar
statement made, and were I not satisfied that-I will not
say a conspiracy-but a persistent effort is being madle by
gentlemen on the other side of the House and their press,
to put me in a false position, a position in which I have no
right to be placed. Now, the G7lobe says :

"It was eminently fitting that the principal defender of Mr. Beaty's
railway jobbing, ahould be Mr. Ives, son-in-law of the Kinister of Rail.
ways and successor to the latter on the directorate of the laternatiozal
Railway Company."

And in another place:

" Mr. Pope allows hie son-in-law to take hie place on the board of
directors. 'A fellow feeling' makes Kr. Ives wondrous kind towards
Mr. Beaty."

Now, I may say, once and for all, that I am not a director
of the International Railway Company, chartered by this
Houge, and never was. I never had any connection with
that under taking, except as solicitor to the road. In that
capacity, on one occasion last autumn, when certain arrange.
mente and contracte were being made between the Inter-
national Railway Company and the International Company
of Maine, of which I am a director. I was appointed
a director of the company, in order that I might sign
contracte and represent, as it were, the International Rail-
way in Maine, and I resigned immediately on my return. I
never had any connection whatever with the company,
never owned any of its stock, and have not now, and never
expect to have, the slightest peouniary interest in it, one
way or the other. This story has been copied in the local
Grit press in the townships, and a great deal is made of its
The hon. member for Grey (Mr. Landerkin), the other night,
alludel to the same matter, and I was surprised to find that he,
when quotng from the " Parliamentary Companion," failed
to quote the exact facts. He told the House that I was a
director of the International R silway. He was talking
about railways subsidised by the Parliament of Canada, and
chartered by this Parliament, particularly. Now, ho cor-
tainly oould not have failed to observe from the "Parlia-
mentary Companion " ho was reading, that there was no
statement in it that I was a director of the International
Railway, but a statement that I was a director of the Inter-
national of Maine, ani organisation chartered by the State of
Maine, and, it may be said, indirectly aseisted by this Gov-
ernment ; but, at the sane time, it cannot be held that the
hon. gentleman was in good faith in making that statement.
With regard to the International Railway, I have no in-
terest in it whatever, i am only solicitor for the company, and
have acted for it in various matters in which the two com.
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panies are interested, but I have no stock, no interest what- proceeds of the Algoma branch bonds are to be applied
ever in it, except us a profesional man in my capacity as to the construction of the branch as well. •As I under-
solicitor. stand the arrangement when we agreed to that special

Mr. LANDERKIN. I wish to say one word, in order t mortgage, it was to the completion of the branch. What I

show thé good faith in which I acted in this matter in mean is this: tIaat it should not be competent to the railway
noting from thé "Parliamentary Companion." I will read company, having issued bonds upon the Algoma branch, to

9m that bok again, to show how far I was justified. I take two millions and a-half of the proceeds of those bonds

believe the International of Maine, is a road that was sub- and say : We shall use them to apply them to the work we

sidised by this Government. have already constructed; but that the money raised upon
the whole and already constructed work was to be apphied

Mr. IVES. That was not the gravamen of the charge. to the completion of the work. However, it is not easy to
.Mr. LANDERKIN. I was not speaking of the charters hear the words accurately acrosa the House, and I shall not

given by this House, but of the roads that received subsi- attempt to discuss them now. So far as I can judge from
ies irom this flouse. I quoted in good faith from the the explanation of the hon. gentleman's proposals,;they are,

book, and in doing so I acted from a stern sense of public in both these respects, reasonably satisfactory; but as inas-
duty. I have no desire to injure the feelings of the hon. much as one cannot form a final judgment upon them, nor
member at ail.· This is what the "Parliamentary Com. upon some other points to which I wish to call the attention
panion " says, in reference to that gentleman: of the House before this measure receives its final reading,

"He was called to the bar of the Pro7ince of Qnebec in the year and I shall not detain the House now, preferring to wait till
1867; was appointed Q.O. on the lth October, 1880. Io preuident of the opportunity which will be afforded when we have the
the Dominion Oattle 0ompany, of Texas, and a director of the Inter- measure of the hon. gertleman fully before us.
n .ational VnrSany t of Maine. a . Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. I would like to enquireMr. IVES. That is just what I said- of the Minister of Finance, whether these same bonds in the

Mr. BLAKE. Of course the hon. gentleman is quite in bands of the public are not liable to be redeemed by the
bis right in making the statement. But in order that railway company on payment of 10 per cent. premium?
the explanation may be complete, I desire to say that . Mr. McLELAN. Yes.I suppose the statement that I have seen in the press that
he was the person who signed the contract for a subsidy Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. Well, they might
from the Government of Canada, the Minister of Railways easily close the whole affair, then.
being the signatory on the part of the Government, and Resolution concurred in.
himself on the part of the company, is not correct? Mr. McLELAN introduced Bill (No. 131) further to

M1r. IVES. It is not correct at all. The contract was amend the Act respecting the Canadian Pacific Railway.
signed by the president of the company, and not by myself, Bill read the first time.who never held that position.

CANADIAN PACIFIC RAILWAY-RELEASE OF
BONDS.

Mr. MoLELAN moved that the Bouse receive the report
of the Committee of the Whole on resolutions respecting
the release to the company of the amount held as security
for the operation of the Canadian Pacifie Railway. He said:
one or two points were brought up in respect of thèse reso-
lutions when they were in committee. The first was respect-
ing the application of the bonds that are to be raised upon
the Algoma branch. I propose to inserL in the Bill this
clause:

But the proceeds of such bonds shall be applied exclusively to the
cSt of construction and equipment of the said Algoma branch, includ-
ing a bridge over the said river.
And further on:

Exclusive application of the proceeds of said bonds for the purposes
hereinbefore defied shall b. secured in case of default.
And so on. I will insert in the Bill a clause applying
strictly the proceeds of the mortgage to the completion of
the Algoma branch, as well as the bridge over the river ;
also a clause with respect to the bonds that are in the hande
of the public and that are not yet taken up and not provided
for, stating:

Nothing herein contained sha affeit or impair the security or reme-
dieu cf thé. holderu of outatanding land grant bonds.
I propose to insert in the Bill founded upon the resolutions
thèse two clauses. I understand the latter one is satisfao-
tory to the bondholders in all respects.

Mr. BLAKE. After the statement of the hon. gen.
tieman-of course it is impossible properly to appreciate
the value of words one hears across the floor-but it!
occurred to me that the first phrase the hon. gentle-
man uaed was, perhaps not exactly adéquate o carry
out hie intentions, bffluse it ise as hé réad, that thé

Ur. IV". ,

DOMINION LANDS,

House again resolved itself into Commitee on Bill (No. 94)
further to amend the Dominion Lande Act, 1883.-(Mr.
White, Cardwell.)

(In the Committee.)
Mr. WHITE (Cardwell). If the commitee will allow me,

there are one or two clauses I should like to go back to
for the purpose of making merely verbal alterations. The
first is clause 3, in regard to the different forma. The clause
at present provides that these shall be changed by the
Minister of Interior, with the approval of the Governor in
Council. I propose to leave out the words "with the
approval of the Governor in Council."

Mr. BLAKE. I thought when this clause was inserted
that it was one of very doubtful propriety, and I think it
is made still more objectionable by the proposed amend-
ment. If there is one thing important it is that the forma
on which the various steps are based which are required to
bb taken in order to acquire those titles, should be general
forms, the same for all persons. But the hon. gentleman
proposes, not merely to take power to make forma
applicable to a special class of cases, but also forma appli-
cable to any special case. And now he proposes that the
power shall be conferred on the departmental Minister.
What does that mean ? It meâns that those forma are to be
moulded to suit each case, as the Minister pleases, and thus
there is no certainty whatever. The regular form may be
used in one case and a diferent form in another, and no
one is to know, with any degree of certainty, what the real
limit of the obligation may be. The proposal affords the
greatest possible loophole for frand,

Mr. WHITE (Cardwell). I think the hon. gentleman
bas magnified the importance of the clause, which has been
pressed upon me as being of great çonvenience to the Land
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Board at Winnipeg. They say there have been cases where
euch a power is desirable. For myself, I do not attach a
great deal of importance to it one way or the other; it is a
mere matter of convenience to the Land Board. I do not
see the inconvenience mentioned by the hon, gentleman,
but I would rather drop it than it should bu necessary that
every form which might bu required to bu altered would
necessarily come before the Governor in Council. That
would be giving an importance to the form that is not
warranted. This change, I repeat, is urged upon me by
the Dominion Land Board in Winnipeg as a matter of con-
venience, and the commissioner, who is giving a very great
deal of attention to land matters there, and who is probably
the most popular officer ever connected with the Govern-
ment in the North-West, urges that this change would be
convenie'it in the working of the Land Act.

Mr. BLAKE. Before we make such an important change,
which, as I conceive, wilI place the forme al at sea, because
it is the Minister who has to decide what the requirements
shall b, we should have some greater reason for the change
stated than that the Chairman of the Land Board thinks it
would be convenient. The hon. Minister ought himself to
have mastered the reasons why these officers desire this
change, which, so far as we know, have not been given,
becaus.e the Minister bas not stated to us any reason. He
simply says that the Chairman of the Land Board thinks
the proposed change would be very convenient. This is a
re-introduction of the appeals to Ottawa, which the Minister
has himself declared to b. most objectionable. It is not the
Land Board that has to do this work-though perhaps next
time we go into committee the duty nay be assigned to the
Chairman of the Land Board-but it is the Minister. Some
one may say to the Land Board that he isunable to comply
with the law, and ask what release he can obtain. The
reply will be: None at present ; but after this Bill passes, the
application can be sent to the Minister of Interior,
and he may order that the particular requirement that
cannot be complied with may be dispensed with. The
whole machinery is to be thrown at loose ends, not merely
for a class of cases, but for a single case. Before the pro.
posal of the Minister is acceded to, it should be shown that
the wisdom of man cannot devise some different forme or an
alternative set of forme that would be satisfactory. The
hon. gentleman says h. would rather abandon the clause
thau that it should be required that the Governor in Council
should act in every case, but then it was the hon. gentleman
himielf who proposed to us that the Governor in Council
should act ; it is his clause. A few days ago he did not pro-
pose to abandon the clause, because it would be a wrong
thing to ask the Governor in Council to interfere: that was
what he asked the House to agree to. Now h. says h.eis
mistaken and that we had better drop it. I say that we
ought to have some butter reason for the course pursued-
that reason being really, for parliamentary purposes, noth
ing at all. The mere statement that an officer thinks it
convenient that this should take place is no reason for Par-
liament.

Mr. MTLLS. This clause is practically doing away with
the forme altogether. There is no difference between say-
ing that there shall be no form reqiired by law and saying
that the Minister may vary those that are given in the law;
the result wiIl be exactly the same. Now, I think the Land
Board or the Commissioner ought to have pointed out to the
Miinister in what particulars the law at present is found
inconvenient. New experience from time to time will sug-
gest a variation and modification in the forms required, and
perhaps the introduction of new forme, but the Land Board,
if it does its duty, ought to furnish the Minister with the
information as the result of its own experience. If it had
informed the hon. gentleman in what respects the present
forma are tound to impose impediments in the way of an

efficient and convenient administration of affEirs oonnected
with the Department, then the hon. gentleman might have
introduced some variations in the existing form, or sonte
additional forma, and so Parliament might have retained
its control of those having to deal with the Land
Department, and that is precisely what is required.
But what the hon. gentleman proposes, if this
clause is carried in its present form, or is amended as, h.
suggestse, is to leave those who are interested in the matter,
and Parliament which is responsible for the law, in the
dark with regard to what is done. Now, it would be a very
easy thing, not with the intention perhaps of doingany wrong,
but with the view of meeting a particular case of apparent
hardship, to vary the form in such a way as, if it were made
a general rule, would lead to very great abuses, and if it
were not a general rule would also give rise to abuse, by fur-
nishing one measure of relief to one party, and another and
different measure of relief to another party. What we
ought to do, as far as we cau, je to substitute a law for the
mere will of the Minister or offieer engaged in the adminis.
tration of publie affairs, and in order to do that, there muet
be some uniform rule of action laid down which every.
one who chooses may know, and which, if they
choose to conform with it, will entitle them to
a certain remedy and relief which the Minister or the
Department will not have any authority to withhold. Now
we do not want to place in the hands of any Minister of any
party the power of determining what the rule of law shall
bu in a particular case; the law itself should determine that.
I am satisfied that the Minister would do that which is best
in his own interest and that of the public, by striking ont the
clause altogether, and requiring the commissioner to give
him information on this particular point, and indicate in
what respect the present forms are found to be defective.
It will be an easy matter another Session to frame a series
of additional forms, if so required, in accordance with the
rules that experience shows are necessary. It is certainly
most desirable that in these matters we should adhere to
well-settled rules and principles, and that we should not
substitute the mere caprice of the oufeer, far away it may
be from the Departnent, by whom the Minister himself
must in a large degree be guided, for what ought to be a
settled rule of law.

Mr. CHARLTON. I faily concur in the opiion ex-
pressed by the hon. member for Bathwell ( r. Mills), that
the law should govern these matters rather than the will
of the Minister; and I have felt for years disposed to make
more radical changes in this matter than my hon. friend
would seem to indicate. I believe the will of the Minister
bas been used, in place of consulting the will of Parliament,
in matters relating to our public domain, greatly to the
detriment of the public interest. I do not believe the De-
partment of the' Interior should be allowed to fix the price
ot land or the conditions of settlement, or to arrange as to
the conditions of homestead entry. I believe that any
regulations pertaining to the management of the publie
domain, dividing these lands into classes, fixing the price of
those lands in the various classes-that all these should
emanate from the Parliament of Canada, and that the Min.
ister of the Interior should not be allowed to fix the price,
and usurp the legislative functions of this Roe, as he has
hitherto done. Now, commencing in 1879, between that
priod and the 23rd December, 1881,-the Kinister of the
nterior usurped-I think Imay properly use the term-

The CIAIRMAN. Is. the hon.gentleman oondning him-
self to the clause ?

Mr. CH ARLTON. I think so, Mr. Chairanan-.nurped
the power of fixing the price of the land with reference to
four different occasions. These regulations and the fre-
quent changes which were made in them were the means of
oreating a great amount of confusion and discord and pre.
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judice to the publie interest. We had, for instanc, the first
five mile boit in which homesteads were not allowed and
the lands in that boit were fixed at 86 per acre; tho neixt
boit at 85; the next at Si; the next at $3; and the next at
i1 per acre. Now these were regulations of the utmost
importance in their character; it was dealing practically
with an empire. No legislation, no regulation pertaining
to the interest of the publie of Canada could he of greater im.
portance than these regulations which emanated from the
Department of the Interior and were put in force by the will
of one man, It was an exercise, in this country with free in-
stitutions, of despotic power, and that power has been exer-
oised by the Minister of Interior very naturally in such a way
as to forward the interests of his party. If you take the coloni-
sation regulations of 23rd December, 1881, by which parties
could make application for colonisation lands, in one year
and eight days 251 applications were made, covering nearly
2,300 townships, and by means of that scheme the Depart-
ment of the Interior and the Government were able to use
a leverage of vast importance and power in the elections.
Now, whatever may be the raies and regulations adopted
witb regard to our public lando, it is a matter of the gieatest
moment and public interest that these matters should re-
ceive the careful and full consideration of this Parliament,
and that before the Minister of Interior or the Department
is permitted to act in this matter they should be obliged to
consat Parliament and receive the sanction of Parliament
to any ruies and regulations they may propose to establish.
For this reason I believe that our policy with regard to the
public lands should be entirely changed. Now, in the
United States the idea of a head of a Department making
regnlations with regard to the price of the public lands-

The CHAIRMAN. I do not think the hon. gentleman is
in order in entering into the general discussion.

Mr. CHARLTON. I am about to propose a substitute
for this section.

The CHAIRMAN. Still the hon. gentleman should not
open up a discussion on the whole policy.

Mr. CHARLTON. I think it is high time it was dis-
cussed.

Mr. BLAIKE. As I understand, the question we have
before us is the policy of Parliament putting in the hands
of the Ministry power to alter the stipulations and the
raies which Parliament ias made.

The CHAIRMAN. As regards this clause:
1fr. BLA.KE. But this clause involves the whole thing,

as you will see if you look at it.
Mr. CHARLTON. As I observed, the exercise by one

man of such a power in the United States, would not be per.
mitted for one moment. Everything in that country re-
lating to the management of public lands is carefully con.
sidered and sanctioned by Congress before any action can
be taken by the heads of departments or by the officers of
the Government. Such ought to be the case ere. I
would rather trust to the collective wisdom of this body than
to any one man as Minister of the Interior, however wise or
just he may be. We are more likely to have the public
interest looked after by the representatives of the people
than by the Department, which is liable to make use of its
powers for political purposes, as it has done in the past. I
move that the following be substituted for this section:

Al regnlations asto the price of the public lands of Canada, con-
ditionsofusettlement, reserves for homesteads and pre-emption,and grants
under leauehold, shall first receive the sanction of Parliament before
bsing acted upon by the Ailiter of the Interior, and ail provisions of
the existing iaw, conflieting wlth the reservation by Parliamena of fulcontrol in all matters pertaining to the management of the public
domain as aforesaid, are hereby repealed.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. I object to that as alto-
gether ont of order. It has no relation to this clause.

Mr. ORUrLTON,

The CHAIRHAN. I do not think this is a proper
amendmient to this clause.

Mr. BLAKE. Since we opened this discussion I have
sent for the Act, and I find that the practical effect of the
hon. gentleman's proposal is to place at the disposition of
the Minister of the Intei ior all the conditions upon which
homesteads are to be secured. This clause proposes that
whenever it is necessary the Minieter may vary any of the
forme from A to , or cause to be adopted such other forme
to the like effect as ho considers applicable to any special
case or class of cases. Now, Sir, the forms are the regula-
tions and the requirements. They are not merely the
proofs of certain statutory requirement, but it is in the
forme alone that you find the requirements of -the law. For
instance, the 7th section of the Act which is ptoposed to
be amended, says this:

'' Any person, male or female, who iu the sole head of a family, or any
male who has attained the age of eighteen years, shall, on mating
application in form A in the schedule to this Act, be entitled to obtain
homestead entry."

Now, form A is a simple application; that, of course, is of
no consequence. Then, clauee 29 says:

" To obtain homestead entry it shall be necessary for the person
applying therefor t) appear and make affidavit before the local agent,
according to form B, 0, D, or , lu the schedule to this Act, au the
circumstances of the case require."

Fora D is an oath or affirmation that the party is over 18
years of age; that to the best of hie knowledge and belief
the land in respect of which hie application is made is open
for homestead; that thorae is no person residing on the
land applied for; that the application is made for his exclu-
sive use and benefit, with the intention of residing upon
and cultivating the said land; and that ho has not hereto-
fore made an entry for a homestead on Dominion lands.

Mr. WRITE (Cardwell). They are all in the Statute.
Mr. BLAKE. I do not find them in the Statute ; but if

everything here is statutory, the hon. gentleman is pro-
posing to take power to vary the Statute, because if this
form requires to be varied, it must be because the require-
ments of the Statute cannot be complied with. So with
reference to forme B, 0, D, and E, and so with reforence to
forme 11, J, K, and L-they are all requirements or proofs
of statutory requirements. M is the local agent's certificate
that the party who is the holder of a homestead entry has
complied with the provisions of the law in order to entitle
him to receive a patent for such land, and recommnding
the issue of such patent. The hon. gentleman is to be
authorised to alter that, so that the agent may give a certi-
ficate which will not prove that the law has been complied
with, and upon that the patent may is;sue. Now, it does
seem to me that it is monstrous that the power should
be placed in the bande of the Minister to alter
these provisions, and that seret>ly. Thore is no
provision for publicity; the rule the hon, gentleman
adopte in the case of John Jones, the relaxation ho makes
in hie case, may.not be known to other, and other parties
have no means of knowing what measure of justice and
favor may have been granted to him and omitted to them.
You thus expose the Minister and the Department to con-
stant applications to waive the provisions of the law in all
sorts of cases; you invite the homesteader to be careless
about fulfilling the conditions, in the hope that by pressure
ho may remove them; and you authorise the Minister pri-
vately and with reference to a particular case to alter the
conditions, and so to establish rules for different individuals
in cases analogous or nearly so. It does seem to me that
no reason bas been given for such a serious change in the
law.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. The argument of the
hon. gentleman is quite relevant to the resolution, and it is
a question of course whether the words "with the approval
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of the Governor in Council," should or should not be struck
off. His argument is in every way clear and unobjectionable,
and I muat say there is weight in it. But that is a different
thing from the amendment moved by the hon. member for
North Norfolk.

Mr. BLAKE. I understood the Chairman to rule that
out of order; I thought he was quite right, and therefore I
did Dot address myself to that.

Mr. WHITE (Cardwell). In that case I will move the
clause as we passed it the other day. I do not know that
any danger can arise from that.

Mr. MITCHELL. I am glad to hear the decision the
Minister of the Interior has arrived at, because it is consis-
tent with the action of other Departments. I remember,
for instance, that the Minister of Customs, when passing
bis Customs Bill, would not take the power that this House
was willing to give him, to deal with special cases of hard.
ship, when false entries were made in good faith. I am not
sure but he was right, contrary to my own idea at the time
in providing in the Act that certain thingS must be done,
ana taking no responsibility to deal with cases himself;
and I am ot sure, looking at the experience we have had
in the North-West, that the same rule should not be applied
to the Department of the Interior.

Mr. BLAK E. Under these circumstances I will not pro-
long the discussion now, but will give notice that unless at
a further stage the hon. gentleman is able to give us more
reasons, or rather any reasons-for he ias ot given us any
yet-for enacting this provision, I will move an amendment
to this clause.

Mr. CHA RLTON. Perbaps I may give notice that- I
intend to move my amendment as a new clause to the Bill.

Mr. WHITE (Cardwell). The third sub-section provides
that the Minister of the Interior or the Dominion Land
Board may, on a requisition signed by intending im-
migrants or other persons proposing to settle together,
authorise any person they name to obtain homesteade and
pre-emption entries for them before their arrival in the
Province or Territory. I propose to extend this provision
to ordinary settlers who, after their arrival, may depute one
of their number or any one to make the entries for them,
on condition, of course, that they settie on the lands per-
sonally within six months. Under the law at present, each
of these intending settiers is obliged to make is entry in
person. The clause, as altered, will read:

The Minister of the Interior or the Dominion Land Board, upon
requisition, may authorise any person named therein to make a home.
stead entry or homestead and pre-emption entries on behalf of any per-
son deuiring to obtain such entry or entries.

Mr. WALLACE (York). The change is in the right
direction. If severai people go to the North-West and
select their homesteads, by the iaw at present each one hias
to go to the land agent in person. The change will enable
them to appoint one to make the entries mn their names,
and will thus save a great deal of trouble and expense to
settlers.

Mr. BLAKE. But the trouble is that no precaution is
taken'to see that the person who makes a requisition to the
Minster of the Interior or the Land Board to obtain home-
stead and pre-emption entries for others, who, he declares,
have authorised him to act in their behalf, has really such
authority, or merely does so for the purpose of preventiDg
the land being taken up.

Mr. WHITE (Cardwell). That is an omission that can
easily be rectified by altering the sub-section so as to
require prouf that the requisition is a bond #de one.

Mr. M ILTL. I would suggest that, providing the agent
is duly authorised by the party on whoe behaf he sote, a

form should be provided, and then there would be no
difficulty.

Mr. BLAKE. What difference will be effected by the
proposal the Ion. gentleman submits to the committee
from the clause as it stands ?

Mr. WHITE (Cardwell). Under the law as it stands
this is confined to persons who propose to setitle togother.
This will make it wider; then the general form of the
existing law makes it apply specially to immigrants, wile
this applies it to every person.

Mr. BLAKE. Certainly the law dues apply very dis-
tinctly at present to others than immigrants unies you
strike out the words "or other persons," which I domot
suppose the hon. gentleman would feel authorised to do
even if we gave him very considerable power in regard to
the law. I understand, thon, that the substantial reason is
to apply it to the case of persons who do not propose to
settie together ?

Mr. WHITE (Cardwell). Yes.
Mr. BLAKE. That, of course, is capable of very large

application. Has it been fouud in practice that inconven-
ience bas resulted fromthe present limitation ?

Mr. WHITE (Cardwell). Sometimes a person who desires
to settle on land goes out to look at it, and it is remote from
the agent's office. By this, he can get anyone who is going
to the agent's office to make the ehtry instead of going
one or two hundred miles himself.

Mr. BLAKE. That is, of course, perfectly legitimate. It
would be covercd by striking out the wu, de "befuru their
arrivai in the Province or Territory," and the words "lpro-
posing to settie together," and leave the law as it stands.

Mr. WHITE (Cardwell). In the 4th sub-section I propose
to strike out the words "or before the homestead inspec.
tors." In the Bill, as originally drawn, the homestead in-
spector was allowed to take entries; but, on considering
the matter, I thought that was open to serions objection,
but the words were not struck out of this clause. lu sub-
section 7, I propose that the person making the entry shall
prove to the satisfaction of the COmmissioner of Dominion
Lands, or the Dominion Land Board, instead of to the
satisfaction of the Dominion Land Board only. If there
should not be a majority of the board at Winnipeg at the
time, it might be inconvenient.

Mr. MILLS. Why not strike out the word "satisfac-
tion ? " It is a surplusage.

Mr. WHITE (Cardwell). I think the word is necessary.
The CHAIRMAN. It is proposed to amend sub-section

7, clause 5 by inserting after the words "to the satisfaction
of the " the words "the Commissioner of Dominion Lands
or the Dominion Land Board."

Amendment agreed to.
Mr. WATSON. I suggested the other day that it would

be well to make some change in the provision for a person
holding his title to pre-emption. Thero are provisions in
this clause whereby a person is entitled to make an entry, to
prove the entry, and to receive a patent. I find by the
memorial presented by the North-West Council that the
same feeling existe in the North-West as in Manitoba, to a
large extent, Therefore, I wish to move:

That settler; who are entitled to homestead and pre-emption, and
who are now, or may be hereatter, entitled to a patent for a homestead
quarter section, be allowed to enter their pre-emption as a second home-
stead entry on the condition of additional three years homestead duties.

I find that the North-West Council go even further
than that. They ask the Government to give homesteaders
the privilege of making an entry of the pre emption on
condition of an additionul three years' nettlemnt. It was
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stated by the Minister of the Interior the other day that
he was repeatedly told by parties who met him in the
North-West, that one of the reasons why they wanted to
have second homesteading done away with, was because

pple were leaving that section of the country, and it was
coming depopulated from the fact that an Order in

Council provided that they should not take up a homestead
within forty miles of the first homestead, and that this
practically obliged them to remove from that section. I
am aware that petitions were presented to the Minister of
the Interior, to the effect that homesteaders should be
allowed to homestead their pre-emptions on condition of
an additional settlement of three years. Now I think that
would be just to the settlers. Some sections of the country
are not as well settled to day as they were a lew years ago,
and I think this would have a good effect in securing a
settlement of those places, and would be agreeable to the
people of the North-West. I will read from the memorial
of the North-West Council, clause 13, where they say:

" That settlers who have entered for homestead and pre-emption, and
who are now, or may be hereafter, entitled to a patent for their home-
stead quarter section, be allowed to enter their pre-emption as a second
homestead on condition of additional three years homestead duties on
their former homestead quarter section, and cultivation duties on the
present pre-emption or homestead, as circumstances will permit."

I do not go so far as to allow a man to have the right of
free pre-emption on those terms, but I think there could be
no objection to allowing a man to enter his pre-emption as
a homestead on condition of three years additional residence.

Mr. WHITE (Cardwell). I do not think the hon. gen-
tleman seriously expects Parliament to accept his amend-
ment; I am quite aware that the North-West Council have
passed resolutions to this effect, and I am weil aware it is
popular with the settlers. They would be different from
any other people I ever saw if they would not desire to get
all they could for nothing, it is the most natural thing in
the world. It is presumed that the settler intends to live
upon his lands after having taken a homestead, and yet
the hon. gentleman proposes that h. shall do nothing but
remain there for three years more, and, by the simple fact
of his being there, he shall escape the payment of hie pre-
emption altogether. It means converting every homestead1

into 320 ac. es instead of 160. E&cn il we were disposecd to
do this, I do not think it would be an advantage to inist
that the extra homestead duties should be made upon the
pre-emption quarter section. The man would be the best
judge himself of what part of his farm he desired to culti-
vate, or what part be desired to reserve as pasture land-for
the cattle h. may have; therefore, I do not see that it
would be any advantage to him at all. The presumption
is that the homesteaders of the North-West intend to re.
main upon their land and to cultivate as much of it as they
can with their means, and, therefore, there is no obligation
whatever, in connection with this, imposed especially upon
them. It is merely a proposition to give homesteads for
nothing, 320 acres instead of 160, on a six years' residence
instead of three.

Mr. WATSON. Six years residence is much better than
three, as the Minister is aware. Quite a number of settlers
have left their homesteads in different parts of the North.
West, and also from some parts of Manitoba. I do not
suppose they have resided there long enough to receive
Patens. It is not expected that they shall reside on their
homestead and receive a patent for 320 acres after a con-
tinued residence of six years; it is supposed to be provided
that they shall reside on the pre-emption. I would suppose
that very often the original homesteader would sel his
original homestead, and would reside upon and cultivate his
pre-emption.4

.Mr. CAMERON (Middlesex). When this Bill was in
Committee the other day I etated to the Minister of the
Iasrior 1kat I bòad reived sovoral oommunications from

gr. Wamwl

the North-West with reference to it, one coming from a
meeting of citizens which had been eonvened to consider
the Dominion Lands Act. I understand that a copy of the
proceedings of that meeting was forwarded to the Minister.
i have also, since then, received communications from the
North-West dealing with the same matter and without
expressing an opinion on them myself I propose to lay them
before the committee in order that they may receive the
consideration they are entitled to. One of the subjects men-
tioned in a letter I have is that of pre-emption, and it is
therein stated:

" Another clause I do not see at alin said Act, iS one lowering the
price of pre-emption from $2.50 to $1.00, as Mr. White, I understood,
Rave us to understand when he was west ¡ for I cau assure you that un-
less there is a reduction made of some kind, our pre-emptions will be
left to the badgers and gophers, as there are very few of us able to pay
for said pre-emptions."
Such were the representations made by the chairman of
the meeting.

Mr. WHITE (Cardwell). What district is that from ?
Mr. CAIMERON (Middlesex). From the Moose Jaw dis-

trict. Although these matters have no particular reference
to the clause under discussion, I desire to place these repre-
sentations before the Minister. The chairman of the meet-
ing further represents that the Minister promised them some
consideration in view of the fact that water was exceedingly
scarce there. They understood that one of the promises of
the Minister was that a well borer would be provided.
They also represented in view of the water difficulty that
settlers should be allowed to live a greater distance than
two miles from their homesteads. I suppose these are
exceptional cases, and pos-ýibly would jistify exceptiodal
treatment. It is also represented that settlers who came
into the country since the alteration of the Act, allowing
second homesteading, feel considerably aggrieved over the
change of policy in that particular. The chairman said
that, while he was not entitled himself to the privilege of
second homesteading, some of the settlers there were enti-
tIed, and it scemed to be depriving them of a right that
really belonged to them. I cannot imagine that the num-
ber of settiers entitled to that privilege could be very large,
because the privilege of second homesteading only existed
for a short time. 1 observe that the Minister îa making pro-
visions for special cases under the Act, and perhaps the
claims of those settlers would receive special consideration.

Mr. WHITE (Cardwell). I desire to correct the mem-
ber on one point, and that is, that I made any promises in
the North-West to anyone. I made no promises whatever,
I was net authorised to do so, and therefore I did not make
any. The only point on which I expressed a decided
opinion was on the subject of the abolition of second home-
steading. As to the price of the pre-emption, I discussed
the varions suggestions that had been made to me with-
ont expressing any opinion of my own or making any

romise that a reduction in price would be made to 81,
IcauseI was not authorised to do so, and I could not make

any promise without the consent of my colleagnes, even if
they had the power to make the change, and inasmuch as
it would be giving up a debt due to the Crown we could
not have don. so without the sanction of Parliament it.ielf.
As to the promise of a borer, what I said was that there
was a borer coming into the territory. It is now at work
in the Regina district, and as soon as some pregress is
made the intention is to move it to the Moose Jaw district,
where efforts will be made to obtain water. It is rather
remarkable in connection with this water question that
borings have been made to a depth of several hundred feet
without obtaining water and yet within a very few feet of
that point an abundant flow has been struck within fitty or
sixty feet of the surface. It is very much a matter of
accident as to whether water will be struck at a partio-
Ular point Sr not.
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Mr. BLA KE. There is one point in the remarks of the
hon. member for Middlesex (Mr. Cameron) to which the
Minister did not allde, and whieh I muet confess has very
oonsiderable weight. Nothing I think has given greater
satisfrotion and more relieved the apprehension than the adop-
tion by the Department of the equitable rule that the condi-
tions on which a man entered should be the conditions on
whioh his title was to be considered throughout, no matter
what subsequent conditions might be made. That principle,
applicable to the conditions which the Government were
authorised themselves to make and change, appears to me
to have still greater force with respect to parliamentary
o3nditions. We provided, during a year or two, that persons
who came in and settled in the North-West e hould be
entitled, under certain conditions, to a second homestead,
and it will be considered to be a breach of parliamentary
faith if we subsequently repeal that law in such a manner
as to depri ve those pers3ons, who entered during the
period of the existence of that law and came into the
country upon the faith of it, of the right they had so
acquired. So far as one can judge of the number that came
in during the time when this law was in force, it is clear
that the number will not be very many of those entitled to
avail themselves of that privilege. What I would submit
for the consideration of the Minister is whether it would
not be better to repeal the law except with regard to those
persons who came into the country and took up homesteads
during the vigor and vitality of that law. The man who
was in before finds himselt deprived of a benefit which
would have been conferred on him if he had seen fit to avail
himself of it. He cannot however be said to have acted on
it, but the man who came in while the law was in force
and on the faith of that additional advantage, occupies a
different position.

Mr. WHITE (Cardwell). As to the meeting held at Moose
Jaw, at which this subject was discussed, it was in favor of
abolishing second homesteading. I am speaking of the
meeting at which I was present. I did receive a communi-
cation from a gentleman, a friend of my own, in whieh he
strongly protested against the abolition; but the feeling of
the people was generally against the principle of second
homesteading.

Mr. BLAKE. The hon. member for Middlesex did not
deny it, but he said it was represented by the chairman of
the meeting, who said that he was not himself entitled to
come within the clause; that those who came into the Ter-
ritory and took up homesteads during the time the law was
in force, not unnaturally claimed that they were entitled to
have their claim allowed, although the policy of Parliament
as to other persons was altered.

Mr. CA MERON (Middlesex). It is represented that a
meeting was recently held at Moose Jaw, at which this
particular question of second homesteading was considered,
and that whatever their wishes may have been as to the
future, they were unanimously of the opinion that it would
be unjust to permit those who had settled within the time
when the second homestead was allowed, to be deprived of
that privilege.

Amendment negatived.
Mr. WATSON. As I stated the other day I think there

shoild be a clause in this Bill providing for homesteads
under conditions of cultivation. I think such a clause
wou*d be in the best interest of the country, and I have
prepared a clause which I think would meet a large class
of cases. The conditions of cultivation are large and such
a homesteader is not ta get more than a homestead of 160
ocres without any pre-emption. I move that the following
be adJed to the clause :-

That homesteads of 160 acres be granted on the following conditions
and entitled homesteada on conditions of cultivation that within the
arst year atter the date of his homestead entry he broke and prepare

for rop not leu than twenty acres of his homestead. That within the
second year he cropped the said twenty acres and broke and prepared
for crop not less than thirtv acres ln addition. That within the third
year ho cropped the said fift acres and broke and prepared not less than
thirty acres in addition. That within the fourth year he has cultivated
the said eighty acres and erected thereon a dwelling house and out-
buildings of not les value than $800.
I think there should be no objection to a homestead being
taken up on these conditions as they are large, and any
person availing himself of such a provision will earn bis
homestead. I know of a number of people who I think
would avail themselves of this privilege, and I think we
should induce mechanics, who are perhaps making more
money working at their trades than by settling on a farm,
to put out their earnings into the cultivation of the soil. The
fact that so large an amount of land required to be culti-
vated will always ensure the residence of some one upon it,
and I do not think it makes much difference whether it is
John Jones or John Smith who reside on the land, so long
as the cultivation is done. As the country can only become
valuable by the cultivation of the soil and the export of
grain I think every inducement sh-ild ho offered for people
to invest their money in the cultivation of the soil, and
therefore I hope my resolution will be accepted.

Mr. WHITE (Cardwell). I hope the committee will not
accept 'the amendment. The homestead principle in the
North-West should be the principle of residence, and the
moment you depart from that, we give up the great motive
we have for giving away the land at ail. We give, say, 160
acres, in order that we may have a settler on the soil, who
eontributes by bis presence to the growth and progress of
the settlement, and I think any principle by whioh we
would allow persons from towns and cities to get land by
simply coming out and performing certain settlement duties
would be a serions mistake.

Mr. MILLS. There is a class of cases which impressed
themselves very strongly on my mind in Manitoba, and I
daresay they are to be found in the North-West too, for
which no provision is made. There are cases where there
is no good water to be found on the h>mestead or its ira-
mediate vicinity. I know parties who took up homesteade
in Manitoba, and were obliged to build some distance away
from their homesteads, simply for the convenience of obtaiu.
ing water for domestic purposes and for the use of their
stock. The house was perhaps one mile or two miles
away ; they cultivated the land, they used it for
homestead purposes in every way exoept that the buildings,
the actual residence, was not upon the land. Now, it
seems to me to be a hardship to sncb parties to say that
they cannot take that land as a homestead, but that they
must purchase it. There were cases of that kind, I know;
to the west of Rat Portage, where the parties had to build
some distance away, in the vicinity of a spring creek, in
order to obtain water. Now, I think the hon. gentleman
would not interfere with the principle of homesteading,
and he will perbaps consuit the convenience of a very con-
siderable number of the population in different parts of the
country if he provided by the Bill that parties might be
counted as homesteaders.

Mr. WHITE (Cardwell). I am afraid the suggestion of
the hon. gentleman would be open to great abuse. I know
of some cases such as he describes, but the practical diffi.
culty is how are yon going to meet them. You cannot form
any set of regulations to be of general application-and I
think they should be open to as few exceptions as possible
-without having some individual cases of hardship, but the
moment you open the door to these cases-as in the case
of the absence of water, which may be merely due to the
absence of proper search and digging for water-you open
the door to serions abuses. However, the matter may be
held over and considered, but I do not think we should de4l
with it now,
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Mr. MILLS. The hon. gentleman will see that the ques-

tion of sinking artesian wells and searching for water is a
matter to be determined by the homesteader, and a man
will not submit to the inconvenience of living off his home-
stead, when he is cultivating it, unless for good reasons.
Cases of that sort might be reported upon, and I think
there will be no difflculty in providing fairly by law when
sncb parties might be allowed to have their homesteads on
certain conditions.

Mr. WATSON. I do not agree with the Minister of the
Interior that the amendment I moved is one which the
Government could not possibly accept. Under the provi-
sions of the Land Bill it is provided that a person who las
made entry for a homestead shall go upon his homestead
within six months; that he must break five acres the first
year and ten acres the second year. Now in two and a half
years he is supposed to have fifteen acres broken on his
land, and he has also the privilege of taking a pre-emption.
In the fourth year he is supposed to crop the fifteen acres
and be las to reside, or is supposed to reside, on his
land six months a year for the three years next to
his application for a patent. Now, under th amend-
ment, I propose that a man must hold his homestead
four years; and he has to have 80 aeres under cultiva-
tion and buildings to the value of at least $600. This
einsures that some person shall live on and cultivate
the soil; and that being our object, I think we ought
to encourage ail parties who have surplus earnings to put
them into the cultivation of the soil. I believe this provi.
sion would he acceptable to a large number of settlers in
the North-Wnat in preference to the ordinary homestead
provision. To my mind it would be much more in the
interest of the country to have 80 acres broken upon a
quarter section than 15 acres, and to have buildings erected
to the value of $600 than to have merely a habitable house,
which might cost not more than 8i5 or $60. I do not
think this provision could be open to abuse, because a man
could only obtain a quarter section of land in four years. I
believe it would be a good thing for the country, and I
hope the hon. Minister will accept it.

Amendment negatived.

On section 6,
Mr. WHITE (Cardwell). This clause was laid over. The

objection made to it, as it stands, was that it was going to
delay considerably the issue of the patent, so that practically
the settler would not get his patent until the end of four
years after his entry. The clause is practically in the
interest of the settler himself, with the view of securing an
inspection of the homestead at the earliest possible moment,
so tVat the patent may issue. In the United States a very
expensive method to the settier is adopted. There every
settler bas to give three months' notice every alternative
week in a newspaper, and in it he las to give the nares of
his two witnesses who are to testify that he bas performed
his duties. Re must do that before he can get his patent.
We propose to require a simple notice to be sent to the
Commissioner of Dominion Lands or to the Land Board;1
but as the question of six months' notice arose, I would
suggest this as a substitutionary amendment to the clause:

Eve person who has obtained a homestead entry, and proposes to
apply 70r a patent for such homestead, shall give six months' notice in

he leaves his residence duties to the end of three years, it
is his own fault if a longer time elapses. It does not at all
follow that because the notice is given the whole six months
will be consumed; he simply gives his six months' notice
in order to give the inspector an opportunity to go to the
homestead and see that the duties have been properly per.
formed before the patent issues.

Mr. MILLS. When this clause was under dis&easion
the other day, I pointed out that the six months' notice was
altogether unnecessary. What the hon. gentleman desires
is to put the necessary machinery into operation for the
issue of the patent. He does that by authorising the party
to give notice that he desires the patent, and once that is
done, the Department will no doubt issue the patent as soon
as it can. The party gives notice by making his applica-
tion. What is the object of requiring him to give six
months' notice of his intention to apply, and then requiring
him to give a second notice after the report is ade?

is very object in giving notice is to state that he
has performed his duties, and that hoeis ready for
the inspector; and the hon. gentleman is compelling
him to make two applications when only one is re-
quired. The conditions of the American law are alto.
gether different, because the circumstances are different.
The Government there does not depend on an inspector
but it requires that legal testimony shall be furnished that
the homestead duties have been performed, and that makes
all these preliminary steps necessary. But the hon gentle-
man does not depend on testimony of that sort; he depende
on the report of the officer of his Department. I think the
cleane will meet the objct hon,. gentlemen have in view by
making it read as follows:-

Every person who has obtained a homestead entry and ha acquired
the right to receive a patent, under the provisions of the said Act or of
this Aet, shall, on giving notice to the Commissioner of Dnminion
Lands and providing he bas complied with the settlement conditions,
be entitled to such patent.

All that would be necessary is that the report should be
made; there should be no necessity for six months' delay
or for second notice.

Mr. WATSON. I cannot see why the Minister wants a
homesteader to give six month' notice. If the homesteader
proves that he as complied witlh the settlement conditions
and i entitled to receive the patent, he ought simply to
have to apply for his patent and receive it, as soon as the
Government are satisfied he as complied with the con-
ditions. If the settler expected, under this clause, to get
his homestead at the end of three years, he would have to
b. qualified at the end of two and a half years, because he
has to give six months' notice, or else wait three years and
a half for his patent.

Mr. MILLS. The on. gentleman ought to amend his
clause and adopt it to suit the convenience of the popula-
tion. Why require a settler, who las resided upon his
homestead for three years and performed the necessary
setlement work, to wait another six months before he can
get his patent? Why should he b required to make a
second application at all ? A simple notice from him that
he as conformed to the law and that his homestead is open
to inspection should be sufficient. The lon. gentleman has
made a cumbrous proposition, taken from a law based upon
a wholly different plan and poicy.

writing to the Commissioner of Dominion Lands of his intention to make
such application, and shall produce evidence to the officer who is au- On section 9,
thorised to receive the application that such notice has beea duly given. Mr. WHITE (Cardwell). This is the clause for which I
The efect of that would simply be that if the homesteader propose to substitute the clause of which I have given
gives his notice to the Commissioner of Dominion Lands notice. Under the law, as it stands, any person eau advance
six months before the time at which he would be entitled by i to a settler going int) the North-West, and I think the
lapse of time to receive his patent, having at the time Crofters were brought out under that provision. The law
really fulfilled the conditions of residence and improvement, at present provides that any person or persons or com-
he would get his patent at the end of six month. But if panies can advance any immigrants coming into the oountry

lir. WmTE (Cardwell).
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to the extent of $500 at 6 per cent., to enable them to
make settlements on the lands, and if they remain on the
lands three years and get their patents, this $500 is the
first lien on the property. It has been represented to me
by those who have assisted immigrants, that a somewhat
greater security is necessary, and I believe the clause I pro-
pose to substitute meets with the approbation of a large
number of members on both sides who did me the honor of
calling on me. It enables persons to advanee to settlers,
to enable them to go into the North-We.st, to the extent of
$600, at a rate not exceeding 8 per cent., and against that
amount can be charged the money expended in paying the
passage money of the settler, for building the settler's
house, breaking a portion of hie land, &c. In addition
may be charged the interest for suoh period as
may b. determined upon-for one or two years-against
the capital, so that the settler will not have to pay interest
the firet year or two, that going as part of the capital he
will have to pay. The important difference between this
clause and the present law is, however, that in the event of
a settler leaving the land before he has completed his set-
tiement duties, those who advanced the money shall be
entiled to the patents, and their advance will be the first
lien upon it; and if, within two years after getting the
patent, thy have not put on the land a new settler, tiey
b. lorced te seoli. hand te any settler for the. ameunt of
money advanced, together with the expenses. At present,
they simply have the power to put another settler on if they
think proper, in cases where the original settler abandoned
the land before the issue of the patent. That is the prin-
ciple of the amendament proposed. It bas been represented
to me by several people-I may mention one, Sir George
Stephen, whob as practically, now the railway is completed,
ceased to be so actively and constantly engaged in that
enterprise, and who is most anxious to devote himself to
the settlement of the North-West; I may mention, also, the
solicitor of Lady Baroness Burdette-Coutts or of Lady
Cathcart, I forget which, Mr. Edwards, of Edinburgh,
also spoke to me on the subject. They are all very
anxious to continue the work ; but one or two set-
tiers, among those brought out, abandoned their lands,
and that somewhat alarmed those who have been aiding
this excellent work, because the security did not turn out
quite as good as they hoped it would, since it is only on the
improvements, and, unfortnnately, improvements on a
deserted homestead are not very valuable. As to the settlers
who have taken up lands under these auspices, about 8 per
cent. of them have left, and the balance, 92 per cent., are
to-day on their homesteads, apparently doing well and quite
contented. The belief is that a policy of this kind will
enlist a large number of persons in the Old Country, par-
ticalarly, in the work of putting on new settiers in the
North-West. That is, the chief object of the resolution of
which I gave notice, and which I wish to see embodied in
the Bill.

1fr. MILLS. There are two features in the Bill: first,
the lien which the hon. gentleman proposes to create on the
property; and second, the method by which the lien is to
b. secured. I suppose the Minister of Justice has looked at
the clause and compared it with the Land Registration Bill
befbre the louse. The hon. gentleman proposes a method
of registration by the entry of a memorandum upon the
certificate title; but here is no patent issued, no certificate
f tiLle, noe rovisions to make the' prposed law con-

formable te teeprevisions of the other Bii.
It being Six o'clock, the Speaker left the Chair.

Alter Reoess
IN COMIMTTEE-THIRD READINGS.

Bill (No. 7) to incorporate the School Savings Bank-
(Mr. Maaue,)

187

Bill (No. 91) to incorporate the Yarmouth Steamahip
Company, Limited.-(Mr. Kinney.)

Bill (No. 90) to amend and consolidate the Acte relating
to the Montreal Board of Trade.-(Mr. Curran.)

Bill (No. 112) to consolidate the borrowing powers of
the Western Canadà Loan and Savings Company and to
authorise the said company to issue debenture stock.-
(Mr. Beaty.)

Bill (No. 113) to consolidate the borrowing powers of
the Freehold Loan and Savings Company and to authorise
the said company to issue debenture stock.-(Mr. Beaty.)

Bill (No. 98) to consolidate the borrowing powers of
the Canada Permanent Loan and Savings Company, and to
authorise the said company to issue debenture stock.-
(Mr. Small.)

Bill (No. 69) respecting the Bank of Yarmoth.-(Mr.
Kinney.)

Bill (No. 114) to amend the Acta respecting the British
Canadian Bank.--(Mr. Dawson.)

WINNIPEG AND HUDSON BAY RAILWAY AND
STEAMSHIP COMPANY.

Mr. ROYAL moved the second reading of Bill (No. 119)
to amend the Act to incorporate the Winnipeg and Hudson
Bay Railway and Steamship Company. He said: The object
of this Bill is to modify certain clauses of the Act in order
to facilitate the work of Mr. Sutherland, the president of
the company, who is now in England, to float lis scheme.
This accounts for the lateness o the season at which this
Bill has been placed before the House, and I may say great
interest is taken in this enterprise by the people of1muni-
toba.

Motion agreed to, and Bill read the second time.

SECOND READING.

Bill (No. 128) to incorporate the Northumberland Straits
Tunnel Railway Company.-(Mr. Hackett.)

DOMINION LANDS.

House again resolved itself into Committee on Bill (No.
94) to amend the Doninion Land Act, 1883.

Mr. WHITE (Cardwell). As to this clause the question
arises whether under the Act as it stands the certificate of
entry was subject to cancellation at all or not. A dif-
ference of opinion existed on that point, and it was to
meet that difflculty that this clause was put in. On read-
ing the clause, however, it will be seen that the certificate of
entry, unless the entry or sale has been revoked by the
Minister, entitles the person to maintain suite of law, &c.,
and that therefore it may b. regarded as an instrument
respecting lands, and is covered blysection 74, which pro-
vides a msans of cancelletion or such instrument. I
propose to drop clause 10 of the new Bill. Then I
propose to add the following words to clause 13:-
" Or sncb other places as shall from time to time be flxed
by the Minister of the Interior." This refera to the meet-
ings of the Board of Examinera of land surveyors& At pre-
sent the place of meeting is fixed at Ottawa.

Mr. MILLS. The fixing of other places would entail addi-
tional cot for travelling expenses. Does the hon. gentle-
man make any provision for t.hat ?

Kr. WHITE (Cardwell). I do not know that it would
necessarily imply any more expense, as the members of
the board are scattered all over the Dominion. There
are a large number in the North-West and a good many
in British Columbia, so that, so far as the expenses are
conoerned, it might involve no more expense to hold a
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1ieeaing, ay at Winnipeg, as it may be convenient some-

times to do.
Amendinent agreed to.
Bill reported.
Mr. BLAKE. I hope before the amendments are consi-

dered, the hon. gentleman will have the Bill reprinted, as
they are somewhat numerons.

Mr. WHITE (Oardwell). Very well.

STEAMROAT INSPECTION.
Mr. POSTER moved the second reading of Bill (No.

109) fefhir to amend the Steamboat Inspection Act of
182. He said: Thie Bill has been partly explained when
it was introduced to the House. The first two sections have
reference to some legislation to provide for the issue of lst
and lad elae certificates to engineers. This is consequent
upon the action of the Board of Trade, the outcome of which
is that our engineers of the lst and 2nd grade shall have
e l r1gsite h those of the same grade as constituted by
t Engieh Board of Trade. Section 4 and the following
seetioas amend the Steamboat Inspection Act of 1882. Section
5 gleds a little iûre power to the chairman of the Board of
Steamboat Inspection. The work of the inspector of hulls and
the itapector of boilers and machinery is divided, and the
oert&ifateof each of the officers is made independent and
oomplete in itself, whereas under the old law the boiler in-
spector had the power of revising the certificate and the
work of thei nspector of hulls. Sections 7 to 10 inclusive
make verbal amendment. The most important section
is section 14 which adds some securities against the dangers
aéileig %to vessels from the employment of coal oil lamps and
of or41cuive oils on board of steamers. Section 15 changes
the status of engineers, so far as the yearly renewal
of their certificates is concerned. Under the law at present
these certificates have to be renewed each year. It is pro-
posed in this section to put the original certificates of en-

ineers on the same footing as those of masters and mates.
ûoe gained upon examination they remain good,

unles forfeited for oeause. Section 52 of the Act is amended
so as to make it obligatory on the officer of Customs to de-
mand the production of the certifiente of inspection, instead
of leavirg it optional, as it is under the present law.

Kotion agre4t, Bill read the second time, and the
House resolved itself in Committee.

(In théeotion 12,

à&. WLDON. What provision does this repeal?
Xr. ?OSTRA Section 32 of the present Act provides

that .very steamboat shahl be provided with sufficient
maannfor lowering safely and expeditiously each boat re-
quìred to be attacbed to such steamboat; and sub-section 2
of that section yrovides that three davits shall be sufficient
fbr lowering thebouts. That sub-section it is proposed to
repeal, as thre davits are not considered sufficient.

Mr. WELDON. Does the hon. Minister propose to have
an inspeetor appointed for New Brunswick? I believe the
la. inspector has resigned.

Mr. POSTER. Application has been made looking to a
division of the Maritime Provinces into two inspectorships.
It isMot , however, at present to do that. Mr.
SeithwI was formerly our inspector, has been suporan-
nuated, and a younger and more active man has been

If ho cannot overtake the work, help will have
to girn to hi m.

1fr. WZLDON. Where is it proposed that the new
inspeter shah reside ?

ir. F0TE. The new inspector has beon for the lait
konth in 8t. John City.

Mr Wmnz (Oardweo).

Mr. WELDON. It is important that, as navigation ha$
opened early, the boats should be inspected speedily.

Mr. POSTER. The law provides that each boat shall be
inspected once a year, and the inspector is given two or
three months to overtake his work.

Mr. MoCALLUM. A great many complaints have been
made by steamboat owners about the office of the chairman
of steamboat inspection. They consider that his office
ought to be here at headquarters. There is a great deal of
red tape about it. If any complaint is made, it is sent here
to the Minister ; then it is sent to Toronto, and then it is
sent back to Ottawa again before an answer is given. I
insist that the Government shall make it their duty to see
that the chairman's office is brought here. There are no
less than three of these people living in Toronto, and I do
not see why the chairman should be there also.

Mr. FOSTER. I think there is no deubt about that. A
great many questions arise at the Department for the solu-
tion of which the chairman should be here, as vexations
delays often take place. However, it has been found some-
what difficult during the past years to make the change;
but the Department las the change in view, and on the
first feasible occasion it will be made.

Mr. MoCALLUM. Will the hon entleman tell us what
is in the way ? There is a great deal of trouble caused in
having the chairman in Torontô instead of in the capital.
This place is as central as Toronto, and [1do not see why
ho should not remain here.

Mr. BLAKE. I can tell the hon. gentleman why. It is
the grand principle that the office is made for the offcer
and not the officer for the office.

Mr. MoCALLUM. It is a very important office, but at
the same time there are many men in this country qualified
to fill it; and it is not treating the steamboat interest
fairly, that, for the sake of aiding one individual-I do not
care whether ho be friend or foo-its interests are to ibe
neglected.

Mr. FOSTER. No doubt Toronto for steamboat inspec-
tion purposes, especially in this section, is quite as central
as Ottawa, proba bly it might be more so, but the difficulty
arises in the Department itself, on account of delays in
settling questions, which might be settled at once if the
chairman of the board were here.

Mr. WELDON. Who has been appointed inspector for
the Maritime Provinces ?

Mr. POSTER. Mr. Douglas Stevens of Halîfax.
Mr. WELDON. My hon. friend is aware that a large

number of steamers are employed in bringing down rafts to
St. John and in the harbor itself, and steamboat owners
complain that they cannot have their boats inspected in
time. I think the work of inspecting steamers is too much
for one man, taking the number of boats in Nova Scotia and
New Brunswick.

Mr. POSTER. One inspector has done it up to the pres-
ont and ho resided in St. John. The present inspector is
also a resident of St. John, and although it will be a littie
more difficult for a new man to undertake the work, it is to
be hoped the difficulty will only be temporary. The expense
of the steamboat irspection has to be borne out of the fes,
and of late years it 4as been more than the receipts from
the fees. We have to take that into consideration, if we
wish to make the expenditure balance the receipts.

On section 15,
Mr. POSTER. I haie been asked by steamboat owners to

remedy what semos to be littie injustice in section 4j, sub-
section 4 of the Act. That provides that persons who hold
certifiates as assistant first-class engineers under the old Act
may, at any time, exchange thom for certiftes as thiad.
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clam engineers under the present Act, on the payment of $5
to the Inspection Board. It appears that assistant first-
elas engineers are inferior in qualificatious to the second
and third-elass engineers under the old Act, and 1 have
been asked to insert before first-class assistant engineers
econd and third-class under the old Act. I would ask,
therelore, that after "as " in the first line of sub-section 4,
section 46, of the Act be added the words "second or third-
clas engineer or as."

Amendment agreed to.

On section 16,
Mr. VAIL. It seems to me that this might be improved

a little in the wording. It refers to "section 50 of this Act."
It ought to be "section 50 of the Act hereby amended."

Mr. MITCHELL. Is this power given tg the chief
officer, to sell a steamboat in default of payment of the penal-
ties contained in the old Act? It seems a large power to
entrust to a chief officer of Customs.

Mr. FO)STRR. It is the same in the old Act. I wish
to add another section . Section 34 of the old Act provides
that life-preservers shall be made of the size and material
approved of by the inspector. That may mean the quality
of the material, and in that case it is consistent with section
36, which provides that a cork jacket shall be the only form
of life-preservers to be used on passenger steamboats. That
restricts the form of the life-preserver to one material
alone. It has been brought to the attention of the
Department that a cheaper, and it is thought equally
good form of life-preserver, not made of cork, may be had
which could be used on some of the smaller vessels ; and
probably, if after being tested it proves good, could be sub
stituted in part for the present and more expensive article. I
propose, therefore, to amend section 36 by adding "or sncb
other description of life-preserver as may b approved by
the Governor in Council."

Mr. WELDON. A cork jacket is known to be a valuable
life-preserver on large steamships, and it would be well to
limit this to smaller boats.

1Mr. FOSTER. Our larger boats carry life-preservers
to a certain maximum, and are then allowed to use
wooden floats or other contrivances. If a form of life.-
preserver, other than cork, is found to be sufficient, the
deficitticy might be made up by these instead of by the
balkier floats.

Mr. MITCHELL. A petition was, I believe, presented
to the Department in regard to life-preservers containing a
light in the case of people falling overboard. I would ask
whether the Department has taken that subject into con-
sidertition, because I think it is very important. It is
adopted in England, and by our Atlantic steamers, and I
think the Minister should give it his attention.

Mr. POSTER. A largely signed petition came before
the Department this year, and I have no doubt that the
particular kind of light and preserver is excellent. It was
net, bowever, thought necessary te oxtroduce it by legis-
lation this year. Of course it is an added expense, and,
unless there is a fair demand for it, or a necessity for it in
our inland waters, the expense would bear beavily, espe-
cially just now, when theo shipping interest is not iu the
most prosperous condition in our inland waters.

Mr. MITCHELL. I found that the petition was signed
by the leading shipowners of Montreal, and I think it is a
subject the Department might fairly take into considera.
tion.

Mr. POSTER. The Department bas already tested those
lights, and fond them to be excellent of their kind.

Mr. JACKSON. What amount of dead weight are thèse
life-preservers intended to buoy up ?

Mr. FOSTER. The Bill provides that every lifhreser-
ver shall sustain twenty-three pounds of oat iron imnrod
in water.

Mr. JACKSON. Under the American system, ia il
twenty-five pounds.

Mr. FOSTER. It may be objected that subatitating this
new form of testing might add expense, in that the prmsent
life-preservers would not come up to that buoyancy. I am
informed, however, by the chairman of the board that the
new test will not displace any considerable number of the
life-preservers at present in use.

Mr. RoCAL LUM. Can the Minister tell ns the material
which.the new preserver he speaks of is to be made of ?

. Mr. FOSTER. At present there is only one material out
of which the law allows life.preservers to be made, that is
cork. I have had in the Department, within a few day,a
rather ingenious form of hf'e-preserver, which theO molMs
are now testing. It is made of g'*ht wood, hollow insido,
in cylindrical form, with a bead screwed into it fflled
with air. It is very buoyant and less expensive than the
cork jacket, and, if it stands the test, it will be as effective
and at the same time less costly.

Mr. McCALLU M. It is a most important question
whether it would not get out of order and let ont the air.
Large steamships now carry the cork jackete, and a number
of floats in addition. It is easy to throw a piece of plank
out which will support a man, and that does not get ont of
order. Yon should be very careful in regard to any life-
preservers except those made of cork. Formerly they used
to make pin-cushions of them and destroy them. It would
not do to make a pin-cushion of this new kind.

Mr. BAIN. A friend of mine drew my attention to the
fact the other day that in the Act, as you propose to amend
it, you require the standard of weight to be thirty-three
pounds in place of sixteen. Does that imply that all the
nld lif-preservers are to be laid aside and superseded by
the new standard at once, or does it only apply to future
changes ?

Mr. POSTER. I explained that a moment ap. The
clause which is introduced into this Bill making the new
test, is simply a change in the form of test, and the test as
applied here will not displace those that come up to the
proper test at the present time, so that it will not inVolve
additional expense. It is simply another way of testin by
attaching to the life-preserver cast iron metal to the ht
of so many pounds, and throwing it into the water, any if
the life-preserver buoys it up, it passes the test.

On section 17,
Mr. LISTER. I desire to call the attention ofth.Minister

to a circumstance that materially affects the masters, eates,
engineers and pilota of steamers of this Dominion. Before
coming down to this Session I mot several of those people,
and they desired me to call the attention of the Gaøtni‡#pt
to the fact that before they were entitled to tare omrand
or to sail on American steamers, they have to be residents
of the United.States and to deolare their intention t be-
come citizens of that eountry. Now, peope following Ies.
avocations in this country, feel that if sueh regwlain aee
adopted in the United States our Governmmet otght to
provide similar regulations with respeet to fbreiges lu
Canada. Within my own knowledge, severi of obt malier,
masters and others, WithIn the lnst f&w nmeath, h*ve
removed friom Canada to the United S*tets aind idb'the
neoessary dwelarations although they had heretoft»e ea-
manded and sailed American steamers while reidOaM of
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this country. I notioed the other day, in one of the local
papers, this item:

"Some months ago Oongressman Mayberry, of Detroit, Mich., intro-
duced a Bill in the House, which provides that hereafter no alien who
has not declared his intentions to become a citizen of the United States
shal be granted a license as pilot, engineer, mate, captain or other
officer on any steam-vessel carrying the flag of the United States. The
object of the Bill waa said by its author to prevent Canadian vessel men
from entering the service of the United States steamboat owners to the
exclusion of Americans. The Bill was favorably reported from the
Commerce Oommittee of the House some days ago, and passed Wednes-
day without a dissenting vote. It is believed that it will go through
the Senate with equal facility."

Now, these men I refer to appear to have had some know-
ledge that such legislation was to be introduced into Con
grese, and for the purpose of protecting themselves and
being able to follow their employment, they have left the
Province of Ontario and removed to the State of Michigan.
Now, Sir, if the United States think proper to pass such a
law as that, excluding Canadians from commanding or
working upon American steamboats in the capacities men-
tioned in this article, I think it is but right to our people
on this side, that Parliament should pass a similar law. I
believe there is a law upon our Statute-book preventing
Americans from occupying these positions upon vessels
above a certain tonnage; but on vessels below a certain
tonnage, American engineers, mates and so on, are entitled,
I believe, to take command and sail them. I think, on
bebalf of this large class, it is the duty of the Government
to introduce such legislation as will place them upon an
equality with mon of their class in the United States. I
promised these gentlemen I would bring the matter before
the House, and I now discharge that duty. I hope the
matter will receive the consideration of the Government,
and that such legislation as may be necessary to give effect
to the reasonable wishes, the simple rights of these men,
will be passed, if not this Session, at all events at the next
Session.

Mr. MoCALLUM. Does the hon. gentleman complain
that Americans come into this country and take charge of
our vessels as masters, mates and engineers ? If they do,
of course there is a great deal in what the hon. gentleman
says. But if ·they do not, certainly we cannot interfere
with the legislation of the United States.

Mr. LISTER. Because they do not do it, we should give
them the privilege of doing it-is that the hon. gentleman's
reasoning ? I know as a fact that American engineers are
working on our vessels.

Mr. McCALLUM. I do not think I know a single in-
stance where Americans have come in and taken charge of
our vessels; but, on the other hand, I know that many
Canadians go to the United States, and that one-half the
American vessels on inland waters are to-day commanded
by Canadians. The hon. gentleman says that now they must
become citizens. Formerly, I believe, if they lived there it
was sufficient to declare their intention. But as long as
that does not affect Canadians here, of course we cannot put
an embargo on people going into the United States to take
charge of American vessels. But do American citizens come
into Canada and take charge of our vessels as masters, mates
and engineers? If they do, there is a cause of complaint,
and the Government ought to look into it.

Mr. LISTER. The hon. gentleman forgets that although
many Canadians have gone into the United States and
many American vessels are commanded by Canadians, these
men horetofore have not been obliged to sever their alle-
giance to this country. But under this new law they are
obliged to do so, and to become American citizens. Because
none of these men come over to Canada, the hon. gentle.
man argues that we should allow the law to remain as it is.
The hon. gentleman must not forget that while our people
heretofore have gone to the United States, it is only reason-

gr. IUsTsa.

able to suppose that under the National Policy, whioh the
hon. gentleman supports, the shipping interest ought to
become very great and prosperous in this country. It is
hardly creditable that it is in a depreseed condition, and if
it booms up, as we have a right to expect, we will fnd
Americans coming over here to take the place of our own
engineers and seamen, and we ought to stop the possbility
of such a thing. As a matter of act, American engineers
are working on boats in our waters to-day, numbers of
them. I say this should not be so. If the Americans
think proper to place restrictions upon Canadians working
on their boats the same restrictions should be placed upon
Americans working on our boats. There should be reci-
procity.

Mr. MoCALLUM. I am very glad the hon. gentleman
has become a convert to the National Policy, and that he
now goes in for protection.

Mr. LISTER. It does not involve payment of any duty.

Mfr. MoCALLUM. Certainly it does. If American
engineers come here to work, they have to pay a fee on
examination. I am very glad the hon. gentleman has
become converted and is now a National Policy man. I do
not, however, see that it is necessary to have an Act of
Parliament passed to accomplish that result. His only
complaint is in regard to engineers. There is nothing to
hinder the Government passing an Order in Council, pro.
viding that all engineers on Canadian boats shall be British
subjects.

Mr. LISTER. Lot such an Order in Council be passed.
But from the feeling way in which the hon. gentleman
speaks, I should judge he bas an American engineer on one
of his own bouts. I believe he has; if he has not this year,
he had last.

Mr. MoCALLUM. I always speak feelingly what I
believe is right. The hon. gentleman says I have an Ame-
rican eng.neer on some boat owned by me. i never employ
American engineers when I can get Canadians. He had no
right to make that statement. I may say I have no engi-
neer at all now. I did not come to this House, however, to
represent myself, but my constituents, and to say I am in-
terested, because the hon. gentleman brings up a point in
the discussion in which I cannot agree with him, that the
Government should bring in a law which I do not consider
necessary, is surely improper. I agree that we should ex-
clnde Americans, if it is necessary to do so, but they do
not come here.

Mr. LISTER. The hon. gentleman must pardon me for
having charged him in some way with interested motives.
I had entirely lost track of the fact that the hon. gentleman
had the great misfortune .some years ago to have lost that
vessel.

Mr. McCALLUM. What vessel was that? I want an
explanation as to what vessel is referred to, as I have lost
several vessels. Does the hon. gentleman refer to the
vessel for which the Government paid me. I can tell him
that what I got from the Government I got by a vote of
this House, and further there were only eighteen Grits who
voted against the grant.

Mr. LISTER. I did not charge the hon. gentleman with
anything of that kind; I am not complaining about his
getting the money.

Mr. MoCALLUM. If you have any dirt to throw, over
with it, and I am ready to meet yoa.

Mr. MILLS. Down with your cash.
Mr. McCALLUM. So far as my acts have gone they

have been straightforward. There was another hon. gen-
tleman who talked in somewhat mach the same way about
me. It is true a few years ago I had a vesselgoing through
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the Welland Canal and she was damaged owing to the fault
of the Government in not keeping the canal in proper repair.
The amount the Government paid me was what I proved to
be my loss before the arbitrators, and they kept me out of
the money eight years and then did not pay me any inter-
est. There were only eighteen Grits who voted against
that grant, and they were the extreme wing of the party,
for everyone knew that I had suffered and all through no
fault of my own. This is the scandal of which I am said to
be guilty, and I cannot rise in this Hlouse and speak on a
question of importance to the commerce of the country
without being told that I am unfortunate, if so, there are
many unfortunate men. I am not the first man who lias
got damages from the Government.

Mr. BLAKE. We will take it all back and say that the
hon. gentleman bas been fortunate.

Mr. MoCALLUMé That may be your opinion. I have
not made any complaint against you, but I am here as an
independent member of Parlianent and I am ready to rreet
any charges. If any hon. member, las anything to say
against me or against my course in Parliament or any in-
sinuations to make, out with them, for I am ready to meet
one and all.

Mr. FOSTER. With respect to what the hon. member
for Lambton (Mr. Lister) spoke of, I have noticed the
same paragraph in the paper as that which he read. I do
not think it is the law yet. I think they have had a pro-
vision making residence necessary. That is also necessary
for masters and mates who take charge of our boats, they
must have been domiciled for a number of years in Canada
before they can obtain certificates as masters and mates of
our vessels. With respect to engineers, I do not think it
is so. However, when that legislation becomes perfect,
if it should become the law of the United States, the Gov-
ernment can look into the matter with respect to our
engineers.

Mr. MILLS. I am sure it will be gratifying to the col-
leagues of the Minister of Public Works to know that the
constituency of Verchères in Quebec las been carried by
the Liberals by a very large majority.

Bill reported.

SUPPLY.

House again resolved itself into Committee.

(In the Committee.)

Salaries and contingent expenses of the Senate $57,388 00

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. Here is something
contrary to all precedent. The Senate are cutting down
expenses, and I would like to know the reason. How is it
that they are able to get along with only $57,000 as against
$61,000 the year before ?

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. "While the lamp holds
out to burn, &."

Mr. BOWELL. I suppose the hon, gentleman has not
forgotten the fact that the. Session last year was about
double the usual length._

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. I do not think any of
u will forget that fact for the term of our natural lives.
I, that the only reason for decrease?

Mr. SPEA KER. The details show that the vote last
year was only $57,000.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. I know that, but I se.
there is no apparent explanation of it.1

i

Salaries, Hone of Gommonu per Clerk's esti-
mates ..................... ....... $84,07ô 00

Mr. SPEAKER. This item shows an increase of $725,
which is accounted for in this way: There are thirty
clerks who are receiving an increase of 850 per year, in
accordance with the report of the Internal Eoonomy Oom.
missioners, laid on the Table last year. That makes $1,500.
That report provided for a new junior clerk who has been
appointed at $400, making an increase of $1,900, bat there
has been a saving in the salary of Mr. Poetter, whose death
has occurred since last Session. This makes a net increase
of 8725, but owing to some changes which have taken place
since that time, next year there will be really no increase,
although we are giving these statutory increases of 850.

Mr. McMULLEN. I notice there are thirty-seven
sessional messengers at 8250 a Session. A certain number
of messengers are, no doubt, necessary, but I hardly think
there is a necessity for thirty-seven. I do not know bow
many there were engaged in the past, but I have noticed
that there are more than are really ne o ssary. I cannot see
that there is work for so many men at $250 a Session.

House of commons-Contingencie.............. ,000 00

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. Last year, although we
had a very long Session, we did not seem to require the
whole of this amount. Only 819,000 were charged to con.
tingencies. Was that suffloient ?

Mr. SPEAKER. The whole of the 812,000 is required
for stationery. The stationery is increasing very largely
every year, as the hon. gentleman must know from the
quantity sent out to the country, and it is with great diffi.
culty that the clerk of stationery is able to keep down the
estimates. He has only done it by giving us a cheaper
kind of stationery. He las made a great saving by lower-
ing the quality of the envelopes. Hon. members now use
a great number of envelopes instead of wrappers in sending
out their speeches and papers, as they think that ensures
their beiig sent with greater expedition, and they, of
course, cost more than common wrapping paper. The
other items are the same. We may have only spent 8'9,000
last year, but the saving bas been in unforeseen and unpro-
vided expenses, the amount of which we cannot estimate
exactly in advance, and we try to save as much as possible
in them.

Mr. VAIL. Do the boxes of stationery come out of that
amount?

Mr. SPEAKER. Yes, ont of the 812,000.
Mr. VAIL. I observe in the Auditor-General's report

that while the trunks of the House of Commons cost only
$3, those of the Senate cost 81.50. Are they not made by
the same party ?

Mr. SPEAKER. We buy very closely; I suppose we are
more economical.

Publishing Debates, House of Commons..... $40,000 00

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. How much did this
service cost us last year ?

Mr. SPEAKER. About $70,000, owing to the long Ses-
sion.

Salaries and contingencles, per Sergeant-at-
Arme estimate.......... ........ $30,842 50

Mr. SPEAKER That shows a deeresse of $10, which
arises from putting the report of the Commissioners of
Internal Economy into operation, and is owing to a change
in the messengers. While the other messengers got the
statutory increase, the new messenger was given the lower
salary.
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Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT.

is the restaurant down stairs ?
Under whose control

Mr. SPEAKER. The Internal Economy Commissioners. I
hope it has been satisfactory this year.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. No, it has not. I
believe it is good enough up to a reasonable hour, but when
we are kept late, it requires a littie looking after. It is not
as well attended to as it might be.

Printing, printing paper and book-binding....... $80,000 00

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. One would suppose
that the amount last year would have been more than ample
for any ordinary Session. I presume a portion of the ex-
penditure was due to the increased Session, but apparently
we only spent $72,724. It appears a very large sum for
that particular service, and it has been increased once or
twice within two or three years.

Mr. BOWELL. It is possible that last year they may have
had a surplus from the yeur before, or otherwise the amount
might have been exceeded. That is the only information I
bave been given.

Sir RICHA RD CARTWRIGHT. Apparently there were
some disputes with the contractors. What was it about ?

Mr. BOWELL. I never heard of any, except the usual
dispute as to quality of paper or difference in color.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIG HT. 20 per cent. of half the
year's work is said to have been withbeld for some reason
or other. What I want to know is simply whether this
$72,000 really covers the amount expended last year or is
only apparently covering it. The whole account seems
somewhat complex.

Mr. BOWELL.It nray be possibly some accounts are
not in. They retain 20 per cent. every year until the whole
business is closed, and in this account they are charged with
the 20 per cent. of last year.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. They seem to have got
through in a manner which is rather suspicious.

Mr. BOWELL. I see there was some dispute between
tLe Auditor Geraeral and the Pi nting Committec, the nature
of which the hon. gentleman will see by the correspondence.

Mr. SPEAKER. The account was not made up in the
form that pleased the Auditor General, and the committee
recommended that his signature be dispensed with.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. The Auditor General
would not pass the account, and he is to be relieved of any
necessity of signing any account. I do not think this House
ought to concur in a report which nullifies the duties of an
officer as regards ourselves in particular. It is a short and
summary way of disposing of the Auditor.

Mr. SPEAKER The objection was only as to the form
of the account. The hon. gentleman will see it all explained
in the report of the Committee which comes up for con-
currence on Tuesday next.

Salary of the Clerk of the airown in Chancery..... $2,250 00

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. Up to what figure is
he supposed to go!

Mr.SPEAKER. $2,400.
Arts, agriculture and statisties..............$99,500 00

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. What was done with
this amount of $6,000 for the care of archives.

Mr. CARLING. This is the usual expenditure: Books
purchased, #L,058; oopying, $732; travelling expenses,
$942; expenses in London, Eng., $1,83; binding, 173,
and ao on.

Mr. SPuAKB.

Mr. VAIL. What did the whole expenditure amonnt toi
Mr. CARLING. $5,224.
Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. How is it that in 1885

apparently an expenditure of nearly $12,000 taok place on
this? The vote appears to have been very largely exceeded.

Mr. CARLING. It is made up of the same kind of items.
Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. What I wanted to

know was what had been done, what particular mannacripta
or works connected with the history of Canada are at pre.
sent in process of being obtained, and what does the Minis-
ter intend to use this particular vote for in the course of
the next year.

Mr. CARLING. I am told that this is printed in detail
in the report of Mr. Brymner presented to the House.
Historical documents have been copied which have been
selected by Mr. Brymner.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. What ones ?
Mr. CARLING. I cannot exactly recite them at the

moment, but I shall be glad to get the information for the
hon. gentleman before concurrence.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. In 1885, one sees a
large sum, nearly $2,000, for books and newspapers for
archives. Books of course one understands. What descrip-
tion of newspapers are they, and how much of that went
for newspapers ? Are they old files of newspapers that have
come into the possession of the archivist ?

Mr. CARLING. They are files of newspapers whieh are
selected and kept as a record.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. Oh, you make future
history. I hope, if that is part of tho work, the newspapers
which represent the cause of truth and purity on this side
of the House are not forgotten. I have no doubt that, if
the future historian only gets the subsidised press, he will
be awfully bothered on comparing it with Hansard to know
which is which.

Mr. BOWELL. I am afraid it will be very difficult to get
any newspapers such as the hon. gentleman refera to.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. What! the subsidised
newspapers ?

Mr. BOWELL. No; the first-class the hon. gentleman
refers to, the newspapers representing truth and purity.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. No doubt. However,
there is a paper called the lntelligener which might be got.

Mr. BOWELL. No doubt, that is a true paper. Then
there is the.British Whig.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. Yes, there is some
truth in that.

Mr. BOWELL. I suppose in the part you own.
Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. How did we come to

spend so much as $2,500 for the Queen's Printer in con.
nection with the archives?

Mr. BOWBELL. An hon. gentleman wanta to know if
you are a shareholder in the Whig

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. No, I am not. I give
the hon. gentleman that information grati&

Mr. BOWELL. You are juat as mueh as I [am in the
other paper you mentioned.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. Whatdoesthatamount
of $2,500 consist of1?

Mr. CARLING. It is chiefiy for binding.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGR! Is not that a dispre-
portionate sum out of 80 mall a vote ?
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Kr. OARING. I amn informed that it is all for binding.
Large numbers of public documents and papers and all the
manusripta were bound.

sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. Surely that would not
be an ordinary usual charge ?

1fr. CARING. No, it is not an ordinary usual charge,
but a uextra charge.

Sir RICHARD OARTWRIGHT. I do not know whether
the hon. gentleman bas been long enough in the Depart-
ment to have had his attention specially called to these mat-
tors. But with respect to these archives, I mentioned once
or twicoe that there was reason to believe that very impor-
tant papers were to be found in some of the American
States, more particularly in New England. I want to
know if aay stops are being taken to procure copies of the
rarer manuscripts in the varions libraries in the New Eng-
land States. I called hi& predecesor's attention to that
matter, and something was said about the desirability of
making an .nquiry.

Mr. CARLING. Correspondence is now going on in
reference to this subject.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. I am inclined to think
there is a good deal of interesting and valuable matter con-
nected with the early history of Canada to be found in the
New England State libraries, and I happen to know that
the New England societies have been paying a great deal of
attention to these matters within the last two years. It
would be worth while for the hon. gentleman to make a
note of this, and to cause some attention to be directed that
way. A few hundred dollars expended there would, i am
inclined to think, produce very interesting results.

Preparations of Oriminal Statitics...........0..$4,000 00
Mr. VAIL. There is an amount for extra services in the

Agricultural Department, and I do not see how that can
come in here. On this item of criminal statistics, $4,323
were spent last year, and to make up that item there is
extra services in the Agricultural Department, 81,012. It
seeme a large amount for extra services in making the
criminal statistics. I do not think that ought to appear in
the Agricultural Department,

Mr. CARLING. This is chiefly for extra clerks, copy-
ing and compiling a large amount of statistics.

-D minion BxMbition .......... .......... ........ $OOO00 00

Mr, FISRER. I would like to ask the Minister whether
any 4scision hms been come to yet as to whether this exhi.
bition is to be held this year.

Mr. CARLING. Applications have been made from
different parts for this money, but no definite decision has
been come to yet.

Mr. FISHER. I would strongly urge upon the Minister
that this grant should be given to the exhibition of the
Eastern Townships' Agricultural Association, in Sherbrooke
next fait. Last fall this association held its opening exhibi-
tion in the city of Sherbrooke, which may b. called the
capital of the Eastern Townships, and that exhibition gave
promise in the immediate future of a very important agri-
cultural union of the people from all over the Province of
Quebse, and I may also sy from ail over the Domuinion. A
great effort is to be made this yearthat the second exhibition
of that agricultural association shall be a very much greater
suocebs than it was lastyear; and knowing, as I do, that this
association is taking a great deami of pains and spending a
great deal of money to perfect their new grounds for the
exhibition, I truast the Government will aid them by having1
the Dominien EzIibtion thore this semsm. I understand.
tht *he Qeb.P LMI a Gemamom u ha agrod that thet

.3

grant for the Provincial Exhibition shall be given to this
association at Sherbrooke, and if additional assistance is
given by the Dominion Government, there is no doubt
whatever that the exhibition this fall at Sherbrooke wili be
one of the best which ha. ever been held in the Dominion
of Canada. The association of which I speak is a young
organisation, just commencing a work which, I think,wili
be of the greatest benefit to the Eastern Townships, and I
think it is only fair that it should receive the assistance
and recognition from the Dominion Government which the
holding of the Dominion Exhibition there this year would
afford it. I refer to this matter as being myself a member
for one of the counties of the Eastern Townships, and
especially as being interested in this association, which the
people of the townships hope will become a permanent
one, and will be of great value and assistance to the agricul-
tural interests to that part of the Province of Quebec. I
trust, therefore, that the Dominion Government will favor-
ably entertain the application which, I understand, has
been made to them, that the Dominion grant should b.
given to that association.

Mr. CARLING. An official application hu been made
by the Agricultural Association at Sherbrooke, and I also
understand that the Provincial Exhibition is likely to be
held there.

Mr. FISHER. That has already been decided.

Mr. CARLING. An official application has been made
and strongly urged by the member for Sherbrooke, the
member for Richmond and Wolfe (Mr. Ives), and the mem-
ber for Compton (Mr. Pope). 1 can only say tbat the
matter is receiving favorable consideration.

Mr, SHAKESPEARE. I would suggest to the Minister of
Agriculture that he should consider whether it would not
be well to have this exhibition in British Columbia. I
think that would be a most desirable place, and I am cer-
tain the people of Eastern Canada would embrace the oppor-
tunity of visiting that part of the Dominion which the
opening of the Canadian Pacific Railway will shortly enable
them to do at little expense. I sincerely trust the Minister
will take this matter into his serious consideration.

Mr. HESSON. There are other points, as well as the
city of Sherbrooke and the Province of British Columbia,
that deserve some consideration. I also am an applicant for
a grant by this Parliament to an agricultural exhibition.
The city of Stratford is a young, flourishing and enter.
prising city, the centre of a fine agricultural district, yet it
has never had a dollar's support for agricultural purposes,
since this Government came into existence. Stratford is
well situated for railway accommodation, it has six railway
outlets, and is in the centre of one of the finest agricultural
districts in Ontario. Indeed I may say it is the garden of
Canada, and i think the Minister of Agriculture might very
fairly consider the claims of Stratford. A grant ha. gone
to London, to Hamilton, to Guelph, and frequently to
Toronto, but, Stratford, the hub of Canada, ha. been
omitted. I trust the Minister of Agriculture will not over-
look us any longer. H1e is a neighbor of my own and should
have some consideration for the flourishing county where
agriculture is far from being neglected, but still it could
be encouraged by the Government. The Eastern Townships
are aiso pressing their claim. I trust the Minister of Agri.
culture will consider that there are also points elsewhere
which have claims that should be pressed and would be
pressed.

Mr. WATSON. I hope the Minister of Agriculture wili
not lose sight of the North-West. I have an idea that
British Columbia is a little too far west and Sherbrooke a
little too far east, that Stratford doe. not belong to us, and
that the eibitiou should be held at Winnipeg, whih ej
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the hub of the Dominion. I hope the Minister will take enterprise bas shown itaelf what are the net resulta to the
into his favorable consideration the question of giving the Dominion from tus additional expenditure of money? If
grant to Manitoba. I pointed out last year that it will be the amount isie encourage the development of the
a great benefit to the country if the people who went there North-West e ries and British Columbia, thon 1 am
were able to see the exhibition held there. I hope the in favor of the proposai; but so far as the experience of the
Minister will take the matter into consideration, not only older Provinces goes the tine has comicto consider whether
in fairness to the Province but for the advantage to the that money is net perféotly wasted. What 1. the resit
Dominion. in regard to the Provincial Exhibition? Io there not a

Mr. TROW. The convincing argument of the hon. mem- strong feeling that with our local development and the
ber for North Perth, should satisfy the Minister as to the wealtb and enterprise manifeed in our Province that the
advisability of holding the Dominion Exhibition at Strat- PrOvincial Exhibition hs almost snrviveits day and b.-
ford. We have every convenience there, and a more favor- core a thing of the pat. If the Dominion grant is to be
able point could not be selected in the Dominion. The any benefit, it can only be by aiding enterprises in somaeof
Government, I hope, will take this matter into its favorable the newer Provinces in the (onfederacy.
consideration. Mr. CARLING. I differ from the hon, gentleman who

Mr. CARLING. I am very glad to hear sncb glowing basjuet sat dowD, as to the particular localities where the
accounts from the different sections of the Dominion, exhibitions are beld getting the benefit. I do net thînk
including Victoria, B. 0. I am sure this House b a they receive any more benefit from 30,000 in pries than
desire to do everything possible to advance the interests of from 820,000. These prime are not paid to the localities;
British Columbia; but the Canadian Pacific Railway is they are paid to the agriculturists and manufacturers
barely completed, and not in running operation. It will be in from ail parts of the Dominion. L-ast year when the exhi-
thorough order in a short time, and I hope we will all have bition wusheld in London, exhibitors came from Prince
an opportunity of seeing that beautiful country, when no Edward Island, Nova Scotia, New Brunswick and ail the
doubt we will be able to consider the propriety and neces- different Provinces. The show was not ouI> a credit to
sity of doing everything to advance its interests, from an the Province of Ontario, but a credit to the Dominion of
agricultural point of view. With respect to the remarks of Canada. The amount of prizes paid waï something like
the members for North Perth and South Perth, I am sure 630,000, and the larger the arount of prize niney offered
no one knows the prosperous state of that country botter the greater la the indacement to exhibitors as well as
than I do; that Stratford is a most prosperous city, and the oters, te attend from the different Provinces. 1am quit.
county is one of the best agricaltural districts in Canada. sure that $10,000 added to the prize money of the Provin-
But as the amount of money voted for agricultural purposes cial Exhibition incases very mach the number of the
was expended in the west last year, I can hardly promise exhibit8, and, o? course, the exhibitors are chiefly froru the
that we will consider the claim from that quarter this year, agricultural districts.
but another year we will be glad to give it every considera- Mr. BAIN (Wentworth). It simpi> amounts to tus, that
tion. With respect to Manitoba; there can be no doubt its you offer tic parties larger prizes, yon help to draw a large
turn will come, but for the present I hardly think theb on. local exhibit, and to the me extent a larger outside
memberwould expect the Dominion Exhibition to be heid exhbit. But I ask any person familiar with the fact,
there. No doubt, in a few years, the excellent facilities what the number of exhibits was that was drawn to bondon,
for getting into the country will justify it being held lut year, from b.yond the Province of Ontario. I veuture
there. to say it was but a small proportion of the exhibit. But

Mr. MOMULLEN. I notice that the mon3y was divided this does not toaoh my objection, which is, tâaL when we
last year. According to the Auditor General's report have paid our money, we have simply made the local exhi-
$5,000 was contributed to the Montreal exhibition and the bition a littie larger; we have not succeeded in developing
balance te Ottawa. anything new in these exhibitions. Bo far as Ontario is

Mr. CARLING. Tbe hon. gentleman is reforring to thecoucerned, the best gnarantee o? their sucee is to hold
previons year, when the amount was divided as he has thm in a densely populated part of tue conntry and thereby
stated. $10,000 were given te the Provincial Exhibition at draw large numbers of visitors. Everybody knows that the
London last year. backbone of these exhibitions is the.gate.mouey collected,

Mr. BAIN. I do not propose to put in a claim for any and we ail know tuat a week of plesant weather, or the
particular locality with which I am connected, but I think reverse, may mean ail the différence b.tween the success
it would be wise te ask, what is the beneficial effect to the and failure of a show. Tue objeet was, when tus grant
Dominion of the grant we make te this exhibition ? What originat.d, to give a Dominion character to tiese exhibi-
is the benefit to the Dominion at large after the experi- tions, but I subuit, from the way in which the Dominion is
ment has been tried for several yearsa? I grant that, in s naturally placed, it is practically impossible to place any
far as the localities receiving the money is concerned, I cau new feature in any exhibition in the Province of Ontario,
understand that Stratford, Montreal, and ail those places are by an additional grant o? this kindwhich il did not alreaey
quite interested in having the prize'lists of their exhibitions possess in a very high degree, and it is for that reason tint
in the locality increased by a handsome sam such as Parlia- I begin te ask whether il 1. worth what it costs to the
ment contributes. So far there is no fault to be found. But Dominion.
I remember a few years ago when this proposai was started Mr. Mo MU LLEN. I think it would be well, if the Min-
it was with a view to secure something in the way ister o? Agriculture feels it to b. bis duty te continue tus
of a Dominion representative character in those exhibitions. grant, that the exhibition held in eacb Province each year
I begin te doubt whether we have any tangible results suf. should receve the entire sum wbicb 1. going round the
ficient to justify us in continuing this large expenditure. différent Provinces, and that the.prise Hat shoald b. se
In se far as the newer Provinces of British Columbia and arranged tint a certain mm would b. offered for a certain
of the Prairie Province are concerned, and perhaps one kind of exhibits from. eacb of the Provinces. Tii.money,
central point in the Maritime Provinces, there is consider- as given at presentdoe not aeeomplieh th. end whicb is
able to be said, especially in regard te the North-West, in intended, that of giving it a Dominion character, tbongh
favor of a Dominion contribution proving useful. But I yon may get a fow more exhibits and a few more people.
ask the representatives from* 'the older Provinces, where If you give apri for tue different clases of produets of
pgriculture has been developed for many year ad where 800d10fronioach L>ovizioiW0914 udoubtedY have A
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beneficial effect by showing the people what each of the simply increase the prize list for the little district where
Provinces can do. For instance, if the Minister were to the exhibition takes place. I hope the Minister of Agri-
stipulate that prizes should be ofered for wheat, or pease, culture takes a note of my suggestion, and if h. acte on it
or cattle from iBritish Columbia and the other Provinces, it I think we shall have an exhibition that will fairly rep?.-
would tend to bring together a large amount of produce of sent the whole Dominion, and for which our people would
one kind and another; it would educate the people, by be willing to grant the money.
enabling thein to compare the products of different Mr. WILSON. I think there is a fair chance of the
Provinces. It would show, for instance, how far Ontario hon. member for North Perth having the exhibition in Is
is ahead of Quebec, how far Quebec is ahead of the town, for I understand that the city of London bas sold its
Maritime Provinces, and possibly how far British exhibition grounds, and will not, therefore, be able to have
Columbia was behind the others in the matter any more exhibitions4 I understand that the Military College
of stock, cereals, root crops or other produce. If is to be established on those grounds. I imagine that the
people in one Province were desirous of seling out and Minister of Agriculture is the only person who has any
goig te another, they could get a good idea, by going to property in the neighborhood of the city of London suitable
the exhibition, what Province would suit them best, andit for an exhibition ground, and as hoeis now an agriculturist,
might be the means of some of our people going to British ho will no doubt be anxious to retain his property. I, of
Columbia, for instance, instead of to the other ide of the course, have no hopes that the exhibition will go to the
line. At present, I do not think the object intended is city of St. Thomas, although we could afford it every
accomplished. I know there are many people who make a accommodation, because the county o? Elgin sends two
business of attending exhibitions, and at present it is an members of the Opposition te ths House. Myhon, friend
acknowledged fact, that when you have attended one of asks where St. Thomas is. It is in Western Ontario, and
these exhibitions, whether in Montreal, or Toronto, or London is a little to the north on its outskirts. But without
Ottawa, you see all that is to be seen. With regard to Strat- any jesting, I think that as the city of London has now no
ford, I say it is undoubtedly the centre of a very desirable fair grounds, the Minister should state that the hon. momber
ag3 icultural district, and it would be as well entitled to a for North Perth will certainly have an opportunity of
share of the money as Sherbrooke, Montreal and other having the exhibition in his locality.
places. If you are going to distribute the money that way
you had botter divide it aIl round. I know towns in my Mr. MACMILLAN. I wish to cail the attention of the
own section which would be glad to get $100 as a help to hon. member for East Elgin to the fact that when the old
their shows. In that way, by comparing the products of exhibition grounds in London were disposed of, much more
the different Provinces, the people would get educated, and convenient grounds were secured, being within 200 or 300
competition between the different Provinces in the matter yards of the railway station. What is known as Salter's
of products would be encouraged. But in dividing the Grove was selected by an overwhelming vote, and that pro.
money as you are doing, you are not going to accomplish perty is kept for that purpose, and that purpose only. It
anything. will afford much more convenient grounds than those we

had previously. The railway track runs by them, andMr. tEwSON. I am somewhat suprised at the remarks the cars can be unloaded right alongside, whereas formerlyof the two gentlemen Who have spoken last, especially all the exhibits had to be carted for a distance of a half or
those of the hon. member for North Wentworth (Mr. Bain), three-quarters of a mile. So that it will be seen that we
whose county has had the advantage of many a Dominon have as good, if not botter, grounds than we had before,exhibition, and who now seems desirous of cutting all other and certainly more convenient.
places off. I do not think that is a fair spirit to exhibit. Mr CA reGcoavenieh e
W al remember the fine exhibitions that have been held Mr. CARLING. I am surprised that the charge should
in Hamilton, the capital of the hon. gentleman's county. be made that some favoritism has been shown the city of
The last speaker says the grants have not accomplished any London. The grant was given to London last year simply
good. I differ from him in that. I think they have had because the exhibition of Ontario was held there, and on no
the effect of developing stock of the very finest character. other account. It was given to London, as it has been given
We have had exhibitors in Canada whose fame as the own. in previous years to cities in New Brunswick and Lower
ers of stock has gone boyond the country. The hon, gen. Canada. As the hon. member for North Wellington (Mr.
tleman must admit that the aid granted has been an McMllen) bas said, the very idea ho suggested was carried
encouragement to those gentlemen to improve the quality out, because representatives from the Ontario Agricultural
of their stock, and if ho has attended the exhibitions ho Association were sent to all the different Provinces to induce
must have marked the extraordinary improvement in the them to send exhibits to this exhibition. Every induce-
stock from time to time. That in itself is a sufficient ment was given, and a portion of the amount was devoted
answer to his statement. The proposition of the hon. gen- to reducing rates, so as to enable goods from Prince Edward
tieman, that stock should be brought from British Columbia, Island, Nova Scotia, New Brunswick and Quebe, to be sent
is most absurd, even if it should get the prize. I think our forward at reduced rates.
experience in the past, of the anxiety shown in differeo Mr. ALLIEN. The most central point in this Dominion,
parts oe tic country, from time to time, to get the benefit the terminus of the Canadian Pacifie Railway and the Cana-
of this expenditure, is of itself a sufficient justification for dian Pacifie Railway steamers, for this exhibition, is the
it. town of Owen Sound. We can in Owen Sound offer facili-

Mr. McMULL EN. Of course the prize list would have tics above those offered in any outlying places such as the

to be arranged so that you would offer a prize for a certain Lower Provinces, Stratford, Winnipeg, St. Thomas, London,
article, the product of British Columbia or the product of Sherbrooke, or British Columbia, or any other place, and I

the Maritime Provinces, and in that way you would attract sincorely hope the Government will decide on holding this
exhibits from the different Provinces. If the money was year's exhibition in Owen Sound, especially as the corpora-
divided in that way, say in connection with the Toronto tion of that town is puttîng upan exhibition building at a
Exhibition or in oennection with an exhibition at Montreal cost of 810,000 to 815,000.;e expect to be able to accom-
or bore, it would be of advantage. If you had to give $10 modate the whole Province lu that thriving town.

for a bushel of wheat from British Columbia, it would still Mr. MoMULLEN. Can the finister of Agriculture
be an advantage, because it would lot the people see what state what amount of exhibits were brought from the dif-
is raised there. But in arranging the Uit as you do, you front Provinces to London last year?
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NG. Ipnot give the figures, but Mr. Wade,

lo f tAi e gricultural Atsociation of Toronto,
1ï e r aine Proviies, and he told me the dele-
tes bn very successful in ducirig people to send

eoilitÌ to tu Lonon Eibition.

Mr. MoKULLEN. No doubt some may have come from
tie 0iartine Provinces, but I think that the bon. gentle-

11 fid Ënthât unlees he adopts the system of increased
prizesamnd acilities to éxhibitors from the outlying Prov-
mee le wil nDot get much representation from them. I
w gId, to knÔw that advantages were offered, and I hope

they, l1l be increased, if we are going to continue the
grant at all.

Belti Statistic ... ............................... $10,000 00
* MrýWY4SON. On several occasions we have asked for
4ifgrmation i connection with health statistics. Last
y.ear we contended it was unreasonable to ask us to vote

-e$*oupt, tben asked, 815,000, without giving us a
d4llqd(,ttWmeXt of the work done. During the year
18844%-SabÙot*8,000 wee used, and now we find the Govern-
aefts asking for:810,000. I have no objection that there
should he expenditure on 4ealth statistics properly col-
lected, bat I would like to know if we are getting a proper
return for our expenditure. It appears to me there isr no
system really adopted by the Department to make
t1e new service efficient. It is confined wholly to
cities and towns, and while we are anxious to have statis-

cs frcrn the cities and towns, we should not rely wholly
'pon t ir statistical reports, but we ought to have some
neans of gettirg reports from the rural sections as well.

mr.bCARIING. The total amount voted last year was
815,000, and-the amount expended, $7,917, and we are only
asking $10,000 this year. We are extending our enquiries
te All the towns and cities where boards of health are
appointedsud ihe amount of information to be obtained
4 laoreasing. We intend to extend our anquiries as far as

1f'. *ltSON. In what way is it intended to extend the
system ? Is it proposed to extend it to the rural sections ?

Mr. JNÉINS. I believe that the object of this vote is
àn ikedlent one, but my experiencq is that the money is
tmot wisly 'ended. I believe it is worse than thrown

yb'becuM informnation on the subject, to be useful, must
-bwt MgMh1y reliaMo and complete. The information we

là either reliable nor complete, and I hope the Govern-
*Mnt will soon see its way to get up an efficient registration
Wd Sih, marriages and deaths, as that is the only thing

ht be of roal value in this connection. The informa-
litôi 9¢ited now is exceedingly imperfect, and therefore
ldt Hdttie value to the country at large. But i think an

egimatmtion of births, marriages and deaths, would
Iiv iiMformation which would be exceedingly valuable, and
I0o e the -Government will see its way next Session to
bring in a Bill for that purpose.

-gr. CARLING. I think the information so far as it
goe ikn;from the difforent towns and cities, is thorough-

reale, and that we can depend upon the officer whb
colleots the information in each city. As I mentioned to

e hon. member for East Elgin (Mr. Wilson), it is the in-
tontion to collect information from other towns and cities as

Mr. CARLING. Net te any great extent.
Mr. WILSON. I know a nùmber, and the Local is-

lature has passed an Act empowering the municipal council
te establish boards of health, te whe itý would be very
easy for the Minister to extend. the collection ofthis infor-
mation. I agree thoroughly with tho remarks made by my
hon. friend that they are net carrying ont this efficently at
all, that the expenditure is worse than thrown away, because
we have a statistical rep.ort that is unreliable in every paýrti-
cular and tends te mislead the general public. If we are
going to have reports, they ought te be such as we could
depend upon, but no one can place any confidence in the
correctness of the reports from this bureau. I soe items
for travelling expenses. I see Dr. Tweedle, of St.,Thomas,
is credited with receiving a certain amount for travelling
expanes. Now that city is very smail, where has he been
travelling ? What has lie been doing ? Ridivg round
the city in a cao, perhaps ? I sec that other physicians
were paid for travelling expenses, and I would like
te know what that was for. Were they called down
here te receive their instructions? Could net the inatruc-
tiens have been sent? They must certainly l*ck ability
te appreciate their duties if it was necessary that
they should come te Ottawa te get instructions te collect
a few health statistics. I also see charged to this item., so. as
te make the amount appear somewhat large, a sum for
extra services. If we pay the fees of the different ndi-
viduals, 810 a month, for collecting these vital statistics, I
would like te know if we are te pay a similar amount for
copying. It is nothing more ner less than utilising the
moncy te spend it, perhaps, satisfactorily to their friends in
the various Departments where they are serving.

Mr. CARLING. The hon, gentleman is quite mistaken.
The boards of health in the different towns recommends a
medical man for that position, and he has bpen invariably
selected and appointed by the Government. Wita regardto
the travelling expenses, it was thought proper by the
Deputy of the Departmont, Dr. Taché, a very wo.thy uan,
a man of a great deal of experience, that, whe,4 these parties
were appointed, they should be brought te the. capital te
receive their instructions and te receive the forms. I do
not think there is anything very wrong in th t Either
the offlicer had te come or some one would have had te be
sent te him.

Mr. WILSON. I see an item here, R Tracy, $82 for
travelling expenses. Hei is net a physician. Perhaps trie
Minister will tell me who he is and were hole s loated.

Mr. BOWELL. He lives in Belleville.
Mr. CARLING. That took place in 1884, I think, and I

cannot state now who R. Tracy was or what the $32 was
paid for, but I can get the information.

Mr. AUGER. I see travelling expenses te Mr. A. F.
Lyster. Will the Minister tell us who she is and what she
bas been travelling about?
% Mr. CARLING. Mrs. Lyster bas been for orne years
the head of this branch, and in some cases she was sent te
give instruction instead of the parties being brought te the
capital. [f expenses were paid te Mrs. Lyster te go te a
particular city, no expenses were paid te the party te come
here,

as poqsble, but the amount of money asked for is not very Mr. JENKINS. I cau corroborate what bas been said
44d ln the ocountry districts there are no boards of by the Mtinister as to the political character of the medical

h suchi as we have in the cities and towns. The hon. men appointed, because the gentleman chosen in Charlotte -
eXmau can rely upon everything being done by the town is one of the most arrant Grits wie have, but I think

" OU ~ eto obtan all the accurate information they pos- the statistics are utterly unreliable.
n c

Mr WILSON. do not know how it may be in other Mr. WILSON. I did not complain of the amount paid
rovinee, bat in OUrio there are townships' boards of for collection, but of the amount paid for extra services in

halth in the greater portion of the townships. thï eopartment.
Mir. MOMUtLN.
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Mr. CARLING. That ie for clerks receiving $1 a day,

andide flot think the hon, gentletnan will-object'to that.

Mr. VAIL. The Minister will see that, where t e whole
item is ,*2, the amount df 2,803 i out df'allprbportion
for extra services. If it b-longs to the Agricultural Depart-
ment it ought to be charged to that Department. Of course
the Minister is not to blame for what took place two years
ago in the Agricultural Depar4tment, but I hope he will soe
in future that the accounts arc made out differcntly.

Mr. CARLING. If mon are employed at $1 a
day to compile these statistics for this branch, it is proper
to charge it to that particular vote, and, if those parties
are not required, their tervices can be dispensed with.

Mr. VAIL. Then the gentlemen who collect these
statistics are not half paid. if the whole amount paid to
collect the statistics is $,366, and $2,803 is paid to compile
them, it'is certainly out of all proportion.

Mr. 1UL7ON. M y friend says I ought not to com-
plaii þeanse these clerka receive only $1 a day. That
may be true. We have not the various items separated
so as to be in a position to tell very correctly. But .I
obsetrve that 0. ,teacey, extra clerk, is paid for seven
months at $400 a year, $223. The saine individual is
paid for 150 days at $81.25 a day, arid the same individual
for oopying $148.50, or in all he received $569.-

Mr. CARLING. It is often the case in making up the
statistics at the end of the month, that paties have been
employed at night work, and yoa cannot expect the mon
to work fifteen or eighteen hours a day without extra
pay.

Mr. WILSON. Do they work at night erough to make
up 150 days, at a cost of 8t48.50 ? This is one item. If you
go through the Agriculture Department, you will find
that a number of these clerks are employed at a certain
extra amount per day, from 81 to 82.

Mr. CARLING. In some cases parties who are well up
in writing and figures are employed at night, and they are
paid so much a folio. I ame told by the Secretary of
te Department that is the way in which they have been
paid. 'he hon. member spoke about R. Tracy's travelling
expens, he is the medical' gentleman who collected the
statistics at B1 el e, and I suppose L.,at is the meaning ò1
the extra expense.

Mr BAIN. It gives our Public Accounts an unsatisfac.
torf' aspect to see large amounts credited to clerks in the
way of extra services. It looksa unsatisfactory to those of us
outside, who are accustomed to employ officials to do a cor-
tàin amount of work on the assumption that we employ
them to do a reasonable day's work. Here we find officials
putting in all the way to 400 days' work in the course of a
year. There is no doubt the tendency to modern times is'
towards short hours of labor; but I think it is worth while
for Ministers to consider whether there is not an opening
hore for parties to neglect their work during the day for
tie purpose of enabling them to secure more payment for
extra work at night. It does seem to mhe that we
have enoügh officiais paid for in connection with public
Departments here to be able, if they honestly do the work,
to accomplish alt the business of the Departments that re-
quires tombe done, within the regular office hours, except
on occasions when there may be an unusual pressure of
work. With reference to this matter of public health, I
think, epeaking from a noh-professional standpoint, that!
the additional powers that were conferred two years ago by
the Provincial Act of Ontario on local health boards; las'
done much tô attract publieattention in that direction. In 1

my own riding I k now that township toards-oC ,
have been estalblished under this Âot and their intuenl
being felt for good in the localities. *' isno doQbithat,
a the country grows older, and people get 'more int this
artificial condition of society, circumstances may require,
in the interest of the public health, some snoh a?4mbmon
as these boards of health, but I do not tUnlk they
would be available for the purpose of olleoti 
statistics with respect to the population. S. fr
as the Province is concerned, the provincial authori-
ties have takon a great deal of pains to secure a systemm.in
return, not only of birthA, marfiages and deaths, but also
returns from medical men of the prevalence of certain
diseases, and it is from that side that I1think a ood deai of
information that would be ofeneral practical va ue, oiuild be
readily acquired. I de not teink it would be sible, with-
out large expense, to extend the collection of theeestatistic4,
with our presont machinery, with any ofdegreeo suoeaes to
the rural population. There is no doubt that ln the large
centres a great deal of accurate information oan be coReUted
without its costing very muoh.

Colonial and Indian Exhibition............... 0,0000

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. What will be the total
cst of this ?

Mr. CARLING. It is difficuit to say, because the ton-
nage of goods that have been sent over, has been veryIa ge,
amounting to something like 3,000 tons. At the Paris
Exhibition the freight sent over amounted to 800 tdns.
The Paris Exhibition cost $116,000, and the total cot of the
Colonial and Indian Exhibition may, perhaps, amount to
8150,000 or $160,000.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. Thon yon will have to
apply for a supplementary vote. La that#60,000 expended?
I am not disposed to criticise very mnch. If 'this thing ie
done at ail, I1have always held that it should be done well.
I am inclined to believe that a great deal of energy has been
used in making a good display on the pdit of Canadê. L i i
would suggest to the hon. gentleman, if it is in his prer,
to submit a brief memorandum nas t what coast ha beae
incurred and any generai iniormation he can supply as 'U
the doings in connection with that branch.

Mr. OARLING. Yes, I shal be glad to do it on O"Ua-
rence.

Resolutions to be reported.

Sir RECTOR LANGEVIN moved the adjournment of
the Rouse.

Motion agreed to; and theI House adjourned at 4:04 p.1.

HOUSE OF COMMONS.

-Fter 6th MY, 1V86.

The SPEAKEE took thebChair at Three o'clock.

PRAYEas.

GOVERNMENT SAVINGS BANK-INDEPBNDBNT
ORDER O FORESTERS.

Mr. CHARLT9N asked, Has the Inde en4on4 Order
of Foresterd boèh Úio*e'Uto d6àsit d
ment Savings Bank Departmentd?

Mr. McLhILAN. Under the law, we are not perm ited
to disclose the names of depositors. There aWa number of
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large amounts in the Savings Banks. I think up to 1876
or 1877, there was no limit to the amount received; then it
was limited by Order in Council to $10,000, and sub-
sequently, in 1880, it was reduced to $3,000. I think the
practice in England, and this country for some time, was to
receive deposits of charitable societies for larger sums than
the limit, on the ground that they are supposed to be the
collection of savings of a number of individuals gathered
together.

STANSTEAD, SHEFFORD AND CHAMBLY R&ILWAY
COMPANY.

Mr. BECHARD asked, Whether it is the intention of the
Government to order the demolition of the wharf which
the Stanstead, Shefford and Chambly Railway Company
have erected, withont authorization, in the middle of the
Chambly River, and occupying about two-thirds of the said
river alongside of the bridge of the said company, in the
vicinity of the towns of St. John's and Iberville ?

Sir ADOLPHE CARON. In the absence of the Minister
of Railways, I have the honor to say to the hon. member,
that the attention of the Government bas already been
called to that matter.

QUESTION OF PRIVILEGE.
Mr. WHITE (Renfrew). Before the Orders of the Day

are called, I wish to say a word with re ference to a state
ment made by the hon. member for Lambton (Mr. Lister)
in the discussion of the motion of the hon. member for Nor-
folk (Mr. Charlton). That hon. gentleman (Mr. Lister) is
reported in ffansard to have said :

"1 fIdd, Sir, that the Ontario and Pacifie Railway, running through
Cornwall to Perth has been bonused to the extent of $262,400, and that
the hon. member for Cornwall (Mr. Bergin) and the hon. member for
Renfrew (Mr. White) are stockholders in that company."

Thon the hon. gentleman said again:

" I find, Sir, that in 1885 this Parliament granted to the Ottawa,
Waddington and Northern Transportation Railway $166,000, and that
the hon. member for North Renfrew (1fr. White), the hon. members for
Ottawa (Kr. Tassé and Mr. Mackintosh) are stockholders in the com-
pany."

I simply wish to say, in reference to those statements,
that 1 am not now and never have been a stockholder in
either of those companies. I regret I was temporarily
absent whon these statements were made, and was conse-
quently unable to deny them thon, but I take this, the first
opportunity which presents itself, to make the denial.

Mr. CHARLTON. I wish to call attention to a matter
in connection with the debate of the 4th inst. In giving a
list of applicants for coal land lases, I mentioned the name
of the hon. member for South Lanark (Mr. Haggart) as
one of the applicants, and the following words were ex-
changed between us, as reported in the Hansard :-

"« r. EIAGGART.
"1 r. CHARLTOW.
"Mr. HAGGART.1
"1 Mr. CHARLTON.
"Mr. HAGGART.1
" Mr. HARLiTON.

An application that I made? For what?
A coal lease.

No, I did not.
I found your name in the retrns.

No, you did not.
Well, we will hunt it up."

I have hunted it up, and this is the document :
"OTTAW, December 9th, 1882.

"8ra,-I have the honor to apply for a mining location, being west half
of Section 16, Township %, Range 9, west of second mendian, and I will
oomplywithallthe requirementa of the Statute and the regulations of
the Department.

"I have the honor to be, Sir,
"JORN H AGGART.

" The Hon. the Kinister of Interior,
" Ottawa.

Mfr. Mom.

IlOTTw, Deoember 15th, l1ss.
"8n,-I have the honor, by direction of the inister of Interier, to

acknowledge the recelpt of your letter of the ath i pn. or a
eai mine location., beiug the west haif of Section 16, Towuship 3,eRan0

9, west of the second principal meridian, North-West Territory.
"I have the honor to be, Sir,

"Your obedient seervant,
"IA. RUS8ELL,

"For the Minister of Interior.

!,ýerth, Ontario."

HOME RULE FOR IRELAND.

Mr. BLAKE. In pursuance of the Orders of the Doy, and
for the reasons I stated on Tuesday, no intimation having
reached me from any member of the House that any por.
tion of this motion is, in its form or substance, objection-
able, I beg to move in the form of which I gave notice:

That an humble Address be presented to Hier Majesty to respectfnlly
assure Her Majesty that the interest and concern feit by theC ommons
of Canada anfthe people whom they represent in the condition of Ire-
land, and their desire that some means may be fonnd of meeting the
expressed wishes of so many of Her Majesty's Irish subjects for the grant
to Ireland of a measure of local self-government, still continue au warm
and earnest as in the year 1882 when they were humbly signified to Her
Majesty by an Address to which this House affirms its abiding adhesion;

Jumbly to inform Her Majesty that this House hails withjoy the sub-
mission by Her Majtsty's Government to the Parliament of the United
Kingdom of a measure recognising the principle of local self-govern-
ment forIreland;

And humbly to express to Her Majesty the earnest hope of this House
that the principle of the said measure may be affirmed, and that it may
form the basis for such a seulement of this great question as shall
conduce to the peace, happiness and prosperity of the Empire.

Mr. COSTIGAN. Without referring to what has already
taken place when this motion was brought before this
House on a former occasion, I feel bound to offer a few
re arks with regard to the position that I then took, and
the position that I intend to take today on that subject. -It
is, no doubt, felt by many of our friends in different parts
of the country that the Parliament of Canada ought to be
again asked to express an opinion on the subject of Home
Rule, or to express its sympathy with the people of Ireland
in their efforts to obtain that system of government which
we prize so highly in this country. It is no secret, nor
did I intend that it .should be, because full publicity
was given to the tacts, that representative men of one very
prominent Irish society of this city called upon me, urging
the propriety of moving some resolution on this question.
Their object, of course, was not to consult wtih me as to
the desirability, or otherwise, of taking that step, because
those who have read the reports of the proceedings of the
society will see that, in the first place, the society decided
that that was the proper step to take, that some resolution
should be moved, and they then decided that a committee
should ask me to take that step. The reasons that
I gave them, I think, hold good at present. I
stated, and I repeat now, that, if on that occasion we had
not been successful, and whether hopeful of success now or
not, if we had failed on that occasion, we might and it would
be our duty to make another attempt to gain an expression
of sympathy from so important a body as this is. Then,
having succeeded beyond, as I stated before, the most
sanguine expectations of the most earnest Irishmen in this
country, in obtaining a unanimous expression of sympathy
from this Parliament in favor of the Irish people and the
constitutional agitation they were carrying on for the at-
tainment of that system of government and those constitu-
tional privileges which we enjoy in this country and cherish
so highly, I believed, for one, that it was not only not
prudent or advisable, but that we had no jaet reason for
asking Parliament to take this question up again. I notioed
that in some of the City papers giving my reasons for
refusing to move in that direction when I was called upon
to do so, it was declared that I stated that my reason was tIlat
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I feared the defeat of the resolution. I deny ever having That in anerer to the said Addreu the then 8oretaryof8t for the
made such a statement. Ientertain no such fear. I am quite Ooloneu waa oommanded te state that Il Her Iajesty will alwayu
satified thatthe Parliament of Canada that the repreenta.ofanada on ail matterre

esti&ied hatte Paiamet ofCanaa, tat te rerese ta-t the Dominion and the administration of io affaire but wlth respect
tive men in this country are always ready' and willing to to the questions referred W in the à ddreee Her Majeety il, In accord-
give an expression consistent with the privileges and the ancA with thA Constitution of this country, bave reard ta the advi',e of

consituionundr whch . lv.,sudthatthee j nomanthe Imperlal Parliament and Minusters, to whoin ail matters relatinu laconstitution under which we live, and that thire is no manetaffaire of the United Kinrdom excluaivoly appetaln.1
in Canada who would not be willing to Se his fellow-men Thatthiou, having refrence t the tenor of the d aner,
in -any part of-the globe enjoying the privileges of free and does not deem it expedient &gain te addreaa ler Majesty on the subjeet,
self-government which we enjoy in Canada. I did say but earnetly hopes thnt auch a mesaure or auch mesinres may be
however, that, as we could not expect to get Parliament tineg y andthelimeialoPhr ien wthe praae of
give a stronger expression of opinion, what would be the tie minerity, be satisfaetory to tie people of Ireland, and permaxintly
object of introducirng the question again, when the risk rmove the diacontent o long unhappily prevaillng in that country.
might be to get a weaker expression of opinion. I did not Before resuming my seat, 1 wonld asi the privilege of
say that the question would be defeated. I did not entertain adding a few words. I tbink, if the hon, gentleman Wbo
such a belief at ail, but it is possible that some division moved the resolition now before lbe fouse, to which this
might take place, that some one man or some two members, je an amendrent, will cousider this matter, h. will acknow-
or three or four, if you will, might differ from the views îecke that the amendment will cover the grounds as well
taken by the majority of the lionse of Commons on thet as bis resolution, wit th. exception tbat it does Dot pro-
occasion, and therefore, to that extent, the expression pose an Address to fer Mejty. 1 dn mot think Ibal it
would be that much weakened. I am not on this occasion will b. aFkirg the hon. gentleman to mafre too great a
going to make any allusions, or to impute motives sacrifice if I ssy that I think he would do Weil b give bis
either to the hon. gentleman who has moved this re- eiport even b tbe anendment, in order that it may have
solution or to those gentlemen who, outside, have that strength which a united action alone eau give it in its
suggested that it should be moved. I arm simply passage through this ouse. The on. gentleman May
going to take the ground that I intend to discharge my object, on the groand that h. stili prefers the terme of his
duty faithfully and honestly in the interests of the Country, w resolution; but h. muet remember aise, liat, on a former
and with a due regard to the expeetations that my occagion, when I moved th. resoictions of 1882, ho thon
countrymen entertain of the manner in which I should found faull with their terme, as did many of bis friende, and
discharge my duty here. I know that my motives bave stated thathey had been mutiiated-in fact, erasculated,
already been attacked; I muet submit to that. I will not 80 that they were almoat worlhless. Tha hou. gentleman,
retaliate at presert. I will confine myself particularly to the other day, in alludlng b those resolutions. stated thal
the duty that I think aevolves upon me now. That duty on that occasion Parliament spoke, and epoke loudly. 1
is, while I take the same ground that I took before, while think it did; I think il epoke tond enough, and 1 think tint
I say I would not be responsible for brirging this question ail reaRonsbie-minded men will be satisfied if Parliament
agaîn before Parliament for the reasons I gave, that Parlia- epeais in the same terme te-day. The fact of the resolutions
ment can give no stronger expression than it generously being mutilaled or emasoulated did not prove that lhey were
gave before, to see, as far as I can, now that it is foreed not the wisest that could have been submitted to the fouse,
upon Parliament, as a believer in the free institutions ofIThe object wae to carry such resolutions as wouid enbody
this country, and one anxious and willing that those free the principles that we advocated at tiat time, sud tiiose
institutions should be extended to our fellow-countrymen resolutions did clearly embody those principles. They
in Ireland, that no adverse vote shall be recorded on this seured the most important end-they eecured the.unani-
question, no matter who is- responsible for it. With that mous support of liat fouse, and tbe almnst nnarimous sup-
view, I propose to move an amendment to the motion placedport of lie Senale. More han that. aflerth. action of
in y our hand by the hon. gentleman who bas taken hie seat, ?arlinrent had become known 10 th. representative Irish.
Belore I do that, I muet also give another ground which I men on the ether Bide of lhe water, hose Who, I suppose,
stated at a very early stage when discussing this question were as deepiy interesled in tus question as any man in
with some friends outside. I stated that, in view of the re hie country eau be, the Irish representalives in lie Im-
ception with which the respectful Message sent by the Par- perlial Pariament aI liaI lime, met and relurned a vote of
liament of this country to Her Majesty met at theb ande of thanke-not to tue political leader of th. Conservative
the Government then, by the reply given by the Earl of party, not te the.politicai leader of lhe Liberal party, net
Kimberley, I did not think it would be right to ask this tethe mover or seconder cf the resolutions, but they
Parliament to move another Address in view of the reply returned their sincere Ibanke te lie Parliament cf Canada
given at that time. Nor do I believe that, so far as that for passing ou Address which tiey considered the.Most impor.
particular phase of tie question is concerned, if it be tant step tial had bee taken outside cf tie United Kingdom.
brought in as an evidence of sympathy with our people, Wiîh these remarks I will take my seat, earneslly ieping
that our people care little in what form that Address shall tiat ts amendment, being a repeitiou of tieentiments
come. All they want is an assurance that the Parliament expressed, and wiic were se acceptable te lie people cf
of this country sympathise with their fellow-countrymen in tus country in 1882, may be acceptable te lieeflouse now,
Ireland in their efforts to obtain the rights which, as I said and that il may pass new wihhei. e unanimity liat tie
before, we prize so highly in this country. 1, therefore, beg resolutiens did on liat occasion.
leave to move in amendment to the motion, seconded by
Sir Hector Langevin: Mr. CASEY.1 bave heard the remarks wich have

That ail the words after "That' be struck out, and the followlng fallen from lie Minister of Inland Revenue with regret ual
added instead thereof:-the Gommons of Canada desire to express he should have seen fille adopl lie course be bastaken.their deep and abiding interest in the prosperity and happiness of their
fellow-subjects in Ireland, and their adhesion to the sentiments I, ad
exp. essed in thc Joint Address to Her Majesty of both Houssa of the he said he used in speakiug te the deputatien wii aed
Canadian Parliament passed in the Session of 1882;Ihlm 10 lake charge cf a measure e! Ibis kind: firet, tial the

Thatin suh Address Parliamentsuggested that Canada and its inhabi-
tante had prospered exceedingly under a Federal system, allowing to each former expression o! opinion was suffieient; and, nexI, that
Province of the Dominion considerable powers of self-government and it was net prudent to briog il up now becuse h. feared,
expressed a hope 'that if consistent with the integrity and well-beingInot tie defeat o! the motion, but a iess unanimons expres-
of the Empire, and if the rights and status of the minority were fully pro-sien of pnin an liaI formerly given. Ho said:«"Why
tected an d secured, some means might be found of meeting the express-

Od d9oires ut s may of Her Majesty'a Iriah subject. in thaï regawd.' ehoult iwebring il drhow, why renew it? Wa not the
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expression of opinion which this House gave in 1882 quite
ufficient ?" If the hon. gentleman asks me for reasone why

we should renew that expression of opinion, I have plenty
to give him. First, because this is a new Parliament,
After that expression of opinion in 1882 the members of
this Rouse went to their constituents, and if the constitu-
ents objected to the course taken in 1882 they had means
of showing it. I do not think there is anything in the
result of that election to show that they did object to that
expression of opinion But we do wish to put on record
the fact that this House of Commons, after the expres-
sion of opinion given by the former louse of
Commons and after consulting the constituencies, enter-
tains the same opinion that the House held four
years ago. That is one reason for renewing the expression
of opinion. Another reason, and still stronger one, is,
because now Home Rule is a practical issue. When we
soke before we were only urging the Government of Great
Britain to take a step which it seemed almost hopeless to
hope they would take so soon as they have taken it, for
although my hon. friend the leader of the Opposition did
express the almost certainty that the accession to power of
the Liberal Government in Great Britain would bring about
this result, it seemed more hopeless to the rest of us. We
are glad to find that he has proved a truer prophet than our
own fears. The accession of that Government to power bas
had the resuit which the hon. gentleman anticipated. At
that time, I say, the resolution passed by this House was
merely an exnression of the vngue opinion that something
of the kind should be done and a vague hope that it might
be done. Now, it is a practical issue; now, something has
been proposed; now, a measure, however defective some of
us may tbink it, bas been submitted to the British House of
Commons, and apparently it bas a possibility, at least, of
being adopted in principle, a measure adopting, at all events,
the great theory of Home Rule, however we may differ from
the details proposed in that measure. Now I say is the time
when our renewed expression of opinion will be useful. The
old resolution might possibly have been regarded as having
been got up for a political object.

Some bon. MERMBE RS. Hear, hear.
Mr. CASEY. I say it might have been regarded at thati

time, when Home Rule was not a practical issue, as havingE
been Lyot up for a political object; but now, when Home
Rule bas ripened, when Homo Rule is in process of being1
granted to Ireland, an expression of opinion coming fromi
this House, of which the great majority is known to bes
Conservative, would not be looked upon as a politicals
dodge, but as a sincere and earnest attempt to strengthenà
the bands of those who are working for justice to Ire-i
land. And it would have that effect if it had come,1
in the first place, from the Minister of Inland Revenue,t
just as much as it will now, when the proposai bas comeE
from the leader on this side of the House. I deeply regretr
that the hon. gentleman (Mr. Costigan) bas seen fit tou
throw objections in the way of approving a motion of thiss
kind, and bas repeated on the floor of this louse his objec.a
tions given to the deputation, and thereby weakened mostu
appreciably the effect that will be produced by theu
resolution when it is adopted. After having told usc
that we should not have discussed the question at all,i
after baving refused to introduce a proposal of this kinda
in the House, yet after the proposal bas been introduced byo
another hon. member, the hon. Minister of Inland Revenuee
goes on to propose an amend ment to the resolntion. That is
not the course we would have expected him to adopt, from the t
languagehe used when the question was up on Tuesday. When 1
the leader of the Opposition proposed this resolution, the e
Ministg of laind Revenue asked for time to consider the t
reolut M rn time to consult with the leader of the Oppo-
sitom upaU form of words which would be sceptableto v

the whole louse, if the form thon proposed was not accep -
able. The hon. gentleman asked foi time, and he aked for
liberty to make suggestions. The time was granted by the
mover of the resolution ; the liberty to make suggstions
was aiso granted. Nay, he was invited to do so, and Lcor-
tainly understood from'the tenor of the Minister's remarkd,
that he was only waiting for an opportunity to make saug-
gestions. Has he made suggestions? I do not know.
Has he asked the leader of the Opposition to consult with
him as to the wording of the resolution ? I do not know ;
but it does not look like it. If he had consulted the leader
of the Opposition, he would probably have stated so ; if
there had been differences as to the forme of words ho
would, no doubt, have stated so. But instead of taking ad-
vantage of the opportunity for whih he asked, he bas eome
down with an amendment proposing to proceed in a dif-
ferent manner from that proposed by the leader of the
Opposition. I think this conduct is inconsistent with
the expressions he used on Tuesday ; inconsiqtent
with his duty as one who has taken a prominent
part in promoting the principle of ilome RUle, andl
whose duty it is to see that everything should be done in
such a manner as to secure the largest possihle support to
any legisl4tion that could be introduced to secure that
unanimity. He telle us that is his object in introducing this
amendment. But, Sir, if he had that object in view intel-
ligently, he must have seen that the way to secure unan-
imity, was not to bring in an amendment, of which no no-
tice has been given to this side of the House, at this period of
the discussion, but to consult with the leader of the Opposi-
tion, who had introduced the original motion, and try to
agree with him on such a form of -words as the House would
unanimously accept. Of course, I am in no position to say
whether the mover of the resolution will accept the amend.
ment or not, but, without regard to anything ho m·ty do,
I desire to express my own ditapprobaLion of it, and my
preference for the original motion. The sole reason which
the Ion. gentleman alleged for this change is contained in
the Kimberley message, which he bas incorporated in his
amendment. Now, Sir, what is the effect of that resolution
incorporating that message ? I have not had time to carefully
weigh and ponder every word in it, but it seems to me to
amount to some sncb statement as this, to the British Gov-
ernment: "We asserted in 1882 our right to petition the
Throne, in regard to a matter which we dgclared tho eof
Imperial significance, but which we declared to have
material baarings on the prosperity of Canada as well. Yon
snubbed us, and now we accept the snab. We acoept the
statement that wehave noright to petitionthe Throne; we
accept the position of outsiders, in which that message
appears to put us." I say that the acceptance of that reso-
lution by this House, appears to me to be an acceptance of
the snub which was administered to this House by the thon
Secretary for the Colonies, at the time we sent the former
resolution. If the lon. Minister doos not mean it for that, it
muât have another signification. It muet be an expression of
suikiness on the part of this House. I he dos not mean to
say : " We accept the snub," he can only mean: "Yon would
not hear ns before, when we offered advice on this subject;
now your Premier has actually invited an expression of
opinion from similar bodies, has rejoiced in receiving them
not only from the Colonies but from outside of the Empire,
and now, when you are willing to bear our a4vice, and whon
our advice is invited by the Premier and the Engliah Gov-
ernment, we will get on our high hose nd snlkily refuse an
address to you. Instead of puti g eur opinions lu
the form of an address, directed to the quarter where
bhey will bave most effect, we will raise our
eyes to Heaven and exprfes a vgue namby pamnby hope
that the Government of England will bo led by the help of
Providence, without assisaroe on our part, to do that which
will bo, est lor Tl.e19 ldï 4 i|i ' fQ, I objet t
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tale %èier poitop. '9ject to Adidittiùg %hat we have
iot t6 righlt topistitioh#. Gianting the right 'of petition,
lobjet tO taking thie groand that, because they would not
hear us bfbre, w Will not speak to them now, when they
i-e wlling to her nes. And I muet refer-although it bas
been already réferred t&-to the remarks of Mr. Gladstone
in his hite rnanifestó and elsewhere. They have been pre-
sented to the Ioue, but they do not seem to bave made any
imprêssion on the mind of the hon, gentleman who moved the
amendment. I hope they niay now sink into hie mind. Mr.
Gtùdstone writes to the Legislative Assembly of Quebec:

" I am deeply gras»falor the resolution ado pted by your honorable
body. It is my belief that the people of England, who have partial
respondbility for the old misdeeds of the British Government, and the
oopleuteotland. who have realy noue, will concur in the wise and

lieraiview entertained by the Quebec Assembly."

There is a distinct expression of thaiks for an expression of
opinion, not from the -Ddinion Parliament but from the
Parliamihnt of ne of the Provin es, whose iright to address
the 'Crown on suchi a matter must be even prima facie less
than ourg, if there is allyr difference in rights at all. To
the MaYor ôf Boston, in answer to a resolution, he cabled:

"I feeldhat Anericau oinion, allied as it is with a regard and affec-
tion for the Old Country, afords Her Majesty's Governmenta powerful
moral support."

That is not addressed to a British Legislative Assembly of
any kind, not to a body representing 5,000,000 of British
subjeets. It is addressed to dhe mayor of an American city,
and he says that even Amerioan public opinion must afford
the Government powerfil moral support. What, then, would
be the support afforded to that Governmont by an expres-
sion of opinion by this Parliament, known to be composed
of representatives of all races and all creeds, a Parliament
known to coLtain a very large Conservative majority, so
far as Canadian politics are concerned ? Would not such an
expression of opinion serve to show that mon, not only of
ail races and creeds, but mon of both political parties,
recqgnised the fairness of the principle of Home Rule as
applied to Ireland, and afford the most powerful moral sup-
port possible to the man who is risking so much to carry
out at principle ? Then, again, in his address delivered a
few days ago, known generally as the Gladstone mani-
festo-his address to hie own constituents- he said:

'Wever have i rnown an occasion when a parliamentary event so
rÏEg through the world as the introduction of this Bill, under the
auspces ,f the Jitisb Goveramunt. From public meetings and from
the hiçiscîBt Ftsaitissinu. the p ownieu. f om capital. pouchc ,Washing-

i nndi os, uecan from the rmotest districts lying
the reaeh of al ordihry political excitement, I receive thec on-

uaLitr.assurance thatkideedlpeoole regard.it with warm and fraternal
wýyýsIi.Usp pMený.pffortiO to.settie, oa anadequate scale, and

"Y ir a, the Iong-v rqd ýid troubled relations between England
anlIre!and, whleh-ekhibitio hs the one and only conspicuous tailure
ef tb pclM !#geWius of ùar race to confront and master a difficulty,
and te obtain in a zeasonable degree the main ends of civilised life."

What is the meaning of those words ? Io it not are cogni-
tion that not only Quebec, a French Province living under
British rule, filed now with British sympathy and love for
British constitutional Government, not only a French Pro-
vince like Quebec, but oven States entirely severed from
the Empire, are members of the Igreat British family coun-
cil, composed of the offspring that have come from the loins
of that great nation? Is it not a recognition of our fellow-
citizenship in the British Empire? I say it is. It is more
than a recognition of our right to speak in that family
couneil. Lt is an invitation to lay our opinions before the
héad of thit fam¶ly, with the assurance that those opinions
will be aceepted with gratitude and r-egarded with the favor
antid'respect that their impörtance deserves. Now, whatever
miay have been the effeet éf th-eIimiberley message, what-
ever may have been the feainig# of it, whatever may be
our e'enstitutional and techniAight to petition the Throne,
thWe aòko*Mg' ,W ma snotiderbl'y froim a Colonial
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Secretary 'but from the Premier of Great Britain, take aWIy
utterly any effect that might be in that message téiding to
discourage colonial legislative 'bodies from epressing
opinions on this great question. And if the MinuAter'of
lnland Revenue bas nothing stronger to shelter hirûself
behind, when he asks the House to depart from the usual'on-
stit utional method of addressing the Throne, and to èkpress
anxiety and great hopes and wishes to the skies and at-
mosphere, I say bis def ence is of the most flimsy chaMa*ter.
Let me recall to your memory the fact that my hon.
friend the proposer of this motion objected to the ntilated
motion proposed by the hon. Minister on a former oc6sion :
yet on that occasion my hon. friend acoepted it because
there was no opportunity of amending it, and beatse he
did not wish to have any dissension in the House in con-
nection with the matter. Tihat conduct stands out in béId
contrast to the conduct of hon. gentlemen opposite. Théy
did not, it appears, altogether relish the fôrm in which
this motion was proposed on Tuesday. Instèad of ascoept-
ing it for the purpose of avoiding division in the House
on this great non-political question, they took a course
which must necessarily lead to difference of opinion ; whe-
ther it leads to difference of vote or not wil depend on
the self-sacrifice of the members of the House who htld
coDtrary opinions. The hon. leader of the Government
sneered at the resolution, and tbrew cold water on the whole
proposai. The bon. Minister of Inland Revenue, who bas
always posed as the leader of this movement, also thr'ew
cold water on it by asking for delay. ie bas thrown more
cold water on it to-day by asking us to abdidate
our constitutional right of petition, and to accept
a wishy-washy proposal of vague hope and sym-
pathy. This course stands ont in bold contrast to
the sacrifice of individual opinion displayed by my hon.
friend on the former occasion. I hope yet that the lon.
Minister of Inland Revenue, having screwed his courage up
to the point of proposing a resolution in that form, will go
still further, and have the courage to adopt the fort of
petition, which we adopted in 1882-w bat we had a right
to do then, and what we have a right to do now. He says
the matter of the amendment is identical with that of the
motion. I cannot say whether i t is or not, because I have
not had the opportunity of carefully reading it. If it is,
there is simply a difference of manner and not of matter,
and if that is the case I think ho muet show stronger
reasons for departing from the precedent we have already
set onrseives thn h bas yet shown. If it were necessary,
Sir, to discuss the question of Home Rule itself, to disecuss
whether Canadians should support some resolution sympa-
thising with that principle, I could do so with great
pleasure, and at a length which I am afraid would not be
pleasing to the bouse. I do not intend to do so at 'any
length ; but being on my feet, I feel that I cannot sit down
without saying a few words on that subject, even thongh
it may not be neoessary for the conviction of 'ison.
members of thisi louse. Though of Irish descent, and
though proud of that descent, i hope I shall be able to
discuss this question rather as a Canadian than as an Irish-
man. I hold that Home Rule is as much a principle of the
Canadian people, is a sentiment as dear to the Canadian
heart, as it is to that of the native Irishman ; I mean Home
Rule in the generai sense, not merely as applied to Ireland,
but as applied to ail isolated communities who claim the
right to manage their own affairs. I should b. as ready to
support a proposai of Home Rle for Scotland or for Wales,
if the people of those countries demanded it with the same
unanimity, as I am to support the iropósa of Home Eute
for Ireland. We, in Canada, have been living under Homie
Rule for the last nineteen yers ; we know its effedts, 'Ad
we are generally agreed that those effects are good. I
mean thaï since that time we have had ProvinOial Home
Bale. We have had Home Rule '. a olonies for a sti4
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longer time, and there are some of us old enough to remem-
ber what it cost us to obtain it. But for the last nineteen
years we have been living under an enlarged system of
Home Rule-Federal Home Rule, under which each Pro-
vince has the right to manage its own affairs. Now, having
once expressed our approval of that principle, it would ill-
become us now to do other than unanimously reassert that
approval. The right of these Provinces and of this Dom-
inion to do what they like within their own constitutional
bounds, is an axiom in the constitutional theory of Canada;
and if we refuse to apply this axiom to the affaire of Ire-
land, we are not only doing a wrong with respect to Irish
affaire, but committing ourselves to the position that the
application of this axiom has not worked well in the affaire
of Canada. And there is great similarity in some respects
between the circumstances of Canada and those of the United
Kingdom. Ireland is peopled by a race different in originj
and religion from the mass of the people of the Unitedi
Kingdom. Canada also has its Province, the majority ofi
whose people differ in race and religion from those of the'
rest of the Dominion. Ireland and Quebec stand in some-
what similar circumstances in this regard. Troubles arose]
under the old Legislative Union of Upper and Lower Can-i
ada ont of those differences of race and religion, and it was1
largely from those troubles that the proposai for Confedera-1
tion grew. Has Confederation been a cure for thoset
troubles ? Ask the people of Quebec in Legislature as-1
sembled. They have given an almost unanimous declara-1
tion of opinion in favor of Home Rule, therebyi
implying that Home Rale has worked well with them.t
Another parallel exists in the fact that there is
a large Protestant minority in Ireland whose rights someé
people.lear will be injured by the concession of Home Rulet
to that country. There is also a large Protestant minorityî
in the Province of Quebec. Has Home Rule in Quebec(
been disastrous to the Protestant minority? I do nptî
think any member of this House will contend that it has,1
It is evident that the English-speaking members of the1
Quebee Assembly do not think it has, for they have given1
their assent to the principle of Home Rule. And is it to
be asserted that the people of Ireland, with whom so manyt
of us are allied by race, are less tolerant or less disposed to
live at peace and harmony among themselves under Homei
Rule than the people of Quebec ? I repudiate the assertion,t
if any one is hardy enough to make it. No doubt there1
have been quarrels and troubles in Ireland between the ad-c
herents of the two religions, more than in most countries;a
but why ? Almost entirely because they have not had thet
opportunity of managing their domestic affairs, and be-t
cause one section has been to a great extent, by the author-a
ity of the law, placed in a position of superiority over the1
other, and in a position to injure it. Irishmen are t
not disloyal to the law anywhere except in their i
native country; no man is naturally more loyal toe
a Government with which he is contented than an Irish- s
man; and if this is not the case in Ireland, what is theo
cause of it, except that there Irishmen have not the right s
to rule themselves ? If England goes halfway to meet Ire- t
land, I bolieve Ireland will go more than halfway to meet 1
England. I am afraid that is rather an Irish expression, i
because ander those circumstances they would hardly meet, t
but if 1;ngland goes any distance to meet Ireland, I believeo
Ireland will cometwice as far to meet her; and the reslait of a
a fair attempt to meet Ireland will be to make Irishmen in f
their native land as loyal to the Government under whicho
they live as they are in Canada or in the United n
Statees, or in any other country where they live under f
a Govérnment which they have a share in managing. 1
Besides, this principle, I contend, is in accord with the 1
spirit of the age. We are told that the people of Ireland c
are not quite prepared to govern themselves. Well, a man n
Osanot leara to swim until ho gets into the water, and the d
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people of Ireland cannot learn self-government until they
have it. Lot us take an instance and comparison. Are the
people of Ireland any less prepared to govern themselves,
are they any less prepared to swim without experience in
the water of politics than were the people of Hungary, when
it was a dependency of the Austrian Empire, and in a state
of disaffection even greater than that in which Ireland has
been for years ? No one will assert that the Hungarians
were botter prepared to govern themselves, yet they were
granted self-government by the Austrian Empire, and have
managed to make it a very fair success. Take the other
view of the question, that Home Rule in Ireland will lead
to the disruption of the Empire. Is Austria to-day not a
more united Empire, and stronger against ail her fes, with-
out and within, than she was before Home Rale was
granted to Hungary ? Is not Austro-Hungary to-day
a greater force in the politics of Europe than was Austria,
as an Empire, with her Hungarian Ireland to quel and keep
in subjection, year after year ? 0f course she is. Therefore,
I say this movement is in harmony with the spirit of the
age, and will tend to promote the happiness of the
people and the credit of the Empire. For that reason, not
only those who favor local autonomy, but ail true friends of
the Empire, should support the measure which seems more
likely than any other to secure for the Empire it self union,
strength, and influence throughout the world. For ail
these reasons, I give my hearty support, in the first place,
to the resolution introduced by my hon. friend and leader,
and in the second place, if that resolution should not meet
the acceptance of the House, to whatever form of words
may be agreed upon by the House and to which we can
give our unanimous support; wiile I maintain at the same
time, a strong preference for the form of proceeding we have
already adopted. In this, I believe I am only doing my
duty, not as an Irishman, but as a Canadian. I believe the
action this House will take will greatly strengthen the
hands of the venerable statesman who is risking ail the
fruits of a great and long career to do what he conceives to
be just to Ireland, and who is doing this at the risk of losing
the support of many who have been hie friends
through life. In that position ho demands the sympathy of
the world, and I hope he will receivo the sympathy,
not only of Reformera but of Conservatives as wel,
throughout British countries. It should be remembered
by ail those who deal with this matter in British
countries, that it requires to be dealt with in such
a way that their action will do nothing to weaken
his hands, but a good deal to strengthen them. This has
been spoken by some as a Catholie question. I protest
against any such insinuation. Protestants in Canada are
Home Ralers to as great an extent as Catholics. Even in
the Protestant part of Ireland, Ulster, the black North, as
it is sometimes called, a majority of Home Ralers was
elected at the last general elections, a smail majority, to be
sure; but I wish to show you, Sir, that the majority
obtained at the polie there did not represent the real
strength of the Home Rule vote cast in Ulster. In consti.
tuencies where there was not a sufficient number of Home
Rulers to jastify that party in bringing out candidates of
their own, they supported the Conservative candidates. At
that time the Conservative party in England were holding
out the right hand of fellowship to Mr. Parnell, and led him
and his party to believe something great would be done
for them. by the Conservatives if elected. Therefore, in
counties where only Liberals and Conservatives ware ruan-
ning, Home Rulers were requested by Mr. Parnell to vote
or the Conservative candidates. I have even seon, in an
Irish paper, a letter of Mr. Parnell's, directing the Home
Ralers to vote for Mr. Johnston, of Ballykilbeg, the candi-
date of the Orangemen, and the most Urange of Orange-
mon; and the fact that ho was returned is, to some oxtent,
due to the existence of a Home Bule feeling in that oounty.
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Mr. O'UIMI. What doea ho think of it now ?
Mr. CASEY. e has a different opinion now, but no

doubt ho was glad to receive the support of the Home Raers
thon ; and if ie leader had introduoed a measure of Home
Rule. his opinions would have been modifled ; but, not imitat.
ing the generosity of the Home Rulers who supported him,
he has shown himself since then much more bitter and out-
rageous in his conduct towarde the mass of the people of
Ireland than ever before. He has used in his speeches
language which I would not be justified, with any regard to
the propriety of the debate, in quoting. I hope the result
ofthis discussion will be to adopt some resolution that will
materially advance the prospects of Home Rule, and affirm
in a dignified manner the right of the Oanadian Parliament
to approach and address the Crown.

Mr. CURRAN. The question now before the House is
one of such vast importance, involving, as it does, so mach,
not only that concerna the material interests of Ireland,
but the deepest and inmost feeling of a large section of
the people of the Dominion, that I feel I would be wanting
in my duty were I not to say a few words on this occasion,
expressive of the sentiments I have always held-senti-
ments which have not been born within me since I entered
political life, and which it might be, perhaps, to my advan.
tage to parade, but sentiments which I have labored to
promote, and which I shall continue to treasure until this
question of Home Rule for Ireland is a settled fact. It has
been the dream of my boyhood,the labor of my maturer years;
and I trust I may live to witness, and that before long,
before my old age has come, the people of Ireland contented
and happy under Home Rule, and giving strength, power and
prestige to the Empire at large. My first impression, on
rising to address this House, however, is, I an bound to
say, that I regret exceedingly a certain portion of the re-
marks which have fallen from the hon. gentleman who las
just taken his seat. I do not think that, whilst he has
expressed himself to be a friend of Ireland and desirous of
securing some expression of opinion from the House favor-
able to the principle of Home Rule, he has adopted the best
means calculated to secure the result ho says he desires so
much. On the contrary, I think, when he opened his observa-
tions and counselled his leader,so far as he was concerned, to
adhere to the original resolution which was laid upon the
Table and not to accept the equally comprehensive but far
more dignified course for this H[ouse that las been suggested
by the hon. the Minister of Inland Revenue, that he made a
very great mistake indeed. As for myself, I feel that no
one can question my motives or my sincerity in this matter.
I can point to the fact, and I do so with pride, that in the
city of Montreal there was organised the first Home Rule
Association that ever was established on the continent of
America ; that the president of that association was my old
and valued and patriotic friend, Mr. Edward Murphy; and
that I had the honor of being, under that old patriot always
true to the cause, the first vice-president of that association.
Ever afterwards, whenever the occasion required, I felt that
my course was plain, whatever my conduct might expose
me to-and it did sometimes expose me to something that
was not very pleasant for one who had political aspirations;
that my duty was plain as a man, as the son of An Irish father
and of an Irish mother, as one who had a deep interest in
the welfare of the land of my forefathers, and who wished to
see peace and harmony existing there and existing here in
Canada amongst those of my race, and those of other races
who have made this country our home, despite any incon-
venience or unpopularity in certain quarters that my con-
duct might have exposed me to, whether it was on the
occasion of the visit of Mr. Parnell to the ity of Montreal,
when be spoke in the Theatre Royal, and when I said in
his presence what I say now in your presence and in the
presance of the representatives of this country, that I hoped
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the time was not far distant when, by the labor of the
patriotic sons of Ireland, the day might dawn when t4se
could exolaim in one breath "God save Ireland " and " Qe
save the Queen; " or when, again, Mr. Parnell ws i.
prisoned by the Government of Mr. Gladstone in uiseia.
ham gaol, and my friends and myself calied a meeting to&4e
prese our sentiments on that occasion. However, it as
not my desire to refer further to these facto, except in
order to vindicate the position I take to.day, and to stata
here that I for one would not support the amendment that
has been brought forward by the hon. the Minister of Inland
Revenue if I did not feel that it was botter calclated to
serve the purpose that we have in view, that every
good and honeet citizen has in view, than the
resolution which was proposed in the first place
by the hon. the leader of the Opposition. I desire
to approach this subject in a conciliatory spirit. I
do not wish for one moment to cast any doubt upon the
motives that may have inspired this action, but our motives
have been attacked, our course, or rather the course which
has been suggested by the representative of our people la
this Government, has been attacked, and I think, without
at ail wishing to disparage in any way the motives of the
hon. the leader of the Opposition, that there are some cir-
cumatances sarrounding his action in this matter whioh are
far more suspicious than anything which can be attributed
to the hon. gentleman who has proposed the amendmnent.
There is no doubt that parliamentary courtesy is perhaps
the strongest prop to a man's faith. The hon. gen.
tleman has said h is sincere in this matter so far as wishing
to eliminate all party feeling and ail party advantage there.
from. I am obliged, under parliamentary courtesy, to
believe that, but my credulity is put to a very strong test.
I think, after ail, if we look at some of the circumstances
surroanding the brînging in of this resolution, we will be
struck very forcibly with a certain number of omissions
which the hon. gentleman has made. In the first plae,
there are in this House a certain number of gentlemen of
Irish extraction and Irishmen by birth as well, aud he
never consulted one of those gentlemen before bringing
in this resolution. But there was more than that. The
fact that this resolution was brought in as an amendment to
going into Committee of Supply must have impressd every-
one in this House that, after all, there was something about
such a procedure that would oast a little doubt upon the
sincerity of the hon. gentleman's motives. But there was a
great deal more than that, and I think this ls perhaps the
gravest omission of all. That was not the fact that the
Irish members were not approached, becaus, so far as the
Irish Catholic members are concerned, unfortunately there
are only eight of us in this House, and, perhaps, although I
believe there is no personal ill-feeling between us and the
gentlemen opposite, there might have been a easitaney on
the part of the lon. gentleman to approach us, as none of
us are his political supporters, but there could not
be anything like a hesitancy, there should not have
been anything like a hesitancy, if there was an honest desire
that that resolution should pass; it was absolutely nopusary,
in faot, that the hon. gentleman should have addresed
himself, at all events, if not to the rank and dl t the
leader of the French Canadian party in this Hous, wi*hoat
whose sanction and without whose approval, and wfthout
whose influence, perhaps, no such renktion ould be carried
at ail. All those things were omitted. But we have atil
other circumstances that must attract very graveateention la
this matter. We know that the 7l eI eimpaper i
supposed to b., to a very groat extent, tke orga of he
hon. gentleman opposite, and that papr lest week teid t%
that the hn. the feader of the Oppositlon, neo c "asasudtag
a majority in this House, conid not be oxpeoted to bring
forward anything of this kind. He culd not dommand a
majority for anything ho might bring fbrward, sud thW.-
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fore it was his duty not to bring it forward at all. But
there was more than that in connection with this, and I
cannot allow this opportunity to pass withont drawing the
attention of the House to it. There was, in the first place,
as I have said, the statement of the Globe, butin the city of
Montreal there is published what claims to be an Irish
newspaper giving the views of Irishmen all over the Domin-
ion. Its eown constituency will not satisfy it; it professes
to speak for Irishmen throughout the length and breadth
of the land, and it especially speaks in praise of everything
that is said and everything that is done by the hon. gentle-
man opposite; and what was the position that that particu-
lar organ of the Liberal party placed the hon. gentleman on
this side of the House in, whose duty it is supposed to have
been to propose this resolution ? I will read a brief extract
from that paper's Ottawa correspondence, published on the
15th Aprif, 1886, only a couple of weeks ago. This is what
is said :

"l It is said that a resolution will be proposed in Parliament uym-
pathiaing with ir. Gladstone and the Irish people on the prospect of
obtaining Home Rule for Ireland. Should this be proposed from the
Ministerial side of the House it will be understood at once as a Tory
dodge to win back frish support. It is hard to see, however, in what
way it can benefit them. * *4 The Irish people are not to be
humbugged. The records of bath parties are before them. The press
ha shown the feeling prevaiing in either camp. But the time has
passed for resolutions of the kind. '

That is what the Irish members of this House, at all events,
were met with on this occasion. I do not think that I can
let this opportunity pass without corroborating what has
been said by the Minister of Inland Revenue with regard
to our feeling on this subject. There is not one in this
House who would not go to the utmost limit in voting for
any resolution that might benefit Ireland in any sense that
was considered the best by the truest friends of Irelaud;
and, Sir, in order that we might arrive at a just conclusion,
the friends of the cause, those who were pointed to as
having the duty imposed upon them of attending to this
matter, met together; meeting together we discussed the
question not in a party spirit, not in a spirit of seeking to
achieve any party advantage, but every gentleman in this
House, or in the Sonate, who was present at that meeting,
is to-day a living witness that the question at that meeting
was: Will it be for the advantage of Ireland that such a
resolution should be brought forward ? In view of what
has been said in the press, in view of the imputation which
was cast upon us, in view, more particularly, of the unani-
mous vote cast in this House in 1882, a more emphatic
expression than which this could not possibly have been
given, we thought, Sir, it would be impossible for us to
secure anything more forcible, and that it was desirable to
let that matter stand before the world, before the eyes of
Mr. Gladstone, who had received it and who had returned it
in the contemptuous manner that has been referred tô.
That was the unanimous expression of this Parliament. It
had never been appealed. No one had stood up in this
Parliament and asked that a different opinion should be re-
corded, and we felt under the circumstances, and not only
those gentlemen, but the best Home Rulers in this country
whom I had consulted, those who had given their time,
their money and their energy to the cause, also felt thati
unless we could secure a unanimous vote again in this
House, or something tantamount thereto, it was in the in-
terest of Ireland that the old resolutions should stand,
which had been carried by a unanimous vote, and that tbey
should not be disturbed. It was under these circumstances
that we adopted the course we did. The hon. Minister
was approached by one association in the Dominion of
Canada, and that is the only association that has spoken
throughout the length and breadth of the land upon this
subject. No other Irish society, either Protestant or
Catholic, had approached the hon. gentleman, either by de- 1
logation or by letter. Not one gentleman had ever ap-
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proached me. I had gone to the city of Montreal, I had
appeared on the public platform there at the meeting pre-
sided over by Ris Worship the Mayor of Mont,
real, when these resolutions of the city of Montreal
were passed. I had taken part in that meeting, and
not one man, not one 'president of an organisation,
had sought to impress upon me the necessity of
having an expression of opinion from this Parliament.
As I have said, I went ont of my way to consult the best
friends of Home Rule, and if we did not proceed it was
from motives of prudence, from a true, sincere and heart-
felt desire that what had been well done for Ireland, should
remain well done, and should stand before the world as the
expression of opinion of the Parliament of Canada. Sir, we
had the organisation to which I have referred; we had the
Montreal True Witness, the weekly edition of the news-
paper to which I have referred; and we had the expression
by the Catholic Record, of London, as to what this Parlia-
ment should do under these circumstances; but I failed to
gather in the resolutions of the leader of the Opposition any-
thing like an attempt to follow the advice that was given
by either of these organs of public opinion. The leader of
the Opposition has undertaken to present a humble Address
to Her Majety. Now, Sir, neither one nor the other of
those papers asked for a humble Address to Her Majesty.
If we refer to the Catholic Record, in which an appeal was
made to the Irish members of this House-certainly not
couched in very inviting or courttous language, in a portion
of it where we were told not to be "dumb brutes," but there
was another portion of it which I will read, as I do not wish
anything to go upon the BJansard which would in any way
mar the effect of the proceedings of to-day, which, 1 trust,
will end harmoniously. The London Catholic Record said

"It is now in order te the Dominion Parliament to follow up ite reso-
lutions of April 2th, 1882, te their logical conclusion, and give Mr.
Gladstone the benefit of a hearty expression of sympathy."

According to this paper, it is a question of passing a reso-
lution of sympathy with Mr. Gladstone himself; something,
no doubt, in the form that bas come to us to-day in the
public press from the Province of Nova Scotia, where
Attorney General White introduced a Government resolu-
tion referring to Mr. Gladstone's Home Rule Bill, and
resolved:

" That this louse desires to record its warm sympathy with the noble
efforts ut forth by the Premier of Great Britain in the direction of
giving Home Rule to Ireland, and expresses. its sincere hope that his
efforts may be crowned with succes.

This body does not feel it necessary to present an Address
to ber Majesty, but I may say that the course which bas
been adopted by the leader of the Opposition not only does
not meet the views of those who may be supposed to speak
for the Irish people of the Dominion, but it meets with
their entire disapprobation, according to the statement of
the Post. I think the House will admit that I am perfectly
right in saying so when I refer them to the proceedings
that took place a short time ago in the Quebec Legislature,
when Mr. Carbray presented a resolution, probably a great
deal more comprehensive than the one which has been pre-
sented by the leader of the Opposition in this House, and
the resolution of Mr. Carbray was denounced as an act of
toadyism, as an act of flunkeyism, as an act unworthy of
the occasion. The resolution was as follows:-

" We, Your Majesty's most dutiful and loyal subjects, the Legilative
Assembly of the Province of Quebec, in Parliament assembled, deusire, in
our name and on behaif of the people whom we represent, to renew the
expression of our unswerving loyalty and devotion te Your Majesty's
person and Government

" That this flouse, always sensible te everything silding the. greater
welfareprogress andliappines of every sectiou of the Empire, desires to
record its warm appreciation and great pleasure on the initiation in the
Imperial Parliament of legisiation of a character to give a loai govera-
ment to Irelaid, and the prospect of an early action with a view of an
equitable settlement of the land question there, whereby the position qf
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the tilleu of the soil vill be improved to a large and beneficial extent,
without injustice being done the present land owners. We pray that
Your Majesty may be spared long years to reign over your devoted and
loyal subjects."

efore, thon, was a resolution embodying all the sentiments
that are contained in the resolution proposed by the hon.
gentleman opposite. Here was a resolution addressed to

er Majesty the Queen, just as his resolution is addressed
to Ier Majesty the Queen, and yet we find this organ of hon.
gentlemen opposite, which assumes to speak for all the
people of Canada so far as the Irish race is concerned, writ-
ing the following article in reference to the motion in
question:

" The Legislature of Quebec is to be given an opportunity to expres,
in the name of the Canadian people, ite sympathy with the struggles of
the Irish race for self-government, and to extend to Mr. Gladstone its
conratilatione on having had th courage to introduceea Home Rule

Bill in the British Parliament. Hon. Mfr. Mercier has presented a net of
resolutions which are to the point. Mr. Carbray has aiso moved in the
matter, but hie intention is to present an humble Address to Her Majesty
the Queeh. Now we would like to know what the Queen bas got to do
in this matter or why her name should be11dragged in at aIl ? Mr.
Gladstone has had to fight againat the Queen to bring in his Home
Rule Bill. It is not Her Majesty that we have to thank for the Minis-
terialrecognition of the principle of Rome Rule for Ireland, it is Mr.
Gladstone. Consequently it ie the latter, and not the former,that should
be made the object of our admiration and the recipient of our congratu-
lations. Under the circumetances Mr. Oarbray's proposed Address is
out of order; it is not only uncalled for, lt is undeserved.

That was the view expressed in this rather forcible lan-
guage by the organ in question. We have on another date
the following in an editorial article in the same paper:

I" In view of this happy turn which events have taken, would it not
be opportune and even beneficial to the cause of justice and freedom,
which it has already pleaded, for the Dominion Parliament to imitate
the example-of Quebec and other Legislatures abroad, and send across
te, the. Grand Old Man a message of sympathy and of encouragement in
tie great and noble workheshas undertaken to accomplish inface of
colossal difficulties and obstacles? The Post thinka it would be a meri-
torious.act on the part of the Federal flouse to do so. Mr. Gladstone
himselfwould esteem itB so."

No doubt, the editor was in the confidence of Mr. Glad-
stone. Again, in another article, we find :

" Who will, then, move in the House that Gladstone is deserving of
the thanks of the Canadian people for hie echeme to give Ireland Home
Rule ? "

Again, in another article we find:
" Ie there any reason why the Dominion Parliament should not follow

in the footsteps of the Quebec Assembly and adopt resolutions of con-
gratulation to Mr. Gladstone on the question of Home Rule for Ireland ?
There is no reason that we can see. The Federal Parliament bas
already placed itself on record as being infavor of self-government for
the Irsh people. This fact to our mimd is a special reason why it shauld
to-day tender the band of sympathy and of encouragement to the states-
man who had the courage to espouse the principle of Home Rule and
advocate it from the Tresury benches in the British House of Gommons."

The resolution proposed by Mr. Carbray in tbe Quebec Legis
lature, which corresponds with, but goes further than the
resolution proposed by the leader of the Opposition, was
withdrawn, and a special expression of the thanks of the
Quebec Legislature was proposed to Mr. Gladstone on
account of the stand he had taken. We, therefore, find, on
referring to the journal from which I have been quoting,
that the position taken by the leader of the Opposition on
this subject is endorsed, whilst the very same motion and
the very same action on the part of Mr. Carbray, who, by
the way, is a Conservative in the Province of Quebec, was
denounced in the most forcible language that the editor
could call to his assistance. I say further that, in view of
the etatement made that if hon. members on this side of
the House had brought forward a resolution asking this
H1ouse to pronounce upon the question of Home Rule -
we have it there in black and white-it would be a
mere political dodge on our part. I say that if I or
any other hon. member had come forward and proposed
to this honorable House a resolution asking that a humble
A ddress be sent to fIer Majesty the Qen thanking her

for what has taken place, I or any other hon. Irish
Catholie member would have been denounced as a
coward, as unworthy of the position of member in this
House, as not representing the sentiments of the Irish
peoplethat I should have proposed a resolution to the Right
Hon. W. I. Gladstone and letfer Majesty aside altogother.
If we proceed to consider this question further, I ask this
House if there were not very great difficulties in the way
of again presenting a reselution of this kind. 1 have spoken
not merely to friends, but I have consulted gentlemen of
different nationalities and races in this House as to the
advisability of bringing forward a resolution on this subjeot.
A very great difficulty indeed existe, as has been pointed
out in such a plain manner by the Minister of Inland Reve-
nue, in view of the reception which our last Address re-
ceived, when Mr. Gladstone himself advised fier Majesty to
tell us in plain language that while the Government of Eng-
land would always be ready to receive any advice we mighit
have to offer upon Canadian affaire, yet, so far as regards Im-
perial concerne, Canada had botter mind her own business.

hould we have attempted, without the assurance of carry.
ing a resolution by a very large majority, in view of the
opinion expressed by several hon. gentlemen who may be
depended upon to support Home Rule, I ask would ithave
been prudent for us to have proeeeded exactly in the same
manner and in the very tracks we had gone before, when
we were brought face to face with this snubbing that was
given by the Imperial Government, and which romains to
the present day. For, whilst Mr. Gladstone bas upon many
occasions of late, it appears, referred to congratulatory
addresses forwarded to him in regard to the Home Rle
question, there is one thing certain-that in ail his sayings
there is not one word as to what he stated to the Parliament
of Canada when that answer was sent by his own Govern-
ment, not a single reference to the Home Rule resolution of
this Parliament. There is perhaps another view to take.
We have that statement from the Barl of Kimberley before
us. Every man in this Parliament, every man in this
country, is aware of the existence of that answer, and it
would look, perhaps, a little satirical were we to adopt a
humble Address to fHer Majesty to-day, after the strong
position has been taken by him when we were told to mind
our own business in Imperial affaire; we should again, by
this very resolution, just remind the hon. gentleman of the
little mistake he made in 1882, and remind him that after all
the advice of Canada was not so bad, if ho had taken it kindly
at the time. Now, Sir, the substance of the ion. gentle-
man's resolution may be all right enough, but according to
his own friends, according to common-sense ideas and a due
regard for our own dignity, we cannot adopt by any possi-
bility the form which he has adopted, te form which
brought this answer from the Barl of Kimberley, whilst we
have an equally effective mode, a mode that will involve no
discourtesy towards this House, if it existe; a mode by
which this Parliament places upon its records, and pub-
lishes to the world what its views are upon this question in
its present state in the Imperial Parliament. Now, Sir, I
think, under these circumstances, there is; an admirable op-
portunity, if the hon. gentleman is sincere in the desire
which he bas expressed, to have unanimity on this
question, to run no risk, to strengthen the cause
of justice to Ireland-I say if the hon. gentleman is sincere,
more particularly in view of the embodiment of the prin-
ciples that are there enumerated in the amendment of my
hon. friend-I say he has an admirable opportunity of
showing that there is no desire upon his part to inake tis
a party or political question, a question ont of which poli-
tical capital may be made, because it would show hie anxiety
to do good to the cause which he has espoused ; and as we
are ail laboring together, and ail claiming to be animated
by the same spirit, nothing, I think, will evince that more
than by the hon, gentleman subscribing to the anndment
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whirh bas been proposed by my hon. friend the Minister
of hpland Revenue, despite the advice given him by the

en. eihber for West Elgin (Mx. Casey). Now, Sir, I
tisk 4hat here ought not teobe any need, on an occasie
of this kind, to address this House where Home Rule exists
in the full plenitude of its beneficence any question, any
wQrd, &ay statement in advocaey of the principle that i
now beimg laid before us. I trust, Sir, i bat there are not
at all events may in this louse who do not approv
of Home Rule for Ireland. I do not believe that ther<
are maPy gentlemen in this louse who would stand up
before their constituents in any part of the country and
deeare that they did not desire that the lrish people
in Ireland should enjoy the privileges that are enjoyed by
Irish, and Englisb, and Scotch, and French in the Dominion
of Canada. 1 do not believe that any man in this Hous
would go before his constituents and be listened to approv
i&giy in the utterance of such sentiments. I trust, there
fo(e, that there will be., at al events as regards this amend
ipeat oftbe hou. Minister of Inland Revenue, unanimity or a
8rng majority in this Bouse in its favor. I will say to those
who msy not believe in Home Rule for Ireland that, under
eieti',g eiroumstance, that question has become, you May

agye a fixed factor in the polities of Great Britain. One of
the greatest men in Ireland to-day, a member of the British
Par4iament, Justin McCarthy, bas said in a letter recently
publiehed that thiis present measure now before the louse,
whieh, to use the words of Mr. Parnell himself, is one in
whib there are blots and blemishes, which must be removed
re it will be acceptable te the Irish people-I say Justin

MOCartby has stated that in his opinion this Bill may not
become law at present. But, Sir, as sure as there is a kind
Providence which watches over the fate of nations, Ireland
is de.t;ined to get justice in the matter of Home Rule. I
would point ont to those hon. gentlemen to whom I am now
.peoily addressing myself, a siatement made by a very dis
tingisheed statesman of Engard in 1880. I refer to Mr.
Ipwe, wlo had abandoned his former position with regard
to the extension of the franchise, and who thus gave his
eams in a speech on his re-election for London Univer-
sity :

l"Yo took me se your representative at a time when you knew that
I difered fsom the mass of the Liberal party on the subject of the fran-
Chise. Tbst was a kinduess I shall never forget. What bas happened
wIth reai to that question of the franchise ? W hy, this. One-balf of
the ea4tot hs been-se ttled by those with whom I acted at that time-
tbe Tori1 a themîakes. You see that Sir Safford Northcote has been
pompý,*ieimg of the masses of people who have sprung up everywhere as

if t'y were the dragon's teeth. But who sowed the dragon's teeth ?
Thib uto be said to the credit or disoredit of the Tory Government-

ths greater number of peope have the franchise because the Tory
Uvernžent, out-trumping the Whigs, gave it to them. Well, gentle-

man,4 now comes the question of the conty franchise. I am a practical
man. Yeu know that I fougbt as long as there was a posibility of

mucoeugbat I a now in this dilemma: if I go on any further I must
unite ith the Tories, who have already deceived and betrayed me-
(laugher and oheers)-or else I muat confess myself, as I humbly do,
ut ber eate althis matter. I must confess that public opinion ls
enei -agai nt-me, and give up all opposition whatever. Gentlemen,
I prefer the latter course (Cheers). Politics are a practical science,
and, as I have said from the rst, what I desired was that the subject
should be fairly brought before the country, and that we should have its
decision upon the question. Well, it bas been brought before the coun-
try in this election, and the decision of the Liberal party bas been, so far
as I know, absolutely une nimous. I, therefore, have nothing to do but,
to bow to that decision.

And, Mr. Speaker, what has taken place in the question
referred to will take place with Home Rule. This has
become a question of practical politics in the Imperial Par-
liamens, and if this Bill of the Right Hon. Mr. Gladstone bv
apt earied, the Tories will probably out-trump Mr. Gladstone
at an eiy day, and a broader and more comprehensive Bill
cf Home Rue will be brought in by the Conservatives. I
know it bas been urged on many occasions that this ques-
tion of Home Rule involves separation from the Empire. I
bave never believed that. I have given many years of
ý# yto thio quste" in ja owa humble way, and I am

Mr. Oiasx.

r convinced that the honor, the glory, the power and the
e prestige of England. Ireland and Scotland are bSewd up
I together. Just as in this country we eling to the prestige
n we have acquired by the joint exploits of the two great
s seclions that make up our population, just as the English
F speaking people would now consent to allow the glory shed
s upon our history by our French Canadian bretheru, from

the days of Jacques Cartier to the present time, through their
e glorious struggle and achievemen ts, recorded in Les Relations
e des Jésuites and in the opening pages of Garneau, I say,

just as we could never allow that glory and that prestige to
1 be taken away, so, with regard to the people of Irelaod they
e feel that they have cast a halo of glory around the British
F Empire; they feel that they have embellished the literature
a of that Empire; they feel that their poete and their
e orators, their scholars and their statesmen, their men in
- every position of life, by their genius bave omhanced the glory
- of that Empire. They feel, speaking the language of
I Richard Lalor Shiel, that on many a battle-field the blood of

England, of Ireland, and of Scotland, has been shed together;
in the same deep pits in many lands, their bodies
have been deposited, and the green sward of apring now

7 covers their commingled remains. The Irish people feel
f and know what they have contributed to the Empire, and
i they know what they would lose by total separation from

that Empire; they know that England, Ireland and Scot-
land, as separate nations, could never possess that com-
manding influence in the world which they possess to-day.
But the people of Ireland demand, and wiih God's blessing
they will have, Home Rule there as we have Home Rule
here; and in the words of the amerd ment that has been
submitted by my hon. friend the Minister of lnland Reve-

i nue, the resuit will be that peace and contentment will
reign in the land, that the Irish people will be happy and
prosperons, and that the bonds of union between Ireland,
England and Scotland, will be strengthened, not weaXoned
thereby, and tLe future prosperity of the Empire seenred.

Mr. MOMULLEN. Mr. Speaker, I do not think that it
is right that any Irishman should get a groan in this House.
I claim to be an Irishman just as Much as the gentlemen
who have already addressed the louse on this question. I
believe I am just as true an Irishman as any who site
within this Chamber. I was born on the old sod; I lived
there for a good many years; I have visited it and travel-
led through it frequently. 1 love and reverece the green
hills ofIreland just as much as any man in this louse;
and when 1, in my humble way, rise to offer a tew wordsin
the interest of this important question i think i am
just as fairly entitled to a bearing as any man
who sits m this House. Now, Sir, I1regret the
course that hon. gentlemen opposite have deemed
it proper to take on this occasion. I should have liked
very much that the question had been received by hon.
gentlemen opposite lm the same spirit in which it was pre.
sented. I am quite sure the hon. leader of the Opposition
took the position he did bonestly and earnestly desirous of
strengthening the hands of the Hon. Mr. Gladstone who has
assumed the enormous task of endeavoring to secure Home
Rule for Ireland. I believe hon. gentlemen opposite would
have accepted the proposition hud it not emanated from the
hon. leader of the Opposition. If the hon. leader of the
Government had presented that resolution, they would have
held up their bands aud yelled in joy that it bad been pre-
sented to this louse; but simply because the hon. leader of
the Opposition brings it forward, after waiting for
weeks-yes, for months-for hon. gentlemen opposite who
have the majority of the members of this House at their
backs, they refuse to support it. Why did tbey not take
action themselves? Did they consider the question one of
so little importance as to be not worthy of their attention?
The hon. gentleman who bas jut ait down bas t14 us that
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the Irishmen Of tis House sd the Iriehmen of the Sonate
had a meeting and talked the whole question over; and he
said that every Irishman in this House and in the Senate
was present. Wel, Sir, I claim to ho an Irishman, and I
was pot there; I heard nothing of the meeting, and I do
not believe ther.eis an Irishman on this side of the louse
who heard anything of iL. I would like to know if the hon.
leader of the Opposition heard anything of it?

Mr. BLAKE~. No.

Mr. CURRAN. I spoke of Irish Catholie members and
Senators.

Mr. BLAKE. It is a Catholic question, is it ?
Mr. CURRAN. No, it is not, but yon are trying to make

a Grit question of it.

Mr. MoMULLEN. I am sorry the hon. gentleman is so
exceedingly narrow-minded on this question. I would like
to know if the resolution carried in tIis House in 1882 was
carried only by the votes of Irish Catholie members. I
would like to know if both Catholie and Protestant mem-
bers did not support that resolution. Mr. Parnell is not a
Catholic, and why should the hon. gentleman narrow the
question down to Catholics ? No doubt ho wanted to feel,
and find out quietly what would be the prospect
of carrying this resolution by hon. gentlemen opposite,
and what would be the political effect of introducing
the question ; and, after considering that, ho probably
decided in his own mind that it would be better simply
to have the Minister of Inland Revenue send a despatch
across the Atlantic on behalf of the Iribhmen of Canada. I
cannot understand why he should claim the right to send
such a despatch on behalf of the Irishmen of Canada. At
any rate, they thought it proper to jilt the matter in that
way ; and now, when the hon. leader of the Opposition,
after two months for them to move, bas brought forward
the question, they find that the wind bas been taken out
of thoir sails, and they anxiously ask themselves: What
course can we take ; it will never do to go
to the country with the leader of the Opposition.
introducing a resolution for Home Rule for Ireland ; it will
never do to allow him to. carry away the laurels; we must
try if we cannot in some way share the glory and popu-
lIrity of having passed such a resolution. And in order to
do that, the hon. Minister of Inland Revenue ias brought
forward his amendment. Now, if we could take the resolu-
tion that hbas been presented by the hon leadar of the
Opposition and the amendment that bas been presented by
the hon. Minieter qf Inland Revenue and place those two
resolutios an the handas of Mr. Gladstone and in
the hands of Mr. >arnell, I venture to say that
thoir decision wouJd be, let ns have the resolution
of the hon. leader of the Opposition. That is
what suite cur purpose. Why, in addressing Mr.
Gladstone, do you thnk a resolution of this flouse would
strengtben bis hands or induce him more earnestly to give
attention to the qaestion ? No; what ho wants is a resolu-
tion asking the Queen and Crown of England to lend aid
and encouragement to him in the tremendous struggle he
has undertaken. We have had a little experience in this
country with regard to the question of Home Rule, and are
therefore in a position to speak with some authority on that
eubject. We know the differences that existed among our
Provinces before Confederation ; we can well remember
the old political struggles that took place, when one Pro-
vince was set against the other, and we are all glad to think
that the days of those unfortunate differences are pas t, owing
chiefy to Confederation. We are therefoes in a better posi-
tion ti offer advice to the Crown than any other portion of
lier colonies, and it is only juat to the people of Ireland Liat
we abould sympathise with theforte made je tter behalf,

and show our sympathy and encouragement by petitioning
the Crown to yield to those efforts. There is another point,
Sir, to which I wish to cal your attention. For many
years we have been spending large sums in trying to
bring out immigrants from Ireland and other portions
of the British lsies, and I believe our efforts and our
money have been to a great extent uselessly sacrifoed,
owing to the ill-feeling that existed in the minds of the Iris
people with regard to Biritish rule. 1 bolieve if years ago
Ireland had got Home Rule, we would to-day have more
Irishmen living in Canada, which would be a decided advan.
tage to us. Any man who will travel through Irelanad, as
I have and witnessed the evidence of ancient greatuess on
every hand and the unfortunate condition of things to-day
which stand out in strong contrast to those evidences of
past grandeur, will come to the conclusion that something
is wanted. He will easily see that Ireland has not beau pro.
gressing and that there is evident necessity, and the evi-
dence of the necessity that something sbould be granted in
the way of Home Rule is to be seen on every hand and to
ho heard in the expressions of the people, giving vent to the
almost unanimous desire for some change of that kind. If
Ireland got Ilome Rule, she would use it cautiously -and
carefully, knowing that the eyes of the world would be
turned upon her to see whether she would really use the
privilege granted to her with prudence and care. I believe
the Catholic majority would doa out to the Protestant
minority an ample share of fair treatmont, and that the
latter would not suffer in the slightest. I shall never
believe anything else until I see the measure of Rome
Rule proposed by Mr. Gladstone put in operation, and see
it fail, which vter event, ut prtesent, I da not think at ali
probable. I believe it is the incumbent duty of this House
to express our opinion on this question, and not to preseut
our resolution in the emasculated style proposed by the
Minister of Inland Revenue. The hon, gentleman who
last spoke appeared to challenge the sincerity of the leader
of the Opposition. I cannot understand why the bon.
gentleman should challenge his sincerity. I think the
leader of the Opposition has given ample evidence of hi@
sincerity, first, by introducing the resolution in a broad and
comprehensive style, and, second, by the vory admirable
speech which ho delivered on that occasion. [s there a
gentleman in this House who sympathises with the Irish
movement, who could take exception to a single word in
that speech ? Did not the leader of the Opposition try to
impress on the House the absolute necessity that its expres-
sion of opinion should be unanimnous, notas a party question,
but as an expression of Canadian public sentiment, with the
object of strengthoning Mr. Gladstone's hands by securing to
him the prestige which would arise from our action and our
experience in the mater of Home. Rule. The hon. gen-
tleman also stated that the leader of the Opposition had in-
troduced the measure on his own responsibility, without con-
sulting anybody in the flouse. That is not true. As far
as I am concerned, I can speak as an Irishman,-and Ibelieve
he did not confine his views to the Irishmen in the House
or the Catholic Irishmen on this side as did the hon. gen-
tieman. Tho hon. gentleman said ho consulted the Catho-
lies of the House and the Catholics of the Senate, but the
leader of the Opposition did not confine his opinions te
Catholics or Procestants. He is not accustomed to proceed
in that way, and before the hon. gentleman sheRld under-
take to say that the leader of Opposition consulted nobody,
he should have taken the trouble to enquire % little into the
tacts. Probably ho thought that the leader of the Oppo-
sition proceeded in the way the hon. gentleman did himself.
The hon. gentleman also spore with regard to the attitude
of the Globe and Mail. Wel, any person who is in the habit
of reading the globe can come to no other conclusia than
that the Globe L a consistent advocate of Homo Rale. Ita
course on that question has been advooated in that b ad
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liberal spirit which that newspaper agitates every question
it takes in hand. But what ha& been the course of the
Mail ? The Mail played shy for a long time. It followed
the course which is usually followed by the leader of the
Government in an important question. It wanted, first, to see
how the wind would blow, to see what course would be taken
by its leaders, and after hesitating a long time, it mustered
courage enough to come out and express opposition to
Home Rule. Irishmen have not much to thank the Mail
for. They will be able to' see through the course taken
by the Mail and by the hon. gentlemen opposite, and I do
not believe they will be a party to this scheme of blinding
the eyes of those who sympathise with Home Rule and
hoodwinking the Irish population. The people will see
through this thin garment of hypocrisy, and give the
leader of the Opposition credit for his sincerity, notwith-
standing the efforts made by hon. gentlemen opposite
to decry and distort his motives. I am exceedingly
sorry to see that hon. gentlemen opposite should play
dog-in-the-manger in the way they are attempting to do,
simply because they are not honored with having intro-
dueed the resolution, because they lost their opportunity.
They waited day after day and week after week, they folt
the pulse of the outside press, and no doubt they consulted
their political leader. They studied the question, they
were approached by Irishmen in the city of Ottawa and no
doubt from elsewhere, they were written to, they were
advised, they were encouraged, they were urged, they
were pressed to bring in this resolution, but all the pres-
sure and all the encouragement they got failed to have the
desired effect. Then, when the resolution is introduced,
they begin to see that they bave lost a grand opportuinity,
they have thrown away their changes, they bave sacrificed
the opportunity of making thermselves popular, and, in
order, if possible, to turn the tide of venom and
ill-feeling and contempt which tbey naturally deserve
from the Irishmen outside of this House whom
they claim to represent and to lead, they want now
to kick up a little dust and try if they can get an
amendment introduced, try to get some little change made,
and try to persuade the people: "Did we not do the busi-
ness atter ail; it was not Mr. Bleke at all, it was we." Do
you not see what bas pirnched the Minister of Inland
Revenue ? Ho feels that he is out-generalled. Look at the
devoted utterances that hon. gentleman used on the occasion
of this question being discussed in 1882. Read the utterances
of the member for Montreal (Mr. Carran) on that occasion.
Could anyone speak in a more patriotic and glowing style
on the advantages of Home Rule in Ireland? Yes, they
tried it to make capital out of it then, and ro doubt they will
try some more of the same kind. I suppose we shall have
an address from others on that side of the House on this
subject. No doubt the member for Montreal and the
Minister of Inland Revenue will not be allowed to stand
alone. No doubt the First Minister will address the Houee.
We expect him to. No doubt we shall hear from the
Minister of Customs, he is an Irishman.

Mr. BOWELL. You are wrong.
Mr. McMULLEN. We also expect the hon. member for

North Simcoe (Mx. McCarthy) to speak. Surely he is
going to say a word on this question.

Mr. McCARTHY. Yes.
Mr. McMULLEN. And the h9n. member for Hastings

(Mr. White), surely we will have a word from him on this
question.

Mr. WHITE (Hastings). I am opposed to it.
Mr. MoMULLEN. All these men will rise, and they

will deplore the unfortunate spirit that actuated the leader
of the Oppoûition in introducing a question of this kind
Without consulting hon. gentlemen opposite. It wus a sad

Mr. KOXUuZN,

thing, and on him must rest the responsibility of the defeat,
if it is defeated. They are borry he bas plaoed it in the
unfortunate position in which it is placed before the House,
and that they have been compelled to take the stand they
have, and it is only in the interest of Home Bule
they are doing it. If it were not that they are go devoted
to the cause of Home Rule and to the cause of Ireland,
they would sacrifice a little to meet the views of
the leader of the Opposition, but they are so devoted to
that cause that they dare not allow this resolution to pass,
they must amend it in some way, it is so crude, it is
placed in such a position, they feel that the Queen would
not be honored to receive an address based upon such a reso-
lution without passing their glossy hands over it and put-
ting it in proper shape. No doubt we shall hear a good
deal in regard to that, and a great many expressions of
regret that the hon. the leader of the Opposition did not
take time. lie did it too hurriedly, ho got it up too quickly,
it is badly worded, it is a pity it is presented in that shape,
and a great many other faults of that kind will be found,
and they wil ltry to show that it is a deplorable thing that
ho should have permitted himself to be driven to bring in
this resolution without consulting gentlemen opposite and
getting them to put it in decent shape so that it might look
creditable. I deplore the spirit that has been evinced by
hon. gentlemen opposite in connection with this question.
If they had accepted the action of the hon. the leader of the
Opposition in the spirit in which it was tendered, I believe
thie question might have passed this House unanimously, and
they would have had just as much credit by taking that
course as Lhey will have now by the course they have
adopted, jus t as much credit by casting in their lot unani-
mously with the hon. the leader of the Opposition as by
attempting in this cheese-paring kind of style to interfere
and to dabble with the resolution, and to try to cut and
carve it so that, when they go to the country in a few
months, they will say: "Why, it was we, after ail that pre-
pared that iesolution; had we permitted it to go home in
the shape in which it was prepared by the leader of the
Opposition it would have been deplorable, it would not
have suited Mr. Gladstone, and Mr. Parnell would have been
horrified, the country would have risen, aul said, are there
no men in Canada able to prepare semething decent to send
to the Queen instead of sonding a Home Rule resolution in this
style, in place of something like the production of a man of
brains and sense." But, no matter how they may talk, they
have got into an unfortunate dilemma, and they will try to
struggle out of iL as best they can. They will alI try to
show willingness. The hon. Minister of Inland Revenue
bas given the cue, and according to that they will
ail preach and prattle the doctrine he has laid
down as to the desirability of sending an address
merely to Mr. Gladstone and not to the Queen. I am rather
disposed to think that bon. gentlemen opposite, notwith-
standing all their vaunted loyalty as Conservatives, are dis-
posed to ignore the Queen in this question. They do not
seem to be disposed to acknowledge the Queen. The idea
of men led by the First Minister daring te petition the First
M inister of England on a matter of this kind without sond-
ing it to the Queen I I am surprised. A knight, a man
bonored by the Queen, several of his colleagues honored by
the Queep, to think that they would send' it to the First
Minister instead of the Queen, instead of to the Crown!1
Surely the First Minister has not had the concocting of
this matter. Surely he bas net been consulted. Surely
h. would not propose to ignore the Queen. He is dis.
posed to express a great deal of loyalty, and, when-
ever any question comes up on which the Queen might
be approached or the Government of England, he displays
a great deal of loyalty and respect for the Crown and the
Queen. We ail do, and I am sorry that hon, gentlemen are
disposed to refgeet upon Her Majesty the Queen in conneotion
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with this question. If w. petition at all, is not the Queen th
proper partyto address t Oertainly she is. If any other
colonies of the Empire were to address a resolution to this
House on a question of vital importance to this Dominion
of ouri, and that petition was sent to the First Minister of
this House instead of to the dovernor Generai in Council, 1
am sure hon. gentlemen opposite would say it waa a very
strange proceeding for these men to take, to address the
First Minister; did they not know that we had a Governor
General, a representative of the Queen ? Why did they
not address the petition to the representative of the Quieen
in the country ? And they would stand up and hold
up their bande in holy horror, to think we should
dare to receive a petition of that kind. I am sur
prised, with all their boasted loyalty and boasted
admiration for our Queen-and we have a noble
Queen-that they should talk in this way. I think
it would be a great pity to ignore her right to be
approached on this occasion. They may claim that the
answer we got before was not an answer such as we would
like to get, but there has been a great deal of change in the
feeling in Ireland and England on this question since that
petition was sent home. The people of England have been
dealing with that question; they have had a general eleo
tion; that question has been one of the vital questions at
that general election, and is now the question of paramount
importance in England. I say, when that is the case, we
have a perfect right, as a humble colony claiming loyalty
to our Queen, and having had the experience we have, to
offer our views humbly and courteously on this question.
We have a right to exercise that right, and if we
fail to do that, we are not doing justice to thoso
who are in jeopardy, and who are trying to secure
for themselves that measure of representation and
self-government that we so much glory in ourselves.
We boast of our system of home rule in Canada, and I
believe it would have been a greater success than it has
been if the Dominion had been presided over by men.less
disposed to dabble with questions that legitimately belong
to the separate Provinces, and allowing them to exercise
their home rule without interference. I hope that we shall
have a general expression of opinion on this subject. Fr
my part I have no hesitation in expressing myself cordially
in unison with the view of my hon. friend the leader of the
Opposition. I believe that is the proper view. I believe
the Irishmen of this country, if the question were submitted
to them by counties, would endorse the view expressed by
the leader of the Opposition, and I believe that is the view
that will be most likely to assist Mr. Gladstone in hie strug-
gles on behalf of Home Rule. I think we should not allow
these little bickerings to enter this discussion; I believe
polities should have been banished from it. I am sure the
leader of the Opposition was anxious that all political
feeling should be set aside, and that we should all
approach it in a spirit of anxious desire to assist Mr.
Gladstone in the effort he is making. But hon. gentle-
men opposite have chosen to take another course. Oh,
politics is a terrible thing. A man cannot possibly
introduee any question from this side of the House but
he muet be charged with a desire of making political capital.
The hon. leader of the Opposition is charged with baving
some sinister design in view, with trying to strerthen the
bande of his followers. Well, I am sure he did not steal a
maroh on hon, gentlemen opposite. If he had introduced
it in the very beginning of the Session, without allowing
hon. gentlemen opposite an opportunity of acting, then he
might fairly be charged with having stolen a march upon
them. Did he do that ? No, he has waited till the ninth
woek of this Session. le has given the hon. gentleman for
Montreal (hir. Curran) and his associates ample time tol
have moved. They have had eight or nine weeks toj
prepare their teointion, to cousait their chief and his

B co-Mieisters-they have waited ail this time without taking
r any action. Still they have not moved. There muet have
s been some secret cause at the bottom, and they did not
i think it worth while to move, but ail at once the leader of
f the Opposition introduced bis motion, and then they arose
1 in their might and felt it their daty to express their earnest

desire that something of a different kind should b. intro.
duceci and carried through. They thon became alive, they
shook off the shackles of laziness and rose up. Then they
were ready to act, but they were never ready to act
before. L suppose if the leader of the Opposition had

i not acted, the probabilities are that you, Mr. Speaker,
would have left the Chair for the last time
and the Governor General would have given his assent to
every Act we have passed here, before they would have

3 acted; and if we had done that the probabilities are that
they would have gone to the couuLry and said: Well, we

b were afraid to move on that question, we were afraid of the
b leader of the Opposition, we did not know what course he
1 would take, we were afraid of these fet js that were follow.
b ing him, and we began to think they were not going to

support us, and we feared we uould not carry a resolution
i through. But we have got the Minister of Inland Revenue

the most prominent Irish member in this louse to cable
home a despatch urging and encouraging Mr. Parnell in his
noble undertaking. We did all we could do, ail that we pos.
sibly dared to risk, in order to promote the cause of Home
Rule. But now they have an opportunity of joining
hands across the floors of the .House in the intereste
of a country that bas been admittedly suffering.
There is not a man in this louse who will deny
that poor, unfortunate Ireland bas suffered for ycars
for the want of that measure of Home Rule that we
believe would be pleasant to her. They attack the resolu-
tion of the leader of the Opposition, and [Iam sorry to say
that there are some men of Irish parentage who have been
so neglectful of the honor they owe to their parent la-d,
that in the moment of ber struggles, and of Mr. Gladstone's
efforts in ber behalf, they have stood, while clothed with
the honor of being representatives in this louse, clothed
with the privilege of discharging the duty of representative
of constituenoies that, in many cases, have a largo number
of Irishmen-they have stood still for aine weeks without
offering one word of encouragement to the leaders of the
Home Rule movement, or presenting any resolution in order
to back up Mr. Gladstone in the enormous task he has
undertaken.

It being Six o'clock, the Speaker left the Chair.

After Recess.

Mr. McMULLEN. When the House rose, I was endeav-
oring to present some ideas with reference to whi t I con-
ceived to be the duty of the representatives in this House
on this important question. I endeavored to show what I
conceived to be the reasons why the Government had chosen
to take the course they have taken in interfering with the
resolution that bas been presented by the leader on this side
of the louse. 1 am sorry that hon. gentlemen opposite
have not seen it to be their duty to go further in~ meeting
the views of the leader of the Opposition, than by moving
au amendment simply to confirm the resolution we adopted
in 1882. I contend we ought to be in a position to go
further than that. We have had the experience of four
years. We have seen the unfortunate results of the dis-
turbances that have existed in Ireland; we have read from
year to year the unfortunate occurrences that have take place
there. I am sure we muet be convinced that there muet be
some necessity for a change in the system of Goverament,
that would remove those unfortunate circumstances that have
been so plainly brought before is, and that the Rosse shoald
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not say that after all the experienes we have had, afrer all
the experiences we have had ourselves as a confederacy,
we are not in a position to go further than
simply confirm what we did in 1882. We have had our-
selves four years more experience. We enjoy a measure of
home rule, which has been a real advantage. It is con-
ceded by each of the Provinces, notwithstanding unfortun-
ate interferences that have taken place between the Domin-
ion Government and the Provinces from time to time, that
our condition is better than it was prior to Confederation.
Well, then, after having those experiences, and after having
seen what we have seen in regard to Ireland, are we not in
a position to go further than to re-affirm what we did in
1882. I think we ought to be able to go further, and we
are not discharging our duty as fellow-subjects with the
people of Ireland if we are not prepared to do so. I would
ask if the statesmen of England are not holding different
opinions to-day to what they did in 1882. Are not the
public men who were hostile to Home Rule then, who char-
aeterised it as breaking up the empire and even worse,
ad mitting that some change is necessary ? Is Mr. Gladstone
of the same mind to-day as he was four years ago? He is not.
He has come to the conclusion that the change is necessary.
We have been eye-witnesses of those experiences in Ireland,
and if we are not in a position to go further than simply
confirm what we did in 1882 we have not been sensible
of the incidents that have transpired in the meantime
and not been faithful observers of what has passed before
our eyes. I contend that we should go even farther than the
resolution itself. If the amendment had added force to the
resolution it should have been seriously considered. I must
again express regret that the question has not been ap.
proached in a spirit of liberality and fairness by hon. gen-
tlemen opposite. I am sorry to think that little political
bitternesses should influence members on this great question
and should interfere with the decision of this House with
respect to it. Simply because hon. gentlemen opposite
think the leader of the Opposition might make a little
capital out of this question, they interfere and actually risk
the chance of reaching a conclusion on it such as would be
satisfactory to our friends on the other side of the water
and such as would in some measure strengthen the handsof
Mr. Gladstone. I hope, whatever bitterness may have
characterised the discussions so far, we will abandon those
little political bickerings and deal with the question fairly,
and let us get over the matter with that measure of credit
to ourselves which we should like to claim. We may con-
tend about our own political questions, but when a subject of
this kind affecting a portion of the Empire is brought for.
ward we should be able to bnry our political differences
and deal with it in a spirit of generosity, kindness and
British fair play. Holding that feeling; and being deirous
as an Irishman to do everything in my power to aid the
efforts being put forth by Mr. Gladstone in favor of Home
Rule, I beg to move in amendment to the amendment:

To leave out all the words in the amendment after "that " and insert
the following words in addition thereto, after the word "adhealon :"

And that this House is confirmed and strengthened by the events
which have occurred since the passage of the said address in its convie-
tions that the true interests both of Ireland and the rest of the Empire
will be served in the highest degree by the granting of Home Rule to
Ireland.

Mr. BURNS. I am afraid, notwithstanding ail the pro-
fessions made by the hon. gentleman who has just taken
his seat, that his actions are not entirely uninftuenced by
party considerations. The whole tenor and temper of the
speech of the hon. gentleman could only leave the impres-
sion on one's mind that political considerations were largely
at the bottom of bis action and statements. I shall not in
any way try to disprove what the hon. gentleman has
stated, when he said he was actuated by the desire tosecure
as far as possible the passage of some measure which would

Mr. MOMULLEN.

go to strengthen the hande of those who are now endeavor-
ing to strike the chains from off the fet of Ireland; but
while giving him credit for being influenoed by
that motive, I cannot divest myseif of the ides
that within and behind there are alo political
considerations. The observations which ho addressed to
the louse can leave no other impression on my mind, and
because that impression is on my mind, I muet so express
myself. The hon. gentleman, in the course of his speech,
has charged the hon. Minister of Inland Revenue with being
dereliet in his duty to his countryman in not bringing for-
ward, for the consideration of the House, some resolution of
this kind. It comes with very ill grace from the hon.
gentleman, or from any hon. gentleman in this House, to
charge the hon. Minister of Inland Revenue with being
now or of ever having been dereliet in his duty to his
countryman. The record of that hon. gentleman, as
an Irishman, stands to-day as high as that of any Irishman,
or any man in the Dominion of Canada. In the Province
to which he belongs, no name carries with it greater
weight than the name of John Oostigan, the Minister of
Inland Revenue. He has from time to time proved his
devotedness to his countrymen on every occasion which
presented iteolf, ho was not slow in advocating their intereat
when attacked. In 1882, in the face of opposition from his
own party, he introduced into this House a series of resolu-
tions, which were carried unanimously, or almost unani-
mously. What has the hon. gentleman to gain by the
introduction of those resolutions ? No political advantage
for himself; he never sought; for any political advantage-

Some bon. MEMBERS. No, no.

Mr. BURNS. No, ho never did. If ho had sought for
political advantages for himself these advantages might
have accrued to him long before that. He was aetuated, I
am sure, by the sole desire of serving in some way the
country ho claimed as his own, though ho was not a native
of it. Prior to 1882 it can be said of him that ho proved
his devotedness to his countrymen, to their interests-their
religious interests especially-on every occasion when they
were attacked. Then, I say, it comes with a very poor
grace from the hon. gentleman who has just sat down to
charge the Minister of Inland Revenue with havin'g irn any
way deserted his country, or the cause of bis country. The
facts are as stated by the Minister, that it was suggested to
him that resolutions of this kind should be introduced, but
after consultation with those with whom ho was associated,
with his countrymen if you will, it was deemed inexpedient,
or unnecessary rather, that resolutions of this nature should
be introduòed, and why ? Because in 1882 the Parliament
of Canada had passed resolutiors, and we knew the treat-
ment they received. We know the reply which was
given to the address; and therefore, in face of that fact,
it was deemed unnecessary now, with that record of the
opinion of the Canadian Parliament standing beforethe Impe-
rial Goverinment, o re-introduce similar resolutions. It was
because of the conclusion arrived at that the hon. Minister
deemed it unnecessary,I say,to take action in the matter. W as
the action of tfie hon. leader of the Opposition a spontaneous
action? HRe said in his speech that he had waited until the
last moment, waited to hear from this side of the House.
One wofld be led to infer from that statement that the
action of the hon. gentleman was a spontaneous one. I
would ask was it not after that hon. gentleman had been
waited upon and asked to move those resolutions, that they
were introduced. Was the action one of his own motion ? I
leave the question to him to answer. At all events
current rumor has it that ho did not move until ho was
moved, and we know that as the leader of a great party
in the Dominion of Canada, ho was very likely to be
infinenced by political considerations, if ho thought his
political interest and the interest of hie' party could be
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served by bringing forward these resolutions, in order that
he might catch the Irish vote of the Dominion of Canada.
Well, the Irish vote of the Dominion of Canada is not so
easily caught as that. The Irish voters of the Dominion of
Canada eau distinguish grain from chaff; they know who
their real friends are, and are able to discriminate between
those who are their real friends and those who are
not. The fact stands to-day in the presence of the
House, that not one Irish Catholie sits in the House
except on the Conservative side. What the electors
in 1882 did-that is the Irish Catholie portion of them
-I feel satisfied they will repeat on the next occa-
sion that presents itself, and therefore the efforts and labors
of the hon, gentleman will have ail been in vain. I do not
wish to trouble the House with any lengthy remarks. No
one feels more strongly than I do for the cause of Ireland,
my native land. No one feels a stronger desire to see her
relieved from the thraldom in which she has been enslaved.
No one would go further in rendering a service to his coun-
try than I would. i have before my consideration to-night
two resolutions. One resolution means the sending of an
address to Her Majesty, referring tothe Irish question, and
expresses the sentiment of the Canadian Parliament thereon,
and the other re-affirms the sentiments contained in the
resolutions passed in 1882. I cousider tha the anendment
moved by the Miister of Inland Revenue embodies the
ideas and sentiments and feelings of the great majority of
the Irishmen of this Dominion, and because I believe so I
will support that amendment.

Mr. O'BRIEN. Well, then, I congratulate the hon.
gentleman upon the position in which he stands, and upon
hie peculiar suitability for the position that he has taken as
the mover of this resolution. 1 hope this remark may not
be considered out of order. He poses-I withdraw that
word, because it implies a charge of insincerity; but that
hon. gentleman stands in the position, among laymen, of a
declared supporter of evangelical protestantism in Ontario;
and yet he comes forward here as the champion of a measure
whieh every Protestant in Ireland views as dangerous and
perilous to his liberties.

Some hon. MEKBERS. Noi

Mr. O'BRIEN. Before I have done I will bring for-
ward strong evidence on that point. The hon. gen.
tleman, I say, stands in that respect in a peculiarl
happy position as the mover of this resolution.It
might be supposed also that as a great lawyer, as a man
who has gained his eminence in this country by his practice
at the bar, and by his knowledge ofconstitutional law which
is often boasted of, he would not be so ready to support
a measure whIch sets all law at defiance. There never
was a system of coercion in Ireland to be compared with
the terrorism exercised by the Land League since Mr.
Parnell bas been occupying hie present position; and it is
somewhat singular that anyone can be found to support a
body whose recognised agents have endeavored, and unfor-
tunately too often successfully, toe carry ont their measures
by the vilest crimes that any man eau possibly conceive of.
Pt, lfn. ma wl T --- -+,-A- P -

Mr. O'BRIIEN. It seems, Sir, to be assumed by all who iiou. genwuu wui ramemDar Lflat upgn mus USy tour years
have yet spoken on this question, that this House is so unani- ago, two men who landed in Ireland charged with a
mous in an expression of opinion in favor of Home Rule message of peace, which, if there had been time given
for Ireland, as embodied in the Bill brought in by Mr. Glad- to utter it, might have very much changed the posi.
stone, or in some similar measure, as to pass in favor of that tion of affairs, were eut off by assassination before
question by unanimous consent. Now, Sir, 1, for one, view they were allowed to utter it. Now, I have a word
with the very gravest apprehension as to the resuilt, not to say to the hon. Minister of Inland Revenue. That hon.
only to Ireland and the best interests of Ireland, but also to gentleman has spoken throughout this debate as though ho
the Empire at large, of the measure introduced by Mr. Glad. alone had a right to speak on behalf of the Irish members
stone, and chiefly for this reason, that I do not believe any of this House. I should like to have that hon. gentleman's
measure, which is the mere child of terror, forced on a man definition of what an Irish member is. I should like to
contrary to his convictions, contrary to the convictions of know who are the Irish members of this House. Are they
his own party and the nation at large, is likely to be those who, like himsef, are of the Roman athohe relgion,
attended with any great measure of success. Now, before and are aise supporters of Home Rule?
proceedin further with that view of the question, I wish Mr COSTIGAN. The hon, gentleman is laboring under
to claim t e attntio of the hon mover f the firt resolu misappreension as to the position I assumed in speakingtion, and I congratulate him upon this fact, that whatever on my own behalf as mover of the Irish resolutions. I have
the result of this motion may be, that hon, gentleman has ssumed that position in face of the unanimous vote given
shown that he has found one more point upon which he eau in favor of that resoltion; and, as I stated before, I do notstand and hold his party togother, and carry them with him, believe that position is binding on anyone who dissents
in addition to the pohicy which was so fully developed fromtheresolution which was then adopted.
the night before last, the policy of slander. On that occa.
sion I noticed, whether from accident or design, h. left the Mr. O'BRIEN. I accept the hon. gentleman's explana.
development of that policy to his able lieutenants, and cer- tion so far as it goes; but I desire to say this, that I utterly
tainly to one of them it was a congenial and suitable task, repudiate the idea that those gentlemen who support Mr.
The hon. gentleman was not present to vote on that occa- Parnell's doctrines as to what is best for the Government
sion. I can hardly suppose it was the result of design, but, of Ireland, eau be said to represent what is palarly called
at any rate, it had a singular appearance, when a propo- the Irish people, except so far as they s or their own
sition was laid before this House, a proposition which any following in that country. I want that hon. gentleman to
member could hardly, in the abstract, have dissented from, understand-and I think I am perfectly justified in making
that he was not present to take part in the discussion, a the remark-that there is a very large population in Ire-
discussion, which, like everything else the hon. gentleman land who have no sympathy with Mr. Parnell's doctrines
introduces, succeeded, by the personalities with which or his movement, and who do not recognise him in any
it was connected in the course of the debate which fol- way as a leader. I would like to ask the hon. gentleman
lowed, in landing him, as it always will land that hon. whether an Ulster Orangeman or a Protestant from the
gentleman, so long as he pursues the policy- west of Ireland has not just as much right to speak in this

house on behalf of that portion of the population of Ire-
jMr. BLAKE. I rise to order. I would ask whether this land who are opposed to the principle of Home Rule, who

is an allusion to a past debate. look upon it as disastrous ad tprilousto their best inter-
ests, as anyone who believes in the position assumed by

Mr. DEPUTY SPEAKER. I think the hon. gentleman Mr. Parnell. Now, Sir, 1, for one, occupy precisely the
is Out of order. same position as the hon. Minister of Inland Revenue. I
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am the descendant of an Irish family, which at least has
borne a not ignoble part in the history of that country; and
I say, as representing that class of Irishmen to which I
am now alluding, that I protest against any measure
such as that introduced by Mr. Gladstone, which bristles
with objectionable features, and which I think should be de-
feated on the ground that if it is passed something worse
must follow. When the hon. Minister of Inland Revenue
or other hon. gentlemen undertake to speak on behalf of
the people of Ireland, I think it only fair to mention that
at least one-third of the population of Ireland, including the
great bulk of the Protestant population, and a large minority
of Roman Catholics, who do not believe in the doctrines
of Mr. Parnell, look on Mr. Gladstone's measure as dis-
astrous to the country, and have protested and do protest
in the strongest manner against it. They have taken very
many occasions to express that opinion; and to show the
depth of their feeling, I think I may be allowed to quote
the remarks made by a member of the English Bouse of
Commons, whose name is historical, and who will, I think,
be accepted as an authority on the subject. I allude to Mr.
Plunkett, who, I think, is the member for the University
of Dublin. At a public meeting recently held, that gentle-
man used the following language:-

"I wish I could realise for you the feelings of anxions grief, almost of
despair, with which the loyalists of Ireland regard the present crisis.
We foresee that our country, where we were born and bred, with
which every hope and every affection and every tradition of our lives
is bonnd up, will be committed to a condition of squalid poverty and
violent social disorder which before long ie almost certain to end in
civil war."

These are serious words; they were uttered under a full
sense of their importance, and I think they may be
acce pted as expressing the feeling of the minority of the
pople of Ireland towards the measure now before the
Imperial House of Commons. But, Sir, the most serious
objection to that measure, and the one which we, as Can-
adians, are most entitled to consider, apart from any
sympathy which we may feel, as I do, with that Protest-
ant minority, is that it is regarded by Mr. Parnell and hia
fbllowers, whatever may be said to the contrary, as a more
lever by which they may accomplish what they really
desire-that is, the complete isolation and independence of
Ireland. In proof of that, I may cite no less an authority
than Mr. Parnell himself, who, speaking at Cincinnati so
long ago as 1880, said:

" None of us, whether in America or in Ireland, or wherever we may
b., will be satisfied until we have destroyed the last link that keeps
Ireland bound to Englan4."

And that lnguage has been repeated time and again. It
was repeated only the other day by Mr. Davitt, one of Mr.
Parnell's most trusted lieutenants, who, when asked if he
approved of the Bill now before Parliament, replied: " When
a man gets his breakfast, is it to be said that he should not
get his dinner ? "-maeaning thus to illustrate his feeling
towards that measure; and if it is carried, even with
inodifieations, can anyone believe that those who sup-
port it in Ireland would stop short of claiming absolute
independenoe? Mr. Gladstone has put a weapon in their
hands, which I am sure they will not be slow to use.
Why, did not that hon. gentleman say, when speaking of
the laws made for Ireland: "Laws might be good in them-
selves, but not be accepted by the people because they came
in a foreign garb." Hie there laid down the doctrine, from
which I most decidely dissent, that anything connected
with England is fbreign to Ireland. Now, what will be the
necessary consequence, which will result from the absurd
anomaly, looking at it from a constitutional point of view,
no matter what one's politica may be, that taxation is to be
unaccompanied by representation. The hon, gentleman
proposes that the officials of what ho himself said is a foreign
iaountry, shall hold possession of Ireland. If that is to be

Mr. O')Barlx.
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the case, how long will the Irish people conseut to such
foreign domination ? I consider it a great misfortune that
Mr. Gladstone should have used that word; but it is not a
misfortune in the sense that the use of it gave the people of
the Empire to understand what will be the necessary and
inevitable results of the measure he has introduced. Not to
be tedious, I will briefly refer to another objection, which,
from an Irish point of view, is a most serious objection. I
cannot understand how an Irishman, with any ambition
beyond a more provincial ambition, can give his consent to
a measure which will degrade Ireland from the position of
an integral part of the Empire to that of a more Province.
This, in the converse form, was well put by Lord Clare at
the time of the Union, and, though hon, gentlemen may
criticise hie conduct and say his opinion was of little value,
ho was a man of surpassing ability, whose opinions noces-
sarily carried great weight, and who may fairly be given as
an authority on this matter, when he asked, putting the con-
verse of his proposition: "What Irishman and what man who
valued the independence and welfare of his country, would
wish it to be degraded from the position of boing an inte-
gral and governing part of the Empire to that of a more
morcenary Province ?" That is precisely what Mr. Glads-
ton's Bill will do, and I am astonished any man of ambition
should support a measure which willo ut him off from all
Imperial employment and Imperial honors. How could any
man in Ireland, no matter what hie ability, expect promo-
tion or employment in the Imperial service? HRow could
he expect to be anything botter than the official of a more
Provincial Government, when ho had no longer a voice or
representation in the conduct of the affaire of the Empire. It
is a matter, not of congratulation, but of humiliation, to
think that there should be a party in Ireland which will
declare to the English people that they want to shut them-
selves out from the dignity and responsibility attached to
their position as citizens of an integral part of the Empire
at large, and become degraded to the position of more
provincialists. Take our Provinces. Is it not considered
a higher position to have a seat in this House, to have some-
îhing te say in the management of the affaire of the Dom-
inion, than to have a seat in one of our Provincial Legisla-
tures ? Would any Irishman of ability be satisfied that ho
should be restricted to a more provincial position ? Would
ho not desire to ho enabled to gratify hie legitimate ambi-
tion for a share in the management of the Empire ?
Would ho not consider it humiliating that it should be
placed out of hie power to take any part in the manage-
ment of the Empire, and that his country should be reduced
to the position of a large municipality ? For these reasons,
I am disinclined to say anything, which, however remotely,
may tend to strengthen Mr. Gladstone in this measure.
Mr. Gladstone made a very singular statement in hie mani-
festo the other day. He said the opposition to Home Rule
came from a single class. But do we not know well, does
not every gentleman who takes an intereet in public
proceedings know, that the opposition to Rome Rule is not
confined to any one class, is not confined to the hangers-on
of any one particular class, as Mr. Gladstone politely put it ?
Do we not find mon like Mr. Gosehen, Mr. Collings, Mr.
Rylands, Mr. Chamberlain, to say nothing of Lord Harting-
ton, Lord Derby, and Lord Salisbury, showing their faith in
the true interests of the Empire by their opposition to this
measure? When we see leading Radicals casting their
radicalism aside, and standing forward as champions of Im-
perial interests, it is certainly time to give this matter more
serious consideration. How many hon. members here who
are prepared to vote on the resolution proposed, really know
anything, or have read anything, or have thought anything,
about Irish affaire ? Have they considered the necessary con-
sequences to Ireland which will result from the carrying out
of this proposed measure ? Have they ever considered wfat
wil ' be the position of what is called the minority, and
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what will be the efibot, commercially, if this measure should
pass? One of the great troubles of Ireland is that it is a
poor country, but where has the money come from whioh
has been employed in that country during the last century
in the promotion of public works ? It has come from England,
and is it to be supposed that if this measure should pass and
a great shock be given to the constitution of the eountry-
is it to be supposed that if the Government of Ireland should
be handed overto the 86 men who follow Mr. Parnell,
English capital will continue to flow into Ireland ? It is
more than hk'ely on the contrary it will flow out. This is
a consideration that ought to weigh with-those who profess,
and no doubt honestly feel, an interest in the welfare of Ire-
land. It is a consideration which ought to make us pause, and
which is well worth the consideration of thosewho desire,how-
ever earnestly, Home Rule. I think that a measure forced
upon a man against his convictions, because it is only a few
months ago that Mr. Gladstone, speaking of Mr. Parnell, said
he was marching through rapine to dismemberment and
disintegration, can hardly be said to be an honest, well
considered measure. The humiliation of the country, by
reducing it from the position of an integral governing part
of a great Empire to that of a province, is one that ought to
come home to men like my hon. friend from Montreal Centre
(Mr. Curran), who, if in Ireland, would hardly be satisfied to
occupy the position of a mere provincial. I heard the hon.
gentleman's eloquent speech which we all admire and few
can imitate, and I ask if men like him in Ireland would not
feel very cheap if their abilities had to be restricted to parish
politics.

Mr. CURRAN. I am a Home Ruler to the mast head.

Mr. O'BRIEN. The hon. gentleman is no doubt patriotic,
and may to some extent be self-sacrificing. What would b
the effect on English politics had Home Rule been granted
half a century ago? How many Irishmen whose names
are illustrious in the annals of the Empire would have been
heard of ? How many mute and inglorious Miltons would
have gone down to obscure graves? What would have be-
come of Lalor Shiel, Daniel O'Connell himself, Burke,
Sheridan, Grattan, and a host of others ? Those men would
have had no voice in the British Parliament, and would
have been compelled, I will not say to waste their sweetness
on the desert air, but to waste their eloquence on the quarrels
of the small, miserable factions such as existed in Ireland
before the Union. What would have been the loss to the
country had such a state of things been brought about
half a century ago ? The commercial question alone is
one of serious moment, because we cannot believe that, if
the revolutionary measures proposed by Mr. Gladstone be
carried, English capital will continue to flow into Ire-
land. Talk of the country not being prosperous ; will
anyone who has read about the condition of Ireland
hall a century ago, and who has travelled through Ireland
in these days, fail to recognise that it is a greatly improved
country ? There bas, ne doubt, been suffering there ; s
there has been everywhere else, but there as also been
decided improvement in its condition. The people are not
so poor, as many people would lead us to believe, great
material progress bas been made; and are we now to lose
all chanoe of further progress ? Are we to gratify the
wishes of what I honestly believe to be nothing more than
a faction, who have sincerity, no doubt, but are actuated by
motives that fall short of anything like true patriotism.
Holding these views, believing as I do that this measure is
one that ought not to pass the Imperial Parliament, I raise
my voice here in protest against it; and, as far as voting
u n the resolutions now before the House is concerned, I
sal vote for the amendment of Mr. Costigan, simply on
this ground-

ome honRBMBERS. Hear, hear.

Mr. O'BRIEN. Hon. gentlemen may cheer, but let me
finish my sentence-simply that it is just the one resolution
of all the three that I think is likely to have theleast effeot.

Mr. LANDERKIN. I desire to address a few words to
the House on this very important matter. The question of
the government of Ireland is one that has engaged the
attention of the greatest statesmen that have lived in Bri-
tain during the last half century. The minds of those states.
men have been engaged in striving to solve the problem for
the better government of Ireland. It is well known that
Ireland has been oppressed; it is well known that a system
of landlordism has prevailed In Ireland that has disturbed
the peace and marred the happiness and tranquillity that
otherwise would have existed there. Various expedients
have been thought of; varions expedients have been
devised with a view of ameliorating this condition and
giving to Ireland control of her own affairs. Ireland bas
asked and sought for this, but she has always asked and
sought in vain. A short time ago, you will remember that,
when it was announced that that distinguished statesman
who leads the Government of the British Empire, the Right
Hon. William Ewart Gladstone, was about to propose a
measure for the amelioration of this condition of affairs
in Ireland, that he had a measure to propose that
he thought would bring about peace, would relieve
the distress, and stay the crime that had marked
itself in Ireland for the past half century or more, the nat-
ions of the world stood as it were on tip-toe anxiouslyawait-
ing the utterances of that distinguished statesman. No
question introduced in the Parliament of Britian in the last
century has moved the hearts of the people of the civilised
world as much as that which has been proposed by the dis-
tinguished Premier of Britain; and when we read the ora-
tion which ho delivered on that occasion, an oration which
at once stamps him as a God-like man and a statesman with-
out a peer in the civilised world to-day, the hearts of the
people of Canada-not only the Irish hearts, but the Cana-
dian hearts and the heart of every other true loyal Briton-
went up in the refrain that Ireland might be reclaimed from
the bondage under which she had suffered by the measures
handed to the House by the distinguished Premier of Britain.
And it is not to be wondered at. Ireland is great in many
respects; she is renowned for ber statesmen, her orators
and her poets; she has a climate that is salubrious; she has
vegetation that surpasses almost anything in the world, and
the generous hearted people that inhabit Ireland have
been oppressed and have sought for relief. Well, if they
felt they were oppressed, had they not a right to say
so, and, if they were misgoverned, had they not a
right to amend this condition of things ? Why, it is
but the natural outcome, and crime is but the result of the
misgovernment. It is not a trait of the Irish character,
and the crimes that have been committed have net been
committed by the Irish people themselves. They have
been but a result of misgovernment and oppression. No
wonder that there was a distinguished O'Connell, a Burke,
a Curran and a Grattan, who rose up; but it was the times,
to a great extent, that made these men; it was the oppres.
sion that rankled in their hearts that led them to stand
forth as the champions of liberty and of freedom, and their
names to-day are dear to Irishmen, and to every lover of
liberty to whatever nation ho belongs. Well, the nations
of the world were moved when it was announed that Glad-
stone was to speak, and we read that speech, a speech dis.
tinguished for its statesmanship and its brilhancy, a speech
that was unequalled in the British House of Pariament,
with a measure that was generous and just. The hon.
member for Muskoka (Mr. O'Brien) seems to think that
every condition in the measure proposed is vital and essen-
tial. The Premier says, with ard to the representation in
the Imperial Pariament, that it is not a vital prinoiple,
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it is liable to be amended, and all that the member
for Muskoka has o bjected to in that respect-and that is
the principal objection he used to the measure - is
Jikely to be amended so that Irishmen will represent Ireland
in the lmperial Parliament. The bearts of the Old Country
people in this country and the hearts of the Canadians in
this country go up in fervid accord, a united people in this
country outside of this House, in hoping that Gladstone
may be sustained and that bis arma may be strengthened so
that ho may be enabled to give to Ireland what she has
asked for many years past. It is the desire of every
patriotic man in this louse that the wrongs under which
Ireland has saffered shall be redressed, that the landlordism
that bas existed and that bas oppressed the poor tenants in
that country shall be done away with, that eviction and
coercious of every kind shall be taken away from the law
that governs Ireland, and Ireland shall yet be free, shall
have her own Parliament, shall make ber own laws, shall
have ber own Home Rule in effect. Well, this is natural,
that we should sympathise with the distinguisbed states-
man who bas brought in this measure, a measure which, by
reason of the traditions, by reason of those conditions
that bave existed in the hearts of other parts of
the British Empire-traditions that have been formed, pre-
judices that bave been grounded in the people-has met
with much opposition; but it is the desire of true Canadians
and true Britons that Ireland may receive that measure of
justice which she bas clamored for, which she has demanded,
and which she bas a right to expect. Are the Irish people,
because they ask liberty, to be stamped out as rebels? Are
the Canadians who desire a change in our constitution to be
said to be rebels? Are those who are now in this country
seeking a change in our constitution and desiring Imperial
Federation rebelsa? The First Minister himself is advocating
radical changes in the constitution of this country, and for
that is ho a rebel ? And is Mr. Gladstone, when ho is
redressing wrongs, stamping out injuries which bave
existed for centuries in Ireland, not deserving the
support, the united support of this Parliament in
the most important dependency of the British Empire,
supposed to be represented by those who are true
to the parent stem from whence we sprung? Now,
Sir, in reference to the resolution introduced here
some years ago, strongly as I felt that the wrongs of
Ireland should be redressed, I saw that there was no prac-
ticable measure before the Imperial Parliament, and I
thought it was inexpedient to introduce the question here, it
appeared to me to be devised for the purpose of securing
popularity to those who introduced it. It would not look
to be a sincere and an honest thing. But to-day, when
there is a practicable scheme, we see the author of the reso-
lution in 1882 now shrinking from enforcing the principles
ho professes to admire. The member for Montreal Centre
(Mr. Curran) says hoeis a Home Ruler, and to-day ho fears
to urge this measure lest it might do some harm in one
quarter or another. If the hon, gentleman was sincere in
bis efforts then for Home Rule and liberty to Ireland, ho
should be more so now, when there is a reasonable proba.
bility that the wrongs under which Ireland has labored so
long are about to be redressed by the Liberal and enlight-
ened measure of the distinguished statesman of Great Britain.
When the leader of the Opposition (Mr. Blake) spoke
on that measure, ho made a speech that will cause bis
name to live whorever the English language is spoken
for all time to come. He based his speech on a broad
and liberal platform, and it was characterised by that broad
view which ho bringa to bear upon every question, and
showed that ho had made such an elaborate research into
the affaire of Ireland, that it has endeared me to that hon.
gentleman with stronger ties than ever I felt before. Well,
Sr, the Minister of d Revenue was not in the Govern-
mont thon; Ho was thon a humble foilower, a private in

Mr. LANDEREN.

theranks. le introduced thiaresolution, and shortlyafter-
wards, ho entered the Governmont, Now, ho thinks that
all this should cease, that there is no necessity now for this
House endeavoring to strengthen the hands of Mr. Glad.
stone and his Government, in the face of the opposition
they meet with. At that time, there was no practical
scheme before the British Parliament for the amelioration
of the condition of Ireland, and yet that hon. gentleman
moved the resolution. His utterances, to-tiay, give me
an idea that he is not sincere, and that so soon as that
gentleman got into office, the wrongs that had cried ont for
redress for a century, might continue to cry so long as that
hon. gentleman enjoyed the apoils of office. Does it not
look like that ? So soon as ho was transferred from the
ranks into the Government, to use the words of one of
Ireland's poets :

"He forgot the dast front whence he grew,
And tinka himel-the Lord knowu who."

Now, that is the diference caused by the sweets of office,
and it is a lamentable thing. I am glad the hon. gentleman
is not entirely Irish. I would hate to see an Irishman give
up the struggle for Ireland so long as a single wrong remained
unredressed, and it is my great consolation to know that
the Minister of Inland Revenue is not truly an Irishman,
for otherwise he would not allow the charme of office, with
the emoluments of office, to make him forget the wrongs
that have cried out for redress so long. Now, Sir, Mr.
Gladstone's scheme is capable of amendment. Mr. Glad-
stone indicates that it may be amended in committee, and
that the principle of representation without taxation shall
not bc maintained. There is not an hon. gentleman opposite
who should oppose the measure upon that ground. They
have taxed the people in the North-West from year to year
without representation. The bon. member for Muskoka
(Mr. O'Brien), opposes that. The hon. member supports a
Government that allowed that condition of thinga to exist
until it bred rebellion in that country, and still he had not
a single word to say against the Government that permitted
that system. And here ho condemns Mr. Gladstone, who
bas since stated, and other distinguished members of bis
Government have stated, that modifications may be made
in order to meet the wishes of the people of Great Britain
and Ireland. Now, Sir, when a society sent a deputation
to wait on the Minister of Inland Revenue, ho told them
that it would be injudicious to introduce this measure now.

Mr. COSTIGAN. 19o, I did not. If the hon. gentleman
had been in the House he would have heard me correct that
statement made by the newspapers. I made no such state.
ment.

Mr. LANDERKIN. I have just read it in the Ottawa
Citizen, and that is the excuse given. I did not hear him
deny that ho had made that statement. Then if he had not
this good excuse, in heaven's name, what excuse had he?
What other excuse could he bring, when the wrongs of Ire-
land had gone on unredressed so long ? If he had had the
virtue of clinging to that excuse I would have given him
some credit, but now ho has taken away all the merit ho
might have, and bas no other reason to offer than the fact
that ho is now in office and that it might possibly hurt the
Government if ho went on with it. Then the Government
are responsible for what he did. HIe thinks this is extra-
ordinary statesmanship, endorsed, no doubt, by the Premier,
and the Minister of Public Works who seconded his amend.
ment. They sent a telegram to Mr. Parnell. Parnell is
not introducing this measure. Why not sond it to Mr.
Gladstone ? If they do not desire to give it a party signi.
ficance, why not approach the foot of the Throne ? If ever
the First Minister grows eloquent it is when ho talks about
the "foot of the Throne." I wonder why ho did
mot lay this grievance at the foot of the Throne,
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1 think the member for Muskoka deecribed Parnell as a
robber, or something of that kind, and here we have the
Government, through the Minister Inland Revenue, comma-
nicating with a gentleman whom the member for Muskoka
dube as a rebel, or something worse. Now, Mr. Speaker,
I think all the lovers of freedom in this House will support
the amendment to the amendment that has been moved by
the hon. member for Wellington (Mr. MoMullen). I rather
favor that. There is a word in the motion proposed by the
leader of the Opposition which I would like to see lef t out.
I wiU read the firet sentence and point out the word, which
I think might be left out because it gives it a narrowness
which the motion ought not to have, 1 wish to see that one
word "Irish" left out and "fHer Majesty's subjects" inserted.

Mr. BLAKE. I would explain to the hon. gentleman
that that word is in the original address, which I was fol.
lowing in that paragraph, and that is the reason it is there.

Mr. LANDERKIN. That is the address passed in 1882 ?

Mr. BLAKE. Yes.

Mr. LANDERKIN. That ie quite satisfactory.

Some hon. MMBEIRS. Hear, hear.

Mr. LANDERKIN. The explanation as given is some-
what satisfactory no doubt; but it is not quite satisfactory
to my mind because it has a broader signification

Mr. BL A K. I quite agree.

Mr. LANDERKIN. And if there was an error at that
time in the address I do not see wby i' should not ho cor.
rected now. With the motion of the leader of the Opposi-
tion I am heartily in accord. I am also heartily in accord
with the amendment propoeed by the hon. membor for
Nor th Wellington (Mr. McMullen). I cannot understand
that any gentleman who professes to be Irish, or any gen.
tleman who professes to be liberal, anyone who professes to
be loyal to Britain and British institutions, would refuse to
pase the address at thisU tie, when a Home Rule measure

as been so far successful that in all human probability it
will carry, and will become the law that will govern Ire-
land; a measure calculated, we must all admit, when we
read the speech of the distinguished Mr. Gladstone, to
cause us to wonder that statesmen of Britain had not
devised a plan before. We wonder that Ireland should
have been left so long crying for redress of its grievances.
Mr. Gladstone's measure appears so simple, so states-
manlike, so broad, so much in accordance with the
principles of liberty, freedom and eternal justice,
that we wonder it was deferred fa long, that the
problem of the proper government of Ireland had
been left to be solved by Mr. Gladstone in the zenith of his
power, of his years and of his greatness, and that it had
been left to him to introduce a measure comprehensive,
liberal and just, a pneasure calculated to right the wrong
that had existed so long, calculated to remove those griev-
ances that had goaded the Irish people so long, calculated
to remove the system of landloraism that had ground down
the people of that country into a state of almost abject
slavery. Io such a measure of statesmanship to be ignored
by this House ? I hope for the honor of the Canadian peo-
pie this Bouse will not come to such a decision. 1 speak
here as a Canadian and a Protestant, and speaking trom
that standpoint I believe it ie necessary in the intereste of
all the people in thi country, irrespective of religion,
creed or nationality, to come forward at this moment and
asilt Mr. Gladatone, and do all they can to strengthen his
hand so that histatmank measure may be carried
into effect.

t Mr. ORTON. I desire, before reoording my vote on this
very important question, to make a few brief remarks.
Unlike many of the hon. members who have preceded me,
I have not the houor of being an Irishman or the descend-
ant of au Irishman, but I happen to be an English Canudian.
At the same time I have for many years been in favor of
Home Rule for Ireland. As far as my humble ability would

r allow me to judge, I have always held that to grant Home
Rule to Ireland would be the beet means of strengthening

. the British Empire and causing Ireland to be like what we
desire Canada to be, more closely allied to the British Orowa
and the fortunes of the British Empire. I believe Home
Rule for Ireland would have the effect of strengthening
rather than weakening the British Empire. But while I
hold these views I do net coneider the eystem of HomeIRale
about to be inaugurated by Mr. Gladstone, is one that is
calculated to strengthen the British Empire ; it is not one
calculated to elevate Ireland to the extent that Home Rule
should elevate that country and improve its condition. In
the first place, the reason why I am opposed to the resolu-
tion of the leader of the Opposition is because it endorses
the Home Rule principle laid down by Mr. Gladstone.

An hon. MEMBER. No, it does not.
Mr. ORTON. I say that is not calculated to do good to

Ireland. The rinciple laid down in the Home Rule propo.
sition of Mr. G~adstone is one simply of local governmont in
minor particulars and on minor points. IL is not proposed
to give to Ireland the management of her own customes
revenue or her own Excise revenue, and I hold that the only
way in which Ireland can ever be largely benefited i by
giving to that country the management of its own customs
duties, so that it can encourage its own manufactures and
furnish additional channels for the employment of the
people. That, in my opinion, is the only possible way in
whih a material improvement in the condition of the
peole cai be brought about. One of the greatest causes
of the misery and the unfortunate condition of affaire in
Ireland today i because the Irish people are nearly alto.
gether an agricultural people. They have no possibility of
successfully competing with the accumulated capital of
England and other manufacturing countries unless
the Irish peopie bave complote control over the
Castom duties; and unless this is secured they can never
hope to have large manufacturing establishmonts in Ireland.
It i for this reason I cannot agreo with the resolution of
the leader of the Opposition. I do not fel the iame fear as
do some of my Protestant friends that the Protestant
minority in Ireland will be oppressed. It is possible that
such might occur under certain conditions, and I think a
scheme should have been devi.ed so as to have spOcially
guarded their interests; while I am afraid the scheme of
Mr. Gladstone is one that is devised to give opportunity for
the oppression of the Protestant minority. We have sen
the same thing in our own country, and 1 would like to see
extended to the Protestant minority, in Ireland, the same
principles that we extend to the Catholie minority in
Ontario and the Dominion, and the same caroful considera-
tion of the minority as is conceded to the Protestant
minority in the Province of Quebec. But that, in my
opinion, is not provided for in the measure that has
been submitted to the British House of Commons,
and therefore I say that I cannot support the resolution of
the leader of the Opposition, because it causes this Bouse Vo
accede to the principle laid down by Mr. Gladstone in his
Home Rule resolutions, and those principles are not the
principles which I would like to see carried out. I would

klie to see the people of Ireland more closely allied to the
British Crown. I would like to se them have representa-
tion in the British luse of Commons; I would like to see
them partake in the expenditure for the peoe ud preser-
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vation of the British Empire; I would like to see them con-
tribute, as no doubt they will be able to contribute, to the
support of the British army and navy; and I would like to
seS Irishmen join with Scotchmen and Englishmen,
and all the other peoples that constitute the Empire, in
sharing the glories of the British arme in defending
the rights of British subjects. For that reason it
is most essential to the prospority of Ireland,
most essential to the unity of the Empire, that there
should be Irish representation in the British Hlouse of Com-
mons. It is utterly impossible, considering the position
which Ireland occupies, in such close proximity to England
and Scotland, that she should ho separated in the manner
in which Mr. Gladstone proposes to separate her from EDg-
land and Seotland. Therefore, Sir, I shall not vote for the
resolution of the hon. leader of the Opposition, and I say
that the amendment moved by the hon. member for North
Wellington (Mr. McMullen) is merely an addition to the
.resolution of hie leader. It seems certainly a very singular
position the hon. gentlemen occupy. First one hon. gen-
tieman gets up and moves an amendment to hie leader's
resolution, and if that amendment means anything it meanus
that ho believes his leader is not in earnest, that ho has not
sufficiently strongly expressed his feelings in favor of Home
Rule-the abstract principle of Home Rule-and ho has
moved this amendment to his leader's motion in order to
make it more emphatic and perhaps more general in
its character. Then again we find that another hon,
gentleman on the same side has another objection. Ho
objects to the expression of "Her Majesty's Irish subjects,"
and wants to give it a stili broader meaning. Thorefore, I
say, that the position they occupy ie not a united one;
it is not one which is calculated to carry
with it that weight and strength that such a resolution
should do in this House and I must say that the amendment
made by the hon. Minister of Inland Revenue is one we
could aIl unite upon. It does not express approval of the
exet character of the Home Rule introduced by Mr. Glad-
stone, but it does approve of a form of Home Rule which will
unite Ireland more permanently to the British Crown, which
will unite instead of trying to dissever Ireland from the
British Empire, and, therefore, I say, it is more thoroughly
British in its character; it is more in the interests of Ire.
land, and it is more in accord with the sentiments and feel-
ings of the vast majority of the people of this country, who
desire to see 1reland enjoy the same liberty and freedom
that we enjoy in Canada under the British fiag.

Mr. McNEILL. I do not intend to occupy thie attention1
of the House on this subject more than a very few moments.e
It is one with reference to which I should have liked to1

Canada, and that at that meeting views wer eorpressed
diametrically opposed to the views that hon. gentleman
presented to us to.day. He knows, too, that the sentiments
to which I have referred are sentiments which may very
readily be stirred deeply in the breasts of the people of this
country. He knows also that this question has exoited
such an agitation in England as neither ho nor I have seen
before. He knows that England, that Great Britain and
Ireland are divided into hostile camps on this subje't. He
knows very well that Great Britain and Ireland are in the
throes of such an agitation as they have never seen before,
in reference to this very question, and that an agitation so
fierce is in progress there that actually the fearful and awful
words "civil war " are whispered from lip to lip.

Mr. BLAKE. Hear, hear.

Mr. McNEILL. The hon. gentleman says "hear, hear,"
-but ho knows that.

Mr. BLAKE. No, ho does not.

Mr. MoNEILL. Well, if ho does not, ho should read the
newspapers or correspond with his friends in Ireland and
he would know it. fie knows that, and ho knows how
deeply that question may stir up feelings of animosity among
men who are to-day neighborsuand friends, and yet ho had
no hesitation in going out of his way to introduce this ques.
tion and thrust it into the minds and hearts of the people of
this country, irrespective altogether of the terrible results
which may accrue. However, I do not mean to say the
hon. gentleman is inconsistent, because we found the hon.
gentleman the other day perfectly prepared to stir up or, at
all events, to side with a movement which most people in
this country deem likely to introduce inter-provincial strife
in this country, and it is perfectly consistent with such a
policy that the hon.gentleman should introduce into Canada
the question and press home to the minds and hearts of the
people the question which ho has now introduceds Neverthe-
less, I think the hon. gentleman will find that ho has not
succeeded in doing anything so very clever as probably ho
supposes ho is doing. At any rate, ho has doue something
dangerous in the hope of doing something clever. Sir, I
say the hon. gentleman has gone ont of his way to do this,
because on the last occasion when this question Was before
this House, at a time when it was very differently viewed
and regarded both in this country and in the mother country
from the manner in which il is regarded to-day, the Govern-
ment of Mr. Gladstone, by the mouth of his Colonial Secre-
tary, informed us that it was not a question with which we
ought to intermeddle at all. Yet notwithstanding that the
hon. gentleman progoses that we shall open up this question.

have addressed the House after having had some oppor-
tunity of considering what I was going to say about it. I Mr. MILLS. He has changed hie mind and we haven't.
think the magnitude of the question is such as to demand Mr. McNEILL. Yes, Mr. Gladstone bas cbanged is mind-;
that it should be discussed with the best ability that alt the and just because ho has changed his mind nuder certain
members of this House are able, individually, to direct to circumstances, we are now, forsooth, to go to him and say
it, and, therefore, I have no intention at the present time to him: Will yon kindly allow us to advise you now, be.
of attempting to make a speech on the subject. I wish, cause it suite you, while before yon told us in cool blood
however, briefgy to explain what my views are on this sub- that it was not a thing we should meddle with ? Mr. Glad.
ject, how I shall vote, and why I shall vote as I do. Before stone at that time was able to advise us on the subject in
doing so, however, I should like to congratulate the hon. cold blood. He finds himseif to-day in a very different
gentleman, the leader of the Opposition, on at last having position. He finds that in is attempt introduce this ques-
diecovered a policy. I am sorry, however, that I cannot tien into the House of Commons, he has shattered his party
congratulate him on the nature of the policy ho las dis- in England; he has driven from his banner almost all tie
covered. That policy is a policy of discord. The hon. names that have shed lustre on the Liberal party of
gentleman knows as well as ho knows that a soul is in hie England during the latter part of this century. I ask :
body that the poople of this country, the people of the Whore is Bright to be found to day ? Where is Hartington ?
Dominion of Canada, entertain views with refer- Where is Chamberlain? Where is Mr. Gladstone's late
ence to this question as wide as the poles Attorney-General, James ? Where is Dilke ? Where is
aswnder. The hon. gentleman knows that in hie own -city Goschen ? Where is Roundel Palmer, his Lord Chaneel-
of Toronte, ihe other day a meeting. was held, attended by 1or? Where Derby and Argyle ? Where is Mr. tlad-
some of the best informeid ad most influential men in stone's late Irish Secretary, Mr. Trevelyan ? Where is

Mr. O1oN.
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that other lrish S.cretmry, that great man who up to
'ihe very lst moment until his Imperial spirit ied, was
found in opposition, as they all are, te thie proposal of Mr.
Gladtone? And because, foraooth, Mr. Gladstone fnds
himseolf in that position, and is glad te pick up any little
crumbe of comfort that he can find here, there, and every-
where, we, the Canadian House of Commons, are te be
asked te say to him: You would not accept our advice before
-pray accept iL to-day ; and in order te place ourselves
in that position, we have a question introduced which will
sow discord throughont the length and breadth of Canada.
But, for my part, I venture to say that I am as much
entitled to speak here on behalf of Ireland as any man in
this House. 1 am not merely an Irishman by descent, but by
birth ; I spent my childbood, my boyhood, and a part of my
manhood in Ireland; and I do not speak of this matter from
theory, but from actual knowledge. There is net any per.
son inside or outside this House in Canada who loves Ireland
more dearly than I do. My home was there, my father and
mother are buried there, and I have dear relatives and
friends there to-day. I claim te have as much right to
speak on behalf of Ireland as any man in this House or thia
country, whatever he may cal himself, and if I thought the
measure introduced by Mr. Gladstone would be for the
benefit of Ireland I would support it as heartily as anyone;
but I do not support the hon. gentleman's (Mr. Blake's)
resolution, because it practically supports that measure ; it
practically amounts te this, that if we pass it, we shall be
endorsing Mr. Gladstone's action.

Some hon. MEMBERS, Hear, hear.
Mr. McNEILL. Hon. gentlemen know perfectly well that

if that resolution is sent over, it will simply be used by Mr.
Gladstone as an argument to strengthen hie position.

Some hon. MEMBERS. Hear, hear.

Mr. McNEILL. I am glad te hear hon. gentlemen
admit that. Now, what is that measure of Mr. Gladstone?
It is not a measure which is calculated te settle the Irish
question; it is not only very far from that, but if it is
passed into law, we shall find that it will be only the
beginning of trouble and discord in Ireland. It is not in any
degree such a measure as this louse expressed approval of
in 1882; it is the very opposite. What was it that this flouse
said in 1882? It was this, that if it was consistent with the
saiety of the Empire, and with the safe-guarding of the
rights and privileges of the minority, some kind of Federal
Home Rule would be advantageous for Ireland. Le it
Federal Home Rule which is proposed now ? It is the
very opposite. Bo far from being a measure of a federal
nature, a mesure which would afford an opportunity te the
different Provinces of Ireland te give effeet to thoir own
views and to paes their own laws, it l exactly similar te what1
a measure for legislative union would be in Canada. It isj
juat as if we passed a measure which would prevent the people1
ofthe Province of Quebec from dealing with their own affaira.j
There existe in Ireland, as is very well known, a very1
curious parallel te the condition of things in this country.j
lu the Province of Ulster in Ireland, there existe a condi-j
tion of things very much like what we have in the Province1
of Quebec. The people of the Province of Ulster are dis-1
similar, te a great extent, in their sentiments, and their reli-i
gion, and race from the Lulk of the people of the other Pro.
vinces. Now, the measure proposed in this House in 1882 was
a federal measure which would give those people an oppor.
tunity of safe-guarding their own interests as a separate
Province. The measure the hon, gentleman is supportingt
iè one of a perfectly different nature. It is one which will
prevent those people from having any control over their1
own affaire, but which will put thenm under the heel ofc
the people of the other three Provinces of Ireland.1
bI4 8fr, the m esur proposed by Mr. Gladatonef

is a menssre degrading to Ireland and the Irak pek Rt
is a measure which deprives Ireland and the Irish peop
of any voice whatever in Imperial affaire. It reduces them
to the rank of a mere Province, without the right to May
one solitary word with reference to any Imperiai question.
But my main objection to the resolation the hon. gentleman
has propoeed is this, that the meassre which Mr. Gladstone
bas introduced, so far from being the imple measure so
eloquently deecribed by the hon. member from Grey, is su
complicated and so dangerous a measure that it bas re-
sulted in the disruption of Mr. Gladstone's own party, and
bas driven from his side many of hie best and ableet aup.
porters. Furthermore, if it should pass, it will simply
enable those who desire to sever Ireland al togeher
from England, more strongly and more effectually to
carry ont their designe. I say this from my practical know.
ledge and experience of the feelings of many of the Irish
people. I say it also because of the utteranees of those who
are oalled the Home Ruters in Ireland. I say it because of
the mottoes which you, find inscribed on banners and fiage
at Home Rule meetings. I say it because of the statemaente,
more especially, that have fallen from the lips of the leader
of the movement, Mr. Parnell himself, who stated, in Ireland,
that ho never would have taken off his coat to go at this
work had il not been that by doing so ho would be able to
sever the last link that bound Ireland to England ; and,
moreover, because I know, from the expressions we have
seen from time to time published in the prese, that those
are the views and sentiments of thousands in the United
States who have lent to these people, not only the sinews
of war in a monetary sense, but in another senie also.
Therefore it is, that I cannot support the hon. gentleman'&
resolution, and that I shalil feel obliged to support the amend-
ment. i think the amendment of the hon. member for North
Wellington (Mr. McMullen) only makes the matter worse.
I shall support the amendment of the Minister of inland
Revenue, because it expresses this view, that we do notask
the people of England to pass any measure of Home RIle
for Ireland, of any kind or description, unless that measure
can be passed in such a way as to secure the unity of the
Empire, and at the sanme time safoguard the rights and
privileges of the minority of Ir lau. Thero are very few
irishmen, in or out of Ulster, who woald not be glad to
have some measure or other of greater local self-govera-
ment for Ireland than we have at present, but under the
circumstanoes, and for the reasons I1have expressed, I shall
vote against the resolution and in favor of the amendment
as the botter of the two.

Mr. HACKETT. Although the resolution before the
House does not striotly affect Canadian interesta, still I
consider it my duty to make a few observations in regard
to it. I believe Home Rule in Ireland would add to the
strength of the Empire and unite the whole people of
Great Britain and Ireland in one solid body. For this
reason I support the principle of Home Rule. In 1882,
when I had the honor of beinag a member of thi Rouse, a
resolution was introduced by the Minister ofInland Revene
affirming the principle of Home Rule. An attempt is
being made to make it appear that the hon gentleman then
was actuated not by motives of sincerity, but by personi
motives, in order to gain popularity wiLh a certain clas.
Being fully cognisant of the facts connected with the intre-
duction of those resolutions, I can spoak with authority and
I Say that the hon. gentleman was not actuated by mer-
cenary motivea but by the higli motives of patriotism. lie
believed that at that time, when Mr. Parnell and his smali
band of Home Rulerd wero struggling for Rome Rule in
Ireland, it was particularly becoming, in fact it was the duty
of the Canadian Parliament, to move a resolution in favor of
Home Rale, thereby encouraging Mr. Parnell in the noble
fight he w m aking and trengthning his hand at a vry
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critical moment. That resolution paseod unanimously, and us again to consuit those hon. gentlemen on matters of
was forwarded to Her Majesty. What was the answer of se important a eharacter. The hon. momber for South
Mr . Gladstone? He said : Mind your own business ; we are Grey (Mr. Landerkin) eaid tho hon. Minuter of Inland
willing to take your advice on all matters connected with Revenue should have epeken now, that he ehould fot have
Canada, but on ail Imperial affairs we can only consult the spoken befe. 0f course in that ho wae only repeating
Imperial authority. He did not receive our address what was eaid by his leader. 1 eay the timo the resolution
graciously, but now, owing to the skilful manner in which was sont over in 1882 was the most important time, that now
the agitation for Home Rule has been conducted by Mr. when the victory is almost won, now ut the very threehoid
Parnell and his coadjutors, Mr. Gladstone is forced, by cf succese, after they have been battling and contending
political exigencies, and not becanse of any strong feeling with the great powers they had toentend againet in Ire.
on his part for the Irieh people, to introduce his measure. He land, those gentlemen who have sacceed in obtaining tbis
has introduced it, mainly because he believed that Mr. Par- for Iroland, thongliwehoald congratulate thom upon thefr
nell would eventually force Home Rule on the Pailiament great suocess, stili 1882 was the time when they
of 'Britain, and that it was necessary to anticipate needed help and not now whon they have almost ob-
such an event. Believing that the resolution in 1882 tained victory. Tberefore, though the hon. gentleman je
was sent at a time when it would do the most bene- quito correct in that statemont, that these resolutions May
fit, I arrived ut the conclusion, on consultation with other bave a goed effect, and may in some way etrengthen the
gentlemen of Irish extraction in this Parliament, that we hands of Mr. Gladetone, tho time to fight for liberty je
should rest oar record on that. We had there before the not alter the fettors have been etruok off the foot of the
British Government the resolution of 1882, showing that slave; it le not then that yoa are to come forward to eup.
the people of Canada were strongly in favor of Home Rule, port him; the time to eupport him je whenhliedown,
and as no action has been taken since thon, as our resolution when be je struggling for liberty, and not when ho bas oh-
has remained uncontradicted, we consider it was in the tained it. The hon, gentlemen in opposition, protend now
intereste of Ireland that no resolution should now be intre* to be vry strongly in favor of Home Raie for Ireland; but
duced, which would not meet with unanimous support, as, during the five years they wero in power what wae done?
instead of strengthening Mr. Gladstone's hands, such resolu- Did they introdace a resolution in favor cf Home Rule?
tion would have a depressing effect. It was rather astonish. Was not this question as important thon as it i now?.Did
ing to find, the other evening, that the leader of the Oppo- net Parnell in 1876, and Biggar, and thoso mon who wore
sition had introduced bis motion as an amendment to go contending with him at that timo, and Mr. Batt, Who we
into Supply, and thon compared his resolution with that cf thon th leader of the Home Ruie movement, want thst
1882. I maintain there is no comparison whatever. The moral support from the peoplof Canada, und tho whole
Minister of Inland Revenue gave full notice of his resolution. world, that Gladstone wante now? Yes, they did. Those

were the dark days, when every man in Iroland wus strug.
Mr. MILLS. No. gllng againet the greateat odds. Those were the days when

Mr, HACKETT. The notice was oonsidered sufficient. some support ehould have boom given to thom by tho pep-ple cf Canada. Bat during the five years that they were in
Mr. MILLS. No, it was changed and another motion powor thoro wu net ene word about Homo Ruie;

brought in. net ene word iu tho Parliament cf Canada te encour-
age those brave mon whe were :fighting for Romo

Mr. HACKETT. Well, the motion affirmed the princi- Raie. But now Lbey are beiling over with enthusiaam in
ple of Home Rule, and hon. gentlemen were fully aware it favor cf Homo Rale, thoy are bursting with their fervor for
would be brought. It was found that owing to the business Homo Rule, attr they 800 that Parnell and the montWho
of the Session, it would be impossible to reach the motion co-eperated with hlm have almoet achieved succees, when a
in due course, and the right hon. the leader of the Govern- measure las been introduoed inte tho Imperial Parliament
ment consented to allow the hon. gentleman to move it in which will probably b. carriod through, aithough in its
amendment to Supply; but the leader of the Opposition present shape it ie net sach a measure as 1 would Caro te
introduned his resolution without giving notice. No hon. see; because, I think, if tho Irish peoplo are not repreented
gentleman on thie side had any intimation that the resol- ut Westminster, they are deprivodcf thoir reprosontation in
tion would be introduced, but the hon. gentlemen asked: mattrs cf great importace attocting their intereste; and
Why did not we consult with the Irish members of the 1 hope te se.befere tho Billbeomes iaw that it wiil ho
Opposition. My experience of those gentlemen would not ameaded ln that respect. I do not knew that 1 noed con-
lead me to consult them on a matter of this kind. In 1882, tinue thie subject further than te pas a remark on what wu
when the Minister of Inland Revenue, in bis zeal for the said by the hon. momber for Minkeka (Mr. OBrien). Ho
Irish cause, invited leading gentlemen on that side to meet spoke with great warmth, and I have ne douht with great
him and diseuse the matter, a meeting was held at which it sincerity. Re said that ne Protestant in Ireland was actually
wae decided to appoint a committee composed of hon. in favor of Home RaIe. Ho muet have read history astray.
gentlemen on both sides who would wait on the right hon. Le net Mr. Parnell a Protestant, as good a Protestant probabiy
the leader of the Government and the hon. the leader of as he lon. membor? 18 ho net the apostie cf Homo Ruie in
the Opposition, and endeavor to obtain their support to a Irelaud ut this time? Je net Mr. JustinMcCarthy a Protestant,
resolution in favor of Home Rule. To our great surprise, and are notethers cf those Who are battling for Homo Raie in
when the committee was named, a prominent gentleman on Ireland at tus time, and fighting tie.battie with suob great
that side, Mr. Anglin, who was placed on the committe said : sacces, Protestants? They are Protestants, and it is fer
I will have nothing further to do wiih you, and walked thut roason that Iriah Catholioshould stand by them.
out of the room. That was the way a leading Irishman, There is, cfcurse, a very respectable minority in Ireiand
who should have taken an active part in introducing the eppesed te Homo Rule, but it is hoped and beiieved that
measure, acted. After being appointed to the committee this moasure witl afford te theso people the same protection
to wait upon the leader of both great parties, the hon. in their rights andp e t m
gentleman would not consent to anything of the kind, and la Quobec andtehminority ia Ontario. Lt is a partof
walked out of the room, leaving there gentlemen of les our Fderai Goverment tiat eouid ho very fairly put in
experience, and ability to endeavor, as best they could, te force, and, with these anendments, I am sure that7those
carry through this important resolution. Therefore Ipeople ln the north of Ireland who are now opposed te
say the er erience we had on that occasion would not lead Home Rule wii b. reconoied to it &"dwill se. entull
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that Mr. Parnell and those sincere Protestants who work
with him are patriots as well, and are working in the inter
ests of the whole country. But, after the snulb we rece:vo,]
in sending home the address of 1832, I think it would be
quite improper again to send an address of a similar char.
acter. I think we should do as they did in the Parliament
of Quebec, simply pass a resolution affirming the principle o
Home Rule. They are proposing to pursue a similar course in
the Legislature of Nova Scotia, and, in view of that fact
I support the resolution of the bon. the Minister of Inland
Revenue i amendment to the main motion of the hon. the
leader of the Opposition. I believe that resolution is
more in accordance wilh the genius and spirit and the
dignity of the people of Canada and that, after being treated
in the insolent manner in which we were treated in 1882
after the passage of that address bore and after having it
sent to ier Majesty and after having received the very
insolent reply from Lord Kimberley, we should not allow
ourselves again perhaps teobe treated in a similar way. I
therefore support the motion of the Minister of Inland
Revenue, as it affirms the principle of Home Rule as futly
as the resolutions of 1882, which have been quoted so
approvingly by hon. gentlemen opposite.

Mr. ALLEN. I desire to say a few words on this
important subject before the vote is taken, being an Irish-
man by birth, having lived in that country for nineteen
years, knowing that oppression reigns in that country,
knowing and believing by past experience that that country
has been so managed that there have been grievances for the
past five hundred years, that no statesman for the past two
hundred years has been able to grapple with the affairs of
that country. To-day we find that there is such a gentleman,
Hon. W. E. Gladstone, who will stand up in the House of Par-
liament in England and advocate the rights of Ireland and
the rights oflrishmen, while many in this country and in
oher courities deny the fact that Irishmen are compe.
tent or deserving to govern themeelves. It is a slander
which we do not deserve. Irishmen are able to take their
position in all British dependencies in any part of the world.
They are competent and able to take a position on every
platform. We find them so in every department of life and
commerce. I learned with a great deal of satisfaction and
pleasure, a few weeks ago, that the hon. member for Mon-
treal Centre (D&r. Curran) had prepared a resolution on this
very subject, which I was determined to support, if at ail
reasonable. I was very muoh disappointed when I heard
afterwards that for some reason ho had abandoned the idea.
Later, I learned with pleasure that a deputation from an
Irish society waited on the hon. the Mmnister of Inland
Revenue, and that he was about to bring forward a resolu-
tion to the same efect. But, Sir, I was more than
disappointed when I learned that ho refused to bring for-
ward this motion, which was, in some respects, similar
to the one brought forward by him in 1882. The grievances
of that lovely and down-trodden country is a matter of
history, which I hope the present Imperial Parliament
will settie to the satisfaction of Ireland and well-being
of the Empire. If there had not been grievances in
that country, it would be to-day the most lovely, fertile and
happy country in the world. While we here enjoy Home
Rule to our heart's content, are we willing to sit down and
say that our mother country shall not enjoy the same privi.
loge ? We have a population in Canada of not quite
5,000,000 inhabitants, and we find that Ireland con-
tains about the same number, 5,300,000. - I hold in my
hand a report of the last general election in Ireland, and
I find in my native county, which has sent Conservative
members to the English Parliament, probably for 30 years
out of 40, in the north riding of that county, the Nationalist
candidate received 5,268 votes, while the Conservative can-
didate, one of the most popular and honorable gentlemen
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in the county, received only 772. In the soutl division
- of the county of Stigo, of wh iob I am a native, the
1 Nationalist receivced 4,610, whilo the Conservative reoeived

only 541. Thisir in the north-west part of Ireland. Bat
-I will refer to the northern counties of Ireland. I lnd in

the county of Cavan, one of the Protestant oounties,
f that in the est division the Nationalist candidate
i was returned unoppoeed. In the west division the
, Nationalist received 6,4>5 votes, white the Conservative

receive I only 1,779. In the ounnty of Donegal the National.
ist reoceived 4 597, while the Loyalist reoeived only 953.
la the east division of the same county, the Nationalist
received 4,089, while the Liberal candilate recoived only

1 2,992. In the west division of the same county the
Nationalist was returned unopposed. In the south division
the Nationalist received 5,505, and theI Loyaliat, 1,879.

r In the county of Down, one of the moet populous Protestant
counties in Ireland, in the north division the Conservative
reoceived 4,315, and the Liberal 2,841. The most strongly

1 Protestant county in Ireland is that wherein Belfast
is situated. We find there that although the Protestants
predominate, the Conservative majority was very small,
that Mr. Johnston was the only gentieman in all Ireland who
really received a large majority. He received 3,610, while the

e Liberal received on[y 990, and the Couservative, 871. So that
. Home Rule is not opposed by Protestants In Ireland as bit.
L terly as represented in Canada. Now, if we tarn from thes

to other counties, we find that in the county of Londonderry,
another Protestant county, the Conserva ive only received
5,180 votes, while the Liberal received 3,017. In the south
division a Nationalist was eleoted. In the county of Derry
a Conserva.ive was elected by 1,834 votes, and the National.
ist received 1,792. In the country of Tyrone a Ocnierva.
tive was elected in the north division. If we turn to the
south of Ireland, we find that in the county of ork, the
Nationalist received 5,033, and the Unionist 106. But
there are even larger niajorities than that. l Mayo,
south, 4,953 votes vere given to the Nationallt, while
the Conservative receivel only 75. Now, Sir, in a
county of 5,800,000, where they give snob a decided
expression of a desire to govern themselves electing eli;hty.
four Nationalists to seventeen Conservatives, whsre there
has been such dissatisfaction with the Government of Eng-
land, are they not entitied to soine consideration under a
constitutional government? Look at the results of the
Government in past years. At the time of the disestablish-
ment of the English Church in Ireland, the excitement was
almost as great as it la now. It was tated then that the
country was going to ruin, that it would bring separation
from England and destroy harmony between Ireland and
England. But I am glad to state on the best authority
that the Englis hurchob in Ireland has never been so pros-
perous at it has been since it has been solf-esutaining ;-
and 1 believe self government in Ireland in local matters
will remove agitation and unite bonds of friendahip which ha.
not existed the put century. Sir, are we afraid or ashamed
to stand up for our rights and again ask Her Kajesty to
consider a resolution from this House ? la it true that W
have been insulted ? Why, Sir, we are entitled to our
rights as British subjects, and privileges as au inde-
pendent people, and I say we should stand up for the
same rights which we asked for la 1882, and again give
our advice to the Home Governmont to take mto considera-
tion the question of justice to that country which we love
so much. I hope this House Witt support unanimously the
resointion as submitted, and 1, for one, will support th. resa-
lation as subnitted, or the amendment of the hon. member
for North Wellington (Kr. Mculilen).

Mr. WALLACE (York). I desireto make a few remarks
on the resolution before the House. Two days mgo, the hon.
member for West Durham sprung a resolution upon the
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Rouse. He had evidently not sufficient time to prepare his
resolution with sufficient care, because we find that ho has had
to avail hiroself of the literary abilities of the hon. member for
North Wellington (Mr. McMullen) to assist him in perfecting
hie resolution. Sir, I do not think that the resolution proposed
by the hon. member for West Durham will meet with the
approval of this House, because it asks this House to affirm
the principle of Mr. Gladstone's Bill giving a measure of
Home Rule to Ireland. There are many people who will
favor Home Rule if it is a fair and equitable measure, but who
oppose the scheme of Mr. Gladstone because of its gross in-
justice, and the manifest failure that will attend it if it should
become law. For myself, I can say that if Home Rale in
Ireland means such home rule as we have in Canada, if it
means those rights of local government which we find so
beneficial in our own country, I favor such a measure of
Home Rule. But if Home Rule in Ireland means, as many
people believe it does, the dismemberment of the Empire,
then Canada will be strongly opposed to such a measure.
Mr. Parnell, who is at the head of the Home Rule party, is
a man with great d rectness of purpose; he states his desires
and wishes pretty plainly, and in his course he has not devi-
ated very much from his first purpose. And what does he
tell us? In a speech delivered by him at Cincinnati, on
23rd February, 1880, on the Irish question, he said :

and centred in Great Britain, not an Irish member will be
a representative in the Imperial Parliament at Westminster.
The Parliament at Westminster will make many of the laws
for Ireland, impose the taxes for revenue and do many other
acte, bat yet she will not have a voice at Westminster. How
long will Ireland tolerate such a gross injustice ? That one
thing in itself contains the elements of dissolution of
the union between Great Britain and Ireland, and the
elements of discord which will sever the Empire it
Mr. Gladstone's measure becomes law. But though we
may in the abstract pass resolutions that we think may
be of benefit to Ireland, yet the Irish people themselves are
the best judges of their own position. What do we find ?
A large portion of the Irish people, 25 per cent. of the
whole, and, practically, the whole Protestants of Ireland
are bitterly opposed to Mr. Gladstone's scheme, while the
Home Rulers themselves have not expressed approval, but
have taken it, as Mr. Davitt says, as an instalment of what
is to come. The Protestants, I repeat, have, with great
unanimity, expressed their opposition to Mr. Gladstone's
Home Rule scheme. I have here the words of a distin-
guished English statesman, one of the leading members of
the Liberal party, and whose opinions and statements I
heartily endorse. He cannot support Mr. Gladstone's Home
Rule scheme; and he says:

" None of us, whether in &merica or in Ireland, or wherever wemay "We have been accustomed, perhaps a little too much, to talk of
be, will be satisfied until we have destroyed the last link which keeps Ireland as if it were one people. There are two nations in Ireland (hear,
Ireland bound to England." hear,) two communities separated by religion, by race, by politis, by

social conditions. There are in Ireland at this moment something like
That was the policy which Mr. Parnell in 1880 enunciated one and a quarter millions of Protestants, most of them in the province
when adressing the people of Cincinnatti. We find Mr. of Ulster, a great number in Dablin, and others scattered up and down

a p ithe country in little groups everywhere, working out their existence byParnell's course and pobiey since then have not varied. becoming the centre of honest, praiseworthy industry and enterprise
What was his policy then is evidently his policy to-day. 1 (cheers). This minority-it is not a small one (hear, hear), it is one
am afraid the measure proposed by Mr. Gladstone, which quarter of the whole population-through good repute and evil repute
is tu osed to be for the botter government of Ireland has been loyal te the British connection (cheers). It has been indus-

pped trious and it bas been prosperous. They are bitterly opposed to this
will have the effect of carrying out Mr. Parneli's policy, scheme, rightly or wrongly. Under the protection of the British Govern-
for we find when we examine Mr. Gladstone's ill, which ment they have lived on terms of amity with their Roman Oatholic
we are asked by the resolution proposed by the leader of ,ighbors. They believe that their property, their religion, aye and

theOitin ad afor oui moal u prttheir lives, could not safety h. trusted to a Nationalist Parliament iuthe Opposition to sanction and afford our moral support, Dublin (cheers). For my part, I hate coercion, and I am not disposed to
indicates this. What do we find in the Bill ? Mr. Davitt coerce these men by British soldiers (hear, hear and cheers). I am not
was asked: repared to disregard altogether their wishes and their feelings (hear,

hear). I think that they are entitled to some consideration from the
"Whether Irishmen would be satisfied with these arrangements, and British power that they have hbiherto uniformly supported (hear, hear).

whether they would accept them as a permanent settlement of the We are asked now to pledge the credit of the British nation ta the
question. He said that was as unreasonable as to ask hin after he had extent, as I shall show you directly, of 150 millioas (hear, hear) for the
had his breakfast to refrain trom demanding his dinner and his supper. benefit of the Irish landlords (oh, and shame) who, as Mr Gladstone has
Sympathise with 1fr. Davitt, but do not ho led astray: shown himself in the speech wich he made in introlucing the Land Pur

chase Bill, hve not always had a blameless record in the past. We are
If Mr. Gladstone's measure becomes the law of the British told that this enormous liability is a duty laid upon us by the misdeeds
Empire, then we will find in case of war that Ireland will of our ancestors-that is, an obligation of honor ("Not at all ") But
have no interest in it, that thep eople will not have to pay then is there no obligation of honor to that great Protestant minority

of one and a half millions who, at all events in recent times, have never
a cent of money to defray the expenses, that they will have committed any act of oppression, who have never lent themselves to
no voice in saying whether thore should be war or peace, violence or disorder (cheers), whQse patient industry bas contributed
and that they would not be compelied to contribute their more to the prosperity of Ireland than all the agitators that ever lived

(loud cheers,) and who even now are giving in the shape of taxaon, inquota of men and means, and therefore Ireland would have the shape of enterprise in the shape of all that can come from enlightened
no interest in the struggles which Great Britain may have citizenship as much as all the rest of the population put.together.'
for her very existence. What do we find further? That That may be accepted as a correct statement of the case, and
the foreign and colonial policy of the British Government when we find that a large portion of the Irish people, the
will have no interest for the people of Ireland. No porton most enterprising and wealthy are directly opposed toi
of the British Empire las done more to build up our foreign Home Rule, when their interests are not considered in the
and colonial possessions than has the Irish race. No por- scheme proposed by Mr. Gladstone, I think we should be
tion Of the British Empire has contribated braver soldiers chary, we should be very careful how we recommend
to assist in fighting the battles of Great Britain than has motions of which we do not know the purport. The hon.
Ireland; yet, if this measure becomes law Irishmen will have member for West Durham (Mr. Blake) on a recent occasion
no chance of obtaining position or promotion in the British could not proceed with a resolution, could not take any
forces, bOcause by the law Ireland will not be called upon action in a certain case which came before the louse
to take part in the defence of the British Empire, and instead because he had not sufficient papers. He was living in this
of the people being active in assisting to maintain the supre- country, was cognizant from day to day of the case as it
mmay of the British Empire, some may be found on the other progressed ; le knew all the circumstances of it, but in con-
side, because, having no direct and pecuniary interest in the sequence of a greater number of papers not being forth-
result of the conflict, other circumstances may prevail which coming ho could not pronounce judgment. But in this
might cause them to take the other side. We find sÛt fur- most intricate question, one involving great issues, one
ther in Mr. Gladstone's Bill, which the member for West involving the prosperity of a great country-because
Durham (Mr. Blake) asks us to approve, that while the Ireland is a great country-he can make up his mind
whole control of Excise and Customs is taken from Ireland almost in a moment's notice and put resolutions on the

Mr. WALLACE (York).
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paper endorsing the scheme which has had to face
the opposition of Mr. Gladstone's own political party. It
looks to me- perhaps I am wrong-a good deal like toady.
ing to Mr. Gladstone. There is pne other matter to which
I shall refer, which has already been referred to by the
hon. member for Centre Wellington (Mir. Orton), andthat
is the fact that in these resolutions of Mr. Glandstone, the
Customs and Excise, the power of putting on taxation, the
power of proteeting the industries of the country, is not
given tofIreland, but is retained by England. Well, I had
occasion a few years ago, when this question was up for
considération, to make some remarks, and I then said, and
I repeat now, that I think the principal cause of Ireland's
want of prosperity is the fact that they have no protection
for the industries of the people. Mr. Speaker, no country
ever became.great or prosperous or wealthy without manu-
factures. There is no instance of a people becoming
wealthy through agriculture alone. There are more people in
Ireland than could cultivate perhaps twice as muchground
as they have here, and in order that the people should have
sufficient employment there must be manufactures in that
country. They have very few manufactures there to-day, and
those are mostly in the north of Ireland where we find the
people most prosperous. What Ireland requires to-day to en-
sure ber prosperity and give employment to her people, to
make them prosperous, contented and satisfied is protection,
and the encouragement to build up the manufacturing indus-
tries in their midst; and while these are lacking I venture to
predict that Ireland will not have a career of great prospe-
rity. I am sorry that, with all Mr. Gladstone's ability, ho
bas been unable, and perbaps unwilling, to formulate a
scheme by which manufactures might be encouraged in
Ireland; because I am convinced, as I said before, that
Ireland will never become a great, prosperous and contented
people until employment is given to her population, until
they have various manufactures in their country, and
employment is given by manufactures as well as by agri-
culture to the people of that great country.

Mr. BLAKE. If the question which is the fittest motion
to be made, which is the motion that would get the greatest
measure of support in this House and yet accomplish the
greatest measure of assistance for Ireland, is to be solved
now, on the floor of this louse, by discussion betwoen hon.
members and by publie expressions of opinion on the
different forme proposed, that responsibility does not lie at
my door, because, when I was in a position in which I was
able to obtain the decision of the House upon the precise
proposition which I thought moderate and yet the best
calculated to produce that result, I abandoned that position
upon the statement of the han. Minister of Inland Revenue
that, to take the other attitude and withdraw my motion
and to ecept the right of bringing forward my views in this
form, might produce the result, after conference, of agree-
ment. The hon. Minister of Inland Revenue in inviting
me te accede to the suggestion of the First Minister said .

" Therefore I think the hou. gentleman should withdraw it. Then there
would be an opportunity given to hon. gentlemen on this aide of the
House, who, he thinks, have been lax in their duty, to consuit with him.
We do not claim that anything we may say will influence his viewa;
we do not pretend to hope that; but I think we are entitled to aay to
him tha, feeling as much interest as he possibly can uin this ques-
tion, it might be possible for us to agree upon a motion that
would be passed unanimouuly by this Ha3use. We might possibly
agree upon a motion to be submitted to the fouse and passed
unanimously, an I am sure the hon. gentleman wil agree with
ue that snch a motion would be of more value than one which
necesaitated a division. I am not here to discuss what changes we
might ask for; thmt could be discussed among those specially interested,
and to whona the matter might be referred. If the hon. gentleman thinks
that would at ail meet his views, and that we could come to such an
understanding, I will not continue my remarks; but if he thinks my
request is one he cannot entertain, iwill have to crave the indalgence
of the House while I make further remarks on this subject.'

I rose and, after making an observation or two, ou other
thinga, said :

I may at once say that I am quite willing thsat whatever lime ia
ressonable aud conatsient with the object of the resolatio should be
given at once to carry out the suggestion of those ho. gentlemen. My
object ls just what the hon. gentleman' isla, te procure a anaimous
motion; and because he telle me expects, by the coure he proposes, to
produce such a resat, I am al the more ready to agruee thiat course."
At a subsequent part I said :

"l I the meantime, as to the forminl which the motion abll be pre.
sented, I shall only be too glad to meet the hon. ntlema, or anyI
other hou. member, with the view of settling that poInt."
At a subsequont period, after roces, the hou, Minister of
Inland Revenue said:

" Whether the suggestion comes from one aide of the House or the
other, there are grounds, perhaps, upon whieh we eau nuite, and the
suggestion that we should agree upon a resolution, là wortby of fair
consideration."

il Hear, hear," said I. The hon. gentleman procoedod to say:
" And I think that the hon. gentleman who refuses that muet assume

considerable responsibility, if the vote in not as large ait might be made
by a fair discussion of our views on the subject."

"l ear, hoar," I said assentingly to that remark. Then, when
the final arrangement was made, my last words were these:

" And I add to that, in reeponse to the statement of the Kinister of
Inland Revenue, and to the suggestion rather than the satenent of the
First Minister, that if there be any opportunity in the meantime to
accommodate matters with reference to the form of expression of thiat
motion, I shail b. only too glad te facilitate such a happy result."

Thon the Minister of Inland Revenue said:
" Whatever difference of opinion may exist between the hon. gentle-

man and myself, I feel much pleased tat h. has taken this course, as I
think it is the wisest course and one calculated to bring about, If possible,
a solution of this question. I am glad the hon. gentleman has taken the
course he hasI"

Now my motion was before the hon. gentleman; he had
stated his desire to consult with me; ho had stated bis de-
sire to make Fuob suggestions as ho hoped after conference
might produce an agreement. 1 ut once responded, twioe

nd thrice responded, declaring that I would be most happy
to concur in the steps ho proposed to tako, with a view
to our arriving at that result. But the hon. gentleman, as
I was obliged to say in offering my motion to.day-
neither hoenor any other hon, gentleman intimated to me the
slightest dissatisfaction with the form of my motion. They
made no suggestion or proposition for a change ; they have
invited me to no con ference on the subject from the time the
discussion closed down to this moment. Therefore, I say, if
it be on the floor of this House, by the hon. gentleman bring-
ing forward his proposition in opposition te mine, If it be on
the floor of this House that we have to dispose of the
question which is the fitter resolution, which & the more
appropriate, the rosponsibility of that result, whatever
may be the measure of it, lies not at my door. Now, Sir,
the hon. Minister of Inland Revenue explained the reasons
why he had not acted in this matter in the House; and he
took occasion to say that one of those reMasons was not what
had been stated erroneously in one of the papers to be the
case, a danger that the resolution would be defested I Not
at all; he never apprchended that ; but a danger that there
would bo three or four dissentients. That was what the
hon. gentleman said, that was the measure of the danger
which prevented him from bringing up this question in this
louse 1 Now, Sir, we know from the prooeedings which

took place very shortly after the passage of the address uin
1832, that there were three gentlemen who stood up and
announced that they dissented on that occasion; though
neither you nor 1, as I had occasion to say at that time, had
seen any expression of dissent. There was therefore a
public avowal of dissent on that occasion. What the hon.
gentleman has now declared is that after considering the
whole situation, after analysing the feeling of the Houae, so
far as he could judge it, and anxious as he was to go for-
ward, after ascertaining what the feeling was, he
believed that there might be three or four dissentiento
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out of the 211 members of this House; and that cir- Mr. HESSON. Where are the Irish Gatholios ou your
cumstance affrayed him from the enterprise. Well, we are ide?
glad to know that. In whatever quarter the hon. gentle. Mr. BLAKE. I have mentioned two Irish CatholiS on
man apprehended those tbree or four dissentients resided, it My side of polities, iembers of Parliament, whom the bon.
was not on this side, for he asked none of us our opinionon gentleman did not cousuit.
the subject; and we have tolerably well learned already, Min
the course of this debate, where it was the hon. gentleman Mr.Not members of this Bouse.
found that the dissent existed. We have heard it from Mr. BLAKE. I did not say members of this House; I
the outspoken utterances of some ; we have heard it from said members of Parliament. Now, Sir, I ask what infer.
the more veiled utterances of others; we know it was in the ence must be drawn from the state of things to which I have
house of the hon. gentleman's own friends; and because there referrod. In 1882 an addross passed unanimously by the
were three or four of his own supporters who disapproved Commons of Canada in favor of Home Rute. ln 1886, the
of the ineasure, he chose-and that is his defence to the peo- question being in a critical condition, in which the hon.
ple of Canada--be chose to determine that no resolution Minister of Inland Revenue feels it necessary that something
ought to be moved bore. But the hon. gontleman said: should be said on behaif of some portion of the Commons
There was another reason; it is a useless thing to do in of Canada on the subject, to show that they are stiti truc to
view of the circumstances of the former address, as well as the views they formerly expressed, li despatches his utter-
a dangerous thing, because the new work could not ance on behaif of the Irish members of thc Parliameut of
be so thoroughly accomplished as the old. It was Canada. Now, here is the coutrast that would le drawn.
useless, althougli this was a new House ; useless, The enemies cf the cause would say: Ob, in 1882, the Cana-
although the conditions had changed so much botween dian Parliament, unanimously in thcommons and by a
that time and this ! I believe the feeling in Canada very large majority in the Senate, passed resolutions in favor
ha. changed ; but my belief is that there has been of Home Rule. Iu 1886 a Minister of the Crown, the same
a growing feeling in favor of Home Rule in Canada, and that Iri Catholic who moved before, is afraid to move a resolu-
fbeling is very much stronger to-day than it was in 1882; tion in favor of Home Rule, and li sends forward, forsooth,
and certainly that is not a change which should affright us bis own cable despateh to Mr. Parnetl, which is to be taken
who favor Home Rule from endeavoring to obtain the views as equivalent to the voice cf the Commons of Canada. No,
of the representatives of the people on the subject. But it couId fot be equivalent. 15 it a substitute? No, but it is
there is another circumstance. The time is critical. Read a declaration by inference, that the other members of this
the cabled reports in the newspapers of the improsions of fouse, beyond those for whom the hon. gentleman, by
the leading organs of public opinion and of those who take what authority I do not pretend te say, chose to Speak,
most interest in following public measures, and you find itwoutd not say what li said. I ask, did lie apply te any of
impossible to say what the fate of the principle of Home thom to atlow him to spcak for a larger constitucncy tiau
Rule-because that is what Mr. Gladstone says lie holds to those for whom le assumed to spcak? If ho did, what
be at stake on the second reading of the Bill-is to be; answcr did lg et which discouragcd him from spcak-
and, Sir, if there was no reason why some further ing for more? Tt is the position in which the hon.
action should be taken to-day by those who actud gentleman's action put the question, so that tenemies of
befbre, I want to know why the on. Minister of Inland oreiRule could say: Canada will ne longer speak la favor
Revenue telegraphed to Mr. Parnell that he and the of that measure, and the best proof of that is, that the
Irish members of this House still abided by that address. Minister wlo moved the resolution iu i '82, does net move
He gave Mr. Parnell that encouraging and flattering assur- another resotution to-day, and does not profess to aver
ance, that assurance so calculated to cheer and elevate his that the Canadian Parliament betieves as it did tien.
mind, that the Irish Catholic members were really still true Now we know the reason, The hou, gentleman stated it
to Home Rule1 What was the inference to be drawn from would be a dangerous thing to move again, because there
that message? Why, the inference was that of the other would be some dissont, aithougi he limits the dissentients
members he could not say the same. What other inference to three or four. Again, thc hon, gentleman says: IOh,
can you draw ? He says to Mr. Parnell that the Irish thon, there is tic difflculty about tic foim of anether
members, b which I understand him to mean the lrish address which deterrcd me; "but stili tiat does net appear te
membèrs ofhis own creed-nay, those of them who sit on have been a iery serious difflculty, because the hongentle-
his own aide of the fouse--are of the same opinion as before. man bas found another form wiici gets rid of that difflelty
He treats it s an Irish Catholie question, as the hon. mem-to.night, se tiat tint could not have prcveuted him from
ber for Montreal Centre (Mr. Curran) treated it-. arlier action, unlcss1is wit bas been spurred by thc cxi-

Mr. CURRAN. I beg your pardon, Sir. I did not do gencies of thc last day or two, and is zeal for the Irish
anything of the kind. cause was not sufficicntly potent to enable iim to fiud out

wliat, undeor tic pressure of noessity, which wc aIl know lsaa
Mr. BLAKE. Yes; and so treating it, they got together powcrful lever, le has since asortaincd. He las proposcd

a body of gentlemen from the Senate and the ouse of a method, le says, of getting over the difficulty. But
Commons who are Irish Catholics-no, not the Irish Cath-circumstances now differ. Wc are net, under my motion,
olics, but the Tory Irish Catholics. Did the hon. gentle- now doing wlat Lord Kimberley, unadvisedlyin
man invite Senator Power to that meeting ? Did he invite my opinion, told us incifeot we eught not te do;
Senator Scott ? Were they there ? Did they take part in we are net now tendering advicc te fier Mjestys
it? No; the Irish Tory Catholic clique meet together, in Ministers as te the policy tliey ouglt to accomplisi; but
a little assembly, and they say, this is so purcly an Irish wc propose te cheer aud encourage them on in the course
Catholie question, and a Tory Irish Catholie question, that they have dectared they will pursue. We arc net offering
we alone are to decide whether a resolution is safe, or prudent, advicc, but we arc adding thc moiai foicsud support ef
or advantageous to be introduced into the House. Sir, if this House te them, te aid tiem lu tic course they are
there be a step which is calculated to prejudice the cause of themsclves pursuiug,
Home Rule at home or abroad, so far as we can do it, it is
this treatment of it by hon, gentlemen in the hon. mem ber's
position as an Irish Catholie question--as if it was not a Mr. BLAKE. Ah 1 there is eue of thc disscntieDts.
genoral question in which all lovers of liberty throughout
the world have an equal interest.Mr. WHITE (Hastings). I have alwayé been one.
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Mr. BLAKE. I will have to settle an account presently
with these three or four who have deterred the Minister of
Inland Revenue, up to this, day, from bringing forward his
resolution. I say we were righi, lun1882, in averring that tho
Commons of Canada had the right, and that it was our
duty respectfully to address our QUeen, the Queen of the
Empire, tendering our loyal suggestions and opinions upon
this question so interesting and important to us, as citizens
of the Empire and as Canadians. I hope no hon. member
of this House will declare to-day that we were not right in
doing that, because, forsooth, a Colonial Secretary bas been
found to express a different opinion; I hope we are not
going to abnegate that right as citizens of the Empire; I
hope we are not going to derogate from that right as
citizens of the Empire. I say our most dignified course is
to pass on, and to speak again when the occasion again
arises, as it is now arising, in which, not under similar
circumstances, because, as I have said, we are not now
tendering advice but are still expressing an opinion wherein
we are fortunately able to say we abide by the views
we expressed in 1883, which you did not think fit to
adopt then but have since adopted and are now carrying out
-I say no more fortunate occasion could be conjectured
for this country to re-assert with dignity its right to ad-
dress the Queen on this important subjet, with the
certainty that the right this time will not be repudiated but
be gratefully acknowledged. The most dignified cou se for
us is to re-assert in that way, not by any reference to Earl
Kimberley, our right to speak to our Queen, to signify to ber
our views on this question, the occasion, as it is now ad-
mitted, calling for it. The hon.gentleman himselfppropo9es
that we should signify our opinions, although in an abortive
fashion ; and proposing that we should signify our opinions,
I say the most dignified and the happiest method is
simply to go forward and once again, in a constitutional
manner-unless we are prepared to rescind our address,
unlees we are prepared Vo agree that we should do so no
nore--re.assert our sentiments, with such variations as the

circumstances of the case may require. But if we do not
choose to proceed by an address on this particular occasion
-and that because we have been told formerly that we
ought not to procced by address to advise or sug
gest-I hope that we shall not fall so low as
formaVy to record or. our journals the agreement that we
oîght not to act for that reason. If the bon. gentleman's
amendment is passed, we shall agree that, becauso -arl
Kimberley chose to ir ake this statement four years ago),
therefore we do not choose to address the Crown ; and that
of (ourse will apply to all cases ofemergencies in which Im-
perial interests may be concerned. We shall be agrecing and
in a formal manner assenting to the view of Ear] Kimberley;
we Fhall be acting upon that view, we shall be declaring he
is right ar.d we are wrong, and in thus agreeing we will close
the deor upon ourselves by our own resolution, from, at any
future time, venturing a humble address to the Queen
upon an Imperial question. Sir, there are, no doubt, exciting
limes ahead for the British Empire; there may be troublous,
dangeious times ahead for the British Empire, and I shall
never willingly agree to abandon therightof aBritish tubj'ct
or of the House of Commons of ary colony to approach thei
Queen and to tender her respectfully the advice and opinions-
of ber subjects in foreign parts upon those questions which1
touch the nterests of the Empire, wbich so nearly concerni
oureelves, although we are not able to speak directly byi
r epresentation inthe British louse of Commons. I now
iurn to the substance .of the hon. gentleman's resolution.
It is a suspicious circumstance, it is a circumstance which
ought to make the hon. gentleman himself suspicious of bis t
resolution, that it finds so much favor with the enemies of t
Rome Rule. The hon. member for Muskoka (àf r. O'Brien), z
with that frankness which commends itsolf so much to the i
Donfidone of this Houe., told us in the concluding, the most J

pungent, and, ho will allow me to say, the most forcible
phrase of his speech, that ho would vote for the amend.
ment of the Minister of la ýnd Revenue because it would do
the least harm. Let me make an appropriate alteration in
that phrase, if wo are to put it in the mouth of the friends of
Home Rule; and we would say: We would vote for either
of the two other resolutions because thby would do more
good Vo the cause than the rosolution of the Minister of
Iuland Revenue. The bon. momber for Muskoka (Mr.
O'Brien), is loyal to his party, and so ho proposes to vote
for the resolution of a Minister of the Goverument he fol-
lows, which resolution he does not approve. It is a harmful
resolution, but even that one, colorless as it is, pallid as it is,
hedged around as it is, built up as it is to satisfy,
as far as possible, the susceptibilities of the bon. mem-
ber for Muskoka, he is prepared to take, but to
take only because it does the least harm of the throe. The
bon. gentleman bas presented to him three different kinds
of nauseous drugs of which ho must take one. He smells
at them, ho sips them a little, ho sets them up betweon him
and the light, he puts down two rojected as the worst, and
with a wry face h. swallows the third. If these are the
sentiments of the enemies of Home Rule held as to thoese dif.
forent resolutions, what should be the sentiments of the
friends of Home Rule? I am very sorry, for the cause of
Home Rule, that the Minister of Tnland Revenue, in the
attempt to please his three or four dissontionts, in the
attempt not te wound thoir susceptibilities, sbould have
proposed a resolution, whicb, by comparison, will be cor-
tainly less favorable than I should have desired, which
will provoke unfavoral eonparisons just where we want
favora ble compurisous to be aput. I am very sorry that, in
the attempt to combine the heterogoneous elements of
which the hon. gontleman's following is composed, he
thould have given us a rosolution which bas produod
these comments from the hon. momber for Muskoka
(Mr. O'Brien), and practically, though in more veiled
language, from other hon. members of bis way of
thinking. Now the hon. member for Montroal (Mr.
Carran), after having made a speeoh which I
do not think really was very likely to conduce to harmony
and good ieing- perhaps it w.s the bon. gention,'s
mode of producing harmony ; perhaps, an Irimhman like
myýelf, ho t}iLiks a good fight is tho wuy to promote huar-
many and good feelirg-uaterod a fervent rpression of
trust that ie procecdings might end haronýniously. Aftor
aIl our heasds se broken, I suppose we are ail to shako
bands. Aud the hon. gentleman procoeded te apply his
blackthorn te my unlucky pute, and to smaih me as bard
as ho could. Well, I am glad te know that the hon.
gentleman's arin is not quite long enough to reach meaind
that I do not feel much the worse for the exbibitien of
prowess which he displayed on this occasion. He says that
there are grounds for suspecting me. He will not suspect
me ; oh no, not heo; but it makes a great draft on what lie
calls his credulity not to suspect me; and ho procoeds, with
the precision of a crirminal lawyer trying to make out a
case in a police court, to gire the grounds upon which I am
to be Fuspected, which grounds are not sufficiont, with his
cnndor aLd kiLdness and good feeling, to induce him
actu2ly to suspect me ; but it is about as bard for the
bon. gentleman not te suspect me as it is for the hon.
member for Muskoka (Mr. O'Brien) to swallow the
resoiution. He says the first ground is this : There were
other Irisbmen in the House, and did I consult them?
Now, for a long tine these hon. gentlemn, baving
their littie clique together, got talking over this matter,
trying to decide what should be done. I ask, did
hey oonsult me ? Had I not helped them before? Had I
not done my best to forward the cause ? Had I not done
my best to produce a happy result on the former occasion ?
And, if there was a question to be oonsidered on this ocoa.
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sion, might I not fairly have expected that before they
reached a decision upon it they would have consulted me ?
1 do not complain of their not consulting me unless they
chose. I do not take the lino of the hon. member for Mon-
treal, but if it ie a ground of complaint against me that I did
not consult them alter they had decided that it was too
dangerous to move in the matter-though whore the bomb-
shells are to come from they know, not 1; where the'
mines are to be exploded they know, not I; where the
danger lies they know, not I-I should like to know
with what reason they can complain of my not con-
sulting them. The hon. the Minister of Inland Revenue
was good enough to consult me on a former occasion, in a
sense. le referred to it, though with an inaccurate recol-
lection of the circumstances, the other night. He did not
invite me to his committee. I suppose it is to be pardoned
to him as to me, the making of these little slips, but he
gave a new nationality to one hon. member. Ie said they
had decided to bring all the Irishmen in the House to the
committee except the First Minister and the leader of the
Opposition. I know that "seven cities claim" the First
Minister's birthplace. Sometimes we hear that he was
born in Scotland, and sometimes in Canada.

Mr. COSTIGAN. If the hon. gentleman will allow me
for a moment, I will say that he is correct in regard to
what Istated. I remember that I committed that error in
the words I used. What I intended to say was that we did
not think it advisable at that time to invite any of the
leaders of the House, and his being the leader of the Oppo-
sition was the reason why he was not invited.

Mr. BLAKE. I thought the hon. gentleman, with his
superabundant loyalty to his chief, which ho bas exhibited
on several occeasios and notably on one occasion, in order
to keep up that harmony on which ho lays so much stress,
was desiruus to strengthen the First Minister's hold on the
people of this country by declaring him an Irishman for the
occasion, but te now tells me that it was one of those blund-
ers that ho and I as Irishmen are privileged to make. I
say the hon. gentleman was good enough, in 1882, after
having settled the form of this motion, to send it to me
with a note to whiuh I responded ii general terms, but in
the altered motion which the hon, gentleman afterwards
brought forward 1 saw another band. He knows who drew
it. It was his brother Iris-hman, the First Minister. It is
quite true he did not consult the First Minister early, but
ho consulted him lato. Ho brought him at last into his
committee, and, when the final blow was to be struck, whon
the hon, gentleman was at one bound to fix himseolf on the
pinnaclo as the representative of Irish sentiment in Canada,it was bis brother Irishman, the First Minister, who helped
him1 This is the first reason why the member for Mont-
real (Mr. Curran), my prosecutor here, proposes to
show that there are strong grounds, which only
his great sense of generosity eau induce him to say are in-
adequate, for suspecting me-that I did not consult him.
The next is, that the resolution was brought in as an amend-
ment to Committee oe Sapply. A dreadful sin ; because I
foltowed strictly the precedent of the last occasion, when
the resolution was brought in as au amendmnent te Com-
mittee of Supply ; because in 188J it was broaght in as an
amendment to Committee ot Supply, and in 1886 I proposed
it in the saune way, because the First Minister, whon in
Opposition, inl 178, had brought up the constitutional
question of the Leteliier case on amendment to the motion
for Supply, not at aIl impugning the Government at
the time, but simply bringing up the question, whether
Lieutenant dovernor Letellier had acted constitutionally in
dis miising hie sMinisters,brought it up as a non-party question
and stated so distinctly. bocause I thought these two pre-
oedents were ample justiduaion, and served as a good reason
for me to propose this resolution in amendmtent to Gom.
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mittee of Supply-particularly as there was no other way
of getting at it at ail; because I knew that hon. gentlemen
thought it was too dangerous to touch, and of course would
not help me tc touch it; that they thought it
ought not to be brought up, and of course would
not give me facilities for bringing it up; and therefore,
but for my bringing it up in that way, we would
not have not have had it at all-because I did not perform
impossibilities, only his great sense of genarosity can lead
him to consider the reasons inadequate for not suspecting
me. Thon ho says that perhaps I ought not to have spoken
to him, but at any rate I ought te have spoken to the Min-
ister of Public Works, the leader of the French Conservative
party, it was my business to have spoken to him, and be-
cause I did not the hon. gentleman feelsgrievously inclined,
but for that superabundant good nature of his, to suspect me.
Well, I have often had occasion to consult the Minister of
Public Works, during the unfortunate absence of the Fitist
Minister, on the ordinary routine of public business and so
forth, and our relations are always, I am happy to say,
very pleasant; but what particular reason there was for
corsulting with the Minister of Public Works on this ques-
tion I do not know. I suppose that the decision of the
Minister of Inland Revenue and his friends was not taken
without consulting with his colleagues and the Minister
of Public Works. We know that all these gentlemen
had decided that it was to dangerous to bring this
question up. Well, thon, the hon. gentleman says : Oh,
but the Globe said some time ago-I do not know when-
the Globe pointed out that I was in a minority, and
I could not bring a resolution up; and because the Globe
expressed an opinion, which I heard of for the fit st time, I
must confess-for I am not so diligent a reader of my globe
as the hon. member for Montreal (%Ir. Curran) is of his-
I say, because the Globe expressed the opinion a fort-
night ago, that being leader of the minority, I could not
bring up this resolution, the hon, gentleman finds another
ground which, to less credulous persons, would be a good
ground for suspecting me. Then he goes further. He says
that the OLtawa correspondent of the Montreal Post said
that such a resolution, if moved here by the Conservatives,
would be a Tory doige, and because the Ottawa correspon-
d3nt of the Montreal Post-I have no doubt a very respect.
able gentleman, but one whose acquaintance I have not the
honor of having-said that a resolution moved by the Tories
in this House upon this question, would be a Tory doige,
therefore I am to be suspected if auybody but the hon.
member for Montreal Centre brings up the resolution ! Well,
under these circumstances it is that I am a suspected char-
acter, and that I presume, under the old coercion Act,
I would have been liable to be sent to Kilmainham I Then,
Sir, the h->n. gentleman says that there should be
no address, that it is contrary te the feelings of
the Irish people-by which, I presumte, he meant the Irish
Catholie people-that we should address the Orown again
upon-this subject. [ think the hon. gentleman mistook the
feeling of the Irish people, whether Cath-olic or Protestant,
[ do not believe it. I think he is entirely mistaken. I
should be very sorry to suppose that there is any relue-
tance on their part to the Commons of Canada submitting
te the Queen of the Empire their opinions on this subject;
and ail I can say about that is that he and I are at issue
there. The hon. gentleman states that ho consulted a great
many persons-of course on his side of the flouse; and he
was told there would be a very great diffiouty ind 2ed in
proceeding, because of the answer to the last address-very
great difficulty. I daresay that the friends of the hon.
gentleman who dôn't want Rome Rule, did magnify the
difficulties, and pointed out to him phat the snnb, as it
is called, of Earl Kimberley, was a reason why this great
step, in which ho and Iare so mach interested, should not be
taken by the Gommons. Alow me to advisethe hon.g«ent.1
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man in the future, when ho is trying to find out whether there it were treated from any such point of view, as theII pecial
are difficulties, rather to distrust the opinion of those who property of one portion of the community. I said that it
don'twantthe step tobetaken. You know of the timorous man was as Canadians, as persons interested, from thoir experi.
who generally flnds a lionlin hispath. The hon. gentleman has ence of its blesings, in the principle of Home Rule and its
found a good many lions in his path, I do not know whether extension, as Canadians, citizens and subjects of the Empire,
they are colored orange, tawny, or what, but to my mind it interested in the prosperity of England, as free mon, inter-
looks very like-for I do not share the hon. gentleman' too ested in the propagation of the cause of freedom, that we
generous feelings in a desire not to suspect-it looks uncom- should act, and that I thought the strength and force of any
monly to my mind, considerin- the quarters in which he such movement would be greatly diminished, and that pre.
searched, as if he was in 8ercof lions, as if he wanted judices would be excited which ought not to be excited, if
some good cause to be afraid, as if he wanted to find a rea- it were attempted to be moved froin one particular
son for not doing anything; and h. went about among the section of the population, or by any man as the
alarmis+s, and the alarmiste alarmed him, and, being pro- exponent of one portion of the population. I de.
perly alarmed, ho held his tongue. Then ho says, the address cline altogether to agree to the position which some
may be regarded as a satire upon Earl Kimberley. Earl Kim- hon. gentlemen opposite arrogate to themselves in regard
berley le a very respectable and able personage, and I am to this question. The Irish- Catholic .members in this
sure ho would have too much good sense to suppose ifouse and in the other Chamber, and particularly the
that it was a satire upon him. But those hon. gen- Tory Irish Catholic members, have noe special part in
tlemen who think that we have been snubbed by this question-none whatever, and their cause suffers when
Earl Kimberley's answer, I suppose, would not be very they attempt to assume such a position. It il as Cana.
loath to reassert our rights and our dignity by addressing dians they are to speak; it is as one whole body; with the
the Throne, even if it did happen to be a little satirical exception of three or four individuals who have frightened
upon Earl Kimberley. I suppose it would not grieve their the Minister of Inland Revenue, it je as Canadians speaking
souls very much that we should be able to say: We were in favor of a common cause, moved by a common impulse
right then, and we saw a little further into the future than and acting on a common principle, that, we are to sue-
you did, and we now help you on to do that thing which, coed, and they who make difficulties for the cause are they
four years ago, we exhorted you to do. I do not t h ink the- who declare that this question is the special part and pro-
hon. gentleman's pack of alarmiste would, from that point perty of a particular class of the pople. Then the hon.
of view, have great difficulty in supporting the address. member for Gloucester (Mr. Burns) said that I was trying
Well, then, there were sone other hon. gentlemen who to catch the Irish vote. I have been in public life a good
referred to me-for, really, I have had so much attention many years. The Irish population of my Province is, of
paid to me to-night that I feel embarrassed properly to re- courbe, composed of the Iribh Protestant population and the
spond to the compliments I have received-there were some Irish Catholic population. I have endeavored to do my duty
other hon. members to some of whose remarks I shall not and to st upon what I believe were sound liberal princ1.
pay any attention, but to one or two I shall. The hon. ples towards all classes of the population. I have found
member for Gloucester (Mr. Burns) said that I had said that myself opposed by a solid body, by the great majority, by the
I had acted spontaneously. Was I not asked to move ? ho vast bulk of the lrish Protestants of Ontario. They are my
said; was I not forced forward ? Sir, I have frankly stated strongest, and sternest, and fiercest political opponents to.
that I waited until the last moment in the hope that some day. I have found myself opposed by the great bulk ofthe Irish
of the opposite side of the louse would move. I felt satis- Catholics of Ontario. They also, with some noble exceptions,
flied that their apprehensions could not be due to my side, were amongst my opponents when I was defeated in South
that they could not fear any opposition from me, knowing Bruce,during my absence from the country through ill-health,
what I had done in 1882, and I hoped that they would be it was the Irish Catholies of that riding that rejected me, that
able so to compose the differences in their own ranks, so to deprived me of my seat in Parliament and obliged me to stand
create a unity of feeling on their side of the House, that, for another constituency at a subsequent date. I have
knowing that the solid Liberal force would be with endeavored, notwithstanding ail that, to do my duty and to
them, they would not be afraid of their own friends, act accord ing to my lights honestly, justly and fairly towards
se far afraid of their own friends as not to propose the Irish Catholics and towards the Irish Protestante, te-
a resolution. I hoped that happy result would ensue; wards all classes. I make no distinction whatever in conse-
I did hope we would find the Conservative party a quence of class or creed, and I extend no bid for the support
unit with the Reform party in favor of this, and i waited of any class or creed. The position of the Irish Catholics
until the last moment, in order not in the slihtest degree and the Irish Protestants is this : They know that from the
to embariass the efforts which I felt sure-and I now find Liberal party they will obtain all they can justly claim,
I was right--that the Minister of Inland Revenue and the whether they give or refuse their support to that party. They
hon. member for Montreal were making, in order to achieve know that the Liberal party will always act on the principle
that happy result. It seems theyfailed t promote a unani- of justice, freedom and equal rights, because that je the
mity of feeling amongst their friends, and that, therefore, plank upon which we stand. They know they have nothing
they gave up the attempt. It was not until thon, and until whatever to gain by supporting us, because they will not
the question was, as I said the other day, almost at the door gain one jot or tittle beyond what those principles
that I moved. Now, with reference to my being asked to of justice, freedom and equal rights require. They know
move. I was not asked to move until after I had made up my they have nothing to lose by opposing ne, because they
mind that I was going to move, and when I was asked to know, however strenuous their opposition may be, it will not
move, I will tell the hon. gentleman the response which I make us one whit lessearnest or less active in the promo-
made to those who a-ked me. I was asked by a deputation tion of their interests and of the common interests according
from a very respectable society here, the St. Patrick's to the same principles of jutitice, liberty and equal rights.
Literary Society of Ottawa, and I told the gentlemen And therefore there le no need for them to turn their votess
who were good erough to wait upon me that, highly as I one way or the other in order that they may obtain from the
felt the honor of the invitation, I could not accept any in- Liberal party their meed of justice and of, liberty. That is
vitation from any body, speaking for any particular sect, our relation to that class, as to which the hon. gentleman
or class, or nationality in this community, either to set or rather coarsely said I was attempting to catch their votes.
to abstain from acting, upon a question of this description. The hon, member for Muskoka (_1Ir. O'Brien), who it an old
I aid I believed that the question itself would be injured if personal friend of mine, and who I am sure must have been
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very much excited to-night when ho raised his blackthorn
against me as did the member for Montreal Centre (Mr.
Carran) used some expressions in regard to a former debate,
for which he was called to order and to which I will not refer.
He said later that I occupied a very peculiar position because
I happened to be-he misstated my position-the leader of
a party in religion. I am none suc. I am certainly of
the evangelical portion of the denomination to which I
belong, and I am a member of the advanced wing perhaps
of that party. That is quite true. And the hon. gentle-
man says because I am a Protestant, occupying that position
I must know, if I have any Protestant friends in Ireland,
that every Protestant in Ireland denounces Mr Gladstone's
measure, and that I am inconsistent in my present course.
I have some Protestant friends in Ireland and I have
some in Canada, and the bulk of my Protestant friends in
Ireland, and, though I regret it, it is perfectly natural
considering their condition, circumstances and surround-
ings, are opposed to Home Rule. But I deny altogether
the statoment that every Protestant in Ireland denounces
Home Rule. It is not so. The hon. gentleman will find
that there are a very considerable number of Protestants
who are for self government for Ireland. And it is not to
be forgotten that such was the sentiment of the country at
the very time at which that union took place, which is now
thought such a sacred c 'mpact-that compact which was
begotten in profligucy and corruption admittedly without a
parallel, that compact which was certainly not a holy
compact-it was opposed as strongly and earnestly by a
large body of Protestants, aye by Orangemen too, as by the
other classes of the population. Theu the hon. gentleman from
Muskoka said-and I quite approve of his observation, and I
made one like it myself-that ho claimed the right to speak
for Ireland as well as the Minibter of Inland Revenue. He
L perfectly right. I quito accord the riglht to speak for
Ireland to the hon. member for Muskoka; let each speak
according to his lights. He thinks Home Rule will be
disadvantageous to the country from which his peo.
pie came, and I think it is an advantageous pro-
posal for the country from which my people came. We
are each of us I suppose entitled to our own views and are
free to follow our own convictions. I quite agreo that the
hon. gentleman has as good a right to speak for Ireland as
any other hon. member whose ancestors came from Ireland,
but in each case it mut depend upon the circumstancos
under which, and the degree of interest and thoroughness
with which the hon. gentleman bas studied the question,
and after all any definite conclusion at which any of us may
arrive may ho erroneous. The member for Centre Welling-
ton (Mr. Orton) said ho also had something to say about it.
He endorsed the principle of Home Rule, but ho found words
to say that ho would support the Min istry. I do rot think it
takes very much to induce the member for Centre Wellington
to support the Administration. I pass him by. The hon.
member for North Bruce (Mr. McNeill) said that I knew
there was a great diversity of opinion in Ontario. I have no
doubt there is a considerable number of persons absolutely,
though a very small number relatively, Ibelieve, in the
Province 'who entertain strong opinions adverse to Home
Rule; but [ believe that the vast majority of the people ot
that Province, taken as a whole, are directly, thoroughly
and irrevocably in favor of the principles of Home
Rule as applied to Ireland. That is my opinion ; I msy ho
mistaken ; the member for North Bruce may be right if ho
entertains a different opinion, but such ot ail events is my
opinion. Then the hon. member for West York (Ur. Wal-
lace) said that the motion would not do because it endorses
the measure of Mr. Gladstone. What my motion does is
to endorse the principle of that measure, which principle,
as i pointed out to the House on Tuesday. the author of the
Bil himsoif d'elares to be the principle of Local Government
or autonomy for Ireland. The question of Irish representa.
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tion for Imperial purposes at Westminster, Mr. Gladston
said, I put to one side ; I do not ask you to vote for that on
the second realing. There are other details ia regard to
internal matters, and in regard to thom Mr. Gladstone says,
I do not ask you to vote for them ; but I ask you il votieg
for the second reading of the Bill to vote for the prinople
of self-government for Ireland and for this measure as cal.
culated, at all events as far as the Local Government of Ire-
land is concerned, irrespective of the question of thej maa-
sure of control Ireland should have in Imperial affairs and
of some other questions, to form a basis for settlement.
What the hon, gentleman from West York says is
that the measure will not do. It does not suit his views.
He is opposed to any large measure of Home Rute.
He would like the Irish to have municipal institutions, but a
large moasure of Home Rule ho is opposed to, and therefore
he is opposed to my motion. That is the very reason
I want my motion carried-because I am in favor of
a large measure of Home Rule. He is opposed to
my measure bocause it will aid, comfort and support
the second reading of Mr. Gladstone's Bill, which he
does not want to take place. But that is just what
I do want-that the second reading of that Bill should be
carried. I believe that the most important stage in the
question of Home Rule for Ireland would be achieved by
the second reading of that Bill. I do not believe the question
will be ultimately settled in the terms of that BlI, but the
most important stage in the settlement of it will have been
passed if it is carried, and if it fails I do not choose to forecast
the consequences. But I do say that the very reason which
the hon. member for West York (Mr. Wallace) who, with
those other gentlemen, are, I suppose, the dissentients, to
whom the hon, Minister of Iuland Revenue referred-the
very reason he and others give as a ground why the motion
of the bon. Minister of Inland Revenue is preferable to the
motion which I have offred-that they are prepared to sup.
port it, because it would do so little good to the cause of
Home Rule and that it would do less harm to the opposition
to Home Rule than the other, is the reason why my motion
should receive the support of the House. Then the hon,
gentleman says the question is a most intricate one.
Undoubtedly, it is a vast question, an enormoisly intricate
question in its detaits; and if we wore offering an opinion
on all its details I think we would reqaire a great deal more
study and perhaps a groat deal more local knowledge, as to
some of them, than we have hai the opportunity of aquir-
ing. But we are not asked to pronouance on the detai of
the measure. We are asked, as I have said and as I have
established, to pronounce on the second reading of Mr.
Gladstone's Bill, as an affirmation of the principle of Home
Rule to Ireland. That is the beat, the most sensible, the
most practical stop towards the accomplishment Of the
e bject which I blieve n majority of this House has at hoart,
and that stop we are asked not to take, that stop we are
asked to set aside in favor of this pale, this colorless resolu-
tion of the Minister of Inland Revenue, which is aeptable to
hon. gentlemen who do not like Home Rule, because it is the
least calculated to promote Home Rule!1 The hon. member
for West York (Mr.Wallace) aaid itreally looked to him is if I
were toadying to Mr. Gladstonie. Because I had not moved
an address directly to Mr. Gladstone, because I hd not asked
the House to express its sympathy and admiration for Mr.
Gladstone, as bas been done by other bodies, bause Ipre.
forred passing him by, and moving for an address to our Most
Gracious Sovereign, 1 amsupposed, forsooth, to be toadying
to fMr. Gladstone I When in 1889 i ventured to point out Ihe
difficulties of Mr. Gladstone's attitude at that time, when I
pointed eut what he bas since proved true by his action,
that it was not a sufficient defonce for him to say that a
smali minoî ity which had grievanoes did not formulate a
plan wbich they bad no power to carry into efoot; that if
be admitted that there existed grievances, it was his duty,
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who had the power, to formulate the best plan he could in
order to remedy admitted grievances acoording to his
lights, the First Minister said: flore is a gentleman criti.
cising that great statesman, MËr. Gladstone, criticising him
adversely, naing harshl language towards him, telling him
that ho is mistaken, that ho is wrong, that ho ought
to do some other thing; Mr. Gladstone, he said,
though a great statesman, like other mon, is. human,
and ho will be ann'yed when he sees the hon.
gentleman's speech; I hope, ho said, that the report
oontaining the speech will be delayed in transmission; I
hope that by some happy accident the mail steamer may be
lost, so that the hon. gentleman's speech may not reach
him, because, if it does, the good which the address will do
will be defeated by what ho has said of Mr. Gladstone 1 Yet
the hon. member fôr West York finds to-day that I am
toadying to Mfr. Gladstone 1 Now, Sir, I believe it is ex-
tremely unfortunate that the proposals of the Minister of In-
land Revenue as to an effort to agree upon the motion, in
the interval between Tuesday and to-day, were not by him
carried out. I think it would have been much botter if that
had been done; but we have now to settle the question in
the ordinary way. I consider my motion preferable to the
bon. gentleman's for the reasons I have stated. I consider
the amendment which the hon. member for Wellington
(Mr. McMullen) is proposing to introduce in it an improve-
ment on my motion. I intend, therefore, to vote for the
amendment of the hon. member for Wellington.

Mr. THOMPSON. There is only one reason why 1 feel
justified in trespassing on the indulgence of the House after
the long debate we have had, and especially after the
exceedingly able speech to which we have just listened, and
that La the reason that I am one of the few members of the
present Cabinet who have not had, previously to to-day, an
opportunity of expressing an opinion on this question. I
am one of the members of the party now in power who
sympathise with the resolutions and the address which this
House adopted in 1882. Although I had not then the honor
of a seat in this House, I sympathised with those resolu-
tions and with that address for reasons which I propose to
state to this House in a very few words. They are mainly
the roasons which induced the hon. member for South Grey
(Mr. Landerkin), to impugn the wisdom, the policy and the
good faith of those resolutions and of that address. The hon.
member for South Grey in the observation which ho addressed
to the flouse a few moments ago, intimated that those
resolutions and that address in 1882 were ill-timed. He
told the House that at that time there was no practical
measure before the Parliament of the United Kingdom, and
that our words would have very little significance and very
little effect. Now, Sir, the circumatances in which the
Irish question stood in 1882 wore the circumstances which
induced me to feel proud, as one having some Irish bloodj
in his veine, of the action taken by the hon. gentleman who
now occupies the position of Minister of Inland Revenue,
and to feel to some extent proud of the action of this flouse.
The position of the Irish question in 1882 was such that
the voice of friends, and oourageous friends was calledi
for. The people of Ireland in 1882, and especially the
men who spoke for her, had few friends in the British1
Parliament, and they could feel that the voice of encour-1
agement, coming from fellow-subjects on thisa side of the
ocean, would bring to them sentiments of friendship and1
elements of strength which they greatly needed. A number1
of the representatives of the frish people who hadi
been struggling for Home Rule, and the amelioration of.
the land laws, were thon in prison, and this Parliamenti
was one of the first on this side of the Atlantic, if not1
the only Parliament within the British Empire, that raised,
a voice, not only to assist the national cause, but toi
ask clemency for the men who were thon in Kilmain-j
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ham prison. Lot me ask this House where were the ofiende
of liberty and freedom, who are so boastfully declaring this
evening that only within thoir ranks are true liberals to
be found ? Where they were when those sentiments were
pressed on this House, and why did they not meet as now
and put forth their leader to ask the House to proclaim that
the sentiments of liberty and freedom, they are so proud
to advance to-night, should thon be advanced in favor of the
cause which had few friends, and of the men who wero
actually immured in dungeons in Ireland in 1882? These
were the very reasons which induced the hon. member for
South Grey(Mr. Landerkin) to say thatt the resolution and the
address then were ill-timed. These were the very reasons
which led me to believe, as one having some sympathy with
the cause in favor of which that aidress was sent forward,
that the voice of this Parliament was a timely voice. The
position in which that cause stands to-day is very different.
It is the hour of success, notwithstanding that some hon.
members on this side of the flouse doubt the immediate
and perhaps the eventual success of the cause in favor
of which this struggle has taken place. This much at
least has been achieved, that the principle of some liberal
measure of Home Rule for Ireland has received far wider
acceptance in the United Kingdom than anyone antici-
pated in 1882. The friends of that cause, who were thon
imprisoned, are leading a most influential party, which
actually holds the balance of power in the British Parlia-
ment; and it is only when the cause may be said to have
triumphed-when at any rate it has advanced so far that
the success of some such a measuro, consistent with the
safety of the Empire and the rights of all classes, is assured
-thon it is that those friends of freedom, who combine with
their own ranks and caucus alone the sentiments of liberty,
are willing to come forward and ask this flouse to adopt
resolutions in sympathy with the cause which has achieved
such triumph. Now, a reamon given why the House should
adopt this resolution is that it is the right of the louse, in
spite of the rebuke of the Earl of Kimberley, to assert its
undoubted privilege of addressing the Throne. Lot me
call the attention of the House to the fact that this has been
altogether renounoed in the resolution now offered to this
House and in the speech of the hon. member for West
Durham. That resolution and that speech assert no right.
They simply express joy at the action of Mr. Gladstone in
introducing the Home Rule measure; and the hon. member
for West Durham says: "We are not approaching the
Throne as we did before, we are not tendering advice to Her
Mapesty, or Her Majesty's advisers; we are cheering them
on. Sir, the flouse in 1882, on motion of my friend the
hon. Minister of Inland Revenue, did cheer on a depressed a
downcast cause; and I humbly think it is beneaththe
dignity of this flouse, as 1 feel sure it is beneath the dignity
of gentlemen expressiung such a large love of liberty, to
say that this action is taken only to cheer on the
Imperial Government, because they have yielded a
measure of justice to a portion of the United Kingdom.
As an instance of the change of sentiment I may mention
that I have under my hand a speech delivered by Mr. Glad-
stone not more than four months before that resolution and
address were adopted by this flouse, in which he doclared
that the policy of Mr. Parnell and his Irish followers, which
had been put forth by their friends as one of the points of
Irish patriotism, was simply the "gospel of plunder." I
think it was consistent with love of civil liberty, and love of
personal liberty, that the voice of this Parliament should be
raised then, as my hou. friend the Minister of Inland
Revenue asked Parliament to raise it under those circum-
stances. Now, Sir, the hon. member for West Durham
lot fall one remark in support of his contention that
we are not sacrificing our dignity, which fell somewhat
strangely on my ear. One of the reasons hO has just
advanced why this flouse should again approach the
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Throne, or rather Her Majesty's Ministers, with an address
Mpressingjoy for what they have done,-is that the action

of Lord Kimberley in 1882 was " unadvised." The im-
pression may be on the minds of some of the members of
this House that for the tone of the reply sent to this Parlia-
ment Lord Kimberley alone was respoiEible. Let me
call the attention of the House to the fact that we are asked
by the resolution before the House this evening to express
our joy at the action of that "god.like statesman," as he
was termed by the hon. member for South Grey, while not
Lord Kimberley alone, but the "god-like statesman" himself
declared in the British Parliament in 1882, not "unadvisedly,"
but deliberately, that this was a subject about which the
Parliament of Canada had no right to interfere. Let me
read froin the English Hansard of lst Miay, 1882 :

"Wr. OALLAN asked leave to propose the following question.
which lhas stood in his name on the notice paper:-

" To ask the First Lord of the Treasury whether his attention has
been alled to the telegraphie despateh in the Times of April the 2nd,
under date:

'OmTwTAÂ 20th April.
" 'In to-day's sitting of the House of Commons of the Dominion Mr.

Contigu, a Conservative, moved that an address should be presented to
the Qusea, praying that a form of self-government should be granted to
Ireland simlar to that enjoyed by Canada, and that clemency should
b6 extended to the political prisoners in Ireland. Mir. Blake, the leader
of the Opposition, made a powerful speech in favor of Home Rule for
Ireland., Sir John Macdonald, the Premier, also supported the resolu-
tion proposed by Mr. Costigan, which was unanimously adopted. Sir
John Macdonald stated that he would see that the necessary steps were
taken to have the address prepared, in order that it might be sent to the
Senate for concurrence;'

" Whether ho will have any objection to direct that a copy of the said
address be laid upon the Table of the Hlouse; and whether he proposes
to take any action in the matter?"

i Mr. GL &DBTONE. I think when such a question relating to a
public body had been for some time on the paper, it is necessary that it
ahould be answered as soon as possible, and I propose to answer, at any
rate, so much of the question as is before us.

IMr.ALL AN. I wish to make an addition to the question, and to
ask whether the right hon. gentleman la aware that since my notice was
first given the Canadian Senate, or Upper House, has confirmed the
resolution T

" Ur. GLADSTONE. No, Sir; I am not aware that the Senate had
concurred in the proceedings of the Assembly. The Address was not
transmitted in the regular manner. We are cognisant of the resolution
having been passed, and of its contents, but ouly by a telegraphic report.
We cmot present it to the House, because we are not in possession of
the document. With regard to the substance of the resolition, the hon.
gentleman bas called upon me to enter upon a matter which is fitter for
debate han a mere repiy to a question; but, of course, I may observe

ta although, ne doubt, the Assembly of Canada desirt d to assist our
delibusations the question referred to in the address appertains exclu-
sively to the Imperial Parliament ; and I may add, that so much of the
subject matter as touches the discretion of the Executive Government
- for thisI i part of the subject matter-had our close and constant
attention before the intimation of the wish expressed in the address,
either from that quarter or any other quarter, had reached us in the
shape of any suggestion."

It will not be now said that the expression in the despatch
by whioh the address of this Parliament was answered was
an expression "unadvisedly " used by Lord Kimberley, It
will now bo seen that we are asked to sacrifice all dignity and
self-respect to approach Mr. Gladstone, not for the purpose
of advisng, not for the purpose of giving practical assis-
tanoe, but simply, to use the expression of the hon. member
fbr West Durham a few minutes ago, for the purpose of cheer-
ig On the gentleman who said, in answer to our advice in
188: I I wish you to understand that this is a matter which
belongs exclusively to me, and with which you have nothing
whatever te do." I do not profess to concur in that opinion
at ail. I agree in the statement of the hon. member for
WestDurham, that we have the right to express our opinion,
as fellow.subjects of the Empire, on that or any other
question ; but I do say that before thii House is asked to
sacrifice its dignity by approaching again the very men
who have declared they have no advice to taka from us
that the matter is exclusively oee for themsolves to con-
ider, and that they had formed their opinion before hearing
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from us, at least it should be shown that some practical
useful purpoe is to be served sud somebody to be bene.
fited. It is for these reasons that I am in sympathy
with the Minister of Inland Revenue, in feeling indis-
posed to invite the action of Parliament upon that question
again this Session. Now, however, that the subject is here,
I feel no ebsitation in voting for his resolution, inasmuch as
it expresses the adherence of this House to the principles of
the address of 1882, which looked to a measure for the paci-
fication of Ireland, the gratification of the lawfual ambition of
a great body of its people, the preservation of the rights of
the minority and the integrity of the Empire; but I do say,
both as one who is entirely in sympathy with the address
of 1882, and as a momber of this House, that I am opposed
to passing any address on this subject in view of ali the
circumustances, and that I think the dignity and self-respect
of this House will be best maintained by simply asserting
that what this flouse resolved in 1882 it adheres to to-night,
and records its opinion, without undertaking to present au
address on the subject to the man who spurned our address
before, and from whom we have no reason to expect any
change in this particular, although there may be a change
in the question now before Parliament. There is no
reason whatever for considering that Mr. Gladstone
would deem the advice of the Parliament of Canada
more useful or the administration of Irish affaira
any less exclusively in the province of the Imperial
Parliament in 1886 than in 1832. The hon. member
for West Durham (Mr. Blake) seems to have a contrary
view, because he calls the attention of the House to the
manifesto issued by Mr. Gladstone. I humbly differ
from the hon. gentleman. I think that Mr. Gladstone
did not, in that manifeeto, invite an expression of the
opinion of the Parliament of Canada, ard I do not believe
that the influence of the Parliament of Canada at this stage
of the discussion will have any useful result. If he thought
it would assist in the consideration of the question in the
Imperial Parliament that the opinion of the Cauadian
Parliament should be known, Mr. Gladstone could call it up
from the Colonial Office. He would find there the address
of both Houses of Parliament-the unrescinded expression
of Parliament, declared in the most formal way and con.
veyed to the Imperial authorities in the exercise of our
rights as British subjects-and can use it if ho pleases on
the second reading of the Bill. The contention made by one
of the hon. gentleman's supporters that because a new
Parliament has corne in it is necessary to reiterate all those
resolutions, seems to me an extraordinary one. If
that be so, it would be the duty of a new Parliament to
adopt all the resolutions of the old one, excepting those
dissented from and it would be our duty to re-enact ail
our old Statut es. But we have been accustomed to suppose
that that which went forward deliberately and solemnly,
by the unanimous votes of both flouses, is an expression of
opinion which might be said to last, at any rate, until a
contrary opinion is expressed. When the hon. member for
West Durham moved his resolution two days ago, I con-
fess it was with surprise I hard the statement, which I was
bound to accept, that it was introduced in no party spirit.
I felt surprised at that statement, because I supposed that
the leader of the Opposition, in moving that resolution as
an amendment to the motion to go into Supply, an amend-
ment which the Government were b-und, under the ciicam-
stances, to treat as a vote of want of confidence.-

Mr. MILLS. Not at all.

Mr. THOMPSON. I suppose the hon. gentleman would
have avowed his position to be this, that ho proposed to
challenge on public grounds the attitude of the Governmont
on this question. But the hon. gentleman chose to state at
that stage of the discussion that it was introduced in no
party spirit, and we were bound to accept that statement-
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sithough, I must say, it was with considerable difficulty I
accepted it. I am glad that the strain involved in the ac
ceptance of that proposition is ro longer upon us, because
the hon, gentleman, in the pleasing speech which he made
a few moments ago, gracefully threw off the mask, and
declared, if not in so many words, in effect that this is
being pushed on this House this evening as purely a party
measure. The hon. gentleman evinced an ecstasy which I
have not witnessed upon his countenance since I came to
this House, and which I would be exceedingly gratified to
see, if not in such a cause, in pointing ont the gentlemen
on this side who are unable to concur in the resolu-
tion. There he showed at once that one of the
objects he had in bringing this resolution. forward was
to show that hon. gentlemen on tIgis Bide were not a
unit on this quest on. But 1 am sure noboly would accuse
me in this House of being wanting in charity, in imputing
any such motive to the hon. gentlemen, when they recall the
words by which I regretted to hear him assail a number of
gentlemen on this side led by the Minister of Inland Rev-
enue-gentlemen who have justified their adhesion to the
principles of personal freedom and civil liberty under many
trying circumetances which that hon. gentleman has never
had to undergo; gentlemen who have evinced their will-
ingness to support this cause when the hon. member for
West Durham sud his friends, in the Liberal caucus, of free-
dom and liberty were mute in1 this House; men who raised
their voices and induced this House unanimously to express
an opinion in favor of Home Rule. He assailed these mem-
bers in words which I think the hon. gentleman himself will
regret to have on record, when he assailed them as the "Tory
lrish Catholic clique." I suppose that, after words like that
uttered against gentlemen on this side of the House for no
other reason than that they felt unwilling to obtrude this
question unnecessarily again, and because tbey wereunwill-
ing to support the bon. gentleman in an appeal to the
Th rone to cheer on the statesman, who told vs in 1882, with
a double voice, that this was a matter exclusively for him-
selt, and tbat he was quite able to form an opinion upon it
without hearing us at ail, we are relieved from crediting
any turther the statement that the matter was not brought
forward in a party spirit. When the hon. gentleman
attarked the friends in this House who had brought this
matter successfully forward before as the "Tory Irish
Catholie clique," I thought t was justified in aàsum-
ing that the strain he put on my credulity the day
before yesterday would be altogether relieved to-night.
There was one other reason which was perfectly obvionés,
both fron his remarks and from the remarks of the hon.
member for South Grey (Mr. Landerkin), for the introduc-
tion of the resolution, and that was that it was to put, if
possible, in a fals. position my hon. colleague, the Minister
of lnland]Revenue. One-halfofthe hon. gentleman's remarks
two-thirds of the remarks of the hon, member for South Grey
were given to an assault upon that gentleman's consistency.
As i have said before under the circumstances which existed
in 1882, when popular opinion was not to be gained, when
the good graces of Mr. Gladstone were not to be gained by
the expression of opinion on this question, my hon. friend
who sits beside me asked this House to join in that expres-
sion of opinion at a time when those who claim that the
principles of liberty are aitogether in their keeping were
unwilling to express an opinion upon it until they were led
by the present Minister of Inland Revenue. Nobody knows
better than I do the statement that was made in the London
T7ines and read to the House of Commons that in 1882 theî
hon. member for West Durham (Mr. Biake) made a very able'
speech upon this subject, showed a great deal of ability,
and went with the favorable gale which was then carrying
that resolution through the louse. I do not wish
to detract from the contribution which an eloquent speech,
like that made to the business of the occasion ; but

I am still disposed, as one of the members Of this
Hlouse, agreeing with the amendment which bas
been moved this evening, to deoline, notwith.
standing the hon. gentleman's great eloquence and
great lervor on that occasion, to agree with hi& ja
the attack he made on the hon. the Minister <
Inland Revenue, who, without the aid of the ba.
gentleman so freely tendered the day before yeste.
day, brought the question before the House and ohose
the time for doing it when the resolution of this
House could do tha most good, and we had not merely
the agreeable task of cheering on Her Majesty's Prime
Mrinister in a couise which h las already adopted with.
out the advice of Canada, and after informing Canada
that she bs nothing to do with the question. As one of
the members of the House taking this view. Notwithstand.
ing what bas been said this evening, I declare my adhe-
sion to the consistency and the sincerity of the hon.
the Minister of Inland Revenue, and I believe that the
people throughout this country who sympathise with
the principles expressed in this amendment, will prefer the
course which the hon. the Minister of Inland Revenue has
adopted to the course the Opposition have adopted, on this
question, notwithstanding the desperate attempt that has
been made to break down that gentleman's position as regard
his consistency and his right to speak for his fllow countrr'
men and his co-religiomsts. But, if the hou, gentlemana
(Mr. Blake's) words were not sufficient, when ho pointed
with suoh pleasure to the dissentients in thise House,
if his words were not sufficient when he assailed gentle-
men on this side of the House who felt so warm an
interest in this question that perhaps from pardonable seal
they thought the question entirely in their own keeping,
I should suppose the words of the hon. mover of
tbe amendment to the amendment this evening would
be quite sufficient to show that this is being pushed
upon the House as purely a party measure and purely
to put the Goverument in a false position upon it, whieL
I venture to say they shall not be able to do. - I
need not say the hon. member for West Durham is responsi.
ble for the statements of the mover of the amendment to
the amendment, because he sat by and heard them
all, he cheered them ail, he failed to disallow any of
them, and h. declared at the end of his remarks that
he intented to vote for the motion with which the hon.
member for North Wellington closed his speech; and
that gentleman perhaps at an earlier stage than hie leader
intended, disclosed the whole game by stating that
we were angry on this side of the House, because "lthe
wind had been taken out of our sails," and beoause we
saw that "we had sacriflced an opportunity to make 'er.
selves popular." Now, the hon. mover of the amendment io
the amendment, with the tacit assent of hie leader
has declared, in words in whieh it may be safelya
he speaks for his party, that the object of bringing
this whole question before the Houe, and espeally
in embarking the glittle resolution with which ho eon.
cluded his remarks, is simply to outsail the Govern-
ment, to outsail the members in favor of Home Rule
on ttis side of the fouse, and to seize the opportunity
which he thought we had sorifced of cultivating popu-
larity, making ourselves popular, although the expet.
sion of the opinion of this Parliament cannot serve any
useful purpose other than that of making ourselves popular,
and would be, in the way in which it is proposed to express
it, a sa<crifice of the dignity and the consistency of this Par-
liament.

Mr. COURSOL. Notwithstanding the lateness of the
hour, 1 feel that 1 cannot, give a silent vote on this ques-
tion, representing, as I do, the largest aud most pulous
division in the DJminion, inhabitod by so maIy o4u"
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of Irishmen, true to their adopted land, and true to Ire-
land. I have had the occasion to attend meetings in favor
of Home Rule, called by the most influential Irishmen of
the city of Montreal. There was but one sentiment, and that
was in favor of the scheme proposed by Mr. Gladstone, and
then and there it was said that they hoped that every effort
would be made by the frionds of Ireland, whenever that
occasion should come, in order to strengthen the hands of
Mr. Gladstone at the present moment. It is indeed a great
sight to see the Premier of the British Empire coming for-
ward with a scheme to relieve Ireland from the grievances
of centuries past, and it is not surprising that the attention
of the world is Dnow rivetted on the British Parliament.
From every part of the globe Mr. Gladstone bas received
despatches and letters of congratulation; from every part of
the globe Mr. Parnell, who bas behaved so nobly in
behalf of Ireland, has also received, probably, the
same amount of congratulation. The Legislature of
the Province of Quebec sent a resolution to Mr.
Gladstone, which he acknowledged with pleasure, and
it now remains for the House of Commons to do the same.
I am sure that the 9,000,000 of Irishmen inhabiting thia
continent, believe that something ought to be done in this
House. I think it is the opinion of all the Irishmen in
Canada that something should be done here, and I believe
they will be thankful to the mover of the resolution. This
is no time to quarrel about politics. This is no time to say
that it has been brôught in by the leader of the Govern-
ment or the leader of the Opposition. It is for us to decide
whether the proposition bcfore us deserves our approval,
whether it will serve the purpose desired, whether it will
show to England, to the British Empire, that Mr. Glad-
Stone, in his Home Rule measure, has triends in Canada who
are disposed to cheer him on in the couise he las adopted.
The measure may have many defects, it may not pass in its
shape, but all we want to know is whether Ireland will be
benefited and satisfied. If we find that the measure satis-
flies Irishmen, we also shallh bo satisfied. I am not an
Irishman, but I have felt for Ireland ever since I
read ber history, and now at last, after so many cen-
turies of oppression, so many centuries of persecu-
tion, at last one man stops forward and brings up the
messure intended to remove ber grievances, and that man
is the Premier of England. We are told that Mr. Gladstone
held different views some time ago. I do not care what
views he May have held in the past, I care for bis views of
to-day. I take bis proposition as I find it, and I think it
desci vos our hearty support. I bolieve the day is not far
distant whon he will achieve that great feat of repairing
the injustices of the past, that ho will receive the reward
he deserves, and that bis brilliant career will be closed by
passing a law that will be a blessing to the people who have
suffered so long. For my part, I do not view this as a party
measure. If the proposition of the Minister of Inland Reve-
nue had been alone before the louse, I would gladly have
supported it. But if I find sornething more to the point,
something calculated to do more good, I am bound, as a
friend of Iruland, as a lover of freedom, to support the
second proposition. I know that the Minister of Inland
Revenue bas dore all he possibly could for bis country. I
know the love be has for Ireland, he bas proved it on many
occasions, and I am sure that in this instance ho has been
moved by the purest motives of patriotism. But that alone
should not prevent us from judging all the motions before
us. We are bound to take them as we find them. I think
the motion of the leader of the Opposition, coupled with
the amendment, is calculated to do good, and that it will
have the effect of showing the position of this House and
the country. It is said we have received a rebuke from
England. Well, Sir, so far as I am concerned, and I be-
lieve so far as the people of this country are concerned, it lis
a matter of indifference whether this fouse received a re-
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buke four years ago; all we want is to accmplish our
object, the position is not the same now, circumstances have
changed, Are we to be told that we British subjects living
in this great Dominion, have no right to lay our-views at
the foot of the Throne ? Are we not interested in this que.
tion-perhaps even more than any other colony of the
Empire? Who knows the consequences whieh a refusal of
Home Rule might entail upon this Dominion ? Who knows
where trouble might come from ? We might have to defend
our shores with our money and our blood. I know not
what might be the consequences if that measure should be
refused. But if it passes I believe it is calculated to
bring peace and harmony, not only to England, but to
the whole world, wherever there are Irishmen, and especi-
ally in this part of America. Now, Sir, the motion of the
bon. leader of the Opposition is couched in a calm, dignified
toue, there is nothing in it to offend, and I am sure if it is
sent by this Parliament to Mr. Gladstone, he will receive it
with gratitude, and thereby correct the mistake that was
made before. We ought not to think of that, if we ean
accomplish our end, our first object is to do good to Ire.
land, ard we ought not to dispute about the terme, we need
not be so punctillious about the terms; let us do our duty
first about the cause of Ireland and of Home Rule, and if
we succeed we shall be satisfied. If, on the contrary, the
English Government shonld think fit to return such an
answer as they did before, then Canada will know what she
will have to do, but 1 presume no such thing will
happen. I shall vote in favor of the amendment as it stands,
hoping that it will be annexed to the motion of the leader
of the Opposition.

Mr. PATERSON (Brant). I desire to say but a few
words on the subject that bas engaged the attention of the
House this afternoon and evening. I have waited until our
Irish friends in the House have had an opportunity of
expressing their views, and now that they have bad full
opportunity, and one of our French friends bas found
occasion to approve of the course of the leader of the
Opposition and of the resolution which he has submitted, I,
who cannot claim to be either Irish by birth or Irish by
descent, recognize that fact, and at the same time venture
to claim that I am in a position in which I may be permitted
to say a few words on this question. I conceive this to be
a question that is more than an Irish question. These
resolutions are introduced into the Canadian Parliament,
and as a Canadian, and as a representative in the Canadian
Parliament, I feel I am at liberty to express my views in
regard to the substance of them, and to intimate what my
views are in that direction. I think it is eminently proper
that in the Canadian Parliament, composed of the represent-
atives of various Provinces, which enjoy to the full the
privilege of local self-government, such resolutions should
be introduced. I was one of those in the House,
who, in 1882, was very glad, along with almost ail
the members in the House, to ratify by my assent
and by my vote on that occasion what I believed to be a
correct principle, that local self.gQvernment should be given
to the people of Ireland, permitting them to manage their
own local affaire as to them might seem right and proper.
And therefore when the leader of the Opposition has to-day
placed in your banda, Mr. Speaker, a resolution declaring
that we adhere to the principles we enunciated at that time
and evidenced by our vote and that he desires further to
express to Her Majesty our belief that the principles we
then advocated have been incorporated in a measure that
bas been brought. down by the Imperial Cabinet and sub-
mitted to the House of Commons, I feel that I desire to
express my approval of that resolution and give it my
support, and, if 1 have an opportunity, my vote. It is to be
regretted very much, I think, that ona question of this great
consequence, on a question Qn whioh it is so desirable that
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ve should all be united, an attempt should have been made
to introduce an element of party strife. It is particularly
to be regretted tat the evident intention to introduce if
possible party strife into the discussion of this question
should come from those who have constitated themselves,
as it were, the special champions of the Irish people and
of the Irish cause. They have seen fit to accouse
the leader of the Opposition of acting from party
motives in introducing isiresolution. The Minister of
Justice has not thought it beneath him to charge upon the
leader of the Opposition that h. was actuated by purely
party motives in introducing this resolution. I excuse
some of the statements he made to-night, as I feel that the
hon. gentleman understood h. was in an awkward position
when h intimated that he would vote down the proposal of
the leader of the Oppoition. His charge was tatthe
hon. gentleman had moved it for purely party purposes.
What was the evidence h. gave ? Can any hon. gentleman
in the action or in the words of the leader of the Opposition
point to a single word or a single circumstance that would
corroborate snob a statement? Hon. gentlemen opposite
say the proof is to be found in the leader of the Opposition
having moved this motion as an amendment on going into
Committtee of Supply, when it became, as a matter of
course, a vote of non-confidence in the Administration.
The hon. gentleman knows that that statement is not cor-
rect. He knows that the leader of the Opposition moved
the motion on that occasion, because it was only upon such
an occasion that it was possible for him to move it during
this Session; and more than that, the hon. gentleman took
care, when he made the motion, to announce that it'was not
made in a party sense and not as a leader of a party,
but in the hope that it would receive the unanimous
approval of the House. It was only necessary
for the Minister to act on the resolution in the spirit in
which it was proposed, just as was done in 1882 When the
Costigan resolutions were introduced at a precisely similar
time, to have removed it entirely out of the region of party
politics, bad they been anxions to do so and united on their
side of the Honse, and thus a unanimous vote on this occa-
sion might have been secured as it was in 1882. When the
leader of the House objected te the motion coming up as an
amendmentto Supply the hon. gentleman announced bis
will'ngnees to withdrsw bis motion if a day was appcinted
and im mediatoly the leader of the Opposition agreed. Subsc-
quently, the leader of the Government made another stipu-
lation that it should not be brought up as an amendment to
go into Supply but as a substantive motion; and the leader
of the Opposition signified his acquiescence. He did more than
that. When the Minister of Inland Revenue suggested that
by conference they could probably arrange a z esolution
that would secure ihe unanimous support of the House he
said he desired a conference with the hon, gentlemen oppo-
site, and that h. would be happy to receive suggestions, and
to arrive at some motion that would pass the House unani-
mously. Where then is the proof of the charge laid
against the leader of the Opposition that h. bas intro-
duced this resolution in a purely party spirit and for
party gains and purposes ? The Minister of Justice
charged that when the Qostigan resolutions were intro-
duced, one of which expressed the hope that persons then
confined in gaol might be released, the voice of the leader
of the Opposition was not raised on that occasion. Doaes
not the hon. gentleman know that on that very occasion
the leader of the Opposition seconded the motion. Does
not he know, and if he was not present has he not beard
that snch was the case ? I well recal that his eloquent
advocacy of the cause of local selfgovernment for the
Irish people captivated the entire parliamentary assembly,
and that the cheers rang out not only from his Eupporters'
but from those who were politically opposed to him. I have'
here the testirmony, in contradiction of the charge of the'

Minister of Justice that the leader of the Opposition had
sat silent upon that occasion. I have the testimony
of the Minister of Inland Revenue himself. la bis
speech delivered in this House the'other day he said :

" r. Bpeaker, on a former oceasion, when this amae subtewt was dia-
enoud before this Parliament, no man who at in this (hamber ad
listened to the hon. gentleman when ho spoke on that ooasion admired
him more sincerely than 1 did, or was more ready to ongratulate him
upon the very able speech ho delivered on that occasion.'

And yet, Sir, the Minister of Justice rose and charged when
these resolutions were passing through-allnding to one of
them desiring the release of the persone then in prison-
the leader of the Opposition had remained silent. I tell
yon, Sir, and I tell the House that long before the Oostigan
resolutions were introduced into this Parliameot this mea-
sure of Home Rate for the people of Ireland was i ihe
heart, and found expression from the lips, of the hon. leader
of the Opposition. Two years and four days before the
Costigan resolutions were introdnced into this House, when
my hon. friend was speaking of the Canadian Pacific Rail-
way and of the probable immigration we would receive into
our country, reciting the fact which he mach regretted
tbat we did not receive so large a nurmber of immigrants
from Ireland as he desired we might, he pointed out wbat
he deeply regretted, that unfortunately the Irish Catholie
population of Ireland, when they left their country, owing
to the embittered feelings which existed botween Ireland
and England, instead of seeking our shores where they
could find comfortable homes and work their fortunes, they
sought the shores of another country and bocame settiers
of, and helpers in building up, a foreign nation. Upon that
occasion the leader of the Opposition, aftér deploring the
fact I have pointed out, said this:

I Bat I hope for great things for reland a'id the Empire from the
events of the last fow days. I hope and trust that the a irent to rower
of the Liberal party, supported by a great majority of decided Liberals
and Radicale, will resait in fresh measures of relief and justice to
Ireland, which will tend still fnrther to weaken ber nid feelings of hoo-
tility and disaffection, and to make the Empire lu this regard an UUnited
Empire. I hope we shall see among other things a moderate measure of
Home Rule for Ireland, and witness by the application of that measure
the crealion and maintenance of truA and real bonds of Union between
Ireland iid the rest of the so-ealled United Kingdom."
That was the sentiment deep in the huart of the leader of
the Opposition, a sentiment which found expression from
his lips two years and four days before the Oostigan resolu-
tions were moved at all; and yet, although that is the
record of the hon. gentleman, he is charged by hon. gentle-
men on the other side, now that the desire of bis heart in
that respect seems to be approaching completion, now
when he sees that by another effort it iay become almost
an accomplished fact,they say that after having waited, after
having given them every opportunity to more from
the other side, in order, if possible, that a unanimous
vote might be secured, after waiting until le found from
the newspapers that they would not move, he cones forward
and moved his resolution-a resolution which is simply an
affirmation of the one which was adopted by hon. gentlemen
on both sides in 1882, and stating further that we desired to
inform Her Majesty that this Honse hails with jny the sub-
mission by Her Vajesty's Govern ment to the Parliament of
the United Kingdom, of a measure recognising the prnciple
of local self-government for Ireland-they now fnd fault
with him for moving this resolution. Io it not' a meet and
proper thing that he who desired it in 1880 and expressed
a belief that through the restoration to power of a Liberal Ad-
ministration this moasure of Home Rule would become law-
is it not fitting, now when he sees this measure actually
submitted to the Imperial Parliament by that distingnished
statesman and that it stands a chance of becomaing the law
of the land, that he should desire to place on record our
approval of that principle, and lend the weight of the opi-
nion of the Parliament of Canada in behalf of what we
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conceive to be a principle that will be condueive of good
and good only. Ar d who, Sir, intercepts the motion cf my
horn. friend, and dcsires lo prevent this Hoiuse from stating
that they bail with jov the introduction of this measure ?
Why, Sir, it remained for the man who moved the resolution
in 1882, expressing a dtsire that ibis might be brought about
-. it remained for him, and a sasd task itmust have been, to seek
tointercept the motion of the leader of the Opposition. giving
us the opportunity of expressirg our joy at seeing likely to
be accomplisbed what we asked should be done by them
And yet we find he takes shelter from tbat position,whieh is
not, iventure to say, a creditable position,which is, I think,
a position he must regret-tbough it is perbaps not too late
for hm to retrace bis steps, by moving to withdraw his
amendment in order that the resolution of the leader of the
Opposition may be adopted-the excuse be gives for inter.
cepting that resolution--and ho embodies it in bis resolu-
tion-is, that because when the resolutions of 1882 were
sent to Ber Majesty, Barl Kimberley replied in what h.
calls a snub to the Parliament of Canada, therefore, as the
Minister of Justice said, it would ho beneath our dignity to
again adopt that course. Why, Sir, I am at a loss to per-
ceive how it is a greater sacrifice of dignity upon our part
respectfully to re-affirm the position we took at that time,
and to express joy that those who differed from us at that1
time bave embraced our views and are acting upon them,1
than that we should place on the journals of the House of,
Canada that we were snubbed, as they term it, by theà
Colonial Secretary, and that we desired to place it on the(
journals of the House and intend to make it our guide for(
all time to corne, in order that we might take care that1
never more shouid we approach the foot of the Throne. 1
think the sacrifice of dignity on our part will be to carryF
the amendment of the hon. Minister of Inland Revenue,(
wbieb i, in effect, to acknowledge that we received a snub1
-if saub it be-that we accept it as just, and that we claimi
the privilege of putting it on our journals, where it may1
always be before our eyes to prevent us from ever again1
doing such a thiug, and prevent us from expressing our joyE
that a measure we approved of at that time and desired tos
sec submitted has been nhnmitted. And what is the p9sition1
of the Minister of fnland Rvenne upon this vesy questinu?i
Ras he cbanged bis views ? No; ho tells us that the replyi
of Earl Kimberley did not change bis opinion at all. He
said:

"I agree with the hon. gentleman in thinking that we had a perfect
right to send the address we did send. It was couched in respectful
language; it was moderate in its tone ; it covered the principle

Involved - and as we took the ground thât the qu iion afftscted car
Interest ia this country, we feit that we were acteng within our dea
right."

And still thinking we did nothing wrong, thinking that we
were acting within our clear rights, he hesitates to stand
upon his rigbts and desires to bave entered on our journals
the fact that wbat we cousidered to be our rights was denied1
to us by tbeImperial Government, and the factthatthey sent1
a reply of this kind ho acquiesces ir as a paramount reasoni
why we should not again approach the Throne and express
our views to Her Matjesty. I say it is to be regretted that
thebhon. gentleman found himself obliged to take such a
course; it is to be regretted that a gentleman to whom we
will endeavor to give credit for heartily desiring that the
principle of locat self-government should b accorded to the
Irish people, should himself b a party to intercepta motion
which 1s calculated to strengthen the hands of the man who
is endeavoriing to give effect to the views which we thont
expressed. What wil be the effect of the arnendment oft
the hon. Mimister ot Inland Revenue ? It is simply a re-1
solution say ing we said so and so in 1882, we think 0so gowp,
but Ber Maje-ty's <Governnent told us at that time1
that no matter what we thought we had no bus- i
iness to tell them, that therefore wu

Mr. Pàasason (Brant).
wili not tell-

them again what we do think in reference to this matter.
But we will put it upon the journals of our own Honse, that
rotwithstanding what Bari Kimberley said in 1882, we

' think so still ; and it is there. It is not to be transmitted
to the British Government or to Mr. Gladstone or to Rer
Majesty; it is not to be sent beyond the four walls of this
Chamber, unless some enterprising news-9gent should see
fit to cable it across, which would not be the act of this
Parliament at all. Sir, I say that Canadians value the
liberty of local self-government, as they do value it,
having longed lived under and enjoyed that blessing, it is
meet and right that we should signify that our feelings are
unchanged in this respect. and signify it to Her Majesty's
Government-should signify that we, who are in a position
to know that the grauting of local self-government, instead
of weakening, strengthers to the greatest degree the tie
that binds free people together, believe that as it bas been
in our case so it will be in the case of Ireland-that we
believe that that country, misgoverned and down.
trodden as she has been for many years, being once accorded
the right which should be hers, to manage ber
own local affaire, instead of cherishing feelings of envy and
bitterness toward those who have misgoverned it, will
recognise that at last justice is about to be done, and that
this will enkindle in the people of Ireland feelings of
kindness, of unity and of regard towards the British Empire,
which, instead of being weakened, will be strengthened in
a very material degree. If no higher reason, based on prin.
ciples of justice and right, existed, although that reason
does exist, why the Irish people should have the rights and
liberties we enjoy, we find a potent reason in the fact that
our material interests are bound up in this question in no
slight degree. As stated in the resulutions of 1882, we
cannot hope while the present state of things and the
preent feelings exist in Ireland, to receive t he immigra.
tion from that Island which we are entitled to receive.
But once let peace, good will and unity be brought about
between Ireland and the rest of the Empire, by the conees-
sion of justice in this respect. and then may we hope to have
great accessions to our population from those who may
leave the shores of that Island to seek their fortunes beyond
t he sea. We, Sir, are entitled to have them in our
midst ; we desire to have them bere ; we open
our arms to them, and we say to them: Come over to us,
we have fertile lands which we will give you free to settle
on; and if they were animated by friendship and love for
the mother land, I believe we should be successful in obtain-
ing large numbers of them. I noticed nue remark made by
an hon. gentleman opposite, who announced himsel as
entirely opposed to this principle of local self-government
for Ireland. He pointe& out that we did not know what
the result would be, although it wae certain that the me-
sure would be fraught with evil consequences ; and he gave
as a reason why be should vote for the amendment of the
hon. Minister of Inland Revenue, that it would be produc-
i ive of less ili-effect, in the direction in which he looked for
ill-effect, than the others. I have only to remind you that
when great constitutional changes have taken place in this
country, there have been tho.e who have hesitated and have
seen danger in them. There are those living in Canada
to-day who have seen great constitutional changes whieh
they regarded as fraught with danger to the well-being, the
peace of this country, and who, to-day, enjoying the
ble9siugs thus secured, would be the last to relinquish thei.
1s it ntot a matter of history that when it was first proposed
to grant municipal institutions to the people of this country,
there were those who denounced them as sucking republic,
who said our safety as a people would be endangered if we
allowed the control of municipal affaira to pass into the
bands of the people ? Municipal institutions,however, were
granted ; and to.day no institutions are more highly prized
by the pOople of Ontario, and I believe by the people of the
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other Provinces, than those municipal institutions. No man1
would willingly part with thon; and yet as grave fears were'
expressed about the granting of those rights te the people as
we have heard expressed about granting self-government
to Ireland, There may be those who express alarm ; but I
am not one of those who eau eee where danger can arise.
It is aifficult for a Canadian to see how the Empire can
be weakened by doing justice to one portion of it which has
not received justice hithorto. It is impossible for a Canadian,
who sees that by giving self-government to this Dominion,
the Empire has bound it to itself by a stronger bond than
before, and who sees that by giving self governmont to the
Provinces, they have been more strongly united together
than before-I say it is impossible for a CJanadian who has
seen ail this, to see how danger can arise to the Empire
from applying the same principle to that important portion
of the Empire. I would be glad, if an opportunity were
given to me, to vote for the resolution introduced by the
hon. leader of the Opposition. I would desire to express
my joy that now at last there has been a measure submitted
to the Imperial Parliament by the Premier of the Empire,
to secure that boon te the Irish people; and I am of the
opinion expressed in the words of the amendment offered by
the hon. member for North Wellington (Mr. MeMullen), that
the events that have taken place since 1882 have strength-
ened the conviction we thon entertained, that it was a pro-
per and a desirable thing to grant such a measure. I shall
therefore have much pleasure in voting for the amendment of
the hon. member for North Wellington, which will express
te Her Majesty, as we have clearly a right to do that we
hold the same views now that we held in 1882, and that we
rejoice to know- that those views are now embodied ii a
measure submitted to the Imperial Parliament for iatitica-
tien and approval. I shall have much pleasure, Sir, in
supporting this resolution, and I only regret that the hon.
Minister of Inland Revenue has sought to supplant the
original resolution by the introduction of a resolution that
will not tend in any material degree, I fear, to strengthen
the hands of the right hon. gentleman engaged in this great
task, but whose hands would be most materially strength-
ened if the original resolution were to receive, as it ought in
my opinion to receive, the approval of the members of this
Ohamber.

Mr. MITCHIELL. At this late hour I will crave the
indulgence of the House for but a very fe x minutes. I do it
because it is the first time I have had an opp>ortunity frorm
my place in Parliament of expressing my opinion on the
question of Home Raie for Ireland. It is useless to argue
at this age of history the question of whether the Irish
people should have Home Rule or not; it is universally
admitted that grievances have existed and that the peace of
Ireland has suffered from the want of that power of self-
guvernment within the Island itself, which is almost univer-
sa-ly admitted to be now necessary. I will, therefore, not
now discus that side of the question, because I think there
is but one opinion on all sides of this House, and that is that
the action taken by the right hon. the First Minister of
England, that the principle of the Bill which he submitted
-I am not going so far as to say I will endorse ail the
details, I think there are many the right hon. gentleman1
knows he will require to alter-but I say the principle of the,
Bill is one whieh will be universally admitted in this Housei
to be of absolute necessity in order to secure the peace of the1
Empire. Those who say to us that we are interfering withi
a subject which is outside the region and power and rightsi
of ths Parliament are but very few indeed. At one time
that contention may have been sustained, but to-day it ist
almost universally admitted-certainly universally within1
this House, because the votes of hon. gentlemen will show
this whether they vote for the resolution or for either ofthe
amendments, and I presume every hon, gentleman will vote

for one of them -and no one pretends that the Parliament
of Canada, whieh has among its membors numbers of Irish-
men, both Protestants and Catholios, and a large number
of men who depend upon Irishmen of both persuasions for
their seats, has not the right te express its opinion on this
matter to the Imperial Government. When we look at
what the population of Canada is composed of, its mized
character, the varied influences, and when we consider the
strong sympathies which all classes in the community feel
in the agitation going on in the mother land, cannot doubt
the propriety of the course we are about te take. Not only
the peace of the Empire, but that of all the colonies, dependas
largely whether that vexed question will be ettled
satisfactorily or not. When we find the right hon.
the First Minster of England is reoceiving assurances
of sympathy from foreign land, from Irishmon south of the
border, and from other British colonies, it is our duty, as
well as our right, te give expression te the wish which in
our heart we feel that every effort should be made to meet
the just expectations of that country which las suffered so
much from maladministration. I will say no more on this
point, but simply express my opinion as to what is desirable
we should do to sustain the hands of Mr. Gladetone. I regret
very much to find that the reasonable motion of the hon.
member for West Durham (Mr. Blake) was not acooepted by
the Administration. Lot anyone take up that resolution
and lot him take up the amendaient novel by the Minister
of Inland Revenue, and say whethor thero is any very sub-
stancial difference between the two, except this that the
resolution of the hon. menber for West Durham is more
explicit, more te the point, conveys batter the idea we
desirc to coîvey, conveyý in the étronges ianner pos.
sible the desire of our people through their representatives
in Parliament te press upon Hr Majesty, Her Majesty's
advisors, and the people of England, the fact that we in
Canada, comprising betweon 5,000,000 and 6,000,000 people,
admittedly the brightest gem in the cro'wn of England, ier
foremost colony, one that has shown by her enterprise that
she is prepared te receive the honeloss millions of Europe
-sympathise with Mr. Gladstone; and our opinion should
be expressed in a manner in which there will be no uncer-
tain sound or doubt. If the hon. member for West Durham
had not moved his rosolution, and the Minister of Inland
Revenue had submitted his as an original proposition
I would have suppoited it with ploasure; but in
my opiuiol it is not as strong as the other, because
it i-s simply an expr-s=ion of the opinion of this
Parliament, while the motion of the hon. member for West
Durham is a direct addross te the foot of the Throne. If
the motion of the hon. Minister of Iniand Revenue had been
presented in tho first instance, I would have gladly sup-
ported it, and I feel that, after the unanimous expression of
the opinion of this Parliamont which we gave in 1882, when
I had not the honor of being in Parliament, it, is a matter
of regret that on this occasion we shuld not act unani-
mously. If there be a division on the motion of
the hon. member for West Durham, and if the
flouse dividos on the motion of the hon.
member for Wellington and the amondment of the hon.
Minister of Inland Revenue is carried, I suppose it will be
carried on a divided House. That is a fact that I would
very much regret. I feel that if we are sending an expres-
sion of opinion on se vital and imp->rtant a question to a
large number of our lellow subjects on the other side of the
water, we onght to send an unanimous expression of opin.
ion, and I would ask the Ministry whether, even at thislate
bour, tbey could not find that it would not derogate from
their dignity or influence,but, on the contrary, lead them to
be more respected in this flouse and country, if, in order to
command unanimity, they should withdraw the motion of
the Minister of Iniand Revenue. The hon. member for
West Wellington would thon withdraw his and the frst
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resolution go as proposed. But if the Government are deter-
mined to press for a division, the country will hold them
responsible for it. The bon. member for West Durham,
who waited two months aftter the flouse opened before ho
submitted his resolution, I am sure, though I am not in his
confidence, knew nothing of this motion, and would have
been willing at once to accept the proposition of the Min-
ister of Inland Revenue, if it had been submitted in the first
instance. If, with so little difference between the two reso-
lntions, a division is had, the country will hold the Admin-
istration of the day responsible for preventing that unani
mity upon this question which we all desire. That is all I
have to say. In sending borne a resolution on this subject,
I do not want to vote as the bon. mem ber for Muskoka said
he would for a resolution that will do the least good. I
want to vote for the strongest resolution, and therefore I

repose to vote for the amendment of the hon. member for
Wellington, and, failing that, for the motion of the hon.
member for West Durham.

Mr. COSTIGAN. In the few remarks I offered in plac-
ing my motion in amendment to the motion made by the
hon. member for West Durham, in your hands, Sir, I gave
my reasons for moving that motion. I stated that I still
adhered to the view I entertained, that I thought it would
be better to leave that unanimous expression of the Parlia-
ment of Canada to have its full force and effect than to
court a division and a debate snob as we have had to-night
creating division on the question and inevitably resulting
in a divided vote of this flouse. i was sincere in taking
that view. I was actuated by a desire to do that which
was best in the interesta of those who have at heart, above
all their political feelings, the welfare of the Irish people
and the success of their present struggle. The ion. gentle-
man who moved the resolution to which mine has been
moved in amendment has in his usual eloquent terns tried
to impress upon the louse the great value of an expres-
sion of this new Parliament upon the question. He has
pointed out what strength it would give to Mr.
Gladstone in his present praiseworthy efforts to give
to Ireland what has been so long withheld from that
unhappy country. I with to say to the flouse and to the
country that there is no psition in the gif t of this country
or any other country, there ais no pecuniary conside: ation
which would influence me or prevent me from taking that
stand which would be best calculatcd to promote the
interests of the Irish people and the heartfelt views of the
Irish Canadians in this country. I listened with pain, as I
have often had to do before, to the remarks of the hon.
gentleman from South Grey (Mr. Landerkin). In the first
place, ho stated with regard to the resolution moved in
1882 that thore was no call for it, that it was inexpedient
to move it then, though ho thought it was quite expedient
to move it now, and that moving it at that time looked as
if it was moved for party purposes. Mr. Speaker, in moving
it at that time, I labored under greater disadvantages than
any gentleman who might propose a similar resolution at
present. I agree with the bon. member for West Durham
(Mr. Blake) that the feeling in Canada in favor of the
movement in Ireland has not abated. I think the
sentiment lu Canada as well as in every other civilised
country is growing daily in favor of Home Rule
for Ireland. I have no doubt about that, but I say,
if the expression of this Parliament is of any value to
the leader of the Government who is now proposing
to grant a measure of Home Rule to that country, lot him
refer to the unanimous verdict of this Parliament which is
within his reach, the address passed by both louses and
presented to ler Majesty in 1882, and he can use that with
authonity. I need not repent what I have already stated,
and what bas been butter stated by my colleague the
Minister of Justioe, that the contention has been a little
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strained that, because a new Parliament has come in, that
resolution is of no force unless it is renewed by this Parlia-
ment, I say it has all that force it had on the day it was
passed until some adverse resolution is adopted by the Par-
liament of Canada. It is trua that we are not the same in
personnel, that we are not the same Parliament, but we were
the voice of Canada at that time, and the expression of the
people of Canada through their representatives has never
been reversed up to the present time. It may be reversed
to-night. It may be, if a vote is taken, that it will be weak.
ened, I hope I shall not be held responsible for that.

Some hon. MEMBERS. You certainly will.
Mr. COSTIGAN. Hon. gentlemen say that I certainly

shall be. I am prepared to take the responsibility of any
act I perform. I have always been prepared to do that, and
before I finish, I will have a few words to say in regard to
that responsibility. But I must say, in concluding the few
remarks I have to make in reply to the hon. member for
South Grey (Mr. Landerkin), that he stated that I was a
private member of this House at that time, and that now I
am a member of the Government, and that makes all the
difference. Is that the value the hon. gentleman places
upon a position to whieh a very considerable salary is
attached ? Does the hon. gentleman value the positioa of
a Cabinet Minister, to which a considerable salary is
attached, for the pecuniary advantages which it entails ?
I do not, and I have no hesitation in saying that the man
who aceepts a position as a Cabinet Minister and has to
endure the slanders, the cowardly slanders which are
uttered against him, will find that they more than com.
pensate fôr the salary he receives. Some men may
think that, because I am a poor man, the salary of
$7,000 a year is a great item to me, Those who know
me, know that it has not the slightest influence
upon me, that to-morrow morning, I could step out
ofthe Government of which I am a member, if I had
reason to do so, and coul.t trust in the health and constitu-
tion which God has given me to earn an honest and inde-
pendent living. Yet these men who boast that they are
the representatives of religions and national freedom in this
country tell me I am cowardly now because I do not think
as they do, because I do not choose to endorse the views
they express here. With regard to the question of Hote
Rule, I have been what I am to night, a sincere friend of
that movement from the _first aay it started in Ireland and
in this country. I can refer to the first prominent meeting
that was held by an Irish organisation in this country in
the City of Quebec, at a time when Home Rule was not so
popular in this Dominion, when Irish sentiments were not
sa pleasant to the majority of gentlemen on that side of the
House, when Irishmen were called Dogans. I was invited
to go to that meeting in Quebec and to put in an appear-
ance on a publie platform in favor of Home Rule and a
reform in the land system of that country. Other promi-
nent Irishmen were invited. One gentleman who was a
very prominent Irishman on that side of the House was
invited, and he sent a statement that he was suffering under
a bad cold and could not go. I was not suffering under a bad
cold and I did go, and I was one of the firat who stood on
a platform in this country to advocate Home Rule for
Ireland, while the hon. gentleman who sent the statement
that lie was suffering from a cold, spoke for three hours in
this House on that very same night while I was speaking
in Quebec in favor of Home Raie. And yet I am to be
taunted, and my motives are to be accused, and I am to be
told that I was a Home Raler until I got into the- Govern-
ment. My position in the Government of the day is per-
haps a peculiar one. I have confessed before that I do not owe
it to any particular ability that I possess, to any extraord-
inary talents with which I have been endowed. It is true
that I have served my country as a public ma ii a humble
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capacity for a number of years. It is true that I have dis.
cbarged my duty to the best of my ability, but I am quite
free to admit that there are many mon in Canada and in
our party who are not in the Government who have abili-
ties of a far higher order than mine. It is quite true, I am
willing to oonfes that I owe my position to the fact that
the leader of the Government believed that a portion
of the people to which I belong, that is the Catholic
people of this country, would have confidence in me as
representing their special interests in that Govornment,
that I would be true to their interests and would represent
them faithfully as far as my abilities would enable me.
From the day I entered that Cabinet until now, I have
never forgotten the thoughts that occurred to me at the time
my name was suggested. Let no one suppose that I entered
it blindfolded; let no one suppose that I did not foretee the
diffleulties that loomed up before me, the cowardly attacks
likely to be made upon me for political purposes. My only
reason for entering the Cabinet, my only reason for remain-
ing in it at present, is that, while, discharging my duties as
a public man, and endeavoring to promote the peace and
happiness of all classes so far as in my power lay, I might
also specially benefit those whose interests it was my duty
to advocate and to guard. Now, Sir, what treachery have
I committed against the Irish people that I should be de-
nounced by a newspaper because I did not fall in with a
movement which called upon me to resign my seat on
accouht of the unfortunate occurrences which followed the
North-West rebellion. I committed no treason; I still
believe that I was discharging my duty according to the
well understood wishes of the large majority of those people
whom I believe I represented; and I give you my word,
Mr. Speaker, and I give the hon. gentleman opposite
my word, that I have no desire to retain the
position of honor and trust I hold now, one
single hour longer than I can do so while enjoying the con-
fidence of that people. If there is any fair and reasonable
indication on the part of my Irish friends in this country
that I no longer enjoy their confidence, without a word of
complaint, without a regret at all, or feeling of disappoint-
ment, I will retire peacefully from the position I hold, and
trust to my ability to earn the few crumbs that are necessary
for my maintenance during the few days longer I may have
to live. I represent the same constituency now for 25 years,
and hon. gentlemen talk of my playing the part of a dema-
gogue I No Irishman in my part of the country could have
held that seat as I have held it-not because there were not
Irishmen more able than 1, more worthy of the confidence
that has been reposed ii me, but because circumstances
were in my favor. I had been brought up in that county.
My father before me did business in that county, and
became associated with every French elector in that
county, enjoyed the respect of the people. I came
forward as a young man, grown up among the French
people. It was the French people who elected me,
not the Irish peuple, because the Irish people in my cons-
tituency, are a very amall minority. Did I play the de ma-
gogue for the last twenty-five years in holding that consti-
tuency, even against candidates who were brought out
against me from among the French people themselves ? The
question of nationality was raised by supporters of hon.
gentleman opposite, and an opponent was selected from
amongst the French residents, and the first time he appealed
to the electors he said: I need no introduction to you, the
blood that fb ws in my veins is the same blood which flows
in your veins. Yon have been long enough represented by
an Irishman, now is the time to show that yon are worthy
of the blood that flows in your veins and have a represen-
tative of your own. I answered that gentleman at a meet-
ing of four or five hundrel persons, among whom there
were not forty-five English speaking electors, and I told him
that I never knew how oowardly a man on that aide of
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politics could be before. I said: You are addressing a purely
French body of electors and you have not faith in your
own nationality, and yeu are afraid to depend upon the
sympathy which should properly exist between you and
thom in order to supplant you. You tell me now that an
Irishman should not enjoy their confidence; I am proud of
being an Irishman, and that as an Irishman I have been able
to discharge my duties so well to the French electors in my
county that I can come back with confidence and ask them
to support me again. Well, Sir, I have always bean
proud to be able to say that I have nover lost the
confidence of the French people of that county, and they
have continued to give me their support, notwithstanding
the national appeas made against me. Therefore the attack
that has been made upon me has no effect exept to pain
me to some extent, Itis always painful when any man
feels that ho is trying to do what is best, that he is acting
honestly, and stiti to be so misrepresented. I know this,
that 1 have heard men make attacks upon me and
impugn my motives, who knew in their heurts that
they ware making a cowardly and unjust attack, and they
were doing it for paltry political purposes. I eau
assure the hon. member for South Grey (5fr. Landerkin)
that the salary attached to the position of a public man is
not so very tempting when ho considers the slanders, the
injustice and the unjust accusations to which he is liable,
and which he cannot rosent, as often I would like to rosent
it, in a more striking manner than in mare words. Now,
with regard to this subject which has aroused the sympa-
thies of hon. gentlemen opposite, with regard to that onthu-
siasem of which they b3ast when they wish to fly to the suc-
cor of every suffering people, and of overy suffering class of
people, I can only say what 1 said bofore, and repoat the
saying of a man who had some experience, who had been
deceived by a friend, and who said: "If ho deceives me
once, it is his fault; if he deceives me twice it is my fault."
Hon. gentlemen opposite boast of their liberality. Lot me
remind them that they have proved false to their profession
of liberality on more than one occasion. They talk of
their love of freedom and fair play, and that it makes
no difference to them what attitude the Catholics of
this country may take with regard to them, because the
Catholics know that they will get justice from the Liboral
party whether they oppose them or not. These are fine
sentiments, Mr. Speaker, in theory, but they do not tally
with the practice of hon, gentlemen opposite. Whon they
defeated the Government led by the present Premier in
1873, they knew that they had an Irishman in their ranks
who had contributed to their victory and who, in point of
ability and education was equal to their best man. They
know that they were source in material in forming their
Government, but source as they were of material -which
was proved by the fact that they were obliged to go out of
their ranks to fill up their Ministry-they were unable aven
then to extend to the Catholies that great, broad measure of
justice to which the hon. gentleman just alladed. They
refused to do justice to a distinguished Catholie who sap-
ported them, who had helped to bring them to power, to
Mr. Anglin, who was a devoted follower of their own and as
able as any man upon their side of the House; they had to
exclude him because ho was an Irish Catholic, and for no
other reason. Now we are to be told thut they alone
can properly appreciate what belongs to true lib3ra-
lity and that they alone can give a fair distribution
of justice to all classes and creeds in this country.
L say that will not go down. I say more than that. If they
will go back over their actions pe3rhps they will be able to
see the error of their ways in the future; but I cannot shut
my eyes to the fact that not only did they exclude one of
their prominent supporters from the Government at that
time because ho was an Irish Catholie, but they knocked
down every Irish atholic they put in nomination in the
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Province of Ontario, and they put them up to use the fact
in other constituencies. The proof is they have not brought
au Irish Catholic to Parlia-nent. They have failed to prove
that liberality of which they have boasted so much to-night.
I might also refer to another fact that is worthy of seme
notice. The bon. gentlemen, who have vied with each
other to might to prove that my attachment to my people
and my interest in my people is nt so warm and sympa-
thetic as it ought to be, belong principally to the Province
of Ontario. It strikes me as a remarkable circumstance
that in that Provincial Legislature, which is con-
trolled so thorougly, fully and completely, by the Liberais,
some resolution was not offered congratulating Mr.
(-ladstone, Mr. Parnell, the Irish people or at all
events somebody. Wby were they silent ? Why bas
there never been a resolution moved in that Assembly?
As I told a member of that body, who said it was the duty
of this Parliament to speak out on this great question, that
it was strange no motion had been passed by that Legisla-
ture, and until it had spoken as plainly as the Dominion
Parliament, they should not dictate to us. I said: You
have remained silent up to the present and have never
uttered a single word of congratulation to Mr. Glad-
stone for his Home Rule measure. Still, unless we take
any motion that the leader of the Opposition chooses
to offer to this side of the House our motives are to
be called in question. I say with regard to the question
now before the House that my earnest endeavors have
been to prevent a discussion which would weaken the hands
of Mr. ladstone himself, if hé chooses to use what we
placed in his bands in 1882, the solid vote of this Parlia-
ment in favor of the principle of Home Rule. I said I was
afraid any attempt to deal with this question again might
not result as favorably as it did on that occasion. The hon.
member for West Durham (Mir. Blake)-î did not choose to
interrupt him-I am sorry to say did not fairly represent
me when hé alluded to the resons I gave for not comply-
ing with the request of the deputation sent from St. Patrick's
Literary Association. He said after counting the House,
after counting noses, I came to the conclusion that there
might be three who would not vote, and therefor e on account
of those three I was afraid to submit a motion to the House.
The hon. gentleman surely knows I did not make use of
any sncb language. The hon. gentleman heard me correct
the false report of what I did say which appeared in the
Free Press; ho beard me rise and put thé member for South
Grey right on that subject, who was misstating what I said
for the reason of course that hé wae not in the House and
did not hear my explanation before. But the member for
West Durham cid hear it. I did not say that it was on
account of three members or that I had counted noses or
anything of that kind; but I did say there was a probability
thai a division might take place and we might not succeed
in getting the unanimous vote we had in 1882, and if not, it
would be much botter not to disturb that vote or break its
effect before the country or weaken its power in the hands
of those who might legitimately use it. I féel that in this
Parliament we are not all agreed upon any subject that
comes before us. I feel that on few questions can we get
a unanimous vote; but I féel that the proposition I have
mado is one so reasonable that if a unanimous vote
can be reached at all it will be on that motion, which asks
this new Parliament to re-affirm what was exprested in
1882, and to express further than that, which my reso-
lution does, the hope that the B.,itish Parliament may
pass a measure granting Home Rule to Ireland, and thus
remove the cause of discontent which bas unfortunately
existed in that country. The adoption of my motion by a
unanimous vote of the House will strengthen the hands of
Mr. Gladstone far more, and will be a greater endorsation
Of the policy Of o11cm Rule than the motion of the hou.
member for West Durham or that of theo. nmember for
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North Wellington, who proposed an amendment, which
simply means cutting off my resolution and tacking the
amendment to the amendment to the motion of the hon.
member for West Durham. I am glad to know that even
the hon. member for West Durham in some things is open
to correction. He is so perfect in his idea of things; ho
criticises the actions of every hon. member so cloely, and
is so severe upon those who fail to attain perfection in every
subject, that it is somewhat of a relief to my mmd to find
that even the hon. gentleman bas failed to know what it
was necessary to move on this occasion in order to express
the views of the House on the subject of Home Rule for
Ireland, and it was only after the hon. member for North
Wellington had brought bis genius to bear, and used that
eloquence for which hé is 8o well known in this louse, that
the hon. member for West Durham was convinced that he
did not know how to prepare the motion on this subject.
My duty will be to sustain the motion I put before the House
and to take the consequences of it, and to take those conse-
quences honestly. I will not do, as the hou. member for
West Durham has done, refer to personal matters. The hon.
gentleman alluded to an occasion when hé found me sitting
on the back benches and that afterwards I came and est on
the front bench, when it was a question of resigning my
seat in the Government. The hon. gentleman has made
considerable capital out of the matter and has ridieuled me
oonsiderably before this House. It has been bis special
duty, added to those great duties that hé performs so ably,
to criticise every act of mine since Parliament has been
called together, not only to criticise every act of mine, but
to do so in the most ungenerous way ; to catechise me and
criticise every word I say in regard to the business of the
Department over which I preside, as if it were his business
to show that I was entirely unfit for the position I hold.
Well, I do not overestimate my own abilities. I do not
think that whatever faults I have that hon. gentlemen in
this House will say that I am wanting in sufficient modesty
to acknowledge my own deficiencies. But while it is true
that I did take a seat upon the back bouches, while it is
true that the question of whether I should remain in the
Government or not was unsettled for a short time, the hon.
gentleman should not have criticised me too severely for
that. The reasons which impelled me to take the course I
did, in offering to withdraw from the Government, were
reasons which were honorable to myself, were resons
which would be satisfactory to my people, if I could 'make
them known; and thé reasons which induced me to
reverse the decision and retain my seat were equally
honorable to myself and the leader of the Govern-
ment who offéred to make that arrangement with me.
.nut the hon. gentleman was liable to h found changing
seats also. There was a time whon hé reminded me of a
school to which I used to go, where the rule was that only
one boy should go out at a time. A board was placed next
the door, and a boy on going out had to turn this board, to
show whether hé was in or out. At one period of the hon.
gentleman's history it appears to me that a board like that
would have been useful to his friends, to tel[ them his
position. It is true the hon. gentleman bas changed since
that time. Although there have been some indications of
a little dissatisfaction, of a little c-oss pulling between him-
self and his followers, still hé has not gone out. Well, the
position is different; hé bas at last become leader of the
party, since hé came back into public life, and Lé bas taken
the position which was filled with credit by the hon, gen.
tleman whom hé supplanted. I say since that time ho ia not
so restless; h has not gone in and out so often, although I
daresay he feels sometimes as hé did on an occasion not
long ago, when hé found himself and his party were divided
on a question on which they thought they could ride into
power, and I daresay on that occasion hé thought of his oid
habit of playingS in and out But being the leader, the same
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resons did not exist. I daresay he did not foel comfort.
able amonget his own followers, to serve under any man as
leader, and I think that was one of the reasons why ho was
so discontented-that ho had to serve under another leader,
and he is now more contented because he has the leadership
in his own hands. I will vote against any amend ment that
may ho proposed in order to reach my own motion. I
believe that my motion will recommend itself to a majority
of this House, and I think it will meet the reasonable expec-
tations of every man who wishes to see harmony in thiB
country as well as Ireland, which is the subject of our dis.
cassion to-night.

An hon. MEMBER. Harmony and peace on that aide of
the House, you mean.

Mr. COSTIGAN. Well, the harmony and peace we secure
on this side. We do not know all the little differences that
occur on that side. We have not the means of prying into
secrets which were used in olden times to get the secrets of
this side of the House. We do not intend to stoop to such
means ; but if we may judge by appearances tbere is room
for a little of that kind of thing over there, and if I do not
mistake it will give them all they can do to harmo.
nise the differences which have occurred between certain
gentlemen in their own party. I take the full responsibility
of voting against any proposition made against the motion
which I agreed to move in amendment of the motion made
by the leader of the Opposition. I will not take the decision
of the member for South Grey as to whether I represent the
Irish element or not or any portion of it. I will not take
the decision of the hon. leader of the Opposition as to
whether I am doing that which I ought to do as an Irish.
man toe strengtheu the hands of my Irish friends who are
advocating Home ]Rule. But if the day should come that it
appears to the people most interested in this question that
they have reason to believe I have failed in the pro-
per discharge of my duty, I will pay the penalty cf
not having their confidence any longer by tendering
my resignation. That is the proof I will give, when there
is reason for them to believe that I no longer enjoy
their confidence, and if the hon. gentlemen will make the
saine proposition and carry it out honestly the Reform ranks
would be thinned wonderfully in this House.

House divided
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Amendment agreed to.

Mr. BLAKE. However deeply I may regret, Sir, that
the Commons of Canada should have decided to speak with
a voice so vague and ineffective, and to add so slight an im-
pulse to the movement I was hoping to advance, it is yet for
me to consider what is the best use that can be made of
that vague and ineffective voice and that slight impulse.
The resolution we are to substitute for the original reso-
lution is a simple expression of our opinion, to le upon our
journals. Weak and inadequate as it is, it is still better
that it should do some good ; and I therefore move to add
to the motion, as amended, the words following:-

And that a copy of the resolution be communicated forthwith by
Mr. Speaker to Mr. Gladstone.

Sir JOHN A MACDONALD. I object to this amend»
ment simply on the plain'ground that it is in direct contra-
vention to the resolution we have just passed. It is in effect
au address.

Mr. CAMERON (Victoria). I object to it on another
grourd. h think it is unworthy of the dignity of this House
that we should append to a resolution such as we bave pas.
sed a message requiring you as the Speaker of this House,
to communicate it even to sueh a distinguished individual
as Mr. Gladstone; and if by doing so, as I have no doubt
my hon. friend the leader of the Opposition desires, we
should give encouragement to bis proposition for Home
Ruile for Ireland in the sense in which ho bas denunciated
it, I demur to it on ibat ground also, as totally dissenting
from any such proposition.

,Mr. MITCBELL. I support it on this ground, thatinas-
iuch am the minority of this fHouse, who I believe will find
thoir action endorsed by a majority in the country, have
failed to get such a resolution as would fairly express in the
stroigest terms our appioval of Home Rule for Ireland, and
bcure the greatest anunrit oifgod, I believe our next duty
is to put tbo l aui h dopt d by this louse into such a
bapo that the main wbo atnds lorcmost in the World to-

di-y, and is endeavorirg to give Ireland the benefit of self-
government, shall htve bis banda strengthenied in every
way in which we can do it; arad I have much pleasure in
seconding the resolution.

Mr. MILLS. The position the hon. First Minister bas
taken on this reolution shows very clearly to the House
and the country what .re his real feelings on this subject.
It is well known that bon. gentlemen opposite are not sin-
cure advocates of the principle of HUome Rule. It is well
known that the hon. leader of the Government bas again
and again declared himself against the principle of federa.
tion, against the principle of local self-government, and in
favor of a legislative union. But those hon. gentlemen
have not the courage of their convictions. While they
profess to favor Home Rule, they propose a resolution that
is addrebsed to nobody. Now, Sir, when my bon. friend
proposes that that resolution should be sent to the Prime
Miuister of England, who is struggling with the aristocratic
classes there to maintain the rights of the people of
Ireland, thon these hon. gentlemen say: We shal
not consent that that resolution shal be sent to

Mr. CosTl N.

Bernier, Glen,
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Mr. Gladstone ; we shall not consent that it
shall be put into the hands of the man who is seeking to
confer that benefit on the people of Ireland; but we wilI
leave it on the journals of our House; if the Irish people of
Canada attack us we will say, we voted in favor of this
resolution ; and if our Orange friends are disposed to attack
us for voting for Home Rule, we will say, it is true, we
attempted to conciliate a section of our followers by voting
for that resolution, but we refused to forward it to Mr.
Gladstone, because we did not intend that it should be of
the slightest service to the people of Ireland.

Mr. COUGHLIN. I crave the attention of this House
for a few moments. I beg to propose a resolution, and I
ask the followers of Sir John A. Macdonald to back me up:

That a copy of this resolution be sent to Mr. Parnell.
The Irish people to-day owe this movement to Mr. Parnell.
We would not be here to-night voting for this resolution if
it had not been for the noble exertions of that noble man.
If any credit is due to any person for the position of the
question to-day, it is lue to Mr. Parnell; and I ask my hon.
friends on this side of the House to back me on this resolu-
tion.

Mr. SPEAKER. It is moved by Mr. Coughlin to strike
out the word "Gladstone " and insert the word "Parnell."

Mr. BLAKE. I should have been very glad if the hon.
gentleman had proposed to add the words "and Mr. Par-
nell " to the words of the resolution ; and I should have
cordially acceded to that, recognising as I do the great ser-
vices that Mr. Parnell has rendered to the cause of Home
Ruile. But at this moment I think it is the hands of Mr.
Gladstone that want strenghtening, and I am not going to
vote to strike out the name of Mr, Gladstone in order to
substitute that of Mr. Parnell.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIG HT. I think it is well that
the First Minister, at any rate, bas thrown off the mask,
and has shown us clearly and distinctly, what all of us who
know him know, that ho bas no sympa thy for Ireland, and
no more sympathy for Home Rule in Ireland than he bas
for Home Rule in Canada. The bon. gentleman has been
plotting, since the time ho was sworn in as First Minister
of Canada, against the Local Govern ments of this country.
We know, Sir, that but for Sir George Cartier, when ho was
sent to England as a delegate some nineteen years ago, he
would have mjsused and abused the power put into bis
hands to deprive us of our local liberties, and, Sir, now,
throwa off bis guard for a moment, ho cannot help show-
ing bis real sentiments. He cannot help showing as far as
lies in birn that even this emasculhted and miserable reso-
lution, which the Minister of Inland Revenue, I regret to
say, bas allowed himself to be made a tool of to have
placed on our journals -

Some hon. ME LBERS. Order.
Mr. SPEAKER. I think the hon, gentleman should not

use that word.
Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. Well, Sir, if you

rule that to say that one Minister is the tool of
another is out of order, I will withdraw that in
deference to your ruling. I maintain my own opinion
as to the use that has been made of the hon, gentle-
man by the First Minister on this particular occasion,
as before. Sir, the bon. gentleman's resolution, I do not
doubt in the least fiom the verbiage of it, has been con-
ceived in the brain, if not traced by the hand of the First
Minister; and Sir, if there could be a more contemptible, a
more ridiculous, a more absurd proposition placed before
this House, after formally passing a resolution-which if it
has any meaning or object, if there is any conceivable soenso
in it, must be intended for the purpose of strengthening Mr.
Gladstone in the struggle againt groat odda that ho is noW
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naintaining, for the bestowal of Home Rule upon Ireland

-it is the refusal to adopt the sensible proposal of
my hon. friend beside me, that that resolution should
be sent to Mr. Gladstone. What position shall we be in
-what attitude shall we assume-if it turne out that we are
bo id enough to pas a resolution here, but are not bold
enough to send it where alone it would be of use-
that we have dared to put it on our journals, but do
not dare to communicate it to the Imperial House ?
For my own part, 1 say that we, as British subjects, have
got a good right to advise the Empire on all points of
Irrperial policy snob as this. There are greater issues
contained in this question than the more question of Home
Rule for Ireland. From this will spring other results. I
believe that one result which will spring from this will be
that in substance, within a few years, the English people
will have to adopt a system somewhat similar to that which
we have here ; because I believe that this doctrine of Home
Rule cannot be applied to Ireland alone, that, in all human
probability, there is comprised in it a Federate Parliament
for the British Isles, and probably for the British Empire.
Ii may be something more than that; it may be an alliance,
if not a federation, of the whole British race, and it is be-
cause 1 believe the interest of the whole British Empire and
British race depends to a large extent of doing away with
these just causes of complaint which the Irish people have
long had, that I am prepared to support my hon. friend's
motion. But in any case, let us not commit the miserable
absurdity of putting a resolution on our journals and yet
not daring to communicate it to the Imperial Government

Mr. MoNEILL. There is no questionof daring in the
matter.

Mr. BURNS. No doubt, in a very few minutes, the
action this House bas taken will be cabled across the
Atlantic, and not only Mr. Gladstone but everybody else in
the Britih Islands will be aware of the action we have
taken. I am in sympatby with the amendment of the hon.
member for Middlesex, and I will support it. My reason is
that the position of affairs to-day, as regards Ireland, is due
to the action of Mr. Parnell as much as to the action of Mr.
Gladstone. Year after year the Irish people, under varions
leaders, struggled to obtain something like independence,
and of late years Mr. Parnell las led thom to what may be
called victory. In 1882, when this Parliament passed reso-
lutions and sent thom to Mr. Gladstone, we know what
action Mr. Gladstone and bis Government took. At that
time, he and his associates with him were not disposed to
listen to the advice offered them by Canada, but now, when
Mr. Gladstone is brought face to face with the difficulty,
when ho finds that Ireland bas returned an almost unani-
mous representation on the principle of Home Rule, ho, in
oider to strengthen his bands, seeks the advice and sym-
pathy of those whose sympathy and advice he repelled in
times gone-bye. To Mr. Parnell is due more than to Mr.
Giadstone the prosent position of affairs, and therefore i
wili vote for the amondment.

Mr. OURRAN. I have great pleasure in supporting the
amendment of my hon. friend from Middlesex. I hear, on
the other side of the House, a great many jeering remarks,
but I want to say that, for my part, I look upon the sturdy
perseverance with which Mr. Parnellb as conducted his
campaign, as being the cause of bringing Mr. Gladstone to
the position ho occupies, and if we are to give cheers, let us
cheer the people who have done the fighting.

Mr. MITCHELL. I feel it is necessary to state the
reason why 1 am going to support the amendment. I wilI
support it, not because I think it is the best thing to be
done in order to secure what the statesmen of England and
Ireland are trying to secure for Ireland, but because it
it the only thing open for us to do, after we have passed

the resolution. This amendment is not in accordance with
the dignity of the House, after having given expression to
the opinions we have expressed, as to what the feelings and
sentiments of this Parliament are upun the great question
whicb is agitating our friends on the other side, but as this
House, under the leadership of the riglit hon. gentleman, has
chosen to reftse to send the resolution to Mr. Gladstone and
to refuse to send the address to Her Majosty, as, while
endorsing the sentiment ho refuses to countenance its trans.
mission, the proposition to send the resolution of the House
to Mr. Parnell will receive my support. 1 have great satis.
faction in endorsing what bas been said about Mr. Parnell.
Ne deserves every credit from his co-nationalists. By his
perseverance, resolution and determination, he has done
more than ordinary mon could do, and I am pleased to be
able to speak of him as I have, but to eond the resolution
to him alone, and not to Mr. Gladstone, is not in accordance
with what I believe to ho the true dignity of Parliament
and the position of Canada.

Mr. COSTIGAN. I have always objected to giving too
much prominence to this question as a political question,
either on this or the other side of the Atlantic. Hon. gen-
tlemen have attacked and ridiculed me for presuming to
send a cablegram to Mr. Parnell, and questioned my right
to do so; they have questioned the importance of such a
message coming from me on behalf of the Irish representa-
tives of this House. I say this, that I objected to the address
for the reasons I gave. I still hold that the Irish people at
home and bore are in doubt as to wbether Mr. Parnell will
approve of the measure before Parliament, as we may learn,
in 10 or 15 days, that the measure proposed by Mr. Glad-
stone will be pronounced unsuitable for the Irish people by
the men who have been fighting the battle from the ifirst. In
that case what position would we be in ? I do not presume
to go in advance of Mr. Parnell, but I am willing this House
should convey, in the speediest manner possible, to Mr.
Gladstone, to the leader of the Opposition, and to Mr. Parnell
the hero of the strugglo, the message stating what has
taken place.

Mr. MoNEILL. I cannot support the amendment to
send this resolution, the expression of this House in favor
of some measure of Home Raie, to the gentleman who said
that ho never would have taken off bis coat to go to this
work had ho not expected by so doing to sever the last link
between Ireland and England. So far as the other pro-
position is concerned, since Mr. Gladstone bas told us in the
most explicit manner to mind our own business, I will not
support the proposal now made to send a resolution of
sympathy to him when ho feels himseolf in some diffieulty.

Mr. WHITE (Hastings). By the action of the House
to-night-

Some hon. MEMBERS. Question.

Mr. WHITE (Hastings). I have kept very quiet and
have interfered with no one, and I am only going to speak
for a few moment. It looks, by the action of the House
to-night, as if the peope of Canada were unanimously in
favor of Home Rule. I say it is not so. I say there are a
large number of people in Canada who are not in favor of
Home Rule. A large number of the Irish people are not
favorable to Home Rule. Nany gentleman have said to-
night that they come from Ireland; well, I think I know a
little about Ireland, and I contend that the people of Ire-
land, as they are governed to-day, will be more contented
than they will after they get Home Rule, if they do get it.
I am opposed to this House interfering directly or indirectly
with the British people. Let them pass their own laws
without any interforence from ns. I am opposed to every
motion made, and shall vote against every motion made,
no matter from whioh aide of theI House it comes.
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Ur. CASEY. 1 think the remarks of the leader of the

House on this proposi-ion were particularly unfortunate.
They will be regarded by everybody in this country as
indicating that the hon. gentleman preferred te risk the
utility of the resolution which we are about te pass, to risk
Its having no effect at al] rather than to appear to add any.
thing to the strength of a party leader who is opposed to him
in politics. Everyone will believe, Irish people and those of
al other nationalities, that the hon. gentleman's opposition
te the amendment is dictated by a petty jealousy of the
party leader in England. The motion of the hon. member
for North Middlesex (Mr. Coughlin) is objectionable for
the reason stated by my hon. friend the leader. If you are
going to send it te anybody, yon muet send it to the person
who has control of the Government. Yeu muet send it to
headquarters. If you do net send it te the Queen direct,
you muet send it te the leader of the Government. I should
be very happy to see it sent to Mr. Parnell also, as sug-
gested by my leader. I agree with the eulogies which
have been passed upon Mr. Parnell, as a statesman and as a
manager of hie party. I am willing that he should have
the compliment paid him, and should be willing, as my
leader said, to have hie name added; and I should not have
any great objection te the suggestion of the Minister of
Inland Revenue that it should be sent to all three represen-
tatives of parties in the English House of Commons.

Some hon. MEMBERS. No.
Mr. CASEY. Excuse me, 1 lead nobody and these are

my personal opinions. I have no objection to its being sent
te the leader of the Opposition as well as te the other two,
but I wish to urge upon the hon. member for North Mid-
diesex to consider the position in which he is placing his
friendsuand the friends of Home Rule by proposing to strike
out the name of Mr. Gladstone. Surely, if Mr. Parnell
deserves te have it sent to him, and it can only be a com-
pliment in his case, because he is not the leader of a Gov-
ernment or even a member of a Government. The leader of
the Government of England, who is sacrificing se much and
risking se much te carry out the views of Mr. Parnell,
deserves to have it sent to him also. Surely my lon. friend
does net wish to do this of his own desire. Surely it muet
have been put in hie hande by somebody.

Mr. COUG RLIN. No, it was not.
Mr. CASEY. I accept the hon. gentleman's denial. Surely

then he will accept the suggestion of hie friend and leader
the Minister of Inland Revenue, and will accept at all
events his proposition or something else rather than the
bald proposai te strike out the name of Gladstone and put
in the name of Parnell. He will see, when he thinks it
over, that he is putting himself and his friends and the cause
of Home Rule in a very peculiar position.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. I do net intend te notice
the speech of the hon. gentleman from South Huron (Sir
Richard Cartwright), or his remarks respecting myseif. I
have heard a good deal from him before, and have treated it
in the same way as I do now, with contemptuous silence
The reason why I shortly objeoted to seuding the resolution
to Mr. Gladstone was that the whole of these resolutions,
not only the reFolution which was oarried, but the original
resolution moved by the hon. gentleman opposite, the
amendment of my hon. friend, and the amendment te the
amendment, will be sent by cable to England and known
everywhere in England, by Mr. Gladstone, by Mr. Parnell,
and by the leaders of the Opposition in both Houses, te-
morrow. Therefore it would avoid the appearance of in
fact sending an address te Mr. Gladstone iustead of te Her
Majesty. The information will go te England, it will have
itseffeet in England complotely and fully, and it will not have
ita full effict unless all the resolutions voted this evening
should be sent at the saine time. I have no objection that

Mr. WaIm,(11astings).

a resolution should be adopted and added that this resolu.
tion and the other resolutions on the same question voted
upon shall b transmitted to the three gentlemen mentioned
by my hon. friend,

Mr. BLAKE. That is not in orderd

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. Not just now.

Mr. SPEAKER. The question is on the amendmenl of
Mr. Coughlin.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. Lest,
Mr. BLAKE. Yeas and nay&
Mr. COUGHLIN. I will withdraw it,
Some hon. M EMBERS. You cannot withdraw it
House divided on amendment of -Mr. Ooughlin:

Barnard,
Burns,
Oamxeron (neiu)
Coughlin,
Ourran,
Fortin,
Gire"ard,
Grandbolu,

Xessieurs
Guilbault,
Hackett,
Burteau,

Jenkins,
Macdonald (King's),
Mackintosh,
McGreevy,

Montplu9mlr
Patterson (Essex),
Royal,
Thakespeare,
Tassé.--32.

NATs :

Messieurs
Allen, Perguson (Welland), O'Brien,
Allison, Fisher, Orton,
Armstrong, Porbes, Ouimet,
Auger, Foster, Paint,
Bain (Wentworth), Gigault, Paterson (Brant),
Baker (IMissisquoi), Gillmor, Platt,
Baker (Victoria), Glen, Pruya,
Rarker, Gordon,
Beaty, GuayBe
Béchard, Guillet, Rinfret,
Bell, Gunn, Riopel
Benoit, Haggart, Roberson (HamiltoU),1
Bergeronal, Robertson (Hastings),
Bernier, Harley, ykert,
Blake, Hay, Scet,
Blondeau, Besson, Beriver,
Bourassa, Hickey, Small,
Bourbeau, Hilliard, Somerville (Brant),
Bowell, Holton, Somerville (Brace),
Bryson, Homer, Springer,
Burnham, uInnes, proule,
Burpee, Irvine, Stairs,
Oameron (Huron), Jackson, Sutherland (Oxford),
(ameron (Middlesex), Jamieson, Tasehereau,
Cameron (Victoria), Kaulbaeh, Taylor,
Campbell (Renfrew), Kilvert, Temple,
Campbell (Victoria), King, Thompson,
Carling, Kirk, Townshend,
0Caron (sir Adolphe), Kranu, Trow,
Oartwright(SirRichard>Landerkin Tupper,
Casey, Landry (Ïont), Tyrwhitt,
Caigrain, Landry (Montmagny), Vail>

'imon, Langevin (Sir Hector), Val,
0ochrane, Macdonald (Sir John), Vanasse,
Cook, Macmaster, Wallace (Albert),
Costigan, Macmillan (Kiddleex), Wallaee (York),
Outhbert, McMillan (Vaudreuil), Ward,
Daly, McCallum, Watson,
Davies, McOarthy, Weldon
Dawson, MoDougalI (C. Breton),White (Cardwell),
Dickinson, MeIntyre, White (asting),
Dodd, McLelan, White (Renfrew),
Dundas, McMullen, Wigle,
Dupont, McNeill, Wilson,
Everett, Mill Wood (Brockville)
Pairbank, Mofat Wood (Wesmoand),
Farrow, Muloc, Yeo.-14.
Ferguson(Leeds&Gren)

Amendment negatived.
Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. I mentioned a little while

ego that I would propose certain amendments, but it han
been sugge.ted to me, in order to avoid the appearance of
partisanship, that I had botter sabstitute the following
motion; I therefore beg leave to move:
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That all the words after the word "following" be struck out, and

the following be inserted : And thata eopy of this resolution be. tran.
mited by the Speaker to the Speaker of th ouse of Commons in Eng.
laid.

Mr. BLAKE. This is another way of making the House
speak with a dumb voice. This question arose with refer.
once to the proper form of action in another assembly, an
enquiry was made, and the result of the enquiry was that
the Speaker of the House of Commons, in England, was
deemed to have no authority to communicate to the House
resolutions so transmritted to him. You, Sir, in the Chair, I
think, will confirm that statement, so that if my motion is
amended, as the hon. gentleman proposes, ho will have
accomplished his object. is object is to get rid of any
communication across the water. He so stated. He said:
We don't want to communicate. He then suggested that
we should communicate to the Marquis of Salhsbury the
defeated motion, after he had found difficulty in the first
place. Now he proposes we should communicate it to the
person who will have no authority to communicate it to the

ouse of Commons of Bngland at all. It is an ingenious
device to accomplish the objecta of nullifying, as far as
possible, the feeble effects of the resolution. I hope the
House will not adopt that device, and I ask you to say
whether I am not correct in that statement.

Mr. SPEAKER. The Speaker has no power or authority
to communicate it to the House. A communication like
this was sent to me from the British Çolumbia Legislature,
and I simply sent it to the Prime Minister as a private
communication.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. I have no doubt that the
Speaker of the House of Commons in England will take the
same course you did. Hie will take steps to give it full
publicity in England.

Mr. BLAKE. Why should he not send it to Mr. Glad-
stone directly.

Mr. MIT<IHELL. 1t looks very much like an attempt
to burk the expression of opinion in this House. It is not onry
likely to result in the failure of the object of this discussion
but it will bring discredit and disgrace upon the Parliament
of Canada.

Mr. CURRAN. I have no desire that the expression of
opinion by this House should remain, even by implication,
a dead letter. We know very well that the proccedings Of
this flouse will be telegraphed immediately to England,
and if communicating it to the Speaker woud be the best
means of making it known, I would be in favor of doing so.
In accordance with the expressed desire of all the organs
who have spoken on the subject of Home Rule, if the leader
of the Opposition had broughit a direct motion in favor of
Mr. Gladstone's position in the first instance, I should have
supported it.

Mr. COSTIGAN. I wish there may be no misunder-
standing about this. I stated, before the hon. gentleman
noved to add some words to the resolution, tat I was
willing that we should take such steps as would secure the
intelligence of the action of this House being placcd before
the persons most interested. The hon. gentleman moved
that it be sent to Mr. Gladstone, sud, my bon. friend from
Middlesex (Mr. Coughlin) was anxions that Mr. Parnell
should also be communicated with. I stated thon that I
thought we might solve the difficulty by communicating
it to the three leaders in the House of Commons, s-o that
there may not be any party significance given to it, and I
state now that if the channel which the right bon. gentle-
man has indicated, that is the Speaker of the House of Com-
mons, is one that will, without doubt, answer the purpose,
I an willing to aocept it. But yon, Mr. Speaker, indicate
that there is a doubt, and that it might notreach the louse
of Commons through the Speaker. I do not want any doubt
about it,

Mr. BLAKE. Hear, hear.

Mr. COSTIGAN. No, the on. gentleman need not say
"hear, hear." The House of Commons having pronounced
upon this question, there ought te ho no bickering about the
final ste p to b. taken now. I am willing to adopt any
reasonable mode by which we eau place this resolution
before the people and Parliament of Great Britain, so that
Mr. Gladstone shall have an opportun ity of knowing what
we have done, and that the leader of the English Oppoition
may alseo know, as well as Mr. Parnell. Mr. Speaker bas
questioned the competence of the House of Commons in
England to communicate any message except through this
House.

Mr. BLAKE. Thon you had botter persuade your leader
to withdraw the motion,

Mr. THOMPSON. It seems to me the uneasiness mani.
fested as to this resolution being known by those interested
in this question is altogether misplaced. The House
knows from the passage I read in the English Hansard
this evening that on lat May, 1882, before any official com.
munication had reached Mr. Gladstone or the Colonial
Offce in London the proceedinge of this House had not
only appeared in the London Times but had been read in
Mr. Gladstone's presence in the House of Commons. I
undortake to say that before the news can be officially
communicated by the officers of this House the proceedings
of this afternoon will not only be published in Lndon, but
will be known to every member of the House of Commons,
and therefore, the question of how wo shall officially com.
municate is not one of essential impoitance.

Mr. MILLS. The hon. gentleman like other hon. gentlo.
men opposite this evening has declared that we do not
want to communicate this resolution to anyone.

Some hon. MEMBERS. No.
Mr. MILLS. The hon. gentlemen and also the Firet

Minister have declared that on account of the despatch of
Earl Kimberley it would b. bencath the dignity of this
louse to communicate with Her Majnsty. The bon. gen.
tieman is afraid of sacrificing the dignity of Parliament by
communicating anything to the Queen, and so when it was
proposed to communicate the resolution to the Pi ime Minis.
ter of England, the Prime Minister of this country said we
will not communicate the resolution to the Prim3 M inister,
and ho proposes to communicate it, to whom ? To the
Speaker, who cannot make known the communication offi.
cially to anyone. Hon. gentlemen object to communicato
with the Prime Minister because it is beneath the dignity of
this louse to communicate with him. That is th only
reason given. While hon. gentlemen opposite refuse to
have a communication sent direct to the Prime Minister
they wish toe save our dignity by having the Speaker of the
Britib fHouse of Commons, after receiving the communica-
tion, communicate it to the Prime Minibter, if ho chooses.
Of course, the hon, gentleman is proceeding on the assump-
tion that ho will choose to do so. That is the way the hon.
gentleman proposes toect out of the difficulty, and I am
sure the hon. gentleman s followers muet be very highly
pleased indeed with the demonstration made on this ques-
tion this eveuing.

Mr. CAMERON (Victoria). It seems to me that this
matter is really becoming a burlesque. Perhaps some hon.
gentlemen wish to make it suoh, but I desire if possible to
bring tho flouse back to a sense of its own dignity. It seems
to me it is entirely inconsistent with the dignity of this
flouse that it should condescend to send any resolution it
may pass to any individual or in any other way than by the
usual and constitutional usage. It in entirely inconsistent
with the dignity of the Houe that we should pas a reso.
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lItion and add a rider that it should be sent to Tom, Dick
or Harry.

Mr. BLAKE. His name is William Ewart.
Mr. CAMERON (Victoria). Whother it is to Mr. Glad-

stone or Mr. Parnell or anybody else, so far as this Parlia-
ment are concerned they are Tom, Dick and Harry. We
are degrading ourselves and losing sight of our dignity by
sending the resolution to anyone or communicating any-
thing except in a proper and constitutional manner. I trust
any resolution communicating what we have done to-day
will not be sent to anyone.

Mr. BLAKE. Let us expunge the resolution then.
Mr. CAMERON (Victoria). For ail practical purposes

I think the resolution might he expunged. In othei words,
the whole thing is buncomb. I think the leader of the
Opposition in moving the resolution moved it as a buncomb
resolution for the purpose of catching or strengtheuing his
hold on the Irish Catholic people of Ontario, and the wbole
discussion from beginning to end has been conducted with
that view, possibly by boti sides of the House. I have no
hesitation in saying so. It is ail buncomb.

Mr. SPEAKER. I do not think it is an order for an
hon. member to refer to a resolution of the House in that
way.

Mr. CAMERON (Vieoria). I did not understand the
resolution was yet passed.

Mr. SPEAKER. Yes.
Mr. BLAKE. I think the hon. gentleman voted for it.
Mr. CAMERON (Victoria). If it is unparliamentary to

declare that what the House bas done is buncomb, I with-
draw the expression. I have no desire to offend against
the rules of the flouse even by telling what every hon.
member knows is the solemn truth. We know the dis.
cussion is conducted with this point in view, and that the
leader of the Opposition who bas expressed strong sym-
pathy with his follow Irishmen on moving this motion had
an ulterior object in view.

Some hon. MEMBERS. Order, order.
Mr. CAMERON (Victoria). I have not finished my

sentence. I was going on to say that the hon. gentleman
had an ulterior object in view of increasing that popularity
in which the Irishmen of the country esteem him. I think
that is parliamentary. I have no hesitation in saying that
I believe the principal reason why my friend brought for-
ward this motion and raised the discussion to-night has
been a desire and expectation that the Irish Catholie vote
will be influenced by this discussion.

Mr. MITCHELL. You said that before.
Mr. CAME RON (Victoria). The hon. gentleman saya I

said that before. I think the hon. gentleman's observation
and his votes too have been very largely influenced by the
fact that there is a large Irish element in his constituency.

Mr. SPEAKER. Order.
Mr. CAM ERON (Victoria). To eome back in ail sori-

ousness as to the right or propriety of transntiing the
proceedings of this louse to any other than a duly consti-
tuted assembly, or to Rer Majesty, and that we should con-
descend to send therm to individualp, even if they happened
to be the leader of the British Government, or the leader of
the Irish party.

Mr. MITCHELL. Half a loaf is botter than no bread.
Mr. CAMERON (Victoria). The public effeot of the

announcement, if it is doeserving of any, will be given for.
what it is worth, and I think it is botter to let the matter
ret, othere. (

Mr, QMAao Tetra8

Sir JOHN A. MACDONAL4D. After your strong ex.
pression of opinion, Sir, I will withdraw my amendment.

Amendment to the amendment withdrawn.

Mr. MILLS. I beg leave te move in amendment te the
amendment te add the name of Charles Stuart Parnell, R.P.

Mr. TROMPSON. I would suggest, inasmuch as hon.
gentlemen opposite have net been willing to accede te the
proposition e the Minister of Inland Revenue that the reso-
lution should be communicated to the leaders of the various
parties in the louse.

Some hon. MENIBERS. Oh, Oh.
Mr. TIHO XIPSON. I say that hon.gentlemen have mani-

fosted an un willingness te do that, and there is no use in
hon. gentlemen signifying their dissent. I will suggest as
a motion, I will move in the event of this not being earried,
that the resolutions be communicated to the Colonial Sec-
retary.

Mr. BLAKE. After that statement, and the reason for
it, I will state why I could net give my assent to this reso-
lution being sent by the Parliament of Canada te the
Marquis of Salisbury. The reason is that the Marquis of
Salisbury is himeolf a bitter opponent of Home Rule in
Parliament.

Mr. THOMPSON. He is leader of the Opposition.

Mr. BLAKE. Net in the flouse of Commons, and I
suppose the leader of the Opposition in the House of Com.
mons entertains the view of the leader of the Opposition in
the House of Lords. On the 15th of April the Marquis of
Salisbury expressed his views on this question, and he said:

"I ome Rule, which a year ago was a chimera, has suddenly become
a burning question. It needs no apology from us if, in presence of so
great a calamity threatening our nation, we put aside ail minor differ-
ences and join hands to defend that which is equally precious to us ail."

A little later he said:
" Now this is, [ hope, the commencement of a great many meetings

which will take place in various parts of England. I hope, in the first
instance, that these meetings will rouse up the people to study and
appreciate the terrible gravity of the problem placed before them, and
to resist this tremendous change in the constitution of their country.
But I hope that such meetiaga will rouse them to do something."

Mr. WHITE (Hastings), Hear, hear.
Mr. BLAKE. That is the view of the hon. member for

Hastings.
Mr. WHITE (bastings). Yes.
Mr. BLAKE. And that is the reason he would like to

have the resolution sent to the Marquis of Salisbury and
Sir Michael Hicks-Beach. The Marquis et Salisbury said
further:

" My belief is that the future Government of Ireland does not involve
any such unmanageable difficulty, for the people of this country will be
true to the Empire to which they belong. (oud cheers.) We want a
wise, firm, continuous administration Of the law. (Cheers.) But you
muet support it, or it will not take place. We want a steady policy-that
no considerations of weariness or difficulty at Westminster, that no con-
siderations attaching to the maniold ties of party government under
which we live, shall drive aside from its strong course the policy upon
which the people of England have decided. It ie not enough for them
to decide it. They must watch over it when it i3 decided ; they must, by
their constant and steady support, by the overwhelming force of their
will, sweep away this body of resistance which has hitherto, at West-
minster, prevented anything like a steady, or constant, or wholesome

plicy for Ireland (cheers); for this matter, believe me, does not concern
Ireland alone. There is a great responsibility upon you, and it will be a
terrible thing if, through your weaknes, the Irish people are abandoned
to the anarchy under which assuredly they will fait. But there ie some-
thing more which you, as owners of a vast Empire extending to the ends
of the earth, muet consider before you take this fatal step downwards to
which your rulers are inviting you now. There hae been a grea contest
between England and the discontented portions of the Irish people.

. It is a contest that has lasted through many generations pas, tthrough
many vicisuitude, and now yon are asked to aubmit to a measure which ia
plaoed before you, and to end the contest by a complete and ignominio us
surrender,"
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Again he said:
i Your courue la watched all over the world; if you consent to this

great capitulation; if you mark it with these last signs of disgrace, that
you abandoned those whom you induced to fight tor you; if, like the
Russian traveller,yon lighten your sledge for your own flight by throwing
out your defenders to the wolves, believe me that it will not b. a mere
sentunental punishment that you will suffer. Your enemies in every part
of the world will be looking on what you do with exultation. Your
friends, your supporters, your partisans will view it with shame, with
contusion and with dismay, in every quarter of the globe."

And the Minister ofInland Revenue proposes that we should
send the resolutions to the Marquis of Salisbury.

Mr. FOSTER. The hon. gentleman who has just sat
down has given the very strongest possible reason why,
from his standpoint, this resolution should be sent to the
gentleman he mentioned. If in 1882 it was necessary to
send the resolution to a Parliament which was hostile to
Home Rule, in order to persuade those who are not so for-
ward then, as they are now, it is from the hon. gentleman's
own standpoint doubly necessary to express the opinion of
this Parliament to the very able and very influential gentle.
man who does not happen to be so far forward as the leader
of the Opposition in his Home Rule principles.

Mr. THOMPSON. Lest it should be supposed that I was
proposing by what I said that I would move hereafter that
the resolution should be sent to the three leaders, I wish to
say that my statement was that if the amendment should
not be adopted my motion will be to transmit the resolu-
tions to the Secretary of State for the Colonies.

Mr. COSTIGAN. One remark in reply to the hon. leader
of the Opposition. With regard to the Marquis of Salisbury
ho says that because that gentleman has expressed strong
opinions against Home Rule we should not communicate the
resolution to him, as it would only strengthen the handi of
those who are opposed to Home Rule. I say that we should
send the motion to the leader of the Opposition, because I
think we should send it to enemies as well as to the friends
of Home Rule. I voted against the motion to exclude Mr.
Gladstone's name and substitute Mr. Parnell's alone, in the
expectation of having an opportunity of having Mr.
Parnell's name added to Mr. Gladstone's.

Mr. MoCARTHY. I am opposed to sending any address
to Mr. Parnell, and I shall vote against it no matter in what
shape or form it may come up. i think I can give a very
good reason for so doing by reading an extract from Mr.
Gladstone's opinion about Mr. Parnell and his dealings with
the Home Rule question given not long since. He said:

" Mr. Parnell has never uttered one word of disapproval or misgiving
about the assassination literature of America, maintained by a knot of
Irishmen who are not ashamed to point out how the ships of Her
Majeety'e navy ought to be blown into the air, and how gentlemen that
they are pleased to select ought to be made the object of the knife of the
assassin. Yon know that there have been some attempte of that kind
made in this country. You have heard of the explosion of dynamite in
balford. Mr. Parnell said that occurrence appeared to him to bear the
character of a practical joke."

I certainly shall not, sitting here in my place in this Par-
liament, vote to send a resolution to Mr. Parnell, who has
thus been characterised, and I believe truly characterised,
by Mr. Gladstone, for reasons now apparent to us alL I
would also refuse to send it to Mr. Gladstone for this rea-
son. I think our sending it to him would be, as the leader
of the Opposition desired by his resolution, an approval of
the measure submitted by Mr. Gladstone for the considera-

stion of the Imperial Parliament. While 1 am in favor of a
fair and reasonable scheme of Home Rule, which will secure
the rights of the minority as well as the majority of the
people of Ireland, I am not in favor, and I do not believe
the majority of the people of Canada are in favor, of hand-
ing the minority over to the majority, and bringing about
a worse state of things than existedbefore. I do not believe
Mir. Gladstone's Bill is one that will be accepted by the

144

people of Ireland. I believe it ls aocepted merely as a stop
in the direction of separation by the people who are madvo-
cating separation. I have good proof of that. I will read
an extract from T. P. O'Connor's letter to the London
Times, uin which he speaks in very distinct terms of the
measure Mr. Gladstone has preeented to Parliament. He
says:

" To tax Ireland for Imperial purposes and give Iruland no voice in
Imperial affaire "-

That is the proposition in Mr. Gladstone's measure.-
Mr. MITCHELL. That is changed.
Mr. MOCARTHY. Pardon me, it is not changed. The

only change is the dropping of the Land Bill, but this ias
not been changed, and there will not be any change in so
vital a principle of Mr. Gladstone's measure. -

" would be taxation without representation in a very aggravated
form, and would be calculated to make the Empire odious instead of
dear to the Irish people."

That is the measure now submitted, and that is the mea-
sure which Mr. Parnell has accepted as an instalment; but
[ think we all know that it i accepted with the view of
carrying out the scheme Mr. Parnellihas pursued for years,
and bas never attempted to deny, that is, the separation of
Ireland and the dismemberment of the Empire. For those
reasons I am opposed to sending this resolution to Mr.
Parnell, and I am also opposed to sending it to Mr. Glad.
stone. I am not willing to go further than the House has
gone in approving of a measure of Home Rule which is fair
to all classes.

Mr. CURRAN. I very much regret that the last
speaker should have read the statement made by Mr. Glad.
stone about Mr. Parnell. I am equally sorry that the hon.
leader of the Opposition should have given the effusion that
ho gave from another English stateman. I do not think
any great good can be done by the reading of these
extracts from speeches. I think anyone who has read
Irish history knows that there is scarcely a British states.
man who has not said things which, after consideration,
he will not sincerely regret. I have stated to-night that,
just as Mr. Gladstone has changed his opinion from what it
was when he put Mr. Parnell into prison, so I am satisfied
that with the progress of ideas, and the change that will
take place in the political atmosphere, we shall find the
gentleman who made the speech alluded to by the hon.
leader of the Opposition, changing his views and his polioy.
I believe, however, that we ought now really to try to get
a solution of this question, as bas been aptly said, to-night.
It is not merely to the friends of Home Rule that we wish
to communicate the views of the Parliament of Canada, but
we wish to lot every man whose opinion is worth influen-
cing, know exactly what the state of opinion in the Donin-
ion of Canada is. Therefore, I hope the hon. gentlemen
will accept the suggestion to add this other name, and that
this discussion will end by a unanimous vote on the subject.

House divided on amendment of Mr. Mills.

Yais;:
Messieurs

Allen, Dodd,
Amyot) Dupont,
Armstrong, Fairbank,
Bain (Wentworth), Fisher,
Béchard, Forbes,
Bergeron, Gigault,
Bla, Gilimor,
Bourasa, Girouard,
Bourbeau, Glen,
Burns, Guay,
Burpee, Guibault,

ameron (Huron), Gunn,
Oameron (Middlesex), Rackett,
Campbell (Renfrew, Earley,
Cartwright (Bir Rlo'd),Holton,
Caey, lurteau,

McGreevy,
McMun,
Massue,
Mille,
Mitchell,

Nulok
Paterson (Brant),
Patterson (insx),
Platt,
Ray,
Rifret,
Royal,
Momerville (Brant),
Somerville (Brue),
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casr lu,
00,0Cook,Oou ln,

Ourran,
Daly,
Davies,

Irvine,
Jackson,
King,

Kirk
Landerkin,
Macdonald (King's),

Springer,
Sutherland (Oxford),
Trow,
Vail,
Watson,
Weldon,
Wilson.-69.

NArs :

Messieurs
Allison, Grandbois, Pruyn,
Auger, Guillet, Reid,
BaerMissisquoi), Baggart, Riopel,
Baker Victoria), Hall Robertson (Hamilton),
Barker, Besson, Robertson (Hastings),
Barnard, Bickey, Rykert,

Hilliard, :Scott
Be Homer, Shakespeare,
Bon t, Jamieson, amall
BlondJenkins, proule,
Bowell, Kaulbach, Stairs,
Bryson, Kilvert, Tassé,
Burnham, Kinney, Taylor,
Cameron (Inverness), Kranz, Temple,
Cameron <Victoria), Landry (Kent), Thompson,
Campbell (Victoria), Landry (Moutmagny), Townshend,
Carlíng Langevin (Sir Hector), Tupper,
Caron (Sir Adolphe), Macdonald (Sir John), hitt,
Cimon, Mackintosh, vlin,
Cochrane, Maemaster, Vanase,
Otithbert, Macmillan (Middlesex),Wallace (Albert)
Dawson, Mo0arthy, Wallace (York),
Dickinson, McDougall (C. Breton),Ward,
Dundas, McLelan, White (Cardwell),
Bverett, McNeill, White (Hastings),
Ferguson(Leeds&Gren),0'Brien, White (Renfrew),
Ferguson (Welland), Orton, Wigle,
Poster, Ouimet, Wood (Brockville)
Gordon, Paint, Wool (West'land).-87.

Amendment negatived.
Mr. THOMPSON. I made a suggestion a few moments

ago as to a channel through which I thought this reso-
lation might be communicated without any objection and
without any loss of dignity. Since thon it has been sug.
gested that it would be desirable to have a more immediate
and public communication on the matter. I therefore beg
to move in amendment to substitute these words:

That the resolution be transmitted forthwith by the Speaker to the
Eigh Commissioner for Canada "--

Some hon. MEMBERS. Hear, hear.
Mr. THOMPSON. I am very glad that my motion seems

to meet with very good humored approval by hon. members
on the other side of the House; but I am afraid if they
will aow me to finish reading it, that they will not be so
well pleased.

" for the information of the members of the House of Commons of
the United Kingdom.''1

Mr. COOK. For the information of the Minister of
Justice I would inform him that the ligh Commissioner is
the gentleman who has no confidence in the breed.

Mr. CASBY. The Minister of Justice says this is in
order to obtain more immediate transmission of the resolu-
tion to the parties whom it concerns. Instead of sending it
to the First Minister of Great Britain for the information of
the House of Commons, he wishes to send it to the High
Commissioner of Canada for the information of the
British House of Commons. Sir Charles Tupper la a very
great man, and in the estimation of the Minister of Justice
he s a peculiarly great man. The Minister of Justice owes
his position in the Cabinet and many other things to him,
but to ask us to believe that Sir Charles Tupper has greater
facilities for communicating ths resolution to the House Of
Commons than has the First Minister of England is an
absurdity. I believe the Minister of Justice claims to be
Irish to some extent. By proposing this motion, he ha.
ouiY shownhis capacity for oommitting a mostsupendous
Iri&libuIll

Ik, oUARNé

Mr. ORTON. I wish to lain why I have, upon every
occasion on which a vote has n taken in this Houa with
reference to communicating with Mr. Gladstone, oppôsed
the proposition. Itis because I feel that as C a " we
ought to uphold the dignity of the country, and I feel it is
wrong for the Parliament of Canada to communicate in
any way with Mr. Gladstone, who replied to ouri oo(nii
cation sent him in 1882 by a direct insult. Welid the
right to appeal to the Throne of Great Britain, but in con-
sequence of the advice of Mr. Glädstone, our aß$jea1 was
received with a reproof. I have great plø.sure in support.
ing the Minister of Justice, because it is a direct compliment
to our representative in Great Britain, and an assertion of
our own dignity.

Mr. BTLAIKE. The Minister of Justice in behalf of the
Government, which, a little while ago, declared, through the
mouth of the leader of the Government, that they were
opposed to any communication whatever, is now so anxious
there should be direct and immediate communication, that
he proposes to facilitate the immediate communication
which, at the beginning of the discussion, was thought
objectionable, by a process which rather seems to be based
on the belief in the old proverb that "the longest way
round is the shortest way home." The most prompt way
of communicating the resolution to the Enghsh Hlouse of
Commons would be to communicate it to the leader of that
House, but the hon. gentleman thinks he will get nearer and
quicker to the House by communicating to Sir Charles
Tupper who has not yet obtained a seat in that body, which
some newspapers declared h. was seeking. How thon is h.
going to communicate it to the members of the louse ? By
issuing circular letters, each containing a copy of the des-
patch, to the members, so that each member will find it in
his box at the post office? Is that the way each individual
member is to receive our communication from the High
Commissioner ? This is only another proof of the secret
feelings of hon, gentlemen opposite.

Mr. LANDERKIN. If this is to be cabled to the High
Commissioner, let it be made "colHect."

House divided on amendment of Mr. Thompson.
YBAS ;

Baker (issisquoi),
Barnard,
Beaty,
Benoit,
Blondeau,
Bo'well,
Bryson,
Burnham,
-Gameron (Inverness),
Campbell (Victoria),
Carling,
Caronbir Adolphe),
Gochrane,
Gostigan,
Outhbert,

Daly,
Dawson,
Dickinson,
Dunds,
Everett,
Ferguson (Welland),
Fortin,
Foster,
Gardon,
Grandbois,
Guinet,

Allen,
Amyot,
Armstrong,
Aug( r
Bain ('Wetworth>,
Bake <Victori),

Messieurs
Rackett, Paint,
IHag rt, Pa n,Besson, Pru 3 ?,
Rickey, Riopel,
Homer, Robertson (Hamilton),
Hurteau, Robertson (Hastings),
.Jamieson, Royal,
Kaulbach, Scott
Kilvert, Shakespeare,
Kinney, Small,
Krans, tis
Landry (Montsthgny), Tassé,
Langevin (Sir Hector), Taylor,
Macdonald (Kings), Temple,
Macdonald (Sir John), Thompson,
Raokintsh, Towàshend,
macmaster, Tupper,
Macmillan (Middlesex), Tyrwhitt,
McCarthy, Valin,
McDougalI (O. Breton),Vanase,
XoLelan, Wallace (Albert),
MoNeili, ward,*
Moffat, White (Cardwell),
Montplaisir, White (Renfrew),
O'Brien, Wigle,
Orlon, Woo I(Brockvine)-89
ouimet,

NAT£
Messieurs

Dodd, Neulleu,

PasrbaukMitchell,
FergatoLeensdGrn)MNloek

Porbes, Pattersm ( ),
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Barker,(I

Belil, Girouard,
Bar roniGlen,
Mare, Gua,

BouraiSa, Guil uit,
Burns, Gunn,
Burpee, Harley,
Cameron (Huron), Miird,
Cameron (MIddlese, Holton,
Campbell (Renfrew Innes,
Oartwright(Sr Rif d),Irvine,
Oasey, Jackson,
Casoer•n Jenkins,
ook King,

Coughlin, Landerkin,
Ourran, MoIntyre,
Davies,

House divided on the ma
amended:

Platt,
Ray
Rnefrt,

8l (rant),
Somerville ( c)
8 rinrr,

prue,
utrland (Oxford),

TroV,
Vail,
Walace (York),
Watson,
Weldon,
White (Hastinge),
Wilson
Wood (West'land).-70.

ain motion of Mr. Blake, au

YNS:

Messieurs

Allen, Fisher, Moffat,
Allison, Fortin, Montplaisir,
Amyot, Poster, Mulock,
Armstrong, Gi fuit, O'Brien,
Auger, oOrton,
Bain (Wentworth), Glen, Paint,
Baker, Missisquoi), Gordon, Patrrson (Brant),
Barker, Grandbois, Pat.erson (Essex),
Barnard, Guay, Platt,
Beaty, Guillet, Prayn,
Béchard, Gunn, Ra
Bell, Flackett, Rei ,
Benoit, Haggart, Rinfret,
Bergeron, Harley, Riopel,
Blake, Besson, Robertson (Hamilton),
Blondeau, HRickey, Robertson (Hastings),
Bourassa, Hilliard, Royal,
Bowell, Hélion, Scot,
Bryson, Homer, Shakespeare,
Burnham, lurteau, Smail,
Burns, Innes, Sommerville (Brant),
Burpee, Irvinc, Sommerville (Bruce),
Cameron (Huron), Jackson, Springer,
Oameron (Inverness), Jamieson, SprouIe,
Cameron (Middlesex), Jenkins, 8tairs,
Campbell (Renfrew), Kaulbach, Tassé,
Carling, Kilvert, Taylor,
Caron, (Sir Adolphe). King, Temple,
Cartwright(SirRichard)Kinney, Thompson,
Casey, Kirk, Townshend,
Casgrain, Kranz, Trow,
Cochrane, Landerkin Tupper,
Cook, Landry (Kent), Tyrwhitt,
Costigan, Landry (Montmagny), Vail,
Coughlin, Langevin (8ir Hector), Valin,
Curran, Macdonald (King's), Vanasse,
Cuthbert, Macdonald. (Sir John), Wallace(Albert),
Daly, Mackintosh, Wallace (York),
Davies, Macmaster, Ward,
Dawson, Macmillan (Middlesex), Wataon,
Dickinson, McCarthy, Weldon
Dodd, McDougall(Oap Breton)White (ardwell),
Dundas, McIntyre, White (Reunfrew),
Dupont, McLelau, Wigle,
Everett, McMllen, Wison,
Fairbank, McNeill, Wood (Brockville).-140
Ferguson (Welland), Mill,

Nmrs:

Messieurs

Baker (Victoria), Forbes
Perguson(LeedskGren)Mitcll,

Rykert,
Wbite (Bastings)-6.

Motion agreed to.

Mfr. MITCHELL. I think it is well now that we should
know what coure is to be taken by the High Commissioner
in London when he receives this document.

Mr. SPEAKER There is nothing before the Chair.
Sir HECTOR LANGEVfN moved the adjournment of

the House.

Mr. MITCHEL It is rather toc late to discuss the
subject now, but I think the Government oughb toive the

matter their serious attention, and direct theC ommissioner
how he will communicate it to the membars of Psliamnt.

Motion agreed to; and the House adjourned at 4:30 a.m.
(Priday).

HOUSE OF COMMONS.

FarDAY, tth May, 1886.

The SPEAKE took the Chair at Three o'olook.

PRAYrIn.

FRANCHISE ACT-FEES IN THE NORTH-WEST
TERRITORIES.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN moved that the House will,
on Tuesday next, resolve itself into Committee to take into
consideration the following resolution:-

That inaamuch as, in view of the extension of the eleotoral franchi,.
to the North-West Territories, and of the remoteness of certain portions
of the said Territories, it may appear that the allowances for feu. and
disbursements provided by section one hundred and twenty-ulx of "TIhe
Dominion Elections Act, 1874," will be inadequate or Insuffient for a
fair and just but economical remuneration for the services perfbrmed,
the Governor in Conneil may make a tarif of fee, costs and expenses,
based, as nearly au may be, on the tarif of fes, costs and expenses in thé
said section set forth, to be paid and allowed to Returning Offleers and
other persons employed at or with respect to elections under the Act
respecting the representatlon, in the Parliament of Canada of the
North-West Territories, and may, from time to time, revise and amend
such tariff ; and that a copy of every such tarif, and of every, amend-
ment thereof, shall be laid before the House of Common at the then
next Session thereof.

Motion agreed to.

QUESTION OF PRIVILEGE.

Mr. HAGGART. Before the Orders of the Day are called,
I wish to make a personal explanation. When the hon.
member for North Norfolk (Mr. Charlton) was moving bis
amendment the other evening, h.estated that I had been an
applicant for some coal lands in the North-West, and that I
had urged the granting of licenses to a friend of mine, Mr.
McLaren, of Perth, for some timber lands at Turtle Lake.
I denied the statement at that time, stating that I had not
been an applicant for any coal lands in the North.West, and
that I had not urged the granting of a license to f.
McLaren for timber lands at Turte Lake. Yesterdq,
when I wa neot in the House, the hon. gentleman rad a
letter from me to the Department applying for a coal land
license, and the answer of the Department to that letter. I
was astonished when I heard of the letter being read, and
went immediately to the Department for the purpose of se.
ing whether Ihad made an application or not. Wheniwent
down to the Department, I found that an application had
been made in my name for a mining location, being the
west half of section 16, township 3, range 9, west of the
second meridian. I have no knowledge or remembranoe
of ever having made the application. The application is
not in my handwriting, and I have no recollectaan, even to
the present time, of ever having made it. The hou. mem.
ber was perfectly jutified in making his remarks, stating
that an application had been made in my name. Beiére
the debate came on, I rend in the papersthat I was accused
of being an applicant for coal landi, and I asked the Minis-
ter of the Interior to enquire in his Department whether
the statement was true or not. I received the following
letter, which was from Mr. Burgess to Mr. White, and was
handed to me before the debate oommenced :-

"IDA Ua. Wma,-There ino application from ML art,and,
of course, no grant to him, nor ny appliction or granit s
Mr. Ragért acng foranyona, efo8M0 asee- -w ay othe ar
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That confirmed my memory of the transaction, and upon
this letter and my remembrance of the facts, I made the
contradiction to the statement of the hon. member for North
Norfolk the other evening. At the same time, from the
papers brought down ho was perfectly justified in making
the charge that ho did make, because it appears from them
that I had been an applicant for it. In reforence to the
other matter about Mi. McLaren, I asked Mr. White to get
the letter I sent to the Department with the application of
Messrs. McLaren and Sinclair for a timber license at
Turtle Lake. The only letter of application that 1 ever
sent to the Department, was this:

"IMarch 29th, 1884.
" DuE Bm,-Enclosed I send plan and description of limit applied

for by Peter McLaren and A. C. Sinclair, sometime ago.
"1Yours truly,

"Hon. Minister of the Interior." (Signed) "JOHN HÂGGÂRT.

Mr. WHITE (Cardwell). In justice to the hon, gentle-
man I desire to say that when the debate was going on he
came to me and asked if I knew anything about it. I said:
I have no recollection of it, but I will find out; and
from my place here I wrote over to Mr. Burgess, the
Deputy Minister, and received an answer which I handed to
the hon. member for South Lanark. I have since asked Mr.
Burgess how the mistake came to occur, and he sent me
Mr. Ryan's letter to him as follows:

" My DmAn SiR,-You instructed me to report to you whether or not
Mr. John Haggart, M.P., had made an application to this Department
on behalf of himseif or anyone else, for a coal mining location in Mani-
toba or the North-West Territories, and I reported to you that he had
not. I now find that what I stated to you was incorrect, as the records
of this Department show that on the 12th December, 1882, an application
was received here from Mr. Haggart for a coal mining location of 320
acres. This location, however, was uever granted to him, and no
farther correspondence than the application and acknowledgment
appeare in the records."

Mr. CAMERON (Huron). I may state that the name
of the hon. member for South Lanark (Mr. Haggart) ap-
pears in the printed returns, printed in the blue-books for
the last year, as being an applicant for, according to my
recollection, two different locations; and if hon. gentlemen
are misled, it is simply because a name appears in the blue-
book. My information was taken from the blue.book.

Mr. HAGGART. The hon. gentleman is making a state-
ment on a personal explanation of mine, with reference to
distinct charges made against me by Mr. Charlton. If he
has any charge to make against me this is the time. Ho
did not do it before. Lot him do it again, and I shall answer
him. If ho has a specific charge to make, lot him make it,
and if ho makes these charges that ho made up at Wing-
ham against me, I shall make such an explanation as that,
I think, hon. members would refuse to sit in the House
with him who makes charges so untruthful as these.

Mr. CAMERON (Huron). 1 made no charges in Wing-
ham or elsewhere that were not fortified by information
obtained from public sources. I made no charge againat
the hon. gentleman now. I said that his name appears
in the Sessional Papers for 1885 as an applicant, either once
or twice, for coal lands in the North-West Territory.

Mr. HAGGART. Let me give a distinct denial to that
statement. It may be that an application was made such
as I have explained just now, an application for coal lands.
But the gentleman made a statement in the country which
was entirely different from that, when ho said that I had
been granted coal lands of 320 acres.

Mr. CAMERON (Huron)- No.
Mr. HAGGART. That I was interestcd in contracts

from the Government in connection with the Canadian
Pacifie Bailway Oompany.

Mr. H&GGAR

Mr. CAMERON (Huron). I did not say so. Isay it
was reported.

Mr. HAGGART. All that I have to say is, that it is
cowardly.

Mr. CAMERON (Huron). Every word of it was true.

HALDIMAND-NEW WRIT.

Mr. LANDERKIN. On Wednesday I enquired of the
leader of the Government when a writ would be issued for
the county of Haldimand, and he replied that he would
let me know on Friday who the returning officer was, and
when the writ would be issued.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. Would the hon. gentleman
be kind enough to wait till the First Minister is in his seat?
ff ho will renew his question thon, I am sure ho will receive
an answer.

THE PUBLIC ACCOUNTS OOMMITTEE,

Mr. DAVIES. I desire to make a short statement across
the floor with reference to something that occurred to-day
at the meeting of the Public Accounts Committee. The
committee was to have met to take evidence from some
public officials who had been summoned with reference to
the Inch Arran Hotel, and I was to examine those wit-
nesses, but, unfortunately was not present, and some gentle-
men present expressed dissatisfaction. I wish to explain
how it was, This morning when the House adjourned a
little after five o'clock, 1 went across the Chamber and
spoke to the Finance Minister, and asked him if it was de.
sirable that the meeting should be held at half-past ten
to-day, and he said that as we would only have half an
hour, it was not desirable, and that I had botter inform the
chairman of the committee. I went through the corridors
everywhere in search of the chairman, but failed to find
him. Of course, after the late night's work it was impos-
sible for me to get there, and I am very sorry that I did
not find the chairman and acquaint him with the under-
standing 1 had with the Minister. I hope an arrangement
will be made that the committee may meet at an early day,
and that we may get through these examinations. They
will not be very long, such as they are. I am ready to go
on at the earliest moment.

THIRD READING.

Bill (No. 103) further to amend the Steamboat Inspection
Act, 1883.-(Mr. Foster.)

RELIEF OF THE TOWN OF COBOURG.

Mr. MoLELAN moved the second reading of Bill (No.
122) for the relief of the corporation of the town of
Cobourg.

Motion agreed to, and the ouse resolved itself into
Oommittee.

(In the Committee.)
Mr. VAIL. I would like to know the exact amount

given to the town of Cobourg.
Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. 325,000.
Mr. VAIL. I know the amount of $25,000 is there mon-

tioned, but this includes the interest, I see. I would like
to know what the whole saum amounts to, with the principal.

Mr. MoLELAN. The amounts are $25,000 and $19,295,
respectively. The interest was paid to date.

Bill reported.
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MANITOBA CLAIS SETTLEMENT.

Mr. McLELAN moved the second reading of Bill (No
123) to explain the Act 48 and 49 Vie., chap.~50, intituled.
"#An Act for the final settlement of the claims made by the
Province of Manitoba on the Dominion."

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. The hon. gentleman
was to have given the House some information as to the
exact position of the debt and the total amount payable t
Manitoba just now.

Mr. MoLELAN. The amount that was at the credit ol
Manitoba as a capital sum, provieus to the arrangement,
was $662,272, and of this the Government has drawn
$458,386. That is the amount to be chargeable against the
capital sum, as provided under this arrangement,

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. Do I understand that
the sum total remaining to the credit, so to speak, of the
Province of Manitoba, is a little under $200,000 ?

Mr. McLELAN. I thought the hon. gentleman asked a
Io how much they have drawn from their capital account,
That sum was $458,000. They had at their credit, before
this arrangement was made, $236,000. The hon. gentleman
understands that this takes the place of all previous arrange-
ments, so that under this there will be placed at the capital
account about $4,000,000, from which will be deducted
nmounts which we had advanced previously on capital
account and all sums for works of a local nature.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. Hlow much will there
be on capital account when this Bill becomes law ?

Mr. MOLFILAN. The balance on capital account at their
credit is 83,596,614, against which will b. chargeable any-
thing that may have been advanced to them that may be
considered of a strictly local character, this being charge-
able according to the terms of the arrangement. That
matter has not, however, yet been settled.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. Speaking generally,
about 83,500,000 are at their credit. What rate of interest
is payable under the present arrangement?

Mr. MoLELAN. Five per cent.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. They will get then for
future revenue $175,000 as intereet, and under the arrange-
ment so consummated last year, about how much is paid to
them ? What is their total revenue just now ?

Mr. MoLELAN I have not looked into that matter.
Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. I take it to be about

$400,000. But I should like to know exactly what it is,
because we have been altering these arrangements many
times, and it is impossible, without an authentic statement
from the Department, to know exactly where we stand.

Mr. MoLELAN. I will give such statement before the
third reading.

Mr. WATSON. Can the Minister give us an idea of the
quantity of public land to be transferred to Manitoba ?

Mr. Mr TTAN. There is no information I can furnish.

Sir RI HIARD CARTWRIGHT. That has reference to the
swamp lande which it is proposed to hand over to the Pro-
vince. Does the Minister recollect whether they are to be
handed over free, or whether thereis to be a nominal charge
made upon them ?

Mr. McLELAN. Nothing is mentioned as to whether
they are te be free or not. No mention is made of any
charge, it being simply stated that the swamp lands are to
be handed over.

Mgr. WATSON. I would suggesît t the Government
thatesome estimate of th. quantity of land to b. transfer.
red should b. made, and that au won sas possible. I sup.
pose the Local Legisiature Las te tae.a band lu lui deciding

6 what are ewamp lande. Il je a mistake that the ewamp
lande were net defined before the final arrangements were

i made. The inatter was disoussed at length laut year, and
e I Lad hoped, fromn what the Minister stated a few days &Zoo
Dthat Le weuld have been able te give the House soime ap>
preximate Idea of the quantity of lande that wilil e trans.

fferred te Manitoba under tLe terme of hast year. It seemarstrainge there sheuld have been ne understanding with the
Local Governmeut as te the quantity of land that weuld b.
transferred, or what lande would Le termed ewamp lande.

Mr. WHITE (Cardwell). The hon, gentleman la not
tquit.e ccurate in bis statement that ne understanding bas

been arrived at. When I was in Winnipeg lest yeai I Lad
an interview with members of the Local Government on
this subjeet, aud we agreed generally, eubject, of course, te
the deoision of the Governmeut, that wo are te tae.the
description of swamp lande as fixed by Act of the American

)Congresln similer oircumstancos. We agreed as te tLe
)tume et which surveyors ehould b. sent eut, and Iam now
cemmunicating with Mr. Norquay with regard te their being
sent eut in the spring, with e view of settling thbe whele

jquestion of the ewamp lande.
Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. The Minister states

that an agreement Las been made on the basis of giving iL.
Province of frianitoba what they oell ewamp lande in the
American border Statis. Whet je that ?

Mr. WHITE (Cerdwell). What 1 stated was tbat we
agreed generally that that would be a satisfactory arrange.
ment. I have sent a letter rociting the facto suddarn
expecting au answer daily. The plan they adepted in the
United States as frxed by Stetute, was, tbat where, fer in-
stance, a township or section was largely swamp land, as
determined by the survoyors appeiuted for that purpese,
the whole township or section shen Id ho considered as swamp
lands. Where, on the centrary, a emall proportion wauà
swamp, thon tho whole section vas conbidorcd as good land.

Mr. WATSON. I think the explenation of îLe bon.
Minister jesautisfectory, but it would bo iDteresting te the
Houe. if Lie would explein, at the third reading of the Bill,
wbat are te be termed svamp lande. lie viii probably
remember that last Session, altbough perhaps he did net
himself take an active pai t lu the debate, the Minister ef
Customs stated thet only lande which ver. continuallï
covered by water would ho so'considered, and that, 1 centen
wonld Le very unsaîisfactory te the people ef Manitoba.

Mr. WHITE (Cardwell). The bon. gentleman muet net
expect me te give a definite ansecr en the third reeding,
becanse both aides have net ebsolutely àgreed on the baiu
of what may be recemmended te Council, as the buseof au
Order lu Counoil, sud nasthe matter le now bLoe.the
Manitoba Goverument, until we gel an anever from them,
it je clear we.catnot communicate the information.

Mfr. BOWJILL. The hon. gentlemai'ai memory 'does
net serve Lim correctly as te what I stated lest year.
What I eaid-as Leoviilfind by rfer*ng te Ranard-
vas, that 1 vas uneble te give s distinct and poitive answer
as te the interpretation ef tLe tertuIl"ewemp' lande. A good
deal wu sasid about lande constautly oevered with water,
and those which voe overfiowed by the lake, but itvas
aIse seid that thai vas a matter whîcb would Le decided in
future betweeu the (.+vernment of Canada and tLe Gev.
erument ef Manitoba. 1 know îLe hou, gentleman iried to
g et me to e ne vhat vas really meent by ewamp lands,
but if Le remembers, hoe viii acknowledge that i toid hlm

I was totslly unable to say ai that tii. vhst would
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be considered swamp lands, but that my own impression
was that those lands which were termed swamp lands in
Ontario would be considered swamp lands in that country.

Motion agreed to; Bill read the second time, considered
in Committee and reported.

EXPERIMENTAL FARK STATIONS.

Mr. CARLING moved the second reading of Bill (No.
124) respecting experimental farm stations.

Motion agreed to; Bill read the second time, and the
HLouse resolved itself into committee.

(In the Committee.)
On section 1,
Mr. MILLS. I think the hon. gentleman should give us

some idea of the character of those institutions which he
proposes to establish-the extent of the farm, the kind of
operations carried on, the kind of buildings and thoir pro.
bable cost, and what the hon. gentleman expects to accom.
plish by them that is not at the present time accomplished
y the agricultural farms and colleges established under

Provincial authority.
Mr. CARLING. When the resolutions were introduced,

I stated that the intention of the Government was to estab-
lish a central stttion in the vicinity of the capital, with a
farm of 400 or 500 acres. This is to be an experimental
fim for lesting different kinds of seeds and cereals,
experimenting on stock, forestry, horticulture, etc., and the
result of those experiments will be distributed to the public
monthly, or oftener, by bulletins and through the press.
The Bill also provides for the establishment of stations,
one in the Lower Provinces, one in Manitoba, one in
the North.West Territories and one in British Columbia.
Teste will be made at these different stations and the results
will be forwarded to the central station, which will then
issue bulletins to the public, giving these results. The total
cost, as I stated in introdicirg the resolution, for all these
stations will be about $240,00. That is, the purchase of
land, the orection of building-, fencing, ard ail the othor
requirements of the farm. The annual cost, if ail these
places were established, would be 830,000 or 835,000.

Mr. MILLS. The hon. gentleman bas not given ail the
information we require. The practice of the United States,
I believe, is that the consuls scattered throughout the world
collect seeds and other materials and send them to the pro-
per officer at the capital, who distributes them among the
population, on condition that they will experiment with
them; the persona receiving them report to Washington
the results of their experiments, and upon those reports a
report is made up, showing in what State and in what kind
of soil and climate the experiment bas succecded, or whether
it ias failed. If we had consuls abroad to collect the cereals
of other countries, taobe sent here and distributed amongst
our population, to see how far they could be successfully
produced in this country, I could underatand that that
might be a benefit. But the hon. gentleman proposes, by
means of experimental farms established in different parts
of the country, to carry on these experiments under the
direct supervision of the Gover-nment I think the hon.
gentleman should have shown us that this officiai mode of
proceeding would be superior to the voluntary mode in
vogue for many year s in the United States. When the hon.
gentleman tells us that ho proposes ta establish an experi-
mental farm of500 acres in the vicinity of tho capital, heought
to give us more information than ho has given us on that au b-
ject. He tells us those farms will probably cost the coun-
try $240,000. How is that sum made up? How much is for
land ? What farms is he going ta purchase ? Of what nature
ad to what extent are the experiments to be carried on ?

K&. .BoWihn.

He spoke about forestry. What kind of trees is he going to
try to grow in this climate-fruit trees or forest trees?
We already know the kind of forest trçes that can ,be
grown in this climate-those that are indigenous tô the
climate. Does ho intend to introduce others ? Wbat kinds
of stock is ho going to select ? What knowledge does ho
propose to give the agricultural population that bas fnot
already been given by the Provincial farms and by private
enterprise ? If ho is not going to accomplish anything be.
yond what ias already been accomp>lished, the experiments
would be altogether unnecessary. It is therefore desirable to
know exactly the kind, the extent, and the cost of te
operations the hon. gentleman intends to engage in.
The hon. gentleman spoke about horticulture as well as
agriculture. low are the seeds to b ocollected, and from
what districts ? The hon. gentleman tells us ho has reached
a certain conclusion; it may be he is right, but we want
the data furnished us so that we may judge of the aceuracy
of that conclusion. The Blouse must assume the responsi.
bility of founding these experimental farms, which will be
a serious charge on the publie for all time to come. It is,
therefore, of no little importance that the hon. gentleman,
before entering on a policy which in a large degree point&
in the direction of a legislative union, should be able to give
the flouse the information I have suggested.

Mr. CARLING. Had the hon. gentleman taken the
trouble to read the report of the committee appointed in
1884, he would have obtained the information he now
desires. That committee made a very full investigation
into the working of agricultural colleges and schools of
farming generally, and they suggested that the Govern.
ment should take into favorable consideration the advisa-
bility of establishing a bureau of agriculture and an experi-
mental farm under the supervision of the Department of
Agriculture.

" CoNCLUsoN.
"Considering that the proper development of our agricultural

resources is indispensible to the upbuilding and maintenance of our
national wealth and prosperity, and that al progressive countries
are at present making strenuous efforts for the introduction of im:>roved
methoda of agriculture, your committee believe that no object is more
deserving of the active and generous support of the Federal Govera-
ment than that of fostering and promoting this great industry, and of
prompting, guiding and co-operating with ail local and provincial
institutions formed for the furtherance of this object. Your committee,
therefore, beg leave to esubmit the following-recommendations:-

" That the Government take into earnest and favorable consideration
the advisability of establishing a bureau of agriculture, and an experi-
mental farm in connection therewith

I That this bureau be formed in connection with, and under the
supervision of, the present Department of Agriculture.

" That the objects aimed at in the establishment of such bureau and
farm be as follows :-

"1. To conduct such experiments in the introduction and culture of
new varieties of seeds, plants, trees, etc., as will most efficiently aid in
the alvancement of Oanadian agriculture; te institute experiments
with regard te the comparative value of tertilizers, the proper testing
of seeds as te vitality and purity, and the healthy preservation and pro-
ductive conditions of plants and animals.

"2. To make careui investigation into the origin, distribution and
habits of Insecte injurions and beneficial, and the contagious and other
diseases to which animais and plants are subject, in order to arrive at
the best method of destroying and counteracting them.

43. To study the qusities of the various breeds of cattle and other
domestic animals, with the view of reporting on the beat means of im-
p'oving them ; of protecting them from parasites and1 epidemic disease,
of feeding them for the market, and on te treatmenî of milch cattle.

" 4- To initiate and carry out a convenient and comprehensive system
of gathericg the latest and most useful information, statistical and
otherwise.

"5 To publish and send te the press and thevarious agricultural and
horticultural societies of the Dominion, at diffarens period -of the ear
bulletins giving the resuits of trials made on the experimental un
and whatever other information the Bureau may consider useful, either
iu the provention of the ravages of insects and of contgious diseases
among animale, concerning improveil methoda of culture that have
stood test, or for the specia advancement of any line of agrcultural
parsuits.

"All of which is respectfully submitted, with the evidence here-with appended.
"G, A. GIGAULT. -Asimen.
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many persons that there is room for Improvement. Pro-
fessor Arnold and Mr. Lynch, two witnesses hoard by the
Select Committee on Agriculture, declared that Canada was
losing certainly annually $5,000,000 on account of the in-
ferior quality of lier butter. I am happy to say that the
report of this select committee was commented upon favor-
ably by Professor Fream in a lengthy article on Canadian
agriculture, which was published in the journal of the Royal
Agricultural Society of England. That profesor, who is
considered a good authority on agriculture, hopes that the
conclusions of this committee will be put into effect. Here
is what ho says in that article :

" That some generally applicable system of instruction in the theory
and practice of modem agriculture would exert a powerful influence for
the better is beyond doubt. That the Oanadian farmers recognise the
weakness of their position in this respect is sufficiently evidenced by
the tone of the replies obtained by the Seleet Oommittee on Agricul-
ture, the majority of which were in favor of the establishment of a
central bureau and of an agricultural experimental farm. &
It is much to be hoped that before long these suggestions will be
realised."

Speaking of the Canadian butter, the same writer says:
" The average price of butter in Canada may be put at 9d. per lb.,

but It varies froum 7d. or 8d. west of Toronto to ild. at the creameries.
Taking the average price of Danish butter on the Englieh market at 15d.
to 17d. per lb., it ia thought that the Canadian butter would not con-
mand so high a price as Danish, yet by improvements in manufacture
and in meana of transport the averageb.rice of the Canadian product
might be increased by at least 3d. perIL

Another writer gives also a fair illustration of what experi-
mental dairy stations will do bere in Canada. He speaks
of the influence exerted by the experimental dairy stations
in Denmark, and he says:

" Ta sum up, the results of agricultural education iu Denmark have
been something extraordinary. Twenty years ago the butter sold in the
market by the yeoman farmer was pronounced execrably bad;
at present Danish butter in its season has practically no rival on the
London market."

If we look at the cheese industry in Canada we find that in
1868 the exports of cheose from Ontario and Quebec, were
only $617,943; while in 1883 the same two Provinces
exported cheese for 88,177,757. Experienced farmers
declare that if there had been an experimental dairy station
under the control of the Government many years ago, that
industry would have made much more progress than it
has. In the United States the industry of wine making,
and the culture of oranges and grape vines, are due chiefly
to the action of experimental stations established in that
country. The director of the experimental station of Roe-
hampstead, in England, bas been knighted on account of the
great services he bas rendered to agriculture. It is said by
the hon. member for Bothwell (Kr. Mills) that the establish-
ment of these institutions should be left te the Provincial
Legislatures. The resources of our Provinces are very
limited, and many of them are not in a position te make
the necessary expenditure for such institutions. It
is the Federal Treasury which profits most by the
increase of the agricultural production. Whon that produc.
tion is considerable, when the farmers receive good prices,
the importé of manufactured goods increase, there is a
larger consumption of articles on which we receive Excise
daties, and the Canadian Treasury is always overflowing
with revenue accruing from Customs and Excise when the
farmers are in a prospering condition. So I believe that
it is chiefly the duty of the Federal Government to make
the necessary expenditures for the improvement of agri-
culture. For many years past we have made many efforts
to improve our manufacturing industries, but, notwithstand-
ing those praiseworthy efforts, our exports of manufactured
goods from 1868 to 1885 have increased only by $1,608,955.
We finda different result as to agricultural products. During
the same period the increase of exports in agricultural pro-
ducts has been more than $20,000,000. So we seo that agri-
oulture las always been, and will be for many yen, the

Mr. QxuIOu&:,

main industry in Canada, and the first one which should be
foetered and protected by our Government. It is always
interesting to read reports of directors of agrieultural insti-
tutions in other countries. In France, Professor Grandeau,
in a report of the experimental station which is under his
control, ascertains one of the benefits which can be derived
from such institutions. Speaking of the agricultural pro-
duction in France, he says that it could be increased at least
by 20 or 30 per cent. if the farmers of that country made a
good choice of seeds for the cultivation of cereals. At the
agricultural station under his control thirteen varieties of
wheat were sown on thirteen different parcels of land.
Each parcel was of the same quality, but no more fertilisers
were employed for one parcel than for another; yet we see
that the choice of seeds had a very large influence over
the production. One variety of wheat produced 18 hec-
tolitres per hectare, while another kind produced as much as
35 hectolitres per hectare. This is the best evidence that such
institutions produce good results, and I am sure that they
will help here, as in other countries, to increase our agri-
cultural productions and to improve the quality of our
agricultural produots. If these institutions are well man-
aged, the Minister of Agriculture will be entitled to the
congratulations, not only of the agricultural class, but also
of every class in our community, for the measure which he
has proposed, because on the prosperity of agriculture
depends our national prosperity.

Mr. BURPEE. I should like to obtain some information
from the Minister. I understand from the Bill there is to
be a central farm near the capital and four out-stations,
one to be in the Maritime Provinces, one in Manitoba, one
in British Columbia, and one in the North-West Territory;
the cost of the central farm to be about $120,000, and a
similar amount to be expended on the ont-stations com-
bined. At the central station there are to be experiments
in stock, butter and cheese, field crops, fruits, vegetables,
&c. Will all those experiments carried on at the central
station be conducted likewise at the out-stations ?

Mr. CARLING. No. At the central station arrange-
monts will be made to have different officers to make tests,
including chemical tests, and at the outlying stations there
will be practical experiments made in the management of
trees, the raising of fruit, cattle, &c. Arrangements will
be made with the Post Office Department that all packages
required to be tested from different sections of the country
shall be sent through the Post office free. The bulletins will
also be sent froc. It is not intended at the outlying stations
to make chemical tests as at the central station.

Mr. BURPEE. Is it intended to have farm stock and
make experiments with them at the out-stations?

Mr. CAR LING. It is not intended to have a stock farm,
but experiments on the feeding of stock, the best kind of
food and the breeds most suitable to the locality will be
made. We must have a certain number of head of stock,
but it is not intended to make it a stock-breeding farm.

Mr. BURPEE. We have already in New Brunswick an
experimental stock farm, and the Local Government have ex-
pended a considerable amount of money, over $5,000 a
year, on this farm, where they raise a good many cattle
and exporiment to some degree in regard to theifi. They
have four or five different breeds; they had last year
seventy-five acres of meadow land, and portions of land laid
down with oats, wheat and so forth. They make experi-
monts on those different subjects, but especially in
regard to stock. At Prince Edward Island there is
also an experimental stock farm, which has been
very successful. Whether the out-stations proposed
will come into competition with the experimental farm car-
ried on by the Local Government, is a question. I think it
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would be very much botter ifthe Local Government and the
Dominion Government would combine and establish one
good experimental farm. To have two small experimental
larms in one Province would not be of very much useful-
ness. And it would be a mistake to go on with the proposal
without having some arrangement with the Local Govern-
ment, which could carry ont on the farm to very much
greater advantage than the Dominion Government. How-
ever, I am not objecting to the establishment of an experi-
mental. farm; it will be experimental in every sense of the
word, and I am willing the experiment shall be tried. But
the Dominion Government, in establishing the out-stations
should have some respect to the existing experimental
farms already established in the different Provinces. a to
experiments in shade trees, I do not think they would be any
material benefit whatever so far as the Maritime Provinces
are concerned, as we have too many of ther already. As
to fruit trees, we have enterprising nurserymen in those
Provinces who have done much in experimenting and intro-
ducing the best description of fruit trees. May I ask if any
locality in the Maritime Provinces has been selected for the
location of the out-station ?

Mr. CARLING. I think I mentioned to the hon. mer-
ber for Bothwell (Mr. Mills), that no place had been decided
on and no land had been selected,

Mr. BURPEE. There will be no difficulty, I think, in
obtaining a good farm in a central point of the Maritime
Provinces at a fair rate. It will, however, be a great mis-
take to establish another small experimental farm, while
there is one in operation, without amalgamating them, or, at
least, consulting with the Local Governmont so as to divide
the work between them. Lot the local farm take one
department of experiment and the Dominion out-station
another. At all events, it will be a mistake to establish
two experimental farmis in one vicinity; their management
should be combined in some way, I think.

Mr. DAVIES. The central station, where, in the first
instance, the experiments will be carried on, will be estab-
lished, I understand, near Ottawa, and it is intended to
serve for the Provinces of Ontario and Quebeo. The one in
the North-West will, I suppose, be on a somewhat large
scale, too. I shall say nothing about it, but I have no doubt
it will be desirable to have an experimental station in that
locality, as it is a new country, and many of the people
who go there are not acquainted with the proper methods
of farming, &c. With regard to the station in the Lower
Provinces, I do not suppose the hon. gentleman has given
a great deal of consideration to the matter yet, but he will
see, on reflection, that if ho desires, say, e Province of
Prince Edward Island, to benefit by the scheme, it would
be better to give assistance to the Local Government in
maintaining the one which is already established in the
island on a small scale. A farm station established in New
Brunswick, or on the border between New Brunswick and
Nova Scotia, though it might benefit the localities of the
mainland, would certainly not benefit Prince Edward
Island, as our system of farming is different, and I do not
understand that any experiments carried on in the main-
land would be of any great benefit to agriculture in the
island. As we have already an excellent farm and experi-
mental station, if the hon. gentleman desires to assist the
agricultural interests of the Province, he could do so either
by augmenting the local grant to the farm, or ele. by doing
away with it altogether as a local concern and carrying it
on under the auspices of the Dominion. I am glad my col-
league has had his attention drawn to the matter, and I am
quite sure he will agree with me.

Mr. TEMPLE. I wish to say a few wordson this question,
and not allow the lawyers to monopolise the discussion on
agriculture altogether. I have done a good deal of farming

lis

myself in this country and I know a little about it. I think
the scheme before the House in an excellent one, and that it
reflects great credit upon the hon. Minister of Agriculture. I
am eatisfied it will be a very great benefit to the agricultur-
ists throughout the length and breadth of the country. The
Local Government of New Brunswick has had a stock farm
for some years, although they have not been able to carry
it on to as large an extent as I would like to see, but what
they have done has been a great benefit to the Province. I
cannot agree with the proposal of the hon. gentleman from
Sunbury (Mr. Burpee) to unite those stations with those
established by the Local Government, as I think the
result would be much botter if each Government is allowed
to do its own work in this direction. I think the hon.
member for Prince Edward Island is perfectly right in
what ho lias said about the station for that Province, as
they have a good stock farm there and they can raise good
crops on the island, and if the object can be accomplished
by assisting the farm they have there, I think it would be
much botter for the Province. With regard to Nova Scotia
and New Brunswick, I think it would be botter that the
stations of those Provinces should be carried on separately.
As regards tree planting, so far as Nova Scotia and New
Brunswick are concerned, experiments of that kind would
be of no benefit, because we have plenty of trees and are
cutting them down every day. But as regards fruit trou,
they would be of very great benefit. I hope the Minister
will be able toe carry his scheme through, s I am
satisfied the country will be largely benefited by it.

Mr. JENKINS. I cannot see that there le any force in
the objection of the hon. member for Sunbury (Mr. Burpee)
to the excellent scheme of the Minister of Agriculture, that
there will be competition. I think if there was competition
it would be a healthy competition, and would be rather an
advantage than otherwise. I hail with great satisfaction
the attempt being made by the Minister, because I am sat-
isfied it will be of great service to the cause of agriculture
lu Canada. It is to agriculture that Canada muet owe her
wealth, at all events, her first great start, and although her
manufactures and mines will assist greatly lu adding to the
wealth of Canada, still her mainetay for many years will be
agriculture, and I think il will be satisfactory to the
people of Canada that the general govornment is going
to take te matter up. It is true, we have our stock
farm in Prince Edward Island, which is very eue-
cessful, but it i only a stock farm. The resources of
the Province are limited, and we are not able to
establish an experimental farm which would be of sny

reat service. My hon. colleague has stated that Prince
ward Island occupies an exceptional position, and it in

perfectly true; and if there Wi to beone experimental farma
established for the three Maritime Provinces, it seem to me
that Prince Edward Island is the proper place for i,
because that Province adjoins both of the other Provinces,
and our soil is botter fitted for it than the soil of either of
the other Provinces. I am sure that if it were placed
either in Nova Scotia or New Brunswick, the one Province
would be jealous of the other, and it would be a

ctical solution of that difficulty to establish it in
rince Edward Island. The soil of that Province is very

amenable to culture, and would show the benefits of in-
roved farming better perhaps than any other soil in the
)ominion. So far as te NorthWest is concerned, I think

tbis is a step in the right direction. There is such a espa-
city for improvement in that country, and so emall an oppor-
tunity for the local authorities to carry on improvements,
thatI think it absolutely necessary that the general govern-
ment should lead the way. We know that that country is
very fertile, but it has its drawbacks, among which are the
severity of the winter and the want of water. If it were
planted with trecs however I believe a very great imprvo.
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ment in both of these respects would result. I think very
great credit is due to the hon. Minister for bringing this
subject forward.

Mr. MILLS. I am rather surprised at the observations
of the hon. gentleman who has just taken his seat. My hon.
friend from Queen's (Mr. Davies) pointed ont that the
climate of Prince Edward Island, from its insulated position,
was so different from that of the other Maritime Provinces,
that the experiments carried on there would be altogether
different from those carried on on the mainland, and that
experiments on the mainland would not be sufficient for the
Island. The hon. gentleman who bas just spoken has re-
pudiated that position, and has declared that experiments
on the Island would answer very well for the mainland, and
it follows that experiments on the mainland would be quite
sufficient for the Island. Now, I wish to make an observa.
tion or two with reference to the very excellent report of
the committee appointed in 1882. No doubt a great deal
of useful information and many valuable suggestions are
contained in that report; but the question whether these ex-
perimental farms would be botter conducted under the super-
vision of the Local Governments or the Federal Government
is well worthy of the consideration of Parliament. The hon.
gentleman bas spoken of the great benefit these institu-
tions have been in the United S&ates; and yet he admits
that every one of them is under State and not under Fede-
ral control. He has told us so much of the value of ex-
periments carried on in the territory of Dakota, in refer-
ence to fruit trees and other trees, that one would almost
be disposed to think Dakota was a paradise. I am afraid if
such encomiums had been pronounced on that territory by
anyone on this side of the House, he would be accused of
trying to persuade our people to leave the Dominion and
take up their residence there.

Mr. CARLING. Does the hon. gentleman say that I
was passing encomiums on Dakota ?

Mr. MILLS. What doos the hon. gentleman call his
remarks on the valuable experiments carried on there ?

Mr. CA RLING. I said that trees had been imported
from Russia and successfully tested in Dakota, and that I
was quite sure they would be equally successful in our
North-West, where the climate was similar to that of
Dakota.

Mr.MILLS. Well, al these experiments have been made
by individul enterprise or under State supervision. The
hon. member for Rouville (Mr. Gigault) says our Provinces
are poor, and have not sufficient funds to carry on those
experiments. In the United States the various States
receive no aid from the Federal treasury.

Mr. CARLING. I beg the hon. gentleman's pardon.
The Federal Government granted large tracts of land to
the various States, which amount now to the value of
about 815,000,000.

Mr. MITJS. The hon. gentleman is in too much hurry. I
say the various States have received no revenue from the
Federal treasury. They are not in the position of our(
Provinces, which recoive subsidies from year to year, and(
it is in the power of the Local Governments to supplementi
those subsidies by direct taxation to any extent they think1
proper. It is quite possible for the Fedoral Government to1
do, with regard to these experimental farms, what they
did years ago with regard to immigration. They enteredi
into an arrangement by which they contributed a certain(
sum of muney towards immigration to the different Prov-i
inces, and they could do the same thing with regard to thet
experimental larms. I admit that an experimental farm ini
the North-West, if properly cond icted, would be of very(
considerable value. But under whose supervision ehould it
)e-the Ttrritorial Governmont or this Government ? Thei

Government say that even the public lands cannot be
properly managed from Ottawa, and they have established
a Land Board in the North-West to manage thom ; and how
is the hon. gentleman going to exorcise supervision over
bis experimental farms in that country ? Does ho intend to
establish an agricultural board up there for that purpose ?
I do not say that the hon. gentleman may not give a con-
tribution from the public treasury in aid of agricultural
societies, but I say there is a proper sphere mi which the
operations of this Government may be carried on, just as
there is a proper sphere in which the operations of the
Government at Washington are carried on; and there is a
propher sphere which belongs to the Local Government.
If the Local Governments, in the different Provinces, feel
that they cannot establish institutions so large or so expen.
sive as is required to secure the most beneficial results,
that may be a reason why the Government here should aid
the different Provinces in the establishment and working of
those different establishments, but it is not a reason why we
should undertake to establish institutions independent of
the Provinces, and carry on operations, thousands of miles
away from any oversight which it would h in our power to
exercise. It seems to me we are called on to expend a large
sum of money for work that can be botter done by the Looal
Legislature than by us. I am not going further in opposi-
tion to this proposition, but wish to state here I have little
or no doubt as to what the result of our proposed action
will be. We have a federal system of Govermnent, and
each Government, both Federal and Provincial, has its
proper sphere of action. The hon. gentleman by this
proposition is encroaching on the authority of the Local
Governments, and using the resources of this Government
in doing that which, by law, should ho undertaken by the
Local Governments, and which we have not the necessary
resources to efficiently carry out. If the Local Govern-
ments have not the necessary resources to establish those
experimental institutions, that may be a reason for our
supplementing the resources of the Local Governments, but
not a reason for our undortaking to carry out work which
ought to be left in their hands.

Mr. HESSON. I wish simply to point ont the fact that
the hon. gentleman who has just taken lis seat is never
satisfied with any measure that the Government can possi-
bly propose. The hon. gentleman finds fault with every
measure proposed by the Government, whether in the
interest of the people or not. Ho seems to think it is lis
sole business to find fault, and admirably he performs it.
He would be satisfied that we should aid the Provincial
Governments, but he is not prepared to put the administra-
tion of affairs in our hands, though we are to find the ways
and means to administer them. Were his party in power,
I have no doubt ho would have full confidence that the
Government ere would administer these affairs in the
most admirable manner, especially if ho happened to be
Minister of Agriculture. I think ho ought to givo
credit to the Government for trying to do what
is right in behalf of agricultural interests, and give
credit to hon. members on this side for a sincere
desire to promote the best interests ofthe country. I object to
a vote being given in aid of provincial agricultural institu-
tions, because it would be diverted, in ail probability, from
the purposes it was intended to carry out. Does the lon.
gentleman say it is impossible for us to find experienced
agriculturists to carry on this work? fie knows well they
can ho found, and that there are enough people in the
immediste neighborhood of those institutions, as for instance
the Local and Fderalrepresentatives, who will be sufflciently
interested in the matter to see that the expenditure is
employed in the right direction. The hon. gentleman finds
fault with the Minister for not entering into details. He
wanted to know about the fonoing and the number and des.
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eription of trees and other matters of detail, but that is at
present impossible. The Minister has done all he could in
ascertaining, after careful enquiry, that certain results would
in all probability follow the employment of certain methods
in certain cases, and if neighboring countries have sue-
ceeded in aceomplishing good work in the direction proposed
by means of certain expenditure, it is only fair to assume
that similar results will follow that expenditure here. The
Government will be responsible for this expenditure, and be
called to account for it, and will see that it is properly put
to use.

Mr. MILLS. As is the case of the Indian farms.
Mr. HESSON. The hon. gentleman has had his say and

ho should allow me to have mine. He knows no more
about what hoeis talking now than ho often does. I do
not believe ho ever put his hand to the plough himseolf, he
understands more about teaching school and studying law
than ho does about farming, but, as usual, he is prepared to
discuss any question, no matter how remote it may be from
his experience. My experience of agriculturists is different
from that of the hon. gentleman. I believe that men can
be chosen from that body who will carry out effectively
the work entrusted to them. The object of this measure is
undoubtedly a good one, and with the exception of the hon.
gentleman, hon. members on both sides do not object to our
aiding agricultural interests, in which this Government bas
a peculiar interest, an interest greater than that of any
Provincial Government, from the fact that by the promo-
tion of our agricultural interests and the consequent export
of our agricultural products, an immense revenue is being
created to the country at large. It is one in which hoeis
interested as a representative of an agricultural constituency
as well as myself, and I am sure that when we come down
to the matter of expenditures required it will be time
enough to find fault and to ask for particulars as to the
number of trees to be put on each farm.

Mr F'ISHE R I have taken a good deal of interest in
this question. I had the honor of being a member of the
eommittee of which my hon. friend from Rouville (Mr.
Gigault) two years ago was the chairman, and in the course
of the investigations of that committee the members of it
were fully impressed with the importance of romething of
the kind being undertaken by the Dominion Government.
The committee obtained information from all the best
sonrces, not only in this country, but also from the United
States, and by means of letters and communications in
some cases also from England, and we found, by the reports
which were presented to us, that this undertaking was one
for which we could find many examples, in almost all the
best governed countries in the world. I think, therefore,
it is quite proper for the Dominion Government to under-
take to do this for the benefit of the agriculturists of this
country. We all know perfectly well that agriculture in
this country is passing through a change from the first
stages of a new country, and that, in the older Provinces at
all events, our agriculturists have to meet with all the dis-
advantages and difficulties that the agrieulturiste of Europe
have to encounter. They are no longer in the position
which the people of the Western States and the North-West
of Canada are, in having the advantages of a virgin soil and
a quick return for the labor they employ thereon. The
result is that our agriculturists have to study the best
methods of their business that they can possibly acquire.
and I believe that in this they cau be assisted very much
by the Government. That commission obtained informa-
tion with regard to the establishment of agricultural stations
and experimental farms in other countries. Chiefly, of
course, we looked to the United States, the circumstances
of which country are more like our own than those of any
other, but we also found it to our advantage to look to the
agricultural stations and experiments in Europe, bocause

we knew that those questions are more thoroughly and
scientifically gone into in Europe than they are on this
continent. We knew that in Germany and l France,
which are in this respect far ahead of our own Mother
Country, the best scientiflonminds are employed in
investigating those matters and trying to flnd out by
what means the agricultural classes may benefit best.
There is one particular difference, however, which I wish to
draw the attention of the Minister of Agriculture to,
between the experimental agricultural stations in Germany
and Frainci and those in America. In Germnany ard France,
the experiments and investigations narried on are of a
purely scientific character. They are not what perhaps
would ho cal led by our farmers of a practical character.
In the United States, the agricultural stations and experi-
ments are more frequently on a large s)ale, and are carried
on in what may be called a practical and a rougher method,
and the result is that in many cases they have not been so
accurate as those in Europe. I do not say that sweepingly
of all the stations in the United States, because in a few of
the stations there they have gentlemen Of high scientific
attainments who are able to carry out the experiments in
the most scientific manner, But I want to warn the Min.
ister of Agriculture and urge upon him strongly.that in the
experiments ho wishes to carry eut in this couitry ho wil
rather take the example and tho model of those in Europe
than of those in the United States. What the farmers of
this country want more than anything else is absolutely
accurate information as to what they are able to do. This
can only be acquired by men who have been trained in
scurate scientific investigation. A farmer, a man
who is accustomcd to do the rough handiwork of
the fields cannot possibly undertake these expert-
ments; he hast not the training wbch is necessary
for accurate observation, ho has not the delicacy of hand or
the training of mind which is nocessary t enable him to
conduct a long series of careful experiments, and the only
result which will come to our farmers if these experiments
are not accurately and carefully conducted will be that the
agricultural community will be led into mistakes and
errors, and will lose more than they will gain by the
experiments. This leads me to a point which 1 wish to
urge upon the Minister of Agriculture with considerable
force. I see that in this Bill ho takes power to acqufire a
large tract of land in this immediate neighborhood, and also
asks power to acquire large pieces of land in tbree or four
other localities in the Dominion. I think, if the Minister
will enquire into the state of affaire in those stations in
Europe to whieh I referred, ho will find the most accurate
and famous and best known experiments in agricultural
matters are carried on on comparatively small tracts of land.
The Roehampstead experiments, which are conducted by
Sir J. B. Lawes and Mr. Gilbert, have been conducted on
very small plots of land. I think it ls only a few acres which
are occupied by these experiments, which have aoquired
a world-wide fame and have resulted in so much good to the
whole agricultural people of the world. If the Minister
will look at the report of the committee to which
ho has alluded, he will find several instances of questions put
to the witnesses aaking them what they thought would be
necessary as the ares of an agricultural experiment station
here at Ottawa, and I find in one instance that a gentleman
who is very well known to many of us and wo is thor-
oughly well acquainted with the needs especially of the
horticulture and forestry branch, Mr. Charles Gibb, of
Abbottsford, said, that for a good time to come, at aill event,
a small plot of ground, perhaps ton acres in extent, would
be sufficient for that portion of the experimental station to
which ho was referring, I mean in connection with agricul-
ture and forestry and the trial of fruits and fruit trees. I
think it is well for the Government and this Parliament to
hasten slowly. We are trying a new thin. We are
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inaugurating a branch of our governmental expenditure,
and while I thoroughly endorse and sympathise with
the movement, and am desirous that it should be con-
ducted to a successful conclusion, I am very desirous
also that no mistake should be made, and that the result
should be entirely and absolutely satisfactory to our agri-
cultural classes. To accomplish this, I think it is very
neessary, as I said, that we should hasten slowly. I
would urge upon the Minister of Agriculture that, instead
of buying 400 or 600 acres in the neighborhood of this city,
he should buy only a small area, 100 acres, or even less,
which I am satisfied would be quite sufficient for what I
consider necessary in this regard. The other branch of the

ubject, which has drawn forth remarks from my hon.
friend the member for Bothwell (Mr. Mills), and has been
alluded to as interfering with the Local Governments and
with the efforts of those Goveruments towards the improve-
ment of agriculture in their various Provinces, I think
ought to be very carefully looked into. I know that in
regard to these careful investigations and scier tific experi-
ments to which I have been alluding, where they are once
well cenducted, it is quite suffloient for the whole country.
It is not at all necessary that we should test a certain class
of seeds here at Ottawa, and also down in New Brunswick
and up in the North-West. If we test them carefully
under the eyes of scientific investigators it eaube done in
a small way, and done nearly as well, at one point as
another. When we come to ascertain whether these seeds
are proper for general use throughout the country, it is
true that we will have to test them in a different way, and
I propose soon to suggest a scheme by which that can be
doue. But besides the question of testing seeds there is,
for instance, the question of the investigation of the value
of agricultural aiid artificial fertilisers. Now if a fertil-
iser is used in this country its value is the same in all
the Provinces as at Ottawa, and the test of such a fertil-
iser, if carried on at Ottawa, would serve for the whole
Dominion. The same way, also, with the test of the
nutritive value of the different foods in connection with
the feeding of cattle; the same also with the test of the
manner and best methods of producing butter and cheese,
so that our dairy interests may be improved, and our dairy
products may acquire such a standing in Europe that they
will command the highest prices. All these things can be
best carried on in one central station, where we could
command the services of men of high scientific attain-
ment, upon whom we can depend to give us accurate
results. Now I am going to make a suggestion to the
Minister by which experiments ail over the country may
be more satisfactorily and cheaply carried on than by
branch agricultural stations. Lot us have a central staff
who will have at their command a sufficient number of
seeds, of fruit trees or trees for forestry purpoEes, and let
them send these seeds or trees with which they wish to
experiment, all over the country to, we will say, one indi-
vidual in each constituency of the Dominion. Let the
members of this Parliament recommend some reliable man
in their constituency who is competent to make reports and
to observe intelligently, I am quite sure that a number of
such men can be found in all the constituencies of this
country. Let that gentleman, that farmer, be paid for
what he does, for the small amount of labor expended by
him upon these experiments on his own farm. A few days'
work in the year will be quite sufficient for him to test the
suocess of any particular experiment, to test the success of
a particular variety of potatoos, we will say, or something
offthat kind. Any practical farmer who is able to do a
little writing, and observe a little more accuratly than the
majority of his neighbors, just such a man as can be found
ln every municipality, probably, would be able to
undetake this business, and to carry on the tests.
There should be a smail central bureau to give him his

Mr. FIra.

instructions, absolute instructions which ho should be obliged
to follow, so that he would have no responsibility as to the
manner in which the experiment was being conducted,
except to do simply what he was told. Thon that man
could make hie report. If it was an experiment which
required to be reported periodically ho oould uend in every
month an exact state of the crop, for instance, or the result
of whatever might be the subject of experiment. If it only
required one report at the end of the year, as in the case of
the product of a certain kind of grain, ho could send in his
report at the end of the year. It might also obe well to have
in each Province, or in every thickly populated centre, an
inspector who would go around and carefully examine the
results of the experiments in each locality, and in that way
I think this inspector, whom I would suppose to be a man
with some scientific attainments, would be able to give
advice and to make an intelligent report of what ho found
in the different counties of the Dominion. Then these reports
could be compiled and employed in making up an annual
report which should be issued from the general bureau-
about which I spoke. I think these branch establish-
ments which the Minister has suggested would be likely,
in some instances, to clash with the local provincial
institutions, and I think they would be unnecessary along-
side the local provincial institutions These provincial
institutions have to be supported by the Local Government
or, in other words, by the people of the country, and the
branch institutions which the Minister proposes to estab-
lish, will also have to be paid for by the people. The
people, therefore, will have to pay for both, and though it
does not matter very much whether they are carried on by
the Dominion or Local Government, it does matter
whether the people have to pay twice over for the same
work. Therefore, I think that these branch institutions
are practically unnocessary. I quite agree with the
Minister that it is essential that we should have informa-
tion as to the results of the tests from all over the Domi-
nion, and I think the scheme which I have pointed ouf,
and which I have discussed with various agricultur-
turist and other gentlemen who are interested in this ques-
tion of the establishment of experimental stations, will
meet the case for all practical purposes. Such men as Mr.
Gibb, Prof. Penhallow, the Hon. Mr. Joly, of Quebec, to
whom I have spoken, have endorsed the position I have
taken on this question. I think by this means we might
arrive at a more accurate result than we could possibly
attain by the establishment of branch stations in two
or three Provinces of the Dominion. I wish also to make
one remark with regard to Manitoba and the North-West.
I quite agree that in that region special experiments are
roquired which cannot possibly be carried on at Ottawa,
for example with regard to forestry. That is a question of
enormous importance to the North-West, and, indeed, to
the whole of Canada. We must find out what trees are
best adapted for cultivation in that country, whether for
verdure, or for fuel, or for wind-breaks, wherever they
may be required. In our eastern Provinces we still boat
of being a great lumber country, but before many years we
shall be unable to make that boast any longer, and the
question of forestry is also likely to become a vital one in
the eastern Provinces. In the North-West, especially, it is
absolutely essential that experiments should be condncted
with a view to scertaining the best way ofc ultivating
trees for wind-breaks and other purposes. That cannot
be done on a small scale, it cannot be done at Ottawa,
and I believe that, also, will have to be done in the
way I propose for other experiments, that is, all over the
North-West. The Government should appoint in different
parts of the North-West Territory individuals who may be
depended upon, who have been recommended for their intel-
ligence and for their eagerness in oarrying out this work,
who will have to be askd to try the experiment of plant.
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ing in their own locality, whatever trees aremost likely tc
flourish in that region. For instance, there is a certai
tree, the willow-will that serve the purpose as a wind-break
al] over the North-Weet ? Another of great importance tc
the North-West is the discovery of a kind of wheat which
will ripen there without any danger from frost. There ie
ne doubt that in certain parts of Russia such wheate
have been found, and if they could be introduced in
to the North-West they would completely revolutionise
the production of wheat there; I believe there can
be no doubt that in a few years in the North-West,
if the experiments are carried out and attempts
made to raise different varieties of Russian wheat, there
will be no danger of summer frost or of the evils attending
a failure of our great staple crop in that Territory. This is
a question of very great interest to the agriculturists of
this country, and when I say that I mean to the people all
over the country, because our whole prosperity is dependent
upon our agricultural interests. I have taken upon myself
to make these suggestions, becanse a great many hon.
members have not waded through the lengthy report and
the testimony of the special committee on agriculture. I am
quite prepared to endorse the action of the Minister of
Agriculture in embarking on this undertaking. Ionly desire
again to urge upon him, in its inception, not to take too long a
step at once. I am convinced as to its importance, and the
sooner it is established the better, as results will more
quickly fiow from it; but there is danger that mistakes may
bc made, and I therefore urge the Minister to hasten slowly. I
do not make this suggestion because I particularly lack
confidence in the Minister, or in the Government of which
he is a member. I am not dealing with the question in
that sense> and I would give similar advice at any time to
any Government. But it is important in entering upon this
experiment that we should do so carefully and suc-
cessfully. It is because anyone who undertakes a work of
this character is liable to make a mistake and err in spend.
ing too much money at first, that I urge the Government
to exercise caution; and I do so, not because I am particu.
larly lacking in confidence in the hon. gentleman who now
holds the portfolio of agriculture.

On section 3,
Mr. DAVIES. I trust the hon. Minister will take power

to establish, in addition to a station in Nova Scotia, New
Brunswick or Prince Edward Island, one for Prinee
Edward Island in case that, after examination of the points
I have suggested, it should appear to be desirable.

Mr. CARLING. From the statements made to day, it
seems that one hon. gentleman thinks it is not negessary to
have a station in New Brunswick, as it might come into
competition with the provincial experimental farm. The
same difficulty may extend to Prince Edward Island,

Mr. DAVIES. No.

Mr. CARLING. If the Government find that the
people of the Maritime Provinces do not require these
stations, the Government may not consider it necessary to
incur the expenditure; butIntake power to have one
establislied fer the tbree Provinces.

Mr. FISHIIER. Does the hon. gentleman propose to
immediately establish the different stations?

Mr. CARLING. I have stated that we are taking the
necessary powers, and it will depend on the House as to
whether we shall go on with the undertaking at once or
Dot.

Mr. DAVIES. I think the hon. gentleman recognises
the force of the remarks I have made, and that to establish
an experimental farm in Nova Scotia or New Brunswick
might be of no benefit to Prince Edward Island. It cannot Ià

be of ay benefit to Prince Edward Island if it is established
n in New Brunswick, because of the difference in the position

of the Provinces. The hon, gentleman might take power to
o establish a station in the island.
à Committee reported.
8 It being Six o'olock, the Speaker left the Chair.

After Reces.

ST. GABRIEL LEVEE AND R&ILWAY COMPANY.
HRouse resolved itself into Committee on Bill (No. 116)

to incorporate the St. Gabriel Levee and Railway Coa.
pany.-(Mr. Curran.)

(In the Committee.)
On section 1,
Mr. MASSUE. It is not my intention to oppose this

clause, but I should like that this company should be held
responsible for any damage that miy be done in keeping
the water away from Montreal. It may overfiow some of
the parishcs on the south short, nd th o enmpary should be
held responsible for any damage produced in that way.

Mr. SHANLY. The area which it is proposed to save by
the embankment is so small that it could not possibly raise
the water more than a very few inches on the other side of
the river. If a man's farm is covered with four or five feet
of water the addition of half an inch or so would make
little if any difference.

Bill read the third time and passed.

IN COMMITTEE-THIRD READINGS.

Bill (No. 48) to amend the Act to ineorporate the
Niagara Frontier Bridge Company.-(Mr. Rykert.)

Bill (No. 73) to incorporate the Winnipeg and Pacific
Railway Company.-(Mr. Haggart.)

Bill (No. 95) to incorporate the Victoria and Sault Ste.
Marie Junction Railway Company.- (Mr. 1 Dawson.)

SUPPLY.

House again resolved itself into Committee.

-Library of Parliament.......................31,850 00

Mr. SPEAKER. The two last items of contingencies of
the Library, $2,500, and binding newspapers, &c., $2,000,
include an increase of $500. Last year the vote for contin-
gencies was 82,000, or $500 less than the year previous, but
the Librarians have shown it is impossible to get on with
that amount, and that it is necessary to go back to the old
vote of 82,500. As regards the binding of newspapers, pam-
phlets and books, $1,000 was given to buy books on Ame.
rica. They are mostly old works, some not bound and others
with old binding, and also they comprise a number of pam-
phlets which require to be bound, and this has increased the
cost cf binding.

Mr. MILLS. Last year, when the Government decided
to appoint two Librarians, they stated that the increased effi-
ciency which that change would give, would have the effect
of cutting down the expense, but now it appears we are
going back to the old figures.

Mr. SPEAKER. The salaries are reduced $1,600, and the
only increases are in the binding, $600, and the contingen-
cies, $500, so that there is a net diminution.

To meet probable amount for veterans ofwarof 1812.... 89,8oo00

Sir RICOLARD CARTWRIGHT. These gentlemen must
average in number 100.
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Mr. BOWELL. According to the Auditor-General's

report the number is over 100. Before they are placed on
the pension list, a full investigation is made.

Pensions payable on account of rebellion of 1885...... $20,OOO 00

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. I presume the Minister
of Militia will give us a sta tement of the rule that is adopted
or to be adopted with respect to these, and also of the
pensions granted. If I understand it, these are annual
pensions and have nothing to do with the granting of
gratuities.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. The Minister of Militia
will lay before the House a statement of the pensions and
the gratuities and of the rule adopted in coming to a
conclusion. Certain rules have been adopted by the Gov-
ernment which are followed in every case.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. Although I am in
favor of dealing very liberally with persons who have been
disabled, under the circumstances, still I would call the
attention of the Ministcr LO this circumistance that ap-
parently-I say only apparently, because we have not the
information requinite ou which to base a judgment-there
have been considerable differences in the treatment awarded
to different persons. Many statements have been made to
me, according to whicb, apparently, men entitled to the
same pensions have received different sums. The Minister
will understand that the fullest possible discussion must be
had whenever the question is brought up, and I understand
the information required will be laid on the Table on
Tuesday.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. It will. The treatment, of
course, is different in different cases. For instance, a man
has been wounded or rendered unfit for work for a time,
and the amount given him will depend altogether on the
length of time during which he bas been unfit for work.
In another case it is a wound. Well, if another man hias
the same sort of wound, he may not have the same pen-
sion, bocause the grade in the army was different. The
treatment is different in that way, the same as in the regu-
lar service.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHIT. I am not speaking of
gratuities, but of pensions. This sum of $20,000 does not
include gratuities, I understand.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN, No.

Additional public building, Wellington street, Ottawa, $i10,000

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. What is the total cost
of this work expected to be ?

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. As I stated last year, the
total cost, including the site, will be 8594,000.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. That is equivalent to a
rental of $24,000 a year. I must say that I think that,
with the accommodation that we have in the two large
buildings, $600,000 additional does appear a very large sum
to provide for the number of clerks that are going to be
acoemmodated there. How many employees does the hon.
gentleman suppose will be lodged in that building ?

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. That is very difficult to say.
Beides the basement, there will be three regular storeys,
including the ground floor, and besides that the attics. The
attios, as far as I can see now, will be used for the model
rooms, which will give plenty of space for that purpose,
and these models will be put in such a position as to be able
to be examined and to be of some use. Then, the archives
will be in the basement, and that portion of the building is
vaulted and will accommodate aIl the archives of the Depart-
monts. Then thei e will be three regular storeys, where
three or four Departments will be accommodated, whioh

Sir BrouAan CATwaITu,

will relieve the main buildings, and will thus give accom-
modation for the now overcrowded Departments.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. What is the total cost
of the land that we have purchased ? It was purchased, I
think, in several parcels. Can the hon. gentleman give me
the sums paid for each portion respectively ?

Sir HEC £OR LANGENIN. I cannot say exactly now.
I gave it last year and we have not purchased anything
since.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. My recollection is tbat
last year a portion was given. I think a sum of $20,000
was mentioned, but I think the actual cost of the site was
a good deal more than that.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. I gave the total cost last
year which covered not only what had been purchased
during the six months but before; it covered the whole
ground.

Sir RICHARD CARTWR[GHT. Isee by a memorandum
in the hon. gentleman's report, which I had not observed,
that the total cost of the site purchased, interest, legal ser-
vices, &c., is put at $90,555. I had been under the impres-
sion that it was pretty large, about $60,000, but I had no
idea that it amounted to *90,000.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. I was under the impression
that it was $95,000.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. What quantity of land
have we got, and were there buildings on it ?

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. The building is 280 feet on
Wellington street, 110 feet on Elgin street, and 99 feet on
Met calfe street. That will give an average of about 100 feet
in depth. I would say in round figures it would be about
28,000 square feet. That would be a little over 83 a square
foot. That is not excessive.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. That is the hon. gen.
tleman's mode of calculation according to Montreal habit,
but our habit here is so much per running foot. I should
say that $300 per foot, which this amounts to, is a very
high price indeed to pay for land in Ottawa on a street which
cannot be considered a business street, as the hon. gentle-
man knows, although for certain purposes I admit the land
there is of value.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. Very valuable.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGH r. $300 a foot is approxi-
mating to Winnipeg prices.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. Thore were certain build.
ings on the property.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. I remember them per-
fectly.

Mr. WATSON. It is too far from Winnipeg to be worth
that.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. I think the sum paid
was much more thau any other purchaser than Government
would be likely to give, and I remember a very large
charge was made by Mr. O'Connor, the legal gentleman
who was employed, for his valuable services in getting as
this land. I think to pay $300 a foot and several thousand
dollars besides to your legal adviser for procuring it, is
altogether too mach.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. No, it was not considered
too much. At the time we bought this property it was con-
sidered a very moderate sum. We understood that if the
Government had not employed an agent, as they did, to
purchase the land, the proprietors, knowing it was for the
Government, would have demanded a larger sum. Of course
we wanted to obtain it at the market rate. I think if the
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hon. gentleman tried to purchase, for example, that pro.
perty between the Club and Bank street, he would find that
the price paid was very moderate.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. That is just the reason
why. I am interested in the Club, as one of the original
proprietors of the concern, and I have had dealings in varions
ways, througb other corporations, with sorne of the pro-
perties along that range; and although the hon. gentleman
may be right enough in saying that when you come to buy
you find it dificult to get a property, I can tell him that
when you come to sell in the city of Ottawa there is groat
difficulty in realising approximately to this. I think that
was a large commission to pay for the purchase. I do not
think last year that the sum the hoi. gentleman mentioned
was at all as large. Did ho not pay two or three thousand
to Mr. O'Connor for obtaining this ?

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. I do not remember the
exact amount now, but we paid him the ordinary commis-
sion on purchase.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. It is a very heavy
commission.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. After that, Mr. O'Connor
was engaged by the Department of Justice to look after
these titles. I think ho was paid what h. would have been
paid by other firms.

Mr. WELDON. I see a sum of $6,386 paid to the cor-
poration for a drain. Is that the whole expense ?

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. We paid our share of the
drain. We had to have a drain from Bank streot, that isi
the street at the end of the property belonging to the Gov-
ernment, and the drain had to be cnt from that street up
to the building that is now being erected, in order to give
the proper level.

Mr. DAVIES. Was not there a partial drain before ?
Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. No, not for this building.

It had to be deepened very much on account of the base-
ment, in order to make it perfectly dry for the archives
below.

Mr. DAVIES. I understand we paid the whole expense.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. That was our share. I
think it cost more than that.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. In looking over the
expenditure for last last year, I observe that under this
head occurs a charge which I hardly understand, "Salaries
in Ottawa not charged to Civil Government." low did
such an item as that come to be charged to the public
buildings on Wellington street?

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. There is a staff of officers
who are not permanent officials of the Department, the
assistant architect, and other officers of that kind. Their
salaries have to b. distributed amongst the different build-
ings under control of the Department, and that is done
according to the amount put on the building; because you
cannot every day ascertain exactly what amount of work
has been done on each building, and therefore that has to
be apportioned on the different buildings, which has been
the custom for a number of years.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. Yes, but when the
total expenditure was only $40,000 al told, $4,6 10 appears
to be a large charge to put for a single year ou the
expenditure of $40,000.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. It may happen to be a little
more on this building than on another, but of course it has
to be apportioned upon all the buildings.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. Huw was it made up ?

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. There are only two or three
of these officers who are permanent, all the others are tem-
porary, and have been employed for various terms from
two to twenty years, as the service required.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. Perhaps the hou. gen-
tleman does not understand me. You see bere above there
is a charge for $1,000 for the clerk of works, and if these
salaries are properly charged against these buildings, I
want to know what work was done ? Does this represent
the drawing of the plans and all that kind of thing ?

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. Yes, there are one or two
clorks who have permanent charge of the building itseolf.
When that building is completed these officers will dis-
appear. Besides that, you have overseers, and you have
some one to make up the pay-list, and sometimes you have
to desgatch one of the oficers to see how things are going.
Sometimes there is a quarrel between the clerk of works or
the local architect and the contractor, and an officer has
to be sent from the Department to settle the difficulty. AU
these expenses are involved, and they have to be paid in
some way. Well, this is apportioned on the different build-
ings as far as possible, according to the amount of work to
b. done, or the trouble incurred.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. Well, it seems a large
amount. Who is this gentleman, Mr. Charlebois, whose
name I see here ?

Sir HEÇTOR LANGEVIN. He is the contractor.
Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGFIT. Is he the same per-

sonage who was once rather conturnelously spoken of by
the hon. gentleman's piedecessor.

Sir 11ECTOR LANGEVIN. I think I answered that
last year, and I answered yes.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. Thon who is correct,
the hon. gentleman or his predecessor ? Because I recollect
that the hon. gentleman's predecessor described Mr.
Charlebois, if I remember aright, as a person ho would not
entrust with any contract whatever.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. He has showel himself to
be a good contractor.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. We ought to have had
him up in Britieh Columbia so as to save that 8209,000 on
the contract there.

Sir HECTOR L ANG EVIN. I think the bon. gentleman
is mistaken about that. I think the contractor had made
what you would cali a mistake, by depositing a choque that
was good only for three iays, and therefore my predecessor
rejected the cheque.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. The hon. gentleman's
predecessor bud a secretary, who had unfortunately been
trained in business habits, and he telegraphed to find eut if
the choque was good; and, finding it was se, was indiscreet
enough to report it. I notice 1&r. Daniel O'Connor received
$6,748.37 for legal services, and 3 per cent. commission
on land purchase, which amounts to $2,195. That was on
the score of this purchase, I believe.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. No doubt it was correct.
In regard to the commission, that was in my Department.
As regards the legal fees, they, of course, were based on
those allowed by the courts.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHIT. I would like to know
on what principle a commission of 3 per cent. could
have been paid to a gentleman who was acting as solicitor
fbr the Governmont at the time, and receiving nearly 87,000
for his legal services. In ordinary business, although a
solicitor is very often employed to negotiate the purchase
of property, I have no reeollection in my private experi-
once, which is modorately extensive, qf ever paying a soli-
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citor any such sum for negotiating a purchase for me, or do,
I know that it was ever paid. In case of sale the matter is,
different. Then, no doubt, a commission is often allowed
to the solicitor; but to pay over $2,000 te a solicitor, who
that very year had received $6,700 from the Government
for legal fees, looks an outrage.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. I know Mr. O'Connor had
a good deal of trouble, and was employed a large part of
his time in securing this property for the Government. l
so far as regards bis legal fees, Mr. O'Connor had to look
over the titles and deeds, and had to follow the cases into
the courts and see that the title was made good. The
amount paid to him was fixed by the Department of Justice
according to the established rates.

Sir RICHARD CARTW RIGHT. I am not raising any
question now as to whether the charges for legal services
were right or wrong. I am pointing our the extreme
awkwardness and inconvenience of paying a legal gentle-
man a heavy commission on the purchase of land. The
thing appears to be contrary, not merely to professional
custom and etiquette, but it is a temptation to a man to
.ve more than what the property is worth, because the
argerthe amount the more lis commission would reach.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. The remuneration was fixed
according to the work done by the gentleman. The Gov-
ernment saw that the property had been purchased at what
they considered a very reasonable figure. If it had not
been thus purchased, the public would have had probably
to pay $50,000 or $60,000 more. That being so, we thought
the agent of the Government should recoive a reasonable
amount of remuneration, and that 3 per cent. under the
circumstances was not too much. If instead of employing
Mr. O'Connor, we had employod another gentleman, he
would have bad to ho paid the same amount, and Mr.
O'Connor, who was afterwards employed to look over
the titles, would have obtained bis legal fees. We would
have had in any case to pay the same amount whether we
employed one party or two parties. The amount was con-
sidered reasonable and not too heavy.

Mr. DAVIES. I am sorry the hon. gentleman assumes a
tone of apology for this charge.

Sir HECTOR LàANGEVIN. I do not.
Mr. DAVIES. This matter was discussed last year, and

it was admitted by bothb sides of the House to be totally
indefensible. It is a totally wrong principle to pay a
solicitor a commission. The amount of money paid for
the land affords no index of the trouble in searching the
title. During the discussion last year it was stated that in
the Maritime Provinces such a charge for searching titles
is never known. Some hon. members said there was a rule
in Ontario, which had been followed by the Government
ln this case. It was thon, however, stated that the amount
of commission paid in this case was far in excess to the
ordinary rate. I remember distinctly that the charges
were acknowledged by the Government to be indefensible,
and a promise was made by the Government that they
should not be repeated. I should therefore regret if any
language used by the Minister could be in any sense inter-
preted or twisted into a defence for what has been done in
this case. The amount of money received by that gentle.
man was nearly $9,000, a good income for a couple of years
for a practising lawyer. This matter was thoroughly dis-
cused last year, but the Minister does not appear to be 50B
strong in condemnation of the principle as ho was last
year. . It must be remembered if this practice of paying
commission is allowed in Ottawa the principle must be
extended all over the Dominion.

Sir HEC'OR LANGEVIN. I have nothing for which
to apol¶a e, aud I will not apologise now. The oharp

efr' gu aD43ataeg

made at the time was considered by the Government a
proper charge, and we paid it. If the charge had to be paid
again, and we thought it a reasonable one, we would
pay it on our responsibility. As to the fees of which
the hon. gentleman speaks, ho will remember perfectly
well, that at that time there was a long discussion about
the fees, not only in this case, but in a number of
others. Some were considered heavy, and I do not say
that I did not consider some of them rather heavy myself,
as I stated at the time. The Minister of Justice, or some
of the other Ministers, stated that great care would be
taken that these feos would be carefulty looked into in the
future, so that no error might occar. As to the commission
granted to this gentleinan, we thought, after the time and
labor given and the capacity he showed in obtaining this
properity at the rate he obtained it, he was entitled to the
amount received.

Mr. VAIL. Those commissions seem to me to be rather
high, and I do no not think my hon. friend could have
taken the precaution of ascertaining what ommissions are
paid for the sale and purchase of property. It is generally
understood that the commission paid for the sale of property
is considerably higher than that paid for buying property.
I know that 1 purchased some property myself, in Ottawa,
at one time, and the commission charged for the purchase
was 1 per cent., one-half by the seller and one half by the
buyer, so that the commission in this case seems to have
been 2 per cent, more than that usually paid.

Sir RICHAIRID CAR TWRIGHT. My objection was not
in this gentleman's legal fees. The reason I called attention
to it was that this Government was a most excellent cue.
tomer of Mr. D. O'Connor. As a matter of fact, when you
happen to be doing a great deal of business with a solicitor,
as the Government was in this case, the solicitor is only too
happy, in a general way, to lend his services for the pur-
chase of property, taking his profits out of the business it
brings to his office, and the examination of titles and so on.
I do not recollect of ever having paid a commission to the
extent of 3 per cent. for the purchase of property, though I
have known large fees to be charged for the sale of pro-
perty.

Mr. WELDON. I see that this gentleman got $8,943
lest year, and the firm of O'Connor and Hogg $660, making
between $9,000 and $10,000 for them in one year. I do not
know whether he is a relation of John O'Connor who got
85,000 or so, but if he is that family seems to be well treated.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. They are not relations.
Sir RICHAR D CARTWRIGHT. One O'Connor family,

would seem to be enough at this rate.

Esquimalt Graving Dock ...... .......... $45,000 00

Sir RICHARD CARTWR[GHT. What ie the total cost
of that work ?

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. In round figures about
$750,000 or $800,000, the British Government contributing
£50,000 sterling.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. If I recollect aright
the Minister stated in a former discussion on this subject
that some alteration was to be made in the dock so as to
take iron clads of larger dimension.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. The dock is of the dimen-
sions asked by the British Government when it was under-
taken, and as I stated lest year, it was so planned that
another dock might be built at the end of this, so that we
could have gone from one dock to another and extended the
one to two or three docks. But as we were building only
one, and the entrance was provided at the port end of the
dook as weli as the lower end of the dok, if inse1ad of doing
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that we were rounding the dock we would give about 50 feet
more in length. We communicated the matter to the British
Government and they agreed tothat, but they insisted upon
having the dock completed within the time so that their
vessels might be docked thon. The report we have about
the dock is that it would be large enough for all purposes
of the fleet there, and the fleet that visits that port. Repre-
sentations have been made since, however, to induce the
Goverriment to incroase the length of the dock, but we
thought that inaEmuch as we had a contract with the con-
tractors and the dock was being built in accordance with
the arrangement with the British Government, and as we
were bound to complete the dock within a certain time, in
order to receive from the British Government this saun of
$250,000, we have been of opinion that we should not change
the dimensions of the dock, but that if in future years the
dimensions of the vessels on that coast should increase, then
it wouId be quite time enough for us to increase the length
of the dock.

Mr. VAIL. There is a statement in the Auditor Gene-
ral's report that the sum of $1,89 t was expended for adver-
tising. Surely that is a mistake.

Sir HEOTOR LANGEVIN. No, we had to call for
tendurs twice, and this being a large work we had to adver-
tise, not only in British Columbia but all over the Dominion
in or der to have the best competition possible, and that is
ihe reason it came to that amoant.

Mr. DAVIES. The £50,000 which the British Govern.
moit are tol contribute has been refunded, has it ?

S;r llECT R LANGEVIN. It is to be paid by the
Let of J4nuary.

Mr. DAVIES. But we have paid British Columbia the
$600,000 we voted to recoup their expenditure.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. We have paid about
$250,000.

Mr. DAVIES. The hon. gentleman, in bis report on this
graving dock, says that we voted over $600,000 to recoup
the Local Government the money they expended on tho work.

Sir IIE,'TOR LANGEVIN. Not only that, but other
amounts mentioned at the time of the settlement with
British Columbia.

Mr. DAVIES. The money the British Government were
to repay ns has not come yet ?

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. No, it will not come till
ater the 1st of January.

Mr. DAVIES. Then, the total we shall pay will be
il 0i li .Q t . t9 nAlik ,4,

Amount required for construction of Port Arthur
harbor and for Kaministiquila River..........$.. 70,00 00

Mr. TROW. How is this aum apportioned?

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. The intention is to take
not more than $20,000 to complote the works on the
Kaministiquia River.

Mr. TROW. Can the hon. gentleman inform me of the
width and depth of the cut at the mouth of the river ?

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. The channel will be 100
feet wide, and of an average dopth of 18 teet in the centre
from the mouth of the river to the Canadian Pacifie Rail-
way elevator,

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. What will be the total
cost of each ?

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. The work on the Kamin-
istiquia will cost $35,000 or $40,000, and the Port Arthur
works about $200,0O, when the amount we are now asking
will be expended.

Sir RICHARD CAR'TWRIGHT. What is the nature of
the work at Port Arthur ?

Sir IHECTOR LANGE VIN. It is a large breakwater.
I think we shall require about 850,000 more to complote
the work. Thon it will be a very perfect harbor.

Sir R[CHARD CARTWRIGHT. What is the ize of the
breakwater ?

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. It is from 24 to 30 feet
wide, and 1,600 feet long. It is on the east aide of the har-
bor, running about north-east.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. I notice in the charge
for the Kaministiquia River that the dredging is put down
at 23 cents per cub'e foot, which is a little over $6 per
cubie yard. Is not that a rather excessive charge ?

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. The work is done by con.
tract, and we accepted the lowest tender.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. There is no rock, it is
mud bottom, is it not ?

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. It is hard clay.
Mr. SIANLY. The price is certainly higb if it is lay

dredging. Perhaps there is not a large quantity.
Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGIIT. Thore was 120,000

feet dredged out.

Mr. TROW. I would ask whether the spring freshots
cause accumulations in this cutting.

9i,03 U,000, less te$5000contributeuDby the 1British
Government. SrHCO AGVN o twstogta

'~evrn mnt.firest that the bottom was quicksand, and engineOe 8 80

Sir HECL'OR LANGEVIN. Yes. reported; but on further examina'ion it wae found

Mr. DAVIES. When does the hon. gentleman expece th&t that there were throe or four inehes cf eand and thon lard
that dock will be finished ? ay. That day, after being romovei from the water and

exposedtot the atmosphere, bocomes as hard as brick.
Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. About the end of September. There has beon ne fitling le, se far as I have been inforned,

sinco the work has beeu done.
Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT, Do yon propose to irRICHARD CARTWRIG FIT. I would like te kncw

Pass to our account the $5,0 paid by the British Gov-punen Tou con h 2 0i0~ adb h rtb e-whethor the hon. gentleman's lut. colicague, Liententrnt
ernment, or simply apply it to the work ? In other words, Goveor Aikiriali nite eatit6ed with thieerenditure on
are you going to spend $300,000 inL 1886-87 in addition totWh1w Minister
this $45,000?teKmntiui. o wacfFnnoithis$45)00?think that houn- gentleman had a cominittce of onquiry ini

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. We intend aeking in the the Sonate te show the extravagance Mr. Macker aie wai
suppkmentary estimates for $250,000 to correspond with guilty of je rnaking use of the Kaminitiýnta at ail, aud it
the $250,000 that will be paid in January rext by the Bri-1 would be înterebting te knew if ho approves cf thie eo.
tish Government. Of cour e, that being debt, it must go into diture.
the public coffers, and tberefoie we must have the authorityj Sir IECTCR LANGEVIN. I amnnt in a position to
of Parliament to draw it. un&wer the bon. gentleman affirma1 ively; but 1 think if

Ns
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Lieutenant Governor Aikins saw the work done he would
be satisfied with the result.

Mr. DAW2ON. As some hon. gentlemen were making
enquiries about the position of the breakwater at Port
Arthur, and as I am tolerably well acquainted with it, I may
inforn them that it extends in front of the town and
parallel to the shore 2,000 feet, and that, inside this break-
water, there are a number of wharves built by private indi-
viduals who have laid out $100,000 thereon. These wharves
run straight from the shore, and are protected by the break-
water which passes in front of them, half a mile outaide.
This breakwater will make Port Arthur a most magnificent
harbor. It may be of some interest to the House to know
that Port Arthur haa grown within the last three years from
being a village of 1,200 inhabitants, to a town of 6,000
inhabitants, and that its shipping bas increased from 150,000
or 200,000 tons yearly, to 500,000 tons yearly. It is now
t1:e most important harbor in Ontario as regards shipping.
My hon. friend from South Perth (Mr. Trow) used to take
a little pleasure in having a quiet joke about the differences
regarding the Kaministiquia harbor, but now all are united.
Te. people of the town and river are acting hand in hand
in opening up their respective places, and are contemplating
a street railway between the two. The population is increas-
ing fast, and the whole country progressing wonderfully.

Cape Tormentine Harbor, N.B ............. $130,000 00

Mr. DAVIES. A very large sum was expended, nearly
$5,000, in obtaining a survey. Will the hon. Minister give
onme details of the results of that survey, as the report has

not been brought down? and will he bring down the report
without a formal notice ? The report is going to assume
an importance which was not, perhaps, thought of at the
time, as the Railways and Canals Committee has now before
it a Bill with reference to building a subway, and a good
deal of discussion will take place on the subject, particularly
with regard to the character of the bottom in and around
Cape Tormentine, as to whether it is sandy or rocky, be.
cause the feasibility of a subway depends largely on that
fact. Have the Government come to a conclusion as to the
exact place where they are going to bauild this ?

Sir RECTOR LANGEVIN. The survey has cost a good
deal, because we thought before locating the pier we ought
to make sure of a proper location. There were two or
three places suggested, and we thought we should have each
place proprly surveyed. I have no objection to bringing
down such extracts of the report of the engineer who made
the survey, as will give the information the hon. gentle-
man wants; but I cannot give the whole report beoause
there are a number of matters in it for the information of
the Government engineer who has to maire a report, and
whose report is the one that will be submitted to Parlia-
ment. I am not in a position to give the exact location
because I have not the debcription here, but tenders were
called for some time ago, and sn many contractors from
different portions of theÎ Dominion wished to tender, that,
seeing the delay ws rather short, about eigbt or ten days
before the time fixed for the acceptance of tenders I
extended the time, to give a chance to all who wished to ten-
der. I think to morrow is the last day. The tenders will
be opened most likely on Monday. I expect there will be
very keen competition, and we may expect to have good
contractors to build the work.

Mr. DAVIES. The site chosen is directly opposite where
the old cable house on Cape Tormentine stood, a little
distance to the north of where the present cable house
stands.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. I have the plan here, and
if the hon, gentleman will cross the House will show it to
him.

Sir Hasmos Lauym,

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. · I object to the hon.
gentleman crossing the Houise.

Mr. DAVIES. As it will be only temporary I hope the
objection will be withdrawn.

Mr. MoCARTBHY. You would not like to lose him?
Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. I would not exchange

him, I was about to say for a dozen, but if it was a case of
three dozen, we might consider it.

Mr. MOCARTHY. Well we eau afford that.
Mr. LANDERKIN. We will all go over very soon to

that aide.
Mr. SHANLY. In speaking of the probable location of

that pier, does the Minister of Public Works refer to it in
connection with the possible subway?

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. No, it has no connection
with the sub-way at all. It was determined upon before.

Mr. DAVIES. I only mentioned the subway because the
report on the location of that wharf will give an idea of the
bottom, and I wish to have that information when the Bill
in reference to the subway comes before the Railway Com-
mittee.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. The committee meets on
WedneSday next, I will see my chief engineer and secure
a opy of that portion of the report which relates to this,
and I will have a copy for the House and a copy for the
oommittee.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. Supposing the work to
be carried out, what is the total cost expected to be ?

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. The tenders are not opened
yet, and really I cannot say. The amount of 8$150,000 that
was put in in the first instance was of course guesswork. It
may cost a great deal more than that, for ail I know.

Public Buildings, Nova Scotia............$17,000 00
Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. Does the amount of

$1,600 complete the work on the Amherst publie building,
and what bas been the total cost ?

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. This will complete it. The
total cost will have been $41,000.

Sir RICHARD cARTWRIGHT. How much of that
was for site ?

Mr. DAVIES. The site was granted by the town. The
contract was only $27,000, [ understand. What is goiag
to make it cost 841,000 ?

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. The amount of the contract
was $27,574. Then you have the furniture and fittings for
the pt office, custom house and so on, $3,359; architect,
41, 0; clerk of works, 8600.

Mr. DAVIES. That only makes $30,000.
Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. The total amount expended

up to the 31st December, $24,000; estimated from 3lst
December to lst July, $8,172; grant asked, $4,000; still
required for gradingfootpath, superintendence, &c., 83,504À
That makes a total of 840,933.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. I see that one George
Thompson is employed as clerk of works at $75 a month,
that is at the rate of $900 a year. la he an oMcer of the
Department or a person resi<lent on the spot, and selected ?

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. le must be some person
selected on the spot.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. Because the oharges
for clerk of works come to a very appreciable item of the
total coSt. Now, the expendituro of $12,000 would hardly
necessitate, one would suppose, an annual charge for clerk
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of works at $900. Really the total expense was probably
al put in within two or three months.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. Weaun hardly have a
reliable clerk of works for less than $2.50 a day.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. So long as hle is
actually employed, I grant.

Sir HECTOR L&NGEVIN. You employ a clerk of works
during the building season, and afterwards you pay him at
a lower rate, if his work is lighter; for example, to look
after the stone that is being eut, in regard to dimensions and
so on, and to see that no bad stone or stone with some fault
should be accepted. I think the amount paid is well invested
for the interests of the Government.

Mr. WELDON. I find an item of legal services, the Hon.
J. Armstrong, 810. The amount is not large, but I find the
same thing in nearly every contract, in addition to the legal
services of the agents of the Minister of Justice.

Sir HECTOR L ANGEVIN. In these cases, it was when
the Department of Justice was very overworked, and they
could not look af ter the titles and so on, and we had to have
a legal gentleman to look after those matters. He examined
the papers and was paid his fee,

Mr. WELDON. Did this gentleman search the title with
regard to the Amherst publie building ?

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. That I cannot say.
Mr. WELDON. I see in the Bathurst public buildings

the services of Mr. Harrison, the agent of the Minister of
Justice, in connection with the site, $78, and also the Hon.
J. Armstrong, $10. I find this all through the buildings.
Is this gentleman in Ottawa ?

Sir HECTOR LA1GEVIN. That gentleman was going
to the different places and examining the contracte. Re
had to see that they were prepared and properly signed.

Mr. WELDON. I see by the Auditor General's report
that the whole amount is about $655.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. Perhaps so; but the Depart-
ment now has been organised in such a way that we have
not to pay these amounts any more. The titles are being
examined by the Department itself, and we have now a form
for these contracts which curtails the expense very much,
and thus the expense has about ceased.

Mr. WELDON. I understood it was the business of the
agents of the Minister of Justice to look after these matters
in St. John and Halifax.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. A large number of these
contracts having to be prepared, the Departmnent of Justice
could not possibly attend to them from press of work. We
could not wait until they could attend to them, as the con-
tracts would have to b. delayed, and therefore we had to
employ a legal gentlemen to prepare these contracta in the
proper form. Besides that we have now a form by which
these contracta eau be prepared without any legal assistance.

Kr. DAVIES. I must say that I do not understand what
this gentleman was paid for doing. I think that this par.
ticular account has appeared in the Public Accounts of
previous years.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. it has appeared.
Mr. DAVIES. That is the expense for last year. It

appeared in everypublic contract let. There are two items
which appear with unfailing regularity every year, that is
for the names of 0. S. MacLaugh lin and theI Hon. J. Arm-
strong. Now, no far as the Roa. J. Armstrong is concerned
-- and if he did any legal work, of coure he ought to be
paid for it-but we know that the contracte are prepared
by the Miniter of Justice, the forma have been settled long
smince, and everybody who hlias had anything to do with the

contracts knows that the forms are all printed and there is
nothing for a lawyer t do about them, all the agreements
-evytngh bas been settled upon long sinc., and these
prin forma lave only to be filled up by the officialsof the
Department. Now, what Mr. Armstrong did was simply to
do a clerk's work. Talk about the Minister ofJustice being
overworked I I am surprised te hear that statement, be,
cause I remember very well that the deputy head was
occupied in work outaide of hie Department, 'n consolid.
ating the Statutes, and made $4,000 or $5,000 for it besides.
80 that, far from being overworked, the deputy head of
that Department-I am throwing no aspersions upon the
gentleman at all, no doubt he did his work very well-was
paid 85,000 for doing extra work this very year ; and it
appears now that while he was doing that extra work, ano,
ther gentleman was employed te do the work he ought to
have done and the country pays 86,000 or 87$,000 for i.

Mr. HESSON. Hear, hear.

Mr. DAVIES. Does the hon. gentleman's cheer mean
an approval or a disapproval? I never knew him yet to
disapprove any aot the Government ever did.

Mr. WHITE (Hastings). Does theb on. gentleman who
criticises these legal ežpenses remember hie own $15,000 ?
Does the hon. gentleman from St. John (Mr. Weldon)
remember his $5,000? Mr. Speaker, I must say that the
lawyers are a hard lot. The country that has te sustain
the lawyers has a hard lot.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. In the case of the hon.
member for Prince Edward Island we have not much cause
to complain, for if we paid him handsomely for hie services,
we got four or five millions out of our American friends for
it. However, we have iere an illustration of the result of
employing officers of a Department to do work that does
net properly belong to it. The Deputy Minister of Justice,
I believe, is a very excellent officer, but I call attention to
the fact that he has been in receipt'of $5,000 for extra work
during two years. It appears, from what my hon. friend
says, that the Department of Justice was not able, during
that time, to overtake its own work, and consequently
somebody else was employed to do work appertaining to
the Department, at the very time when its regularhead was
adding $2,500 a year to hie salary for extra work. Now, that
is not business; it is not expedient, and it is net desirable
that it should be done.

Mr. THOMPSON. As regardsethis sum paid in con-
nection with the revision of the Statutes, I did not suppose
the question would be raised this evening, and as it may
come at some future stage I sball be prepared to give a
fuller explanation than perhaps would be regular now. I
think hon. gentlemen opposite will agree with me that it
was desirable that this gentleman should b. associated with
the commission on the revision of the Statutes. Sir Alexander
Campbell, my predecessor, sat upon that commission as head
of the Department, of course, without remuneration. But
the services which the head of the Department could render
on that commission could necessarily net be so close and con-
stant as were desirable, and I think, from what I know of
the work and from what I have heard of it, that it was
exceedingly desirable that the deputy should be one of the
commission.

Mr. DAVIES. Do I understand the Minister of Publie
Works that there will not be a repetition of this charge the
present year.

Sir HEOTOR LANGEVIN. No, it has ceased now.
Mr. DAVIES. I would entirely relieve my mind if he

would tell me now the particular legal services that gentl-
man did.
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Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. He looked over the con-

tracte for the different works. Now, you have not only to
look to the printed forme, but you have to look to the
important matters in a new contract, which is not a
printed form, as the hon. gentleman knows, and of course
we had to see that it was properly drawn up, in order that
there might be no difficulty afterwards. In a contract of
$20,000 or $50,000 it was important to make sure that that
document was properly executed, and we paid a small foc
for it. But that has ceased now, the contracte now are
being prepared by ourselves, and if we have any doubt about
any additional form to be added to the contract, we shall
consult the Department of Justice.

Mr. HESSON. When the hon. member for Queen's,
P.E.1. (Mr. Davies), was speaking, I was thinking how
differently hon, gentlemen of the legal profession measure
the value of their services. I remembered hearing a legal
gentleman in this House saying that ho was sacrificing an
incorhe from his profession of something like 825,000 a year.
But we find other hon. gentlemen in this House valuing
tireir Services at $5,000 or $6,000 a year, so it is awkward
for a non-professional gentleman to come to any conclusion
as to *hat value we ought really to place upon thoir ser-
vices.

Sir ÉICHARD CARTWRIGHT.* The objection to pay-
ing this amount of 85,000 to the Deputy Minister of
Justice is that it is paying two salaries. We pay him
$4,000 a year, which may be enough or may not; but,
over and above that amount, ho bas received 82,500 a year
for two years for so-called extqa services.

Mr. DAVIES. I do not :want any hon. gentleman to
think that in my opinion the Deputy Minister of Justice
is overpaid. Hie is not so by any means.

Mr. BOWELL. Nor any other lawyer, I suppose.
Mr. DAVIES. Yeos, in the case of Mr. O'Connor, who

acted in regard to the new buildings.
Mr. THOMPSON. It is only right to say with respect

to Mr. O'Connor's charges that his services iu connection
with that property were of a somewhat peculiar nature.
Ie acted as the agent of the Department, and not in the
capacity merely of a solicitor. He obtained the refusal of
all the properties from a large number of owners, and ho
had to conduct that business in a special manner, of course
without disclosing the fac that the Government would be
the purchaser. In conducting those negotiations it became
necessary for him to provide the purchase money until the
transaction was completed.

Mr. WELDON. Three per cent. is charged for commis.
sion besides the legal charges.

Mr. McMULLEN. Is the Minister of Justice aware that
Mr. O'Connor fills another very important position in the
city, namely, that of President of the Conservative Associa-
tion ? Did any of this money go to that particular fund ?
There is a nigger in the fonce.

Mr. VAIL. Perhaps the hon. gentleman will give some
information in regard to the vote of $8,000 asked for the
New Glasgow public building.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. That amount will complote
the building. The total estimated cost, including heating,
etc., is 843,000.

Mr. WELDON. What are these amounts which con-
stantly appear as having been paid to S. J. MacLaughlin ?

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. A photographer is employed
in the Public Works Department. In order to save the
travelling expenses of the chief architect or chief engineer,
as the case may be, the photographer obtains the photo-
graph of the building at a certain moment. The chief

Mr. DAvias.

architect is able to judge of the progress of the building
from the photograph, and thus saves his own time and
travelling expenses. If there is any difficulty between the
clerk of works and the local architect and contractor, the
photograph is there and the chief architect can decide the
matter. With respect to the North Sydney post office,
custom bouse, &c., $15,000 more will be reqired to com-
plote. The whole cost will be $25,000. With respect to
South Sydney post -office, custom house, &c., 83,500, the
difficulty has been about the site. The total coSt of the
buildings will be $31,000.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. How far apart are
North and South Sydney ?

Mr. MoDOUGALL. The distance by water is seven
miles, by land seventeen miles.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. You give these places,
a few miles apart, two poet offices, two custom bouses, and
two et cetera8.

Mr. WELDON. Just as Pictou has two railways.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. They are very well
taken care of. In spite of all that, the member in the
Local House is to-day supporting a resolution for secession.
A grateful people those Nova Scotians !

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. With respect to the vote of
810,000 to the Yarmouth post office, custom house, &c,
when this amount has been expended, $5,000 more will be
required to complete. The total cost will be $41,000.

Publie Buildings, P.E. I.......,........$41,00 00

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. Looking at this, I flnd
great difficulty in understanding on what principle the
salaries in Ottawa, not charged to civil government, could
have run up to the sum of $2,288, which is the amount
according to the Auditor General's report.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. There must be some mis-
take about that, as the information I have is that we have
expended, up to the lst of July, $44,597 on this building.

Mr. DAVIES. When the old custom bouse and post
office was burned down at Charlottetown, the Department
of Public Works rented the old bank of Prince Edward
Island, and they expended in refitting that bank the
enormous sum, as it appears to me, of $6,207. I find, how-
ever, on looking at page 249, that of this $1,587 was
expended for a safe for the Assistant Receiver General's
office. The salaries in Ottawa not charged to civil govern-
ment is for the construction of the new building now
going on. The whole amount is charged in the Auditor
General's report to Charlottetown public buildings, but a
portion of it relates to the new publie buildings going up,
while the other items consist of repairs, furniture, &c. I
cannot see how in the world they spend $6,000 in altera-
tions, and there must be some mistake about that, as I do
not think so much was paid.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. That.may be, but the system
followed is for the clerk of works or the architect on the sot
to report what is wanted, give it in detail and put opposite
each article hie valuation, which of course varies according
to the locality. We have in the Departmenat sufficient data
to allow the chief architect to se that the priceS are roa-
sonable, and if found reasonable, then they are ordered.

Mr. DAVIES. I do not at all complain of extravagance
in that regard--ln fact it is in the other direction, and
although they have erected this new building, the building
is so small that no reasonable expenditure oould acommodate
the people. In fact it je simply terrible the way the public
are used in that building. There is no extravagance ,in that
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matter; I think if there was a little more the public would
be better satisfied.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. I am much please4to have
another good witness on that side of the House in thai
direction. Of course it is possible with these works secat
tered all over the Dominion that abuses may occur, but
there is a great deal of care taken by the heads of the
different branches, and they are honest, honorable and able
men, men who do the best they can, and who I think
generally succeed in taking care of the interests of the
Department.

Mr. VAIL. I do not think there could be very much
danger of extravagance in Nova Scotia, simply because
there is scarcely any money spent there.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. Perhaps when the
secession resolutions are passed you will hear about that.
What are these new Dominion buildings likely to cost?

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. $92,000.
Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. I find here that salar-

ies in Ottawa, not charged to civil government, amount to
82,288; and the total expenditure, exclusive of this, is
about $3,800, after deducting the safe. Now, I understand,
in a sort of fashion, how the hon, gentleman came to make
a charge of $4,600, for a work which he expected to cost
$600,000; but here is a work which will only cost some
89DOO, and the proportion of salaries at Ottawa seems to
be enormously large, because it is in addition to the charges
f'or clerke of works, and architects.

Sir HECTOR LA SGE VIN. As I said before, the total
expenditure has to be divided into different works. The
object of that is, by taking these men temporarily, when
the works are completed you may discharge them, and'
tns yenusave notonly the permanent salaries, but the
superannuation afterwarde.4

Mr. DAVIES. On page 367 of the Auditor General's
report you will find a list of salaries not charged to civil
government which foot up to $52,404. At the foot there
is an abstract showing the amount charged to the Public
Works Department. What we want to know is by what
rule is this division made?

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. It is impossible to define it
according to rule, but one cannot know how long the differ-
ent clerks have been employed on this or that work. It is
divided among all these works. We follow the same rule
that was followed before.

Sir RICHARD OARTWRIGHT. Is this work equivalent
to architect'e work, such as preparing plans and specifi.
cations ?

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. Yes, a portion of it. For ex-
ample, the chief.architect prepares a certain plan or sketch
and sends that to the local architect. But we cannot
exactly divide the charges for such work to the dollar
among the different works.

Mr. MoINTYRE. I wish to know who is the contractor
for the construction of the Montague poet office and cus-
tom house.

Sir HEOTOR LANGEVIN. L. A. Wilmot.

Mr. McINTYRE. I see that $800 was paid for the site,
which appears to me to be a large amount for a village like
Montagne. What are the dimensions of the site?

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. 103 feet by 76 feet 6 inches,

Mr. MoINTYRE. It appears to me it is an extraordi-
nary sum to pay for a site of those dimensions in a village
hke Montagne.

Mr. DAVIES. Does the hon. gentleman know the village
at all ?

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. No.
b Mr. DAVIES. I see that his report states that it was

bought from Lambert's estate, but the money was paid to
McEvoy.

Mr. MACDONALD (King's PE.L). I think I can
explain that satisfactorily to the hon. gentleman. The pro-
perty was bought from the Lambert estate, but it was
bought through MoEvoy as the administrator of the pro.
perty. The price is not excessive at mll, considering the
price of other properties bought in the vicinity at the same
time. Other properties as well situated could notbe bought
for less money.

Mr. MaINTYRE. Is the work now going ahead ? This
amount of 84,800 was voted some three years a , and as
far as I have been able to ascertain nothing has Dndone
towards the construction of the building up to the prosent
time.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. The work is going on. This
amount, I think, will cover the whole cost.

Mr. McINTYRE. When does the hon, gentleman expect
to have the building completed ?

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. The date fixed is the 6th of
October, 1887.

Mr. DAVIES. I wish to ask whether a claimhas been
preferred by the contractors for the Sunimersido public
buiiding for a largo sum above his contract, and whether
that claim has been granted by the hon. Minister.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. I think a claim has come,
but has not been decided,

Mr. DAVIES. The hon. gentleman knows that the
contractor, Mr. Doyle, was hore for the larger part of the
Session, and I thought probably, from the number of inter-
views the hon, gentleman had with him that he had come
to some conclusion.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. I think I saw him twice. I
do not remember to have come to any conclusion. If the
claim is a large one, it is not likely that it is yet decided.

Mr. DAVIES. What was the amount he asked ?
Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. I cannot say that.
Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. What was the total

cost?
Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. The building will cet

altogether 835,500.
Mr. MoINTYRE. l the hon, gentleman sure he did not

send away Mr. Doyle quite satisfied ?

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. I do not know; perhaps the
hon. gentleman could tell me?

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGET. Hore is a total expend-
iture of $11,000 in thiat year. The architect was pald $375,
and that, no doubt, was exclusive of the work done at the
headquarters, and the clerk of the works $925, or a total of
81,300, which is a large proportion for work to the amount
of 811,000.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. The amount paid to the
architect is for the preparation of certain plans, and thon
ho receives a certain commission on the amount of the work,
which 1a paid as the werk progresses.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. Does not commission
on expenditure include supervision ?

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. Hole isobliged to vieit the
wohis. We have a olrk of the works hoilooka tod.tils,
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who sees that the stones are properly laid and the brick
work and mortar are good and so on, but the architect has
the general supervision and sees whether the work is well-
performed or not.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. You are paying $1,300
for services and supervision in the strictest sense on an
expenditure of $11,000, which really involves an enormous
charge, about 12 per cent. on the expenditure. No
private parties would allow the wages of supervision to
amount to that. Probably this $11,000 las been expended
in five or six months, unless the contractor is very dilatory.

Mr. DAVIES. What rate do you pay the clerk of the
works ?

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. The rate is about the same
all round. It varies from 82.50 to 83 a day. I do not think
the amount has gone beyond that.

Mr. DAVIES. It must have in this case, because it is a
simall building. The clerk of the works at Charlottetown
got $75 a month, and the whole paymeùt was $225 ; the
architect in this case got $375.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. That would b. at $75 a
month, if employed the whole year.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. In practice, the hon.
gentleman will see that the contractor, in all likelihood,
would not have many men at work except for five or six
months.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. They cannot work more
than seven or eight months.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. This is the first year's
work, and as the whole cost is $30,000, spread over three
years, it is extremely improbable there was more done in
this year than putting up the outeide walls.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. This work began in 1883.
There was more progress made in 1885; and in 1886, up to
Blst December, the expenditure was $8,010.

Mr. DAVIES. Ie it probable the hon. gentleman will
bring down a sum in the Supplementary Estimates to meet
the claim Mr. Doyle makes?

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. If his claim is a proper one,
I will have to ask my colleagues to let me put an extra
amÔunt in the Supplementary Estimates, and no doubt the
hon. gentleman will agre with us that the amount muet be
paid ; but I muet say Iam quite unaware of the amount he
has claimed, and am pretty sure that unless he laims a very
amall amount, it will not be granted.

Public Works, New Brunswick.....................$29,450 00

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. The Bathurst post office,
custom house, &o., will cSt in all $31,000; the New-
castle post office, oustom house, &c., will cost, when
completed, $13,000; the St. Stephens' post office, custom
house, &c., will cost in alil $30,000.

Publie Works, Quebec.... . .............. $106,750 00

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. The $2,000 for Hall post
office and inland revenue office is for heating purposes.
With regard to the new drill hall, Quebec, $15,000, the
Quebec Government have also contributed 815,000. The
Sorel public building will cost, altogether, 840,000. The
St. Vincent de Paul penitentiary, 819,500, is the ordinary
vote.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. What do you mean by
that. I it an annual charge.?

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. It i8 the sme charge as
last year, and so far as that goes is an annual vote. The
convicts there are employed as they are in other peniten.

%iares, as i ginton. For example, they were employd in
Sir UnT LaeI IN.

erecting certain buildings and in erecting the atone fence
as well. Here it is for the same purpose. For example,
they have the wooden fence to enclose a portion of the
property of the penitentiary, $1,575. Then there are the
general repairs to some of the buildings, $750; cement and
sand, 8800; wood for burning bricks, &c., $800; quarrying
tools, $150, fuel for heating the buildings, 83,900.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. Ought not these kind
of things to be rather placed under the head of the ordinary
expenses of the penitentiary than charged in:public works ?

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. They have been so charged
for several years. Last yearI know it was so, and I would
not be surprised if we found it in the previous year, when
the amount was much larger than.this.

Mr. WELDON. From the AuJitor General's report, it
appears to be $28,037 for 1884-85.

Mr. DAVIES. If the hon. gentleman examines the items
I do not think he will find they are covered at ail by the
items for which he sks the vote now.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. I was stopped ; I have a
number of other items.

Mr. DAVIES. It seems to me that the tools and so on
for the use of convicts in construction have nothing to do
with the items that cost 828,000 in 1884-85.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. Perhaps not. Then there
is blacksmith's coal, 8200; tools for stone-cutters and other
trades connected with the building, *81,000; tools, iron,
steel, powder, &o., for quarrying, $300; fodder, harness
and vehicles for the horses in the service of the Department
of Public Works there, $1,000; then the salary of the clerk
of works, the three trade instructors and the superin-
tendents of stores, $3,900 ; piggery, twenty styes, $81,600 ;
erection of dwelling house for keeper, $600; superinten-
dence and contingencies, making altogether, 819,500.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. How much does the
hon. gentleman expect to spend on St. Vincent de Paul
before turning it out complete ?

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. That I am unable to say,
because I do not know what may be the requirements of
the Department of Justice. They did not give me a etate.
ment of the requirements of the penitentiary, what they
require to complete the buildings. We have erected cer-
tain buildings, but I am pretty sure, from t.he number of
convicts that are there, that we will have to extend them.
Then the fence will have to be built in atone. We have, I
think, only a wooden fence all around that penitentiary.
Last year we purchased a piece of ground, as the hon. gen-
tleman remembers, authority having been given by Parlia-
ment, to complete the groupds of the penitentiary. That
will have to be fenced in wood for the present, because it
will require a large sum of money to build the wall in
stone.

Mr. DAVIES. I see already a quarter of a million has
been spent on the construction of St. Vincent de Paul-
$250,674 for construction alone.

Sir HEOTOR L ANG EVIN. Yes, it has been expended
from year to year. Previous to 1878, from the beginning
of the institution, the Government had expended 8122,000 ;
in 1878, $7,000 was expended; in 1879, 811,000; in 1880,
89,000; in 1881, 815,000; in 188,, $16,000; in 1883,
$19,000; in 1884, 820,000; in 1885, 828,000; and now
$20,000.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. How much are the
Montreal armories, for which $45,000 is now aaked, going
to cot ?
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Mr. FISHER. On what dotails i this vote going to bc

laid out ?
Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. Perhape the hon. gentle

man is not aware that weo called for tenders for that work
and that the contractors are Mesrs. Shirley, Brannen &
Starre. The amount of the contract is $45,617. That i
for a portion of the work. Thon we have to put. on the
roofs and complete the interior of the next building, the
drill hall. This amount I think will suffie to complete
with the exception of about $4,000.

Mr. FISHER. Is this going to put down a foor in the
drill hall?

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. No, I do not think there is
a floor. I think it is the soil.

Mr. WELDON. $92,000 have been already expended.
Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. I think so.
Mr. VAIL. How much did the city of Montreal pay

towards that ?
Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. They provided the grounds.
Mr. VAIL I thought they agreed to pay a certain

amount towards the building.
Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. No.
Mr. VAIL. They offered to at one time.
Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. No, the drill hall is a separ.

ate building.
Mr. VAIL. Will the amount of 85,500 complote the Que.

bec immigration building?
Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. No; we shall require 83,500

more, and I think we shall have to aEk for it in the Supple.
mentary Estimatep, because the work is proceeding fut and
wilL be completed before the end of the year.

Public Buildings, Ontario.................$104,500 00

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. Will the $1,500 com-
plote the Amherstburg post office, custom house, &c.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. It is comploted. This is
fir some wooden outhouses.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. Whatj was the total
sum spent there ?

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. $33,000. The $3,000 for the
Berlin post office is to complote. The total cost will be
836,500. The contract wus for about $24,000.

Mr. TROW. What wu the price of the site of the post
office in Berlin.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. $3,000. It was purchased
fron Mr. C. Heller.

M r. WILSON. I would like to ask the Minister how it
is that $1,500 are appropriated for the completion of the
work at Chatham. I understood that building was com-
pleted a year ago.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. We had to have a tower in
that building, and this is to put in a clock.

Mr. WILSON. The 81,500 la to build a tower, and put
in the clock ?

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. No, the tower is there, I
understand,

Mr. WILSON. It seems to me that 81,500 will pur-
chue a pretty good clock.

Sir HEQTOR LANGE VIN. It will be a striking clock.
Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. Does the $28,000 for

the Hamilton post oMce and cuatom house complete the
building?-

8ir HECTOR LANGEVIN. Tes.
Mr. WILSON. How Much has that cost ?
Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. We have paid $288,000.
Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. Thon 892,000 in the

current year, and 828,000 besides?
Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. A portion of the $92,000

is expended. The total cSt will be 8351,000.
Mr. O'BRIEN. That is a lot of money to spend on

Hamilton.
Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. Hamilton, Toronto, Mou.

treal, Quebec, St. John and Halifax, are large cities.
Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. I do not eoe the hon•

member for Hamilton present. I have no doubt ho would
fully appreciate the gentleman's putting Hamilton first.
But reallyI think, although it is quite right that we should
put a respectable buildin at Hamilton, I fail to see that
the amount of business one there, eau require $350,000
for a post office and custom house. It seemas to me to be
an enormeus sum.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. In these large cities we
muet make our public buildings correspond, in thoir archi.
tecture, to the street in which they are placed and the
buildings around them. For example, in Montreal the
post office is a beautiful building, and it must be so because
it stands alongaide the Bank of Montreal and other beau.
tiful buildings. In Quebec we have not so fine a building,
because in Quebec, although the buildinge are good, their
architecture is not so fine as in Montreal.

Mr. O'BRIEN. I would like to a k the Minister of Public
Works to apply the same rule to the Supreme Court House
in this city. This court is now housed in a miserable little
building, altogether out of proportion to the importance of
the work that court performs, and to its position at the capital
of the Dominion. Ithink if he is going to lay down that
rule with regard to the pest offio at Hlamilton, ho should, ou
some future occaion, apply it to the Supreme Court of this
country.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. I have a strong im.
pression on my mind that a good many hundreds of thou.
sands of dollars are thrown away in erocting these public
buildings for the suppoed comfort and convenience of the
public, which might just as well.be saved. It sooms to me
that an immense deal of money is wasted in filigree work,
that does not add much to the dignity and importance of
the building, in a great many cases.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. In large cities the Domin-
ion should have its public offices built on a scale commen-
surate with the wealth and extent of the city. It is hardly
dignified for the Dominion to have its public offices in a
rented and poor building in large cities. If a étranger goes
to the post office, and finds it lu a miserable little building,
it gives him a poor idea of the country. I have not seeg
the Hamilton buildinýg since its completion, but I am told
it is a beautiful one, and a credit to ithe Dominion. I hope
it will give sufficient revenue to recoup as for its erection.
I am told the revenue from cutoms and post officees very
large.

Xr. VAIL. It is an exorbitant amount to pay for a eus-
tom house and pet offi e. When the building forcustom
house and post office purposes was taken by the Dominion
Govern ment at Halifax, At a coSt of $80,0000, it was con-
sidered exorbitant; and yet three or four times that amount
is expended on a building for Hamilton, which city is about
the same sie as Halifax.

Mr. McMULLEN. While the Dominion should ereet
respectable buildings that would to a certais extent be cre.
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ditable to the country, we Shèld economise as much as Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT, But there seemed to
posible. The amount invested in the Hapiilton custom have been no work going on that year?
house is exorbitant. When the Mackenzie Government Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. Most likely the workwas in power strong efforts were made to induce it to erect began durin those two months and continued thea much larger building as a post office at Guelph than that igan derind the w p orth eo the follow -ea
which was erected. Mr. Mackenzie, however, refuseod , g year, andtho was paid for the work the following •ar.

erect a larger building than was necessary for the accom- Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. With regard to tie
modation required, without regard to adjacent buildings. public buildings at Peterboro', I understand that the neces-
Of course, in Hamilton there are respectable buildings, but Bities, shall I say, of the public service have required, thIt
the Mackenzie Government refused to spend enormous sums whereas in all other cases the post office and custom houso
in putting up buildings much larger than were required. were put together, in Peterboro' they are rather widelv
The Guelph post office is only two storeys high, being lower separated, and two distinct sites have to be paid for. Will
than many of the adjoining buildings. the hon, gentleman be good enough to tell the louse whait

has heen paid for sites, and where, and wherefore ?
Si HECO r LANGEIrITVN N. d btth b f'
fr JULJ6J,&4XÀy10. o oU CD, &e memuer or

East York (Mr. Mackevzie) did all hoecould to save money
to the conntry, as we do. When the St. John custom house
was burned, Mr. Macket.zie gave to that city a very beauti-
ful building, which is a credit to the Government and the
country. I will give a few figures to show the importance
of Hamilton. The postal revenue, last year, was $62,000;
saving's bank deposits, $281,000; money orders issued and
paid, $ 97,000; customs duties, $668,000.; other revenues
collected, $1,499; vplue of exports, $470,000; value of
imports, nearly $4,000,000; excise, $275,000. So the hon.
gentleman will see that if we have expended a large sum,
we have a large revenue.

Kingston Penitentiary..........$17,O00 00

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. For what is this amount
wanted ?

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. For a number of small
items in connection with buildings and repairs.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. Is there telephone
communication between Kingston penitentiary and the
city.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. Yes.
Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. It is necessary to

have such communication for in the event of any lamentable
outbreak such as occurred in another penitentiary lately, it
might be of very great service.

Mr. WILSON. Perhaps the hon. gentleman will make
some explanation in regard to payments made to Mr.
Bowes ?

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. Mr. Bowes is architect of
the penitantiary. buildings, and his headquarters are at
Ottawa.

Mr. WILSON. There are hotel expenses at $8.50 a day
for 41 days, amounting to $143.50.

Sir REOTOR LANGEVIN. Those are expenses incurred
by this officer when visiting the penitentiaries.

Mr. MoMULLEN. There are also two trips costing
8149.50.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. No doubt ho was paid that
amount.

Mr. WILSON. What about an item of 85,500 for Orange.
ville post office, &o. ?

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. That is to complote the
building.

Mr. NoM ULLEN. I see the architect is down for nine-
teen days at 810 a day, in connection with this post office,
and also this Mr. Armstrong, 810. Then there is Mr. Robert
He witt, two months, $150. Who is ho? Does he live in
Orangeville?

Sir HEOTOR LANGE VIN. He is clerk of works.
er. McMULLEN.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. I explained the other day,
on a question being put by an hon. member that two sites
had been bought, the one being the Sawyer lot, I think on
Hlunter street.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. What is the religious
persuasion of the Sawyer lot ?

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. I never knew that a lot had
a religious persuasion, and therefore I an unable to answer
the hon. gentleman. That lot was purchased because it
was near the village of Ashburnham which is next to Peter-
boro'. There is a bridge between the two, and that
bridge leads to this street, and the post office will serve the
requirements of both places. This lot was considered not a
proper site for a custom house and inland revenue office,
and we thought that, under the circumstances, another lot
should be purchased in the interior of the town, in another
place. That lot is called the Phalen lot, near the station, I
belheve, though I have not been there myself. Tenders
have been called for the two buildings, and instructions have
been given to the chief architect to prepare his plans and
specifications in such a way that the cost of both buildings
would not exceed that of one building, if we had ere'eted
only one.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. What is the price of
the Phalen lot and what of the Sawyer lot?

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. I think one lot cost $6,000
and the other something like $3,500 or $4,000.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. What is the total coAt
of the buildings to be ?

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. About 30,000, oeach.
Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. Peterboro' is a con

siderable town, and one which, if it does not now rank as a
city, will soon rank as a city, and all the argumentsadvanced
by the hon. gentleman recently as to erecting imposing
buildings in towns of importance would apply very strongly
to the erection of an i mposing and useful building for the
town of Peterboro'. The hon. gentlenan will hardly him-
self maintain that 'a very much better building could not
have been put up for $60,000, one whieh would be a much
greater credit to the town of Peterboro' than the two build-
ings costing $30,000 each. Moreover, in all cases before
this where the town is of considerable size, I think the
custom house and post office have been combined. I
think that has been the invariable practice of the Depart-
ment in considerable towns.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. Not overywhere.
Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. Where are the depar.

tares ?
Sir HECTO R LANGEVIN. Winnipeg, L ndon, ToroLto,

Montreal, St. John Quebec.
Sir RICHARD CART WRIGHT, rMot of tho-o are very

large towns.
Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. I thought the hon. gentle.

man was trying to erect Poteroro' to the sare rank?
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Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. Wheeever they were building. He is a very efficient and reliable man, and

of a size under 15,000 or 20,000 people, that was the custom, whereas in other places a caretaker and an engineer are
for the reason that you could erect a very much more employed for public buildings, he is oblige to act both u4
imposing building for $60,000 than by dividing it into two caretaker and engineer. In a town or oitythe expense of
buildings of $30,000 each. How far are these two lots living iahigh, and it is uafiir that h.eshoitd be obliged to
apart. take $150 for rent out of hie salary of $400. I requested the

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. I cannot say, but I know Minister of Public Works to put a vote in the Estimates for
the Phalen lot is near the railway station, and near the fitting up rooms for him in the building ; but the Estimateu
market, whilst the post office is in another direction. are down, and no vote is in them. Very likely the Goveru.

ment will allow the present state of things to continue until
Sr RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. Has the hon. gentte. the building is burned down owing to the absence of theman got possession of thesoe two lote ? caretaker. I therefore think that the Minister of Pubico
Sir HEOTOR LANGEVIN. Yes. Works ought to put a reasonable amout in the Estimates,
Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. I understand the hon. and allow the amount ho has aid for rente during the time

gentleman has completed purchase and paid for both, he has been kept out of these uildings.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. Yes Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. Lastyear I put in something
•HO A Vfor this purpose, but the hon. gentleman, speikMgofth

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. Does the hon. gentie- expenses, frightened me se much that I dared not put in an
man know whether there is any qualification in the deeds amount this year. His manner, however, je so encouraging
of these lots-whether they are deeded to the Government I will really have to take this into consideration.
for a particular purpose in either case. Mr. WILSON. No doubt the hon. gentleman ws con.

Sir HE TOR LANGEVIN. Yes. In the deed for the siderate in reference to the expense of the building at St.
purchase of the Phalen lot, the words "for post office and Thomas, because in 1884-85 h. paid the iarchitect 3 per cent,
other buildings," were inserted. That was done without Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. I do not think the hon.
the consent of the Government. According to the Order gentleman ought to raise that question now. He expects
in Council, it was for a public building; it did not mention sometbing in the Estimates of 1886-87, and if It appears there
a post office; and as soon as the deed was sent to me I sent he will have the opportunity of saying that the Minister of
it back in order that the matter might be investigated. I Public Works has listened to him, and if not he will have
have not yet been able to ascortain how those words came the opportunity of referring to the grievance he wishes to
to be put in the deed. I stated to the proprietor of the lot, bring up.
who wished the post office to be built there instead of at the Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. Will the 812,000 forother place, and declared that he would never have sold itTSireRCADC clou il0
for the price paid, 83.900, if he had known it was not to be oronto examining warehouse close it?
for a post office, that the Government were ready to return Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. It closes it for the present.
the lot to him provided he gave back the money, so that he In 1884-85, we decided to have a larger examining
would not suffer any loss from the sale. He has refused warehouse, and then asked the money to build a third of
this, and has told me he would make a claim for damages. it. We are going on with that. Afterwards we had to
Under these circumstances, perhaps the hon. gentleman add a building, which will be a portion of the second
will not ask me to make any further explanation on that third for the hoisting apparatus, and this amount is to erect
point. this building. If next year we are flush of moly, we

Mr. MoMULLEN. If I am rightly informed, the Gov. may go on with the balance.
ernment, in the first place, bought the Phalen lot, with the
intention of erecting a post office and custom house on it. Si RICHARD CARTWRIGHT What do.s Lht cost
But t bore was a quarrel between the parties, as each wanted altogether ?
to tell hie lot to the Government, so the Government thought Sir BECTOR LANGEVIN. <100,000, when completed.
to patch up the quarrel by buying both lots and putting up
two separate buildings. I am quite satisfied that if an Mr. VAIL. I would point out that the Minister of Public
investigation were beld, the statements I make could be Works mentioned that the amount received for (ustoms at
proved. One of the men was down here, since Parliament Hamilton was so large that it justified the expenditure of
has met, to demand that the Minister of Public Works $300,000 on the custom bouse. Well, I and tht, oompared
erect the building on hie lot. It is outrageons that the with Halifax, the amount is not large. While the Oustomo
money of the country should be wasted in this way That receipts from Hamiltom are 8660,000, the receipte from
is the truth, and I challen'ge the Minister of Public Works to Halifax are $1,363,000, and the custom house in Haifaz
deny it, ouly cost 80,000.

Mr. THOMPSON. In regard to the conveyance, rhape Mr. BOWELL. When was it built ?
I might explain that the conveyance is not limitdto the
purpose mentioned, but there is a recital that the lot hie Mr. VAIL. In 1867.
been purchased for thatpurpose. Mr. BOWELL. That alters the matter, btte nov

Mr. WILSON. Has the lot for the Prescott public build- warehouse we have rented there and are 4 bøtt reparing
ing been purchased yet ? is costing quite as much in prqportion as the ton

Sir ETOR LANGEVIN. We have not purchased the building.
lot yet. This is an appropriation which has not been used. Pubie Work, Maitob......il....................-. 800

Mr. WILSON. I would like to call the attention of the Mr. WATSON. I see there es no amount place in the
minister of Public Works to a representation I made to him Estimâtes for the Winnipg drHif shed, althog , iolonel

some time ago. I stated that the Government had led the Houghton reports tht a floor uhould be plaoed en it.
caretaker of the St. Thomas publie building to underatand
that rooms would be fitted up in the building in which be Sir HECTOR LANGBID N. Tht matter has been
might live. Since last summer he has been compelled to brought to my notice lately, and I think to.morrow i will
ront a houe at is own expense at some distance from the have to look over all these matten.
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Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. How much has been

expended on the Manitoba penitentiary and Winnipeg
post office.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. The amount expended
from the beginning is $291,O00, and on the post office,
8150,000. About $8,000 more will be required to complote
the post office, and this year I believe it will be completed,
as I understand the post office authorities have directed
that the post office be removed there. The present tem-
porary post office will be fitted up for the Department of
the Interior.

Public Works, North-West Territories ........... . $31,000 00

Mr. O'BRIEN. I wish to say a word or two with regard
to one item which is not included in the Estimates, that is
the Industrial School at Qu'Appelle for the training of
Indian boys. Having had an opportunity of visiting that
school several times, I must say that if there is anything
on which we can congratulate ourselves, it is the attempt
being made in the North-West to educate the youth of the
Indian tribes. It is quite evident we cannot do anything
with the old men or the young men who have attained the
age of maturity. Our only chance is to endeavor to educate
the youths, the young boys and girls who are growing up
in the different reserves, with them we may possibly do
something. I admit that experience is not altogether favor-
able, for I found there, and we know in fact from our
own expérience in the Province of Ontario, that the
Indian boys and girls who are trained with the
greatest possible care at our varions industrial
schools or other institutions very often, after they
have obtained a great deal of instruction, turn out to
be after all mere savages; but at the same time the only
hope we have, the only prospect we have, the only induce-
ment we have to spend money upon the Indians is based
upon the fact that upon the young, caught young in fact,we
may possibly hope to obtain some influence which may be
of benefit in future years. I took several opportunities of
visiting that school at Qu'Appelle, and I was very much
pleased with what is going on there. The expenditure
in establishing that school has been very great. The
buildings have cost a great deal of money, but I
think they are worth ail they have cost, and I desire
to express my sense of the very great service the
fathers in charge of that institution are giving to the
people of the country. I am sure they are doing
a great work. Among others there, I saw a grand
son of Sitting Bull, a little boy, a bright little
fellow, of just the class from whom the perple of this coun-
try may hope something in the future. I hope the Indian
Department will endeavor to encourage and develop these
institutions, and I think the country will not begrudge any
reasonable expenditure in developing them. I think they
are the only hope we have of obtaining in the future any-
thing like a grasp and a hold upon the Indian population.
If we can give them some notion of our ideas of civilisation,
some idea of cleanliness, of good clothing, of everything
that we believe makes the benefits and comforts of civilisa-
tion, the country should not begrudge the expenditure; and,
in regard to this particular institution, I beg to express my
extreme sense of what this country owes to the clergy who
are in charge of that institution and the excellent work
they are doing in the management of it.

Mr. MoLELAN. The hon. gentleman will see that, on
a following page, there is a vote of $41,836 for day sohools
and $52,500 for industrial schools, together making an
increase of 831,700 over lat year.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. What will the Regina
g al and lunatie asylum and the post-office and custom
house cost when they are finished ?

Sir 130TOIR LANGzVIN.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. The goal and lunatic asy.
lum will cst 856,000. It will require $7,000 more to com-
plete. The post office and custom house will be about com-
pleted with this sum of $3,500. At Prince Albert, there is
a contract for the building of the court-house and goal for
which this $15,500 is asked. The contractor is. T.Dodd-
ridge, who is represented by Mr. Jellie, of Winnipeg.

Public Buildings, British 0olutnbla............. $55,500 00.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. Is this $50,000 to
complote the penitentiary ?

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. No; it will not complote.
That institution is increasing in regard to the number of
convicts.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. Under the National
Policy ?

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. Yes; under the National
Policy, whilst the population is increasing.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. Are you going to build
the Vancouver quarantine station at all ? I see this 85,500
is a revote.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. The note I have here is
this: "This is to make provision for the undermentioned
works suggested by the agent under date of the 20th Sep-
tember and February, 1885, as being necessary to render
the new quarantine buildings erected at Albert Head, suit-
able for the purpose for which it is intended."

Public Buildings generally.............................. $15,000 00

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. That is the ordinary vote,
Mr. KIRK. Where are the buildings ?

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. It is general. It is for the
buildings of the whole Dominion.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. It is the usual vote.

Mr. KIRK. Is it the intention to erect a custom house
and post office in Gaysboro' out of this vote ?

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. That is a good idea.

Mr. PATERSON (Brant). As the Minister of Public
Works states that the Supplementary Estimates are to be
considered in his Department to-morrow, I would mention
one item to him. I mean the revote for the Joseph Brant
monument of $5,000. It will expire in .uly, and I suppose
the hon. gentleman will not pay the money before October,
when the monument will be erqcted, so that it will be
necessary to take a vote for it in 1886-87.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. We can carry it for three
months, or we can revote it. I thank the hon. gentleman.

Resolutions to be reported.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN moved the adjournm&ent of
the House.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. Has our resolution
been communicated to the Lord High Commissioner yet ?

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. Yes, it has gone; and I
have no doubt the members of the House of Commons have
received it, and are now considering ité

Motion agreed to; and the louse adjourned at 12:05 a.m,
(Saturday).
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MONDAT, O10thïMay, 1886.

The Spiaum took the Chair at Three o'clock.

PIÂTziw

PEBSONAL EXPLANATIONS-TIMBER LIMITS.

Mr. COOK. Before the Orders of the Day are called, I
wish to make a statement. On the 4th May the Minister
of the Interior, speaking to the motion of my hon. friend
for North Norfolk (Mr. Charlton), made this statement,
speaking of the Scotch company in which I was interested:

" They seemed to prefer to take his recommendation, and they gave
him an enormous sum of money in advanoe, as they thought he had a
title. Now, that was a transaction where the money really paased."

I was in my seat, and I rose and said:

"I just wish to correct the hon. gentleman. The statement that h.
is making is false."

The same evening, after I had left the Chamber for a short
time, the hon. member for East Grey (Mr. Sproule) had the
presumption to make this statement:

" e stated that parties who got timber limits from the Government
never intended to work them."

That is, referring to myself, that I had stated that other
parties had got timber limite, and had not intended to work
them. He went on to say:

" They could not do worse than did that hon. gentleman himself, if
they sold them to oome foreigners and cheated them out of a large
amount of money. The poor unfortunate Scotchmen in Glasgow who
rd him 450,000 have a lively recollection of the hon. gentleman and

mtimber limita."I

This is a serious charge, and dare not be made by any re-
sponsible party outide of this House. It will be my duty
now to repudiate the statement made by the hon. gentle.
man in toto, and to give a brief synopsis of the conduct of
the Scotchmen in connection with this company. The com-
pany was formed in 1880. I was appointed its general
manager. Mr. Lockie, the late manager of the Bank of
Commerce in Toronto, was appointed the financial manager.
For the first year I had unlimited control of the company's
operations, and succeeded to the extent of making a profit
of $137,000. The financial manager, immediataly afterwards,
seeing that the company was likely to be a great sucoess,
interfered with my duties to such an extent that difficulties
arose between us. I resigned my position as general
manager of the company, and my resignation was accepted.
The capital of the company was $1,000,000; $500,000 was
held by gentlemen in Scotland and $500,000 was held by
gentlemen in Canada. The $500,000 of shares held by the
gentlemen in Scotland were termed "A " shares, and ranked
as preference dividend to the extent of 10 per cent. " B "
shares, held by Canadian gentlemen, were deferred to the
extant of 10 per cent. dividend. The constitution of the
company provided that any shares being transferred were
not eligible to be voted on for seven weeks after
the transfer. It also provided that a general extraor-
dinary meeting could be called within forty days. Up
to the time of my resignation I held $250,000 worh
of shares in trust for other Canadian holders, which were
ail the shares held by me. Some time after my resignation
and when I had nothing more to do with the company, I
transferred the $250,000 worth of stock to the parties to
whom it belonged. Immediately after this transfer the
Scotch gentlemen called a general extraordinary meeting of
the shareholders, with a view of passing a by-law to water
the "A " shares to the extent of 50 per cent. This meet-

I

ing eonvened in Edinburgh, Scotland. The Canadian
shareholders sent a representative to the meeting, and
stated to the gentlemen in Scotland that they were taking
an unfair advantage of the0 anadian shareholders; because
of their inability to vote upon the 8250,000 of shares that I
had transferred. The Scotch gentlemen, no doubt expeoting
large returne from the company, attempted to swindle the
Canadian shareholders to the extent that I have mentioned.
Instead of having an equal proportion with the Canadian
shareholders, they had, by this watering process, increased
theirs to $750,000, and the Canadian shares were left in the
same position as before; so that, before the Canadian share.
holders could obtain any dividend at al, the oompany would
have to pay the Scotch shareholdere a dividend on $750,000
instead of 8500,000. It also gave them complete control of
the company, which control was plaoed in the hands of the
financial manager, who knew nothing about the lumber
trade whatever, and who was the cause of the disastrous
results to the company. The disaster to the company was
brought about directly by the action of the gentlemen in
Scotland in taking out of the hands of practical lum.
bermen in Canada the management of this com-
pany. They did not alone injure themselves, but
they injure e Canadian shareholders, and I may
state here for the information of the gentleman who
seems to take such a deep interest in this company, for the
purpose of injuring me in the eyes of the public, that one of
the principal shareholders-Cook & Brothers-put in
8800,000 cash. I trust that these short explanations will be
sufficient to satisfy my most bitter political enemy that he
cannot make any capital against me on this charge. I
would not have referred to the speech made by the hon.
gentleman, but he is not known so well in the country as
he is in this House, and bearing as it did the malicious and
despicable utterance made by the Minister of the Interior
in connection with this very same matter, when I character-
ised it at onue as a false statement, I should have thought
this would have been quite sufficient for any hon. gentle-
man in the House. I did not happen to be in my seat
when the member for East Grey made his statement, or I
should have characterised it there and then as I character-
ised the utterances made by the Minister of the Interior.

An hon. MEMBER. Oh, oh.
Mr. COOK. I make this statement, and the hon. gen-

tleman need not screw up his face or laugh. I am prepared
to prove the statement I have made. I make this state-
ment consciously, knowing what 1 am doing, and everyone
who knows the Minister of the Interior as well as do some
hon. members in this House, will not place a great deal of
confidence in what he says.

Mr. SPEAKER. Order, order.

An bon, MEMBEB. Take back that statement.

Mr. COOK. I take back nothing.

Mr. SPROULE. I should like to say, in regard to the re
marks of thei hon. gentleman, that I made a statement which
was current in our part of the country. It was generally
known, it was generally believed, that Cook Bros took
out of that transaction $450,000, for which those gen-
tlemen gave little or nothing in return, and when they left
the company Cook Bros. took out about all the good
timber. As to the reference made about the hon. member
for East Grey not being so well known in the country as
in the House, I suppose the reverse is the fact. But I can
only say that in the hon. member's case, h. is a good deal
better known in the country than in the House, and those gen-
tlemen who have had occasion to have transactions with him,
know hin, and will know him to their sorrow, no matter
what is said by him. I am glad h. has succeeded in getting
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some peneon to write out a plausible statement and read it
to the fouse and the country, and I have no reason to com-
plain if it satisfies his conscience and his constituents,

Mr. COUGHLIN. I am reported in the Ottawa Free
Press of the 7th as voting aganet my own motion. The
report is as follows :-

" Mr. Blake then moved in amendment to the main motion as
amended, that Mr. Speaker be instructed to forward to Mr. Gladstone a
oopy of the resolution adopted by this House.

" Mr. Ooughlin moved an amendment to the amendment, substituting
the name of! Mr. Parnell for Mr. Gladstone.

" While Mr. aoughlin was moving this amendment to the amendment,
Mr. Curran was apparently seekirng to obtain the Premier's consent.
Sir John Macdonald appeared at first to consent, and it was not until he
9i eévéd that the substitution of one namé for another in face of 1fr.

*ke's off r t accept Parnell'asname in addition to Gladstone would
be an inult, that

"4ir John then proposed in amendment that all the resolutions be
forwarded to Gladstone, Parnell and Salisbury. This was ruled out of
order, and a division forced on Mr. Coughlin's amendment by the Oppo-
sition, who declined to allow it to be withdrawn. Twenty then voted
for the amendment to the amendment and 141 agamint.

I say this a malioous slander and falsehood, and the re-
porter muet have known it.

INCOMPLETE RUTIURN.

Mr. MULOCK. In the absence of the hon. member for
West Lambton (Mr. Lister), I beg to call the attention of
the House to a return laid before the House on 21st April
last. An Order of the House was passed on 2nd March,
1885, directing to be laid before Pariament a list of certain
shareholders in certain companies, and the Order contained
these words: "And the amount of stock held by each indi-
vidually." In pursuance of that Order a return was laid
before the House on the date mentioned, and that return
purported to deal with the case of the Pontiac Pacific
Junction,1ailway Company; but I submit it does not con-
ply with the directions of the louse in regard to the list of
shareholders. There is a statement in the body of the
return of the names of certain persons as shareholders, and
it concludes as follows: "The total amount of stock held by
the individuals is 6300,000, $6,000 of which is held by
George O. Boulon (or Boulton), and the balance is divided,
as nearly as possible, equally among the other eight per-
sons." I submit that the words "as nearly as possible "
render it impossible to infer that the balance of the stock,
8294,000, is divided evenly between the shareholders in
question, and I therefore submit that the Order has not
Demn compliedwith.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. I did not see the return,
whkh camerfrom the Railway Department ; but I will call
the attention of the hon. Minister to the statement of the
hon. gentleman.

PESONAL EXPLANATION.

Mr. DICKINSON. Mr. Speaker, before the Orders of
the Day are called I propose, irst, to call the attention of
the House toe statements made by members of this House
elsewhere, which, as reported in the Toronto globe, reflect
on my personal honor. In the second place, I desire to
notice, by way of an explanation, some statements of
similar import made during a recent debate on timber
lioenses in the North.West; and, Sir, allow me here to say,
that my ideas are so old-fashioned if you will, that I make
no distinction between political and personal honor, both of
which have been unwarrantably assailed both in this Hlouse
and outside of it. This conclusion will, I trust, be made
clear before I close. The performance of this duty I con-
sider imperative, not only in my own behalf, but equally so
in respect of the important county which has honored me
with its confidence, and of the integrity of this Parliament,

Kr. SPbaous.

which is of first public importance. In this connection I
beg to draw the attention of the House to a short extract
from the speech of the hon. member for West Huron (Mr.
Cameron) made at Wingham, as given in the globe of 12th
July last. I see that the gentleman to whom I have re.
ferred bas left the Chamber, and I very much regret it.
Before, however, entering upon the subject, I wish to point
out that the hon. member for Huron (Mr. Cameron), save
the mark, made this statement in a previous speech :

" This indictment ls a grave and serious one, and no public man should,
either in hie place in Parliament or on the public platform, make alle-
gations of this kind unless he is in a position to prove them.'s

That is the declaration he made before making the charge
at Wingham, to which I am about to refer. The hoading
of that portion ofb is speech at Wingham was : "lWhy
Tory Members of Parliament support the Goverument."
Hie sAid:

"I purpose now for a little to direct your attention to the corrupt means
by which corrupt Tory representatives of the people are induced to sup-
port a corrupt Tory Administration. I shall deal only with the Conser-
v4 tive supporters of the Goverument from Ontario. The Consegvative
supporters of this Government from the other Provinces are bad enough.
The supporters of the Government from Ontario are moved in their sup-
port by no honest restraints, infiuenced by ne pure motives, and guided

y no patriotic convictions. The support is largely given sud received
from purely personal, meroenary and corrupt considerations."

It will be noted with what gusto and relish the hon. mem-
ber referred to uses the word "corruption " and rols it as
if it were a sweet morsel under his tongue, as if it were his
ordinary diet. This was thé conclusion which was arrived
at, aat any raté, by a full bench e judges oe our land on a
certain occasion. Under the hading to which I have refer-
red follow the names of forty members of this House, but I
shall, of course, refer only to my own case, as those other
hon.gentlemen can defend themselves. My name istheo eighth
on the list and he honored me by referring to me in this
way:

"8. Moss Kent Dickinson is the Tory member for Russell. He was first
elected in 1882. I find the firat thing a Tory representative doesis te
look out for 'Number One,' and Just here I muet do Mois Kent the
justic® of.saying that with marvellous success and in a wondertally short
space cf timé hé learned thé first and prime duty of a Tory mémber of
Parliament. On thé l3th October, 1882, he s than four monthemafter hif
election, ho applied for fifty square miles of valuable timber limita, and
his son applied for two other limit. Now, gentlemen, you can hardly
expect that Mous Kent can vote against the Government who have so
generouaiy provided for him and hie out of thé public demaia."l

It is to be noted that the gravamen of the charge appears
to be that I received that limit from the Government after
I was a member of this House. The hon. gentleman las,
I presume, had no other source of information as to dates
except the returns which were brought down to this House.
He made this gross charge, not in the presence of those
whom he maligns but in their absence; he las not even had
the hardihood to repeat that charge in the presence of those
whom he has maligned, and I challenge him now to find in
the returns any such statement, as to dates, Le., that
I applied for a limit after I was elected As a mat-
ter of fact, I have never had the opportunity, or have
never taken occasion to explain the matter, although on
numerous occasions outside the House this charge las been
brought against me. Now it will scarcely be credited that
the application which he says was made on the 15th Octo-
ber, was really made on the 13th May, 1882-before the
elections of 1882, as is well known. Not only so, but in
my own case there was not the probability that I would
be nomirated as the candidate of the Liberal-Conservative
party for the county, and the election did not take
place until the 20th June. With respect to my son, to
whom he refers as having got two limita, I would say that
the hon. gentleman is also in error in that case, whether
designedly or otherwise the House can judge, as bis applica-
tion was for one limit only, also made long before my
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election or nomination, i.e., I6th May. I presume, how-
ever, that his anxiety to multiply these cases of appli.
cations for timber limita was so great that a matter of one
or two limita did not make much difference to him. Now,
I think no fair. or generous-minded man, no matter what
his stripe of politics, would make any such falsified
charge inside or outside of this House, for the more grati-
fication of obtaining, at the moment, perhaps, the cheer to
the echo which, no doubt, theb hon. gentleman received,from his deluded hearers, by making such faise and calumi.
nous statements with regard to fellow-members who were
not present to delend themselves. I will now, with
the permission of the House, refer to what took
place on the 4th of May last, when this timber limit
question was discussed in this House. The hon.
member for North Norfolk, in his list of charges
against members of Parliament in connection with timber
limita, said that M. K. Dickinson, M.P., made application
for G. L. Dickinson-to ths I have already referred-and
W. B. Dickinson. In respect to this case, I did not transmit
the application. I will say nothing about the motives of
the hon. gentleman. If I cannot find arguments in support
of any position I take, I will never descend to tacitly
acknowledge defeat by imputing motives. With a desire to
magnify the territory covered by limita generally acquired
either for or by the recommendation of members of this
House, the hon. gentleman also mentioned that the a plica.
tion for J. J. Burrows was for fifty-six islands, whereas
his application was for five small islands with a total
area of fifty-six square miles, and was never made by me
for him. I recommended it after my election, as he was
one of my constituents, though he spent some time in the
North-West; but until hearing the above statement, I never
heard he had obtained a grant, and I had no interest what-
ever in it. Now, I will take the liberty of meeting the
statement that bas been so often made on the oppo-
site side of this House, that the regulations under which the
timber lands of the North-West are granted to applicants,
are much Joas advantageous in point of revenue than the
regulations prevailing in Ontario.

Mir. SPEAKER. I hope the hon. gentleman will confine
himself to the personal explanation, and not go into the
general question of timber limita.

Mr. DICKINSON. I will do so with all deference.. Then,
I have a further explanation to make with regard to a still
graver charge that was made against myself during the re-
cent debate. The hon. member for Eat Simcoe (Mr. Cook)
-pardon the misnomer-made the following comments
with regard te myself. He started off with a grand senti-
ment as to the necessity of spesking the truth on al occa-
sions. He said:

" It is highly impreper for hon. member in this House to make state.
menti that are fa."

Now, Sir, before I sit down I think I shall prove that the
statements made against myself are false. Ie said :

" NowI only want to deal with one more gentleman. When the
memberfor Cardwell via Montreal, got up and attempted to attack me,
he said it was a vile thing on my part to take a timber limit, but he
turned around to hie friend and said: 'My friend, Mr. Dickinson, who
is an old-established lumberman, has a right to have timber limite.'
Well, I do not know how long he has been inmbering. My impression
is that he is not lumbering now. Are yon ?

"Mr. DIOKINSON. Since 1852, unoeasingly, more or leus.
'<Mr. 000K. The lat time I heard of him h. was lumberingin

spools."

I do not think that a very grave accusation; it is not that
I am referring to; but I will read until I come toi charge
of a far graver character:

"I have no doubt that he is o wedded to the lumber trade that ho
will stick to it like old Mr. assh who had been a lumberman, and who
was found one day sbavilng shingle."

Te hon. gentleman used three words which the reporter
omitted, but which I distinctly hoard. He spoke of Mr.
Marah, who had been a lumberman, "who had failed."Re
went on:

"I Rewas asked what he wasdoing now,and hesaid : 'I am in the
lumber trade, and 1 am going to romain there even If I have to get down
to wooden toothpicks.' do not know whether the hon. gentleman ha
got down to wooden toothpicks yet, but he has two timber limita which
are of wonderful value, for he professes that they hav. fur hundred
millions of timber on them."

The hon. gentleman is as much misinformed in reference
to my being engaged in making spools as he is in
reference to the more grave charges with wbich he has
assailed me. I never made a spool-

Mr. COOK. If the hon. gentlenian will allow me, I wish
to apologise. I take that back. It is not spools he is
making; it se clothes-pins.

Mr. DICKINSON. The hon. gentleman is mietaken
again ; I have not made a clothes-pin, and have bad no
connection with clothes-pins.-

" KMr. COOK. That Ia the statement. He came to a party ln Toronto
to sell it, and when he was talking about the enormons amount of
lumber on that limit-he was talking to a lumberman, mind you-when
they saw Professor Macoun's report, which was given to hlim, no doubt,
for no other purpose than to endeavor to soell his timber limit, stating
that there were four hundred millions of timber on 100 miles-because
ho had to get one limit for himself of fifty miles and one for hi son, ho
could not get it aIl in one, because Sir John had declared that ha would
no' give more than fifty miles to one person he changed that in order
to get an excuse to eancel my timber limit.

On this latter point, it is pretty well known that there were
other and botter reasons for cancelling the limit referred to.

" He stated there were 400,000,000 on the two limite."

From my place in this House, recognising my responsibility,
I say that I never made such a statement or anything
approaching it, that I never attempted to give any definite
idea or make any statement with reference to the quantity of
timber upon that limit, either to the hon. member for East
Simcoe or anyone else.

Mr. COOK, You got the limit, did yon not ?

Mr. DICKINSON. The hon. member for East Simcoe
said further:

" Well, he stated there were 400,000,000 on the two limita, and when
he said thpt that Party in Toranto oelly said: II cannot have anythl-g
te do with it.' He waf net taikin gte the marines",

I was not talking to the marines, but I apprehend that the
conversation he refers to, is one h. had with myself, and if
he rests his statement upon anything I said, he is putting
words into my mouth I never used. The hon. gentleman
added :

" The statement was falsified, and he was going about with a fals.
statement supplied by Professor Maconn of the Government bore, of the
Geological Department of this Goverhment, he was going about trying
to make people believe there was more timber on that Ilmit than there
was He approached the hon. member for Welland; ho went all tho way
to Niagara Falls to try to seli.it. Then he said, if they would only take
half of it, he would seil for $10,000. And It had 400,000,000 of timber
on it. Why, if it was worth a cent; it was worth $400,000, and he vas
willing to sell one-half for $10,00v'

This statement, containing a foul insinuation made against
a most estimable and efficient public servant, thatI was
hawking about a false statement made up by Professor
Macoun, would, even if I had no occasion to rise in my own
self-defence, induce me to do so in order to resent that foul
unfounded charge against Professor Macoun. There is not
one word of truth in it, as I shall show before I sit down.
The hon. gentleman continued :

" I vould not refer personally to matters of this kind, but gentlemen
say he is immaculate; he may have timber limite, he is a lumberman-
in making spoole; and then he tried to get rid of that limit by nothing
more or ln than a frand, and I haraoterie it as suoh."
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I desire that this last sentence be noticed particularly; and
further, 1 claim that such a charge having been made by
one member of this House against another, it is necessary,
in the interest of the integrity of this Parliament, that it
should be established beyond question whether myself or
the hon. member for East Simcoe (Mr. Cook) is the culpa-
ble party. If this charge be correct, I am Sir, unworthy of a
seat in this Hfouse, but if the hon. gentleman has made an
unfounded, slanderous charge, which I assert to bis teeth he
has done in regard to myself, he is unworthy of a seat inthis
Chamber. I am not well acquainted with parliamentary law
or usage, but with all deference to the House, I solicit an
investigation at the hands of this Parliament into this
matter.

Mr. COOK. Move for a committee.

Mr. DICKINSON. I would not keep this seat for one
hour if I were in a position of uncertainty as to my qualifi-
cation to fill it, so far as personal or political honor is con-
cerned.

An hon. MEMBER. Have you sold the limit yet?

Mr. DICKINSON. In reference to the charge against
Professor Macoun, [ desire, in justice to that gentleman, to
make a simple, plain statement of all that occurred between
him and myself. The hon. gentleman seems very much
amused.

Mr. LANDERKIN. I am delighted.

Mr. DICKINSON. As I have already shown, I applied
to the Department for this limit on the 13th of May, 1882.
I received no information from any quarter except from
the Official Report of 1881, containing Mr. Macoun's reports
of lis exploration in the North-West, on page 81. In
describing the section in which the limit granted to me is
situated, Mr. Macoun says:

" The character of the valley changed about four miles from the
Etoimami, and fine groves of poplar with clumps of very large sprace,
ranging from twenty to thirty-six inches, were frequently passed. As
we proceeded up stream this changed, and the whole river valley for
nearly eight mi les was filled with the most magnificent forest ofspruce.
Fine, tali, straight trees, ail growing, and often thirty-six inches in
diameter,were standing close together, and did they extend any dis-
tance from the st eam, would be invaluable. From my own cursory
examination I was led to believe that this was the case, but later
accounts show that the belt La less than half a mile wide for the most
part."

I am more particular in respect to the charge against Mr.
Macoun than I would be in regard to that against myself.
It will be remembered that I read a statement made by the
hon. member for East Simcoe in regard to Professor
Macoun, whose report, he said, was false, that there were
400,000,000 of timber upon my own limit and that of my
family. Let me say bere that Professor Macoun never said
anything of the kiud, and that there was no examination
of the tiimber limits granted to my sons. They were not
referred to in any manner or mentioned in any conversa-
tion I had with the hon. member for East Simcoe (Mr.
Cook), if it is my conversation with him he refers to.
Hence the hon. gentleman's statement in that respect is false,
made entirely from whole cloth. With permission of
the House, I desire to explain all and everything
that Professor Macoun had to do in reference
to the matter in question, and the circumstances
under which I made the application to the Department.
Then on calling at the Department and finding there were
no applications in, covering the ground indicated by the
paragraph I have just read, I put in my application for
the same, and as I have already shown it was granted sub-
sequently, upon the published conditions open to anyone
who might apply for similar grants. Up to that time and
until April 1 the following year, I had never met or had

ny correspondence of any nature whatever with Profesor
jïr,DçKis.

Macoun. During April of 1883, more than one year
after obtaining the grant, I called on the professor, intro-
duced myself stating I had obtained the timber grant
referred to, showing him the paragraph which I have read,
and asked him if ho could give any further particulars
respecting the area of land which I described as embraced
in my grant than that noted in his official teport, and, if so,
could he with propriety kindly favor me with any such in
his possession of a practical character, obtained on the
ground, in regard to requisite facilities for access and egress
by water for the working and development of this limit. He
stated he had made voluminous field notes while on the
ground in respect to all his explorations made in the North-
West and elsewhere, a synopsis of which was only practicable
to include in his official reports, and had no doubt h. would
find he had done so in this case, and if ho could give me any
further information from his field notes on points I desired
tending towards the settlement of our grand heritage in the
North-West, h. considered it was his duty te do so as a
public officer. I gave him a memorandum of the several
practical points, and snbsequently he was kind enongh to
send me a communication of which the following is a copy.
The hon. member for East Simcoe (Mr. Cook), now acknow-
ledges-or at least [ understood him to do so by assent-
that he is the person to whom he refers in connection with
the statement h. made to the House. Whtt I will now
take the liberty of reading to the louse is the document,
and the only one, which I had over Professer Macoun's sig-
nature, and no statement did I make, directly or indirectly,
in contravention of this statement in regard to the quantity
of timber:

M. K. DICKINBoN, Esq. OTTAW, April 13th, 1883.

" DÂR Si,-Regarding the timber supply upon Little Swan River,
N.W.T., 'commencing four miles from its mouth and extending up a
distance of eight miles or thereabouts,' as contained in my officiai
report, I may state-

"Ilt. That in my opinion the best part of the timber will be found
within a mile of the river on each aide. Of this I am not certain, but it
is my belief, judging from observations taken from tree tops, I believe
I am correct.

Then he goes on to give the varieties of timber, and con-
tinues:

" As regards the quantity per acre and size of the trees, the following
extracte from my journal, written on the ground, will give my estimate
made without bias."

I will not read some of the clauses, as the time of the louse
is valuable, and I do not desire to trespass upon it any
further than is necessary in the defence of my personal
honor, and that I claim I have a right to defend, as I think
will be acknowledged by every fair-minded member of the
House.

An hon. MEMBER. Hlave you sold the limit ?

Mr. DICKINSON. This is the principal point:

"Regarding the amount of timber on the fifty square miles, I could
scarceiy give an estimate. The above extracts would assist a practical
man to arrive at an approximate couclusion."

Now, that is the only statement that Professor Macoun has
ever made in reference to the quantity upon the limit re-
ferred to, and ·that only as a matter of opinion. In the face
of that, this so called hon. gentleman rises in this House
and makes a distinct positive statement that, according to
Professor Macoun's report, there were four hundred million
feet on the two limits, whereas I have shown that Professor
Macoun never saw or heard, to my knowledge, that my son
had a limit or had anything to do with one.

An hon. MEMBE. Have yon sold the limit ?

Mr. DICKINSON. I can only reiterate the suggestion
that I have made in reference to what I conceive to be tl
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duty of this House towards myself, particularly as I have per cubie foot, or 86 per oubic yard. Well, I was astonished
contradicted from my place the charge that has been made, at the price as mentioned by the two hon. gentlemen, but
namely, that an opportunity should be given me to either I was not in a position to give a negative answer to that
be condemned or to be pronounced guilty. statement. I called the attention of the chief engineer of

An hon. MEMBER. Guilty my Department to that statement, and he gives me this
An hon.memorandum:

Mr. DIOKINSON. And, if it be the latter, I shall of
course bow to the decision of the House. Mr. Speaker, I
tow beg to thank the House for its patient hearing, par.
ticularly the gentleman opposite, for the kind interest which
he takes in what he seems to think a very laughable matter.
When a member of the Mouse is thus charged, those gentle.
men value political or personal honor 80 lightly that they
can make light of any gentleman who gets up to refute so
serious a charge as that which I have explaiued has been
made against mysîelf.

Mr. COOK. I am sorry that the hon. gentleman's feelings
have been wounded. If the hon. gentleman understands
the constitutional way or method of obtaining what he says
he desires, the means of having the thing investigated, he
saya ho would be most happy to do so. Well, I will tell
the hon. gentleman that the charges that I made on this
occasion that he refers to, are true, and I can prove them
under oath ; and I would dare the hon. gentleman to ask
for a committee of this House to investigate the matter.
There is one thing I will take back. I stated that the hon.
gentleman was lumbering in spools, and afterwards that he
was lumbering in clothes-pins. I take back both these
statements, What the hon. gentleman is lumbering in is
barrel bungs.

Mr. SPEAKER. Orders of the Day.

THE WRIT FOR HA LDIMAND.

Mr. LANDERKIN. I would like to enquire of the Gov.
erument if a decision has been arrived at in regard to the
Haldimand election ?

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. The hon. gentleman put
that question the other day, and I asked him to be good
enough to wait until the First Minister was n his pslace.
Afterwards, when the First Minister was in the House,
the bon. gentleman was not in bis place. To-day he re-
news the question, and the han. Minister is out out of the
House. I think, if he will wait a few minutes more, the
First Minister will be in his place, and may be able to give
him an answer.

WHARF AT CAPE TORMENTINE.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. The other day the hon.
member for Queen's, P.E.I. (Mr. Davies), wanted to have
the plan of the wharf made for the Cape Tormentine break-
water, and I stated I would bring it down most likely on
Monday. I have it here, and I called the attention of the
chief engineer of my Department to what was said about
the report of the engineer, and, without reading it now, I
will lay-upon the Table of the House this memorandum
which ho gives me, which covers not only what the local
engineer may have obtained of data, but what the ehief
engineer himself has obtained after looking into the matter,
Bo that this will cover the whole ground.

DREDGING THE KAMINISTIQULA

Sir lCTO'PD LTAGINPTT I isha l t ta

« With referenee te this, I aud lu that report of the Auditor General
for 1884-85, at page 45, this statements that la1,So emble fleet of dred-
iug had been pald for. This is simply a blunder on the part of some-

body outaideof the Departmet, a3 te work doue vas masured, re.
turned aud paid for lu oubie yards. Por dredgitz doue lu 1884, the
Department paid 28 oent per yard, not per foot, and for that doue lat
year, 1885, we paid 19 cents per yard."

I wish this to be corrected at once, so that there may be
no misunderstanding about It.

THE WRIT FOR HALDIMAND.

Mr. LANDERKIN. I am not at aIl satisfied with the
answer given by the acting leader of the Government to.
day. A constituency has been open for some time. I think
about two weeks ago I moved that you issue your warrant
to the Clerk of the Crown in Chance-y, directing him to
issue a writ for the election in the county of Haldimand.
You, Sir, did your duty, as you enerally do your duty,
well, and you issued your warrant to that officer. That
officer received the warrant nearly two weeks ago, and so
far as I bave been able to learn, the Government have not
yet been able to arrive at a decision, or if the First Minister
has arrived at a decision he bas not taken his colleagues
into his confidence, and imparted that decision to the
House. I think it is not only trifling with the House, but
it is trifiing with the constituency that is unrepresented in
this House, and is waiting the decision of the Government
to bring on the election. Itrust that the First Minister
will have sufficient confidence in the acting leader of the
Government to-

Mr. SPEAKER. I do not think the hon, gentleman is
in order, unless he is going to bring before the House some
question of privilege, or is going to make a motion.

Mr. LANDERKIN. I eau easily do that if it is neces-
sary.

THE SHUSWAP AND OKANAGAN RAILWAY
COMPANY.

Mr. HOMER moved the second reading of amendments
made by the Senate to Bill (No. 33) to incorporate the
Shuswap and Okanagan Railway Company.

Mr. SPEAKER. The Law Clerk certifies to me that
these amendments are verbal and unimportant.

Mr. MITCHELL, itight I ask whether in all cases of
thie kind the Law Clerk gives a certificate where amend.
ments have been made ?-because I think it very impor-
tant that should be done. Your Honor will have in recol-
lection a case, some couple ofyears ago, in which alterations
were made and were reported as unimportant, and after-
wards turned out to be very important, and the House had
to cancel and reconsider the legislation, and we have had
very little satisfaction out of it since. I mention this fact
now because I think it is well that these changes should be
certified by the Law Clerk. The case I refer to is that of
the Grand Trunk, at the time they ohested us in that
legialation.'

jr M-&'Vt UL i 2. 1wI au Wsoucrreu 6
statement that was made, I think, by the same hon. gentle- Mr. SPEAKER. I hold in my hand the memorandum
man, and by the hon. member for South Huron (Sir from the Law Clerk.
Richard Cartwright), about the price of dredging on the
Kaministiquia, It was stated that the price was 23 cents Amendments concurred in.
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RELIEF OF FLO1RA BIRRELL

Mr. ROBE RTSON (fiamilton) moved the second reading
of Bill (No. 129) for the relief of Flora Birrell.

House divided on motions

YaÂss

Messienur
Allen,
Ârmatroug,
Bain (Wentworth),
Baker (Victoria),
Barker,
Barnad,
Bowell,
Bryson,
Burpee,
Oameron (Huron),
Oameron (Middlesex),
gameron (Victoria),
Carling,
Cochrane,
Cook,
Davies,
Dickinson,
Dodd,
Edgar,
Fairbank,
Farrow,
Fisher,
Foster,
Gillmor,
Glen,
Gordon,
Gunn,
Haggart,

Amyot,
Auger,
Bécard,
Bergeron,
Blondeau,
Bourassa,
Oameron (Inverness),
garonSir Adolphe),

Ohapleau,
Olmon,

Barley,
Hesson,
Hlckey,
Homer,
Inne,
Irvine,
Jackson,
Jenkins,
Kaulbach,4
Rilvert,
King,
Macdonald (air John),
Maekenzie,
Mackiitosh,

.McCallum,
McCarthy,
VeLelan,
Mcmullen,
McNeill,
MillS,
Mitchell,
Moffat,
Mulock,
O'Brien,
Orton,
Paint,
Paterson (Brant),
Patterson (Essex),

Meieu
costiga,

'Outhbert,
Daly,
Daoust,
Dawson,
Forbes,
Fortin,
Gagné,
Geoffrion,
Hackett,

Prnyn,

Robertson (Hamilton),
Robertson (Hastings),
Robertson (Shelburne),
Scott,
Shanly,
Smal,
Somerville (Brant),
Somerville (Bruce),
Sproule,i
Stairs,
Taylor,
Temple,
Towniheamt
Trow,
Tupper,
Tyrwhitt,

Wallace (Albert),
Wallace (York),
Ward,
Weldon,
White (Oardwell),
Wilson,
Wood (Westm'1'd),
Teo.-85.

Kirk,
Landry (Kent),
Landry (Montmagny),
Langevin (Sir Hector),
Macdonald (King's),
McDongall (O. Breton),
Pinsoaneault,
Riopel,
Royal,
Tasset,
Thompson.-33.

Bill nad the saond time.

THE VACANCY IN THE REPRESENTATION OF
WALIMAND.

Mr.LANDERKIN. I would like to ask the First Min.
iter if he can give me au answer with regard to the appoint-
ment of a returning offlcer for the county of Haldimand?

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. I told the hon. gentleman
the other day that I would give him an answer on Friday
last, When I was in my place he did not happen to be in his
seat. Perhaps I sat up too long the night before. I was
obliged to go home, and did not wait until his return, and
so I did not give the answer then. The Government have
not selected a returning officer. They do not think there
is any very great hurry about it, and they will explain to
the House why they think so. We have got a new franchise
and the electors' liste are now being prepared, and there will
be a very large addition to the electorate. There is no posai-
bility of the member who is elected taking his seat during
this8ession-not the alightest,and therefore the election may
as well stand over until the new lists can be used. There
is an addition to the lista equal to 20 per cent. of the whole
electors, I understand. Inl August the liste will be perfected
and it would be rather absurd that a gentleman should be
elected to represent in Parliament an electorate which in
an effete electorate, based upon a votera' list which was

Ir. Spzaa

abandoned a year ago. It would be well to postpone the
election even if there were no new franchise, but whenthere
is a new franchise and the electorate is largely increased,
it would be somethîng like an insult to those put on the
list to find they were excluded from the election in their
county of a member who is to represent their interest, after
they have established the right to vote. That is the reason
of the delay. If this matter is pressed I will ask the House
for a resolution to suspend the issue of the writ.

CANADA TEMPERANCE ACT.

Mr. STAIRS asked, Have the proper authorities, whether
magistrates or others, in those counties in which the Canada
Temperance Act is in force, made returns to the Dominion
Government of the amount of fines collected for infractions
of the said Act ? Ras the Government received the half
of such fines to which it is by law entitled ? Is the Govern-
ment aware that any such money have been used by
counties for purposes other than those named in the Canada
Temperance Act? and if so, what action does it intend to
take thereon ?

Mr. MoLELAN. No returns have been made to the
Dominion Government. There have been no money re-
cei ved. The Government is not aware that money have
been used by counties for purposes other than those named
in the Canada Temperance Act. It is intended to caul on
them to make their returns according to the Act.

FERRY BETWEEN NEW EDINBURGH AND GATI.
NEAU POINT.

Mr. BAIN (Wentworth) asked, Who was the lessee or
lessees of the.ferry between the village of New Edinburgh
and Gatineau Point for the years 1881, 1882, 1883, 1884
and 1885 ? What was the ananal rental ? What amount
of said rental was paid in each of the five years respectively?
Is there any part of the rent in arrears? If so, why ha
the ferry been again leased for a term of five years ? If
so, who is the lessee and what is the annual rental ?

Mr. COSTIGAN. P. H. Chabot was the lessee of the
New Edinburgh and Gatineau Ferry for the years 1881,
1883, 1883, 1884, and 1885. The amount paid in those
years was 6230 for the year 1881. The balance due is
$920. The ferry has been re-leased because the term of the
old lease expired, and the law requires tenders to be called
for in such cases. The present lessee is Thomas MansMd,
at an annual rental of $350.

LANDS IN NORTHERN AND WESTER N ONTARIO.

Mr. MILLS asked, Wkether it is the intention of the
Government to acquiesce in the decision of the Court of
Chancery and Court of Appeal in regard to the ownership
of lands in the northern and western part of the Province
of Ontario, or does it propose to further contest the ques-
tion ?

Mr. THOMPSON. The matter is still under cônsidera-
tion.

PRISONERS IN STONEY MOUNTAIl PBNITEN-
TIARY.

Mr. BERGERON (for Mr. Da.ÎnaiNs) asked, Whether
the Government is aware that the health of several of the
prisoners confinead in the peuitentiary at Steney Mountain,
for participation in the North-West rebellion, is seriously
impaired ? Whether it has been represented to them that
further detention must endanger the lives of many of the
said prisoners ? And, if so, whether it is the intention of the
Government to take steps to prevent that result ?
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Mr. THOMPSON. It was represented some time ago
that the health of some of the prisoners was being impaired
by confnement, and thosein regard to whom that statement
was made were released. I am informed that at a very
recent date no such statement could be made in regard to
those prisoners still confined. I think the hon. member for
Hochelaga (Mr. Desjardins), who placed the question on
the paper, is somewhat misinformed as the number of
prisoners still detained, because the hon. gentleman bas said
" many of the said prisoners." There are only four Indians,
one white and one half-breed still detained. The answer in
regard to their heaith is that no such statement ias been
made as that their health is being impaired; but, on the
contrary, the information as to those who remain is that
their health has not been impaired.

LANDS, TINBER AND MINERALS IN NORTHERN
QUEBEC.

Mr. MILLS asked, Whother the Government has claimed,
or intends to claim, through the Indian title, the lands,
timber and minerals in the northern part of the Province
of Quebec, in the same way and for the same reason that it
makes claim to the lands in the northern and western part
of Ontario? If not, why not ?

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD.
dealt with in the way indicated.
treaty with any Indians as to
Quebec, and there never has been

Thir question cannot be
There never has been a

lands in the Province of
any surrender,

POST OFFICES IN NORTL WELLINGTON.

Mr. MoMULLEN asked, Whether any petitions have
been received from the residents of North Wellington, pray-
ing for the establishment of new post offices ? If so, when is
it the intention of the Government to have an inspection
made with the view of ascertaining whether the necessity
exists for the establishment of more post office accommoda-
tion ? If so, when, or have they decided to open new post
offices ? If so, where ?

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. The statement I have ob.
tained from the Post Office Department in answer to this
question is as follows: Petitions were received at the Post
Office Departnent on 18th May, 1885, and 3rd Aprîl, 1886,
praying for the establishment of more post offices at Fitch
and Olivette respectively, both in the north riding of the
County of Wellington. The inspector in his report upon
the former applications states that there is no sufficient
case. In the latter, the inspector's report is now under
consideration.

MUTUAL RESERVE FUND LLFE ASSOCIATION.

Mr. AMYOT asked, Is the Government aware that the
Mutual Reserve Fund Life Association issues certificates
contrary toLaw, promising to pay an amount not exceed-
ing "lthe sum mentioned in the certificate ;" whereas the
law says: "Every certificate shall contain a promise to
pay the whole amount mentioned therein:" "There shall
be inserted in each certificate a clause to the effect that
no reduction shall be made, for any cause or reason what-
soever, on the amount of a policy lapsed through death ? "
Whether the Government is aware that the official report
of the Superintendent of Insurance of the State of New
York shows that thei Mutual Reserve Fund Association bas
already diverted $78,657.12 of the funds derived from death
assessments, in order to meet its expenses, contrary to the
law in force in Canada; and is it the intention of the
Government to take any, and if so, what steps to protect

MS

persons insured in Canada against such nulawful acts of the
said association ?

Mr. McLEL&N. The Government is not aware that the
Mutual Reserve Fund Life Association issues certifioates
contrary to law. The words quoted in the second clause do
not form a portion of the Statute relating to insuranoe, nor
is it correct that there shall be inserted in each certificate
a claim to the effect that no reduction sh all be made for any
cause whatsoever on the amount of a policy lapsed through
death. The annual statement of the company is now before
the Superintendent of Insurance, and is being examined
with those of other companies; and sufficient stops will be
taken to protect persons insured in said company in 0anada,
if anything should be found contrary to the Act.

WHARF AT LANORAIB.

Mr. AUGER (for M. BERNIER) asked, as a contract
been let for the construction of a wharf at Lanoraie, oounty
of Berthier ? If so, who is the contractor, and what is the
contract price ?

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. In answer to the hon.
gentleman I will say that a contract has been awarded for
the construction of a wharf at Lanoraie. The contractor in
Mr. J. P. Dasablon, and the amount of the contraot ie n4,500.

MATHEW ROCHE, OF LINGAN, N. S

Mr. BLAKE. I am sorry that so long a time han
elapsed since the 2nd of April, when this motion was
placed on the paper, before it was possible to reach it,
ecause we have now reached a stage of the Session,

in which it is difficult to hope that an enquiry can he made.
If it had not been a gpotion of this particular character I
should have proposed to postpone it, but I think that
would not be reasonable, in regard to such a motion, and
therefore I proceed to state: That I arn credibly informed,
and believe I can establish by satisfactory evidence, that at
and for many years before the 3rd July, 1884, the date of
the last election for Cape Breton, one Mathew Roche, of
Lingan, was a voter for the district and was also a Govern-
ment official, as a memnber of the Pilotage Board comprising
Sydney, one of the greatest ports in Canada, to which
were attached two comparatively unimortant out-ports•
That during the election, Murray Dodd, 9quire, then and
now a member of this House for Cape Breton, pressed Mr.
Roche to vote for Mr. MIclougall because h. wasthe Gov-
ernment candidate, brought out and seleeted by them to
carry the county, if possible, in their interest; and stated
to him, as a reason for his so voting, that it was the invari-
able rule that where a Government officer voted against
the Government candidate he ran the risk of being turned
out, and warned him that, if he should so vote, such would
be the consequence in hie case; that subsequently H. F.
McDougall, Esquire, then and now a memnber of this House
for Cape Breton, and Mr. Dodd, M.P., proposed to the Gov-
ernment that Mr. Roche, who they believed had, notwith-
standing such warninge, voted against the Government can-
didate at the said election, should be, in oonsequence of his
vote, supersoded in his office, and soine progress was made
in the attempt; that rumours got abroad, and the Gover-
ment was made aware of the facts and of the rumours and
hesitated to act; That Mesrs. McDaugall, M.P. and bodd,
M.P., continued to prees for the removal of Mr. kloche; and
in the end a plan was devised for the accomplishment of thoeir
object, by the remodelling of the Pilotage Board, and the
creation of a new board for the comparatively unimportant
out-ports, on which minor board Mr. Roche was to be put
wititout hie consent, and the constitution of a board for tIh
great port of Sydney on which Mr. Roche's name was not tg
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b hatihaving heard that he wa s byome such seheme

to beturned ont, Mr. Roche communicated with Mr. Dodd,
MJ.., who told him that the fact was »o; reminded him.pf
hie requesta sud warnings-about voting against the Govern-
meet candidate, and told himn that he must submit to the
consequences; that the substance of this statement was
communicated to the Government, which, however, pro-
ceeded to carry out the plan, and created the two boards
acoerdingly ; thus acomplishing the end songht of displac-
ing Mr. Roche from the main functions of his office in
pursuance of the threat of Mr. Dodd, M.P., and the deter-
mination of Mr. MeDougall, M.P., to punish him for voting,
as they believed he had voted, against the Government
candidate. I beg to move:

That Mr. Blake, a member of this House, having made in hie place the
following statement :-

That he is crediblyiinonned, and believes -he can establish by satis-
factory evidence, that at and for many years before the 3rd July, 1884,
the date of the lastelection for Cape Breton, one Mathew Roche, of
Lingan, was a voter.for the district and was also a Government official,
as a member of the >ilotage Board comprising Sydney, one of the great-
est porte inrGanada, to which were attached two comparatively unim-
portant out-ports;

That during the election, Murray Dodd, Esquire, then and now a
member of.thisHouee for Cape Breton, pressed Mr, Roche ; to vote for
Mr. McDougali because he was the Government candidate, brought out
and selseted iy them toeary the county, if possible, in their interest ;
and stated to himi as areason for hie so voting, that it was the inva-
riable snie *at wherea Qovernment officer voted against the Govern-
ment candidate he rau the risk of being turned out, and warned him
that, if he should so vote, such would be the consequence in his case;

That subsequentlyH. F. MeDongall, Esquire itben and now a member
of this Bouse for Cape Breton, and Mr. Dodd, M.P., proposed to the
Govarnma.nt that Mr. Roche, who they believed had, nptwithstanding
snoh warnin voted against the Government candidate at the sad
elee#¶ongwhond be, in consequence of his vote, superseded in his office,
and soue progees-vwas made inthe attempt;

That rumours got abroad, and the Governument was made aware of
the facts and of the rumours, and hesitated to act ;

Thsttleeè McDougaul, M.P., and Dodd, M.P., continued to press
for the. removat of Mr. Roche; and ia the end, plan was devised for
the seoplishment of their object, by the remodelling of the Pilotage
Board, and the creation of a new board for the comparatively unim-
portant out-ports, on which minor board Mr. Roche was to be put
withoet hie consent, and the constitution of a board for the great port
of Bydney on whicb Mr. Roche's name was not to appear;

That having heard that he was by some such scheme to be turned out,
Mr. Roth cotnmunicated with Mir. Dodd, M.P. who told him that the
fact wa mo remndedheim of hic requeslts and warninge about voting
agauant the Goverament candidate, and told him that he muet submit to
the consequences;

That the substance of this statement was communicated to the Gov-
ernuet, which, however, proceeded to carry ont the plan, and created
the two oards aoerdingly; tha aecomplishing the end sought of dis-
placing MjRooþafrom=the main.-functions ofhis office in pursuance of
the threit of Mr. Dodd, 1M., andthe determination of Mr. McDougall,
M.P to punisrim f(r voting, as they believed he had voted, against

theÃvern en6nidataq
AS Committeeêappointed toonquire into all theciroamstaaee

conn t&dIh the said charges, with power te send for persons, papers
n dtTand:that the-itnessesbe examined on oath or affirmation,

anthbat aasiooeLttee de -report in fuil th3e evidence taken before
thenai ethsir pbecediage on the referenes; .and that.Messra. MoCar-
thyß IesOolby Çameron (Huron), Coursol, Langelier, O'Brien,

d~oand'wlsld do compose 11e said committee.

position by taking an excessive, active part againsit my
friend and colleague Mr. McDougall Nothing further was
done, se far as I am concerned or know of, for months after-
wards. In the month of February, 1885, seven months affer
the eleotion, during which interval of time Mr. Roche and I
met and were the best of friends, ho wrote me a letter not
stating that I had threatened or warned him, but in the most
friendly terme asking me to become his friend here in case
of the remodelling of the board which, for causes which I
shall hereafter draw your attention to, was thon conteia-
plated. This letter is as follows :-

"Mr. MIanniT DoDD: Liveàs, 16th Februry,

Il si,--It is rumored around here that you are going to remove me
from the Board of Commissioners of Pilots, and I wish to lay a few facts
tefore you. Yon are well aware that I always voted for you, and ye
aiso know that got the ill-will of D. Link for doing soat recentlt
elec4ionrand if you consent to remove me without any reason, to plose
a few greedy grab-alls."-

I do not know who they. were--

" I cannot help it, but it is more than I expected from you While on
that board I ac-ed fearlessly and without any favoritism, sud I do not
think it is right to dismissa man without a reason. If you wish to find
how I acted while on that board, I refer yon to Mr. W. Purvis, and I
consider him as good an authority as eau be found. It seems that the
whole trouble is that the pilote do not collect their pilotage. Sir, you
will please look at the returus, and you will seethat cannot be done
very well. It is likely, if I could be twieted around by some of our
nobilty,there would be no complainte. Dear friend, there is notxnuch
gain in it directly; it is a little benefit to me in an .indirect way. I
never asked yon for any political favor before now, and I ask yo not to
dismiss me when there is no reason on my part. If you do it i more
than I expected from one of the Dodds.

"No more from yours,
"IMtA'rw Romu.'

That is what I heard of this story. I told Mr. Roche what
might be his danger, from what 1 conceived to be,gçod
authority. That I had foundation for making the statement,
I will read a few extracts. The honi gentleman who honore
me by making this charge, the leader of the Oppo4tian,,
is associated with a great party i4 his country; it b son
a great party, and it 1a recognised by his followers as a
great party; but there was a member of that party of tho
name of D. A. Macdonald, Who was Postmaster General in
the former Govern ment, and who for, his services to the
party was afterwards made Lieutenant Governor of the
groat Province of Ontario. To the postmaster of Carillon
he wrote in these words:

"You are reported to me as taking a very active part agaiDt the
Qoverument candidate for Argenteuil county. I will only add '' t hnk
you are making a mistake. Goverament officials ashould not oppe the
Goverument candidates."

That I conceive to be good authority for warning my per-
sonal friend that ho ran a risk. But I do not need to go
beyond our own Province for authority. The lon. Wm.
Ross. who wase nmoted for his services, ta the naîrtv to

Mr. »ODD. I deem it my daty, before that motion is which the hon, gentleman who las made this motion be-
put 4 thahRouse, to offer a few words of explanation. .I longs, the Hon. ir. Ross, now the collector at HaIifa, for
have..aê thisindiatment hauging over my head fora period whom I have the greatest amount of respect, writing, it is
of inur or.five weeks; at laat theshell has exploded, and I alleged, to a man by the name of Egan, at North Sydney,
feel that I have not auffered very much from iL. I am glad directly threatened him with dismissal from his office if he
the time hasarrived when I cau atate to my friends in this took an active part, in the election thon being held, against
Hosse and to my friend in the country that;this charge is the Government candidate, and instead of his action being
utterJy unfouande The hon. gentleman las prepared an condemned by the Government of hon. gentlemen opposite,
indiotm#M against me with my colleague, charging me, in he, in return for his activity, was made collector. We have
the.first in4aneo, with uttering a threat, That 1, in the further the judge in the county court in the county of
clearest and most emphatic language, deny. Mr. Roche, Pictou, one of the ad hoc judges, as they were called, the
the party mentioned in this charge, was a great personal hon. Mr. Johnston, in the trial of an election petition
and political kiend of mine. In the election ot my colleague against Mr. Carmichael, thon a substantional sup-
in July,1884,-ho apo;e to me or I to him, I do not knowo porter of te hou. gentleman's party in this House,
which, in reference ta his conduet in that election. I told in which case it wae proved that Mr. Carmichael
him as a friend, s h.then was a Lriend, and as he possibly had threatened the postmaster at Glengarry, bld that the
may be stil, Ithat being a.Government uffloer ho might be Government oecer -kaving been warned that in taking an
Pubject to certain penalities, or might possibly imperil his . active part in the eletion, ho wa liable tg diamisaalshat
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was not sufflcient ground for the annuUing of Mr. Car- amalgamated into one pilotage oommission, so that the
micbael's election; and hon. gentlemen opposite rewarded commissioners sbould live at the porte over which they had
Mr, Johnson by promoting him to a permanent position as juridiction ; the pilotage Commission declared emphatfoally
one of the judges of the county courta of Nova Scotia. There by by-law that disputes arising with miasters dreVsels
are instances of judges in Nova Scotia giving like decisions, should be referred to the nearest pilotage authorityin that ad hoc court, in the election campaign of 1872, and as it was impossible to expect a shipmater ,to t0avel
notably one en my own cunty. I suppose nobody will dis- twenty or thirty miles in order to have a tdispute set-
pute my authority when I quote the -&lobe, which gives a tled. They decided, in the interest of the trade sud om-
report of a discussion that took place in this House in 1874, merce, and In the intereste of shipping, that it wus right,
and Lam lad the hen. member for East York (Mr. Mac. perfect and just, two boards should ho formed, one of fve
kenzie) is here, b'cause it is not reported thathe denied the men having the exclusive jurisdiction of thb two great ports
statements attributed to him by Sir Charles Tupper, accord oif Sydney and North Sydney and the miner porta within
ing tothe- Gmobe report. Sir Charles Tupper thon used the harbor of Sydney, and the other composed of mon
these words: living at or near Caledonia, Glace Bay and Lingan; and, In

94 gr. TUPPER went on to say that during~the late Dominion eleotions remodelling those ports, w. left Mr. Roche at Lingan,where
the hou mnember for ialifax had said at a publie meetin in the Temper- bis property and business are situated, because in attending
ancediall in that city, that if any ofilcial of the Government voted to the important port of Sydney ho had to travel twelve
againet him, It would be at his peril, and that Mr. Annand hal come miles. It is quite true a moderato remuneration is att4çheddown there and said that he had juet been at Ottawa and seen Mr.
Mackenzie, and that gentleman had told him the sarne thing; and Mr. to the work; i do not know how much. The Act specifies
Jonesa-he then Minister of Militia-did not deny this, but spoke upon none, but an allowance is made for travelling expenoos and
his own responsibility." a small fee is allowed, and Mr. Roche gets tie same small
Now the leader of the then Government (gr. Mackenzie) is f®e. now, I presume, as h. geo then, and exorcises the sme
reported also, in the discussion which arose out of the dis- jurisdiction as be did then over the harbor of Lingan,to which

te have said: he was specially appointed. fe knows no more ïf theharbor
misbal of the Ârnpriorside master, cbeof Sydney than any hon. gentleman opposite; he is simply

" They-referring to the Oppositio-had allowed that forbearance to appointed for the harborof Lingan to see that the pilote there
go a great deal too far in protecting men who had used their offices In are competent to discharge their duties, and that power boorder to injure the Government they serve, but he could tell1the heo . .
gentleman opposite and aIl such office holders that that was at an end." is exercising at present. Such is the osition of the matter,

and i am astonished that the leader of the Oposition
This, therefore, was recognised in Nova Scotia as the should state that Mr. Roche was removed, and removed in
Mackenzie doctrine. the manner he alleges. We have done nothing but what

Mr. KIRK. No, it was never so recogniseid. we conceived to be our duty, under the circumstances ;
nothing but what we considered to be our right, and if, on

Mr. DODD. It was recognised by the supporters of the account of the exercise of a little chicanery, and because of
Mackenzie Government that an office holder who took an a little annoyance at circumstances, of which I did not
active part in clections wasliable to dismissal, and I thought, know for months afterwards, I wrote a hasty letter, La is
and I still think, that I was simply acting the part of a alleged here, it was not in furtherauce of a threat or to
friend when i w.rned Mr. Roche that if h. took an active carry out a threat, but becanse there were circumstances
part in the election he was liable to dismissal. Let us come brought to my mind, wbich are specifically proved,
to the facta. Mr. Roche, according to the indictment of the which justified the course I took, and I regret the hon.
leader of the Opposition, would appear to have been dis- gentleman bas net been able to get his committee;
missed from a particular office; but he has never been dis- circumstances which would convinae any man in this Houe
missed from ary office, as he still occupies the position h. and in the Dominion of Canada, that Mr. Roche's dismissal
did at the time of the election, that of commissioner of would have been the most justifiable set that this Govern-
pilots for Lingan. But I will tell you why the commission ment could have doue, or that I could have demanded. Â
of pi'ots was remodolled. While I was in Ottawa that year, man who travels from one end of his section te the other
a difficulty arose. Mr. Livingstone, who had for years with the view to influence in a highly improper manner, as
been the collector of pilotage at that port, was dismissed at I have been informed he did, men to vote, should be dis-
a formal meeting of the board, at which three of the ûlve missed and should not be permitted to retain bis offiee, if ho
commissioners were present, and the brother of one of the holds one under a Government. fie has no right to do so;
commissioners was named in his place. The pilots, Liberal and, sustained by the authorities which I have quoted, and
and Tory, Protestant and Catholic, petitioned, to a of which the reports of the- House of Commons debates are
man, that Mr. Livingstone should be reinstated. His full, and which can be sustained by dozens of other authori-
dismissal annoyed the business men of the port to ties unnecessary to quote, I consider that, under the ciroum-
such an extent that the secretary of the board threat- stances which I have detailed of the going to pleces of our
euned to resign. Every business man connected with board there by the dismissal of tbis man, I was oUIy eer-
the industries of that great port,-and in that, I think, cising my right and doing my duty. I may say tote hon
the leader of the Opposition will agree-the great port of the leader of the Opposition that Roche is not the man who
Sydney, petitioned against his resignation and that ho was dismissed. Another man was left off the- ard, who
should retain his place, because he alone understood the had appointed his brother the collector, and, if ho ould 4is-
business of commission. Thi was brought to our notice, and cover and had gone to the depths of this thing, ho.ould
we fÔund from the fact that the collector had been dismissed find that the trouble does not arise with Rýehe, who is per-
and a new one, the brother of a commissioner, appointed, fectly satisfied, occupying to-day mthe position ho has alweys
it was essential something should be doue. The' commission occupied, but that it arises from a source of which no
combined in two great ports, two lesser porte in lhe harbor mention is made in this indietment.
of Sydney with the two great ports of Sydney North and
Srdney, and the outer ports of Caledonia, Lingan and Mr. MoDOUGALL cap eton).I have mod g to
Little Glace Bay. As regards the outer port of Lingan, add to what my hon. haolse sid exp t*iny
where Mr. Roche lived, we decided that the better way part i took in the matter,Lt' forihe besutgrets ofthe
would ho, in order thaI there might be no clash of opinion public. I felt tat th conduct of certain membe of 'that
between the parties living in the outer ports and those board was such as required the interference of the Govern-
living in the inner ports, that the outer ports should be ment, and, in view ofthat fact, it became the duty Of my
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hon. colleague and myself to make such a recommendation
as we thought would best serve the public interest. We have
done so, and Mr. Roche, in whose behalf the hon. member
bas brought up this charge, is occupying a position to-day
fully as lucrative as ho occupied before our interference.
This is all I have to say except that I do not object to the
leader of the Opposition obtaining any comfort or satisfac-
tion ho can obtain from an investigation by a committee of
this House or any other committee in reference to the
matter.

Mr. BLAKE. I do not intend to trouble the House ai
any length on this question, on which, but for some of the
words used by the hon. member for Cape Breton who first
spoke (Mr. Dodd), I should have not said anything. The
hon. member has, however, stated some things which seem
to reqtire a brief reference from me. Firt, lie bas stated
that Mr. Roche is perfectly satisfied and contented, occupy-
ing as good a position as before, and that this comes up not
at his instance but at the instance of some one else whose
name lias not been mentioned. I have in ny possession
letters addressed to myself from Mr. Roche conveying lis
statement of the circumstances, and requesting me to bring
them under the attention of the House, so t.hat, whether
Mr. Roche himself, as lie states in his note, be the correct
exponent of lis own views, or the hon. member for Cape
Breton, I am not to judge. All I can say is that I have
heard from Mr. Roche directly in a very different sense
from that which the hon. member for Cape Breton puts
forward. Ther the hon. member for Cape Breton says that
ho warned Mr. Roche that, if ho interfored actively in the
election, certain unplcasant results might possibly hap-
pen. and he quotes a number of authorities which he
thinks justified him amp'y in making any such state-
meit. I do not know that these are very good authorities
for the hon. gentleman. They might have been had
sueh been bis statement, had such been the circumstances,
had those who made the statements been still in possession
of the Treasury benches, but they were not in possession of
the Treasury benches, and it is the policy of the hon. gentle-
man's own friends and leaders, which is really important to
be looked at by him, to decide what advice or admonition he
might extend to his friend and supporter, Mr. Roche. How-
ever, the statement I have made, and which is justified by the
information 1 have received, is not a statement that Mr. Roche
was informed by the hon. gentleman that, if he interfered
actively, and, as the hon, gentleman now states improperly
-because lie states that ho interfered improperly to influence
voters-be would run any risk; that is not the statement
contained in the motion which is before the Chair. The
statement is a statement with reference to tho aet of voting.
That is the statement upon which the charge is based. Thon,
the hon. gentleman says that, after all, nothing was done,
that the circumstances which took place were circumstances
due not at all to thise consideration of the action of Mr.
Roche, whatever it was; that they were due to the necessities,1
the commercial and other necessities, of the ports, and to
certain events in the conduct of the business connected with
the proposed retirement of some of the officials, which had
rendered it fit that a change should take place. As I gather-
ed, the conclusion which the hon. gentleman desired to
bring the House to, it would be that what was done in the
case of the remodelling of the board had no relation at aill
to, was iu no sense consequent upon, Mr. Roche's conduet1
in the election or the threats, or advice, or admonition, or(
counsel, or exhortation, or what you please which thei
member for Cape Breton had been good enough to extend%
to Mr. Roche, but that it was due in fact to a desire to
oemfort Mr. Roche, to place him in a good position,in such
a position that ho would not have to travel twolve miles ina
order to do his business, but would find lis business at hisç
door. Now, my principal information upon the point, asa
to the circumetances under which this change took placea

Mr. McDoueALL (Cape Breton).

and the resons for it, is derived from a letter which bas
been supplied to me, written by the hon. member, purport-
ing at any rate to be signed by the hon. member, and I
believe signed by him, and received by Mr. Roche, which
letter is dated the 21st April, 1885.

"Hou oir Coxos, Omnwa,, 2st April, 1885.
"To MB MÂaw Roaxu.

"Lingan, Cape Breton.
"DinÂ Sm,-It is quite true that it-is in view to remodel the pilotage

commission. You must remember that it le the invariable rule, where a
Government officer vote@ against the Government candidate, as you did
in the case of the election of McDougall and gr. McKay, that le runs
the risk of being turned ont. Mr. McDougall thinks that a friend of bis
should have the position which yon hold, and I cannot object to him
placing him there, for the reason that I personally told you what the
consequence would te if you voted against him, and further asked you
to vote for him bpcause he was the Government candidate brought out
and selected by them to carry the county, if possible, in their interests.
Knowing all this, yon assumed the responsibility of the course you pur-
sued, and having done so I fear you must submit to the consequence.

"Yours very truly,
"MURRAY DODD."

Mr. McCALLUM. Does the hon. member wbo bas just
taken his seat mean to say that is a corrupt act? I would
like to know that.

Mr. BLAKE. I do.
Mr. McCALLUM. Then you are equally guilty. Do

you not remember the case of John B. Smyth, of the Wel-
land Canal, who was suspended from his position, and who
waited for four years on the Government of that day to
know what were the charges against him ? We do not find
that they cautioned him, or that they ever even told him
what was against bim. Of course, when the Government
changed in Ihis country, the present Government did justice
to Mr. Smyth by reinstating him in his former position. I
do not look upon this myself as a very serious charge.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. Oh, no, certainly not.
Mr. McCALLUM. No, oertainly not. They are not

charges wbicb should make it necessary for Mr. Dodd to
get up in this House to defend himself against them, as you
did in the Local Legislature-and I have got the evidence
bere in my hand-when you made charges and appointed
your own commission. I refer to the time when Mr.
Cameron got up in the House saying there was some undue
influence brought to bear upon Mr. Wood. The hon. gen-
tleman got up and amended his own charges. I will read
what took place:

"The Hon. Mr. (ameron moved, seconded by Hon Mr. Carling, That
a select committee be appointed to enquire whether any, and, if any,
what corruption. inducement or offer was made to the Hon. E. B. Wood,
a member of this House, to Induce him to resign bis position as
Treasurer of the Province of Ontario, by the Hon. E. Blake or any other
member of the present Administration, while members of the Opposition
in the Legislative Assembly, such committee to have power to send for
persons, papers and documents, and to report thereon to this House;
and that it be an instruction to such committee to return the evidence
taken before it to this House.

" The motion as amended having been put,
" The Hon. Mr. Blake moved, seconded by the Hon. Mr. Mackenzie,

That the words 'or any other member of t he present Administration
while mombers' be struck out and the following words b. inserted in
lieu thereof: "

You soe what ho wanted, he wanted to save himself. He
would not allow it to cover other members of the Govern-
ment. They might bribe as much as they liked. Then, Sir,
he formulated charges against himself and ho appointed his
own judges. He is now very much offended because a man
is being changed from one Pilotage Board to another. Oh !
what a terrible charge. Why, Sir, I have known them to
discharge a good many more members than that, but I do
not think it is necessary to speak of it lire, because they
are not governing the country now. Of course when they
were governing the country it wa perfectly right to do
anything at all, no matter whom they discharged. It isjust
ase I said the other day: "purity, purity," when they aro
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in Opposition over there, and practice "corruption, cor-
ruption " wben they are over here in power.

Mr. MONEILL. Prior to the general election of 1882, Mr.
Grange was Divisional Court Clerk in Paisley. He was in.
formed by a gentleman who took a very leading part
againSt me at that election that if he voted for Mr. MeNeill
ho would be "looked after." He said that h. intended to
vote as he had always done, for the Conservative candi.
date. He did eo. Within a few hours afterwards-I think,
if my memory serves me aright, within two days afterwards
-a gentleman was sent down te investigate the affairs of
his office, and h. was dismissed.

Mr. MILLS. The hon. gentleman for Monck (Mr. Me
Callum) has given a very little text and a great deal of
commentary. The hon. gentleman promised to read the
motion but did not keep his promise, for while he referred
to the amendment moved by my hon. friend the leader of
the Opposition on that occasion, the hon. gentleman did
not read the amendment. Now, Sir, it is perfectly clear te
the apprehension of theI louse what the reason of the hon.
member was.

Mr. McCALLUM. The hon. gentleman is mistaken. I
did read it.

Mr. MILLS. The hon. gentleman did not. The hon.
gentleman declared that my hon. friend moved to leave ont
certain names, but he did not finish reading the motion.

Mr. MoCALLUM. Do you want me to finish it now?

remove him from offoe ? Nôw, Sir, I say there is no prao.
tice better establis4hed than that when a Government or a
candidate interferes with the freedom of an eleoctor and uses
undue influence and threatens him with dismissal if he votes
in accordance with his convictions and against the Govern.
mont candidate, it is an undue influsnce whicb, if brought
forward in time and in the proper ww', ought, at all events,
to void an election. Now, Sir, the hon. gentleman does not
pretend to say that this charge is not well founded. His
own letter shows that it is so. - Ris own letter shows that
this man Roche was practically removed from offioe becamse
ho ventured to support the candidate that was not the
Government candidate.

Mr. MoCALLUM. I would ask a question. What in
the penalty if you prove all you say ? Then why take up
the time of the House.

Mr. BLAKE. Hear, hear.
Mr. MILLS. The hon. gentleman Is one of the members

of this House who think that it is right and proper that the
offleials f the Government should be entitled to exercise the
eleetive francbiee.

Mr. MoOALLUM. No.

Mr. MILLS. Yes, the hon. gentleman supported that
proposition last year, bocause that proposition was embraced
in the Franchise Act which he supported. The hon. gentle-
man now says that those parties who hold office under the
Government can only exercise their franchi>ae when it is in
consonance with the wishes onf the Gonvernment. that thev

.r ,L.I n o.getea nti os wr u'uuu Ubu)W1LU5u it 'XVLUub UbbcyMr. MILLS. If any hon. gentleman in this Hlouse were must support the Government candidate or they are liable
to say that some hon. member had violated the law in pre- to be dismissed from offIce. What chance is there in this
cisely the same way that it was stated certain members of city for the election of a man in opposition to the Govern-
the Local Government had violated it, everyone would sec ment if every civil servant of the 600 entitled to the eleo-
how unreasonable such a proposition was. The leader of toral franchise is told beforehand that if ho votes against
the.Opposition, on that occasion, made a specific charge the candidate of the Government he will certainly be dis.
againt my hon. friend. Did h. objact that there shoald missed from ofie? That is the declaration which the
b. an enqiry? Did he contend that there was nothing in hon. gentleman makes, and it is well the country should
that enquiry ? My bon. friend objected to that roesolution know the position whieh hon. gentlemen opposite occupy.
so far as it related to other members of the Government, What does the hon. member for Monck (1fr. oOmal-
without specifying who those members were. And I say Inm) say ? The hon. gentleman says it ie a right
that was a reasonable objection, the reasonableness of which and proper thing to do, it is the proper policy to pursue,
would -be recognised if the louse were to listen to the that there is nothing whatever improper in it. And the
charge of the leader of the Opposition against the hon. hon. gentleman may have in his constituency many Govern.
gentleman in the motion of enquiry that is now before the ment officials, and he may think it is the proper way to
louse. What is the statement made by the hon..gentle- march them up te the polie as the retainors of the Govern-
man? That the hon. member for Cape Breton (Mr. Do(>dd) ment. Thos are mon who are l the. public servie; they
bas warned a certain officer that if h. voted in a particular are the dependents ef the Administration, they hold their
way the result would be that ho would be dismissed from ofce during the pleasure of the Administration, and they
his office. That is the statement. Now, what does the hon. are warned beforehavd that unless they record their votes
gentleman say ? First, he says the charge was unfounded, in favor of the Government candidate they are certain to
and in the next place he admitted the charge was true. be dismissed from office. I say that is a doctrine which I
Ie admitted that the letter had been written; ho admitted trust this House will not support. I hope this House, in
that h. warned the gentleman what would be the probable giving the electoral franchise to Government officialis, did
consequences of his action if ho ventured to vote against the not give it with the expectation and determination that
Administration. He told him that it was an invariable those parties who were dependent on the Government and
practice that when a man was entrusted with the franchise liable to dismissal by way of punishment would invariably
who, at the same time, was in possession of a Government support the candidates t ithe Government. That is the
office, that if he ventured to exercise his independence and gravamen of the charge mado in this motion moved by the
to vote in aecordance with his judgment, though he did not hon. member for West Durham (Ur. Blake), and unless
happen to be on the same side of polities, h was liable to the Govern ment are prepared to say that it is the right and
be dismissed, and the hon. gentleman warned him that in proper thing to do, that those men who are dependent on
all probability that would be the consequence of his action the Government should be compelled to vote for the Gov-
if he failed to vote for the Government candidate. Well, ment and should not be at liberty to vote against Govern-
Sir, my hon. friend has read the letter written after this ment candidates, they must dissent from the position taken
rumor went abroad by the hen gentleman, and what does by the hon. member for Cape Breton (ifr. Dodd), and must
the letter show ? Does it not show in the clearest support the motion of the hon. member for West Durham.
possible light, that the statement is well founded, and
that he did warn the man that if h. voted against Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. The principle is a very
the Government candidate in all probability ho would be obvions one. It was always understood that any civil ser-
dismiseed, and that he could not interfere on his behalf, vant and any officer of the Government should vote and
that ho deserved his fate if the Government chose to should confine himself to a vote, that an officer of the
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Government should not be a political partisan and go elec-
tioneering. That principle is afrmed in the strongast way
by the adoption of the vote by ballot. Everyone knows
that an official goos and votes as ho likes, and no one knows
whether ho votes for the Government of which he is a ser-
vant or against it. But that is not the case here. This
man, Mr. Roche, held an office of no pecuniary value, except
that if he drove up to Sydney and returned he got his
expenses paid. While ho had no salary attached to hib
office ho had a very considerable amount of influence over
the different pilota whose certificates ho controlled, and the
wanning given by the hon. member was this: If you go
electioneering, if you go working-

Kr. BLAKE. No.
Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. That is the statement of

the hon. member. It is: If you go working and using the
influence which this office gives you, judging from all the
precedents, you are departing from the true principle laid
down and you are runnrg a risk. ýThat, as I understand
it, is the statement the üin. gentleman nade in his place.
The warning was given betore the vote.

Mr. BLAKE. A warning after the vote would not have
been benoficial.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. No, of course not. The
warning was given before the vote, and the member for
Cape Breton whoE spoke first, stated very truly that if the
matter was looked into it would be found out, perhaps, that
there was very strong reason for taking a stronger course
with respect to Mr. Roche than was tak en. Now, what
happened? Mr. Roche wrote to Mr. Dodd as a friend. Ho
did not feel ho had been threatened by the hon. member,
but he wrote him as a particular friend; ho felt ho had
rendered himseolf liable, and he wrote him as a friend to savo
him, because, although it put no money into Mr. Roche's
pocket, the position gave him a little consequence and a
little standing. In regard to the course of the Government,
my hon friend can explain it.

Mr. MLELAN. It would appear by the notice placed on
the paper by the leader of the Opposition that the Gov.
ernment had taken this course with the sole view of displa
oing Mr. Roche. I beg to say I am responsible for the
arrangement made, and I did it in what I considered to be
the public interetst. The hon. gentleman says that Sydney
is one of the greatest ports in Nova Scotia; and so it is.
There arose differences in the Pilotage Board of that port.
The fact was brought to my notice, I found there were two
collectors of Customs, brothers-in-law, upon that board.
There was another gentleman, who had since his appoint-
ment changed his business in life and becomea bridge builder,
and was travelling round the country and was very seldom
able to attend meetings of the board. There was one mera-
ber of the board living at Lingan, 12 miles distant, and an-
other at Cow Bay, one of the out-ports; and it was very
seldom that all those gentlemen could meet together and
conduct the business of the board properly. There
had been a collector of the pilotage fees appointed
in the port of Sydney, and a special meeting of the
commissioners was calied at which two or three attended,
and they dismissed that officer and appointed another
man. One of the members of the bourd resigned, Mr.
Purves, and matters seemed to be at a standstill. I saggested
that the outports be joined, and the large port of Sydney
be independent, and that there be two boards appointed,
one to look particularly after the port of Sydney,
which includes North Sydney, and that the other
board, with the members living at the out-ports, would
be able to attend the management of the pilote of those
out-ports. I mentioned to the representatives of Cape
Breton that such was my view of the matter and it would
be carried out; and I asked them to name gentlemen to

Sir JoN A. MAODOuALD.

constitute the Pilotage Board for the port of Sydney, gentle.
men who would be able to attend the meetings of-the board
and look after Sydney's interesi, and als to name a board
for the outports. Two boards were appointed, and I
believe they have been working satisfactorily. ThIi was
done in the publie interest and not for the purpose of
getting rid of Mr. Boche, or of inficting any punish-
ment upon -anyone who took an active part in poli-
tics. I am not disposed to ^enter upon the ques.
tion as to whether we should act upon the principle
that hon. gentlemen opposite actedupon, as was
shown by the hon. member for Cape Breton, that parties
should be dismissed for -politioal acte. But, as the First
Minister has stated, if there are any men who ehould be
dismissed for active political action, the mon who issue
certificates to pilots and are able to dismims them or
refuse to grant them certificates by which they earn
their living, are those commissioners who ought to
be prevented, if possible, from taking active political
action. The First Minister has said he does not take any
objection to a man voting, but the member for Cape Breton
says he warned Mr. Roche that if he took an active part in
politics, if he went into politics actively-

Some hon. MEMBERS. No, no.
Mr. MoLELAN. That is what the hon. gentleman

stated.
Mr. BLAKE. Here is his letter.
Mr. MoLELAN. His letter was written long after, and

it is to this purport, that he had told him, that he had
warned him that if ho took an active part-

Mr. BLAKE. No, no.
Mr. MLELAN. He says now he warned him that if he

taok an active part in the election against Mr. McDougall,
the Governmont candidate, he would be liable to be dis-
missed, because that was the policy which had been acted
upon by the Mackenzie Government, and he supposed that
policy was still in force and might be acted upon in hie case.
When Mr. Roche appealed to Mr. Dodd, after there were
rumors that the pilotage commission was to be remodelled,
when he appealed to him to save him upon the board, he
replied in the letter which has been read by the leader of
the Opposition, that he had warned him, and that he would
not interfere in any action on his behalf. That is simply
the ground for the charge-that he would not interfere.
The whole charge seems to have dwindled, and have become
nothing; it is all baed on the letter from Mr. Dodd to
Mr. Roche, that he would not interfere on his behalf, that
he had warned him that if ho took an active part-

Some hon. MEMBERS. No, no; that ia not the letter.

Mr. MoLELAN.-that ho would not interfere in his
behalf. I am surprised that so grave a charge should be
made against hon. members of this House and against the
Government, and held on the joui-nals week after week and
month after month, with the result that on reading the
letter it simply amounts to this-that he had refused to
interfore on his behalf. I took action on behalf of the Gov-
ernment as Minister of Marine and Fisheries in the public
interest, and without reference to any political action that
Mr. Roche had taken in the matter. The whole board of
commissioners had become thoroughly disorganised, and I
believed it was my duty to act, and that the best way to act
was to divide the board and eteate a new one for Sydney
and a new one for the out-ports.

HOME RULE FOR IRELAND.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. I wish to say a few words
respecting a conversation which took plaoe to-day in the
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Hiouse when I was absent. I think the leader of the Oppo.
sition asked some question about the transmission of the
resolutiOn respecting Home Rule the other night. After the
votes were taken in the morning I aaked Reuter's agent
here to transmit the vote--

fr. MILLS. Thé Ma's agent.
Sir JoIN A. MAODONALD. To send the whole thing,

but lest there should be some mistake, I sent for him next
morning, and ho told me that he had misunderstood me. I
meant tat the Government should pay the expense, but he
said that he had sent only the substance. I thereupon
telegraphed verbatim et literatim the resolution passed in
this louse, and cabled also to Sir Charles Tupper to have
it printed at once and sent to every member of the English
House of Commons.

Mr. BLALKE. My undqrstanding is, Sir, that when the
House of Commons speaks, as it did on that occasion, it is
under your direction and by your anthority that the com-
munication should be sent.

sir JOHN * A. MACDONALD. That may be, but the
information was given perhaps more speedily than if it
had been sent by the Speaker, who has no right to use the
telegraph.

It being Six o'clock, the Speaker left the Chair.

After Reocess.

INSOLVÉNT BANKS, INSURANCE COMIPANIES, &c.

House again resolved itself into Committee on Bill (No.
15) further to amend an Act respecting insolvent banks,
insurance companies, loan companies, build.ing societies
and trading corporations.-(Mr. Edgar.)

(In the Committee.)
On section 2
Mr. TROMPSON. I feel bound to call the special atte n

tion of the committee to this clause because it strikes me,
in the absence of some explanation as to its neeessity, as
being an unwise clause to adopt, and one likely to operate
unfairly on existing rights. The committee have already
passed a clause giving clerks a preforence in companies
which are being wound up, and this clause makes that pro-
vision retrospective. I do not know what companies are being
wound up, but without good reason I do not thiuk we should
take away the rights of creditors to give preference to others.
I would suggest to the hon. gentleman whô las the Bill in
charge that it is at the leas¢ a very extreme exercise of the
powers of Parliament, and probably an overstepping of our
powers; because when we undertake to deal with the rights
of two classes of creditors, and toe say that one shall give
way and that the other shall be paid, it strikes me that we
are interfering with civil rights to a greater extent than we
would be warranted in doing in legisaating on insolvency or
on the winding up of companies. For both of these reasons
it appears to me that the committee can hardly accept that
clause.

Mr. EDGAR. Of course, it has been decided in more
cases than one in oùr Supreme Court that, in matters relat-
ing to insqlvency, thii Parliament has jurisdiction over civil
rights. The case of Valin vs, Langlois, and more recently
that of Shields vs. Peake, have decided that. The Commit-
tee on Banking and Commerce, who considered this Bill,
did not seem to think this second clause was unreasonable.
Take the case of workingmen whose labor increases the
value of the property in the hand of the liquidator; they
are allowed now to an extent of less thaln three months'
arrears of wages. It does not look unreasonable, so long as
the property is in the hands of the liquidators, and the final
dividend in undeclared, tfâ these caims should apply.

- Mr. TH OMPSON. I do not dispute at all that Parlia-
a ment has the power to deal with civil rights in connection
e with the subject of insolvency. But the point I made was
t that this section, instead of dealing with the general sub-

ject, is dealing really with one or two cases, and is dealing
with them only for the purpose of changing civil rights.
But, apart from that, it seems to me that parties who are to
get a preference under this clause can show no right
to it and we may be interfering with vested rights of other
persons. The second clause proposes to apply that principle
in the case of all estates of companies that are being wound
up where final dividends have not been paid; so that if
existing creditors are entitled to a dividend of $500, it pro-
poses to vote that money to persons who, up to this time, had
no preference. Before we make a preference, some good
claim ought to be establised on the part of those persons.

Section negatived.
Mr. MACKINTOSH. I beg to move, that the aaid Bill

be amended by adding the following section as section 3:-
3. Section eighteen of the said Act passed in the 45th year of Her

Majesty's reign, and chaptered 23, le hereby amended by the addition
of the following sub-sections:

(2.) Whenever the court is of opinion that it le just and equitable
that the company should be wound up, they may make an order for
that purpose upon application by petition on behalf of the compauyi or
by any shareholder of the Company, notwithstanding that such com.
pany la not insolvent.

(3.) When the application is made on behalf of a shareholder such
application shall be made after notice to the lampainy in the manner
herelnbefore provided, and all the other provisions of this Act, ab far as
applicable, shall apply to the proceedings for winding up a company
under this section

(1.) Whenever the affairs of a company have been completely wound
up under the said Act, the court may mâke an order that the company
be dissolved from the date of such order, and the company shalt be
dissolved accordingly, and such order shall be forthwith reported by
the liquidator to the Secretary of State (imperial Act, 25-2u Victoria,
chapter 89, section 111.)

(5.) The provisions of sub-sections, 2, 3 and 4 of this section shall
apply to ail companies now incorporated or hereafter to be incorporated
under '1The Canada Joint Stock Oompanies' Act, 1877,' but shall nos
apply to any other companies or corporations.

I move these clauses because there is ut present no Act
under which the shareholders of an incorporated oompany
desirous of having thoir busines4 clored, can appoint
liquidators, wind up their affairsu aid dissolve the company.
The Imperial Act (25 a! d 26 Vic., chap. 89) provides for
voluntary winding up as well as cmpulsory winding up.
The Diminion Act (45 Vic., chap 43) known as the Act
respec.ing insolvent banks, &c., oniy deals with compulsory
procedings, m kinr no provision like ho ierglish Act, for
winding Up the company by mcans of liqiidators undor the
control of the company. There are many caseos where it is
obvious the continuance of a company is useless, for
instance many of the colonisation companies which have
been established in Canada, many phosphate and mineral
companies and such corporations. In numerous instances,
too, the companies are not insolvent, becausc a large por-
tion of the stock romains unpaid and subject to call, but
there is no benefit to be derived from the companies pur.
suing their undertaking, because circumstances have made
it obvious that they cannot now meet with success, and it is
therefore desirable that an economical and speedy method
of closing their affairs should be provided. It is true that
the shareholders may, by resolution, wind up a company
not desirous of continuing business, but they cannot tbereby
get rid of thoir corporate existence. The control of the
company is liable, ut any time thereafter, to pass into the
bands of a few interested parties, who may act in a manner
injurioes to the others, and by injustice do a wrong under
what hu hitherto been considered a lawful Act. Under
" The Canada Joint Stock Companies' Act of 1877,",section
72, it is provided that :

'' The charter of the company shall be forfeited by non-user during
three conoeeutive years at any one tie, or if the oopany do not go
into actual offltion witain thm.e y.Afts dtgrI la zaate."
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Notwithstanding this enactmont, no machinery has been
provided by Parliament for declaring a forfeiture under this
section. The words of the proposed amendment are the
same as those used in the English Act, and my object in
moving in this matter is that we may obtain the benefit of
the decisions of the judiciary in the numerous cases
that have arisen in England. In doing this, I propose to
limit the power of the court to companies incorporated
under the Joint Stock Companies' Act on ly; otherwise objec-
tion might reasonably be taken that the right of a share-
holder to petition for the liquidation of a bank or insurance
company not insolvent, might operate injuriously. The
proposed amendment, thorefore, deals only with companies
incorporated under the Canada Joint Stock Companiej' Act
of 1877; and as Parliament, by section 73 of that Act,
reserves power to itself to make further provision in respect
of such companies any such objection must fail. Section
73 provides:

" The company shall be subject to such further and other provisions
as Parliament may hereatter deem expedient."
It is clear, therefore, that it is quite within the compe-
tence of Parliament to deal with the matter. I followed
as closely as possible the wording of the Eiglish Act of
1862, which provides, in section 79:

" A company under this Act may be wound up by the court as
hereinafter defined under the followiâg circumstances, tbat is to say.:

"1. Whenever the company has passed a special resolution requiring
the company to be wound up by the court.

"2. Whenever the company does not commence Its business within
a year froin its incorporation or suspends its business for the space of a
wiiole yea.

"3. henever the members are raduced in number to less than seven.
"4. Whenever the company is unable to pay its debts.
"5. Whenever the court is of opinion that it is just sud equitable

that the company should be wound up.',
For these reasons I ask the House to give statutory effect to
the amendments now moved.

Bill reported, and read the third time and passed.

CIVIL SERVICE SUPERANNUATION.
flouse resumed the adjourned debate on motion of Mr

McMullen, for:
Return showiug the name and post office address of each person on the

superannuated list of retired civil servantý, on the lst day of January,
A.D. 1886.

Mr. McMULLEN. Ishould have very much preferred
to have c!osed my remarks on this question when I had
the op,'ortunity of bringing it before the House, but, unfor-
tunately, I was prevented from doing so under the rules of
the flouse which did not permit me to go on after six
o'clock. I then took occasion to draw the attention of the
House to the fact that the Government, in 1884, had retired
under the Act 49 civil servants, and that the amount paid
out during that year was something like $140,000 over
that which the service had paid in to the suterannua-
tion fund. The country had thus lost that amount.
I pointed out that, in 1885, we had lost over 8150,000
in the same way ; and I now want to draw the
attention of the House to some facts connected with
the working of the Act under the Government of the
Hon. Alex. Mackenzie as compared with its working
under the present Government. Out of 423 on the
list on the 1st January, 1886, 342 have been super-
annuated by hon. gentlemen opposite, and the remainder,
81, have been superannuated by the Mackenzie
Government. Since Nove mber, 1878, when hon. gentle-
men opposite came into power, 453 have been superan-
nuated by them, or an average of 65 a year, while the
Mackenzie Government, during their five years' exist-
ence, superannuated 256, or 51 each year. This Govern-
ment, in the first five years of their term of office, superan.
nuated 351, or 95 more than the Mackenzie Govern ment did
in the same period. I want to draw the attention of the
Uouse to another very important fact in this oonneo-

Mr. MAcomIo(

tion. I claim that those who have been superannuated
by hon. gentlemen opposite, cannot have been super-
annuated, owing to ill-health or old age, while those
superannuated under the Mackenzie régime must have
been, according to the facts before us now, superannuated
for old age or infirmity. As I stated before, hon, gentlemen
opposite have, since they came into office, superannuated
453, of which we have still on the list, on the lt of January
last, 351 ; so that only 25 per cent6 of them have passed
away. Take, on the other hand, the case of the Mackenzie
Government, who were in po*'er from 1874 to 1878. They
superannuated 256, and on the lst of January, as appears
by the list, there were only eighty-one of those in existence;
so that over 66 per cent. of them have passed away. That
shows conclusively, that in their case the superannuations
were on account of old age or ill-health, and that in the
other case, they were to a large extent for political pur-
p oses, in order to make room for those anxious to get office.
The average yearly allowanoe for each person on the super-
annuation list is $470. If yon multiply that by 95, the
increased number superannuated under the present régime,
you will find the Government have added $44,650 to the
annual charge of the revenue of the country; or, in other
words, if the Mackenzie Government had remained in power
the demand on the resources of the country, nnder the work-
ing of the superannuation system, taking tho increases to the
list in the same ratio as the increase during tho time they
were in power, would have been $158,000, while under
the régime of hon. gentlemen opposite it is $203,000, a very
decided increase. There is another point to which I wish
to draw attention. During the time Mr. Mackenzie was in
power, hon. gentlemen opposite abused him without stint,
because of the number he had superannuated during his
five years of Administration. The First Minister and his
supporters took Mr. Mackenzie severely to task for what
they called his extravagance; they vilified him without
limit for the course he adopted, but if he was then liable
to be called to answer for what hon. gentlemen called
extravagance on his part in the working of the superan.
nuation system, when he only superannuatel 51 annu-
ally against 65 superannuated by hon. gentlemen
opposite, and when the evidences I have given show that
the superannuations in his case were mainly owing to ill
health or old age; when, on the other hand, it is
clear that those in the case of hon. gentlemen oppoite
were, to a great extent, the superannuations of people
in the pri-e of health and quite capable of performing
their duties, it will be seen that hon. gentlemen opposite have
thus, out of their own mouths, fully condemned themselves.
The Act was introduced in 1870 by Sir Francis Hincks, and,
if it had remained as it was, when introduced, the drain upon
the country's resources would have been very much less
than it is at present. That Act provided for a deduction of
4 per cent. from all those civil servants who received a salary
of $600 and over, and 2j per cent. from those who received
less than $600. If that Act had remained, we should have
lost during the present year only about $100,000, whereas
we have lost $150,000. In other words, notwithstanding
the large number who have been placed on the retired
list, the civil service would have contributed half the sum
annually paid out, whereas now it only contributes 25 per
cent. of that amount. The Act was amended by hon. gentle-
men opposite. Sir Leonard Tilley, when Finance Minister,
reduced the sum deducted from the salary of civil servants
over $600 from 4 per cent, to 2 per cent. and from that below
from 2j per cent to 1¼ per cent., so that the amount
received from the civil service has been reduced one-half,
while, on the other hand, owing to the abuses of the Act
which I pointed out when I spoke on this subject before, the
number placed on the list has been largely increased. There
is no class of servants in the Dominion paid better than the
civil servants, if you take the amount of salrie they
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draw for the duties they perform, both ini the insid
and the outside service. A system of this kind tepds rathe
to induce extravagance than anything else. It has bee
vastly abused, net only by the Government but by the
civil service, themselves, because, in place of living ecotn
ically, living within their means and laying by something
for old age and infirmities, the system has rather tended te
induceextravagance and to lead them todepend upon bein
pensioners at the eountry's expense when it becomes neoes
sary for them to retire from the service or if they should
happen to get sick. It is an injustice te the- laboring
classes and to the farming commuaity to be called upon to
contribute towards the demande of these mon ont of the
Dominion Treasury. The farming class have hard struggl
ing to make headway under the disadvantages under whioh.
th y are laboring now, and the farmer who takes up a wild'
lot and hows out a home for himself*in thc forest, dese"es
more sympathy and assistance, in hie honest efforts
to secure somothing for himseolf to retire upop in
old age. It requires more energy than any oivil servants
possess, or those of any other calling in life. And where
there are items that oan properly be disposed of and
that we can get along without, we should out them off and
stop the drain upon the resources of the people. In
the first place, the system by which civil servants
are hired and the manner in whieh they are allowed
to live and perform the business of the country
is a wrong one. I have no objection to the civil service
examination, but, when a servant is installed in the office,
ho is permitted te remain there whether he performs the
duties or net as long as ho lives or until hoeis unfitted for
those duties. Unfortunately, most of the civil servants
are installed in their offices on account of political1
influence being brought to bear upon the Government of
the day ; and, when once they get the office, they hold it
whether they are capable of performing the duties or not,
I admit that soie are granted a gratuity if they have te
retire, but that is mostly on account of sickness and when
they themselves apply to be allowed te retire. There ought
te ho a board of inspection in a position something similar
to that of our Auditor General, who would have the suppr-
vision of the civil service in every Department. That
board should closely and carefully inspeot the man-
ner in which the duties are performed by these
officers at the different points, and their dismissal
should entirely depend upon the report of that board.
If the board re ted that they were not edfici-
ently and faithfully performing the duties devolving
upon them, they should have the power of dismissal
and other men should be engaged in their place. I have no
doubt that in many cases men are installed thrugh politicao
influence who are nothing short of a nuisance to those with
whom they are associated in the performance of their
duties; they drag along a miserable time with them, and at
the end of ton years-because they cannot be superannuated
before-they are plaoed on the superannuation list and
allowed to draw superannuation te the end of their days.
Hon. gentlemen fmd it awkward te dismiss them because
they have been placed there through political inflence, and
it might be a source of offence te those whose influence was
used to put them there. There should be a board of inspec-
tion completely free from political influence, plaeed in such
a position that they could not be removed except by con.
surrent action of both Houses, and having the right to entetr
every Department, every office, every place where a civil
servant was performing hie duties, and te closely scrutinise,
examine and investigate into everything ho does; and, if he
is found net te discharge the daties efficiently, faithfully
and in the manner necessary te their proper perform,-
anee, so that they can pass their inspection as proper
and right; they sehould have the power to dismisa
him, and then the Government might appoint
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another ihi pleo. The system of engaging menand

r when once they are engaged, allowig them to ree*iki
n until they are superannuated or die in the ser4e, is a wro
e systemî Io business man conducts his business in that way.
- A morohut will have many clerks that do not sdit m

business, and, when h. finds one, ho dismisses lim. Li the
o same with bankers and wholesal, merchant. You find l né*

business the same system that we have in oonnection wIth
the civil servie., which ls that, when once a man ca brinj
suffcient influence on te Government of the dato

e appointed to an office, no matter how h. may diechrge tke
duties, if ho hasa relative who is a member of the Hu
who cOan exercise bis innuence in getting hlii inéalled in A

- Government office, he remain there comfortable and scur.
i as long as he can perform the duties, no mati how ine
I perfect, until he dies in the serice or gets superannuaed,

I am satislied that there are many in the Deparlmet to.
s day who are incapable of performing the ordinary duties

devolving upon themn. I am glad to believe that we have
a many men who perform their duties faithfully and ably, bât

we have many whio are not capable of doing thaf, ai the
I best evidence of it is that so many are placëd on thé
1 superannuation list because that appears te bè the on

door by which to lot thom out when thOy are incapil
a of performing their duties, and it is often used in o~der to

get rid of them. If the system I have sgsted weg
adopted, it would do away with the nocesity7 for uing
this plan to get rid of useless, ineMcieût and in"".dpetent
officers. I have no deuire to occupy the time farther il
the discussion of this question. I am extremely sorry that
I did not get the opportunity of prosenting the balaneef
what I had to say on the occasion when I made my open
ing remarks, but I felt it my duty to present tho balauo
of my remarks to th liouse, and I shal ifol it myduty to
follow this question up from time to time until w. Can
make an impression on hon. gentlemnc opposjte in favor of
the abolition of this systom which I ami satisfied je seriously
increasing the annuai outlay, and which will undoubledl
grow to very serions proportions if it il'perinutitd to go
on from year to year.

Mr. MoLELAN. There is no objection to giving the
hon. gentleman the return he aski fOr, with the exoeptiou
that it would be a repétition of a retusrn that was brou ghi
down a few days ago, and upon which 'the hon. gentleman
bas foun4ed his remarks. 1p that retuirn h. had'the amea
ofall the persona upon the suporannuation lis wit, the
date when superannutAfd tiihe amount they pa lieto tfi.
fuand frn the beginning, and the amount paid te e6<3h
person fromi the superaunuation fond, and I think it woutd
be an unnecessary expense tg repeat' alý tis agalh froihe
more parpose of having the post office addressesof thé
gentlemen who are on tbe superannuation list; I think
when the hon, gentleman moved 'for the'retun b frée
sihoald have added to his motion'alilthe infôrmauîton
he wanted te obtain, so that one retdr- would h'
answered the purpose. I suppose Lt was ong ft thIe pur-
pose-I do net say it was for tie purpose-bu'ihe hon
gentleman has made a very 1engthyt addre a upo i
return whieh was prsented to hum. I regret I]did nôt
hear all his remarks, but ho lias wound up expréesing
tbe hope that the systei would b abohhéd. Th hoe,
geotueman, on the day' of which h. oni'ended his
addreas, took the gound that beoàùs' the mon super-
annuated had Pa into t.he fund v, smer"sni amounta,
and some Of temhad drain out vdry large amsouht
tiherefore it iwas improper and the system shòould bé
abolished. ln aEngland, where the aystom le in opera
Lion, it is maintained bocause it is believed te be in
te public interest, and that when an officer becomtes
disabled from any cadse, as age or illnes, and it is
desirable to replae 'him by a 'more ati pébot, tho
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system of superannuation is provided to meet such cases ;
and they do it without calling on the civil servants to pay
into the Treasury, from year to year, any money. They think
it in the public interest to keep this system in operation with-
out charging any tax upon the civil servants yearly. Now,
the hon. gentleman, in his opening remarks the other day,
pointed to a number of cases in which large sums have been
paid out and comparative small sums received. He read
over a number of those, and on one or two occasions I
asked him to give the date. I find, from looking at the
returns, that nearly all the large amounts mentioned there
are for persons superannuated during the time that his
friends held office, and I am sure that, if his friends sympa-
thised with him, and if they believed with him that this is
an improper system and should be abolished, they would
not, in the year, 1875, when they held office, have
used it to so large an extent. The hon. gentleman
has given the figures of the total amount that has
been paid to persons under the operation of this
Act, amounting, as he said, to about a million dollars.
Well, very nearly half of that sum has been paid to persons
who have been superannuated by the hon. gentleman's own
political friends. In going over the list roughly the other
day, I calculated the amount that has been paid to persons
on the superannuated list, placed there by his own political
friends, at over $425,000. Some of these are for very
large amounts. Nearly all the large amounts on the
list are for persons superannuated by them. I find
payments made to parties of the following amounts: 84,000,
618,000, 86,000, 824,000, 810,000, $13,000, $11,000, 88,000,
87,000, $18,000, $11,000, 816,000, all to persons superan-
nuated by his own political friends. I do not mean to say
that it was not in the public interest to superannuate these
persons, because sometimes, under both Governments, it has
been found that changes are necessary in the public interest,
and that the services of an officer can be very well dis-
pensed with and a saving effected by the change. I pointed
out to the House some time ago that not only in the past
year had there been a saving under the operation of this
Act of 85,691, but if you go back to the date when
the Superannuation Act was passed and take the case
of every officer who has been superannuated, and the cases
where the vacancy created by the superannuation has been
filled by an officer at a less salary, and the cases, where it
has not been found necessary in the public interest to fill
the vacancy, taking all these savings up to the present time,
you will find from the Public Accounts that they amount to
an enormous sum. I may, perhaps, be allowed to repeat
what I said on that occasion, that, taking every case upon
the superannuation list up to 1882, there was a saving in
the Finance Department of $18,540; Agriculture, $18,010;
Inland Revenue, $42,570; Public Works, 821,014; Marine
and Fisheries, $30,263; Secretary of State, $5,482; Interior,
86,893; Customs, 8177,398, making a total of $350,183 of
savings, against which in three Departments there was a
loss, because all the vacancies created by superannuation it
had been found necessary to fill again. In the Department
of Railways and Canals there has been a loss of $23,000;
in the Militia and Defence, $3,725; Post Office, $6,107
making a total loss of $22,857, which leaves a net saving,
up to the 13th June, 1882, of $317,327. That was up to the
date when the commission on the civil service made their
calculation and went over the case of every officer that had
been superannuated, and calculating all the saving and all thei
loss, they made the net result to be the sum I have stated.i
In my own Department I had the figures brought down to
date, and the saving up to 18th March, 1886, was 840,553.51.1
So the hon. gentleman is entirely wrong in his statementj
that the Superannuation Act and the working of it has been1
nothing but a loss to the, country. It is true that in somei
cases men have drawn pretty large amounts of money,1
those who have been superannuated from sickness or old

Mr. lRoLELAN.

age; and perhaps the hon. gentleman would sympathise
with men in their old age and sickness and allow them a
gratuity. On a consideration of the operation of the Act
it is manifest there bas been a large saving to the country.
It would be a miefortune to the country and to the Govern.
ment if this Act were abolished, and it was not in the
power of the Govern ment and the heads of the Departments,
when they see that a change can be made so as to render
the public service more efficient and a change made in the
interest of economy, te effect this under the Superannuation
Act. I hope the hon. gentleman will not press his resolu-
tion, because, with the exception of the post office address,
which is not material, the hon, gentleman is already in
possession of all the information asked.

Mr. MITCHELL. I have listened with some attention
to the explanations given by the Minister of Finance in
answer to the objections taken by the hon. gentleman who
moved this resolution, and I will refer to one detail, that in
which the hon. gentleman stated that a saving to the extent
of 8365,000 has been effected since the establishment of this
Act. The hon. gentleman bas enumerated a number of
departments in which savings were effected. I have not
the figures, and I have not taken any trouble about the
matter, such as looking into statistics ; but when the hon.
gentleman states that a saving of 830,000 bas been effected
in the Department of Marine and Fisheries, I should like
the hon. gentleman to give in detail where those savings
have been made. That is a Department in which I think
very few superannuations have taken place, and I am sure
the Department is more expensive to-day than it was when
the Superannuation Act came into effect ; and, if those two
statements are facts, I do ot see where a saving of
$30,000 could have been effected. However, the hon.
gentleman has gone into the statistics and I have not
done so; I did not intend te take any part in the dis-
cussion. But there is a principle involved in this
matter, and the discussion las taken a shape to which I
always objected. What is the answer to the objections
taken by the other side ? The reply is : You did just as
badly when you were in power. Now, it is about time that
kind of argument should cease in this flouse. There is au
independent feeling growing up in this fouse-it will be
still greater after the next election-which will not accept
as a satisfactory explanation the statement : You super-
annuated a larger number and gave larger amounts. The
Superannuation Act was brought in at a time when it was
thought the public interest called for it. It was only
intended to superannuate old and effete offcers, and this
was to be doue in the public interest and not to be abused.
I have no hesitation in saying that the Superannuation Act
has been abused and used for political and party purposes
to make vacancies in the Departments and to appoint other
officers. I have read the debate on this subject and listened
to a portion of it, and I cannot do otherwise than come to
this conclusion, from information I have and from my
knowledge of public officers superannuated, men in this very
city with whom I am acquainted and men who are in Toronto
enjoying their full bodily vigor and the use of their faculties,
and who with the experience of several years in the
public service, should have been still more useful than
younger men. 1 know of many cases where great abuses
have -been perpetrated, 1 will not say by this Government
alone but very largely also by the other G*overnment-one
is as bad as the other I presume-but abuses exist. An
enormous liability has been incurred, and money is paid out
from year to year which should not be paid. It is time these
abuses should cease. What are the rumors floating about now?
From my county come rumors of new superannuations that
are going te take place. From pther parts of my own
Province I hear the same rumor. Letters come to me from
officers; an officer in a very important position in tho ounty
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of St. John is to be superannuated, and I hear two or three of superannuation, but I saY that no competent authority
other superannuations are gomg to take place there of men will say that his method is the proper way of oalculating the
just as competent as I am to perform publie duty, and I do matter. I looked. through very carefully the report of
not think 1 fail in my duty when I am oalled on to do it in the committee appointed a few years ago to examine
the public interest. If these abuses have occurred, as we into and report upon the superannuation system, and I
know they have, and we hear rumors of many more about say that anyone who will look into the report with a
to take place, I feel that when such a discussion as the desire to get at the bottom of it will say that it was
present is opened it is my duty te speak out plainly. Those more for the purpose of bolstering up the systea than
abuses of the superannuation Act should be stopped, to aclosely and carefully criticise it. I say that the whole
and no man fitted ta perform the duties of his office system cannot bear investigation. Take the cage My hon.
should be superannuated. I mention this not for the friend referred ta. What was the effect on that Department
purpose of protracting the debate or attacking the last year ? Hon. gentlemen superannuated the Deputy
Government or the Opposition, but from a sense of Minister of Fisheries, who was getting $3,200 a year. They
publie duty, feeling that those abuses do exist, that they allowed him $1,008 and they put in another man at 83,200
are growing upon us, that I have seen no effort to check a year. There was no reduction, and now we are paying
them, and hearing rumors of men likely ta be superan- that Deputy Minister and the superannuated Deputy
nuated who are as fit ta perform the duty as any hon. Min- Minister $1,208, instead of $3,200 ; and if you follow out
ister at the head of a Department. I hope that now the other cases you will find they work out in the same way.
matter is before the House we shall hear less of the abuse I admit that in some cases they do engage men for smaller
of the system in the future than we have in the past. I salaries, but I do not sea why the Dominion should not
am not one of those who have falt very strongly about the have the right to dismiss a man if he is paid more money
necessity of a Superannuation Act; but [ admit there are than he is worth, just as any ordinary employer
cases where it is desirable that some method of giving would. I would like ta know why we should not do
relief ta old and faithfal servants should ba provided by the same as any ordinary man, and give our public servants
the publie. At the same time it was never intended that ta understand that as long as they discharge their duties
the Superannuation Ant should be use as it bas been used faithfully and effiiently they may expect ta be retained,
during the last ten or fifteen years, as anyone knows who is but that when they arrive at old age or become otherwise
acquainted with those Puperannuated and their capacity, incompetent for their work, they shall be dismissed and
and that many of them are occupying prominent positions others engaged. When you reach that point you will teach
before the publia; it is time I say thatthose abuses were these men to provide for their old age, and not allow them.
stopped. selves to be a burden to the country. I am glad the hon.

Mr. McMlULLIEN. I desire to say a word in reply ta member for Northumberland (Mr. Mitchell) bas drawn the
the Minister of Finance. I was surprised ta hear the hon. attention of the House to this subject, and I am satisfied it
gentleman state that last year $5,000 had been saved is one of those questions which, if probed to the bottom
under the operation of the Act. In my statement 1 showed and thoroughly investigated, will convinca any reasonable
clearly and distinctly the operation of the Act last year man that it is an actual fraud, sa far as the country js con-
I showed that under its operation forty-nine officers were cerned, that the people's money has been frittered away in
superannuated that drew an annual salary of $42,384.09. providing for theso men when they should be required to
Prior to these being superannuated, I showed the hon. provide for themselves, and that the country should not be
gentleman had engaged twenty-five new officers to fill asked ta support a system of that kind.
a portion of the offices, to whom they pay $15,763.75. I Mr. BOWIELL. I have not given the attention ta this
showed there were twenty-four offices yet ta fill; and I question which is necessary, in order to discuss it fully, but
presume the way the hon. gentleman tries to show he has I may say that if all the hon. gentleman's calculations are
made a saving is by taking those offices as vacant, and con- based on the same foundation as the ona he made, when he
sequently no money is paid in regard ta them. What is addressed the louse on the question the other night, I fear
the fact? Eighty-one officers of the Department in Ottawa ha has fallen into a number o errors. I think i heard him
drew last year $49,000 for extra work, or an average of on that occasion instance the case of a superannuation that
$750. These amounts are not charged ta superannuation. took place in Quebec, and haestated that a gentleman was
The hon. gentleman gets credit for the salary which would superannuated who was receiving $1,600 a year, that ha
be paid to those who would hold the vacant offices, and in was retired upon an annual payment of $1,220, and that
that way ha tries to show that a saving has been made. another gentleman was appointed ta fill the. position at
Allowing that those twenty-four offices were filled at a $1,400. Now, that would leave the impression that the
reduction of 25 per cent. in salaries, the amount would be charge upon the revenue of the country, at the present
$12,146.25, and during the time those offices are vacant moment, was the $1,400 given to the sucoessor of the gentle-
the Government are paying that amount te clerks man who was superannuated, snd the $1,220 which h.
in the Department in the shape of extra work. received. Now, what are the facts? They are that this
Then, again, if you take these two together-the $15,763.75 gentleman was superannuated, and received an bnnuity
and the $12,146.25-you have a total of $27,910. Add ta of $1,220 per annuM. Ha has beau in the service over forty
that the amount granted for superannuation, 818,360.62, years, and was superannuated on account of hi ,age.
add the amount yon have granted in gratuities, 82,568.03, No new appointment was made, but another officar receiving
and you have the gross amount of $48,838.65. Deduct $1,200 was promoted and given $1,400. I can give
from that the amount of the salaries paid ta those you have him the names if he thinks it neoessary. A second was
engaged ta fill the offices, and yon have a net los to the promoted who formerly received $1,000, and was given
country of $6,454.65, or a net loss every year, if you deduct 81,200, and no new appointment was made. Sa that the
the gratuities, of $3,986.53. But simply because the hon. whole charge upon the conntry, if yon add the superannua-
gentleman does not charge the amount paid to the servants tion and the $100 given as an increase ta the two ofcers
for extra work, owing ta the fact that those in the office have promoted, was just $20 per annum; and yet, if my memory
beau superannuated, ha tries to show ttiat they have saved serves me right, ha left the impression on the House and upon
$50,000. I challenge the hon. gentleman to give the whole those who will read his speech, that instead of there being
statement to any competent actuary in the Dominion, and an addition of $20 per annum ta the expenditure of the
if he will report that his statement is correct, I was going to Customs Department at the City of Quebec, there was acta-
say that I would not again open my mouth on the question ally an addition of the differenoe between $1,600 and $2,600.
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In other words, that $1,000 was added to the cost of con-
ducting the Oustoms business in the city of Quebec instead
of an actual additional outlay of 820. I give that as an
llustration of one case with which I am familiar, and I hope
thåt~l iNis caIculatlois are not based on such foundationless

onds as thie Pne. I must confess that I am a little sur-
4edat the reinarkse of my hon. and independent friend

aim Northumberland (Mr. Mitchell). He objected
to 3the agument Of the Finance Minister in referring
to 'tq spemnnnations which took place during the
tenioô f o 9e of the hon. member for East York.

11~ was not present or else he forgot that the hon.
$ntlinan who preceded him specially seleeted the super-

a n'u s ich hbad taken place during the time the hon.
.4eiýl rnber ast York ws in office, justifying them on the

at ey Wre all made for the purpose of creating
XÇiene.y inthe service and that they were superannuated

ç ïron ace' ut of sickness or old age. Well, I am not
t diss that qestion Just now. I quite agree with

r dthat it'is no justification for this Govern-
eet oi g sroy that their predeceoisors did wrong ; but
tink it 's g, te Justifable for the Finance Minister to

ouit o the Honse that if there had been abuses in
ëonndtion with tis guestion they had existed to a

'Ê extent ;nder the reign of the hon. gentleman's
.lén4s thah durig'the present Administration, particularly
b e hon. gentleman seleoted that period and defended

he suprangatiolns whieh had taken place during the time
Q hon. nember for East York was in offce.
Mr.MTRELL. All Igbjected to was that the Finace

Miniater shonid have mainly confined his answer to the
attetment : lou are another; yon did it. True it is, we
are oieg it, but- youg re another. I admit that he went
somewhat beyond that, but I should like to hear a more
exteuded awer or explanation of the abuses existing than
he au given. I object to their anawering any charge of
mimeodct, or maladministration, or abuse of law, by say-
ing: You did it before we came in.

Mr. McLELAN. The hon. gentleman is ji taken. I did
not wish to justify what we did by what they had done
alone. I said it was a proper thi4g to do. I said that the
English Government did it without. exaoting any tax from
the òfOeer. I said the Mackenzie Governmeot avAiiled them-
selves of the Aot toa lasge P4 -xtent as wehad. I
said that all three Goverameuts ayailed themselves
of it, and that it ws in the public ipterests. I

ndestwvçed to show-ad I think I dide how, #»d what I
salid'is corroberated by the inatance men tioed by te In-
inter of pstome-that on the whole it was im the publie

iterest and attemded by ecinomy.
MrM HELL. I should be sorry to have:the praetiee

Bir RICK4RD CARTWR[GUT. I m g*is to hser e
honMinisLer of Finante deplare mat e is &neimputing any
1 ama t thela Qoqernament, sd I lAink wiosly, becaspe

a omparion of their superannutiona wiUh thoe of th*ir
unéuessers aill not remut to thQir disdy«tage. Riowevert
itJe usuless to eaterinto a disqueaiop on tbat sugjet, becaise
ne spedic oharges have been made apinst 4eateuin
istâtion. What I pqld ike to know is how t4 advgs,tie
hon. iister:of Finance speaks of, were ma4ef Re did not
.. la&bauw that part of hie statement in which hie Àolmd
that4hey h~ad ed 430,0&00 or ,400,000-I do p kpQw
wheihthe msant per aau or aleogether.

Mfr ICKAIMD CARTWRIGHT. I should like to know,
I1 tbàaisehe, thde lés bee done when the ttal oeatof the
e44ikàtibe t1Ottawl ha. risen friom 82,000 2 to 1208,-
000 a ear, and the other services in about equal proportion,

à BowxL.

and when the superannuation list bas risen from $100,000 a
year to over $200,000. The saving, if saving at aIl, I sup-
pose, would be in the replacing of elderly gentlemen with
younger and more efficient men at lower salaries; but I
think, when the hou. gentleman puts together the superan.
nuation allowance and the salary paid to the successor he
eau hardly show a saving. That point the hon, gentleman
did not touch, and I think the House would like to have
the process more fully explained.

Mr. MULOCK. The H1ouse is indebted to the bon. mem-
ber for North Wellington for the attention he has given to
this subject. It La quite clear that the Act is working
against the interest of the couutry, not only in respect to
the direct loss incurred, but having fallen into bad bands
Snd bein abused. It offers a direct temptation to mem-
bers of the service to seek for superannuation. The sooner
they get superannuated, the sooner tbey become secure in a
certain income for life, while they are still able to pursue
the calling of ordina citizens. The hon. member for North
Wellington has estabished beyond question that up to the
present time we have disbursed under the Act about
81,250,000. In addition to that, we are now paying out
annually about $200,000, and receiving in the way of insur-
ance about $50,000, leaving a net loss to the country under
the working of the Act of 8150,000 a year. I think it is to
be deplored under these circumstances that the Minister of
Finance should defend the Act as he does, and that ie is
apparently willing to go further and adopt the Imperial
Act, under which civil servants could be retired without
paying anything at ail.

Mr. McLELAN. I did not say that. I referred to the
practice in England, where that was done.

Mr. MULOCK. The hon, gentleman cited it with appro-
val, so that there is but one inference to draw. Now, for
my part, I never could understand on what principle civil
servants are entitled to any better consideration than ser-
vante of individuals. la there any person engaged in a
business who deals with his employees on such principles?
The salaries attaching to the various offices are quite equal
to the value of the services rendered; in my opinion, lin
some cases, they far exceed it. Civil servants eau be
divided into two classes. One class discharge only the
simplest clerical work-manual labor-as writers. There
are a few others, such as deputy Seads, pretty high up in
the service, who have to bring a little more intelligence and
education to bear in the dicharge of their duties; but with
the exception of these few, the vast army of the civil ser-
vants are imply engaged in manual work, and therefore
should not come under any system of superannuation. Now,
if it is admitted that the annual salary attaching to any
office is equal in value to the service rendered, it
follows that al we give in tae way of<bonus or gra-
taity isso shwioney paid i exeess of thp value
of the service rendered. That being the ase, if the
wia#t&etro Finpce thiaks that a civil servaut should
receive something when he retires, thien deduct te money
from hie salary while he is in the service, and place it to his
credit, and let him him have it when ho le#yes. In doing
that, we ould only be doing wbt le ought to do fgr him-
self, namely, laying up a portion of hm incomq against a
rainy day. I would like to know whe mpn age as well
paid as tey are in the servioe oCanada. Thera er. a few
great prises, of course; but compare th* salaries paid to-
day in the great monetary insegtiçm with th salaries
paid by this Governmont to their servante, and you will
ffnd that the latter compare moet favorably with the former,
and you will not fimd that the servants of these great insti-
tutions receive annuities at the expense of the institutions
themselves. The experience of the working of the Act
makes it imperative o the Gf>presenlt at #il. earliest
possible moment to repeal it, and thus to some extent
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show their desire for economy. The Minister of Customs,1
in citing cases of economy, forgot to point ontt
that in some cases the Government have not sim-1
ply filled vacancies and made promotions. For1
instance, the Department of Marine under the latei
Minister was administered with one deputy head; but ai
short time ago the present Minister found it necessary to1
have two deputy heads, and I suppose each deputy will be
trying to increase his staff so that he may shortly preside1
over an army of officials. Then, last year it was found1
necessary to have two librarians,and I see by the public press1
that these two gentlemen are to go on a trip through the1
United States to visit every library in the Union in orderi
to inform themselves how best to discharge their duties. I
do not know whether they are to travel at the expense of
the country or not; perhaps we shall find that out when
the Supplementary Estimates come down, or, perhaps, next
year we shall see some little item of contingencies to cover
that expenditure. Wherever we increase the staff, there
is a further permanent charge on the revenue of the
country, and I can only say that the duty of Miniaters in
this matter is, in my judgment, absolutely clear, and that is,
at the earliest possible day, to repeal this unsound measure
and place this branch of the service on a proper business
like footing.

Motion negatived.

CRIMINAL LAW A[ENDMENT.

Mr. ROBERTSON (Hastings) moved the second reading of
Bill (No. 28) to amend the criminal law of Canada. Ho said:
I do not know that I eau add anything to what [ said w ben I
introduced the Bill. It is an Act to provide for the further
punishment of a certain class of criminals known as
burglars. There is at present a certain discretion given
the judges, which allows them to punish these offences by
sentences to imprisonment for periods varying from two
years to imprisonnient for life. This Bill is more stringent
in its provisions. It provides that where parties are dis-
covered having mu their possession any implement known
as a burglar's tool or any murderous weapon of what kind
soever, he shall be sentenced to penitentiary for life,
and further that if the accused is proved to have been
already incarcerated for an offence of this character,
and the second offence being proved against him, he shall
be sent to penitentiary for life. I have also introduced the
clause by which persons charged with the ci ime of bur-
glary may be t4ed summarily before the senior, junior, or
deputy jaßge of the county in which the offence has been
commànted. I think this measure is in the interests of the
public, because the crime is on the increase, and it is neces-
sary for the protection of our property and the lives of our
familles, t1tat extreme punishmeut shall be meted ont to
these offenders. I am not aware of the opinion of the
Minit r ot Justice on this subject, but I think the Bill is
one t at should commend itself to his consideratiion sad
that of the-Mouse, and therefore I ask that it should pas
its second reading.

Mr. THOMPSON. Although the hon. gentleman has
M4e plaip Jis desire to promuote this Bill, through the very
laudible imptive of suppressinrg what is undoubtedly a very
serious offence, I think it is too stringent in its provisions.
The great object of the Bill is to take away the discretion
now vested in àthe judges, in imposing sentences for the
offence of be rg . As it is sometime since the hon. gen.
tieman intro edthe the the louse may permit me to
mention what the substance of the different sect.ons is, for
the purpose of seeing how radical a change it would
make and low far such a change is demanded in the

p -Io 4tes. It is proposed by the first sectiou that a
rg-ar who hias, at the time of oommitting the offence,any

burglarious tools or any murderous weapo in his posses.
Dion, shali be sentenced to imprisonment for life, and that
the judge shall have no discretion. At present the punish.
ment for that offence is a life sentence or any less terma, in
the discretion of the judge. It may be that the possession of
a tool of that description at the time of the offence might
be accounted for in some way consistent with an uintent les
criminal than what would be known as a murderous intent;
but notwithstanding that, the hon, gentleman proposes to
take away ail discretion in the matter. Section 2 proposes
to take away the judge's dis"tretion, when the accused has
been pieviouisly convicted of burgtary. With regard to
section 3, the existing law is this: That every person who is
fonnd with dangerous weapons, with intent to break into a
dwelling louse or other building and to commit any felony
therein, or who has in his possession, without ample excuse,
the proof of which shall be on him, any pick, lock, key or other
burglarious tool, or is found with his face blackened or other-
wise disguised, with the intent to commit felony, or is found
in any dwelling house or other building, is guilty of bur-
glary and liable to three years' imprisonment. It is pro-
posed by this clause to take away the discretion of thejudge
and make the punishment a term of seven years. By sec.
tion 4, it is provided that, after previous conviction of any
such offence as that last mentioned, a prisoner shall be sen.
tenced to ten years' imprisonment, without allowing the
judge any discretion. I think it is not enough to induce
the House to amend the law in so stringent a way,
to say that crime of this description is on the
increase. I presume there is no class in the community
which could more accurately and eflciently juigo f the
increase of crime and the necessity of vigorous op pression,
than tho members of the judiciary, and I think I am cor-
rect in stating that the powers now given to them are not
used to the full extent in any part of the couutry. If the
hon. gentleman were able to show us that these powers had
been exercised to their full extent, he would have made
out a case, but I think it, is unwIse, in the absence of any
evidence that the crime ws so alarmingly on the increnmn,
and that the po vers of the judges arc insufficient to deai
with it, to take provisions which not only will enlargo the
punishment, but which will take away the discrotion of the
judge. Under these circumstances I feel brund, as one, to
oppose the second reading of this Bill as being not called
for b any state of facts which have been shown to exist in
anyP rovince in the Dominion.

Mr. FAIRBA.NK. I arm very sorry, indeed, at thec on-
clusion the Minister of Justice las come to in regard to this
matter. It is a notorious fact that this crime is immensely
on the increase throughout Canada. It is a notorious fact
that burglary has become a profession, and about the mst
unsafe place that a man can put his valuables in
now eisa safe. These professionals have becime so
expert that they defy the sheriff, the safemaker and
the locksmith to safely keep valuables. Now, if this
crime is laroly increasing, is it not fair to resume
that it is not being adequatelv punished, and the Minister
of Justice las stated that the judges are not now exercising
the law to the extent to which it is capable of being
exercised. If that be so, it would be well to affirm
the principle of the Bill, without perhape carrying it ont to
the extent proposed, and so declare that the crime is not
being adequately punished. We know that when crimes
have advauced to an unbearable extent, an increased pun-
ishment has caused them alm'st to cease. When garrotting
attainud such headway in the Old Country, it was decided
to putaish it by fIogging, and that caused it almost entirely
to disappear. Tae crime of burglary is not disappearing,
but islargely increasing, and I believe thie ls largefy
owing to the inadequacy of tho puniahment which is
inflicte4. I am very sorry the Minister of Justice has
decided to oppose the primciple of the hJiß
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Mr. ROBERTSON (Hastings). In view of what has

been stated by the hon. the Minister of Justice, and the
matter having been brought to the attention of the House,
I hope that in future, if the Bill is declared lost, the judges
will exorcise their discretion by exfending further punish-
ment to this offence, as I do not think the punishment bas
been as severe as it should have been. I may probably
take occasion to bring up this Bill at a future time if that
bas not been d one.

Motion for second reading negatived.

DOMINION ELECTIONS ACT AMENDHENT.
Mr. McCARTIY moved the second reading of Bill (No.

29) to amend the Dominion Elections Act, 1874.
Some hon. MEMBERS, Explain.
Mr McCARTHY. I thought my hon. friends would

understand the nature of the Bill, which is not very long.
The object is to longthon the hours of polling in cities until
8 o'clock in the afiernoon. That is the whole and sole
object of the Bill. I thin k, however, that if the Bill is found
acceptable to the House, it would be well to amend it in
this respect, to prolong the hours of polling not only in
cities, but also in those electoral districts of which cities
form a part. Of course, in most places, the city itself is the
electoral district, but there are some electoral districts in
which the city forms a portion and the rest is a part of the
county. As to the necessity for this measure, my own
experience bas been that the laboring man is under a disad-
vantage when ho bas to ask bis employer for leave to go
and record his vote. I think ho ought to bo relieved from
any such disadvantage. I think -he should be perfectly free
and should be able to go and record his vote without asking
bis employer. All of us must have noticed, I think, that in
going into a place where a number of men are employed,
asking them to vote against the politics of the employer,
the men fel under a disadvantage, they feel under a com-
pliment, and sometimes they do not like to put themselves
under that compliment, if they are going to vote, as they
ought to be entitled to do freely, against thoir employer.

Mr. MITCHELL. Let them vote at the dinner hour.
Mr. MoCARI'HY. That is not always convenient. In

large cities it cannot be done. In Toronto, for instance,
mon work at one end of the city and reside at the other,
and it is impossible for them to record their votes without
great inconveni;nce. I have communications from mon
employed by railway companies, and they find it almost
impossible to get away during the ordinary hours of poll-
ing. This is not new or experimental legislation. Some
years ago, a Bill of this kind was passed in England with
regard to certain cities, and last year the hours of polling
were made all over Great Britain to extend from, I think,
eight o'clock in the morning until eight in the afternoon.
I do not propose to go as far as that at present, but I do
hope the House will accept the principle of this Bill, which
has received the endorsation of the Labor Council of the
city of Toronto and also, I think, of the city of St. Thomas.

Mr. GAULT. In the city of Montreal, no inconvenience
whatever i felt. It all depends on the season of the year
at which the elections are held. From nine to five is quite
sufficient. I think the time given at present is ample to
give the men the opportuuity to vote.

Mr. MITCHELL. I object to the lengthening of the time
for two reasons. In the first place, 1 think the reasons
given by the mover are not at all applicable to the present
conditi ,n of things in the labor market. If I know any E
thing about it, and 1 employ a good many hands, I find that 1
the masters are under the control of their employees, and1
the employees are the people who dictate when they willE
work and when they will leave it alone. My hon. friend i

Mr. FAmBÂNK1.

evidently does not represent a city. He has evidently never
had anything to do with representing a city, or ho would
find that it is very diffcult to keep men from going te vote
if they choose to go and vote. They have more liberty than
the masters have in that particular. Thon look at the effect
of this. An election occurs iu the fall of the year, any time
from October until March, and you get crowds of men col-
lected in the streets and the polls, and perhaps a good deal
of drinking going on, although it is prohibited by the
Election Act; you get them excited, and you will find
all kinds of troubles and disturbances and election riots
will occur. I think it would be most impolitic to extend
the hours of voting. Look at it from the standpoint of the
candidates of their supporters and their friends. Anyone
who has had anything to do with elections knows that they
think it quite enough to be on the strain from eight o'clock
in the morning until five. My hon. friend has been for.
tunate. He has gone in by acclamation all the time, I
expect, and very likoly they may let him do it again, if ho
and the hon. gentleman opposite meet at the same election.
But at all events it does seem to me that no practical dif-
ficulty has arisen in relation to the present hours of polling,
and that surely nine hours are long enough to keep the polis
open. My hon. friend says, that men cannot go to their
work, or that they are at their work. If ho wants to extend
the time, let him add another hour in the morning before
the mon go to their work, or when they are on their
way to work. Thon the dinner hour enables them
to poll, and if they want to poll at any time of the day, they
will leave their work and go and do it, whether their mas-
tors like it or not-that is my experience. Now ho notes
the experience in England. Sir, I think we have had ex-
perience enough to know botter what will suit our condition
of affairs in relation to elections than Englishmen. We go
to England for too many of Our precedents, and I, for one,
am disposed to base our election legislation on our own
experience in this Canada of ours, where we know just as
much about it, I guess, as they do in England or any other
country. I feel it my duty to oppose the Bill.

Mr. DESJARDINS. Besides that, only 200 electors are
admitted to vote at the same poll; and I think nine hours
are quite sufficient to allow them to register their narnes.

House divided on motion of Mr. McCarthy.
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Burpee, Hackett, Somerville (Bruce),
cameron (Huron), Barley, Tassé,
Cameron (Invernesl), Hesson, Taylor,
Oampbell (Renfrew), Hnrteau, Thompoon,
Campbell (Victoria), Innes, Townshend,
Caron (Sir Adolphe), Irvine, Trow,
Cartwright (Sir Rich'd)Jackson, Tupper,
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Motion negatived.

SUBSTITUTES FOR BUTTER.

House resumed the adjourned debate on the proposed mo-
tion of Mr. Taylor for Committee of the Whole to consider a
resolution declaring it expedient to bring in a Bill to regu-
late the sale of oleomargarine, butterine, and other substi-
tutes for butter.

Mr. TAYLOR. When this matter was up before, the
Minister of Inland Revenue stated that ho would bring in a
Bill dealing with the manufacture of this article. The
Bouse was thon discussing the propriety of placing an
import duty of 10 cents per pound, and an Excise duty of 8
cents per pound, on this article. Since then the Government
have dealt with the import duty in such a way as to prohibit
the importation altogether. In conversation with the
Minister of Inland Revenue a few days ago he told me that
after the action the House had taken to prohibit the impor-
tation, ho thought it would be botter to allow the Minister
of Customs to deal in the same way with the manufacture.
I have not understood from the Minister of Oustom9 that it
was his intention to do so, it is my intention to bring in a Bill,
which I have prepared, to prohibit the manufacture and
sale of the article in the country altogother. Since the last
discussion I have received a large number of letters from
different parties in the Dominion as well as in the United
States, which I intend to read to the louse, although I be-
lieve the opinion of the House will support the Bill which
1 propose to bring in to prohibit the manufacture altoge-
ther. The first article I will read is from the Journal of
Commerce, an authority as good as any that can be found in
Canada. In its issue of the 23rd April that paper says:

"lBOGUS BUTTER
The action of the Canadian Government in prohibiting the Impor-

tation of oleomargarine, batterine and like substitutes for butter, is an
important Btep, being calculated to materially benefit and protect the
farming interest and to secure to consumers a healthful article of food.
The amended tariff imposing a duty of 10 cents per pound on aIl Imita-
tions of the genuine article, was in itself practically prohibitory, and,
under a rigid system of inspection, would doubtless have proved effec-
tive, but te feeling of the House was in favor of even more decisive
measures, and we fancy there will be little opposition to the final deci-
sion of the Government, which prohibits importations under a penalty
cf $200 for each offence.

'' Two good and sufficient reasons have all along been advanced
against the sale of artificial butter-firstly, that it lu impure in most
instances and deleterious to the public health, and, secondly, that it l
fraudulently sold as an honest article, and therefore enters into unfair
competition with farmers in the production of butter. Both these con-
tentions have been cumbatted in the United States by the wealthy manu-
facturera of bogue butter, who have fought the representatives of the
legitimate dairy interests even at their National Conventions, on the
dor of Congres and in the columns of commercial journals, which
claim to take the highest rank. To such an extent is the infiuence of
these men felt, that few publications are found willing to expose them.
The N.Y. Commercial Bulletin, replying to the charge of a correspondent,
that instead of being a staunch friend of the dairy interest, it had, i a
quiet way, supported the artificial butter makers, thus deseribea.its
dilemma :-' Between the two sides to the hotly conteeted competition
betwixt butter and oleomargarine, this paper finds itself in a singularly
unfortunate position. Both parties appear W tbink they are entitled o
oDI warm espoussal cf their causa; and because neither get uueh support,
both suspect us of sympathy with their enemy. Because we claim that
oleomargarine shoulde bsold on its merits, and simply for what it is
and no mor zthe dairymen charge us with befrimdig th Makersor

that product. Because we protest against the oleomargarine makers
mixing their article with butter and selling a spurious butter as genuine,
the oleomargarine men charge us with being ln league with the butter
men, Will both sides please understand that the real purpose of this
paper is not to please either one, but to get fair commercial justice for
botph; to protect the dairymen and public from spurious butter being
sold as genuiue, and to secure to manufacturera of oleomargarine their
unquestionable right to make that product and to sel it for what it la.'
This statement reads fair enough, but in view of the injurious sub-
stances generally used in manufacture and the fraude undoubtedly prao-
tised in selling the product as butter, at a price double its real value
would it not be more in the public interest to condemn its manufacture
and sale outright ?

" There la now a Bill in the hande of the Houae Committee on Agri-
culture at Washington which proposes to tax imitations of butter and
cheese and give them a distinctive mark, and froin the evidence of Dr.
Taylor, the microscopist of the Smithsonian Inatitute, before this com-
mittee, and from the registered claims of various patentees, the con-
atituents of oleomargarine, &c., are augar of lead, bisulphate of lime,
borax and boracic acld, salicylic, benzoic, sulphuric, nitric and other
acide, cotton seed, almond, peanut, unflower and mustard seed cils,
flour, caustie potasb, slippery elm bark and corn starch, stomach of
piga, calvea and aheep, nd the udder of cows, dry blood albumen and
gastrie juice, beaides sundry others of allied nature, added te sud
cnimpounded with the fat of varions animals, with which le mixed a
amall quantity of genuine butter, and enou ghcoloring matter to give
the whole the necessary rich appearance. This mass l manufactured
at a cost varying from eight to twelve cents a pound, and probably sold
at twenty-five cents or even higher. In view of these facts, (t muet be
admitted that the varicus agricultural and dair asiociations thr 'ughout
the United States, which are seeking to secure the taxing and branding
of apurions butter and cheese, are, while working in their own behalf
actin tluLb.beat luteresta cf the public.

aThe fraudulent disposai of the stuf l attested to by the evidence
before the aforesaid congressional committee of Mr. Joseph E Reall,
President of tbe Amerlcan Agricultural aud Dairy Association. He
stated that ail imitation butter, amounting now to 200,000,000 Ibo.
annually, was sold fraudulently, and that in three years, ualess the sale
of the bogue article was regulated, the production of genuine butter
would be atopped. The question, lie said, affected aIl the Northern nid
Western 8tates, where dairying was a leadin qiuterest, while consumera
everywhere were being humbugged and swmndled. Ia conclusion he
remarked: 'We want imitation butter under national law, because
every rogue has a wholesome fear of the police power of the National
Government. We want a tax of ten cents per pound put on imitation
butter, because it costs twenty cents per pound to makce cood butter,
while they can make butterine for ten cente, the price of lard sud little
butter added. state legisiation has proved ineffective. Twenty States
have laws against its manufacture and sale, but they aregrosaly defed.
Fines cf $100 are inposed, but dealers say they can pay, is mn every
moth and go ahead wl tiigod profit, and many do t.'

' "When such is the state of affaire in the Uniied States, the Canadian
farmers and dairymen, and consumera likewise, will appreciate the fors-
thought cf be Uovernment in diacouraging the importation and manu-
facture cf bogue butter in CJanada."

I may draw your attention, Mr. Speaker, to the faot that at
a meeting of the dairymen in your own county very strong
resolutions were passed, and I presume they were sent to
you to hand to the Government as expressing the opinion
of the dairymen of the important county of Frontenao. I
will read what was said on the subject:

"' At a meeting of the Frontenac Dairymen's Board of Trade held on
Saturday afternoon, the president inthe chair, the question of the
importation and manufacture of oleomargarine ws discussed. Mr.
Henry Bawden introduced the aubject cf th, importation and manufac-
ture of oleomargarine as one of the utmost Importance to farmers. He
referred to its having been placed upon the lst cf prohibited articles for
importation to thia country and stated that this was a step un the right
direction and ahould be endorsed by the farmers. They should go
further and demand that (ta manufacture in the Dominion should be
prohibited. He alluded t a recent report t the Englil u dairymen's
association made by Mr. Barnu m, a scientist, who had made a study cf
the subject, by which it was seen that in 1885 one-half of what went
into England as butter was ti apurious stuff and that the amount cf
oleomararine that went into England and Scotland was equal o the
produce in butter cf 180,000 cows. It ha also been rerted that the
manufacture of oleomargarine in the United Statos had driven ont a
number cf butter makers, aid that whereas there were 25,000,000 cows
in the United States before the introduction cf this substance there were
now only 15,000,000. He advocated a motion, toe be forwarded to the
Bouse cf Commons, approving cf the course they had already taken,
and askin gthat the manufacture cf oleomargarine e prohibited. Mfr.
Burrow elaimed that the stuff was bad, not only for the farmIers, but it
was detrimental to health. H o agreed with Kr. Bawden that th. LeO-
lature should prohibit t.he importation tla manufacture cf the stuff.

Resolutions wore tho n paseod by the meeting. An hone
membor pepaks of" beer and wine." Never mind beor and
wine. It is as important to tho farmers, the laboring
classes, thue mochanic and merchants, and the peoplo
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generally that they should have good butter to eat as bad
beer to drink. It is all the same whether they die from
eating bad butter or drinking bad beer or whiskey. When
we get through this Bill we will deal with the whiskey
Bill. I will thank the hon. member for East Toronto to
allow me to proceed. On Saturday evening I received a
communication from a gentleman who now resides in
Chicago, and was formerly book.keeper in our estabiish-
ment. He writes me as follows:

"4057 SoUrH H ALsTED STEIT,
"QGo. TAtLOS, Iq., M.P., Gananoque. "Omo, Srd Raye 1886.

'' DuAR S,-Having seen in papers just received from home that you
are having quite a struggle in the House on the matter of butterine and
oleomargarine, I could not resist the temptation to write you on the
matter. I have been employed here In a business that enabled me to see
more, perhaps, of the manufacture of the stuff, than probably any of
your constituents, all of whom I am quite certain were they in my place
would not only thank you for the stand you have taken, but pray to
Heaven that they might never be compelled to eat it. I have for some
three months been almost every day through Armour & Co., and Fair-
banks' packing houses, and also at different times through Swift & Sons,
they three being the principal manufacturers of oleomargarine and
butterine here. I have also been more or less through the following
packing houses here viz., The International Packing Co., W. H. Silber-
horus, Jones & Style s, Hat-ly & Co., Morrell & 0o., Boteford A Co.,
Fowler Bros., S. H. Oppenheimer, Johnston Packing Ce0, and nearly
all the other smaller ones in and about the Union stock yards of Chicago,
and I may say the modus operandi in ail is very much the same, but
carried out probably in a more systematic and extensive scale by
Armour & Co. than any of the others. Butterine and oleomargarine is
manufactured by them in three different grades called oleo.,
dairy and creamery, and retailed here at prices from 14 to 22 cents per
pound, depending very much in price as to what part of the city it is
sold in. Ilhave seen it in the first three named places in almoat every
stage of its manufacture, and when I tell you I do not nor have not eat
any butter on my bread for months, you may know what my opinion of
it as a table luxury is, as here you cannot tell if it is butter or dead
hogs' greasse of the dirtiest and filthiest kind that you are eating. It is
composed of all the worst kinds of dirty grease from the cutting fleors
and other parte of the packing house, melted down in large-iron tanks.

"I have seen a small sized hog that died either in the pen or was
suffecated or frozen to death, just ripped open and thrown into the
tank, without even the hair being taken off or the inside removed, and
boiled down with the rest. It is then run out into other tanks and there
put through a course of purifying, but when it comes to the churning
process, before being classified, it looks more like a huge kettle ot rather
light colored soft soap, and almoest of that consistency . When it comes
from the tanks purified it resembles a light colored oil, something like
srlad oil, but rather thieker ; it is then ready for mixing, I believe, with
genuine butter, a portion of which is used to give it a taste. It is also
colored with carrots and other coloring matter. It is then run into
the cooling room, which is a huge refrigerator, and kept over night to
cool ; the next morning it is taken ont and packed in ail shapes and
izes nf packages. But I assure you if any farmer had seen it made once and

thought that was the kind of butter his good wife was maaking for him
to eat, he would take the firat through fast train for Ohicago and apply
for immediate divorce on the ground that his life was in danger and
you bet he would get it quick If his case could come before a jury in the
mamne position as himself.

" I could go on and write you a thousand and one other things about
what we eat from these packing bouses, but think I have said enough on
the subject to convince the most skeptical that total prohibiition for
oleomargarine and butterine, also whiskey, is the best thing that could
pmsibly hppn to the Dominion of Canada. I trust I have not tired
yu with tus lengthy epistle, and that you will excuse the writing."
That is all he says with reference to this question, but I
may say that h. ocupied the position of book-keeper for
us and I eau rely on ail his statements. I may just read
another letter which I received from a gentleman with
whom I an not aequainied, but I presume there are hon.
menmbers in this House who know him, and know that he
is a gentleman of standing and knows whereof he speaks.

Il ONTY MONTMAONT,

"- TAYoR,M.P.,"OAP ST. IGNAOir, rd May, 188.

"Ottawa.
" I have just read with great pleasure your speech in the Hsoue, in

relation to the butter and cheese industry. I beg to offer yo nmy mst
sincere thanks and those of my fellow-farmers.

' 1I trust your most accurate and practicai views on this most im-
portant question may receive the support of all the friends of the farmer

I Accor.ing to my idea such high duties should be imposed as would
render it almost impossible to manufacture or import artificial butter or
cheese. Let each butter or cheese factory be compelled te bave a trade
mark showing the quality and place of manufacture, so that when any

- M.r. TAnLo,

article is exported to a foreign country the purchaser may be certain as
to what he is buying. Inspectors should be appointed.

'l Io it not deplorable to see Montreal exporters of butter and cheese,
calling themselves Canadians, purchasing butter and cheese from the
State of Illinois, and other places in the United States, which
are quoted 20 to 30 per cent. lower in the English market, ande shipping
the same to England as Canadian product. It is highly important that
the Government should at once take steps to put a stop to this abuse,
if we do not want to lose the reputation of our cheese in the English
market.

" As to the letter you quoted, from a farmer, I think he should have
signed himself a speculator; for no farmer would entertain such views
on the subject.

'l I hope, Sir, that your efforts may be crowned with success, and that
ail true friend eof the farmer will assist you to make a good law to pie-
tect us. You will thus be entitled to the gratitude, not only of the
farmers, but of ail the inhabitants of the Dominion.

"With cordial respect and gratitude of a devoted farmer.
" I am, & c.,

"0. SOLYME GAAUHE."

My hon. friend who represents that county says that this
gentleman deals in butter as a business and knows whereof
he speaks. I can only say that after having had this cor-
respondence and after having read a great deal on the
subject since the discussion came up, I am more convinced
that ever that the question should be dealt with, and dealt
with so that these articles should not be manufactured or
sold, and as the importation is already provided for, I trust
that when this discussion is over thecommittee will pass
the Bill unanimously.

Mr. PATERSON (Brant). If I understood the hon,
gentleman aright he said ho proposed to bring in a Bill,
founded on the resolution which he las been speaking to,
to prohibit the manufacture of these substitutes for butter.
It seems to me rather inconsistent that the hon. gentleman
should have submitted to the House a resolution declaring
that it is expedient to regulate the manufacture and sale of
oleomargarine, butterine and other substitutes for butter,
and then 'coolly to tell us that the Bill he proposes to intro-
duce is to prohibit it altogether, and to claim that that waa
bis intention at the first. The hon. gentleman, in reply to
the hon. member for East Toronto, who interrupted him by
a remark with reference to a resolution pertaining to the
liquor traffle, said it was time enough to deal with that by-
and-bye. I would ask the hon. gentleman what he would
think of an -hon. member of this House, a prohibitionist,
introducing a Bill to regulate the manufacture and sale of
liquor. I think he would be coneidered rather a strange
prohibitionist, but still that is the position in which he finds
himslf with reference to the article. now under discussion.
The fact of the matter is that the proposition of the Gov-
ernment, and the hon. gentlenian expressed himself as
being in the same line witlrthem in reference to this matter,
was t9 encourage thé manufacture of this article in the
country.

Some hon. !EMBERS. No;'no.
Mr. PATERSON (Brant). Yes. There was 10 cents

import duty on it, and 8 cents Excise, and therefôre there
was 2: cents-protection to the, article to be made in this
country, sufficient to induce the manufacture of it and to a
very great extent. Wé know aisò that wheuthe subject
was under discussion:'on my amendment to prohibit its
impertation, the Minister rose and said that whilst they
were prepared to consent to that, and to yieîld to the motion
I offored on that occasion, they did notasay that it neces-
sarily followed that they would prohibit its manufacture.
In fact;the Midister of'Oustoms, wh ws prominent in the
debate,'ssid ho had no desire to prevent its manufacture in
this country, provided it was exported out of the conutryi
He did notthink we would be justified in preventing its
manufacture for exportation. The hon. Ministier of Inland
Revenue expressed himself in the same direction, and the
regolution-of the hon. gentleman which w.e are now disus-
sing would also lead in the same direction. True, he says,
thathe intended introducing a Bill to prohibit it altogétier,
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but that is entirely different from his resolution.
I arm entirely in accord with the proposition to
prohibit its manufacture. But the ion. gentleman is taking
a serions responsibility, because ho is bringing in a Bill
which, of course, the Ministers will not support, and I notice
that not many motions in this Houe are carried without
their support. He brings it in iu direct contradiction te the
Bill now before the Houe for several weeks, intro-
duced by the Minister of Inland Revenue, in which provi-
sion is made for granting licenses and giving permission to
manufacture these articles and to deal in them-permission
even to deal in them withont manufacturing them bere for
export alone. Therefore the hon. gentleman may find that
he may not be able to carry his Bill, inasmuch as the Min.
istry will, in order to be consistent with their own Bill in
the Houae, have to vote against it. But he may rely upon
it that he will receive the support almost unanimously, and
I believe unanimously, of bon, gentlemen on thisa ide for
the Bill which ho now intends to introduce, though differing
from the one of which he gave notice.

Mr. SPROULE. I think the hon. member for Brant
(Mir. Paterson) should be the last one to complain because
the bon. member for Leeds goes a little further in the right
direction.

Mr. PATERSON (Brant). I am net complaining.
Mr. SPROULE. I understood him so, and h. should

net complain, because he himself introduced an amendment
even going further, and prohibiting the sale of these
articles altogether. Since this question was before the
House before, I have had occasion to visit my constituents
and to consult with some-

Mr. DEPUTY SPEAKER. The hon. gentleman is not
in order; he bas spoken already on this question.

Mr. SPROULE. I think the hon. member for Brant
also spoke twice.

Mr. PATERSOT (Brant). No.
Mr. HESSON. I think the hon. member for Grey did

net speak after the bon. member for Brant made the
motion.

Mr. PATE RSON (Brant). That has nothing te do with
this.

Mr. TIESSON. He spoke upon the introduction of the
resolution, not after the amendment was proposed.

Mr. SPROULE. I can only say that if I am violating a
rule of this House, I am doing what a number of others
have done before. I think the hon. member for Brome
(M r. Fisher) spoke twice.

Mr. BLAKE. The question is whether the hon. member
spoke on the motion of the bon. member for Leeds.

Mr. MOCARTHY. I move the adjournment of the debate.

Mr. SPROU LE. I was going tosay, when you ruled mei
out of order, that since this measure was introduced into1
the Houae, I have visited my constituency and consultedi
some of the leading agriculturists in that part of the country1
with reference t it; and the consensus of opinion was that
this is one of the most important measures that bas engaged,
or eau engage, our attention during the present Session, and1
that the Government should not simply regulate the manu-1
facture of thi article, but entirely probibit it. There are two1
phases of this question that ought to engage our attention.1
Firet, there is the interest at stake-the existence of this1
article detracts from the profits of the agriculturists of this1
country, who represent a very large number of the1
people. The products of the agriculturiats of the Do-.
minion last ytar represented some $35,000,000, which,
is an indication of how important is auy question that
affects their interest. We know that for some year past
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the dairy products of thec ountry have been going down
rapidly in price, and it is curious to notice that the
reduction in price just about corresponde with the
amount of oleomargarine or butterine sold in this or
the Old Country. It is becoming a very extensive
industry on the other aide of theU he, and it operatus
against the interest of agriculturists in both countries.
Twenty-one States have already legislated on this quel.
tion, and have attempted in various ways to regulate
it; but finding that useless they have gone further, and
have endeavored to stop its manufacture entirely, though ln
that tbey have not quite suoceeded. England, also, Ia to-day
dealing with this question. Not long ago a Bill of
similar character to this was introduced into the House
of Commons. I think, therefore, it is not to be wondered
at that we should attempt either to regulate or prohibit
the manufacture of it in Canada. Thon, another phase
of the question, which I apprehend is equally,if not
more important, relates to the health of the people. It in
a fact known to medical men that one common source of
disease is the kind of food taken into the human economy.
Without wholesome food, it li impossible for people to be
healthy, and I think if we medical men paid more attention
to the analysis of food, we would fnd that a much larger
percentage of the diseases of the country than we know of
to-day are attributable to the kind of fbod that people est.
Why are analysts appointed to-day to examine the fod we
eat? We have them all over the country In order to
prevent the adulteration of food. It i not because the
adulteration is spurious, or because the adulterated article
is .cheaper than the pure article, but because the mix-
ture is usually found to be injurious to health. It i
generally known that if there is any line of tood direotly
injurions to health it is that which contains some taint of
putrefaction, It is utterly impossible, in the procees
that oleomargarine goes through, to eradicate from
it those organisms that develop disease in the human
economy; and when this is the case, how impor-
tant is it that we should step in and prevent
the production of that which must lead to the deterioration
of the public health. Statistics show that a large number
of diseses, not only zymotic but other classes, are attri.
butable to these animal organisms, and analysis proves that
they largely abide in these articles of food. I saw an
analysis of butterine some time ago, which showed that
there was not only lu it the peculiar animal organism of
one clas, but many kinds which develop diseases to which
the human family are subject; and the chemioal ingredients
usually employed to [destroy disease-producing animalcule,
had no effect on those. Although immersed in them for
twenty-four hours, they were moving around with all the
evidence of life they had before. This being the case, how im-
portant is it that we should consider well before we allow the
manufacture or the introduction into this country of an
article of food so destructive to the human system. There
is another reason why we should deal with this question at
the present time, that is, because, so far as known, it i
not now manufactured in the country; and there is no time
that you eau deal se well with such a matter as before
vested interests are established. If we allowed manu-
factures of it to be built up, we would find parties coming
bore after a while and claiming that they hâd established
vested rigits, whicb we could not take away. Therefore,
how important it i that we Should deal with the matter
now. I am glad to find that the hon. member for Leeds,
who has introduced this resolution, has deoided to move,
not simply to regulate the manufacture of oleomargarme,
but to entirely abolish it in the country if it i being manu-
factured to-day, and to prevent its manufacture if it i con-
templated. 1 have reeived lettera from merchants and
farmers in Manitoba, and in varions parts of Ontario, and I
think the consensus of opinion is that the Governmen4
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should introduce a law to entirely prohibit the manufacture
and importation of this article.

Mr. WOOD çBrockville). I have just a word or two to
sey on this subject. I know that there is a feeling on the
part of some hon. members that gentlemen belonging to
my profession ought not to say very much on subjects
pert4ining to the agricultural interests, on the ground that
we are not supposed toknow very much about them. But
as I represont a constituency in part agricultural, I feel it

duty to add my testimony to the volume of evidence
wichi as been given here against the manufacture of
whAt is known as butterine or oleomargarine. I am bound
to say, from the statements of my constituents and others
with whom I have conversed on this subjeet, that the
concepsus of opinion, the weight of authority, favors the
proéibition of this article in the country; and I do think,
if it is found impossible to frame a Bill upon the resolution
the hon. member for Leeds bas now upon the motion

that it is the duty of this House to allow him to
introuce his Bill, because that is the only way of surround-
ing the manufacture of the article with such restrictions as
will practically prohibit it. Although the hon. member for
Brant may be, strictly speaking, right in the objection he
has taken to the resolution, that the hon. member for Leeds
could not introduce a Bill to prohibit upon it, because it sim-
ply speaks of regulation,yet it is quite poss ihlefor such a BiIli
to be introduced and to receive the sanction of this House,
as will, while regulatorg in its nature, amount practically
to be prohibitory. Now, I believe in the principle of prohibi.
tion in this cea. If an excise duty of 10 cents is put upon
th -olýomargarine manufactured, it does not foilow that
the atpff will not b introduced, because it must be borne
in mind that cleomargarine comes into competition with
the bigber grades of butter. It doces not come into compe-
tition with the poorer grades of butter, and we all know
that we have not yet established in Europe a market for
our butter sncb as we would like. We have established a
market in the Old Count»y, especially England, for our
cheese, owing mainly to the fact that we have a uniform
way of making cheese, but we have not a uniform system of
uaking butter; and I must bear testimony, so far as my
knowledge goes, to the good that the creameries are
likely te do in this province. I have no hesita-
tion in saying that the Government who origin-
ated that idea In Ontario deserve great credit. If once
we can establish a uniform system of making butter, we
cap thn hope to establish a good market for our Canadian
bUtter ip Englgn. If yau go into a store wbere butter is
sold,And ask the grocer the price, he will not be able to
a4sier yu, without at theame time stating that there are
diffefereQprices, and the pnice depends wholly on the quality
of the butter. Tls is owing to the fact that few farmerse
màko the saie quality. A good article always brings ai
good price, 20 cents or more. If it i true, as alleged, that'
oleqmargarine can be manufhetured for 6 cents, I can seei
:n reason for preventing the oleomargarine manufactured'
in the United states paying a duty oft O cents import, andi
going into competition with the better grades off Canadian -
butter. If it i a fpat, as alleged, and the evidence in
qvery case is uncontradioted by anything we have heard,
that oledmargarine is a danrous article of food, it becomes
our dùty, not alone to reguate, but to prohibit its importa.
tiqn. I'do net speak from any knowledge of my own as to
the trutfi of the statements made here concerning the dele.
teoÏi nature of the compound, but I have the right to
>la great deal of attention to the remaeks of hon.

ntiemen iu the medical profession, such as the hon. mem-
rfor Grey, the hon. member for Cornwall, and other gen-

tlemen in thi- House, who, f rom their scientifl knowledge,
ay b upposed to give a correct opinion on this important

mitter. Ifave aise the right to attach great importance.
Mir. Snoîn.

to the evidence given by the hon. member for Leeds (fr.
Taylor) who deserves the thanks of the farmers for hie
efforts in their behalf. Taking all this into consideration, I
see no reason why this Parliament should net deem it its
duty to prohibit the manufacture of the stuif here. If it be
manufactured for 5 cents, an Excise duty of 8 cents can
enable the manufacturer to manufacture it in this country.
The objection of the hon. member for Brant is this: That, if
we do not go on with the Bill my hon. friend proposes to
introduce, founded on a resolution now before the House, it
is too late this Session to introduce a resolution of a prohib.
itory character; and if this Bill is allowed to be introduod,
we can hedge its provisions as to the manufacture of the
article itself around with such restrictions as will prevent its
being manufactured in the country. Having regard to the
great importance of the subject, and to the faet that the
interests of agriculturists outweigh by all odds the interests
of all other classes combined, I believe it to be the duty of
this Parliament not to hesitate, but to proceed with the Bill
which my hon. friend proposes to introduce.

Mr. TAYLOR. There is a notice now before theI House
that the debate be adjourned. I would prefer that we carried
that motion, and wait to see what aetion, next week, the
Government will take in the tariff resolutions.

Mr. FERGUSON (Leeds). Before the debate is closed, I
would like to say a word or two in addition to what has
been already stated. As far as I am personally concerned, I
have no apprehension ofthe unwholesomeness of the food, as
I never eat butter and consequently am not likely to be
taken in by oleomargarine. To my mind, the most objection.
able feature in permitting this article to be manufactured in
this country at all, is simply this: Even if we-hedge its manu-
facture with provisions, as was suggested by the &inister of
Castoms, and permitted the article to be exported, if you
look at the export tables and see the quantity of butter we
export and the grading which Canadian butter has acquired
in the Liverpool market, you will find that ornly from
16 to 18 per cent. is graded No. 1. That is a sad commen-
tary on the state of butter manufacturing in an agricultural
country like Canada ; and to allow any article to
be substituted for or introduced with our butter, as
a companion to it, would have the effeet of still
lowering its character. This should be regarded with
grave apprehension. As to the nature of the stuff
and its manufacture I ean vouch, not from personal know-
ledge, but from the reliable testimony of butter dealers in
this country, who have special knowledge of those manu-
factories in the neighborhood of Chicago and Boston. In
the former debate I passed round a rample of oleomargarine,
manufactured in and brought by a friend from Boston, of
which he was offered any possible quantity, delivered at
the line, at Y cents a pound, and I may say, notwithstand-
ing the precautions taken by our hotel caterers, that quan-
tities ofmthat article were sold in this city during this Session.
I have that on the testimony of a butter dealor. To permit
an article that can be so readily substituted for butter to h
manufactured and put on the market is a dangerons pahiay.
I go for complete exclusion and complote prevention.; firat,
the exclusion, in order to protect our people from the
deleterious effects upon their health, and then the preven-
tion of the manufacture in order to prevent the deteriora.
tion of the character of our expert butter. One
reason why they are able to introduce butterine and to
substitute it for genuine butter is that, when it ie in
this semi-fluid state whieh the hon. member for iouth
Leeds (Mr. Taylor) has referred to, a portion of genuine
butter in introduced before the oil congeals in order to give
it the batterie acid odor, whidh is -a prineiple:that canaot
be produced artifioiallyt; so, to further deceive the publio
and the consulmer, a small portion efgenuine butter isaintro,
dued to give thatfaver whihoeild not begiven in ar
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other manner. So they resort to ail manner of schemes to
cheat the public and 1he consumer. I elaim that, if you
allow it to be .manufactured i nthe country at a, you eun
devise nô system of branding to surround its manu
facture for exportation which will prevent its being
introduced into the consuming market of this country,
and that is another reason why we sbould totally pro,
hibit its manufacture. As to the reference which has been
mude to the diseased germs contained in this material, I
believe that a large proportion of these minute, microscopie,
germinating elements of disease from hogs and diseased
cattile is carried through ail the processes of its manufacture,
and that they continue to germinate and increase in the
oleomargarine. It is notorious that a large proportion of
the Illinois and Chicago -hogs die from hog cholera, and
they are picked up along the way stations at from I cent
to 1½ cents a pound, and dmped into the vats, and made
into oleomargarine for the Américan market, for the Cana-
dian public if we permit it, and for t.he British market e
well and I have ne doubt that the diseased germs are car.
ried throngh all the processes of manufacture. I think
that in the interests of the community this article should be
excluded; and that we should permit an article to'le
manufactured which would spread disease among our
friends on the other side of the Atlantic, in whom we take
so much interest just now, is neither humane nor patriotie.

Mr. BLAKE. I was rather surprised to hear the ats
proposal of the hon. member for South Leeds (Mr. Taylor).

e began by proposing that we should pues a Mw to regu'
late the sale and manrfacture of olcomargarine, then he
prôposed to prohibit it altogether, and at a later stage he
proposes that we shall take the third course, do nothing at
ail, becaae,:if the proposition that the debate shall be
adjourned, which wus simply made in order thit the mem-
ber for Grey might have an opportunity of speaking twice
on the subject, should be adopted, it is quite clear that he
will be able toget no further.

Mr. WIUTE (Hastings). I believe it would be wdll if
we could establishthe systeminlu force in the Old Country,
and, as Ireland ls so prominently before this country.just
no*, I may say 'that it makes the best butter in the world.
The reason is that, when a Inan brings hie butter into mar-
ket, the gentleman who is appointed by the Government to
test it goces aronnd and marks it No. 1, No. 2, No. 3, or No.
4, whiceh is according to the kind of butter, so that there is.
this protection, thAt they can get No. 1 quality at No. 1
prioe. But who is to go to the different markéts in the
different sections of the country to tefl if we are to have
this kind of buttër or not? Who is to keep it out? Who
is to watch it? Who is to test it? Who is to
mark il? It is a matter the Government should take
into their serions consideration. It is not a matter for a
private member to deal with, but for the Governmtent. Thé
hon. member says that he is willing that the motion to
postpone the Bill should be carried in order to see what
the Government are going to do. It is a serious matter.
If everything which has been said by different medical gen-
tlemen i true, it is a matter that every member is
interested in, irrespective of party or locality, and I think
the Government should announce at once what they are
going to do and how they are going to do it. It is n6t for
members to do this as long as the Government is responsible
for prohibiting it from being manufactured or from being
brought into the country. I think the hon. gentleman is
right to allow his Bill to lie over for the present to see what'
the Government is going to do; and members on both sides
of the House and from each locality should impress upon
the Government the necessity of dealing with it. The hon.
member for Brant (gr. Paterson) who uses more butter
perhaps than any other gentleman in the Hou»se-

Bome hon. REBERS. Hear, heur.

Mr. WRITE (Hastings). Tes, , am correct. He USaIS
more butter, I believe, than any othbr tiumb¢ iMthe Mnri.

a facture of the goods he selle th hotift 1hé ooen , sad
She sells a great dealinuHastings. l Updkngd t t-

ter, the hon. member does not think I am saylg anything
unfair or unjust to him; but he made a motion. Wiat did
we find ? It was that the Reform party were to take the
wind ont of the sale of the Conservative party, as if this
matter was to be made a party question. I odtend it
should not be made a party question or a locality question
but the Government should take note of it in that way and
in that manner and in that shape which wili protect the
agriculturists of the country and protect the people against
using what je so injurions to heaith, according to what the
doctors on both sides have said.

Mr. GUILLET. I sympathise with the remarks of the
member for East Hastings (r. White), but I feel assured
that the hon. member who has introduced this resolu.
tion hu great confidence in the Governmont, otherwise I
do not think he would have consented to the adjoutnment
of the debate. This is a very important subject. We have
a country which hae unlimited resources for the production
of butter and cheese, and the production of these articles is
yet in its infancy, and we should be very carefutl in allow.
ing the importation or the manufacture of such an article as
we have had described on both sides of the House. It is
well known that it is impossible to place around the manu-
facture of oleomsargarine such restrictions as will protect
the consumer from imposition. lt bas been suggested tl4at
in the neighboring States where the matter bas been dis.

1 cussed in the Legislatures, in the Le islature of New York,
it was proposed that butterine should be of a color different
from the natural color of butter, that it should be colored
ink or blue, or some color which is net the natural color.
hat would be a good precaution, but it would not bc suffi.

cient, becanse it Ie easy for the dealer to work the oleomar.
garine over and color it afresh after it comes intob is store,
and thon the article would be sold as genuine. Even iffou
put it in peculiarly shaped packages, it could be removed
from those packages, and in no way that I eau see eau you
guard the consumer by any precautions which will prevent
his being imposed upon. It is well known that our cattle
trade hue obtained its enormous dimensions from the fact
that none of these new diseases among cattle have been dis-
eovered in thiiscountry. Now that hue been a very important
circumstanoe for Canada, and has been the means of rgoiy
developing our cattle trade. The Government have taken
precautions te prevent the introduction of disease, and if we
take similar precautions to prevent the manufacture and
importation of sch an article as oleomargarine it will tend
to improve the character of Canadian butter abroad. No
doubt it will improve, it is improving noôw, and'by thepr
ation of these creameries in the west, and by the apertion
of the agrioultural establishments that are now being pro.
moted b the Daminion Goverument, I have no dotbt ihat
one resuit will be the improvement of thé qastityofbur
Canadian butter. But, if in the. meantitud, we slohw its
character tobe compromised by the mianufå*e cshh
stuf ai oleomargarine, to be adid abroid de dnadisn lut-
ter, the effect will be te make our butter Iélf suPted
in the minds of people who m libuy it, * it la rehdy
being compromised by the madufacture àtd itdpoftaiof of
this substitute. We know.that disease does eist, to a *lge
extent, among American hogs, taIt the diidsee dftrichdôsis
as well as hog cholera, prevail extensively in the. west, so
much so that the Gernan Government has prohfitd'the
importation of Amorican pork, and thatact hs dom-
promised their trade very considorably in Europe. Now
if it becomes known that such an article us ati6fais butter
is being man ctured in this countr, which ,may eontain the
germe of dieeeas il is inabl to be omandated
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from diseased animals, then, of course, our butter Sir, we have heard a great deal to-night on this question
trade abroad must be very seriously injured. I feel from the farmers' standpoint. Well, that is an important
that I should be wanting in my duty to my constituenta Bide of the question, but if the statements of the medical
did I not raise my voice on the floor of this House and men made here to-night receive the weight and influence to
point out the danger to which our butter trade is exposed which they are entitled, I think it is plain that the health
from this article. I do not think that I am more fastidious of the general public requires a little attention as well.
than other people, but since I have become acquainted with There is no doubt that the manufacture of this article under
the character of oleomargarine, I have felt an irresistible hydraulic pressure, and at a low temperature, out of the-
suspicion, when butter was placed before me, that perhaps I shall not say polluted materials that have been referred
it was not after all the genuine article. It will really be a to-but even the ordinary inferior materials that can be
very serious annoyance when the people feel that they are utilised in that way, I say that utilising that class of mate-
liable to have such an article imposed upon them, and it will rial at that low temperature, must give a product that will
bocome a serious question indeed to our Canadian farmers, be a very unsatisfactory article of general consumption.
and will, I fear, prove very injurious to the public health, if One result will be, that oleomargarine made out of a really
such an article is made or imported into this country. I good article of fat would by no means be an unhealthy
have much pleasure in supporting the proposition of my article of diet, but we al] know by observation that it can
hon. friend, and I hope that if the Bill itself is not brought be produced out of an inferior article so as to escape detec-
firward, some other proposition will be made by the Gov- tion on the market, and you may be certain that the
ernment which will exclide this article altogether from our honesty and the prudence of some manufacturers in the
commerce. country will be lost sight of in their anxiety to make

money. We remember the efforts that are being made
Mr. ORTON. I desire to endorse the action of the hon. just now on the American side. It is not more than

member for Leeds (Mr. Taylor) to a large extent. a fortnight ago that I saw in the Montreal Gazette
I am prepared to state as a medical man that an item setting forth that the Committee of Congress at
the process by whie h oleomargarine ismade,tdoe Washington had reported another Bill imposing a license of
not prevent the possibility of germe existmg after $500 upon the manufacture of oleomargarine, and a license of
the manufacture of that article, but I think that $480 upon those who sell the article, with an addition of 10
upon the broad principle that the public health requires cents per pound of Excise duty on every pound sent out of
the protection of the purity of an article like butter, we are the factory; and that the importer should have to pay, in
justified in excluding oleomargarine from the country. I addition to the ordinary import duties on those classes ofthink that the Government ought, simply as a matter of goods, internal revenue duty of 15 cents per pound. Whenprotection to our agricultural interests, to take action in this we look at these restrictions imposed on the American side,
matter. I am rather astonished after the discussion that I think it is wise for us to take a step in advance, and to
has taken place, that the Government have not expressed prevent the article being manufactured in our midst. And
their views, or indicated the action they are going to take there is this fact at the present moment that it seems to
upon this question, and I hope before the discussion ends me makes it extremely desirable that the Government
they will give us an expression of their views. For the should take action in a prohibitory direction: The State ofprotection of our agricultural industries we ought to pro- New York has been for the last 18 months making vigorous
hibit both the manufacture and the importation of this attempts to root out the manufacture altogether of this
article. I also desire to endorse the sentiments of the class cf goods, and some of our dairymen have already
hon. gentleman for East Hastings (Mr. White) with re'ceived circulars fron manufacturers over there offering
reference to the importance of the inspection of butter. I to furnish them with the modus operandi by which theythink it is highly important to agricultural interests as well can conduct the manufacture of this spurious butteras to the comfort and health of the public, that there should in their own domestic dairies and be able to turnbe at all the great market centres an inspector of butter it out as the finished article of good butter. luappointed by the Government, with certain reasonable fees, addition to that, those gentlemen whose factories haveso that people may be sure of purchasing good butter. I been stopped by the action of the State Legislature willthink by that means a great deal could be done to improve naturally look round for a new field in which to embarkthe manufacture of butter n this country, and it s1 im- their capital and continue their manufacture, and Canada
portant that the character of Canadian butter should be will afford the readiest field for the development of theirmaintamned at the highest possible point. enterprise. For these reasons I think it would be wise for

Mr. BAIN (Wentworth). I am glad to se. that the world the Government on this occasion to accede to what is evi-
moyes in the direction it is doing now. I listened attentively dently the united voice of the House all round, without
to the hon. member for Leeds (Mr. Taylor), when he intro- regard to political parties, and step out and entirely pro-
duced this measure, when he, for the first time, brought the hibit the manufacture of the article in our midst. It should
matter to our notice. If I recollect rightly, he congratulated be prohibited for the sake of the health of the citizens
the Government that they had taken steps to impose an generally, as well as in the interests of the agriculturists;
import duty of 10 cents and an Excise duty of 8 cents per and not only should it be prevented from domestic con.
ILb. upon this article, and I think he also told us that evening sumption but also for export. It is unfair as a businces
that h. had previously waited upon the Government on principle that an article which we consider unhealthy
behalf of some of the dairy associations, and proposed that for home consumption, should ho encouraged to be manu-
they should put a uniform rate of 10 cents per lb., factured here and placed on a foreign market. We talk
Oustoms and Excise, upon the article. I congratulate the about our relations to the British Empire, and on looking
hon. gentleman to-night that h. bas asked the Government into this question only a few weeks ago I found that the
to prohibit altogether the manufacture of this article. British representative at Washington, in bis correspon-
Whether that is in his original notice of motion or not, dence with the Imperial authorities, stated that a large
I think he is taking a wise step, and I think, after the proportion of the 30,000,000 pounds of oleomargarine
graceful manner in which the Government conceded the exported fron the port of New York finde its way
entire prohibition of the importation of the article, it would either directly to Great Britain to be manufactured
only b. a fair compliment to that action, for the Minister into imitation butter, or to Hlolland, where it is made
Of Inland Revenue to put a prohibitory clause in bis into butter and shipped to England. When we consider
Bill, instead of the regulating clause they now propose, these tacts it is neot just to the people of the M hoth

Mr. GuJLLUT.
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country, without speaking of the interest of the Canadian
fiirmer, that we should allow the manufacture of a
deleterious article of this kind for purposes of exporta-
tion, and it would be wisdom on the part of the Govern-
ment now to yield to what appears to be the united
opinion of the Rouge, and make provision for the entire
prohibition of the manufacture of the article in our midst.
t will be found by experience, even when the article is

prohibited, that theO Customs Department will have consid-
erable difficulty to prevent the introduction of the article in
various forme into the country; and unless care is taken to
exclude the finished oil as well as the mixed produet, I fear
there are still some men in our midst who will attempt to
manufacture the article for the sake of the profits it will
give themn.

Mr. BOWELL. The hon. member for South Leeds
(Air. Taylor) may congratulate himself on having brought
this subject before Parliament, and he may congratulate
himself more particularly on the fact that his proposals
have met with universal approval. Not only ias the
House approved of his proposition, but the opinion
has been expressed in favor of total prohibition. If the
hon. gentleman proposed, in the first place, to regulate its
manufacture in this country, and to ask the imposition of a
duty that would be tantamount to prohibition, and after-
wards found that the feeling of the House had gone beyond
that, he was not at all, to my mind, inconsistent in acceding
to the general expression which has been given in the
House and going one stop further and asking for total pro-
hibition. I am very glad the hon. gentleman bas consented
to the adjournment of the debate. Had not that been done.
I intended to move a motion myself and ask the
hon.- gentleman to wait and see the proposition which
the Government intended to make in regard to this
very question when they consider the balance of the
tarif resolutions which are now before Parliament. And
if the proposition of the Government does not then meet bis
approval and the approval of the House, thon ho will be in
a position to take farther action. But I can assure the
House the Government have not forgotten the expressin of
opinion which has been given by nearly every hon. menmber
who has spoken on tbis question, and when the Government
made the proposition to impose a duty of 10 cents per pound
and 8 cents per pound Excise duty, they were under the
impression, and believed from the information they had
before them, that, in view of the cost of the manufacture, it
would be virtually a prohibition of the article. But the
expression of the Hlouse, and we are boand to believe that
the expressions of opinion are not on ly those of the farmers,
but of all the electors of the Dominion, is so strong upon
this question that I think the hon. gentleman will be quite
satisfied when the resolutions come down to accept the pro-
position of the Goverument, and not push his motion any
further.

and the Minister of Agriculture took part, the hon. mem-
ber for South Brant (Mr. Paterson) forestalled me in mov.
ing a resolution prohibiting the manufacture and sale in
this country of an article supposed to be so deleterious to
health.

Mr. SPEAKER.- I think theb hon, gentleman is referring
to the tarif debate.

Mr. LPANDERKIN. I agreed with your ruling, Mr.
Speaker, to.day, and as I have the Hansard in my hand I
will read what I am referring to. I find that Mr. Taylor
moved "that the House proceed to consider the following
resolution declaring that it is expedient to bring in a Bill
to regulate the manufacture and sale of the article used as a
substitute for butter."

Mr. SPEAKER. . That is quite right, but the hon, gentle.
man was referring to the amendment of the hon. member
for South Brant, and that was moved during the tarif
debate.

Mr. LANDE RKIN. The point I am speaking to is the
previous discussion on this adjourned debate. The hon.
member for South Brant moved a resolution prohibiting the
manufacture and importation of this article, which ls re.
garded by medical men as injurious to public health.

Mr. TAYLOR. Nota word about manufacture.
Mr. PATERSON. Yes, I said manufacture.
Mr. LANDERKIN. I intended to move in the same

direction, but the hon. momber for S)uth Brant relieved me
of that duty. The hon. member (Mir. Taylor) who moved
the reFolution is roported in IRansard to have said:

" The Bill which I wish to introduce is intended to protect the
agricultuLists of Canada from one of the most glaring fraude ever perpe-
trated in this country. While it is intended to afford protection to the
farmera and dairymen, it will not in auy way injure the conmumer of
butter and cheese."

In another part he says:
" I asked, at the same time, that an Excise and Custom duty of 10

cents per pound be placed on all oleomargarine, either lmported or
manufactured in the country; and I am glad to say that the Govern-
ment, true to its protective policy-the National Policy -came down
with a res'intion placing a custom duty of 10 cent@ an i an xcise duty
of 8 cents per poun on ail theke substituted. For this act I am sure
they will receive the thanke ot every farmer in Canada."

And having allowed for the fostering of this ianguishing
industry, this foui indubtry, in thLis country, the Guvernment
are deserving', so the hon. member says, of the thanks of
the farmers and the people of this country. I say that in
placing this resolution, it was intended-I have heard it
stated, by those who pretend to know-with a view of estab.
lishing a company to manufacture this deleterious article,
and that it was for this purpose that the resolution was
introduced.

Some hon. MERBERS. No, no.

Mr. LANDERKIN. Further on I find the hon. member
Mr. LANDERKIN. The question we have been dis- for East Grey (Mr. Sproule) said, in speaking of the duty:

cussing is not at all a new one before ths House. Many " I believe they are in the right direction, aud If there are those In
years ago it was taken up by the then member for Stor- the country who wish to buy and use oleomargarine and butterine
mont and several discussions were had on this question and instead of butter, I think they should have the right to do so, but let It

much information was adduced before the flouse by the be distinctly understood that they know what they are buying."

hon. gentleman. That hon. member took much pains at In concluding his speeuh he said :
that time to place bis views before the flouse, and the i"I hope the resolution will be adopted, and that such a Bill will be

Bansard of that day will show the steps he toqk. We find iatroduced ud pa0eqed a swill ge thr oneceimarnprotection o th.
lare cassenggedin he %ufa turcf butter lu thé Dominion,"

not only a change in the view cf the hon. gentleman who Thisa ain shows that it was the honmem-
moved this motion, but in the view of the Government also ber an ows tovenmt a th teto plae hout m n
since the discussion has taken place. I have the Bansard bersud a f the Govrnmen t th tnat limet place a dut on
before me and I will make a few extracts to eatisfy the this article and prote ( his infant industry. The on
louse as to why the change of attitude is made by the mestior du

Government. After the discussion had gone on upon the question said
rosolution propotod, viz., that a Custenis sud Excise I thi9k, therefore, th. Bill1la of great Ixport4noe tote e ountry,

and ought to meet, as t believe it wilI meet, with the conuenrrence of the
duty be placed upon this article, in which the hon. mem- House sud the sautace of the hn. gentleman ln making it as perfeot
ber for Leeds (M. Taylor), the Minister of Inland Revenue a possibe.."
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That is a Customs and Excise duty ho proposes would me4t
with the concurrence of the people of this eountry. The,
hon. Minister of Inland Revenue, who was one of those who.
should receive the thanks of the eountry for trying to foster
the manufacture and sale of an article which the medical
mon of this House who have examined the subject, as well
as others who have given a vast amount of information upon
it, have pronouced injurions to health. And I would ask
what can be more important to this flouse and the countr
than the preservation of public health; a question whic.
has engaged a vast amount of interest and attention in this
and every other civilised country ? They pronounced
strongly against it, and what did the Government *through
the Minister of Inland Revenue say:

"I might, while on my feet, state that the Oustoûs duties have been
lmpoed on the foreign article and the Excise duty on what may be
mmuaetured lu the country."
There you see that the policy of the Government was de-
clared-that there was to be a Customs duty imposed on it,
and an Excise duty on the article manufactured. Then the
Miniéter of Agriculture who, he says, takds a deep interest
in what relates to the farmers, made the fotlowing rema'rk:

" The matter now before the House is one that has been fully con-
sidered by the Government as a whole, and I think they have shown
that they take an interest In it by imposing a duty of 10 cents per
pound, and an Excise duty of 8 cents per pound."

Then the hon. member (Mr. Taylor) in closing bis remarks,
after consenting to the adjournment of the debate, said:

" In the Bill that I purpoaed presenting I had made provision that not
only the manufacturers and dealers, but hotel keepers and others who
served this :article of food on the table should serve it as some other
article than butter, that parties dealing in it should give it some other
name ; but I am willing to accept the suggestion which has been made,
and leave it to be deait with in the Bill which the Minister will brin
in. Ail I desire is to fully protect the dairy interests of the couutry."
Now it is gratifying to me tô notice the revolutim in the
sentiments of the hon. gentleman who introduced the reso-
lution, as well as in the members and supporters of the
Government who have spoken upon the question, and that
the amendment proposed by my hon. friend for Brant has
been the means of creating a more bealthy tone with regard
to the manufacture and sale of these deleterious compounds.

Mr. TAYLOR. I rise to a point of order. The hon.
gentleman states that the resolution of the hon. member
for Brant referred to.both the importation and the manu-
facture. Now aore is the resolution and it does not say a
word about that.

Mr. LANDERKIN. You might have risen to a point of
order when the hon. member for Brant spoke.

Mr. BLAKE. That is not a question of order.

Mr. TAYLOR. You are not stating the facts.

Mr. BLAKE. That is not a question of order.

Mr. LâANDERKIN. The facts stated by the hon. mem-
her fbr Brant I w9i just as well believe as the statement
ytWn make.

Ir. SPEAKIl. Order.
hddrss the Chr.

Hon. gentlemen will please1

Mr. LANDERKIN. I beg your pardon, Sir, but it was a
digression, and I am hardly responsible for it. It appears
thatthe (Government who have fully oonaidered this ques-
tiot, ftiir the information given by the hou. inember for
Cornwall and others with regard to the manufacture of thi.,
article, and the ingredients which entered into its composi-
tion, that it was deleterious to the publichealth, that it was
being uhduly brought into competition with the farmers of
this country, that it was placing an unhéalthy article of
diet before the people of this country-the Govemrnent
states that thoir proposition was to build up the rmatufac-
uee 0f IftJi añiole in tIM M tountry. I atn glad 0to a

Mr,. aagy

change in the sentiments of the Government after they had
heard the views expressed on this side of the House

Mr. COCHRAN. Speaking on behalf of agHütLtaiets
of this country I am sorry to notice that wh'en a quetirôn
of this kind is brought before this ParliamYent the hon. mewm-
ber for South Grey should endeavor to treat it in a way to
make a little mushroom politieal popularity for hims1lf. He
says he i glad to see signs of a change of sentiment on this
side of the Hofuse, but I thilk I see indications of change
on the other side. For instance, I think the h0t. member
for Charlotte (Kr. Gillmor) was in favor of the manufac-
ture and sale of oleomargarine and he condemwed the
Government sever'ély for interfering with it. I thirik the
hon. member for Scoifth Norfolk (lir. Jackson) expressed
himself in favor of its manufacture, and I do not think any
man on this side went so far as he did, for h. had the
audacity to state in this flouse that he fed these compounds
to his lumbermen. So it appears that there is a wonderful
change of sentiment among hon. gentlemen on the other
aide. Now this is an important question, and I do not think
we should drag party politics into it. I do not care what
it is manufactured of, if it comes in competition with
the butter of the farmers. I am a protectionist and
I believe in giving protection to the farmers; and if
such vile stuif is manufactured and brought into com-
petition with the produots of the farmer, 1 am Éposed
to it, and I think the Government should take a stand on
this question and put on a Customs and Excise duty which
would not only prevent the importatioli but the iànuactare
as well. Now if the statements and figurés of tie hn.
member for South Leeds (Mr. Taylor) are correct it is
rather an alarming consideration that the number of cows
in the United States bas been reduced one-fourth by the
manufacture of this stuif. If 20,000,000 lb. of oleomarga-
rine are manufactured in the United States, it not only
injures the farmers of the United States, but those of Oànada,
because it comes into direct competition with the butter
manufactured in the two countries, and drives that quantity
of butter out of the market. This is a question upon *hich
I thin k we should throw politics overboard, and legisate
for the best interests of the country. 1 am in favor of pro.
hibiting the manufacture of the article altogether.

Mr. JENKINS. I think the hon. member for SouthGrey
ras been what sportsmen call" running a back scent." lâehas

made a very loud and energetic speech, but like a hound
that goes over a back scent, it leads to nothing. I think
my hon. friend's speech had no point whatever. If this
House legislates on the subject at all, there is only one
direction in which as an intelligent and enlightened body
it can go, and that is in the direction of total prohibition.
The object of legislation has been not to li ense or regulate
the manufacture of adulterations in food, but to put a stop
to them, and I do not see why the House should make any
exception of oleomargarine. It is known to b. a apurions
and adulterated article; it is proved to be unwholesome; and
it comes into competition with the wholesorie prôduct
of the farm. Last Session we voted public money to eioour-
age the better manufacture of butter; and having done that
we should prohibit the manufacture of this spurious article,
which comes into competition with butter. 1 think there is
only one course we can pursue, and that is in the direction
of total prohibition.

Mr. FAIR BANK. I wish only to detain the HUouse a
moment, to express my satisfaction at the assurance we
have received from the Minister that this matter ls to be
dealt with in a manner that, no doubt, will meet with the
approbation of both sides of the House. I feel great satis-
fection in knowing that we are not to be deprived of the
luxury of butter; for since the discussion of this subject
began in the House, I have hardly been able to look an
honest cow in the fae., The importance of our expol'taliw
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of butter has alrea&y bee tonead upon, and it muight be to go on with hie resolution, and obtain, if possible,dealt with at greater longth. As to the germ question, I sion of the House to introd ce a rohibitory Bill an ooleave that entiraly tothedootors. Ionly hopethe resolutions with that Bill. I have prepaed an amendment which Ipiomised will be brought forward quiokly, and I deerm am ready to move when the Government Bill cmes up, tothem of euch importance that I hope when they are "s strike out the clause permitting the manufacture of oleo.they will be tekgraphed to the R igh Commissioner forthe margarine and insert mnstead a prohibitory clause, and I haveinjormatien of the botter makora BfEngland. another one prepared, with the sarne objant, in case the tarif

Mr. PLATT. I shali not prolong the debate, because I amendments come up first. The hon. gentleman states that I
do not intend to a dd anything to the general argument. I said nothing about the manufacture of this article whon I
think enough bas been said to convinca the Government made my motion on a provious occasion to prohibit its.
that it is their imperative duty to act promptly and efect. importation, but if he will refer to the Ransard, page 802,
ively. I think it would be unfortunate if this Session should he will see that I stated clearly that I coald not move to
close without such legislation being had as will effect. prohibit its manufacture thon, but that, as soon as I
ually prevent the manufacture and importation of oleomar. reached the item relating to its manufacture, I would deal
garine into this Country. As the hon. member for North with it. With reference to the statement of the Minister
Wentworth (Mr. Bain) has said, the prohibition of this Of Oustoms to-night that the imposition Of 8 cents Excise
article on the other side of the line will tend to encourage duty was equivalent to the prohibition of its manu.
its manUfactu»e in this country. In proof of that I have facture in this country, the hon. gentleman knows
only to sate tharuth# Casadian manufacturem of butter are it would do nothing of the kind. Does he not know
already in recept of numerous circulars from the butterine that if he imposed a duty cf 20 cots a pound,
makers on the other side Of the line offering inducements thst would not interfere with its nanufacture, because the
to them to go into the manufacture of oleornargarine in this article, when exported, pays no E ixcise dutv. Telrefore thin
cou4try. A sample of such cireulars I hold in my hand, Excise dutywould have no effoct as regards the manuticture
and I Ìw7l read it fqr the beneßt of the [use:- of oleomargarine for export, and we would still have the
de OBsAMURT IN lEnglish market flooded with this falIs product, to the ruin
" gavi retired from the isanufacture of creamery butterine, 1[offer of the butter trade cf ths country. There is only one

for sale the formula of manufactaring butterie from creama, qame as e l way cf dealing witb the question, and t1propose, on
have been usiptfor the past two years. Will sell the same reasonably, the first opp'rtunity, to move that we should deal with it
and At ou .orrespondence on same, and au *tart yeu ver in that way, and that is that the manufacture, as well as the
reasonably. All the machinery yeu will need is a barrel ochura and importation ef tis article, should be entirely prohibited.
three tanks. with jackets in the tanks. They ai wili not ost over $6o Mr. HESSON moved the adjournment of the debate.to $sq, and the yon can make an article superior to any Ohicago
manufacturer. It will aiso enable you te pay up for cream, as when I Notios agired to, And debate adjourned.
wa manufacturing, 1 paid as high as 6 eents per inch for ream. Wllt
also give you pointa, by corresponding with me. I will gusrantee the
formula 0 K. RETURNS ORDERED.

" 1 also have a cream preservative which I wihl sell, reasonably and
put you on the trark of4eing the er.am butterine biz correct. I am Returu showing who are the persoas who uesectively ow. the
the oni origintear f tte ui iafaetcre of butterine from cream, and balances on account of the slides and booms In the distiet of thecan sot m xy*n ,%p in good shape, reasonably. Saguenay, to the amnt of $5,950-54, as appears lua te Report ofthéb

l Ail correspondence relative to same will be attendedto promptly. bepartmnt et nlud Revenue for the year 1885, at page 18
Snch circulars as this are being sent to the reamery men Osasrain.)
in this country. I think enough has been said to convince mttrn showinawho ase persvonaesjatively-owe tht.serea of
the Government of their duty, and I hope they will perform P3,860895, which appe r to be due acoording to the report of the
it this Session. epartment of the Interior for the year 1885, at page 28 ?-(Mr.

it thi Sesson.aOgrain )
Mr. P*TERSON (Brant). I would like to know in what Sir HIECTOR LANGEVTIN moved the adjournment Qf

positioa we are in this matter. The hon. member for Leeds the House
(Mr. Taylor) has changed his mind very often. He intro-
duced a resolution to regulate the manufacture and sale of Motion agreed to; and the House adjourned at 12 o'olook,
oloomargarine, and when the discussion goes on he states midnight.
his desire to go further and prohibit its manufacture alto-
gether. Now, however, we find him seconding the propo-
sition that the debate be adjorned, the effect of which will
he, as ho knows well, to render it impossible for himu, in all HOUSE OF COMMONS.
probability, to reaoh it this Session. It will therefore be
imipossible for him, if the debate be adjourned, to introduce TuzsnAY, llth May, 166 .
a Bil prohibiting its manufacture. Ie consented to the
4jourugment of the debate before we had any announce- The SiAria took the Chair at Three o'clook.

ment from the Government that they had altered
their mind in the slightest degree. What is the PIATERS.
policy of the Goverament ? We have it embodied
in their Bill. là it that we should prohibit the PRINTING 0F PARLIAIENT.
manufacture of the article ? No, Sir; it is to allow of a Ir. BgRGIN moved the adoption of the FourtU Sqporlicense being granted to any person, who has conformed to of the Joint Committee o« both HRouses on the Printing (the provisions of the Bilh, to manufacture oleomargarine. arliament.T-htbt s all the announcemnt which the hou. gentleman
has as to the policy of the Government when he proposea Sir RICHARD CARTW RIGHT. This report look@ very
to adjours the discussion. True, the hon. member said ho like a censure on the Auditor, because ho was not able to
had bqei impressed, to some extent, by the statements agree with the committee as to the terme on which h.
mad, but then the hon. member for Leeds had not even should sign a certificate; and I really think a censure on
that assaiaço whn h. consented to an adjournment. that officer should not be ilicted without very grave ground
Unlsa the Government are prepared to prohibit the manu- indeed. So far as I eau understand the report, it appears that
factue af this article, it is the duty of the hon. gentleman the accounts of two years have been mixed up together a
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good deal, and that the Anditor simply recommended that
each year should be made to pay its own way. If that be
so, I think the demand of the Auditor was a reasonable one,
and there ougbt to be no ground for refusing to continue
the audit by the public officer. I suppose the hon. Minister
of Finance has examined the report.

Mr. McLELAN. I understood from the Anditor that
there was merely a misunderstanding between himself and
Mr. Hartney with regard to certifying the accounts-that
he expected, having met the sub-committee, that the ac-
counts would be sent to him to be examined and certified,
while Mr. Hartney expected that ho would come over to
bis office and examine and certify them there. Through
that misunderstanding a neglect occurred, and the accounts
were not certified. I understand that there is no disposi-
tion on the part of the committee te censure the Auditor. I
think they are perhaps a little hasty in making this report
to take the matter out of bis bands. I understand that
some time ago a joint re port of the Committee of both
Houses rcoommended that the accounts of the Printing
Committee should pass through the hands of the Auditor and
be audited by him, and I understand from himself that ,le
does not object to examining the statement prepared by Mr.
Hartney and certifying it. He says:

"Ny report shows that the money voted by Parliament for the'print-
Ing expenditure has been expended, and for the purposms intended. If
the suggestion made by me in the letter printed in the report of the'com-
mittee were adopted there wou'd be no reason for my modifying Mr.
Hartney's statement before signing it. In fact there would be no reason
for Mr. Hartney making such a statement, as my report would contain
an Identical statement."

It seems that the difference has arisen. wholly through a
misunderstanding between Mr. McDougall and Mr. Hartney
as to the mode of procedure.

to be audited by the Auditor Géneral than any other
acocunts, and before the decision of the Public Accounts
Committee is reversed, I think we ought to have the views
of that committee before us. But after the statement of the
hon. Minister of Finance, that this whole difficulty bas
arisen from a misunderstanding between the two gentle.
men as to which should go to the other, I think there can
be no reason at all for our even making such a reference.
If I thought there was reason for the matter going further,
I would suggest such a reference, and if it is to go further
I hope some hon. gentleman will suggest such a reference,
rather than we should decide as to whether the system of
audit should in this case be departed from or not. I can
bardly see any necessity for that after the statement
of the Minister of Finance, and the best course would be to
withdraw that portion of the report which gives this re-
commendation, or see that it be negatived.

Mr. McLELAN. I find I have a copy of a letter ad-
dressed by the Auditor General to Mr. Hartney upon this
matter which is not among the papers brought down. The
following is the letter:-

" AUDIT OurIo, OTTWA, May 1st, 188&.

"Sm,-I observe by a report of the Printing Committee, now before
the House of Gommons, that my position with reference te the certify-
ing of your statement ot last year's printing expenditure was misunder-
stood by the sub-committee before which I appeared to make an expla-
nation. I thought that I was understood by the sub-committee to
promise to do two things:

" (1.) To send a letter of suggestion as to the means to be adopted te
enable tho Queen's Printer to pay in each fiscal year for the parliamen-
tary reports distributed by the Departments during that year.

"(2.) To certify the statement of printing expenditure with certain
modifications.

" My letter of the 12th ult. earried out promise (1). With reference
to promise (2), I expected you teo send me the statement for my certifi-
cate. You apparently expected me te send for the statement. Please
send it te me now that I may make the certificate.

Mr. BLAKE. I am very glad to hear the explanation of "I have the honor to be,
the hon. Minister of Finance, for I can hardly conceive it "Your obedient servant,
possible that there should have been any intention on the "'J. L. cDOUGAL,,
part of the Auditor General to decline to discharge his duty «]H. HARTNmy, Esq.,
with reference to any matter that this House, or the Joint "Olerk, Printing Committee,
Committee on Printing, may send to him. We have been "lHouse of Commons."
gradually endeavoring to include within the domain of the Mr. BERGIN. The Aulitor General appears to have
audit everything possible. The accounts of certain matters given his version of the difliculty to the hon. gentlemen
which were not specifically included, have, from time to time, who have just addressed the House, but forgot to explain to
by virtue of resolutions unanimously adopted by the Com- them that it was not so much a misunderstanding between
mittee on Public Accounts, been sent to the Auditor General, him and Mr. Hartney, an official of this House, as a refusal
apd it is obviously bighly important that every money to obey the orders of the committee, or rather a refusal to
transaction should be submitted to the same audit meet thé suggestion of the committee that hé should certify
and the same rales. The reason for the passage to the correctness of au accoiunt which hé admitted to the
of the Statgte relating to this officer applies committee was correct. It had nothing whatever to do
very largely to these cases. Now, after the state- with the misunderstanding between Mr. Hartney and the
ment of thé hon. Minister of Finance, I do not think we Auditor General, but, when the clerk of the committee pre.
ought at all to concur in the report of the Printing Com. sented his account and reported that hé had been unable to
mittee so far as it proposes to deal with the question of obtain a certificate of its correctness from the Auditor
audit for the future. I think the audit for the future, as was General, showing, at the sane time, a letter which hé had
proposed by the Committee on Public Accouuts and agreed written to the Auditor General asking him for a certificate,
to by the House, ought to remain with the Au litor General. the committee adjourned from the Tuesday to the Friday
The misunderstanding that exists between these two following to enable the Auditor General to make that certi-
functionaries is no reason why a matter of public policy ficate. The Auditor General, instead of certifying the
which we have decided upon should be departed from. account, instead of replying directly to the letter which
Whosoever fault it is, it will, no doubt, be settled hy two was written by the clerk, at the direction of the committee,
sensible persons; whoever has been at fault or made a mis- put a memorandum on the back of the account saying that
take will, no doubt, remedy that, and the duty that requires hé would be présent at the meeting of the committee and
to be discharged will be discharged according to the public explain. He did attend the meeting of the committee on the
interest. In no case can 1 agree to the House rescinding Friday following. The question was put to him whether
the resolution of the Committee on Publie Accounts at the the account was correct or not, and hé admitted that it was,
instance of another committee. I think the only way we can and expressed his intention of signing the certificate. Did
deal with this matter, if we are to put it into a train of hé aigu it? On the contrary, a few days afterwards hé sent
further enquiry, is to refer that portion of the report for the a letter, which the Minister of Finance has just read,
consideration of the Committee on Public Accounts, which is declaring that it was a misunderstanding bet ween him and
the Financo Committee of the House. There is nothing special, the clerk of the committee-that hé thought he was under-
in the printing acuounts which rendors them more d.ificult, stood by the sub-committee to promise to do two things:
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"(1) To send a letter of suggestion as to the means to be adopted to

enable the Queen's Printer to pay in eaoh fiscal year for the parlia-
mentary reports distributed by the Departments during that year.

" (2) To certify the statement of printing expenditure with certain
modifications.'
I beg to say that the committee did not understand that he
intended to send any such letter or suggestion.. He did
give them to understand that he would like to attach to
the certificate an explanation of the reasons why there
should be a change in the manner of making the aceount;
and instead of giving the committee to understand that he
would certify to the statement of expenditure with certain
modifications, expecting the clerk to send him the account
to be certified, hexave us to understand he would certify
it immediately. you will refer to the report, you will
find that on the 12th April-the committee meeting, at
which he was present, was held on the 9th-he writes:

"OTTAW, April 12th, 1886.
"8m,-I beg to call the attention of'the committee to theinsufficiency

of the vote for miscellaneons printing, controlled by the Queen'a
Printer, to meet the cost of printing the portion distributed by the De-
partments of the departmental reports submitted to Parliament.

"I would suggest that the committee request the Secretary of State
to make a recommendation to the Government for an additional esti-
mate, so that the $9,454.83 now charged to the vote on account of last
year s printing, and the whole of the cost of this year's printing may
be met by the whole appropriation. I presume that an additions1 esti-
mate of $16,000 for this year, and about $6,000 for next year, would be
necessary."

This was not an answer to the question of the committee
or certifying the account. It was entirely ignoring the
request of the committee, and leaving the account in its
uncortified condition. The committee, finding he declined
to certify the account, made the recommendation contained
in this report. Since this letter of the 1st inst., which bas
just been read by the Minister of Finance, Mr. McDougall,
the Auditor General, has written a letter to the clerk of the
committee, attempting to explain the differences between
his mode of making up the accounts and Mr. Hartney's ;
and yesterday he certified to the account. I saw no good
reason, and the committee saw no good reason, why the
Auditor General should not have certified the account as
well before the report of the Printing Committee was made
as to certify it only yesterday. I have not failed to observe,
and I admit there is a good deal of force in the remarks of
the hon. member for Durham (Mr. Blake), that a careful
audit should be made of the accounts of this House, an audit
as careful as that of any of the Departments of the Govern-
ment, but I would remind hon. gentlemen that this does not
come directly under the Audit Act-

Mr. MILLS. It ought to.
Mr. BERGIN-and that the auditing of the accounts of

this House by the Auditor General during the last two or
three years was the result of a motion made in the committee,
which was submitted to this House and approved; but I do
not suppose that because this House approved the report of
this committee, that that report was sufficient reason why,
'when an ofcer of the Government refuses to pay attention
to a committee of thisi louse, and to do that which he admits
it was his dutyto have done-that is, to crtify to an account
which he admits to be correct-we should not determine to
act without the Auditor General's certificate for the future.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. It is evident that there las
been a misunderstanding, because I do not suppose that
the Auditor General would have wished to offend a com-
mittee of this House and fail in his publie duty by not obey-
ing the orders of the committee, which are equivalent to the
orders of the House. Therefore, I think, first in reference
to the audit, that, though the law does not put the accounts
of this House under the Auditor General, neverthelees, the
Publie Accounts Committee baving reported in favor of
that course and the flouse having assented to it, that is as
good. Asfar as we areconcerned, it is law, because it is

I'O1

our own free will. No doubt we could to-morrow Ohange it
and decide that the audit of these accounts ehould be made
by a sub-committee of the Public Accounts Committee or of
the Printing Committee, but I really believe that, having
the Auditor General as the officer appointed bylaw to audit
the accounts of all the Departments of the Government, it
is ouly a natural consequence that the same offoer should
audit the accounts of this House. I cannot find fault-far
from it-with the committee for having reported as they
have reported, because there is no doubt that, up to the
time that the committee reported, the Auditor General had
not complied with the wishes of the committee, but it appears
since, by the letter that the lion. the Minister of Finance
has read, that the Auditor General either saw that he had
not complied with the orders of the committee or that lie
had neglected it-at all events, he saw that he should go
further, and I am informed now, and I think the hou,
member who has just spoken has stated so, that, since then
the Auditor General has given his certificate, and therefore
has declared that the accounts of the officer of the Printing
Committee are correct. Under those circumstances, I
would suggest that, inasmuch as these matters have oc-
curred since the report was laid before the committee, the
motion of my hon. friend sbould be withdrawn, leaving it
to the committee to examine the matter with the new light
that must be thrown on the subject by that letter and by
the certificate, and thus be in a position probably to corne
with an additional report to modify this one. I, therefore,
suggest to my hon. friend that lie should not insist on lis
motion to-day.

Mr. TROW. I think the suggestion offered by the lon.
the Minister of Public Works is the proper course to pursue.
There is not a member of the committee, as far as I am
aware, who has any desire to censure the Auditor General
-far from it; we consider him a worthy and efficient
officer. Yet, at the same time, we were distinctly
under the impression-at least I was, and I think other
members of the sub-committee were-that the Auditor
General intended and stated that he would certify to the
report. I heard him say distinctly several times that the
accounts were correct in each and every particular. Then why
not certify them? It became imperative for the committee
to report, and without the accounts being properly certified
we could make no report, and the committee adjourned from
day to day to get the Auditor's certificate. I do not consider
that we have done any harm. I think we have done a Little
good. There is something unreasonable with some officials
about this establishment, and I think we have done no
harm. I think the suggestion of the Minister of Publie
Works is proper under the circumstances, ând it is to be
hoped that hereafter we shall have no unreasonable
stiffress on the part of our oficials, one to the other, but that
they will be more reasonable and will certify to accounts
when they find them correct.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. I quite agree with the
Minister of Public Works and the Minister of Finance that,
as there seems to be no substantial difference at aIl now
between the Auditor and the committee, the best thing is
to remodel the report; but the House will do well to re-
member that the whole value of the Auditor General do-
pends upon is being an independent functionary. We have
hedged round that office with every precaution with the
view to make him independent, and we ourselves, either
directly in the flouse, or through a committee of the
flouse, ought to be the last people in the world to interfere
to prevent his exercising an honest judgment on the
accounts which are submitted to him. If you have an
Auditor General who holds office during good behavior,
you ought to take all pains to make him perfectly
independent, and I say, with al due submission to my
friends of the committee, that it is better that there
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should be occasional differences of opinion botween
the Auditor General and ourselves even, or between the
Auditor General and the Departments of the Government or
the Departments of this flouse, than that ho should coase to
be an independent functionary,acting as we have directed him
to act, acting for the purpose that we created him for, for
the purpose as far as possible of having a perfectly indepen-
dent audit and a perfectly independent judgment passed on
the items submitted to him. From what I know of Mr.
McDougall, I am quite sure that ho could have no sort of
desire or intention to act with any disrespect to the Com-
mittee on Printing. Now, it appears that no substantial
difference exists. It must be remembered, as mentioned by
the hon. gentleman, that a large and important committee
of this House, the Committee on Public Accounts, was the
committee which expressly requested this audit.

Mr. HAGGART. W hile we are on that question, let me
draw the attention of the House to the two sots of returns
that are now printed, one by the Auditor General and one
by the different Departments-the Public Accounts. The
accounts are supposed to be precisely similar, one set
drawn out one way by the different Departments, and one
another way by the Auditor General's Department, but
both showing the same result. I think the publishing of
the two sets of accounts, the Public Accounts and the
Auditor General's report, is a useless expenditure of money.
If the accounts in the different Departments are net kept in
the manner inwhich they ought to be, the Auditor General
should have them corrected and published in the manner in
which they should be, and we should not have two different
accounts showing the saine result but drawn out differently.

Mr. McLELAN. I have discussed that with the deputy
of my Department, and we expect to reduce the size of
one of the volumes by next year.

Mr. BLAKE. No doubt the hon. gentleman from
Lanark (Mr. Haggart) is perfectly correct, that with the
growth of the minutenoss.ofdetail and classification of the
audit report, it is unnecessary for the Public Accounts to
contain all the details which have been usually printed in
them; but, from my view, it will be very useful to continue
the Publie Accunts themselves upon another system, giving
more general information, in the view of the Departmonts
themselves, but it is not necessary that these minute details
should be doubled over.

Mr. BERGIN. I do not feel that I can withdraw the
report as suggested by the Minister of Public Works,
without referring it to the committee.

Mr. BLAKE. The only way is to refer the report back
to the committee, and then they will deal with it as they
see fit.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. I thought my hon. friend
would leave the report before the House, but withdraw his
motion to adopt it until ho had consulted the committee.

Mr. BERGIN. With the consent of the House, I beg
leave to withdraw the motion.

Motion withdrawn.

other hon. members whieh are altogether out of place, and
I feel myseif that I have allowed too great latitude in this
respect,but it was from a desire not to interrupt hon. members
who were making statements when they felt personally
aggrieved. I hope, however, that in the future I shall have
the assistance of both sides of the louse in confining hon.
members who are accorded the indulgence of the Hâouse-
because it is an indulgence-strictly to the rule.

PRIVILEGE--TIMBER LIMITS.

Mr. GAULT. I wish to correct a statement, made a few
evenings ago by the hon. member for North Norfolk (Mr.
Charlton), who said that I had applied for two townships
in the North-West. I immediately wrote to the Department,
and received the following reply : -

" In reply to your note of the 4th inet., I beg to say that a careful
searcli through the records of this Departmeot discloses no application
made by you on your own behaif for a colonisation tract, but 1 encloue
herewith a copy of a letter addressed by you to the Minister of the In-
terior, dated the 25th of March, 1882, applying on behalf of Mr. J. O.
Norsworthy and friends, for two certain townships for colonisation pur-
poses. I may add that no grant was ever made to Norsworthy.'

Hore is the application I made on the 25th March, 1882, to
tho Minister of the Interior :

"I1 beg leave to apply for J. C. Norsworthy and friends, for two
townships under plan of your regulations for colonisation purposes,
viz., 23 and 24 in the 27th range, west of the 22nd meridian.">

I may say, Mr. Speaker, that I was in Ingersoll and was in-
troduced to Mr. Norsworthy, and had not ton minutes' con-
versation with him, and why he sent this application to
me I never could tell. But the moment I received that
lotter-there wore so many other letters coming from all
quarters-I immediately sent them to the Department, and
never had a reply and never thought any more of the
matter. I never was an applicant myself for a tract of land
in the North-West.

An hon. MEMBER, Why should you not be ?

Mr. GAULT. Why should I not ? I had no interest
whatever in the matter, but I do not see why I should not
have applied as well as any person else. The lands were
open te the public, and I do not see why members of Parlia-
ment have not a perfect right to apply like any other in-
dividuals.

PENSIONS TO VOLUNTEERS IN THE NORTHi.WEST.

Sir RICHARD. CA RTWRIGHT. Before the Orders of
the Day are called, I would like to ask the hon. gentleman
who is leading the House, whether the particulars of the
Pensions assigned to parties who have served in the North-

est, have yet been rought down? le may recollect that
ho said they would be laid on the Table at an early date,
together with the rules and regulations.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. So far as I can recollect,
my colleague, the Minister of Militia, stated they would
be brought down in a day or two. He will be here in a
short time, and thon I will be able to answer the hon. gen-
tleman.

PERSONAL EXPLANATIONS BY MEMBERS. GOVERNMENT MEASURES.
Mr. SPEAKER. Before proceding to the Orders of the

Day, I desire to call the attention of hon. members to a Mm. BLAKE. 1 would cqîl attention te the GoveMment
practice which has been growing up which I fear, if net notices on the paper. April the l6th, notice was given cf
checked, will have a tendency to degrade the character and a Bill entitled: "An Act furthem te amend the Supreme
lower the dignity of the proceedings of this House. I allude and Exehequer Court Act" Sevemal days ago I enquired
to the abuse of the privilege accorded to hon. members of of the Govemument when they were geing te introduce the
making personal explanations. These statements should be illpmoised in the Speech from the Thmene with efrence
short and simple statements of fact or denials of any chargett ralf causes againat the Crown, and the Minister
made, but should be couched in parliamentary language. cf Justice auswered that lie Billcf which the notice was
Unfortunately, hon, members on both sides of the Houe on the paper, wu the Bil and it wa prepared, but h was
have indulged in personalities and reoriminations against waiting for the money resolution, I undrstood him
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Mr. THOMPSON. I was speaking on the resolution
with reference to the North-West judges.

Mr. BLAKE. The hon. gentleman stated this was the
Bill, at any rate.

Mr. THOMPSON. Yes.
Mr. BLAKE. We are now very close to the end of the

Session, and I was told yesterday that a Minister had stated
that the Government intended to prorogue in a fortnight,
and still we have not got that important measure promised
in the Speech fron the Throne, and which was in such a
state of forwardness last Session that it was actually intro-
duced, and went, I think, to a second reading under the
guiding hand of the Minister of Public Works. Thon there
js an Act to amend the Franchise Act, a very important
measure of which notice was also given as long ago as the
16th April, but with which no further progress bas been
made. Thon we find the Bill respecting the Department of
Public Printing and Stationery, promised in the Speech
from the Throne, which still romains as a notice on the
paper. I think it is time for these measures to be brought
before us, if we are to have a reasonable opportunity of con-
sidering them during the Session in which it is expected they
are to pass.

PRIVILEGE-TIMBER LIMITS.

Mr. CHARLTON. I wish to diseclaim any intention of
doing injustice to the hon. member for Montreal West (Mr.
Gault). My statement was copied from the Sessional re-
turns in which his name appears as an applicant for two
townships. In the report of the procoedings I see that ho
stated: "My name is found nowhore on the books." Well,
Sir, I made the statement and I repeated it as I found it in
the Sessional returns. But the hon. gentleman's explana-
tion, of course, shows just what connection ho had with
the application.

THIRD READING.

Bill (No. 122) for the relief of the corporation of the
Town of Cobourg.-(Mr. McLelan.)

MANITOBA CLAIMS SETTLEMENT.

Mr. MoLELAN moved the third reading of Bill
(No. 123) to explain the Act 48 and t9 Vic.
chapter 50, intituled: "An Act for the final
adjustment of the claims made by the Province of
Manitoba on the Dominion." He said: flon, members op-
posite asked for some figures respecting the accounts of
Manitoba during the past year. The amount paid to them
last year under the old arrangement was $229,858. They
have since drawn an additional sum from their capital ac-
count, which would roduoe it by 84,700, which would leave
them, providing no change had been made in the terms,
8215,000 as their revenue. I gave the hon. gentleman the
other day the amount of the capital that had been drawn
and which should be deducted from the amount given in
this Bill.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGEET. The hon. gentleman
also promised to inform us what is the present income al.
lowed by the Dominion to Manitoba.

Mr. MoLELAN. That cannot be ascertained until thore
is a settlement between the two Governments of the amounts
that may be chargeable to the Government of Manitoba for
local services ; but the hon. gentleman will soe, that it
would amount to about $270,000. The charges apart from the
capital sum would give them $270,000. Thon, assuming
there would be three millions and over, there would be
*150,000 or so to add to that.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. About $480,000,
Mr. MoLELAN. Yes.
-Motion agreed to, and Bill read the third time, and passed.

THE CANADIAN PACIFIC RAILWAY.

Mr. MoLELAN moved the second reading of Bill (No.
131) further to amend the Act respecting the Canadian
Pacifie Railway.

Motion agreed to, Bill read the second time on a division,
and the House resolved itself into Committee.

(In the Committee.)
On section 7,
Mr. DAWSON. As the Algoma branch, to which this

clause of the Bill now before the House refers, will be
entirely within the constituency which I represent, I shall,
with the leave of the House, point out a few of the advan-
tages sure to arise from the passing of this Act. It will, in
the first place, be of material advantage in enabling the
Pacifie Railway Company to raise the funds necessary for
the completion of this Algoma branch of 200 miles, and its
being put in operation means the development of a very
important and extensive section of the country, a section
rich in the natural resources which give traffie to a rail-
way, such as valuable minerals, pine forests of vast extent,
and valleys which from their fertility must prove attractive
in a high degree to the agriculturist. The lino will, for a
considerable distance, run along the coast of Lake Huron,
crossing rivers which have their sources among the pine
forests of the interior, and it will pass in front of the Mani.
toulin group of islands where settlement is advancing so
rapidly that their traffie will of itself be a matter
of no small importance to a railway. The growing
settlements on these islands have hitherto been shut off from
the outside world in winter, but the railway will bring
about a new state of things, and from Manitowaning on the
east, to Sault St. Marie on the west, an impetus will be
given to development which must result in the country
north of Lake Huronand the beautiful and fertile islands of
the Manitoulin in front of it, becoming one of the finest
districts in the Dominion of Canada. But it is not alone in
the development of eastern Algoma that this railway will
be of advantage, for it will bring a stream of foreign traffie
through the country, the magnitude of which it would be
difficult to estimate. At Sault St. Marie it will connect with
a United States lino, now being constructed, and throngh it
with the railway systems of the Western States. It will thus
be in connection with the railways traversing the wide and
fertile States of Minnesota and Dakota, and among these
with the great Northern Pacific, now extending from the
head of Lake Superior to the Pacifie Ocean. It is well known
that the States of Minnesota and Dakota are amông the
finest wheat-producing countries on the continent, and the
wheat of these vast regions must necessarily seek the
shortest and cheapest route to an ocean port, and the
shortest will be by way of Sault Ste. Marie and the
Canadian Pacifie system to Montreal, and the company
will, no doubt, find it to their interest to make it the
cheapest. What this traffie means may be imagined when
it is considered that the surplus produce of the vast wheat-
producing regions lying between Duluth and the Roeky
Mountains, considerable as it is already, will, in a few
years, as these regions become more and more densely
peopled, tax the capacity of ail the railways likely to be
constructed to carry it to the ocean. But there is a traffio,
and a very important one, in which, at certain seasons, the
Algoma branch and the Canadian Pacifie wilI be absolutely
without competition, and, to make my meaning in this
regard clear, 1 may say that in the fall the water-borne
grain from Duluth muet find its way over the railway from
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Sault Ste. Marie eastward. In the fall the navigation is
first interrupted by the freezing over of the narrow and
shallow channels in the upper waters of Làke Huron,
eastward of Sault Ste. Marie. Lake Superior romains
open long after these channels have closed. In fact,
that great inland sea is open, as a general rule, all
through the winter, except in the bays. At all
events, it is as open all through December as it is
in June, but hitherto its navigation has of nocessity closed
with the freezing up of the channels in Lake Huron, to
which I have referred. But the Algoma branch, when
opened, will render it possible to bring grain by water from
Duluth to Sault Ste. Marie, and have it there put on cars
for Montreal, long after the navigation of Lake Huron shall
have closed. Indeed, as I have said, Lake Superior, with its
400 miles of navigation, is open throughout the greater part
of the winter. The importance of the growing trade of
Duluth may be gathered from an official return from which
I shall quote:

"The shipments of grain, by water, from the Lake Superior port of
Duluth, Minr.., have been as follows, duriug the last six seasons:-

Bushels.
1880............ ....................... 1,453,674
1881.................................................................2,865,536
1882.................................... . .......................... 3,235,498
1883.......................4,586,908
1884..................................11,488,497
1885 ............................................ .................. .. 14,049,897

This shows a very rapid progressive increase in the ship-
ments of grain by water fron Dulutb, and the cause is
evident in the increased area brought under cultivation
from year to year in the great prairies to the westward of
that place. That this progressive increase will go on there
can be no doubt, and that the Canadian Pacifie Railway will
derive a large traffic from this source may be regarded as a
certainty; more especially, in the fall, after the closing of
the navigation, to the eastward of Sault Ste. Marie. In th
summer months it is quite likely that the bulk of the grain
may go by the great lakes, but for such of it as is destined
for Montreal, it is just a question whether a railway a little
over 600 miles in length may not successfully compete
with a navigation of nearly double that distance, and a
lockage of 600 feet. In order that the railway may have
the full advantage of the Duluth traffie, the Algoma branch
should be extended to a point on the St. Mary's River,
about six miles west of Sault Ste. Marie, where there is an
excellent harbor; but this is a matter to which the
company will, no doubt, give due attention. Taking
this Algoma branch, all in all, its completion will be a
fitting sequel to the great railwày which, with its exten-
sive branches and connections, the Canadian Pacific Rail-
way Company have now or soon will have in operation.
It will, in the not distant future, be the means of bringing
through the country a traffic equal to that anticipated for
the main line itself. It will, in the first place, serve as a
colonisation railway, developing the resources and loading
to the settlement of a most important section of the country,
and in the next it will be an international highway bring.
ing through the country to Canadian ports an immense
volume of foreign traffic. That this important work will
be arried out with the energy and foresight which have
hitherto characterized the operations of the Canadian Pacifie
Railway Company, I have not the least doubt.

been already built, the bonds should be issued on the road
completed and to be completed, and the proceeds are to be
devoted to the work on completion and equipment, and not
to be set against the work already done. Therefore, if for
the word "construction " you would insert the word "com-
pletion," I think it would carry out what the intention and
understanding of Parliament was. I also call attention to
the fact that in the last lino of the page the iÎtention of the
draughtsman evidently has not been carried out, and that
the word "on " should be substituted for elof " before the
words "such roliing stock."

Mr. MoL ELAN. I do not think the words " construction"
and "completion " differ very much; it is for the completion
of the whole branch. I may say I have obtained a rough
estimate of about ninety miles that we have not yet sur-
veyed. It is only an approximate estimate to finish the
part upon which the contract has already been lot. It
is as follows:-Ballasting, bridging, widening roadway and
buildings required, $450,000; extension to the Sault Ste.
Marie River, in sidings and buildings, about. 100 miles, at
$30,000 per mile, 83,000,000; at the Sault, bridges over the
river and canal, and approaches, $650,000; equipment of
the entire Algoma branch, 196 miles, at $3,000 per mile,
$588,000; making $4,688,000; in addition to which there
are several tracks to be laid into the mines which are now
being worked. These will be in various lengths of from
thrce to six miles, so that the margin loft after those esti-
mated expenditures would be very smail.

Mr. BLAKE. What is the bonding power ?

Mr McLELAN. I have no figures of that.

Mr. BLAKE. It is upon that that the question of mar-
gin depends. The whole mileage is somewhere about 200
miles.

Mr. McLELAN. Yes, exclusive of the branches into the
mines.

Mr. BLAKE. If the bonding power is $30,000 per mile,
that would be $6,000,000, in roand nunbers. My apprehen-
sion is that unless the word "completion " is substituted for
" construction" it would be possible to issue, for example,
the two and a half millions that are authorised, and thon set
them against the work which is so far done, whereas the
intention is that these bonds are to be applied to the further
work to be done, in completing the branch, both the por-
tion partially constructed and that remaining to be con-
structed, and, of course, the bridges, &c.

Mr. MoLELAN. There can be no objection to the sub-
stitution of the word "completion " for "construction," if
it carries out the ides in any fuller sense.

Mr. BLAKE. The latter part of the clause seems to me
to be a very curious way of dealing with such an important
subject as the allocation to a particular Eocurity of the roll-
ing stock, plant, tolls and revenue. The. proposition is that
by-laws should be passed by the company which will define
what rolling stock appertains to the branch, and is so cov-
ered by the mortgage, and also what portion of the tolls
and revenues.' That is, in truth, a transfer by by-law, for
the purposes of a mortgage, to the mortgagees, of the roll-
inom t .k I&Ll thi U the % JpVL nAOwJLldI% thtth

Mr. BLAKE. I shall not enter into the larger questions siould noV ho merely a by-law of theompany dooiaring
which have been dwelt upon by the hon. member for wbat rolling stock belongs Vo Vhe branch, but aIse se
Algoma (Mr. Dawson), but I want to call the attention of1Instrument cf Vhe hypotiecation of Viat rolling stock.
the Minister to the fact that the provision is, according to There romains aise the objection I ook at a former stage
the language of the Bill, it would include the power of te this clause-leaving it se that it is periiible for Vhe
declaring that the amount of those bonds now to be issued, company Vo appropriate some portion of Vie rolling stock
equivalent to the portion of the road aiready built, should Vo the branoi, as between tie branci aud Vie main lino, Vie
beappropriated to that purpose. Now, what I understand offect of whici wilt b. te derogate te that extent frem tho
is the ro intention is that so mach of that branch having e2jating seurity of the mertgago.s cf the main lino.

nso .r. e DWsope
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jf.~ÍToIåiÑ moved tihe insertion of the word 4,iýpon "

instead cftgof""'lin the lest lino cf the fist page.
Amendment agreed to

Mir. McLELAN moved that the word "completion" be
inserted on the fifth linoeof the second page, instead of the
word "construction."

Amendment agreed to.

On section 4,
Mr. BLAKE. This clause seems to me not to carry out

the agreement made by the company as to the limitation of
the security, in which it was stated that the rate for the
land was notto exceed 82 per acre. This is an unlimited
power altogether.

Mr. McLELAN. I think it is an omission by the
printer.

Mr. BLAKE. Well, let us put it in. Although the
continuance of the arrangement about a reserve might be
calculated to raise some suspicion, I think the clause, as
amended, practically removes the objection which was
raised as to any apparent intention to interfere with the
position of the holders of ontstanding bonds who do not
wish to have them redeemed. I think it right te motion
that, as I raised the objection before.

Amendment agreed to.
On section 6,
Mr. BLAKE. This is a wholly new clause, about which

we have heard nothing or seen a single paper to show what
the Government have done with the money and the author-
ity granted to them to enable them to carry out this
arrangement. I think we ought to have a statement as to
what was done by the Government with the public funds
entrusted to them with which to obtain possession of the
North Shore Railway, and as to what the arrangement was,
and we ought to have the documents before us which were
executed in order to carry it out.

Mr. MoLELAN. I do not know that that is very material
just now. The instructions given by Parliament last Ses-
sion were acted upon, and were not exceeded, and all the
papers connected with the transaction will be submitted to
the House.

Mr. BLAKE. But the hon. gentleman has not given any
reason for the passage of this clause.,

Mr. MoLELAN. The principal reason, and the reason
which I think thei hon. gentleman will accept, is that it is
desirable in the interest of the whole country that the
North Shore Railway should form a portion of the Pacific
Railway, so that there may be one perfect systom from Que-
bec to the Pacifie Ocean. That was the object the House had
last Session in granting power to the Government to enable
us to complete the system.

1Mr. BLAKE. I understood that the Government asked
froin Prliament all the powers they thought necessary in
order that the Canadian Pacific Railway Company might
become the owners of the North Shore. Now, thei hon.
gentleman asks for some more parliamentary authority to
complote the arrangement. In whose hands is the stock
now, what price has been paid for it, what interest have
the company in it, and what is necessary to be done now ?

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. The stock is in the hands
of certain trustees. Theo asiest and best way by which the
North Shore Railway may become a portion of the Canadian
Pacifie Railway is by the stock being acquired by the
company, and for that purpose this clause is inserted here.
The Canadian Pacifie Railway Company, not having author-
ity under their charter to acquire that stock, ask us to give
them this authority. Thon the North Shore will become
legally, as well as in fact, a portion of the Canadien Pacifie
Bailway.

Mr. BLAKEA Then the arrangement usade b the Gov.
ernment did not include tie possosionby thez vernment,
in behalf of the company, of thei stock of tihe North Shore ;
or has the price of that stock been paid by the Governient,
and is this clause merely to get rid of the legal teohnical
difficulty in the absence of power ?

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD.. Simply that.
Mr. BLAKE. Then the stock has in effect been purchased

by the Government ?
Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. It is so understood.
Mr4 BLAKE. And the transaction is already cloeed, and

this is simply to clothe the Canadian Pacific Railway Com-
pany with power to complote it ?

Sir JORN A. MAODONALD. Yes.
Mr. BLAKE. I really think we ought to have the docu-

ments brought down, so that we might see what the nature
of that transaction is.

On the schedule,
Mr. BLAKE. In the third clause the hon.gentleman

will find a provision that the excess of the land grant bond
shall, under certain circumstances, b cancelled, and thon
there is a provision that the debenture stock of the Ontario
and Quebec Railway shall be returned to the company.
The hon. gentleman bas taken express po wer to cancel the
land grant bonds, but he ias taken no express power to
deal with the debenture stock, which I understand is under
pledge to the Governmont. I do not know whether that
method of distinguishing botween the two classes.of socuri-
ties held by the Government may not lead afterwards to
some confusion.

Mr. TROMPSON. I would call the hon. gentleman's
attention to the first section, which ratifies the agreement,
and authorises the Government and the company respec-
tively to perform and carry out the conditions thereof.

Mr. BLAKE. I am aware of that, but I understood that
there was a specific agreement made as to part of thir

Committee rose and reported.

SUPREME COURT OF JUDICATURE FOR ONTARIO.

Mr. THOMPSON moved the second reading of Bill (No.
125) to amend the law relating to salaries of certain
judges of the Supreme Court of Judicature for Ontario.

Motion agreed to, Bill read the second time, and the
louse resolved itself into Committee.

(In the Committee.)
On section 2,
Mr. THOMPSON. The object of this is to repeal the Act

providing for the salaries, superannuation and travelling
allowances of certain judges of certain provincial courts.
The first section provides for the salary of the additional
judge.

Mr. BL&KE. With reference to an observation. I ad-
dressed to the hon. gentleman some ti r r ago, that there
existe a considerable amount of inconvenience, both in refer-
ence to the discharge of the appellant functions and ceçtain
functions in other branches, I have received from persons
qualified to judge statements corroborative of my remarks.
There are a considerable number of cases which have been
before the Court of Appeal for a very long timne, and which
cannot be tried for the want of what are called ad hoc
judges. They are cases in which one or more judges of
the court were concerned in the earlier stages of litigation,
in their official capacity, and in which, therefore, it
ie not possi1e for them to sit. The addition pro-
posed *wdl give another judge to thooe out of whom
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the selection of ad hoc judges can be made. With reference
to the work in the High Court of Justice itself, I have been
informed by practitioners of wide experience that there
exists great difficulty in procuring judges to do the work.
It is true the particular judge now to h appointed will be-
long to the Chancery division, but it is expected that his
appointment will assist in the freeing of other judges.
Amongst the cases presented to me as a practical instance
of the difficulty, is this : A man had been arrested and was
confined, and had pleaded for bail. His application having
been refused before the master or judge of primary jurisdic-
tion, the practitioner endeavored to procure a judge to hear
the appeal, but ho was unsucoessful, as the pressure of other
business was so great that it was impossible for the judges
to attend, and his client was confined pending the possibility
of obtaining a judge. Under these circumstances, as the
vacancy is now being filled, though not in the court in
which the vacancy has occurred, and as there exists great
inconvenience, no time should be lost in filling the vacancy.

Mr. THOMPSON. I had no such information when the
hon. gentleman put bis question, but one or two members
of the House connected with the Ontario bar represented
subsequently the inconvenience, and I presume the difficulty
arose to a great extent from the long continued illness of
Judge forrison, and not through delay on the part of the
Government in filling the office, because it was impossible
to fill it un til the vacancy occurred which was caused by
the lamented death of Mr. Morrison, two or three months
ago. 'There was no provision on the Statute-book to provide
a salary for. a judge or supply bis place. The legislation
in Ontario which enables us to add this judge to the
Chancery division, was passed in the Session of 1885.

Committee rose and reported.

PUBLIC LANDS IN BRITISH COLUMBIA.

Mr. WHITE
Bill (No. 120)
administrationc
Columbia.

(Cardwell) moved the second reading of
to make further provision respecting the

of the public lands of Canada in British

Motion agreed to, Bill read the second time, and the
House resolved itself into Committee.

(In the Committee.)
Mr. BLAKE. I would ask whether the effect of extend-

ing the juriediction of the Dominion Lands Board is gener-
ally to extend the whole jurisdiction and system, and what
change precisely will be made ? At presont these lands are
under the charge of an official of the British Columbia Gov.
ernment, Mr. Trutch.

Mr. WHITE (Cardwell). The lands at this moment are
under charge chiefly of bir. Trutch, the agent of the British
Columbia Government. Now that there is railway com-
munication, it is thought more desirable the lands ehould
be more directly under the charge of the Dominion Board.
Mr. Aikman has been removed to Westminster, where his
office will be, and Mr. Trutch's services are to be dispensed
with as regards our own land.

Mr. BLAKE. Mr. Aikman is to be under the control of
the Dominion Land Board, and Mr. Trutch is no longer to
have control?

Mr. WHITE (Cardwell). Just so.

Mr. BLAKE. What is to become of Mr. Trutch, because
I believe his services are very dear to the people of that
Province, as we know they have been to the country. Ie
he to be superseded altogether ?

Mr. WHITE (Cardwell). I think the hon. gentleman will
have to give notied of that question.

Mr. aLA.

Mr. BLAKE. This will include, in addition to the 40.
mile railway bolt, the lands given in the Peace River
district ?

Mr. WHITE (Cardwell). It will embrace ail the lands
of the Dominion within British Columbia.

Mr. BLAKE. And, is it quite clear that, notwithstand-
ing the completion of the railway, the distances will be
such as to render this arrangement practically efficient, that
the Dominion Lands Board can be at all fairly a local
authority to adminiester these lands promptly?

Mr. WHITE (Cardwell). I think so.
Mr. MITCHELL. I should like to ask the Minister of

the Interior whother there is any provision in the Bill for
the pet of the Administration who las conducted the
Dominion lands there up to this time, the Hon. Mr. Trntch,
because I think it would be very unfair, after he as been
petted and pampered by the Governmont so long, that ha
should not be provided for.

Mr. BLAKE. He will be.
Mr. MITCHELL. No doubt.
Committee rose and reported.

CROWN CASES RESERVED.

Mr. THOMPSON moved the second reading of Bill (No.
126) to amend the law respecting Crown cases reserved.
He said: As I explained the other day, the Speedy Trials
Acts arc applicable to Quebee, Ontario and Manitoba, and in
Ib75 an Act was passed enabling the judge in Ontario who
administers that law to state a question for the opinion of
the justices of the superior courts who have jurisdiction in
Crown cases reserved. An application bas been made by
some members of the judiciary of Quebec asking that the
same power be extended to that Province, and the proposal
in the Bill is that-

"' Any judge, within the meaning of the Speedy Trials Act, trying
any person under such Acts, may, in bis discretion, reserve any ques-
tion of law arising on such trial for the consideration of the justices of
the court having, within the Province in which su3h trial takes place,
jurisdiction to hear Crown cases reserved."

Motion agreed to, Bill read the second time, and the
House resolved itself into Committee.

(In the Committee.)

Mr. WELDON. Is it intended to extend that to the
Lower Provinces ?

Mr. T HOMPSON. I have not considered that question.
Mr. WELDON. I think the practice should be uniform

in the different Provinces.
Committee rose and reported.

SUPREME COURT OF JUDIC[ATURE FOR THE
NORTH-WEST TERRITORIES.

Mr. THOMIPSON moved that the House resolve itself into
committee to consider certain proposed resolutions (page
1015) respecting the appointment et judges in the North-
West Territories. He said: One of the objectsof the present'
measure is to establish a Supreme Court for the North-West
Territories by organising the present judges in the Ter.
ritories, who are called stipendiary magistrates, into a
court of appeal. Power is proposed to be taken to appoint
an additional judge for the Territories. Representations
have been made, partly on account of the growth of
business in the Territories, and partly on account of the
great distances these judges have to travel, it would be
desirable to appoint an additional judge. We propose to
fix the salaries at 64,000, and to provide that the travelling
fees shall be uch as shall be fixed by the Governor in
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(iJouncil. As the House is aware, the salary at present al-
lowed is $3,000 per annum. There is in addition to that an
allowance of $1,000 to each judge for travelling expenses,
and a further allowance to nearly all the judges of
a sum in lieu of bouse rent. Mr. Rouleau was in occupa.
tion of a house which was erected at the public expense, and
which was destroyed in the troubles of last spring, but the
other judges were allowed $500 each in lieu of house rent,
except Mr. Travis, who was made no allowance, though ho
claims ho should have it made him in order to put him on
an equality with the other judges. So that, while we are
establishing the salaries permanently at 84,000 per annum,
we are really making no substantial increase of the expon-
diture in connection with the judiciary of that country. So
far as the emoluments allowed to the judges are concerned,
it will be provided in the Bill that these offlcers shall hold
no other office of emolument. Then it is proposed in these
resolutions to enable the Governor in Council to divide the
Territories into five judicial districts,and to appoint fbr each
a sheriff and a clerk of the coirt. At present, there is
but one sheriff for the North-West Territories, with de-
puties in each of the districts, and the emoluments allowed
to that officer at present are equal to the expenditure
which will be necessary to carry out this resolution. The
officer receives $1,200 per annum, and an allowance of $800
per annum for travelling expenses, making 82,000 in all,
and we propose that the sheriffs shall receive $500 oach for
their services, as a salary from the Government, and such
fees as the Lieutenant Governor prescribes. When I said
it made no increase, I was speaking as far as the present
four districts are concerned. We propose to increase the
number, and therefore there will be an addition to the ex-
penditure t uconsequence. The clerks are at prosent ap-
pointed and dismissed by the judges, and it is proposed that
they shall ho appointed, like the other officers in the Terri-
tories, by the Governor in Council, and that they shallh be
paid by fees to be fixed in liko manner to those of the
sheriffs, and shall depend upon those for their emoluments.

Motion agreed to, and the House resolved itself into
Committee.

(In the Committee.)
On resolution 1,
Mr. BLAKE. The hon, gentleman says representations

have been made as to the necessity of another judge. Would
the hon. gentleman state where is to be the headquarters of
the fifth judge ?

Mr. THOMPSON. That will depend, to a great extent,
on the division of the districts.

Mr. BLAKE. From what quarter do the representations
come as to the necessity.

Mr. THOMPSON. Specially from Alberta.
Mr. BLAKE. The intention is to repeal the law under

which the stipendiary magistrates hold office. Is it the in-
tention to reappoint these four gentlemen as judges ?

Mr. THO&iPSON. Yes,.
Mr. BLAKE. le it the intention that they should hold

effice during good behavior ?
Mr. THOMPSON. Yes.
Mr. BLAKE, Well, there may be a good deal to be said

as to the propriety in ail cases of appointing gentlemen who
at present occupy bouches as the permanent judges,holding
their tenure during good behavior, which I quite agree is
the proper tenure for a judge, and I think that subject
ought to be considered to some extent. The hon. gentleman
said something about appellate jurisdiction. Is it the idea
that each of these judges will have separate jurisdiction,
and that they will oombine fora court of appell ?

MWr. THOMPSON. It is proposed to provide in the Bill
that justice shall be administered by a Supreme Court in
the North-West ; that each of the judges, within his district,
shall exercise the power of that court and that the court
shall sit at certain periode for the despatch of appellate
business.

Mr. WELDON. Where would the Supreme Court
Appellate sit ?

Mr. THOMPSON. At the seat of Government. The
Bill states further on that the court shall sit in banco at the>
seat of Government in the Territories.

Mr. BLAKE. I entirely approve of the general spirit of
the proposition that the people of the Territories should
have, as one of the prime necessaries of good government,
a supply of the best judicial power that we can give them.
My own impression is that it is extremely difficult to fore.
cast where the centres of population may be, and where
the wants of the judicial power may most be found, to such
an extent as to render it impossible to organise a very
rigorous system there. I think we ought to keep our
bands as free as possible, and to a certain extent await
events. The proposal of the hon. gentleman is one which
involves a very considerable expense for a very small
population, but for my part I do not grudge any expense
which may be necessary in order that the people of the
Territories may have justice. I think, however, that the
Government had botter very fully consider before they
decide how they will fill these offices, having regard to the
existing tenure of office of the judges, of persons who now
occupy these stations, before they give them permanent
appointments.

lfr. THOMPSON. I meant to say that it is not intended
by this Act necessarily to supersede persons who are now
holding these offices, but I do not wish it to bc understood
that it would be the policy of the Government that these
persons shall necessarily be appointed. In respect to one
of the magistrates, as I stated to the Blouse a short time
ago, an investigation is now proceeding.

Mr. BLAKE. Of course, it is necessarily involved In the
Bill that their present functions cease, because the hon.
gentleman proposes to repeal the law which gives them an
existence; therofore, they will cease to be stipendiary
magistrates. He proposes to create a new office, and the
question is, who shall fill that office ? I suppose, therefore,
that we are to understand that it does not necessarily follow
that they will not be appointed to the new office, and there
is a certain probability that some of them will ho appointed
to the new offices. For my part, I must confess that before
some of these gentlemen are appointed, I think some
explanation should be given of their conduct. For my part,
I was very much pained to rcad an account of the course
pursued by one of these learned judges upon the occasion of
the late outbreak, when, at a time which certainly required
a certain amount of ability and staying power on the part
of those who occupy the very high position of heads of the
judiciary, we find a very sudden flight on the part of that
gentleman from a post of danger, and a very effusive tele.
gram announcing his arrival with "God save the Queen,"
1 think, at the end of it, whom I think ho would have been
much better prepared to save if ho had stayed at his post,
instead of running away to a post of safety.

On resolution 2,
Mr. MILLS. I understood the hon. gentleman to say

that after these parties were made judges of the Supreme
Court, they coula not be members of the North-West
Council.

Mr. THOMPSON. I did not state that,
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Mr. BLAKE. But the hon. gentleman did state that

they would not be entitled to hold any other office of
emolument, therefore, if they are members of the North.
West Council, they could not be salaried members as at
present.

Mr. THOMPSON. They do not receive salaries at
prosent; one of them does, however, as law clerk of the
North.West Council.

Mr. BLAKE. I beg the hon. gentleman's pardon. I
think ho will find, in the last Public Accounts, that more
than one received salaries as members of the North-West
Council. I think ho will find Judge Richardson's name as
a member of the Nortb-West Council, as well as law adviser.

Mr. THOMPSON. I think not. But it is not material
to the present enquiry.

Mr. BLAKE. Thon there is to be no allowance for
house rent, as I understand. The hon. gentleman made a
statement, which did not coincide with my recollection of
the Public Accounts, that there was an allowance for house
rent for all of them, with the exception of Judge ]Rouleau,
who had a house. That would make allowances received
by Judge Richardson and Judge McLeod. I do not remem-
ber the latter's name a pearing as a recipient of an allow-
ance for house rent. n what quarter was ho stationed ?

Mr. THOMPSON. At Fort Macleod.

Mr. BLAKE. Did he not live in the public buildings?

'NTHOMPSON9 ýN- hi r-t.av i dnal nc f

INLAND REVENUE ACT AMENDMENT.

Mr. COST[GAN moved the second reading of Bill (No.
101) in amendment of the Consolidated Inland Revenue Act,
1883, and the Act amending the same.

Motion agreed to, Bill read the second time, and the
louse resolved itself into Committee.

(In the Committee.)

On section 7,
Mr. COSTIGAN. I move to strike ont the words "leach

case of removal or delivery" in the fourth line, to meet
some objections which were raised by hon. gentlemen.

Amendment agreed to.

On section 8,
Mr. COSTIGAN. I move to add the following words at

the end of the section "l provided no increase of duties shall
accrue therefrom.

Amendment agreed to.

On section 12,
Mr. COSTIGAN. The following clauses were introduced

when it was thought necessary that my Department should
take steps with regard to oleomargarine and other substi-
tutes for butter. I therefore propose to strike out the
remaining clauses.

Mr. DAVIES. Does the hon. gentleman propose to pro-
hibit the manufacture ?

0.Lir. COSTGAN. That will be dealt with by another
meausure.

Mr. BLAKE. The arrangement is to be that there will
be no such allowances made, but there will be travelling
allowances, of course ? Is there any proposition to alter
the scale of travelling allowances ? I believe it is fixed ut
*1,000 a year.

Mr. THOMPSON. The present scale is $1,000 a year.
I am not at liberty to say that there has been any policy
adopted, but it is proposed that the travelling allowances
should be the same as in Manitoba, which are, in addition
to mckving expenises, $à a day while travelling.

On resolution 3,
Mr. BLAKE. It is understood that there is but one

sheriff at present, and he is in receipt of a salary of $1,200
a year and $800 travelling expenses. There will be five
sheriffs, each receiving $500 and such fecs as the Lieutenant
Governor prescribes. &re those fees to be paid out of the
public chest?

Mr. THOMPSON. They are to be paid such travelling
allowances and fees as are collected from suitors in the Pro-
vinces.

Mr. BLAKE. There is certain criminal business to be
discharged. For example, we know that the execution of
a capital sentence is a very expensive operation. In earlier
days it cost I do not know how much to hang an important
man there.

Mr. THOKPSON. There will be of necessity some
expense in connection wiih the administration of criminal
justice, but the allowance will be as nearly as possible the
actual expenditure.

Resolutions reported.

IN COMMITTEE-THIIRD READING.

Bill (No. 124) respecting experimental farm stations.-
(Mr. Carling).

Mr. MrLLs.

Mr. DAVIES. Which the hon, gentleman intends to bring
in this Session ?

Mr. PATERSON (Brant). I had framed an amendment
to prohibit the manufacture of these articles, but I under-
stand the Minister intends te introduce a prohibitory Act.

Mr. COSTIGAN. No I did not say that I intended to
introduce such a measure. I said that question would be
dealt with by another measure, and thon the hon. member
for Queen's asked me if it would be brought in daring this
Session, and I said we proposed to deal with it diiring the
Session.

Mr. MILLS. The striking out of these clauses will net
prohibit the manufacture of oleomargarine in the country.
It will leave every person fro to manufacture as if the hon.
gentleman had proposed nothing, but I think it is due to
the louse that the hon. gentleman should inform us what
his intentions are. We know that some time ago the hon.
gentleman proposed to put a tax on the importation of the
article and an Excise duty on the article manufactured in
the country. Now the policy of the Goverument, owing to
the pressure from this side, has been changed, and there is
to be an absolute prohibition instead of taxation. We are
anxious to know whether the hon, gentleman and his col-
leagues propose to deal with the manufacture of the article
in Canada in the same way; whether instead of imposing an
Excise duty they propose to prohibit the manufacture. le
bas given us no information on this subject, and as it is late
in the Session and as we are not anxious to protract it beyond
what is absolutely necessary, it is important that the hon.
gentleman should avait himself of this opportunity and
communicate the intentions of the Government to the House.
The House were invited by the Government to consider the
question. The Government have struck out the clauses of
tbe Bill dealing with this particular subject, and, having
done so, I think it only respectful t the ouse to say wbat
they intend to do. The hon. gentleman says it may be
dealt with by anôther Bill.
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Mr. COSTIGAN. It will be.
Mr. MILLS. And this Session?
Mr. COSTIGAN. Yes.
Mr. MILLS. Then the hon. gentleman should say whe.

ther it is to be a regulative or a prohibitory measure.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. I understood that the Minis-
ter of Customs, at the last sitting of the House, stated that
it is the intention of the Government during this Session to
submit to the House resolutions to have the effect of prohi-
biting the manufacture of oleomargarine and butterine. Of
course, the importation was also referred to at the same
time.

the observations ho makes now. I advocated prohibition
in this case but I do not think I said anything inoonsistent
with the principles of free trade. The question before us
has no conneçtion with the freedom or the bondage of trade.
It is a question with regard to a certain police regulation.
The hon. gentleman knows that the objection to the produc-
tion of olceomargarine has been based on the theory of tbe
publie health. Our laws relating to the adulteration of food
do not touch the question of the freedom of trade; they
simply relate to the protection of the public health. It is
on that ground that our proposed policy with reference to
this article is based, and not on the theory of free trade or
the theory of restricted trade.

Mr. PATERSON (Brant). It was net se stated by t Mr. PATERSON (Brant). If the hon. Minister of
Minister of Oustm or the Minister of Inland ReCustoms or the hon. Minister of Inland Revenue had madethMinister of ublicork shadfnotmadetRevenue. If a statement as explicit as that of the hon. Minister of Publiethe Minster , f Public Works had nt mado the statement Works, I should, of course, have recoived it with the samehoe bas3 just made, I had intended te move an ameLndment, credence; but I maintain that neither of thoso gentlemen
and I do not know that it would be improper that we should madenseexplicit a statement. The hon. Miniter bas
now adopt such an amendment and afflirm the principle mad explicitho satmen Th ho tuit ho
instead of striking out these clauses by adding the following repeated the words heused last night, that he thought the

.e 2ctin 1.-hon. member for Leeds would find that the Governmentte section 12 :would take a course which would likely meet his views ;
"The manufacture within the Dominion of Canada of oleomargarine, but the conflicting part of his remarks was what ho has

butterine and other substitutes for butter, is herehy prohibited-" alluded to, that the Govern ment thought they would accom-
Mr. COSTIGAN. I do not think a resolution of that plish prohibition by the imposition of the Excise duty. Tho

kind should be adopted when we are dealing with the Bill Houso wore likely te infer that their proposal might be to
now before the committee. The very fact that the clauses increase the duty from 8 cents te 50 cents a pound; but as
dealing with the re-manufacture of that article in the countr I pointed out, it could not be accomplished in that way,acteu ntybeaeifte cr
are to be struck out, is a proof that the manufacture is not bcuse if they increased the duty to even $1 a pound, the
intended to be allowed in the country; and I do not think article mighit still be manufactured and exported to a forei$n
the hon. gentleman should go so far as to press the resolu- country, bocause the duty in that case would not be paid.
tien, before it las been docidod in what particular way the The Minister of Public Works, however, ias spoken plainly
Government shall carry out the -poiiinoc hvhvGovenmet shh crry nt heprohibition once they have and clearly, and his announcement is quite satisfactory,
announced their intention to doso. I think the House will
he willing to leave the matter in the hands of the Govern-
ment.

Mr. PATERSON (Brant). Yes, :D the statement of the
Minister of Public Works.

Committee rose and reported, and it being Six o'clock,
the Speaker loft the Chair.

After Recess.
Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD moved tho second reading ofMr. BOWELL. I am somewhat surprised at the stat- Bill (No. 115) respecting the reprosentation of the North-

ments made by the hon. member for Brant. I certainly West Territories in the Parliament of Canada. ie said: I
stated last night, as plainly and clearly as I could, that this mentioned, when I introduced this Bill, that its purpose was
question would be dealt with to the satisfaction of the louse. to give representation to the North-West Territories. It is
1 stated that, immediately after the remarks of the hon. proposed that Assiniboia, having the largest population,
member for Leeds, in which ho advocated the total prohi- should have two members, and Alberta and Saskatchewan
bition of both the manufacture and importation of this each one. The population would scarcely allow of 0 many
article. I went further, and said that when the Govern- members, but, although the settlers are very few in number,
ment proposed to impose a duty of 10 cents on the imported the country is large and has many different interests
article, and 8 cents on the manufactured article, they consi- requiring different logislative measures, and, following the
dered that that would be tantamount to prohibition. I think example set by giving representation to the Province of
I was sufficiently explicit, and I am very glad my hon. friend Manitoba, many years ago, when it had a very slight
the Minister of Public Works has been still more explicit, if population, we . propose to give those districts the
that were necessary. It certainly must be amusing to those representation I have mentioned. Under the Actwho listened to the first debate on this question to hear the giving power te the Dominion Parliament to make
remarks made by the hon. member for.Bothwell (Mr. Mills), Provinces out of Territories, while ie have the power
who certainly took exception to interference with trade in to croate Province' and give them representation, we have
matters of this kind, and who ably assisted my hon. friend not the power-in the absence of any statement, at ail
from Charlotte (Kr. Gillmor), when ho made one of his events-to give representation in the Dominion Parliament
most effective speeches on this question. On any question te Territories before they are established Provinces. There
before the House, no one can misapprehend what that hon. was passed, therefore, a resolution for an address to Her
gentleman says or means; ho generally speaks straight to Majesty, praying that she should be ploased to cause a
the point, and I certainly understood the hon. member for measure to be laid before the Imperial Parliament granting
Bothwell to approve of the remarks made by my free trade us that additional power, and no doubt it will be granted.
friend, net only in theory, but, perhaps, I might add in As to the nature of our recommendation, it should ho seen
practice also. Ta hear him tell us now that we have been that the Imperial Parliament did not paso an Act otherwise
obliged to accede to the demands of the hon. gentlemen on than for that special purpose, and I would mention to the
that side of the flouse, I think was, not to be disrospectful, louse the suggestion 1 made of a Bill which might properly
somewhat cool. be submitted for that purpose to the Imperial Parliament:

Mr. MILLS. If the hon, gentleman looks at what I said "Be it enacted by the Queen's Most Excellent Majesty, by and withOn that occasion, he wil find nothing in consonance with the advice and consent of the Lords, Spiritual and Temporal, and Com-
152
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mons in this present Parliament assembled, and by the authority of the Territories. How was that proposition met ? Was it met,
sane as follow- :-The Parliament of Canada mayfentm etresaea oos:TePrlaetoaaamy, from time to time, as it ought to have beein by hon. gentlemen opposite in amake provision for the representation in the Senate and House of t . b b h e .
Commons of Canada,:of any Territories forming, for the time being, part spirit of fair play and an earnest desire to do right and
of the Dominion of Canada, but not included in any Province thereof.- justice to the people ? No, it was not. The hon. gentle.
Those are the words of the address already passed by this House- man who led the Huse answered in his own eculiar style

" Any Act passed by the Parliament of Canada before the passing of
this Act for the purpose mentioned in the next preceding section shall my speech, and he is reported in the Hansard for 1884, at
be and shall be deemed to have been valid and effectual from the date page 602, to have met the demands of the people of the
at which it received the asent, in Her Majesty's name, of the Governor Nor th-West Territories for representation in this Parliament,
General of 0anada." in the following language:-
That i the sole content of the measure suggested to Her
Majesty's Government. Several clauses of the Bill have "It can answer no good purpose to diacuss this subject until we see

the hon. gentleman'e Bill. Of course, we grant him the usual courtesy
been carefully prepared by the law clerk and assistant law of introdncing it, though from its ternis, as the hon. gentleman eub-
clerk, for the purpose of applying, as far as possible, the stantially states, it is a measure which must be under the guidance of
elective system which obtains in the rest of the Dominion, the Government of theday. However, when the Bill is introduced we
w.th respect to the franchise and the mode of holding wiHl see what its provisions are. I merely wish to add, Mr. Speaker,

and cali the attention of hon. gentlemen opposite to this-we do not
elections there. The Bill adopts the system which obtains know that it is in the Bill or not-but from the remarks of the hon.
there now for the election of the North-West Cauncil. gentleman it is quite clear that he intends to be the next Minister of

T of course, know the circumstances cf the country the Interior. Be says he is strongly in favor of the Minister of the
They, o u kInterior living up there. Now, my hon. friend ias made large invest-
better than we possibly can, and have prepared the measure ments in the North-West, and I am glad to learn, proper investments,
under which they now work, and which scems to work and it ie therefore quite.clear that my hon. friend is going to live there.

eatifacoril fo reresetaton u th Noth-est ounilWe muet therefore consider this measure cf his as an ineidione attemptsatisfactorily for representation in the North-West Counil,t take possession f the ground, d tout out any of the on. gentie-
which, I hope, will soon become a Legislative Assembly. I men opposite from the chance of being the next Minister of the
think they have 16 members elected, and as soon as they Interior. I hope he will be as fortunate as any of my hon. friends on
have 21, under the Bill of the hon. member for Bothwell the other side. I wish him all prosperity when he is there. In the

(Mr. Mills), each nominative officer will drop ont, and meantime we will consider my hon. friend's Bill."

there will be an elective Assembly like the other Provincial I submitted seriously a proposition of the first possible
Assemblies. importance to the Parliament of Canada, pointing out the

Mr. CAMERON (Huron). I mut say that thebon.rnecessity for making provision for the representation of
Mr.CA ERON (Hpurnon). bave mtr by vt ft hn the people of the North-West Territories in this Parliament,

gentleman's explanations have nither been very fll nor and the only answer I received, was the bantering answer
very clear. The only thing he has made clear is that it is I have just read, from the First Minister. That was not
proposed to add four members to the representation in this all that was donc during that Session. On going into Sup.
House. To that proposition nobody bas any objection. I ply I moved that the House resolve itself into a Committee
have very strongy advocatud it in the past, and I am in of the Whole te considor the grievances cf the people cf the
favor of it now. Fr the last three years I have been con- North-West Territories, and Manitoba. On that occasion, I
stantly pressing on the attention of the Government the pointed out again the necessity for this representation. I
ncessity of granting to the people of the North-West specially drew the attention of the Government toit. I think
Territories, in the imterest of the peace and harmony>I quoted a minute of the North-West Council. I referred to
the progress and prosperity that ought to prevail there, public meetings that had been convened for the purpose of
representation in this Parliament. I urged these views considering this question, and to remonstrances that were
in the House, on more than one occasion, on the made to the Government by the people of the North-West
attention of Parliament, as best I could, and I pressed Territories, but I failed to move the Government in the mat-
this question on the attention of the Government in every ter. The matter ended, for 1884, with that resolution,
way known to the practice and the law of Parliament. which, of course, was voted down. In the Session of 1885,
I pointed out, on more than one occasion, to the Govern- I again introduced a Bill for the representation of
ment the fact that the people of the North-West Terri. the Territories in this Parliament. The House met, I
tories, the representative bodies in the Territories, the think, on the 29th January, and on the 17th February I
press published in the Territories, and the leading men of presentedmyBill. On the l1th March, I moved the second
the Territories, were pressing upon the Government, for reading, and I then took occasion to discuss at length the
two or three yea P s, the absolute necessity of granting them principle of the Bill and many of its details. The Govern-
representation in the Parliament of Canada, and I pointed ment had then had twelve months to consider the whole
out to the Government, two years ago, on different occa- question. The Government were perfectly aware, as we all
sions, the absolute necessity of yielding to what I con- were, of the uneasy, dissatisfied and discontented condition
sidered the fair and reasonable demand of the people of of the people in the North-West Territories, and their persis-
the North-West Territories. I say that for three years, on tent demands for representation in this Parliament. A large
this side of the House, we pleaded with the Government, portion of this discontent would, 1 believe, have beenand, I regret, pleaded lu vain, to grant to the North-West allayed by the granting of representation in this Parliament,
Territories representation in this Parlianient. I pointed where the representatives from the North-West Territories,
out the serions consequences that would be likely to ensue conversant with the wants, the necessities, the claims and
if this reasonable demand of the people was not acceded the demands of *the people of the North-West Territories,
to; I pointed out that dissatisfaction and discontent pre- would have had an opportunity of expressing their views.vailed to a large extent in the North.West Territories, that How did the Government act upon that occasion ? Didthey had no representation on the floor of Parlianent to1 they, as sensible, reasonable men ought to have acted, dealexp ress their views, formulate their complaints, and ask promptlywith the matter that they mut have known at nore ress for the wrongs under which they contended they very distant day would become an absolute necessity ? No,were suffering. On the £nd March, 1884, I introduced a they did not so deal with the matter. The hon. the MinisterBill to grant representation to the people of the North- of Public Works, who thon led the louse, in reply to myWest Territories. I thon discussed the principle of the Bili remarks upon that occasion, made use of the followingI discussed some of the details of the proposition I thon sub- language, which will be found in the Ransard of 1885,mitted to the House, I asked the Goverument to deal with page 49.-
the matter in the interest of that peace and harmony which pIag wouî have wi:e- d that the hon. gentleman, wen ho introduced
ought to prevail, and of the justice that should be dealt out t IwBl, had favored uwith the remantek whieh ho ea inoade i
by this Parliament to our fellow subjects in the NOrth-West evening, as I would bave thon been prepared to answer te able argu-
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ment he has just made. Under these circumstances, this being an
important measure, I would beg to postpone m remarks to another
day, and beg, therefore, to move that the debate L.now adjourned."

When that motion was made, it was quite manifest, in the
condition of public business then, that it was impossible to
reach the discussion of this Bill during the Session'of 1885,
and so the propositions contained in my Bill were not
disposed of by the Government. They expressed no opinion
upon the question. They did not hold out the least hope to the
people of the North-West Territories, that the Government
of Canada were prepared to accede to their demands. Later
on in that Session, and after fuller and more careful investi-
gation of the whole question, the whole position, the mode
in which this representation could be graated, I came to
the conclusion that others came to, that the Parliament of
Canada had no power by Bill to grant representation to
the Territories. The object of my Bills of 1884 and 1885
was simply to draw the attention of the Government to
this important question. I had doubts then, and these
doubte were subsequently removed, as to the power of the
Canadian Parliament to deal with the matter by Bill; but
my main object was to draw the attention of hon, gentlemen
opposite to the necessity, the absolute necessity, of granting
this representation, and granting it promptly. Now it is
quite clear, I think, it is admitted now, that the power to
grant representation to the Territories is not vested in the
Parliament of Canada by the Union Act, or by the Act of
1871 amending the Union Act. The first section of the Act
of 1871, which gave the Parliament of Canada the power to
grant representation to a Province carved out of a Territory,
is in the words following:-

" The Parliament of Canada may, from time to time, establish new
Provinces in any Territories forming, for the time being, part of the
Dominion of Canada, but not included in any Province thereof, and may,
at the time of such establishment, make provision for the constitution
and administration of any such Province, and for the passing of laws
for the peace, order and good government of such Province, and for its
representation in the said Parliament."

But thero is no provision in that Statute enabling the Par-
liament of Canada to grant representation to a Territory,
and so, with these difficulties staring me in the face, and
staring the Parliament of Canada in the face, and yet with
the absolute necessity of granting this representation to
the people of the North-West Territories thoroughly
impressed on my own mind, on the 15th July, 1885, I
moved, on going into Supply, the following resolution:_

" To leave out all the words after 'that,' and insert the following
instead thereof : 'It is expedient, that ut the earliest moment, provision
ehould be made for the representation of the North-West Territories in
the Parliament of Canada, in mnch manner us shahl to that Parliament
seem expedient; that it is doubtfal whetherthe Prliament cf Canada
has power to provide for such representation, so long as the said Terri-
tories are not formed into Provinces, or otherwise than in the hitherto
accustomed method ; that, unless Imperial legislation is obtained,
additional delays may take place in the granting of such representation;
that it is expedient to address Rer Majesty the Queen, praying that she
may be pleased to move the Parliament of the United Kingdom to pass
such legislation as may remove the doubts as to the Parliament of
Canada to provide for such representation."

The Minister of Public Works, who then led the House,
declared in bis place in Parliament that this motion was
premature, that I was proceeding entirely too rapidly, that
we ought to wait until the censas of the people of the
North-West Territories was taken, and then it would be
time enough to ask the Imperial Parliament to vest in the
Parliament of Canada the power to grant representation to
those people. Now we observe that the First Minister is
doing to4ay what I asked the Government to do twelve
months ago, and which if the Government had done twelve
menths ago, the hon. gentlemen would not now he occupy.
ing the humiliating position they do occupy of asking the
Parliament of Canada to pass a Bill to grant representation
to the people of the North-West Territories in this Parlia-
ment which they have no power to do. The hon. gentle-
man knows perfectly well that-the Bill ho is asking the asent

of Parliament to is not worth the papor it is written on.
He knows that this Parliament has no power to grant repre.
entation to the Territories, and the hon. gentleman is asking
the assent of Parliament to this Bill in the tion and
in the hope that the Imperial Parliament wil1 sanction or
confirm or affirm this illegal legislation whioh he is now
propoeing, But, althongh the hon. gentleman has put the
cart before the horse, although hoeis passing hie Bill before
he has the power to pass it, although h.eis depending
entirely for the validity of this legislation upon the good will
and sanction of the Imperial Parliament, still the Bill is
before Parliament. The Bill is here, and we are now asked
to sanction it. After reading over the Bill and examining
its principles with some care, I must confess that I am a
little amazed at the Bill itself-not at the provision granting
representation, but at other provisions which the hon, gen-
tleman has introduced. Now, Sir, we who have some know-
ledge of hon. gentlemen opposite, of how they gained and
retained their places in Parliament and upon the Treasury
benches in the past, have not much reason to hope that,
when the reprsentation of the people in Parliament was
to be added to, fair play and justice would be meted
out to the electors. It looks marvellously like as if the
rights of the people had to yield to the necessities of
the party, and I think I can show you that such is
the case in a moment or two. 'fhis Bill is entitled
" A Bill with respect to the representation of the North-West
Territories in the Parliament of Canada."I say that is a
mistake ; whoever drew up this Bill, whether it was the
law clerk or a Minister, commits an entire mistake. This
is not a Bill to grant representation to the people of the
North-West Territories in the Parliament of Canada, it is a
Bill to enable the Goverument of Canada to appoint four
members to the Parliament of Canada to sup ort the Gov-
ernment. That is the object of the Bill. eis a Bill to
destroy the representation of the people in Parliament; it
is a Bill that will take away from every honest voter the
power and right to vote; it is a Bill to enable an individual
called an enumerator to send to Parliament four members
to support this Administration. Now let me consider some
of the principles upon which this Bill is based. Firet, as to
the qualifications of the voters, you will find in section 4:

" The persons qualified to vote at the election of much members shall
be the bonaftde male residents and householders of adult age who are
not aliens or Indians, within the electoral district for at least twelve
months immediately preceding the writ of election."

Here you will observe that the right to vote is limited to
those who are male residents and honseholders of the Terri.
tory. Both conditions must exist, boing a householder and
beitg a resident, That is a different franchise to any that
prevails in any other Province. A mn may be a resident
landholder in the Territories, yet if ho is not a householder
h. cannot vote under this Bill. A man may own and pay
taxes upon 20,000 acres in the North-West Territories,
yet if he is not a householder, although he may live there,
h. is deprived of the franchise by this Bill. A man may
huve a house worth $10,000 in the North-West Territories,
but if ho is not a permanent resident there, he cannot vote.
He cannot go from Manitoba or elsewhere and vote there,
although h. may have a house worth $10,000; he muet be a
resident householder before h. is entitled to vote. Now, I say
there are hundreds of men in the North-West Territories who
have a freehold, who have valuable properties, yet who are
disfranchised under this Bill. Isay that is not fair to the peo-
ple of the North-West Territories. Then you will find another
objectionable principle in this Bill, in section 28,referring to
the mode in which the voters' lista are to be prepared. Now,
I look upon that as one of the most important things that
existe with respect to representation. It is known that
during the last Session of Parliament an Act was passed
appointing 9 revising officer to prepare the voters' lists in
the older Provinces. Where the revising offler is a bar.
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rister, but not a judge, there is an appeal from his decision,1
but where ho is a judge, there iseno appeal; and it was argued1
with some appearance of fairness that the judges in all casesi
would do right. Whether they have done so or not, I am
not going now to discuss, But under this Bill the Govern-
ment undertake to appoint an individual who will dischargei
the duty of preparing the voters' list. Section 28 provides:

" The Governor General may appoint enumerators to make lists of
the electors in the electoral districts; and if such appointments have
not been made, the returning ofcer conjointly with any two justices.of
the peace, or with one justice of the peace and a notary public, or with
any one of the residents in or near the electoral district and two electors
of such district, neither of the number being a candidate, shall appoint
under their haud a competent and reliable person to be enumerator for
anyone or more polling divisions of such districts; and the returning
officer shall see that no polling division is omitted to be included."

You will see that the Bill provides for the appointment by
the Government of an enumerator whose business it is to
prepare the votera' lista. Section 29 provides:

"IEach such enumerator, immediately after the nomination day, if a
poll is granted, shall carefully compile a list of the persons qualified as
electors to vote at the election then pending, for the polling division, or
each of the polling divisions, for which he has been appointed ; and he
shall make three plainly written copies of the same with the names of
the voters alphabetically arran ged, iving the occupation and residence
of each voter, in the form iu in t e ac edule to the Act."

Now, Sir, under the Franchise Act of 1885, the revising
officer was the machine by which the Govornment intended
to capture the constituencies one year afterwards, and under
this Bill the enu&erator is the officer which the hon. gentle-
man has selected for the same purpose. It is perfectly
clear that the revising officer, and the machinery employed
under the Bill of last year, is found to be caumbersome, and
expeusive, even to hon. gentlemen on the other side of the
Bouse; and so, under the present Bill, instead cf a revising
officer, the hon. gentleman solects an enumerator to dis-
charge the duty of preparing the lista in the North-West
Territories. Now, looking at the clauses of the Bill, I
must confess that I rather admire the plainness, and the
simplicity of tho machinery adopted by the First Ministor
for the purpose of attainiug the object that he bas evidently
in view. There is no mystery about it, it is open, it is above
board. It does not possess the merit of originality, because
this Parliament bas more than once seated a gentleman
without the formality of rcceiving a majority of the votes
of the electors. This proposition, however, has the merit
of efecting the purpose for which it was designed. The
Government appoints the enumerator, and the enumerator
prepares the votera' lista, in other words, the Government,
through the enumerator, appoint the member. The can-
vassing by the candidate, the nomination and the polling,
are wholly superfluous. They serve no purpose, tbey waste
time, they involve expense for no practical purpose, and
that you will see clearly by referring to section 31:

"If any enumerator, at any time after posting up any votera' lista and
before the polling day, is fully satiEfied, from representations made to him
by any credible persons, that the name of any.qualified voter has been
omitted from the votera' list of the polling division to which such voters
belon g, lie shall add such name to the copy of the list in his possession
below his own signature and shall attest such addition by his signature.
It the enumerator, in like manner, is fnlly satisfied that there is on the
list the name of any person who is not qualified as a voter in such pol-
ling division, he may draw erasing Unes through such name uand
write bis own initiale opposite thereto in the column for "remarks;"
and if the enumerator finds the occupation, addition or residence of
any voter to be inaccurately stated in the lit, he may make thel
necesaary alteration and affi hie initials thereto in like manner."

You will see, Mr. Speaker, at once the simplicity of the
machinery provided~by this Bill for the purpose intended.'
The Government appoints the enumerator, the enume-
rator propares the votera' list; in other words, he elects
the candidate. Under section 29, ho cannot tako the

33, if any person represents to the enumerator thst there
are names on the votera' list, 10, 20, 50 or 100 names, which
should not be there, the simple formality of drawing what
la called an erasing line through the names is gone through
and the names disappear. There la no notice given, no evi-
dence taken, no trial, no formality whatever, the names dis.
appear. This l a proposal to place the sole, the supreme, the
absolute, the unlimited power in the hands of the enumerator
to do what he likes, when he likes, how he likes. Under the
same section if it should turn out that any person informs the
enumerator that two, ten, fifty, or 100 names, or 500 names
ought to be upon the list that are not on the list, the
enumerator does not hold any investigation, does not give
any notice or take any evidence, but he simply places them,
on the list as a matter of course, especially if doing so
would help the Conservative candidate. Here la an official
appointed by the Government, and, of course, he la a friend
of the Government, and desires to do all he can to benefit
them, and help to secure the object the Government has
in view, who l vested with power by this Bill that enables
him, without notice to those affected by it, to manipulate
the votera' list as he sees fit. If it should appear that
there is a majority of Liberals on the voters' list, all snee
Conservative ias to do is to tell the enumerator that cer-
tain names should not be on, and the enumerator l clothed
with abgolute power to strike every one of the names
off the list. If it should tum ont that forty or fifty or 100
or 200 names are required to be added to the voters' list, in
order to effect the purpose in view, and make the election of
a Conservative beyond all doubt, all any Conservative has to
do is to tell the enumerator that those names should
be on the voters' list and he can place them on it, Thut is
an extraordinary provision of the law. I care not whether
it is the law respecting the election of members to the
North-West Council or not; I say no enumerator or officer
of the Government should be vested with such wholestle
and unlimited power as this enumorator has under tho pro-
visions of this Bill. Why, under this Bill all the securities,
the safoguards that men usually have for the protection
of their rights and property are absolutely swept away.
The right a man has of voting, which is a right dear to
every British subject, the right of the people to send repre-
sentatives to the Parliament of Canada to reprosent the ma-
jority of the electors of a constituency, is under this Bi.1
trented as a relic of a past age, the safeguards are all gone.
An enumerator has the power vested in himself under
section 33 to select, nominate and appoint and send to
this Parliament just whom he pleases. That is not all.
One would naturally imagine that under the provisions
of this Bill, already referred to, the power would be
unlimited enough to etiect the purpose intended, but
there are still further powers given to this enumerator.
Under the provisions of this Bill, as I have explained,
the enumerator cannot take the first stop until the
nomination, and he is bound between that time and
plling, to repare the voter&' list. The provisions of the
Bill go a littie further. As I have said one would naturally
imagine, under those provisions of the Bill to which I have
referred, that ample power was given to the revising offleer
to effect the work intended to be doue; but still there
might be a bare possibility that the enumerator had not
satisfactorily completed his work botween nomination and
polling day, and so, under another section, the enumerator
is given power up to eight o'clock on the morning of poll.
ing day to add to or take from the voter' list just such
names as the enumerator might seo fit, and this also without
notice, evidence or trial. That la a power no Minister should
ask Parliament to sanction. But that la not all. Under

first step towards the preparation of the votera' list until another section another officer, called the deputy returning
after the nomination of candidates. The moment the nomi- officer, is vested with equally unlimited power. If the
nation takes place ho must sot to work and prepare the enumerator does not do his duty, if ho does not do it so as to
votera' list. After having prepared the list, under section satiafy the Conservativo oandidate, the deputy rtraing

Mr. CAUBON (Huron).
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officer is placed in a position where h eMan supplement
anything which the enumerator had omitted. And
so under section 44 of the Bill the deputy returning
officer can record the votes of mon whose names are
not on the votera' list, whose names were not there, and
whose names had never been put on it. So those two ofimcials
have thus unlimited power to return to this Parliament four
representatives, and return such only as will support the Gov-
ernment. There are other objectionable features in this Bill,
but I do not propose to discuss them until the Bill is in com-
mittee. So far as I am concerned I may say that I rose,
from the examination and consideration of the provisions
of the Bill, thoroughly impressed with this conviction, that
hon. gentlemen opposite have now arrived at a point when
they do not find it necessary to conceal the object they
have in view in ambiguous language, for it is put
in the plainest language that their object is not to
grant representation to the people of the North-West, but
to send from the North-West Territories four men apppointed
by the enumerator and the deputy returning officer to sup-
port this Government. I say again that, in so far as I am
personally concerned, I am strongly in favor *of the repre-
sentation of the Territories. I believe they should have had
it years ago. I believe now we should give them repre-
sentation, and give it to them promptly. I am in favor,
therefore, of granting them representation ; but I am not in
favor of putting it in the power of an enumerator, an
official appointed by this or any Government, to nominate
exaciy whom he hires and send to this Parliament exactly
who h. likes, and under this Bill that power is undoubt-
edly placed in his hands. I am now and 1 always have been
in favor of representation being granted to the people of the
North-West Territorios, but I want it granted to the people
and not to an enumerator appointed by this or any other
Government; and unless the hon. gentleman sees fit to amend
this provision of the Billî so far as my humble ability goes,
I shal oppose these eobjectionable portions of the Bill.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. The hon. gentleman says
we have introduced a Bill which is only waste paper. A
little while before that he stated ho had introdueed a Bil,
and I do not think thera was any greater validity in bis
Bill than the one we have now before us. Tho bon. gentle-
man, after making that simple remark-I do not mean it
satirically-that mere remark, attacked the qualification of
voters. Well, they have got a qualification for voters up
there now. They have a qualification for election to the
Council. The qualification in the Bill is the same that
enables the people to vote for a councillor to sit iu the
legislative body of the North-West Territories, and that
clause was, after full consideration, inserted in the Act of
1875 by the hon. member for Bothwell (Mr. Mills). This
is his clause copied word for word. In the Statute 38 Vic.,
chap. 49, passed in 1875, the hon, gentleman will sce that
this is the clause :

" The persona qualifàed to vote at such electionse shall be the bond fide
male residents and householders of adult age, not being aliens, or unen-
tranchieed Indians, within the electoral district, and shall have respec-
tively resided in auch electoral district for at least twelve months
immediately preceding the issue of the writ."

That was introduced when electoral institutions were to be
provided for the North-West. That was the Bill intro-
duced by the late Government, and I have in this case
simply followed the precedent which was sot then, and
have provided in this Bill for the qualification which has
existed ever since. This Bill of 1875 was consolidated and
amended in 1880, and the same clause was continued by
the Government of which I was a member. I did not find
then that the hon. member for Bothwell (Mr. Mills) or the
hon. member for Huron (Mr. Cameron) made any objection
to this clause, and I have not heard from any portion of the
North-West any objection to this qualification, or any
xpreion of a deire for the exteninn, tihe limitation or-

the alteration of it in any way whatevor. I think perhaps
the hon. gentleman was not aware of the fact when he made
that statement; I arm sure he was not, or he would net
have so attacked the franchise. Perhaps the hon, gentle-
man will sày on recollection -I dare say h. will, that he
was aware of it.

Mr. MILLS. Order.
Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. I am not out of order.

Now that it is recalled te bis recollection he vil say so.
But I do not think there is any change botween 1875 and
1880, and between 18iO and 1886. Thon the hon. gentle-
man objects to the mode of election. Well, if the hon.
gentleman will look at the note at the head of the Bill and
at the references at the end of each clause, ho will find that
these clauses were prepared by the Local Assembly or Coun-
cil. They, living on the spot, knowing the difficulties of
collecting the suffrages of a people scattered over an enor-
mous territory, they themselves, of their own mere motion,
from the knowledge they acquired of the difficulties, and
for the purpose of giving an opportunity to every man
having a vote, they have provided this rough and ready
way of doing it. There was no means of preparing votera'
lists; there was no means of introducing the complicated
machinery that exists, the perfect machinory, the organis-
ation which exists in the other Provinces, so they them-
selves have provided this system, and in order to prevent
any man from losing his vote they provided in a very
unscientific way-it does not suit the ideas of the hon. gen-
tleman -they provided a means by which a man, who may
have te travel several hundred miles to vote, can come on
the morning of the election and say to the deputy return-
ing officer, "Bere, I want my vote put in." This is their
own sytem, adapted to their own circumstances, and until
the circumstances change, until they have become an older
settled population, until they have become Provinces, I had
the humilhty to think they were iucli better judges of the
best means of getting tbc suffrage and polling the votes of
all the people in the North-West Territories than we were
here, and that we would be defeating the great object they
had in the drafting of their election ordinances, we would
be defeating all wo desired to bave, if we laid down
machinery which would prevent one-quarter of the votes
beiig bi-oughLt out. These people would not take the trouble
of travelling 200, 300 or 500 miles for the purpose of having
their names entered on the voters' list. The adoption of a
system at all equivalent to the system which obtains in
the other Provinces would be simply cutting off fully one-
half of the persons who have a right to vote. I hope by-and-
bye-1 am sure that by-and-bye-when the population gets
extended, when the difforent sections have a botter organ-
isation, municipal and otherwise, that by degrees a more
complete system will be introduced. Now, these four gentle-
men who are te be elected to Parliament will b. able on the
floor of this House te point out the defects of this law. They
will ask for alterations in this law, and I have no doubt
that Parliament will alter the law from time to time,
according to the representations of these people, and that
by degrees, as the country requires it and as they become
ready to adopt it, perhaps the present system, the present
qualification of electors and the present mode of holding
elections in the older Provinces will be adopted.

Mr. MILLS. The ion. gentleman's observations are
strangely at variance with the observations he addressed to
this House twelve months ago, when the Franchise Bill was
under discussion. He was then a great stickler for the
sacred principles of uniformity.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD, Net of pedantic uni-
formity, I said.

Mr. MILLS. The hon. gentleman denied altogether that
the peope, through thoir repreentatives in the diferent
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Provinces, were botter qualified to judge of the qualification householders, the word honsoholders is surpinsge, because
of votera in those Provinces than the hon. gentleman and a man could not bo a householder without being a resident.
his colleagues were in this House, and he insisted during Do I nnderstand the intention of the hon. gentleman iseto
last Session that the representatives in this House were croate two qualification-that of simple rosidenco, and that
botter judges as to the qualification of votera in the distant of householders?
Province of British Colombia, than were those who repre. Sir JOHN A MCDONALD. My intention le to carry
sented that Province of the Local Legislature. Now, Sir, out the words of the Statute, which the hon. gentleman has
tbe hon. gentleman lays down a wholly different principle, just defined and explained; and I quite agree with him that
and ho declares that while ho could not trust the conclusions tho hon, gentleman who spoke before him on that aide was
reached by the people's representatives in the diffre in error in icostruction of this clause.
Provinces ho is quite prepared to trust the conclusion reached
by the members of the North-West Council. It must be Mr. MLLLS. Thon 1 would cuit the hon. gentlemans
remembered that a considerable number of the members of attention to the achedule, whicli xaetly conforma to the
that Couneil are not representative. The hon. gentleman construction of my hon. friend. The hon. gentleman must
alluded to the stops ho had taken at an earlier stage of the alter either bis echedule or the clause. Form.No. 1 rends:
Session to give these people representation in thise "«Youdo awear thatyou are a bonù fide male resident andhouseholder
Parliament. fHe has admitted that this House is not withî n this polling division of thia electoral district
competent to pass such an Act as this unless it is sanctioned
and made valid by an Act of the Imperial Parliament. According te the eath, the elector must be net only a rosi-
that being so, and the attention of the hon. gentleman dent, but a householder. Bat aeoording te thie section, it
having been called to this matter last Session, how is it 18 sufficient if ho is one or tho other. It is clear that a por-
that ho has waited until this Session before inviting the son who miglt be a resident, without being a householder,
Imperial Parliament to logislate on the subject ? The would bo entitled to vote undor this clause. The hon. gen-
course taken by the hon. gentleman seems to me somewhat tleman reforred te the Statuto as mine; he la mietakon. It
extraordinary. We do not trust to the Administration of waa carried through in 1875, when my predeceesor, Mr.
the day the ordinary matters of legislation; and yet the Laird, was in the Goverument; but I know very well the
hon, gentleman without inviting the House to express its princîplos that were before the mmd of tho party who drew
opinion as to the character of the legislation required, up thatStatute. The difficulty was thut there were a large
asks us to ask the Imperial Parliament to legielate on this numbor of Amoricuns engaged in trading in the country,
subject ? The hon. gentleman takes a course like that and the objoct was to croate a qualification which would
which ho took in 1871. It was objected to; and the Govern- exelude a class of persons to wham it was net desirable to
ment at that time found it necessary to bring down tooxtend the franchise. Tho hon. gentleman las speken ofthe
Parliament specific resolutions, setting forth in exact difficultiesofframingavotera' liët; and tho vory difficultios
terms the kind of legislation which was sought at theo bas mentioned, and the loose provisions ho las made, show
hande of the Imperial Parliament. The position thon that the qualification adopted is net a desirable one, unles
taken was that we would not consent to an alteration cf the hon, gentleman wore to declare that the qualification
our constitution by the Imperial Parliament simply at the prescribed and the voters' list preparod for the olection of
instance of the Executive; yet the hon. gentleman now membere of the North-Wost Council shah beotho qualifica-
proposes to ask for Imperial legislation, as to the character tien and the votere' liat for the election of mombers te the
of which we have very imperfect information. The hon.fouse of Commone. If the hon, gentleman were te adopt
gentleman spoke two or three years ago about the sacred that provision, thon althese clauses roluting te the preparu-
principle of representation by population; but in the repre-tien of votera' lista by a Government officer would disappoar;
sontat ion of the North-West Territories,he proposes to depart but if the hon, gentleman la disposed te croate a distinct
from that radical principle of our constitution. I am not ob ist, I think the eniy propor qualification is that a mun
jecting to this, bccause it was done in the case of Manitoba;shah be a subject of fer Mjeaty, shah be twenty one yeara
but while Parliament might safely give to the people of theofoago, and shah be a resident of the Torritory. Wo shou Id
Territories a larger representation than they would by thon have a simple declaration and qualification whidh
population be entitled to in the first instance, it seema te would prevent fraud and would enablo tho young mon
me that Parliament ought not to have the power toofthe country, the dues of men moat deairublo te securo
incroase or vary that representation ut any subsequent mn that country, te exorcise the elective franchise.
period. If I understand the clauses which the hon. gentil Certinly, thero je ne neceasary connection between mon's
man has read, tho principle of representation by population intoresta in the conduct of public affaira and the qualifica.
will not apply to those Territories under this Bill until they tions which the hon, gentleman proposes; and the very pro-
become Provinces, and it would ho in the power of the vision which tiehon, gentleman bas suggested lunthus Bil,
Government, after such legislation bas been adopted, to with regard te tho preparation of the votera' lists, shows
double the representation in any one district-in fact, t conclusively that it is impossible te form sahiat upon
increase it to an unlimited extent; and if the Government this hais, te serve thordinary purposes of a list. Why, if
were a weak Government, or expected a small following the hon, gentleman provides that a manmuy suggest te the
from the other Provinces, there might ho a strong tempta- officer who prepares the list or the onumerater, that sud a
tion to give to those Territories undue representation, party has loft the country and hia name should ho struck
knowing to what an extent they would be dependent on the eut, or that another party je ln the country and his namo
Administration for the time being. I would like to call the should ho put on, up te the luet moment, pructically yen
attention of the hon. gentleman to the fourth clause of the have ne liat ut ail. The would ho ne objoct served by the
Bill, which I apprehend does not croate the qualifiGation ho list ne restraint upon the admission of parties te the pole
intends. I do not agree with the observations made by my who are net qualified, nothing thut the enumerator requires
hon. friend from Huron (Mr. Cameron) as to the effect of whidh eau ho a test of a man's qualification when ho
this clause. It says: pute lu his appearance ut the poil te vote. There le

ne more reatraint on the admission o? pereona net
" The persons qualified to vote at the election of such members shall

be the bond fide male residents and householders." peprlybuae, bany provso hehon, gen
Rere are two distinct classes of electors. If the lon. gentle-llet oxiet. The third clause la ebjeetionable and
Man intenta to give the franohise both to residents and whoily inapplicable to that Territory. I would oeil the hor,
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gentleman's attention to section 18 with regard to the
deposit of $200 before a man can become a candidate. Nowe
whatever may be thought of the use of such a qualification
in preventing parties coming forward who have no chance
of being eleocted, in preventing bogus candidates being put
into the field in counties in the older Provinces, no such use
is likely to exist in the North-West Territories. The hon.
gentleman admits the sparsity of the population and the
difficulties of the case, and ho does this by providing in the
17th section that it is only necessary to obtain the signature
of four qualified voters to the nomination paper, while ai
least twenty-five are required in any one of the older Pro.
vinces. He next provides that a deposit of $200 shall be
made. It may often occur that persons in tolerably good
circumstances in the North-West, living far away from
any banking institution, will have difficulty in finding
$200 to deposit in an election contest, and the hon.
gentleman ought not to insert such a provision. That
glorions principle of uniformity for which the hon. gentle-
man proved such an extraordinary stickler last Session, that
he kept the House sitting six months, is abandoned. He
admits he cannot adhere to it; he admits that the qualifica
tion he as adopted for almost every Province he cannot
apply in the North-West-Territories, and he las admitted
with regard to the nomination paper, that he-cannot require
the same number of signatures to it as is demanded in the
Provinces; he admits the circumstances of the population
are different by providing differently for them in the nomi-
nation paper; he admits it in the qualification of
voters and in the prepâration of voters' lists; and I
think hie proposal to require a deposit of $200 would
simply be to declare that nineteen-twentieths-yes, more
than that, 99 per cent.-of the population found in any
one of these districts shall not be eligible for election,
no matter whit the other electors may think of their fitness.
It is not a desirable condition of things. -He feels it is noces-
sary to leave the people, in a large degree, to thomselvos, to
decide who is and who is not qualified to be a candidate; and
that being the case, ho ought not to insert a disqualifying
provision of this sort. Now, the hon. gentleman bas justi.
flied this appointment of enumerators, and I think it is a
most serions objection. He bas referred to the fact
that a similar provision is made with regard to the elections
to the North.West Council, and the preparation of the
voters' lists for the North-West Council. But the hon. gen-
tleman must sec that the conditions are altogether different.
The Government here are 2,00a miles away, and can exor-
cise no power of supervision over their enumerators. They
do not know how well or how badly these enumerators
discharge their duties; they will not know whether the
enumerators have or have not abused the authority with
which they are vested. However desirous the Governmont
might be to secure a full and fair representation of the
people of those Territories, it will be beyond their power to
do Bo under these circumstances; and I dare say there may
be many members in the House who believe that matters
would not be much improved if it were in the power of the
Government to exercise supervision over the conduct of
their officers. I think that the qualification of the voter is
not such a one as is required in the North-West Territories;
I think that the preparations of the votera' lists are exceed-
ingly defective, and, in many respects, highly objectionable,
and I believe that when this Bill comes into committee,
radical changes will have to be made in it in all these par.
ticulars.

Mr. MULOCK. It is somewhat difficult to discuss sec-
tion 4, as there appears to be different opinions as to its true
meaning. It appears to me, if we read the section as it is
drawn and interpreted by the schedule, it is necessary that
an eleotor should be a householder. As the hon. member for
Bothwell as stated, that qualification is guite inapplicable

to the case of the North-West, and, I think the language of
, this section has been taken from an old law without refer-
i once to altered circumstances and the change in public

opinion since the law on which it was based was framned.
t I do not know how far back we can trace this provision,

but by the foot note to the section it appears it is based
on Statute 43 Victoria, passed five years ago. It is
possible that the language of that Statute was taken from
some earlier Statute, before we adopted the principles of
manhood suffrage whieh now prevail-[ refer particularly

t to the farmers' sons vote and the votes of owners of rea
- estate-and had that point been considered when the

draftsman had the Bill in band, it is possible the
word "householder" would have been left out. If we
look to the condition of the people, we will find in
the North-West a great many who are not house-

, holders, but who ought to be entitled to vote. A
great many young men have gone te the North-West

- and clubbed together; one owns the house and the others
are living with him. Which of that group is to be entitled
to vote? They ought all to be equally entitled to vote.
The right of the franchise should not be limited to one who
happens to be owner of a louse. There are great many
men who are simply lodgers, but are practically the heads
of families, because they individually are tho sole members
of their respective families, so that I trust the limitation
will be removed, and, in discussing this question, I would
submit also whether the provision of this section, extend-
ing it in the way I indicate, might not, to the advantage of
the people, be extonded to the oïder Provinces. Vhei we
look at the Franchio Act wo passd last Session, we find a
-most complicated system of qualification, complicated and
expensive-

Mr. SPEAKER. The hon. gentleman must confine him.
self to the North-West Territories.

Mr. MULOCK. I intend to confine mysolf to the
North-West Territories Bill, but I suggest whether, when
this Bill is in committee, or at a later stage when we are
discussing some other measure, we could not extend this
provision, and practically adopt it throughout the whole of
the Dominion. I agree with the hon. member for Bithweli
(Mr. Mills) in regard to the deposits. It would be almost
impossible to comply with that provision in the North-West,
for the Act requires that the deposit should be made in
legal tender or in gold. Now, while the candidates may
be well worth the necessary amount, it will be practically
impossible for them to comply literally with that law. No
doubt that matter can be well deait with in committee, but
in regard to the qualification, I think that a great many
persons who ought te have a vote will b doprived of a vote
unless this clause is amended. In fact, it will limit the
franchise so mach that giving representation te the North-
West will be almost illusory.

Mr. WATSON. I call the attention of the Minister who
has charge of this Bill te the qualifications that were
extended to the voters in the added territory of the Pro.
vince of Manitoba in the election of 1882. The qualifica-
tion was ownership of real property and three months' rosi-
dence. It appears to me, when that qu-.L cation was given
to persons who were entitled to vote at the last Dominion
election in the western portion of the Province of Mani-
toba, it would be acceptable to the residents in the Territo-
ries. In that part of Manitoba they had no voters' list, and
none was asked for.

Mr. ROYAL. In preparing this measure, the Govern-
ment had either to devise a systei of their own to carry
ont the object of the Bill, without having the facility to
consuit the opinion of the people in the North-West, or the
Goverament had to take legislation already existing on the
Statute-book, and so far not having been opposed in any
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way by the people interested. I think the Government Territories. I believe the measure, as it is, is perfectl]
have done a wise thing in taking the second course, and suitable for the present requirements of the people.
it will be time enough, when the representatives Mr. MITCHELL. It strikes me there might be very
of the Norories have a seat f tthis great improvement upon that Bill in one, to my mind, very
Hlouse, fo them to place beforeit tne important principle. It is a principle which I pointed ou
requiroments of their own people n the matter. when the Franchise Bill was passed last year, and, instead
The Government have taken from the Statute already of limiting the franchise more than we have done in oui
existing, provisions with regard to the mode of holding the own country here, we should give to these people in tha
elections. The Government have taken from the old Statute country, a great many of whom are not householders but
that has been in existence for many years the qualification intend to become householders, who have gone there fo
of the voters. There were elections in the Territories last the purpose of taking up lands and making it their home, a
year in the fall, and in no instance in that country or in large majority of whom are young mon who have not
their papers was any objection made to this portion of the bouses, but who live in tents or in a variety of ways, stil
law regulating the representation and the mode of repre- further advantages. I think we ought to extend the fran-
sentation of the north-western people in their own Council, chise to manhood suffrage, or something equivalent to it
and I believe quite properly so. On the one hand, some That would simply simplify the thing very mach, and, il
hon. members complain that this law is too perfect. In fact, the Bill were amended in that particular, it would be much
the clause that requires the deposit of $200 is considered, I more acceptable to the people. It will bring up a much
suppose, the very perfection of our legislation in this matter. larger constituency, and it will give to the class of people
The Government have retamed that clause, and it is too who intend to make it their home a right to take part in
perfect in the eyes of hon. members opposite. On the other the government of the country. They will become tax
hand, they say the law is too crude, too imperfect. Well, payers, and as such will necessarily have a right to the
we have had some experience in that matter i the Province distribution of the taxes, and I think it will give greater
of Manitoba, and I suppose it is within the knowledge of satisfaction to the country than the particular limitation of
every hon. membor of this House that the Legislature of the Bill.
Manitoba bas been perfecting its legislation in that respect
for the last fifteen years. In fact, the mode of clec- Motion agreed to, and Bill read the second time.
tion was voluutary with the elector, whether to vote Sir JOHNT A. MACDONALD moved that the House
with the ballot or to give an open vote, and it is only this resolve itself into Committee.
year, I believe, that the one mode ôf open voting was
dropped. It shows that, in a new Province, or a new coun- Mr. MILLS I do not think we ought to go into com-
try, and especially in the North-West Territories, where the mittee now. There are important matters that require
extent of the Territory is enormous, where the population careful consideration, and I do not think the measure will
is very sparse, how important it is, if you want to do justice be delayed if the hon. gentleman gives us a little time to
to that people, not to give them a too perfect mode of reg- consider it. Most of us have been pretty busy-too busy, to
istering voters or making the electoral lists. As was stated have considered the Bill with the attention that it deserves. I
by the right hon. the leader of the Government, the pre- would like to call the hon. gentleman's attention to a mat.
sent mode is, I believe, the most feasible and the most simple ter intimately connected with this Bill, which ho discussed
one. It is not very easy for these people, who may be the other day, that is, an address to Her Majesty asking for
otherwise occupied, to travel a distance of twenty-five or fifty certain changes in the British North America Act, based
or 100 miles, perhaps, with their own vehicles, their own upon an addre-s. I could not findt, a the moment, the
modes of transport, because there is only one line of railway, action of this louse in 1871 with reference to that matter,
to see that their names are properly registered on the listof but I have turned it up, and I now refer to it. At that
voters, while the opportnnity is given them, when they time, it was proposed to confirm the Manitoba Act, and to
come to register their votes, to have either their names mnake provision for enlarging or altering tbe boundaries of
added or their qualificatiQns properly stated on the certain Provinces. It was proposed at that time, that we
electoral lists. Last year and the year before, the should proceedjust as the hon. gentleman now proposes to do.
papers were filled with grievances froma the North-West Objection was taken ; it was thon stated in the House, that no
Territory. One of the demands made by the people in that change ought to be made by the Imperial Parliament in the
p art of Canada has been that it should be represented in the constitution of the country, so far as it relates to this Parlia-
House of Commons, but in no instance was there a voice ment, except on the advice of this Parliament, and this
raised, or an article written in a paper, complaining of this position was accepted by the Government. But before the
very mode for the registration of voters. On the other matter came up for discussion I think the hon. gentleman
hand, if municipalities. were existing, generally speaking, in left for Washington as High Commissioner, and Sir George
a new Province or a new Territory, where the population E. Cartier was al the time leading the House. He admitted
commenced to flow in the municipal list would. be gen. the soundness of the principle, ho admitted there ought to
erally the basis of the etectoral liste, either for the Legislature be no change made in our constitution upon more motion of
or for this Parliament. You know that it is only very re- the Ministers, that Parliament itsolf should control anyaltera-
cently that a general Municipal Act was adopted for the tion or amendment in the constitution, and so, instead of
North-West Territories, and that, so far, very few localities proceeding by an address simply there was an Aet framed.
have availed themsolves of the law. It shows that, however i1have the Act before me, which will ba found to be word
rudimentary this legislation is in the North-West, on account for word the-same as the Imperial Statute. A resolution
of the condition of the population there, they have not been was adopted embracing this Act, the terms and provisions
able to avail themselves of that opportunity. Therefore I of which are set out, and thon another resolution is added:
believe that this measure has been very wisely devised to "That this House is of opinion that a measure embodying the pzovi-
meet the chief want, the chief requirement, the chief de- sions contained in the said proposed Bill should be submitted to the
mand of the people in the North-West Territories-that is Imperial Parliament, and that a humble addrens be presented to Ber

to give them representation in this House. After their Majesty in conformity with the foregoing resolution.

members have been returned, it will be time enough for Now, that is precisely what I think ought to be done in
them to place before this House their peculiar requirements this case. The hon. gentleman admits that we have not the
and to perfect legislation in the matter of registration of power to give representation to the Territories in this
voters and the mode of oonducting the eleotions in those Parliament, and ho propomes to ask for ImperialJegislation,

Mr,.Bor.
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Now, I think it right and proper that ho should propose t(
do that by Bill. He brings down his Bill here; we settl
here, not in the Imperial Legislature, where they have n
interest or concern in the matter, the terms and provision.
of that Bill, just as we did in 1871, and then we embrac
that Bill in an address to Her Majesty, asking that legisla
tion should be had Now, I do not know whether the hon
gentleman remembers what was then done, but I will send
him over the Votes and Proceedings. I think exactly th
same course onght to be taken here before we carry thi
Bill, we ought to settle on the terms and provision( o
that Bill. The hon. gentleman proposes to give foui
representatives to the people of the Territories. Now
I am not objecting to that, although it may be, for the time
being, at variance with the principle of representation by
p9pulation, but it is absolutely necessary that the Imperial
Act should provide that we should not have power to
increase that number, and that these people should not
receive additional representation until they are entitled to
it by an increase in population-we should do precisely
what we did in the case of British Columbia and Manitoba.
I think it is clear that the rule we laid down in 1871 is a
sound one; I think the louse ought not, under any circum.
stances, to invite or to permit the Ministers to invite, the
alteration of the constitution without the House itself deter-
mining the character of that alteration, and the provisions
that are te beembraced in that Act, which are to become
part and parcel et eur constitutien.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. I do not think it necessary
to enter into a discus>ion upon that. There has been a
joint address to Her Majesty praying that she will be
plessed to submit a measure to the Imperial Parliament.
Well, that has gone.

Mr. MILLS. I do not think that prevents the Honse
from dtaling with the matter.

Mr. SPEAKER. The question is upon the motion to
go into committee.

Mr. CAMERON (Huron). I do not think we ought to
go into committee to-night. This matter requires a great
deal of consideration.

Mr. CASEY. I hope the hon. gentleman will pay attention
to ene point that, I think, has the greatest weight with him.
Many bon. gentlemen have not studied the matter
1horoughly, are net thoroughly familar with the Bill, and
they will probably take a great deal more time to thresh it
out in committee, and ask a great many more questions
about it and delay the House much longer, if we are obliged
to consider it in committee to-night than if we are given
more time to study it. I think the hon. gentleman has
found that te be his experience on former occasions, and I
think he wiil Ibid it se new.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. If there are any clauses
likely to cause a good deal of discussion, we can let them
stand over and make seome progress in the Bill. At this
period of the Session, perhaps, it would be as well to dispose
of the clauses on which there will be no discussion.

Motion agreed to, Bill read the second time, and the
]Rouse resolved itself into Committee.

(In the committee.)
On section 2,
Mr. MILLS. How will the population be divided as to

members ? We have not before us any statement showing
what will be the population of each of the two districts into
which Assinib,ia will be divided.

Sir JOHN A, MACDONALD. Saskatchewan and Alberta
districts each have one,

153

o Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. What is the present
e population of each of these ?
s Sir JOHN A, MACDONALD. Judging by the average
e population in the o&der Provinces of the Daminion, we give

them a very large representation. Assinibola bas 16,794 ;
Saskatchewan has, of whites, 4,486; Alberta, of whitee,
4,871.

e Mr. CASEY. How do the population of the two ridings
s in Assiniboia compare ?

r Sir JOIHN A MACDONALD. The population is 16,794,
, but there is not an equal division.

Mir. CASEY. A question might arise as to whether it
would not be wiser to divide the Territory so as to give an
equal population in each electoral division, without regard
to the lines of the provisional district.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. I am under the impres-
sion that the hon. gentleman will find that the white popu.
lation of Saskatchewan is only 1,792, in place of 4,800 as ho
has just stated. The population of Alberta, as I have it, is
about 4,800, Assiniboia 16,408 and Saskatchewan 1,792

Sir JOHN A MACDONALD. No. The white popula.
tion nf Saskatchewan is as follows:-Carrot River 197,
Prince Albert, 3,628, Battleford 661, making about 4,400.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. Is that the white
population ?

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. I did not observe a
foot note which says that in the Saskatchewan district half.
breeds were included with the whites.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGH T. Then my calculation
is correct, that Saskatchewan contains only 1,792 whites ?

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. That must be so. There
are 4,486 whites and half breeds and 6,200 Indians in the
Saskatchewan.

Mr. MILLS. The diffloulty I see in the way of the
representation proposed is that the people wilh be scattered
over an immense area w' ere there is no municipal organisa.
tion of any kind and wh :e the district itself may be unsur
veyed. Doos the bon. ;ntleman propose that all those
people should be included in the electoral district, or does
he intend to confine the right to vote to districts where
organisation is practicable.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. No. I propo3e that
every man in any part of the three districts shall be
qualified to vote, whether organised or not.

Mr. MILLS. Suppose half a dozen persons should be set-
tled hundreds of miles away, how would they vote ; is it
proposed to appoint a returning offleer ? What is the pro-
vision with regard to the polhing of votes? The hon. gen.
tieman will see there may be practical diffleulties in the
way. That matter I know was considered at the time the
North-West Territories3' Act was framed, and I do not know
how far the hou. gentleman has considered it in preparing
his Bill. Inconvenience may arise, from the attempt to
allow everyone who may be entitl to vote far greater
than will arise from his exclusion, and the confining
of voters to particular districts where there may be a cer-
tain population.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. The whole of the machi-
nery is adopted with a view to give everyone a vote. If
settiers are too far away and cannot enter their names, we
cannot help it; if they cannot get their names before the
enumerator or deputy revising offieer I is their misfortune.
1 hope the hon. gentleman will not try and restrict settlers
in the outskirts fron coming to vote if they choose to under-
take the labor of coming down and polling their votes.
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Mr. MILLS. In the representation of the North.West
Territories there muet be a certain number of settlers
within a prescribed area. The Act states what the area is
to be. If there are any persons scattered outside that pres-
cribed area they are not voters in the North-West Ten itories
at the present moment, unless there are provisions in the
Act of which I am not aware. I thiink there must be a cer-
tain population in so many square miles, otherwise the
same population scattered over four or five times that
extent of territory would not be embraced. There would be
a very great convenience if the hon. gentleman would pro-
vide that the area of a district should be limited by the area
of the district embraced in the representation of the North-
Wcst Council. Take, for instance, the case ho las mentioned.
Suppose persons live a very considerable distance away. It
cannot be maintained that polling divisions can be placed
in those outlying portions to suit their particular require.
monts. If you say those persons can travel 200 or 300 miles
and record their votes, how are you going to determine
that they are British residents or that they do not reside
in Montana ? And it must be remembered that the enume-
rator can insert their names on the voters' list on polling
day. You would have no means of knowing that the votes-
of a large number of persons were not recorded who were
living altogether outeide the Territory.

On section 3,
Mr. MILLS. Are the districts very nearly equal in

population ?

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. There is a very con
siderable difference in the population ; District No. 1, which
is the we&tern district, containing 5,700, and District No. 2,
the eastern district, 11,900. The eastern portion is the
thickly settled portion of Ar-siniboia, but it is much smaller
in territorial area. The western portion is very large,
extending from the 104th meridian to the boundary of
Alberta, and, for the future, there is no doubt that the
western district will fill up rapidly, and will soon come up
to the population of the eastern district. The reason why
the line was taken there is, that there are different interests,j
or supposed interests, between the Qu'Appelle Valley and
the Regina and Moose Jaw country, and the people desired
that each section should have an opportunity of pressing
its views upon this Parliament, and, as we are endeavoring
to please them, we have provided that the whole of the
Qu'Appelle district shall have one member, and that the
%hole of the rest of Assiniboia shal have another.

On section 5.

.Mr. CASEY. So far as I can see, this does not provide
that the elections shall be held simultaneously with those
of the rest of the Dominion, or within a specified time after
them, as in the case of other outlying districts. I think
the relation, in point of time, of those elections to the elec.
tions in other parts of the Domiaion, should be stated.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. Perhaps not in this clause,
but we will see about it afterwards.

On section 6,

Mr. MILLS. If the hon. gentleman were to provide that
elections should be held on the same day as in the other
electoral districts of the Dominion, I think he would meet
the casein this clause. Now that there is telegnaph com-
munication with those districts, there is no reason why the
eleetion should not be held on the same day.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. I quite agree with the
hon. gentleman, and I have taken a memorandum. Per-1
haps we had botter allow that section to stand.

Sir JeRN A. MAODoNALD.

On section 18,
Mr. CASEY. W by is it required if ho is in theTerritories

and not when he is outside ? I think inconveniemoe will
be experienced when an outside candidate does not run. It
would be botter to require it in all sRcas.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. This iis simply the pre.
sent election law.

Mr. MILLS. i think the hon. gentleman would better
serve the interests of the people by not requiring a deposit.
There is really no applicability of that principle to that
section of the country. There may be, for example, a man
in these sparsely settled districts whom the people in his
own particular settlement would like to make a candidate.
He may be put in the field, and he as not the support of
the people in any other district. The result would be that
he would be defeated and would be mulcted if he were
required to make the deposit, which would be extremuly
inconvenient apart from that altogether. It might be, and
probably would be the case, that a man could not be found
in the district who could make the deposit reguired by the
Statute, because legal tender notes would be objected to, and
it might not be possible to obtain gold.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. I fear the hon. gentle"
man does not read the newspapers up there, or he would
find that there is going to be. as great an interest taken in
electing members there as there is down iere. There will
be a great many more candidates than there are seats. As
to the difficulty of getting money, that, is all over now;
they can get plenty of money, aud they have plenty of
money. I fancy they have more monuy there than we
have down here.

Mr. MILLS. If beaver skins were made a legal tender
in the district of Alberta, perbaps the deposit might be
made. I do not think the hon. gentleman bas taken the
trouble to info1 m hi mself of the condition of things in that
country when ho tells us that money is so abundant. I do
not know where ho las got his information. My informa-
tion is wholly different. I think there have been repre-
sentations sent to the hon. gentleman within a very short
time, telling him that the people find it impossible to
get bank branches established in many of the settlements
of that Territory.

Mr. CASEY. People may very well pay without having
$200 in legal tender notes. If the hon. gentleman had been
in that country, ho would know that it is not always easy to
get cash, and in a particular form. It has been easy to get
cash this year, but it is to be hoped we are not going to
have a rebollion every year.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. If the candidate knows that
ho has to put up 8200, he will take care to have the money
ready, just as the candidates do down bore.

On section 51,
Mr. M[LLS. Why suggest open voting when the ballot

is adopted everywhere else. Why depart from the settled
rule ?

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. I endeavored to explain Qn
the second reading that the Local Legislature of the North-
West Territories had decided that it was practically im.
possible to adopt all the intricacies of the ballot, and of
their own free will they chose open voting. I therefore
desire at present, with the assent of the House, to meet the
well underetood wishes of the people so far as xpressed.
J do not suppose hon. gentlemen are much frightened at
the great influence of the Government in the Territories.

Mr. MILLS. The hon. gentleman refused to listen te
the views expressed by the representatives of 2,000,000 in
Ontario, yet he would have the 206 representativos at 5,000,-
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000 people listen to the representation of the North-Weet
Council. He appoints a certain number of representatives
to sit in that Council, because he thinks the representatites
of the people ase net to be trusted with the management of
their affaire, but now he telle us h. bas so muchrespect and
defers so largely to the views of the representatives of the
people in that Conneil that he is prepared to depart from
the settled rule of this Legislature, and interfere with the
great rule of uniformity by providing that in the North-
West there should be open voting; not because the repre-
sentatives of the people in this Parliament say so, but
because the representatives of the people in the North-
West Council say they find open voting very convenient.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. These people have no
voice her, and the only way we can get at their opinion is
by talking it from their Legislature. Ontario is otherwise
situated, it is represented in this House; and on looking at
the Votes and Proceedings, it will be found that the majority
of the representatives of Ontario voted for the Franchise
Bill.

Mr. MILLS. The hon. gentleman put forward the sacred
principle of uniformity as the principle upon which he pins
his colors, yet now he hauls down his colore because the
North-West Council say we do not wantyour principle.

Mr. CASEY. The Council of the North-West do not
represent the North-Weet, only half the members are
elected.

Sir JOHN A. M&CDONALD. Sixteen.
Mr. CASEY. And the remainder represent the Govern-

ment bere and not the people at all.
Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. But the sixteen do not.
Mr. CASEY. The hon. gentleman had not an opportun-

ity of seeing all those members, but takes his impressions
from those he met, and he does not tell as whether they
were nominated members or elected members. In every case
we have to consider in regard to the propriety of the ballot
something more than the opinion they entertain at the time.
I am willing to go as far as anybody in giving them any-
thing they want in the way of rights and privileges, but, if
it is merely a question of convenience, I think we uhould
not abrogate the principle of the ballot for such a reason.
In any case, moet of the inconvenience would fall upon the
Dominion officers, and not upon the people. It is just as
easy, and easier, for the voter to vote by ballot as by word
of mouth. The bon. gentleman said he supposed we would
not be afraid of the influence of the Government upon the
electors there. I think, if there is any place in Canada
where the influence of the Government and Government
officials, and the influence of the railway and railway
officials, is likely to be felt, it is there. Thepeple are
likely to be as independent in the North-West Territories
as elsewhere, but I think more influence can be exercised
upon them than elsewhere. I think the clause should
stand for the present, as well as the one in regard to open
voting.

Mr. ROYAL. I do n>t think it would be wise to alter
the legislation of the North-West Territories which they
have passed themselves. With reference to open voting,
we have the experience of Manitoba. Open voting as weil
as the ballot bas been kept in existence until this year, and,
when the ballot was first introduced in 1876 or 1877, it
remained in existence only for one year. We had two or
three electione under the ballot system, and I believe the
population of Manitoba then was as intelligent as that of
any older Province, but, after the experience of those two
bye elections, the Legislature decided to abrogate the legis-
lation and reinstate open voting. It is very likely that
the same reasons which led the Legislature of Manitoba in
that instance have led the people of the North-West Terri-

tories to so legislate in their own mattera, and I believe it
is very wise, having no other way to consult the wishes of
that population, to copy their own laws which have beeu
passed by themselves.

Mr. MILLS. The views expressed by the hon. gentleman,
if logically carried out, and the views of the First Minister,
would lead to this: that every electorai division ought to
decide for itself what mode shall be adopted of holding the
election, open voting or the ballot. I do not know whether
the hon. gentleman proposes to adopt that or not, but that
is the practical effect of his proposition. He says certain
arties whom h. bas consulted are in favor of open voting.

Ido not know whether Mr. Jackson is one of them.
Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. I sometimes have heard

from Mr. Jackson.

Mr. MILLS. It may be that some members of this
House have expressed a preference for open voting, and I
do not know whether he is going to allow them to have
their way, or to see that the minority ehould abide the deci-
sion of a majority of this House. If that is the case, I do
not see why the people of that Territory should not follow
that rule as well as others. If the hon. gentleman
could show that there would be great inconvenience from
the adoption of the ballot system, that it would not be applic.
able to that country, that would be a reason, but, when he
says that certain people there prefer open voting, h esays
what is true of every portion of this Dominion. There are
some people in every part of this Dominion who would
prefer open voting. I do not know how the hon. gentleman
is going to-please everyone. He may be in the position of
the *old man who tried to carry the donkey.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. I did not say I had seen
any members, either nominated or elected, on this matter.
My hon. friend opposite misunderstood me; 1 said that, if
h. would look at the proceedings of the Council in the
North-West, ho would find that the elected members as
well as the nominated members were in favor of this, that
is what I intended to convey. The eleoted members and
the nominated members conourred in making a practical
working ordinance for that Territory. The lon. gentleman
from Bothwell (Mr. Mills) says that logically every
section up there ought to act for itself if my Billis adopted.

Mr. MILLS. All over the Dominion.
Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. The hon. gentleman is

intensely logical, and I am intensely practical. That is
the difference, but somehow my legislation generally gets
through.

Mr. CASEY. Yes, it does, but sometimes it takes a very
long time. I hope this will not take quite so long. Per-
haps, if the hon, gentleman had been a little more logical
in his explanations on a former occasion, that might have
gone through a little sooner. That legislation has turned
out to be intensely practical, I must confess. I refer to the
Franchise Bill of last year. The on. membei for Prov-
encher (Kr. Royal) proposes that there should be open
voting because they have that systoin Manitoba for local
purposes. Did theb on. gentleman last year urge, when
the Franchise Bill was under discussion, that the elections
in that Province should take place by open voting?

Mr. ROYAL. I believe the hon. gentleman forgets that
we are dealing with Territories, not Province, and, until
the members are returned here to express the wishes of the
people, we should copy their own legislation.

Mr. CASEY. I am perfectly aware that we are dealing
with Territories, but I say the hon. gentleman's position le
extremely inconsistent.

Mr. ROYAL. sot at all
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Mr. CASEY. He should have i ked for open voting for
Manitoba. If it should be adopted 'ri Dominion legislation,
it slould be adopted in Manitoba as well as in the North.
West Teiritories. There are parts of Manitoba which are
quite as thinly peopled as the greater part of the North-
West Territories. If the ballot has not worked badly in
Manitoba, and no complaints have been made yet, why
should it not be adopted in the North-West Territories? I
had understood the hon. the First Minister to say that
this Bill was settled with the North-West Council or some
of its mem bcrs, that he bad advised with them.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. No.

Mr. CASEY. Then I misunderstood him. He was basing
his view, then, upon the Bill which was framed by the
North-West Council for their own elections. In that case,
his remark loses all the weight it had, because it does not
follow, in the North West any more than in Manitoba, that
we should adopt a different princ:p le of voting from that
which is in force in the rest of the Dominion.

Mr. WATSON. I think this clause ought to stand. There
seems to be considerable difference of opinion. As to the
elections in Manitoba, they elect the Dominion members by
ballot; but for the Local House the Premier of that Province
and the Local Government have only seen fit to adopt the
ballot after two-thirds of the residents of the Province have
signed petitions in favor of it. It is not at all the represent-
atives of the people who desire it, as they would rather have
open voting and all the influence they could bring to bear,
but they are forced into adopting the ballot by the numerous
petitions from the people.

On Eection 52,
Mr. CASEY. Stand.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. No, not this clause.

Mr. CASEY. Is the hon. gentleman going to depart
from the understanding that clauses which would provoke
discussion should stand over ?

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. I certainly never agreed
to that, whenever an hon. member said "stand," the clause
should stand. There is no reason in the world why section
52 should stand over.

Mr. CASEY. By this section the poll clerk is ordered
to make erasures in the voters' list when directed by the
deputy returning officer, which he can only do by section
44, which was allowed to stand.

Mr. DAVIES. It is a question whether we should not
alter the phraseology of that clause. It gives an arbitrary
power to the deputy returning officer to strike off such
names as he pleases.

On section 62,
Mr& CASEY. Is it necessary to allow the osting of

written proclamations ? One would judge from the number
of newspapers that come to us from the North-West Terri-
tories, that such things as proclamations, which ould be
prepared sometime beforehand, all but 'the exact date,
might be easily had printed.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. They know very well up
there. That is their provision.

Mr. CASEY. We are discussing the provision for our-
selves There is no reason why we should adopt, in all the
details, the rude methoda adopted by the rudimentary North-1
West Council. A written proclamation migbt be so insigni-1
ficant as to eseepe the notice of ever body in the neighbor- 1
hood, and might perhaps, in some c e osbe intentionaly so.

>lr, Casu,

There is certainly no diffculty in getting proclamation
printed in the North-West Territories.

Mr. MILLS. They may be all printed, or partly printed
and partly written. We might leave out the words, "or
written," because a written proclamation would hardly
attract attention, and if the hon. gentleman's statement is
at all accurate-and I have no doubt that he bas informa-
tion that the newspapers circulate there very widely, that
they have great printing facilities-if that is the condition
of things, there is no reason for making this provision.

Sir JOHN A. M&CDONALD. L will give an instance
that occurs to me. Suppose the person sent out to put up
these notices travels 350 or 400 miles, and runs ont of
printed notices, is he to go back and leave the rest of the
country without notices ? All he las to do is to write
them.

Mr. CASEY. Supposing a messenger is sent out that
cannot write, he would have no authority te write the pro.
clamation and put it up. These proclamations might just
as well be all printed here and sent up there for the dates
te be filled in.

On section 63,
Mr. MILLS. This is a most extraordinary section. It

provides that a returning officer shall not delay proceeding
with an election under this Act, notwithstanding that he
discovers a mistake in the steps prescribed by this Act, or
that there has been a want of qualification in any person
signing that nomination paper. The hon. gentleman pro-
poses by this clause that the returning officer shall decide
whether there lias been an election or not. That is such an
extraordinary provision that I am surprised the hon. gen-
tleman should have proposed it. It seems to me that tie
returning officer should state clearly what are the necessary
regulations, and if there has been such a departure from
what is right and proper as would void an election in any
other portion of the Dominion, it should void an election
there.

Sir JOHIN A. MACDONALD. Ho reports the whole
thing, and Parliament deals with it.

Mr. CASEY. That is what we object to. That is not a
case with which Parliament should deal, but it should be
left for the electors to deal with. We object to these ques-
tions being brought here for Parliament to decide by a par-
tisan majority. This section would undoubtedly place the
power of remitting any election in the hande of the return-
ing officer.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. We will not discuss it
to-night.

On section 67,
Mr. CASEY. We should have an opportunity of com-

paring these details.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONA LD. It lias been very carefully
done. We have taken the Dominion Election Act; no doubt
it is all right.

On section 70.

Mr. MILLS. The hon. gentleman makes provision that
nothing contained in his Act shall repeal or modify section
Il of the Electoral Franchise Act. The hon. gentleman
has not incorporated it here, and we have not had an oppor-
tunity of looking at it.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. I have had the fear ofthe
hon. member for Brant (Mr. Paterson), and the hon. member
for Bothwell (Bir. Mills), before my eyes. I will explain.
It provides that no Indian in the North-West or British
Columbia shall have a right to vote.
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1Mr. PATERSON. That is want of uniformity again.

Bill reported.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD moved that the House
resolve itself into Committee to consider a certain proposed
resolution (page 1143) respecting the fees and expenses in
connection with the electoral franchise in the North-West
Territories.

Motion agreed to, resolution considered in Committee
and ordered to be reported.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD moved the adjournment
of the House.

Motion agreed to; and the House adjourned at 11:05, p.m.

HOUSE OF COMMONS.

WEDNBSDAY, 12th May, 1886.

The SPEcAr took the Chair at Three o'clock.

PRATRas.

PRINTING AND STATIONERY BUREAU.

Mr. CHAPLEAU moved for leave to introduce Bill (No.
132) respecting the Department of Public Printing and
Stationery. He said: I suppose that, at this stage of the
measure, I need not give any lengthy explanation about
the Bill than this: The object of the Government, by thie
Bill, is to give power to the Government to establish a
Printing Bureau and Stationery Offlce, that is to say, to
adopt here the system which has been adopted and prac-
tised 80 successfully in the United States, so far as the
printing of the Government and Parliament is con-
cerned, and to adopt, as far as possible, the Englieh
system in relation to the stationery supplies of
the different public Departments and both Houses of
Parliament. As to the latter part of the proposition, I
may say that we have accomplished a good deal of progress
in the Stationery Office, and when the time cones, when I
am called upon to give detailed explanations, I shall be in a
position to give statistics showing the savings that have
been effected and the progress we have made in the direction
of economy, by the establishment of a stationery branch
attached to the Department of the Secretary of State. As
to the other part of the proposition, the object, as I said, so
far as the Government and public printing is concerned, is
to adopt, as far as possible, the American system, which also
pravails in almost all other countries, except in England,
where, however, there is a movement in the same direction.
i shall give some statistics on the subject when the Bill is
up for the second reading.

Mr. BLAK. I am not quite certain whether I gathered
the hon. gentleman's expression correctly, but it seemel to
me rather that he was proposing to ask Parliament to
empower the Government to establish this system. I trust,
however, it will not be proposed to ask Parliament to
empower the Government to establish this system, but
ratner that the system itself will be propo ed to Parliament
for its consideration. The question is one of very great
consequence both in its principles and in its details; it is
one upon whieh we should have vei y full information, in
order to put ourselves in a position to form a judgment
whether the proposed change is a desirable one. I regret,
Sir, that, as to a measure so important as this practically is,
the hon. gentleman should have found himself unable to

take the first stop until so late a day as the 12th of May. I
trust we shall have at an early day those full details which
the hon. gentleman promised us, and without which it is
impossible to appreciate the benefits of this proposal.

Mr. CHAPLEAU. I think the subject of the measure
is not a novel one, or one which will take Parliament by
surprise. Repor ts have been presented to this House
emanating from the Department of the Secretary of State,
mentioning the detail of the two different systems, the
printing by the Government, or the contract system, the
latter of which has been followed heretofore, and pointing to
the advantages which might arise from the adoption of
the system which we will ask the permission of Parliament
to adopt. As I said before, the system is not a novelty,
nor is it, I think, one which will take Parliament by sur-
prise. The statisticS in detail, when they are presented,
can be easily considered by Parliament in support of or
against the measure te be introduced

Motion agreed to, and Bill read the first time.

IMMIGRATION FROM DAKOTA AND TEXAS.

Mr. ROYAL asked, Whether the Government is aware
that a considerable number of settiers from Dakota and
Texas are just now commencing to move to Manitoba from
across the line?

Mr. CARLING. Yes; the Government is aware that a
considerable influx of settiers from tho States named has
commencei to move into Maiitoba. Lhe Department bas
not, at this moment, the figures of numbers, but they will
be ascertained as far as possible.

DEEP-WATER NAVIGATION OF MANITOBA
WATERS.

Mr. ROYAL asked, Whether the Dominion Cabinet have
received from the Provincial Government of Manitoba a
copy of the following resolution and prayer, passed by the
Legislatare of the said Provincu on the 6th May instaTnt,
viz :-That whereas the council of the city of Winnipeg
awd the Board of Trade of the said city have appointed a
joint delegation to proceed to Ottawa to lay before the
Govcrnmont of Cnnada the question of deop-water naviga-
tion from Lake Winnipeg and to the interior of this
Province ; whereas it is of the greatest importance to this
Province that the navigation of the Red River at the place
known as the St. Andrew's Rapids be so improved as to
render such deep-water navigation possible; and whereas,
if a greater depth of water was obtained at said locality, it
would enable vessels of lake draught to proceed without
interruption long distances into the Province and across the
border into the United States as far as Fargo and Moorhead;
thorefore be it resolved that this Houe cordially endorses
the action of the Winnipeg City Council and the Board of
Trade in sending a delegation te Ottawa for the purpobe of
urging on the Government of Canada the importance of the
improvement herein suggested, and the desirability of
ha7ing a sum placed in the lstimates of the present year
for the purpose of carrying out the same; and this House
would add to its prayer that the reqruest of this delegation
be acceded te by the Government of Canada? What is the
intention of the Government in regard to this matter ?

Sir HlECPOR LANGEVIN. I have received a copy of
the res>lution and prayer passed by the Legislature of the
Province of Maantoba as mentioned in this question.
This was delivered to me by the deputation that came from
Winnipeg the other day with reference te the improvement
of the navigation Qf Red River, The intention of thO
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Government is to cause an examination to be made in order-
to have the data necessary to examine the question, an&
then decide.

SAVINGS BANKS DEPOSITS.

Mr. JACKSON asked, Has the $19,154,598.50 deposits
in the Government Savings Bank on March 31st, 1S86,
and also the $16,954,243.21 deposits in the Post Office
Savings Bank at the same date, been invested in paying
securities; and, if not all, how much has been invested,
and what are the securities ?

Mr. MoLELAN. There has been no special investment
made of these sums. They form part of the general debt
of the Dominion.

BUSINESS OF THE HOUSE.

Mr. THOMPSON moved:

That the order for second reading of Bill (No. 22) An Act respecting
Interest in the Province of British Columbia (Bir. Baker, Victoria), be
placed on Government Orders.

He said: I may explain that the hon. introducer of this
Bill stated to me, on the day I gave the notice, that he ex-
pected to be obliged to leave for home in consequence of
important engagements, and was afraid that the Bill would
not be reached before his departure, if left on the list of
public Bille and Orders. The other evening that Bill was
called, but in consequence of my having given the notice,
the hon. gentleman did not move it.

Messieurs

Amyot Foster, MeNeill,
Bain (Soulanges), Gagn4, Massue,
Barnard, Gault,Mofa
Benoit, Gigault, Montpl ,
Blondeau, Gordon, Oimet,
Bossé, Guillet, Paint,
Bourbean, Hall, Pinsonneault,
Bowell, Hay, Péuyn,
Burns, Hesson, Reid,
Cameron (Victoria), Hickey, Robertson (Hamilton),
Carling, Homer, Royal,
Caron (Sir Adolphe), Jenkins, Rykert
Chapleau, Kaulbach, Scot,
Costigan, Kilvert, Shanly,
Coughlin, Kranz, Small
Coursol, Labrosse Sprole,
Curran, Landry (Kent), Taylor,
Cuthbert, Landry (ontmagny), Temple,
Daly, Langevin (Sir Hector), Thompson,
Daoust, Lesage, Tupper,
Dawson, Mackbton 5  Tyrwhitt,
Desaulniers (Mask'ngé), Mcicmaster Vnasse,
Desaulniers (St.M'rice),McMillan (Vaudreuil), Wallace (York),
Dickinson, MeOalIum, White (Oardwell),
Dodd, McCarthy, White (Hastings),
Dugas, McDougald (Picton), White (Renfrew),
Dupont, McDougall (C. Breton),Wigle,
Everett, McGreevy, Wood (Brockville),
Ferguson (Leeds&Gren)McLelan, Wood(WestiP19) .
Ferguson (Welland),

Amendment negatited.

Mr. KRANZ. I move in amendment to add thé follow-
ing words:

1 And that the order for second reading of Bill (No. 104) en«,led-
Mr. BLAKE. I have no objection at ail to the motion, I"An Act to amend the Canada Temperance Act of 1878I" (Mr. Oion),

but I move to add these words: be also placed on the Government Orders.

And that the order for second reading of Bill (Yo. 92) entitled : "An
Act further to amend the Canada Temperance Act, 1878 " (Mr. Jamie-
son), be placed on the Government Orders.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. I think the hon. gentleman
will have to give notice of this.

Mr. BLAKE. It is a very pertinent amendment.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. It may be pertinent, but I
think it is contrary to the rules of the House to move it
without notice. I ask, Mr. Speaker, if that is so.

Mr. SPEAKER. It is an amendment.

House divided on amendment of Mr. Blake.

eu»:

Allen, Geoffrion,
Armstrong, Gillmor,
Bain (Wentworth), Girouard,
Béchard, Glen,
Ber ron, Guilbault,
Blake, Gann,
Bourassa, Hackett,
Burpee, Harley,
Cameron (Huron), Holton,
Cameron (Inverness), Hurteau,
Cameron (Middlesex), Innes,
campbell (Renfrew), Irvine,
Cartwright (Sir Rich'd)Jackson,
Casey, Jamieson,
Csegrain, King,
Colby, Kirk,
Cook, Landerkin,
Davies, Langelier,
De St..Georges, Laurier,
Dundas, Lister,
Edgar, Macdonald (King's),
Pisher, Mackenzie,
ForbeH Mocraney,

Mr wToaLANeGJVmi.

Molntyre,
McMuflen,
Mille,
Mitchell,
Mulock,
Paterson (Brant),
Platt,

Ro ertson (Shelburne),
Scriver,
Shakespeare,
Somerville (Brant),
Somerville (Bruce),
Springer,
Townshend,
Trow,
Vail,
Watson,
Weldon,
Wilson,
Wright,
Yeo.-48.

Mr. BLAKE. If the loutse had agreed to plaie -on the
Government Orders the other Bill, I should very glad&f
have voted for this as an additional amendment, so that
both of these propoEitions might have received theê'coani-
deration of the House this Session. But I think it wutid
be scarcely reasonable that this proposition should bethe
only one submitted to the House this Session, and ai the
House has declined the other amendment I propose to" vote
against this one.

Mr. FOSTER. I do not think the hon. gentlemans
position is one which will stand the sorutiny of the public,
however much his own followers may approve of his con-
duct. If it were right in the abstract that the proposition
whichb has been moved as an amendment by my hon. friend
to my right (Mr. Kranz) should have the consideration of
the House, it is just as right ,hat it should have it, aven
though something else which my bon. friend the leader of
the Opposition has moved did not get that consideratio.
Righit is right, whether on the banks of the Saskatchewan,
the Red River, or anywhere else, and if it is right that this
proposition should be considered, it is right that it ahould
be considered now as well as before.

Mr. BLAKE. But right is not always right when one
gets on the right side of the Speaker.

Mr. MITCHELL. As I intend to pursue a different, or
rather the same course on this amendment as 1 did on the
lait. that is to vote for it, I wish to give my reasons. . I
voted for the other because'it was apon a question which
has been before the country a long time, and which ha&
occupied a large amount of the time and attention of this
Parliament, and deservedly so, in order that it might have
the fullest and freest discussion. We have heard that the
question was to be brought up this Session, and we have
been looking forward-the inende of temperanoe on the
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one band, the friends of wine and beer on the other,and the
opponents of both-in expectation of one or the other of
these Bills coming up, when we should. have the oppor-
tunity of discussing the question. But it is evident that the
Government, in taking away all the days of private mem-
bers, have ;destrpyed the possibility of reaching these
measures, if they are left among the Bills in the hands f
private members. There are few questions of greater
intorest than the question of temperance, and as I voted
for the other amendment in order that the question might
come up far discussion, I intend to vote for this one for the
saie reason.

Mr. CASEY. My hon. friend bas given a logical reason
for the course he has chosen to take; I do not intend to
criticise his remarks. But my hon. friend the Minister of
Marine thinks my hon. friend the leader of the Opposition
will not be able to defend his position before the public ; he
thinks he stands in a very peculiar position before the pub-
lie of Canada. I think, if anybody stands in a peculiar
position before the public of Canada in regard to the late
vote, it is the hon. Minister himself. That hon. gentleman
has been one of the foremost, one of the gbleet advocates
of temperance-

Some hon. MEMBERS. No, no.
Mr. CASEY. Well, one of the most prominent adyo-

cates of temperance. I am not discussing the question of
how much it was worth or how much he got for it; but he
owed his prominence in this House to tbe position h. took
on that question.

Mr. SPEAKER. It is not the hon. Minister's character
we are discussing, it is the question of the amendment.

Mr. CASEY. We are discussing the hon. Minister's speelh.
He said the position of the hon. leader of the Opposition
was indefensible before the country, and 1 am showing that
hie position is indefensible. If you rule that in that 1 am
out of order, the hon. Minister was out of order in attacking
the position of the hon. jeader of the Opposition; but il I
am not allowed to show how inoossistent that hon. gentle.
man is, I am sure the cozutry will be able to draw their
conclusion without any assistance from me. As to the
merits of this particular motion before the House, i agree
with my hou. friend from Northumberland that there is
room for argument that both motions should be supported;
but, -speaking for myself, I must say the motion which the
House bas voted down was a motion to put on the Order
paper a Bill proposing to make the Scott Act workable. It
has been maintained for a long time that the Scott Act, in
its present form, is not workable, but that it requires
amendment to enable it tobe enforced at al. I maintain that
having such an Act, we should put it in a workable shape,
so that-the question of prohibition may be fairly tested and
the opinion of the people arrived at. The Scott Act being a
Government méasure, thei Government themselves should
bave taken it up and done their best to make it workable,
or repeal it altogether. Now, seeing we have been refused
the opportunity of providing machiuery to make the Act
workable, it is proper we should refuse to consider any
other Bill propoeing to make a change in the principle of
the Act itself or to weaken its effect. Had the Government
been willing to allow us to discuse amendments to the Scott
Act, we would have been willing to diseuse any changes in
the Act iteelf which might be proposed; but when they
refuse to allow us to improve the maehinery of the Act, it
is perfectly logical and fair on our part to say we will re-
fuse to consider any Bill proposing to make changes in the
prineiple and essence of the Act itself. That is the reason
I will vote against the resolution now before the louse.
I do not think suh favoritism could be shown as to put a
Wine and beer measure on the Government Orders when
the House has refused to put the other measure on theà

Orders, Therefore, witbout pronouncing any opinion on
the wine and beer measure, 1 am prepared to vote against
the resolution before the House.

Mr. CAMERON (Victoria). I muet assume that the
hon. member for West Durham, in making hie motion, was
moved by a bond ide desire to bring before the House the
subject of temperance, but if he had wisbed to carry the0
votes in hie favor upon that motion, he should, at least,
bave proposed it in a manner to make it fair to both sides.
Ho onght to have embodied inb is motion the two other
Bille which appear on the Order paper in the hande of
private members, one from the Senate, which bas already
received the sanction of that distinguished body, the Bill in
charge of my hon. friend on my right with reference to
druggists, and the other, the Bill in the bands of the hon.
member for Wellington (Mr. Orton). If the hon. member
for Durham (Mr. Blake) had moved that all these Bills
should be placed on the Government Orders, so as to ensure
their being passed upon during the present Session, I
should have had pleasure in voting in favor ofb is motion;
buti when he made a motion to give precedence to a Bill in
favor of what mav be called thA Temporance sid of the
question, and excluded from that precedence the other Bills
before the House, the one, neither temperance uer anti-
temperance, and the other in favor of wine and beer, pro-
posed by the hon. member for Wellington (Mr. Orton), I
think he brought his motion before the flouse in a manner
which made its defeat certain ; and he must bave known
that would have been the result, and bis action certainly
affords ground for suspicion, as it did, on a recent occasion,
when he tried Lo make himself agreeable-

Some bon. MEMBERS. Order.
Mr. CAMERON (Victoria). Weil, I will confine myself

to saying it was evident on this occasion he tried to make
himself agreeable to a particular class of voters, namely
the Temperance party, and with that view brought forward
hie one-sided, unfair motion.

Mr. SPEAKER. Order. The hon. gentleman muet con-
fine himself to the question, which as, whether this order
shall be placed on the Government Orders.

Mr. CAIrfERON (Victoria). On that my opinion has
always been so plainly expressed that, as a matter of
course, I shall vote in favor of the motion of the hon.
member for Waterloo (Mr. Krarz), if that motion stands
alone; but I do think that the course I bave suggested
should be adopted, and, with the permission of the House,
I would beg to move, in amendment to the motion of the
hon. mexiber for Waterloo :

That Bill 92, to further amend the Canada Temperance Act, 1878;
Bill 99, relating to Druggists; and $1il 118, amending the Acts res-
geting the sale of Intoxicating Liquors, be also put on Government

Mr. SPE AKER. With regard to Bill No. 9.3, the motion
to put it on Government Orders bas already been negatived.

Mr. CAMERON (Victoria). Bill No. 92 by iteelf was
voted down, but I submit whether it is incoasistent with
that vote, that Bill No. 92, in conjuncotion with the two
others, be placed on the Government Orders. .A great
many members of this Hoee might be, as I am, unwmling
that Bill No. 92 alone be put on Government Orders,
while we might be willing that that Bill, in oonjwmctipn
with the other Bills, should be put on the Govrnment
Orders. The proper and legitimate way to bring the
nattorbefore the House eisthat ail the Bills affecting,
directly or indirectly,the Temperance qestion, be placed on
the Governint Orders, so as to ensure during the present
Session a disposal of the subject.

Mr. MILLS. There was a way in which the bon.
gentleman miet have accomplishod the object the hon.
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gentleman has in view, and that was by voting for the
proposition of my hon. friend from West Durham (hfr.
Blake). If the hon. gentleman bad voted for that proposi-
tion, he might. with some show of reason, ask to have the
other Bills put in precisely the same position. Not hav-
ing done that, he is not now in a pomition to propose Vo re-
verse his vote, and ask the majority of this House to
stultify themselves. The hon. gentleman has taken a
course which makes it impossible for the majority of the
House to support his proposition.

Mr SPEAKER. I do notthink that the hon. membercan
add Bill No 92. The House has already passed upon that.
If that amendment lad been carried, the House could have
adopted a motion to add the other Bills, but the House bas
already passed upon that Bill, and refused to add it to the
Government Orders.

Mr. McCARTHY. I would draw your attention to the
fact that the other evening, after voting down a motion
that the resolution shoul obe sent to Mr. Parnell, it was
moved that it ehould be sent to Mr. Parnell and Mr. Glad-
stone, and no one deemed that to be out of order.

Mr. BLAKE. That is not the same at all.
Mr. MITCHELL. We were in a diffleulty thon.
Mr. McCARTHY, Now we have vot-d to refuse to

advance one of the Bills, but we might be willing, as my hon.
friend from West Durham (Mr. Blake) was willing, to
advance the both. I am unwilling to advance one, but I am
quite willing to advance both. It seems to me that the
motion is clearly in order.

Mr. BLAKE. The cases are by no means parallel. The
proposition voted down the other night was to substitute
the name of Parnell for the name of Gladstone. We said
we declined to strike out Mr. Gladstone's name to insert
Mr. Parnell's name. If the motion had been Vo add Mr.
Parnell's name, and that had been voted down, and thon it
had been proposed to add that name and another,
the case would have been more analagous. The view
o the Chair is that, though these three Bills
are coupled together, there je practically in the
one proposition a proposal that Bill A, and Bill B
and Bill C shall each ho added. If my proposition had been
carried, the majority of the flouse would have been in
order afterwards to add other Bills, but it was voted down.
I think your ruling is quite correct against that part of ihe
motion adding the Bill which I proposed to add.

Mr. CAMERON (Victoria). While I respectfally dissent
from your decision, as a matter of principle, and while I
desired that the whole question, including the Bill of my
hon. friend from Lanark (Mr. Jamieson), as well as the
other Bills, should be given prominence on the Orders, still,
in view of your ruling, I beg leave to strike out that Bill.

Mr. SPEAKER. With regard to the motion the other
night, the proposal was to strike out ail the words which
provided that the resolution should be sent to Mr. Glad-
Ftone, and to state that it should be sent to Mr. Parnell.
Therefore, the hon. gentleman will see that it is not at ail
the same case. This is in the nature of a complex question,
and any hon. member can ask that each one of
these Bills- be put in a separate motion, because
some mombers might wish to vote for one Bill
and againet another. Any member can ask that it
sbould be put separately, and, if it were put separately,
the hon. niember will see at once that Bill No. 92 las
been already passed upon by the House.

Mr. BLAKE. The hon. member for Victoria (Mr. Cam-
eron) stated that ho would withdraw that.

Mr. BOWELL. I ask for information ; I understand
your rulin to be that, if the motion of the hon mem-

Mr. ÎMums.

ber for West Darham had been to have these two Bills
added, any member could have demanded that they should
bo put separately ?

Mr. BLAKE. Yes, to divide the motion.
Mr. BOWELL. I am asking the ruling of the Speaker, not

the opinion of the member for West Durham. I will put
my question again. If the hon. member for West Durham
had placed a motion in your hands asking that two separate
Bille should be placed on the Government Orders instead
of one, would it have been within the province of any
ndependent member of this House to have themn separated ?

Mr. SPEAKER4 Yes.
Mr. BOWELL. Or to ask your ruling to have it ruled

out of order ?
Mr. SPEAKER. It is what is called a complex ques-

tion, and any member could ask that each Bill should be
put separately.

Mr. McCARTHY. Then, I suppose, this can be done
now ?

Mr. SPEAKER. Yes.
Mr. BLAKE. Certainly, take them one by one, which is

the way I did. One thing at a time is a very good rule.
Mr. MoCARTHIY. It is a poor rule that will not work

both ways, though.
Mr. CAME RON (Victoria). In deference to your ruling,

I must amend my motion by striking out that portion of it
relating to Bill No. 92, but, if my hon. friend from West
Durha m (Wr. Blake) had not so strenuously supported your
ruling, I think it not impossible that the motion ho made
in favor of having Bill No. 92 added might practically
have been carried, and the whole subject might have been
brought before the House; but I am afraid that, in the one.
sided shape, as some may suppose, in which it is now
placed, he and my hon. friends who supported hie motion
may now vote against it. I move that Bill No. 99, relating
to druggists, and Bill No. 118, amending the Acts respect.
ing the traffic in intoxicating liquors, be also placed on
the Government Orders.

Mr. JAMIESON. I am glad to see that the House lis
waking up to the importance of temperance legislation.
There are indications to-day of quite a revival of temperanoe
sentiment in the louse. Perhaps it is all for the best that
the Bill of which I have the honor to have charge was not
introduced so early in the Session, becanse, if it had been,
we would not have had this manifestation we have had
to-day. Whilst very anxious to press my Bill on, because
I believe it is a necessary and proper piece of leglation,
still I am not disposed to sail in the boat with wine and
beer, neither am I disposed to sail in the boat with those
who are in favor of an amendment permitting druggists to
sell liquor in Scott Act counties in a way which I believe
will have the effect of largely destroying the effectiveness
of the Canada Temper-ance Act. Therefore, seeing that the
amendment Io give precedence or a place on the Government
Orders to Bill No. 92,of which I have charge,has not received
the approbation of the Hlouse, I do trust that the amendment
and the amendment to the amendment will receive the
same fate, that they will not receive the sanction of this
House. I have not yet lost hope that, in the ordinary
course of the procedure of the House, we will reach the
Bill of which I have charge. I do not think the Govern-
ment intend to take Monday, and I hope on Monday oven-
ing next I shall be able to reach that Bill in the unal
course. It was reached within one or two Orders on Mon-
day evening last, and I trust that on Monday evening
next we shall be able to reach it and to dispose of it, and
that it will receive the sanction of the House. I think it
is highly important that all necessary legislation should b.
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given for the purpose of perfecting the Canada Temperance
Act. lowever, I am not disposed, on a motion of this kind,
to enter into the merits of the question. I may say, whilbt
disposed personally to thank the leader of the Opposition
for the interest he has taken in my Bill, I really think it
would have been better, perhaps, and more advie-
able if I had been spoken to in the matter.
It may be said that I, a supporter of the Government, was
placed in an awkward position by having to vote against
the Government on this question. However, I deemed it
advisable to do so because I thought that the Bill I had in
charge was a necessary one, and I was very anxious it
should receive the attention of theI louse. I am, however,
very determinedly opposed, and I use that strong expres.
sion, to the legislation propoeed by the hon. member for
Wellington (Mr. Orton), and which has been taken in
charge by the hon. member for Waterloo (Mr. Kranz). I
am also opposed to the amendment of the hon. member for
Victoria (Mr. Cameron), though I am glad to see he is
improving, since h. shows a kindly regard for the Bill I
have in charge. However, I am more than suspicions of
his motives.

Mr. BLAKE. I may say, in reply te the hon. member
for North Lanark (Mr. Jamieson), that it was not until the
House met that I noticed the motion on the paper of the
hon. Minister of Justice, which gave an opportunity for
this step, and upon noticing it I searched for the hon. merm-
ber for Lanark, and was unable to find him, as 1 desired
that the step which I deemed it necessary to take should be
taken effectively. I may further point out to theb on.
member that even if his pleasing anticipations should be
realised, of its getting a second reading on Monday next, it
could not get a third reading until the following Monday,
and what le going to happen on the following Monday?

Mr. HACKETT. Although I am not aware that the
Bills referred to in the motion of the hon. member for
Victoria will impair the working ofthe Scott Act to a great
extent, I still feel it my duty to oppose his motion that
these Bills be placed on the Government Orders. The
county which I have the honor to represent was one of the
first counties in Canada to adopt the Scott Act; it was in
force there for three years, when a second election was
held, and it was again carried by a large majority, and the
Act is in force in that county now for a second time, It le
also in force over the whole Province from which I come, and
the people of that Province feel that some amendments are
necessary to make it more effective, as it is very defective
in some regards. I was willing to support the Bill of the
hon. member for Lanark, and in consequence I support the
motion of the hon. leader of the Opposition. I may say
that I supported the amendments of a similar character last
year; and I support these amendments for the reason I now
give, viz.: That I believe they are very necessary to the
working of the law; and as the people of the county I
represent have twice voted in favor of that law, I feel it my
duty to carry ont their wishes and make the Act as work-
able as possible. While doing that I was very much sur-
prised to find that one of the temperance organisations of
Prince Edward Island thought it mecessary, at a meeting
held by them, to censure me in a very severe manner. In
the month 0f August the Grand Division of the Sons of
Temperance, of Prince Edward Island, held their meeting
at BIdon in that Province, and passed the following resolu-
tions:-

"Mr. Rogers moved, iand Mr. James Wall of 'Rising-sua Division'
seconded, a resolution condemning the Action of our representatives,
Yeo and Rackett, for having shirked the vote on the Scott Act amend-
ment "-

Mr. SPEAKER. Order. The hon, gentleman muet
confine himsif to the question.
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Mr. HACKETT. That is the question. I am on the
subject of the Scott Act amendments.

Mr. SPEAKER. No; the question is whether we will
put certain Bills on the Government Orders.

Mr. HACKETT. Yes, I understand that is it. The
question is as to whether a certain Bill amending the Scott
Act should be placed on the Government Orders, and that is
what I am speaking to precisely. I am speaking with re-
gard to Scott Act amendments, and I am showing you that
while I supported these Scott Act amendments last Session,
I was censured by a representative body of people in my
county. I just want to say that that resolution was not
correct, that I had voted and did not shirk anything.

Mr. SPEAKER. Order, order.
Mr. HACKETT. I will take the responsibility.
Mr, SPEAKER. Order, order.
Mr. BLAKE. Chair, chair.
Mr. SPEAKER. I hope the hon. gentleman will con.

fine himself simply to the question of whether these Bills
shall be placed on the Government Orders.

Mr. HACKETT. That is what I intend to do, Mr.
Speaker. I think it would be very unwise that these
should be transferred to the Government Orders, as we have
just voted down a motion having reference to a Bill of
mnch greater importance; and I was referring to the fact
that I supported these amendments fast year.

Mr. SPEAKER. Order, order. The question is on the
amendment to the amendment.

Mr. McCARTHY. I understand your ruling is that
each of these Bills are now to be put seoparately, or can be
put separatoly, upon thé demand of any member. Now,
there are three Bills, as I understand.

Mr. SPEAKER. They are ail on one side of the ques.
tion.

Mr. MoCARTHY. Thore are no sides to the question.
There are three Bills, and it has been moved to place them
upon the Government Orders. One is "Bill (No. 99) An
Act reepecting Druggists; " another isl "Bill (No. 104) An
Act to amend the Canada Temperance Act of 1878; " and
the other is No. 118. Now I ask, has a member, in accord-
ance with your ruling that these Bills be put separately,
a right to move that the question be put separately as to
each of these others ? For my part, while I was quite willing
to put upon the Government Orders the Bilin charge of
my hon. friend to amend the Canada Temperance Act, 1878,
1 am not willing to put on that measure alone. I am
anxions to see this Bill regarding druggists put on also,
as it bas come from the Sonate, and should have a chance
of receiving the consideration of this House. It has been
passed by the Sonate and is very important in the interests
of the druggists, and is not at ail calculated to destroy the
Scott Act in those counties where it may be enforced, and I
think it ought to have an opportunity, at ail events, of being
brought to a second reading here.

Mr. COOK. My hon. friend from North Simcoe states
that the Bill regarding druiggists is very important to the
druggists. Well, it is not in the interests of the druggists
that we are legislating here, we are legislating for the in-
terests of the people, and I regret exceedingly the conduct
of my hon. friend in connection with this Kole transaction.
Of coure, when I look back and remember that the Mo
Carthy Act was once in force in this country--

Mr. SPEAKER. Order, order.

Mr. COOK. I will say that on a former occasion I voted
in favor of the Bill being put upon the Government Orders
so as to receive the attention of this House at an early date.
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I oppose the motion of my hon. friend from Ndrth Victoria
because it tends in an opposite direction from temperance,
and I shall therefore give it my opposition.

Mr. LANDERKIN. Having voted that the Bill of my
hon. friend from Lanark be placed upon the Government
Orders, so that it may be discussed and a decision arrived
at this Session, I feel disposed, at the same time, to extend
the same courtesy to the other Bill on the same subject
introduced by my hon. friend from Wellington. I think
that is a proper course to take, so that the question may
come before the House, and a decision be arrived at before
the close of the Session. I shall, therefore, vote for the
motion of the hon. member for Waterloo (Mr. Kranz).

Mr. SPEAKER. In reference to the question which the
hon. member for North Simcoe has just put, about dividing
the question, I am afraid I may have beon misunderstood
when I stated that this was a complex question, and that
when a complex question is put any member has a right to
ask that it be divided. A member has a right to ask that
it be divided, and it is for the House to order that by
motion. The rule is laid down in May, 9th edition, p, 309,
as follows :-

"IIf a question :is complicated, the House may, if it think fit, order it
to be divided, so that each part may be determined separately. A right
has been claimed in both Houses, for an ind.vidual member to insist
upon the division of a complicated question; but it has not been recog-
nised, nor can it be reasonable to allow it."

A member has a right to ask that it be divided, but it is
for the House to order it. In the present case the hon,
member will see that if the Hlouse votes against this amend.
ment where three Bills are combined, thenn ho eau move
that one of these be put separately afterwards. The House
may refuse to put it on in conjunction with other Bills, and
that it will be in order for him to move that it be put on by
itself.

Mr. MoCARTIIY. Thon, if I understand your ruling,
Mr. Speaker, the reason you gave for ruling the motion out
of order falls to the ground.

Mr. SPEAKER. No.
Mr. MoCARTIY. I may b wrong, but saying "no"

will not make me right. As I understood, it was on this
ground: That becauso this was a complex question, because
a member of the fHouse could insist on this question being
separated and the matters in question put separately, there-
fore the motion made by the hon. member for North
Victoria (Mr. Cameron) was out of order.

Mr. SPEAKER. No; I said that the House had refused
to place Bill No. 92 on the Government Orders, and there-
fore I did not think that question could be submitted again
to the House. That was my ruling.

Mr. MoCARTHY. The ground taken on this side was,
that both those Bills being put as a substitute was not the
same, but a different question from putting one Bill alone.
I may have misunderstood your ruling, but I understood
the ground was that this was a complex question.
That was the ground we here all understood to b taken.
It is very important that the ruling should be definite, and
that we should understand the grounds of it, because it will
form a precedent in other matters.

Mr. BLAKE. So far from that being the case, you, Mr.
Speaker, had ruled before mention was made as to its being
a complex question. That was additional proof adduced.
You referred to the fact that this was a complex motion,
and that the placing of each of the Bills would be an inde-
pendent motion in point of fact. Although I do not say
which way I will vote, as the subjects are different, if the
hon. momber for Sinmcoe (Mr. McCartby) will move that
the questions be put separately, I am disposed to assent to
the motion for my part, although your observation, Mr.

Mr. Çoox.

Speaker, is perfectly correct that the motion put in its pre-
sent form cannot by any means debar an hon. member
from subsequently noving that any one of the Bills be
placed on the Government Orders, because it is a different
thing placing three or two or one of them on those Orders.

Mr. McCARTHY. I will move, seconded by the hon.
member for West Durham, that the questions be put
separately.

Mr.,BLAKE. I will not second that proposition.
Mr. McCARTHY. I move that they be put separately.
Mr. SPEAKER. I think the hon. gentleman eau at-

tain the object he desires by moving, if the amendment is
lost, that the druggists Bill be placed on the Government
Orders.

House divided on amendment to the amendment of Mr.
Cameron (Victoria.)

Messieurs

Béchard,
Bergeron,
Bourassa,
Cameron (Victoria),
casgrain,
Geoffrion,
Girouard,
Guilbault,

Haggart, McMuilen,
Hickey, Mitchell,
Kilvert, Orton,
Kranz, Ouimet,
Labrosse, Small,
Landerkin, Taschereau,
Macmillan (Middlesex), Weldon.-22.

Messieurs

Allen, Forbes,
Allison, Fortin,
Amyot, Foster,
Armstrong, Gagné,
Bain (Soulanges), Gaudet,
Bain (Wentworth), Ganult,
Baker (Missisquoi), Gigault,
Barnard, Gillmor,
Benoit, Glen,
Bernier, Gordon,
Blake, Guillet,
Blondeau, Gunu,
Bossé, Hackett,
Bourbeau, Hall,
Bowell, Harley,
Burns, lay,
Burpee, Hesson,
Cameron (Huron), Holton,
Oameron (Inverness), Homer,
Cameron (Middlesex), Hurteau,
Campbell (Rentrew), Innes,
Campbell (Victoria), Irvine,
Oarhng, Jackson,
Caron (Sir Adolphe), Jamieson,
Cartwright (Sir Rich'd)Jenkins,
Oasey, Kaulbach,
Obapleau, King,
Oolby, Kinney,
Cook, Kirk,
Costigan, Landry (Kent),
Ooughlin, Landry&(Montmagny),
Coursol, Langelier,
Ourran, Langevin (Sir Hector),
Daly, Laurier,
Davies, LeEage,
Dawson, Lister,
De St. Georges, Macdonald (King's),
Desaulniers (Mask' ngé),Mackenzie,
Desaulniers (St.M'rice),Mackintosh,
Dickinson, Macmaster,
Dodd, McMillan (Vaudrenil),
Dugas, McCallure,
Dundas, McCarthy,
Dopont, McGraney,
Edgar, McDougald (Pictou),
Everett, McDougall (O. Breton),
Parrow, MoGreevy,
Ferguson(Leeds&Gren)Mclntyre,
Ferguson. (Welland), McLelan,
Fisher, McNeill,

Amendment negatived.

Massus,
Mill,
Moffat,
Montplaisir,
Mulock,
O' Brien,
Paint,
Paterson (Brant),
Piusonneault,
Platt,
Pruyn,
Ray,
Reid,
Riopel,
Robertson (Fiami'ton),
Robertson (Hastings),
Robertson (Shelburne),
Royal,
Rykert,
Seott,
Scriver,
Shakespeare,
Shanly,
Somerville (Brant),
Somerville (Brune),
Springer,
Sproule,
Tassé,
Taylor,
Temple,
Thompson,
Townshend,
Trow,
Tupper,
Tyrwhitt,
Vail,
Vanasse,
Wallaçe <Albert),
Wallace (York),
Watson,
White (cardwell),
White (Hastings),
White (Renfrew),

Wigle,
Wilson,
Wood (Brockville),
Wood(Westmwreland),
Wright,
Yeo.-149.

louse divided on the amendmant of irI Krans.
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Mesieurs
Béchard, Guilbault,
Benoit, Haggart,
Bergeron, Hurteau,
Bourassa, Kilvert,
Cameron (Victoria), Kranz,
Casgrain, Labrosse,
Daoust, Landerkin,
Desanlaiers (St. M'rice),Lesage,
Dugas, Macmillan (Middlesex),
Gaudet, Massue,
Geoffrion, Mitchell,
Girouard, Montplaisir,

NAYS:

Messieurs

Orton,
Ouimet,
Pinsonneanlt,
Robertson (Hamilton),
Roya,
R ert,
Small,
Taschereau,
Tassé,
Vanasse,
Weldon.-35.

Allen, Fisher, McLelan,
Allison, Forbes, MeMullen,
Amyot, Fortin, McNeill,
Armstrong, Foster, Mille,
Bain (Soulanges), Gagn, Moffat,
Bain (Wentworth), GaUlt, Mulock,
Baker (Hissisquoi), Gigault, O'Brien,
Barnard, Gillmor, Paint,
Bernier, Glen, Paterson (Brant),
Blake, Gordon, Platt,
Blondeau, Guillett, Pruyn,
Bossé, Gnnn, Rey,
Bourbean, Hackett, Reid,
Bowell, Hall, Riopri,
Burnp, Harley, Rob. tson (Hastings),
Burpee, Hay, Robertson (Shelburne),
Cameron (Huron), Hesson, Scott,
Cameron (Inverness), Hickey, Scriver,
Cameron (Mliddlesex), Holton, Shakespeare,
Campbell (Renfrew), Homer, Shanly,
Carling, Innes, Somerrille (Brant),
Caron (Sir Adolphe), Irvine, Somerville (Bruce),
Cartwright (Sir fLich'd)Jackson, Springer,
Casey, Jamieson, Sproule,
Chapleau, Kaulbacb, Taylor,
Colby, King, Temple,
Cook, Kinney, Thompson,
Costigan, Kirk, Townshend,
Coughlin, Landry (Montmagny), Trow,
Coursol, Langelier, Tupper,
Curran, Langevin (Sir Hector), Tyrwhitt,
Daly, Laurier, V hailt,
Davies, Lister, Wallace (Albert),
Dawson, Macdonald (King's), Wallace tYork),
De St. Georges, Mackenzie, Watson,
Desaulniers (\ask'ngé), Rackintosh, White (Cardwell),
Dickinson, Macmaster, White (Hastings),
Dodd, Macmillan (Vaudreuil), White (Renfrew),
Dandas, McCallam, Wigle,
Dupont,; McCarthy, Wilson,
Edgar, McGraney, Wood (Brockville),
Everett, McDougald (Picton), Wood (Westmoreland),
Farrow, McDougall (0. Breton), Wright,
Ferguson(LeedskGren)McGreevy, Yeo.-134.
Ferguson (Welland), McIntyre,

Amendment negatived.

Mr. HICKEY moved in amendment that Bill (No. 99)
relating to druggists (from the Senate) be also added to the
Government Orders. He said: This Bill affects the entire
college of pharmacy and deals with an important interest
in this country. Besides, I do not think thora is a single
provision in the Bill to which the most zealous friend of
temperance could seriously object.

Amendment negatived, and main motion agreed to.

PUBLIC LANDS OF CANADA IN BRITISH
COLUMBIA.

Mr. WHITE (Cardwell) moved third reading of Bill
(No. 120) to make further provision respecting the admin-
istration of the public lands of Canada in British Columbia.

Mr. MILLS. Will the hon. Minister state whether the
Government are carrying out the rectangular system of sur-
vey in British Columbia. I judge, from information that has
come befom us thait snbL is the cae. There was a good

deal of discussion over this subject of the application of the
rectangular system to mountainous districts at the time the
State of California was being surveyed, and the Govern-
ment of the United States came to the conclusion that the
system could not well be carried out ; that, in faot, it would
seriously affect the public interest to adopt that system in
districts that are so rough and mountainous as are some
portions of California. That being the case, the same rule
would apply in British Columbia. In fact, in the larger
portion of the.country, if it is to be adapted to settlement
at all, the physical features will have to be followed and
not mathematical lines drawn on the earth's surface.
Large portions will be rendered unfit for settlement if the
lines are drawn due north and south and east and west. No
doubt the subject has received the attention of the Minister
of the Interior, and I think it desirable before the third
reading of the Bill is taken that the hon. gentleman should
inform the House as te what has been done in that respect
in regard to those lands.

Mr. WHITE (Cardwell). The information I have fromu
the Survoyor General is, that there are nio serions difficulties
in carrying out the mothod of survey adopted in the North-
West, and as far as possible he is carrying out that method.

Bill read the third time and passed.

THIRD READINGS.

Bill (No. 125) to amend the law relating Io the salaries
of certain Judges of tho Supremo Court of Judicature for
Onta io. -(Mr. Thompson.)

Bill (No. 126j to amend the law respecting Crown cases
reserved.-(Mr. Thompson.)

Bill (No. 101) in amendment ofI "The Consolidated In-
land Revenue Act, 1883;" and the Act amending the same.
-(Mr. Costigan.)

APPOINTMENT OF JUDGES IN NORTH-WEST
TERRITORIES.

Mr. T HOMPSON moved that the report of Committee
of the Whole on resolution respecting the appointment of
jadges in the North-West Territories, be read the second
time and concurred in.

Resolution concurred in.

Mr. THOMPSON introduced Bill (No. 133) farther to
amend the law in respect to the North-West Territories.

Bill read the first time.

ELECTORAL FRANCHISE IN THE NORTH-WEST
TERRITORIES.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN moved that the report of
Committee of the Whole respecting fees and expenses in
connection with the electoral franchise in the North-West
Territories, be read the second time and concurred in.

Resolution concurred in.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN moved that the resolution
be referred to the Committee on Bill (No. 115) respecting
the representation of the North-West Territories in the
Parliament of Canada.

Motion agreed to.

REVISED STATUTES OF CANADA,

House resolved itself into Committee of the Whole on
Bill (No. 9) respecting the Revised Statutes of Canada.-
(Mr. Thompson.')
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(In the Committee.) make a considerable alteration, and cause a different con.

On section 1, struction to be put on the Act. In the Franchise Act there
Mr. BLAKE. I wish to say, with reference to this Bil, are many verbal changes made, some of them immaterial,

that I have been told that the Statutes which it is proposed but othere, whieh I am not prepared to say without con-
to make into law are, in several material respeuts, and with sideration, may not be a variation of the sense. We find
reference to some recent Statutes, changed. Now, for sections taken out of the Franchise Act and transferred to
example, with reference to the Franchise provisions, I am other Acta, for instance, to the Dominion Elections Act. It
told that the provision as to the electoral oath, to be ad- appears to me that a distinct Bill should be brought in to
ministered, is altered. It seems to me that this is a very make these changes, which could be incorporated in the
improper method of disposing of questions of- this descrip- consolidation when the final volumes are published. Aay
tion. 1 think, if it is proposed to make changes in material person who has had experience in regard to the consolida-

parts of the law, it would have been proper to introduce fresh tion of Statutes, knows that it is a matter which should
Bills into Parliament which might receive the judgment be proceeded with with a great deal of caution. In the con-
of Parliament as Bills,and which being passed into Acts could solidation of the Statutes of New Brunswick, very serious
have been then consolidated, as the Acts of this Session, with changes were made, which were constantly turning up. In
the revision of the Statutes. But to make changes in the law, one instance the whole principle of the descent of real pro-
under the theory of a revision and consolidation, is to make perty was reversed, and a clause was inserted which had an
those changes without giving Parliament and the country ex poSt facto operation of fifteen years, and which seriously
an opportunity of pronouncing upon the expediency or disturbed titles.
fitness ofthose changes; and for my part, I said before and Mr. THOMPSON. It was not intended that the revisersI repeat that we have got to take very largely upon trust should make any material changes in the language of the-even the select committee had to take very largely upon Statutes; or indeed any changes exce t such as were neces-trust-the work of the consolidators. But if such changes sary to harmonise the Statutes, and 1runderstand that is allof the law as I have referred to are introduced into the re- that has been done in connection with the Franchise Act.vision, we really do not know what changes we are mak- Of course as it is an Act in which a great deal of interest
isg. Now, with reference to, this question of the oath, if was taken last Session, and in regard te which there wasmy memory serv me aright, during the discussions on the considerable feeling, I am not surprised that any changeFranchise Bill last Session, it was pointed out that the whatever in it, even a verbal change, should excite com-oaths would no longer be suitable, having regard to the ment; but I would ask hon, gentlemen who ave madenew franchise, and a pledge was made that this Session a comment to point out any instance in which the revisersBill would be introduced to amend the law in this particu- have taken an unwarrantable liberty with the text. Iflar, and te make provision for that defect. I do net con- they have simply made the Franchise Act harmonise withsider it a fulfilment of that pledge that the revision of e t the Election Act in respect of the oath of qualification, orStatutes should contain suc an oath; I think that pledge in the- phraseology of any of the sections, it seems tocould be fulfilled only by our having in the ordinary way a me th they were strictly wio f f t he line of duty, andBill for consideration touching that question. I do not within the linewhieh they followed with egard to otherknow whether there are other particulars mu which they fondcthregard t eer
sanie prouesa has bean adepted, but if thora be I eau only AýCts, in respect of which their eonduet lia not been criti-
sthat I regret i very tueh. cised. If they have done more than that-if they have
ay Imade a change against the policy of the Act or the wish of

Mr. WELDON. It strikes me, with regard te the Bill the House, now is the time to mention the particular
which was passed last Session, that in part of the consolida- instance.
tion relating to the franchise, the sections are totally trans- Mr. BLAKE. That is just what we complain of. I main-
posed, and the alterations are such that it will be very tain that changes in the law ought to be made by Parlia-
difficult te know what their effect will be. Sometimes a ment, and not by the revisers. For example, it may be a
section of the law is controlled a good deal by the context, very serions question what sort of oath we should have.
and it also happens in this case that certain portions of the The oath proposed by the revisers is pratically a new oath,
Act are transferred into other Acts. Now, that is a matter and it is not, to my mind, a satisfactory one; it is tao gen-
as to which we should proceed with a great deal of caution. oral; but I have no opportunity of moving an amendment.
Last Session, when the revised Statutes were introduced The hon. gentleman says now is the time to point any
into the louse, a joint committee of both flouses was change out. How is the House going te remedy them ?
appointed to go through the Acts, and compare them as far The1 House cannot remedy them.
as possible. That, of course, was a task which would be
utterly impossible for the whole committee to undertake, se fMr THLOMPSON. I have attached te the Bifh a schedule
the committee was sub-divided and certain portions were oalterations t be made, and ene value of that is that if a
given to each sub-committee. So far as the sub-committees mistake was made, and the attention of the House called to
were concerned, they went through lithe portions allotted to it, we could correct it there.
them, and it was found in some cases that several mistakes Mr. BLAKE. But the proper way te make a statute is
were made which might have been very serions. At the not to alter in Committee of the Whole something the revi-
same time, I felt that that was the only course which was sers have set before us, but to have the proposition brought
open to us, as otherwise it would be impossible ever to have before us in the regular way.
revised Statutes. A commissioner attended the sub-com- Mr. THO NIPSON. That is another question. I thoughtmittees and explained the varions changes, and, of course, a the hon. gentleman was under the impression that we couldgreat deal had to be taken on the responsibility of that con- not amend anything here.missioner. But with regard to the amendments made in
the Act of 1885, there las not been that care taken Mr. BLAKE. As the Bil came before the flouse we
of tbem, although those Acts have been changed to could not. What opportunity is given in this mass of
a large extent. For instance, the sections are Statutes, filling two volumes, to make amendments ? I do
entirely transposed and new language is used which some- not think it is a satisfactory or proper method of making
times makes the construing of them very diffi;iltf; because ibom. It was pointed out last Session that the alterations
every person who is familiar with the construction of the we were making in the law would involve farther alter-
Statutes, knows that a change of a few words will sometimes1ation in the election law, and we were told that a Bill

Mr. BLma.
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would be brought before us this Session with that view. It
is no redemption of that pledge to adopt such an oath as
the revisers may think a fit oath, whieh they have presented
to us in several thousands of pages of different Statutes,
and to say to us, point ont anything in the Committee of
the Wholie, and the necessary changes may be made. We
have not that Ant before us; what we have before us is a
Bill to make that Act law. A measure of that kind is one
in regard to which it is very important that we should
have the practical experience of those engaged in the con.
duct of elections, active politicians throughout the country,
who have had to do with the varions devices which have to
be guarded against for the introduction of spurious oaths.
We have not that advantage. We adopt the view that the
public have some interest in our legislation, and have some
right and duty to make suggestions in regard to it, and in
that view we establish certain intervals between the stages
of Bills, print them and distribute them. We have none of
these advantages now, but we are asked to swallow this
holus bolus.

Mr. LANDRY (Kent). As a member of the committee
to which was referred this consolidation, I gave consider-
able attention to it, but, I must admit, not such attention
as to make me feel thoroughly certain as to the changes
proposed and the consolidation made. That was utterly
impossible without giving the matter a great deal more
time than we had at our disposal. But, still, those matters
to which the hon. member for St. John (Mr. Weldon) has
referred came up before the subcommittee of which I had
the honer of being chairmen, and they were satisfactorily
explained to us as not interfering in any way with the Act.
For instance, if bon. gentlemen will look at the Franchise
Act, page 47 of the draft, they will find the parts that are
to be consolidated. For instance, it mentions all except
section 2, section 10, and sections 15 to 32, both inclusive.
Those were left ont because, as understood by us, and I
have no doubt by those who consolidated the Statutes, they
were of no effect, being virtually repealed. I think all the
sections from 15 to 32 refer to the preliminary preparation
of the list. That work having been done, it cannot come
up again.

Mr. WELDON. That is just the question-has it been all
done ?

Mr. LANDRY (Kent), The preliminary part ias been
done.

Mr. WELDON. But yon ehiminate the final revision,
which has to come.

Mr. LANDRY (Kent). The reason we omitted that is
that this consolidation will net come into force until after
a proclamation is made, and that proclamation will not be
made until alter the time has elapsed for the final revision
of these lists, and therefore all these sections are unneces.
sary. I give this example to show that there was no inten-
tion of changing the Act in any material respect, because
being convinced that it was not changed in any material
respect, the change consisting only in the striking out of
things which were unnecessary, we made our recommenda-
tion that it should be adopted.

this time, is to be found in the Ontario Revised Statutes,
vol. i, page 152. When a voter comes up to be sworn,
surely, if the oath is meant to be of any utility as a pre-
vention of fraud, ho ought to be made to swear that ho has
got the necessary qualification. Now, the Ontario Act
makes an elector swear :

" That on such a day you were actially, truly and in good faith 'os-
sessed for vour own use and beneat, as owner, tenant or occupant, ai.the
case may ,e, of the real estate in respect of which your name is entered
on the lt of voters, and as uch are entitled to vote at this election."

This provision of the oath is entirely left out in the new
form; and I think the House should not be asked to pass
such an oath without some explanation. Further, in the
fo9m of the Ontario oath, the voter is obligod to swear that
ho is of the full age of 21 years. Under the new franchise,
which lias set the qualification as to age at 21, as it was
before in Ontario, the form of oath given does not contain
this declaration. This is oither a gross piece of nogligence
on the part of whoever prepared this form, or it is the result
of design. I have heard that all through the country, boys
are being put on the voters' list of sixteen years ofage, and
when they come to vote they will not be called upon to
swear that they are of the proper age; consequently their
votes will be taken. We should not be asked to pass mea-
sures in this loose way.

Mr. WELDON. This point is very important, because
the first qualification, under the Franchise Act, is that the
voter should be of the age of twenty-one, and be a British
subject, by birth or naturalisation. The form of oath given
does not contain tho important statement that the voter is
of the age of twenty-one; thereforo, if persons under that
age should get on the list, they will escape penalties,
though they have not the proper qualification. The hon.
member for Kent says the changes which have been made
are changes which do not affect the Statutes, but h. must
know that we cannot in a moment decide whether the
changes are such as ho describes them to be or not, parti.
clarly when the sections of the different Statutes
are transposed and numbered differently to what
they are in the Statutes at present. Fr instance, section
55 of last yeur turns eout to be section 15 in the
consolidated edition. When the commission was first
issued during the Session of 1884, the Revised Statutes were
laid on the Table, and lon. members had a whole year to
examine them. In the Session of 1885, they were referred
to a committee, which took the whole of the Session to go
through them carefully, and thon they stood over another
year. There should be no diffieulty this year; because there
bas not been ample time toexamine them, yet mistakes have
been fonnd. I pointed out a serious mistako in regard to
navigation in Canadian waters. iere we find that the
Statutes passed last Session are published in the Revised
Statutes, as they were in 1885, but so transposed that it is
utterly impossible, in a cursory examination, to find them.

Mr. LANDRY (Kent). The object ofa revision of the con-
solidation of the Statutes is to do what has been done liere.
All the Acts on a particular subject are consolidated, carefully
eliminating the portions repealed and h monising those
remaining. so as to grive a perfect Act. The consolidation

Mr. EDGAR. It is not so much what ias been left out of the Acta passed last yearfhas been done in the same way
of it as what has been put in. in the first volume of the as the consolidation of the Acta of previous years. That
Revised Statutes, at page 119, we find, as a achedule of the was done in the way I have mentioned, by consolidatng
Election Act, an entirely new form of' qualification. Itbis into ono Act everything that belonged to one subject, it did
necessary, in view of uniformity, that there should be one not matter in how many different Statutes it might have
oath for the whole of the electorate, instead of, as formerly, been found. No one found fault with that last winter, but
using the oaths provided by the different Provinces; but I the fault now found is, that the Acta passed last winter have
protest against the form of eath adopted, because it is an not been put into this new consolidation-to use a common
absolutely new form; it is absolutely new legislation on a phrase-holus bolus, without any regard to what applied or
vital point. The oath which we have been using in the not, but exactly as they passedlast winter. As I understand,
PrQvince of Ontario and at the Dominion election, up te hon, gentlemen say that should have been done. For instance,
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the Franchise Act should have been put in as it passed,with- mother, upon the farm in respect of which ho is to vote.
out consolidating it,without eliminating any of those sections That may possibly be also necessary; I do not know. It
which have virtuaily become effete and no avail, but put in is suggested by my hon. friend beside me (Mr. White, Ren.
exactly as it was. It appears to me that the object and frew) that he may have become disqualified by having left
aim of the consolidation would have been lost sight of if his father since he was put on the list. I do not know if
that had been done. The question is, is that fairly and that would disqualify him, but it might. So, if ho was a
honestly done, bas the meaning and intention of the Act British subject, he might have become the subject of
been changed ? If so, it would be a wrong thing, which another power in the meantime. But, at any rate, these
ought not to have been done, but I do not think it has been. are the only two things. It is my conviction that in other
I do not say positively that it has not, but my conviction, respects the oath is a proper one, but, if hon. gentlemen
from the cursory observation I was able to give to it, is object to it, they have their remedy now. It may be diffi-
that the law has not been changed materially. I adn:it cult to see through the draft, it is so voluminous, but every
frankly that we had not the time at our disposal to enable change is noted at the foot of the section in which it is
me to speak positively on it, but I believe firmly that it is made. It is either set down as "re-drafted," if it has been
a consolidation that we could properly recommend, and th*t re-drafted, or as "new," if it is new. I am not sure
this committee could easily adopt, without any fear of the whether the changes as to numbers of sections are noted, but
laws having been changed in any way. As to the oath, it wherever the wording is different it is noted at the bottom
may have been botter that that oath should be brought in of the section. Hon. gentlemen may say they have not
by a special and particular Act, but it is a more technical the time or the leisure or the disposition to go over
objection. these two large volumes to see whether they are

Some hon. MEMBERS. Oh. right or not, but hon. gentlemen will find that the
sections in which the wording is noted toe o"new ' or

Mr. LANDRY (Kent). Hon. gentlemen may say not, "Ire-drafted," are not very numerous after all; and I think,
but if this is adopted now, wili not this be the law ? whenover hon. gentlemen think it is not right or proper

Mr. EDGAR. ILt is new law and it is bad law. law to be enacted, they should move that it be amended in

Mr. LANDRY (Kent). If they say i. is bad law, tle some way. In regard to the reference made by my hon.
simple way j ( to move te amend that law and make it friend from the city and county of St. John (Mr. Weldon),simpl ecwaynI tomoveoaMndthatilawindmhakit ato the important matter of which he ls spoken, I think
good, accordig te their views. My opinion is, that it is a he will find a recommendation on the part of the committeereasonable and fair oath to take under the Franchise Act, that that shall be amended, and that in the schedule it isand that it meets the different sections of the Aat as it amended according to the views he put forward, which areexists. I do not profcss to jpdge for others, or to be
infallible in my opinion. I may be entirely wrong, but i to Int oct
think, upon a fair reading, we shall find it to b. so. Take p e
the oath itself. The comments made on the fact that the . Mr. M ULOCK. The discussion, so far, has been princi-
elector is not asked to say positively that he is twenty-one pally confined to the alleged defect in regard to the oathfor
years of age have no effect, for this reason. The elector the qualification of voters. If an oath was necessary under
swears that ho is the person named, or purporting to be the old law, I submit that it is doubly nocessary under the
named on the list of voters shown to him. The law is cor- new. Under the old law, the officials charged with the
tainly very strict, that no one shall get on but those who business of comparing the lists wore able to have some per-
are twenty-one years of age, and the voter swears that ho sonal knowledge of what they were engaged in doing.
is the person who is on the list. We must take it primd Speaking of the practiceo prevailing in the Province
facie that he is properly there, and has been put there of Ontario, we kow that the first stop in the way
before a proper court. of the preparation of the list was assessment. That

Mr. WELDON. Why is it necessary that he should assessment was made, not for the purpose of giv-
swear that he is a British subject ? ing a vote to the person assessed, but for the purpose

of taxation, and was made by persons laving an actual
Mr. LAN DRY (Kent). It may not be necessary that ho krowledge of what they wero ongaged in doing. It is all

should swear to that. changed now. The revising officer prepares the list, but
Mr. BLAKE. Why should ho swear to anything except ho does not prepare it on any knowledge of his own what-

to hie identity, according to your theory ? ever; and each revising officer having the-power to receive
just such information as lie desires, to accept such evidence

Mr. L ANDRY (Kent). Because it goos further, and He as ho chooses, is in a position to make a list on absolutely
swears that le is entitled te vote at this election. fie unreliable testimony. I know that, in some ridings in the
must be a naturalised subject, le must have the qualifica- Province of Ontario, revising officers placed names upon
tions under the Franchise Act. If he swears to this, he is the list on information and belief, on the affidavits or statu-
covering the whole ground. tory declarations of third persons on information and belief.

Mr. MILLS. Then why is ho required to swear anything I would be glad if the Minister of Justice would understand
more ? the point I am making, bocause I am sure ho has a desire

Mr. LNDIRY (Kent) .t is ne.essary for himto swear to have this made right, and I want to point ont this very
h m. L ANDY(e n t tsnecessr foim t swearserious matter to him. A vaAt number of names have been

he ias not voted before sud that lie las received nothing placed on the list in Ontario simply on evidence on infor-
and paid nothing to anyone to vote or refrain from voting. mation and belief. Now, the deponent may have sworn
That is necessary because, if he had, it would not take h is correctly, but his information may have been insecurate,
name off the list, but would disqualify him. That is abso- so that there was really no legal testimony before the re-
lutely necessary under the sections which prohibit tho vising officer when he accepted the name and placed it on
bribing of individuals for the purpose of gotting their the list
votes. So all this oath is necessary, except perhaps the
declaration that he is a British subject. Mr. WHITE (Renfrew). It eau be struck off afterwards.

Mr. MULOCK. It may be struok off, if it is found out,
Mr. WELDON, Read sub-section 6. but, if it is not struck off, should the man have a vote if hm
Mr. LANDRY (Kent). That declares that ho is a rosi- is not entitled to a vote? Should we not perfect this

detwih his father, or, if his father be dead, with his system so that uo person should have a voice.ln olections
1r. LANDRY (Kent).
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without the statutory qualification ? I presume that is
what we are calling for. It is not intended that Parliameni
should represent persons who are not electors, or that the
resulta of the elections shall depend upon persons who have
not the necessary statutory qualifications. Now if it is
admitted for a moment, as it must be, that the list to-day
contains the names of persons who really bare net the
qualifications, surely we .ought to provide a further test in
order that our whole system of election shall not tend to beo
a more farce.

Mr. THOMPSON. By changing the nature of the oath?
Mr. MULOCK. Yes. I think if we had the oath pre

sented to the electors at the polls that he is possessed of the
qualifications which ho claims, it gives him a vote. I fully
understood, speaking for myself last Session, that such was
to be made law this year-I fully understood s-o from the
Premier, and I fancy it is only by an oversight that matters
are in their present condition. If it is the intention of the
Government or the will of the louse, that there shall be
this final test submitted to every person claiming to be
entitled to vote, I have no doubt that the coîamitteo who
had revision of the list, could, in a very short time, bring in
the necessary forme to be attached to this Act, or the Act
it is intended to bring in.

Mr. MILLS. It appears from the consolidation of the
Franchise Act that there are some twenty clauses left out,
and the hon. gentleman from Kent, N.B. (Mr. Landry),
says that it is unnecessary that they should be embraced in
the carrent list, and that the list shall ho completed before
this consolidated body of law goes into operation. Now, it
seems to me that it is an clementary principle that whero
you repeai a law, everything that rests upnci it, that has a
legal origin in the law repealed, falls with it. i would like
to know by what authority the list is upheld, unless there
is a special provision-unless there is some new legal basis
given to the list-upon what principle the current list
could be upheld ? Now, these lists will be the lists for the
election for twelve months, possible for two years to come;
they wili be cthe lists in operation, that is, they will have
legal effect and validity until the new list is prepared, until
they are superseded by another list; but if you repeal those
sections of the law, by the authority of whicb those lists are
formed, and are made the election lists, then they disappear
as effectually as the provisions of the law upon which they
rest. I would like to know by what authority the lists that
are now being prepared, are to remain the voters' lists,
if you repeal the sections of the Act which makes tbem
voters' lists, and substitute nothing else in their place.
These Consoldated Statutes provide that at some period a
proclamation shall issue bringing them into operation.
Supposing that is issued twelve months hence, what will be
the effecet upon the existing lists? You repeal every sec.
tion upon which those lists rest, and you repeal every pro.
vision of the law which authorises these lists to be framed,
and having done that the lists disappear along with the
provisions of the law upon which they repose. I say there
is nothing clearer than that when the sections from 11 to 31
or 32, are repealed, when they disappear from the Statute-
book, the votera' lists throughout Canada, which have been
created by the authority of these sections, disappear with
thosesections. By what authority? Why, by the authority of
the law whichyou have repealed, and which is law no longer.
That being the case, I think it is clear as noon-day that not
one voters' list in ton would exist if that consolidated body
of law were brought into operation within the next twelve
months, as it stands, without any provision being made for
the perpetuation of these lists; there would be no
Voters' lista in existence, and no elections could be had
until new liste could be prepared. I think that would
be the legal effect. The hon. gentleman shakes his head.
I would like4o know by what authority these liste would

11r7
8 remain the voters' liste. The hon. gentleman knows that
t there are certain sections of the Act which provide that

revising officers shall ho appointed who shall prepare cer-
tain lists, that they are prepared in a particular way, and it
describes every step which shall ho taken, and the hon.
gentleman proposes te introduce a Bill by which all these
provisions of the law shall be repealed. 1 say that being
the case, unless there is some positive legislation for the
purpose of perpetuating those liste, they disappear with the
law.

Mr. LANDRY (Kent.) It seems to me the hon. gentie-
man's argument is very specious, because, if it is correct,
we may go on a little further and say that everything that
bas been doue even on those lirts, would also become ille-
gal. For instance, this House of Commons would have no
authorityto sit here; we would no longer bo a House of
Commons, because the franchise upon which we are elected
was repealed last winter, and that everything that has
been doue under that law is wiped away by the fart of its
being repealed. It appears te me that the amendment
carried out te its logical conclusion leads to that result.
The hon. gentleman shakes his head. If certain thinge
have been donc under an existing law, those things are
legal; they are accomplished and fired by law; but if the
hon, gentleman is correct, all those things become illegal
if we repeal the law under which they were done. Have
we not been elected under a certain law ? Will the hon.
gentleman say that everything we have done is illegal
because we have wiped away that law by the Franchise
Act ? This shows how ridiculous is the argument of the
hon, gentleman.

It being Six o'clock, the Speaker loft the Chair.

After Reoess.

Mr. THOMPSON. One of the principal objections made
by the hon. me mber for West Durham was that a promise
was made last Session that matters would be dealt with by
substantive legislation, and as of course an opportunity will
present itself for that I will, therefore, for the present drop
the form of oath altogether.

Mr. DAVIES. Suggestion was made that the form of
oath should contain a substantive decluration of the ago of
the elector claiming to voto. In regard te farmors' sons it
is also desirable that such should be doue and that a pçrson
claiming te vote has been residing with hie father tifolve
months provious te the date of the election.

On section 2'
Mr. THOMPSON. Section 2 provides that "the Governor

in Council may cause such Act% of the present Session as
ho thinks proper to be inserted in this consolidation," and at
the end of that clause I add a few words in accordance with
the report of the committee providing that alterations made
in the schedules to this Bill shal obe made before publication.
An errer is montioned by the siib-committee, and it con-
sists of the unnecessary repetition of a clause. It is due te
the revisers to say that it was not originally their mistake.
They incorporated it with the law as it is, and the law con-
tains that errer.

Mr. MILLS. There are votera' list now being prepared,
and I understand by the revision of the Revised Statutes it
is proposed to repeal the sections under which those lista
are being prepared.

Mr. THOMPSON. Not exactly. That has simply
reference to some preliminary work, but the provisions
under which the liste are prepared are continued.

. Mr. EDGAR. In the Franchise Act proper, which is
consolidated here, in almoet every paragragh there is some
change, some adaptation we are told. It is objectionable
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that we should be called upon to rush through with this
Bill, while I see on the notice paper a Bill to amend the
Franchise Act standing in the name of the Minister of
Justice. If that Bill is before the Hlouse and any aimend-
ments are made which may be considered necessary to
facilitate the working of the Act or to recall what we
may paso over tc-night in a lump, can those amendments
be introduced into the lam ?

Mr. THOMPSON. It is fully intended that the Acts of
this Session shall be embodied in the consolidation in the
same way as were the Acts of last Session. I hope to be able
to introduce the Franchise Bill to-morrow or the next day.

Mr. WEL DON. I am afraid this Act tends to take power
to legislate out of the hands of Parliament and place it in
the hands of the Government. The revised volume will be
a large one without embodying the Acts of this Session,and
it will be the better course to bring the Revised Statutes
down to a certain period than to embrace the Statutes of
this year.

Mr. THOMPSON. 1 think it is very desirable to bring
the consolidation down to as late a period as possible. It is
only intended to cover cases of that kind.

Mr. WE LDON. I know that a similar Act is in the con-
solidation of the New Brunswick Statutes, but I have heard
complaints that alterations were made. It seems to me that
you should bring the revision down to where you got the
Statutes and thon start again with the Acts passed this Ses.
sion. When we give power to a body outside of ourselves
to say that it is to be the effect of language as to which
lawyers and judgos differ, it would be far better to bring
the Revised Statutes down to this Session, and let the Acts
of this Session romain as they are.

Mr. THOMPSON. That would be losing a year, and, as
1 said before, this course has been pursued in all other con.
solidations and without any question, I think, having been
raised or any charge made that the Acts had been changed
by the revisers. Besides that, hon. gentlemen will re-
member that we are passing this Session some Acts for the
purpose of taking their places in the consolidation; for
instance, that in relation to summary convictions, where we
have the case of clauses in phrases altogether different from
that which they would occupy if they woro substantive Acts.

Mr. MILLS. I think it is very clear, if that was the
intention of the Government, that instead of proposing sim-
ply an amendment to the Act, the whole Act relating to
the particular subject ought to have been consolidated, and
all other laws on the subject repealed, and afterwards it
might have been incorporated in the Revised Statutes. But
that has not been doue. For instance, we had an amend-
ment to the land law, and it was open to the Government
to supersede the existing law altogother and consolidate the
law, propose a measure to the House and carryit through.
It might then have been incorporated in the Revised
Statutes. But the hon. gentleman proposes, after the work
of revision has been completed, in so far as it may be
said to have been completed at all, that the Government
shall have the liberty of consolidating the law after Parlia.
ment rises. That is practically the proposition. Now, I
do not think that ought to be the case. I think it would be
infinitely botter that the Government should propose to re-
introduce those measures and to re-enact thom this Session
than to do what the hon. gentleman proposes. Certainly
the work of consolidation, when it is done, will be in part
undone from the first Session after the work is compieted,
and that first Session might just as well be this Session as
next Session. There is no advantage in postponing it. The
ten years which usually run before revision takes place,;
would expire one year sooner. It seems that this course is ani
unusual proceeding, because, although the work of consowli

Mr. EDIeA.

dation is usually carried down to the close of the Session in
which the Acts are carried, it is not carried down
in the way the hon. gentleman proposes. Take for
instance the land Bill amendments which were introduced.
If the Government intended to do what the Minister of
Justice now says was their intention, why was not the whole
law brought before us, so that it could take its place in this
volume? What the hon. gentleman proposes is that Par-
liament shall in part abdicate its function and hand them
over to the Executive.

Mr. MACMASTER. In the consolidation of the Statutes
of the Province of Quebec certain amendments were made
while the Code was before the House, and the committee
which was entrusted with the consolidation of the laws was
also entrusted with the incorporation of the amendments
made by the House with the original Statutes. It seems to
me that the course the Minister is now pursuing is perfectly
analogous.

On section 5,
Mr. WELDON. The time mentioned in the third sub.

section seems to be very indefinite, and the matter would
depend entirely on the action of the Local Legislature.

Mr. THOMPSON. In some cases legislation bas been
carried forward which would require the action of one of
the Local Legislatures. A few cases of that kind are pro.
vided for. It is proposed, when the proper Legislature
makes provision for the punishment of an offence by fine or
imprisonment, that the former provision should stand re-
pealed. These are matters in respect of which the repeal
could not be made by the Local Legislature now, but the
repeal must be made here, because the offences are now
criminal offences.

Mr. WEL DON. If the Local Legislature had no power
to repeal an Act passed before Confederation, how could
they deal with it ?

Mr. THOMPSON. The subject matter of the legislation
is with them, but as the offences are now felonies or misde-
meanors, the provisions making them so are within our
jurisdiction.

Mr. MILLS. I think the rule laid down by the Judicial
Committee is that where the subject-matter is under the
jurisdiction of the Local Legislature, and there is no fine
or punishment attached to it, then the offence is under pro-
vincial jurisdiction, and I do not think thero is any limita-
tion as to how the Local Legisiature may characteriso that
offence. If the principal subject matter of which the crime
is an incident, or the regulation for the enforcement of the
law on that subject, is clearly within local jarisdiction,~then
it seems to me that the offence is under local legislation
even though the law were passed before Confederation. There
was a division of Statute-Law made by the Act of Con.
federation, and the Local Legislatures are just as competent
to repeal what they would have the power to enact, even
though it was passed before Confederation, as they would
be if it had been enacted by themselves.

Mr. THOMPSON. I cannot fully agree with my hon.
friend, that because the Local Legislature has power to
legislate with regard to coroners' inquests, it would have a
right to say that a person committing a breach of the peace,
while an inquest was proceeding, would be guilty of a fel-
ony. We are not interfering with the legislation here; we
are providing an effective rule for repealing Acts which it
is not competent for the Local Legislatures themselves to
repeal.

On section 11,
Mr. DAVIES. I do not know whether the Minister of-

Justice has given full consideration to the question, how
far we have the right to declare that thisor that shall be
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evidence in all courts. I think the preponderating opinion
of the lawyers of this Iouse is, that we have not that right,

Mr. TH.OMPSON. I do not think that arises. We are
only professing to speak of what is within our own juris.
diction. When we say that copies of these Acta shall be
evidence in all courts, we mean, of course, so far as we have
power to make them so.

Bill reported and read the third time and passed.

CHINESE IMMIGRATION.

Mr. CHAPLEAU moved the second reading of Bill (No.
106) to amend an Act to restrict and regulate Chinese Immi-
gration into Canada. He said: As I stated when introducing
the Bill, it is the same, substantially, as that of last year,
with the exception that a better and more practical mode
of registration is adopted, and that the working of the Bill
is put entirely under the control of the officers and the
Minister of Customs. Another feature of the Bill is that
merchants who were exempted from paying the entrance
fee of $50 on arriving are no longer exempted. Another
clause of the Bill, which is only a matter of detail, assimi-
lates the bringing in of Chinese immigrants by rail with
those coming in by steamer, at the same time providing
that Chinese immigrants, passing through the territory
by rail, if their intended destination is outside the Domin-
ion, may be se transported without payment of the fee
mentioned in the Act. There are no other special provi-
sions differing from those of the Bill of last year.

Motion agreed to, Bill read the second time and the House
resolved itself into Committee.

(In the Committee.)
On section 2,
Mr. CHAPLEAU. I propose to amend suh-section c to

read as follows:-
The expression 'Ohinese " means any person barn of a Chinese

father.
Mr. WELDON. No matter what nationality the mother

is ?
Mr. CHAPLEAU. If born of a Ohinese father he will

be excladed.

Mr. GOR DON. Will not this lead to litigation ?

Mr. CEAPLEAU, It is intended to prevent litigation.

Mr. GORDON. He may say he has an English father
ln order to save the $50.

Mr. C aAPLEAU. It will be for him to prove that. le
might eay the same if the expression were "of Chinese
origin."

Mr. DAVIES. The hon. gentleman bas altered the firet
part of sub section c, but not the second part which says:

" The expres sion 'OChinese immigrant' means any person of Chinese
origin, & c.*

Mr. CHAPLEAU. Yes, I think the same change should
be nade.

Mr. WELDON. Make it "any Chinese entering Canada,"
as we have already explained what a Chinese in.

Mr. CHAPLEAU. Yes, that will do.

On section 3,
Mr. SHAKESPEARE. I must express my disapproval

Of that. So far as I have seen the working under the charge
Of the Oustome Department, it bas not been at al satisfac-
tory, and, when this Bil was before Parliament a year ago,
it was dietinctly understood that a person was to have that

1MG

position as controller, and that the Customs Department
would not have charge of this particular Bill or the work-
ing out of it. I referred to that part of the Bill at that
time, and said that, so far as the port of Victoria was
conoerned, the Customs Department had suffoient to
attend to without having charge of the working out
of the provisions of this Bill, and the Minister of
Custome endorsed what 1 said. I am satisfied that, if in the
future it is teobe worked out as in the past, it will be a very
unsatisfactory piece of business. So far as the port of Vic-
toria is concerned-.and that is the only place I refer to--
the Customs Department have not carried out the provisions
of the law. They are not in sympathy with the Bill in any
shape or form. Mr. Hamley was controller last year, but ho
took no interest whatever in seeing that the provisions of
this law were enforced. It was left to his deputies to attend
to that, and I can state for a fact that ho knew of provisions
of the Bill being violated and refused to have the guilty
parties brought to justice and have them punished. I am
satisfied, unless some person is appointed who is in sympa-
thy with this Bill, and desires to see its provisions carried
out, it will be a farce so far as enforcing its provisions are
concerned.

Mr. CHAPLEAU. I do not know whether an officer of
the Customs Departnent has been guilty of negligence of
his duty. Ail I know is that the Bill as it was, and especi-
ally as it is, provides sufficient means to have the execution
of this Act performed to the satisfaction of all. I might
tell my hon. friend, who knows it, 1 suppose, that the Bill
is restrictive enongh, and hie worked so well that, for the
last two monthe, during which generally a large influx of
Chinese immigration used to come to the Pacifie coast, not
a single entry of a new Chinese immigrant has been made.
The law as it is proposed, with respect to registration, is
so very stringent upon the officer that, unless there is groes
negligence-and in that case he should be reported to
headquarters-the Bill can be worked very satisfactorily.

Mr. GORDON. I quite agree with the remarks of the
Secretary of State. Last year I was of opinion that such an
Act would require a special department, but after seeing
its operations for one year, so far as our port is concerned,
I think it has worked well, and bas almost amounted to an
absolute prohibition of Chinese immigration. I am satis-
flied that there is no mode of enforeing that Aet so econo-
mical as to have it carried into effect through the Customs
Department. Every offRcer of Customs has access to every
steamer, steamship and vessel of every description entering
our port, and il the controller appointed was not in conneo-
tion with the Customse, he would have to go to the Cuetomrs
officers at the different ports in order to get information to
enable him to prevent the Chinese entering the port. That
is the conclusion I had arrived at, and I quite justify
the Government in giving the administration of that Act
to the Customs DJpartment.

Mr. MITCHELL. I think the objection taken against
this is very extraordinary. I arn against this whole
Chinese Bill, myself, but of course we are not discussing
that just now, but I do think the proposition to appoint a
party outside the Customs Department to superintend
this thing is simply ridiculous. I cannot at al sympathise
with the vague charges made against the Customs officers
of not doing their duty. I notice, in a subsequent part of
this Bill, that an offloer is to be appointed with a salary of
83,000 a year. To that I certainly would object. If I under-
stood the hon. gentleman who last spoke, ho said the prac-
tical effect of the Act last year was almost to exclude
Chinese immigration altogether. Well, if that is so I do
not see what we want with a $3,000 appointment. But
leaving that point for the present, 1 think that if the hon.
gentleman in my eye who made the objection tg the
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Custems officers, bas any charge to make against tbem,
ho should make it to the head of the Department.

Mr. SHIAKESPERAE. I know whereof I speak,and the
charge was made to the Customs Department against the
officer for not doing bis duty, and I know that the Customs
officer failed positively to do his duty.

Mr. MITCHELL. Then why do you support a Govern-
ment who retains a Customs officer that fails to do his duty?

On section 6, sub-section 2,
Mr. CHkAPLEAU. This is a consolidation of the Act.

We might leave that in suspense. I move to strike out the
next paragraph after the paragraph concerning the $3,000.

Mr. MITCHELL. I object to the $3,000 paragraph. I
do not see what we want of that officer. If the statement
of the hon. gentleman in my eye is correct, that this almost
excludes Chinese immigration, I do not see why we want
to pay a man $3,000 a year for the purpose of interpreting
for half a dozen immigrants who come in. If Chines.
immigration is almost excluded, 1 do not see why we should
require to appoint an officer at $3,000 a year and incur the
other expenses, when there is nothing for him to do.
Besides, there will be a lot of clerks to provide for, and I
d > not thiuk the Government ought to press a policy of that
kind upon the House.

Mr. GORDON. The cessation of Chinese immigration
may be only of a temporary character. Before the Can-
adian Pacific Railway was comploted, a great many
Chinese were thrown out of employment, and that woulri
naturally deter their countrymen from coming over. But
the dulness incident to the completion of that road, I hope,
will not continue very long, and as soon as times
get brisk, as soon as our mines become developed,' the
Chinese will return in as great numbers as heretofore.

Mr. MILLS. What do you want them to come for?
Mr. GORDON. We do not want them to come, but if

they do come we intend that Canada shall derive a propor-
tionate revenue from them, and that is the only mode of
getting the revenue which they should contribute to the
Treasury of Canada.

Mr. DAVIES. The whole ground on which the Act bas
been justified was that it would be virtually prohibitory of
the entry into this country of a class of people that those
bon. gentlemen say it is not desirable to have here. Now
if the Act is already effective you appoint a sinecure office
with a salary of $3,000 a year, and if the Act is not
eff, ctive then its object ceases altogether and it sbould be
repealed.

Mr. CHIAPLEAU. We want to make the Bill provide
for an officer whose salary bas been already voted by Par-
liament. But if there is no need of that officer he will not
be employed this year, any more than last year. I think
the Government has given, this year, the measure of its dis-
cretion in using the credit given lastyear; if they do not make
the appointment, the money will not be expended. But we
ought to provide for a possible influx of Chinese immigra-
tion, and if we want to prevent frauds we must have an officer
who is qualified, so that we may not be obliged to choose
from those places wbere prejudice may exist; but we want
to choose a man who will be trained in the language, so that
we may avoid difficulties and litigation.

Mr. MILLS. The hon. gentleman declared the object of
the Government when this law was first proposed. It
originated with the people of British Columbia; they were
opposed to Chinese immigration. They desired that the
Mongolians should be kept ont of the country. They said
they prevented the settlement of British Columbia by
Buropeans, that they interfered with the labor, and that it

Mr. MITOHEL.

was impossible to secure the settlement of that Province
with a desirable class of population, if effective measures
were not taken for the exclusion of Chinese. The hon,
gentleman appointed a commission. The hon. gentleman
proposed a law for the purpose of accomplishing that object
and complying with the wishes, with the prejudices if you
please, of the people of British Columbia. Now, a repre.
sentative of British Columbia assures us that it is quite
possible there may be, at some future period, when the
country is in a more prosperous position, a large influx of
Chinese immigrants. That is an extraordinary declaration
by the hon. gentleman. Why, I thought British Columbia
was to be made a paradise by the exclusion of the Chinese,
and now that hon. gentleman tells us it is not so prosperous
as it might be, that possibly, in the future, British Columbia's
prosperity will revive, and there will be a large influx of
Chinese population, and that that class may then become
necessary. If the Government intend the measure to be
effective, and, I suppose, unless they did intend it to be so,
they would not propose these amendments, thon this officer
and this salary are altogether unnecessary; and if they are
necessary, then the hon. gentleman ought to repeal this law
and remove the obstacles in the way of Chinese immigration.

Mr. CHIAPLEAU. The hon. gentleman is mistaken on
two points, and they are the only two points in his remarks.
The Government did not introduce the law to prohibit
Chinese immigration. The hon. gentleman must remember
the remarks with which I introduced the Bill last year,
when I said it was not to prohibit but to regulate
it and to prevent too large an influx of Chinese immi-
grants,'and especially that kind of immigration which
should not be encouraged. We know very well that
a large portion of the immigration coming to Cali-
fornia is of an absolutely pauper class. Some were
very good and were profitable to California as they might
be to British. Columbia, but a large class were paupers, and'
they had been prevented from coming to British Columbia
by the large duty imposed and the restrictions imposed, and
the large percentage of tonnage for each Chinese immigrant
brought into the country. This is only the repetition of a
clause of last year which did not evoke discussion.

Mr. MITCHELL. I do not tbink the reasons given by the
Secretary of State are sufficient to warrant as in passing
this clause. We have a pretty expensive staff of officers in
British Columbia, considering the population.

Mr. SHAKESPEARE. We contribute more in propor-
tion than any other Province.

Mr. MITCHELL. You are a pretty expensive item to
the Dominion, and we do not want to appoint and pay any
more officials. You have an expensive luxury in Mr.
Trutch, who is a pet of the Administration and bas been
foisted on the country, and who is kept there because he
has certain friends. I suspect he bas been studying the
Chinese language, and perhaps the Government make this
proposal in the Bill to provide this salary for Mr. Trutc'h as
an interpreter to the Chinese. I do not say it is so; but
perhaps the hon, Minister witl state whether it is so or not.

Mr. CHAPLEAU. It is not so.

Mr. MITCHELL. I think we have already a sufficient
staff to attend to this matter. One of the representatives
of British Columbia has told us that Chinese imnmigration
bas almost stopped there. The Secretary of State has
informed us that the immigration bas pretty well stopped,
and that the object of the Bill is te prevent an excessive
immigration coming in. I do not think there is any very
great danger of a large immigration of Chinese into the
country, and if trade and commerce progress so that the
immigration of Chinese labor is necessary, I do not think
it will be any very great curse to asda ud to British
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Columbia if it does come. Our country is sffering from
depression of trade, and there are very great complainte of
improvements required not being carried ont, and yet it is
propoeed that weîshould pay a tax of $3,000 a year for an
Interpreter, as an addition to the expenses of the country.

Mr. SHAKESPEA RE. [1object entirely to the remarks
made by the hon. gentleman who has last spoken, with
respect to the tax on this country. There is no tax what.
ever, for the Dominion is drawing a revenue by the enforce-
ment of this law. At the port of Victoria alone the Gov-
ernment have received over $9,000, and the cost to the
Dominion has not been more than 81,000. So I would sk
where does the taxation come in.

Mr. DAVIES. The commission cost more than that.
Mr. CHAPLEAU. That is charged to capital.
Mr. SHAKESPEARE. We have nothing to do with

that now. The people of British olumbia consider they
know whether they want the Chinese or not as well as does
the hon. gentleman who has just takon his seat. I want to
tell this House, and especially the hon. gentleman, that the
people of British Columbia and the people of Canada do not
want the Chinese. The hon. gentleman himself may want
them, so that they may supersede white labor. There is
no tax to the Dominion for the enforcement of this law. It
is essentially necessary that officers of our own should be
appointed who understand the Chinese language so as to
interpret and explain it. It is very difficult to deal with
those people. Everyone knows, who has had anything to
do with them, that it is diiffcult to understand what they
say, and if you have to depend on one of their own people
they will deceive you before your own eyes. Hence you
must have a man who understands their language to
explain it to yon.

Mr. DAVIES. Who is the interpreter now?
Mr. MITCHELL. Mr. Trutch.
Mr. SIIAKESPEARE. There has been a person em-

ployed temporary who came from thina and who was born
there.

An hon. MEMBER. Did ho pay duty ?
Mr. SHAKESPEARE No, he is a white man, and he

uLderstands the language thoroughly, and the judges of
British Columia have given him a good character in that
re-pect. It is absolutely necessary that an interpreter
should be appointed for the proper enforcement of this
clause.

Mr. CtIAPLEAU. The young man employed now is
one who is attached to the Departmont of Customs. It is
not intended to spend the whole sum of $3,000 if the work
can be done for a less amount.

Mr. VAIL. Is it proposed to continue the same person'

Mr. CHAPLEAU.- It is, if we can secure his services.
Mr. MITCHELL. I move that 83,000 be struck out and

81,000 inserted. The Secretary of State has informed us
that the gentleman at present performing the work is
attached to the Department of Customs, I presume at a very
small salary, and an addition of 8 1,00 will b. quite suffi-
cient. It seems an outrage that an interpreter attached to
the Customs Department should recoive as much almost as
a deputy head of a Department at Ottawa, and nearly half
the salary of a Kinister of the Crown. It looks to me very
much as if it was a salary provided for a place for some
gentleman in British Columbia.

Mr. CHAPLEAU. It is not provided for that. I do not
think the hon. gentleman i eroious in his objections. In

.he limited confidence which that hon. gentteman gives to1
this Government, he might allow to pass this year what ho
was wiling to allow to pass last year without a word.

Mr. MITCHELL; The hon. gentleman speake of the
limited confidence; I give them aIl they deserve. I have
given them a great deal more than they deberve; 1[have
given them a generous support, ard on many occasions I
have failed to express my opinion on questions coming
before this House, out of sympathy with the Government.
I talk in this House, as a rule, according to my convictions,
and when I do not it is out of the generosity of my ft.elings
towards the Government.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. It is quite clear that Lbe
hon. gentleman has little confidence in the Government--

Mr. MITCHELL. Not much.
Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. It is equally clear that

the hon. gentleman has a good deal of confidence in him.
self.

Mr. MITCHELL. You bot I have-more than I have in
you.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. The hon. gentleman says
he always votes according to his convictions, and therefore
his errors are not sins of commission, but sins of omission.
He says he has often, out of gencrosity, refrained from
voting against the Government whi n ho ought to do so, if
it were not for the generous support ho was anxious to give
them. He says Mr. Trutch is a pet of mine.

Mr. MITCHELL. Of course ho i; everybody knows
that.

Sir JOHN A. MAC DONA LD . Perhaps the hon. gentle-
man is in a pet; ho has lost his temper latoly, I do not know
for what reason.

Mr. MIITCIIELL. I know.
Sir JORN A. MACDONALD, We3 would like to heuar.

I have only one thing to say about Mr. Trutch. I will not
discuss his services-

Mr. MITCHELL. I wish you would.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. When the proper time
cornes I will.

Mr. MITCH ELL. All right. I will have something to
say about that.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. The hon. gentleman talks
about his largo salary. Hie knows, or ho ought to know, or
elbe thee is a lailure in his mumory, that Mr. Trutoh was a
gentleman holding an office before the Union cf Britishi
Columbia with Canada.

Mr. MITCHELL. Her(ot well paid for it.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. He was paid a salary,
and the British Government insisted as one of the terme of
the union between British Columbia and Canada, that cer-
tain pensions should be paid. Mr. Trutch was the Minister
managing the public lands of the Province of British
Colnmbia-holding an Imperial commission, like other gen-
tlemen in British Columbia in those days. H.eudt several
others received pensions, but it was provided that if thir
services could be used that they should b. at the service
of the Canadian Government, and the only salary ho got
from the Government is the difference botween his pension
and the full salary ho had before.

Mr. MITCH ELL. I happen to know a little about Mr.
Trutch as well as my right hon. friend. I happened to be
a member of the Cabinet, of which the right hon, gentleman
was leader, when Mr. Trutch was one of the delegates from
British Columbia who came here when we proposed to
bring in British Columbia into the eonfederation. I hap-
peu to know that one of the conditions upon which ho con-
sented to come into the Confederation was that his salary
should be provided for, his pension provided for-
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Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. It is not so.
Mr. MITCHELL. I tell you it is so.
Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. It je not so.
Mr. MITCHELL. I have as good a memory as the right

hon. gentleman. Mr. Trutch took very good care before
ho came -

Some hon. MEMBERS. Order, order.
Mr. MITCHELL. What is the point of order.
The CHAIRMAN. I think the whole discussion is irre-

gular.
Mr. MITCHELL. I have a right to explain. I have a

right to follow the right hon. gentleman in the statement
ho made. It is not right for him to make those statements
without reply-

Mr. CHAPLEAU. It was not right for the hon. gentle-
man to speak as ho did at first.

Mr. MITCHELL. I did not speak improperly. I say
that Mr. Trutch bas taken good care 8f himself. I repeat
what I said before, that hoeis a pet of this Government.
When ho came here ho was made a senator, and after that
ho received the governorship of British Columbia.

Mr. BOWELL. Mr. Trutch never was a senator.
Mr. MITCHELL. Well, ho was made Governor of

British Columbia; perhaps you will deny that. Ho got a
pension anyway; thon he was appointed an agent of the
Government-general agent of Canada, controlling the
affairs, controlling the expenditure. There are queer
stories told about Mr. Trutch.

Some hon. MEMBERS. Oh, oh.

Mr. MITCHELL. I am speaking within my right. I
am discussing the question of salary, and if Mr. Trutch is a
candidate for this office, all I can say is that he is pretty
well taken care of. The right hon. gentleman bas said
that he would be prepared to discuss the question of the
remuneration of Mr. Trutch and some other pets of bis.
Wel1, ho will tind me prepared to take up and deal with
him.

Mr. DAVIES. I cannot see that the House will be
justified in paying this enormous sum for an interpreter, in
face of the assurance given us by the Secretary of SLate
that the amount paid the interpreter during the past year
did not exceed one third of this sum. An employee in the
Custome Department last year discharged the duties for a
sum a good deal below $1,000, and what justification is
there for voting 83,000 to this officer-a larger sum than is
paid to some judges? There is no justification for it what-
ever. I think the sum eisextravagant; it is beyond what
is required to be paid for the proper discharge of the duties
of an interpreter.

Mr. CHAPLEAU. My hon. friends are really unreason-
able. What I stated was that we asked that a salary not
exoeeding that amount should be allowed. I have told my
hon. friends that the Government have been careful not to
expend any sums uselessly, and I said that the time
might come when we could not have the services of an
employee as an interpreter, such as we had last year.
We Bay that it may be necessary, and we ask that pro-
vision should be irade in case we have not a chance
of obtaiLing the services of an employee, who is a
skilled acholar in the Chinese language. I think my hon.
friends should be satisfied with the explanation of the Gov.
ernment that, if the salary is not needed, or is needed only
in a emali moasure, only the amount actualy required wili
be paid. It may be found neoessary to pay $3,000, and I

Mr. MùoumzLL.

think Parliament should give that amount of confidence to
the Government.

Mr. DAVIES. That would be simply asking Parliament
to delegate to the Government the power of fixing any
salary. We have certain information before the House and
I do not think anybody objects to an amount being appro-
priated for the salary of this officer. The question is to
what extent shall this be done, and, so far as the informa-
tion we have obtained is concerned, I do not think the
House is satisfied that $3,000 will justly be required.

Mr. CIHAPLEAU. If we require to take a gentleman
from China we might not be able to get hie services for
less.

Mr. DAVIES. Still the hon. gentleman says that an
employee discharged the duties last year for $600.

An hon. MEMBER. Quito accidentally.
Mr. DAVIES. He was appointed to a position in the

Customs office, and he discharged the duties of interpreter
besides hie other duties.

Mr. GOIRDON. He discharged them very indifferently,
and the necessity arises that a competent person should be
placed in the position of interpreter, not only in connection
with the Chinese Bill, but in connection with the Customs
Department. I have no doubt the Customs Department
feel the necessity for an interpreter in many cases. They
felt such a necessity in San Francisco, that they have a
Chines. interpreter there in connection with the Customs
Department, and it is only reasonable to expect that if you
are to get a qualified man you will require to pay for him.
There have been a number of cases in which it was found
that a native interpreter could not be depended on, and the
interpretation has been regarded as very indifferent until
the present interpreter came in.

Mr. DAVIES, I leave the hon. gentleman who has just
sat down to reconcile the discrepancies between the remarks
he bas just made and those which were made by another
hon. gentleman from British Columbia, who, if I heard him
coriectly, said that the judge had certified to the efficiency
with which this young man performed hie duties.

Mr. MITCHIELL. To test the question I propose that in
sub-section d of section 5, the sum of $1,000 be substituted
for $3,000.

Sir JOHN A MACDONALD. Lost.
Mr. MITCHELL. Well, we will have it put on record

anyway.
Mr. W EL DON. I see that the collector gets $3,800 and

the chief clerk only $1,600, while it is now proposed to give
the interpreter $3,000.

Mr. MILLS. I think it is rather an unusual mode of
proceeding for the Government to ask us to give them a
very much larger sum than experience shows they require.
It would be time enough to vote the very large sum asked
for by the Secretary of State when the necessity should
arise. That necessity does not exist at the present time.
If there is any matter in which Parliament has the right to
exercise control over the conduct of the Administration it
is with regard to the expenditure of public monoys. If
Parliament gives to the Government three or four times
the amount they require Parliament is actually abdicating
its functions. The hon. gentleman, in asking us to
do this, is asking us to depart from the well recog-
nised principle of parliamentary government of con-
trol by the representatives of the peopte over the
public expendituro. Suppose every other public offMee was
dealt with as the hon. gentleman proposes we should deal
with this one; we should to-day be called on to vote 890,-
000,000 and to place it at the disposal of the Government,
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instead of the 830,000,000 odd which they actually require.
The hon. First Minister made a statement with regard to
our obligations to certain offieers in British Columbia, which
is an erroneous statement, and I would like to correct it.
The amount to which we are placed under obligation to
Mr. Trutch and others was the amount that was to be paid
to them by the Government of British Columbia in ceonse-

uence of the abolition of the offices which they held. Mr.
rutcb held two offices. I think he held the office of sti-

pendiary magistrate, which was practically abolished, and
be held the office of Land Commissioner, which was a pro-
vincial office and which was continued, and the hon. gen-
tleman proposed to pension him in regard to both, which
he was not called upon to do. I make this statement
because otherwise the erroneous statement made by the
hon. First Minister would go uncorrected.

Mr. ORTON. I think it very important that there
should be a proper Chinese interpreter at the present
juncture. We all know that at present there is a reason
why we may expect a very large influx of Chinese into
British Columbia. It is well known to persons living in
British Columbia that Chinese have for some years been
washing out gold in some of the. gold diggings of that
Province. It was only last fali that it was found that
Chinese had for two or three years been washing out gold
in some very rich deposits, and had been disposing of it
in the country and keeping the matter a secret. Owing to
the large expected immigration of Chinese, it is highly
important that there should be an interpreter, and that
the Government should have suffilcient authority to pay a
man to efficiently diacharge hi duties.

Mr. M ICHlELL. It is useless, with the servile follow-
ing the Government have-

Some hon. MEMBERS. Order.

The CHAIRMAN. Order; I cannot hear a word the
hon. gentleman says.

Mr. MITCHELL. It is useless, with the following the
Government have, to attempt to defeat them on this ques.
tion; but I give notice to hon. gentlemen that I will get
their names on record when we come to the motion for the
third reading of this Bill.

Amendment negatived.

Mr. MULOCK. I am unable to see on what principle
the Government are proceeding in assigning so large a
salary to this office. When we look at the salary bill of
this country, I think it ought to suggest to the Government
that they should pause before adding so large a sam as this
to the permanent cost of management. The hon. member
for North Wellington (hir. McMallen) pointed out the other
evening the rate at which the cost of conducting the public
service has been increasing in various ways; and with that
warning before them, it appears to me unaccountable
that the Government should on this occasion ask for
authority to pay an interpreter who has to diacharge
comparatively minor duties, a higher salary than that of
the deputy heads at Ottawa. We are told that the deputy
heads practically govern the country, and we have deputy
heads getting les than $3,000 a year. If we compare the
duties dis>harged by other omf: 'ials with the salaries paid
to them, can you point to a single instance of a public
servant getting the ealary proposed to be given to this
officer who discharges such minor duties ? You are going
to offer to this offcer a higher salary than is given to the
professors of the learned institutions of the country. For
what reason is this amount put ia? There is something
behind it, and I think it must be a great secret, or we would
have heard it. It cannot be in the public intereat that the
aplary is flied at the figure proposed.

Mr. CHAPLEAU. With respect to the mystery, what
the hon, gentleman bas said bas already been said by other
hon. members in this House.

Mr. MULOCK. I have the right to say it, too.
Mr. CHAPLEAJ. Yes, and he as the right to get up

and say it half a dozen times if ho likes,
Mr. MULOCK. What is the secret?
Mr. CHAPLEAU. I might tell the secret perhaps, but

the hon. gentleman would prefer that I should not say iL.

Sir RICHARDC CARTWRIGHT. At any rate, it does
not appear to me that any sort of reason las been assigned
why $3,000 a year should be paid to an interpreter of this
kind. I veuture to say that this is one of the most extra.
vagant salaries ever proposed to b. voted in Parliament,
and no sort of excuse bas been given for it. I have no
doubt an interpreter could be got for one-third of that
amount, $1,000.

Mr. CIIAPLEAU. Last year the salary was voted with-
out hon. gentlemen saying a word ab at it. What I have
said is that if we were obliged to have a man brought from
a foreign country as an interpreter, we could not get nim
for less than $3,000; and I have said that from information
I have derived on the spot from people who could advise
me. I have stated that up to the present moment we have
not been obliged to spend that amount of money, and we
might not be obliged to do so; but for the collection of this
large duty, which might be considerably increased in
another year, we ask from Parliament the sum of $3,000.
That is the only reason, end i think it is a good reason, for
asking it. The clause of last year was this:

" The Governor in Council may engage and pay an expert skilled ln
the English and Cbinese languages, at a salary of not more than
$3,000, to reside in the Province of British Columbia, and also to &asigu
to him such dutieiras he deem3 fit."

Mr. MITCHELL. What amount of revenue is there
from Chinese this year ?

Mr. BOWELL. The revenue collected from the immi.
gration of Chinese in Victoria, was $9,534; in Nanaimo,
$54; in Winnipeg, $15.50; in Montreal, $55,50, les refund
made to an Englishman who brought bis Chinese wife and
children to Victoria, and who paid $50 a head for them, of
$100, the amount paid on the children, making the total
revenue 89,158.50.

Mr. MËITCHELL. And for that duty performed by the
Custums Department, and for which a su Itern got $600 a
year, you are going to tax the people $3,000 a year.

Mr. MULOCK. The Secretary of State intimated he had
good reasons to offer, but for certain reasons he did not
choose to inform the House of them. I submit that the
House is entitled to know the reasons. They may be very
good reasons, but I have not that confidence in the Secre-
tary of State, in his official capacity, which would justify
me in becoming an endorser for him, without knowing the
aize of the paper beforehand.

Mr. CHAPLEAU. My hon. friend was joking, and I
joked a littie at bis expense, in connection with that secret
reason for the payment to the interpreter.

Mr. DAVIES. The fact that the House voted the amount
without question la.st year is no reason why we should do
so this year. I do not know what an interpreter can be
procured for, but I think he can be procured for les than
$3,oOO.

Mr. CHAPLEAU. How can you know?

Mr. DAVIES. We have thut on the statement of the
hon. gentleman himself, that the duties were diacharged by
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a young man in the Customs Department who reeoived There i great difflculty in distinguishivg Who je a merohat4t
about $600.'and Whoe not, and it is deemed necessary that a man who

Mr. CHAPLEAU. I said that the salary paid was not cores here to speculate should psy $50,
$3,000, but I do not know whether it was $1,000 or more. Mr. SHAKESPRARE. Iarverygladthatthe Mnse
My hon. friend bas not the right to misquote me, but of hie decided to strike the word , nerchants" out of that
course he does not do so intentionally. I say it was only clause. Lt is essentially necessary that it ehonld be'struck
by accident that we paid les last year. We wanted an eut, because, in eoming into the country, they paso them-
interpreter, and wer e fortunate in finding one at the selves off as laborers while it is welI known to tbo people
moment in the Customs Department, but we might not1of British Columbia that they are morchants. Here je a
have one on hand at all times. To provide for the cases in case in point. Âh-kim came over as a laborer fromnPuget
which we are obliged to engage a skilled man in the Sound to Victoria with an American certificate. He then
Chinese and other languages, we m'ay have to pay this went to the American side and came back with a certificate
amount. representing him as a merchant, with the British Consul%

Mr. MULOCK. What steps has the hon, gentleman etamp. That is the chief reason why the word "merchant"
taken to procure offi.ials withl those qualifications ? Ha should be loft out of this Bil. The laborere represenit

ho adertied ?themselves as being merchants, and they have déno thait in
ho advertised? ?eea ae

Mr. CHAPLEAU. The hon. gentleman might advertise im , ndyen leav tat d h i
if he wore on this side, and had charge of the adminis-
tration of the Bill, but I was in San Francisco and made
enquiries, and was told we could not procure the services convuce me. The objeet of the Act was, firât, to prevent
of a skilled interpreter for less than $3,000. the influx cf Chinese laborors who might conpete unfairly

with our laborers; and, secondly, to provent theo i:fiax of
Sir RICHARD CART WRIGHT. That may be true as pereons cf a lew order, who were addicted to vices which iL

regards San Francisco, but I am sure that in the British ias not desirabltintroduco into thig country. Thoso
treaty ports of China, men thoroughly acquainted with the were thetatemente which justified the Minis'er in bring-
English and Chinese languages can be got for a consider- ing in the Bill, because the Bi, on principle, ean hurdiy be
ably smaller sum. Some years ago, qualifications of that justified or defended at ail. If thti hon. gentleman Baya:
kind were at a soarcity price, but if the hon. gentleman had You muet take eut the word cmei chant," because we have
made enquiries in Hong Kong and other Chinese Ports, had falso certificates, dees he net ste that tho same thing
thrown open to British merchants, he would find competent will continue, but these mon will be certified as touristé,
interpreters for a smaller sum. mon cf science, students, and in many other ways. It seern

Mr. CHIAPIJEAU. The information 1 had from people te me that, if there is a class of respectable Chinaen-and
coming from those ports was that to get a competent inter- we know that they have merchants as respectable as the
preter we would have to pay the sum I mentioned. merchants cf any other nation in the world -for this Par-

Mr. MlTCHELL. I understood the objection to the liament te subjeot a respectable merchant cf ClAma te a
Chinese was Chinese cheap labor, but at the rate of $3,000 penalty cf $50, because he enters this country, is net credit-
a year the labor is no longer cheap. able. Whatever arguments may bo used in favor cf oxclud-

a yea theing a lower and vicions erder of people, cannet hoe xtended
Mr. CHAPLEAU. We do not want to take a Chinaman te the clase known as merchants; and, as for false certifi-

for that. cates being imposed upon the interpreter, they will con-
Mr. MITCHELL. I am not aware that there is any tinue te ho impesed, upen the gronnd cf the people bôing

great difficulty in getting a Chinese interpreter. There are toirista or something olse.
lots of people willing to take the position. Mr. CHAPLEAU. Myhon. friendij mistaken inonething.

Mr. BA RNARD. Many of the gentlemen who have po- We want teprevnt hordes of paupers coming into the
ken on this question have spoken without a knowledge of cenntrand'impose a tax upon thom. We do net -pyevent
the circumstantes. If they had resided in Victoria, they men o eans coming, ad if they are mon cf intelligence
would never have raised the objection as to the salary. I
do not believe that in the city of Victoria at present, more stnatl daty, j» cemparison te their means, cf 00, which le
than one or two men could be found to take that position at s tnet
all. It would never do to take a Chinaman, because yonascrtaining frOm other Chinese immigrants their real occu-
could net rely cn hie giving a correct version of the evi-paoThey wilI understand that it is the fanît cf their
dence. No one Chinaman bas respect or has confidence inc rhe
another. They have a rule by which they can protect them. upc» whotn the Government perhaps would net ho disposed
selves, but they cannot go beyond that. If an interpreter te impose it, beause cf the difficulty in distinguishing
were advertieed for, thtre would net ho more than two or betwhee rehants ad those Who are not merchant&
threo applicants for the place. Mr. MULOCK. I think this section is rather Iooseely

,On section 8tdrawn. w jise quite possible under this for the whole objet
r.f Lhis Act te deleated. The Chinese Govement wil

tr e wod"EA propost,"ind j»te tidio twrdhas quiteiterestd in unloadirg its pauper people on the
ut. Dominion cf Csnada, and wilne t be vry partiular whe n

si *ý,oeupation." The clause will readu: asked te certify. They may frnish certificates which wil
Totrists, men of science, atudents who are bearers of certiflate of enable that claso ie ioplete core in under thee term

dentityepecifyiniheir object in coming to Canada, or other similar " touriste," and the Govorcment easlnot exaude them. Under
docuens i8sued by thre Jirnese Qoerment. , tins claue, if any immigrant presente a certificate etating

Mr. DAVIES. Why atrike ent the word " morehînts." weny ho as come into Canada, te tax cannot ho coilected.
It seeme unreasonable tht merchante who come for pur- If t he chinesi Government whetify that Ah Si is a tourit
poses cf trade erould ho subjeet te thre penalty cf $60 a and bas co e into ohinada for the purpos f visiting
hed.m v Canada, you cannot collect te tax. Yu do not reserve

Mr. CHÂPLEAU. Tire representatives cf BritishComm- any power teyo aiselves to deide whether they ertificate
bia heve urged threocesaity of this up» thre Gevernment shows good essm i or net why tntehlan»shculdcn a exempt.

Mr. D. .aUD
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Therefore I think the clause will simply enable the Chinese
Govornment to be a little lax and to dump ifà Paupea•
immigrants, its surplus population, on Canada.

Mr. CHAPLEAU. I am afraid my hon. friend has come
into the House too late to read the Bill. fHe has read six
lines of the clause, but, if ho had read the continuation of
the clause, ho would have seen that his remarks are not
à propos. He is wrong in two ways. He should know,
knowing history as ho does, that the policy of the Chinese
Government is against immigration, and, if people are con-
ing to British Columbia, they are coming there against the
desire of the Chinese Government. Further, he will Seo
by the continuation of the clause that that certificate
to touriste, mon of science and students, is not a
thing that the man will put in his pocket according to the
demand of the Chinese Government, but that certificate
must be either in the French or English language, it must
be examined and must have been endorsed, visé, by a British
consul or chargé d'afaires or other accredited representative
of Her Majesty at the place where the same is granted or
the place of departure for Canada. 1 presume the hon.
gentleman does not think these people will conspire to give
bogus certificates.

Mr. DAVIES. It was just that which induced me to
oppose striking ont the word " merchant," because the
argument of the gentleman from British Columbia was that
certain people came with certificates as merchants who
were really laborers. His argument implied a charge of
fraud against the British consul. Now, the morchants,
men of science and students are all claqsed together,
and, if one requires a certificato in English or French
endorsed by the British consul, the other requires
it, and yet the hon. gentleman says there is no
fear of any fraud being practised because of the
high character of the officiais. In that case, there is no
reason for striking out the me chants. The word
"lmerchant!" as defined in this Act does not include
everyone engaged in every species of trade, but
only those engaged in the bigher classes as the
merchants. Is it creditable to this nation to say that a
merchant engagod in the bigher branchos of trade shail
not come uint this country unless he pays $50 head money ?
I say it is discreditable in the extreme, and I cannot under.
stand the policy of the Government. I can understand
their policy in excluding laborers, because they say,
whether rightly or wrongly, that Chinese labor is coming
into competition with labor in this country, and I can also
understand it in regard to those who are addicted to un-
nameable vices; but I cannot understand thoir policy in
regard to the exclusion of, and the infliction of a penalty
on those Chinese gentlemen who are engaged in the higher
classes of trade.

Mr. SHAKESPEARE. Striking out the word "mer-
chant " will tend to keep out the laboring clas.

Mr. DAVIES. No, it will not.

Mr. SHAKESPEARE. Certainly, because those attempt
to come in as merchants who are not merchants.

Mr. DAVIES. They must have a certificate from the
British consul.

Mr. WELDON. That is a charge against the consuls. If
the consuls are guilty of fraud, they should be dismissed
from their positions. That is not a charge against the
Chinese but against the English consuls. It seems to me
we should leave out these restrictions, if we are going to
have the great Indian trade by the Canadian Pacifie Rail-
way, which debar merchants from coming in there. We
know that no mon are carrying on commercial operations
to a larger extent than the Chinese themselves, and they
stand as high as any other merchants. Those who have
been in China know that some of the wealthiest merchants
in the world are Chinamen, and to debar Chinese merchants
from coming into the country by such restrictions, as are
provided here, seems to me a reli cof barbarism.

Mr. MITCHELL. I am sorry the statement made by
the hon. gentleman, reflecting upon British consuls in
Canada, was not made in the presence of the right hon,
Premier, who has such an admiration of British officials
everywhere.

Mr. SHAKESPEARE. I beg leave to correct the hon.
gentleman.

Mr. MITCHELL. I am sure if h. had been present the
statement would have met with a prompt contradiction. I
for one have no hesitation in saying that I do notbelieve
that any British consul who represents Her Majesty in
Chinese ports would give a certificate that ho did not beheve
te be true.

Mr. SHAKESPEARE. I never said so.
Mr. MITCHELL. The hon.gentleman said thatpersons

representing themselves as merchants got cortificates from
consuls, and arrived at Victoria as merchants, when, in
fact, they were not merchants. Where did they get them,
ho asked ? They must have got them from the place from
which they sailed in China, I presume.

Mr. SHAKESPEARE, No.

Mr. MITCHELL. That is where the Chinese come from,
although some of them may have come from San Francisco
and some other ports in the United States. Are these to be
debarred ? Lot him distinguish, don't let him cast refeio-
tions upon a class of British servants that stand as high as
any others of their class in the world. If ho did not mean
British consuls, he should have stated who he did mean.

Mr. CHAPLEAU. If the hon. gentlemen are so fond of
encouraging Chinese immigration let thom move an amend-
ment, if they like, in favor Of it.

Mr. MULOCK. I would like to ask the Secrotary of State
if there is anything in this Bill that would prevent any
persons of this clas that are alluded to from coming in on
a certificate and changing their minds the moment they
arrived ln the country and had passed the Customg, and
becoming residents. They come in free if thpy produce a
certificate tbat they are tourists; the certificate may be
given to them honestly, but once they have escapedlthe
Customs they are within the Dominion and eau become
settlers. l there any provisions whereby, if they change
their minds and become residents, they are liable to c
taxed ?

Mr SHAKESPEAIRE. Certainly. Mr. CHAPLEAU. There is none.

Mr. DAVIES. Will he be a party te a fraud? Mr. MULOOL There ought to be, I think.

Mr. ShAKESPE RK They must have a certificate, of Mr. DAVIES. The hon. Secretary of State says we are
course, from the British consul, and there is no doubt that anxious to encourage Chinese immigration. 1, for one, have
that bas been done. They have obtained certificates from no besitation in saying tbat so far as the mercantile class
the British consul representing themselves as merchants, of Chinese are concerned, I am desirous of encouraging
when it is well known that they were laboring mon. I thom, and I think that subjecting Chinese merchant. soâ
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penalty of $50 per head on entering this Dominion is an
unfortunate prelade to the opening up of the Canadian
Pacific Railway, by which we expected to obtain such a
large part of the Eastern trade as we are promised. I hope
the hon. gentleman will withdraw his motion, for I am
strongly opposed to it.

Mr. GORDON. So far as British Columbia is concerned,
I am satisfied that no Bill ever passed this Parliament that
bas given inch general satisfaction as this Bill to restrict
Chinese immigration. As to Chinese merchants, the people
of Prince Edward Island have never seen any. The Pro-
vince of Prince Edward Island bas never been invaded by
Chinese immigrants, for if it had been the hon. gentleman
would sing a different song to-night. I am very much mis-
taken if the people of that Province do not see the danger
that is in store for them by hon gentlemen objecting to
every measure pertaining to unlimited Chinese immigration.

Mr. DAVIES. I did not say so.
Mr. GORDON. This Bill las received the approbation

of the Chinese merchants, in British Columbia, as well as of
the white people, for the reason that a large number of the
people had been deceived in coming to the Pacifie coast, and
on the termination of these large works, many of them were
thrown out of employment, and became a burden upon
Chinese merchants in British Columbia. A Chinese
merchant assured me personally that he was not only
opposed to Chinese immigration being continued, but he was
opposed to any more Chinese merchants coming in. A
Chiraman also informed me that there were over 500
Chinese out of employment, between lNanaimo and Victoria,
and had been for months. Now, if hon, gentlemen opposite
desire to see the Chinese come into the Dominion, let them
proclaim it to their own Provinces, and make an effort to
bring them to their Provinces.

Mr. DAVIES. The hon. gentleman is entirely wander-
ing from the question before the House. The question was
not whethor there should be an indiscriminate influx of
Chinese into the country, and whether there should be a
provision to prevent it; the question was, whether a par-
ticular class of Chinese, whch had been admitted lest year
without paying head money, should now be excluded until
they had paid that head money. The only argument the
hon. gentleman gave for it was that a very respectable
class of merchants there now held the monopoly of the
Ohinese trade, and they wished to exclude other Chinese
merchants from coming there to trade. That may be a
good argument for the hon, gentleman to use, who is a
monopolist, but as I am not a monopolist, I am opposed to
this provision.

The CHAIRMAN. It is moved to amend the clause by
striking out the third sub section.

Mr. SHAKESPEARE. With respect to the first clause
of section 7, I ask that 8100 replace $50.

Mr. CHAPLEAU. The hon. gentleman has alreidy
had a concession made in regard to merchants.

Mr. DAVIES. This cannot be done except by resolution.

Mr. SfHAKESPEARE. It is in accordance with the
wishes of the people of British Columbia that the
amount be increased to $100, similar to the amount in the
Australian Colonies. Not only do the people of British
Columbia ask it, but many of the people of Ontario have
expressed thomselves in the same direction.

Mr. VAIL. The hon. members for British Columbia
have stated that this Act amounted to almost total prohibi-
tion fur the last year. If so, why increase the fee. If $50
is sufficient to make the Bill of a prohibitory character,
why increase the amount?

Xr. Davias,

Mr. SHAKESPE ARE. This is not the season of the year
when Chinese come into the Province. It is an erroneous
idea to suppose that because few Chinese have come there
within the last few weeks Chinese immigration has ceased.
They come in larger numbers late in spring and during the
summer months.

Mr. DAVIES. Is it in order?
The CHAIRMAN. The clause is carried.

On section 16,
Mr. DAVIES. This is a new clause.
Mr. CHAPLEAU. It is exactly the same thing as in the

Bill, but it is to provide for certain cases not provided for
last year.

Mr. BOWELL. It is for the purpose of allowing the
railwa*ys and steamboats to carry Chinese from one port
through the country to another. I will give the hon.
gentleman an illustration. A numbe3r of Chinese were
coming ·from New York or Boston to San Francisco, via
Suspension Bridge, and thence by the Grand Trunk or
Canada Southern through to Detroit, and there was no way
of manifesting them, if I may use that term. This provi-
sion of the Bill is to enable them to be manifested through
to the point of exit.

An hon. MEMBER. They go through in bond.

Mr. BOWELL. Yes; literally they go through in bond,
because the railway is respor sible for the $50 on each
Chinaman they do not land at Detroit or other outward
points.

On section 19,
Mr DAVIES. This seems rather an unreasonable clause.

Mr. BOWELL. Why?
Mr. DAVIES. There are two or three objectionr. In

the first place the Chinese are here; we must put up with
them. And yet you levy a special tax on them, and for
what reason ? Why are the poor fellows to be subject to a
per capita tax of $1 ? Besides, this is imposing penalties,
so the clause should initiate in Committee of the WhAle.

Mr. BOWELL. The hon. gentleman will understand, if
he has paid any attentton to the laws providing for the
registration of the inhabitants of a country, that you must
impose some penalty far non-compliance with the law if you
wish to fulfil the conditions of the law. I do not know how
it is in the Province from which the hon. gentleman comes,
but in the Province of Ontario, in the case of every child
that is born, the parents, the nurse, or some one else, is
obliged to report it to the registrar in order that a correct
registration may be kept; and it was found necessary, if
you desire to keep a record of the exact number of Chinese
now in the country and of those who arrive in the country,
to have as perfect a system of registration as it is possible
to make. If you enact a law declaring that every child
born of Chinese parents shall be registered, without impos-
ing a penalty for non-compliance with the law, of course the
committee will see that it would be impossible to carry it
out.

Mr. DAVIES. That may be some reason for exacting
a penalty at the time of registering, but it is no reason for
imposing a per capita tax of $1. I do not see on what
ground that tax is justified.

Mr. BOWELL. It may be a question as to whether it
is too large or not, but I know in the Province of Ontario
they have to pay a fee in connection with the registration.

Mr. WELDON. Persons coming in should pay, but I
think it would be unjust to make those who are residents
pay such fees.
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Mr* BOWELL. That would meet the case. Of course

a Chinese immigrant who comes into the country pays $50,
but the object of this clause is to compel those now in the
country to become registered, in order that we may be able
to follow them.

1Rr. WELDON. I have no objection to have a penalty
for non-registration, but why impose a tax of $1 each ?

Mr. BOWELL. You cannot expect books to be furnished
and kept without cost. If the amount is considerod too
large, I have no doubt my hon. friend would reduce it.

Mr. CHAPLEAU. I propose to amend the clause by
making it 50 cents, as it was last year.

Amendment agreed to.

On section 26,
Mr. CHAPLEAU. The 26th clause provides that any

Chinese person wishing to visit China and to return within
a year might ask a certificate on leaving, and when on
return he presented that certificate, ho would obtain hie
entry free into Canada. Representations have been made
to us that this system leads to great abuse. The Chinese
who intend leaving the country for good, ask for a certifi-
cate, and on arriving in China sell it to somebody else; and
as there is great difBculty in distinguishing one Chinese
immigrant from another, a good many frauds are commit-
ted. To meet this difficulty, I have amended the clause so
as to make it read:

Any Ohinese person who wi3hes to leave Canada, with the declared
intention of returaing, shail give notice of puch intention to the con-
troller at the port whence he proposes to depart, and surrender to him
his certifieate of registration receiving in lieu thereof, on payment of
$1, a certificate of leave to depart and to return.'
This obligation is in order to get correct statistics of the
number of Chinese in the country. It may appear extra-
ordinary that we should oblige them to register on leaving,
but it is necesary in order to have accurate statistics-

And the person to whom such certificate is granted shall, on pre-
sentation of the same, on his return within one year from the date there-
of, and on proving his identity to the satisfaction of the controller,
be entitled to receive from the controller, the amount of the entrance
fee paid by him on sich return and have his certificate of registration
returned to him. If he does not return within one year, the original
certificate shall be cancelled.

The Chinese take certificates to leave and return. The
master of the vessel is responsible for the outrance fee, and
pays the full amount for the number of Chinese ho brings
in. Among them there may be one or more who have cer-
tificates to leave and return, and on proving identity to
the satisfaction ofthe controller, the immigrant who returns
with his certificate will be remitted the amount of his
second outrance fee.

Mr. SHAKESPEARE. Throwing the responsibility on
a Chinaman to prove anything is a small matter to him, for
he will prove anything. That is our experience. The
clause seems to me to be a little complicated, and I fear
will not work satisfactorily. It would be far better to do
away with the certificate entirely.

Mr. WELDON. And make them pay when they come
back.

Mr. SHAKESPEARE. Why not, if they want to come
back. As it is, they have been selling the certificates and
making money out of thom. I am desirous of having that
certificate business done away with entirely. So far, it basc
proved very unsatisfactory ; in fact it has proved a fraud.1
There is no difficulty in the world in those Chinese gettingî
all the certificates they want and still remaining in the
Province, while they send the certificates to China or the
United States and sell them at $25 a piece. As they pay1
only a $1 they make their profit, and those who purchasef
them are saved $2& on their entrance fee. It is impossibleà
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to carry out that provision of the law. The only way we
can meet th case eis to strike out the clause with regard to
the certificate entirely. It is the unanimous wish of the
people of British Columbia, who have to come in contaet
with these people in the way of labor, that the certificates
should be abolished, for the simple reason that the Ohinese
will defraud the Government and violate the law.

Mr. GILLMOR. I am sorry my hon. friend seeme to
have a sort of hydrophobia about Chinamen. He would
not allow the poor Chinaman, who wants to return home,
to'come back again without paying $50 each time.

Mr. SHAKESPEARE. My hon. friend says: I want
him to pay $50 for oming back to hie home. British
Columbia is not his home. IHe does not bring his family
there, but comes there with the intention of returning to
China.

Mr. WELDON. Dead or alive.
Mr. SHAKESPEARE. Dead or alive.
Mr. GILLMOR. I think this fee should be struck out

altogether. It must be degrading to the kind sentiments
of the Secretary of State. The whole thing must be pain-
ful to him, because no man could have written and con-
sented to the very humano and sympathetic report which
ho wrote, and yet bring in this legislation. My hon. friend
does not believe at all in the report submitted to Parlia.
ment, but that investigation which was so thorough was, I
believe, proved. My hon. friend does not bolieve a word
about the character given to Chinamon in that report. He
says thore is no honesty or morality in them; but the
report proves they are as moral as tie hon. gentleman's
white brethren and much more so. The trouble with my
hon. friend is that they have no votes. Then again I
believe the people are not so unanimous in Victoria with
regard to this Chinese asfair.

Mr. SHAKESPEARE. Yes.
Mr. GILLMORi Not by any means so unanimous.
Mr. SHAKESPEARE. Prove that they are not.
Mr. GILLMOR. The report shows it. These merchants

boar the very highest character for integrity, honesty, punc-
tuality, and so do the Chinese as a lus bear that character,
and here is a man who would not allow hie brother fellow.
men-does my hon. friend consider them as his brother-
men? Does ho not have any feeling of that kind towards
them ? That shows how far politice will blind a man's
morality and a man's feelings.

Mr. SHAKESPEARE. Ditto.
Mr. GILLMOR. I do not think you will find a Chinaman

who will express sentiments more degrading than those. If
so, they are worse than I think they are.

Mr. CHAPL EAU. As my hon. friend has appealed to
my personal feeling and opinion, I may say that, if it was
a matter of personal feeling and opinion, I might not. be
altogether sympathetie with the legislation we passed, but
the Government passes legielation for the country and in
accordance with the expression of the feelings of the
country.

Mr, GORDON. As one of the members from British
Columbia, I should like to see the clause granting the
Chinese certificates to return struck out of the Bill. The
collector at Nanaimo is a New Brunswicker, and I do not
know but that hoeis intimately acquainted with the hon.
gentleman (Mr. Gillmor) or one of his neareet neighbors
on that side of the House, and, in the only cases in which
Chinese have applied to him for certificates to return, they
have first asked if they could get them to send to their
friends, in order to bring their friends into canada snd
avoid the $50 penalty. The collector told them tiey could
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get the certificates on the terms named in the Act, and, effect ? We have very large industries there in con-
when he proposed to examine them, to examine the marks nection with fishing. We have people engaged in the
on their bodies, they became perfectly indifferent as to canning of lobsters and mackerel and fish of that kind,
whether they had the certificate and paid the 50 cents or and, if we get this cheap labor, our sons and daughters may
not. Now, if the hon. gentleman from New Brunswick had be driven out of the country to a foreign country to make
that clas of people in his county, his humanity would way for these Chinese; and yet we find hon. gentlemen
change its form before the next election in the interest of his opposing this Bill in order to allow the Chinese to come
own people and of those people from his native Province who Scot free into the country to drive out our labor. But how
are scattered all over thi Dominion, and are making this silent are the hon. gentlemen from Ontario and Quebec.
Dominion what we hope it is to be. It is that competition What are the knights of labor doing in this country now ?
that is standing as a bar to the people of his They are fighting a hard battle against capital, and they
own Province and of all these eastern Provinces, preventing have passed resolutions objecting to Chinese labor; but,
them from approaching the Pacific coast to earn their live- where those knights of labor are strong, where you find
lihood at ordinary labor. For these reasons, and in order labor strong, as in the cities of Toronto and Montreal, you
that the Act should be carried ont, and should eflect what flnd the representatives of those cities do not stand up
it is intended to effect, I should prefer to see the 25th and advocating the Chinese, but the represontatives of the
26th clauses, and the 24th clause from the word "Act," in Maritime Provinces, where they expect to be free for
the tenth line, struck out of the Bill. I do not wish to some years from the influx of Chinese immigration and
insist upon this if the clause the hon. the Secretary of State Chinese labor, to advocate them and believe they are
has provided will meet the case. acting in the interests of their people. I am in the

Mr. MILLS. The observation made by the hon. the interest of the people of British Columbia in this

Secretary of State, in reply to my hon. friend, is a frank matter, and I believe the interests of all our people will

confession that the sentiments -expressed in the Bill before be served by keeping out Chinese labor. 1 think

us and the legislation of last year do not express the per- the member for Charlotte (Mr. Gillmor) has insulted the

sonal sentiments of the Secretary of State. He declares he white people of this country when he says the Chinese are

has a much more favorable opinion of the Chinese than is as moral as the white population. To say that these

indicated by this legislation, and that, in promoting legisla. people, who are shown by the strongest evidence brought
tion of this sort, he is rather acting in consonance withli the out in the United States and in Canada as well, to be the

views of the supporters of the Government than with those most immoral of all people, are to be compared with the

which he himself entertains. people of Canada, and to say that they are more moral than

Mfr. CHTAPLAU. I did not say that. I have made the people of British Columbia or of any other part of the
country, is an insult to the people of this country. I hope

my confession, but I do not wish it to be distorted, this Bill will go through without any further opposition,
Mr. MILLS. I think I have fairly stated the effect of although there may be an organised opposition and it may

the hon. gentleman's remarks, which remind me of what b. agreed upon that gentlemen from Ontario and Quebec
waa said by Mr. Pulteney, an English statesman, on one shall not oppose it, but that the opposition shall be con-
occasion, when he said that the heads of a party were some- fined to the members from the Maritime Provinces. I hope
times like the heads of snakes, driven along by their tails. that the opposition will not succeed, and that the good sense

Mr. HACKETT. I am sorry that the opposition to this of the House will stand by the people of British Columbia,
Bill should come from the eastern Provinces. I notice and exclude from this country the people of China as much
that the opposition all comes from Nova Scotia, New as possible, consistent with our duty to all the people of
Brunswick and Prince Edward Island. Canada.

Mr. DAVIES. There never was any opposition to the Mr. DAVIES. I hope the Secratary cf Statu will take te
Bill. hart the lecture bu las rccivud, and inasmucl as the lon.

Mr.ACKETT. There as been a great deal of oppo-entleman from Prince (Mr. acktt) ogthr in

sition. We have tee liasbtee greater part of the afternoon d witl the mmbere from British Columbia, that the
eitin~ . hve tkenthegruaer artof tu ateroonSecretary cf State will undorsu the suggestion made te, him,

in discussing a Bill which has been for the greater part and withdraw this section at once.
law for a year. Mr. GIAPLEAU. Butwuun the two I will kuep the Bil

Mr. MILLS. It is to perfect it. as it is.
Mr. HACKETT. The hon. gentleman does not appear to Mr SHAKESPEARE. I would liku the clause te bu

desire to perfect it, but his whole idea seems to be tol ended by ru
obstruct it in every possible way. As I understand it, the opam h dcith time frrntonuar m
object of this Bi eis the protection of white labor in the I h
Dominion of Canada. The people of British Columbia Mr. CHAPLEAI). t is se far from British Columbia te
have suffered exceedingly from the influx of Chinese labor China. I China thuy are obliged te go on foot.
into that Province, and it is the duty of the representatives Mr. SHAKESPEARE. 1 move te etrikout the words
of the people from the eastern Provinces to support theI"onu yuar," in the 23rd lne of the 2Oth clause, and that
representatives from British Columbia in the protection of the wordsi"six menthe""ho substituted in lieu thereof.
the people of that Province. What do we find this evening ?
We find lon. gentlemen from the eastern Provinces, The CHAIR AN. I declaru the amendment lest. Je it
because they think they are out of the reach of Chinese the pleasure of the cempitte. that the clause as amended
immigration, obstructing the passage of this Bill. Are bu passcd.
they ont of the reach of Chinese immigration ? We know Mr. SHAKESPEARE. Yeae and nays
that thesopeople swarm over the whole country, that they
are not confned to any locality, that, when once they get a
footing, you fld them spreading from, one end of a country
to the other, and now, with the opening of the Canadian Mr. SIIKI SPEARE. I want that question settled, and
Pacifie Railway, we may find that the Provinces of Nova I want the fouse divided upon it.
Scotia, New Brunswick and Prince Edward Island may The CHAIRMAN. I declared that lost and I gave
be invaded by these people, and what may be the plonty cf tiMe.

Mor.rtO.tON.
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Mr. SHAKESPEARE. You did not look up. A dozen

members were on their feet, and you were looking at your
paper at the same time.

Mr. CHAPLEAU. This could not apear at all in the
Votes and 'Proceedings. The hon. gentleman can move it
when the Speaker is in the Chair. Of course, I understand
the hon. gentleman's object, and I do not blame him for it.

On section 33,
Mr. CHAPLEAU. I propose te put the word "foes"

before the word "duty."

Mr. MILLS. This seems to me at variance with the
terme of Union. You pay te British Columbia a certain
subsidy, and if this is properly collectable by the Parlia-
ment of Canada, and forme part of the Consolidated Revenue,
there is no more reason for paying it out te British Colum.
bia, in addition to the subsidy to which she is entitled, than
te pay it out of the Oustoms duties.

Mr. SHAKESPEARE. The Provincial Government may
be of considerable assistance at different times to the Dom-
inion, in enforcing this Act, and it is net unfair, I think, to
allow the portion mentioned in the Bill, te go te the Pro-
vince. We want all the help we can get to enforce the
provisions of the law.

Mr. GORDON. Seeing that British Columbia suffers the
most from this scourge, she ought teobe entitled to some
remuneration.

Mr. IHESSON. . If Chinese are te be permitted te come
in under a license, it is but right that the Province should
obtain some compensation.

Mr. DAVIES. Compensation for what?

Mr. HESSON. It is provided that they shall come in
under certain regulations, and it is only fair that the Pro-
vince should have something te say as te the distribution
of the fund arising out of their coming in. Certificates are
to be issued te certain parties on certain payments, the
Government receives the money, and if the effect te British
Columbia is as damaging as the members represent it te be,
it is but fair, if we insist that Chinese shall b. allowed
te come in, that the people of British Columbia should have
some compensation. I think the proposition a reasonable
one.

Mr. WELDON. On the same principle the people of
the Maritime Provinces should be allowed compensation
for the duty on fleur.

Mr. HESSON. The people of the Lower Provinces can
get good fleur without paying any duty. We are able to
furnish them with the best fleur, and I hope the trade will
develop.

Mr. CHAPLE AU. This is a clause a little outeide of the
general run; still, ini prosecutions, part of the fine is always
given te the local authorities. In this case, we have neces-
sarily the assistance of the local officers of the Government,
and there is no provision te indemnify them for their assist-
ance given in carrying out the Act. This Bill has had the
assent of public opinion in British Columbia, as had the Bill
of last year, and it is not desirable to make any change this
year, at al events.

Committee rose and reported.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN moved the adjournment of
the House.

Motion agreed to, and the House adjourned at 11.30 p.m.

HOUSE OF COMMONS.

TzuMsnAr, 18th May, 1886.

The SPEÂKAu took the Chair at Three o'clock.

FOURTH REPORT OF PRINTING COMMITTEE.

Mr. BERGIN. I move, seoonded by Mr. Trow, that the
fourth report of the Joint Committee of both Houses on
Printing be adopted. In moving the adoption of this repor,
1 think it well to state that the discussion in thie fouse
upon this report the other •day was brought before the
joint committee this morning, and the committoe resolved,
without division, to prose te adoption of the report upon
the House. The committee feit that they would not be
true to their own dignity did they consent to the suggestion
offered that this report should be revised by the Committee
on Public Accounts. We did not feel that any committee
in this House ought to place themselves in a position to
have their work revised by another committee.
The only authority to revise the report of a
committee, to approve or condemn it, is the Parliament
of this country, not any of its committees. The committee
still adhere to their opinion, and they are the more strength.
ened in it, because they believe that although the Commit.
tee on Public Accounts were acting within their province
when they recomended that the accounts of this House
should b. audited by the Auditor General, and although this
House approved of the recommendation of the committee
at that time, still, to give it the force of law, it was neces-
sary that the Audit Act should be amended. For all these
reasons, the committee felt that their report should be
pressed upon the House, and they do not admit that the
suggestion that this difflculty was due to a more misunder-
standing between two officers of this House moved them in
any way, or at all entered into their consideration.

Mr. BLAKE. The adoption of this report cannot be
moved to-day without notice. i bad certainly some reason
to hope that a different view would have been taken by the
committee, and as they have determined to press the adop-
tion of the report, I think the House should have some in.
formation as to the rossons for a decision of such serious
consequence. I, therefore, object to the motion without
notice.

Mr. SPEAKER. Of course, it is a motion requiring
notice.

Mr. BERGIN. I do not think the objection taken by
the hon. member for West Durham is well taken. It was
perfectly understood at the time I withdrew the motion
that it should be considered there was sufficient notice.

Mr. BLAKE. I muet deny that statement. When in
the world was the notice given? The question is, have the
mombers of the ouse had any notice that this motion was
to be made to-day ?

Mr. BERGIN. The motion was withdrawn in order that
the report might be submitted to the committee, and that
the opinion of the committee might be given as to the
propriety of the suggestion that was offered.

Mr. SPEAKER. A motion for the adoption of a report
requires notice like any other motion, unless it is dispnsed
with by the unanimous consent of the Hous.ÏI the
objection is taken, of course it muet go over.

Mr. BERGIN. It is very late in the Session, and I can
quite understand that the hon. member for West Durham
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is taking advantage of the rules of the Hlouse to throw this
over. I do not think it is very courteous.

Mr. BLAKE. I do not think it is in order to impute
any such motive to me. Ail I can say is, that that observa-
tion is perfectly baseless.

Mr. SPEAKER. If the hon. gentleman gives notice for
to-morrow, 1 have no doubt both sides of the House will
consent to the report being considered then.

Mr. BERGIN. If the House consents to take it up
to-morrow, I am willing to withdraw the motion.

Mr. BLAKE. Perbaps the hon. gentleman will with-
draw the baseless observation before he asks us to consent.

Mr. BERGIN. I have no objection to accept the state-
ment of the hon. menber for West Durham that he lad no
such intention, but I think he will give me credit for the
fact that the appearances justify-

Mr. BLAKE. I will give no credit for any such fact.

Motion withdrawn,

IMPROVEMENT OF RED RIVER.

Mr. WHTTE (Renfrew), (for Mr. SCOTT) asked, Is it the
intention of the Government to place a sum in the Supple-
mentary Estimates for the purpose of improving the Red
River at St. Andrew's Rapids, so as to make the river
navigable for lake vessels ?

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. Though I partly answered
this question a day or two ago, on a question that was put
by another lon. member from Manitoba, I may say that
during last season we had a survey made of that portion of
the Red River known as the St. Andrew's Rapids, extend-
ing for a distance of about ten miles; that the assistant who
made the examination gave the quantity of dredging that
would have to be done; that it would coEt a very large sun
of money, over $500,000; then it is suggested that instead
of that we might constract locks and dam on the plan
adopted by the United States Government. To take that
up, and have an examination and estimate, we would
require an additional examination to be made of the river
during next season. After that the matter will be laid
before the Council, and, of course, I am not in a position to
say what may be the result of their deliberations.

MANITOBA CENSUS.

Mr. SCOTT asked, lis it the intention of the Government
to have a census of the Province of Manitoba taken this
year ?

Mr.. JARLING. It is the intention of the Government.

TÉTE DU POINT BARRACKS AT KINGSTON.

Mr. GUNN asked, Is it the intention of the Government
to sell the property known as the "Tête du Point " Bar-
racks at Kingston ? If so, whether it is to be sold by tender
or by public auction, and whether full notice of the same
will be given by advertisement ?

Sir ADOLPHE CARON. It is not the intention of the
Government to sell that property.

EXPORTS AND IMPORTS.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT asked, What is the
total value of all goods, being the produce of Canada,,
exported during the period from lt July to 1st April in1
the fiscal years 1885 and 1886 respectively ? Also, what1
th amounts of goods entered for consumption during the1
"sid riods of the said years?

. BiiN.

Mr. BOWELL. The total value of gooda exported for
the nine months ending 31st March, 1885, is $59,782,676;
the total value of goods exported for the nine months end-
ing B1et March, 1886, is $57,098,674. The total amount of
goods entered for consumption, exclusive of British Colum-
bia, for the nine months ending 31st March, 1885, is
$73,665,255; the total amount of goods entered for consump-
tion, exclusive of British Columbia, for the nine months
ending 31st March, 1886, is $72,856,598.

WINDSOR BRANCH RAILWAY-NOVA SCOTIA.

Mr. KINNEY asked, What was the arrangement with
respect to the "Windsor Branch," finally settled by the
Doiainion Government with the Government of Nova
Seotia, and referred to by the Premier of that Province in
his address to the Legislature on 4th inst. as "not unsatis-
factory to the Government of Nova Scotia ?"

Mr. THOMPSON. In the absence of the Minister of
Railways, I may state that no arrangement was finally
settled by the Dominion Government with the Government
of Nova Scotie with reference te the Windsor Branch. I
have not seen the speech of the First Minister of Nova
Scotia in which he refers to that subject, but I presume that
his reference was to the Order in Council which was sent
to the Government of Nova Scotia, after having been adopted
here, and the substance of which is, that if satisfactory
arrangements should be made by the Nova Scotia Govern-
ment for the consolidation of the western railways, by
which the Western Counties Railway shall bo ncquired
and completed and the Windsor and Annapolis Railway
acquired, the Windsor Branch might still be cded to the
proprietors of the consolidated rond or the Government of
Nova Scotia; and that, in lieu of the release required by the
Statute to be given by the Western Counties Railway Com-
pany, the Government might be willing to accept the
indemnity of the Nova Scotia Government.

SHORT LINE RAILWAY-MONTREAL TO SALIS.
BURY.

Mr. KIRK asked, Has a contract been entered into by
the Government with any person or company for the build.
ing of the Short Line Railway from Montreal via Frederie-
ton to Salisbury? 1f so, with whom ? Will the contract
be laid before the House this Session?

Mr. THOMPSON. Yes, a contract has been entered into
with the International Railway Company, of whieh Mr.
Duncan McIntyre is president. I understand it will not te
laid on the Table this Session, unless asked for.

CHINESE IMMIGRATION.

Mr. CHAPLEAU moved third reading of Bill (No. 106)
to amend an Act to restrict and regulate Chinese immigra-
tion into Canada.

Mr. MITCHELL. I object to that Bill being read the
third time, as it stands, and I gave notice to the House that
when it came up for third reading I would propose an
amendment. I beg to move in amendment:

That the Bill be not read the third time, but be referred back to the
committee for the purpose of having sub-section "D " of section 5
amended, by leaving out the "$3,000-" and substituting "$1,000."

As there may be some hon. gentlemen here who were not
present during the discussion, I may briefly state that the ob-
jection I have to this sub-section is that it provides 83,000
per annum for a Chinese interpreter. As the object of the
whole Chinese legislation is the exclusion of Chinese from
the Dominion, I think the sum provided for the interpreter
is entirely out of proportdiM toe the werk Its @aly
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the sum given to a deputy head of an official Depart-
ment which controls hundreds of thousands of dollars ex-
penditure ; it is one-third what a Cabinet Minister gets; it
is entirely out of proportion to the duties to be performed,
and it was admitted by one of the Ministers that thse
duties had been performed by a clerk in the custom house
who receives a salary of $600 per annum. Why the law should
be amended so as to give the Government power to appoint
a Chinese interpreter and pay him 83,000 per annum, is al.
most unaccountable. There may be the intention to pro-
vide a place for some Government attache whom they de.
sire to locate safely and comfortably for the rest of his life;
but, looking at the fimancial condition of te country and
the enormous expenditure that is going on, we must con-
clude that such an officer is almost entirely unnecessary,
especially in view of the fact that our intention is to exclude
these people.

Mr. SPEAKER. Call in the members.

Mr. CHAPLEAU. Mr. Speaker, the hon. gentleman is
surprised--

Mr. MITCHELL. I rise to a question of order. Have
not the members been called in.

Mr. SPEAKER, The hon. Minister rose before I called
in the members.

Mr. CHAPLEAU. The hon. gentleman is surprised, and
asks why the Bill of last year should beso amended as to put
in a clause providing for such a salary for this officer, the
Chinese interpreter. I did not ask to amend the Bill in
this manner. The measure before the House, which is a
consolidation cf the Bill of last y. ar, does rot auend
anything in that respect, as the same amount was voted
last year, so that it is not new legislation or new expen-
diture. I could understand this part of the hon. gentle-
man's argument, where he said that it as comeoout in
the debate that during last year the services of an inter-
preter were performed by an employee in the Civil Service,
an officer of the Customs Department, and that his services
did not coat more than a few hundred dollars besides his
salary. I am informed by the Minister of Customs that,
accidentally, an officer of' the Customs Department was
appointed at a salary of 81,500 in the Customs, doing the
duty of interpreter, because it happens that he ocan performn
that duty at the present moment. Can h. do it thor-
oughly ? Can he do it completely ? Can he con-
tinue to do it? We do not know. We say that,
in case the Government should require-and the Gov-
ernment may require at any time-the services of an
interpreter, the salary should not exceed the sum of $3,000;
that is to say, that a salary of not more than $3,000 be put
on the Statute-book, and the Government may appoint an
officer at any lower salary, as the happy accident of last
year gave us the power to do. If the Government are
obliged to secure the services of an interpreter coming from
China, according to the information we have, we do not
think that the sum of 63,000 is excessive to pay for those
services. It is very easy to say that an interpreter could
be got for less, without taking the trouble of ascertaining the
facts. The figure was put at 83,000 because, according to the
information which I was able to gather myself,tfat it was not
excessive, and we could not get a good officer for a les
salary. If we can get one for $1,500, the Minister of Cus-
toms is not known to be extravagant in the expenditure of
his Department, and he will get one for $1,500, or for less
if he eau. I have only toadd, if my bon. friend was pleading
against the Chinese influx into this country, and if his motion
was made as a kind of reflection upon the Government allow-1
ing Chinesp labor to come here, that empower the Govern-j
ment by this clause to secure a good interpreter, a goodi
oMer, to provf& fraud which h*e bez diaooverod, I

believe, in the dealings of the immigrants with the author-
ities in British Columbia; it is for the safety of the working
man, it is for the safety of the public in British Columbia
that we think it necessary to secure the services of a per-
fectly competent officer. I do not know whether we could
get an offcer for a less salary. I hope we will, and, if we
do, according to the confidence which was given to the
Government last year, we will do it for a less sum. I hope
my hon. friend will not ask for a division of theR ouse
on a matter of this kind.

Mr. BLAKE. I thought last year that this was an extrava-
gant sum. I am confirmed in that view by the events which
have followed the vote of last year, and I shall, therefore,
have to support the amendment.

Mr. DAVIES. I do not think the Secretary of State is
justified in more than insinuating that the gentleman who
is now discharging the duties is not a competent official,
because the House had the statement last night, made
deliberately by theb hon. member for Victoria, that the effi.
ciency of that gentleman had been certified to by the Judges
of the Supreme Court, and tihat h. was a thoroughly com-
petent man. Last year there might bave been some justi-
fication for the louse tacitly assenting to this enormous
salary of 63,000 for an interpreter, because we acted upon
the assurance of Ministers that a competent man could not
be obtained for less. The events which have transpired
since have shown that a cometent man can be, and has
bean, obtained for a mach less sum, and I do not think the
Bouse is justified now in voting a sum three times as large
as the experience of the year bas shown to be enough to
pay a compotent interpreter. The amonnt of the salary
dtec not tect the policy of the Act. The policy of the
Govertnmcut and the effect of the Act were stated to be the
absolute exclusion of these Chinese altogether, and the
work to be done will be very slight indeed, and, as was very
well remarked by the hon. member for Huron last night,
if the present incumbent chooses to resign his position, and
the Government cannot get a good man in British Columbia,
there could be no diffieulty in obtaining such a man from
any of the treaty ports in China.

Mr. MITCHELL. The hon. Secretary ofState-
Mr. SPEAKE.R. Order.
Mr. MITCHELL. Am I not allowed to reply ?

Mr. SPEAKER. No.
Mr. MITCHELL. I am sorry for it.

Mr. BOWELL. I desire to call the attention of the
Bouse to the fact that it is utterly impossible to obtain the
services of a competent interpreter at the amount that is con-
tained in the amendment just moved by my hon. friend from
Northumberland (Mr. Mitchell). When the work of putting
into operation this Chinese Act was placed on the Custois
Department, I was under the impression that it could b.
worked by the customs officials without any additional
officers being appointed. Under the authority given by
that law, I issued an order that all collectors of customs
throughout the Dominion should be considered as control-
lers. I instructed the collector at Victoria to appoint a
clerk to assist him in the work that feul upon him lu con-
nection with Chines. immigration, the granting of certi-
ficates, and to assist him as interpreter between the
Chinese and customs officials. I found, however, that
that would not work satisfactorily, and that it was necesary
to appoint an interpreter, and I found that the cheapest
man who could posuibly be obtained, who had the
necessary qualifications, was at the sum of $1,500 per
annum. But fearing, at the same time, that there would
not be suflloient work for him to do as Chinese interpreter
solely, Imade it a portion of hIs duty tg aot as oustom
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lerk, to deal altogether with invoices arriving from China

and witb all business transactions with Chinese merchants
and others importing from that country. If the amend-
ment is carried it would necessitate the dismissal of this
man, and it would be impossible-I say impossible, because
I made every enquiry in order to procure a competent
person, and the cheapest man we could get, who was at all
fitted for the work, a man of education and who understood
the language, was for the sum of $1,500. When the House
reflects that all the operations to be carried on under this
Bill will not oost the country annually more than three or
four thousand dollars at the outside, I think hon. gentlemen
might allow the Government some discretion, might allow
them the same discretion that they have given them in the
past, and allow the motion to carry. I can assure hon.
gentlemen that there is no desire to increase the expendi-
ture, nor am I aware that there is any Government official,
or any person connected with the Government, or any
other person, in fact, who is applying for that position, or
for whom the Government desire to provide a place.

Mr. MITCHELL. Is not Mr. Trutch applying for it ?

Mr. BOWELL. No, he is not.

Mr. MITCHELL. I am glad of it.

Mr. BOWELL. Nor am I aware that Mr. Trutch is
capable of acting as an interpreter. Mr. Trute hlas never,
to my knowledge, been an applicant for that position, and
I repeat that I am not aware that he as the necessary
education or qualifications to fil! that office, if he were ap-
pointed, or if ho were to apply for it, which it is not at all
likely he will do.

Mr. VAiL. I think if this amendment should pass I
could suggest a way of getting out of the difficulty.

Mr. BOWELL. By appointing you ?

Mr. VAIL. Well, probably I understand as much of
Chinese matters as my hon. friend.

Mr. BOWELL. If you do not know any more about
them, you would not be fit for the position.

Mr. VAIL. If this gentleman who has been acting is to
act in a dual capacity, I think the botter way would be to
give him 1500 from the Cus tomsDepartment, and the 81,000
that it is proposed to vote now as interpreter for the
Chinese. Now, I do not suppose that there are a great
many vessels arriving from China with immigrants during
the year, and I should not suppose that this interpreter
would have a great deal to do. Why, Sir, the sum of 83,000
that it is proposed to vote, is more than the county jndges
of the Provinces get, as a rule, and I think the sum, is ex-
cessive, and may fairly be considered so. It is within
$ 1,000 as much as the Judges of the Supreme Court of Nova
Scotia get at present, and is out of all reason in comparison
with the duties this officer will be called upon to perform.
I have no desire to reduce the amount below what is actually
necessary for the Government to have in order to procure
a competent man ; but I say we are adopting an absurd
custom in this House of voting twice or three times as
much as is actually necessary for the payment of the ser-
vice, and to place it in the hands of the Government and
say: Oh, we have perfect confidence in you; we do not sup-
pose you will spend any more than is aotually necessary,
and we will vote three times the amount yon require. Now,
I think that is a very wrong custom, and the sooner we
abandon it the better. I shal certainly vote for the amend-
ment upon the clear understanding that a competent man,
in the firet place, should be employed, and in the next place
he should be paid a fair remuneration for his servioes, I

Mr. BowmLL.

think we may reasonably expect, if this Act is to be of any
service at all, that the number of (jhinese ooming into the
country in future will be very much reduced below the
number entering last year, before this duty was placed
upon them. Last night several hon. members, in speaking
of this question, stated that the number of Chinese immi-
grants had been greatly reduced in consequence of the Bill
we passed last year-in fact that for the last two or three
months there has been no immigration at all. Under these
circumstances, I think the Secretary of State ought not to
press for this amount.

Mr. MULOCK. The Minister of Customs has stated that
an interpreter cannot be obtained for less than 03,000.

Mr. BOWELL. I did not say so.

Mr. MULOCK. But the Secretary of State does not
back up his statement with any evidence showing that this
$3,O00 is necessary. He does not say it is not enough, or
that it is too much, but he simply asserts that he has made
enquiry at a place where interpreters cannot be obtained-
he has not made enquiry where interpreters can be obtained
-and I think, without any evidence, he asks the House to
declare that 6 3,000 are necessary. Now, the Secretary of
State says: I do not know whether $3,000 are necessary
or not, but trust us with the money, and we will be as
economical as we eau. Is his record such as to justify his
claim to be economical ? Last year he asked us to give
him a little authority,when he was presenting to this flouse
a Bill to give him power to appoint a lot of examiners and
so on, in connection with the Civil Service Act, and what
has he done ? During the year he has spent all the money
we voted him, and more too, and to-day he is asking for
more. Now, he asks us to trust him. Well, I wiil not
trust him in anything, if he has not been true in one thing.
The Minister of Customs says, perhaps this will cost $81,000,
perhaps $2,000, perhaps $3,000, perhaps $4,000, and Par-
liament, on such testimony as that-not testimony, but
vague statements, is asked to hand over the publie money
to the Government. For my part, I think the proposition
is wholly unjustifiable, and it proves beyond all question in
what a crude way legislation is pitchforked into this House
by the present Government.

House divided on amendment of Mr. Mitchell.

Messieurs
Allen, Fisher,
Armstrong, Forbes,
Auger, Geoffrion,
Bain (Wentworth), Gilrmor,
Béchard, Glen,
Bernier, Guay,
Blake, Gunn,

BO assa, 
Harley,

BUrpeHolton,cameron (Huron), Iunes,
Cameron (Middlesex), Irvine,
Campbell (Renfrew), Ring,

artwright(SirRichard)Kirk,
Oasey, Landerkin,
Chariton, Langelier,
Cook,' Laurier,
Davies, Lister,
De St. Georges, Livingston,
Edgar, Mackenzie,
Fairbank, McGraney,

NAs:
Messieurs

Âbbott,
Allison,
Amyot,
Baker (Miusisquoi),
Baker (Victoria),
Barker,
Barnard,
Bn,

McIntyre,
MiMallen,

Mitchell,
Mulock,
Paterson (Brant),
Platt,
Ray

« rot,
Roberteon (Shelburne),
Scriver,
8emerville (Brant)
Somerville (Bruoe),
Springer,
Trow,
Vail,
Wateon,
Weldon,
Wilson,
Yeo.-60.

andas, -MeGreevy,
Dunds, McLelan,
Everett, McNeill,
Farrow, Massue,
Ferguson(Leeds&Gren)Noffat,
Ferguson (Welland), bontplaisir;
Fortin, O'Bren,
FoeusrOrton,
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Benoit, Gagné, Oiumet,
Bergeron, Gaudet, Patterson (Esse3),
Bi1l yeagauit, Pinonneault,
BlOndesu, Gordon, Pruyu,
Bos4, Grandboi, Rei,
Bourbeau, Guillet, Robertson (Hamilton),
Bowell, Hackett, Robertson (Hastings),
Bryson, Hall, Rykert,
Burns, Hay, Shakespeare,
Cameron (Inverness), Hesson, Small,
Carling, Hickey, Smyth,
Caron (Sir Adolphe), Hilliard, Spronie,
chapleau, Homer, Taschereau,
Cimon, Hurteau, Tassé,
Cochrane, Jamieson, Temple,
0olby, Kaulbach, Thompson,
Oostigan, Kilvert, Townshend,
Doughlin, Kinney, Tupper,
Qoursol, Kranz, Tyrwhitt,
Ourran, Landry (Ifontmagny), Valin,
Outhbert, Langevin (Sir Hector), Vanasse,
Daly, Macdonald (King's), Wallace (Albert),
Daoust, Macdonald (Sir John), Wallace (York),
Dawson, Mackintosh, Ward,
Desaulniers (Mask'ngê),Macmaster, White (Cardwell),
Desaulniers (Et. M'rice), Macmillan (Middlesex), W hite (Hastings),
Desjardins, McCallum, White (Renfrew),
Dickinson, Mc=arthy, Wigle,
Dodd, MoDougald (Picton), Wood (Brockville),
Dgeas, MoDougall (0. Breton), Wood (Westm'd).-l 4.

Amendment negatived.

Mr. SIHAKESPEARE. I beg to move that this Bill be
not now read the third time, but that it be referred back to
Committee of the Whole for the purpose of amending the
same by striking ont clauses 24, 25 and 26. These
clauses refer to the.granting of certificates to Chinese who
signify their intention of leaving the country. It has been
found that the common practice is to get those certificates,
not for the purpose of leaving Canada, but for the purpose
of trading with them. People have been in the abit of
going to the customs officer and procuring a certificate for
$1, and selling it for 820 or $25 to a friend in the United
States or in China. So the person purchasing the certificate
makes $24 or $25 also out of it. This practice has proved
to be nothing less than a fraud, and it is useless to have
such a clause in the Bill unless it can be made workable,
and I am certain from past experience it is impossible to
deal with the Chinese in the way proposed by those clauses.
It is for that reason I move an amendment to strike out
those clauses, so that no certificates shall be issued to China-
men who signify their intention of leaving Canada, but that
they shall all be placed on the same footing, by which
arrangement all who come into Canada will have to pay
$50 each.

Mr. CHAPLEAU. The hon, gentleman will see at
once that his proposal will do injustice. There are a
number of Chinese resident in Canada who are engaged
in commerce. It might be necessary for one of those to
visit China for his legitimate business; to another it might
be nocessary that ho should go there to bring back some
of his family; and those Chinese who have acquired the
freedom of the country and require to go abroad for a
few months on legitimate business would b- placed under
the necessity of paying a second tax although they are rosi-
dents or citizens of Canada, if the amendment were adopted.
Any Chinese resident who is entitled to romain bore
and who wishes to leave Canada is obliged to register
himseolf before leaving; in default of registering, bis certi-
ficate will be cancelled and he will be again con-
sidored an alien. But after having registered he cannot
be absent more than twelve months, and when he comes
back-and this shows how strict the measure proposed
is-even within the twelve months, and he has his
certificate to return, h. is obliged to pay when ho
re.enters Canada. If, after his return and that second
paymenthe aes before the controller and proveshia
identity ho Wil be entitled to be returned thety dollars

that ho will have paid a second time. The hon. member
says there is a great doal of personating in the exorcise of
the privilege of obtaining certificates to leave the country.
But now the different restrictions, and the different modes
of ascertaining the identity of immigrants are so very
strict, that it would be almoet impossible for frauds to take
place, and them as probandi of proof that the party is the
same person who left the country within twelve months,
will fall pon the immigrant ; the officer will have to be
satisfied that the person arriving is the sane person as
mentioned in the certificate before returning him the fifty
dollars. I hope the hon. gentleman will not prose hie
amendment; at all events, I do not think it can be granted.

Mr. GORDON. On the first reading of the Bill I wasof
opinion that it might be amended with advantage ; but after
hearing the amendments made by the hon. Minister last
night, I am prepared to support it, believing that it will
have the desired effect. If a Chin aman is able to recover
his $50 from the custom house offleer, ho will do well, as
commercial mon find a great deal of trouble to get $50 or
$10 returned by the Government. I will, therefore, sapport
the Bill as proposed by the hon. Minister, and I ask my
hon. friend to withdraw his amendment.

Amendment negatived on a division, and Bill read the
third time and passed.

THIRD READING.

Bill (No. 94) further to amend the Dominion Lands Act,
1883.-(Mr. White, Cardwell.)

RATE OF INTEREST IN BRITISH COLUMBIA.

Mr. THOMPSON moved the second reading Bill (No. 22)
respecting interest in the Province of British Columbia.

Mr. BLAKE. Explain.

Mr. THOMPSON. The Province of British Columbia is
without any law regulating the subject of interest. This
Bill, as I am sure the House is aware, from the circum-
stance which took place the other day, was introduced by
one of the members from that Province, and it proposes
that the rate of interest shall be established where no rate
has been agreed upon. The proposal which has been made
is somewhat exceptional. It is made in view of what is
taken to be the exceptional position of the affaire of that
country, because it proposes that the rate shall be 8 per
cent. in the ·absence of any agreement; and that when
judgment is recovered upon any contract in or by whioh
interest at a higher rate than 8 per cent. per annum has
been agreed in writing to be paid, the amount awarded by
such judgment shall bear interest at the rate agreed upon,
not, however, exceeding 12 per cent. per annum. The.se
are the provisions of the Bi, and inasmuch as it seems
reasonable that some provision should be made with regard
to this subject, the motion was acquiesced in that the Bill
should take its place on the Government Orders. As to the
particular rate specified in the Bill, that is a matter of
detail which can explained in committee.

Mr. MILLS. I think there is here a departure from %hat
sacred principle of uniformity, of which we heard so much
last Session. It provides that where the rate of interest is
not agreed upon, it shall be 8 per cent. per annum-
2 per cent, more than it ia elsewhere in the Dominion.

Mr. BAKER (Victoria). In the Province of British Colum-
bia, as I think everybody here knows, everything is much
higher than in eastern Canada, and 8 per cent. in
British Columbia is really equivalent to 6 per cent, in the
eastern Provinces.
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1r. MILLS. How is that?
Mr. BAKER (Victoria). If the best commercial men in

that Province go to a bank they cannot get an over-draft
at less than 8 per cent. per annum. It frequently
happons that one gentleman may accommodate another by
overdrawing bis account, and letting him have a certain
sum of money which he may have to sue for atterwards,
owing to adverse circumstances on the part of the borrower.
I think it is only reasonable, in such a case, that he should
get the sane rate of interest on bis judgment as he has to
pay the banker from whom he got the money.

Mr. BLAKE.. There is a horrible suggestion of 12 per
cent. further on.

Mr. BAKER (Victoria). Clause 2 is to provide that
when a judgment is obtained it shall not carry with it a
higher rate than 12 per cent., although a higher rate may
have been agreed upon- the rate agreed upon may be 16 or
even 24 per cent., as they sometimes charge in British
Columbia.

Mr. BLAKE. Do they ?
Mr. BAKER (Victoria). Yes. I should like to see some

of you gentlemen out in British Columbia.
Mr. BLAKE. If we have to borrow money to pay our

travelling expenses, at the rate of 24 per cent., how will we
ever be able to get home again ?

Mr. BAKER (Victoria). You will have to live on the
interest of the amount you spend.

Motion agreed to, B11 read the second time and the
House resolved itself into Committee.

(In the Committee.)
On section 1,
Mr. BLAKE. I may say that when we adopted some-

what similar regulations in the old Province of Canada, the
condition of things was a good deal like that which the
hon. mnember for Victoria (Mr. Baker) has represented to
be the case in British Columbia. The rate of interest which
was usually charged was very much higher than 6 per cent.,
and there does not seem to be any very serious difficulty
caused by adopting the same limitations in those cases in
which there is no bargain as are adopted in other cases.
All that will be necessary is that the people will have to
bargain for the rate they want more than 6 per cent., and
it is certainly inconvenient that there should be different
laws regulating the interest in the different Provinces. It
seems unreasonable, if there are to be mercantile transactions
between two Provinces, that people should have to enquire
what is the rate in one Province, as contra-distinguished
from the other Province. Besides, the hon. gentleman must
recollect that the completion of the Canadian Pacifie Rail-
way and the influx of all good things which are going in
and are to go in with it, including capital, will soon relieve
that Province from the famine as to capital which bas so
much to do with the rate of interest. If the rate is to be
higher, lot the parties contract for that, but let the rate be
the same as elsewhere.

Mr. BAKER (Victoria). I can give no botter reason for
this provision than I have already given. I think I know
botter, perbaps, than any hon. gentleman in this House what
we require in British Columbia in this connection, having
had a good deal to do with commercial transactions for the
last fourteen years; and by my connection with the Board
of Trade of that Province I think I know our requirements
pretty well. If I had not a pretty gool idea that 8 per cent.
in British Columbia is about equivalent to 6 per cent. in
Ontario, and if I had not thought that the explanations I
have given would convince the House, I would not have
introduced the Bill. At the sane time I do not *ant to

Mr. BMu (Vietoria).

force the matter, and if hon. gentlemen are averse to putting
British Columbia flnancially on the same footing as the rest
of the Provinces, I muet bow to their decision, though I do
it with a bad grace.

Mr. TIIOMPSON moved that the word "eight " in the
first clause be struck out and "six " inserted.

Amendment agreed to.

Mr. THOMPSON moved that the words lin writing"
in the ninth line be struck out.

Amendment agreed to.
On section 2,
Mr. BLAKE. What is the general law about this?

Mr. TROMPSON. The present provision which it is
proposed to repeal is that the court may allow such a rate
of interest as may appear to be just and reasonable, but the
rate must not exceed 1 per cent. per monthi

Mr. BLAKE. What is the provision in the other Pro-
vinces.

Mr. T1HOMPSON. Six per cent.
Mr. BLAKE. So that we have the same question here-

why should the unfortunate judgment debtor pay more in
British Columbia than he has to pay in the other Provinces ?
Is the hon. gentleman particularly anxious that he should
pay up to 12 per cent. ?

Mr. BAKER (Victoria). If the judgment debtor has
agrced to pay more than 12 per cent., this provision is
intended to let him off with 12 per cent. in any case.

Mr. THOMPSON. The object of the clause is to reduce
the rate where a higher rate has been agreed upon.

Mr. BLAKE. In the other Provinces there is no such
provision.

Mr. THOMPSON. No, I think not. I mistook the
question.

Mr. BLAKE. In the other Provinces they stand by the
contract, whatever it may be. What has the hon. gentle-
man to say as to this exceptional provision for cutting down
the rate in British Columbia?

Mr. THOMPSON. I understand that the difficulty there
is, that very high rates are agreed upon in some cases, and
this is to prevent their being enforced.

Mr. BLAKE. This is raising the whole question of the
interest law, because very high rates are agreed upon in
parts of the Dominion and are enforced.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. I- venture with very
great diffidence to offer an opinion on so purely legal a
matter; but I was under the impression, which perhaps the
legal gentlemen here can confirai or not, that in Ontario,
at any rate, our courts would not enforce an exCessive rate
of interest on a judgment debt.

Mr. BL&Klk What is excessive interest ?
Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGELT. I think I have heard

of cases in which very high rates, up to 15 or 20 per cent.
were not enforced.

Mr. THOMPSON. It seems to me reasonable to make
such a restriction as this. In the Province of Nova Sootia
there is a restriction up to 10 per cent. Except in the one
provision, that in the absence of a contract the rate shall be
6 per cent., there is very little uniformity in the interest
law in the several Provinces.

Mr. BLAKE. The existing Statute in Britii Columbia
provides fibr 1 per cent. a month, which is 12 per cent. a
year, whieh is the Iprovision proposed. What subsontial
ohage là there ?
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Mr. THOMPSON. The present provision is that in thE

absence of any coutract the court may award damages at à
rate net exceeding 12 per cent. This provision is te makE
it 8 per cent.

Mr. BLAKE. But there is a provision for 12 per cent
aise. What is the existing law in British Columbia as t
judgment in a case in which more than 12 per cent. hae
actually been stipulated for ?

Mr. BAKR (Victoria). Whatever has been stipulated
if it is 24 per cent., it bears judgment.

Mr. ORTON. As I understand it, this is an attempt t
make the law there somewhat similar te our law in Ontario
where, if there is no stipulation of interest, the rate shal
not be more than 6 per cent. Why should it be 8 instead
of 6 in British Columbia?

Mr. MILLS. In order to make this section conform to
the one we have already amended, I suppose it would be
necessary to change 8 in the second line to 6.

Mr. DAVIES. Then you will have the anomaly, that if
a man gives a note for 20 per cent., that can be recovered
up to the day of judgment, but after the judgment it will
only bear 12 per cent.

Mr. THOMPSON. After judgment is recovered the rate
will only be 6 per cent. I move that in the second line 8
be struck out and 6 substituted.

Mr. MILLS. After judgment the interest is collected on
the judgment and net on the contract. This clause as it
stands would give a party whatever rate of interest is
agreed upon up te 12 per cent., making, I think, a wholly
different rule from what exists in any other Province'

Mr. BLAKE. We have te consider this general ques-
tion, whether we should, in this Parliament, adopt a rule
for one Province for the adjustment of the rate of interest
on judgments, which we do net propose to extend or applyi
te any of the other Provinces. Why should we do se?
Why should we not decide on the same principle of action
with reference to the rate of interest on judgments, for all
the Provinces ?

Mr. WELDON, In nearly all the Provinces the amount
is recovered at the rate of interest agreed upon in the con-
tract. The amount of damages includes that rate of in-
terest, but after judgment the amount only bears 6 per
cent. The effect of this will be that, supposing the rate
agreed upon was 12 per cent., the party would recover by
the judgment the amount of principal with interest at 12
per cent., and then receive 12 per cent., net only on the
principal, but also upon the interest, or compound interest,
whieh is contrary te all principle.

Mr. LANGELIER. There are two very serions objec-
tions te this. First, it will introduce a principle which is
new te two of our most important Provinces. It is a prmi-
ciple entirely unknown in the Province of Quebec. There,
when a rate is agreed upon, whether it be 20 or 25 per cent.,
if judgment is given, the interest on the whole amount must
be calculated at that rate. Another grave objection is that
it will encourage parties te go te law. If a debtor paid be-
fore being sued, h. would have te pay the full amount of
intereet agreed upon, but if he waited te be sued and judg-
ment was given against him, h. would only pay 12 per
cent.#

Mr. BLAKE. I would ask the Minister of Justice te
consider how far it is reasonable we should lay down for
one Province a rule as te the rate at which interest should
be computed after judgment, without considering whether
it be net a fitting rule te .xtend te all the Provinces. No
doubt, the exercise of our power te deal with the question
of interest was given us, because it was thought the cnom-
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e mercial relations of the Dominion required one uniform
a rale. Now we are providing a rule for one Provinoe which
e will not affect the others. It seoms rather a retrograde

step to take.
Mr. ORTON. I differ from hon. gentlemen opposite

o with regard to the advisability of continuing theproent
s law. A judgment was given by the late JudgM oail

with reference to a gentleman in Ottawa, kown to a
great msurer, who had lent money to a civil servant, and
had received back three or four times the original loan.
He sued the employee for a further sum of three or four

o times the. amount of the loan. The case was brought
, before the late Judge McDougall, and he refused to give
1 judgment in favor of this usurer, on the ground that h. had
1 not an equitable or just right to his claim. I think this is

a stop in the right direction, and the hon. gentleman will
deserve great credit if he limits the rate to 12 per cent.,
which is high enough, in all conscience, for any usurer. If
the law be so altered, judges will have a legal reason for
giving judgment against usurers.

Mr. BLAKE. The effect of providing that in one Pro-
vince net more than 12 per cent may be recovered, will be
to take away in other Provinces, where there is no such
law, any ground for exerising equity, which is the princi.
ple the hon. gentleman desires should b. exercised. While
he would benefit Victoria, he would infliet injury on the
rest of the Dominion.

Mr. ORTON. I think the law should apply to the whole
Dominion.

Mr. BLAKE. That is what I say. Let us have one law,
whatever it may be. Will the Minister of Justice say whether
h. thinks it reasonable we should have difforent laws ?

Mr. THOMPSON. I do not think it desirable at all, but,
unfortunatoly, we have different laws in all the Provinces,
except Ontario and Quebec, which have the one law. It is
undesirable that should continue, and I was anxious, person-
ally, to deal with the whole subject, but could not do so this
Session. In the meantime I do not see why, when there
exists no uniformity, we should not give to British Colum-
bia the law she desires. We are only proposing to allow
British Columbia to continue the system which existe there
at present.

Mr. BLAKE. That is exactly the point. British Colam-
bia bas a system which the Minister proposes we should by
legislation here continue. But the laws in the other Pro.
vinces are not Canadian laws; they were laws passed before
Confederation.

Mr. THOMPSON. I beg pardon; the law in Nova Scotia
ws passed since.

Mr. BLAKE. I think the bulk of the laws which regalate
interest were passed before Qonfederation, and we have not
had a common Canadian law passed yet. Now, after eighteen
or nineteen years, it is proposed that we should logis-
late partially on the subject of interest. Since British
Columbia is satisfied with the existug law, why ask for
legielation here; but, if the law in British Columbia is to be
changed, I oontend it should be changed for the whole of
Canada. If we are to deal with interest at all, we should
deal with it for the whole Dominion, and not for a particular
Province. I do not say that the principle of uniformity is
inexorable. The hon. gentleman may fnd grounds for the
opposite principle, and I should be sorry if such could be
found; but, as the hon. gentleman thinks the question ought
to be dealt with as a whole, and that he had hoped to deal
with it thie Session, would it not b. better not to take any
action this Session, but to pasesa general interest law next
Session ?
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Mr. THOMPSON. We are not changing the law. In

British Columbia they have no Statute, but it is the prac-
tice of their courts to allow the rate proposed. And it is
proposed to continue by this clause what is now the prac-
tice of the courts in British Columbia.

Mr. BLAKE. Aceording to that statement, the practice
in British Columbia has at this moment no legal authority.
There is no Statute under which interest can be recovered
at this rate, and it is now proposed to make lawful what is
not lawful.

Mr. THOMPSON. This will suit the circumstances of
the country, and the courts have adopted it, and we should
make it lawful; and as there is no uniformity, we cannot
apply the law ofanother Province to British Columbia.'

Mr. MILLS. We had a question similar in principle
under discussion some days ago with regard to maritime
jurisdiction, in which the hon. gentleman laid down prin-
ciples strongly at variance wtth the doctrines he bas just
proclaimed.

Mr. THOMPSON. Not in the slightest degree different
from the principles I lay down now. That was a subject in
respect to which it was not supposed there would be any
difficulty in making the whole law urnform.

Committee rose and reported.

WORKS OVEIR NAVIGABLE WATERS.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN moved the second reading of
Bill (No. 130) respecting certain works constructed in or
over navigable waters.

Mr. WELDON. This Bill makes a very serious altera-
tion in the law, and interferes with the Local Legislatures,
and it will also have a very serious effect as far as regards
the Maritime Provinces. The bon. the Minister of Public
Works proposes by this Act not only to include what was in
the former Acts, but to include wharves, docks, piers and
other structures, and to make all which are now constructed
interfering with navigation not lawful works. The result
will be that any wharves in any Province which are con-
structed in water which can be navigated would be illegal.
Speaking of the wharves in the Province to which I belong,
most of them are built where they certainly do interfere
with navigatibn in the legal sense, though practically they
do not, but this Bill would leave them entirely at the
mercy of persons who might wish to interfere with tbem.
The tenth section says that :

"Nothing hereinbefore contained shall apply to any work con-
structed under the authority of any Act of the Parliament of Canada
or of the Legiulatures."

But, in New Brunswick, the wharves, except in the harbor
of St. John, are not, I think, built under any Act of the
Legislature, but by individuals. The only way in which
they have been reoognised by Acts of the Legislature has
been where grants have been given for the purpose of erect-
ing these wharves or piers for the publie benefit. This is a
very serious matter, and would seriously affect us in the
Lower Provinces. I also observe that there is the following
section introduced :1

construction of any bridge across the River St. Lawrence
or the River St. John. After that Act was passed, the
Government of New Brunswick undertook to build a bridge
across the River St. John at Fredericton, which has been
erected and is of great importance, and one of the
most valuable works ever undertaken by any Government
in that Province. Correspondance ensued between the two
Governments, which was brought down last year under an
Order of the House, under which very serious questions in
regard to the Provincial rights and the rights of the
Dominion were discussed in the Minute of the Executive
Council of New Brunswick, in which they contested the
right of the Dominion to interfere with them; and they
we nt on to build the bridge. During the last Session of
Parhiament an Act was passed, at the instance of the
Minister of Publie Works, by which that portion of the Act
45th Vie., chap. 37, which prevented a bridge being built
across the River St. John, was repealed, thus, to a certain
extent, recognising the position taken by the Local Govern-
ment of New Brunswick, with regard to the rights of
the Province in relation to building the bridge in
question; but the effect of this Act is to compel
the Provincial Government, with regard to any
bridges heretofore built, to obtain the authority of this
Dominion. Then, there are very large bridges built over
the rivers throughont the Province, particularly on the
north shore, running from Westmoreland to Restigouche,
and under a clause of this Act, if they are undertaken to be
rebuilt or repaired, the approval of the Governor in Couneil
must be obtained. I think that will hamper the Provincial
Legislature very much with regard to the means of com-
munication over the great rivers of our Province, and i
submit that the effect of this will be, not only to interfere
with the rights of private individuals, but to a great extent
with the rights of the Province, and with the autonomy of
the Governments of the Provinces with regard to their
great works which arc necessary, and which, by the British

orth America Act, are exclusively within the jurisdiction
of the Provinces. The booms, which were brought up soma
years ago when a question arose in regard to the navigation,
stood in a vory different position from what is intended to
be included in this Act-wharves or docks. J think this
matter ought to be considered before the Act is passed, an
Act which apparently will tend to bring the Provincial
Governments and the Dominion Government into conflict.
As I have pointed out, in one case already a conflict arose
between the two authorities, upon which a discussion
ensued, which, I think, was to a certain extent avoided by
the amendment last year.

Mr. VAIL. Perhaps the Minister will explain the ob-
ject of this Bill ?

Mr. THOMPSON. As regards the objection taken by
my hon. friend from St. John (Mr. Weldon), I do not un-
derstand that this Bill will make any change in the exist-
ing law.

Mr. WELDON. Oh, yes.

Mr. THOMPSON. I think not. I think it is simply
declaratory of the law. It has already beau decided re-
peatedly that any work, whether it be a bridge, boom, dam,
aboiteau, or wharf, dock, pier or other structure, which has
been erected and interferes with navigation, is not a law.
ful structure. That has bee decided by the Sapreme" Any local authority, company or person, may proceed in like manner Court of Canada as well as by the courts of the Provincesto obtain the approval of the Governor in Couneil of the site aud plans

of any work heretofore constructed." and the rosult was in one case that it was held lawful
to pull down a wharf which was being built for the

lsuppose that is, to a certain extent, to bring up the question convenience of proprietors in the same way as every wharf
which arose between the Local Government of New Bruns- in the harbor of Halifax has been built. As to bridges
wick and the Dominion in reference to the erection of the over streams, precisely the same thing has been held, that
bridge across the St. John River. The 45th Vie., chap. 37, the Provincial authorities have no power by Statute or
contained a provision that that Act should not authorise the' otherwise to cause a bridge to be erected over navigable

Mr. BLAxa.
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streame in such a way as to impede navigation. That b(
ing the settled law, we propose to provide means by whie
any structure which has been erected and which it is de
sirable to continue, or which it is desirable to re-erect, o
in respect of new structures for legalising these structure

Mr. VAIL. That would be right enough, perhaps, if th
Minister would confine it to harbors and rivers. But w
have a great many large bays, as the Minister knows, ir
Nova Scotia. Take the county, for instance, I represent
We have a great many breakwaters on the coast of St
Mary's Bay, a bay which is from three' to ten miles wide
There are a great many breakwaters erected on the shoret
of that bay, and some people might say that these structurei
interfere, to some extent, with navigation, because they d
certainly cover water over which vessels might sail if the
wharves were not there. I do not think this Parliamen
should place it in the power of the Government to say
that such wharves or structures are an interference with
navigation, or that we should put them under the contro
of the Government in any way, where they have been buil
by private persons. Again, I object to the Bill because i
requires everybody who is situated on the shores of this bay
if they raise money to build a structure of that kind, to send
plans thereof to the Minister of Public Works and ask for the
Government's approval before they can erect a wharf or
breakwater. I can sec no necessity for that whatever.
Again, if the Bill is good for one place it is good for another,
and if there is any part of the Dominion in which structures
of that kind might be considercd an interferenco with navi-
gation, it is the River St. Lawrence, and that river is to
be exempted from this Bill. I cannot see why that differ-
ence should be made. It seems to me that, as the matter
stands now, it is all right enough, with the exception, as
the Minister says, that it mighit be necessary for us to legis-
late in the direction of obliging persons when they propose
to erect wharves and piers in thefi harbors and rivers, to sub-
mit their plans for the approval of the Minister of Public
Works. I am aware that a difficulty arose in the port
of Halifax with regard to a structure that was in course of
erection, where a wharf was cut away, and a lawsuit
occurred, and, according to the decision in that case, the
party had no right to erect a wharf. It is quite proper
that a person should be prevented from orecting a wharf
where it is likely to impede navigation, but that is a very
different thing from obliging a man to remove a wharf after
it bas been built. This is certainly a very arbitrary power
to place in the bands of the Goverument.

Mr. DAVIES. I do not intend to oppose thei second
reading of the Bill. It is a very important one, and, so far
as it relates to the future construction of wharves and
bridges, I do not know that I have any opposition to offer.
But the hon. gentleman knows that the Bill will have most
important bearings, particularly in the Maritime Provinces.
Last year the hon. member for Pictoa (Mr. Tupper) intro-
duced a Bill which was referred to a select committee,
and that committee reported a Bill which preserved all
rights of wharf owners with respect of wharves built before
the passage of the Act. The hon. gentleman knows that
in the Province of Piince Edward Island it is absolutely
essential that very long piers should be built in order to
reach the navigable waters of the harbor. Sometimes they
extend nearly half a mile out. Now there are riparian
owners who have been compelled, ex necessitate, to build
wharves for the last hundred years, and those wharves have
always been recogn ised as legal, and althoagh their existence
might, perhaps, contravone the well established rule that any
interference with navigation is a nuisance, still they have
been legalised, so far as judges' law can do it, by the
decisions of the Supreme Court, which have declared them
to be neceesary, and it would be a fatal thing to pas any
legislation which would affect the legality of existing strue-
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e- tures. My objection to this Bill is so far as it has retroactive
h effect, and affects bridges and wharves already built, and I
e- think some provision shonld be made to protect existing
r rights. It would never do to compel a wharf owner who
s. has bad his wharf for fifty, sixty or seventy years, to remove

that structure, to say to him: Your structure is no longer
e legal unless you come with plans and surveys and get themn approved of by the Governor General in Council. It wouldn not only entail an enormous losa and expense upon these

people, but it would cast doubt upon the legality of their
structures which would be very prejudicial to them. When
an Act was passed relating te booms, bridges, dams, and

s aboiteaux, there was a section put in protecting the rights
o of existing wharf owners and bridge owners. The 96th

e section of the Act says:
t " This Act shall not affect any bridge constructed before the 17tht day of May, 1882, which hereafter requires to be rebuilt, or repaired, if
F such bridge, when so rebuilt or repaired, does not interfere to a greater

extent with navigation than on the said day or theretofore.'

I Under the present Bill it will be impossible to rebuild any
bridge at all, even if yon built on the existing lines, and

t did not interfere any more with navigation than the old
bridge did, without coming to the Governor General in
Council and getting a permit. When we go into committee
I shall be able to show the hon. gentleman the absolute
necessity that exists, that, in so far'as this clause of his Bill
is retroactive, some provision should be put in which will
protect the existing wharf owners and release them from
the necessity of obtaining the authority of the Governor in
Council in order to justify the existence of their wharves,
which has never heretofore been disputed. The Bill last
year, which was introduced by my hon. friend from Pictou,
created quite a sensation down in our Province. A large
memorial came up from the wharf owners and other pro.
prietors against it. On their representation the Bill was
amended in committee, and it was provided that proprio-
tors of existing wharves might apply to the Governor
General in Council to get their structures legalised, and
that nothing in the Act should be construed in any way as
doclaring them to be illegal.

Mr. MITCHELL. I endorse every word that has been
uttered by the hon. gentleman who has just taken his seat
(Mr. Davies). The county I have the honor to represent
has the second largest river running through it in the Pro-
vince, and on that river, I suppose I am within the bounds in
saying, that probably there are 100 to 150 wharves, many
of which have been there forty, fifty, sixty or seventy yeard.
Now it would be a great hardship if persona who are in oc-
cupation of those wharves, and who own them, or have pur-
chased thom, were to find that a law was passed by this
House which renders illegal wharves that have stood for
half a century or more, and have, while interfering more
or less-because all wharves that have been built out
into a navigable river do interfere more or less with naviga-
tion, but they do not interfere with it detrimentally-I sa it
would be a great hardship if these persons were obli d to
go to the expense of getting plans and specifications oe their
structures made, and submit themi to the Govern ment for
the purpose of getting them sanctioned. The Bill is quite
open to an abuse of that kind, and I think it is a Bill whieh
is not called for. I have heard no neoesity stated for it,
and as we have gone along ever since Confederation with-
out it, I do not see why it is necessary now. The third
clause is especially objectionable. It says:

« No work heretofore coustructed shall, so far as the uame interferes
with navigation, be a lawful work, uniese the site thereof has been or is

tpproved, and such work la maintained In accordance with plane
approved by the Governor In Corincil."1

Any man who owns a wharf along any of those rivers,
except the St. Lawrence, will have to come and apply to
the Governor in Council to get hie sanction for it. That is
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a provision that the people ought not to be called upon to
comply with. The people in my section will object to this
Bill, and to that clause particularly, as being an interference
with trade. I do nut propose voting against the second
reading of the Bill, if the Government thinks the Bill
necessary; but, I hope when it goes into committee the
third clause will be amended in such a way as not to have
retroactive effect and not to ,interfere with existing strue-
tures.

Mr. BURPEE. This Bill may have some friends, for I
suppose there is some good cause why it should be brought
in; but it will certainly bave a damaging effect on some
rivers in the Province of New Brunswick. The River St.
John is navigable for large steamers about eighty miles.
In the course of that river thore are perhaps forty wharves.
These were built partly by private enterprise and partly by
the Local Government; in some cases wholly by the Local
Government, and in other cases wholly by private enterprise.
Those wharves have been constructed and have been in
operation for a long time, and the farmers depend entirely
on them for the shipment of their produce in the summer
season. To bring the whole of those wharves under the
operation of this Act would be a gross injustice to the people
living on that river. It would entail an amount of expense,
trouble and confusion, which I do not think is anticipated by
the Government bringing in this Bill. I think they have
not fairly considered the situation, as regards the whole of
the Provinces, or they would not have brought in a Bill so
sweeping in ils charactcr as the present one. A reconsider-
ation of the Bill is necessary. I hope the Government will
not press the Bill without further modifying it, so as not to
interfere with all those wharves, for those wharves that will
come under its operation do not obstruct navigation, and do
not require to be interfered with.

Mr. O'BRIEN. I desire to ask the Government whether
the operation of this Bill can be made to apply to obstructions
spoken of in a previous discussion. In my constituency there
are several villages, not very large, it is truc, but of consi-
derable public importance, where the people are unable to
get goods brought to them in consequence of obstructions
to thé rivers by the running of sawlogs. I do not speak in
the interest of steamboat owners, but in the interest of the
public, whose business is sorely interfered with. I see the
Bill uses the term "booms." Could not the Minister of
Justice extend the provisions so as to have power to make
regulations for the running of sawlogs on navigable streams
so that vessels can pass through and by them. It can be
doue, because I know in some cases it is done; but in some
cases theselfishness of the lumbermen is so great that
they will not make the necessary provision for the passing
of vessels. The village of Nipissing, on Lake Nipissing,
is so situated that for two months te come it will be impos
sible for a vessel to reach there with goods for the village
and surrounding country. Cotisequently, the goods will
have te T,'teamed for several miles, at the expense of the
consumers. That would be avoided if the lumbermen knew
there was a power existing somewhere to compel them to
make provision for thé passing of vessels. It can be done,
because it hai'been done at the river at Bracebridge, where
ühe þublic iriterests compel the lumbermen to make the
eecessar provision, and they did make it. Where they

can' do it once, they can do it again. I desire to ask
whether the Government can altex e of the clauses so as
to make it apply to the passage of logs down navigable
streams; I only speak of streams properly navigable.

Mr. THOMPSON. What the hon. gentleman desires
could b. accornplished more effectually by an amendment
to the Statute relating to the protection of navigable
waters. However, there will be full opportunity to con-
sider the hon. gentleman's suggestion and see what can be
doue in regard to it. The object of the present Bill is

Mr. )[IeOIEML.

entirely misunderstood by the hon. member for Northum-
berland (Mr. Mitchell) and by one of the hon. members
from his Province on the other side of the House, because
they seem to suppose that the object is to create an illegal-
ity in regard to existing structures, both as to bridges and
wharves. The object of the Billis simply this: The position of
those structures having been brought before the highest
court of the country, tbey are declared to be illegal, so that
they may be removed by anyone, public or private, even
by a private individual without any interest in the property.
That being the case we propose to take powor to remedy
that grievance and enable existing structures to be legalised
in so far as we can consistently legalise them in the publie
interest. It is not considered desirable at all to interfere with
legality where it bas been established. In Prince Edwai d
Island there is a coursaef decisions which affirms the legality
of those structures it is said. It is not desirable to disturb
that line of decisions, if such there should be, and it would
be desirable that it should not apply to any such structures
as have been legalised by competent authority. But as
regards existing structures we propose to take a power
which does not exist now.

Mr. MITCHELL. The structures to which I refer include
from 100 to 150 in my county, and the legality of those
structures bas never been questioned. I do not know a sin-
gle instance where the legality was questioned, that is in
regard to structures which people built out on their own
foreshores, and the third clause of this Bill compels those
persons to come to the Government and get them legalised.

Mr. THOMPSON. There are wharves at Halifax which
had existed 100 years without anyone questioning their
legality. But a year or two ago a gentleman considered it
a fine amusement to pull down the wharfof a neighbor, and
he did so. The Supreme Court of Canada gave a decision that
he had a right to do so, because the wharf, however long it
might have been there, and although erected upon a piece of
property, granted to the person erecting it before the Union
of the Provinces, was an illegal structure. Under the pro-
visions of this Bill, we shall be enabled to legalise such
structures. It is true that in regard to the vast majority
of wharves this question has never b en raised ; but under
this decision anyone is invited to question their legality,
and this may cause very serious private injury, and in many
respects public inconvenience. The hon. member for Digby
(Mr. Vail) said it is giving very extreme power to the
Governor in Council to declare wharves illegal. The
decision to which I have referred declares that anybody,
not the Governor in Council, but any person, has a perfect
right to destroy thom.

Mr. VAIL. That is, of course, in case of extending those
wharves beyond where they were built. There is no right
to destroy structures built twenty-five or forty years ago.

Mr. THOMPSON. It does not deal with rights acquired
by user or prescription. It is not intended to coun-
tervail any principles of law by which time bas cured the
illegality, but in respect of all other works which the
court has decided to be illegal, the Act simply declares the
law and provides a remedy for future cases. I do not
think it would be desirable, in the case of bridges, to allow
them to b. rebuilt without having the plans submitted.
It might be if the proposition was to rebuild them exactly
as before, but we know that even slight alterations
may be made which may seriously affect the facilities for
navigation, and I think in these cases the plans should be
approved. With regard to the seventh section, the excep-
tion there is simply as to the site or plans of any bridge
over the St. Lawrence, and that is the existing law at
present; we only introduce it here because we are embrac-
ing the whole subject in one chapter. As regards the
structures which the hon. member for Digby (ir. Vail)
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referrtd to, and the inconvenience of sending plans twelve months. If ho has been resident for twelve moliths
bore in relation to bridges, that has to be done now in and is a bouseholder immediately preeding the issue of
relation te breakwaters, &c. The party bas no right to the writ, he has a vote. In order to render the clause
erect then at all according te the tenor of those decisions. lain, I propose te substitute the following for Lbat now

Mr. DAVIES. I wish the hon. gentleman simply to con- fore the Chair:-

ider one point. I understand that his Bill does not deal Every persou qualified to vote at the election of a member under
with publie harbera, the control of which the Supreme Court this Act shall be a bondfde male resident and householder of adult an,

.i.o.P C who is not an allen or an Indian, within the eleotoral district, and wIobas already declared te be vested in the Dominion alonie, as has resided within said electoral district for at leaut twelve montba
well as questions as to all navigable rivers, bays, &c. In immediately preoceding the issue of the writ of election.
the Province from which I come, if the riparian owner Mr. MILLS. If the hon, gentleman's intention is te
wants te build lie applies te the Lieutenant Governor in ruibo quIfitionso eneandi housod
Council. This is practically a repeal of that provision, and require both qualifications, of residence and householder,

howould now have te cerne te Ottawa. I ar nont disposed the matter would'be expressed with more clearness if hliho declared that the party should be a householder and a rosi.at present te concede the point that the Dominion Govern- dent for twelve months, qualifying the word householderment bas a full control over the building of wharves along by a statemont of the time d the is houbehary th tie duingwhich ho is te be a rosi.the inland rivers of the Dominion; I think it is very ques- dent. But I nust say, I do not like the ualification. Ationable. But, as the hon. gentleman doos not propose to go considrable pulation is now going into t country, and
into committee to-day, perhaps he will consider that poit. the reasons that prevailed when that qualification was

Motion agreed te, and Bill read the second time. adopted no longer exist. It was adopted te prevent a
migratory population who came in from the United States

REPRESENTATION OF THE NORTH-WEST TERRI- in considerable numbers for the purpose of carrying on
TORIES IN PARL1AMENT. trade in the country, from undertaking te control, the

election of members te the North-West Council. Many of the
louse again resolved itself into Committee on Bill (No. present population are young men, who are not household-

115) respecting the representation of the North-West Terri. ors, but who are residing in the families of others. For
tory in the Parliament of Canada.-(Sir John A. Mac. instance-and I believe there are many cases of the &&me
donald.) sort-a man goes into the North-West and takes possession

(In the Committee.) of a lot of land. His family are with him, as well as a
considerable number of young men from the same locality,

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. The fourth clause of this who take lands or are employed in the district. They do
Act was one which stood over. It is the one which pro- not build, but they are boarders in the bouse. Everyone
vides for the qualification of electors te vote under this Act. of those young men would be disqualified under the hon.
As I mentioned when this clause was before the flouse be- gentleman's franchise. Now, I think there is a simple
fore, it is copied from the old Act which was passed years qualification which would exactly moet the case of the
and years ago, and bas been in force ever since as the law North-West Territories, and would prevent any fraud in the
under which elections are held and the qualification provided preparation of the voters' lists; that is to declare that every
in the North-West. It will be remembered that the hon. male resident who has been in the country for twelve
member for Huron (Mr. Cameron), who is not now in his months, who is twenty-one years of aga, and who is a natural-
place, held that the grammatical and legal construction of the born or naturalised subject, shall be entitled te exercise the
clause was that no resident could vote unless ho was also a elective franchise. The hon. gentleman knows that the
householder. The hon. member for Bothwell (Mr. Mills) Canadian population who go there are not an ignot ant or
took a different view of the clause, and 1, looking at it dissipated population; they have gone thore for the purpose
grammatically and trying te give it a legal construction, of bettering their condition by honest industry, and not to
agreed with the bon. gentleman. I, however, at once com- indulge in any wild speculation ; and where is the danger te
municated with Judge Richardson, at Regina, te know the public service of entrusting those persons with the elective
what was the construction which always had franchise ? If there is any class in the whole country who
been put on it in the elections there, and he may safely be entrnsted with it, it is the yonng men who
tsys all the elections were held upon the idea have gone te the North-West for the purpose of establishing
that only those residents should vote who were householders by their own industry homes for themselves; and I do not
as well. I have also had the advantage of seeing a mem- think it is well to declare that those parties who in some
ber of the North-West Couneil, who is now in Ottawa, and other part of the country would be entitled te the franchise
he tooe says that such is the case. The schedule alluded te as wage-earners are to be denied that privilego because they
seems also to support that view. I thought, however, that have gone into that country. The posiLion the hon. gentle-
if there was nothing else in the clause te support the view man takes to-day is an extraordinary one, considering the
which I took, and which the hon. member for Bothwell position he took thirteen months ago. He says this is the
took, the word "respectively " conclusively shows that a qualification that exists there now, and we intend, with the
resident who is not a householder can vote. However, the utmost-servility, shall I say ?-fidelity, te adhere to that
principles upon which this Bill is submitted to the House is qualification; and just as soon as we learn that it is
te have the same qualifications here as they have in the the -intention of the North-West Counn-il te adopt a
North-West. The member of the North-West Council who different qualification we are ready to follow their
is bore informe me that the whole subject will be up at the example. Why does the hon. gentleman take that posi-
next Session of the North-West Council, and probably there tion? Tho bon. gentleman says that the people of
will be a complote revision. I am, therefore, desirous of the North-West Territories are without representa-
including this clause until they have declared their will to tion in this Parliament, and that the North-West
the representatives of the people there as te what they Council must speak for them until they have repre.
think ought to be the amendments, if any, in the sentatives hre; but if they wero bore, those four
qualification that should be adopted. Se I propose te representatives could be voted down by the other 211 mem-
alter this clause, and put it beyond a doubt that bers in the House. The hon. gentleman bas not adopted
the party must be a householder as well as a resident. the principle that the House is to be divided into different
A male must be a resident householder. He must be a political groups composed of the membors from the different
resident for twelve months, but not a householder for Provinces, and that those members are to decido whaitsdil
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be the electoral qualification in their own particnlar Prov.
inces. That is not the principle he laid down last year.
This House voted, notwithstanding protests from many hon1
gentlemen on this side of the House, for his principle of
dealing with the elective franchise as if this country was a
unit, as if there were no separating lines between one sec-
tion and another, and adopted what he called the sacred
principle of uniformity, to which, however, he made some
exception, no doubt in order to prevent it being what he desig-
nated a pedantic uniformity; and now he proposes to follow a
franchise which was adopted eleven years ago on account of
the peculiar circumstances of the country at that particular
time and regardlessof its changed condition. Now that will be
an extremely limited franchise, far more so than that which
exiàts in the other Provinces of the Dominion; and if there
is any section of the country that ought to have a more
extended franchise than another, it is the North-West Ter-
ritories. Why, Sir, we want people to go there; we want
the young mon of the country to settle there instead ol in
the United States; and what inducement does the hon.
gentleman hold out to thom ? He tells them that if they
go to the North-West they will be disfranchised-that they
wilf not enjoy those political privileges which they enjoy
in other portions of the Dominion. I say this much in
order to bring before the committee the importance of
adopting the principle of manhood suffrage in those Terri.
tories aG the present moment. And if hon. gen:lemen do
not accept that position, I shall, on the third reading, move
that that be the franchise for the election of members for
the House of Çommons, in the four districts the hon. gentle-
man proposes to croate.

Mr. CAMERON (Huron). This clause is, perhaps, the most
important in the whole Bill. It is quite clear that the North-
West Council are not satisfied with the franchise which now
exists; for the hon. gentleman intimates that they propose
dealing with the whole question at an early day. Yet the hon.
gentleman proposes that we shall continue the law laid down
for the North-West Council with regard to the franchise
many years ago, and at a time when the circumstances of
the country were different. It is manifest that if this clause
passes as it stands, scores of men en titled to the franchise
will be deprived of it. The class of mon to whom my hon.
friend from Bothwell (Mr. Mills) refers, men who have
gone to the Territories with the bond fide intention of
remaining, who have taken up and settled on lands, who
have made improvements, who have cultivated their lands
for a year or two, will be deprived of the franchise unless
they have erected dwellings on their land. By law
they are not bound to do so, for a time at all
events; their claims to the land will be recog-
nised, although .they may not have erected bouses, -and
there are scores of young men who have cultivated their
lands, but have not erected houses, and have lived with
their neighbors. Scores of men, who have come from the
same locality in the older Provinces, have settled on lands
in the one district, and the younger portion of them, instead
of building houses for themselves upon their holdings, board
with their neighbors in adjoining sections or a mile or two
away; every one of these will be deprived of the franchise
under this Bill. Why should the hon. gentleman deprive
of the franchise a man who bas gone there with the bond fide
intention of living there, a man who bas cultivated his
farm but who may not have the means to build a house?
Admitting it is advisable to follow the North-West Bill, as
nearly as possible, we should not follow it when it inflicts
an injustice on a large class of settlers, and we know that
if this Bill passes, it will do an injustice to a large class.
We ought to have judgment enough of our own to adopt a
franchise that will reach every settler in the Terri-
tories, and that will not deprive scores of our best young

Mr. MILLs.

men of the franchise altogether. Only the man who, in the
technical meaning of the phrase, is a householder will
ho able by this measure to exercise the franchise.
It is the simplest thing in the world to give the homse.
holder, although ho may not be the owner of the house,
the right to vote provided ho has been in the locality
twelve calendar months, and there is no reason why we
should not go an additional step and give the owner of the
land, although not a householder, also the right to vote.
He is surely as much interested in the country as the
householder, for the house may not be worth 85 and the
former be the owner of real estate to the value of $50,000.
This clause is unfair, unreasonable and unjust to the set-
tiers of the North-West Territories, and I trust the hon.
gentleman will see his way to give the franchise to those
who are living in the Territories and own property thora,
but who are not householders in the technical meaning of
the term.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. The present Council is
elected under this clause, and they will, I understand, deal
with it at an oarly day, most probably this autumn. This
is simply a temporary measure. I am desirous we should
have the advantage of their experience as exhibited in their
legislation in the next Council. It would, I think, be
rather unfortunate that we, in our comparative ignorance
of that country, should alter the franchise, and then find
that when they meet in the fall it did not at all suit their
views ; but that we, in our ignorance, had adopted a fran-
chise which was not, in their opinion, adapted to that coun-
try. It is much safer to keep the clause. I think there is
no doubt this Parliament, on the authoritative expression
fron the Local Legislature of the North-West, as to what
they deem most advantageous to the North-West, will adopt
the law they may propose. I am desirous of not introduc.
ing any new franchise which may be rejected by the Lcal
Legislature.

Mr. CAMERON (Huron). Why should we deal with
the North-West Territories in a way different from that in
which we deal with other portions of the Dominion.
Wo have not in a single Province adopted the provincial
franchise; we have a Dominion franchise and local fran-
chises. Is thore any reason why, with respect to the North-
West Territories, we should deal with them as we deal
with other Provinces ? The real question is not what the
North-West Council ias done or what we have done for
them, but what this Parliament should do with respect
to its own franchise. If the Council had the power
to do so, and thought fit to disfranchise thousands of
people, that is no reason why we should do so. Our
object should be to extend the franchise as far as possi-
ble. If we have a property qualification well and good, but
let it be as generous and liberal as possible. Do fnot cut
out of it men who have a stake in the country, who
own lanct and pay taxes tupon it. The hon. gentleman
limits the franchise to the resident householders. As
I have said, the bouseholder may be worth practically
nothing, but stili ho will be entitled to vote. One man bas
a bouse and half an acre of land; another may own a dozen
sections, but unless ho bas a house ho is deprived of the
franchise, tbough ho may have been in the country for
years. That is not right, and I am perfectly satisfied that
the owners of property in the North-West Territories will
not be satisfied with the hon. gentleman's proposition. It
is not a fair one, and ought not to prevail. Because the
North-West Cauncil have a franchise adapted to their
wants, that is no reason why we should not have a differ-
ent franchise here.

The committee rose, and it being Six o'clock, the Speaker
left the Chair.
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After Receses.

fouse again resolved itaelf into Committee.
Mr. WATSON. In my opinion, this fourth section will

not be fair to a great majority of the settiers who may be
in the North-West at the time of an election. I think the
qualification of a householder will deprive a large number
of people residing there of a vote, who ought to have a say
in the election of a member to represent them in this
House. The qualification, to my mind, ought to be simply
residence, and I think all male residents, twenty-one years
of age, should have a vote in the Territories. They have no
system of votera' liste, and cannot possibly have it with any
enumerator it may be proposed to provide in this Bill. I
would not go so far as to require twelve months' residence. I
believe that three or six months' residence is sufficient,
because there may be a number of people with a stake in the
country who have not resided there twelve months previous
to the election, and I would be in favor of going further
than my hon. from Bothwell (Mr. Uills) who has inti-
mated his intention of moving an amendment. I think the
qualification of residence and householder is absurd. There
are a great many in the Territories who would be well
qualified under the residence clause who might not be bouse-
holders. I have been in communication with some mem-
bers of the North-West Council as well as the First Minister,
and I find that those gentlemen do not wish for such a
stringent election law as this. It would be much better to
adopt the franchise as provided under our own Dominion
election ' law than to have a householder and twelve
months' residenee franchise. I think the ownership of real
property an d three or six months' residence should b3 the
qualitication.

Mr. WELDON. It seems to me that this is reversing
entirely the conditions under which the Franchise Act was
passed last year. If we look at the circumstances of the
Territories as compared with 1875, when this description of
suffrage was first introduced, we shall find that they are
very much changed indeed. The difficulty with regard to
householders will be that you will have a man who has
been a resident of the Territory, living on land ho does not
own, and who hias put up something to live in, having a
vote, while the person who owns the land will not have a
vote. It is difficult to defino what a householder is. He
may have put up a hut a week before the election, but, if
he has lived in a tent or boarded anywhere in the Territories
until a month or six weeks before the election, and then
puts up a shanty, that gives him a vote, though it may be
on some one else's land, while the person who owns the
land will not have a right to exercise the franchise.

Mr. ROYAL. It struck me that the persons who are most
interested in looking after their own laws, that is to say, the
people in the North-West Territories, have not tonched that
law, which lias been standing now in their book of
ordinances for ten years; and I believe it should have been
those people who should have shown the first example, while,
as a matter of fact, they have never changed this part of their
law. It remains as it was in 1875. It is true, no
doubt, that within a short time, when they have a more
dense population than they have now, very likely they will
see that their laws are perfected, but I believe it is a danger
to give to a sparse population, to a country which is just
developing itself, too perfect a law. In fact the experience
is there to confirm this assertion. On the other hand, the
North-West Council, which i8 now composed of a majority
of elected members, men of intelligence, men who have
been in politics in other Provinces before they entered de
Council at Regina, knows perfectly well that the electoral
law is susceptible of improvement, but so far it has not
tOUchOd it. I do not ee why we Shoulddoit,why weOshould

pretend to know the requirements of those people more than
they do themselves. Therefore, I believe, in regard to this
law, which, I suppose, will be changed next year after the
first election, that it is quite logical to take their law asit is
and wait until their representatives are on the floor of this
House to change the law, to listen to their requirements, and
to be guided in our legislation by their experience. There.
fore, I believe in the wisdom of preserving the law as it is.

Mr. WELDON. Why did not the hon. gentleman do
that last year ?

Mr. WATSON. The hon. momber for Provencher (Mr.
Royal) thinks there is a danger in giving new countries too
perfect a law. We wish to simplify the law, and ho is in
favor of not having the restrictions and qualifications too
great. I for one, who have had some exporience in elec.
tions in that new Territory, folo that the law is too perfect
and that it ought to be made as simple as possible, that
everyone who has resided in the North-West Territorios
ought to have a vote. He say ho has no doubt the North-
West Council will change this law as soon as it has an
opportunity. If so, and ho knows the imperfections of the
law, ho ought to give them the benefit of his experience
and to change the law bore, because we know it would be
more simple to have not altogether manhood suffrage, but
three or six monthe' residence with a property qualification.

On section 6,
Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. It was mentioned by

somel hon. geutslmei that, under h e altered circumstances,
we might have the general elections on the same day. I
find that cannot well be donc, but I shall move an addition
to this clause which will provide that at any general elec-
tion the nomination days shall be the same. Although,
just directly along the linoeof railway, people can easily
get to the poil, that is a very small portion of that enor-
mous country, and between the nomination and the elec-
tion there the lists are made up in tact, and the time will
vary in different parts of the country. I am going to move
tha in addition to this clause there shall be the proviso:

Provided always, that, in the case of a general election, the day so
fixed shail be the sane as that fixed for the nomination of candidates in
the other electoral districtâ of Canada.

Amendment agreed to.

On section 15,

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. In the next clause, 15,
eight days is the term fixed in the ordinance for the muni-
cipal elections, but the municipal elections are for districts
of a smaller area than in this case, and thorefore oight days
will not be sufficient. I move that the blank be filled with
fifteen.

Amendment agreed to.

On section 26,
Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. The ordinance provides

in the second week, but I think that is too short a period.
It is almost impossible to compare the lists for the whole
provisional districts, and I think we will fill up the blank
by making it four weeks.

Mr. CAMERON (Huron). I think four weeks is about
the right time, but thon the nomination is not to take place
until fifteen days after.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. In the case of a genoral
election the nomination will be fixed on the same day as it
is ail over the Dominion.

Amendment agreed to.
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On section 28,
Sir JOHN A MACDONALD. Some hon. gentlemen spoke

against enumerators being appointed by the Government
on account of the chance of political influences being at
work in the selection of enumerators, I do not think that
will apply. The doubt is whether there is any use for
the enumerators at ail, because men can go and enter their
names at the time if they choose, whetherthere is an enume-
rator or not. That was mentioned to me to-day by a
member of the Council, but I think we will keep the clause
as it is now. The enumerators will be appointed and they
will make the lists more or less perfectly, and in case of any
imperfection, a party wishing to vote may go to the poll
and can always correct the omission of his name by taking
the oath of qualification and proving his right to vote. That
is the system which bas always existed, and I think it is
well not to alter it. We declare that the polls are open to
everybody who chooses to go and vote and can swear in his
vote. I think it is well to have an enumerated list, though
it must be imperfect from the enormous areas to be gone
over, and the manner in which the sparse population is
scattered over that country. If there ais anything like
political partisanship which lias kept people off, men can
always get on beyond a doubt by their claiming the right
to vote and proving the right to vote, before the deputy
returning officer.

Mr. WATSON. I agree with the remarks of the First
Minister when he staled that the enumerators might be
done away with altogether. I believe they would simply
lead to confusion. Persons who had not their names put
on the lista by the enumerators might be under the imprûs-
sion that they had no right to vote. If you cannot have
ail the names put on by some special provision, I think it
is botter to drop the enumerators altogether.

Mr. CAMERON (Huron). I agree with the remarks of
the last speaker. If the franchise were to obtain in these
Territories as is provided by sections 44 and 45, thon it ap-
pears to me the appointment of the enumerators would be
unnecessary and lead to useless expenditure. The enume-
rators' list is in no sense binding, anybody whose name is off
the list, bas a right to go to the polls and tako the oath and
have his name recorded as an elector, therefore there ais no
practical use for the enumerator. As I understand this
clause, the Government have a right to appoint any num-
ber of enumerators in the electoral district, even one
for each polling sub-division, so that there will be a large
ciass of officials to be paid for work extending over four
weeks. If an enumerator is to be appointed at all and the
voters' list is to be made conclusive,.I think there ought to
be an appeal to a stipendiary magistrate. That is not pro.
vided for and therefore I do not sec any practical purposei
to be served.i

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. Members of the North-
West Council must have thought it of very considerable
importance from the great attention given to the settling
of this clause, because it provides as f ollows:-

The Governor General may appoint enumerators to make lists of the
electors in the electoral district; and if such appointinents have not
been made, the returning officer conjointly with any two justices of the
peace, or with one justice of the peace and a notary public, or with any
one of them resident in or near the electoral district and two electors of
such district, neither of the number being a candidate, shall appoint
under their hand a competent and reliable person to be enumerator for
any one or more polling divisions of such district.

The Council were so anxious about the matter that if there
was a failure on behalf of the Government to appoint an
enumerator, thon the revising officer and two justices, and
if not two justices thon a justice of the peace and a notary,
and if those could not be found thon two electors in the
district not candidates, were to be appointed.

Sir JoXN A. &ODONALD.

Mr. CAMERON (Huron). Does the hon. gentleman
know if it bas been utilised in the North-West to any extent ?
I am told it has not.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. I am not aware. I am
afraid, from our imperfect knowledge, we cannot make any
change now. There can be no doubt, from what has been
said, that we will soon have a direct expression of opinion
fron the representatives of the North-West upon this and
other matters.

On section 31,
Mr. WELDON. This clause gives great power to the

enumerator. A man's name appears on the list, and, with-
out any notice being given him, it may be subsequently
erased by the enumerator.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. If the enumerator erased
a man's nane, all he would have to do would be to present
himself and make affidavit.

Mr. WELDON. Where a man's name has once been
placed on the list, some notice should be given before it is
removed.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. You could not give notice.

Mr. CAME RON (Huron). This is a very large power to
give the enumerator. A man's name appears on the votera'
list, and it may have been on the North-West Council list
for years, for it is from that list that this new list will be
largely made up; and without any notice or any investiga-
tion, the enumerator can simply draw an erasing lino
through it, and that is the end of it. If a man finds his
name is not on the list, he may still go to the poll, tender
bis vote and, on taking the necessary oath, can vote.
If the hon. gentleman could in any way lessen the
arbitrary power given to the enumerator, it would be
in the interost of the electors to do so. It would be
better if the whole clause was struck out. As the hon.
gentleman has well said, any person, whether bis name is
on the list or not, bas the right to go to the poll and tender
his vote, and if he takes the oat he lhas a right to vote and
the deputy returning officer cannot prevent him. Under
this clause a difficulty might arise. What purpose is served
by enabling the enumerator to strike off and put on ? The
object is to enable the enumerator to make up a list as per-
fect as may be. It cannot possibly contain all the names,
but there is the check that when they go to the poll an
oath is administered. The clause is wholly unnecessary.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. Under this system there
are no means of revising the votera' lista as prepared by
the enumerators. If a name is put on, no matter how
erroneous it may be, the man as a right to vote. There
is no means of objecting to hia name; there is no court of
revision.

Mr. CAMERON (Huron). Yes, when he goes to the
poil.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. If he is an unqualified
person and his name is on the list returned by the enum.
erator lie las got to vote. The enumerator is in fact a
court of revision to try the matter himself. The hon.
gentleman will see that the means which we have of correct.
ing the list is sufficient for that purpose in the older Pro-
vinces; bat here it is different; and if a name is put on by
the enumerator how is it to be removed ? The returning
officer and the deputy returning officer cannot take it off,
and there are no means by which an opposition candidate
can dispute the qualification of those on the electoral list,-
and therefore the enumeratur is made as it were an inde-
pendent court to review his own decisions. If he is satis
fied that a certain name was wrongly insertod ho has power
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to craseit; ifhe does so, the party displaced can go and
make affidavit at the polls.

Mr. WELDON. If the enumerator places a name on the
list, will that person be entitled to vote under any circum-
stances ?

Mr. CA3MRON (Huron). Does the hon. gentleman
mean to say that if the enumerator places a name on the
list, the name of a man who really has no right to vote and
possesses no proporty qualification, that vote cannot be
challenged at the polls, and he is not bound to take any oath.
As I understand the law, it is not so; but from the hon.
gentleman's interpretation of it, it is so. If it is not so, it
ought to be provided in the law that the oath should be
administered, otherwise the whole eloction will be in the
hands of the enumerator.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. Not at all.

Mr. MILLS. He may put on as many naies as he likes,
but unless you can administer the oath the vote goes in
good or bad. Now, it can bardly be the intention of the
hon. gentleman to put this absolute power in the hands of
the enumerator. That I do not understand to be the pro.
vision of the law, and if it is, it is a very bad one.

Mr. DAVIES. It is quite clear from the 45th section that
even if a man's name is not on and he tenders his vote, ho
can be roquired to take the oath, if it is questioned at the
polls. Now, there can be no reason for allowing the enu.
merator to strike it off, because a man can get up and ten-
der his vote and if he takes the oath he can vote. i think
giving the powors to the enumerators to erase a name con-
fers a power which may be used in an arbitrary way, while
it can do no possible good. It may mislead the electors into
the belief that he has no vote, whereas, as a matter of fact,
he had the right to go and tender his vote and, if required,
take the oath.

Mr. WATSON. I think that some safeguard should -be
provided in this clause, and I would propose that the per.
son making such representations to the enumerator be
required to do so under oath. Certainly, if the enumerator
looks over the explanations made by the First Minister as
to his powers, and takes that view of them it may lead to
great injustice.

Mr. MILLS. I would ask if it is the intention to give
the enumerator power to strike off names on representation
without notifying the party and giving him an opportunity
of showing that he has a right to be on the voters' list. I
would also ask the hon. gentleman whether, before adopt-
ing this franchise, ho bas ascertained, through the census
takers, the probable number of persons who would bo
entitled to vote. I suppose they ascertained the number of
householders.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. No; it was merely a
numerical census.

Mr. MILLS. I think it would be of very great impor-
tance to know how many parties would be qualified to vote,
and how many disqualified.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. If it had been a conus
in the ordinary acceptation of the word, as we understand
it, instead of being a more numbering of the people, we
would not have had a chance of introducing this Bill this
year, and phaps for a long time. We wanted to find out
what num r of people were in a given distriet. Whether
they are electors or not they have intereste to be protected,
and we wanted to know what the population was--whether
aliens, or whites, or mixed breeds, or Indians. Well, we
have got that, and we can only make the usual calculations
88 to the number of househoider
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Mr. MILLS. The census takers must have gone to the
dwellings of these people to ascertain their number, so it
would not have been very difficult to have ascertained the
number of householders.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. At ail events, it is only a
numerical census we have got.

Mr. WATSON. The form for the censue shows the
householders in the Territories.

Mr. DAVIES. I bave not heard the hon. gentleman express
his assent or dissent from the suggestion made that the enu-
merator, while having full power to add to the list on the
best evidence he can get, shall not have power to erase a
man's name, because it eau do no possible good except to
place in his hands an arbitary power which he may misuse.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. Well, I am rather afraid
to alter it as it is the law up there.

Mr. WELDON. Under this provision a man may go to
the enumerator and say: I believe A.B. has not a house,
and simply upon that the naine is stricken off. That seeme
to me contrary to ail principles of justice.

Mr. MILLS. I would also call attention to the other fact
that, if these parties whose names are struck off can swear
in their votes, why not depend upon an oath properly
framed to protect the election.

Sir JOHN A. MACDO ï4ALD. If we were really con-
sidering a Franchise Bill for the North.West Territories,
ail these observations would receive full consideration.
Bat, as I told the committee before, the scheme is to adopt,
with as little alteration as possible, the law which has
worked well up there, and I do not.like to alter these
clauses bocause 1 do not think there bas been any abuse, or
that there will be any abuse. Therefore, 1 desire to adhere
to these clauses, without entering minutely into a discussion
of them, as if we were introducing a Bill having no special
object, like the object I have now, of assimilating the law
here as the law there. With the permission of the com-
mittee I will go back to the 28th clause. My hon. friend
for Montreal East called my attention to the fact that the
enumerator was not sworn, although the other offiers were.
I wish, therefore, to move the following as paragraph 2:-

The enumerator shal, before acting as uuch, take the oath of office,
in the form 12 in the schedule to this Act.

Amendment agreed to.

On section 68,
Mr. WELDON. This clause givos the returning officer

as an elector a right to vote, and also the casting vote in
case of a lie.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. I have not really been
able to discover what alternative we have. I think we
should give the returning officer the casting vote whether
ho is an elector or not.

Mr. MILLS. The returning officer might not be a res.
ident of the district at ali; ho might be sent in from another
district. In that case, it would be reasonable to give the
clerk the casting vote.

Sir JOHN A. MAC DONA LD. I am sure the hon. gen.
tlieman, if ho were a Minister, would not do such a thing,
and I am sure we would not.

Mr. MILLS. I think the returning offleer ought te be a
resident of the district; and if the hon, gentleman would
make that provision, the section will be ail right. The hon4
gentleman has carried the clause for open voting. I under-
stand the North-West Couneil are a unit in favor of the
ballot.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONAL D. A member of the North-
West Counoil ha told me he hopes to introduce the system
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of ballot. If that is done and I continue to have influence i
over the House, I shall ask the House to adopt the 1
system.9

Mr. MILLS. Would it not accomplish all the hon. gen-1
tleman has spoken of, if ho were to provide, as we did in 1
1814, that the qualification of voters and the mode of voting1
in the North West Territories for the election of mombers1
for the House of Commons shall be the same as for the
election of members for the North-West Council. Without
altering the law, the hon. gentleman would thon accomplish
his purpose, both with regard to the qualification of voters
and the mode of voting. The hon. gentleman says, if he
continues to lead the House, he will adopt the law passed
by the North-West Council. It would be just as well to

ovide so now, and save the necessity of further legislation.
We may have new elections here before another Session.

Sir JOHN A. MACDNOALD. I do not suppose that is
very likely, but although I have groat confidence in the
North-West Council, and bolieve it will adopt a system. of
voting by ballot that will be all right, still I see no necessity
for agreeing in advance to whatever legislation they may
adopt.

Committee rose and reported.

FIRST READINGS.

Bill (No. 134) to amend "An Act respecting a Reforma-
tory for certain Juvenile Offenders in the County of Halifax,
in the Province of Nova Scotia"-from the Senate.-(Mr.
Thompson.)

Bill (No. 135) to amend "An Act respecting Offences
against the person"-frem the Senate.-(Mr. Thompson.)

SUPPLY-SEIZURE OF SCHOONER DA VID J.
ADAMS.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD moved that the House
resolve itself into Committee of Supply.

Mr. MITCHELL. As this is the only opportunity that
a private member has of getting information from the
Government, I beg to call the attention of the Government
and the House to a very important event which lias recently
oocurred-the seizure of the American schooner called
the David J. Adams. The public have varions accounts
of the offence of which the parties on board that vessel
have been guilty, and the press has also different state-
monts about the charges for which the vessel has been
seized. I notice that the seizure of the vessel has created
very considerable commotion amongst our neighbors in the
United States. That a member in the Sonate of the United
States has moved for a Bill of a retaliatory character, and
that a member in the House of Representatives of the
United States has done the same thing, and that the sub-
ject has been a matter of discussion in those two eminent
bodies, and las been brought under the notice of the Cabinet
of the United States and probably by them under the notice
of the British Government. Now, I do not propose to evoke
an extended discussion upon this matter. I think it would
probably be indiscreet to do so at this time while matters
of so great moment to the nation, to ourselves, and to
our neighbors are pending between us; but it is evident,
from the excitement that exists, that the public mind is a
good deal agitated about it, and I think the Government
might very fairly adopt a course which has been adopted
by Mr. Gladstone and other Premiers of England when
important international difficulties existed, such as the
Eastern question, which lias for some months agitated the
mind of Europe, and in reference to which Mr. Gladstone
has had occasion many times to make statements to Parlia-

Sir JomqN A. MLoMoDAL»,

ment. The same thing was done in reference to the Russo-
India boundary diificulty, and our own Government did the
same thing when the Riel difficulty was up last year. I do
not ask the Government to make any statements or give
any information that will at all impair our public interests.
I know, as an old XMinister, that Governments exercise great
discretion in that matter, and I for one will not find fault
with the Government if they do not go as extensively into
it as, perhaps, many of us would like, because I know their
responsibilities, and I think they should be the judges of
what they think it right, at a crisis like this, to
disclose, and of what they think it is not right
to state. But there are some things they can
state. They can set the puble mind at rest as to the facts
in connection with the seizure of the vessel, as to the
offences charged against the vessel, as to the particular
Statute or treaty under which she has been seized, and as
to the particular offences for which she is libelled, and is
now in the court. Those are facts which they may fairly
state and which will be looked for with interest, not only
within our own territories, but on the other side of the line,
and even in Europe. I have no doubt the matter has
occupied the attention of the Government, for it is a
very grave one, and I have no doubt it has been a
matter of correspondence, perhaps remonstrance, and a
good deal of negotiation with the Imperial authorities. I
feel it would be unwise, unduly to press the Government
for any exten ded information, but I would ask, and I thin k
the country would expect, that any information which the
Government feel they can give to this House, ought to be
given, to set the public mind at rest as to the actual posi-
tion of a matter of such vital importance, both to our own
country and to our friendly neighbors.

Mr. FOSTER. I quite agree with my hon. friend that
this is not a time for any extended discussion, and I shall
content myself with a very brief and plain statement of
the facts of the seizure, for which the hon. gentleman
asked, and also of the charges which are to be made in
connection with the seizure. My hon. friend has asked
for no information which the Government may not give.
He, himself, has been a Minister of the Crown and has, in
a very responsible position, quite similar to that which
I find myself in now, had to do with this vexed question of
the enforcement of our rights under the Convention of
1818. A great many statements have been made in the
newspaper press. Some of then have been fairly true ;
others o them have been far removed from truth. I am
sorry that to-night I shall have to content myself with a
briefer statement than I could otherwise give, from the fact
that I have had nothing as yet but telegraphic despatches of
the seizure, the full report not having yet come to hand. The
schooner, David J. Adams, a fishing vessel owned in Glou-
cester, was in Digby Basin on Thursday and Friday of last
week, according to the information which I have, with her
port of register and name concealed, if not for the
whole of the time at least for the greater part of
the time that she was in. She was buying bait
in contravention of the ternms of the Treaty of 1818,
and the Imperial Act of George III, which was founded
upon that treaty; she was violating the Customs Law of the
Dominion of Canada in that she came into port and
remained there for twenty-four hours or more without
reporting herself to the Collector of Customs; and Captain
Scott, who had charge of the police vessel, the steamer
Lansdowne, the only one which we have as yet fully
equipped and in those waters, having been apprised of these
fact8 by the Collector of Customs at Digby, went from St.
John, where he happened to.be at that time, and, after what
seemed to him proper examination, determined to seize the
vessel. This he did, and reported the fact of the seizure to
the Department at Ottawa. I instructed him to retain the
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vessel which he had seized at Digby, where the offence was
committed, and where the vessel had been seized, but,
before that telegram reached him, being late at night, he
had made for St. John, to which place he towed the vessel.
Bo soon as I could reach him the next daywith a telegram,
I asked him to take the vessel back again to Digby, and
hold ber there. This he did, delivering her over to the
Collector of Customs. The offences, as I stated before, of
the vessel were that sheviolated the Customs Law, that she
violated the Dominion Fisheries Act of 1868 in buying bait,
which was held by the Vice-Admiralty Court of Nova
Scotia, in Halifax, to have been preparing to fish, and that
she violated the terms of the Convention of 1818. Legal
proceedings are now being undertaken; the vessel will be
libelled or has been by this time libelled in the Vice.
Admiralty Court, and the question will be fairly tried. I do
not think I can make any fuller statement at the present
time than this which I have made.

Mr. VAIL. I was in hopes that the hon. member for
Northumberland (Mr. Mitchell) would ask for a little
fuller information. Parliament has been in Session now
for a considerable time, and this question is of such magni-
tude and is so very important to the interests of the
Dominion that I was in hopes the member for North-
umberland would have asked for a little more inform-
ation, and I was in hopes that, notwithstanding he had not
done so, the Minister of Marine and Fisheries, or the
Government, would have given the House fuller information
on the subject. I am not disposed to press the Government
one whit further than we have a right to press them
in a matter of this kind. i know, to some extent,
what their responsibilities are, but I think, now that Par-
liament is likely to prorogue very soon, Parliament ought
to have had a fuller explanation of the position of this
matter. The fisheries are a very important part of our
commerce, and, coming as I do from one of the Maritime
Provinces, and one that is more interested in the fisheries
than any other Province, it is only natural to suppose that
I and the people I represent would like to get all the
information possible, with a due regard to the publie
interest. The exports of fish in Nova Scoia in
1870, amounted to $3,500,000. In 1883-84 tbey had
reached nearly $9,000,000-$8,600,000 or $8,700,000-
and we have at the present time about 30,000 people
employed in the fisheries. The whole value of the fisheries
the year before last was some 818,000,000, and after agri-
clTre Mand the forest, the fisheries are about the most
impo-taüt of our exports. This matter has been presented
to us iru a very interesting light within the last few days.
We "Und that the seizure that was made in the harbor of
Di'gby was, of course, at once taken notice of by the
Uited States, and certain resolutions have been introduced
into 'the Senate, which shows plainly that this matter has
attftcted a good deal of attention. As the subject concerns
so itimately the interests of the fishing community, I

*hoped hat the Minister of Marine and Fisheries would have
said seinthing about the instructions that have been issued
-to the eommander of the fleet for the protection of the fish-
d<éies, that the people may know what his authority is. I
hoed"fther that he would be able to tell us how many
vdéis had been chartered for the protection of the fisheries,
1i'tshow many had been commissioned, and, if it was com-
patibe with the public interest, what the understanding is
between the British Government and the Dominion Govern-
nient with reference to any assistance the former may be
disposed to render us by furnishing vessels to assist in
the pIotetion of the fisheries. There is a good deal
of linformation which, I think, the Government shonld

ave furnShed to this House without in any way making
'pàblic any'portion of the correspondence that might at the
present time be considered privatO. I think from the pres-

ent state of affaire the House is entiled to have a oopy of
the instructions furnished to the commander of the fleet for
the protection of the fisheries, laid upon the Table for our
information. And besides that, I thînk the Government
ought to take the iouse into its confidence so far as to
inform us in what state the correspondenoe is, and if any
stops have been taken by the Imperal Government and the
Dominion Government in respect to this matter. Of course
I do not expect the Government to give us any information
which it might be injurious to the public interests to
divulge. As I said before, I know the difficultios of the
situation, but at the saine time I would like the Govern-
ment to take the House into their confidence so far as they
can consistently with the public interest, on the several
points I have named. I am not going to say much about
the bait question, which is in controversy at the present
time. I will say this, however, before sitting down, that if
the American fishermen are to be permitted to come
into our harbors and take bait without reporting at the
Custom house, I am inclined to think that we
will be in a very awkward position before long,
because we shall then find that we are opening the door
for vessels to trade from one port to another in the Domi-
nion, and that is a matter which ought to be handled very
carefully. There is another point which we might consider.
If vessels are to be allowed to come in and purchase bait
for fishing even outside the three-mile limit, they have great
temptation, when they have the bait and are passing through
our waters, to fish within the three-mile limit, and that
may make trouble in the future. Of course all these things
have to be considered. I do not see that there ie much
difficulty in deciding what is a fishing vessel and what is a
trading vessel, and if trading vessels come into our ports
for the purchase of bait, they muet enter at our Oustom
housest he saine as any other vessels, and clear in the
same way. That would be a different thing altogether
from fishermen coming in to purchase bait. But I do
not wish to say more than is absolutely necessary in order
to point out to the Government the position we occupy at
the present time and the necessity of giving our people to
understand that their interests will be protected.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. I am sorry the hon
gentleman did not follow the course adopted by the hon.
gentleman who very properly asked this question of the
Goverrnment, because, unwittingly, at this moment he has
unfortunately brought up incidentally a matter which ought
not to be discussed or considered as doubtful in this case,
and although his remarks were rather indistinct, unfortu.
nately ho has given away a portion of our case.

Mr. VAIL. Not at all.
Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. I will not argue it,

because I would only be doing the saine thing for which I
am rather repreiending, so far as 1 venture to do so, the
hon. gentleman. The hon. member for Northumberland
(Mr. Mitchell), as an old Minister of Marine and Fisheries,
and having had, i hope, a more difficuit task than this to
arrange, and greater responsibilities than thi case in.
volves-he was well aware, he knew the limite withia which
ho could properly make enquiries ; and I would ask this
House on both sides whether my hon. friend, the prosent
Minister of Marine and Fisheries has not made a full and
clear statement in answer to the question put by the hon.
member for Northumberland. He told them the circum-
stances under which the vessel was seized, ho has told thom
the grounds for the seizure, ho has told them the Statute
under which the seizure was made, and ho bas stated that
proceedings are being taken in the courte for the purpose
of procuring a conviction. That was a clear state-
ment, and ought to be, I think, satisfactory to the
Hcuse. I have no idea that we will have any trouble with the
United States, I believe the Governmont of the UnitOdStates
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are animated by the most friendly feelings towards E ng- their officers to carry out any business of a delicate
land and towards Canada. I believe the relations between character, such as captain Scott is entrusted with, they do
England and the United States were never more agreeable so with great care and furnish secret instructions. We do
than they are at the present moment Of course when we not ask that those secret instructions should be submitted
look back, having memories, to the time when the hon. to the House; but we ask that the general instructions
member for Northumberland was in the Government, and should be stated, that we should be informed what the
when seiznres were made before, we saw the excitement policy of the Government is with respect to the presence in
under which the fishing interests labored along the Ameri- Canadian waters of American fishermen and the latitude to
can coast. They shared certain advantages, and they are be allowed to them in obtaining bait and transhippingcrews.
annoyed because they believe they will be deprived of those The Government must have come to a policy ; the Govern-
advantages. They made a great noise before the last treaty, ment must have instrncted their officers who are going to
before 181i, and they are beginning to make a noise again, act on those instructions, and this Parliament will be face
and politicians, of course, will make speeches in the lino in to face with the result of that action ; and are we to wait
which we have often seen done in this Legislature; a till the action bas taken place without knowing what the
member wili occasionally make a speech which he thinks policy is ? Does the hon. gentleman deny or dispute that
will be agreeable to his constituents. But as regards the nego- a vessel has been seized for breach of the Customs Law and
tiations which may be going on between the Governments, also for violation of the Fishery Act ? We have a right
in consequence of any real or alleged infractions of our laws, to know whether, in the opinion of the law officers of
as regards any question arising out of them, I am quite the Crown and the Minister of Marine and Fisheries,
satisfied that the United States Government and the United that American vessel has been guilty of a violation of
States Congress will give full freedom to the justice and the Fishery Convention ; whether it is the intention
impartiality of our tribunals in case of a conviction for any of the Government to pursue the policy which apparently
offence against our laws respecting the fisheries. their officers have pursued or not; whether we are to hear

of any other vessels being seized or not; whether the policy
Mr. DAVIES. I regret the Government have not seen has received the approval of the Imperial Government. We

their way clear to accept the invitation which this debate know that in a matter of this kind any policy we may
offers them to make a plain and distinct statement to the adopt, if the seizure can be taken to foreshadow a policy,
louse, such, I think, as the House is entitled to, of the we must have the approbation and approval of the Imperial

view they take of the present grave crisis. The incident of Government; and I would like to know whether any cor-
the seizure of the David J. Adams is a very grave one, and respondence has taken place between this Government and
hon. gentlemen will allow me to state why I think so. It the Imperial Guvernment on the subject, whether any cor-
may result, though I am sure we hope it will not, in a ces- respondonce bas taken place between this Government and
sation of those friendly relations which have heretofore so any official, indirectly, with the United States Government,
happily existed between ourselves and our neighbors to the and whether the hon. gentleman is in a position to inform
south. That seizure, we know, has been discussed at great us that the United States Government share or' contend
length in the public press. The public are not ignorant of for the propositions which were laid down by Senator
the alleged grounds of that seizure, and it does seem to me Frye in the Senate and by Mr. Dawes in the House
an anomaly that the press and people of the Dominion of Representatives. The hon, gentleman says, and says
should be discussing that seizure and our right to make it, correctly, that members of. Parliament sometimes make
and the circumstances under which it was made, and this use of expressions in their places for which the
Parliament should sit quietly by and not say anytbing about Government are not responsible, and I do not assume that
it or give any expression of their views. We know that because Senator Frye made a fire-eating speech in the Senate,
in regard to this matter we are face to face with the fact the United States Government are responsible for all his
that the old treaty bas expired. We are fice to face with utterances. But we cannot lose sight of the fact that lead-
the faot that the United States Senators, and a very ing gentlemen in both branches of Congress have given
large section of their people, hold and have expressed notice of their intention to introduce Bills which, if carried,
very strong views with regard to their rights in this will seriously interfere with our trade. The question has
matter. We are face to face with the fact that they have arrived at that stage when the Government should take
taken the responsibility of declaring in their Parliament, Parliament into its confidence, and state whether they have
that they intend to come into our waters to purchase bait, decided on a poli cy, and, if so, announce its nature. Parliament
tranship their cargoes ad Fhip their crews, and that they will be prorogued, we all hope, in a very few days, and in
propose to do those acts as a matter of right. We know my judgment it would be unfortunate if Parliament pro-
they have laid down the reasons why they think they have rogues without the Government having taken us into its con-
that right. They declare that owing to the repeal of the fidence, and asked for our support. I submit that an
navigation laws, the passage of more favorable laws between opportunity is afforded now for doing so. This is no time
the two nations than formerly existed, the restrictions of to enter into a lengthy discussion, to rake up the whole
the old treaty have been more or less diminished. And fishery business, or to weaken the Government's hands, and
they have sent that vessel in, and we have seized tlie vessel. I would be the last one to do so on this occasion; but, as a
What I contend is that we should have a statement as to reprosentative of the people, I have a right to ask the Gov-

the policy of the Government at this early stage of the pro. ernment to give a declaration to the House; a fuller de-
ceedings. Certainly the Goverument have lad plenty of claration of the position of the matter ; a general idea of the
time to make up, and they must have made up their minds correspondence; a statement of the policy they have
as to a certain policy. It will not doto say that Parliament adopted, and the policy which they intend to carry out, and
la not to discuse the question. Parliament has a right to the general nature of the instructions given to thaeofficers
demand, I think I am within my right in saying that Par- charged with carrying out that policy. It is not fair
liament las a right t ineist that in the presence of grave that Parliament should be left entirely in the dark on
complications that may follow from the seizure of that this question, and it is of no use to say that it is not in the
vessel, the Government should state to Parliament what public interest to give information. I say it is not in the
views they hold upon the question, what its policy is public interest that the proe should be discusing this
to be, and whether it bas given instructions to its matter and making positive statements from day to day,
offieers to carry out that policy. I am perfectly telegraphed from the scene of action on the responsibility
aware that when the Government gave instructions te of United States consuls and Dominion officials, and that
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Parliament should be kept entirely in the dark. The hon.
gentleman who opened the conversation did so very temper.
ately, and I understood him not to prese for the minutioe
of the policy or the details of the correspondence; but I
understood him to desire that the general nature of that
policy and of that correspondence, and of the action the
Government intend to pursue, should be given to the House.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. In other words, the hon.
gentleman wishes us, when negotiations are going on, to
show our hand while the United States are not doing go.

Mr. DAVIES. If I understood the statement*made by
the Minister of Fisheries, he showed his hand.

Mr. MILLS. I do not admit the proposition or the doc-
trine laid down by the First Minister. I think it is for
Parliament to say what the policy of the Government shall
be on this as on every other Important transaction. The
hon. gentleman who has just taken his seat bas not asked,
the hon. gentleman who introduced this subject has not
asked, the Government to give the particulars of the corres.
pondence that has taken place; there is nothing of that sort
desired; but we desire to know what policy the Govern-
ment are pursuing in maintaining our rights with respect
to the fisheries-whether the Government are intending to
adopt the policy of restriction on this question of the fish-
eries, or whether they are seeking through that agency to
protect our inshore fisheries, or what they are aiming at.
It is a matter of very great consequence to this House
to know the aim and policy of the Government, and
they cannot contend that they are going to keep
from the United States what it is they are aiming at in
dealing with this important subject. The United States
Government bave from a very early period made proposi-
tions we have always refused and have put forward as legal
rights those which we were right in resisting. We were
simply assuming under the Convention of 1818 within cer.
tain waters the same rights that the United States Govern-
ment made with regard to waters on their coast. But when
the hon. gentleman proposes to adopt very stringent and
special commercial regulations with respect to the fisheries,
it is important for us to know precisely upon what lines the
Government are acting. Surely that is not a matter which
can in any way damage any negotiations, or in any way
weaken the hands of the Government in dealing with the
Government of the United States.

THE NORT-WEST DISTURBANCE-GENERAL
AMNESTY.

Mr. LAURIER. There is also another question of great
practical interest, which, in my opinion, should receive the
attention of the House. Early in the Session the Govern-
ment were sked whether it was their intention to grant
some general measure of amnesty to the parties connected
with the late rebellion. The Government replied that the
question was one of great delicacy, and that it was under
consideration. So far as we know the consideration of the
Government bas not reached any conclusion ; nothing go
far has been done in the matter. Now we are fast approach.
ing the end of the Session, and I submit that it would be
fitting that the voice of the House should be heard in the
matter. Whatever may have been the individual opinion
of every one of us as to the causes which led to the rebel-
lion, as to the circumstances which accompanied and fol-
lowed it, now that the rebellion has been quelled for almost
a full year, now that peace has been resto' ed for almost a
full year and harmony prevails everywhore, we can I think
al unite in prayer to His Excellency to grant par-
don and oblivion to all offenders, and for all offences
connected with the late rebellion. This is not an occasion,
Mr. Speaker, to recriminate, nor do I desire, in, any way,
to recriminate. I desire, on the contrary, to approach this

subject in as moderato a spirit as possible; but I must
express my surprise that the advisors of His Eoellency
have not yet recommended the course which I have just
suggestodt.Hon. gentlemen on the other side have always
taken the ground that Louis Riel was the sole author of the
rebellion, that to his influence and to his influence alone
the uprising was due. Well, if such was the opinion of
gentlemen on the other side, the oniv conclusion f such an
opinion must have been that Louis Riel alone abould have
been junished, and that the offences of everyone oise con.
nected with the rebellion should have been long ago for-
given and pardoned. Moreover, the fate of the country is
te some extent already pledged in that direction. In the
month of February last Mr. Dewdney, Lieutenant Governor
of the North-West Territories, convcyed a promise of
amnesty te some classes of offenders in the late rebellion.
On the 16th of February last Mr. Dowdney wrote as follows
to the Indians under his jurisdiction :-

" Au the spring le coming on the Government la doing all it eau to
provide seed grain, for ail the land you can cultivate, in order that
yeu may put in a good crop for the coming season. Large quantities of
wheat, barley, oats and potatoes, as well as garden seeds will be sent te
your agents, and it will therefore be neessary for yon to make every
preparation to begin work as soon as the weather vill permit.

" The knowledge that soldiers are coming to the country has, I have
no doubt, already reached you ; and you have already been told by
people who want to do you hari, that your armi are te be taken from
you, and that arrests are te be made of those who took part In the
trnubles of last spring.

" This is te notify ail Indians tbat such is not the case. No Indians
will be disarmed who behave themselvei and attend to what the agent
telle them; neither will atrests be made of any who took part in lait
year's troubles. The soldieT who are coming are for the purpose of
keeping the peace, and while here will endeavor to stop horne stealing
both from whites and Indiana, and arrest any fouînd so eigaged. They
will alo assist in putting a stop te whiskey îmugglers coming across
the lin.'

He concludes as follows:-
" I send you these words for your good, and hope you will take my

advice and that of your agents and instruetorA, and not listen te mun
who, for elfish motives, wiah te see you discontented and in trouble."

It is true that on a late occasion the Prime Minister, In
answer to a question by my hon. friend, the leader of the
Opposition, stated that this letter had not been authorised.
Well, if not authorised before publication, it bas not been
disavowed since, and if it has not been disavowed it meant
approval. If the Government did not intend to abide by this
letter, I submit that their duty was then to have disavowed
it. But they have allowed it to be circulated amongst the
Indians and in the press, and in my judgment, il now the
promise of that lotter were not to be carried out, it would
o a breach of faith on the part of the Government. On

the same occasion the Prime Minister said :
"But withregard to certain half-breeds In the vicinity of Turtle

Mountaine, on the other aide of the line, who, it han been represented
strongly, were simply misguided, and have not been guilty in any Way
except in joining lu the outbreak, he bas been authorised te say that if
they return and behave peaceably and loyally they will not be dis-
turbed."

Weil, the course which was then suggested by the Govern-
ment and teobe taken with their approval was certainly
very proper. It was proper to induce those men who had
been breakers of the law, who bad fled from the country to
avoid prosecution, and who had been simply misguided in
their actions, to corne back, and induce thom to become
subjects of Her Majesty. But it seems te me, and I think
it will strike everybody, that if those who have broken the
law and led to avoid prosecution earned their pardon by
simply coming bacir, then surely those who romain were
more, or just as much, entitled to the saine privileges and
should have received pardon. I am aware that some in-
dividuals have beeri granted pardon, and that ome prison-
ers have been released. But that is not sufficient. Mercy
should be the rule and not the exception; severity only
should be the exception. Apart from those who were
arrestod, tried and convicted, and who are now undergoing
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sentence, apart from those who fled from the country,there
are also large numbers of those who were engaged in the
rebellion last year-in fact the bulk of them-who are at
large, and whoee liberty is in danger; they are living
under constant apprehension that they can be instantly1
arrested. Now, I claim, and I think everybody will
admit, that it is not humane that those people sbould
ever remain in con-tart foar of arrest So fer as my
opinion goes, I can see no reason, taking the view
which t ho Government took all along, why a
free pardon should not be granted to everyone connected
with the rebellion; Gabriel Dumont, now a fugitive; to
Michel Dumas, aiso a fugitive; to Monkman, Lepine and
the others confined in the penitentiary. I can see no reason,
so far as I am concerned, why a free pardon should not be
granted to every one of ihose men. But if the Govern ment(
for ressons they consider adequate, and of which, I admitf
they are the best judges, think that sEome exceptions shouldt
be made, let the exceptions be made, but at the same time1
let a general amnesty be granted to the whole population.1
Whatever may be the reasons for making exceptions in the1
case of some few individual persons, there certainly can b
no reason whatever why the arm of the law should forever
be suspended over the heads of the wbole population. Such
was not the course followed in the United States. Less
than six weeks after the capture of Richmond the PresidentE
of the United States issued a general proclamation of(
amnesty extending to the whole population, from which
only a certain class of the principal offenders were excepted.
Well, [ suggest that the same course should be adopted
bere. The course adopted there was eminently wise and
uselul. It afforded at once security and confidence to the
whole population of the south. I claim that sorne such
course should be adopted here. The country is at peace;
harmgny.prevails over the length and breadth of the land;
those ,who were lest year engaged in rebellion are now1
living qnietly, and their only thought, so far as we know,9
rappears to be to repair the injury the war inflicted on their(
,country. But it is manifest that their energies mut be
dampened by the thought that they are never sure of a
eoiid-moment of liberty. As I said before, I desire to

approach the subject in as moderate a spirit as possible, and
1 only abk that a general proclamation of amnesty should
bomada fort-he whole population, leaving the Government,
if they see fit, to.make some exceptions. Such an amnesty,
,would afford relief to the minds of the whole population,'
'whoare at present living under constant dread of arrest; and
if this isdone, those people will be given cause to bless and
love the laws and institutions of their country. Without1
payjipg any more, I beg to move, seconded by Mri Blake:

That a the 'wordwaifter «"that" be left out, and thé following substi-
tuted :I'hat an unumble sadress be presnted to His Excellency the
GoemrorOGeneralpraying fot the exercise of the royal prerogative,
for-gUnting .fret, araon, indenmliity, and Iotion -fo. an W iMe
offences, and misdemeanors connected with the late unhappy troubles
in the N.orth-West, to aIl of Rer Majesty's subjecta, in so far as the saine
may be compatible with the safety of the erown and the seeurity of thei
Dominion.:

Sir JOHN A. MAODONALD. I fuly- appreciate the
tone withwhich the hon. gentleman bas made his motion.
I quitesgree that everything he bas said has been worthy
ofibe occasion. He bas in no way attempted to make it a
matterý of politieal excitement; be bas pleaded the cause of«
those who werê unfortunately concerned in the outbreak ;,
and I can assure theb on. gentleman freely that be cannot
gosubstantially further in the direction of the resolution
than the Government bave already determined to go. We
all kwew that the majority cf those who were concerned in
the outbreak, those who took arms under Riel and his
immediate fieutenants, were mi8guided, were misled; and
so far as the Indians are concerned, we must look upon
them as having had their savage nature roused by the pros
poct,'ýof.-warý sud by4ho hope of getting'that warlike dia.

Mr. LUvaa.

tinction, the traditions of which rest among them, and
which always excites the Indian tribes,-and especially the
younger warriors, when there is anything like warfare in
their vicinity. So that I say the Government are quite
prepared to deal with this subject in as large a sense as this
resolution conveys; and I hope that the hon., gentleman,
when ho hears what I say, will be satisfied with it, and
will not at this moment preos this resolution. The
resolution asks for an amnesty, in so far as it may
be compatible with the safety of the Crown and the secu-
rity of the Dominion. Well, the Crown is safe, and the Dom.
inion is secure, I have no doubt; and that exception means a
universal amnesty. I do not suppose any of as believe, or
anyone in the North-West can feel for a moment, that
either the safety of the Empire or theoCrown, or the security
of the Dominion, could be in any way affected, whether an
amnesty were granted or not; but there are cases which I
think, and which the House I am sure will think, ought to
be made exceptions, and we cannot make individual excep-
tions by name, because the evidence is of all kinds, some
primd facie, and soine amounting to moral certainty of guilt,
and guilt, of what kind ? of murder, atrocious murder.
WelI, a general amnesty would pardon all such persons. I
had before me only yesterday a statement of a person who is
now on the other side of the line, who boasted that he had
shot a white man from a river bank while he was in his
canoe going down the river. It was during the outbreak,
and the murderer was an insurgenit, but it was not in battle
or in any way in hot blood. Now, I take it that the American
Government ought to beasked to surrender that man. With
respect to thlose parties, if there are any, and I know there
are some, who have been guilty of other murders-murders
in cold blood, though committed during the ou: break-they
ought not to escape, because their offences are not in any
true sense political offences merely. True, in ail rebellions
and outbreaks, there are atrocities; and in the case of this
outbreak-it ought not to be dignified, really, by the name
of ) ebellion-we pardon everyone whose only offence was
to take up arms and assist in the outbreak, even if it was
proved that in any contest that took place he had shot down
some of our troops. It is a consequence of all warfare,
whether civil or with foreign nations, that there is blood-
shed and death; and the fact that one man more skilful,
perhaps, as a marksman than another -has killed his oppo.
nent, does not make him any more guilty than others who
fired with the same intention, .though :not with the same
suecess. Then, there is another point, which is of some
considerable importance. We hve very good evidence that
there-was at one time a very formidable conspiraey fmerted
on the south ofthe liue by interested parties, whom I do
not choose to designate more particularly, for the parpose
of having an Indian, a savage invasion nto our country.
That evidence was so strong, and came from so many
sources, that the Government felt it their duty to
make some preparations ; and hence, as we , nti-
mated in that statement of Mur. Dewdney, the Govern-
ment were prepared to send a moveable column in case
of any invasion from the south, especially in the vicinity of
Calgary, in the Blackloot country, so as to be prepared with
a force to repel any such invasion. While I stated that that
proclamation was -not authorised and was not seen by us, we
knew Mr. Dewdney had represented, as others had, that it
was of great consequence, if new troops were sent in tothe
country, that they should be sent in in such a -way as not to
alarm the Indian tribes ; so as not to make them believe, as
interested parties would make them believe, that this -addi.
tional loi ce was sent for the purposeof renewing the, war
and of shooting and putting them down. It was with that
view Mr. Dewdney made that announcement, which ho did
on his own responsibility. After the question put by the
hon. miember for Durham (M. Blake), Iasertained fnom
Mr. Dewdney that, knowing the excitement which
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existed among the Indians, especially among the warfare or from combat in battle-the Government will be
Blackfeet, Bloods and Piegans, ho thought it was prepared to recommend to Her Majesty, to His Excellency
well to come ont with that proclamation. Since the Governor General, the issuing of an amnesty.
that time, I noed not say, we have been in constant Mr. BLAKE. I am very glad to hear the last statement
communication with the North-West; we have been watch- of the hon, gentleman, to whieh I think no exception can
ing the frontier, we have been watching the varying feelings be taken, from my point of view at any rate. As I under-
of the Indian tribes, we have been watching the movements stand the hon. gentleman, hie statement is a deolaration on
to the south of the lino. Formidable the feeling was at the part of the Government that, upon the reception-which,
first, but by degrees botter conusels prevailed, and I hope 1 suppose, will be at comparatively early day-of some
and believe that the decidedly hostile feeling, which some few declaration or petition from certain half-breeds south of the
months ago existed sonth of the lino, has to a great extent line, they are willing to issue a general amnesty, affecting
disappeared ; and I may say this, as another reason why I all the cases conocerned in the outbreak, with the exception
should ask the hon. gentleman, after this statement, not to of those the hon. gentleman may believe-becauso, of course,prose the resolution, that I am aware, from crodible evid. it is impossible to say with a certainty what a trial would
once from a person, a refugeo himself, whose respectability give-to be guilty of atrocities, and I suppose ho refers
is vouched for, that those, the Metis especially, who are to those in the Territories, who, as an expression of opinion,
refugees from justice, are now signing a petition addressed ho thinks should be brought to trial, and to those out of the
to Her Majesty or the Governor General, praying for par- Territories, with respect to whom the hon. gentleman indi-
don and stating the reason why they desire to return. It cates ho proposes to apply to the Government of the United
is of very considerable importance we should get that peti- States for extradition.
tion, that we ehould get them to declare their submission to
the laws snd desire to return to the country. It is of the Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. In the one case I have
greatest importance to the future of the country that such, mentioned.
a petition should ho presented; and, if I am not mistaken, , Mr. BL&KgE. In that case. These cases, therefore, will
some very important refugees are at the head of the move- be dealt with in course of law, and as to all the cases which
ment to petition the Governor General or the Queen to will not be dealt with in courts of law-that is to all the
permit them to return to Canada. One thing more and I cases except such as there are well grounded reasons for
shall sit down. A general amnesty, not excepting those believing have been guilty of cold-blooded murder, as dis-
who have committed the atrocities to which I have alluded, tinguished from death from battlo-fiold or combat-we
would greatly irritate settlers in the North-West. I have shail have a general amnesty. I have felt it was absolutely
had occasion, as it is my duty, to watch the public senti- necessary we should have a discussion on this subject, mo
ments of the settlers in the North-West, so far as they can that the views held on this side, which I am glad to see
be ascertained from their newspapers, and there are some approximate so closely to those on the other side, should be
very respectable, well conducted journals in the North-West. stated, bocause the condition of things as it stood appeared
The feeling that we can gather from those papers is that to me to be very unsatisfactory, The hon. gentleman will
the Government have gone too far in the release of con- have observed that, so long ago as the 16th February, the
victed prisoners. Some very respectable papers speak Indian Commissioner made a proclamation t) the Indians
strongly on that point. They do not all say so, but inside the Territories which was, so far as it could accom-
the majority of the papers speak in that direction, that the plish that result, a general amnesty to them without
sentences have been too short, and the imprisonments too exception. Now, I find it difficult to concode that the
short; and if an amnesty be given without exception, and Indian Commissioner should have taken that step-of
the parties who committed these atrocities do take course, ho did take that step, after what the hon.
advantage of the amnesty ard come into this country, gentleman has said, without any communication with
the consequence would be, I fear, these men would the Department or the Government here-when the
he shot down by the friende or the relatives of those telegraph could have conveyed hie views of the urgency of
who suffered. Therefore, there muet be exception. the occasion, and would have procured the authorisation of
Those who have committed the kind of crimes I have men- the Department for a step so important. I find it stili
tioned, should, at all events, not be amnestied now. I hope more difficult to understand how, if some very sudden
and believe the petition to which I have alluded will be emergency necessitated the issue of that statement, it came
presented ore long, and I can only repeat that the Govern- to pass that the superintendent should have thought it
ment are sincerely desirous to have the whole outbreak consistent with hie duty to leave the Government here in
forgotten; they are sincerely desirous to have a wet sponge entire ignorance of hie having taken that stop, to such an
passed over the crimes, so far as they are political and not extent that it was not until my calling attention to the
accompanied with atrocious murder, and that every man subject on the 5th May-so long a time from the 16th Feb-
would feel secure against the possibility of being brought bruary to the 5th May-that the hon. gentleman had to
before a tribunal for any offence connected with the rebt- enquire of him what ho had been doing up in the North-
lion. I do not believe there je any apprehension or any West in this matter. It seems to mea very extraordinary
serious apprehension among the Motis, who still romain in state of things that a course of this sort should have been
British America, or among the Indiana, that any of thom pursued by that official. I think, unless he cau show that
will be punished. I have not been able to discover that thore there was some pressing emergency which disabled him,
is, because all the accounts go to show that white men, half- in his view of the public interest, from communicating
breeds and Indians are busily employed this season, to aun ex- what ho was about to do before acting, hoeis blameable for
tont that bas n'ever existed before in the North-West, in the not having communicated before acting. If there was such
cultivation oftheir grounds, and in a desire to support them- an emergency as justified him in acting before communi-
selves and improve their lands. The Government will wait cating, hoeis blameable for not communicating what ho did
Until they receive this petition which I have mentioned. They do upon the doing of it, so that it might be understood
will be then prepared to grant a general amnesty, and they here and the course of action consequent upon it might
will only make exceptions of those against whom the have been adopted. I think the hon. gentleman will
evidence is strong, and with the reservation, the necessary agree with me that, according to their well known views
reservation I think, that should any future evidence arise of which I have hoard him often enforce in reference to the
actual complicity in any of the murders that occurred- Indians, with regard to promises sd pledges, it would be
murders as distinguhed from bloodahed in honorable only under the nost xtraordinary oireumtmnoes that he
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Government would feel itself in a position to do otherwise
than literally comply with that statement in the letter of
the gentleman who was representing the Government and
the Queen; and the fact that it was, although taken upon
the official's own responsibility, practically irrevocable,
that it could only be violated at the cost of a breach of faith,
rendors still more cogent the observations I have made.
That being the state of things, it is the fact that on the 16th
February there was practically, though unauthorised, a
general amnesty to the Indians who were in the Territories.
Then you come to another class of posons who have been
in an informal manner amnestied also. The hon. gentleman
informed us on the 5th May that Mr. Dewdney was not
authorised to make the statement to which I have referred,
but ho added this:

" With regard to certain half-breeds in thA vieinity of Turtle Moun-
tainu,, on the other side of the line who, it has been represented
strongly, were simply misguided, and have not been guilty in any way
except in joining in the outbreak, he has been authorised to say thar,
if they return and behave peacefully and loyally, they wili not be dis-
turbed."
I dare say these are the same persons to whom the hon.
gentleman has referred this evening as the persons who had
signed the petition.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. No.

Mr. IBLAKE. Oh, those are other persons ? Thon we
find that a certain number of the insurgents who fled to the
United States and were on the other side of the line have
been, by the authority of the Government, told that if they
return they will not be troubled; so they have been, though
we do not know who they are, yet a body of balf-breeds
who have loft the linos have been, told that they will not be
troubled. Thon, it seems there is a third class of half-breeds
who are outaide the linos, who are not embraced within the
limits of this message of peace, who are, the hon. gentle.
man says, now in process of signing some declaration to
which the hon. gentleman attaches very considerable im.
portance, and for the signature of which ho proposes to
wait some time before extending the royal clemency. Thon
you find the case of the half-breeds in the Territories. It
hardly appears to me to be possible to contend, in fact it
has not been contended, that they should be placed in any
worse position than the Indians, and that it would be pos.
sible, after having amnestied, as it is admitted now
we have practically amnestied, the Indians, that
we should delay very long to amnesty the half-breeds.
And thon there is the great case, you know, of the
whites of Prince Albert. W e were told by the hon. gentle-
man that they wore the persons who had reallycaused the
rebellion. We were told by the Minister of the Interior that
they were the persons who caused the rebellion. These
alarming statements in regard to these public enemies were,
to my mind, considerably mitigated by a statement I was
glad to hear the new Minister of the Interior had made when
in that neighborhood, whether it was made under some
friendly pressure or whether it was that in an enemy's coun-
try like that, ho thought ho had botter adopt a little policy;
but I was glad to see that ho declared to the inhabitants of
Prince Albert, when ho was amongst them, that ho had
never doubted their loyalty; so we may as well, in a friendly
spirit, pass the sponge-to use the hon. gentleman's phrase
-over these violent utterances with reforence to the whites
of Prince Albert, particularly as, after the very diligent
search for public enemies which was made under the in-
structions of the Government, the result was, I am glad to
know, and I am sure hon. gentlemen must be glad to know,
attended with so little success that ho was not able to
find a very great many 'publi eeneiies whom ho might
bring to trial, public jastice and condemnation. There you
have all Lhe classes of the political offenders. Under those
circumstances, I felt, as I showed by making an enquiry at
a ve eariy period of the Session, that it was absolutely
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necessary that one of two courses should be adopted; that
the Goverdiment should make up their mind, if the public
interest, in their view, the safety of the Dominion or the
intereste of public justice, roquired that any further prosecu-
tion should take place, to prosecuto; and that if they folt,
as I am glad to feel, that, with a very few exceptions, from
the statement of the hon. gentleman to-night, the public
interest did not require that, it was fitting that the sponge
should be passed over all other eventVs, and that an amnesty
should take place. Now, as I understand it, that is practi.
cally the hon. gentleman's statement. For my own part,
I shall not express an opinion contPary to the hon. gentle.
man's, with reference to tho petition or declaration to which
ho refers. I do not mysef attach a very great deal of
importance to such petitions or declarations made under
such circumstances. I do not think that they are extremely
cogent bonds for good behavior in the future. I think we
have to trust to the past and to the future rather than to any
declarations which may be so made as of any practical
importance, but, still, the hon. gentleman attached impor-
tance to themn, and ho says no long time will elapse bef're
the result which ho desires to attain will be attained, and
that thon, with the one or two unhappy exceptions to
which ho refers, and with respect to which I do not desire
to say a single word dissenting from his conclusion upon
them, ignorant as I am, of course, of the particulars, but
taking his description of the offences, the sponge is to be
passed over these transactions so far as it is possible for us
to pass it. Under these circumstances, I should think the
object of my hon. friend's motion has been attained, and, as
far as my voice would have any effect, I would suggest to
him to adopt the suggestion of the hon. gentleman and
withdraw the motion.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. I am glad to hear that
statement from the hon. gentleman, as [think it is the pro-
per course to pursue, but I must ask the permission of the
flouse to make one remark, as I am afraid, from the imper-
fection of my statement, I have rather made the hon. gen-
tleman misunderstand what I desired to say. The hon.
gentleman's question put the other day was specifie. There
was, I think, an announcement about the Indian arms being
taken away.

Mr. BLAKE. That was another question. I put two
questions. The question I put was this:

" whether Mr. Dewdney hsd been authorised to inform the Indians of
the North-West Territories that no arrests will be made of any who
took part in lat year's troubles."

Copied from Mr. Dewdney's letter.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONAILD. At that time I was not
aware of that. I made this statement:

"Mr. Dewdney has not been so authorised ¡ but with regard to certain
half-breeds in the vicinity of Turtle Mountains on the other aide of the
lines, who it ias been represented strongly, were simply misguided and
have not been guilty in any way except in joining the outbreak •ie has
been authorised to say that if they return and behave peaceally and
loyally, they will not be disturbed. '

When, as I have already stated, we were informed by the
evidence before us that there would be au invasion, we
made an arrangement to send up an auxiliary force to the
force thon there. Represen tation was made, not only by Mr.
Dowdney, the Lieutenant Governor, but by others, that the
Indians would be alarmed, and ho asked in his correspond-
ence, which was very full, that great care should be taken
whon the troops went up there that the Indians should not
be disturbed or alarmed, but that they should ho informed
that it was not for the purpose of affecting them or their
security. Mr. Dewdney, in that portion of the notification
that was read, cortainly has learned from me that the force
would not be sont directly among the reserves to frighten
the Indians, and that ho should take every stop in his power
to lot the Indians know that the force was not sent with any
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hostile intent, but to keep the peace along the frontier, and
for the purposes mentioned in thatstatement. That was an
open and general correspondence between Mr. Dewdney and
myself, and that was carried out. Then with respect to the
few half-breeds that were allowed to come in from Turtle
Mountains, they were permitted to come in in consequence of
strong representations made by Father Hugonard, who was
in that vicinity, and who asked thatthese men, for whom
he vouched as being respectable and peaceable men, who
had been misled-he pressed very strongly, for particular
reasons applicable to each case-that they ehould be allowed
to come in. Well, the agent was sent to inform them that
they might return, and if they behaved themselves well
they would not be disturbed, but there was nothing like a
formal amnesty. I will only say further that I am very
glad that we agree upon this matter, and I eau only repeat
that I think we are for once in accord on both sides of the
House with reference to the position of the hon. gentleman.

Mr. LAURIER. Iaak leave to withdraw the amend-
ment.

Amendment withdrawn, and motion agreed to.
House again resolved itself into Committee of Supply.

(In the Committee.)

Repairs, Furniture and Heating, &c., of Publie
Building ..... .......................... . $408,000 00

Sir HETOR LANGEVIN. The first item for repaire,
furniture, &c., 8175,000, is the ordinary amount. The
second item, grounds and public buildings at Ottawa, in-
cluding Major's Hill Park, $9,500, shows a difference of
82,000 more. As I stated the other day, there was an
arrangement made with the city about taking Major's Hill
Park under-the control of the Government, and that
arrangement involves au additional expenditure of $2,000.

Mr. VAIL. Will it require $2,000 ?
Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. It may not always require

that, but it does this year. Removal of enow, public build-
ings, Ottawa-that is the usual amount. Heating the pub.
lic buildings, Ottawa, $53,000, that is the amount of ordin-
ary years. Gas, public buildings, Ottawa, 823,000; that is
the same. Water, public buildings, Ottawa; we require
81,000 on account of having leased certain buildings in the
city for Government purposes. Then the allowance for
fuel and light, Rideau Hall, 88,000; that is the amount
paid to the Governor General every year. Telephonic ser-
vice, public buildings Ottawa, $3,000, instead of $6,000 last
year. We have made a new arrangement with the tele-
phone company by which we have the same service for half
the price. The salaries of engineers, firemen, caretakers of
Dominion public buildings, $37,000. There is an addition
of $2,000 on account of new public buildings having been
erected in different parts of the Dominion, which require
additional engineers, firemen, &c. Next, heating Domin-
ion public buildings, fuel, &c., $50,000. That is in accord-
ance with the extension of public buildings throughout the
Dominion, and the amount was not sufficient to -meet the
ordinary expenditure under that service. Lighting Dominion
public buildings, hitherto paid by the various Departments
occupying the offices, $25,000. This is a new item. The
Government thought it was better that the )ighting of
the Dominion public buildings should be under the con-
trol of the Department of Public Works, instead of being
scattered through all the Departments, and we believe from
experience that the service will be better performed.

Mr. VAIL. This is the amount that it cost before ?

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. Yes. Guided by the
experience of the different Departments, we added the
saum together, and we thought it would be about #25,000.

169

Sir RICHARD OARTWRIGHT. Whre was that entry
previously ?

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. It was paid under depart.
mental contingencies. We have thoughit that the matter
should be attended to by the Deparment of Publie Works,
and we therefore place it there instead of eoattering it
through the different Departments.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. Do I understand the
hon. gentleman toesay that this sum of $33,000 was char,.
in 1885-86 under the item for departmental contingencoies,
8186,000 ?

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. I think so.
Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. In that case it would

follow that instead of a net increase in departmental contin-
gencies of $5,670 the increase would be 040,000. My
impression is that the hon. gentleman's memory is incorrect
and that lighting and water were never paid under item 21:
Under the head of departmental contingencies no such
entries appear. Where were they charge?

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. The hon. gentleman under-
stands that the two items are for the outside service.

Sir RIOSIARD CARTWRIGHT. They are not charged
to departmental contingencies.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. The amount is not paid by
my Department.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. This in practically a
deduction from the usual charges for Customs, Excise, Post
Office, and other Departments of the Government.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. I think so.
Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. Do I underutand the

hon, gentleman to say that in addition to the amount of
$53,000 for heating public buildings at Ottawa there is an
amount of 850,000 for varions public buildings ve have
obtained possession of in Ottawa for Government purposes
or is it for buildings all over the Dominion ?

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. There are two items. The
first is for public buildings at Ottawa, and the second is for
public buildings all over the Dominion.

Harbors and Rivers, Nova Sootia............................8$2,000 00

Mr. KIRK. Have the harbors for which amounts were
voted last year all been completed ?

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. The hon. gentleman must
see that in these estimates they are without exception votes
in connection with harbors already began. Any amount for
new works must appear in the Supplementary Estimates.

Mr. KIRK. IL it estimated that the $2,000 now proposed
for Mabou will complete the work ?

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. The engineer's estimate às
that the total amount required for repairs is 82,000.

Mr. VAIL. Hon. members will notice that only $2,000
appears under this heading for Nova Scotia, as compared
with 8B1,500 for Prince Edward Island, $63,750 for Quebe,
$43,500 for Ontario. I hope the Minister of Public Works
will take note of this fact and remember Nova Scotia inthe
Supplementary Estimates. I would like to ask the Min-
ister of Public Works what is the position of the Digby
pier at present.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. We are making some tempo-
rary repairs in order to allow th steamers to [and their
passengers and goode. But as to the extent of the larer
work I cannot say now; I muet reserve my remarks on tat
head until we come to the Supplementary Estimates.

Mr. VAIL. The reason I have referred to this matter la
that I have reoeived a number of letters from people in
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Nova Ecotia and New Brunswick as to the disadvantages
the people are laboring under in being obliged to land from
vessels in scowe. Steamers run from Boston and also daily i
from St. John, New Brunswick, and the people are subjectedi
to great inoonvenience. I hope the Minister will take a-
note of the matter, and will see that the work is pushed
as rapidly as possible.

Barbors and Rivers, Prince Edward Island............ $11,600 00o

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. For repaire to breakwaters,1
piers, &c, acquired from the Local Government we require1
82,000; for the New London breakwater $2,500; for Cas-t
cumpeo, removal of rock, $5,000, and for repaire to the
Souris breakwater, $2,000.

Mr. MACDONALD (King's). I hope the hon.gentleman
will remember that $2,000 ie not a sufficient sum for repairs
to the Souris breakwater, and that, as a good deal of damage
has been done last season, he will bring down in the Supple-
mentary Estimates a sufficient sum to repair it.

Mr. MoINTYRE, I regret that the sum appropriated
for repairs to Souris breakwater this year is only $2,000.
As far as I am able to judge, it will require at least $8,000
or $10,000 to repair the damage which was done there last
fall. Last year the sum of $3,000 was granted, and the
work was farmed out to three or four individuals, and the
expectant candidate for that portion of the county gave
or ers to his friends, who were of course favorable to the
Government, and those were the only ones who could
receive any work during the time the work was lu progress.
There were no tenders asked as there should have been.
The ro r way, I think, in the construction of works of
this k1)d, is that they should be let by public competition,
pnd then let the contractor get bis material at the usual
rates. Whilst this work wa in progress a storm came up
aind a large amount of damage was done to the breakwater ;
a large portion of the eastern wall was driven in, and it bas
remained so all the past winter. In fact, it is a matter of
surprise to the people how the work etood it at all. It was
in that condition when I left home, and I do not know
how it has been since. They did not commence work
on the breakwater until late in the fall, which is not
the proper time to do work in such an exposed
position. The work should begin in the summer
when the weather is calm, because in the fall it is not
Possible to continue the work steadily; they may work one
day and be off for the next three or four days. Whilst I
am on the subject I would draw the attention of the Minister
of Public Works to another work in King's county, to
which I directed his attention some three years ago. I refer
to the breakwater at the mouth of St. Peter's harbor. The
hon, gentleman will remember that the contract was given
ont in 1882 or 1883, that the contractor did a certain part
of the work and then withdrew, taking a portion of the
money coming to him for that year. The hon. gentleman
will remember that in the Session of 1883 I drew hie atten-
tion to the condition of that work, to the fact that it was in
a state of disrepair, and that the harbor was likely to be
destroyed unless the work was prosecuted. The hon.
gentleman promised on that occasion that in the succeeding
spring the work would be.prosecuted to the satisfaction of

e people, but that promise has not been carried out. The
balance was carried over for a couple of years, but now I
see that it has disappeared altegether. Now it would be
satisfaotory to the people there to know if that work is to
be completed, for if the harbor is to b. left in its present
condition it will be completely ruined.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. It was not in the Estimates
last year ; for, if so, it would have appeared in italics in the
adjoining column of this years' Estimates.

Mr. MoINTYRE. Well, it was in the year before,
Mir. VAn.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. That statement of the hon.
gentleman, therefore, is not correct. The hon. gentleman
says that the work on Souris break water was begun too
late in the year. Whose fault is that ? I could not begin
until the money was at my disposal.

Mr. MoINTYRE. You had the money in July.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. The hon. gentleman does
not suppose that after having been six months in Session
we could begin immediately. We had a great many works
to proceed with, and we had to prepare plans and specifica-
tions. This work may be very important, but I could not
abandon all the other works, some of which were quite as
important as this, in order to carry it through immediately.
Instructions were given to take them as fast as we could
go on with the works. This year I hope the Session will
finish this month, and then we will have nearly two
months more than we had last year, and we will
be able to begin our work carlier, and thus meet
the wishes of the hon. gentleman who says that these
works should begin earlier. I am perfectly with
him in that, but I cannot begin to work unless the
money is voted, and as the Session finishes generally about
May or June, we cannot begin at the very beginning of
summer. When the money is voted and is put at my dis-
posal, instructions are given to the engineers or architecte
to prepare their plans and specifications. Inthis case the
hon. gentleman says no tenders were called for. It is not
usual to call for tenders for small works. We generally do
these thinge otherwise, by having a clerk of works or engi-
neer on t he spot, because these specifications could not
possibly cover the whole ground. Sometimes we cannot
know exactly the quantity of work to be done, and there-
fore we could not call on a contractor to give us a tender
for it, as it sometimes turne out to be double or treble what
it was thought to be. That is the reason why small works
of this kind are performed by days' labor under the super-
vision of an engineer or a clerk of works. With regard to
the other pier the hon. gentleman spoke of, if he will be
kind enough to put a question on the notice paper, I shall
be able to answer it in forty-eight hours.

Mr. DAVIES. The hon, gentleman says that small works
he adopte the system of performing by days' labor instead
of by tender; but I think nearly all the building of piers
and breakwaters in Prince Edward Island is done by days'
labor, which is notthrown open, as it ought to be, to the
general public, but the money is sent down to a little clique
who simply employ men who are known and recognised as
wearing the ribbon of the party: "No other person need ap.
ply." These breakwaters are built in exposed places, and
there ought to be asurvey toascertain minutely the quantity
of work to be done, and then it ought to be done by contract.
I have warned the hon. gentleman of this before. Re knows,
if he has examined these works, that the plan of spending
$1,000 in one year and perhaps $1,500 in another, and plac-
ing that money in the hands of such people as he dignifies
by the name of clerks of works, is really and truly throwing
money away. Last year we voted 81,500 for the New London
breakwater; this year the hon. gentleman is asking for $2,000
more. What is that but mere patch-work ? The money is
sent to a little clique who spend it among their friends;
and I warn the hon, gentleman that the public interest is
not being served by a system of that kind. There is no
class of work that ehould be so efficiently bilt as break-
waters, and if, after careful examination and after specifica-
tions prepared by a competent engineer, they are built under
contract by the lowest tenderer, they will be useful to the
public and will reflect credit on the hon. gentleman's
Department. I suppose we may expect in the Supplemen-
tary Estimates large sums for other breakwaters, because we
are instructed that the elections are not far oft, and the
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surest evidence of that is in the votes in the Supplemen-
tary Estimates-

Sir HECTOR LkNGEVIN. The hon. gentleman's
remarks would frighten a Minister of Public Works if I were
more disposed to be frightened than I am. If we were to
bring down large sumo for these works, he would say, you
are bringing them down for the elections. Therefore, I take
the hon. gentleman's warning that we should not bring
down large estimates for Prince Edward Island.

Mr. DAVIES. I do wish you to bring large sums for the
Island.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. Fortunately for me, I am
not in the habit of consulting the hon. gentleman about the
estimates to be brought down. The hon. gentleman says
that in voting $2,000 or $3,000 this year, and as much next
year, we are squandering the money. But unless these
works are built at a cost of five or six times as much as
they now coet, we cannot do otherwise than repair them as
the damage occurs. The great difficulty in the Maritime
Provinces is that sea worms detroy the wood in these
works in three or four years, and all at once a work that
seems to be solid crumbles, or is carried away by a storm.
The only way to remedy that effectually wonld be to build
the works in a more substantial way, with stone
slopes to protect them, which would cost a very large
sum of money. We have done that in the case
of works of great, magnitude; but I have instructed
my chief engineer, that whenever practicable, it
is botter to wait for three or four years, if the work ca
stand it, instead of repairing it from year to year and spend-
ing small sums upon it, so as to accumulate larger sums to
protect the work in the way I state. But these small works
cannot be done otherwise than by days' work; and in that
case the work is best done under the supervision of an offi-
eer. It is quite possible, in so maniy extensive works from
one end of the Dominion to the other, that some negligence
will occur on the part of local officers. The hon. gentleman
complains that the men employed are friends of the Gov.
ernment. That is one of those accidents that occur under
every Government; the hon. gentleman knows they
occurred under the Government who preceded us, and I
have no doubt they will occur under Governments who will
follow us.

Mr. BIACKETT. I desire to say that the allegations of
the bon. member for Queen's are quite incorrect. I do not
know much about the breakwater to which he refera espe.
cially, but with regard to the gentlemen appointed to
superintend these works, they are honest, conscientious
men, and the money entrusted to their charge is as faith-
fully expended as it can be. I am not aware that any man+
having control of this work is in any way open to the
imputation of jobbing. Does the hon, gentleman mean to
say that because a small sum of money, amounting to less
than S1,000, is placed in the hands of men in Prince Edwardt
Island, it would be thrown away? He is quite incorrect.
The people of Prince Edward Island are as careful of publie
money as the people of any other Province, and the hon.
gentleman, when he speaks in that sense, is reflecting on
the people of his own Province. The people of Prince
county, at least, are quite cognisant of the fact that
public money for the building of breakwaters is
of great advantage to them, and any amount, be it
ever o small or so large, is ever gratefully accepted by
them, and is expended in the most careful and economic
manner, under the management of the Minister of Publie
Works, and the able engineers and gentlemen ho controls. h
It is a refiection on our people to say that you cannot send
down to Prince Edward Island 81,000 to expend in an
emergency-the end of a breakwater may be carried away
or the approach to it-but you must take another man t

from another Province to control that expenditure. I amn
glad to state the hou. gentleman is quite incorrect, and that
the money that if expended is expended in the very beut
direction. The hon. gentleman, when he says the money at
New London was wasted, is passing a refgection on a vuey
important section of his own county.

Mr. DAVIES. I do not expect' m criticiem to meet ihe
approval of the hon. member for Prince (Mr. Hackett).
With reference to the item:

Balance of re-imbursement to the Goverument of Prince *dward
Island, in settiement of their claims for the construction and mainten-
ance of harbor and river works of Faderal importance, lot July, 1878, to
January, 1883, $24,240 00.

Is that in full settlement of claim, or is the claim Btill open?
Sir RECTOR LANGEVIN. It is in ettlement Of the

claim.
Mr. DAVIES. There is no claim preferred by the Gov

vernment of Prince Edward Island for another sum ?
Sir HECTOR LAN(UEVIN. When the laim was made

in the first instance by the Goverument of Prince Edward
Island, they claimed a much larger sum. Then we granted
after examination $53,000 or 651,000 for a nuriber of
wharves or piers, and afterwards, on their asking as to recon-
sider the matter, saying there were certain piers that woe
of the same Federal importance as those we had accepted,
the matter was reoonsidered, and finally this um of $24,000
'was voted with the sanction of Parliament in settlement Of
the claim.

Mr. DAVIES. Whon the $53,000 was voted, it was made
a condition in the Order in Council that the Goverument
of Prince Edward Island should give a receipt in full. They
would not however give the receipt, but pressed their
claims for a further and larger amount. The hon. gentleman
yielded to their pressure to the extent of $24,000 nd paid
it. Was that money accepted by the Prince Edward Island
Govern ment as a settlement in full ?

Sir HECTOÉ LANGEVIN. As far as I ean recollect, it
was a final settlement.

Mr. DAVIES. There is no application pending for à
further sum?

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. I cannot recollect.

Mr. HACKETT. I do not know why the hon. gentleman
should be so persistent in wanting to know whether it is a
matter open between the Government of Prince Edward
Island and the Dominion. I think it is our interest that
the matter should be left in such a state that the Prince
Edward Island Government can advance their claim at any
time.

Mr. DAVIES. When tue hon. gentleman becomes a
minister, I will address my questions to him. In the mean
time, I will address them to the Minister of Public Workso

Publie Works, New Brunswick............. $41,500 00

Mr. WELDON. Io the Negro Point breakwater, St.
John harbor, under contract now ?

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. Yes; the contractors are
Rhodes, Curry & Ce.

Mr. WELDON. Have they not failed? And it is not a
man named Harrison who has the contract.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. The statement that I have
here shows that they are the contractors. The date of
contract is August, 1885, so they muet ho new contractors.
The work will be completed 30th September, 1886.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. How comes it to b
hat there is so large a revote ?
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Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. I suppose it is on account

of the work having been etopped. We had to cal for new
tenders.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. What is estimated to
be the total cost ?

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. The works were re-let to
Rhodes, Curry & 4Jo., on the 12th August, 1885. Their
contract is for $60,000, and $25,000 to $30,000 will be
required to finish.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. What is the total cost ?
Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. Previous to 1878, 8145,000

had been expended. Bach year from that, there was
expended $30,000, $16,000, $5,000, $2,000, 85,000, $30,000,
$41,000, 819,000, $6,500, $35,500, respectively.

Mr. VAIL. It is about time the work was completed.
lt has been a drag on the Treasury for year, and I hope it
will be rebuilt in such a way that there will be no danger
of its being carried off again.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. The hon. gentleman knows
how it was damaged by the storm.

Mr. BURPEE. Perhaps the Minister will give us some
idea of the expenditure on the St. John River. The amount
is emall, it is true, but it is said that it is frittered away and
does very little good. I should like to know what the money
is for, how it is used, and whether there is any contract. It
is said it is given to some two or three parties, and they
expend it as they think proper with very little advantage
to the river. We have the same amounts year after year.
The amount appears to be divided into three parts, althongh
two of them run connectedly from Fredericton Lo River des
Chutes. The other part is above Grand Falls.

Sir RECTOR LANGEVIN. The first amount of $1,000
Bear Island to Fredericton, the chief engineer states is
required to continue the improvement of the navigable
channel of this river by removing boulders, suags, and other
obstructions. This amount was expended last year, and I
think a similar sum was expended the previous years.

Mr. BURPEE. Is it by contract or days' work?
Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. I think it was under the

supervision of some officer of my Department. Then the
vote of $3,000 for the River St. John above Grand Falls,
and the River Tobique, is put in for the continuation of the
improvements of the navigable channel of the River St. John
above Grand Falls. I have not been there myself, but I
have understood from different parties for the last three
years that these sums were well employed and did good ser-
vice to the navigation.

Mr. WELDON. What was done with it?
Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. Last year, the sum of

$2,743.55 was applied to the repairs to a breakwater on the
east side of Grand Falls, and towards the construction of a
wharf on west side, $900; improvements between Wood-
stock and Grand Falls, blasting rock and removing sand
bars at various places. Then the other sum is from the
River -des Chutes to Bear Island. That is to be expended
in continuing the improvement of this river by removing
the boulders and other obstructions.

Mr. GILLMOR. Will the hon. Minister explain about
this expenditure on the Madawaska River ?

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. There is no item this year
for the Madawaska River.

money, but numerous complaints have been made to me
since I have been a member of Parliament, that the money
expended on the -River St. John, above Woodstock, is prac-
tically thrown away, that it is done by days' work and in a
very improper way, 0 much so that I have been solicited
by sever al in my own county and in the county of Victoria,
which the Minister of Inland Revenue represents, to sk for
a detailed statement showing how the money bas been
expended for three years past. Ihave not done so, but if I have
the fortune to be here another year, I may be obliged to do
so. No steamboat runs on the River St. John above Wood-
stock since the construction of the railway and since
the river has been bridged. There are four bridges above
Woodstock, and there is no steamboat navigation. There
are some tow boats running there, I think, but the
public who live on both sides ofthe river think a large por-
tion of this money is very uselessly expended. So far as
the Tobique river is concerned, it may be a neeessity to
expend it, because they have no means of communication
except by the river or by road, and there is a great deal of
lumbering done there. I have been asked to direct the
attention of the Minister to one point where some benefit
might be done. That is at Hartland. There is a station
of the New Brunswick Railway there and a very large
amount of business is done, and they have to cross from one
side of the river to the other, but the only means of com-
munication is a wire ferry. At Florenceville, above, and
at Woodstock, below, they have bridges, but there they
have nothing but a wire ferry, and I am told there are
impediments, in the shape of boulders, which it would be
of service to the people at that point to have removed.

Mr. WELDON. Io no contract let for any of this work ?
Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. It is done by days' work.
Mr. WELDON. Who had charge of that ?
Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. Those works are under the

charge of the clerks of works and superintendents that
were appointed for that purpose.

General repaire and improvementa of harbors and
river of the Maritime Provinces........... $12,000 00

Mr. VAIL. I have before called the attention of the
Minister of Public Works to this vote, which is largely ex-
pended for travelling expenses of the engineers in charge
of all the works in the Maritime Provinces. I think it
would be better to charge that sum to salaries instead of
public works. Probably not one-third of the amount goes
to general repairs and works.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. This sum covprs the tra-
velling expenses and salaries of those enginers who are
sent to make examinations and surveys, and they must be
paid in some way. This is the ordinary vote for that pur-
pose.

Mr. VAIL. I would ask if there was an engineer em-
ployed lest year to survey the works in Nova Scotia with
a view of deciding what portion of the works would be
considered Dominion and what Local. I know an engineer
went through the Province, but whether he was employed
by the Dominion or Local Government I could not say.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. I think we had an engineer
employed there, the Provincial Government made a claim in
that direction, and we could not take it up until we had
procured some information, and we had an engineer who
went round. I do not know how far his work has been
done.

Mr. IRVINE. Of course, it is not well for any person to abor and Rivera, Quebec...... ..... $63,'50 00
find fault with money expended in his own constituency.
It seems to be something out of the usual course, and I do Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. Etang du Nord, $7,000.
not wish it to be understood that the observations I make That is at one of the Magdalen Islands, and is a harbor of
are in the shape of fault-finding witi the expenditure of the refuge; 85,000 will be required to complete it. I am sorry

Sir Ricnaa CaTwauaT.
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the hon. member for Gasp4 (Mr. Fortin) ji not here, for h.
could explain this item. It is for fishing boate, because there
ls no ehelter on that coast.

Mr. LANGELIER. Is this work done by contract ?

Sir HRECTOR LANGEVIN. I think there je a oontract.
The diMeulty was that it is far out of the way.

Mr. LANGELIER. I would ask alo if the work at Ste.
Anne de la Pocatière is done by contract ?

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. Yes. Only $750 are re.
quired to complete.

Mfr. LANGELIER. There is nothing provided for the
wharf and pier. In it not to be lengtbened ?

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. Yes; there will be some-
thing in the supplementaries.

Mr. LANGELIER. Ile the work at Chateau Richer also
being executed by contract?

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. The hon, gentleman knows
that there are boulders at Chateau Richer. We have been
clearing away the boulders, because boats go there to trade
and to the quarries, and they are very often wrecked or
damaged. We have been clearing achannel, and I think this
amount will complete the worki

Mr. LAURIER. Will the sum of_ 89,000 complete the
works near Nicolet ?

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. I think there is something
else in the Supplementary Estimates. At the entrance to
the mouth of the river where the harbor has been made, we
require to complete one side by putting brushwood and
stone. We have a portion of thematerial on hand, and this
is for the purpose of using it and completing the work.

MWr. LAURIER Does that mean completion during the
year ?

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. From July to July.
is done by contract; R. P. Cook is the contractor.

That

Mr. LANGELIER. This $3,000 for Lanoraie, is that for
the same pier built many years ago by the Richelieu Com.
pany ?

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. No, it le another one.

Mr. BERGERON. (Translation.) I see there is nothing
for the. St. Louis River. I presume the hon. Minister has
forgotten these works.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. (Translation.) Thut is so;
I see there is nothing.

Mr. BERGERON. (Translation.) Can the hon. Minister
tell us whether there will be anything in theSupplementary
Estimates ?

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. (Translation.) I am unable
to tell that now; the Supplementary Estimates are not yet
pased in Council.

Mr. BERGERON. (Translation.) Just a moment ago,
I heard th. hon. gentleman tell the hon. member for
Megantie (Mr. Langelier) that there would be in the Sup.
plementary Estimates an amount for Trois Pistoles. It is
so near the St. Louis River in the present Estimates that, if
the Supplementary Estimates are already prepared for
Trois Pistoles, the Minister ought to know whether there
will be an amount for the St. Louis River.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVLN. (Translation.) Unfortu-
nately, Trois Pistoles i not qQite so near as that to the St.

Louis River. With regard to Trois Pistoles I knew that
the Supplementary Estimates had been passed In Counoil,
and that is the reason yhby I have been able to give an
answer to the hon. member for Megantic.

Mr. BERGERON. (Translation.) The hon. gentleman
will allow me to remind him that a delegation from Beau-
harnois waited upon him and askei the Government
through him, whether these works were to be continued.
The Minister knows perfectly well the importance of these
works which were begun about three years ago. The
owners of the river frontage on both sides have greatly
suffered from the construction of these works, still they feit
satisfed when they thought of the benefits wbich would
result trom their completion. If they are abandoned now
the money expended up to this time will not be of much
use, while a very small sum would complete them. This
would b. exceedingly important, not only for the town of
Beauharnois but for the whole district.

Mr. LANGELIER. (Translation.) With regard to this
item of the St. Louis River, if I understand the nature of
the works, it was intended to deepen the river-bel, and
these works are not yet completed.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. (Translation.) Some of
the works were not completed but they are completed now.

Mr. LANGELIER. (Translation.) With regard to the
taking up of anchors and chains from the bottom of the
St. Lawrence, the hon. Minister stated a moment ago that
these works were not intended to take place in the Quebec
harbor, The Quebec Harbor Commissioners have an appa.
ratus made for the special purpose of taking up anchors and
chains, by which an immense quantity has been taken up
from the Quebec harbor. Is it intended to use this appa.
ratus for the purpose of taking up these anchors and chains
or to have them taken up by day's work? In the latter
case the work would be very costly.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. (Translation.) That appa.
ratus does not belong to the Harbor Commissioners; it
belongs to the Department of Publie Works. It is by
means of this apparatus that the chains and boulders have
been taken up. It is quite possible that, after this year,
when the work referred to will be completed, that this
machine will be transferred to the Quebec Harbor Commis.
sioners to whom it will be more useful than to the Depart.-
ment.

Mr. AMYOT. (Translation.) ls this work of the same
nature as that which bas been performed lest year with
regard to the taking up of chains and anchors ? I under.
stand that a man by the name of Fradette bas been employed
in taking up chains and anchors at various places near St.
Jean d'Echaillons.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. (Translation.) It le not
the same thing. At St. Jean d'Echaillons, the work wau
done under a contract with the Departinent of Marine to
take up the wreck of the steamer Ottawa. Mr. Fradette
had a contract, but he was unable to carry it out, as he had
not the necessary appliances and the price was not sufficient.
The Department asked for tenders for the clearing off of the
whole wreck, and Mr. Fradette happened to put in the lowest
tender. I understand that siince then the oontract has been
given to him, and that he will commence bis work as soon
as the water will be warm enough te allow him to dive. I
believe a sum of $12,000 or $15,000 will be required for
that object.

Mr. AMYOT. Besides the present amount?
Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. Yes.
Mr. AKYOT. (Translation.) Will this amount be

expended by day's work or under contract?
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Sir RECTOR LANGEVIN. (Translation ) It will not

be by contract but by means of the lifting barge which will
take up the boulders and chains. , A crew is put on board
and the work is done by that crew.

Mr. AMYOT. (Translation.) I desire to call the atten-
tion of the hon. Minister of Public Works on the repairs of
the St. Michel's wharf. I see there is nothing this year in
the Estimates for these works. Last year, the Government
bas expended $1,000 to repair the wharf at St. Michel, and
I believe the reports of the officers of the Dapartment state
that the work has been exceedingly well done. With the
81,000, work was done which is worth at least $3,000'. If the
Government do not wish to see these works carried off by
the next storm, they must cause these 'repairs to be con-
tinued towards the shore. This is one of the most useful
wharves to navigation. Very often vessels of a high
tonnage, go there to seek a refuge against sudden storms.
Ail those who are conversant with the subject, have
remarked that if the parish of St. Michel had not built
these works the Government would have been obliged to
build them. Until now, all that bas been done by the
Government has been the taking up of a few stones opposite
the wharf, and the repairing of the wharf last year. The
countr feels grateful towards the Government for that
inuch, ut that should not be the end of it. I am free to
inform the hon. Mininter that the continuation of these
works will not diminishl the chances of the Government at
the next general election. It will be considered as an act
of justice which will cause the electors to be favorably dis.
posed. Moreover, public interests demands that the Govern-
ment should see to it. There is another question winh
reference to the amount due on the wharf. Perhaps this is
not the proper time to deal with the question. Still, as
the Dominion Government is on very fair terms with
several of the Local Governments, they might possibly
agree with the Local Government to settle this
question. It will be remembered that this wharf was
built with money borrowed when the Government issued
debentures. The parish had borrowed this money at the
suggestion of the hon. Minister, and it had been
stated that that money would never be refunded.
The parish acted in good faitb, Since then the par-
ish sustained heavy losses. It is not a wealthy parish, and
although the whole district uses tis wharf, the parish is
obliged to pay it in full. All we have to do is to cross the
river to see that the principle which I desire to apply to
St. Michel is applied on the other bhore on the Island of
Orleans. The fact that a river separates the two places is
no reason why the same principle should not apply. The
hon. Minister of Public Works knows the question per-
fectly well, and with his knowledge of business and his
knowledge of the locality, I am sure that he will finally
accede to my demand. For this year, I will ask the hon. Mini-
ster, in the name of public usefulness, to be pleased to put
something in the Supplementary Estimates to maintain this
wharf, because if it should be carried away by the waters,
we would be face to face with a loss which would require
an expenditure of $20,000 or $30,000 or, perhaps, $40,000
to rebuild it. We can maintain this wharf by repairing it,
and I hope that the well-known spirit of justice which
animates the bon. Minister will induce him to take into
consideration the details which may facilitate the settle.
ment of this question.

Mr. LAURIER. (Translation.) With regard to the
Yamaska River, is this sum intended to complete the
works ?

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. (Translation.) Yes.

Mr. AUGER. (Translation.) What is the nature of
thes.'works? ?

Ér, .&XYoT.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. (Translation.) It is a deep
ening at the head of the St. John's Island at the shoals
below Cardin's Island, at the lower entrance of the look and
at the rapids ofSt. Aimé.

Mr. LANGELIER. (Translation.) Io the work done
by contract ?.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. (Translation.) Yes.
Harbors and rivers, Ontario ............... $43,500 OO

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. For what purpose will
$4,000 for Cobourg harbor be expended ?

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. On works in connection
with the extension of the eastern pier.

Mr. CHARLTON. How is it proposed to expend $2,000
at Little Current, Lake Huron ?

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. It is a work that has been
going on for several years; it is dredging and blasting rock
to improve the steamboat channel. This will complete the
work. I understand the work has been very well done,
and is much appreciated by steamboat captains and
mariners.

Sir RICH ARD CART W RIGHT. What is proposed to
do with the $1,000 for Port Hope harbor ?

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. It is proposed to add a
further length to the breakwater.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. For what ls 84,000
required at Kingston?

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. It is for work on the shoal.
Sir RICHARD £ARTWRIGRT. Then as to the $10,000

or Midland harbor ?
Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. That amount has been re-

voted three times. A deputation from the municipal coun-
cil and the railway companies waited on the Government,
and it was -understood they were to proceed with their part
of the work. They are to construct the cribs, and the
material from the dredging will be thrown into them, so
that a double object will be served: the crib work will be
filled in and there will be an increased depth of water
obtained.

Mr. WHITE (Renfrew). I observe that the vote for the
improvement of the chanrel of the River Ottawa above
Pembroke has been dropped this year. I desire to draw
the attention of the Minister to the fact that a statement
has been made to me by steamboat owners and others inter-
ested in the navigation at that particular point, that an
expenditure of between $2,000 and $3,000 is necessary to
complete the improvement of the channel at that point, and,
unless such expenditure is made, the previous expenditure
of $5,000 or $6,000 will be practically lost. I would ask
the Minister to consider the question with a view to placing
an amount of say $3,000 in the Supplementary Estimates.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. lthat at the same place ?
Mr. WHITE (Renfrew). Yes.
Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. I was not so informed. I

will make a note of it.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRTGHT. What about $4,000
which it is proposed to expend at Sault Ste. Marie.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. This is a very important
work. The steamers that go to Lake Superior, when they
reach Sault Ste. Marie, do not stop on our side because
there is not sufficient depth of water and they cross over te
the American eide. We think we should give our own
people a chance to have the steamers stop there, and I am
informed by the engineer that $4,000 will go a long way
towards remedying ithe evil complained of.
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Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. I called the attention'

of the Minister of Public Works early this Session to the
condition of Bayfield harbor, where the work which had
been done had been.completely torn up last autumn. He
forwarded me a photograph of the werk, and I understood
him to say that orders were given to construct the crib
work of sufficient solidity to resist the storms there. But
I have a letter from the reeve of Bayfield in which he
mentions that unless some dredging is done there the
harbor will be perfectly useless. Is that being attended to?

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. Yes. As the winter has
only just closed we could not do it before, but the intention
is to do it now ?

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. I think there is a
dredge in Goderich.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. I think so.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. And probably two or
three days' work would be sufficient to clean out the sand
and make the harbor available both for a harbor of refuge
and for general harbor purposes.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. It is true there is a dredge
at Goderich, but she is in great demand. I have given
orders that she shall go from there in order to clear the
entrances of two or three or four other harbors.

Mr. CAMERON (Huron). I would like to ask the hon.
gentleman whether the sum appropriated for Bayfield bar.
or has already been expended, and whether the work

intended to be completed at the north pier bas been com-
pleted ? My recollection is that $1,000 was voted for the
purpose, and I would like to know if the money bas been
expended and the work done to the satisfaction of the
Department. The information I get from Bayfleld is of a
very unsatisfactory character. I was not in the House when
the hon. gentleman answered the hon. member for South
Huron. If I had been I could have satisfied him that the
statements he received where wholly unreliable. I am pre-
pared to say that the larger portion of that money was
absolutely thrown away, that it was worse than wasted
because it was improperly done. Some of the piling was
done in such a way that when they struck a boulder they
would cnt it off, and when a storm came a large portion was
carried away and was afterwards used for fence posts, wheu
they were thrown upon the bank.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. It is quite possible that
there may have been something of that kind, and that some
of the piles were not put down far enough to be protected
in case of a storm. But I understood from the chief
engineer that it was not so, that the work was proceeding
well, and was well done. The objection whinh the bhon.
inember for South Huron made the other day, and to which
he called my attention, was that we had not been dredging,
and that the entrance was not open. le was perfectly
right in that. The idea was not when they began to dredge
to open the channel altogether. It was purely and simply,
when the work was going on, to give facilities for the
smaller boats to go in, leaving a good deal of the work to
be done afterwards, wheon the pier where the gap had
occurred would be completed, leaving the water to scour
and work out a portion of the accumulation of sand and
débris which was found there. The photograph which b
showed the hon. gentleman was only to show that the
work was progressing well. I was glad the bon. gentle.
man called my attention to it because, after ah, there might
be negligence somewhere, and I am always glad when hon.
gentlemen cali my attention teoanything of that kind, and I
investigate it at once. But I understood from the engincer
that the work was progressing well, and that ho was wait-
ing for the spring to go on with it.

Mr. CAMERON (Huron). Has the break in the north
pier been repaired ?

Sir HECTOR L&NGEVIN. So I understood from the
chief engineer.

Mr. CAMERON (Huron). It i'beyond a doubt that a
large portion of the piles driven in there were not over 6 or
8 feet in length,

Sir H1ECTOR LANGEVIN. When?
Mr. CAMERON (Huron). Lat year.

Sir H ECTOR LANGEVIN. That is repaired.

Mr. CAMERON (Huron). True, but that money is ail
wasted. Nothing but the grossest possible negligence oould
have caused it. What I complain of is that the money voted
by Parliament was wasted, simply because there was not
proper superintendence. It is unreasonable that a man
should be employed as clerk of works who lives at a Iong
distance from the place, when there were an abundance of
the hon. gentleman's friends near the place. He came from
Goderich, and there was no reason why that should be.
There was the exponse of bringing the men ad supplies
from thore, and there is actually a charge for travelling
expenses. He should have employed a man who lived near
the place and took an interest in the work, and he could thus
have got supplies cheaper and avoided tho cost of transport.
As I know the hon. gentleman takes an interest in the
charming little harbor of Port Albert, and as I believe a
delegation from that place waited upon him and that he
recoived them, as healways receives everybody, courteously,
and as t 3ere wure hopes that something would be done, I
should liko to ask him about that work. I may say that, al.
though I am opposed to doing this kind of work by daywork,
by employing some person as superintendent who goes and
gets his own friends to do the work, yet, I must say that in
Port Albert the work has been very well done. I visited
the place and I think the work was fairly well done; I do
not think there was any ground of complaint. It will re-
quire a little more-not very much -to make it a very con-
venient harbor. The sum of $ L,000, $2,000 or 13,000
expended there would be money well expended, and would
bu of the greatest possible advautage to the locality. I1t is
one of the most important harbors we have on the sh>re of
Lake Huron. A large amounut of lumber, wood, grain and
other articles are shipped from that port, and it the hon.
gentleman could only sue his way to expending a couple of
thousand dollars there, I am satisfied that wben ho next
comes to the locality he will come to the conclusion that I
have come to, that the money was well expended.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. I am glad to hear the hon.
gentleman say that in one case the money waa well
expended.

Mr. CAE RON (Huron). I am always willing to give
credit where credit is due.

Sir HEC [OR LANGEVIN. The hon. gentleman said
that only my friends were employed.

Mr. CAMERON (Huron). No; I said the superintendent
employed his friends.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. I was going to say that I
had to employ my friende rather than my opponents.

Mr. WILSON. Early in the Session I presented a peti.
tion from Port Stanley, from a very ifluential deputation,
who came accompanied by a resolution of the oanty coun-
cil, asking that a certain appropriation ehould be made to
Port Stanley harbor. I would hike to ask if the Minister
hs given the matter his consideration or not.

Sir HEi3TOR LANGEVIN. That has been looked iato,
but I have not yet come to a deocision about it,
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Mr. WILSON. I think I had an equally gratifying

answer last year. I was led to hope until the Supplementary
Estimates came down; and when they came down, I was
told to wait until ne t year: but hope deferred makes the
heart sick, and i amr getting a little tired of waiting so long.
I think the Minister is well aware that that harbor is not
safe, and that owing to its defective condition many lives
have been loat. Perhaps he may say that the Government
have not the control of the harbor, but that it is
controlled by the Grand Trunk Railway. Still, I
think it is the duty of the Government to see that
the tolle collected by the Grand Trunk Railway are
expended in repairing the harbor. Perhaps they have
been ; but I moved for a return a short time aga, and I
found that that company had even neglected to return to
the Government for a number of years the amount they had
received as tolls, and the amount they had expended on the
harbor. Therefore I say, that when the Government have
deliberately neglected to enforoe their agreement with that
Company, it is their bounden duty to see that the harbor is
put in such a condition as will prevent such wrecks and
serions losses of life as have taken place there. I still hope
the Minister may put a amali item in the Supplementary
Estimates for Port Stanley. I must say that I am afraid
he is injuring the prospects of the Government candidate in
the next election; it is a good Tory preserve, having a
large majority of Conservatives, and it would be to the
interest of the Governmont to improve that harbor.

Mr. MoCRANEY. I would like to call the attention of
the hon. Minister to Oakville harbor. I believe there was
a deputation from Oakville down here two or three weeks
ago to see the Minister, and I understand from
those gentlemen that he received them very kindly,
and led them to hope that something would be done.
I suppose it is l the recollection of some hon. members
that on the th of April, the day of the great storm in
Lake Ontario, Oakville harbor was nearly entirely des-
troyed. At any rate, the east pier and lighthouse was en-
tirely swept away, and it was supposed the loss was from
$20,000 to $25,000. I understand that since that time the
Minister has sent up his engineer to survey the harbor, and
I trust that he has already made a report. I may say that
Oakville harbor is one of great importance; it is the princi-
pal harbor between Toronto and Hamilton, it bas a good
depth of water, and it is the only safe harbor between these
two places for vessis in a storm. I was there shortly after the
great storm, and again a few days ago, and in the interval
damage has been done fully to the extent of $1,000 ; so that
delay is dangerous, and whatever is done should be done at
once. The town hias done all it could do for the harbor. It
has expended upon it durihg the last ton years about
810,000; and having involved itself in debt for public im-
provements, it is ot in a position now to rebuild the harbor,
although it is quite willing to do all it poasibly can to assistÎ
in thlat work, but unless the Government do something
towafds it, I am afraid the harbor will not be rebuilt.
Therefore I hope the Minister will see his way to put some-
thing in the Supplementary Estimates for that purpose. i

Sir HECfOR LANGEVIN. This matter has already
received my attention. I was waited upon by a deputation
some time ago in reference to it; the hon. gentleman, I
think, was not present; but I was told that if the Govern.
ment found that they could recommend to Parliament a
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Mr. LISTER. I am not going to ask the Minister for
any assistance for the harbor I am about to refer to; but I
have a grievance to lay before the House from the people
of Sarnia. We have a harbor there on which not a dollar
of public money has ever been spent; it is a natural harbor,
and the moment vessels get into the river they are pro.
tected from storms. But during the past year the Govern-
ment for some purpose, thought proper to appoint a harbor
master for the town of Sarnia. He left this Province and
went to the United States, and representations were made
to the Government by their own friends and by the people
of Sarnia generally, asking that no appointment should be
made to the vacancy; but in spite of the protestations
of the people, the Government have appointed a harbor
master to fill his place. For many years past
American vessels, on their way to Lake Huron and
Lake Superior, have been in the habit of touching the town
of Sarnia and buying their supplies there, and the harbor
master, appointed a year or two ago, collected fees from
those vessels. Port Huron is situated immediately opposite
the town of Sarnia. The result of the collection of these fees
by the harbor master is that the town las completely lost the
trade it had from vessels whieh were in the habit of calling
there. American papers in Detroit, Port Huron, and tie
porta along the lakes had articles pointing out to American
shipowners the consequence of touching at Sarnia, and
speaking in harsh terms of the Government for the appoint-
ment of the harbor master. It is the only town where
public money bas not been expended, in which a harbor
master has been appointed. The people are unanimous,
regardless of politici, that there should be no harbor master
there, and they have sent representations to the Government
t,, that effect. Every wharf in Sarnia is owned by private
individuals, and ther has been no difficulty heretofore
which it required a harbor master to settle. Windsor is in
the same position as Sarnia, the wharves there being owned
by private individuals, and Windsor has no harbor master.
This appointment is a drag on the shipping and trade of
the town; and if the Government will only cancel it, they
will meet with the harty approval of the people, because
this appointment means the loss of thousands of dollars
every year. Tte American vseel i which formerly stopped at
Sarnia are now stopping at Port Huron. American shippers
feel that they have no harbor officers in their ports, except
in Detroit, and that consequently our vessels are not
charged harbor dues in American ports, it is not right that
American vessels should have to pay harbor dues in Sarnia.
For instance, I might cite the instance of a barge tow which
had come there for supplies, and had to pay $30 in fees.
The Americans look upon it as a swindle, and will not come
unless the Government abolish these fees, and if they should
do so they will be complying with the wishes of the whole
peope.

Mr. MoLELAN. Last season, representations were made
for the appointment of s harbor master in the port of
Sarnia, on the ground that the river was often obstructed
by rafts of timber and loge, and thus made unapproachable
to vessels. The only dispute was as to who should be
appointed, but on all aides there was a demand for a harbor
master who would regulate trade and traffle and prevent
the river being obstracted. The hon. gentleman gives as a
reason for the cancellation of the appointment that no
money hbas been expended there; but in Halifax, where no
money has been expended, a harbor master is necessary.

vote oi a certain sum oi money for tis work, the town ,
would contribute one-half of tie expense. That is certainly M r. LISTER. They have vast ahipping.
an encouragement; but I am not in a position to inform Mr. McLELAN. Sarnia has also a great deal of ship.
the hon, gentleman what we can do. ping; and whether it be a natural or artificial harbor, if there

Mr. MoCRANEY. I am very much pleased to hear the is a large amount of shipping a harbor master is necesary.
hon. Minister say that, and I am atisfied the town will be Thei Miniater of MarIne is absent, but I believe a proposition
wiling to contribute one-haL was submitted to him that no feue should be char5 od.

Sjir EUT"osLANaavZ.
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Mr. LISTER. American traders feel very bitterly oni

this subject. True, there was a petition from the people
asking for a barbor master, but it was owing to a difflculty
about the ferry, and that petition was got up by one of the9
persons interested in the ferry matter. He had an idea
that if a harbor master was appointed, he would get the
ferry to start from his own wharf. People signed that
petition without knowing the consequences, and since then
a petition has been sent to the Government, asking for the
cancellation of the appointment. So far as the obstructions
were concerned, they were not obstructions in the harbor
at ail, for the north harbor is a bay which is not navigable
and people having lands adjoining the bay, have loaned it
for the purpose of booming logs; but it was mentionçd as
a ground for the petition. There is not more than five feet
of water there at the most. The object of the petition was
that the ferry shQuld be forced to leave the dock of the
principal mover of the petition.

Harbors and Rivers, Manitoba....................... .$1,000 0 .

Mr. WATSON. I am sorry to see there is not a larger
amount voted for harbors and rivers in Manitoba. Is it the
intention of the Government to spend any amount on the
Water Hen River?

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. No.
Mr. WATSON. I regret there is not an amount placed

in the Estimates for improving Water Hen or White Mud
Rivers this year.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. Those rivers were not mon-
tioned last year, and therefore, no matter what may be the
decision of the Government, they could not appear in these
Estimates. They could only appear in the Supplementary
Estimates.

North Saskatchewan River, British Golumbia.... $15,000 00

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. I do not object to the
vote for North Saskatchewan River, but I would like to
know what the hon. gentleman proposes to do with it.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. The hon. gentleman sees
we had another sum of $10,000 last year. As promised,
there was a survey made of the river, the result of which is
that the Chief Engineer has suggested that 815,000 should
be applied in improving the North Saskatchewan River at
Cole's Falls, some nine miles above the forks, by removing
boulders, &c., so as to secure a depth of four feet or more at
low water. Cole'sPalls is said to be the worst part of the
river east of Prince Albert. There is $5,000 of a re-vote
and $10,000 of a new vote, and the estimate of the enginper
is that it will cost $15,000 to improve the river.

Harbors and Rivers, &c., British Columbia.........$10,500 0

Sir RICHARD CARTWR[GHT. Will this amount of
8,500 do the work of removing the Dredger Rock in Vic-

toria harbor ?

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. Yes; I think that will com-
plete the work.

Dredging.........................,.... $139,000 00

Mr. KING. Will the hon. gentleman say where the
steam dredge will be employed during the summer in New
Brunswick ?

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. I cannot say.
Mr. KING. Does the hon, gentleman mean to do any-

rthing on the Grand Lake ?

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. I cannot eay where the
dredging will be done. The hon. gentleman knowe prob-
hbly that the $30,000 we have for these Maritime Provinces
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is to work the dredges and the tugs, and so on, and the
dredges are sent where they are required.

Mr. KING. I would remind the hon. gentleman that a
survey was made at one point some years ago and $5,000
was voted, but very little of that has been expended up to
the Iresent time, and the necessity of dredging there is
muc, greater now than it was when the survey was made.

Mr. VAIL. The vote for the other Provinces for dredging
is separated, but there is only one vote for all the Maritime
Provinces. I should like to know what portion js going to
be expended in Nova Scotia and where?

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. If the wante of Nova Scotia
are greater than those of New Brunswick or those of New
Brunswick greater than those of Nova Scotia, a little more
may be expended where zt is needed than the exact pro-
portion of, say, 810,-000 in each of the three Provinces. If
it were divided, we might not have enough to work a dredge
in one Province where it was required, while we might
have enough if the vote was taken for the three
together. It is for the advantage of the service to take it
in this way.

Mr. VAIL. But Nova Scotia has ton times as many
harbors as any other Province.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN; I do not think Nova Scotia
is neglected in dredging.

Mr. BURPER. I think I have to complain of the dredg-
ing on the River St. John. 'Before Confederation we had a
dredge spocially built and appropriated to clear the chennel
between Fredericton and St. .Ton. When we went into
Confederation that dredge was taken charge of by the
Dominion, and another dredge, a suporior one, no doubt,
was put in her place, but this dredge, instead of being
employed on the river St. John as the intention was, bas
been employed about the wharves of St. John and
Fredericton and other wharves. Some points on that
river which required attention have been neglected
because of the pressure of parties representing the
cities at oach and of the navigation of this river
to employ the dredge continually around those wharves.
I do not see what object they can have in clearing the
channel around the wharves, if the channel on the river,
which gives them employment, is allowed to be filled up.
I know that, in one case, the dredge was taken from the
principal shoals on the river to dredge ont a channel
to a private cove. The shoal at Oromocto, as is
well known, when a dry season ocours, like lest
year, there are numerous vessels, both from the United
States and from St. John, carrying lumber that have to
unload part of their cargo and tow it, in order to get over
the shoal, and then reload. That causes great inconve-
nience. I hope the Minister will make a note of this. ir.
Perley, his chief engineer, knows what is needed very well,
and knows that, in the time of the late Government, a work
was commence1 to put more water into the channel to keep
it clear, but there has not been a safficient dam made up
to this time to keep it clear, and it requires dredging.

Mr. WATSON. Where will this $10,000 be expended in
Manitoba?

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN, In the same way that we
expended the vote of last year, that is, in working the
dredge and the tug at the mouth of the White Mud River.

Mr. WATSON; I hope it wll be used botter than it was
last year. Last year the tug on the White Mud River was
not worked at ail. Two years ago there was $10,000 voted
for the improvement of the Water Hen River. The engi-
neer made a survey and laid out the mony. le built a
couple of scows and a small dredge at Westbourne, on the
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White Mud River. Now these dredges have lain there ever
sihke Ô! the banks of the river. Of the whole $10,000
voted not five cents worth of improvements have been made
on the White Mud River, or on the Water Hon River, or on
the lake. I would like to see some portion of this money,
or another sum in the Supplementary Estimates, to operate
this plant that is lying there idle.

Blides and Boom............................ $16,800 00
Mr.CHARLTON. I would like to ask the Minister whether

any portion of this appropriation is to be used to improve
the Quinze Rapids. ]ismay say that a moderate sum of
money would improve those rapids and make them passable.
There has been some work done there, I believe, but the
Company hs failed.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. That is for the Ottawa
works.

Roads and Bridge........................19,500 00,

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. This $11,500 for
bridges over the River Ottawa at Ottawa city, and over the
Rideau Canal looks like a new work.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. This is to put these bridges
in order once for all, and then we will only have to keep
them up.

Committee rose and reported.
Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN moved the adjournment of

the House.
Motion agreed to; and the House adjourned at 12:45 a. m.,

(Friday).

HOUSE OF COMMONS.

FBrAr, 14th May, 1886.

The Spi&xA took the Chair at Three o'clock.

THIRD READING.

Bill (No. 22) repecting interest in the Province of
British Columbia..-(Mr. Thompson.)

WORKS IN OR OVER NAVIGABLE WATERS.

to come in to the Lieutenant-Governor in Council with plans
and epecificationsin order to render those bridges legal. If
I understand the hon. gentleman aright, ethis will go further
and will comp 1 the local authorities to obtain from the
Governor in ouncil a legislation of thir existing bridges,
and that seems to me an evil.

Mr. THOMPSON, It does not compel the legislation of
the existing bridges, but it enables the Governor in Coun-
cil to legalise them. It will compel them to obtain legisla-
tion if they have to be rebuilt.

Mr. WELDON. Rebuilt or repaired.
Mr. THOMPSON. No, I do not think it goes so far as

that.

Mr. WELDON. There might be a nice distinction
drawn between rebuilding and repairing.

Mr. THOMPSON. I think, where the old bridge has
gone down and there is a new one to be built, there ought
to be some control to see that navigation is not interfered
with by the new bridge to any greater extent than by the
old. I know of some cases where there could not be any
ground for disputing the lawfulness of the old bridge, but
a new bridge is built, perhaps, with lower passageways or
narrower passageways between the piers. I think there
ought to be some control. as to that. If not, wherever there

as been a bridge bailt under supervision, not interfering
with navigation, a new bridge substantially interfering with
natigation may be lawful.

Mr. DAVIES. But the ninth section provides for that,
because it says the Act shall not affect any bridge built
before the 17th May, 1882, which hereafter requires to be
rebuilt or repaired, if such bridge does not interfere with
navigation to any greater extent than before. The law
already provides that, if any such bridge is repaired in a
manner to interfere with navigation, t1e authority of the
Governor in Council must be obtained, and, if that is
retained, any old bridges which are repaired in such a way
as to interfere more than they formerly did with navigation,
will require the authority of the Góvernor in Council. It
does not appear to me to be judicious to go further. In the
Province from which I come many of our bridges are built
of timber which requires to be replaced every five or six
years. We have not introduced stone bridges to the extent
that other Provinces have, and it would be very hard if,
every time a bridge is to be repaired, plans have tobe

The House ro'olyod itelf into Committee on Bill (No. sumiiroate 'ovornor in Çûtunci, aitnougn te repairing
130) reepèoting certain works constructed in or over navi- does not cause any greater interference with navigation
gble åaters.-(Sir Hector "Lanevin.) than before.

(ln the Committee.) Mr. MITCHELL. If I understood the Minister of Justice
aright, he proposes to strike out the second, third and sixth

Mr. LANGELIER. This Bill provides that no work sections of this Bill, and by that means to leave existing
hielw fore constrircéd shall, so far as th. same interferès structures free from its operation.
wI navi ô, e lafl ork, unless the site has been

S ie Governor in ééncil. This interferes with Mr. THOMPSON. Yes, it will not declare those strue-
J Qnbo Ûoiflsion. tures to be illegal, and, if they are illegal at conmon law,

we have power by this Bill to declare them legal.Mr.ÉROBåO 1. propose to strike out clauses two,
three anafsix, whih ill remove th. objection of the hon. On section 4,
gentlemán. Mr. LANGELIER. It is in this clause that the amend-

r.,AV fl. hat declaration, to a largeextentaeznoves ment I 9uggÀeteëd in the interest of the Quebec Harbor Com-
the objections taken against this Bill The hon.,geùleman missioners should be introduced. At present, if any work
seb lthM, ii Whe Wartikn Provinies, yhlnch are intersected of that kind is to be built within the limite of the harbor of
with baye, oéeks and rivers, there are many hundreds of Quebec, no application has to be made to the Governor in
bridges whidh have ben buit heretofore without any direct Council. The only authority which has to be resorted to
legislative authority, in the sense of an Act being passed. is the harbor commissioners. Tic Governor in Council
They have:been bniltnder th. direction of tic Governor in has nothing te do with the construction of any wharves or
C il 'of the seeral Provinces, on votes of moneyge Piers, or anything of that kind, within the limita of the har-
by te ]Legislaturës, without pointing out a specific place or of Quebec.
wiere they should be ailt. In the old Act, there was Mr. THOMPSON. They do that under a special Sta-
nMtihg te affect thes. old bridges, and they were not obliged tute, and I do not think this clause interferes with that.

Mr Wäaes
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Mr. WELDON. The harbor of St. John, under an old

Statute, is the property of the corporation. It is not a pub.
lic harbor in the sense that other harbors are which have
been transferred to the Dominion, but it is entirely rivate
property and belongs to the corporation by Royal e arter,
confirmed by an Act of 1784. The corporation have always
taken the power to have a wharf builit by a harbor line
defined by the Legislature of New Brunswick. I think
there ought to be some reservation of the rights of that
corporation, because the question might be raised. M y
hon. friend (Mr. Mackenzie) says we could not touch private
property, but a nice question might arise, and I think those
rights might be reserved.

Mr. THOMPSON. I propose to add to this clause the
wordsI: "For which no sufficient sanction otherwise exists."
If there is no sufficient legal sanction for the work other-
wise, they may come to the Governor in Council. That
will save the rights of everybody, and will only include in
the scope of this jurisdiction those works in respect of
which there is no means now of making them lawful.

Mr. TUPPER. Would not that follow from the striking
ont of those other clauses ? I think that would meet the
difficulty of my hon. friend from St. John (Mr. Weldon).

Mr. BURPEE. The question raised by the hon. member
for Northumberland (Mr. Mitchell) is partly met by striking
out those sections, but not the whole. As I explained
yesterday, these wharves are for the accommodation of the
farmers generally, in moving their agricultural products,
and in some cases they are also for the purpose of securing
the banks of the river from being washed away by freshets.
Every year new constructions are being made for that
purpose. They are generally inexpensivo, ranging from
$100 to 81000. I take it that if the construction is required,
the party requiring it would stillhave to come to the Govern-
ment for a permit, even though it might not cost more
than $100.

Mr. THOMPSON. I think not, for the reason that the
words I have introduced now save all rights, whether
private rights or those, conferred by the Statute; so that
the application to the Governor in Council is only to b. made
in respect to those structures for which ti ere is no legal
sanction. -If the private proprietor, in such a case as the
hon. gentleman speaks of, has a right to erect a wharf, he
need not core here o get it confirnd; but if ticre exists
ne law for it, and it is an unlawful structure at common iaw,
then the Bill requires him to come to the Governor in Coun-
cil for permission.

Mr. WELDON. In common law any erection built
where the public right of navigation exists, is illegal. Now,
these small wharves on the St. John are built in some
cases for the purposes of protecting the banks from freshets,
and may not extend more than twelve feet into the
water, being simply an abutment, the water being deep,
for the purpose of facilitating the landing of produce and
cattle going up and down the river.

Mr. THOMPSON. It is very undesirable that we should
interfere with these, or be troubled by them, but I think
when we have inserted the words which exempt from the
operation of the clause all those structures in respect to
which there are legal rights, there would be no difficulty.

Mr. MACDONALD (King's, P.E.I.) I see this clause
sets forth that duplicate copies of plans and specifications
have to be registered in the county or district of the dif-
ferent Provinces where they belong. Now, in my Pro-
vince we have no registry offices for deeds in each county,
and there might be a diffculty unless the word "district "
would include the whole Province; otherwise it needs to
be worded a little differently.

Mr. DAVIES. The hon. gentleman is rigb as we have
but one registry office for the iland-fbr the rvin, not
for the county.

Mr. THOMPSON. I move to amend the twenty-fourth line,by striking ont the ,word "or " and inserting the words
county or Province."
Mr, TUPPER. I would suggest whether the word

"duplicates," in fourth line, should not be "duplicate." The
plural word might be construed to require parties to deposit
duplicates of the plans and dulicates of the descrip-
tions. In the Bill which the select committee prepared
last Session, the wordsI "duplicate thereof " were used
instead of the present expression, "duplicates thereof." t
understand it is not the intention to require a duplicate of
the plan, but only of the description.

Mr. THOMPSON. We might make it read, "and dupli-
cate of each of them."

Mr, WELDON. With regard to the St. John River, thereê
are large alluvial lands at its mouth. The river is deep, and
the amall wharves erected on each side are useful for pro-
tecting the banks a8 well as for affording conveniences for
shipping. I think these wharves should be exempted from
the operation of this Act. My hon. friend from Sunbury
(Mr. -Brupee) has five of them opposite his place on the
river bank.

Mr. THOMPSON. Could such structures be said to
interfere with navigation at al?'

Mr. BURPRE. Not at all.
Mr. THOMPSON. Then they would not come under

the Bill.
Mr. BURPEE. The Local Government, in such cases,

go to half the expense of building those wharves, and the
people or the locality interested pay the other half,

Mr. DAVIES. If the structures interfere with naviga-
tion they are illegal, and can be removed on a complaint
made by any one. We do not propose to legalise them or
to declare them illegal ; they take their chance as before
except that after this Bill passes the Governor in Council
can make them legal, and this is the only way it eau be
done, because the local authority cannot do it

Bill reported, and read the third time and passed.

REPRESENTATION OF THE NORTH-WEST TERRI-
TORIES IN PARLIAMENT.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD moved the third reading of
Bill (No. 115) respecting the representation of the North-
West Territories in the Parliament of Canada.

Mr. MILLS moved in amendment :
That the Bill be not read the third time, but that it be referred

back to Committee of the Whole, for the purpose of so amending the
same as to provide that every male person of twentyone years of aE,
who is a natural-born or naturalised subject of Rer Majeuty, and who
has been a resident for twelve months in the Territories, shah be en-
titled to vote for the election of a member of theB ouse of Commons.

Amendment negatived on a division.
Mr. MLLLS moved in amendment:
That the Bill be not read the third time, but that it be referred

back to Committee of the Whole to amend the same by striking ont that
part of clause 18 requiring a deposit of $200 on the part of any peorion
beooming a candidate for au election to the Houe of Commons.

Amendment negatived on a division.
Mr. WATSON moved in amendment:

That the Bill be not read the third time, but that it be referred baek
to committee of the Whole to amend the ame s os to protect voters
against the nudue influence of Government oicals by providing for
yotlng by ballot.

Amendment negatived on a division.
Bill read the third time, and pasod.
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HALIFAX REFORMATORY FOR JUVENILE
H1ALIFAX RLEFORMATOIRY FOIR JUVENILE

OFFENDERS.
Mr. TROMPSON moved the second reading of Bill (No.

134) to amend an Act respecting a reformatory for certain
juvenile offenders iu the county of Halifax, lu the Pro.
vince of Nova Scotia.

Motion'agreed to. Bill read the second time.

OFFENCES AGAINST THE PERSON.

Mr. THOMPSON moved the second reading of Bill (No.
135) to amend an Act respecting offences against the
person. He said: This is a Bill which was passed in the
Senate for the Durpose of removing a doubt which has
existed, principally, I believe, in the Province of Ontario.
It has been held there that in the case of the desertion of a
wife by a husband the wife is not competent to testify
against the husband, and this Bill is to remove that doubt

Motion agreed to, and Bill read the second time.

SUPPLY-CONSTITUTION OF THE SENATE.

Mr. MoLELAN moved that the House again resolve
itself into Committee of Supply.

Mr. M[LLS. I propose, Sir, to move an amendment as
to the desirability of amending the British North
America Act so far as it relates to the constitution of the
Senate. I think that the exporience we have had during
the past ten years shows that in that particular, at all
events, our constitution is seriously defective, and that the
purpose which a second Chamber was intended to serve in
our parliamentary system bas not been secured by the
Sonate as it is now constituted. It is not my intention to
detain the House at any length in the discussion of this
question, because I have no doubt we shall, at no distant
day, be called upon to consider the question at the hustings,
and whatever conclusion we may reach here to-day will not
be a final settlement of this very important question. My first
objection to the Sonate as at present constituted, is, that it
is inconsistent with the federal principle ofgovernment with
which we have set out. In the preamble of the British North
America Act we declare that we organise our union on
a federal basis, and we provide in our constitution for
the appointment of a second Chamber, to protect in some
degree the interest and the authority of the various Pro-
vinces and their powers against encroachment. At the
same time we do n ot allow the Provinces in any way to exor-
cise any control over the appointment of the second Chamber,
but we provide that it shall be appointed by Her Majesty's
representative upon the advice of the responsible Ministers
of the day; and while we make that provision, we practi-
cally appoint the Senate without reference to the views
that may be entertained, or the interests that may require
to be guarded, on the part of any of the Provinces of the
Dominion. Our Sonate as constituted is not consistent
with any recognised principle in any well-considered systom
of parliamentary government. A Sonate, if it is to protect
or guard Provincial rights or Provincial interests, should in
some way be controlled by the Provinces. If it is to be
simply an ordinary national institution, there ought not
to be any Provincial control over the appointment of
Senators, and there ought not to be any limitation as to the
number of Senators; but when we declare that there shall
be a fixed number of Senators from the respective Pro-
vinces, who shall be residents of the same, it is clear that
we are recognising the Sonate as in some way a protector
of Provincial rights and Provincial interests; and yet it is
quite possible that the Administration which enjoys thei
confidence of this House , as a whole, may not bei
possessed of the confidence of the majority of the1
representatives of aiH the Provinces. Now, Sir, we4

Mr. WAToN,

remember very well that in 1867, at the first meet-
ing of Parliament held after the Union, the Province of
Nova Scotia sent here but one member supporting the
Administration; and the Senators who were to protect the
interests of that Province were appointed by a Government
which enjoyed the confidence of only one representative out
of the nineteen from the Province. It is, I think, clear
that in this particular the Senate is not in harmony with
the federal principle of our constitution. There are, no
doubt, other features of the constitution which are a depar.
ture from the general principle on which it is based. There
is the provision with regard to property and civil rights.
It is within the power of the Locai Legislatures to give
their assent to legislation on those subjects by this House,
and thus practically to transfer their power to this Parlia-
ment; but so widely at variance with the federal principle
of Government has that provision of our constitution been
regarded, that it has never been acted upon, and, in fact,
it is a dead letter Then, there is the power of veto
which is given to the Federal Government over Acts which
lie wholly bevond its province, and within the exclusive
province of the Local Legislatures. It never was intended
that that power should be exercised by the Federal Gov.
ernment, except to disallow Acts wbich are ukra vires of
the Local Legislatures. But there is no such limitation
laid down in the British North America Act, and it is plain,
from our experience, that in every instance in which the
federal principle has been departed from, mischievous con-
sequences have been the result. And our experience with
reference to the constitution of the Senate shows that it is
not an efficient second Chamber-that while it may offer no
serious obstacle to the conduct of public affairs, so long as
those who are in political sympathy with the majority of
that body control their administration-yet, if there was
a change of Government, and the administration of
public affairs should pass into the hands of those not in politi-
cal accord with the Senate, it is plain, I think, that we should
have a deadlock in our legislation and our administration.
In fact, in the Senate, as at present constituted, there are no
means of adjusting it to the public opinion of the country.
In England, if the flouse of Lords puts itself in opposition
to the views of the majority of the House of Commons, it is
in the power of the Executive to increase the number of
Peers until the second Chamber is brought in harmony with
the first. It is a common saying that under the English
constitution you have a system of mutual checks and guar-
antees. The arbitrary power of the Crown is checked by
the power of making or controlling money appropriations
in the House of Commons; the arbitrary power in the
House of Commons ise controlled by the power of dis-
solution vested in the Crown; and the arbitrary power
of obstruction, in the House of Lords, is controlled by the
power of creating new Peers. In fact, the existence of that
power renders its exorcise almost altogether unnecessary:

here is no such check in our constitutional system; there
is no means of bringing the Senate into harmony with the
flouse of Commons or with the settled opinion of the country.
We know, looking at what bas already transpired,
that the ordinary life of the Senate is twenty years,
while the ordinary life of the House of Commons is
but three years; so that it would require half a
generation to bring the second Chamber into harmony with
the first. This is an age of very great change and very
rapid progress, and it is clear that the Senate, as at present
constituted, would provoke a revolution in this country if
it were to exorcise its power, as it undoubtedly could exer-
cise it, in seriously opposing the wishes of the majority of
the House of Commons and the views of the country. It
seems to me that it is very important we should seek to make
such changes in the constitution of the second Chamber as
will bring it more under the immediate control of the public
opinion of the country. There are many ways in which
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this might be done. In fact, if we were to seek to frame sane extent as the more popular Chamber. We know this
a system which would embrace a second Chamber that is the exporience of the United States. We know that, under
would be, in the sinallest degree possible, beneficial, I do the constitution of the United States, the Sonate, while it
not think a system botter calculated to accomplish bas resisted those short-lived popu lar impulses which have
the object could be devised than the one which already sometimes moved the House to action, bas, nevertheless,
exists. Why, there is no motive to action on the part of been under the control of public opinion. Where the pub-
the second Chamber. There is no useful purpose that a lic have had time to reflect, and where they adhere to their
second Chamber may serve which the second Chamber in conclusions, upon an important question of public policy,this country bas served. I believe it is a fact that the gen- the Sonate of the United States ropresonts the opinion of
tlemen who compose the Sonate are infinitely more inter- the country upon such questions quite as decidedly as do
ested in occupying what is called the Senators' gallery the mombers of the House of Reprosentatives; but this
in this Cbamber, than in occupying the seats which cannot b said of our Senate. We supposed the Senate
belong to them, in the discharge of their duties, in would stand up for popular interests, especially where
the second Chamber. That is an unfortunate condition moral considerations were wholly upon that side of the
of things. There is a score of useful enquiries conducted question. Yet have the Sonate done 80 in any important
almost every year by Committees of the House of Lords, public question? fHow did the Senate act upon the sub-
not one of which is undertaken by the second Chamber ject of the gerrymander ? Why, the hon. gentleman him-
bore. There are many and important duties that the self, who was leading this House in 1872, laid down an im-
second Chamber might undertake. Valuable information portant rule of public policy, and that rule was assented to
that might be collected, important conclusions that might by this side of the louse; there was no difference of opin-
be reached, and which would greatly facilitate Parliament ion with regard to it. T ho hon. gentleman said it would
in the discharge of its legislative functions, and the Gov- be wholly contrary to his opinion of what was right and
ernment in the discharge of its administrative duties, which expedient to undertake to form a eonstituency out of parts
are wholly unattended to, because this House is far too of different counties. The people were in the habit, ho
busy, in the discharge of the duties that already devolve said, of acting together in their agricultural meetings, in
upon it, to undertake them, and because the Sonate has no their municipal meetings, in thoir political meetings, and in
intention or inclination to undertake them. The Sonate meetings for judicial and other purposes. That a man some-
is in no way amenable to public opinion; it is not con- times entered into the township or village council, ho
trolled by the intelligent public opinion of the country, became a leading and influential man, ho became known to
and the majority of the Senators are best pleased when bis people and enjoyed their confidence, and rose from the
they find they have little or nothing to do. In fact, they township council to the county council, and from the
adjourn from tme to time because they claim they have county council to Parliament; and yet, if you take off the
nothing to do, and yet there are many very important townbhip in which ho resided and put it into a county to
and highly useful enquiries which might be undertaken, which ho was a stranger, you will destroy his opportunities
but which are wholly neglected by that body. We know of promotion and of public service, those opportunities
that there is a tendency in every legislative body to extend of public service which those who knew and trusted
its authority beyond the constitutional boundary. Thore is him would permit him to exorcise ; and yet we find
a disposition in men in every sphere of life to arro- the hon, gentleman, for the purpose of securing a party
gate to themselves a greater amount of authority advantage, ton years later, wholly abandoning that position
than is actually necessary in the discharge of the and taking.up a wholly different lino. There was an
duties assigned to them. This Parliament is, perhaps, no opportunity for the Sonate to stand by a well-settled prin-
exception to this rule; and the very notion of giving to the ciple and an accepted doctrine, a principle of right and
Provinces representation in the Sonate Chambcr, as Prov. justice, of fuir play and political decency, and to main-
inces, in theory at least, was intended to make the Senators tain it againet tho views of a simple mechanical
the special guardians of Provincial rights and interests. But majority in this louse, the views of a majority who
on what occasion bas the Sonate ever corne to the rescue of were looking to their own interests and not to the
the Provinces ? On what occasion has it upheld the author- general well-being of the country. We know that the bon.
ity of the Provinces against parliamentary or ministerial gentleman who leads the Government bas always favored a
encroachment ? We know what bas been done in the way of legislative union. le declared himself in favor of that at
disallowing Provincial railway charters and of intorfering the inception of our federal system. He doclared himself
with measures which are specially under the control of the as preferring a legislative union at the very time that the
Local Legislatures,as,for instance, the Streams Bill; we know Quebec resolutions were under discussion in the old Canadian
that the Government, in many cases, have arbitrarily gone Parliament. The bon. gentleman bas done so on more than
beyond their proper constitutional sphere by interfering one occasion since. Yet I apprebend that there are certain
with the duties devolving on another Legislature, and for important reasons why our foderal system should be fairly
which another tdovernment is responsible to the people of carried out, and, in order to fairly carry it out, it is im-
the Province, and yet, so far as I know, there bas not been portant that the constitution of the Sonate should be
a single instance in which the Sonate has remonstrated or changed, and the Sonate made amenable to publie
undertaken to protect the interests of the Provinces of which, opinion, and subjected to popular control. The posi-
it was supposed, whenour constitutional system was adopted tion of the Sonate at the present time is one that is
the Senators would be the special guardians. It requires no very far from satisfactory. Those hon. gentlemen
examination in detail of the work done by the Sonate to say are not under the control of publie opinion ; they are not
that it bas altogether failed in its duties in this particular; it called upon to pay any regard to popular wishes or popular
requires no examination in detail of the work that bas been prejudices. They are not in a position to acquire that
done by the Sonate to show that it bas not performed any knowledge of publie questions which belongs to mombers
of the important duties which specially belong to it. The of this House. I think it may be laid down as a sound
work which we supposed it would bave done, it bas lef t political axiom that, in order that men may be in accord
undone; and many of the things which it bas done, are things with the country, and in order that they may rightly appre-
which it would have been botter, in the public interest, to bond the spirit and tendency of the day to which t hey
have left undone. Then we supposed the Sonate would belong, they must in some degree be dependent upon their
represent ho settled, rogressive opinions of the countr. fellow-men throughout the country. W. know, if we look
It is not supposed to Z.subjeot to popular impulses to e at the progress of the Mother Ooutry sioe the bgin.
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ning of this century, the great progress that bas been
made politically, materially and socially, by the people of
the Tnited Kingdom, has been made in spite of the pre-
judices and the opposition of the more cultured, the botter
informed, and more wealthy classes. The movement of
society has been from beneath and not from above. The
intellectual -light of the superior classes bas not been
that by which the progress of the nation has been guided.
We know that, in order that mon may fairly represent the
community, it is necessary that they should be a portion of
the community, they should not stand apart, they should
not stand aloof, they should not be an isolated or separate
class, having no points of contact with the public
at large. The House of Lords, no doubt, is far botter
informed, far more enlightened, far more cultured in the
aggregate, than the masses of the people of the United
Kiingdom; and yet the masses of the people of the United
Kingdom, for the past seventy-five years-the majority of
them, at least-have been right, and the majority of the
House of Lords bas been wrong. There can h no doubt
of that. So that, in order that a body may bo a useful
body, in order that it may reflect public opinion, in order
that it may be in sympathy with the age, in order that it
may legislate in harmony with the requirements of the
country, it is necessary that it should bo an integral part of
the country, and this you do not have in a Sonate, a nomin-
ated body, the members of which receive their appoint.
monts from the Ministers of the Crown, and receive them
for life. I dare say, even if we were to give the bon. gen-
tleman the power of naming a House of Commons,
he might find, perhaps, a larger number of highly cultured
and intelligent men to compose the House than those who
compose it at this moment, but ho could not constitute a
more influential body, ho could not thus create a body which
would have as much influence with the public, a body in
whose deliberations and discussions the people would take
the same interest; and precisely so it is with regard to
the constitution of the Senate. In the constitution of a
second Chamber, it is important that all classes of the
community should be represented; in fact, it should
be the community itself in miniature, and, if it is
defective in this respect, I do not care how intelligent
the members may be, I do not care how assiduous
they might be in the discharge of their duties, and
we know they have not been that in the Senate as
now constituted, the public would take very little interest
in what they do. Every man in public life looks at the
public questions that come before him, in a great degree,
from bis own standpoint; ho does not take an exhaustive
view, he does not consider the question from every possible
p oint of view ; it is, in the nature of things, impossible for
him to do so ; human capacity is limited, and the result is
that he succeeds in interesting in the views which he ex-
presses and the opinions which ho entertains, but a fraction
of the community. Now, in order that we may have a
second Chamber fairly representing the opinions of
the country, capable of holding in check this flouse when
it is wrong, capable of co-operating with it when it isright,
capable of preventing mischief, and cap 3 ble of defending
that which is in the public interest, it is necessary that
such a Chamber should enjoy the confidence of, and stand in
sympathy with, the great mass of the population of the
country. In order that this may be done, it is necessary
that the Chamber should emanate from the people them-
oelves, and feel its responsibility to them. Ido not
propose that a second Chamber should be created as a
rival to this House, and if you limit its numbers there is no
danger of its being so. 1 say that one important thing to
give a legislative bgdy a very considerable influence in the
country, is, that it should be a pretty numerous body. A
second Ohamber, in order to become a rival to this House,
-weld havaoto be siawge body. I do not propose thatwe
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should create a second Ohamber that is anything like as
numerous as this House. I believe that half the numbers of
those who now compose the Sonate would be large enough.
A Chamber in which you would return from Ontario
balf the present number of Senators, that is, twelve;
twelve from the Province of Quebec, twelve from the Ma-
ritime Provinces, and a proportionate number from the
other Provinces to the west, would be a second' Chamber
capable of discharging those duties which it is important
that a second House should discharge. It has been
weIl observed by Mr. Mill, in his work on Representative
Government, that one House, whore the powers it possesses
are large and embrace a great number and variety of im-
portant subjects, can never well be entrusted with parlia-
mentary authority. It has no second body to consuit, it
feels under no restraint, and the tendency is to use ar-
bitrarily the power which belongs to the majority. Now,
Sir, that is one of the evils we have experienced in this
Parliament, and which has been exhibited during the past
seven or eight years, and it is due to the fact that, so far as
the present Administration is concerned, we are without a
second Chamber. The Senate has taken a long holiday. It
has donc nothing. Why, the vast majority of those who oc-
casionally, by fits and starts, sit elsewhere, when it suits
their purpose, have been appointed by the hon. gen-
tleman ; they know that they owe their positions to
him. As an eminent Irish statesman and jurist once
said of the Irish peers, "they are the sheep of his
pasture." It is he who has made them, and not they
themselves. They feel that if they were not to-day precisely
as he desires, they would be ungrateful, and they would be
exhibiting the absence of some of those qualities of mind
that do most to dignily human nature. So the hon. gentle-
man has the Sonate in his keeping, and if the lon.
gentleman were ont of office and was sitting on this side of
the House, the Senate, which at present is wholly useless,
under those circumstances would become mischievous, and
if it were not mischievous it would be owing to the hon.
gentleman's forbearance. Practically, as the Senate is at
present constituted, in case a Reform Administration were
in power, we have a body which would place the power of
veto in the hands of the minority of the House ofOCommons,
that is to say, entirely in the hands of the hon, gentleman
for the next ton years to come. Now I say that is an
intolerable condition of things. I need only state that fact to
show that the present system ought not to be perpetuated,
that it ought to be changed at the earliest possible moment.
Sir, I am not going to detain the louse unnecessarily in
the discussion of this question.

Some hon. MEMBERS. Ilear, hear.
Mr. MILLS. I know those hon. gentlemen who have

given their minds no trouble, who have never thought
upon the subject of our constitutional system, who are quite
content if the Government will give means for building a
dock or a harbor in their county, and thus enable them to
come back again-I know they will listen with impatience
to any discussion of this sort. They think matters as
they now stand are well enough, and they would like to
let that well enough alone. But I believe the majority of
us-the whole of this side, and I trust the.majority in the
country, are inclined to take a different view. They regard
the second Chamber, as it is now constituted, as a nuisance
which ought to be abated. They regard it as a wholly
unnecessary element in our constitutional system; they
regard it as a dead shoot that ought to be eliminated.
Sir, I think that a second Chamber is necessary. I think
the events that have transpired in this Hlouse for the past
six and seven years show that a second Chamber is noces-
sary. I think that arbitrary and uncontrolled power ought
not to be in the hands of any party or any man, and it-is
because I think so, that I am in favor of changing the con-
etitution of the Senate. I will therefore move:
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Toave outail the word after the wor& "Thate and add the follow-

ing instead thereof :-The resent methc>d of constituting the Sonate
is Inconsistent with the Federal principle in our system of Government,
it makes that body independent of the people an d the0rown, and is
in other material respecte defective, and that appropriate steps should
be taken to secure such amendments of the British North America Act
au to make the Senate directly responsible to the people in the several
Provinces of the Dominion.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONA[LD. I propose to say but a
very few words in answer to the speech of the hon. gentle-
man. It is quite evident, from the time it is proposed, and
the manner of its proposition, that the hon. gentleman doos
not expect, could not expect, and knows, that there can be
no satisfactory or full discussion of this question in this
Chamber during the present Session. If the hon. gentle-
man really desired to have a full discussion, a full delibera-
tion, and to get the opinion of this House as represontatives
of the people, as to the constitution of the Sonate, he would
have moved it after due notice, ho would have moved it
early in the Session, he would have moved it so that it
could be disoussed as a substantive proposition But every.
one knows that not only the hon. gentleman, but other hon.
gentlemen on the other side, are desirous of airing their
opinions in order that they may go to the eountry. It is
quite evident that the hon. gentlemen opposite have an un-
easy suspicion that there is going to be an immediate dis-
solution, an immediate election,
anxious, and they are very much

Some hon. MEMBERS, No, x
Mr. EDGAR. Come on.
Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD.

that the hon. gentlemen are notj
preparing for it; and the hon.j
subject at the eleventh hour o
purpose of any man, woman or c
their mind on the proposition,
or balloon thrown up for the
one of the great questions, amoni
tions, brought up during this S
the polls. The hon. gentlemai
.and in the beginning of his speec
the Senate was contrary to the
constitution, Weil, we have g
certainly. Every Province has
own, given power of its own, and
Dominion Government, the princ
ment was formed, and the Execi
powers of the Crown is administ
principle, but on the principle of
and it is so declared in the prea
America Act, which says:

" Whereas the Provinces of Canada, N
have expressed their desire to be fedE
Under the Crown of the United Kingdom
with a constitution similar to that of thE
Not any other 'principle, not th
hon. gentleman, but "with a con
ciple to that of the United Kingd
we have the British constitution,
conoerned, and the Executive is
other side of the line there is anot
good constitution, a noble constitu
is not our constitution, it is not
They are both good, they are bot]
but we must have one, or we must
to me.

Mr. MILLS. No.
Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD.

phrodite.
MRr. MILLS. That is what we
Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD.

the other. Tho:majrity of the

y

and tney are exceedingly Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. The hon. gentlemanà afraid. says the Upper House is at my beck and under my oontrol.
no. Mr. MILLS. Hear, hear.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. Well, how are they under
I am bound to believe my bock and under my control ? I am here holding my pre-

afraid of it, still, they are sent position as having the confidence of a mijority of the
gentleman has aired this House.
f this Session, not for the Mr. HESSON. And the confidence of the people.
hild being able to make up
but simply as a little kite Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. The hon, gentleman says

public to look at. This is I have the confidence of the country too. I believe the
g many other great quos- majority in the House truly reprosent the feelings, wishos
ession for consideration at and opinions of the majority of the people in the Dominion.
n stated in his resolution, The hon. member for Bothwell (Mr. Mills) objects that the
h, that the constitution of Upper House, during the time I have been hero enj>ying
federal principle ot our the confidence of a majority of this ILouse, did not oppose

,ot the federal principle, the feeling, and wishes of a maj>rity of this louse,
given contributicns of its and therefore oppose the feelings, wishes and opinions
, Mr. Speaker, quoad the of the majority of the people thomseolves. They are in
iple on which this Parlia- harmony with this House; this House isi in harmony
utive is formed, and the with the people. And what objection can there be to
ered, is not on the federal that ? Does the hon. gentleman want to have one flouse
the British constitution, set against the other ? The hon. gentleman, as a Liberal,

Lmble of the British North as an extreme Reformer, objects because the Upper House
agrees with the wishes and feelings of the- majority of the
people. The Reformers in England attack the Houseoffova Scotia and New Brunswik---

erally united in one Dominion Lords bcause the majority is opposud to the opinions of
n of Great Britain and Ireland, the majority of the peo pie. I believo in the case of the
e United Kingdom." House of Lords, noe Liberal Government, except in very
e principle stated by the special cases, has found any difficulty in getting on with
stitution similar in prin- that body.
om." Well, Mr. Speaker, Mr. MILLS. The Government have power to inurems
so far as the Senate is the number.
concerned; and on the

ther constitution, a very Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. This haq been the expe-
ation, Mr. Speaker; but it rience of Mr. Gladstone. The hon. gentleman knows, and
the British constitution. this House knows, that for very many years Mr. Gladsbone,
h excellent in their way, bas been at the head of the Liberal Administration;lthat
t have the other, it appears the Conservative Administrations in England have been few

and short-lived; that really England has, over since the
Reform Bill was passed, exeopt during six or seven years,
or perhaps a little more, been governed by a series of

We cannot have herma- Liberal Administrations. And yet those Liberal Gover-
ments have hithexto found no difficulty in governing the

have got, country, and in those few cases in which the House of
We must have one or Lords has differed from the House of Oommons5 in which

people of th"-)ominion they hav. shmwmthoir indepoendene ofpinoi.e whenever
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draw their inspiration and their constitutional principles
from the example of the Mother Country, from the consti-
tution of the Mother Country, from the constitutionof Great
Britain and Ireland, and they do not draw them from the
United States. The hon. gentleman objecta very much to
the Upper louse, on the ground that they are useles. If
they are useless it eau do no harm. What complaint, then,
eau there be against the fHouse of Lords if they do no
harm ? There is no principle of government in which
civilised countries which desire to have a constitution,
more fixed than that where a country has an established
constitution ; there must be a wrong shown before there
should be any alteration made in that constitution. If
every person chose to theorise as does the hon. gentleman,
to say that this will be botter in my opinion, and that will
be botter in my opinion, bore a little and there a little,
there would be no finality, there would be no fixity of the
constitution. Our constitution is a good one as it is and it
is satisfactory for all purposes; the country is going on
well; the laws passed by this House are good laws and are
not objected to by the other House; the country is develop.
ing very rapidly. And why this uneasminess to alter the
constitution ?

Mr. MILLS. Why did you alter it last year ?
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a measure, after once passing the House of Commons, and
after being rejected by the House of Lords, was again sent
to the Upper flouse, tho louse of Lords have never, after
ascertaining that the Bill was in accordance with the wishes
of the people, I do not remember now an instance, rejected
the measure on its second return in a subsequent Session.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. How about marriage
with a deceased wife's sister Bill? They have rejected
that, I think, several times.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. That is a question of
morals. Under our constitution we have responsible go-
vernment. Do we wish to surrender responsible govern-
ment ? Do we wish to adopt the American system so far as
that is concerned ? If the hon. gentleman wishes to adopt
the American constitution then I can quite understand a
second Chamber being constituted with powers equal to those
of the Senate of the United States. Surely we represent the
people, surely as representatives of the people we ought to
have the initiatory power on most subjects of legislation ;
and so long as we have responsible government this flouse
can at any moment, as representing the people, dismiss the
Miniaters, and consequently obtain other Miisters more
fully representing the opinions and wishes of the people to
take their places. But if the Upper House is to be altered
according to the American system and be elected by the
people, as members to this House are, tbey must have the
same powers ; and substantially the Senate of the United
States at this moment has the same power as the House of
Representatives, and is a portion of the executive, and is
undoubtedly more powerful than the House of Lords.
Indeed, the House of Representatives is a comparatively
unimportant body in comparison with the Senate of the
United States. Do we wish to diiminish our position and
authority, to alter the principle that Ministers must be
responsible to this House and not to the other, and have a
check in the shape of another branch of the Legislature
claiming in the same way as we do have a right to claim to
represent the wishes of the people. Although in imi-
tation of the British constitution, all matters connected
with the expenditure of money must initiate in the House of
Commons, the Sonate can amend our money Bills ; they
can destroy them in fact, and they do use that power with-
out any hesitation. Do we want to adopt thut principle and
that system ? You cannot avoid this dilemma : If you
wish to adopt an elective Senate, no matter what may be
the process of election, you must give them the same power
as this House possesses, they will claim it, they will take it,
and you cannot resist it. Therefore you cannot have
responsible government and have any government that
will last any time, if the Ministers must be responsible to
this Chamber, and at the same time responsible to the other
Chamber, You cannot have the two.

Mr. MILLS. How was it from 1854 to 1867 in Old
Canada. There were two elective bodies.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. The experiment was so
unsuccessful that the leader of the hon. gentleman's own
party, the Hon. George Brown, voted for the abolition of
the elective Senate and favored the nominative system. It
has lasted ever since.

Mr. MILLS. The Hon. George Brown never favored an
elective second Chamber. He opposed it at the time.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. I know he was always
opposed to it, and a majority of the representatives of the
people found for once that the Hon. George Brown was right,
and that Chamber, after having been tried for two Parlia-
ments, was found to be so utterly unworkable that with his
consent it was abolished. More than that, the Hon. George
Brown was one of the founders of the present constitution-
one of those who worked very diligently, very zealously

Mr. MILLs.

and with great ability in-the direction of this constitution of
1867;-and it was a fixed principle with him, in the settlement
of this constitution, that an elective Upper House should be
done away with, and that we should return to the old system
in which we should have a Chamber, not controlling this
House, but acting as a court of supervision, acting very
much as the House of Lords does in England-acting and
protecting people from the chance of surprise. I must say,
with all due deference to the opinion of the hon. gentleman
that I think the Sonate has performed its functions well, has
performed them not in a partisan sense. The hon.gentleman
says that the majority are of one way of thinking. Well, that
is so, I believe. But when hon. gentlemen opposite were in
the Government, although they found a difference of opinion
in two or three cases, I think the main current of the
administration of the laws, the current of the legislation
under the guidance of my hon. friend for East York (Kr.
Mackenzie) was not impeded or obstructed in any way by
the Sonate. They acted, I think, with that prudence, that
discretion and that absence of violent partisanship which
should be maintained and should obtain in a second body of
that kind. I shall not occupy the time of the House any
longer. I can only say, however, that there is no cry in the
country for an alteration of the constitution. We do not
hear of any petitions; we do not see any petitions. We have a
great many political meetings through the country. We
have political speeches, and perhaps, now that the hon.
gentleman has set the ball rolling, for the next few months
we may have the Senate aired, and the speech of the hon.
gentleman will be the text from which his friends will
preach, But we have had no real feeling in any part of
the country in favor of an alteration-of the constitution. I
do not know that it was mentioned at any one of the
speeches during the contest of 1882. I do not think
it was made a matter of party conflict -in 1878.
I do not think it was made a question of discussion
in 1874. I do not think the question of the Senate was
brought up as a matter upon which the parties fonght, or
upon which there was any difference of opinion, in any of
those elections. To.day the hon. gentleman broaches it.
He has always been a theoriser. He has studied constitu-
tional questions; he las studied them well, as I have
always said and admitted; but the whole tendency of his
mind is to theorise and philosophise, but not, I think, in
such a way as to lead to any practical legislation or any
practical conclusion. An hon. friend has just handed me
the exact words of Mr. Brown on the question to which I
have just been alluding. He said:

."1 have always held that two elective Ohamber3 are inconsistent
with the right working of the British constitution."

I, for one, am not content to alter our constitution, so far as
it assimilates to the British constitution.

Mr. MILLS. You denied that, and resisted it in 1854.
Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. Yes, I know. In 1854

an elective Upper House was carried; an elective Upper
House was thrown on the country. But there was a strong
feeling in both Canadas, and certainly in French Canada,
at that time in favor of an elective Upper House. It is not
so now. There is no feeling expressed there, there is no
feeling known or heard of in favor of such a change in the
constitution as the hon. gentleman desires by this resolu-
tion. And although there was a great feeling in favor of an
elective Senate, and although it was made the programme
of the party in Lower Canada headed by Mr. Morin, the
same representatives of the people from Quebec and from
Upper Canada that voted originally in favor of an elective
Upper House, almost unanimously-unanimously, I be-
lieve, so far as Lower Canada was concerned-voted for
the abolition of an elective Chamber, and for the substitu-
tion of peers for life, which our. senators really are. I
would only say in conclusion that the hon. gentleman
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while making this his political moVe will not, I think, gain
anything by it. The object is so clear and unmistakeable
that the country will see that the hon. gentleman did not
hope, expect, or desire, that there should be a full considera.
tion, a full discussion, of the great question, the enormous
question, of asking the Imperiai Parliament to alter our
constitution on such an important point. The hon. gen-
tleman has chosen by his motion and by the manner in
which ho dealt with the subject that ho does not wish or
desire to have the opinion of this House ; ho merely wishes
to throw it in the baldest way before the people. The
people will nnderstand that, and I am quite satisfied that
at the polls they will express the opinion that they would
rather have a constitution according to the constitution of our
forefathers than to have an American constitution foisted
upon us, and have an alteration in the constitution without
any wrong, or injury, or grievance, or prejudice to the
development of the future of this country by keeping
it as it is.

Mr. PATERSON (Brant). The hon. gentleman who bas
just taken lis seat states that this is an inopportune time
to introduce a resolution of this kind. Those who have
been in Parliament during the last few days will have
noticed that that is the exception he ha9 taken to other
motions made on this side. The fact is that we would
almost despair of finding a proper time to introduce certain
motions that we feel it our duty to introduce. Now, what
argument has the hon. gentleman advanced to prove that
this motion is not brought forward at the proper time ? Is
it because the Session is, as ho supposes, so near at an end ?
if so, I might reply by the argument which ho used last
year. When the hon. gentleman introduced the Franchise
Bill at a late period of the Session, and when we pointed
out that it was a measure which would require a whole
Session to discuss it, he replied: Well, what is the necessity
for the lonse coming to a close ? Why not discuss it; we
can remain bere and discuss it? Wel1, certainly, we are in
the same position bore to-day. The hon. gentleman cannot
shelter himself behind a pretence of that kind. Parliament
bas not to be prorogued on a particular day, and we are
bere ready for a full, free, and exhaustive discussion
upon the subject, if hon. gentlemen opposite are like-
wise prepared. Then the objection is raised that
it is introduced as an amendment to Supply. It
is true, on certain questions, a motion introduced in
amendment to the motion to go into Committee of Supply
might not receive the favorable consideration of the flouse,
because it cannot be amended; but that argument fails in
the present case, for this reason: Suppose the motion was
introduced as a substantive motion susceptible of amend-
ment, the question would be before us in all its length and
breadth. This is a plain question. The hon. member for
Bothwell asks the ouse to vote that it is desirable to have
a change in the constitution of the Senate. The bon. gen-
tleman says: No; it is ideal prefection as it is; we have
received it from our forefathers; it bas done well, and has
doue no injury, while the system you propose is impracti-
cable. I submit, if this question was introduced in a sub-
stantive motion, no amendment could be offered that could
give a freer range of discussion than we have under
the present motion. There are the two opinions on the
subject; the sides have been taken ; the hon. member for
Bothwell expresses himself in favor of a change in the consti-
tution of the Upper House, and the hon. First Minister says
we want no change, because the Upper House, as at present
constituted, is properly constituted; What is to prevent us,
under these circumstances, having a free and full discussion
of the question ? Now, I desire to deal with a few of the
arguments the hon. gentleman used in answer to the
very logical and temporale speech made by the
hon. member for Bothwell. He said, in the first

1]1

place, that the hon. member fbr Bothwell had argued
that the Sonate was doing no good, and therefore he
said it was incApable of doing harm; and if it does no
harm, why not lot it romain as it is ? Well, that is rather
a poor argument, I think; and a very obvious answer to it
-one which, I grant, would point in the direction of the
abolition of the Sonate altogether-would be that on the
ground of expenditure alone, it is a serious matter to keep
a body for which all that can ho said is that it is doing no
harm. The bon. gentleman said further, that the Sonate
was modelled after the English House of Lords, whieh bas
existed in England for a very great length of time, without
producing any evil results; Liberal Administrations, he
said, had conducted the affairs of Great Britain for many
years, and had experienced no difficulty with the Lords.
But the hon, gentleman knows very well, wbat ho did not
choose to state to the House, that there are vowers of
check which can be excrcised over the House of Lords that
cannot be exercised over the Sonate of Canada; and it bas
been the knowledge of that power which las led the Hotise
of Lords, on many occasions, to recognise the popular will,
and to move, however reluctantly, in the'direction of that
will. But what power is there to control the actions of our
nominatod Sonate? Why, Sir, the very authority which
created the mombers of that body is powerless over
them. True, out of a feeling of gratitude, they bave too
often been found ready to be at his service, and to forward
his wishes; but, if they saw fit not to do so, but to resist
the legislation of this flouse, what power hve we over
them? Suppose they set themselves as a block against the
logislation of this House, and refuse to allow the popular
will to bo carried out, could you croate a number of new
Senators holding views in accord with those of the majority
of the people who would bring them to terms? No, Sir.
They are a power greater than the hon. gentleman, who
bas brought most of them into existence as legislators.
That institution is an anomaly. I am glad to know, how-
ever, that in that House, constituted as it is, there are men
of suffisient public spirit, sufficient grasp of mind, and
sufficient knowledge of what an Upper Chambor ought to
be, to have recognised the fact that, as at present consti-
tuted, it is not in harmony with the spirit of our institu-
tions. This question has been introduced and debated in
that Chamber, and one of the most ominent mon in it has
openly declared that it is idle for anyone to suppose that
the people of this country recognise them as at all in
harmony with the popular sentiment, and bas pointed out,
what is the fact, that the great Province of Ontario, In which
the two political parties number about half and half of the
electorate-or did at the last election, though no doubt
there is to-day a majority in harmony with the Liberal
party-that great Province ias at present in the Upper
Chamber only four representatives who are in accord with
the Liberal party; and if the hon. F'irst Minister retains
power much longer, as time is doing its work with us all,
ho may have to fill vacancies caused in the Senate by death,
and the discrepancy will become still greater. To talk of
the Sonate as at prosent constituted being a guardian of the
rights and interest of the different Provinoes, is absurd,
for we see that it has utterly failed. The hou. gentleman
says, and says truly, that the Sonate is intendedto guard
provincial interests ; and that is the strongest argument for
its maintenance-that the different Provinces have repre-
sentation in it in greater proportion than they have in this
Chamber. In that respect we have in a measure adopted
the principles of the Amorican constitution, which gives
the small State of Rhode Island as great a voice in the
Senate as the large and popular State of New York. But
our Sonate, constituted in such a way that it necessarily
takes a partisan feeling, constituted in such a way that it
seems impossible for many of its members to exercise
their functions in a judicial spirit, ha time and again
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lost sight of its duty with reference to provincial rights.
Many members have failed to recognise the rights of their
own Province and all the Provinces, and every onslaught
made by the hon. First Minister on the rights of the
different Provinces of this Dominion has been aided and
abetted by the majority of the members of the Upper
Chamber. When he sought to take from the Provinces the
licensing power-a power which the highest court of this
country and the Privy Council of England have pronouneed
to be within their right- when ho laid his hand on that
power and souglit to wrest it from them, was any objection
raised to his act by the Upper Chamber ? Were the mem-
bers of that body, whose peculiar duty, according to the
hon, gentleman, ought to b? to guard the rights of the
different Provinces, found maintaining those rights on that
occasion ? No, Sir; they were found teobe just as docile and
tractable as the gentlemen who sit behind him in this
H1ouse; and as his supporters in this louse must have
been overwhelmed by the humiliation that came upon
them in that matter, so must the members of the Senate
have been overwhelmed because they cast in their lot
with them. I do not know that I could point to any act of
that House that could commend itself to our approval. I
do not deny that there are good men in that House ; there
are no doubt good mon in it; but constituted as it is at
present it tends to dwarf the energies of the very best
men you could put into it. The hon. gentleman stated fur-
ther that the present constitution -of the Sonate is in ac-
cordance with the principles of responsible government,
because, lie said, I nominated most of the members of that
Sonate, and I am hero because I am supported by a
majority of the representatives of the people in this House ;
and, therefoe, ho takes for granted that he is supported by a
majority of the people of the country, which is rather doubt-
ful, seeing that that majority was secured by peculiar means,
But, ho says, ho is supported by the majority of the country,
and therefore in nominating the Senate, it was really the
people who nominated them. If we are to admit the correct-
ness of his position in reference to that matter, I would
say if they had been nominated by the ion. gentleman,
with the provision that when ho lost the confidence of the
people, the Sonate would be assumed to have lost it also,
there would be some argument in his pretension. It is
not sure that the lion. gentleman will hold -the confidence
of the peqple for all time to come; ho las hld it, by one
means and another, quite too long, and the time will
certainly come when the confidence of the country will not
be acoorded to the ruling party in this House. When that
time comes, how will the Sonate stand thon ? Why, these
gentlemen whom he named, and claims ho was carrying
out the principles of responible government in nominating
theta, wi» still romain. They are nomin.ated for life, and
therp they will remain for life in the preponderance in
that.Rous, -ueady, with the feelings they have too often
exhibMd, ta stand in the way and thwart the desires of
pubic men. Therefore, the argument of the lion. gentle-
yaan dos not hold good. ]Re cannot claim that the ideas
,of responsible government are being acted upon, while we
ynintain the constitrtion of the Senate as it is. I
xen0arked a short time ag, that while there are many capa-
10 pnd elever men in thie Senate, the very constitution of
that body dwarfs the energies of these men, so that we do
not ge the benefit we should of their intellectual powers.
When the hon. gentleman stated it would be impossible to
have two elective Houses to carry on logislation in this
country, ho was reminded by the ion. member for Both-
well (Mr. Mils) that we had already tried that experiment,
and it was more than an experiment, for several years. I
tell the hon. gentleman that in my opinion, and I blieve that 1
opinion is shared by the people, the ablest men in the
Senate to-day, men who have sat tiere sinca Confederation,i

re those who wore marked ont by the peoplo as men fit to
Mr. Prmason (Brant).

be representatives, Thos e men are the ablest there to-day,
and have ever been so. What has been, in many cases, the
principle upon which the First Minister has acted with
reference to filling vacancies in the Senate ? Did ho take
those who received the approval of the people? No, Sir.
Too often, the principle ho las acted upon has been that
when a gentleman has appealed to a constituency and been
rejected by the people and his opponent elected, the hon.
gentleman las, immediately after his rejection, appointed
the defeated candidate to a seat in the Sonate, where
he can use his power in vetoing Acts passed by the men
elected by the people. That is the way in which the hon.
gentleman has succeeded in bringing the Sonate into dis-
repute. No botter test of the value of the louse, that I
know of, can be made than to examine into the work they
do. What have they done? We know that in this louse,
whon there is legislation to be done, and you, Sir, know it
very well, for you have had practical experience of it, we
have sat from day to day, from week to week, every day
until two or three o'clock in the morning, in order that
each subject might be properly discussed before becoming
law, and if such prolonged sittings are necessary here, why
should not the same attention be necessary in the other
Charmber whose duty it is toe supervise our législation?
Let me give you a record of the time spent by
these hon, gentlemen in the Senate, and lot the country
judge whother it is possible for them, in the space
of time they give to thoir duties, to efficiently discharge
them. I have a record of the last three Sessions which I
have summarised. I could give each day's sitting, but that
would take too long, so I will simply give a résumé of the
sittings. Take the Session of 1884. In the first 16
days the Sonate sat 14 hours; thon they were very tired,
and, as a matter of expediency, they took a holiday for
2 weeks, adjourning till 13th February. At the end
of February, when this House had been in Session
44 days, including Sund.sys, they had sat altogether
31 hours and 5 minutes. Thei they sat during March,
except during the holidays, frorm the 21st to the 26th;
and at the end of Marcb, thoir record shows, for the
75 days from the opening of the Session to the let
of April, sittings covering in all 70 hours and 50 minutes.
They had to work a little harder in April, bocause
it is an actual fact that on the 2nd April they sat
7 hours. Their debate was on the second reading of
the Vancouver Island Railway. Thon they sat for 2
nights subsequently, one sitting lasting 7 hours and the
other 6 hours and a quarter. On both sittings they
had a great discussion over the Scott Act; whether they
helped it or impaired it, I will not say. That brought up
the average. We find at the close of the Session, that the
Session had lasted 94 days, including Sundays, during
whieh the Sonate had sat altogether, supervising the hasty
legislation passed in this House, 115 hours and 40 minutes;
and the coet of this to the country was $183,576 or over a
81,000 an hour. Thon we have the Session of 1885, which
opened 29th January. The Sonate sut the 2 days in
January, and 13 days in February, in which time
they had st altogether, 13 hours and 40 minutes.
They thon adjourned until the 20th February, and at
the end of February, had sat altogether, since the

.pening of the Session, 26 hours and 15 minutes. Thon,
in March, they sat 54 hours and 55 minutes. Now you
will see that is pretty hard work, averaging 2 hours a day.
Therefore you will not wonder that they took a rest from
29th March to Sth April, and sut in all, in April, 49
hours and 20 minutes. The first 8 days of May they sat
17 hours, 35 minutes, and thon rested from the 8th to the
2Oth, and in the whole of May their sittings amounted to
32 hours 55 minutes. From 29th May they rested
until the2 ad of Jane. On that day they est for 4
bouim, thop took 8 days' reSt. Who will begrudgp it
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to them? On the 1lth they felt tired again and
rested until the 15th ; thon they worked from the
15th to the 19th. That completely overpowered them,
for they rested from the 19th June to the 2nd of
July, having sat, in all June, 10 hours and 30 minutes,
in revising the hasty legislation of this House. In the
twonty days of July, they sat 48 hours and 10 minutes,
and their total record, for the long Session of 1885, in
whieh this House Bat from hour to hour, from day to
day, from week to week, discussing the great questions of
the country, the Session lasted 173 days, including Sundays,
and the hours they sat numbered 222 hours and 5
minutes. Look at the present Session. Thei House opened
on the 25th February. On the 25th and 26th they sat 5
hours; down to the 9th March, they sat 16 hours and
25 minutes, then they took 2 weeks' holidays to the
23rd March. Who will begrudge them their holidays ?
Who will say they were not entitled to 2 weeks'
rest ? Their record, to the end of March, was 23 hours,
55 minutes for that month, and their record for the
month of April, was 25 hours to the 15thi. Thon
they took 2 weeks' holidays, and by the end of April, they
had sat 30 hours and 35 minutes in that month, and
down to the 7th May, which is the latest my figures
go to, we find the Session had lasted 72 days, includ-
ing Sundays, from the 25th February to the 7th May,
and they have sat 74 hours and 20 minutes. Will any
gentleman tell me that, with a record like that before
us, that Chamber has demonstrated that, constitutod as
it is at the present time, itbis fulfilling the purposes for
which it was created, that itis acting as a judicial body in
any way, that it is revising hasty legislation passed in this
House? Can they rise in the face of this authentie record
of the time they have taken and pretend to say that is so ?
Why have they adjourned ? Because there was nothing
for them to do ? Not so. Their powers are not so cir-
cumscribed, but, as I stated before, the way in which they
are constituted dwarfs their energies. They are not res-
ponsible to the people. One of the ablest Senators in that
House, in discussing the question, used these remarks, and
I give them as pertinent, and as the key to the explana-
tion of the reason why we have work of so little avail in
that Chamber. One of the ablest members of that Chamber
said :

" We can do as we please. Not a word eau be breathed against us.
We care not for the people. We can order those doors to be closed. We
can exclude the reporters, and the people need know nothing of our
work. We an paia orders and make deerees; perhaps a madoap king
of Bavaria may do freaks, but even lie is calle d to account now ana
then; but thi Chamber as no check on its powers; we are absolute,
we do just as we please."

And the inevitable result of that is that you will
have work performed, with your Chamber constituted in
that way, you will have such work in the future as yen
have had in the past, and the people themselves will be the
judges whether that work is satisfactory to the people of
this country or not. I have told you that, in 1884, it has
cost us for the work they had done $133,576. The work in
1885, the record of which I gave you, cost $175,508. The
people of this country will say whether that is money
properly expended or whether it is not. But it is the very
fact that they are not responsible to the people
and that they do not fol that responsibility that
dwarfs the energies even of the able men who
are in there. There is an atmosphere that seems impossi-
ble for those who would desire to do otherwise to rise be-
yond-a Government soothing influence that seems to
pervade the body and makes them incapable of fairly and
properly criticising measures that come from the hand of
the man who called them into existence as a politicl
power. But there are men there who recogniso the impor-
tance of their duties, and one of those, one of the most act-
ive membes of that body, in protesting agaisat the

two weeks' adjournment, asked whether they should ad-
journ when there was so muach of publio importamoe
demanding investigation and enquiry at the bande of the
representatives of the people in this Houe. He said : Yon
propose to adjourn for two weeks, and yo have been aitt-
ing for an hour or two a day, and thore is lthe geat caus.
of the late rebellion in the North-West, that caused the
loss of life and the sacrifice of millions of treasure; why
cannet we sit ? Why should we adjourn ? Why cannot
we sit and Investigate into the causes of that laterebellion ?

An hon. MEMBER Who is that ?
lMr. PATERSON (Brant). One of the most active mem-

bers of that body, a Conservative who has become disgusted
with the manner in which the business is done, an dwho
desires now, as the Liberal members desire, that there shall
be a reconstitution of that House, that there shall be
some movement, some reeponse, to the wishes of the
people. He said, secondly, that they might profitably
employ their time in ascertaining how the millions expended
in suppressing that rebellion had been expended, and who
will say there is not a field for enquiry worthy for that
body to take hold of ? I remember when they had a com-
mittee investigating the expenditure of a few thonsand dol-
lars on the Kaministiquia River, when they sought to find
fault with my hon. friend from East York, who was thon in
power, and to make out that ajob had been perpetrated, and
to-day we find that that has been adopted by the railway
authorities. At that time, acting in a partisan spirit,
they could find time to sit on a committee, but it is differ.
ent now when there have been millions upon millions of
the people's money expended, and it has been charged in
the public prints, with what truth I will not say, that there
has beenextravagant expenditures in connection with that,
Has there been a committee appointed by the Sonate to
look into that matter ? No, but they coolly propose to
adjourn for two weeks thon, and subsequently for another
two weeks, in face of the protest of this able member, who
pointed out that they might discharge that duty in the
intereste of the people. Thirdly, he said they might have
an enquiry as to how the 81,000,000 annually expended
upon the Indians is expended. Who will say, in the light
of the revelations given to us by the hon. member for Huron
(Mr. Cameron), from the departmental blue books and other
sources, that there is no room and no necessity for an
enquiry there. That was pointed ont by this honorable
Senator, but it had no avail with them. Another subject ho
suggested was the investigation by a committee of the timber
limits improperly given away in what lie called the disputed
territory. Is that not a thing in reference to which some
care should be exercised bythose who are elected to look
after provincial rights? Lare the rights of one of the
Provinces were being sacrificed, but the representatives in
that Chamber who are supposed to represent that Province
were averse to remaining, and they are almoet wholly of
one political party, they wore unwilling to romain to give
any investigation to this subject. They preferred their ease,
and why not? because, if fault is found with them, who
shall say anything to them? They are, as properly
stated in the remarks which I have read, above and
beyond the people, and they may do as they pleae.
He aiso suggested that it would be proper and
profitable to enquire into the question of timber limit
and coal land leases. Would not that be desirable, in the
face of charges which have been made and denials ofohagres
which we hear and see made in the newspapers and whioh
we hear on the floor of Parliament? What botter tiae would
there be for that body to take that into consideration and
examine into it fully ? And, sixthly, he says: We ought to
romain here, it is imporative that we should remain here,
and should have an ample, full, free discussion as to how
we can bauid up in the Iaritime Provinces that great
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interest, the sea coast fisheries. But their holidays are
of more value to them than the interests of the Mari-
time Provinces. What to them is it whother our fishing
industries languish or «not? They are off on their two
weeks jaunt, only on their retur to sit for a few hours, and
then to adjourn for two weeks more.

Mr. HESSON. Louder.
Mr. PATERSON (Brant). The hon. member for North

Perth (Mr. Hesson) is unable to hear me, apparently. I
venture to say he will not find it so difficult to hear me as
to answer me, when he may have an opportunity to do so
perhaps on the public platform, if he does not choose to do
so on the floor of the House. In the seventh place, that
member of the Senate suggested an investigation into the
many wasteful expenditures of this prodigal Government,and
who will say there is no room for that House to have given
its attention in that direction ? But that seemed not to
have any effect on them either. Then another subject
suggested was that it was desirable in the interests of this
country, and who will say it is not, that the Senate should
take up and enquire into the important question of wide-
ning the provisions of the extradition treaty. Is that
not an important subject ? Might they not have given
their attention to it ? But was that attended to by them ?
No, their minds were bent upon a holiday, and upon a holi-
day they went. Ninthly, he suggested that they should
have a discussion upon the experience of the working of the
tariff, and some of its ill-effects. Was not there a field
upon which to have their view ? They could have inves-
tigated ail the depressed industries in the country at the
preeent time, and ascertained what the cost was and how
the tariff was working iniuriously in one direction and
beneficially in another. These, Sir, are the nine reasons
that that member of that honorable body gave when
ho protested against thie adjournment of two weeks they
were making, and he pointed out to them that their
duty was to look after the public interest. But, Sir,
it was of no avail, and hon, gentlemen opposite cannot
fail to see, the country, at any rate, Mr. Speaker, will not
fail to see, that when you have a Chamber constituted as
that is, nominated by the First Minister of the day, nomi.
nated for life, when they are placed in that position
by the power that creates them, utterly beyond the
control of the people in any sense, you cannot have
more efficient legislalion from that branch of the
Legislature in the future than yon have in the past. Sir,
I am not extreme in my views, I am not desirous, as the
First Minister said, of tinkering at the constitution all the
time; that is not to be desired; but, Sir, we have had
eighteen years' experience of the working of that body, and
I challenge hon. gentlemen opposite to rise and deny, if
they can, that during the whole course of that eighteen
years the tendency of legislation in that House has not
been in the direction which I have indicated at the present
time. If there was better legislation and more useful
legislation in that House in the early days of Confoderation
I believe it was due to the fact that the House was. then
more largely composed of reprosentatives who had secured
the confidence of the people of this country, than it is at
the present time. Holding the views that I do, I am in
accord with the motion of the ion. member for Bothwell,
because I believe that experience has demonstrated that it
is desirable in the interests of this country that some change
should be made in the constitution of the Senate, and that
regard should be had to the elective principle.

Mr. FOSTER. I have listened with pleasure to the
speech of my hon. friend for Brant (Mr. Paterson). I do
not intend to speak long, I shall try to finish by six o'clock.
I merely wish to take up two or three points in the remarks
he made in the way of friendly criticism. In the first place,j
I wish to notice the eat change that has como over thei

Mr. PÂA, oN rani.

hon. gentleman's mind, and over those who se loudly
applauded him in the opening part of his speech. Sir, if I
do not misremember, I think that hon. gentleman took up
a good many hours of last Session, and I think bis
brother members opposite took up a good many hours
of last Session, in ponderous and wordy declamation, to
prove that at that stage of the Session when the Fran-
chise Bill was brought in, there was no proper
time for its discussion. Yet, the hon. gentleman has
so far turned round that although it has been stated on
both sides of this louse that the Session is probably within
eight or ton days of its close, wben lon. gentlemen on both
sides are anxions to get away to their homes, the lon.
gentleman gets up and states: We have any amount of
time for full discussion; we have the proper range and the
proper latitude, and the question can be thoroughly
discussed. Thus we see how easy it is for that hon. gentle-
man to change his point of view, to change his position,
where principle is not at stake, and where some party
advantage only is looked for. Now he made another rather
odd assertion. He found fault with the Senate because it
was too much under the power of the Government. He says
it is appointed by the Government, it is the creature of the
Government, and the members of that body are placed there
to do the work of the Government, yet he drew a
contrast between our Sonate and theI louse of Lords in
Great Britain, to the detriment of ours, by saying that the
flouse of Lords was much less under the influence of the
Goverument of the day than our Senate is. Why this
Sonate is free, and it has its complement, is complete, as ho
stated. But if the House of Lords doos not do what the
Government wishets, the Government forces it by adding a
certain number to the House tr imake it do its work.
So in the House of Lords, if it does not do what the Govern.
ment wishes, the Government has enginery by which it can
bring the House of Lords to its will by the creation of more
peers, and yet my hon. friend declares that the House
of Lords is superior in this respect to our Sonate.
This is an anomaly, which my hon. friend may be
able to reconcile, but which I cannot. He says that the
Sonate is partisan. Has he offered a single remedy to cure
partisanship ? Is there not partisanship in this House ? Doos
not partisanship exist on that side of the House ? Is not
partisanship found in the speeches, in the reasoning, in
the mind of my hon. friend who has just spoken ?
Does ho propose any remedy by which there can be
a Sonate or House yonder, which will ho bereft of all
partisanship and will come up to that high ideal of a legis-
lative body, which will discuss everything from the ground
of right reason and practical result. I think the ion. mem-
ber before ho urges as an objection to the other body that
it is partisan is bound to show to this House that ho las
some method for placing a legislative body there which will
not be a partisan body and so to cure that evil. The hon.
gentleman says that provincial rights are relinquished by
gentlemen in the other House. I have seen him rise in this
House and declare in language as loud as that of any other
son of thunder that this fouse has deserted provincial
rights, this House which comes from the people,
and therefore if it is an objection to the other
branch of the Legislature that it deserts provincial
rights, on his own ground and from his own argument and
from the assertions he as made here hundreds of times if
he as made themo at all, the very same objection lies against
this House, because he himself has stated over and over
again that this louse, the creation of the people, has
ignored provincial rights. He says: It may be all right now
when the gentlemen in the other House are of the same poli-
tical opinion as the gentlemen here, and all goes on wellt; but
when a change takes place, how will it be then ? How will
it be under any method which the hon. gentleman may
suggest? How is the hon, gentleman going to eloct the
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Upper House? Is he going to have the same length of
term as here ? If that is his proposition-I do not say that
it is--what is the use of having two elective bodies coter-
minus with each other, beginning from the same publie
sentiment and ending with a similar publie sentiment
and in the samo phase of it. The hon. gentleman
does not propose anything to cure the evil. If
ho is going to have the period of eleotion for
the Upper House longer than the period for this House, you
will elect its members at a certain phase of public opinion
that will be in accordance with public opinion as represented
by the members of this louse. This House dies before the
other. Public opinion will have changed, and you will have
a set of men in this House with different opinions and hold-
ing different political maxima from those in the other House.
Will they not be opposed to each other ? The hon. gentle.
man as not proposed any method by which to overcome
that strong objection. The hon. gentleman said we had an
elective Sonate once. So we had. The test of experience
is a very good test. The people of Canada are fairly
wise people, and the politicians of 1867 were quite
as wise as the politicians of to.day; and looking
over that experiment, which they entered on as
an experiment, and looking at the results of it, when they
came into this wider and greater Union, they said: We
have tried an elective Sonate; we do not believe it worked
well. When we enter upon the new career of a great and
wide confederation, we will build upon the old rock-bed of
the contitution of Great Britain, and have a Senate
appointed for life rather than an elective Sonate, which we
have tried as an experiment, and which has failed. The hon.
gentleman further said, and his assertion is one of thoso
wild assei Lions which hon. gentlemen cannot always sub-
stantiate, that in almost every case the appointee to the
Senate was a rejected candidate; that ho went before the
people, who rejected him, and the moment they did so ho
was placed in the Upper House. I challenge the hon. mom-
ber to take the list of appointees to the Senate, and prove
that bold assertion he las made. I do not think ho can do
it. Andagain, the hon. gentleman said that mensures ought
to be more fully discussed in the Sonate; that if we discussed
measures the Sonate ought to spend an equal timo in dis-
cussing them. That does not follow. Does not tho Rail-
way Committee discuss railway measures sometimes for
days and days, and yet when they come down to thifs House
they are passed almost without discussion. It is a case
almost parallel: This House takes up measures, introduces
them, discusses them, places them in proper shape and
sends them to the other body. If they have been well con-
sidered here, and if we have sustained our own dignity and
done our own work, we must say they bave been properly
considered here and there is no necessity for an equal
length of time being spent in considering them in the other
House, which revises them. Let me now touch upon the
last point that I will mention with respect to the hon.
member. His general objection, if there was any point
to it, was, that the Sonate was a costly body, a
useles body, that it sits a little while and thon goes
on long holidays, and that therofore it was a body
useless, expensive, and which did little good. And what
is the obvious conclusion? Sir, if there was any
conclusion at all to be drawn from the hon. gentleman's
remarks it was that the Sonate, which is so useless, which
has so little discussion, which did nothing, which was so
costly and which was a burdensome thing should be swept
out of existence entirely. Yet neither the hon. gentlemen
who had spoken nor the mover of the rosolution had the
courage to come before this Parliament and the country in
a straightforward manly way and place before the people1
the plain issue of the abolition of the Sonate. They first1
pile up the cost and soek to show its uselessneas; and they
nd by, what ? They say: Oh, lot us keep it by al means,

but we will make some general confusing statement to the
people on which we can go to them and say we are against
the Sonate, while we will net pledge ourselves to anything.
That is the course pursued by hon. gentlemen opposite.
From I do not know how far back down to the present time
they have never gone before the people with a definite
plain issue; they always take strong grounds in their
speeches, but when they come to concentrate their speeches
into resolutions they have only somo misty, airy, cloudy,
nebulous thing which no person on earth can materializm.

It being Six o'clock, the Speaker left the Chair.

After Reoess.

THIRD READINGS.

Bill (No. 86) to incorporate the North American Tele-
graph Company.-(Mr. Taylor.)

BiU (No. 65) respecting the Northern and North-Western
Junction Railway Company.-(Mr. Xilvert.)

SUPPLY-CONSTITUTION OF THE SENATE.

Mr. DAVIES. The resolution which my hon. friend
from Bothwell bas moved, involves, as the right bon. First
Minister said, a radical change in our constitution, and
should therefore be carefully considered. But it does net
follow, bocause it involves that change, that we should be
afraid to face it; and if the exporience we have gained
during the past 18 years of our political life convinces us
that a change is required, we should have the manliness
and the courage to say so, and to say so at the right time.
In looking back over the history of this Dominion during
that time, I eau come to but one conclusion, that the cons-
titution of the Senate, as it exists at present, is not in accor-
dance with the spirit of the age, doos not reflect the views
of the people, and does not give offect to the measures the
people desire to pass. I myself, if I had been in political life
when our con stitu tion was framed, would not have been averse
to the adoption of even a more radical system than that pro-
posed by my hon. friend. I am radical enough to believe that
in this age and in this country, and with so intelligent a
people, we should have got along well enough with one
Chamber alone; but that was not the view of the fathers
of our constitution; and the prevailing opinion seems to
be that it is necessary to have some kind of a second
Chamber. The question, therefore, before the louse is,
what character shall that Chamber take ? Shall it be
simply a nominative body, the mombers appointed for
life, not changing as the desires and wlshes of the people
change, but remaining constituted as the Premier for
the time being makes it ? I do net thitnk that is
right. I remember, when our constitution, as embodied
in the BritiKh North America Act, was under review
in the English House of Commons, that great orator
and tribune of the people, John Bright, gave his views
on this particular feature of it. le thon warned those
who were pronoting the British North America Act,
that there was a radical defect in the constitution they were
framing which consisted in creating a body composed of
what ho called stereotyped life peers; and ho predicted that
the time would not be long before the people of Canada
would come to agre with him and be ready to make the
change which ho thon desired sbould be made. I will, with
your permission, read a few words which that right bon,
gentleman uttered at the time upon this question, and I
think ho ba a right to-day to say that bis fears and
his predictions have been fully verified. Ho says,
referring to the promoters of the British North Amenca
Aot and the people of Canada.
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4 They have established their House of Representatives direetly upon

the basis of representation. They have adopted the system which pre-
vails in the United States, which, upon every ten years summing up of
the census in that country, the number of members may be changed,
and is by law changed in the différent States and districts, as the rate
of population may have changsd. Therefore, in that respect, his friends
in Canada have not adopted the principle which prevails in this
country, but that which prevails in the United States. I believe they
have done that which ie right, and which they have a right to do, and
which is inevitable there. I regret very much that they have not
adopted another system with regard to their 0ouncil or Senate, because
I am satisfied-I have not a particle of doubt with regard to it-that
we run a great danger of making this Act work ill almost from the
beginning. They have the example of thirty-six States in the United
States, in which the Senate is elected, and no man, however sanguine,
can hope that seventy-two stereotyped provincial peers in Canada,
will work harmoniously with a body elected upon a system o wide and
so general as that which prevails in the States of the American Union."

Sir, I venture to say that the prediction of that great orator
and statesman has been verified. I venture to say that the
vast majority of the people of this country believe that we
have ineurred the danger he predicted of making that Act
work ill almost from the beginning. Our eighteon years'
experience shows that, so far as the Sonate have been able,
they have contributed to the ill-working of the machine. I
believe, Sir, in the people ruling. There was a time in the
history of the world when kings ruled alone, when their
will was law; there was a time when the Commons had no
voice in the making or the execution of the laws which they
were bound to obey. But the world progressed, and the
nobles took a share in the work of government with the
king. For a time they ruled, but not in the interest of the
common people. The great mass of the people were little
above slaves. But intelligence and education have been
diffused so rapidly that in the Mother Country, the mother
of Parliaments, a new ora bas dawned, and during the last
forty or fifty years the common people have had their share
in the government of that country. Sir, it is inevitable that
the reign of the common people shall come, and shall come
soon. I believe it is comng in this country of ours. I
believe it is right that the common people, those who have
been excluded from having a reasonable voice in the making
of the laws, should have that reasonable voice given to
them, and I believe that anything that obstructs the fair,
honest views of the people from being expressed should be
removed. I believe the Sonate is an obstruction in that
regard. The hon. gentleman wbo replied to the mover of
the resolution recognised its gravity ; ho recognised
that it was a great stop in the direction of popu-
lar government, and ho met it with a fiat refusal.

,-He is satisfied with the existing state of affairs, and well ho
may be; and why ? Because the Senate reflects the opinion
of the people ? No; because the Senate reflects his indi.
vidual whim-nay, his caprice; and that is inevitable,
because he bas had the appointmont of the members of that
body. While the theory at the beginning seemed to be
very pretty and very good, that the best men from the
different Provinces should be selected and should form a
kind of high judicial court, removed to some extent from
the whims and the caprice of the popular branch, which
would maintain an equilibrium between political parties,
what bas been the practical working of that theory ? What
is that body to-day ? We find that the Liberal party of
Canada, who, I am bold to say, are in a majority in this
country, although not in this House-

Some hon. MEMBERS. Oh, oh.
Mr. DAVIES. I have not hesitated in expressing that

as my individual belief, and that belief will be shown to be
well founded when the people next go to the polis. How
is that opinion reflected in our little House of Lords by
those stereotype provincial peers, as the hon. Mr. Bright
called them ? We have been given very little more than a
corporal's guard ? Do hon. gentleman think that is right
or proper? Suppose that the people in the ooming elections
should vote want of oonldone, s.l bolieve ,they wi, iI

Mr. DAVIn.

the right hon. gentleman opposite, what position will the
country thon be in ? We will be in this position, that we
will have an obstructive body, a partisan body, a body
which bas shown itself in time past to be bitterly partisan,
to do what ? To facilitate the carrying ont of the wishes of
the people? To advance liberal legislation ? No, Sir; but
te obstruct and do whatever they cani to paralyse
the power of the Government. The right hon. gentleman
said that ho was surprised and annoyed that my
hon. friend should have moved this resolution in the way
ho did. I would be sùrprised if my hon. friend could
move a resolution in any way, which woult meet
the approval of the right hon. gentleman. But if my hon.
lriend has taken the opportunity of proposing this constitu-
tional resolution on the motion to go into Supply, ho is only
following the precedont establishod by the right hon.
gentleman when he was in Opposition. When ho wanted to
move a resolution on a great constitutional question what
course did he take ? Ho moved his resolution when the
House was going into Supply, just as my hon. friend bas
done. The proposition advanced in the resolution of my
hon. friend is no new proposition; it is not the first time
the hon. gentleman has moved a resolution in this House
enunciating the same proposition. Hon. gentlemen know
that the honored and respected leader of this party, the
Gladstone of Canada, the future Premier of Canada-they
know and the country knows that he has laid down, as a
plank in his platform, the principles which my hon. friend
bas formulated in bis resolution to-night. He has discussed
them in his London speech and in other great speeches, and
therofore we are not here môving a new principle with
which to catch public opinion at the coming elections. We
are, on the contrary, seeking to formulate and, if possible,
to carry a resolution embodying the views of our party,views
which will be endorsed by the people when they have the
opportunity of expressing their opinion. It is a curious fact
that hon, gentlemen opposite, in their minor organs, and
when they are not face to face with the leaders of the Liberal
party, are very fond of accusing that party of being with-
out a policy. But those who have sat opposite to us for the
last few years and have listened to the policy we have enun-
ciated, from day to day, in the resolutions we have moved,
know that we have a policy, a grand and noble policy,
which will meet the approval of the people. The Minister
of Marine and Fisheries who spoke-for what purpose I do
not know, for after he had spoken I was unable to under-
stand what idea he wished the House to gather from his
remarks-characterised the resolution in a number of adjeo.
tives, as airy, nebulous, cloudy, misty, and incomprehensi-
ble. Ris remarks were excusable on one ground only,
namely, that he never read the resolution at all. The reso-
lution affirms two propositions: One, that the existing
constitution of the Sonate, by making that body independent
of the people, is inconsistent with the Federal principle of
our system of government. There is in that proposition
nothing nebulous and airy, but, on the contrary, it is plain,
practical and liberal. It affirms the principle that we do
not believe in the existence of governing bodies independent
of the people. The resolution goes on to affrm how that
constitution will be changed :

" That appropriate steps be taken to secure such amendments as will
make the tSenate directly responsible to the people."

These are the two propositions affirmed in my hon. friend's
resolution, which the Minister of Marine and Fisheries
characterised as airy and nebulous. The hon. gentleman
came out as the champion of the Senate, and I listened with
great attention to ascertain why he championed this body
so ardently. He is, or, I should say, ho was-I must
qualify my remarks-known as the great champion of total
abstinence in this country, and perhaps it may be from the
notabl* evidence whioh the Senate has given of their
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bympathy with hie pat views, that the hon. gentleman the Senate, and lot Us see whetlhr h. bel res or do at
expresses his admiration for them to-day. The hon. believe, after that experienoe, that a wrong exista.
gentleman justified the existence of partisanship in the Mr. McNEILL. Name.
Sonate. On what ground ? Because, he said, it exists in
the Commons as well. But the reason for the existence of Mr. DAVIES. The Hon. Mr. Scott. I and hijn saying:
a second House, the justification of its existence, is that, "ÂAeerding to the history of the sonate it is usoed umpl for the
as far as possible, partisansbip should be banished from political exigencies of the Government of the day. I quite appreolatef, the sentiment of the hon. gentleman wio hau spoken befors me, but, if
it, and that it should be a high judicial body, free b had sat in the lat Pariament, as I did, ho vould know that mom-
of any such taint. If the louse of Commons is bers of the Sonate were not thon quite so fair and reasonable; that tbis
partisan, the ple bave the remedy in their own Rouse, with its great Conservative majority, was used--"
hande. When the proper time comes, they can rémove those I want to appeal to that gentleman with al his expeSiSe
whose partisanship has been inimical to the public interest, as to the use which is made of the Sonate.-
but if partisanship shows itself in the Senate, what remedy "was used as an inquisitorial commission for the purpose of sonding
have the people ? The people are powerless, the Senators forth tirough this country damaging reports against the late Govezn-
are there for life, and, as my hon. friend, in quoting from ment-reports that to-day they would not endorse. They spent month
the remarks of a distinguished Senator, said : "The Sonate after month procuring evidence to show how preposterous it was to

Tho a onaT hoademake improvements on the Raministiquia River, et lat year and this
eau romain and laugh at the people." This anomaly should year there are votes for the improvement of that river. They said that
not be allowed to exist in this free country where we profess a breakwater should be constructed at Prince Arthur's Landing, and to
to enjoy responsible government, and where we hope and carry oui the acheme they spent money ther to no purpose. W en we

introducedi a Bill for the Esquimait andI Nanaino ftailway, h vwas
believe the people goveru. It is not proper that a body thrown out of this House, when the present Government introduced a
should continue to exist which is not responsible to the Bill for the same purpose, it was carried hore. Whon we introduced a
people, it is not proper that such a body should control the Bill to right a wrong in the county of Huron, to reconstruct the

o. i ible ridings of that county as they should be, it was scorned and
legislation and icy of this House, while is respons thrown out; when a Bill i introduced by the presont Government to
1o the people. 1 wae amused at the apology which the Min. manipulate every municipality in Ontario, to 'hive the Grits,' as thoy
ister of Marine offered for the want of action and the want say. to alter every constituency ai the beck and instance of their friends

of work on the part of the Senate. My hon. friend finthoe house, no attemp is made to stop h,tor to see whether ft la
of work on tho part o h oae ybn friodfor fair or in accord vith provincial rights or not. Whon the prisent
Brant (Mr. Paterson) quoted at length the record of their Government took the absurd position of fighting the Provinous-"
proceedings, showing what a hard-worked body they are ; This quotation I am making is d propos to the defence of the
and I wonder how some of the venerable old gentlemen who Sonate on the ground that they represent the smaller Pro.
compoise the Senate manage to survive the number of hours vinces.-
they put in during the three months. What did
the Minister of Marine say? He said he was surprised that he Provinces and attempting ta deprive them cf tab r righo., vhou they
any complaint should be made that the Sonate did not work attempted to take the licensing power from the Provincial Goverameats
harder. What need, he asked, was there for them to work, which they had enjoyed for eighteen yearu, and when I raised y voite
since the House of Commons did all the work. If that bor againat the B when itcame up ta tenate, vho listend ome?
argument is worth anything at ail, it is an argument for Not a sou.
the abolition of the Sonate, If we do all the work, if Oftheeightyiudependenthighjudicial functionarios, asthey
our moasures are eo earefully prepared in committee that were supposed to be, who were appoaled to at a critical mo-
there is no need for the Sonate to work, why maintain the ment to raise thoir voices on buhalf of provincial rights,
Sonate at a cost of a quarter of a million to the country. But, threatened by the Government of the day, how many list-
I say, if the Sonate would discharge the duties they are ened to the hon. gentleman'ti appeal ? Not one.-

bound to discharge, they have a vast field in which to work. "Sir John A. Macdonald has stated that thelicensing power bolonged
Why should they not initiate legislation ? It is wellknown to the Dominion, and so this House, at the buck uf the Goverament uf

the day, at once accepted the proposition and would notlisten to an
that a large majority of the members of this House are bard argument against it for One moment. What ui the position of this Bonse
working men who find it very difficult indeed to give up on thatuestion to-day? Does it occupy a guod one on a question where
time from thoir work at home and come here to disuharge it shou stand up for provincial rnmhs? On yvery measure affecicg

Are ~ 1~d provincial rights il supportesi the Government. Il vas lu the. Interoîte
the necessary work of legislation. Are they asisted by of the strong party in the House of Oommon that that view ubould pré.
the Sonate ? Have the Sonate initiated legislation ? No, vail, and it did prevail. That was the way this oChamber manifested its
Sir. What a grand field they had this Session. Hore we independence."
were going to consolidate seventeen or eighteen years of Sir, there is the record, the matured opinion of a gentle.
Statute work; and what a grand opportunity this gave man who has been in that Chamber, a very leading memi-
the Sonate to give a reseon for their existence, by appoint- ber of it, for the last twelve years, and i say, in the fams of
ing a committee to take that work in band and thus relieve that record, there ca obe but on.e opinion as to the De of
the Commons. We were working day and night, we were that body in protecting provincial rights at least. Now, if
over worked, in fact, and unable to do this work as it should thore are statements made by the Hon. Mr. Scott from hie
be done. Why should it not have been taken up by those place in the Sonate, which I have read, any of whioh are
gentlemen, who take their holidays and do not pretend to untrue, let us hear them challenged to-night. If they are
discharge any of the work they are supposed to discharge, true, they prove conclusively that the resoltion of mry
and which, according to the constitutional thoory, they hon. friend has not been moved a day or an hour too son.
should discharge. Theright hon. the First Minister said very The right hon. gentleman seemed to pooh pooh the idea
correctly, that we are enjoying a constitution which has that the Senators are at all under his econtrol. I would not
existed for eighteen years, and should not seek hastily to venture an opinion of my own, but I wili refer him to the
change it; that no radical change should be made unless we opinion of a gentleman who hias long supported him in
could prove the existence of a wrong. That brings us to that Chamber, and not a week ago, when the question of
the question of fact whether wrong has been shown to exist the constitution of the Sonate came up, what do we find
or not. I do not wish to give my expression of opinion, him saying ?:
but will give the House that of a gentleman who has st in "There is not a member here who bai received his appointaient from
the Sonate since its inception, who has taken an active and either Goverament that does not fel under more or less restraint and
prominent part in its labors, and who bas been the leader obigation te ire party or the leader of the party tIai appoint*d hlm,

Loi s se wha hieandi members are to tiret extent shscklod and bounsi. In many iuium.uoes,there of one of our political parties. Let us see what his I am qite satiedd that hon. gentlemen hre would take a direat
opinion is after alwre yara' experinoe of te werking of .otu4 fnm abet $*y de oe it it hat they fel they veire
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appointment to the present Government, and consequently must sup-
port all measures introduced by them."
There is a splendid character to give to the body appointed
by the right hon. gentleman, a body whose actions show
they are here to register the decrees of the right hon. gen-
tleman himself, and not te protect the rights of the Pro-
vinces, or te advance or promote the interests of the people.
Now, the right hon. gentleman also did not scruple to say,
that in hie opinion, the Senate to-day truly reflects the voice
of the people. He bas had his answer from the mouth of
my hon. friend from Brant (Mr. Paterson), who proved te
him, that from the premier Province of this Dominion, a
Province which I congratulate on having had twelve long
years of Liberal rule, and which promises to maintain that
rule for a long time te come, there are only four Liberal
representatives in that Senate. It is a farce to say, that
when Ontario bas only four Liberal representatives in the
Senate, that Sonate truly represents the voice of the
people. It is ridiculous; it is a travesty on the facts
as we know them to exist. The hon. gentleman compared
our Senate to the House of Lords in England, and led us to
believe that it was modelled upon that body, and that it
discharged the same functions and duties in this Dominion
as the House of Lords disecharge in Great Britain; but
there is no comparison possibly between the two bodies.
We know that the House of Lords is a venerable institution
which bas come down from antiquity, which preserves,
and is maintained by those who are in favor of it in order
that it may preserve and maintain the special interests of
a particular class. Here in this broad Dominion, I am
proud to say we have not and we ought not te have any
special class or special interests which require a special
body to preserve. We have no aristocracy, we have no
landed interests, in the sense in which they have landed
interests at home. We are a people te that extent, homo.
geneous that the interest of one class ought to be, and I
believe is, the interest of all; and therofore the reasons for
the continuance of the Hlouse of Lords-whether they are
tenable or not is a matter which the English people will
decide-do not exist here. But there is no parallel at all.
The members of the House of Lords do not owe thoir po'i-
tion te tho appointment of a Premier. Tho members of the
House of Lords are such because they are sons of their
fathers, because their fathers before have been members of
that House. It runs in the family, as my hon. friend says,
and while that may or may not be defensible, while
they are there te defend thé interests of their class,
there is no parallel between such a body and
this, appointed by the Premier and reflecting his will alone,
nor is there any comparison between our Senate and the
Senate of the United States. The hon. gentleman says we
seek to introduce a body similar to the Senate of the
United States. No, we do not. The Senate of the United
States possesses powers by the constitution of that
country with which it is not desirable that we should investi
the Senate of this country, and I have never beard anyone
on this side of the House propose te invest them with such
powers. The Senate of the United States are se appointed
that the smallest State bas as great a representation as the
largest. They are not only a legislative body but they are
to some extent an executive body. Their constitution is
entirely different from ours at present or from our proposed
one, and no analogy can be drawn. I will not take up the
time of the fouse fnrther on this subject. I believe that
it is proper and right that we should have placed before
this House now, when we are, se far as we can gather,
upon the eve of a general election, that we should formu-
late in a distinct way and in a distinct form the principles
we hold in regard te the second Chamber; and, believing
that the principles formulated in the resolution of my bon.
friend willgive to the people of this country a second

Mr. DAVus.

Chamber far in advance of the one under which we now
suifer, I will gladly support his motion.

Mr. MoNEILL. I shall take up the time of the House
only a few moments, but I do not feel inclined to vote on this
subject without expressing my views. I think it is unfor-
tunate that none of the hon, gentlemen opposite who fol-
lowed the Premier ventured to grapple with the main
argument which he advanced to the House which was, as I
understand it, that the second elective Chamber we formerly
had proved a failure, and that in point of fact the two
elective bodies would be found to confliet with each other.
The hon. member for Bothwell (Mir. Mills) seemed to be
pressed with the force of that objection, too, before it was
urged from this side of the House by the right bon. Pre-
mier, because ho endeavored to guard himself. I see he
shakes his head. 1 did him the credit to suppose that ho
had been aware of that objection and had been pressed by
it, but I see that he denies that he was. The hon. gentleman
said that it would be necessary to have a Chamber that
would keep this House in check, and a little while after-
wards ho said that we would require to have that Chamber
so constituted that it would not be a rival to this flouse.
Now, that is just where the difficulty comes in. If you
have two elective Chambers, either the second will be
a rival to this House, or you will not have a
second Chamber that is of any benefit at all.
If yon make that second Chamber weak, if you reduce its
independence, as the hon. gentleman proposed, it will
vitually amount to nothing and be no check. If, again,
you bave a Chamber elected by the people, the question
is, upon what franchise is it to be elected? Is it te be
elected on the same franchise as this House, or upon
some other franchise ? Is the property qualification to be
higher than the property qualification for this House ? If
it is higher that will make a difference in the first instance
but the result will be that we shall soon have an agitation
to reduce the qualification. We shall therefore simply
have what the hon. gentleman himself regards as a danger,
we shall bave a rival Hiouse, in short, to this representative
Chamber. But, Sir, it is a most important fact that we find
hon. gentlemen ribinig up in their places in this House
and proposing, in the calmest way, without any warning
whatever, such a radical proposition as has been presented
to us to-night; we found hon. gentlemen getting up without
a moment's warning the other night, and supporting a pro-
position in support of a policy which just a round dozen
members of Mr. Gladstone's late Cabinet had declared to be
most dangerous to the integrity of the Empire; we find
the leader of the Opposition rising without a moment's
notice to ask this Flouse to support that proposition.
We find to-day another hon. member getting up without a
moment's notice, and in a calm kind of way, on a sum-
mer afternoon, suggesting that we should alter the British
constitution; and we. find the hon. member from Prince
Edward Island (Mr. Davies), saying that that is perfectly
right, and just the sort of thing we ought to do. I think
that is net the sort of thing we ought to have in this House
of Commons. I think we ought to conduct our debates
with greater gravity than that, and we ought not to
approach a question of this enormous importance with such
a light heart. I venture to think that it would be a very
great loss, and a very great injury to the people of this
country, if we were to attempt to substitute an elective body
for the nominated Chamber which now existe. As I under-
stand it, the weakness of this flouse is just where the
strength of the other House is to be found. This House is
weak because it is dependent upon the people, and, as I
understand it, it is just because this fouse is intended to
represent the people that it is weak; and on the other hand,
because it has its sanction directly from the people, it is
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strong also. I say the weakness of this House consista in louse of Lords came out triumphantly. That was not
the fact that the members, because they know that because they went against the people, but because the
their seats depend on the will of the electorate, are House of Commons, represented by the Premier and the
inclined often to do that which they think would be pleasing Government of the day, were afraid to appeal to the people
to their constituents, rather than that which they believe, on the question. The House of Lords bgged that tere
in their hearts, would be in the interest of the country. should be an appeal to the people. Lord Saliubury and
But that is what we require, and what the British con- other leading statesmen requested such an appeal, but Mr.
stitution requires-this British constitution which hon, gen- Gladstone feared to appeal to the people on the question,
tlemen think is to be altered, as I said, in a summer's after- and he gave way, and the House of Lords prevented the
noon, this British constitution, of course, as we ail know, has House of Commons doing, what hon. gentlemen bere would
been produced without much thought by a parcel of men have objected to being done, making a re-distribution of seats
who do not know very much about what they were doing. without anyone knowing what the distribution was to be.
Sir, this very characteristic of the British constitution is of But I venture to think that the people of this country have
ail others, to my mid, one of those we ought to guard with some respect for the constitution which has been provided
the greatest jealousy. In the second Chamber are men who for them through the wisdom of ages, and by the blood of
are not dependent for their seats upon the electorate, and their ancestors, and that they will guard that constitution
therein I see one of the greatest safeguards to the interest jealously. I do not believe that hon. gentlemen opposite
of the country. When you find a sudden wave of excite- are going to make a great deal of political capital out of
ment passing over the country, which may influence hon. this attempt to substitute an elective Chamber for the pre-
members of this louse to do this or that which they think sent Sonate. The hon. member for Prince Edward Island
may be pleasing to their constituents, we have no kind of (Kr. Davies) seemed to see the difficulty of that position.
guarantee that they will not give way to the pressure of this Ie does not believe in a body of that kind, and he goes a
popular excitement. But you have in the second Chamber step forward and says: Abolish the whole th ing; do away
gentlemen who hold their seats for life,who are independent altogether with the British constitution. It will, however,
of the people, and who are able to approach a question be some time before that comes to pass.
calmly and to consider it upon its merits, without regard Mr. JAMIESON. Before I record my vote on this ques-
to the opinion of those outside upon whoso votes they tion, I think it advisable to offer a few remarks. On several
would otherwise be dependent. In that way they occasions, both in my own constituency and elsewhere, I
are able to stem the tide of publie excitement until have expressed the opinion that in my judgment there was
tho people have time to reflect and reco ver their sober room for a change in the constitution of the Sonate. I regret,
second thought. That is where we have the benefit however, very much that this matter has come before the
of a Chamber which is not elective. But the hon Hiouse in the shape in which it has been submitted. Whilst
gentlemen opposite desire to do away with that safeguard' I am in favor of the principle of the amendment, I at the
altogether, and to have an elective Chamber which will be same timo have confidence in the Government.
just as liable to be forced by popular excitement of any
kind as is the House of Commons, and in that way they do Some bon. MEMBERS. Oh, oh.
away with one of the very safeguards which the mon who Mr. JAMIESON. It may seem strange to some hon.
framed the British constitution foresaw and provided gentleman that I take that position. Had the hon. member
against. But these hon. gentlemen treat the British con. for Bothwell (Mr. Mills) moved it as a substantive motion,
stitution as if it was a child's toy, or a houe built of carda, I for one would have been only to glad to have supported
which they are to deal with just as they please. It seems to it to the best of my ability. But the hon. gentleman ha.
me that the flouse of Commons is strong just where the moved it in such a way that, in my judgment, he will not
second Chamber is weak, and the second Chamber is strogg obtain a fair expression of the sentiment of the House on
just where the House of Commons is weak, and so you find this question, and I regret very much it should be placed
that the one supplements or complements the other, and before the House in that way. I have confidence in the
in these two together you have a most admirable combina. Government, and I am not going to vote want of confidence
tion. Suppose this House pass some crude and hasty in the Government on this question. I only regret I cannot
rmeasure, you have a second Chamber to counteract it. say the same in regard to the Sonate, that is, that I have
Suppose the flouse of Commons will not give way to the confidence in tho. This conviction in regard to a change
second Chamber, the Sovereign holds in ber hand the key in the constitution of the Senate ha forced itself upon me
to the dead lock, viz., a dissolution and appeal to the people, in consequence of the events which have transpired sinee
thon, if the elective Chamber is sustained the second Cham- I have had a seat in this fouse. I think the action of the
ber will, of course, give way. Sonate during the last Session Of Parliament was not only

ill-advised, but very arbitrary; and if on no other ground
Some hon. MEMBERS. Oh, oh. than their action on the Bill to amend the Canada Temper-
Mr. McNEIL. It has always been found so. Hon. gentle- ance Act which passed through this House last year, I

men may laugh, of course; it is well to laugh and to be would be disposed to support any reasonable proposition
theoretical. We have always found that to be so in practice. for an amendment in the constitution of the Senate to bring
We have not found in England any difficulty of that kind. it into harmony with what I believe to be the public senti-
We have found that thei louse of Lords in England have ment of this country. I have no hesitation in saying that,
frequently refused to sanction the legislation proposed in in my judgment, the venerablu gentlemen who occupy seats
the House of Commons; but we have never found, with the in the Upper House are entirely out of harmony and sym-
exception of the one animportantcase mentioned by the hon. pathy with the people of this Dominion. I trust if ion.
member for South Huron (Sir Richard Cartwright), that gentlemen at my right, the friends of the ion. member for
the flouse of Lords has persisted in its refusal to pas. any Queen's (Mr. Davies), come into power-and I hope they
measure of great importance when there has been an appeal will not, and I do not intend to help them to power aven on
to the people. this question-but if they do attain te power, I trust their

An hon. MEMBER. low about the leform Bill? record on this question will be better than it was during
the time they were in power several years ago. I under-

Mr. MILLS. How about Jewish disabilities ? stand from the public records that the hon. member for
Mr. McNEILL. On the last occasion when there was a Bothwell (Mr. Mills) carried through this louse a resolu-

difference between tie Lords and Commons, no doubt the tion affirming the adviability and desirability of a change
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in the constitution of the Sonate. lowever, no practical
results fiowed from that motion.

Mr. MILLS. Yes, and the reasons wore given.
Mr. JAMIESON. I trust if those hon. gentlemen corne

into power this question will be treated by them in a prac-
tical way. I hope their policy on this question will net be
one of masterly inactivity. Should I have the fortune or
misfortune to be in this House wihen the hon. gentlemen at
my right change over to the Treasury bouches, and should
they not take up this question, I will take an opportunity
of reminding them-

Mr. PATERSON (Brant). Of voting for it thon.

Mr. JAMIESON,--of proving their honesty in dealing
with this question in a practical way. It is not my
desire to discuss this question at any great length. I may
again express my great regret that it has not come up in
such a way as to enable me to give it my support. It is a
dangerous state of things te have in any country, a second
Chamber not amenable to public sentiment. I have strong
convictions on this question. I take no stock, to use
a common expression, in the arguments advanced by
the hon. member for Bruce (Mr. McNeill), It seems to
me that the arguments made use of by that hon. gentle-
man, such as that the Senate, beirg appointed for life,
is more independent than we who have seats in this House
as representatives of the public sentiment of the country,
are erroneous. If we carry out that argument to its logical
conclusion it will tell diametrically against the principles
of responsible government. I agree with the sentiment
that we are representatives of the people and that the
people in this country govern. The people are the sovereign
Parliament of the country, and when we, the direct repre-
sentatives of the people, pass on any question, while I con-
cede the right of the Sonate to discuss and modify such a
measure, I do not con code its right, as it did' last year in
the instance I have referred to, to act in a manner directly
opposed to the wishes of the people. Not only that, but
after we had refused to concur in the action of the Sonate
on that question and sont the Bill back to them, they re-affir-
med their position. What position are we going to occupy ?
The hon. member for Bruce (Mr. McNeill) says that in the
event ofa dead lock the Queen's representative has the matter
in his own hands. I should like to know whether the
Queen or the Queen's representative can change
the constitution of this country, the British North America
Act. I understand that the number of Senators who con-
stitute the Upper House is fixed by that Act and no power
short of the fmperial Parliament eau make any change in
the Act. Nor could the representative of the Queen or
even Her Majesty herself, without the concurrence of the
Lords and Commons of England, make any change in the
Act. Now, Sir, I do trust that in some way or other,
from some party or other in this country-and so far as I
am concerned, no matter with what party I may be allied,
I shall give such a measure my hearty support-I do trust
that some change in the constitution of that body will
take place which will render it more in harmony with
popular opinion and the sympathies of the people. It is
said that the amondment moved by the hon. member for
Bothwell (Mr. Mills) has had a wonderful effect already. I
am told-whether it is a strange concidence or not-that, just
about the time the amondment was moved in the House, the
venerable.gentlemen in the Sonate woke up to a wonderful
extent, Perhaps if we move an amendment every Session, or
once or twioe a Session, it might have a very beneficial
effect upon these gentlemen. 1 have expressed my views
on this question in this cursory fashion. It was not my
intention to speak, and in fact I was surprised when the
question came up; but I regret very much that it has come
up in the way itheas. Idesire to say that beoa I vot

Mr. JAmaSoN,

against this amendment in the shape in whih it is noved,
in the abstract form in which it has come before the House,
that is net te bo taken as an index of my opinion on the
subject, I simply vote against it because it is a vote of
want of confidence, and as 1 am a supporter of the Govern-
ment, and have confidence in its judgment and ability in
the Administration of the affaira of this country, I shall vote
against tjhe amendient on that ground. I trust, however,
to see the day when a different state of things will prevail
in this country, in reference to the constitution of the body
known as the Sonate.

Mr. MILLS. Perhaps the House will allow me to say a
word by way of explanation. The hon. gentleman says I
carried a resolution on this subject in the louse in 1875,
and that I took no further action. I stated at the time that
I did net propose te go further than to get the House te
express an opinion on the subject, with a view of making
it an issue in the election. My opinion was thon, and is
now, that a change in our constitution, whether it is a
change within our power to make, or a change which we
may seek at the hands of another body, should not be made
without popular sanction. That was the reason I did net
thon proceed further, and my desire now is to obtain from
the House such an expression of opinion as that the country
will understand precisely how hon. gentleman stand on this
question.

Mr. CASEY. The hon. gentleman who has just sat down
has given us a very frank and interesting account of the
state of his feelings, and the tendency of his vote upon this
question. He has told us that ho agrees thoroughly with
the principle of this resolution, but that ho will not vote for
it now, for foar ho shoald seem to express want of confi-
dence in the Government ; but that if our friends come into
power and do not reform the Sonate, and the question
should come Up again, then he would be happy to vote for
it, I fancy that is about the state of feeling of agreat many
gentlemen on that aide, who are really with us in regard te
that'question.

Some hon. MEMBERS. No, no.
Mr. CASEY. I do net mean those gentlemen who are

crying "no." I do net suspect them; but there are gentle.
men on that side who entertain similar views.

Some hon. MEMBERS. No, no.

Mr. CASEY. Thon, as we seem te have a pretty unani.
mous denial from that side that they entertain the same
views as the hon. gentleman who lias just sat down, those
who have been calling "no" will certainly net shelter thom-
selves bohind the plea that they are voting against this reo-
lution, because it is a vote of want of confidence. As we have
a nearly unanimous expression of opinion that they are
against this motion on principle, thon we should be justified
in taking the vote which will take place on this motion as
the real expression of the opinions of those gentlemen, and
they will not be able te bide behind the question of con-
fidence. Now, this habit of taking refuge behind the pre-
text of confidence or want of confidence, the habit of
expressing blind loyalty to the Government as an excuse
for voting against ail sorts of resolutions, brought up in this
particular form, lias gone too far in this House. Such doc-
trines were ridiculed by the present leader of tle fHouse,
when they were proposed in a former Parliament, when he
was leader of the Opposition& Net long since, I had ooca-
sion te read one of his speeches on that point, in
which he ridiculed the idea that an abstract resolution
not expressing want of confidence in the Government, an
abstract question of policy brought forward as an amend-
ment to Supply, could or should be construed as a motion
of want of confidence in the Government. Aid he ridiculed
it properly, because it is a val known paran Pyra,
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tice, known to no one botter than himself, that a motion of
this kind is net necessarily one of want of confidence in the
Government. It is not a motion of want of confidence unless
the Government ohoose to make it se. It would not bave
been se on this occasion if the right hon. gentleman had
net made it so ; and if he has made it so, if he has laid
it down as a policy so toregard it, it is for the reason that ho
wishes to have the motion defeated, that ho does not want
an open expression of opinion upon it by his friends, as well
as those on this side. Ile las called upon the loyalty of
his friends and backers to vote down this motion, although
some of them, as we have already had proof, will give
that vote, feeling at the same time full sympathy with the
opinions expressed in the resolation. So, Sir, I say that
pretext is worn ont. Now, my hon. friend who preceded
me certainly made one very important admission,
and one which I think he honestly made. He
told us the Sonate were not in harmony with
the opinions of the people of Canada. That is what we
have been contending all this afternoon and for years back.
That is what we believe to be the fact-that the Senate are
not in harmony with the views of the people, and that,
when an election comes round and the views of the people are
expressed in the shape ofan election of members to this House,
it will turn ont that the Senate is not in p litical harmony
with this House either. Both the hon. gentlemen who bave
preceded me have referred to the motion carried in this
House in 1875, affirming this principle, and almost in the
identical words of the motion now before u3. But attention
bas not been called to the fact that in 1873 a similar motion,
almost in the same words, was proposed and defeated; that
almost immediately after that Session there was a'issolu-
tion of the House, and that, although that question of the
Sonate was not a leading issue at that election, becanse it
was overshadowed by the great issue of the Pacifie scandal,
yet the new House that was elected affirmed by a non-
partisan vote the very principle which the members who
sat here in 1873 had rejected. So we see that after
this matter had been discussed in Parliament, after there had
been an election, in which no doubt, this issue went for
something, after a new House came back. the principle was
affirmed. Yet I think my hon. friend for Bothwell (Mr.
Milis) and his colleagues were quite right in not pressing
that principle into action until there was an opportunity to
make it an issue at the elections. That opportunity did not
occur. The issue was again overshadowed by one of those
waves of popular enthusiasm which my hon, friend from
Bruce referred to, the infatuation about the National Policy,
and we have had no election tried squarely upon this issue
yet. But I approve of the conduct of the Liberal Govern-
ment of that time in postponing action as they did. If the
present Government had seen fit to follow their wholesome
example, and postpone the making of an infinitely more
radical and revolutionary change which tbey did make last
year in the representative institutions of our country,
they would have gone much further towards performing
their duty as responsible Ministers and representatives of
the people. Now, the hon. Minister of Marine did make use
of some arguments in the course ofhisremarks,most of which
I think have been disposed ofby my lon. friend from Prince
Edward Island (Mr. Davie).* That hon. Minister asks, how
are we te get a non-partisan Sonate ? Would a Sonate
eteeted by the people be less partisan than the present ?
We never contended that it would be. What we have been
eontending is that the Sonate should be in harmony with
the people. If tho people are partisan, if they are strongi
on one side, se should the Senate be, and so should be the
House of Commons; if there are net strong party lines
among the people, the Sonate should reflect that state of
thinge. What we claim is that the Sonate should repre-
sent the pwp1e.*hether they are partisan or no*; aid I am
aai il wM»t be non-partiaa mnil thaf siexh itin doôe

when party lines will disappear altogether. The hon. gentle-
man said that the House of Lords were more subject to fthe
ruling party than the Sonate. Of course it is in one ssoe,
though it cannot be said that it is more docile-I have to thank
my hon. friend f rom Brant (Mr. Paterson) fbr the word-in
support of any Government than the Sonate is in support
of this Government. But we al remember the case which
has been allnded to more than once, of the great heform
Bill, which the ouse of Lords would undoubfedly have
continued to oppose had it not been for the fear that the
Tory majority in that House would be swamped by the ele.
vation of others to the peerage. That is one of the whole-
some checks which exist in England upon the action of the
House of Lords. It is because the Government of the day
can bring this check to bear upon political opponents
holding hereditary seats, that the Hoeuse cf Lords is
less dangerous to constitutional liberty than the Sonate
of Canada; for if it undertook to show open and dogged
defiance to fthe Government of the day, it would be swamped
by the elevation of the friends of liberty to the peerage.
The Sonate of Canada is dangerous to liberty, because the
Government of the day, which represents the people, can-
not in any way prevent it obstructing, if it choses, any
legislation that Governmont may carry through the popu.
lar louse, and any such obstacle in the way of legislation
is dangerons to popular liberty. The comparison in other
respects between the Sonate and the House of Lords is one
for which I think the members of our Upper Chamber will
not thank the leader of this louse. If thore is anything
calculated to bring ridicule on our worthy friende in that
Chamber, which I would be far from doing, it is the
attempt to institute such a comparison. We have the greatest
respect for the individuals composing our Upper Cfiamber,
whom the leader of the House called, in his amusing aud
humorous way, life peers; we have great respect for them
personally, respect for their abilities, and often respect for
their action; but it is the most unkind thing possible to
ask this House to institute any comparison between that
body and the English House of Lords. We ail know that
the English House of Lords represent a distinct interest;
that the constitution of England has been dual from the
first, one body representing the great land interest, land
holders and aristocrats, and the other body representing
the people, and that the ouse of Lords was not mnatituted,
as our louse was, for the purpose of acting as a check on
the other body. Both bodies naturally constituted the Par-
liament of the realm, representing the different classes of
the community. No such reason existed for the creation
of a Brummagem louse of Lords in Canada. As a matter
of fact, the Sonate, as constituted from the firt, lias
merely been a means of pensioning off those mcm-
bers of the party in power who have been unable
or have not taken the trouble to find seats in
the popular assembly, and a means of finding a seat
for adMinister when it has not been convenient to open a
constituency and send him back for elction; it has been
used for these purposes entirely, and I think it en.
not be pretended that the appointments, as a rule,
have been made with any reference to the calm, judi-
ciul character of the appointees4 If we took the thorough-
]y Tory view of my friend from North Bruce (M.
MoNeill), that it is necessamy to check and hinder the
will of the people as expressed in the Lower Hlouse, thon
these appointiments might seem to be made with regard to
the fitness of things; but looking on them as a body of men
supposed to be so superior in political training and
knowledge, and in impartiality, to the members of this
flouse, that they have a right to revise our legislation, and
throw it out if it does not seem good to them, I think it
cannot be pretended that the appointments have been made
with a view to the fitnemÀ of Ie parties à4pointed. My
hu. friod fm Bruce (Mr. cill) aserted that nobody
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on this side of the House had grappled with the hon.
Premier's argument that an elective Sonate had been tried
before in Canada, and had been found to bo a failure. We
didnotgrapple with that argument because thore was no such
argument. There wasan assertion made by the bon. Premier
that the experiment had been such a failure as to disgust
Mr. George Brown with the principle of an elective Sonate,
an assertion which was immediately shown to be glaringly
incorrect, because Mr. George Brown had always been a
consistent opponent of an elective Sonate. But we never
did have an elective Sonate. The old Legislative Council
was partly composed of elective members; but I think we
are all old enough to remember that the nominative mem-
bers were not turned out to make way for them, and that
there was always a large leaven of nominative members
along with those who had been elected. Thon again, Sir, as
to the actual failure or success of the experiment. If the
Hon. George Brown was right for once, as the hon. First
Minister has told us, the right hon. First Minister must have
been wrong, because le was a supporter of the principle
which ho says Mr. Brown opposed; and, in practice, I think,
Mr. Brown's contention was maintained by the facts, rather
than the contention of the First Minister. No doubt in the
earlier years during which elective members sat in the
Sonate, that body dei make one or two attempts to deal with
money Bills, but they very soon found out their mistake. The
point was given up; and had we an elective Sonate for fifty'
years, it is not probable that this demand would be over re-
peated. There were no signs of it for years before Confedera-
tion, and I do not remember the sligb test expression of opi-
nion of any considerable number of electors in favor of the
return to the nominative system. The great bulk of Canadians
were surprised, and more than surprised, to find that we had
gone back to the middle ages for our plan to constitute a
second Chamber. The Premier says that the plan of an
elective Sonate is incompatible with responsible govern-
ment. I suppose the hon. member for Bruce (Mr. McNeill),
would call that another argument. But the right hon. gen-
tleman gave no reason, I presume because there is no reason,
for the assertion. I cannot imagine any reason why an
elective Sonate should be incompatible with responsible
government. If there is, I hope some hon. gentleman will
give it to us before the debate is over, but at present
we have only the bare assertion to deal with. It is
a fact that responsible government did exist for a
number of years in Canada with a Sonate in part
elective, and which it was intended to make wholly elec-
tive. I take the other side, and argue that the existence of'
a nominative Sonate is utterly inconsistent with responsible
and representative institutions, because it is a standing
and irremovable obstacle in the way of carrying out the
will of the people. Thon the Premier said there was no
popular agitation in favor of this motion, there were no
petitions and so on. Well, the hon. member for Lanark
(Mr. Jamieson) bas told us what view the tomperance
people take of the action of the Sonate; ho bas told us thut
they have no confidence in the Sonate. We did not need
to hear that from the hon, gentleman, because we remember
that at all the meetings of temperance associations since
the action of the Sonate last year, and at many of the meet-
ings of the clergymen of different churches, resolutions
were passed declaring the people had no confidence in the
Sonate, and that the constitution of that body should be
changed. Nay more, we had petitions from the temperance
associations laid before the House, in which the same senti-
ments were enunciated, so that the House is well informed
of the sentiment of the temperance people, and of the
fact that there bas been and is a strong agitation through-
out the country in favor of a change. Thus the hon.
gentleman's plea that there is no agitation falls to the
ground, in face of the fact given by one of his own
supporters that there exista An agitation, and a powerful

Mr. CAsr.

one, in favor of a change. We are charged with not having
a definite plan to propose. I think it was the Minister of
Marine made that charge. Well, I think the principle is
as clearly and definitely laid down in the resolution as it
could be. It wonld have been absurd for us to propose a
definite detailed plan, involving all the machinery for elect-
ing the Sonate, as a motion in amendment to the motion to
go into Supply, and that just for the sake of trying to satisfy
the Minister of Marine. Had we done that, we would have
earned the reprobation of the country and justified the alle-
gations of those who say such a resolution should not be
brought up on the present occasion. The proposition is
clear and definite, as to principle, and if the House should
adopt it it will be the duty of the Government to work
out the details. There is room for difference with regard to
detail. There is room to argue in favor of election of the
Sonate by the Local Parliaments or by direct appeal to the
people. I do not pretend to discuss these details, but I
say the vast majority of the people, Liberal and
Conservative, believe that some change is needed in order
to do away with this clique of irresponsible life peers as I
may call them, who form the Senate of Canada-not to do
away with them in a personal sense, but to do away with the
presont constitution of that body, and give us a second
Chamber, if we are te have one at ail, which will be respon-
sible to the people. Some of the arguments would lead us
to believe there is no use for the Chamber at all. The
Minister of Marine and Fisheries used a strong argument in
that direction when ho said the Senate need not discuss
matters of legislation because they are fully discussed here.
If the government would leave this an open question, and
give their supporters liberty to ascertain the feelings of
their constituencies, I am certain this resolution would be
carried by a considerable majority.

Mr. WOOD (Brockville). The hon. member for Bothwell
(Kr. Mills), is asking us to do something which needs a
great deal of explanation beforo it can receive the sanction
of this House. I am glad the Opposition have brought this
matter forward, but 1 regret that they should have brought
it forward as an amendment to the motion to go into Supply.
I regret this, not because I approve of the prineiple of an
elective Sonate, for I do not, but because I would like to see
scope given for a fuller and freer expression of the opinion
of the House, which would be given were the resolution
brought forward as a substantive motion. The hon. member
for Brant (Mr. Paterson), has evidently been m4king a
mental caricature of the Sonate, and some of his inferences
are not only amusing but very misloading. He asked for a
change on the principle that it was needed on the ground
of economy. The hon. gentleman knows that in the country
there is no stronger principle youe can go to the people upon
than any principle involving economy, but it was most
remarkable that ho should first give us the cost of the Sonate
during last Session and the preceding Sessions, but not tell
us, what every hon. gentleman must know, that it the Senate
were made elective it would add to the expenditure of the
country. I do not think an election to the Sonate could be
carried on for much less than the expense involved in the
election of members to this House; so that, upon the prin-
ciple of economy, the motion i. a failure. The people would
have to pay more for an elective Sonate than for the Sonate
as at present constituted. There is another principle enun-
ciated, and that is that the Sonate, as at present constituted,
is not responsible to the people. We all know that it was
designed the Sonate as at present constituted should not be
responsible to the people in the sense in which hon. gentle-
men opposite endeavor to use the term. We know that with a
Sanate elected by the people, placed to some extent-to what
extent we do not know, because the resolution only asks us to
formulate the principle of an elective Senate-above this
.Rouse, we would have one body elected, the outoome of the
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popular will sitting in judgment over another body,
ivhich is also the outcome of the popular will. No such
anomaly exists in any country in the world, or could
exist consistent with the legislation of the country's affairs.
Now, so far ais the independence of the Sonate is con-
cerned, it seems to me that, whenever the Sonate does aet,
it is blamed, and, if it does not aet as often as hon. gentle.
men opposite seem to think it should, it is blamed also.
I do not think the Senate has interfered with any measure
passed by this fouse this Session without its being abused
by the .Reform press of this country. But, a day or two
ago, it saw fit not to give its sanction to a Bill which had
received the sanction of the majority of the members of
this House. I myself voted against the principle of the
Bill introdnced by my hon. friend from Hamilton (Mr.
]Robertson), though it received the votes of a majority of
the members of this louse; but, because the Sonate did
this, it is abused by the Reform press of this country. If
we cannot agree with the Sonate when it negatives the
action of the majority of this House, it is not for the press
to abuse it because It exorcises one of the functions of its
creation in doing so. Take the case of my hon. friend from
North Lanark, the very ground upon whicb, if this were a
substantive motion, ho would support it to.night, that
last Session the Sonate added on the well-known amend-
ment to the Bill which ho introduced in this House. I
understand it to be one of the functions of that
body, that, if this House is compelled, owing to
the strength of a popular wave passing over the country to
pass legislation here which in our judgment we may not
approve of, one of the duties of the Sonate is to check that
until the time that it becomes an assured fact that the
popular will is right. It is just possible that the wave of
temperance which is going over the country may not lat.
If so, do not blame the Sonate for what it did, though you
may disagree with it, though you may find it inconvenient
in the mean time, but in that set the Sonate was simply dis-
charging one of its well known functions. So far as the Sonate
being independent is concerned, we have heard to-night that
it cannot be independent of the man who croates it. It
seems to me that hon. gentlemen give hon. members
of the other House but very little credit for honesty
and for intelligence. It seems tome that the hon. mem-
ber for North Lanark (Mr. Jamieson), the hon. member for
West Elgin (Mr. Casey), and all who have preceded him
might as well say, when the First Minister recommends
the appointment of a judge to the bench, that hoecannot be
independent but must subvert his position, and remain the
tool, if ho ever was the tool, of the First Minister because
ho appointed him. I think the case is analogus, and there
is one fact of which I wish to remind hon. gentle.
mon, and that is there is no doubt that a good deal
of. the opposition that they now manifest to the Senate
is owing to the fact that the Sonate is at the present
time so largely composed of men whose politics are in
unison with the majority of this House. I say tbere is no
doubt of that; there is none in my mind. I may be wrong,
but I give my reason why I make that statement. During
the five years Mr. Mackenzie was in power, we saw not one
honest effort made to alter the constitution of the Sonate,
if we except the effort which waa made by the hon. member
for Bothwell (Mr. Mills), which proved abortive, and for
which ho got roundly abused by his own friends. During
that time Mr. Mackenzie made many appointments to the
Sonate, and I wish to point out that, if the general elections
of 1878 ad resulted in the retention of Mr. Mackenzie and
his party in office, Vhe Sonate to-day, with the number of
vacancies that have since occurred, would be of a political
complexion, different from what it is now. So that you see
the lapse of time will undoubtedly cure the very evil of
which these hon. gentlemen complain and will remove one of
their Chiefobstacles to the prosent oonstitution of the Sonate.

It may be that the hope of altering the political complexion of
the Sonate in this regard is a forlorn one. It is not
for me to speak as to that; that question will be decided
by the people. But I do say that, if the Sonate were made
elective, as is proposed, I fail to see how, by any method
that I have ever been able to hear or to concoeive, it could
be made practicable. If hon. gentlemen opposite would
take up the question of the abolition of the Sonate as con-
tradistinguished from the election of the Sonate, I can un-
derstand that there would be a great deal of force in what
they say as to the results; but to come to this House with a
simple principle, the principle of affrrming the election of
members to the Sonate, is one that this House ought not to
pass upon without the details, without the system, the plan
by which it is proposed to make this important change in
our constitution, being fully made known to this House.
What would be thought of Mr. Gladstone submitting to the
Englihh louse of Commons a simple resolution affirming
the principle of Home Rule, without going on and preeent.
ing, as he did, in a statesmanlike way-however much we
may disapprove of it-his scheme for the government of
Ireland ? For these reasons I shall oppose the motion of the
hon. member for Bothwell (Mr. Mills).

Mr. FISHER. I am glad to see that the hon. member
who has just sat down bas really come ont squarely and
fairly in favor of an irresponsible Senate. Hoesays that
he doos not desire to see a Sonate in any sense or in any
way responsible to the people. There is a little difference
of position botween that hon. gentleman and what I under-
stood to bo some of the remarks of the right bon. the leader
of the Government. I understood the right hon. the leader
of the Government to say that the Sonate was in sympathy
with the people of the country, that, because it was in
sympathy with him and he was supported by the majority
of the people of this country, it was thereforeo evident that
the Senate itself was in sympathy with the majority of the
people of the country. I do not care just now to point out
the fair conclusion which a juxtaposition of the hon. gentle-
man's argument with that of his supporter and friend from
North Lanark (Mr. Jamieson) would lead to, bocause the
hon. member for North Lanark said clearly and distinctly
that the Sonate was not to-day in sycnpathy with the
majority of the people of the country. Perbaps I might be
tempted to draw the conclusion that the right hon. the leader
of the Government was not to-day in sympathy with the
people of the country, but I leave that for these two hon.
gentlemen to fight eut between themselvos. There are two
main divisions of this question in regard to the Sonate, and
one which the hon. member for Bruce (Mr. McNeil) brough t
forward, I think the one which seems to influence the
majority of the gentlemen on the other side of the louse, I
mean in defending the Sonate because of its being an imita-
tion of the English House of Lords. I think that, in this
argument, the hon. gentleman has entirely misconceived
the original object of the Senate in this country and
he has certainly entirely misconcoived the present
state of the Sonate. As I understand, those who dealt
with the British North America Act and formed our
Confederation did not form our Sonate upon the model of
the English House of Lords. As I understand, the gentle-
men wlio did that work, they created the Sonate for the
express purpose of being a balance between the greater and
the lesser Provinces of this country and for the purpose of
defending and protecting the rights of the minor Provinces.
But, Sir, supposing the Sonate had been intended for a
model of the English House of Lords, I am sure nobody
who knows anything about the two Chambers but must
see what a perfect travesty the Sonate is upon its original.
The Sonate is in no sense the representative of a class; I
say so, not because there is a class in this country which
the Sonate might represent, if there were such a claus
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certainly the Sonate could not be said te represent it, but IAceounta I findithoro le an average of sernthi.g 11ke
am happy to know that in this country there are no classes, 4130,000 a year epent upon the Sonate by it»14fand 1 find
in thib country we are intensely and inovitably democratie, thoro le aise a portion of the.generai #xponditiireonected
and there is no class of people whe possesses an undue in- with the publie buildings at Ottawa, 'wlieh, mddod te that
fluence in the government of the country. The English sum, I think I am safe in saying would &Mount te 4200e000
House of Lords did demand and obtain a share in the gov- a year. New, I believe that the Sonate ie net necessary; I
ernmont of the country at a time when a privileged class elieve the.ameunt of work which our Senate bas acom-
was able te impose itself upon the people and to assert its pliehed, or whieh an elective Sonate might aoo plish,
right to a large share in the Government; but in this coun- would net be a fair quivalent for this expondituro. When
try there is no such class, and no second Chamber is needed I think that, upon a moderato compution, tue oxpense
te represont it. The right hon. leader, in his reply te the reprosents an intoreet upon 84,000,000; when I belove that
hon. member for Bothwell, seemed to indicate that the by the roval ef the Sonate we could oloar off se much of
latter was proposing, as a substitute for our prosent Sonate, our publie debt, and reduce our aunual expendituro, I am
something in the form of the American Sonate. I do net onvined that the geod the Sonate le deing tokday, or that
se understand the motion, and [ do net think there isit le ever likety te do, le net equivalent te thât expendituro.
any hon. gentleman on this side of the louse who desires The First Minister said ho did net think the Sonate
te introduce into our country that portion of the American was of aDy groat use, but ho pointed out that it was
constitution. Here we have an execative government doing no harn. I think the hon, gentleman whe moved
directly responsible te the Parliament of the country, the resolution had pointod eut that the Sonate je
while in the United States they have an executive which islikely te do a great doal of harinioertain oireum-
not se responsible. The House of Representatives and the stances. Instances have been brought forward where
Sonate have certain executive functions which are specially the Sonate bas opposed the wilt of the people. I was
delegated te them, but which I do net think any Senate, eupri8ed te hear the Minister ef Marine and Fiehories
whether appointed or elected, could possibly possess in thisdefonding the existence of the Sonate in ita present form.
country. The hon. gentleman who has just taken his seat I can quito uuderstaud that, as a Ministere ho woudd net b.
bas net fairly represented our position when hoesuggested prepared te accopt that motion, but I was surprisod te bear
that we on this side of the louse are opposed te the Sonate him eay that the Sonate did ne harniand that, as a mattor
because the Sonate is opposed te us. I do net think that isoffset, it wns net neoessary fer the Sonate te diseuse the
the feeling of anyone on this side, or that it influenced the Acte whicb cou"ebefere it freinthie fouse. I think the
hon. member for Bothwell in any way. We believe that meet important instance whieh bas occerred ln the hietory
the Sonate is a menace to the rights and privileges of the ef the Sonate whore thst body hus bon an iury te the
people, and we believe that it does net matter one whit country snd opposed the wili of the peepte, je #hon il put
whether the Senate be in sympathy with one party or the an impediment in the way of tempernnogisiatie., and I
other, because it is just as liable to oppose the behests of wa8 surprised te hear the Miniete of Marine overleokiug
the people when one party is in power as the other. It is tint fact lu hie defeuco of the Sonate. Sir, 1 think the.hon.
true that in consequence of the fact that bon. gentlemen gentlemen who have opposed tus motion to-uight have net
opposite have held the reins of power for the greater part really undertaken te defeui the preseut constitution of the
of the time since Confederation, their party is more Sonate, they have enîy tried te peint eut what might
largély represented in the Senate than ours. As a rule b. the possible weakuess in an eleotivo Sonate.
gentlemen who are appointed te the Soate, no matter They have onlv tried te peint eut that the hou. member
from which side of polities, are intensely partisan before for Bithwell (gr. Milîs) bas net or could not rerove the
they are appoin ted. They are chiefly appointed in conse. expense attendant on the 8enate if an elective Sonate were
quence of political services, and it is not in human nature enbstituted for the presont appointed Sonate. Iu Vis way
when men have worked for years through campaigu after hon, gentlemen have given evidence of theeeeity cf
campaign fer one political party, that they should be able eomthiug being doue. I am glnd te know thât tie hon.
immediately te divest themselves cf all political feeling and mêmber for Bothwell bas îveught tus question forward
act in a judicial and independent spirit. The hon, gentle- before the next eleotions, whenever they May cere. I
man bas alluded to the judiciary of the country, and bas understaud tus motion te mean that the Iiberal party of
asked why the senators ehould net be able te divest them- thie country be resolved te try and bring about a change
selves of their political feelings like the judiciary. Sir, it le in t e constitution of the. Sonate and, if they do se, iL le
a very different thing. The judiciary have not to deal with rigit te announo. tint poliey ou the foor ef Parliameut
political questions, they are net concerned in the political before going before the people. It je absurd te say that
warfare of the country; but tne senators are se concerned, tus 4ue8tion ma net been before the peopIt ha%, ou
and even though they may be independent of the people of several oceasiene, been disoused lunPa-liament and before
the country, they will stiU have te pass upon the acts and the country by many cf th. leaing members W the Liberal
legislation of the party which they opposed or which they party; aud I may toit the bon. leader ethe Governinnt,
favored before they became senators. The hon. gentlemen thongh ho may not know it, Lier. je a stueng feeling
opposite have pointed te the difficulties which might occur ln thoou&try tint the Sonate has outlived its ue-
in tie case of an elective Sonate. I am incline<1 te think fuinees and doea net aoeompl e purposo whieh
the people cf this country will be able te overoome those it wu iutouded to acomplisi, and thet eau oEly
difficulties; I am inclined to think that our statesmen woutd acooplish evil and noV goed. Aud this feeling wil b.
be sufficiently wise and far-seeing to renove those diffiel- arousod and the attentionoetVe people wil be Lurued
ties, were they te arise. But there is still a more radical Vewarde Vis matter by the motio of Lhe hon. menibr for
way of cutting that Gordian knot, and one which 1 BothweIl (Mr. Mille) to-night. I think IL le probable from
myself would favor, and that is the complote wiat bas dropped frei the leader of Lie (iovernment that
abolition of the Sonate. I am quite prepared te support the chances are that the elections will Dot core ou
the motion of the ion. momber for Bothwell bcauseimmediately, but that perhaps a year may intervene, and
I think it a stop in the rigbt direction, but I would be1durjpg that tim4 the people wiIl heve an opportunity ef
prepared myself, individually, te go much further than thinking ever tue subjeot be4ore Liey are calied upon te
that, becane I would like te see the expeuditure inenrred ohooée thkr reprosoutativosin the next FaulameatIn
#ér the iantenanoe of the Sonate removed fron the Publie co oeuing tematter they will tom* te theSaalon
Aeoonuteof «ar oountry, la lookipg ovqr *»o ub&te Nbe pr.gotioieofithe uie mm r i t*w a
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sound and just one, and one tbat wi meet with the beoasso if it:happened to pass lawa which would not be just
approval of -the peeple of the country. I have therefore or beneficial to the country, the popular branch of the
great pleasure i supporting this motion, although were I Legislature would be there to check it. From the stand-
myselfto hoose in the matter I would perhaps go a little point of Conservative principles, from the standpoint of
farther and abolisb the whole thing, social order, in the nane of the Government, of the family,

s o to speak, which the Conservative party tende to consoli-
Mr.&AMYOT. (Translation.) Mr. Speaker, I deem it my date, both by the autonomy of the Provinces, and by due

duty to explain the vote I am about to give on the impor- respect for the rights of each citizen, I object to the proposed
tant question now under discussion. It is proposed by this innovation, and I very much fear that our friends opposite
motion to change the mode of Appointment of senators, who desire to bring about this retrogressive measure, which
and a blow is aimed at the basis of the present system. is at the same time a sacrifice to popular prejudices, I very
When Confederation was accepted by the varions Provinces, much fear I say that this moasure will not bring the amount
it was agreed that the senators would be appointed for life of support they expect from it. Let us make lasting laws.
by the Crown. This was accepted in order to balance the Let us have due regard to whatever compacts may exist
powers of the State. It was thon understood that at cer- between Provinces. We may, from time to time, differ on
tain periods of crisis, at certain times of popular excite- fiscal policy; we may have different ideas on certain legisla.
ment, the policy of the Lower flouse might be warped so tion, on various policies of management, but there are great
as to seriously endanger the interests of the future, and it outlines which do not vary, and on which we can never
was understood that such a body as the Sonate, who, seo to hold different opinions. Let us construe the federal compact
speak, would only be responsible to their conscience and to in such a way as to derive from it the greatest profit for the
their GQd, was necessary as a moderating power. To-day people, but let us not change the bases which have been
it is proposed that popular passions should be called upon adopted by the different Provinces at the time of Confedera-
to elect this second House, and to disturb the stability of tion.
the established order of things. By the establishment of
a Sonate appointed for life we were offered a guarantee Mr. LAURIER (Translation.) I do not desire to pro-
against popular effervescence, against certain principles tract this debate, but I should like to point out to my hon.
which might pnevail at a given moment, and imperil social friend from Bellechasse (Mr. Amyot), that h. bas misap-
order, and at the saine time this measure propounded the preciated the principle of the resolution before the flouse.
wise principles which preside over the laws of well gov- The principle of that resolution is not to abolish the Sonate,
erned communities. The guarantees which were given to but simply to adopt another mode with regard to its consti-
us ought to bu maintained. People are complaining to-day tution. 1 perfectly agree with all ho has said on the neces-
that the great majority of the Senate is recruited among eity of a second flouse as a means of balancing the powers
members of one distinct political stripe. Weil, tis is the ofbthe S.te. On that point I am as much a Conservative
necessary consequence of the system which prevails in this as my hon. friend from Bellochasse, but he must see the
country, but that does not prove that the system is bad. difference between having a Sonate which is not responsible
The Grit or Liberal party, whatever we may choose to call to anybody whatever and a Sonate which ie responsible to
it, having been in opposition for a long time, the the people. Al that my hon. friend from Bothwell asks is
consequence je that they have been unable to appoint that the Sonate should bO constituted as to not ho, as it now
senators, Let them obtain power and hold it for a long is, a perfectly irresponsible body whieh eau defy the power
period through a wise policy, and thon the Sonate will be of the louse, set itsolf against ail legislation, and which can.
corposed ef-more Liberals than Conservatives. Such is not be brought to change its opinion. Our constitution bas
the working-ofparties. What i8 most important je that been compared to the English constitution. There je an
the Sonate should always be composed of men appointed immenne difference between the tw. In England, the
by a Government who are responsible to the people. Now, House of Lords is not irresponsible; if it sets itmelf against
Mr. Speaker, what is the nature of the complaint ? It is legisiation, against the will of the country, there is a way of
charged that the Sonate as refused to pass a law on tom- changing its opinion. Af4er ail, our constitution is a
perance. Well, if there ie a reason which has, more than democratie constitution. The power which ought torule is
any others, convinced me of the usefulness of the Sonate, the choice of the majority. I do not wish to say that it ie
it is this same reason. I have no hositation in saying that always supreme wisdom which prevails, but everybody
if the majority of this House passed a law for the absolute will admit that it is the majority which rules, while
prohibition of strong liquors, it would simply b. an act of as regards the Sonate, under our constitution, it is
weakness, a concession to prejudices, and a concession quite different. The Sonate is composed of a limited
unworthy of our enlightened and intelligent House. It ie number whieh can never be increased ner dimini.
perfectly known, that, espocially in northern countries, it ie shed. If the majority in this House enacts a law,
impossible to prohibit the use of alouholic liquors; let the and if the Sonate refuses to adopt it, what is the
traffc be regulated, let it be endeavored, through wise result? Under our constitution there is absolutely no
legislation, to give good liquors to the trade; let light wines means of changing this state of things. In IEngland, there
be introduced, and by degrees, two or three generations ie a remedy which lies in the Severeign's power. The
hence, this appetite of the people for strong liquors will Sovereign himself has the right to add to the number of the
disappear; but let it not b laid down as a principle, that House of Lords. It is a dangerous remedy, which has
it le wise to deceive people and to secure their confidence never been applied to my knowledge, but it was very near
through false measures. Quite recontly this House passed being applied. I do not remember just now whether it was
a law for which I have muchireopect-arespect, whichmhow- at the time of the emancipation of Catholics, or in the case
ever, would not involve the sacrifice of my convictions-to of the Reform Bill of 1832, but I know it was on one of
allow people who do not believe in God to obtain the confid. these two questione-the Sovereign was very near adding a
ence of judges, to influence the decision of cases wîth- certain number of persons to the flouse of Lords in order
out taking their oath. The Sonate, very wisely refused to to restore harmony in that flouse. Well, Mr. Speaker, the
sanction that law. The Senate may do a great deal of good, motion of the hon. member for Bothwell, has no other
and it cannot do any harm. It may do good by checking object but to bring the Sonate to be more in harmony with
our laws or giving the finishing touch, and during periods the popular branch. If it was a question of abolishing the
of great popular effervescence, by putting back the car of Sonate, I would agree with the hon. member for Bellechae,
the State on the right trak. It nt do any han, aud 1 would vote a6 ainSt the motion of the ho, member
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for Bothwell; but on this point, I muet make another action too. Thora was the action of a Ifishing" commission
remark, which, I am sure will meet the approbation of ail that sat for weoks to try and find something on whichto
the French members, and it is that an elective Sonate istrp the then Administration. One of the duties of the
not at variance with Conservative principles, for it is a membors of that conmittoe was to examine the Kaminis-
measure which has been urged for over fifty years by thetiquiaiRiver. Regardices of expense, one of therapur-
French nationality. chased a bed-cord, hired a canoe and took isoundings ofthe

river. Ono of the grave charges bronght against the
Mr. FAIRBA.NK. I think the Sonate does not occupy Mackenzie Administration was in regard to squandor.

the position it should occupy. The First Minister has several ing money on that iverand wrongly locating the ter.
times alluded to the hon. member for Bothwell (Mr. Mille) minus of the railway. Events have revenged the ex-
as being exceedingly theoretical. In the matter of appoint- Premier. Whn I stood upon the same ground two years
ments to the Sonate, the Premier has been politically ago, I saw six pile-drivers working day and night preparing
eminently practical. Allusion has been made to the British the foundations for an immense elevator for the Canadian
House of Peers. While our constitution is generally framed Pacifie Railway. A smal olevator had beon erected ut the
on British principles, there are many things in which point where the opponents of the Mackenzie Administration
the comparison is not a fair one. Even the popular branch claimed that the railway should trminate. Appropriations
of that Logislature is to-day struggling with questions had bean nade to improvo that harbor to the extent of a
which we have settled. I allude more particularly to the quarter of a million, but they found themselves under the
question of Home Rule. The nation is exercised to a very necessity of adopting the view of those mon whose views
great extent to-day, on this question, a question which we, as they condemned, and they are expending monoy to improve
Canadians, have settled, and the right to which we would the navigation of the river, so that shipping may take
not for a moment submit to be deprived of. It las beenadvantago of the natural position of the waters. One-sixth
stated here, and I bolieve correctly, that the Sonate, in of the amount expendod in trying to place the harbor in the
many instances, has been recruited from defeated candidates. wrong place, is now found adequato to ostablish a harbor
The Minister of Marine and Fisheries bas particularly where nature intended it to ho. The Minister of Marine and
alluded to this. Lot me refer to a single sample. It is Fishonies has tnied to defend theSonate, as ho doos ailGov-
about twelve years ago that, at the foot of Lake Huron, ernment views. Re las statod that the rosolution is Iamy,
a gunboat arrived in port with the Premier on board. nebulous and misty." Ho pronounced with groat emphasis,
He landed amid the booming of cannon. There was to the injury I fear of lis knuckles upon lis dosk, that the
a nomination going on. To his candidate he lent all Reforn party bas nover given to the people any direct,
the power of his personal prestige, and advocated hie square issue. Welli I balieve the ion. gentleman is free
candidature. He spoke vigorously. He spoke for one freinsucl a charge. 1 beliove ho went to bis con-
hour. His candidate was defeated by 600 majority. Had stituency with a cloar and distinct issue-independ-
ho spoken for one hour longer I think ho would have enco. We have seen the way it las been carried
been defeated by twice that number. What was the first eut. One hou, gentleman opposite bas expresed regret
act following that ? The represontative of the people came that the motion core in a foras whiohal cannot support,
to the House and was soon called to lead tho Govern- although-hh is in favor of its pninciple. Ho admits te us
ment. The defeated candidate was at once placed in that when ho obtains lis freedem, wien the daine are
the Sonate. What was the chief act of the Sonate soon strieken from him and the party on this side oocupy the
after ? Was it that of independence, that judicial posi. Trasury bondes, thon ho will ho glad to support tus mea-
tion which is claimed for it in theory ? By no means. If sure. We are glad to know where ho stands. Mach weight
the theory was carried into practice in the selection of bas boon attached by the hon. member for Brockvîlle (Mr.
members of the Sonate, and if the members of that body Wood) to the cost which would ho caused if the form of the
acted independently and justly, the Sonate would possess Sonate is changd to an elective body, tss cost of holding
very much more influence than it has to-day. It is stated the elections. Since when have gentlemen opposite boe
that one of the objecte of the Sonate ie to check hasty logis-se auxions about the cost of elections? This is a recent idea
lation. A Session or two ago we had an illustration of ths with thom. Last Session they wereremindod of the cost of
checking of hasty legislation. In the last days of the Session, certain changes relating to elections, a cost which las since
in almost its last hour, the celebrated McCarthy Act was been found to exoeed ail expectations. We har nothing of
introduced, and its 100 sections were considered and passed ail that. Supposing it did ceet sonething we would get
between Saturday evening and Tuesday morning. At 4 something for it. What are we getting now? We have
o'clock that morning there were not half a dozen members had some discussion racontly about superannuation. To tic
who were not asleep, and those who wero passing the goneral prineiple of superannuation thera may ho offered
Bill moved about more like ghosts than representatives many objections-at ailavent£ to the manner in which it is
of the people. The Bill went to the Sonate and workedout. Butas nowconstituted I believe tho u8eful-
they passed it through without reading it, Thcnese of the Sonate is gone, and 1 think it would ho a great
amendments were not .printed at all-it was passed economy in its prent form if wo were te superannuate
as a more matter of form. And that is the way in which that body.
hasty legislation is checked by that body. Subsequently, Mr. ARMSTRONG. Before the matter goos to a vote 1
the Sonate found time to pase an amendment to defeat and crave the indulgence of the bouse for about five minutes.
kill a measure which had been introduced by the Sonate I intend to vote for the resolution cf tho hon. member for
known as the Scott Act, and which the people in many Bothwell, not because I arn satisfled with it but simply
sections were, by vast majorities, using. Such are some bocause it i@ a change, and, being a change, it muet ho for
of the actions of the Senate. The First Minister has asked, the botter, because it cannot be for tic worse. I wisb.to
why should we object ta the Sonate when it is doing ne go a stop further than the hon. member ton Bothwell. I
harm ? That is the bast recommendation that can be given agro. with the Ion. meiner for Brome (Mr. Fisher) that
it; and we are asked further to understand that tie the Sonate je a useless body and ouglt te ho abolishd-
meaning of doing no harmn is, that it does not oppose that it is not only uselese but expansive. If any evidonce
any act of this Government. That is what is meant by was required tint we in tus country are Wise enouglito
doing no harm. When there was an Administration direct-goveru ourselvos by a single Ohamber, I think it lisbeen
ing the affaire of this country adverse to the political feel- furnisîed by the example of the groat Province cf Ontario,
ings of the Sonate, there was action then, strong, vigorous
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Chamber, and has never felt the least bad effect from it, or
the least need for a second Ohamber. . The right hon.
leader of the Government ploaded for a further lease of
existence for the Sonate in its present form, and the only
argument h. adduced that had any force was simply that
it did no harm, and therefore, that it ought to be allowed
to live. Well, Sir, it would puzzle a Philadelphia lawyer
to find any good it did, and doing noither good nor
harm, I think the most reasonable and sensible hing
to do is to abolish it altogether. I was suprised
to hear the Premier say that our constitution was not
founded or modelled on the federal principle but on the
monarchieal principles of England and its constitutional
principles. Now, it may be that ho meant that the framers
of the constitution tried to model it in that way, but if they
did, and if they thought the Sonate as now constituted was
a reproduction of the House of Lords, they were miserably
mistaken. It does not represent the louse of Lords in one
single respect, except that it is not responsible to the people.
If we want to find the constitution of the louse of Lords
and compare it with our Sonate we have to go back to the
time when the House of Lords first came into existence. I
need not tell hon. gentlemen that the time was when there
was no Parliament in Britain, when the king was supreme.
But that sort of thing could not continue longer when there
were men nearly as powerful in the country, and even more
poweirful, thatn the king himseolf. The result was that the
Lords tine and time again claimed a share of the govern-
ment. They got what they wanted, and it was a good
thing for the country in many respects, although in others
not so good. Stil they succeeded in cstablishing thoir
claim. That was the foundation of the fouse of Lords.
It bas .come down to us modified, it is true, in
many respects, but still the successors of the first
barons of England. And we are told that in this new
country of ours it was the intention of the framers
of our constitution to model our Sonate on the House of
Lords of England. Why, Sir, is it nt an absurdity, is it
not an impudent thing, to say nothing of its grotesqueness
for a young, struggling country like ours, scarcely 100 years
old, to dig into the graves of by-gone years and array
ourselves in the worm-eaten vestments of a thousand years
ago ? But I deny that the Senate of Canada in anyway
represents the House of Lords of Great Britain. The House
of Lords has somo excuse for its existence in the past, but
what reason have we for the existence of a Sonate now ?
We all know that, as founded at first, the House of Lords
represented the landed intereste of the country, and that it
represents those interests still. Added to that, in some re-
spects it represents the moneyed intereets of the country.
I would ask if our Sonate is any parallel to it in oither of
these two respects. If you take it as the representative of
the landed interest, I am afraid that some of them would
be able to say of themselves, in the language of Shakes-
peare, that they were:

"Lords of their presence and no land buide."

If yon take them as representing the moneyed interest, I
am afraid some .of -them only represent the money they
expended in helping to elect Government candidates. The
Minister of Marine and Fisheries, as well as the leader of
the Government, admitted that the Sonate was partisan,
and claimed that it was right and proper it sehould be so.
The Premier said : I represent the people of the country;
my party has been elected by an overwhelming vote of the
people of the country, and here the reprosentatives of the
party in the Senate, in upholding me and in carrying out
my views, are representing the views of the people of the
country. That may be as long as the present Governmont
remains in power. Bat how would it be supposing that in
a year, or two, or thre., or four, or five years, when every
man in that louse has been appointed for the sole and express
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purpose of supporting the policy of the present leader of the
Government, how would besuposing the other party came
into power ? Whom would they be bound to represent thon?
I am afraid they would just do as they have done in the
past, endeavor to carry ont the views of the hon. gentleman
to whom they owe their existence. I need not point out to
hon. gentlemen that this was the case when thei Hon. Mr.
Mackenzie was Premier of the Dominion. We al know that
the Province of British Columbia had cause of complaint;
that a solemn agreement with them had been violated; and
when Mr. Mackenzie, with his usual honesty of purpose,
attemptod to give that Province compensation, ho was
baulked by the Sonate, no doubt at the express wish of the
hon, gentleman who leads the Government now. But, Sir,
we have been told by the right hon. leader of the Govern-
ment that the Senate is a necessity for the defence of the
rights of the different Provinces. Will any hon. gentleman
on the other side be kind enough to point ont when the
Sonate ever took sncb a stan:1? I appeal to hon. gentlemen,
without fear of contradiction, to say if I do not speak the
literal truth when I declare that instead of protecting the
rights of the Provinces, there has never been an attempt
made during the last half dozon years, by the party now in
power-and there have been very many-to deprive the
Provinces of their rights, when that Sonate came to
the rescue of the Provinces. I defy hon. gentlemen
to point out one single instance. What happened
when the right hon. leader of the Government tried
to grasp the licensing power from the Provinces ? If
ever there was a dishonest attempt made to seize that
which did not belong to the Government, that was the one.
For seventeen years, the right of the Provinces to issue
licenses had gone unchallenged; it was distinctly under-
stood at the time of Confederation, that that right should
belong to them; and yet, in order to advance some party
purpose, in order to gratify a private pique against the
Government of Ontario, the right hon. gentleman tried to
grasp that power, at a grievous expense to this country,
in money, besides loss of time and expense of energy
by the Provinces in frustrating him.Did the Senate,
thon, in any manner attempt to prevent the wrong
that was being done to the Provinces ? It was a
matter of notoriety that the Bill was rushed through the
Sonate in a few minutes, without even being read; it
was taken on trust. A friend suggests the Gerrymander
Act, as another instance, one of the most infamous attempte
on the liberties of the people that was ever made. In that
case or in the case of the Franchise Bill, did the Sonate
make any attempt to right the wrongs that were being
done ? No, Sir. I believe the time is fast coming when a
change will have to be made in the constitution of that
body. It may have been modelled after the House of
Lords; but one thing can be said of the House of Lords, that
they are wise enough to comprehend the drift of public opi-
nion. It is true, they sometimes show a disposition to resist
popular will, but they have always sense enough to know
when they have gone far enough, and to pause before comng
into direct collision with the people; and if the time sould
ever come a hen the louse of Lords shaHl try to obstruct
the popular will, that day their doom is sealed and I for
one would be ready to stand over the wreck, and say : "So
perish all such relics of barbarism." It has been stated that
the late Hon. George Brown was one of the most persistent
advocates of an appointed Sonate. I know that ho was, and
ho was a consistent advocate of it; ho was always opposed
to an elective Sonate, and Sir, it was one of the mistakes of
his life. We standing hore, now, responsible to the conntry,
and to posterity for our acts, are we to be guided in our
actions by the opinions of any man of the past-? No, perish
the thought. It is our duty to do what we believe to be
right. It is our duty, whonever we find anything that we
consider defective, to endeavor in a constitutional way to
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g et it corrected; and the motion of the hon. member for on account of his race or creed, but I protSt aainet a.
Botb;twe4, although not everything I could wish, is a stop in officer of the lloue of Commone being pitohforked inte the
that direotion, and I feel bond to give it my support. Sonate as a representative of the Province of NewBrune-

wick. If there were no other reason, that would ho sufficiont
Mr. WELDON. I wish to say a few words on this ques-to make me favor the resolation of my hon. friand. There

tion before the vote is taken. I do not think it necessary is anothor principlo with regard to tho Sonate, which bas
to discusa what system shall be adopted. The question is been pointed out, and verifiod by the action of the hon.
simply whether the present constitution of the Sonate mombor for Lanark (Mr. Jamieson). Ho las etatod that he
answere the purpose which it was intended to answer. Hon. is in favor of the principle of the resolution, but bocause he
members who made a comparison between it and the House puts party abovo principle ho le going ta vote against it.
of Lords, forgot that the principle on which the Sonate is It isbeause the Senate put party above prinoiplo, thst
created is entirely different from that on which the House I support thie resolution.
of Lords is based. The House of Lords is hereditary ; its
members tske their seats in it by virtue either of their Mr. DUPONT. (Translation.) Mr. Speaker, I muet con-
elevation to the peerage, which extends beyond life, or by gratulate the hon. membor for Est Quebec (Mr. Laurier)
succession. But the principle of life peerages, the principle for having pronounced himeof in f4vor of tho Sonate. In
on which Senators are appointed, is entirely opposed to that so doing ho agreea, not only with tho wholo Couservative
on which te House of Lords is based, and it has been so party but also wiLh the immense majority of the population
decided by them. When the late Baron Parke was appointed of bis Province. I have noticed duriug Lis debate that
a peer for life, the House of Lords took the matter up, and soveral of the political friends of the hon. momber for Eut
decided that life peerages should not ho created. One of the Quoboc do not hold the samo views as ho does with regard
objections thon taken to these peerages was that they would to the Sonate. I have notic.d that the bon. member for
enablea Ministry to swamp the House of Lords witti peers Brome (Mr. Fisher) has positively doclared that ho would
appointed for life. So that when we compare the constitution vote in favor of the resolutions moved by the hon. member
of the Upper Chamber of this Dominion with that part of for Bothwell, becanse these resoirtions were only a stop
the Briish constitution, we find that they are utterly towarde the abolition of the Sonate. Another member of
opposed to each other. The principl.e of our se.ond Chamber, the Opposition has declared that ho would vote for these
I take it, is an entirely wrong principle. At the time of rosolutions because they would make the Sonate eloctive,
Confederation the attempt was made to adopt the system in snd so would rendor it uselese, as ho did not see the noces.
vogue in the Provinces, that of the Legislative Councils. sity of having two fouses elocted by the peoplo. In thie
For 17 years that system has been tried, and I think thetho hon. member le perfectly consistent, and for my part I
feeling of the country is that there should ho a change. do not see the nocessity of having two fouses ected by
The right hon. Premier said no change should be made the people. And what guarantee would that afford to tho
unless some wrong could be shown; but we know hon. membors who are uow complaining againet the policy
that great and serious changes have been made in our con- of the Goverument and against certain measures whieh are
stitution already. By the Gerrymander Act of 18t2, the con- preteuded to ho or really are cotralising measuros and
stitution was changed, and 55 constituencies in the Province which have bean voted by tho Sonate during the two ist
of Ontario were alteredi; and for that Act no reason was years? Would not the Franchise Bil have been voted by
shown, nor was it claimed that any wrong was created by a fouse lectod by the people whoso would necosearily have
the division made in the British North America Act itself. boon composod of Tories or of Conservatives from the Pro-
The Franchise Act was another alteration in the constitu- vince of Queboc, for the Sonate haviug beau elected by the
tion; and if the right hon. leader of the Govern. people at the sane ime as the membere of the fouse of
ment has felt it necessary to make changes with regard <ommons, or at about the same timo, a numbor of (ouser-
to the constituencies and the electorate, surely the vative senators proportiouately as great as the number of
fact that the Senators were appointed originally for ConservaLive mombers of the fouse of Gommons would have
life i no reason why, if we find that a change is been elected? And I now ask the hou. membere who are now
necessary, that change should not be made. There is complaining againette Sonate because Lhey have not rected
another distinction between the Sonate and the House of the Franchise Bil whether a Rouse whoso groat majority
Lords. I think, with the exception of the time my hon. would have been compoeed of Conservaiv. sonstorswould
friand for East York was uin power, there has never been not have adoptod the same policy? Evideutly iL would,
one measure proposed by the Premier thrown out of aud that argument je va1uoless in my o inion. If we
or amended by the Sonate. We find that the House of examine the present composition of te Nenate we find
Lords deal with Government measures, discuss them calmlywithin it mon who have occupied in this Rouse the posi-
and dispassionately, and make serions amendments whichLion of Miuisters, who have eveu filled stil! higior positions
the Government are often compelled to accept. But in this in their respective Provinces-te position ofLieutenantGov-
House we find tat, so far as the Government are concerned, ernor. I notice that te ex-Lieutenant Governor of te Pro-
they pay very littie regard to the consideration of what action vince of Quebec le now a mnmber ofte Sonate; after hav-
may be taken by the Sonate, knowing well that they will take ing occupod the position of Minister ln this fouse ho went
whatever action the Government may dictate. My hon. friend to the IJpper flouse, le it not ta ho snpposed that the
from Lambton has also spoken with regard to appointmente. experionce of such a man je very uBeful with regard te the
When we look at the appointments lately made, we cannot legisiation whieh wiU ho adopted by thie flouse, sud whieh
but help feeling convinced that the mode adopted is not! will have ta ho revised by the Upper flouse? Mr. Speaker,
beneficial to the country. The Sonate is, in fact, made a I have boon quite surprised at the position taken by the
refuge, a sort of cave of Adullam, in which many sup- hon. member for Lanark (hLr. Jamleson), ta whom I right
porters of the Government find a comfortable retreat. Withive the vory honorable itho of apostie of emperanue.
regard to the lalt appointment to the Sonate made from te That hon. gentleman as stated, in the firet place, that ho
Province of New Brunswick, if the Senate, as has been wae quit. favorable ta the principle of te rosolations moved
pointed out, was established for the purpose of protecting by the hon. member for Bothwell (Kr. Mille), aud thon ho
provincial rights, we are entitled -to claim that the mon made another statornt none the lese urprising wheu ho
appointed should be reaidents of the Provinces they are deelared that his confidence in te Goverumout was greater
supposed to represent. I make no objection to the hon. than his dietruet towarde the Sonate. IL le a very good
Senator who was last appointed from New Brunswick, either Lhing for tb. Sonate that the bon. member ehould have se
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much confidence in the Govern.ment as otheEwise there
would have been danger for the existence of the Sonate.
There are many other considerations in favor of the main-
tenance of a non-elective Sonate, as sevEral measures
have been adopted both in the Dominion and Local
Parliaments which have been defeated in the tJpper
Houses. To corroborate that statement I will men-
tion the fact that, in the Province of Queben, the
Legislative Council bas thcught fit on a certain occasion
to refuse to vote the supplies which had been submitted to
the Council by the Legislative Assembly, and the position
taken on that occasion by the Legislative Conncil of the
Province of Quebec was fully sanctioned a few weeks later
by the popular vote. A short time after the Cabinet was
starved out and they resigned. Another Cabinet was formed
and sbortly after they appealed to the people; and the im-
mense majority of the Province of Quebec supported this
new Governmont and voted against the former Government
to whom the supplies had been refused by the Legislative
Council. This is a very strong proot in favor of non-elective
Upper louses. Besides, Mr. Speaker, the Sonate is com-
pnoed in grent part of politicians who have been through
the Bouse of Commons and whô have acquired in this
louse great experience as r.egards politics and the affaire of

the country, and I do not see that men appointed by the
Government should be less qualified to fill the position of
senators, whether they are appointed by a Conservative
Government or by a Liberal Government; for whatever
party may be in power it is their interest to appoint to the
Sonate the men who have had the most experience and who
are best qualified to fill this high position. Now, I believe
that the party in power by choosing from among the moist
distinguished politicians, men who have made their mark in
this louse must necessarily make as good a choice as
if senators were elected by the people, who would be
sure to send to the Upper House men who would
be more or less young and often less experienced than
those appointed by the Goverument. Mr. Speaker,
I believe it would be quite dangerous to alter the
present constitution of the Sonate, and to do away with that
trinity which existe in our constitution. AIl nations who
have not respected the ground works of their constitutions,
have fuund it impossible to prosper, and to exist for a long
time. I consider that we have elections enough under our
con titution, that frequent elections are a cause of demor-
alhation for the people, and that "after the elective Sonate,
it is likely that a measure, for the abolition of the Sonate,
will be proposed, if we are to believe certain hon. gentlemeni
opposite, who have stated that the proposed mode of transfor-
mation of the Sonate is only a step towards the abolition of
the Senate. Therefore, Mr. Speaker, I deem it my duty to
vote against the resolutions of the hon. member for Both-
well, and to agree with those who desire that the ground.
work of our constitution should be respected, and that the
guaran tees afforded by the Act of Confederation to the
minorities of the various Provinces, should be preserved.

House divided on amendment of Mr. Mills.

Messieurs
Allen, Forbes,
Armstrong, Geoffron,
Auger, Qilimor,
Bai (Wentworth), Glen,
Béchard, Guay,
Bernier, Oiinn,
BoumaI, Barley,
Burpee, Holton,
Oameron (Huron), lunes,
Cameron (Middlesex), Irvine,
Campbell (Renfrew), Jackson,
Cartwright(SirRichard)King,
Oaffey, Kirk,

asagrain, Lsnderkin,
Charton, Langelier,

Min,

Mu' ock,
Paterson (Brant),
Platt,
Ray,
Rinfret,
Robertson (Shelburne),
Scriver,
Sonerville (Brant),
Somerville (Bruce),
Spr ger,
Troi,
.Vei j

Coekbarn, Laurier,
Davie, Lister,
Fairbank, Liir atn,
Fisher, cruy

Allison,
Amyot,
Bain <Soulanges)
Baker (Misisquoi),
Baker (Victoria),
Barnard,

Benoft,
silly,
Blondeau,
Bowell,
Bryson,
Bame ron (Inverness),
Oameron (Victoria),
Oarling,
Caron (Sir Adolphe),
ahap1oau,
Coehrane,
Oolby,

°osuan,
aoughln,
Ouran,
Daly,
Daoust,
Dawson,
Dickinson,
Dodd,
Duga,
Dupont,
Everett,

Watson,
W6ldoa,
Wilson,
yoo.-47

NATO:

Messieurs
Parrow, MoDougad (Pioto),
Per anon (WelIand), KoDoogan (O. reton),

in MLlan,

GagnA, Massue,
Gaulet, Moffat
Giganit, oatpaiair,
Gordon, 0' Brion,
Grandbois, Pryn,
Guillet, Reid,
Backett, Robertson (nastng),
Ha Rkert,

Hesson, Shanly,
Hickey, Small
Hlorer, 8prouie,
Jameron, 'aohereau,
Jenkins. Taylor,
Kaulbach, Temple,
Kiiort, Thompson,
Kinneys Tupper,

Kranz, Tyr*hitt,
Langevin (Sir Hector), Wallace (Albert),
Loa Wmlaos <York),
Macdonald (Ki White (Cardwell),
Macdonald (r ), White (astings),
Mackintosh, Wigle,
Macmillan (Mgiddlenx)tWood (iokll)
Ilcillan (Vaudreuil), Wood (WstmI1d).--9.
McOallum,

Amendment negatived.

House again resolved itseolf into Committee of Supply,

(In the Committee.)

Salaries, military branch and district staff........ $17,000 00

Sir ADOLPHE CARON . The decrease is caused by the
retirement of the Deputy Adjutant General.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. I understand that a
good many of the oficers, whose salaries are voted under
this head, have received notice, which is almost equivalent
to the statement that their services will not be required
afLer the expiration of a year or so. The Minister should
inform the House what the policy of the Government is
going to be with respect to these gentlemen who have been
emp oyed, some for longer and some for shorter periods.
If it he the intention of the Government to dispense with
the services of auy of these offlers, it is desirable the
House should know the reason why.

Sir ADOLPHE CARON. Under one ofmy predecessors
Sir Alexander Campbell, a general order was issued, base
upon an Order in Council, making all the staff appointments
for a period of five years. This term of office expired about
seven or eight months ago. During the critical period of
the trouble of the North-West, I thought it would be not
only inconvenient, but almost impossible fer the Depart-
ment to make any change and to dispense with the services
of any of the officers composing the staff. However, this
year I feit it my duty, as the policy of the Government
had been already announced by that Order in Council, to
inform the different o5cers on our staff that after et
year they muet consider that the Order in Council and the
general order based upon it, must prevail. That does not
st al mean that the services of these gentlemen will be dis-
ponsed with, but if it should be considéred neceSary, from
the standpointof the Department,-orofeDnomy, to dispense
with the services of any gentleman, they eannot oomplain
of what has been done.

Mr. O'BRIEN. There is something in the pli7V the
Government are puisaing with regard to the sta which is
open to very serious question. In the firet plaee, the rule
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that these staff oificers are to vacate their positions at the the 'discetion of the Government te utilise hie services
end of five years is altogether erroneous, because in a beyond that period, and I thnk, i answer more particularly
large country district it takes a staff oificer two years, at to my hon. friend from Muekoka (Mr. O'Brien), that there
least, thoroughly to know the district, and by the time the is a good deal of reason in the policy which was adopted by
five years have elapsed, and ho is to be changed to another ny predecessor. These apppeintments are really prizos,
district, he knows his district thoroughly. The system of and, in a country like ours, net having a regular army,
changing men every five years is open to serions question. they are prizes which are sought after and which
It impairs the effciency of the officers, because in a large should b. distributed, as much as possible, among
district they cannot become acquainted with their duties, the men who take an active interest in the militia
with their men, with the position of the varions companies, force. I know that the salaries are net very large,
until a considerable period bas elapsed. Considering the but these prizos are really sought after much more than on.
small salaries these officers get, it is rather hard upon would suppose, and 1 believe that, after five years, when a
them to be compelled to make these changes. man in the position of deputy adjutant general or a
The period for which an offieer in the position brigade major, finds it is deemod necessary to dispense with
< f a brigade major or deputy adjutant-general should remain bis services under that order, hoeweuld have ne reason te
in one place, should not be less than ten years, if it is neces- complain cf the action cf the Government in retiring hlm.
sary at all that hoe should vacate his position at the end of a Notwithstanding that order, we have availed ourselveo cf
definite period. This rule places officers in the uncomfort- the services f gentlemen long after that period, and I would
able position of being in a state of uncertainty as to their net wish it te lbe understood that in every case it ie the
period of service. If they know that, as a matter of abso- intention cf the Goverrment, after fivo yeare, te make a
lute necessity, they mnst leave their positions at the end cf complote sweep, a complete change as far as the militia
a certain period, and take them on that understanding, they staff is cencerned; but if it is deemed advisable te do se, the
cannot complain, but, I think, there is nothing worse than officers who hold these pesitions canet in any way oin-
for a man to be in a state of uncertainty. I would strongly plain cf the action cf the Governmert.
recommend to the hon. Minister that the present Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. That is fair, I thiri,
incumbents of office, especially those who have been
in the service for a long period of years, the salaries of asregarsalthe oiers appontedaftertorer was
whom were not large enough to enable them to put aside pasdbttere wre a geatefaorer rsdwhc
eufficient provision, ard who are beyond the possibility of wore appointod pete the datectat orad hos
finding other employment, should be dealt with liberally. I aintm ent. x ecd te ueraete longasty
hope the Department will act generously towards them, r mained efficigisoulyNthe p epro
more particularly as they have done so with regard to other ruitary mattesevixing ame imit. ndl e
officers who have held similar positions.twceloetesriscfaergodndvlbeoffierswhobav bed biila poitins.officer, but generally, 1 believe, in ail services, Frenchi,

Sir ADOLPHIE CARON. When the Supplementary English and continental geuerally, they have laid down tho
Rstimates are brought down, possibly my hon. friend will principlo that, after a certain period, military mon must
see that the long and valuable services to tho force of the expect te ho retircd; but the point wbich 1 urge and which
officers to whom ho refers bave been recognised as well as I tbink the Ministor will sc the justice cf is that, in decid-
those of others who have been retired before. ing who is te retire, a distinction may very fairly be made

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT, Lot us understand betweer the officers appeiuted before and after the promul-
what the policy of the Government is. As I understand the gation cf that order, becauso they acepted the offices under
erder tethwhieh the Mi'istditf Militia rsterrcd, it was tsatcedifféreit conditions.
after the peiodcf five yarb, the varions officers should h o Sir ADOLPHE CAROrd n . I fnally recognise the pro-
shiftcd.Thero was notbing te my recollection in that priet yf what the hon. gentleman bas said. In the caserof
erder about dismissing them, practicali', from the service. Coloel Denison, whic Iblieve my hon. friend wa refer-
If ho is going te la>' down the pmlicy that, after a period ypf ring te, and lu that cf Colonel Milesm, I made that distinc-
five or ton years, the officers who have held important ce- tin. I recognised lie fact that thei entered the fore
mands are te bo dismissed, whether the>t are competent te before the promulgation cf that order and bolioved it was a
serve or net, that is one thing; and if ho is geig, ai bas permanent apporibtednt, and fre that standpoibt I mthought
beon done in the Englitb and other services, to lix an âge it was ecesary and right and proper te treat them diffr-
limit at wbich the officers wiII retire, that cf courise is aIs e n freIno tt five-yearterm mon, waol acepted the position
worthy cf censideration ; but it le due te the force and te knewiug that after five years it was in the discretihn of the
the flouse tw know what the polieudpf the Goverument is. Governmet te kep them or remeve tem.
Do I uuderstand the Minister te say that, lu the space of a Mr. VAIL. Who se the deputy adjutant general it j

ear or tbereabruts, any or algjf thesa officers are rablefn proposed tenremovee?
dismissodh? Is that the policyi? Sir ADOLPHE CAON. Colonel Deniso rwhon las

Sir A&DOLPHE CARON. Yes, they are hiable. been ini charge cf Militai'> District No. 2, and Colonel
Sir RICHA.RD CARTWRIGHIT. Witbout reference Milsoin, who well kown t the section cfecuntry whih

te ageN? the hon gentleman represents, a d whe vias bee l acting as
Sir ADOLPHE CARON. The bon, gentleman, if ho brigade major i the saine district.

refers te the order which I have referred te, the eue issned Mr . CAS Y. There are on. or twe inconsistencies in
by Sur Alexander Campbell whon lio was administering th the expenditure Goethiebran c f which I would lke te
Department of Militia, will flnd that, as iu the Englis askrcome explanation.mflnd that Colonel Irwin hlde ailort
service, there was a period cf age beyond which an offlcer of dual position, thatose acteas commandant cf a regimnt
wonld b. retired. of artillery whichje suppoed to exiet, bt, as C Battery

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. What age ? which ie required t mae up the regiment as nver been
Sir ADOLPHIE CARON. Sixty-three. Besides, by that brougbt into existence, there le reall>' ne regirnent cf artil.

order it was alec declared that an officr belonging te the lery. le r tchived $456 last year for acting e that capacit ,
staff weuld net hold the appeintinent beyond five yeare. L. and o apisereceived 82e300 as inspectordf artillery,
did not make it imperative upor the6-overriment te making a total cf $d,756. When we compare that salary
dispense withhie services after five years, but it loft it tewiththe salaries o f the deputy adjttant generad whalar

Zr. OBÎLMO
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only, I see, to get $1,200 this year, acoording to the
Estimate, there is a very strange disorepancy. The
deputy adjutants general have fuill control and command of
all the militia in their districts during active service, their
duties are very onerous in times of peace, and their whole
time is occupied in the business. If $1,200 is sufficient
salary for them, I fail to see why it required more than
$2,700 to pay Colonel Irwin. I see this year the estimate for
Colonel Irwin is 1,800 as inspector of artillery, and, if he
continues to receive the same amount of 8450 for command-
ing this non-existing regiment of artillery, he will receive
$2,250 instead of 82,700, but even at that rate it i $1,000
more than the deputy adjutants general receive. His duties
are only to inspect the artillery, only about 2,000 in all,
while many adjutants general have to look after more, some
over 3,000 troops. That is, the duties in regard to these
artillery inspectors are only the same asthose of the deputy
adjutants general in time of peace. I would like to know
the reason for this great discrepancy between the salaries.

Sir ADOLPUE CARON. I do not know how the hon.
gentleman can arrive at the conclusion that there is LO
re!iment of artillery because C Battery is not organised.

Mr. CASEY. Because it requires three batteries to make
a regiment of artillery.

Sir ADOLPHE CARON. But the number of men who
compose the two batteries, A and B, are quite sufficient to
form a regiment. The regiment may be more or less strong,
but that does not prevent it from being the Canadian
regiment of artillery as it has been constituted for two
years. The hon. gentleman thinks that the pay gi7en to
Lieut. Colonel Irwin is larger than it ougbt to be, as com-
pared with the pay granted to the deputy adjutants
general. The hon. gentleman must remember that Colonel
Irwin is inspector of warlike stores, as well as of artillery,
for the Dominion of Canada. This is a very important posi-
tion, and requires a great deal of military knowledge of
that branch of the service, and call for a great deal of res-
ponsibility from the person who occupies that position. For
those duties he gets $1,800 and his staff allowances
-for he has to travel a good deal-making altogether
$2,300. It is one of the most important positions
in the Department and in the seivice', after that
of major general commending the forces, and that
of adjatant general. He is really in commrand. The hon.
gentleman says that compared with a deputy adjatant
general the number of men under his command would be
very small indeed. But the hon. gentleman must remem-
ber that from the Atlantic to the Pacifie Colonel Irwin is
in charge of and responsible for the management of the
artillery force. I think these facts justify the discrimi-
nation in his favor, possibly, as against the position held by
the deputy adjutants general, a most responsible and impor-
tant position, but not one that calls for the same amount of
responsibiity and travel and work as that incurred by the
inspector of artilleries and warlike stores. He is at head-
quarters, where he has to direct; and is practically the
head of that branch of the service.

Mr. CASEY. The Minister says that there are men
enough in two batteries to form a regiment. When we
established the regiment of artillery it was to consist of A,
B and C Batteries.

Sir ADOLPHE CARON. The two batteries, A and B,
have 150 men each, rank and file, and that makes 300 men,
taking in the officers.

Mr. CASEY. Was there not some special authority
given for constituting a regiment of artillery ?

Sir ADOLPHE CARON. No. It was done by depart-
mental regulation.

Mr. CASEY. Then the Minister thinks the duty of com-
manding this regiment of artillery in worth $1.50 a day.

Sir ADOLPHE CARON He isl inspector.
Mr. CKSEY. As commandant of the regiment of artit-

lery he received"$457.25 lat year. Now, if he actually per-
formed any duties as commander, I think he was under-
paid; if the position is merely nominal, be was4 over.paid;
I confess I do not understand what are the duties of com-
mandant of this regiment of arti1lc ry. He was in oommand
of the regiment in the field, I suppose. Were the batteries
commanded by their own lieutenant colonels when they
were on active service, or were they commanded bv Colonel
Irwin ? In the firet place I would ask, what are the duties
of Colonel Irwin as commandant of the regiment of artil.
tery ?

Sir ADOLPHE CA RON. I can only tell the hon, gen-
tleman that as commandant his duties are to look after his
regiment.

Mr. CASEY. Oh ! but h. does not.
Sir ADOLPHE CARON. Well, but he does.
Mr. CASEY. In actual servirce?
Sir ADOLPHIE CARON. Yes, he does. The comman-

dant may command hig httalion and still not be on pctive
service. His duty is at headquarters here, and aIl the rei-
mental orders have to go through Colonel Irwin. just as
every' regimental order goes through the colonel of any
other regiment.

Mr. CASEY. Do regimental orders emanate from him ?
Sir ADOLPEE CARON. Yes.
Mr. CA SEY. Does he issue orders to them in the ield ?
Sir ADOLPITE CARON. Yes, as commandant.
Mr. CASEY. Then, did Colonel Irwin, at beadquarters,

direct the movements of those batteries in the North-West,
or were they commanded by others ?

Sir ADOLPHE CARON. The hon. gentleman knows
that is too simple a question to require an answer. He
must know that when the batteries were at the front they
were under the orders of the Major General who commanded
every regiment.

Mr. CASEY. I know it is too simple to ask seriously, and
merelv put it to bring out thc statement tit bas been made.
And Colonel Irwin made it bis headquarters here, and having
really nothing to do with the batteries, was practicallv. to
ail intents and purposes, an ornamental attachment. That
is all I can make out of it. No oneimagines that Colonel
Irwin actually commanded those batteries, but as nominal
commandant he gets 8 1.50 a day. Now as to the inspection
of artillery. The Minister states that the inspector
bas serions responsibilities and valuable stores under his
care which require him to travel ail over the Dominion. But
h. has two assistants in the inspection of the artillery, Colonels
Cotton and Mentizambert, commanders of the batteries. So
that Colonel Irwin does not have te go ail over the Dominion
to inspect the~artillery. No part of this money, of course,
goes for travelling expenses. If he travels of course bis
expenses must be paid. But, I fail to see that the Minister
has made out any case why a tbousand dollars difference is
made in the salaries. I fancy that in the Toronto distrint,
or Quebec district, or wherever there is a considerable
amount of military stores, the deputy adjutants general
have quite as much property to care for as the in-
spector of artillery. No reason bas been given for this
discrepancy. I find . that Colonel Holmes got last year
over 82,900 as commandant of C Battery, that is the
battery which dos not exist, which leaves the rpgiment of
artillery incomplete. I find that on page 204 of the
Auditor General's report.

Mr. MULOCK. He ha@ a force, he bas a sergeant ?
Mr. CASEY. I believe he bas, and for commanding

that sergeant he gets 82,920. I have no doubt that in
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his case command s more aetal than that of Colonel upon the decision of the doctors who had been consulted in
1rwin, because he has to superintend that large force. the cage, and I thought I could not do better than follow
As deupat> adjutlant of British Columbia lie also gets $365. 'their ideas.
The Department evidently values the services of an Mr. MULOCK. The Minister of Militia states that Col-
adjatant general for Britislh CoIumtia at $1 per day onel HoLmes is in receipt of a salary of 82,920. It is not
while it values the services of the commander of one necessary for us to seek information from officiai sources.
sergeant at $2,920. At page 204 of the Auditor General's report we are in.

Mr. LANDERKIN. Has the Minister considered the formed that Lieutenant Colonel J. G. Hiolmes received pay
case of those volunteers who full sick at the annual for one year at 8 per day, amounting te $2,920, for com-
drill at Toronto a few years ago. They suffered a manding a staff composed of Staff Sergeant T. Kinsella,
good deal, and lost a great deal of their time and who received 75 cents a day. T. Kinsella also received as
money. At that time the Mini8ter, I think, did not compensation in lieu of clothing to the amount of $37.62.
consider all the facts of the case. Now that he has This force was for the protection of our coast in the west
found out the value to the country of our soldiers I hope he and the cost was $3,231. I am sure the country will feel
will be prepared to make some compensation and will pay absolutely safe that our western shores are in safe hands.
the volunteers that which they are justly entitled to. Mr. LANDE RKIN. Could net the Minister give just a

Sir A DOLPHE CARON. In regard to Colonel Holmes, little from the salary of that officer and pay those volun-
who is the commandant of the mihtary district in BritiLh teers.
Columbia, the hon. member for Wes t Elgin (Mr. Casey) Mr. CASEY. When we have again rumors of a Russian
seems to be blowing Lbt and cold. Some time ago he com- difficulty, tnd when we again hear that Russian cruisers have
plained that the deputy adjutants general were not suffi. been seen in the vicinity of British Columbia harbors, we
teoliy well paid. Uw ho compa tat Co1ol IIle will put our faith in Col. Holmes and Staff Sergeant Kin.
gets more money than he should receive. The hon. gen- sella. But it is a little odd that out of a total payment of
tleman should remember one thing, which las been $3,231, no less than 82,920 should go to the ocmmanding
explained already. Colonel folines was placed in com. officer and the rest to one sergeant. The Minister's explan-
mand of Battery C, which is to be organised, and which, ation bas not made matters any different. Re ias said I
from the information which the hon. gentleman no doubt complained because the deputy adjtants general were not

as received from official sources, is now composed of one sufciently paid. I did not. I complained that Colonel
sergeant .only• Irwin was paid too much, and I have the same complaint

Mr. CA SEY. I received it from my friend from North to make about Colonel Holmes. The Minister alsoe said
York (Mr. Mulock) to-night. that Colonel Hlolmas was paid the same as the other com-

Sir ADOLPHE CARON. The British Columbia military mandants of batteries. Now, if I am not mistaken, Colonel
district is a very extensive one, and it is of great impor. Montizambert and Colonel Cotton were paid for all their
tance to the Dominion on account of its strategic Value. duties, as commandants and as assistant inspectors of
Colonel Holmes receives as commandant of the Artillery artillery, only $2,208 a piece, of which only $1,600
Scbool, or C Battery, the same pay which is given to was for commanding batteries A and B. Sa that Col.
commandants of the other artillery schools in the Dominion; onel Holmes really gets $1,00J more for commanding a bat.
and he received it both last year and this year. HIe received tery composed of one sergeant than they get for command-
besides a small payment to represent the extra work ho ing full batteries, and, as the hon. gentleman said,
naturally would be supposed to do as deputy adjutant large batteries of 150 men each. Now, he said in a very
general, for the formation of that school is not yet corn. naive manner that for the additional duties of acting as
pleted. The Imperial and Canadi in Goverunments have deputy aljutant g.neral Colonel fHolmes got an extra
been in communication, and the result of the interchango of allowance of 81 per day, or $365 per annum, in addition. I
despatches between the ,wo countries is that that artillery am net aware how many volunteers there are in Biritish
sohool will be formed out of men drawn from the naval Columbia, but I believe there are et least three or four hun-
reserve in England and pensioners who receive pensions dred, so that he gets about one eighth or one-ninth as mucli
from the Imperial Government. The great difficulty the for acting as deputy adjutant general for those volunteers
Department encountered in organising C Battery, in as for acting as commandant for that one sergeant. Now
British Colombia, was the fact of the limited labor market if Colonel Holmes is intended to be employed and paid as
there, and that it was almost impossible te get men for the deputy adjutant general, then he should appear on the
pay given to regulars. From the fact that the Imperial Gov- Public Accounts as such. Even in that case it would be
ernment ias consented to allow pensioners who will become absurd to pay him as much as the deputy adjutants general
inoorporated into our Canadian force to draw their Imperial in the large districts of Quebec and Ontario whose duties
pensions and become Canadian soldiers, under the command are so much heavier. The whole arrangement seeme te me
of Canadian officers will enable us to organise C Battery, so remarkably absurd and unfair that the Minister should
and make it, I hope, as successful as either A or B give some explanation Of it te make it less se, or else he
Batteries. Moreover, it is of the greatest possible import- should reduce the pay of Colonel Hlolmes seo that it would be
ance to have a force properly organised in British Coltium. equal to that of these other gentlemen who really have
bia, the terminus of the Canadian Pacific Railway, and a some duties to perform. The lon. gentleman says the
Province far removed from the other portions of the Dom. battery is growing though it is net completely manned.
inion. 'Ibe position which Colonel Holmes now occupies is Will he tell us how many there are in the battery atipresent ?
one of very considerable responsibility. It is true that for Sir ADOLP ME CARON. I ahal1ive the hon. gentleman
the last two years he as not been in command of a battery ail the information I possibly man, andI have no doubt it will
which is not complete, so far as numbers are concerned, but satisfy him. The extra amount he las referred te as being
which will be completed in a short period. I expect in the so extravagant is merely to meet the allowances which
Estimates we shall be called on to vote money for the pur- Colonels Cotton and Montizambert receive in the shape of
pose of erecting the necessary buildings in British Cclumbia. fuel, barrack accommodation, &c., that is net to be found in
As te the question put by the hon. member for Grey (Mr. British Columbia, because we have net got the school of
Landerkin) I have reconsidered it almost every year as the artillery organised as we have in Quebec and Kingston.
hon. gentleman in hie zeal has brought it before the House. The hou, gentleman must know that, previous to colonel
The conclusion ait which I arrived previously was based Holmes being sent thoee, he had been a idepuity adjutant
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general nsud was paid like other officers of that class in other
parts of the Dominion. Moreover, Parliament adopted the
policy of organising a battery in British Columbia. It was
necessary to send another commandant to take charge of
that battery, and I thought it was an economy to place the
whole military district-as I had doue the others-in the
hands of the commandant of the artillery school. When the
school is organised-which I hope will be within a short
period of time-the hon.gentleman will find that the school
is under the command of Colonel Holmes, and the military
district will also be under his command. When barrack
accommodation is given him, like the other commandants
of military schools, he will receive, in the shape of fuel and
light, and other allowances, the amount of money which is
paid to him to meet his expenses which he is entitled to
receive, as other officers in bis position receive, from the
Government. That is really the explanation the hon. gen.
tleman asked me to give him.

Mr. CASEY. The question with which I concluded, was
whether the Minister could tell how many mon are in the
battery at present.

Sir ADOLPHE CARON. I am expecting the news
every day. They are gradually increasing, but I could not
tell the hon. gentleman at present.

Mr. CASEY. I do not think it is very hard to count
them. The hon. gentleman's explanation of this increase
of salary is simply, that because there is no barrack accom-
modation and no school of artillery to command, he gives
Colonel Holmes as much, in addition to his regelar salary, as
the other commandants receive in the shape of barrack accom
modation, fuel, light, &o. I think it is the lamest and most
absurd excuse that could be given. I would ank him if an
armament has been obtained for Battery 0?

Sir ADOLPHE CARON. We have a large number of
guns in British Columbia-much larger than are required
to arm this battery.

Mr. CASEY. Field guns ?
Sir ADOLPHE CARON. We have all sorts of gans up

there-field guns, garrison guns and pop-guns.
Mr. BAKER (Victoria.) Some of the big guns are over

here just now.
Mr. MULOUK. For how long a time has Colonel

Holmes been drawing this salary?
Sir ADOLPHE CARON. I think he was appointed

about two years ago.
Mr. MULOCK. Was le appointed then as commandant

of Battery (.
Sir ADOLPHE CARON. Yes.
Mr. MULOCK. And for two years ho las been drawing

this salary, and not discharging any of the duties of that
office.

Sir ADOLPHE CARON. I have already explained the
diEculty we had in finding men to organise the British
Columbia battery at the time; but the school bas now
arrived at such a stage that I expect it will, in a very short
time, be completed. When appointed, Colonel Holmes was
appointed not only as commandant of that school, but as
deputy adjutant general of the district. ie is a very able
officer, and has made very valuable reports, and I do not
consider the salary excessive.

Mr. CASEY. The difficulty of getting mon is a good
reason for not filling up the school; but that was no reason
for continuing the salary. If the ColonePs other duties
require a salary, it should be given to him under that head.
ing, and it is utterly misleading sad improper to put items
in the Estimates to pay a man for oortain services when
they are ment to pay him for servioes in another eapaoity.

The people ought to know what they are paying for. The
hon. Minister tells us that before this schoo)1 was created,
there was a deputy adjutant genoral in British Columbia
who was paid as deputy aijiutants general were in other
Provinces. Why did he n)t revert to that pran when ho
found it impossible to get a scbool together?

Mr. MULOCK. I wish to ask the Minister of Militia
when he proposes to bring down to tie 11ousa the report
of the board which was appointed to enqure into the war
claims. I submit that that report should have bon on the
Table before we were asked to consider theso imilitis esti.
mates at ail. The very first item in theso esl imntes is the
salary of General Middletou. That report lias baun promised
to us, and although we are in the third month (f ihe Ses
sion, we have not yet seen it.

Sir ADOLPHE CARON. I think the hon. gentleman
will admit that we have done really more thau could be
expected of any Department. In the very midld le of the
Session we were stili settling up claims. Evoy day since
the unfortunate troubles in the North West e'osed, the
commission was kept busy night and day ir.v stigating
those claims, which had to be subm' .ted for ry approval
before being paid. The whole history of that campaign is
in this report. When an hon. gentleman asked me when
it would be down, I said in a day or two, and since that
time I have telegraphed to the printer, and I have ascer-
tained that, although he is working on it night and day, it
is impossible for him to hurry it. I hope it will be down in
a few days, but I cannot be held responsible if it is delayed
b"yond the time I expect. Knowing how difficult ad
almost impossible it was for the commission to arrive at a
conclusion before Parliament met, I say they have done
very well indeed, and as soon as it is possible to bring
down the report it will be brought down, probably in the
beginning of next week.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. Where is this report
being printed ?

Sir ADOLPHE CAPRON In Quebeo or Montreal, I can-
not exactly say.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. WLat is te obi (t of
printing it at Quebec or Montrealt? This report, for which
Gerneral Middleton is responsible, ought to be printed here,
I sbould say.

Sir ADOLPHE CARON. The correction of the proof
shets required special supervision; and one of the mem-
bers of the commission, Colonel Forrest, was charged with
the correction of the principal and most extensive part of
the report. That is the reason the Order in Couneil was
passed allowing it to be printed outside of the Queen's print-
ing offlce.

Mr. CAMERON (Middlesex). Are the commission still
in session, or have they closed their labors ?

Sir ADOLPHE CARON. They have not now and have
not been for a long time, under pay, except the chairman,
Colonel Jackson; but it will be necessary to call the commis-
sion again, because since they havo sent in their report, we
have received other claims which must be investigated;
and that commission, being composed of officers who were
in charge of the varions departments during the troubles,
and who are thoroughly acquainted with everything con-
nected with them, will naturally have to investigate those
claims. But there are very few, and I expeat that a couple
or three days will be quite suMfflcient ,to close the labar of
the commission.

Mr. LANGELIER. At what establishment in Quebec is
the report being printed ?

Sir ADOLPHE CARON. It was given to the Quebeo
orning OChronicl
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Mr. CAMERON (Middlesex). Are they printing it ?
Sir ADOLPHE CARON. I expect so. I do not know

what ,arrangements they have made for the printing, but
they are responsible to ns.

Mr. CAMERON (Middlesex). Perhaps the Minister will
alo tell the committee when the report of the field opera
tions in the North West will be submitted, or is it part of
the same report ?

Sir ADOLPHE CARON. The report of the Major
General commanding, and the reports of the commandants
of the various columns, all form part of that report, which
also inoludes all the war claims. I though it botter to make
one special report of all the transactions, including the
field operations and the expenses of the campaign, and I
hope it will be considered interesting.

Sir RICHARD QARTWRIGHT. It seems to me the
House has not been treated well or fairly on this point.
There are two distinct subjects included in this: One of very
great general interest, not merely to this House, but to this
country, the reports of the officers in command of the vari-
ous columns. These could, with great ease, have been laid on
the Table when we met, as they must have all been in before
the let of January.

Sir ADOLPIE CARON. No.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. They ought to have
been in before the 1st of January, There is no excuse,
where field operations terminated at or about the 1st of
August, why the reports of the various officers should not
have been in the hands of the Department long belore the
lot of January. Those certainly ought to have been printed
and laid before the House. Now, what is the resut L? The
result is that we are not in the possession of the loading facts
in respect to the operations and the war claims, which we
require to enable us to discuss the matter intelligently. I
cannot see why the Government could not have brought
down these reports at the opening of the Session. If
there were difficulties, as I can understand there would
be, in settling the war claims, that- is all the more
reason why the other reports should have been disposed of
first. What were the several officers who sat on tLe commis-
sion engaged in? Colonel Forrest was acting chief of the
transport,;but in what capacity were the other two employed ?

Sir ADOLPHE CARON. Colonel Jackson was sent at the
beginning of the outbreak and put in charge of the whole
commissariat department at Winnipeg; Colonel Forrest was
sent to the front and becamo paymaster for all of the
columns that were sent to the front. After a certain period of
time it became necessary to give to Colonel Jackson, who was
overworked, assistance, and we sent up Colonel Whitehead,
who became chief of the transport service particularly, and
these three officers were selected to form a commission to
investigate the war claims.

Brigade majors' salaries, transport service, &c... $12,700 00
Mr. MULOCK. I would like to ask the Minister of

Militia when ho will place the report in the hands of the
printer ?

Sir ADOLPHE CARON. I cannot say the day, but will
be happy to give all the information on concurrence, if that
will satisfy the hon. gentleman.

gentleman is now trifiing with the House and country by
witbholding this important information. He admits he has
taken the report of the general commanding and locked it
up until ho could couple it with the other reports.

Sir ADOLPHE CARON. I did not say that.

Mr. MULOCK. I take what the hon. gentleman has
stated, and that proves the caqe against him. He adnite
he has done what any man would condemn as-shall I say,
stupid ? Or it was done by design to conceal the report.
He is combining two reports which are in no way connected
with each other, and therefore makes the eue wait upon the
other. What else does ho do ? When the report has to go
through the printer's hands, he sends it te his own con.
stituency.

Sir ADOLPHE,
Mr. MULOCK.
Sir ADOLPHE

CARON. It is not my owd constituency.
To his own constituent.

CARON. It is not my constituent.

Mr. MU LOCK. And ho sends it there, ho says, bocanse
ho required the presence of a military man to correct the
proots. But why not have brought the military macnup
and let him correct the proofs here ? When aseked what ho
did with the report, he said ho did not know; it might have
been printed in Montreal or Quebec, but, on being ques-
tioned by the hon. member for Megantie (Mr. Langelier), ho
said it was printed in Quebec. He remembered that very
suddenly. Did-he not remember, when first asked what ho
had done with that draft, where ho had sent it ? This trans-
actiona presents a most unsatisfactory appearance, and it is
unbecoming the Minister of Militia, who has been treated
with generosity in excess of his deserts, to treat the people
of Canada in this way. He asks us, at the last days
of the Session, to pass upon these estimates and let
this House adjourn, without giving us the means of
having a proper examination into the varions matters
which affect his Department, If there is a man in
Canada who is bound to act in good faith, it is the
hon. gentleman. Hon. members may Iaugh, but for a man
who bas received what the Minister of Mihtia has received
from the Crown and th3ecountry-for him to have allowed
his Major General eommanding to suppress a report, to keep
his report in private, or not discharge bis duty of preparing
a report during six months, and not laying it on the Table,
shows that either the Minister or the Major Gencral is
incompetent, or that both are ineompetent. A great many
bolieve that both are incompetent. I am not one of those,
I am not going to express my personal opinion as to the
Major General, but i may say I have never recovered con-
fidence in the Minister of Militia after the way ho under-
mined and drove from the country, the officer who com-
manded our forces previous to the coming of General
Middleton. He drove him in an unmanly way from the
country, and on that occasion the First Minister-

Mr. O'BRIEN. I rise to a point of order. We are dis.
cussing the question of brigade major's salaries and trans-
port expenses, with which General Luard has nothing
to do. If anybody has been unfairly treated, it is the hon.
the Minister.

Mr. MULOCK. It ii all right for an officer to defend his
Minister, but I have a right to disuss-

Mr. MULOCK. That will not satisfy me. Mr. DEPUTY SPEAKER. You have the right to dis-
Sir ADOLPHIE CARON. I am sorry I cannot satisy cuas only the item before the Chair.

the hon. gentleman. Mr. MULOCK. When an hon. member addresses me in
Mr. MULOCK. We are being treated in the most that way, I have a right to say why hie opinion is what it

cavalier way by the hon. Minister. There is a well founded I.
opinion in the country that the Militia Department, so far Mr. O'BRIEN. I raise the question of order. The hon.
as the management is concerned, is broken down, and we gentleman has the right to discuss the question of brigade
want no further evidenoe of tis than the fact that the hon.' major's salaries, and nothing ele,

Sir ADOLEN ÀA4oI,
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Mr. DEPUTY SPEAIKER I have already said he is ont was called upon to perform, it would be unfhir to expect

of order. him tao do the work without extra allowanoe. For weeks
Mr. MULOCE I am not dwelling on the subject now. we expected almost to have to bring him back to bis own

I was simply asserting, when interrupted by the hon. district, from the fact that ho had been worked to such an
gentleman, who is in the service, and I cannot expect him extent, sitting up night and day for weeks at a time, that
to do otherwise than to defend hie superior officer- hie general health broke down. I for one would not have

agreed to send him up to fill the very importaLt and respon.Mr. O'BRIEN. He is not my superior oleer in any sible position which he did fil, and filled very well indeed,
sono®' if ho had gone simply on the pay of a deputy adjutant gen.

Mr. MULOCK To corne back to this question, the oral. I think ho has not been pAid too much for the ser-
Minister of Militia, when I first asked the question, when vices ho has performed. The reductions made by that very
we would have the report, said we would have it in a few commission of which ho was president, have resulted in saviug
days; but we have the announcement of another Mlinister an enormous amount of money to the country. According to
that the House will prorogue in a few days. We ought the reports contained in papers representing the side of
not to proceed to diseuse these militia estimates, involving politics to which the hon. gentleman belongs, it was pro.
so much that concerne the management of the Department bable from the great incapacity of the Minister of
and the campaign, without having the report before the Militia, as the hon. gentleman so very courteously stated,
committee. or of those composing the Department of Militia,

Mr. CA MERON (Middlesex). There is still farther the amount of war claims would approach $10,000,000.
reason why the Minister should really not proceed with the but, by the exertions of mon like Col. Jackson, and possibly
estimates to-night. The ordinary report of the Depart- by a little supervision on the part of the Minister, the
mente as ben bronght down t hih e.th December d amount has ben rednced to a little more thane$5,000,000;
t is clear tiiat the operatione which closed in thie middle of which very fcw people expocted in view of the. enormons

te year should b. hefore the committee to enable i texpense w ehad for transport service and otherwise. Lt is
disese t. esimats wih a uil nowldgo f d teh poîicy of the. Departmont to do, as mach as possible,

There are facts in cannectian with the two itemte, one what we have done in the district of New Brunswick, plac.
jut passed and thi one under discussion, int whicei I would -ing under the command of the commandant of our regular
1ike to make further enquiries. Some of tih gentlemen, school or infantry corps or artillery corps, whateverbranch
whose names appear in the report of last year ave been of the service it may be, the command of the military
mentioned hore as having eeon at hdaeinrvetigating district. It is far better that an officer who is continually
accounts. I refer particularly to Lieut.-ColonelrJackson.He attending to the military organisation of aur permanent
is rmanently in the employ of the Militia Departmentas force shiould be placed in camand of th military district
a putypdjutant general, and I understand hoeis engaged W. sometimes have add lieutenant who helps him
on a commission examining the accounts that were con- looking after the correspondence, and so forth, which is
tracted while the operations were in progress in the North- required to administer the military district, but we have
West, and that he was also employed during those opera- found the plan more economical and a great improvement
tions. Did lie draw any other paythan that of deputy on the old system. The reporte are sent in regalarly like
adjutant general, during the time that he was so employed? the reports from the military echoole, and the Department

gas found it an advantage to have the command as mach as
Sir ADOLPHE CARON. He did receive extra pay. possible centralised in the hande of the commandant of the
Mr. CAM-ERON (Middlesex). Was it his regimental school.

pay that h. drew ? Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. Will the hon. gentle-
Sir ADOLPHE CARON. Yes. man be able to lay those reports on the Table before con-

currence ? Will he engage to do that ?
Mr. CAMERON (Middlesex). I do not know how the

committee may look upon that, but I take decided exception Sir ADOLPHE CARON. I do not want to engage to do
t» it. If ti.hepay Parliament have provided for a deputy more than I have said. I telegraphed, and the answer was
adjutant-general is not enough, it ehould be increased, but such that I expect they will be here by Monday or Tuesday,
Lhave always assumed that the deputy adjutants general and as soon as they do come they will be placed on the
were in the permanent employ of the Government, just as Table. I have done all in my power to get them before.
tIiôje in A and B Batteries or in the schools, and that The report of the Major General only reached me in Feb.
t4eir qervices are available for any purpose the congtry ruary, and there were several reports which came from the
reguires. Making an exception of this kind is unfair to the expeditionary column of General Strange which had to be
coty uand to others similarly employed. I can under. deferred because these claims had to be investigated, and it
sad s R one in the civil emplo inent of the Government, was impossible to make any report until al the information
*ho ià attached as a volunteer to any of the battalions, being was brought down. I hope in a day or two to have them,
diso einit]4d when called out to draw the pay of his.rank, it may possibly be Monday, or Tuesday, or Wednesday, but
làit sii -pot the position which the country expectd am doing all I can to hasten the production of the report.
these men ta occupy. When hey were allowed their f i
aNowanein addition to the pay the Honse provided, that Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. At any rate, the hon.
sùri O ht to have bepn ample. I gathered from the dis, entleman expects them in the course of next week ?

qjn on g theppoint.ment 9f. a cpmmandant.to the school Sir A DOLPHIE CARON. I do.
i'h;4tish Coluinbia that it was the ultimate intention <f the
Ministerto transfer the districts to the command of ,who- Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. 1 think we ou¶ht to
eVet hnned to I- the commandants of the permanent have them before concurrence. Are any claims for osses
ftyre in the particular localities. Do I understand that that by Indians or Metis ncluded in these war claims ?
Il th polidy of the Government in British Columbia solelY Sir ADOLPHIE CARON. No; those are entirely out-
or tbrougiout th. Dominion? side of my report. AI the claims are for transport, and

4ÂiZ-AO4HJJ> Q4RON. .lie*tegant Colonel Jackson perchase of-provisions, and ;whatever 'purchase we had to
VM r~evjiing-is pay as nlieutenant colonel when ,he went make in the-shape' of ammunition; but there i .ne olaim
up to Winnipeg. I think most hon. gentlemen will agree whatever for any damage or loss caused im consequence of
that, for the most extraordinary arduous duties which ho the campaign.
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Mr. VAIL. While it was no doubt commendable of my1

hon. friend from Middlesex (Mr. Cameron) to ask the ques-
tion, I muet say that I have no fault to find with the Min-
jeter of Kilitia for the course ho has taken in regard to
Colonel jackson. I do not think it would have been fair to
take a deputy adjutant general from hie district and send
him to the North-West on active service, and call upon him
to perform arduoue duties there without giving him the
same pay that other ofecers receive for a like service. In
conneotion with the 1,200 reduction for the brigade
majors, I understood the Minister to say that ho intended to
dispense with the servicef of Colonel Milsom, for the reason
that he had accepted hie position subsequent to the time
this arrangement was made of transferring brigade majors
from one part of the Dominion to another. I think that is
hardly fair to Colonel Milsom. He is one of the oldest officers
in the service, and was in the service in Nova Scotia for a
long time before ho was removed, against hie own -wishes, to
Toronto. He was in military service before ho joined the
volunteer force, and I think it is hard that hoeshould be cut
of from service at hie age. I think the Minister ought to
consider hie case.

Sir ADOLPHE CARON. I am glad to inform the hon.
gentleman that I did consider Colonel Milsom's position,
and ho has been granted a retiring allowance, and so far
as I can judge from what some of hie friends tell me, ho ie
satisfied. The trouble was to discriminate in hie case, h.
joined the service twenty-nine years ago. He muet have
expected that ho could not have a permanent appointment,
and I made the difference in his case and granted him the
retiring allowance.

Mr. LANGELIER. Amongst those whose salaries are
included in this and the following items, are Colonels
Taschereau, Duchesnay and Forrest. It is to my knowledge
that they occupy buildings belonging to the Government
in Quebec, some of them worth at least $300 a year. They
are very efcient of cors and I have nothing to say against
them, but I would like to ask if they get those buildings
free, or are they included in the salaries mentioned in the
report ?

Sir ADOLPHE CARON. It has been the invariable
practice, wherever we had military quarters, to give them
to our oficers for their use. We have done this in Quebec
and Kingston and other laces. In the case of the gentle-
men mentioned by myhon. friend, they do occupy the
military quarters in Quebec on the property which was
handed over to Canada by the Imperial Government. I
only regret that itis not possible for the department to
give quarters to ou'r officers in all the other districts where
there is military property.

Mfr. VAIL. In reference to Colonel Milsom, I think ho
bas some claim upon us. He fought in the Crimean war,
at the battle either of Inkerman or the Redan. He was
sergeant, and every officer above him was killed, and ho
alone came out with hie company. He has been a good
offcer, And has been in the service so long that ho deserves
favorable consideration.

AJDmunition, clothing and military stores...... $205O0O00 o

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. A large sum of this is
for the artridge factory at Quebec. It cannot have escaped
the attention of the Minister that there is considerable com-
plaints as to the quality of the ammunition supplied. A
good deal was said at the time of the operations in the
North-West as to the inferior qualities of much of the gun
ammunition as well as the rifle ammunition which was
served ont to the troope. A good many reports reached us
from mon who were in the field, tending to show that much
of that ammunition was perfectly worthles. I would like,

Sir ADOLPEM CAoi,

to know what is the result of the manufacture of cartridges
at Quebec.

Sir ADOLPHE CA RON. A few days ago I brought
down the report of the commission appointed by the Depart-
ment to investigate the whole question of the cartridge fac-
tory. This commission was composed of those most inter.
ested in rifle associations all over the Dominion, and from
the character of those gentlemen their report ean be
implicily relied upon. The gentlemen on that commission
were asked to visit the cartridge factory at Quebec, and to
superintend the manufacture of the cartridge itself. Speak.
ing from memory, I can say that the report found that the
machinery was excellent, that all the different component
partsof thecartridge,which were somewhatcomplicated,were
perfectly manufactured. I need not explain that that amma-
nition is a test ammunition, from the fact that it requires
the greatest possible accuracy in the manufacture of a
cartridge for target practice. It was found that if any
deficiency existed it was due to the powder itself. The
powder was not as perfect as it might ho, and the
report goes into the scientific explanation of the powder,
and the number of grains which are required to make
the cartridge perfect. It was found that the powder
furnished us by the Hamilton Powder Company was not
as perfect as the powder wbich we used when the cartridge
factory was first started, and which we got from England
at the Waltham Abbey Royal Gunpowder Factory. On
receiving the report I immediately gave instruction to get
out from Halifax a certain portion of powder required, and
I ordered a certain other quantity from England for the
manufacture of the cartridges to served out to our force
for rifle practice and other purposes. The commissioners
say that there is no reason why powder coali not be manu-
factured by the Hamilton Powder Company, or any other
Canadian company manufacturing powder; why that
powder should not b. just as perfect as that imported from
England. The report also suggests that the powder should
ho manufactured upon a specification which is to b fur-
nished by the Department. The powder was submitted to
the anyaliit at the Royal Military College, Kingstoe, and
every effort was made to make that report one that could
be looked upon as final in respect to the manufacture of our
Canadian cartridges. When the hon. gentleman reads it
he will find that in that experiment the cartridge factory
bas been a success; but I admit that la that particular
detail, and a very important detail it is, it has not come up
to the ammunition whieh we import from England or
manufactured in Canada out of powder imported from
England.

Mr. WATSON. I am grad to know that the Minister's
attention has been called to the fact that the ammunition
from the Quebec cartridge factory has not been as good as
It should have been. That factory seems to have been a
eneces-the only failure has been that it has failed to tura
out good powder. The attention of the House was called
to this a year ago, and it was pointed ont that somae of the
ammunition was not good. I expected to see a report from
Colonel Houghton of practical tests made with the ammu-
nition, but I have failed tol find such a report. The Colonel
has complained of the ammunition for two or three years,
although the complaint ie not embodied in the reports laid
on the Table. Lastyear, at the close of the shooting season,
ho made a practioal test. I am not exactly sure of the
figures, but the result rus in this way: Cartridge of 1879,
that is, the old country cartridge, was placed at 10 per
cent. discount. The cartridge of 1883, that is, the firt oar-
tridge made in the Quebec factory, was placed at 5 per cent.
and the cartridges of 1885 at par. A man shooting had choice
of ammunition, and those who took the 1879 cartridges, thé
old oountry cartridges, made the largest scores. I was a
little surprised the other day to heur the Mbinister, in answer
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to a question regarding that report, state that it would
be found that while the ammunition was not probably good
enough for target practice, yet it would be good enough for
field duties. Acoording to my idea, the best ammunition is
required to be supplied to forces in the field, and if this had
been done there would probably have been fewer people
kiiled in the North-West troubles. In fact, one person
present at Batoche said that about 250 men were shooting
at one Indian several times in the day at a range of about
400 yards, and I believe the Indian got away. This was on
account of the inferiority of the ammunition. I am prob.
a bly not -a very good shot, but I have used some ammuni-
tion of 1879 and 1885 and I have done better shooting with
the former. It appears, as the Minister stated, that the fault
was that there waws not enough force in the powder.

Sir ADOLPHE CARON. Too mach force.
Mr. WATSON. With respect to the 1885 cartridges I

have seen the powder was not sufficiently strong and was
not at all even. If there is any defective ammunition as
there appears to be, it should be destroyed and not placed
in theb ande of men who are risking their lives and expect
to protect themselves by the use of it.

Mr. CASEY. I quite agree with the remarks of the hon.
member for Marquette (Mr. Watson), and I think the
country will agree with me that the time wheu you ruire
good ammunition is when you are risking your life. "Trust

in God and keep your powder dry " is the old English motto.
When our men were sent to the North-West and were called
on to face men who were in some cases better armed, it was
essential that their ammunition should be of the very beet
quality. The Minister said he thought the ammunition in
question would do for use in the field, though not for target
practice.

Sir ADOLPHE CARON. I never said that.
Mr. CASEY. If the hon. gentleman will look at Ransard

he will find that his words were to this effect, that while
the ammunition might not be good enough for target prao-
tie it would be good enough for field service. The service
in the North-West largely consisted of potting at Indians
who were under cover of bushes or the edge of a raviné, and
it was of the utmost importance that the ammunition should
shoot evenly and correctly. It did not matter so much
whether the cartridges were strong or weak; we have often
had a lot of weak cartridges and done good shooting with
them after we have got the elevation, but they were uni-
form. The great fault with these Quebec cartridges was
that they were not uniform. The Minister haa correctly
stated that this was due to the powder. It appears that
this powder was obtained from the Hamilton Powder
Works. The Department sent a sample of powder to Hamil-
ton, with an order for similar powder tobe manufactured,
without sending any specifications. The powder obtained
was a mixed grain powder. It was made of pretty good
material, but it was all mixed and of different force and of
different grain. The result of this difference in grain was
that the powder did not explode evenly. It was good maie.
rial, but it was badly ompounded, and the saitpetre, sul-
phur and carbon burned separately instead of exploding
together. Mixed with the coarse grains were fine grains,
and these exploded more rapidly taLithe coarse grains.
These imperfections were due to the carelessness of
the authorities at the Quebec eartridge factory in not
ordering powder according to distinct specifications. Since
the report of the eommisaion, the Departmnent has ordered
powder based ou certain specifications, ai it should havej
doue at -the outset. Froi having bad cartridges our volun-.
teors in the North-West were unable to do as much execu-.
tion amongst their assailants as they should have done,j
owing to the irregular and erratic action of theirg
oartridges. I do not know whether Majer Prévost com.

rmunicated with the Minister before obtainiug that
powder. If h. did, the responsibility comres eNirthr
home, but if ho did not, then it resta upon him. I muist
at the same time corroborate what the Minister has mid,
that the' report does speak in the highest terme of the
meochanical perfection of the metallic parte of the oartridges,
with one or two alight exceptions. Now, Sir, that is the
theory. As a matter of practice it was found, not only in
the North-West, but on the rangS here, that this ammuni.
tion did shoot in a most unsatisfactory manner. I have
copies of some letters which passed between the Militia
Department and different volunteer officers and offLoers of
rifle associations, with regard to this ammunition. I sup.
posed that some of the olcrs on active service would have
reported on this ammunition, but I have not found their
reports here. One of the letters I shall read is from Captain
Perley of this oity. After some preliminarie, ho refers to
a letter of Major Prévost of the 2th May:

1 note lnMaJor Prévosu letter of the 20th May, that hechargu this
splitting of the .ellu to defeets In the rifles used, and further tht the
powder lu the cartridges fired on the 14th of May was of Englsh make.
Be this asuit may, the fact romains that many oartridges split, and lu
mome instances split badly."

There are perhaps some gentlemen in the House who do
not realise the effect of a cartridge splitting the chamber.
In the first place, there is an escape of gas which weakens
the discharge. In the second place, the split shell jans juto
the breech, and cannot be extracted without a ramrod to
knock it ont. Ie goes on:

"I have been engaged In shooting with the Snider-Enfleld sInce 1874,
and have fired an d seen otheras fire m"nyt very many thensande of
rounds of English cartridges from rifles ofallclasses, Ihathio from those of
the special make ' -

Mr. SHAKESPEAR E. I rise to a point of order. I
would like to ask if the hon. gentleman is speaking to the
question before the Chair.

Mr. CASEY. If the hon, gentleman will come a little
nearer h. will find that I am right on the bnll'a eye.-
" of a. private manufacturer, to the old.well-worn, badly used rack rifle of
a battalion, and I can safely assert that during the ten years whtch have
passed, I neyer saw so many split shells sa I saw on the 14th May last.

" Maj r Prévost has atated that the eartridges used on the llh iay
were filed wipth English powder. With aIl deference to this statement,
I trust you will pardon My saying that 1[have My (doule rePectiOgt.
because I neyer saw English helle split as Csdalian hava done, and
this splitting la entirely due to faulty powder, which that of English
maire cannot b. called.

S That this splitl g still continues I have been made aware, for I
have been shown a number of shella which were fired during the matches
held on the 29th June, ult., on the Lévis Range, which were aplit and
ruptured in the same manner as those I saw taken from rifles on the
14th M ay."
He incorp>rates in his letter a cutting from the Montreal
Gazette (and therefore quite correct), which gives th*
scores of some individuals on that occasion, over the same
ranges on the same day and with the same rifles, but with
English cartridges on one occasion and Canadian on the
other. They are as follows:-

" The scores of the undermentioned abots at 500 and 00 yards verS
shown tobe as folows

Bat.match, Open match,
Canadien Bgili
powder. pfvdet.

W .ne.......... ..... - . s

Smith..................... a
Hood ..... ................. 28 si
DahympIe ......... .. ~~~. 32 59
Ka bry -. ~. -- ~~--- a

On the whole the shooting with this English ammunition
averaged some 50 per cent. better than with the anadian,
and the test was made under absolutely similar conditions.
Now such a degree of variation wold b.e quite suffioient
in the field of battle to turn the fortunes of tii day and
cause the loas of many valuable, lives. I have besides this
letter, one from Lieutenant Colonel Alger, of Toronto, who
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is, I think, secretary of the Ontariô Rifle Association. He Sa"HaVlng men an article in your Gazette,uking for viewo on the 1885,oder ammunition, 1, on behaif of a large number of the Toronto RifleBaye:Club and aiso, of the Queen'a Own, wish to state that ve hinkr it je no

"aS,-I regret to bave to inform you that complainte have been made good; there is something wrong somewhere."
to me of the etrength of S. B. ammunition, supplied from Quebse.
Toronto marksmen have spoken of it as very ineffective, and to-day I Then liegoos on to give instances in the Pme stran as
have received an application from the Victoria Rifle Club, of Hamilton, those 1 have already read. These are not by any means al
for 4,000 rounds, 'but not to send the Canadian made ammunition, as the criticisms whieh I could read Io the lonne upon thie
we find it very inferior, the gas on the explosion of the cartridge escap-
ing at the breech.'

English made ammunition l asked for to be used on the let July." 18 nearly ail conoerned with the subjeot, but I do not wish
Then, Sir, there is the letter of Captain Adam, of Hamilton, to detain the committee by reading it. I would nimply
to which Colonel Alger refera. He goes into some further mention the names of one or two others who have sent iu
details. He says he was disappointed in getting the Cana- similar complaints-John B. Mitchell, of the Bowmanviile
dian instead of the English cartridges which he had sent Rifle Association, aud Sergeant Currie, director of stores.
for, and he goes on: I a also awaro that complaints were sent in by some other

"1 was surprised to find a mixed lot in it, a little No. 9 Old Oountry, parties lu Toronto, though perhaps fot officially, on the
which is quite good, a little of '84 issue Dominion, which is no good, but occasion of the rifle meeting there last fail. In reëponse to
the most of it was 85 of the latter issue, which I had not a chance of thode complaints, I believe the request of the parties i
trying before, se as I had seen in somepaper that tbey had improved on Toronto was granted, and a supply of old English ammuni-
their first issue, I retained it, but am sorry to say only to be disappointed
again it is no better, and we do not want any more of it, our money is
just thrown away. I tested it on Saturday, which was a good moist matches. Now, I think the country must consider very
day for shooting, but I could do nothing with it at all, neither can any seriousty the facta bore revealed, that ammunition not
of my men in the company, I think the company who manufacture it
are very foolish in issuing it, until they at least have it as good as thef r ' .>t country,
English kind, because when the volunteers cannot use it te any advan- and characteriscd by Captain Adams as being of sach a
tage they will be naturally prejudicedagainst it, and although they m&y character as would in the reputation of a private flrm
in time make it good, it will be difficult te remove the prejudice. manufacturing it, was put into the hands of our citizen sol-
Now, I fancy that will hold just as true with regard to the diers as their only defence against their savage and haif
Government as with regard to the company which he sup.-civilised enemies. And the responsibility for the bas of life
posed were manufacturing the ammunition as an invest- in consequeuce must fail upon those who ailowed this bad
ment. He said the character of the goods was such that ammunition to be manufactured and sent off; because they
they would ruin the character of the company manufactur- had warnings for years before that it was not satisfactory,
ing them. He refers to the fact that the 1884 ammunition and they negiected the very simplest precaution for making
was bad, so that the Government were not without warning it satisfactory-getting it made of proper materiais, and
that something was wrong. They had complaints in 1884 securing proper machinery for putting into the cartridges
and even as far back as 1883. The ammunition of 1884 the right charges.
turned out to be bad; the ammunition of 1885 turned out Mr. MULOCK. The Minister says this factory is work-
to be bad; and knowing that it was bad, they send it upto ing satisfactorily, and the only objection taken te its effi
be used by our troops. I have a letter from Colonel Gray cieucy is as te the quality of the powder. I do not think
to Colonel Alger on the same matter, in which he says: the report of the board sustains that position. My hon.

" Sm,-Oomplaints were made te me as the senior officer present at friend who bas just taken his seat, has referred to a mass of
the practice over the rifle range here on Saturday, the 4th July, 1885, correspondence of the military mon of Canada te the Govern-
respecting the defective quality of the Snider bail ammunition now
being manufactured at the Government cartridge factory, Quebec, and ment, cemplaining of the quality of the cartridges furnished
sold to the volunteers of this district for rifle practice. I have been in to them ln the spring of 1885. At that timo, it is to be re-
attendance at the ranges during the past four weeks and casually heard me
complaints, from different _parties, on this subject, but did not deem it
my duty te report until a formal complaint, based upon proper founda- 1 resume-although I ar not informed on that peint, on
tion, was brought under my notice. Col.-Sergeant Knifton, Q.O.R., which the Minister will perhaps inform us-that a portion
had ten rounds trom one package very carefully analysed, giving the of this defeetive ammunition was supplied te our militia iu
following result : No. 1, 68J gre . No. 2, 68J ; No. 3, 68 ; No. 4, 66; the
No. 5, 66j; No. 6, 68; No.7, 68- ;No. 8,70; No. 9, 68j; No. 10,69
grs., showing a want of care in the filling, that muet prove detrimental munition was distributed amongst our volunteer forces lu
to precision of fire. The powder in some cartridges was found te be Canada, aud they entered on their target practice. Immedi-
damp and caked. A number of cartridge shells were aise produced for ately after the department home was flooded with communi-
my inspection; in several the percussion cap had been blown into the
sheil, and others were broken off at the junction of the shell with the bae cations fom tho varions rifle and volunteer associations,
disc, rendering it necessary te use a ramrod for the purpose of expelling unanimously declaring that the cartridges weme very inferior.
the shell from the bore of the rifle.

"l On careful inspection it appeared as though the machine used in sr
manufacturing bad cut the brase covering, near the base disc, so that lu quelling the rebeliion, what ought the Minister to have
after firing, on attempting to extract the sheil, only the disc came out. doe at the very moment'le learned that this most impor
As this is a matter of grave importance, I trust yon will immediately tant brandi of the service had broken down? I suppose ho
report to headquarters, for the information of the Adjutant General. woke up te hi@ responaibility when it wa too late, for we

"I have the h onor to be, Sir,
"Your obedient servant, find towards the close of the ysar the board aitting, and the

"JNO. GRAY, Lt.-Gol., appointmeut of the board dos not appear, but it began ita
"IMajor Toronto Field Battery." sittings, according to thia report, at the latter end ofOçtober,

Thisineualty l th chrge of he artidge laanoher1885. The Minister says that the only dofeet in the factory,This inequality in the charges of the cartridges is another i t oknsadrsls a ntecaatro hdefect which las not hitherto been mentioned; but I findlu tw rkIngo n ta, wahe in te charato h
by the report of the board that it was ostablished that the powdeO pe 9 I t t t he rp
variation in the powder charge was' much greater than it Thn.oare 9 nttatodt
ought to . The charge ought to be seventy grains in every ave been made respeting the spplyfel and rifles, because tey
case, and there were from sixty-eight 'to seventy-two grains, were furnished with proof ia the shape ofbursted shellswhich had been
a variation of four grains, which is sufficient to cause a dif- retained by several persons, and because each member of the boar -
ference of very many yards in the range of the bullet. 1It, except Profeeor Bayne, had personal experienced4,the iatter.
have also bore a letter from Color Sergeant Donnelly, of A The hinistor forgot te tell the committee that the cart-
Company, Queen's Own Rifes, to the Canadian .Mita ridges wre defective, not only i respect of the powder, but
Gazette, of Ottawa, in which he says: in respect of bursted shelle,
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Mr. O'BRIEN. The bursting of the sheill was the fault

of the po14eF.
Mr. MULOCK Not at ail; but because of a defective

machine'used in éonnection with the filling of the sheill.
Mr. O'BRIEN. Thaat is not according to the correspond-

once bore. :
Mr. MULOCK. We will see about that. On .page 10

referring to theplit shoe'is-Mà to which it was argued bysome that the split was occasioned by our using defective
rifles -tioe board reports-:

" That this spitting takes place In perfect rifles the board are fullv
aware -andas Jhby haie never known of such happening with Englis
cartridges, they are forced to the conolusionuthat it is, or wa, cansed
by the powder use wl41c they believe vas too sudden or unequal in
its action;,nd t tYdnclusion has been strengthened by the fact that
after the attetioof the Department-'and the ,uperintendent of the
factory had been drawn to this defect, au order was given to have the
powder sapplied $itewd, so that only thé. cearmer grain should remain,
and thus its explosiveness reduced; and since lat June, and up to the
enquiry in October, only sifted powder was nsed."
I see the spitwas ocoasioned by def'eotive powder; it was
the defédtmiiithd 1m I intended to refer to. On p e 12, in
refereice t6 tests, they say:

"These tests, trials and analyses are set forth ln detail, and go to
show that the ingredients used are pure ; that in their proportions they
difer somewhat from the standard laid down, and that the Tesiduum left
after the dflashing test.' is about four times longer than that left after
flashiug an equal quantity of Waltham Abbey powder;u and this goes to
show that incorporation is not perfect.

" The conclusion arrived at with respect to the powder examined is,
that it is inferior in quality, and i not that which a perfeeteaMtrfge
demande;-but hbore the board deems it only right to remark that4he-
Hamiltdn Powder Company are not to be blamed, for they could not
supply apowder ôf"the'Waltham Abbey grade at 1 the price they
received."

I now arrive at a very important part of the report which
discloses a very grave oversight on the part of 'the Minister
or his subordinates. At page 13 the board reports:

" As previously stated no insection on behalf of the Crown ls made
during proces of manufacture;' 1

The powder is furnished by contract. The whole usefulness
of the school, and of the guns, and of the safety of the force
has to depWnd upon the honesty, or otherwise, of the con-
tractor, The board, of course, point out, as well as they
can, what a grave oversight that was on the part of the
Minister, and they recommend that precautions should be
taken in the future, and that a Government inspecter be
appointed to soe that proper powder is used. I do not know
whetherthat part of the recommendation has been adopted
or not. If nut, the Minister differs from the board; and if
it has been, he accepts their censure, by the adoption of
their suggestion. Thon the report goes on further tO say,
in reference to the business of the inspector:

"Tis, the board respectfully mubmite, is a duty which ought not tobe
omitted, and the board would go further in adising that lu addition to
inspection during manfacture, that all powder procured or euplied
under coutract should be testedi at the Royal Military Oollege Kng-
st1n, in conjnotion with he tets applied at the eartri tory,
which, with the e eeption cf tiat for density, are purely necaulcal.

" With referease to the tests for 1., it appears that shey are made
with cartridgee prepared and filled vith carefully veighed charges of
exactly 70 graims of powder. An examiniation cf the details cf the tests
for the board, whch are attached hereto, shows that the average I. V.
cf nine such special cartridges was 1,208 feet per second, whiereas tie
average L. V. of ten cartridges vhich had been filled lu the ordinary
manner at the laborator7 vas 1,662 feet per second, or a diference f 4 4
fet in velocity. This difference goes to show that there muet have been
less powder in the laboratory fidled eartridiges than lu those which had
been speciallyppared, because the powder used in bot lots vas o the

ane make a M e alcharacter.K
That report shows not only defective powder, but. careles-
ness in lhe lling of th.ecartridges. The mistake did not
merey canaist in .the use of had or uneenal powder, but
aise in 1he waut of kill in ling Lh cartridgce I cannot
be said thai the factory was doing its duty, even if it had
good powderif i flled the cartridges in this loose ai
oareless way. In page 15 oe fld the resut of dests as
ibilows ;--

"At the Lévis range, on the 14th May lat, a number of the beet ahots
ln Quebee'w.re engaged ln a*iecdly oempetition aud:4neài*Wof It
board was also present. Oanadian artridges were used and the result,
se regards accuraev, were bad ; many bullets going over 'the* tàrget
whilst others &truck the ground many feet in Iront, and slmllartrUts
have obtained lu other parts of the Dominion."

On page 18, we find this further statement:
"The board made epquiry into the complaint that the bottoms of

cap-chambers blew out? and aecertained that at firet a punch die us&i in
the ' pressing machine, in which the case is rivetted together, made too
square a bottom with sharp angles just where fracture took place ; a
change was made, and now the bottom has a dome shape and the sharp
angles are avoided.

That shows a defect in the manufacture of the cartridge
itself, although the Minister sayè there was notbing but the
powder to complain of. On page 21 the board reports:

" The board are not satisfied with the powder examined by them
and they have to recommend that a powder of a higher grade ana
quality be obtained and used, to be manufactured abcofdaog te a stan-
dard duly fixed, and that samples of Waltham Abbey be not used or
provided .as such standard. The board suggests that all powder be
muspected and tested during manufacture by au officer duly appolated.."

And further on:
'' They also suggest that the working of the factory and the tests

&c., made thereat ehould be examined at etated ,perioda by a board of
Oificere."

It does not appear that there has ever been any inspection
whatever. In fact, a more carelessly managed institution,
on which so much depends, does not exist, I think, in the
whole Dominion service. Thon I find, on page 22 :

'' The best test to which a Oanadian cartridge eau be submitted le,
will it saitaisfy the riflemen of Canada? Heretofere it ha not dode go,
the tests and trials at the cartridge factory and the standards there
laid down and fixed to the contrary notwithbstanding.'> 'iý IL

Then I refer to statements on page 85, speaking of the
result of a test.

" With the first round of Canadian make, I experienced a stfaess in
extracting the shell, and out of the twenty rounds fired, one shell had
to be forced out with a ramrod, two could oly be extracted by striking
thebreech-block against the butt to start the shell, and two others
required much force to extract. Of these five shells, the bottoms of the
cap-chambers of two were blown ont. It may, therefore, be seen that
twenty-fiveper cent. of these cartridges were defective,and further that the
eplitting orbursting should not be ohargel to the rifle used."

Now, what does this show ? This shows an entire absence
of inspection of the working of the factory ; it shows that
the Government did not examine the machinery as the
work went along; it shows that the Gove.n'ment did not
examine the powder in the process of manufacture ; that
they did not watch the filling of the cartridges, the carrying
on of the work ; ihat they allowed defective machinery to
be used in the manufacture of the oartridgee, and I am told
in regard to the powder, though this does not appear in the
report, that, instead of the Government themsolves gèeing
that it was manufactured under direct responsibility to
them, they gave out the contract to a middleman, a particular
friend, and without tender, and thus, in order to enable that
man to make his commission and still to supply powder
within the regular price; ho was obliged to buy a cheapr
powder, and thus the whole trouble has come upon us. Tb.t
is the whole state of this institution which thie Miniter of
Militia says is giving entire satisfaction t the'ooùnt#.

Sir RICHARD OARTWRIGET. 'I notice that' 81,830
appears to have been paid to Mr. Watson for inappeting
clothing. Who is Mr. Watson ?

Sir ADOLPHE CARON. Mr. Watson is the Qt vrn-
ment Inspector who inspects for the tfitia Department,
and also for the founted Police 'Departm.ent. He e paid
so much per day. Of course, the amount þaid him hre is
much larger than usual, and the hon. gentleman wili Under-
stand that, from the troubles in the North-West, our stores
wer1 completely depleted and we had to get new store, and
ho was called io requisition oftener than atord times
but he i lte permanant inspetor of'thewov
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Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. What is hie ordinary

occupation ?

Sir ADOLP11E CARON. He is a merchant here. He
is weli known in Ottawa

Sir R[CHARD CARTWRIGHT. What position does he
occupy in the Ottawa Conservative Association ?

Sir ADOLPBI1H CARON. I believe he does not belong
to it. His inspection might be more efficient if he did.

Sir RICHARD QARTWRIGHT. Are you sure he does
not belong to it ?

Sir ADOLPHR CARON. I am quite sure. I think he
is a political friend of the hon. gentleman.

Sir RiCHAR D CA RTWRIG ET. I doubt that very much.
Mr. CAMERON (hiiddlesex). I see there is 83,400 paid

for advertising. That seems out of proportion to the
amount of $90,000 for clothing, and it is a large advance on
anything spent of late years.

Mr. O'BRIEN. Io it the intention to provide the force
with any additional equipments ?

Sir ADOLPHE CARON. The equipment we had of
course had to be used during the campaign. We have
taken advantage of that, and all the new importation is on
the most perfected plan, and is adopted in the English ser-
vice. A change is bo:ng made, which the hon. gentleman
himself suggested, in the color of the leather, which is to
be brown instead of buff as it was before.

Mr. CAMERON (Middlesex). We might hear from those
gentlemen who were in the North-West as to the clothing,
whether it was of a satisfactory character.

Mr. O'BRLEN. I think the Department would practice
a wise economy if they were to provide the force with
suite of clothing other than those they now issue. Of course
we cannot keep up a force which is not attractively clothied
-that goes without saying-but the Department loses by
not providing the men with fatigue clothing. I have mon-
tioned this before, and I am sure there would be a great say-
ing in expense and agreat addition to the comfort of the men
if, in addition to the clothing which must be attractive and
whichîI thinkcannot beimproved upon,they had fatigue cloth-
ing. If you give one suit of clothes and send the men into
camp and compel them to do ail their work in that,you cannot
expect it to last, especially on active service. I think the
coats have worn well, but very many of the trousers have
been very imperfect. I do not say they were imperfect in
proportion to the amount paid for them, and they have been
quite sufficient for the ordinary work of camp, but it would
be a great point if the Government would issue fatigue
clothing which would be available on active service and in
camp.

Mr. MULOCK. What is the price per tunic?
Sir ADOLPHE CARON. Do you mean the blue or the

green or the scarlet?
Mr. MULOO.K. The dark.
Sir ADOLPHE CARON. $6.64.
Mr. MULOCK. Do you know the prie. of that in

England?
Sir ADOLPHE CARON. I will be able to furnish the

hon. gentleman with that detail on concurrence.
Mr. CA MERON (Middlesex). I sec by last year's report

that the price paid in England for the dark tunic was $3.34,
while we paid $6.29 for the rifle, and $5.76 for the artillery
tanie. I presume the two latter are manufactured in this
oountry ?

Sir ADOLPHE CARON. Al the dark tunice are
aanufaetured in this country. Thee oarlet have been

ir Apq&rkm QA Qi_

imported from England hitherto, but we hope to manufho-
ture them in Canada. A factory has succeeded in manu-
facturing the scarlet cloth in Canada, and it seems to be a
success. By way of an experiment we have ordered some,
and I hope we will have all the clothing manufactured in
Canada by Canadians.

Mr. CAMERON (Middlesex). At the price nglish
clothing has been bought ?

Sir ADOLPHE CARON. I could not say exactly, but
the advantages are so great of having it manufaotured in
Canada and keeping our money at home, that I think they
compensate for any inerease in the price, which cannot be
much, seeing that Government importe without duty.

Drill instruction and drill pay..... ... .............. $920,000 00

SIR RICHARD CARTWRIGRHT. How many troope is
this intended to supply.

Sir ADOLPHE CARON. 19,000 men and 1,607 horses.
Twelve days' drill, city corps and brigades of garrison
artillery. Drili at local headquarters. Pay by rank, with-
out rations, 9,000 officers and men, at an average cost of
seventy-two cents per day, twelve days, $77,760 ; 385
horses at $1, 84,620, total, 882,380. Field batteries-rural
corps and brigade camps, with pay by i ank, free rations,
forage and transport of officers and men, at an average of
81 each, which covers pay for horse!, 10,000 offlers and
men, and 1,222 horses, twelve dayts drill, 8132,000 ; trans-
port, say 83 per man, 830,000; camp contingencies, $5,620,
making8167,620, and added to $82,380,makes up the 8250,000,

Mr. O'BRIEN. I must take this opportunity of making
some observations which I have already made on former
occasions. In the first place, with regard to this $40,000
for drill instruction, I again desire to say that I think this
money is badly expended. Under the present system,
offcers who are careless and inefficient, and who pay no
attention to their duties, obtain precisely the same money
as those who devote themselves in the most assiduous man-
mer to the same work. I have pointed out to the Minister
on previons occasions that, as a remedy for this evil, no
money should be paid under this head except to officers
who bring to the camp a corps which does possess a certain
degree of efficiency, such a degree as will show that during
the year the officers paid some attention to the work for
which they are paid. Thon with regard to the larger item
for the annual drill in camp. I think it is evident to every
one in this House that this country is making a great mis-
take in pursuing the system of drilling only one half of
the men every year. If a man joins in a year in
which the company does not drili, he does not get
any drill that year; he gets drill the following
year, and the third year comes round when his battalion
does not go out, so that two years out of three he gets no
drill. That is an absolute waste of money. This country,
if it is going to make an efficient militia, must do one of
two things, either reduce the active force to such a number
as it is willing to pay for having properly drilled, or it must
increase the grant and pay the whole force now in exist-
ence. I understand that the policy of the Government is
to reduce the force. They find great difficulty in doing
that for the reason that the country feels so much interest
in this force; the varions counties and cities feel se much
interestied that they spare no efforts to prevent the redue.
tion being made. So we go on with the same system from
year to year, drilling halt our force and throwing away a
large amount of money. Another point to which I wish
to call attention is this: I think it is exceedirigly unfair to
the rural battalions that the city corps should be drilled
every year and be paid for it every year. I think the experi-
ence of last year shows that the rural corps were got into the
field as quickly and in as efficient a condition as the city
corps, I know that my owin battaion, gathered from two
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of the largest counties in Ontario, was very prompt. I got were sent ont by Her Majesty. We had nothing to say to
orders on the 3oth Mare6, and on the 2nd of April my bat- them, except to hand them over to the offoers who com-
talion, fully equipped, was on the way to Carleton Place. manded the various corps engaged in the suppression of the
Now I do not think that any city corps exceeded that one disturbanoe in the North-West. Theo ost of engraving the
in point of rapidity of concentration Asregards efflciency, modale would have amounted to $1,200. I had no appro-
as regards usefulness, as regards every quality, I think a priation, when the modale came to this country, out of
comparison would not be against the rural corps. Under which to take the amount for that expenditure. I venture
these circumstances I think it is unfair to the rural corps to say, although I do not pretend to express an opinion on
that the city corps should be. paid and drilled every year, such matters, that it would be imposbible to have obtalned
and thereby be placed at a great advantge over the rural clasps to commemorate the difforent engagements in which
corps. It tells in many ways. It prevents the offleers of the mon had taken part, althongh suoh would have en-
the rural corps from keeping up the mess, band and every- hanced the value of the medale. Application was
thing else that they take a pride in. It makes it almost made to the Imperial Government, and it was de.
impossible for us to do these thinge, and the tax upon us is oided that claspe could not be granted. To my mind
very much heavier than it would be if it were not thrown it would have been almost absurd for the Canadian
almost entirely upor the few who are willing to do Government to have added to the modale sent
the work. The only proper way is for the Govern- by Her Majesty to ho distributed to our force, and to
ment either boldly to put down their foot and say: have supplemented Her Majesty's grant by adding some
We will reduce our force to 30,000, which will bring it claspa. As the modale were sent ont so we decided to
within the present estimate; or else we will ask the distribute them. I should like to have seen the names of
country to give as another $300,000, that we may drill the the men ongraved on thom, and I understood when the
whole militia force as it now existe. That is the course I modale were sent that tbey would be engraved. However
should like to se the Government pursue, and I think they they came ont without the names being placed on them. It
are needlessly afraid in doing it. 1 think this House would was a matter for consideration as to whether I was justided
support the Minister in doing it. Either adopt the one in making an expenditure to which 1 bave referred.
courseor the other, for I look upon the present system as However, I think most of the officers commanding batta-
most unsatisfactory and extravagant. lions have had the medals engraved with the names.

Contingencies, including granta to artillery and Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. At their own expense?
rifle associations....................................... $38,000 0O Sir ADOLPHE CARON. It je a great credit to our

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. This appears tobe a volanteers that their action in the field should have
very miscellaneous item. Perhaps, in connection with that, obtained public approval.
I may call the attention of the Minister of Militia to com. Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. The hon. gentlemanplaints which have been made by many members of the strains at gnats and swallows camels. The Governmentactive force, as to the sabby conduct on the part of the have not the elightest objection to spend under the GovernorGovernment in connection with the medale recently distri- General's warrant a million and a quarter in the course of abuted. It appears that, contrary to the usual custom, these year without having the faintest parliamentary authoritymodale were handed over without being engraved, although, for what they have done, and thn come down, throw theI suppose, the cost would not be great. I have always papers on the Table and obtain the grant. But when itunderstood that when medals were presented, the Gov- comes tot abestion of paying S1,000 or $2,000 which mighternment had the men's names engraved upon them very properly have been expended, the Government asIt strikes me that when men went to the North-West, and conscientious qualms as to making payment. The hon,most undoubtedly exposed themselves to very considerable entleman would nothave received the lightest criticismhardship, and were thon presented with a modal by the for any expenditure of that kind from this aideof the Housedirection of the Government, the lest they could do was to an ethedcase that îdera hade pa t100 ose,

Lb.ae h man 'e namoe upon iL. IL le a emal lbting in on. and if IL ho the case that officers have had te psy $100 or $200
engrave ethe ma nam ea smallothing in oneout of their own pockets to have the modale engraved, thesense, but these small thinge have a good deal ef effect o oeers deserve great credit, but the Government that has
the minds of the men. There is another matter to which I allowed them to incur that expenditure does not deservewill call the attention of the Minlster. It certainly has much credit, up
been unusual lu the regular service that, in the case of mon
who have been actually engaged, besides the modal, a olasp .Mr. FAIRBANK. The value of the modale would be
or clasps have usually been added with the name of the par. immensoly enhanced by the names being engraved on them..
ticular engagement in which the individual was concerned; Without that I fail to see how there is any clue of the
and I observe in one of the Bnglish official liste that some- modale being in the bande of the original person. They
thing of that kind appears to have been recommended by will increase in value with coming years, and if they were
the Major-General in command, because I saw in one of those engraved there would be les danger of the modale falling
printed statements that the Major-General bad a modal and into the bande of the wrong persons. Withont that, such
two clasps, one for Batoche and another for Fish Creek .So liability would largely detraet from their value. I do not
it is tolerably clear that the omeer in charge of the force had think the Government could by any means have deserved
recommended something of that kind. That also might very censure for doing such an at, and they will not reoeive
well have been done. It is naturat enough that men who much credit for such an homopathic dose of economy.
have been under fire should take a pride in having some Mr. VAIL. I observe an item among the charges for
little memento, and a bar, such as is usually attaohed to contingencies which is irregular an-l I call the attention of
modals distributed in the regular service, would have cost the Minister Of Militia to it. I refer to the payment of
the Government very little, and have gone a long way with *450 to Major Macpherson of the Governor Gene-al's Foot
the mon. It is not too late to renedy those defocts in the Guards. I find that he was injured on 30th July, 1883, by
action of the Government. a fail from his horse, and the claim tor compensation for

Sir ADOLPHE CARON. I am in a very unfortunate that accident does not appear te bave been made until 26th
position. It i spend too much money I am fiercely at- June, 1884, nearly a year afterwards, and the Order in Coun-
tacked by hon. gentlemen opposite; if I do not spend cil for the payment of that amount was not passed till 27th
enough I am also attacked. The hon. gentleman knows March, 1885. The regulations state thatj if lillness is
that the modal whioh were distributed to our voluntoors contracted in camp during any period of drill payment ià
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ated to sirty days' pay. There is also a provision

that in case of accident to an officer while on duty or drill
in camp there shall be a full investigation at the time by
a board of officers and evidence shall be taken in writing.
Those established regulations were not acted on in this
case. In a report made to the Cabinet by the Minister of
Militia ho states the circumstances in connection with this
matter, and recommends the payment of $450 as a special
case. In the first place there waa no authority for a recom-
mendation of that kind, and in the next place the regula-
tions positively state that the pay shah fnot exceed in
any case sixty days. i notice in looking over the corres-
pondence that Major Macpherson states that ho was placed
at great trouble and inconvenience and loss of time by
those circumstances, which is no doubt perfectly correct;
but I observe that Major Macpherson is a memer of the
civil service, and that during those periods in question ho
received his salary. So that under these circumstances it
seems to me that the order for payment is rather irregular.
I bave not Ihe slightest doubt that Mgjor Macpherson is a
good officer and a competent man, and I have no objection
to bis getting any sum he i entitled to for public service.
I think, however, that under the circumstances the pay-
ment is hardly justifiable, unless some f ti her explanation
is forthcoming.

Sir ADOLPHE CARON. It is really a very exceptional
case. The major has never recovered from the accident
which ho experienced, I may say, in active service, because
ho was drilling bis battalion. He was put to considerable
expense. He had to consult some doctors in New York, I
believe, and for a number of weeks he could not use his
arm. Even now, ahihough it is botter, he always will suffer
from the accident ho experienced. The correspondence will
show that the matter was fully considered. In an ordinary
case I might have acted on my own responsibility as head
of the'Bepartment; but I looked upon this as a special case;
I brought it before (Jouncil, and the Order was passed for
reasong which were nbmitted to Council. Under ail the
circumtances, sand having looked at it as closely as
possible,- I think it was a small amount of money for the
injury eiperienced.

M3, VAIL. I think that ail pyments of that kind should
biobgt betre Counncil, before they are allowed. In

thia case, I migt say that I do not think the explanation of
tbi hou. gentieman fÉurnishes any justification fpr the pay-
nitént. I do flot think he was any more entitled to this
atiit th'an any buaeose or profes'sional man who bad n'ot
actually lost a large amount of money would ,e justified in
recelving sbuch a payrment I have knownazMi is1- of Mi-
litiai under circumstaucos equally stitdg, refuse to admit
subh paymentA,÷and I think tfht ono of&eer shouldbe treatéd
theèaime as other, unider the sanie circurthistirices.

Mr. WATSÔN. I would ask the Minister il ho intends
te provide for the new rifle associations which are being
organised in Manitoba and the North-West. According to
Colonel lHoughton's report five new companies are being
organised in Manitoba, and a number of others in the Ter-
ritorie% I would ask if it is the intention to supply them
out ofthe oidinary vote.

Sir ADOLPHE CARON. A grant is naade to all rifle
associations. We have provided in this vote for alf the
assoeiations whether En the North-West or elsewbere; in
the va'ious military districts that have boeu reported to us
&à proporly organised.

Mr. CAMERON (Middlesex). I see an item of contin-
gencies last yèar amounting to $499.73 to J. J. Foote, for
printing. Is that the same gentleman who isprinting the
repért, tith want of Vwbh the Rouse feels so much?

SiFrADOLPBR CARON. The same one,
Mr. Tam,

Mr. CAVERON (Middlesex). Itis rather curious that the
hon. gentleman should give the printing of his Department to
this gentleman, when, according to his statement, the report
bas been delayed, because he has telegraphed to him about it.

Sir ADOLPHE CARON. That does not throw the
blame on him. They had been working on it night and
day, and I telegraphed to know when it would be ready.

Royal Military College of canada at Kingston... $59,000 00

Mr. VAIL. How many cadets are there there ?
Sir ADOLPHE CARON, Seventy-two.
Mr. FAIRBANK. What provision ià made at th'. premt

time for supplying the cadets with horses? I uùderstand
that they formerly used the battery horses, but that they
have not been available for some time past.

Sir ADOLPHE CARON. The hongent1sman is quite
correct. We have been unable, since the time of the break.
ing out of the troubles in the North-West, to utilise the
battery horses for the cadets of the ceiloge. When these
troubles broke out, the horses had to be supplied, not quite
completely, but almost completely. The trojibles in the
North-West reduced the number of horses at the disposal of
the commandant of the Royal Military College,. but not
expecting that the batteries would be kept away as long as
they were, we considered that it would be botter not to incur
the expense of getting a certain number of horses exclu-
sively for the purposes of the college. I hope; however,
before long, that the batteries will be returned to the head-
quarters, and that the cadets will have, in that respect, the
advantages they previously possessed.

Mr. FAIRBANK. I think theon, Miner will see
that it is a matter of very mach importance that theso
young men should be thoroughly trained in horsemanship;
a military man's training le incomplete without it. It is
well known that this institution ils largely modelled on the
Military Acadamy of West Point, and there nothing receives
greater attention than the training of the cadets in horse-
manship. I think bese cadets,wbose four years will soon
bç passed should not be depr!ved of te benefit of suci ,an
úmporta:f part of their training, whiîdh they could not
obtain sQ we1 aftrwardsa

Mr. MUtOGR, .Iwould cial.p teng~onfo tMeinrt
tk the ofckQepgh count tþe, lege. It p-.
ceives a certain a.mount fro l tecadets esvpryp r , lt
year it recived 16,5, wn, lik o knombye i
that 's di rsed, The gros expeudityr lagp ar wA
$ w 0 , 4tilj sq ygtto oly 8 ,0,m ,hat J prer
anme e saf lias d urseÃ the feg ientiend, j dPj it
app t tq p>ethat they, ghould be grgditedle in conpoli-
derpppt a ç ntIe Ipuse.¢Igould vote the w o amount
necessary,‡p iletain ihp ititution.

Sir A&DOLPHE CARON. The cadets pay a perti"
amQunt for their books, clothing, &c., and that amount goes
to the credit ofitbe vote.

Mr. MULOCK. I do not think that eau be as the' eX
penditure was more than the Ho se anthorised.

bir ItTtiIiÀD CARTWRIGE, I thikùuiyhor|ii&
la righteon>u lu ad t ïe ;tfe on o h'e-nteFo inaijo
sàbould b*"càllèd te thil. There isp'doub il i anire-
gularify'. i alother cases the supir9e ivedis.mt gn 0T
side, and'the sum disbursed on the othei. Èe où l.u
think, tó have the'demsd made hèi.e' fôr whatev;er sum is
required, and credit the oonsolidâièdl f&'d wit wlaivei
the cadets paid.

Permanent Con-Pay and minen nee of
A. B and 0 BatLeriee, Sehools of &rtillery -
at Qiehao, Kingaon and Victoria,$B.O.... S172,700 00

Mr. CAMERON (M4ddlesex); Thanmetmnexpn d las
year was $128,000, whie w. granted 8172,000. I would
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like to know how the expenditure happened to be less than
the vote.

Sir ADOLPHE CARON. Because C Battery was not
provided for, but the vote was taken in anticipation of its
being organised.

Mr. CAMERON (Middlesex). The amount voted last
year ineluded the entire maintenance of that corps.

Sir ADOLPHE CARON. Yes.
Mr. CAMERON (Middlesex). Its maintenance is not

included in the war expenses ?
Sir ADOLPHE CARON, No.
Mr. CAMERON (Middlesex). I suppose the same remark

will apply to the infantry school ?
Sir ADOLPHE CARON. Certainly.
Mr. VAIL. The expense at Kingston and Quebec could

not have been the same, all the time while the corps were
in the North-West.

Sir ADOLPHE CARON. The han. gentleman knows
that we could not leave such places as Kingston and Que-
bec, with their valuable stores, without a large number of
men to guard them. Whether we paid the substitutes of
those batteries out of the war fund, or allowed the batteries
to remain on the ordinary pay list, made no difference at
all.

Construction and repaire of military properties....$75,00 00

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIG HT. This is an increase of
$15,000 over last year; what is the reason ?

Sir ADOLPHE CARON. It is to meet the requirements
of the buildings at Winnipeg; repairs to the infantry school
and barracks. When the school was organised, the huts
were in a frightfully dilapidated state, and it was necessary
to provide for these repairs. There is a great deal to be
done.

Mr. CAMERON (Middlesex). Will the $25,000 voted
last year complete the accommodation in London ?

Sir ADOLPHE CARON. If the hon. gentleman will
allow me to suggest, that item comes up in the estimates
of public works and can be discussed there, but I can tell
him that the 825,000 will not cover the whole expense.

Committee rose and reported.
Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN moved the adjournment of

the House.
Motion agreed to; and the House adjourned at 2.25, a.m.

(Saturday.)

HOUSE OF COMMONS.

MoNDAY, 17th May, 1886.

The SPEaz&u took the Chair at Three o'clock.

PILAYRU.

BILLS WITHDRAWN.

Bill (No. 63) to incorporate the Rock Lake, Souris and
Brandon Railway Company.

Bill (No. 15) te incorporate the Medicine Hat, Dunmore
and Bouton Raîlway CJompany.

Bill (No. 31) to incorporate the Alberta Railway Com-
pany.

Bill (No. 55) to incorporate the Portage la Prairie and
Lake of the Woods Railway and Navigation Company.
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MONTREAL TO SALTRBURY RATLWAY.

Mr. KIRK. In answer to a question asked by me a few
days ago, the Minister of Justice said a contract had been
entered into by the Government with a company to build
the railway from Montreal vid Fredericton to Salisbury. He
also said, if a motion was made, the contract would b. laid
upon the Table. It is toc late in the Session to put a notice
on the paper, so, anticipating no opposition froin the Gov-
ernment, I move:

That an Order of the House do issue for a copy of the contract entred
into by the Goverument for the building of the Mhort Line Railway fbom
Montreal id Fredericton to Balisbury.

Motion agreed to.

FOURTH REPORT OF PRINTING COMMITTEE.

Mr. BERGIN moved that the Fourth Report of the Joint
Gommittee of both Houses on the Printing of Parliament be
adopted.

Mr. MILLS. I have not read the report, but I listened
to the remarks of the hon. gentleman, and I do not think
there is anything to warrant the censure of the Auditor
General which the hon, gentleman asks the House to adopt.
The intention of Parliament in appointing an auditor was
that he should be perfectly independent, and, if he abuses
his office, if he neglects his duty, there is a proper way of
calling him to account; but for a committee to undertake
to order and control the Auditor General, and then come to
the House and ask for the censure of the Auditor-General
because he does not comply with their wishes, I think is a
monstrous proposition, and would be quite as great an abuse
as to make him the mere servant of the Government. In
fact, it is altogether contrary to the spirit of the law to do
what the hon. gentleman asks the House to do. I trust
that the hon. members of this House will not sanction the
report proposed by the hon. gentleman. Certanly, if the
hon. gentleman persiste, I shall ask for a division on this
question, and that the yeas and nays shall be recorded.

Mr. BERGIN. The hon. gentleman does not appear to
apprehend the true state of the case. The hon. gentleman
says it is a monstrous proposition for a committee of this
louse to censure an officer for refusing todo his duty. We

were told the other day, from the other side of te House,
that what this House reqired was an honest audit of the
accounts. That is just what the Printing Committee of this
House asked from the Auditor General and that he refused
to do, and it was not until a month and two or three days
bad elapsed that h. consented to do that which he himself
admitted, the first time he appeared before the committee,
that it was his duty to do, that he ought to do, and would
do. As the hon. member for Perth (Mir. Trow) stated to
the House the other day, no les than half a dozen times h.
stated to the committee that he would give the certificate. If
I am correctly informed, the current account of this House,
amounting to over $250,000, was laid on the Table without
the signature of the Auditor General. Ie that an honest
audit, such as this House requires ? The committee muet
not be misrepresented in this matter. The committee had
no feeling whatever except to see that the duty of the
Auditor General was performed. They took the most
courteous way of procuring the performance of that duty
by the Auditor General, and, if they refer to his refusai,
it is because, by hie refusin for a month to perform
that duty, they were obliged o neaessity to do so.

Mr. McLELAN. I think it would b. better not to
depart from the practice we have observed, that is, that
all the accounts of expenditure in the public service should
go through the hands of the Auditor General at some
time or other. I think the diffieulty has arisen from a
misundentanding on the part of the AUditor General
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as to what is required of him in this case. After
a statement has been prepared by the clerk and sub-
mitted to the Printing Committee, there can be no
objection to all the accounts and vonehers going to the
Auditor General and passing through his hands, as all the
other expenditures under the Government do. I think it
would be a better check, and the proper course to pursue
that there should be a particular audit of all the expenditure
that is made in the Printing Committee in connection
with legislation, that it should all be audited carefully by an
officer who has more time and more leisure, and is, perhaps,
more familiar with it than the Printing Committee can be.
They take the statement of the clerk and look at it, but
they cannot give it that time and attention which are
necessary, and which would be satisfactory to the House
and the country. I therefore move in amendment:

That the report be referred back to the Joint Committee on Print-
ing, with instructions to amend the resolution on the auditing of the
prmnting accounts, by providing that any statement of the accounts
which may be required by the committee, be not submitted to the
examination of the Auditor General, and that all accounts, vouchers,
&c., reqnired by the Auditor General for his examination under the
third resolution of the First Report of the Select Standing Committee
on Public Accounts of the Session of 1880, be, as heretofore, sent to him
for audit.

That is, that any statement that may be required be not
subject to his audit, but that all vouchers, papers and docu-
ments necessary to a proper audit by the Auditor General
should be sent to him, as heretofore provided by the resolu-
tion of 1880.

Motion, as amended, agreed to.

FISHING BY FOREIGN VESSELS.

Mr. FOSTER moved for leave to introduce Bill (No. 136)
further te amend the Act respecting fishing by foreign
vessels. He said: The amendment is to section 3 of that
Act, the latter part of which reads at present as follows:-

" And if such ship, vessel or boat, be foreign,eor not navigated accord-
ing to the laws of the United Kingdom or of Canada, and have been
found fishing, or preparing to fish, or to have been fishing (in British
waters) within three marine miles of any coasts, baye, creeks or harbors
of Canada, not included in the above-mentioned limits, without Llicense,
or after the expiration of the period named in the last license granted to
such ship, vessel or boat, under the first section of this Act, such ship,
vessel or boat, and the tackle, rigging, apparel, furniture, stores and
cargo thereof, shall be forfeited."

The addition to the section is as follows:-
Or has entered such waters for any purpose not permitted by the

law of nations, or by treaty or conviction, or by any law of the United
Kingdom or of Canada, fer the time being in force, or having entered
such waters, has failed to comply with any such law of the United King-
dom or of Canada.

Motion agreed to, and Bill read the first time.

CARLETON AND CITY OF ST. JOHN BRANCH
RAILWAY.

Mr. TIHIOMPSON moved for leave to introduce Bill (No,
137)respecting the Carleton and City of St.John Branch Rail-
way. He said: Last year an appropriation wus made for
the purpose of acquiring this railway, and a large portion
of the stock of the company was acquired. There is a por-
tion of it still outstanding, and it is proposed by this Bill
to provide a sum of money which shall be applied to the
expropriation of the remaining stock, in the same way as
land is expropriated for railway purposes.

Motion agreed to, and Bill read the first time.

PRIVILEGE-NORTHERN AND PÀCIFIC JUNCTION
RA1LWAY.

Mr. McCARTHY7 Before the Orders of the Day are
called, I desire to rise to a personal explanation as a matter
of privilege. The House will remember that in the disons-
sion of the resolution of the hon. member for North Nor-

M MnT-an,

folk (Mr. Charlton), with regard to timber limits, certain
charges were made against me with regard to the Northern
and PacificJunction Railway. I gave those charges a
denial at the time, as I thought sufficiently explicit-at all
events, as particular and minute as I was able to do at the
moment, the charges having been sprung upon me without
any notice whatever. I find, however, that notwithstand-
ing the denial I made, the Globe newspaper has on two
different occasions referred to the matter, and I desire to
read what it has said upon those occasions, in order that I
may give such an explanation or denial as the circum-
stances of the case call for. On the 8th of May the Globe
had an article from which I take the following:-

" But while that part of the charge may be left for future considera-
tion, the statement that Mr. McCarthy receives $5,000 a year as presi-
dent of the subsidising company, stands good by his own confession.
The money must go to him directly from the subsidy, because the road
has yet earned nothing. This damning statement he endeavors to treat
contemptuously in replying to Mr. Lister, but the effort was an uneasy
one and did not succeed. Mr. Cook rose after Mr. McCarthy had spoken,
determined to prees home the charge, and succeeded completely, liter-
ally forcing an -acknowledgment from hie respectability's unwilling
lips. Mr. McCarthy had to admit, in presence of the House, that he re-
ceives $5,000 a year from the subsidy which he, as a member, succeeded
in obtaining from the Government.'

I will read from Ilansard what was said-and the report is
a correct one:

" Mr. 000K. I much admired the ingenious way in which the hon.
member for North Simcoe (Mr. Mc0arthy) answered the charges made
against him. He said he could assure this House that he had sold no
bonds, and hlad pocketed no money, but he did not say that he was a
one-third shareholder in the stock of the Northern Pacifie and Junction
Railway, to the extent of $182,000 or $200,000.

" Mr. McCARTHY. If I did not say so then, I say so now.
"1Mr. 000K. Well, Sir, your name is down ; it is on areturn brought

down to this House a short time ago.
"1Mr. McCARTHY. It is not correct.
"1Mr. 000K. I will read the names of the parties on that return:
"'Samuel Barker, Adam Brown, 0. J. Campbell, Wm. Joice, John

Procter, Hon. F. Smith, John Stuart, Hon. James Turner, Hon. F. Smith,
John Stuart, Dalton McCarthy'-

"Mr. Mc0ARTHY. 'In trust, ' read the whole of it, please.
"Mr. 000K. Not in trust.
"1Mr. McOARTHY. Yes.
"1Mr. 000K. It is not so etated inthe return, it is very easy to have it

in trust for yourself. The hon. gentleman did not say that he was not
receiving $5,000 as president of this road.

"Mr. McCARTHY. I was not charged with it.
" Mr. 000K. He did not say that he was receiving money for being

solicitor of this railway.
"Mr. McCARTHY. I. am not the solicitor ofthe road.
"Mr. 000K. I did not say you were. I say it has been charged

against you that you received money as president of this road.
"1Mr. McOARTHY. I do not deny that.''

The subsidy to this road was granted by Order in Council
on lOth April. I was appointed tho president of the road
in the month of June after-the exact date I do not at the
moment remember-I think it was 24th June. I was
appointed president, as I thon explained to the House, by
an arrangement between the Northern and the Hamilton
and North-Western Railways, which, under. the power ob-
tained that year, 1884, from Parliament, had purchased the
stock of the railway and were solely interested in it. I was
appointed as president merely to see fair play between
those two companies and the two different cities they re-
presented. The bonus I did explain very clearly, notwith-
standing the statement in a newspaper, and I now repeat
that explanation. The bonus was handed over to the con-
tractors as part payment for their work. It was money
earned under the terms of the subsidy upon ton mile sec-
tions of the road being completed, and that money is ac-
tually to-day and has always been received under power
given to the company by the contractors on account of the
contract money, and not one dollar;of that money has gone,
and not one dollar can go, either into the cofers of the
company or into the handa of any one of its officers. And,
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therefore, I am able to give that charge again, as I did be-
fore, the most distinct and ositive denial. However, the
Globe has stated-or else Iwould not further notice the
matter-in an article on Saturday headed, "McCarthy's
Subsidised Impudence," as follows:-

"Mr. Dalton McCarthy receives $5,000 a year from a Government
subsidy. It would be preposterous to allege that he earns the money
by performing the nominal duties of president of the Northern Pacifie
Junction Railway. But he is too conscientious an individual to take so
much cash without giving the Administration somethiing i return. The
0Committee of Privileges and Elections now kuow what te does with hie
money. He bas submitted to them a report on the White-Jamieson-
]owell-ecandal, which, for downright perversion of the truth, and forcool impudence, surpasses any piece of paid advocacy that he maabaveadmitted before a court. The concocter of se remarkable a document
may be worth $5,000 a year as-a designer of political curiosities.">
I take it that that is a very clear and distinct charge that I
am receiving from the Government, or through the railway
out of Government money, this $5,000 a year, to which
charge I here give the most clear and distinct and positive
denial. I have only further to add this: I had nothing
whatever to do with the settlement of the allowance or
remuneration or salary, or what you choose to call it, that I
receive as president of that road. I was appointed under
the circumstances I have mentioned, on 24th June, or rather
on 4th June, and I left shortly afterwards for England. Mr.
Chas. Moss was appointed president of the road during my
absence. On my return Mr. Moss resigned, and I resumed
my position. During my absence the allowance was set-
tled, without any communication with me or without any
reference to me directly or indirectly, and when I returned
I was informed that the company had agreed that my
salary was to be, not 85,000, a year but that my allowance
was to be at the rate of $3,000 a year. During the period
of my absence Mr. Moss received an allowance at the same
rate or a little more, $1,000 for that period. I have simply
to make this explanation, as I think it is due from me as a
publie man to state it in the House, because my conduet as
a publie man has been impugned. I have only further to
add that so far as regards statements made outside I think
I know how to protect myself. If these statements are re-
peated, I will see whether a publie man is under the protec-
tion of the laws of the country, or whether he can be
libelled with impunity.

Mr. BERGIN. Before the Orders of the Day are called,
I desire to direct the attention of the House to a misstate-
ment made in the globe with reference to myself, and which
has been repeated by the Grit press throughout the country.
The Globe does me the honor to represent me as having
shirked the vote upon the Irish Home Rule question. Upon
that occasion I was absent to do honor to one of the best
Irishmen of my acquaintance, upon the eve of his departure
for the North-West. I was there at the special request of
my constituents, and before going I arranged with the Whip
to secure a pair for me, and he did secure a pair with Mr.
Bdgar, the member for West Ontario. I do not know that
I ought to have noticed this attack by the Globe. I know
it can do me no injury with my constituents, but it is just
possible that in Ireland, among some of my friends there,
it may b. supposed that the Globe sometimes tells the truth.

NORTHRRN AND PACIFIC JUNCTION RAILWAY.

Mr. McCARTHY moved that the House resolve itself
into Committee on Bill (No. 25) respecting the Northern
and Pacifie Junction Railway Company.

Mr. MULOCK. Before the motion is adopted I desire to
cail the attention of the ilouse to this Bill. The company
was incorporated by this Parliament in 1881, and by that
Act became entitled to borrow to the extent of $20,000 a
mile on the first mortgage bonds of that railway. The
road is designed to serve a very important public interest,

as any one can see by reference to the Statute. It occupies
a very peculiar position in connection with the railway
system of the whole Dominion. It is praotically a public
work in which the Dominion has a direct interest, by
virtue of the aid granted by the Dominion to the road. On
reference to the Statute incorporating the rdlway oompany
it appears that provision is made whereby thei trafBo shall
be conducted for the benefit of the whole railway system.
This railway has not got the Ordinary powers of railways,
whereby it can conduct its traffic as it may please, subject
to Order in Council, but it is governed by some express
provisions in the Statute incorporating it. Well, being so
hedged round as to its powers, Parliament was called npon
to aid in the construction of a lue, whereby the railway
system of Ontario might be able to connect with the
Canadian Pacific Railway, thus giving Ontario direct access
to the North-West, vid the Canadian Pacific Railway. This
line having been incorporated, it was held out to the people
of Canada that it was going to be a neutral link to afford
free access for the traffic of Ontario to the North-West and
vice versa, and the railway having acquired that statua
in the minds of the people and in the opinion of Parliament,
Parliament in 1884 was asked to grant a subsidy whereby
Ontario might be connected with the Canadian Pacifie Rail-
way, and thus by railwaywith the North-West. Accordingly,
in the month of April, 1884, an Act was passed authorising
the Governor in Council to grant a subsidy to this road,
amounting in all to $12,000 per mile on a total mileage of
110 miles, being the estimated distance from Gravenhurst,
the most northerly terminus of the Ontario system, to
Callander, the contemplated point of junction between our
system and the Canadian Pacifie Railway. At that time
it was provided by the Act granting that subsidy that it
should only be granted and paid over upon the railway in
question executing an agreement to the satisfaction of the
Governor in Council whereby the railway receiving that
subsidy should bring itself under express contract to con-
duct its operations according to the true intent and spirit
of the Act incorporatin it. Accordingly, Mr. Speaker, an
agreement was entere into between the Dominion of
Canada and the railway company, which agreement bears
date 12th April, 1884, whereby the company aees to
accept the subsidy which had been granted,subject to
certain conditions, and the only condition with which I
propose to trouble the House is the condition which I
consider is being modified by the Bill to which the assent
of the flouse is now being asked. I may say that when
the subsidy was under discussion the question arose in
Parliament, what would be the cost of this railway. It
was pointed out to the flouse that 812,000 per mile
appeared to be a large subsidy to vote for the construction
of a railway throngh the Province of Ontario, and at that
time the flouse was informed that the surveys had been
made and that an estimate of the cost had been arrived at,
and to prevent mistakes I will read from Ban8ard of that
date showing what was the opinion furnished to the House
as a consideration for the House granting that subsidy to
the company to which the Government subsequently did
grant it. On referring to the ilansard report of the 18th
day of May, page 1291, I find that the hon. member for
West Durham (Mr. Blake), having referred to the size of
this subsidy and otherwise referred to the proposed grant,
the hon. member for North Simco. (Mr. McCarthy), who
is now promoting this Bill, used these words in answer to
the hon. member for West Durham:

" Mr. MoOARTHY. I think the hou. member for West Durham il
mistaken in his statement that the cost of the road will be only $12,000
per mile.

" Mr. BLAKE. I did not sythat ; I do not think it will be much
more.

" Mr. MoCARTHY. According to estimates made, the oost will be
about double that, s some portions of it will pass through a dlecult
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conntry, although towards Callander the ountry may perhaps be
e"aer."

Then, after further remarks, I find that hon. gentleman
closed his remarks at that time as follows :-

dI think Ontario has thought, at all events western Ontario has
thonght, it was erftitled to have communication with Callander made
as easy to its people au it was made to the estern part of the country,
sud we are glad to know that the Government have found their way to
make the grant which will enable the road to be built, I hope, without
great delay. I may state that surveys have been made, that an esti-
mate of the cost ha.been arrived at, that in certain parts, snd especially
at difficult points, the right of way has been acquired ; and if satis-
f actory terms to the Government can be made with the company, there
is no reason why the road should not be under contract one month after
the fouse rises.''

There we have it stated that the surveys had been made,
that estimates had been arrived at, and that the cost of the
construction of this lino would be about $24,000 per mile.
It must be within the recollection of every hon. gentleman
that Sir Charles Tupper, Minister of Railways in 1883, spoke
upon this matter outside of this louse. I do not know that
I can refer to what occurred in the Railway Committee last
year, but if I eau, I may state my recollection of what he
said, and I am sure hon. gentlemen will confirm me as to
what he said when the matter came up in the Railway
Committee before it came up in the House. It came up in
a discussion upon one of the linos of railway, I think the
Hamilton and North-Western, or some other lino then;seek-
ing legislation before that committee. Sir Charles Tupper
anuounced the policy of the Government on that occasion
to be to grant aid for the construction-of this neutral link,
and he stated to the committee then that the grant made
and to be made by the Government would be of such an
amount that the country would never have to pay more than
$20,000 por mile in order to obtain possession of this road,
and that whatever railway got $6,000 per mile, the aid
which waa granted, and the 86,000 that was proposed to be
granted-and which I may say was not granted that year;
although he anticipated the action of Parliament in that
respect, he informed the committee that the action of Par.
liament would be to that effect; that the country would at
any time be able te resume possession of the lino which
received this aid at no greater cost to the country than
$20,000 per mile. I presume he based that statement on
some knowledge he had as to the cost of the construction
of that lino. Well, we find that in the month of April, 1884,
an agreement was entered into between the railway now
seeking this Act (the Northern Pacific Railway Company)
and the Government, which railway agrees to accept a
subsidy of $12,000 per mile, subject, amongst other condi-
tions, to the following, that is, section 6:-

" For the purpose of ensuring free interchange of traffic, coming to
or going from the railways so to be constructed between the lessees'
railway, snd the railways connecting 'therewith, so far as such inter-
change &hall be under the control of the lessees, the said lease shall also
contain a provision that, in the event of the Parliament of Canada
being at any time hereafter of opinion tbat the trafic of the railway
system of the lessees, coming from or goingto the projected railway,
and interchanging with linos connecting with the lessees' system of
railways, is not so interchanged without preference or prejudice as
between such connections, then, being of such opinion, the Parliament
of Canada may, if it see fit, cancel the said lease and take over the said
railway free from encumbrance upon assumption of the bond or deben-
ture debte of the lessor company to the amount of $8,000 per mile of the
railway, and upon payment of such further som of money beyond the
said bond debts of $8,000 pr mile, and the said subsidy, sa the said
railway may then bew orth, the value thereof to be ascertained, in case
the Government and the company cannot agree, by arbitration; the
arbitrators to be appointed, one by the Government and theother by the
company, and the third by the two appointed, failing agreement as to
such third arbitrator, then by one of the Chief Justices of the High
Court of Ontario, under the provisions of the Ontario Judicature Act in
that behlf, and the award of the majority shall be binding.»"

This agreement modified the borrowing powers of the com-
pany as against the Crown. It is true, by the Act of incor-
poration the railway company was authorised to mortgage
the railwayto the extent of $20,000 per mile ; but that Act
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of incorporation preceded this agreement, which expressly
stipulates that if the Crown should see fit to take over this
railway, it would be bound to assume a bond debt of only
$8,000 per mile ; and there is the further condition in this
agreement that beyond the bond debt of $8,000 per mile,
the Crown shall be allowed to purchase the road at
its value above the $8,000 per mile, less the subsidy
to be granted of $12,000 per mile; and that value
was to be ascertained at the time of default, and ascertained
in a certain manner. It is perfectly clear, therefore, that
if to-day it could be shown that the railway were worth
only $8,000 per mile above the subsidy, the Crown would
only have to pay $8,000 per mile for it. That being the
position this company occupies, and must continue to oc-
cupy under this agreement, we are not justified at this
stage in passing a measure whereby the Crown may be
called on to pay a larger sum, and whereby until that time
arrives the railway may be saddled with a larger debt, and
the publie may be obliged to pay more for the traffic they
send over the road. What does the Bill before the Hlouse
propose ? It proposes that this eompany may, in lieu of
the bond issue authorised by its Act of incorporation, issue
preferential debenture stock ; and section 1 says :

"Such perpetual debenture stock or terminable bonds shall, without
registration or formal conveyance, be taken and considered to be the
first lien and preferential charge and claim upon the said portion of the
railway section, and upon the tolls and property, real and personal, of
and belonging to the said portion, after deducting from such tolls and
revenues the working expenses of the said portion, and upon the rent
payable in respect of such portion, under the lease set forth in schedule
A to this Act, to the extent of the interest payable on such perpetual
debenture stock or terminable bonds, and esch holder of such perpetual
debenture stock or terminable bonds, as the case may be, shall be
deemed to be a mortgagee and incumbrancer pro rata with all the other
holders thereof: Provided, however, that the whole amount of such per-
petual debenture stock or terminable bonds to be issued shall not
exceed the sum of twenty thousand dollars per mile of such portion," &c.

Section 2 provides that in the process of issuing the $20,000
per mile, the company shall first of all issue the $8,000 per
mile, and the residue of the $20,000 per mile on getting the
sanction of the shareholders. What is the effect of section
1, as recommended by the Committee on Railways and
Canals ? It authorises this company to issue preferential
debenture stock to the extent of $20,000 per mile, which
preferential stock it declares shall be a first charge and
encumbrance upon the road. Parliament, by the agreement
of 1884, was bound to pay only $8,000 per mile to resume
the road in case of default; but if we sanction this proposi-
tion, it will be bound beyond all question to pay $20,000 per
mile. Suppose the bonds are sold in the market, and the
Government subsequently seek to take possession of the
road, what will be the position of the bondholders ? Sup-
pose the arbitrators value it as worth only $8,900 per mile
above the subsidy ? Under the agreement we are only to
pay $8,000 per mile; but if we are met with a Statute by
which we authorise the company to borrow $20,000 per
mile, which is to be a first charge on the whole undertaking,
is it not clear, both in law and in honor, that
we must allow the $20,000 per mile to b a
charge on the road prior to the elaim of the Crown
to redeem ? Perhaps the promoters of this Bill may argue
that the road i& worth $20,000 per mile. I submit that its
value to-day is not the question. The question under the
contract is, what will that road be worth at the time default
is made, which may happen, to-day, to-morrow or years
hence ? Whatever our agreement is, under that contract we
have paid $1,320,000 to this road; and certainly we are
entitled to have the contract lived up to, and to refuse to
pass this Bill in its 'present form. I bolieve it is contended
that this road has cost a large amount of money, that the
calculations made as to itscost have been disappointing, that
the estimates and surveys made at the time were inaccurate.
But what difference does it make, what has the road cost ?
I do notcarewhatitoostso far as this agreement isocon-
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cerned ; the question is, what is the value of the road ? And objectionable clause, under which stock may be handed over
if the Crown takes the road over, the value muet be ascer- to contractors and directors for services rendered without the
tained, and the value will not depend on the cost, but I payment of cash. I object, on principle, to that clause in
submit, on the earning power of the road above working any charter. I am not aware it has been abused; I have no
expenses. That opens up another question. Suppose, at opinion in the matter, and I have no right to assume it has
the time the Crown proceeds to redeem this road, it should been. The gross interest of the shareholders in the oom-
happen that a rival road rune alongeide of it. Will it then pany, at the very *utmost, is the bagatelle of capital to
be worth what it cSt? Clearly not ; its value muet which J have referred, and on which, if I remember rightly,
depend on its earning power above working expenses. there has been but 10 per cent. paid, according to the return
Under these circumstances, I think this House is assuming laid before the House a short time ago. On that point I
to-day the functions of a future Parliament in deciding speak subject to correction, for I have not referred to the
that the road in the future will be worth $20,000 a mile return to refresh my >memory. I may say that of the $20,000
above the subsidy of $12,000 a mile. Moreover, 1 call the stock which, it is said, is in this road, the bulk, 8182,000,
attention of the Government to this point. The Crown is was held by the hon. member for North Simcoe (MIr. Me
interested in this property. At present the road cannot Carthy) and others in trust for the two leasing companies.
be charged to a greater amount than $8,000 a mile as an Am I correct in that ?
obligation which muet precede the Crown's right to re- Mr. MoCARTHY. Yes.deem. Now it is proposed to change the Crown's right
from an absolute right to redeem on payment of $8,000 a Mr. MULOCK. Ont of the $200,000 nominal capital
mile, to a contingent right dependent upon the value of that this company boaste of, 6182,000 is held by these gen.
the road in excess of 88,000 a mile. It is proposed to es- tlemen in trust for the leasing companies, thus leaving only
tablish beyond all question, a further charge of $20,000 a $18,000 of stock that can be pretended to be held by any
mile which will come prior to the Crown's right. Has the interest other than the Hamilton and North-Western Com-
Crown consented to this? Ias the Crown investigated pany and the Northern Railway Company; and if there is
this matter? fHas the sanction of the Governor General but 10 per cent. paid on that, it shows the introduct into the
been given to this ? The Government, in dealing with this company of but $1,800 capital other than the capital
matter, must take the resp;nsibility; they muet not leave invested by the two leasing companies and the subsidy
it to be disposed of as au open question by the House. granted by the Crown. That being the case, Parliament is
Considering that the rights of the Crown are being varied, bound to look behind the mere appearance of the thin,
or that there is the probability of their being varied, the and see for whose benefit this Bill is being promoted. It is
Crown is bound to give its sanction to the measure be- promoted for the benefit of the two leasing companies.
fore it can receive the final sanction of Parliament. For That being the case, the Hamilton and North.Western
these reasons, I submit that the provisions inmuet ho treated as a petitioner to this Bouse for relief, and
this Bill should be modified, so that, beyond all I submit further that if any cororation or individual
question, the rights of the Crown under the petitiens this fouse for relief, it is o nd te accede te any
agreement of 1884 shall be absolutely guarded. reasenable terme, as a condition precedeut to its gotting
Before I pass from this subject, lot me call the attention of euch relief. Why I urge that view upon the fouse, je this:
the House to the position of this company, in regard to its The Hamilton sud North-Weern RailwayrCompany was
future operations. This company has entered into a lease at one tire an independent railway. rier te its being
with the Hamilton and North-Western Railway Company built, the country served by it was served by the Northeru
and the Northern Railway Company, whereby it leases its Railway Company, the first railway wbich extended its lue
road bed to those two companies in perpetuity. It does not nerth-westerly fror Toronto in the direction of Georgian
lease rolling stock, it does not provide railway stock, it Bay. That cempany is under the management of an
does not incur obligations personally to provide rolling English board, sud for uearly eue-quarter of a century had
stock. There is no neoed, therefore, for money to meet the mouepohy of the carrying trade of the district through
anything beyond what is necessary to complote the line in which it passes. Duriug that period it oonducted its opera-
order to place it in a condition to be handed over accord. tiens, net te th satisfaction of the country, but in au arbi-
ing to the Jease to the leasing companies Therefore, you trary and tyrannical manner snd thereby preveuted the de-
will see that this claim for increasing the borrowing powers velopmcnt of the back country aud dreve many interests
cannot be pressed on the House on the ordinary grounds, away. At last the people rebelled under the thraldor, and
that the road is in an unfinished state, that it has to pro- thought the possibility of escape presonted itself wheu the
vide for rolling stock and so on. The Bill shows on its face, familton sud North- Western hue, a railway incorperated by
by the schedule, that the leasing companies took it over in the Ontario Legislature, eenght te build its lino Lhrough a
porpetuity and are bound to finish it. I believe it is saidportion of the section sered by the Northern Iailway.
that the contract does no. quite cover the whole ground, Mepeople grsped at the oppertuuity, and the promoters
that the company itself is obliged to put up a telegraph of the Hamilton and North-Western, holding eut te thom
line, a few stations, and so on; but these things have inducernnts that this new lino weuld bo a competiug lino,
been done. Parliament should have evidence of the value sucoed by that argument iu obtaining vast bonusea from
of the company and the value of the work, before giving the section of the country through which the Hamilton and
its sanction to place a mortgage which, beyond all question, North-Western propeeed to paso, which section wusoee that
will corne before the claim of the Crown to redeem. I pass wae practically sorved, ou the oaide at lest, by the then
from this to another point, the obligation of the -Hamil- oxisting railway. That section ofcountry te thoet of the
ton and North-Western Railway Company and the NorthernHamilton and North-Weetern did net want a new railway
Railway Company to the country. The Pacifie Junction rrly for the sako of a new railway. Lt wauted it for the
Railway bas parted with all interest. The corporations sake ofeompetition and fer ne other purpose, sud it granted
which are seeking this Act are, in reality, the two to which s vast surnof mouey for the purposo of obtaining that
I have referred. They take the whole bonefit of the conpetitien. One of tho termini of the Hamilton sud
grant. The grant is made nominally te this inde- North-Western is on the lino of the Northern Raibwa
pendent lie. According to the return brought down, The preseut uortheru terminus of the Hamilton sud No0-
the subscribed capital stock amounts to $200,000. Western is at the tewn of Barrie threugh which the North-
How mach or how little of that bas been paid in eru Railway passes. Lt le true, the Hamilton and North-
doms not appear in the retu 1 aso observe a higbly Western des give an outet beyond Toronto, because i
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goes down to Hamilton, but we know that the bulk of the
trade of the north seeks its market in the city of Toronto,
and therefore what they wanted was competition in
respect of the railway rates to Toronto, where they could
connect with the other systems, and ship their traffic
beyond if they desired. The section of country to which I
refer granted $375,000 or thereabouts in aid of this road,
and after this Hamilton and North-Western was con-
structed, after the people had mortgaged their properties
and paid over this money to the North-Western Railway, a
short time after the Hamilton and North-Western entered
into a pooling partnership arrangement with the Northern
Railway, and thereupon proceeded to adopt the old objec-
tionable rates, and thus rob the people of nearly the whole
value which they had expected to get, which they had
purchased, in fact, with their large aid. Of course, it is
late in the day to seek redress, and I presume we could not,
unless they were petitioners here, bring pressure to bear
upon this company to cause it, even so late, to do justice;
but the people who granted that money and mortgaged
their property for twenty years are still paying. The debt
is not yet paid. I suppose there are ten years yet to
expire. It is only two years ago that these two railways
came bere, and in various guises endeavored to get an
extension of that pooling arrangement in perpetuity. For-
tunately the attempt was discovered in time, and I induced
the House to put a clause in the Consolidated Railway Act
and in their own charters to prevent its being car-
ried out. Now we have thenm seeking relief, and
seeking and obtaining what will be a practical argu-
ment to them whereby at another Session they may
come to the House and say: Now you must per-
petuate this pooling arrangement because you have
given a tenant to us in perpetuity. These two railway
companies, as you see by this Bill, have leased this parti-
cular railway, the Northern and Pacific Junction Railway
in perpetuity. The Hamilton and North-Western, of course,
is bound as the lessee to live up to its obligations under this
lease, and one of these obligations is that it shall run that
road. It cannot run that road except with the assistance of
the Northern Railway, because it is not within perhaps fifty
or sixty miles of the southorn limit of the Pacific Junction
Railway, and this lease to the joint roads in perpetuity is
referred to in this Bill. We know how little argument is
required at times to convince the House that it would be
right to grant legislation. Next year, or the year after, or
in a short time, therefore, if this Bill is made law without
some safeguards in it, we shall find these two leasing com-
panies coming down to Parliament and asking to have that
pooling arrangement which I have referred to extended in
perpetuity. I may say that that pooling arrangement
expires in twenty-one years from the date of its com-
mencement. I do not remember the date, but I think
it was some six or seven years ago. It could only
be made under the Consolidated Railway Act for
the period of twenty-o&e years at most, and therefore, unless
it is extended in the meantime, it must expire at the end of
twenty-one years. One-third of the time has run out, and
before it expires, before the people have become alive to
their interests, we shall find these railway companies from
time to time endeavoring in various ways to get legislative
sanction for the extension of that pooling arrangement;
and then what will Parliament be told ? Next year perhaps
my hon. friend himself may be promoting such a measure,
and he will produce this Bill, if it goes through in its present
form, and will show that, although it does not exactly ratify
this lease, it refers to it and adopts it. H]e will say it is
incorporated in the measure, it was before Parliament,
Parliament was aware of it, and Parliament did not take
car to expressly guard its future action in respect of the case
referred to. In view of that,in view of the past, in view of
the possibility of the future, in view of the fraud committed

Mr. MULO.

on the people of that section, it appears to me that we are
only justified in granting this relief upon condition that the
petitioners do equity themselves, and I submit that there
is only one kind of restitution that the petitioning
railway can grant to-day, and that is, before they
obtain legislative sanction to any measure from this
House, they shall make restitution to the section of
country f rom which they obtained the money in respect to
the violation of the agreement on the faith of which they
received this money. Therefore, when this Bill is in the
Committee of the Whole, I intend to call the attentionof
the committee to that feature of it as well as to the other
feature, and to move, as I have given notice that I will,
such amendments as will meet the cases in question. I in-
tend to move that the Act shall not take effect until the
Hamilton and North-Western makes restitution by return-
ning to the people of Simcoe and the various municipalities
that voted money the moneys that they did so vote. I also
intend then to move that the borrowing powers shall be so
modified as in no way to interfere with the rights of the
Crown or the rights of the public who may become cus-
tomers over that line.

Mr. McCARTITHY. This matter can be perhaps more
properly dealt with in committee than in the House. I only
regret that my hon. friend, who has made so long and
labored an argument on the subject, and who is a member
of the Railway Committee and was present when this Bill
was considered, did not make his objections there, where
the manager of the road was present who could have
answered many of the matters to which he has made refer-
ence.

Mr. MULOCK. The reason why I did not was this: The
Bill was called on a few minutes before one o'clock. I
arose and proceeded to address the committee. I dealt
with only one clause. The Minister of Public Works, who
was in the chair, was impatient, intimating that there was a
meeting of the Council and he had to leave. The committee
did not seem desirous of delaying the Government or the
Minister, and accordingly all that I could do was to intimate
that, not having the attention of the committee or a reason-
able opportunity there under the circumstances to
press my case, I would take the opportunity of doing so
in the House. I mentioned that to the committee, and my
hon. friend heard me.

Mr. McCARTHY. He mentioned one matter to the
committee, and but one.

Mr. MULOCK. I had not an opportunity to go further.
Mr. McCARTIHY. Fe had not an opportunity to go further.

He mentioned that he would bring before the flouse this last
question that has been raised as to the quasi ratification caused
by the adoption of this Act. Now, I think I can explain in a
very few words what my hon. friend means, and give the
answer to what my hon. friend has stated. The Bill has
merely one object in view, and that object is to give the com-
pany power to borrow by debenture stock or terminable bonds
instead of by the ordinary bonds. That is the sole provision
of the Bill, and, added to that, it is intended to make these
bonds of the Callander and Gravenhurst section of the road
sectional. The hon. gentleman's argument amounts to this,
that if this enactment.is now passed, the effect of the con-
tract between the Crown and the railway company will be
practically done away with, if not in law, at aIl events in
good faith. Al I can say in answer to that is, that if that
is the effect of it we can add in committee any words my
hon. friend may suggest to neutralise that. That is not
the intention of the promoters of the Bill. They simply
desire, instead of issuing ordinary bonds, to issue debenture
stock. I explained that to the Railway Committee, and-
I repeat it here. That is the whole object of the section,
to make these bonds sectional ; and if there is any doubt at
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al that passing this legislation would have the effect of
nulifying the contract in any way, thon an amendment can
be put in, and Ihave prepared an amendment which Ithink
will meet the view of the hon. member, which amendment
is to the effect that nothing in the Bill contained shall in-
terfere with the contract between the Goverument and the
company. Now, a word as to the last statement made by the
hon. gentleman. He is very much afraid that the effect of
this legislation will be to ratify the pooling arrangement
between the Northern Railway Company and the Hamilton
and North-Western Railway Company.

Mr. MULOCK. I
Mr. McCARTY.

to that ?

did not say so.
What did the hon. gentleman say as

Mr. MULOCK. I said it would afford an argument to
the company to ask Parliament te ratify it at a later time.
I made an exception of that legislation that las taken
place already.

Mr. McCARTHY. If that is all I do not think the hon.
member need be much alarmed, because I find that the 8th
section of the Act passed in 1884, says:

"The company may agree with the Northern Railway of Canada
to extend the duration of the agreement of the 6th day of June, 1879,
between the two companies, to the term of 999 years or from time to
time for any shorter term or terms, and may make such changes therein
and modifications thereof as may be deemed neceesary or ad visable in
respect of substantially the same matter and subjects as are dealt with
by that agreement, referred to and scheduled in the Northern Railway
Vompany's Act, 1881."

Mr. MULOCK. No, I do not know anything about
that. I was referring to the agreement, or to the section,
which said they should not make the agreement except on
getting the sanction of the Crown.

Mr. McCARTHY. The section goes on: "Providing
always."

Mr. MULOCK. I only put in the proviso.
Mr. MeCARTHY. Now, what the hon. gentleman is

complaining of is that by innuendo, or by a side wind, this
p oling arrangement between the Hamilton and the North-

estern and the Northern will be ratified, or effect given
to it in a modified way which will give ground for these
companies coming to Parliament at a subsequent date and
asking for such au arrangement. But it is plain that bas
been already done. Now, Sir, 1, for one, was as much
oppoed as any one could be touthis arrangement that was
made between the Hamilton and North-Western Railway
Company and the Northern Railway Company. The vali-
dity of that arrangement was tested in the courts. It came
before Vice Chancellor Blake, then on the bench, and ho
decided iu favor of the validity of the arrangement. I was
solicitor for the county council at the time, and I advised an
appeal, but they did not think fit to prosecute it. It has now
lasted sice 1879, so long that I doubt very much, legal or
illegal, if the courts will interfere with it. So we may con-
clude that the arrangement which is to exist for a period
of twenty-one years will continue. The proviso which the
hon. member says he put u this Act, certainly gives suffi-
cient protection for the future, because it says:

"Provided always, that no extension of such agreement shall be
valid unless and until approved by the Governor in Council, and that
before such a proval shal be given notice of the application thereof
shail be pubabed in the Canada d szette, and i isome paper published
in the cotinty cf Simec, kc.'>
If, therefore, the hon. member still thinks there la any
doubt there is no objection to putting a clause in this Bill
that nothing in it contained shall affect the provision ofi
this section 8 in the Act of the Hamilton and North-West-i
ern Company and the corresponding section of the Northern,
Company's Act. I am not promoting a Bill here, certainly,1
which is intended to have the effeet of making that agree-c
ment of 1879 any more valid or effectual than it already is.1

w
As to the other part, I will meet the hon. member's views
by submitting an amendment to the clause which, I think,
ho will agree protects the rights of the Crown, and the
rights of Parliament, and it is in the words following:-

" Provided that this enactment la without prejudice to the agrement
with the Government of Canada and the company, bearing date 12thApril, 1884, and respecting the assumption by Parliament of the portionof aaid lins of railway between Gravenhurst and Callander."

Mr. MITCHELL. Perhaps the hon, gentleman would
state whether a clause of that kind would relieve the Gov.
ernment, if they should be called upon to take over that
railway hereafter, from the liability to pay this $20,000 per
mile in addition to the $12,000 bonus already given-in
other words, making the whole liability of the Government,
if they take over the road, $32,000 per mile. I do not enter
at all into the legal questions which have been raised; I do
not know much about them; but I do think, in the public
interest, it is our duty as legislators to look care-
fully into an Act involving so much money, where
the company was as liberally dealt with as this has
been, by the Government, to which 812,000 per mile
has been given as a bonus to build it with, on condition
that if they failed to carry out the arrangement, or if the
Government took possession of the road, they shodld take
it over after paying the difference between the 812e000
and the cost of the road. All I am aiming at now in
calling the hon. gentleman's attention to this point, is to
have such an explanation as will satisfy this House, and to
know whether ho can put a clause in the agreement by
which the public interested can be protected, where author-
ity is given to issue railway bonds for $20,000 a mile, if the
bonds get into the hands of the general public; I want to
know how, after we have passed legislation and these bonds
have been circulated, and passed into the hands of private
parties, perhaps, without their knowledge of the Gov-
ernment lien, how ho can put a clause in that Bill that
will protect the publie against having to pay $12,000 a mile
over what they agreed to. It seems te me a monstrous
proposition, and I would like to have a clear understanding
of it.

Mr. COOK. It is a very great pity that we bave not a
general railway Act which would save us the difieulty that
we have experienced in this and previous Sessions. The
Sessions would be much shorter, it would do away with
the Railway Committee, and the results would be that our
Sessions could be shortened at least one month. We would
not have all the charter selling, we would not have all the
difficulties and scandals in connection with railways, that
have been developed this Session and previous Sessions.
Any person who wanted to build a railway would only have
to furnish means and locate his lino and build the road,
irrespective of the Government. I think if the Government
act wisely they will introduce some plan of this sort. In
ths case as well as in other cases that have been brought
up in this House, there appears to be an underground rail-
way, some members of this House taking a sleeping car ;
or if they are not in a good comfortable sleeping car, they
are in sleeping apartments, or so it is rumored outside. As
for the veracity of that statement, I do not know whether
it is true or not, but still such rumors are afdoat.

Mr. McCARTHY. If the hon. gentleman refera to me I
desire him to say so, and I will have his words taken down.

Mr. COOK. I will talk to the hon. gentleman when I
am ready, and I will say what I seo fit. I will give him to
understand that I am a member of this House, and under-
stand my rights and privileges as such. Some reference
was made to the Globe. I am not here to defend the Globe,
for it can defend itself. Then, as to the question of 83,000
or $5,000 paid to the hon. gentleman as president of tis
r4ilway, the principle is all the same.-
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Mr. SPR A KER. I hope the hon. gentleman will address

the Chair and confine himself to this Bill.
Mr. HESSON. He cannot do it.
Mr. COOK. The hon, member for North Perth had

better hold his tongue. It is well known that the contractors
of this company and the eompany itself have been at logger-
heads for some time back. it is well known that they have
only just settled the difficulties between them. They took
the advice probably of some older and more experienced
men than themselves because they did not wish to have
developments made like those respecting another railway
company whose charter is held by a gentleman in this
House. The Government of the country are interested in
this road to the extent of $12,000 a mile. They have a
right at any time to take back the road if they pay the
amount over and above 812,000 a mile, the actual cost
of its construction. The company wants to bond the
road for 820,000 a mile which will make a total of
832,000 a mile. In the event of Parliament wishing
to take the road back they will have to pay $20,000
of bonds per mile to parties who will, no doubt, pur-
chase the bonds, because I understand they are to be gua-
ranteed by the Northern and North-Western to the extent
of 4 per cent. Those bonds will, no doubt, be placed on
the English market, and will be sold very readily. Such
being the case, if the Government intend to take back the
railway they will have to pay this extra $20,000 a mile. It
is pretty well known that the road cost only between
820,000 and $25,000-say $25,000. So there will be a
balance of $7,000 a mile above the cost. It will not be a
matter like that of the member for West Toronto, but an
amount of $170,000 which will go into the pocket of some-
one. Where will the money come from ? Into whose
pockets will it go ? Among whom is it to be divided ? The
hon. member for Simcoe (Mr. McCarthy) says he has not
a cent. No, he has not a cent; nor have the rest of them.
They have not got the money yet; I do not know how
soon they may get it. There was something fishey about
letting the contract-there was a great deal of manouvr-
ing. A large number of parties tendered for the work.
There were: John Carroll, St. Catharines; B. J. Brown,
Ingersoll; James McMann, St. Catharines; D. S. Booth,
Brockville; James Cosgrave, Prescott; John Ryan, Brook-
ville; P. Larkin, St. Catharines ; Alex. Manning, Toronto;
Frank Manning, Toronto; - Peterson, Buffalo or Locke-
port; Henry McFarlane, Toronto. Manning & Peterson's
tenders were the lowest. The specifications were got out
in such a way that a large number of men experienced in
railway building did not tender for the work. It is pretty
weil understood that-

Mr. HAGGART. I rise to a point of order. That has
nothing. to do with the Bill before the House.

Mr. SPEAKER. The motion is on the whole principle
of the Bill, which provides for additioLal bonds to be issued.

Mr McCARTRY. No.

Mr. HAGGART. This is a statement of the contractors
who contracted for the building of the road.

Mr. SPEAKER. The question is about the contract for
the building of the road.

Mr. COOK. The House is interested to the extent of
$12,000 a mile.

Mr. SPEAKER. It is in reference to the contract of
building the road. Are additional bonds to be issued ?

Mr. McOARTHY. No. The power is to issue one kind
of bonds instead of another. There is power to issue bonds
to the extent of $20,000 a mile, and it is proposed to issue
debenture stock instead of bonds6

Mfr. Coox.

Mr. MULOCK. I hardly think the hon. gentleman has
put the issue correctly. It is true, as he pointed out, that
the Act of incorporation gives power to bond the road to
the extent of $20,000 a mile, but subsequently their borrow-
ing power was modified by the contract made with the
Crown. It is the position of the Crown we are seeking to
protect.

Mr. McCARTHY. I will introduce a clause to cover
that.

Mr. MULOCK. This Bill modifies that.
Mr. MoCARTHIY. That is not the point of order.

Mr. MULOCK. I say that this Bill if passed to-day will
make the Crown liable for $20,000 a mile, whereas under
the contract previously the company only had power to
issue bonds to the extent of 88,000 per mile as against the
Crown.

Mr. SPEAKER. For what is this schedule required?

Mr. MOCARTHY. It is the lease between the two roads,
this road and the Northern and North.Western Railways.

Mr. SPEAKER. This refers to the construction of the
road. Is this schedule to be confirmed ?

Mr. MaCARTIHY. No, it is just referred to.

Mr. EDGAR. If I recollect correctly there was a peti-
tion presented to this House against the Bill by the con-
tractors, who were spoken of just now by the member for
Simcoe (Mr. Cook), and giving the particulars of their
claims. Thgt petition is before the House.

Mr. MILLS. Unquestionably the hon. member is in
order. He is discussing the whole policy of the Govern-
ment, he is dealing with that policy, and the manner in
which the work has been done. If there was anything
improper in letting the contract, if there were larger
liabilities being incurred than were necessary, if the secur-
ities were being diminished, certainly the member has a
right to discuss the whole matter for the purpose of making
that clear to the louse.

Mr. COOK.
pretty hard.

I recognise that I have hit gentlemen

Mr. HESSON. Oh, oh.

Mr. COOK. The chirping member for North Perth (Mr.
Hesson) had better hold his tongue. I was about to say
that the rumors current at the time of letting the contract
were that the specifications were specially prepared in such
a manner that the contract must fall into the hands of a
certain party. It is understood that is so. The other
gentlemen who tendered, who were the lowest and who
were likely to kick up a row, were taken into the contract.
The contract was let to Dawson, Hendrie & Go., with several
others whose names were not mentioned. The sureties are
William Hendrie and Dr. Ferguson, M.P. for Welland, I
understand.

An hon. MEMBER. Were those two of the contractors?

Mr. COOK. Those were the sureties; I do not know
about the other matter. However, it is said that the spoils
are to be pretty equally divided. They are going to bond
the road for $20,000 and build it for $25,000 per mile. They
are going to divide spoils to the extent of 8770,000, which
is a greater amount for a small road than any one I know
of. The member for West Toronto (Mr. Beaty), I believe,
bas a road 400 miles long; his plunder is 8640,000; but
this road is only a little over 100 miles, and they propose to
distribute in the way of grab no less a sum than $770,000.

Mr. MTLLS. There are more boys in this.
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Mr. COOK. Yes; and in consequence of this a large

number of gentlemen through the country refused to ten-
der. Bailey & Co., for instance, who did tender, were very
much annoyed; Mr. Bailey talked very loud because his
tender, being the lowest, was not accepted. But he was
provided for, like many other contractors whom it was neces.-
sary to take in so that they would not squeal. Mr. Bailey
became engineer-in-chief of this railway. He was so capable
a man and seo able to perform work of this kind that they
employed him in that capacity, and by doing this they closed
his mouth. Mr. Alexander Manning was one of the lower
tenderers. It could not be said that ho is not an able and
capable man and a man of means-a man who has money
at his command at all times to go on with such work. Mr.
Peterson and Mr, Frank Manning were also low, but young
Mr. Manning was taken in, Mr. Peterson was taken in, and
I suppose by young Mr. Manning being taken in the elder
Mr. Manning was satisfied, and the company was made up
of men of this class. It was stated at the time that the only
reason for giving the contract to this syndicate was that
there was scarcely any one else capable of furnishing the
money necessary to go on with the work. I do not know
about that; I think myself there are plenty of men whoare
capable and I know the part of the country through which
the road runs. There is no part of Ontario where a road
can be built much cheaper or better. It is a level country;
they have at their disposal the necessary wood for ties and
fencing; they have good gravel pits all along the line and
the road could be built very cheaply. The company also
endeavor to work cheaply in the construction of thoir stations.
At one place that I know of, a station was to be placed at a vil-
lage called Utterson, they discovered that the people
there were very anxious for the station, and gave it out
that they were going to build it two miles away. In that
way they forced the poor settlers there to give them a
bonus of $1,000, provided the station would be built at
Utterson. I understood they did the same thing at
several other places, and this shows the economy of the
contractors fer the construction of this road. I suppose
they proposed to use the same means as are used by other
parties. They have received and will receive from the
Government in subsidies the amount of $1,320,000, and
they propose to bond this road for $2,200,000 at $20,000
per mile. The road should have been in operation long
ago; the people are very anxious for it, but the difliculties
between the contractors and the company were such that]
the road could not b. opened, and the consequence is that
freight, which were contracted for to be carried over the
road, is lying there and cannot b. removed. Well, I am
glad they have come to a settlement.

Soeme hon. MEMBERS. Oh, oh.

Mr. COOK. I have no doubt that the gentlemen who
chirp so loudly, probably if they have not an interest
in works of this kind would like to have. You will always
find that mon who call thief the loudest are generally the
biggest thieves themselves. I wish to say sometbing now
about these two companies which are about to lease the
neutral line, although that subject has been gone into pretty
extensively by my hon. friend for North York. These roadis
run through the constituencies of the hon. members for South
and North Simcoe, and they are largely interested in the
matter; they are interested to the extent that the county
council passed a unanimous resolution memorialising the
Government that the bonuses which were paid by the
Simcoes should be refunded to them, as the works
had been taken over by the Dominion, as they were
supposed to b. works for the general advantage of
Canada. Therefore, I expect to hear from my hon.
friends, whose reeves and deputy reeves were se unani-
n'ous in that memorial. The SiMcoes were laboring
under the monopoly of the Northern .Railway for a

1M*

great many years, and to break that monopoly they entered
into an arrangement to build a competin line from Barrie
and Collingwood to Hamilton, called the Hamilton and
North-Western. Large bonuses were given by municipali-
ties in the county, on the express and distinct understand-
ing that it should be a competing line. The hon. member
for North Simeoestated a short time ago, that he was
acting for the county council and was solicitor for
the connty of Simooe. Hle drew up those agreements
with the varions municipalities, and I am sorry to say that
they were drawn in so loose a manner that a coach and four
was driven through them almost before the ink was dry on
the paper. However, the people know the circumstances,
and they see the connection the hon. gentleman has now
witb the men who promoted the Hamilton and North-
Western Railway. The result of it all is, that, to-day, instead
of competing lines of railroad, they have a greater monopoly
than ever they had before. Wheat last year was carried
from Collingwood at a cent and a half a bushel, while at 30
miles nearer to Toronto they charged the farmers 8 cents a
bushel to Toronto. That is the monopoly that has been
created, and I think it is time the Government should inter-
fere to put an end to matters of this kind. The monopoly
is greater now because they know they cannot get another
railway. They know they have all the lines they possibly
can expect in that part of the country, and as long as the
amalgamation continues the people are to be swindled by
the increased cost of carrying their produce to market. I
just wish to make one more statement, that is, in reference
to the visit of the committee of the County Council of
Simcoe who waited on the Premier. On that occasion the
hon, leader of the Blouse stated to the deputation-

aThe worda Io the Act of 1883 declared certain roada for the general
advantage of Canada Il

Mr. SPEAKER. I think that has really nothing to do
with this Bill. That is an Act relating to certain railways
in the Province of Ontario and declaring them to be railways
for the general advantage of Canada.

Mr. COOK. Weil, I do not wish to bring this up in a
hostile way at all. I merely wished to draw the attention
of the Premier to the statement he made, and the result
of that statement.

Mr. SPEAKERi The hon. member will see that that
opens up a vast field for discussion on a public Act, while
this is a private Act.

Mr. COOK. I will not attempt to discuss that matter. I
hope I will have an opportunity of discussing it again, when
I will show that the statement the hon. Premier made on
that occasion was entirely fallacious, I think I have about
stated my case so far as this railway is concerned. I trust
that the Government will see that the road is opened at a
very early date. It is of paramount importance to the
people along that line. One thing I will mention. I
received from the reeve of the township of Monck a letter
stating that in crossing from Muskoka to the township of
Monck the railway crossed on the side line, blocking the
road, so that the people have to travel two and a-half miles
to get around. I applied to the Department of Railways,
and asked for communications that had passed between
the reeve of Monck and the Government, and I propose when
I get those letters to lay them before the Minister of
Railwaya. I have no doubt, as soon as his attention is
called to it, that ho will settle the matter, because it is one
of those grievous and vexations incidents that injure the
feelings of people who have to travel long distances, par-
ticularly when the roade are bad. I hope in a day or two
to get the correspondence, when I will lay it before the
Minister of Railways, who I hope, wili be recovered from
his illness, and will be able to give hi. attention to it.
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Motion agreed to, and the House resolved itself into public, may at some future time come in and redeem the

Committee. bonds, and the bondholders will buy on that chance. It
(In the Committee.) was perfectly understood more bonds would have to be

issued, and that perhaps application would have to be made
On section 1, to Parliament for relief in that regard. That is the explan.
Mr. MULOCK. I beg to amend this clause as follows:- ation, and I hope the hon. member for Northumberland

By striking ont of the 32nd and 33rd Unes of the first paragraph (Mr. Mitchell) will find it satisfactory.
thereof the words:• " The sum of $20,000 per mile of such portion," Mr. MITCHELL. I am glad to get that explanation, butand by inserting in lien thereof the following words : The value of
said railway over and above the Government subsidy of $12,000 per must ask my hon. friend to give a little more explanation
mile, such value to be ascertained, in case the Government cannot before I can be satisfied that we should give the legislation
agree, by arbitration, the arbitrators to be appointed, one by the L*overn- asked for. I am not at all interested locally, as myhon.ment and the other by the said company, and the third by the two s0 fri
appointed ; failing agreement as to auch third arbitrator, then by one fend is, who moved the amendment, and do net prfoss t
of the chief justices of the High Court of Ontario, under the provisions interest myself in the local question affected by this measure.
of the Ontario Judicature Act in that behalf, and the award of the The one thing that interests me is this : Parliament agreed
majority shall be binding. to give the magnificent subsidy of $12,000 a mile for the

Mr. McCARTHY. The effect of that amendment would construction of what was a very desirable link between
be to destroy the Bill. No bonds could be issued if it were our Western Territories and Toronto, the distance being, I
adopted. Its meaning is that bonds may be issued to the believe, about 110 miles. In the contract between the
value of the railway. How are the purchasers of the bonds Government and the company, if I understand it
to ascertain what the value of the railway is ? The bonds rightly, the company agreed, in the case of certain
are offered on the market for sale. contingencies arising, which it is quite possible might

MThat is your present proposition? arise-if, for instance, at any time they did not runMr. MULOCK. Tathe road satisfactorily, or if they failed in the payment
Mr. McCARTHY. No, it is not. The hon. gentleman of the interest on the bonds, or if it became a matter of

will see by the contract that there is no limitation of the national interest that the Government should assume the
bonds. road-that the Government, authorised by Parliament,

M r. MULOCK. As against the Crown there is. could take over that road for its cost, less the $12,000 a mile
subsidy. This would leave $8,000 a mile to be paid by the

Mr. MOCA.RTHY. The company had the right te issue Government, assuming the road to cost $20,000 a mile, as
bonds te the extent of $20,000 a mile. The lase between estimated at the time. The Bill we are discussing intro-
the two companies provides that up to $12,000 the bonds duces an important alteration as regards the amount of
shall bo issued by the consent of the directors, and beyond bonds to be issued, by providing that the company may
that amount by the consent of the shareholders; but it was issue bonds to the entent of 820,000 a mile on the road.
never supposed that $8,000 a mile would build the road. As The company have been paid already $12,000 a mile sub-
the hon. gentleman knows, in 1883 it was estimated that it sidy, and if they now get authority to issue bonds for
would cost $24,000 a mile. As I have stated, I have no $20,000 a mile, that will make $32,000 a mile; se that
desire at all that the contract between the Government and before the Government could take the road over, they
the company should be in the slightest degree affected, and would have, besides the $12,000 they have already paid, to
I propose to add at the end of the clause the words: assume the bonds to the extent of $20,000 a mile.

Provided that this enaetment is without prejudice to the agreement Mr. McCARTHY. No.between the Goverument of Canada and the company, bearing date the
12th day of Ap ril, 1884, respecting the assumption by Parliament of the Mr. MITCHELL. 1 have listened with some attentionportion of said hne of railway between Gravenhurst and Gallander. to the explanations of the hon. gentleman, and my convie.
I move that in amendment to the amendment of the hon. tion is that the construction put upon the clause will be this.
member. Perhaps I may now explain what the hon. mem- My hon. friend says "no; " but I would like to ask him,
ber for Northumberland (Mr. Mitchell) asked. I think ho if these bonds to the extent of $20,000 a mile be in circu-
has misunderstood the contract between the Government lation, amounting to millions, on the public markets of
and the company. The company was formed for the pur- Europe and Amorica, and the Government decided to take
pose of building this railway. The Government subsidised over the road, in the public interest, either because the
it to the extent of $12,000 a mile, and the company had interest was not paid on the bonds, or because the company
power to borrow to the extent of 820,000 a mile; but the refused to run the road, so that they might force the d1ov-
agreement between the Government and the company was ernment to take it over, would not the Government be in
that if at any time hereafter, Parliament, not the Govern- the position I descÉíbe ? The Government have already paid
ment, was satisfied that the company was not acting up to 812,000 per mile, and they would have to redeem the bonds
its engagements or discharging its chartered duties fairly, floated to the extent of $20,000 more per mile. It is all
then Parliament might cancel this lease and assume the very fine to say that the purchasers of the bonds will
bonded debt of the company absolutely to the extent of have- to take them with the responsibility that attaches to
$8,000 a mile and to so much more as the road at that time the company. Would that be in answer to the private
might be worth. Therefore the power to issue bonds was holders or even to public opinion ? Would it be an answer
given in this way. There was power to issue bonds to the to the sensitive feelings of the stock exchange people
extent of $20,000 a mile and the bondholders took their and the investors both in Europe and at home ? No, Sir;
chances as to whether the road at that date would be worth the Government would be bound to pay, in addition to the
820,000 a mile or not. If not, then the bonds would not be $12,000 a mile, the whole amount of the bonds issued.
assumed by Parliament. That is the Position the contract There is no other construction to be put on that clause. My
was in, and it is not proposed to isturb that positoin hon. friend says ho is willing to put a provision in the Bill
in the sightest degree. to the effect that nothing in the Bill shall alter or affect the

Mr. MULOCK. Does not the section disturb that ? original contract. That would be all very well, if the bonds
were in the hande of the company; but when the bonds

Mr. MoCARTHY. I do not think so. The company do have gone into the general market and out of the control of
not, in the slightest degree, desire to affect its contract the company, how could the Government take that position ?
with the Government by a side wind, but understands that The answer would be that the Government had been a party
Parliament, should the company not do its duty by the to deceiving the general public by so weding the clause

Mr. Cool.
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that it would bear the construction that if the Govern- advantage obtained over the Government to the extent of
ment took over the road with the issue of $20,000 $1,300,000, which I believe there has been.
per mile in bonds upon it, they would have to paythe $32,000. This would make a difference to the lMr. MoMULLEN. We ought fairly to understand what
country of $1,300,000 in ail, if the Government took over effort has been made to find out the real cost of this road.
the road. I do not know any clause the hon. gentleman It would b. exceedingly imprudent for the House to grant
can put in, on the lino he bas suggested, wbich can remedy the company power to issue bonds beyond the s»tuai cost
this defect in the Bill, if the bonds once become publie pro- of the road. If we can find out what the amountgf that
perty and circumatances force the Government to take over cost is, it would be within the duty and power of the House
the road. The popular view of a measure of this kind to grant that privilege, but, if the road has not cSt $32,000
which would come before Parliament, would be to compel a mile, it is clear the country is rununing great risk in
the Government to pay the whole $32,000 a mile. I might granting this power to the company. There is one or other
illustrate this by a parallel case that occurred here a few of two difficulties that we have to stare in the face. Either,
weeks agowhen the ship canal Bill was up, in which we got in the first place, the Hamilton and North-Western Railway
involved to the extent of some $3,300,000, that I consider Company, along with the Northern Railway Company,
was practically thrown away. want to use the security they have got under their hand by

beoming the owners or lessees of this road, or else the
Mr. MaCARTHY. Order. contractors are in collusion with the Hamilton and North.

Mr. MITCHELL. I am in order; I am illustrating, by Western Railway Company, whereby there is going to be a
an argument that I used then, the effect this Bil will have, very large amount of money pocketed by some person4

if we adopt a similar course now to the one we adopted thon. Before the company are granted the power tond thie
I am endeavoring to show that when the hon. gentleman road, the Government shofuld employ some person totally
puts the construction ho does on this Bill, the answer is outside nd idependent of the company and of everyone
given by saying: "Oh, you are bound already by the issue e iterested in it te make an actual careful
on our part of 20,000 a mile." I de not know whether we calculation as to what the roal value of the lino

are or not. That is a point I need not deal with as far as ls, and thon it would be fair for the company te ask thi
this question is concerned; but if we are so bound, I say it House to grant them power to bond the road to a eum suffi.

is by mistake, or worse still, by collusion; and as to either cient to meet the actual cost over the amount which bas

horn of the dilemma, it is a wrong upon the public, and been already granted towards its construction, but to ask

when these gentlemen ask further facilities teoenable them us to permit them to issue bonds to the amount of $20,000
to carry on their scheme, it is in the right of Parliament a mile when we are virtually in the dark as to the actual
te say : We will ho compelled by the construction of the cost of the road is too much on the part of that company.
At assd e c pe 'what hecpro n ot I do not think we have any right to consent to a course of

et passed to carry out w at you have proposed, and let that kind, because, if we do that, and, through the com-
you have theadvantage; but we lanirefusen te-day y pany not efficiently operating the road afterwards or throunhfurther facilities, and prevent farther legislation to-day by any necessity which might happen, if Government taierefusing to confirm a miistake or error or collusion, if possession ofthe lino, those who hold the bonds and whosnch exist, and if so which ought never to have existed. are outside holders would have a fair ground of claim
Something as been said about the cost of this road. am against the country for a refund of the money which theytold there is no rolling stock on the road, but that simply have invested in those bonds; The Hamilton and North-
the road-bed is leased to the Northern and North-Western Western Railway Company do not ask that these bonds
Railways, and an agreement made to pay interest upon 8,000 should cover the other portion of their lino, but thata mile and the interest on the bonds. The interest they have thcy shall merely cover the 110 miles of new lino to
to pay is on 8,000 a mile, not on the bonds, 1 beieve am which the Government bas granted this money. Theynot wrong in that. That is to be paid as a rental. Where, will clearly bo against that and not against any other portion
then, a the necessity for issuing this $20,000 a mile ? of the Hamilton and North-Western or Northern Railway,What is it for ? se, if the Government should see it necessary to take over

Mr. McCARTHY. That is not the rental. The rent is this lino in the interest of the company they would have to
the amount of the bond issue, whatever that may b, and 4 settle with those bondholders, because they will say: Yon
per cent. upon the paid-up stock. That is what the rent is. sanctioned those bonds, they were placed on the market
If the hon. gentleman reads the loase, ho will find that out under a law of the Parliament of Canada, and you cannot

repudiate the bonds now on the ground that the road did
Mr. MITCHELL. Perhaps I am in error. I accept the hon not cost the money. Thus we would virtually be in for the

gentleman's explanation and suppose I am in error, as ho whole amount of the bonds we are going to allow them to
states so, but I read it that they were to pay rental upon issue. The whole Dominion is deeply interested in this
$8,000 a mile, and thon thoe was the difference between that matter. The Province of Ontario is deeply interested in it.
and $20,000. I understood the cost of the road was estimated It is important that the road should b run efflciently, and
at $20,000 a mile. That is amply sufficient, I should think, we should take great care before we permit the issue of the
to cover the cst of a road with nothing but a road-bed, and bonds. I do not believe that that road ever cost 820,000 a
with such a character of country. I am told that the mile or anything like it, notwithstanding the estimate which
greater portion of the country is not very severe to build bas been submitted and the certificate which has been given.
over. Some of it -is pretty severe, I am told, but I am I know men of extended experience in the construction of rail-
informed that $20,000 a mile is ample to complete it. ways who have passed over the road from one end totheother
Whether it is so or not I do not know, but, after looking who have seen every foot of it, who have walked all over it,
over the agreements and looking over the Bill now before and they have declared that it cost nothing like $20,000 a
the House, I think it rests with gentlemen who wish to mile, ironed and everything else, and I am satisfied they are
guard the public interest to prevent them froin getting correct.e venture to say that, if the Government yill
confirmation of any mistakes the Government may have appoint three competent, experienced engineers, men who
made. [f they have a right, legally, under existing logis- have extended experience in building railways, totally
lation, let them keep it, but let us not confirm it and fetter independent of both the Government and the railway com-
the chains upon us by aanctioning, after it comes to our pany, te value that road, they will not say it cost $20,000 a
khowledge,,ither ay mistake which has oocurred. or an mile or anything liéeit. Iam stoid it never ost any
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such money, because there are portions of it that can be
quite easily built, though other portions are perhaps harder
to build, From the manner in which the contract was let,
from the collusion which existed between the parties ten-
dering for the work, the whole thing from beginning to
end bears the evidence of a huge job, inaugurated and
carried on as far as the construction is concerned, carried
on as Jfar as the railway company is concerned, and
it je going to b.ecarried on as far as the bonded
debt is concerned. It is quite clear that there is some
thing wrong in this matter, and the House is assuming a
serious responsibility in lending its countenance to the
issue of a bonded debt upon a road which we have a right
to take over au its actual value without learning the actual
value now, and limiting the issue of bonds to that actual
value. In going beyond that we are committing a very
grave mistake, because we are committing the country to
an extensive bonded debt that there is no necessity for. It
ie quite clear that the Hamilton and North-Western and
Northern Railways are going to use the credit of that road
to improve their own condition as corporations, or else they
are going to divide the spoil between the contractors and
the parties interested.

Mr. EDGAR. In connection with this Bill, there is a
matter I would like to draw the attention of the president
of the road and of the Government to. In the lease, which
is a schedule to this Bill, there is a provision that the Cana-
dian Pacifie Railway shall make an arrangement for through
rates and fares in connection with this railway within six
months after the date of the lease, and there is an elaborate
provision for an arbitration in case they do not do it, and
the clause goes on to say that this clause shall have no
effect, unless the Canadian Pacifie Railway shall do so
within six months. I understand that the Canadian Pacifie
Railway have not donc so, that they did not do so within
six months, and, what is more, that they have not done so
yet. It is all very well for us to legislate for a railway and
try to make provision to assist this line, or the lessees, but
unless provision is made to give the company or the lessees
the benefit of through rates and fares, and proper connec-
tion with the Canadian Pacifie Railway at Callander, we
might just as well not legislate at all, and the Government
might just as well not have given a cent of the 6$12,000 a
mile. Now, I think it is exceedingly important that the
House should have an idea of what has been done recently,
because it was not done the other day, for, in reply to my
enquiry, the Government said it was not; and if it has not
been done, what arrangements are being made that it
should be done?

Mr. McCARTHY. I think the hon. member for North
Wellington (Mr. MeMullen) mieunderstood some matters
which, perhaps, are of importance. There seems to be an
impression on the other side of the House that this com-
pany has no rolling stock on the line. I do not know
where they got that idea. Rolling stock is to be put on
the lino, and rolling stock is now being procured at Cobourg
and elsewhere.

Mr. DAVIES. How much a mile will that cost ?
Mr. McCARTHIY. I think in the neighborhood of

$300,000, that is, $3,000 a mile, somewhere in that neigh-
borhood. Then I do not know what the hon. member
means by saying that there was a conspiracy, in point of
lact, that the directors of this road would eat up the whole
amount of this bond issue. Now, I submit that it is very
unfair for any member on the floor of Parliament to make
a statement of that kind unless he is prepared to back it up.
If the hon. member will make that charge on his responsi.
bility as a member of the House, and formulate a clear
statement, ho shal have full opportunity of proving it,
that I tell him. I say there is not a word of truth iit,n

Mr. McMULN

there is not the slightest ground for it. So far as the con-
tract is concerned, I was not in the company at the time
it was made, and I do not know the terms upon which
the specifications were issued. I do not know who were
the tenderers, for I had nothing at all to do with it. But I
am quite satisfied in saying that Mr. Charles Moss, who took
a great interest in it, was privy to no fraud, that I will ven-
ture to say, and I think no gentleman who knows Mr.
Charles Moss will venturu to contradict my statement. Now,
the question really is whether these parties who are interested
are to have the means of placing these debentures or bonds
upon the market. The bonds are at present held mainly
by the Bank of Montreal; $12,000 have been issued snd
handed over to the contractors, and there is still a consider-
able sum due to the contractors-I do not know how
much-a large sum, I believe. Hon. members will see
that no bonds can be issued beyond $12,000 a mile without
the consent of the Northern Railway shareholders and
stockholders, and the Hamilton and North-Western Railway
shareholders. Now, if hon. members will reflect that these
bonds became a charge upon both these roads, and these'
roads are paying concerns, they will understand how
impossible it is that the companies should be parties or
privy to anything that is charged here by hon. gentlemen
opposite. That they should issue bonds beyond the actual
construction upon which they would have to pay interest,
appears to me so absurd that if hon. members would reflect
for a moment they would not assume it to be possible unless
they assuie that all the gentlemen on this side of the
Atlantic from Mr. Barker, the manager and representative
of the Northern, and the bondholders who own that road,
and everybody else connected with it, should lend them-
selves to this gigantic fraud. There is not a word of truth
in the accusation, and I challenge any hon. member to
formulate the charge and he will have full opportunity to
prove it.

Mr. MoMULLEN. I stated in my remarks that I had
met, a few days ago, a gentleman who walked over the
entire line of road and he stated to me that it was his
candid opinion that the entire road did not cost $20,000 a
mile. I say that I believe if the Government instituted an
investigation to ferret out the exact value, they will find
that it is not worth more than $20,000 complete, with the
steel on it.

Mr. BOWELL. That is not what yeu said.
Mr. MILLS. I think the House is entitled to more

information than those who are interested in this charter
have given us. We are entitled to know what this road cost.

Mr. McCARTHY. It is not completed yet.

Mr. MILLS. I understood that the work is nearly done.

Mr. MoCARTHY. The hon, gentleman will understand
that it is not a lump contract, it is so much according to
measurement, a schedule contract, and ihis contract is made
in such a way that in case of disagreemnent between the
company and the contractors, Mr. Hobson-and every body
will say he is a responsible engineer-is to settled disputes
as to the quantity.

Mr. MILLS. Certainly the company have had the quan-
tities estimated and have sent an engineer over the road,
they know what the amount of traffic is, they know the
amount of building, and they know the terms upon which
their contract has been made. Why should they not give
to the louse that estimate ? Why is that information not
given to the House upon this subject ?

Mr. MoCARTHY. When Mr. Barker, the manager of
the road, was here before the Railway Committee, why did
not hon. gentlemèn ask for information on any of these
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points? They oould have got it all in detail. These matters
ought to have been brought up in the Railway Committee.

Mr. MILLS. It is quite clear that these matters ought to
be brought before the flouse, and if they were net brought
before the committee this House would be altogether want-
ing in its duty if, in the case of a road which bas been sub-
sidised to the extent of $12,000 a mile, it permitted amend-
ments te be made in its charter, and additional powers given
it which might seriously affect the public interest, without
insisting upon the fullest information. I do net say that
the amendment asked is unreasonable. Se far as my infor-
mation goes, the company are asking permission to issue
bonds te the extent of 88,000 to $10,000 per mile, beyond
what is necessary. Now, what is the effect of that upon the
arrangement between the Government and the company ?
Certainly after those bonds are issued, the Government
could not invoke any contract making them liable for a
less sum in case they took over the road. I think the
Government would be liable, if called upon to pay, net for
the amounts specified in the original contract, but for
that amount as modified by the additional powers that the
company have acquired by the legislation now being songht.
Why should we give the company power to issue bonds to
the amount of several thousand dollars per mile beyond
the actual requirements of the company ? The hon. gentle-
man says that the company eau have no interest in the
arrangement of this sort; but I say that if the Government
is te buy out the company, if it is to make a public appro-
priation to it, if the company's interests and rights are to
be extinguished, the company have a great interest in the
legislation that is being sought. It has an interest of from
*7,000 to 810,000 a mile, according te representations that
have been made to me. I think we ought not to sanction
legislation of that sort, and the hon. gentleman, before h.
asks for it, should give that information which ought te
have been given in committee, but which it is not too late to
give now, and which this House ought to insist upon before
it permits a further step te be taken.

Mr. WHITE (Hastings). I think this House bas had
already some information in the matter. In the firet place
the contract was let by Mr. Moss, who was president of the
road, for so much per yard, se much per pound of iron. It
has cost $27,000 a mile, and yet the road is not complete.
Now, how can the company tell that it will net take $3,000 a
mile, or in all, $32,000to complete the road ? The bon. gentle-
man from Wellington says that a gentleman walked over the
entire road and said it could have been built for $20,000 a mile.
That is a very strong statement for any hon, member te
make to this committee. The work is being done by the
yard and the iron is contracted for by the pound, and it
will be very difficult to state the extent of the work, but it
has been announced that up to the present time the expen-
diture has reached about $27,000 a mile. Under these
circumstances how can an hon. member, who professes te
bg a practical man, declare that the road will be built for
$0,000 a mile ? It is unreasonable for any hon. member
tW make a statement of that kind, and thus try and convince
the committee net to grant this Bill. If I understand the
matter rightly, the Government have te pay what the road
is worth if they take it over. Suppose bonds are issued te
the extent of $20,000 a mile; the Government give $12,000
a mile, making $32,000 a mile in all. Suppose further,
that the Government three or four years hence decide te
take over this branch. Suppose the value of the road is
$25,000 a mile, the parties holding the bonde will have te
lose the other $7,000 a mile. The Government is net
bound, if the road has been built for $26,000 or $28,000 a
mile to pay 832,000 if they desire to take it over. That
matter was before the Railway Committee and was fully
disussed'

Some hon. MEMBRSR No.

Mr. WHITE (Hastings). Yes, and it was beibre a sub.
.committee.

Some hon. MEMBERS. No.
Mr. MoCARTHY. No, it was the other Bill.
Mr. WHITE (Hastings). This Bill was before the Rail-

way Committee at all events and the committee were satis.
fied to grant what is asked in this Bill, $20,000 a mile. The
contractors have receivedi already $26 000 or $27,000 a mile
and the road is not yet completed. The have got the Gov.
ernment's 812,000 a mile, they have bonds for $12,000 a
mile and the company owes them 83,000 or $4,000 a mile,
and the road is not yet completed. The coutract was let
by Mr. Moss of Toronto, a gentleman who would not lend
himseolf to anything either dishonest or imprudent. We
should grant this company what they seeck because they are
asking only what is reasonable and right.

Mr. DAVIES. The hon. gentleman's argument may be
very good, but it does not meet the point suggested by hon.
gentlemen on this side of the House. I would be sorry to
give a vote that would prejudice the undertaking, but the
point raised by the hon. member for North York (Mr.
Mulock) seems worthy of consideration. Lot ns get down
to the actual dispute between that bon. gentleman and the
hon. member for Simcoo (Mr. McCarthy). The Bill pro-
poses to allow the company to bond the road for $20,000 a
mile. The hon. member for North York (Mr. Mulock)
says: I move that that arbitrary sum be struck ont of the
Bill and that there be inserted $8,000 a mile and such other
sum as it may cost. He practically allows the road to be
bonded to the full extent of its cost. If any dispute should
arise the value would be decided by arbitrators. The hon.
member for Simcoe (Mr. McCarthy) states : What difference
is it to the Government if the company wants to bond the
road for $20,000 a mile, why do yon want to limit it? The
reply is that the agreement entered into between the Gov-
ernment and the company before the Act was passed pro.
vided that if the Government choose to acquire the road
they should pay to the company some 8,000 a mile --

Mr. McCARTHY. Not to the company. They will
assume the bonds.

Mr. DAVIES. 88,000 a mile and such further sum
beyond that amount as the said railway may then be worth.
Now here comes in the force of the position stated by the
member for Northumberland (Mr. Mitchell). That agree-
ment allows the company to bond the road for $8,000 a
mile, and if this Bill is granted and Parliament allows the
company to bond the road for $20,000 a mile and those
bonds pass into the bands of private persons and they are
made preferential bonds, if the Government attempt to take
advantage of the expropriation clause, they would be bound
in honor and in equity not to pay what the road would
thon be worth but the amount of bonde they had authorised
to be issued. That woald be the effect of the Bill if it were
passed, and the committee should hesitate before passing it.
What I desire to know is this: It is said by two or three
gentlemen who are acquainted with railway building that
the road will not cost more than $20,000 a mile. The hon.
member for Simcoe (Mr. McCarthy) said it would cost
83,000 a mile to provide it will rolling stock, which would
raise the sum to 823,000 a mile. The company have the
Government subsidy of $12,000 a mile and they propose to
issue bonds bringing the amount up to $32,000 a mile,
leaving 89,000 a mile surplus.

Mr. McOARTHY. Perhaps the hon. gentleman will
allow me to explain. I think I have said already that
there has been placed in the contractors' hande $12,000 a
mile. There is due to the contractors a very large amount,
the exact sum of which 1 am not able to give; they have
also reoeived $12,000 a mile in bond, making in alU$24,000
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which they have received; and in addition 83,000 a mile
will be required for equipmenté The hon, gentleman will
see that there will not be very much left to go upon. When
it is considered that the Ontario and Quebec, which rune
through à much botter country, cost about $30,000 a mile,
it will ho obvious that this road is not going to cost an
exorbitant sum.

Mr. DAVIES. Accepting the hon. gentleman's state-
ment as correct there is still a large margin.

Mr. MULOCK., Will the hon. gentleman explain in
wbat part of the agreement he fipds a provision in regard
to providing equipment ?

Mr. MoCARTHY. I will do so.

Mr. MITCHELL. The promoter of the Bill has stated
that these objections ough t to have been taken in the
Railway Committee. He is quite right in that the objection
should have been taken before the Railway Committee.
But the hon. gentleman knows, and the House knows that
unless a person is specially interested in a Bill before the
committee, the chances are that little attention will ho paid
te it, and I frankly own that I neglected my duty in the
matter, bocause I believe it to be the duty of overy man
who is a member of that committee to attend to every Bill
that comes before it. But in the multiplicity of other busi-
ness that is sometimes impossible, and I confess that I did
not look into this Bill very closely. It was only called to
my attention when the hon. member for North York got up
in the committee about one o'clock to move an amendment
to the Bill, or to seek information, or to make some expla-
nation, and then the chairman of the committee, the hon.
ininister of Public Works stated that ho had te attend a
meeting of Council and the time was up. Thon the hon.
membor for North York stated that he would bring the
matter up before the House. Now, while I say that this
ought to have been done in committee, the responsibility
still rests on us, and if we neglect anything in
committee it is our duty te bring it up in the House,
especially whon se important a question is involved.
Another point taken by the hon. gentleman is that Mr.
Barker was before tho committee, and that ho could
give the information which my hon. friend cannot
give, not being a practical railway man. Well, it is easy te
get Mr. Barker te come; he should have stopped here te
give the information, and the House should not hoeasked te
pass legislation se important in ignorance of the actual
facte. There is another point te which I shall refer. I
muet express my surprise that the Government of the day
sit in their places hearing this discussion, knowing that if
the statements made are true, if the facts and the construc-
tion put upon them in connection with this Bill are logi-
cally stated-knowing that the country is liable te ho called
on te pay 81,300,000 more than the agreement with the
company who are promoting this road. Now, if that is
true, it behooves the Government te get up and explain
what that agreement was, what they understood by it,
whether or not they understood they were te pay for the
road the full amount of the bonds which were issued, in
addition te the $12,000 already paid. That is the crucial
point in this matter from the standpoint from which I
speak-in the public interest. It is the duty of the Gov-
ernment te explain their construction of it, and if they do
not, if it can be proved that in case of there being a desire
te take over the road for any reason, they will be held rer-
ponsible for that amount over and above the agreement,
and the country will hold the Government-whose duty it
is to watch these private Bills and guard the public inter-
este-responsible for neglect if neglect there is in this
matter.

Mr. DAVIES. According to the statement of the hon.
immber or Simo*s there will be $TW 00 required, und

Mir. MOOMoet.

then he says there is a sum still due to the contraetors.
The $20,000 bonds and the $12,000 eubsidy make $32,000
which ho proposes to raise, leaving a difference of 85,O00
per mile or nearly $600,000 in all. Now is there any such
amount due to the contractors ? That is a very important
point upon which we should be correctly informed,because
if that sum is not due we should not authorise the ompany
to bond the road for the amount they now ask, viz.,
$600,000 boyond its actual requirements. By adopting the
proposition of my hon. friend for North York the company
bond the road to any amonnt over and above the Govern-
ment subsidy of 812,000 per mile, ie allows them to bond
the road to the full extent of its value, and ho says, if the
Government and the company cannot agree as to that
value let them appoint arbitrators. Now do they want
power to bond the road for a larger amount than its value ?
If the Government were not interested they might say:
This is a matter which you can arrange among yourselves;
it does not affect the public interest. But if we are to ho
in the position of expropriating this road and to pay this
amount, it will materially affect public interests. The
question is, may not this new legislation compel us to pay
in the full amount, and, if not, what is the objection to
expressly limiting our liability in case we do expropriate
the roadto its actual value ? I do not think the amend-
ment of the member from Simcoe (Mr. McCarthy) is very
explicit, because no bondholder reading that proviso would
imagine it ha: anything to do with the private arrange-
ment.

Mr. MoCARTHY. It is referred to, and the date is given

Mr. DAVIES. In such general terms that nobody can
understand it.

Mr. McCARTaY. I have no objection, if you like, to
put it in the schedule.

Mr. MULOOK. I do not see that the company is bonnd
under the lease to provide any rolling stock at all.

Mr. McCARTHIY. They are doing so, and under the
3rd clause of the agreement there is a reference to it.

Mr. MUIOÇK. That is the agreement of 1884.
Mr. McCARTHIY. That is the lese.
Mr. MULOCK. As it is six o'clock I have drawn up an

amendment and have tried to meet the views of the hon.
member for Simcoe.

Mr. MoCARTHY. I think the hon. gentleman will be
satisfied to put it in as a schedule.

Mr. MULOCK. Let me read my amendment, and I will
explain wherein I think it is botter than the other arrange-
ment.

It being Six o'clock, the Committee rose, and the Speaker
left the Chair.

After Rocess.

louse again resolved itself into Committee.

(In the Committee.)

Mr. MULOCK. I understood when the Speaker left the
Chair that the hon. member for North Simcoe was about to
propose some other amendment in lieu of the one he had
offored.

Mr. MoCARTIIY. What I told the hen. member was
that I would schedule the contract, and instead of referring
to it by the date, would refer to it by the schedule, by add-
ing the words; "And which said contract is set fbrth in
schedule B to this Act."

1822.
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Mx. MITCHELT. This amendment is eot entireiy what

I would like, but on the whole I think it is the best thing
we could do in the public interest. I for one am prepared
to accept it,

Mr. MULOCK. If the Minister of Justice is of opinion
that that contract leaves the. rights of the Crown just as they
are under the contract of April, 1884, I have nothing fur-
ther to say on this question.

Mr. THOMPSON. I have no doubt at ail that the clause
which the hon. member in charge of the Bill has introduced
would save all the rights of the Government.

Mr. MULOCK. That being the case, I am prepared to
accept the amendment of the hon. member for North
Simcoe.

Amendment (Mr. Mulock) negatived, and amendment
(Mr. MeCarthy) agreed to.

On section 5,
Mr. EDGAR. As I see the First Minister in the House,

I would like to ask him as to a point I raised this afternoon
when he was absent. This section confirms the lease which
is made a schedule of the Act, and in the lease there is a
provision that the Canadian Pacific Railway Company shall,
within six monthe from the date of that lease, make an
agreement with this company to fix their rates and fares
in favor of that line, so that the Ontario system of railways,
which is to tap the Canadian Pacifie Railway at Callander,
may have somethin like a fair chance of getting its share
of the trade of the# orth-West, over the Canadian Pacifie
Railway, without its having to corne around by Carleton
Place. It is of vital importance that this should be attended
to. The grant of $12,000 a mile to this railway is
entirely without justification if it is to be considered a
purely local road. The only possible reason for giving
that subsidy was to make an independent connection
with the Canadian Pacifie Railway for Ontario, and the
provision made in this lease was in order to secure
a fair -chance for that connection. Without that,
of course, the Canadian Pacifie Railway Company have the
matter absolutely in their own hands. They need not send
a pound of freight over the Ontario ino unless they chose,
because they can establish such rates as will throw all the
freight to the east. I asked the Government whether the
Canadian Pacifie Railway Company had made the agree.
ment within the six months provided in thi3 clause, and I
was told that they had not. Before this Bill goes through
the committee, I am sure the House would like to know
what prospect there is of the Government securing that
arrangement from the Canadian Pacifie Railway Company.
If they have not done it there is nothing in the ease that I
cau see to enable the Northern Railway Company to compel
them to do it. The matter must be dcalt with by the Gov-
ernment. I have no doubt they will be able to secure that
from the Canadian Pacifie Railway Company if they say
sO, and I would like very much to hear from the Govern-
ment what prospect there is of getting that agreement
made, because without it all our legislation is useless, and
this railway will only be a fair road for opening up the
Muskoka district.

'Mr. MITCHELL. The hon. gentleman has made some
remarks about the agreement in relation to traffic over
these lines. I am not here to speak for the Canadian
Pacifie Railway Company, and I do not speak for them
now; but as the Government remain silent, and do not
give the hon. gentleman any answer, I will state what I
believe to be the facts, from information I have casually
gained; and if Imis.state any of those facta, I shall be only
too glad to correct them. The remarks of the hon. gentle-
man on my left have left the impression thut th nadian

Pacifie Railway Company have refused to do something
that they agreed to do. I have heard vithin the last ten
days a good-deal of conversation on that point. I believe,
so far from the Canadian Pacifie Railway having refuaed to
carry out any engagement they have made, either with the
Government or the Northera Pacifie Junction, or any other
inheriting or possessing their rights, have always been pre-
pared to carry out whatever they agreed to. In other
words, they claim, that under the agreement which was
put in their Bill a few years ago in the interest of Torontn,
the Canadian Pacifie Railway should carry traffle over
their road to the west at the same pro rata rate as on
their own line, say from Carleton Place, Ottawa or Mon.
treal. That agreement the Canadian Pacifie Railway enter-
ed into and are prepared to carry out, but, as I understand
it, the gentlemen who represent the Hamilton and North.
Western and Northern Companies, and who own this Paci-
fie Junction Railway now practically, claim that the Cana-
dian Pacifie Railway, under that clause of the agreement
in their Bill, should carry freight, not at the same pro rata
rate, but ata great deal lower rate. I am interested, as a
representative of an eastern county, at seeing that no
unfair privileges are given to the Northern Pacific June-
tion, which will interfere with the traffic through my sec-
tion of the country. The distance from Thornhill, which
is substituted for Callander, to Toronto is about the same
as that to Carleton Place, 225. There are a few iIes
difference, the distance being shorter to Toronto than it is
from Thornhill or Callander to Carleton Place. The Canadian
Pacifie Railway Company, in fact, may this: Our rates are
fixed from Carleton Place, which is about the same distance as
from Toronto to Thornhill, at. say $10 a car, and wo are
willing to carry freight from Toronto ut the same rate;
that is our agreement and that is the law. But the gonte-
men who control the Hamilton and North-Western or
Northern Railway say: that is not the agreement; the
agreement is: If you carry goods from Montreal or Quebec
or St. John or Halifax, no matter how low a rate as through
freight you may take, you have got to carry goods on our
220 miles at the same pro rata rate as you do on the lone
haul of 1,000 miles. To illustrate this more clearly I will
take Toronto as the starting point. The Canadian Pacifie
Railway say we will carry from Toronto to Thornhill or
Winnipeg ut the same rate as from Carleton Place; but as
we joined a portion of the system of the Canadian
Pacifie Railway in the Ontario and Quebec road at
Carleton Place, in order that we might get a share
of the Toronto business, both east and west of Toronto,
and that the people of Ontario, more particularly of Toronto,
should have competition in that trade, we will carry, if it is
necessary, freight over the Ontario and Quebeo road, giving
you the same rate exactly from Toronto that we charge
from Carleton, which if comparatively the same distance.
In other words, if the contention of Mr. Barker, who repre.
sents the Hamilton and North-Western and the Northern
Railway, is maintained, the effect will be that it wili drive
the Canadian Pacifie Railway out of the Toronto and On-
tario business, by competitors for business to Winnipeg and
further west, for the simple reason that they cannot carry
400 miles as cheap as they can 200; and it will prevent
their giving special rates from the Eastern Provinces for
their manufactures and products, becanse Mr. Barker will
contend, whatever you give as through rates for a 1,000
miles east, I demand you should give on my 220 miles.
That never was the intention of the clause which the Gov-
ernment put in the Bill, and I would like to have an explan-
ation from the Government, because this question interests
my constituents. When this clanse was inserted, no one
dreamed of such a construction being put upon it as that
put upon it by Mr. Barker. If his contention be main-
tained, he will have a monopoly of the whole trade; and at
whoe expens? At the epnseof Ountario, at the expese
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of Toronto, and most decidedly at the expense of the
eastern people, because if they get through rates on 1,500
miles to Winnipeg, Mr. Barker will get a pro rata reduction
over his road. My constituents are interested in this
matter. They do a very large trade of fish with Boston
and New York, and they hope to open up a trade with
Toronto and Winnipeg;; but if the contention of Mr. Barker
be maintained, that will be impossible, for they will not be
able to get through rates such as will enable them to send
their fish in that way. I may be misinformed, but from
what I eau gather that is the true state of the case, and I
am told to.day that there is a discussion going on before
the Board of Trade in Toronto at which this question is
being considered. I would Ilke to hear from the Govern.
ment what construction they put on the clause which was
inserted in the interest of Toronto, but which will work to
its detriment if Mr. Barker's contention is maintained.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. That question does not
at all arise on this Bill, it may possibly arise on a discussion
on the Canadian Pacifie Railway.

Mr. MITCHELL. It may not arise on this Bill, but
when it has been raised by an hon. gentleman and the
impression left by him contrary to what I believe to be the
facts, and contrary to the interests of my constituents, I
felt it my duty to explain what my understanding is upon
thisanatter.

Mr4 EDGA-R. The reason I raised this point is because
it appears upon the face of the lease, which is in the
schedule of the Bill, as originally introduced at any rate,
and is referred to in the clauses of the Bill which are before
the House now. This is an exceedingly important measure,
relating to the running and working of this railway, and I
am very glad, indeed, that there was an hon. member in the
House who took some interest in this, if the Government
did not, and endeavored to have it made clear. I have not
been complaining about the Canadian Pacifie Railway not
carrying out their agreement, because there is no agree.
ment.

On the schedule,
Mr. MULOCK moved that the following be added as

the seventh section :-
This Act sha11 not come into force unless and until the Hamilton

and North-Western Railway Company shal repay to the county of
Simcoe and the varions municipalities therein ali moneyl paid by way
of bonus by said county and municipalities respectively in aid of the
construction of the railway by the Hamilton and North-Western Rail-
way Company.

Mr. MoCARTIY. I suppose the hon. gentleman is not
serious in this proposition. How this company should be
deprived of its right to issue debenture bonds until some
other company is to pay a debt which the hon. gentleman
says it owes, is a curious proposition. I suppose the hon.
gentleman does not intend to press it.

Mr. MULOCK. The hon. gentleman has no right to
assume that I am not serious. I was never more serious in
my life. I firmly believe that it is necessary that such provi-
sion should be made. I have proved that this is really the
application of the Hamilton and North-Western for relief.
I proved to the satisfaction of the House that there is only
$1,800 in this company except money put in by the Govern-
ment and by the Northern ad North-Western.

Mr. McCARTHY. The hon. gentleman is all wrong. I
know myself that there was $25,000 paid up at all events.

Mr. MULOCK. I do not think that is possible.
Mr. McCARTHY. I know it as a fact.

Mr. MULOCK. The returns do not show it. The returns
to the House show that the gross amount of capital stock
owned is 8200,000.

Mr. McCARTIY. And 10 per cent. on that ?

Mr. MULOCK. Before we say 10 per cent. on that, we
must remember that the hon. member himself stated, in
answer to my question, that 8182,000 of that was held by
himself and his co-trustees.

1fr. JY.&rri OA ÇLt11. .Ifec 1--£yfDU %iuper-cen. nacioon
Mr. MITCHELL. My explanation was to correct an pMid o itr.

improper understanding of the clause on your part. paid on it before.

Mr. EDGAR. What I complain of is not that the Cana. Mr. MULOCK. The hon. gentleman stated that of the
dian Pacifie Railway did not carry out their agreement 8200,000 subscribed stock 6182,000 was really stock of the
because there was no agreement, they did not sign any Hamilton and North-Western and Northern Railways, so
agreement that amounted to anything. The Government that there is only $18,000 subscribed capital which bas
gave this subsidy of 812,000 a mile to this road to make been subscribed by persons or corporations not being the
this connection. They did not see that the Canadian Pacifie Northern and the Hamilton and North-Western; and of
Railway were bound by anything that amounted to a row that only 10 per cent. has been paid up, so there is only
of pins. There was an optional clause left in for them to $1,800 in this enterprise except money which has come out
carry out or not as they chose, and now, after the Govern- of the Hamilton and North-Western and Northern. Is that
ment money is all spent, tbey are negotiating and saying correct ?
what they would like to do. I thought the Government, Mr. McCARTHY. That is correct, there is not as muchwhen they gave 812,000 a mile for this road, would be able as that. I misunderstood the bon. gentleman. I thoughtto say what they got for it. ho meant there was only $1,800 paid up altogether.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. This clause is between Mr. MULOCK. Very vell. This is called a Bill of thetwo railways. The Government are no parties to it and Northern Pacifie Junction Railway, but really it is a Billcan be no parties to it. They have not come to an agree- romoted b and for the benefit ef the Hamilton and North-
ment. Whether that is the fault of the one railway orte Westen IRalafompany and the Nortiln aiN ay
other we do not know. At all events, that resta between Company; and 1 proved te the satisfaction of the iuse,
themselves. The Government have full power under the to the satisfaction of every independent minded person that
GeneraliRailway Act, and under the Canadian Pacifierilt a gross fraud was perpetrated on the people of the countyway Act for that matter, te sottie the rates satisfacterily te fSm-ob hs w od obnd o httethe country and satisfactorily te trade and the interests of of Smceo by those two roads combined. Now that theythcomere.ome and ask for relief, I say they must do what overycommerce. suitor is bound to do who appears to a court for relief, he

Mr. MULOCK. I quite agree with those who say this must make restitution before he is entitled to consideration,
discussion is not in order on this Bill. À propos of what and so this railway is bound to make restitution. I never
has taken place, however, it appears to me that the Govern- presented a matter to this Honse with greater seriousness
meit might and ought to have made all provision in respect or one that I felt required the judgment of the House in
of the matter now in controversy between these two rail- favor of the amendment more than this. I therefore hope
ways before they handed over the subsidy. I the amendment will be adopted.

Mx. IamiLL.
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Mr. COOK. The town of Collingwood, the town of Barrie

and the township of Nottawasaga contributed very largely
towards the building of this North-Western Railway in
bonuses for the express object of having a competing line
they have been deceived, woefully deeived. The agree
monts that were drawn by the solicitor of the connty were
no botter than waste paper. There was no doubt at all in
the minds of the parties who controlled or promoted thal
railway, at the time when the contracts were signed with
the municipalities, that those contracts were worthless. I
believe I will have the opportunity now which was denied
me a short time ago by the Speaker, in ref erence to the
matter of the deputation that waited upon the hon. Premier
in connection with this same affair. The hon. gentleman's
reply was in these words:

i The words of the Act of 1883, which declared certain roada for the
general advantage of Canada, were of no consequence. They were put in
every Railway Bill granted by the Dominion Parliament in cases where
the railway or railways affected were all within one Province in order
to show that the Federai Parliament had a right to deal with the sub
ject. The words 'for the general advantage of Canada,' were merely a
phrase."

At the time that question was being discussed in the House
it was stated by the supporters of the present Administra-
tion that it would make no material difference, the roads
would not be removed and the very fact of the Government
of the Dominion taking charge of those roads made no dif-
ference whatever in the condition of the railways. A short
time ago, there was a man injured on the Midland Railway,
h. brought an action for damages in the courts, and the
courts decided that, in consequence of the road being trans-1
ferred from Provincial authority to Federal authority, bis
case could not lie, It was in reference to the filling up of
frogs. Some years ago, I introduced a Bill into'*this House
for the purpose of filling up frogs on railways, so that parties
in the yards, brakesmen and yardmen, would not be caught
and injury would not be sustained in that direction. This
man was injured in that way. When I had the honor of a
seat in the Local Legislature in 1879, I introduced the
same Bill there and it became law. Thea man who
was injured by being caught in the track and run over
by the car appealed to the courts, and the courts
decided that he had no case, that the Local Govern-
ment had no jurisdiction, and, as the Dominion Goqern-
ment has no law by which the frogs of railways should
be filled, he could get no damages. There is a direct
point in issue, contrary to the express words of the
hon. the Premier that it was merely a phrase. Now, Sir,
if there ever was an unrighteous act of a railway company
towards a municipality, it was the conduct of the North-
Western Railway in connection with the bonuses received
from the municipalities. It was upon the distinct under-
standing that that line should be a distinct, a separate and
competing line to the Northern Railway Company, that the
bonuses were granted. I called upon the hon. member for
South Simcoe on a former occasion to vindicate the rights
of his friends in his riding, and I hope he will now take an
opportunity of expressing his views in connection with this
matter.

Bill roported.

Mr. MoCARTBHY moved the third reading of said Bill.
Mr. MULOCK. I beg to move tnt t.he Bill be .not now

read the third time, but that it be referred back to the
Committee of the Whole with instructions to amend the
same by adding the section of which I have just given
notice. I have before me now a letter showing somethiing
of the practices of the Hamilton and North Western and the'
Northorn. This letter gives a sample of the treatmept
received by the community served by these railways. 14 is
to be borne in mind that these two railways are worked
now by a joint company. This particular letter refers to
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rates upon the Northern Railway. The rating is fIxed bythe joint oompany-and fairly illustrates the policy of
a both these roads towards the people. Lust Session I gave

to the Honse some statistics upon this matter, and by way
- of illustration I may tell you that the Hamilton and North-

Western Railway charges for hauling grain from the village
of Oookstown around by Barrie to Toronto, and charges

t for the haul by its own line and down upon the
Northern again, being an unneessary haulage, and
unnecessary mileage, of perhaps forty or fifty miles.
I do not speak accurately as to the distance, for I
have not the figures before me. I think the House ought

r to have some consideration for the people in question.
Upon this point I shall read a letter dated itarch, 1886, from
R. & G. Strickland. I may say they are at present owners
of a large lumber mill in the vicinity of the village of Brad-
ford, succeeding Thompson, Smith &Co. I may say, too, à
propos of this question, that I was informed by Mr. Sage,
who formerly lumbered on the line of the Northern, that h.
abandoned hie whole Canadian trade on account of the tyr.
anny of this road in exacting rates. Now, the Mesrs. Strick-
land, who are at present doing the only lumbering that I
can think of at the moment, in the vicinity of Bradfbrd, in
this county, have written me on the subject. I met Mr.
Strickland upon the train one evening going to Toronto, and
had a conversation with him upon the subject, and h. wrote
me afterwards as follows:-

Data Sm,-In connection with our conversation in regard to the
Northern Railway, I beg to say we have determined to stop operations
at Bradford owing to the excessive rate charged for carrying lumber
from that point. The rate charged on lumber from Bradford are $1.60
per M. feet, board measure, to Toronto. The Grand Trunk rates from
Lake Field to Port Hope, the same distance are $1.15 per M feet, and
this excessive over-charge applies to aIl kinds of freight The followlng
is an extract from a letter written by our agent at Bradford lat
Jannary."

Le then goes on with some further complaint. That shows
the way our section of the country is discriminated against by
this joint system of railways, and unless the Legislature wil
intervene and come to our relief, it will be very diffleult
for ns to build up enterprises upon that line of railway.
There is only une way by which railways can be tanght to
live up to the spirit of their contracta, and that is to cause
them to make restitution unless they do carry out in good
faith the understanding on which they obtain the moiley
which practically brings thominto existence.

Mr. MCAiRTHY. The hon. member's zeal is rather late.
There was a Bill here presented by the Hamilton and
North-Western Railway Company, presented iii its own
name, and for its own purposes; the hon. member was then
in the House, and ho told us this afternoon that ho aided in
promoting one of the clauses of that Bill. That was the
time for the hon. member to have moved, that was the time
for him to have insisted, when the relief granted by that
Bill was accorded to the Hamilton and North-Western
Railway-

Mr. MULOCK. It is never too late to do right.

Mr. McCARTHY,-upon the justice which he speaks of
towards the municipalities in the county of Simcoe. The
present motion is one which, if it were characterised
in the termas in which I would like to do so, I should
probabiy incur your censure, Mr. Speaker, which I refrain
from doing, though I dare say we ail understand what is
meant by it. Now, the effect of it is this: This railway
company, which is to connect the Ontario Bailway
system of Ontario with the Canadian Pacific Railway,
is to b. obstructod, is not to go on. Rolling stock is
not to be acquired, the road is not to be,-carried
on unless-what? Unless a railway which runs from
the town of Collingwood to the City of Hamilton, does
what the hon. member says it ought to do, pay back its

! bonuses obtained under the circumstances whichh0refOrrid
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to. Now, that would hardly be robbing Peter to pay
Paul, because it would be a much more nefarious transac.
tion than that. The effect of this amendment is that so far
as the Bill is concerned, it would be waste paper, no ad-
vantage could be taken under it; and if it is necessary to
have this piece of legislation, in order to carry on the
work of connecting the railway system of Ontario with the
Canadian Pacifie Railway system, then this amendment of
the hon. member obstructs it.

House divided on amendment of Mr. Mulock.

YES:

Messieurs
Allen, Edgar,
Armstrong, Fairbank,
Auger Glen,
Bain (?entworth), Guay,
Béchard, Gunn,
Bergeron, Harley,
Bourassa, Holton,
Burpee, Innes,
Cameron (Hluron), Jackson,
Campbell (Renfrew), King,
Cartwright(SirRichard)Kirk,
Casey, Landerkin,
"asgrain, Langelier,
Charlton, Lister,
Cook, Livingston,
Davies, Mcoraney,

McIntyre,
McMullen,
Mills,
Mitchell,
Mulock,
Ray,
Rinfret,
Robertson (Shelburne),
Scriver,
Somerville (Bruce),
Trow,
Watson,
Weldon,
Wells,
Wilson,
Yeo,-48.

NAOs:
Messieurs

Allison, Ferguson (Leeds&Gren)Mackintosh,
Bain (Soulanges), Ferguson (Welland), Macmaster,
Baker (Victoria), Fortin, Macmillan (Middlesex),
Barnard, Foster, McMillan (Vaudreuil),
Bell, Gagné, McCallum,
Benoit, Gaudet, McCarthy,
Bergin, Gault, McDougald (Picton),
Billy, Gigault, McDougall (0.Breton),
Blondeau, Gordon, McLelan,
Bowell, Grandbois, Moffat,
Bryson, Guillet, Montplaisir,
Burnham, Hackett, Orton,
Barns, Hall, Paint,
Gameron (Inverness), Hay, Pruyn,
Oameron (Victoria), Hesson, Robertson (Hastingi),
Campbell (Victoria), Hickey, Rykert,
Carling, Hilliard, Scott,
Caron (8ir Adolphe), Homer, Shakespeare,
Cochrane, Hurteau, Shanly,
Oockburn, Jamieson, Small,
Goughlin Jenkins, Smyth,
Daly, Kilvert, Taylor,
Dawson, Kinney, Thompson,
Desaulniers (St Maurice)Kranz, Townshend,
Dickinson, Labrosse, Tupper,
Dodd, Landry (Montmagny), Tyrwhitt,
Dugas, Langevin (Sir Hector), Vanasse,
Dupont, Lesage, White (Cardwell),
Everett, Macdonald (King's), White (Renfrew),
Farrow, Macdonald (Sir John), Wigle.-90.

Bill-read the third time and passed.

RELIEF OF FLORA BIRRELL.

Mr. ROBERTSON (Hamilton), moved that the House
resolve itself into committee on Bill (No. 129) for Lhe relief
of Flora Birrell (from the Senate).

Motion agreed t.o, on a division, and Bill considered in
committee, reported and read the third time and passed,
on a division.

THIRD READING.

Bill (No. 9') respecting the London and Ontario Invest-
ment Company, Limited.-(Mr. Beaty.)

• PUNISHMLENT OF SEDUCTION.

Mr. SPEAKER reported that the Senate had passed Bill
(No. 20) for the punishment ofseduction with amendments,
to which they desire the concurrence of this House.

Kr, McCAaiTEr

Mr. CHARLTON. At this stage of the Session it is
evident that if this Bill is placed upun the Order paper it is
entombei All days of the week are now taken by the
Government for their own business, except Monday. Next
Monday is Queen's Birthday and there will be no sitting
on that day, and if the House je to act upon the Bill it
will have to act in some other mode than by the regular
mode of placing it on the Order paper and reaching it
in its regular course. The Bill passed this House by a
large majority, by a majority of more than two to one.
The amendments made by the Senate are not of importance,
except in the case of one section, that relating to the punish-
ment of seduction under promise of marriage. The Senate
has provided that a male shall not be liable until after he is
twenty-one years of age and a female shall have no recourse
after she is eighteen years of age. This amendment is of
course not satisfactory to the friends of the measure ; still
the balance of the Bill is a copy of the Imperial Statute of
last August and is a great improvement on the present law,
and in order to save what is left in the measure i am quite
prepared to accept the amendments of the Senate. I hope
the Government, in view of the fact that the Bill received
such an overwhelming support in this House and is
evidently favored by a large 'majority of the people, will
accept the ameDdments. I move that the amendments of
the Senate be coneurred in.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. I think this Bill that has
just come down from the Senate should remain before the
House so that we can consider what the amendments are.
It is a Bill that was not passed in this House without oppo-
sition; I was opposed to the principle of the Bill, and it
should romain before us before we proceed to consider it.
The hon. gentleman says at this stage of the Session there
will be very little chance of passing the Bill as amended. I
do not know how far we have gone in the Session; it is
evident we are not near the end yet by what we saw on
Friday, and therefore I think we had better give time for
the consideration of this Bill.

Mr. CHARLTON. With regard to the hon. gentleman's
estimate as to the length of the Session, it is the general
impression that the Session will end soon. If we had
another private members' day I would not feel very appre-
hensive as to the fate of the measure, but as we have not,
and as the general impression on this side of the House at
least--and I suppose we are in as good a position to know
as gentlemen on the other side-is that the business will be
completed next week, the course of the Minister of Public
Works simply amounts to killing the Bill. Now, I am
quite aware that h.eis opposed to this Bill, but because h. is
opposed to it I do not think he should interpose his individ-
ual opinion against an overwhelming majority of the
House, and the evident wish of the country in favor of the
Bill. Certainly if I were in his position I would
waive my own individual opinion in the face of the opinion
of the House and the evident opinion of the country. It is
not for me to say, but if he wishes to assume the responsi-
bility of killing a measure which is demanded by the public
sentiment of the country, which was passed by an over-
whelming majority of this House, which has passed the
Senate with amendments which can be understood by any
man of ordinary intelligence in five minutes-if h. takes
that position, and requires that this Bill should be put on
the order paper, with the clear result that the Bill should be
killed, then I throw on him that responsibility.

Mr. SPEAKER. The first motion is whether the amend-
ments shall be considered now. That is equivalent to a firt
reading, and I understand that the House are willing to
consider it now.

Some hon. MEBRR. No, no.
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Mr. SPEAKER Then the question is whether the any lengthened remarks upon it. He was content with

amendment shall be oonsidered now. making the charge, which he did deliberately from his place
and on his responsibility as a member of the House, and
then leaving the Houe to refer the charges to a select

Mr. CHARLTON moved that said amendments be now committee to enquire into their truth or falsity. 1, myself,
read a second time. would have imagined, looking at the gravity of the charges

made against the hon. members, that the committee would
Mr. SPEAKER. That is for the House to say. Rule 23 be granted without any hesitation; and I muet say frankly

of the Commons provides: that it was with no small surprise that I found the hon.
" Amendments made by the Senate to Billsoriginating in the House Premier, the hon. Finance Minister and other members of

shall be placed on the Orders of the Day, next after Bille reported on by the Government taking a lino in the debatewhich indicated
select committees." that they did not fel disposed to grant the committee. I
Upon that rule Mr. Bourinot, in his work on "Parlia- 'nay be wrong, Sir, but we shall learn directly whether my
mentary Procedure and Practice," remarks : belief was correct or notL Of course, it was perfectly pro.

" The practice in both Houses with respect to amendients is the same. per and right that the hon. membr for Sydney (Mr. Ddd)
When the amendments are of an unimportant character, or there is no should have madethe personal oxplanation ho did after the
objection to their assage, they are generally read twice and agreed to resolution was moved. After ho had made that expia-
forthwith; but ifthey are important, their consideration is deferred nation, I thought for one that the House, recognising
until a future day. The Speaker of the English Gommons lays down the truth of the remark made by the hon. Finance Minister
the English practice as follows: 'Inu cases where expedition is necessary
it has been the practice of the House occasionally-epecially late in the that the resolution contained charges of a very grave
Session-to order that these amendments shall be considered forthwith. and serious character against hon. members of the House
But on such occasions the member in charge of the Bill is bound to and against the Goverument, would have at once accoded
satisfy the House that expedition is necessary.'I" to the proposition to lot the caeo go to a committee. But,
So that I think it is for the Heouse to decide whether they Sir, it appears that such is not to be the case; and I only
shal be gone on with. rise on the present occasion to make a few remnarks bocause

Mr. CHARLTON. I assert that expedition is neceary an attempt was made, whether unwittingly or otherwise,
and that unless it j taken up now the Bil will bos ' te present the charges made by my hon. friend in an aspect

altogether incorrect and improper. Sir, the hon. gentle-
Mr. MoCARTHY. I do not know whether the hon. gen- man's charge was a very plain and simple one. I am not

tleman who has made the motion can tell us what the going to read over verbatim the charges made in the rese-
amendments are, but for my part I do not know ; they have lution, but they amounted to this, that a public officer had been
not been read. threatened by a member of this House that if ho voted

according to his convictions, if ho voted against the candi-
fr. CHARLTON. I stated what they were before, but date put forward by the Governmont in their own interest,

I shall be happy to repeat them. The first amendment is it would be at the peril of his offie. Mark you, there was
in the second clause of the Bill. As it stood before it pro. no charge against the officer of using any undue influence;
vided that any person who, under promise of marriage, there was no charge that ho had attempted to act in an
seduces an unmarried female of previously chaste character, offensivoly partisan way ; there was no charge that ho
and under 21 years of age, shall be guil ty of a misdemeanor. attempted to take an active or improper art in
The amendment made by the Senate adds, after tbe word the election. The charge simply was that by9 abt.
person, the words "over 21 years of age," and further ing within his perfect right as a citizen of thîs omin-
provides that any such person seducing an unmarried ion, the right accorded to him in our Franchise Act, of
female of previously chaste character, and under 18 years voting in favor of the candidate of his choice, ho incurred
of age, instead of 21, shall be guilty of a misdemeanor. It the peril of dismissal from office. Well, Sir, what will be
also makes a change in sub-section 1 of section 4, by making tho effet on the country-what is the only coneequence
the maximum term of imprisonment for inveigling a child that can flow from the refusal of the House to grant this
under the age of 10 years, ton years instead of five, at the committee? This consequence, that members of the
discretion of the court. These are the amendments. civil service, be they few or many, be they numbered by

Mr. MoCARTHY. There is a proviso in the second hundreds or by thousands, are to be simply the slaves of
clause struck out. tho Administration of the day-that they are bound to vote

in favor of the Government candidate, whether that can-
r. CHARLTON. Yees, the previso that in the casecf didate represents opinions in which they share, or repre-

an unmarried man the subsequent marriage cf the parties sents opinions from which they dissent-I say that position
may be pleaded in bar of a conviction, for seduction under involves very grave consequences ; it affecta the independ-
promise of marriage, is struck out. once and the efficiency of the entire service. If that posi-

Mr. McCARTHY. I think that is rather important. tion is deliberately adopted by this House after reflec-
tion, it will have the effect of driving both political

Mr. CHARLTON. I think it is an important provision parties into a policy destructive of the best inter-
to loue, but still we can understand it. ests of the civil service. It is not to be expected

Amendments concurred in. for a moment that one of the great parties in the
State can lie by and see a doctrine promulgated

MATHIEW ROCHEOF LINGAN, N.S. by the party for the time being in power, to the
effect that every civil servant is bound to vote for them at

louse resumed further consideration of proposod motion the peril of his place, withont, from pure self-defence, being
Of Mr. Blake for a select committee to enquire into certain driven to the resolution, whatever their private views may
allegations respecting the case of Mr. Mathew Roche, of be as to the consequences upon the efficiency of the civil
Lingan, N.S., and the action of Mr. Dodd, M.P., and Mr. service, to announce to the members of the service: If

McDongall,M.P., for Cape Breton, in connection therewith. you vote for the Government, yo must do it at your peril
inu case we come in. It amounta to this, that the old do

Mr. DAVIES. When the hon. momber for West Durham trine of "to the victors belong the spoils," is to be again in.
moved this resolution, ho did not consider it necessary-and troduced into our political life. It amounts to this, that if
in that I think the House approved of his course-to make the Opposition came into power after that doctrine had
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been accepted, they would be bound to dismiss every man
who, exercising his franchise in an honest way, voted
against their candidate at an election. I hope the House
will not accede to that proposition. I hope the hon. First
Minister, after reflection, will see the gravity and the seri-
ousness of it in its effects on the efficiency, the independ-
ence and the loyalty of the civil service at large.
I do not wish to express any opinion as to the
truth or falsity of the charges themselves, that will, of
course be enquired into by the committee; but I wish to
refer to some remarks that fell from the hon. gentleman
who made the personal explanation, which ho had a per-
fect right to make. That hon. gentleman took three positions
antagonistic to each other. Ie started with the assertion
that the charges were utterly unfounded. They may or
they may not be; that is a matter entirely for the commit-
tee; but the charges have been made on the responsibility
of an hon. member of this House. Precedents and practice
alike point to the course we should adopt, and that is we
should treat those charges with the respect due to the mem-
ber who makes them, by referring them to a committee of
enquiry. This House must have been surprised, after hear-
ing the statements made by the hon. member for Cape
Breton (Mr. Dodd) to hear the letter which the hon. mem-
ber for Durham (Mr. Blake) read in reply, a letter which,
if it turns out to be authenticated, will, to a very large
extent, prove the charges the hon. gentleman made. The
hon. member for Cape Breton first said the charges were
unfounded, then that the official had not been removed,
and ho wound up by the statement that he had been
removed, and that in removing him he (Mr. Dodd) had
simply discharged his duty. In the latter part of his1
speech, the hon. gentleman advocated the rule, which, after-
wards, I was sorry to see was endorsed by the Premier and
the Minister of Finance, that to the victors belong the spoils.
The Minister of Finance attempted to interpolate into the
letter words that were not there and were nevIèr intended
to be there, by insisting that Mr. Roche had taken an active

art in politics, and that it was because he had done so the
on. member for Cape Breton (Mr. Dod d) had insisted on his

dismissal. The Minister of Finance insisted that words to
this effect were in the letter, but they are not to be found
there. • The reason given by the hon. member for Cape
Breton (Mr. Dodd) was, not that Mr. Roche had taken an
active part in politics, not that he had made himself per-
sonally offensive, not that he had displayed partisanship in
the discharge of his duties, and brought undue influence to
bear on those under him, but simply that he had voted at
the election. Let me refer to this once more because I
think it is night the House should understand what the
charge is. The charge against Mr. Roche had nothing to
do with undue partisanship, but simply with his right as
a citizen to record his vote. The following is the hon.
gentleman's letter

"'Housa or Commoos, OTTAwA, 21st April, 1885.
" To Mu. KATHEw BOEn,

"Lingan, Cape Breton.
"DatR Si,-It le quite true that it js in view to remodel the pilotage

commission. You must remember that it le the invariable rule, where a
Government offleer votes against the Goverument candidate, aa ou did
in the case of the election of McDougall and Mr. McKay, that he runs
the risk of being tu ned out. Mr. McDougall thinks that a friend of his
should have the position which you ho d, and I cannot object to him
placiug hlm there, for the eason that I personally told you what the
consequence would b. if you voted against him, anÏd farther asked you
to vote for him because he was the Government candidate brought out
and aelected by them to carry the county if possible in their intereets.i
Knowing aIl this, you assumed the responsibility of the course you pur.
sued, and having done so I fear you must submit to the consequence.

<lYours very truly,

inlMURRAY DODO.
That is to say, Mr. Roche had the honesty and the manliness I
to record his vote for the man of his choice, and because ho
di4 so the hon. member told him ho must assume the

Mr. DAVIns.

responsibility of taking that honest course, the consequence
of which, according to the opinion held by hon. gentlemen
opposite, was dismissal from office. That is the notice to
be sent to the civil service, should this House endorse the
action of the hon. member, as itL is asked to do. The civil
service will be told : If you dare to exercise your franchise
and vote for the gentleman of your choice, no matter if
you abstain from partisanship and undue infiuence, you are
to be dismissed from the service. The thing comes back
to the position formulated in the old phrase: "To the victors
belong the spoils." If we are to introduce that principle
into our politics, well and good. I, for one, mach as I
believe it would be to the detriment of the service, am
prepared to accept it. If tho position is to be taken by
the Government side that the civil servants hold their offices
at the bock and whim of Governmeont supporters for the
time being, the contra position must be assumed by us that
every man who ventures to vote against us will have to go
out. I would be sorry to see the flouse repeal the Civil
Service Act, and introduce that system which has many
vicious principles in it and perhaps some merits, but if it
bas to come lot us know it. Some of the Government side
are quite willing to accept it. The Minister of Finance had
perspicacity enough at first to see that the charge was a
very grave one, but the hon. member for Monck (Mr.
McCallurm) did not see that there was anything serious in it
at all. He is willing to dismiss every man in the service
who votes against him, and so are many others behind him.
If that be the case let us know it, and if the issue is forced
on the Opposition they will be driven to accept the alter-
native position. I do not wish to enter into a long disons-

1 sion as to whether the hon. member for Cape Breton's
statements are consistent with the facts or not; that will
be for the committee to dotermine. I am merely dealing
with Ihe refusal of the House to enquire into the truth of
the charge made by the hon. member for West Durham,

Mr. JENKINS. I am much surprised and gratified at
the zeal displayed by my hon. colleague and his leader in
favor of the independence of civil servants. It is not a very
long time ago, it was in 1874, when the late Governmont,
by what I think I may say was one of the greatest political
flukes on record, gained power. At that time there were
some fifteen or twenty members of the civil service dis-
missed, not with any friendly warning, not for any reason,
either official or political, but simply because it was neces-
sary to fill the bungry maws of the supporters of the
Government with the positions held by Conservatives.

Mr. MILLS. Appointed the night before they went out
of office.

Mr. JENKINS. No; but even supposing that was true,
it is well known that the Government bas the powero f
making appointments until they give up the reins of office.
Under the British Government it is done whenever a Gov-
ernment goes out of office. That is no excuse, however, in
my case, for I held office for eleven years previous to the
time i was dismissed, and I was dismissed for no official
roason and for no political reason, because I had strongly
urged the advisability of having no opposition to the then
candidates of the Government, and there was no opposition,
they were elected by acclamation, there was, therefore, no
reason, either official or political, for my dismissal. Whon
the G;overnment came into power my friends urged that I
should be reinstated. The leader of the Government said
no; it is a hard case and I am sorry, but I will not infringe
on this system we have adopted, of the independence of the
civil service, and I and a number of others who had been
dismissed were not reinstated, and those who usurped our
positions were allowed to retain them. That fact alone is
quite sufficient to save this Government from the charge
made by the leader of the Opposition and my hon. col-
league.
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Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. I had not the advan.

tage of hearing the preliminary discussion, but I may say,
in regard to the dismissals complained of by the hon. gen-
tleman who sat down, that I do not think that the First
Minister himself would say that ho held that a Goverument
were always bound to sustain the nominations made by its
predecessors under all circumstances, and I think that his
own course afforded some very striking illustrations to the
contrary; but I do not think it is at all desirable, in the
discussion of this particular question, to complicate the
matter by a reference to what happened either in 1874 or
1878. I have no doubt that, if I were disposed to do so, I
could bring forward a very great number of illustrations of
the application of the doctrine of which the hon. gentleman
complains, but, as I understand, the case is simply this:
My hon. friend the leader of the Opposition made a certain
statement which I believed was traversed, in part if not in
whole, by the two hon. members against whom it is direct-
ed. Now, the course of the Bouse always has been hereto.
fore on such occasions to give the accuser and the accused
the opportunity of bringing forward what evidence they
could respectively submit to a committee of this House,
either to a select committee or in some cases to the
Committee of Privileges and Elections. My hon. friend's
statement was briefly, as I understood the matter, that a
certain offleer of the Canadian Government had been dis-
missed, not for interfering actively in elections, but simply
for casting his vole. That statement, ho declares, he is
prepared to prove; and most assuredly, if he is prepared to
prove it, I think that the House must see that it is utterly
impossible for us to admit that act by itself to be a valid
excuse for depriving a man of his position, unless we are
prepared to adopt the doctrine alluded to by my hon. friend
that, if you make the civil servants the absolute political
serfs of the Government of the day, you put the whole civil
service in jeopardy of being displaced whenever a change of
Government occurs. Now, I have always myself contended
and I am quite willing to give the gentlemen opposite the
benefit of that contention, that, if a civil servant, a man in
the employment of the Government, chooses to step out of
the line and chooses to canvass or to make himself con-
spicuous in opposition to the candidate of the Government,
ho must take the consequenoes. I have always believed
that itis impossible to maintain the discipline of the service if
that occurs, but there is a most extreme distinction between
the case of a man who does that and the case of a man who
simply exorcises his franchise; and, if it has come to this,
that the mere exercise of the franchise is to expose civil
servants to the risk of being deprived of thoir places, then
it would be infinitely botter to take away their vote from
them altogether. There are reasons, and reasons which
deserve serions consideration, why civil servants should
be treated as we treat judges, those of them, at any
rate, who ocoupy offices which may fairly be called offices
of emolument and permanent offices. I do not hesitate to
say that my own individual opinion is that the great major.
ity of the civil servants would be botter without votes, but,
while we allow them to retain votes, it is very unfair and
unjust to threaten them, as is stated to have been done in
this case, with deprivation of thoir office if they choose to
exorcise it. If the hon. gentlemen who are the subjects of
this motion are prepared to show that this gentleman
actively interfered,I say that I for one would sustain the
action of the Government in dismissing the civil servant, but,
unless that is done, I think it is an extremely harsh act to
take away the position ho held.

Mr. MACKINTOSH. The hon. member for South Huron
(Sir Richard Cartwright) in commencing the brief remarks
h. made, said ho did not desire and did not think it proper
that we shoud complicate the discussion by references to mat-
tors of 1874 and 1878. My hon. friend from Bothwell (Kr.i

Kills) further said during the debate some days ago that
there was too much text and no commentary.

Mr. MILLS. I said there was too little text and too
mucho ommentary.

Mr. MACKINTOSH. Well, I propose to give the hon.
gentleman a little text and a great deal of commentary this
evening. I think the question itself is one of vital import-
ance, and when reflection is made on hon. members of
this House, we are bound to elok at the reoord of hon.
gentlemen opposite and consider how they acted under
similar circumstances. It must be apparent to every
man in this country, to every man who thinks and
who desires to think, or who observes human nature
and political affairs, that a wonderful transformation
passes over the so-called Liberals whenever they are in
Opposition. We remember, going back not very far,
that there were several planks laid down by hon. gentle.
men opposite, each one of which was ruthlessly smashed
the moment they got into power. I remember well, some
years ago, there was to be no provincial alliance, no alliance
between the Ontario Premier and the Dominion Premier.
We ail know, as politicians and as public mon, how hon.
gentlemen opposite fulfilled that pledge. Then, again,
there were to be no extra portfolios in the Government.
The House was to be kept clear from the influence of the
Administration of the day.

Some hon. MEMBERS. Question.
Mr. MACKINTOSH. I will give the hon, gentleman

all ho wants before I get through, both of text and com.
mentary.

Mr. DAVIES. Is this the question ?

Mr. MACK[NTOSI. I am simply showing that, while
these gentlemen in opposition are such carpers and advo-
cates regarding the purity of elections and the purity
of Parliament itself, they have, every time they got the
opportunity, strangled their pledges and broken their
promises. I was simply laying the foundation of my argu-
ment, not for this Bouse alone but for the country, calling
attention to the tact that on no occasion did those gentie-
mon keep a promise or, when they uttered a profession,
maintain it by their actions.

Mr. DAVIES. Is this in order ?

Mr. SPEAKER. It is leading up to the whole question
about the dismissal from office. It is a political question.

Mr. RACKINTOSH. As my hon. friends opposite do not
desire me to refer to the past beyond this particular ques-
tion, I shall corne to the question at issue itse[f. We
remember that there was to be no Governmont interference
in elections. That was a solid plank in the Liberal plat-
form. I hold in my hand a statement made in theuse
in 1873, in connection with an election in the Oounty of
Welland. In 1872, Mr. Grifffn, Post Offiee Inspector, wrote
to a postmaster in Welland:

cc If you cannot support Dr. King, who is the ministerial candidate,
take no active part against him, and give no ground of complaint
against yourself"
We remember what a thrill of horror passed through the
Reform party then, as a thrill of horror has passed through
hon. gentlemen to night at the unseemly act, as they insinu-
ate, of two hon. gentlemen who are respected in their oon-
stituencies and in the country where they are known,
because one of them wrote to a friend of his eto take no
active part in the election-

Mr. DAVIES. No.-
Mr, MACKINTOS,-and not to place himself in the

position of being dismissed. My hon. friend says "no." I
alil quote from the letter, as hon. gentlemen have quoted
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from it. The hon. member for Cape Breton (Mr. Dodd)
wrote:

9 You must remember that it is the invariable rule where a Govern-
ment officer votes against the Government candidate, as yon did in the
sase of the election of Mr. McDougall and Mr. Mackay, that he runs the
risk of being turned ont."

Hon. gentlemen opposite have talked of the ballot. What
is this a proof of ? It is simply a proof that Mr. Roche had
publicly made himself known, being one of those who issued
pilotage certificates, as one of the opponents of Mr.
McDougall, and his personal friend Mr. Dodd spoke to him
to do nothing to jeopardise his position, and for giving himi
that advice and approaching him in such a way as Parlia-
ment itself might countenance, certainly not censure, ho is
to be censured by the leader of the Opposition:

"1 Mr. McDougall thinks that a friend of his should bave the position
which yon hold and I cannot object to him placing him there, for the
reason that I personally told yon what the consequence would be if you
voted against him."
Now, I ask hon. gentlemen to look at it plainly and
honestly, without any captions political feeling, and what
will they find ? That Mr. Dodd, a friend of Mr. Roche's,
told him not to make himself known, not to demonstrate
the fact outwardly that ho was opposed to Mr. McDougall,
not to place himself in such a position so that, should Mr.
McDougall be asked to make an appointient he would
have to refuse him such appointment; and because
of this the hon. member for Queen's, Prince Edward
Island (Mr. Davies), says that the great Reform party must
now adopt the alternative of either bowing submissively to
the decrees of the Conservative party, or to declare:
" To the victors belong the spoils." Sir, it is like the general
platform and policy of the arty itself. It never rises
higher, and never will rise Iigher, I fear, than appeals
to race, religion or section, and certainly not higher than
this case regarding Mr. Roche, who, when receiving 830 a
year, is transferred from one point to another at the same
salary, and yet this is a seandal for which two hon. men-
bers are indicted with as much gravity as though the
fundamental principles of the Constitution had been rnth-
lessly violated. In 1872 Mr. Griffin, Post Office Inspector,
wrote to a postmaster in Welland:

" If you cannot support Dr. King, who is the ministerial candidate,
take no active part against him, aud give no ground of complaint
against yourself."

When this case of Mr. Griffin's came before the House the
hon. member for East York, thon leader of the Opposition,
moved :

" That it la highly criminal in any Minister or Ministers or other ser-
vanta under the Orown directly or indirectly to use the power of office
in the election of representatives to serve in Parliament, and au attempt
at such influence will be at all times resisted by the House as aimed at
its own dignity, honor and independence."

" Servants under the Crown 1 " Why, I remember, in 1874,'
in this very city, when the Hon. R. W. Scott, thon a Minis-
ter of the Crown, openly canvassed the civil servants in
favor of his candidate, Dr. St. Jean, against Mr. Lewis, a
lamented friend of mine. I remember when a test question
came up in 1874 in this House with regard to the mayoralty,
and there are members of the civil service living now who
will bear me out in saying that some deputy heade went to
the Departments and spoke to their clerks, and said: " Either
vote for Mr. Featheretone for mayor, or do not vote
at ail." That is the way hon. gentlemen carry out
their pledges. and professions when in power. Thon,
again, in the Kingston election, the hon. member
for South Huron (Sir Richard Cartwright) will, no
doubt, have a lively recollection of certain orders
given to the post office and customs officials to
"vote for Mr. Carruthers or not at aIl." Thon in West
Toronto when the late'Chief Justice Kose was a candidate.
Why, atthat tre Mr. McKellar, thon Minister of

Mr. M.IOzKTo&].

Public Works, was shown to have written to the Superin-
tendent of the Central Prison telling him to give the men
a half holiday and pay them out of the public funds, in order
that they might vote for the Reform candidate. These men
were driven as serfs to the polls, at a time when the hon.
member for South Huron, the then Minister of Finance, was
picturing gloom and misery, creating depression through
the influence of hie speeches; these men, I say, were driven
to the polls like serfs in Russia, to vote for reform and the
elevation of the standard of public morality. Thon, Sir, we
come nearer home. I hold in my hand a report of the trial
in South Renfrew, in 1874, in which Mr. McDougall, the
present Auditor General, was respondent. Mr. McDougall
was asked :

"Q. Had you any other friends to help you in the county, friends who
wrote letters?

"A. I think the Hon. R W Scott was the only person.
"«Q. Did you request Mr. Scott to write letters?
"A. I don't think I did, but I think he did write."
ere we find a Reform Minister, if one eau call the Hon.

Mr. Scott a Reform Minister, going out of hie way to
strangle the pledges of the Reform party, not that any one
urged him to interfere in the election for South Renfrew,
for the candidate himself says :

" I found after the election, and during the election, that the Hon.
R. W. Scott wrote a large number of letters, using his officiai position to
secure votes for the Government candidate." Again: "I did not ask
him to write."
Was not that coercion of the electors? I will prove, by the
evidence of the court, that there was something beneath
that, that beneath these letters there was a promise from
a Minister of the Crown of a large amount of money to
assist in colonisation roads in that district, in the township
of Brudenell. Mr. McDougall's evidence proceeds:

"Q. The Hon. R. W. Scott was then in the Dominion Government ?
"A. Yes.
"lQ. What position did lie hold?
I"A. He was then without portfolio. He spoke to me about having

grants for this part of the country, but the exact sum he did. not men-
tion, but that night in Shamrock village, Hudson told me Scott had
fixed the sum at $8,000."

Yet my hon. friends behind me are to be condemned for
advising a personal friend of their own what he should do
in an election, while a Minister of the Crown, under a
Reform Government, is to write letters and form alliances
with the Ontario Government, and promise 88,000 for the
township of Brudenell in order to secure votes for the Reform
candidate. Then there is the case of Dr. Strange, of King.
ston, and I think the hon. member for South Huron remem-
bers that. Dr. Strange held a semi-official position, and his
great crime was that in 1874 ho voted for the thon right
hon. member for Kingston (Sir John A. Macdonald), who
had no patronage to bestow, and nothing to give. That
was hie crime, and it is a crime, perhaps, in the eyes of the
Reform party that men should stand by their leader, even
when ho has fallen. Thora was some discussion over it in
this House, and also rather a serions discussion in court in
regard to that case. I remember that the hon. member for
South Huron read a letter to the effect that Dr. Strange want
to the house of a voter and upon discovering that the man
had voted for Mr. Carruthers, ho told that voter that his wife
need never enter his house again for medicine? The Reform
Government could not stand such a threat as that. The
idea that that unfortunate woman whose husband had voted
for the Reform party, was denied the privilege of taking Dr.
Strange's medicine, was so unpleasant that the hon, gentle-
men opposite, thon in power, administered a dose to Dr.
Strange, and he immediately disappeared from the scene of
action and was also deprived of hie salary. Then take a
case in this vicinity; hon. gentlemen remember that
Mr. James Harvey was dismissed in 1876 from the
charge of the works on the Madawaska River. The
reason given was that he had, in 1871, caused financial loss
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to some lumbermen by carelessness. The member for
North Renfrew (Mr. White) gave itas his opinion that the
reason ws that he had spoken disrespeetfully of the
Government. Turni'ng to the debates of 1871 we find that
Mr. Mackenzie said on lth April of that year:

a There was never a clear ease made out of any person neglecting his
duties, but that person waa dismissoed without the slightest hesitation.
He protested against anyone bringing up a came in the House when a
man was removed for sufficient cause. He was quite sure that the hon.
gentlemen opposite knew very well that it had not been a peculiarity
of hie own or of the Government to dismisi people for political reasons.
They had groat reason to do so on many occasions, and they had exer-
cmeda forbe.rance towards peoplein office that never was manfested
by the-hon. gentlemen opposite. They had allowed that forbearance
te, go a great deal too far in protecting men who had used their offices
in order te injure the eovernment they served.hBut he could tell the
hon. gentlemen opposite and all such office-holders that that was at an
end."

The hon. gentleman also said:
" The remarks of the hon. member for North Renfrew were generally

spoaking correct. He did state to a deputation that called upon him,
tat he had been informed that this man had spoken inost disrespectfully
of the Government and himself, and he told that deputation, as ho now
told the House, that ho would permit no public officer to speak dis-
respectfully of the Goverument they served."

The headsman's axe fell; the fiat went forth that Liberals
would not permit even an expression of opinion on the part
of officials. Why, Sir, had hon. gentlemen opposite been
able to dismise the whole electorate in 1878 they would
have done it, for no Government that has ever been in
power or ever will be in power were more disrespectfully
spoken of and more summarily and disrespectfully ejected
from office than was that Government when appealing to
the country in that year. More than that, when you
look at the case of Mr. Harvey, a man of position and
influence, who has served the country twenty years,
and who, since being reinstated, has filled a similar

sition and discharged his duties with every satisfaction,
th to the Government and to the people of the district

where he lived, I think it will be admitted that political feel-
ing came·in and that his dismissal was because Mr. Harvey
had spoken against the Government or dared to remain a
pronounced Conservative. Take again a case alluded to by the
hon. member for Monck (Mr. McCallum), that of J.lB. Smythe.
le was superintendent of the southern section of the Wel-

land Canal, dismissed on the 16th of January, 1874, by the
personal order of the then hon. Minister of Public Works.
On the 16th of January, 1874, a telegram from the Public
Works, at Ottawa, directed: "Suspend John B. Smythe,
because there are serious charges against him." He was
suspended forthwith, although up to that time a faithful
public servant. On the 21st of January a largely signed
petition, bearing the names of many leading Reformers,
asked that he might be restored. On the 3rd of February,
Mr. Page, the chief engineer of canals, endorsed upon the
petition : "Mr. Smythe, was, I believe, a foreman on the cen-
tral part of the Welland Canal, but having no knowledge
of the reason of his suspension, I am unable to say whether
or not he should be reinstated," On the 20th of February,
Mr. Smythe wrote, demanding an investigation, and in May
Mr. Bodwell, the superintendent, wrote concerning the mat-
ter. On this letter the following endorsation appeared:
"Will attend to this when I visit the canal. A.M." Brief but
expressive; in fact, all Liberal Ministers acted similarly; but
the Minister of the Interior was more concise; he always dis-
posed of cases with "No.-D. M.; " and "lNo.-D. M.," it was.
A Grit was afterwards appointed, and it was subsequently
discovered that the heinous ofence of wbich Mr. Smythe1
was guilty was that he declared himself to be an out-and-out1
Conservative. He had a right to vote; but because he signi- (
flied hie intention of using his franchise he was dismissedc
and only restored to office five years afterwards. I refer to1
another case from Ontario: That of Lewis Hodgins. He was 
a gentleman respectably connected, of unimpeachable char-1
acter, being a highthouse keeper at Salmon Point, Princec

Edward County, in 1874. He was charged with using abu
sive language towards the Government, li which the late
Sir Albert Smith was Minister of Marine and Fisheries. A
copy of the charge was sent to Hodgins, who replied :

"I beg to say that I did vote aainst Mr. Walter Ros at the elections
in 1874; but as to using any violent or profane language concerning thepresent Government, I deny it altogether, and I frnish you with astatement signed by supporters of Mr. Rosi, and all immediate nelgh-
bors, and who would bave heard me if I had been guilty of any of thecharges with which I am accused. Party feeling runs very hib in this
county, and this Is done simply to injure a political opponent.

lu corroboration of this the following certificate was
forwarded to the Minister:-

" We the undersigned supporters of Walter Rosa, M.P., for the county
of Prince Edward, hereby certify that we are personally acquainted with
Lewis Hodgina, lighthouse keeper, at almon Point, and we also certify
that we never heard him use any abusive language concerning Mr.
Ross or the present Ministry, but on the other hand we have heard him
speak in their favor. We believe Mr. Hodgins Io a faithful and efficient
servant, and one who bas discharged the dulies of his office to the satis-
faction of the public generally."

Twenty Reform supporters of Mr. Rose signed this, but he
was dismissed by the then Minister of Marine and Fisheries
and another man appointed. I desire now to show that
these were not isolated cases, but that officials were doomed
to submit to the guillotine, not only in Ontario but in Que-
bec and in Cape Breton as well as Nova Scotia generally,
and at other points. I will take some Quebec cases. Here
is the case of Philipe Loiselle, postmaster at Paspebiac.
He was dismissed on mere suspicion; no evidence was pro-
duced showing that he had been guilty of any crime or
offence against the postal regulations. He asked for an
investigation, was refused, and that was all the satisfaction
he got.

Mr. LANGELIER. He was dismissed by thep resent
Government.

Mr. MACKINTOSH. I can only inform the hon. gentle.
man that if he has been a close observer of the political history
of Canada he will find this case mentioned; an investigation
was asked for and refused, and although no charge was made
against this postmaster he was dismissed

Mr. LANGELIER. He was dismissed by the previous
Government, ho was reinstated by this Government and
again he was dismissed by this Government.

Mr. MACKINTOSH. The hon. gentleman must see that
I am quoting cases which occurred at the time when the
hon. member for East York (Mr. Mackenzie) was in
power. Thon there was the case of Mr. Cyr, postmaster
at Maria. Perhaps the lion. member for Mégantic (Mr.
Langelier) knows him. Thon thore was the case of Mfr.
Vallée, postmaster at St. Thomas, the son of a leading
politician, afterwards member for Portneuf. The son was
one of the ablest young mon in the Province of Quebeo,
and because he was an able young man, and, unfortunately
for himself, because ho was a Conservative, his father was
dismissed from office. Thon there was the case of Mr.
Jolicour, postmaster at Crane Island, who was dismissed
without any investigation whatever. In 1879, Mr. Vallée,
member for Portnenf, stated in his place in Parliament
that :

" During the general elections of 1878, one of the principal oon Of
the Dominion vovernment at Quebec bad on the morning of the 17th
of September declared to the employees under him : 'Gentlemen, if to-
day you do not vote as you should, to-morrow you will be dismissed.' "
Here was a public official, receiving the public money con-
tributed by the Canadian tax-payers generally, telling those
other officials that if they did not vote for the Government can-
didate that day they would be dismissed. The next day, the
18th September, 1878, the employees remained on and the
Government which made the threat were diamissed instead.
In Quebec county, at the same election, one O'Brien, then
drawing a large salary in the Custome at Quebec, left hi.
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o"cial duties for days and weeks to canvass against the
Conaervative candidate. Captain Lavoie of the Govern-
ment vessel Rimouski abandoned hi, boat to go to Rimouski
to work against Sir Hector Langevin, the present Minister
of Pubie Works. And so far back as 1874, the commander
of the Government steamer Glendon violated his duties
by using the boat on an electioneering tour along Gaspé
Bay, collecting money to protest the election won by Dr.
Fortin, the present able member for Gaspé.

Mr. MILLS. There was a boat of that sort used in Lamb-
ton in 1872.

Mr. MACKINTOSH. I think that was a boat of larger size,
and only wish it had been used with botter effect. Then hon.
gentlemen will remember the case of Régis Cardinal which
came up in this House in 1879. Although hon. gentlemen
opposite, and especially those who come from the Provinne
of Quebec, knew that Régis Cardinal had in the election of
1878 interfered in the election of Jacquos Cartier-whether
ho had anything to do with the celebrated ballot box case I
do not know-but we know that he went to Mr. Cook, a con-
tractor and urged that if he would vote for Mr. Laflamme
he (Laflamme) would look after him and his contracts
afterwards, and yet, despite the truth of these statements
hon. gentlemen opposite had the audacity to bring up the
case of Cardinal's dismissal in the House. The hon. member
for South Huron said if it could be shown that any man
had used his public position as an official to influence an
election, he would be the first to dismiss him. The
hon. gentleman's friends-I do not know that ho
did personally-were the first to take up Cardinal's case,
and the first to condemn the Government for punishing
him for interfering in an election. Now lot us go to Nova
Scotia for a short time. The late Mr. Howe once said that
the smaller the pits the fiercer the rats fought. I find
that the little Island of Cape Breton has seen some
hard fighting politically, and mon there have their
misunderstandings and disagreements, many of them not
merely political in their character, but personal. lion.
gentlemen will remember that Mr. Rose, Mr. Vail and Mr.
Jones were Ministers of Militia at that time-a long linoeof
chivalrous warriors, who believed in decapitating their
enemies. With the exception of the assertion which was
made that the hon. member for Digby once said that he
wished the Fenians might come into Canada, so that he
might be able to show what our men were made of-

Mr. VAIL. I never used such an expression.
Mr. MACKINTOSE. It was asserted that the hon.

gentleman said so. I do not think he did, if hoesays ho did
not, but at the same time the assertion was made.

Mr. VAIL. It might be made by some very irresponsible
man, but no responsible party ever made it.

An hon. MEMBER. Probably it was Mr. Joues.
Mr. MACKINTOSH. No, it was the hon. mernber for

Digby, and it appeared in the papers at that time.
Mr. VAIL. I do not think such a thing appeared in the

papers.
Mr. MACKINTOSH. I do not wish to insinuate any-

thing, I merely say that the hon. gentleman displayed a
great deal more activity than his friends gave him credit for
if ho made the remark. But these gentlemen certainly be-
li'eved in the torture of official decapitation in the Province
of Nova Scotia. And in Cape Breton I have a long
list of cases where such official decapitation took place ;
there was a perfect slaughter of the innocents there. I find
in the list five pilot commissioners, five shipping masters, a
postmaster, a collector of customs, a lighthouse keeper and
a preventive officer. In fact business was suspended ail
along the line, for every man in the island who had an
oSke waa suspended.

Mr, MÀA0Eosu.

Mr. MLLS. When was that ?
Mr. MACKINTOSH. In 1874 and 1875. I do not think

the hon, gentleman was thon in office.
Mr. VAIL. Give the names and circumstances ?
Mr. MACKINTOSH. I will give the hou. gentleman

the names and also introduce him to bis newly found friend
Mr. Roche. In the shipping master's department : Captain
MeGregor, of North Sidney, was replaced by Mr. Corbett;
Captain Brookman, of Port Sidney, by Mr. William Oliver;
R. McDonald, of Lingan, by Mr. Roche (the gentleman of
whose welfare the leader of the Opposition is so solicitous);
Captain MeNeil, of Little Glace Bay, was dismissed and
reappointed, but again dismissed.

Mr. VAIL. When was this done?
Mr. MACKINTOSH. The hon. gentleman was in the

Province then and should remember the names.
Mr. VAIL. Give the dates.
Mr. MACKINTOSH. It was between 1875 and 1876;

the hon. gentleman can look them up at his leisure. Jos.
MePherson, of Cow Bay, was replaced by R. Macpherson,
and one, by some mistake or other, voted for the Reform
candidate, and by some mistake or other ho was reap-
pointed; and to add to the ghastly irony of the economical
cry-for the Reform party always do everything with a view
to economy-they put the Conservative out of the office,
and what took place? They added another to the list and
appointed two in place of one.

Mr. LANDERKIN. Dandelions.
Mr. MACKINTOSH. The hon. gentleman may talk about

dandelions, but it is far preferable to belong to that hon-
orable brigade than to a brigade of dandy liars. Wheu these
hon. gentlemen came up to Ontario, what did they say?
They said: We found scores and scores of men appointed to
offices in Nova Scotia and Prince Edward Island, and we
deemed it proper in the interest of public economy, and in
order that we might cover the expenditure by the revenue
-we found it necessary to dismiss those men. But when we
look at the records of the country, it is found that in
every case where they dismissed a Conservative, either his
office was filled by a Reformer, or else the office was split
in two, and two Reformers put there. We find in the case
to which I was alluding, that W. H. McAlpine was
appointed to Louisburg, and they dismissed five, and in the
interest of economy they appointed six at the same salary.
The collector of customs at New Glasgow filled a
position at $200 a year, and to the new man
whom they appointed in the interest of economy,
they gave $600. Then, in 1876 the Reform party
became bold, either because they had been losing a number
of elections, or else that they hoped by announcing
the policy that "to the victors belong the spoils "
they would induce the honest yeomanry of the country to
stand by them. In 1876, John Baine, Angus Morrison
and Charles L. Campbell were dismissed from office as
landing officers at Great Bras d'Or, Cape Breton-because
they voted for the opposition candidate, and the terrible
offence of which young Campbell was guilty was that he
voted confidence in his own father. These hon. gentlemen
were so amazed at a son voting confidence in his father,
that they dismised him on the ground that he was too
young; and thon, by way of proof that they did
everything bonestly and above board, they dismissed
three men on the alleged ground that they were too
old. Thore is no report in the Department against
thom; they asked for an investigation, but they got
no satisfaction, being told that it was because of their age.
One was sixty-two, another seventy-two, and the other
twenty-three ; and yet they dismissed young Campbell
because he voted for hie father, one of the moot respected
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men in Nova Scotia, or in. this House; and to day they try Sir, this young man declined the offer; ho said ho was a
to desire to pillory two hon. members of this House because Conservative, and oould not face hie frienda if he desert.d
an hon. member advised n friend to do what was right- his party; he said besideâ that, that ho never would doert
advised him that he had botter kr:ep clear of all entRngle- hiq party; ani for that act of bravery and loyalty to his
mnent., and vote for the Government candidate. But hon. chief, his junior was appointud over him. That was an
gentlemen may ask for the proof of all this. I am here to election for the Local House. Then came an eletion for
give the proof. Some hon. gentlemen opposite were in the Commons, in which Mr. MoNab was the Government
this House in 1879, when the proof was produced; when candidate, and Dr. Mehfillan, the Opposition eandidate. %
Mr. Huntington in bis place challenged those opposite to letter was again written to Mr. McIntSh offoring him
give proofs, and Mr. Robitaille, thon a member ot this promotion, but ho refuied to oppose Dr Mofillan, md
House, gave several instances, one after another, which then the followiug letter was written :-
none of them denied. I also flnd that Mr. Macdonald, of " P. 0. lItNProTRa's OrnO, MoITEam, 13th July, 1875.Cape Breton, read from official documents as to a case in "Mr. A. MOINTOsE, Raîlway Mail Olerk, Island Pond,his county in which the unfortunate wrote : "SiR,-I beg to inform von thst 1 am advlssd by the Benmtuy of theDeprtaira you te e thmat Gea ase byen B-rtryo h

"I have been superseded in the way office very muddenly, and withou
warning. Would you be pleased to favor me with the cause of m
dismissal ?"
Here was an honest, straightforward man putting an honesi
straightforward question to the department, and here is th
answer:

"I am desired by the Postmaster General to acknowledge the receip
of vour letter of the 1st instant, and in reply, beg to inforni you that i
was found expedient in the interest of the public service to supersede yo
in the charge of the way office in the county of Cape Bretoa."

That was the reply. It was in the interest of the publi
service to supersede him without giving him any character
te disniss him in disgrace, to send him out to be sneered a
by bis neighbors; and yet hon. gentlemen opposite asser
my bon. friends have on this occasion been guilty of a greal
crime because they advised a friend not to put himsel in a
false position, and to beware of the terrible results of the
policy applied by the Refo-m Party to their oponents. I1
have mentioned this case simply to show where Government
coercion was used either directly, or through the mombers.
But there are cases of coercion on record which gentlemen
cannot deny. I take the case of A. Mclntosh, a railway
mail clerk of Glengarry. In the local elections of 187à,
Mr. McDonald, Postmaster General, wrote to Mr. Mowat:

We are doing al we can for you. Eastern counties olid."
Thisais the way ho did it:

P.O. INSPECTOR's OmIc, MONTRAL, 7th Jan , 1875.
"To A. cOINToss, Railway Mail (lerk, Island Pond.

" The Postmaster General has been pleased to grant yon ten days'
reave of absence, dating from Friday next, the 8th inst.

"E. F. KING, P.O.I."

The Postmaster General deemed proper, in bis great kind-
ness and consideration, to allow- him ton days' leave of
absence, because there was an election pending in Glengarry,
where this young man was popular and had a large number
of connections. But, although that was not put in the lot-
ter, his eyes were opened when h. got to Montreal, where

e read:
"IP.O. INsPECTOR's OY7rOB, MONTaArL, 7th Jan., 1875.

"Memo. for Mr. McIntosh,
" Mr. Murphy will show you the memo I have just adIressed to him.

You will doubtless have received a letter from the Postmaster General,
who expects to ee you nat Alexandria on Saturday. Yon thus, of course,
continue west at once, on Saturday. d

"KE F. KING, P.O.I"

Here was the Postmaster General himself instilling into
the mind of an official the worst kind of corruption-cor-
ruption paid for out of the public exchequer-corruption
which, if it succeeded, would end in producing absolute
chaos in this country. We find the Postmaster General
of that day ready to degrade himself by leaving his office
and going to Alexandria to meet a clerk to see how, by
means of corruption, an election could be carried in the
county of Glengarry. When the Postmaster General met
young McIntosh, what did ho say ? That he heard that
ho had a great deal of influence in Glengarry, and he asked
him to take ton days' holidays, and go quietly through the
county canvassing it for the Government candidate. Well,
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it Department that the Postmaster General has been pleased to.dispense
ly wiih our further services as railway mail clerk, Will you please

therefore transfer to Ur. Wm. Kurphy at Island Pond, your mail keysand other post office property that you may poss..
t, "Yours very truly,
e "B. F. KING, P.O.I."

After the elections, because McIntosh would not work in
t the interest of Kr. McNab, and because ho worked for Dr.
t MoMillan, he received hi@ dismissal from the, R fornm Goy,.
u erniment, some supporters of which are to-day condemning

an hon. member because he wrote in the most generous
c spirit, advising his friend not to interfere in( the tel.otion

unless he voted for the Government candidate. Here is a
t telegram which was sent by Mr. McDonald, the Pot-
t master General, to the postmaster at Carillon in the 41eo.
t tion between my htn. friend the member for Argenteuil,

(Mr. Abbott) and Dr. Christie :
" You are reported as taking a very active part against the Govern.

ment candidate for Argenteuil county. I will only add, I thiak you
are making a mistake. Government ocials shbould not oppose Gov-
erument candidates.

And because my hon. friends from Cape Breton make the
same assertion, and give their friends the same advice, hon.
gentlemen have for six weeks been gibbetting these gentle-
men in newspapers, placing their names upon the Order
paper, postponing day by day their case, and now bringing
it up at the end of the Session, when they know there can
be no ample examination into the charge. Hon. gentlemen
will remember that in 1874 the Government banks used
coercion. They will remember the coercion exercisad by the
Hon, John Simpson, when $400,000 was deposited in the
Bank of Ontario for electioneering purposes, and we aIl
remember the evidence given by that lamented gentleman
when ho was in the witness box before a jury. He said:
" I mesmerised them in batches of fifteen and sixteen, and
turned a bundred that night at Glen's." I hold that was
net simply Government coercion, but far worse than
Government eoercion, because the public money went to
pay that expenditure -went to meet the lou of interest
upon such deposits. Look back te the election in Muskoka
in 1872. We have all heard of D. M. Card, who figures at
every election, and whose name appears in every page of
the Public 4counts in Ontario. That gentleman ie ubiqui.
tous and a reformer of Reformers, because, whonever i he
gets a chance, his hand is in the public pure., He was
sent ta do work in Muskoka for the Ontario Goverament.
He took a letter from Mr. Paxton, M.P. P. for Peterboro',
te Mr. (ockburn, the Grit candidate for Miuskoka. -1 will
net read the whole letter because it will take Soo long, but
in it Mr. Paxton was told: "Yen will afnd D. M. Ciard
a splendid man in elections." He waa found a oapital
man in the elections, and the foilowing year we flnd his
name figuring in the Public Accounts of Ontario to the
extent of $3,500 for colonisation roads. But there. i
another case I desire te rofer te. The leader of the
Opposition brings this charge and is sapported by hie
friends. He poses as a purist, es a gentleman whose hands
would never be soiled by an act of corruption; but I will
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say, what I would say to his faee if ho were here, that ho
allows others to stain their hands while ho pulls the wires
and endeavors to keep his reputation clear. He does not
take the responsibility of the actions of his supporters and
protect them as a brave and chivalrous leader would, but
sacrifices his friends for the sake of protecting himseolf. I
go back to the entrance of the hon. gentleman into
officiai life. We all remember the terrible Proton scandal,
and I will read a telegram which was produced in evidence
before a committee of the House, and which would have
been produced ofâcially, as officiai evidence, in the Sessional
Papers of Ontario, had not the Reform Government, when
they got a subservient majority in Ontario refused
to print the report, and to day one cannot find in the
Ontario Sessional Papers the report I have now in my
possession. I am glad I have it, and will take this occasion,
as hon. gentlemen opposite have brought up a discussion
as to the purity of parties, to put it on record. On the 23rd
December, 18'1, this telegram was sent to Adam Oliver,
M.P.P. fort West Durham, then M.P.P. for West Bruce:

" Where le Lewis? He is wanted in Proton at once. Cau you start
him to-night ? Most important.

" J. K. KE RR."

Ur. Kerr is brother-in-law and partner of the hon. member
for West Durham. And what was Lewis wanted for?

Sorne hon. ME MBE RS. Immense.
Mr. MACKINTOSH. I challenge hon. gentlemen to deny

a single point I have made. I am reading from the report
of the committee, and challenge them to deny it. Hon.
gentlemen will remember that that committee was moved
for in the House. Thai c'mmittee was given, and it was thon
re.arranged so that the Grits could put upon it more
reliable friends. But despite that, the committee reported as
follows:-

" The Government of Ontario, in order to defeat A. W. Lauder, Esq,
in South Grey, resorted to the unconstitutional practice of employing
Government employees to canvass the electors of Proton. Mr. Lauder
moved for a committee to enquire into the circumstances, but Mr. Blake
thought fit to naine his own committee. The committee, after hearing
the evidence, unanimously report as follows:-

"'That the evidence adduced before the committee, confirme the
statement made in the affidavits of John McDowell, John Abbott, Wil-
liam Hughes, William Robinson and James Hay, in so far as regards
the interference of John W. Lewis, a Government land valuator, with
the recent election in South Grey, and that the said Lewis made the
statements to certain electors in the township of Proton, which are set
forth in said affidavits.' "

Those affidavits stated that Lewis was a Government officiai,
that ho was sent by members of the Government, not to
coerce the electors, but to advise them, that ho was a valu-
ator of the land and used his position to coerce the electors
into supporting the Government candidate.

An hon. MEMBER. When did that happen ?
Mr MACKINTOS d. The hon. gentleman is perfectly

well acquainted with the facts, and I am satisfied were ho
standing on a public platform to-day lie would defend every
one of them.

Mr. MoCRANEY. Give us a little of the Padific scandai.
Mr. MACKINTOSH. This was in 1871-72.
Mr. MOMULLEN. Give us a little about printing con.

tracts.
Mr. MACKINTOSH. The reason 1 allude to these facts

is that I have to go back to the time when hon. gentlemen
were in power. So sellom have they been in power and
so many years have yet to come before they will 'be in
power, that they cannot blame me if I arm unable to find
any other period of their officiai life than that referred to.

An hon. MEMBER. They are in office now.
Mr. MACKINTOSH. I would advise the hon. member

for North Wellington (Mr. Moiullen) to keep very
quiet.

Xr. MAOKInTogg.

Mr. MoMULLEN. Tell us about printing contracta.

Mr. MACKINTOSK. I hope the hon. gentleman will
never get anything more serious than a printing contract
before ho leaves the city. The report proceeds:

" That the said John W. Lewis was at the time of sucb interference by
him, in the employ of the Government as a land valuator. That the
said John W. Lewis had with him, at the time of the election li South
Grey, the book which he originally used while valuing the lande in the
township of Proton, and from which the books returned to the Crown
Lnds Department were made up. That the said Lewis was telegra-
phed to go to Proton by Adam Oliver, K.P.P., while he was engagedin
Houghton in the discharge of hie duties as a Government land valuator,
and that such telegram was sent in consequence of a receipt of a tele-
grai from J. K. Kerr, barrister, cf Toronto, in reference to said Lewis
going ta Grey. That subsequent to the receipt by said Lewis cf said
telegram from sid Oliver, the said J. K. Kerr and he met atthe railway
station at Hamilton (on the return cf the said Lewis fromn Houghton) and
subsequently during the evening of the same day, the said J. K. Kerr, in
Toronto, furnished the said Lewis with $25 te assist in attempting ta
secure the defeat in Bouth Grey, cf A. W. Lauder, M.P.P."

An hon. MEMBER. How much ?

fr. MACKINTOSH. $ o25, but hi regular salary went
on. At that tin, you could bn y Grits very cheap. They
were more plentiful than at present.

Sgr. MILLS. They wre not Grits; it was the other side
he bought.

Mr. MACKINI$SH:
' That no evidence has been adduced to show that the Hon. E. Blake

knew that Lewis was going to Grey, or that he had any communication
whatever with him."

No evidence was aduced. Mr. Kerr, his brother-in-law,
sitting in his office, evolved this out of his own imagination,
got up fro'n his chair, telegraphed to Mr. Oliver, met Lewis
at the train, gave him $25-and the leader of the Govern-
ment knew nothing whatever about it I But more :

'' That evidence has been adduced toa show that the said Lewis, on
the night before he proceeded to South Grey, hal a personal interview
at the A merican Hotel, in Toronto, with the Hon. Archibald McKellar,
Commissioner of Public Works, and a member of the Ontario Govern-
ment

''That at the time of the said interview, the said Hon. Archibald
McKellar knew, or during it learned, that the said Lewis was going up
to South Grey to assist in attempting to secure the election of N. Dickey,
the candidate who was running in opposition to A. W. Lauder, M.P.P.,
and that at that time the said Hon. A. McKellar knew that the said
Lewis was a Government land valuator."

flore we have it brought home by a partisan committee
appointed by the hon. gentleman, then leader of the Govern-
ment, the member for West Durham (Mr. Blake), that Mr.
McKellar, his Commissioner of Public Works, knew that
Lewis was a Government land valuator, and knowingly
sent him into South Grey in order to coerce the electors of
that county, knowing also that ho took with him copies of
the Crown lands books. Yet hon. gentlemen would vote that
perfectly pure and honest. There is not one-.nay, pei-haps
there are a few who would not do it-but the majority of
them would say that was angelic in its inspiration, and that
my hou. friends, the members for Cape Breton, have been
guilLy of the blackest crime, because one of them simply
wrote to a friend not to vote against the Government can-
didate, because he would likely be dismissed, for the reason
that the patronage would belong to Mr. McDougall, one of
the members for that district, if the board was changed at
all. Then the report goes on :

" That, at the said interview, the said Hon. A. McKellar assured the
said Lewis that the Blake Government would deal liberally with the
electors in Proton, and that it was their policy to carry out with refer-
ence to the valuations in the county of Grey the same policy which they
advocated while in Opposition.

"That no evidence bas been produced before the committee connecting
any other member of the Government with the South Grey election."
lere was a Minister of the Crown, a colleague of the
hon. member for West Durham, found guilty of sending a
land valuator out to coerce electors, and, with this evi-
dence on record, hon. gentlemen opposite ask the Hlouse,
and throagh the louse the country, to believe that the
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Conservative party is guilty of coercion in elections, guilty ofi
degrading the electorate, guilty of using their power in a
tyrannical manner. Why, the ballot was a protection for
Mr. Roche, but the fact is he muet have publicly said he
was opposing the Conservative candidate, thereby coming
within the rule laid down by the hon. member for South
Huron (Sir Richard Cartwright). Mr. Dodd warned him
against doing it, warned him against using hie office,
agaZst using his influence with pilota, for he muet have
been doing that.

Mr. MILLS. No.
Mr. MACKINTOSK. No?
Mr. MILLS. He muet have been asked for hie vote by

the other side ?
Mr. MACKINTOSII. Does the hon. member for Both-

well (Mr. Mille) imagine that the hon. member for Cape
Breton (Mr. Dodd) followed him round and watched to see
who asked him to vote? Mr. Dodd told Mr. Roche, who
virtually asked him for advice afterwards, what the rule
waa, that the patronage belonged to the member, and that,
if any changes took place he would get hie dismissal, ho
would be removed, ho would lose hie office. That being
so, why does the hon. gentleman try to make out that
there was aiything wrong with regard to my hon. friend?
I shail no& detain the House any longer.

Mr. MILLS. The hon. '"gentleman has said nothing
about the Weeks case yet.

in holding my hon. friends up to publio exeoration
for six weeks puat, a great wrong has been done. They
have not committed the wrong, but wrong has been done to
them. If they had committed a crime, they ahould have
been indicted immediately on the meeting of the House, but
hon. gentlemen opposite kept the papers in their hande ;
they said they had been corresponding with Mr. Roché,
they said that the evidence was damaging against those hon.
members, and yet-knowing had they violated their posi-
tions as members of Parliament, they should b. tried and
forthwith suffer the penalties of their ofence-they kept
the documents back, they kept the charge hanging
over them, they sent the papers over the country con.
demning them, and now the House is about to prorogue,
they indict these gentlemen and endeavor to injure theom
I do not think they will injure them. I think the remarks
of the Minister of Karine and Fisheries, in explaining this
case, will be satisfactory to all men, and I trust,
so far as hon. gentlemen opposite are ooncerned, they
will take all these cases that have come before the House
this Session and seriously consider the coneequences. What
have they produced ? hey have produced only acrimony,
ill-feeling and misunderstanding. The member for South
Grey laughs. I dare say he would laugh if his nearest
friends were suffering, but lot hon. gentlemen remember
not only those who are present but the hearts at home they
are lacerating. Lot them think of the mothers at home and
the children at home who are shocked by the charges pre.
ferred, who are pained by the ruthless attacks made upon
those they have loved and respected. When they can do

Mr. MACKINTOSH. I do not think, as far as that case that, they will be fit and worthy members of Parlament;
goes, that there was any Government coercion. I have and I feel when such a marvellous change takes place the
not said anything about the Weeks case, but I ara reminded result will be that they will no longer romain with theit
by the interruption of the hon. gentleman of the case of present party. I will not trouble the liouse longer. I
O'Brien, who went into Lonnox with hie dark lan- seldom occupy the time of Parliament at any great length,
tern, who sat in a room, and, when the victime were but think it right to place this statement on the officiai
brought in, turned his dark lantern on them, and, as ho records of the House.
identified his men, the cash of the Reform party of Toronto Mr. LANDERKIN. Tell us more about Proton.
was paid over for votes. That was proved in court, and
et the hon. gentleman asks what about the Weeks case? Mr. ORTON. I desire to move an amendment to the

The hon. gentleman should remember that there are cases motion beforo the House. It is this:
after cases in which they have been guilty of these offences, That ail the words after the word "lthat "to the end of the question
and at every period of their offence, whenever a be left out and the following be inserted instead thereof :-
great corruptionist is identified, ho is either a relative of or nh eOrder for tAe second readizg of Bil (No. 10t) to amend the

a Reformer who holds a ublic position from the Reform Canada Tempei-oe Act 1876? be now resd.
party. Who are their champions to-day ? Who are the Mr. Speaker, in moving this amendment--
frontispieces of the Reform party to-day ? The very men Mr. DEPUTY SPEAKER. I think the hon. gentleman
whom the courts of law have condemned for corruption, is out of order.and yet my honorable friend from Bothwell falls back on
the Weeks case. I could mention case after case. Thore Mr. ORTON. I think I am perfectly in order. The
was the case in Toronto where the law clerk was sent away course I have taken may appear an extraordinary one, but
because ho was afraid of an investigation. When the hon. the importance of the question, which muet be admitted by
gentleman talks about Weeks, I ask him to stamp all in this House, is a sufficient excuse for my course. The
O'Brion on hie escutcheon, Jimmy O'Brien as they Session is now drawing to a close, and the questions involved
call him there, who is sitting in the library, doing nothing, in the various amendpents to the Canada Temperance Act
drawing hie salary, and is used by the Government of are of the greatest importance to a large class of people.
Ontario for elections, making promises of office to the people Numerous representations have been made to this House
of Lonnox, giving thein money, violating ail the rules from large portions of our people in reference to this
of Parliament and every law of the land. Hon. gentlemen important question. Some have prayed that amendments be
opposite would defend that, and to-day because my hon. made to the Canada Temperance Act to make it more effeo-
friend from Cape Breton cautions a man against being too tive, and this is a very important phase of the question.
active in an election and voting against the Governiment It has been shown by many representations to this House
candidate, because ho does what aIl hon. gentlemen opposite that so far the Act has been utterly inoperative. We have
have been guilty of, a quarter of what they have been guilty had memorials, not only from a large number of electors
Of, hoe is to be condemned and consigned to oblivion. Their in this country, but from municipalities where the Act has
record is too well known, and I have placed these cases on been tried, and it is found by these memorials that the Act
record in order to get them in the concrete. They will go has not been as useful as its advocates hoped it would be.
to every part of the Dominion, and the people will see, as We are all thoronghly alive to the importance cf doing
they alw4ys do wheu we discus public affairs, that the away with the evil of intemperance, and if amendments can
Conservative party is at all times prepared to defend be made to his Act that wiil make it more effective in that
iteelf and to give fair play to all men, and I direction, I think they should receive the consideration of
do not hesitate to say the country will consider that, his House, and that even at this late period of the Session
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this question should be taken up. I will read t you one of
the reasons why. I have introduced a measure for the
amendment of the Canada Temperance Act. It is a resolu-
tion of the towo oouncil of Orangeville in my ow counuty,
one of the largest towns in that district. They have bad
the Act in operation for one year. The electors of the
town of Orangoville voted for the Canada Temperance Act
by a large majority, about two to one, and after the experi-
ence of one year their representatives in the town council
passed the following resolution:-

" Whereas the Soott Act has been in force here from the lst of May
lait ithout furthering the cause of temperance or morality, and at the
sme time a large manetary loge to the town.

" That we believe an Act of Parliament cannot be properly enforced
where a large number of the people are opposed to its working, and
only tend@ to educate the people to be law-breakers rather than good
oitiaens

" That we believe the only successful course for temperance people to
pursue i moral suasion, and that a well regnlated License Act is far
4uperior' as a temperance measure to any Act of total prohibition.
Thnerfore be it resolved :-

, 'That a wise courue for the Federal Parliament to pursue at the present
Session would be to amend the Scott Act by allowing the issue of a wine
and beer license and that the clerk be instructed to forward a copy of
this resolution to Dr. Orton to present to the Goverament."

That was one reason why I introduce the present mea-
sure. I will also read what the town council of Milton
stated in reference to this subject. That couneil sent the
following petition to this Parliament :-

" To the Honorable the House of Gommons in Parliament assembled.
O The petition of the undersigned council of the town of Milton humbly

showeth:-
" Thatwhereas the town of Milton and the county of Halton are under

the Canada Temperance At of 1878 commonly known as the Scott Act.
" And whereas as the welfare of the town of Milton demande that the

representatives of the people shall exercice their thoughtful and serious
convictions of the value of the aforesaid law, it is hereby

tl Resolved-That it is the opinion of this concil that, after a trial of
-the Scott Act eztending overLa eriod cf four years, and based upon
the very strongest evidence an our own observation daily, notwith-
standing the lost of revenue consequent upon this law being in force,
the resulte are that the town has been seriously injured the drunken-
nes has increased instead of diminished ; that the drinking of intoxi-
cating liquor hai not been confined to those who, before the Act came
into force, were considered habitual drunkards, but has made fearful
havoc among our young mon, who have been inticed into shebeens, aswell as plied with liquor on the streets; that these shebeens have been
the cause of serious immorality in our midst, and that, owing to these
undoabted facto, which may be verified by anyone desirous of so doing,
It ls almot impouuibje for the.local authqrities to maintain that condi-
tion of law and order which ls desirable, and which was the wonted
condition of our town betpre the advent of the Scott Act. Therefore
this Counoil prays your honorable body to remove the cause ofg o
serions a scandai tram aur midst :

elult. By repealing the Canada 1emperance Act of 1878. .e 2nd. Orgranting the right to brlag on a repeal vote on a petition
signed by one-third of the electors in any constituency in which it is
in force.

Brd. Or amending the said Act so as to permit the sale of ale, beer,
and light wines, and your petitioners will ever pray."

Now, Sir, I might read any number of memorials of the
same character. I have one in my hand from the munici-

'plity of Alliston, another from the municipality of Sea-
rth. I will just read the one froi the municipality of

Alliston :

o oThe memorial cf the cunyil of the corporation of Alliston, in the
county cf Simce, respectfully sliowetli

The municpality of Alliston and the county of Simeoe are under the
-opration of the Canada Temperance Act of 1878, known as the Scott
M4,from which muclh revenue is lest, both ic the municipality and the
remaning municipal corporations iu the said county cf Simcoe;

"That againt the ling off of receipta, there isno corresponding
gai nor as a matter of fact, any gain whateverr.Il b the oontrary cloue observation sud undoubted testimouy estabEsli
the fact that the operation of the Scott Act in thi village is a greas blw
to morals,-that drunkenness has increased, that the sale of intoxicants
1s not confined to a limited number as heretolore having largely gone
mto the'handa of the lawless who have opened up diureputable shebeens
in which outlaws are sheltered despite the prohibitive character of
the Canada Temperance Act of 1878.

IThat in view of thé upper failure of tbis measure to reach the end it
profesues to aim at, it is well-nigh impossible for the local authorides to
maintain that desirable condition of law and order which vas the wonted
state of affaire in Allistoi previous to the inauguration of the Scott Act.

Wherfore the conneil of the corporation of the village of Aiiston
ir, Qaro,

humbly and respectfully pray that Your Excellene wiltreso th.
cause of the manjy troubles the Scott Act has cauàed 2yhaving th laid
Act repealed, or by amending it so as to legalise the al e l, beeand
light wine in counties where the Canada Temperance Act iu inforee."

Now, Mr. Speaker, with regard to the amendment that I
have brought before this louse, it is for the purpose of
amending the Scott Act so as to allow the sale of beer and
light wines of a certain strength, wines of a certain per-
cent. of alcoholic strength, and beer of a strength of 7 per
cent. I wish to st ate this in order that the House may be
possessed of the intentions and character of the amend-
ment. In the second part of the Bill, I propose that in
counties where the Act has been in operation, and is in
operation now or is about to be put in eperation, it shall not
come into force in those counties, but after the lapse of
one year the electors of such county or city, or such elec-
torai district may, upon petition of one-fourth of the electors
qualified to vote, obtain a new election in order that the people
maydecide whother they will allow beer and light wines to
be exempted from the operation of Canada Temperance Act.
In reference to the probable effect of this amendment, I
desire to state, in the first place, that by such an amend-
ment of the Scott Act, the temperance party would obtain
a large accession to their strength, a large accession of
people to assist them in carrying the law into effect; and
even the people engaged in the trade would assist them in
carrying it out. It would be in their interest to do so. There
i not an hotelkeeper, but it would be in his own interest to
abstain from selling ardent spirits, because it is more profit-
able to sel beoer and light wines ; and alse bpcause a provision
could be made, under the licenses granted them, that bonds
should be given to a very large amount, which woald no
doubt be carried ont by the local authorities, so that in the
event of an infringement of the law, the parties would loose
their licenses and would have to pay a heavy sum by way
of forfeitures. So, everything goes to indicate that per-
mission to sell beer and light wines would do great and per-
manent good to the cause of temperance. If, after that Act
had been in force for a certain length of time, it was
bound to be inoperative, then the only other course open
would be total prohibition. That gives the only proper
mode by which this evil can be done away with-to pre.
veut the manufacture and importation of spirits of all
kinds. I have always maintained that in my opinion that
is the only course likely to succeed, and if that was done,
the honest and proper way would be to compensate thos.
who have invested largely in the manufacture of ales and
beer and alcoholic beverages. What is the character of the
present law ? It prevents the sale of wine and beer in those
districts where the Act is passed. On this point I may
refer to a judgment recently given in the State of Kansas.
A brewer brought an action in regard to this very question
and the decision given by the judge was that the SLate had
no right whatever to 'prohibit the manufacture and sale
of an article of that kind or to prohibit the business
without awarding some compensation ; and the judge gave
very many strong and able arguments in support of his
decisien, which, were it not so late an hour, I would read to
the louse. I call the attention of the ilouse to that
fact. It is a question whether the Canada Tomperance Act
in its present shape is constitutional, and can be at all carried
out. I therefore say that the only possible way to cure this
evil is to havea prohibitory liquor law, and the only honest
way to carry that out is to give a fair compensation to those
who have been carrying on the business in accordaice with
the law. I ask the flouse to go into the consideration of
the amendments to the Canada Temperance Act ., Before
doirg so t had hoped that the hon. member for North
Lanark (Mr. Jamieson) who has introduced a motion also
amending the Canada femperance Act with the object of .
making it more effectual, would have had his Bill brought
forward. I do not desire to override that Aet, but I wish te
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have these amendments introducod, and I believe they will
be effèctùal amendments, and such as will commend them.
selves to the country at large.

Mr. ALLISON. Notwithstanding the amendment of
the hon..member for Wellington (Mr. Orton) itappears to
me that i justice to the hon. members for Cape Breton
(Mr. Dodd and Mr. McDougali) this question should be first
settled, and while I do not desire to weary the House with
a lengthy speech I desire to offer a few remarks in reply to
the hon. member for Queen's, P.E.1. (Mr. Davies) and also
corroborate some of the remarks of the hon, member for
Ottawa (Mr. Mackintosh) with respect to dismissals in
Nova Sotia by the Government presided over by the hon.
member for East York. I take this opportunity of saying
that in the county which I represent not a single dismissal
was made by the Government of the present Premier from
1867 down to 1873, and that during the régime of the Mac-
kenzie Administration in three Departments, which I dis-
tinctly recollect-the Department of Railways and Canals,
the Departnent of Marine and Fisheries and particularly
the Post Office, a number of dismissals were made solely for
politicalreasons. In some instances, particularly with respect
to the Post Office Department, those who were dismissed
were among the young men of the county and among those
against whom no charge was made or could be made of mal-
feaance in office. They were dismissed on political grounds
and to make room for violent political partisans of the
Reform party. It will be remembered that shortly after
the advent of that party to power it was announced by its
leader that he would "elevate the standard of political
morality and conanct public business on principles which
honest men couldapprove and by practices which could bear
the light of day." And it remained for that party to com-
mence the dismissal of officials for political reasons. Those
gentlerhen had come into power with an immense majority
at their back, with a splendid arena in which to exhibit
the scrupulous and manly virtues they professed, with a
commanding position on which to "elevate the standard of
public moralty," and with none to oppose but a party that
was so routed that it could not rally, and so trampled on
that it could not rise for twcnty years; a party which
they pronounced not only injudicious but infatuated in
retaining as its leader a general who, it was thoir b>asf,
was so wounded that ho would never bo able to recover.
After five years of such ezceptionally favorable opportunity
and trial they at length came before the tribunal of the
people ofCanada, in whose intelligence and impartial justice
as their judges they had expressed the utmost confidence,
day after day, down to the very hour of trial, and what
was th'e'result? The result, as you know well, was that the
very party which these gentlemen only five short years
before pronounced to be routed, shattered and demoralised,
with the selfsame leader at its front came into possession
of the field. And at the next meeting of Parliament, the
very man on whose political nock it was their boast they
had their triuaphant heel for the teri of his natural life;
the very man as to whom they confidently and contemptu-
ously boasted that ho would never again occupy the exalted
position of the premiership, again walked into this Com
mous House, by the wiil of the peàple, as Premier of
Canada, with two-thirds of the members of this august bady
at bis back. And when he returned to power what was his
conduct with regard to political dismissals? I recollect
very well, and if the hon. member for Halifax the Deputy
Speaker of this House, is presont ho will recollect very
wolJ, a meeting which the supporters of the Govornment,
elected in 1878 from Nova Scotia, held, when they went
to the Premier, not for the purpose of obtaining the
disninsal of pobtical opponents, but for the purpose of
obtaining the reinstatement of those who had been dis-
JisaSd, wholly and soleily on politioal grunds, The
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supporters of the Governoment from Nova Sootia met
to demand, or to request, as I believed thon, and as I
believe stili, justly to request, the reinstatement of those
whose dismissal was solely due to political consideration.
What was the reply which the Premier of the Government
gave ? It was as nearly as I can recollect in these words:
"4 a1m exceedingly sorry if any of our own friends bave
been unfairly treated or unjustly di'missed, but o opposed
atn I to the principle of political dismiss:ils that I would
rather, if possible, provide for such of our friends as
had been treated in that manner in some other way,
and allow those who have been appointed to
those places romain whire they are, and for this
reason :-those mon who have been called by the
Reform party to those positions may have been called in
good faith, they may have given up other positions for that
purpose, and I am not willing, hard as it may appear to
you, to disturb them; it is the fault of the other party, and
not ours." And, as the members for Nova Sootia know, the
right hon. the Premier positively refused us that which we
considered but justice. Comirig here as new mermbers we
asked it in all good faith, and 1 repoit the statemnnt that a
number of dismissals were made in may own cen ty solely
on political grounds, and in the persons of men against
whom no posible charge was m<ide or could have been
made. Now t do not wish to detain the fouse, but have
given a few plain statements of facts, to which 1 invite
attention and to which I challenge contradiction, and I
leave the members of this lionse and the people of this
country, irrespective of party, to draw their own inferences
therefro-n.

Mr. BERGIN. I move in amendmont to the amendment
that all the words after that be struck out and the following
inerted

Resume the adjourned debate on the proposed motion of Mr. Taylor
for Committee of the Whole to consider a resolution declaring it expe
dient to bring in a Bill to regulate the manufacture and sale of oleo.
margarine, butterine and other substitutes for butter.
I propose to give you s omething more substantial than
beer and wine. I propose to give you something solid, and
before proceeding with the discussion of the dead dogs and
the gbîndei-red horsoe, let me say that 1 regret that th-. hn.
memnber for Centro Wieliugtoni (Jtr. OrLon) did not move
the Bill of the hon. gentleman for North Lanark (Mr.
Jamieso'), so that we might have had an opporuunity of
discussing fairly and squarely the temperance quebtion. I
am one of tho e who believe that the Canada Temperance
Act ought to have a fair trial in the counties in which it
has been adopted by the people. And I think, Sir, that we
are not in a position to pronounce either for or against the
success of that Act until it has been provided with the
necessary machinery for its enforcement. But as the hon.
gentleman has not chosen to do that, but to make another
motion, I have thought it well to take the opportunity of
supplementing to-night the remarks which I made when
the motion of the hon. Minister of Inland Revenue was
before the House some Lime since. Yon will remember
that on that occasion [ showed the material of which
oleomargarine is made and the process of manu-
facture; but I did not on that occasion explain to the
House the manner in which the refuse was disposed of,
and I think that, perhaps, I had better do that now. I do
not know that many gentlemen in this House understand
how hogs are manufactured in certain portions of the United
Stutes. When explaining the other night how glandered
horses and choleraie hogs and animals dying of pleuro-
pneumonia were converted into oloomargarine, I mentioned
that the offal went to the buttom of the vats, and that it
was then taken away, but the places to which it was taken
I omitted to mention. It is taken to the piggeries attacbed
to the factories, or sold to the pork-packers and butchere in
the oities in whioh this oleomargarine i manufactured, and
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there converted into pork. The hoge that, during the
process of consuming this refuse, die, are again returned to
the oleomargarine factory and once more converted into
oleomargarine. Those that do not die are sold to the butchers
and taken to the slaughter houses, and visitors from Canada
and other portiois of the civilise 1 world are treated to the
pork so manufactured, and upon their bread they take a
little of the oleomargarine that was manufactured from
them before they were converted for the first time into
pork. This is no fancy picture, but it is the truth and from
a3tual observation. No more gigantic fraud has ever been
perpetrated on the people of this country than the manu-
facture of this stuff, but is it confined entirely to the Êo-
called factories of oleomargarine and butterine? Many of
the finest soap factories in the country, and many of the
well.puffed oil refineries of the country are nothing more
nor less than oleomargarine manufactories. [n fact, Sir,
it is not quite a settled question yet, whether or not the
first stage after the separation of the fat in the production
of oleomargarine is not the production of soap. In fact
oleomargarine is nothing but a highly purified kind of soap,
and, as you perfume it, or do not perfume it, you have
oleomargarine or scented soap. This compound of pork, as
I told you, of disea-ed animals, is also made from the
various fats that are picked from kitchens and gutters
and the vilest parlieus of the different cities, and it
is sold in almost every town in Canada as butter. Why,
Sir, it is not over a fortnight since, in conversation
with a lady from Montreal, when she was boasting of the
delicious butter they got there, manufactured by the Messrs.
Jones, of Brockville, and for which she paid only 45 cents,
that I discovered she was feasting upon oleomargarine. The
Mesars. Jonce soli all their butter in New York at 8. per
pound, and this lady fancied she was buying it in Montreal
at 45 cents a pound. I discovered that it was the same
article which was sold as gilt-edged Eastern Townships
butter in the markets of Montreal, whereas it is oleomar-
garine, manufactured at Hunter's Point, New York. This
is the sort of stuff that it is proposed we shall license the
manufacture of in this country, that we are asked to substi-
tute for the product of the cow fed upon the rich natural
grasses of the country - the prcduct of the labor of the
wives and daughters of our farmers; and we know how the
wives and daughters of our farmers work to make good
butter, in order that they may support themselves
and their families. If this material is allowed to be
manufactured and sold in Canada, there is an end to
our dairy business; it will be no longer profitable for the
wives and daughters of our farmers to manufacture butter.
The material of which it is made does not cost more than a
cent a pound; the manufacture does not coat much more
than a couple of cents in addition ; and by the time it is put
in packages and offered for sale as pure butter, it does uot
cost much more than 4 cents a pound. And, Sir, when I tell
yon that it can be made so closely to resemble the genuine
article as to render it difficult, if not impossible, to dis-
tinguish the genuine from the fraudulent, you will see how
necessary it is that the strictest precautions should be taken
to throw safeguards around the manufacture of butter in
this country. Perbaps it may not be out of place to read to
the House an extract from the Globe of Thursday last. It
is not often that anyone who desires that any weight should
be a.ttached to what h. says will quote from the Globe; but
I propose to quote f rom it to-night in supportof my argument,
and not alone because of that, but because it gives, as a reasoni
for its advice, a reson which dos away with ail the argu-
ments hon. gentlemen opposite have used in favor of
free trade-in fact, gives away their whole case, and shows1
that protection, and protection alone, is the true remedy
for the troubles of the farmers of this country. The Globe,i
with an impudence most astonishing, in the face of the fact
$hat a member of the Opposition trom one of the west-
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ern counties had the audacity to stand up in this House and
advocate the use of this vile material, which he said he fed
to his men without their knowing what it was-the Globe,
with equal audacity, claims, forsooth, that the Reformers
of this Hlouse are the men to whom the farmers of Canada
are indebted for the prohibition of the manufacture of oleo.
margarine in this country. Then it says :

I The consumers of butter also will be saved from the danger of using
as butter acompound of the most villainous character, which is often
poisonous."
This is true, and it is not often we read anything true in
the Globe.-

"But something more is necessa to make the protection to health
and industry complete. Some kin7a of oleomiargarine resemble butter
so closely in appearance, taste and snmei, that its true ehracter can
only be aseertained by careful scientific test. We do not import butter,
nor do we want to import any. A prohibitory duty on butter or any
article entered as butter, aUed to the prohibition of oleomargarine or
other imitations of butter, would certainly exclude the noxious article.
la default of this prhibition of the import of butter, oleomargarine will
certainly be brought ln."

Now, what is the difference between a probibitory duty
and prohibition? A .difference but of degree. Here the
whole case is given away. The Globe frankly, but
perhaps not knowingly, tells the farmers of this country
that protection is necessary for them, otherwise their dairy
industry will be destroyed. How can he farm.er compete
with the product of these dead and rotten animals? The
produce of the cows will soon entirely be displaced, and
milk that ought to be made into butter and cheese will be
driven froi the market. True butter is driven out of the
market by thousands of tons of this oleomargarine which is
imported to take its place, at a loss of tens of thou-
sands, I might say hundreds of thousands of dollars
to the farmers of the country. The reports of the agri-
cultural boards in England show that the yearly los to the
English farmers amounts to many millions of pounds sterling.
lu this connection it is well to'take a passing glance at the
valae of our dairy products in this country. It is well to
do this in the face of the large quantity of the imitations of
butter which is being imported. I have not been able to
procure satisfactory statietics as to the full number of cows
in Canada; but I am able to give the s4atistics relating to
twenty-three counties in Ontario, which are fairly average
counties and from which we can see the terrible loss which
is being inflicted on the people of this country by the manu-
facture of this article. In 1884 there were 710,511 cows
in Ontario. The produce of butter from them per cow
for the season was $30.34, and the daily average 18
cents and a fraction. The amount of butter made was
32,811,269 Ibs., which was sold at an average of 21 M cents
per lb. Now, to show how this article was injuring the
butter trade, let me quote the quantity of butter that was
made in twenty-three counties in Ontario in 1833 as com-
pared with 1884. In 1883, there were made in these
counties 243,902 lbs. of butter, and in 1884 only 147,924
Ibs., or a falling off of 95,978 Ibs. If you multiply that
number by nine, which would be uearly the proportion for
the whole Dominion, you will find that the falliug
off was somethiug over 1,000,000 lbs. of butter in one
ye.u in the prodret of the country. Now, Sir, what was
done with the milk which under other circumstances
would have been used ? The farmers resorted to making
cheese, the result of which was a large increase in
the quantity of cheese and a decrease in the quantity
of butter. The market in consequence became, not
only here but abroad, flooded with cheese, because in the
United States the same effeet followed the manufacture of
butterine and oleomargarine as follow its importation here.
They were unable to make butter and seli it at a profit, and.
were obliged to make cheese, which we have been doingsince
1883. Owing to the- over supply, prices fell, and at one time
this year oheese was almost unsaleable. In 1883 the value Q
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butter was $51,817 aooording to the returns of the Bureau aware, but of which, Ibave no doubt, the hon. member for
of Agriîulture. ln 1881 its value was $32,087, showing a Centre Wellington could giveavery honestdefinition if time
total falling off, in the 23 counties to which I refer, of permitted. It seems to me this unrestricted manufacture of
$19,72.9 in butter alone, In 1883, the value of butter per oleomargarine is going to be a great calamity to the noto-
cow was $17,21; in 1884 it had decreased to $13.71, show- rious Mathew Roche. What will history say when this
ing a loss of $3.50 per cow. Maltiply the number of cows celebrated gentleman goes down to oblivion, submerged by
710,519 by $3.50, and you will find that the loss on this oleomargarine, butterine,wine and beer? I caunot unswer
account was $2,46,730 on butter alone. The report of the that question, but will leave it to the hon. member forcentre
Ontario Bureau of Agriculture concludes thus: Wellingtn (Kr. Orton) when we get into Committee

" If the returna establish anything, it is that a larger return is of the bWhoe. I suppose he bas already spoken on this
received from creameries which make butter and cheese than from question, and cannot make bis speech over again. The
creameries which make butter alone. lon. member, perhaps, should he have an opportunity of
1% 1883 the manufacture of cheese amounted to 134,446 lbs., replying to me, will say that I set the example last year,
and in 1884, to 259,688; or in place of the butter made in when I took a similar step to that which he has taken
1883 we made in 1884, 155,242 lbs. of cheese, and a con- to-night for the purpose of furthering a Bill which I then
sequent diminution of butter. The increase in the value had in charge. I made an explanation on that occasion
of cheese in 1884, was $9,000 over its value of $11,218 in which I think was satisfactory to the House. At all events,
1883, which entailed, of course, a corresponding falling off in the House were convinced, and I took it for granted they
the value of butter. No one cin view these statements were satisfied with the explanation I had made, It will be
without alrarm. They confirm the statement I made that if within the recollection of the House, perhaps, or of those
importations be permitted, we will soon destroy our dairy who were present on that occaicn, that the reason which
interests, as it eau be manufactured at about 4 cents a lb. I gave for setting aside the i ules of procedure was this,
If it wore manufactured out of good healthy fat, as it coiId that after the Daminion Alliarco had held their meet-
be, nne would almost be inclined to admit that at cer. ing here in the city of Ottawa, the legislative com-
tain times, during periods of depression, it would be well mittee of that alliance were requested to press for
to have snob a substitute, but we cannot trille with the what they considered necessary legislation for the pur.
danger; we cannot permit it to be manufactured, because pose of perfecting the Canada Temperance Act. It
experience bas shown that the manufacturers will not was after the commencement of the Session when the
use healthy material. They use nothing but diseased Dominion Alliance met, and it necessarily took some time
animals and the very filthiest material, besides chemi. to draft a bill such as the Bill we submitted to the Hlouse
cals which are of poisonous nature, and there eau on that occasion. After that Bill was drafted, it was one of
be no doubt whatever that many diseases a e the the instructions of the alliance that the Government should
result of the consumption of oleomargarine. Therefore, be asked to take charge of it in the interests eof the TemXer-
we ask the Government, and, in fact, the Government has ance legislation known as the Canada Temperance At,

promised to do so, to prohibit the importation and manu- and, after the committee were called together, they waited
facture of oleomargarine, and if we have to-night resumed upon the Government and placed the draft of that Bill in
the discussion on this subject, it is that we may impress the bands of the Government. I do not pretend to say
more forcibly on the Government, not only the mode by that the present Government are less expeditious in their
which, but the material of which this stuff is made. We movements than any other Government. I think In that
wish to impress upon the House the injury which will respect they are just about as good, if not a good deal botter
result from its manufacture, and the injury goes even fur- than most of the Governments the country has bad. How-
ther, because we have presented to us as food, pork, the ever, I suppose owing to the vast importance, the length
refuse from the manufacture of this oleomargarine, and me and depth and breadth of the question, it took then a long
have, be3ides, the terrible loss inflicted on the dairy inter- time to arrive at a conclusion whether they would taike

etst of the oiuntry. For these reasons, I feel it is in the charge of the measure or not. It seemed to be conceded at
interest of the farmers that the attention of the Govern- the outset that, seeing that the Canada Temperance Act
ment should be directed to a trade which can have but was in the first instance a Government measure, introduced
most pernicious results, and I trust the Government will in the Senate and passed by this House and placed upon
prevent the manufacture of this article, not only by pro the Statute-book of the Dominion, in consequence of
hibiting the importation and manufacture of oleomargarine, that it was the duty of the Government to provide
but also by establishing such a rigid inspection of soap proper machinery for its enforcement. I believe it was

factories and oil refineries, that it cannot in any shape two or three weeks before we got an answer from the Gov-
or form, or under any pretence, be offered for sale. ernment, and that answer was in the negative. After we

got an answer from the Government on the question, we
Mr.JAMIESON. I have a good deal to say on this com- again had to call together the legisiative committee of the

plex question. I fear I shall not be able to get through to- Dominion Alliance in order to take counsel together as to
night, but I do not intend to make all my remarks at what course we would pursue in reference to the measure.
present, because we will likely go into committee, where I It was then decided that we would introduce that measure
will have an opportunity of discussing it more at length. at once into the Hlouse, and I had the honor of being selected
It is an old adage, that it is generally the unexpected that by that committee for the purpose of taking charge of it.
happons, and I think that adage has been verified to-night. When I introduced the measure, I explained these circum-
Wheu the question before the House was presented, I had stances to the H ,use, and gave that as a reason why we
no idea the hon. member for Wellington would complicate were so late in the Session in bringing it in, and, when I
it by making the amendment he las made. It was certainly moved to place that measure higher up on the motion paper,
a pretty sharp curve, but when the bon. member for Stor. or at leat to give it precedence over other measures on the
mont (Mr. Bergin) brought on his amendment, ard drew Order paper, I gave that as the reason why I thought it
on this ttiangular fight, it was still more unexpected to me, advisable to disturb or set aside the ordinary proc-edure
I am heartily glad my Bill amending the Canada Temper- of the House. No such reason bas been given by the
ance Act is not mixed up with oleomargarine and butterine, hon. member for Centre Wellington (Mr. Or ton) for
being the product of rotten dogs and hirses, and with the pursuing the extraordinary course heb as pursued
poor man's wine and beer, the product of log wood and on the present occasion. I have charge of a mea-
bluestone, and some other substance, of which I am not sure which is now on the Order paper, and which, in my
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judgment, is a measure much more worthy of receiving the which they have secured for themselves by the adoption of
prompt consideration of this House.than that, which has this Act. But what does the hon. member for Centre
bCen introduced by the hon. member for Centre Wellington. Wellington attempt to do by this measure ? Why, Sir, he
But I was rather lat.in intrpducig that1eapre. I had, 'a9kv this)lLne to deprive the people of those counties of
and have not yet lost, hopp that I may bea4le to reach it their juit rigtiLs under the Canada Temperauc Act.
this Session. I confess that the discussion of this multi. I think it would be a most unfortunate th.ng, and one
farious question is likely to interfere to some extent with which the people would resent, whether Conservatives or
the consideration cf my Bill, but that cannot be helped. I Reformers, if this louse were to sanction any such mea-
trust that the Canada Temperance Act will be worked, sure as that proposed by the hon. member. Hle proposes
imperfect as it may be, if we are not able to secure the by his Bill that in every county and city whioh has adopted
passage of the amending measure which I have had the the Canada Te taperance Act, a repeal vote may be brought
honor of introducing into this House. I make these remarks on immediately after the Governor General gives his sanc.
for the purpose of informing the House why I did not on tion to this measure, should it pass this House, But, Sir, 1
this occasion pursue the same course which I pursued last have no apprehensions whatever; I am not at all afraid that
Session. I thought from the temper of the House on that this measure will ever pass this House. I believe that on
occasion, it would not be a wise thing to repeat the both sides of this House we have men of principle, men
course of procedure which I pursued last Session. If of character, who will not be parties to any measure which
it had not been for that fact, I would have been would deprive the people of this country of their juast rights
only too auxious to ask the House, as my hon. upon this question. Why, Sir, it is the most extraordinary
friend from Centre Wellington has asked the Hlouse, t proposiLion I ever heard in my life. It is monstrous that
give preference to my measure. I do not know anything, after the People of this country have passed upon a mea-
or at least very muclh, about oleomargarine or butterine, sure by suoh great majorities, their rights shoul: be
and I know .just about as little about wine or boer. I an taken from them at the instance of the hon. member
glad to say we have the Scott Act in my county and we for Centre Wellington. After 124,212 electors of this
have not mach wine or beer now, and Inever saw oleomar. Dominion have pronounced in favor of the Canada Tem.
garine or butterine in my life. My constituents do not deal perance Act, the hon. member comes bore and pulls out of
in these spurious articles. I am much surprised at the his pocket a resolution, or a petition, or something
nature of the Bill introduced by the hon. member for of that kind, froin some obscure town or village in his
Centre Wellington. I do not wish to take up the time of county, and he says : The people of this Dominion are tired
the louse unnecessarily, but, as this is a very important of this Canada Temperance Act. In face of the figures
question and this is a very indulgent louse, I have no that I have quoted I say that it is preposterous to introduce
doubt it will indulge me while I make a few explanatory wuch a Bill, because some obscure town or village in western
remarks in reference to the condition of the Scott Act in Ontario, perhaps by a narrow vote in the council, asks this
this country, and, after I succeed in doing that, I shall Parliament to repeal this Act-for that is practically what
possibly deal in a very su'ocinct way with the Bill of the the hon, gentleman asks us to do. Sir, if the alternative
hon. member for Centre Wellington. were placed before me at this moment, whether I would

Mr. IRVINE. What is the attitude of the Government accept a repeal of the Canada Temperance Act or accept
towards the Canada Temperance Act? the Bill of the hon. gentleman, I would not hesitate a single

moment, I would say : Repeal the Act at once, do not trille
Mr. JA IBSON. If I have time, I shall be most happy with it, do not make a mockery of it. If the Act is not

to deal with that question, but now it has got so compli. working as it should do, if it is not fulfilling the expecta-
cated, I think I will leave it in the hands of the hon. mem- tions of those who promoted it, and those who adopted it in
ber for Carleton, N.B.(Nr.lrvine),and I bave no doubt hc will the soveral counties, then, in tho naine of ail that is just,
ably deal with that phase of the question. Seeing he is in when the proper time comes for the people to pronounce
opposition, it will be more in keepiog with his position to upon its effioiency or deficiency, lot them do
do so than for me, seeing that I am a loyal supporter of the it in the same way in which they ratified
Government. The hon. mcmber for Centre Wellington has it. Repeal it, but do not attempt to mar it,
thought proper to disturb the Canada Temperance Act. don't attempt to destroy it, and then turn round and say to
I think he is taking upon himself a work which he will the people that the Act has been a failure. Why, Sir, the
regret I believe the hon. member for Centre Wellington hon, gentleman professes to believe that this measure is in
has the Canada Temperance Act in force in bis own county. the interest of temperance, that it is for the purpose of pro-
I understand that, in addition to that, he has some five or moting sobriety and ultimately promoting prohibition in
six breweries in his county. I do not know, I would not this country. Sir, I am astonished that any hon. member
insinuate that the hon. member las anything to do with possessing sufficient intelligence and ability to find hie way
breweries. I believe le is a medical man. Unless it may into the Parliament of this country, should advance euch
be in the way of chemical analysis, or something of that an argument as that. I con tend that it is the duty of both
kind, of the compounds used in the production of beer, the great parties represented in thiî Parliament to give to
I do not suppose he would attempt for a moment to those who are promoting the Canada Tomperance Act such
have any other interest in it or contact with it. machinery as willenable them fairly to test tiis question.
And, Sir, the Canada Temperance Act hs been submitted I tell you, Sir, that there is a sentiment in this country
to a very large number of counties and cities in this that will not quickly subside U this question ; I tell you,
Dominion. Lt may be new to some that the Act is now in Sir, that the people of this coun ry, fron one end to the
force in sixty-six counties and cities, where it has been other, have been aroused upon this question, and will not
brought into operation by the votes of the respectable elec- submit to be trified with. Lot this Parliament, for a single
tors of those several counties and cities. By the provisions instant, entertain the principle embodied in the measure 9f
of that Act, once it ie adoed it must continue in force for my hon. friend from Centre Wellington, and I say
a period of three years. Now, Sir, I lay it down as a fair that when they go back and surrender to the electors
proposition, and I defy the hon. member for Centre Well- of their constituencies the trust they have reposed in them,
ington toe controvert my proposition, that when once the they wili find that that trust will not be again reposed-
people of any county or city have by their votes solemnly in them, because I believe that it will be the opinion of
approved of this law, this Parliamenthas no right, no moral the electors of this country that the mon who'have, by their
right, at all events, to deprive thein of the advantages votes in this House, impaired the Canada Temperance Act,

Mr. Jrm]os.
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have been recreant to the trust imposed in them. Now,
Sir, there is the wine and beer question. I have no faith in
wine and beer. I lost faith in them long ago, because I
never had any. There was in England a Reformer once, I
suppose somewhat of the character of the hon. member for
Centre Wellington (Kr. Orton). The drinking of gin and
ardent spirite was the general habit among the enlightened
people of our mother land, and the great politicians of that
day suddenly awakened to the fact that some remedy might
he provided by which the people would ho weaned from the
use of ardent spirits and induced to use milder and more
nutritious beverages. The idea suddenly occurred to them
that the use of ale and eider would be a very fine and proper
eubstitute for ardent spirits, and in 1830 on that line an Act
was passed to permit the general sale of beer and eider
by retail in England. By that Act any householder could,
on giving bonds and sureties and paying a guinea, obtain
a licenseto sell beer and eider. The Act was passed almost
unanimously I believe by the House. Everybody took a
fancy to it and thought it a very good measure.flowever,
it turned ont that they were very much mistaken. The
Duke of Wellingtcn was one of the able champions of that
measure; Lord Brougham also supported it; and the Duke
thought the carrying of that measure was about as great a
triumph as his victory over Napoleon at the battle of
Waterloo. But let us get at the sequel. The Rev. Sydney
Smith depicted the effects of that measure. I read:

" The Rey. Sydney Smith, who had expected and predicted great and
beneficent resulta, wrote only two weeks after the Act took effect: 'The
new Beer Bill has begun its operations. Everybody is drunk. Those
who are not singing are sprawling. The sovereign people are in a
beastly condition. The demoralisation was so general and continuous,
that the Duke of Wellington and Lord Brougham confessed to a change
of opinion before a year had elapsed.' "

Such was the result in the mother land of a measure similar
to that introduced by the hon. member for Centre Welling-
ton, and I have no doubt that in the Dominion of Canada
the result would be almost similar. I am entirely opposed
to the measure introduced by the hon. member for Centre
Wellington. I believe if a man drinks at all, it should be
on the multum in parvo system. I do not think that the
use of beer would be beneficial to any class of the peo le.
A medical man with whom I was conversing the other dy,
a very high autbority, denounced the use of beer in the
strongest terms. "Why," said he, "beer is the very worst
drink a man can take ; it makes him stupid and stolid, and
takes all the life out of him. If a man drinks at all he
should drink something exhilarating and stimulating, and not
something that will make him torpid and stupid." I believe
that will be the effect if this measure introduced by the hon.
gentleman should become law. Let me illustrate. He said
the difference between a man who drinks beer and a man
who drinks ardent spirits was about the difference between
a bug and a flea; one was sleepy and stupid and the other
was lively and active. I give that as an illustration, though
it is not quite in keeping with the subject; it would be more
in keeping with the oleomargarine and butterine question
than with the wine and beer question. However as this is
a complex question I trust some liberty will be allowed.
Indeed, the louse has been very indulgent, but I do not
desire to trespass upon the time of other hon. members whoB
are skilled in the discussion of questions of this kind, seeingB
that this is a very complicated and difficult question; andE
with these disjointed remarks I will allow the question nowB
to fall into the hands of those members who are more ableE
to deal with it than 1 am.B

Mr. ORTON. I desire to offer a few remarks. AlthoughB
oleomargarine is a most important question I had thought
that it was permanently settled by the Government promis-C
ing to take action on the matter, and I have heard it said
outside this Hlouse that the reason why that order was kept
on the paper was for an object whiOh I would not like to
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state hore as aotuating any hon. member. It has bee
stated outside of the House, however, that it was kept on
the Order paper for the express purpose of preventing an
expression of opinion on this very important question of
the Canada Temperance Act. I hope that to-night the Eose
will express through its representatives its opinion in
regard to this question, as to whether it would not bo
advisable in the interests of temperance to pass such an Aot
as I have introduced for a second reading. Notwithstanding
the remarks of the hon. gentleman, I think this Act would
do a very great deal of goud to the cause he has at heart.
I hope instead of arguing in favor of postponement ho will
accede to the vote being taken, and I shallh b happy to
assist him for ward with his measure so as to maltethe
Canada Temperance Act, what I believe it will be, a useful
temperance measure.

Mr. TAYLOR. I do not desire to prolong the discussion.
The hon. member for Cornwall (Mr. Bergin) was not here
last Mlonday when this question was under discussion and
therefore he moved the amendment. That as the Govern-
ment intend dealing with this question and although they
have not done so yet, I expect they will dnring this present
week; and owing to the article which appeared in the Globe
this week, I think it is all the more important that it should
be dealt with promptly. I would therefore prefer having
the matter remain on the Order paper as it is, and soI
move the adjournment of the debate.

Mr. SPEAKER. The hon. gentlemen having seconded
the other motion, cannot move the adjournment of the
debate.

Amendment of Mr. Bergin to the amendment negatived.

Amendment of Mr. Orton negatived.

louse thon divided on motion of Kr& Blake.

Yuas.

Messieurs

Lister,
Livingston,
Moraney,
MeIntyre,

Milhs,
Mnlock,
Rinfret,
Somervihle (Brant),
Somerville (Bruee),
Springer,
Trow,
Vaii,
Watson,
Weldon,
Wilson,
Yeo.--51.

Allen, Edjgar,
Armstrong, Fairbank,
Auger, Fisher,
Bain (Wentworth), Forbes,

B6chardGeoffrion,
Bouhasd, Gllmor,
Burpee, Girouard,
Oameron (Huron), Glen,
Oameron (Middlesex), Gnay.
Oampbell (Renfrew), Harley,
Cartwright(SirRichard)Holton,
Oasey, Innes,
Jasgrain, rine,

Charlton, Kirk,
Cockburn, Kirk,
Oook, Landerkin,
Davies, Langelier,

NAY:

Messieurs
Farrow, McMillan (Vandreuil),
Ferguson (LeedQ&Gren)McCallum,
Ferguson (Welland), Mc ougald (Piotou),
Fortin, MoQreey,
Foiter, McLelsu,
Gagné, McNeMi,
Gandet, Massue.
Gault, Mitchell,
Qordon, monft,
Gr bois, O' Brien,
Guilbault, OrtOn,
Qu"ent, P n,
Hackett, ReI
Hesson, Rippel
Hickeyp Rykert,

HurteaI, shakesper.
Jamieson, smal,

Âhhison,
Bain (Soulanges),
Baker (Missisquoi),
Baker (Victoria),
Barker,
Bell,
Benoit,
Bergeron,
BihIy,
Blondeau,
Bowehl,
Bryson,
Barns,
cameron (Inverness),
(meron (Victoria),
Campbell (Victoria),
Oarln
Oron (Sir Adelphe),
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Smyth,
Taylor,
Thompson,
Tupper,
Tyrw hitt,

Wallace (Albert),
Ward,
White (Cardwell),
White (Hastings),
White (Renfrew).-89.

Motion negatived.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD moved the adjournment of
the House.

Motion agreed to; and the House adjourned at 12:45 a.m.,
(Tuesday).

HOUSE OF COMMONS.

TuSDr, 18th May, 1886.

The SPEAKER took the Chair at Three o'clock.

PRAYERas.

THE FRANCHISE ACT, 1885.

Mr. THOMPSON, in moving for leave to introduce Bill
(No. 138) to amend the Franchise Act, 1885, said: I will
explain to the flouse briefly what the provisions of
this Bill are. The first provision is intended to dis-
pense with the necessity existing under the present
Act for the assesment rolls being procured by the
revising officer in each year. That bas been attended with
considerable expense, although in the present year it was
necessary in order to form the first list. The lists having
been once formed and established by proper revision, it will
be a comparatively easy matter in future years to proceed
without the same information in detail which is involved
in the provisions followed this year, of having the assess-
ment Iists and the rolIs of electors. The second provision
of the Bill of importance is to make it clear that in all parts
of the Dominion, as was provided in respect of one or two of
the Provices, the revising officer need not hold the
court for the revision of the list in every polling
sub-division. It was provided in the Act of last year that
in the Province of Nova Scotia he should sit for not less
than three sub-divisi ons, and that provision is, by this Bill,
extended to the whole Dominion, so that there shal be no
sitting for revision of the lists in districts of less than
tbree polling sub-divisions. There is also a provision that
one applicant may be substituted for another in the case of
an applicant desiring to object to a vote, or to have a vote
put on, so the right of the voter shall not depend upon the
withdrawal or perseverance of the applicant, but that, if
the applicant should withdraw his application, another
person may bo substituted for him, and the enquiry may he
continued notwithstanding the withdrawal. Some incon-
venience bas been found aliso to arise from the requirement
of the existing Act, that whenever more than 200
voters appear on the list of any polling subdivision
the limita of that sub-division should be changed so
as to reduce the number again to 200. Departing
so frequently as that would require the revising offleers
to do, from the established and known limite of the
polling sub-divisions, is attended with some inconvenience,
and seeme unnecessary, because a larger number than 200
might, with propriety, be included in the polling sub.
division. For the present, it is suggested that the existing
polling sub.divisions shall stand, until the number of voters

Mr. TAYoa.

Ohapleau,
Cochrane,
Oolby,
Ooughlin,
Ourran,
Outhbert,
Daly,
Daoust,
Dawson,
Desjardins,
Dupont,
Everett,
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Jenkins,
Kaulbach
Kilvert,
Kinney,
Kranz,
Langevin (Sir Hector),
Lesage,
Macdoenald (King's),
Macdonald (Sir John),
Mackintosh,
Macmuaster,
Macmillan (Middlesex),

that shall be included in them by the varions revisions that
may be made from year to year shall reach 400, and thon
the limits of the division shall be changed, in order to
reduce the number, as is provided in the Act of this year.
There is also a clause intended to cheapen somewhat the
printing which the Act requires, by making more simple
the revising officer's list. It was found in practice that
there were more columns for information in reference to
voters than were absolutely required, and we propose to
dispense with three of these columns, thereby considerably
lessening the cost of the printing.

Mr. MILLS. What columns ?
Mr. THOMPSON. I cannot state from memory, but we

take ofù four columns and add one, and make a net gain of
three. The hon. gentleinan will see that the other columns
are ample to provide for all the information that is required.
In addition to that, I have only to mention that the oaths to
be put to the electors are provided in this Bill, as I stated
the other day they would be.

Mr. MILLS. No change in the qualification of wage
earners?

Mr. THOMPSON. No.
Mr. MILLS. May I ask whether the voters' lists are to

be reprinted? The hon. gentleman knows that under the
law as it now stands the voters' list is made up and pre-
pared in the first instance, and when a large number of
names are added it becomes necessary, under the present
law, to reprint the voters' lists in consequence of the addi-
tions and erasures, and the change of the polling division
limits. That system is not interfered with ?

Mr. THOMPSON. It is proposed, as regards the list
this year, that it shall not be necessary to change the
existing limits of the sub-divisions, I mean the provision
that there shall be no more than 200 in each; and year by
year the operation of this Bill will be that the revising
officers, as soon as possible after the lst of January, shall
make a yearly revision of the lists and cause them to be
printed and posted up, and then, after the final revision, the
lists are printed and established as the voters' lista.

Mr. SCRIVER. Do I understand the Minister to say
that the changes already made by the revising officers in
the polling sub-divisions will continue ?

Mr. THOMPSON. Those will have to be established.
The lists, in so far as they are made, are confirmed by this
Bill.

Motion agreed to, and Bill read the firet time.

THE QUEBEC HARBOR COMMISSIONERS.
Mr. McLELAN moved that the House do, to-morrow,

resolve itself into Committee of the Whole to consider the
fnllowing resolutions:-

1. That in addition to the sums authorised by the Acta 36 Victoria,
chapter 62, and 43 Victoria, chapter 17, to be raised in the manner
hereinafter mentioned, for the relief of the Quebec Harbor Commis-
sioners and the improvement of the said harbor, it shall be lawfal for the
Governor in Council to raise, by the issue of debentures bearing
interest, payable half yearly, at a rate not exceeding 4 per cent. per
annum, a further sum of seven hundred and fifty thousand dollars.

2. That the sum so raised may be advanced, from time to time, to the
said commissioners, to enable them to complete their wet and tidal
docks, now in course of construction in the said harbor.

3. That the repayment by the commissioners of the sum so advanced
shall be provided for in the manner prescribed by the Act first above
cited, as amended by the Act 46 Victoria, chapter 39, for the repayment
of the sums advanced to the commissioner8 under it, and subject to the
provisions of the said Act in that behalf.

Motion agreed to.

THE HON. J. S. C. WURTELE.
Mr. LANGELIER. Before the Orders of the Day are

called, I desire to ask the Secretary of State a question. A
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few weeks ago I asked if the commission of thei Hon. Mr.
Wurtele as a Judge of the Superior Court had been sent to
him. I received a reply from the Government that the
commission was being prepared, and would be sent down
in a few days. Some days have elapsed, and I understand
the commission has not been received. 1 should like to
know whether the thing has been forgotten, or when the
commission is to be sent ?

Mr. CHIAPLEAU. The thing has not been forgotten.
The gentleman has received an official communication of
the Order in Council appointing him, and Mr. Wurtele has
not yet acepted.

NORTH-WEST DISTURBANCES-CLAMS.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. In the absence of the
Minister of Militia, perhaps the hon. Minister of Public
Works will know when the report of the North-West oper-
ations and the war claims, as the Minister calls them, is to
be presented. The Minister of Public Works will remember
that, when passing the Militia Estimates, the Minister of
Militia intimated that this information would be brought
down, perhaps, early this week.

Sir HECTOR LA9NGEVIN. I am unable to answer the
question; the Minister of Militia will be in his place in a
short time.

TRENT VALLEY CANAL.

Mr. COOK. I wish to enquire from the Guvernment
when the return respecting the estimiatedcost of the Tront
Valley Canal will be submitted. The Chief Engineer was
here some days ago, and no doubt the information has been
obtained.

Sir HECTOR L&ANGEVIN. The report is in course of
preparation and will be brought down as soon as possible.

CUSTOMS SEIZURE'AT MONTREAL.

Mr. GAULT. Seeing the Minister of Customs in his
place, I should like to ask if a settlement has been made
with respect to thi seizure that bas taken place in the city
of Montreal. A most important seizure took place there
some time ago, and it created much excitement. It is stated
that the Government had compromised the matter-

Mr. SPEAKER. If the hon, gentleman wishes to put a
question to the Minister, he may do so, and the Minister
may reply if h. pleases; but the hon. gentleman must not
diseuse the matter.

CANADIAN PACIFIC .RAILWAY.

Mr. McLELAN moved the third reading of Bill (No.
131) further to amend the Act respecting the Canadian
Pacifie Railway.

Mr. WATSON. Before this motion is adopted I wish to
move an amendment. I think another opportunity has
been provided this luse when they eau ask the Canadian
Pacifie Railway Company to make certain modifications in
their contract. The modifloations which I seek to have
granted are in connection with the monopoly clause. We
had hoped, in Manitoba, that e1e this the right to build
railways to the southern boundary of the Province would
have been granted, and the local charters not have been dis-
allowed. We had reason te hope that such would b. the
case from the repeated representations made by members
of the Government, both in the Ilouse and out of it; but
such, unfortunately, has not been the case, and this is
therefore a suitable opportunity to ask the Canadian Pacific

Railway Company to concede the right to grant charters to
railway companies to build lines in south and south-eastern
portions of Manitoba. It is not necessary for me to oocupy
much time in order to impress the House with the
importance of this subject to the Province I
need only refer to thet fact that there have been
some seven or eight charters applied for this year that are
in conflict with the monopoly clause of the Canadian
Pacifie Railway, and we had the report of the chairman of
the Railway Committee yesterday that four different Bills
were rejected on account of that particular clause, clause
15 of the Canadian Pacifie Railway contract. Besides, the
member for Provencher (Mr. Royal) had a Bill which he
saw fit to withdraw; the hon. member for Lennox (Mr.
Pruyn) had also a Bill which he withdrew-in ail there
was six different Bills. One Bill was passed and a charter
granted, but with a special clause inserted. It ia a Bill to
grant power to build a railway in British Columbia, and
because that railway will run in a different direction fromu
what is stated in clause 15 of the Canadian Pacifie Rail-
way contract, there is a provision placed in the Bill that
the Canadian Pacifie Railway has to consent to the con-
struction of the work. To my mind that is a very humili-
ating position for this Houe. to occupy. While the Cana-
dian Pacifie Railway Company are seeking modifications
from year to year, this House has it also in its power
to ask certain modifications from the Canadian Pacifie
Railway, and this is an opportune time to do so. When
the company have squared up accounts with the Govern-
ment we shall have no power to ask modifications unless
we pay for them. It has been oontendea by Manitoba that
the Province has a right to charter railways to the limita
of the Province. They contend that tbey possess that right
under the British North American Act, and that such right is
granted to all the other Provinces, and Manitoba should net
be made an exception to the rule. We enjoyed that right
previous to thei granting of the Canadian Pacifie Railway
contract in 1880, and prior to the assent being given by
Parliament te that contract the Local Legislature protested
in the most strenuous terms against the Government enter-
ing into such a contract as would prevent the building of
railways in the Province. The motion was moved in the
Manitoba Legislature by the present member for Liegar
(Mr. Ross). It was passed on 2 lth December, 1880, and
reads as follows :-

"i r. Rosa moved an addreus to the Governor General, praying that
the contract proposed with the syndioate may fnot be entered into,
inasmuch as said terms we find unacceptable to the people of Manitoba
and the North-West Territories, more particularly part of elause il and
clauses 14, 15 and 16."
Clause 15 relates to disallowance, and clause 16 is another
very unjust clause and it relates to exemption from taxa-
tion. That was the view expressed by the Local Legista.
tare previous to the contraot being entered into. The
Government were aware that it was not acceptable to the
Province of Manitoba. Although such was the feeling, the
people were satisfied to a certain extent by the explana-
tions made by the First Minister and the member for Card-
well, who is now Minister of the Interior. At that time
both those hon, gentlemen stated that clause 1 did not
interfere with the rights Of the Province. I will read the
words used by those hon. gentlemen during the debate.
The First Minister, in diacussing this question on January
17th, 1881, said :

"In order to give thm a chance, we have provided that the Domin-
ion Partiament-mind you, the Dominion Parliameut 3 we cannot eheek
any other Parliament; we cannot check Ontario, we cannot chk
Manitoba."
Those were the words used at that time, and the people of
Manitoba thought, by such statements being made during
the discussion on the Canadian Pacifie Railway the
Firet Minister, that Manitoba would have the rig ht O
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grant charters to a railway for any route within the
boundaries of the Province, without being interfered with
by the Dominion. The hon. member or Cardwell, the
present Minister of the Interior, in discussing the same
question on January 20th, said:

" But we are told now that because of the fifteen miles there never can
be any other railway into thie country. To what does that apply ? Simply
to the territories over which the Dominion Parliament has control.
There is nothing to prevent Manitoba now, if it thinks proper, granting
a charter for a railway from Winnipeg to the boundary line. - At this
very moment there is a company in course of organisation to build a
railway from Winnipeg to West Lynn, on the boundary. And after this
agreement is ratifièd, this provision doeos not take away from Manitoba a
uingle rightit posesbes ; fact, this Parliament could not take away
those rights. thas the same righte as the other Provinces for the in-
corporation of railway companies within the boundary of the Province
itself, and there is nothing to prevent the Province of Manitoba from
chartering a railway from Wnnipeg ta the boundary to connect with
any southern railway. The only guarantee which -this company has
under the contract le that their traffic shall not be tapped far west in
the prairie section, thus diverting the traffic away from the line to a
foreign line, but there is nothing to prevent a railway being built in
Manitoba, within the Province, thaL would carry the trafflc to any rail-
way that may tap it from the American side."

That is the position with respect to this matter.

Mr. WOODWORTH. What page?

Mr. WATSON. Page 576, Volume 1, of the Debates of
1880-81. That was the position of affairs at that time,
and those were the views expressed by the Minister of
Interior, and since that time that hon. gentleman has appar-
ently held the same views, because I find that the impression
he left upon the minds of the people, when he made this
visit to the North-West, according to the reports of bis
travels, was that he still hold the same views to which he
had given expression in 1881. I find in the Winnipeg
Commercial, in a review of the year's work by the Board of
Trade of that city, a paragraph whioh shows that that was
the impression left upon the minds of that board, by the
remarks he made during his visit there last summer.
It states:

"During the paît summer and fall several prominent individuals from
Ottawa have visited this city, and your board have not been slow to
impress mattera in the interests of Manitoba trade upon such. A petition
asking for the discontinuance of the railway disallowance policy of the
Dominion Government, which has been such a burden on the trade of
the Province, was presented with the signatures of the best men of this
city attached, to the Honorable the Minister of the Interior during his
late visit, and elicited from him an expression of the hope and belief that
the policy of the Government would soon cease to ca1 for the main-
tenance of this railway restriction."

That is the impression ho left on the Board of Trade, which
I may say ie composed of the best men of the Province of
Manitoba, men who have an interest in looking into all
matters affecting the welfare of that Province. But, not-
withstanding that, an Act was disallowed last March, after
those statements were made. Last Session before the Rail-
way Committee we were given tounderstand, whcn an appli-
cation was made for a charter to build a road 1'!tm Portage
la Prairie to Lake of the Woods, and that char-ter was net
granted because it oenflicted with clause 15 of the Canadian
Pacifie Railway contract, that we would have the right,
so soon as the road was completed North of Lake Superior,
te obtain such a charter; but that charter was applied
for this year, and it was reported on unfavorably as
a road which should not be constructed. The people
of the Province of Manitoba have not been complaining
of this monopoly for the last two years, for the reason
that it was stated by Sir Charles Tupper, in his speech onc
the Canadian Pacifie Railway loan, that as soon as the roadq
was eonstructed north of Lake Superior the Government
would no longer sS fit to disallow those Acta. Sir Charles
Tupper, during that debate in 1884, Volume 1, page 109, of
Bansard, states:

"I am gladto beableto etate to the House that, although, true to
that policy, the Government refused to give aueont to the ontruction

Mr. W*mo,

of lines within the Provinee of Manitoba te ouneet with American
railways to the south, eueh is the evidence presented by the operation
of the line oo far as it has gone, such is the conclusion arrived at by the
Canadian Pacifie Railway Company itself in regard to the ability of a
through line ofthe Canadian Pacific Railway to take care of itself, and
by the inherent power of its own advantages to maintain its position
notwithstanding any oompetition to which it may be subjected, although
we have no power, under the charter, to touch any portion of the country
in the North-West Territories, we are now in a position to review and
to reconsider the policy of the late Government, and the policy of the
present Government, as to the continued necessity for any long period
of protecting the Canadian Pacific Railway against competition.'

He said further :
" I am glad to be able to state to the Rousethat such is the confidense

of the Canadian Pacific Railway Company in the power of the Oanadian
Pacific Railway ta protect itself, that when the line is constructed north
of Lake Superior, the Government feel it will not be incumbent upon
them to preserve the position they have hitherto felt bound to preserve,
that of refusing to consent to the construction of lines within the Provin ce
of Manitoba, connecting it with American railways to the south.''

Now, Mr. Speaker, at that time the Minister of Railways,
to my mind, practically pledged this House and the Gov-
ernment to the fact that, as soon as the road was con-
structed north of Lake Superior, the Government wonld no
longer see fit to disallow the local Acts of Manitoba, and
would allow competing lines te the south. Making this
statement when he was asking the House to grant a large
loan to that company, ho gave a pledge to the people
of the Province of Manitoba, and the Dominion as a
wAole, that, as soon as this work was constrncted, the Gov-
ernment would grant the right to the Province of Manitoba
to build lines to the south, and this being the case, the
people of that Province have remained quiet, fully expect-
ing a fulfilment of that promise. But such has not beon
the case. The best hopes of the people of the Province
have been disappointed, and now they are rousing up to
the fact that the Government do intend to allow this
monopoly for twenty years from the passage of the Act;
and there is a great feeling of discontent rising in that
Province with the conduct of the Government in dis-
allowing those charters. In 1881 the Manitoba Legislature
passed several Acts for the building of railroads; there was
an Act passed for the building of a railway from Winnipeg
in a south-easterly direction, there was the Manitoba Tram-
way Company's Act and the Emerson and North-Western
Railway Act. Those charters were disallowed, notwith-
standing the statements made by the First Minister and the
Minister of the Interior during the Canadian Pacific Railway
debate in 1880, and, as was further stated by different gen-
tlemen while this matter was under debate in 1884, that
roads should be allowed te the south as soon as the
Canadian Pacifie Railway was constructed to the north
of Lake Superior. Fally believing that the Government
did intend to ask the Canadian Pacifie Railway te relin-
quish their right to this monopoly, they remained quiet.
But I may read a report of a portion of the proceedings of
a meeting which took place in Winnipeg on March 19th,
1886. This was previons te the disallowance of the last
local Act for the Manitoba Central Railway, a railway
which was entirely within the boundaries of the old Pro-
vince of Manitoba. This meeting was called byproclamation
of the Mayor of Winnipeg, who presided, and there were
a large number of very prominent gentlemen who addressed
the meeting:

"In his opening address, the chairman observed that the question
before the meeting was one of the most important that ever came before
the. people in the interests of this cauntry

"Ho trusted that nothing of a politr .nature would enter into the
complexion of the meeting. I& should be a basiaeus meeting, as the
question was one in which ai were interested."

The Mayor of Winnipg is a very prominent Conservative,
and so is Mr. James A7kshdown, the mover of these reo-
lutions. Before moving them ho sid :

" The matter was one in which ail were vitlly intrested. As an
old reuident, one who had come hare in 186M when Winnipeg wainitu
infancy, and who had joined in all the battles fought, and whome voice
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had beenleard with no unoertain sound when the occasion justified he
feit tbat one of those occasions had arisen, and that he was .etifiea in
coming and speaking with no uncertain sound upon this sut>ject. He
trusted that the resolutions which it would be his duty to move would
meet with the support of every loyal man, whatever his nationality,
cel'r, naty or e amight b.. On thissubjeet there could b. no dividing
Uine. h. chairmuan he well sejd that thie was purely a business ques-
tion. There was not upon the continent of America a single city that had
been prosperous but had found in ite day the question of railways to be
the great burning question, and no city of prominence that he knew had
succeeded without more than one line of railway centreing in it. He
moved the following resolution, which wasapplauded during the reading
and at its close:-

" That whereas, the Province of Manitoba at the time of the passing
of the Canadian Pacifie lRailway charter, bad the undoubted right to
grant charters for the construction of railways within its boundaries;

'And whereas, there is no provision in the Canadian Pacifie Rail-
way charter inconsistent with the right of thq Province to charter

--sucb railways;i
dAnd whereas, the action of the Dominion Government in hitherto

disallowing Provincial railway charters has had the effect of rendering
inoperative such right of ihis Province;

" And whereas, the Hon. Sir Charles Tupper, the then Minister of
Railways and Canals, in bis speech in the House of Commons during
the Session of 1884, in moving the House into Committee of the Whole
for the consideration of the resolution granting a loan to the Canadian
Pacifie Railway, said that as soon as the road was completed the
mentopoly would b. withdrawn;

oBe i reolved aI trs meeting affirma the right of this Province te
charter its own railways.

cThat it is absolutely necessary In the commercial and all other
intereste of thie city and the Province, that the Dominion Government
should not disallow the charter of the Manitoba Central Railway,.by the
construction of which a competitive route to the east would be secured.

'' That this meeting affirmesand concurs in the position taken by the
Board of Trade and City Council in relation to the vital importance of
securing such communication.

I That this meeting humbly pra a that His Excellency the Governor
General may be graciously please not to disallow the said Manitoba
Central Railway Act.''1

Mr. Ashdown continued to speak to the resolutions in the
same strain. Now, it cannot be claimed that this question
is one raised for mere party purposes, in order to find
fault with the Goverument or the Canadian Pacifie Railway
Company. It is raised because it vitally affects the inter-
ests of the people of Manitoba and the North-West Territ-
tories. The railway is now constructed, and we have to
accept the situation, whatever differences of opinion we May
have had in the past, as to the mode or the time of construe-
tion; and while I wish all success to the Pacifie Railway as
a Canadian enterprise, I also feel that the interests of the
territory through which it runs should be considered. The
company have it within thoir power to control the freight
rates of the Province of Manitoba. I am not going into
any lengthened comparison of its froight rates with those of
other roads. I know it is contended by hon. gentlemen
opposite that the freight rates of the Canadian Pacifie Rail-
way are more reasonable than those of any other railway.
I do not wish to argue that question; but if such
is the case, there should be no necessity for
continuing the monopoly clause, as the low rates
should themselves be sufficient protection for the company
agaipst competition, and I think the promise made by Sir
Charles Tupper in 1884 should be carried out, and that the
company should have such confidence in their carrying
powers as to be able to defy competition to the south.
Notwithstanding that, we have the fact before us that the
Canadian Pacifie Railway Company do take advantage of
the monopoly they enjoy in Manitoba, for freight from the
south is practically shut off. I will give the rates charged
from Montreal to Winnipeg over the different roads. The
Grand Trunk Railway receives, for 850 miles haul, from
Montreal to Chicago, 30 cents per 100 Ib.; the union roads
from Chicago to St. Paul receive, for 409 miles haul, 40 cents
per 100 lIbo.; the St. Paul and Manitoba Railway, for 393
miles haul, from St. Paul to Emerson, receive 60 cents per
100 Ibo.; and the CanadianPacifie iRailway, for 65 miles haul,
from Emerson to Winnipeg, receives 40 cents per 100 ibs.,
While the rates may be reasonable for some long hauls, the
local rates are not reasonable; and these figures show that
the Canadian Pacific Railway Company do discriminate

against any roads but their own carrying fre'glit into
thle country. While we have no right to intrrwith
the freight rates of American railways, still we know that
the St. Paul and Manitoba Railway is a monopoly road. For
carrying freight from St. Paul 'to Emerson, 393 miles, that
road charges 60 cents per 100 lbs., and the Canadian Pacifie
Railway for carrying freight from Emersom to Winnipeg,
65 miles, charges 40 cents par 100 lbs., that is, for carrying
freight 456 miles, these two monopoly roads charge S1 per
100 Ibs., while roads conducted on commercial principlos
charge 30 cents per 100 Ibs., for carrying freight upwards
of 1200 miles. These figures show that the monopoly roads
do take advantage of thoir monopoly. The North-West
Council have complained against the rates charged by the
Canadian Pacifie Railway. In a memorial from the mem-
bers of that Couneil who visited Ottawa a short time ago,
which memorial was laid on the Table of the Houe a few
days ago, they state:

"That notwithstanding the repeated assertions to the contrary, tbe
freight rates imposed by the Canadian Pacific Railway are et foud to
be a severe tax on the producti ons of the North-West. This Couneil
therefore respectfully suggest that the influence of the Government
should be used to induce the Canadian Pacifie Railway Company te
reduce their rates so as to compare favorably with the rates in the
Provinces of the Dominion, wbo have the advantage of railway com-
petition.'

Now, as I believe we should not overlook the present
opportunity, but should make an attempt to obtain from
the Canadian Pacific Railway Company the rolease of the
monopoly in Manitoba, I1beg leave to move :

That the said Bill be not now read a third time, but that it be refer-
red back te the Committee of the Whole, with the instructions to pro-
vide that as a condition of granting the proposed relief to the Canadian
Pacifie Railway Oompany, it shall be stipulated that the company shaîl
no longer elaimi that no nes of railway shall be permitted to be con-
structed within Manitoba south of the Canadian Pacifie Railway,
except such lines as shal run south-west, or to the westward of south-
weîî, nd that nlne o rairwa y rhould be permitted te be constructed
within fitteen miles of latitude torty-nine.

Mr. ORTON. I wish to make a few very brief remarks
in reference to this motion. No doubt it is very important
to the North-West that it should have the cheapest possible
rates provided for people coming in to settle, but Ido not
think the course the hon. gentleman ras taken is one calcu-
lated to bring about that desirable resalt. I believe it is of
the highest importance to the future railway development
of the North.West that the absolute and complote suocess
of the Canadian Pacifie Railway should be assured, so that
the capitalists of the world, upon whom we depend in the
future for building our roads, should have the utmoet pos-
sible confidence in railway enterprises in that country. I
do not think the time has arrived when it is in the interesta
of Manitoba or the North-West to agitato in a manner that
would cause the people of Canada to break faith with the
Canadian Pacifie Railway, who have just, and only just,
completed one of the greatest railway enterprises of
the present age. I think the right course is to wait
patiently until that country becomes a little further settled,
and to unite the efforts of the whole people of the North-
West in developing that new pathway to the granary markets
of Europe, the Hudson Bay Railway. What would be the
effect of the resolution of the hon. gentleman u n that
channel of trade ? It would be of a most disastrous e acter.
There is not a step the hon. gentleman could take which
is more calculat teo injure that great enterprise than the
one he has taken, because it would have the effect of com-
pletely destroying the confidence of British capitalists in
the good faith of the people of Canada. The course the
hon. gentleman has taken is calculated to do the greatest pos-
sible amount of injury to the district ho represents. Ho also
is attempting to advocate the interestsof the people of Win.
nipeg. How does that tally with his advocacy of a railway
te Vhe south, extending from Portage la Frarise to the
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Lake of the Woods ? That may be a most desirable railway,
but I hold it is essentially important that we should secure
the absolute success of the Canadian Pacifie Railway, and
certainly the railway the ½on. gentleman advocates would
not conduce to the best interests of Winnipeg. I do not
think the people of Winnipeg have very much faith in the
hon. gentleman's advocacy of their cause. Winnipeg is at a
disadvantage to.day, and it would be better in the interests
of the Canadian Pacifie iRailway if she were placed more on
an equality with Montreal in her commercial relations.
She is to-day the commercial and financial centre of the
whole North-West Territories, and 1 hope good counsel will
prevail in the board of the Canadian Pacifie Railway, by
which Winnipeg will receive more favorable terms in
freight. At the same time, I have not yet discovered that
the hon. gentleman who has just spoken has said or done
anything in all his course to advance the interests of that
important city of the North-West. Ris course, in the
various discussions which have taken place coucerning the
Canadian Pacifie Railway, bas been at variance with the
best interests and the future welfare of the North-West.
What was that country under the régime of the Government
of hon. gentlemen opposite ? I know settlers from my own
oounty, neighbors of the bon. gentleman living opposite
him in the county of Marquette, living at Portage la
Prairie, who went there years before the hon. gentleman
saw the country and struggled along without hope. Not
one, but hundreds and thousands of people, the early adven-
turers who went there, waited, hopelessly watching, under
the policy of the late Administration, for a change ; and if
it had not been for the wise and discreet policy of the present
Government, the very town the hon. gentleman represents
would not have had railway communication. We
would instead have had the Canadian Pacifie Railway
running from Selkirk through a most barren district, on-
tirely escaping the most important portion of Manitoba
and the North-West; to-day the city of Winnipeg would
be largely eut off from the trade of the west, while Port-
age la Prairie would be without any railway facilities what-
ever. Therefore, I say that the course of the hon, gentle-
man bas not been a patriotic one; it has not been in the
interests of the people he represents. If he were to advo-
cateotherrailways through his own constituencygoingnorth,
for which there is plenty of room, through that country
about to be settled by Scandinavians, ho would do botter
than ho will by trying to deprive the Canadian Pacific
Railway of its right and bring ruin upon the railway enter-
prises of the great North-West.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. I think before the amend-
ment is voted on that the Hlouse ought to hear from the
Government what their policy is on the important question
raised by my hon. friend. I do not, however, refer so
much to the question ofwhat is to be done with the terri-
tory outside the old province of Manitoba, as to what the
Government's policy is with respect to railways chartered
through the original Province of Manitoba. Over and over
again, hopes have ben held out to the people and the
Legislature of Manitoba, that, as soon as the Canadian
Pacific Railway was completed, the restrictions imposed by
the Government, through the veto power, would be
removed. Over and over again, during the debate,
on the inception of the Canadian Pacifie Railway, as my
hon. friend has truly said, the flouse was led to understand
that the Government would in no way interfere with Mani-
toba charters; and over and over again, since that time,
notably by the present High Commissioner, Sir Charles
Tupper, hopes, I would almost say assurances, were held out
that as soon as the Canadian Pacifie Railway was comploted,
all restrictions should be removed in that particular direction.
Now, apparently the policy of the Government has altered

Mr. ORTON.

again. They have again disallowed an Act of the Manitoba
Legislature, and I think before this Bill goes through they
ought to state what they propose to do-at any rate, with
respect to the old Province. There can be no doubt that
the question is becoming a standing grievance in the minds
of the people of Manitoba. Myself, I shall not enter now
into the discussion of the question whether it was wise or
not to confer a monopoly power on the Canadian Pacifie
Rail way. My views on that are sufficiently well known,
but I say that, in any case, even admitting, for the sake
of argument, that that may have been justified, the time has
arrived for a liberal policy being adopted now. I believe it
would be in the highest degree in the interests of the people
of Canada, in the interests of the people of Manitoba,
and, in the long run, even in the interests of the pro-
prietors of the Canadian Pacifie Railway themselves. No
man can deny that up to the present time our efforts to
colonise Manitoba and the countries adjacent have been
very far indeed from a success. The total population that
has gone in there is pitifully small, and that has been
largely due to the existence of this identical monopoly
clause. However, the present point is to know what the inten-
tion of the Government is on that point, and that I think they
ought to state to the House. Not merely has settlement
been impeded, but it is quite clear to all who have paid the
least attention to the doings of that Legislature, that so
keenly is this felt that they are obliged to seek now for
other outlets through the Hudson Bay and elsewhere. I
am strongly inclined to think that a more statement made
in this House by the Prime Minister, that they were going
to give effect to the promises held out by Sir Charles Tupper
as long as two years ago, would have an extremely bene-
ficial effect on the settlement of the wholo Province of
Manitoba at least, and indirectly on the North West ;
and looking at the very liberal manner in which we have
treated the Canadian Pacifie Railway, I am bound to say I
think the least the Government could have done would have
been to obtain some relaxation of the terms ; but, if they
cannot or will not do that, the least they can do is to
state to the House that they intend henceforward to
carry out, as far as old Manitoba is concerned, the pledge
which was made by the First Minister, thon Minister of
the Interior, and subsequently by Sir Charles Tupper, that
now that the Canadian Pacifie Railway is comploted, they
will no longer exorcise their veto power to the disadvantage
of the people of Manitoba.

Mr. ROYAL. It seems to me there is something else in
connection with this question which it is important to know,
and I may be permitted to make one remark in connection
with it. For the last five or six years, in the Province of Mani-
toba, there have been renewed attempts to excite publie feel-
ings on that question of the disallowance of charters. With
regard to the true spirit of the excitement that is boing
raised now and then in that Province, I will repeat here
what the First Minister of the Province very recently said
on this question. He said in the Legislature of the Province:

" Gentlemen will come to this House with charters and insist on hav-
ing those charters just as they place them before the House, that no in-
terference be made by the House with their particular desire in that
respect, and when, atter they have been informed that theme Acta would
be subject to disallowance, and when they have insisted on their passage
as they presented them to this House, then they should not be cha-
grined at the consequences It would appear that the desire of these
individuals was that those Acta should be disallowed. Charters were
presented to this House more for the purpose of excitement than for the
purpose of promotingeny other object."

I may also be permitted to read an extract from a paper
which is published not very far from the county I have the
honor to represent, a county which is very much interested
in the question now raised by the hon. member for Mar-
quette (Mr. Watson). The International of Emerson said
recently :
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" The people of Manitoba have again been thrown into a state of

irritation by the disallowance of two railway charters granted by the
Provincial Legislatnre, the Emerson and North-Western au the
Manitoba Central. Practically, we do not suppose the disallowance of
these two charters will affect the material intereste of the Province
one iota, because we do not believe that, if allowed to stand, one mile
of railway would have been constructed under them. They were paper
charters, that is all. The promoters could not put a dollar into them,
and could not induce anyone else to."

I do not believe that the hon. gentleman from Marquette
could have established by facts to this House that this disal-
lowance has been a cause of ruin to the Province of Mani-
toba, while, on the other hand, we have the fact before the
Parliament and the country which was stated by the hon.
member for Centre Wellington (Mr. Orton), that we have
lost nothing by that disallowance so far, but have gained
the construction of the Canadian Pacifie Railway, which is
the very life not only of Manitoba but also of the North-
West Territories.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. The amendment moved
by the hon. member for Marquette (Mr. Watson) says
" that the Bill should be referred back te a Committee of
the Whole, with power to provide that as a condition of
granting the proposed relief to the Canadian Pacifie ]Rail-
way Company." Well, some portion of the Bill is a relief
to the Dominion of Canada, and not to the Pacifie Railway
Company. The hon. gentleman proposes, under this amend-
ment, that we shall not take the $20,000,000 which the
company are to pay back.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. The 830,000,000 were
such an excellent security, we were told a year ago.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. I hope I shall not be
interrupted, at any rate. This is part of the relief to be
granted to the Canadian Pacifie Railway Company. The
terms, with the exception of one clause relating to the
$5,000,000 of bonds held to secure the continuons running
of the road for ten years, forn one agreement. The com-
pany agrees to pay us $20,000,000; we agree to take the
money, and we agree to take for the payment of the balance
which is under i$10,000,000, lands at S t.50 an acre. That
is the agreement as a whole. '. 1 suppose the hon. gentle-
man does not wish to repudiate that. They must go
together. The condition on which we get the $20,000,-
000-

Mr. MILLS. And give them $10,000,000.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD,-is that'we buy back, as
it were, a number of acres at $1.50 an acre to cover
$10,000,000, or whatever the amount may be. I hear the
hon. gentleman from Bothwell (Mr. Mills) speaking about
that arrangement, and I would say it was a most satisfactory
arrangement. I heard it said on the other side, while this
Bill or the resolutions were in progress, that we were
merely taking our land back again. By the Bill of last
year with respect to this sum of $10,000,000, or $9,800,000,
I think it is, we were to look to the lands to pay it, and, in
case the sale of all the lands of the'subsidy proved insuffi-
cient to pay the 810,000,000, we had an ultimate claim upon
the irailway itself._ Now, everyone*knows that we should
never arrive at that ultimate claim. The lands are
se valuable that there cannot be any doubt that they
will pay the $10,000,000. The hou, gentlemen opposite
will not deny that, in the hands of the Canadian Pacifie
Railway, they would amount to much more than $10,000,0A0.
The hon. gentleman cannot deny that some of them con-
tended that these lands would amount to much more than
$10,000,000. The hon. gentleman knows that the leader of
the Opposition stated that these lands were worth from $2
te $10 an acre, according to their position. I will not read
the extracts-I have got thiem here-on the varions subjects,
the leader of the Opposition stating that within the railway
belt a considerable portion of which will fall under this

arrangement to the Government, the lands were worth from
$5 to $7 an acre. Under these cirenmstances, when we get
the land back at 81.50 an acre, I think we are making a very
good bargain, and that there is not the slightest danger of
the Dominion Treasury not being recouped to the utmost
extent out of the land that we take. We are to have a fair
average value of the land in taking it over, a fair average
value of the quality and the situation of the land; and,
according to the reiterated statement of the hon. gentlemen
opposite, we would have infinitely more in the Dominion
Treasury when these lands are sold, than $10,000,000. My
bon. friend who sits behind me, the Minister of the Interior,
will sell those lands just as well as Mr. McTavish sells the
lands of the Canadian Pacifie Railway Company; he wil[
sell them at the same prices, he will receive the money, and
he will keep an account of that money, and when all the sales
of these lands are footed up, it will be found that we have
not only received $10,000,000 with interest, but mach more.
In the meantime, while we make this arrangement, making
a final settlement with the Canadian Pacifie Railway with
respect to the indebtedness which was incurred only a year
ago, that company will stand in the markets of the world
free and unencumbered from any claims on the part of the
Dominion Government. They will want, as we know they
will want, from their statements of what their future deve-
lopments are to be, what they design it to be, and what
they are going to make it, they will want a large sum of
money, and these sums of money are to be expended in
Canada, or for the benefit of Canada; and they will be able
to raise this money when they go into the markets of the
world to New York, Paris or Amsterdam, as they have done
beforo; they canraise money on the most advantageous
terms, because there is not the sign of a claim against them
by the Dominion Government. Therefore the arrange-
ment is a most satisfactory one, satisfactory in the highest
degree te the company for the reasons I have given to you.
They are freed from any claim or encumbrance held over
them by the Dominion of Canada; they can go into the
markets free and unencumbered, with all their road finished,
with all their future before them, with the prospect of an
enormous trade; they eau go into the markets of the world,
after this measure is passed, with every prospect of becom.
ing a great commercial succese. On the other band, the
Canadian Government and the Canadian Parliament are,
by assisting them in this arrangement, aiding and assisting
in the development, the growth, the progress and the
prosperity of Canada; they are at the same time taking
care that by no possibility can there be any pecuiary loss,
if my bon. friend who sits behind me only sees that the
land which ho takes back is held at the same prices for
which these very lands are put into the market by the
Canadian Pacifie Railway Company. It is an arrangement
satisfactory to both sides I am quite sure that this fouse
and this country will consider that such an arrangement
is advantageous to both sides, assisting at once, not post-
poning it to the future, but assisting this company in
raising money, or by pledging the main road and their
various auxiliary roads, to enable them to raise the sum
of money that they need by which means that road will
become a groat factor in the future progreessand the pros-
perity of Canada. Now, Sir, with respect to what the hon.
member for South Huron (Sir Richard Cartwright) las said
as to the policy of the Government with respect to the disal-
lowance of railway Bills. I can only say, Sir, that the policy
of the Government is one which will commend itself, 1
think, to the common sense and patriotism of every man in
this Ilotise-itis simply to keep as much of the trade of the
western country for the benefit of Canada as a whole, as we
can seoure. I say, Sir, at once, that even with that praise-
worthy object, this Parliament ought not to make any
restriction that would injure the North-West itself. In the
course that was taken in the original agreement with the
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Canadian Pacifie Railway in the first place, we put in these
clauses, giving them a certain protection for twenty years
and giving them certain advantages. These clauses were
put in not only for the benefit of the company, but for the
benefit of the trade of Canada. We did not want to build a
road running from the Pacifie to Winnipeg, from the west
to the east, and have that road tapped by continual linos
running to the south, and running with the United States
railways from the extreme west to the extreme east, so that
every few miles as we are coming eastward, we will say,
from the foot of the Rocky Mountains, overy few miles we
find local railways built by American money, built by
American railways, for the purpose of taking off the
legitimate trade of our own country, bleeding it,
leading off the trade by these little streams, so that
by the time it got to Winnipeg, there would be no
trade left, it would all have gone to the United States.
The Canadian Pacifie Railway bas been compared in that
regard to the River Rhine wbich, starting from its source a
mighty river, is bled by small streams and before it arrives
at the ocean, it is almost lost in the sands. So would be
the Canadian trade of the Canadian Pacifie Railway coming
eastward, if it were allowed to be bled and depleted every
few miles by railways running to the south and carrying
off the trade to the United States. I quite agree with my
lon. friend for Wellington when he says that the speech of
the hon. member for Marquette (Mr. Watson) will not be
received favorably by the people of Winnipeg when he
advocates strongly as many linos as possible. The idea my
hon. friend speaks of, that as many linos should ho run
towards the south as possible, will not be popular there,
these linos becoming the law of the land, so many rival
charters being held in the hands of speculators to sell,
bocause every one of those linos will be quoted in the
market in England as a reason for not investing in the
Hudson Bay Railway. But, Sir, whon the hon. gentleman
speaks to us about our policy, I will see what was the policy
of the Government of which ho was himself a m'embor, of
the Government of the hon. momber for East York. This
was thoir policy, stated in the measure introduced, I think,
by the hon. member for Bothwell (Mr. Mills) ; we find
their policy in a clause which they put in the Railway Bill:

"No company shall be incorporated under the provisions of this
Act for the construction of any railway having the same general direc-
tion of the Canadian Pacifie Railway, or any branch thereof, at a
nearer distance than forty miles."
My hon. friend from East York announced in his speech,
and I think also in State papers, that ho would not allow
the trade of the North-West Territory to be carried off into
American channels, taking iV away from our Canadian
railways. Who built the railway, whose money was it ? It
was the money of the older Provinces of the Dominion,
it was the money of Ontario, Quebec ard the Maritime
Provinces. Did they build that railway as a local road to
run from the foot of the Rocky Mountains to Winnipeg, a
mere local road allowing every kind of branch line to be
built to carry away the trade of our great North-West off
to the United States ? That was not the policy of hon,
gentlemen opposite. That is not our policy. Allusion has
been made to the remarks of myself when the Canadian
Pacifie Railway charter was before us, and that I had
stated we would not interfere with the action of the Mani-
toba Legislature. I did say so, and that is true. We
cannot interfere. We were thon legislating as a Legisla-
ture, we were proposing to pass the Canadian Pacific Rail-
way Act, and part of the agreement which was before the
House, and to which the sanction of the flouse was asked,
was this clause:
" Fortwenty years from the date hereof noline of railway shal be autho-

rized by the Dominion Parliament to be constructed south of the Oana-
dian Pacifie Railway from any point at or near Canadian Pacifie Rail-
way, exept auch lines as shall run south-west or to the west of south-
west."

ir .ToÂN A. MACDONALD.

And so oA. So we were asked, would this clause be obli-
gatory on the Legislature of Manitoba? We said: No; we
cannot legislate for the Province of Manitoba."

Mr. MILLS. Yon cannot "lcheck."

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. The hon. gentleman need
not interrupt me. We can only legislate within our power.
Suppose we placed in that Act a clause that the Manitoba
legislature should not for twenty years grant any charter for
a railway except in a particular direction, that would have
been an infringement of provincial rights, and we would
have heard no end of howl about it. I said we ould not
interfere with the Manitoba Legislature. I said they can
legislate in any way they please, and we can only pledge
ourselves as to what the Dominion Parliament would do.
In the same we cannot interfere with the Legislatures of
Ontario, of Quebec, as I said in my speech which the hon,
gentleman quoted. But that does not interfere with, it has
no connection with, the executive power given to the
central authority to exercise the power of disallowance
as regards any Act passed by any Legislature which is
detrimental or injurious to the interest of the whole
Dominion. Why, I have heard the hon. gentleman
quote again and again as against me and as against the
course of the Government, the rules that were laid down in
a minute drawn by myself, pointing ont the occasions on
which the Executive Govern ment of the Dominion could
properly interfere with legislation of the Provinces; and
that has been quoted approvingly as against the action of
the Government. It bas been said that we have gone fur.
ther in our anxiety for centralisation; that we have gone
further than the principles laid down in the minute. That
has been accepted by the other side, and acted upon, and it
is charged that we did not adhere to that minute. i do not
admit that those statements were correct. But the prin-
ciple is laid down there, that in any case where an Act was
ultra vires, of course it ought to be disallowed; or if an Act
was contrary to the interests of the Dominion as a whole,
the Government ought to exercise-the power of disallow-
ance, just in the same spirit, to no greater extent, but to the
same extent, as Her Majesty's advisers in England could and
would properly exercise the power of disallowing any Act of
this Parliament if it was found to be injurions to the interest
of the Empire. Her Majesty's Government would disallow
any Act, although within our power if not objected to, if in
their opinion it was opposed to the interests of the Empire
as a whole. So we claim, and that paper claims the same
power here: That we might disallow any local measure
which was contrary to the interests of the Dominion as a
whole. In regard to the disallowance of those Bills, it was
done in a great degree to help the Canadian Pacifie Rail-
way; it was not to allow other companies to take away
their trade before the line had begun to be operated, that
before the company could have the railway finished or a
locomotive running on it or a single train moved, linos
would be built, in effect foreign railways, to carry the
traffic of the North-West to the south of the line, before, I
say, the Canadian Pacifie Railway had the opportunity of
showing what they could do, before they made their great
connections and established trade from the extreme west
through the Province of Ontario to the sea at Quebec and
Halifax. I say that the people of the older Provinces who
built the road had a right to expect that their interests
would be protected; that they would not be taxod, and we
have heard from hon. gentlemen opposite how much we
were to be taxed-to say nothing about the bonds or the
land we have advanced, $25,000,000 in cash, and we have
given them hundreds of miles of line already built by us-
that they should not hand over the money to the injury
rather than to the advantage of the older Provinces which
provided all the money and had undertaken all the respon.
sibility. That is the policy of the Governmontand to that
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we will adhere. Suppose, and it is very unlikely, that way in the State cf Main., whule it fa mot evon pert
the Canadian Pacifie should for some reason or other-the missible weat cf Lake Snperior te permit railway con-
ways of railways are inscrutable-desire to have a number nectien with the railways cf the United States. NOw, th.
of railways running from their lne in the North-West in bon. gentleman said tut ho informed the. ouethat w,
connection with the railways of the United States, would could not legisiate for Manitoba. Wall, I do not know in
we, if we thought it was against the interest of the trade of what sense hoeusod that expression. Did h. mean to sày
Canada, yield to that proposition because the Canadian that we cannot bera paso legisiation which is within the,
Pacifie Railway Company thought it would suit the interest juriadictien cf the Local Legisiature ef Manitoba? Nobody
of their shareholders ? No. This provision is Jaid down not evor pretended any such thing could ho don.. No, Sir, the
only for the interests of the railway but still more for the bon. gentleman did net use such an expression; ho did net
interest of the trade of Canada as a whole. I have said more s ek in the direction in which ho spoke to-day. Thon the
than I intended to say and more perhaps than my slowly Oanadian Pacifie Railway charter wasunder consideration,
returning strength makes it prudent for me to say, because the.question was whether the Government were going to
I feel very strongly on this matter, that we must adhere te exorcise their power cf disallowance, in the.interosta of
the principle adopted by hon. gentlemen opposite thon in the Canadian Pacifie Railway Company and in the further.
power and carried ont by us in the same spirit, the patriotie ance cf thooe provisions contained iu the centract, and the
spirit, of making this railway the greatest channel for the hon, gentleman used the expression-not that w. cannet
trade of the whole of Canada, not of any section of it or of legisiate in the interests cf Manitoba, but that w. cannot
any locality, but of the Dominion as a whole. Now thecheck Manitoba. Those wer. the words ho used. Ho
road helps British Columbia, the great North-West and intimated thon that it was net in the power cf the.Govoru-
Manitoba-it helps aIl the Provinces; and we are now ment, acting in the spirit cf the constitution, te disallow
rapidly bringing in the little Island of Prince Edward, which Acts passed by the Local L-gislature, within thé.authority
might have seemed teobe eut off from the advanLages ofthe of the Local Legisiatare, nor was it their intention te do se'
railway, we are even bringing in that Island by our logis- Now w. have the words the bon. gentleman used in that
lation and subsidy to have a direct interest in the trade of discussion. He said:
the Canadian Pacifie Railway like the larger and older clI order to give them a chance we have provided that the Dominion
continental Provinces. I think that this House, concurring Parliament-mind you the Dominion Parliaient, we cannot check auj
in the views which I have so impeyfectly expressed, will other Parlianent.
vote dnwn tets actntiwent Sir JOihN A. MACDONALD. Hear, hear.

Mr IL.hs h on. gentleman saidta eifre h os e ha w

Mr. MILS. The hon, gentleman expressedimef ea e on e saynot what? W shaet legilate h ire in thseoue.cou-
potant qu eioHo mstind i pn ti would b.m-trar37 to the. provisions cf this contracte but that we oanno0prte t hi estidegr.detrasmentatedth publ teein tepreventte Province cf Manitoba from senlogislating; w
theow ghesCanagedinP e teon eot ith pubiwsinerstt cannot prevent the. Province cf Ontario from se legislating.,Uniow te Saea.TuPifie on. e wtn a hwa n th evrll, Sir,did net tsuhon. gentleman prevent therovince
dnite Stterheoit ee teman protctin gnt oofManitoba frino lgislating wen ho disallowed their,

mi- splelation? Does the bon, gentleman pretend t say that
way -iftint be cnlled a necessary prtection-the ho meant that we would net undertake te, prevent an A«t
Canadian Pacifie Railway Company thana iniprote- a y t a e e t
tirlg the. railways that are more immedately under the inyte quesinwaswewthe theGnt woaneîc t.re xpigt-

controt cf tiie Administration. Now, Sir, we have railways inenud yt ii o, getean? hy, Sairiofth e pres
in the ester portion f this Dominion which have been ise the oe lan ,itieret

built at the expense cf the, public Troasury. W. 1bave rail- clear that what lie wished te convey te the blouse Wus, tint
wasth&t are at the. present tinte offic.red and maedi in the furtiierance, the. fulfihnent, cf the. engagement with1ays the Canadian Pacifie Railway Company ti. hGovernmen-

here woul net advise the exercise cofthe.prerogative cf
reme r rightly t on gentleman .voted a large disalewance th e at e o
subsidy te bnild a rilway in competition with thielrailway icei of Manit obar.ronce cfbOutrita H. an:ot

of anada-in fact tbild a short ne acrosteStatManitoba o the o. He

Maine. Now if the. hon, gentleman bad told the Houa. «"In order to give them a chance we have provided that the Dominion
what there was specially in the intoreets of the. (anadian Parliament-mind you the Dominion ParJusment, we caunot check iny

Pacifie Railway Company te. maie sucii a plE> other Parliament, we cannot check Ontario, we cannot check Manitobaetn-sha gi, for the firot ton years after the onstructionof the road, giv
in tue North-West absolutely neceasary te tth. Awcll. their owurcad, into whxch they are putting so much money autdoituy
being cf th country, and abolutelor neceeary tn w tteeiando a fair chance of existence.t

maintenance cf our common sonse and patriotism-fer the That wes the position taken b te. hon. gentlemana d s
bon. gentleman said tint hotu the. patrietisa and the the boue ndersteod hum. The word will admit of bun
common sense cf tue Houe. showed that sucP a course wa r one construction. Theo was no expression abot clgkla
tue only preper eue to parsue in tue public interet-[ tien which weuld have mdnny meaning tint wouohnet
would k. the. hon. gentleman te explain te . rou.e have beau inconsistent with that faculty of cm on s ns
how it was net even permiseuble, or consistant with the. te which the. hon, gentleman hm appealed. It is elear thal

Mr. ILLS Thehon.gentemanhas xpresed imsef no, wht ? e sano ht egsat hee in this otue>n

common sens. or patriotiom, te have railway connection h. meant one t]iin,anthtwsttwooudn ud,
with railways south of the 49th parallel, while te tue eat take, by the exoroiseo f the power cf disulowante con-
w. have nt only railway connecti n permitted but we trol tue action of tue logisiature cf Manitoba with refrence
have large subsidies grintd from the publie Tresury to ratways chartered by tint Province. Tii on.h e.irt
t lonstrueCt tae railways outhe.therside. Now, I say Minister wi followed on tht discussion bl p the Prosent
tUnt tue policy cf the Gonermentand the course ta gdareo Minister cf tr Interior; and tint hon. gentlemon's speech
pureuing toe tewest f Lke Superior, and tue course theyisiows how h understood tue expression. We have only te
are pursuing tetue e t f tec St. Lawrence, are whoelly look at the pinta wiich wu under discussion te underetand
different;and tue hon, gentleman wuld bave doe weals fhi meaning. The question was, how far the Goverment
whn h. undertook te empamie tisedature lf their policy would undertakot interfere with the fredon of the eLocal
to tue west, if he had given some explanation cf theirhongisaturea cf the. différentProvinces lu iRing t the
poliey in tuen potind had poitedo ut how it was right provincial policy, ed thed ton, gentleman t, inopeaht

id prop esed f the publicintrearyt te subd ha rail- in thet questionc
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"l We are told now that because of the fifteen miles there never can be

any other railway into this country. To what does that apply ? Simply
to the Territories over which the Dominion Parliament has control.
There is nothing to prevent Manitoba now if it thinks proper, granting
a charter from Winnipeg to the boundary in'e."

The hon. gentleman says that is true. But did the hon.
gentleman mean that the Province of Manitoba was to be
free to pass its lawse? Everybody knew that ; nobody ques-
tioned that. That was not the point at issue. The point at
issue was, will the Government interfere with the freedom
and the rights of the Province, for the purpose of further-
ing its policy-its contract with the Canadian Pacifie Rail-
way Company. That was the question, and the hon.
gentleman and the present Minister of Interior both said. It
shall not be done. There is nothing required by this con.
tract on the part of the Govern ment to interfere Sith the
Province. Now, I will go further and maintain that the
hon. gentleman violated the spirit and intent of the con-
stitution in the exercise of this power of disallowance. I say
that we in the Parliament of Canada, while we have a right
to legislate in the intereste of the public, have only a right
to do so within the limite of the constitution, as set forth in
the British North America Act. We are told there that
oertain powers which belonged to the Provinces before there
was a British North Amorica Act-because certain powers
are defined and limited, and a portion of them are taken
away; the residue of them, under the 92nd section of the
Act, were powers which they possessed before. Well, Sir,
in the exercise of these reserved powers they may see
proper, in the interests of the Province, to pass a certain
railway charter, or adopt any other act of public policy,
within their constitutional limits. I say that neither this
Parliament nor the Government can exorcise the preroga-
tive of the Crown, to interfere with them constitutionally,
any more than they can with the people of the State of New
York. They have no more right in the one case than in
the other. That power of disallowance can be only properly
exercised when the Provincial Act is ultra vires-

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. There was no necessity
for disallowance thon.

Mr. MILLS. I admit it.
Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. Hear, hear.
Mr. MILLS. I have always contended so, and I think

the abuse that has been made of that power shows that to
be the case. The speeches of both the First Minister and
the Minister of the Interior show that in order to get the
assent of Parliament to that arrangement, they sought to
satisfy Parliament that this power of disallowance would
not be used for the purpose of encroaching upon the
freedom of the Provinces in carrying out their own views
of public policy within their own jurisdiction. Now, the
hon. gentleman says that we have to consider the public
interest as well as the interest of the railway company in
the arrangement which is now being made. Well, Sir,
when it is propoeed to take 820,000,000 in payment of a debt
of $30,00 0,the concession will be held to be on the side
Of tho party receiving the money; but the hon. gentleman
says: Oh, the company are giving us back lands that are
worth more than the difference between the 830,000,000
and the $20,000,000. That may be so, but the statement of
the hon. gentleman does not add anything to the evidence of
that fact. The hon, gentleman cannot have forgotten that he
made a statement of his expectations in 1880 in reference to
those lands; in fact, ho had then great expectations. He told
un what ho expected was goin to be the increase in popu-
lation in the Territories year after year, the costof the man-
agement of public lands, the area sold, and the amount of
mone roalised. I have before me that statement, and I
find that the hon, gentleman calculated that by the year1
1890 -we ehould receive $71,000,000 in cash, and that we1
shon1d pay out for the management and survey of public

lands $2,400,000, leaving us something like $69,000,000 in
cash to apply towards recouping ourselves for the money
we bad advanced towafls the construction of the Canadian
Pacifie Railway. Six years of that period have now
elapsed, and in looking over the Public Accounts I find that
we have paid out over $3,600,000, instead of $2,400,000, for
the management and survey of public lands, and we have
received something like $4,000,000; so that instead of
having $69,000,000 to apply towards the cost of construe-
tion of the Canadian Pacifie Railway, we have less than
$1,000,000. Therefore we cannot attach very much import-
ance to the conclusions the hon. gentleman has reachod.

Mr. BOWELL. How many Acte did you disallow while
you were in power ?

Mr. MILLS. We never disallowed an Act that we
believed to be within the jurisdiction-

Some hon. MEMBERS. Oh, oh.
Mr. MILLS. The hon, gentleman cannot find au Act

that was disallowed on any other ground than that it was
ultra vires.

Mr. BOWELL. How about the Act respecting Escheats ?
Mr. MILLS. I will not further tresspass on the indul-

gence of the House. I think it will be in the interest of
the Canadian Pacifie Railway Company themselves that the
Government should not exercise the power they propose to
retain on behalf of the company. Listening to the speech
of the First Minister, one would suppose that the
country was held in the interest of the railway. I
do not take that view. I suppose the railway was con-
structed in the interest of the country for the purpose
of developing it. I admit that we have no possible
interest to do anything but what is best for the railway
company. The construction of other railways, and the
furnishing of facilities for settlement may not be regarded
by the railway company as advantageous to them; but I
believe that whatever will contribute to the settlement and
the general development of the country will in the end
prove beneficial to the Canadian Pacifie Railway itself. I
am satisfied that the removal of these restrictions would
largely promote the prosperity of the country, and would
be in the interest of the Canadian Pacifie Railway itself.

Mr. FOSTER I should not bave said a word in this
debate except for the position in which my hon. friend who
has just taken hie seat has sought to put this question. It is
not the first time ho has evinced hie hostility te any mea-
sure which has tended to lighten the disabilities or to increase
the commercial prosperity of the Maritime Provinces,
not only as a member of this House, but as a publisher and
editor of a paper. In both of these situations, ho has taken
occasion again and again to evince that hostility to the
Maritime Provinces, of which ho has given another instanee
this afternoon. He has spoken of the subsidising of a rail
way, commonly known as the Short Lino Railway, to unite
the Maritime Provinces by a shorter lino cf communication
with the central part of Canada and the Great West; and if
there was any point in hie argument at all, it led to this
conclusion, that it was a wrong action on the part of this
Governmont to subsidise a road leading to the Maritime
Provinces by a shorter route than any existing at present-
that it was wrong to subsidise the Short Lino Railway run.
ning through the State of aine.

Mr. GILLMOR. He never said anything of the sort.
Mr. FOSTER He did say that.
Some hon. MEMBERS. No, no.
Mr. FOSTER. Hon. gentlemen, although they have a

great deal of prescience, and a great deal of prophetic-
vision, should wait until they hear what my state-
ment is before they attempt to divine the meaning of
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it. My hon. friend said that the Premier was wrong
in adopting the policy that the Canadian Pacifie road shouldi
be subsidised from the Great West round by the head of Lake
Superior,and that no road should be allowed to lead thefreight
down to the United States border and through the American
States; and the hon. gentleman wanted to know, if it was
right that the road which runs around Lake Superior should
be kept from being tapped by branches running into the
United States, how it was right to subsidise with the
people's money a lino running tbrough the State of
Maine, to cut off what ho considered the profita upon
freight going by the longer route of the Interoolonial
Railway. That was the position my hon. friend took;
and if there was any point in his argument it was
that it was wrong for the Government to subsidise
the Short Lino Railway running through the State of
Maine. I say there is no inconsistency in those two posi-
tions. The lino running through the State of Maine
was subsidised in order to enable the Maritime
Provinces to reach the great lino around Lake Sup-
orior and the lines running through the central
part of Canada by the shortest possible route. It
was that reason which animated mon of both political
parties in the Maritime Provinces to demand a subsidy for
that road from this Government year after year, and not to
rest satisfied until it was granted. I know that the hon.
member for Bothwell did not vote for that subsidy; ho loft
very suddenly at the time the vote came on ; and ho has
evinced his hostility te it on several occasions. By the
longer route, the Intercolonial Railway, passing whore it
does, the Maritime Provinces were placed at the greatest
possible disadvantage in their trade relations with the
central and western portions of Canada, and the object
of building the shorter lino of communication was te put the
Maritime Provinces in as good a position as they could be
plaeed in that respect. The very reason which dictated
that wise policy is the same reason which says that for a
period of years at least that road, which is meant to bind
the trade of the central portions of Canada with the west,
shall not be tapped by roads which will dissipate that trade,
and, instead of binding this country together in a commer-
cial whole, would send the commerce of the country drib.
bling out in little streamlets all along that lino of railway.

Mr. MILLS. Why was the road built in the first place ?
Why did the Government spend $15,000,000 to $20,000,000
in building the Intercolonial Railway ?

Mr. MITCHELL. I will tell you why by-and-bye.
Mr. POSTER. The hon. gentleman knows why well

enough. The debate on Confederation, the argumentsi
which led the statesmen of that period to consent, as a con-
dition of Confederation, to that road being built in the way
it was, the hon, gentleman knows quite well. My hon.
friend says that the great expectations of the party in
power have not been realised. Well, there are great
expectations and there are little expectations; and I will
never charge the hon. member for Bothwell (Mr. Mille)
with nourishîng great expectations with reference to this
country. If ho nourishes any expectations at al, they are
expectations which are small and minifying of the pros-
pects and the future of this country, and it ill becomes him,
or the hon. gentlemen for whom ho speaks, to talk
about the failure of expectations. I have here a little
volume which, if I were to read it, would show
the little expectations hon. gentlemen opposite held1
with reforence to there ever being a single dollar ofi
Lhe amount which was loaned t the Canadian Pacifie Rail-
way being paid back to the country. Nearly every hon.1
gentleman who spoke on that side declared, if not with thei
same emphasis, yet almost to the same effect as the hon.1
memberfor, Quebec Bset (!r. Laurier) did, when, iu one
Of the debates,hosaid; "Iwoulda soon believo Qat 1h0

waters would fow back from the sea to the lakes as that
one cent ct that money will ever oome back from the
Canadian Pacifie Railway exchequer to the Dominion
Exchequer." That la a sample of the little expectations
which hon& gentlemen opposite indulge in. I would rather
indulge in great expectations, if they looked forward to a
-noble and grand future, and be somewhat disappointed,
than indulge in emall expectations of the future of the coun-
try. I simply rise to state to the House clearly, so that
they will see, as I have no doubt they have seen the drift of
the arguments of hon. gentlemen opposite, and the incon-
sistent position the hon. gentleman took when he attacked,
as he has so often attacked, the vote of moneythis House gave
to build up the trade interests of the Maritime Provinces,
by securing to them what hon. gentlemen on each side
of him voted for and spoke for and were very anxious to
get.

Mr. FAIRBANK. I shall detain the Houe but a few
moments. I wish firet to express my satisfaction, and I
think the feeling le common to the entire House, at the
vigor with which the First Minister addressed the Houae on
this subject. It gives us unmistakeable evideuce of his
restoration to health. For the disallowance of Manitoba
local charters, the Governmont is from day to day respon-
sible, and they do not shirk that responsibility, but rather
glory in it. For the monopoly of the Canadian Pacifie
Railway and its effects they are alo responsible. They are
also responsible for monopoly west of Manitoba, but
that responsibility was incurred at the time of making
the contract. We are all glad to get back two-thirds
of the money, and I believe there would be no serious
objection whatever to taking back the land if it were
free land. If it were free land, it would be worth
considerably more than we are paying for it. It may be
worth, under existing circumstances, ail that we give for iL,
but I do not rise to discuss that portion of the question.
That the land ie not free of railway monopoly is the reason
we are offered it instead of money. Had it been free, it
would not have been the company's land to-day to offer to us,
because it would have been in the hands of settlers who had
purchased it. The reason it is not, ij because it is suffering
from the disavantages of a monopoly. Hon. gentlemen
may quote rates. I do not care what the rates are; I do
not care even if tbey be cheaper than they are anywhere
else, the settler rests under the liability that he may at any
time be charged rates above what he can pay or what he
may be willing to pay, That is the great drawback to the
settlement of the country, as the last few years have
shown. To my mind-perhaps it is not a logical mind
-there is a strenge want of logic in the rosons
advanced by the three speakers opposite. First, we are
told by the hon. member for Provencher (Mr. Royal)
that the railway charters are disallowed because they
are more paper charters, because their promoters eau-
not build a mile of railwiy and cannot put a dollar into the
concern. We are told, in the second place, by the riht
hon. the First Minister, that he is opposed to roads beng
built every few miles along the lino. Tuere are two sets of
objections: One that the roads would not be built, and the
other that they would be too many. As a final argument, we
are told that we should not allow the people to enjoy their
natural rights of building their railways where they
choose, because the old Provinces have advanoed
the money to build the main line ; and in the
same breath the hon. member for Centre Wellington
("r. Orton) says to disallow the charters is the boet
possible thing that could happen to the North-Wes4
because disallowing them will probably have the effect of
bringing about the construction of the Hudson Bay Rail-
way. If the Hudson Bay Railway is to be built, how are
1he old Proinm s lgoig to be recouped for k expth*d
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tü»e on the main lino. What is the practical difference
to the old Provinces if the trade drifts into the United States,
or goes by the outlet of Hudson Bay? I oHudson Bay or
its outlets in the old Provinces ? Where is the great advan-
tage of preventing trade going to the United States in order
to foster a line going to Hudson Bay? The First Minister
is undoubtedly sincere, but many men before him have
been sincere on a wrong policy. He has, rather indirectly
iritimated that the railway company themselves are not
wedded to this policy. He has said that if they choose, as
the courses which railways pursue are doubtful and uncertain
-if they believed it to be their interest, at any time, to
alow roads to be built, running to the south, the Govern-
ment would not allow them. The last speaker bas referred
to binding the Provinces together. My opinion is that the
best way in which we can possibly bind the Provinces
together is by promoting content among their inhabitants,
making the people of the North-West satisfied, contented, and
you have produced the strongest possible band with which
you can bind them to the Eastern Provinces. I believe
they are not contented. I have myself heard language
in that country which I am sorry to hear in any
portion of the Dominion upon this subject. What have
we to fear, or what have the railway company to fear
from competition from the other side ? With the great
cash subsidy that they have received, with the large land
subsidy that they have received, with the free railroads
that they have received, with their proximity to the hesd
waters of the St. Lawrence, at Thunder Bay, I believe they
are in a position to compete successfully, very successfully,
with any possible railway on the American side or any
system of railways. I believe, furthermore, that with these
great advantages it is quite possible, and I hope yet to see
it, that they will penetrate the line that we are now debar-
red from crossing, and will draw business to our side rather
than take it the other way. There are two policies in relation
to dealing with the expressed wishes of the people. One is
to concede to them gracefully and fairly; the other is to
concede to them when you eau no longer resist them. I fear
very much that in this question of railways in the North-
West, we are pursuing the latter policy. We are debarred
from crossing the line with railroads, but the right hon. the
Prime Minister must know that, though the Government
may prevent railways from crossing that line, they cannot
in the future, any more than in the past, prevent our citi-
zens from crossing it, and, if discontent reigns in that vast
country, they wili, not only from it but from the old Pro-
vinces as well, continue to cross that line, although rail-
roads are prevented from crossing.

-Mr. MoLELAN. The hon. gentleman would have the
House believe that there is great discontent in the North-
West occasioned by the rates that are being charged by the
Canadian Pacifie Railway. I have waited patiently think-
ing that perhaps, when hon. gentlemen were making the
statement, they would come down to the figures and would
attempt to show that the Canadian Pacifie Railway je
charging more for the carriage of freight from the North.
West eastward or in any other direction than competing
railways in the United States. When we turn to the figures,
we find that the inhabitants of the North-West are especially
favored in freight rates compared to the settlers in the
American North-West. In 1884, a comparison was given
of the charges on freight between the Canadian Pacifie
Railway, the Union Pacifie, and the St. Paul and Minnea
polis Railway for 500 miles. The charge on 100 lbs. of
wheat was 30 ots. by the Canadian Pacifie Railway, 81 by
the Union Pacifie, 68 ets. by the Northern Pacifie, and 30 ets.
by the St. Paul and Minneapolis. In 1885,the Canadian Pacifie
Eailway give a comparison of their rates with the rates
charged by a number of railways in theUnited States. The
rate h by the Canadian Pacific Railway per ton, per

100 miles, is S1.20; by the Northern Pacifie, $1.96; by the St.
Paul, Minneapolis and Manitoba, 81.80 ; by the Union Pacifie,
81.91; by the Central Pacifie, $1.96; by the Chicago, Mil-
waukee and St. Paul, $1.28; by the Chicago and North-
Western, $1.31 ; by the Atcheson, Topeka and Santa Fe,
81.79; by the Illinois Central, 81.31; by the Boston and
Lowell, $2.33; by the New York and New England, $1.72;
and by the Boston and Providence, $2.83. So that from
the figures given hon. gentlemen opposite will see that the
Canadian Pacifie Railway are not using Sany monopoly that
they claim they have, and that the hon. gentlemen stated
they have, injariously to the settlers of the North-West,
that their average rate for freight is actually les than on
all these railways I have named, showing that there is
nothing to complain of in the rates of freiglit as compared
with other railways in the United States and more parti-
cularly in the North.West. Hon. gentlemen opposite have
spoken of Manitoba and the disallowance of Acts in Mani-
toba, forgetting that Manitoba to-day is very different from
the Manitoba of 1881, when the Canadian Pacifie Railway
charter was granted and assented to, that the Province
of Manitoba is ten times as large to-day as it was then. On
the 15th February, 1881, when the Canadian Pacifie Rail-
way charter became law, the total area of Manitoba was
9,500,000 acres. At the same Session, after the railway
charter was granted, the Province of Manitoba came here
asking that her boundaries should be extended, and they
were extended, so that she at present has an area of
96,000,000 acres. The Province of Manitoba accepted that
increased area upon the condition that all the provisions
that we had made in the railway charter should be
observed and held over that acquired territory. The
Government of Manitoba acknowledged and accepted the
principle that the traffic and trade of the Canadian Pacifie
Railway should not be tapped and should not be drawn
south into the United States, the principle which we had
acted upon and which the hon. gentlemen who preceded us
in the Government acted upon in the legislation which
they passed in 1878 in connection with the Canadian
Pacifie Railway.

Mr. WATSON. In the added territory.
Mr. MOLELAN. Yes, Manitoba acknowledged the prin-

ciple that it was right and proper that that traffic should
not be drawn south.

Mr. WATSON. Not the old Province.
Mr. MOLELAN. And nine-tenths of the area of the

Province of Manitoba has been acquired and given to the
Province since the Canadian Pacifie Railway charter was
assented to.

Mr. WATSON. All the Acts that have been disallowed
have been in reference to the old Province of Manitoba.

Mr. McLELAN. The hon. member for Bothwell (Mr.
MilIs) has referred to a statement made by the right on.
the Premier, respecting the expectations we had ofreceipts
from the North-West, and has made a comparison, limit-
ing it only to the cash receipts by the Government. The
flouse will remember that the Premier made his calculations
before the granting of the Canadian Pacifie Railway charter,
and that ho embraced the whole of the receipts from the
lands to be sold in the North-West. Since the rail way
charter was granted, in 1881, the receipts by the company
and by the Government for lands, in cash, have been
814,361,406, a pretty fair rettiru since 1681; and there have
been lands sold, exclusive of those sold to colonisation com-
panies, upon which there is due, and will be paid to the
company and the Government, about 86,500,000; so that
the return, either in cash or in the balance yet uncollected,
is nearly 821,000,000 since 1881. When we look at it in-
that respect, and take the amount of cash received by the
oompany and by the Government sime the granting of thi
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charter in 1881, we find that there bas been a pretty fair
return from the lande, from which we can, 1 think, calculate
that in the next lew years, when the road is in operation
and the country is opened up, the returns from the lande of1
the North-West wiil be a very considerable augmentation
tu the revenues of the country.

Mr. DAVIES. I cannot see what conclusion the hon.
gentleman intended to draw from his argument that a
certain amount of money had been received from the North-
West lands by the Canadian Pacifie iRailway. That was
not the question under discussion. The only point alluded
to by my hon. friend was the question of the amount of
money we have received, from the sale of land in the North.
West Territory, and how nearly the prediotion of the hon.
Premier of the enormous number of millions we would
receive, has been verified by the fact. That, Sir, is not the
question under discussion. I am sure the Premier must
have appreciated both the motive and the result which
followed from the rising of the Minister of Marine to make
clear that which ho did not make clear'-himsolf. The
Minister was very much afraid that the policy of the Gov-
ernment was not fairly understood, although the leader had
taken no small pains and no little time to explain that
policy ; therefore ho rose to throw a little more
light upon the subject. And what is the result? The hon.
gentleman avoided the question under discussion alto-
gether, and attempted, not willingly, I hope, to distort the
argument advanced by my hon. friend at my left. Now
what was the position which the hon. member for Bothwell
took upon this matter? He says the policy of the Govern-
ment, when they built the Intercolonial Railway a few years
ago, was to build it on British territory altogether, was to
ignore commercial reasons altogether, and to build it as far
away from the American frontier as they possibly could.
The result of that policy was the uselees expenditure of
some twenty millions of mioney; I use the word useless,
because now, as he says, you propose to run a new and
short line from Montreal to the east, not through British
territory at ail, but through American territory. Now
ho says, the money of the people of tLe Dominion built the
road to the east of Montreal, and it builds the road in the
western country, so that if it is right and proper that in
the eastern portion of the Dominion you sbould expend
the publie money in subsidising a road which is to run
through American territory, how can you justify a refusai
to allow private corporations to build roads in the western
part of the Dominion which may run from the Cana.
dian Pacifie Railway to American territory-not with
publie money, but with that of private companies ? Now,
air, I do not think that upon this matter Parliament
has been treated fsirly by the hon. gentleman. It has
been shown already that when ho sought to induce this
House to agree to the Canadian Pacifie lRailway con-
tract, he explained clearly that the intention was not
to hamper or to check the increase of roads from the
Canadian Pacifie Railway to the American boundary. He
explained that clearly and distincly, and afterwards what
policy did the hon. gentleman adont ? When the Manitoba
Legislature took him at his word and passed charters allow-
ing the construction of roade from the Canadian Pacific
Railway through the territory of the old Province of
Manitoba, the hon. gentleman says he penned a Minute of
Council overriding their legislation and preventing it from
becoming iaw, upon several grounds, one of which ws that
it did interfere and did conflict with the charter granted to
the Canadian Pacifie Railway Company.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. No.

Mr. DA VIES. The hon, gentleman esy l"no," but I refer.
red a short time ago to the Minute of ouncil which he
mpntioned, and if the hon. gentleman will refer to it h will

find that ho distinctly takes both grounds. I will refer the
hon, gentleman to the Sessional Papers in volume 18, 1885,
page 44, where ho will find that the Acta for the construe.
tion of the Winnipeg and South-Eastern Railway Company,
the Manitoba Tramway Company, the Emerson and North-
Western, and the Manitoba Act, and the Acta for the con-
struction of two lines in British Columbia, were reported
upon by the Minister of Justice, and in that report these
Acta were recommended for disallowance. Why ? Because
their terms conficted with the Canadian Pacifie Railway
contract, in the firet place, and because the policy of the
Government, which was confirmed by Parliament and acqui.
esced in by the Legislature of Manitoba, with reference to
the added territory only, was intended to prevent that
diversion. So that the hon. gentleman asked in his recom-
mendation for the disallowance of these Acte, and h. did so
on the grounds that they were distinctly at variance with
the contract of the Canadian Pacifie Railway, notwith-
standing the pledge ho had given in ths House, that
it was not the intention of the Canadian Pacifle Rail-
wsy contract to interfore with the construction of these
roads. Now, what was the other ground ? On the
ground that it was not in the interest of tbe public that
these linos should be allowed to be built to draw away
traffle from the Canadian Pacifie Railway. Sir, that policy
was repudiated in this House by the Minister of Railways,
in 1884. When the hon. gentleman sought to induce this
House to agree to the contract, ho, as First iuister, put a
construction upon that contract which, when it suited his
purpose, ho afterwards repudiated, when he wanted
these Acts to be disalloved. Afterwards, when the
Government sought to intuce this House to agree to a
loan of $30,000,000 to the Canadian Pacifie Railway, what
inducements did they offer ? The Minister of Railways,
speaking on behalf of the Governmont, speaking as the
mouth-piece of the Government, distinctly told to the Hous.
if we would grant them that $30,000,000, the policy of the
Government with regard to disallowing these Acts, would be
reversed. The Minister of Railways, on that occasion, made
a lengthy speech in the course of which, he said :

"I am glati to be able te state to the House, that such Il the coni-
denceof the®Ouadiarn Pacifie Railway Company hintb.peer of the
Oa.nadi. Pacifie Eailway te protectitlef, that when th. line le con-
structed north of Lake Superlor, the Government fee it will not be
incumbent upon them to preserve the position they have hitherto felt
bound to preserve, that of refusin g to consent toe .construction Of
linos within the Province of Manitoba, connecting it with AerIeaR
railways to the south. I can give no better evidenee t the He.oue and
the country of the advaneed position which we consider thi. great anter-

prs o! the Osuadiau Pa~cifeRailway ha. atta.ined, the.n when I Say
that I feel it is consistent Witt whe.t w eye e a peo , 1his eounr
and to that great national work, that the Government should not deem
it incumbent upon themselves to pursue the restrictive policy within
the Province of Manitoba which we have hitherto been obliged to
maintain."

There, Sir, was a solemn pledge and compact made, se far
as a Minister could make a pledge to, and compact with, the
House, that if we would loan 830,000,000 the provious
restrictive policy of the Government would be reversed,
these linos should bo allowed to be built, and we stand in
that position. To-day we have a construction placed by
the First Minister upon the contract of the Canadian
Pacifie Railway at variance with that placed upon it when
it was brought down for ratification; and we have the pledge
given by the Minister of Bailways-that if we would
make that loan to the compa their policy should
be reversed-deiberately repudiatd. We have that pledge
broken, and we have the iret Minister coming here to-day,
enapping his fingers at that pledge, and saying it is not
the intention of the Government to reverse that poicy at
all, and that after the House had been indued to vote
money on that pledge. I say thei ouse has not been
treated fairly, Isay the people of Manitoba are not being
treated fairly. The Miniter of finance intimates that a co
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parison of the rates of the Canadian Pacific Railway with the
rates of several lines of American railways, will be in favor of
the Canadian line. That may or may not be, i bave not had
the opportunity of comparing them. But, Sir, what answer
is that to the people, to the farmers, to the settlers, to the
immigrants, who went within fifteen miles of the boundary,
and who have yet no railway facilities, and no hope of
getting any, if the policy of the hon. gentleman is persisted
in ? Why, Sir, growing grain there will have to be
abandoned, for they will have no means of getting it out of
the country. The hon. gentleman states in this House that
h. has two distinct policies; one, as far as the North-West is
concerned, directly at variance with the policy which he
ias adopted in the eastern part of the Dominion. In the

eastern part of the Dominion he allows this Canadian Pacifie
Railway and the Intercolonial Railway to be tapped, and runs
the former railway into a foreign country. He adopts a
policy the effect of which will be to divert trade from British
soil. Sir, we know how this Chamber rang a few years ago
with the grand policy which was comprised in the words:
" Our railway shall run from ocean to ocean on British soil."
All foreigners were to be excluded ; there was not a foreigner
from the south to be allowed to tap our roads or trade with
us at all. Al those statements, all that is reversed now, so
far as the eastern Provinces are concerned, all that policy
with regard to building the railway on British soil, and all
that policy was approved by the hon, gentleman who js now
Minister of Marine and Fisheries and it was cheered to the
echo by hon. gentlemen opposite. When that policy was
reversed and one directly opposite was introduced and the
bon. gentleman declares that he intends to prevent the
construction of those roads, that policy is also cheered to
the echo, and it really appeared that any policy which the
right bon. gentleman chooses to announce will receive the
cheers of very many hon. gentlemen behind him.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. And of the whole country.
Mr. DAVIES. Not of the whole country, as the bon.

gentleman will learn to his cost before very many months
have passed over his head. The hon. gentleman is crowing
before he is eut of the woods. He is going to appeal to the
people shortly, we understand, and 1 venture to predict
that when he does se some of his brightest aspirations will
receive a very rude shock. But that is not exactly germane
to the particular point now before the ouse. That parti-
cular point is, whether the pledges given by the Govern-
ment in tbis regard are to be kept; whether faith is to be
kept witb the people of Manitoba; whether this policy, the
results of which are so detrimental to the interests of the
settiers in Manitoba, is to be maintained or not; whether
that country is to b. opened up by new lines, or whether
the restrictive policy which had been repudiated in 1884 is
to b. again restored and maintained intact.

Mr. CAMERON (Victoria). In regard to the bhon.
gentleman's remarks with respect to hon. members follow-
ing the policy laid down by the rightb hon. gentleman at the
head of the Government, al I eau say is, that we have on
more than one occasion In the past appealed to our consti-
tuents on the policy so provided, and have not been met
with disapproval, but, ou the contrary, that policy has been
sustained. So I believe it will be at the next election, when
we have to go before our constituents. Upon this particular
question before the House, as a representative from Ontario

have no hesitation whatever in following the leader of
the Government, and I am very-much surprised to hear
hon. members from Ontario or Quebec or the Maritime
Provinces expressing any doubt as to the propriety of the
legislation of the Government and the course which the
leader bas announced as the policy of the Goverument on
this question, or expressing approval for one moment of the
amendment of the honé member for Marquette. Looking at
*i0 enudoa from th standpoint of the older Provinces,
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we cannot but say that the direct effect of a policy
such as the amendment now before the House proposes
to introduce will be injurious to the interests of
Ontario, Quebec and the older Provinces, We have risked
our money, we have sacrificed our money, we have been
told by hon. gentlemen opposite that we have gone into a
ruinous experiment, that we have loaded ourselves with
debt in order to build the Canadian Pacifie Railway; and
are we to stand by and see our interests threatened and
everythirg done that will assist in procuring legislation,
the effect of which will be to take the whole benefit of the
trade of Manitoba and the North-West into the United
States and through the 'United States and divert it from
the older Provinces. To support the amendment of the
hon. member for Marquette (Mr. Watson) would be suici-
dal on the part of representatives from Ontario or Quebec,
and probably the representatives from the eastern
Provinces are in the same position. Certainly as to
the representatives from Ontario and Quebec there can
hardly be more than one opinion on this point, that
the construction of lines tapping the Canadian Pacifie
Railway and leading in an easterly direction from that
line into the United States, into Minnesota or Dakota
or the Territories, will most directly injure the in-
terests of the older Provinces. We do not feel as
if, after risking so much for the construction of
the Canadian Pacifie Ra ilway, having built it as we have
done with such wonderful success as to evoke the admira-
tion of the world, and having secured an all-rail route
through Canada on our own soil, we do not approve of the
idea of the whole benefit of that great enterprise being
diverted from the paths of those whose money has built the
road. I grant that in some points of view it might be
beneficial to residents of Manitoba and the North-West to
have railway competition and American railways tapping
the Canadian Pacifie Railway, competing with it and divid-
ing trade with it. But with all kindness and consideration
for the interests of our western fellow-subjects I submit
that it is not for them to urge such demands upon us at the
present moment. I submit they ought to consider that we
have made sacrifices, we have risked our money in building
the railway, and it is only right and reasonable that we
should protect the interests of the older Provinces in secur-
ing the trade of the country coming through Canada rather
than through the United States. I was, therefore, mach
gratified at hearing the statement of the leader of the
Government that if the Canadian Pacifie Railway
Company should come to the Government and say they
wished clause 15 repealed, it would then be a matter for
consideration by the Government as to whether in the
interests of the whole Dominion it was right and proper it
should be repealed. For that clause is as important in the
interests of the older Provinces as it is in the interests of
the Canadian Pacifie Railway Company. As a matter of
fairness to the Canadian Pacifie Railway under the circum-
stances of the case I do not think it is right we should now
seek the abandonment of that clause, which is part of the
contract and upon the faith of which the road was built.
No, we should not in fairness endeavor to exact such termas
from the company; but in looking at the question from
the standpoint of the interests of the older Provinces I was
gratified to hear the declaration of the leader of the Govern-
ment, and it was with surprise I heard any hon. member
from the older Provinces advocating the amendment of the
hon. member from Marquette.

Mr. MITCHELL. I am only going to occupy a very few
moments in expressing my opinion of the amendment. As
a motion I entirely disapprove of it. I have been an advo-
este of the Canadian Pacific RiBlway on public grounds,
because I believed it was in the interest of the country that
it should be built. Ihavesuutainedthe Anminitraion a
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every measure brought in in connection with it, and I give of the Government with regard to the clause in the Mai
them credit for having displayed the courage to go through toba resolutions, and pointed out 1 bat they were aubsidising
with it, and it required a good deal of courage to go on the Short Line Railway to the Maritime Provinces. Wel,
from time to time in the face of the opposition of Sir, I am no dog in the manger. I advocated the Inter-
hon. gentlemen opposite. [ have been astounded, and colonial road; I believe I was, in my own humble way, a
I have been more than surprised to-day to find the factor in endeavoring to secure it, and I take this oppor-
opposition still maintained on the other aide of the tunity of paying tribute te gentlemen from the Province of
House. To what is it those hon, gentlemen object ? Quebec, and especially to one gentleman from that Province
Do they still want te disoredit an enterprise that is a credit who occupied a position in the Cabinet. I take this oppor-
and honor to Canada, because that is what several of the tunity of saying that to the late Sir George Cartier we are
speeches have done ths Session ? I am surprised that the largely indebted for the Intercolonial Railway. In saying
hon. gentleman who is in my eye, who is so vigorous in his that, I do not wish to detract in any way from the credit
expressions and clear in his utterances and whose speeches which is due to the right ion. Premier, who behaved
are always attentively listened to by this House-I regret to through those long negotiations with a great deal of
find that he, at this late date, keeps up this antagonism, net skill and judgment, who was prepared to ascertain and
to the Government alone but to the enterprise itelf; because to accept what was public opinion as he found it, who
whatever he may choose to do with respect to the Govern- endeavored te gauge public opinion and judge what
ment that is a matter for himself; but that hon. gentleman would be best in the interests of the country. I' give
and the 'leader of that party who is not now present the right hon. gentleman credit for that, and in my opinion
and those who support him should long ago have h. adopted that course, after the matter had been discussed
becoine convinced that the Canadian Pacifie Railway for six months in the Cabinet, and fonr monthe, I believe, or
was an institution bound te be completed. It had received certainly for many weeks, in this House, the right hon.
the aid of the Government-and magnanimous aid was gentleman decided in the Cabinet to adopt the route by
given to the company,-and public confidence, and certainly which the Intercolonial now runs. The hon. member for
within the last year we were surprised into the belief that Bothwell says: Why was that route adopted; why did
this undertaking would be completed. There was a time not they adopt a shorter line thon ? I presume that was
when there were grave doubts as to whether it would be the line of the hon. gentleman's argument. A shorter lino
completed or not. And I have no doubt of this, if it had would not have attained the object in view then, because it
not been for the aid the Government rendered, and the would have gone through foreign territory, and we wanted,
manly stand they took-and I give them great credit for it first of ail, to promote the security of this portion of the
-in coming to the assistance of that great enterprise and Ernpire, by giving us a military lino, by giving us connec-
that combination of mon who deserved every support and tien from H1alifax te Montroal, as we partly had at that
encouragement the country could give them, it was ques- time for the west. It was partly on military grounde and
tionable whether the railway would have been in such a partly for other reasons. It was net a question of a short
position that we should see it completed in our time. Sir, line through Maine, but of a line by the River St. John or
it is about time that the opposition te that scheme should one by the present route-that was the question; and after
disappear from the other side of the House. Let us look at a full consideration, after elaborate surveys and reports had
the matter from a practical point of view. Hon. gentle- been made at considerable expense, the Government came te
men opposite say they hope to carry the country at a decision which I do net regret to-day, although the distance
the next election. Well, he would be a pretty wise man may be longer to certain points of the Lower Provinces
who could predict the resut of the next election, but I think than by the proposed new line. Now where is the sit.
there le n growing party between the two great parties, and ilarity, where is the comparison of such a policy as that
when the appeal is made to the country, and when I issue my and the policy which has been adopted in the west ?
manifeste tothe people, as I may possibly do before the gen- Sir, as bas been botter said by gentlemen who have
eral election, many of these gentlemen behind the Govern- preceded me than I can say it, the older Provinces of
ment, and many of those behind the leader of the Opposition, the Dominion have spent their money and risked the credit
who vote on party lines, will find, when they go to iheir con- of our nation-for nation I shall call it-in endeavoring tu
stituents, that they will ask them to entrust them with some promote the setlement and development of the West, in
discretion, te vote outside of party whips, according te their endeavoring te extend its population and open up comainu-
judgment, their conscience and their sense of right. Hon. nication with the Pacifie. They have done that, and wben
gentlemen opposite, as a matter of policy, should bear in they have done that, I would say te the people of Manitoba,
mind that the strict party lin. of voting on questions of through their representatives and through the prose, that
publie importance is net the course which is likely to create Manitoba bas been pretty well attended te. And, while I
confidence in them in the minds of the public. le it policy am auxious as any man t settle up Manitoba and promote
for them te drive away a great institution which has power her interests, eh. muet net expect that every other interest
in the State, and is bonnd t govern the State some of these is to be sacrideed to her. Sir, our first duty is te Canada,
days; it govers the Louse now just as powerfully as the and not to anyone Province, net to New Brunswick, or
Grand Trunk did a few years ago, but it le niore discreet Nova Scotia, or Prince Edward Island, or Ontario, or Que.
and it does net threaten them. It endeavors to accomplish bec or Manitoba. Our first duty is te Canada, and the
the object in another way, by showing that the public inter- interests of Canada at the present time call for us to
esta are involved, and that as a matter of policy, hon. maintain the trade of that western country for the commu-
gentlemen should cease their opposition to an enterprise nication which we have opened up at an enormous expense
which, however much they may have attacked the Govern. te the Treasury and te her people. Sir, there i a ntime
ment for entering upon it, they should discusa matters on coming, and I believe it will come before long, when
their merits, but net in a way whieh wilIl throw discredit on that restriction will be removed. I believe it should b.
it, or create a want of confidence in il. That is all I have removed as soon ne it can be done with safety te that
to say on that point, except this, that I am goinig t vote great enterprise and without detriment te the interest
right straight through for the resolutions. If any of of the people of Canada at large. But this is net the
you had any doabt about it, yuu have noie now I hope. time to do it. This is not the time, when there ie a
And now a word as t what the hon. member for Bothwell Bill before the House to get back $20,000,000 cf oah,
(Kr. Mille) said, when he asked the question about the and the restoration of a portion of our lands te wipe Mut the
Intercolonial, and endeavored to contrast the différent policy debt, which hon. gentlemen opposite said nover would be
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paid. In saying that they did great discredit to the enter- into the United States, because-I believe I ma-o use of
prise, which was thon struggling into existence; and they this argument in this flouse before, and I know it is a cor
should now atone for it by coming out manfully to support rect argument-grain is sold at a higher prie in Manitoba
that enterpriqe, and by saying to the country by a unani- than k is at St. Vincent, acrose the lino; in fact, Americans
mous vote : We approve of this; we never thought that have sent their grain into our country, paid the duty, ani
money would be paid back; we are proud to see it, and sold it there; therefore it ia net likely tlit grain would bc
accept it; ail party interests will sink before the public taken from a richer market iute a poorer market. Thon,
intereast and our desire to promote the publie credit. why should not we have the freest intercourse with the

Mr. WOODWORT I. I wish to say a few words on this neighboring republic se far as passenger traffle la ooneerned?
question as it is so important that I think it should not b We are doing it down here; why should we not do it in
hurried through. the west? The railway conpany say, we will buildlinos, but you shall notibuild them. except where you get

It being Six o'clock, the Speaker left the Chair. our consent. I understand that the other day in tho Rail-
Âfter ecees.way Committee, the consent of the (Janadian Pacifie Rail-

After Recess.wayompany was said to have been obtained that a n

Mr. WOODWORTH. I for one would like very much should be built in British Columbia against the spirit and

to know that the Government could see their way clear tototi c
have such an arrangement made with the Canadian Pacifie company ed from this fouse is not a cat iron char-
Railway Company that this objectionable clauserestraining tr;teyIhavbencte ithoebroak ii aLbse
others from building railways within fifteen miles of the bdoke. atmausconracte aith mes bild phoue,
border would be done a way with. It certainly has created pute ait ases i whhoe ecessato rtein
a great deal of contention. It has been the cause of more imefand grees te buald tatlee naetin
contention, perhaps, than the thing is really worth; for, I tinoe, ad pr haslas ea tha e t bil
believe, if the concession were made, that there would be the liuscomateaho has een two orli ta at
only such railways built as would be paying enterprises, min i do not advance me more money than the
and that a great many charters which are now thought of ed iaho
because the clause is there would not be dreamed of if the but two or three imes, I do net think ho eau core te meclause were removed. It is true, as bas been argued by afterwards, when I want hlm te release some clause in the
some hon. gentlemen, among them by the hon. centract, and say, ne, that was net the agreement between
member for Marquette who moved this amendment, us; but I say, were yen net the first te break
that hopes were held out to this Parliament that when the iL, and core te me and ask me te help yen
road was completed this clause would be swept away. eut of holes and quagmires, and why should you.net
Last Session there were several Bills before the Railway belp me now? Now, I thirk this great railway company,
Committee, which were objected te by the Minister of Rail- titheir enermous wealth and capital, after eoming here
ways and thrown out, because the road was not completed. and being aided by us se liberally, aLer we lent them
This year we had it announeed in His E reellency's Speech $30$000,000, and gave then ail sorts of concessions since,
from the Throne that the railway was about comploted; we eau lairly ho asked, when the intereste of a large section of
know that it is, to all intents and purposes, completed to the people ef this country, a daily growing peope-the rigbt
Pacifie coast; the last rail has been laid; therefore the con- arm ofthis Dominion, te quote the words ef the hon. mom-
tention of last Session cannot be made this Session. I list-ber for East York-demand it, and when it is necessary, in
ened with the greatest interest and attention to the able orde
speech of the right hon. leader of the Government, who, in e alla disoontentcause, and angling, tha
hie usual exhaustive, clear and convincing manner, argued they hod giv epts cl d lt anyboyu
that it would be bad policy for the Government to have thisrlay bolia oeyte ulyt.ha t were done e
clause swept away; and I understood him te say, what Iaydbesurthat a eathmany chatesouddipar,
never before heard contended, that the Canadian PacifieandsoIesome theou.efrnd th souud h s
Railway Company itself could not build lines south and east ameudment dees net intend te press ite a vote. Re
or siuth-went te the border. bas oheard the Goveaument annoncement o the

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. Oh, ne. policy te o ipurued; but while I have been, and
Mr. WOODWORTH. Thrn I was misinformed. am to-day, an advocate et thierpad, wie I admire

undrertood the hon. Premier te say this-periap ho did'the eergy with which the company have carried o their
work and gve thetal thee redit that is due teotheu yet,

mottakennfrom-a richerpmarketeintoeaspoorerpmarket. Then,

huild lines te the border, tapping the great truuk uen as representing an easten contituecy whih tells me te my
stretcbig fron the Atlantit the Pacific, the Govern e ra ase al iso nd

We hae îdon it don hertaed why sobuld wei rod doi in

meut weuld net allow themn te do so. have> ate te Them ovr ad over again, thwre are objectionable
clauses which will ho swept away as seon as the road e

Sir JOHN A. MoCDONALD. The uon. gentleman built, and we sha s have our money back and is great
misunderistood me, or porbapa Int&y have expressed mYself country will heon the lino of prosparity with ther coai-
imperfectly.I said the clause in the Bil1 was for the pro-: tries going on conquering and te bcoquer, growing wealthy
tection cf the Dominion particularly, as well as for theiald great But I shai have to telil tbem that the ime a
benefit the railway, and that even i the railwt e cae h
pany desired te give up that clause, if we Lhought iLwas in away, when bt Canadian Pacifie Bailway company wih
the interest cf the Dominion te keep iL Liere, iL must remain allow it te obe swept away, akthougi the railway is
there. bult. 1 find myse cint iat awkward position, but

Mr. WOODWORTa Thon the railway company them- I trst that when we meet boire again next Session,
selves cmn build ail the linos they liko. They uow own two then at least weshal get relief from this claus and
linos ruuning from Winnipeg into Dakota and Minnesota. shae allowed te build our roads where w like. The
IL la preposod tomn a lino front Brandon te the bouudaryt wanadia Pacifie Railway, ompanyl aveertainly bad a
lino; but Lb.e(anadian Pacifie Railway Company eay, no,! great may concessions grated te mem; and there la, par.
y ou muet net do that, because lt wîl tap our trunk lin.!.bapa, nobody who ought te Ih more conrnkalated thon me
ell snpp làees.. I do nst believe i;wbu carry grain ton. Premier himsi apen oiu almo t the work of hi
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life. It bas, no doubt, been a cause of anxiety and soliei. IT
tude to him far beyond what most people think ; and ho is, nMessieurs
perbaps, a little more solicitous on that. account for the Anaê Fortin, NILl
creation of hie own hani. Perhaps the child bas attained iBaer ( s neofl) 1'oAgte,such beautiful proportions that it has i eally mastered the Baker, (Victoria), Gaudet, ie
parent, to the extent that his affections are completelv with Barker, Gault, Korat,

Barnard, Giga.ult, K.enteirbis offspring, and hoecan mee no wrong in it, and can- Bsn, Gardou, O'le,
not do too much for it. It is such a fat, sleek, well-fed Bell, 'Grandboi, Ortn,
young one, so handsome, promising and lusty, that ho Benoit, Guilbault, Paint,
bestows ail his affections on it, while the rest of the child- BGuillet, Patterson (uni>Hegn ackett, Pruyrtyren have to go without proper clothes and necessary nour- Bly, Hay, Reid,
ishment. Ris affection is pardonable. We ahi have our Blondeau, Besson, Riopel,

BoFflckey, Robertson (IIUtlnge)4pets uand I ws never more struck in my life with a picture Bwiiard, Royar,
than I was lat fall with a cartoon in Grip, and Grip often Bryson, Homer, Rylert,
gets off very good things. The cartoon represented a fair Burnham, fhurteau, cott,
in Toronto. There were ail kinds of animals there and Oameron (Inverness>, JamiesonShakespea,
manufactures, and all sorts of thinge, and prominent in the Cambell (Victoria), Klaiih, 8m
show was a great big pen with one solitary big eow in it. Oarling, KilveriSmyth
She was too fat to stand almost, and she was labelled Oaron (Sir Adolphe), Knlney asrouat
"C.P.R"-and there stood the Premier, in the garb of an Cioau, K an T raué,
old farmer, pointing to the ow with a look of pride, saying: Cochrane, Landry Cent), Taylor,
"Look at her; fatted all myself; and coertainly he Colby, Landry (ontiagfy Temple,

0oghlIne. Langevin (8fr Hector),Thompsontbas got the fattest sow ever fattened in the North-West or <oursol, Lege, Townïhend,
in the Dominion of Canada. Ourran, Macdonald (K1nis), e Tupper,

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. North-westerly not Son'. a@donald a8 hiTnn,
westerly. -Dawson, Iaomauter Vanasse,

Mr. WOODWORTH. No wonder, ho looks at the curl Dod** ***illan Wallaceui>, Ward
of the sow's little tail; the sow is so fat that it bas almost Duga., MoOailum, Whte Cardw)
no tail at all, and the feed that has gone into it and the Dundaâi Kc0arthy White Hutings),
proportions it bas attained, have made it so dear to bis Dupont, MoDougald (P.Bton Whot (Renfrew)-

Parrow, lMoDougall (0. Breton),Wood ( rockvill1e>-1I.affections, that I am afraid ho has taken al the swill and Ferguson (Welland), McGreelry,
Riven it to this pet. However we can pardon this, Amendment negatived.
because, no doubt, it is necessary to the happiness and
prosperity of the animal that it should be well fed. Mr. ÂoAMERON (H ron). I bg to move that thoe Bil
But I think now it bas been so well fed and taken be not now read th e third time, but that it be referred back
care of, a little exercise might do it good, so that to the onmmittee of the Whole, with instructions te amend
it would not want to lie down all the time. I am no 1 the samne by strikiug out the provision for cancelling
pessimist in regard to the road; I believe It is going to *1,000,000 of the Canadian Pacifie Railway debt to the
develop the country and give an impetns to it nothing else Government by the retention of a part of their land graht.
could have given. I believe we are going to see the fruits of Amendment negatived on a division.
our labors in that direction ; I believe it i a continental road; Mr. TROW. I think when hon, gentlemen opposite
I believe that it bas a geographical position which is going to understand the motion I am about to make, they will have
baffle the most astute engineers on the continent of Amer- no objection to it. The fundamental princile of Govern.ica lu endeavoring to establish competition with it; but ment is to tax all proporties alike, and I presume it is thewhile I believe iu the road and in this great country, and interest of the country, and ofn Manitoba and the North-while I am of that age that I can look forward with great West in particular, in this case, that all properties should
hopeto sne the fulfilment of a great many, at least, of the be liable to taxation. I have no desire to move any,glowing predictions that have been made, yet I think there amendment that would interfere with the settlements
should be reason and moderation shown; and while this already made with the Canadian Pacifie Railway Company;
great enterprise enjoys the confidence of this Parliament sold +the
and thocountry we should not have it larger than Parlia- myamedmet i e laerely thatin. ph ato isd t
ment, we should not have it dictate to Parliament, but Par- ofmuni ipal goenment, and all and that are not subjet
liament should still have the control and management of to taxatiinare a drawba k to immediate settlement,
that road, which is so closely interwoven with everything for the onstreaion of road, and the erection ofsOhool
that pertains to our life as a Confederation. bouses. The amendment I intend to propose will do no

House divided on amendment of Mr. Watson. ininati,*nA +I, fhW a- mAPAIv inteld in meet the
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ALjuAO LxL M IP.J 5y ; I UM -J ---.-- U-

case of capitaliste who purchase at times a whole township
and whose purchase is not known to the public. I do not
mean to say that the syndicate would connive at keeping
secret the purchase of lands, so that they might not be taxed,
but there are nases cf purchases of lands which are not
knowu to the municipal authorities for years after the sale
was effected, and the result is these lands do not contribute,
as they should, to municipal improvements ? Let a return be
made by the <anadian Pacifde Bailway Company similar to
a return made by the Crown Lande Department in Ontario,
either quarterly, semi-annualy or annually, and the publie
will be greatly benefited. I beg the ree to move in
amendment'

That the B S be not now read the third time, but be r.ferred back
to the Qommise of the Whole, with instruotions to amend the mme
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by providing that it shall be the duty of the Oanadian Pacifio Railway
Company to publish periodically to the proper authorities a list of the
landk forming.part of their land grant, whieh they have sold or may
from time to tme sell, with the intent that such lands may be taned
like other lands in the same municipalitie.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. The hon. gentleman,
said he was going to make a very reasonable proposition.
I think it is a reasonable proposition, that is to say, that
the Canadian Pacifie Railway shall publish regularly, either
by laying before the House or in some other way by which
publicity is given, the lands that they sell. I was at first
under the impression that the hon. gentleman was going to
attack the privilege the company have got in the Act. Of
course we could not do that. There would be a direct
breach of the, contract. Has the hon. gentleman got a
clause prepared to put in the Act ?

Mr. TROW. No, I have not.
Sir JOHN A MACDONALD. It is a reasonable pro-

position. I do not know that we ought to stop the pausage.
of the Bill for that purpose, however.

Mr. TROW. Will the hon. leader of the Government
prepare the amendment ?

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. Oh, no. I have no ojection
to go into committee on it.

Motlin sgteed to, and House rmeolved itself intoCiam.-
mittea.

(in the Committee,4)
Mr. TROW moved that the following

section 7a:-
be added as

The company shall lay before the House of Gommons, within the
firetlfifteen day of the meeting of Parliament, a list of aIl lande sold by
them duringhe yearending on the lat day of October in each year,
together withthe names of the purchasers.

Motion agreed to.
Committee rose and amendment concurred in.
Mr. McLELAN moved the third reading of the Bill.
Mr. MaCARTHY moved in amendment:
That the Bill be referred back to the Committee of the Whole, for

the purpose of amending the same by embodying therein the provisions
of the rsolution prepared by the Board of Trade of the city of Toronto,
at the request of tbe then inister of Railways, and which was referred
to by him in .his plae in Parliament on the 7th February, 1881, rovid-
in foequal mileage rates goimg from or to Toronto byntario.
inuways.

He said: This, in substance, is to provide for an equal
mileage rate for the trafflc passing over the line of the
Canadian.Pacific Railway, whieh is to go to the Ontario
system of railways south of that line. By the charter, pro-
vision was made that all reasonable facilities should be
afforded to the Ontario and Pacifie Junction Railway when
it should be completed to the point of junction with the
Canadian Pacifie Railway and the Canada Central Railway
Company, for the receiving, forwarding and delivering of
traie upon and over the railways of the said companies
respectively, and for the return of carriages, trucks, &c.
Then it went on to provide, that the rate of carriage should
be the saine for that particular lino of road as it was upon
the Canadian Pacific Railway itself east of Callander, that
Is to say, that the rate whieh the Canadian Pacifie Railway
Company charged should be made equal for the benefit
of the Ontario system of railways. During the pas-
age ofthe Canadian Pacifie Railway Act, the To-
ronto Board of Trade became alarmed at thep ros.
pect that the Canadian Pacifie Railway would acquire
te Canada Central, and further, that the railway would
acquire, or might acquire, as seemed then quite probable,
what was known as the Ottawa and Occidental, the road
from Ottawa to the city of Montreal. They memorialised
the Government and aéked that provision shiould be made,
Which was not quite made in the charter itself, that if thi

Mr. Taow.

Canadian Pacifie Railway Company did aquire this con-
tinuous line of railway from Callander, whichr was.to be ti.
terminal point of the road, to Montreal, the freight-which
might come from Callander to Toronto, Hamilton- and the
western partof Ontario, should be oarried at a fair and
equal mileage rate, so that the Province -of Ontario and the-
chief cities of that Province should have fair play in the
freight that came from the North.West, and in the goeda
that were to go from -the older Provinces to the North.Wst.
The menioriai which was presented to the Government
contained these provisions: It was represented that It
would practically transfer the terminus of the road from
Callander where, as we thought prpbable, it was arranged
that the terminus of the road was to be, to Montrel, and
the resalt of that would be that it would give the Province
of Quebec a etrong and direct interest to divert the traMe
of-the North-West away from the Ontario system of rail-
ways and centres of trade, so as to pass it over the whole
length of their easterly lines. Therefore the Board of Tade
went on in thoir memorial to say, that they protested
against power being granted without amost stringent pro-
vision being madeto prevent injustice to Ontario traffe,
and they urged upon the Government that in order ta
protect Ontario interesta it was absolutely necessary that
no higher mileage rates should be charged on Ontario.
traffe over the Canadian Pacifie Railway west of. Lake
Nipissung, than that which would be charged pro rata on
eastern traffe in proportion to the whole distance of its
carriage by the railways owned or operated by the syndi-
cate; or, in other words, that the syndicate should not be
permitted to place any higher mileage rates on the portion
of their railway through which the Ontario tramie must
pass than on the portion over which the eastern trafRe must
pass. The result of that memorial to the Government was
that negotiations were entered into between the Government
and the railway company and the Government reported to
the deputation that the railway company had agreed to the
following proposition. It was th determined intention of
the Government, as represented by Sir Charles Tupper, the
then Minister of Railways, that the interests of Ontario
should be fully looked after. It was their aim that each
Province should have the full benefit of its natural position,
and they would regard it as a national calamity if they
failed in providing equal facilities for all. The understand-
ing with the railway company was clear upon that point,
and as it was proverbially diRfcult to provide against the
ingenuity of the railway management, the Minister of the
day promised that he would be glad to have the advantage
of any suggestions from the board, which would serve to
strengthen the clause, so as to procure this desirable result.

'he Board of Ti de thus invited to formulate a proposition,
did ¡,, and they sent to the Minister of Railways this clause,
whieh I viii read:

".And inthe event of the (Bacille) company's acquiring amalga-
mating with, or leasing, or holding and operating the said Canada
Central Railway, orpmrchasing, acquiriug or holding or ciperating any
line or Unes of railway. or acqniring ranning powers over any railway,
as in this section provided for, thonanid in any such ease, it shall b.
nnlawful for the company to makie, and the companv shall not make,
any greater or highercbarge for the cirriaeo t Iramlo passing -to and
from the Ontario an Bacilel Junction Railway over ay part of the
company's line, weat of Callander statom. than the lowest mileamgrate
eharged by tsrcmpay efor 1e carnage over snohpart ettheiriianry e t
otiier similar traffic,.,aua.nd snowest mileage rate shah lu every euM ieau.
be aseertained by apportioning upon the mileaga of such part of anequai
pro rata share et ihe whole charge made by the compaxy for the carriage
Of such similar trace over the whole of that portionofthe làanof raway
operated by the oompany, or over which theiyshal have -such ruaang
power, lying to the eastward of the pointcf u tor destination as
the oase may be, upon their said line, of such: eopassing to or trom
the Ontario and Paiofi'Junction Railway."

Now, the meaning ef that in les technical language than is
used in the resolution, is this: That whatever charge the
Canadian Pacifie Railway makes in carryinggoods frim the
North-West to the city of Montreal,.or from the city of
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Montreal to the North-West, that rate should be made into J "In the event of the company purehasn urn
a pro rata mileage rate, and the Ontario stem of rail withyeasln or holdinand o e ung the 1 a trl y,

houl h he eneit f tat i wys the aid oalfander staion eha1 cotinue to be a neura or receivnshould have the benefit of that pro rata mileage rate. Now, and distributing point ommon tothe canada Centrai BaRlway and anyrothing can be fairer than that proposition. Some portions railway ln the Province of Ontario, unnlag southwarda hom 5al
of Ontario have natural advantages in their nearnes's >to Palader station; and in that eama all traRe to or oiom any qin ia1h. W or Nrth-est, omlng from or destinsi! for yseOn.the North-West, as the cities of the sea-board have natural rio railwaymhal be carrlede orfromCoal ander a n at the a madvantages in being free from the expense of carriage, and mileage rate au similar trame te or from snob point ning from or
it is only reasonable and proper, and I am not surprsed to destined for the said Canada Central RaIway; and such ileege rate
find, that the Minister of Railways did pro mise a these tramenorom eater than th.erete pme chai ! dor simlar
natural advantages of proximity should be enjoyed fairly to the point of destination on the Canada Central Railway, or eom 1h.
by all the Provinces of the Dominion, each having contri- oint of shipment on the said Canada Central Railway to th. peo 1et
buted, according to their means and according to their destination on t4e Canadian Poifo Railway, s h eue may be.
population, to the building of this great national highway. The resolution go.s on to provide as to what the mean.
All the Province of Ontario desired thon or desires now, is ing of the word traffe shalfbe, and so on. I did noi read,
that the Oanadian Pacifie Railway should be equal to the. as 1 ought to have done, the earlier part of the resolution.
Province according to the rate they charge yearly to It il as follows
the great compétitive point of the City of Montreal. Let me "And wherea .in the course of the debate upon the Canadian Pa-ciexplain, Mr. Speaker, what I mean by that. If goods are ne Railway Act oertain questions arose which th eontrae9s present
brought to Winnipeg from Montreal, the distance bein at Ottawa deemed it expedient to meet, by agreiag that tbis -ompany
somewhere, 1 believe, in the neighborhood of 1,400 or 1,50 woul4 enter into certain unde sbinlpu with , «eovernment of Canada
miles, thon the charge is made for that whole haul, so and so as in oi b. organ sea and It i ezedisnt to proide for
to be put into a milpae rate, and when that traffe reaches I have read t.prn which per
Callander and it is dehvered over to any Ontario railwayItains to the presentpnt.
the rate to be charged to the Ontario railway, be tha The.company tn undertook, on its beng n to
railway one or another, is to be its fair mileag proportion enter m t anagreemrent to tie effet that thesame eag
of the whole carriage to the city of Montreal. After this rates will b. chrged, predtically, on the gooda a.sag
deputation came to Ottawa and prosented this memorial t over the ume of railway and coning to the Ontario aystem
tiie Minister of R;ilways, and ar h. had noe uired that of railways as was to be charged on the goods which passed
they should formulate some resolution te p seed inan down to the City of Montreal. But this résolution ha. nover
Act of Parliament. the hon. member for West uirham been carried eut. Ti. company have nover entered ie
asked in hie place in the House, what bad been the result any scnh contract or agreement with the Government; and
of ti resolution of the Board of Trade, and what the railwy the resolution does not go so far as the resolution of the
com any h d suid upon the subjeot. I find il is teortec Board of Trade; it do.s not go to the full extent, although I
in ansard of 7th February, 1881, that Mr. Blake m e this have no doubt it was supposed at the time that it did carry
inH rdout the spirit and intent of that resolution, because the reso.enury . lation merely binds the company with respect to trafNe

" Whether there hu been auy correspondence between any member which pass.s from the oanadian Pacific rpailway to theof the Goyernment snd th. Toronto Board of Trade on thé ubject ofwiiipassfo ti.(ndin acieRlwyt e
rates to bechrgedou .he oanadian Pacifio Railwa ; whether Cny nada Central and from the Canada Central back to the
agreement has been made on the subject at what ate such agree- Canadian Pacifie Railway-in other words, it merely obliges
ment, if any, was made.; and whether it wili be laid on the Table.' the railway company to charge a mileagoe rate divided as it
Sir Charles Tupper answered as follows:- was between Ottawa and the North-West instead of Mon-

" A communication was reoeived from the Toronto Board of Trade
suggesting a clause "-

I have just read the clause.
" which would provide for equal mileage rates for the trafficgoing
from Toronto on Ontario railwayu. That proposal, made by that Board
of Trade, as to what would meet their views, was considered unobjec-
tionable and has been agreed to. The date on whith that communiea.
tion was made by me to the president of the Toronto board was, I think,
the 2ndiFebruary. :Ido notLseeany objection »o laying the communi-
cation on the Table."
So here we have first the memorial of the Board of Trade
directing attention to this very important matter in the
interest of Ontario; we have the request of the Minister
to the Board of Trade to prepare a resolution on the sub-
jeet, which was to be incorporated in a Bill or some agree.
ment with the railway company ; we have the Minister
stating in Parliament that the resolution had been shown
to the railway company and accepted by them as being
unobjectionable ; and now I want at this stage, probably
the last we shall have; to do with is railway company,
and before they get liberty from this House to take the
stop proposed, to carry out this arrangement and embody
it in an Act of Parliament. But I will direct attention to
what the railway did do. The company passed a resolu.
tion which wll bo found in the Votes and Proceedings, and
also in the schedule-to the Act incorporating the Northern
Pacifie Junction Railway, providing, among othor ,matters,
or running powers over any road which they might build
rom the junction at Warrapit River to Sault Ste. Marie in
use they should build that Ibranch. It thon went on to
rovide tor the matter to which I am calling attention, as
ollows:-

treal and the North-West, leaving this loop-oolor the
railway to discriminate against Ontario and its chief cities.
They could charge a sum, say of $100,'for a car between Win-
nipe and Montreal. lu djusting the rate they can put ail
th. 1l00 on that portion of the traffe which ends at Ottawa,
leaving the portion fr m Ottawa onwards to be carried
freo-I know I am giving an extreme case-mo increasing
the mileagerate on trafme to Ontario so much per mile
whereas it ought to be the same if the sum were distributed
over the whole length of line between Winnipeg and Mon-
troal. I do not think the House will object to such an
smendment of the charter of the company as will carry Out
what was intended by the charter. £ am not moving in
the direction of imposing any groater burdens upon the
company; Ido not design to alter their contract or do
anyt 'ng not intended from the first in the contràct made
betwoen the company and the Government, because by
section 24 of the charter it will be . seen tIey did intetid,
and Sir Charles Tupper so stated to the Toronto Board of
Trade, by section 24 to make those ample provisions fur
the protection of the trade of the chief Provenesi, if I may
so term it, of the Dominign. That elaise provides merely,
however, for an interçhange of trafe and fuir nileage rate
with one partiggar railway, pamely, the. only raitway
which then had a chartpr te build the link-the Ontarno
and Pacifie Janction Ralway. Tha railwayhas not þeen
built, and therefore that clause of tlie çt which
was intended to give that link whiph it was suppood
would be constructed between Calluáder a'nd Tonlo,
this interchange of trame and fair mileage rates
does not apply. Instead of that railway there is
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another road respecting which we had so much discussion Board of Trade not having come to any determination, the
last night. But the resolution doe not speak merely of one matter has been postponed for consideration at a meeting of
road; it speaks of ail roads; it refers to any road which the Board of Trade, to be held to-morrow at 3 o'clock. In
may at any time be brought to the mutual distributing the meantime the Bill is now being read the third time.

int, allander. So I submit that my resolution ought to The position is therefore this : A bargain bas been made
adopted, and I trust it willbe adopted by this House. between the Government and the company, that the Gov-

To summarise the points in order to make them plain, I ernment would release the indebtedness of the $10,000,000,
would repeat that the spirit of the contract between the and in lieu of that would accept so many millions of acres
Canadian Pacific Railway and the Government did provide, of land. If this Act of Parliament was merely carrying out
or there was au intention to provide, for free interchange of that particular bargain, I, for my part, would not be here
traße between the Canadian Pacifie Railway and the making this motion. The Government having made that
Ontario system of railways ; that that clause now fails of bargain and the company having paid the 810,000,000 in
its effeot because the particular railway then chartered and pursuance of that bargain, I do not think it would be either
then supposed to be the line which would go to Callander has just or right, for me, at all events, supporting the Govern-
not been built and may never be built, for another road has ment, to impose on the railway company a term which l
taken its place. And then I point to the resolution not to be found in this latter agreement. But the
which the contractors, who were present when thé disons. company have asked the Government to release $5,000,000
sion took place in the House, agreed that they should of bonda. The company are not entitled to that release.
enter into with the Government, which they had not It is a matter of favor. I have no objection to
yet done, providing for an equal mileage rate on this it. I .think the purpose for which that $5,000,000 was
yatem of railway in the manner I have pointed out. deposited bas been practically served, but, at the same time,

Now I will carry tis resolution one step beyond the express this is the last link binding the company to the Govern-
langnag of the clause. No one, no matter what his interesta ment. Deliver up the8 5,000,000 of bonds, the debt being
in e anadian Pacifie Railway may be-no one, I submit, practically paid, and the connection between the company
can object to the incorporation of this resolution made by and the Government seems to me to be at an end. Before,
.the company, in which they pledged themselves to enter therefore, the people of this country part with the $5,000,000
into a contract with the Government to the purport and of bonds to the railway company, is the proper time, it
effect set forth in thie resolution : I say no person can object appears to me, to have a resolution, or any matter o tis
to that. They have lot done so, and it le certainly a most kind, placed in the charter which ought to have been placed
inefficient way of binding a railway company to perform there at an earlier date. Now, it ie argued, on behalf of
its duties to the publie. A contract by the Government, not the company themselves, that this je a scheme or device on
incorporated in an Act ofParliament, je one which it would the part of the Northern Pacifie Junction Company to obtain
be very difficult to enforce. For my, part, I do not know all the traffic coming over the Canadian Pacific Railway des-
exaotly how it could be enforced. Let us assume for instance tined for Toronto and the western part of Ontarie. It e a
that the contract lu made, that the Government on the one scheme upon their part, it je said, to prevent the Canadian
part had entered into a bargain in writing with the com- Pacifie Railway Company carrying round by Smith's Falls
pany under the seal of the company, that they would carry and by the Ontario and Quebec, which is part of their sys-
out this agreement; if that contract was violated I would tem, so much of that traffic, if they choose to do
like to know-I ask any gentleman who is opposed to this it, at an equal or a less rate. There is, no doubt,
motion to point out-by what means, by what process or some force in that objection, but if nothing is done
what suit might be maetituted which would enable the what will be the result ? The result, undoubtedly, will
company which was not getting ithe benefit intended be this-that if the Canadian Pacifie Railway e to be
to be derived from this system, to have this carried permitted to carry over its own system of railways, by dis-
out. I do not think it could be done, Sir. The crimination against the Nortbern Pacifie Railway-if it le
only way, it seems to me that could be done, je to to be permitted to carry over its own system of railways, so
make it part of their obligation to the public, which, if they as to compete with this Ontario link, the Ontario link will be
violate, it will be open to any member of the community starved out. No man sending goods from, or forwarding
who is damaged by the violation of it to seek the ordinary goods to. the North-West, if ie can get the same rate around
and proper redres. But, as I stated, this resolution goes by Smith's Falls, although it le 200 miles further, will think
one stop further, because, technically, the resolutions stop of sending goods by the more natural channel, because he
short here at Ottawa. It binds the company to an equai will have to run the risk-I may say he will have to see the
mil e rate from the North-West to any point on the certain fate staring him in the face, that his goods will not
Canada Central, and we know that the Canada Central be so expeditiously shipped by the Canadian Pacifie Rail-
stops here at Ottawa; but it does not bind the company to way, who will be in active competition with this link
what was intended by the Board of Trade of Toronto, or to between Gravenhurst and Callander. So the first objection
what the Minister of Railways told this Rouse the company I make to what the Canadian Pacifie Railway Company are
had agreed to, thongh I have no doubt it was done in per- now seeking je this: They ought not to be permitted, I
feot good faith all round. I have no doubt the members of submit, to monopolise that trade in such a way that they
the company at that time, having acquired or being about can absolutely control it to the prejadice of this
to acquire the Canada Central, not having at that time Ontario link, because, if itl is controlled, if that trade
acquired the Occidental road, were dealing merely with je diverted, the Ontario link will undoubtedly be squeezed
what they had, and doing all they could to carry out the out, and muet ultimately fall into the hande of the
desire of the Toronto Board of Trade and fulfil the obliga- Canadian Pacifie Railway, because it cannot live. But the
tions which the Minister thongiht they ought to assume. means1 propose in these resolutions that the competition,
But, as a matter of fact, we find tint couched in this langunge wilc it je so desirable in the interests of the whole Pro-
it in not in my judgment suffclient to enable the system vince that they should exist, shall not be done away with.
of railways in the Provinces to have that fair rightland that What I submit as a fair result is this: If the Canadian
fair play to which they are entitled. .Now, I may mention, Pacifie Railway Company charges an equal mileage rate,
Sir, that this matter was under discussion of the Board of the road having the shortest haul, as this Ontario link bas,
Trade of Toronto yesterday, and I have received a telgram will undoubtedly have au advantage, an advantage it je
from the ivIce-presidont of the Board of Trade, the aoting entitled to by reason of its being a shorter lino; but if that
president of that board, saying that the council oi the line assumes to charge exorbitant or improper rates, it has
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always a competitive road by Smith's Falls, a part of th
Canadian Pacifie Railway, to keep it in check. 1, therefori
propose to move:

That the said Bill be not now read the third time, but that it be referreback the 0the(ommitteeof the Whole with power te lnsert the followin
clause;

Section 24 of the Act, pased in the 44th year of Her Majesty's reigschapter 1,is hereby repealed, and in lieu thereof it is enacted that, nolwithstandN the acquisition by the company of the Onada Centra
aIwway anPoher railways beyand the original eatern terminus of thCanadian Pacifie Railway, near the. eut end of Lake Nipisaing he

point of* unction of the anadian Pacifie Railway with the Norher
and PaUcii Junction Railway, nowconstructed southward from the saidoriginal eastern terminus, shall be, and continue to be, a neutral orecding and dlstributing point common to the Uanadian Pacifie Railway and to &Il railways running southward from the aaid point of
junction.

The reason the Northern Pacific Junction Railway i
mentioned here, is that it does not etrike the Canadian
Pacific Railway at the exact point that is called Callander,
or rather Callander has been a moveable quantity; it has
sometimes been at one point and sometimes at another;
but the design of the amendment is that that point of june
tion which may be called Callander, shall be the poin
where the distribution of the traffle shall take place, and
that that point shall be a neutral point. The propoSed
section goes on :
And al traffie coming or going by way of the portion of the Cana-
dian Pacifie Railway, westerly of such neutral junction point, and by
way of any of the said railways running southward afreaid-

That is, the Northern Pacifie Junction or any other rail.
way-
shail be carried by the company upon the portion of its railway
westerly of such neutral juncuou point to or from such point at the

ane mileage rate as the company shall carry thereupon similar traffic
coming or going by way thereof, and by way of the said railway form-
erly known asthe. Canada Centrai Railway; and such mleage rate
shall not be greater than the average rate per mile of auj through rate
charged or received by the company for similar traffic passing such
neutral junction point from the place of shipment or any part of the
compay's present or future system of railways between Callander and
Montrel-

The resolution as placed in my hands originally read, "be-
tween Callander and any point on the Canadian Pacific
Railway system," which would not be fair to the Canadian
Pacifie Railway and would not be fair, I take it, to the
people of Ontario, because it would practically prcvent the
Canadian Pacifie Railway, by means of the Ontario and Que-
bec, acting as a competitive Une with the Northern Pacifie
Junction Railway, and I do not desire that that competition
should be in anyway limited.-
te the place of destination thereon, whether such traMi shall origi-
nate or terminate thereon, or be received from or delivered to the other
railway companies or other carriers at such places respectively ; and
without granting or allowing any preference or advantage to the trafflo
coming from or going by the company's own railways over such traffie
coming from or going by any of the said railways running southward as
aforesaîd; for saah the company subj eat auj rail way cornpauy operat-
ig a of 1h ad railways runuing southward as aforesad, oraa-
particular description of traffic, to any prejudice or disadvantage in any
resct whatsoever, rserving, however, to the company, the right of
max g peci atmes--
The usual reservation found in charters-
for purchasers of land or for immigrants or intending immigrants,
which special rates shall not govern or affect the rates of passenger
trac as between the company and any company operating any of the
mid railways runinxg southward.

Then it goes on to describe the meaning of the word traffic,
and the ret of the clause is, I think, in the usual terms. I
thiik the House will understand the purport of Uic aend-

e friend ; and nobody can be more lucid than my hon
e, friend when he likes. My hon. friend, of course, knows

perfectly well that thie House cannot and would not make
d a leap in the dark at the very last moment by adopting this
g iong and elaborate resolution which ho has explained at

such length and with such ability. I remember resding
' about the trial of Thelwal, I thinîk, for high treason, at
lî which Lord Eldon, then Sir John Scott, made a speech nine

hours in order to prove that Thelwall was guilty of high
a treason; and the court and the country said that if it took
d him nine bours to show that Thelwall was guilty of hi h
r treason, h. ought to be acquitted. So, if it takes a resoal.

tion of this length to set forth what is fair to Ontario I
think that is pretty fair primd facie evidenco against te
resolution. 0f course, my hon. friend could not think, and
does not think in any way, of obstrucing that portion of
the Bill which provides for the payment of the $20,000,000
and the acceptance of land for 810,00J,000. He merely

. says that as the company are asking for the rolease
' of the 85,000,000 of bonde, that is a favor, and h.
t therefore moves this resolution. Well, there is no

connection between the $5,000,000 of bonds which
are pledged to the Governiont for th running
of the road for ten years, and a tariff arrangement
like the one proposed, My hon. friend very astutely talks
about this railway being in the interest of Ontario and
Ontario trade. This resolution has very little to do with
Ontario trade, but it bas a great deal to do with the
attempted monopoly by Mr. Barker of all the trade over
the Northern Railway. It is really such an attempt made
by Mr, Barker, who is a friend of mine, and whom I greatly
respect, and who thinks a great deal of his railway; and
my bon. friend admits that the original draft of this amend-
ment, as prepared by Mr. Brker, would simply band over
a monopoly of ail the traffie west of Toronto to the Northern
Railway. My bon. friend would not stand that, and he
proposes this resolution, which would not iso completely
monopolise the trade in the hands of one railway as it
would in the form originally drawn by Mr. Barker. My
hon. friend has read the resolutions which were passed by
the Board of Trade in Toronto sorne years ago. My hon.
friend bas correactly stated the proposition thaL board inade;
but there were negotiations afterwards, and thQ resolu-
Lions arrived at are contained in schedule B attached
to the charter of the North-Western and Sault Ste. Marie
Railway Company. The conclusion of the whole
matter was that an arrangement was made, which I
think the louse will consider a fair one, that Callandor,
which was then considered the terminal point of the Cana-
dian Pacifie Railway, should be the distributing point for
traffic. The distance f rom Callander to Toronto is the same
within three miles as the distance from Callander to
Ottawa; and therefore it was understood that there should
be no cutting down of rates as be: ween Ca1lander sud
Ottawa and between Callander and Toronto, but that they
should be the same to both points. That was perfectly fair
and has been acted upon ever since. The Board of Trade
of Toronto was quite satisfied until Mr. Barker became
alarmed lest bis monopoly or attempted monopoly might
be affected, and now the proposition is this: That although
the distance from Callander to Montreal is 119 miles longer
than the road from Callander to Toronto, the Canadian
Pacifie Railway shall be obliged to carry from Callander
to Montreal.

mnent, which .I move, seconded by lMr. O'Brien.
Mr. MoCARTIIY. No; I am afraid I bave not been

Sir JORN A. MACDONALD. Ido not think the House very lucid.
would be much wiser, Mr. Speaker, if you had the labor of
reading that long amendment over again in Bglish and Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. That, I tbink, le the
French, because it is so long and so complicated that it proposition of my hon. friend.
would not in any way euighten us as to the effeet of the Mr. IcCARTaY. Not at ail. The proposition I make
amendment, even atter the lucid statement of my hon. is this; That the Oanadian Paciflc Railway should carry
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from Winnipeg or any other point in the North-West to
Montreal at an equal mileage rate, and that, as Toronto is
100 miles nearer to the North-West than Montreal, Toronto
and the western Provinces should have the benefit of that

rateIover its entire line, have stood on exactly the same
footing, bcoause the Oanadian Pacifie Railway would have
had nothing to do with the regulations of rateê further oast
than Callander.

equal mileagetrate. That is the effect of the proposition, 8&rJOIIN A. MACDONALD. No.
,o that if the traffic that passes to ontreal is 8100 per car,
a proportion of that $100, divided according to the miloage Mr. MILLS. Very well. Thon if tho oastern terminus
proportion, shall end at Callander, and thon the traffic shahl of the.Canadien Pacifie Railway is plaeedat Muabîrealtée
go from CJatlander to be distributed over Ontario, with its hon. gentlemans proposition is that whatever ustes *"
fair proportion of that mileage rate. It is not at ail pro. make betweon Winnipeg or any western point of Montroa
posed to discriminate against Montreal, but to prevent theper mileoshah apply W that portion of the road eutward W
Canadian Pacifie Railway discriminating against Toronto the point where the Toronto railways conneet with it. That
in favor of Montreal; or, in other words, carrying to Mon. 18 preeiâely the effet.of the hon. gentleman's proposition. It
treal on the same terme as to Toronto. doos notgive any spocial advantage tiih Toronto trafc, but

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. The proposition, as places itpon the footing of equahity, and it place a large
expressed by Mr. Barker, was simply this: The Canadian potihu s
Pacific Railway is a very powerful road, and can do what bason epn oig ou it At prdsnt, n
it likes; it cen, from Winnipeg to Callander, put on heavy that a large section of Ontario wil nover-use the Canadian
rates, and therefore afford to carry from Calander to Ottawa Pacifie flaîlway, and can nover use it, bacause their eonneo.
and Montreal for nothing or for.a nominal rate. That cannot ion with the West genorally muet bc through Amorican
be. The Railway Committee, under the control of the territory. Take the whole country almost from Batford
Minister of Railways, can fully seule that, and under the wostward. 1 could bave the city of London and go to St.
General Railway Act that can b prevented; and when paul as euily as 1 eould get the nearest station on the.
my hon friend succeeds, as he will some time or other, i lino of the Canadian Pacifie Railway. That muet iwAys
getting a railway commission, that will prevent any injus. be tho case; gographically it is the case. lu order W give
tice of the kind; but after ail, the whole scope of this
resolution, il carried, is that it will, in fact, as 1 am informedalargec tionfPhice frithg
by the prosident and the vice-president and manager of.theoiReo
Canadian Pacifie Railway, be equivalent to saying that the in the Bil such as that proposed by the hon. member for
Canadian Pacifie Railway shall not compote for the traffic moe (Mr. McCarthy>.
of Western Ontario.of estrn ntaio.Mr. EDGA.R. I arn glad that ut lust the hon. membor

Mr. MoOARTHIY That was the resolution as drawn up who is president of the Northern Pacifie Jnction hasinter.
by Mr. Barker, but the resolution now drawn up bas no ested himself suffiiently in the question which I have
such effect. endeavored W bring before the flouse on two ortht.. occa-

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. The original proposition sions-that of giving the Ontario connection-of the <anadian
waa really to prevent the Canadian Pacifie Railway having Pacifie Railway something ike a fair chance of competing
anything to do with the traffie west of Toronto by the with the etera portion of that lino for the Ireýght ofthé
railways that touch at or near Toronto. North-West-to address the flouse. Although he-has fot

Mr. oOAtRY Ove th OnarloandQueee. succeeded in convincing the leader of the Governnieut orMr. McCARTHY. Over the Ontario and Quebec. the Hlouse that thore is mach ini the question, I venùture te
Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. Yes. This propositiou say that it is for ail that a very important one. I find by

is simply to keep up high rates for the bonefit of the a report in to-day'a paper that the concil of tàeBoard of
Northern Railway, and I am quite satisfied that, as much Trade in Toronto had a very important neetiug. Mr. Van
as the Canadiaa Lacific Railway, would desire to have the Home was there and Mr. Bu-ker wustier., and they dis-
means of seiling $5,000,000 of bonds and applying the cussed the matter very fally. This difficulty -hu ail arisen
amount to the extension of the Canadian Pacino eRailway, from the fact that tis thing ha been allowed by the Uov-
they would much rather keep the clause out than have this ernment te drift, the Government who gave this $12tU0U a
proposition of my hon. friend made. They consider it alto. mile W enable Ontario form tiis conneetion with tho
gether contrary to the arraDgement made in the schedule, Pacifie Railway. They entered into a eQntwxt with the
which my hon. friend has read, which was in fact accepted Northern Pacifie J unction, under which they agreed
by both railways and the Toronto Board of Trade, until Mr. te give this 812,OGO a mile, and aise made certain
Barker went to Toronto and stirred up the Board of Trade stipulations about an agreement cf tus kind boing
there last week. I believe the board met yesterday and made with the.Canadien Pacifie Railway, and the
could not come to any agreement. They were stirred up Governinent, ever sinco they ontered into that agreement
by the authorities of the Northern road, and Mr. Van Horne have net seen that it las hoon carried out at ai. Tii
went there to fight the battle of the Canadian Pacifie resuitcis that everything is t sixos andees, and nothing
Railway. It is just equivahent to this, that 1 consider we habeen donc in,£ businees-like way. Neither tii.Cana-
wiil bu depriving the Canadian Pacifie Railway of the use dian Pacifie Railway, nor the Northern Junction, nor the
of 85,000,U00 to extend their road in order to assist thieity of Toronto, nor the bon. momber-for Simoe (Mr.
Northern to keep a quasi, if not an actual, monopoly to theoCarthy), noranybody else, mine to be âa"ed, because
ful extent. nothing whatever hm been done, and the thîng hu been

loft in a hopoless state of confusion, notwithstauding that
Mr. MILLS. What would be the position of the Canadian the centract made in 1884, under which the,$ 12,000 a mile

Pacifie Railway if Callander had been the eastern terminus, was given, stipahated that tue thing wab ho De attended W
and if arrangements had been made to give equal facilities within six moûthathat is, in October, 1884, iL ha4 ben
to the railways connecting there ? Would it not have been aliowed te drift, and w. find that even the hon. member
to give effect to precisely such a proposition as thei hon. for Simooe, with Id lucid powers of expoition, hmsbeo
gentleman bas moved in amendment to this Bill. Supposing utterly un&bleto make ayone in this fions. underatad
the terminus had been at callander, railways from Kontrealow the thing stands W.day. There lasothing ho Se
and furouto, wislung to connect at that point, would, if the sid, toe for the view put forward by the (anadian Pacifi
Canadian Yacific Rhailway applied anything like .aniform Railway. I tiuk, while it would b. a niSt deptor.

SJr.rJ N.CAD.r.
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able thing, that there should be a monopoly in the that, if it were pressed very mueh further. it wouldibe
handa of the- Candian Paciflo Railway to serve Toronto attended with very serinus result-if it is right to say that
an& tha, west, it would be still more deplorable that the Canadian Pacifi Railway shall, in the public interests,
any agreement should be entered into which would ilve be fenoed about with aIl sorts of protection in Manitoba
the Northern Railway a monopoly of that service. What and the North-West, if that is sound, and 1 am net now
wehould aim at is te give fair competition, to allow the questioning it, it is equally right and consistent with the
Northern Railway to have its rights, and te allow theC an- general trade intereste of theD Tminion that all the Pro-
adian.Pacifo Railway te have a right te carry freight vinces with whose money this railway has been built, fbr
round by the longer branch, by the way of Smith's Falls if whose interests we fonce this railway about in the North-
they like. If they choose te carry it at a los ail that way, Wesi, should be secured fair play when the trade comes
let them do it, it may net benefit them, but it will benefit down te those older Provinces. The original arrange.
everyone else, andîit does net lie in the mouth of the North- ment was perfectly fair and reasonable, and it il
ern Railway, g.tting their 812,000 a mile subsidy, te com- embodied in this resolution. It is that Callander
plain, if they get fair play. It seems to me that a reason- should really be the beginning of the Canadian Pacifio
able:and fair-and proper solution of this difficulty would be Railway, and the principle laid down by this resolu.
te plae the Northern Pacifie Junction Railway exactly tion is that aIl lines east of that shall be entitled te stand on
whereotheokidOntario Pacifie Junction Railway was placed preoisely the same footing, whether they run te one part of
bythe,-anadian Paeific iRailway charter, section 24. That the Dominion or te the other. The argument in favor of
charterecifically provides that the Ontario and Pacifie the Province of Ontario I think stands beyond all question,
Railway Company shall have fair play as bet.ween it and I think it is perfectly clear that, if thse Provinces bave an
the old Ganada (Gentral, and that net only the traffle intereat in the trade of the Pacific Railway, in the trade
arrangements shall be fair, but the mileage rates which is to be brought bv the Pacifie Rtalway, it is equally
lsbo. I think that was drawn with considerable clear that, when that trade comes to the limit of these

care.. I know that gentlemen connected with the Toronto Provinces. thev should all stand on the same footing, and
Board of Trade had something te do with prepar. the Canadian Pacifie Railway should not be in a position to
ing it, and that the Minister of Railways thon, Sir do injustice te anyone of tbem or te any portion of th e
Charles. Tupper, conceded te their view, and that section Provinces The right bon. gentleman said that the anadian
was drawn. Now, instead of creating new conditions and Pacifie Railway objected te this clause, and therefore this
new terme, I am sure the Canadian Pacific Railway ought clause was net te be inserted. I have supported the build-
to be satisfied; and the Northern Junction ought to be per. ing of the Canadian Pacifie Rail way. I think that the policy
fectly satisfied if this section 24 of the Canadian Pacifie was a 2nod one is best nroved by its succeas, bnt now that
Railway Act is made teapp1y te ltheNorthern Pacific June- it is built, I think we are entitled te see that that railway,
tien instead of the Ontario Pacifie, which has net been built. with its enormons powers and its enormous influence,
Therefore, if it would net be delaying the passage of this is net permitted te use thoe powers or that influence to
important measure very long, and I do net think it would, the disadvantage of any portion of the Dominion, especially
I would nuggest a short clause of this kind, which I think that which contributed the most largely te its construction.
would be fair ail-round, and, as far as I can see, would;meet If that is a fair ground,we havea good resson for the proposal
the case: before the Houae. If it can be shown, as 1 think it bas been

That the proviionhýof'section 24, of 44 Victoria, chapter 1, so far as the sbown, that unlees someaoh provision as that now propoed
same relate to the Ontario and Pacifie Jonction Railway, shall also le made, that portion of Ontario wbieb is affected by tbis
apply to the Northern Pacific Jonction Railway Oompany. rosolution will stond in a very unfavorable Position as
Tbat does net take anybody by surprise. It is net unfair compared with the reet ofthe Domininn, thon tue reAolution
to anybody. It may not give Mr. Barker the monopoly he now before the fouse ouzht te ho adopted. Now, the argu-
seeks, but I do net think it is desirable ho should have it, ment of the right bon, gentleman. with refereuce te tue
and I do-not think it will give the Canadian Pacifie Rail- Northomn Railway, I hink ii;bardly fair. I do net tbink
way a moaopoly of that ti adeeither. it la in the power of tbe Nortiera Railway Company te

Mr. O'BRIE1N. The proposal of theb hon. member who bseablishamonopoly. Tbe Govemument have aitte power
just spoken is very nearly that of the resolution now befor. they need te have te reguiste rates and trafflp thé
the House, the only difference being -that, I think, it is lessNorthemn Pacifie Junction, se that they eau prevent Mr.
favorable to the general interests of the Dominion, bocause Bamker fron etabiishing a monopely. They eau prevent
it regulates the rate simply bv the distanoe te Ottawa him frem using any privilege ho has <rom the geogra»i-
instead of by the distance te Montreal, and I think the ical position of that lue,,hoetthe detriment ef other
mover-of this resolution ham shown very good ground why lnos. I understaud that in tue charter, sud 'the
the rate should be based on the distance te Montreal and verions arrangements witi regard te lhe Northeru
net on the distance te Ottawa. That is a matter of compa- Pacifie Junctien, wbich ws% but bv this counhrY
ratively less importance. The right hon. the head of the ass link connecting the.Canadian Pacifie RsilWay
Governmont bas a happy way of laughing out of the with tue Ontarie aystem cf railways, 1h was provided tut
House anything he does net wish te oppose on more serious ample security ehaîl erist fer prventing that wii , te
grounds and, on this occasion I think ho has shown hie ail. istente aud purpeses, egarded as a neutral link WnatI kllsd tit ua.mlsin iIojetweou tte two points, frem being used by Mm. l3srker orusual skilland ability in accomplishing that object.dye for e prposof injuring traefany

Mr.. MoCARTHY. Not yet. othor railwaye. If suci aprovision intunmae, it Gor-
WaiuY oughlte ho made; bat- I hliteve the. Geverument

Mr. O'BRLEN. But I venture te appeal from Philiphave ample power te desi with th. question. I do
after dinner te Philip before dinner, and I think I can net think thora le auytbin« lu tue .ondot,,eitber ai Mr.
answer the right hon. gentleman's speech after dinner, by Barker or the friere Railway Company, te justify. the
the speech he made in this House before dinner. I think ides Ibalthey are actingilucb s purely eISsh spirit as
everything in bis argument, which has reference te thethe.bon. gut1manwould ieadus lebolievo. Itbinkthat
amendmentof the hon. member for Marquette (Mr. Watson), whether the motion before the Hou., or a similar one, in
applies with equal and even greater force te the resolution adopted or not, the.inleret of the ProvWn Of Outarie
whieh is now before the House. If the policy is the correct requires lisething shcutd b. donein7this-House ho
on%~ snd I amrnnet going te dispute il novhoughico think brng awut the reaslt whiehin Dotirnee
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Mr. MITCHELL. 1 do not think it would be right to

take the question without someone from the Maritime Pro.
vinces explaining the attitude which they oecupy. But1
before doing so I may say that I listened with a great deal
of attention to the very verbose circumlocution contained
in the resolution of the hon. gentleman who moved the
amendment to the Bill. Now, that gentleman put his case
very plausibly indeedl. le gave ns the history of the trans-
actions connected with the building of that link, with the
legislation whieh had taken place, and with the conditions
of that legislation, and ho went on to explain the attitude
which would be assumed by the Canadian Pacifie Railway
if they were allowed to have this legislation now before us,
which is the last opportunity, as hoesays, when we can
cheek the power of the Canadian Pacifie Railway by
parliamentary action. Sir, the question before the House
bas been well explained by the First Minister. It
is nôt a question with which this amendment of my
hon. friend bas fairly any right to be considered, nor is it
one to which bis amendrnnt should be attached. What are
the facts of this mat ter? Is it not known to every one that
the Generral Railway Act gives to the Committee of the
Privy Conoeil the power to regulate the terme upon which
railways shall interchange trafflo ? Is net that the rule
that guides the whole railway system of to-day? Yet my
hon. friend wishes te tack on a compromising resolution
which I venture to say not ton mon in this House under.
stand.

An boa. MEMBER. Not one man.

Mr. MITCHELL. Yes. I think perhaps the hon. gentle.
man himself who read it understanda it, but I question
whether almost anybody elsoe does understand it, for I lis
tened to it with a good deal of attention, and I must confess
that it is difficult te conclude, with the most careful reading
of that document, what the practical legal effect of it will
be upon these railways. Now, Sir, to bring down the point
free from all this verbiage, the object of my hon. friend is
this : He has stated to the House that the Parliament of
Canada, by the condition which was attached to the charter,
wished to protect the trade of the city of Toronto, and the
western and eastern portions of the Province of Ontario.i
Sir, I think that position is perfectly correct; but ho say9s
that the Canadian Pacifie Railway has to carry by Smith's
Falls, a distance of 447 miles froin Toronto, to Callander, or
Thornliffe, or wherever the point of junction is, against a
distance which, if carried over the Pacifie Junction Rail-i
way, would be only 227 miles ; that is te say, the rail-
way which my hon. friend represents has only te
go from Toronto, 227 miles, while the Canadian
Pacifie Railway, te compote with them for the Toronto
peninsula, and the traffie of the peninula east and west,
would have to carry 447 miles, a distance of 217 miles
against the Canadian Pacifie Railway. The contention of
my hon. friend was, the other day, that if the Canadian
Pacifie Railway carry freight from Toronto, 447 miles, to
Thorclifie, and thence on to Winnipeg, as against the 227
miles from Toronto te Thornliffe by the Northern Pacifie
Junction, they would have te reduce their rates on the
whole distance froin Thorneliffe te Winnipeg in favor of
the Pacifie Junction Railway as against their own road.
Now, I ask any man whether that is fair or net. The
distance from Carleton Place te Thorneliffe is about the
distance from Toronto te Thorneliffe, and if the Canadian
Pacifie Railway are willing te carry over their road freight
from Toronto to Winnipeg the same as they are willing to
carry it the same distance from Carleton Place te Winnipeg,
I want to know what unfairness there is in that, or what
there is that militates against the Province of Ontario.
But the point my hon. friend wants te accomplish
is te keep the Canadian Pacifie Railway out of the city of
Toronto and out of the trade east and west of Toronto; and

Ur. O'Baum.

when ho talks about monopoly, the object is not te prevent
a monopoly being effected by this arrangement, but te
create a monopoly for his own road by preventing the
éanadian Piei Railway carrving 447 miles as cheaply as
his line carries 227 miles. There is the whole thing in a
nutshell, so far as Ontario is concerned. The objeet of my
hon. friend is not te promote the interesta of the Province
of Ontario se much as the interests of his own road-that
is what it is, wiping away all the verbiage and coming
down te bard pan. Now, Sir, we have got sometbing te
say about the road froin a maritime standpoint, and I would
invite the attention of gentlemen who represent that section
of the country, including those from the Province of Quebec.
We have spent a great deal of money. It is net Ontario
alone, assuming that the argument of my hon. friend is
correct, that is teobe considered in the proposition which
the hon, gentleman has submitted, but we have got te con.
sider the interests of the eastern portion of the Dominion as
well. We have all contributed te the construction of the Cana-
dian Pacifie lRailway, and we have contributed very hand-
somely te the construetion of my hon. friend's road, when we
gave $12,000 a mile, with a prospect of $20,000 more if the
Government took it over and his views had been carried ont,
These Provinces which have contributed that money, have
some right to be considered in a measure ofthat kind ; have
some right te demand that some condition shall be put in
that Bill which will net militate in the future and for all
time, against the interests of the eastern Provinces which
will be affected by the operation of that traffle. Sir, what
is the object of it ? The object of MIr. Barker, when be pre.
pared his resolution, was te wipe out the traffle of the east-
ern portion of this Dominion, and if we, a thousand miles
from this te the sea, desired to send a train load of frozen
fish, or preserved fish, or any other commodity which we
produce down there, to Winnipeg, if the same thing has got
to be carried from Toronto, we have an additional haul of a
thousand odd miles, and we are prevented from getting the
benefit of that long haul as against their 227 miles of a short
haul, which, by this resolution, he demands that the Cana-
dian Pacifi Railway shall reduce te the average rate over
the whole baul. That is a true statement of the position
and the effect the resolution would have, and the motion is
therefore one te whieh the House should net assent or
entertain.

Mr. 000K. I regret the hon. leader of the Government
should have characterised the hon. momber for North
Simcoe (Mr. McCarthy) as the representative of Mr. Barker.
I am sure the hou.member for North Simcoe (Mr. McCarthy)
is moved by the very best motives in the interests of
Ontario in this matter. Speaking for the western portion
of Ontario I know that Toronto and the west desire there
should be a competing railway with the Canadian Pacifie
Railway in that regard. They do net wish to have their
traffie by way of Smith's Falls te the North-West. They also
desire that any freight coming frein the North-West shall
find a short route and be delivered in Toronto and the
western portion of Ontario at as cheap a rate as possible.
The Ontario railway system it is thought in that part of
the country should have an inlet and outlet to the North-
West by the most expeditious route possible. I desire to
draw the attention of the member for North Simcoe te the
condition of the Northern Railway. That railway, I must
say, is in a very disgraceful condition; one eau scarcely
travel upon it. I know the bon. gentleman has no pecaniary
interest in that railway, but now that heo has become
interested in the Northern Pacifie Junction from Gravenhurst
te Callander and that it is te be leased by the Northern
and North-Western Railway, I hope he will endeavor
te use some influence with the Northern Railway to
keep it in better running condition. There bas lben
some talk that the Canadian Paciflo Railway Com-
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pany propose to monopolise or at least to buy the ' Act, and also the Railway Oommittee of the Privy Couill
Northern Railway. If the two great systems, the Grand to deal with unjust discriminations, to say nothing of the
Trunk and Canadian Pacifie, propose to gobble up all the Railway Commission, if it is ever created. However, there
side lines of railway, I should prefer that the Northern is no doubt that the matter romains within the jurisdio.
fall into the hands of the Canadian Pacifie Railway, from tion of Parliament, and if next Session it is found neoessary
the fact that it would bea competing lino from Georgian to legislate so as to protect the interests of any section of
Bay. The Grand Trunk owns the Midland at the present time. the country, be it Toronto or Ontario, or Montreal or the
The Northern je a competitor with that lino from Orillia eastern Provinces, it is within our power to do so and we
and points north; but I hope, if the Canadian Pacifie Rail- are not debarred from doing so by passing this Bill. The
way does purchase the Northern, it will not do as the Grand House is asked to add this clause hurriedly, without
Trunk has done with the Midland. The Grand Trunk has due consideration and without understanding the effect and
made the Midland a Bide line, and .carries but very little scope of it. I have looked at the clause that my hon. friend
freight over it ; so much is this the case that the people are from West Ontario referred to, with a view of seeing whether
not properly served by the railway owing to the monopoly his suggestion to substitute the name of the Northern Pacifie
that exists. I trust this resolution will pass, because it is Junction for the Ontario Pacifie Junction would ensure
of vast interest to that section of the country. If this reso. complote justice being done in the matter, and I do not
lution tends to croate a monopoly-which I do not under- think it would. Clause 24, of the Canadian Pacifie Railway
stand it does-I hope hon. members will accept the sugges- Act, was framed at a time when the Canada Central was an
tion made by the hon. mem ber for West Ontario (htr. Edgar); independent road, and was not part of the Canadian Pacifie
and if the hon. member for North Simcoe will not adopt that Railway any more than the Ontario Pacifie Junction; and
resolution, let him frame one himself, so that the House will the whole of that clause speaks of the three roads-the
not imagine that h. proposes to make a monopoly of the Canadian Pacifie Railway, the Ontario and Pacifio Jonction,
line in question. I am sure all the hon. gentleman desires and the Canada Central-as free and independent roads, and
is to have a competing line for the people of western provides that no one of them shall discriminate against
Ontario. I am glad te be in accord with the hon, gentleman another. But, of course, as soon as the Canada Central
on this occasion, because it is the only time I have had the became part and parcel of the Canadian Pacifie Railway, as
pleasure of acknowledging that he was right. it did some years ago, this clause became inapplicable, and

a more extensive alteration of it will be necessary than that
Mr. CAMERON (Victoria). I do not think the hon. which my hon friend from West Ontario suggests. But I

member for Simcoe (Mr. McCarthy) is treating the House say that the re-framing of it should be made next Session,
with fairness on the present occasion. The hon. gentleman after we have had sufficient time to consider it thoroughly,
has brought forward what is admittedly a most complicated after members of this House thoroughly understand what
resolution, on the motion for the third reading, a resolu- they are about. There is another reason why I think we
tion dealing with a difficult and abstruse subject, with ought not hurriedly, on the present occasion, to adopt the
which few hon. members are familiarly acquainted; and, in proposal of my hon. friond, and th'at is because I am
fact, I think the observation of the hon. member for North- disposed to look with some suspicion upon it, and to think
umberland, that only ton members understood it, might be that while hoesays that, if it be not passed, the Canadian
reduced- to a much smaller number, because no one mem- Pacifie Railway will be able to monopolise the trade so as to
ber could listen to the resolution moved by the hon. gen- completely control it between Toronto, Hamilton and other
tleman, and theroughly understand in a moment its effect. western points, and Thorneliffe and the Canadian Pacifie
It undoubtedly needs a railway expert, and that one of Railway generally. I am inclined to think that the object
very great ability, to listen to a long resolution of that of the clause, as originally drawn, was rather to enable the
kind, and immediately grasp the full effect of it. Is it fair Pacifie Junction to monopolise the trade. In fact, the hon.
or right for the hon. gentleman, on the third reading of the gentleman practically admits that, beoause hoesays that the
Bill, to call upon the House - suddenly to pronounce an clause as handed to him-I presume by the Northern and
opinion upon this complicated question ? If the hon. gen- Pacifie Jonction Railway-was such that it would not have
tIleman had desired to bring this matter before the House had the desired result ; that it would have discriminated in
on this Bill, hoecould have done it at an earlier stage. He favor of the Northern Pacific Railway. He admits that, on
could have given notice that he intended to make this the face of it, that clause was se unjust that he would not
motion, and it could have been placed on the Order paper, bring it forward, and so he altered it. But it may turn out
and we would have known what was coming up and that the sting of the clause has net yet been removed, sud
could have read the proposed resolution. Not having done that it is still open to the objection that it is a clause intro-
that, I confess that so far as I am concerned, although I am duced in favor of a particular road, rather than in the general
not altogether unfamiliar with legislation of this kind, I interests of the public, The effect of that clause, as altered
cannot at the moment take in the full effect of by the hon. gentleman, would be te prevent the Canadian
the hon. gentleman's amendment. But the hon. gentle- Pacifie Railway from competing for the trade of Toronto,
man has argued that it should be adopted on the.ground Hamilton, and other western points in Canada, against
that this is the last opportunity we shall have of dealing the Northern Pacifie Junction. Now, we do not want that.
with or controlling the Canadian Pacifie Railway Company. We do not want to create a monopoly in favor of the Northern
I do not think that argument is correct. If we pass this Pacifie Junction any more than a monopoly in favor of the
Bill without amendments the company is still subjected to Canadian Pacific Railway. What we want is that the Cana-
the control of Parliament. The Act incorporating it is a dian Pacifie Railway should be able to come to Toronto and
public Act. There is the clause to which te hon. member compete with the Northern Pacifie Jonction, se as to pro-
for Wet Ontario (hîr. Edgar) bas referred, contained in vide the lowest possible freights for those having goods to
that, publie Act, and we can legisilate next Session or at any ship; and while my hon. friend says that the result of leav-
future Session just as well as we can at present and exercise ing matters as they are will be that the Canadian Pacifie
as complote control over the CJanadian Pacifie R-tilway Railway will be able to starve out the Pacifie Jonction, I
Company at that time as on the present occasion, when we confess that, to my mind, it isincomprebensible how a road
are asked all in a hurry, without understanding the subject, which has 447 miles to carry its traff can starve out a road
to adopt the clause which the hon. member for Simcoe has which has only 217. That is contrary to common sense. If
suggested. Therea is also, as the ion. the First Minister a road with a mileage of over 400 miles is anxious te come

as said, the provisions and powers of the General Railway and compete with a r9d of les than half that mileage, the
17.
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public will be benefited and cannot suffer. I think, there-
fore, the hon. gentlenan should not, at this late period of
the 8essign, and at this late stage of the Bill, ask the House,
to adopt èic, a radical resolution as he proposes, and about
whici we ave had no opportuaity to inforn ourselves.

Mr. BAIN (Wentworth). I have no wish to prolong the
discussion, but this Is a matter which, while of great impor-
tance to the Provinoe with which I am connected, is of more
ospecial importanoe to the locality that I more partioularly
represent. Of so much much importance was it felt to b,
that a numbr of -ridings in my own immediate vicinity,
after privately talking over the matter, charged me with a
resolution in amendiment, similar in purport to that which
has been moved by my hon. friend from Simcoe. Now I
confiss, iithout professing to be an expert in drawing Par.
liamentary ýresolutions, or in railway matters, I think the
argument of the hon. member for Northumberland (Mr.
Mitchell), If it proves anything, proves too much to be
satisfactory to a representative from Ontario. The Flouse
to.day has already declared that we shall only have access
to the Ndrth-West thrbugh cónnections with the Canadian
Pacific Ièilway. I ne not remind those in this louse
who are familiar with business that it is not many
months ago that the Canadian Pacifie Railway deemed
it in their Interest as a oorporation-and I have no
fault to find with them for taking that view-to
readjust the rates upon which they carry passengers
and trame iupon that short line of railway which con-
nects Winnipeg with the American system to the south,
and by means of that system and the Grand Trunk, with
the cities of Toronto and Hamilton; and every business
man knows the position of affairs in so far as the business
of that road was coneerned. They managed so to adjust
their traineand'local rates upon that road as practically to
force trafic over their own road by other directions. Now,
we have px'actioally no acces into the North-West except
by that connection. If the argument of the hon. member
for Northumberland proves anything, it proves that he
wanta to leave in thehands of the Canadian Pacifie Railway
the power so to adjust local rates between Winnipeg and
Cal4ander as to enable them to carry freight from iamilton
and Toronto, sround 444 miles and charge them a rate for
that distance, compel themn to pay what will be a'fair haul-
age rate over those 444 miles, that, under other more
reaonable circumstances they would only have to pay for
hiaif thst diotanoe.

Er. ITOUELL. Will the hon. gentleman allow me to
eg}4ain. Iean scarcely imagine how he could draw such a
cooluaion1from anything 1 said,when we bear in mind that,
un4r te Goneral Railwa Âct, the Government have
power to cguùlate rates; and, therefore, the Canadian Paci-
fic Raiway couid not put an improper rate between Winni-
pg and Oallander.

Mr. BAIN (Wentworth). I think I heard the First Mi-
nister say to-night that the- ways of railway managers were
something remarkable, and I know that shippers have rea-
son to realise the truth of that statement. But, Sir, if this
is.simply a provision to make sure that they shall not discri-
minatb unfairly between Callander and Winnipeg, why
sobld there be any diffieulty about that ?

Mr. MITCHELL. It is not that ; it is more than that.
Mr. BAIN (Wentworth). What I want on behalf of

ths business um of my section is that we have a fair
and equitable arrangement. We contributed largely to
th.costruction of this original Canadian Pacifie Railway,
in common with the Maritime Provinces and other sections
of. Don~i~on. We were interested in getting fair and
egqitable connection with that couatry. But if that rail-
way expects to compote with 220 miles by carrying Ireight
around 440 miles. 1-Heer that, unless thre is a very atrong
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and plain statement in the Act somewhere, it will be fbund
that rates will be adjusted unfairly for that purpose. I
think it is of prime importance that we shoald have auch
an amendment as the one before us, and the proof of snch a
necessity, is the fact that, when this grant was made-to the
junction railway oonnecting the Northern and North-West-
ern Railways and the Canadian system generally with the
Canadian Pacifie Railway, so much pains were taken to
make provision for the proper and equitable carnage of
freight over that ime, sho ving that where one party had
control of the business connection of the country it
was felt desirable it should not be handled to the
detriment of any othgr party. I need not tell you that
the Canadian Pacifie Railway is an immense corporation.
When that company was chartered, it was not expected that
they were going to extend their lues all over the country
as they have done. It was only a short time after the
charter was granted that we found themr competing with
the Grand Trunk system in the western part of Ontario;
and we know how keen competition is between railway
companies for traffie. Therefore I feel, so far as the interests
of Ontario are concerned, that something in the direction of
the resolution proposed by my hon. friend from North
Simcoe (Mr. McCarthy) or the more simple one referred to
by the hon. member for West Ontario (Mr. Edgar), is
essential before we pass this Bill. My hon. friend has
referred to the fact that the Maritime Provinces have also
contributed to the construction of this railway and have
an interest in seeing that no Province gets an undue
advantage. I agree with him; but I contend that Ontario,
as a part of this Dominion, is bearing a very large propor-
tion of the annual interest charged to the country for the
construction of the long railway system known as the
Intercolonial, by which the Maritime Provinces are able to
eonnect with the Canadian Pacifie IRailway system. For
that reason alone I think no discrimination should be estab-
lished against the Province of Ontario. If it had been
open to us to reach the North-West by another system,
thon we would have a fair guarantee that business prin-
ciples would control the operation of this company; bat
the House has decided to-day that we are to be plaeed at
the mercy of this company, and I do not think it wise to
leave ourselves in that position, judging from their opera-
tions in the past.

Mr. EVERETT. I trust that the members of this House
will be exceedingly careful before they decide to tie the
hands of the railway company, and cause the people in the
eastern Provinces to suifer in the future ly any arrange-
ment which they may now make. It is well understood by
all engaged in railway operations that the longer the
distance over which a railway carries freight, the smaller
is the cost per mile of carrying it; and it must always be so.
I hope hon. members will remember that the day is not far
distant when St. John and Halifax and other maritime
ports will receive for shipment a considerable quantity of
freight passing over the Canadian Pacifie Railway ; and if
anything is unwisely done, the whole of that business may
b. blocked. If the principle advocated by some hon. gentle-
men that the same rate per mile should be charged for
carrying freight from some point in the west to Callander,
or te the city of Montreal, is adopted, the principle might
be extended to carrying freight from some point in
the west to Winnipeg as to Callander. But that is
not a sound principle, and I hope it will not be acted
upon by this House. I trust that this House will remem-
ber that the people of the Maritime Provinces, although few
in number as compared with other portions of the Dominion,
pay their share for building the railways which have been
built throughout the country by means of public subsidies;
and I trust they will also bear in mind that the direet
advantages acoruin« from the construction of the railways
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already built by the Canadian Pacifie Railway Company, Simecoe, where it reallv strikes the Ontario eystem of raik
accrues more largely to the people of the west, particularly to ways, no possible monopoly could be oreated. If the danger
the Province ofOntario. Thpey deri'e b"nefits sneh as we can- reste in that direction, lot us remedy it from that point, and
not derive, because those railways are constructed ia thoir not actually force toh bu ineas over 200 miles outofts waY.
midt. Some bon. gentlemen have referred to the advantage Kr. Mo'JARTIHY. With the indulgence of the oua.,
we ofthe Lower Provinces derive from the IntercolonialRail- I would like to say a word or two in reply to what hasway. A great many members of this House,and a great many fallen from some hon. gentlemen Opposite. Having madepeople throughout the country seem to think that the Inter- this proposition and ocoupying the unfortunate pition acolonial Railway was built simply for the use of the people it appears to be, of preident of the road whioh comesof the Maritime Provinces. Why, Sir, that railway has under circumstances of suspicion, all I eau say is I movedopened facilities for the carrying on of business operations it, not in the interest of the road of which I happen to beto the great advantage of the people of Ontario and Qaebec ; president, but in the interest of the Province to which I
they have enjoyed as great benefits from that railway as we belong, and it is a matter in which I take great interest.have; and some in the Maritime Provinces feel that The House muet look at the resolution, and see whether it
by the competition which it has brought te bear Upon us is so worded as to croate monopoly or create secial advan-
we have rather suffered. I trust that hon. members will tages for that lino 0f railway, Gr whether, on thewhole, it
bear in mind that we have some rights in this matter as well does not give, as I have endeavored, in recasting the reso.
as the people of Ontario. Let us not tie the hands of the lution, te make it give, fair-play to the Province of Ontario
railway eompany; let us leave this matter in the hande of as distinguished from and as a part of the whole Dominion.
the Government and their Railway Committee, so that fair I will say one word more, and that is with respect to
rates will b. secured for the future. what is called the verbose and indirect form of the resolu-

tien, and some other adjective was ueed, which, perhapa,
Mr. FAIRBANK. It has been repeated several times very fairly expresses what it appears te b. the la1mmd.

during this discussion that this proposition is so involved, But it le neoessary, if thîs clause 24 le Io ho ameniod, that
se intricate, asd so verbose that not ton mon in the Roue it ahould b. amended in some sucli tom cf wordé as that
can understand it. I do not think it is open to that charge. whieh le te b. found in the resolution. Only a momet ago,
I think some of the remarks recently made clearly show the hon. member for South Perth (Kr. Trow) moved a resolu-
that it is not. As I understand it, it proposes that the rate tien Iaying down a roposition; but when ho was asked for
from the North-West per mile shall be the same to the the clause, ho wasbliged te admit ho bad net based hie reso-
junction as it is to Montreal.' It seems to me that there is lution o the clause, and it halltebfamed ovor again at
nothing very intricate or involved in that. Now, if the the Table te suit tho claue. I have given the claue, but
rate per mile to that point, at wh ich it connects with theif the buse thinke that à tee involved, uncortain, vembose,
Ontario system, was te be very different from the rate te or indirect, lot me put the resolutien in a simple form. Lot
Montreal, I would ask, for what object did we grant me substitute thie resolutien, and lot the cenmitteo deal
$1,300,000 to tap the Canadian Pacifie Railway there. Hon. with tho clause. I wi[l juet say, lu answer te the.bon.
members muet understand that members coming froni themomber for West Ontario (Mr. Edgar), that the.more euh-
western part of Ontario feel a special intorest in this ques. stituti n in the 24th clause of" Northern Pacifi oJanotion
tion. Regarding Toronto as the commercial metropolis Of for the.Ontario and Pacifie Janction" would b. quite
that Province, we want to look at Its position in relation toineffeetive, as the hon. member for North Victoria (Mr.
this railway. The three points, Callander, Toronto and Oameron) bas made quite plain. The. cmetanoos have
Smith's Falls, form the three angles, very nearly of an equi. wholly changed since that clause waa drawn. The Cnada
lateral triangle. If the Canadian Pacifie Railway were not to Centrai, which wae thon an ind'pendent lino, havig
be tapped at Callander,the businesstof Ontario would be foreed becone part cf the Canadian Pacifie Raiway, clause 24 is
to pay the cost of carrying freight around the two sides of wholy inoperative as it stands. What I desiro is net that
the triangle instead of across it, which certainly would not clause 24 should be embodied, but that the resolution, which
be i n the interest of Ontario. The difficulty of reaching the Toronto Board of Trade adopted, and which wasdrawn
the Canadian Pacifie Railway froin western Ontario is very up with great care by Mr. justice Ferguson at their request,
obvious to any person who will but cut a glance at thewhîeh was assented te by the Govemnment ot that day,
map. I have seen car loads of wheat standing at the mille according tethe etatement made by thé thon Minister cf
in the town where I live, which were brought to the ceunty iRailways, Sir Charles Tupper, and whieh waaented te
of Lambton by way of Smith's Falls. Now, this resolution by the iRailway Oommittee, should bc new plaed in the
simply proposes, as I understand it, that the railway may Bil. With the Permission of the Houe, I wiIl move My
be tapped at a point 220 miles farther west. Take the amendment:
reverse proposition, and what does it amount to? It amountse ftathe Bill be not now read the tbird lime bnt thst h b. reternfi
practically tu thie -moving Ontario 220 miles eastward. back te the committee, wlth instructions that they b. at ltbrty te
Hon. gentlemen from the Maritime Provinces muet bear in amend the aid Act by embodylng therein theprovisions of the ruomuidtba w.frei Oniare hae dthe 't' tien Prepared by the. Board of Trade, at the t#y of Togopta the !t.mind that we fromn Ontario have supported the proposition esuppr~e prepsi on uea: ofthe then iMinuter of Railwayu and whlcb wau r.férred tqby hlm
to grant moncy for a short line for them; and if they ask in his place in Parliament on the th Kbrusi7, 18st, providing fér ëqua1
for a short lino for themselves, is it proper that they mieage râtes, going frontor 10 Toronto byOutarO MUvm".
should force a long lino upon us? Ontario has been a That is the reseintion whioh Sir Charte Tupper sted in
pretty large contributor to the Canadian Pacifie Railway. hie place in the bous, that the.Gw.rnmoat hadaopted,
Why should she be deprived of her geographical position ? and tht the railway oompany 6.4 agre.di te.1 do netseé,
If she is neaper that market, why should legislation force under the circum.stances, how the Premier ean 90 baek on
freight 200 miles out of its way ? I think the proposition i. If that was the promise thon ma", at the inelanes of
is not a fair one. If it be claimed that it is creating a tue Board ef Trado, by the theft Ministerof Raw and
monopoly in any other direction, let us deal with that aaented te by the oompauy, aud which w. fiad .tib6ded
monopoly. When it was proposed to grant this bonus tolaa reslution--a msolution net mer.ly te b. foumd in the
the Junetion Railway, I suggested, although quit. young in Northeiu Pacido Junetien IlwuyÂet, but Wuthe Vote
the Houe, that the proper course would be for the Goverh- ad Procedinge No. 23-Iru.lly cannot undfftaad what
ment to maintain their control of that railway. I think se possible objection there ca now b. toarming le outI
now. Had the Government maintained perfect control oftdeaire teBay one word in defonce cf Mr. Barker, w, 1
that, extending the systo dewn te-the vieinity cf Lake 1 thinkhais been rayor unfairly deait with. t a uendd tht
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since that time the Board of Trade have not stirred in the
matter. And why not ? Why the Board of Trade at
Toronto had the assurance of a Minister of the Crown,
given in his place in Parliament, that the resolution they
had preparedat his request had been agreed to by the
railway company and accepted by the Government ; and
the Board of Trade, under such circumstances, could not
do anything more than rest satisfied with such a statement.
But when this railway was about being built, when the
manager, Mr. Barker, as ho was in duty bound to do by the
contract made with the Government-the contract which
has been referred to by the hon. member for West Ontario
(Mr. Edgar) and which is to be found in the contract made
between the Government and the company,-and which
contained as a condition of the company accepting the
bonus that they would make an agreement with the Cana-
dian Pacific Railway-approached the Canadian Pacifie
D.ailway, ho was told that no agreement could be made,
that the company were not bound by Sir Charles Tupper's
statement or by the resolution centered in the Act, that the
Act had never been carried ont, that circumstances had so
changed, that that section was practically a dead letter;
the Canadian Pacifie Railway practically said: We will
make no bargain with you, one way or the otber. In
defence of the company of which Mr. Barker is manager,
Mr. Barker did seek to get a change, which, perbaps, from
hie point of view was not unfair, but which from my point
of view, standing hare as a representative, I did think was
going too far in preventing competition.

Mr. MITCHELL. Hear, hear.

Mr. MoCARTHY. But my hon. friend who cheers that
staternent is willing to give the absolute monopoly of the
trade to the Canadian Pacifio Railway.

Mr. MITCHELL. I contradiet that.
Mr. McCARTHY. What is his object then when ho gets

up in his place and speaks against putting in the amendment?
What possible competition can there be if the amendment
is not put in ?

Mr. MITCHELL. I will tell you directly.

Mr. MoCARTHY. I will be glad to hear from the hon.
gentleman. There cannot be any competition between the
Canadian Pacifie Railway who will control the traffic and
any other railway, if this amendment be not inserted. I can
give you an illustration to prove this: A man wants to
send goods to Toronto to the West. The Canadian Pacific
Railway say: We will carry your goods to Winnipeg at
exactly the same rate as by the Pacifie Junction. Will any
man send his goods by the latter road, knowing that
when the goods reach the junction, the Canadian Pacifie
Railway will say: We have our own goods to attend
to first, and will look after yours in a day or so,
when convenient. The trafflc will inevitably go around
by their own road, and the result will be there will be
practically no competition. The resolution I have pro-
posed, and which ie the resolution agreed to, as I have
already stated, by the Government, through Sir Charles
Tupper, is one by which I desire simply to get rid of a
clause that is unfair. I admit I am to blame
for not bringing this matter forward earlier. My simple
excuse ie that I have been endeavoring to arrange with the
railway company. Lt is no surprise to them.Ithink it is
no surprise to some of my hon. friends here. I think they
have known something about this before. They are well
prepared to speak on behalf of that particular part of the
Dominion from which they come, and in the interests which
they liere uphold. It is no surprise to them. I have been
endeavoring to arrange with the railway company a fair
agreement which would have prevented a reselution of

Mr. Farawang

this kind, and would have saved the time of the House.
The company, however, say : There is our charter, we
decline to alter a word f it. I have nothing there-
fore to do, but, even at this late hour, on the third
reading, to bring forward this resolution, which I do. It is
not yet too late. It is a matter of such importance that
even if we do delay the Session for twenty-four hours, even
if we sit bore for another day, I think none of us would
suffer very much. I want it distinctly understood that I
am not proposing anything new, that I am willing to take
the resolution which the Minister of Railways told us in
his place in Parliament, the Government had agreed to and
the Canadian Pacifie Railway had accepted. If the House
will allow me, I will substitute the amendment I have made,
in order to meet the views of some of my hon. friends around
me, for the one which has been read, or, if that one is voted
down, this can ho moved afterwards.

Mr. MITCHELL. I think, after the allusions the hon.
gentleman has made to the views I have expressed here, I
should be allowed to say one or two words in explanation.
The lon. gentleman has made a personal allusion to the
knowledge I have had of this matter. I can say to the hon.
gentleman that until the beginning of this week I had not
the slightest knowledge that any difficulty had arisen or
that any correspondence was going on -in relation to this
question between the two railroads. I heard of it purely by
accident, and when I heard of it, happening to be in con-
pany where the conversation was going on, I felt, from the
slight knowledge I had of railway working, that it was
likely to interfere with the interests of the section of the
country from which I came. When I heard what it was, I
took some trouble to learn what were the demands made by
Mr. Barker, and if the demands made by him, upon the basis
of which ho was negotiating with the general manager of the
Canadian Pacifie Railway, to whom I went for information,
had been carried out, if the general manager had agreed to
them, I have no hesitation in saying that it would have irre-
parably injured the traffic and the trade of Quebec and the
eastern Provinces of the Dominion ; more,,it would have
injured the trade of the Province of Ontario. Another
point to which the hon. gentleman has referred is this :
ho says it is trying to exclude the Northern Railway from
an existence in the trade between Toronto and the West.
What is it doing ? It is simply giving Toronto a compet.
ing line on the part of the Canadian Pacifie Railway, and,
as stated at an earlier stage of this debate, if the Ontario
Pacifie cannot live by carrying for one mile as cheaply as
the other road carries for two, the Ontario Pacifie has no
need for existence. The other point, and the only one to
whieh I wish to refer,is where my hon. friend spoke of the non-
existence of any remedy provided this addition is not made
to the Bill. As stated before, no man knows botter than the
hon. gentleman, under the provisions of the General Rail-
way Act, the Railway Committee of the Privy Council
have full powers to regulate rates, to control tariffs and to
arrange difficulties between railways. What botter arrange-
ment do we want ? Has there ever been a practical
difficulty as to the arrangements between railways that
has not been provided for and dealt with by the Railway
Committee of the Privy Councij? That power still exist,
and that power can remedy the very difficulties to which
my hon. friend refers. I will not repeat the arguments of
the hon. gentleman from South Victoria, but his arguments
against any amendment at all of that character, which we
have not time to consider at this late hour, is one that I
think will recommend itself to the conLideration of the
fouse.

Sir JOHN A. MAODONALD. There can be no objecr
tion to the hon. gentleman substituting his other amend-
ment now,
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Mr. McCARTHY withdrew the amendment which had

been put.
Mr. SPEAKER. It is moved by Mr. MoCarthy:
That this Bill b. not now read the third time, but that It be referred

back to Oommittee of the Whole Hfouse with instructions to amend
section 24 of Oanadian Pacifie Railway charter by providing that equal
mileage rates must be given by that company to any railway running
southward from Callander station on the Une of said railway, and that
Oallander station should continue to be a neutral and distributing
point.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. That is not the amend-
ment the hon. gentleman read.

Mr. MoCARUHY. Yes, I think so.
Mr. SPEAKER. Call in the members.
Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. Although thei memberse

are called in, it appears that the wrong amendment was put
in your hands.

Mr. SPEAKER. This is the amendment which the hon.
gentleman intended to substitute:

That the Bill be not now read the third time, but that it be referred
back to Committee of the Whole, with instructions to amend said Act
by embod ving therein the provisions of the resolution prepared by tne
Board of Trade of the city of Toronto. at the request of the then Minister
of Railways, and which was referred to by him iD his place in Parliament,
on the 7th February, 1881, provided for equal mileage rates going from
or to Toronto by Ontario railways.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. Now that this resolution
is read, it is a striking instance of the inconsistency of this
whole proceeding. lere we have a specific Bill with a
specific object. It bas been through all its stages but
the last, and now the hon. gentleman proposes to refer it
back again to committee to make this important amend.
ment. We cannot go into this until the Canadian Pacifie
Railway as the opportunity of being heard. It was no
fault of 4he louse and no fault of the Canadian Pacifie
.Railway that the hon. gentleman did not bring this matter
before the House two months ago, and the reason why it
was not brought down before, I have no hesitation in
saying, is that it is for the purpose of putting the screw
to the railway, because they happened to come and
make a reasonable proposition to this House. They
say: Yon shall not have what by resolution we declared
the other day was right. This Bill is founded on certain
resolutions. Those resolutions were considered in com.
mittee in full. They were discussed upon their merits, and
upon their merits it was decided that a Bill should be
founded upon them, and at the last moment the hon. gentle-
man Bays: I know we have no right to do it, but we will
force the Canadian Pacifie Railway by putting the screw to
them. Ithink it is unfair. I have no hesitation in saying
it is unfair. It is done in a sort of blackmailing system by
the Northern Railway in a way I do ndt like, and there is
no necessity for it in the world, because the Railway Com.
mittee of the Privy Couneil have full control, and can have
their full control over tariffs and can prevent the possibility
of one railway overriding another and treating it wrongly
in the way of tariffs. There is no doubt about that. If the
Railway Committee of the Privy Council do not act accord-
ing to the approbation of this House, this House will very
shortly show the committee, and the Government of the
day of which the committee,.e a portion, that they do not
consider that the Railway Committee has done its duty.

House divided on amendment of Mr. McCarthy.
Ta:

Bain ( Wealworth), Billard,
ameron (Buron), LUnes,

Cartwright(SirRichard)Jackson,
Oasey,. - Landerkin,
casgrai, Lister,

ook, Liviagston
IPaviea, KoUarthy,

Plati,
Robertson (shelburne),
Somerville (Brant),
Somerville (Bruce),
Springer,
SproUi8,
Tzowt

Edgar,
Fairbank,
Glen,
Guan,
Harley,
Hay,

McOraney,
McIntyre,
Mile,
O'Brien,
Paterson (Brant),

l'y' hittt
W Ia (Tork),
Watson,
Woodwort.-37.

Messieurs
Allison, Dugas, McCallum
Auger,Dundas, McDougalh (Ploto),
Bain (Soulange), Dupont, MoDougall (0. Breton),
Baker (Kiosoqul), Everett, MoGreevy,
Baker (Victoria), Farrow, Mohelan,
Barker Fisher, McNeill,
Béchard, Fortin, Massue,
Bell, Foster, Mitehell
Benott, Gagné, Moffat

rgrlGault, Montplalmlr,
Bergern, Geoffrion, Orlon,Bergin, ap ,

Bernier, Gigault, Paint,
Billy, o GillmorPatterson (Eusex),
Blondau, Gordon, Reid,
Bosa, Grandbois, Rinfret,

BouasaGnaRiopel,
Boneil, niUlbant, Royal,
Bryson, Haggart, Rykert,
Burnham, Hemson, scott,
Burpee, Hickey, Scriver,
(ameron (Victoria), Holton, Shakespeare,
Oampbell (Renfrew), Homer, Sbanly,
Campbell (Victoria), Hurteau, Small,
Carling, Jamieson, Taschereau,
Caron (Sir Adolphe), Jenkins, Tassé,
Ohaplesue Kilvert, Taylor,
Cimon, King, Temple,
Cochrane, Linney, Thompson,

OobKranz, >, Townshend,
n hlin, Landry (Kent), uppesr,

Couraot, Landry( ont agny), Valin,
Curran, Langelier, Vanasse,
Outhbert, Lamg-vin (Sir Hector), Wallace (AIbert),
Daly, Issage, Ward,
Dawson Macdonald (King's), Weldon
De Sa deorges, Macdonald (Sir John), White (bardwell),
Desaulniers(Maskin'gé),Mackintosh, White (Bastings>,
Desaulniers(St.Maucrie)Mfacmaster, Wilie,
Dickinson, Macmillan(Middlesex), Wilson,
Dodd, Mcillan (Vaudreuil), Wood(Brock'le).-120.

Mr. PLATT. Notwithstanding that I understood the
First Minister to say that this flouse cannot paso important
amendments to this measure without consulting the Cana-
dian Pacifie Railway Company, or in other words, that tbis
Louse cannot legislate without consulting that authority, I
venture to make a proposition which I think will not bc
considered either verbose or difficult to understand ; it is
provoked by the fact that this Bill proposes to lay violent
hands upon what has generally been considered a very
important safeguard in the original contract for the con-
struction of this road. As the point has been d soussed
largely at a previous stage of this Bill, I shall simply move
the following amendment :-

That the Bill be referred back to the Oommittee of the Whole, for
the purpose of amending the snae by trikang out e provision for a
releaise of the security of five millions for the operation of the Uine.

Amendment negatived on a division.

Bill read the third time and passed.

SUPPLY-CUSTOMS SEIZURE AT MONTREAL.

Mr. bioLELAN moved that the Hous, resolve itself into
Committee.of Supply.

Mr. GAULT. Before you go into Supply, I wish to bring
before this fouse some circumstances connected with a
seizure which took place in the city of Montreal recently,
and which bas caused a great deal of excitement in the
mercantile community there. We first heard of this matter
through the publie pres, where it was stated that the firm
of Patterson, Kissock & Co. bad been seized, and that the
Government had sent officers into the establishment and
demanded their books, that the firm had refused to exhibit
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their books, and that thon the offcers had been sent to their
warehouse, lept there all night, and the next morning an
attempt was made to turn these officers out of the establish-
ment, when one of them drew a revolver and presented it, at
one of the cleiks, the resuit being that the officers held
possession of the establishment. After that we heard of
the police being called in. The street was crowded with
people, and nothing was seen but policemen, bailifs and
legal gentlemen, tramping up and down, and a great crowd
of people gathered in the street. I m&y say that this matter
was said to be three times worse than anotherseizure which
had already taken place in Montreal, in which the
parties had paid fa the Government the sum of $36,000.
It is said that the second seizure was much worse, and the
proof obtainable against them was elearer than against the
first case. To-day we see by the press that the Government
has compromised the matter on the payment of $2,000, at
the suggestion of the English creditors. Now, Mr. Speaker,
I want to know if the Government have compromised that
matter, and if their offWors are authorised to compromise
cases of that kind without consulting the Minister of Ous-
toms. The merchants of Montreal feel very strongly about
this. They thi.k that they havc been selling goods at no
profit; when their travellers went west they found other
travellers able to sell goods 10 and 12 per cent. cheaper
than they. The very oldest houses in Montreal have made
no money for three years, and the reason is now evident
why they have made no money. On behalf of the honest
merchants I ask the Minister of Cstoms to say whether this
matter bas been compromised, because it is felt in Montreal
that no compromise whatever should be made in a case of
this kind. and that the Departmont should do their duty and
the firm made to do theirs, so that justid may be done to all.

Mr. BOWELL. The hon. gentleman bas based all his
statements upon newspaper reports and, altbough an old
newspaper man myself, 1 do not propose to hold oither my-
self or the Government responsible for the version given by
thepres of what bas taken place in the city of Montreal
with reference to seizures there. In regard to the seizure
to which my hon. friend has called attention, I have simply
to say that I am not in a position to give that information
to the House which I trust I may be able to give in a few
days. The frauds were discovered by some of the special
agents connected with the Customs Department. They
went to the establishment and, with the knowledge they
had of what had tauen place, demanded, under a certain
section of the Customs Act, an examination of the books;
and the firm,. whether by their own more motion, or by
advioe, refased to surrender the books. They were thon
threatened with seizure, and the difficulties to whieh my
hon. friend.bas referred,.ta a certain extent did occur. It
became & question whether the authority which is vested
in the officers under the Customs Act, should be exer-
cised without interferenceof the civil authorities, or
whether the civil authorities should issue a certain
process, and prevent them from carrying ont what
they believed to be their duty. I believe a difficulty
did occur between some of the offers of the court and the
officers of the Customs, who thon proceeded to seize the
goeds which were ln the- establishment. Another question
arose as to whether they had a right to seize any goode that
had not actually been improperly entered, or which had not
been smuggled into the country. While negotiations were
going on, two representatives of the English creditors
called upon me and desired to know if an arrangement
could not be made by which the business would not be
closed. I replied, that the only arrangement that could'
possibly be made would be, that the parties, Messrs. Patter-
son & Kissock, should acknowledge the (ustoms autho-
rity, that they should submit to an examination of their
books, whatever they might have, and surrender all the'
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invoices which wore in their possession, in order
that a thorough and full investigation of the frands
which are supposed te have been committed ould
be arrived at. It transpired, I believe, although I
am speaking now under correction, that sortie of the
invoices had been destroyed. I thon suggested that
they should make a fail statement of ail thir affairs,
and if that could not be done in any other way we should
send to England and their creditors sbhould furnish a state-
ment of the business transactions with this firm in order
that we could compare that statement with the entries
which had been made at the Ostom, and then ascertain
the extent to which frauds had been committed, and that
upon no other consideration would I listen to any proposi-
tion which would lead to a compromise. I may say that so
far as regards the statement made that a compromise has
been effected, I bave no knowledge of any compromise
having been made. I state on behalf of the Government
that no instructions were given by me to make any com-
promise in this matter. When the officer left the city in
the company of the gentlemen to whom I have referred,
ho was informed to act strictly under the instructions of
counsel, Messrs. Church and Hall, and that nothing should
be done that would compromise the Ciustoms or by which
any autbority which we had claimed shouldi be conceded.
What has been done since that time I am not prepared to
say. If the frauds committed only amount to $2,000--of
which I have no knowledge-that is all we could collect
with the penalties. But I have no knowledge as to any
settlement having been effected, nor have I had any report
from the officer since the conversation to which I have
alluded, and consequently am not in a position to give as
full information as I would like to furnish. I trust I will ba
able to answer more fully in a few days.

Motion agreed to, and House resolved itseolf into Commit-
tee of Supply.

Subsidy to line of steamers between France sud
Quebee........................-............................$5,0 O O

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. I think only $2,000
were paid last year.

Mr. LANGELIER. I observe there is a ohange in this
item from that of the provios year. Two years ago and
last year there was a condition affixed to that grant, namely,
that the French Goverument should give an equal sum, this
being done in order to secure that service. It is within my
own experience that only one steamer of that lino came to
Quebec last year.

Mr. BOWELL. That accounts for the sum of only 82,000
being paid.

Mr. LANGELIER. I au quit. in favor of this grant if
we can secure a French lino to Qaebec. I understand that
some other steamers of that line. came eto the> Domiuion, but
did not reach Quebec, only Halifax I think 82,000(le too
large a subsidy for only one steamer. I would like to ask
the Government if they have asoertained that, with that
subsidy, without ay subsidy from the French Government,
those steamers would be able to keep up a fortnightly ser-
vice between Fraie. and Quebeoe?

Mr. BOWELL. The contract t which the homa gentle-
man refers has been cancelled from the fact that they were
unable to carry it out, and I think the sum of $2,000-
though I wish to speak under correction-is the sum which
was equitably due the company fer the service which they
perfbrmed. The hon. gentleman is quite right ia statIng
that the former grant was given conditional on the Freno-
Government granting an equal sum. The Government
failed to mako any arrangement with the French Govern-
ment by which a joint subsidy oould be granted in order to
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seuore tis service. Propositions have been made, I
believe, to the Government for the establishment of a
servios between the St. Lawrence and France, and ithe
Government are so anxious to establish that lino, If it le
possible to do so, that they thought it botter to place a sum
in the BEtimates granting a bonus in order to secure
the service, if necesary, independontly of the -French
Government. If the object which we all desire, can
be obtained by this means no doubt we will be able
to open up a considerable trade with France which does
not now exist. One very important industry in this
country to which I might call the attention of the House
would b. developed if we should succeed in cstablishing tbat
line. As the hon. gentleman knows, there is a surtax
charged on our phosphates now taken to France which
passed through an REnglish port. An extensive market
for phosphates would be opened if we oould get into the
country without the payment of that surtax. It is now
charged upon every ton of phosphates which goes into
France by way of England, and if by the establishment of
this lino we could get them directly into France, they would
go free into that country, and that particular branch of
industry alone would be greatly benefited, especially in the
Provinces in which this valuable mineral is found.

Mr. LANGEIJER. I quite agree with the hon, gentle-
man as to the importance of maintaining this lino. I
understand from him that no arrangement has yet been
made, and that the amount will be put at the disposal of
the Government to be granted to any company which the
Government consider to be able to undertake the service.
There is no particular contract I understand.

Mr. BOWIELL. No, but negotiations are going on which
we think will end successfully.

Subuidy to line of steamers between Liverpool or
London, or both, and St. John, N.B., and Hali-
fax, N.S., a port in the Dominion to be the ter-
minal port. .... ..... ... ............ $25,000 00

Mr. WELDON. With what line is the contract con-
tinued ?

Mr. BOWELL. It is the Furness Line.
Mr. WELDON. Is the contract still continuing ?
Mr. BOWELL. 1 think so, but I will make a note of it.

Steam communication from Port ifulgrave to East
Bay, 0.B.................................................$6,000() 0

Mr. PAINT. When this subsidy was agreed upon be-
tween Cape Breton members, it was understood that these
steamers should call at Hay Cove, county of Richmond.
There is ample time for the boat to call, and I wou-d desire
the Poetmaster General to see that thie service is performed,
as it is of great importance to this port and to the 5,000
people in the district contiguous to it.

Steam communication between Canada and An-
twerp or Germany.........................24,000 00

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. Is this contract being
carried out or has it Iapsed? Apparently only a portion of
the subsidy was paid.

Mr. BOWELL. There *iere two lines that were proposed
to be subsidised, one running from Hamburg and the other
running from Antwerp. One of them, I think, has failed,
ani it is only proposed to vole half the former amount this
year, and this wil be given to one of the linos.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. Doe the hon. gentle-
man know whether -sny considerable additional trade has
been developed in that direction ?

Mr. BOWELL. With some of the steamers there has, but
with others there has not. I migt state that we mad it a

condition this year that the manifests of every trip outward
and inward should ho sent to the Finance Minister, and he
lhas ail the information which will show to the Hose the
nature and quantity of the goods which were oarried.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. My chief reason or
putting the question was that as we have recently ptid a
large saum for the exhibition held at Antwerp, I wasanxious
to know whether any development of trade lias reulted
from it.

Mr. BOWELL. I have not noticed that it has as yet.
Mr. GAULT. The agent expects a very large increase

of trade this season. A large amount of window glas came
out by one vessel, and I think 45,000 busels of rye was
shipped home by one vessel.

For steam communication between Oanso and
Port Hood, daily, touching at railway ter-
minus, Port Mulgrave, and suh other places
within above limite au may be agreed uponto
provide for continuance of service du ng
winter, on the Port Mulgrave and Oanso
section ......... ... ................... 45,000 00

Mr. CAMERON (Inverness). This resolut i n, as it is
worded, does not fully express the service. A person would
infer that it was a daily service, which it is not ; it is
rather a triangular service; it touches at Port Mulgrave,
the eastern terminus of the railway, the extreme southern
limit is Canso, and the extreme northern limit is Mabou. I
propose to change the word ing so as to make it read :

For steam communication between Oanso, Port Hood and Mabou,
and such other places between above limite as may be agreed upon,
touching dail7 at railway terminus at Port Mulgrave, and also to pro-
vide for continuance of service during winter on the Port Mulgrave and
<anso section.

Mr. PAINT. That should contain the word Arichat.
Mr. CAMERON (Inverness). Arichat, Guysboro', Port

Mulgravo and Port Hood, are intermediate points, all of
whiéh the service will take in just as if they were named.

Mr. KIRK. Except that it is neceseary for the Govern-
ment to obtain an agreement from the company or the
individual performing the service that the steamers must
touch at Arichat and Guysboro'. But I think the resolution
as proposed by my hon. friend from Inverness is quite
sufficient, and it is necessary, because there is really no
sense in the resolution as it stands. This amount of $î,,000
is not balf enough to do justice to the service. It ought to
be $15,000 at least.

Mr. BOWELL. There can be no ojection to changing the
wording to meet the objeet-the Government have in view of
granting the subsidy ; and if my hon. friend from Rich-
mond (Mr. Paint) thinks the steamers will pass Arichat
unless it is named in the resolution, I have no objection to
adding it.

Mr. CAME RON (Inverness). I have no objection to
inserting Arichat.

Mr. PAINT. The hon. member for Inverness has nothing
to say about that. The steamers call at Arichat by way of
compliment, and they are paid for doing it; but if it is
named in the resolution, there will b. no question about it,
and they will be obliged to call there. As Guysboro' is
some twenty miles out of the way, it is necessary that it
should be inserted.

Mfr. KIRK. If it is intended to serve those towns, they
should al be inserted.

Mr. CAMERON (Inverness). This vote has been in the
Estimates for the past five years, and during that time, the
service has been faithfully performed, the steamers always
touching at both Arichat aud Guysboro', But I have ne
objection to inserting them.4
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Mr. KIRK. What about increasing the vote?
Mr. BOWELL. That is a matter we will take into very

serions consideration.
Mr. KIRK. This vote is intended to give those towns

which have no railway facilities the advantage of communi-
cation with the railways that have been built at an enor-
mous 1bxpense to the country. Although I know it is
invidious to draw comparisons, and I do not wish to do so,
with any injurious effect, at any rate, I notice that there is
one item, at least here for service, which is not any more
important, or perhaps not as important, as the one we are
discussing, and for which there is $12,500 voted, namely,
the subsidy between Campbellton and Gaspé and inter-
mediate ports. Yet only $5,000 is given for this service for
three counties that have no railway communication what.
ever. I maintain we should have a better service than
simply a steamer calling twice a week at those ports. If
we had the sum doubled we would have a steamer calling
four times a week, and that is as little as might be expected
by people who have paid their share towards building rail-
ways in the North-West and throughout the Dominion, and
have no railways of their own.

Mr. PAINT. I am able to speak from experience of the
steamer Admiral, which runs from Dalhousie to Gaspé and
touches at twenty places on the way. It is a very expoeed
and risky service and not over-paid at all.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. Before leaving this
subject, I would ask in what position we stand with regard
to the Montreal Ocean Steamship Company. Last year the
Postmaster General brought down a contract which was
objected to and was withdrawn by order of the Govern-
ment. Can the hon. gentleman state exactly how the nego-
tiations stand, and what is proposed to be doue touching
the renewal of the subsidy ?

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. The contract has not been
cbanged, but has been allowed to continue until now. The
Government have taken the matter into consideration, and
it is likely that tenders will be called for, for the new ser-
vice. They have not been called for yet. We intend asking
for better and swifter steamers.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. Wili the lon. gentle-
man know on concurrence what terms the Government
propose to insist on. This is a matter of very great
importance, because the speed of the Atlantic steamers has
been increasing so rapidly that our St. Lawrence route will
be put at a great disadvantage, unless stringent measures
are taken to ensure an equally good service.

Sir HEOTOR LANGEVIN. I will let the hon. gentle-
man know on concurrence what the Government intend
doing.

Maintenanoe and repairs of Government steamer...$130,000 00
Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. Last year we required

apparently $#177,000 on this. I have no desire that the
hon. gentleman should spend any more than he asks, but I
would like to know whether this is a more guess vote or
whether he really thinks we can keep the expenditure
down to 8130,000.

Mr. POSTER. La Canadienne and the Lanadowne will
be used, the latter for the most of the summer and the former
for a portion of the time, as fishery and police protection
vessels, and their maintenance will be charged to the fishery
and police protection vote; The Napoléon If and La
Canadienne are still at Quebec, the Sir James Douglas is
at British Columbia, and the Newfield is at Halifax and
the Druid at Quebec.

Sir RICHIA.RD C&RTWRIGHT.
some receipte from these steamers.
of this year?

3r. Âauaom nveness),

We usually recoive
What did they consist

Mr. POSTER. We received some receipts. For instance
cables are laiid, in the laying of which the Newfield was
employed last year and the cost charged to Public Works
Department. When vessels are towed off or otherwise
helped by these steamers, a certain amount comes in from
that source.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. I would suggest to the
Minister of Customs who is acting for the Minister of Finance
that we should have a more detailed account of the receipts
for these several services With a correct system of book-
keeping, there ought to be no difficulty about this. That is
a matter which I had intended to call the attention of the
Public Accounts Committee to, and probably will do so, but
I mention it now for the information of the Minister, that
he may confer with the Minister of Finance about it.

Mr. BOWELL. I understand that you want a more de-
tailed statement of the receipts.

Sir RICHARD CA RT WRIGHT. Yes. They are gener-
ally put down in lump. I dare say that hae been the practice
but I think we ought to get a little f uller account.

Mr. VAIL. Is it intended to keep the Lansdowne the
whole year in the service she is in now ?

Mr. FOST ER It is intended to keep her in that service
for the whole season or nearly all. There may be a few days
in which she may have to do some busy work in the Bay of
Fundy. As there is very little cable laying to be done, it is
thought that the other boats will be able to overtake the
rest of the service.

Mr. VAIL. Is the Lansdowne doing her work satisfac-
torily ?

Mr. POSTER. I believe so.
Mr. VAIL. I saw in one of the papers that she started to

go from St. John for Digby with this American schooner,
and the schooner ran away from her. Her speed does not
appear to be what we expected

Mr. FOSTER. She got her at lst.
Mr. PAINT. Were there any repairs on the steamer

New/leld 1Jast year ?
Mr. FOSTER. I believe there were.
Mr. PAINT. Do you know the amount ?
Mr. POSTER. No, I have not got it now.
Sir RICHA RD CARTWRIGHT. At least 811,732 was

entered for last year. If the hon. gentleman thinks it desir-
able, we can get the details, I dare say, in the Public
Accounts.

Mr. PAINT. No, 1 do not want them.
Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT, The sum was nearly

$12,000.
Mr. PAINT. Yes, but the repairs were new boilers and

were extensive, and I do not wonder at the amount.

Rewards for saving ife and life-boat service......$8.000 00

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. Have any new life-
boat stations been instituted, or does the hon. Minister pro-
pose to institute any?

Mr. POSTER A certain number of new life stations
were instituted last year. We got, I think, twelve new boats
of the beet pattern, and they have been dibtributed to dif-
ferent stations, some of them, of course, going to the sta-
tions formerly established, where old and les serviceable
boats were, and others going to new stations.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT, Have any been put on
Prince Edward county, in Ontario? That is a portion of
the coast of Lake Ontario, on which every year there are
two or three wreokl, sometimes more, and they have been
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generally attended with considerable los of life. This mat-
ter has been presed upon the attention of the hon. gentles
man's predecessors. There is one station there, I think, or
perhaps two stations.

Mr. POSTER. Two new life-boats have been placed in
Prince Edward County, one at Poplar Point and the other
at Wellington.

Mr. PLATT. Io it the intention to order the construction
of any new life-boats during the ourrent year ?

Mr. POSTER. It is not yet decided. We ordered some
last year. Of course, the service is still in its infancy, and,
although we like to exteiùd it as much se poeible, we have
to take consideration of the funds at our disposal. There
are some places which especially require life stations, and
it may be quite possible that some half dozen will be
established for this year.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. What do you compute
is the cost of each station ?

Mr. POSTER. It is not very heavy. After the equip-
ment is placed there, we have a captain who is paid $75 for
the season, and he and the crew receive something for each
drill.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. About how much would
each station be supposed to represent ?

that any more should be constructed, or any more stations
establhhed, until those which are now established are made
much more effcient than they now are. I see the same
amount is asked this year ae was voted last year. Lat
year several new life-boats were procured. If none are to
be obtained this year, in what way i it intended to expend
the $8,000 ? It will be more than the captains and the
crews will require.

Kr. POSTER. I do not think I stated that no more
would be purchased or that no new stations would be estab.
lished. I think I said that it was probable that there would.
A nother question which will recoive consideration is whe.
ther these crews would not be made more efficient by
making them paid crews, not simply paid for days' drill,
but under a salary sufflciently large to make them feel that
thoir services could be properly called upon.

Mr. PLATT. I hope the Minister will give that his
very favorable consideration. I have urged every Session
that something more should be done to perfect these
establishments than has been done. The lnister says
there are twelve men to a crew. I think the regulations
provides that the captain and six mon shall constitute a
crew.

Mr. POSTER. Probably I was mistaken thon.

Mr. OSTR. Te cptai gee 87 pe annm ad Mr. PLATT. But I wish to draw seoial attention ho the.Mr. POSTER The captain gets $75 per annum and fact that the names of the crew do fot seom te be known$1.50 for fourteen half days'drill, and the crew roceive $1.50 to theDepartment, althongh the names of the captains are
for fourteen half days' dril. If these were added togetherknown.Th ptainsavebe
a simple computation would tell the cost. men out for drill, and selecting anyone they eau up.

Mr. PLATT. How many men constitute the crew ? Undor thse circumetanee, theyoter of instruction
Mr. FOSTER. Twelve, I think. ameunts to nothing. In the Wellington station, I find by
Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGT. I suppose $400 or $500t eleven mn worepaid instead

would cover it. of six, and the olven mn who wre païd wre men
woud cverit.whom the captain happened te flnd upon the ietroot

Mr. DAWSON. Last year something was said about upen the day when ho wished te go eut te drill. The
putting some of these boats on the upper lakes, but I do not captains have ne control over ths Crewe, who are simn
think anything has been done so far. I would be very ply volunteere, and drill once or twice, or tbres timon a
glad if the Minister would keep it in mind for the future. year, perhape. The instruction, oonffquently, je worthless

Mr. FOSTER. There is one at Goderich. That is the and the captaine admit euch te b. the cae. Again, coi.
furthest on the lakes. plaints have been nado te me from captains of life-boats,

that the instructions they have rooeived are not such as will
Mr. WILSON. Has the Minister established any life- enabl them te render assistance W voseels in dintrees

boat station on Lake Erie? unlose 1V appoars W thern plainly evidont thatlMe
Mr. FOSTER. There is a life-boat station at Port je in danger. I undorstand that instructions have

Rowan. bean isued that they are net te take eut the.life-boat W Bave

Mr. WILSON. Is there any other ? proprty. Now, when property e in danger 1h il very likelyy that lite je in danger, and I think the inetructions should b.
Mr. POSTER. I think there is one at Port Stanley. changed, and that the saving of property as well as the @av-
Mr. WILSON. Has the crew there been fully com-ng of ifs, should be made one of its duties. Now, Sir, I

pleted? have contended every Session that the ervice will ho as
r. POSTER. Yes.s worthle, and the monoy as gnod as thrown away,Mr. FSTER.Yes.until those stations are made more effiient, until thorersj

Mr. MoCRANEY. I desire to call the Minister's atten- sonething like a syster of instruction. I advocate the
tion to the lake to the west of Toronto. Thore is no life. establihment somewhere on the Cast of Our lakes, of a Sn-
saving station at all between Toronto and Hamilton, and of tral station W serve»A a sort a sool of instruction,
late years a number of very sad accidents have taken place under sore responsible officer who will train, at leat, one
there. J hope that, at any rate, as soon as the Government crew that may b. depended upon, that thera may ho noms
are in a position they will take this matter into considera- sytem so that thse mon will b. under the obligation W
tion and do something in that way. There are several bey the captain, and will hum eut whenover-ho amsfit W
porte between Toronto and Hamilton, and so far none of eau ther. I arn Wld by oneof ths captain in my county
them has been supplied, nor is any provision made at ail that in fair weather ho may pssibly get a crew, but in bad
for the saving of life. woather it le impossible for hum W do so; tut on twe or throo

Mr. POSTER. I have no doubt that is true, but we must occasions when ho thought there wu danger ofhis beingoalled
remember that the inside and outside coast line of Canada upen, ho had net the mon ho oould rely upon. I hope tii.in-
is a great many thousand miles in extent, and it would jeter will give more attention W perfecting this branch of the
require a very large expense, and a great deal of time, to service, rather "n eztending 1h. I think the suggestion I
overtake al the work which is necessary to ho done. have made hlm. and &gain for the establishment of a

central statio», wiil aid in seeuring a service approaeh.
Mr. PLATT. The question I asked in regard to the con- ing nar ho what a life-saving service le supposed W

struotion of additional life-boats, does net mean that I desire bot sd 1 think noh a one ought teb.sbiiahd, 80
178
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that we may have at lest one crew who will be efficiently
drilled, and who can furnish instructors to other stations
throughout the country. I know, from communication andj
association with members of life-saving crews on the other
side of the water, that they look upon ours as a complote
sham. Why, there is not a sailor on our lake who knows
where the stations are located. The sailors do not put any
confidence whatever upon our life-saving service. On the
other side of the lake, every man is supplied with a list
showing exact!y where the stations are, and the masters
know where they can expect relief in case of disaster. Here
there is nothing of that kind, and instead of spending
money for the extension of the number of these stations, it
would be far botter to spend it in perfecting those we have
in existence.

Mr. FOSTER. I am sorry the hon. gentleman has given
so poor an account of the life-boat service, and the enter-
prise of the sailors in hie county. Although this may be true
of the hou. gentleman's own county, there are amongst
those companies, even though they are volunteers, some
very efficient ones.

Mr. PLATT. I grant that.
Mr. FOSTER. In the first place, they have a good boat.

and that is important when danger is liable to be incurred.
They have a captain in charge who is responsible, and it is
not impossible to get even volunteers who, when life is in
danger, will be on hand. I know it is difficult to get men
to attend to this for $1.50 a day for drill. However the
system is not by any means worthless, and itis doing much
as we hope to make it do.

Mr. COCHRANE. If the life-boat service is so inefficient
in Prince Edward, I think it is time that the Department
should see that a crew is furnished who will do their duty,
and in whom the mariners may have some confidence.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. Last year the total sum
expended for five crews was barely 8913; it is utterlyimpossible to expect an efficient service for an average of
$180 per crew, including captain and men. I do not know
whether the hon. gentleman has ever inspected any English
or Irish life.saving stations.

Mr. FOSTER. I have never seen either.
Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. There, the crews are

regularly trained, and such a thing would not be thought
of, except in caie of accident, as going out to sea on a
dangerous night with a more scratch crew. If they are W
do good service they must be accustomed to work together.
The sum is altogether inadequate to obtain good service,
and it would be by the merest chance that you could succeed
in obtaining a good crew where ail that is allowed for six or
seven mon is about 8100, after deducting the $75 which is
paid to the captain.

Mr. GUILLET. In the Cobourg station I can report
that the captain has made no complainte to me of any diffi-
culty lu keeping a volunteer crew together. He has the
same crew this year he had last ; the men drill regularly,
and they have made no complainte. The service appears
to be in a very satisfactory condition, and the crew is most
eMcient. I know that the life-eaving service at Cobourg is
known to many sailors on the lake.

Mr. PLATT. The hon. gentleman must be aware that
the town of Cobourg is a different place from Poplar Point,
situated on the south side of what is called Long Point in
the county of Prince Edward, and a sparsely settled neigh-
borhood. A station is situated in the small village of
Wellington, and, so far as location is concerned, the Minister
will not have to go as far away as Presqu'isle, or even
Prince Edward Island, to find a botter place for the location
of a life.saving station, than Wellington. I have always|

Mr. PLATT.

contended that on account of its location the station there
was useless. The point where a life-saving station should be
is at Salmon Point. The station at Poplar Point is
in a sparsely settled neighborhood, the people being
chiefly fishermen, amongst whom there are as good boat-
mon as can be found in Canada, asnd who are willing
to lend a helping hand in case of danger. Cases of
danger have arisen, and the life-boat has been at their com-
mand, but so little were they accustomed to its use that
when Life was to be saved a few years ago, the fishermen
preferred to go out in their own boat to risk taking the lite-
boat, because they did not know how to manage it. lu the
village of Wellington there is a life-boat well provided, but
the boat at Poplar Point has been lying in an ice-house, a
damp place, filled with snow in the winter. I think the
boats, generally, are described as being valuable; those who
are able to judge say they are valuable. They have
two firsteclass life-boats and two efficient captains.
Beyond that they say there is nothing that can be
called a life-saving service. I do not ask now a
change in the location of the life-boats, but that
the captains should be given crews to command, and
know, when danger arises, where to call on crews
to assist them. We cannot expect to have crews unless we
pay them. We should have one or two stations proporly
conducted, and with efficient crews, so that they could give
instructions, and the stations should be supplied with overy
appliance known for the rescue of the imperilled mariner,
and thus encouragement should be given. I admit that in
case of danger many mon in Wellington will be found pre-
pared to face danger. The captains have no rogular crews,
and although Lames have been given to the Department,
instead of six names eleven names were given. The boats
sometimes went out with full crews and sometimes with
half-crews. I hope some change will be made in some of
the stations so that we may be able to say in the future that
we have a life-savi ng service in Canada.

Investigation into Wrecks and casualties............ $1,500 O

Mr. VAIL. For what purpose is this expenditure
asked ?

Mr. FOSTER. Wrecks take place and they are reported
to the Department, and the Department pays a smail fee
for the information, I think $2 for each wreck reported.

Kontreal and Quebec Water and River Police ... $40,O00 G

Mr. PAINT. I should like to see a similar expenditure
for St. John, Halifax and Sydney, especially for Sydney,
where there are 300 steamers a year.

Renoval of obstructions in navigable rivera......314,O00 00

Mr. POSTER. There is a large increase in this item over
last year. It is due to the sinking of the steamship Ottawa,
a large vessel which sank in the River St. Lawrence. We
had a man working on the vessel part of lastyear, and it
was found impossible to raise her. Tenders were asked for
and a contract has been entered into for $12,000.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. Does the hon. gentle-
man expect to receive any amount to recoup the Govern-
ment.

Mr. POSTER No,-we have no reasonable expectation
of getting anything in return. The man in charge last year
was to recoup himsolf by what ho brought up from the vos-
sel. He obtained a quantity of iron, but it did not pay him
I think, for his work.

Mr. PAINT. I call the attention of the Minister to the
fact that there is a wreck in Wren River, which has been
in the channel two years, although it oould be removed for
a small sum, about 81,000.
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Winter MailService, Prinos Edward Island.........$5,000 00

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. Io this a new vote ?
]Kr. FOSTER. It is a new vote, but an amount of 84,000

has been transferred from the Post Office Department.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. Where is the money
to be expended ?

Mr. FOSTER. It is for the winter ice-boat service
between the capes. Formerly it was done by contract, but
last year it was taken over as a Government work. Boat-
houses have been erected and boats provided, and those
items account for the large increase for the present year.
Probably the service can be done for $4,000 next year, now
that boats have been built and boathousea provided.

Salaries, ke., of Lighthouse Keepers.......$175,O0 00
Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. There is an increase of

about $2,000 for Ontario. What is that caused by ?
Mr. POSTER. There are each year new lighthouses being

erected, and consequently new keepers have to be employed.
There is a yearly increase in the salaries corresponding
with the yearly increase in the service. If the hon. gentle.
man will look at the statistics he will find the amount is
very large.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. How many new light-
houses does the Departnent expect to place in Ontario ?

Mr. POSTER. There are two new ones being built for
the upper lakes, and three or four others will be placed in
Ontario. The list has not yet been made up; it will be
brought down and laid before the House before concurrence.

Mr. DAWSON. The expenditure on lighthouses for the
upper lakes will have to be a great deal larger than it has
been hitherto, both in the number of the lights and in their
maintenance, because the shipping is increasing very
rapidly in the upper lakes. In order to give an ides how
shipping is increasing, I may say that, at Owen Sound,
where the tonnage a few years ago was very limited,
now amounts to nearly half a million tons yearly.
Take again Port Arthur which has over half a million
of tons yearly now, and so on with other ports. To
give a still further ides of how the shipping on these lakes
is increasing, I may mention that at the port of Duluth
the shipping last year amounted to 900,000 tons. Now, as
these lakes become covered with fleets, further provision
will have to be made in the way of additional lighthouses
as well as for beacons and buoys. There were appropriations
made for beacons on the St. Mary's River some years ago, but
they have not been put there yet. In fact, I do not know
that they would be of much use. What we want is light-
louses and range-lights, which will enable vessels to pass
up and down at night. With the increasing trade of the
upper lakes, the Government will have to look forwara in
the future to a very considerably increased expenditure in
the way of keeeping up lighthouses, life-saving apparatus,
and in other ways. I had to draw attention, last year,
to the loss, within a few years, of no les than twelve
vessela, with a large loss of life, and, last year, we had the
lamentabl loss of the Algoma, wrecked not in Canadian
territhry, but on the boundary line near Passage Island. No
doubt the weeok.aroe from a mitake on the part of the
oMeeus navigating the vessel, so that the fault was not in
therlighta

Maintenance and repaire to lights, for whistles,
Maow and braions, to bumane establishment,
and provigia epot............................$M3,OOO 00

Sir nICHARD CARTWRIGHT. There is a considerable
increase here.

Mr.SPANT.

Mr. FOSTERL Arising from the same cause as exists
in the case of salaries and allowances.

Mr. GORDON. I would like to enquire of the Minister
if it le proposed to establish fog whistles at the various light-
houses in the Gulf of Georgia, during the coming year. It
will be remembered that a serious accident ccurred there
last season, by which a very valuable ship became a total
wreck, the ship and cargo being valued at something like
$ 130,000, and during one period lastsummer there was great
noouvenience to the steamships frequenting the Port Nanai-
mo, owing to the dense fog in the gulf during a portion of
the summer. The steamships which frequent that port are
very valuable, and the tade is very important. No les
than 357,000 tons of coal were shipped from that port last
year, and that will convey to the House the importance
of maintaining a perfect system of lights and fog whistles
up and down the gulf, more especially so, now that we are
going to have a lin. of large steamships running from Van-
couver to China and Japan. I think every precaution should
be taken, and, if I mistake not, the pilotage authorities of
Burrard Inlet, Nanaimo and Victoria, have memorialised
the Department to have those fog whistles and also a num-
ber of buoys, in order to mark the dangerous pointa that
protrude in the gulf. I cannot press upon the Government
too strongly the importance of this matter.

Mr. POSTER. The representations which my hon.
friend has made are fresh in memory. They have arrived
within the last month or two, and I have had reporta aùd
am having reports made upon them; and I have no doubt
that in the course of time these improvements will gradually
be made. There is no doubt that more money will have to
be expended in these works on the British Columbia coast
than has been spent in years past, owing to the large
development which has taken place and will take place
there. I will bear hie representations in mind.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGET. I think there should
be some further explanation on this vote, as a sum of
$31,000 is asked additional to what was granted in 1885.
Now, the sum. for Cape Race light and fog whistle may be
fairly deducted, as w. receive compensation for a large part
of that; but even then, an increase of 827,000 over and
above the sum sufflcient for the purpose of 1885 seems to
me a good deal more than has been sufficiently accounted
for. A great many of these items which we are asked to
vote in very large sums, are susceptible of being carelessly
used; andîI do not think so large a vote should be given
without some faller explanation of the cause of this addition
of $27,000.

Mr. POSTER. It is very difficult to give all the items;
they are so varionus. I have no doubt the deputy has made
a careful computation of what is required. The increases
for lampe, lanterna, oil, &c., are due to the fact that the
more lighthouses we have the more lampa are used, and the
more oil is consumed. Many of these increases are owing
to the increased number of lighthouses we have to supply
In repaira to lighthousea there is an increase of $5,00,
which I must say is a large item. In. buoys and beacons
there is an increase of 2,000, which is due, I think, to
the importation of a number of gai buoys of a new
and improved pattern. The system was entered on a year
or two ago; and as the buoys do very good and eo-
nomical work, the system is to be completed this year.
I cannot give -any fuller explanation of the increases.

Mr. MOMULLEN. I notice that last year 8292,000 was
expended, and $308,900 was voted; the increase would be
something like $31,000 in two years. I think it is high time
the Government should improve the lighthouse service along
the north shore of Lake Superior and in the Georgian Bay;
and if the hon. Minister had been able to announcS that1he
was going to make some decided improeuents there, I
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could understand this increase; but as he has made no such
announcement, I do not see why so large an amount is
required. The shores in that district are "very rocky and
dangerous, and the Government should certainly make
some provision to prevent such serious disasters, with loss
of life, as have occurred there during the last few years.
Any person who has travelled along hose shores, as I have
done, will easily realise how easy it is for a boat on a dark
night to meet with a serions accident.

'gr. FOSTER. The hon. gentleman has not read the
repor% or h. would have seen that a very large expendi.
ture was made last year and the year before in those upper
lakes. In last year's report I find that a light was placed
at the entrance to Tobermory Harbor, Georgian Bay, and
lilghts at Manitowaning, Cape Robert, North Sister Rock,
Wilson's Channel, and Shoal Point, as well as a fog born at
Cove Island, in Georgian Bay, and a temporary light at
Spanish River. A lighthouse has also been placed atainy
River, a lighthouse and fog trumpet are in course of con-
struction at Caribou Island, in Lake Superior, and tenders
have been invited for the erection of a lighthouse at Vic-
toria Island, in Lake Superior.

Mr. MoMULLEN. I quite agree that considerable im-
provements have been made, but there is very great length
of cost.

Mr. PAINT. One lighthouse in Lake Brie cost $25,000.
We, in Nova Scotia erect about thirty with that ameunt.

M£r. DAWSON. Great progress has been made during
the last few years in the erection of lighthouses in that part
of the country. Last year we had five new lights. But I
would correct my hon. friend from Centre Wellington in
one thing. The north coast of Lake Huron is an exceed-
ingly dangerous coast, but the north coast of Lake Superior
is a very safe coast. A vessel need never be more than two
hours run from a good safe harbor on that coast, and al]
that is wanted is a few additional ligbts to make its naviga-
tion the safest on Canadian waters. The north coast of
Lake Huron, on the contrary, is exceedingly dangerous,
and there is no more dangerous place than the Georgian
Bay. I might point out that a very important life-saving
station would be on the Great Duck Island, for there have
been wrecks in that direction. As new lights are placed
year after year, the navigation of these lakes will become
safer.

Completion and construction of lighthouseusand
fog alarme............ .............................. ....... $40,000 00

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. We ought to have a
list of the various works on which the lion. gentleman pro-
poses to expend this amount.

Mr. POSTER. I mentioned a few moments ago that
there should be such a list before the House. It is being
prepared and will be laid on the Table before concurrence.
I am sorry it could not be ready in time.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. If the hon. gentleman
cau state generally the number of lighthouses, and the
places where they are to be constructed, that would awswer.
Otherwise the item ought to stand.

Mr. POSTER. It would be far more satisfactory to have
the list. This is the usual vote.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. And the usual custom
is to lay on the Table, at the time this voteis aaked for, a
dtailed statement.

Mr. POSTER. I will have to ask the indulgence of the
House this time.

gr. McMULLUW.

Sir RICRARD CARTWRIGHT. Cannot the hon. gentle.
man give a general idea where the chief expenditure in the
country will take place? Will it take place in the upper
lakes3 or in the Lower Provinces ?

Mr. POSTER. I would rather not give an incomplete
statement. I am going tbrough the Provinces one by one,
making a list of ail the lighthouses.

Mr. WELDON. My hon. friend has invited tenders
for a fog alarm to be placed at the west Quaco Iead. At
what particular spot do they propose to place it there ?
Formerly the lighthouse was on the ledge, the raceway
running between that and the main land. Some years ago
the lighthouse was burnt down, and a new lighthouse erected
on th. bluff on the mainland; but since the alteration
there have been several wrecks, whereas none had occurred
for years previous. One vessel went to pieces, and the
·men escaped by getting on the foundation of the old light-
house, onIy to become frozon to death, with one exception,
before assistance could reach them. Had there been a
lighthouse on that spot, these men's lives would bave been
saved. The matter underwent legal investigation,
and a large number of facts came ont, to which I will
not now allow allude; but I wish to ask whether the fog
alarm could not be placed on the ledge, because, in case of
danger, there is a chance of saving life there. If a vessel
strikes the ledge, when the raceway is full, it is impossible
to send out assistance to it in a storm. Had the new light-
house been on the site of the old one, those men would
have been alive to-day. This is such a serious matter that
a fog horn should be placed, if possible, on the ledge so that
it would become a place of refuge in case of disaster. There
have been severai instances of vessels being wrecked at
the same place, but fortnnately without loss of life.

Mr. KIRK. I am sorry the hon. the Minister had not
the list prepared and submitted to the House so that we
might know where the lighthouses were intended to be
built. The hon. gentleman bas said it is only the usual
vote, but it is usual for the Government sometimes not to
build lighthouses where they proposed to build them.
Previous to the Session of 1882, a petition was presented to
the Minister from the county of Guysboro' asking that a
lighthouse be built on Goose Island, an island opposite the
harbor of Isaacs and Country Harbor. The petition was
submitted to the agent at Halifax, who reported favor-
ably. The liats presented to Parliament showed that a
lighthouse was to be built at a cost of $2,000 on that
island. It was not built in 1882 or 1883. I asked the
Minister of Marine and Fisheries why, and he said it
was the intention of the Government to build the light.
house; but it was not built when the House met in
1884. . Again, in the Session of 1884, I asked the ques-
tion, and the Minister of Marine and Fisheries explained
the reason. He said the owners of the soil refused to sell
at a reasonable rate, but it was the intention of the Govern-
ment to expropriate as much as was necessary. The light-
house, however, has not been built yet, and I would like to
know whether the Government will again submit to Parlia-
ment a sum to build it. It is due to the people that it
should be built; it la necessary, according to the report of
the Government's own engineer, and it is due to the Gov-
ernment to carry out the promise they made in 1882.

Mr. VAIL. I want to bring a matter up in connection
with the petition I represented to the Minister of Marine
and Fisheries. It is merely for a harbor light for the inhabi-
tants of a cove in Digby. It is a long reef that puts out from
the mouth of the harbor that vessels are liable to get upon,
and it is simply a smali afiair, merely a lantern erected on
the end of the wharf to guide vessels in. I hope the Minis.
ter will take that into consideration,
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Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. How comes this ? This
appears to be an entirely new vote, and to be practically
siddling the Dominion with a new charge of a considerable
amount in proesenti, which may rise to larger proportions
hereafter.

Mr. POSTER. My hon. friend is"mistaken. It is not a
new vote. It bas ben voted every year since 1880 or
1881, being granted at that time for reasons which I have
no doubt were good, and it has been the usual vote since
that time.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. Where is it charged in
1885-86 ?

Mr. POSTER In that year I think it was not voted, and
the item will appear in the Supplementary Estimates.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. Who paid it ?

Mr. POSTER It was omitted by some mistake or error,
and it will be remedied in the .Supplementary Estimates
this year.

Mr. GAULT. Who paid that sum last year?

Mr. BOWELL. This is an item that has been assumed
for some years.

Mr. VAIL. I should like to know, if this amount is paid
for bucys in the River St. Lawrence, why an appropriation
is not made for the Maritine Provinces. I know a number of
rivera there where parties have been applying for buoys,
and the answer bas been that it is not te business of the
Department to provide buoys.

Mr. FOSTER. My hon. friend must know that buoys
are placed all over the Maritime Provinces.

Mr. VAIL. I am speaking of buoys in rivera, to assist
vessels in going through drawbridges.

Mr. POSTER. Of course it depends on the nature of
the river.

Mr. VAIL. If the nature of the river is such as to
require a drawbridge, it is the duty of the Government to
furnish buoys.

Mr. BOWELL. There are no drawbridges in this.

Mr. VAIL. There are in the Maritime Provinces, in the
cases I refer to. If buoys are furnished in the St. Lawrence
River, 1 do not see why they are not in the rivera of the
Maritime Provinces.

Mr. FOSTER. My hon. friend must know that they are.

Mr. VAIL. I am glad to hear the Minister say so, because
probably the same auswer will not be returned to such
applications in future.

Mr. POSTER. It does not follow that every river should
be buoyed, any more than that every place can have a
lighthouse where one would be advantageous.

Mr. WELDON. How is it that the cost of the Montreal
harbor is placed on the Dominion ? Every other harbor has
to provide its own buoys.

Mr. POSTER. It is not simply the port of Montreal, but
the district of Montresl, which extends from the boundary
of Quebec and Ontario down to Portneuf, nearly to Quebec,
it is the whole of that river. When the change was made"

from the old Trinity House, and the Harbor Commissooners
took over that service, a steamer was given them and, on
condition of that, they were to have charge of the buoys ;
but the steamer wore out or went to pieces, and repre-
sentation was made that the Harbor Commisioners should
not have the labor of buoying the whole River St. Law-
rence from the Ontario boundary down to Quebeo. That
representation was favorably h oa 1, I think in 1880, and
since that time the Dominion Government has paid fbr the
placing of buoys there, as they do in the St.. John River
and other rivers, at their own expense.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. There appears to be
some error about this $7,000, Not only does it not appear to
have been voted in 1885.86, but it does not appear te have
been paid in 1884-85.

Mr. POSTER. My hon. friend is right. It was not paid
in 1884-85, and was not voted in 1885-86, but it was not fer-
gotten, and the demand, though delayed, has been made.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. Then it is quite a new
departure, if for two years it was omitted from the asti.
mates.

Mr. FOSTER No;" it was omitted from the Estimates
only one year.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. Do I understand that
it was placed in the Estimates in 1884.85, and not applied
for ?

Mr. FOSTER. 1 believe it was-a most wonderful thing.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. Perhape the member
for Montreal (Mir. Gault) can explain.

Mr. GATJLT. I cannot. I am surprised that the Harbor
Commissioners were se slack in applying for this, because
I presume it goes through their hands.

Observatories, Toronto, Kingston and Montreal.. $6,25 o0

Mr. GAULT. The amount of $500 for the Montreal
Observatory ought to be increased.

Mr. LANGELIER. I do not see anything for the
observatory at Quebec.

Mieteorologicslobservatories, Including Instruments
and coit of telegraphing weather warningu...... $50,00000

Mr. WELDON. Are there any observations taken at
Sackville now ?

Mr. FOSTER I think so.

Mr. WELDON. Because two years ago there was a
change made, by which a very efficient officer was re.
moved from the position in St. John, and I doubt if.a man
equally efficient was put in his stead. The statement made
by the Minister was that it was to save expense, but Ipee
that the expense now is larger than it was in,1888. I see
there is nothing for Sackville. It was stated that the
observatory was taken from Fredericton to Sackvile.

Mr. FOSTER. No.

Mr. WELDON. is it still at Fredericton ?

Mr. POSTER. Yes,

Committee rose and reported,

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN moved Mthe adjournment of
the Rouse.

Motion agreed to; and House adjourned at 1:35 a.m.
(Wednesday).
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HOUSE OF COMMONS.

WEDNESDÂY, 19th May, 1886.

The SPIAKma took the Chair at Three o'clock.

BILL WITHDRAWN.

Bill (No. 8) respecting the Lennox Passage Bridge
Companzy.

DUNNVILLE DAX AND BRIDGE TOLLS.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN moved for leave to introduce
Bill (No. 189) respecting tolls over the Dunnville Dam and
Bridge connecting works constructed over the Grand River.
He said: This work gives an annual revenue of $320. The
Government think that the bridge might be made a free
bridge withont detrinont to the public service.

Motion agreed to, and Bill read the first time.

EXPLORATION OF UDSON'S BAY AND STRAITS.

Mr. ROYAL asked, In sending the Alert to visit the
Hudson's Straits last year, was it intended by the Govern.
ment that the navigability of these waters should be tested
by the said vessel, or was the Aert sent for the sole pur-
pose of visiting the posta established along the couat of the
Straits by tho Government in 1884 ?

Mr. FOSTER. In sending the Âlert to visit the Hud-
son's Straits last year it was intended by the Government
that the navigability ofthese waters should be-tested by that
vessel, as that was the priniary object of fitting out the
expedition to the Hudson's Bay and Straits in 1884-85. The
visiting of the posta established along the coasts of the
straits by the expedition was a secondary matter altogether,
and was not supposed to interfere with the primary object
of the expedition in any way beyond a few days delay. A
very important element of those expeditions was obtaining
information relative to the temperature both in Hadaon's
Bay and Straits at certain seasons of the year, as this infor-
mation has an essential bearing on the question as to
whether the route could be utilised for commercial pur-
poses, and the commander of the expedition considered it
advisable to visit the stations of observation onhis way into
the bay, in case relief might have been required by any of
the observers, who had been stationed there during the pre.
vious eleven months.

WORKS ON THE INTRRCOLONIAL.

Mr. LESAGE asked, Under the order of what su nin-
tendentior employee of the Intercolonial Railway di Mr.
James MIeGuire, of Quebee, construot a reservoir and lay
pipes-in the Intereolonial Railway station at Lévis? Who
took over and inspeeted those worke, and what was the
cost ?

Mr. THOMPSON. The reservoir and laying of pipes in
the Intercolonial iRailway station at Lévis were works done
under the orders and superintendence of W. B. Maekenz e,
assistant engineer. Mr. Mackenzie inspected and took over
those works; the cost was $106.21.

Mr. LESAGE' asked, On whose order did Mr. P. B.
Atkinson repair the Intercoloniai Railway wharf at Lévis?>
How many toise of stone were paid for, and at what rate
per ttse ?Who inpeted the work, and upon whose order
wa yment directeltobe made?

Mr. THOMPSON. The oontract was awarded to Atkin-
son, the lowest tenderer. Pour hundred and thirty-six
toise of stone were paid for, at the rate of $3.20 per toise.
The work was inspected by Piton & Ritchie. The payment
was made by order of Mr. Ritchie.

ADVANCES TO PRINCE EDWARD ISLAND.

Mr. DAVIES asked, Whether any application has been
made by the Government of Prince Edward Island for any
advance to that Province out of the capital amount standing
to ite credit, and upon which interest is nov being paid ?
2. Whether any application has been made by or on behalf
of the Govern ment of Prince Edward Island for any pay-
ment to that Province of the sum of 8125,000 or any other
sum beyond those already paid to that Province? 3. If
any such application has been made, what is the nature of
the claim, and is it the intention of the Government to
accede to it in whole or in part ? 4. Ras the claim of the
Island Government in respect to a refund for moneys
expended on wharves and piers been finally settled, or is
the same still standing open and unsettled ?

Mr. MoLELAN. To the first, second and third questions
the answer is, no sncb applications have been made.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. I will answer the last
question, although I answered it the other day. The Island
Government made a claim, and in the first instance we
admitted a portion of that claim to the amount of $54,000.
Later on a second claim was made, of which we admitted
$24,000 or $25,000.

APPEALS AGAINST FRENCH CANADIANS.

Mr. TASSE asked, La Patrie, of Montreal, having
asserted, in its issue of Ilth May, that the head of the
Government, not long sinee, wrote a letter which was pub-
lished in the Winnipeg Siftings, in which Sir John Mac-
donald made a contingent appeal to the faithful battalions
of Winnipeg against the French Canadians, what is to be
thought of that accusation ?

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. I cannot say what is to
be thought of such an accusation.

Mr. MACKEN7IE. I think the question is not in order.

Mr. SPEAKER. That part of it beginning I what is to
be thought," &c.

Mr. MACKENZIE. Besides that, it contains assertions
which require to be proved.

Si' JORNl< A. MACDONALD. I do not know whether
La Patrie of Montreal bas asserted anything, because I
have not seen La Patrie.

Mir. MACKENZIE. You do not study it.

Sir JOHN, A. MACDONALD. No; I m not in the lino
of La Patrie. I do not know what is to be thonght of this
statement by other people, but I know it t bea falsehood.

COMPXNATIION FOR LOSS OF RE MEED
LETTERk, &o.

Mr. EVERETT-asked, Is it the intention of theGovSrk-
ment to take into consideration the propriety of adopting
for Canada an arrangement similar to that made by the
;British Post Oeco Department for granting "compensation
for lomser damage of registered letterand paekages"

1 1ii EcTOR LANGEVtN. This matter is receiving
UWe considetation of the Government.
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BADDCK, N.S., CUSTOM HOUSE.

Mr. KIRK asked, Who is the contractor for work being
doune in connection with Baddeck, N.S., custom house
Was the contract let by publie or private tender, and what
is the amount ? How much did the site cost, and of whom
was it purchased ? How much has the work already cost?

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. The contractor's name is
R. H. Hill. The contract was let by public tender, and
the amount of the contract is $7,500. The site cost
$1,133.85, including legal expenses, and it was purchased
from Mr. A. T. Macdonald. The contract is being executed.

ESTUARY OF THE NATASKOW&N.

- Mr .BCHARD (for Mr. LANGELIER) asked, What is the
yearly rent paid to Government by the tenant of the
estuary of the River Nataskowan ? For what number of
years does his lease run, and has he paid his rent regularly
in advance each year ?

Mr. FOSTER. The yearly rent is 8650. The lease has
yet four years to run. The rent has been regularly paid,
with the exception of 1885.

JOHN MOODY.

Mr. LISTER asked, Whether John Moody, formerly an
offleer of the Government in the Fishery Department, is
now in the employ of the Government, in that er any other
Department ? If o, what is the name ef the aee held' by
him? When was he appointod? What salary does he
receive? fHow much has he been piid in each year since
his first employment, in the -way, of shlary or otherwise ?
If not now employed by the Government, when and why
were his services dispensed with ?

Mr. FOSTER. John Moody is now in the employ of the
Government as Fishery Overseer, at a salary of $50 per
year. His other disbursements, from 1880 to 1884, in-
clusive, have been, respectively, per annum, $4, $9, $15.50,
$12 and $13.50.

MUTUAL LIFE ASSOCIATION OF CANADA.

Mr. HOLTON asked, Bas the position of the
deposit of the "Mutual Life Association of Canada "
changed by the Government? If so, in what sense?

cash
been

Mr. MoLELAN. It has been changed from municipal
debenture bonds to a bank cash deposit.

EUGÈNE B AMOND.

Mr. BÉCH.ARD (for Mr. LANGRLIan) asked, Whether
Eugène Hamond, of St. Thomas, county of Montmagny,
has been appointed to any Government office or employ-
ment? If so, to what office has he been appointed, when,
and at what salary ?

Mr. FOSTER Mr. Eugène Hamond has been appointed
to the office of Harbor Master at St. Thomas, at a salary
not to exceed $200 per year of the fees collected. He was
appointed by Order in Council, September 21st, 1885.

RELATIONS OF CATHOLIGS TO POLITICAL
PARTIES.

Mr. TASÉ asked, Whether the Government has cogni-
sanoe of a document addressed to the electors of Ontario,
under date of 26th October, 1882, the which document,
%igned "Frank Smith and John O'Donohoe," contained,
amongst éther things, the folowing declaration:-

,".There are two political parties in oounty, on. oall-
mg itself the Conservative or Liberal-Oonservative, the
other the Liberal or Reform pty; each claiming the con.
fidence of the country, each avinî a certain following
among the people, each having certain traditions and a cer-
tain measure of support among the Catholic people.

" The undersigned, in common with large numbers of
their Catholie follow.countrymen, are in aliance with the
Conservative or Liberal-Conservative party. They recog-
nise in that party and in its policy the strongest claim on
their support as citizens; and as Catholios, they declare that
the history of the country will show that it is from this
party only that the Catholi people have received fair
re resentation in the Cabinet and in the Senate, a fair dis.
tri ution of the public patronage, and a ftir support at al
times for Catholic candidates at the polls.

dOn the other band, they assert with confidence that
the relations between the Liberal or Reform party and the
Catholie people, have been most unsatisfactory to the latter.
When the Reform party had power to use, and patronage
to besto w, the Catholie people, even that portion of the
Catholic people in direct alliance with them remained with-
out representation of a proper character in the Government
and the Senate; Catholic candidates were openly abandoned
by the Liberals at the polls; and the publie patronage was
distLriLutud without regurd tL their interests under a system
of administration which practically reoognised such inter-
esta as regarded the rest of the population. And for several
years at an earlier period than this, the Catholie Church,
its doctrines, ceremonies, religions orders, bishope, priests,
and people, were the vietiras of the incessant and bla-
phemous vituperation of the recognised oizgans of the Liberal
party ; while in the press, in th. Legislature and at the
polis, the Conservative party acted in friendly accord with
the support of the atholic Charch and people.

" The alliance between the two parties in Dominion and
Provincial affairs is now complete ; the Conservatives and,
Reformera of Ontario, are now in alliance with the Con-
servatives and Reformers of the Dominion. Bach has made
public profession of this union. And as Catholies the under-
signed, in common with thousands of their fellow-Catholie,
are desirous of legitimately giving their aid to their politi-
cal friends in this Province, in the fullest confidence that
their policy will be as just and their acte as generous as
in Dominion affairs. Though the Conservative party in
Ontario affaire have been for years in Oppositiun, there is
nothing in the published speeches of their leaders or in
their published resolutions adopted in convention with which
as citzens they do not heartily concur, and nothing that as
Catholics they are called on to disagree with. Our Ueparate
School system owes much tothe wisdom of the Conservative
party. That party are supported in the Logislature by
some of our fellow-Cathohcs. They have nominated
several of our fellow-Oatholics as their candidates, and
when in power, they will be as faithful to their Catholie
friends as the Catholie Conservatives have been to them."
Ia Mr. John O'Donohoe who signed the said document the
gentleman who was made a member of the Sonate ?

1Mr. MILLS. I object to this question. Here is a long
statement of facts, on which the question is based, and of
which we have no knowledge. We have no such document
before us, and we do not know whether any such document
was ever published or written or not; we eannot know in
this H1ouse, under the circumstanoes, whether it is in exist-
ence or not ; and I maintain that it is not in order for the
hon. gentleman to base a question on a disputable statement
of fact.

Mr. SPEAKER The rule is:
lIn bth Bonnesquestions ane outaulartu b atsw hete.

rovu conS.. mewou pouding inLa al st, or psbflo *mml
Mud Mttezs et a nmig; &ai, te perUesiarMéEMboswph»
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charge of a Bill, or who have given notices of motions, or are otherwlse
concerned in some business bef ore the House. A question may be asked
concerning the intentions of the Government, ln any matters of legisla-
tion or administration, but not as to their abstract opinions upon gen-
eral questions of policy."

I must say this is not a question affecting any Bill or mat-
ter before the House, nor does it refer to public affaira or
matters of administration. I think it is not a question
that should be asked-not unless the Government choose to
answer it.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. I can say I do not know
whether the Government has cognisance or not-

Some hon. MEMBERS. Order, order.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD-of the document referred
to, but I do know that the Mr. John O'Donohoe who signed
that document is the gentleman who is now a member of
the Senate.

TIMBER DUES OF Ma. HERMAN OOK.

Mr. TAYLOR asked, Was any sum, and if so, how much,
due to the Government or the Indian Department by Mr.
Herman Cook, as dues for timber cut on Indian lands in the
Georgian Bay, during the years 1872-73 ? Did Mr. Cook
pay such indebtedness? and if so, in what sums and at what
dates? If Mr. Cook has not paid these dues, why not?
Whether the said claim still remains unpaid or unsettled,
and if not, when, and under what circumstances was any
settlement thereof made, and what were the terms and con-
ditions of any such settlement?

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. This is the answer fur.
nished by the Department:

"Mr. E. H. Cook, in 1870, acquired a timber license to ent pine and
oak trees on the following islands in Georgian Bay : Christian, Hope,
Beckwith, Giant's Tomb, and Beausoliel. in the season of 1872-73 he
cnt a quantity of pine on these islands, the dues on which amounted to
$3,879.95; on October 1, 1873, he paid cash $2,079.95, and gave a bond
for the balance, $1,800.00, bearing interest at 6 per cent. He was
called upon several times to pay the bond and interest thereon, but
failed to do so. In July, 1875, he wrote to the Superintendent General
(Mr. Laird), asking for a renewal of the bond, owing to the dulness of
the lumber trade. On the 7th July the order to renew the bond was
given by M. Laird. On February 3rd, 1877, Mr. Cook wrote to the
Department enclosing a statement showing that the men employed by
him te meseure the pine timber in 1872-73, had made an over-return of
927,017 teet, the dues on which amounted to $1,486.24. Nothing ap-
pears to have been done in the matter until lut October, 1878, when the
remission was made by Mr. Milleof the above sua $1,486.24, and in-
terest thereon, from the date of e bond, lt October, 1873, five years,
in accordance with a declaration of William Telfer, Mr. Cook's book-
keeper et Toronto. On the 2nd Oetober, Mr. Cook paid to Mr. Mills the
suma of $313.78, and interest, which, together with the amount remitted,
made up the amount of bond $1,800."

THE HOME RULE RESOLUTION.

Mr. CAMERON (Middlesex) asked, On what day and at
what hour was the resolution of this House on the Home
Rule question communicated to Sir Charles Tupper, as the
First Minister stated in the House it had been ? Did the
communication forwarded to Sir Charles Tupper contain
the resolution of this House only, or did it contain any or
all, and if any other than the resolution, which of the
motions submitted on the question? Were the division
lista or the votes in a;ny or all of the divisions on the ques-
tion forwarded, and if any were communicated, which ?

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. I think I stated the cir.
cumstances before. On the adjournment of the debate on
the Home Rule resolation, I asked Mr. Johnson, who is
Reuter's correspondent, to send the resolution at once to
Reuter, so that it might be oommunioated to the press and
otherwise. la the morning, I sent for Mr. Johnson, and
tbund that he had not sent the whole resolution verbatim et

Mr, nwU0a

literatim. Thereupon I made my secretary telegraph the
whole resolution to Sir Charles Tupper, and instructed him
to print it at once and send a copy of it to every member
of the House of Gommons. Besides sending the resolution
itself under the Order of this House, I telegraphed to Sir
Charles Tupper, for his own information, the whole of the
proceedings.

IMPERFECT RETURN.

Mr. CASEY. I would like to call the attention of the
Minister of Militia to one or two returns and the absence of
several others. In the first place, I moved:

"For a return of all horses, ponies, cattle, furs, waggons, carte and
other property seized by the mounted police or expeditionary force
while on service in the North-West between March 27th and August
lst, with the disposition made of the same, the names of persons from
whom such seisures were made, and the amounts (if any) paid, received,
or now payable or receivable on account of such property."

This is all the return contained:

"To Officer Commanding N. W. M. P., Battleford.
"CAP F6nT PIrr, J'une 30th, 1885.

"It would be advisable to take in charge all the property of all
those half-breeds now at Battleford who !ately delivered themselve up
from rebel camp until their innocence is proved, there being strong
doubte on the loyalty of the whole of them.

(Signed) "FRED. MIDDLETON,
"M. GeneraL"

That is the only return I got to that Order, and I submit it
is treating the House with disrespect to bring down a
refurn of this kind in answer to the Ordor. This is not, aind
does not pretend to be, a return. My reason for asking the
return was evident on the face of the Order. It has been
constantly charged in the press and in private conversa-
tion that property was improperly eeized by men of
the force, and I hoped to be able to clear them of such a
charge; but if the Minister of Militia will afford no means
of clearing them, the fact will lie with him. Again, there
were two or three returne moved for which are not brought
down, and some of which are comparatively brief. I asked
for a statement in gross, under certain heads, of the total
expenditure, somewhat differontly arranged from the way
in which it is to be found in the Public Accounts. We
have not had that return yet. Ten months after the close
of the campaign, it ought to be possible to make up the
accounte, and the obvious way of making them up would be
the way I suggested.

Sir ADOLPHE CARON. I do mot agree with the hon.
gentleman in his expression of opinion that the obvions
way of making up the account was exactly the way he
thinks is the proper one. I told the hon. gentleman, when
he moved for the return, that the information he required
it would take considerable time to prepare, and that I did
not expect he would get it this Session.

Mr. CASEY. Oh, no.

Sir ADOLPHE CARON. Isay, oh, yes.

Mr. CASE Y. I appeal to Hanaard

Sir ADOLPHE CARON. I told the hon. gentleman we
would have to go through every account so as to put the
different items under the headings he required. I told him
I would bring the return down as soon as possible, and I
did not refuse to bring down any return. It simplycould
not be brought down in time ; the officers of the Depart-
ment said it would take a long time to prepare it, because
every account handed over to the Auditor General would
have to be gone through again, and every item placed under
the heading required by the hon. gentleman. The hon.
gentleman speaks of disrespeot to the House. I brought
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down the return which was handed to me by the ofefiers of Mr. SPEAKER. I may state that I conoeived it to bethe Dopartment, and that return evidently indicates that no my duty to communicate an atteeted oopy of the resolatiqsuch senzure as the hon. gentleman referred to in his motion to BeHigh Commissioner, with the re est he would yha been made. That is aIL. The General, as a mot th É A f f-1+A Udgi. . *-
measure, indicated it would be prudent to take charge of the
property, as reported in that return, but it is quite evident
no seizure was made.

1fr. CASEY. If the hon. Minister told me what he now
says he did, I certainly did not hear him. My recollection
still is that ho told me he would be able to bring it down in
a short time. I do not doubt his word, but his memory.

Mr. SPEAKER Order.

Sir ADOLPHE CARON. The hon. gentleman told me,
moroover, that if I brought down what I could he would
be perfectly satisfied.

HOME RULE RESOLUTION.

Mr. MILLS. Before the Orders of the Day are called, I
would like to call the attention of the Bouse to a telegram
sent to the London Tima, at the instance of the First
Minister, which, the House will see, does not fairly repre-
sent the proceedings of this House, which the telegram
purports to reprosent. After the Order of the House that
you, Sir, should be the medium of communication, it was
scarcely respectful to the House, on the part of the First
Minister, to give instructions to an outsider to send news
of our proceedings to the English people, and that gentle-
man certainly sent a telegram which gave an erroneous
impression of the facte, and his telegram was before the
English public at least twenty-four hours before the actual
facts wore disclosed. The telegram purports to come from
Philadolphia, and is in these words:

" In the Dominion House of Oommons 7 esterday Mr. Blake's resolution
in favor of Home Rule for reland was danussed. The debate reulted
in the adoption, by 117 to 61 votes, of an amendment moyed by Mr.
Oosti an, nister of Inland Revenue declaring:

" Tst in view of the fact that Parliament addressed Her Majeety on
this subject in 1882, receiving from the Bart of Kimberley a not alto-
gether satisfactory response, this House earnestly hopes that such
measures will be adooted by the Imperial Parliament as wiil, while
preserving the integrity and well-being of the Empire and the rights
and stattu of the minority, be satisfactory to the people of Ireland, and
as will permanently remove the discontent so long unhappily prevail-
ing in tht country."

The word "statuea" is underlined, and underlined no doubt
to show that the principal object of this Parliament, in
passing the resolation, was to suggest a plan for the pro-
tection of the minority, and not with the view of urging
the Imperial Government to grant Home Rule to Ireland.

Mr. WHITE (Cardwell). Where is that dated ?
Mr. MILLS. Philadelphia, 7th April.
Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. In the absence of the First

Minister, I may say that the fouse remembers well what
the Firet Minister said when the question was put to hni.
He said that, immediately after the sitting of the House
that night, he saw Reuter's agent, and asked him to tele-
graph the whole procoedings.

Mr. MILLS. This is the telegram.
Sir HETFOR LANGEVIN. The next morning, hav-

ing ascertained that, instead of telegraphing the resolutions,
he had only sent a synopsis of or reaumé, the First Minister
took care that all the resolutions before thê Bouse and the
divisions should be cabled to the High Commissioner for
Canada, with instructions to have them published imme-
diately, and they were published in the Times. The High
Commissioner was instructed also to have the resolution of
the House printed and distributed to every member of the
House of Commons.
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r o Teous as containea in that r0olUon.
t Mr. PATERSON (Brant). Did you feel it incumbent

on you to send the resolution pased by thé House, or to
sond all the resolutions ?

Mr. SPEAKER. No, I sent an attested copy of the
resolution adopted by theR ouse.

1fr. PATERSON (Brant). Whioh you understood was
the wish of the House, and nothing more?

Mr. SPEAKER. I simply communicated that, and
nothing more--an attested copy.

CHIGNECTO MARINE TRANSPORT RAILWAY.

Mr. THOMPSON moved concurrence in the amendment
made by the Senate to Bill (No. 105) to amend the Act to
provide for the granting of a subuidy to the Ohignecto
Marine Transport Railway Company. He said: It is
simply a clause ratifying he contract which was made.

Mr. DAVIES. I could not hear a word of the ion, gen-
tleman's explanation.

Mr..THOMPSON. The object of the Act wae, as my
hon.,friend knows, to validate a contract which had been
made by the Minister of Railways, in October last, with
the company in charge of this work, and the clause does
that explicitly.

Mr. MITQHELL. Will the hon, gentleman have the
goodness to speak louder.

Mr. THOMPSON. The Senate has simply added a sec.
tion declaring that.that;contract is confirmed, as the At did
in eifect before.

Mr. MITCHELL. Will the Speaker order the amend-
ment'to be read, for I cannot catch, from what my hon,
friend says, what the meaning of it is.

Mr. SPEAKER read the amendient.

Mr. MITCHELL. I muet again protoat againet Ithe pas-
sage of a measure of this kind, which involves this country
to the extent of over 83,00.,000. I am not going to take
up the time of the House by discussing it ain, but I pro.
test against fixing upon this country, in oer o give the
promoters:of this company facilities for inducing English
capitaliste or others to go into this enterprise, an amount
of liability for which the country will get no benefit at all.

Motion agreed to, on a division, and amendments con.
curred in.

HALIFAX REFORMATORY FOR JUVENILE
OFFENDERS.

House resolved itself into Committee on Bill (No. 134)
to ampnd an Act respecting a reformatory for certain
juvenile offenders in the county of Halifax, in the Province
of Nova Scotia.-(Mr. Thompson.)

(In the Committee.)
On section 1,
Mr. WELDON. e bthis a Dominion or a Provincial ineti-

tution?
Mr. T HOMPSON. It is a Dominion institution, that is,

the powers are conferred by the Dominion authority. In
Halifax, there are two industrial sochools or reformatories,
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one for Protestant boys and the other for Roman Catholie
boys. This is the latter, and the hon. Senator who intro-
duced the Bill is, I think, himself one of the managers, or,
at any rate, Is largely interested in the management, and he
informs me that since the establishment of this institution
a considerable number of boys have been sent there who
can safely be allowed, after a shorttime of instruction and con-
finement, to go at large, that depending upon good behavior,
and he has suggested this method of applying what is
known as the ticket-of-leave system to this institution. I
have no personal acquaintance with the matter, but have
been willing to give my consent to its being tried, especially
as it is the strong wish of those who are concerned in the
institution.

Mr. WELDON. It is not supported by Dominion funds ?

Mr. THOMPSON. No.

Bill reported, and read the third time and passed.

OFFENCES AGAINST THE PERSON.

House resolved itself into Committee on Bill (No. 135) to
amend an Act respecting offences against the person.- (Mr.
Thompson.)

(In the Committee.)
On section 1,

Mr. CAMERON (Huron). It is a good sign of the times
to find that, as the Session grows older, my hon. friend
Erows wiser. I introduced a Bill in the earlier part of the

sion, making every accused person competent to give
evidence in his own behalf. The hon. gentleman strongly
opposed that Bill. He called upon his followers to vote it
down, and they voted it down accordingly. Now he fathers
a Bill which goes a great deal further than mine. He pro-
poses to make the wife a competent witness, not for, but
against, her husband. I have no objection to that proposal.
It is necessary, if the law is to be carried out, under the
decision in the case of the Queen vs. Bissell, in which it
was held by the Superior Courts of Ontario that the wife
was not a competent witness. That is practically doing
away with the Statute altogether, and I am in favor of
this Billin that respect. But if the wife is made a competent
witness against the husband, upon what principle eau the
hon. gentleman refuse to allow the husband to give evidence
in his own behalf ? To make the Bill perfect and just to
both parties, the wife ought to be a competent witness
against the husband, but the huaband ought not to be ex-
oluded from giving evidence in his own behalf. If his mouth
is closed, as it is under this law, his wife can enter the
witness-box and tell her own story and get a conviction
against her husband on one point. To make the Bill perfect,
if the wife is a competent witness, the husband shourd be a
competent witness. I suggest to the hon. Minister that he
should add a provision that such accused person shall be a
competent witness in his own behalf.

Mr. THOMPSON. I have no objection to the amend-
ment, but I do not see that the hon. entleman should
object to my growing wiser as I grow older.

Mr. CAMERON (Huron). I do not object; I am glad
of it.

Mr. THOMPSON. The hon. gentleman seems to have a
singular notion, however, that, ever since the defeat of that
Bill to allow criminals to give evidence in their own behalf,
every Bill is one like that. Now, this in a Bill of a very
,differnt character. It is simply to render competent the
wife to give evidence against the husband on a charge of

Mr. TRoMPsoN.

desertion. In some of the Provinces it has been held that
she is competent, but by a decision in an Ontario court, the
one, I presume, to whicb the hon. gentleman referred, ithas
been decided that she was not competent in consequence of
an old English decision based on the principle that she had
an interest. However, [ have no objection to that amend-
ment.

fr. CAMERON (Huron). The court in this case were
divided in opinion.

Bill reported, and read the third time and passed.

THE LAW RESPECTING THE NORTH-WEST
TERRITORIES.

Mr. THOMPSON moved the second reading of Bill (No.
133) flrther to amend the law respecting the North-West
Territories.

Motion agreed to, Bill read the second time, and House
resolved iteelf into Committee.

(In the Committee.)

On section 4,

Mr. THOMPSON. Those were the laws that were in
force there at the time the territories were acquired by
England.

Mr. MILLS. I do not know as to the exact position of
these territories. Of course, the Hudson Bay Company
claimed to have jurisdiction over them, and did, as a matter
of fact, exercisé a kind of jurisdiction in the territories
from 1820 to 1870, but whether the English law could be in
force in the territories at that particular time, or whether
it would be any other law, it would be difficult to say. In
1763, those territories were conquered by Canada, and were
surrendered to the Crown of Great Britain by the Treaty of
Paris. The French reserved all the territory that was west
of the Mississippi as far north as the source of the river, but
all the territories that were further north than the source of
the Mississippi River and that were embraced in the Province
of Canada, were ceded, and they are so marked on the map
by the English and French commissioners in 1773, at the
time the cession took place, as French territory. Now,
while the English law, in so far as it is applicable to a new
country, becomes the law of that country when it is
acquired by discovery and is colonised by settlers from the
Mother Country, that is not the rule where the territory is
acquired by conquest, as this was. Besides, that rule only
applies up to the time the territories were actually taken
possession of, which would not be until 1870, and unless the
law is brought into force by this Statute, it would not be in
force of its own vigor in consequeuce of the occupation
of settlers.

Mr. THO RPSON. I cannot agree with that view. I think
the law was in force.

Mr. MILLS. Now ?

Mr. THOIPSON. 1 think the English law does apply
in case of conquest. The law of the conquering country
prevails. That is of no consequencs here, however.
The intention is to bring in force the civil and criminal
laws of England in respect to those matters on which the
Parliament of Canada has not legislated, so as to bring in
force there the common law, at any rate. I think that is
the meaning sud the interpretation.

Mr. MILLS. With respect to the introduction of the
Engliah law, it is laid down by the authorities, that in tho
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ase of a conquered country, the law romains in force until

it is superseoded by the King. The King has power in himseoif
for purposes of tegislation as regards a conquered country;
but his lgelhtion and power of dealing with the country is
supersedehy the action of Parliament. If the Legislature
should make concessions, then the King's power is gone alto.
gether. Th difflculty in dealing with this country arises
as to whether the French law was in force in that country
at the time the territory was acquired in 1766. There can
ho no doubt that the Governors of Canada from i729 tili
1759 exercied jurisdiction over the country. They issued
licenses to various parties to trade there; they established
a number of trading poste, and at the time Quebec was
taken there were over fifty French soldiers in that country.

On section 14,
Mr. WELDON. I think it would be a great deal botter

to adopt the practice which is now in force in Ontario, or
some of the other Provinces, instead of that which is in
force in England, under wholly different circumstances.

Mr. THOMPSON. The object of this is not at all to
introduce the English practice, but to provide for the powers'
of the court, and I thought it better to assimilate it in this
respect to the sister court of Manitoba. However, the
clause may stand.

Mr. MILLS. There is another matter which I think
ought to be considered in connection with this question,
and that is as to how far yon will allow the court to exer-
cise jurisdiction in cases of contempt out of court. There
is no doubt the law on that subject is now obsolte, or
should b. so regarded, and, white it is necessary that a
court should have power to punish for contempt committed
in the court, I think it is wholly inconsistent with our
modern notions to allow the court to exercise jurisdiction
in cases of contempt out of court, where the party is practi-
cally deprived of the right of trial under the laws. In many
of the American States that power bas been greatly
abridged. For instance, a member of the court may be
severely criticised, and it may be the party bas done a great
injustice to the court, but, after al], why not let the court
be vindicated the same as any other party, in accordance
with the law of the land, instead of taking the law into its
own bands?

Mr. THOMPSON. I think that in that respect this
court sehould be put on the same footing as the courts of the
other Provinces, as in course of time it will no doubt be
fully as important as the other courte in respect of the
volume of business, &c. I think, therefore, it should have
as full powers to protect itself as the courts of the other
Provinces.

On section 18,
Mr. MILLS. lis it intended to give the court juriediction

to amend its own procedure and to make rulos and regula-
tions ?

Mr. THOMPSON. The North-West Council at present
have power to deal with that subject.

Mr. MILLS. The judges would be botter qualified to deal
with it.

Mr, THOMPSON. They practically do now. The North.
West Council prescribe the procedure, and the judges sitting
atthat council are realy left to deal with the matter. I
do not see any objection to giving them power directly to
do it.

Mr. CAMERON (Huron). I think it is an objectionable
thing to alow judges to be members of the North-West
CoUnoild

On section 20,
Mr. MILLS. Is it intended to continue the appointment

of sheriffa and clerks by the Governor in Counci when the
Territories have full reprosentation?

Mr. THOMPSON. It is intended that the appointments
shall be from bore.

On section 22,
Mr. THOMPSON. I think the sherif should be required

to give security before entering upon his duties, and I move
the following in place of this clause:-

Before entering on the duties of hie office each of the sherifft to be
appointed under this Act shal give security by bond or by guarate
in ome guarantee company, approved of by the Governor in ounell, la
the sum of $2,000, and the clerka shall eaoh give like security in the
sum of sOOO.

Mr. MACKENZIE. Would it not be botter to limit it to
a guarantee ?

Mr. THOMPSON. It might be difficult in that country
to get a guarantee, and I thought I had botter allow the
option.

Amendment agreed to.

On section 35,
Mr. DAVIES. Are the powers of the deputies defined, or

is it necessary to define them?

Mr. THOMPSON. I do not think it is necessary to define
them. The Interpretation Ac says that whatover may be
done by an offcer may be done by his deputy.

Committee rose and reported progress.

QUEBEC HARBOR IMPROVEMENTS.

House resolved itself into Committee to consider certain
proposed resolutions (page 1342) respecting the improve.
ments of the barbor of Quebec. -(Mr. McLelan.)

([n the Committee.)

On resolution 1,
Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. This matter was explained

the other day, but I will repeat the explanation.
This work was undertaken, I think, in 1875,
and the works were authorised by Order in
Council at that period. The works have progressed since,
and, as they progressed, the Government, with the sanction
of Parliament, advanced the sums roquired to continue
thom. Last year I promised that I would have an exami-
nation made during the recess to see which would be the
best mode of completing the docks and making the
city side of the dock water tight, as required. This
has been examined by Mr. Perley, the Chief Engi.
neer of the Department, and Mr. Sandford Fleming.
They have reported three schemes for the completion of
that work on the city side. The first scheme would be to
build a water-tight wall from the gas works, or the portion
of the dock which is next to the gas works, by a street
which is reserved in the concessions to the proprietors
there, and to carry at the same time the ewer of the city,
which empties into the harbor there, along the wall to the
St. Lawrence. The objection to that scheme is
we would thus have to purchase property of large v
wbere the emall vessele, schocners and so on, comé
every season, and this would incroase largely the expendi-
ture that would be reqired for this work. Welhave, there-
fore, thought it would e beotter not to go in for that ex-
peneWause ifl we adopted tii firet ahme,ae therewould
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be only one entrance to the one dock, the emall craft would
have to be admitted at the same time and would be inter-
fering constantly with the large vessels admitted to the
dock. The Government have, therefore, thought that that
p lan should not be adopted. The second plan is to start
from the same point near the gas works, and follow what
is called the commissioners' line, which was fixed years ago,
and come to what is called the cross-wall, where tie lock is
being built. By this means, we would still have w pur-
chase property to a very great extent, because we
would be interfering with the access to a number of
these wharves, and therefore have to pay an indemnity
to these parties. Thus the second scheme has also been put
aside4 The third scheme, which has been adop ted and for
which we ask money now, is that instead of following the
commissioners' line, a wall should be built north of that line,
in order to leave access to the wharves between the wall
and the end of those wharves. Thus we would bring that wall
from the gas works down to the cross-wall, but a
portion of the cross-wall would remain open, for the
purpose of giving a separate access to these wharves,
without going through the lock, which will be the lock of
the dock. Thus we would have hardly any property to
purchase, we would have no damage to pay, and we would
not have to interfore with the sewage of the city, which we
would not divert at all, and thus we would be quite inde-
pendent of those proprietors. Another reason is, that by
building this wall, by the third scheme, we would have not
only on the Louise Embankment side large berthe for the
ships that would visit the wet dock, but would also have
alongside the other wall that we are now asking money for
a large number of berths for vessels, thus doubling the
capacity for wharfage purpose of the dock, without increas-
ing the expense of the building of the work. These are
about the works that have been decided upon in order to
complete the dock.

Mr. LANGELIER. If I understand the explanations of
the hon. Minister, the plan adopted by the Government
consista in building the cross-wall which is now being
built-

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. That is now under contract.

Mr. LANGELIER. Not up to Dalhousie street, but to
stop at what is called the commisioners' line.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. Yes-.

Mr. LANGELIER. But what would be done with the
portion of the croes-wall which is commenced ? I under-
stand that it has been commenced in a portion that is not
now to be built.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. That portion is not built,
so there will be no work lost.

Mr. GAULT. I have no objection whatever to this
money being voted for the harbor of Quebec, but, at the
same time, I think it is about time the Government took
into consideration the necessity of assuming the Lake St.
Peter debt. The Lake St. Peter channel is as much a canal
as any other canal in Canada, and I think the Government
should take that into consideration.

Mr. CURRAN. The hon. gentleman who has just spoken
has referred to a subject which has been a burning question
for a considerable length of time. The people, not only of
Montreal, but in various sections of the country, have taken
it into consideration and have spoken favorably of the
assumption by the Government of that particular debt. No
doubt this is not a gilt to the harbor of Quebec; it is a ioan
upon interest, but while we may expect, perhaps, at some
future day, that the Government will take into theiLfavor-

Sir RàTos LAYaynT.

able consideration the application that has been made to
them, and which has been supported by varions Ministers,
and successive Administrations, I think I may aleo ask the
Government, now that the port of Quebec is being attended
to, to take into their favorable consideration the city of
Montreal, and the absolute necessity that exista for the con-
struction of a bridge across the Lachine Canal, which will
not involve a very great outlay. I have laid before the
Government facts and figures which must convince any
body of gentlemen who are desirous of doing fair play, of the
absolute necessity of a bridge being constructed for the pro-
tection of life and property near the prosent Wellington
Bridge over the Lachine Canal. I hope we will have some
assurance from the Government that they will consider this
matter, and that a sum will be put into the Supplementary
Estimates to accomplish this work.

Mr. MITCHELL. I like the sentiments expressed by
the hon. member for Montreal Centre (Mr. Curran), but h.
would be much more practical if ho would propound a reso-
lution, upon which a vote could be taken, than he is by
making vague statements as to what he would desire if the
Government would be pleased to do it. It is useless to talk
about what we would desire; what we want is a pro.
position asking the Government to do what is right
for the city of Montreal, and, if my hon. friend will make a
motion embodying what he has said, I will be very happy
to vote for it.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. In answer to my hoa. friend
for Montreal Centre, I may say that to day I saw the Min-
ister of Railways and Canals on the subject of the bridge in
question, and he told me that he had given orders to study
that subject in order to see how the complainte could be
met. He has every desire, and there is every desire on the
part of the Government, to do what we can in order to
remedy the evil complained of. I know that bridge is
frequented by a very large portion of the inhabitants of
Montreal, by a large number of vehicles, along with foot
passengers, and the surprise is that we have not to deplore
loss of life every day at that point. 1 can assure the hon.

gentleman that the Minister of Railways is desirons of
coming to the relief of Montreal in that respect. I may
say to the hon. gentleman who spoke last, that, if he con-
tinues to have the same confidence in us that he recently
had, he will rely upon what we say when we tell him that
our intention is to meet the wishes of Montroal as far as
possible. We have never refused to any portion of the
country, and especially to Montreal, any reasonable demand
that was made. I may say that this is one of those reason-
able demands that will be taken up by the Government
with the intention of remedying the evil complained of.

Mr. MACKENZIE. As this matter is before the House,
I would like to know the financial position of the Quebe
Harbor Trust.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. The Trust, after paying the
ordinary expenses of every kind for salaries, repairs to
their property, &c., have left a sum sufficient to enable
them to pay 4 per cent. interest and 1 per cent. of a sink-
ing fund on about 8750,000. That covers their debt, ex-
cept tie debt on these docks. Of course, we are hastening
the completion 'of the docks in order that they may be
ready to give a return, for we expect that the interest and
sinking f und will be obtained, and more than that. We ex-
peet that these docks will b. a paylig work, and that as
soon as they are completed we wil have a revenue sufe-
oient not only to pay the interest on the sinking fund, but
to leave a surplus to the commission. Of course that de-
pende altogether on the trade.

Mr. MACKENZIE. Do I understand that the interest
is only paid on the old issue of bonds and not on the new?

Sir HECTOR LANGETIN. No, not on the new.
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Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHI. What is the total debt

at present, exclusive of this three-quarters of a million,
without this present loan which you propose te give ?

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. Including this present loan,
it would be about S2,875,000.

Mr. DAVIES. That is $2,120,000 altogether, at the pre-
sent time, is the existing debt?

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. I am speaking of those
works. The first amount that was advanced to the board
was 81,200,000, and out of that they paid the debt of the
commission at the time, of about 8750,000. They pay
irterest on that and the sinking fund. Thon other sums
have been advanced te the commission since for these docks.

Mr. MITCHELL. How much ?
Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. About a million dollars.
Mr. MITCHELL. I can only say that if the district of

Montreal had so able a representative in the Cabinet as my
hon. friend the Minister of Public Works, I am sure
the request would have been granted that has come so fre-
quently from the city of Montreal, from the Harbor Trust,
from tie Board of Trade, from the Corn Exchange, and from
public meetings, and their demands would net have been in
vain, as they have been to a very large extent. I am not
a representative of the city of Montreal, but I am a citizen
of Montreal, and in that capacity I state here that the ort
of Montreal has not received that attention from the trov-
ernment which its great importance demands, and if she
only had a representative in the Cabinet who would do for
her what the Minister of Public Works does for the district
of Quebec, she would get what she is fairly entitled te.

Mr. GAULT. I am very much pleased that the Minister
has taken up that question with regard te the bridge over
the Lachine Canal. A great many people are constantly
crossing that bridge.

The DEPUTY SPEAKER. I think I have allowed that
subject te be discussed as far as it ought te be.

Resolutions concurred in.
Mr. MOLELAN introduced Bill (No. 140) respecting im-

provements of the harbor of Quebec.
Bill read the first time.

FIRST READING.

.Bill (No. 141) further te amend the law of evidence in
certain cases (from the Senate).-(Mr. Thompson.)

INSURANCE.

louse resolved itself into Committee on Bill (No. 111)
respecting insurance.-(Mr. Thompson.)

(In the Committee.)
On section 4,
Mr. THOMIPSON. A question has been suggested since

the Committee on Banking and Commerce passed the Bill,
which may be worthy of some consideration. The clause
provides, among other things, that, exoepting on conditions
named, no company shall transact any business of life, fire
or inland marine mnsurance in Canada. It has been sug-
gested that the words are more stringent than they were in-
tended te be, and that the prohibition of transacting any busi-
nessof insurance might apply te a porion such, for instance,
as an inspecter of a foreign company here for the purpose
of making an inspection. Before the committee it was
understood that no prohibition would be enactedagainst the
Manufacturers' Inmuranco Company, on account of the
particular oiroumstanoes of that oompany. It has been said

that a prohibition against transacting any business of
insuranoe might apply against au offieer of that company
who came here to make an inspection of property. That,
of course, was not intended; I do not think it is the effect
of the clause; but if it is thought to be t.he effect of the
clause, I suggest that the words "carry onI" b. substitated
for transact."

Mr. MULOOK. I quite agree with the tenor of the
remarks made by the Minister of Justice, but I am afraid
he is going to defeat the object by adopting the words sug-
gested. What is necessary to guard against is the transac-
tion of insurance business as between the company and
third parties. I am afraid if w. use the words "carry on,"
more than merely taking risks would be necessary in order
that this section should apply, as it was desired to apply to
the case of receiving applications.

Mr. THOMPSON. This clause will certainly cover the
case of brokers canvassing for applications in Canada.

Section, as amended, agreed to.
Bill reported, and read the third time and passed.

SUPPLY.

House again resolved itself into Committee.

(In the Committee.)

Immigration Expenses.................. .... $279,92

Mr. MoKULLEN. What are supposed to be the duties
of the agent at Ottawa? It appears to me singular that
there should be an agent here at S1,300 a year.

Mr. CARLING. The agent at Ottawa is a most efficient
man. A very large number of immigrants corme ere, just
as they do to other agencies, and the Ottawa agent has the
distribution of them throughout the whole Ottawa valley.

Mr. MOMULLEN. I can easily understand the necessity
of having agents and complete staffs at suh points as Mon-
treal and Quebec; but I think to pay 81,800 or an agent at
Ottawa is extravagant. I do not think it is ever the case
that a lot of immigrants come straight through to Ottawa,
and seek to get the information here as to where they can
get lande and where it is most desirable to settle. We
might as well have an agent in the city of Huli. I admit
that it might be well to have some person to give directions
to parties who might enquire; but I would like to know
how many immigrants this agent received lait year, where
they were distributed, and generally what amount of work
h. has done ?

Mr. CARLING. It is impossible for me to give that in-
formation just now. This gentleman bas been an agent
here for a great many years; he was here when the hon.
gentleman's friends were in power ; and he is considered
one of the most efficient agents in the service of the Gov-
ernment. A large number of immigrants do come straight
through to Ottawa; I think it was only yesterday that a
large number came here. I shall be glad to firnish the
hon. gentleman with information as to the number of im-
migrants who came last year, and how they were distri-
buted.

Mr. McMULLEN. I have no desire to express want of
confidence in the efficiency of the agent. I have no doubt
he is an efficient man.

Mr. CARLING. If the hou. gentleman will refer to the
annual report, h. will find the number of immigrants who
came here, and how they were distributed.

Mr. McMULLEN. No doubt the report cantains that
information, but I think the Minister should be prepared
to give it toushemr. It in pretty dificultrto red all thosm
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reports. I think we have had this Session quite euough
answers of that kind. If we can do without this agent, I
think we should cut him off.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGIT. Whatever may be the
merits of the Ottawa agent, one thing is tolerably certain,
that an enormous num ber of the immigrants who have been
reported as having settled in Canada, have disappeared in a
most unaccountable fashion. Year after year for the last nine-
teen years-I am bound to say under the Administration of
which I was a member, as well as under this Administration
-we have had statements that 20,000, 30,000, 50,000,
113,000, 120,000 immigrants have come to this contry.
Now, Sir, the hon. gentleman knows perfectly well that our
cousus returns show conclusively that of the immigrants
reported by our officers and agents as having settled
in Canada, not 25 per cent. can by any possibility have
remained. That is perfectly clear, at any rate, as regards
the two censuses of 1871 and 1881, and something must be
very much amiss in the mode in which those returns are
made. Looking back to 1867, and taking up the returne of
the hon. gentleman's Department, we find that about 900,000
immigrants-I think the exact figures are 875,000-are
stated to have settled in Canada during the last eighteen or
nineteen years. I am not ce»suring the hon. gentleman's
individual management, I am speaking of the whole sub.
ject of immigration; and it is perfectly absurd to suppose
that any ucnumber of immigrants have remained in
Canada. It is a matter of grave doubt whether the
total increase of our population during the nine-
teen years since Confederation has amounted to 900,000.
It is undoubted that one of two things have occurred. Eithcr
these immigrants have merely passed through Canada, or
they have displaced other people bore. It is quite clear
that these réturns, setting forth that so many people have
settled here, are entirely unreliable. It may be-I do not
pretend to say it is not-the case that these immigrants
have declared to the hon. gentleman's officers they intend to
stop here. but we cannot shut our eyes to tho fact that a
vast proportion of them have mot stayed here. That is
quite demonstrable from the census roturns as late as
1881, and the other returns, the various municipal
returne, especially for Ontario, ail go to show, in the strong-
est possible fashion, that the immigrants either do not stay
in the country or thrust out Canadians to make place for
them. Under either of these conditions it cannot be said
we are doing a very sensible thing in spending the money
we spend for the purpose of bringing immigrants to the
country. The hon. gentleman, if he has studied the question,
must be aware that, according to our municipal returns,
the total increase in Ontario for the last four or five years
renders it impossible to suppose that anything like the
number of immigrants reported to have come in, can have
settled here.

Committee rose, and it being Six o'clock, the Speaker left
the Chair.

After Reces.
IN COMMITTEE-THIRD READINGS.

Bill (No. 79) respecting the Napanee, Tamworth and
Quebec Railway Company.-(Mr. White, Hastings.)

Bill (No. 119) to ineorporate the Winnipeg and Hudson'.
Bay Railway and Steamship Company.-(Mr. Royal.)

Bill (No. 87) to incorporate the Columbia Valley Rail-
way Coxpany.-(Mr. Tupper.)-[Title chan ed to "lThe
Kootenay and Athabasca Railway Company."J

SUPPLY.

aouse m rsolved itef mto Committee.

(In the, Committee.)
Mr. MoMULLEN. I was remarkingjust before six o'clock,

that I thought there was little or nothing to do in this office
at Ottawa. I see that $3,217.08 was spent in the Ottawa
immigration office last year for salaries and contingencies.
I notice that all the agent has reported is some 1,200 that
arrived here in that time. That is about $3 a head. I
cannot see the necessity of continuing that office with the
immense expense attached to it. Of course, the Minister
of Agriculture is perhaps in a better position to judge what
is necessary than any member of the House, but it appears
to me quite absurd. Kingston, where there is an amount
of $1,300 to be voted for the agent, is another point where
there is considerable expense, 83,056.25 having been spent
there last year for salaries and contingencies.

Mr. CARLING. Thore is no additional charge. It is
the same as it was last year, and these agencies have to be
kept up. The number of immigrants last year may have
been less than in the previous year, but there is every
probability that it will be larger this year.

Mr. oMULLEN. I notice that last year $2,956.25 was
spent for salaries and contingencies in the Hamilton office,
for which a vote of 81,250 is now asked for the agent. 1
really cannot see that much immigration business can be
done in Hamilton. I eau understand that in Toronto it is
absolutely necessary that you should have an efficient staff,
but I cannot understand why at Hamilton, which is so very
close to Toronto, only 39 miles, we should have the addi-
tional expense of an agency. I admit that it is pretty hard
to cut these things down, ard that it would not be a very
popular thing for any Minister of Agriculture to undertake,
but it should be inaugurated, and I believe that anyone who
would enter upon that matter would receive the thanks of
this entire Doi ninion. Thore is a large amount of money
spent in connection with immigration that is not at all
necessary. We ought to reorganise the whole system, and
we sheuld begin by cutting off these useless agencies. Of
course the agents all try to show that there is business
done, because they expect, if they did not, they would lose
their position. Even in Ottawa Inotice there is an extended
report. I dare say the agent has plenty of time to prepare
it, probably half a year, for I do not think ho works half a
year. I do not see tho necessity for an agent at Hamilton.

Mr. CARLING. A very large number of immigrants
come by way of Suspension Bridge, and Hamilton is looked
upon as a distributing station for western Ontario. We have
immigration buildings there and a very good officer, and
every attention is paid to immigrants who come by that
particular route,

Mr. MOMULLEN. I should like to ask-

Some hon. MEMBERS. Question, carried.

Mr. No17ULLEN. We will get through all the sooner
if you will keep quiet. You are not going to scare me-
not a bit. I want to know if there i. any assistance given
to immigrants coming by way of New York? Do we get
immigrants by way of New York, or is our assistance
confined to those who come by the Atlantic to Quebec ?

Mr. CARLING. No assistance whatever is given to
immigrants coming by way of New York.

Mr. MoMULLEN. How is it, thon, that immigrants
come in by way of Suspension Bridge ?

Mr. CARLING. Immigrants that come by the Canard
and White Star linos to Canada come by way of Suspension
Bridge. All the immigrants that come to the country are
not assisted. Out of the 80,000 that came to this oountry
last year, only 7,000 or 8,000 wee asited.
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Mr. WILSON. On this item of 11,000 for London, I Are they reported at any other point before they reach

would ask what numberof immigrants arrived there, and London?
where are they distributed ? Mr. CARLING. I think they are reported either at

Some hon. MEMBERS. Oh, oh. Hamilton or at Quebec, when they arrive. They are sent
The CHAIRMAN. Order, order. from Quebec. The agent at Quebec ham information from

different agents where immigrants are required, and ho
Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. If order cannot be sends them to the different pointa.

maintained, we will have to move that the oommittee rise. Mr. CAMERON (Middlesex). It was stated lat year in
The'CHAIRMAN. Hon. gentlemen are interrupting the reference to some of these local agents, that they soted as

business bytheir disorder. agents for the disposal of rarms, and in that capacity they
Mr. WILSON. I desire to get some information as to were making a good deal of money, and, in some cases,

the services this man in London performs during the year. rather acting to the prejudice of those who were coming to
I do not object to his being paid a reasonable amount, but I the country. I have never heard this alleged with refer-
want to know whether he is doing enough for the amount ence to the agent at London, but this is the only oppor.
he receives. tunity I have had, on account of the disorder of the com-

Somehn.EMnB RS. Oh, oh. mitte, of calling the Minister's attention to the subject.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. I move that the commit. Mr. CARLING. I am not aware that any such charge
m . was made againet any particular agent, but there is notee rise and report progress, and ask leave to sit agam· doubt that farmers, or parties who have land or firme forlUnless hon. gentlemen can keep their own su pporters in sale, give the number of the lots, and probably the price,

order while these Estimates are discussed, it is idie to go on. to the agent, so that he can give the information to the im-
Mr. MULOCK. I think that is a most proper motion to migrante who may desire to purchase. But I am not aware

make ; we are now granting supplies to Her Majesty, and ai the present moment of any charge having bean made
there is no matter more important to the people than a against an agent of receiving commissions, and I am not
proper disposition of the taxes they pay. We are bound to aware that any investigation has been made into any such
give the most serions consideration to every proposition case.
involving the creation of taxes, and if this committee is Mr. MoMULLEN. I have known a case where an immi.
not prepared"to-night to give that consideration to these ation agent has eut advertisements out of a paper of
matters which they demand, then it is quite clear that we farms for sale and sent them to the parties who advertised,
cannot go on. saying that if they chose to give him the sale of the farm

Sir RECTOR LANGEVIN. I have no doubt that the he would undertake to sell it for a certain percentage, or
committee;wishesto get on with the business, and proceed for $25 or $50, so much being paid down. I know there
with the voting of supplies to Her Majesty, and, therefore, has been such a case, but I do not know that the Govern.
being convinced of that, as I have no doubt the lon. gentle. ment were aware of it. I saw one case myself where an
man is, who las made the motion, I hope he will with- agent had eut out an advertisement and sent it to theparty
draw hislmotion;and letyus proceed. who advertised the sale, saying he had opportunities of

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. If the hon. gentleman making sales, and for a certain snm lie would try and pro.
will use!his;influence with his supporters to alow these cure a purchaser. It is desirable that immigration agents
items tbe fairly discussed, I certainly will withdraw should give all the directions possible to immigrants or

it ; but it is absurd to suppose that we eau go on with the parties seeking to buy farms; but where an immigration

discussion in the midst of cat-calls and all kinds of noises. agent uses his position to improve his own personal cir-
cumstances it is not well that the practice should be

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. Withdraw. encouraged.
The HAIR&IAN. I declare the motion lost. Mr. HESSON. The hon. gentleman should gi#e the name
Mr. WILSON. I think this motion should be put to the of the agent. It is scarcely fair for the hon. member not to

House. submit the name to the Minister in order that ho may bring

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. That je let.the agent to answer the charge. I can quite understand
that any agent acting in that manner would not be doing

Mr.!WILSON. I was on my feet before the motion was what it is hie duty to do and what he i paid for doing. I '
put. I desire to express my sentiments upon the motion, an agent is giving voluntary information to parties, it is all
and I think I am in my right. We are perfectly prepared right; but if the licn. gentleman says that he has seen
toggo'on with the Estimates, but I shall expect that the advertisements by immigration agents of farme to sell, then
Minister leading the House will do his utmost to keep his he ought to be candid enough to give the committee the
supporters in order. I desire to ask the Minister where names so that the Minister can make enquiries.
the immigrants arriving in London are distributed ? Mr. MoMULLEN. The hon. member for Perth misun-
CiMr.-CARLING. I find by the report that 1,160 arrived derstood me. What I said was, that an immigration agent
at Londqp, and they were distributed in the western part had out an advertisement out of a paper and sent it to
of'Ontario. Mr. Smythe, the agent, gives great attention to the party advertising a farm, stating that, if a commission
strangers. When they arrive le takes cane of them, and was given, ho might possibly find a purchaser at a certain
they are well pleased. figure. He did not advertise himself as agent; but he ut

Mr. WILSON. Does the agent devote his whole atten- out an advertisement and sent it to the party saying that
tion to this part of the business ? ho had good opportunities of selling property.

Mr. CA RLING. I believe he does. Mr. T ROW. In regard te this question, it i an easy
Mr. WILSON. The Minister ie not aware that lie bas matter to name the agent. It is Mr. Donaldson of Toronto.

any othen busiresà at al? We are aware that he does advertise very extensively. I
do not know that he does very material injury eitber to

Mr. CARLING. No, I am not. the immigration Department or to immigrants, Men of
Mr.fMoMb[ULLEN. Suppose these immigrants come inat limited means are thus informed where they can obtain

Montreal, are they again reported when they gat to London? 1 homesteads in the older Provinces, partioularly in Ontario.
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The commission if he reoeives any, and I presume ho does, pected. What information hasthe hon. gentleman on this
is paid by the party who employa him. It is no particular subjeot. They have core in under the auspices of Count
injury to the immigrant, but is if anything a benefit d'Eterhazy, a welI.known family.
because ho gets information from Mr. Djnaldson for which Mr. CARLING. I believe the.Count la gone up to the
ho doos not pay, and the commission comes out of the North-Weet within the lut few days and that ho bas filty
pockets of the persons who sell the property. Humga!ian families with him, and othors are expeoted te

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. It may be true in this follow.
particular case, but I dcubt that it is a wise policy to allow Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGIIT. What arrangements
an immigration agent to make profits from selling farms. have been made with hirn? Re las received, I think, a
It may ho and very likely is the case in the instance of the
particular agent alluded to by the hon. gentleman, that
good rather than harm resuits; but the Minister will see Mr. CARLING. There la no apecial grant, but they will
that it ia a prac1tice very liable to abuse, ho placed on landssas centigueus as possible.

Mr. CARLING. I arn informed that it i8 contrary t 1Mr.pGAULT. Iknow the ateamahip agents expet a very
the instructions of the Department and is net don. with large immigration. The steamship Parisiau bronglit 600
their knowledge. t 15 not don. by ail or any ef the agents steerage passengers on lier laut voyage. There musft have
with the. approval or conient of the Government. The been at least 2,500 passengers arrived this spring from
Government's attention having been called ts it they will Liverpool at the port of Mntrealr
put a stop te it.Mr. TROW. I b there any neeCuit for an agent at ther-e

Mr. MU LOCK. 1 amn glad to hear the Miniater se, varions points in the North-West, Brndon, Qu'Appelle,
express himself. While in many instances it may h MedicinesRat and se on. They are al en the lin. of rail -
advantsgeous te the immgrant to get honest information way, and, as a matter of necessity, &&I those who pat§s
from anyone. yet the Government runs the danger of Brandon will have te, proceed westward te Qu'Appelle and
compromihing itself if its immigration agents are in a thence ti Medicines at.
position where they can injure those whem they ahould ir. CARLING. I can only say teWtheRGon. gentleman
protect. If an immigration agent is acting for the vendor that the distances are great, and that we have now an appli-
of propertyi e, of course, lias the interet of the vendor at cation for an immigrationagency at Regina, as a large num-
heartfor iLmut o aremembered that one party cannot b. ber of German immigrants have arrived thereand others are
both byer and seller. Immigrants who arrive oere are fllowing. It io the poliy of the Goverment toerect
unacquainted with the value ot property; they are not in a buildings at these different points for immigrants, se as te
wition te decid for thnseolv ; they cannot roly on their be able t 2ogivethem proper attention, and of course w
own judgment, and terefore tbey must rely on the agent muyt swpply offieors te look after the buildingseae.take
who gives hLm advice. If in sch a case asMias been care of the immigrants, te Wsupply information and tepsee
refxrred te the agent should make a mistake, either that they are placed on the land they are looking for.
unintentionauy or froin morrupt motives, and the immi- yr. Mn NILLEN. I see there are assistants and care-
grant should e deceived, it would operate against the takers employed at Enerson, Winnipeg and Qu'Appelle.
Goveroment, which woutd b. more or leasg mpromied by Are they employed ail the year round?
tht Act, although i was donewithout the Government's Mr. CARLING. I caeonlyisayto thaho. entlema
sanction or approval. I am therefore glad tht the in the diARtn s we ae tain te haie oanaph
Minister bas intimated that the Government oppose agents aton foearimmigration haen appte ta e asalag n
acting as middlemen, and I hope that if any practice of the berpof as immigrants age ari trer
kind refered teha sprung up the Departient wihl take fr. WATSON. iDnt es the hon gentleman intend to es-
immediate stops tehintimate te the agents that the practice tablish an agency on the Manitoba and North Western
muotihor the future discontinued. believe a petition las been sentin asking for such an

own jRdgmentHADCATR T muteon.gent agency, and there to a large section of fine agriultural

man give the committee a information 
e 

the state ofe

nimtetionay inor fm or rupest mteivhes en the ?i Mr. CARLLNG. The Goverment have decided tceput
imigratio houldtbedeveitwuldotperegnt teup two buildings, one at Minnedosa and Qne at Birtle, and

or.CARLING. Ih bave noreport, but the information they are now under construction. The people of the muni-
w. have shows that immigrants have gone in in large ciaities have undertaken te take charge of the buildings
nuinors, which a very gratiying indeed. adth i rnish the fuel, se that the Governuent are at ne

Sir RICHARD CARTWR GHT. What dosthe hon. expense whatever byond that ncurredyanerectingthe
gentleman mean by large numbers? building.

Mr. CARLING. ive car load of immigrants have gene Mr. TROW. Wouid it net ho a saving if effiient inter-
up inee train, aud other trains have been in the saine preters were made agents at these difforent pointsh?-t an
way filled, so that we havere on te beieve that a very interpreter b a man of business, why ashould ho net a set
large number of immigrants have settled iu the North- as "gent?
Wst thi e semon.miknowet fifty German immigrants who Mr. CARLING. At Winipeg we have assistant inter-
have gone to Regina and become setters l that immediate preters and we have aise had on. at Qu'Appele. If it l
neighborhood. Fri athe reports we have of the agents of fond necesary t have intrpreters at peose other points
the steaiship and railway companies we have reason te n doubt we will supp y thea, but we muot he guided by
holieve there wiil bu a large immigration inte the North- circiimstances. Immigrants corne frein different countries,
West this esvon. Gernans,rungarians, Icelanders nd soe on, snd every tre-

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. I would have supposed caution is taken t bhaveoarties there who uudertand these
that the bon. gentleman woa ld have reoived reLmbrsfro? varions language te give them nesary information.
th"t agenoy ore thia. 1fr. BAKER (Viotoria). I desire te taire this opportuanity

Mr. CARLING. t Fi catr asof immigrof again impresing on the initer e Agriculture te
pdeirability and the justice of inercaseing the salary of tan

Sir RICHARD CART WRIGHT. I saw a statement made s immigration agent at Victoria, C., to at ieat 81,200.
resntly that valuable immiga fro rn imgrare ex-I Mlthouh ComarisoN s are odiou notie that the i«Onteat

hav goe o Rgin ad bcom sttlrs n hatimmdite reersandwehav alo ad ne t u'ApeH. f i i

Mr. Taow.
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Brandon and Qu'Appelle get $1,400. Nowi, of my own
knowledge, 1 am perfectly sure that the work performed in
British Columbia by the Dominion immigration agent is
equal to, if it does not exceed, that of either of those persons.
I know that lat year some islight increase was made for
extra services performed in connection with the Colonial
and Indian Exhibition. That, however, bas now ceased, and
the agent will get only $1,000 a year, the amount which he
had previous to that addition. I have no doubt that the
Minister is aware that the cost of living in British Columbia
is far in excess of the eastern Provinces at least; and, inas-
much as in fixing the salaries for Emerson, Brandon, &c.,
the increased cost of living has been taken into consideration,
I would impress on him the desirability of taking also into
consideration the increased cost of living in British Colum-
bia, and placing the agent there on the same footing as other
agents in regard to salary. The sum of $1,200 would be the
least salary which would be con mensurate with the services
rendered by that agent to the Department.

Mr. CARLING. The agent at Victoria is looked upon
as a very good and a very deserving man. Daring the past
year he has been employed collecting exhibits for the
colonial Exhibition, and the amount paid him for that extra
work will bring his salary up to 81,200, not only for this
3 ear, but for next year. If we find that immigration in-
creases, as we expect it will; I can only promise that Mr.
Jessop's salary shall be favorably considered.

Mr. BAKER (Victoria). The hon. gentleman promises
consideration, but he does not promise increase. Conside-
ration sometimes goes a long way.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. What languages do
the interpreters at Winnipeg, Brandon, Qu'Appelle and the
North-West Territories speak ? Do they all speak the same
language, or do any of them speak more than one
language?

Mr. CARLING. The interpreter at Winnipeg, I think,
speaks three different languages -German, Scandinavian
and Norwegian, in addition, of course, to English.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. What of the other in-
terpreters ?

Mr. CARLING. There are none at Qu'Appelle or Bran-
don, but if it is necessary to have assistance there we will
take care to have men who understand the languages
required.

Mr. TROW. Does this item for salaries in the London,
Eng., office include rent or books and periodicals ?

Mr. CARLING. No, this is for the salaries for the staff
only at the London office.

Mr. TROW. How many officials are there on the staff?
M r. CARLING. There is Mr. Chipman, Mr. Dixon, Mr.

Just, Mr. Taylor, Mr. Howard, Mr. Welland, Mr. Colmer,
and Mr. Wilkinson, eight in ail. They are all in the Lon.
don office in Victoria street.

Mr. WILSON. What does Mr. Dixon do?

Mr. CARLING. He is one of the clerks of the office, and
is a valuable clerk, I believe.

M r. WILSON. I see that he is spoken of as the librarian.
Perhaps the hon. gentleman can explain why a man at
nearly $1,000 salary is required there as librarian ?

Mr. CARLING. Mr. Dixon has charge of the papers
and the archives, and does general work in the office.

Mir. MoMULLEN. 1 notice that the expenses of the
Lndon office last year amounted to $12,767.12. The first
item is for decorating, 62,593,93. I would like to know
what that is for.
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Mr. CARLING. I am unable to give an answer to the
hon. gentleman, but I will enquire and give it on conou>
rence.

Mr. PATERSON (Brant). There are a auaber of men
who seem to be acting in some capacity, in addition to those
the Minister mentioned in connection with the London
office.

Mr. CARLING. Al the agents in Great Britain and
Europe are paid through the bondon office.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. lu conneotion with the
salaries of agents in Europe, I see that the Rev. A. Labelle
was employed for five months and received 81,500. I
thought that gentleman's services were rather in requisition
here.

Mr. CARLING. Father Labelle was not an agent, but
went on a special mission to France, and brought ont a
number of immigrants who were located in this section of
the country. He is not now in the employment of the
Government, but his visit is still having the effect of bring.
ing a number of immigrants to settle in Lower Canada.

Mr. PATERSON (Brant). Where were they settled,
and how many were they ?

Mr. CARLING. I cannot give the hon. gentleman that
information. I believe part-of them settled in this section,
and part of them in the North-West.

Sir BlCHARD CARTWRIGHT. Was the Rev.
Father Labelle acting in connection with the French delega.
tion who were here last year ?

Mr. CAR LING. Yes. I think that was one of the results
of his mission, to bring a number of influential men from
France to visit this country.

Mr. PATERSON (Brant). lis Mr. Lukes an agent yet?
Mr. CARLING. No, he is not now in the employment

of the Department.
Sir RICUARD CARTWRIGHT. Are Mr. Gaunce and

Mr. Beaton still in the service of the Department?
Mr. CARLING. They are not now.
Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHRT. What were they

doing ?
Mr. CARLING. I understand that Mr. Gaunce was an

agent from New Brunswick who acted specially for six
months.

Mr. PATERSON (Brant). The expenditure for salaries
of agents in Europe was over $10,000 last year, and the
hon. gentleman asks $7,300 for next year. In what way
does he expect to achieve the reduction ? What agents have
we in Europe now ?

Mr. CARLING. Mr. Dyke at Liverpool, Mr. Foy at
Belfast, Mr. Grabame at Glasgow, Mr. Connolly at Dublin,
Mr. Down at Bristol, and Mr. Hahn.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. With respect to the
item of travelling expenses cf agents in Europe, 87,300, the
Minister's agents apparently act wholly in disregard of the
direction to rest every seventb day, for they charge inva-
riably for travelling on Sundays. Mr, Dyke charges 84 per
day for 365 days, and Mr. Grahama and Kr. Connolly and
the others charge the same.

Mr. CARLING. H. must live on Sundays as wel as
Saturdays

Sir RICHARD CARTWIRIGHT. l gets a salary for
that. I do not understand horw they eau he travelling 865
days in the year. This is praotically giving them salaries
of $3,400 or 42,400, as the case may be. How do they come
to oocupy all these days in travolUig? They muat renaia
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at headquarters a great portion of the time, particularly Mr.
Dyke.

Mr. PATERSON (Brant). The Dublin agent only gets
82 per day, and the agent at -Belfast gets $4.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. Home Rule will rectify
that, I suppose.

Mr. PATERSON (Brant). It costs less apparently to stop
at Dublin than at any other point.

Mr. CARLING. It is not confined to travelling expenses;
it is an allowance made, and regular vouchers are rendered
to the Department.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. The Department have
put it in a lump sum for the whole 365 days. That is not
at all a good plan. The hon. gentleman allows $1,460 in
the Liverpool agency and in the others except Dublin. Out
of that the agent will be probably disposed to save ail he
can, and not indulge in travelling to any extent. These
gentlemen do not travel to any extent, particularly at the
Liverpool agency. If this is only a way of increasing
the salaries, the Department ought to demand from the
House the salaries requisite and not increase them in this
fashion. If this has any result, it will be to induce the agents
to neglect their duty in travelling and stay at home.

Mr. CARLING. I understand this has to be accounted
for and vouchers given for every item. It is limited to a
certain amount of expenditure, and the agents have to give
to the Department and the chief in London full particulars
and vouchers before it i paid. It is not copfined to travel-
ling expenses, but also includes incidentals and office
expenses. It i not an allowance making any addition to
the salary of the agent.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. They were paid the
exact full sum for every day. It must have been exceed-
ingly excellent book-keeping on their part, if they spent
exactly the $1,460. The hon. gentleman will find that this
is practically an increase in salary. Mr. Dyke, for instance,
I believe is an excellent officer, and I dare say so are some
of the others, but this is not the way to remunerate them,
and it is open to the serions objection that if it is in the
interests of the service to travel, they are under the temp-
tation to stay at home.

Mr. CARLING. Mr. Dyke is an excellent officer, and
his charges have been found reasonable and moderate.

Mr. TROW. I am very well acquainted with Mr. Dyke,
have met him frequently at his office, and have a very high
opinion of him; but some of the articles paid for rather
asîonish me. There are "mounting heads of deer and
bullocks." I wonder what advantage these are to immi-
gration; I suppose they ornament the Department.

Mr. CARLING. I think it is for purchases made for
the exhibition.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. No, it is put down
under the head of travelling expenses. low does that come
under the head of traveling expenses ?

Mr. TROW. There is an item for a veterinary surgeon
of $51.10. What did they require a veterinary surgeon
for ?

Mr. CARLING. I cannot give the full particulars at
present, but shall be very glad to ascertain and give the
information.

Mr. MoMULLEN. Mr. Dyke has been succeseful in the
way of securing travelling expenses on Sunday and every
other day, but you have a man in Glasgow who beats him.
H. charges 84 travelling expenses every day in the year,
an~d in addition he charges travelling -expenses attending
shows $84.80.

Sir RIOHno OIRTWaIGIT.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. My hon. friend is not
just to Mr Dyke, because he charges $206.22 for travelling
expenses in addition to hie travelling allowance.

Mr. PATERSON (Brant). It eems to me these travelling
expenses have the appearance of being supplements to
salaries. The Minister says the Department have the details,
but I think he will find they are details respecting other
matters. In almost all the accounts, travelling expenses
are charged in addition to this allowance of $4 a day. As
my hon. friend has said, Mr. Dyke has charged, in addition
to hie allowance of 84 per day for travelling, $206.22 for
travelling expenses. Mr. Grabame charges$84.80 additional.
Take the Dublin agency also, there the allowance for
travelling is $2 a day, which makes it significant as being
a supplementary salary more than anything else, because it
is just half the amount allowed to other agents, and that
same gentleman has besides a bill for travelling expenses of
8332.23. The allowance muet be, therefore, a supple-
mentary salary. It would ho botter if this be the
case, that the salaries should be put down in full.
Mr. Lukes has a travelling allowance for 10 weeks at 89.74
a week, which is a long way short of 84 a day or even $2 a
day, that would seem to indicate he was able to travel 10
weeks at $1.50 a day; perhaps le was not travelling all the
lime. The next special agent, Mr. Gaunce, has a travelling
allowance of 212 days at $1 a day, his ocean passage besides
is accounted for at $80, and there is $250 not accounted for.
We ought to know something of the value we receive at
the hande of this gentleman for this expense. Mr. Laukes,
the Rev. Mr. Labelle and Mr. Beaton, who are all special
agents, have cost us a large sum of money.

Mr. CARLING. I think this item, as entered in the
book, is misleading, and that the amount is not for travelling
expenses, but for office expenses.

Sir RICHARD C0RTWRIGHT. With respect to Mr.
Dyke ?

Mr. CARLING. I am speaking of the Dublin office just
mentioned. It is really an expenaiture in connection with
the office.

Mr. PATERSON (Brant). No, the Minister is wrong.
Take the case of Mr. Grahame, you find rent of office,
$316.33; taxes, $47.79; office cleaning, $44.90; coal, $7.02;
and a lot of other matters outside, so that it cannot be that.

Mr. CARLING. I was speaking about the Dublin office.
Mr. TROW. Why is the discrepancy between the vari-

ous agents eo large in the cost of distributing pamphlets ?
Mr. Dyke, who has probably the most successful agency in
Europe, has $2.43 for distributing pamphlets, and Mr.
Grahame, in Glasgow, $4.87, while the Dublin agency has
$123 for the same purpose.

Mr. CARLING. There is no allowance for this work,
and I suppose the payment will be for the service, whatever
it was.

Mr. PATERSON (Brant). I think my hon.friend means
to point ont that these expenditures are covered up under
different headings. You have $4.87 for distributing pam-
phlets in Glasgow and $123 in another agency. I presume
my friend does not think there would be that much differ-
ence in the work, but the expenditure muet be put down
under different heads. The explanation of the Minister
with reference to travelling allowances does not hold good,
that it includes office rent and other matters in these differ-
ont agencies. If ho will look through the account, ho will
see that at Belfast, for instance, there is $211.70 for office
rent; taxes, $31.63; cleaning office, $58.40; gas, 827.76;
coal, 824.33. And so in the Glsgow agency and the
Liverpool agency. I think he ought to be able to say what
this travelling allowance at 84 a day ls expended on what
it is for, for it appears to be nothing more or lesshan a
supplement to the salary of the official, because all othe
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items are entered besides. If it be really a fact that it i
merely a supplement to salary so fixed, and it bears tha
impression, being 84 a day for the whole 365 days, the con
tention is that it would be botter to increase the salary b'
that amount.

Mr. CARLING. I understand that this money is fo
office expenses, and in some places for ofice rent. It i
not at all given as an additional salary in any way what
ever. Ail the accounts are rendered to the chief office i
London and sent to the office here with vouchers. Itdsno
allowed at ail for travelling expenses but for expenses i
regard to which full information is given.

Mr. PATERSON (Brant). How could the Auditoi
General put in the matter of rent under the head of travell
ing allowance ? He could not do that. Take the case o:
Mr. Dyke. Here is an item of 8909.18 for rent. Tha
shows that the Auditor General recognised the fact tha
rent was paid, and ho pute it under its proper head. I.
there was any additional rent, he would put it under the
saine head, and not as a travelling allowance at 84 a day.

Mr. CARLING. I do not know how the report of the
Auditor General is made up, but, as far as the Departmeni
is concerned, it is as I have said, and every voucher~ for
everything that ii expended is given: The agent gets no
allowance whatever in addition to salary.

Mr. PATERSON (Brant). Does not this strike the
hinister-here are five or six agencies with travelling
allowances at $4 a day for 365 days; if that be for contin-
gencies of different amounts, is it not a remarkable thing
that in each case they have spent to the very cent, neither
more nor less, exactly 84 for each of 365 days ? And yet,
it is made up of a whole lot of different items. How that
can be brought about is a remarkable coincidence.

Mr. BAIN (Wentworth). I have no doubt the money
bas been expended, but it seems to me that the process of
entering it is misleading, so far as we are concerned. We
find that the agent at Bristol is not down for any travelling
expenses, but ho bas a most extraordinary bill for postage,
amounting last year to $1,7à3, while the postage bill at the
main agency at Liverpool, where ail.parties agree that one
of our most active and energetic agents is placed, is only
$684. I think it is plain on the face of it that there is some.
thing bore that requires explanation. Judging by the state-
ment of the Minister, these expenditures must have been
made in every possible way, except in the way they appear
upon the face of this page.

Mr. CARLING. Bristol was specially made a distribut-
ing point, and a large amount of printed matter was speci-
ally sent to that branch for distribution.

Mr. BAIN (Wentworth). To what point ?
Mr. CARLING. To ail points in the different counties

surrounding that particular locality. I cannot give the
different counties. Printed matter to a very great extent,
farmers' reports, immigration pamphlets, and documents of
ail kinds, were sent there to be distributed in that particular
section.

Mr. BAIN (Wentworth). What made me notice the
postage account at Liverpool as oompared with Bristol is
that 1 find Mr. Dyke, of Liverpool, mentions in hie report
the large amount of business that has to be done there in
the way of supplying information to parties, that being not
only the chief point of departure for immigrants from
Great Britain, but from other connections. In one respect
this seems to fail to give us information on a side
very interesting to this flouse to know about, that is, in
what respect and upon what side the expenditure is reached,
or where it is accounted for in these reports, that is spent on
the continent of Europe for the purpose of reaching a very
desirable cssm of immigrants from the central Provinces off
Germany and Austria, We have been laboring for years to

s establish a nucleus from these oountries with the hope that
t those parties would draw additional immigrants to us, but,
- when we turn to the reports of the immigration from Ger-
y many for instance, which has been the large recruiting

ground of the American States for many years and produces
r a very desirable class of immigrants, we find that year by
s year the number of our immigrants from that country is

steadily shrinking. Last year it seems to have been about
n half what it was the year before, and that is only an example
t of the progress backwards which bas been going on for
n several years. In looking down the travelling expenses and

other working expenditures of our agents, I look in vain for
r anything which indicates an expenditure in any way to reach
I- thoseclasses. Now I am aware that there is a difficulty in
f reaching them by sending agents to spread information, be-
t cause I remember at an early day the Government arrested
t our agents and put them in prison. But at the same time

we are charged in the lump with considerable expense for
this purpose. There are one or two agents who figure
upon our permanent list, and I think it would be interest-
ing to this House to know where the expenditure goes that

t is charged to us and that we are laying out to t immi-
grants from central Europe and Scandinavia. far as
Great Britain and Ireland are concerned, I think, from the
amount of immigration literature that we have paid for for
many years past, surely that portion of the country must
be pretty well supplied with immigration literature. The
amount we have paid for year after year for that purpose,
it seems to me, must have brought information to the
reach of nearly everybody that was at all accessible. I do
think that unless our immigration expenditure is going to
be simply a waste of money, our reports of expenditure
ought to be in some way re-organised so as to show where
the money has gone, instead of having them blanketed
under travelling allowance, and postage accounts, and
these various statements which, to say the least, seem to
have an extraordinary similarity to each other, and do not
indicate an ordinary expenditure.

Mr. PATERSON (Brant). The Minister asks for $7.800
to covor this item, and ho asked for the same amount last
year. Now, the expenditure was $17,565. It is true ho told
us that ho had no special agents just then, but that he might
have during the year. But if I take out the special agents-
ho had thon Mr. Beaton, Rev. A. Labelle and Mr. Lukes-
to whom ho paid about $2,000, Lt would still leave the
travelling expenses of the agents representing the Dominion
at Liverpool, Glasgow, Dublin, Belfast and Bristol, and there
would be over 815,000 thon expended. Now we have all
these agents; these amounts were expended before, and
now the Minister asks for only $7,300. There is no use
asking for a emaller amount when we expended this large
amount lst year. This discrepancy would seem to point
in the direction that there has been an over expenditure;
that there has been-I will not say a waste of money, but we
will be forced to say that money is wasted unless the Min-
ister can point to some results. Thon I call attention to
this fact, that while we have these travelling expenses of
agents in Europe, we have items covered up in one way or
another so that it is impossible to distinguish them. We
have an expense made by the London immigration office; and
there again oomes in a confusion of aceounts with this same
Mr. Dyke, who is down here for a travelling allowance of $4
per day for every day in the year, including Sundays, with
travelling expenses of $206, besides ail the other items. Ie
figures through the London agency alsoe; ho figures there
for the Royal Show of Shirewsbury for $889.15. He figures
in another place under the head of travelling expense, and
is paid through the London agency $315.07. These items
1 have found, others may have escaped my eye. But the

,Minister will see that the expenditure of money is made
through so many different channels, and is entered up in
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such a way, that it seems difficult to track up the expend-
iture. There is an actual expenditure among our perma-
nent agents there of double the amount of the estimate the
Minister asked for last year, which would seem to confirm
the idea that there must be a waste of our money in some
regard.

Mr. CARLING. The chief cause of that expenditure to
Mr. Dyke was for fitting up the show of the Royal Society
at Shrewsbury.

Mr. PATERSON (Brant). Why was it paid through
the London agency, and does not appear in hie own
Department ?

Mr. CARLING. I suppose because it was ordered by
the High Commissioner and paid through his office.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. However, that does
not answer the point as to the apparent inadequacy of the
provision made. Now there is no use in bringing down
haphazard estimates to the flouse. Here we find $7,300
are asked for travelling expenses of agents in Europe. We
find that Mr. Dyke, the most of whose expenses appear to
be of a permanent character, spent $5,600; that Mr. Gra-
hame spent 83,000; Mr. Connolly spent 82,497; Mr. Foy
82,298. All these appear to be of a class which will be
permanent, if this travelling allowance continues. Now,
how can the hon. gentleman expect to meet those expendi-
tures ont of $7,300 ? Why, the travelling allowances alone
nearly equal the 87,000.

Mr. CARLING. The expenditures I have given are in
the Auditor's report as actual travelling and medical
expenses.

Contingencies of Canadian and other agencies
(not European)....................$30,000 00

Mr. MoMULLEN. I notice these contingencies are dis-
tributed through several offices. In Quebec, last year,
there was 84,499; in Montreal, $2,485; in Ottawa, $1,365;
in Toronto, $2,352. Is there any detailed account at all,
or what system of checking over those expenses is adopted ?

Mr. CARLING. I can only say that these agents render
detailed accounts to the Department, with vouehors for
every cent that is expended.

Mr. PATERSON (Brant). This item is a very close
approximate to the expenditure. The Minister asks for
$30,000, and there was expended last year $29,800. That
is in marked contrast with the discrepancy in the last item
we discussed. It does appear competent for him to approxi.
mate his expenses.

Mr. CARLING. I will give the hon. gentleman the
item. This vote comprises fuel, light, labor, general office
expenses, telegrams, aid to immigrants, postage, stationery,
travelling, agency business, and ordinary wear and tear.

Mr. MoMULLEN. It is a great pity some system of
checking those expenses could not be found. We may have
honest men in some places, but where men are disposed to
taire advantage of their position to improve their own
means to the detriment of the public, it is well to have
some system adopted by which we could thoroughly check
these expenses. When so large an amount of money is
expended, it is desirable we should know that it goes to a
proper purpose.

Mr. CARLING. We trust them as honest men, and tell
them to give us a return of every item of expenditure, with
vouchers. We cannot do any more.

Mr. MoMULLEN. What about this item of $1,000 for
the Montreal Women's Protection Immigration Society ?

Mr. CARLING. That is a grant which has been given for
a number of years to the Ladies' Protective Society of Mon-
treal which renders valuable service to women who come

kr. PAnbso (&ant.)

ont to this country. It takes charge of women who arrive
in the country and keeps them until they get situations
and then places them in s ch positions. There is a large,
expenditure by those ladies in addition to this grant.

Mr. BAIN. Do they report to the Department from year
to year ?

Mr. CARLING. Yes; they send reports of the expen.
diture.

Mr. GAULT. I know all about this association. It is
composed of the very first ladies in Montreal. There are
about twenty ladies who find out places for women who
come into the country. The ladies endeavor to protect the
women as far as possible. They have a Home in Montreal,
for which they pay $500 a year, and they have a man at
the railway station constantly to meet immigrants and
invite the women to the Home. No less than 290 passed
through the Home last year. If al the money of the Gov.
ernment is spent as advantageously as is this annual grant,
it will indeed be advantageously spent. . The ladies have
taken a very deep interest in the work, and labor night and
day in connection with it. I wish similar institutions were
formed in Toronto and other places, and they would be
found productive of much good.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. This is a very excel-
lent grant. There is no objection to it. With respect to
the general item of $200,000 for immigration expenses, I
should like to ask the Minister some questions. In the first
place, a very large expenditure has taken place in connec-
tion with varions newspapers, for instance the London
Free Press, the Mail job office and the Montreal Gazette.
Were tenders invited for the work given to those offices ?

Mr. CARLING. The work done in those offices was
done according to a tariff prepared by the Queen's Printer.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. But was there any
tender asked ?

Mr. CARLING. No; but a price is fixed by the Queen's
Printer for all this kind of printing-a fair, commercial
price, which is considered so low that some of the printers,
who desired to obtain work, refused to accept those prices. I
am told by persons of experience that offices could not take
printing at those prices, were it not for the purpose of
keeping their men employed.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. It is very philan-
thropical for those various newspapers, especially the Free
Press and Montreal Gazette to take printing at a bare living
price, or at a los, as the hon. gentleman would give us to
understand.

Mr. CARLING. With respect to the Free Pres, nearly
all the money was for lithographing, not for printing.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. I am strongly of the
opinion that the great bulk of this grant is utterly wasted.
I ar strongly of the opinion that the time has long passed
during which we were rendering any service to the country
by paying large sumo for assisted passages; and I am
still more strongly of the opinion that we are not only doing
no good to the country, but we are doing positive
mischief by subsidising the organs of hon. gentlemen
opposite, the Free Presa, the Mail job office, the Montreal
Gazette and all those worthies out of the sum granted for
Dominion immigration. Every year 1or the last three or
four years very large sums ranging from $60,000 to $100,000
have been divided among some half dozen of those newspa-
pers, and I am inclined to think that it the work could be
tested it would be found that for 100,000 copies of those
articles circulated we do not get one valuable immigrant. We
have been examining those publications, and I am bound to
say with respect to some of these productions that more ut-
terly trashy articles I neversaw. Ido notsee any charge here
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or such Productions as that of the Rev. Mr. Bray, and I think
that probably the discussion in the Public AccountE Com.
mittee bas rendered the Government indisposed to circulate
photographs of themselves, with their biographies, at a cost
of$5,000 or $10,000 underthe head of immigration literature.
lin the case of the Minister of Agriculture, I am bound to
say that I think he would have personal grounds for object-
ing if no better photograph of himeelf was circulated than
those which were circulated of his colleagues. With respect
to some of those other productions. JHere we have 69,000
pamphlets on the North-West, for which we have to pay
$3,450. Then we have 100,000, for which we have to pay
$5,500; and we have 20,000 "IlHomes in Canada," at 81,000.
The time bas come when these productions might, to a
very great extent, be discontinued. I doubt exceedingly
whether the hon. gentleman is going to render any service
whatever by circulating a vast quantity of this description
of literature. It appears to me the thing bas become simply
and solely a means of subsidisIng certain organs. If the
hon. gentleman was giving ail this work out by tender, we
would have some reasonable guaranfee that the wo-k, if it
must be done, would be done on reasonable terms; but we
ali krow what il means when certain rates are fixed, when
what is called a f*ir commercial profit is allowed. We ail
know that half a dozen firms get the work. The Mon.
treal Gazette printed 200,000 British Columbia pamphlets. I
doubt exceedingly, unless they were publisbed in Chinese,
whether the people of British Columbia have derived any
real benefit from the distribution of those 200,000 pam-
phlets. I should like very much to know where they were
sent, or what was done with them. We find that $5,446
was paid for British Columbia pamphlets, and immediatoly
afterwards there if an item of $862 for 40,00t) more. It is
absurd to say, that by giving ail those sums to newspapers
for printing, we are going to bring in valuable immigrants.
The hon. gentleman bas not been long at the head of the
Department, but he must know that we get nothing from
them. In our various towns and cities complaints are rife,
and they corne to the knowledge of every one of us who
pay any attention to the movements of immigrants, that
immigrants are being lured here by rose-colored state-
ments, intimating that ail an emigrant bas to do is to come
to Canada, and there will be competition to employ him at
$2, $3 or 84 per day. If we were wise we would put a stop
to three-fourths if not nine-tenths of all the expenditure for
which the hon. gentleman is now asking a vote.

Mr..CARLING. Perhaps the hon. gentleman will men-
tion one particular pamphlet of that kind. I am not aware
of any sucb documents having been printed by the Depart-
ment, and, in fact, I am very particular, as my predecessor
was, that no publications should go out by the authority Of
the Department without reliable and truthful information.
I think it is hardly fair to charge the papers with jobbery
in receiving contracts for printing-

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. They do not receive
contracts; they get jobs.

Mr. JILLS. They are subsidised.

Mr. CARLING. I do not think so, because the same
course was pursued when hon. gentlemen were in power.
Any printing that was given was given to their friends;
and if friends of the Goverument do the printing at low
prices, at fair commercial prices, they cannot be charged
with jobbery, nor can the Government be charged with
doing what is unfair or unreasonable. I must say to the
hon. gentlemen that the printed matter we prepare is
distributed ail over Europe, s well as in the United States,
and we find from steamboat agente and immigration
agents that there is a great deiLand for information with
regard to the Dpminion of Canada, and more especially
since we have built a railway across the continent and

have a vast belt of fertile nountry opened ur for settlement.
The people who read of what we have done in that way are
anxiòus to know what inducements are ofered to immi-
grants, and we are careful in preparing such information
with regard to the North-West and the resouroes of Canada
as can be relied upon as truthful and accurate. If the hon.
gentleman will be kind enough to point ont any particular
pamphlet which gives inaccurate information with regard
to the inducementsoffered to immigrante and theresourcesof
the country, I shall be glad to receive that information, and
no one will be more anxious thau t am to put down anything
of the kind. I differ from the hon. gentleman as to the
large expenditure of money for i mmigration. We have a
large country, as large as that of the United States; our
country bas been opened up by railways, and we do not
want to stand still and leave the land lying there waste
without offering some inducements to people to settle upon
it. I think that this Honse and the country will justify the
Government in doing everything that ie in their power to
show to people intending to settie in some new country the
grint advantages that are to be foun i in Canada. I do not
think the people of this country will grudge any expendi-
ture made in that direction, as long as that expenditure is
honestly made; and I believe it is honestly made. So far
as I am aware, and so far as the Goverument are aware of
this ex enditure, I am sure it is made properly, honestly, and
to the Catadvantage. If it i not so made, we are only too
glad to have ornr attention called to any mistake, or to
anything that is imp.operly doue.

Mr. MILLS. I am rather astonishod at the observations
made by the hon. gentleman who tries to defend this largo
expenditure on the newspapers of the Government-because
after all there is no attempt by the Government to get this
printing done in a business kind of way; there is no
attempt to get the pamphlets and other work printed at
the Government printing office. It is distributed amongst
the organs of the Government in the various parts of the
country, and it is well for the Huse to carefully consider
what the Government have been doing in this matter. Sir,
this expenditure is not an expenditure for the purpose of
promoting immigration; but immigration is made a pretext
for distributing a certain portion of the publie funds
amongst certain organs which are supporting the Adminis-
tration. That is the position of things. The hon. gentleman
speaks about the large extent of territory there i in the
North.West. There is a large extent of territory there.
There is a territory fit for settlement, but has the hon.
gentleman or hie predecessor in office succeeded in securing
the settlement of that country ? Why, Sir; according to
the reporte they have brought down there should have been
150,000 people beyond the limite of Manitoba in the North.
West Territory; while, Sir, the returns show that there
are only 23,00t). The hon, gentleman in securing 23,000
people during the past eigbt years maikes that result a justifi-
cation for this extraordinary expenditure upon the orgns
of the Govern ment in every part of this Dominion. Where
are those people who are anxious to know about the North-
West Ternitory ? Where are those people in Europe, the
British Islands and the United States, who are auxious to
know about the North-West Territory? If they are so
anxious, bow is it that the hon. gentleman, notwitbstanding
this distribution of pamphlets, notwithstanding that be bas
printed 200,000 pamphlets relating to British Columbia
alone, in vne Gazette office, has not secured any portion of
those peopl4. Sir, the hon. gentleman knowse habas not
secured them. He kaows that the Atlan Line carried back
from the NorthWuest to Liverpool, last year, a larger num-
ber than they carried out from Liverpool for the North-
West; and the hon. gentleman was told by an official that
the statements made by these people on their retum to
England, their complaints against the Governmentand tho
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treatment tbey reeeived, was doing infinite damage to the
cause of immigration to Canada and the North-West Terri-
tory. Sir, it is not long since that there was a pamphlet
prepared by a gentleman who, I believe, was some time on
the Winnipeg Free Press. He has been occasionally em-
ployed by the Departments here; he is, I think, at the pre-
sent time in Toronto-a Mr. Allen. Now, Mr. Allen, pub-
lished a hand-book relating to the Nortb-West, giving a
description of the country-a sort of guide to the North-
West. Well, Sir, Mr. A lien bas been attempting to estab-
lish a newspaper in the interests of hon. gentlemen lately ;
he bas been around seeking subscriptions at the bands of
hon. gentlemen. He did not raise the amount required for
this enterprise and what does he do? The Minister of
Interior, perbaps, can tell what negotiations have been
carried on at his instance to know how much Mr. Allen
would take for that pamphlet, in order that the Govern-
ment may obtain the right of publication from him. What
is the object of that ? Ie that for the purpose of promoting
immigration? Ie it for the purpose of furnishing the
people with a guide to enablo them to know what is best to
do in going to the North-West. No, Sir, it is on a piece
with everytbing else done latelyconnected with the admin-
istration of public affairs. It is an attempt to fiy a kite in
the interests of the Government; to get up an illustrated
paper that Mr. Allen proposes to publiesh. His friends did
not find that they were altogether able to put the scheme
afloat, so it is proposed to buy Mr. Allen's interest in this
particular publication and to pay Mr. Allen for it, in order
that ho may obtain in this roundabout way the funds from
the public Treasury which the party did not feel itself able
to give him for this purpose just now. It is in that way
that the Montreal Gazette, the Hamilton Spectator and the
London Free Press have been supported for some time back.
Now, I have no objection to hon. gentlemen pntting their
hands li their own pockets if they wish to promote the
interests of their own party and sustain thenselves in the
place@ they now occupy; but I declire altogether that they
shall put their bands into the public Treasury and take
money out of it to distribute among their friends to main-
tain these organs in their own interest. Here is the Lon-
don Free Press, which is published for $6 a year,
buL when an eleutioi is at hand the agent is sent out and
the paper is offered for $3 a year, less than the cost of pub-
lication. How, is that done ? Because hon. gentlemen
have taken 810,000 out of the public Treasury and given it
to the publisber of that paper for pamphlets to promote
immigration to the North-West which it never received. I
think it is time that this system should come to an end. I
think it is time that the people of this country should know
how they are being fleeced for the purpose of sustaining
hon. gertlemen opposite in their present positions. It is
time that this system of jobbery and robbery should come
to an end, and the people of Canada should not be burdened
with an expenditure of hundreds of thousands of dollars a
year, as they are burdened, for the purpose of maintaining
those bon, gentlemen in power. Immigration to Le
North West I Why, nearly all the immigration that went
to the North.West las been driven out of the country and
across the border.

Some bon. MEMBERS. No.

Mr. MILLS. Yes. I have a statement here from the
Rev. Mr. Turner, who went to the North-West, and tried
in vain to settle there, and afterwards crossed to Dakota.
Re was employed for the purpose of procuring an enumera-
tion of the county in which he resides, and ho found ont of
4,235 settlers 1,223 were Canadians who were driven across
the border by the system of hon. gentlemen opposite. You
tax the people of the North-West for their agricultural
implements and for everything they consume, and for what
purpose ? Why, to find money for the purposeof subsidis-

ei. >uaà.

ing these organs of the Government, which profess to be
organS of public opinion, but which are the organs of a
venal system sncb as is to be found in no other country in
the world where representative government prevails.

Mr. WHITE (Cardwell). I should imagine that the
hon. gentleman would bave been a little more modest in
bis attacks on this Government for what he calls corrup-
tion, after the statement of theb on. Pirst Minister, In
answer to a question this afternoon, in relation to a case in
which theb on. gentleman deliberately gave,81,400 of the
public funds to a friend of bis after the Government of which
he is a me nber had been defeated at the polls, and he had no
longer any right to deal with the public funds.

Mr. PATERSON (Brant). Io that statement correct ?
Mr. WHITE (Cardwell). The fact is that this Govern-

ment have paid an average of 33 per cent. less for printing
outside of the regular contract than the Governmont of
hon. gentlemen opposite. That matter bas been disecussed
several times, and there is no necessity of further discussing
it. I rise for the purpose of pointing ont what seems to me
to be important. The hon. gentleman says the policy of
this Government bas been to drive settlers from Manitoba
into Dakota. Now, I bave in my hand an article from the
Winnipeg ree Pres, which can hardly lie said to be pre-
judiced against hon. gentlemen opposite, dated the 7th of
May, and I will read it to hon. gentlemen in order that they
may see what is going on in the North-West at present:

," young man named Arthur Walker, whose father has a 250-acre
farni six miles from F'ergus, in the county of Wellington, Ontari o
paUsed through the city three weeks ago to look for land for himself anâ
his brother in Dakota, and has been travelling ever since in that State,
but returned here last night to make his future home in Manitoba. Hle
was not very favorably impressed with Dakota as a farming country,
and says that the most of the settlers in the new districts there have not
made very much progress for the past two years, owing to the failure
of the crops by frost and other causes. The want of timber is another
drawback, and mud shacks are the rule, with an odd frame house here
and there, in many of the largest settlements. He intends to locate
near Burnside and go into mixed farming on a large scale. Mr. Anton
Frost, an old Dakota settier, arrived by the same train, with hi. family,
for the purpose of going into market gardening and butter making near
the city, and two other parties from Texas have been here for some day.
looking for farm lands. There seeme to be a considerable number
eoming over this year from across the line."
Now, everybody knows that long before we had railway
communication into the North-West, and long before it was
open for reasonable settlement, large numbers of Canadians
went, just as eastern Americans went, to the great west and
settled; and the presence of those people bas attracted large
numbers of others there as well. In that way settlement
for a while tended towards Dakota and Minnesota. But a
change is taking place to-day, and this spring we find a
large number of people coming from Dakota and other
western States into our North-West and settling there. I
do not know whether it is because of this tendency that we
find incroased energy on the part of the hon. gentlemen
opposite to warn people that the condition of things in our
own territory is so bad that they ought not to go there.
They have posed as patriots, but they bave acted as immi-
gration agents for American companies in the western
States. They have done everything they possibly could to
discredit our own country, and to promote immigration to
the western States. In spite of all they have done, the
practical logical facts are teaching the people of Dakota and
Minnesota, that our own territory is the botter territory to
settle in. and they are now coming acrose; but lest that
tendency should increase, we find hon. gentlemen now get-
ting np and warning those people that the position of things
and the policy of the Government are so bad that they
ought not to venture into that country.

Sir RICHARD CA RTWRIGHT. I have always main-
tained that our territury was the best, and I have alwaya-
maintained that nothing but the extreme misgovernment
and mismanagement on the part of hon. gentlemen opposite
could have ever induced our intelligent On&rio setLe s in
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particulr to go from Manitoba into Dakota. I believe it
ie quite true that Manitoba, and southern Manitoba espe-
cial)y, affords better opportunities for profitable settlement
than a very large part of Dakota and Minnesota ; and I
repeat, that had the Government of Canada left the people
alone, had they not interposed in every imaginable way,
by the creation of a most odious railway monopoly, by im-
posing a most arbitrary and absurd tarif' upon the people
of a new country, and by establishing a system of jobbery
and robbery, as my hoù. friend truly called it, particularly
in connection with the management of the lands of the
North-West, to-day, inatead of having a miserable 120,000
or 130,000, we would have had at least 500,000 Canadian
settlers in Manitoba and the North West. But the
effect of the course pursued by hon. gentlemen oppo-
site has been to drive away Canadians who desired
to go there, some of whom went there and were
found afterwards settling by hundreds and tens of hundreds
in the adjacent territory of Dakota. I would be very glad
indeed to believe that so-me of those mon are going to come
back; I hope and trust they will come back; I have always
pressed, as this fouse knows, for the coLstruction of lines
of railway in southern Manitoba, bccause I kbew that that
was the only means by which those people could be brought
back. And I trust that as southern Manitoba is well pro-
vided with railways, we may succeed in diverting the
stream of immigration from Dakota to that section. If
that can be done, even at this late day, much an we have
lost, a great deal may be done for the purpose of reviving
the immigration which we desire to settie there. I would ask
again why the Governrent, having to spend 860,000 or
$70,000 a year for printing purposes, did not get their
printing doue under their contract here, where it would
have been doue a great deal cheaper than it han been, as the
Auditor General's accounts show, or why, if they did not
choose to have it done here, they did not honestly advertise
for tenders before giving it out. If they had done
that, and the Montreal Gazette or any other paper, by fair
tendering in a fair field, had obtained the contract, nobody
would have had anything to say. What we complain of is
that the Government have been giving these large sumo of
public money to their own special friends in the press; we
complain that for tbree or four years, at least, very large
sumo have been paid to certain subsidised organs, and the
one to which the most has been paid, by far, is the organ of
which the hon.gentleman whospoke last is, or was, until very
lately, the principal proprietor. The Public Accounts show
that, mainly through the immigration Department, sums
ranging an high as 818,000 or $19,000 a year have been paid
to the Montrtal Gazette. If the hon. gentleman, who has
botter means of information, I admit, than I have on that
point, will state the exact sum, I will accept his statement.

Mr. WHITE (Cardwell). The $19,000 which have been
so much referred to, include the amount of $5,000 granted
by Parliament for the printing of the proceedings of the
Royal Society. These proceedings, as han been proved by
a letter from Dawson Brothers, read some time ago, were
given to that firm to be published. The more type-setting
and press work were done by the Gazette, after tenders
had been aeked for the work by Dawson Brothers; the
binding and paper were furnished by Dawson Brothers,
and the Government had nothing to do with the matter
except to hand over the grant t/ that firm. I think the
hon, gentleman will admit that the Royal Society's pro-
ceedings would not have looked as well printed in the form
of our blue books, as they do in that imsued by- Dawson
Brothers.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. Well, we will call it
$1,000 to the Montreal Gazette. With respect to this
questiil of immigration the hon. Minister etated, i believe,
there was no one expenditure which the people of Canada

bore more cheerfully than the expenditure for immigration.
I will say this, that if the expenditure of several million
dollars which has been going on during the lat three or
four years, had contributed, an it might have, to bring ing a
class of desirable settlers to Canada, the people would not
have grumbled; but the hon. gentleman is much mistaken
if he believes the proceedings of the immigration Depare-
ment and the class of immigrants they have brought out,
notably from the great cities, have been such as to give satis.
faction to the people of Canada. I oan tell the hon. gentle-
man, that there is no one thing of which a great
many people in our large cities complain more
justly, than the fact that while employers of
labor are protected by the Government at the expense
of the public, in a very high degree, the Canadian
laborer and artisan, or the man who, in by-gone
times, made Canada his home, is subjected to a most
unfair competition on the part of many laborers and
artisans who were assisted out. That is the daily asnd
hourly complaint which has been voiced again and again
by the trades councils and labors unions of ail the great cities.
It is a most just complaint, seeing that, if you are going to
protect the employers of labor, the man who is employed
han as great, if not a greater, right to claim at the hands of
this House protection. If there is one thing we ought to
avoid more than another, it is the importing labor to lower
the fair remuneration which the Ganadian artisan receives.
A great deal of the money which the hon. gentleman or his
predecessors have been pending han gu.c for no other pur.
pose than to bring a very poor class of people to many of
our great cities, who, by competition, very seriously rednce
the rates of labor in many employments. That is a mistake
in every sense of the word. I believe the whole system of
immigration for many years back, has been a gigantle
failure; our returns show that we have brought in
875,000 people, while, on the other hand, an the
hon, gentleman knows, our census returus show that
not one in four of these people remain. That is indisput-
able up to 1881, and all the information we have since been
able to gather from our municipal statisties, from the hon.
gentleman's own cnonus returns f rom the North-West, from
the statements made in the Manitoba Legislature, and made
outside by persons well acquainted with the statu of things
there, goes to show tbat since 1881 the hon. gentleman and
his predecessor have been quite unsuccessful in retaining
the immigrants who have corne to Canada. The fact is we
have come to a point in Canada when we do not want that
class of people whom we have to assist to bring out here.
There was a time in our history when those persone
might have been desirable immigrants, but that time
has passed, and it is cruel to lure out these poor
immigrants by extravagant promises. Wheu I speak
of extravagant promises to these people, I had referenoe
more particularly to those made to them by some of our
immigration agents, whom I cannot particularise. But I
can tell the hon. gentleman that I have, again and
again, in the streets of our towns and cities, met these
people, and they have stated to me-and I do not think
there was any reason to suppose they were stating falely-
that they were assured before they left England and Ireland
they would get here very high wages in their respective
occupations. I have seen them in our streets willing to
work but utterly unable to obtain work. I have seen, not
once or twice, but scores, I may say hundreds of times
letters from these poor people in the English, Scotch an
Irish papers, all making the same complaint that they had
beeinduced to comne to Canada on the representation that
they would find here abandant employaient at high wages,
and all repeating the same story that they came out and
found employment very diffelit to obtain, 5ow the hon
gentleman knows quite well, or ought to know, as Min)etor
cf Agriculture, that oven in the Department in whieh a
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few years ago we could absorb most of the laborers who
came out, namely that of agricultural employment, there is
now, except at certain seasons, comparatively little demand
for labor in most parts of Canada.

Some hon. MEMBERS. No, no.
Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. The enormous improve-

ment in agricultural implements enable farmers to carry
on their work with much less assistance than formerly. It
1s quite clear, if the hon. gentleman and his agents persist
in bringing ont paupers or immigrants who depend wholly
on their own hands for subsistence, the effect will bu that
these people will not find work or will have to displace our
own people. My own impression is, that in the majority of
cases, they do not stay here but make their way to the
United States, and for that reason I say that, whatever may
have been the case in former years, we have now arrived at
the point in which very little service is going to bu rendered
the public by our continuing to pay assisted passages. 1
take issue distinctly with my hon. friend on the question of
fact, as to whether there is any use in our bringing these
people hure; and 1 take issue with him still more strongly
on the question, that the people of Canada, as a whole,
desire these large charges should be made for the purpose
of bringing immigrants hure, who, in nine cases out of ton,
only serve to reduce the wages of the people employed in
Canada'

Mr. CARLING. It is very unfair on the part of the hon.
gentleman to state, over and over again, that the Govern-
ment are encouraging the bringing out of pauper immigra-
tion.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. I have seen it.
Mr. CARLING. I can only say that such is not the

ease.
Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. I can say it is the

cae.
Mr. CARLING. If the hon. gentleman knows more about

the immigration Department than I do, of course I must
give way to him. I stated in the louse and produced the
figures a month ago to show that, out of 79,000 immigrants
that came to this country in 1885, only about 7,000 or 8,000
were in any way assisted by the Government. They were
agriculturists, agricultural laborers and domestic servants.
Out of the 7,000 or 8,000, not more than 3,000 were fit to
work, the remainder being their wives and families. It is
most unfair for the hon. gentleman to say over and over
again, and for his friends behind him to say over and over
again, that the Government are paying hundreds of thon.
sands of dollars in bringing pauper immigration to Canada,
when it is not the case. Now, with regard to the statement
which the bon, gentleman has made with respect to
deceiving immigrants, I ask the hon. gentleman to
produce the printed literature, the documents, pamphlets
or posters, or anything of the kind, to show that the
Government are making any statements to the people
who are wishing to emigrate that are not strictly
true. No inducements are held out to them to came
out hure that cannot be realised when they arrive.
I say it is most unfair for a gentleman holding the high
position he does in this flouse to invariably charge the Gov-
ernment with doing what is not the fact. The hon. gentle-
man has asked why the Government give this printing to
thoir particular friends, the London Free Press, the Hamilton
Spectator, the Montreal Gazette and other papers friendly to
the Government. I ask why did h as Finance Minister, or
the immigration Minister who was in the Government with
him, not put this up to tender? Why did thoy not offer
some diferent means of contracting than we are doing ?

Bir RICIOARD CARTWRIGHT. How much did we 1
spend ?1

.8r BroKAIW GArwalear

Mr. CARLING. I do not know how much they spent,
but the principle is the same. If you spent $810,000 in giv-
ing it to your newspaper friends, the principle is the same
as if you spent 850,000, and it ill becomes the hon. gentle.
man to charge us with giving favors to our friends of the
press when his Government did the same. Besides, the
hon. gentleman's Government paid 33 per cent. more than
we are paying. Then, with regard to immigration, the cost
of those who settled in'the country in 1875 was 8iO.83
per head; in 1'76, $11.12 per head; in 1877, $6.78
per head; in 1878, 86.23 per head; in 1879, 84.35
per hoad; in 1880, 84.71 per head; in 1881, $4.30 per
head; in 1882, 83.08 per head; in 1883, $3.15 per head;
in 1884, 44.15 per head, and in 1885, 83.92 per head.

Mr. PATERSON (Brant). Who compiled those figures?
Mr. CARLING. These are taken from the public docu-

ments, and I vouch for their correctness.
Mr. PATERSON (Brant). Who compiled them, though ?
Mr. CARLING. I vouch for their correctuess.
Mr. PATERSON (Brant). Thon the hon. Minister will

vouch for all the immigrants being hure that the author of
that paper says are here, of course ?

Mr. CARLING. I see that these returns show that the
number of immigrants who settled in Canada in 1874 was
39,373; that it was 27,382 in 1875, 25,633 in 1876, 27,082
in 1877, 29,807 in 1878, 40,492 in 1879, 38,505 in 1880,
47,991 in 1881, 112,458 in 1882, 133,624 in 1883-

Mr. PATERSON (Brant). Hear, hear.
Mr. CARLING. Hear, hear. 103,824 in 1881, and

79,169 in 1885. I have endeavored to show that the num-
ber of immigrants that have settled in Canada during the
years that the present Government have been in power has
been much larger than during the years that the hon. gen-
tlemen were in power, and that the immigrants have not
cost more than half per head what they cost while those
hon, gentlemen were in power. The hon. member for
Bothwell (Mr. Mills) has made a charge against the press of
the country, or that portion of it which is friendly to the
Government, and I think it is very unfair of the hon. mem.
ber to do so, considering that ho is connected with the press
himself. It appears more like envy or jealousy on the part
of the hon. gentleman than for the interest of the country.
As I have said before, if the printing that is done for the
Government at these offices is done at a fair commercial
price, ne one bas any right to complain, more than that it
has been given to a supporter of the Government iDstead of
to an opponent of the Government. With regard to the
number of immigrants that settled in this country, I noticed
that the hon. member for Brant (Mr. Paterson), when I
said 133,000 had settled, said "Hear, hear." I suppose he
thought that was a bad thing for the country.

Mr. PATERSON (Brant). No, no; I only want to know
where they are ?

Mr. CARLING. The census has not been taken since
1881, five or six years since, and I am sure we have no
reliable information as to the population of the country
since the census was taken.

Sir RICHARD CkRTWRIGHT. Yes, we have.
Mr. CARLING. No, there is no reliable information as

to the population of this country at the prosent time since
the census was taken. The statement of the population as
given by assessors in Ontario and in different parts of the
country, although, perhaps, taken with considerable care, is
not information that can be thoroughly relied upon. We
have a population coming into the country, and there is no
doubt that people are ooming and going not only in this coun-
try but in other countries. I find that, in the United 8tates,
the immigration to that country in 1882 was 788,992, and
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n 1885 it fell off to 395,346, because the number of people had
not been emigrating the lat year or two that did emigrate
some years ago;.but I belheve now, with the inducements
we have to offer immigrants in this country, the opening
up of our great North-West and the suppression of the
insurrection which took place last year, that there is a feel-
ing of satisfaction and safety, and that we may expect
this year, and perhaps next year, a much larger immigra-
tion than we have had before.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. The hon. gentleman ha
no right whatever to accuse hon. gentlemen on this aide of
being unfair to him. W. do not condemn him except as
being a member of the Government, and so responsible
for the proceedings of his predecessors for the exist-
ing condition of things, but I do not hesitate to tell him here
in my place that I attach no sort of value whatever to any
statement made by his Department as to the number of
immigrants that have settled in this country. I say further
that the statements made by the Department he presides
over are utterly false and misleading, in my judgment.
There is no sort of ground or justification for the allegation
that 103,000 immigrants, or anything like that number,
settled in Canada within the last year or two.

Mr. CARLING. The statements were correct when the
hon. gentlemen were in power, and the same system is
carried out now.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. I do not think these
statements were particularly correct, but I know that no
attempt whatever was made to exaggerate them.

Mr. CARLING. They are not exaggerated now.
Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. I say they are, and I

shall prove it. If immigrants come to any part of Canada
at all, everybody knows that they would go to Manitoba or
the North-West, or else to Ontario. You have your own
census returns in the North-West, showing a most scandal-
ous failure in the settlement of that part of the country.
You have the evidence of everybody in Manitoba, from the
legislators down, who have any interest in Manitoba, to
show that immigrants have not gone there, and that the
statements made from year to year on the authority of that
Department, as to the number of immigrants who went into
Manitoba, were one of two things-either grossly exagger-
ated or that immigrants went there but did not stay there.
Now, as to the Province of Ontario; we have got sufficient
evidence as to what has been going on there. Hon. gentle-
men ought to know that our assessors returned pretty
accurately the annual increase. We have the returns
made by the assessors for the ten years from 1871
to 1881, shôI g a total increase in that Province very
nearly equal the nominal increase as reported by
the census, an increase in that time of nearly 300,000
souls which was very nearly what the census gave;
and everybody who knows how that census was taken,
knows that it was as at least as likely that the assessor's
returns of the increase was correct, as that of the census
commissioners, because it was taken on an entirely faulty
system, the system known as de jure in opposition to that
of de facto. 1 know myself that men who have been absent
from this country ten or twelve years were put down under
that system as residents bere. Now, we turn to these
assessors' returns for the Province of Ontario, which hon.
gentlemen must kuow absorbs much the largest proportion
0. all the immigrants who come to this country, the North-
West alone excepted. We fnd, Sir, that from. 1819 to 1880
the assessors returned an increase of 10,000; from 1880 to
1881, 10,000; from 1881 to 1882, 2,000; from 1882 to 1883,
14,090. We find then a large increase, I am happy to say,
in the next year of some 40,000 odd. Now, my opinion is
that the enormous exodus, which I know to have be n
going on from Ontario, and which every hon. gentlem n
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1 who paid any attention to the subJeot, knows to have gone
on in Ontario, went, not to the North-West, I am sorry to
say, but to varions States in the American union.

Mr. CARLING. What authority have you for that?
Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. We have the autbority

that the people are not here; we have the authority that in
. hundreds of towns and villages in Ontario the population

has remained stationary; we have the authority that froma
1870 to 1884 there was no increase at ail in the rural popu-
lation of Ontario according to the assessors. Now, Sir,
unlesa the hon. gentleman is prepared to say that the asses-
sors throughout Ontario bave deliberately made fals.
returns, which I do not think he will insist upon, he is ahut
up to this, that all over Ontario the rural population hs
remained stationary during the last six or seven years; that
in the towns and villages there has been a small increase, in
the cities a eonsiderable increase, but the total increase has
been vastly below the natural increase of the population.
If it be correct that any of these immigrants the hon. gen-
tleman speaks of, have been brought in and have stayed
bere, they have stayed here only by displacing the exist-
ing population, by sending our own people adrift and
taking their places. It is the very acme of absurdity,
when we know that our people have been going from
us in such numbers, to tax the people more heavily by pay-
ing large sums of money to bring other people bere. Sir
there is no getting away from the assessors' returns, and ï
tell the hon. gentleman that they are the only returns that
approach to accuracy. Since attention has been called to
this subject they have been unusually careful in reIkoning
the population, they have, relatively speaking, increased
the number they have put down. Now, if the hon. gentle.
man, who is a western man, chooses to go through any of
the great and fertile counties adjacent to London, he can
scarcely go into a township in which h. will not find a
large number of people alt of whom have near kinsmen or
kinswomen in the nited States. I have over and over
again made minute enquiries, taking sections at haphazard,
and asking every man who attended my meeting there,
what the fets were, and it was the exception and not the
rule to find persons who had not near relatives in the
United States, from that part of western Canada whioh
the hon. gentleman knows is an exceeding fertile and
attractive region, and what is true there ais true, though

erh8asin a less degree, in other parts of the country. The
on. gentleman must sée that if we had kept these 875,000

people who are alleged by his Department to bave
been settled in Canada within the last nineteen years, oi
population must have been larger than even he estimates
it, or than the Finance Minister estimates it, by 1,100,000
or 1,200,000. Had we added that to our natural increase,
and had we obtained these 875,000 people who are said to
have settled here, the population of Canada, on the ordinary
rules of increase, which anybody can compte, ought to be
to-day nearer > ,000,000 than 6,000,000. Now, if thei hon.
gentleman wants to know where our people have gone h.
can find out by referring to the United States «ensus,
which contains soma very curions items of information on
this point, because they show not merely that there were
717,000 of Canadian birth in the United States ve years
ago, but there were 900,000 edd born of Oanadian
parents on both sides. One reason why our popu-
lation bas been increasing muoh less rapidlY than it
ought, bas been, as I have more than once painted
out to his predecessors, because thec lass of emigramis
who leave Canada have been the very flower and
pick of our population; have been men and women in the
prime of life, and I have no doubt whatever that the rate of
natural increase in this ecountry has perceptibly dimnnished
from that cause. Now, Sir, those are some of the reasons
which induced me utterly to dispute the aoouracy of the
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statements made for the last 18 or 19 years by the Depart-
ment of Immigration, as to the number of people who are
settling here. The hon. member is not going to tell us that
they have settled in Prince Edward Island, nor is lie going
to tell us that they have settled in Nova Scotia, nor that
they have settled in New Brunswick. I do not think he
wilI say that they have settled in the French portions of
Quebec to any appreciable extent. Have they settled in
the Eastern Townships ? I think the hon. gentleman will
not maintain that. You are shut down to the faot that they
have gone either to Manitoba and the North-West or to
Ontario.

An bon. MEMBER. To British Columbia.
Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. Some to British Colum-

bia. They have had a Chinese immigration to a consider-
able amount, I am willing to allow, of ten or twelve thon-
sand. I dare say that there bas been a considerable immi-
gration there; but there has not been, unhappily, to the
North-West and there has not been, unhappily, to Ontario.
It is no use for hon. gentlemen to shut their eyes to the
plain fact that all over Ontario to.day, in the rural districts,
the population is very nearly stationary in a great number
of constituencies, and that in a great number of the smaller
towns the population is almost stationary. Now, there
may be difculties about ascertaining the exact population
in some of the outlying districts, but there is very little
difficulty in ascertaining accurately the population in the
numerous towns and cities which dot Ontario; and these,
without exception, show that the population has either
been stationary, or that it bas failed to keep up the natural
increase, and consequently there has been no room for these
immigrants, unless, as I say, by the process of displacement.
It is not to be supposed that our condition differs very
greatly from that of other countries. I am quite aware, I

ave said it over and over again that much the same con-
dition of things has taken place in the States of the Union
under similar conditions. Let us not make the mistake of
boasting that we have a larger population than we possess.
This process has been going on for many years. Our one
chance, in my opinion, of adding largely to our population
was the adoption of a wise policy in the North-West, and
the reason, as I have told the hon. gentleman, why I object1
so much to his policy is, because I think that between the1
heavy tariff of the Government, the railway monopoly, and
the impolitic land regulations the Government have utterly
failed to avail themselves of innumerable opportunities given
to them of stopping the exodus from Canada, and particu-
larly from the North-West.

Mr. FOSTER. This question of immigration is, ofi
course, an interesting one, and we shall not help it in this
country by endeavoring to prove that our policy has
been of a very useless character. I quite agree with the
hon, gentleman who has just taken his seat, in his last
remark, that we will not help things by endeavoring to
show that our population has increased more than it has
increased. That is true. But, on the other hand, it isV
equally true that we will not help things by endeavoring, a
in Parliament or in public, to prove that the population of1
this country bas, in an immense number of constituencies, h
become diminished, and that the whole immigration effort m
which has been made in this country for the last ten years,t
has proved of no benefit. That alternative, when compared
with the first mentioned alternative, is not the one to be
preferred in this country. The first point that comes upY
for discussion is, whether it is a good principle to make
public tho resources of the country, or not. Some say that
all this publishing of our resources is a thing of no p
use and of immense cost. I do not believe it. I w
think we have to act in this matter in the light of t
similar efforts after immigrants made in other countries1h
and in.the United States, and although the Government itself i

Sir IAçmz CASTWMgIE,

may not have gone into the business of immigration attrac
tions as has the Ddninion Government, this work has been
equally as well doue and as widely done by the immense
railway companies and land companies which have flooded
not only Europe and Great Britain and the eastern States of
the Union but also this Dominion with accounts of their ad-
vantages, put forward in the most attractive style, by maps
and pamphlets, delineations of the features and resources of
the country. And this literature having been spread every-
where bas had its effect in drawing attention of emigration
centres to the advantages offered by the United Statesý
Now I think there is more need of Canada attempting to
carry out this course than for the United States because the
Dominion came later into prominence as offering an
attractive field for immigrants. It comes into the field in
competition specially with the United States, which had its
advantages ortrayed in those ways that I have spoken
of, and wi ely circulated in the centres of emigration
movement. If Canada were to make itself known at all, if it
was to attract the attention of those people, we must do it
by this same system of circulating pamphlets and
books and maps, showing in a popular manner what this
country is, what advantages it offers, and so make
it attractive to immigrants. I do not think there can be
any exception taken to this proposition, that fairly judicious
advertising of the resources of the country is a necessary
and judicious act on the part of the Government. The next
proposition that comes up is one of cost. The hon. mein-
ber for South Huron (Sir Richard Cartwright) stated
boldly, and the hon. member for Bothwell (Mr. Mills) also
stated very strongly, that this was a giving of money, that
the amount which was paid for instance to the Free Preus
of London and the Gazette of Montreal and to those other
papers for pamphlets and maps was money given to those
papers. The hon. gentlemen do not seem to take into account,
and he would lead the country not to take into account,
the fact that a guid pro quo was obtained in connection with
those printing contracts.

Mr. MILLS. No.

Mr. FOSTEIR. The hon. gentleman ignores the fact that
the printing was done, that the composition took place and
that the work was struck off, and -before the hon. gentle-
man can make a single effective point he las got to show
that an extravagant price was paid for having those docu-
ments published. I leave it to this House to say whether
the hon. gentleman attempted to show there were extrava-
gant prices paid. He did not. He simply held up the
items, mentioned the amounts paid and the newspapers to
which they were paid, and he did not take - e account
what any fair-minded man would have d that work
was given for the payment made. The ho . member for
South Huron (Sir Richard Cartwright) made some very
strong statements, being spurred up by the almost fierce
speech of the hon. member for Bothwell, and he made some
very strong statements which I do not think lie substanti-
ated before this House. He declared, and he ought to ex-
plain that to this House in view of the position in which
he stands and the weight which his speeches carry-he
made the statement broadly here and persisted in it, that
the pamphlets issued by the Department of Agriculture
were misleading, that they made certain promises which
had ne foundation in fact, that they promised that certain
wages would be given which were not given.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. No, no; I spoke of
promises made by agents of the Department to immigrants
who have come out here, and I have been informed as to
hat fact by immigrants themselves, and I have seen, as I
bave stated over and over again, their communications in
English papers,
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Mr. POSTER. If that was what the hon. gentleman

said, I am glad to have the correction, but I certainly
understood him, in the course of the debate-either the
hon. member for Huron or the hon. member for Bot bwell
-to declare that the pamphlets themselves were mislead-
ing. That was the impression I gathered ; if it is not
what the hon. gentleman meant to state, I am glad te find
out such is not the fact. I know there bas been much said
in the House and the country, and those broad statements
have been made that the pamphlets issued and the repre-
sentations made by our responsible agents have beon mis-
leading, and that people wore deluded by them and brought
to this country under false pretences. Another statement
the hon. gentleman did make, and as regards that I am
certain I am not mistaken, was, that the people were going
ont of the North-West by tons and by tons of hundreds. If
that is the truth ho should certainly give some grounds for
the statement and bring forward some proof. Did the hon.
gentleman give a single proof of the bald assertion he made,
that people were going out of the Canadian North-West by
tens of hundreds, which means by the thousand ? I do
not think ho did; I do Dot think ho can do so. As a
gorieral aissertion, it may do very well for an irresponsible
man, but as an assertion to be made from the seat occupied
by my hon. friend, in his responsible position, I think ho
should bave thought before ho made it, or else hoeshould
have proved the assertion.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. I ca do it.

Mr. POSTER. He should have proved it to the satisfac-
tion of this House. He does not believe-it would not do-
it is not part of his creed at all to believe in statistics which
emanate from Canadian authorities. He does not believe
that the statisties and statements which have been gathored
by our own painstaking officers, by our own Departments,
and in our own country, are true. Afterwards, when
cornered by the statement of the Minister of Agriculture
that these were now gotten up on the very same basis that
they were during the régime of my hon. friend, ho turned
around and said he never had much faith in thom; and,
towards ihe close of his speech, hoesaid ho believed they
bad been wrong for the last nineteen years. Now, my hon.
friend did himself great injustice; ho did the party to which
he belongs great injustice, and ho did the country of which
ho is a citizen still greater injustice when ho sat still and
qu'et for nineteen years, and never thought to open his
nmouth until within the last two or three years. Why, Sir,
by 80 doing he was guilty of complicity in the arrangement
of the basis which bas become stated and settled, and which
it seems has put our country on the wrong lino entirely in
this respect. He was just as wrong there as hoeshowed
himseolf to be in a remark which slipped out very quiotly-
but still slipped out-that there was not so much difference
if only a little wrong was comnitted as if a great wrong
was committed, that is, that the principle did not amount
to anything. But the hon. gentleman believes in some-
thing. If ho does not beliere in the trustworthiness of
CaDadian officiais and Canadian statistics, ho has every faith
in the statements and statistics of the officers of the United
States. My hon. friend beside hirm will probably get up
before the debate closes, and will cite the wonderful reve-
lations made by these wonderful statisticians along the lino
of the Grand Trunk Railway, which have been floating
around through this country for so many years, showing
the great efflux of people from this country to the United
States. There is no limit te the extent to which my hon.
friend'e credulity will stretch itself, when ho has to swallow
the statements of American officials, and there is no limit to
the amount of hie incrodulity, whon ho is asked to take a
single statement made by the painstaking officials of our
'own Canadian Department. Now I eau show that my hon.
friend rather 1 et himself into a trap. How does ho show,

when ho was talking about the efflux of immigrants from
our own North-West into the American NorLh-Weet, how
did ho undertake-if he made any proof at all-to prove
that they did go ont ? Tn this way: by taking the Cana-
dian statistics as to howv mtny went in and as te how many
are in. It suits him te take Canadiau statistios as true,
both for the number goirg in and the number who are in,
when he wants to prove that a great many have gone over
into the north west States. But when ho bas to prove that
people come and stay in our own country, ho does notthink
Canadian statistics are worth anything in that point of
v:ew. Well, but why have they gone ? If they have gone
out of our own North-West Territory into the territories to
the south of us, why have they goneo? The hon. gentleman
bas told us why. He says: It is your high-handed, your
iniquitous, your oppressive tarif that drives them out.
Whither did they go, and to what country are they driven ?
To a country in which the tarif is higher, and, aocording to
my hon. f riend's logic, more oppressive. Now that is not
consequential reaoning. If people are driven out by a
certain evil, they are not likely to go to a country
whore the evil ls tenfold greater, or threefold greater,
or any greater. They go to a country where there is
relief from that evil. Acording to my hon. friend a pro.
tective tariff drives them out of our country and drives
them into the arms of a country having a protective tarif
far higher than ours. Again, hesays railroad monopolies
drive them out. Our North-West has a railway throngh
it, and that monopoly is so groat and so grinding that the
people are led to flee from that country, and to go to the
north western States. Yet the hon, gentleman kno"s
that a comparison was read in this House no longer ago
thana yeaterday-a comparison of the railway rates in our
own North-West and those in the north-west States of the
Union-in which our rates stood far botter in comparison
with them, both for freight and for passenger trafflo. Now,
if the hon, gentleman says tbey are driven out, let him
prove it, but let him give some more sensible reason than
that they are driven out from our country by the tarif and
the railway into a country where both the tariff and the
railway rates are a great deal higher than they are in our
own. The hon. gentleman says ho travelled around
amongst a number of constituencies, and especially around
London, and that ho met with people and talked with
them, and when ho talked with thom ho found that they
had relations in the United States of America. Now, Sir,
that is the very strongest reason why the policy pursuo
by this Goverument, and the poetcy of this country which
supports the Government, for those years that have been
past is proved to ho a wise policy. Why have they relatives
in the United States ? Those relatives went there years
ago, before our own North-West was opened at all; and I
venture to state this, without fear of contradiction, that if
our own North-West had been opened as early for this
country as the North-West of the United States was opened
for the United States, those relatives of our people would
have gone to our own country, and the sources whieh draw
people to that country would have been planted there as
they were planted in the United States, because our North-
West was not opened at all. That is a disadvantage we had
to start with. We are later in the field. Our North-WSet
was opened later, and we have that disadvantage to contend
against, that certain of our own people in the earlier days
have gone to the American North-West. Their relatives are
there, and they draw thoir own knd; and it is botter for
us, instead of magnifying that, to magnify the resources
and capabilities of our own North-West, go that we may plant
a nucleus of our own people there, who will, in future years,
continue to draw around it relatives and friends from this
distant part of the country. The hon. gentleman says then
that immigrants do not go to Prince Edward Island, NoVa
Scotia and New Brunswick. That may be true to a
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certain extent, but my hon. friend should not make that a us that they go from a slightly protected country te a pore
complaint against the immigration policy of this country. highly protected country, they only show that they have
It is not so. Geographical diffidulties surely cannot be said not mastered the A, B, C of the protective system. Evyy-
to be the result of a policy, and national difficulties or body knows that a protective system is inifnitely less ilu-
national conaiderations cannot be said to be the result of a jurious when applied on a large scale in a gigantio country
tarif policy or the like of that. Why, Sir, the very same like the United States than in a small country like Canada.
thing takes places in other countries beside our own. If In fact, a very moderate system works very muchl greater
the hon. gentleman was a citizen of the State of Maine, or harm in a small country, with very limited markets, like
the State of Vermont, or the State of New Yorx-if he was Canada, than a high protective system does in a large
a citizen of almost anyone of the New England States and country like the United States. I have always pointed
was disposed to decry that country, as he is disposed to decry out that a country like the Gnited States could adopt a pro.
this country, he could stand up in his place and make the tective system with a minimum of injury to the people,
same statement, that these populations are practically but that in a small country like Canada, with our Provinces
stationary ; that some of them are even going backward in separated as they are, it works infinite mischief; and
population. These are not the results of policy but of some- people go from Canada to the United States, because they
thing deeper than any policy. They are what take place find the protective system infinitely less mischievous there
in every country which has different sections, older and than they do bere.
newer, when the new are opened up and the populations of
the old run out towards them. So, I think the policy of Mr. FERGUSON (Leeds). The hon. gentleman has
this Government, in stretching every nerve to make the made two or three statements which I think it would be
people of other countries acquainted with the resources of unwise to let go to the old country uncontradicted. He said
Canada, and to place those resources before them in an that farm laborers were poorly paid. Now, every gentle-
attractive light, is a policy that this country will uphold, a man in this House or in the country who has paid the
policy which in the end will be proven even more wise slightest attention to that subject must know that at no
than we think it at the present time. period in the history of this country for thirty-five years

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. I want to call atten. bas manual labor of all kinds, agricultural as weil as
tion to two or three material facts which hon. gentlemen mechanical, been as well paid as it is to-day; and the very
have not thought it convenient to pay any attention to. reverse of the hon. gentleman' statement with regard to
With reference to the relative expenditure of the two Gov- the effect on the use of agricultural implements on the
ernments on pamphlets and such objects, I find that in 1878 wages of agricultural laborers is the case. So searce and
the total amount paid by the late Administration for pain. so dear is agricultural la bor to-day that if it were not for
pbts and advertising for immigration purposes was $4,193 the use of machinery, the farmers would be at a loss to
against $ý0,000 paid for paper and printing alone during carry on their busiess. As for the mechanics, such
the past year, and 8100,000 during the year before. That as bricklayers, carpenters, and men of that stamp,
shows what the relative economy of the two Goveruments the wages they are receiving to-day are almost faibul-
was in that respect. As for the other statement, that we ous as compared with those they received fifteen or
have no evidence of the utter and disastrous failure of this twenty years ago It is no wonder we cannot get immi-
miserable policy of hon. gentlemen opposite, why, Sir, the grants. It is not four weeks since I heard it stated
very Customs returns published by my hon. friend the in this House that mechanics should not be brought to this
Minister of Customs, as far back as 1884, claim 248,000 .country, because they would starve in the public streets.
people in the NorthWest Territories; and when we come There is no healthy, able-bodied man who cannot procure
to sift those figures, what do we find ? That there are any kind of manual labor in this country that le wants,
not 140,000 white people in the whole North-West and and at remunerative wages. I know that in large towns
Manitoba put together. Is that proof enough for the and cities there are large numbers of people who are in a
Minister of Marine ? The hon. gentleman, I suppose, in chronc state of distress, and nothing will drive them out
the toils incident to the position of a newly-fledged Minister, of that; no government policy will ever prevent that, it is
has not had time to read the reports, or he would see that the evil of human nature. With regard to people bing
year after year 30,000, 40,000, 50,000 people were stated to driven out of Manitoba by the tariff-and agricultural imple-
have gone into the North-West since 1881 by the hon. ments were specially reterred to by the hon. member for
Minister of Agriculture, Where are those people ? We Bothwell-I have no hesitation in saying that prices on
know they are not there; they have not come back to I every lino of agricultural implements are from 15 to
Ontario, because there is nothing in the assessors' returns 25 per cent. cheaper to-day than they were five years ago;
that we possess to show any additional population to equal and I think 1 am correct in saying that nine-tenths of all
their number. The inference is perfectly clear that they the implements put into the market to-day are of Canadian
have gone outside of this Dominion, and, if so, where could manufacture. Hon. gentlemen have called for specific items,
they go except to the United States ? Now, Sir, it Dis not and I will -mention one-the breaking plough, which las
true that in the last 14 or 15 years Dakota and the north- been the subject of so much debate in this House. Four years
western States have had a better chance than our North- ago the John Deer plough was put in the market at $28
West. In 1871 the population of Dakota was 12,000; in retail all along the railway line, and a Canadian plough
1885 it was 420,000. manufactured by Frost & Wood, not many miles from

this city, was put in for $ -4. The Deer plough cameMr. McLELAN. How many in the first 10 years? down 82 and the Canadian plough came down $2.
Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. Between 1871 and Last summer, the John Deer plough was sold for

1878 the total population of Dakota was reported at about $41 or $22, and to-day it is put on the market at 818.
80,000 to 90,000, and in the United States censusat 130,000. I have letters here frorn people in the country in which
The greatest increase bas taken place in the last four or they say that the preference for the Deer plough over
five years. Since 1878 we have had every access to our the Canadian was a mere matter of sentiment. At first,
own Territories, and I am speaking of what I have seen people preferred the article which had been made by men
when I say that our own people were pouring into that long accustomed to manufacturing for prairie work ; but
territory, that they would have been delighted to settle they find that our own people are quite as competent to
in that country, and nothing but the impolicy of the Gov- manufacture a useful and durabie article as the, Americans.
ernment drove them away; and when hon. gentlemen tell I can say that the Canadian plough, which was sold there
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four years ago for 824, was, during this Session, offered by
tender to the Interior Department for $14, exactly one-halt
the price of similar plonghs five years ago.

Mr. WATSON. This immigration question is one that
interests Manitoba deeply, and one in which I have always
fet a great interest since I have had the honor of occupying
a seat in the House, I have always been under the impres-
sion that false reports of the number of immigrants who
went to the North-West, are not calculated to advance the,
intereste of immigration to that country. That has not
been the opinion held by hon. gentlemen opposite, I know
from experience, the Government apparently want to blind
people to the facts o the case by stating that a certain
number went in each year and that the country is prosper-
ous. But what are the facts? We find that the population
of Manitoba, according to the census of 4th April, 18il, wasu
59,189 and that of the North-West Territories 6,974.
According to the immigration report of the Department of
Agriculture, we find that in 1881 the Department claims
22,000 immigrants went into Manitoba and the North-
West; in 1882 they claimed 58,751; in 1883, 42,792; in
1884, 24,440, and in 1885, 7,000. In 1885, the year of1
the rebellion, of course, there are reasons why imm'-
gration was' less than usual. This maires a total of
221,146 people who ought to be there to-day. The census
has been taken for the Territories, and I find there are little
over 23,04 0 whites in the Territories. This is allowing noth-
ing for the natural increase, which is pretty large in Mani-
toba and the Territories. I find a discrepancy in the figures,
apparently, when contrasted with the estimate of the popu.
lation of Manitoba to-day. As was stated in the Bouse a
few days ago, the population of Manitoba to day is placed
at 110,000, which would make, with Territories, a total

North West. A mile belt was reserved along the railway.
The land policy was frequently changed.

Mr. BOWELL. Every change bas been to make it more
liberal. Ras it not?

Mr. WATSON. Not in the first place.
Mr. BOWELL. Wheu is the firet place.
Mr. WATSON. In 1879, you could get 160 acres home-

stead free; in 1880-81 you. got only 80 acres, and 80 acres at
82 per acre as pre-emption. The changes in the regulations
went on so rapidly that people going into the conntry could
not feel acertainty as to what the land regulations might b.
With reference to the agricultural implements, the tariff
drove people out of the country. The hon. gentleman talks
of ploughs. Why theOCopp Brothers, of Ramilton, shipped
a cargo of ploughs to the North-West, not oe of which was
fit to plough with.

Mr. FERGUSON. What is the case now ?
Mr. WATSON. Where are your settlers? Many of them

have left on this accoant. But I adm«t that now Canadian
agricultural implements are almst equal to the 4merican.

Mr. FERGUSON. Yes, and cheaper.
Mr. WATSON. This protective system built up the

manufactures at the cost of immigration to the North-West.
People, if they could not secure agricultural implements at
reasonable prices, would not stop in the country. I know
of men who left the Province because they could not secure
proper implements. Self-binders, for instance, in 1880, cost
8340 in Manitoba, while you could buy them at $200 in
Dakota, and that was your grand system of protection.
That policy bas been a curse to the North-West. •

Mr. FERGUSON. What can you buy them for now ?

population WIth whives or 133,00; aeaucting this from the Mr. WATSON. For $250, and in Dakota for $190.
221,146. we find about 88,146 of a discrepancy. I maintain Another reason which kept our immigration back is the rail-
that giving figures which are not correct and leading this wayr aonopoly. It was stated, a couple of nears ago, by the
Bouse t believe that the course of immigration was being FirstMinister, that h e would not allow t e Manitoba and
directed into that .ountry has had an injuriouseffect. The South-Western Railway to be built through one of the finest
first Session I hadl thehonor of a seat in this House, I acted sections in Manitoba, because American capitalists were
on the Standing Comnittee dealing with Immigration, interested in the road, but we find he is prepared to ask this
and when the Deputy Minister of Agriculture, at oue of our Honse to vote millions of dollars to build a Une through the
meetings, made the statement that 13,000 Americans had State of Maine. flundreds of mon left the oountry because
emigrated from he American side mo Manitoba during theyhad not railway communication, and because the
that year, 1883, I ventured to contradict his statement. I Manitoba and South-Western, which was to have been built
stated it was false. What was the reply? It was: " Por four or five years ago, has not yet been extended so as to
God's take, if we get a good report, let us have it. Tht reach the settlers, who went in with the prospect of havingwas the r.iel mde By the hon. member for North a railway years ago. We have a botter soil and country inPerth (Mr. eson). But I maintain that false statements the North-West and Manitoba for generai agricultural farm.
are not in the best interests of the country; 1 ing than they have in the western States. We have
ventured to correct the statement, because I was not aware larger tiel he ind wes ter hae
it was the duty of a representative of a constituency in Ar wyieldl thfwheatand we enjoy botter climat.
Manitoba, whcu lhe kniew a statemeut was neot correct, te A.nd with al l ie. dvantsges w. have net get the immi.
remaina wilent. Now, 1 t aeink nhter. is nedoubt but that gration, and I am sorry to say I know of settlements in

therea a discrepancy. What are ti reasos t .bpople Dakota that are entirely built up of Canadian people. I was

did nit abink fit tesaync WhatI country? They did neot also sorry to see in the Toronto Mail, a paper whieh hon.
dide botchakfi thoystayinthat..ouis nt bt Tha di nt gentlemen almost swear by, when it was apologising forleave because they thoughto he soil1s not botter than it is baving only 23,000 whites in the North-West Territories,
n Dakota.f The Miister of the Interior read from the the statement that it was a fact, and the sooner they realised
Free Preas of Winnipeg-and he might rad bfromitatany it the botter, that the North-West could not be settled up
time, beause that paper has always stood by Manitoba' until Dakota was settled up, and that they could not expectbcase it habs always advocated our terests and claimed many people to go into the North-West until Dakota was
that we had better soil than can bh found in Dakota -b t settled. I was sorry to see such a statement. I believe
that paper b stated the reasonis why the people do nrt that we have such inducements in Manitoba that people
stop in Manitoba. It said the ]and through southern would come into that country in preference to going to
Manitoba was locked up, the land in the west was locked Dakota, with equal advantages. Hon. gentlemen opposite
up for colonisation purposes. say that memberse on this side of the House are trying tq

Mr. WHITE (Cardwell). No land was loeked up for decry the country because they state that the coun-
co.lo iT plios esu try has grievances. If it has grievances, thie iscolomisation purposes' the place to ventilate them and to right theux. Donot say
Mr. WATSON. There was; and at one time a large por. that it is all right because the Minister of Agriculture

tion of southern Manitoba was withdrawn from homestead, comes for ward and says there are 60,000 or 70,000 immi-
as well as large tracte in other portionsof Manitoba and the grants gone into the North-West, when it is not the cOsf.
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In that way you are deoceived, you are only putting off "On a memorandum dated 24th December, 1874, from the hon. the
the evil day. Yon take the censue and you fiid ont what Minister of the Interior, stating that, in view of the location of the Oana-

the ldaios than yu fh i dian Pacifie Railway line westerly from the present limite of the
your population is. I contend that, if that North-West Province of Ontario, he submnits that in ali probability during the com-
country had been properly governed, instead of 133,000 irg seqson there will be a diRposition manifestel on the part of settiers

people in Manitoba and the North-West, we ought to have going into the Povin ce of Manitoba to esquat upon lands a'ong the
ppi route, thus possibly enbarrassing the Government in carrying out the
had half a millhon people there, and, if th immigrationprovisions of the Railway Act of last Sessimn, and unde, these circum-
had continued according to what it was in 1879-80, with stances he recommends that he be authorised to give public notice te
the natural growth we would have had 400,000 or 500,000 the effect that all lands within twenty miles on each ide of the line sur-

veyed, and uptn which the telegraph is now under construction, are for
people there. The country was progressig rapidly, but the present withdrawn from sale or settlement under the Dominion
the progress was interfered with by the changes in the land Lands Act, and that no rights of entry upon the said lands by parties
policy, by the mornopoly given to the railway and by locking wbo may have entered thereon after the issue of this notice wiil be

.land. for colonisation purpose.recognised by the Government until further notice.
Up st "The lande so withdrawn to include also a district twenty miles to

Mr. FOSTER. They were not locked up for colonisation the westward of Fort Pelly.
purposs. IlThe committes advise that thse requielte authorlty ho granted.

purposes. That only went a certain way westward. I will give you
Mr. WATSON. I tell the hon. gentleman they wero. lie another Order in Counil pased on the 28th February, 1876.

for one is interested in colonisation lands. He is interested c"On a memorandum, dated 2let February, 1876, frei the hon. tie
in getting hold of the few immigrants who do go to the Minister of Interior, re»rtiug that public considerations mako it expe-
North-West. He bas got men along the line who get $10 dient te select the site fur the proposed seat of the Government of the
a piece to rope them on to his land, and for what purpose ? North-Wst Territories at a point westerly cf Livingstone.

a"That thse late surveys for thse O'ïnadian Pacifie Railway and thf cou-
For the purpose of get'ng a quarter section for each settler strüction cf the telegraph lino have developed the fact that the cross-
for half price. That is Lhe way the lands in the North-West ing of the Battle River, some 250 miles west of Fort Pelly, posesses
are disposed of. I hope in the future we may have correct special advantagos as a site for the proposed City.cf thoimmiortif on11 Tiat thse Batie River is said to bel175 feet acro3e, ini low water, with
returus made of the immir. ion into the North-West. I a depth of twelve foot, and is believod to bo navigable fer man
hope we may know the exact amount of immigration that towards its source.
go each year to that country, and the number of settlers IThat the soilinthe vlcinity le excellent, and the country generally

who~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ roani h onradthnw halko h lgble for settlement, and tise geDeral position is central and conven-*ho remain in the country, and then we shall know the etfrheTrioeB
reasons why some do not. As to that young man whom the IlTiat in view cf the above ho rocommends that a block four miles
Free Pres speaks of, and the Minister of Interior spoke of sqnare, making in ail a block of sixteen square miles, be reserved at

wbo ame romFerge, wre ho mmberforCente sch a point in the vicinity cf thse junction of the Battie and Saskatche-
to.night, wo came fro Fergus, were the member for Centrey be found mot venint for a town site, whch
Wellington (Mr. Orton) resides, I do not see wby hoeshould may be constitntod the future seat of the Government of the North-
go in search of land in Dakota before he went to Manitoba. West Territories."
Surely the member for Centre Wellington should have Thore wae a reservation of sixtoon square miles for a
induced him to go to Manitoba before ho went to Dakota, possible town site in the future, upen which ne one waa te
but still, after going to Dakota and hunting all through it be permitted te sottie, altheugh the very roasen given for the
for land, ho bas come back to sete in Manitoba because he reservation was that it was admirably adapted for settie-
fiLds the land is botter there. I believe hoeis right, but why ment. The Order in Council then proceeded te make a
should ho go to Dakota? much larger roservatien, as follows

Mr. FERGUSON (Leeds). He went to see Mr. Pardee. "lfnrther recommende that the lande for twonty miles on bothsides of the telegrapis lne as laid out, extending from a peint twenty
Mr. BOWELL. He went to go on Mr. Pardee's land. miles wegterly of Fort Pelly to a point twonty miles wosterly cf the

mocf the fiattie River, ho withdrawn for tise present fromn sale or
Mr. BAIN (Wentworth). He might go to Florida to seesettlement, as an extension of tie roserve already sot apartinaconnection

Mr. Chapleau's land. with the construction cf the Pacifie Railway.
" Thp comrnmt*ee subm~t tb3 abovo recammoudatieus for Vaur Excel-

Mr. WATSON. There is no botter inmigration agent iiilenoy'>aupprovaî.
the wo:ld than a contented settler, and, if you make the Thon, en the 22nd Apri 1, 1870,tthore wae a further Order in
people in that country contented, they will induce others Council on the &ubject of these reservatiens, asfollowe
to go and reside there. I hope the Government will pursue 1"On a memorandum, dated 21st April, 1878, frcm theelhon. the Minuter
such a policy that, in five years, instead of coming down cf tie Interior, statlng, witisreference tise question cf withdrawal of
here and finding the population 80,000 or 90,000 short, they lande lu tie vicinity of tise une cf tie Canadian Pacifie Railway from
will find the population that they expect in the Territories. ordinary sale and sttloment, to ho disposed of at a future period inconnoection with tise construction cf tise railway, that in view of avoiding
If these people go there, they should romain there. There possible difficuhies witi persona taking up land u[en or in tie vicinity
is nothing to induce them to go out of that country. There cf tie lno, as surveyod, te tie wetward of Battlo River, it le, ln hie

are no natural disadvantages to make them leave Manitoba opinion, expedient to extend the reserve anthorieed by tie Order in
ocunci, ln that beisaîf, dated tise 28tis February laut, and recommending,

and go to Dakota, and I hope such means will be used by therfore, that tie lande for 20 miles on oaci side et tie Une cf tie rail-
the Minister of Agriculture as will induce immigration of way, from a point 20 miles westerly cf tie Battie River te Japer foue,
the right class to settle in Manitoba. in tie Yellow Head Pae, througistie Rocky Mountains, ho withdraw.accordingly.

Mr. WHITE (Cardwell). I desire to call attention to 1,Tie committee suimit tie above recemmendations fer Your Excel-
one point in the remarks of the hon. gentleman. He talks lency's approval."
about the reservations made by this Governmont and the There were three Orders in Council passed from 1874 to
injury which resulted to the North-West from these reser. 1176, two of them in 1876, one in February and one in
vations. I shall simply state the facts, without any com. April, reserving a forty-mile boit through what .verybody
ment, as to what was the licy of hon. gentlemen opposite.admite je an excellent part of that country, because the
I am not saying it was a bad policy, 1 am not condemning Governrnnt might require it hereatter for the building of
it, I am simply stating what it was and what the motive was the railway.
which prompted it when they were in office. On the 24th fgr. WATSON. Hon. gentlemen on that eide of the
December,1874,an Order inCouncil was passed-and I cannot liuse claimod that about twenty miles eh side of that
do botter than read it in full-as to reservations, and yon will track is cf ne use, that it wu nething but a muskeg ewamp.
see the object that they had was that, having regard to the Mr. WHITE (Cardwell) Ail I can say te the hon. gen-
construction of the Canadian Pacifie Railway, they were tleman je that the rosorvation by the firt Order in Concil
anxious to reserve the lands from settlement in order that was net at that pointat ail, it was on the ordinary Prince Al-
they might have them to do as they pleased with them for bert trailweît et Portage la Prairie wherethe hon. gentleman
thi construction of that railway: lives. It reeerved tiPrince Albert district the BatUlford

Kr. Wâ2!mox
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district and the Edmonton district, all admittedly good lands, their homestead and get 160 acres of land for nothing, by
and it reserved them up to Jasper House. The hon. gentleman the simple performance of the ordinary duties under which
surely does not pretend to say that the whole of the country they were able to get it for $1 down, and such further sum
for twenty miles on each side of the railway was unfit for set- as the Government might impose on them, under the policy
tlement, that the Government seriously contemplated build. of hon. gentlemen opposite. Now, I think I may fairly say,
ing a railway from Selkirk to Jasper House through a under these circumstances, that it does not lie in the mouth
country that was not fit for settlement. On the contrary, of hon. gentlemen opposite to talk about the land policy of
the Order in Conneil which I have read states that the the Government as being illiberal, or to refer to the reserva-
reason for the reservation was that tb e country was so tions made from time to time by this Government-reserva-
attractive for settlers that they would probably go in there tions which may have been wise or net, but which at that time
and squat. Then, Sir, on the 9th November, 1877, there were pressed upon the Government upon the ground that the
was this report : lands were going to be so valuable that it would be a pity

" On a report dated 30th October, 1877, from the hon. the Minister of to allow them to go, becanse the Governmont might through
the Interior, stating that in consequence of the rapidly increasing them largely recoup the country for the expenditure on the
demand for lands for settlement in Manitoba, and also of the con- Canadian Pacifie Railway. Looked at now after the event,
tinued dissatisfaction at the locking up of the lands withdrawn for
twenty miles on each side of the line surveyed for the Canadian Pacifie with the experience of the last threo or four years, with
Railway by the Order in Council of the 26th December, 1874, he is of the bursting of the boom then upon us, and wbich dazzled
opiion - the minds of the best business men in Canada, it may be
Here is a modification- all right to turn around and say we ought not to have done
" that it is expedient te effect some amelioration of the conditions of so. Personally I wish it had not been done, I think it was
the said Order in Council se far as relates to the lands within the a mistake to do it-I have no hesitation in saying that-but
Province." that is a piece of wisdom after the event, which is a very
Only the land within the Province, nothing beyond-- cheap commodity. It was done in accordance wit h the best

" He, therefore, recommends that the lands in Manitoba withdrawn business sentiment of this country and of Manitoba. But it
as above be thrown open to actual settlement, but not for homestead or did not last long and thet land was open for settlement. 1
pre-emption entry, or for entry by military bounty or police warrants, or think the reservation only lasted about a year, if I remem-
for ordinary sale; no person to be allowed to acquire more than one-half ber rig y. Then, Sir, as to the reservation of the milesection, or 320 acres, and such land to be paid for by the occupant at
whatever rate and upon such terms as may be fixed therefor by the Gov- belt. Why, everyone knows that at that time there was a
ernment when the remainder of the lands in the Province of this class boom with regard to town lots, and a disposition to squat

e l tfurther recommends that persons desiring to acquire such lands n the hope f getting a town lot, and it was desirable
shall, previous to settlement thereon, be required to be entered therefor to c rl e th.o mile bolt on each side unt il the railway
at the nearest Dominion Lands office ; and in order to prove their good was built and the stations were fixod. The mile belt
faith, the applicants shall be obliged in each case to make a payment in was then thrown open, and settlers can go in there nowadvanoe, at the time of sntry, of $1 per acre in cash on account of thesu sLe.To thhn.gtl anttethtb.ad
purchaae,and further be required te attle on and commenceutecultivate and settle. Then the hon. gentleman states that the land
the land within one year from the date of entry, or in default thereof the was locked up from settlement by colonisation companies.
payment se made to be forteited. Nothing of the kind. No colonisation tract -interfered in"Nobcrip of any kind,.or mihitsrybouty, or police warrants, to be the slightest degree with the aven sections. Every evenrceivable in paymieat of the lands above described.y

" The Minister observes that the withdrawal of the lands in question section is open to homestead and pre-emption, the sane as
was effected under section 105of the Dominion Lands Act, circumstances lands in any other part of the North-West and anybody can
not permitting the application thereto of the Act 37 Vie., cap. 14, which upon them. I believe eue cf the
provides for the construction of the railway, and as no statute exista go iu there and settlo
authorising the special mode above suggested of disposing of the lands things which has caused the absence of so large an influx of
withdrawn, it will be advisable to confiri the action proposed to be pop'ilation into the North-West as many believ'Cd would
takea as above in that respect, by legislation during the ensuing Session have taken lace, ad as we regret has net taken place bas
ot Parliamnt. h - aenpc, ada erertbsnt ae lc,ba

' The committee concur in the foregoing report, and recommend that been tho persistent efforts of the hon. gentlemen opposite
the same be approved and acted on." to docry our land policy, to impress upon people going in
Then came the first Order in Council passed after the pre thore that there was somothing very bad in our land la' s,
sent Government came in, on the 24th October, 1879: something which prevented their getting as good a chance

" On a report, dated 22nd October, 1879, from the hon. the Minister of as they would find in Dakota and Minnesota, and in addition
the Interior, stating that the provisions recently made for the disposal to that was the fact there was already a large Canadian
of certain public lands set apart for the purposes of the JCanadian Pacific population in those States, attracting their neighbors to go
Railway have rendered it expedient that the Order in Couneil of the there instead of going into our own territory. It ought,
9th November, 1877, respecting the lands reserved for twenty miles onh e
each side of the then surveyed line of the Canadian Pacific tailway however, to be remembered when hon. gentlemen tell us
through the Province of Manitoba, should be cancelled, and h. recom- that the population of the North-West to-day has not much
mends that the same be cancelled accordingly. increased-and I have heard persons say that the population

"The cemmittee submit the above reccommendation for Your has not increased-that when the census was taken in 1881
all that part of Manitoba which is west of the old western

Thus one of the very first things this Government did was to bourdary was in the North-West; and when i tell hon.
cancel this Order in Council under which settlers coming gentlemen that in one constituency, Selkirk, represented
in had te pay $1 down in cash at the time of entry, and were by Mr. Sutherland, which is largely within that new Terri.
to commence their settlement duties and perform them as tory, there are 15,000 voters on the list, it cannot be
they are required to do now, when they get the land for contended that there has not been a considerable influx of
nothing, and if they failed to perform thom they were to population into that country.
forfeit the payment they had made, and in addition Mr. WATSON. When the hon. Minister talks aboutto this they were subject to any other payment Govern- 15,('00 votera being on the list, perhaps he wili tell us howment might exact from them after the railway was many are resident votera ?built. And hon. gentlemen who adopted that priaciple in yr e rd era?
the North-West actually talk about the illiberality of the Mr. WRITE (Oardwell). That is a conundrum. Prob.
policy of the present Government, under which, with rail- ably the member for South Huron (Sir Richard Cartwright)
way facilities furnished, witbin the 20-mile belt-or within is on the list ; I do not know.
the one-mile belt, after the time had passed when it was Sir RICHARD CAR 'W RIGHT. I have no doubt I am.
mecessary te make the reservation to prevent speculative Mr. WATSON. That list may embrace ailmost everyone
settlement-even within the mile belt, people can sottie on n this House. No doubt, the Miuister of the Interior
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himself is on the list. I am glad to know that the Minister gone from the connty of York in 1816-11 when lon. getitlQ-
has come to the conclusion that the railway route laid men opposite were in'power. They went to the cOth-
down by the late Administration ran through a good tractîWeàt and settled in York colony. and are well sàtisfied to-
of country. When the bon. gentleman talks about the day. The hon, gentleman has also spoken about rail#ay
reservation on the Portage plains, it must be remembered monopoly. We have a great railway in the Nôrth-West
that they did not come into that roservation, because it was and we are rapidly getting more railways. It cannot be
more than twenty miles from the proposed railway tract. contradicted that we have Iower rates for freight and for
The bon. gentleman got away back to 1876, to find out that passengers than any American railway in the Arerîcan
the Mackenzie Government reserved a block of four milesINorth-West. We have greater facilities. We know that
square for a town site at Battleford. That is a small thing last year thousands of bushels of wheat were sent from the
to bring up. The hon. gentleman bas, however, seen American side and brought into the Dominion and sent
fit to justify the reservation of a mile belt the full length of over our railways, paying the duty, and they were sent by
the railway. I am not bore to justify any wrong-doing our route because the rates were mucl cheaper than the
that might have occurred during the late Administraticn. American unes. Yet hon. gentlemen opposite take
If I see any wrongs cominitted in the administration of occasion every time they speak here, and stili more in their
affairs in the North-West it is my duty to point them ont, campaign speeches, to decry the North-West and make
and two wrongs do not make one right. The old reply if;statements wbich are utterly devoid of fact. I hope hon.
made, and steps are at once taken to hunt up an old Order gentlemen will learn, if they learn nothing else, Vo have a
in Oouncil of the Mackenzie Administration. lu regard to littie patriotismu in their remarks.
the North West, which i a new country, we ought to learn Mr. PATERSON (rant). It is scarcely necessary to
from experience. That being the case, the hon. gentleman
should not use those arguments in replying to statements taken lis seat, in regard to the hon. member for Marquette
made from this side of the House. running down the North- West. Ithinknooneinthe buse

Mr. WALLACE (York). The hon. gentleman who has will be prepared to receive tînt atatement.
just sat down was a little inconsistent in his remarks. He Some hon. MEMBERS. Les.
told us that he believed in that country; and yet on every
occasion he decries that country. M.PTRO Bat.Itiknt afruae

Mr. WATSON. No. for the on. gentleman who maclthat statent, *e haVe
Mr. WTSON No.had an instance of the length te which he is prepared te

Mr. WALLACE (York). The hon, gentleman never maketatemente under the excitement of debate, whon he
rises to his feet but he takes occasion during the greater sought to lead the country Vo understand that certaintele-
portion of his remarks to run down the North-West- grame, known Vo ho forgorios and fabrications, were genuine

Mr. WATSON. No. documents. The flouse will not be prepared to recoive
Mr. WALLACE (York)-to run down that country with any degreo of marked confidence any stateinent the

which gives him a living and which sends him here as a Ion, gentleman may make, and members of the fouse
representative. The hon. gentleman says the objection te know that the member behind me (M.r. Watson) stands te-
the North-West is the iniquitous land laws. I remember day tle only recognised true representa-tive of Manitoba
when the land laws were being discussed here four years and the North.West Territories.
ago. That hon. gentleman took an active part in amending Some hon. MEM BERS. Oh, oh! as a Grit?
the Act; he came down to the front seat and criticised Pn
almost every clause. He was satisfied with the Bill. AT RSON (ranog.An him peoplul of r apr tea

Mr,. WATSON. No. adteNrhWs oVgiohm ,;sc ersnaie
Mi, WTSON.iNo.and openly declare it, and the hon. member l'or York (àii'.

Mr. WALLACE (York). That was his course. Hansard Wallace) eaunet hope Le damage the reputatienoftle bon.
will show how he bas decried the country, and also how he gentleman in the eyes of members of this fouse and in the
was satisfied with the Land Bill. eyes ol the people whose interests li represents. The charge

Mr. WATSON. The Hansard will show that I proposed that genîk mon on ibis side go about decrying their country je
amendments which were voted down. one which hon. gentlemen opposite have so often made thnt

Mr. WALLACE (York). The hon. gentleman said the possibly they may actually believe it thenselves. The hon.
amendments thon made were almost identical with his views member for South buron told 11cm, ns ho always tothem,
as to what they should be. The Hansard will also show the tint we have there a country whidh was suporior in many
hon. gentleman's inconsistency. He states that the lands respects w 1te western States; and that las been tle un-
were locked up by being placed in the lands of colonisation varying Sentiment cf gentlemen On tus side- We have
companies. The Minister of the Interior las shown that pointociout tînt the climate iejually ne good, tînthe
such is not the fact, that there is not a particle of truth in soitis, if anything, more fertile, and thnt, white wc mny
that assertion, that every even numbered section in thoso deplore the visitations of sIens and Vomadees among the
tracts is open for settlement as is any other portion cf the peeple of the western States, we could rejoice ine rked
North-West, and those even sections have always been so. advantago wosessd over thon in ual respect. Tînt is
The hon. gentleman, however, says they are locked up by wlnî we have said, and it gives additional force te the
colonisation companies, and yet he tells us in the same statenonts made by the Opposition, who de pet decry the
breath that those sanie colonisation companies who were couutrY but decry lie Governmnnt wheso energies seem
locking up the land are so exceedingly anxious to get set- le be bent upon doing whal in them. lies te retard its pro-
tiers that they are willing to give 10 oeach to get them gram, inslead cf aiding lu its development. Tboy muet not
from the railway lands. I do not know what logic there make th mistako tînt they are coutinunily making, cf
is in such remarks. We have a large colonisation tract thinking tint thoy and the ceuntry are synonymeus terme.
many miles from the railway; we have put there 231'-The country is aIl rigitite lGovernont we complain
homesteaders during the last four years, drawn from of. The hou, gentleman who bas just speken (Mr. White)
England, Ireland and Scotland. We have sont out agents wonl as far back as tho land regulations eof1874, and, white.£
there this year and we are getting a large number toshah net follow him lu ail ho said, there le n point I shah
come out from the old country to seule on our tract mention incidentally, thnt as far back even as 1874 there
in the North-West. We went tb the United States, to Weea geat many people lu thatcountry;innd ln 1880
the State of Illinois, and got fifteen homestoaders who had -when tieosus was takon, underthe Âdmini trntlou cf thnt

Mr. WATboaî
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country byhpn. gentlemen on tbis.si&e of the Hlouse, we
had, at Any rate, -122,00 souls in that country. Now,
under the administçation oftbhse on. ontlergen, after tens
of millions of dollars have been expendI to'build,a railway,
with a.railway completed there, with an expenditure of
millions upon millions of the people's money in order to
promote i.mmigration, what, is the reOrd of hon. gentlemen
in that land of ours, tha.t is a botter home for settiers than
is offered to them in the western States? What have they
accomplished ? Why, Sir, they have put in les that 51,0O0
in those five years, with the expenditure of all that mopey.
We maintain that the expenditure of that money, which is'
being spent to promote immigration, bas failed in its object,
and if, for a moment, the atgention of the committee was
diverted from that question, it was to point out, by the fact'
of the small increase in the population there, that the vote
of that money, which if wisely applied would have had aR
benedeial influence, has been thwarted by ether induenees
which have been ainister in their nature. The Minaister,
found fault with the hon. member for Huron for stating
that he did not accept the figures of his Department, and
I must say bore, as the hon. membor for South Huron said,
that in making these statements the Minister of Agricul-
ture must not understand them as personal attacks upon
himself. He las done what is a manly thing en his part.
He has assamed to answer for, and to be responsible for,
his Department, and in that respect he4eserves credit over-
and above his ilkustrious immediate predecessor, inasmuch
as ho does irise te defend bis Department and does not sit
dumb, as that gentleman did, not answering a question or
defending bis administration. But let us take the Minister
on bis own basis. He says: I assume the oorrectness of
these figures; I stand by the figures whioh have been
compiled by my Department. Thon, when I made an
interjeetion, h seemed to think that I was glad that
there were notiso many immigrants as the figures show;
and I said mo; that i would rejoice if it were so, but
that I could not take his own digures as proving such a
result. Antdher hon. gentleman objeets because the hon.
member for South Huron said that a great many people
have gone out of the country, and Ahiy ssy 44bey baye, not.
Their proposition is then that ail the figures given us,
by the Department of Agriculture, with reférence to
immigrants coming into this country, are correct,, and
their other stateinent is that people have not left the
country to go to the United States. The Minister of
Agriculture bas given to this louse, year ater .year,
the following statements, as he can find out for him-
self; Ahat, between 18and 18, 154,403 pus Veut
into Mnitoba and the North-West Tprxaitories. The
Minister says these figures are correct; I stand by them.
Very well. We had according to the census -we are not
taking American figares but the ceus compiled by that1
gentleman'seown Department, and ]heoays I stand by those1
figures-we had aoeording to the census in 1880, 122,4001
souls there. Therefore, according to the hon. gentleman's
own figures, wehad in 1885, 276,803 in that country. Now,
Sir, we have the gentleman's own figures of the estimates
of the population of the Province of Manitoba ln Ib ,yeaf,
1885, because they made a settlement with that Province .
upon it,.and, according to those figures, the population of1
Manitoba was 125,000. Thon, Sir, we have the figuges fur- 1
nished by that hon. gentleman's Department, in 1885, of the
number of souls by actual count in the three districts of
the North-West Territories in that year, and the number
was 48,383 soals, Indians and all included. Therefore,
according te the hon.gentleman's own set of figures, gtere
were in 1885 actually 17,363 souls in UManioba and thet
North-West Territories, and, acording to another set of
the boa. gentleman'a own figuras, which ho wilI stand by,
there should b. there.6,803 spta. TAhese re ail his own
figures, ad ihe says ho will abide by them. I have not
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used any ,gares b t thoas from his own DPmit4and,
thereforo, tere is disreparcy of 10 ou or that
aqnber less than he says went Into tha omtry. Now f
that be so, how will the other hôn. gentleman maintain his
prpposition that none have gone out? Will the Minister
of Marine rise and sta*e again, with sueh a jaunWty ir, that
the hou. member for South Haron made a tatnon, 'but
±hat he did not prove it? Ther. are 103,410 peope t&at,
acpording to the Minister, went into that country, who are
not there aow; and therefore, if not Aoere, they musthave
ge away. I am1 boud toe84y tat ny pwn opinion is got
that.those 103>410.w"et into the oeuntry and left it; but I
do, beliere,5roma aumber.of ciroggnatqnous, that many nore
did leave it than ,p .could ha e 4eisod. But while I do
not beliere,that uqner ,have «one, yet fln of neçossity
irpeliled to teae the position ,at t4e flgÏms which have
been furnished by $h. Departmont to this oase aud to the
oountry are not correot, and cannuthor»oerot. If, the oue
set la right the other ls w"enand if one is wfong we huave
no reliance upon any of them. The hon, gentls a
the same system is pursued now .as was prsued under Lie
Mackenzie Administration. Then that hon. gentleman found
fag1t with the figures taken at Port Rgrqn when thy ,said
that the United States officials thora gave us crook d reports
We had the offiaer from that place, and we hd bis testimony
tht procisely the same rule was followed .iu coning t4e
immigrants from Canada to the Uuited States at that
port during the time they said the figures were fais,
that the same system exaotly prevailed that provailed at
the time of the Mackenzie Administration, aud, therefore,
the same result would follow. Take the American abtis-
tics and compare the number that left2 during .te tidae cf
the Mackenzie régime with the number that left during te
régime of the preseut Administration, and you will see àow
greatly augmented kas been the exodus of ounr people.
Now, Sir, these are facts; these are arguments based on
positions hpn. gougmen Aqpposite themselves have taken;
nd all their aury speehes and deunnciations of geIt4em»a

on this side of the fouse for lack of patriopisM ago for
ncaihing atall. These statements Must be mot. I vah ,the
Ministor of Mrine had been in his place, ho would have
seen that thore is a way of proving the statoment .ade be
the hon. 2nember for South Rron tbat tie pople ,ary
leaving the contry. There are the figures, anas other ho
muet admit that 103,OQO have gone ont, or that the
figures the Minister of Agrioulture gave sreoet correct.
Tbe hon. piember for Loa (Mr. Forgesun), speak-
ing of the charge that the syatemn of the Qoverneifnt
had made living in the NorthWMst vey dasr, ,s4ated
that a O4ndian ploqgh could be :beogt there as
chsaply as an American plough, ýsAd it was as good a
plough-that ,it was nothing but ;sentiffpvt against the
Canadian plough that existed in he mniGd of t pheeople.
I am glad to know that ;;but I will Askithe hon. gentleman
how ho will just4y the Government in stipulatiqg, 'u ,heir
adyertisempnts for Inian sp lies year after ygar, hltlte
ploegh to be given to the Indians should e ie Jphn

eer plough. The In4in Department wo Pigt.þve
a Qanadian plough, and tbe ison 4% jat irgivZ
and brought down.in a report iaf the DAfis k'Ia that
the Canadian plough was uuêt f9r e prøk. ill he
ho, gentlepian justify awch sa‡a1s ,aa4e ,heget
Minister and his Departm5opt ?

Mr. PERG4USO4 (Leed). Hw longgowas.itthat he
made that declaration?

MLr. PATERSON (Brant). If te hon. gentjoman will
take the trouble to go up to the Routine and Redords 01ce
and ask for a return I obtained of tenders for supplies tothe
Indian Departmont ho will see that hat isrprtd,

Ur. fERGUSON (Leeds). In wbat yor?
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Mr. PATERSON (Brant). I think it was under disons-
sion last year or the year before; and the hon. gentleman
said that these Canadian ploughs have been as good for
years.

Mr. FERGUSO NZ (Leeds). Two or three years.
Mr. PATERSON (Brant). That has been done for three

years. Whether the John Deer plough was specified in
the tenders of this year, I do not know, but it was last year,
because when I asked the First Minister, he said the form
of tender was the same as it had been the year before. The
line of argument adopted by the Minister of Marine was
like the line we are told the hon. member for North Perth
(Mr. Hesson), adopted in another place, •when testimony
was being given regarding the immigration into the North-
West. A glowing account was being given of the thousands
of Americans who were going into our territory; and one
gentleman who knew that country well felt that that state-
ment was not correct, that it was impossible that sncb a
number could go in; and he felt oompelled, from his own
knowledge, to contradict the statement. Then the hon.
member for North Perth begged for pity's sake that he
should not say it is so, whether it is true or not, so as to
boom the country. In the same way the Minister of Marine
regrets the statements made; if things are not asgood as they
are set forth by the Department, it is not well to point that
ont ; it is not well to let the people know these
things, because if you adopt the plan of telling them that
these statements are not true, that there are not so many
people in the country as there were said to have been, the
tendency will be to dampen the ardor of those intending to
go into the country. la that the policy to be deliberately
adopted by hon. gentlemen opposite ? Is it an honest
policy? If it be not an honest policy it cannot succeed.
Does the hon. member for North Perth not know that the
line he takes, that in advertising our country we are to
deliberately misrepresent it, and paint in glowing colore that
which it does not possess, is like the policy of a merchant who
advertises great bargains which he does not give, and is
declared by his disappointed customers to be a deceiver,
and the consequence is that his business is ruined ? Does
he not know that if we spread abroad reports which are not
founded in fact, and bring people into the country who
might have been satisfied with it if the truth had been
told without exaggeration, people will find their glowing
anticipations disappointed, and what will be the result ?
Why, Sir, letters of disappointment will go to warn
the friends left behind not to come to the country; and
I venture to say, without fear of contradiction from
hon. gentlemen opposite, that a letter from a bond #ide set-
tler expressing disappointment and regret at what he found
in this country, going back to his native land and among
hie own.people, will have a greater deterrent effect on those
who intended to come than even 10,000 of the hon. gentle-
man's pamphlets can overcome. This whole system of
assisted immigration in the bands of the .present Govern-
ment bas been a great, an utter failure. The bon. gentle.
man wants proof. I will give him another proof. I have
proven from their own figures that the policy of bon. gen-
tlemen opposite bas been a lamentable failure in Manitoba
and the North-West; but what has been its effects in the
rest of the Dominion ? There is a simple way of working
it out. The estimated population of the Dominion of
Canada this year, as given by the Minister of Finance-
and I suppose hon. gentlemen opposite will aocept his
authority-is 4,700,000,

1fr. MoLELAN. I claimed 4,800,000; but I took off
100,000 to accommodate hon. gentlemen opposite.

Mr. PATERSON (Brant). Well, take 4,800,000. When
the censu was taken in 1881 the population was 4,824,810.
,QW, I suppose hon. gentlemen opposite will agree with me

that 2 per cent. per annum is a very low rate to take for
the natural increase of a country, especially a country like
Canada. That we know is below the natural increase. But
if I estimate tbe natural increase on 4,324,810 for five years
at that rate, making the simple calculation without com-
pounding it, withont a single immigrant coming in during
the five years, we should have had this year 4,750,290, or
57,290 souls more than the Minister of Finance claimed we
had. There is another proof taken from the hon. gentleman's
own figures; and in face of all this hon. gentlemen opposite
rise and say that gentlemen making these statements are
making statements without foundation.· I have given the
figures on which we have based our conclusions, and I have
some more remarks to make, but will take my seat to give
the Minister an opportunity of explaining these figures.

Mr. HESSON. I suppose, as long as we have an im-
migration policy, we will have these debates from time to
time. No doubt it will never be possible to satisfy hon.
gentlemen opposite that we are likely to get value for our
money, or that our expenditure on immigration is at all a
wise outlay, but when they were in office, they did every-
thing possible also to encourage immigration. They did not
succeed to the extent they desired, or to any extent which
their expenditure might justify, but we are not disposed to
find fault with them for that. What we found fault with
them for, at the time, was that they took no means to pro-
cure employment for the immigrants after bringing them
out. Whether their expenditure on immigration was wise
or unwise, their treatment of their immigrants was most
unwise. Whether the immigrant happened to be a mechanic
or a laboring man, he found on his arrival that there was
no employment to be obtained by him. On the other hand,
if there is one thing that marks the conduct of this Govern-
ment more than another, it is their anxiety to find employ-
ment for the class of people who come to our shores. H'n.
gentlemen opposite have said, over and over again, that it is
no part of the dnty of the Government to bring out people
who are not able to take care of themselves. Bdt we do
not assist that class.

Mr. PATERSON (Brant). You do.
Mr. HESSON. Not to anything like the extent the Gov-

ernment of hon. gentlemen opposite did. We are not doing
it at all. Distinct instructions are given to our agents
everywhere, and I can appeal to the report of the Commis-
sioner of Immigration for Ontario, Mr. Hardy, to prove it
bas not been done, and that there is no desire to do eso.

Mr. PATERSON (Brant). Commission on children at
82 each, $2,450, and on children under 12 years at 82.00Î
each, 84,071.21.

Mr. HESSON. I had no idea the hon. gentleman was so
rude. Be will have his opportunity to speak by-and-bye,
and should not interrupt me; I did not interfere with him
when he was speaking.

Mr. PATERSON (Brant). I beg your pardon.

Mr. HESSON. I was referring to the fact the report of
the Ontario Commissioner of Immigration does not bear
ont the statements made to-night with regard to the
expenditure cf this Government or that of the Ontario
Government, being in the direction of bringing out people
unable to take care of themselves. The hon. member for
Brant contends that we ought to have 276,000 souls in
Manitoba and the North-West Territories, but I desire to
point out the fact that the hon. gentleman, however
anxious he may be to be accurate in his statements, still
requires to be watched, as he has omitted altogether from
his reckoning the fact that a large territory bas been
added to Manitoba, which was not ooanted in at the time
the ceneus was taken,
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Mr. PATERSON (Brant). What has that to do with it.

I took both Manitoba and the North-West Territories.
Mr. HESSON. You took the census of 1881.
Mr.PATBRSON (Brant). Which included the Territorie.
An hon. MEMBER No.
Mr. PATERSON (Brant). You do not understand the

thing.
Mr. HBSSON. You omitted the whole settlement from

the original boundary of Manitoba to Alberta.
Mr. PATERSON (Brant). Will the hon, gentleman allow

me to state ?

Mr. HESSON. You will have your opportunity just now.
The honà gentleman has also omitted, in his anxiety to be
honest, to refer to the fact that a very large number of
people have left Manitoba and the North-West to go to
British Columbia. That was pointed out to him by one of
the hon. gentlemen who represent British Columbia, but he
omits it altogether. This only shows how anxious the
hrn. gentleman is to belittle the efforts made to induce
people to come into the country. If the hon. gentleman
had his ears open when the Minister of the Interior read
the Orders in Council which were passed when the Mac.
kenzie Government were in power, and heard described the
course they pursued with reference to their Orders in Coun-
cil, he would have been able to find a sufficient reason for
our not having as many settliers in the North West as would
otherwise have been there. What was the conduct of the
hon. gentlemen opposite when in office? They shut out set-
tlement along the lino cf railwiy by hindering squatters
and settlers taking up lands, and compelling them if they
wanted to settle, to purchase the land at any price the
Government might choose to name. Was that such
an inducement as the hon. gentleman would suppose would
lead to settlers coming into the country ? If hon. gentlemen
opposite had thon pursued a liberal policy; if they had
given homesteads to the settlers, we would have no talk
about an exodus to the States, but would have kept all our
settlers in the country. We are of course, I presume, in
tbis Flouse all actuated by the same desire to see our country
prosper, but it is lamentable to find on every occasion, when
the North-West question is brought up, mon in this House,
who profess to represent Manitoba, always willing to look
oi the dark side and present that Province in a verygloomy
light. Reforring to the select committee which was hold
some years ago, to which the hon. member for Marquette
(Mr. Watson) bas alluded, a statement ws made by a
witness before the committee who had lived in southern
Manitoba on the borders of the «United States, and therefore
knew what he was talking about, the correctness of which
the hon. gentleman denied, although he admitted he had not
travelled very far in Manitoba, having scarcely gone west
of Portage la Prairie. When he challenged the statement I
said: For heaven's sake do not try again to damoage your
own country, when there are gentlemen bore who are trying
to give evidence as to its prospects and probabilities of
settlement. Yon should rather be glad to hear his
statement instead of trying to throw doubt on them.
I say it is these thin es that we have reason to find fault
with, that the hou, gentleman should stand by or sit in the
presence of anyone who will try to decry and injure the
reputation of his own country. We have great reason to be
proud of the progress that country is making, and, when
we consider the difficulties that farmers have had every-
where to surmount, not only there but in all parts of Can-
ada, the wonder is that they bave sacceeded so well. Hon.
gentlemen have no right to stand up here and continually
charge the Government with damaging that country by
their policy. The land policy of the Government aisthe
most liberal that the hon, gentleman can point to on this

continent. There nover was a more liberal poliey. The
whole object of the Government bas been to make those
people content and happy and prosperous, to give
thema railway accommodation at the earliest possi.
ble moment, and that has been aooompliahed to an
amazing extent, beyond the most sanguine hopes
of the friends of the North-West; but with all that,
with a free grant of land and a most liberal policy for the
improvement of that land, giving them the opportunity to
go away for six months in the year and make a living,
which they, perhaps, could not make on the new place, and
helping them to put up thoir buildings and make their
improvements and get their implements and put in their
crops, gentlemen on the other side denounce the policy of
the Government and say it is illiberal, and that it is the
fault of that policy that the country is not being settled. I
eay it is shameful to make such statements.

Some hon. ME &BERS. Order.
Mr. HESSON. I state it, and I am not out oforder; and

no gentleman who has the success of that country truly at
heart would deliberately make snob statements or say that
we have not given a liberal policy to the people of the
North-Weet. They ought to know botter, and they do
know botter in their hearts, but, in order to make some
attack upon the Government, to damage themn, if possible,
in the estimation of the public who may not have the
advantage of knowing all the ins and outs of the Govern-
ment policy in the treatment of the North-West, in the
hope of damaging the Goverument somewhere where the
public cannot hear all these things, they make the state-
monts they do and give them to the press of their aide to
scatter through the country. The hon. gentlemen know
perfectly well that the Government have done all they could
to give those people not only liberal land laws, but every
other advantage, and to enable them to have free homes and
to be contented and happy and prosperous. It remains for
hon. gentlemen opposite to talk about the early frosts in
that country. I said I would give a few items from the
report of the Hon. Mr. Hardy, Commissioner of Immigration
in Ontario, and the reason is that the hon. gentleman said
we were filling the country with paupers, that the Govern-
ment were bringing out pauper immigration. I deny that,
and will quote the words of Mr. Hardy and his agents, and
I think we can prove that that is not the policy of the
Government.

Mr. PATERSON (Brant). Io all Hardy says correct?
Mr. MACKINTOSH. You think so.
Mr. PATERSON (Brant). I do, a great part of it. I am

glad the hon. gentleman accepta it.
Mr. HESSON. We have here the report of Peter Byrne,

Esq., Ontario Immigration Agent, Liverpool, England, he
says:

"I have the honor to report that the work of disseminating informa-
tion regarding the Province of Ontario throughout the United Kingdom
has been carrned on by this agency during the past year by the mame
methods as heretofore, though on a more restricted soale, namely, by
advertiuing in the public press, distribution of pamphlets, maps and
other printed matter at agricultural shows, tc., by conferences with
intending emigrants, correspondence, te. These various means have
not been called into requisition to the same extent as in previous yearus
owing to the very decided falling off in the demand for information on
the part of the emigrating parties. lu fact the tide of emigration so far
as concerna the British Iles has touched the lowest ebb during the pat
season that it has reached for several years.'

Hon. gentlemen think that, in the face of a report like that,
showing the difficulties whioh the agents have to encounter,
this Government should have accomplished a great amount
of work, and they would have allthe agents withdrawn
because we have not accomplished all we desired; but I
think the Minister made it very clear that we brought out
our immigrants at a muoh les. cost-
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Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. Only they did not stay.
Mr. HESSON. That was accomplished by the hon. gen-

tlemen opposite.
Sir RICHARD CART WRIGHT. Not one in ten stayed.
Mr. HESSON. I thought I had pointed out that the

Government did endeavor to give them employment when
they came here.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. Well, they do not.
Mr. HESSON. Well, they do, to a very great extent.

They have given every opportunity to these people to get
emplbyment by enoouraging the industries of the country.
The han. gentlemen know that. I do not want to debate
that part of it. The Government took that course in order
to give employment to those who came so that they might
have a good report to send back to their friends. So much
for that. You see the tide of emigration was not large, to
start with. Now, what further do they say ? This is from
another immigrant agent:

" The health of the Immigrant during the past season has been
remarkably good. lu fact there bas not been a single case requiring
medtal aid brought to my notice during the year, somethiig that bas
not previonsly happened in ali of my sixteen years' service. It has been
impossible for me to supply the demand in my district for farm laborers
and feniale servant., and Itrust more of these classes will be sent to me
next seasor.

"R. MAO PaERSON,
"IGovernment Immigration Agent."

Now we wil hear what another gentleman says in his
report:

" Thé nuomers thiuyear remaining in Ontario fall short of those of
1881 by some.2,063, but the clases of immigrants was, however, superior
to those of former years, and with very few exceptions were able te pay
their way to their destination or to where work was to be obtained.
The demaud' for farm laborers during the past year has not been quite
so brisk as formerly, owing to the introduction of machinery, but we
have always had appli-ations in excess of the number arriving. The
principal demand at present is for skilled farm hands and domestic
servant.."

Just the very people we are endeavoring to bring out. The
Minister has repeated it in this House and elsewhere, but
hon. gentlemen still endeavor to make it appear that the
Government are bringing out all sorts of people, whether
they are able to paddle their own canoe or not :

" The principal demand at present is for skilled farm. bands and
domestic servants, the applicaîions for the latter clase, especially in
the cou-try parts, being far fn excess of tire supply."

What do hon. gentlemen say to that ? Then there is
another very Tlteresting item here. The hon. gentbleman
referred to the publication ofpamphiets and thoir distriba-
tion in the old country. They happen to refer to that
hère:

" I have much pleasure in alluding to a pamphlet published during
the course cf the year by H.BR. Smali, Esq., of the Bureau of Agriculture,
O4tawa, on the industries and manufactures of Canada, in which the
fullést iforimàtion is given in a condensed form which cannot help
attracting the intending immigrant with capital to our shores. Time,
patience, and a vast smount of labor has been expended in compiling
this valuable work which cannot be too largely circulated throughout
Europe and elsewhere. Of the rapid growth of our city, I can only
repeat what appears in the columna f our newapapers froi day te day,
that it is simply marvellous. New houses and manufactories are going
up in every direction. The value of bwldings erected in the city during
the past year has been estimated at over $3,000,000. Thi ailone will
dhow the rapid strides this elty is taking. Its growth in the pat bas
been without s parallel lu Canadian history, and is position is such as
to make it the distributing peint for manufactured and other goode
for the whole Province. The great inducement beld out to farmers by
the damaad lu England for anadian cattle and sheep bas been the
means of introducing a far seperior stock in the market, and farmers and
breeders are now turning their attention more te the improvement both
in their stock ad lands.'

Now that is from Donaldson, the Toronto agent. I suppose,
if that report is unreliable, the Minister would not accept it.
He has been there for many years.

I There is also a decrease of 2,449 passing through Manitoba and the
North-West Territories from the United 8tates owing te the late unset-
tied state of the Territoriemcaused by the Nort.-West rebelonm, ada h.

unfounded and Injurious reports put lnte oir ltlen by låtmesIa par-
ties in Oanada."
I would like the committee to observe tha I hope the
hon. mem ber for Brant (Mr. Paterson) will paysome átten-
tion to that inhtead of whispering to hig fri&ndes roudahnim.

Mr. PATERSON (Brant). Speak- t I&Memde, phase.
Mr. HESON. Let the hon. gentleman wu" up; then

he can hear me.
"There is also a dicrese of 2,449 pssiág through to anithb and

the North-West Territories from the United Sttes, wing te the,late
unsettled state of the Territories, caused by the North-West rebellion,
and the unfounded and injurions reports put into cireulation b' inter-
ested parties in Canada, and by real estate agents, land compames and
railway companies owning land in Dakots and o'ier States and Terri-
tories of the American Union."

He states the reason exactly: There are parties in this
country who are interested in reporting in faor of another
land than ours.

Mr. PATERSON (Brant). Who wrote tht ?
Mr. HESSON. Mr. John Smith,, Dominion Immigration

Agent at Hamilton. He goes on toE say:
"There is also a decrease of 35,9ff immigrants reported as: paing

through this agency to the western States. The decrease may be attri-
buted to the falling off of immigration to N'ew York, and the out rate
of $1 fare made by the Pennsylvania Iailway Oompany over theiresys-
tei from Philadelphis and New York to hieago and Inform te
points. The immigrants arriving at this agency andsettling in the Dom-
inion during the past season have been cf a superior claus, and with
very few exceptions did not require any assistance.

' There has been an active demand for alI kinds of agricultural and
generasl laborers, which it was impossible to supply, and the demand for
female domestic servants, both for the city and country, was largely in
excess of the a-rivals, and a large number of the applicants had to return
without obtaining the desired help.

" Meokanics.-The deman de still continue light, the number of arrivals
being in proportion to the demand, the number as already stated only
amounting to thirty-six hands, including the St. Laawrence and United
States route.

" Mill Operatives.-The reported arrivals this year being les than any
other previous season, have readily found employment, the demand being
in excess of the supply. At present the mille are badly in want of wea-
vers, some of the managers being compelled to advertise in the States
for operatives to keep pace with the growing demanda for fabrics,
several of the mills bemng running entirely on orders."

Now we have somethïing further. I toldt the hon. gentle-
man that I would prove by their own friends that there had
been no immigration to Dakota, or, at least, it has been
much les than they stated.

Mr. PATERSON (Brant).
of ouir friends?

Mr. HESSON.
sioners ?

Do you call John Smith one

He is reporting to one of your commis.

Mr. PATEHlSON (Brant). HLe is a Dominion agent.
M r. IIESSON. If the report had not been correct they

would not have received it:
' There bas also been a.large falling off in Canadians leaving for the

north-west States, and the movement to Dakota may be said to have
entirely ceased, the railway land companies and rea iestate agents hav-
ing withdrawn their agent from Canada. Their field of opem*ions is
broken so far as relates to this Province, the advantages offered by the
Dominion Government in Manitoba and the gorth-West Territories being
of a more liberal character, the land and climate being better, an* the
country free from cyclones and floods."

Here is another item:
" Referring to the low price of coals, the Americau coal companies

have deducted the whole of the Canadian duties on large contracs uin
addition to the regular disconut allowed to the Canadian dealers."

Then, I find in the report of Mir. Smyth, of London, that he
saye:

"The demand for farm laborers was good during the whole of the
sprng and summer months i in fact, as usual, in excess of our supplies,
snd at fair wages.

" The demand for female servants duriag the whole seasen was large
for cook, housemaids, general servants, laundroses, &c., and at good
waes, but they could not Le supplied, as sofe of that clasus can get so
farwests «aLodon.
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UIgere healtb oitYe 8UmiYana aleMrtSes'eSmaInel-

ets u, avPP e, e osathenal demua& for farm and
ordinary latIores for country work the comng »eon..»
SQ. muo for thakrâport. I hopO hon. gentlemen are satis.
fie& téat the Government have been .ende.voring not oly
t. apenà m oy wisely, but to bring ont a elasa of immi-
grants who would be useful to the country. There can be
no desire on the part of the Government to bring out any
other i"id. I must sy, however, that some of the most
wuable and mecessful of our citizens came here, perhaps,
on assisted passages, unable to pay their own way; so it is
not well alwaye. to measure results by the amount of money
an individual may have in hie pocket; very often he may
dissipate the money he brings over with him, and is left
helpless and atranded. I have here a report of the. Hon.
Mr. HEady, of the Province of Ontario, for the year 1885,
ptinted y order of the Leislative Assembly, so I suppose,
hon. gentlemen opposite will accept it as reliable :

" From the beginnig of kugust to the end of Ootober 'there was a
steady, derliàu*l fot farem Iaberei's, especlly for single men. More than
double tbe aiount that arrived oula have found employmenxt by the
year at fair wages. 0f one large lot of practical and experienned farm
hands, thirty reao.ied Toronto at 5 a.m, their expected arrival having
been published in the morning papero, and before noon aIl had been
engagbd at wages ranging from $144 to $150 per annum with mainten-
ance. It muat, bowever, be understood that only euperienoed men are
wanted by theyear."

Weil, wesay . Wedimnt say anything ele..
" A single man who eau plough well, and who bas ha& some experi-

once in taking «are of stock, can readily obtain employment at $180 per
annum with maintenance, with a prospect of conuiderable increase if he
should be found to be a good trustworthy man. Should thirty or forty
come together, and advise the Department on their arrival at Quebec,
farmers wonld certainly be in waiting in Toronto to employ them.
?asmers have so often been disappointed in coming for men that they do
not now feel disposed to come to meet immigrants unless they have
some assurance of success."

I hope the hon. gentleman is satisfied that there bas not
been an over immigration in that Department. I have felt
called upon to make these remarke as a mon:ber of a com-
mittee working in the interest of immigration, and I hope
that all the members of that eommittee desire with me
that we may have a good class of immigrants and plenty
of them, because we have abundant room, a fine climate,
and the hest of land, everytHing, in fact, that settlers could
desire. If they have only muscle and energy, they onght
to succeed. Hon. gentlemen opposite must know that the
Government have been endeavoring to have the land laws
of the North-West so satisfactory that no man would have
a right to complain, or to leave his land on account of the
conditions. The Minister of the Interior has pointed ont
what oiteumstances would compel them ta leave our coun.-
try and go to another where the conditilons are wore. Hou.
geatlemen wit admit that sonth of the line they have frost,
penhapse, more severe than we.have, and cyclones, storma
ar &foods, with damage to erops, life and property, to an
extent that we never have in ou own North-West. They
have woese land laws. There, a man has to live eive years
en a ple.., and make more improvements than is required
beie, before h ocan get his patent. Then, if they go over
the lime, they go to the country that has a much heavier
taEation than we have.

Sir ELICHARD CARTWRIGHT. Not at all.
Mr. HESSON. I venture to say there is not one single

individual in Canada to-day who will make that statement
but yourself

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. I will most assuredly.
Mr. MeOXULL EN. The Minister of the Interior made it

during the Budget debate.

Mr. RESSON. Will the hon. member for North Well-
ington (Mr. Mcânallen) have patience. He occupies about
bal the tme of the Uamse, and toight h. was obliged te

speak ont the items for alt the diferert nogecllm There
was no one from any of the Provinces thât could take
charge of the items specially affecting them, and that hon.
gentleman had to wander frou one end of the country to
the other finding faalt with the expenditure of th.Govera.
ment. I ay the condition of things in ont North.WeSt in
inftnitely snperior to that of the country where emigrants
are going. Our railways are better and cheaperi our land
laws are better, in fact ont whole eystem is very much
better than that in Dakota, and the chances of the settiers
are botter; and why then ehould pe'ple leave our country
and go to the United States?

An hon. MEKBER. Why ?

Mr. HESSON. [t is only beoause hon. gentlemen bore
are not sufficiently resolute in placing the claime ofour
North-West before the people of Canada. Some are nunwise
enough to make statements in regard to the Ameruan
North-West which are net true and which are net oapable
of being proved, and our people taking those gentleme* at
their word believe thoe statemente and gote the Ameriean
North-West, where nine out of tan of them regret they' are
a few years afterwards.

Mr. PATERSON (Brant). I only rise for the purpoe of
replying to the hon. gentleman who attacked my res
and gave what I conceive to be a misstatement witb. respect
to themR. He ha not attempted to answer them, but has
simply chosen to make a statement wbich I do not under-
stand to be correct. He said that when I have the figures
I gave thema ineorrect and withheld something Lnregrd ta
them. I give that an omphatic denial. lread from

anesard:
" Mr. CRARLTON asked, What ws the estimate& population of

Keeratin, Manitoba and the North-West Territories at the elose of the
year 1885 and upon what data is the estimate given?

Mr. CARLIN'3. The estimated population of Manitoba was 125,000
arrived at for the purpoue of the receat financial. arranguemoat1iti
that Proemoe."

Those are the figures I gave, and they apply to enlarged
Manitoba.

Mr. HESSON. You were dealing with an estimate
instead of the census.

Mr. PATERSON (Brant). I am dealiag with the wbole
Province in regard te which the arrangement wa raa .

Mr. HESSON. An estimate, not a oensus.

Mr. PATERSON (Brant). That is not the pcint on
which the hon. gentleman attacked me. Me said ame
territory-of the North-West had ba.a added t ManUitoba.and
I left that ont. I have given tha. hon. gentleman, in
answer, the whole population of enlarged Manitoba up to
the. close of the. yeaF 1 88Õ. Will the. hon, gentlemani pre-
tend to say that there was sonie new territory tak a into
Manitoba after the close of that year ? That is vbctaally
what he did.

Mr. HESSON. I did not say so. I said, you are deafing
with an estimate in the one case and with figures taken
from the departmental returns in the other case; and that
was not fair. If you take the census retarne for 1881 you
will find a different statement.

Mr. PATERSON (Brant). I took the ensas retaras
for 1881 and I gave the figures of that eensus ; the hon.
gentleman has not examined th3m and doe Lot kOow the
difference. The hon. gentleman chose to say that I made a
statement entirely without foundation. I have read from
the official documents showing that the population of
enlarged Manitoba at the close of 1886 was 125,00l. The
hem. gentleman knows, or if he did not know he ought to
have known, that we had laid on the Table of the House
a statement of the. popsdaiOn af ihso I'rritai, which
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was 48,363 including Indians, half-breeds and whites. But on our own farms here, ls not the answer to be found in the
the hon gentleman says I gave a wrong statement, because statement of another hon. gentleman when it waa pointed
there was part of the North-West added to Manitoba and it out that the population was stationary, and the hon. gen.
had not been counted into Manitoba. So the whole argu- tieman claimed that they were not going to the States but
ment of the hon. member is utterly witbout sense, because were going to Manitoba and the North-West. That would
I bave given the population for enlarged Manitoba up to leave a vacancy here; but if a number like that went to
1885, and it was enlarged some years ago. Therefore the Manitoba and the North-West that would account for the
figures I gave were correct and I withheld nothing. If the 51,000 additional population, as being all members of the
Department of Agriculture has given us the correct figures older Provinces, and therefore that your whole immigra.
the people who went in and were not there when the cousus tion expenditure is an utter waste, because you do not
was taken in 1881 number 103,410, and we want to know expend any of it in sending the sons of Ontario or Nova
where they have gone. A few words with respect to the Scotia farmers to the North-West. Therefore if they have
so-called liberal land policy of the Government. Is gone in such numbers to the North.West that would account
the hon. gentleman sure he is not confusing the Govern. very soon for 51,000; but we find from that, if that be the
ment's timber limit policy with their land policy ? net result, that there have been no immigrants at ail from
No doubt he thinks the timber policy a very liberal the older countries of the world to the NIorth-West, or we
one, and it is a very liberal one to members on that must adopt the other alternative that, having gone there,
sde of the louse. I am afraid the timber limit they have been forced to leave the country after settling
policy and the land policy have become confused in the in k.
hon. gentleman's mind. In like manner with the enlarge- Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. I want to cal 1he
ment of the boundaries of Manitoba. Thon the hon. gentle- attention of the hon. member for Perth (Mr. Hesson), Vo a
man (1fr. Hesson) complained that the hon. member for faet whîch I think ho will not dispute, beiug, I know,
North Wcllirgton (Mr. McMoullen) spoke too much and familiar with the details of our municipal affaire, Re ha
did not give him an opportunity. The hon. gentleman juat been quoting the returne of the Province of Ontario.
takes an opportunity however. Scarcely an hon. member These returna, of course, are entitled Vo al possible weight;
addresses the House but the hon. member for Perth is 1iamnnoV disposed to dispute hem, aithough it le
speaking at the same time, fe is keeping up a running true that report. from joint officero are a very differ.
speech all the time, and I venture to say that the louse thin ftoin those of officers of the Ontario Gov-
generally derives about as much information from that etB
speech, in which a sensible man talking to a sensible population did no incree a f under the
man, as the hon. gentleman is talking to himself, as it does Nfokenzie Governent as urder Vhe peseut Government.
from the hon. gentleman's remarks to-night. What did the Now, Sir, k is quit. cleur that from 1873 Vo 1879 Vhe popu-
hon. gentleman mean by reading the report by Mr. Hardy? lation of Ontario aone increaed 2 ý5,000 soute. During
He also gave the House a report of John Smith. But I tetimewheu Mr. Mackeuzie's policy was in force np Vo
would as soon take the testimony of himself as that of John 1879, befure the National Policy wa.introduced,
Smith, for he probably knows as much about the people of there was an increse of 225,000, by the asessor's count, iu
Dakota as does John Smith. Lot me remind the on. gentle- Vie Province of Ontaro. After 1879, sud down Vo the pre-
man that we are dealing with fgures and with figures fur- sent time, there hu been an increme of just 80,000 souls.
nished by the Department. I want to point out how utterly Those are the facts as etated by tbe assessors, wio are not
the Department bas failed in this matter. From thoir own partisans of ours, but who are, probably in greater nuvber,
figures they have placed 51,000 extra souls in the North-partisans of hon.gentlemen. Now I do noV aesert that tbe
West and Manitoba in five years, leaving out the naturalag
licrease. What did the western States do? When 1 use but whaL I do assei t Lb tVit, from 1871 Vo 1881, thoy snowel
these figures which I am about to use. it must be remom- aVotai incroase of population in Ontario quit. equal Vo thât
bered that they were given by the Firat Minister a few of th- census returna, sud that they are relatively accrate.
years ago, and therefore I shall be reliered from the charge Mr. HESSON. Will the ion, gentleman show me Vo
of want of patriotism in quoting them. The right hon. gen.
tieman told us at that time the population of the westernpo
States. He enumerated among others Minnesota, Iowa, in Vie addition, in Vie figures fôr 1878.
Wisconsin, Illinois, Missouri aud Kausas. The atea of those Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. I corrected tat error
oombined States was about that of Manitoba sad our Nortt- where a nine was placed l room of a six. Asone on.
West Territory, sud Vie population that outered V fose gentleman knows, he wreports corne bou e average o
States inu bu years was 2,555,000, white we have ln five Arili of 1879, whichl wa a period beforeh. eNational
years obtained 51,000 for a sinilar ares of territory. Hou. Poi y came oin teffet. Now, always mintined that
gentlemen will say: Yen take the United States, but you when ion, gentlemen oulia aide were decryngie posi
muet look at the facilities they possess, for it le an old lion of the country during Mr. Mackeie' Administraion,
settled country. The Finance Miniater aaid go ftrther back as they dîd decryt i n every shape sad form, that Ley were
wheu the hon. member for Huron was speakiniz of Dakota. drawing the. uost uijust comparisons between Vie position
Now, Ibis luorease of 29555)000 lu those States ook place of nnada s dhe United Saes. Iesaid ten, ndIrepeat
betweeu 1850 sud1860, thirte-five yeara ago. And who wilr it now, that durinug those five years the poeition of Canada
say Ihat there were greater facilities for settling hat territ was very muc botter an ticea poastion of th Unaited
tory Virty.five years ago Vian we possesa in Mauitoba Vo- States; that it w s in almost every possible shape rnd way
day ? sud that under circumstances such a. they existedas in a better poition; itat whole rt a cion of te mo t impor-
far back a. 35 years and from that Vo 25 years, hey were tant States were overrun by armies cf tram ps; that lif. snd
able lu the sarne aresof territory, Vo place 2,555,000 lu teu property over a large portion of Ves States wu Dvery

s, while in five years we have placed btrely 51,000. insecure, sud trat tere wa greater distresn aftogeter
Look at the question auy way you wil , sud Vie AnswerVilan there waa in Canada. The point o wih I wih o
tiat le arrived at-sud we arrive at i 1with feelings of tie cali attention la tus, that the increase lu2,h aeaperiod in
greatest regret-le tiat Vie immigrants alleged Vo bave: Ontarin, whic, s aioe ion, gentleman knows, t the
corene t te country witi a 'v'as expenditure of noney,! Province whic absorb he greatet number of immigrante,
if tiey are hors, have >deplaeed an aqual number of our tnearly triple what a. takenplacesiuce;andl a thi
own>onz..If it b. IruliaI tiers are places to b. found atteion fusMe re ote f tatUtyae reaided incrate.

M WtP Slha(BraOt)N
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from 1879 to the prosent time is, by at leat 120,000, less Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. Yes.
than the natural increase of Ontario should be, without a Mr. MACKI1.TOSR. That is 'what I have used. Thon,
single immigrant; Ontario's natural increase should have an increase in the school population, according to the hon.
shown 120,000 more than the assessors' return does. Those gentleman's argument, means an increase in the general
are the only statistios for Ontario we can get. I have population. By the report of the Ontario Industrial Bureau,
pointed out again and again to hon. gentlemen opposite the school population of 1861 is placed at 384,960, and that
that, if they want to find ont the truth as to the Province of 1871 at 495,756, an increase of 104,776; and yet the hon.
of Quebec, it is easy to obtain it by applying to the clerical gentleman, in speeches of his that I have read, has argued
authorities there, who keep very accurate records of the that there was a decrease in the school population of some
vast bulk of the population; and if hon. gentlemen do not 8,000 from 1879 to 1884, and that that proved conclusively
choose to obtain that information, there can be but one that there was a decrease in the general population of the
inference, and that is that they do not want to obtain it, country. Now, I take the increase in the school population
because it would prove conclusively that there also a very between 1861 and 1871, when the hon. gentleman said the
large movement of the population has been going on in the great exodus took place in this country.
wrong direction, and that a great number of people have Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT, No, the great exodus
left this country. I stated that I paid no regard what- took plae after 1871.
ever to the statements made, even during the time of Mr. MACKINTOSH. I will quote the ho. gentleman'sthe late Administration, as to the immigration into own words at Simoe in 1877 ,accordin to the Glbe'sthis country. The reason I made that statement ise Heai ithat, since that time, we obtained the census of 1881 reportH said:
which showed beyond the possibility of a doubt- IlThe census returns of the United States as well a reports made to

Sir John's own Government by their own officials show that during the
unless you dispute the census of 1871, which was made ten years from 1861 to 1871-during which Sir John was absolute mas-
under hon. gentlemen, as well as the census of 1881 - that ter of Canada-we lost 400OOO people emigi îting from Canada to the
of the immigrants whom our returns alleged to have settled United States."

in this country, only a small proportion could have stayed Then, basing my argument upon the very returns used by
there. It was not until that census appeared, and until we him, to prove an exodus taking the figures he quotes to
had the opportunity of examining and dissecting it, that 1 prove that Canada is becoming rapidly depopulated, I find
came reluctantly and unwillingly to the conclusion that our that there was an increase in the o population between
agricultural and immigration returns were in that respect, 1,61 to 1871 of 104,776.
wholly untrustworthy and unreliable. It may have been- Sir RICHARD CA RTWRIGHT. That is in Ontario;
I do not say it was not the case-that these people did state we are speaking of the population of the whole Dominion.
to our authorities that they meant to settle here, but it is Mr. MAtK1NTOSH. The rule applies to Ontario as an
quite clear that they did not stay here, and that is the whole important portion of the Dominion; and Ontario and Quebec
gist of the position I take. were important portions of the Dominion at that time. The

Mr. MACKINTOSH. As the hon. gentleman places such hon. member for Brant said in this House, on the 24th of
confidence in the municipal returns, I may state to him that March, 1884:
I find by the Sessional Papers, No. 55, of the Province of 4iI suppose one child should represent about five inhabitants."
Ontario, for 1884, that the population given for 1881, Consequently according to the arguments of the opposition
according to the municipal return, was 1,691,070. I find by statistics, Ontario, instead of decreasing between 1861 and
the official returns of the Federal census that the population 1871, increased her population by 523,880; and yet the
of Ontario for 1881 was 1,920,460. hon. member for South Huron claimed that during ihat

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. I will explain. The time there had been a startling exodus. 1 desire.to show
hon. gentleman is perfectly correct in pointing out that the that the municipal returns to the Ontario. Government are
municipal assessors' returns are largely below, even at this lamlentably inaccurate in various particulars. I have looked
moment, what I believe myself the population to be. But through them, and I find that it is utterly impossible to
the point is this, that this reduction bears a fair proportion place any relianco upon them. In giving the population of
in each year. There was a similar diminution in 1871, various cities, they omit 2,000 or 3,000 ; and yet hon.
when the assessors' returns bore precisely the same pro- gentlemen use these figures, 1 think unfairly, to show that
portion to our census returns that they did in 1881, and there is a great exodus fron Canada in progress. The hon.
what I say is that these returns are relatively accurate member for South Huron cannot forget that while he was
Between 1871 and 1881 the assessors' retaros show an in power ho admitted that an exodus from this country was
increase of population in Ontario of about 290,000. Now, thon going on. In his speech, in 1876, he stated :
if the hon. gentleman looks back to the census returns of "On the accession of this Ministry (that of the hon. member for East
1871 and 1881, he will see that they show an increase of a York) to power, a most extraordinary panie took place in the United
little over 300,000. That is a very fair proof, I think that States, and the resait was widespread distress, affecting n the most

1herious manner emigration froi Europe te this continent. For
the assessors have fairly computed the annual increae ;the first time in history, a steady stream of artisans, and oven agri.
though they are a little under the mark, 1 think, in each cultural laborers, had been seen returning to the British Iles. ln every
case. steamship that had crossed the Atlantic during the past two yearus an

r. MACKINTOSH. I fully comprehend the m a hai numbers o these perns-of' 1Il classes and cdreof-unble te
Mi manîng 0 inlupometi the United Stalom had foraken 1he shores of this

what the hon.gentleman wishes to convey. The population of continent.
the city of Ottawa in 1883,as given in the Ontario Government The hon. gentleman from his place in Parliament, and
returns, was 25,583, while the Assessment Commissioner speaking with all the responsibility of a Minister of the
gives me the figures as 27,583, and he also gives me figures Crown, proclaimed that thousands were leaving the Ameri-
up to 1885 showing an increase uf 3,000 a year. I find that can continent to return to .urope, and yet ho would ondeavor
the hon. gentleman bases his conclusion as te the shrinkage to prove that only since h. went out of office have thon.
of the population of Canada on the fact that the school sands let Cauada to go to the United States. Now, I think
population had decreased. I could show the hon. gentleman, if it were not so late, that

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHRp. Not as returned by the greater number of native Canadians went to the United
the assessors, but simply by the registered list of pupils. States during the time ho administered the financial affaire

Mr. MACKINTOSI. It would be, of course, registered Of this Mntry.
with the Provinoial Goverament? ?9Pmu on, u M REB Go Ô%
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Mr. MACKINTOSH. I will take th*- e *fthe French

Canadians of Massachusetts. The hon. genfleman will
remember that the leader of the Opposition, in 1884, was
arguing this very question, laying lown the rule that be-
cuse -the 'French Canadians had asked for a committee to
investigate and report as te their position in Miassaciusetts,
and to be slkowed te give evidence before that committee,
therefore their statements showed that they had left Canada
during the régime of the right hon. the leader of the Gov.
ernment. The hon. member for West Durham then said :

"I It l proved, by a very thorough examination thot took place in the
year 1882, under the instruction of the Legielature of Mausachusetts, into
the qution, &bat it has only been within the last tan or fitteen years
that this immigration as assumed sach large proportion in that part of
the country. It i only within a nuch shorter period, fire or six years
before 1882, that it began to ssume the character of a permanent settle-
ment in the country to which these peqple want.'

The following is the resolution which was passed by the
French Canadians, at leowell :-

" Wbe;ea, since the French Manadian have eome to tbis -section,
they have reached a population of 400,000 in New England ; whereas a
large number have become proprietors, paying large taxes, and whereas,
for the mest part, the young men .p.opose to make their homes bere,-
Resoloed, hat we protest againot the portion of the report which says
we are a borde of industrial invaders; whereas we have toive ive years
in this'country before we eau become oitizens of this glorions Republie,
and the French Oanadians have been here in large numbers only for five
or six years."
This report was ordered by the Legislature of Massachusetts,
in 1882. Six years had elapsed since the French Canadians
had arived in the States in large numbers ; and subtracting
that six years from 1882, the hon. gentleman will find that
those French Canadians must have gone to the States
botween 1816 and 1877. This is proof conclusive with
regard te that fact. . wish aiso to call the hon. gentle-
man's attention to a statement dealing with the ques-
tion of agency and information expenditure, in his treat.
ment of which the hon. gentleman was unfair to this
Government and to the hon gentleman who formerly admi.
nistered the Department of Immigration and Agriculture.
Re called attention te the fact that in 1877 the Departîment
of Agriculture only expended $4,180 for printing pamphlets.

Sir RICHARD OARTWRIGHT. In 1878.
Mr. M &CKINTOSH. lIn 1878 it wns 69,000, ard in

1877 it was $4,18J. I will give the figures every year.
Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGRIT. I have them here,

taken from the Public Accounts.
Mr. MACKINTOSH. The hon. gentleman will find I

am correct. I will give the figures for the following years,
being deairous of showing the House that the question of
agency and information expense was not fairly treated by
the hon. gentleman. In 1874, the policy of the gentlemen
opposite was to expend a large amount for agency fees and
less money for printing. The reverse has been the policy
of the Department of Agriculture at present, takirng into
consideration the enlarged business and constantly develop-
ing reaorcos of the country. The following is a statement
ci the expenditure:

- 1874. 1875. 1876. 1877. 1878.

Number of immigrants.......89,378 27,382 25,633 27,082 29,807

$ $ s $ s
Agent. inoluding Mpenasw. 148,58 117,437 108,937 7,042 66,2382

Printing and pamphlets.... 20,062 9,140 7,087 4,180 9,086
Total....... 168,620 126,679 116,024 43,223 75,318

Ratio per capita.... 4.*8 4.62 4.52 -9 W5
,••meammemme'.a ae -* •••••.aas -em

... 1879. 1880. 1881. 16fU. asN. last.

Sumber of immigrants. ..... 40,492 8,505 47,981 12 0M ras83O8#2

s $ $ s s $~
Agentsincludingexpense. 60,334 62,283 75,2l 56,85-7li,4 oesi
Printing and pamphlets .... 7,514 24,382 22,772 3,353 A8,93110,408

To a .......... 67,848 86,664 97,984 5,788 [30, 12 36561

Ratio per capita.... 1.67 2.22 204 0 '85 0'97 2-8

To.al immigrants reported . .... ........ 626,161
Total cot for agenoy and information expenditure,

1874 to 1884............... ......... ..... .......- ... $1,28;681

The hon. gentleman will vemember that a l arge numher of
"Delegates came to this country between It19 and:1884, the
total cost for agenoy and information expenditare, from 1874
to 1884, being $1,263,6 -'1; he will also find,; by making the
calculation, that tbeýaverage paid for informatiooandageuey
fees between 1874-and Ib78 was $3.81 per head. From 1879
to 1884, average paid per .bead of the imm2igrantarreported
was 41.45 ; or, in fact, hon. gentlemen opposite'paid »«e nr
printing and agency fees than the per head expenditure of
this Government for the entire cost of the1 Depa;rLment. .In
1878, the hon. member for South Perth cooadd Ahat df we
paid $50 a head, as Australis did, we 'would notbe-qying
too much to get people into the West. He said it was the
best investment the Government could make. lon. gentle-
men opposite surely do.not mean to say it was mot ther
intention, if they bad remained in power, bo unoesage
immigration. They cannot, from the knowledge wehave
of their public tterances, assert that they 4id nût i4p'n,
so soon as business revived, inviting immigration to 9e
country. The hon. member for Bothwell (.r. ,ills)
found fault with the hon. member for Compton (Ur. PQpe)
because he did not held out saumient induepnent toimi .i-
grants of.a class which came under the head -of Iabors to
come into the country, and he muet remember 1hst bhe
reply of the hon. gentleman was that ho was net going to
induce men to come into this country who woild be in a
position to compete with the labor of the country. Look
at the illogical position in which hon. gentlemen qpposite
have placed tbemselves. They say: ieep out the artisan
and laborer who competes with the laboring classes , here,
and, in the next breath, exclaim: Break down the wall of
protection, and allow foreign industries to compete with Our
own industries to the detriment of the labor market of Canada
They profess to b. the friends of the working classes.
They ask that we should have alow duty andmake ;Canada
a cheap country to live in, but as a working man in this
city once said to the hon. member for East York (MIr.
Mackenzi),1 "it is a splendid idea to make Canada a cheap
country to live in, but what is the use of giving ns cheap
goods, if we have no money to buy them with."

Mr. MILLS. And so you propose to make money out of
the public Treasury.

Mr. MACKINTOSH. So far as the artisans are eon-
eerned, the hon. member for Bothwell must know that ho
hon. member for East York promised, before appeahng to
the country, that se soon as there was a revival of trade, he
would do ail in his power to open the gates into Canada for
all classes of people. Thefirst utteranoe made in pubhel by
the then hon. member for Lambton (Mr. Mackenzie) when
Premier, in 1874, was that he would allow the Chinese
to corme in to compote with OanaMian wothingmen.
The hon. gentleman (Mir. Mills) fend fault wih
athe hon, menmr for K gs«tn (Sir John -4. aedp>-

ad) beoause in 1879, ho aoerWed Aka ,e 4,o dAm
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believe the Chinese oould mix with our more civilised popu-
lation to the benefit of such civilisation. Hon. gen-
tlemen opposite profess to be friends of the artisan and the
workingman. Take their whole record, which is the best
proof. They know that at the very time Mr. Jenkins, comn-
monly known as the Hash-of-all-the.Talents, was agent gen-
eral, he wrote to this country in 1875, that he had advised
artisans not to corne to Canada; it afterwards transpired
that in 1876 the Government of the Dominion was pay-
ing $120 and $150 per night for public halls in Birmingham
and Manchester, where lectures were delivered by hie offi-
cials, inviting the artisan population of those industrial cities
to seek a home in Canada, thus compoting with the very
class who were suffering deprivation consequent upon the

oilicy, or want of policy, of hon. gentlemen opposite. The
on. member for South Huron must be aware that even when

they got the immigrants here, his political friends thon
in power paid to send them back again. I find in the offi-
cial Debates that Mr. Masson asked on the 27th February,
1877:

"I Notwithstanding the continual reduction in the number of immi-
grants coming te the country, the expenses remained the same. This was
more striking when it was considered that laset summer an extraordinary
event occurred. Those immigrants whom we had taken so much trouble
and epent so much money to brin gto Canada were sent back to the
country from whence they came by the Government. * * *
Under the circumstances, he would like to know how the Government had
decided upon giving such a blow to our whole system of immigration as
to pay the money to send 230 persons back to the country from whence
the came?

" Mr. O ARTWRIGHT. The French who had come from France, and
over whom the difficulty occurred, were not as desirable a class as
possible.A considerable number hadta be sentback to Paris.

"Mr. POPE. How many were sent back?
"Mr. OARTWRIGHT. I believe 230 were sent back, the expense

being $22 per head, or $5,000 in all. I entirely agree with the hon.
member for Terrebonne in what he said, that it was not the business of
the Government of Canada to pay for the people coming out here, and
then to pay their expenses back if they did not like the country."
I maintain thon, that hon. gentlemen opposito are not dear
ing fairly with the present Administration and are not
acting in the interests of Canada by discussing this question
in so prejudiced a manner. It is a question in which every
Canadian is i'nterested, a question fraught with grave
import to the Canadian taxpayers and producers, and
bhould be approached in a less partisan spirit. At this
late hour of t he morning, I do not desire to lengthon the
debate, but, as my hon. friends o posite admit, it is a vital
and national question, and one which must be debated not
only liere but in public; and I shall take the earliest
opportunity to make some further statements with reference
to it should the opportunity present itseIlf.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. The hon. gentleman
who spoke last, and who, I am sorry-because he treated
the matter very fairly-did not speak earlier, makes this
mis,'ake with regard to the school population, and that is
the only matter I am going to allude to. He says that the
school population had increased very considerably between
1861 and 1871, but he must remember thaI, up to that time,
a very large proportion of our people had not been able to
avail themselves, particularly in Ontario, of the advantages
of our school system. Between 1861 and 1871, as I have no
doubt those who recollect the country at that time will bear
me out in saying, an immense development of our school
systerm took place, so that the nominal increase in the num-
ber of children bore no fair proportion to the increase in the
population. That is why I pay and paid no attention to the
increase between 1861 and 1871. After 1871, the number
of schools throughout the country was very nearly as great
in proportion tIo the population as it is now, and from that
time out the school statistics, and particularly the registered
school statistics, afford a very valuable check on the move-
ment of population.

Mr. KING. The discussion up to the present time lhas
been largely onfmed to hon. members from Ontario and
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the North-West, and, lest the hon. Minister should think
this is a question in which the people outuide of Ontario
and the North-West were not concerned, I would claim the
indulgence of the House for a few moments. It is not my
intention to criticise the policy of the present Goverument
specially with regard to this immigration business, but I
desire to point out to you how in my opinion it affects the
interests of the Maritime Provinces. It is true that we
were not always members of this Confoderacy, and it is
equally true that prior to our ooming into the Union we had,
at all events in the Province of New Brunswick, an Immi-
gration Department,and I think I may fairly claim that those
who were entrusted with the business of promoting the
settlement of the Province of New Brunswick at that time
were eminently succefaul, because, on a reference to the
journals of our Local Legislature, we find, in ten consecutive
years prior to the Union, we succeeded in inducing 51,000
immigrants to settle in that Province. It is albo true that at
that period we had not--I believe I am safe in saying-a
mile of railway in New Brunswick. Our position was very
different from the position which the settler enjoys in the
North-West to-day. We had no inducements to offer such
as are offered to immigrants going to the North-West.
But there is another fuature of this business to whioh I
desire to call attention, and that is the small coist as com-
pared with the cost incurred at the present time. i find,
on referring to the same journals of the Local Legistature
of New Brunswick, that our Immigration Department in
New Brunswick was run at a cost, in some years, of about
$400 par annum, and further that the item which would
be similar in every respect to the item which has been
discussed so freely here to-night, that is, the amount
expended in the getting up of literature to induce immi-
gration to the country, suol as pamphlets, maps, and
so forth, is represonted in the accounts of that day by
tho small sum of $30 for advertising, stationery and
postage. I have not gone into the calculations ver care-
fully, but I think I am safe in stating that during t o pat
seven years a sum in round numbers approaching to
$3,000,000 has been spent in promoting immigration to
Canada. The Maritime Provinces contain about one-fifth
of the population of Canada, if that be true, our propor-
tion of that $3,000,000 would be about $600,000. 1think
it would be only fair to ask the question, whose lands are
we to-day trying to settle in the North-West? Are we
trying to settle the lands whioh belong to the whole people
of Canada? To a certain extent I admit we are, but in a
greater measure I believe I may fairly claim that from this
time forward our efforts will be in the direction of settling
the lands belonging to the railway companies, the colon-
sation companies, the Hudson's Bay lands, and the lands of
speculators in the North-West.

Mr. SPROULE. Such as the member for Huron, with
his 13,000 acres.

Mr. KING. I think I am not mistaken in saying that,
in promoting lines of railway in that country, we have
adopted a system of granting from 10 to 15 square miles of
land for every mile of road we bauild. I do not believe that,
in a country where railways are so absolutely essential as
they are in the North-West, a mile of railway will do very
much more than develop ten or fifteen square miles of land.
I do not object to that. I hope we may sueoeed in develop-
ing that North-West country by giving lands to
aid in the construction of railways, but Itake it for
granted that we will have very little land in the North-Weet
to dispose of for cash. It is true that we propose to induce
settilers in that country to settle upon the land ofthe North-
West, but I think that largely the class of people we will
induce togo into that country will settle upon the free
grants. If ithat be the ecase, very little money will be
returned to the Treasury of the Dominion for lande given
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to actual settiers. Then, unless we can dispose of land in
the North-West for cash, I fail to see where any greater
advantage accrues to the Dominion of Canada by settling
an immigrant in the North-West than would accrue by
settling the same immigrant in the Province of New Bruns-
wick. We have spent over $100,000,000 already in develop-
ing that country, and we had it from the mouth of the hon.
the First Minister yesterday in his place in the House that
that was a charge against the old Provinces of Canada.
Such being the case, I think the Maritime Provinces, con-
taining abont one-fifth the population of the Dominion,
might fairly claim that they are chargeable with $20,000,000
of that $100,000,000, It is true that we have got some land
in the North-West which we did not own until yesterday ;
we bought yesterday, I believe, 10,000,000 dollars worth of
land in the North-West. Now, Sir, I think that is quite enough
to expect from the people of the Maritime Provinces for all
the direct interest they have in that country. They have
contributed their share, something like $2,000,000 of the
purchase money of that land which we took back from
the Canadian Pacifie Railway, and I think that is enough,
without asking us to contribute our share of the 6300,000
or $400,000 expended annually for the purpose of getting
settlers into the North-West to settle upon lands belonging
to the railway company, and on colonisation land and Hudson
Bay lands. It has not been claimed, at ail events this Session,
that up to the present time the Dominion has received
any considerable amount from the sale of lands in the
North-West over and above the cost of surveys and manage-
ment; if that be true, I think our chances for receiving
much in the future are very doubtful. I was glad to hear
the Minister of Marine and Fisheries speak on this question
to-night, but I regretted that he could not speak as freely,
perhaps, as ho would have done had he not filled the hon-
orable position he occupies. Of course I understand that
in speak ing on this question ho would not come down to
what might be termed parish politics ; ho speaks, of course,
for the whole country. But I think he was unfair in a
comparison which ho made. Ho spoke of the Maritime
Provinces and particularly New Brunswick, and ho said
that what was going on there was going on in the States
of Maine and Vermont, that there was a large exodus from
those States to the western States. Now, I deny that
there is any similarity in the two cases.

Mr. FOSTER I never said so.
Mr. KING. What did the hon. gentleman say ?
Mr. POSTER. The hon. member for South Huron was

talking about so few of the immigrants coming to New
Brunswick, Nova Scotia and Prince Edward Island, and I
said that if the hon. gentleman was a citizen of either of the
New England States, and was talking in the samie manner
there, ho might found a very good text upon which to preach
a sermon about the exodus from those States. I made no
statement as to whether the population was decreasing or
not in the Maritime Provinces.

Mr. KING. I am dealing now with the immigration to
theMaritime Provinces. I think the hon. member for South
Huron pointed out that it would bardly be claimed that
there was any considerable number of immigrants coming
to the Maritime Provinces, and in answer to that statement
I think the Minister made the statement I have just recited,
and that it could not be expected that immigration would
Come into those Provinces any more than into the States of
Maine and Vermont.

Mr. FOSTER Even if I had said so, that is a very dif.
feront thing from saying that the population waa decreas-
ing.

Mr. KING. I think I can prove that the population is
dooreaing. Now, Sir, the Minister of Marine and Fisheries
wil not contend that thor is any similarity between the

Mr. Eme.

Province of New Brunswick and the States ofVermont and
Maine, because ho muet know that in those Statesto-day
there is not one acre of public land ; all the land has
passed out of the ownership of the State into the hands of
private individuals. In fact, there is but little land fit for
agricultural purposes in those States, that is not oecupied
by settlers. But that state of affairs does not exist in New
Brunswick; in that Province there is more good agricultural
land waiting for settlers than has been already settled, and
the hon. gentleman must know that. Therefore, I say the
argument made use of by him will not apply te New Bruns-
wick. As I already stated, at a time when owe were able to
induce 51,000 settlers to come into New Brunswick in ton
years, at a small cost compared with the cost of immigration
in Canada to-day, we had not one mile of railway, and
to day we have 1,000 miles of railway. The Province bas
contributed largely of its resources; in fact we have
given away over a million acres of our best land to
construct a railway in that Province, yet we have
failed to secure immigrants there. There must be a
cause for this. Our climate is just as good as it was before
Confederation, the portion of our soil tat remains unsettled
is as good to-day as it was then. Why, thon, do we not
receive immigrants as we did formerly ? I believe that one
great cause is that the efforts of this Parliament have been
wholly directed towards the settlement of the North-West
instead of treating our Provinces fairly. Of course, I am
free to admit that some efforts have been made since Con-
federation, and some assistance was given by this Parlia-
ment te the Province of New Brunswick te promote
immigration. The effort was partially successful, and in
one year we had a good number of immigrants, and many
of those who came into that Province have succoeded in
making themselves comfortable. But, Sir, it is lamentable
to have to admit that the policy of the Government has
been the means, even, of taking away a large
number of the immigrants whom we induced te
settle there. What else could be expected when over
the whole Province of New Brunswick, the people are
flooded with this very same literature which Canada is
paying for te the extent of $100,000 a year ? I do not
think this country has much te gain by transferring the
population from one Province to another. Now, Sir, I
have a word to say with regard te this report, and if it be
on the whole as incorrect as that part of it with reference te
my own Province, I muet conclude that it is not very
reliable. I am not going to dispute the figures as to the
number of immigrants that have arrived in New Bruns-
wick this year. The report gives the number who have
settled in each county, but I challenge any member from
New Brunswick, outside of one or two counties, te give the
names of anything like the number of persons, or to show
where the immigrants are in that Province, which are said
by this report te have settled there. Of course, I admit
there are a few in one or two counties. But there is an-
other feature in this report te which I would call atten-
tion. We are told by the immigration agent at St. John,
a gentleman who receives $1,000 a year:

" All the manufacturing industries have been visited in the past year,
and have doue a greater amount of work than they had reason to ex-
pect in the beginuing of the year. Some are working double time,
especially the rope-making industries."

Againhe says:
" As for the agricultural interest, the crops being very large, and the

prices being maintained, they have reaped a glorious harvest indeed."
Proceeding ho says:

"Owing to the continued dulnese in the lumber business, as well as
n almost ail other trades in the Province, we have not done o large
and profitable a yea'a business as in former years."
That is said in the face of other statements I havejust read,
about the prosperity of the manufacturing industries and
the glorious harvest. If there is any sensein a repot
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of that kind, or if anybody can understand it or know
what is meant by it, I fail to be able to do so. It
has been said on this side of the Rouse, that there has been
a large exodus during the last few years, and the declara.
tion of this opinion has been declared to be unpatriotic and
to b deroying the country. If I was to state anything else
than the statement I now make, I would make a statement
that would not be believed in the Province from which I
come. It is well.known that a large number of people are
leaving our Provinces every year for other parts. It is
true that notwithstanding the great efforts made, very few
have gone to the North-West. According to the cosus
reports, I find only 245 New Brunswickers there. I regret
that, if they are to leave our Province and go ont of New
Brunswick, they do not go to our North-West, because they
would contribute something to the revenue and would
benefit the older. Provinces in that way. But we are
told in this report, that 147 Americans have settled
in New Brunswick during the past year. I would like
some one to tell me where they are to be found. I
have never heard of any such immigration during 1885.
In the intereat of the Maritime Provinces at all
events it is time that this immigration policy was aban-
doned and all the Provinces placed on a fair footing and
allowed to do what they wish in their own way to attract
immigrants within their own borders. Lot the Canadian
Pacifie Railway look after their interests in the North-West ;
let New Brunswick look after its own interest. But do not
tax the Maritime Provinces to the extent they have been
taxed ever since Confederation to bring in immigrants
which the Government have wholly failed to retain. I
need not repeat what has been said to night, and yet I may
fAirly say that so far as regards the sottiement of the North-
West the Government's policy has been an utter failure.
That bas not been denied; in fact it has been admitted by
hon. gentleman opposite that up to the present time the
policy has failed to secure the settlement of that territory.
If so, what have the Maritime Provinces to show for their
proportion of the expenditure ? Nothing. It has been said
that 23,000 have settled in the North-West, outside of
Manitoba. Hon. gentlemen are mistaken who attribute
that meagre result wholly to the immigration policy of the
Government, because the cousus shows that 50 per cent, of
these people have been drawn from the older Provinces. In
the interest of the Maritime Provinces this policy of taxing
the people for immigration to the North-West should be
abandoned.

Mr. TAYLOR. I think the reason why we are not re-
ceiving that fair share of immigrants to which we are enti-
tled is due to the fact that hon. gentlemen opposite make
statements in this louse and outside of this House, and the
prees representing them give those statements publicity,
which have been used to the detriment of the interests of
Canada. I observe by the Brockville Recorder that the
member for Brant (Mr. Paterson) made this statement in a
speech delivered at Brockville on Monday night. He said:

" We got the National Policy and we challenge any man to point out
One single industry in Canada that did not exist before the National
Policy."

What inference can be drawn from such a statement? The
American immigration agents will say: That is a statement
made by a member of Parliament. The statement of that
hon. gentleman is endorsed by no less a personage than the
Hon. 0. P. Fraser, who in winding up the meeting said he
had listened to two of the most effective political speeches
he had ever listened to. The American immigration agents
would refer to the fact that the hon. member for Brant
made that statement and was cheered in the statement, that
we had had the National Policy for eight years and the
industries of Canada are in just the saime position as they
Were eiht yqfs aloi and the agent would say: What is

the use of sending emigrants there, they had botter go to
the United States. That is the only deduction that can be
drawn, and that is the principal reason why we are not
receiving more immigrants into this country.

Mr. FAIRBANK. While not holding the Minister of
Agriculture responsible for all the main errors of the past
and wishing him success ln the new department which has
fallen into his hands, I have a suggestion or two to make.
I will not for a moment either now or at any time deigu
to answer the constantly repeated allegations from the other
side of the House by which they are claiming ail the loyalty
ail the interest in this country, all the patriotism and every.
thing of that kind, claiming to be the owners of this country
and the rest of us tenants at will. But there is one point
to which I wish to call the attention of the Minister, and
that is to this so.called immigration literature. I believe
that not only is it not being beneficial but that it is painfully
injurious to ail the oider Provinces at least. The hon.
member for King's N.B. (r. King) has referred to the
flooding of his Province with this literature. I will notjust
now trouble the Minister with the question as to what pro.
portion is ment to foreign countries and what distributed at
home, but the older Provinces have been and are being con-
stantly flooded with this immigration literature, the efYect
of which is not to produce immigration but to some extent
migration. I believe it works largely in this way: we ail
know that literature which does not speak bighly of the
western country will not be entertained by the Depart.
ment. Every country has its advantages and its drawbacks,
and when you have piotured only the bright side of a
country tho eflect is to croate a state of unreat. When this
idea has taken hold of the people the first result is to decide
to go. The next question is where to go. In too many
instances the people do not go to odr own Territory.I
believe this literature being distributed throughout the
older Provinces has been one of the most productive sources
of sending Canadian people to the United States, and I hope
the Minister will consider this matter of suffloient import-
ance to investigate its effects in that direction, and if this
literature is to be continued to any extent it should be sent
to foreign countries instead of being distributed at home.
I have myself son cart loads, I think car-load distributed
in Ontario alone, and this distribution is not confined to
party by any means. When you consider the number who
were interested in colonisation schemes, when you consider
the number who are interested in the colonisation compa-
nies, in railway schemes and the efforts they make, not to
bring population not from the Old Country or from the
United States, but from the older Provinces, we need not
wonder that in many sections of Ontario the resuit of this
has been to depreciate the value of real estate 25 per cout.

An hon. MEMBER. It is not truc.
Mi. FAIRBANK. It certainly is. I grant hon. gentle-

men that real estate is now recovering, but at the time it did
depreciate to that extent, and some portions of the very
garden of Ontario were retarded to a very great extenft.
Now, Sir, I am not speaking of anything that hon, gentlemen
do not know. They know perfectly well the extent to whioh
the exodus from Ontario prevailed some time ago, They
know the nature and character of that exodus. I maintain
that on the continent of America, or upon any other conti-
nent, you could not find a finer class of men, or even as fine
a class of men, as those who were taken from Ontario,
ostensibly to the North-West, although I believe thle
majority of them were lost to us. The wheel was soet in
motion largely by this literature, and it continued to roll,
and it did not land in our own country but in another nation.
I am glad to hear from the Minister that assisted immigra.
tion is almost discontinued, and that probably it will be
discontinued altogether. It i of the highest importance
what kind of seed yon seed down a new oountry with, ap4
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we do not want the sweepings of other lands. Too much amongst the different printing and publishing companies
attention cannot be paid to the character of the immigrants the money which is divided amongst them, is a gross
who are induced to come to this new land. There wrong and a gross fraud on the people of this Dominion;
is, however, a branch of assisted immigration which I think 1 and I say that Parliament has no right to con.
might be instituted with beneficial results. A gentleman sent to it, and that it is done for political purposes
connected with one of the churches in the west assured me undoubtedly. When we had the question of timber limite
some time ago that, in connection with that church alone, before the House the other night, we found the Minister of
there were at least 3,000 wives wanted in the North-West. the Interior getting up and defending the unprotected
You will remember that in the early settlement of the old heads of hon. gentlemen opposite, and no doubt ho is
Dominion of Virginia there was felt that same want-the well paid for it, he having no doubt an interest in the
want of wives. So keenly was this felt that they offered Montreal Gazette, as ho admitted in reply to the hon. gen.
inducements to supply this want. The current price for a tleman in front of me. The hon. member for South Huron
wife at that time was, in the first place fifty pounds of said that the Montreal Gazette got $19,000. The Minister
tobacco ; subsequently they were in such demand that the of the Interior said that there was $5,000 included in that
price rose to 100 pounds, and to-day many of those proud sum for some other work leaving 614,000 which ho admite
F.F.V's. can trace their origin to a wife purchased for from the Gazette got from the funds of this Dominion for which
fifty to 100 pounds of tobacco. I think if we could intro. no tender was put in, and for simply supplying the ink and
duce that kind of immigration we should assist it. As the men to set the type. Ho did not even supply the paper.
we are not raising tobacco, I would suggest that we should In addition to that, ho gets his allowance as a Minister of
take wheat; say 100 bushels, for each immigrant of that the Crown and sessional allowances, $8,000, make $22,000,
kind. I think it would largely increase the production of which he draws of the money of this country. Hoe can
wheat, as well as increase the population of the country. well afford to stand up and defend hon. gentlemen around

Mr. MoMULLEN. I have waited for some time for an him, and I admit that ho is an able advocate. I admit that
opportunity to address the House. I am sorry the debate ho is a desirable man for hon. gentlemen opposite to have
has taken so wide a range. We expected that we would in this House, because, when we find hon. gentlemen from
have an opportunity of dealing with the money granted to the beginning to the end, from the top to bottom, from the
the different printing and publishing companies for the last First Minister down to the last joint in the tail of the whole
year through the Immigration Department. I believe my- party, are implicated in the same way in timber limits and
self that the statement furnished by the Immigration De- political plunder, it is an advantage to have a man of his
partment is largoly overdrawn, in order, if possible, to stamp to defend them. Now, I say it is a gross wrong on
cover up their sine in the way of dividing up printing the people of this Dominion to take the money that is
which passed through that Department t the diffèrent collected from thom, and divide it up among the different
printing journals and companies throughout the Dominion. printing companies composed of friends of hon. gentle-
Now when the Minister of the Interior arose to reply to men opposite. This is an important question, and we
some remarks from this side, hoestated that the Govern- have not had half enough of time to consider it. We
ment who wore once in power, under the régime of Mr. simply wish to wake the country up to the way the
Mackenzie, had given to a member of this louse the sum people's money is boing thrown away; we want to show
of $1,400 of money belonging to this Dominion. Now, I them into whose pockets it is going ; we want to show them
am sorry that the gentleman te whom the Minister referred that members on the other side of the House are largely
is not here, if ho was the hon. gentleman would not have ven- responsible for the increase in the annual expenditure, and
tured tW make that statement. I am sorry that the Minister that the moneys levied on the working classes of this
should not guard hie words more carefully than to make country, on the goods they consume, are divided amongst
a statement of this kind, which, if he does not know it is the followers of hon. gentlemen opposite.
untrue, ho ought to know is untrue. The facts are these,
that the money owed by the gentleman referred to was M ESSON. As the hon, gentleman is if trade, I
owed for dues upon timber which was cut. The hon. would aak hum a fair question. Doos ho eay that the people
gentleman who spoke referred to the statement of the First are paying more for their goods now than they wero seven
Minister. Now if ho will take the trouble to enquire of or ight years ago?
Mr. Vankoughnet, who is in charge of that Department, and
is a political friend of hie own, ho would tell him that there
je not a single farthing due that he was not paid. the people are paying more for their goods or not le that

Someon. MEMBERS. Order, order.ay al the smugging that is done donfro theBorn hon MEMERS.Ordo, orer.Amorican side into Canada, whereas eoven yeare ago the.
Mr. MoMULLEN. I am making an explanation with smuggling was ont of Canada W the United States. It

regard to what the Minister of Interior said. wa statod to-night that the taxes per car'ta are not
Someon. MEMBERS. Order. great inCanad as thy are in the nited Sae

The CHAIRMAN. You have no right whatever. ConfinIwassurprie hea on. gentleman make tht

yourself to the question. he statement after the statement of the Minister of theyourelfte ti. ueston.Intorior in the debate on the Budget, in which hoe
Mr. MaMULLEN. Well, if you so rule, I have no right admitted that the per capita tai of the people of tus

to refer to it, but I will take another opportunity to do s. Dominion was a ittie in excees0f thepr capita Vax of the
An hon. MEMBER. Take a rest. people of the United States, and per capita debt of

Canada was a littte in oxcess of the per capita debt of the
Mr. MoMULLEN. Some three years ago I moved in United Statos. 1 ar sorry we are so far advanced in the

this House for a return showing the amount which had nightbecause I would like to have offered sore bengthened
been paid to the different printing and publishing compan. rearis on this subject. I know that in a short tire hon.ies of thJis Dominion through the Agricultural Department gentlemen are goingte the country, and we cannot do botter
since 1880. The Minister of Public Works amended my Vian show them thoir corruption before thoy go, and how
motion by making it from 1874. And, though I have asked public moneY is boing handed from pociet W pociet; but
for it a dozen times, that report has not been brought when a charge is made agaifst a member of Parliament w.down, and consequently that information has not been find that every gentleman on that side of the. oue.gete
f rnished. Now, I say that Visa system Of dividing up up W defend hlm. I want to prevont epdtuesof Vhs

MrMHSSN.Aste on gntemnisintrde.
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kind, because our people cannot afford them. Some remark
were made with regard to agricultural implements beine
cheaper in the North-West than they were during the tim
of the Mackenzie Administration. I ai sorry to say ther
have been a large number of agricultural implements sen
up there by different manufacturing companies, and the
have been sacrificed. I know some who have sent ni
implements and suffered serious loss by doing so
implements which they have been compelled to sell for les
than they were worth.

Mr. COCHRANE. How many bunches of pamphletU
did you send to your constituency ?

Mr. MoMULLEN. I have tried to make the best use o
anything I could get around. Anything I have found tha
would be of interest to them I have sent. I believe ou
whole immigration policy has been wrong. I believe w
should cut down this item more than one-half.

Quarantine expenses.................$7.,9"0 o
Mr. LANGELIER. I wish to call attention to a very

important matter. I received a letter to-day of a very
serions character as to something which took place a short
time ago. A steamer was allowed to pass through Quebec
to Montreal, which had had a case of small-pox on board,
without disinfection having taken placê. I do not know
whether it was due to oversight or to a defect in the system
adopted, but it is a very serions matter. After the experi.
esnce wu have had in Montreal, most severc precautions
should be taken to prevent the re-introduction of small-pox.

Mr. CARLING. Every precaution is taken. A medical
gentleman at Rimouski is ordered to inspect the ship before
she goes to Quebec, and the medical officer at Quebec also
inspects and reports. My attention hss been called to the
matter, and every precaution will be taken to prevent any-
thing of the kind occurring again.

Mr. LANGELIER. Has any explanation been given of
the fact that she was allowed to go to Montreal without
being disinfected.

Mr. CARLING. Every precaution is taken, but naturally
some oversight has taken place on the part of one of the
Government officers, either through mistake as to the
nature of the disease or from want of paying sufficient
attention, but the matter is being looked into.

Mr. BAIN. Will the hon. gentleman specify what is to
be done with the vote to meet expenses for precautionary
measures for public health ?

Mr. CARLING. It is to take precautionary measures
whenever the Government thinks necessary. I cannot say
anything more without going into particulars. They con.
sist to a large extent in inspecting vessels at the différent
ports, and last year there was an expenditure in connection
with the outbreak of disease in thé Eastern Townships.

Mr. BAIN. There is a special vote afterwards of $12,000
for cattle disease.

Mr. CARLING. That is for cattle quarantine at Halifax,
Quebec and Sarnia.

Mr. CA WMRRON (Middlesex). I notice an item for 5,000
copies of Couture's pamphlets, $2,500, on which $1,000 bas
been paid on account. What is that for ?

Mr. CARLING. That was paid for a pamphlet on the
diseases of animals.

Mr. WILSON. There are 8400 paid Mr, Playter for
pamphlota. What is done with thèse pamphlets ?

Mr. CABLING. They are distributed to the médical
profesion all over the oountry, and to the sanitary oiers.

s8 Mr. WILSON. There are travelling expensés for Dr'.
g Covernton, $122.25 and $104 for services. What wére
ethèse ?
eM1r. CARLING. Dr. Covérnton wu sosnt to thé 'United

It Stateto a health convention héld at St. Louis. Re was
Y sent by thé Goveramént, as it was nécessary Canada should
P hé rèpréséntéd at thé convention, and his visit will b. pro-

ductive of muoli benefit.
Mr. WILSON. I think thé hon. gentleman is mistaken

in référence to that, because thé wages and time oocupied
é in attending thé convention could hardly bavé anythinegto

do with thé mattér hé réfèrréd to. It wus in 1884-85. That
wa WSnot last summér.

It 1fr. CARLING. I amn only referring to lutt summer.
r I am not in a position to explain just now what that wau
e for iu 1884.

TMr. BAIN (Wéntworth). It appéas a if there was a
number of rather miscellaneous itm congregated under
this héad. For instance theré is 3. Fletcher, Library of

FParliamént, on acoount of travelling expeuses te Britiei
rColumbia, 8300.
t Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. How is that a pre.
cautionary measuré for thé public béalth ?

1fr. BAIN (Wentworth). Thon there is J. L. R.
iArchambauit, aid te a French sanitary journal, 8400. 1

understand that, as fair as tho Minimtér i3 pcréonally con-
cerncd, theso Rre items not within hi8 porsonal knowledge,
but I think it will strike him andi every othér member of
thé committée that thèse are peculiar items, te eay the
lèast, to be passed under thé héad of précautionary meuAures
for public health. They réquiré somé explanation. I
tbink there ig a large field for improvément in adjusting our
accounts. For instance, there is Dr. Coleman, for services
in investigating cattie diseasé, when we have a separate
vote for that purpoe. 1 think this wants readjustment in
soeéform.

Mr. CAMERON (Middlesex). It will bc apparent that
thé purpose for which this vote je givén is comparatively a
email arueunt of thée entire sum. Tho statistical officord
who are paid eut of this vote, and for the organisation of
whom thé vote was originally placed in thé Estimates, only
réceived 82,366 out of thé entire sunu of 89,412 spènt luet
yéar. Thé reet hbhen largély epent in travelling expénsés
andi sncb other items as thèse. Lt dees net appear te me
how thé public héalth lias been sérvèd hy many of thé
items which appéar hère, and, whule thé Department very
justly pay a véry fair amount of attention te this and benefit
thé public proportionately, yet thèse items do net dinclose
aný y atisfactory réasea te account for thé expénditure as
t is béen made. I would bé glad te sée thé Department

give every attention possible te bealth statistice. They are
attaining an added valué every yéar, but It is only a emnal
proportion of thé entire vote éxpended, and, whilé we may
bvery glad te se 400 copies of thé &znitary Journal

bought, wé may still think that a large sum te pay, and
that, while we pay only $116 as twelve menthe' salary of a
statistical officér, wé pay anothér officer 8228 for attendîng
a health convention for éight days.

Mfr. FISHIER. A moment ago, in explaining thé expénsès
of last ycar, thé Minister spoke about an eutbreak or soeé
cattle diseasé in thé Eastern Townships. Wbhat did hée mean
b)y that ?
i1Mr. CAIRLING. I thiuk thé chièf expensé wus causéd

_by thé breaking ont of a swinè diBeasé in thé colinty efiiuntingdon.

(Jattie quar.ntine, Provine of Qeb$. 5,#00 00

Mfr. FISHERL I would caUl the Minister>s attention to
the hardahip uider which a large portion of the Province
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Of Quebec labors in regard to this quetion of cattle quaran-
tine. I dare say that the Minister is aware that we are
frequently desirous of bnying thoroughbred stock in the
United States for the purpose of improving our own stock ;
and that such stock has to come tbroDgh the port of Sarnia
where the cattle undergo quarantine. Now, I know of cases
where farmers in the Eastern Townships have desired to buy
cattle, the owners of which lived within 30 miles of their
homesteads, but on the other side of the line, ar-d they were
prevented from doing so because they would have had to send
these cattle to Sarnia to be quarantined, and bring them
back again. In conseqaunce of this expense the people are
either debarred from improving their stock by the importa-
tion of cattle, or tbey will smuggle these cattle in. Now,
the result of smuggling c attle may be very serious. Our
cattle quarantine here enables us to send our cattle ta Eng-
land under favorable conditions, but if there is any danger
of diseased cattle being iniported into our country it would
seriously affect our cattle trade in England. In point of
fact, there is a danger that large numbers of cattle may now
be smuggled into the country, and consequently there is a
danger of introducing diseased cattie. In the New England
States there is a large number of thoroughbred cattie, and
the interchange between those States and the Eastern
Provinces would be of great advantage to the people on both
sides of the line. Therefore, I draw the attention of the
Minister ta the desirability of making some arrangement
by which cattle might be brought across from the
New Englani States without having to go so far west
to be quarantined. Last winter I was informed at the
£fficO of the modical inspector at Montreal, Dr. McEachran,
that it was thought possible to make some arrangement
by which cattle would be taken in bond to the station in
Quebec, and there go through quarantine. I asked him to
enquire if that could be accomplished, and I understood
there was no means by which it could be done. I think
s'me such arrangement could be made, and I have good
grounds for saying that it would be easy and cheap to
establish a small quarantine station on the Now England
border, by which cattle could be brought in at small
expense. It could be entirely managed from the head office
in Montreal, and would be a great advantage to the people
of the Eastern Townships.

Mr. CARLING. The advantage we have in shipping
cattle to England at the present time is very great, and if
the present arrangement was interfered with, our trade
would suffer. The arrangement with the Imperial Govern.
ment is that ail cattle brought into the country for breeding
purposes shall be quarantined at Sarnia, giving us the pri-
vilege of sending our cattle to England without being
slaughtered on their arrival. Of course, if any such arrange-
ment eould be made as suggested, I should be very glad to
carry it out, if it did not interfere with the arrangement
we have with the Imperial Government.

MÊr. FISHER. Is there an arrangement between our
Government and the Imperial Government that ail cattie
brought from the United States muet be quarantined at
Sarnia, and at no other place ?

Mr. CARLING.
concerned.

Yes; so far as the older Provinces are

Mr. FISHER. I think it is an extraordinary thing that
the Imperial Government should dictate to our Government
where we shall place our quarantine stations. Do I under-
stand the Miaister that the Imperial Government has dis-
tinctly ordered that the Canadian Government shall have
no quarantine stations between this country and the United
States, except at Sarnia?

Mr. CARLING. Yes, in the older Provinces. They have
puahibited uSfrom importg from the United States unless

1fr J mHB

Mr. FISHER. I must sayI think that is a vary unrea.
sonable proposition on the part of the Imperial Govern.
ment, and I think it is an undue interference with the inter.
nal economy of this country. What does it matter to the
Imperial Government whether we have a quaran.
tine station in one place or another, so long as our cattle
are quarantined, ard that no diseased cattle are allowed to
come across the border? It does not matter one whit to
the Imperial Governument whether we string stations ail
along our border, provided that American cattle coming
into this country are properly quarantined. I have been
informed by Dr. McEachran's staff that cattle can now be
brought in from the United States to the port of Quebec.
and be quarantined there, only that would be a very incon.
venient way to bring them in. I believe also that cattie
are also brought into this country west of Sarnia. I think
in Manitoba there is a quarantine station where cattle are
brought in from the United States to this country, and I
think there is a regulation by which cattle have been
allowed t come in west of Emerson.

Mr. CARLING. Not for shipping purposes.

Mr. FISHER. At no time ?

Mr. CARLING. Not since this arrangement was made
with the Imperial Government.

Mr. FISHER. When was that arrangement made with
the Imperial Government ?

Mr. CARLING. Some five or six years ago.

Mr. FISHER. I would like to ask the Minister whether
there was not an Order in Council issued a year or two ago
by which cattle might be brought from the United States
into the western ranching country ?

Mr. CARLING. I think there was.

Mr. FISHER. Did not that interfere with the Imperial
edict that no cattle should be brought in except at Sarnia ?

Mr. CARLING. That was a special arrangement for
ranching purposes.

Mr. FISHER Was that arrangement made with the
Imperial Government ?

Mr. CARLING. No.

Mr. BOWELL. They are not allowed to come east.

Mr. FISHER. How can they be prevented from coming
east? Is there any cordon drawn between the western
ranching country and the east ?

Mr. CARLING. The arrangement was that cattle should
not be brought into the olier Provinces. If we were willing
to have our cattle scheduled, as the American cattleare, we
could bring them in at any point.

Mr. FISHER. No one auggesta that.

Mr. BOWELL. You are.

Mr. CARLING. The arrangement for the older Provinces
was that they should only came in at that one point, and
that for breeding purposes only, and should be quarantined
at Sarnia. The regulations with regard to the North-West,
made by an Order in Council, had special reference to
ranching purposes.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. My hon. friend's .pf-
tion is clear enough. He says there is danger to our cattis
trade from cattle croesing in;theautern TQwni pg, whez,
aa oejor~em oJunwu-e boundary4j&naw
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one. It would be a very grave thing if any disease ähould
be introduced into the country in that way, and, if that is
the case, I think a report should be made to the Imperial
Goverunment representing that in their interests and our
own, a quarantine station should be established there between
Canada and the United States.

Mr. BOWELL. No cattle are allowed to come in there.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. My hon. friend says
yon cannot pretVent it.

Mr. 1BOWNIL. No quarantining will stop that. If a
man owns a farm on the border, with one-half in Canada
and the other half in the United States, no regulations
establishing quarantine stations would prevent the cattle
from grazing across the line. Every precaution is taken
that is possible, by every custom house officer along the
eastern frontier, to prevent cattle coming from any
portion of the United States and across the line. If they do
cross, they are seized for smuggling; and, if they are
imported and it is discovered, they are seized and the
owners compelled to take them back, or have them slaugh-
tered. The tendency of the arguments advanced by the
hon. gentleman from Brome (Mr. Fisher) would be
very much to alarm the Imperial authorities and the
parties who are interested in England in preven-
ting the spread of cattle disease. I do not say the hon.
gentleman doe it with that intention, bat, when
he reflects upon the sensitiveness with which this
subject is treated in England, and reflects on the great
difficulty which wo had, and that it was only by the
exertion and determination and push which have always
characterised our High Commissionor, that Canadian cattle
were prevented from being scheduled, by which we should
have lost millions of dollars a year, I think he will come to
the conclusion that we ehon d deal with this subject as
gingerly and as tenderly as possible; for those who have

aid any attention to it know that the agriculturiets of
ngland are very sensitive on this point, that in every

single instance, not only in their agricultural societios, in
their boards of trade, but in the Imperial Parliamnt, the
special representatives of that class of the community have
not only taken every precaution, but have advocated the
schedule of Canadian cattle and placing them in the same
position as those of the United States, and those that
are brought from the steppes of Russia, where the
cattle disease exists to a very great extent. I do
not take the same view, nor do I believe do those
interested in this very important trade to Canada, as does
the hon. memberfor Brome. If the Imperial Government
Say to us: If you adopt such and such regulations in Can-
ada to prevent the spread of disease, which is supposed to
exist and does exist in some parts of the United States, we
will not place you in the same disadvantageous position as
that in which we place the people of the United States and
other countries in which the disease exists. I think the
least we can do is to acquiesce in the request made by that
Government, particularly when our pecuniary intereste are
0 great as they are at present. I know the Minister of

Agriculture, the predecessor of my hon. colleague who now
occupies that important position, when urged to establish a
quarantine station at Halifax for the Maritime Provinces,
s0 that the people could import the same class of cattle as
are imported by way of Quebec, that right was refused to
those Provinces, and refused for no other reason than because
to reverse what the Government had done would be to
interfere with the advantages we now possess as an
integral part of the British Empire. Whenwe.export
large numbers of cattle it is with the belief and knowledge
in Englaind that disease does not exist in Canada. But so
cAutious must we .be in acting upon their suggestion so an
to prvnt the introdut -ofn >of oatIm from 0unties ¡w e

disease is supposed to-exist, that every preeaution 1s to be
taken, and the people of the Maritime Provinces have been
put to some disadvantage, as have the people of Ontario, by
not being able to import American cattle without sending
them to Sarnia or Quebec; and I am glad to know that
when the reason was given to the people of the Maritime
Provinces, that it was in consequence of the reglations
entered into with the English Government, they not only
gracefully bat gladly acquiesced in the policy adopted and
carried out by the Dominion Government.

Mr. FISHER. No one is more anxions than I am to see our
cattle healthy and free from disease. No one understands the
importance of this more than I do, and what I have said to-
night has been entirely and wholly for the purpose of trying
to perfect arrangements which will tend to prevent disease
coming in from the United States. The reason I wish some
such arrangements as I have suggested made is because, in
consequence of the absence of some such arrangement, cattle
may come from a country where there is danger of disease.
The Minister of Customs bas maid that if sueh an arrange-
ment were made, it would still not prevent cattie strolling
across the line. I know people canugo over the line and bring
back cattle, and those .dividuals would be porfectly willing
to quarantine them if it could be done withiD a reasonable
distance and at a moderate expense, but it is too
costly to send cattle round by Sarnia. The resuit of
the absence of such an arrangement is that there
is danger of our cattle becomiug diseased. I am
not aware that any discase has been introduced;
but there is danger, and I desire to asuertain if the
Government are taking steps to make arrangements by
which our people will be able to bring i and quarantine
cattle withont going such a long distance. I do not believe
the British Government is so unreasonable as to prevent
cattle being brought in hy any other station except the one
station, provided tbey are properly quarantined. The
English Government is right in providing that cattle shall
not be brought in here without being quarantined and

assing throngh a probationary period of three months;
at it does not matter whether they are quarantined in

Sarnia or Quebec or the Maritime Provinces or anywhere
else. I am very much surprised to learn that it isi n the
agreement with the English Government that cattie
coming into this cotitry from the United States must be
quarantiued at Sarnia and nowhere else, and I hope the
Minister will take steps to have some change mado.

Mr. BAIN (Wentworth). In looking up last year's re-
porta of the expenditure under this head it appears there is a
quarantine station at Emerson, which I presume applies to
Manitoba. In addition, we paid Dr. McEachran fifty-one
days attendance inspecting cattle entered for the North.West
Territories. So I presume there is some other process west
of Emerson by which stock gets across the border. I am
not finding fault with the arrangement, bat it is patent
such an arrangement existe.

Mr. WATSON. I understand the quarantine is princi.
pally for shippers by the Canadian Pacifie Railway through
Montana to Chicago.

Mr. CARLING. No.

Mr. WATSON. Are those cattle quarantined ?

Mr. CARLING. They are inspected.

Mr. WATSON. Are they allowed to be unloaded of the
cars before they cross the boundary line at Emerson?

Mr. CARLING. No, I believe not.

1r. BOWELL. There is an arrangement with the eeg-
uisane of the Imperial Qovemment by whioh We dn
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Oattle are allowed to pass from Sarpia to Portland under
certain regulations, and the same applies to the western
States.

Mr. PATERSON (Brant). With respect to the item of
$10,000 to meet possible expenses for sheep-scab and cattle
disease, perhaps the Minister will say if this is to be used
in payment of some just claims that are presented for cattle
elaughtered under the provisions of the Act. I mentioned
the case of some hogs that were slaughtered, and I believe
there was a considerable number in the county of Essex.
Will this apply to such cases ?

Mr. CARLING. It will apply to snch cases, and the
Department are now onquiring into them.

Mr. BAIN (Wentworth). This item for immigrant
patients in Winnipeg and St. Boniface hospitals is new. We
should have somo explanation.

Mr. CARLING. It is the same as last year, only it was
then down in the Supplemontary Estimates. We thought it
better to put it in the main Estimates.

Committee rose and reported.

RETURN ORDERED.
Correspondence and statement showing what is the sum claimed by

each of the counsel euployed by the Crown in the trials resulting from
the North-West troubles in 1885, and the amount paid to each of them
-(Mr. Langelier.)

Sir HECTOR LANGEV[N moved the adjournment of
the louse.

Motion agraed to; and the Ilouse adjourned at 3 o'clock,
a.m, (Thursday).

HOUSE OF COMMONS.

TuruSDA, 20th May, 1886.

The SPEAn took the Chair at Three o'clock.

PIArEEs.

TIMBER DUES OF M. IHERMAN H. COOK.

Mr. TAYLOR. In answer to a question which I asked
yesterday, the right hon. the First inister made a state-
ment which I think refluects seriously against two hon.
members of this House. One, the hon. member for Both-
well (Mr, Mille), ex-Minister of the Interior, in his dealings
with the revenues of this country; and the other, the hon.
member for East Simcoe (Mr. Cook), in bis dealings with the
Department of the Interior. The ques.tion I asked was as
follows :-

" Was any um, and if se, how much, due to the Government or the
Indiau Department by Mr, Herman Cook, as dues for timber cut on Indian
lands in the Georgian Bay, during the years 1872-73? Did Mr. Cook
pay such indebtedness7 and if so, in what sums and at what dates ? If Mr
Cook has not paid these dues, why not? Whether the said claim still
remains unpaid or unsettled, and if not, when, and under what circum-
stances was any settlement thereof made, and what were the terms and
conditions of any snob settlement 7''
To which Sir John A. Macdonald replied:

"This is the answer furnished by the Department:
"Mr. E H. 0ook, in 1870, acquired a timber license to cut pine and

oak trees on the following iulands in Georgian Bay : Christian, Hope,
Beckwith, Giant's Tomb and Beausoliel. In the season of 1872-73 he cut
a quantity of pine on these islands, the dues on which amounted to
e879.95; on October 1, 1873,,he paid cash $2,079.95, and gave a bond
for the balance, $1,800.00, bearin g interest at 6 per cent. He was called
upon several tunes to pay the bond and interet thereon, but failed to
do so. l July, 187Vhe wrote to the Superintendent General (Mr. Laird),
asking for a renewal of the bond, owing to the dulness of the lumber
trade. On the 7th July the order to renew the bond was given by Mr.
Laird. On February Brd, 1877, Mr. Cook wrote to the Department,
enelosing a statement showing that the men employed by him to
measure the pine timber in 1871-73, had made an over-return of 927,017
feet, the dues on which amonuted to SI,486.24. Nothing appears tebave been doue in the mater ntil Ust Octobor, 1878, whou thé remis-
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sion was made by Mr. Mills of the above enm, $1,4 86.24, and interest
thereon, from the date of the bond, lot October , 1873, five years, in
accordance with a declaration of William Telfer, Mr. Ooo'sbook-
keeper at Toronto. On the 2nd October, Kr. Cook pid to Mr. Mills the
sum of $313.76, and interest, which, together wit the amount remitted,
made up the amount of bond $1,800."

I may say that, in justice to these hon. gentlemen, I think
the matter should be investigated, and as the Session is so
near its close I ask the permission of the House to move
the following resolution :-

That the matter of the indebtedbess of Mr. Herman H. Cook as dues
for timber cut on Indian Reserves on a certain island in Georgian Bay in
1872 and 1873, and the remission of $1,486.24, together with interest
thereon, be referred to the Standing Oommittee on Publie Accounta.

Sir RICHARDCARTWRIGHT. Itseemsto me,although
there can be no objection, if the hon. gentleman has any
charge to make against my hon. friend that it should be
investigated in a proper shape, that we have never referred
to the Committee on Public Accounts anything which does
not appear in some volume or other of the Public Accounts.
I do not understand that this item did appear in any item
of the Public Accounts that I know of.

Mr. TAYLOR. There is an item in the Public Accounts
referring to the matter, but I will ask to refer it to a special
committee if the hon. gentleman wishes.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD.- I do not know whether
the matter appears in the Public Accounts or not. I did
not speak when the motion was being put, as I thought the
hon, gentleman to whom it refers might wish to say some-
thing, but it occurs to me that there is a statement of the
facts as furnished to me by the Departmont when I sent
the question for an answer. There is the whole thing, and
I do not know that we have anything to enquire about.
There are the facts. I think, on the point that has been
taken, in the first place, that it does not appear in the
Public Accounts, and, in the second place, that the whole
facts are there, and there is really nothing for the commit.
tee to enquire about. My hon. friend should withdraw his
motion.

Mr. WHITE (Hastings). This is rather a nice way to
get along I must say. When a charge was made against
me, when I put money into the public treasury instead of
taking it out, no person asked that it should be withdrawn.
There is just that difference: that I put money into the
public treasury and the hon. gentleman took money out of
the public treasury. I brought money into the public treasury
with the consent of the Minister, and this money has been
taken out with the consent of the Minister. Is that not teobe
investigated ? Let us have fair play on both sides.
There is a matter of about 82,000, and while I have not an
unkind word to say against the hon. gentleman, against
whom the charge is made, I say we should have fair play
on both sides. Why is it that day after day I should be
racked before the people of this country in the newspapers
of hon. gentlemen opposite, and especially by the editor of
the Globe newspaper, if a matter such as this before us
sbould not be investigated ? Now, I say this is a matter
which a committee should investigate. Let it go before
the Committee on Privileges and Elections, and let us have
these matters all cleaned up. I hope the hon. gentleman
will not withdraw this motion.

Motion agreed to.

LAND GRANTS TO MTLITIA.
Mr. WHITE (Cardwell) moved for leave to introduce

a Bill to make further provision respecting grants
of land to members of the militia force on active service in
the North-West. He said: I may say that the object of
this Bill is to extend somewhat the privileges with respect
to scrip and land warrants to persons whowere engaged in
the service in the suppression of the outbreak last year. It
proposes tO enlarge the cleas to whom grants of land are to
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be made, go s to include certain of the irregulars who wer
actually engaged-to scouts who were actually engaged, t
men engaged on the1 Northcote or other steamers whic
were actually in action, to persons regulqr1y appointed t
the medical staff, te nurses in the hospitals, where the
have been reommended by the MajorGeneral commandini
the forces for special services. It also proposes te exten
these privileges te members of the force who left home bu
were invalided before reaching Port Arthur, and were com
pelled te return. It also proposes te allow volunteers wh
are now homesteaded in the North-West te apply their lant
warrants on their homestead. It also proposes, in th
case of certain members of the permanent force, such a
dlA"'l and "B " batteries and the military schools, fo
themselves, but not for substitutes, te extend the time it
which they may enter for their ]and te six months afte
their term, of service expires.

Mr. GAULT. I should like te ask the Minister of thi
Interior if the telegraph operators are included. Many o
them went up te the North-West at the risk of their lives
as well as the volunteers.

Mr. WHITE (Cardwell). They are not included.
Mr. BLAKE. It appears, from the explanation of th

hon. gentleman, that provision is being made for the aliena
tien of a large additional portion ofthe publie domain ; largE
numbers of persons are te receive grants who are net now
entitled te receive them. Therefore, I would ask whether
the Bill should net be preceded by a resolution in com
mittee ?

Mr. WHITE (Cardwell). Perhaps the hon. gentleman
will consent that I should now move that the House resolve
itself inte committee on the resolution to-morrow.

Motion for leave te introduce Bill withdrawn, and motion
for the House te go into committee, to.morrow, agreed to.

SIXTIH REPORT OF PRINTING COMKITTEE.

Mr. BERGIN moved:
That the uixtb report of the Joint Gommittee of both Houses on the

Printing of Parliament be adopted.
He said: Mr. Mortimer, the contracter for the binding,
asked the commIttee for an increase in consequence of the
increamed size of the volumes. At first each volume was
aboit 600 pages, and last year itwas over 1,000 pages. The
committee, after investigating the matter, came te the con-
clusion that an addition of 5 cents per volume should be
allowed te Mr. Mortimer, and it was understood that that
should be in full of all claims for the past, and from this
period until the expiration of the contract.

Motion agreed te.

QUESTION OF PRIVILEGE.
Mr. CHARLTON. Before the Orders of the Day are

called, I wish te refer te a matter which indirectly brings
my own veracity into question. In the debate on the timber
limit question on the 4th of the present month, the hon.
member from Montreal West (Mr. Gault) denied having
made any application. In the Hansard report I find the
following ._

"Mr. GAULT. No, Sir, my name is found nowhere on the books.
"IMr. OEARLTON. This is taken from the Sessional Papers of 1888,

Volume 16, No. 12, Return No. 84.
"Mir. GA ULT. I never snent one cent, and had nothing to do with

ny ternitory in the North-West."
In addition te the application for colonisation lands referred
te then, the hon. gentleman's general denial of having any-
thing to do with applications, covered my statement that
he Iad applied for friends for coal limits. I have looked
over the returns, and I fmd the following
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e "O mvwa, September l9th, 188&
o "Bsa,- have the honor, by direction of the Minister of the Inteilor,

to acknowledge the receipt of your letter of thé 7th insat, .the applieo-
tionof M, G.W. emett Mor the West bau of section le. townuship si

n rnge'8-,sad beg tureply that it will be submitted te the inuter.
y 1 bave, be,
g ' A. RUSSBLL,
d I. "Por surveyor Gmnerai.

t" M. E. GamLT, Esq., Montreal."
- I also find the following:-
o" MonnUau, sept., l81.
d " Right Bon. Sir Joi A. MAuDoNAWID,

e "Minister of the Interlor, Ottawa.
s " DUAi ma,-Some friends of mine here Messrs. Kane, BSoott, Ilie,
rhave applied to the Department for leaes ofland in township 8, rangeS west of 2nd 0. M., and the favorable consideration of their applica.
n tion would very much oblige,

r "Yours faithMiy,"Lï.iB. GAULT."

Mr. GAULT. I think Ishould reply that I myself per.

f sonally never applied for any. I have lot of favors to aak
for my constituents, but not one for myself. I never asked

3 a favor from any man living for myself, and never will.
Mr. OCHARLTON. The hon. gentleman was not charged

in my statement with having made application for himself,
e but h. denied having had anything to do with lands in the

North-West, or having made any application.
e
V NORTH-WEST CLAIMS COMMISSION.
r

Mr. MULOCK. I would ask when we are likely to have
laid on the Table the report of the board appointed to on-
quire into the North-West land claims ?

1Mr. WEITE (Cardwell). One return on that subject han
gone down to the Senate to.day. The investigation is still
going on. I believe to-day or to-morrow the commission
leave Prince Albert, where they have been engaged in
settling claims, and they are now going westward to Battle-
ford and Edmonton to continue their investigation,

Mr. MULOOK. I desire to enquire when we will have
the report of the War Claime Commission. The Minister of
Militia last Friday promised it in a day or two. The ques-
tion has been asked once or twioe this week, and the last
time the Minister of Militia was out of the House, but the
Minister of Public Works promised to see that the Minister
answered it or asked to have the question renewed, I am
not sure which.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. I understood from my col.
league, the Minister of Militia, that he expected the report
either last night or this morning. I have not seen m
since.

FISHING BY FOBEIGN VESSELS IN CANADIAN
WATERS.

Mr. FOSTER moved second reading of Bill (No. 186)
further to amend the Act respecting ftshing by foreign vos-
sels. He said: I have no farther explanations to offer than
those I gave the other day. The Bill is to amend the third
section of our present law. The present law provides,
with reference to any ship, vemsel or boat, within any har.
bor of Canada, or hovering, in British waters, within three
marine miles of any of the coasts, baye, creeks or harbors
of Canada, that:

,dif sncb slip, veusel or boat b. forelgn or mot navigated aooording
to the Iaws of the Unitd Kingdom or of banadi, sad bu been foui
sbing, or preparing to fias, or to have been Ubhlng (in British waters),
within three marine miles of any of the coasts, bays ereeks or harbors
of Oanada not inelnded within the above-mentioned limita, wthout a
liceue, or hfter . expiration of the penodr named lu thelalt lense
grauted to such slip, vomi! or boat under the final amotion of Ibis Ast,
snch ship, vessel or boat, and the taekIe, rigging, apparel, furniture,
stores and cargo thereof, shall be foreited.
By the convention of 1818 United States fiahermen were
prevoted entering our porta, harbors, oreeks, &., for any
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bét ithe fotr purposes of shelter, repairs, obtaining wood,
àud iobtainmg waterand the Imperial Act of 1819 was
bsiéd Ipôn bt trety,ss wkl be seen by section 3 Of that
'Abfihich pr6vidsttat -Uhited"Stàtes fighermen can ènter
only for these four purposes I have mentioned, and for roue
others. In the Dominion Fisheries Act the penalty of for.
feitare is tunfited only in cases where vessels are found
fiuhing, or preparing to fish, or having fished, sud there is
no penalty provided to cover other infractions of the treaty
wfrich would come under the term "and for no other pur-
poses."1 It is proposed, therefore, after the word "Act " in
the thirty-first line of the third section of this amending
SiHl, to add4 he following words:-

"'Or hau entred auch waters for any purpose not permitted b the
la* of nationo, or by treaty or convention, or by any law of the United
Kingdom or (sadand in force ut the time being, or, haing entered such

liwt1t bascfabes to comply with any such law of the United Kingdom
or Canada."
The penalty of forfeiture therefore will be provided in the
osse of'United-States fishing vessels which come into Cana-
dian waters for any other purpose than for shelter, repairs,
wood and water. It is thought necessary, to complete the
fitettlïn of Ôur fisherles and éarry out the etpress terms

-the éOnténtion bf 1818, that this be added.
Mr. WELDON. The first portion of the section is

simply the same provision as is eontained in the Act of
George 4I,Iand aiso in the- Statutes of the different Pro-'
vinces, which it is proposed to repeal, but 'a difficulty bas

-beenenaggested, and which the hon. gentleman proposes to
remedy by sub-section (b). My hon. friend wishes to obtain
power to enforce,' under penalties of forfeiture, the pro-
visions of the treaty of 1818, and of the Act 9 George III
and 6f'the Custômon Ant; but there may be a difficulty as re-
gards foifeiture in the latter case. That penalty might apply,
undér his amendment, to a vessel whieh had committed a
breach of eustôms-regulations, an offence which was not con-
templated in the Act or the treaty. I would suggest to lhe
Minister to leave that ont entirely. lu the Act regulating
edstoms, ample provisions are made for breahes of the
customs regdlations, and it would not be advisable to pro.
vide;ls the hon. gentleman would, forthe forfeiture of a
foreign vessel inu case of asslight breach-of a customs regu-
-btIon. , Under this propoeed pi-ovision a very slight breach
of ctoms regulations by a foreign vessel might involve ber

ofbrfeithre, when our Act regulating eustoms would ouly
subject ber to a small penalty. I would suggestlhat the hon.

igentlmarrwould eliminate that-elause.
AMrP1OSTER. I'<dite apprec!hte the objection raised by

'-tZy n,. friend,' a d have -ne objection to eliminate that
portion, when in committee.

Mir., DAVES. I-arn. glad he-hon entleman has ac-
eep the suggestion of my-hon, frien rom'St. John (Mi.
Weldoi). It would raise unpleasant complications if we

ère to seize a tese1 for some infrigemeht of thée customs
4w. I' W6'ld ike to haie some Miformation of the real
6Viebtofthe Bil 1ud thé policy whch is sought to be en-
fÔSèd. 'The côvention of 1818 provides' distinctly that
'AÂàt'ean fishermen shall notbe allowed to enter our terri-
toial *atbrs èkept for the pttposeof'ishelter, repair and pro-
1 à rig' d'or'ter, and for no other purpose whatsoever.
Te rial Actof1819, 59 George 11L provided expressly
for theo rfeiture of American fishermen entering our waters
# wrf iehingor pre'parin to ish, or who had

bén'fihh g. That Atýwèat a little further, and provided
that:ahyAmerlsn vessels might, pursaut to the privileges
aeoidedto them by Vite convention, enter our waters for
%hèspeòial ptres I have named, subject to suoh restri.
tions as"ilght eacted b any îimperial Order in Counéil
to prevent their abusing tzat privilege. I woald like to
seertain in the firet place whether any Orders in Council
were paaed pursuant to the powers contained in that

section of the 59 George III; if f those Orders in,Couail
were passed, what they amounted to, what punishcnent was
imposed upon a vessel which entered irrggalaey inder-dhe
provision of that convention, ratified by the imperial Act.
Then we find that, following the course f pgislation wiich
the Imperial Par4iament had set -as _a ,proédent,
in 1870 we provided Aàat .American disermen
entering our waters should render themselves iiable to
forfeiture if they were caught in the act of "ahing,
or preparing to fish, or found to have been fishixg. I should
like to ascertain from the hon. gentleman whether-he lhas
come to the conclusion, or has been so advised, that.the
purchasing of bait is covered by the words " preparing to
fish, or fishing, or having been fdhing," or either of them;
whether it is necessary to make further provisions in that
respect, or whether he thinks the Act in that respect is
sufficiently extensive; and, if he thinks so, I should like
him to tell the House a little more fully and accurately
what other sots on the part of the Afherican frherrmen he
intenids by this legislation to prôhibit, or, to retiderthem
liable to forfeiture in case they comnmit. 'Of course welfnd
ourselves somewhat at a loss, in the absehce bf ilhfojrmation
which the Government refhses'togive-and the loss is so
great in my individual case that I do not pretend-to attempt
to overcome it-to discuss the policy of the Governent in
carrying that Act out. I first want to know what that
policy is, wbat objecta the hon. gentleman seeks to attain,
whether he finds the Act déficient in the respect
which I have mentioned, in regard to .the ,punishment
of vessels purchasing bait, and I suppose* transhipping
cargoes, whether it is intended to punish those acts or the
shipping of crews, whether it is part of their pòlicy to pre-
vent American fishermen, as fiehermen,from shipping crews
in our harbors and along our shores, and 'whether this Act
is for the purpose of enabling them to carry out that policy?
The policy may or may not be a good one; it may or may
not be one required; it may or may not be one which the Im-
perial Government, whose consent and assent andaesistance
is required, would give that assistance and co-operation to.
The hon. gentleman, acting in the public interest,'as he said
the other day, thought it was not prudent togive the
Hlouse the information in that regard which I thought the
House should -have, but whether he thinks it prudent to
give himself greater latitude on this oceasion or not, I cer-
tainly think he should define a little more clearly and ac-
eurately what his policy is, and what are the particular
objects which he seeka to reach by these new provisions. I
'think it is desirable to have thiageneral statement before
we go into ommittee.

Mr. MITCHELL. I quiteSgree #ith 'everything the
hon. gentleman fromcQueen'secounty Mr.-avies) has said
with regard to the desirability of information, but on this
matter it is rather a delicate point, I take it, and I think
my hon. friend- wili sec-thatyunder 4he oircumstances. per-
haps it would be just as well not to be too definite in the
explanations l relation to this Bill. My hon.li*ed knows
as welli as I do what the poiht in the~Bill is, and I think we
ought to erercise somei degree of patriotic spirit in this
watter; and I am sure, when I appeal to my hon. friead,
who knows well the point in the Bill, he will exorcise that
patriotic feeling, ad allow the Government to pass the

'Il. I think it is not a question upon whicli-we ought to
raise any discussio and L am sure m hon.'friadi wil se
the propriety, from ai nationalaSpirit, fromla patriotiempirit,
of not raising a discussion at tins time on this Bill.

Mr. DAVIES. When my hon friend -imagines that I
know the intention and policy of the Government in intro-
ducing this Bill, I may .gy that I am not thorougmhly con-
versant with that poliey, nor do I know what their inten-
tions are. My patriotismn is quite extensive enough, ' I think,
to meet the requirementaoft ase, 4 but Luhink,4efore we
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take anew. departure upon, this veryimportant question, made, that clas of offences is ont of the question, and thea
we should be -iformed whether tha is in consonante with we have simply that penalty proz neAwod inPV1- hqS
the views tof the Imperial Government or not, and the exact porerso come.ugrpy int , haggappi
extent to which the measure proposes to go. barboss of ad atIpQ 1W&01 4orded

Mr.ITORELL. It wasnotthelion.gentleman's politi. so tO do. Now, it is obious that the eils whh the

cal knowledg, but his- legal knowledge that I referred to, enactment was to prevent may be completil befbi e

and I am sure ho knows what the oblect of the BiJl is, and Proper of.icer m our large porta on the Atlanti seaboard
I think it woukd be well to allow the. ~i to pas. can give the order to the offending ves.4 If t» olÀpt of

the vesselhas been to prepare t fo, u or te vio ate
Mr. BLAKE. At the earliest stage at which it was posr ay of the provisions of the treaty, that obect, to a large

si ble toe do sothis Session, I adverted to this very important e;tent, may be acoomplished before the'r ean usivaa,
subjeot in words which Iwish to repeat, because they apd therefore the penalty, although a very heavy one%
express ¶ay present-views: is not efectual for the reson I, h ve stated. il thi it

"iregard,Iconfess, with some degree of apprehension, the.situation. fould ngot be at ail expqdiegt, as wa stated by the hon.
agree thatsome steps have to be taken, and I do not condemn what i membr for Nrthimberland, to undtrt o stat.
announced ratherguardedly in the 8peech; but what our relations with
our neighbers are to be in the new situation in which we are placedwhat cat4gørically now the ofenees in respeot ofwhichîtis pro-
is to be the solution of the headlantLquestion, whick was unhappily left posed to enfrc this Act, if it abould rpoie the . sfl6tion
unadjusted in.the fonier nZegotiations, and what complications may of Parliament. Thact, of icorsemuet, epei ton a t
occur, ae questions which must pres. themselves on our nmnds, buthon a ,reat
w=hl do not now refer to further, not kn2owing the preOise state of many circumatances, a the hou. gentlemnan is awgr. e, ça
theuituation, and in the absence, of the papers, which I hoe to be it is impossible to forsef ‡a the preent n ngit. Lut we
brought d#wn, showng what th&e posiiou of the Imperial eutbeties. age.asking for this legisla$ion now simpà# og ti. fpu
1** . that it is desiraple to maks efectua4t0 claa provasons of
I think it is absolutely impossible to enter into a profitable the Irperial Statutes, and those f our cos.wpon , andt
discussiQn of this question in the state of want of informa. remove any controvery, as tq the, penalty that 4ogIbe
tion in whieh we are to-day. I suppose that condition cff te law,
things, in the view of the Government, continues which
they stated eristed thq other day, as to the expediency of Motion agreed ti, Bill read the seoond time, ad Hoae
affording us that light. In the absence of that light, it is resolved itself into committee.
impossible foriusato judge, I think, of the propriety of any (In the Oommittee.)
precise measure which they may propose to us, apd it is On section 1,
rather in furtherance of an executive policy which the, Mr. FOSTJR. I propose to amend by trikin ,ont the
deelare to us we have to take upon trust, in truth whichword "by," in the 32nd lino, and. insert i-. wQrdathey do not disclose to us, that we are now asked to legis- "contrarto'" in lieu thereo. Alp to strike out gy d
late thaa ain..apy other way, On former oceasions, we know "by" in the 33rd line, and subst1ec A te taik e "ltoin
-those of aswho recolleQt the circumtances, or those who lieu therofi lso to stike - out all the. i wo a"ter the
have refres1ed their memory by referenpe to the docnuents lihord" force," in the s4th line, and substitute thaeerds:
-what the attitude of the several parties to thisquestion 4 or hav in te suth linr, asuitd t heml with
was, the attitude of several of the Provinces of the Dominion ar haa o te Unite ias f Caad.
which were not then part ofthe Dominion, the attitude of aiy snoW law of-the.UnitedXingdoi»or of Cana
Newfoundland on A later occasia, tbs attyde ofthelpipe- Mr. DAVIES. I beg to ask the hon, gentleman what he
rial authorities, a4d the attitude of the Upipe4 States, nyeans by the expression in the, AOt "Lhasteteradsu
Upon these questions, se far as they concern the separate waters for any purposes not permitte( by the law (
Provinces, oniittftig the case ofNewfoundtand, we aje at uptions." What law of nations does lie refer to ?
this time entirely in the dark, and therefore itis practically Mr. 18W] & That 2i a gaaeral;expresion, a4 rrIs
a stop in the dark that we are asked to take. to introduce what follows.

Mr. THOMPSQN, In appwgr, te thp hpn, member fi! Mr. DAVIES. per4s t).e,;ight hlns gentleman ln;qugd,
Queen's cou4ty (Mir. lvie), I, ay be4pwd tp say th4 epIain to us what the la of nations is.
at the. present jtanctffl it 5appma iq0588la7 tQ; rqfe~ ~ig. te olOf
tue Imperial Statut.. The Imperial Statutas gis wr J N 4. 4 pONAi. There areg
while olearly definingwhat is prohibited in respect of foreign agMnst.the lw of uations tat may b. co mutte( yBips,
fishing vessels, does not in precise terms, in such a way 'I 4mend en0s qpgrred in.
may sy as te avodhquestion, provide the penalty which in Mr. DAVIES. Does the hon. gentleman desire to have
to attacl. te a violatioa of some of its terms. The Parlia- the full penalty eyacted zucensgly ew ca,
ment of Canada has already legislated in, refprence te th4 there hs been ege s) I4breapo the 4
defect, in relation to two or thires speoified. instepce boi a wpdd npw tlus bgesch in t e
The hon. member has enguire, whether my ion. colpagu# prt ofhy sjp, wou s eot her nep.sa.V
is advised that the legislation is r4ecossary tomeeet tbe f i the oWt wo haye no çow« te ip w
offence eof purchasing bait in the bays and harbors of lesasr penaty.,
Canada. I think he will see the propriety of not-press- r TMOMPSON. Of ooura thened u%4nntioDila
ing the question, inasmuch as the contention O both Crown. t is not desirable t tinvst thatdisrti in, the
sides is now submitted to a Canadian, court for ad-Ao.
judication. However, referring again to the ugsion of Mr. DA V IES. The law at presesobsujects a vess1athe Imperial Statute, the hon. gentleman ask whether t 0Qeany regulation had been made by the Imperial Government Penalty cf £20 if &hedo. aMOÏ depart frontus. watusadSe
untIer tha4 Statate. I hink I am correct in stating that having been notified to depart by4he oeictor.'The. àM.
no regulations have been made. The penalty w ib isulty there was that after he hd been notifhd r1r was
prescribed in the lst dnse of the Imperial Statut, is a such' a length cf time allowed ler (4Menby4'ar beste
penalty of £200 upon any person offen4isg, aP4 thai that she might thon commit a breach.
Penalty is only pronounced in respect of those whot Mr. MITCHELL. As I understand the objectola of the
naving cone into the waters of*'aada, fai to depart when hon. gentleman, it is with regard to the extreme, penalt.
they' *S orded so to de, and against those who violate, The Act 31 Victoria, chapter 61, gives the.Govumnov wa
any of the regulationa& The regulatioe not having been Council power to relieve from the penaltyrin sc of ¶im»
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Mr. DAVIES. Not a forfeiture.
Mr. MITCHELL. The Act says:
"In case of seisure under this Act the Governor in Council may by

order direct a stay of proaeedings; and in case of eondemnation may re-
lieve from thie penalty in whole or in part, and on such terms aa may
be deemed riglt."
That would cover the objection.

Mr. DAVIES. That relates to a penalty. I only sug.
gested this point; I am not going to press it.

Mr. MITCHELL. This section covers any seizure under
the Act.

Mr. DAVIES. What I suggested was that possibly some
small breach might be committed which could be atoned for
by Payment of a penalty in the court in which the vessel
is libelled. I wish to call the attention of the Minister of
Justice toe another point, that he may consider whether
there is force in it or not. The new offence which is
created by this Statute is entering the water for a wrong-
ful purpose-the offence is "entering." The animus must
exist at the time of the entry. The Act of buying bait,
transhipping cargo, shipping mon did not constitute an
offence under this Act in itself. Such would beo vidence,
probably, that the party had committed a violation of the
offence of "enterng illegally;" it would be primd facie
evidence capable of being rebutted. Suppose a vessel came
in without the captain having any intention of breaking the
treaty; suppose, after the vessel is in harbor, he should ship
his cargo, buy bait, or, his mon having deserted, should
ship men; the vessel would not be forfeited under the
Statute, because she would not have been guilty of the
offence of entering for a wrongful purpose. I call attention
to this point, because the Act is confined to a specific offence,
which is entering for an unlawful purpose. If a vessel
enters lawfully she does not commit an illegal offence.

Mr. THOMPSON. That is probably so; but in order to
remedy it we must go beyond the terms of the convention.
I think we are safe only in going that far.

Mr. DAVIIES. I call attention to it.
Committee rose and reported.

CARLETON CITY OF ST. JOHN BRANCH RAILWAY.

Mr. THOMPSON, moved the second reading of Bill (No.
137) respecting the Carleton City of St. John Branch Rail-
way.

Mr. WELDON. This Bill gives power to the Govern-
ment to expropriate the property, and an opportunity
should be given to the shareholders to make known their
views.

Mr. THOMPSON. The provision made last year with
respect to the acquisition of this railway was simply an
item in the Supp Bill authorising the Governor General
te appropriate Ï19,000 for the acquisition of the railway,
water front and other property. Incarrying that out, a
good deal of difficulty was experienced. N o power of ex-
propriation having been given, all that oould be done
was to seek to obtain the shares of the company. I
understand the great majority, if not the whole, of the
shareholders are willing, and in fact anxious, that this
legislation should be pased. The greater proportion of the
shares have been got in, largely from t.he act that the city
itself had $40,000 worth cf them ; but there was no ab-
solute power possessed by the Minister to acquire the pro-
perty. We now desire to take that power and expropriate
the railway.

Mfr. WELDON. I am well aware that the large propor-
tion of the shares are held by very few persons, but they
jaya r hrd.

Mr. BARKER. I have had a great deal of conversation
with private shareholders interested in the Bill, and they
are invariably desirous that the Government should aequire
the property. The shares are not very many, and they are
held by a very small number of persons. Some arrange-
ment should be made by which those shareholders would
be placed on the same footing as the city of St. John.

Mr. WELD01. If they were paid at the same rate as
the city of St. John there would be no objection.

Mr. THOMPSON. This Bill provides that they shall be
paid. One difficulty arose in regard to the matter. Some
of the shareholders had not paid calls, and their own charter
provides that under those circumstances they had no power
to assign their shares.«

Mr. WELDON. What amount has been paid to the city
of St. John for the bonds ? The city is not an ordinary
stockholder, but bas an interest in the railway, which enables
them to appoint two directors. I see it is stated that 4,700
shares have been acquired by the Government. I would
like the Minister to state what amount had been paid.

Mr. THOMPSON. All but about 82,000.

Motion agreed to, Bill read the second time, and House
resolved itself into Committee.,

(In the Committee.)

Mr. WELDON. What is the amount of the bond?
Mr. THOMPSON. $18,250.
Mr. BLAKE. How much wa the stock which has been

secured?
Mr. THOMPSON. Altogether the expenditure in pay-

ing the bonds and securing the stock was about $83,000.
Mr. BLAKE. And 818,250 of that was in bonds. What

was the par of the stock which was secured ?
Mr. THOMPSON. $20 a share.
Mr. BLAKE. But what did it amount to ?
Mr. THOMPSON. The city of St. John held 2,000

shares, that is $40,000; the St. John and Maine Rail-
way 2,700 shares, $26,029.64; sundry persons, 228
shares, amounting to $2,198.96; various persons, on whose
shares were paid sums amounting to $36.33. Thon there
were sixty shares unissued and still in the hands of the
company. I omitted to say that the company had in hand
the money which was handed over, $1,738.

Mr. BLAKE. Thon the amount which is to be expended
will be in excess of the vote of lait year ?

Mr, THOMPSON. Yes, by about $2,000. I understand
that there was $2,000 remaining, but that may be composed
in part of the $1,738.

Mr. BLAKE. I should say so. What has been done as
to paying the bonds at par without the accrued interest ?
Is the stock Lbe paid at par without dividends or interest?

Mr. THOMPSON. Yes.
Mr. WELDON. Did I understand the hon. gentleman to

say that par was paid for thie stock ?
Mr. BARKER. They were paid simply what they paid

for it themseolves.
Mr. WELDON. They were not the original stockhold-

ers; they purchased at a certain discount, and that sum
they agreed to take and the Government agreed to give.

Mr. THOMPSON. Yes.

Mr. BLAKE. The hon. gentleman, as Iunderstood, gave
at firit 818,250 for bonds which, as I understood, repre-
onted the boude Without aorued interesti 2,000 shares of
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the city of St. John, for which he said 840,000 was paid.
Thon he gave 2,700 shares, which, I understood him to say,
belonged to the St. John and Maine iRailway, and for that
he said 26,029 was paid.

M[r. THOMPSON. I may have misled the hon. gentle-
man. I was stating what the values were. The city of
St. John held that number of shares, and I was stating the
par value of the shares.

Mr. WELDON. That amount was paid to the city ?
Mr. THOMPSON. Yes.
Mr. BLAKE. This 827,029 is the amount paid to the

railway company ?
Mr. BARKER. Ye& The shares were originally bought

by the contractor, who sold them to the St. John and Maine
Railway Company two years ago, for the same amount they
now claim from the Government.

Mr. WELDON. They were bought at a discount?
Mr. BARKER. Yes.
Mr. BLAKE It is equally extraordinary and gratifying

to learn that this valuable property has been acquired at
par, and that the holders of the securities did not demand
a premium from the Government.

Mr. WELDON. With regard to the second section it
seems to me that the stockholders, under these circum-
stances, should be paid the amount they paid ont upon this
stock, but this puts it in the hands of the railway company
to pay what sum they please. The Governiment have paid
the city and the railway the full amount they paid for it,
and I think the other stockholders should be placed in the
same position, and that the amount they paid should be re
funded, of course, with the loas of the interest, as in the
cas of the city.

Mr. BARKER. The section requires that they shall be
paid.

Mr. THOMPSON. The clause is framed in this way
merely to provide that the Minister shall not be bound to
pay that sum if they will take leus.

Mr. BLAIKE. I have no doubt, after the statemoent of
the Minister, that it is not the intention to treat these in.
dividual holders on any different principle from that which
applies to the others, this form of words "fnot exceeding "
being used in ail such similar transactions. Of course, I
understand that the shareholders must be put on the same
footing, the principle of the Government being to pay up
the part of whatever the shareholder may have paid.

Mr. THOMPSON. Yes. I understand there is ro diffi-
culty as to the shareholders, but that the principal difficulty
is as to the transfer, as some of them have not fully paid up.

On section 3,
Mr. THOMPSON moved to strike ont the words "300"

in the second line
Amendment agreed to.
Mr. BLAKE. Are there any claims or encumbrances of

any description on the property ? If there are we should
try to remove them, and it not, i do not see why we should
adopt this fon.

Mr. THOMPSON. There are none except as I have
stated. It is intended merely as a safeguard in case there
should be any at presont unknown.

Mr. BLAKE. But that is what 1 complain of, if there
be any laim or incumbrance on the property of this com-
pany, and I do not think we should deprive the holder of

chat laim or encumbrance of it by a statutory provision.
&r, THOMPSON. The fourth mection provide for that.

Mr. BLAKE. No, that relates only to shareholders.

On section 4,
Mr.TEOMPSON. I move to insert after the word 44stook,"

in the third line, the words &ior with the holder of any On-
cumbrance for the discharge therof."

Mr. BLAKE. The hon. gentleman has just stated that
there are no encumbrances.

Mr. THOMPSON. I understood that the hon. gentle.
man wished this added as a precautionary amendment. I
do not desire it.

Mr. BLAKE. No; what I wished was to omit that por-
tion of the clause which assumed to make rovision to vest
the property in Her Majesty free from ail encumbrances.
The hon. gentleman has not stated the financial scheme.
We want to know what we are paying. For all I know
there may be 8100,000 of encumbrance on the property.

Mr. THOMPSON. These are the words always used in
reterence to the expropriation of property.

Amendment agreed to.
Mr. WELDON. I would like the hon. gentle nau topro-

vide in the second clause that each shareholder shall be
paid a sum equal to that paid by him for his stock, instead
of providing taat he shaol be paid a sum not exceeding that
paid by him. That would put all parties on an equality. As
it stands, the clause places the ordinary stockholder in a
different position from large stockholders or the city of St.
John. I think the amount actually paid in each case should
be refu.ded.

Mr. THOMPSON. That is the basis of the negotiation
and agreement with all the shareholders; but if I assented
to the hon. gentleman's amendment, it would prevent any
shareholder giving his shares for les than ho paid for themr.
After the assurance I have given that the negotiations have
taken place on that basis, I think the hon. gentleman should
be satiefied.

Mr. WELDON. That is satisfactory to me.

On section 6,
Mr. BLAKE. This is another clause which proposes to

deal with an appropriation, and which I apprchend should
be initiated in the Committeu of the Whole.

Mr. THOMPSON. I will withdraw that clause.
Mr. WELDON. What amount will be required besides

this ?
Mr. THOMPSON. About 82,000, and authority will

have to be taken for that at the same time.

Committee rose and reported.

SUPPLY-DUTY ON FLOUR AND OOAL.

Mr. MITCHELL. Before we go into Oommittee of Sup-
ply, I propose to bring under the oonsideration of the
House a subject which is of very considerable importance,
not alone to the constituency I represent, but to the people
of the whole Dominion. It is in the recollection ofthe House
that about eight years ago-I think in 1878-the policy of
the country was discussed and the verdict of the people
was in favor of what is now called the National Pohcy. I
am afraid that I am somewhat responsible with others for
creating a feeling in favor of the National Policy. I have
never regretted the action I took in that respect; I am still
a believer in the National Policy, but, now as thon, I do
not believe in running the National Policy to the ground.
There are some things, in the application of the
National Policy to the tariff of the country, that
I think it is time this ouse shonld revis. It wil
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be recoellted that one of the-moee seriousobjeeinaam-ande
I now particularly address my hon. friends from the Mari-
time Provinces-against the National Policy was the dutyW
ondouzr4nd#the. duty on coal. To the people, of Nova
Scotiaof-course, it was eimportant te have a duty on coal.
The people of New Brunswick felt comparatively no inte-
rest in that duty, except such interest as they might feel in,
the success of a great national source of wealth in a neigh-
boring Province. With a very slight interest in coal
mises only one or two being in that Province, une s very-
large and another an unimportast one, that Province was
but little agitated on this question. At the time, one of
the greatest objections. I had.-to meet, in endeavoring tu
impress the people of-my county with the desirability oft
adopting the National Iolicy, a policy which would create
industries in our Dominion, as we hoped it would, and as
the result, I believe, have shown it has, was the duty upon
the food of the people, particularly of the:poor hard-workedi
classes. I found that objection met me on every platform,
and while I was peorally against the imposition ofdnty on
the food of the poor people, and while, had [been elected, I
would have endeavored to shape the policy of the Administra.
tion of that day so as to exclude the duty upon ceresas and
grains, which were necessary for the food of the people, and
the duty on coal, which was necessary to warm the people
while 1 would have donc that, unfortunately or fortunately
for myself, and perhaps my constituents, I was defeated,
and therefore had but little to say in the framing of the
National Policy. Had I been returned on that occasion I
should have resisted at every stage the imposition of a duty
on flour, meal, corn, wheat, and the imposition of a duty on
coal. I was not returned, and therefore did not feel myself
responsible, except in a secondary degre, for the duties
imposed on these articles. It is unfortunate that the policy
of the Govemrnent was so shaped that we could not have
the National Policy without imposing a duty on the bread
of the people and on their coal. No man regrets that more
than I do. I suffered, I will not say I bled for it, but I felt
on that occasion that I had lost my election largely in
consequence of the fact that it was like putting a
firebrand into the country to talk about taxing the
food of the poir man, and very properly Fo. It
was impossible almost to present any argument for
the duty except the argument which was put forth on
that occasion by its advocates, that alter a year, or two
years, or three at the furthest, the probability was the pro-
duction of Canada itself would besufflcient for thei food of
Canada. When that event arose, and the probabiiity was
that, with our North-West peopled, we would raise more
food than was required for our people, and it would then
rnake little diffèrence whether there was a duty or not, as
the markets of Euro would regulate prices, not only in
the States, but in Canada as weIL It ws a question on
which arguments could be used on both sides. I used that
argument,, but as regards the theory of what might
result and the practical fact of what did result-the practi.
cal faet that we were putting 50-cents a barrel on flour when,
as the people said, they found difBiculty in getting money
enough to buy the flour, without duty, I felt the atrength of
the position in which the people were placed, and whie
I was in favor of the National Policy, as a whole,
I was not in favor of that particular part of it.
But 1 was aware, and everyone must be aware, that all
legislation is more or les a matter of compromise, and, in
order to get the necessary protection assented to by the
farmer of the country in the west, more particularly in
Ontario ad the west, in order to get protection to encourage
the industries, whether the principle was a right one or
not-.I am not going to open up that question now, but in
order to get that encouragement to the industries which wea
hoped to crease under the National Policy-it becamea*
n.osesity. so the GoveMment of the day thought, to imnpos

Mr, MITom .,

a dutyonthe fôodofthe people. And this wasdne against
myprobestibut as I had lest my election I was powerless te
aves the action of the Government. I tIink the ti-me hn
arrived, with the magnificent North-West openidup, with
means of c>mmunioation as good as any ieth UIwo$L
between the producers and the consumen* there, wès w»,
May fairly ask that the question of taking off thed«W
from the bread of the people shaR be- considpred
by the Government. I may be, anawared, that
thie duty does not increase the cost. Tfat is
a theoretical question which I do nxot thikk w&a shouid
consider now, whether it increases the coet or nolt, it coe
tainly does not make it any cheaper, and it is pretty, haud
to convince a poor man, who has the priee of a, barrel of
flour, if he has to pull ont of bis pocket -another- halfi dolltr
to pay for the barrel-of four, that the half dollar: tar is
not costing him anything more for the flbd treis going to
eat and to feed his family with. I am-not going to take up
much of the time of the House on this.question, bause - it
is too late in the Session, but I will read a few, tatistius

which I have prepared on that point, and^which I'trust the
flouse will give some consideration to. I have-gene-to the
trouble of compiling the imports and exports ef;fòur and
wheat in two years, 1877, the-year before thie p.eMr was
adopted, and 1885, the last year. Perhaps the »iesewill
consider this statement read, and it will appear. ik the
DeObates to-morrow.

Mr. MILLS. We want to hear the fdcLnow.

Mr. MITCHELL. Then I will read it:

Nnxauu of bushels of Wheat and barrelu of Flomr Imported in» tis
different Provinces in the Dominion of Oanada for the yege 1877
and 1885, and the vaiue of each:-

Year 1877.
Province.

Oatario.................Whest........Bush.
Flour of wheat.......,.Brs.

Qtebec............ .... Wheat........ .... Busr..
Flour cf wet Brio-.

Nova Beotia...........Whea. . . Bush.
Flour of wheat. Brls,

New Brunswick......Wheat................. Bush.
Flour of wheat. Brls.

P. B. Island. ........ Wheat.................... Bush.
Flour of wheat........ Bris.

Manitoba........Wheat.. .................. Bush
Flour of wheat .... Brli.

British Columbia....Wheat............Bush.
Flour of wheat........ Bris.

Year 188s.

Ontario..... ............ Whmt.......... Bush.
Flour of whet.......Brio..

Quebec..... .... Wheat . .... ...... Bush.
Flour of wheatý...Bris.

N eot.....Wheat............ Bush.
Flour of wheat ....... Brio.

New Brunswick......Wheat................. Bush.
Flour of wheat....Brio.

Manitoba..... ...... Whst............ Bush.
Flour of wheat .. Bris.

British Columbia ...Wheat............ ....... Bush.
Flour of wheât .... Bris.

P. B. Island......Wheat............Bush.
Fiour of wheat........ Bris.

3,755400-
28,131

8191M ,

211,446>
181,989he

27
61,,MS i,

125
16225
3,148

9,128
30,385

291,ss5
~28

93-
80,995

8
22422

1,j4L
19,829

7,1W

Value.

164,8069

71,1108
54

385,258
250

7li;35
2;946

14620
8,698ý

161,tu6

271,190

2
376,001

7

13,854

83,171
JuxaUR of bushela of Whest sud barrels of Flour. ExgerMdt froua the

different Provines in the Dominion of Cana" fd r theYom 1871
and 1885, and the vaiue of each:-

Yeuar 1877.
Provines. - ~*tu

Ontarlo..........Wheat.............Bush.
Flour of wheat....... Bris.

Quebe............. .....Wheat. Bush,.
Pleur of whe.t. .B ris.,

Nova Sotia . do d.....Bo
New Brunswick..... do ........ do

uhtoa. do ....... do
B.tishsOlumbl&.... .. .....r.....

40%9W
60,621

8i937
259

20

us

Vaiun

1,08,36

120

8,'9E
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Yeenas85.

Ontado..Bush.
.e1omr of wheât.. * or1s.lert .. . ....... Bris.

.sS........-.....Buh.

FIurof wheat........ Bris.
P.Fleuruf..eat.....d... dos.

P.tf . .......... ........ . d .
Fleur of wet....BrIs.

,025,28

1,224,0868
49,069

841

168

Yklue.
791,141
.M1,107

1,09,445
288,961
75,6921

2706

85

The total importa for the years I have named, in the whIole
Dominion, were as follows:-

Tear 1877.
Value.

Wht.................... . . ....... Bush.
Flur w t............................... Bris.

Year 1885.

heao............ ................. Bush.
plour of wheat........................ BRIO.

4,589;051 $4,848,824
549,063 2,964,273

8,128,143 8,102,422
565,562 1,2731355

EXPeRTs.

Nan -ef .barrels of four and buahels of wheat exported from the
Dominion of Canada during the years 1877 and 1885, with their
values-

Year 1877.

Wheat ............. Bush. 2,893,155 -$2,442,383
F.lour of whest............. . Bris. 868,605 1,485,438

Year 1885.

Wheat ........... ......... ................... Bush. 2,340,956 1,966,287
Flour of wheat................Brl. 123,777 556,5301

New,-Sir, I have preparedthese statistics to show the value
of tho-wheat-imported into the different Provinces prior to
the adoption of the> National Policy. Of coursepeople may
have various views about the propriety or impropriety of
thatpolicybutoaething is clear, that in certain Provinces
of this Dominion it,.woks extvemely bard against those
Provinces. Take the case of the Province from which I
come, or of-the:adjoining Province of Nova Scotia, but I will
particularly refer to New Brunswick. That Province is a
ProVince awhichi depends chiely upon its lumber, and the
fish caught on its shores, having but few industrieaestablish-
ed within its bounds, ad-to a lesser degree on agriculture.
Now,-rSir it isextr*mely hard upon a Provinceesuch as New
Brunswick to have to pay a duty of 50 cents a barrel upon
every barrel of breadstuif consumed by the people. I have
no hesitation in saying thatalmost the whole of theworking
class in our commuity: have to buy tour, whieb, if not
comipg from Ontario or from the- North-West, is liable to
duty. I thiek i -is about -time that that poliey was-
put an-end te. IWe have opened ap our great -wheat
tielda In -the North-West, we have gone to an eLormous
o iutdtay inu c way of. establishing and building rail.
ways-e at the expense of the people of the whole
Dominion,. ineluding those from my own Province. It
iSaboutitiae that these wheat fields of the west, to whioh
we are tributary for the means of conveyance and approach
to themr, shond »e relieved of tiis protection, and that the
peo e.of the eat should ne longer be made to pay tribute
in me ahape-of imposed duty. I know it will be said that
it does not change the price of Lour; that we have never
had tour cheaper than it , bas abeen for the last twelve
months. That may al obe very true, -but the question is, if
wO Lad not the duty upon it, whether, we would not have
four cheaper stilL It is said that the markets of Europe
regulate the price of efluir inbthisceuntry. -8e they do, to
a very, large aetent, but if the consamption of the people of
Canada is ouly equal to the supply I hold that the unpo-
sition of the duty is a charge, and it does increase the cost
0f thelouA that-t hPeople est, If I am rret,iathatj

-proposition, :thon, Sir, I think it is about time that we
should have a change in relation to it. Sir, I am not gain
4 elaborateêthis thing. The House understand8 very wei
what the position of îits. But I think that in a oeuty
such as mine, that hasecarcely s Manfacturing industry in
it outside of lumber, where a large portion of the people have
to labor and toil, who ern their living by the labor, of
their handa, and where the fishermen ofonrê. arcoat
have to undergo such great hardship, this duty imposes a
serions charge. I my say that the farmers in that part of
th e country do not raise much wheat; their operatilons are
more confined to raising the coase grains,much asoste, peas,
&c., and wheat can be bought cheaper than it can be raised,
in a climateand soil such as ours. Therefore, Ithink it is a
hard case that the people of a county such as mine-and there
are many other counties in the Province almost siinuarly
aituated-should be compelled to pay a duty on'the bread
they eat, on the food with which they must sustain their
families. In mentioning this matter, I think I am only doing
my duty to my constituents. After they had elected meon the
Last oewasion made a statement of what I proposed to-do,
and I sid' I should;endeavor to impresi' upon-this']House on
every occasion that prosented itsolt, the neesity ofabolish-
ing the duty on flour and meal and coal, I aiso stated tàat,
while I was a National Policy man then-and I am airm a
believer, in the National Policy still,-I believe there are
limitations to the operation of the National Polioy, and
I do "not believe that 35 per cent., as an e average,
to protect cottons manufactured in our country, is
a duty which ought to exist. I believe it ought
to be ieduced 10 er cent., and should come down to 25.
In the same way, f believe that the protection which is
given to woollens should also be reduoed to about the
maximum given to cotton manufacturera; and I believe,
also, that the enormous monopoly that exists in favor of
the sugar refiners should be changed and the protection
reduoed. Sir, 1 believe thereis ea very-large ,public senti-
ment, growing in this countryin favor of the changes which
I have suggested, and I hope that before this Session rises
the Government will consider the propriety of ameliorating
these evila in sonome way. In reference to oal, I May eay
that I prepared a short statement of the importsand
exports in these two years which I will read to the House:

1877.
Exported coal, 249,536 tons, value ........ S 855,968
Imported coal, 9ss,980 do ................ 8,499,561

1885,
Bxported coa, 479,706 tons, value................. $1468,16
Imported coal, 1,989,657 do. ........... ,297985

Now, Sir, whatever may be said about whether the duty is
paid upon wheat or not, one thing is chear, that the 50 cents
per ton paid upon coal used in this country, and there la an
enormous quantity of it used, is a direct charge upon4he
people -who buy it. I think the time has arrived when this
whole Dominion should not be taxed for the benefit of aiew
ceal mines in any one Provinee, and the Government should
seriously approach this question with a view to altering
their policy in regard to coal, because we all know that it
was a supposed compensation given to the Maritime Pro-
vinces in returm for permission to tax their food. That might
be very boneficial to some coanties in Cape Breton and the
county of Picton, se ably represented in this Houa, but I
think the whole Domin ion should not be taxed fromend toend
for the sake of any setof oolliery proprietors who may happen
to make les profit, or have smaller .outputs, if the diuty is
taken off. I knowthatthiswasan arrangementfranuedbythe
leader of the Government, one of the objeots of whiok was to
have something to throw of wben hospproaohed theAmeri-
cans with a view to negotiating a reciprocity treaty. -But it
is time now that that argument was abandoned. We- bave
suffered enough by listentag to that argument. We have
had during eightyearthe enormous4utyimiposd--bouaee
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it is an enormous duty-and it has been maintained as long the Maritime Provinces. We paid on that quantity over
as is desirable, and it is time the First Minister revised bis 845,000 of duty, the amount for the whole Dominion being
policy, if he wisbes it to be sustained, if he wishes its advo- $48,000. This is a tax which we sbould not bear; it fe a
cates to feel they are jutitfied in supporting it. Lot not the tax which is not necessary for the principle of protection.
hon. gentleman run the National Policy into the ground, as It is a tax which bears very heavily on the working classe
he is doing, by retaining the dutios on the coal and food of of the Dominion, and especially of the Maritime Provinces.
the people. I think that upon this article, at all events, the Govern.

Mr. MILLS. Did the Lon. gentleman say wbat la the ment should not insist on imposing this burden on the
total amount of ddty propoed to hntremitted by the reso- people, and that they should remit that tax. Of :our we
totion on the whol of the articles which it covered ? imported last year 563,822 barrels, and the Maritime Pro.

vinces and Quebec together imported of that quantity,
Mr. MITCHELL. I have not the statements ready, but 432,457 barrels. Now, Sir, I do think that this is a vicious

the sum could easily be ascertained by referring to the blue. and sectional tax. It may be argued, as it has been argued,
books. I move in amendment: that this is a protective duty. I do not believe it. The fact

To leave out ail the words after the word "that," and substitute is that while it adds very little to the profits of the farmer
the following instead thereof:-in the opinion of this House it would in the west it bears heavily on certain consumers, especially
oonduce to the comfort and wel1-being of the people of Canada, and in the Maritime Provinces. As to a very large amount of
especially of the working classes, if all import duties were removed the flour which is imported into the Maritime Provinces,
from flour, meal, corn for feed or miling purposes, wlieat and coal. they have to pay the whole duty. I will explain. They

Mr. BU RPEE. I am bappy that in tbis instance at least have certain products in those Provinces for which they
I am able to subscribe to the proposai made by the leader have no other market than the United States. They
of the third party. If he continues his policy in the same are compelled to seek some market there for those
direction I will be able to follow him stili further. Tho products. The Upper Provinces have a surplus and
fact is I always advocated the repeal of the duties on the they do not require them. No matter how our trade
articles covered by the amendment as much on principle is crippled in that respect we bave to seek a market in the
as in the interest of my constituents. I believe, and I United States. Now, it is well known that in order to
bave always believed, that food and fuel, at aIl events, that carry on trade profitably, you muet have a return freight;
flour, meal and coal, should be free. I believe so far as you muet have the privilege of bartering in order to carry
possible the prime necessaries of life should be free. it on profitably. In sending our producta to the United
[ believe that next to that the necessary articles of life States we are prevented from getting return freights by
that enter into the common oonsumption of the middle and being compelled to pay half a dollar duty on four, Bo far as
poorer classes should be made as free as possible, and the lux- that article is concernod, and that rule applies to many
uries of life should in the main bear the burden of the taxes other articles we require. Now yeu can get flour carried
imposed on the people for the government of the Dominion. from Boston or New York to the city of Fredericton, which
The firet tariff that was proprsed and carried in this House is eighty miles above the mouth of the river, very nearly
contained a very moderate duty on flour of 25 cents per as cheaply as yon can from the city of St. John to Frederic-
barrel. That, however, remained on the Statute-book only ton. In fact they require it for ballast to such an extent
for about a year, and an hon. member upon the Opposition that they carry it almost for nothing. But under the
side of the House moved that the duty be repealed - I refer existing tariff we have to take our products to the United
to the late Mr. Holton-and that duty was taken off. Not States and buy our flour and other products there, pay the
only did the Opposition vote for the proposai, but very many exorbitant duties imposed or bring back our money and send
members on the Government side of the House supported it to other Provinces to buy such articles as we require,
it, and it was not resisted by the Governmlert. It was the-, while our vessels have to return in ba lat. In lhis trade
considered contrary to the principles on which the Govern- the tax on flour is a tax for revenue only, and, havirg to
ment was conducted. iBut it is not so now. I fear I cannot pay that duty, our trade is crippled to that exttent, and that,
anticipate so favorable a result in regard to the amendment I think, is a very strong argument why the duty on four
proposed by the bon. member for Northumberland (Mr. should be remitted. With regard to coal, as I said before,
Mitchell). I fear that to-day party exigencies are so strong I do not think we should have a duty on food or
and party lines are so tightly drawn that the members fuel. I know we receive a large amount of duty on
following the Government will scarcely respond to the coal and that, as a matter of revenue, it is of
proposal made by the third party led by the hon. member some importance, but I think there are many ways in
for Northumberland. After a time the duty on wheat which we could reduce our expenditure to make up for the
and corn meal was brought before the Bouse in duty on coal, if we should remit it. I do think that in the
connection with the duty on coal. It was introduced necessaries of life, sncb as four, and meal, and coal, that the
by Sir Charles Tupper, at all events at his instance, and Dominion Government, having their railway built now
ie called it a national policy. He stated that we would through the prairie country, having the Onadian Pacifie
have a duty imposed on four in the interests of the west, Railway nearly completed, and expecting, as they do, a
and a duty on coal in the interests of the east. That, in large amount of wheat and flour from that North-West
my opinion, was only making bad worse; it was only com country, which they expect to export to Great Britain, and
mitting a greater violation of the principle, which should as the market of Great Britain will then, if not
govern any country than the firt proposal, because the first now, control ithe price of four, so that the dutyproposal only went to the extent of taxing food, while the in that respect cannet be a protection to western farmersatter taxed food and fuel. We find it now incorporated in -I say I think, under these circumstances, that the
what we term the National Policy, and so much is this the Governnent might remit the duty on four, whilb as toase that I presume the Government will resist this amend- the duty on coal, I contend that the tarif, as a matter of
ment, and their supporters will si and by them. There is an protection, bas been a failure. I contend that it bas notarticle which, I think, cannot claim teobe put in that succeeded in forcing up our coal to Quebec or Ontario to
oategory, and that is the article of corn meal. (Jorn is not any extent which would warrant the duty imposed upongrown to any very large extent in the Dominion, and a that article. The statistics read by the hon. member ~for
har on corn meal can only be levied for revenue purposes. Northumberland (Mr. Mitchell) show that the im tation,We imported last year 122,442 barrels of corn meal, instead of decreaing, bas been increasing, notwithtanding
and of that quantity 114,877 barrels were imported into the duty which has been imposed on ceai. I contend that
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no duty w. Sn impose on coal will, to any large extent,
have a favorable effect upon the production of that article.
I have much pleasure in supporting the proposition put in
your hande by the hon. member for Northumberland.

Mr. KIRK. I was not aware that this question was
coming up for discussion this afternoon, or I should have
been prepared to have said more upon it than I am pre-
pured to say now. I am glad, however, that the hon. mem.

er for Northumberland has brought up this question,
beeause it is one which chiefly affecta the Province from
which I corne, and especially the county I have the honor
to represent in this Parliament. The hon. member for
Northumberland said that the Province from which he
cornes was not an agricultural Province. I think I may seay
the same with regard to the Province of Nova Scotia. it
is not an agricultural Province. Its business is divided
pretty equally among fishing, lumbering, agriculture aud
mining; and although we may have a large agricultural
industry in Nova Scotia, we raise very little wheat and no
Indian corn; therefore, a duty on either of these article%
falls heavily on the people of that Province-on the
agricultural industry itself as well as on the other
industries. There are none, or very few, of Vhe farmers
of Nova Seotia *ho grow sufficient wbeat to produce four
for their own families, much les for exportation. Nova
Scotia does not export wheat or flour. The hou. member
for Northumberland quoted from the trade returus to show
that Nova Scotia exported no flour and no wheat in 1877,
but exported a large quantity of flour and a large quantity
of wheat in 1885. But the Province of Nova Seotia did
not produce that wheat and flour. Nova Scotia does not
export one bushel of wheat or one barrel of flour of her own
produce. The wheat and flour exported from Nova Scotia
came frmi Ontario. The people of Nova Scotia are obliged
to import all, or nearly ail, the flour and all the corn meal
they consume; therefore any duty on wheat, flour or corn
meal is a burden upon them. It is said that this Dominion
raises more wheat or flour than is necessary to supply all
the wants of the people in all the Provinces; but the trade
returne do not show that to be exactly the fact. Last
year we imported 3,128,443 bushels of wheat and exported
2,340,956 bushels; that is, we imported 787,487 bushels
more than we exported. Last year we imported 565,562
barrels of flour, and exported 123,777 barrels, or imported
441,765 barrels more than we exported. Therefore, it is an
actual fact, according to the trade returns, that Canada ie
an importing country in respect to these articles; and the
people of Canada are obliged to pay a tax on the food they
use, which falls more heavily on the or than on the rich.
The duty paid last year on the fleur we imported was
$270,054; on the wheat, $55,956; and on the corn meal,
about 850,000. These are burdens on the Maritime Pro-
vinces, where neither wheat, flour nor cornmeal is pro-
duced, and the tax is imposed on these articles for the sole
purpose of fostering their production in Ontario and the
North-West. In order to offset the duty on those articles,
this House ha. placed a heavy duty on coal, which i.
a product of the Maritime Provinces, especially
Nova Seotia; and the people of Nova Seotia,
who consume four and meal, are expected to pay
the duty on those articles in order that the coal indus-
try may be fostered. It was said when duties were placed
upon coal, wheat, and flour, that it was done for the purpose
Of keeping our markets for our own people. So far as four
and meai are concerned, I think the duty ha. suceeded
pretty weli in keeping the markets of this Dominion for
the producers; but ths i not the case with regard to coal.
Although there is a duty of 60 cent, a ton on coal, we know
that coals from Nova Setia are not taken to Ontario; they
go very little farther west than the place where I stand. A
short time ago I moved for a return which would show the
quantity of coal eonsumed in the publie buildings hore, and
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where it was purchased, and I found that large quantities
of the coal consumed in these buildings were brought from
the United States and not from the Maritime Provinees.
One would suppose that a Goverument so willing to fbeter
home industry would not have required the duty to oblige
them to buy their coal from our own people, but that they
would buy it even though the price was higher than the

ice of United States coal. But the coal of Nova
ScoItiais not consumed generally in the Dominion, while
the people of the Maritime Provinces are obliged Vo
consume theI four raised in Ontario, or pay the duty, and
we find it more convenient to pay the duty. The verymueh
larger proportion of the duties paid on flour is credited ln
the trade returns to the Maritime Provinces, and not to the
Provinces where the article is produced. Now, I submit
that it ie unjust to tax the food of the people in order to
benefit any industry, and it ei greatly injuring the people of
the Maritime Provinces. I am very glad the hon. member
for Northumberland has brought this question up; and it
will give me the greatest possible pleasure to vote fur his
resolution. You may talk about the benefit the duty on
coal is doing to the coai industry of Nova Scotia. I believe
it is not doing half so mach benefit as its f riends imagine;
but I believe the people of all the Provinces are paying very
much more for their ceal than they would pay if this duty
was not imposed. It is as great a bardship on the people of
this country to be subjected to a duty on coal as to a duty
on flour and meal. If there is anything that ought to be
cheap in this northern climate, it is the food the people eut,
and the fuel they use to cook that food; and this Government
instead of trying to make these articles cheap, have done
their utmoet to make them dear, and they have succeeded,
It is no argument to say that flour is cheaper now than it
ever was before. I maintain that it would be cheaper still
if there was no duty upon it. We are paying just Vhs amount
of the duty more than it je worth. Last year we paid
$370,000 for our flour more than it was worth, or more
than would have been paid for it if the duty was not upon
it. The coal has also cost the people of this Dominion the
amount of the duty more than it would have cost if the
duty was not imposed. Why, the people of this country
are paying more into the Troasury, as duty on the coal they
consume, than would buy and pay for every ton of coal
that is raised in Nova Scotia from one end of the year to
the other. We are actually paying, as tax on the coal w.
consume, more money than would pay for every bushel of
coal in Nova Scotia that ha. arrived at the pit's head. Yet
hon. gentlemen, say this je not a tax, and this je just to the
people. Although I am a Maritime Province man, I am pre-
pared, as readily to take the duty off coal as to lake it off
flour and corn meal.

Mr. LANGELIER. This is a question of the greatest
interest Vo t.he Province to which I belong. I do not think
there is a county in the Province of Quebec which growe
ail the wheat it eau consume and we are obhliged to pur-
chase large quantities of coai. The question of the duty on
coal ie of no interest to the country portion of Quebec, but
it is of the greatest interest to the city portion. I am glad
the hon. member for Northumberland (Mr. Mitchell) hus
brought up that subject, and I will vote with much plesure
for his motion should he divide tho House on it. Without
entering into the subject, I may say that during my eleo-
tion in 1884, that question was brought up. It was contend-
ed by those who supported the policy of' the Goverument,
that the imposition of a duty had no effect on the price of
four, that it did not, as a matter of fact, increase the price of
Canadian floar; but proof was brought during the election of
the falsity of that reasoning. A merchant of my county im-
ported two cargoes of flour from Chicago, which ho retailed
in the county at the price of Canadian flour, and he offered
it to every one who wanted to purchase, ut 50 conts lese,
if the purchaer would pay the duty. He offered to sell any
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number of cargoes of four on the same terms. Leaving for expenditure on our publie works. I have given my
aside the question as to whether the duty on four bas or opinion befbre as to the duty on four and corn meal, so
has not increased its price, the hon. member for Northum- that I need not repeat it, but as the western portion of
berland bas given us statistics showing the large quantity Nova Scotia must pay a large proportion of this tax I cau-
of four imported by the Province of Quebec, and almost not help occupying a few minutes in referring to this ques-
every other Province. Whether that duty be of advantage tion. The business of the people of the western portion of
to Ontario or not, it is a very serious tax on the consumers Nova Scotia is largely with the United States. They
of the other Provinces whieh do not grow the quantity of export nearly all they have to export, with the exception
four they consume. It is very wrong to impose a duty on of what is sent to the West Indies and a little to Great
such necessities of life as four and coal. Combustibles are Britain, to the United States. It is therefore 0f the greatest
just as necessary in a cold country like this as are four and importance they should purchase their four in the United
other necessaries, and there are not many members of the States, and bring it back in their vessels, as my hon. friend
Province of Quebec who would receive the approval of their from Sunbury has said, for ballast. Some gentlemen seem
electors if they voted against the amendment of my hon. to think that this duty has forced the people of the Maritime
friend from Northumberland. I shall have much pleasure Provinces to buy four from Ontario. That may be the
in voting for it, if the hon. member will divide the House case to a very small extent, but a large portion of the
on that question. four which is imported -into the western part of Nova

Scotia is American four, and within the last year or
Mr. FISHER. I will detain the louse but for a few two I know of my own knowledge that people have

minutes. I am entirely in sympathy with the motion before been able to import American four into the western part of
the House. 1 do not believe that in the Province of Quebec Nova Scotia and pay the duty on it at a less cost than they
there is to-day any class of people who could possibly be could import Canadian four for. The four dealers of
injured by the passage of this motion. Duties upon food Ontario, as a rule, in order to get the Maritime trade, have
staffs, upon four and wheat, can, in no sense or way, benefit their prices every day from the principal towns of the
the farming community in Quebec, bocause there the farmers United States. They know exactly what American four
hardly raise enough of those products for their own use. can be laid down for in the Maritime Provinces, and they
Consequently the farming class of that Province would be en deavor to put their flour a few cents lower, in order to bold
certainly benefited by the removal of the duty. When the the trade, if possible. The resuit of that is that, by putting
laboring classes and the consuming classes generally it about 10 cents under the American flour, they may
throughout the country have to pay higher prices for the possibly force a trade to a smali extent, but to a very
absolute necessaries of life, I am in favor of removing those limited extent. When they do that, the importer in the
duties, independently altogether of the general principle. Maritime Provinces pays 40 cents a barrel more for hisI bave always advocated a general reduction of duties, and flour in consequence of this duty, if he does not have to pay
objectod to the high protective tariff of which those duties the 50 cents, so that the difference is only 10 centâ. Thus
were erroneously supposed to be an integral portion. The it is a direct tax to th'b extent of 40 cents on every barrel of
duty on coal cannot affect the people of Quobec in any sense flour he uses. I know poor men in the country who have largeexcept by raising the price to the consumer. In our cold families who tel] me they use fifteen or sixteen barrels ofcountry, where coal is essential as a necessary of life, it flour in the year. Their county, school and poor ratesseems a great hardship that it should be taxed. I have only only amount to about $4 in the year, and they pay
brought these few remarks before the House, so as to clearly 87 or 88 on the flour and meal which they bring in. That isshow my sympathy with the motion of the hon. member a very heavy tax on a poor man. Some hon. gentlemenfor Northumberland, If this question is put to the vote, I may not know that our population is largely composed ofwill gladly support the motion. lumbermen and fishermen, and these are the people who have

Mr. VAIL. I am surprised that we do not bear some- to buy flour and meal, and have to pay this tax. The year
thing about this question from hon. gentlemen opposite. It before last, 1 asked for a return of the quantity of flour and
is a matter of a great deal of importance to certain sections meal imported into Nova Scotia for the six months ending
of the Dominion, if not to other sections. When this dity the o1st December, 1884, and i found that the amount of
was placed on coal and flour, it was supposed it would have duty paid n the six months on lour and corn meal in that
a very good effect upon the coal business in the interests of Province was $56,175, making a tax of $112,350 on flour
Nova Scotia. Now, I think it bas been clearly proved since and meal alone in one year. Take that for the time this
the duty was put on coal that it has not benefited Nova tduthe as been in force, and you will find that we have paid
Scotia to any great extent, so far as protecting us againt Threequarters of a million in duty on our and corn meal.
the importation of coal from the United States is concerned This is a very large tax when it comes from the very poor.
if we had s duty on coal comiUg froni England, it would estclasses of the people of Nova Scotia. Even if there
have exactly the same effect as the duty has had, and the were an excuse, as my friend behind me said, for putting a
effect of this duty has been to make the ple of Ontario tax on flour, there is none whatever for putting it on meal.
pay a very large amount into the publieasury, while it We cannot raise corn in this country and muet import it
has sot benefited Nova Scotia, at pu l eventst, to it from the United States, and must pay the duty, and it s
appreciable extent. This was a sort of compromise arany an exorbitant duty to put 40 cents a barrel on corn mealappecibleextnt.Thi we ssor ofcomromsearrange. wh ich cose82 or $2.50 s barrot. Lt je an extreine duty,ment, the duty being put on flour in the interests of Ontario whi ost $2 ormo2.50 a ro. t i In te Goty
to offset the duty on coal which was intended to benefit and ought to be removed from the list. If the Gov-
Nova Scotia. ernment are determined to keep the duty on flour,

I ask them, at al events, to remove it from corn
Mr. RESSON. On what would you put a duty to raise meal, and let the poorer classes have the benefit

revenue ? of that. The richer classes must use flour, but
meal is not used by them to the extent that it is used by theMr. VAIL. At that time we were having surpluses, and poorer classes. It i said that Nova Scotia has benefited bythere was no necessity to put on a duty at all. Whatever the duty on coal. It may be a benefit to one portion of Novamight be the answer now as regards the future, it is evident 1 Sootia, but the western portion of Nova Scotia has to paythe duty then was put on to take money out of the;; the duty without deriving any benefit. It is true that the

pockets of the people, and did take money out of their; coal ownera, if any, benefit from that duty; but I contend
pockets, when there was no necessity to raise money there is not much benefit to be derived from it by the

Mr. LÂANZL..
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other inhabitants of Nova Scotia. I hope my hon. friend wilI
insist on a vote being taken, and then we shall know who
are the friends of this policy and who are opposed to it.

Mr. PAINT. The speech of the hon. member for Digby
(Mr. Vail), and the speech of the hon. member for Gaysboro,
(Mr. Kirk), are nothing but election speeches.

it being Six o'clock, the Speaker left the Chair.

After Recess.
QUEEN'S BIRTIHDAY-ADJOURNMENT.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. Before the debate continues,
I wish to state that tô-morrow I will move that when the
Huse adjourns to-day it stand adjourned until Tuesday, at
three o'clock in the afternoon.

Mr. WEL DON. I see no reason why we should not meet
on Monday, and on Saturday too. As far as the members
from the Maritime Provinces are concerned, they have had
no opportunity this Session to attend to their business, and
it is every day more important that we should get away to
attend to it. I see no impropriety or disloyalty in meeting
on Monday. Last year we sat on Dominion Day, and I am
sure we did not intend any disloyalty to our Dominion, and
further, we know that the 2tth May is not the day which is
celebrated in Great Britain. I think the day is the 29tb,
and I observe in the Revised Statutes that it is the Queen's
birthday or such other day as the Governor General may
appoint. Therefore, I hope, under the circumstances, and
considering the late period of this Session, -and that every
day is valuable, hon. gentlemen wilL see their way clear to
meet on hionday in order to get through the business as
rapidly as possible.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. I am afraid we shall have
to ask the House to adjourn over tilt Tuesday at three.
Those Statutes or Bills have not yet been passed by the
House, therefore we remain yet under the old state of
things, and, Monday being the Queen's birthday, the inten-
tion of the Government is to ask the flouse to adjourn over
till Tuesday. As to Saturday, the hon. gentleman muet
remember what was stated before, that the Government
require the Saturday for the general business of the coun-
try. Of course we have a great deal of business here in
the louse, but we have the general business of the country
as well, which cannot be attended to on any other day than
Saturday. Therefore, we will have to ask the House to
allow us to pass over Saturday and Monday and adjourn
titi Tuesday.

SUPPLY-COAL AND FLOUR DUTIES.

Mr. WELDON. This is a matter of very considerable
importance to the Maritime Provinces. I supposed, when
my hon. friend from Richmond (Mr. Paint) rose just before
reces, that be was going to defend these impositions, and
to show that they were in no way a burden to the Maritime
Provinces, but my hon. friend simply stated that the hon.
members for Guysboro' (Mr. Kirk) and Digby (Mr. Vail)
had merely made election speeches. I suppose my hon.
friend did not propose to make an election speech in this
line, and that be prefere actions to words, and perhaps we
shall find substantial reasons why my hon. friend should
keep silence on this question. In this matter, I think silence
on his part may be considered golden. Since I have had
the honor of a seat in this louse, I have ftlt that no vote I
have cast bas been of more importance and more in the real
interest of my constituents, as well as of the whole Mari-
time Provinces, than the votes I have cat on this question.1
The taxes are, there especially, a burden, and [ say further,i
that I believe the discontent "tat exista in the Maritime Pro-
vinces with regard to Confederation, is owing to a large

extent to these duties. Had it been known when the union
was forned that these taxes would be impoeed, those Pro.
vinces would not to.day be in the Confeeration. n the
Province of New Brunswick we are paying taxes on flour
for the benefit of Ontario, while the duty on coal is alleged
to be for the protection of Nova Scotia. Our special indus-
tries and our trade with the United States are handioapped
by these special impositions. The hon. member for Perth
says these taxes are put forward for revenue. If they are
only for revenue then I think this House owes it to the
Maritime Provinces to eut down the expenditure, and
release us from the necessity of these impositions. If my
recollection serves me aright, Sir Charles Tupper state I at
Cobourg a few years ago that, to satisfy the people of Onta.
rio, a duty was put on flour to balance the duty on ceai,
and that was wholly borne by the Maritime Provinces.
With regard to coal, the figures given by the ion. mem-
ber for Northumberland show that the import was more
than doubled, and consequently the imposition of the cail
duty for purposes of protection has proved useless, while at
the same time impoeing heavy taxes upon all the people of
this country who use coal. These duties bear specially hard
upon the western portion of New Brunswick and Nova
Scotia, because our natural trade is with the United States
on account of our geographical position. It is a great
advantage to us to be able to exchange commodities with
the United States. We all know well that thronghout the
western portion of those Provinces there is a large coasting
fleet. I think the city of St. John alone registers 700 vessels
employed in the coasting trade with the maritime cities of
New England and New York; and these vessels, carrying

1 our commodities from our own coast to New England and
New York, are obliged to come back without any cargoes,
or, if they bring coal, it bas to be brought at such a rate, in
consequence ot the duty, that dealers cannot afford to give a
fair freight. In consequence of thes. vessels being obhiged
to return without any cargoes, they have to charge heavy
rates for freight carried out. i saw by a paper that, lest
Wednesdey, in the port of St. John, out of thirteen arrivais
from the United States, of our coasting vessels, only one of
them had a cargo, and the others wore obliged to return in
ballast. Therefore, not only does this tax increase the burden
on our people, but it affects materially ourcoasting trade with
the United States. It affects our lumber trade, which is hand-
icapped by the duties imposed upon it, a trade which is now
in a state which affords very little remuneration to those en-
gaged in it. We find that when we desire to seek a market in
the United States for our commodities, we are again hamper-
ed, not only by the imposition of this duty, but by the fact
that higher freights are necessarily charged upon vessels in
carrying commodities. I know it is urged in favor of this
tax that one portion of this Dominion receives a benefit fron
it, and that other portions receive benefit from some other
duties. But, Sir, I fail to find for the Province Io which I
belong, that we get any benefit or any compensation from any
of these taxes. I consider this tax on flour, this tax on coal, as
entirely sectional, as oppressive and impolitic, because I be-
lieve that there should be no duty unduly pressming upon one
part of the Dominion in favor of another. The local tax is
also a heavy burden upon our people, because in New Bruns.
wick we are obliged to import anthracite coal which cannot
be obtained elsewhere than in the United States. Therefore,
se far as the western portion of New Brunswick is on-
cerned, we find that the effect of this is simply to check and
hamper our industry, both in regard to the lumber business
and to the more important fishing trade in which so large
a portion of our people are engaged. As I said before,
this tax is sectional, it is impolitie; it is a tax which must
bear harder upon the poor man than on the rich, beosuse
it affects the necessaries of life. Since I have been in this
House, not only by my vote but by my voice, I have advo.
cated a repeail of these taxe. I shall be glad to see them
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taken off, and I will support any effort to reduce the expen- through the United States as formeri> and by séhoone te
diture so that the revenue would not be injured by the duties St. John. The hon. gentleman knows that that le tbe real
being taken off from these necessaries of life. Feeling that cause why four is not brought as formerly b>' oastîng
this is a subject of vital importance to the Maritime schooners from American porta to the port of St. John. 1
Provinces, I heartily support the resolution of my hon. quite agree with the hon. member for Northumberland (Mr.
friend from Northumberland. Mitchell) that this was accepted at tbe time the National

Mr. WOOD (Westmoreland). 1 do not propose to detain Polic>'was adopted as one of the necessary parts of
tbe louse with any lengthy observation upon this subject, that National Policy. The bon. gentleman ver>'cor.
but as the bon. member who bas just taken his seat, and rectly said that the National Policy was to a certain
the hon. member for Digby (Mr. Vail), referred to the fact extent a policy of compromise; it was the policy
that no hon. gentleman on this side had been heard on thi best adopted to suit ail the varions interests and
subject, I propose to define my position in order that our ail the different classes of people in tbis Dominion, and
silenoe may not be misinterpreted. I have listened to the while the people in the Maritime Provinces accepted the
argument brought forward by the hon. member for Nor-
thumberland (Mr. Mitchell) who moved the resolution, and grain, in the interesta of the farmers of Ontario, on th.
by those who have since addressed the louse, but I have otber hend the farmers of Ontario accepled lhe duty on
failed as yet to find any arguments which have thrown any coal in the interests of the people of the Maritime Pro-
new light upon this question. I have heard no reason vinces. And if this wes a necessar> part of the National
brought forward in this discussion whih would lead mePolicy t tht time, I cn see no reason why it should no
or I feel, should lead any other hon. member, take an a ncessary prt of the National Policy aepresent
different course, or take any différent position with regard tme I
to this question, than they would have taken at any time prominent a member from the Province from which I come,
since the National Policy was introduced. I quite agree as tb. hon. member for Northumberland (Mr. Mitchell).
with some observations that have been made with regard to We ail know h. oceupies a very prominent position in Ibis
the duty upon corn meat. So far as this duty is concerned, flou" as the leader of an important party. We ail respect
it is a direct tax upon the consumors of corn meal in this him for tb. energy and ability with which ho diseherges
country; there can be no doubt about that. But, Sir, t his duties in thisfouse, and we ail aie accustoned 10
hon. gentleman who last addressed the louse referred attaeh a great deal of weight 10 an> opinion thal he ma>
to this as a special btrden that bore upon the people express, from the facl thal he bas had such a long
of the Maritime Provinces. I feel, Sir, with regard and intimate ecqueinteuce with tb. public affairB of
to the Province from which I come, that although it the country. I regret hehould have moved this
may be, to some extent, a burden on that Provinc resolution, for the reon that I feel as one of
we have a direct compensation under the National Poli th yonger representaives from tha Province, 
by the abolition of the duty on tea, and in the reduction ofBo arn not ale b sppor th in Ibisfmaltereoud
the duty on molasses. I can tell the bon, gentleman that not, under anyeci neiogoength ohiresou
so fkr as my knowledge of that Province goes, the samie
class of people who use corn meal to which he refers, use, sbouid b. glad if the lime arrived when the dut> on corn
to a very large extent, imported molasses. It ii an article should b. aboish; I wouid not go 10 the extent of
of very general use among the poorer classes of the peoplet
of New Brunswick, and for the additional duties that theyb. brought mb Canada from the United States and cen b.
are obliged to pay under tbis ta iff on corn meal in thosem enufacturd with advantage bore. Il is don. under the
other articles, they receive direct compensation. lu addi- present tarif in the Maritime Provinces, but not 10 a large
tion t bthis, the Provinces, .s a whole, receive an immense exteDt, but if the dut> on corn were abolished and the dut>
advantage from the duty wbich has been imposed upon on corn meal redueed 10 25 cents a barrel, the îndu-try
soal. This duty bas not only had the effect of largely would b. lergel> inereased, and il would b. of great advent-
developing the coal mine industry of that country, by thege to the Maritime Provinces, and th. miliing industries
protection afforded against foreign coal, but also largely wouid be so lergel>' developed in a few >ears Ihel the
ncreased the consumption of coal throughout the Dominion cost 10 the consumer wouidnol b. increased b>'the
by the establishment of nu merous manufacturing industries; dut imposed on corn meai. I should be gled if tbe lime
Bo that, both directly and indirectly, the people of the ever arrived when, witbout înjury to an> other important
Maritime Provinces have been compensated for the addi- induslry in tb. Dominion, tbet change in the tarif cen be
tional burdens imposed upon them by this tax-compen- made, and if aI an>' ime it e be doue I sball b. prepered
sated by the advantages whiech they have received in the te give il m>' barl> support; but et tb. present lime 1 am
ways I have indicated. With respect to the duty impoEed nolei., support the motion iutroduced.
upon four I cannot endorse any of the argumenta which
have been used, based upon the assumption that this duty Mr. CASBY. I was rather astoniehed toiiear from a
has increased the cost to the consumer. representative of the Maritime Provinces, one general>'

An on. MEMBER. Then why not put on $1.uppoed b o well posted as the on. gentleman who
Ân bn. EMBE. Ten h>' ot ut o $1 bm just taken bis seat, Ibel h. does not believe th. present

Mr. WOOD (Westmnoreland). So fer as the cost to the con- dutie incre lb.eprie of fleur in the Karibime Provinces,
saumer in the Maritime Provinces is concerned it would and thal a duly of even $2 a barrol would not make the least
not matter. At least that is my view of the case. The difference 10 the consumer. If he wiil go t0 an importer of
hon. member who last spoke reforred to the fact that our Americen four in Nova Scotie, aud askhîm wbat b. will te
coating vessels could Lot bring American ficur to our for bis four iu bond, and what h. will tek. foi fleur dut>'paid,
Maritime Provinces at the present time on aceount of theh. will flnd the différence b.tween the two prices exacti>'cor-
existing duty. That hon, gentlemen knows that Cana- reaponds with tbe duby on four; and bow, in the face of snob
dian Jour oould be brought through the United States in undisputed facte, the hon, gentleman eau make the ste
bond to .Boston and New York and thence by schooner to ment hehbade, J cannot comprehend. But the hon. gen-
St. John; but since the introduction of the Intercolonial tleman goes a littie further. ne Rays that Ibis four dut>
and since the cheap freights at which four is brought down was part of the National Polio>, and ac ted by lbi-
from the western grain producing districts to ports in thetime Provinces as a neoessry part cf il.oWb> there should
Maritime Provinces, it is brought in that way instead of b. any hesibation on lbe part of tb. Maritime Provinces in

]Er. WILDOI.
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accepting the propOlition, uniess it increased the price of
flour; why the millers of Ontario should usk for this duty,
unless tO increse the price offlour, I cannot imagine. It was
evidently intended that the breadstuffs duties should have a
beneficial influence on the farmers of Ontario, who should
make something out of ther duties, while the Nova Scotians
made something out of the coal duties. We have tried this
systema for several years. How has it worked ? Let us
take the coal duty firt. Who has made anything out of the
coal duty ? Certainly no Province can have been beneited
by the coal duty except Nova Scotia, because no other Pro.
vince produces coal to any considerable extent-I believe
some is produced in New Brunswick, but not sufficient to
make any difference. How has it been benoficial to Nova
Scotia? HRas it, as was represented, induced the people of
the western Provinces to use Nova Scotia coal ? It is a
question that needs only to be asked to be answered in the
experience of everyone-that it has not. This policy ha
therefore not produced an interchange of Ontario grain for
Nova Scotia coal. Coal does not came any further west
than it did.

Mr. PAINT. Yes.
Mr. CASEY. I shallh be glad if the hon. gentleman will

show me some statistics to prove his statement.
An hon. MEMBER. He has spoken.

Mr. CASE Y. Probably h. can give some statistics to
some friend, showing how much further west the Nova
Scotia coal now comes than it did before. I know that it
is virtuaUy an unknown quantity in Ontario. We were
told we would exchange Nova Scotia coal for Outario grain.
We do not get any chance to do so. Whether Nova Scotia
coal is used in Quebec to any extert we do not know.
There may have been an increased output of Nova Scotia
coal, but it is not so large that it cannot be accounted
for by the application of a littie extra capital and
enterprise, an increase which would have taken place
even without the so-called protection to these coal
mines. But what effect has the coal duty had in the
west ? We were told in the most glowing language
that if we had a duty on coal and iron we would bring Nova
Scotia coal up to Ontario; we would smelt our native ores
and become a great iron producing country. How has
that promise been carried out ? Go across the Ottawa
river to Hull and look at the deserted iron mines, mines
producing the finest quality of magnetic ore, mines which
were in operation and had smelting works attached to theim
years before the National Policy was talked about, mines
which were turning out a first rate quality of Bessemer
steel-for I have seen it-before the National Policy was
heard of. These mines are idle to-day. Go up into the
county of Hastings, a district which the Minister of Ou@-
toms and my hon. friend for East Hastings know some-
thing about. We have magnificent mines there of first rate
ore. Are we bringing up Nova Scotia coal and smelting
that iron, and sending the product aIl over the world ? No,
we are shipping that ore to the United States in order that
our American cousine may have the profits of smelting the
iron. That is what the National Policy has 4one for the
iron mines in that district. I am not surprised that the
hon. member for East Hastings grows excited when this is
mentioned.

Mr. WHITE (Hastings). Not a bit of it.

Mr. CASEY. The hon. gentleman shows his usual aigus
of excitement by standing up and interrupting, and I do not
wonder at it, because I have no doubt he held ont the pros-
pect to his constituents interested in iron mining-

Mr. BOWBLL. He has not a pound of iron ore in hise
e<nstituency.

Mr. CASEY. I did not say he had, bqt th hoobM e
people in his county interested in iron AuI4ng, a*4 e
hon. gentleman has to. And I have no doubt that they
held out the prospect te them that the National Polig, by
protecting iron and coal, would do a great deal for that
industry, while the resault ia that the small mount of
smelting which was going on in the Proviene of Qatrio
and the Province of Quebec has been etirely put an nd
te; the industry has been squelched, as many other Indns-
tries have been, by these ill.coasidered attempts to ister
it. Now, Sir, let us look at the other aide of the question.
Who ha. beneflted by the tax on breadstuIfs? Well, if
we had any doubt as te which Province it might be, that
doubt ha. been dispelled by my hon. friend from Northum-
berland. Evidently aIl the Provinces, except Ontario and
Manitoba, are not wheatproducing Provinces. Even Ontario
imports largely; even Manitoba importa alittle; and if any
farmer is benefited by this tax, it must b. the farmer of the
Province of Ontario and the farmer of the Province of
Manitoba. Quebec evidently does 'not proQt by it; she is
a large importer, an increasing importer, I think, secor-
ding te the figures read to us by my hou. frien4 from
Northumberland, she imported nearly twioe au much
last year as she did in' 1877, and paid duty on it.
Evidently Quebec is paying a very heavy tax in cone-
quence of this duty on wheat. The Lower Provinces are
in the same position. Ontario is evidently the principal
Province to be benefited, if any one is benefited, by this tax.
In fact, it was to benefit Ontario, pr, at all events, to lead
Ontario te think that she would get some benofli, that this
tax was imposed. How does it affect the farmer here ?
Well, I read statistios luat Session, with which I will not
trouble the Houe again in dotail, proving conolusively
that the price of wheat is now, and ha. been for a
year or two, not only lower than it wa. before the
National Policy was introduced-which might have
arisen from accidental circumtstances, from a general
lowering in the prices of wheat all over the world-not
only lower than before the National Policy was intro-
duced but ha. been constantly, ever since the National
Policy was introduced, lower than the price of wheat on
the other side of the lino, at points correspondingly digtant
from the seaboard. In other words, wheat is and has been
regularly lower in the principal wheat markets in Ontario
than in the principal wheat markets of New York and
Michigan, equally distant from the seaboard, and frequently
lower than in the wheat market of Chicago, hundreds of
miles further from the sea than we are. Under these circum-
stances, it is absurd to urge that the imposition of a duty on
wheat has kept up the price of wheat in that Province. How
could it do se? Only by excluding lower priced wheat
from the United States; and since wheat in the United
States is higher than it is with us, it is nonsensioal and
absurd te argue that the National Policy exzluded any of
that wheat. Wheat like any other article will seek the
dearer market and not the cheaper. 1 do net charge this
difference on the National Policy. I do not believe the
duty on wheatibas had any effect on the relative price. I
simply urge that the duty on wheat in Ontario has net
kept up the price of wheat in that Prqvince

Mr. BOWELL. If wheat is lower, gour is neoessarly
cheaper?

Mr. CASEY. We will come to the flour question pre-
senl ; one thing at a time. The hon. gentleman laughs
as if e had made a point, but we will se. I wil 'ive lim
the opinions of some people who know someithing a l the
quon of lour. The price of wheat is lower thas when

g, National Poli came into existence and relatively
lower than it is ,4y across the border, nd I tell hon.
gentlemen that the farmer of Ontario is not sxch fool as
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to persist in the delusion which overtook him for a few we should b. allowed to imPOrt one kind of Amerîcan
short months, when he was induced to support the Nationalwheat free to mix with our own wheat; if we were allowed
Policy becaase it included a duty on wheat, as well as on to do that, we could almost do without the present four duty;
barley and other products of the farm. Let us go again to but if you leave the dnty on wheat, the present duty on four
the county of Hastings and ask the people there if barley iB not sufficient to, give us protection, and none wonld ho
is as good a price now as it was before the National Policy, sufficient short of $2 a barrel, a Prohibitive daty in fantso
and whether it is as good a price as it is across the Lake at long as that kind ofAmerican wheat is excluded. Now, we
Oswego. They will tell you that they know botter. They will have first, the fact that this duty causes an increased price
tell you that they know it is lower, proportionally, than in four Lo the consumer in the Lower Provinces, and, second,
in the United States. I met scores of Liberal farmers in 1878 that it doos fot increase the price to the producer in western
who hesitated to support me because they were going to Ontario. This looks like an anomaly, like an abonrdity.
have a duty on wheat, barley, walnut lumber and a host of Some hon. M.EMBeRS. Heur, hear.
things they produced. They bave a duty on some of these
things, and they know that they have been deceived as to Mr. GASEY. I have no doubt it appears so to the hon.
them and as to others, and what is the consequence now? gentlemen who are interrupting me, because they will net
Why, Sir, 1 cannot get the most extreme Tory farmer in my look mb the mattor. But the hon, membor for Westmore-
own riding to talk to me about the duty on wheat and other land admitted that the coasting schooners used to bring
farm products upon which a duty was imposed. They will Amorican four from Boston and other American ports.
not discuss it; you caunotraise it on a public platform; it falls Mr. WOOD (Westmoreland). 1 beg the hon. gentie-
as fiat as possible. You cannot get a Conservative speaker man% pardon. i did not say that. I said they sometimes
to take up the gauntiet if you throw it down to him, and brought (anadian four from Boston.
the same is true, I believe, ail through Ontario. The farmer
finds that ho was deceived, that ho has been induced to put Mr. GASEY. The hon. gentleman said they brought
up with an oppressive tax on articles which he has to buy, four from Boston-I supposed it was Amerîcan four. At
on a delusive promise that ho would get a higher price ailovents thoy could have brought American four from Bos-
for what he has to sell-a promise which bas not been ton very cbeaply, and now they cannt do so. My miliing
kept with regard to wheat and other products Let frionds tell me that the American millers, thoso at Minnea.
us take corn. Of course, in the extreme western part polis, for instance, make several grades of four; they are able
of Ontario, there is a small district where corn can 10 send the cheaper grades 10 Boston and oltbem at a low
be profitably raised for home consumption, though I do not rate for consumption in the Maritime Provinces because tho
believe it very profitable to raise for export. At ail events, higlier grades soit at a very high price; so that by averag-
there never was much exported. But in the rest of Ontario, ing their produot in that way they get a pretty fuir prico
including the county in which I live-one of the most favor- for thoir four. Now, Sir, that four could b. sold cheaply
ed counties in the whole western peninsula of Ontario-corn at ports in the eatern States, snob as Portland and Boston;
is a subaidiary product, only raised for fattening hogs and it is a cheaper grade, but stili good, and the peple of the
cattle on the farm. For most years, I may say for nine Maritime Provinces were perfectly willing to use il; that
years out of ten, we have to import from the United States four could b. brought b the Maritime Provinces in schoon-
the corn we use for fattening cattle. One of the principal ors, and exchanged for fih or coal or some other produot.
industries of that country is fattening cattle for the English But this trade has beon prevented by the duty of 50 cents a
mnarkot. Ineed not tltthislieuse what an enormous rade barrte, and the Canadian four is sent down and held by
of this kind bas grown up-how many millions of dollars dealers at a price ahove the acual price of the flour
of British capital it brings io the country anuually. But by the fteight and this extra protection of 5o cents a
'when wo import American corn to food cattie for that mar. barrel. The dealer in the Maritime Provinces may make
ket, we have t pay a duty on it; and that dty is as great mottiey by it, but the miller in western Ontario does
a tax on the farmors of my county as it le on the farmers of not gt a matrially increased price for his four. o gets
Quebec sud Nova Sotia. Tocarrythematterfurthersorne the market, you may say, secured to himelf. We have
ttarch maDufacturers carne down here a fow years ago and proof that hi doosflot ge the market secured, becaus«
obtained from tho Minister of Customis a rebate of dty on there is a great deal of Am urican four imported yet. But
corn they hâd irnport to mtake starch; but when I asked suppose ho did ge exclusive control of the market, doesho
in tbis ouse that the farmers should have a rebat. of nend it one of my milling friends telil me that if te
duty on corn i rnported to foed cattie for the Englîsti market, were allowed to bring American whoat in free and mix it
to add westhh lthe country, what answer did I receive ? with Canadian favl wheat they could compote in the open
IL was a sucer in sncb lauguage as I wonld net care 10 rgarket with the Amem ican manufacturer, and they do not
repoat in this House. I was inended as a joke, a very abliutely need tis protection 10t enableho thnmem compote.
roug one; but it showed that lthe Minister of Customa and What they want is avoid the unnecesary cost put upon
thme Governiuot of wbich ho is a prominent niber had lbom by the National Policy. The effet of ie duty on
not considorcd Ibis malter soriouMly in the interest of lthe wheat is la some of W e milans in my county have stood idle
farmers. Itis the old story: when a ring of manufacturera for months togeth r becausot hey could aot afford simport
corne bore asking for favors, and threatbning opposition if Americanawheiat tho price charged plus the dty, and they
they are noLgr-anîed them, lheygelM them; but when the cannt go on miling four profitably eut of our native fait
farmer asks for similar favorsho is mot wîth a fneer. wheat without l-e addition of this Amorica n wheaf. Scores
That is the experience 0f the Ontario farmers with regard of men in my county are out of employment for

0 lthe corn duty. But we shail bho bld, perhaps, that themonths tvery year in cosequence of istha provision in
Ontario miller reaps a benefit from this wheat and four1hp tarinst And yet hon, gentlemen say thatr abl
duly. Upon that point, too, I arn qualified 10speaktfrom dty e h imposed for lrae bonefit of Ontarlo. Ontario
conclusive information. Last -Session I wrote 10 ail the la represented in the ea rimrn Provinces bael uhsprovince,
millers of my oounty, and 10 soveral millers outaide making a tari f for isel Why, his very provision, which
ef My counny, but in thme samo part of thme country, one in was put in tae tariyf on lie pretence of recompensing Onta-
Chatham and one in St. Thomas, for example, and time riefor wha alie sacrificesforth le Maritime Provinces, is
unanimons report I had froni those millers wau: W. do net doinras much arein Ontario as ilPle doingin ah eastern
want an inerease in the four duties; we do nolcar much provincesa We are told ti stConfederi n canndt e lon be
about th. flour duties at ail; whaf we do car. about is oa r caUdfctory b oh. Maitime Provinces a i in vs nf Brtish caitlirginotcotranl
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high taxation-because Ontario will have high taxation,
The pe of those Provinces are mistaken. It is not the
people of Ontario who want high taxation; it is the rings
of Ontario who insist on the Government maintaining ai
high tarif, and who help that Government to remain in
power against the wishes of the people of Ontario. If the
people of the Maritime Provinces appeal to the people of
Ontario to come out and show their strength aganst high
taxation, to organise and worl~ against it as earnestly as
these interested monopolies and rings have worked to rmain-
tain high taxation, they will have their answer and their
reward, because the people of Ontario will work and
organise againt this system.I may be told that I am
setting clas against class-the farming class against the
manufacturing clas. It 18 inevitable, Sir. The Govern-
ment have inaugurated this war of classes; they have made
a tarif which is nothing but an attempted balancing of
classes against each other. They have made mistakes in
it, no doubt, and have injured classes that they intended to
benefit-the cotton manufacturing industry, for example;
but they have tried to balance one class against another,
and from one class to make up another's loss. It is a war
between the consumers of Canada and the producers of
Canada, botween the producers of manufactured articles
and the consumers, and we are to this extent, on behalf of
the consumers of these articles, seeking merely to see fair
play. We do not want to tax the producers of manufac-
tured goods for our benefit, but we do not want to continue
taxing ourselves to the extent to which we are, for
their benefit. The hon. member for Northumberland
(Mr. Mitchell) has put the question fairly. He admits there
must be comparatively high taxation for a time, under
the present etate of things; he admits we cannot go
back at once to a revenue tariff. He says ho does not desire
a more revenue tarif, but he declares that this tariff, called a
protective tariff, is a failure. Hie position is a logical one.
He takes the ground that duties are too high and that they
muet come down, and I believe ho is right. If there
be a strong case in respect to the wheat duty, it is in the
Province of Manitoba. Manitoba is subjected wo special and
oppressive taxes from which the other Provinces are free;
for instance the tax on agricultural implements; she appears
to have a strong case for the wheat duty, and I would
quarrel with no one from Manitoba who urged that, in her
interest, this duty should be maintained. But as to the
effect of the duty, I must give my opinion, and it is endorsed
by prominent millers, that the wheat duty does not raise
the price of wheat in Manitoba. I enquired of my milling
friends, to whom I have already referred, whether they
could get Manitoba wheat under this tarif, at such a price
that they could use it, and they said they could not,
and that if they could not get American whest they
would simply have to shut down their mille. On
account of freight arrangements, they could not get
Manitoba wheat at such a rate as would enable
them to grind it; so that, instead of this duty of compelling
our millers to use Manitoba wheat, its only effect,i' it ehad
any, would be to compel them to shut down their mille.
They told me, however, that millers in Montreal and
further east, who got more favorable freight rates, could
afford to use Manitoba wheat, perhaps, altogether. They
could get it almost as cheaply as American wheat, and in
the case of large millers, who were doing a large export
trade, it was possible they could use it at a profit. They do
use it anyway, because the Manitoba wheat is botter in
quality.than any American wheat; but as regarde Ontario
and the rest of Quebec and the Maritime P rovinces, the
duty does not compel the consumption of a single bushel ofj
Manitoba wheat. The fact romains incontrovertible that
the market, which actually affecte the prioe of our
wheat, is the Liverpool market; and any local rrange-
ments we can make, cannot make any appreciable

change in the rates fixed by that market. For these
reasons, I shal be glad to support the motion of the hon.
member for Northumberland, and shall be glad to have the
opportunity of recording my name in its favor, if he sees fit
to call for a division. These two taxes, which were imposed
for the purpose of making a balance of profit and loss
between Ontario and the Lower Provinces, have resulted in
the mutual injury of both, nd I am glad to see a mootion
coming from a resident of the Lower Provinces asking for
the abolition of them.

Mr. MoLELAN. I would not trouble the House on this
occasion but for the remarks of the hon. gentleman who, in
addition to contradicting the arguments of the mover of
this resolution, bas thought fit to deliberately insult the
Province of Nova Scotia and ber people. H. las stated in
his argument, or rather in his attempt at argument, that
the Americans make several grades of fdouar, that they use
the best grades themselves, and ship the inferior grades to
the Maritime Provinces, because the poorer classes of tour
are quite good enough for these Provinces,.

Mr. CASEY. Well, the laboring classes of these Pro-
vinces do not, any more than these of the other Provinces,
consume the best four.

Mr. MoLELAli The people of Nova Scotia are as
wealthy as any portion of the people of the Dominion, and
it ill becomes the hon. gentleman to insult us by saying it
is quite good enough for us to have the refuse four of the
United States. We consume as good gour as does any
other portion of the Dominion, and we get that gour
from Ontario, which is a botter flour than what we formerly
got from the United States.

Mr. CASEY. That is what I said.
Mr. McLELAN. i know the quality from the United

States and the quality of the gour from Ontario, and I say
the latter is the botter and gives more satisfaction to the
people than the Amorican fi>ur we formerly received. We
receive a better quality of flour and at lower rates than
we would if we imported from the United States. The
hon. gentleman bas undertaken to ride two horse4, and
ho has fallen between the two. He says that the National
Policy doe not affect the price of wheat, that the price of
wheat throughout Ontario ie lower than it is in the United
States.

Mr. CASEY. Hear, hear.
Mr. MoLELAN. Why, thon, have we not cheaper four ?

The hon. gentleman takes the raw material, whioh is the
basis and if that be obtained at a lower price the produce
must necessarily be lower, and the seller be able to sell sat a
cheaper rate.

Mr. CASEY. Not necessarily.
Mr. MILLS. Why do you give a drawback?

Mr. MoLELAN. The hon. gentleman who introduced
this resolution told us ho was an advocate of the National
Policy, that he went before the people in 1878 as an advo.
cate of that policy-and I know that the hon. gentleman,
from his great ability, must have used strong arguments in
its behalf- but that the people of the county of Northum-
berland did not quite comprehend that poliey as clearly as
he, did not quite see its effects as clearly as he, and that
therefore ho was defeated on account of his advocacyof that
policy. But that was before it was known to the pOopie
that any tax was goig to be placed on breadstuffa,
before it was known theie was to be duty on flour
and corn meal. Four years afterwards, however, when
this duty was placed on flour and corn meal, and the people
of Northumberland county had four yeare' experience of
the National Policy, the hou, gentleman presented himself
before them again, as a candidate and an advocate of the
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National Policy, and ho was triumphantly elected
by acclamation after the people had hid four years'
experience of the National Policy. The hon. gentleman bas
given us very voluminous statistics respecting the importa-
tions and experts eof breadstuffs. I was not able to follow
him snfficiently close to see whether ho had given, under
separate headings, that entered for consumption and that
entered for export. On a previous occasion, I gave figures
dealing with the whole importa and exports of breadstuffs
for four years under the free trade policy of hon. gentle-
men opposite; and I contrasted those figures with the imports
and exports of American breadstuffs in the five years under
the National Policy. What was the result ? The House will
bear with me if I repeat what I stated on a former occas-
sion. I ve the whole imports eof American bread-
stuifs for t four years from 1874 to 1878, and deducted the
exports; and this left $26,707,126, as the net balance con-
sumed by the people of the Dominion during the four years,
or an average of $6,676,000 a year of American breadstuffs
consumed by the people of the Dominion in those four
years. Then I took six years under the National Policy,
and I sbowed that there was only an import of $18,784,000
worth of American products for consumption, or an average
ef 83,130,500 a year against $6,676,000 worth under the
free trade policy, so that, notwithstanding the increase of
the population, the importe of American breadstuffs had
fallen out one-half what they were under a free trade policy
On the saine occasion, 1 showel that our exports of home
produce of breadstuffs had averaged 89,371,376 worth a year
more than under the free trade policy. And I may state
that, in the nine months of the present year, as compared
with last year, the importation of American bread.
stuffs for consumption in the Dominion of Canada
has falien off $,623,572, so that we are year by year
increasing our own products and keeping out the
American produce. And so with coal. The hon. gentleman
says that because there has been a large importation of coal
into the country, therefore the National Policy has produced
no benent to the coal mining industries of the country. The
hon. gentleman knows that there bas been a very large
increase in the consumption of coal, and if ho will turn to
the returns ho will find thait, in 1877, the year which ho has
taken to make hie calculations and comparisons upon, of
slack coal, which was comparatively valueless before the
National Policy was inaugurated and manufactures were
started, there was only 109,155 tons sold, while in 1884 the
sales had risen to 316,132 tons, and the total quantity o coal
raised in 1884-85 had more than doubled since 1878. If the
hon. gentleman will consult the coal owners of Nova Scotia
and Cape Breton, they will tell him they would rather have
the National Policy than have reciprocity in coal with the
United States.

Mr. MILL.R Hear, hear.

Mr. MoLELAÂT. Yes "hear, hear." lbe coalraisers, the
coal mine owners of Nova Scotia and Cape Breton would
prefer to have the trade of the St. Lawrence and of Canada
under the National Policy, which it gives them, than have
the duty on coal removed and reciprocity in coal with the
United States. The hon. member for Northumberland
(Mr. Mitchell) said that it was all very well to put on this
duty on corn meal and corn and flour when youinaugurated
thie National Policy, but now, when yon have communica-
toôn with the great North-West, when you have your road
opened, and when yon are able te produce in the North-
West an unlimited quantity of wheat at very low coSt, and
you have your communication with that country and can
supply your whole Dominion at low rates, now is the time
to thro off the duty. What advantage would it be to the
Martime Provinces, in dollars and cents, to throw off the
Iuty at a time when you can get your supplies from the
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North-West more favorably than you have hitherto doue
from Ontario? But, even when they were got from On.
tario, there was no increase of coet to the people
of the Maritime Provinces for the four they con.
sumed. The hon. member for Digby (Mr. Vail) says
that, àt all events, the duty upon corn meal should
be thrown off, and I think it was the member for
St. John (fr. Weldon) who complained most of the tax on
breadstuifs because there was a duty upon corn meal,
whieh was ruinous to his Province. I turned to the
records to see what this enormous amount was that was
grinding down the people of New Brunswick, and of which
ho complained as causing a stagnation ln trade. Why,
the whole amount paid in the Province of New Brunswick
upon corn meal, as returned in the blue-books, is $11,000,
about 3 or 4 cents a head of the population. My hon. friend
from Westmoreland (Mr. Wood) made a comparison and
said yon are gaining more by being exempted from the tax
which hon. gentlemen opposite had on tea and coffee in
1878. When you turn to the records and make the con-
parison, yon find that, while the people of New Brunswick
are paying from 3 to 4 cents a head on corn meal, they are
exempt from a tax of 20 or 25 cents a head by the exemptions
on tea and coffee. I think hon. gentlemen from New.
Brunswick ought not to complain very severely of a tarif
which exempts them from so large a taxation on an
article which every poor man in Nova Scotia and New
Brunswick, and I think throughout the Dominion, consumes
so largely and imposes so small a tax upon corn meal. I
shall not trouble the louse further. I think the hon. gen.
tieman from West Elgin (Mr. Casey) completely answered
all the arguments presented by the member for Northum.
berland (1r. Mitchell), because he took a difforent view.
ie tried to make out that there was no increase in the

prices of breadstuffs in consequence of the National Policy,
while the hon, gentleman from Northumberland, from a
different Province, was trying to make out that there was a
great increase, and the hon. gentleman from the city and
county of St. John (Mr. Weldon) was trying to make the
House believe that his county and his people were suffering
extremely because they were taxed on corn meal to the
extent of 3 or 4 cents a head.

Mr. MILLS. I understood the hon. Minister to contend
that the people of the Maritime Provinces get their four
at as cheap a rate as if there was no duty at all.

Mr. MoLELAN. Yes, I maintain that they get their
fiour as cheap over the Intercolonial Railway; and I know
at present that, without the Intercolonial Railway, large
quantities of Canadian flour are sent down to Boston in
bond, and shipped up to the Bay of Fundy to different ports
in Nova Scotia and New Brunswick. Even if we were with-
out the Intercolonial Railway, that mode of supply wouli
prevail, and would accommodate ail the coast of Nova Scotia.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. It certainly is very
remarkable that the people of the Maritime Provinces,
assuming thO fact to ho as stated by the Minister of Finance,
should ho so blind to their own interest as to go and buy
American flour, and pay 50 cents duty per barrel. How-
ever, that is one of those things that I"no feltow can under-
stand; " and I will not presume, therefore, to attempt to
unravel the mystery. In the meantime, I will say to the
leader of the third party, that I have great pleasure in sup-
porting bis motion te abolish the two moet barbarous taxes
which are to be found, even in our present very barbarous
fscal system. I dOubt, Sir, whether it is possible, in any
community calling itself civilised, to find two more utterly
odious and.detestable taxes than those on coal and flour and
corn meal. Sir, this tax on coai may be considered to be
the tax which, of all others, sets most at defiance every
sound principle of political eonomy, and every principle
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of common senms. What are the requisites which every
statesman ought to look for in applying a tax ? He ought
to endeavor, as far as possible, to avoid taxing the
necessaries of life; ho ought to endeavor, as far as ho can,
to see that the tax is equal and just, that it falls with equal
severity on all classes and sections of the population; that
it does not disoriminate against one particular section, or
one particular part of the country; and, above all, ho should
have regard as much as possible to the interests eofthe poorest
portion of the community, and take as little as possible out
of the pockets of the poor. Now, Sir, judging by all
these conditions, you can conceive of no tax which
is more indefensible, whieh is more absurd,. which is
worse in its practical operation, than this same duty
on coal. In the first place, this is a heavy tax on an
article of the first necessity of life, particularly in a country
like ours, where, in a large portion of it, the thermometer
always averages a good many degrees below zero during
certain portions of the year. In the next place, that tax,
as the Minister ofFinance muet well know, falls almost exclu-
sively on certain small portions of the population; an un-
due proportion of this tax is borne, as I shall presently
show, by one single Province, and in that Province it falls
with very great severity on certain small portions of the
population. Vastly the greatest portion of this tax is borne
by the people of the large cities, and it is a tax which, of'
all others, presses with most severity on the poorest por-
tions of our population. The fuel of the poor man, in every
city in Canada, and notably in every city in Ontario, is
made a great deal more expensive to him by reason of this
same tax.

An hon. MEMBER. No.
Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. Is there a man here

who will get up and tell us that if you put a duty of 50 or
0 cents on coal, you do not increase the price ?
Ur. FARROW. The Yankees pay it.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. The Yankees pay it!
The Yankees pay the coal tax 1 Well, Sir, if they pay the
Lax, why does not the hon. gentleman, when ho wants
more taxes, put $1, 82, or $3 a ton on coal ? If the Ameri-
cans are going to pay this tax, double the tax, treble the
tax, quadruple the tax, and fill the Treasury at the expense
of the Americans. Sir, there is another argument against
this. lt has always been laid down, and with great force,
that we ought to avoid levying a tax at an inconvenient
time. When is this tax practically levied from the poorer
classes of the population in our large cities ? Why, Sir, at
the most inconvenient time of all, in the depth of winter,
when these men's wages are smallest and hardest to get.
This Government demande 20 or 30 per cent. on the value
of the fuel from this section of the population alone.
Moreover this is open to the other objection which
I have mentioned, that it takes a great deal more money
out of the pockets of the people of &his country than it puts
muto the Treasuiry. Coal, in addition to being a
necessary of life, is a prime motor in almoBt all impor-
tant manufactures; and as everybody knows who studios
this question, when you tax an article of prime necessity,
a sort of raw material of manufacture, before the goode
which are produced, by means of that raw material, reach
the ultimate consumer, a very much larger sum will be
taken out of the pocketa of the people than will find its
way into the Treasury. Sir, in respect to the duties on
four and wheat, not only do most of these objections apply
as to the Maritime Provinces, but there is another argument.i
i believe, of al the shams, of all th. deceits, that were ever
palmed off on a country, the attempt to pretend t thepeo-
ple of Ontario, that by reason of a tax on wheat and four
You are going to add to the price they could obtain
for those articles, was the most absurd. Why, Sir,

1s

within the last year or two, have not the organs of hon.
gentlemen been ringing the chan from day to day, on
thei plin and manifeet facthat the price of these
articles was regulated by the price in the great consuming
centres of Europe? Have they not pointed to that as a
proof that, as they urged, this present Government were
not to blame, that it was out of the power of the Govern-
ment to regulate the price of cereals, because that price was
regulated by the price in Europe, with which the present
Government had nothing to do ? Now, Sir, if they are able
Io regulate the price of these articles, if it does depend upon
their legislation, then how are they going to defend them-
selves, after promising to the farmers of Ontario that they
would get good prices for all the cereals they had to bring
into market? If they are not able to do that, they stand
convicted out of their own mouthis, of having made promises
which they were utterly unable to fulfil. And if the
are not able, if, as their organs have latterly contende
these things are regulated by causes entirely beyond
their control, thon I say this duty on wheat and
four is, as far as regards any effect that it may have on the
price earned by the farmers of Ontario, an utter delusion.
It may, and most probably does, add largely to the price in
the Maritime Provinces, because Ontario is a longer dis-
tance off, and because there are beavy freight charges in
bringing down flour and wheat there; and besides, on ac-
count of the trade that subsiste between these Provinces
and the adjacent cities of the United States, it is easier and
cheaper to obtain that flour in the way of barter from the
-adjacent portions of the United States than to bring it down
freon Ontario. Sir, the truth is this, that tie whole doc-
trine of duties to defend the products of the farmers of On-
tario, was simply a piece of financial thimble-rigging. They
knew, they cannoteny that they knew, that thoy were
going to add enormously to the cost of living to the farmers
of Ontario, that they were going to add very heavily
to their taxes-not merely to the taxes that go into the
Treasury, but to the taxes which do not go into the
Treasury, and which are likewise very heavy. Hon. gentle-
men now admit that after imposing these duties, they are
utterly unable to keep up the price formerly paid, and they
imposed those, knowing, I fear, the most of them, that they
were not able to add one single farthing to the ultimate price
which those cereals would fetch. More than that, I desire
to point out how these duties affected particular Pro-
vinces. In the last Trade and Navigation Returns I find
that the total duty paid into the Treasury for coal amounted
to $1,071,000. Now, the duty ought to be evenly
distributed over all the Provinces, it ought to be ar some
just proportion also to the wealth of the people. I find that
Ontario paid 8850,000 out of the $1,071,000 coal duties, a
most enormous disproportion, a gross injustice to the
people of Ontario, and a gross injustice, more than all, to
the poorer classes of the population in the large towns and
cities of Ontario. I turn to the duty on flour. There is a
duty extracted from the people of 8270,000, and I find
that $230,000 of that sum are paid by Quebec and
the Maritime Provinces. Thore is an injustice. Those
two injustices do not make each other right. In the
case of such a Province as New Brunswick, which
pays both the coal tax and the flour tax. you have a
double injustice, as 1h. hon. member for St. John (Mr.
Weldon) has pointed eut. The on. gentleman tells us that
in the Province of New Brunswick they need not mind
because they were relieved of a tax of 25 cents per bead as
respects the duty on te. We will apply hie argument. He
says that the people have been relieved of a tax of 25 cents
per head on tes, We tax Ontario, with its population
numbering about 2,000,000, a sum equal to 44 cents or 45
cent- per hd as a duty on coal, and so the result of this

liy in Ontario has been that au evenly distributed tax
a been exehanged for an unjust and oppressive tai, by
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which the pile of that Province in the matter of coal
alone are obliged to pay twice as much as they had to pay
for duty on tea. I do not attach very much weight to the
argument myself, for the simple reason that the hon.
gentleman was no doubt well aware that the duty paid does
not by any means represent the cost to the consumner. If
we impose a duty on American flour and meal and allege it
adds only 3 or 4 cents par head to the cost in the Maritime
Provinces, the hon. gentleman must recollect that the price
of the other flour, of the remaining corn meal brought in, is
regulated by this duty, and he increases the cost not merely
of that brought in from the United States but that brought
down by an expensive line of railway, and at consi-
derable cSt from Ontario, to be sold to the people of
the Maritime Provinces. And a result may happen in
regard to that article which has happened in a good many
instances, that while hon. gentlemen opposite are appar-
ently taking only 3 cents or 4 cents par head out of the
pockets of the people of the Maritime Provinces to go into
the Treasury, the duty may easily amount to 30 cents or 40
cents, taking into account the whole quantity of corn meal
and flour consumed by them. There is no denying that
position. But I am aware of the impatience of the House
and as my views on this question are pretty well known, I
do not propose to detain hon. members longer. I merely
say that I believe the good sense of the hon. member for
Northumberland (Mr. Mitchell) has led him aright. I
believe hon. gentlemen opposite will find that such au
atrocious tax as a tax on the food and fuel of the people, a
tax which beare heaviest upon the poorest class, will not be
much longer endured by the people of Canada, and in the
hope that to-night's discussion and to-night's vote may open
the eyes of a good many of those who were deceived and
duped by the Piret Minister a few years ago, I shall have
very great pleasure in recording my vote in support of the
resolution moved by the hon. gentleman.

Mr. CAMERON (Inverness). As I have the honor to
represent a very important section of the Dominion which is
interested to so very large an extent in the cheapness of
flour and in a good market for coal, I deem it my duty to
say a few words in answer to the hon. member for Guysboro'
(Mr. Kirk), who made some very extraordinary statements
which deserve correction. He endeavored to convince
this House, if he did not convince himself, that we imported
778,000 bushels of wheat more from the United States than
we exported; and he also endeavored to convince himself
that we imported 441,000 barrels of four more from the
United States than we exported froi the Dominion. This
he convinced himaelf, if no one else, that we produced at
least 500,000 barrels of Ifour les than we need for the con-
sumption of the Dominion. That is the statement which
has called me to my feet, and since the hon. gentleman has
made it Ihave examined the Trade and Navigation Returne
and I have convinced myself, and I will convince the
House and the country, that the hon. gentleman is
egregiously mistaken in his figures. I find the
whoele importation of the Dominion amounted to 3,102,422
bushels. There were entered for home consumption 373,101
bushels. Therefore 2,727,321 simply passed through Canada
te a foreign market. The total exports of this Dominion were
6,423,805 bushels; the importa were 2,729,321 bushals, which
pased through the Dominion from the United States to
foreign markets; showing that we exported from the Domi.
nion over and above what we imported, not less than 2,694,484
bushels of wheat. This manufactured into flour would
amount to, in round numbers, 600,000 barrels, so that our
export of wheat was equal to that quantity of flour. The
hon. gentleman ias shown that our imports of flour were
565,562 barrels, and our exporte 161,054 barrais, and from
wheat 598,754 barrels, or a total of 759,794 barrels. Besides
this, the hon. gentleman did not show how much Qanada

Sir Benn CàarwreaT.

roduced laetyear, over and above what was neessary for
home constmption. It is not impossible that 500,000 bar.
relos, or even a million barrels were stored by our manufac.
turers for want of a market at home and abroad. That has
not been taken into account by the member for -Guysboro',
and therefore his statement was misleading and unfair. But
it was intended for the people of the Maritime Provinces.
I invite attention to the fact that we can raise over and
above what w. require, at least, not les than 100,000
barrels a year. We are interested in having flour
produced as cheaply as possible. I have no hesi-
tation in saying that four has been largely cheapened
by the National Policy ; and I go further and say that I
have no hesitation instating that coal has also been reduced
in price owing to the affect of the National Policy. Against
facts no arguments can prevail. My idea is this : That the
price of a commodity is fixed by demand and supply. If
the National Policy had the effect of increasing the supply
beyond the demand in any part of the Dominion, the resuit
is a decrease in values. I hold that the National Policy had
the efect of largely increasing the production of flour in
this Dominion, and largely increasing it beyond the
demands of the Dominion, and therefore, that it had unques-
tionably the effect of largely reducing the price of flour in
this Dominion. That is the reason why the people of the
island which Ihave the honor to represent sent an unanimous
representation from that island in favor of the National
Policy. And I think I can prove boyond a doubt that it
also had the effect of largely reducing the price of coal. My
hon. friend from Guysboro' (Mr. Kirk) says ha takes a very
great interest in reducing the price of food and fuel. If I
can prove that the price of food and fuel has been largely
reduced by the effect of the National Policy, I think
the island I have the honor to represent will sustain
the policy in the future, as they have in the past. I
have, I think, already proven, at least to my own satis-
faction and to the satisfaction of the people I represent,
that it had the effect of largely reducing the price of four.
I can show from statisties that the price of coal, since the
inauguration of the National Policy, has been largely
reduced throughout the whole Dominion. And why ?
Because the effect of the National Policy is to bring compe.
tition between the producers on the other side of the lina
and the producers of Canada. We meet in common ground
in the markets of Quebec, and we have a very large market
in the Province of Quebec, and while the producers of the
United States are sharply competing with our producers in
the Quebec market, the effect is that the supply in Quebec
is greater under the National Policy than ever it was before
Confederation, and the direct effect of supplying it in excess
of the demand is that the price of coal is lower in the Pro-
vince of Quobec now than it was before the introduction of
the National Policy. My hun. friend from East Elgin (Mr.
Casey), ridiculed the idea that the people of the Maritime
Provinces pay for .their four with coal. I have no hesita-
tion in assuring my hon. friend that the people of the Mari-
time Provinces do pay for their flour, if not directly with
coal, at any rate indirectly. The affect of the National Policy
was to increaee largely the output of coal in Nova Scotia.
It has afforded a market for our people, and also enables
them to pay in cash for the four which is produced in
Canada and consumed by our people. The output of coal,
since the inauguration of the National Policy, hua been
doubled in the Province of Nova Scotia; and this large ont-
put, coming in competition with the coal produced on the
other side of the line, lhas the same effect on the price of
coal in the Dominion of Canada as the competition which
existe between Ontario and tie United States, in the article
of flour in the Dominion, had upon the pres of four. The
unquestionable effecf of the Nationàl Poiicy, therefore, is to
largely reduce the price of food and fuel, not only for the
poor but for the rich as well. Befora resuming myseat, I
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desire to cuIa attention to the fact that history repeats
itelf. It is repeating itself now. Sixteen years ugo the
National Policy was dopted in this Dminion. Some
suppose it was adopte at a later period, but that idea only
prevails among the juvenile politicians. Old stagers like
myself distinctly recollect that in the year 1870 this Parlia
ment adopted the National Policy. It had been adopted at thai
time under the guidance of my hon. and learned friend the
member for Stanstead (Mir. Colby). I distinctly recollect
the time, ahd the great pains h. had taken to inculcate
bis own ideas into my head, and I am happy to say that he
succeeded remarkably well, and that the lesson h. taught
me in 1869, 1870 and 1871 were valuable lessons to me
since that time, and I believe to the people I have the
honor to represent. I recollect that hon, gentleman sat
somewhere in the centre benches. I st at no greal
distance from him, and through his instrumentality with a
few of our Ontario friends, who were Reformer or Grits
then as they are now, we rather conspirei to make a com-
promise amongst ourselves, and to give a slight protection
to articles in which they were interested. It was com-
promise legislation as ail legislation is-a compromise Of
one interet with another. We desired to compromise the
interests of coal and the interests of agriculture; and to
extend protection aHl over the Dominion we secured
the passage of chapter 9 of 1870, "An Act to amend
the Acte respecting Customs and Revenue." Among
the articles enumerated in that Act, upon which
certain duties were imposed, were the following :-Coal and
coke, per ton, 50 cents; salt, except saIt imported from
the United Kingdom or any British possession, or imported
for the use of the sea or gulf fisheries, which shall be free
of duty, per bushel of 56 lbs, 5 cents; hops, per lb,, 5 cents;
vinegar and acetic acid, per gallon, 10 cents; rice pr Ib.,
1 cent; wheat, per bushel, 54 cents; pease and beans and
barley, rye, oats, Indian corn, backwheat, and all other grain,
except wheat, per bushel, 3 cents; flour of wheat and flour
of rye, per barrel, 25 cents; Indian meal and oatmeal, and
flour of meal of any other grain, except wheat and rye, per
barrel, 15 cents. By that compromise we managed to place
the agricultural produce of Canada under a protective tariff
so-called. The National Policy, which was then very
young and very feeble, the bantling of the few who occupied
an independent position in this House, only lived a short
time. It was strangled the following Session, as an attempt
is being made to strangle it now. In that Seesion, by a
singular coincidence, it was a resident of Montreal who
represented another constituency who succeeded in strang.
ling the National Policy. On page 131 of the journal. of
1871, I find the following :-

IlThe. Hon. Sir Francis Hlinoks meved, secoîded by the Bei. Sir'
George E. art.ier, and the question being propoaed, thatithe Bill .
read the third time to-morrow '-

That Bill was relating to the Custom laws.-

" The hon. Mr. Holton moved, in amendment, seconded by Ur. Mills'
that all the words after 'be' to the end of the question, be left out, and
the words 'now recommitted to a Committee of the whole ouse, for
the purposeaof anommeding te dmne au terepeal the duties on coal,
coke, wheat and fleur,' inserted instead thorecf."

Now the coincidence is that the hon.gentleman who moved
in this direction was a resident of Motreal, who represent-
ed a distant constituency, and on this occasion we have my
ion. friend from Northumberland, who is a resident of
Koritreal representing another constituency, moving in a
similar direction. And the singular fact is that he has moved
to place on the free list articles in which Quebec i. par-
ticularly interested. This would almost lead me so believe
that he is going to abandon Northumberland and get some
part Of Quebec for himself. Bat that time it was deemed
advisable, by the friends of those who were earnestly in
favor of the National Policy, to move an amendment :

a "The Son. Kr. Blanchet moved, seconded by gr. Ryof Montreal:
That the word, 'and ala salt, peau, and beans, ryeao
lndian ors, buekwheat, ad an Ilother graîn ldian , oat m
and flourt, or meal of anuy other grain,' be added to the" ed thereof."

This was carried by a majority of the House with a view
of reviving the National Policy at some future day. I am

t happy to say it was revived, and I am alseo happy to bear
witness to the fact that the effect of that policy h been

t to reduce the price of food and fuel to the people of the
eatern Provinces. It is admitted by hon.gntlemen
opposite on all hande that it has largely reduceJ the price
of wheat and Ilour in Ontario; and ¶1think I can say that
it bas largely reduoed the price of coal as well. It may be
said, and it bas been said, if the duty reduces lhe

t price, why not increase the duty and reduce the
t price more ? The reason is this, that up to a certain

point the duty reduces the price, but beyond that point one
element which reduces the priee would be taken away, that

- is, the competition between the Canadian and the foreign
article, and we do not want to deprive the people of ths
country of competition which reduces the price of the cm-
modity. Our idea is to encourage the production, and by
increasming the supply beyond the demand, to reduce the
cost of the article to the consumer. The following state-
ment of a large sale of coal made to the Grand Trunk
Railway Company, last year, conclusively proves that the
price of coal was much below the price which existed pre-
vious to the adoption of the National Policy :

" On Saturday night Kr. Jos. Hickson awarded the contraot for the
suppry or t75 000 tons of coal required by the Grand Trunk Railway
o ampan. f this amouat, 250,0 ol to b. deavered ea lb.eSuspenion

and international bridges, 55,000 at Detroit, 20,000 ai Sarnia, 20,00 at
Brockville, and 30,000 at Portland, Me. The contracta for the supply at
Niagara were awarded as follows: 80,000 tons to Mesure. Bell, Lewis 4
Yates, of Buffalo; 130,000 to the New York, Lake Erie and Western
Railway, and 20,000 to the Rochester and Pittsburg Railway. The
coal to be delivered at the International bridge wa sold at the follow-
ing rates: Lump, $2 25; lump and nut, $2.20; run of mine, $2.05. At
the Suspension Bridge the sane kinds of coal fetched $2.40, $2.35 and
$1.20 respectively. The Detroit and Sarnia contract was awarded to
the Oleveland, Loraine and Wheeling Railway. The prices were $2.05
at Detroit, and $2.20 At Barnia. The coal for Brockville is to be fur-
nished by Messrs. Bell, Lewis & Yates at $2.50, while the contract for
Patland, Me., was secured by the Chesapeake and Ohio Geai Company,
Ai $350. "

Coai would not have been delivered at Brockville last year
by the American producers at the very low figure of $3.50
a ton, except for the keen competition with the Canadianu
producers which they met At MonItreal; and I defy hon.
gentlemen opposite to show that coal was sold at so low a
figure at Brockville at any period previous to the adoption
cf the National Policy. Now, I desire to sustain the posi.
tion taken by the hon. Finance Minister, that the coal pro.
ducers of Nova Scotia and Cape Breton would mach prefer
the continuance of the National Policy to the reciprocity
with the United States, and when I make thnt assertion I
know whereof I speak, because I am from a coal producing
part of the Dominion. The American companies last summer
delivered coal in Portland, Maine, at the very low figure of
$3.60 a ton. I have no hesitation in admitting that th pro-
ducer in any' part of the Maritime Provinces would fail to
place coal ut that price at Portland or any other port
of the eastern States. If the adoption of a reciprocity
treaty would increase the price f coal in the United States
it would be to the advantage of our coal producers
to have that market; but instead of increasing the price. it
would have the opposite effect, because it would bring
American coal into direct competition with Canadian coal at
the seaport towns of the United States, and therefere would
increase the supply beyond the demand more than it exista
at the present time. Naturally, our friends opposite realise
the facot that it is not the duty that regulates the prie. cf
any commodity, but it ia demand and supply, coupled with
the ability of the consumer to pay . Sometimes the con-
sumers find themselves unable to pay; and when they are
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unable te purchase even the inferior flour spoken of by the
hon. member for West Elgin (Ur. Casey), a great many of
them must live on the flour produced from coarser grains.
Let hon. gentlemen realise the fact, thon, that demand and
supply regulate the price of all commodities in theDominion,
and from that point of view in the future argue as to the
effects of the National Policy. From that standpoint, it is
clear that it will not bave the effect of making food or fuel
dearer to the consumers of the Dominion.

Kr. GILLMOR. It is unnecessary for me to speak on
this resolution, so far as regards my views on this question,
for they are well known in the House and in the country.
I am very much pleased that the resolution has come from
our old and honored friend from Northumberland (Mr.
Mitchell), and I hope I shall have the pleasure of con-
gratulating him on having the largest support to his party
he ever had. No doubt he is going to have the largest vote
he ever had; whether he has come to our side or whether
we have gone to his side, js a matter of opinion. With
regard to thie resolution, I supposed the speaking was going
to be all on our side before recess, as our friends opposite
did not seem disposed to pay any particular attention to
the question. I cannot understand how any representative,
from the Maritime Provinces at least, can be convinced it
would not be in the intorest of the Maritime Provinces
to have this resolution carried. I have listened with
great pleasure to my hon. friend from South Huron
(Sir Richard Cartwright), who, when he has treated
a subject, leaves very little to be said by anyone else.
It is always a pleasure to hear him and the hon. member
for Bothwell (Mr. Mille) speak on subjects of political
economy, because they understand those subjects and make
them clear and comprehensive. With regard to the argu-
ment that flour is not increased to the consumer by this
duty, that contention is simply absurd. We paid into the
Treasury for duty on flour and corn and meal some $431,000
last year. How then can any hon. member say that the
pric of tour and corn and meal was not increased by the
duty ? If there had been no duty, the people would have
had these articles at 8431,000 cheaper than they paid for
them. With regard to my hou. friend, I was pleased, the
resolution came from him because I know he is an advocate
of the National Policy, and has still a lingering desire for
it sud, strong free trader as I am, knowing we must have
a revenue and a high revenue, I could almost adopt for a
revenue tariff the one my hon. friend suggested. If I under-
stood him rightly, ho said he would have free flour, free
corn and meal, and free coal, and he would re-adjust the
tarif on cotton by reducting it 10 per cent., and the tariff on
woollen goods by reducing it 10 per cent., and make a large
reduction on the sugar duties in order to destroy this enor-
mous monopoly whieh is carried on by the refiners. I do not
know if the making of a tarif were left to the hon. member
for South Huron (SiriRichard Cartwright), that his would
differ very much from that one, because it is well known,
seeing our debt has so iargely increased and so much of our
income has to go as interest on our public debt, snd for the
support of certain institutions we must maintain, we must
have a high tarif, and I think my hon. friend's tarif might
very consistently be called a revenue tariff. I hope this
resolution will be adopted, but I do not expect it will,
because this monument, the National Policy, has been
erected by compromise. It ws necessary to begin by comn-
promise. We talked about the duty on flour benefiting
Ontario and the duty on coal benefiting Nova Scotia. There
you find the basis of the whole thing, you have got to begin
somewhOre. The cal men ceuld not expect to succeed
alone, so the flour men come in and get a duty on
flour. Then the cotton and woollen men come in, and so, by
degrees, the Government built up this pyramid by compro.
mise, until they ha sucoeeded in bringing enough interest in-

Mr. CAnON (Inverness).

to it to secure a majority. Having secured a majority, they
cannot afford to take all the rest in, because, if ail hande
got in all parties would be even and there would be no profit
in the thing at all. The Government cannot afford to allow
this resolution to pas, because the moment you begin to
break in on the structure, it shows its weakness, and by-
and-bye, after a few more inroads have been made upon it,
it will fall. Only two or three more interestas need be taken
ont to burst the whole thing. It is not my intention to
discuss the National Policy, as that seems to be for.thepre-
sent a settled policy; the people so far have adopted it, but
I do not despair that they will see the falsity of the system
and in due time abandon it. The Finance Minister spoke
about a free breakfast table. Well in this Canada of ours,
as the hon. member for Northumberland is fond of calling
it, we have vast wheat fields and vast coal fields, of which
we are fond of boasting; but because Providence has
showered upon us these blessings, we, by Acts of Parlia.
ment, make them as dear as we can. We have not got any
tea and coffee, so we do not tax them, and it would be a
great blessing to the people of Canada if we had
not wheat and ceal, because in that case they would
not be taxed. The things we cannot produce are given
to us cheap, but those we can produce we have
to pay dear for. It would, therefore, be a great misfortune
if somebody would chance to find a coffee mine or a tea
mine in this country, for hon. gentlemen would make of it
a plank in this National Policy. Some monopolists would
get hold of this mine, just as they get hold of timber limits
and coal limits, and they would demand protection. Every-
thing that a kind Providence gives us in abundance is to be
made dear under this National Policy. When the Domin-
ion of Canada becômes so straitened in circumstances that we
have to tax the food and fuel of the poorest portion of society
and raise taxes on the necessaries of life,that shows a very low
state of things. Then again they are trying, and honestly too,
to encourage manufactures, but there is a most important
article, this article of coal, which is the basis of all manu-
factures as well as the fuel of the poor and the rich alike,
and they are now, by this tax, making that dear which we
have in abundance. As my hon. friend from St. John (Mr.
Weldon), has pointed out, in this deal New Brunswick seems
to have lost all. They had no interest in coal mines, they
had not any great wheat fields. Our industries are
the fishing and lumbering industries, and, of course,
we have some manufactures which may benefit to
some extent by this National Policy, but we are
suffering more than any other part of the Dominion.
I eay this tax levied upon flour does not at all embrace all
that the consumers of flour or those who import it in the
Maritime Provinces have to pay. If the duty on flour
does not help the producers of flour, the millers of Canada,
what does it do? I contend that not only do we pay the
duty upon the flour we import, but we pay an equal amount
of additional cost upon the flour produced in the country,
and that argument holds good throughout the whole system,
and there is the worst feature of a protective policy, that
only a small part of what the people contribute goes into
the Treasury. My hon. friend from South Huron (Sir
Richard Cartwright) says we pay as much more, but those
who have looked into the subject and are capable of forn-
ing an opinion Bay we pay a great deal more into the bande
of those who produce in the country than we pay on the
goods we import into the country. I do not intend to
weary the House because there is no real practical result
to be gained from it. I am only surprised that those from
the Maritime Provinces, who know, who must know, that
we are suffering very much with regard to these articles at
least, should take the position they have taken. I cannot
understand why a duty should by kept at lesst upon corn.
If yon would let the corn come in free, yon would encour-
age somebody to build a griot mill and make the meal in
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the country, and I do not see why this should be levied
With regard to this tea and coffee duty, that is a very dif
ferent thing. I do not ask to have a duty put on tea;I
am glad to have anything free; but, if a duty were put on
tea, it would not bear hard on any particular part of the
Dominion, it would be equalised over the Dominion
and every -part would contribute to the revenue;
and so with coffee. I cannot resist the impression that
if we are to raise a revenue, we ought, as far as pos
sible, to raise it on articles which are not produced in the
country. Then it will be ail revenue; it will ail go into
the Treasury and not into the pockets of the manufacturer
I am satisfied that, the longer this National Policy is tried
and the people have time to reflect and to wipe away the
fallacies that have been urged in its favor, the more they
will come to their senses, as our friends acros the water in
England have come to their senses and abandoned this
principle and confined themselves to a revenue tarif, which
is the best for ail the interests concerned. I am satisfied
now, that, if the truth was known, this Nationa
Policy bas been a failure. I am inclined to think i
has been a failure as far as the manufacturers are concerned
but it is hard for them to give it up, it is hard for any pro
tected industry, after years of protection, and after being
flattered into the idea that they are going to have a chance
to make money out of it, to give it up, and so they struggle
on. I bolieve this system is the cause of a great deal of the
discord among the laboring classes acroes the border. These
laborers say that the capitalists are protected by law, that
they have the ear of the Legislature and that they have the
power and the influence, and that, wbile labor is free, capi-
tal is protected. That bas led to discord and will leud to
discord. We find now how it is looked upon. Here, in
Canada, I do not know that there are very many pools or
combinations of manufacturers, but there are some. I do
not know that the mon employed by the coal owners find
very much fault, but I think last year there was a strike.
These men are protected by law, and the laboring classes
are not protected. Hence the discord. What is done by
these manufacturers in their meetings, and in their combi-
nations and pools,is looked upon as a good thing, it is going
to do a great deal for the country, it is going to make prices
dear and articles scarce, and, when you make articles
dear, it is a good time; if prices are dear everyone
thinks the times are good, everyone who is making money
out of it, everyone that has the ear of the newspapers,
everyone that has the capital and the influence. It is ail
very good for society. But lot the workingmen who have
no protection and have to live upon their scanty earnings
meet together, and they are at once charged with disorderly
gatherings, they are at oece considered to be producing
discord in society. This protective policy leads to ail that,
but stili we have got to learn by experience, and I will
conclude by saying that I have very great pleasure indeed
in voting for the resolution of the hon member for
Northumberland (Mr. Mitchell), and I would rejoice greatly
if I could see a majority of this Parliament adopt that reso-
lution. I believe it is the correct one. I believe that, in
the minds of the people of this country, those who look at
it fairly, those who look at it disinterestedly, those who look
at it judiciously, will believe that that resolution is, in every
respect, a worthy one, and I am happy to support it.

Mr. GAULT. I am to-day the representative of one of
the very largest coal consuming constituencies in this Dom-
inion of Canada. There is more coal consumed by the
manufacturers in my division than in any other town in
this country. I have yet to learn that the First Minister
has applied to me to have a reduction in the coal duty.
Never yet have I had a person speak to me of a reduction
cf the coal duty. Our manufacturers are industrious and
they are prosperous. I am proud to say that in the city Of
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. Montreal to.day .any man of industrious habite can get
- employment. All our people are well employed, our city
I ls growing rapidly in every direction, housses are being
a built, and I know it is the same in every city in Canada
e where manufactures are established. I will take Valley-
, field, Cornwall, Chambly, every place in the Province of
; Quebec where there is a manufacture, and to-day every
, town and villge lis growing very rapidly. I want
- to say a very few words about our industries. The
e worthy representative for Northumberland (Mr. Mitchell)
o has said he would like te see the cotton duties
, reduced. Never in the world were cottons so cheap as they

are in Canada to-day. They are cheaper than they are in
e the United States of America. Cottons that in 1878 were 8

and 9 cents a yard are to-day 3 and 3j cents a yard. Woollen
goodsethat were sold in 1878 for 70 cents a yard are sold to.

s day for 37J to 40 cents a yard, and I say it is all owing to
à the National Policy, to the very great competition among
1 manufacturers, which will always exist in this country
il hereafter. We never have had any complaints whatever
t about the duties on ceal in the oity of Montreal., and think,
, with the present prosperity and rapid growtkh of this coun-
- try, we ought to rest satisfied with the National Policy

which was established in 1878.

Mr. WOODWORTFI. Representing a rural constituency
in the Province of Nova Sceoila, one would almost suppose

e that, with coal interests thore to loster, and with nu manu-
factures at all in the western part of the Province, if the
arguments of theb hon. gentlemen opposite were correct, we
would not have been roturned here-that the bon. member
for Lunenbnrg (Mr. Kaulback) ; that the hon. member for
Hauts (Mr. Allison); that theb hon. member for Yarmouth
(Mr. Kinney), would not have been elected as supporters of
the National Policy. My hon. friend from Northumberland
(Mr. Mitchell), by his motion, proposes to affect the National
Policy in a very material way. I regret that I was not in
the louse when he made his speech, but I understand that
the hon. members who followed him have taken the same
lino that he took. I have to say this, that while these arti-
cles of corn meal, flour and coal, might possibly be taken
off the list, and beallowed to come in free, yet if wedid that
we would violatethe general policy of protection which was
inaugurated by Parliament and sustained by an over-
whelming majority in this fouse alter full discussion, in
the year 1879. I can have no botter warrant for that state-
ment than the able and cloquent speech of the bhon. member
for Northumberland, made in this House in 1878, when the
National Policy was first promulgated by the present Prime
Minister in a very wonderful, and exhaustive speech, on an
amendment which he made on going into Supply. My
hon. friend, in the most graphie language, showed why he
was in favor of a duty upon coal. He stated that bis county
was not interested in having a duty placed upon coal, but
ho was more than a county representative, he was a Dom-
inion representative; he looked to the whole of Canada, and
ho would be willing to put a tax upon coal, but if you took
it as an isolated case, he was not willing te do so. A per-
fectly legitimate argument, and an argument that I intend
to follow. Hle said:

" He wa prepared to advocate such a duty if it was adopted aé a gen-
oral principle, and if it was proposed to consider the interesta ot Oanada
in this relatn-our manufactures,the shoe and iron manufacturing inter-
resta, and a host of other industries which he need not mention. Hie wa
prepared to consider these intereste as a whole, although his county
was intereated in having the least possible amount of taxation imposed
as it imported sud did not manufacture. Nevertheles, ho was prepared
to consider, in a general system of protection, these intereits a a whole,
but he would not take them up as individual interestu, but do sa his
hon. friend would do."

Ho concluded hie very able speech by these remarks:
" Thee were the views which ho entertained, and he took this early

opportunlty of putting them on record. While prepared to vote for a
duty of 15 cents a ton on coail, if adopted in connection vith the other
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interst of Oanada, he was not prepared to do so a.a.n ISolated mes'
sure,",
Now, Sir, the Tational Policy was thon carried with my
hon. friend's consent, ho was an advocate of it. To-day we
do not find a single petition upon the Table of this House
against that policy. I do not know of one member of this
House whob as a petition from his constituents te violate'
the letter or the spirit of that policy, which was approved
by the largest majority of the people that ever approved
any public mensure. If the words of my hon. friend were
not soand doctrine at that time-

Mr. MITCHELL. You bad botter read the whole speech.
Mr. WOODWORTH. If I did, I would have to read

somebody else's speech, and somebody else would reply to
it, and we would never get through. I have read the hon.
gentleman' whole speech at my desk, and his whole argu-
ment is exactly what is there. Surely, my hon. friend does
net accuse me of garbling his speech by quoting those
extracts. I would, by so doing, degrade myself in the esti-
mation of this House, as I have never yet done in my life.
I am net trying te make him inconsistent. I am saying
that he delivered an able speech, an eloquent speech. I do
not know wbat bas come over bis mind since, but, at that
time, ho made a very eloquent defence of the National
Policy, and it was inaugurated with his consent. Now, I
say that no petition bas been presented against this policy.
Why, if it bore so hardly on my Province, as hon. gentle-
men opposite say it does, if I am misrepresenting my con-
stituency, if my hon. friends are mierepresenting their
constituencies, why don't we have petitious? I should sup-
pose, for instance, that the hon. member for Charlotte (Mr.
Gillmor), would have his desk filled with pet-itions against this
policy. The hon. member for South Huron called it the mest
disgraceful thing that ever disgraoed a Statute-book. Why,
if that were true, would be not have 500 mon hero from his
county on a delegation against it. In the case of the Fran-
chise Bill, we had some petitions against it, but there is no
petition against the National Policy. What is the reason ?
The reason is, that the people know more than we do; the
people-the fountain of power, the fountain of laws-know
quite as much, if not more, than their representatives do
upon this question, and when their representatives do net
carry out their wishes in Parliament, the latter soon hear
f rom them We Lad an election four years after this policy
was introduced ; we said te the people: What do you think
about it ? We ail know what the result was, and by what
a mtajority the National Policy was endorsed. Is it
possible, thf n, that the people are in darkness be.
cause they send no petitions bore, that they do
not know what they want ? To my mind, this is a
most conclusive argument. It is true, my hon. friende
opposite might go into the Library and take the speeches
of the past and read them here, and some one on
this side might read speeches in opposition, and we would
be kept bere as long as we were on the Franchise Bill. I
am obliged to my hon. friends that they do not do that,,
but I do say that all the arguments of the ablest men in
this House, al the learning they can bring te bear, are light
as vanity and empty air, as compared with the solid sense
of the yeomanry and artisans of this country. They know
we would be recreant to our duty as their -representatives
if, after having sent us bore on that issue, and wheU
they bave never sont a petition against it, we were now te
turu round and reverse that policy. The bon. member for
Bothwell and hie friends, if they did that, would soon fnd
staring them in the face a storm of disapprobation coming
up from the people in defence of this policy or agaist it.
They cannot get out of that. What bas come over the
spirit of the dream of the hon. member for Northumberland
who bas moved this motion? He May see further th'' I
do, or further than a great many members of tbe HoIse,

Mr. WooDwoETH.

for hoeis an old sud oxperienced parliamentarian and a very
able man. But I cortainly would have thought, with that
speech on record, which will stand as long as theRaasard
and the English language endure, ho would have waited
until ho had petitions from Northumberland, objecting te
the tariff, declaring that it was a monstrous tariff ; but his
tonstituents have not taken tbat course. The member for
Montreal West (Mr. Gault) has told the House that se far as
regards cea, he represented the views of the people of
Montroal, and there was no protest agaînst the tax there.
What is the fact ? Half a million tons of Nova Scotia coal
go te Quebec every year and most of it te Montreal.

Mr. VAIL. The Corn Exchange of Montreal petitioned
this House in 1878, te remove the duty on breadstuffs.

Mr. WOODWORTH. Do not lot us extend the range of
the argument beyond its present confines, or we wili never
close theSession, An ounce of experience is worth a thous.
and speeches. There is not a petition, said the hon. mem
ber for Montreal West, against the coal tax. One would
have thought they would have made an outcry in regard
to it, if the statements of hon. gentlemen opposite are
correct. The product of Nova Scotia coal mines that goes
into the other Provinces is one million and a quarter tons.
I will not enter into the arguments presented by the hon.
member for Inverness (Mr. Cameron), who has given figures
to show, as everybody knows, that coal has fallen in priee,
and that the price of coal on this side of the fine is as low
as it is on the other. Why the Americans do this we need
not wait te discuss. The fact is that the coal ring have
*put the price down. Do not the people of Montreal know
whether they. re paying too much for their coal as well as
any hon. member ? A few words in regard te flour. Have
"we any petitions from the counties round Halifax- where
there is a large agricultural district in which thore are no
manufacturing or coal interests, and where the tax might be
expected to bear very heavily-is there any man peti.
tioning against the tax on flour ? Not one. Flour
is as eheap there as it was before the National Policy was
introduced. I do not go into the argument, I state the
fact and I say the people have not been complaining.
The hon. member for East York (Mfr. &fackenzie) leader
of the late Government came down te Halifax in the
autum of 1878 and stated that a duty imposed upon an
article of which a country produces a surplus would not
raise the price one farthing. The hon. gentleman may ask me
te explain that. I would have te enter into the other ques-
tion of interprovincial trade and into a long argument;
the roasons can ho ehwn-there is no result that has not
a cause-bat we need not stay all night te ascertain causes,
there is the fact. Nobody in Nova Scotia has complained by
petition of the tax on flour. During my election campaign
in 1882 I addressed farmers and brought up this question;
and it was said that here was a gentl'man advocating a tax on
flourand that the Conservative party advocated and imposed
that tax. I asked : Are you paying more for your flour ?
Thousands of voices screamed out, "no." What, then, is
the use of taking up an heur in talking on flour if there
are no petitions asking that the tax should be removed.
Would I not be recreant to my duty after my constituents
have elected me, after I explained my position to theia
and without a petition being forwarded, I should vote in
favor of the hon. gentleman's motion to remove the tax ?
And if.we did remuve the tax where would the policy be ?
The country would have no National Policy. The hon.
tnember for Northumberland cannot get oat of the fact
that ho is an advocate of the National Policy. He nailed
hie colore te the mast long ago; but ho cannot have a piece
of a National Policy, h. muet have a whole National Policy ;
ho muet have a whole blanket and not Strips of a blanket.
If suoh a motion as this is adopted, the blanket becomes
toc short. The hon. gentleman cannt continue his politi-
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cal oourse in that way. He is ither P National Polievy
supporter or ho is not. I merely iose to state my reasep,
without goîng into statistic, whioh I could do uery 4.asilyt
but they have been entered into ad MaUMM in the pest
why I will fnot turn niy back on the professions I have
made and against the, wishes of my constitents Pote for
the hon. gentlemans amendment.

Mr. MILLS. I do not propose detaining the Rouse mot
than a few minutes to state my views withl respect to the
amendment moved by the hon. member for Northumb.
land. I am ratber surprised at the. line of argxuent pur..
sued by t hou.eember for King's (Mr. Woodworth) who
is usially very ogical n discussion. ,he hon, geptlein
systhat the poople in the Maritime Proviaces, notwith.

standing this taxion meal and wheat,*as paying no more
for their breadstuifs than they did befçre th tax was
imposed; and if I rightly understood the- Minieter of
Finance ho informed the flouse that in fact the people did
not pay any tax whatever, that the tar was paid by the
producers of those products, and if the tax were doubled it
would still be paid by the producers and fnot by the con-
sumers of the necessaries of life. Il the hon. memiber for
King's is right in the view ho enunciated, why does the
hon. gentleman support a proposition to give a drawback
to millers who manufacture American wheat when four is
shipped ? Does not the hon. gentleman se. that the tar is
not paid by the buyer; it is paid by the man from whom the
miller makes the purchase, and why should Government take
money out of the public Treasury to give to a miller after
he manufactures wheat into four for exportation, if the
miller has never paid the tax ? The hon. gentleman should
be consistent, If the hon. gentleman was disposed to main-
tain that this tax was not paid by te consummer they
should at once abolish all those provisions for recouping
those parties. While I will support this resolution I oannot
say I am enthusiastically in favor of it, because it seems to
me it has been made in some degree an inseparable part of
a system which i vicions in every portion of it. The hon.
gentleman who moved the resolution declared himself gene-
rally in favor of the National Policy. In that I differ with
him. I was not in favor of it when it was introduced; I
have no reason to think more favorably of it now after it
has had seven or eight years' trial. I do not believe the
experience of the pastis in favor of the proposition. The hon.
member for Montreal West (Mr. Gault) informed the Houe
that people were buying their cotton goods, notwithstanding
the tax of 40 per cent. cheaper now than they did a few
years ago. If the hon. gentleman is satisfied that such has
been the effect of the National Policy ho ought to oppose it,
because certainly if the manufacturera of cotton are obliged
to sell their goods at much lower prices than they did before
that national taxation was imposed, and that reduction in
price is the result of that taxation-and unless it is a result
there is no propriety in alluding to it-the hon. gentleman
should seek its repeal in the interests of the manufacturers.
If I am rightly informed the hon. gentlemnan had before
him as a member of an important committee of the House
not long since the proposition to protect the insurance
companies of Canada, to legislate in thoir interets and
against the insurance companies from abroad, did the hon.
gentleman support that proposition? IDid ho come to the
conclusion that, if that protection had been given, the
insurance companies would be able to carry on business in
Canada more cheaply than before; that insurances would
faull, that insurances upon prop.rty and life would be secured
upon nmare favorable terms after this protection was given
than before? Well, Sir, if the hon. gentleman did Dot
think so-snd it is clear from hi$ actions that h. thought
that the protection of thei surance copaapies would
have the effect of inoreasing the cost of aR-me-j
if¿ that was hie conclusion in that matter', 4oiw oqes

-ho h arrive at*diffrent conolusion with refierence to this
tax7on other products? My hon. friend from Northumber-
land, when hQ moved this resolution came to the conclusion,
which i. the right conclusion, that taxation is a public
burden. It may be a public benefit: that depends on the
purpob. to whichl the tax is applied. But hon. gentlemen
ou that side of the House who support this tax deolare that
the imposition of taxes is a benet, wholly regardiem of the
purpose to which the money which is raised is applied.
NewI do not take that view; and I say that these taxes
are very objectionable taxes. Thoy are taxe. on the noces-
earies of tife; they difuse taxation unequally. They are
taxep which do not fall on our population in proportion
to their ability to pay. Those who have the amallest
incomes are those who frequently pay the largest proportion
of thes. taxes, and, upon this ground, taxes on the noces-
,saries of life are always objectionable. Now, we have this
point, however, to cousider. ThLe taxes are a portion
cf a general system. There are many other articles
which are taxed more highly that they would b. were it
not for these duties on eoal. The manufacturer under a
system of protection would be equally protected at a lower
rate of taxation-assuming that protection is a proper
thing-if the duty upon coal were removed. So, while I
was disposed to leave this National Policy experiment to
continue to be tried as we have it with all its imperfections
-for you know there are many cases in which the worse a
matter may be the greater may be the chance of remedy-
while I was willing to leave the system to operate with all
its imperfections, still, when a proposition is made for the
purpose of producing a botter condition of-thing, although
it is not ail I could desire, I am ready to support it. But,
let me say this on the subject of this tax. We are not in
the position we were in 1878. I contended then, and I
maintain now, that .s the duty of Parliament to maintain
a sufficient tax to mnet the public necessitie, and provide
alil the revenue which is required for the maintenance of
the Government and the meeting of' existing obliga.
tions. I think it is our duty, in the imposition of that tax,
to impose it in such a way as to take as little as possible
from the people, beyond what is required for the State. The
objection to many of these taxes, under our system, is that
tthey take a great deal from the pockets of the people which
never finds its way into the Treasury. The taxes upon cot-
ton, and many of the ordinary manufactured articles of the
country, may have the effect, as in the case f fiour, of im.
posing a serious tax on the consumer, without putting a
dollar into the Treasury. What is the object of putting ou
these taxes? Ib it not for the purpose of increasing ;the
prien, ad making it profitable to produce that which under
other circumatances, would not be produced? Wheu we
put a tax on coal is it not for the purpose of increaming the
cost of coal in the Maritime Provinces ?

Mr. WOODWORTH. No.
,Mr. MILLS. Compare the price of coai at Ogdensburg

and Prescott, or at Windsor and Detroit. The lst time
this subject was under discussion, I telegraphed to thes.
places and I found that the difference was exactly theb same
as the amount of duty; and so it is under other circum-
stances where there is less of the article produced han is
required for consumption.

Mr; WOODWORTH. What I meant was that tue hon.
gentleman was incorrect in this way: It is not the 'object
to increase the price of coal in Nova Scotia, but to increase
the output, se oiat it will minimise the price.

Mr. MILLS. We know the effect of iL. The percentage
of Nova Scopia coal oonsumed tLoday is no greater than it
was i 1878. iu faet, it is le.

Mr. WOODWORTH. No, no.
mr, XMOLL.-Tesy«.
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Mr. MILLS. Isay that the imported coal has more than
doubled and to preserve the same proportion of consumption
the output should have more than doubled, and it has not
done so. The bon. gentleman has but to look at the facts
to sce that the increase in the consumption of the domestic
article bas not kept pace with the general increase of the
consumption of coal in this country, and that being the case,
it is perfectly obvious-it is too plain to require any serious
argument-that the tarif bas not accomplished the object
which these hon. gentlemen professed to accomplish by it,
at the time it was imposed. Now, the Minister of Finance
told the House, in the discussion of this question in the
early part of the evening, that the people of Nova Scotia
would prefer protection to reciprocity.

An hon. MEMBER. No.
Mr. MILLS. Yes; that is what the hon. gentleman said.
Mr. CAMERON (Inverness). Except in reference to

cOal.

Mr. MILLS. I am speaking of coal; that is the subject
now under discussion, so far as the Nova Scotia people are
concerned. And let me say this, that the hon. gentleman
stated what is undoubtedly a fact, so far as the protected sec-
tion of the people are concerned. It is true everywhere. One
of the things I charge against hon. gentlemen who support
the tarif as it now stands is that they have not dealt can-
didly with the country in the discussion of that question.
Whon the question first came under discussion what did hon.
gentlemen state ? They said: We want a retaliatory tarif.
They said: If the people of the United States will give us
roeciprocity we will accept it, but we have been on our knees
for years, begging of the United States to remit their duties
when we will remit ours. We have provided by Statute
that we may, by Order in Council, at any time, do so, but
they have spurned our proposition and we will retaliate. It
was on that ground that they sought the support of the
people of this country, and asked the people of this country
to return them. They said : Look at the American popula-
tion. They are making Canada a sacrifice market. They are
using your market, driving your own industries out of your
market, and making a close preserve for themselves. They did
not say they were going to put a tax on every article which
was imported here from England that came into competition
with the domestic products of the country, notwithstanding
that the people of England put no tax on their products.
What they proposed was not protection; they did not men-
tion protection, but the policy of retaliation, which would
have meant, if honestly carried out, free trade with those
countries ready to trade freely with us, and protection and
retaliation against those imposing restrictive duties on us.
That was the ground upon which they appealed. They
appealed, not to the judgment of the people, but they
appealed to their passions, and they said: Gentlemen, this
isthe way the Govern meat and Congresa of the United States
have treated you; let us deal with them in the same way
that they have dealt with us. And it was upon thatground
-though it was a false pretence-that these hon.gentlemen
sought the support of the country. But when the
manufacturers of Canada accepted tho policy of
the Government, did they accept it on the ground
that the Government said: We are ready at any
time to enter into negotiations with the United States for
the purpose of establishing reciprocal trade relations with
them ? Not at all. The hon. Minister of Finance expressed
the true sentiments of those in favor of this so-called
National Policy. He said the owners of the coal mines of
Nova Scotia do not want reciprocity; they prefer the
present tariff; they prefer that the people of Ontario should
pay a tax of $1,000,000 a year on the coal they consume,
which is brought in from the United States, so long as they
can make a close preserve of their own market. That is what

Mr. MILL&.

the hon. gentleman said; and what he said of the coal
manufacturers may be said of the whole class of men who
sustain the present tarif. When thei hon. gentleman talks
about reciprocity, he knows that if the Government had
made an honest and earnest effort to secure reciprocity with
the United States, they could have had it. They have not
reciprocity to-day because they do not want it-because those
who support them are not in favor of reciprocity, but are in
favor of high taxation, in order to make a close preserve of
the markets of Canada for themselves. That is why the hon.
gentlemen have maintained their tarifs, and why they
prefer a feeling of hostility to a feeling of friendlinessuand
reciprocal trade with our neighbors to the south of us. I
will support the proposition of tbe hon. gentleman for the
repeal of these duties. I believe it is botter than the state
of things we now have. At the same time, I admit that it
is far from satisfactory. Our whole tarif requires revision.
It is true, we cannot for many years to come get back to a
low tarif ; our obligations are too great ; and there is no
manufacturer of this country who need be afraid that we
are going to or can reduce the duties to so low a rate as
to make Canada a free market. There is no possible danger
of that; and that being the case, I shahl support the amend-
ment proposed by the hon. momber for Northumberland. But
before sitting down, I would just say this to hon. gentlemen
opposite. There is one hon. gentleman who makes it a
point to interrupt others, and who has a very great deal to
say in the discussion of public questions in this louse. Let
me tell the hon. gentlemen opposite that they did not make
a great deal by their interruptions and disturbances last
night, and they are not going to hasten the conclusion of
ths Session by any unparliamentary proceedinks of that
sort now, and they may just as well understand that first as
last. They did not do anything to shorten the Session lst
year by unparliamentary conduct, and they are not going
to succeed this Session.

Mr. MITCHELL. I think the House will bear with me
for a few minutes while I answer some of the statements
made in this debate. I will first refer to the argument used
by the hon. member for Westmoreland (Mr. Wood) that
we accepted the duty on flour as a compensation for the
duty on coal, and while ho would like to see the duty redu-
ced, ho does not think the present the proper time now. I
will state for the information of the House that so far as
New Brunswick is concerned, we did not accept the duty
on flour as a compensation for the duty on coal, because
New Brunswick was in no way interested in the duty on
coal-was not thon and is not now a coal producing Pro-
vince, and therefore could not be compensated in the sense
the hon. gentleman states. The hon. Finance Minister
speaking of myself, said that I advocated the National
Policy, and that I stated that I was defeated because of the
National Policy, and that I was re-elected after four years.
Sir, all that is quite true; but if the hon. gentleman
imagines that I was re.elected on the question of the National
Policy-rather on the question of the duty on flour and
the duty on coal than the question of the National Policy-
ho is very much mistaken. I was elocted on quite a
different basis and with a different object by the gentle-
men who sent me bere. They elected me because they
felt that although, in their opinion, I had gone astray in
permitting the duty to be placed on flour and on coal, and
for which I was not responsible as I was not in the House
when the policy was adopted, I was at al events sound
lu my desire not to have a duty placed on those articles ;
I never favored it, and never supported it. While the
hon. member for King's quoted part of my speech, he did
not do right in quoting only that part, and leaving the
impression that I took a different position then from what
I take to.day. The hon. Finance Minister referred to'an-
other point that requires a little attention. He said, con-
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sult the coal mine owners of Nova Scotia, and they will the manufacture Of cotton; consequently a great deal more
tell you that they would rather have the duty on coal than was manufactured than was necessary, and hundreds of
reciprocity. Consuit anyone who is looking after his own peopie have feit the effect by the depreciation of their
interest rather than the interest of the general public, and stocks, which went from par down to 15 and 10 per oent.
ho will tell yOU the same thing ; but how many of the True they have gone up again, but there has been, undoubt-
people of the Maritime Provinces will tell you that edly, great loss suffered. The manufacturera had to keepthey would rather have a duty on coal than their machinery running, and consequently produoed morereciprocity ? Why, Sir, the people who now support than could be consumed. Not being able to export it, the
the duty on coal actually voted down the resolution of Mr. result was losas of property to people who had, by the
McKay, of Ca Breton, when he proposed a duty of 75 excessive protection which was given this business, been
cents a ton. Then, the hon. Finance Minister aska, what is foolishly induced to go in far beyond what the wants
the advantage of throwing off the duty ? The advantage is of the country required. If the tariff had been
this, that the general public would not be under the neces- only 25 per cent., people would have never invested
sity of having to pay 50 cents a ton of duty on the coal they their money to anything like the extent tbey did, and
burn, and the poor people of the cities would receive a the investments which have been sunk in these cotton spe-
great benefit. I am a little surprised at the statement of culations would not have been lost. I am not going to say
the hon. member for Montreal West (Mr. Gault) that the that the general public has not been benefited to a certain
people of Montreal are satisfied to pay a duty on coal. I extent by this great competition and consequent great
think that hon. gentleman, when ho goes before bis people reduction in prices; I am not going to complain of that.
for election, will hear this story repeated perhaps in a way Capitalists have lost their money, and the people, I admit,
that will be rather serious for him. I venture to say that are getting the bonefit. But I ask, is it good policy of the
if he polled the city of Montreal to-day, he would find that Government and the Parliament to give such unnatural
four-fifths of the people would vote to have the duty on coal encouragement to an industry, that production far beyond
taken off. the requirements of the people and consequent disasters to

Mr. GAULT. Why do they not send petitions? the investors and others interested, are the results ? Turn-
ing to the woollen factories, how many of thom are idle ?

Mr. MITCHIELL. The hon., gentleman may find Mr. GA ULT. Net one cf themn is idle.
petitions, and votes too, to teach him differently from what
ho has stated. Thon, the hon. Finance Minister says we, in Mr. MITCHELL. How many of them have paid divi.
New Brunswick, have received compensation for the coal pends? How many of them are raising money at from 10
and flour duties in having tea and coffee exempted from to 12 per cent. to enable them to keep afloat? How many
duty. I am amazed that a gentleman occupying the of them have become embarrassed ? There is a pretty long
position of Finance Minister should put forward an argu- tale to all this. Now I will just s a word or two to the
ment like that before an intelligent assembly-that New hon. gentleman from King's, N.S. (Mr. Woodworth), who
Brunswick, which receives no benefit from the National took the trouble to refer to a speech of mine on the question
Policy, because it has no manufactures to be protected, is of the National Policy. One would suppose, from the
compensated by the removal of the duty on tea and coffee. extracts read by the hon, gentleman and the remarks ho
Do not Ontario and Quebec and the other Provinces, as well made, that my course now is in contradiction to the one I
as the Province ho comes from, get the advantage of the thon took. The speech to which ho refera was made by me
exemption of tea and coffee as well as New Brunswick ? in 1878, on a motion of Mr. McKay, member for Cape
Why does ho put that forward as compensation for a Pro- Breton, who moved this resolution :
vince which does not derive any special advantage from it, -"That aIl the words after 'that' to the end of the said motion be left
or any benefit from either the flour or the coal duty. The out, and the following be inserted instead thereof:-'ln the opinion of

n gthis House, it is advisable to impose a duty of 75 cents per ton, upon ail
on. gentleman said I had tried to mak out there WUa coal imported into the Dominion, so as to belp to meet the finanoial

a great increase in the price of flour. I never made suchea deficienc, and, at the same time, give a stimulus to a most important
statement. Every body knows that flour is to-day as cheap industry."
as we have known it teobe almost in a generation. But the That was the resolution on which I spoke. I have stated
position I took is this, that if it were not for the duty, cheap ever since we got into the position that we could not get
as it is io-day, it would be still cheaper for the people of fair trade with the United States, that I had become a Na-
Canada. The hon. gentleman from Montreal West (Mr. tional Policy man. I will, with the permission of the
iault) says that no man ever spoke to him about a reduc- HEouse, read what I said on that occasion, to which the bon.

tion in the coal duty. All I can say is that the hon. gen- member for King's refera as expreesing an attitude different
tieman must be a very singular representative, for hundreds from that which I take to-day, and I will leave the House
have spoken to me, and as a journalist, hearing public senti. to judge whether thei statements I made thon would bear a
ment and having opportunities of learning what people different construction from those I make now. I am not
think, I say tue hon, gentleman bas lived, not amongst the adverse to the National Policy now. I stated thon that I
business men, not amongst the manufacturera, not amongst was in favor of the National Policy, but I was against the
the workers or the people who sufer by the tax, when ho National Policy being run into the ground. I was against
puts forward the statement that the hundreds of manufactu- unnatural protection, as in the case of coal, flour, cottons,
rers and thousands of workmen of that thriving city which woollens and sugar; I was in favor of the total abolition of
he represonts are satisfied with the coal duty. Whiy, almost the duty in the cases of food and fuel. I assumed the position
every man of them wante to have it repealed, and it is only that the manufacturera of the country should be protected,
natural and reasonable that they should. As to 3ottons, but not unnaturally protected, as some are, and I will read
ho says they were never so cheap as they are now. the speech to which the hon, gentleman has referred, and of
True, but they are cheap because of the cheap price of which ho bas read certain passages to sustain his position
the raw material and the excessive duty, amounting to and to place me in the wrong, and lot the House judge
35 per cent., which has been put upon them I have between that gentleman and myself:
had the calculation made by gentlemen as much interested "4fr. M IHCHELL saLitidtat hon. gentlemen should express an opinion
in the trade as the hon. member for Montreal West is, and on this question, as initiating a principle upon which the interest of the
they have told me the duty wa equivalent to 35 per cent. country would in the future dopen. He vonld vote against this

ottn cahea bcp amendment for this reason: He Was Dot a Protetlonist a he true
Ctton in pbecauseofits enormous production. The ense of the wurd ; but he was this nch of a Protectionist. ie thought

high duty led men foolishly to put their money into that the interests of this country called for the conslderation of read-
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jutament of the tarif with regard to our position towards the United
States. While he was prepared to take up the whole question of con-
sidering how they should readjust the tariff, which was necessary to
maintain the expenditures required for the carrying on of the business
of the country, he ias not prepared to take up, piecemeal, items and
Individual interests and protect them against every other interest ln
Canada. He wisbed to be clearly understood in this matter. He came
fom a county which had every interest in securing free trade, manufac-
turing nothing save lumber, which was sold, not on thia continent, but
in Europe uand no system of protection that this Rouse could dev ie
would ten to promote the interesta of the people he had the honor te
represent. He considered the question from hîgher and nobler grounds
than of interest. He was not going to deal wit h the interests of this
country and Le cared not howi his might affect him in the coming
contest next summer for he was bouad to look at what the interests of
Canada were as a wfiole, and this was what he was going to do. He
proclaimed lis intention in order that there might be no misunder-
standing regarding Lis views on tbe great lsne wthich lay between the
hon. gentlemen who advocated Protection on the ene band and those
we advocated pree-trade at any cest on the other hand,-the gentle-
men who occupied the Treaaury Benches and who advocated Free-trade
and the sacrifice ef Oauada's interesta te any extent, sud the hon. gen-
tlemen, on the other side of the House, who advocated Protection. He
iras not answrerable for the course taken by the regular Opposition. He
ras propoundiug the vies whch he himuelf entertained ou the ques-
tion, ou which he ws at ail events going te appeal te Lis constituenta,
and while their interests lay lu the direction ofhavin as few taxes as
possible ou importa, being n ot manufacturera, yet lookingtthe necesai-
lies et the revenue, Le prepared te represent their wrishes and view, sud
say that 'The interests of C anada called for areadjustment ef the tarif
se that ted 22 or 24 millions required were raised.' He ras sure they
would be willing to endorse the sentiments Le uttered sud te have their
representative plae upon record his opinion in respect et what mighit
or might net be fr the interest f Canada lu the readjustment of those

°mpost, p"hiher®®e®e"ar for te mintenane of the oGeve nt
this matter wers these: He was n ot a Protectionis, Le was a Free-
trader i the abstract, but they Lad to put on a certain amount o duties
te raise the 22 or 24 millions required to maintain our public irorks, toe
meet the indebtednesa created snd to provide for the necessary legisla-
tion and eother public service, requisite te carry on the busiess et
Canada; and he was prepared te support-no matter frm which side
of Lte House it came-.the principle f se readjusting the imposts asd
taxes necessary te raise this revenue as te encourage sud promots,

ithin our onm bordera, the manufactures whieh would keep within
our own bordera, our own peope, sa d create a oueis market for she
products et our farmers, and gien emnployment to the sens sud daughters
et the people of this country. This iras the doctrine which he laid
down. H~on. gentlemen opposite might e all him a Protectioniat, or
Free-trader, but Le wras lu favor et adouting a policy which would
seure the revenue required, while it aide our industries, and, at he
same ltime, did no t inres th e burdens ofethe people. Suoh a policy

tould encourage our own manufactures, uad keep within our bordera
our young men and our young women, who, for the lat 15 years, Lad
been going te the United States te flud employment, sud make homes
fer eo t. 'H dtesred te se ths system changed. o

t"oma. YOLTNG Thataîe : pNe ent a rtem.oit e a re

"tMr. MIT HELL said that t p as net the present system. This
iras t iystemn hieh Lte hon. gentleman repudiated, and did net recog-

emploI t enad eep our on people ln eur omn bordera, and gipo hem
su and l feollowed nud ve Lis adhesion teo, id nt adopt the sys-
tam or pehoy which Le (rr. Mitchell) nom indicated, nd mwhich he
thought canad ought te pursue. Be iras bouud te vote against thea
motion ef the hon. member for Cape Breton, because it iras politically
dishones with r ed te the people of this oeuntry. The hon, gentle.
man desired thaL (Mr. Mitchell) shonuld impose a ta e 25 or 50 cents
a toi on coa onsumed nl this eountry'a

It was 75 cents-
"ÂAnd ihyo? I order to build up the ooai mines lu Nova Scotia.
Doubtless, te members fer Nova Boetea would support this motion; but
the peoplaet f ew Brunswick would not de se, sud whyi They did not
think ther it iras necessary topt58or 5eents a ten on the coalof Nova

coia and do aotld ior luta s ad directin ge e ra ppreprd e
iras proposed te consîder every interest li Cainada in this relation-our
manufactures, the she and Iron manufacturing interests, sud a Lest ef
other industries which h. need not mention, Le was repared te consider
these interests as a irhole, alt.Lh L is couny iras snterested lu having

oL lena ture éelei he taatoi mpose, as i mm rt snd did

era}t m &f Petteetion, thése intereta as a whole, buthe would
taksm u+p as individual interests, and do as Lis hon. friand irotld do•.

n not.Ask for erotectio an coai. WhLen th question of general
poly pe q hon. gentlemen opposite might lu placed iu an awkwrard

P ea '0'ba ,ut T ar y Po e hn

ste t.Be wiahed to place h s vires on this peoint on record. H.
desire4 the trame t oe readjusted that, wile ne mers revenue rast
raiedhamme l toInédem u'mufhetaring sud agrieultural inter-
eatsuhsedabe ourge4i a£4the pea aeoe the in b. prevented
our yomue overbdi' gw lnart and detfroying the manufacturs

KY Oh These ire he vien irhich Le enter-

tained, and he took this early opportunity of pntting them on reorl.
While prepared to vote for a duty of 15c. a ton on coal, if adopted in
connection with the interesta of Oanada, he was not prepared to do so
as an isolated measure ; cone quently he would record his vote ugainst
the amendment.

Now, there was the speech which I delivered on that
occasion and for which I have been arraigned to-day by the
hon. gentleman from King's (Mr, Woodworth). I find no
fault with hie arraigning me on it, but, on reading certain
paragraphe in the speech apart from the rest, an impression
might be left on the House, and through the House on the
country, that, while I was in favor of a duty on coal at that
time, as he says, I had changed my opinion and was opposed
to it now. I was not even then in favor of a duty on coal. Lt is
clear that, when a motion was made to put 75 cents a ton on
coal, I objected to it, but I said that, as a part of a system,
I would consent to 8 cents or 5 cents or even 15 cents a
ton duty on coal as part of a system of protection. Is that
a variation from the attitude I take now ? No; I was
against the duty on coal then; I am against a duty on coal
now. I was against a duty on flour then, and I am against
a duty on flour now. The hon. gentleman, or any other
hon. gentleman, cannot find that, in any of my utterances,
[ was ever in favor of a duty on the food or fuel of the poor
people of the country. It is contrary to good polioy and
contrary to good government to impose snob a duty. But,
when I advocated in 1878 that a system of protection
should be established, who dreamt at that day that the men
who subsequently came into power and who are in power
to-day would have imposed a duty of 50 cents a barrel upon
the food of the people? I certainly did not, or I would not
have consented to it, but I was drifted into it with others,
and I consented to a National Policy, which is strictly a
protection of the manufacturing industries of our country,
and that was not to tax the food of the poor man but to
protect the labor of the poor man, it was to encourage manu-
factures in the country, to build up our industries, to give
employment to people in those industries, and to keep at
home the people who were drifting out of the lines, and
to create a home market and consumption for the pro.
duction of our factories. The same reasons, the same
motives and the same objecte that I had at that day I still
entertain. I am still a National Policy man in the sense
which I have explained, but I am not a National Policy man
run into the ground, I am not in favor of taxing the food
of the people, and I think the time has arrived when we
should remove from the Statute-book what never should
have been placed upon it, the tax imposed upon the
bread of the poor man. I think I have sufficiently
explained the position I occupied at .that time and the
position I occupy to-day, and I am very much mistaken if
we do not find that the country will shortly endorse those
views. The ion. gentleman from King's says: Where are
the petitions? We oould get cartloads of petitions if they
were wanted, but what is the use of bringing petitions here ?
This House has ceased to be a deliberative body.

Some hon. MEMBERS. Order.
Mr. MITCHELL. It is au institution for recording the

decrees--
Mr. SPEAKER. Order.
Mr. MITCHELL. Well, it je still in name a deliberative

body, and I hope its members will arefully deliberate upon
what they have heard to-night, and will consider what the
true interests of the people are, and that is, mot to tax the
poor man's bread.

Mr. EVERETT. At this late hqur,.I do notfeel myself
justified in occupying any large portign of t;ýe tim.of Mhs
body. I regret that I was not p!eopz.1 during the greater

of the discussion upon thisgubj Irise, howçyer,
r the purpose of expressing oeny .o nonas one of tjh

representatives from the Provineof. ow rý ,ha
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it will be found at the coming election, whenever that
election takes place, that the great proportion of the people
of that Province will be in favor of the policy which has
been governing this House for a numober f years past. I
am sorry to hear so much said in objection to the National
Policy. I am sorry to hear so many things said whieh I
believe are not correct in reference to it. What was the
object of the National Policy ? Was it not to give
empiyment to our people,? Was it not to keep our work-
men in our own country intead of sending them abroad
to flnd employment ? That I believe was the object
of the National Policy. The object was not to raise the
price of goods in this country. It was not to raise the
price of the food of this country. It was for the purpose
of giving employment to our people. In the firet instance,
perhaps, the effect of the National Policy might have been
to raise the price of certain articles of oùr'-manufactures
because the number of people who were engaged in them
may have been exceedingly limited, but, as time went
on, and as it was well established in this country that this
National Policy was to continue to exist, more of our people
went into manufactures and we had that competition in the
country which enabled us to keep our prices down as low
as the circumstances would permit, as low as the profits
necessary to support the families of the people engaged in
them would permit, and as low, I believe, as they are in
other countries similarly situated to ourselves. The hon.
member for Northumberland (Mr. Mitchell) a moment or
two ago said one of the effects of the National Policy was
to induce persons to go into manufactures in this country
and as a result ruined those who wore engaged in them. ls
that the act with regard to Canada alone? fHave we not
found the saine difficulty existing in the United States ?

Mr. MIrCHELL. And for the same cause.
Mr. EVERETT. And do we not find the same thing in

Great Britain, where another cause existe? Do we not find
distress existing there, and manufacturing suffering as well ?
I will not attempt to follow up ail the arguments adduced,
because I have not the figures before me. But we are told
that the people of New Brunswick are obliged to pay an
additional 50 cents per barrel on flour as a result
of the duty. Is that a fact ? I deny it. What is
the price of flour in the city of Toronto as compared
with the price of oflur in New York? Ie it 50 cents
higher per barrel in Toronto than in New York?
If se, perhaps these gentlemen are correct; but it is
not so. So far as the city of St. John is concerned,
we have the Intercolonial Railway, which brings oflur
down froin Toronto, and the cost per barrel of that
may be compared, having regard to the freight, with
the cSt per barrel which we would pay if it came
from the city of New York. If it comte more to bring it
from Toronto to St. John, then, to that extent, muet we pay
more for our flour than if we imported it from New York
without duty. I have some figures-but unfortunately not
with me now-that will show that the freight upon flour
coming from Toronto, keeps the price as low as the price
would be if we chose to buy Ifour from the city of New
York. But it is not a necessity at all for us to buy flour at
New York. I believe this House will agree with me that
the saine quality of flour can be found in the Dominion of
Canada for the same price as we can et it in New York.
Plour is produced in abundance m'i this country, as
it je in the United States, meeting the necessities of the
people of both countries. The surplus fands a foreign
market, and that foreign market controls the price,
therefore we pay for the flour just the sane in any
portion of this Dominion, excepting the cost for
freight, and that is the only difference. Therefore, I
boeve that a very amall proportion of additional
exPonSe ia incurred by oair people in conseuenoe of the

duty on flour from the United States. Now, a deal
has been aid about the importation of four fromtheUnited
States. I lnd from the blue books that a large guatity of
flour has been imported into Canada from the United State.
What became of it ? A large proportion of it was exported
again, and but a amall proportion was used by oum' peopi0
so with reference to wheat. I mnd that we import.d uto
this country during the year ending let July, 188, 128,141
buashels of wheat, and we exported 5,423,805 bushï sbeing
an exces of 2,295,000 bushels over and above what we
imported. That shows that we produced a surplus of wheat
in this country, that we were not able to use it all, and we
sent the balance abroad.

Mr. MITCHELL. Where did this wheat grow ?
Mr. EVERETT. 3,128,121 bushels of wheat were im.

ported into the country. If the whole of that was sent out
of the country, then 2,295,000 additional bushels were
produced in this country and sent abroad. Here is where
it came from. In reference to the articles manufaetured
in this country, I am confinced, from my knowledge
of business and from what I hear, that many arti.
cles can b3 produced in this country, in spite of the
duties imposed on similar articles coming from. foreign
countries, just as cheaply as articles of a similar character
are sold in the United States. I know that is correct in
Teference to certain articles of cotton. The wholesal, price
of certain articles manufactured by Mr. Parke, in the city
of St, John, are sold to the people of New Brunswiok and
the Dominion exactly at the same price as the same
articles are sold at the factories in Rhode Island
and .Massachusetts. Sir, I merely rose to express my
opinion that the people of New Brunswick to-day are satis-
fied with the operation of the Nationa: Policy, and I believe
that when they are asked to pronounce upon it, they will
say so. It is said we have no manufactures in the Province
of Ntew Brunswick. I am sorry to say we have too few of
them, but they are growing, and the day is not far distant
when, under the oporation of this tariff, if it is continued -
and 1 believe that it will be coatinued-we shall have in-
dustries, and good paying industries, in the Province of
New Brunswick, occupying the time and the attention of
our people, giving employment and making wealth for them
instead of sending our people and their money into f.eign
countries.

House divided on amendment of Mr. Mitchell.
TuA:

Messieurs
Auger, Forbes,
Bain (Wentworth), Gaudeo,
Béchard, Gilireor,
Bernier,' illmor,
Bourausa, Glen,
Barpe., Guay,
Cameron (Huron), Gnn,
Uampbell (Renfrew), solton,
cartwright(Siraichard)lnne,
Oasey, Irvine,
Ceagrain, King,
charlton, Kinney,
DaviesKirk,
De St. Georges, Lniderkln,
Deguliaru <Maa'gé), Langeler,
Odgar,

Abbott7

Âmyot,
Bain (Soulangel)
Baker (Miauiaquoi),
Barker,
Barnard,
Seaty,
Bengt,
Drgern,

MoIntyre,

Mitchell,
Paterson (Brat),
Platt,
Ray

8prlnger.
Sutherland (Ouibrd)s
Trow,

e on
Wliaoa.-4

NATa:

Ererett, NOLOAU,
Parrow, MONelU,
Ferguson(Leed.hGren)Mao.ue,
Ferguson (ellan) Koff*tt,
Fortin, Mcnplatr,
?citer, O'Bai
Gagné, Paint,
Gault, Paterson (38=),
Gigauit,

Qraadbois,
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Bergin, Guilbault, Riopel
Billy, Guillet, Royal,
Biondeau, Hackett, Rykert,
Bo008ag6r,,Scott,
Bowei, Ba8rle"yShakespeare,
Bryson, Hay, Yihanly,
Burnham, Hesson, Small,
Burns, Hickey Smyth,
Vameron (Inverness), Hilliard, Sproule,
Campbell (Victoria), Homer, Taschereau,
CarlingE Hurteau, Tassé,
Caron (r Adolphe), Jamieson, Taylor,
Chapleau, Jenkins, Temple,
Cimon, Kaulbach, Thompson,
Cochrane, Kilvert, Tyrwhitt,
polby Kranz, lin,
Coughlin, Labrosse, Vanasse,
Ooursol, Landry (Montmagny), Wallace (Albert),
Ourran, Langevin (Sir Hector), Wallace (York),
Outhbert, Lesage, Watson,
Daly, Macdonald (King's), White (Oardwell),
Dawson. Macmaster, White (Hastings),
Desaulniers(St.Maurice)Macmillan (Middlesex), White (Renfrew),
Desjardins, McMillan (Vaudreuil), Wigle,
Dickiuson, Mcoallum, Wood (Brockville),
Dodd, McCarthy, Wood (Westmoreland),
Dugas, DoDougald (Picton), Woodworth,
Dundas, McDougall (0. Breton), Wright.-119.
Dupont, MoGreevy,

Amendment negatived.

flouse again resolved itself into Supply,

(In the Committee.)

Subsidy, Canadian Pacific Railway............. $460,000 00

Mr. MoLELAN. This ie the balance of the subsidy
which has not been voted. There has been voted and
expended on the eastern section, up to Ist March, 1886,
810,207,529; on the central section, $14,191,483; makng
a total of $24,39,012. There remains in the vote unex-
pended items of $141,000 odd and $460,000 odd, making a
total of 825,000,000 named in the contract as subsidy.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. What steps hav% been
taken to ascertain whether the work bas been performed
within the stipulations contained in the contract.

Mr. MoLELAN. The stops taken have been an exami-
nation and report of the chief engineer over the whole
lino.

jr RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. That has not been laid
belore the flouse.

Mr. MOLELAN. The Minister of Railways bas been ill
for some time and not able to attend the louse, and he is
not likely to be able to attend for a few days.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. In asking this vote the
Minister in charge should be able to inform the committee
how far the inspection bas proceeded and whether any and
what parts still remain to be inspected ?

Mr. MoLELAN. From the papers I have it appears that
the inspector has gone generally over the whole lino. From
an estimate made of the work remaining to be done on the
eastern section it will require to complote 825,000. There
will be required, as I stated on another occasion, $284,000
to complete the central section. This is independent of a
tunnel that it is intended to make where there is now a
temporary line, which is estimated to cost from $750,000 to
$1,OU,000 The amount unexpended is $460,000 and $140,-
000, making a total of $600,000 and 600,000 acres of land.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. What security have we
that the tunnel will beo completed?

Mr. MoLELAN. Wo have $600,000 in cash and 600,000
acres of land, and there is $300,000 worth of work to do ont-
side of the tunnel; and thon thore is the bonds of the com-
pany. The balance of the money and the land it is esti-

Mr. Evicua

mated will be sufficient to guarantee the completion of th
work.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. I must say that there
i@ still a very large amount of work that may romain to be
done. We are aware that on the British Columbia section
the grades are exceedingly high, and there will be a very
considerable difficulty in bringing them within the stipula.
tions of the contract, tunnel or no tunnel ; and the hon. gen.
tleman ought to be able to refer the House to some detailed
statement of the engineer to whom we pay several thou-
sands a year for inspecting this very work. I have not been
able to examine all the papers laid on the Table, but I have
not observed any formal report made as to portions of the
work completed within the last year or so. I do not think
there has been laid on the Table any formal report of the
engineer as to the work north of Lake Superior, and we
ought to have that report before we are asked to diseses
this item. Has the hon. gentleman no information as to
whether such a report has been made--I am speaking more
particularly of the section north of Lake Superior.

Mr. McLELAN. I am not aware that it has been laid on
the Table. In a memorandum, which I used on another
occasion, it appears that the chief engineer reported that
on the central section, between Winnipeg and Donald, at
the east crossing of the Columbia, the track is laid through.
out, and the work is far advanced and is fully up to the
standard required by the contract. The eastern section is
under traffio; it is not fully completed ; it is up to the
standard required by the contract, except in some instances
where it is superior, especially in regard to masenry, cul-
verts, massive masonry and abutments. The grades, with
the exception of where the temporary line is made, the
engineer reports, are fully equal to contract, coming eat
especially. On the western section the maximum is 53
feet, central section 111, prairie section and estern division
53 feet. I understand that coming eastward the grades are
specially favorable, 25 or 26 feot to the mile, that is from
the mountains down to the end of the lino very favorable
for hauling.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. What wasparticularly
desired to be known was, as to what was the actual position
of things, as reported by the Government engineer, with
respect to the British Columbia section, as to which a great
deal has been said, both in the press and in this House and
elsewhere, touching the extreme severity of the grades. In
any case, the hon. gentleman should be prepared to assure
us that a report of the engineer will be laid on the Table of
the flouse before he asks concurrence in that item.

Mr. e LELAN. If it be not already in.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. I am not prepared to
say that some report May not have been laid on the Table;
but I do not recollect any, and I think my attention wonld
have been attracted to it.

Mr. MoLELAN. I will call the attention of the Depart-
ment to the matter, sud see it is sent down.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGEHT. It is aunderstood that if
the item goes now, the Minister of Finance will have a
report of that kind prepared before concurrence.

Ur. MoLELAN. Yes.

Expenditure in British 0olumbia, Omadian
Pacifie Railway..-.. .................. 46eoo O

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. l that expeated to close
the account ?

Mr. MOLELAN. Yes.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. What is the total 0cSt?
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Mr. MOLELAN. I have not that hore, but the following

are some o the articles covered by that vote: Iron piles,
Port Moody wharf, $28,000; driving piles and setting
wharf, 830,000; engine house, $28,000; contractora' balance,
$53,000; land damages, $25,000; North Point engine house,
$6,000; general settling up of works along the lino,
8180,000.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. The chiof anount is
terminal apparently. Now, what is our position? The
oompany have not agreed to accept this work.

Mr. McLELAN. Not yet. The chief engineer reporte
that the western end is practically complete, but that the
Canadian Pacifie Railway Company have not taken it over.

Sir RIOHARD CARTWRIGHT. What demanda are
made by the contractors? Have not they made a large
demand.

Mr. McLELAN. I do not think so. I think Mr. Pope
said a few days ago that they had not.

Mr. DAVIES. I that amount paid to the contractors
paid to Mr. Onderdonk ?

Mr. McLELAN. No; it says, contraot balance, $53,000.
Mr. DAVIES. Has that balance been asettled with Mr.

Onderdonk, and if not, is there any unsettled claim pending
against the Government?

Mr. MoLELAN. I understood from what Mr. Pope said
some days ago that Mr. Onderdonk had not presented any
claim naming any amount. I think there is a balance due
him under the original contract of 853,000, and that the
other sums are in connection with the terminus.

Mr. DAVIES. The Minister is of course aware thaIt
according to common report Mr. Onderdonk has a large
claim, founded or unfounded, which h. is pressing against
the Government, verbally or otherwise. I think it is
very desirable that Parliament should have information as
to the extent of his claim before passing this item.

Mr. MoLELAN. There has been nothing brought to the
notice of the Government, though it may have been to the
Department. I have nothing more than the statement of
Mr. Pope, and personally I know nothing of it.

Mr. DAVIES. I hope the Minister may be in a position
before asking concurrence to obtain accurate information
from the Department, so that the House may know exactly
whether this 853,000 closes the account, or whether we have
a large unsettled balance which may end in a lawsuit. Will
the hon. Minister make a note of that point, and promise to
obtain the informationt before concurrence?

Mr. McLELAN& Yes.
Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. And aise what are

the claims of the Canadian Pacific Railway Company with
respect to this particular lino. The Minister of Finance is
probably aware that it has been astated, on what authority I
am not prepared to say, that the Canadian Pacifie Railway
consider that a large amount will have to be expended on
this line, in order to put it in such a state that they eau
Operate it. Has the hon. gentleman no information on that
Point ? las no corregpondence passed betwgen the
Canadian Pacifie Railway and the Department with respect
to that?

Mr. McLELAN. Nothing has come under the notice oi
the Government, nor is there anything in the papers that
have been sent to me. 1 may say that the officers of the
Department were bore lat eveuing to 'give information,
expecting that this vote would come up, but they are not
her. this evening ; I do not know for what reason.

Sir RICHARD ÇARTWBIGHT. Well, I would suggest
that they should have been sent for.

Mr. McLELAN. I will get the information before con-
currence.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. And as a matter of
course theb finieter understands that in this case, as in Ial
such cases, we reserve the right to discusa as in ommittee.

Mr. MoLELAN. Certainly.

Port Arthur to Red River, Canadlau Pacie
Railway,...... . ..................... *$7,o00 00

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. What is this for?
Mr. McLELLAN. This is the balance of the contract on

that section which had never been paid to the contractors.
There was an arbitration, I think, upn their claims for
damages. Tho hon, gentleman is probably aware that when
they took the contract there was an estimate made and a
contract signed to do about 81,000,000 worth of work, and
that that was reduced largely. The road was given over to
the Canadian Pacifie Railway Company before this work
was completed, and they made a claim. The contract was
$4,130,707, and the work was reduced to $2,934,308, a
reduction of $1,195,000. The >ntractors made a claim for
damages, and that claim was referred to arbitration, and a
large sum was awarded them.

Mr. DAVIES. What section was that?
Mr. MoLELAN. Manning, Macdonald & Co.
Mr. DAVIES. Section B ?
Mr. MLELAN. Yes. On the work they performed

there was a sum which the engineer reported due to them
which did not go into arbitration, and did not form any
part of it. It was the final certificate h. made, and it has
been left unpaid up to this time.

Kr. DAVIES. Has this amount been lying over, although
certified, and although these matters were referred to arbi-
tration ?

Mr. McLELAN. I do net know whether it was oortified
before the reference te arbitration or not, but it was certi-
fied by the engineer as work which h. recognised as pes
formed exclusive of the work reforred to the arbitrators.

Sir RICHARD CABRTWRIGHT. Who are te receive this
amount?

Mr. MoLELAN. The contractor on this section.
Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. Does the hon. gentle-

man mean that the sum is te be paid to the sarne firm to
whem we paid the $359,000. Ia it an extra ?

M. McLELAN. Net an extra.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. Io it extra to the
amount which waa awarded, which award our own arbitrator,
Judge Clark, dissented from, and thought se dubious that
h. strongly recommended that it should be contested in
the courts, although the hon. gentleman'& colleague would
not alow us te see Judge Clark's letter. They are the same
parties.

Mr. MoLELAN. Yes; because this is certified as a
balance due upon a work actually performed, and not upon
any of the matters under arbitration. The award of the
arbitrators deal with caims put forward by the contractors
for extras on loose rock and other matters, that is to say that
work which had been described as loose rock shoald be paid
for as something else. There was an award made on the 8th
of Februavy, 1884, dealing with loose rock, outuide of the
prisme, and cross-logging. The second award, on the!bth
of April, 1884, dealt with eleven items, all relating to
damages, which were sustained to the amount of 0895,600.
The firet award being for work performed, is embodied in
the final certificate cf the chief engineer. Theoevrtiicate
does not touch the matter decided in the seond award, and
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the balance is simply money due for works executed, but so
far not paid for. The contractors have agreed to accept
the amount of this final bertificate in full seulement.

Mr. CASEY. But all the matters between the Govern.
ment and the coDtractors were included in those eleven
items, and Sir Charles Tupper said last Session that this
was the winding up of the whole affair. I am satisfied that
all matters in dispute were referred to the arbitrators, and
there was nothing left on which to make a further claim,
unless some other ground was found for making a claim
since the arbitration.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. Perhaps this was for
'the boy ? "

Mr. CASEY. It may be for the nigger in the fence.
Mr. DAVIES. I examined all the returns brought down

with reference to the submission to arbitration. My own
opinion was that the arbitrators were not justified in mak-
ing the award they did. I remember giving a great deal of
attention to the matter, and opposing very strongly the
vote of $395,000 which Parliament was asked for to close
up the whole transaction. My rocollection ie the same as
that of the hon. member for West Elgin, that we pressed
very strongly on the Government to know whether this
waw a final winding-up of all the claims of Manning, Mac.
donald & Co., and my impression is very strong that Sir
Charles Tupper gave a positive assurance that this closed
up the whole matter.

Mr. McLELAN. The first award of $45,000 was never
paid.

Mr. DAVIES. Why, it was voted the year before last?

Mr. MQLELAN. The first award of $45,000 forms part
of the final certificate, which is covered by this vote of
872,000, and thus never paid.

Mr. DAVIES. The engineer refused to certify to that
amoint and that is the reason the matter was referred to
the arbitrators, and the arbi trators awarded it in defiance
of the engineer's opinion. If he bas given a certificate for
the amount betwoen $45,000 and $72,U0, I want to know
what the items are.

Mr. MoLELAN. The items making up this amount are:
trestle work, -441,273.69 ; allowance for strengthening and
improving trestles, $10,735; sidings estimated by- chief
engmaeer, 81,209; 15 per cent. on drain filling, 813,132.80;
carriage works, $1,925; total, 871,336.21; less overpaid,
$1,187.71, leaving $70,148.60; also due to them on account
of their contract, 81,002.81.

Mr. CASEY. The hon. gentleman is misusing language
when he says the award is included in the engineer'a cer-
tificate, or else the engineer is acting contrary to all usage.
The engineer cannot certify to the amount of an award;
the arbitrators certify to the amount of an award; and to
say that the engineer's certificate is included in this vote of
872,000 is simply absurd. It is clear that this whole amount
is something outside of and beyond the award. We are
perfectly well aware that the engineer refused in the first
instance to certify to these items.

Mr. McLELAN. I am just stating what is on the paper
given to me, that the 846,000 is embodied in the final
certificate of the engineer, and forme part of it. I do not
imagine for a moment that the Department would send me
an incorrect statement. However, if the hon. gentleman
bas any evidence to the oontrary, let the item stand or let
It be understood full particulars will be given on concur-
rence.

Mr. )AVIES Will the hon. gentleman let the matter
etand, as far as. the 396,000 item is conoerned, which Was

paid imnediately after the vote; so quickly that we com.
plained of it.

Mr. MoLELAN. There are two other hatters we agreed
would be fully discussed on concurrence as if not passed.
Should not this stand in the safie position ?

Mr.-CASlûY. When the -memorandum of the Dcpartment
of Railways is ind irect contradiction, of our recollection of
what has been done, we should not pase the item.

Item allowed to stand.

Salaries and Expenses of Stff..... ................ $0 c00

Mr. McLELAN. Several of the engineers will be required
in the Department here, commencing with Mr. Schreiber.
All along the line, wherever there is work being done, there
are engineers. We have dispensed with a number of
junior cificers, but have still to keep on a portion of the
staff to inspect the work.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. As I understand it, to
all intents and purposes, the road, except possibly with
respect to its amall section as to which -disputes may arise,
will be handed over within a month or two completely to
the company, and $30,000 appears to be a large sum to
spend in connection with a road with which we are going
shortly to have nothing to do. I can understand that
during construction it was necessary to employ a consi.
derable number of engineers inspecting the work of the
contract, but the hon. gentleman says the road is expected
to be in running order from end to end and completely
under the control of the company in another month, and I
do not see why we should spend this $30,000 during next
year, unless for the purpose of making a perfect survey of
the road; and if that be the case, we should not have been
in such a hurry to part with the control of the $5,000,000
we voted the other day.

Mr. MoLELAN. Although trains may be running in a
few months and the road be practically opened, still it will
be necessary to have a supervision of the road so as tW see
that the whole work is complieted. The hon.gentleman will
see there is a reserve of $600,000 in cash and 600,000 acres
of land, for about a million dollars of work to be done at the
tunnel and at two other points.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGRT. But that would not
require an expenditure of $30,000 on the staff.

Mr. McLELAN. Well, taking the whole extent of
country, a number of engineers will be required te see
that the work is finished up. This is only a rough esti-
mate. It is difficult tosay how long these people will be
occupied. The staff is being reduced as quickly as possible,
but we have still to keep a number on. We thought
$30,000 would be sufficient to meet expenses, as only what
is absolutely necessary will be spent.

Mr. TROW. What proportion of the road is in the hands
of the Government and what proportion is in the hands of
the syndicate ?

Mr. MoL EL AN. None of the western meotion constructed
under contract by the Government has as yet been taken
off the hands of the Government by the Canadian Pacifie
Railway. That western section is still in the hands of the
Government or Mr. Onderdonk.

Mr. DAVIES. I notice a saving of $20,000, is that in4he
head office or among the engineers along the line ?

Mr. McL ELAN. In both.
Mr. DAVIES. Doos h. intend there shall bp a% olef

engineer when tbis i'oad sla ompleted Its ILaS8icY
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completed now. Willt be neessary to retain a chief
enginéer, at asalary of $4,000 or $5,000-$4,500, I think it
is.-and chief clerks- at 86,850, first olass clerks at 89,760,
and so o'q. This is an enormous staff, and I have no doubt
was required during the construction of the Canadian Paci--
fic Railwsy, but now that it is all completed, is it intended
to retain this enormous staff ?

Mr. MoLELAN. It is certainly not intended that the
same staff shall be kept up at Ottawa or along the line that
was kept up during the construction of the work. It will
be reduced as rapidly aspos&sible, and as the publc interests
will per»nit of its bexng one.

Mir. SEAKESPEARE. I do not see why that question
should be asked 0 many times. The Minister has made
the statement three times that the number of officer% will
be reduced as the work ceases, and I do not know why the
question is repeted.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. I do not think we
require to be iustru»itqd inoux duties heire bytl1e hçp. gep.
tieman; nor are we disposed to be so. We shall put 'ucu
questions to the Government as we think it right to put,
Uad I have to tell the hen..gentJemaathitems of thissort
h ave never been passed in this House before with so little
information. Because the hon. gentlemans colleague is
not here, w. do nôt feel disposed to press them, but very far
from the full explanation which should be given has been
afforded.

Mr. PAINT. I trust the services of the staff will not be
dispensed with until the extension of the railway into Cape
Breton, to Louisburg.

ui
bI~Wersant with it iyn e ~ the

genoeal suprvisior shall hav'e

Mr. DAVIES. That I eau understmad. I cau undetand
that the services of the tchief engineer will be required for
some time, but the hon. gentleman stilI skilfully evades
giving the information which I seek. I want to know what
the reductions lu the chief oMce are to be, Whose servioés
are to be dispensed with?

Mr. MoLEL AN. I cannot give you the names of the
offiers wbose services will he dispensed *ith. asked
about this, and was told that the services of seme ofoors
had been dispensed with and that others would be. Some
are still en the staff. Mr. Marous Smith and Mr. Tomlinson
are still in the employ of the Department here, their work
is not finally concluded, but the services ,of all the mon
whose work bas béen solely connected with the Canadian
Pacifie RIailway nust be dispensed with shortly.

ý Mr. DAVIES., The Department must know, wheothey
spnd in a estinuate of 130,00, whât they wnt it f d
*hihoffiners they will dispense with.

Mr. MoLELAN. Thoy may consider that before a cer-
tain period a certain man's services may be dispensed withy
but, with the amount of work yet to be done and the gaper-
vision required, they cannot say how many men wilI be
dispensed with.

Mr. DAVIES. Then how do they make up the>- esti.
mate ?

Mr. McLELAN. They esti mate that in so many months
they will diç;pense with so many men and so reduce the

Mr. DAVIES. The officiai explanation that anyone could amount tO,00. I understand that all"dy soin.ofite
give as well as the Minister, that the staff wili be reduced as juniors have been dispensed with.
far as the public interests permit, is no doubt perfeetly satis. Misellaneoua worku, IntercolonfalR .0
factory to the hon. member for Victoria (Mr. Shakespeare).
He does not want any explanation at ail. I have not heard Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. I do not object to the
him make any enquiries about the Public Accounts. He is amount, but I cail the attention of the Finance MinIer te
willing to swallow them ail, but I intend to ask for the wbat I thick is an objectionabie practice, the practice of
information that [ require, and I ask whether the chief carrying such an item as that te capital account, on'th.
engineer or any of the officials at the chief office have had Intercoloniai Railway in particular, which l ppsed ta
their services dispensed with, or is it intended to dispense have been completed with t.eeception of snob trigs as
with their services, or is the saving only made because the the St. Charles branch, for which I see a separate vote in
services of the construction engineers along the line are to taken. To carry littie maters involvitg 80 small a smmse
be dispensed with ? Is the railway office itself to be main.86,000 ta capital acount moens tO be not at ail in accordac.
tained ? with the. uouai practice. It ought to be charged te income.

Mr. >IoLELA&.. [t is expecoted that the staff aI tii he faMr. MoLELAN. I understand thera are stil a number
office at Ottawa will b.iarg.ly r.ducod during 1h1 year.of unsetthed matters on te booke of the Department whoh
Whether ther work Will eti~tiey ceas. duiringtiis ysear or have been thero for years. There are allown for riht
not, I araflot prepared to say. 1 think iS is improbable of way that, in o e caeIGs, bave Ioot yet been octed or,
that everything conncted with tue construction of that and ilm been customary for two or three yeirs te carry
great work eau end before the close of 1888-87. It l n wt this amount forward omeettn e cases bould the arieo
necossary ta have a chief engineer with hfls lime and Ber- 1cunderstand t t hat tvery 1111 of i taamo untwu oahled for
viees revotedotoltoRianadian Pacifil Railway after wt shaalyihe indoavtebnut it is tboughth sfer,knowing tha tier asre

bve because i atoièr oand ailw erk an d usiess, t St.aim lCha May arise, t vote tih amon aSma ofth'"s
panys may uever b caled for; itI e ot likoly now; butathtln c a
Wil have t provide their own engineer. AitWhtwanthe b. I usupposei a year or two to bMay hbed o ilo.
do la tMkepsufficient staff ier., a chief engineer ad staff, e
ofsSethat ourcontract with ae company aproprly yer.
formod en r' wfonlly clÔoed. rtainly te hon. gsntermrn St. harles BriucrfcatercolosialeRriwny....gt'57,yaO O
wil net expe t us ta keep a chief engineer looking after-te 1r.L&NGEL[ER. Wbat éthatinlend.d»f?
Canadian Pacifie Railway after our connection with i all
entir4y 'ceaÀ.W. may require a chef engineer for our Mr. MoLEIN'. That in mainly for a terminal station
have beëh p'raiway elsewher, and of course w. sha om
requre a ailway staff tolo fe 1m I a e fmt and yard fur trains and engino«.
ters ars'e s teroany work atnanydime, as theervice f they
chief engineer may be caled in tisntte heI. Al solarge r.LIN(;LtLR. I do net DO. that anything in de-
an lsdert n4g exteuding overe amuchi and coverng s mande4for, qVjpg te
toasey diaornt wor4 it will pencoape b. may monuber . I understand, ther. la still a
bfo luan ifinally be cled, and thâ servie of mnUrîp I t
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of these expropriations. I know of my own knowledge
that in one of them, the case of Murphy vs. The Queen, a
judgment was rendered by the Supreme Court lately for
$11,000 against the Government, and, unless that bas been
paid in the last three or four days, it is still ontstanding.

Mr. MoLELAN. There is money to pay that in lst
year's vote of $168,000.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. Does this:close the St
Charles Braneh?

Mr. McLELAN. I understand so,

Ir. VAIL. There arc still a number of claims unpaid,
are there not ?

Mr. McLELAN. On the vote given last vear we have a
month and a half of this year yet to run. This $57,000 is
intended to complote.

return showing that three sleeping cars were re.built in
Cobourg, Ont., this year.

Mr. McLELAN. I think there is an item in the Sup.
plementary Estimates respecting sleeping cars.

Mr. VAIL. What is that Stellarton branch going to
cost ?

Mr. MLELAN. $310,000.

Lachine Canal.......... ....................... $70,000 00

Mr. MOLELAN. That sum is required to make the aide
wall, the raceway, drain ditches, atone fences, booms, new
timber, basin, to build a guard-room on section 1, eleotrie
light, superintendence, &c.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. Should not such an
item as electric light rather go to ordinaty expenditure for
income than be made a capital charge ?

Mr. LANGELIER. Will that complete these permanent I Mr. MoLELAN. I think not for so large an expenditure
buildings and pay the expropi îat:on already decided on? I as that.

Mr. McLELAN. That, with the money that is unex-
pended, is to complete the whole.

Mr. LANGELIER. There are some very large claims,
I think one of them arnounts to 8250.000, although I do not
suppose so much will be awarded. There are several other
claims which muat amount altogether to more than $300,000
and they will not be settled before the lst July, so that
they will have to be Paid during the next fiscal year. I
refer to the claims of George Taylor, Carrière and Beau-
lieu.

Mr. MoLEL AN. No provision is made for claims of that
kind. I undertood that there was a number of smaller
claims still pending, that would be covered by the $168,000t
and this 857,000.

Mr. LANGELIER. No doubt these other claims are
greatly exagerated, but if I am not misinformed, in one
case the Government offered more than $50,00 to one of
the claimants.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. I think the hon. gentleman
is right about these claims, but the Government cannot
even appear to admit them by asking money now to pay
them. Therefore, we must wait until we have a judgment
of the court, and then we will ask for what is needed. The
hon. gentleman sees that we have 8168,000. I am not in a
position to say the exact amount that remains, but there
must be a large amount of that still remaining in the bands
of the Government, and that will be good for the remainder
of the fiscal year. If there is a balance, it may be carried
over to meet these other claims, should judgment go against
the Government.

Mr. LANGELIER. I eau well understand that the
Government should not ask for a vote for each of these
claims equal to the amount demanded ; but the Government
must be prepared to pay something, they muet admit that
they owe something. I should think that the Government
would have asked an amount to pay to these partie, at
least, the amount that the Government have offered to pay.
In the case of Carrière, I think the Governmont were pre-
pared to pay $20,000 or $25,000.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGEIT. I would like the Min-
ister to make a note as to the total cost of that branch;
also what will be required to compléte.

Expuditure on the Interoolonial Railway.........,o00 00

Mr. WELDON. Has the amount been all expended for
sleep mars? This year the Minister brought down a

IANams=.

Cornwall Canal............,........ ..... $75,000 Oc

Mr. MoLELAN. That is required for the enlargement
of the upper entrance, now under contract with Jobson &
DeLorimer.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. Does that complete
the work ?

Mr. MoLEL AN. That is given as completing the work.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. While we are on this
item, it would be convenient for the Minister to state
whether the Government have come to any decision as to
the proposition for deepening these canals ?

Mr. MoLELAN. No decision has been arrived at.

Williamnaburg Canal-Oonstrnction of Entrance
and Lock..............................................$100,000 00

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. In building a work of
this kind which involves a pretty large expenditure, the
committee should know whether the Department is building
it in such a fashion that it can be used in case it should be
decided to deepen the canal.

Mr. MoLELAN. The amount is to enlarge and deepen
the upper entrance of the new locks for 14 feet draught.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. That may be a judicions
expenditure if the Government has come to a conclusion
upon the point of deepening the canais. But there is no use
in providing for 14 feet unless the Government have really
made up their minds to deepen the canal system.

Mr. McLELAN. The plans are so drawn that the locks
ean be arranged for a depth of 14 feet.

Mr. SHANLY. The new locks are being constructed with
a view to the future enlargement of the canals at no distant
date, and they are being built about 50 feet longer than the
présent locks, and with an increased depth of two feet, 12
feet instead of 10 feet, and with a view to increasing the
depth to 14 feet by raising the banks afterwards. The locke
are being made witb a view to the deepening of the whole
canais. Of course, it would be of no use building and im-
proving the locks unless it was the intention to deepen the
canals.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. It is only ressonable
that the Government abould inform the committee at what
conclusion they have arrived. I shal renew the question
on concurrence.
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Enlargement of Upper Entrane to Galops Canal. $100,0o O0

Mr. McLELAN. This sum is required to complete Allan's
contract, $50,000, and for the construction of a new look,
.5(0,000.

Murray Canal . . ............. .$180, o

Bir RICHARD CA RT WRIGHT. A good deal of doubt
exists in the minds of those conversant with these works as
to whether they will answer the purpose for which they
were intended. The statements made to me are to the
effect that there has been very considerable difficulty in
constructivg and maintaining this canal, and a good deal
of work has had to be done someti mes twice and sometimes
three times over, whether owing to the nature of the
bottom or not, I am unable to say. What is the length of
that work ?

Mr. McLELAN. It is 4* miles or 6*, between the ex.
treme ends of the pier. It gives an expenditure up to the
30th June 1884, of $209,000; 1885, $148,000, and from
July to December 3st, 1885, 8136,000. Total, $495,000.
The amount of the accepted tender was 81,140,675.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. What time was it to
be completed ?

Mr. McLELAN. The date is not given.

Mr. BOWELL. I think it was to be completed in three
years. When I made my remarks before I thought the
enquiry was in reference to the Trent Valley. I have heard
the statements made, to which the hon. gentleman referred,
and have taken the trouble to enquire into their correctness,
and I find they are not correct. It has been asserted, over
and over again, that the canal was being constructed through
a large bed of quicksand, which, as fast as it was dredged
out, tilled in from thea ides. Not only the chief engineers
but the contractor assured me that they have not struck on
any bed of quicksand.

Sir RICHA RD CARTWRIGHT. What is the reason for
the delay?

Mr. BOWELL. I think the work is of much greater
magnitude than they supposed when they took it in hand.
I am also under the impression that it is not being pushed
as rapidly as contemplated-why I cannot say.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. -I would ask the
Minister of Finance to be prepared to give us fuller infor-
imation on concurrence as to the cause of delay, as I think
it is not right that it should be delayed two or three years
longer than the contract time.

Mr. BOWELL. I quite agree with you.

Welland Canal ......................... $235000 00

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. Will this complete the
work, apart from the next item ?

Mr. MoI. lLAN. I think a sum of about $112,000 will
be reqired to coniplete.

Welland Canal deeening to 14 feet ; land and
damageu, drand River.. ............. 776,000 00

Bir RICHARD CARTW.iRIGHT. When does the hon.
gentleman expect that this 14 feet navigation will be ready
for use.

Mr. MaLRT.AN. In June, 1887. The permanent strue.
tures are already the proper depth.

Grenvle anl............ ................ s25,000 GO

lr. CASRY. I wish to make some remarks on this vote,
And I would ask the hon. Minister to. allow us the same
freedom of discussion on concurrence as in committee.

18l

Mr. McLBLAN. Yes.

For construction of works on Tay Canal........ 4000 0

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. Can the bon. gentle.
man tell us what these works will cosi, and what purpose
they will serve when completed ?

Mr. MoLELAN. The works consiet of the construction
of a dam and locks 134 feet by 32 feet, the depth at the
lowest place being 5 feet 6 inches, and deepening the
channel of the river.

Sir RICHARD CARTWIRJGHT. Does the hon. gentle-
man know whether there bas been any negotiation to hand
over the Rideau Canal bodily to any parties ?

Mr. MoLELAN. I do not know that there has been any,
but I understand that the Government would be ready to
take an offer into consideration.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. What bonus would you
give ? I happen to know that an offer was seriously con-
templated.

Welland Canal, chargeable to Income.......,..$700 00

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. Ie the waste weir at
Dunnville a new construction, or the vote of 825,000 to
repair damages.

Mr. McLELAN. The chief engineer states that the
floods that have taken place at the Grand River render it
neoessary that provision should be made to stop the further
discharge at Dunnville. When that was first built, the banks
of the Grand River were for the most part covered with
trees, and the drainage was not so rapid as it is now, and
as the country got cleared up it became necessary to
increase the means of discharge.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. What is the pond
near St. Catharines which 85,000 is wanted to fill up ?

Mr. MoLELAN. The chief engineer reports that the
pond is a great nuisance. It has been formed by the waters
of the canal, and h. states that an expenditure of $5,000
would be sufflcient to raise three or four acres fully one
foot over ordinary water.

For works necessary to increase the suppl of
water to Rideau Canal and the Gananoque Iter $20,000 00

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. How came this money
not to b. expended before ?

Mr. TAYLOR. This is a revote from last year. Arrange.
ments are being made to have it expended this year. It is
for damning up a lake called Devil Lake.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. TMy hon. friend La sure
that this will not hurt the Gananoque water supply ?

Mr. TAYLOR The intention is that it shall restore a
portion of the water works taken away from Gananoque.

Canais, chargeable to Capital-9isellaneou....$80,000 00

Mr. KIRK. Theae are very large sumo that have been
voted away for canals-upwards of 81,800,000, chargeable
to capital, and $123,000 chargeable to income. These large
aume are voted to other Provinces than Nova Scotia. W.
have a small canal in that Province which requires some
repairs. An application was made to the Government two
years ago to repair ihat canal. The Government were good
enougi to send an engineer down to get a report upon it,
and he reported that it would cost $6,500. That is a very
small sum, but I do not see it in the Ratimates. Perhape
the Government intend to repair this canal out Of the mis-
cellaneous items. If not, I hope the Minister will place the
item in the Supplementary Batimates. I refer to th, White
Head Canal.
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Mr. McT2tiA.'. I wil biing it to the notic3 of the Mr. VAIL. I call the attention of the Minister to the
Minster. fact that, where seiz'ires havo ehen made of vesses, and

M ote fthry hive baen put in the bands of parties for safe keeping
Collection of Revenuý-0 toms ........... ..... $ 80l,365 00 and put alongside of wharîes where some expense has been

Mr. WELDON. You a Id t, Ontario and take away from incurred, it is the most diffi ealL thing c the worid to get a

Ne rn ikand Nova Scotia. eatislactory settlemeiit ut these accourits. I think these
New Brunwick andNsmall bills, which are very moderate, should be paid and

Sir RICHARD CARITWRIGH[I'. If this item goes should receive more attention fron the Department than

through, it must be diitinctly iunierstood we are free to they do. I have sent two or three smail accounte to the

take up the discussion with respect to seizaires at Montreal Devartmerit myseif, accounts which have been sent to me,
on concurrence, as if the item ha I not passed. and I cannot get any satisfaction. On the 1:th Mareb, I

wrote an offluial letter and enclosed an account. I heard
Mr. BOWELL. Certainly. I may mention to the hon. uotingof it, an on the 4th of thi8 month I wrote again,

member for St. John (M,.. Weldon) that the incretse in aud received no reply. A few days ago, I sent a third lotter,
Ontario arises from the fact that there bas been a very and the day before yesterday 1 roceived an acknow-
rapid growth of settlement in the dis,.riet of Algoma, and ledgement of that, saying the matter would b. ci -

it is absolntely necessary that sub-ports and ports should be quired into. 1 think that is an npardonable delily,
established on the northern sh res of Lakes Huron and and it strikes me that this (ommissioner of Castoms,
Superior, and on many ot the Manitoulin Islands. The Who May bave bec',a very good man in his day,
islands of St. Joseph and Cockburn are now inhabited by basruther outgrown bis work, and 1 amn not sure
hundreds of settlers. There are jarge fishing stations that it would not bc weIl to get a younger man to take bis
there, and as they are near the Sault they trade to a great place, who wnuld be a littie more active in bis duties, and
extent with the United States, so that it is absolntely a littie more prompt in i'plying to comnicatons. 1 cail
necessary to have offloers at these purts. the attention of the Minister to this, beause 1 am fure

caunot be aware of it. The amoants to which 1 bave re-
Mir. KIRK How is the reduction of 82,915 in IHalifaxMr.K 1RK lowis he edctin o 82915in aliaxferred are owing to mon who cannot afford to bo ont of

brought about? teir roney. Some of ther are offiuers of the Departynent,

Mr. BOWELL. By keeping the staff down as mucb as tid-waiters, getting $50 or $60 dollars a year; and, if tbey
possible, and reducing it to what is absolutely necessary to e ants fr6or 81.0,otho r montu fo
carry on the work of the port. lu many cases where I have em, sudrt le u.nt eor
made reductions, I have increased the salaries of those left
who aie willing to do more work when they get better pa IfrMK Vît tnthrae v mner ea.es in the

Mr. KIK. And they will not be so much in each
other's way.

Mr. BOWELL. It bas taken me some six years to get it
down from which hcn. gentlemen opposite brought it.

Sir R1CHRARD CARTWRIGHT. By roducing it from
$717,000 to $804,000.

Mr. BOWELL. You are speaking for the whole service,
and .I am pl kiJg fr Halifax. I admire ti asituness of
tho hii. gentileman. I do not think it is ie tesary I shou'd
repent what I have said with respectto tlhe rapid growth of1
the Algoma di-trict, ir to the fact that nearly the whole:
North West Teritories and Manitoba have been added
since t b Customs came under my control, or to the fact
that the Customs service bas been rapidly extended in a
great mauny sections of British Columbia, so that it has been
necessary to increase the item for various resons which I
could explain.

Mr. WELDON. Moncton shows an increase of 81,200,
and St. John a&roduction of 81,9K00

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. In Quebec you have
reduced it itrom $192,000 to $03,000.

Mr. BOWELL The increase in Moncton bas been brought
about by placing the outporte of Shediac under Moncton,
and by the appointment of an additional clerk. In St.
John the decrease arises from the superannuation of one or
two of the older mon who received large salaries, and the
appointment of others in their place at smaller salaries.

Mr. VAIL. The lst item bore, to meet expenditure in
connection with the Board of Customs and outside detective
service, imcluding 8800, salary of the Commissioner of Cns-
toms, as chainrman of the board-its that $800 a new item ?i

ru. i i.. Lu u ctvivcw" ý
Oustoms in Nova Scotia as well as some decreases. There
is an increase of $450 at Digby, 8480 at Lunenburg, 8500
at Pictou, and some smaller amounts from $100 down.
What is the reason for these increses ?

Mr. BOWELL. At Digby it was necessary to give the
collector some assistance.

Mr. KIRK. Consequent on the building of the Short Line
b"anh ?

Mr. BOWELL. I do not know that that would interfere
with it. At Lunenburg, there is an increase of $50 to the
salary of the collector, who receives $750. He has been in
office for a good many years and the business is steadily
increasing. Then I propose to give Mr. Reinhart an
increase from $350 to $400. Mr. Moorash formerly
received $200 and gave only a portion of his time to the
work. I propose to give him $500 a year, with the under-
standing that ho gives his whole time. Rudolph, at one of
the outposts, will reeive 100 instesd of $60, aud Milla,
another of the preventive officers, will recoive 8 100 instead
of 860. That makes the amount of 8480.

Mr. VAIL. I am glad to hear the Minister say he has
given the collector at Digby some assistance. He has been
apiying for it year after year. He does his work very
Well, but it is impossible for him to do all the work con-
nected with the port.

Mr. DAVIES. Who is the new offeer in Charlotte-
town ?

Mr. BOWELL His name je Moran.

Mr. VAIL. Who is appointed at Digby ?
Mr. BOWELL. There has been no appointment I think

it was paid to the collector's son who wa attending to the
Mr. BOWELL. No, it has boen in ever since the Board business for the old gentleman in his office. The collector

of Custome was .etablisbed. was instructed tg secure some one who could assist him, and,
Mr. KIRK.
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with the consent of Mr. Hill, the inspector, yoang Mr.
Veiteh was selected.

Commiutee rose and reported.

REPORT PRESENTED.

Sir ADOLPI11E CARON presented the report of the
Department of Kilitia and D.fenOe upon the suppression of
the rebellion in the North-West Territory.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN moved the adjournment of
the House.

Motion agreed to; and the Hou-e adjourned at 1.40 a.m.
(Friday).

HOUSE OF COMMONS.

FRIDAY, 21et May, 1886.

The SPEAKER took the Chair at Three o'clock.

PRAYEas.,

QUEEN'S BIRTIIDAY-ADJOURNMENT.

Sir IECTOR LA NGEVLN rroved :

Thit wh m this House adjournas t-day, it da staid adjourned until
Tuesday neit, at three o'clock, p m.

Mr. DAVIES. It is idle, I1suppose, to offer any chjec.
tion to the resolution of the Government; but I must siy
that at this period of the Session it is not fair to the gentie.
mon who come from the outlying sections of the Dominion.
We have been here since February, and have not been a ble
to get to our homes since that time. I am quite aware that
the Government must consider the convenien,,e of the
majority, and that the minority have to bow to the
majority; but we have to bow too often. I think our con.
venîience should be considered a lttle more than it bas been.
I do not thiuk it is fair to adj.urn over bAth to-morrow and
Monday. I understand that we are to have prorogation
ne(xt week, and this motion will throw it over two or three
days farther than it would otherwise be.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. The hon. gentleman con-
siders the interests of himseolf and bis friends, ard I feel
very much for them; but he must not find fault with this
action of the Government, becanse he knows that ac:ording
to the rules of the House we do not ait to-morrow, and he
knows that Monday is the Queen's Birthday, and as a rale
we adjourn over that day to rejoice with our Sovereign.
As 1 stated yesterday, the Government require a certain
day each week for the general business of the country, and
if we could not take to-morrow, surely the hon. gentleman
would not ask us to take Monday, and not have the advan-
tage, with other members of the House, of a day's rest.
Therefore, I think the hon. gentleman will see that the
motion is reasonable, at ail events, for a very large majority
of the House.

Motion agreed to.

RAILWAY FROM STRAITS OF CANSO TO LOUIS-
BURU OR SYDNEY.

S.r HIECTOR LANGEVIN (for Mr. PoPa) moved thit
the Uiouse, on Taesday next, resolve itself into Committee
to conuider the foilow.ng resolution;-

That it is expelient to provide that the Minister of Railways and
Canals eb authorisd to construct a rauway from a point on the straits
of Ganso to Louisburg or Sydney, as a publio work ithat the Goverr-
ment Railways A et, 181, shall apply to such'work, and that the location
and al other incidents of the said work shall be determined by the
Governor in Counoil.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGIT. I would like to know
whether the hon. gentleman is prepared to lay on the Table
any statement as to what this means, wbat the work would
cost, and what preiminary examination bas been made by
the Government to asoertain the cost; I do not, of course,
speak of a regular survey, because I suppose that has not
been made.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. My intention is, when we
take up this motion on Tuesday, to lay before the House aIl
the data in possession of the Government, as I have no
doubt we shall be able to show the House that this reselu.
tion should be adopted.

Motion agreed to.

BAIE DES CHALEURS RAILWAY COMPANY.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN (for Mr, Pors) moved that
the House, on Tuesday next, resolve itself into Com-
mittee to consider the following resolution':-

1. That whereas by an Act, 46 Victoria, chapter 25, the Governor
in Council was authorised ta grant ta the lBaie des Ghaleura Railway
Company, incorporated by Act of the Legislature uf the Paovin;:e of
Quebee, a subsidy not exceeding $3,200 per mile, nor exceeding in the
whole $320,00), for one hundred miles nt their railway trom Metapediao,
un the Iutercolonial Railway, t PaspLb-ac, in the Province of Que.beo,
and by the Act 47 Victoria, chapter 8. further authority was given to
the Governor in Council to grant a subiidy, not er xlpdlag in the whole
$300,000, for a branch of the Intercalonial Railway teeLn Metapediao
eastward towards Paspebiae, tweity miles in the Province o Queboc,
subject in b°th cases tocertan cndouitnamenr'ioned in the saHtAct ar-
opec ; lyan I tho baid campany, y twa separite mai rnrnentA dcsîignated
a, articles of agreem nt, made in duplcat., îetween iHer M j'sty Qaeen
Victoria and the said com any, both benri g date the sevuith day of
Novembor, 1885, have u dertaken tu costruct, in the maner and sub
jEect ta the conditians ei t forth in the Baaîd Instruments reapec'ivel'y, as
weil the said twenty miles as the rmaining eighty miles of the railway
from Metapediac to Paspebiac, and it was furtber agreed that the
Government should rqu-st Parliament, at thi present $ession, ta
authorise the arrangtment hereinafter mwentioned as to the application
of the subsidies aforesaid to the several portions of the said 100 mile, ,o
railway ; it is expedient to provide: (1) That the said subsidy of $30,.
000: hali apiply to the first section of twenty mil-s eastwa'd from Meta-
pediac; (2) that the su aidy of $3, '00 per mile authorised for the sald
firat section shall, with the $4,200 which alone would have b-en applic.
able to the second îectiun of twenty miles eatWard fr m Metapedtao,
be also applicable to it, makiig $1,400 per mile applica'le to the sald
second section ; and (3) that tu the remaining sixty miles of the sald
100 miles the subsidy of $ 1,200 per mile shall apply.

2 That ir is expedient to pruvide, that he two!nstrumentaof agree.
ment mentioned in the next precednîg resulution, which were made
subject to the approval of Parliament, b approved and confirmed.

Miotion agreed to.

THIRD READINGS.

Bill (No. 1a6) further to amend the Aot respecting fish-
ing by foreign vessels.-(Mr. Foster.)

Bill (No. 137) respecting the Carleton City of Saint John
Branch Railway.-(Mr. Triompson.)

LAND GRANTS TO MILITIA IRREGULAR FORCES.

House resolved itself into Committee to consider a
certain proposed resolution making provision for grants of
land to members of the irregular jorces of the Militia of
Canada.-(Mr. White, Cardwell).

(In the Committee.)

Sir RICHARD CABRTWRIGHT. How many graits will
likely be made under thiéi?
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Mr. WHITE (Cardwell). So far as my information ges,
I do not think it will include more than about a bundred
altogether. It is chiefly to the Prince Albert volunteers,
those who went out in the first instance and fought at Duck
Lake, and the few wbo went fron Edmonton and Battle-
ford.

Mr. WELDON. Do you give them scrip, the saie as the
regulars who went out?

Mr. WHITE (Cardwell). Yes.

Mr. WELDON. Has the hon. gentleman considered the
propriety of extending the scrip to the regiments that were
ordered out.? The New Brunswick regiment was ordered
out and made ready to march for the North-West, and a
Montreal regiment was under the same instructions. The
men were put to a very great expense, as much as if they
had gone to Winnipeg or further. They, of course, are not
entitledto the medal, because they were not engaged in
actual warfare; but as this is compensation to the men for
the expense they incurred in being engaged in the service, it
should apply to the regiments who were under orders. The
New Brunswick regiment were under orders drilling from
the 3rd April, when called out, to the 12th May, and then
were kept in camp a considerable time, at great personal
sacrifice to many of them. Some of the men were most
unfairly treated by employers who filled their positions
.with others and refused to take them back. The Govern-
ment might extend to these the benefit of the land scrip.

Mr. HICKEY. I would like to call the attention of the
Government to the claim of the volunteers of 1866-67 who
drove back a foreign invasion, and have never received
recognition from ithe Government of any kind. If scrip and
land are to be given to volunteers, those men who exposed
themselves more than many who went to the North-West
deserve recognition.

Mr. CURRAN. With regard to the remarks of the hon.
nember for St. John (Mr. Weldon), I have been advocating

the claims of the Montreai regiment to which he referred.
From my own personal knowledge, the Prince of Wales
regiment, commanded by Colonel Bond, agentleman who bas
made great personal sacrifices in the interests of the volun-
teers and is a deserving and popular officer, were called out
and subjected to most severe drill for a length of time.
They had te get themselves ready and undergo all the
expenditure necessary in preparing themselves for a cam-
paign. We all know that the great grievance of those men
was that they had not the honor and privilege of going to
the front, and really it ie too bad that these men, who made
aIl these sacrifices, after having been debarred from the
privilege of going to the front in the service of their
country, shoiuld now be debarred frorn the benefit extended
to their brother regiments who were more fortunate than
they. I have bad a good deal of correspondence on this
subject, and I hope the Government will se. its way to meet
the just demande of the Prince of Wales regiment. At the
same time, I hope that the Minister of Militia will be able
to attend to a amail claim I brought under hie attention
last year, with reference to Widow Martin, of Point St.
Charles, whose son lest his life in the North-West, and who
has now lost her husband, to whom a pension was given for
the loss of hie son. She is in the 86th year of her age, and
somethingought to be done towards continuing the pension.
I take this opportunity to again urge this matter upon the
attention of the Government, and I am satisfied the Minis-
ter of Militia will take it up and give it hie favorable con.
sideration.

SIr ADOLPHE CARON. Ky hon. friend, true to the
traditions of his prufession, has always been the protector
of the widow and orphan, and I muet say h has brought

Mr, WHITa (Cardwell).

before me. more than once the case of Widow Martin, whose
name is almost familiar to this House. The matter has
been considered on more than one occasion, and it has been
found extremely difficult, as I had an opportunity of
explaining before, to take up the case of Widow Martin,
however deserving she may be of recognition at the hands
of the Government, without taking up all the other cases
which come up every day almost before the Department.
I fully concur in what the hon. gentleman has said about
the regiment he has spoken of, and which displayed the
greatest possible zeal in getting ready, at the smallest pos-.
sible notice, to follow their comrades to the front if required.
With the battalions composing our militia force, we stand
as high as any other country, but my hon. friend must see
it was a necessity for the Government to discriminate and
draw the line somewhere. Almost the whole militia force
was kept in readiness in case the circumstances would require
the services of a larger number of men than the number
we sent forward to the front, and it would be almost
impossible for the Government to treat them all on a
footing of equality. So far as the troops are con.
cerned who had to bear ail the hardships of the
trip from older Canada to the North-West, more par-
ticularly going up north of Lake Superior, and having
to pass several months away from their home and
away from their business in the North-West in case their
services should be required, they ail deserve from us that
recognition which I am sure we ail feel so happy to give
them. They were all ready at a moment's notice to go to
the front and to fight the battles of the country. It has
been the misfortune of some-I believe that as soldiers they
will call it their misfortune-that they were not called to
the front, and were not called upon to take part in the
battles which some of their comrades took part in, but I
feel that my hon. friend the Minister of the Interior, who
bas charge of the lands of the Dominion, had to draw the
line somewhere, and the line was drawn in favor of those
regiments that saw active service west of Port Arthur.
Hlowever much I am ready to acknowledge the services
which those other regiments were prepared to render, I do
not see how it would be possible to put them on the same
footing as those who went west of Port Arthur.

Mr. WELDON. My hon. friend includes In that regi-
ments which were not in active service.

Sir ADOLPHE CARON. Of course.

Mr. WEL DON. There were regiments that never went
west of Winnipeg, but they got the lands.

Sir ADOLPHE CARON. Yes, those which went west of
Port Arthur.

Mr. WELDON. The hon. Minister draws the line at
those in actual service, but those who went west of Port
Arthur and not beyond Winnipeg did not see actual service.

Sir ADOLPHE CARON. It was actual service.

Mr. WELDON. In one sense it was, but it was not
service in the field. It was only a question of distance. These
men were taken away from their business and from their
homes and were put to very great expense. I can speak
personally of some of them that I know were put to consider-
able expense and great inconvenienee, and some of the men
when they came back found their situations filled, and I
am sorry to say their employers showed a want of patriot-
ism and refused to take them back. I think, under the
circuinstances, the Government might be a little more gen -
erous and extend t& provision to them. My hon. friend
from Montreal and my hon. friend from Bruce can speak of
this, as the three regiments were ail called ont at the same
time and are in the same position.
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Mr. MULOCK. I desire to call the attention of the

Minister of Militia to another class of cases which h. has
determined is not already provided for by any existing law,
and which will not come within this measure, as it is now
before the committee. I understand that under the Mil itia
Act power was given to the Department to allow aid, to
allew money in certain cases, where, for example, those serv-
ing had actually received bodily injury, but the Department
has held that no provision in law, or, at all events, as a
matter of finance, had been made whereby com pensation
can be given in the case of mon who have served and, in1
consequence of the privation or the trials they had to un.
dergo in the campaign, have had their intellect seriously
impaired. I have had my attention called to the case of a
man named Thomas Neely, who served, I am informed,
during the campaign in Company C, Infantry School, from
Toronto. It is stated that Neely underwent serions priva-
tions during the campaign, and that, as a result of them- I
do not vouch for this bit of evidence, but it is asserted in
the public press-his reason became weak, and ultimately
he became a lunatic. On the return of the, company to
Toronto, it is stated that at lest his infirmity became so
decided that he hadto be placed in confinement whee he
is to-day; that application was made by his family to thel
commanding offieer at Toronto, Colonel Otter, for relief; that
his family consiste of a wife and children who are solely
dependent upon this man for support; that Colonel Otter
communicated with the authorities here, and that Genéil
Middleton investigated the case, and finally sent a repif tò
Colonel Otter, which concludes, according te the newspaper
report which I have, in these words : ; i

" There are no funds available for such cases."

He gives that as the decision of the Department, that there
are no funds available for the case of a family whose head
is taken from them under the circurm stance to which 1
have referred. We know that the law does provide for
relief where a man only happens to lose a limb, to be
wounded in hie body, but General Middleton asserts that
there are no funds provided and no provision whatever
made for relief where a man practically loses bis head,
where he goes mad. I will read an extract from the To-
ronto News, of Tuesday last, referring to this case. If the
facts are as stated, I have no doubt the Minister will see,
before the Session closes, that provision is made for relief
in such a matter, and I think he might well assume that
such applications may be made, and it would be prudent to
take power to deal with them in case they should come
under his notice. The facts in this case may or may not
sustain the statement in the press. I will read the article,
which is as follows:_

"A case of extreme distress bas come to my notice that should
receive careful consideration. The facts are said to be lhese: Bome
three years ago one Thomas Neely, who had served inthe Irish con-
stabularly andInliithe plice f borbe, joined 0 company, infantry
Schonl. de ent wih ht corp te theorth-West an served through-
out the campaign, but the hardships he endured unsettled his reason.
This was discovered after the return of the force, but it was only about
two months ago that h. was finally pronounced unsafe and sent to gaol
to await a vacancyin the asylum which was obtained about a week
&go. Be bas a wif.oand o chil4ren.aNo hetre i where the painfel
part ef the story cernes ln. The vife and the twve uttle ones are left
totally unp ovided for. Col. Otter, I have no doubt, did aIl that he
could to obtain some relief or assistance for the family. He comwuni-
cated with the authorities at Ottawa, and consulted with Gen. Middle-
ton when that officer was in the city, but the answer, as he writes lire.
Neely, vas: 'There are no funde available for such caes.' 001 Otter
says in his letter: tI thought Gen. Middleton might be able to do s me-
thing, but he cannot, and I am afraid there now remaine no hope'
FUrther on, duty compels him to say-: ' have received an order for the
discharge of your husband from the company, which muet take place in
a few daya. lu the mantime, Iwish y'ou would send his plain clothe,
to him, ce when he is discharged he will have te retur bis uniform'

I am sure the Minister of Militia will admit that should
such a case arise in the service, this country is bound in
honor to do something. Therefore, I hope, that before the'

Session closes, he will take ail power neoeshary tg de4 i#
suph a case.

.Mr. McNEILL. I wish to draw the attention of the
Minister of Militia to the case of those regiments and batta-
lions thaà were oalled out on duty but did not prooeedW to the
North-West. I know that a great many of the 32nd were
obliged to give up th air employment, situations of emolhnient
whioh they were filhing, and wben they came back they
found their places taken by others, and were thrown for
weeks and for months out of employment. I know, also,
that some of the officers and men were put to expense in

rovidin certain equipments which were not provided
y the partment, and altogether very serions losà

was involved upon members of that force. I think it would
be a most unfortunate thing if the country, through the
Department, should appear in any way to make little of
the gallantry of our volanteer foLce, who were prepare4 to
lay down their lives for their country, and who cair'e up
with such romptitude at the call of duty. There 'i o
doubt at al that unless some kind of recognition is afforded
to them for their seryicos, there will b. a feeling of sore-
ness, there will be a feeling that their services have.not
been appreciated. It is not the value of the thing they
look at so much as it is the fact that their. services and
sacrifices have not been sufficiently considered. I am
sure the Minister of Militia, if h. will consider their case,
will, feel bound to do something in the direction I have in-
dicated.

Sir ADOLP E CARON. In answerto the hon. uiember
for York (Mr. Mulock) f can say tl1at t'ain not aware
of the facto as related in the extract from the Nesa which
he has just read. I shall take care that the case is investi.
gated immediately. Of course, the matter vill have to bé
reported upon by a medical commission appointed for that
purpose. If the facts are feund to be as related in the extract,
and if any reliuf can be granted by the Department inder
the circumstances, of course it will be granted.

Mr. MULOCK. The Minister of Militia says "if any
relief can be granted." Of course, it would not be right
that the hande of the Department should be tied by want
of power. He is farmiliar, of course, with the Militia law,
and knows whether the Department bas to day suffloient
statutory power to enable him to deal with such a case.

Sir A 0OLPflB CARON. Of course it depends alto.
gether upon the facts of the case. I am not in a position
to say, until 1 investigate the matter, whether it comes
under my Department or not. If it is a fact that Oorporal
Neely has, in consequence of going to the North-West, lost
his mind and suffered as the hon. gentleman represerts, th&
Department bas jurisdiction over such a case.

Mr. GUNN. I think the Department should also eon-
sider the case of the 14th Battalion, who were ordered out
to the North-West, and who were put to a good deal of ex-
pense and loss of time. They served in the fort at Ring-
ston for several months, and I think their claim sboldbI
cosidered as well as the others.

Mr. GAULT. I regret very much to hear the Minister
of Militig say that no grant can be made to the volunteers
who turned out last year and who went under canvasa, such
as the Prince of Wales Riles, of Montreal, under Lieuten-
ant Colonel BSnd, a man who has spent a good portion of
his life in the militia service at Montreal. I hope that be-
fore this Bill becomes law, the Minister will take the ease
of those men into bis favorable consideration. I have like-
wise always considered that the volunteers of 1866, who
went out to repress the Fenian invasion, should have had
their services recognisod by thé Gevrnment. I think it Io
a great shame that the impbr nt servivics tihey rendered
on that occasion shouldt iar hay'e 1 gna
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We know that the volunteers from Montreal, and the
Queen's Own of Toronto, suffered very severely, and that
some of them lost their lives on that occasion, and t trust
that before this Bill pases, some recognition will be made
of their services.

Resolutions concurred in.

Mr. WHITE (Cardwell) introduced Bill
make further provision respecting grants of
bers of the militia force on active service
West.

Bill read the first time.

THE LAW RESPECTING TIlE
TERRITORIES.

(No. 14-) to
land to mem-
in the North-

NORTIH - WEST1

House again resolved i.self into Committee on Bill (No.
133) further to amend the law respecting the North-West
Territorie.-(Mr. Thompson).

(In the Committee.)
On section 7,
Mr. WELDON. It is a very grave question as to whether

judges sbould be members of the North-West Council. It
is a legislative body for the purpose of initiating and carry.
ing out legislation in the North-West Territories. To adopt
the principle that judges should be a portion of the North-
West Counci is te go back to a principle that bas long since
fallen into disfavor. The only exception in the Mother
CouLtry of a judge being in the Cabinetis inU th caF e of the
Lord Chancellor, and that is a special exception. The only
instance in which a judge was taken into the Cabinet is that
of Lord Ellenborough, who was subjected to severe com-
ment and animadversion. Be strong was public opinion
against that action that no member of the judiciary bas
been a member of the Imperial Cabinet since that time. At
one time the Master of the Rolls was allowed to have a seat
in the House of Commons. When Sir John Romilly resigned
his seat for Daven port and was made Master of the Rolls,
he acquiesced in the general feeling that the House of Com-
mons was not an avena in which the jndge of a court should
take part. Since that time no person holding a judicial
function has been a member of the Hoiuse of Commons. The
.House of Lords is in a different position. That body exer-
cises judicial as well as legislative functions, and
therefore the principle does not apply. In those two
instances to which I bave referred, both of them were inno-
vations and were founded on a wrong principle. We know,
with respect to the Provinces-I can speak with respect to
]New Brunswick, and it was the same in the other Pro-
vinces-that when the Legislative Council was first formed
the judges were membors of it. ln New Brunswick we
had only one Council, Executive and Legislative, and when
it was separated the judges remained members of the
Legislative Council, but only the old judges, and the feel.
ing was so strong against that system that many years have
elapsed since a judge has sat in the Legislative Council. The
same thing also occurred in Nova Seotia, and there bas been
no judge in the Legislative Council of Nova Scotia for
years. Chief Justice Haliburton was a member of the
Sis1ative Council, but he resigned his seat while a judge
in eference to the feeling that judges ehould not take part
in legislative proccedings. Such was the feeling, in fact,
long before the days of responsible government, and what-
ever the justification for that system might have been at
the first formation of the colonies and the commencement
of our system, when that necessity passed away the feeling
arose thuL judges ahould not be members of a legislative
body. Throughout the Dominion the systemhas long ago
fallen into disfavor, and looking at the practice in the
Kother Oountry and in the Provines it is evident that it

Mr, GêJl!,9

would be a very bad principle to adopt if we were to allow
judges to become members of the North-West Council.

Mr. MILLS. The hon. Minister ought to drop all that
portion of the clause after the word "territory." By doing
so it would be provided that no judge of any court should
hold any other office of emolument ander the Dominion or
under any Province or Territory. That would express pre-
cisely what bas been the general policy of Parliament in
all the Provinces ever since the establishment of responsible
government, and there is no reason why a different rule
should be adopted in the North-West Territorie. If this
Bill wore to come into operation, and judgeA were to
become members of the North-West Council, as at present
constituted, when the number of elected members is very
considerable, it is clear they would be called upon to take part
in political discussions and express opinions on questions
coming before the Council. The judges mAight take opposite
sides, It was hardly in the nature of things that they were
going to be all on one side and with one party in the Coun-
cil. They would possibly become leaders of opposite parties.
They would be called upon to sit in caucus and decide upon
a policy, and when they came to discharge their judicial
functions they would be called upon to interprot and
enforce laws which they might have opposed and about
which they might have differed with respect to their
construction. The position in which they would be
placed is one altogether contrary to our conceptions
of the duties of one holding a judicial position. If
there is one portion of the Dominion where a judge ought to
hold himself aloof from political discussons and fror taking
part in the settiement of questions of public policy and of
party government, it is in a country like the North West.
The law is likely to have less force. A judge ought not to
be mixed up with questions of party expediency, as he cer-
tainly w3uld be if he were to take part in the discur:sions as
well as the deliberations of the Conucil of the North.
West Territories. Those judges, as members of the
North-West Council, as members who tuok an active
part in the discussion of public questions, would
be amenable to criticism, their conduct would be re-
viewed, their motives would be impunged. Feelings of
personal hostility towards newspaper men and other
parties would neeessarily spring out of the discussions,
and there was nothing they could do in the administration
of the law as judges which would not be open to question,
and they would be assumed to be more or less influenced by
wbat was said in regard to them in the discharge of their
duties as mermbers of the Council. It would be impossible
for the hon. Minister or for any hon. member, if he were to
be a judge of one of the Superior Courts of the country, to
administer the law without suspicion attaching to him after
taking part in political discussions, and be would become the
subject of critioism, that mon are necessarily, and I think in
most cases fairly, subjected to by the public press.
I think it would be singularly unfortunate if we adopted
this provision, which might not be very seriously objected
to, as long as those who were en trusted with the adminis-
tration of affairs were simply magi-strates and nothing
more, whose conduet in their judicial capacity was always
liable to be reviewed by the judges of the Superior Court,
as they have by the Court of Queen's Bonch in Manitoba.
But the hon. gentleman proposes to establish a Supreme
Court in that country, and to give to the judges of that
court the widest possible jurisdiction, to give them control
over ruies Of procedure, to authorise them to deal with all
important cases that may come before them in their judicial
capacity; to make these men member s of a legislative body
in which political considerations must come into play, and
where they will be obliged to take aides, would be in the
lst degree mischievous, and would seriuualy affect the
opinions which the publio might form with rqrd tth
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administration of juatice. It ls not alone suffinient that
justice should be fairly administered. In most cases, T sup-
pose, jumtice would be fairly administered if the juiges
were allowed to be members of this House. But what
confidence would the public have in their administrrtio i of
the law in such a case ? And if you cannot afford in the
public interest to allow the judges to become members of Par-
liament, you cannot any more afford to allow the judges in
the North-West Territories to become members of the North-
West Council. It is not sufficient that the men who are
engaged in the administration of justice should aet fairly.
It is of the utmost importance that the publio should
believe they act fairly; that the public should have confi-
dence in the administration of justice, and itis impossible that
the public should have confidence that the administration of
justice can be retained, so long as the judges are members of
the Council. Let me suppose that there are contested elec-
tion cases growing out of the elections to the North-West
Courcil. Who are to sit in judgment on the respective
candidates in such a case ? Why, these very men. Here
you have provision made for an eleetion of members of
the Council, and for the trial of controverted elections in
the North-West Council, and who are to sit in judgment
on those controversies? Why, the members of the Council.
Are they going to decide fairly ? If the hon. gentleman
appoints his own friends-as the majority, and perhaps
alil of them, are political friends of the hon. gentleman-
I should like to know what chance a member of
the opposite party would. have in contesting an elec-
tion before the members of a court so constituted.
It might be that a fair decision would be had. But
I should like to know whether the public would
believe that the decision wus fair, when it was adverse to
the opponent of the judge ? Why, Sir, the judge is put in
a totally false position. When you introduce the principle
of the trial of controverted elections-and that is what you
do and what is done by the North-West Council at this
moment-I should like to know how you are going to have
a fair tial, or one in which the public will have confidence,
when the members of the court trying the case are to be
members of the North-West Council ? I say you must
abandon one position or the other. You jurt go back to the
position of things which existed when we had the trial by
petition before a committee of this House, or we must
restrain the North-West Council from resorting to those
means of settling disputed contests that we ourselves believe
are demanded in the public inter<, t and in the interest of
public justice. Yet te hon. gentleman proposes to adopt
a system here utterly at variance with a fair trial in the
cases of controverted elections. I trust the hon. gentleman
will agree to repeal the latter part of this section, and will
not insist upon a provision which is so totally at variance
with what is right and just, a provision which will cer-
tainly go a long way to destroy public confidence in the
integrity and fairnees of those who are called upon to
administer the law,

Mr. CAMERON (Huron). I trust the hon. gentleman
will not pross this clause of the Bill providing that the
judges whioh the bon. gentleman proposes to create by this
Bill should be members of the North-West Council. We
have so much confidence at present in our judges, that they
are treated as if it were never possible for them to destroy
that confidence. Public confidence in them remains estab-
liahed. Nobody questions that public confidence. Now,
there were not, I dare say, any very valid objections to the
stipendiary magistrates being members of the North-West
Council. The sparsity of the population and the difficulty
of getting representative men into the North-West Council
was, no doubt, very great, and no doubt tbere were some
excuse for allowing these stipendiary magistrates to occapy
seat. in the Conncil. But that- diaculty ha long siooe

disappeared, or, at all events, It doms not now exst. In-
telligent, qualified and able men can beg to represent
the people in the North-West Council. Now, there is an-
other reason why tbis provision is very objectionable. We
know that in the earlier days of the administration of the
North-West Council, politics did not, to any extent, prevail
in that board. But an body who has watched the pro-
ceedings of the uncil durinr the last year,
can come to but one conclusion, and that is,
that political lines are about as clearly defined
there as they are in the' Parliament of Canada.
The discussions which took place during the last moetinua
of the Council, the actions of the members of the Couno ,
both the nominees of the Crown and the representatives of
the people there, clcarly indicate that. Now the effect of
this proposition is that we are creating five Superior Court
judges, and we are placing them in the political arena, to
take part in political discussion; because, where party lines
are drawn, as they are there, the judges will undoubtedly-
they are but humani; they have political sympathies,
though fh y are judgces-they will undoubtedly be ranged
on one side of politics or the other. The result is, that yotè
arc going to place those judges in an unenviable and dis.
agreeable position-a position in which public conidence,
at no distant day, if not at the outset, will be completely
shaken in the judgment of those judges. Now. I ay it is
hardly the thing that the mon who make the laws should
be the men to administer the laws. The bon, gentleman
might just as well propose here that the judges of the
Superior Court of the Province of Ontario, or the judges of
the Supreme Court of Canada, should be members of
this House. Why dare not the hon. goutleman so propose ?
He dare not so propose, and why ? Because public opinion
is against it; because the faith and confidence whic the
people have in the administration of justine would be om-
pletely shaken, and, therefore, no person would think of
proposing that the judges of the courts should occupy seats
in the Parliament of Canada or the Local Legislatures.
Now, if they should not occupy seats in the Parliament of
Canada or the Local Legislatures, upon what principle can
the hon. gentlemen justify their occnpying seats in the
North-West Council ? They will haveas much polities there
as the rankest politician, Liberal or Conservative; and it is
putting them in a position in which no judge should be
placed. It is going to have the offect of shaking public con-
fidence in those judges. Therefore, I hope the hon, gentle-
man will not press that clause of the Bill, but will eave the
judges of the North-West, as they are now in the other Pro.
vinces-men who are supposed, at all events, to have no
political bias or leaning, who are supposed to administer the
law without any leaning to one side of politics or the other.

Mr. THOMPSON. With great respect for my friende
on the other side of the fouse who have discussed this
question this afternoon, I beg to say that I think there is a
very marked distinction between the case of the North-West
Council and that of this Parliament or a Local Legislature.
As was intimated by the hon. member for St. John (Mr.
Weldon), in the organisation of the different colonies where
Imperial Councils were established, judges were almost
always placed upon the board, and they remained there lu
many cases antil responsible government was conoeded.
The condition of affaire in the North-West Territories is
very similar. We are still to a large extent, so far as
local legislation is concerned, in the position of organising
those territories, and giving them for the firet time a code
of laws ; and I think it just as desirable that the e eece
and legal assistance the judges are able to give h ould be
given in those Councils as it ever was in the organisation
et a colony. But I wish particularly to call the attention
of my hon. friends opposite to the principle underlying
this part of the Bill, which wil appear after 1 n0ako
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IbisexpànstIon I o nt prpos inIbis oranyasserted thal bis xclitics had been <ionservative, and thatthis expikisfîôn. .1 do not propose in this, or any

other ràpedt, to make any change in the laws of he wusstili a Conservative, but that justice b the Indiana
the territodres, except with reference to the establish- made it necessary for him b repudiate the action of tii
ment of thè court itself.. I do not desire to alter the Lieutenant Governor with regard lu he Indiana of ho
substantive faw relatlng to property, procedure, or the North-West. Look at the division list. If I remember
North-West Conncil itself. The only way in which clause 7 rightly, the elected members supported the attack on the
todches that question, is thit it saye that nothing herein Administration, and the nominated membors defended the
contained shall make the judges ineligible to sit in the Administration. What happened thon wilI happen lu-
Council. Let me .calli the attention of the commititee t morrow if the Goverument appoint judges to that Council.
what the law s uin référence to judges sitting in the Council, What will their action b. when 1he lime cores fur
At present it enables the Governor in CouncU to appoint them to paks upon the conduct of lhe Administration?
six members of that Council; the others are, of course, They wiIl be trammelled, however boneet may b. hbir
elected in the North-West Torritories themselves. It is also motives, and being trammelled, publie confilence in hem as
provided that stipendiary magistrates of the North-West jadzes of the land will b. weakene You can strike nu
Territories shall, ex officio, be members of that Council. greater blow aI our institutions han in the sigiegt degree
Nc r, I pr-opose to repeal that provision, and to strike out b afford a fQundalion for lhe withdrawai or wihhholding of
that provision of this Bill which increases the number of public confidence from lb. judiciary. Neither expediency
appointed members to eight, leaving the law just as it is, nor necesity would jnstify at this day th. appoinîment of a
and saying nothing about the judges being either eligible or judge to the North-West Council, and w. should go further
ineligible. Then, if at any time it should be considered by making judges ineligibte for liaI office. They are not
unnecessary to continue tLh jadges in the North-West eligible to-day in the older Provinces lu sit in any Legisla-
Council, they will not be appointed. I think the interpreta- tire Assembly, or to oas a vote or choose'arepresentative
tion of clause 7 wil1 not be altered by striking out the words for a member of liat Aisembly. Were our legisiators
the hon. gentleman suggests, because the judges would still wrong wbeu the adopted liaI policy, a policy whici did
be eligible to sit at the Council board unless they were col originale wilh us, but was borrowed from a country
specifically excluded. greater han ours? For lies. remous, I trust that the Gov-

ernment will introduce such provisions in lie Bill as wil
Mr. MULOCK. I hardly think the constitution of thomeel Ibis view of lhe case.

North-West Council affords us a safe precedent for its future Mr. WOO IWORT El. I bad ocasion ho look over the
constitution. We must remember that the present law ordinancos of the North-West Concil, and I nover Paw suoh
was framed when the territôries were in a much less organ- a crnde lot of laws got together; I nover saw laws
ised condition than they are to.day. l the beginning the assed in so comphcaled a wa as these .vidently were.
Council was entirely nominative. At that time there wee uoe of tbem hhere seemed bb.nu regard for logio,
very few settlers in the North-West, and the necessity of and hardly any regard for the English language, 50 liaI
the case perhaps justified a policy which, under tbo altered iobody could tell what tbey meant. It wonld puzzle a
conditions of to-day, is an unsound policy. Suppose that Philadoîphialawyertl nderstandthem. Ibroughttustl
to-day we were for the first time providing for the case of lie attention of some of lie attorneys of he North-West,
the North-West by establishing a Council, would wo "ake and askd why some ofbem did not go b the Council,
eligible to sit in that C ,uncil men occupying judicial posi. so hat tiere would b. a ikelihood uf the laa: b.ing passed
tions in the North-West? If we would not, then we must in a more intelligible shape. But lhoy roplied liat their
not make judges eligible under the legislation which is practice took up their lime, and liaI as liey wero the
sought to-day. Tiere is no pr'actical nocessity, in my opi- principal agents in le carrying on of lawsuitshhey were
ion, for judges to be chosen to fill places in the North-West nul as popular wiîî the peuple as others wore outsido the
Council. Since the Act creating the Council was passed, a legal profession. The North-West Council is thoreforo prin-
large population bas gone into the North-West, and we are cipally filled by mon who have no légal training, and the con-
told that settlement is rapidly taking place, thatséquence is hattho ordinances pased are often ipcompre-
ple are 'nò'w going in there by thousands. Ipeul renwgCI n hr b Iusns t hensible. If this North-West Qoncil were a -Parliament,

is quite clear, tLaerefore, that t territories in which poeisics touk the lead, il would be improper w
will themselves supply t1e necessary material to fill that
Cbuncil, without our having tò fàll back on the judges of l hn.pfrintaihntsokeluIhs id, but y nes
the lànd. The duties of that Council are largely adiminis- are effaced and poitics are nul known in lhe Council,
trative. IT bas to deal with local questions, school ques-
tion , edudational questions, municipal que'stio'ns qanduso - ases.ahýW N byi i aisaI lctions in

re judges te littst to deal with these nqd5e0tionis ? I eburte
submit that they are no. beliee thGovrnment wouldn Liberala rom elder Provinces vote, for h

be itengtthened by not being fre to make such emppoint.dons4rvaive candidate, and vice versa, tbs _bjection dis-
b. èlengVenedby nt beig fre lumakesuci appoit. airs. The Conil is, in fact, a deliburalive body from

ment. the settlers 'themselves, I think, are better quali- whici politics are.exc1uded entirqly, and iejudgpa were.ap-
fied, to dischà-ge the duties falling upon the membèrs of thp n
Cotincil than the judges. Necessity, therefore, ill li hi oninootatbiould rie. IIframean .fus-
ustify their appointment; and I do not think a member orpfr a ti in

the bar, at all event:s, would advocate the appoitment oe yriufa
judges, who ought to occupy a neutral position, who ought should have a seat in lhe Oouncik who would b. bot in-
to livé rather in the serene atmosphere ofthe bench than b. tereted in ad comptent of seeing jattlie awi ure P!rOk-
brôught down to the discussion of municipal or other poli-.rîy drawn up. 0f course, as -te eoutry grpws, offie
tics. Ie the last proceedings of the North-West (Councilnu
wo Ënd the lembers arraying themselves on simi- appoint a judge tg the CouncU. But in lie presenl.cun-

rà iiîèal lines to thosàe of te people of the olde-lar% 1ilclunsl Ieo l.pupeooleedr ltien of the Nlorth-West, when ls society la not crystalie4
Provinces. The committee will remember a disons-

whiCh came up in that Oounciltouchin lie treapp IV ,ic aeu ila oni g th a tmenl 'b. brought, il will b. admihted liaI no, Persoin would befndans y this Goverument, in which a Scentl c
eketi mèmbei, r. a.ckson, made a very stron ýëech a ii , I dunul soe wby B
bgfist lî% Tâieflet Govornor of the. Trrfris; HO ug hé1 b ilgbe

as erre ohsplitietsad ee oainth

èflhe asstlla osevaivuttatjutie othe India
LieutenantiGovernorewith rgard to thefIndians of th
reTn» $ightup ly, te eedmebersspotdte tako h
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1fr. DAVIES. I think the hon. gentleman, on reflection,

will see there is not much force in the argument he ad.
vances. The condition of affaira hedepiots, which bas resulted
in the lamentable consequence that a large number of the
ordinances are so framed that they cannot be understood, is
a condition which exists, despite the fact that three stipen-
diary magistrats are ex officio members of the Council of
which Lieutenant Governor Dewdney is the head.

Mr. WOODWORTHIe. His not a lawyer.
Mr. DAVIES. But the three magistrates are.
Mr. WOODWORTE Who are they ?
Mr. DAVIES. Judge Richardson, Judge Rouleau and

another judge. That shows simply what ail our experience
points to, that when you appoint men to a position of this
kind, and do not attach any emolument to their services,
their duties are performed in a very perfunctory manner.
If the North-West Council want laws properly drawn they
must appoint a proper law clerk, who will put the laws in
proper shape. It would never do to allow the principle
which has been discredited in every British colony
to be introduced in a new country. I endorse every
word which bas fallen from hon. gentlemen on
this side, as to the impropriety of admitting judges
to be appointed members of the Council, whose
duties will b. partly administrative and partly ex-
ecutive. It does not seem to me that the Minister of Justice
met at all the objections raised. H. said formerly these
officials were ex o(Jicio members of the council, but that in
future they would have to be appointed by the Governor in
Council. That is still more objectionable. Under the old
system they do not owe their appointment to any political
party. These judges, when they are members of the Council,
will distinctly owe their position to political favor, and
therefore their presence in the Council under the new mode
of appointment will be, if possible, more objectionable than
if they were made ex officio members; but 1 object to their
being made either ex oficio members of that Council or being
made eligible for appointment by the Administration of the
day. I think either mode of appointment is highly objec-
tionable; it bas been discredited and done away with in all
the British colonies since the introduction of responsible
government, and in many of them it was done away with
before the introduction of responsible government. I can
see no good reason for it, and some of the objections, notably
the one raised by my hon. friend from Bothwell (Mr. Mills),
iu reference to the trial of election petitions, seem to me to
be unanswerable. It is just as important that the people
should believe they are getting justice done as that
justice should be done, and if we constitute this Supreme
Court, and constitute an administrative body composed
partly of judges, as is intended by this Bill and, if, when
they oit upon the bench, they have to discharge functions
which are to some extent in confliet with their duties as
members of the Council, you will throw an amount of sus-
picion upon their judicial duties w1ich is highly undesir-
able. Now that we are establishing e institutions in the
North-West is the time to place them on a just and firm
basis, a basis which experience has shown to be productive
Of good and not of harm ; and these old ideas of our fore-
fathers many years ago-that it was desirable that the judges
should sit in legislative assemblies, not being elected by the
People-ehould no longer be entertained.

Mr. MULOCK. I am somewhat surprised at the atti-
tude taken by my hon. friend from King's, N.B. (Mr.
Woodworth), on thi question. I venture to say thathebas
argued somewhat against bis convictions, for I give him
credit for having too much respect for popular institutions
and popular rights to seriously prss upon the Government
the control of a popular body by Government appointees.
ie only juatified the proposal, however, by the necessity of1I
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the case, and hie evidence of that was that the 1e alation,
so far, had been o crude as to indioate an entire a enee of
legal knowledge on the part of the framers, and the noces-
sity, therefore, of introducing some legal acumen into the
Council. Let us see how destitute that present organisation
which he complains of is of legal attainments. I cannot
profess to say who aIl the members of the North-West
Council are, but some of them, at all events, are lawyers.
How many lawyers will satisfy my hon. friend, Bo that
there should h some legal knowledge there?

Mr. WOODWORTH. It is acording to the quality.
Mr. MULOCK. Will h. say that the present Govern-

ment appoints unfit men to administer the law? Who
appointed the following persons to office in the North-
West ? Mr. MoLeod is an Ontario lawyer, a man who
practised at the Ontario bar for many years, and at laist
went to the North.W est. I believe he has been a stipendi.
ary magistrate for some time. I do not know whether he
is at present or not. He is s member of the Council. He
is a good lawyer.

Mr. WOODWORTH. No, h. never was articled.
Mr. MULOCK. Well, I know him personally, and, though

I will not contradict my hon. friend, I assert that he is a
good lawyer. He practised in the town of Bowmanville
for many years.

Mr. WOODWORTF. That is not the one.
Mr. MULOCK. Yes, James McLeod; I am not mistaken.
Mr. WHITE (Hastings). He is a lawyer. That is

right.
Mr. MULOCK. What about Judge Rouleau? He acted

as judge at Battleford. Who appointed him? I suppose
he had a legal education, though I do not know anything
about him. Then there is Judge Richardson. He was
qualified to hang a man. I suppose he ought to be able to
make a law or revise a little statute, anyway. Judge Travis
-what are hie qualifications? Why, Judge Travis is one
of the finest lawyers the world ever knew; he is one of the
ablest lawyers the Lord ever put bresth in. la there any
other lawyer in Canada who bas been able to accomplish as
much as he has since he has been on the bench ?

Mr. WOODWORTH. Not one.
Mr. MULOCK. Before he was appointed he was able to

cast odium on the Privy Council. It was not up to hi
standard of what a judiciary ought to be. And then he
badgered this Cabinet so much that at last, to get rid of him
and to satisfy a then member of the Government, he was
appointed a stipendiary magistrate.

Mr. MITCH ELL. What member of the Government?
Mr. MULOCK. He is not in the Government now. I

mean the member who appointed him, and very shortly
after left the Government.

Mr. MITCHELL. Who is he.?
Mr. MULOCK. Yon know who h. is.

Mr. CHAIRMAN. Order.
Mr. MULOCK. Ia not Judge Travis the qualifications

for a judge ? WiIl you say he cannot make a statute or
revise legisiation? He was able firetto imprison the mayor
of Calgary, and thon to imprison the whole council of
Calgary, and then to imprison the whole editorial staff of
Calgary, and then he threw the whole burgh of Calgary
into tbe dungeon ceiL Has any member of the bar proved
his knowledge of the law no much as Judge Travis? And
yet you tel[ us he cannot pass alittle ordinance in the
North-West. It is trae that h Lhas had a liltle check since
he performed these great exploits, but h has only stepped
back to take breath, and who knows, after this symposium
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.ie now having, but that he will advance to new con.
quest-ed ho is a momber of the Council.

Mr. WHITE (Cardwell). He is not a member of the
Council.

Mr. MULOCK. Yes, h is amenber of the Council, or
h. was one.

Mr. BOWELL. He never was a member of the Council.
Mr. MULOCK. Very well. You see in that case what

great talent the Government has left unavailed of. They
had the right to appoint him, and they have been so grossly
negligent of their duties that they have not appointed this
great man.

Mr. WOODWORTH. They are afraid he would impri-
son tle eCouncil.

Mr. MULOCK. Judge Travis, the embodiment of all
the law west of Winnipeg, not a member of the Council 1
I enter my protest against is being passed over in favor
of any new ereatures of the Statute now propoeed. Bat,
joking aside, I think we have shown that, apart from
Judge Travis, there is a sufflcient legal element in the
Council, whereby the Council's measures should not now be
discredited on the ground taken by my hon. friend from
King's; but, as was said by the hon. member for Queen's,
P.E.. (Mr. Davies), th. necessity for having the
Statutes correctly drafted, will not justify a depar-
ture from sound principles, so I am satisfied that
my hon. friend from Xing's, N.B. (Mr. Woodworth),
argued against hie convictions when he asked to
perpetuate a system which has been discredited already by
the Council. What was the opinion of the North-West
Council when they discussed the management of the Indian
affaire? They said-and if you read their deliberations,
yon will fid that they asserted-that the will of the people,
the opinions of the people were stifled, were gagged, were
over-ridden by the appointees of the Crown, and why ?
because these appointees were not free to express their
views. They were in the service, in the pay, and under
the control of the Crown, and therefore they did not enter
fully into the consideration of te questions before them.
Cannot it be said that, though a judge occupies a position
from which he cannot be removed except by an Address
from Parliament, he is not still under some governmental
influence, some party influence? le must necessarily be.
Every judge, however pure he is, however anxious to serve,
still has an eye to the future, still has an eye to promotion,
and likes to stand well with the authorities of the day; ana
apart from tht, apart from the danger of his own actions
being controlled or affected by other considerations, the one
great consideration that ought, of al others, in my opinion,
to which against the proposition to have them eligible is
this, that he will be unable to enjoy the entire confidence of
the community as a judge, if he is brought down to take
part in the various confiiets that muet necessarily arise in
connection with the administration of local affaire in the
North-West Council.

Mr. WOODWOIRTH. The hon. member for North
York (Mr. Mulock) did not get up for the purpose of saying
that he had been converted to my view of the case, but he
has said so, in fact, in his argument. He stated that Judge
Melaod was a member of the North-West Council ; and had
ho not degal talent? The bon. member for Queen's, P.E.I.
(Mr. La)ies), aise said that ho had legal talent. The hon,
gentlman says that Jadge Rouleau las legal talent. I did
not speak of Judge Travis, because my hon. frien was
doing o ewil in his pleasantry that I did not wiuh 4o inter.
rapt' him. 1 ay thse men had talent enough to per-
fori thedlies for whiehthey were appointed. But this
Aet supeandes them; they will ne longer be members of
thie ounil; they are .z oicio; they are stipendiary magis-

ntos; Ihisetlsupee.des thenand they are no long«rj
>r, MuLoçL
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stipendiary magistaes. They .may be appointed judges,
however. Rumor has said-I do not know with how much
trath-thatlame of them, who are eligible and who are
competent, are going to be appointed under thi Act, but
ei ng to be stipendiary magistrates. Then, if my hon.

friend wishes to see Judge Rouleau made a judge,
he is still a menber of the North-West OoXneiI,
so this Act has net done anything contbary te the views of
my hon. friend for North York. He doms not object to
Judge McLeod, the present stipendiary magistrate; he does
not object to Judge Rouleau; and I understood the hon.
member for Queen's, P.R.I., tesaythat they are members
of the North-West Council ex ojfdo. E does net object to
that at all. If ho does not object to it, and these men are
appointed judges instead of stipndiary magistratps, under
this Act, why should they not b. appointod ex ocflao mem-
bers of the North-West Council as they wore 'befre this
Act was passed ?

Mr. WELDON. The hon. member for King's, N.S..(Mr.
Woodworth), took objection to what he called the crude
legislation of the North-West Oouncil, and the hon. member
for Queen's pointed out that the judicial funetionaries of the
North-West were members of that very Council which made
this crude legislation. Therefore, that is an answer that
at the very time that these ordinances of the Coun cil were
being passed, of which the hon. member complained, the
judges, with the exception of the later appointment, were
ex officio members of the Council. It seems to me
the Bill does away with the principle which we advo-
cate: that persons who exercise judicial powers should
not take part in the legislation of the country. The
North-West Council is composed at present of six mem-
bers, who are appointed by the Government, and, I think,
fourteen or fifteen who are elective under the North-West
Territories Act. Therefore we bave got two classes. First,
we have members who are appointed by the Government,
of which three are ex officio and do not owe their appoint-
ment, as members of the North-West Council, to the Govern-
ment, and they get the appointment by virtue of being sti-
pendiary magistrates. That, fcourse, will cease, because the
present stipendiary magistrates cease to exist when this
Act is passed. Then we have the elective body. Now,
this is totally different from the old Legislative Council
which I referred to some time ago, where they were all
appointees of the Crown. If the Minister of Justice wants
to carry out the old principle, then hoe should, according to
the ractice in the old time, appoint not only the judges, but
the bishops.

Mr. THOMPSON. Why not?
Mr. WELDON. Why should not Bishop XcLean, the

Bishop of Saskatchewan, be appointed as weli as the judges,
on the same principle? I am merely pointing out that en
the hon. gentleman's own principle he should appoint the
bishops as well as the judges.

Mr. THOMPSON. It is well worth thinking about.
Mr. WELDON. I should be very glad if the hon.,gentle-

man, as a good churchman, would adopt my suggestion.
But, Mr. Ohairman, the diifioulty is this, that the stipen-
diary magistrates are ex-oLScio, by virtue of their oile,
members of tho Council, and you have lier. a proposition
that the Crown, at its mere pleasure, shall appoint say three
Out of five judges. The difference between them naturally
will create a feeling of jealousy on the part of the judges
who are not appointed; then, whkat will be the remuit?
The two who arenot appointed will go into polities and
standider some of th& eleoctoral distriete, ad there is nwlh-
ingle apoeventehem. Jf they are llowed to act as mem-
bers of the ouncil, they eau either ael as mmub"es ap-
pointed by the Gover4meut, or they eau stand
for eleotion. I think w4e o not want to see in-
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troduosd in the Dominion the i"pl fet a-
judge running an election. I thia eon in te b
Ulnited States where the judges are elected by the%
you will not fnd a single instance where a jadge is igt le,
either to the Sonate or to the House of Representatives.
The principle is condemned in England, it is condemned by
the practice of the Provinces, it i condemned in the United
States, and I think it is an unsound principle whici ouht
not to be introduced into a body which must neoessarily e
to a large extent, political. We find already between the
Lieutenant Governor and the Council strong differences of
opinion expresaed as to the policy of the Dominion Govern-
ment, and the conduct of the hegislation, and I think that
shows tht the judges ought to be kept entirely out of that
arenS.

Mr. MILL. My hon. friend has pointed out that under
section 7 the judges may be appointed to the North-West
Council, or that they may be elected to that Council. Now,
let us suppose a judge is a candidate in an election. The
Government is not obliged to appoint them all, they may
appoint any one of them. A judge becomes a candidate,
another party is opposed to him, and a contested election
grows out of the contest between the judge and the ordi-
nary civilian; who is to try the cas.? Why, hie brother
judges. Does any one suppose that the civilian will stand
on a footing of equality when he is contesting an election,
and the matter is being tried between him and a brother
on the benchi? Then l.t me suppose that there is a division
among the members of the bench, whether that judge
should or should not be returned to the Council. He is
returned by a majority of the bench. They are divided
upon the question; some of them decide that ie was duly
eiected, and a minority holds he was not. Well, what
will hie relation be to the majority and the minority
in the Council ? He meete there in the Council wit
the judges who sat in the trial of his election, some lof
whom were in favòr of him, and sone who thought he was
not entitled to the seat. What will his relations be? He
may think that his trial has not been fair on the part of
those who sought to exclude him, he may think that some
of them showed a want of patience on the bench, and hie
relations will be anything but friendly when h meets them
in Council. Now, I say that if the Government wished to
devise a scheme to destroy the infiuence of the judges in
the administration of justice, if they wished to destroy the
confidence of the public in the fairness of the judges, they
could not have devised a scheme better than this. A judge
may be a candidate; he may b. tried by his brother judges;
he may be excluded by hie brother judges, or he may be
admitted by them. In fact, if anything in the world could
create a atate a chaos in the administration of justice, it is
the clause we have now under consideration.

Mr. THOMPSON. Theb on. gentleman will see that I
was not so inconsistent as he was himself in his allusion to
the bishops. I do not think it would be a very great cala-
mity if the bishops in the North-West Territories were
appointed to the Council.

Mr. M[iTjAg Letus knowthe policy ?
Mr. THOMPSON. I wish to say to hon. gentlemen that

at present the policy, whatever it is, is now the law, and
that while they are opposinga change of the law with res-
pet to judges, they have not yet uttered a word of com-
plaint as to the aligibility of other pereons. The hon.
gentleman knows that bishope are eligible to-day, and he
does not propose to make them ineligiblo, aithough hold-
ing up both hands in horror at the ide cf judges being
eligible. I eave the committee to say where the inconsis-
tency lies. This is, however, a temporary provision. It is
only for the present that this body exists at ail. Section
21 of the North.West Tritofe Act, as ermboded in the-

I ___________________________________________

Rev§sed Statutes, an d'it eMst'soedl of th AWtft
provide that when the number of e eMtse uretlesiw Maibh
twenty.oae the Oonnoil shall «mase and ddtrdne, aI t*e
members so elected shah be onsAtituted as a L.gts1utit
Assembly for the Territories, and all the powerm of tbis At
vested in the Councai shall b. sted and eeoi.ed by the
Legislative Assembly.

Mr. WELDON. They ean be elected still.
Mr. THOMPSON. I will come to that presently. The

same Act provides that whenever the population of any
electoral district reaches 2,000 people of adult age, and
whenever a population shall be claimed to include 1,000 to
1,000 square miles, the Governor shall issue hie writ for an
election of a member for that district; so that, in the course
of two or three years, we have every reason to believe the
Council will reach twenty-one members, and it will be
superseded by a Legislative Assembly. Under that cliuse,
I am informed, at the last session of the ouncil five new
members took their seats. But while the Territory remains,
as at present, in the condition of a colony, it does not sten
to be a very extravagant proposition to say that judges may
be eligible to sit in that Council. That system has not been
discredited, and hon. gentlemen opposite fail to name a
colony in which it has been discredited or surperseded until
the affairs of the colony have been managed by a Legisla.
tive Assembly. The Bill proposes no new provisions. I
think the last proposition mentioned of the possibill
of a judge running an eleoction for the ouncill%
rather an extravagant one.; but I am quit. willing
to meet that objection by altering the words so as
to read, "being eligible for appointment as a mem-
ber of the North-West Council." A good deal bas been said
with respect to the qualifications of tie judges In the North-
West. The hon. gentleman also referred to alleged acte
done by Justice Travis in regard to which hoesaid the judge
had achieved remarkable distinction. Whatever the judge's
qualifications or disqualifications may be, the acte spoken
of, that of having imprisoned the mayor, the town comncil
and all the editors, are acte to which Judge Travis id an
entire stranger, and which were never asserted in regard
to him until the last half hour. As regards the position of
those gentlemen referred to in this connection with the
North-West Council we are making no new provisions
exceptto say that they shall no longer be ex-oficio mombers
and I think that is a stop in the direction in which the hon.
gentleman is desiring us to go, notwithstanding the state.
ment of the hon. member for Queen', P.E.I. (Mr. Davies),
that the present provision will be more objectionable than
that. If the objection to their having seats is becsee they
might be, to a certain extent, under the control of the Gov-
ernment, the objection is really les strong when it applies
to judges, who are appointed on good behavior and oan only
be removed by this Parliament.

Mr. MULOCK. The Minister aske for a precedent show-
ing that evils have resulted out of such a system as h. pro-
poses to adopt by this meaure. I refer the hon. gentleman
to the experience of the late Provinces of Upper Canada
and Lower Qanada. Itl is perfectly well known that the
difficulties that occurred in o den times in those two Pro-
vinces arose largely from the legislative institution being
controlled by appointees of the Crown, not ail judges, but
appointees, who were not independent. The Minuter bas
questioned my remarks in regard to .udge Travis, and
he has aid that judge did not imprison the mayor or
council, or any other diatinguished persons. I have seen it
stated in the prose, and I have received communications
from persons at Calgary stating that he issued edicts for
those personages to go there; whether they finallywent there
or not I do not know. In regard to the mayor he issued an
order that he should serve six months until ho pald a"flue.
In regard tothe couonil, hetreated them i 6e s"ee*My;
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they were ordered to pay a fine or go to gaol. In the case
of Mr. Cayley, a member of the presse, ho senthim to prison,
and it was not until his father came here and interceded
for him that he was liberated. Why, I do not know. He
was sentenced to serve several months in gaol, but ho was
liberated after serving a few days. The hon. gentleman is
surely not so unfamiliar with what his officers are doing as
not teobe familiar with the actions of Judge Travis.

Mr. THOMPSON. The hon. gentleman is entirely mis-
taken as o the nature of the judgments of which ho has
spoken.

Mr. MULOCK. I refer to the Calgary Herald and com-
munications I have recoived from the people in question.

Mr. WATSON. In regard to the statement made by
the hon. member for King's, N. S. (Mr. Woodworth), that
the statement of the member for North York (Mr. Mulock)
was wrong, that party politics enter into the North-West
Council, and the reference to Mr. Jackson. Mr. Jackson
was a Conservative and had pitched into Governor
Dewdney about the maladministration of North-West
affairs. Mr. Jackson represented a class of people there,
he did not represent himself, but the people; and unless
Mr. Jackson had seen that his people were in sympathy
with the views ho expressed in the Council, I do not think
ho would have given expression to them. This appoint-
ment of members of the North-West Council is very
unpopular, aud I hope, as the Minister of Justice says, that
it will not be long before we may have a deliberative body
there. That time cannot come too quickly in the interests
of that country. As the Minister of the Interior who has
been there knows, there are plenty of mon in that country
fully competent to become members of such a body and
pass its ordinances.

On section 14,
Mr. THOMPSON. In reference to the views which were

expressed the other day, I have drawn a section conferring
juriediction on the court very much in the same words in
which jurisdiction was conferred on the superior courts of
Ontario. I thought there was some force in the reasoning
that it was desirable to apply to this court the language
which was used in conferring jurisdiction on the courts of
Manitoba, for the reason that, as the Territories are divided
into Provinces, it is desirable that their general system of
law should correspond:

This court shall, within the Territories and for the administration of
the laws for the time being within the Territories, possess all such powers
and authorities as by the law ot England are incident to a superior court
of civil and criminal jurisdiction and shall have, use and exercise all
the rightsincidents and privileges of a court of record and ail other
right, incidents and privileges as fully to all intents and purposes as
the sanie were on the 15th day of July, 1870, used, exercised and enjoyed
by any of Her Majesty's superior courts of comuon law, or by the
Court of bhancery, or by the Court of Probate in Englaud, and may and
shall hold pleas in all, and all manner of actions, causes and suite as well
criminal as civil, reai, personal and mixed, aud may and shall proceed in
sucb actions, causes end suitsby sue b process and course as are provided by
law, and as shall tend with justice and despatch to determine the same,
and mty and shall hear and determine ail issues of law, and may and
shall also hear and (with or witbout a jury as provided by law) deter-
mine ail issues of fact that may be joined in any suah action, cause or
suit, and judgment thereon give and execution thereof award in as full
and as ample a manner as might at the said date be done in Her Majesty's
Court of Queen's Bench, Common Bench or in matters which regard the
Queen's revenue (including the condemnation of contraband or smuggled
goods) by the Court of Exchequer or by the Court of Chancery or the
Uourt of Probate in England.

On section 27,
Mr. THOMPSON. This section prescribes the scope of

the authority of the Council at present, and the clause is
only reinserted in order to make it clear that the same
authority extends to this court, notwithstanding the provi-
sions of the Bill.

Mr. MILLS. Then I understand that the intention of
this clause is that the Conncil of the Territories may alter
the oonstitution of this&ourt.

Mr. MULoo.

Mr. THOMPSON. They could not depart in any way
from the provisions of this Act.

Mr. WELDON. Des the Act of 1880 go quite as far as
this, and allow them to establish a provincial court?

Mr. THOMPSON. Yes.
Mr. WELDON. The only question is whether they would

have power to croate other courts while this court is in
existence ?

Mr. TEOMPSON. I suppose,% practice, they could, but
it could not possibly work without the concurrence of Par-
liament.

Mr. MILLS. I think my hon. friend has confounded the
Act of 1880 and an Order in Council pased under the
authority of that Act, conferring on the North-Weet Oouncil
just such jurisdiction as it is proposed to give them by this
Bill, and it is under that Order in Council, I suppose, that
up to this time they have Oxercised their power.

On section 28,
Mr. WELDON. Does not this conflict with the present

Act? The hon. gentleman takes power to repeal the 76th
section of the North-West Territories Act, which allows a
jury of six in criminal cases, and the question might arise
whether a jury of six or a jury of twelve should be taken.

.Mr. TEIOMPSON. The clause makes the procedure
subject to any Act of the Parliament of Canada, which, I
think, oui-es the objection, but I will give full consideration
to the hon. gentleman's suggestion before the third reading.

Bill reported.

LAW OF EVIDENCE.

Mr. THOMPSON moved the second reading of Bill (No.
141) further to amend the law of evidence in certain
cases.

Motion agreed to, Bill read the second time, and House
resolved itself into Committee.

(In the Committee.)
Mr. MILLS. Is this not a portion of the Bill which bas

already been passed through this fHouse and sent to the
Sonate Chamber. Why should we be asked to deal with
this subject when it is perhaps already embraced in a Bill
which bas gone to the Sonate. We have no notice that the
Sonate have rejected our Bill, and it would be undesirable
to legislate on a subject we have alroady legislated upon.

Mr. THOIPSON. It is not contrary to the rules of
Parliament to legislate again on the same subject.

Mr. DAVIES. The history of the Bill is simply this. The
hon. member for Hamilton (Mr. Robertson) introduced a
Bill lait Session to amend the law of ovidence and had it
referred to a select committee, to which several Bills of a
cognate nature were referred. I had the honor of being a
member of the committee, and I moved this clause in the
committee, and they adopted it, and it came in under what
is known as the agnostic Bill. It was not necessarily part
of that Bill, but was on the same subject. That Bill passed
the HRouse last Session and was rejected in the Sonate. It
passed this House again this Session, and I underatand that
portion of it which referred to the allowances of witnesses,
who have conscientious objections to taking the oath, to
make affirmation, was objected to by the Sonate, very unad-
visedly, I think; and this section, which we now have, was
introduced as a subsequent Act of itseif.

hir. MILIS. I do not know whether the whole Bilt is
rojected or whether this is simply the Bill sent to the
Sonate coming back in an amended form.

Mr. THOMPSON. It is a new Bill.
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1fr. DAVIER This is what took place. They wen

into committee on the Bill, and one hon. gentleman nove
that the oommittee rise, and that was carried, and so th
Bill was lost.

Mr. MILLS. It is only suspended; it is simply a cas
of suspended animation.

Mr. DAVIIS. Lt cannot be restored very well.
Mr. MILLS. It could be put on the next day.
Mr. DAVIES. It was ndt restored at ail events. Firet

they agreed not to report at all, and subsequently they
agreed to report the fact.

Mr. MILLS. I still raise my question for the decision o
the Government. This is a part of a Bill which has alread
ben carried through this House. t has passed three read
ings here; it has not been rejected by the Sonate, and the
Minister of Justice now proposes that we shall pass anothe
Bill upon precisely the same isubject upon which we have
already legislated this Session. I -sabrit that that canno
be done. If the Senate had rejected the Bill; if they had
moved the three months' hoist, we might have introduced
a Bill on part of the same subject, or might have re-intro
duced the wbole Bill, but the Bill sent to the Sonate has
not been rejected. The committee has risen, and it may b
restored to the Orders in the Sonate to-morrow. I think i
would be highly irregular to undertake to deal with it in this
way until that mesure is finally disposed of in the Sonate,

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. I cannot agree with my
hon. friend. In the first place, we cannot constitutionally
know what happons in the Senate.

Mr. MILLS. Then we cannot legislate at ail.
Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. We cannot know what

they do except by communication from thenselves, or un-
less we ask them for leave to search their records, and they
give their assent. Ail we know is that a Bill went up con-
taining this clause with other clauses. That is there. It
has not been reported to us. We do not know what they
have done. We do not know whether they have done any-
thing or not. That would not prevent then, on any prin-
ciple that I know of, from sending down a Bill containing
one of the clauses of the measure we have sent up, and we
should not refuse it on that ground. I do not see that there
is any ground whatever to prevent our discussing this Bill
which they send down, merely because the sane clause in
principle, or the same clause verbatim et literatim, is in-
cluded in the Bill we sent up there.

Mr. MILLS. Then the hon. gentleman contends that
this House might to-day carry through a Bill upon a par-
ticular subject, and that it might to-morrow carry through
another Bill upon procisely the saine subject, in precisely the
same terme or in contradiction or variation of those terms.
That, practically, is laying down a law which is at variance
with the well settled law of Parliament.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. I do not see that. If we
have passed a Bill, there is practically no necessity for the
other Bill coming down in the same terms, and such an
extreme case could never by any possibility arise, but,
when a portion of a measure is sent down, I do not think
we should refuse it.

Mr. WELDON. It is not sent down a. a part cf the
old Bill, but as a new Bil altogether.

Mr. DAVIES. There is no evidence before us at all.
This Bill may have been introduced in the Sonate before the
other Bill was introduced in this House. We have no
offcial knowledge of it. It is here before a, and, deeply
I regret the aonofthei Sonate in rejecting the portion of
the Bill introduced by the hon. member for Hamilton (Mr.
Robertson)-we do not know in any constitutional manner
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t what took place in the Benate, and I am only stati what
d I gather from the records and from oonveraing w'= ome
e members of the Senate-I think this is a very desirable

clause. I know in my.own practice I have found the* aut
of it, and, unless there is some rale whioh we are directly
violating, I should be sorry to see it thrown oat.

Mr. MILLS. I am not objecting to the principle of the
Bill. That is not what I have submitted to the committes.
We have already legislated upon this matter this Session by
passing a measure containing the same clause. Lt
was read three times in this Hous regularly, and it ha.
gone to the Senate, and the First Minister says we do not

f know wbat the fate of that measure is. We have not
semrchd the records of the Sonate, we do not know that it

- has been rejected, and now the Government are asking us
e to adopt a measure containing one of the same sections. It
r may b. exactly in the same words. I do not know, but I
e say that is a most irregular and unparliamentary proceed.
t ing. The Government are bound to know and to inform
1 the House what has bocome of the Bill on this subject before
1 they propose to introduce another Bill on the same subject.
. Supposing they passed the Bill which went from this Huase

and sent it down here to-morrow, which is to become law ?

t
Mr'. THOMPSON. Would there b. any ham don. ?

9 Mr. M ILLS. Supposing they vary, does the hon, gen-
tleman propose that Parliament should stultify itsif ?
Does h. assume that the rules of Parliament will allow
anything so absurd to be done as that would be? If h. is
right, it would be within the parliamentary right and
usage to pas. a hundred moasures oun the same subject.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. I should think that such
an absurdity in practice would never arise, and therefore
there is no use in fighting shadows. But supposing we
send a Bill to the Upper House, and afterwards there came
down a Bill initiated there, containing the same terms
exactly. Al that we would do in such a case would be to
send a respectful message to the Senate informing them
that before their message came to us, we had sont up a
message of the same kind, and asking them to dea with
that.

Mr. MILLS. That is exactly the case that has arisein,
and you have not sent a message.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. No; it is not the same
Bill.

Mr. MILLS. We have sent a Bill to the Senate, and we
do not know what ha. become of it.

Mr. TIHOMPSON. Everybody does. We may shut our
eyes to it and affect to act upon some exalted nodoil tof
consistency, which does not exist at ail, but we do not know
it.

Mr. MILLS. Suppose the Bill sent up is altered by the
Sonate, are we going to stuatify ourselves?

Bir. THOMPSON. We will consider that when the
amendments of the Sonate are read.

Committee rose and reported, and it being Six o'clock, the
Speaker loft the Chair.

After Recems.

THE NOR THUMBERLAND STRAITS TUNNEL RAIL.
WAY COPANY.

Houe ruolved itself into Committee on Bill (No. 128) to
incorporate the Northumberlnd Straits Tunnel Railway
Company.-(Mr. Hackett).



MÂYýw,

On the preamble,
Mr. DÂVIES. Before passag-thuts I beg towakihether

the Goverwment bave eonaldered the im rasce of this
matter, with a'view to assisting W the prefiminary survey
necessary to the construction of that undertaking. When
thé Éil ctie up in the Senaté s ae tinte ago, Sir AlexäLdi-
Campbll made a few reitna on the second readhrg, in
whidh héeiitéred a kibd of protest in behalf of the Gò#eftn-
meit, whih' seemed to me at the time somewhat itnnoés-
say, to thé efect that the Gove•nnient mûst not be cobi-
sidbrzdà as iii any way countenanciig this matter, ad that'
in Umenting to the second reading it niut nôt be understoMd
that thb.e wé.W any implid promise on their part to assist
in the colistrüetion of this tunnel. A remark or two fall
from the Premier the other night, in the course of sortb
,egneral observations he was making in respect to the North-
Wèt, led me to believe that possibly the Govetnment hlad
mddified their policy on this matter. Considering the very
great importance of this measure, not only to Priâte

dwatd Island, but to New Brungwick and Nota Scotia,
and the abeolute necessity of having correct and proper sgr-
voys made to give data upon which the company, befòré
they commence the construction of their work, can sk for
stock to be taken, I am anxious to know whether the Gov-
ernment do not consider that there is an obligation on their
part, at any rate, to provide a enfficient sum of money to
make the medeseary atzrveys. I am not going to enIrge
upon the impbftance of the case now. The hon. gentleman
who had charge of the Bill in the Senate, the Hon. Mr.
Howland, did so at great length and with great ability, and
the facts which he collected are before the House, and
before the country, and have been before the Government.
I am strongly in hope the Government do not intend to
adhere to the statement made by Sir Alexander Campbell,
because it fell like a cold water blanket upon the whole
scheme. Of course, I am not here asking that the Govern-
ment endorse the scheme in any sense further than that it
is their duty to take it so far under their countenance and
contral as to see that proper surveys are made, and at the
Government expense. I think that is the very least the
Island has a right to expect, and that New Brunswick and
Nova Seotia have a right to expent I hope the Govermnent
will be able to give me some assurance on this point before
the preamble is passed.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. The hon. gentleman was,
shocked at the announcement made, it appears.

Mr. DAVIES. Not shocked, disappointed.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. Very well, I will use the
word " disappointed " instead of the word "shocked." I do not
know what difference the hon. gentleman makes between
the two words. Of course he is an English scholar, and I
am only a French scholar, and I cannot see much difference
between the two words. But at all events, the hon. gentle-
man was not satisfied with the answer given by Sir Alex-
ander Campbell in the other House. So far as I am con-
cerned now, as representing the First Minister for the
moment, I must say that I do not know what has passed
in the other House. I th1nk it wôud be as well for the
bon. gentleman not to press me to dàiawer him on this
matter. This is a private Bill, and I think he should al-
low it to bpsed. WheneYer a gda undertaking is to
be accompli ed and aided, the Government always con-
siddr - work*,to see whther it ia' uoe that they can rS
commend to the supportO f; P rhiamt. In this case the
Bill bas passed only one House. It bas passed the Rail-
way Committee of th" i HUc also. I think the hon. gen-
tle. 'willdo betteîto alo*te Bfli tolbeôome la*; then,
if appcatiolaimade to the Gove«oMent for aid of obul

tha~t I f¥eg~# fætè%f#t W&hW. ge~tnmint
lfr. ACKEEr. I arnglad to qSe that iie hon. member

fOr Queen's (Mr. Davies) is not opposed to this Bil, and I
hope he #11~ assiit uk i srefi ng ifWthtrùgh1id l omef
and making it as perfect as possible. The Bié f W n .-f
great importance, and if it a- be carwTed ut-wiibe a
gteat boon to the people of Prince Edward Island. I ar
sure the hon. gentt it and hls c 1Teag' f'om that Prô.
Iuc *1 b. onIy o iÉ heBUtar th uk.
As regards survers and matter» of thut kind'l think the
ýGovernment will deal fairly by the people of PrieeIhtard
Island, and if they think it is in the interest of the peoph
that surveys should be made, as I believe it e, I am quite
confident the Government will undertake those surveys and"
se. that justice is done, and thereby confer a great boon on
the peopleof the Island and largely benefit the péople of
the whale Dominion.

Mr. DAVIES. The hot. gentleman feels qaui cowufidet
thalt thé Governmeht wilL, if they deem it neeéssary, undër-
talk thdeê drVe's. I de not know on what gtoaud the
hon. ghtitbmti bhaseshisberië. I *a in the hope thât
posirily the Govewnient wôóld do that. I lltht, A*cvur,
call thé hôn. &enxtlemaI's attention to the ffet that the,
leader of the movrninent in the othbr Hoûde distinctly
threw côld witer upon this adheme, althoauh a rerhark
maleby the leader of the Government the othe night, led
me to beieve that possibly the Governient igtglook
with a favorable eye upon the undertaking. Sa far frèm
offering any opposition to the Bih passing through the
House, it will have my most cordial co-operation ; but I
cannot shut my eyes to the fact that the undertaking is not
oily a novet one, but will -be neôessarily an expensve one,
and that when the ,oipany ask capitalists to tke stock in
the undertaking, they wiil be met by the question: how do
you know that it is feasible? The carrying out of that work
may or may not be a duty ineumbent upon the Governmet
-1 ain not gbing ta raise a long discussion upon that
question here ; but Iam going t rise this point.1 :"y
the question whether that work is feasible or not
is one in regard to which the Govemnent has the
onies resting upon them, and I have a right to eai
on the Government on this occasion to say that this
Bill and the scheme embodied in it have théir *ytn.
pathy, in so far that they are prepared to undertafke
tue work of making the enrveys. After the suiveys
are made and we are able to say what the cost will be, then
will arise the question as to whether the Government should
not subsidise the work largely or undertake it altogether.
But in the meantime I an not throwing any obstruction in
the way, but I am assisting the Bill in ascertaining exaetly
what the Government's policy is, whether the Bill has their
sympathy and support or not. The practical way to ex-
press sympathy is for the leader of the Government to
disavow the remarks made by Sir Alexander Campbell in
the other House and give some assurance, which I am ni'ue
wili be received with very great pleasure by ail of my coi-
stituente, as in fact it will be by the whole Province, of their
practical sympathy to the extent that they will abist In
making the necessary surveye. I know the surveys ae*iot
b. made without a very large ouflay for a private con-
pany; but in wiew of the compact made by the Dondhioh
with the Island, in view of the fact that a controvrty has
been going on this year between the Dominion and the
Isiand , which as bden crtied to the foot tîf tfA
Throne, and in view of the desptch of Lad (Mexhvtile
to the Goverior General expresug the hope that tihe Do.
minion Government *ulMd see eir way déair to aà"t tis
tunnel undertaking, I would bêhdkh¶g in my dity if t-dI
not, at this fitting opportunity, sgtheGôernaint to di
idnèt>ly annonuos their p6 êiW ate; andTalT Ki V
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very much disappointed if the BUi passe through both
Houses with no other declaration by the 4overnment than
that of Sir Alexander Campbell, which simply means that
the Government do not intend to assist this scheme at aiL
I do not want to pres anything unduly, or to ask the Gov-
ernment to commit themselves to an undertaking which
may involve a larger expenditure than they are prepared to
make at present; but I say, in view of all the facto, in view
of the compact made and broken, in view of the language
used by Earl Granville, urging on the Dominion Govern-
ment as a means of remedying, to some extent, the neglect
of the Government to carry out the compact made with the
Island at the time of Union, that they should assist this
tunnel enterprise-I think, in the face of these facts, I have
a right to expect from the Government, on this occatsion,
some more clear and definite statement than I have ob-
tained. I am not satisflied, as is the hon. member for
Prince (Mr. Hackett), that the Government will, in the
long run, do right.

Sir EBOTOR LANGEVIN. [n answer to the hon.
gentleman I must say this: I thought I hinted it in the
answer I gave him in the first instance, but I will make it
plainer this time, that I do not think it is in the interest of
the work now under consideration that h. should press me
for an answer, and being so convinced, he must excuse me
if I do not give any further answer than that I have given.

Mr. SHANLY. I am not sure whether the hon. member
for Queen's (frr. Davies) declared or not that his support
of the Bill would be contingent on the answer given by the
Minister of Public Works.

Mr. DAVIES. Certainly not. I shall support the Bill
whether the Governmant give any assiatance or not.

Mr. SHANLY. The Bill is an ordinary one and gives
no extraordinary powers. The amendments proposed are
simply those thought expedient in order to assimilate its
general features to ordinary Bille of the same kind.

Mr. HACKETT. If we want to enter into a discussion of
the merits of the Bill it will not pass this evening. But it
is not necessary to enter into the merits. This is a private
Bill, and it has passed through the Senate and the Railway
Committee, and it is not necessary to enter into any contro-
versy in respect to it.

Mr. MILLS. Have any soundings been taken as to the
character of the bed of that arm of the sea, and is there any
estimate as to the probable cost.

Mr. HACKETT. Soundings have been made and mea-
surements have been taken at that place. The bed of the
strait is very suitable for the laying of this mechanical
structure. As regards the estimated cost, I have here a let-
ter from a gentleman who is very competent to speak on
this matter. It must be understood that thorough surveys
and borings must b made before an accurate estimate of the
cost can be obtained. I will read a letter written by Mr.
Walter Shanly, an eminent civil engineer, in response to a
letter written to him by the leader of the Government. Mr.
Shanly Baye:

"Replying to the questions contained in your letter of yesterday
touching the construction of a subway under the Straits of Northumber-
land between Prince Edward Island and the mainland-(l.) Whether
the construction of such a subway is feasible ; (2.) Within what time
could it be constructed; (3.) Probable cost.

" lut, I consider the construction of a subway undertaken according
to the very ingenious plan proposed by Mr. B. H. Hall, of New York,
entirely practicable, and that the work might be completed in three
years from the time of ite actual commencement. As to the cost: I
have not myself visited the locality, but I have carefully examined the
plans and soundinge furnished by ]Er. Hall They give a good deal of
valuable information, but more will be required; that is to say, fnrther
surveys and borings are necessary before an accurate estimate of the
oost of the work-can be arrived at. My opinion i it will fall within

00,OO00Q."

Mr. SHANLY. I would say to the hon. member for
Bothwell (Mr. Mills) that considerable exaynination and
investigation of the place are still being made; but, of
course, that comes within the purview of the Bill itself ;
the oompany do not ask any privileges before they carry
ont the work, and if the Government do not carry out the
surveys the company muet do so. The Bill does not ask
for extraordinary powers or.for any Government grant.

Mr. MILLS. I did not suppose it did involve any-
thing of that kind, but I was interested in knowing how
far information had been obtained, and whether the cost
would be auch as would stand in the way of its construc-
tion.

Bill reported and read the third time and passed.

SECOND READINGS-IN COMIMITTEE.

Bill (No. 139) respecting tolls over the Dunnville Dam
and Bridge connecting works constructed over the Grand
River.-(Sir Hector Langevin.)

Bill (No. 140) respecting the improvement of the Har-
bor of Quebec.-(Mr. McLelan.)

ELECTORAL PRANCHISE.

Mr. TLOMPSON moved the second reading of Bill (No.
138) respecting the Electoral Franchise and the Dominion
Elections Act, 1874.

Motion agreed to, Bill read the second time, and House
resolved itself into Committee.

(In the Committee.)
On section 1,
Mr. THOMPSON moved to amend by substituting the

following:-
The day to be fixed for the final revision of tbe voters lista under the

Electora1 Franchise Act shall be not less than five weeks after the pub-
lication by posting up of the lista, and the sitting for such final revision
shal inclue, when practicable, at least three poling districts, and the
place of the holding of the final revision shal be in one of the polling
districts, the lista for which are to be so finally.revised."

Mr. MILLS, I think it is desirable that we should know
precisely what the hon. gentleman intends to accomplish by
this section. If I rightly understand the amendment, it
would enable the revising officer to hold the courts of
different municipalities together. The original section pro-
vided that there should be a court of revision in each city,
town, township, parish, incorporated village, or other known
territorial division, except in the Province .of Nova Scotia,
where there are no such territorial divisions, and that in that
Province there should be at leaut three polling divisions
embraced in each electoral district for the purpose of hold-
ing the court. If I understand the hon. gentleman's provi-
sion rightly, its effect would be to put all the electoral
districts in the Dominion in exactly the same position as the
electoral districts in the Province of Nova Scotia. I think
that will be extremely inconvenient. I know myself of
newly settled townships which have only two polling
divisions; and while it might be fairly convenient For the
people of those two polling divisions to meet at one place
for the purpose of the revision, it would be extremely incon-
venient if one polling division had to be taken off an adjoin-
ing township for the purpose of the revision. In almost
every municipality in Ontario there is a town hall, which is
built at a convenient place of meeting, and 1 do not think it
would be convenient to provide that where there are more
than three polling divisions in a township, the revising
officer should not hold more than one court.

Mr. THOMPSON. The present provision in the Act
makes it compulsory in Nova Bootia to have at lesut three
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polling divisions in each district. The proposed amend-
ment makes it merely directory; it says that each district
shall include, when practicable, at least three polling divis-
ions. It is not intended, where it is inconvenient or unde-
sirable, that the revising officer shall include a polling
division of another municipality. At the same time it
does not seem to me reasonable that he should not do so if
the polling division is in the near neighborhood. The
clause, as worded, would apply to Nova Scotia and the
other Provinces alike. I do not think the Act as it stands
at present accomplishes the object the hon. gentleman
thinks so desirable in Ontario. 1 do not think it confines
each sitting of the court of revision to the polling
divisions in the municipality. It only applies to cities,
towns, townships, parishes or incorporate villages; and
when you go outaide of these-

Mr. DAVIES. Or other territorial divisions.
Mr. T HOMPSON. What is that? It seems to me that

it only requires the revising officer to ait in the municipality
when revising the list of the municipality.

Mr. MILLS. He muast sit within the limit of each muni-
eipality. Under the section which the hon. gentleman
proposes to amend, it is impossible for the revising officer
to hold les than one meeting of the court in each munici-
pality. Every riding is composed of several of these muni-
cipalities, unless it be a portion of a city. So, there must
be at least one sitting of the court of revision in each
township, town or village. Under the amendment as pro.
posed, the revising officer might put several municipalities
together and hold a court for them, which would be far
more inconvenient than the plan prescribed by the law as
it stands.

Mr. DAVIES. The object the hon. gentleman has in
view cannot surely be to alter the Act so that there will be
one final revision held in each district.

Mr. THOMPSON. No.
Mr. DAVIES. I am afraid that is the effect of his amend-

ment as it is drafted; and that would be absurd.
Mr. THOMPSON. The present Act makes no provision

on that subject.
Mr. DAVIES. The Act says a court shall be held in

each electoral district and in Prince Edward Island. There
are five electoral districts. In the other Provinces, one
must be held in each city, town, township, parish or other
known territorial division.

Mr. SCRIVER. It would be unfortunate if there was
not one court of revision held in each municipality. It
would complicate matters if any combination was made of
districts or -different municipalities.

Mr. WELDON. Last year when the Bill was under dis-
cussion, it was understood the preliminary revision might
be held in one court, to be held at the place the revising
officer might fix, yet in the final revision the principle was
set out that a court should be held in every municipality
or parish, city, town, township, &c.

Mr. HACKETT. If we are to have only one revision of
the lists in each provincial electoral district of Prince
Edward Island, it would be very inconvenient for the
people.

MÉr. DAVIES. As the amendment now stands there will
be only one final revision for each county. The whole list
will be revised at the one place. This cannot be done, as
pl would have to travel fifty and sixty miles to get a

hearmng.
Mr. THOMPSON. The section, as printed in the Bill, is

xactly the sane a it is in the Statute.book, but if it is
desirable there should be a provision to hold a court of

MLr. TExOesou.

revision in each city, town, township, parish, incorporated
village or other territorial division, I have no objection to
amend the Bill to that effect.

Mr. MILLS. Last year it was proposed at first there
should be but one place for the final revision as for the pro.
liminary revision of the lists, but after discussion it was
decided there should be at least one place in each municipal
division. There are townships in some parts of the Pro.
vince which are very large, and where it would be very
convenient to have more than one polling place. in my
own county, in the township of Chatham, if there was but
one court of revision, no matter where you would place it,
people would have to travel twenty miles to reach it. It
will be well, therefore, that the revising officer should have
power to establish more than one place for holding a court
in counties where there are over a certain number of polling
divisions.

Mr. BOWELL. There is not more than one court for the
final revision of the votera' lista in any one municipality of
Ontario. The hon. gentleman advocates giving the power
to the revising officer to hold one or two courts in the same
municipality. I never heard of any hardship arising under
the present system, and although in some of the townships
there are six or seven polling sub-divisions.

Mr. LISTER. Under the Statute now, there is nothing
compelling the revising officer to hold his final revision in
more than one place in the constituency.

Mr. THOMPSON. What I said is that there is no obli-
gation that he should it in every municipality, town, town-
ship. The principal difficulty of the new section is
the apparent necessity it would create for the sitting of a
court of final revision in every polling district. I think
that is very inconvenient and causes a great expense. In
the case of a town or city, it is much more convenient for
the electors as well as for the revising officer to sit in one
place.

Mr. LISTER. That ia perfectly reasonable. So far as
the wording of the Act now is concerned, the revising offi-
cers have considered it their duty to hold a revision in every
municipality. Of course some of the municipalities are
large, and it would be more for the convenience of the elec-
tors if more than one court could be held, but I think the
Act could be worked, in Ontario at any rate, by holding
one court in each municipality. That has been the law
hitherto, and there would be no greater hardship than
there ia in carrying out the provision of the provincial
Statute.

Mr. HACKETT. With regard to the Province of Prince
Edward Island, if we have only one court of revision
for each district, it would by very inconvenient for the
electors. I represent a county that has thirty townships,
and five provincial districts. If you have only one court
for each local district, the people will have to travel a great
distance to attend the revision court, and I think it would
be far better to have two courts of revision in each local
division. Some years ago, we had a Registration Act in
force in the Island containing a similar clause to this, and
it was found most inconvenient. In fact, a great number
of people were disfranchised, I may say, because they
would not travel that great distance to attend the revision
court.

Mr. DAVIES. All the members from Prince Edward
Island are agreed upon this point. Last year, the Franchise
Bill was hurried through a good deal.

Some hon. MEMBERS. Oh.

Mr. DAVIES. Well, notwithstanding the length of the
discussions, it was hard for a little place like Prince Edward
Island to get a hearing. My hon. friend (Mr. Hackett) is
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right in this and I suggest to the Minister that he hould Mr. THOMPSON. In Guysboro' you have tw- poil
ubstituteI "at least two sittings in each provincial electoral ing districts, you have two municipalities.

division, except in the royalty of Charlottetown." i fr KIRK. But it do. nôt require th,.rvWig o£oe
Mr. VAIL. . Yon are brngng Nova Scotia now under to sit in the municipalities at all.

the general clause, instead of leaving it as it was before ? Mr. TROMPSON. "And other territorial divisions,"
Mr. THOMPSON. Yes. Where there is a city, town or of course, it will be very inconvenieut if homaIt onlyàold

incorporated village there will be a sitting, but we con- two. But it is very difficult to frame a olause hat ,will
tinue the same provision as regards Nova Scotia, and extend meet every case. W e must trust to nome extent to the will
it elsewhere, that there shall be at least three sub-divisions of the revising officer to consult the couvenience of iho
revised at each court. olectors.

Mr. KIRK. How about counuties where there are no Mr, VAIL. Would it not b. well to sayont more than
cities? thre places ? Lt is necesary to define it, to mone extent. I

Mr. THOMPSON. There is a provision for them. think those words lot les.than" hould b. cbangod.
Mr. VAIL. The Minister of Justice will agree with me Take Digby Neck, in the county of Digby, thére are nve

that our position in Nova Sootia is quite different from thatpoing districts in a distancecf 43 miles. .Sow, if theothr Povices Oir cuntes re ongandnarowcourt i. hold in the central flat, smre of the elotors willof the other Provinces. Our conties are long and narrow,have travel 22 miles. f course if it int erofand in some cases the sbire town with the court houe is in a thickly populated district tiere would b. nodifflulty. I
one end of the county. The alteration was made at my sug. think w, might make it mot more than five, to covor the
gestion last year, and I objected to the wording of the Act very extensive rural districts.
because it stated that not les. than three polling districts
should be revised at the same court. I thought then and I1Mr. TROW. I want to know frei the Minuter whethor
think still that it should not be more than three polling dis-t e permissive or imperative on the part of the revising
tricts. officer to hold ii court in each munioipality, In each town,

Mr. THOMPSON. In cities and towns such as Haliaifaxcitytownship and inoorporated village.
and Windsor, it it much ehsier to revise at the court house pr. TaOMPSON. it io imperativt.
than te si t, ati over the town. hnr TROW. 0f curse, I cannot speak for the other

Mr. VAIL. Some of the polling districts are sixty or Provinces, but in Ontario there are large mtniipalti e on
seventy miles from lalifax, and, ifp those districts are long the average ten or twelve miles square. Uslly te., town
and nariow, the electors wouid have to go a long way. The ha .I is loated about the centr te ofthe funitelityand if it
hon, gentleman wilunderstand the position of Digby Impavetratve t hold the courtthere, i itik it wi canswr
county,. which i almost two counities. Undor this Act thikpurpose in Ontario admirably.
they may take five polling districts, but they sbalt not b. Mr. MaC ART1IY. Iae inclinod to apt the vew of
less than three. I want thora to feel bound mot to take more thehon. momber for igby (Mr. Vail). As ar as mhexpe.
than three districts. itnce go I thik itiwould on more convriont if ti

Mr. KIRK. There is notiiing binding the. revising "umbar, so far as townships and villages are conoerned,
officer to hoid more than one sitting in any countyi c was put as the hon. m n be uProposes, n t more thac three
entireiy optional with unimwhother he holds more or mot. or net more than four. Th revising offiporal my riding
At present, as far as Nova Sotia isconcerned te hActuas adopted that systON ; h is holding wo courts of revi-
provites that the sitting .hall comprise not les. than thrMe sion for each township, and it is certainly u more éon-
polling districts, as tr revising officer may think mo Prt con venient for the electors to be arle to attend close at home
venient. Now, hi f may think it most convenient to hond then al te)assemble lvte midies u a townhip, as on
but one swting in each county. Take t. county o Guys. geslotd by the hbon. member for Soth Perth. 1 ti ink it is
boro', for instance. If li holdes but on, of course, just a question of the balance f convenienki. wIi net
will hold it in te court house in the town of G ysboro', asier for te rovising officer t. bold sttigs at oither end
and to reaci that town some of tki i elctors woud b beud of t Me township thY.n te bring ail te people togetheor?
te travel 80 miles. As the law now stands ho may hold a There might be a nurber of conteste and a nfmber of ques-
sittingin a district comptihing three polling districts, but tiens raised which woitld prolog te court overon da. ti
ho need net do that unies. h. likes. I think tire. is ratier amn quit.e atimfled that it would b. better in townefhipsi,
emali te require in many counties; butI think i siought uralthugh so towns, cities, and incorporared villages, on.en
b. defl.ned how many poiling districts should be comprised. quit. enough. In townships in Ontario 1 think it would b.
The revising officirto hould not have it it in hie power t btter if i was put in sacs a way that hoe would be prati.
rentirelo toaithim rwhethrhholde sittinge. caly oompelled t fhold at least twositting in scy riown.
rAqupreseetas tearav Noar ctia isconh s i ThAt ictth course adopted by thejudge in my rIding-

pr. TihOMPSON. With regard te Nova Sotia thpree an Ir think it is a great onveniencerLe tue pmople.
sont Act istinproved in two particulars. I agre with the . r. MILLS. There are townships wit net more tan
hon. member for Guysboro o(r. Kirk), as regard the two or three polling divisions, and terof are otboris sith
inter retation of tea presont law, that it e cnt imperative fiftedn. The hne rbe shourd soarely b. al tI tis.
for tfo revising offlcer te ait in more places than on. i theJ theblnc fcovnenegi o
conty. But the cawjetchanged in that respect, and it is borw', ase s.e vnoco. holdi e
obiigatory on the offlter te incinde ot les than three pol. f te tor Prov in ge tll th pesed toget
ing districts in every revision. t sars now that h.sha ontaieo thach wearou poloein the oart over oui as
hod a revision in every city, village and twnhp, se thather rom ine satd ith at it would be btaeor tiops
it will b.impossible forni under tis Act, te oit inth. othough etb.oin ts,citifrthe panud irpodsitlefs, one

0ubeus end o manybiind ist houlsbe comrise. qut eou. In tonshepsi nar oi tink t ofuld b

horev oune.ero d evei t iis fer thettNova Sotia counties. a would prefer th te prld
reqie eetr tclause remain. I a n not compiaing f the ,vma ing

Mr. KIRK. I want to know what ig a town or oity, or offier, bcause I bolieve in the final revsion he yintpdgt
village,bnder tue sr. Wo have ne inrorated townst or told hi court in ditrictsomprising three givip wbut
IV4ng u d s in the veronty o I sy s nowb that esthall I ain of isu hwabail we are apl have t s ae poit g as

ih whatisa ndtownh sipp s a o es rPM i ncsait whak t oudii e afWr

1 ffwlbimosbefrhmunetisAttoitnth wolnobesiaefoth alrpoinofsmef



COMMONS DEBATES. MT 21,
Mr. WALLACE (York). The clause proposed by the

Minister of Justice is an admirable one. Many of our
townships in Ontario have.nine or ten polling sub-divisions
or more. We have one county with nineteen polling sub.
divisions, and this clause provides that the judge shall take
three or four polling sub.divisions. That would be very
convenient for the people. The old arrangement by which
the liste for a large township were revised by the judge at
one meeting was very inconvenient. In a township ten
miles square the town is not always in the centre and per-
sons had to travel a long distance there and back, and it
must be remembered that the clase desiring to be placed
on the list will be largely those who do not own herses
and waggons. The provision with respect to incorporated
villages will also prove convenient.

Mr. ARMSTRONG. So far as my experience goes of
townships in Ontario the Act will do very well as it stands.
I do not live in one of the largest townships, but still it is
large enough to have eleven polling sub-divisions. A court
of revision has always been held in one place for the whole
township and I never know any complaints made of incon-
venience arising therefrom. If you break up the boundaries
of municipalities confusion arises as to where the parties
have te go in order te attend the court of revision.

Mr. WELDON. Does the hon. Minister propose to apply
the Act to revision now going on ?

Mr. THOMPSON. It will be convenientto have it apply
where there is yet time.

Mr. VAIL. In looking at the advertisements of Judge
Savary, who revises for our county, I sec he has in one of
the divisions included five polling sub-divisions. He agreed
with me that he had a right to take in more.

On section 2,
Mr. McCARTHY. Perfiaps it will be convenient to dis-

euse the amendments of which I have given notice, in order
that hon. gentlemen may have an opportunity of consider-
ig them. With regard to the firet of these amendments,
the first object which I have in view is to consolidate, as it
were, the provisions which were separated in the Bill as to
cities, towns and townships. That, of course,'is merely a
matter of form and not of substance. There are some other
provisions, however, which, if the committee will bear
with me, I will point out briefly, and that I think are mat-
ters of some importance. One is that the period of time
which at present is a year prior to the first of last January,
and after this year would be a year prior to any succeeding
January, should be a year prior to the time the person
makes application. For instance, if h.eis an occupant at
present he muet have been an occupant for at least the pre-
vieus year, that is, le does not actually become entitled to
vote until August of this year, so that practically he has been
an occupant, or an income earner, or whatever other class it
is as to which it applies, for 19 months before he becomes
entitled to vote, and he remains entitled to vote, before
another liet is made out, for another year practically. Now
I propose to change that, which I think is a hard feature
of the law, by providing that this term of 12 months, which
I do not alter, should be prior to the time of making the
application to be placed on the list. Then with regard to
the income voter, a good deal of difficulty las been found
to arise in this way. According to the law as it stands a
person is only entitled to vote if he has been a resident in a
particular electoral <iivision for the 12 months-whether it
be before the lt of January, or before the time of making
application, as I propose Now, that works very great
hardship, I fiud, on experience. Take the case of a bank
clerk, or a Methodist clergyman who are continually
changing in the course of their duties. They may have
lSt tleir vote in one place and may not be a yearresident

ee DAVUis,

in the particular electoral district. I proposeto change
that by saying that if any person is entitled by hie Garnings,
if he bas earned the income required, $300, during the
preceding year, and has been resident in Canada one year
he shall be entitled to be registered on the list. Those are
the important clauses. The clauses have been put together
and apparently made more simple, and if the committee is
willing to deal with them at all, I think it would be well to
take them up seriatim and see whether they are or are not
in practical amendment to the law as it stands. The first,
as to the age, is, of course, the same ; the second is the
same; the ownership clause is also the same; the tenancy
clause is changed in the way I speak of, as to the period of
residence required, but I think only in that respect. The
occupation clause is changed in an important way, though
the intent of it, I think, is not affected. I am told that in
some parts of the country the language used in the
occupation clause has led to considerable hardships.
It has been contended, and I think with some reason,
that it limite the kind of occupants to those holding
under the particular title mentioned The owner is
provided for, but if a man is not an owner, is not
a tenant, but is still in occupation of real property
and is enjoying its rente and profits, he should be entitled
to vote. One of my hon. friends from British Columbia
drew attention to the fact that there people holding under
the Crown did not hold by occupation, under the words of
the Statute, and that the revising officers would claim that
they were not entitled to be registered as voters. This
clause with regard to income allows in townships the earn-
ings to be in money or money's worth, but in cities or
towns that is not permitted, so that this ridiculous result
bas, to my.certain knowledge occurred. A man is boarding
say with his employer, and so boarding he may 'be gettiug
$20 a month and his board. He is not entitled under that
class to be registered. Another man isgetting S26 a month
and boarding himself and, although he is really getting less
he is entitled to be put on the list. I do not see why this
provision as to money's worth should not apply as well in
cities and towrs as in townships. Then with regard to the
farmers' sons and the owners' sons' clause, this diMculty
has occurred. Sometimes, although a man may be farming
and his sons may be living with him, they may be living
immediately off the farm, and in that way the sons are not
entitled to vote. Now the object, I take it, is to give both
the farmers' son and the owners' son a vote, provided they
are living with the father and provided he is the owner or
farmer, and I would suggest an amendment in that way. I
would suggest, therefore, that the amendments should be
dealt with one by one if they meet with the approval of the
committee.

Mr. TROW. In clause 2 I would suggest that in the
21st Une the word "shall " be inserted instead of the words
"may if he thinks fit "-making it imperative.

Mr. WELDON. In the first line of the clause I should
say that instead ofthe word " person " being used-allowing
any person not on the list at all to make application, he
should be a "voter."

Mr. THOMPSON moved that in the 21st lin. the words
may if he thinks fit " be struck out and the word "shal"

inserted.

Amendment agreed to.

On section 3,

Mr. LISTER. No appeai would be necessary to correct,
I suppose, under this clause.

Mr. YKERT. Thiis i the same as the provision in the
local Act,
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COMMONS DEBATES,
Mr. LISTER. There is an appeal for corrections in the

lo"al Act. Suppose that a person is on the list for the wrong
property, and the revising officer is satisfied there ought to
be a correction, should he not be empowered to make the
correction without any appeal ? I think that ought to be
made clear.

Mr. CAMEBRON (Middlesex). I would like to submit
another clas of cases, that is, the case of those who may
be posseed of different parcels of property, anyone of
which would entitle them to vote. A voter may have parted
with the particular piece of property on which Ie qualifies,
and it might be held that he was therefore entitled to vote.
Would this clause entitle him to have such an alteration
made as to entitle him to vote ? If persons in that position
were deprived of their votes, there would be great injury
done, especially in cities.

Mr. THOMPSON. I think the latter part of the clause
makes that plain.

Kr. CAMERON (ifiddlesex). I would like to ask this
farther question, whether the change will require to be
made before the list is finally revised? For instance, a
man who is possessed of a nimber of pieces of property
does not choose to qualify on all of them, because the des-
cription on the printed list would necessarily be long; but
he parte with the particular piece of property mentioned on
the list. Will this clause deprive him of the right to vote?

1fr. TIHOMPSON. No, I take it if he hs any qualifica-
tion at all under the Act up to the time of the final revision,

of the list must be prepared, and it ls not reonable, ehould
the demand exceed the number printed, that the revising
oMeer should have to copy these lista at 50 cents a piece.

Mr. MULOCK. We should provide, thon, for a certain
number of printed copies; and if the demand exceed that
number, fix on some reasonable rate. If left in this way,
the revising officer may charge almost any rate h. may
choose.

Mr. MoCARTHY. It is not intended to print the liste,
exoept for people who may require them in that way. This
is the list spoken of in this section. It is the list at the
final revision.

Mr. PATERSON (Brant). That will have to be printed?
Mr. McCARTHY. No; there is no object in printing

that.
Mr. PATERSON (Brant). Oh, yee.
Mr. MaCARTHY. What for ? You print your first lista

and distribute them. You must remember that after this
year, there is no firet and second court, there is only one
court, which is practically the final court. It is very impor-
tant for the committee to consider whether it is wise to
have the expense of printing the list after all the work is
done.

Mr. MILLS. Certainly, that is the time.
Mr. MoCARTHY. The only object is to enable the can-

didate to obtain the liste at a cheap rate.
ho must go on the list, and having gone on the list, he is a r. CAIERON (Huron). la not that very important?
voter. Mr. MoÇÂRTHY. No doubt it je for the candidates, but

Mr. LISTER. Without appeal? Assuming that his name I do not think the country should be aeked te psy for that.
is on the list, and it turns out on the final revision that the Mr. MILLS. Ths was discuesed lest year. Tii.Minuter
description is incorrect, then the revising offlcer should
correct the description, so that the name should remain onia d inntiitery muhirete. I prope
thelistshouldfot cost more than 50 cents. Thereist neciffi-

Mr. THOMPSON. Yes. culty in gettinr a large number of liste printed, and it is
On section 4, very muoh eseer te provide a suffloient number in the
Mr. PATERSON (Brant). This clause leaves it alto. firet instance than to impose upon the party te.barden cf

gether at the option of the revising officer to strike out the employing the revising officer or his clerk te maie a
name of any person if ho thinks that person ie deceased.chren forat onmakean sy thee eztnodînary
This is giving him a rather wide power. H. is not obliged chargesfiL. the hon.agnlemns t j o
even to receive evidence as to the decese, but may strike
the name off on a mere report. Mr. McCARTHY. Thora is ne provision for publishing

Mr. CAMERON (Huron). He might strike a score of telist as finally revised.
names out of persons who were represented to him as dead Mr. MILLS. Tii.bon, gentleman je mistaken. Lt le
and who are alive. This is giving the officer more power duty cf the revieing officer to make provision forthe publi-
than we should give him. He might be acting in perfectly cation cf the liOt as finally rovised.
good faith, and yet wrongly strike off a name, and when Mr. MOCARTHY. No.
the person comes up to vote he will be told his name is Mr MILLS. I say that je ision, and the bon.
struck off the list.gentleman le proposing that there a all b. ne necessity for

Mr. WALLACE (York). We should be careful about tus publication. That je pr*ctically the rovision of the
striking off names. There may be several of tb same name, 11th clause, I do net agree with that. Scores cf names
and if the officer strikes off, say "John Smith" as decessed may b. added te or eraed froa the liet, and how are w. to
the voter whose name was on the list may be another John know whether the copy hanced te us is correct or not?
Smith altogether, and yet h. will be deprived of his vote. After ail the corrections are made, isjnem in Lhe

Mr. THOMPSON. We will drop that clause.pblic interest that the list ahould b. publiabed and ohouldi
b. in the liads cf the. candidat«s and their agente in the,

On section 5, varicus polling divisions, and the liste printedhouid b.
Mr. WELDON. We had considerable discussion last suffIcient for that purpose. If the.exaeseconsiderable,

year on this point, and the First Minister consented to al. that jethe misfortune cfthe. yst.m, tut It le cf far more
low the price of 60 cents per list to stand. It was generally>coneence to the public that tiere siould b. ne room for
supposed that rate would cover the cos of prti g. fraud connected with ts mater than tht t country

pritig. should b. put tothe additiona[ expnse cf publishing tue
Mr. THOMPSON. Lust year's Act provides that theliet as fins rev and oorrec . I think it ie of great

revising officer and the clerk of the Crown in Chancery consequence that the whole provision cf the law, as we
shall supply copies of the votera' list At a price sufficient to ettled it beiast yeur aft.r long discussion, should romain,
defray thecot of printing, not to exceed 50 cents. This asud that any party ehoald b. ,ntitled te obtain a copy cf
been complained of b.caiIn it kt uncerhaine how many copieskhotutyhlbt on paymantsfko0efents.
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OOMMON~ DE~ÂTE8. MAT il2
Mr. PATERSON (Brant). I agree with what has been

stated. This Act is expensive no doubt. Who is to blame
for that we do not go into now. But it is important that
people should know, and should have their rights. I do not
know that there is any bounden duty on the part of certain
individuals to be put to the expense of operating an Act
passed by this Parliament. If it is in the public interest,
as we suppose, to pass this, and if it is necessary in the
public interest that information in reference to the lista
should b.'given, clearly thon it is the country upon which
the expenses should come. I wish to point ont to the hon.
member for North Simcoe (Mr. McCarthy) that this clause
not only applies to the final lista, but it applies to the pre.
liminary lista; it applies to all liste.

Mr. MoCARTHY. I think my hon. friends have both
lost sight'of this, that after this year there are no two liste,
there are no two courts. Next year and in subsequent
years, there is to be one publicatiôn and one court. If the
hon. gentleman will look at section 29, and section 30 of
the Bill as it stands, ho will sec that the list as finally
revised is to be sent to the clerk of the Crown in Chancery.
You do not publish it again, but section 31 enables any
person to obtain a copy on payment of not more than 50
cents. The question is, if there is a very considerable change
in the list at the sitting of the court by the elimination and
addition of names, is it necessary to put the country to the
expense of printing the list all over again because perhaps
half a dozen copies will be required. That is not done in
Ontario. The lists are printed after they come from the
court of revision, but they are never printed after the
appeal is made to the county judge. The corrections are
written on, and are sent to the clerk of the peace, and we
all know that, after the printed list is distributed, we have
to send to the clerk of the peace and get the corrections
that are made. That is not a very serious matter for any

person, but to entail the expense of printing the whole list
just becanse at the coming election the candidates may want
it seeme to me extraordinary.

Mr. LISTER. It is contemplated that the list shall not
be printed at a1?

Mr. MoCARTHY. No, the Bill romains as it is in that
respect. It will be the duty of the revining officer to make
out and print his list and distribute it, as is done by the
municipal councils under the local system, to hold one
court and determine and settle, at that court the list finally.
But the question now is whether, after that is all done, be-
cause there may be some few amendments made, there is
to be the etp.nse of going over all this and printing it
again, and I do not think anyof us, when we come to con-
eider it, would contend for that, because all we want is to
keep the original list and make the corrections on it.

Mr. LISTER, The list wil be publishod by the revising
officere, a court of revision will be held and alterations
made. Suppose the revising officer says that, for copies of
this list which ho bas had published, and on which the
only writing will be the alterations, ho will charge 10 cents
a hundred names, names which have been printed nd have
not cost 2 cents a hundred. As to the local liste, every
member gets a considerable number, I think a dozen, and
they are furnished to the different offoers throughout the
coun , that, when the elections come on, there is no'
diZctyin getting an Ïbundance of liste.

, MbARTHY. ThIs can be changed in that respect.
Mr. LISTER. Yes, so that we could have a greater

nimberiof the rinted liste, and then we could get the infor-
mation aitheb..oierk'fi M.

Mr4 'MOCARTHY. We can amend thise so that any per.
so*ecold inspeet:thelist and b oat liberty to correct it him-
sel, or to apply for it and pay for it

Jir. MILL&.

t
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lfr. WELDON. Doe not the 24th section provide that
it shall be printed ?

Mr. McCARTHY. Ycs, that is printed.

Mr. LIS ER. It is of no consequence except for the
returning officers whether the list is attested by the revi-
sing officer or not. Everyone can satisly himself as to the
correctness of his list. The only thing is to get enoxigh at a
reasonable cost.

Mr. WALLACE (York). The Act now provides that
the list shall be printed.

Mr. PATERSON (Brant). I understood fror tithehot.
member for North Simcoe (Mr. McCartby) that in years
subsequent to this the list will be printed, and the exception
ho took to my statement was that it would necasitate the'
printing of a second list after it is corrected that is not the
point I raised.

Mr. McCARTaHY, That i the point I raised.
Mr. PATE RSON (Brant). There is a good deal in what

the hon. gentleman says as to that. But, under the provi-
sion of the clause as I read it, the first list which ho prints
should be made available.

Mr. McCARTHY. So it is. This does not affect it at
ail.

Mr. PATERSON (Brant). "Tho revising officer and the
clerk of the Crown in Chancery shall supply copies of any
list of votera prepared under any provision of this Act."
What does that mean ?

Mr. McCARTRY. This is substituted. You must read
the whole section of the next page. "Section 30 off the
said Act is hereby repealed, and section 36 is hereby
repealed and the following is substituted therefor." If ho
will look at those two sections ho will find that they apply
merely to the list after the final revision.

Mr. LISTER. In the list we are going to have hereafter
there will be a great many alterations, because the local
lists are prepared on that year's assoesment roll.

Mr. CAMERON (Middlesex). It is quite evident that in
making a comparison between the printed list that I pro-
vided to be furnished under this Act and the local eist,
tbey will not agree very closely, because the local list
printed by the municipal authorities is based upon the
assessment for the year for which the list i published,while
in this instance the list is largely based upon the final list
of the year preceding, and necessarily there must be a great
many changes. If there is no provision for the printing of
the final list, it will be a very slipshod list indeed, and will
not possess much value. We can make the comparison this
way : Suppose we take the list printed by the municipal
authorities for the year preceding and compare it with the
list put in our possession ; the changesin the two will be no
more numerous than ought to exist betwen the list that the
revising officer will publish in the first place, and the list
that will finally be established as the complote votera' list.
Thaf, I am aware in some rural constituencies of Ontario,
will represent something like a thousnd naines. If that ia
the case, clearly one-fourth, or one-fifth, of the entire num-
ber of names on the list, will be put on after that list is
printed each year. If there is any value in a printed list,
it equally applies as much to one printed after it is finall
adopted, asitwould to the list as it pàaes freuthea
of te revising oiRcer primarily.

Mr. PATERSO.N (Brant). We. are here repealing a
certain section and putting in another. Io the object of this
change simply to provide against thei wer of any indivi-
dual to demand a eopy at>the pri eof eento, and to iab
stitate the words: " A reasonable smM t theftt"rr



1Us
CMoCAIRH . Thré aféf two clauses whiscsh ate

repealed, nd thisti'iesubstituted.
Mr.PATMBRRISO (Brant). Io the object of the substitu-

tion to wipe out the rate which, under the Statute as it now
stands, is provided for in section 16, and to substitute there.
for the words " a reasonable sum," as in the amendment ?
Is that the only objct ?

Mr. MoOARTHY. The only object. The reviuing offiers
say that they will be obliged to have a supply of printed
lista on hand-afte their final revision for 50 cents, although
they will not be demanded to any extent. If a person
demand8 a copy Of all these liste, they will have to writé
them all out for 50 -oents, or else get them printed, conse.
quently in order to meet an anticipated want, they will
have to go to the expense of printing. I would say that
the lista should be open to inspection to any person who,
might desire to see-them.

Mr. MULOCK. It is to be bornb inmind'that in the:
final revision uidet this Act thete 'are far more changes
than in t a révision under the' existing law in Ontario,
because the'revising officèr caúnot make up the listwith
the same accirucy that the ordinäty assessors do. I would
suggest whether this should not be done after the changes
are printed ; so far as the striking ont is concerned, it is not
a great labor for the revising offieer or his clerk to make
the changes in the already printed list by striking out the
names. I understand that to.day instructions have been
given to the revising officers that, instead of reprinting the
whole list, they shall simply print an allonge which shall
contain the added nanes; Io that correct ?

Mr. THOMPSON. Yes.
Mr. MULOCK. They are added by the revising offleer

at present, and not written. Now, why not have the
changes in writing, printed-I mean where there are addi-
tions, and have those changes distributed ? That would
not be any great expense. Supposing there are a couple of
hundred nanes added in this way, the cost would be slight.
The corrections consist in striking out and adding to, and
the clerk can easily strike ont of the stock on hand the
names that have been struck out in the original list by the
revising offiuor. Then let the added names be printed and
lot them be distributed, as under section 24 as an addenda.

Mr. PATERSON (Brant). I would like to ask if it be
the amouht that is to be paid that is to be settled, and if
this new clause is to refer entirely to the final list why
does not section 38, that we propose to amend, read like
the section we are repealing, which would be this:

The revising officer and the clerk of the (rown in Chancery shall
supply copies of such lista to any person or persons applying for the
same, and paying a reasonable sum therefor.
But we depart from that language altogether. That has
reference to the final list, but the section we are putting in
does not confine itseif to the final list, but it is entirely of
different wording:

The revising officer and the clerk of th. Crown in Chancery shall
lupply oopies o the lit of votera prepared under any provision of this

.t.
Now if it is only to do away with that 50 cents, why is
not the language of the Statute followed ?

Mr. THOMPSON. I would suggest that the clause be
amended so as to read "shall send copies finally revised
and shahl atVai resonable times allow any person to inspect
the list of voters."

Mr. MTLA. Perhaps the hon. gentleman will adopt the
suggestion nadé by some hon. gentlemen on that aide and
empoweImthe revisiyg ofBeer to publish an addenda giving
a Est-of tie nanes sruok off and homoadded te tise L
Ifh -IprBIiêd: "hat a&suWpexent end, paovid.d, tise sam

1&1
~-- -~

meuhf of ilis%ftoirIf6üW WT *"wkPkghl
sede the neuilty fbrtie reprinting thei l igerid
of the dioficulty we have been discusig.

Mr. THOMPSON. That is something apart from this
clause, however, and it can be settled afterwards.

Section 5 struck out.

On section 6,
Mr. THOMPSON. Thie. are ome lines lu this section

which are not necessary as they do not properly confbrm to
the schedule. I would therefore move that all the words
from« "or " in line twenty.three to the word "provided1" in
lino twenty.seven, inclusive, be struck out.

Amendment agreed to.

Mr. McCARTRY. The assessors In the Province of
Ontario-I do not know how it is in the other Provinces.-.
do their work in the spring, o that it is pretty well .done
by the Lst June, or perhaps a little earlier. I do not sae hy
the reving offleor, instead of commencing on the lot of Jan-
nary, ahond not avail himself of the work of th assessoby
beginning somewhat later in the year, say the Ist, June or
the 1st of July. If the assessment is made-out and the
assessor has collected his information, it will greatly facili
tate the work of the revising officer and th6se interestedlá
baving the list made coinplete, as they bave only to go 'up
to the list and find ont for themselves.

Mr. PATERSON (Brant). You do not mean that this
shall apply to this year.

Mr. MoCARTHY. No, say beginning in 1887.
Mr. DAWSON. In the large district which I represent,

it is very difficult to get ready at the dates mentioned in
the Act. The lot of June for the preliminary revision of
the list of voters should be made, I think, the lst of July,
and the final revision, should be extended to the lot of
October this year, because it is impossible in a district of
such immense extent to get through with the work In the
time mentioned. To make a separate provision for Algoma
is quite in keeping with previous legislation, as it was done
in the Act of 1874, in several particulars. I make the sug-
gestion to the hon. the Minister of Justice.

Mr. WELDON. I will suggest that, in addition to the
particulars provided for here, farmers' son0 shall be roquired
to give the place of residence and the name of the parent,
as I think that it is important for identification.

Mr. THOMPSON. It would make a good deal of om.
pleation, as you would have to insert both parents' names.
We have now taken a good deal of pains to establish iden-
tification.

Mr. WELDON. Yes, generally speaking, I think it la
quite an improvement on the old ]lit, but it is just a ques.
tion whether there is sufficient identification of the farmer's
son.

Mr. THOMPSON. There tisthe age, th e poot e e
address, the nature of the qualification and th. residenee.
He must, of course, reside with bis father and on the farim,
and when he gives those other partioulars ho virtnally gives
his father's name and bis place.of residence.

Mr. WELDON. The proviso in the 83rd section would
necessarily disappear in its present form, because it gays
that the asseosment rolls shall be evidence of value. I think
there ought to be some provision that the assesment rolla
of any year shall be primd facie evidence of value. J do note
know whether the interpretation clause J suiéient, or
whether that provision could bot be made in this section.

1Mr. THOM ON. lwilHook into"that.
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Yr. LISTER. The amendment proposed by the hon.

member for North Simcoe is a most important one, so far
as Ontario is concerned. It is quite impossible for the
revising officer to get the information as to who ought to
be on the voters' list unles. he resorts to the assessment
roll; and under the Act at present, it must be the assess-
ment roll of the preceding year. Il the suggestion made
were adopted, namely, tha lbte time for preparing ithe list
should be postponed until the lst of July, then the revising
offler's firat list would be almost absolutely perfect, because
the assessors do their work with a good deal of care and
accuracy. But if the list is prepared, not on the lat assess-
ment roll, but on that of the year before, the list will be
neoessarily inaccurate, and will involve a great many
appeals. I do not see any valid reason why this suggestion
should not be adopted.

Mr. THOMPSON. You would lose as much as you
would gain. You would have a much more perfect list,
but it would not be completed until the end of the year,
and therefore would be ro good for that year; and if it
were ned for an election in the following year it would be
open to the same objection. If the list were prepared on
the lst of July, we should have to give until the end of
December for its revision.

Mr. LISTER When there is no preliminary list. The
proceedings already taken on this present liat will not
recur, and I think the whole list might be finally revised
in six weeks. Say you fix the lst of June for the prepara-
tion of the list; by thel st of August there ought to be no
difficulty in having it completed. I know that with us it
is all done in two months.

Mr. McCARTHY. That, I think meets the case. If the
revising officer commenced on the lat of June, le would
have a month to get his list out, then five weeks for the
publication of it, which would bring him to the month of
August; give him the month of August for the work of
revision, and on the 1st of September the list would be
completed.

Mr. CHAPLEAU. What is the object of beginning on
the lat June?

Mr. MoCARTHY. Beginning on the Lt of January the
revising oflicer has to take the list of the previous years,which is stale, whereas if he commenced on the lat f June,
he would act on information obtained in the preceding
month.

Mr. CHAPLEAU. But in the Province of Quebec the
revision of the assesment roll ends, I think, in the menth
of September or October, so that we would be in the same
difficulty.

Mr. SPROULE. T think that was the objection raised
lait year, and the time was changed, I think, from thel lt
of October to the lot of January for that reason.

Mr. MILLS. It would be a great advantage if the period
for the preparation of the list were adjusted in each Province
to the convenience of that Province. I am sure that in the
Province of Ontario, June, July and August would be far
the most convenient season of the year for the preparation
of the list. It is after the assesment has been made, after
the court of revision has sat, and when there are facilities
for correoting the list by the asessment roll. In Quebec
the assesment is made at a different season of the year. I
do not suppose thore is any special reason why one Province
should adopt a particular time because it is convenient in
another Province. That is a good reason for adopting a
difûerent period in each Province to suit its convenience.
There is another reason for thia. At the period when the
members would be best able to asaist their constituents lin
the prepartion ci the lst they are kept here disoharging

1fr. TRoMPSON.

their publie duties ; that is a very serions objeetion to the
existing arrangement.- The hon. gentleman proposes to
dispense with the necessity of obtaining copies of the asses.
ment roll. I do not know how it may be in the Maritime
Provinces. But in the Province of Ontario change in the
ownerahip of property is so frequent that unless the asses..
ment roll is consulted every year, it would be impossible to
have a correct votera' list. Perhaps five or six per cent. of
the owners of property dispose of their property annually.
I venture to say that in a list prepared two years ago ten
per cent. of the persons do not qualify on the same property
at the present time.

Mr. MULOCK. This section is rather a change in the
law, than an adherance to the existing law. It is proposed
to require the revision after the 1st of January. Such is
not the law now. That provision was made merely for the
commencement, when the revieing officer had to make up
an original list from nothing; and the preliminary list,
which has been made up once for all, had to be published
on or before the 1st of May, that is, the corrected prelimi-
nary list. That list is the one which corresponds with the
list he will proceed to prepare next year. He could not
-hold his court until five weeks after the lat of May. Now,
if you are going to proceed according te the spirit of this
Act, you should say that the preliminary lista, which he
bas now to prepare, shall be published on or before the 1st
of May, and that h. shall have five weeks, at least, after
that to hold his court. The real question now is whether
you require that preliminary liat to be published on the
lt of May or the 1st of June.

Mr. MoCARTHY. My hon. friend exaggerates the case
a little. By section 24, it is the Tht of June.

Mr. MULOCK, The lt of January iere is not at all
applicable.

Mr. MOCARTHY. Not at all.
Mr. TEMPLE. What may suit one Province may not

suit another. This may suit Ontario very well, but I do
not think it will suit New Brunswick at al. The revising
lista there are made in October; that is the assessment rolls
are made and handed to the city clerk, and posted up
through the different parishes on or about the 20th October.
If you commenced in June, yeu would be no better off than
if you commenced in January.

Mr. WELDON. Our assessments are made in March.
Mr. TEMPLE. Not the revised assessments.

Mr. WELDON. That has nothing to do with the assesas-
ment. The assessments.are made in March, April or May,
and we are relatively in the same position in January as
the Secretary of State says the Quebec lista will be the
lst of June. W ha t th on. member for York (Mr. Temple)
means is the revisers' liste, which are not the asseassment
rolla. The assesment is the basis of votera' lista, and the
revising officers make up the register of voters from the
ases8ment rolls. The revised list would only take, in New
Brunswick, men of $400 income, because that is the pro-
vincial limit, and you have to go to the assessment rolls to
find out the men who are worth $300 income. The lst of
July would suit us.

Mr. PATERSON (Brant). There may no doubt be a
saving to the general public if we save getting a certifled
copy Of the assessment roll, but will not that entail expen-
diture on individuals that otherwise would be defrayed by
the Government? And should not the Government defray
the expense if it ia in the public interest we abould have
these lista ? The revising officer is not instructed to take
the assessiont roll, but simply instructed to get such infor-
mation as he can obtain to proceed to revise the lista. He,
thefore, will not incur the expense of getting the aises-
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ment roll, it being no part of his duty to get the assesment
roll; ho will not incur the expense of getting it, and, if ho
should be a salaried officer, what is there to lead him to
make particular enquiries as to who ought and who ought
not to go on. Hie will do nothing at all, and the prospec-
tive candidates or others interested will have to find all this
information for him at a great expense themselves. The
Statute as it stands requires that ho shall take the asses-
ment roll that is made every year, so that it is imperative
on him to note the alterations and changes that have taken
place; and after that is done, if there are parties who
believe that some names are left ont they should supply
the information. If hoeis not obliged to take the assess-
ment roll, private individuals will have to pay the expense
of furnishing him with information.

Mr. McCARTHY. I cannot at all agree with the hon.
gentleman in what ho has jnst said. I believe the assess-
ment rolls do not, year by year, vary more at all events
than four or five per cent., as the hon. member for Both-
well has stated.

Mr. PATERSON (Brant). Oh, yes, they do in towns a
great deal more.

Mr. McCARTHY. Perhaps in towns, but certainly not
in the rural parts. Now you put a revising officer in the
country to te expense of getting those enormous long
lists for the few names, which, somebody is sure to
take care, will be put on. Somebody is always
willing to look after the revised lista. If you make
it compulsory on the officer to get the lista, he must go
to the clerk of the municipality, and the clerk who is
not obliged to furnish thom, will charge him a heavy rate,
and all this for the sake of a few changes, perhaps 15 to 20
in a list of 500 or 600 naimes. Ho must also get copies of
the voters' list. I think that the expense would be saved
and I am satisfied that there is no loss in having
the matter in this way. The assessment rolls are not
by any means now the full and complote thing that
they were formerly. For instance, in the city of Toronto
where perhaps they have the most experienced assessors in
the country, paid officials of long standing, they have
income voters there under the Local Act as there are under
this Act, and this spring, when these lista were published,
there was not a single income voter's name recorded, not
one that was not assessed or who had to pay a tax, as there
are many who are entitled to vote under the Local Act. I
am told that 3,000 names had to be added, and, but for the
fact of the trouble taken to correct those voters' lista in
that city, they would not have been added at all, but the
county judges very fairly took the statements furnished for
this list as evidence to enable them to put those names on
the local list. S that the assessment lists do not exhaust
the matter, and it is making the revising offcer pay a con-
siderable sum for comparatively little value. I would go
with the hon. member if ho would amend the clause so as
to say that it shall ho the duty of the revising officer-he
could do it by his clerk-to examine that list and correct
by that list.

Mr. PATERSON (Brant). That will answer the pur-
pose. I do not want the expense to ho incurred if it is not
necessary, but it should be made imperative that the revis-
ing omlcer shall go to the assesment roll and make such
changes as are necessary by comparison with that, by leav-
ing off names that are on the votera' list and do not appear
on the assessment roll and placing on the list such names
as are not there which do appear on the assessment roll.

the council, to the treasurer of the counofiand to the clark of
the council, and it is to ho presumed that these persons will
give the necessary information, otherwise there is no reason
for their being supplied with the listand the revising oficer
might go to te secretary's office to see the roll. It is to be
supposed,ihowever, that these persons wilisupply the infor-
mation without the neceesity of paying for a certified copy
of the assesment roll.

Mr. CAMERON (Huron). That supposition may be
correct in a sense, but in another sense it is not. fthe
clerk and treasurer and councillors of a municipality are al
Liberals or all Tories, they will supply the information on
one side only, whereas, if the revismug officer was compelled
t examine the roll himself, ho would be able to obtain the
information impartially. I qulite agree with my hon. friend
from Brant (Ur. Paterson) that the assesment roll ought
still teo bethe basis. I do not say that the country ought to
go to the enormous expense of getting certifled copies of the
assessment roll each year, but it should be the dutyof the
revising officer to take off, in the best way he can fom the
assesment roll for the current year, the latest information
on the subjeot. If the Bill is left as it is now, it will be a
great hardship on candidates. The change proposod to be
made is on account of the enormous expense, but it will
simply shift the burden of the expense from the shoulders
of the people to the shoulders of members of Parliament.

Mr. CJHAPLEAU. They always used to take that trouble
before.

Mr. CAMERON (Huron). They never had to take the
trouble before, there was no necessity for it, the local autho-
rities made out the list, and it cost us nothing.

Mr. CHAPLEAU& I mean it was always necessary to
compare the list given to candidates or canvassers with the
list of the treasurer in order to see that names were not
omitted. It is only the work of comparing one list with
another. The hon. gentleman mistakes if he believes I think
that the assoement roll may net b. a source of information.
It will always be that, and I say that, without compelling
the revising officer to get a certified copy of the assessment
roll, it will still, by the Act itseolf, be the ground or basis of
the information on which the revising barrister will neces-
sarily act.

Mr. CAMERON (Huron). How will it, unless you coM-
pel him to make it the basis.

Mr. CHAPLEAU. I de not object to that.
Mr. CAMERON (Huron). That is all we want. We

are not insisting that ho shail year by year get a certified
copy of it, because we admit that the expense is very great.
one thing or the other should exist, either the revising
officer should get a certified copy, or he should be compelled
to examine the assessment roll and get his information
therefrom. if the hon. gentleman agrees to that, I think
on the whole that would be the bst and lest expensive
way of doing it.

Mr. THOMPSON. I do not think it is shifting the ex-
pense. By requiring the assesment roll to be got every
year, you make the revising officer get a lot of information
h. already hs and pay for it, whereas the objeot i to et
only the additional information. I would suggest the roi-
lowing amendment:-

On, or awonasposibleafter,the lt Junein each yearafter the
year 1887, the revising offioer, being diuly sworn s hereinbefore pro-
vided, shall cause the voters' list of the preceding year to b ompared
with the assesment roll, and shal with mch information ai he can

Mr. CELAPLEAU. There is a presumption thst the
revising officers will obtain such information without hise Mr. CÂMERON(Will that roquire hlm to
being absolutely required to get a certifled copy at the'sOpt the names on the assomment roll seho finds thoin?
immene cost which it involves. The law "ayu that theITiitroll siould b. made prmd jade ovince us t wa

vius ing QSoer mut snd a prited op tg 00 nMmber f bfor. The peal IV ith wi Who0 ,d
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.Mr. PATERSON (Brant). P rhaps the ,Minister will
make it imperative on him to make the changes from the
assesment roll.

Mr. MILLS. Wo had some discussion on this last year,
and also on this point, how far you will erase names from
the votera' list that has already been prepared where you
find it varies from the assement roll. For instance, John
Brown is on the list as owner of a certain piece of property,
and James Smith as tenant of another piece of property. The
assessment roll shows John Brown has sold out his interest,
and that another man is owner, and that James Smith is no
longer a tenant, but somebody else is. Now, will it be the
duty of the revising officer to strike ont those names and to
insert the others without any special application from any
party ?

Mrw THOMPSON. It strikes me, to be logical at all, he
must makeall changes of which the assessment roll gives
information.

Mr. PATERSON (Brant). That is what we want.
Mr. McCARTRY. You cannot reach that by words;

yon must leave that to the judge. We might make a
separate clause about assessment rollsand say to what extent
assoesment rolls are to be deemed primd facie evidence, and
instead of tacking that on to this clause as before, deal with
it under the head of evidence, and say that the assessment
roll should be primd facie evidence, both as to value and
juaIification. Then it would be the duty of the jaIge, find.

ing that on the asessment roll a property was assesed to
Alastyear, and is this year assessed to B, to change the
names.

Mr. AUGER. How is he to examine the assesment roll
ules he. gets a copy of it ?

r. McCARTHY. He can send his clerk to the office.
Mr. AUGER. He will not examine it himself, then. I

know it would be too costly to get a certified copy of the
roll every year, but-

Xr. CRAPLEAU. Does the hon. gentleman know how
much it has cost this year ?

Mr. AUGER. I do not know how much it has cot this
year, but I know it is very costly. But why not get a copy
of the changes every year? Every year in each munici-

.pality tie roll is revised. Sometîmes there are many
changes, and sometimes but few. Now, it would not cost
much to get a certified copy -Of the changes from the
secretary-treasurer. He would have the whole roll, and
that extract of changes woùld be enough. It would cost
les than for the judge to -send his seoretary or his clerk
frôra municipality to municipality.

1fr4 FAIRBANK. Willthe Minister inform us what these
copies of;the assensment roll do cost? If it is conidered
cheaper to send the reviuing officer round to the various
municipalities and let him copy them there, I fancy there
can be no objection to it, but i think the lawshould be clear
in making it his duty to correct the list by the assesment
roll.

Mr. THOMPSON. I agrme with the hon. member for
-Simwoe that it would be better to deal with this question in
A-separate section, and we will have one prepareci before we
leave that subject. I do not think that it is necessary that
the revising officer should send his clerk to the different
municpalities. I know in some of the other Provinces than
Oatarno, the assessment roll in each county are filed with
the lerkoef the. peace.

Mr. CAMERON (Middlesex). In Ontario they are fdled
with the county clerk for the purpene of equalising the
assmmet i it is the vay.re assessment rowich

h0e 6t'reacàh him.N11

Mr. CHAPLEAU. Whe does that go?
Mr. CAMERON (Middlesex). It goes before thei st of

June in the year succeeding. For instance, by theI st of
June next, he must have had finally completed the assess.
ment of 1885.

Mr. PATERSON (Brant). I think the Minister has
accomplished all that is necessary in the amendm4enthe
proposed with the addition of one or two words, witbout
making a new clause, simply adding "le shahll compare with
the assessment roll and make such changes."

Mr. THOMPSON. I move that the clause be amended an
follows :-

The revising officer shall cause the votera' list of the preceding year
to be compared with the last assessment roll, and sha, with the infor-
mation he can obtain from that or any other source, proceed ta .revise
the liez of votera thenln force under this Act.

Amendment agreed to.
Mr. TUHOMPSON. I move that the following be added

at the end of the clause: "SuIch assesment rols as are
offered shall be primd facie evidence."

Amendment agreed to.

On section 7,
Mr. PATERSON (Brant). It will be a mistake to insert

400 instead of 200.
Mr. THOMPSON. I move that 300 be inserted.
Mr. AUGER. If you adopt this schedie at the end of

the Bill you cannot poll 300 votes a day at a polling place.
Mr. CAMERON (Hàuron). Why is this change pro-

posed ?
Mr. McCARTRY. One of the great difficulties ais that

names are added after the final revision, and if 200 are
added, thelwhole system is upset. There must be some
elasticity provided. I think it is a mistake to suppose that
yon cannot pol more than 200 votes. I saw a letter from
the revising officer at Winnipeg, and he says that they are
in the habit of polling 600 votes in one polling division, and
there are so many votes that at 200 votes each they1would
have about fifty polling divisions in the city.

Mr. WEL DON. It does not oblige them to.divide-again
until it reaches 301.

Mr. TIOMFSON. Yen; the idea is to go under 200 as
far as practicable when the polling sub-division is estab-
lished; but we do not allow any margin at ail if we say
that as soon as it reaches 200 we shahl divide it again.
Now, we propose simply to allow a margin of 100, and when
it reaches 300 it is to be cnt down again. Atpresent, if
you reach 201 yon divide again.

Mr. TEMPLE. I think it should remain at 300. Ihave
been at polin frequently where 600 votes were put in by
ballot in poiling hours.

Mr. WELDON. That was a different systemïfrom.thi.

Mr. TEMPLE. I have taken 300 under this system.

Mr. SPROULE. It in very rare that 200 votes will be
polled where there are only 200 on the lis, because there
are so many names duplicated, and so on.

Mr. DAWSON. I have known instances where it was
impossible to pol 200, by a aystem of swearing every man
who came up.

On section 8,
Mr. TH1Og10PSON. This section was drawn to corre-

spond with the l section as regards the number of polling
districts in one divikion, but now it appears to, M ehat we
may repeal section 48. ,;he refor% move.tbaueog»,,n 8
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be struck out and the fbllowing inserted in lieu thereof:- Mr. TMHOMPSOlt. It tàighit be woeth whlle to put tEe
"Section 48 of the said Act is hereby repealed." ago in a pôl book, but not on thf liit.

Amendment agreed to.

On section 10,
Ir. THOMPSON. I have a paper bere from the revis.

ing officer which will explain the difEculty in Al onma.
ie stateS that the othet revisiatg ofer fcvr A dagoum

requested him to take in addition Algoi« Weét, bût it
appears that he would have to leave the district and travel
a considerable distance in order to tak te4 o*th of oefie,
add it was impossible that he eold do it atid rturn in
time for his work. This is simply toa remedy the difficalty
which existed in one place of, the territorit limita having
been changed after the revisi6g oftoer took thé oath of
office.

Mr. PATERSON (Brant). Does this apply only to
Algoma ?

Mr. DAWSON. I am glad to notice that Algoma is get-
ting some attention. I merely rise to suggest that the
time for the final closing of the list should be extended; I
think communications have already been sent to the Gov-
e nment about it. It is made .he lst of August; but I
think for Algoma it ought to be the 1st of O«tober, because
the district is so extensive that it is really impossible to do
it within the time prescribed.

Mr. THOMPSON. The hon. member for Brant asked
me if this section applied only to Algoma. The provision
ab ut the oath is only required for Algoma.

On section 11,
Mr. HACKSEf T. I think the law is imperfect in this

regard, that it gives power to nobody but the judge to
adjourn the court of reivision. I think a clause should be
inserted providing that in case of the absencerof the revising
officer through illness of death or other cause, the clerk
should have power to adjourn the court.

Mr. MAODONALD (King's, P. E. I.) I would can the
attention of the Minister to l e amendment that was made
to the first clause, providing that two courts of revision
should be held in each electoral district in Prince Edward
lsland except CharlottetoWn and Royalty. The sarne
exception should apply to Georgetown and Royalty, which
is a very small electoral district, and does not require more
than one court of revision.

Mr' .WELDOI. This section Il practiclly does away
with the printing of the final list of this year, wich is the
basr Of allithe future lista.

.Mr. TfIOMPSON. The Act provides that the final revi-
sion this year shall be printed, but it does not make that
provision with respect to future years, and the object of this
section is to make it urhecessary lhkewise'fôr this yéar. If
there is no objection, thie clause may stund.

Amendment agreed to.
Mr. flÂVIl$. I would sugsthai thin tie etasaf ar.

mer'wso and an owner' thn, e nem o1 the -rlme nd
the OWüot sdhaul Be 6 tted. Ir Ouiyti t1 c t is
divided into concesbis, and'the lot océapied by h. 0väee
is a ménau of identifieatio, but it is not oluth.elaritigte

Mr. THOMPSON. In the la't eoha w,Wre r tded
in the cuw of a farmw9 ir oWiref grab baht he sh àte
hie pla". of resiaenee aad hris posi loe addrss, but it
wouki not do to give his father's name, beeMieu oum times
he'fiaÉ pualif1 in the 'narne of his moth*.

Mr. CAMERON (Middleter). Tées ta inthOie RtÀ <d
thé pWetét. in the caWéof lando#er'g sofS t i6o14 bo
stated, because i many localities yon will find twenty or
thrty of tire sam namer

Mr. TEOPISON. I will add to the descripion of the
son of an oter or furtner the. #ords "the dame of' the
owner or' farmer."

On sociedule B,
Mr. CAMERON (fiddls>ex). 86tction 47 of the Blètidn

Act of 1874 providus that in the case of'any olector enteti
to vote and who ha been appointed election oeffier or agt,
ho shal, où receipt of a cortifieate from the retarning
offleer déélaring he is entitled to vote ut sach, a pofling
station where he splaoed as ofMues or agent. Now, under
Forrh B be cai onrly vote, if twired to 7 take the ctht, ou
the list being shown to him. R eiUt swoar thîtý hi féthe
person named on the liet of voters now shown to him; bat
if he .s voting at a statioi where hi- inie is not en thioti
ho cantiot take the oabh un der this fct, and w'ill not thèté.
fore be allowed to record bis vote.

Mr. TIHOMPSON. I see the force of the hon. gentl.
man's objections and will et that form stand.

Mr. DAVIES. I woUld make aâo'bet suggestion w'1th
reference tg that form. Thaelast clano says ithat if the
voter is rogistered as a fÀrmer's on 'o a owmtefs son, W
must swear that ho is resident wrtb his fathat or mothér eut
the propetty. The interition is uVidewlytat he mdt be't
resident, not on the day he votes, but in th' rel srense of
the word, and we uht to prodjde that' h should sWear' hi
had not been abseftt for a longer pdtiod than thtée Ioittha'
at least.

fr. FAIRBANK. In the 6th c1anWe of'fbtt B, tf olih
requires-that the son shall be resident on the faru or real
property in respect of which hoe srogiatored on the voterq'
list. I beHleve that an owner who has partd witk to
identica! piece of property but acquired ariotet is &Ü11
entitled to vote, but in this case, though the fathe' woul
be entitiel to vote, the son will be disfraâohi.4d,

On sehedule A, Mr. THOMPSON. As that is to stand I shall have an

Mr. THOMPSON. A queMion ariseé atto whether it isopportuty of considering tint point.
desiralwe thave the ciamn for age. It was histtoe with Mr. MILLA If the hou. ,gentldid wuimi intr6dtre a
the view of facilitating identification, but it has been sug. Bill for thé purrpose of repèahg t hélaw OSdIvùg usetha'
gested to me that there. is some difficulty in aeeortaining Iaw as we hd it télve mouthsago; or w6eWgtve us rul-
the age. hood sutfrage, we shouMd be better' ptoed.

Mr. M OARTHRE It will lead to troubie of ail kiidb. Mr. McCART HY. These are the amendments whioh I

Mr. THOMPSON. I move that it be struck out. pro The twet part i the same as the presenit Act,
with thequalifleations grouped togethet. There in one pro.

Mr. DAVIES. The age, surely, is a very goed guide te vision whieh i enew:
identieaùoS. lI my constituaney therei ar 5 or 6 people And hs beenla pouu a thereof se such tenant for at -« one'
on the liSt of thesame aand the o a a gUide ystrbsfér hie bug pla ed uuthe list of votera or 'th 44U« tW
W"0 .isaeè lappuatn tor the ploag of a uen tst of ewm

lot
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That is instead of being a tenant for a year before the 1st
January. The change is simply in regard to time, I move
the adoption of these first four sub-sections:

Section three of The Electoral Franchise Act is hereby repealed, and
the following substituted therefor:-

3. Every person shall be entitled to be registered in any year upon
the list of votera for the proper polling district of any electoral district
or portion of an electoral district, and when so registered to vote, if such
peron-

(1>o of the full age of twenty-one years, and is not by this Act or
by any law of the Dominion of Osuada disqualified or prevented from
voting ;-and

(2) Ia a British subject by birth or naturalisation; and
(3)la the owner of real property within any city or part of a city in

the electoral district, of the actual value of at least three hundred
dollars, or within any town or part of a town in the electoral district,
of the actual value of at least two hundred dollars, or in any place in
the electoral district, other than a cir or town, of the actual value of at
ieast one hundred and fifty dollars ; or-

(4) Io the tenant of any real property within the electoral district,
under a lease, at a monthly rentai of at least two dollars, or at a quart-
erly rentai o t least six dollar, orsat a halfyeaily rentai of at east
twelve dollars, or at an aunual rentai. of at leaet twenty dollars, and has
been in possession thereof as such tenant for at least one year before his
being placed upon the list of voters, or the date of the application for the
placing of his name on the list of votera and has really and bontf.de paid
one year's rent for such real property,'at not less than the rate aforesaid ;
except when the rental is an annual one and for a larger sum than
twenty dollars, in which case it shall be sufficient that at least twenty
dollars of the last year'a rent which accrued next before the time afore-
said shall have been paid : Provided always, that a change or changes
of tenancy during the year shall not U'eprive such tenant of the right to
be registered on a list of votera if uch change or changes have been
without any intermission of time between the tenancies, and if the
several tenancies are such as would entitle the tenant to be registered
on a list of votera had such tenant been in possession under any one of
them, as such tenant for the year next before the time aforesaid : Provided
also,that lu any place except a city,town or incorporated village, the rental
hereinbef re mentioned nia>'bepayable in money, in kind, or in mouena '
worth of like value; and, provided, further, that if on any revised or final
assessment roll the amount of the tenant's rent is not stated, the fact
that the real property in respect of which his name is entered on such
roll as the tenant thereof is assessed on such roll in cities at three
hundred dollars or more, or in towns at two hundred dollars or more,
or in any place other than a city or town at one hundred and fifty
dollars or mors, shall be prima faci. evidence of his right to be registered
on the list of votera.

Mr. WELDON. I have very great doubts whether it is
wise for us to adopt the amendments, although they may
be very good in thoir way, as the franchise has been settled
and the lists are made upon it, and are being made up
every day, I think it would be unwise for us to make these
amendments. Perhaps at a subsequent period it may be
advisable. My hon. friend says this is simply changing the
language for the most part; but there is this difficulty, we
passed the Act last year, the language is changed in the
Revised Statutes, and now my hon. friend has got an amend-
ment changing it again.

Mr. MoCARTHIY. No.

Mr. WELDON. It is, practically. In the Revised
Statutes the Act is very much altered indeed as to language.
If we are going to open up the question of the franchise,
we are opening up a very large field, which occupied some
little time last year; and I think, under the circumstances,
it is hardly worth while to press the amendments.

Mr. CAMERON (Huron). It would never do to adopt
these amendments just now. At present every tenant is
entitled to be placed on the voters' list who was such tenant
for a year preceding the lst January lset. The hon.
gentleman proposes now to make every tenant who has
been a tenant for the year preceding his application, a voter
if he wants to be. Now, in some municipalities, I believe the
final revision has been completed, and in many other polling
sub.divisions the revision will be completed before this Bill
can possibly become law, and the tenants of that class will
be out out of the vote altogether. It would be unfair to
place those in a different position to what they are, in cases
where the voters' list would not be completed until this law
obuld take effect,

Mr LQ M r

Mr. McCARTHY. I do not see the unfairness, because
some tenants, under these circumstances, would not be
entitled to get on the list, but I do not know that the hon.
gentleman is right in saying that In many places the liste
are already completed.

Mr. LISTER. They are in a good many counties in our
own Province.

Mr. MOCARTHY. Speaking of my own riding where,
I think, the revising officers are as far advanced as in any
others, it is only in two or three townships that the time
for giving notice could have gone by before this day week.
But the question le whether this 1e not a fair and proper
change to make. lt is now working great hardship. Take
the case of 1he Methodist conference from whom the hon.
member for North Norfolk (Mr. Charlton) presented a
petition. Take the case of bank clerks. I know one case
where a bank clerk moved from Newmarket to Aurora, and
he looses his vote, though there are only four miles between
the two places.

Mr. MULOCK. Whose fault is that ?
Mr. McCARTHY. It is not that man's fault, at all

events. And school teachers who move about in the sane
way are in the sane case.

Mr. fICKEY, It is much fairer to tenants that the
suggestion made by the hon. member for North York should
be adopted, because, being a transient resident, he is more
apt to get his vote by being as near the final revision as
possible. If you put it several months ahead of the final
revision, lie has more chance of losing his vote.

Mr. WELDON. There is no doubt a considerable hard.
ship to some persons, but the difficulty in my mind is that
this change will create great confusion in the lists. I
suppose there is hardly an electoral district in which every-
thing 18 not completed except the final revision.

Mr. FAIRBANK. Changing the qualification just on the
eve of closing the list, I think would be wrong. There is
no time before the revision to give information to the people
as to the change in the qualification. If the final revision
is not already closed, I know it is very nearly so in some
cases. If it is desirable to change the qualification at some
future time it might do. But if it changes the present
working of the Act, this proposition is of doubtful propriety.

Mr. SPROULE. If it is so far gone that it cannot be
changed, then there eau be no hardship to those parties,
while in places where it could be changed, it would do them
a favor. Many hon. gentlemen opposite objected lest year
to the very same provision.

Mr. LISTER. The trouble is that it is too late. There
is no time to give the notice. This Act cannot become
law for same days yet, and it is impossible for the people to
have information about it.

Mr. MoCARTHY. I would not be unwilling, for my
part, te give a special opportunity to these people to be put
on after the Act came into force-I mean those who are now
enfranchised by reason ofthis provision, should have an
opportunity of applying. They are not numerous.

Mr. PATERSON (Brant). Make it apply to the future
list ?

Mr. LISTER. There are certain classes of people who
ought teobe on the list, such as ministers and achool teach-
ers. Those are the Only two classes, as I underatand, who
suffer by the Act passed last year-and bank clerks.

Mr. CAMERON (Haron). I think it is always a hard-
abip when, of two men in precisely the same circumstances,
one has a vote and another is deprived of it, for that is what
you do by this amendment. lu a town in my county there
are at leat thirty mon who are deprived of a vote undr
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the old law, who would, if this were law last year, b. clergymen are net mentioned. Ite no apply ho hem
entitled to vote.atone. The hon. nember for North Simoe (Mr. MOrthY)

Mr. MoCARTRY. What are their politices? knows Ihat thi law cannot reach lhe pulie within th.
CAMIRON(huon) I rn fot alkng bou ~*tme necessary for thern to appeal and b. placed on the.Mr. CAERON (uron). I am ot talking about poli tera' litDoS the bon gentleman mean ttel us a

tics at ail. la not this particular thing for a purpose ? I
ak theon gentleman if it is not to cover some cases that ythng about this change for weeks and weeks? Par
have occurred in the western section, where all these classes mn
have been put upon the votera' list, and it is intended te Governor General's sanction cenld not be obtained until the
legalise them by this provision. If the Minister of Justice following week; and what tue would those mon have te
will look at the notices, ho will find that in many electoral take steps te have their nares placed on the votera' liaI?
districts in western Ontario the voters' list will be com. This clause should net pase, and ianet fair te ask the
pleted by the 15th of June. Therefore, it would be utterly House at Ihis latotage of the Session and of th. revision of
Impossible for those men who would be entitled to vote, if the votera' ligt b adopt it. I arn favor of the amend.
this provision was in force, to get on the list. In otherm t if il could have been done last year. The Rouse
counties where the final revision did not take place untilwoen
the end of June, they could get on the list. The effect of g if Ihought desirable, but do net do il now whon-
this would be that men belonging to these particular classes, ever a clam of the community iu every section cannot b.
in some counties, would be able to vote, while in other placed on preciaely the same footing.
coaunties men with precisely the sanie qualifications would
not be entitled to vote. That is not right. I should have Mr. MULOCK. I arn favor of the principle involved
been glad had it been the law; but not being the law, it is lu the proposed ameudment of the hon. member for North
not fair when the votera' list is practically completed toSimco, but I amnnt in hver of the passage of a law that
now change the law. cannot be worked. We should net adopt a moasure when

Mr. McCARTHY. If this amendment is adopted I shall il doea net afford a preper oppertunlty for lhe whole cer-
propose a clause providing that if application be made at munity te takreadvanlage ef it. Last year after a great
any time before the holding of the last court the ameh deal of trouble eouse came t conclusion h
ay lime ofoe.hlig.fleli orttenm h certain lengli of time was te elanse in order that the nub-
be put on. i

lic migit become acquainted witn the law. If the non.
Mr, WELDON. How will this be known throughout gentleman will offer the public lhe sane epportunity te

the Dominion ? taie advantage of he ameudment that was given under
Mr. MoCARTHY. There will be no difficulty in making the Franchise Bill, I ar in favor of il. if a lt 1e pub-

such a law known. lished on let June the final revision could net b. made
Mr. MILLS. I move that the committee rise, in orderuntil five or six weeks after publication. The A of lt

Mir.MIILS.I mve iaIthe ommîte rie, n oderSession gives persons claiming the right te vote thr.e weelca
that we may have an opportunity of considering these pro- inwhichtepreseuttheiredaims. SethoActoflatSession
posals. gives te every porson whe daims the rigit te vote aI lest

Mr. WALLACE (York). I think the amendment of the three weeks' notice, If the hon, gentleman will say that
hon. member for North Simcoe (Mr. McOarthy), will reachaI any lime within three weeks afler the Act ceres inte
an important class, namely, tenant farmers who change their force a person net on the lisI shah have tho sane igit of
tenancies on lat April in each year. They are on the voters' appoal ne injustice will b. doue.
lists of 1885 which has been made the basis of the Dominion Mr. MoCARTRY. I have ne objection te do se. The
franchise list; but by the law as it stands at present those hon. momber for North Huron (Mr. Camon) in se benoît
names can be struck off if the persons have not been rosi- that hoethinis overy member on tus aide is diehonest snd
dent in the county in 1885. liaI evory proposaI made bythera acîuaîed by ainistor

Mr. FAIRBANK. The only argument in favor of the Act motivos. I have heard complaint and I have prepeaed a
was the plea of want of uniformity, and to change the qua- remedy for some of lie difflculty, and I cast bacitle hon.
lification at this time does away with that argument. It is gentleman's insinuation Ibat I ar doing Ibis witi an object.
utterly impossible at this time to inform the country as te bore cannet be any object about tho malter. 1 amniili.
new qualification clauses. It took many months to give the ing te adept any moans and bbe simploat MeUns by which
country as a whole a general idea of what the qualifications the People can take advatage of tus liaI. It is quit. pesai-
were, and within a few days the final revision will take ble, ai the now liaI will net ce inte force until leI Auet,
place, and to change the qualifications now would be to wipe liaI upon Ibis liaI the general election migit taire pla
out all pretence at uniformity. We eughte endeavor te make lhe presout liaI as complote

Mir O'RIE. ho hai ofpoion afectd y tie ro-aspossible. I will adopl any reasonable suggestionMr. O'BRIEN. The class of persons affected by this Pro- uaeI gesth plitonmh b rWld
posed amendment are just those people who would become ayItgest thalyapplictionmgie oeived
acquainted with what had taken place in Parliament, espO we- mueaye 151hJl, wbicbeil give ample ime.
cially the clergymen. They would see the changes made, WheAIgremebe Ibish atnliefinalelaIaoed
and would at once taire advantage of them. If the qualifi-the Ad, istedo ished ou orholi t of une, sud
cation afected th general rtheamendent viing offeriwitine law, if ho dosenet proceod to
might be objected to; but it affects two special classes, and hold his final court, until the finI week in July. lu rany
I think they are people who would be informed from the cases hhey are holding VthefirI courts lu June, and ilnet
newspapers what had transpired in this regard even sup- ootemplatod that Ihey will be completed and orlified
poeing no copies of the Act ever reached them. befere the jla of August. Tiat b.ing se, the 151h OfJUIY

Mr. CAMRRON (Huron). A large portion of the classes or any lime selected, would give ample opportunity te give
affected are classes of men who do not read newspapers. notice le lhe country. Everybody in Ibis Heuse, sud ail
They are amall tenants who change fron year to year, wbe the political orgnisations are inlerested in mahing bis
never take a daily paper, and will not become informed of law known, Pe tiat I do net sco lb. iligiteet trouble in
any change. No doubt clergymen would see it; but we are applyirg bhe practice if lie pninoiplo is aeptable; and
not legislating only for clergymen. This would apply tonearly every bon. gentleman on thal aide who basspoken,
touants, ocupman sud aimicavery clama of liaI kind, and, adopwsth tpinciple, wile ho repudia e li wipractie.
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Mr. DAVIES. No, that is hardly the position. I only

repudiate the practice as to liste which are now in process
of completion. I fear this provision will involve complica-
tions of a very grave character, in the outlying portions ofi
the Dominion. They will become known, of course, to
politicians and to communities where they receive daily
papers, but how will the people in remote portions of the
Maritime Provinces know anything about it?

Some hon. MEMBERS. It will be published.
Mr. DAVIES. Not in the outlying portions of the country.
Mr. M&ILLS. I think. Sir, it would be a monstrous pro-

position, after we have dealt with the subject of the fran-
chise, that at the end of the Session, when the voters' list is
about heing completed, we should propose to re-open the
votera'list in perhaps one-fourth of the constituencies of the
ccuntry. The other three-fourths ofthem cannot deal with
the question at aIl. Why does the bon. gentleman propose«
te extend the franchise to large numbers of persons to whom
be denied it last year? Why did not the hon. gentleman
make his proposition three months ago, instead of now,
when we have bean sitting nearly three monthes? The hon.
gentleman proposes to alter the franchise, and to re-open
the whole controversy in 200 odd constituencies of this
Dominion. If the hon, gentleman believes that the franchise
ought to be extended, let him make his provision come into
operation next year. Why is the hon. gentleman in such
haste, when the preliminary revision bas been made, when
the preliminary list bas been printed, when notice has been
given for the final revision ? Why should be propose a
change in the elective franchise and propose that a large
number of persons shall be enfranchised who are not enfran-
chised at this moment? Did the hon. gentleman consider
this question last year ? Was he not here when we were
discussing the question as to whether the twelve months
should count from the lt of January-

Mr. MoCARTHY. No.

Mr. MILLS,-or from the time the party made appli-
cation. The Prime Minister objected, and although the
question was again and again pressed from this side of the
House he refused to agree to such a proposition, and. so far
as I know, hon. gentlemen opposite did not object to it.

Mr. McCARTHY. Perhaps we had better fix the princi.
ple first, and thon, in one clause, provide when it shall
become applicable.

Mr. MILLS. I object to dealing with the subject in this
way, at the beel of the Session. I am prepared, if the bon.
gentlemian will support me, and I certainly say now, when
it is proposed to read this Bill the third time, I propose to
move that we shall go back to committee to repeal the law,
and tg -revive the state of things which existed before we
legislated last year. If I fail in that, I am prepared to
accept the principle of manhood suffrage, but I am not pre-
Parved to tinker with » Frnchise Bill of this sort, when we
have the preliminary revision already made, And when, in
the majority of the constituencies, the date of the final
revision has been fixed. Thon the hon. gentleman has not
povided here for the class who have asked for tie electoral

Mr. MoCARTHY. What class is that ?
Mr. MILLS. Itinerary ministers.
Mr. McCARTHY. They are provided for. The hon.

gentleman has not read the amendments.
Mr. MILLS. If the hon. gentleman has made that pro-

vision, al very well; and that is a reason why we might
consider the amendment of the Act for future years but
not when the work of revision has already, in a great mea-
eure, taken plaoe, and when nineteen-twentieths of the
people of his ocountry can know nothing about the Bill in

Mr. MOCAaTrn.
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time to avail themselves of it, if it wcre made law to.
morrow.

Mr. MULOCK. 1 am in favor of the principle of the
amendments, because I am in favor of extending the fran-
chise, and in favor of as few restrictions as possible being
placed in the way of a citizen, who is entitled to vote,
recording his vote. This shortens the time and minimises
the obstacle and I consider that it and the principle running
through all the amendementa dealing with this subject are
in that direction, and for that reason I think it would be a
subject of regret if we should not have the list, on which
the next general elections are held, as complete as possible.
I do not think there is any difference of opinion among us
in the abstract. The only difficulty seems to be as to the
application of the principle; and I beLieve that by a little
conference, outside the committee, we might arrange the
whole matter. I would suggest to the hon. gentleman that
he sbould allow the amendements to stand over to-night,
and consult with a few members afterwards, and see if a
solution cannot be arrived at.

Mr. MoCARTHY. What we are doing now is consulting.

Mr. MTJLOCK. You said you had not oontemplated
this objection.

Mr. McCARTHY. I think we should settle the princi-
ple, and thon by one clause decide when it shall come into
effect.

Mr. MULOCK. Everybody is agreed as to the time
running from the date of the application. I should be
willing to eut in down to six months, though of course I
am only speaking for myself.

Mr. MACMASTER. One hon. gentleman suggests that
this proposition is brought in too late, and another suggests
that while it is practically acceptable, it should stand over
for some time for consideration. Now, it seems to me, if it
is a good thing to extend the franchise to certain classes
who are now disfranchised, the sooner it is done the botter.
Are the judges not occupied to-day in preparing the lists,
so that those entitled to vote may be placed on them? And
will they not be occupied in the same way for the next five
or six weeks ? If so, Parliament should make provision
that those who, properly or improperly, are omitted, should
have the opportunity of getting on the list. The only objec-
tion I see te the proposition is this: It is said that those who
would be granted this right would not become aware of it in
time. Is that probable ? It seems to me that is entirely
improbable. The classes of people affected are mainly
clergymen and school masters. I will deal with the tenants
in a moment. These are intelligent people, who read the
papers and know what is going on in this Rouse. The dis.
cussion on this subject will be telegraphed to-morrow, and
in all the leading towns and villages tie proposition will be
well-known. If this proposition became law I venture to
say that all the clergymen and schoolmasters in the coun-
try would know of it one week afterwards. With regard to
the tenant farmers; the country is full of political organisa-
tions, whose business is to communicate information to the
electors with reference to the franchise ; and I ven-
ture to say that if there are hopes of the franchise
being extended to parties who have not now the right
to vote, it would not be thirty-six hours before the active
political organisations would communicate with the people
affected, and the tenant farmers wQuld not sufer in the
slightest degree for want of infonnMtion. At el ,vants,, let
the effort be made ; let us pass sch legislation as will give
the right of the franchise to those who ought to exercise it.
lt may be that some will be left out; but is that any reason
why those who shoad have the opportunity cf tking
advantage of thi law should not be graAtd that oppor-
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Aowv - i i 4gt 7 obe ÀopA( ,I think it isright to be

o nit ),g py fiirtbar delay.

-Mr. WEizDON. The hon. gentleman forgets that the
rvisipg oicers'hav.e to receive t.his.law; and they cannot

et ity telegraph or aptlon what they see in the news-
pspers. The diMoulty is to work the thing ont. In the
county of Qneen's, N.B., for instance, the 1st of June is the
date for th final coirt, and al the persons affected by this
amendment will have been struck off the list. Here we are
in the midst of our revision, and, as Lincoln said: " It
does not do to swap horses while crossing stream."

Mr. DA4iS. Lhink Ahfene a greMt 49l.in-what the
hon. member for Glengarry (Mr. Maemaster) says with
eferns todeigyeu and ecoàol npAmrs. I m thoroughly

in acolrd with hr -on the, pqinciple, and if it ea be adoptod
withoul gary Mgmiat ,in~oieienle I shoild like to see it
done. As we have to consider some other clauseg, I thip*
this amendment might stand till Tuesday. We are in accord
as to the -pineiple.

xr. Ko4CRTY. Why .p ,let us adopt the clanqM,
leaving th qupeion hoy1 ey are to g> rinto orce gutfl we
go into committee again?

Mr. WELDON. Suppose we paus the clauses toanight
and find no means of carrying them out. Before we change
the law, .w9 Qught to see what meane w. are gqingto have
to carry the ,þange into effect. It is a vpry serions mattqr,
and I think it should-stand over.

Mr. MoCARTHY. Thero are three propositions, as I
understand, before the committee. One is to change the
law, and leave the change to be applied wherever it can be
applied ; one is to extend the time to a certain fixed date,
as suggested by the hon. member for North York; the
third is to postpone the operation of these clauses until next
year. Surely if we deal with the clauses, we can settle
rhow tboy shall be applied.

Mr. PATERSON (Brant). If you accept the middle
proposition, what date will you fix?

Mr. MoCA['.TIY. My idea is the 15th July. I would
not say that a court should be held everywhere, but one
court in each eloctoral district, giving notice to enable per-
sans to get their names on the list.

Mr. WELDON. You would have to drait a special clause
for that.

Mr. MoOARTRY. It would not take fifteen minutes to
draft a special clause.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. But it is very late, and
Iiventure to say that, owing to the late hours at whioh we
have been engaged during the last two or three days, the
hon. gentleman's amendments have not been read by many
of the members of thel House. Until they were brought up
bere, I never had the opportunity of looking at them.

Mr. LISTER. I do not think there will be any danger
from delay, because the principle of the amendment is
accepted.

Mfr. FKRQUSN (Liede). When hon. gentlemen accept
the principle of the amendments, why not pass them ? Here
are three classe., clergymen, school masters and tenant
farmErs, and it seems that they refuse to give these people
a chance to get on the liat.

Some oi MEMBERS. No, no.

-Mr. QAMERON (Middleex). The trouble z!s exactly
shaàaue, when t*e proposition 4o inelade these very elasses

was made lst y.trIt as not AM td
this House. Had that b.eo dog Am.eWO m,
no neoessity for hon. gentlemen to take th posion
take now. We are to acoept the aetment roas for
year, and these include, in many cases, the ames et ten.
auts who were not residents of the riding on the letaof
January ; but the trouble is that, in many oaes, the notious
bavs been sent to the revising omoers.alepa4 , 3pdbow are
we going to do justice to those clases n suu cases? It la
largely a matter of fortune whether an individuai living fi
a conetituenoy where the revising officer has dued his al
revision, is going to get on the list or not. We wapt os
means provided by whioh this proviaion will reach every
man who ha. a right to be placed on 1he liât.

Mr. MoQARrIHY. That is what we want.

Mr. CAKMERON (Middlesex). 1What is the hon. gentle.
man's propositgQn? lt is baldly to say 1 at the name of
every man who at the ti me of his application establishes his
right to be on the list shalt be put on; but very many
weM have to make application within the next two or
three weeks.

Mr. MoCARTEHY. The hon. gentleman is not fairly
stating the proposition, I suggested the 15th of hly.

Mr. DAVIES. Some of @ qQg f revision have ben
held.

Mr. MoCARTHY. Suppose tbey have; nske provlsiqp
that one more shah b held for this pur andthat-it
shall ot be beld earlier than the 15th of JAJy.

Mr. MILLS. We are entitled to know what are the vieWs
of the Administration, who are responsible for the business
of the House, upon this question. They know what the
effact of the law as it stands will be. We know how far it
will affect the existing votera' liste, and how far it willadd
to the expenditure incurred in the completion of the liste.
If the Administration are prepared to say that they are
ready to open aIl the voters' liste in the country again, so
as to put this class of persons which the hon. gentleman
proposes -to enfranchise in a few constituencies on the same
footing in all the oonstituincies in the Dominion, we would
like to know it. If there is a special court to be held for
the purpose of admitting people to the voters' list who are
not on it now, and for whom the law does not make pro-
vision, if we are to have two revisions of the voters' liste
this year, let the Government tell us what they propos.,
and we will be prepared to discuse the questio.a.

Mr. THOMPSON. I do not think there is any division
of epinion as to the change. As it le very desirable we
ehod take a littletime lo consider it and consider what
machinery is required to carry it out, I would let ,is
clauso stand.

gr. McCARTHY. I do not think the hon. qWember f(r
Bothwell opposed Mr. Mowat when ho had two revisiffe In
one year. In 1882 and 1878, Mr. Mowat r-opened the. list
and had a second revision six months afPer the fret, for the
purpose of putting the liste right. There le no objectipn to
the principle of this Bill, and we are aIl agreed we shogid
frame auqh a cluse as will meet the views of ths coummitte.

Mr. PATERSON (Brant). I would su gest that the
Bill be completed and printed before the thrd eading,with
these alterations.

Committee rose and reported progress.

BAIE DES CHAFýUR8 RAILWAY.

Mfr. OAMEpON(<Huron). Dos the eting Min ter o f
Railways propose ho bring down the papers, nantennia and

l
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sorrespondence with respect to the Baie des Chaleurs Rail- Parliament, ho setting aside the ameudment Which suIted
way before that matter is up for diseussion. that particular railway and proposing hie amendment upn

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. I was under the impression bis idea that it wu neceasary fer the protection of the
that the contracts were before the House. I will take note oih
of this and see that the papers are laid before the House as I thought and stil think, that the intereets of Ontaro
before we take up this matter. and the railway interests of the country will b. fully

protected by the law as it is. 1 feel it necessrY to make
Mr. CAMERON (Huron). One of the contracta is down that statement, and I arnexceedingly sorry any language

and the other is not. used by me in the hetrf debate should have ansed mi
a rhension which I have no doubt mav have griven m

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN moved the Iadjournment of hou. friend great pain.
the House.

Motion agreed to; and the House adjourned at 1 o'clock BAIE DES CHALEURS RAILWAY COMPANY.
a. m. (Saturday). Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN moved that the House resolve

itself into Committee to consider certain proposed resolu.
tions (page 1455) respecting the Baie des Chaleurs Railway

HOUSE OF COMMONS. Company.

TuSsDAY, 25th May, 1886. Mr. CAMERON (Huron). Ras the Minister brougbt
down the papers which were referred to the other day?

The SPEArUR took the Chair at Three o'clock. The two contracts have, I believe, been already submitted
to Parliament, but there was an advertisement for tenders

PaAYUa. and some correspondence between the contractors and the
Government. The hon. gentleman intimated on Friday

THIRD READINGS. that he would bring all these papers down.

Bill (No. 140) respecting the improvement of the Harbor Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. I could net brlng them
of Quebee.-(Mr. McLelan.) down sooner, as that conversation was on4F'iday, and the

Bill (No. 189) repecting Tolls over the Dnnville Dam seas nt sat since. have broght down the two

and Bridge connecting works constructed on and over thecstas.
Grand River.-(Sir Hector Langevin.)

Mr. CAMERON (Huron). As the papers are oinly now
PERSONAL EXPLANATION. brought drwn, the hon. gentleman could hardly ask us to

dispose of the matter ncw. Hoe might, ai ail evente, let it
Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. I intended, before the stand tilt after dinner.

Orders of the Day were called, to bring up a matter which
is personal to myself, and in justice to myself. With the Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. Tt is a fair proposai. I
permission of the Houe, I do so now, after the third read- have no objection to that. 1 wii put the papers on the
ings and before other matters are gone into. I see that Table.
the Opposition press-some of them-have made unfair use Motion allowed to stand.
of language that I used in the discussion on the Bil1 relating
to the Canadian Pacifie Railway. It ie alleged that I THE FRANCHISE ACT.
charged the hon. member for North Simcoe (Mr. McCarthy)
with blackmailing Parliament and the Government. That Mr. CHÂPLEAU presented copies of eorrespondence
would have been very unjust to the hon. gentleman. and not concerning the working of the Franchise Act.
only unjust but untrue. But I did not say so. The lan-
guage that I used was with respect to the'Northern Rail- Mr. MILLS. Doee the hon, gentleman expeet ns;te
way, and even with respect to that railway the language examine the correspondence before we further consider the
used, in the heat of debate, was, perbaps, too strong, because Bi?
that railway, of course, like any other institution of the Mr.CHAPLEAU. No;Ithoughtitwauselestebring
kind, had the right to press their particular interests in any down ail these papers, and I suppose il wilI be useles te
way they pleased, and Parliament would deal with their look at it On the Table. I could net bring it down before.
application. True, the hon. member for North Simcoe (Mr. Isaggested et the time when the addrese was proposed
McCarthy) is connected with the Northern road, but li that, if the mover would ask onhy for the correspondence
tok great care, both in his amendment and in his argu-which was really neceesary for the discussion, I would limit
ments, to sever himself from the Northern road. He stated, it te that, but I was answered that the motion was made
if I remember rightly, that he had received an amendment aud muet b. caried ont.
to be moved, an amendment coming, I suppose, from
the executive of the Northern road, whieh he thought Mr. MITCHELL. What haal this about?
was going too far, being more in the direction of the inter-
ests Of that railway than in the direction of the general Mr. SPEAKER. There le nothing before the Chair.
interests of the country. He therefore declined to introduce Mr. MITCHELL. I want te kuow what pa re are ub-
that amendment, and laid before this House an amendment xitted te this Houe, aud I think I have a right te know.
of his own, which was altogether based upon what he con-
sidered to be in the interests of the trade and commerce in We ought t have te utterances of hon, gentlemen in a

re11toue that w.ecaui understand.Ontario, and bis whole line of argument was based upon
that principle. I may say also the hon. gentleman very Mr. CHAPLEAU. My hon. friend doos it on purpSe,
fairly gave notice of the resolutions h. introduced before he because 1 always speak loud enough te beard. This ho
did introduce them, so that he took every care to sever his correspondence concernîng the working of the Frnobise
position as conneocted with the road from that as member of Act.

M Er.RCOnhxepr(s Ra l).
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Mr. MITCHTLL. My hon. friend is quite right; I did

it on purpose, but it is because I could not catch what he
said. He spoke loudly enough the second time, but he did
not speak loudly enough in the first instance.

NORTH-WEST TERRITORIES.

1fr. THOMPSON Imoved the third reading of Bill (No
133) further to amend the law respecting the North-Wesi
Territories.

Mr. WELDON moved in amendment:
That the said Bill be net now resd a third time, but that it b. referred back to a Committee of the Whole with instructions to amend theame by striking out from the seventh section the words, "but thisronion shall not prevent the judges from acting as members of the

,orts est Oounil, withot enolument," aud instesd thereof add thewordu " or &ot as members of the North-West CoanciL"

He said: I think, siüce I have looked into this matter more
earefully, that it is most important that the judges should
not be members of the North-West Council, that they shoul
be excluded from taking part in the deliberations ot a Leg
islative Absembly. 1 move this resolution without going
into the resons which I gave before in committee. I sec
that in England, where one of the judges has given his
opinion in letters to the Times on the Home Rule question
it has caused a considerable amount of criticism in the
papers, showing that the whole principle and policy of the
present system of Government is against judges takingany
part in the deliberations of a Legislative Assembly, or b.ing
iu any way drawn into the arena of politics.

Mr. TiHIOMPSOIN. For the information of those mem-
bers who were not present when this matter was fully
discussed the other day in committee, I may offer a few
explanations. We are not proposing in this Bill any new
enaetment on this subject. Ever since the establishment
of the North-West Council, there has been a provision on
the Statute-book that the stipendiary magistrates of the
North-West Territories should ex officio be members of that
Council. The number of appointments to that Council in
the hands of the Government is six, and up to the present
time three stipendiary magistrates have been sitting in
that Council. it is proposed by this Bill, not as originally
suggested, that the number of appointed members should be
increased to correspond with the increased number of
judges, but that nothing contained in the Act should render
ineligible any of the judges who are to be appointed under
this Act to take the places of thei stipendiary magistrates at
the North-West Council. So we are keeping matters pre-
oisely as they are; we are not increasing the number of
appointeee, and are simply saying that, notwithstanding the
provisions of this Bill, which simply, as regards the judges
themselves, changes the name of their office and, to some
slight degree, their emoluments and the tennre of their office,
such persons may be appointed to the Council. At the
present time, three of these stipendiary magistrates sit
there. The work of the Council, unlike the work of a
Legisiative Assembly, has very largely to be done by
the members who meet and at the time when they meet.
There is no Executive in the North-West as there is in
the Provinces, to prepare the legislation, and it is only a
few days since I had placed in my hands a letter from one
of the elected members of the Council, intimating that, in
the presnt state of the organisation of the territories, that
gives rise to considerable inconvenience; the legal measures
which it is desirable for the Council to adopt, have not
been prepared; members frame their suggestions after they
have assembled; and he states that, if the judges are re-
moved from the Council Board, great as the difficulties are
at Pntthey would be enhanoed. It in not proposed,

aprtofthe policy o this muasu, or as the

policy of the Government, as I understand it, that appoint-
e ments eof person holding positions of this character houd
d be oontinued indefinitely in the > orth-West Territories. On

the contrary, the present law relating to the North-West
Territories provides that, when ihe number of mumbers of
the Council reaches twenty-one, the power of appointments,
on the part of the Government, ceases entirely, and there-

. fore, tbe right to appoint any person shall vesit
t solely in the people, and depend upon their election.

So rapidly are the Territories being organised into districts
entitled to elect members to that Council, that at the lut
session of that body five newly-elected members took their
seats, and it is anticipated that in the course of two or
three years the power of appointment on the part of the

e Crown wdIl be entirely withdrawn. I propose that until
that takes place we shall make no change, and neither
withdraw the presenit stipendiary magistrates who are
holding seats i the Council, nor increase their number.

e There are reasons, as I have stated, why the presence of
d these gentlemen is at present useful, and why i think it
d would be undesirable to declare, as the hon. member for St.
. John (Mr. Weldon) proposes, that they should no longer be

eligible. I have already stated that, we do not preseut this
as a permanent measure, becanse the present law contains

s a provision that all appointments of every character shail
cease at a time not far remote, in all probability now, when
the whole power of electing members to that Council shall
be vested in the people of the North-West Territories.

Mr. MILLS, I do not propose to detain the House
more than a moment in the discussion of this question, us
I stated my objections to the Bill on its second reading.
The observations which have been made by the Minister of
Justice, however, call for an observation or two. It seems
to me that the hon. Minister altogether ignores the fact that
the Government itself is taking a new departure lu pro-
senting this matter to the ouse. They propose to con-
stitute something different from the stipendiary magistracy
that bas hitherto had jurisdiction in the North-West Ter-
ritories, and to supersede those magistrates by the constitu-
tion of a Supreme Court. They recognise the fact -that
the condition of things in the North-West Territories is not
now what it was a short time ago, and this altered condi-
tion of the inhabitants renders it necessary that the Gov.
ernment should make a different provision from that which
has heretofore existed for the administration of justice
Now, in order to meet this altered condition, tbe hon.
gentleman proposes that there shall be organised in the
North-West Territories a body for the administration of
justice on the same footing which exiéta in the varions Pro.
vinces of the Dominiom. Would the hon. gentleman for a
moment propose that the judges of the Supreme Court in
any one of the Provinces should be eligible for seats in the
Legislative Council, or for seats in Parliament? We all
know that the hon. gentleman would not make such a pro.
posal, but what the hon. gentleman now proposes i. that
the members of the court which h. proposes to organise in
the North-West Territories, shallh b eligible for appointment
or for election to the North-West Counoil. Now, I make
serious objection to that. I say it is important that no
such thing should be permitted. It is important that these
men should b. removed when the North-West Counoil
cesses to have any appointed members, because, if the hon.
gentleman were to alter the organisation of districts in the
North-West, there would be no nominsted members now.
It is because those districta are constituted by the North-
West Territories Bill that it is possible that there should
be nominated members of the Council. Now, if the Govern-
ment were to uake a provision for the representation of
ail the people in the North-West Territories there is a pro-
vision granti the half-breepopulation wu are entitled
to tie franPright to 4 twenty-re MMbMes
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instead of twenty-one; and, that being tioemae, the' holi
gentleman las recognised,not only in the Bill which we have
aliedypassed through the House providing for representa-
tion in thisHouse, but also by the proposition now before ne to
constitute a Supreme Court, that the condition of things in
the North-West 'I'erritories is approaching the condition
that exists in the ordlnary Provinûes of the Dominion, and
that beizig the case, the time has come when what may be
allowed under the exceptional circumstances that may be
found in a territory when settlsment is first taking place,
otrght ndt to beermitted at the present moment. I called
the attent¶bn of thàe hon, gentleman the other day
te thd Mt that tio trials of controverted election
cages must come hefore these judges, involving ques-
tions of election, of eligibility to the Council, of the
roglarity of an election Vo that Council, and these same
judges mdst sit on those cases. Are they fit te try such
case, when it woeld be highly probable that they would be
found on opposite sides in that Council, sad when
they Would b. biassed more or less by the political
considerations that would prevail, and would present them-
selves to their minds when they would be called upon to
adjudicate upon these cases ? Why, Sir, in the election of
members to this House, I suppose the trials of controverted
eléotions in those territories reprcsented under the Act,
would oue before these judges. These men hôld seats in
that Couneil themselves, and they would be called upon te
take Fider In the controversies that would take piece mn that
Council. That being the case, I say it is highly inexpedieit
that theFe judges should longer be eligible to that Council.
The hon. gentleman had his attention called Vo te fact that
by this section, a it now stands, they are not only eligible
tosestuin that Cundil by appintment, but eligible for
eléotion aso . H. proposes to c ethat; but, ia listening
toe th< amendment which he made, I think it was per.
febtly cifent that he did -not effect that object. %o, at this
modent, se the Bill taùde before us, it is proposed that the
judge.a the North-West Territories shall be politicians,
that they shall assist in lgislation, that they shall take
sil&s i theontovergies-that arise in the North-West Ter-
ritories; and that while they are party men, while they are
taking sides, they shall also adjudicate upon con tested elee-
tions and the.appointments tht take place to that Council.
When thi'BIlbras before the House for its second reading
I ptinted-otthe-etentto'whieh thesemen wonld be placed
in ântagonito each other, te the disagreeable position in
whinh they*onild fmd themselves, if they were compelled
to décMe tpn the v*iidity of anu election of a brother mem-
ber td the (3Oncil, a man whoif he obtalned his sent, would
be'inlibtd to Mt with those who supported him in his elec-
tion *nd 1d oppoetbose tembers o the eourt and mem.
bers ofth Otineg, who took a differet view of the law. I
"y, iry we ought not to permit this I think we are
goig'boki t e&medfalai condition of thingsv one which is;
ndt einy dbntty -o the principle of parliamentary govern-
moft; bat onowhiwr as reeognieed as being so wholly in-
compêtfM iithoui notions-of representativê government,
thaf itceamd êtbes part of the> consltitionofany one of
tht Provirtes- evem befdre responsible goverbment was
established.

SEJUW -A. MkCDONALD. I think the haM gentle-
mio. -hymoi"l in his remarks in respot to this
meMUte Now, in the first place, about thejud es becom-
ing polhIeaime and taking part in elections. yh ill
of- thw lateGovernment the stipendiary magistrates-and
tleeè .r sllpendiary magistrates-had power to ait as
noMinaWd embers and at the same time to try elections
of elted rmeeb1rs. There is no alteration of the law in
4#ttregard. Thefy *ôte made poftical men by th S,1Bid of

" t-' a7 i

=à&dfe y tu i.Biit t'W resisdh*%y tik là* 6veb-
ment gpmiw. thira api h a et heid * tb f6y'te aÊmoîin of
the Oounell, was, that they wanted men stupposed' to be
acquainted with the law of the coutry, who had deeingà
judicially and administratively, as magistrates, all over the
country, and who wontd be empert, *iM fbt4 todecide upon
what was really for the good of the Territory. Suppoeing
this mosré bad not, been intrbdaèdat al, suppo-ing. the
condition of things hud remaied as it is nowntil tshi law
is paesed, and these men remain stipendiary magistrates, I
do not find that any hon. gentleman opposite ever
made any motion: to alter the cnstitution in. that
regard. It was not considered wrong that these stipen.
diary magistrates should rebiain as nominated'inembers of
the Courncil. kio complaint was made from the North West
about these gentletnen sitting as members of the preMnt
Conncil. The Opposition, w1 are bond to attacli sny
laches on the part of the Governmont in administering the
afaire, judicially or otherwise, of that country, did not ask
that the stipendiary magistrates shoud be removed from
the Council. If this Bill had not been introdueed n atters
would have gone on and no one would have objeeted; and
this Bill simply changes the name of the stipendiary
magistrates to judges. Now, that cam make no differmnce
certainly. The other difference is this: the stipendiary
magistrates are at present practically absolute and their
decisions are without appeal, because an appeal in impor-
tant cases to the Cour-t of Queen's Bench of Manitoba was
so expensive and caused so much inconvenienc. That was
the case, and this Bilt propoàes to desl, and it does deal
effectually with that question. The stip.ndiary magistratès
or judges, as they are now callod, instead of being absolute
will meet together and will sit as a court of'appeal on the
judgments of individual stipendiai magistrates, whose
decisions were formerly, practically, for mos intents if not
for all intents, without appeal. That is the only alteration,
and 1 am satisfied those gentlemen, who are not increased
in numbers-the nominated members-do good service,
from their long acquaintance with the country, with
the Indians and the white men, such as Colonel
McLeod, Judge Richardson, and latterly Judge Rou-
lenu, the last-named of whom brought with him a know-
ledge of law, haviug been a jndge. This is simply a mea-
sure to meet the prosent condition of the country. I have
no doubt, as the Minister of Justice has stated, that very
shortly there will be a Coincil of the elected members so
large that it willfretire in favor of an Assembly: It is Vto
be hoped, however, that among the el.cted members pro-
fessienal and legal mon will seek to enter the Council as
mueh as possible, because witlhout-professional ien pteet
the Counoil or Assembly will be witbout such guidated as
every Parliament should possess. The Local Legtlatures
have legal mon who consider legal matters confing befôre
the House. It i eto be hoped that legal men will make it
their ambition to go into the Council or Assembly as it wiIl
be I hope ere long. The hon. member for BothWell
(Mr. Mille) spôke of some alteration in the law so as to ex-
pedite the chsagafrom Conneil to Assembly.

Mr. MILLS. No. What I said was this: The hon, gen-
tleman in aw're that the eleeted members are to be eléoted
by a population within a limited are. If it were not' for
that limitation, the population of the Territ* is sufficient
to give it 23 members.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. The afteration of that
limitation would be an alteration in the law. That is a
matter that can be deait with ubseqnently, The North-
West will not suffer very much from waiting for that change
aniÂ n aesioen, if suh a reoemmendation be made by
thovieOt4d mfea rin P b *» ê eoik Edtgthi ftf wr
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ment will be only too glad to expedite the matter and make Ohapau, Layr
the Council an Assembly.

Othb.r; Nacdon
Kr. ITWJO EL, I do not know what thei late Govern. k

ment May have done; but I again object to the present D.we )neMcOau
Administration pointing to the acts of the previoul Adminis. DVdd, MONlo
tration as justifdeation for anything it May choose to bringDo
forward. I remember about fifty ive or sixty years agoy Arndment negatîved.
fifty-five years ago, that the Legislature in our country was
composed partly of judges, and when I came to take some
interest very early in tife in public affairs, it ws found very THIR
difficult to get rid of the judges from the Legislature of our
own Province. I know it was looked upon as a great evil to tinoases frtherSt
have the judges sitting as members of the Legislature, mak.cer
ing laws which they themselves would afterwards adminis-
ter. In the Bill now under consideration it is reviving what BILL M
existed fifty years ago, and I am decidedly opposed to giving Bil (No. 127) Ce extend
the judgs of the North-West Territories any right to
deal withlegislation or take any part in legislation of theKeewatin, snd Co amend t
territories. It is enough for them to administer the laws (Kr. Thompeon.)
without assisting in making them; and, notwithstanding
what the First Minister bas said, the people of the North- RAILWAY
West are just as intelligent and equally prepared to elect
members to sit in that body as are the people of the consti- Sir HECTOR LANGE'
tuencies we have the honor to represent. In regard to Thst It la expedient b provk
what the hon. gentleman ha said about lawyers and legalCanaib. authorised to constr
gentlemen, snd the great assistance they render, I am cf of (anso to Loulaburz or Sydn
the opinion that if we had fewer lawyers in this flouse and ment Ralwap Aot, 1881, àhi
more men with common sense we would get along enallyothon aoheidt
well. We would not have so much legislation-and it is

well known that we have a great deal of unnecessary legis- Mr. MILLS. Explain.
lation. The argument that it is desirable to have lawyer SLANGE'
in the North-West Council should not carry any great
weight in passing a Bill of this kind. What we want is arailway in Cape Breton
plain, practical common sense, less of the great legal Houe, and digèrent mea
ability, less legislation with a view to hair splitting, and isofra eft, .spur
more bringing to bear on legislation plain, practical com- wimh cf Paheaetw
mon sense, with a view to meeting the wants of the people.rIsl d t.C a erto
That is what we should do. That is not being done in this imlandpoftiasefBret
Bill. 1 herefore support h ameudment. otherapotns a fi cf Ch. D

mhpuy.Iu a agev

House divided on the amendment of Mr. Weldon.

YEAS:

Meuieurs
Allen,
Armstrong,
Auger,
Bain (Wentworth),
Béchard,
Bourasa,
Burpe,
(ameron (Haron),
Oameron (Kiiddlesx),
Charlton,
Oook,
Davie,
Bdgar,
fairbank,

Baker (missiquol),
Barker,

roil
Blondeau,
Bowen,
Burns,
S aeron (Invernes),

amnpbell (Victoria),
Carliag
Ouao dir Adolphe),l
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Forbes,
Geoffrion,
Gilmor,
Quay,
Gunn,
Harley,
Holton,
Iune,
Irvine,
King,
Kirk,
Langeller,
Laurier,
Lister,

NiaS:

Messieurs

Everett,
Parrow,
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o amend the law of evideneS in
enate).-(Mr. Thompson.)

WITHDRAWN.

d the boundarles of the district of
he 1aw respecting suoh distriot.-.

IN CAPE BRETON.

IVIN moved:

Ide that the Minister of RaIlways and
uot a railway from à point on the Straits
ey, s a publie work; that thé Govern.
al apply to such work, and that the
a of the sad work shal be desrmined by

VIN. The question ofconstructing
bas cnome several times before the
sures have been passed and sub.
pose of building such railway. The
ell as oi the Gjvernment, which
Parliament, was and is that the
ould have the same advantages as
minion possess, that is to say, a

AtÀ ot h avbn moade to
rauway across zjeisianu .&,-empt nuco ma v
obtain contractors who would undertake the building of the
road. Those efforts have not suoceeded, and after waiting
thus far the Government have corne to the conclusion that,
under the oircumstances, instead of delaying construction
and waiting in vain for contractors to build the railway,they
would ask Parliament to undertake it themselves through
the Government in the same way as the Government have
built other railways in the country. Under those circum.
stances the Minister of Railways has given notice of the
resolution which I have moved. If this is assented to by
Parliament, the intention of the Government is to after-
wards come down with a resolution to ask Parliament for a
sum of money with which to begin this important work.
The Government have taken care, as they promised last
Session, to have surveys made of different ies, of two lines
acros the island,in order to ascertain which would be th. best
line to be followed, should the Government undertake the
work. Those surveys have been made, sud, if I am not
mistaken, the resulte have been laid before the Hous. The
question may be asked, which of the two lines la to be
selected ? That information I am not in a position to give.
Those surveys are now under the consideration of Ch.
Department of Railways, and the intention of course la to
take the best lin, the lin. that will be most feaible snd
most advantageous to the island and the country At large.

Mr. MILLS. The hon. gentleman ought to give thé
Houae further information. I have no recolleotion of
seeing the plans and apecifications which the hon. gentle.
man says have been laid before the House. It is most
desirable that the House should be in possessin of thia
information, and the hon. gentleman, in askin& to oommi$
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the Hopse to an important measure of this kind, on the
merits of whieh I do not wish to express an opinion at this
momei)t should give the HQuse further information as to
the character of the work, grades, probable cost, kind of
work to bc undertaken, length of lino, so that the HIouse,
before it commits itasef to the proposition whlich the hon.
gentleman submits, ehould know precisely what it is doing.
It may be a right and proper thing to do, but as yet the
hon. gentleman has altogether failed to give us information
whioh it is important we should posses.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. The surveys, plans and
reports were laid before the Iouse on the 19th of this
month. They have been here about a week. I cannot
give the hon. gentleman the grades and curvatures; they
are contained in the report before the House, which speaks
fqr itaself, and which is laid on the Table for the purpose of
affording fpformation. I may state generally that the lino
is supposed to be about eighty-five miles in length. The
cost of the line is expeoted to be about $20,000 a mile.

Mr. VAIL. I am very glad indeed that the Government
have at last agreed to take hold of this work and build it
as a Government work, lt is a very important road, and I
am sure will be of great advantage to the people of Cape
Brton. I am only sorry that the Government have not at
the same time made some approoriation for the completion of
riilways in the westprn part ofihe Province of Nova Scotia;
bqt I am i hopes that will be done before the House pro-
rogues. I am glad also to hear the Minister of Publie
Works say that this road will not likely cost more than
$20,000 a mile. I have heard that the reason a company
could not heretofore be induced to undertake it is that it is
a very heavy and expensive railway to construct.

Mr. CHARLTON. Does thisestimate include the cost of
equipment ?

Sir HECTOR L&NGEVIN. The information given to
me is that the road will cost about 820,000 a mile. I un-
derstood that that would cover equipment.

Mr. MITCHELL. Certainly the Maritime Province peo.
plp ought to be grateful to the Government for recognising
the pasoeaity that existe for this railway, and for the dis-
position they are showing to meet that necessity by this
vote. I do not know any portion of the Dominion that hias
boep nore long suffering than Cape Breton, or that botter
deservos railway facilities. Therefore I heartily approve
of the action of the Government, and I am not disposed to
questioq them closely. As they are willing to vote a sum
to build the road, I am dieposed to give them overy latitude
iri the mttegr.

Motion agreed to, and Hous resolved itself into Com-
mittee.

(In the Committee.)
Mr. MILLS. I think the position taken by the hon. Min-

ister of Public Worke is an extraordinary position. I am
not expressing any opinion upon the merits of this under-
taking; but Parliament is asked to vote $1,700,000, which
may amount to twice that sum before this work is com-
ploted, and to do so without any information before it with
regard to the undertaking-whether it be difficult or other-
wise, what population ie to be supplied by it, whether it is
to be part of a great trunk lino, or simply a tributary of
the Intereolonial Railway-all the information which it is
the bounden duty of the Goverument to give on an occasion
of this sort is withheld. In fact the Government assume
that the members of this Bouse do not regard it as
their duty as representatives of the people to give any
attention to an expenditure of this kind. This work may
be a very necessary work to the Island of Cape Breton; it
may be that the ciroumetanoes of the people are such as tot
justify the Government in undertaking it ; I do not know ;i

Mr. MIL Ls.

but it is no answer to the enquiry for information for the
hon. Minister to say that he bas laid a report on this
subject on the Table a few days ago. It may be th*t such a
report was laid on the Table in manuscript; but no such
report bas "een printed and distributed to the members of
this House. The Government have assmied the respon.
sibility of laying this proposition befor the House; have
they obtained ail the information which they should obtain
-which a company would seek before undortaking to
invest money in the enterprise ? Il they have, thon the hon.
gentleman should give that information to the House. If
they have unt, the hon. gentleman is not in a position
to submit this proposition to the House.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. Of course 1 expected that
the hon. gentleman would ask for more information. He
is of an enquiring mind, and, of course, that is hie duty; I
do not find fault with him for it. If the hon. gentleman
wants to know the direction of the two linos, it is very easy
to tell him, because the reports and the surveys have been
laid before the House.

Mr. MIL LS. Havethe Government made choice between
those two lines ?

Sir HEQTOR LANGEVIN. I have explained that the
Government have not made choice. The Department, I
said, was investigating as to which would afford the great,
est facilities in construction, and be of the greatest benefit
to the island and the whole country. Therefore ail I could
say was that one lins would be about eighty five miles in
length, more or less, and the other about eighty-three and
a balf miles. As to the population that will be benetitted by
the railway, the hon. gentleman knows what the population
of Cape Breton is, and this being the only railway across
the Island, the population there will be greatly benefitted
by it. As to how many will travel on ths railway, I can-
not say, but I hope a good many will. The hon. gentleman
knows that the general system of railways of the country
go as far as the Straits of Canso. The @traits are not to be
crossed, I suppose, by a bridge for some time; but the
Government are informed that the straits may be crossed
during the whole winter, and therefore there will be no
difficulty iî maintaining comnunication between the rail-
way system of the remainder of Canada and Cape Breton.
The maximum grade on either lino will probably be about
eighty feet to the mile.

Mr. CHARLTON. There can be no question that railway
development in this country is a desirable object; but there
is anuther question that should enter into our calculAtions:
that is, what is our financial position, and our
ability to embark in an enterprise of this kind?
I think the Hquse is entitled to more definite inforpiation
as to the desirability of this lins, as to the population of
Cape Breton, as to the probable amount of business the lins
would do, and as to the probability of ths lins paying runuing
expensses. The House are entitled also to have some data
upon which to determine what route shall be selected for
this road. Without giving this House the information we
aie entitled to, the Government ask us to vote $1,700,000
for the construction of the road ; a further sum of a leat
$300,000 will be required for equipment, and further 1age
sums will no doubt be required before the ro4d is eoleettd
We have made a good many railway invesatments in Vhs g
We have expended millions on the Intercolonial Ril1way,
which searcely pays running expensses.

Mr. MITCHELL. Don't say anything against the Itenr
colonial Railway.

Mr. CHARLTON. These roads ans a great aburdn upoa
the taxpayers of tle country. if our fipazqg were iucUoh
a condition that we oould spare large aume of megf, we
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oould afford to be much more liberal than we eau be under
the eireumatances. But, on the contrary, a very heavy debt
is pressing on the country; we bave not a surplus, but a
large deficit; we have squandered large sums in unproduo-
tive enterprises, and it behoves this Government to be
cautious as te the obligations it shall incur in the future.
If this road were an absolute necessity, if it would even pay
expenses, to say nothing of its giving a returu on the capital
invested, we might embark on its construction. But if it is
to be an inveatment such as the Intercolonial Railway is,
if, after it is built, it will not pay running expenses, and
we must supplement the deficiency, certainty this country is
not in a condition to build it. We - have a net publie debt
amounting, if ail our liabilities are included, to 8250,000,000;
we have an interest charge almost three times greater per
capita than that of the United States to meet, and yet we are
recklessly plunging into more debt, and I see in the action
Of the Government for incurring expenses for railway sub-
sidies and the construction of lines that will be a burden on
the country, great danéer. We have voted over $10,000,000
to railway subsidies in the last two years; we are continually
adding to the debt of the country in a way we are not justi-
fied in doing. I would like to see the people of Cape Bre-
ton with a railway; it would be a very desirable thing for
them, but the question is: is it advisable for the taxpayers
of Canada that we should add 82,000,000 to our debt. In
our present circumtances we ought to move slowly, and
the Government, in this enterprise, is proposing to place
upon the taxpayers an additional burden which they are
not justified in placing on them. I speak, of course, from
the standpoint of an Ontario rember. Were I a Maritime
member 1 do not know but that I would be prepared to
object to making the taxpayers of Ontario contribute to
enlarging the railway system of my Province. The Govern-
ment ought to exercise care and prudence before embarking
on such an enterprise. I do not say the road ought not to
be built, but the louse is entitled to more definite infor-
mation as to the character of the enterprise before incurring
additional obligation.

Mr. DAVIES. As far as I understood hon, gentlemen on
this side, they do not intend to offer any objection to the
constrDction of railways in Cape Breton, if the Govern
ment will give them the necessary data on which to corne
to a conclusion. We are entitled to know whether this rail-
way is to be built to Louisburg or to Sydney. The Govern-
ment must have corne to some conclusion in their own
minds, but they will not give it to the House. The people
of Cape Breton have t'hs right to know, when such a large
amount of money is voted, and probably jnstifiably voted,
and the people of the other Provinces have the right to
know, whether the Government have come to a conclusion,
and what that conclusion s. I am anxious to know whether
the Governmont intend this to be a part of the Short Line
rute or not; whether they intend to build to Louisburg
or not. The Minister of Railways, a year or two ago, said
Louisburg would be one of the termini of the great trans-
continental road. Have the Government come to that con-
clusion, or are they going to build to Sydney ? Surely the
Houase have the right to know something about this. We
are very often called to vote in the dark, but I do not
believe, with the hon. member for Northumberland (Kr.
Mitchell), that this House should entirely abdicate
its functions. I do not believe it is a matter
of iihff:rence whether we should spend $2,000,000 or
$5,000,000 in the construction of railways. If necessary to
expend $1,000,000 or $2,000,000, so far from opposition this
aide will give cordial support, on getting propr information
and being satisfied that the road will ho buit in Vhe right
way and on the right route. The Government could not
come down and ask a vote without haviug corne to a con-
clusiM in their own mind. They wouId not insult the

House by asking us to vote for a railway going they do not
know where, and having come to a onolnsion they should
toti the House where they are going to buid the road la
it to be part of the Short Line Railway, about the advmntages
of which we heard seo mach, two or three Sessions ago. I
want to know how the Government are going to cross the
Strait of Canso? Will they build a sub water tunnel ? And
they must have come to that conclusion, and have asortained
the probable cost of that tunnel. Either this road is to b.
part of the great Short Line or it is not. If it is, it muât be
connected by a sub-channol, or it will be perfectly uselesa in
winter.

Mr. McLELAN. The straits are navigable in winter.
Mr. DAVIES. No, they are not.
Mr. McLELAN. Yes, they are.
Mr. DAVIES. Not during ail the winter. But, whether

or not, how dosthe Minister of Railways propose to carry
the short line acrosa. Will he make a break in the railway
system and transfer the luggage and other articles to a
small boat crossing the strait ? Surely i. are entitled to
some information.

Mr. CAMERON (Invernees). I am not stonished to
hear the Opposition from Ontario offer rather a fietions
opposition to the building of a railway on Cape Breton, but
1 am really astonisbed to see the hon. member from Prinee
Edward Island moving in the same direction. That island
is about a third larger in aie than the county oMInverness
alone, yet it enjoys 210 miles of railway.

Mr. DAVIES. We built it ourselves.
Mr. CAMERON{ (Inverne8s). Yo built it at the expense

of the Dominion.
Mr. DAVIES. I am sure the hon. gentleman does not

wish to misrepresent facts, and I wish to inform him and
the rest of the House that the people of the Dominion do
not build our railways. We, the Prince Edward Island
people, build for themselves. These 210 miles of railway
they have built and paid for out of their own pocketa.

Mr. CAMERON (Inverness). I am very glad to se
that Prince Edward Island built a railway and paid for it
out of their own pooket book. In the Publio Accounts I
find, unfortunately, that that road has not been paid for
yet, and that the cost of the road is part of the piublic debt
of Canada, and that the people of Cape Breton .pay their
proportion of interest on that road as well as the people of
Prince Edward Island. Such statementa may do very well to
draw the wool over the eyes of the people of other parts of
the Dominion, but we down by the sea would be very glad,
indeed, that the Dominion of Canada should be charged afew
millions of dollars for public expenditures on Cape Breton
Island, and, if so, I doubt very much if we would claim that
we built that road ont of our own pockets. To ioert to
the question which called me to my feet, I beg to cail
the attention of this committee to the fact that this
Parliament unanimously granted the Piotou branch
as aid to the building of railways eat of Pictou.
With that subsidy and ag additional subsidy granted
by the Local Legialature of Nova Scotia, it secured the
extension of a railway from New Glasgow to the Strait of
Canso. Owing to a provision made by an At of the
Local Legisiature in 1880, that road, from traro to the
Strait of Caeo, was purchased by the Doniinlod faliament
at the cost of 81,2 0,000. I do not believe that thores aii
hon. gentleman in this sHUtse who wil deny that C
Breton has an equitable claim on the road from Truti to
the Strait of Canso. The Pictou brancb cost 82,4009000,
and the Eastern Btension ost $1,2:>0,000, bebides $8,000's
mile granted by the Local Legislature of Nova Scotia.
This is a valuable property. The Pictou branchl e admit.
tedly the beet paying section of railroad in the Dominion of
Canada, the astern atension paying its working ex.
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penses, and while I admit that the line through Cape
Breton cannot be expected to pay more than working
expenses, I hold that, in connection with the Eastern
Extension and the Pictou branch, it will pay
handsomely not only the expense of running it, but
interest upon the cost as well. The net public
debt of this Dominion is said by my hon. friend from
North Norfolk (Mr. Charlton) to amount to $250,000,000.'
I think it is not to the credit of this Dominion that on Cape
Breton, populated by 100,000 people, it may be said that up
to this time not a dollar of money has been expended on
public account except on the St. Peter's Canal. While the
population of Cape Breton is one-fiftieth of the population
of the whole Dominion, we would be entitled to au expendi-
ture on public account to the extent of 85,000,000. Sub-
tracting the cost of the St. Peters Canal from the 85,000,-
000, it would leave $4,225,000 which should be represented
on that island in public works. Publie works for which
the Dominion ie responsible and for which the people ofthe
Dominion of Canada pay interest were accomplished on
Prince Edward Island and in other sections of the Domi-
nion of Canada, and I do not conceive of any reasonable
ground why the Opposition in Ontario should offer any
obstruction to the passage of this resolution, and I am
certainly astonished that my hon. friend from Prince
Edward Island should offer any.

Mr. DAJVIES. You are mistaken altogether. I did not
offer any.

Mr. CAMEBRON (Inverness). I hope he will withdraw
his opposition to the passage of this resolution.

Mr. VAIL. I do not understand that there is any op-
position to this vote from this side of the House. Even my
hon. friend who spoke of the large expenditure on railways,
did not really object to this expenditure, but he asked very
properly for further information in regard to it, and yet the
hon. member from Cape Breton (Mr. C(ameron) hms charged
my hon. friend from Queen's, Prince Edward Island (Mr.
Davies), with objecting to this. I understood him to say
that it was only fair, it was only doing justice to Cape
Breton. The member from Cape Breton stated that the
Dominion had built the railway in Prince Edward Island.
As I understand it, the Province of Prince Edward Island
built that road. It wa part of their debt when they
entered Confederation. They were entitled to enter with
a certain debt, and this railway was taken over ns
a part of that debt so it was really charged against the
Prince Edward Island Government, and they, to all intenta
and purposes, built the road and paid for it. In regard to
this expenditure, there is a matter which las not been re.
ferred to by anybody yet, whether it is not an interference
with private rights, I should like to hear from the momber
for Riehmond fr. Paint) on that question. It seems to
me that a Bill was passed through this House some time
aio incorporating a company to build this road. I should
le to know if that company has been bought off, or what
they propose to do in connection with this vote that is
being asked for by the Go*rnment for the purpose of
building the rond. Will the hon. member for Richmond
tell the Rouse that he is quite satisfied that this expendi-
ture should be made ?

Mr. ARMSTRONG. I do not feel disposed to agree with
my friend from Ca Breton (Mr. Cameron) when he makes
the assertion that le Opposition from Ontario are going to
oppose tis grant. 8o far as I am personally concernetd, I
have no wish to offer any factious opposition to it, and I
do not think that any member from Ontario has any such
intention; but I do submit that, when a grant of this kind
is asked, the House hua a right to demand the fullest infor-
mation which can be given respecting it, and that, I submit,
has nt in the present instance been given to the House.
A large subsidy has been voted by ths House to asuist .in

Mr. ÇA.ànox (Invernes).

building this road. The hon. Minieter ias told th Houe
to-day that the Government tried to form a company with
the aid of that subsidy, and that they fiileL I1think the
House is entitled to know why they failed. There must
have been some reason for it, the subsidy wa slarge; Could
no company be found to build and operate that road with
the aid of that subsidy ? That is one of the facts that this
Flouse bas certainly a right to know something about.
If the Government have failed to do it with tht assitance,
there must be some reason for it. I the reason that the
road is going to be of so little value that it is not going to
pay the running expenqes or anything like it? If that is
the case, this House ought to krow it. It is no use for the
Government to say they have the matter in their hands and
they are responsible. The House cannot abdicate its fune-
tions. The Rouse has the right, and it is its duty and pri.
vilege, to ask for and to have the fullest information that
can be given on the subject. Speaking for myself indivi,
dually, so far as Cape Breton is conweried, I am willing to
stretch a point, even if there is not a reasonable prospect of
the road paying anything, even if we are to be saddled with
some expense to keep the road running; but I am not
willing to go into it blindfold ; I want to know what
we are likely to assume. We are aeked to-day to vote
$1,700,000, but I submit that that does not represent
anything like the obligation the Dominion je going
to incur in the building of the road. I am
very doubtful, from what little I know about the build-
ing of railways, from the experience of railways in the past,
and from the nature of the country through which this road
is to run, if the debt which we are likely to incur for build-
ing and equipping the road does not amount to $3,000,000;
and before we assume such a liability, the flouse is entitled
to the fullest information that can be given.

Mr. H ACKETT. I am glad to observe there is no real
opposition to this resolution. The people of Cape Breton,
as is well known, have suffered a long time for th'e want of
railway accommodation. Now that the matter has been
brought up in a practical way by the Government, I am
glad to see that there is no real opposition; and although
there is some criticism by hon. gentlemen opposite, they
all aver they do not mean to oppose these resolutionis. The
Island of Cape Breton is a very rich island in mineral
wealth and in agricultural and fishery resources, and I am
quite convinced that when this road ie built, traversing
that island from one end to the other, it will be found to be
a paying speculation. I rise principally, however, té oor-
rect a remark of my hon. friend from Inverness (Mr.
Cameron), to whose great exertions and zeal, I make no
doubt, the people of Cape Breton are largely indebted for
having these resolutions brought before the House. The
hon. gentleman has stated that the peopleof PrinceIiidward
Island have a railway built by the Dominion of Canada.
Now, that js quite incorrect. The people of Prince Edward
Island were engaged in building that railway when the
island entered the Union. It i well known that when a
Province enters the Union she comes in with a oertain
amount of indebtedness per head of the population. There
in an assumed debt and an actual debt, and the interest on
the difference between the two goes a long way to make
up the revenues of that Province. Now, -when Prince
Edward Island came in it was charged with three millions
and a quarter dollars for the building of this railway. That
was the actual indebtedness of the Province, and amountel
to $45 per head of the population. The island
came in with the same rate of indebtedness per head
of the population as the other Proinces, this amount being
deducted, and the island has paid interest at 5 per cent. on
the difference, which makes a rlion of the subsidy at the
present time. Now if Prince ward Island did not build
that railway, if the three and a guarter million dollars were
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not charged tO the island, the people of to day would be
receiving $00,000 more of a subsidy than the'y do now.
Consequently the people of the island wili have 200 miles
of railway while their debt has been assumed by the Dom-
inion and interest bas been paid upon it by the people of that
Province ever ince. I regret to seo that a misapprehen.
sion prevails in the House to the effect that because Vhs
I)ominion of Canada assumed the building of the island
railway, it was not afterwards taken from the people of the
island i another form.

Mr. WOODWORTH. I think the Government deserve
the thanks of the people of this country for having at last
grappied with this question in the ouly way possible to
sore the construction of this road. It hai been the play
ground of parties for many a year. I can remember when
1 was a very small boy this question being urged of raiIway
communication with the Island of Cape Breton. It has been
the hobby horse of politicians pro and con, but to-day it
assumes an aspect before the people that it never assumed
before. It wil be the highway between the old world and
the now. It will affect Upper Canada as much as the
Lower Provinces, it will be the shortest route of commuadf-
cation between the old world and the new.

Mr. MLTLS. Which? There are two.
Mr. WOODWORTH. No, there is only one. My hon.

friends always make a mistake the moment they come to
diseuse the geography of Cape Breton, They do not seem
to know whether it is in Russia or where. I tell my hon.
friend that I can take a horse and drive in an hour and a
quarter between Louisburg and Cape Breton, and what is
the good of talking about two lines Louisburg and Sydney
are adjacent.

An hon. MEMBER. Twenty-five miles apart.
JiMr. WOODWORTH. No, they are not. You may make the Government to a strict account to give us a fair share of

them 50 miles apart if you like, but you can take your the public money in building roade that are necessary to
horse and drive in an hour and a quarter betweon the be built, for instance, the rmissing link, and the Nicteas
two places. I have been there and the hon. member for and the Atlantic Central Railway. I muet congratulate
Bothwell has not. I want to say this about this proposed the hon. members for Cape Breton on the fact that
railway between Canso and Louisburg, or Sydney. To-day this is no longer a political issue, but that the
the steamer Umbria, if she coals at Liverpool, takes dream of their lives is about to be realised.· i- know tbat
2,500 tons ofcoal to last her to New York, but if she coal the hon. menmber for Invernes sand bis colleagues have
at Louisburg or Sydney she only requires to take always been earnest advocates of this road, and 1 have to
1,750 tons, and ahe can bave the displacement of ail congratulate then that the Governmentof tha country bave
these tons of coal in freight, she may supply that in froigh t, at last seen thoir way no longar to "dicker " with a oom-
thereby making a great saving at wo many pounds a ton; pany in New York or anywhere ese, but to come forward
and any gentlemancanreckon it up, and the same way going themselves &ad announce their intention to bauid the road
back to England. Besides that, you have only got twthirds forthwith, and to stand or fall on that question.
of the distance btween Liverpool and New York byiea,
and you eau take the rest by railway and vary the journey. Mir. CA KEWgN (Inverness). This question has been
More than that, you are in New York one day eariier than before the country for over three years, and yet sone hon.
you are to-day by steamship, or if you want to go to Chi- members are under the impression that this is the first time
cago the distance will be very much shortened indeed. And it has been bfore the flouse. In 1883 the Short Line Rail-
ai to the mails to the United tates, I am not a prophet, way Company obtained a subsidy of $3,200 a mile.
but I believe that the mails to the United States will go by It was found that this was not sufficient to enable
the way of Louisburg or Sydney, that they will be put on the company to build the road, and, in 1884, s1,0,000
board of the train there and reach their destination many per aunum for fifteen years was granted for a line
hours before they cau reach it now. Any man taking his 'to Louisburg, being a total amounit of $1,260,000. Ther-
family across the Atlantic can leave New York one day fore we have now a subsidy of $562,000 in ch and the
after the time -h needs to do it now, he cau make part of Eastern Extension for the purpose of building a road from
thejourney by railway and meet his steamship at L>uis- the Strait of Canso to Sydney or Louisburg. I have care-
burg or Sydney, and this route betweon parts of the old fully examined the report of the chief Domiinion engineer
worid and the new will be coiducted partly on land, while on this question, and I find the cost of the railway is
it is now altogether on sea. Canada is the spot wnere estimated at *20,000 a mile, including equipment So the
they land the mails, where the passengers take baat outide limit of the cost of a railway from anso to Sydney
again, where they leave the boat and go over Canadian soil or Louis burg, and the distance to each is about the same
to go t&ho United States and to all parts of Canada. 8u from the Strait of Canso, would be at the outaide 81,700,000.
that tia question has a national importance. The Great We have aiready on the Statute-book a suosidy of $1,800,-
ArchiteotofCthe universe has placed Cape Breton out there in|000, including the cash subsidy with the Eatern Extension
the sea, the neareSt point to the old world, it i placed there j Railway. W did hope, and I was one of those who did
tor a purpose. Before we were confederated we did not feel hope, that the Short Lin Company, witb the uubsidies
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the neoessity of the question as much as w. se It nov. But
now that the engineers of the world are competin agaiust
one another for the shortest distanoe between points, a few
hours in time are of the utmost importance. I t"l y,
that this railway connecting, as it does, ail parts of Amrica
with the old world, in the shorteSt possible time
is of gt national importance. But more thian
that, with the new lino building thure, with the shortst
line you can get from Montreal to Louisburg, you will have
but twenty-four hours, or four days from ontreal to the
Pacifie coast, making five days from the Pacifo coat to
Louisburg, and five days fron Louisburg to Liverpool-
only ten days from the Pacific away across to Liverpool.
Why, it is a most wondorful stride and march in the affair.4
of mon. I say now to my hon. friend from Bothwell, and
to his friends, that not five years will go over their headt-
not thrce years after this railway is built will go over their
heads-before they will see the.national importance of this
work, that will give an impetus to the Upper Provinces,
that will give to Canada a nationality and a solidarity that
it never before possessed. This is not merely a Cape Breton
question, but it has been elevated out of th oclais of local
political questions and has becore a national question, and
I think the Government deserve the thanks of this country
for at last coming to the rescue of that Province away dowa
into the sea. But [ want to say that thero is a western part
of the Province as well as an eastern part, sud I trust that
the eight counties lying to the west of Halifax will not be
left out in the cold but that they will have a share of the
public money. It is true that this road is more important
from a national point < f view. Although a western man
mysilf, I concede frecly and fully that this railway is of
greater importance than perhaps any railways to be built in
Nova Scotia to-day; but from a western .tandpoint, as a
member of the western portion of that Provinee. I shall hold
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granted, would be enabled to build a road from the Strait
of Canso to Sydney or Louisburg. I was disappoiMted.
On 14Lh &May, 1886, the company submaitted a proposal te
the Department of Railways asking:

"l That in lieu of the formo of subsldy above enttirhfated a fied snd
increased sum be autborised te be pàid semi-annually. That it be
authorised te be placed in the form of guarantee of interest on bonds.
That the bonds se guaranteed in respect te interest fors term of years
may b. oid, provided the whole proceedi of the sale of sncb, bonds ebali
be placed on deposit in the treasury of the Government at four per cent
interest te be paid to the company having such contract pro rata on
completed sections of railway. .And we respectfully suggest tat
$150,000 per annum, paable semi-annually for rfteen years, would net
be an unreasonable uubsidy in addition te the section of railway already
authorised to be given, te secure the construction of so long a line of
railroad in a country where tue railroad will improve the country, and
must make its business before it can be expected to earn enough above
working expenses te pay interest on a sufficient amount of securities.»I

Thus the House will observe that the subsidy asked by the
Short Line Railway Com pany for the construction of a
railway from Moncton to Sydney and Louisburg aggregates
*2,225,000 besideb the Eastern Extension; and from Oxford
to Sydney and Louisburg it aggregates $1,800,000 besides
the J1htern Extension. That company, through whom we
did hope the Short Line would be built from Oxford to
Sydney and Louisburg, desired to obtain in subsidies more
than the cost of the road to the Government. When the road
is finished I am satisfied no one will be disappointed as to
the quantity of' freight which will pass over it. The mining
properties of the island will be developed, the fishing in-
dlustry will also be benefited and the business on the road
will be such as will be not only gratifying to the Govern-
ment which undertakes its construction but aise will com-
mend itself tu the mombers of this Houso.

Mr. PAINT. I thank the Government for the liberal
provision that bas been made for railway extension into
Cape Breton Island. It would be my duty, Mr. Speaker, as a
representative of Cape Breton in this louse, to advocate
and plead for any useful railway in that island. Il these
miles of track began and end9d in Nova Scotia and were
the outcome of local enterprise, subsidised by the Dominion
Government, as a ready means of dividing the Dominion
moneys among the seven partners, I would not consider
it an unnatural proceeding if any hon. member should
question the propriety of granting such a subsidy. But,
Sir, this railway is a Dominion one, it is the first and
most important link of our transcontinental system of
railway communication. Mr. rRichard Potter, the late
manager of the Grand Trunk Railway of Canada writes thus
to me :

" Ever since 1873, I have anticipated the inauguration of Louiaburg
as the chief Atlantic port of the American continent, and your scheme
provides for this."

Such being the case, any member of the House of Commons
of Canada voting against or not voting for the railway
project now under consideration wili, in my opinion, be
guilty of a violation of his duty to this Canada of ours in
thus sacrificing her interesta. Hon. gentlemen will
remember that, in 1883, a subsidy was voted by Parliament
for a railway from Oxford, Nova Scotia, to Louisburg, in
Cape Breton. That vote was supplemented by Parliament in
1881, but the road was not proceeded with and that vote is
still unexpended. Last year, however, Parliament voted
a further sum of money to make surveys in Cape Breton
on Goverument account. Now that the Government have
undertaken to make surveys for railways in Cape Breton,
the expectations of the people have been raised, and they
fully hope and expect that the Government will follow up
that survey by voting a subvention suMcient to ensure its
immediate construction, and placing the enterprise beyond
a doubt. This would be in reality an extension of the Inter-
colonial IRailway direct to Louisburg. They have been for
a great many years oontributing towards the construction
of railwaysuand other public works in diffrent pats of tbe

Mr. U&aMUtn ess)

Dobinion, yet no expenditure has been made,to hay,
fer a railway on the island, althongh it is one of the oldest
steed portions of the Dominion. I may remind the Gov-
etnneent that the discontent in Cape Breton is deep asd
univerea*, as it is impossible to remove from the minds of
the people, in every portion of the island, that its five mom-
bers exert no influence at Ottawa, and that the electors who
send them here are, in this most important matter, treated
with contempt. While rejoicing as a Cape Breton member,
at substantial aid being afforded to any railway li that
island, yet I cannot, as a member of the Dominion Parlia.
ment, allow the true interests of Canada to be injured by
the possible selection of an unsuitable port as the friinus of
the Cape Breton Railway. The option is given ti the
resolutions of making Louisburg or Sydney the terminus; of
this much-needed railway throuh the rength of Ca Bru.
ton; but I bold that there is no choice, thitt the' 1e but one
port both in summer and winter as such terminus, ahd that
is the port of Louisburg. Throughout the entiPe ýUdrres-
pondence botweon the Dominion and Nova Stiotilan Gaverrr.
ments, in 1874, on the question of subvention for this rkif-
way in Cape Breton, no mention is made whatever of any
other eastern terminus but Louisburg. The following pas-
sage occurs in a letter addressed to the Hon. Mr. Mackenzie,
the thon Premier of the Dominion, by the financial director
of a wealthy English association:-

" It may not be out of place to state, aiso, allowing that the works
now being executed on the canais of the St. Lawrence wil perit,
within îhree years, of vessels of 1,00 0 to1,00 tonsburihen proeng
from Chicago to the ses; that Lonisburg, with its cheap an abnd dan:
coal and iron, an open harbor all the year round for steam navigation,
and situated at the mouth of the St. Lawrence, cannot fail in becoming
the truc seaport of that river, and for the mighty trade which is yet to
flow over it to England and the continent of Europe."

The same Mr. D. J. Kennelly, in November, 1814, writes:

" Moreover, I explained my firm conviction that Louisburg, with
cheap coai and iron, must become the seaport of the St. Ltwrence, for
the enormous trade to come forward through the intended system of
canals; and as passenger traffie gravitated to the place of shortest sea
passage, so Louisburg eventually would form the trans-Atlantic port for
mails and passengers."

The offer of this capitalist to build this road was based on
calculations formed by Mr. W. H. Tremaine, C.B , after com-
pleting the field work of the survey for his employer, Kr.
Kennelly. On the military principle that it is lawful to
receive instruction from an enemy, and adopting the almost
legal maxim that the best evidence is that extracted from
the adversary's witness, I may be pardoned if I quote from
a pamphlet written in support of the claims of Sydney Har-
bor to the terminus of such a railway as has just been pro-
vided by the Dominion Parliament. In February, 1861, at
a publie meeting in Sydney, C.B., a committee was appointed
to prepare a report with reference to connecting tlat island
by steam navigation with the Mother Country,and by ril-
way with the United States and the neighboring colonies,
and to enquire into the capabilities of the harbor ofSydney
as one of the termini of the projected Baropean and North
American Railway. The following composed the con-
mittee : lion. Mr. Justice B. M. Dadd, Messrs. R. Brown, T.
D. Archibald, H. Davonport and P. Moore. The report
states that:

" In the summer of 1850 a convention was held at Portland, in the
United States, which was attended by persona of great inflaence in the
Union, by delegates from the British Provinces representing their re-
spective Governments, and others deputed to further particnar local
interests in the Provinces of Canada, New Brunswick and Nova 8cotia
prope:. Cape Breton was not represented, but some of the delegates
remarked on her important position on the map of North America.

" A series of resolutions were adopted declaratory of the unanimous
opinion held in the United tates and Brittah Provines tha the spirit
of the age demands ashorter way of interchange between Enrope and
America than even the present reduoed passage affordí, a determmnation
to effect ajunction by extending the lnes of radtway at present u opera-
lion in the United States to the eastern seaboard of Nova 8ootia, and
Sthence by ridging the Alantie with powerful steamera to sme place
suindsd
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iappmrs to your eommttee that tbis object eau only be accom

pihdby à toute inieh. 'eronsslg the AilantIe At it< narrowest ipars%
a Lqpigag pq the mont easterly point of Ameriea, and shortens

the seaby a4dng to the extent of land travelling, aine ocean steam
',q-4els bave not yet exceeded an average speed Of twelve and a-bal

reide pebour, whilut the loo<motlve o a easily accomplish forty miles."
1 my remark that the ocean msage to Louisburg may be
mde in AVe days, and that the "anl. wold b delivered
about two ýday. sooner in New Orleans and the Western
States if landed at Louisburg, and not at New York. The
committee continue :

"( cape Breton from Its geographical position has been very generally
deigneted ln the United States the Long Wharf of Amerlos, a truthful.
nes of deseription oeeuliarly aignificant of the aagacity of its people;
situated 5r 38' and 810 40' west longitude, and 450 27' and 470 5' north
latitude. ite greatest length about one hundred and Its greatest breadth
eigbty miles, cemprlsing an ares of about 2,000,000 acres, of which ai
least 1,000,000 are fit for cultivation, abounding with mineral wealth,
the most important of which consiste of extensive coal fields ; with a
elimate'pingnlarly bealthy, and a population estimated at, In 1886, 85,000,
engaged princivally in agriculture, mining and thefisheries; it iunques.
tionably one of the most valuable possessions of the British Empire. The
island bas several gog4 hprbors, including Sydney on its eastern and
Louisburg on its aouthern qeabqard * * * Louisburg le the nearesl
to Europe, bling only 1,940illesftom Galway; Sydney le 1,956 milesfrom
Galway ' It in true the navigation of SidneysI oimpeded by ice
Renerallvfrom two to four months in the winter wlat Louisburg, alo
an excellent harbor is open nearly all the year round Il* • Sydney
as bas already been stated, la impeded by ice in the winter."
The practicability of constructing a line of railway from
Sydney to New Brunswicl, was then considered by the
committee. They continue:

"Np railway han yet been made in the Island of Cape Breton, but
tbe conc urrent testlmony of traveliere, land gur'veyors aud others who
know th counry well, Is conlusre that a mot favorable lins am
be obt1ained-commencing at Sydney, thence up to and along the
valley of the River Mira to Grand River Lake, thence through St. Peter's
to the Ont of Canso-the distance of seventy miles.,"
Here I have conclusive evidence that the route of the
railway sbould be through the county of Richmond, for after
leaving Louisburg, I would lollow the course given by the
committee for the railway I desire to see constructed. The
offiQially reported length of the present narrow gauge rail-
way betwegp Sydney and Louisburg is thirty-two miles,
consequently a railway from Louisburg to the Gut of Canso
would 'be many miles shorter, assnming the estimate given
by the committee to be correct. It is very far from my
desire to prevent communication with the port of Sydney
from Nova Scotin yn.per. But I have naturally a dotermi-
nation to preventif possible the sacrifice of the interests of
Louisburg, and consequently those of the county of Rich-
moud. A few miles from Louisburg, there is a convenient
and suitable locality wbence a branch line might deviate
toward Sydney, utilising the present graded road-bed of
the ngreow gauge railway, now built between Louisburg
and Sydnev. In order completely to establish the vital
point, that Louisburg. is open to navigators all the year
round, whie is not quite conceded by the Sydney committee,
whose other arguments make so much in my favor, I may
be Perrnitted to quote from a pamphlet published in London
by a gentleman having a perfect knowledge of what he
asserts by personal investigation of Cape Breton in 1817,
when General Ainslie was Governor. Writing about the
climate he e sy.

"About the firet of January navigation closes, and the barbors of the
island, except Louisburg, Kainu -Dieu, and St. Peter'@ Bay, are frozen up
s0 4 t$P form a complete bridge of ice, &c."

In, that oeur#ts compilation known as Lovell's Ga-
f4ttd-er (Edition 1874) we find the atatement that
Louisburg bas a fine harbor open the year round.
The weight of business and trade tends to the south side
0f the island. If the road goes through Inverness, it willi
alway be a more local one with limited traffie. If the road
should pas. through Richmond coanty, ita course will lie
through the extensive and fertile district of Mira River,i
Loch Lormond, St. Peter', Black River, River Inhabitantsi
tn Hawkesbury. The vast cod banks off Louisburg andi
along the coast lino of Richmond, where fishing can be i

- carried on all winter, and the fisherie. ln the Bras d'Or Lake
will furuis this railway with thousands of tons of freight,
in the 6hape of frésh fah for the markets of Western Ontarlo

f and the United States. While Louniburg remained in the
hands of the French, it exported 500,000 quintals of cod
annually, amounting to 80,000 tons in weight; and 800
vessels frequented this harbor. Thifsfréigbt o fih would
mont lie sécured if thé huée tairas thé uortherly reute, for mot
a boat ventures out fron the gulf ports to 1eh for five
monthe in each year, the Gulf of the St. Lawrence being
covered with ice.

Mr. KIRK. I do not know whether the hon. gentleman
is in order or not. But it does appear to me that it is unne.
cessary, at this time, to discuss which route shall b. selected.
The object of the Government in making this vote-

Some hon. MEM BERS. Order.
Mr. KIRK. I tbink I am u order, and if I am onut of

order on one point, I shall not be out of order before I
it it down.

, The CHAIRKAN. The hon. gentleman aun state the
point of order.

Mr. KIRK. I wish you would allow me to do that. The
point of order is that the hon, gentleman is reading his
speech, and I doubt if we can be expected to ait hère listen-
ing for an hour to a gentleman reading bis speech on a
subject which is nt under discussion at al1.

Mr. WHITE (Hastings). You ean never make a speech
you do uot read.

Mr PAINT, I am readinz a report &f a very important
committee, and I am nearly tbrough. Arichat, as capacious
and safe a harbor as one could desire. freeses later and
opens weeks earlier than Sydney. Cariboo harbor now
called Port Malcom aluo in Richmond county, near the
Strait of Ganso, which could at any time contain in perfeet
safety 1,000 large ships, is open the year round. This
would be the natural outlet of the county of Inverness. Al
these fine harbors in the county of Richmond, with others
which I have not named would serve as feeders to a rail.
road through the county and should not be treated with
indifférence by this proposed 1ine of railroad being deflected
to the so-called central route. The choice sbould fall to the
best harbour. We accept on tbsf point the decision of the
Freneb engineers and naval commandera, who, in 1718.spent
about$7,000,000 on its fortifications, convinced of its being
the best naval station in Cape Breton. Sydney was founded in
the year 1786, when the fortresu, citadel, and town of Louis.
burg were abandoned. It was only selected as thé seat of
Government, because Louisburg was considered as neot
being well situated for the encouragement of settiers, and a
constant temptation to France to seizo it if it remained
intact. The barbor of Loisburg is among the boat la
Nortb A merica, and containe good anchorage. Ita entrance,
formed by two smal ilsands, is four hundred yards wide;
and by means of the high cape and lighthouse in its vicinity
is discoverable by ships at a great distance. The location
of the Cape Breton Railway is a question which
concerna every person, and affects the luter"sts
of every citizen or résident of the Isl snd of Cape Breton,
the Dominion of Canada, and North Ameria, and therefure
should be calmly, deliberately and intelligently disoused
in the spirit of justice and impartiality. If a fals. step is
now taken in the final settlement of this question, the con.
séquences woald be most deplorable, for it would be most
disastrous to the interests cf our country. Every person
cannot expect to have the railway pas. through hi. district
and by bis door. It oaght not to be for personal onveni-
ences and individual advantages that millions of dollrau ar4
expended in the construction of railways, butfor the opon-
ing up of dseomunry and âbr th, god a the publoi
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general. Among the different lines proposed for the Cape
Breton Railway, the one that would take the least money
and would be of the greatemt benefit to ihe island should
certainly be considerod. The question at issue, thon, is
where should the railway lino be located, having Louisburg'
for its objective point, s0 that it would be of the greatesti
benefit to the whole island ? This can only be ascertained
by clear and thorough information as to the various pro-
posed routes. Lot me first commence with the central
route. This lino is to start from the Strait ofOCanso, follow-i
ing in a direct course to the lower part of the1
River Inhabitants, thence in the valley along the riveri
by River Dennis to the head of Whycocomah Bay; thence1
winding its way through the Whycocomah village and byi
the nortb shore of said bay through the settlements of
Middle River and Big Baddeck into Baddeck town; thencei
to a point opposite to Big Harbor, where it crosses Big'
Bras d'Or at a place called the Three Islands; from there1
through the Island of Boularderie to Little Bras d'Or toj
North Sydney and Sydney and Louisburg. This routei
would be about 100 miles long to Sydney. The great
drawbacks and difficulties of this line would be the high
grading of the road and its expensive bridges.

Mr. MULOCK. How many bridges would there be ?

shorter than any line possible to Sydney by the miscalled
central or northern route; the latter involving the onu.
struction of an immense drawbridge at the Grand Nar.
i owe some 2 000 or 5,000 feet long over a swift current,
sone teventy to eighty feet deep, costing one million
dollars. Such a bridge would greatly interfere yearly
with upwards of 1,000 vesels passing through St. Peter's
Canal. Many captains would prefer going by sea to
hauling through a bridge in a swift eurrent and night
detention. To my mind the first and most important point
to be decided is, what railway is wanted ? Do you want a
railway to Cape North, thon by all means have the railway
through Inverness and Victoria counties. Do you want a
railway to Christmas Island ? Thon by all means go vid
Grand Narrows and get ferried over until we can afford to
build a bridge the cost of which would astonish the Finance
Minister of the Dominion. There are no less than twenty
heavy bridges vid Grand Narrows route. Do you want
a railway to Louisburg as a continuation of the
railway system of Canada, to form a part of a
main lino from Europe on the east to China and
India and Australia on the west ? Thon by all means go
vid St. Peter's direct to Louisburg, whero thero are n-)
serions engineering dicffiulties to be encountered, no ferries
nor bridges of consequence. The idea of a crooked lime of

Mr. PAINT. About twenty. Some parts of the country railway endeavoring to tap a number of counties is, to use
through which it would have to pass are very hilly and a homely expression, played out. I contend that the com-
mountainous. The second line is the Grand Narrows route. merce on the Bras d'Or Lake muet, for all time to come,
This also starts from the Strait of Canso, following the depend largely on steam and sailing craft for accommoda.
same course and going the same way as the central route, tion. Besides, a bridge at Grand Narrows woild greatly
till it comes to the waters of the River Dennis Basin, obstruot steamers and sailing vessels, with a tendency to
where it turns to the east, following thie windings of the drive them off, if anything, leaving the towns and villages
]and and the indentures of the shore to the Grand Narrows, worse off than they now are. But with a railway from
wbere it crosses the Barra Strait to Grand Narrows, sonth Louisburg, along the southern route, vid St. Peter's, con.
side;, thence to Benacadie, Escasoni, north side of East Bay necting with the railway systen of Canada, sufficient fish
into Sydney. This road is reported by the engineers to be could be shipped to supply all Western Canada, including
ninety-two miles long with the possibility of shortening it United States-that portion bordering on the great lakes-
five miles, which would leave it eighty-seven miles long; thereby developing trade relations between est and wast,
but it would not pass through any important town or to the mutual advantage of both, and creating inter.ýprovin-
village. Beaides the difficulties of bridging the Grand cial trade, and a botter union than that began by the
Narrows is a matter whieh should claim rnost serious atten- British North America Act. It might also induce our
tion. The third, or East Bay route starts from the Strait western relations to eventually understand that Western
of Caiso, follows the course and direction of the southern Canada is not the wholo of the Dminion, and that the
route to the Lower River Inhabitants, continuing on to St. Maritime Provinces, with their fisheries, coal and shipping,
Peter's, thence it keeps by the south shore of the Bras d'Or are entitled to much more congi leration from the Govern-
Lake through Soldiers' Cove, Red Islands, Irish Cove, Big ment of Canada than they have yet received. A letter,
Pond, to East Bay, wbere it separates into two branches, lately received from Cape Breton county, reads as follows:-
one leading into Sydney town and the other into North "I arn glad they are gettin weak on the Grand Narrows route and
Sydney. The distance is about 88 miles from HEawkesbury this East Bay route they will fnd wont do, either, as it will reqmure ten
Into North Sydney, and eighty-three miles into Sydney. The or mure miles to get from St Peter'u te Sydney than from St. Peter's to
fourth line, or southern route, leavesGuernsey, Point Tupper Louisburg and wilt make the line from the Strit of anso to Louisburgfouth ino orsouher roteleaeé UerBOy Pont uppa t least thirty miles longer. Bow liard it lu te get tiios peopble o as
near Hawkesbury, Strait of Canso, county of Richmond, and tha thin yi t lestrne ligh. o
follows in a direct line the southern shore to the north of The idea of a road swinging round the.southern shore ofIsle Madam, and River Bourgeois to St. Peter's; thence to East Bay Mountains merely -to satisfy a morbid spleenthe north of L'Ardoise by Grand River, and between Loch against Louisburg and destroy our claim as the shortestLomond and Framboise and Fourchu to the head of Mira road to Europe. If they would only adopt my plan, i. e.
Bay, thence by Gabarous Bay and Eagle Head, where the St. Peter's to Louieburg, thence to Sydney, thence to Littleonly important rock cutting occurs, to Lonisburg Harbor. Bras d'Or, tapping North Sydney, they would have theIt is eigtty-two miles long, and has been twice surveyed, most profitable and accommodatin road that can be posiblyonce by the Local Government, and last year by the Domi. built for Ca Breton, then for Victoria and Inverneus anion Government. Let us now consider more particularly road from Baddeck to Margaree, some thirty-six miles.the respective merits of the routes moet worthy of attention By ths plan you would have the whole thing arrangd for
so far proposed for the railway extension into Cape Breton. a splendid steamboat syste and will avoid thie boats coi-
If the so-called central or northern route were adopted aÎp itai
the result would be to deprive the county of Richmond petingwit raiiway>
and its 18,000 inhabitants of aIl railway communication Mr. PATERSON (Brant). What Counties would the
whatsoever. This line has just been surveyed and southern road go through ?
no serious difficulties encountered in the shape of deep
cuttinge or heavy bridges. I ask therefore can it Mr. PAINT. Through Richmond and Cape Breton coun-
be seriously contemplated to construct a railway about ties. The port of Louisburg is in Cape Breton. As regarde
115 miisburg by way of Sydney when eighty- the relative distances, I will read the following letter from
two mil ample to reach Louisburg direct4 ton miles Cape Breton.:

Mr.I'nT.
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Prom Sydney to Vaientia "eune.... 21010 miles.
Prom Louisburg te Valentia Iland.........m1,8 I

Inavor of Louiburg... ........... 23
& Now tisa twenty-three miles will grow into forty-silx if the proper

view is taken of it, viz., a steamer coming from Europe steers directly
te Loeusburg passimg about nine miles south of Seatterie. Now look ai
the map and se the actual distance from thia line to Sydney. Yeu
viii gee test a mBip bound te Sydney frein Europe bas ta deviate from
her direct course ta get te Sydney after passing Newfoundland and wiii
have t come back out of Sydney bight the same distance of the devis-
tien, before she la on the direct route te Europe, or goig 1t milas the
cageme uibel which in moet ail cases yull make ninoty te 120 miles sas
voyage il faver of Louisburg over Sydney. So that it is essentially
necessary te preserve and protect the great interest of Cape Breton in
the shortest route that there should not be tbirty miles lost on land as
would be the case if the railwa i built via those routes advocated (by
the East Bay and Narrows teodney), and Louisburg being evidentl
nearer Europe and possessing a magnificent harbor and accessible ai1
the year round. There should be no nquestion respecting the routes.
Only to adopt the shortest, and Sydney and North Sydney would find it
to their advantage to be connected with Louisburg lu the most direct
way possible than to be the fag end of a railway shut up in the gulf
ice for four and a haf!months o the year."

Again he says :.
" I regret very much to soe a scurrilous article in the Ottawa Prae

Press of the 24th inst. re yourself, in connection with the proposed
southern railway route in Cape Breton from the Strait of anso, vid St.
Peter's te Louisburg. I have no doubt but thatthis article bas been
inspired by the advocates of the so-called 'central route' on this
islan d.'IPeople from Cape Breton' who have a practical knowledge
of the country-its trade, latent minerai and commercial wealth-know
well that the southern route la the one and only route that will advan-
tageously and economically accommodate and develop the resources of
the island; and te be brief, in regard te the silly remark ofe' half a car-
load of blueberries as the onliylikely freight over this road' is simply
the worst kind of ignorant spleen. Now I will give you my idea or
what it would likely be. First, this road will accommodate fully ninety
miles of a coast from the Strait of Canso te Scatterie, which is one of the
finest fishing districts in the Dominion, and the port of Louisburg, bein g
the most central in the great fiaberies of North America, would naturally
becone-when connected with the great we2tern cities by a railway-
the great fish depot of Canada and largely that of tho United Stâtea,
and a thousand tons of fisb daily, preserved in ice, would be only a
reasonable eptimate of what could or would be sent over this road te the
great marketa of the west. Now the next, aud perhaps the greatest,
would be the Atlantic European mail and passenger traffic. This is
warranted by Louisburg being the nearest available port te Europe and
being on the line of tue most direct route from Montreal to Liverpool,
which, without exaggeration, will make a saving of about 30 hours
over any other route that can be adopted. Louisburg being already
connected by rail with the principal coal mines of Cape Breton
would become the great commercial centre of those mining districts,
and beiug situated half-way between Liverpool and New Orleans,
must eventually become the coaling port or halfway house fur those
steamers that ply between the two places. Now take those several
great commercial feeders for the railway te Louisburg and the sub-
sequent local traffic that would resuit, snd yon will find there s no
section of a proposed railway in America that bas such a promising
future. As for the barrenness of the route from the Strait oft ause to
Louisburg, as asserted in the Free Press item, it is not true. It is fairly
au agricultural country and abonud in minerai wealth, such as iron,
copper, gold, bismuth, cobalt, zinc, molybdenum manganese, &c., &c.
The southern railway route is the one that should be adop ted as being
the most essential to the prosperity of this much-neglected island of
ours, notwithstanding the apleeny assertions of interested land lubbers
whose ideas of a country's wealth is the agricultural producta Of the
vicinity in which they themselves vegetated. Te conclude, I may say
here that the ides of a railway in Cape Breton vid what is called the
' central route,' iu the silliest scheme that men could possibly be guilty
of under the circumstances, as it neither accommodates one aide or the
other of the Island. 1 am sorry that any one from the island can be 0e
atupid and sectional as te advocate it
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Now, as regards the port of Louisburg. This is from the
special correspondent of the Halifax Herald :

" LomuBnG, ?. B.? May l.-During the pat fortnight our harbor
has been thronged with vessels of every size and rig, waiting for the ice
to move off the coast. They are al Hbound for Sydney and outport mines
to load coal for the States, the lae strikes ther having Sused quite a
Scarcity of the black diamond. It is a great pity that the railway from
bere to the Reserve mines and Sydney was not lu a fit condition te be
travelled aver. eaI was uin great demand this spring, freights were
iugh, our harbor open ail the winter, and the coast from this west free

from ice, se that quite a brisk and large trade might have been "arried
on. If ever, thi vwinter sd spring 1bthink, las shown thesuperiority
et the barber of, Loui"z«rg ver t of 0 Sydney sud otisers lu Cape
Breton, as aiter-shi ping port. It must prove te auy unprejudicedj
"slnd, thstlatTise onlyt tterminus for the railway extension into Cape
Br ton. I date a ny mny think othervife, but I fer tstl ain e eo 8t 8f ton the, haveasue tg grind.'1I1bave noue, but I *peak

1ls8

meruly on account of the natural adVantafes which Louisburg posseses
over other porta in Cape Breton, and which must tell sooner or later.''
Here is a letter from a gentleman of standing and im-

r portance, a leading clergyman in the island, Donald Suther-
y land, an old country minister:

"Gaius, O.B., 2nd April, 188.
'lu the Ottawa Daily Fre. Pros of 24th March, under the hading of
Sessional and other Notes>, is an item on the Cape Breton lino of

Srailway which truly surprises me. The writer thero saym 'that Mr.
6Pain t Io sheme la generallyonsidèed impracti oable.' Thisioanot true,

I so far as people down here are conoerned, and i am one of them. The
writer says again: 'People from Oape Breton state that so barren lu the
country along thia proposed route that as regards local trafic about
one-alf a carload of blueberries a year could be obtained and nothing

Y else.' This is a lie, and the tongue that would make snob a statement
Fshould be kept for a curiosity. The truth ia, Sir, your acheare is the

only practicable one, and although I do not make it my special business
to intertere in these matters, I should say that the linoe should make
Louiaburg the terminus if for the sake of connection with the coal

et railway lin ending there, but that the oblef terminua should be ln
If Gabarus, which affords one of the most magnificent barbor in the

world, and that a branch might go from Gabarus to Sydney-the
distance of about twenty miles. By this means, as the eoal railway
already connect Sydney with Louisburg, Mydney would have inl reait
two branches connecting with this great linosiuatead of one, viz., wit
Gabarus and Louisburg. The coaI railway te Louisburg should be
.perated and muet be operated at any rate, and It might be subsidised
by both the Local and tbe Dominion Governments to do the work now
so irregularly and expensively done by se many Indifferent harbora and
breakwaters along the coast.

" With regard to amount of traffic, It would have the traffic of the
whole Island of Cape Breton run over a road of seventy miles In length,

f from the Strait of Canso to Gabarus, or ot eighty-two miles to Louis-
burg, fed by a productive country and an extraordnary wealthy oeoan,
minerals, grain, fish and forest, the very borries spoken of and many
more kinds in cartloads. Even this spring we do not know what to do
with our potatoes-so plenty are they, and withal o good. This
country ig thoroughly stocked with meat, more than the people require
for home consumption, and if there was a rail way lino they could get it
away; and they could consign their fish, fresh or salt, In like manner.
And the most experienced fishermen we have say that al1 winter they
could carry on the work of fishing and packing it in ice and consigning
it ail over America, and by the convenience of steamer te England as
well. At Mr. Donkin's request 1 gave him In writing a statement of
what minbrals are to my knowiedge to be found on this lino of railway,
and that statement should accompany hi report to Government, But
whether or not, it is proper bore to say that copper bismuth, gold,
silver, iron maUganese, lead and coal exiat on this 1ine of railway.
From the St. Peter's Canal to Louisburg Ia one continuons belt of
valuable minerals.

'' The lino itaelf Io easy, on good bottom, not through barron or soft
yielding land, and not through rock, with the exception of a few yards
atEagle Head, perhapa, between Gabarus and Louisburg. I have
travelled extensivoly on railwaya in Europe and America, and I bave te
say that it would be hard te find an easier lino than this is. Prom my
conversation with the engineers employed on it too, I think their report
will carry me out in this. I conclude in my honest convictions that this
lino to Gabarus and Louisburg would pay a company botter eventually,
without one cent's subsidy, than any other lino of equal extent that can
possibly be selected even with a ubsidy of $6,000 a mile, i.o., within
the extent of the Island ofC ape Breton. It will be the embouchure of
all the American lines pointing in the direction oft hortness to the old
world and it will command its own commerce-let adversaries te It
say wiat they will. Might as well Instruct a cannon ball, as soon as
discharged, te deviate from its course, as overbear the natural ines of
sea and land in point of directnes la the channels chosen by commerce
and trade.

''"I have the honor te be, youra sincerely,
'' DOMALD SUTHERLAND."

For vessels engaged in the immense traffle between Europe
and the United States of America, Louisburg is by far the
mot important station Of any. It presents the following
advantages :-st. Its harbor is open and free from ice al
the year round. Sydney is usually closed from December to
May. This I can attest to from an oiecial record kept for six-
teen years in succession by myself. Even Boston and Halifax
harbors, though several degrees more southerly, are not
free from occasional inconvenience in severe winters from
iloating ice. Louisburg, with rare and brief exceptions, is
kept open during the winter by the unceasing restlesnes
of the Atlantic waters which food its harbor, while the St.
Lawrence ice is defiected bylts impact with Scatterie Island,
which impels the iee, aided by the tide, in a south.east
direction. 2nd. It is the nearest port on the American
continent to England and Europe. Its distance from the
nearest Engliah port-Milford Haven-i 2,055 miles. It
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is nearer to Europe than Halifax, on the line of a great
circle, by 196 miles, and than New York by 780
miles. 3rd. It offered, whilst the railway was in
order, to coaling vessels, the best steam coal ut the
cheapest price, viz., $2 to 82.50 per ton, 2,240 lbs., free
on board, and with the quickest possible despatch.
4th. It is about half.way between Europe and the shipping
ports of the southern States. Therefore a steamer laden
with cotton, &c., from New Orleans, or other southern
ports, can carry a much larger cargo by taking half the
necessary coalut port of departure, and replacing it by the
other half obtained at Louisburg. Forty-cight steamers in
one season were supplied in this manner. 5th. This econo-
mical process of replenishing with coal half way, is now
partially carried on by filling thb bunkers ut Halifax ; but
as the cost of coal at Halifax is very much higher than it is
ut Louisburg, while the despatch is not so great, the super-
iority of Louisburg as a coaling station is manifest. It
requires four hours to steam into Halifax and out of it, and
less than one hour into and out of Louisburg. 6th. Louis-
burg is situated in latitude 45° 51' and longitude 59° 57'.
Its harbor, will be found to be safe, capacious, easy of
access, and capable of accommodating the largest class of
vessels afloat. Bayfield's chart shows a depth of water
varying from 24 to 60 feet, with good anchorage. By
calling ut Louisburg the danger of running on Sable Island,
which is 100 miles west of Louisburg would forever be
avoided. 7th. From its position, as the most easterly port
of the American continent, it is well fitted to become
the recipient and warehousing depot of American
and Canadian grain and other produce ulteriorly intended
for European markets. For as its communications seaward
are open all the year round, the shipments might be effectod
thence at any period, and to any point, as markets might
offer induccmerts. 8th. The Cape Breton Rail way, taking
the southern route, will connect Louisburg with the vast
arterial system of railway communication that traverses
the continent of North America, and will make it the most
castern terminus of the great Canadian Pacific Railway of
Canada. The missing link, less than eighty-two miles, once
supplied, a passenger from Europe landing in four or five
days at Louisburg, might stop from the Atlantic steamer into
a rai!way carriage which would convey him to any important
town in North America. This will be accomplished before
long, and then Louisburg will form an important point of
contact between the new and the old world. Mr. Chairman,
my desire to secure justice for my Province and for my
county must stand as my apology for the length of this
speech. The interests concerned are apparently local and
provincial, but on examination will be found in reality
national. Mr. Speaker, in concluding my remarks, I
desire to ask the hon. French members of this flouse to
give me their support in my endeavor to secure the build-
ing of this railway to the great harbor of Louisburg, in
order to raise this ancient city from ashes and dust.

The Committee rose, and it being Six o'clock, the Speaker
left the Chair.

After Recess.
House again resolved itself into Committee.
Mr. KIRK. It is not my intention to occupy the time of

the committee ut any great length in discussing this ques-
tion. I do not think it is necessary to do so. All parties in
this House are agreed that this resolution should pass ; all
parties in this louse are agreed that a railway should be
extended through Cape Breton Island. It is, therefore, not
necessaryto diseuss the question as to whether this resolution
should pass or not, and I am not going to occupy much time
in discussing it. I do not know that I should have risen to
speak on this question were it not that the hon. members for
Cape Breton Island seemed to take credit altogether to the

ifr. P r,
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Government for the fact that this resolution ias been laid
before the House, and that it is the intention of the Govern-
ment, seemingly ut least, to extend the railway through Cape
Breton. We cannot always tell whatis the intention of thia
Government when they place motions of this kind upon the
notice papers, for notwithstanding that they sometimes pass
such resolutions as this, they do not always expend the
money or build the road. I remember distinctly that, pro.
vions to the time Mr. Mackenzie came into powery a resolu-
tion of this kind was passed, and an amount appeared in the
Estimates year after year, to extend the railway to. a deep
water terminus at Halifax; but the Government of the-hon.
gentleman never built the road. It was leif tto the-Mackenzie
Government to extend the railway into Halifax. It mry be
that this resolution may pass and a sum may be
placed in the Estimates to extend the railway te Louisburg;
but it may be left to the Liberal party when they come into
power to build that road. The adoption of such a resolution
by Parliament, at the instance of the Government of the
day, is no evidence of the fact that this Government will
extend the railway through Cape Breton. I believe it will
rest with the Opposition when they come into power to
carry out what seems to be the policy of this Government.
I need hardly say that it was the p>icy of the Mackenzie
Government when it was in power to extend the railway to
Louisburg or Sydney. They gave evidence of that intention
by the fact that when in power they enacted a law by which
the Pictou and Truro Branch was voted for that purpose;
and in connection with the Local Government they extended
the railway from New Glasgow, eighty miles towards Cape
Breton, until it touched that island. The Mackenzie Gov.
ernment was defeated in 1878, and up to this time eight
years have passed and not one foot of railway has been
built or any attempt made to construct the railway further
into Cape Breton. I am glad Iherefore that this Govera-
ment has at last after eight years of waiting by the people
of Cape Breton been aroused to a sense of their duty by
moving this resolution. I venture to say that if it had not
been for the opposition brought by myself and other hon.
members on this side of the House to another resolution which
was passed in this House this Session, we should have hoard
nothing about the Government proposing such a resolution
as this to extend the railway to Louisburg or Sydney.
Whoever heird hon, members from Cape Breton Isl.and
pressing on the Government the building of that railway?
None of those members ever did so unless it was in answer
to something said by the Opposition. Then, in order
to defend themselves those hon. gentlemen found fault
with the Local Government for not expending money
in extending the railway to those points, thas excusing
this Government for their neglect or refusal. But the
Government found that the people of Cape Breton
had become incensed at the fact that they were building
a railway to Pictou, where a railway is already in opera.
tion and where another railway is not much needed, and had
called meetings and denounced the Government for not do-
ing something towards extending the railway to Louisburg;
and from. the fact that the Opposition raised the question in
the House when the extension of the railway to Pictou was
before it,-the people of the island in support of the Oppos.
ition bore called meetings, manifested their feelings through
the medium of those meetings, and the Government
felt they either had to carry out this work or
Cape Breton would be lost to .them at the next elec-
tion. Therefore this Government has no right to think
they are deserving of being so profusoly praised as they
were praised by the members for Cape Breton Island ; I do
not think they deserve the thanks of the House or of the
people of Cape Breton for being forood, after occupying
their seats for eight years, to do that which they should
have done several years ago. I maintain that the Op i-
tion in thieHouse have a right to at leas ahea th.e,
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e)redit with the enembers fuom that island and from the peo-
ple that sueh a resolation as the present is being discussed
and is likely to pass. Three years ago when the Minister
Of Raijrays was expounding his policy in the House-his
policyof taking over the Eastern Extension Railway-he
pointed ont the fact that the Local Government of Nova
Scotia had not the means to extend railways in that
Province, in Cape Breton or anywhere else in Nova Scotia.
He pointed out that in Provinces more wealthy than Nova
Scotia the Local Goveraments were unable to do much
towards extendmg railways, and therefore ha pointed ont
the reason why a bargain was made with Nova Scotia to
retain the Truro and Piotou branch and take over for a
certain eum the Eastern Extension Railway leading to Cape
Breton, that this Governument were by that act assuming the
duty of extending the railway further into Nova Scotia; and
I am glad that now, after the late Minister of Railways, Sir
Charles Tupper, had announced on the floor of the House
that the Government were anxionsly desirous of securing
this railway communication, the present Government
should seek to carry ont the policy enunciated by him.
The hon. member for Richmond, N. S. (Mr. Paint) had
a good deal to say about routes and different harbors. I do
not know that it matters much to me, so far as I am con-
cerned it matters but little, upon which route the Govern-
ment builds the road. I do not, however, think this is the
proper time to discuss the route, from the fact that we are
not in possession of the necessary information to enable the
House to decide upon the routo which should b3 adopted.
1 bolieve there are three routes proposed. The hon. mcm.
ber for Inverness (Mr. Cameron) says there are only two.
I always thought there were three-southern, northern and
central routes. It matters not to me, at all events, which
route may be selected; but I think with the hon. member for
Richmond that the rond should be built on that line which
would be in the interests of the whole Island of Cape Breton,
and in the interest, if possible, of the whole Dominion.
The hon. member for King's, N.S. (Mr. Woodworth), said
that this rond through Cape Breton was of importance to
other Provinces as well as to the Province of Nova Scotia
and the Island of Cape Breton. Well, I agree with him
that it might have been ot interest to ali the Provinces, but
I question very much if now it will be of much interest to
the other Provinces or to the Upper Provinces, at any rate.
Sir, if this Government had built the Short Line Railway
from Montreal to St. John or Halifax upon the shortest and
most direct route thon it would have been of vast interest
to the people of Ontario and Quebec that this road should
ho built, for thon they would have had a direct short through
route to the most eastern seaport in the Dominion of
Canada. But as the Government has adopted a different
route for the Short Lino, a route which carries the traffic
to Bangor and other ports in the State of Maine, I do not
think the argument of the ion. gentleman amounts to much.
As I have said, hon. members of this House are all
agreed that this road should be built, and I cannot under.
stand, therefore, why it is that the hon. member for Inver-
ness (Mr. Cameron) should court opposition. I do not
think ho wants opposition, although in his speech he seemed
to wish that somebody would really oppose it. For my own
part I have always been in favor of extending a road through
the Island of Cape Breton. It should have been done many
years ago, and I am only too glad to congratulate the people
of the Island of 'Cape Breton upon the fact that there does
seem to be a prospect of the island receiving a railway at
some daynot in the very distant future. I shah have mueh
pleasure in voting for the resolution.

Mr. KA.ULBACH. As I see the desire of this House is
to shorten all debatcg, in order that the Session may close,
and the representatives get to their respective homes as

-rIyaspossible,.I shainot prolong tis discussion more than

teofler a few words, espeoially as the subjeot has been so fally
explained by the hon, members for King's and Richmond.
I may say that I fully endorse the position the Government
has assumed in complying with the wishes of thedeserving
people of Cape Breton for a railway from Canseo t Louis-
burg or Sydney-a work most essential, but negleeted, over-
looked, or unfairly recognised, a request frequently made
to other Governments but without anything being done.
Now that it is about to assume some tangible shape, with
the sure and certain hope of being carried to completion,
we find hon, gentlemen opposite desirous as usual ofoffering
obstruotions. This road should not be characterised as a
local work, when it really is not, but a part of our trans.
continental road, an extension of that gigantie structure,
the Canadian Pacifie Railway, stretching from Burrard Inlet
on the waters of the Pacifie, in British Columbia-repre-
sented in part by our illustrions friends Homer and Shakes-
peare-to the waters of the Atlantic with Louisburg or
Sydney as the extreme eastern terminus. This road, when
completed-as was graphically described by the hon.
member for King's-will materially ahorten the route from
the Old World to the United States, or across the continent
by the Canadianu Pacifie Railway to China and Japan.
Beside, the stowage Capacity for coal, that would be used in
a longer passage to New York or some other American
port, can be occupied in freight, not only thereby affording
a saving to the ship in the low price of coal at the pit's
mouth, but a bonefit to the miner or vendor of coal at the
same time. As this paternal government is expending
large grants of money, in the shape of subsilies, in the
eastorn part of the Province of Nova Scotia, I would remind
them that not a dollar has been expended in the western
part of that Province-none west of Halifax. Now there
are roads in the west, already commenced, upon which
large amounts of money have been expended, and passing
over fine agricultural country, well timbered and abound-
ing in minerals, both rich and abundant, but struggling for
want of aid. Thero is, notably, the Nova Scotia Central
Railway, formerly lrnown as the Nova Scotia, Nietaux
and Atlantic Central, which starts from Middleton, on the
Windsor and Annapolis Railway, and terminates at Lunen-
burg, on the waters of the Atlantic. A memorial has been
presented to the Government, this Session, strongly snp-
ported by my hon. friends from Nova Seotia and New
Brunswick, for aid to the Nova Scotia Central Railway,
and I trust the Government will not be unmindful of our
needs, but will give us the same privileges and benefits, in
the shape of railway facilities and aid, as have been, and are
now being, extended to the est. It is not only a privilege,
but a right, to which we are equally entitled.

Mr. MILLS. I understood from the approval that the
First Minister gave to te hon. member for Richmond
(Mr. Paint) that he, at all events, was of the opinion that
there was but one route instead of two which could by any
possibility occupy tie attention of the Gqvernment. When
the hon. member for Richmond (Mr. Paint) deoclared that
the eastern terminus of the road muat be Louisburg and
not Sydney, I understood that the First Minister approved
of that opinion. He gave his assent to that opinion and,
that being the case, I suppose we are to understand that in
voting for this resoltion we are to get a road upon one
particllar line. Surely the hon, gentleman is not going to
be like the old hunter that bent his gun to shoot around a
hill--surely he is not bending this railway route all around
the Island of Cape Breton so as to catch votes in
every constituency of that island. Surely the hon.
gentleman has the courage of his convictions, and when
ho directs his colleague to come down and ask this
Houw for an appropriation for a railway, he has firet
ascerained what are the merits of that road, its pro.
bable cost, the difmlties in the way and where ho
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ntends to build it. Surely the First Minister does not come
and ask the House for an appropriation to build a rdad
which is declared to be of national importance without
knowing what particular road ho is going to build. He
certainly is not in that position, and I think it would be only
proper, before the louse is asked to approve of this resolu-
tion, that the hon. gentleman should leave us in no doubt
upon that question. From the hasty inspection I have been
able to give to the plan of the route and the reports of the
surveyors, I see that the line of the tworoutes is common for
four or five miles. I suppose the Government will hardly
undertake to build those four or five miles before the
elections, and leave the remainder of the route to be deter-
mined after the elections are over. I suppose they have
determined already, and that the hon. First Minister will put
the House in possession of their determination, I think that
would be only candid on the part of the Goverument.
It may be that this fouse bas fallen to the condition
of simply being a registering body to register the
decrees of the Government; but after al, it would not
be undignified on the part of the Government, notwith.
standing the humble position which Parliament bas assumed
of late, if they would communicate to Parliament what their
intentions are in this particular, and also if they would tell
us when they expect this work will be begun, and what
length of time will be occupied in completing it. We know
that the Canadian Pacifie Railway Company have con-
structed an immense stretch of railway in a very short
time. Surely the Government eau push forward this work
with some expedition, if not with the same expedition;
surely the hon. the First Minister wili not do the country,
and that particular portion of it, an injury by unnecessarily
protracting the period over which this work is to extend.
Ithink, before we declare that resolution carried, which, I
suppose, under existing circumstances is only a matter of
form, the hon. gentleman should also go through the form
of informing the House what the intentions of the Govern-
ment are.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. The hon. gentleman
says that after the approval I showed of the speech of the
hon. member for ]Richmond (Mr. Paint), I ought to make an
explanation. I did not say a word that I am aware of,
elcept when some gentlemen were interrupting a little,
when I said in my humble way that ho should have a hear-
ing. I do not know what the hon. gentleman means by
speaking of the approbation I gave. But the hon.gentleman
says we ought to declare where the terminus of this road
will be before we ask the House to adopt the resolution.
Well, I eau look back and say, if the hon. gentleman eau
tell me what decision the late Government came to, when
they asked us to vote money for the Canadian Pacifie Rail.
way, as to where the terminus of the railway should be,
whether at Bute Inlet, Burrard Inlet, or somewhere between
the two, or at Fort Simpson, then I can teli him what our
decision is.

Mr. MILLS. The hon. gentleman seems to forget that
on that occasion Parliament had entered into a contract with
British Columbia, and had agreed to build a road within ton
years to terminate somewhere on the Pacifie Ocean. I am
not aware that there was any such agreement in this case;
there is no particular contract made for the con-
struction of this road, and no arrangement with any
Province that it shall be built as a condition of union. The
hon. gentleman proposes to build this railway as a great
commercial undertaking, with the view especially of pro-
moting the interest of the people of Cape Breton, and also
for the general advantage of Canada, as the terminus of a
great international highway; because we are told it is to
be a railway, not only for the people of Canada, but for the
continent. Now, the hon. gentleman, having resioed to
build a work of such importance, surely ho knows whore it

Mr. MaLL.

is going to be built to. The Island of Cape Breton
is not an unknown land as was the country extending from
the Mattawan to the Pacifie Ocean. There is no analogy
between the case of this road and the case of the Canadian
Pacifie Railway; and the hon. gentleman will find that
that is after all a very poor excuse for not giving the House
the information it is entitled to with regard to this railway.
The hon. gentleman says lie did not approve of what the
hon. member for Richmond said. The hon. gentleman was
perhaps not aware of the extent to which he expressed his
approbation; the approval he gave was quite marked; and
I thought it was only fair to the House that that approval,
which he expressed consciously or unconscioasly, should be
expressed publicly in the House; and, especially, would it
be fair to the hon. members who are here from Cape Breton.

Resolution concurred in, and Committee rose and
reported.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN moved that the report be
received now.

Mr. BLAKE, To-morrow. It is about $1,700,000, is
it not ?

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. There is no money in it.
Mr. BLAKE. I am sorry there is no money in the

railway, but we have to vote it for all that.

BAIE DES CHALEURS RAILWAY COMPANY.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN moved that the House resolve
itself into committee to consider certain proposed resolutions
(page 1445) respecting the subsidy to thee aie des Chaleurs
Railway.

Motion agreed to, and House resolved itself into Com-
mitteei

(In the Committee.)

Mr. BLAKE. Explain.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. By this resolution the
Governinent is not asking more money than was voted by
Parliament during past Sessions, but ask power to distribute
or adjust it in a different way. The intention of Parliament
was, in previous logislation, thatthe Government should have
a branch line of twonty miles built from Metapediac towards
Paspebiac. The Government tried to have that executed in
accordance with the vote of Parliament, and called for
tenders, receiving three. The first was from a person named
A. Picard, St. Roch, Quebec, for $295,000; the second was
from MeCarron & Cameron, $428,000; and the next was from
R. P. Cook, Brockville, 8450,000. The amount of money
voted by Parliament was $300,000, so that the first tender
was the only one that came within this tender. We made
efforts to find Mr. Picard, but no such person was to be found,
and as the other two tenderers were, one $128,000 over
and above the amount voted, and the second $150,000
over the amount voted, neither of the tenders was
accepted. The Baie des Chaleurs Company offered te the
Goverument to undertake the construction of these twenty
miles for the amount of the subsidy, $300,000, and with the
understanding and agreement that they would, at the same
time, undertake to build the balance of the eighty miles
further, or 100 miles altogether. They would build the first
twenty miles, receiving 8300,000 voted by Parliament; and
the $3,200 that had been voted previously by Parliament
for the whole distance of 100 miles, to be applied to the
eighty miles remaining, that is to say, that the $3,200 per
mile wbich had been voted for the first twenty miles, were
te ho applied to the second twenty miles, with the $3,200
already applicable to them, making 86,400 per mile; and
that the balance of sixty miles remaining would receive the
vote of 83,200 per mile as fixed by the Act of Parliament.
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The 8300,000 for the twenty miles to be paid to the com.
pany as the work progressed, or every four or five miles as
the work would ho completed. Thus the Government, by
those two agreements with the company, believe that they
will secure, first, the construction of the first twenty miles
for the amount voted by Parliament, $300,00, and at the
same time the building of the eighty miles fol lowing. That
is the object of this resolution.

Mr. BLAKE. When it was proposed to us on a former
occasion to vote $15,000 a mile for the twenty miles of rail-
way, that was voted upon the statement of the Minister that
we should become proprietors of the road. With that 8300,-
000, the cost of construction, we would own the road; it
was to be a valuable feeder to the Intercolonial Railway,
and the Minister stated, upon my enquiry, ho was satisfied
it could ho built for the money. The hon. gentleman says
ho does not propose now to alter the condition of things by
asking for any more money, but ho proposes to give away
the railway which we were to have for the money we
voled. I presume the hon. gentleman will explain why.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. The first reason is we called
for tenders and could not obtain tenderers who would build
the road for the amount of money voted. On the contrairy,
the tenderers, McCarron & Cameron, asked $128,000 more or
nearly 50 per cent., and the second tenderer asked exactly
50 per cent. or $150,000 more, while the Baie des Chaleurs
G>mpany are disposed to build it for the sum voted by
Par-liament, but they say the road must belong to them.
The Government will, thorefore, be relieved of keeping up
the road and working it and of the expenses connected with
it, and it will not deprive the country benefiting by that
road to the extent that it will be a feeder of the Inter.
colonial Railway. Thus the Government will have the
road built without the exponse of keeping it in order, and
have an additional 100 miles of railway as a foeder to the
Intercolonial Railway.

Mr. BLAKE. The arguments vary according to the cir'
cumstances. When we were asked a little while ago to vote
815,000, we wero told it was a very good thing we should
own the railway. Now the Minister says: I canLot do that;
I told you we could build the road at $15,000 per mile-I
speak not of him personally, because it was the Minster of
Railways who made the statements on behalf of the Gov-
ernment at that time-we told yon it could be built for this
money and it would be a good thig to hold it; but ho says
now: I was mistaken, I will give you a good reason-it
cannot ho built for this money; the only tender which was
within the limit we have been so unfortunate as not to find,
and the only tenders that could be found were beyond the
parliamentary limit. He says there·will be a great advan-
tage in this because we will be relieved from the expense of
running the road, so it appears that the railway we are
assisting is not going to pay its running expenses, because
he says it would cost us something to run it. The net
result is that 86,200 a mile is to be given for the 100 miles.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. $6,400 for the twenty miles,
and thon $3,200.

Mr. BLAKE. The aggregate is 100 miles-300,00 plus
8320,000, that is $620,000, and the road is 100 miles long,
so0I say that the net result is that we are to pay $6,200 a

family, I mean the political family ; the hon. gentleman-
not as a Government, but the happy family opposite-will
be the proprietors. They are to have 86,200 a mile, nearly
twice as much as the other happy proprietors of other
fortunate enterprises of this kind aided by the Government
are to have. Perhaps the hon. gentleman will explain why
double the normal subsidy of $3,200 is to be given to this
road, and also who are the component parts of this railway
company.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. The hon. gentleman sbould
not have appeared so much astonished to-day about the
amount of money for this railway, bocause I think he might
remember that, when we proposed to give 8300,000 for this
branch road from Metapediac towards Paspebiac for twenty
miles, he said: What is the use of asking $300,000 for these
twenty miles? Why do you not at once aîýply them to the
whole road, the 100 miles, because really t at is the object;
it cannot be anything else; it must be for the object of not
only building twenty miles but extending it 100 miles, and
thus giving alarge feedor to the Intercolonial Railway. There
was good reason in that. The hon. gentleman saw that by
building twenty miles of this road we mightsecure 100 miles,
and, though ho did not tell us he approved of our policy-
of course he would not-nevertholoss there was something
in his argument which showed we wero right in usking
$300,000 from Parliament for this branch, and to-day ho
should rejoice that roally we are coming to what he thought
in the beginning, that by this means we would secure 100
miles of a railway, not only twenty miles of a branch but a
feeder of 100 miles to the liteicolonial Railway,
and thus obtain the opening up of a large section
of the country, benefiting not only that part of
the country but the country at large, because it
will b bonefiting the Intercolonial Railway by that large
feeder, without expending a dollar more than the money
that was in the first instance voted for the rond and in the
second instance voted for tho branch. Thus, we are not
misapplying the money; we are not asking a dollar more;
but, by remodelling the grants made by Parliament, we will
seenre the building of tho 100 miles, and wo hope tho House
will sanction the proposal wo aro making iow to Parliament.
The hon. gentleman asked me what are the componernt parts
of the company. It is the Baie des Chaleurs Railway Con-
pany. It is a company that is incorporuted, th at is charteroed,
Ad that is ready to go on with the building of the railway.
I have no doubt that, if these resolutions are sanctioned by
Parliament, the road will be built for the money and will be
worked, and we shall have that company to work the road.
A branch of twenty miles would not puy tho aitercolonial
Railway to work, but a railway of 100 miles may be worth
the while of a company to work, and I think itis the best
bargain, the bost arrangement we ocould miake. I have no
doubt that, if these resolutions are adopted, wu shall see
the road built within two yours.

Mr. BLAKE. Has the hon. gentleman any account of
who the stockholders are in the Baie des Chaleurs Railway
Company?

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. No, I have not the state-
ment here.

Mr. BL AKE. But ho has it, I suppose; there is such a
mile for that railway which is to be owned by the company. statement?
That is about double the subsidy according to the general
rate which is given. Will the hon. gentleman explain the Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. I think I could have it for
circumatances now differing, the Government being no the hon, gentleman bee ncarreace, or on the second
longer the happy proprietors of this twenty miles of railway. madicg.
The hon. gentleman smiles as if it was a most desirable Mr. BLAKE. As te what thoir enbscriptions are and
thing to get rid of the railway. From what we have heard, how much they have paid up?
I should almost have expected to see a respectable tear
trickling down emoh side of bis nose; but I forgot-his Sir HWTOR LANGEVIN. Y.., I will b. able to my
iendsMgoingrto.havB KAttaftero h ei; itrwssbiaplt in tiosathrte
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Mr. BLAKE. I understood also that it was suggested to

the hon. gentleman that the tenders and correspondence
about the tenders were to be seen in this matter.

Sir IIECTOR LANGEVIN. Yos, if there is any corres-
pondence, certainly I will bring it down.

Mr. BLAK E. I was written to to say there was some
correspondence, and there are the tenders themselves. Of
course, we have the company's tender.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. Yes, the tenders. I put
the other documents before the House to.day.

Committee rose and reported.

THE FRANCHISE ACT.

House again resolved itself into Committee on Bill
(No. 138) respecting the Eloctoral Franchise and the Domi-
nion Elections Act, 1874.-(Mr. Thompson.)

(In the Committee.)

On the amendments.-(Mr. McCarthy.)
Mr. WELDON. It seems to me that while, perhaps, there

is no objection to the principle of this amendment, it should
not be applied to the prosent revision. Some of these lists
are nearly or quite comploted, and we wouli require entirely
new machirne; y for the purpose of carrying this out. I think
it would be ar botter to let it remain as it is this year on
the presernt qualification, and thon adopt the principle of
this amendnent f.or future revisions. It we adopt it nowit
will create endless confusion and produce want of unifor-
mity. In some of the eloctoral districts, the revision is
almost completed.

Mr. McCARTHY. How is it in your county ?.
Mr. WELDON. The judge has fixed the 28th June for

the final revision.
Mr. MaCARTHY. That is the earliest court ?
Mr. WELDON. No ; it is the last, I think. If persons

are to corne in under these new sections we have got to
have n new preliminary list, becauso surely you are not
going to deprive a voter of the right to reject, ho must
bave a certain time to give notice of rej.ction. We are now
in the midst of the courts being held throughout the D m-
imion. My hon. friend from Carleton, N.B. (Mr. IrvWh),
says that in his county the final revision commenced on tho
18th May, and will finish on the 1st June. Now, in these
counties, parties will be deprived of the right of rejecting
unless you re-open and revise, and extend the time for mak-
ing the lists. I might suggest that with regard to certain
classes who have been spoken of as the persons who would
be deprived of their votes, such as ministers, bank clerks
and schoolmasters, a very simple mode could be adopted by
which these parties should not be deprived of thoir votes,
that is by transferring them, by simple machinery, from th
registry of the eloctoral district in which they are rogis-
tered to the eloctor; I district to which they may remove,
by a certificate or a statutory declaration on their part
that their residence has been changed. By these resolu-
tions we are opening up entirely new classes of voters,
and while it may be very proper to extend the franchise to
these classee, the extension should not interfere with the
present list, because, as I said before, not only will it create
great confusion, but unless we substitute new machinery
and open up the lists, it will require a new preliminary
list to ho published, or it will prevent parties from object-
ing and from saying that parties who are not entitled to
vote should not go on the list. The result will be that'
persons who have not the roquisite qualifications may, in
many instances, get upon the list, and there is no way of
getting their names removed.

Sir EIoTon LANGuVIN.

Mr. MITCHELL. I must confess that Iam lmto risel
to find the Government coming back with an amendment
to their BiIl of last year. It will be recollected that I sug-
gested at that time that we should implify the whole Bill,
simplify the working of it and reduce the expense and the
trouble generally to a minimum, by adopting the simple
rule of manhood suffrage. That, however, was not done,
and I presume it would not be quite in order for me to
make a proposition of that kind just now. At any rate it
would be useless, after the opinions the Government have
expressed, and after the staunch support they have received
from the gentlemen behind them, who support them so
faithfully and dutifully. But I think it will be in order for
me to ask for some information from the Administration.
I received to-day this interesting lot of documants concern-
ing my own county. What I am to do with them I do not
know.

Some hon. MEMBERS. Read them.
Mr. MITCHELL. There are about 11 volumes of them.

and I think it would take about two years to read themi so
if the House will excuse- me I will dispense with reading
them just now. I simply brought them bore to ask the
Government what I shall do with them, for I do not know.
It is utterly impossible for any man to go through them
and do anything with them; it would take a man twoyears
to study them up. I have simply brought them here as a
practical illustration of the complete folly of that wbolo
Electoral Franchise Bill.

Mr. EDGA R I see tho lion member for East Toronto
(Mr. Small) is sitting beside the hon. momber for North
Simcoe (Mr. McCarthy), who is introducing these clauses,
and I see that he takes an active interest in carrying these
amendments. Well, I am not surprised at that, if what I
beard about two months ago is correct. I was informed in
Toronto, about two months ago, that in the constituency of
East Toronto a large number of tenants' names had been
put on the preliminary list who had not been in possession
a year before the 1st of last January, and when the revising
officer's clerk was asked how it came that these nanme wore
kft on, ho said they were not qualified now, but that an
Act was going to bo introducod this Session which would
qualify these men. Well, I do not know whether that is
the case or not. I was told it two months ago, and if it
were not the fact the person who told it had an extraordi-
narily good idea of what was going to be done this Session.
If that be not the ease I am sure the hon. member
for East Toronto will be able to explain, and, if it
is the case, I can understand bis interest in the
matter. But whether it be the case or not in that
particular constituency, it is an exceedingly unfair
thing to bring before the House a new qualification
in the middle of the trials of those lists. The -preiminary
courts have all been beld,-and it is quite possible that a
great many representations made to the honi gentleman
have been made by people who felt that they would 'prepare
themselves at least for such an amendment, if it were intro-
duced; but certainly no notice bas been given to this side
of the louse before the amendments were put on the paper
the other day, that any intention of doing-this was in the
hon. gentleman's mmd. However proper it might be to
apply these changes to the Franchise Act it should only be
done when each party has the same opportunity as the other
of taking advantage of the law. I quite agree that it is
important that it should be doue, if it is only done without
having au expost facto effect, but in the advanced position
of the work of revision I am sure the hon, gentleman will
see that it is exceedingly unfair to make these changes in
the law as applied to 1886.

Mr.SMATL. The hond gentleman has justamadeasate-
et which ismentirely iiew to me. L OUgaal1
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about the matter as to which he has spoken. He seems to
have a pecaharifaculty of inding out things which nobody
else knew anything about.

Mr. EDGAR. And proving them too.
Mr. BLAKE. I have heard of three different constitu-

encies in which certain classes of voters were added, and
allowed on preliminary revision, upon the statement that
at this Session of Parliament these classes would be made
legal voters, although they were not legal voter s now. One
of these constituencies was the constituency of East Toronto,
where, as I have seen it stated, an officer connected with
the association of the political party to which I belong, on
enquiring hov it came that a large number of persons had
been added, who were not qualified under the law, and
were allowed by the judge, was told by the judge's clerk
that theywould be made legal voters this Session, and
were added accordigly. The practical result is, that they
have been added on the side of that political party which
controls the legislation of this country, because they were
to be made legal, while the other party, which does not
control the legislation, and has not access to the informa-
tion which the hon. member for East Toronto thinks is the
peculiar property of my hon. friend from West Ontario, not
having proposed to put on -persons who are not quahfied
under the existing law, are to be laoed at a disadvantage
under the proposed legislation. Even if there is time, as
there is not in many cases, even if the final revision were
postponed, even if a second revision was had, the process of
having them put on at the final revision will be made more
expensive and costly to them, while, as I have said, the
other party have them put onu at the preliminary revision,
because they were to be put on hy the legislation which is
now belore the flouse.

Mr. S)dALL. Does the hon. gentleman think that the
member for East Toronto is responsible for the revising
officer ?

Mr. BLAKE. I did not say so.
Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. At any rate the party

to which the hon, gentleman belongs is responsible for just
such acts of infamous fraud.

Mr. McCARTHY. I do not sec why the hon. gentleman
should use such language.

Sir RICHARD CA RTWRIGH T. Bocause it is so.

Mr. McCARTHY. If the facts were so, I do not think
mere rumor justifies a member in his place iu characterising
the conduct of a gentleman as fraudulent, or characterising
him as guilty of infamous fraud, because one or two mem-
bers have heard such a rumor. So far as this is concerned,
1 think it is impessible that any such rumor can be true.
I think it is quite impossible, in so fur, ut all events, as I
am concerned-or in so far as I hourd of any intention
to make those changes at the date spoken of-that
the revising officer was called on to decide whdther1
these names should be put on the list. Therefore, I
think the hon. gentleman should withdraw a statement
which is certainly not calculated to do him credit, bearing
in mind the position tiat these revising officers occupy.
Now, I propose that we shall deal with this question1
irrespective of when it is to come into force; but my own
notion about it is that it should go into force for the pur-
pose of the present list, but without any advantage to one
party more than another, and in such a way that ail parties
should have a fair and full opportunity Of plueing on thef
list, without opening up the wbole of the liste, those who
by this amendment will obtain the franchise. Now, It
think that could be done in a very simple way. My proposi-
tion is that, if the amendmints are adopted, some day, sayv
at tàemidlerudofJuly,a ourt shall be held for the

purpose of putting such persoa upon the list-one court i
each eleotoral division, where these persons, consisting
inostty, as we have heard, of ministers of certain denomina.
tions, school teachers and others should bc added to the
final list. Now, if one such court is held and sufioient
notice is given ot the holding of that court no great in'jury
will be done-no injury can be done to any political party
or to any individual.

Mr. WELDON. How will you obtain the names?
Mr. McCARTEiY. The same as now.
Mr. WELDON. There ls no preliminary list.
Mr. MoCARTHY. Not after this year, but any person

takiog an interest can easily find out the naines.
Mr. WELDON. How can you find them out?
Mr. McCARTHY. How do you find them out now?
Mr. WELDON. By the preliminary list.
Mr. McCARTHY. Notice is givon and is lodged with

the revising officer.
Mr, CAMERON (Huron). And he will not show it.
Mr. McCARTHY. He is bound to show it.
Mr. CAMERON (Hluron) I know cases whore hc doos

not show it.
Mr. McCARTHY. Do you mean to say that the notice

given of the final list is not public proporty ?
Mr. CAMERON (Huron). I know it has buen refused.
Mr. -McCARTIY. If this is the case there aro means by

which thu reviiung officer's clerk can bu canpellud to
show iL.

Mr. LANDERKIN. What clauso of the Bill compels
him to show it?
- Mr. McCARTIIY. I do not think it roquires a clause.
The very object of the notice is to aff>rd information. That
notice is undoubtedly public property and any porson can
go to the clerk and derand to see the notice and ascertain
who requires to make application to bu placed on the list.
Now in a great majurity of cases these courts have nlot yet
been held. I had a notiece to-day of one riding whore thu
coui t is nut to bu hold uîtil the nonth of Ju'y, ani who-e
the preliminary list is not yet published ; and I venture to
say that is the case in many electoral divisions, though in
soine no doubt they are annonneel. In all thoqe cases
where there is yet time to give two weeks notice they can
apply, but in others let there be one court held in each
electoral division wtiere application can be made.

Mr. WELDON. in sone cases in our Provinco a man
would have to go fifty miles to flad ont.

Mr. McCARTHY. It does not follow that a man would
have to travel that distance to fnd out, and I do not thiik
the hon. gentleman would recommeuid him to do so. le
can write to some person interested ut the chief odice of the
revising officer and ascertain in that way.

Mr. WELDON. He may live fifty miles away.
Mr. MoCARTIIY. That does not prevent his writing

and onquiring. Of course if hon. gentlemen desire to prevent
these classes, such as Methodist ministers and school
teachers-

Some hon. MERMBERS. No, no.
Mr. McCARTHY. If they desire to prevent these classes

from boing put on the list they can oppose it, but they i ust
take the responsibility of doing so.

Mr. DA VIES. The hon. gentleman knows very well that
when the matter was disussed the other evening, the
OLpposition as a unit agreed that the priaciple was a good
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one. The only discussion was about the application of the court held in such electoral districts-if men have to comBe,
principle and the impossibility of doing fair, even-handed perbaps from the extreme end of a county to the revising
justice to both parties and to the public themselves, if this officer to have their names put on the list? The hon.
principle should be applied at the present revision. I speak gentleman knows that the chances are ton to one that men
of the present revision, because, although in the hon. gentle- living in outlying districts will not know anything of this
man's Province that revision may not have taken place, in law until the 15th of July is past. How are they to know
the outlying Provinces those final revisions are now taking that they are entitled to have their names entered on the
p lace. The hon. gentleman imagines that this whole list? We know now what this Franchise Act means. We
Dominion consists of one'or two Provinces of Ontario. predicted last Session that it would involve an enormous

Mr. MC ARTIIY. No, only one, expense, not simply to the country, but to individual can-
didates, and to those who take an active part in elections.

Mr. DAVIES. He argued the whole question the other Our predictions have been verified. The Secretary of State
night from that standpoint. He imagines that if his pro- was afraid the other might to tell us what the expense of
position could be carried out in Ontario, it must, therefore, printing was. Those of us who take part in politics know
be acceptable to the whole Dominion. As to the Maritime to our sorrow what labor, trouble, annoyance and expense to
Provinces, as I said before, while accepting the principle of the candidates, or to the political organisations in the
his amendment, as we accepted it last year and urged that different districts, are caused by this measure. We know
it should thon be introduced into the Bill at the proper that every electoral district where the voters' list bas
time, it would be unfair to attempt to enforce it now UPOn been proporly revised, is to be scanned, from farm
the county court judges when some of those revisions are in to farm, from lot to lot, from concession to concession,
actual process of completion, and, as some of my hon. before the information can be obtained on which to apply
friends behind me say, are in some places actually com- to have the names put on the preliminary list, or to have an
pleted. I bave notices at the present moment from some appeal carried to the court of review. I appeal to hon.
of the ridings in the Maritime Provinces for these courts, gentlemen opposite if they have not felt the burden, thouglh
and if the hon. gentleman looks at the newspapers of those perbaps not to the same extent as members on this side;
Provinces be will find that tho final revisions are being and yet, with that experience before us, the hon. member
held iow. Yet the hon. gentleman thinks it right to on- for North Simcoe asks us to undergo the same labor and
franchise a particular class at one end of the country and expense again. His amendment is not confined to clergy-
deny that right to the same class at the other end of the men and school teachers; if it were, the expense would be
country. We would like to know what view the Govern- very small, because we could locate them pretty easily.
ment take of this measure. Are they prepared to disfran. But it applies also to the tenant, the income voter, the
chise certain classes in the Maritime Provinces, while farmer's son, and owner's son; and it will be necessary for
enfranchising them in Ontario to suit the bon. member for political parties to do all the work over again which they
North Simeoo ? While the priiciple is a fair one and thought they hacd completed- some time ago. Having
while I hope to see it adopted, I trust it may not be carried undergone all that labor and expense, I at ail events do
out quoad the present revision, because, as I have said, in not feel disposed to undergo it again or to ask my friends
some cases, the revisions have taken plaêe whilo in others to undergo it again. It may be said that this labor and
they are now taking place or will take place in a few days. expense are not necessary. I say they are necessary.
I think we should have a very clear and distinct statement Under this proposition, if you want to get a tenant, a
from the Government on this point before the debate goes farmer's son, or an owner's son on the voters' list,
any further. you will have to undergo all the labor again. I

Mr. CAMERON (Huron). It will not do for the hon. know that in my own county there is not a single
member for North Simcoe and his friends to attempt to municipality, town or village in which the work
saddle upon the Opposition the responsibility of trying to already done will not require to be done again,
exclude clergymen and school teachers from the franchise. unless the matter is to be left entirely to one
We attempted to have those classes admitted to the fran- political party. There is no scheme the hon. gen.
chise during the discussion last year, and if we did not tieman can devise that will make his amendment
succe3d it wias entirely owing to the hon. member for perfectly satisfactory in that respect. The odium and
North Simcoe and his friends. The hon. gentleman cannot the responsibility of depriving some ministers and sohool
shirk that responsibility or shift it upon the shoulders of teachers of the franchise must rest on the shoulders of hon.
the Opposition. We always were and we still are in favor gentlemen opposite, and the hon. member for North Sim-
of Methodist ministers and other clergymen entitled to vote coe cannot shift that responsibility to members sitting on
baving the vote. We are in favor of farmers' sons and this side of the House. Now, I did suspectthe other night
owners' sons and income voters having the franchise, and if that there was a political object in this proposition. My hon.
any of them are excluded from the right to vote the respon- friend from West Ontario (Mr. Edgar) has indicated
sibility must rest on the right shoulders and they are not what the object is. The hon. member for East Toronto
ours. The hon. gentleman appears to think it is the (Mr. Small), simple, childlike, and bland, never heard of it.
siuplest matter in the world to interfere with the electoral Such a thing could take place right under his eyes, and he
franchie just in the middle of the completion of the voters' nover heard of it. Is that the only lectoral district in which
list. In some counties they are completed, in others they this bas beeu done? By no means. Some hon. members
will be completed long before the Bill becomes law, and in opposite can afford to have this Bill passed becanse they
nearly all of them before the end of June. I always know that they have most of the labor done. The revising
notice that when there is a purpose to be served, the hon. officers have put those names on the list in the hope that
member for North Simcoe is ready to suggest the simplest this Parliament would so far forget what its duty is in a frec
remedy in the world. His suggestion is now that there country that it would legalise their at. If the motive was
should be another court of revision, mark you, held one in a proper and a good motive-I do not intend to impute any
each electoral district, at which those who will be admitted motives; but if the principle of this Bill is a sound prin
to the franchise by this Bill shall be ertered on the list. ciple, I would like to know how the hon. momber for North
And the hon. gentleman thinks there is no difficulty, or Simcoe, who is always so alive to the public interest and so
work, or annoyance, or expense about that. We know that thoroughly patriotic, came to rest on his -oars for three
there are eleotoral districts over a hundred miles long, months without introducing it. I do not know any Session
Will there be no trouble and expe'ns if there is only one in which the hon, gentleman has been so regular in his

Mr. DAvizo.
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attendance as he bas been during this Session; and yet for
three months, while ho has been thoroughly alive to the
importance of giving clergymen and school teachers th
right to vote, he did not move in the matter until the Min
iter of Justice introduced his Bill; and then the hon. mem
ber, pure patriot as he is, was actually impelled, in th
interest of the ministers and the school teachers, to intro
duce this resolution in committee. But the hon. gentleman
took care not to confine it to ministers and school teachers
fie extended it to embrace large classes who ought to bav
the right to vote, and who ought to have it at the preper
time, not at a time when large numbers must necessariey b
deprived of it. It is the most one-sided legislation which
the hon. member has ever introduced into this Parliament
I do trust that the Minister of Justice will do in thiý
matter what is right and fair, irrespective of political
parties, and that he will not lend the sanction o:
bis authority to any proposition of this kind. It is desirable
that these classes should have the vote. I go heart and
soul with the hon. member for Northumberland (Mr. Mit
chell) in saying that the only mensure that is fair to both
parties is one based on manhood suffrage, and I am satisfied
we shall not live many years before we shall bave thal
enactment on our Statute-book. If it is proper that these
men should have the franchise, Jet them have it, not in the
middle of the revision of the lists, when three-fourths of
them have been completed, and before the great mass of the
people eau have any notice of this provision, but lot the law
be passed to take effect after this year. But unless you can
convince Parliament that no political party or section will
be at any disadvantage as compared with another, I say this
proposition should not become law.

Mr. CHARLTON. In reference to the statement made
by the hon. member for North Simcoe,that the public could
have no intimation of the intention of the friends of the
Government in introducing this provision, I may say that in
the riding of North Norfolk a large number of names wore
placed upon the list of persons not entitled to ho there for
the want of a year's residence prior to the 1st January last.
There are, I think, from 150 to 200 names on the list of
such persons. Whether it was understood that stops
would be taken lire for the purpose of giving those
people votes or not I am not in a position to say, but
should this Administration pass the proposed resolutions, al]
the work that would require to be performed under it by
the conservative candidates has been performed while the
Liberal candidates will be at a disadvantage of having to go
through the lists and beginning practically all bis work
over again. We had placed on the lists noue but those
entitled to votes, and were prepared to appeal against the
others; that appeal will be unnecessary and instead we will
have to put ourselves to the trouble and incur the
expense of going through all the lists again. The
practical effet will be to give the Conservative party
the advantage of having done all at once the work
we will be required to do on two occasions. Whilo
I agree that the proposals in the amendment would
have been quite proper if brought at the right time, as
for instance lat Session, yet I must oppose them now because
this is not the time to bring them into operation. The
list are practically closed, the work ispractically completed,
and it will be a bardship and create confusion if the lists
must be reopened and al the work done over again. The
bon. gentleman says this will apply only to teachers and
ministers. I deny it. It will apply to farmers' sons, tenants,
income voters and others, who may have acquired a title
within the six months, and the num ber added to the list
wili be very great. The practical operation of the amend-
ment will entail a serious hardship and will be most unjust.
I would be willing to make an exception in the case Of
minuisters and teachers, but among the other classes a greati
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r number will be added to the lists, a great amount of labor
e will haye to be undergone and confusion worse confounded
e will be the result. I hope the hon. gentleman will consent
- to the adoption of the measure to come into effect on or
. after the 1st of January next.

Mr. FAIRBANK. The proposition made under these reso-
l utions, if submit'ted to any municipal meeting throughout
the Dominion, w>uld receive an emphatic answer in oppo-
sition. The work of revising the lista has been spoken of
as being only in the middle, bein only half done. It is

r not in the middle, it is far beyon the middle. It is just
on the eve of beig concluded. I find that the final revision
in my riding commenoced on the 28th June, and any appeals

s affecting that must b. made in two weeks. Hence the
woi k entailed under this amendment would have to be
done within a few days, before this Bill could become law.
This measure has been referred to as one affecting the
school masters and clergymen, but neither is spoken of;
ieither is referred to by name; and the number of those
who would go upon the lista would not be 10 per cent.
Evidently these school masters and clergymen are simply

t referred to as a blind. Clergymen, as a class, do not take
part in elections, and the number of school toachers who
would be disfranchised under the existing law would be
very small. The amendment will affect the entire position
of the electors under the new franchise with the exception
of land owners. Further, when you change the time of
tenancy, you change the basis of the right to vote, so that
this amendment if passed will disfranchise many who to day
are good voters. lt not only adds to the list, bat strikes off
many voter& from the list who are now entitled to vote. As
to the possibility of reaching the general electorate within
the time, that is absurd. The people have become familiar
with the law as it is, the work of filling the lista having
been begun five months ago, and it is utterly impossible to
maike them famihiar with the law, if changod, in the time
proposed. I do not propose imputing motives, but we shall
form our own opinions. But I say that this proposai to
change the qualifications, after so much labor has been put
upon the lista, is simply absurd.

Mr. McNEILL. It seems to me that really the question
we have to decide is whether theso people ought to be on
the list or not ?

Mr. MILLS. That is not the point.
Mr. McNEILL. It is very nearly the point at all events.
Mr. DAVIES. How would you deal with Carleton where

the lists have already been revised.
Mr. McNEILL. The hon. member for North Simcoe bas

said be would deal with that case by giving thom the
opportunity of having another court. Now, the question
really is jiît this, I think. It seems to me, as far a I can
gather from litening to what has passed on both sides of
the Hiouse, that we are all agreed that these people should
get the berefit of the franchise, and the question just now is
whetber it can be fairly and equitably arranged between
both parties as to whether or not they can be put on the list
this year. 1 think, if thore be any way of arriving at a
conclusion on that point, which would b. se satisfactory to
every member of this louse, and so satifactory to these
p ople themselves, we ought to endeavor to arrive at it.
The hon. member from Huron bas talked about the odium
which rests upon this aide of the flouse, or upon that side
of the louse, in regard to excluding these people. I think
that is a matter which we might leave out of consideration
altogether.

Mr. CAMERON (Huron). The hon. member for Sim-
ce started it.

Mr. MoNE[LL. I think we might drop that now. If
wc were to blame lut Session, I think bon, gentlemen
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opposite are to blame this Session. We might come to the
question in a business-like and fair manner as between one
side of the House and the other. We are all agreed that
these people ought to be on the list, and it seems to me, if
there be an opportunity given till the 15th July, to get
them put upon the list, we ought in some way to be able to
arrive at that result satisfaotorily. I do not see why, with
the political organisations which exist in every riding in
this country, it shouid not be quite easy to give due notice
to everyone. Hon. gentlemen opposite have talked about
the trouble it would entail. Really, after all, the trouble
would only amount to this-supposing each hon. member
of this Bouse writes to a few people in his constituency,
the whole matter will be known in a few days, and it is
only comparatively few, after all, of these men who ought
to be electors who have been left off the list, whether you
take it so far as the clergy and the school teachers are con-
cerned, or in regard to the other classes, and they will be
watching what we are doing here and will be ready to
apply at once as soon as they know they have the oppor-
tunity of voting. I cannot for the life of me see
why we could not arrange this perfectly satisfactorily.
The hon. gentleman from Norfolk bas spoken about so
many names being put on in his constituency, and the hon.
member for Huron has spoken about its being a plan, some
deep-laid scheme, by which the Conservative party are to
obtain some unfair advantage. So far as my own consti-
tuency is concerned, there has not been a whisper of any-
thing of the kind. I can state that most conscientiously,
and upon my word as a member of this Huse, and I am
quite satisfied that nothing of the kind has ever been
intended. We know there has been a petition sent down
from some of those whom we wish to have put upon the
list, begging that they should have an opportunity of voting,
and I do not see why we should not fairly endeavor to meet
their views if we can. I cannot see why by the 15th July
this matter might not be arranged satisfactorily to all par-
ties. I am satisfied that that is all my hon. friend wishes
for, and all that we, on both sides of the House, wish for,
and it is all that we ought to wish for. I do not see at all
what the difficulty is. Here we are now on the 25th May,
and, supposing we are to have till the 15th July to have this
matter arranged, surely it can be arranged satisfactorily to
all parties. I sincerely hope that hon. gentlemen opposite
will try, if they can, to meet the views of my hon. friend
with regard to this.

Mr. MILS. Hear, hear.
Mr. McNEILL. I simply say so. If the hon. member

for Bothwell (Mr. Mills) is incapable of receiving the sug-
gestions in the spirit in which it is offered, I cannot help
that.

MCr. BLAKE. The hon. member for North Bruce (Mr.
MoNeill) eays-and of course we accept his statement-
that nothing has been done in the matter in his constitu-
ency. I have no doubt that Io true, because he says mo, and
I should have had no doubt that it was true if ho had not
said so, because we all know that his constituenc y was
arranged by an Act of Pariament beforehand. It was quite
unnecessary to adopt any further mancouvre in North Bruce
than was adopted In the Gerrymander Act under the hon.
gentleman' inspiration and advice before h. became a
member of this ouse.

Mr. MoNBILL. I am glad the hon. gentleman with-
draws a prefos statement h. made in regard to that.

Mr. BLAKE. I have no statement to withdraw what-
ever, The hou, gentleman says it was not done there, and
he cannt seethi thore is any difficulty elsewhere. I have
already stated tat.have received information positively1
and peremptorily aud decidedly, in reference to one consti-
tuency, and in reference to two other constituencies, that1
the politioal Party wi which the hon. gentleman is alliedi

MribNmn.zlL.

have taken the course of placing large bodies of these per-
sons who are not now entitled to vote upon the lista, that
they are there now, and that the political party with which.
I am associated, acting under the law as it stood has mot
placed the naines of those persons on the list. The two
parties are in this position-the names are on the list for
the :one ,and tbey are not on the list for the other, and it
would certainly be a matter of great difficulty and hardship
for that political party that was not inspired, that was not
so happily inspired, to place those names on the list when
it was unlawful to put them there, to have now to set to
work to put them on the list. It seems to me, how-
ever, that we are engaged in a most desultory and
unsatisfactory discussion. The hon. member for North
Simcoe (Mir. McCarthy) moved bis clause, and said ho
was proposing to introduce some provision which has
been the subject of oral discussion for an hour or
so, as to a court to be held on some notice at some point
in the division. We can never get to a satisfactory decision
by considering the matter in that way. The proper course
is, if the hon. gentleman is prepared, now in committee,
when it is the proper time to consider the details, to give
ub the details in writing, to move his amendment, and to
say what his plan is, we can consider it, and eau see how
it will answer. Then we wTll get nearer to the first basis
upon which an agreement may be possible-that is,to know
what the proposition really is, but to hope in this way,
without that proposition before us, to accomplish that jus.
tice which the hon. mem ber for North Bruce (Mr. McNeill)
is so anxious to have accomplished, that even-handed justice
between parties is really out of the question. Let us see
what the plan is; let us see what the date which the bon.
member fixes is; let us see how it applies to some constitu-
encies in which the final revision will have taken place,
perhaps, entirely before that; and to others where the final
revision will have taken place in half the districts before
that date, leaving the other half still to be dealt with; let
us understand the proposal by having it put in black and
white, and moved and read at the Table, and thon we shall
know how to deal with it. That is one thing necessary to
arriving at a basis. The next thing is this: This is a
Government Bill which is now before us, and this is an
amendment on a very important subject. Early in the
Session, I enquired of the Government and that enquiry,
which I put on the paper in the usaal way, was based on
this very information which 1 had received, because I had
received a letter categorically stating the result of an inter-
view with the clerk of the revising officer, and the answer
given by the clerk that a large mass of names had been
placed on the list not because the judge thought they were
those of lawful voters at that time, but because it was in-
tended to make them lawful voters during this Session.
For that reason I asked the question, and the answer I re-
ceived was, as far as I recollect the words of the Minister
of Justice, that amendments were under consideration but
that it was not at present in contemplation to alter the
qualification of voters. The amendaent of the Franchise
Act comes down in these last days of the Session, and does
not contain any proposition to alter the qualification of
voters. But as soon as we get to this stage of the Bill, the
hon. member for North Simcoe brings forward a proposai
to alter the qualification of the voters, which, by an extra-
ordinary coincidence, admits the very class of men who, by
this happy inspiration, have been put on in advance on the
Conservative sile.

Mr. MoCALLUM. I would say to the hon. gentleman
for North Simcoe, that I hope he has done his duty by
bringing this amendment forward. For myself I do not
want another court. I know they commence to-morrow the
final revision in my oounty. I would say to him now that
if this amendment is passed, I wish he would make it applic.
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able to next year and not to this. That would be my idea ;
then tbrow the onus of disqualifyng these classes on the
hon. gentlemen opposite.

Mr. PATERSON (Brant). I think that gentlemen on
thia aide of the House are prepared to accept all the onus
there is in the matter, because it is well known how they
strove in favor of these classes last year-snocessfully on
some pointa-and the country understands that very well,
So faias I am concerned, whatever change might take place
in the law, I would try to protect my interests and the
interests of my county as well as I could. The hon. member
who introduced these resolutions says he is not aware that
some persons have surmised that local Conservative leaders
have been informed that effect would be given to legislation
such as this, and have taken advantage of it. If ho did not
know it before he knows it now. I think it might be a fair
appeal te his sense of justice whether, having received that
statement from a gentleman whose word he cannot doubt,
it is now his duty to press the matter. It seems to me the
Minister of Justice, who will attempt, I should juige, to
maintain the attributes of justice in the House, at any rate,
should not allow the amendments to pass in their prosent
shape.

Mr. WALLACE (York). What class of voters does the
hon, gentleman refer to ?

Mr. PATERSON (Brant). The classes that have been
spoken of so far have been clergymen and school teachers.
Gentlemen on this sile of the louse could not certainly
object to those classes, bocause the probability is that the
large proportion of them vote for the Liberal candidates, as
they are a highly intelligent and educated class. It, there.
fore, cannot be on any grounds of that kind that we object
to these amendments. But there need not be any particulart
onus in this matter at all. All the member for North Sim-i
coe has to do, in my judgment, is to move for a reconsider-c
ation of the amendments that wore made in section 33 oft
the new Act of the Minister of Justice, where the word
" January " was struck out and the word "June " was placed
instead. All we need to do would be to reconsider that
clause and strike out the word "June," leaving the Statute
as it stood originally " the first day of January." By doingr
that the gentlemen that he proposes to enfrauchiie would
have the right to vote at the next general election. That i
makes the Act applicable for the next year after the firsta
January next. But don't let us make any mistake on j
that. If they cannot vote at the next general election
it will be becau-e the Ministry determine that they
shall not do it. If the elections do not come on until the t
time that it is necessary that they should be on the list, 
there will be another revision of the list ; it will be com-r
pleted, and all these gentlemen's names will be on the P
printed list. Therefore the whole solution is to be found in
making it applicable after the first day of Januany next
and all that la desired to be accomplished will be accom-
plished, and these gentlemen, whom we are all agreed ought £

to have the right to vote, can vote at the next election, I
provided it comes on at the time when it is contemplated C

in the constitution that, as a rale, a general election should 9
come on. The hon. member for Carleton informa me that '
the final revision of the list in his county takes place next e
week, and in some other counties next month. If we adopt
these amendments as they stand, no good can be accom-
plished, and harm might possibly arise. F

Mr. MoCARTHY. The hon. member for West Durham t
desires to know exactly what I proposed. He was not pre- w
sent on Friday night, when this matter was disoussed at t
length, and when we had on both sides almost reached a a
conclusion, or he would have known more about it. Cer- v
tainly the hon. member who last spok has seen new light in
since Friday night. He was then inclined to adopt the sug- e

gestion which was then made, that if provision was made,
and ample opportanity aforded to enable these classes of
voters to be placed upon the liat, both the hon. member for
Brant and the hon. member for North Norfolk, who spoke
verv decidedly, seemed quite willing to accept the amend-
menta.

Mr. PATERSON (Brant). I do not think I said that.
Mr. NoCARTHIY. Certainly he was not so strongly

opposed to it as he is to-night. .Rowever, I do not desire
to presa this against the will of the committee. At this late
stage of the Session, if that is the opinion of the committee
-and m hon. friend from Monck (r. McOallum), has
express the opinion that it is not desirable to open up the
list-why, I certainly cannot press it, and I will leave the
responsibility upon those who are opposed to it. Bat, Sir,
it is rather bard to find the organ of hon. gentlemen oppos-
ite using, in its issue of Saturday last, language of this kind
in reference to these proposais:

" The Government show no dispouition.to ramedy thAe Aot's nfair
discrimination against school teachers and Methodist mlnliters, and
there may be a reason for the disfranchisement of these people whih iu
not generally perceived by the publie. The Methodiat ministry and
very many ot the school teachers of the aountry ar known to ho strong
supporters of the Scott Act, incensoed by the Senate's schemes of mutila-
tion, and disposed to rosent the Government's sperwitent reftsal tostrengthen the law and undo the mischief wrought by the passage of
the defunct Dominion License Aet. elore, probably,la the soret of the
attempt to deprive the ministers and school toachers of thoir legitimate
weight in the councils of the country."
When the proposition seemed to include these gentlemen,
thon we have our hon. friends opposite, one and al, getting
up and opposing it, on some imaginary theory that a wrong
would be done. No person knows better than the hon.
member for West Durham, that if time is allowed to enable
these people-not very numerous, but still of considerable
importance in the community, and who ought not to be
disfranchised-to get upon the 0Ls, no injustice can be done
to either party in any constituency. Bat, forsooth, my
hon. friend who last addressed us-and I am not doubting
any hon. member's word-says that because the hon.
member for West Durham and one or two others, say they
have heard so and so, therefore we ought t. accept the
rumors they have heard as actual proof of the fact.
I know that, so far as I am concerned, I have a good deal
to do about the Franchise Aot, about the way it is working,
and I have had a great deal of correspondence on the sub-
oct, and it is because of that correspondence I move in the
matter. I am quite certain no idea was formed in my mind,
nor so far as I know, in the mind of any other hon. member,
to make any other change till long after the time had
passed when the preliminary list for Bast Toronto was
revised or, at all events, published. However, what I did
propose before, and what I suggest now, is this: Let as deai
with these amendments, and when we have dealt with them,
et us then determine the time when they will b. applicable.
If the sense of theL Hlouse is, as it appears to be, against
making the amendments applicable to the present revision,
1 am not going to prolong the Session or prolong the
discussion after the strong opinions expresed, and if bon.
gentlemen are still of that view, let the matter stand
ver and let the responsibility rest on th* proper should-

era. In the meantime I cannot very welI place the
resolution in the bande of the Chairman, becmuse
already there is a resolution before the committee.
For my part I have not the ilihtest desire to pres these
provisions for the present, I tUânkit sa a pity that certain
enants will be excladed under the present Act, because
we must all remember that tenants have to be in ocu
ion before the 1st of last January or else theyOannot voe;
nd the same provision applies te eocupaital sad to Inoome
'oters. The difference s this : The tenants who will be
n occupation before, sayl st Jly, will be entitled te b.
nfranchised under the proposed aindient; occupants
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will be in the same position and also income voters. Those
are the parties who will be excluded if these amendments
are not made applicable to the present revision; but it is
better they should be made applicable to future revisions,
as was said by the hon. member for South Brant.

Mr. VAIL. I am very glad to hear from the hon. mem-
ber for Simcoe (Mr. McCarthy), that he is not disposed to
preis the amenduients. We had a rather extensive debate
on the Franchise Bill last year, and it was thought we
had obtained a perfect Act, froin a Government point
of view. It seems that the Act is not quite perfect
after all. If J understood rightly, the Government in
introducing the Bill last year gave as the reason for their
action that they desired uniformity, that a person who had
a qualification in Ontario and another person had the same
qualification in the Maritime Provinces, they should both be
entitled to vote for Dominion representatives. It bas been
said that in some of the ridings the final revision has
already taken place; in some others it will take place in a
week or ten days. So far as the riding I represent is con-
cerned, the final revision will be completed by the 25th
or 27th of June at the latest. In that district there are
six places for holding the court. Now, if the hon. gentle-
man's amendment is adopted it is provided that one
court shall be held in that riding, while the law already
provides that six courts shall be held for the final revision
in order to correct the present lista. It is quite impossible
for our people to attend one court without travelling
fifty or seventy-five miles to attend it. It is quite
impossible, since the revising court is advertised for certain
dates, to give the necessary notices that the amendments
would require in order to enable the people to take advan-
tage of the present revision, and it would be quite unjust
and unfair to enact a new law that wculd permit the revis
ing officer to hold but one court in that dietrict. I know in
Nova Scotia in a great many districts the final revision will
take place before this Bill could be brought into force and
acted upon, and J hope the Minister of Justice will consider
this matter and not place us, in Nova Scotia, at a disadvan-
tage by allowing this amendment to be carried.

Mr. WELDON. The bon. member for Simcoe (Mr.
McCarthy) referred to two weeks; but the hon. gentleman
forgots that the notice will be altogether insufficient. Take
the mode in which the Act of last year provided.

Mr. McCARTHY. I am not going to press it at present,
so it is no use to discuss it.

Mr. LANDERKIN.
mity contained in the
courts already held; in
held.

This is going to destroy the unifor-
Act. in sone districts we have
other divisions they have not been

Mr. McCARTIIY. J said I was going Io maiake this
applicable ta next year, not ta the present revision.

Mr. LAN DE RK[N. I want to speak as ta the expense
atteinding it. I think I eau induce the member for West
Simccoe (Mr. McCarthy), and the member for North Bruce
(Mr. MeNeili) to sympathise with the efforts I am making.
If under this Bill hon. gentlemen opposite would allow
every person residing in the country and whose names are
upoi the a-sessment roll ta vote, it would have done away
with the great expenditure now entailed on the country.
The county of Simcoe bas given nearly $1,000,000 to aid
railways; Grey and Bruce have done about the same respec-
tively. Here, however, we are increasing the debt and
the expenditure of the people for no purpose whatever
except that of perpetuating a party in power. If this sum
were applied in reduction of the railway debt in Simca,
Bruce or Grey there would be sone tangible benefit. What
benefit are we ta derive frrm this Franchise Act? Hon.
gentlemen opposite said we were to have uniformity. The

Mr. McCAnTar.

operations of the Act are in no respect uniform ; the con-
ditions of the voters are different in different localities, as
also has been the decisions of the courts. Uniformity has
not been attained. A vast outlay will arise from its opera-
tions. In this year, what with printing, holding courts,
revising officers. clerks and bailiffi, the cost will not be les
than a $1,000,000. In the county of Simcoe it will coSt
something in the neighborhood of perhaps -

An hon. MEMBER. Make it 10,000.

Mr. LANDERKTNî. Yes, $10,000. Would it not be
much better and more to the credit of the hon. member for
Simcoe wore he to urge that this outrageons expenditure
should be applied to the reduction of the dobts of the people
who have contributed to the railway? Would it not be
much better if the hon. member for Bruce were to come
down and state to the Government and the people of this
country that the money would be much botter applied in
reducing the burdens of the people in North Bruce than in
enforcing a Franchise Act of this kind.

The CHAIRMAN. Order.

Mr. LANDERKIN. Ail this expenditure is unnecessary.

The CHAIRMAN. Order. The hon. gentleman is going
outside of the question before the Chair.

Mr. LANDERKIN. Well, if it is out of order to reduce
the burdens of the people, then, of course, I am out of order.
If by standing up here to advocate the reduction of the
burdens of the people-

Mr. CHAIR MAN. Order.
Mr. LANDERKIN. I claim that I am in order.
Mr. TIIOMPSON. A word of explanation with regard

to what was said as to certain things which it was said
were being done by the revising officers, in view of some
confirmatory legisiation. It is true that the hon. member
for West Durham, on the 7th of April, asked this question
-or rather, the member for South Huron (Sir Richard
Cartwright) asked this question for him :

" Whether it is the intention of the Government to propose any
amendment to the Franchise Act affecting the qualification ot any class
of voters, during the present Session of Parliament ? "

The answer I made was that the Government were con-
sidering the matter of amendments to the Act, but that I
was not able to say whether the amendments proposed
would be of the kind to whieh the hon. gentleman referred
in his question. It is due, however, to those who have
brought forward this measure, and probably to the revising
officers themaselves, to say that not only was no intimation
ever given of any change ratifying any act of theirs, by
which persons who were not entitled to the franchise shonld
be put on the list, but that no suggestion was made to the
Government, as long ago as the time he states they were
put on the list, that it was desirable that the Act should be
altered in that particular.

Mr. BLAKE. Would the hon. gentleman add to his
statement what the view of the Government is as to the
proposal now before the Chair ?

Mr. THOMPSON. I did not add anything on that sub-
ject, bocause I thought it was disposed of. My own impres-
sion was, as I stated the other evening, that it was desirable
that this should ho adopted as a matter of principle, but
that, as there were serious difficulties in bringing it into
operation this year, I desired that the committee should
thon rise and the matter stand for further consideration. I
am still of opinion that it would be attended with great
inconvenience to bring it into operation this year, and I
am glad the hon. gentleman has withdrawn bis proposai, in
so far as this year is concerned.
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Mr. BLAKE. I am glad to hear that statement, and I

think if the Government had spoken earlier we would have
saved an hour.

Mr. MoNEILL. I wish to say a word with reference to
what the hon. member for West Durham was kind enough
to remark as to my own constitueney. The hon. gentleman
did me the grace to say that these names had not been
added to the list in North Bruce because it was unnecessary,
thereby implying that we would have so added them if we
had not thought we were strong enough withont them. I
think it was a somewhat gratuitous statement for the hon.
gentleman to make. I do not think the spirit of the obser-
vations I addressed to the flouse was such as to call for a
remark of that kind from him. I think I addressed the
committee in a spirit which would have called for the mani-
festation of a differentkind of spirit from the hon. gentleman.
However, I suppose it only showed hie nature. I do not
suppose ho meant anything by it. I suppose it was one of
those little things, ho cannot help, and that being the case,
I am perfectly satisfied to pardon any little eccentricities of
that kind on his part. I just wish to say with regard
to his observations as to the constituency I have the
honor to represent, that, when he talks of that constituency
having been re-arranged by Act of Parliament, I suppose
it was arranged by Act of Parliament just as all other con-
stituencies in the country have been arranged by some Act
of Parliament. I say bore that the arrangement which was
then made, leaving out political considerations altogether,
so far as the geographical distribution of the ridings
in the county are concerned, and so far as the population is
concerned-if you take those two tests-was as good, if not
the best, that could be made of the county. When it was
to be divided into three ridings, it was the best possible
to make, with one exception, and for that exception my
hon. friend from Brant is responsible.

Some bon. MEMBERS. Question, question.
Mr. MoNEILL. I am perfectly justified when an obser

vation of this kind has been made with reference to the
constitueucy 1 have the bonor to repreent-

Some bon. MEMBERS. Question.
Mr. McNEILL. I bave a perfect right to put myself right

in the matter though I leave the matter with the Chairman.
I may just say in conclusion that there bas been another1
division of that county made since-

Some hon. MEMBERS. Question.
Mr. McNIL L-by an hon. gentleman who, we are some

times told, is to be the leader of that side of the House.
The CHAIRMAN. I would ask the hon. gentleman notd

to enter into that question.
Mr. McNEILL I just wish to say that 1 challenge the

bon. gentleman to compare these two divisions.F
Mr. ARMSTRONG. As it has been intimated that the

hon. gentleman is going to accept the common sense sug-
gestion of the hon. member for Monck not to have his Bill d
apply to the present list, I do not intend to say a word on
the merits of the case. I simply wish to reply to the taunt
or the insinuation thrown out by the hon. member for
North Simcoe that we on this side of the House were opposed
to granting the franchise to those classes. I know the hon.
member for North Simcoe was not present very much
when the franchise debate was going on last summer. If
he bad been, or had read the debates and resolutions ho
must bave known-and I think we may take it for granted H
that ho does know-that gentlemen on this side talked for w
days and nights, and even for weeks, not only te extend the
franchise to those parties, but to extend it much forther.
It comes with a very bad grace from him or from anyn
gentleman on that aide to taunt us with restricting the u
franchise. I1notice that the hon. member for North Bruce
is also a convert to the same view. I can only say it of
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is a pity that ho had not been converted a year
sooner, for he might have bean invaluable, with his
great talents, in helping hon. gentlemen on this
side just to secure those very rights he wishes to seure
to-day. No, Sir, it 1s not the case that we are opposed to
granting the franchise to those partics, because our action
in the past bas proved how anxious we were to have the
franchise granted to thom, but it is from another cause
altogether. We read that once on a time, thousands of
years ago, certain denizens of a brighter clime came to
present themselves one day, and that an individual of
another latitude came amonget them disguised, no doubt, as
an angel of light. But the cloven hoof was there all the
time, and it is because of this newborn zeal on the part of
these bon. gentlemen that we fear something of the same
kind and that we oppose this measure now. It is because
we fear history is going to repeat itself. It is because
we know the confusion it will cause and the impossibility,
at the present stage of the Act, of accomplishing that which
is the desire of ail parties to have-a fair voters' list-that
we have opposed this particular principle of the amend-
ment.

Mr. EDGAR. Would it not be woll for the hon. member
for North Simeoo to state in what way ho proposes to limit
this provision to the future, becauso as it stands it applies
to the Act to-day. Does the hon. member propose to say
that it shall not apply to the voters' list of 1886 ?

Mr. MoCARTHIY. Something of that kind.
Mr. EDGAR. Would it not be well to state that in the

section ?

Mr. McCARTIIY. No, it had botter be put at the end of
the Bill, where it can be stated that these clauses shall not
come into force until a certain time.

On section 3, sub-section 5,
Mr. MoCARTIIY. This alters the Act only as to time;

instead of saying for a year before the 1st of January, it
says for a year before the application.

On section 3, sub section 6,
Mr. McCARTHY. There are two changes here. One

change i as to money and money's worth, which provision
bas beretofore been applicable only to rural districts; it is
proposed to make it applicable to cities and towns as welI.
The other change is, that the residence need not be in the
particular electoral district; so long as it is anywhere in
Canada, that is sufficient.

Mr. BLAKE. Has the bon. gentleman considered the
difficulty one revising officer bas found in this clause, who
points out that money or money's worth does not mean
partly money and partly money's worth, and that therefore
when the earnings are partly in money and partly in money s
worth, there is no franchise ? When the bon. gentleman is
making the Act perfect, perhaps ho had botter remove that
difficulty.

Mr. MoCARTFIY. I have not heard of that difficulty
before.

Mr. BLAKE. It has been stated in publie.
Mr. McCARTIIY. This might meet the case:
Earnings in money or partly In money or money 'I worth.

Mr. BLAKE. I am afraid that would nOt satisfy Judge
Lughes, because if they were all in money's worth, ho
vould decide there was no vote.
An hon. MEMBER. It is all right as it is.
Mr. BLAKE. Judge Hughes say it is all wrong, and

nfortunatoly there ais no appeal from him.
Mr. MIL LS. We have cases rejected in the handwriting

f the judge, in which the party was proved to have the
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proper incomepartly in money and partly in money's worth.
The words of the section were alternative ;and he decided
that it must be all of one or all of the other, not part of one
and part of the other.

Mr. BLAK E. When you have perhaps 200 persons to
construe the law, it is necessary to make it very plain,
because, to adopt a phrase of the hon. member for North
Bruce (Mr. MoNeili), eecentricity is not onfined to mem-
bers of Parliament, but sometimes extendsito the judicial
bench.'

Mr. McCARTHY. I would propose to insert after the
words "money's worth," the words "or partly in money or
partly in money's worth."

Mr. BMCHARD. It seems to me that this law will
diefranchise some people who, under the old jaw, had«a
right to vote. In the Province of Quebec, in the rural
districts, there is a class of farmers who, after some time,
give up their property to one of their sons, receiving in
return an income which is paid out of the products of the
farm. The income, as a rate, runs from $100 to $200 a
year, the latter being considered a large income. Under
this law, these men will be disfranchised, although under
our Quebec law they have a vote. I would appeal to the
Secretary of State, who knows the circumstance, whether
snch is not the case.

Mr. CHAPLEAU. The greatest number of then are
occupants which would give them the right to vote under
another clause.

Mr . BÉCHARD. Under the title of occupant, they must
receive the beneft of the property they occupy. Suppose
they live with thoir sons and are paid by the sons, they
cannot be placed on the list under the title of occupante.
Because they do not recoive the profits of the farm.

Mr. McMULLEN. Supposing a echool teacher lives on
the borders of two ridings, and the revision is held at each
riding at a different time, the Bill provides that the person
should be a resident at the time of revision, so that the
school teacher could move to either side of the line where
the revision is being helt, be registered on the.list as a
voter, and then when the revision is held onethe other side
move back again, and be again registered as voter on the
other list.

Mr. McCARTHIY. That intelligent school teacher ought
to get two votes. Residents, the hon. member will under-
stand, does not mean a man merely going across an
imaginary line separating two ridings. It means bond fide
residence and I don't think we should make a change on
that account.

On section 7,
Mr. McCART HY. This may bo open to question and I

would like to draw the attention of the committee to it. I
have information from different parts of the country that
farmers do not always live upon their farms, yet ho and his
sons are not entitled to be put upon the lists, although the
fariner may live only upon the opposite aide of the road.
On the other side, it is held that too much laxity in this
respect would permit a man, who is a farm owner and lives
in the city and bis sons live with him, to be entitled to be
plaoed on the list.

Mr. MILLS. We discussed this subject last year and we
provided for the sons of farmers and the sons of property
owinera T t seems ito me ithat l i.,,.L. h b fd

qualification in order to go upm the voter'liI, lut how
about hie qualification after he as been put ou the voter'
list ? Supposing a farmer's son has been reaiding on the
farm twelve menthe before he is put on thelist, but not
twelve months before he seeksto record hie rote ?

Mr. MoCARTHY. That la provided for.
Mr. MILLS. Does the h. gentleman intmed to provide

that it shall be continuos qulification ?
Mr. McCARTHY. Yes.
Mr. MLLLS. Then that would not be sufficient as the

clause stands.
Mr. MoCARTEHY. But there isunother clause.
Mr. MILLS. It would be necessary to provide for it in

the law, so that the oath might conform to the provisions
of the law.

Mr. McCARTHY. So the oath does. The oath does
provide for that. There is no change in that respect. The.
farmer's son and the owner's son mumt be living on the
property at the time of the election.

Mr. WALLACE (York). I think the clause as it atood
before was much botter than that proposed. If a man
resided in the city of Ottawa and had a farm in the county
of Carleton, ho would have a vote there himself, but, by this
clause, the sons would also have a vote in the county,
though owning no property. I think that would be unfair.
The clause had botter remain as it was.

Mr. FAIRBANK. I see no reason for confining the
right of the farmer's son to vote to his living on the farm.
The ownership of the property is what gives the right to
vote, and I do not see why he should be deprived of the
right because he is not living on the farma. I see aise that
there is no provision in this amendment for the temporary
absence of sons.

Mr. CAMBRON (Huron). I agree with my hon. friend
on that point. Take a farner who is living, perhape, in a
small village which is not incorporated, and hie sons live
with him, but work the farm a mile away from the place, to
all intente and purposes they have the use of it, and,
although they are not strictly living on the place, as the
farmer eau vote there is no reason why the sons should not
vote.

Mr. WALLACE (York). They would have votes at
home as owner's sons.

Mr. QAMERON (Huron). They may not. They may
live on a small place. The property may not be of sfoient
value to qualify them, but they are eultivating the farmn.
Why should the farmer's son be deprived of the right to
vote because for the tirme being ui neIxot living the place ?
There is no reason why he should b deprived of the fran-
chise. I know of one or two cases of that kind, which came
under my notice in preparation for the prelmninary revi-
sion in my constituency. I was of opinitbm tat tbey were
not entitled to vote, and they were not put on e 1h.roll,
though I could see the hardship of it. Tire were two or
three cases where the farmer lived aest4-he division lino
between the eounties of Brou and Buce in a comfortable
house, but not enough to giveall thasmeos avote in the ee
uounty, but they worked hle farm acrbes teb road in the
other county. Stiti they were deprived of the vote, though
the farmer voted on his house in my county. I ithnk they
should b entiled to Vote as frmsrs' oens if ty. a'e sta-
ally working the farm, thoughnetliving on it.

U .cl uaua k LUUèac Mauae mig;D a
providingfor the sons of property owners generally without Mr. WALL&O1 (York). I t4ink ln alact every cas
making an unnecessary distinction between farmers' sons the houe.they lin iwt qïdiÉyihe farnmr sud bis sns
and the sons of other owners of real estate. I woald call te. IL enly requires a hojfe and lot worth $450 Le qualify
the hon. gentleman's attention to another provision of the the farmer aud twe sons, "d t 4èannot undoialad a "u
law. He liere provides that the party shaH have a oertain owning a valuable farm living in a liuse vot worth $40.

Mr. MILLs.
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Mr. AUGRB Could Mnot the hon. gentleman make a

proviso to give the righle vote totat -daCs that hereto.
fore n the Province of Qu"b.e were votathe rentier$,
spoken of ymy hou.friend from Ibervill Mr. Béchard).
By this Bie ou are difanbiaiing thousands of
men who have opened this country, who have always lived
here, and who, to encourage their sons to stay in the coun-
try and do thir shar. mi impoving it, have given their
farms to their sons on oandition that the sona should pay
them so much a year. Under this law they have no right
to vote. An amendment could be put in saying that, if
the son has a right to vote if he lives with bis father, the
father should have the right to vote if he lives with his
son, and receives a certain amount of money or provisions
during the year. In the Province ot Quebec there are
thousands of those persons who by this Bill will not have a
right to vote who heretofore have possessed that right.

Mr. FAIRBANK. There is an addition in this clause:

"1s9a fatier's son net oterwisê quaMRed to vote in the electoral
district in which his fathr's fann is uituated."

Mr. McCARTHY. Yes. Before, if the farmer's son had
property in another riding, he ocould not vote as a farmer's
son. The object is to allow him to vote as a farmer's son if
his property is in another riding.

Mr. EDGAR. I think it extends the franchise to a class
that ought to have it.

On section 8,
Mr. MILLS. In the Act as it now stands, step-son or

son-in-law may be accounted as a farmer's son, and supposing
the stop-son or son-in-law is older than the farmer's son, as
only one son can qualify, then the stop-son or son-in-law
will take precedence of the farmer's son. Is that the
intention ?

Mr. MoCARTHY. That would be a bard case.
Mr. MaMlULLEN. This question'was taken up last year

and the First Minister promised to bring in a clause to pro.
vide for it, but unfortunately it was overlooked. I would
suggest that you add a clause to this section that sons shall
qualify in the following order. First, the son, second, the
step-son, and third the son-in-law.

Mr. MoCARTHY. You make no provision for the mother-
in-law.

Mr. McMULLEN. I know a case uin my own riding
where a step-son actually «ut the son ont because he is the
oldest, and under the law ho may claim a vote.

Mr. EDGAR I think there i a littie change bore. In
the original Act the fatherwas qualified to vote, and it is
amendd by saying the father muet be qualified and be
registered as a votor.

Mr. MoCARTHlY. That is the same thing. A man has
to be registered as a voter before he votes..

Mr. EDGAR. He may be qualifed to be registered, and
may not beregistered. -Underthe Actas it now stands, the
father need not be a registered voter; under the eld Act h.
had to be a registered voter, because he oconld not vote
unless he were registered. Now you say h. must be quali-
fied to be registered.

On aab.eection ê
Mr. EDGAR Does nothe bon. gentleman intend to put

ina proviso as ws Iu the Aot before, about six months'
absence ?
i MrcoUAJTRy. Jw puttathin e separat clafuse.

Mr a. il lr al owners or ,rmer's sons.
Itis in r.fa.ohc that.

1fr, MoOÂRTHY. il thonght of putting iL mas a separate
k Mr. XoCARTHY. [ thought of putting it in as a separate
clause, as providing for residence.

On section 9,
Mr. DAWSON. With regard to this clause about fsher-

men, I do not see why they should require a greater qualifi-
cation than other people. Now it says: "«Ts a flsherman,
and is the owner of real property and boats, nets, fishing
gear and tackle." Why ehould it not be, if he is owner of
bote, nets, fishing gear and tackle, of an amount sufficient
to qualify him ? Why should he obe compelled to be also an
owner of real property along with this other property ? I
would suggest to the hon. member for South Simce that
the words "real property, &c.," should be left out.

Mir. MILLS. If we are on the 9th clause, thon we have
passed through the provisions about a son having been con-
tinuously resident with bis father after is father is dead?

Mr. McCAIRTHY. Yes.
Mr. MILLS. That is not in the law as it now stands.

As it is now you say living on the property, it does not pro.
vide, as ibis does, to live with hie dead father after ho is
dead. I do not se. how the hon. gentleman is going to
carry this law out, if his father is dead and ho has been
resident continuously with his father, and ho has that twice
in tis Bill.

Mr. MoCARTEIY. I think that is plain enougb.
1fr. MILLS. I do not know whether ho is like the

Chinese of California, who sleop with their dead *iends
until they get an opportunity of sonding them back to
China.

Mr. McCARTHY. I do not think the hon. gentleman's
criticism is warranted. It is intended to apply to a case in
which the father bas been alive during a portion of the
year.

On section 9,
Mr. SPROULE. L it understood that the proposal of

the hon. member for Algoma (Ur. Dawson) changng " and "
for "all" is to be adopted ? It is important that that
change shaould be made.

Ur. THOMPSON. I think it would reduce the qualifica-
tion too lows It would entitle a party to vote on 8150
worth of personal property.

Mr. DAVIES. What change is made in this clause in
relation to fahermen ?

Mr. THOMPSON. A fisherman is allowed to compute
shares in a ship.

Mr. DAVIES. I call attention to the absurdity of this
clause. A man owning one dollar's worth of real property
and 8149 worth of hats and nets can qualify. But if ho
owns $5,000 worth of boats, nets and fishing gear h. cannot
qualify, for h is required ta own one dollar's worth or fifty
cents worth of real property. It will be botter to strike
out the property qualification altogether. 1h is absurd to
have any provision in regard to owning real preperty unless
a specifle amount of real property is named.

Mr. MILLS. 'He may own a lot in a gravoyard.
Mr. DAWSON. I have had several communications on

this subject from fishermen in my district. They think it
hard that tho should be compelled to be owners of real
property. f the word "occupant" were used instead of
" owner " it might, perhaps, meet the case. Wby should the
Act be more stringent with regard to llshermen than other
people ?

Mr. THOMPSON. I do not want to go over the ground
traversed last Session. I understood an the case ofdsher-
men it was agreed that there should be a smaller quali*e.
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tion as to real property than was applied to other owners
of reai property, but the principle was clearly established
that a fisherman should not be allowed to qualify simply on
$150 worth of personal property. I think if we establish
any property qualification we are going a great deal too far
in saying that a fisherman should qualify on $150 worth of
personal property. To say that a man might own one
dollar's worth of real property is an amusing illustra-
tion, but it is not a practical one, because no real estate is
simply worth one dollar, although I have known real estate
to be not worth a dollar. If a person is an owner or occu-
pant of property coming within other sections he does not
need to qualify under this clause.

Mr. CAMERON (Huron). The theory is that the means
of the fisbermen are invested, not in real estate, but in his
boats, nets and tackle. Coupling with that a property
qualification, without any limit as to the qualification, is a
pure delusion. We know well, and it was pointed out last
Session, that in many cases along the sea shore, a property
qualification of 81 or 50 cents could be obtained. It would
be more logical if we put the qualification on the ground
that a fisherman's money is invested in bouts, nets and
tackle, and gave him a vote upon those. If a fisherman
could not obtain a qualification without real property, it
would be an easy thing to buy a barren piece of land and
divide it between a number, and thus obtain a qualification.
This part of the qualification would serve no good purpose,
and therefore should not be retained in the law.

Mr. MULOCK. Supposing this fisherman should lose
hie boats or tackle, will h lose his vote ? In fact, this
applies to all these qualifications. Supposing a farmer's
son ceases to live with his father, does h lose hie vote ?

Mr. THOMPSON. I think if hie name is on thelist he
is entitled to vote.

Mr. MoCARTHY. Except in the case of a 'farmer's son
or an owner's son,

Mr. THOMPSON. Yes.
Mr. CAMERON (Huron). If a man bas got the property

qualification at the completion of the voters' list, and dis-
poses of it the very next day, and an election takes place a
month afterwards, he is still entitled to vote ?

Mr. THOMPSON. Yes, under the Act as it stands at
present.

Mr. MULOCK. I do not think that is the meaning or
spirit of the Act. The voters' list simply establishes that at
the time it was settled the persons whose names are upon
it possessed the qualification. That has been the general
principle of our Election Acts. It has been a general prin-
ciple in alI our Election Acta that a man tendering hie vote
muet have at that time the proper qualifications constituting
him an elector, and unless ycu so provido the liste may be
very defective. There is no great object in a man having
hie name registered; the object is that he should have the
right to vote. Therefore, it seems to me that without inter-
fering with the finality of the liste we should go a stop fur-
ther and carry on the qualification from the time of registra
tion to the time of tendering the vote.

Mr. THOMPSON. At all events that does not touch the
matter before us now, but if the bon. gentleman wili look
at sections 31 and 39 he will find I think that persons who
are on the list as finally revised are the persons who are
entitled to vote, without any question as to qualification.
Before taking up the next section I wish to move a proviso
as to sub-sections seven and eight as tollows :-

Persona qualified under sub-sctions 7 and 8 shall only be qualified
to be registered in the electoral district in which they reside respeo-

M. TBoMPSON.

Mr. MoCARTHY. I had proposed to move the repeal of
sub-sections 7 and 8, and the substitution of another clause,
and perhaps theproviso which the Minister has just moved
might be attached to it.

Mr. MILLS. I certainly think it would have been more
convenient to have framed one section in place of sub-sec-
tions 7 and 8, for I do not see any reason for a distinction
between farmers' sons and the sons of other owners. This
is a distinction which we pointed out last year as being
unnecessary, but it was continued, because no one in charge
of the Bill seemed to have sufflcient interest to frame a
clause. I would ask the special attention of the Minister
of Justice and the hon. gentleman in charge of these
amendments to the uselessness of making a distinction
between these classes. It would be far more convenient
and would simplify matters much if they were all deaIt
with by one clause.

Mr. McCARTIIY. I am inclined to agree with the hon.
member. At the moment it strikes me that there is no
object in keeping them separate. That might stand.

Mr. CAMERON (Huron). Suppose the father resides in
one electoral district, and the son is a tenant in another,
where muet the son be registered ?

Mr. THOMPSON. He muet vote in the eloctoral district
where he resides. The object of course is to have voters
registered in one district only, and it appears to me that
the place where they reside is the proper place for them to
be registered. It is the place where they are known, and
where they have to swear they reside.

Mr. EDGAR. Does the Minister of Justice mean that a
son who is a tenant in one electoral district, and who
resides with his father in another electoral district, cannot
have a vote at all ?

Mr. THOMPSON. No, I mean that he bas a vote in one
place only.

Mr. EDGAR. Then it muet mean that the son must vote
in an electoral district where he resides, and muet vote on
property which does not exist in that electoral district.

Mr. THOMPSON. Suppose you say he shall be regis-
tered in the district where the property is, then you enable
him to be registered in every district where hie father
has property.

Mr. EDGAR. Unlese you say he shall only vote in one.
Mr. THOMPSON. It is better to say that he shall vote

where he resides, because there he is known, and h. bas to
swear where ho resides.

Mr. MILLS. The Minister will see that he is introducing
a new principle. The rule we have already adopted in the
law is that a party must be the owner of property before hie
son has a right to vote. You give the son a right to vote
because h. has a prospective interest in property which is
for the time being.the property of hie father, and you have
provided heretofore that the son must reside with the father
on that property. Suppose the father is residing in one
county and the property is in another, upon what property
are you giving him a vote-upon property situated in a
county where h. has not a vote? You cannot give the son
a vote unless you introduce a new principle and provide
that the sons of tenants shall have votes.

Mr. WALLACE (York). The clause proposed by the
Minister of Justice will bring the law back to where it was,
that ise, that a son shall have no right to vote in a constitu-
ency where he does not reside, and where hie father has no
property, or where he bas no income.

Mr. MILLS. Suppose a man bas property in the county
of Russell and he lives in the city of London, where are you
going to put him on the list ? In the city of London?- If
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Bo, how is the revising officer to know whether ho should
be placed on the list or not ? Is hetoesend to the county
of Russell to make enquiry? Serious difficulties arise if
you undertake to give the son a vote elsewhere than where
the property ms.

Mr. THOMPSON. We have already adopted that
principle, and I am seeking to introduce some check.
While it is open to some of the objections the hon. member
for Bothwell has stated, it is open to less difficulty and
abuse than any other check I can devise. A voter may be
resident with his father in the city of Ottawa, and his father
may have property qualification in five electoral districts,
but ho only votes where he resides.

Mr. McCARTHY. I propose to unite clause 8 with the
proviso that the son must be at the time he votes resident
in the electoral district.

Mr. THOMPSON. Thon I will withdraw my amend.
ment.

Mr. CHARLTON. What is the meaning of the words
" or portion of an electoral district?"

Mr, McCARTHY. The object of that is to meet cases like
that of Algoma district, which is divided between two
revising officers; it does not hurt the clause in any way.

On section 4,
Mr. EDGAR. This is a fancy clause, I think. It appears

to be taken from the clause relating to tenancy.
Mr. MoCARTIY. It is an extension of that.
Mr. EJDGAR. Does it mean that if a man is a farmer's

son part of the year, a tenant part of the year, and receives
an income part of the year, ho can run all these qualifica-
tions together ?

Mr. MoCARTIY. It is cumulative in that way. It
cannot hurt.

Mr. DAVIES. It can hürt very much, because it will
prevent any proper investigation of the vote. Suppose a
man paesed four or five different stages, would he have to
set out: I was a farmer's son for the first four months; I
thon became a fisherman; I thon got some income; I was
afterwards the owner of an estate, and now I am a tenant?
le thon becamo a fisherman; he afterwards became the
possessor of a certain income, and thon a real estate owner.
This would give rise to a heterogeneous qualification.

Mr. MILLS. There is always a certain number of per-
sons who are entitled to go on the list and who are not on
it. The lists will be comploted in a few weeks, and it will
be thirteen months before another list will be prepared. I do
not see, therefore, that these parties, whom it is desired
should be put upon the list, will be worse off than the large
number who are not on the list as it is. Why undertake to
deal with the very small percentage only of those who are
entitled to go on the list and are not on it.

Mr. SPROULE. The clause will only lead to ambiguity
and misunderstanding. There are a good many thingsin the
Act which people cannot understand and this clause will
only croate additional difference of opinion.

Mr. MoCARTHY. Well I will withdraw that clause and
alter clause 4 to suit.

On section 7,

Mr. FAIRBANK. There seems to be an entire diver-
sity of principle in this. In all other causes the evidence
is taken where the party resides, here it is taken where an
income is served, and it is not restricted to the point of
registration, so that a party may be registered in any por-
tion of the riding, and in some ridings the distances between
the points of regietration are very long. In Algoma the
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distance is 1,000 miles and in other counties it is 100 miles.
There is no provision whatever for registration as far as
income is concerned.

Mr. McCARTHY. Yes, where ho earne his income. It
is following out the provisions we have had heretofore in
our Province. There the income has always been assesed
against the person where he earns it, and there ho has been
entitled to vote. By the law as it stands he would lose that
vote. The object is to put it in the same way as the Ontario
law puts it.

Mr. WALLACE (York). I think we should leave that
clause as it was in the Act of last year, and that the voter
should vote on income where he resides. Take the case of
railway conductors and mail clerks on a train. They earn
their income in a dozen eleotoral districts, and it would be
impossible to tell where they should be registered. There
is another point in this which I think is of very consider-
able importance. The clause says that "a person qualified
otherwise than in respect of income shall only be entitled
to be registered as a voter in the polling district in which
the real property in respect of which hoeis qualified is
situate." In some polling districts where they are cutting
out new streets, it is sometimes diffcult to know exactly in
what polling sub-division to place the voter, and, if the
revising officer should make a mistake, the person would be
deprived of his vote. I think, if the revising officer makes
an unintentional mistake of that kind and places the voter
in the wrong polling suh-division, it would be very wrong
to deprive him of his right to vote.

Mr. MULOOK. My hon friend will see that in such a
case the voter can elect which polling sub-division he desires
to be registered in.

Mr. WALLACE (York). How can he do that if hoeis
only put in one, and that not the polling division in which
he is entitled to vote ?

Mr. SPROULE. This clause would apply to a proporty
owner's son as well, and the question has been settled that
ho should vote where his father resides.

Mr. MoCARTHY. That only means the electoral dis-
trict; it does not mean the particular polling division.

Mr. MILLS. I suppose the hon, gentleman intended
that, where a party lives in a suburb outside of the corpora-
tion and earns his money in the city, ho should be entitled
to register in the city on his income and to vote on the
property ho may hold outside ?

Mr. McCARTHlLY. Yes.
Mr. MILLS. How does ho reconcile that with the pro-

vision that the party is a resident within the electoral dis-
trict ? There le provides that the party shall vote upon
hie income in the place where he resides. That is inconsis-
tent with what he now proposes to provide for in this
section.

Mr. WELDON. The old Act said persons qualified should
only be registered as voters and vote where they resided at
the timeof the registration.

Mr. EDGAR. That is far safer.
Mr. McCARTHY. I think the point taken by the hon.

member for Bothwell (Mr. Mille) is well taken. The object
is what the hon. member supposed, and of course it only
applies to cities. People live in suburbs and are entitled
to vote on their property, but heretofore they have also
had a vote on their income, and they are assessed where
they earn their income. The object is not to diafranehise
them or deprive them of what they now possess.

Mr. WELDON. Would a person who had his income in
the city be asessed in the city if he resided outside?

Mr. MoCARTHY. Yes.
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Mr. WELDON. We have the same provision whereby

persons having an income in the city are considered inhabi-
tants and vote on income in the city though they reside
outside. I suppose the hon. gentleman desires to provide
that ?

Mr. MoCARTHY. That is what I was seeking to do,
but, as the hon. member for Bothwell has said, it is incon-
sistent with the other clause.

Mr. FAIRBANX. Then if a man pays two dollars a
month rent, he will have a vote on income also. I under-
stood lie was to have a vote on income only if he had not a
vote otherwise,.

Mr. EDGAR. There is an important change here from
polling district to electoral district, so that an income voter
at one end of the county might go the other end to vote.

Mr. MoMULLEN. I would draw the attention of the
House to a point in connection with occasional absence. It
is provided that a young man attending college is entitled
to vote though he is away the entire year. In my consti-
tuency a farmer bas his yonrger son attending college, and
his eldest son learning to be a blacksmith, the eldest son
will be deprived of a vote because he is learning a trade,
while the second son who is going to college will be entitled
to vote. I think there should be some provision made that
a young man learning a trade, although not continuously
absent through the year from his father's home, should be
entitled to be registered as a voter just as well as a young
man attending school for the purpose of becoming a doctor
or a lawyer.

Mr. MULOCK. I beg to move a further addition to this
section as follows:-

No person shall be entitled to vote in an election unless, at the time
of tenderin bis vote, he is possessed of such qualification as is required
as aforesai , in order to entitle him to be registered upon the votera'
list.

I do not think that amendment can be objected to on prin-
ciple. We have aiready agreed that the qualification must
be possessed by the farmer's son or the owner's son at the
time he tenders his vote, and I fail to see on what principle
you can refuse to extend that provision to the case of every
other father.

Mr. THOMPSON. I hope that will not be pressed,
because it establishes another final revision, and that is to
be held by the polling officer. I do not know how many
votes can be got in if every voter's qualification is to be
tried by the polling officer, 1 think it would be impossible
to hold an election. If the hon. gentleman intends to con-
test a constituency in the next election ho will not be able
to know who the votera are until their votes are polled. The
revisîng officer's list will afford him no information what-
ever.

Mr. MILS. I think. the Minister is mistaken in ·that
view. The only effect of the amendment will be that if you
have any doubte as to the right of any party to vote, you
will simply swear him. His name is on the list, and no
one except those whose names are on the list, can vote. But
if he has lost his qualifications since his name was put on,
and he takes the oath, he can vote.

Mr. THOMPSON. That test of the oath is not provided
for here.

Mr. MILLS, Do you propose to insert in thateoath some-
thing ihat you have not inserted in the Act.

Mr. McOARTRY. No.
Mr. MILLS. The point is this: How are you toprevent

parties who have lost their qualification, from voting? Takej
for instance, a farmer's son. He gets his name on the lis,,
but the niet day ho may lebave his father and go elsowhere, I

Mr, MoAaTrr,

and there are no means of excluding him, if he as lost the
qualification to go upon the voters' ligt, from voting at the
poll except by an amendment such as this.

Mr. MOCARTIIY. I trust the committee will not adept
this amendment. I think it is most important that we
should make this list final, not merely for the purposeof
the election, but for the purpose of a conteat after the elec-
tion. There la no greater ordeal that a member can undergo
than a scrutiny. An election trial is bad enough, but a
scrutiny is almost fatal. Only the other day I readin the
London Times of an unfortunate man who,,had,to pay
£1,500 pounds in a contest, because a question,arese
as to the right of people to vote, whether they were or
were not aliens. I think we ought to settle the list, and
then the people on that list are entitled to vote, and we
know who they are. There can be no contest in the way of a
scrutiny, and none of that trouble and cost that are entailed
by a scrutiny.

Mr. MULOCK. I am not inclined to withdraw this
amendment for any reasons that have been advanced. The
hon. member for North Simcoe mentions a case in England
which cost,a party a large sum of money. I would like to
ask the hon, gentleman how many sucli cases there were in
the last Dominion elections. Does he know of more than
onu? For my part I cannot think of more than one, and
even that case did not involve a scrutiny, so that it is idle
to say that in the past the non-finality of the list in Domin-
ion elections las led to any such troubles as the hon. mem-
ber refers to, I cannot see why the principle of the
amendment should not be adopted. Is it right that a man
should be entitled to vote who has not the qualification
which the law says he shall have in ordor to be placed up-
on the rogister ? Boing placed on the register is not the
only object, it is merely a means to an end, and if you
admit the principle that a proper qualification is neocessary
you must admit that it should be possessed at the time the
right is to be exercised. If we want any more argument in
favor of this amendment, look at the principle that has been
adopted in the manufactureof thevoters'listin this Dominion.
This is not a case of liEts under a different system. Take the
Ontario system, for example. I am not citing it as a perfect
system, but it is made up by different classes of peaple, for
a different purpose, and rests on a different foundation, and
it is therefore not open to the suspicion to which the lists
made up under this Act is open. In spite of all that can be
said to the contrary there is no doubt that the revising
officers have not taken that judicial view of their duties that
they should have taken ; but even if we do not impugn their
motives there is this circumstance in connection with the
work of the revising officer that convinces me that the liste
to-day are absolutely unreliable. Some of the revising
officers have placed upon the lists a vast number of names
on no evidence whatever.. They brought no personal know-
ledge to bear, they simply used hearsay evidence, evidence
on information and belief, which amounted to nothing, and
thus it is possible, and I believe it is the fact, that the
lists to-day contain a vast number of names of persons as
registered voters which are not in possession of any quali-
fication under this Act. Was the object of this Act that

un not possessed of any qualification-ehould be regiatored2
This Act says that men must be possessed of certain qualR.
fications to be registered. If you admit there are names on
the list not possessed of any qualification, should there not
be a test of their qualifications before they come to the

lis? The Minister of Justice declares that the listaalhould
final, otherwise it would be impossible to carry on an

election. Does the hon. gentleman not know that ever
since elections in Canada, at all events in Ontario, such
was the law ? Have not the elections there been held under
the law we ask to have now ?
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'M.WALLACE (York). No.à~fr.WÂLACE(Yok).No.That Win ocour more particularly in cities. 'taki Îàaeifzes

.Mr.-MULOCK. Then the hon, gentleman doos not know But, My own constituency, or thonoituoncy oftho hon.
what he is saying. member for Hochelaga. Perhaps one-third of oiir oo?'tî-

tuents remove on lst May. They ire on 'tii liêtý 'as ocon-
MrVWALLACE (York). It is the hon. member for parts for'property on certain streets. TheeeThdivldnals no

North York who does not know what ho is saying. longer possess the qualification on whi6h their votes 'ere
Mr. MULOCK. What does the hon, gentleman say ? based. If the principlo invoked by the hon. menber ho

r. WALAE (York). I say, that under the tut into force, a man rem gXn W LLAE (ork. Isaytha uner he astfrom on eay to another would find -himsoif deprivedofelection law of Ontario, a man having property and quali- nevtenaigoa
fied to vote at the time of the final revision, selling thath neda
property afterwards, was entitled to vote. serions-inoonvenîence.

Mr. MULOCK. I am aware of that. That is, however,
only recent legislation. But the Dominion elections held gentleman to the fact that the fali of the year is the time at

i 'wee notheldwhich it is not uDcommon Vo hold elections, and that this isin 1882 were not held under that law. the very time when farmers'Bons are most likely to Le
Mr. WALLACE (York). They were. temporarily absent, and thereby they wili Le dekrived of
Mr. MULOCK. That was tbe first election held under their vote. This confiits olearly with the princýple the hon.

them. gentleman has laid down, and 1 think confiots with jutice
Mr. WALLACE (York). No; the election of 1878 wasÂasen egid

hemd underemthem.be oega.

Mr. MILOOK. I doubt that. At ail events, we have Mr. L NGEL ER. I would ea the on. gentleman's
ad elections held in whieh the rigpt to vote depended on attention to a great blunderwhiehs takenplace in tho

the rigbat of the person possessng the quolifications at the Frenc translation and which I hope ho will take stops te
time ho came w ithlis vote. We neyer hobrd of elections have r.tified. Irnotice that the words Ibyotasional bebe
being interfered with by an unnecessary amount of swear- in this clause are translated I l'absence accideatenle."
ing. Lt is very unpopular to swcar porsons when they Mr. TOMPSON. I sha hllave it corrected.
core to vote, and it is a privilege very rarely resorted to. Mr. CAMRON (Iuron). I called the attntion of the

An hon. MEMBER. Otten. hon, gentleman beforo to tho fat that somerevising offmcers
'Mr. MULOCK. I may be with the hon. gentleman. 1 refus d ti give the opposite party anc information or any

have had some opportunity of judginge and I have very notice of appeals which ad een made. Now I think the
goldom seen an oath administered to a person at the pols. revising offcer should be compelled to give, at ail roasonab e
T'have nover heard of electors being unable to get ln their times, to parties desiring ,o sec it, copies of thjse appals,
votes because of swearing being resorted to to any extent. oDr to allew them te makecois or that he sbould, at al
There la no evidence sufficient to justify the commit tee in events, exhibit a notice ofthe appeais sent te hum. I
refusing to aceApt the amendment. would thernfore moved:

Mr. THOMPSON. The a on, gentleman insists on one TherisNg officer .ha Iehibit cauy person zequiringan
examination of the sane, ail notice of additions or objections deposited

princip e g d o es sight of another. We adopt this prn- with or mailed to himunier sections 19 and 26, or permit copies thereof
ciple, that the rigît of a voter should e aeaertained at a to be made.
certain day, and baing then ascertained shonld be fixed and Ameudment agreed to.
determined until another opportunity oceurs for aswertan-
ing and determining what the liht of qualified voter should Mr. THOMPSON. When the Bii owasUp the other
ce. The amendment does away, o a very greatoxtent, evening we changed the a nt of January Vo theneti of June
with thiA principe,Rd deprives us of al certainty as to for the beginning of the revision in future years. Now the
who the persons ntitled tevote are. The hon. gentleman dates previded under the existing Act are those based upo n
is mitaken in lis opinion that elections were ever y n in the former date, and now that we mako the revision begin
Canada under any su h law-at ail events, since the system on the is of June, we mu pt alter the dates of posting up
of registration was etadopted. I n may have been where man- and of finally retrning the list of veoters. I propose to,
heo suffrage was used. Under the system of ae.istoation, change those dates to the cst day of Spthembor and te l
which we had in existence for some time, them lit of day of Noveiber, respectivoly, after ae year 1886.
voters hving been revised and estabished, tere was theee re o
rigît te make the voter swear as o Ve quaifnsations they endmnt are, Bo
possesped. I admit that existed in mey places, and for a Mr. T OM uPSON. I haveone or wo other clauses Vo
long time. This section goes mach further. Who la Vo move. One la 10 make provision that in case of Vthe flinee
determine as to ihe qualification of the voter? The Act or necessary absence cf the reviing officer, the clerk my
says that a certain person shah have a right te vote if adjournde sitting from day to day.
hie name is on the listoand e takes a certain outh, Mr. HAM RON (Huron). Why ehould ho adjour from
But the amendment declares that a ma gshat ext , day eo dayc?

his riphto vote; and as ne tribunal is provided, pre- r.th begi n otervisoteyr.ow fhe
swmably the poling offieor will try the question without dthes ptromdSOn dWn rre tAte those asdpourn
there bei g any provision for witneses, and aftvewards theocot fomer da Voapdindno dew that k e revision oei
case will coe apin e courts. There wil honacvery seon theyi h ob e, e mut aleuthp
oua inconvonience, and one that nover existed in any part Amendment agreed to.
cf the country. In ail parts where wo have a system of M.TOPO.Ias rps h olwn:registration. ae liste are made final as they are under ne of fialPeuni t aissropose rs.e
sections of this Aet, subje t only te setest of adminiater- any revising offgt erappointed under teAct hereby anended 1y
witc oethad Vo thextence foin case of the iliner, or ncesary absence, after ave grante thero

ing beer by the Governor in ecunsr, appohet a depty reviing officer tt for
Mr. CURIAN. Thea eisanother objection t the amand rbi .dring euch ilPness or absence; snch officer tha obe ubjec to the

ment. The qualification mentioned in he lit ig t have approval of nhe Goveror in Oountil, sud hat ihave ailtbe powers and
be poss.ed ail tbee quaofications oemed b the cviugeer

camaed, y tan oher ofication mig t exist in its place. whomheiourtda od if 'ho.not a j e of any oout Mrhie
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division, shall be subject to appeal as provided in the Act hereby
amended,

Amendment agreed to.
Mr. THOMPSON. Some hon. members on both sides

have requested me to consider the position of farmer's sons,
being the sons of tenant farmers at long leases. They
asked that the clause might be modified to read as fol-
lows:-

Farmer's son means and includes any male not otherwise qualified
to vote, and being the son of the owner and actual occupant of a farm,
or tenant and actual occupant thereof, under a lease for a term not less
than ten years.

Mr. MILLS. Make itl five years.
Mr. THOMPSON. I have no objection to making it five

years.
Amendment agreed to.
Mr. MoCARTHY. I propose to amend the other parts

of the interpretation clause, so as to provide for the hus.
band voting on his wife's property.

Mr. EDGAR. Le that re Howland ?
Mr. McCARTHY. It las been specially brought up in

that case. When we dealt with the assessment relis, where
a woman's property was rated in lier husband's name, lie
was entitled to vote, but now that the assesment rolls are
not adhered to, the law does not permit a man to be placed
on the list, no matter how well off his wife is, if lie las no
property of his own. Then I propose that. the word
" mother " should include grandmother, which it did not
before, strange to say, though it included step-mother and
mother-in-law.

Mr. CAMERON (Huron). I do not think we ought to
be called upon to consider these amendments now, sprung
as they are upon the House, without sufficient time for
reflection.

Mr. MILLS. The last amendment which was adopted
will require the recasting of several other clauses. I am
satisfied we should make greater progress if the Minister of
Justice, having heard the discussion and the suggestions
that have been made, were to cast a new Bill and put it
through committee again.

Mr. THOMPSON. I should like to reconsider the section
about the tenant farmers' sons, and reserve it until the third
reading of the Bill to see what other changes it requires.

Mr. MILLS. Some further consideration will be required
of the 7th proposed section, which js inconsistent with
clause 6, where parties are qualified upon income who reside
immediately outside of cities. It is a quesion how far it is
desirable to give more than one vote. This Legislature has
adopted the principle of one man one vote. I think it will
be possible to make a provision for voting in cities, as the
hon. gentleman proposed, by a slight alteration in this
section.

Mr. THOMPSON. I think it will not be practicable to
amalgamate the qualification clauses just now. It will take
a good deal of time, and bon. gentlemen will see that they
are only applied to future revisions. I would have had the
sections revised to correspond with the amendments that we
have adopted about tenant farmers, but it was only sug-
gested this evening. However, we wili leave the clause .in,
without asking the committee to reconsider it, and before
the third reading of the Bill I will see what other changes
have to be made. We allowed section Il of the Bill to stand,
and I think that it will be desirable to adopt that section.
Perhaps I can add a few words of explanation, and I pro.
pose to add a few words to it which I think will improve its
efficiency. It is true that in most of theé lectoral districts
the sub-divisions have been made, in many of them it has

Mr. Tuîomaox.

not been made, and I think it will be convenient to apply
to them the principle which the Bill has already adopted,
of keeping the polling sub-divisions unchanged untilthe
number reaches 300. The last part of section Il was read
the other evening as referring to the final revision of this
year; I propose to say that it shall only refer to the pro.
liminary list of this year, by adding these words:

In every case in which the revising officer has heretofore divided
the electoral districts into polling districts, he may alter or amend hi
order making such division from lime to time.
As already explained the other evening, a good deal of incon-
venience was experienced by the revising officers being
called on to make their sub-divisions before the final revi-
sion, the effect of which was that they were obliged in many
cases to sub-divide where there were even less than 200.
The object of this is to enable them to go back to the former
sub-divisions and to keep them permanent, if they think it
desirable to do so-at any rate to give them power to revise
the sub-divisions, the business of sub-dividing which they
have already done. They seemed to think they would not
have that power unless it was expressly conferred.

Mr. MILLS. Does the bon. gentleman provide for the
publication of an addenda giving the names erased from
the list and the names added ?

Mr. THOMPSON. No, this clause is only for this year.
It is only to revise what bas been done.

Mr. EDGAR. Does not this clause dispense with the
printing of the preliminary list altogether this year where
it has not been done ? In the present year whenever the
preliminary list of voters does not contain more than 300
names, thon they need not be printed. That applies to
nearly all the cases. Section 24 directs the printing and
distribution of the preliminary list. Where that has not
been done this year this clause dispenses with it being done
at all.

Mr. THOMPSON. I think it only dispenses with the
sub-division.

Mr. EDGAR. The very section which makes all the
elaborate provisions for printing the preliminary list and
distributing it, &c., you here dispense with altogether.

On schedule B,
Mr. McCARTHY. My experience in elections has been

that men not particularly scrupulous take the oath without
any difficulty, whether they are qualified or not. On the
other hand, men who are old, infirm, or nervous, become
alarmed at being called upon to take the oath, decline to
do so and loose their votes. All the guarantee we should
have is that the man is on the list. That is the proper time
to fight the qualification, and not at the polls. I move to
strike out the words, "and that I am entitled to vote at
this election." When the man comes and swears that he is
the person whose name is on the list, and makes an affidavit
against bribing and so on, I do not see what more we want.
The simpler the oath the better.

Mr. EDGAR. In Ontario the oath, as the hon. gentleman
knows, has been a very detailed and elaborate one, setting
out the particular property, the lot, the concession, the
township and everything about it, and whether h is a
tenant, occupant « owner, and very often there is some
technical question about the description, and that frightens
people away. But I really think that we should have some
guarantee that the person is really entitled to vote, and ho
should be required to pledge hie oath to it.

Mr. WALLACE (York). The oath would require him to
say that he is entitled to vote in this election, and so on.
The voter may not have read the Act, he may not be
familiar with a single clause of it, he takes some other per-
son's word that it is all right, and thon you make him swear
to something of whioh he has really no knowledge.
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Mr. WELDON. The revising officer may have put the
name on improperly.

Mr. CHARLTON. The fact that a man's name is on the
list is not an absolute guarantee that he should be there.
The revising omcer may make mistakes, and I think we
should impose some safeguard on the voter himself, as to
whether his name is on properly or not. While I think the
oath should not be embarrassing in its character, still it
should involve some guarantee of the person being entitled
te vote, and to the fact.that there is nothing wrong in his
being placed on the list.

Mr. MoCARTHY. What does the oath mean when it
says: I am entitled to vote in this election ?" Does it
mean that he has the property qualification or not? Some
polling agent says to.a man: "Are you sure you are entitled
to vote," and he replies: "All I know about it is that I am
on the voters' list," and still he is asked to swear positively
to what is really a question of both fact and law. I think
the oath should be as simple as possible. I bave known
men with perfectly good votes go away from the poli with-
out voting, and on being questioned say they did not know
anything about it, while others who were not entitled to
vote, but had more assurance, voted.

Mr. E DGAR. Surely a man's title to vote is a thing to
which he should be able to pledge his oath, at one time or
another. M y hon, friend has been assuming that because
there is a judge, a preliminary revision and a final revision,
the voter has taken the oath as to lis qualifications. But
not in one case out of twenty will that be the case. Surely
when a man comes to exercise his franchise the public is
entitled to the guarantee that he shall pledge his oath iu a
general way as to the validity of his vote. A man may be
nervous or a little uncomfortable, but we cannot have a
doctor present to examine him in that respect.

Mr. SPROULE. I think the main object of an oath
should be to prevent parties from voting who have not a
right to vote, and to provide a punishment for those who
violate that condition, in the shape of a prosecution for per-
jury. I think it is better that even a few should be deterred
from voting, who are not satisfied that they are entitled to
vote, than that unscrupulous persons who have no titie to
vote should be permitted to do so. Botter leave the oath as
it is than to remove that safeguard.

Mr. MoCARTHY. I go this far, so far as to say that thist
list is a finality, and that every man on the list, if he is not
bribed, ought to vote, and that there should not be any
scrutiny afterwards.

Mr. EDGAR. The list is final in Ontario. You cannotN
go behind it by a scrutiny.1

Mr. MoCARTHY. The hon. gentleman is mistaken. I
have gone behind it.

Mr. EDGAR. Not in Ontario.

Mr. McCARTHY. Yes, the ballots can be turned up.
Mr. EDGAR. That is for identity.0
Mr. MoCARTHY. On any ground, and that is why I

object to it. If the hon. gentleman will refer to a case in
England, where the law is the same as ours with regard to j
that, ho will find that a question of the alienage of the voter w
came up, and this man wrote in the London Times stating
that ho had been ruined although he had retained his seat. a

Mr. McNEILL. It seems to me rather strange to ask a r
man to swear that the revising officer has done his duty. b

Mr. EDGAR. But the case may not be tried at all.
Mr. MeNEILL. Many of them are tried. I think if the s

oath is to be of any value it would be more logical to ask a
man whether his name was upon the list. s

Mr. MILLS. He doos not swear that his legal ualifica.
tien is absolute, and I do not see any objection at ail in that
particular. But it prevents personation. That was my
reason for including it.

Mr. McCARTHY. If that i3 all what is wanted, when he
swears that he is the person named, that prevents person-
ation.

Mr. MILLS. A man may say, I am John Smith, and
this name is John Smith, and ho might be satisfied with that;
but if he were personating someone else, he would not be
willing to take the remainder of the oath.

Mr. EDGAR. If a man comes te vote, he knows ßer.
fectly well that he is improperly on the list, that he never
had the property in his life, and there is nothing te prevent
him taking the oath.

Mr. McCARTHY. I quite agree; but I am afraid a man
who is guilty of that fraud will take the oath.

Mr. CAMERON (Huron). You could follow him.
Mr. McCARTHY. Who ever did follow such a man?
Mr. CAMERON (Huron). I did.
Mr. McCARTHY. The hon. gentleman is singular, but

I venture te say that the experience of every one of us is
that in every election we have had frauds of that kind have
occurred. For every fraudulent man stoppod there are two
honest men stopped.

Some hon. MEMIBERS. No.
Mr. CAMEIRON (Huron). The hon. gentleman wants

te leave the door wider open for fraud than it is now.
Amendment agreed te (yeas, 23; nays, 11).
Mr. McCARTHY. I wisb te move an amendment, the

purport of which is that whore voters are objected te, or
seek te be put on the list, they should le compelled te
attend, on getting notice, without being paid. I do net
know any way in which voters are te be struck off if put on
improperly, unless they are brought te the court te explain
how they purport to have a qualification, and I do net think
these voters ought te be paid in order to attend ; but, of
course, they ought te be paid if they are improperly brought
there. I have copied it from the Ontario Statute.

Mr. PATERSON (Brant). Does the amondment mean
that if a man does net attend, the judge may strike him off?

Mr. McCARTHY. Yes, if he does net attend after receiv-
ing proper notice.

Mr. CAMERON (Huron). There is a question as te
whether you must issue an original subpena in every case.
There ought to be no necossity for that; yon ought te be
able te put in any number of namea in one subpæna.

Mr. McCARTH1Y. There ought te be no doubt about
that.

Mr. CAMERON (Huron). There is room for doubt, and
I know one revising offleer who takes that view. Under
our old Statute you require an original subpæna on every
appeal.

Mr. WELDON. Provided the voter does net attend, the
udge may strike his name off the list. If he gets a notice,
why do you want a subpoena besides ?

Mr. MoCARTHY. There may be difficulty about proving
notice or he may net get it. The notice may be sent in a

egistered letter and he may net recoive it. A subpena is
better than a notice.

Mr. McCARTHY moved that the qualification sections
hould net come into force until lt January, 1887.
Mr. WALLACE (York). I think the Act as it now stands

iiould pass into law and go in force at once. Tenants who
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went into occupation on the T st April, 1885, are required by
the Act of last year to reside the whole year in the electo-
ral district. These names are now on the voters' lists,
because they were copied from the Ontario lists, but many
of them will be struck off if the operation of this Act is
postponed till the lst January next. It is the intention that
these persons shall have the right to vote, but this clause
will enable their names to be struck off. A large number
of tenant farmers can be struck off in this way, and I cannot
see any good to be accomplished by passing this clause.

Committee rose and reported.
Sir H9ECTOR LANGEVIN moved the adjournment of

the House.

REPRESENTATION OF THE NORTH-WEST
TERRITORIES.

Mr, EDGAR. I notice that a Bill in which Canada is
interested has passed the English House of Lords, that is,
the Bill authorising us to give representation to the North-
West Territories. I sec by a cable in yesterday's Globe
that the Bill is going to be introduced into the English
House of Commons. I do not know whether the Govern.
ment tbink it necessary to keop this House here until that
Bill has passed the English House of Commons, perhaps
tbey can tell us.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. I do not think there is any
such intention.

Mr. EDGAIR. Becanse that Bill is to authorise this
legislation.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. That was foreseen when
this Bill was before the House here, The First Minister
explained that powor would be obtained from the Imperial
Government to that effect, and that our legislation hore
would be sanctioned.

Mr. EDGAR. The First Minister did not explain that.
But it nay have been his intention.

Motion agreed to; and the louse adiourned at 2 10 a.m.
(Wedoesday).

BOUSE OF COMMONS.

WEDNESDAT, 26th May, 1886.

The SPEAKER took the Chair at Three o'clock.
PRAYERS.

ST. PETER'S HARBOR, PRINCE EDWARD ISLAND.

Mr. MoINTYRE asked, Is it the intention of the Gov-
ernment to proceed with the construction of the break-
water at the mouth of St. Peter's Harbour, King's County,
Prince Edward Island, which was abandoned by the con-
tractor some time ago ? If so, when do they propose doing
so?

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. Under date of the 10th
February, 1883, John D. Sinnott entered into a contract
for the construction of a breakwater, 1,900 feet in length,
on the eastern side of the entrance to St. Peter's Bay,
King's County, Prince Edward Island, and agreed to com-
plote the work on or before the 2àth September, 1883, for
the sum of $3,930. In September, 1883, the contractor
wrote that he could not finish the works, and practioally
abandoned them, and the amount appropriated Iapsed on
the 30th September, 1883. In February, 1885, a revote of
the lapsed balance for this work was asked, but was not
granted. About 1,500 feet of the work was nearly com-
pleted by the contractor, but he left it in an unfinished
afàte. It his ròeived some damage dùring the two winTàs

Mr. WALLAoi (York).

which have passed. I am not in'a positiionto sayinow
when we propose to ask Parliament for more money to
finish this work.

SUBSIDIES TO RAILWAYS.
Mr. BLAKE. Biefore the Orders of the Day are called, I

desire to call the attention of the Minister to the fact that a
number of proposed grants of land and moiey to different
railway companies have been placed upon the Notice Paper.
I presume that, before he moves the Hoúse into Committee
on these grants, he will see that the petitions and corres-
pondence in connection with them are laid on the Table.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. I will speak to the Minister
of Railways, and of course we will'have to do what we did
last year. What is there besides the petitions ?

Mr. BLAKE. The correspondence and 'other papers;
the data and materials. Those have been furnished on
former occasions.

APPOINTMENT OF MR. GRAHAM.
Mr. MILLS. I desire to ask, whether the Firet Minister

has received from the Conservative members of the Bar of
Halifax, through Mr. Daly, a protest against'the appoint-
ment of Mr. Wallace Graham as legal agent of the Govern-
ment at Halifax, on the ground that he was the partner of
C. H. Tupper, M.P. for Picton, and a participator in the
profits, and suggesting that the Premier had not been well
advised in making the appointment ?

Sir IECTORi LANGEVIN. Tho Firt Minister is not
here, aud I would ask the hon. gentleman to be kind enough
to give notice of this, so that the Minister may be in a posi-
tion to answer it.

PUBLIC ACCOUNTS COMMITTEE.
Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. I desire to call the

attention of the Government-I see the Minister of Finance
is not in his place, but of the hon. gentleman who is leading
the Government-to this. I had understood that the Com-
mittee of Public Accounts had adjourned to to day for the
purpose of hoaring certain evidence on a matter referred to
it, and on going there i found no committee was sitting. It
is a matter of consequence to some members of this House,
and some parties who are here, that that cormmittee should
be summoned at once, and if any accident prevented its
being summoned to-day it should be summoned to-morrow
without fail.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. I understood that the om-
mittee will be summoned to-morrow.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. It was aðjourned till
to day.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. Most likely rfimbers went
home so late that they could nt come back in time for the
committee.

QUESTION OF PRtVILEGE.
Mr. CHARLTON. 'Before the Orders of"the Day are

called, I wish to refer to a matter which I presume ie a
misunderstanding, but which, as it stands now, amount to a
denial of a statement made by myself. In the courae of a
speech on the timber limit question on May 4th, timber
li mits, coal eases and so forth, I gave the name of the
hon. member for North Simooe (gr. McCarthy) asan appli-
cant for a coal lease. That gentleman answered: "No." I
went on to say:

" The policy of the Government with regard to the coal lands of the
North-West was not one in the iiterestof thesettler. it was noftô the
intezeet of tth. settier that a c1-im unply ohoiq1d . e grated,
and that the Government shoulê cin ifrt to take0W Utilands of
the North-West and put them Iri a few*hadWa who m ight momiplihe he
business of mining and oqonta- et
fuel, which is so neceusary i a co hmaeeo h.
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"Mr. MoQ1A RY. Does the he. genflewassjy thse Vere grated ?
"Mr. HRL TOS. I did not. I sy theywere applications.
" Mr. BOWELL. How could they be monopolies?
"Mr. OfHARLTON. No return has been brought down in reference to

coal leses subsequent to 1883 and what number of these applications
were favorably acted upon I am unablo to say, but I give the appli-
cations,

" MrÂRQ&ART There is-no application from me, anyway.
"Mr. MoO ARTHY. Nor fromxme."

I had, previous to this, made statements in regard to appli-
cations, and stated that some members had made a number
cf applicatcions iand:l had.not:&tated.that members in these
cases had made applications ~i their own behalf, but was
treating of applications in general. The hon. member for
North Simteoe hes denied that he was an applicant for a
coal leae. I feel it incumbent on me, therefore, to present
the follo wing correspondence :-

" HoUsE ci aoMMoNs,
"OTTAWA, 13th May, 1882.

"Sia,-May I draw your attention to the application made by Mr.
Sanders for a coal license. I should very much like to know if this ap-
plication has been entertained, and that the lease is to issue therefor.

"I have the honor to be, Sir,
"Your obedient servant,

"DALTON MoOARTEY."
"DEPARTMENT OF TRE INTERIOR,

"IOTTAWA, May 23rd, 1882.
"SI,-! have the honor, by the direction of the Minister of the In-

terior, toacknowledge the reoeipt of your letter of the 13th instant, re
the application of Mr. Sanders, and to reply that up to the present time
none of the coai applications have been entertained.

I have the honor to be, Sir,
4Your obedient servant,

"L. A. HAMILTON."
Another application:

IlTORONTO, Novembar l1th, 1882.
"SiR,-I beg to eiclose vou herewith Mr R brt COsidy', application

for a coal-mining limit, to be composed of the east half of section 36,
township 20, range 21, North-West Territory, as shown on the accom-
panying map, and I shall be very glad to hear that his application has
been favorably entertained.

'Yours truly,
"DALTON McGARTHY."

"DEPARTNENT 0 THE INTERIOR,
"OTTAWA, 21st November, 1882.

"Sia,-I have the hpnor, by direction of the Minister of the Interior,
to acknowledgh- the receipt of your letter of the lth instant, recom-
mending' the application ofMr. Robert Caosidy for a coal-mining limit,
to be coMposedê.ef the eut half of section 38, township 20, range 21,
North-West Territory, and in reply beg leave to inform you that ihe
ground in question is covered by a prier application.

"I have the honor to be, Sir,
"Your obedient servant,

"A. RUSSELL."
I have aiso, in reference to a statement made by the hon.
member for Rasseil (Mr. Dickinson), in which I understand
he claims that the license granted to hirm was granted before
his election as a member of this House, to present the offi-
cial record here.

Mr. WHITE (Cardwell). I have no desire to interrupt
the hon. gentleman, but I would like to have your ruling,
Mr. Speaker, on this point : Whether i t is competent for any
hon. membor, having madle a speecb in Parliament and the
debate being closed, afterwards, at any timo ho may think
proper, when the Orders of the Day are called, to supple-
ment his fret speech by giving what ho may consider
evidence of the statements he thon made, at a time when
debateeon those statements is impossible. No further debate
can take place,.and it seems to me to be a most irregular
prooeeding.

M. SPEAKER I do not see very clearly how this can
be a personal explanation. The hon. gentleman made a
contradiction at the time the question was'before the House,
and now that the hon. gentleman from North Simcoe is not
in hie place, seems to me another reason wby we should n ot
go into a matter which may lead to a debate. The hon. gen-
tleman ought to take some other opportunity, as when going
into Supply, of supplementing hie sttement, or whez there

is a motion before the Chair. I do noti know that the hon.
gentlemln's statemnit has been impugned in any way
whicb calls upon him to make a personal explanation. I
think the practice is irregular to make a speech on such an
occasion.

Mr. CHARLTON. I may be allowed, in justification of
the course I took, to say that the statement was denied, and
upon that occasion I promised I would procure the proofs
which I had ngt thon. It was impossible for me to present
them thon, and I do so now, as it seemed to be a convenient
opportunity of presenting to the House the evidence upon
whioh the statement was made-not to make a speech upon
the matter, by any means.

Mr. SPEAKER. The hon, gentleman will see that that
may call for a contradiction and lead to a debate.

Mr. BLAKE. On going into Committee of Supply, then.

LIGHTHOUSE AT PENETANGUISHENE.

Mr. COUK asked, Is the Government aware that the
lighthouse on wharf at the ontrance of the harbor of
Penetanguishene is in a precurious condition by the founda-
tion having given way, and the building likely to collapse at
any time? Hias the Government received any communica-
tion from the lighthouse-keeper on this subject? If so, do
they intend to place a sum in the Supplementary Estimates
to repair this damage at an early date ?

Mr. FOSTER. The Government is aware that the pier
at the entrance of Penetanguishene Harbor, on which a
smali lighthouse stands, is in a state of docay, and the Da-
partment of Marine has been in communication with tho
light-keepor on the subject. As the wharf in question is
not Government property, and as the general interosts of
navigation arc now served by a light lately crected on
Whiskey Island, within half a mile of the light on Refor.
matory Pier, the Department does not propose to take any
steps to put the pier in a state of repair, and if from the
failure of the foundation the light building, which is a small
and inexpensive structure, should be destroyed, it would
be more economical to replace it by a pole light than to
build a new and expensive foundation to carry the present
building.

RAILWAY FROM CANSO TO LOUISBURG.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN moved that the resolution
from Committee of the Whole, respecting the c>nstruction
of a railway from a point on the Straits of Canso to Louis-
burg or Sydney, be read the second time.

Resolution concurred in.
Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN introduced Bill (No. 143) to

authorise the construction of a railway to the Straits of
Canso as a public work.

Bill read the first time.

BAIE DES CHALEURS RAILWAY COMPANT.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN moved, that the resolution
from Committee of the Whole, respecting the Baie des
Chaleurs Railway Company, be read the second time.

Mr BLAKE. The hon. gentleman was to lot us have
some papers in connection with this, the specifications
respecting the original plan cf the Government.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. I understood that the hon.
gentleman wanted the contracts and specifications which
were laid upon the Table. He also asked for the names of
the shareholders, the amount subscri bed and the amount
paid. Those I have here, and I will send t hem across to
the hon. gentleman. The hon. gentleman alse asked for
the tenders that were received for this work. The tendme
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are A, B and C; the first tender was from A. Picard, and,
as I stated before, that man could not be found. On the
10th December, 1884, the following letter was sent to
Mr. A. Picard:-

"I am directed by the Acting Minister of Railways and Canals to
return you the enclosed cheque'which accompanied your tender for the
construction of the Metapediae brandi."1

"I am, Sir, your obedient servant,
"A. P. BRADLEY,

"6 Becretary."
This was returned after awhile by the Dead Letter Office to
the Department; the party nould not be found. The Depart-
ment thon sent to the Merchants' Bauk of Canada, at Que-
bec, the cheque of A. Picard for 814,800, which was supposed
to be accepted by the bank, as marked here on the choque.
The manager of the bank returned the choque with this
letter:

"QuEDc, 30th April, 1885.
"The Hon. the Minister of Railways, Ottawa.

" SIR,-I have the honor to acknowledge your letter, No. 23,080, of
28th inst., enquiring if we knew the address of one Mr. A. Picard, whose
cheque for $14,800 drawn on this branch of the bank, had been deposited
as security for a contract for which he tendered. ln reply, we cannot
ascertain who le is or where he lives; lie never had any funds at hie
credit with this branch, that I am aware of. I notice the following per-
sons of the name in our directory: "

He gives the names of four persons of the same name.

" I have made suveral enquiries without avail. This is the second
time recently that my attention has been called to the fact of persons
drawing cheques upon banks where they had no funds to ,deposit as
security. It is requisite to know that they represent money. It would
be well in all cases to refer to the bank upon which they are drawn.

"I have the honor to be, Sir,
" Your obedient servant."

Signed by the name of the manager. This is a choque for
$14,800 which was sont to the Department, and it is evident
that the mark on the choque as the acceptance of the bank
must have been a forgery. Of course, we could not find
who the party was, and the Department of Railways had to
put that tender aside. The two other tenders wore those of

. P. Cooke and C. McCarron and J. D. Cameron. The
tender of McCarron & Cameron was for $428,000, or
$128,000 more than the amount voted by Parliament. The
tender of R. P. Cooke was for $450,000, or $150,000 more
than the amount voted by Parliament.

Mr. BLAKE. Do tho specifications accompany the ten.
ders ; because, of course, the tenders are useless without the
specifications ?

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. The specifications were de-
posited at the different places where the plans were to be
seen, and tenders wore sont without the specifications but
with a schedule of prices. That schodule is the basis on
which the extension took place by the officers of the De-
partment.

Mr. BLAKE. Perhaps the hon. gentleman will bring
down the conditions and specifications on which the tenders
are based.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. Yes.
Mr. BLAKE. I observe the hou. gentleman, in reply to

my request to bring down a statement of the shareholders
and the amount paid on their stock, has partially complied
with my request, and the names of the principal share-
holders are as follows :-lon. Theodore Robitaille, 500
shares, $25,000 ; Hon. Thos. McGreevy, 1,000 shares,
$50,000; lon. Louis Robitaille, 1,000 shares,- $50,000 ;
Robt. H. McGreevy, 500 shares, $25,000 ; L. J. Riopel,
1,000 shares, $50,000; L. A. Robitaille, 980 shares, $49,000;
and a few others. The hon. gentleman's statement, how-
ever, does not comprise the other important part of my
question, which was a statement as to how much was paid
on the stock.

eir UCTo ILurval.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. The capital was $3,000,000;
the amount subscribed, $300,000, that is, 10 per cent., and 10
per cent. is paid up.

Resolution concurred in.
Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN introduced Bill (LTo. 144)

respecting certain subsidies to a railway from Metapediac,
on the Intercolonial, to Paspebiac.

Bill read the first time.

REAL PROPERTI IN THE NORTI-WEST TERRI.
TORIES.

House again resolved itself into Committee on Bill (No.
10) respecting real property in the North-West Territories.
-(Mr. Thompson.)

(In the Committee.)
On section 13,
Mr. WELDON. Though this Bill-and particularly

this clause-makes some very radical changes in the prin-
ciples upon which we have heretofore proceeded with re.
gard to transfors of roal property, I do not intend to op-
pose its passage, or to discusa it at this stage of the Ses-
sion. Having been a member of the special committee to
whom the Bill was referred, and knowing that a majority
of the committee were in favor of its principles, I do not
propose to move an amendment. It is only fair for me to
say that, in the course of discussion, the Minister of Justice
stated the fact that out of a large number of cases brought
under the operation of the Torrens system in Australia,
there had been only one or two cases in whieh any
difficulty had arisen, which is certainly a very cogent rea-
son in favor of the efficacy of the system.

Mr. THOMPSON. I quite appreciate the difficulty the
hon, gentleman has on some Of the features of this measure,
and I also approciate his disposition to allow the Bill to
pass, notwithstanding his views with regard to it, because
of the full consideration which was given to the matter in
committee. I may explain that since we investigated this
matter in committee, upon looking at the North-West
Lands Act I find that this section is precisely the same as
one in the existing law, so that, although the principle
seems somewhat novel, we are not introducing it afresh.

On section 93,
Mr. MILLS. There is no provision in the law as to how

an estate shallh be distributed. You have in general termns
the provision in the common law in force in the North-
West Territories, as to how property shall be distributed,
but there is no provision showing what stops are to be
taken, and how each party's share is to be registered. For
instance, a man dies and leaves a wife and three children.
The property passes, not into the bands of the heirs, but
into the hands of the realty representative. He under-
takes to carry out the law and give it effect. What -is he
to do? There is no provision. Thore is a provision for
carrying out the old law, but that does not apply to the
steps necessary to be taken under this Bill.

Mr. THOMPSON. The realty representative will be in
the position of a trustee ; that is, as a trustee is to be under
this Act. lie becomee, as far as the right of disposing of
the property is concerned, the absolute owner, and the
trusts with which ho is vested by virtue of the will are
enforceable only in the ordinary courte.

Mr. MILLS. Supposing ho were to make a disposition
of the property and issue a certificate of title, I suppose
that, being the legal holder of theproperty and capable of
making that distribution, his act cald not be called in
question.
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Mr. TROMPSON. No, the validity of the act could not.
Mr. M[LLS. Suppose he were to make a wholly different

distribution, the validity of the Act could not be called in
question.

Mr. THOMPSON. No.
Mr. MILLS. He might under Bome law be liable to pun-

ishment for violation of trust, but not under the provisions
of this Bill. There is no provision in this Bill showing
what stops he is to take to carry into effect his legal duties

Mr. THOM PSON. I do not quite understand the hon.
gentleman's objection yet, but I understand the statement
of the case as he puta it. The executor appointed under the
law is vested with the absolute ownership of the property.
He has the power, under this Act, to commit a breach of
trust by conveying it otherwise than as the law directs, but
notwit hstanding that the -title passes effectually, and be is
liable for a breach of trust in the same way as a trustee
of shares in a ahip would be. That follows as the
logical consequence of our abolition of the notices of trust
of every kind, and our conversion of real estate into per-
sonalty.

Mr. MILLS. That rule applies just as well to the case of
a mortgagee or an ordinary transferee as to that of any
other party. The operation of the law is absolute, and does
not depend on the steps taken by those parties undertaking
to mortgage or transfer. But the hon. gentleman has made
directory provisions as to how the property may be mort-
gaged and how the transfer may be made, without making
any corresponding directory provisions for the purpose of
giving effect to the distribution of the estate in case the
realty representative, as it must be presumed, is undertaking
honestly to carry out the law. The law does not cover the
whole ground for the purpose of giving effect to its pro-
visions.

Mr. TBHOMPSON.. I see the hon. gentleman is turning
his attention to the apparent want of a provision to enable
the executor to execute trusts. That is provided for in the
Bill.pa-sed in relation to the North-West Terri torius because
probate juriediction is given to the judges appointed under
that Act. It strikes me that, if a will is made devising the
real estate to three children, under this Bill and.'under the
North West Judiciary Bill, taken together, the judge could
direct the executor to make a partition of the property and
a transfer in acordance with the will.

Mr. MILLS. The hon. gentleman will see that the
probate jurisdiction would not apply to real estate, and
besides,,that the provisions of the Imperial law, as they
stood in 1870, which are brought into operation in the North
West Territories, are provisions for dealing with rea estatee
altogether different from what the hon, gentleman bas un-
dertaken to bring into operation in the .North-West 'erri
tories. It would be necessary, from my point of view, at all
events, and as I understand the effect of the hon. gentle-
man's Bill, to go further and to legislate in accordance with
the spirit and policy of this Aet with reference to that
nmatter, and not leave it as a mere matter of procedare with
the court in giving effect to its juriediction under the Supreme
Court Act, whiceh we carried through the House yesterday.

Mr. THOMPSON. It strikes me that the probate jaris-
diction would operate on the matter, inasmuch as we have
abolished the distinction between real and personalestate
by this Act, and furthermore, if not, it would come under
the general jurisdiction given to these judges. The executor
would, in point of fact, be turned into a trustee under this
Bill, a trustee with the power of sale, and it would be com-
petent for the judges under the Judiciary Act to order that
hesbould execute his trusta,

Mr. DAVIES. I think there is something in my bon.
riend's ontenutioni derving the 900id9"ete8 9e i

ister of Justice. Suppose a man dies leaving propertT and
having five children. His property goes to hie children
under the will. The rea estate is vested in an executor.
Soine of the children may be willing to have a division of
the roal estate, and somo may not be willing, and the execu-
tor has no means of carrying out the division, the court
cannot enforce it, and the execu-or is compelled to sell and
divide the prooeeds. Suppose four of the children were
willing to have a division without sale in acoordance with
the will ; thore is no meaus by whi)h those four, by apply-
ing to the court, could compel the fifth to acqueice li a fair
division or in carrying out the directions of the will,

Mr. THOMPSON. I will look at the point carefully, but
I am strongly of the opinion that the clause giving juri-
d iction to the courts does give that power to the judges. I
move that the committee rise and report progress, and,
unless there is some objection, i wilt move the money
clauses alter dinner.

Mr. BLAKE. The resolntions respecting salaries?
Mr. TBHOMPSON. Yes.
Committee rose and reported progress.

PUBLIC PRINTING AND STATIONERY.

Mr. CHAPLEAU moved the second reading of Bill (No.
132) respecting the Department of Public Printing and
S ationery. He said: Mr. Speaker, although the ptinciple
of this maeure must be known to every member of this
louse, although itl is not a novel idea, yet as the measure,

as a practical measure, comes row for the first time before
Parliament, i think it is necessary for me tu make a few
observations on the objeat, the purpose and the practioal
results of this measure. The object in vi w is tnot to estab-
lish the Goverument either as a manufactuier or ta a
trader. It is a weh.known prirciple that a Government
should not be a trader, should uot be a prodacer, and it is a
principle o English legislation that the initiation of such
mea-ures should be let t to private enterprise. But I think
there i here a question of opportunity, a queti'n of
economy. It would not b right that theGovernment should
have a manufactory of its own. This prinriple is appli. able
even to railways. R'ilways bave been built and adm n-
istered by Governments, but it is now a welesettlel point
that unless it is a necessity, except in the case of some
great higbways necessary for the development of the
resources of the country, the woiking of a railway by a
Government is not a policy that shouli be ceouragel.
But the Government require etai înery an'i printing every
day. The Government, in that respect, ls es tOialy a
consumer; tand theI rul of aOLion in this case, the
Goverument being the consumer, should be to get the beat
article at the least possible price, This is the objet of the
Bill, and to this there are objoctions raied which I will
state and anewer. I cannot but admit thit, as a geneal
rule, a private individual eau work a printing oEeo at lis
expense than a Government. But we must not forget that
this economy of the private individual constitutes Lis
profit; the more economical the greater the profit. We
awe giving him the profit obtained by his economy, and of
everythiug that enters into the work he is doing, besides bis
economy. The question, therefore, prosent. itself for our
consideration, shall we continue the present eystem, know-
ing, as we do, that a private individual eau work at less
expense than a Government; or shal .we not take upon
ourselves the task of securing that economy for ourselves,
by diminishing the prices we would bave to pay; or, if we
want togo Jurther, shall we rot, taking the economy as if not
realised, undertake to do our own printing, Fo as t secure
what ls required-uniformity, quahity, superiority of work,
botter security for the eficiency of the work, and secrecy,
.Whik b of t* D9m , 9Y9AUR $Ig
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think I can say, without being exposed to an action for
damages for slander, that the Government printing is
not what it should be. I am sure I am not sian-
dering anybody in saying that if our blue-books
were exhibited at an international exposition of
public documents, we would not compare favorably either
with our neighbors or with England, not even with
most of the British colonies. There is a great lack
in that respect. What is the cause of it? We shall
see in a moment. Those whom we employ would answer
promptly : We cannot give you better work for the price
we receive. If this is a good reason for the contractors
who undertake to do that work, it is not a good
reason why we should not take advantage of the
position of the printers who, with their pretended
small profits and comparatively indifferent work,
succeed in realising profits averaging from 20 to 80
per cent. This average of profits bas been established, I
muet say, to our loss, in a case which was decided not
many months ago against the Government for printing
done outside of the Government contracte between the years
1b74-75 and 1878-79. I refer to the judgment obtained be-
fore the Exchequer Court and confirmed by the Supreme
Court. In that case some of the profits alleged and proved
to have been realised reached the figure of 79 per cent. It
will be said that we pay low prices for our work, and that it
will be impossible for the Government to do the work at
those prices. I do not admit that; on the contrary, I deny
it. I think a Government printing office should do the
work at no bigber cost, and I say that, knowing what I am
saying, because a fact is worth more than an argument, and
it is a fact that Government contractors do not
impoverish themselves by the contracte they accept
from Parliament. It is true that the prices are
apparently low. Are they low in fact? People who
have studied the question carefully, will answer,
no. Numerous are the devices of skilful printers, of
good tradespeople, to make as much profit as possible, and
although their contracts are taken at apparently low
prices, they prove good paying bargains. A change in the
quality of papermight be an ingredient in the indirect profits,
overcharge for extra hours, overcharge for work hurried
beyond the time implied by the terms of the contract;
the type remaining standing for days and days, each
day counting as an impression for which the matter
remains standing. Last year, for instance, during our long
sitting and during a period of about, I think, two months,
when we were discussing a single measure in this Parlia-
ment, the same matter in the pages of our Orders remained
standing for weeks and months, and still it was paid for
every day as if the print had been re-set every day. That
is something which cannot be avoided; it cannot be provid-
ed against in a contract, as the printer might be
obliged, in performing the work of the House, to renew
the matter every day. It is true that contractors have
realised, and are realising advantages which accrue every
time new contracts are awarded. But there are difficulties
with contracts. A short contract would necessarily imply a
higher price, and naturally so. On the other hand, con-
tracts for long periods will necessarily imply a loss to the
Government by the fluctuations of the market in the
price of labor and other circumstances of that kind.
It is true that opponents of this measure may say
that there may be corresponding gains owing to
fluctuations in the other direction. Well, I do not
say that the case has presented itself lately, but we
know that while on the one hand the Government may
lose by the falling off of the price of labor, if these
changes should be against the employers of labor
and should resait either in the failure of the con.
tractor or great lose to him, the contractor always
finds that the public are indulgent with him in auch

Mr. CZAPLZA.

cases. I speak of the public generally, and I make no
difference as between parties or Governments. In all such
cases the public would be indulgent to the contractor who
suifers loss in the performance of work for the public.
Another difficulty we meet with in contracts ais this, that a
large contract must necessarily be awarded to a first-clams
office. If it is not, you are exposed either to see your work
very bady done, to see it subject to interruption and delay,
and it will result in having the work performed by others,
outside of the contract price, and consequently at a heavy
loss. And who is to tell which is a first-class printing office
and which is a second-class one? Who will tell us that a
second or third-class printing office should not have the
advantage of a low tender if, for instance, the proper
security is given as a guarantee of the contract? Nobody
can tell; and the result is that recriminations will be made,
as they have been made. I have already stated that delays
in the execution of such work constitute an eçil which it
would be well to cure, and which can be cured by the
establishment of a Government printing oMfce. Changes
are frequently made in d epartmental work, or in work for
the House, and these changes always give rise to extra
charges, which are not, and which cannot be, coîered by
the stipulations of a contract. I cannot do better, Io
illustrate this point, than to quote a short extract
from the evidence of a practical man, who was ex-
amined at an investigation, held in 1885, at Wellington,
New Zealard, into this very question of a Government
printing office. The witness was one who had himself
been in a Government printing office, and at the lime
of his examination he was at the head of a large firm
of printers, and therefore one who was eminently qualified
to speak on the question of the desirability of having a Gov-
ernment printing office, aind whether the maintenance of
such an institution woulk be profitable to the country. The
witness is asked:

"Q. The one definite point which this committee is appointed to
enquire into ie, as to the advisability or otlerwise of executing by private
contract any part of the Government prînting. Will you give the com-
mittee your opinion upon that point 7-A. Speaking candidly, I do not
think that the private printer could successfully compete with the Govern-
ment printing office ; for the private printer would naturally expect to
make a profit upon his work, and it appears to me that that profit is
now made or saved by the Governmont printer for the Government.

"Q. Then you think the colony gets the benefit?-A. Yee, I feel
quite sure that it does."

" Q. Ie it Decessary that there should be a Government printing
office ?-A. I think so. I think that the Government printing office is
a great safeguard to the Government on matters of expenditure on
printing, because all printing done outside the Government printing
office for the Government ie, I understand, checked by the Uovernmens
printer, wbo is able to sa whether the work has been properly per-
formed or not Me e ikewie able to report as to the charge forit,
whether it be moderato or otherwiuoe. I

" Q. Can you illustrate, by any eperience of your own, the practical
effect of the two systems-that is, printing in the Government .officé, as
contrasted with printing in private offices ?-A. li the matter
of uniformity, I consider the Government gain largely by having
the work done in their own office. The printing done in the
Government office possesses uniformity. The work is classfied,
and one uniform style adhered to. If given te difrent offes the style
would vary very much. There je another important mattor in conse-
tion with the Government office. Everything is very much~condensed,
and brought into the smallest compass possible with due regard to util-
ity ; but in a private office the natural disposition ie to make what the
printers call ' fat '- that is, to make everything as white aud open as
possible. Iremember having seen, some years ago, a number of Bills and

stimates which had been printed for one of the Provincial Govern-
ments. The eight of that work astounded me. I noticed that what are
termed 'pica whites' had been run between the lines of the Bills.
That simply meant that the work would cost the Governmeut double
the contract price, because the matter which should honestly form but
one page had been, by the introduction of blank apacea between the
lines, made into two pages. That i, what the Government printer
would put into one page the private printers would make two pages of."

The witness goes on to give a full explanation of his rea-
sons for believing such an establishment could be worked
profitably for the Government, and why such a plan was
better than that of having the printing of the Government
done at private offices, But there are some other rason
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which should miliatéein favor of a Government printing
ofce. There are things which should b. done which are
not done, because of their cost. We have not thought
yet !f collecting and printing our national archives.

m tay a good deal as been done lately in that
direction; but w. have to go far back in our hie.
tory for that work. With wo remarkable a past as ours,
weaIve, in our hiÉtory, events which may compare with
tVione in thé history of other nations-not only souvenirs,
but ihets which ar-e instructive in the study of the
history fithe country, and whioh are aIl, if not lst,
at leastscetted in such a way that they are useful only to
a ery few, whereas the public should benefit by the collection
of thoèe hisforicaI monuments. Our archives have been
colleted, but! titnk we should not leave them exposed te
the dailger of a cenflagration. Lt has already happened in
our country that important and moet precions documents
hui bèen só acrifieed. That cannot be helped, because
evefy.hng cannot b printed and scattered all over the,
world,-but T thfnk a portion of our-archives should be com-
piled classilêd and put in order, and printed. Other coun-
tries ; salio cóuntries than ours, are doing this. New
Zealand uat year or the year before decided to have a
compilation of all their debates from 1851 to 1866. While
the poItical history of Canada is most astonishing and
min usefil to study, we have net a résume or record of the
delibratiqns of the moét important periods of our political
history. We have had the Banard for only a few years.
Webave bad in some of the Provinces a collection of
the" debates; but fbr the most interesting» period of
oue bisf.ory, ve bave not anything but the reports which
are Oeàtlered in the différent newspapers that existed
at th-time. I think It would not be a bad idea if,
acting with prudence, and with discernement, the begin-
ning of a compilation of those debates as we find them
ini h différent newspapers, were entrusted to somebody,
to form the basis of national political archives. This could
be dôòie at a moderate cost if the Government had a printing
offle. Kverybody knows that work done at leisure, in
Ilslack " timesï as they are termed, can be done at a great
deal les than the usual coet. le the compilation of those
archives, we conld employ during the slack times of the
year the staff which must necessarily be kept in an estab-
liehment of the character of a Government printing office.
Then there are the statistics, the need of which is very
mach felL. Though we have a number of departmental
returne and reports, these are not sufficiently elamsified.
Thé ixifbrmation is there, it is true, but the business man
eaan~o .asily find in those documents thé statistics
whokeb-are a s-aeefary for the commeroial comma-
nity, anid which are so desirable in the workof immigra.
lion. itwkuldbe.easy, with a Government printing office,
drEing the conrsede-the year, by keepOg standing the type
*ifch.es used fortho »eporto, to leét parts of the differ.

td;turns4nd pblish thm, eja is done in the United
tatesamaquarterly eoapendiam of statistica. Such,acom-

pendiernef statistes1 &do not hesitate so Say, would he as
uséfå,snd rpehaps moreuseful fbr the general instruction
ef "a. pu.blie, and for thoSe interested in such statistics,
,hun i4ffen or more of bulky volnmes which we publish

S yeer sssional Papers.. At aIl evente, those com-
um eoW4,d be published asily and oheaply. As those

gre prpred bythedifferent -Departmenta, those col-
Rio cxr 1eay be madie. The ty péeweldnot be kept

i4 íd w1d erve ultimately for the publication Of the
efleim do.nemets cf te nouse. Ihave stated, eg passant,
thatnàother censideration is thé necessity for having the

oei~ el;rdoue in an establishment belonging to,
i& bf and absolute control of 1he Govern-
ment. I is one of the 'characteristics of the constitution
tha41 d fmenta romain as the private and confidential
propertyof theGoverumentuntil their o2icial promulgation.

This has been felt in other countries to be one of the great
resons for the establishment and maintenance of a Govern.
ment printing office. I think that England, that hot-bed of
traditional conservatism- England, where good things are to
be found, but when once obtained are with great difficulty
reformed and changed -is the only large country where a
Government printing office is not now in existence; and
still, even with the contract system they have in England,
one-might consider the Government contractors for prting
as constituting, in a certain sense, a Government printing
office in another form, with the bad feature preserved of
high prices for the work. Mesrs. Eyre & Spottiswoode, Mr.
Hansard and other Government printing contractors forin
portions of the Government printing establishment, but at a
coSt which is certainly not to be commended to this Parlia-
ment. In Europe, we see that Paris,St. Petersburg and Berlin
have their national printing offices. In those coantries, not
les than here, people are apt to look carefully into matters
of expense, to examine with the scrutiny of expeiien.e the
working of sncb a system, and in no case bas a change
been proposed, in spite of all the efforts which have
been made by contending contractors or priyate individuals,
to have the system changed. In fact, since the time when
the great Minister, Pitt, took into his bande to reform
the system in England of giving out contracte for
stationery, and on every occasion in England when an
effort has been made to put into the bande of the Govern.
ment the control of the supplying of stationery and print-
ing, the same opposition arose of private intereet against
publie interest, prejudice against progress, routine
against reform. in France committees have sat on seve-
rai occasions to examine into the system, and change the
method followed by that country, and the lut committee's
report in 1886 shows that, although it had been stated that
the Imprimerie Nationale was the most costly, the facts
proved the contrary. During the Geneva arbitration,
when important aid bulky documents had to be printed in
the greatet haste and in the best possible style, they were
sent to the Imprimerie Nationale, and the work was
most admirably executed. It bas been proved in France, as
reported by the committee, that the establishment of
a national printing office was in the interest of the commu-
nity at large. In the United States, where aliso it was for
a long time contended that the public would not gain by a
change of system, it has been proved by différent com-
mittees of investigation that the profits realised from the
estate, under the Govern ment system, averaged 40 per cent.,
being that much saved on the old plan of giving ont con-
tracta. In the annual report of the Public Printer, who is
the officer we would call Queen's Printer, I find the follow-
ing figures, showing the difference of cost in publishing the
Débates of Congress by contract and under the Government
system :-From 1871 to 1873, when the publiahing of the
Debates wa done by contract, the number of pages
printed was 1,283, the number of ems 1 ,830,0A ,and
the cost of printing, reporting and binaing 0554,731.
Then from 1877 to 1879, when the work was done
by the Government printing office, the number of pages
wae increased to 1,907, the number of ems to 19,075,000,
yet still the whole cost is reduced to 848,745. In the
same report we find the comparison made between the
coSt of Government printing from 1853 to 1860 under
the private contract system, and its cost from 1871 to
1878 under thé official system. For the seven years,
from 1853 to 1860, the ot of -printing was $5,201,4N9,
the number of pages printed 801,633, and the cost per
page $1.76, the average price of labor being at that time
$2.75 per day; yet under the official system, inthe seven
yeare, from 1871 to 1878, when the average price of labor
was $3.75 per day, and when the number of pages was
617,097, the cost was but $1i,370,309, the coet per page
being reduced to 75 cents, making a difference in cost of
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printing in favor of the official system of $831,149, when
the average price of labor was 40 per cent. higher and
the number of pages double. A similar result is shown
in the other 9-atistics found in the same report. In
1866 the United States Goiveinment paid 81,519 per
week fr i1 copies each of 201 patents. Everyone knows
that the pîinting of patents is a large item in public
expenditure with our neighbors. Under the Govern-
ment printing system, in 1878, only 8905 per week
wer e paid for 150 copies of 252 patenta, an inerease of 143
page- or 39,000 wordm more thar in 186i. Not only have the
Governme'ts of Europe atid the Govtrnment of the Unittd
States, but now the Australian group of British colonies
have etablimhed official printing offices. Wellington,
Melbnurnei Sydney, BriFbane, Adelaide and Hobart,capitals
of the sever al colon'es, have adoptcd the system of Govern.
ment pinting fficee. After long investigation arid careful
researcb, they eoncluded it was in the interests of the public
that Government printing should be done by Government
printing onfices. i ho New Z3aland Commission, in 18b5,
reported as follows:-

"Firet, that they bave ( xamined seven witnmses, ail f wbom, by
reason of îheir erperlence and standing in the trade, arc entitled to speaa
with authorlty on the pointe submitted to the committee for investiga.
tion. Ail agree that for the purpose of executing the printing rcqurd
by the Government there must be a Gi.vernment printiug office. Tothe
question whether any pat tof the GverrnmçLt p inti-g could be done
cheaper by private contract than at the GoverLment printing oce, five
vitneessea answered positively 'no.' Two were of opinion that 'some
of it miight.' QueEtioned further as to the particular class of wor k which,
In their opinion, miqt with advantage to the colcny be submitted to
tender, these two witneFs s, both newspaer prcprietors, selected cer-
tain 'stock' work which it would pay ihem to take at low prices in
slaçk times when their machines were idie? To this position there
appeared to the con:mittee to be the friefu*able answer that, if it be ad.
vantageous to private tfcices to be provided with 'stock' work In
elack times, whith, in the case of the private offices, come at more or
lesa uncertain periode ilt mut be of some con iderably more importance to
provide 'sto k ' woi k for the Government printi, g office which has a
definite and annually recurring slack t'ue, during which the large and
expe ndive lant ff the eoflme would lie id le and unproductive if its 'stock'
work were taken uom i t be gintn to private oulces."

Yr. MILLS.
ing the cot of
by yes", when
stre?

Has the hon. gentleman the figures show.
the Queen's printing offce in Canada, year
it exîsted bere under Det-barats ar.d Derb-

Mr. CHAPLEAU. I have not. I have endeavorel toget
the figures; but when Mr. Geo. Debbarats conducted the
Gove ament piintii g work here, as the bon.gentlemen know,
the system wa s raixed one. ILt was exceedingly costly dur,
ing the tine of Mr. Debbarate, particularly after bis establish-
ment, was burit. It was a mixed sytem, part being doue
as Government work and pat t as contract work. At ail
events, these sttistics would show, if hon. gentlemen had
taken the trouble to get them, that the prices paid wili
compare with disadvantage with the oontract prices we
pay at the piesent moment. The contract prices at present
are the low.t we can dnd in looking in the statisties of the
past, ad I must say, if it were not for the resons I have
already given and intend giving in the orse of my
remaiks, that the prices of;the contractors at present, the
prices primd facie charged in the contraot, are certainly
low. &Fordepartmental work they are what ali other
prnimers would call starving price, but, for the reamons.And
considerations I have given, in spite of-those starving
prices, easy work and large profits are aceruing
to -the Govertment printers. ia Jamaiea, where the
question was tudied with care and with a great deal
of oppouition, also, in the way, we and this, and I
submit bere the ettatties of the cost of printing in Jamaica.
The comparison i between the cost ofprinting by the
Government printing office and the cost of the same work
at the. actual market prices. This statement is to be found
in theJamaica hand-book of 1885. n 1880 the cost of printir.g
lor the Govern ment was £7,689. That was the fit year of,
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their experience. The same work at market prices would
have cost £4,805, a slight fraction under what it coast the
Government. In 1881 the cost to the Government was
£8,341; the same at the market price eslulated in- the
investigation would -ave been £10,414. In 1882,£7141
was the pries paid by the Government, as against £Î0375,
which was the market value of the mme wnrfr. la 1883
the difference was in the comparisonas to £5,881aginst
£8,852; in 1884, £5,898, which it cost the Government,
and £8,814, Which it would have cost, taking the market
value of the same work performed. I was stating a moment
&go that even in France, where the work is done, I might
say, without sparing cost, for the perfection of the work, I
find in the report of 1886 the following extract:-
(T 4fstatiof.)
- "It fbllows front the above that th'e appropriations whieh are neces-
uary to the workine of the national printing office does net constitute
a charge to be adjed to those of the other governmental service. On
the contrary, this vote amounts to a profit which is entered among the
varions receipto of the Budget; and besides, it furnishes the varions
Departinents with the mpans of ligh!èing their charge, by dimInish-
ing the amount of their printing expenditare. In fact, the national
prttingc ffice, owing to the plant at is disposal aad to th forms which
it is enabled to keep, can do the printing of the State at ratèés which
would be partirularly onerous If the work was to be done out6de of
this establishment.

I saw in a newspaper called IL1mprimerte, -cf the month
of December, 1885, a report coming o the rame conclusion,
in which it is said:
(franslation)

"If we take the average of the results for the fiscal yearsof182,
1883and 1884, we fInd that -b'sides the profit 480,000 franqi fer the
Departments and the Administrations, from the loweirng of the rates
agreed to in 11.81, the Treasirv bas found in the operations f the natio-
na) printing uffice a bons of 371,010 francs 63 for each of these three
fiscal years and the State bas fLund an iacrease of its capital (plant and
collections) of 269,511 francs 94. To these results it is proper to adi the
work done gratis, iueh as the Bulletin des Lois, le Bulletin des ArrEts de
la Covr de Csation, and varions other gratnitous printing authorised
by the Se lect Committee.

" It follows from these facta, Mr. President of the Jouncil, that the
working of the national printing office is in a normal state of progress.
The new reduction of rates, which yon were pleased ta sanction for
1885, in favor of State Administratione, and which will give them a
benefit of about 111,000 francs on the previous tariff, is thus justifded."

It will be said, all this is very well, but the great objection
is this, how caa a Government secure those saviags ? That
answer, I think, is to bo found in the precedents. The
answer is that what other Governmonts have done I do not
see why -we should bot do, and the precodents are so
numerouasand varied that I think we ean say - there is no
danger for as in making the experiment. The great noces-
aity is a head to preside over tht new Department. I do
not see why wu shouIdý say that4 dis impossible.fer the
Government to get a good ofler, uand if a good officer is
found theeeomomy is realised. I can ete youn precedent.
Those who hav read Lie repor4a sbmitted% to tis Mone
frIom yearu toy, war aast have observed thaI in the
stationery department, alhougbJt has been imited,
and athough Imust say not enough conteol ha. been
given t o the chief clerk oft he stationery, still, an im-
portant economy has been realised. The best. test is
to ask ithe opinion of teatationeor who havea;sappied the
station.ry ufee~, uAd .Me anewer will-be tha ithe-offieer
presidingoier that Department-àas hdwntunelf, perhaps,
too anxieus to save the publie money ands net uEiently
alive to Lie publio ooivenieoso, or, al seeta, whatthose
i the trade wald cai the pahlio interestk The position of
Quaeen's Printer and watroer:of:stationery wiiblbe very
important one. It WW etake a rman nt great abiflty and
great integrity for this position, but » ma n can
be fouad here, as bas been fand elewhere. The
question is to find.-a man whcoeianarest itwiU be to
watch the interest of the publii, and I think h eaneasily
be found. We have recently passed a law,knowa as the
Franchise Act, and I may amy that the printing of the
lista of the electors could be doue with "n immense
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saving by a G rament printing ffioe. I know thatin uay- the good reform bas been abandoned after one yar'W
ing thi .f shal not have the sympathy of experience. In England efforts have been made yer after
the printers nrally. The. delay which is given year, and success has crowned those effbrts, to have
betweenthe begiinmg f theaMviion Of the listasand the the wholecontrnl of the etationery for both House aof
final revision, withAthe fmilitie of communication we mow Parliament and for all the Departments and fbr the outaide
have, would alow ng ta !mrint the revised lista and send service, the army, navy and different officees i oolonles
tbem back Io thesimweing oers fer the final revision. cnnentrated in one hand. The object of this Bill is to asul-
With. theoetw-proceSs 4a<taeotyping, theforms would be milate our system bore to the En oeUh ystem that ha
kept from yea te year Without any heavy cost At worked admirably of late year. When we think that we,
the time'f rvnsn, these lias would beseut to every one with our comparatively emall Government, erpend on ata-
of the revisers and 7they would make the amendmaats on tienery to snpply the diff4rent departmont and Parliament
the lista sent, and thoese new lists, containing the addition over 9200000 a year, it is obvious how important it la to
of each year, would be sent to the central offie, and would eontentrate the respouqibility and endeavor to secure as
be printed-there. In tis way we would have uniformity in egrt onomy as possible. One of the reforms contem.
the printing of those lista, a uniformity which it -is so pkke is that the distribution and sale of the publie
deeirabIe to obtain. ln the future those lista would con- documenta, papers sad Statutes ahould be brought under
stitute a valuable direotory of the Dominion, a work whioh one eontrol, so as to ourtail the wate which prevails
is so mubreqnited by the commercial community. to-day. In England where much liberality is hown,

Mr. MILL S. What shasit cost, so far, to print the ele. and where the spirit of the constitution is that the laws
toral lists? sha be made as publie as possible, and spread among the

Mr. CHAPLEAU- When the Estimates are before t whole reading ation, hon. members will be surprised
Hlouse we wull dibcus that point. I may say, however, to learn that in t at country, with over 30,100,000 of peoplo,
that they have cost an immense amount of money, and tc thero are faor pbli ducumets distribued gratis than
savig cf another year over ts cannot yet be calculated, there are in this Daminion with something over 4,000,000.
ingo .t 7 a 7osL ar ciirous aum oafrgtbul u ay We distribute over 26 500 copies ò the Stattitet- not moe

I kbut it hacosd n er hos Am, a frightulm may b.than 340 are sold every year and those reqervel do oiot ex.
say, but'it cou'ld:not behelped. A new system Must be ced 100, leaving about 26,000 ihrown broadcsat over theboth laborious and costly. But I will not 'dheuss that oountry with other public documents which are not distri-question nWo - bated in a very judicious manner. It às alo propoeed that

Mr. MILLS. Theb on. gentleman mentioned the *electo- the sale of public documents shall be entrusted to one head,
ral list, and I thought perhaps ho woultd have no objection to the same officer, to the comptroller of stationery. This
to give us the figures. will not prevent- or interfere with the power that this

Mr. CHAPLEA U. The fact is we do not kniow yet. I House possesses to decide as to what numher of documents
have enquired from the Auditor Gencral, whoee tettimony shall be distributed. Neither will it prevent the House
my hou. fried will not doubt, and he bas been unable to from ordering by its committees the printing of documents
tell me, although an average hab been given, whch it is not of special importance in larger quantities when the
a part of ny duty nt the present moment to give to the wants of the people and the wishes of their representatives
House. At ali events, it will be bronght before the require them. So thera will be no interference with the
Bouse. I was saying tbat the item of printing the ordinary powers of Parliament. Moreover, all publie
electoral lista alone would justify the estabIishment of documents should be offored for sale at a price attractive
a Governinent printing emiee. i bave mentioned the to everyone, as is the case in England, where some of the
defects of printing by contract. If we consider only documents are sold at the bare cost of paper and others at
the cost of composition of ail these b1e books and the actual cost of composition and pross work. I noed not
all these reporte, I would say that in the oost of com- enter into defails as to what might be done in the way of
position alone a great saving could be effected. Let us reform in thiiis matter. The progress towards economy which
consider tue enormousquantity of paperwhich is used inthe bas gone on during last year is the best evidence I can give
printirg of pulic deniu ta. lfor instance, in publishing of the working of the system, and at the same time
a littie-paMphlet, say, of 40 pages, the cost of composition the beat evidence of the activity and zeal of i e ofBfer wbo
would be oaly between 812 and $16, but if20,000 copies of preides over the stationery department, an offleer to whom
thutAocuumentla p ihedi , tke paper alone would cost Lmust on this occasion pay that tribute of praise whieh he
very near$400. y>paoê that is ,loestewerything upon deserves, T mean the chief 6f the Government stationery
whink the eontraetor tries to makes4 profit from the once, Mr. Young. But with aIl those good reason, with
Goernment printing, in ranning between the lines o hie the experience of others in favor of the system whieh wili
entraelt, mndi in trying toshow that more bas been don. b ecarried out if the measure presented to the House is
than ha tually been adone--all thatis a hiess to the aocépted, the question arises -What are the ways and
Govermamnt,. and when you multiply i ,-by hundreds of mens? Howamach will it cSt? What 1s %hemaln1ation that
thousands of copies, the number of pageeverages over a the Government have made, and what i Ilbe the pvaetical
million eh yewthe HosoueanM res. th immense amount reanit taking the most favorùble -apeot of it, er taking, if
ofimonuyLthat de wasted iathis way. It i. evident that a. youdik., the pesaimiet aspect of tbe «lue tioi? I think this
imarmense aingdmight b nade m e to the publie Treaary if oeen be answered veryasily, and that I oaiseonvîice this
thi woek was-'condesed, and it would be tothe- inter. Hanse, without entering intovery minute dbatai, that eo.
est df Aeh .Goernment printing ofhser to condense it omy must necessarily accrtue to the &ate if thei.y.tem
lu addition toe the printing provided for in th Bil, we prposed by this- meçasure is arriad intoiefftot. It
provide for the ceentration in the hands of a single head il be asked at *h. outsot wh>at will be. Ae cost of that
of ist h.stationery which isaeupptied tothe 4ifferent Governument establiàhment? L5t ti see what the lcst
Departments and to both louses of Parliameat, I may of the aiminiatration of eash an ustablisbment would
here menteon the fetthat both Houses. of ParHiament are b.. If I am told that th Government generslly pay
very j-a.us oft hi.r ciontrol over t d stationery that is pretty high sgalaries to mora, I answer this We will
suppliedo, the members and officisaI of Parliament. I seur.eeeonmy -inhis way. We have the astf-f- the
underutand that now the stationery of the Common is Queen's Printer,,and we have the staff of thestationery
suppLiEd from the Government stationery office; but in the O& We pay, in the .een Printere off6e, salaries
other iloube, for one reason or Gther which I do not know, to the amount of *8,997.50; the staff omprises the
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Queen's Printer, seven omffcers and some messenger& In
connection with the stationery office we psy, as salaries to
officers, according to the civil government list, $9,341.
Mr. Young is chief clerk; Mr. Robertson, assistant clerk ;
and there are eight different clerks and four messengers.
Then there are the officers of Parliament employed
in the stationery in botb Houses. It would not be
proper to take as profits the -whole of those salaries
so paid, because a certain portion of the work will still
be left to them in conrection with orders to be given,
in the control of what is delivered to them, and in the
distribution of those papers. But I was deducting from
the different salaries paid in the Senate and House of Com-
mons for those services, $1,000 from the Senate and
$2,300 in the House of Commons, and you arrive, by
adding the salaries for the Queen's Printer's office, the
stationery office and the distribution of public documents,
to a total of $22,739. I give these figures to show
that, with a staff attached to such an office such as is
attached to a regular commercial establishment of the same
kind, it will be easy for a man who understands his work
to have the service properly performed within the amount
which we already piy for thsO 8FervicecR, wtUt havin
any profits from them. Those are expenditures which
we already pay, and which will not be incrcased by
the establishment of a Government prirting and station-
ery office; so that we can take it for granted that
the cost of the staff of the new office will not -exceed
what we are paying at the present moment for the differ.
ent officers of the Government and Parliament for a similar
service. Then what would bo the next expenditure ?
There will be the expenditure for erec'ting a proper build-
ing for a printing office and stationery department. What
will be the cost of that building ? We all know that for
such an establishment a costly, magnificent, fine looking
building, a monument of architecture, is not what is
necessary. We have the example of other countries, we
have the example of the United States, and we know that
what is necessary for a good printing office is a large, well
ventilated, well lighted, plain, brick building with a solid
foundation on account of the heavy machinery and plant
which is to be put there, and with just that neatness and
simplicity which, while avoiding a large expenditure, will
meet the requirements of such an establishment. I have
taken the trouble of ascertaining what was the cost of the
establishment of one of the largest firms in Ontario, the
firm of Hunter, Rose & Co., which is d9ing the work for the
Ontario Goverument. There they have a large, plain build-
ing in the shape of an oblong square, I believe, 160 by 40
feet ard four stories high. ln so far as I could ascertain-
though I do not vouch for the absolute accuracy of the
figures-the cost of that building was in the neighbor-
hood of $22',000. Now it is not within the purpose of
my observations here to minimise the cost of what
such a building should be, and although the ground upon
whieb it may be erected might be selected on some Govern-
ment property bere, I take its value into consideration, and
I put the cost at say $50,000, which may be more than is
necessary for a building which would be sufficient for its
purpose, and creditable alike to the establishment and to
the Government. As to the cost of plant and material
which it would be necessary to put in that establishment
for printing and binding, it has been calculated at the
largest possible margin, so that we may not be afterwards
obliged to add to the approximate estimai e. I have taken
the trouble of asking people who certainly were not inte-
rested in putting down the coet, but, if interested at all, in
showing that the cost would be large, but who, I am sure,
have given an honest estimate. The cost of the plant
required for such a printing office would be sub-divided as
follows : Press room, $44,150, made up of eight double royal
foe reqsse, $28,800; six single royal presses, $7,200 i

three medium Gordon presses, and the other requisite
printing and cutting machinery, making an a«gregate
of $44,150. The plant of the parliamentary composing
room would cost, according to that estimate, $33,825.
The job room plant will cSt 9, 414, or in case we included
m hat is called a Web press we would add $20,000,
making the cost of the whole of the printing establishment,
so far as plant is concerned, $107,419. The plant for the
Government bindery, taking also the liberal estimate which
I bave been following in these other figures, would cost
820,347.

Mr. MILLS. I do not see any provision in the Bill to
restrain the Government from getting their printing done
outside, so I suppose that practice would still continue ?

1fr. CRIAPLEAU. At the proper time, I shall explain
that system, wbich is not a new one, which existed when
my hon. friend introduced the system of contracts; or
else I will give another expression of opinion, which would
perhaps be more satisfactory to the hon. gentleman.

It being Six o'clock, the Speaker left the Chair.

After Reoess.

Mr. CHAPLE AU. When the sitting was suspended I was
stating to the House what the cot of establishing a Gov-
ernment printing office would be. I stated. that the esti-
mate I had procured was about 20 or 25 per cent. over
what I really believed would be the actual coat. I stated
that that exaggerated figure would be about $127,000. The
expenditure for the staff would be about the same as now;
but under the management of a first-class man with good
experience it might be reduced. I come now to the ques.
tion of economy realised. To arrive at a safe conclusion
let us see what amount of work will be done. I have here
statements made up from the public documents of the last
two years, the details of which, with the permission of the
House, I will put ia the hands of the reporter:-

STATUMNT of oost of printing and binding and stationery for* Parlis.
ment and the Government.

Printing and binding:
For Parliament ........ ........ .............. ....

Departmental work, including outside service.
" the Canada Gazette.....................

the Statutes...... ........ ..................
" supplementary.......................

Stationery:
For Parliament...............................$ 17,972

Civil Service........ .. ........ ... 103,286

$ 64,097
96,979

2,243
4,775

37

$168,129

120,258

$288,387

STATUMNT Of COst of ordinary printing sud other papers used in print-
- ing sud binding work for the public service.

Parliamentary ................. ... $25,127
Departmental-asertained............... 50,277

"i estimated...... ....... ......... 20,000
70,277

Canada Gazette.... .... ... ... $1,404
Statutes. ..... .......... . ........ ......... 3,028

- 4,432

$99,836

Unica uuw smTx-Expenditure apart from staff, wage sud plant-
probable.

For printing branch proper........... ........ $168,129
For stationery branch:

For printing and binding....... $ 99,83a
" other purpobes ................. 1O,258

220,094

$388,223
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We may safety ay that expenditura for printing, bind-
ing and statien.y wii average yearly an expeoditare of
about $400,0o0, ed itte morea tha ha f <whiQhi ia f,-
paperand4heblAoSfor printiàg; ineround figar., let as
say abmât $00Afonro .&oh. Now, let u estimate what
economhy wi Ube zWismd,. eanya unhesitatingly that
the prfitsK4eeoding*p4he bea& aaloulati, wouldgi b.
less thn 20S .. r x clat id 1 i4w t aotueantb.t g bahot it
madebYtho yirijltor hir ef frfs e tra gr bnat Aa .is
economy whihWMe anriealise withgi pIaper adiitra-
tion of the printing branch. Patting the printimg -at
8200,OO0 and, r seigthqstimaWed economy to 15,per
cent., or pa.tng-4it >0#00 uad eatinatirg4he pcoiony
at 20 perct Je ldilI be theéam we douIdbave
an average savirïg of 530,-00 a year have éstimated the
savin inii tsbtio'nery aMI 404y 5 per cent. theeoonomy
already réalieð does not' jstify me in ptacing it ut a
higher frire. Qn 0M00 Gewe would have 810,000
saving, Mikidga ttal -avet ge economy, which I
am sure ië eia -realise , 0 I4000 a year. The
estimate thokt avp given gf the cosL of the building
and the coïtof' tlie pant --là abort -f,00, or, let u say,
iii round figures, $200,000. The interest on that, I will not
say at 4 per cent., lm*at peeiibat., would represent an
annual expenditure on the total cost of establishing a Gov-
ernment p Dednto that 4rm4he
$40,000 est4matea-piofits and you -ave:a not savieg sof
$30,000 'a yeMr.'I have stated that the experience e b tth
Amerioan? Goverinentnd I do not think-that Govejrn-
ment has * bett mputation than ours, I do at think
there exI- d is ere tes. temptatio in <the way o: whii
commonMy onlled jobs thea ro-as protd that he.
economy reailised, through the printikg bing done by the
Governmei01ofie, is between 20 and 40 par cent. of be
trade rates:- whieh- were paid~before the establishment of
that offle, In y estimate, i do .not ount 4he coSt of
heating and -lighting the. building, for. th.esianple reason
that these .penses are at present inoluded in, te estimates
that the printer maks ewhen tendering for a aoatr , and
they do not prevent his making the profit I have mon-
tioned. When ~a tendaer sends 1 his tender for Goverji
ment work, he is obliged in his calculation to count tho
interest on the cost of the purchase of new plant,for nobody
can undertake suph ia large-work as a-contraet for iovern-
ment printing withony having to expend a large sum of
money i soauriag the nocesary plant. Thus a te profits
the cost of the plant-is counted, as I coaot it now. There-
fore, tpkipg into consideration all expenses, the new system
I estimate would leave a margin of $30,000, which_ç4anbe
safely reckorledaupDn, perhapa.not tiie first year, but surely
after the powgstem is well in operaton.lsanot~resist giv.-
ing th atatiticsTprices paid during the last ton years, andj
I find<tey*ave ranged according to the following scale:-Inj
1869,the,-epartmnental prices for composition were 121 cents
per 1,000-enm;ia I4,tdheymre W6,ents; 4MN9,when
the new contrt under théreset.everémentwas entered
in, the 'Q1dueed to 10 -cents. The pemtsi emntract'
for Statute ro cen perpagni81969WW Oeents;
in ld ti was.6 onts. Tie prsèëût ooitract for the Gazette'!
is 18 cents ^'t,000-ems; in 1269it.ws seta#and in!
1874 j4 was <> cents. -TiThe-olher pricea ar tederding:i
to tha iL rent dates in the same proportion. 1 am not.-
quotiD-ese gures for the purpose of fading fault with:
my honm.riends opposite, and I must charitably presume|
that th9ligher ese$id d g.hheirdministnkiam iate
attributable to the curr ntjiarket value of labor art the
time. I nipIyitate-4he feets as they as 'befr.dne. I
was forgettigg j ention oe item > p QUibifwhich4
showd the enuno*na.econa s iaJ 4in b realised under'
ta, ncw-ystem- We are obliged to print all public docu-1
menta ip~ rench and in nglish. The highost rates for-
work arefor tabulai work, those rates beins two or threei

times greater han the rates for ordinary compoeition. * For
that tà"r work we cannot make a difoerence in the con-
tracts botween what is done in Pre.ch and what is done in

iaglish, 4though a large p-)rtion of the work is simply a
transfer from one sheet to the other. A Ithe names,
for instance, are the same, and the figures are ti saure,
and the, tabular mechanical work is thei same, but still ycii
cannIo, in-, contract, make a difference, and the samre prices
muest gofor both. There are other instanees where. profita
cau bo made. The Canada Gazette, for instance, is printed
both in nglish and in Frenoh in every number, Four-
fifthis of those numbers are addressed to people -t
whom -it la not onIg indifferent, but useless to have
the- patter printed iu Frenoh. Why could we not
ascertain the number of subsoribers, and have only
one composition and one expenditure of paper in print.
ing what is destined for the English readers mi English,
and the other part in French. 1 could enlarge a geaot deal
on the remarks I have made, but I do not wish to detain
the House any longer. I may refer hon. members to vory
interesting documents which they migbt contsilt on the
subject. There is the report of the joint commiitte of bth
H~uges bofhigland, Ist of Juy, 1881, the rcommendations
of which apply with fali force to the present case. I wish
al&o to rofer to tho Treasury minute of the BrittabhGovern-
meant of theo 19th aroh, 1855, in which most vainable In.
formation s given and suggestions are made, with regard to
economy in tbe working of a portion of the systerm f 1miw pro-

now come to the exposé of the moarîre itself whfeh
kon.ommbers must have read. The Bill is vdry si mpth. Thé
constittion of the Department is mentioned 'n a 'ipfe
and cotpiohensive manner. The Qoeen's Printer wil be
a deputy Ihead of the Department at the head ofthe printmng
establibhment and te stationery branch, and bis title wll
be " QUeen's Printer and Comptroller of StationOery." Tihree
éub-chifs wiil be appointed, namely, a superlntendeut of

inting, a superintendent ofstationery, and an accountant.
he three branches cntrolling one another and the- _*rt

two being controlled by the accounotant. Those ofigdets
muat bé skilled mon, completely au fait in their work. Tii
balance of the BiUl is the reprodaction of clauses af the
former -Ats, adapted to the new systern. now cameu' to
th# clause, which did not esape the attention of the h-on.
member for Bothwell (Mr, Milis), clause 6, which eays 1

e. Tre Gvenor to Ouena may, komi Mme to time, for spedl.
easou. abe stated i& the Ordern in Oenneil, authorlue priatiagnd
biudùin for thre public servie to be done elsewhere than at th % rn-
mnnt prlntl eublhet s t l Oal s hee-

um be abeore Parflhemt & ai u *ounomt

Thisis wqrd for word the clause which exista et the preseht
m ~which'a in 4he ct for the daada Gatete Int-

4n t4g shoenât, akd the giving of printing by o
o ous why this ctlse should erist. Boaire ̂ote"h

eorgencies mght, -arise, accidents iigh~t ads, 4Ml4dé
pr"senre of basinems might arise, 1ich would for>e' the
Govergument t have so;ne work doue, and, ifh àitf&gent
raLe~ nd a atriigent appication ofthbe audit of the ÔpQnudt.,
ji wouid b. feoínd very d.ffioalt to Ôta~ thre rrnt for

nal P Mrk, In the American Statute t"e dre Êae~iâ.
A¡4.åsarne tm 'it cannot be he inléntiof tire Góvér-
,mOU4 o have niasa interpr'etéd Î0 a tlievgi rg
pf wprkontaide, upTqAs iu ósseý of reùing of."'I
.3;gítdatehrere thMat ia aa wbúù n'ot 'opét vbn!w,

tnd cotd uot 'be a'erative,'at Ieast for all départùn'enthI
work,befoe the 1tst December, '869. I dà ot mention it

wo atisfy my ho. friends on t other íide, who predlt
every day that bhtwveen now an lthe end of " i a
year, tie administratión of tha country will not be fÏ the
unworthy hands in which it is now là which case the 'appt-
cation of that clanse will be left ontirely at the discretion of
my hon, friends VUpto that time tho Governinent fiabottd
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by a strict contract for the departmental work. I ean an-
nounce to the House that a few days ago the extension of the
contract was signed by the present contractors, at the actuaâl
current prices and that we have escaped what unfortunatoly
was not escaped after my hon. friends left the administra-
tion in 1878. We know that we shal be obliged to
vote in the Estimates of this year, a sum of over $4,500
for interest on the $70,000 awarded the contractors
for damages for work that was done outside of the contract
during the period between 1874 and 1879. I am glad
to announce to the louse that the contract, without any in-
demnity whatever, has been signed, and all claims for
damages of whatsoever kind have been waived by the
contractors ; that is to say, that the Government have
insisted and have obtained that no indemnity, no claim
for damages would be preferred against them or against
their successors so that no such legacy wouli be left,
if we had to leave office, to be settled by our
friends as we have been obliged to settle theirs. I
trust that the louse will forgive me for having kept
hon. members so long listening to my observations. I have
tried to obtain all the information possible to lay before the
House. I trust the House will take this measure in good
part, and will see that in presenting it the Government have
nothing in view but the economy that cau be realised and,
besides economy, the uniformity of the service, the effi-
ciency of the service, and the perfection, if it is possible to
obtain it, in the printing, binding and other working con-
nected with the public documents and Statutes. Tais is the
measure, and I leave il to the favorable consideration of the
members of thisHRouse.

Mr. SOMERVILLE (Brant). There is no doubt what-
ever in my mind that this is an important Bill which is
brought before the House by the Secretary of State, but I
think it would have been much botter in the public interest
had a measure of this importance been brought down to
Parliament before the last few days of the Session. It is a
measure that will require very considerable discussion; it
is one that is very important in very many respects, and i
fancy that the hon. the Secretary of State would have done
botter, would have done more justice to himself, more justice
to this House, and more justice to the country, had he not
followed the usual practice which has been followed in for-
mer Sessions since this Government came into power, and
brought this important measure down at this late stage of
the Session. We are informed by the hon. gentleman that
the proposed expenditure for the Printing Bureau will
amount in the aggregate to 8177,766, and he says that he
thinks this is a high estimate. I do not know what ex pe-
rience ho may have had in the establishment of printing
bureaus under governments, but I fancy that his estimate,
instead of being found to be above the mark, will, when
the expenditure takes place, be found to be very much
beneath the mark. Re calculates that on this expenditure,
and by assuming the establishment of this bureau, the
Government is going to save to this country the enormous
sOum of $30,000 annually. If this tiovernment is anxious to
save this country $30,000 of the expenditure yearly on
printing, they cau do so without estabhshing a printing
bureau. They can do so by administering the affaire of
this country with regard to printing in an honest and
straightforward manner, by giving al[ the work to the con-
Iractor, who has contracted for all the printing that is re-
quired for tbis Government, instead of farming it out to
favorite newspaper mon all through the country. They can
save more than 430,000 a year by doing this without estab-
lishing their bureau at all. The Secretary of State admits
that private enterprise can perform work of this kind
cheaper than governments. I think ho was correct in mak-
ing thi sitatemont, and I question whether it is the duty of
Ob government to interfere with te egitimate buswines of9

Mr.. CmApLu*u,

private individuals of the country in this way. We ail
know that a great deal has been said, not only in this House
but in the Local Legislatures, with regard to money being
expended for the establishment of prisons where industries
are started which compote with the legitimate tradesmen
of the country. We know that fault has been found in this
House with the establishment of such branches of
industry in prisons, and why should not the printer3
of this country be protected from the Government taking
up their trad' in the way that is proposed by the hon. the
Secretary of State ? If the Government is desirous of
saving money in this printing line, why do they not go
into other branches of the service in the same way? I
understand, and bolieve it is a fact, that the heating of the
buildings here at OLtawa costs some $30,000 a year. Why
do they not go into the establishment of themselves as
coal and wood merchants ? Why do they not import the
coal themselves, and save the duty by bringing it in for
the Government, and why do thay not buy the wood, and
thereby save the profits of the wood merchant ? If it is
legitimate work for the Government to undertake the
printing of the country, it is legitimate work for them to
undertake the supply of the fuel for the Government build-
ings at Ottawa. Then if they are going to economise in
al[ directions, they might, as was suggested by theb hon.
member for North Wellington (Mr. MIcM'llen), in a dis-
cussion on the Estimates-they might start a livery stable.
They have been paying exorbitant sums for Cab-hire for
the accommodation of Ministers and their deputies, and
why not establish a livery stble, with a head and a deputy
head, and a man as administrator, who understands
horses and buggies, and a veterinary surgeon? Then
if they are going to economise in this way, they
might also establish a laundry and do their own washing,
as was suggested by the hon. member for lialton (Mr.
MoCraney). There are various o'her industries in conuec-
Lion with the administration cf Gyvorn-ment in this country
that might just as well be taken under the paternal care of
the Governmont as the printing of the country. Moreover,
if they are going to undertake the printing, why not start a
paper mill and make their own paper? There are excellent
facilities in the vicinity of Ottawa, with unlimited water
power, for the establishment of a paper mill, and as wood
is largely used in the manufacture of paper, that also may
be found in abundance not far away. I have no doubt that
in this large city they could also afford to uie a very large
supply of rags, which is one of the best ingredients of
which to make paper. The Secretary of State claims that
the Government has lost by the fluctuation in prices. Now
I think he is altogether wrong. I know from my experience
as a printer of nearly forty years' standing, that the
tendency during that time bas always been in the direction
of an increase of wages, and they are much larger to-
day than thoy have been in years gone by. The ten-
donoy has, and always will be, to increase; and why
should it not be, Mr. Speaker, if this Government is
determined to make this a dear country to liue in,
if this Government is determined to protect everything to
the highest point, and thus prevent the workingman
getting good value for bis morley. Thorefore, I think
it is very much out ot place for this Government
to assume that they have lost anything by the fdu-
tuation of wages since they came into powèr, when we non-
sider that wages have always been on the increase. With
regard to printers' plant, there is no fitatuation with regard
to the price of that either, for this Government have made
printers' plant more expansive sine they came into office
than it ever was before. They have laid a duty of 25 per
cent, on type, and there is a heavy duty on priuting presses
and consequently it is more expensive for printers to get
the material &oy require in thoir work han àT over wu
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before. I, for one, must say that I think it was very ill.
advised of this Government to put a heavy duty on printers'
material and presses because knowledge-

Mr. BOWELL. How much on presses ?
Mr. SOMERVILLE (Brant). As the Minister of Ous-

toms knows, they ought not to be taxed. Newspapers and
books ought to be free to the people so that they may
become educated.

Mr. BOWELL. What is the duty on presses ?
Mr. SOMERVILLE (Brant). I know it is a large duty;

perhaps you will tell me.
Mr. BOWELL. I wanted to see if you knew as much

about them as about the duty on type.
Mr. SOMERVILLE (Brant). Will you tell me the duty

on presses?
Mr. BOWELL. Yes, by-and-bye.
Mr. SOMERVILLE (Brant). I know there is a heavy

duty on presses, and there ought not to be any, for the
simple reason that there are no presses manufactured in
the country. With regard to the fluctuation in the price of
paper, if the Government has lost some in that respect
within the last few years, it is because paper has been
cheaper in consequence ofthe material of whieh it is made
costing less to the manufacturer than formerly. Now, I
could understand how this printing bureau would be a benefit
to the country if I were satisfied in my mind, and if the
Secretary of State could satisfy the country as I fearbe will
not be able to do, that the business of this bureau will be
conducted on business principles. I think the Bill itself
shows that the Government has no intention of carrying on
this printing bureau on strictly business principles, as I shall
show later on. He claims that the Government would
save the profits of the contractors. Well, that is just
possible, if the Government managed their business
as well as the contractors manage theirs. But the
Secretary of Satate admits that the Government will
not do so, because ho says that the Government
cannot manage a business of this kind as well as private
individuals. I will admit that better work might possibly
be done by a Government bureau than the work we are
getting now. But there is a reason why the work we are
getting now is not as good as it should b, and I think that
reason can be overcome if the Government will take the
advice of every practical man with regard to letting the
contract. The reason the Government does not get extra good
work now is because the contract is for too short a term of
years. If the contraet was let, say for ton years, the con-
tractor would have soine guarantee that ho would be reim-
bursed for his outlay in buying such plant as would enable
him to do the work in firt-class style. That could be done
if the cntract was let for ton years instead of five, as was
formerly doue.

Mr. CHAPLEAU. The experience of 1879 does not
show that if the contrect of 1874 had been prolonged for
ton years, wewould have paid over 30 per cent. more than
we paid after changing it at the end of five years.

Mr.SOMBRVILLE (Brant). I understand the contract
has been renewed »Ver since I have been a momber of this
Houseat the samo prices.

Mr. CEHAPLEAU. In 1874 the contract was for five
years, and acoording to the theory of my hon. friend, if it
had been for ten years, we would have lost over 33
per cent. of the contract price, because the contract price of
1879 was more than 33 per cent. under the contract price of
1874.

Mr. SOMERVILLE (Brant). Well, I bave not got the
figures and cannot verify the statement, but I have figures
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which show that the composition, in 1869, was 12j cents; in
1874, 16 cents; in 1879, 10 cents, and it is 10 cents now.
There is not such a great difference between 10 cents and
12à. I agree with the Secretary of State in saying there
wbuld be some economy in the management of a printing
bureau in eutting away what printers call the "fat " which
is put in all the blue-books, and that ean be accomplished
if a clause is put in the tender forbidding the con-
tractor to make too much fat matter in the pamph-
lets or books ho prints. Furthermore, I will state, with
regard to the quality of the work, that it las a good deal
to do with the quality of the paper, and if the Government
would furnish the present contractor with first-elass paper,
ho would do nearer first-class work than he does now. Now
the Secretary of State said that the profits of the contract-
ors ran all the way from 20 to 79 per cent. He said their
contract prices were low in appearance, but not in fact.
Well, Mr. Speaker, if the Government were anxious to
administer the public printing inu an honest and judicious
way, they would not have followed the practice they have
adopted for the last few yesrs. I find that in 1883-
84 they gave outaide work, including printing and
paper, to the amount of $150,500, an of this amount
8109,000 was paid for agrieultural pamphlets alone.
In 1884-85 they paid for outside printing, 897,286, and of
this amount the Agrieultural Department paid over 880,-
000; and this is altogether outside of the patronage which
bas been given in the shape of advertising to newspapers
which support the Government, amounting to 854,000 in
1883-84 and 851,800 in 1884-85. I do not intend to weary
the House with details as to the exorbitant prices paid for
this outside printing, because I entered fully into that mat-
ter last year and clearly established the statements 1 made
beyond contradiction, notwithstanding it bas been suid in
this louse, when I happened to be absent, that:

" A price ia fixed by the Queen's Printer for all this kind of printing-
a fair, commercial price, which is considered so low that mome of the
printers, who desire to obtain work, refused to accept thoe prices. I
am told by persons of experience that offices could not take printing at
those prices, were it not or the purpose of keeping their offioes open and
employed."1

I suppose I am hardly in order in quoting, fro'm a former
debate, the statement made by the Minister of Agriculture;
but I refer to it, in order to show the inaccuracy of the
statement made on that occasion, I did not happen to be
in the House that night on account of sicknes, and I could
not therefore, at that time, contradiet the statement then
made. it will e bin the recollection of the House that, last
year, I called attention to this matter, and I then proved,
beyond doubt, that the prices for this outside Government
printing work, were, in all cases, from three and a half to
fourteen times more than the contractors' prices for
the same work. I am glad to say that the Government
have not erred so greatly in this regard, in 1885-86. They
have not given the same work to an office half a dozen
times, so that it could charge half a dozen times for the same
composition. I suppose the lesson learned last year ehecked
the Government and led them to draw in their reis and
not give out work so unjustly as they did previously. This
year, in every case, when the expenditure was over $80,000
for agricultural printing, there was paid three and a-
half times the price for composition more than the
work would have been obliged to have been done by
the contractors; that is to say, that .the Government
paid 35 cents per 1,000 orns for composition, whereas the
parliamentary contractors caunot charge more than
10 cents. Furthermore, they have paid for proe work six
times the price which the contractors would have charged
in every case where they have given ont this clas
of work; and not only have they paid six times the
price but they have allowed the parties who did the work
to charge double the quantity of work in every case. The
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result has been to double the amount of press work done
in every case by any of the persons who have been favored
with pamphlet work; and so the price for the press work
has been increased sixfold above the contractors' regular
price. In order to give the House and the country an idea
of the injustice which was done by the Minister of Agricul-
ture, in explaining this matter to the house the other
evening, when he said that printers would not take the
work because it would not pay them, I will state some
further facts, and 1 will excuse the hon. Minister, for I
think the words he said muet have been put in his mouth
and he was unaware of their inaccuracy. If the hon. gentle-
man had consulted some of his colleagues who know some-
thing about the question he would have learned that the
statement was altogether inaccurate. I can prove the
inaccuracy by referring to an expenditure made in 1883-84,
as an illustration. The amount of $6,871.65 was paid to the
Prescott Messenger for work done which could have been
performed for 61,800, as I proved on the authority of German
printers in Berlin, who would be willing to do that work
for the price I have named. The Government thus paid this
man in Prescott $5,071.65 more than they should have paid
on a job which amounted only to $6,871.65, and yet
we are told by a Minister of the Crown, and he is backed up
by other Ministers of the Crown, that this work is not given
out at extravagant prices. I appeal to every hon. member
if the statement which I made last year with respect to this
one single job, which is an illustration of ali the other work
given out by the Government in connection with the Agri-
cultural Department, has ever been contradicted. I defy
any man in this fouse or out of it to contradict it, because
it is the truth and nothing but the truth. I say that state-
ment has gone uncontradicted either by a Minister or by
any member outside of the Governmeut, or by any news-
paper; they have never attacked the figures which I gave
during last Session. My statement having been proved to
be correct, the Minister of Agriculture should have thought
twice before ho rose in his place and stated that this work
was given out at reasonable and fair rates. If the Govern-
ment eau afford to give over $6,800 for work which is
only worth 81,800, and can give this enormous bonus
outside of ths legitimate profits, enough to buy a steam
engine and presses and all the necessary furnishings for a
printing office-if the Government eau afford to give that
profit on a single job, it is not right for any hon. member to
rise in his place and try to make the country believe that this
work is given out at reasonable prices. I say this eis a fair
illustration of the immense and enormous profits being made
daily by the newspapers which support the Government all
throughOntario indoing outside printing for the Government.
If this is the case, and I say it is the case, and I have proved
it to be the case, I say the printer who publishes a news-
paper, and is doing Vhs Government printing, is in a mach
botter position than a member of Parliament who gets tim-
ber limite, coal land lases or railway subsidies. I would
rather havea steady printing contract for outside work given
to me by the Government at the enormous rates which have
been paid on those printing contracts during the last two
years, than even have the railway contract which has been
talked about so much, and with which the member for West
Toronto, the "boy," has had so much to do. This printing
job would ho a dead sure thing, and a man would make a
large profit continuously; whereas, in the other case, the
holder may have to divide up the swag among the other
direotore, who, 1 understand, are all members of this Rouse.
But in the case of outside printing, the profits would go on
continuonsly day after day, week after week, and year after
year,piling up at the rate of $5,000 every two or three weeks.
I say, therefore, that rather than have a ceal land lase or a
timber limit, if I were in that line of business-but you kaow
the Opposition members of this House are not in that lino;
they did not do that kind of thing even wben they sat 9

Mr. SOKNRVILLI (Brant).

the Government benches; theydid not indlge in thatkind
of jobbery-but I say that if I were in that line Of buneiss,
I would rather have a contract for the outside printingtham
any of these favors which have been so liberally dispeused
by this Government to their favorites inside this House.
Now the hon. the Secretary of State talks about the neees-
sity of having a certain clause in this Bill, in order that
conidential work may be done. Well, I suppose it -is
necessary occasionally for the Government to have con-
fidential printing executed, but althongh I hapv been a
member of this House for four years I hav.e aver seon any
printing doue which might not have been done in the con-
tractors' office, and a good deal has been done'since I have
been a member of this fouse. Take,for instance, the report
of the Canadian Pacifie Railway Commimsion, which was given
to the Messrs. Stephenson, of Chatham, who n w touhed
the work at all, but who farmed it out to the Goverment
contractors at Ottawa. They never set a type of the work,
they never printed a page of it, but they were avorites of
the Government, and they had to get a slice of the pap
which was going, so they were favored with this confi-
dential printing, and they were enabled, as I told the House
on a former occasion, and as was proved before the Publie
Accounts Committee, to pocket no less than $3,O0 for this
confidential job, given to them by the GovernuLent and
which they never so much as touched. Thon the Seoretary
of State says he as had some experience in the printing
business. Well, I do not know whether he is a atockholder
or a shareholder in the Minerve, but I have been told that
he is interested in that paper, which receives a goed deal of
patronage from this Government. They have printed two
editions of the Chinese report, and they printed it at the
same exorbitant, confidential rates. Well now, what was
confidential about the Chinese report?

Mr. CHAPLEAU. I beg the hon. gentleman's pardon.
I suppose he intends sayiug something, but he leads the
House into error, inasmuch as that volume was not done at
confidential rates. There was only the report, and there
were reasons for that, as my hon. friend must know.

Mr. SOMERVILLE (Brant). Well, if not at confidential
rates it was done at much higher prices than they ought to
have received-so much so that the Auditor General refused
to pay the account, and brought it under the attention of
the Tresury Board. The fact that the Auditor General,
who is not a pi-inter, discovered that the prices were much
larger than they ought to bave been is, I think, satisfactory
evidence that the prices, if not confidential, were at least an
enormous advance on those which the Government would
have had to pay to the contractor if they had got the work
here, and there was no reason why they should not-have
got it here. Then the Secretary of State has other favo-
rites. You will remember the printingm of the civil service
list which he gave to the St. Hyacinthe (Xower. H. not
only gave that work outside of the contraetor, but he
actually paid out for type over $5,000 to enable his friend
down in St. Hyacinthe to do the work. This name practie
was followed by the Minister of Militia with regard to the
printing of the militia list.

Mr. CHAPLEAU. If this remark of tle ua. gentleman
is not intended to be political but personal\ I mus llm
that his insinuation against me is totgHy unfounded. I had
nothing to do personally with the giving of that work, and
did not even know that the work was given, as it was at a
time when I was ill and was absent from Ottawa. lf his
remark is intended to be political, 1, of course, have to take
myshare of the responsibility. It it is personal, I tell him
again that hie le saying that which is not warranted by the
facts and that which is not true.

Mr. SOMERVILLE (Bra4t). I undensand that the
Secretary of St4ae moermber of thi Qqv .as I uad-'.
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gtsed that, being a taember of the Government, he lebi nding for th public Srvice to b. done eloewhere thon at theGovera-
responsible fr the acts of the Govern ment. I have nothing OitbliBlUUOft; sud sach Order. la Oonnd the

a~hm Iumpersnall a~ ecrtaryof Sate.i ar nat naittire under them shall ho laid before Parliamentit I ts thon iiextagdinst hieË personally aï Secrery of State. I am not in 8ain
the seerets of the Government ; I do not know whether the
Secretary of State ordered this work or not. But I do know If this clause b retained in the Bil, this Hlose onght not
that the Government ordered it ; I know that the Govern- ta entertain the proposition tao it for a singloment.
ment is responsible, and that the Secretary of State is res- I have no doubt many members of tus Fouse on bath aides
pensible st a member of the Government, and consequently have beon thoroughly soandalised with the manner in
ho cannot shirk that responsibility. If ho is ashamed of the which the Government have been paying exorbitant prices
job now, I am glad of it, and I am glad to hear him repu.t their newpaper supporters ai over t country for
disting the acts of his own Government. I am glad ataide printing; and I fancy there are many honest mon
to kbow that he is getting his eyes opened, and is beginning an bath sides who would b. gtad ta see a stop put ta this
to see that hé canot endorse everything that bis Govern- ystem of patronage. But with tus clause in the Billthere
ment authorises to b. done in the way of giving outside is no chance of amendment in that respect on the part of
printing. I hope also to hear the Minister of Militia-ifho the Government. There wouid always be epecial remons If
were in his place-endorsing the Secretary of State and th. Government wanted ta favor the Mnntreîl Gazette, the
saying that he was not porsonally responsible-Hamilton Spectator, tho Toronto Mail, the London Free

Press or the Ireecott Mbessenger. I have no doubt even the
Mr. CHAPLEAU. My bon. friend is not honest with hon.Minister ofthe Interior will have no campunction about

regard to my personal explanation. eupporting this Bil. The 1ontrealigazette, dnring the pont

Mr. SPEAKER. Order. two years, hae drawn large suns uf monoy from the public
chest for printing-aover 819,000 in one year, and 823,000 in

1fr.OIIPLEAY. eliI wllue aotha exressonthe. other, including the Royai Soiety's report, which I thinkMr. CHIAPLE A«U. Well, I will use another expression, t o oicue h aitnSettrroie
and say that hoeis not fair. The hon. gentleman said the ilspro
Secretary of State had another paper. fHe mentioned a tram *10,000 taO*818>000, the bondon Free Preas from 010,00
paper in which he sad I had a personal, pecuniary interest. ta $12,00 a year, ad the Ottawa Citizen gots, I suppose,
Ie sad I had another paper and had given a job to this ju8t about as mach as it likes taak, becane whemovor it

other paper. I got up and said frankly, as was my dutybecomeshardnpitcomestotbeGovernmentandgetsacheck
and I asked him to follow me in that same fair way of in advance for work that la under way or that honnot been
exposing the facts-I said I was politically rosponsible for donc. If the hon. Secretary of State would expunge thie
that contract-I do not call it a job ; I do not know the clause from the Bilt1wautd not have sa much difficulty ln
details; but if he insinuated anything against me person.eupportilg it, because I think in mrepects.it wouîd be
ally, he was wrong in telling a thing which was not true. a improvement ta have the printing done in this way.

Now, the Secretary of State says that fewer public docu.
Mr. SOMERVILLE (Brant). Well, Sir, I cannot fathom mente are distribîted iù Engiand than in Canada. That

such very close reasoning on the part of the hon. gentle- bide me ta the consideration of a subjeet ta which I cailed
man. He does not deny tha ihe has a personal interest in the attention of the Hanse ist Session; but the staterent
the other matter. I thon made doos not seem ta have had any effect. Any

1fr OH&PLAU.I epianedItmd f te hn. on-member of this Blouse can verify the etîternent I make,Mr. CRAPLEAU. I explained it, and if the hon. gen- tht from the commencement of the Session ta the alose
tleman does not understand, I cannot supply that which is large numbers of the members of this fouse are busily
necessary to understand anything. engaged day îfter day and week after week lu eending

Mr. SOMERVILLE (Brant). I understand that h. je immigration pamphlets t their constituente. If tus
personally interested in the Minerve newepaper. I am printingwhich this country pays snch an enormous amount
glad, however, to know that h. did not personally send for annually,1. intended ta be of service ta the public, in
this contract to the Minerve newspaper, but I say that 1 inducing immigrants ta care and settie in tue country, it
hold him responsible, as I hold the Government responsible, ougît nat ta b. dietributed in the way it je donc by the
for his ehare in perpetrating that job. I think hoeis to members of this Bouse ta their constituents. Bverybody
blame for that. ie wisely-if he was personally interested knows thît tans upon tans of thcs. pamphlets are ont ait
in the newspaper-refused to be the medium of sending it franithia Houe every Session. Now, I wenld like ta knaw
to hie own newspaper. I think that was an act of wisdom what good it is ta end these immigration pamphlets inta
on hi part, and I think he is entitled to crodit for his dis. Nova Scotia, New Brunswick, Prince Edward Iland, Que-
cretion in that regard. I was going on to say that the bec, Ontario, and even buto Manitoba, where I have known
Minister of Militia alo lad favorites, and that ho, like the a great deal of this literature to go. I ay this onght ta be
Government-I will not say like the Secretary of State- put a stop ta; it le a wilfnl waete af public money, aud a
purchased the type for his friend in Quebec, Mr. Foote, to mbmppropriation of the fands which Pîrliament votes evey
print the militia list, and afterwards he had it reprinted year ta the Mlniter of Agriculture for tho purpuse of promo-
by the Government contractors bere at extra expense, go ting immigration. If tus enormous waste were etoppedthe
that there could be no excuse whatever for the expenditurebiewhicl are sent in for 1he printing cf these pamphle
of that money. The amount paid for the purchase of theby the.organe cf the Governrent woubd b. very muai
type and the work executed was thrown away, because heemalier thon tley are. I fancy vory littie cf tuim
afterwards got the same work executed In the contractora' literatÛre over reaches intending immigrants in
office at Ottawa. Now I can understand why alil the Con- Englaud, Ireiand, Scotland, or any other part of Europe.
servative newspapers of the country are not cordially One idea was expreesed by the lon, Secretary of State
endoroing the action of the Secretary of State in bringing which wutte mont amueing cf ai4 and li did say me
in this3 11. LIBut I fancy if the Socretary of State had for- very amusing thing Ho d that if h. got thiB prbnting
warded to each newspaper office a copy of it, so that the bureau establidean
proprietors would have been able to read the 6th clause, votera'lts lu the Dominion. I do not wish ta effend tue
they would have had no difficulty in endorsing the whole Seeretary of Stîte, but I never beard sudbdowrglt
Bill. I will read that clause for the benefit of the House: : -adle sd hae ee brcesh tileduringotbfo

" The Governog in ouncil may, from time to time, for specialyeîr Ie
rugou be stat t*à-Mers inOoimolbnauthoridenprgfiotebld that ctatMt itbny ma w oknws anything at a l
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about publishing the voters' liste knows that it would be
utterly impossible for the Government to print them in the
city of Ottawa, if they had a bureau established to-morrow.
It cannot be done. If it were undertaken, the voters' liste
would not be got out in two years. -How would the proofe
be read ? As my hon. friend from South Brant suggests,
they could give it out under section 6 of the Bill, and that
probably was the idea in inserting that clause. A great
many Conservative newspapers throughout the country
have felt considerable annoyance during the last six
months because some of the revising officers had the auda.
city to disobey the orders of the Government, that this work
should be given to their special favorites. I know one
connty at least, where the revising officer was instructed by
the Governmont to give the work to the Conservative news-
paper, and to no other. The revising officer had the back-
bone to say that he was the revising officer there, and he
would not be dictated to. So ho took tenders for the work,
and allowed the Reform newspaper in the place to have a
show, contrary to the expressed orders of the Government.
I have no doubt this clause 6 would apply very well to the
voters' lisis, and that the printing of those lists would b
added to the profits which are made by the newspapers
supporting the Government all over the country. In that
way no doubt it might be practicable, but it could not
be done at a bureau in the city of Ottawa. Now, I do
not intend to detain the louse with any further remarks
on this measure, but I trust that the Government will
sece fit to induce the Socretary of State to withdraw it.
It is a very important measure, and this House ought to
have ample opportunity to discuss its various provisions;
and at this late stage of the Session it is utterly impossible
for the House to do justice to the Bill. Therefore I think
the Secretary of State would be acting in the interest of the
country, and I was going to say in the interest of the
Government, if ho withdrew the Bill. Ifhe is bound to have
a printing bureau established in the city of Ottawa to do the
Government printing, I think he ought to bring the measure
down early next Session when the members will have an
ample opportunity to discuss it in all its details, as its im.
portance requires.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. I trust the Govern-
ment will consider this matter a little. It is very inconve-
nient that a neasure should be brought down at this time
which requires a speech of two hours by the Secretary of
State to explain its detailsi The measure is a complicated
one; in practice, there is not the slightest dou bt it will involve
large expenditure at a very inconvenient time. The Minis.
ter of Finance has declared there will be a heavy deficit this
year, and there is too much reason to fear that, under present
circumstances, there will be a heavy deficit next year. In
any case, it is a measure which ought most undoubtedly to
be carefully considered by us. All our experience goes to
show it is very diffcult for a Government, no matter how1
excellent may be their intentions, to conduct manufacturingi
operations of this kind as profitably and as well as private.
individuals can; and, no doubt, the hon.fgentleman will find,k
when ho goes into the matter, that it will croate a great
deal more difflculty and involve a great deal more expense
and trouble than he at firet contemplated. In any case, the1
contract has been extended to December, 1887, so that there1

i a year and a half, at any rate, before it will be necessary ort
possible for this printing bureau to commence operations,a
and I muet say that, as the Government bas told us we may 1

expect to close in a few days, I fail to understand how theyy
can deem it conducive to the public interest to introduce a
this measure for serious discussion now. If, as has often n
been done heretofore, their desire is to lay it before the a
country and give the. House an opportunity of reflecting s
upon it, that object will be very well attained, after the p
exhaustive statements made by the Secretary of State. I 'm

Mr. SoMzaVILLZ (Brant).

therefore trust, in view of th' enormous mass of business
yet to be transacted, and the desire of members on both
sides, at this advanced period, not to be detained unneces-
sarily, that the Government will not insist upon taking
more than the second reading,

Mr. INNES. I think the Secretary of State would do
well to follow the advice given by the hon. member for
South Huron (Sir Richard Cartwright). I do not wish to
take up the time of the House, but I would just refer
to one or two points that the hon. member for North
Brant has not referred to in connection with this subject.
Before doing so, I might say that the Government seem to
have taken a long time before making up their mind as
to the policy they would pursue on this subject. It is
now three years since the first intimation was given to
the Printing Committee that the Government intended to
bring in a measure for the establishment of a printing
bureau. We heard no more of it that Session. The next
Session the subject seemed to have been dropped, for
instructions were given, I suppose to those who had the
management of business in connection with the Printing
Committee, to give ont tenders, and a sub-committee was
appointed to examine carefully into the tenders. In conse-
quence, tenders were asked for, and sent in this Session. How-
ever, since they were brought in, we were informed that the
Government had now settled on a policy with regard to this
subject, and would bring down a measure this Session,
which measure we have now before us. The Bill is one
of great importance, involving a very large expenditure;
and cannot at this late hour be properly considered, as
it ought to be, in all its provisions. The Secretary of State,
in his long and exhaustive speech on the subject, referred
to some of the defects in the prosent contract, but my hon.
friend from North Brant (Kr. Somerville) explained how
many of these defects arose. He said they were in a great
measure due to the short date the contract had to rn. Now
the sub-committee last year recommended that if a further
contract was made it should be for ten years, as if that
time were allowed there would be some inducement for the
contractors to put in proper plant, and do the work as it
ought to be done. The hon. gentleman aiso referred to the
inferior quality of the paper, which ias much to do with
the character of the work produced, but, of course, the
Government printers have no control of that, the paper
being furnished by the Government, and consequently we
can find no fault with them on that score. I think that,
on the whole, at least during the time the present
contract has been in force, the work has been fairly
and satisfactorily done, and there has been very little,
indeed, scarcely any, complaint about delays in having the
work properly and expeditiously executed. I was rather
surprised that the Secretary of State, in his speech, did not
refer to the report that was printed some two years ago, I
think, and which was then circulated through the House, a
report made by two gentlemen, Messrs. Chamberlin and
Blackburn, who were appointed to proceed to the United
States and make all necessary enquiries there with the view
of establishing a printing bureau hore. They also extended
their enquiries as to the nature, the expense and the charac-
ter of the work done in other countries, and, I think, when
I read some extracts from that report the flouse will seo
the reason why the Seoretary of State refrained from eaying
anything about it. With repect to the Bill itself, there
may be something said in favor of the establishment of a
printing bureau, but there is alse a great deal to be said
against it. In order to show the opinions of these gentle-
men who were sent to enquire into this subject, I will read

few extracts from their report. Mr. Chamberlin, in
peaking of the establishmentof a bureau, refers to the one
oint of economy, and ho draws his comparison from the
working of the establishment at Washington. Of course
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hat establishment is on a much larger seale than would b

roquired here, still the same rule would govern in bot
cases. He speaks in a very qualified manner on the sco
of eeonomy :

" At Washington aIl p4rties seem to be satisfied that, if not f
economy alone, yet for aIl purposes, the present arran ment is sati
factory, and should be maintarned. The claim is made, indeed, thi
as much as 40 per cent. has been saved in the cost of printing, but
have not been able to procure the figures on hich the comparisonj
based. I can understand that, as againgt four or five separate office
turning out larger or smaller portions of the work, an office well orgar
ised, with everything concentrated under one efficient managemen
would certainly effect a large saving. Yet, so far as I have been ab.
to make a comparison, the prices paid are higher than (under the con
tract system) at any of the State capitals or in Canada. But beside
this, I learn that rent and taxes are not allowed as part of the cost a
Washington; no interest on capital account i brought into the calcu
lation, and the cost of renewal or improvement of plant, or wear an
tear, not estimated."

This is the deliberate opinion of Mr. Chamberlin after hav
ing gone to the United States, where ho got ail the infor
mation ho could on the subject, and atter having weighec
the matter thoroughly ; and this opinion was before th(
Government before they brought in this BiIl. Mr. Obam ber
lin goes on to argue this matter out, and ho gives us sta
tistics with respect to the cost of the several establishments
Of course these are large estimates compared to what wE
would require here, but I am sure, if the Bil is passed and
if the bureau goes into practical operation, the figure
given by the Secretary of State will be far below the actua
cost. Mr. Chamberlin goes on to say that the plant in
Washington cost 8600,000, and that over $3,000,000 is
each year expended in keeping up that plant and pro
ducing the required work. In Paris the cost of the
printing establishment is 8800,000, and in Berlin it is over
8500,000. The calculation made by the Secretary of State
was that a printing bureau here would cost, at the outside
figure, about $200,000, and that the value of the work to be
produced would be about $200,000, confining it to the printing
branch. Mr. Chamberlin goes on to refer to the cost aud
to the comparative amount of tha work produced, and he
shows here-it is too long to give the whole quotation-
that, though our establishment will be necessarily much
emaller than the one in Washington or in any of the large
capitale of the older countries, the expenses of our establish.
ment would be proportionately higher, that we would
require to keep a large quantity of material on hand. and a
large staff of hands employed, so as to get out work in a
burry during an emergency, and consequently the saving
that the Secretary of State calculated on would be much
smaller than what he gave just on that account, because,
in a place like Ottawa, where there are no large printing
offices, where we would depend entirely upon the Govern ment
printing office to do the Government printing, we would
require to keep a larger staff of men and a larger plant
to do that work, and the profits would be proportionately
less. Now, 1 would refer to the sixth clause, which has been
already referred to by the hon. member for North Bran t (Mr.
Somerville), who has also spoken of the evils that would flow
from the operation of this clause. We have already seen,
as has been detailed to US to night, how much abuse and
corruption have gone into the system of giving ont a large
portion of the public printing at much larger prices than
the Government printers were bound to do that work for.
If this clause is passed, and the Bill goes into operation,
then the Government can give out as much as they like.
They may have a large staff in the Government office, they
may have a very large plant, they may have a very large
building, but they can give out half the work, for that
matter, and keop all the papers supporting the Govern-
ment employed at large prices and large profits. I wish to
call the attention of the House to the remarks of Mr.
Chamberlin on this point, and he speake rather emphatie-
ally onit. Hesys:

e "The danger from political partonage l agala not altogether
g imaginary. It may either lead to the employment of Indifferent work-

men, or, asin Paris, b the giving work away from the Government

You see he hits the nail on the head.-
s- t This latter course has not been without Its eftect here In the past."
at

,I He knows very well the little inner history of the giving
1-
es ont of a great deal of the printing that ought to have been
n. given to the Government printers:
t,
le "Is there no cause to apprehend that the tendency towa.rds it will b
a- increased, not diminished, by the Government beeoming its own
os printer ? Nothing could be more damaging to the experiment. To
at secure a speedy execution of the work both machinery and workmen
a- must be kept up a little above rather than under the absolute daily
d routine requirements. To make the working pay, staff and machinery

muet not be idle ; and every job of work taken away from the establish-
ment tends to lessen the chance of economy. And hitherto here (con.

7. trary to the claim of the partisan department) such work has been done
. at increased, not lower prices, thus adding to the cost of the printing as

da whole.

e Surely the hon. Secretary of State nover saw this paragraph,
or at least entirely forgot it when ho introduced the sixth
section in this Bill; for here we find the Government officer,
the gentleman who was sont down specially to report upon

e the possibility and advantages of establishing a bureau of
d this character. speaks directly and emphatically against a
s clause of this kind. Mr. Chamberlin, after continuing pretty
t much in the eame fashion-i will not quote him in full-

winds up as follows:-

'In view of all these grounde for doubt "-

le mentions a great many doubte and fears with respect
to one abuse and another that are liable to creep in.-

" In view of all theso grounds for doubt, I cannot see my 'way clear
to recommend the establishment of a Government printing oice on the
ground of economy, as likely in fact to secure the production of the work
for less money than is now paid."

Here is a distinct disapproval of the princip le of the Bill
and of the Bill as a whole. Mr. Blackburn, perhaps, is not
so emphatic, but his testimony is rather ag ainst the Bill
than.in favor of it. He says in winding up:

"If properly "-

There are a great many "ifs " and "buts " about these
reports, I must tell the House.-

" If properly built afi equippel and furni shed, there la little doubt
that a mrinting office conducted as a department of Government might
be made of great service. But very much would naturally rest upon
the administration of it."

Here is the whole secret.-

"If it is to be feebly orinefficiently administered, It might not resultin
aIl that could be hoped for, though it is difficult to conceive how it would
he possible to produce printing of so inferior quality as that now had.
Under the prevailing system, it is only natural that the contractors,
whether for paper or for printing, should seek to make as much profit as

ossible out f their transactions, whle if a de artmental officer were te
b.employed, bis endeaver undoubted ly weul d ba e tun oeut the work as

creditably and as cheaply as possible. io doubt each method of ro-
cedure bas its drawbacks, but it may be said of the plan.of a pulic
printing office that it would be the want of due supervision which
would alone make it inefficient or needlessly expensive

There is very little comfort, I think, in either of these reporte.
There is no encouragement whatever for us to go on with
the Bill, and, if we establish this printing bureau, of
course there will be a large staff of mon employed ; and
there is another danger that we have good reason for sus-
pecting, considering the past and present policy of the
Government, with respect to their political patronage-there
is great reason to fear that, if the Bill becomes law, the
bureau will be a sort of political hospital and refuge for
political favorites, printers, ofRcers, and other employees
who will get positions by favor and patronage; and the
establishment would be run, I beieve, at a greater expense
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than under the present system, and I fear with no greater
efficiency, as far as the character of the work is concerned.

Mr. CHAPLEAU. I have been pleased to hear the
moderato, practical remarks of my hon. friend who has
just set down, which muet have struck the House as' a
marked contrast to those of the hon. gentleman who
pretended to speak for the other side of the House
on this question. Before the House is called to read
the Bill a second time, I must say a word in answer to
the hon. member for Brant (Mr. Somerville). He con-
cluded his reiarks by stating that the Secretary of State,
among other very amusing ideas expressed in his long
speech, had one idea which the hon. gentleman has
qualified with a number of excecdingly choice expressions
with which hie manual de bon ton may supply him, but
which my plain language does not possess. The hon. gen-
tleman made the exceedingly charitable supposition that
the idea I had expressed, and which ho characterised
as absurd and ridiculous, was mine. Well, I am not a practical
man in these matters, but the idea is one of a man who stands,
I am sure, a good deal above the hon. gentleman as a
practical printer, a man who has, in the working of the
Electoral Act, saved the country this year, in the estima-
tion of the Auditor Generol, over 8100,000, and this is the
man who has given me that most absurd *and ridiculous
idea of printing the electoral liste at a Government bureau,

Mr. MILLS. Name.

Mr. CEIAPLEAU. Mr. Romaine. But thora is more
than that. The hon. gentleman has been violent in
denouncing the jobs, as ho calls them, given to friendly
printers. I suppose that my hon. friend, by the
severe criticism ho has made of this plan, is a printer
himself-I gathered as much from the great disappoint-
ment ho has expressed, the great spite ho betrayed,
à propos of those favors which ho supposes the Gov'
ernment are giving to some of their friends. My hon.
friend, perhaps, forgets tha during the Administration of'
his friends, exactly the same, if not worse-if it is bad -
was done. He las quoted the guantity of work that has
been iven to other than the regalar contractors. Well,
according to the judgment of the court, the quantity of
work given in violation of the contract, from 1871 to 1879,
during the Administration of hon. gentlemen opposite,
muet have been at least to the amount of $280,000, since
the profits, calculated at an average of 25 per cent.,
amounted to $713000.

Mr. SOMERVILLE (Brant). One year of that was
under this Government, and the greater portion of the work
was done that year.

Mr. CH APLEAU. Miy hon. friend will see by the judg.
ment of the court that his statement is not more correct
than the other statements made by him.

Mr. SOMERVILLE (Brant). Last year I obtained a
transcript of the judgment, and that statei that one year was
under this Government.

Mr. CHAPLBAU. There was not one year, and besides,
that year doe not represent the proportion which the hon.
member has stated. But to come to the printing of the
electoral liete by the Government printing office, my ho,.
friend probably does not know that in the Australian
colonies the electorai liste are printed by a GovernmentJ
bureau. I am sure that when the suggestion is put into1
practice, it will effect a great saving by having these
liste printed at a central bureau. The hon, gentleman epoke
against my plan, but he found nothing to say agais t thej
practieal sense ofthe, A imeroan pa, he old Mot apek

Mr. INEz.

against the good sense, the grat economy, of the PeMeoh
nation, he could not speak againet the operation of the.ygtem
pursued at Berlin, where the saving ia pziating bas been
reduced to an art, and the Government system of*pating
bas worked to the satisfaction of all. M y hon.friend did not
speak of that, but he attempted to ventilate some political
grievanues. He was kind enough to refer to me peseuly,
saying that he was .glad to see that I was repudiating
the act of the Government I never said anything of the
kind. Iam not in the habit of shirking any responsibility
that devolves upon me, and I am not ir th habit of doing
what the hon. gentleman accused me of doing, He has
said something which is worse than a slander, he made an
insinuation, though not in actual words, but it has got to be
understood in a different sense, and in that sense it is an
insinuation worse than a slander. He stated that the Secre-
tary of State had certain interests in a newspaper, and that
[ had given work to that paper at outrageously low rates,
which he mentioued. The hon, gentleman mentioned thir-
teen times the rate of the contract. I ohallenge him uto
prove what he says, and I tell him plainly that his state-
ment was incorrect. It was an insinuation whioh was
worse than incorrect when he said that the report of the
Chinese Commission, that large volume which we have
seen, and which hon. gentlemen opposite stated was credit.
able enough to have been issued from a firstrelass Government
printing office-the hon. gentleman gave the House to under-
stand that the printing of that volume had been done at
confidential rates, whereas not one eighth part of it had
been so done. The only part which was paid as confidential
work, was the report of the commissioners, which consti.
tutes the firit part of the volume. The soretary and the
two commissioners who were doing the work of that report,
sent in not less than three, four, or five differentSorrections,
and the work was done in sach a manner that it was impos-
sible for any printer not to make the charges that were
made. I tell the hon. gentleman that three-fourths of
the book were printed at the contract prices paid by the
Government of Ontario for similar work. My hoenfriend
added that the Secretary ofState'had anotherpaper in which
he was interested, that he had sent a job of work to that
paper. Well, Sir, I am not ashamed of taking the politiai
responsibility which devolves upon me for thei ots of my
colleagues, but as a personal insinuation against myself was
made by the hon. gentleman, I must state that I was absent
from the country, on account of illness, on the 23rd of May,
1883. Ail this work had been ordered and done during my
illness and absence from the country, amd personally I
had absolutely nothing to do with it; so tb insinua-
tion of the hon. gentleman was not only incorrect butuasfair.
I desire to mention in answer ta the appet made to me by
the hon. member for South Huron (Sir Rioawd Oaetwright)
who said that the best evidence that this measre wa one
that the Bouse did not expect to paus was that I oeapied
an hour and a half or two hours in explaining its detaila,
that this statement is not exactly correct. I have taken a
great deal of time in quoting precedents for this measure
fron the experienee of other countries. The puovisioes of
the Bill are as simple as they can be; there is no need for
discussing them for any length of time. The- Government
cau have this work economicmHy done, using the mst
ordinary prudence-I do not amy the very special prudence
which a private individual would use in- his-wu private
affairs, but with ordinary prudence and with the greateat
liberality in regard to the management-aud the Govern-
ment could actually realise the advantagus desired, per-
fection of work, regularity of system, uniformity of work
and the desired secrecy Such reSults wil be worth a great
deal of money by themselees. The ho. getteman who
-lest Spoke memtioned a report that had been pre.
sented three years ago. It s. very true tba three
years ago a recommendation was made t&àhi efetein
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avery Ona hasu nCe thanbeen looking round te see what'
has beu done elsewhere. It was only in 1885 that the
House.f Gamwm s in Iinglaud, oe a joint recomrmendation
of theRousam.f{omemons ad louse of Lords, agred that
if aGOm«nMt psinting o.ffle were establisbed in the
asmemamanr ad on a aimilar biais as the stationory office,
gobd Sulta would MioQw. It is in the Public Printer'a
reportç f 188 that I found that the American Government
asoertained 4hat the prodts from the Government printing

- o9M wr-o between 30 and 40 per cent., and tbey have as
munk jbbry there ai her, I pfssume, without wishing to
be desparaging againat our neighbors. It is only last
year that -in New zfalaud a apecial investigation wa made
into th&- s aject. We have aIl these pr4oedents to guide
us, and it was in referring to that informatior and those
experie cesthat I ooeupied the time of the House. There
are no kig detaia in hia mesaure, none whatever. A
report, sigMed by Mr. Chamberlin, the Queen's Printer,
a year or two-fgo, as been quoted. I must admit that the
opinion of the Queen'a Printer lait year, was somewhat
different irom hie opinion this year. The Queen's Printer
has done like othhm; he bas obtained the necesaary informa-
tion, and I nust say it in credit to him, that the information
I have given to the Bouse, is in a large measure the work
of that oIcer.

Mr. INN1!S. We have no report from Mr. Chamberlin
tbis yesr.

Mr. CHAPLEAU.1 have one. Koreover, we have had
lait year the report of Mr. Blackburn. In Mr. Chamberlin's
report it was stated that if there was a good superintend-
one the position would be different, and that both economy
and *efciency would be realised. That was the sense of
the conclusion at which Mr. Chamberlin arrived, though he
said that bis impression wae, and his conviction was, that a
GOwrnment printing office might not result in economy.
Mr. Blaokburn's conclusions were that such establishments
result in both increased efficiency and economy. We had
also anniàer aport lat year, the report of Mr. Romaine,
the sotive, inteligent and practical gentleman oonnected
with te sationery officô of this House, and that
report wa cStradicted in a certin degree by Mr. Cham-
hbrlin; but )r. Romaine's report was conousively in favor
of the establishment of a Govern ment printing office, and
Wus opinions have not chauged. It has been said that the
pnating contract having been extended te Deoember, 1887,
here Îr no need for this measure this Session. But a Gov-
erUment printing offee cannot be established in one week
or on. mouth. It is necessary for the Government to have1
at leat one year for preparation, and, if we do not1
agree to this measure, we shall not be more advancedi
noet year than we are this year; and I may saythat
the contrct has been extended to December, 1887, inJ
order to give the Government time to eatablish a Govern.i
meat printing oS e on conditions that will be advantageous1
to the country. We will be obliged to see that the1
buitding is a suitable structure; that it is made of the best
possible -material; that the plant is the best, and that the1
whole of the work is done properly, economioally, and withI
due regard to all the conditions necesary for aneh an
establishment; and in order to secure this, at least fifteeni
montha will be occupied. But this House wili reflect upon1
this, that after the expiration of the contract, which has(
been- qxtended to December, 1887, the House will havei
to give another.extension or have a new contract for five1
or ien years. It is said that long contracts are more econo-t
mical, and I think the Government printing office being
esablished forever is a good reason why its existence willi
prove oconomical. Thore is nothing so very extraordinary1
in this measure as to consider it as being oatside the range1
cf *aernay knwledge ofuembors. Next year theirm
knowledge WOUnotmbe much increaedin this respoot;f
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and inteud of postponing the mSeumre br another year ve
shoald now deal with it, and in establishing a Govern-
ment printing office we should endeavor to be as cautiens,
eonomical and prudent as other Governients have been.

Mr. MILLS. The two speeches which the hon. gentleman
bas delivered to the House are ratber of an extraordinary
character. The hon. gentleman telle us that the Government
is really-considering the extraordinaryexpenditure connected
with printing the voters' liet, and if theR ouse wili incur an
expenditure of something liko 8200,000 in the first instance,
and a very large expenditure every year, the Government
will be able to undertake the printing of the votera' list, and
a vCry considerable expense that bas been incurred by the
unnecessary legiulation of last year will be oharged to
another measure, which will be a part of the very unneces.
sary legislation of this year. The policy of theb hon. gente.
ma remiride me of a story I heard an Americau gentleman
tell. A dog thrust its head into a pitcher, and he ont the
dog's head off, because the animal could not get it out; and
ke thon broke the pitcher for the purpose of taking it out
after it was eut off. The hon. gentleman proposes to get
rid of the extraordinary expense connected with printng
the votera' liât by charging that extraordinary expenditure
to a printing establishment under Government management
and conducted at the Government's expense. The hon.
gentleman aiso made another very extraordinary assertion.
He told us that those gentlemen who were sent by the Gov-
ernment as a commission, a year or two ago, for the pur.
pos of enquiring into the management of those printing
establishments which were under Government control, had
reported against the propriety of establishing such an insti-
tution here. The Queen's Printer, after ho had made on-
quiry, having gone out to Washington and visited the
difrent States in the American Union, enquiring into the
mode of doing this business on behalf of their respective
Governments, came back and told the Government that the
system was not a good one ; that they had botter rely on
having the printing done by public tender. The hon. gentle-
man now tells us that at the time the Queen's Printer made
that report ho had not sufficient information ; that ho bas
more light since ; that ho has now changed his mind, and
that a superior and more reliable guide bas been afforded
to us by the speech which the hon. gentleman has just
made. Now, it seems to me that we may correct the mis-
takes that have boeumade ; we may improve the condition of
things ; we may increase the efflciency of this branch of the
public service by making some alteration in the policy hereto-
fore adoptbd by the Govornment. The hon. gentleman tells us
that a large portion of that printing has been done ontside
of the public contracts. My hon. friend road a statement
and showed that the outside printing amounted to as much
as 8150,000 a year. Now, I venture to sey that nineteen.
twentieths of this printing, over which this expenditure bas
been incurred, ought to have been doue by the public pria-
tors ; that it is wholly unnocessary that it ahoald have bean
done elsewbere; th at it was doue for the purpose of confer-
ring favors on particular Eupporters of the Government, and
that in this undertaking the Government had incurred an
expenditure four or five fold greater than would have been
incurred had this printing bean done under the publie con-
tracts. The hon. gentleman failed to inform the House of
oe thing which is not without signiaince, and that is that
when these hon, gentlemen entered into acontract with the
public printers, they stipulated with those gentlemen that
they should not have any action against the Government if
the Government chose to divert a portion of that printing,
which ought to be doue by the publie printers, into the
hands of their friends throughout the country. And what
has been the efet of that provision ? Why, Sir, that those
mon tedoring on an uncertain quantity, not knowing how
far làe generosity or the noeuaities of lii 8.eaument
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might compel it to withdraw printing which ought to go to
the public printers and bestow it on their friends, are obliged
to ask more, when they tender for the performance of this
work than they would do if they were absolutely certain that
all the public printing that roquires to be done would be done
by them under the terms of the contract. Now the hon.
gentleman can do the public very much greater service by
putting an end to that system of jobbery, and allowing the
public printers to do the work that they are botter qualified
to do, and have botter facilities for doing, than any other
class of the community, rather than proposing to create an
additional Department bore for the purpose of doing work
which ho himself admits is done in England by public con-
tract and not in a Department of this sort-a system which
is more suited to the genius of our system of government
and our institutions than the one ho proposes to establish.
The bon. gentleman knows that ho cannot do what Prince
Bismark does; ho knows that ho cannot control his sui
porters in exactly the same way that ho does, and that ho
is obliged to have recourse to other measures. Why, the
printing done at the Gazette office, at the office of the
London Free Press, and the Toronto Mail, shows that the
hon. gentleman is obliged to have recourse to other mea-
sures outside of the moral and material influences without
which it could not long subsist. Ho is obliged to have
recourse to other measures than those which are necessary
on the part of the Prime Minister of Prussia. So
that the bon. gentleman need not have travelled so far
away from the country for the purpose of finding prece.
dents for the policy which ho proposes to adopt. There
are simpler means of cheapening the cost of this branch of
the public service, and increasing its efficiency, without the
exporiment of this coatly and cumbrous institution which
the hon. gentleman proposesi to establish. The hon. gen
tleman has spoken about ie priniting of the voters' lists.
IHow are those liste to be revised and corrected if the
printing is done here ? Lot me suppose that the revising
officer in the district of Cariboo, nearly 4,000 miles away
from here, is obliged to send his voters' list to the capital
for the purpose of being printed, to be returned there to be
corrected, and then to be returned here to be printed after
correction. I apprehend the whole period of a Parliament
would expire and a new list would be neocessary before the
hon. gentleman could place his list in the bands of the
revising officer as finally corrected. The hon. gentleman
has introduced this Bill for our consideration-when ?
Why, at the beginning of the fourth month of the Session.
lu Etngland, where they have sessions of seven months, there
bas not been, for the past fifty years, an important measure
introduced and carried through Parliament that was not in-
troduced in the first month of the seven months of the Session,
Stili the hon. gentleman proposes here, in the fourth month
of the Session, while ho is trying to convince his supporters
that the Session is to come to an end in a few days, an
'important measure, which, if the House were to do its duty,
would involve a fortnight's discussion. I am not in favor
of running away from my post---anxious as I am to leave
here-I am not in favor of permitting this Bill to go through
this House, and the committees of this louse, without
careful considoration. When I feel that I cannot give to
any measure, no matter at what period it i introduced,
that public attention which it requiros, I shall resign my
seat and give some other person, who bas more leisure, an
opportunity of taking my place. I protest against the hon.
gentleman wasting the time of tho members of this House
by the introduction of measures of this sort at this late
period. Why did the hon. gentleman wait until the fourth
month of the Session before bringing this Bill up for a
second reading ? le it because hon. gentlemen are not
prepared to go on with the necessary public business? How
ia it that this Houe has eoaroely been in Committee
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of Supply for the past three weeks ? How is it that
the hon. gentleman has wasted the whole of this day
when he knows that those sitting behind hi are
anxious to get through with the publie business
and bring the Session to a close? How is it that he has
wasted the whole of to-day in the consideration of a measure
which he knows he cannot get through this öfouse, fë l it
received a fair consideration, at this period of thnSession?
What is happening ? Are not the Government agieed
about the subsidies they have proposed ? Are their friends
disputing the fairnese of the distribution of the pub14 fuuds
which have been proposed to ho made to some railwayis?
Have they been further considered and further 'revised ?
What is the reason? Let the hon. gentleman be l'ak
with the House and tell us why we have spent tre whole
day in the discussion of this measure, whieh theorgat of
the Minister of the Interior announced was not to beprwessed
this Session. The Government muet have some Teason for
this course, and I think it is in the publie interest tat they
should on this occasion take the House into theirconfidenee,
and tell us why a measure which was reported against by
their own commission last year is brought forward In nthe
fourth month of the Session.

Motion agreed to, and Bil read the second Üme.

REAL PROPERTY IN NORTH-WEST TERRRITORES.

Mr. THOMPSON moved that the House resolve itelf iito
committee to consider the following resolutions:-

1. Resolved,-That the salaries of r'egistrars, deputy registrars and
other necessary officers, and such incidental expenses of carryingthe
Act respecting real property in the Nortb-West Territories into e ect,
as are sanctioned by the (iovernor in ouacil, shall be paid out of
moneys to be provided by Parliament for the purpose.

2. aesolved,-That a proper building may, under orders of -the
Governor in Council, be provided and maiatained at the public expeuse
in each registration district for the deposit and safe-keeping of docu-
ments connected with the registration of titles under the Act.

3. Resolved,-That the Governor in Council may,'from time to time,
provide the necessary books and forma, provide any additional forme he
deems necessary, and make such rules and regalatioa as are necessary
to carry into effect the provisions of the said Act, and make such rules
and regulations as to him appear necessary for giving effect tò the Act,
lu cases unprovided for, according to its true intent and purpose.

4. Resolved,-That all fees payable under the said Act Qo in conpeg-
tion therewith shall be such as are settled by tariff made by the Gover-
nor in Council, together with one-fifth of one per cent. on the value of
the real property registered, if Buch value amounts, t) or la les thai
$5,000, and one-tenth of one per cent. on the additioual valnewhnaathe
value exceeds thît sam ; and twenty per cent. of such grose fees shall
be applied to the formation of a land assurance fad for thepurposes
in the said Bill set forth. The value shal be asoortained by 'theoatà
or solemn affirmation of the applicant, owner orperaon acqtuing snoh
land. If the registrar be not satisfied as to tbe correctness of 1iq value
so affirmed or swern to, it shall be lawful for himn toi.eqdire suåà àll-
cant, owner or persS acquiring such land to produe as certifiâte, of
such value under the haud of a aworn valator appoisted byda p
which certificate shall be received as conclusive evidence of aspch alue
for the purpose aforesaid.

&. Resolved,-That the registrar may demand and Éeoe1e elees
so settled, and perform the duties for which they are uidg pA>bleï on
payment thereof, and shailkeep a correctaccount of ail wed
by hlm under the said Act and pay over the samee h f
Finance and Receiver General, as shall'be directed by vdeOsht
Conuoil.

Motion agreed to, and the House resolved itelf into Coin-
mittee.

(In the Committee.)

Mr. BLAKE. Will the hon. gentlesWan give ne some
explanation of the amount of publie charge which he
expects to be involved.

Mr. T HOMPSON. I do not know that I can make any
very full explanation as to the amount of ekSge that Ihis
will involve. We propose to have four regiatrars; the
present registrars are to continue in ofice, and i is almost
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jm a e to sftede~ftuiLly what tihe allowanoe to these

eeurahould ba, because [1take it that the work which
they are to perform will be on the increase as settleurent
aanoes. lpto about a year ago, I think the os aver-
4agedabout 4400 or 4500 for each registrar. It ist proposed
10 continue the present salaries of the registrars, who, I
think,t-e paid 1500 iaoh, with the exception of one, who
i.ecive.a$,200.

-Mr. BIrA E. la the general sohern to be that the fees
sball pay theupe.softheoffices?

Mr. TROMPSON. The fees, I think, will be more than
sufflaient to pay aIl- the expenses, but thy wiIl not be
at al sufficient to form a guarantee fund. lI is proposed
that the assurance fund shall be formed not only by
the fees, but by a tax of one-fifth of one per cent. of the
value of the real property registered, if much value is les
than $5,000, and one-tenth of one per cent. upon the addi-
tional value when the value exceeds that sum, and 20 per
con t. of such gross fees shall be applied to the formation of
a land assurance fuod. We propose to make the same pro-
vision that exists in Ontario, as tu ascertaining the value
when there is any doubt. lat is, that there shall be an
oath or affirmation of the applicant, and if the registrar is
not satis6ed, there sball be a valuation by a sworn apprai-
seriappointed by a jedge.

•ommittee rose and reported.

8UPPLY-INCH ARRAN HOTEL .

Mr. Mo UELIAN moved that the House again resolve
Ussef into Oommittee of Supply.

Mr. DAVIES. I desire to take advantage of the present
motion to nake a short statement with respect to the Inch
Arran Hotel, and the highly undesirable relations which
have existed and still continue to exist between a number
of Government ficials and that hotel. I think it is
desü.ible that the facts, asproved before the Committee of
ýNbiicAccounts, should be given in such form tha tbe
flouse and'the country may understand them. I propose
to 'súmmaïise the fa ts, anI I think that when I have
Efnished I willb ave satisfied hon. members on both sides
that the examination of witnesses before the Public Accounts
Committee resüTted 'in bringing to light facts which it
wöôåld be beneficial to the public to know. The news-

pera in the Karitime Provinces, lest autumn and in the
iniig of the present f ear, made charges to the effectA

th, the lnih Arran [lotel, although ostensibly belonging to
jri v'lee 'individuals, was really a Government hoteL They
char~gdd thAt, if not orned by the Governiment as a Govern-

enit-was standing in the names or ante of one or
more Government officiais; they charged that the ief
jIiBqinoe'6u9rnment railways, tit he'kiief B8ayerin-
tendent cf flhe [et fo0daPRlwiy aitd "dthér officials,

ih inffioe, were ditectly interested in the hotel ; they
d advant4ges and privileges were

granted to that hotel which were not granted to other
privat.4nstitulians; they charged that tickMt tm'e given
to tourists and teewvate goig %& that hotèkfor nothing.

Mr.' ItRBOW. It-is preved to b. falte.

Mr.-DATYis. Whéh I read the evidence or de-tain por-
1«à of it, I-will ndertake to say that th. hon. gentleman
de notrise in his seat and take the responsibiEty of thei

Ctmenth m As made.

Mir. PAR ROW. Yes, I!dère.
Mr. t ImB. 't!hey charged, further, that the materials

VIgeh #istmed into the construction of that hotel were car-
rird to theiftel for nothing; they charged that the public

1M

and the country were defrauded in the amount of freight
which ought to have been charged on those materials; they
charged further that when the owner, the person who owned
the hotel or'ginally, sold his or her interests to the Govern-
ment, or rafler to the Chief Engineer of the Government
Railways, it was made a part of the consideration whioh ahe
received for her interest in the hotel that ber husband
ahould be employed at the public expense; and I now pro.
pose very shortly to see whether or not these allegations
have been proved by the evidence. The building of that
hotel was begun in 1883 by Mrs, Grant. She stated
that she had reason to expeot she would receive
Govern ment aid in the construction of the hotel ; ahe
stated she had been promised by Sir Charles Tupper that
she would get such aid, but that h. met with difficulties in
obtaining the consent of the Council, and therefore she did
not get it directly. Mrs. Grant proceeded during the
summer of 1883 with the construction of that hotel. Inthe
spring of 1884, the Government offile appeared upon the
scene, and Mr. Sherwood Tupper Hillson, the inspector of
Government buildings upon the Intercolonial Railway, pro-
ceeded to Dalhousie, saw Mrs Grant and spoke to her about
the completion of the hotel. Mr. Hillon, in hie oapacity
of inspector of buildings on the Interdolonial Railway, took
limr. Grant to the firm of Rhodes, Carrie & Co., Ambeat, and
introduced her to that firm. They stated to him they
would not contract with Mrs. Grant for the completion of
the hotel unless the amount of their con tract was guaranteed
by some responsible person, and Mr. Rillson gave them the
guarantee of Mr. Schreiber, Engineer in Chief of Govern-
ment Railways. I will trouble you for one moment while
I read Mr. Hillson's statement upon that point:

Q. Had you received any instructions from any of your auperior
officers to attend to the construotion of that hotel? A.-After mrs.
Grant had commenoed tbe houase-she commenced It in 18983-i 1884,
she made a contract with Rhodes & Ourrie. At least 1 introduced her
at Amherst to Rhodes & Ourrie, myself, and she made a contract with
them to complete the house, and Mr. Schreiber, as T understood from
her at the time, was adva.ncing her somte $4,000 or $5,000 to .omplete
the house. Rhodes & Ourrie would not take her for the amount, and
Mr. Schreiber pald the amount to Rhodes & <urrie."

So we find that, in the beginning of the year 1884, Mr.
Schreiber, the Chief Engineer of Railways, undertakes Lo
pay Rhodes & Currie the full amount of a contract they
were about to enter into for the construction of this private
hotel. Who are Rhodes & Carrie ? Rhodes, Carrie & Co.
may not be known generally to the members of this Honse,
but they are well known in the Maritime Provinces. They
are gentlemen who have large contracta with the Inter-
colonial Railway; they are gentlemen who supplied aIl the
wooden materials which entered into the construction of
the station at St. John ; they are gentlemen who upply
to the Intercolonial Railway all the materials whioh eater
into the i.epairs and construction of t.he buildings along the
line of raltway, they are very convenient gentlemen at many
times and to these gentlemen the Inpetr cf buildings
takesairs. Grant, and Mr. Schreiber, te Chief Eng'neer,

rantees the payment, and subiequently pays the ,00,
ing the mount of t.he contract wich t>h enrentr into

for t. construction of that hotel. Now, I am anious that
the flouse should recollect the position which Rhodes &

urrie hold towards the Interlonial Railway, bocause it
wil explain the gross irregularities whioh subsequently
occurred, by which the Government of the country was
dfrauded of the freight upon the carriage of those mater-
tals to Dalhousie. Rhodes & Carrie, as I have eta ed,
supply the materisa which enter into the construction and
repair of the Govern ment buildings on the Intercolonal Rail-
way. Those materials are sent along the railway to the car
of Mr. Chas. Tupper Lilison, the inspector of buildings,
and, of course, when they are for the coustruction of
Governient buildings, thoy do not pay any fr*t and
when Messrs. Rhodes, Ourrie & Co., entered into ths private
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contract with Mrs. Grant for the completion of this private
hotel, they seom to have adopted the same rule for the car-
riage of the materials which entered into the construction of
that hotel as they adopt with referenoe to the carriage of the
materials which enter into the construction of ordinary
Government buildings, namely, that no freight should be
paid. I find Mr. Hillson says on that point:

" Rhodes & Currie consigned a good deal of stuif for repaira along
the road which, when the consigned it, if I had ordered the stuif, was
consigned to me fur Ite repairs on the different stations."

That, of course, would be ail right. In the case of Govern.
ment buildings, no freight would be paid upon those mate-
rials, but, when Rhodes & Carrie were sending forward
the matenials to cons ruct the Inch Arran Hotel, they sent,
those materials consigned to the Intercolonial Railway
and to the care of Charles Tupper Hiilson, inspector
of buildings, and thus evaded the payment of the freight.
Now, it may be oiaid, and it has been said, that it is a very
small amount. I do not know, I have not been able to ascer-
tain from the evidence given before the Public Accounts
Committee, what that freight would amount to. Nobody
ean tell. The facts were proved as I have stated then, and
as i will show by referring to the evidence a little further
on; and Mr. Bruce, the auditor of the Intercolonial Railwa
was brought here and asked to give evidence with
respect to this matter. Ie produced a number of way-bills
-memo. bille ho called them-which hoesaid were copies of
the original bills forwarded by Rhodes & Currie to Hill-
son's care. The originale, ho told us, wore lost. They had
been destroyed in the fire at Dalhousie, so ho told us, and I
have no reason to doubt the gentleman's statement at ail;
I do not wish to throw the blightest doubt on that part of
it. How ho got the copies I do not know. I was about
one half through the gentleman's examination; ho promised
to romain till the next meeting; when the next meeting
came, the gentleman had gone home; I was not able to
pursue my examination, and the other witnesses could not
tell me anything about it. But, from those copies which
ho did produce, I find the following to be the tacts, which I
will just re id to the House. I had botter read Mr. Bruce's
etatement upon that point.

"Q' What I want to ask you is whether you have any returns with
reference to lumber sent frorm Amherst ?-A. Yes; I have them. fere
are ca piref ehe b Uts. Of course, the originale are filed away.

"Q. Where are the originals ?-A. 'hey were liled at Dalhousie
station, but the station was burned dwn and they were destroyed.

"Q Well, take one in your hand-thatià a way-bill ?-A. Yes, sir.
"Q. Who i the consignor ?-A. James Caird, senior.

Q. Who lthe person to whom it is consigned?-A. Chas. T.

".QnWho la Charles T. Hil son ?-A. He ie the inspector of buildings
on the Intereolonial Railway.

"Q This lumber was consigned to Chas. T. Hillson,the inspector:otf
buildings -A. Yes, Sir.

" Q. What had ho to do with the building of Inch Arran Hotel ?-. I
cannot answer that question.

"'Q. Will yon look at-the next one1 -A. hat e hmthesame consignee.
I think they a. pretty mnch ail tHe same.

" Q. do tint atl M 4y-bill you produoe of supplies fer this hotel,
were consigned toBlilson, at Dalhonste ?-A. There may be an exsep-
tional bill consIgned to proprietor.-

" Q. Tnere is onu, I'se, lutereokoial Railway are of MoLellan-
A. That vs econsigned to te trackum ster a" was teri fr he
hôtel wiici vase barged for.

q eothat wiere it e snot consigned to Hillson, it is to another
oietial of the road ?-A. Well, there are two Elilsons, and this onel.s
the trackmaster.

"Q. Where did thie lumber come from ?-A. The. umber vas sentto
the inspentor of buildings.

" Q. roim whom ?-A. Weil, the bills themmelves should give th*e
shipper, but I believe, to the best o umy knowledge, that the mest of the
lumber waa shipped by Rhodes, Ourrie & go.

1I Q. But as n matter of fact the name of the sender ia lett blank 7-
A. There is no delig in that.

" Q. I don't say tbere was any design, but as matter of fet it was
consigned trom hode Currie & 0., was it?--1. I .kew noLing
more than that,except that they carry on a general manufackturlig
busiess at Amherst.

"Q. You know that they have a contract with the. Goverument for
supplying material for St. John Station ?-A. Yes, sir.

.Mr. DAVISe.

"Q. So that thee ontractor for supplying the materlal for the St.
John Station torwarded the inuber for the construction of this botel,
and forwarded it to Chas. T Hillson, inspector of buildings of the
Intercolonial Railway. WII1 you tell me what illson bad to do with
the construction ot that building if it was a private enterprise ?-A. I
eannot answer that.SQ. Asfar a ti efreight is concerned, I understand yon to ythat
it was paid ?-A. It is al] paid for.

"Q. Was it all paid for at the time ?-A. It wao$all*id£iAt
the time.

" Q. Why was it not al paid for at the tinte ?-A. Sec&àue they had
a running account.

"Q. Who had the running accout, Char.la T. Uiuo1% or the
ispectororInch Arran Houe?-A. Inch Arrax4Uome.

"Q But the consignee was Mllson, one ofthe employees ofthe road?
-A. Yes,

"Q. Whowa liable for itt--. Inch ArrauRoûse.
Q. That is not a corporation ?-A. Wel,' I never tr*bied myself

much about it."

So the gentleman left just when I was in the middle of
his examination, and I never had the pleasure of ontinekàg
my examination of him and bringing ont from- his ôWS tips
the fact .1 myself was informed of and hopd tu prove.
Now let me read to the louse an abst-aet of these way
bills:

"On the. l4th àKay, 1885, conaignor, Rhodem, Quri nVO.,OenIgnfe,
Intercolonial Railway,cars e. T. Hilison lsa 0lueberfreight 420.

That was the first way-bill. Attached totbat thore is a
slip in which that freigbt of $26 is marked, "To pay, $5."
Now I want that to be noticed by the House, because Mr.
Pot tinger, when he gave his evidence and read leters he
had submitted to his chief about this railway, stated that
there were three concessions which the Government had
made to the road, and which they were accustomed
to make to hotels aituated- similarly to Inch Arran.
The first concession was that al materials used
in the construction and equipment would be charged
at half rate; second, the free transfer for all the workmen
engaged in the construction; and third, half rates for al
servants. Now, some members of the committee took up
considerable time to show that this system was invogue
on other railways, and I wish it to be understood that I am
not attacking that at aIl. It may or may not be right, but
thatis not the question before the country. It may be
right, and I dare say it is, to give inducements to those
who construct these sammer hotels along the railway, but
the question is not whether it is prudent or right to give
these concessions, but whether those whoare concerned in
the construction of that hotel attempted -to pay one-half
rates, or whether they attempted to defrand the Govern-
ment by not paying onetenth rate, and whether the pritéi-
ple of allowing officials to be concerned in this wa, des
not open wide the door to frauds. Now, the following is
the whole number of bill, arranged iin tabular form:--

Date. Cnsigneor. Onsigue. Matsrial Treigbt.
is.BL 0.i

May 14. Rhode4 Omie kG0c., Gure0.T.lse, i war inmaeu, $IMO0
Attached is copy, bue freight isan;rke oUly $

I. G. E.
" 15. Rhodes, OCurrie Co., Care G. T. Hman, i carIugber, $2.00

Attaehed isshp reduoing neight to .

" 1.,B dî Carrie;s kG.Osmor. is nIsa mbe..ài
Attah a r.s g fS* 4ýSP

I. 0. R.
Esy 18. Blak......... .............. 0mre 0. T. i o, g aês ime

3 brie. O. $fater •
" M. do ............... ......... T.IIilIaon......... lo lnboer LL B.

27. do de ... do Jone.
L 0. R

" 30. do ........ are 0. T. BiHson, 2 bdla. sheating,
3 bdis. mbnidhigl.
2 beasess J8

June 4. Rbodes, Currie 4 Go., Cg 0. T. Èinionn 2arells Lar
2 barrel,
1 bor goods,
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Date. Oonuignor. Consi . Katerial. reight,

S t. thodu, Ourde 4 Co., Cars 0. T. BRIon, bdIs. boards,

2 bowlingaley '
L1,. j Blank. ..... ...... .. 0. T. llo....... 1 bdl. pine, None.

Now, r. Speaker, frm the way-billa produced by this
gentleman hunself, it appears that nearly all these materials
were carried free of freight contrary to the concession
whieh Mr- Pottingsreaid was made to the road, in violation
ofthe law ofth#land, and depiiving the country of the
freight which should have been paid into-the coffers of the
Intercolonial Railway. ]Lst, ays Mr. Bruce, that freight is
padd dYharge that the statement waa a disingenuous one.

it is paid, but when ? The Mfoncton Transcript made
charges similar to those that I am repeating here, to the
eoet-tha the IntereoloniallRailway had been made use of
te carry the material of thie private hotel for nothing. But
in_ the month of Maroh, afer this House was in Session,
and when it wasknown that these charges were to be Sade
and an examination to be had, then we find that an investi-
gation was gone through, and the sum of $67 is paid into
the oefers of the railway which should have been paid the
previousyear, on the second day of March, months after
the charges had been made, and when it was known they
were to come up i this House. In September, 1884, the
general auperintendent, Mr. Pottinger, writes to the sta
tion agent at Dalhousie respecting the freight. The letter
isda4ted on the 14th September:
"1. h J.Lon, Daflhousie,

"DORhodes Ourry owe you anything? Were the materials they
brought up this year for improvements at Ish Arran consigned to
them, or to whom, and vere they way-billed, prepaid or to pay.

"D. POTTINQGR."

Ie fotliows that up with anotherletter:

DoA 8a,-I presume that all the frelgh tat came to Inch Arran
House for use there, was properly way-billed aind charged, if not let me
know, so that it may be properly charg d. See that no mategia1s have
corne consigned to J. T. Hillion free o charg.

"I have telegraphed you to-day auking i Rhode, Curry & Co. ove
any hll for freight, and if their freight came properly way-billed and
whether pre'a or to pay.

"Answer 10lsia-morrow, as I leave for the west Tuesday night.
Yours truly,

"D. POTTINGER."
This ia Mr. McLeod's anhwer:

"i aodes &Ou do net ove me aîything, meut ofmaterial came on
memo. bille ta 0.?.. illjin.Thouea lusimali balanes due me by Wm.
Watsn , who put Water pi in at Inch Arrau Bouse, and 0. T.
RílRoh owes me a sSall baance on goods, bo., that came to him formIc Arràn HanseInta 4 M***." J. J. MoLUOD.,,
Then follows Bome farther correspondence enlarging upon
his matter, but as a matter of fact, not a dollar was paid,

nor was the amount settled until the second day of March,
and thee goods were oarried l'the month of Kay and the
beginningof June, 1885. I caWlthe attention of the House
to the evidenoe which Mr. Pottinger gave upqu this matter,
aif the 'ftou hiU tkink itisv.ry ramark&bWe that althongh
Mr. Pottinger admitted the existence of those ross irregu-
lanitics, yet when I had sked him If lahad ken means to
ascertain whom fhe eculprits were,aso as te punish thern by
dismissal, ho said hoe d taken no means. There was a
rathpr rrnsarkebl episode during the examitilng of the
witnesseso. which I wish to caUl the attention of the House,
and it is this : That the man whoabove ail others, would
know about the tranetion, was J. J. McLeod, station,
maatar atialhousie. The station had been burnt down, and
the written evidence had been lost ; but MeLeod was there,
and I was about to summon him. I did not mention his name
at first foi ver'y obvions reasons. After mrnining the firat
two witneseIwas about sending for McLeod, when Ire.

Mr. McCALLUM. Why did he go?

Ar, DAVIES. ls the hon 4 gentleman very anxious to
know ? He went, I believe, as m r. Pottinger saysgbecaus
there were irregularities in his accoants.

Mr. PARROW. Had he written a letter sayingSo

An hon. MEMBER. Read it.

Mr. DAVIES. I will if the hon. member wishes it. I
want to read the evidence of Mr. Pottinger on that question
of that freight for the hotel. It will be found on page 9
of the, manuscript report in Mr. Pottinger's evideneo:

" Q. Your statement leads me to ask a goed many questions. fou
say the materiale for building the bouse were to be carried at balf rats,
and that the ordinary supplies were not so to be oarried ?-A. Ye., est.
tainly

SQ."and that any ofciai Who were privy or party to the earrytng
of tbem free were guitty of breaches of thelr duty ?-A. Deoidedly.

Q. Well, now in refrence to this particular item to whiehyou
referred, you seem to bave had some ides or suspicion when sy-owrote
te the ettion master at D>Ihousie, aout it. W a he ala inetructed
tha a deposit had been.made with the treasurer, at Monotoa, ta eover
the amount ?-A, le may have been, and [have no doubt he was, b.W
cause I paid the balance out of money belonging to air. Schreiber that i
had in My bands.

"Q. Then you have no doubt at ail tfom the faot that you lb.the
bslance, that there was gross irregularity. Who vas the man at vas
guilty of that ?-A. I do not know.

Q Did yon ever take steps to aseertain Whoit was, -and punis him ?
-A. I have not yet.

Q. Was it not a serious breach of the regulations for ay officie to
carry stuif over the road anda smuggle It free, when It shouldihave been

aLid for ?-A. Yes, but still th're is no doubt about gettIng it back
ecause I had the matter in my bande.
Q. But if you had not discovered it the public would bave beon de.

frauded ?-A Gertainly, they might have been
Q. :ertainly they would have een, it was owing to you findIng it out

that the public did not lose the money ; who is the station master at
Dalhousite ?-A. Mr. J. J. MeLeol.

"Q. What bas happened to him since this investigation was opned ?
-A. tthink he bas gone to the United States.

SQ. He was not in the United States when thisI nvestigation opened
-A. When 1 left hé vas not.

" . But since you left he bas gone ?-A Yes.
"c He is the man who would kuow a good deal about It ?-A. He

may now something.
"Q. Being the station master he must know. I take it that the

station master at Dalhousie would know what freight came tbere iApro-
perly ?-A He tells me in that letter what freight came Improperly

1 . That is not my question. I want to know as a mauter of fact
whether or not he would know ?-A. Certainly.

"Q. But he ia not tobe bad ?-A. No, bt I cau ascount for his
absened. I do not want ta do the man anyinjury, but I sa account
for his absence outaide of the hotel altogether."
Bore is a gross irregularity, as the result of whlh tise
Government lost quite a respectable sum of mouey ; and
Mr. Pottinger is aware of that fact, and yet ho takes no
steps to discover who the official ise, in ordor that ho mOy
be dismissed i but a poor unfortunate fellow, Goramier, takes
a glass of grog and he is hoisted out and disnised at one.
He produced the letter which Mr. MtLeod wrote, i one of
the officials, atating that h. found bis money short and he
had ekipped ont on that acoount. I think i bave proved to
the satisfaetion of the House, despite the contradictions with
which my opening remarks were met by hon. gentlemen
opposite, that hero were graus irregularities whieh should
not have been countenanced, and which resulted in thIlos
of quite a respectable ium' of muoney, ail wing 10 the
lact that the 0o2ial concoed with the ltreolonial
Railway were atiowed to have connection privately
witb this private hotel, and to të iseat ti mir.
Charles Tupper Hillon, the inspector of buildings, was
allowed toihave material wich entered into the en-
strction of the hotel consigned to him; and it was
because, as I have proved, Messrs.Rhudes, Curri.4 &Go.
wore in the habit of having Government matorial sent to
hlm on whidh no freight was paid, and they s etzgf*l
to the hotel in the ame way, and thus évo:dIfi.ruut.
That was not all. Mr. C. T. Hilison is intheGWernment
empIQy, 4 il Wfi p9V gripg $h iit|a
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part of the time he was supposed ta euperintend the con-
struction of Government buildings was suent by him in
superintending the construction of this private hotel. Was
that fair or right? It was unjust and unfair. Mr. Pottinger,
in bis evidence on that point, says on page 17:

" Q. Who was the inspector of Government buildings on your road?
-A. Mr. 0. T. Billion.

" Q. He is inspector of what ?-A. Inspector of buildings, of the repaire
of buildings chiefly.

"Q. When was he appointed ?-A I cannot remember that.
"Q. About when ?-A. Several yeairs ago.
"Q. Pour or five years agoe- A. I should think so.
"Q. Well, did Mr. Hillson spend any of bis time inspecting the Inch

Arran House?-A. He did spend some time there in 1884.
"Q. How much of it ?-A. I du not know how much.
"Q. Two months?-A. Well, he was travelling about over the line.

It would be difficult to state where his work lies.
"Q. It may have been about two months ?- . I cannot state that
"Q. Have you no reasonable idea that you can state?-A. I know he

spent some time there by my orders.
"Q. Inspecting the hotel ?-A. Yes; inspecting the hotel and hasten-

ing the completion."

It is too bad that an official, who is paid out of the public
Treasury for inspecting public buildings should be empioyed
by Mr. Pottinger in inspecting a private building cwned
by the Chief Engineer of the Government Railways in bis
private capacity. If the Government officials are taken
from their work and sent to superintend private buildings
belonging to the Superintendent of the Railway, it is a gross
wrong. Now, Mr. Hilson was examined himself with re-
spect to the time ho spent there, and I will just trouble the
House with a short statement from him, corroborating- if
need for corroboration existed-Mr. Pottinger's evidence
upon that point:

"Q. I want you to speak with reference to the Dalhousie investiga-
tion. When did you go there? You know the Inch Arran Hotel?-A.
I do.

" Q. When did you firet go to inspect the construction of that build-
ing ?-A. I cannot say that ever I went there particularly at any time
to inspect the Inch Arran Hotel. 1 was at Dalhousie at the time of the
construction of the branch, and the buildings, and the wharf, almost every
week, and at different times I went down to this hotel.

" Q. Had you received any instructions from any of your superior
officers to attend to the construction of that hotel ?-A. After Mrs. Grant
had commenced the house-she commenced the house, I think, in 1883-in
1884, after she had commenced the house she made a contract with
Rhodes & Currie-at least I introduced ber at Amherst to Rhodes &
Currie and she made a contract with them to complete the bouse, and
Mr. Schreiber, as I understood from ber at the time, was advancing her
some $4,000 or $5,000 to complete the house. Rhodes & Currie would
not take her for the amount, and Mr. Schreiber paid the amount to
Rhodes & Ourrie. ,

" Q. What amount to Rhodes & Ourrie ?-A. The amount of their
contract, $4,000 or $5,000-$4,500 I think it was. Mr. Pottinger asked
me when I was there to take a run down to the bouse and see if the
work was being carried out right, and I did.

" Q. Then it was under Mr. Pottinger's instructions that you saw the
work was carried out right?-A. Yes.
So we have here, froin the mouth of Mr. Pottinger, corrobo.
rative of the evidence of Mr. lillson, the fact that this
man, whose time should have been devoted te the public
service, was devoting his time to the construction of a
private hotel owned by Mr. Schreiber. Not only se but he
was employed in disposing of the accounts and bills of the
hotel. We find him saying at page 11 of his evidence:

" Q. You can give no idea of the length ot time yon were inspecting
tha hotel, as it was at different intervals? Y okept no memorandum
of it ?-A. No; I kept no memorandm of it.

"Q. Did you pay any of the bille ?-A. Yes.
"Q. How many of the bills did you pay ?-A. [1cannot tell you

exactly, now, but it was quite a large amount.
"Q. Quite a large amount means anything or nothing?-A. Well, it

means, s.y, $1,000; that is quite a large amount."
Then we come to another point; when the hotel was
finally purchased from Mrs. Grant, what considerations
were paid to her for ber interest ? Let us turn to the evi-
dence on that point.

Mr. MoLELA i. Up te that time was it Mrs. Grant's;
or when did it become Mr. Schreiber's ? I think it was
subsequent to that period.

Mr. DAYIZs.

Mr. DAVIES. In June, 1884, I think, it become Mr.
Schreiber's. Mr. Schreiber paid $4,500 to Rhodes & Currie
for the construction, and when the hotel was constructed
he bought it up.

Mr. MoLELAN. le advanced her that amount on mort-
gage, and she directed Rhodes & Currie I suppose. But
during all that time it was Mrs. Grant's private property ?

Mr. DAVIES. It was not running at all at that time.
By the evidence of Mr. Pottinger, on page 21, we wiHl leo
how this hotel passed from Mrs. Grant's bands into the
hands of Mr. Schreiber :

"Q. What I meant to ask is this: When Kr. Schreiber took this hotel
off the bande of Mr. Grant, were you party or privy to the arrange-
ment ?-A. I knew something about ihe arrangement, but I did not
make the arrangement

"Q. Were yon there ?-A. No, I was not there.
"Q. You did not see Mrs. Grant personally?-A. No, I did not at

that time.
" Q. At what time did you see ber ?-A. I was in the hotel some

weeks betore.
" Q. With reference to her leaving, and Mr. Schrieber taking poses-

sion of it ?-A. Yes, I spoke to ber.
" Q. You went there for that purpose 7-A. No, I did not. I went

there and found everything in confusion. The people talked of leaving
the bouse. I talked to Mrs. Grant, and asked her if she would not seli
ont te 1Mr. Schreiber.

"Q. Without having consulted Mr. Schreiber ?-A. Yea.
"Q. That seems singular to me ?-A. She demurred strongly to it.

We had only five minutes conversation, or perhaps leés
IlQ. You suggeted that she should give up the hotel to Mr. Sebreiber

and ehe demurred ?-A. Yee, se demnrred. "

So that Mrs. Grant did not want to sell, and Mr. Pottinger
wanted her to sell. Thon we have Mr. Hillon's testimony
on that point, who says he was present at the arrangement.
le says, at page 13 of his evidence:

fQ. You were not present when Kre. Grant and Kr. Harrison made
the agreement together ?-A. I wae there mostly aIl the time when the
arrangement wae made between Harrison and Mrs. Grant.

"Q. Do I understand you to deny or affirm that Mrs. Grant did insIst
upon her husband getting employment as a consideration for giving up
the hotel?-A. Itheard nothing of the kind, with the exception of what
I told you, that Harrison said Mrs. Grant wanted employment for her
husband if she signed the agreement."

The agreement was an agreement surrendering ber interest
in the hotel to Mr. Schreiber. Now we have here an hotel
alleged to be owned by Mrs. Grant; we have Mr. Pottinger
telling ber tbat he wanted ber to sell the botel to Mr.
Schreiber; we have Mr. Sobreiber and Mr. Pottinger send-
ing to the law agent of the Dominion Government for New
IBrunswick, who goes to Dalhousie and legotiates for the
purchase of the hotel, and, as a consideration for ber giving
up her interest, the law agent of the Government aigns a
document that her husband shall get employment in the
public service. Mrs. Grant was called and gave evidence,
some of which was amusing and some instructive. I shall
read those parts which refer to this point:

_"Q.Had you been running the hotel up to the time you sold out?
-A. Yee.

" Q. Had you sole control of it up to thattime ; had you any assist-
ance in running it ?-A. What do you mean by that ?

" Q. Any assistance from any of the Government officials 7-A. Not
any assistance from Government officials. There was a clerk in the
bouse.

"Q. Who was that ?-A. George Sangater.
"Q. Who was he ?-A. He keeps the restaurant at Ioncton. He was

sent over to help me to open the books, and in keeping the house.

So Mr. Charles Tupper Hillson introduces a gentleman to
Mrs. Grant who goes there and works for nothing, and this
House is- asked to believe that he was not paid by the Gov-
ernment of this country.

Mr. BOWELL. Was he in the employ of the Govern-
ment ?

.Mr. DAVIES. I do not know by whom he was employed,
but a Government employee put him there.
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Q~MMON8 IU~TB~
fr. meW1LL Te hon. gentleman must know, blcause

1 WiE Who pald hilm
Mr. BOWBLL. I do not know, but the fact was brought

<>oL tWÇ6 -d*a nidr te oarplùy«f the Government and
never hl sengad M t the GOvrammt hiad nthig todo
wi t t leetßë W6y; did Yu 4 tel the Ronee thatp

Egg DÂI I am: remarking ,on the extraordinary
fatt t~ aw~ edi0 the Government aUeged that neither
thi.g i< Uieit oima1 owned this hotel eat all. Their
inspector of buildinga goes to Moncton and takes a gentle-,
man from Moncton and puts him there to keep the accounts
andvesWth b-tet*Je no salary at ail I avu asking who
p< %? 0 lon, gnileman must give the answer, for1
I cannot.

Mr. I>VIRS. I have read what I asked her. The test!.
mony goes on:

q. Whb set h n1 -. Mr. filson brought him there and intro-
duced him to me. He was aid no salary as the man to open the books
and acrein keein ng the.house.

Q pewaià .m.ary by yon ?--A No, air; it was a distinct
un t that h«e t b. paid no ,aliry w

A disLinct understandivg with whom? With the Govern.
ment inipetor of buildings ? I will go on and read the
agreesent ahoMade with Mr. Schreiber, which she at årst
retased to produce. but which she produced subsequently.
lt was signedssimalaneouuly with the signing by ber of a
oonvoyançe to,,)r, Sohreiber, and it was drawn by the
Gôveripmpptdaw agent in New Bruaswick, the gentleman
sont by 1fr. P'ttinger tocarry thia agreement out: 

"IDairnru, 28th July, 1884.

"T>iAn MnAU,Sltl4 i0intention of th> Railway Departuent to
eni*q Mr. Wre1 aa ooe temporarily, to be oUowed as soon as
pract aterith perpwenet employment at a suitable remuneration.

(Signed) "L. R. HARRISON."

I suppose the Government had something to do with that.

Mr. BOWELL. There is noevidence that they had.

Mr, DAVIBS. There is evidencé that Mr. Pottinger,
the Gover menhSjpeîintendent of Baiiways, sent this law
ageuts to draw th $Igreement eontoying Mrs. Grant's

n to Mfr. hreiber, sud that gentleman gave this
undertoipg s$yix4g that it was the intention of the Depart.-
me»t to appoint M» GQrant and he has been in the service
of the Gvennmentieyer *inee.

DOWEE y l M b. friend 1s laying down the
p Pta becans a awyer is a Government agent in al

: n;ity, if h.e einployed by anybody else, he muet b
eIployed by the Govefniment.

Wi I1Ë!TÍ S. It isÙ otby anybody else; here is where
bhî - Mn t . H plexdw s. mployd

by%~.PQ~i~er 5 hpZ a" 8upii4.at of the

Mr. BOWELL. Has hematight to have basiness with

Jcr I 1 The hou. ge fflesn shouid -t defed

M &iLWg*d Me&aot4ryg M def'<d aV* I
am trying to set yeu righteo that you wi0 not t.he

à&. DAVIE. Not only did he pledge to Mrs. Grant
t the De Ont WQu4 emply hr husb"nd. Era,

Q. Thiswasglven toyou at the time you pu'ed the h otel over »I sehI he> ?-A .It Was. It asu the tuuit ofthree yearse' loblip-ti
n xhe Mouse of Commona.

. It l dated 28th JuIy, 1884 ?-A. Yes, air.
That sla the time you sold the bote! te ir. Bohreiber ?-A. Tes.

"Q. Did you inelt upou gettig this doeument betnie giving 'p
3aeuesion ?-A. It WU given to me by Mr. Harrisoa. I do not knowi
iov inoh my iuaistin g vould bave hallany affect.

"Q Dd yei utm t-A.I1di44not eay that ( inuisted but my hu-
band was ide at the time, sud it was part and parcel.-kr. 8 ïiber
knew very well that the hotel was ail i had to support my tauIly at
the tim, and It was done as a personal thing for me." Q. It was part and parcel of what ?-A. Nothing ; you asked nu If
I got the document.

Q. Was ipart and parcel of your agremeut?- .. The only objes
tion 1 had to gving up the hoel, was that I would be throwa out on tbs
world with my children, who were too young to labor."
She was asked further :

" Q. Do 1iundertand you toay that yon would not gre upth
hotel unles you got employnient for your husbtnd ? -A. 1Igot that
when I sol dthe beîel.

"Q. Wtu that a condition of our giving up the hotel?-. Did not
you tell me that it was, yourself?

Q. Was it a condition of your glving up the hotel that yau hbould
have isle agreement ?-A. It weî talked of at the time, but tiere l ino
legal document. If shag chose to disputedt It is not worth that

Q Was it a conditieon of your gnvirig up the hotel ?-A. I e1mni,
going to answer any more questions. You have the documenut end rat
mos man you have.

" Q. You muet anawer tht question ?-A. Well,!I wea't."

And she did not antswer it. But I think any mani oum.
mon sensme and practical experrienoe muit know why she
would not answer; he knows the only answer qbe oyld
give. Now, jut one word in conclusion. 'There wàs a
turther charge that certain tickets haid been issuediumpro.
perly. Mr. Pottinger explained that it was the cugtqrn to
grant tickets at huit fares. The evidenîce thows th lite
custom was violated in this case--that in 1884 no fare was
charged et all.

Mr. FARROW. How many ticketê?
Mr. DAVIES. We have knowledge of five whic were

proved to have been issued in 1884, for which nothing was
pad at all until the day atter the charge was made in the
Moncton Transcript on 3id Ilarch, 1886. Then, Iwaut'to
eail the attention of hon. gentlemen to the fact that after
the conclusion of the seson of 1884, the superintendent of
pasergers and freight, fr. Busby, wrote to Mr. Pottinger
a letter, stating that Lbat letter would be his authority for
sending a report of ali the free tickets he had ismued to the
Inch Arran HIotel that year. In the face of that letter, it
is beyond dispute that it never was the intention, until
these charges were made in the pnblic proes that one doliay
of the money should be refunded; but when the charges
were openly made in the public proe, these ment for
shame's sake, were driven to refund the money they should
have paid two years before. In 18 '5, twenty to tweny.
ave tickets were isued free, and Mr. Oormier, clerk in thé
Departmeut, who eheoked Mr. Robinson's account, f1undlù
the return sent to 4he Departoient that h. had mark li
theaolumn for payments the word Pil.

An hon. MEMBER. What dose that musa P

Mr. DAVIES- Ordinary people uda.nd tood It te mu
nothing, but we were astonished to heur Mr. Robiesoa
e«plain at was meant to be aoeeuntod4br herafter. QUa
21th October, 1885, Mr. ormier was diemiaed, and on lie
?Brd November Mr. Busby wrote to Mr. &binson, the
agent at Montreal, who issued tiokea that the chief super-
intendent deocided on charging half fares; on the 28th the
accounts for tickets was sent in,sud on the 2adBeptember
they were paid fer, se that I do not think, in the face of
that evidence, it would be proper for me to have kept tsek
from the country the facts proved by the railway onials
themselves, These men were not adverse to the intertw
of the rogwuy, theywere ragway mtapoyggerau4sd(et
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they proved show a degree of irregularity and impropriety
to have existed between the officiais of the railway and the
hotel, which deserves severe condemnation, and I hope
the investigation will be a warning to other officiais
not to mix up their duties with their private busi-
ness. It is to be deplored that any official should
attempt to use his position to further his own private
interests, and it is deeply to be deplored that when the
matter if exposed, instead of meeting the condemnation of
both sides, it meets with the approval of a good many hon.
gentlemen opposite. I do not say ail of them by any means.
The charge I made has been substantially proved. With
regard to the tickets issued in 1885, the charge made was
proved conclusively, but we have Mr. Robinson's statement
that the word nil meant that the tickets were to be accounted
for, and we must take the statement for what it is worth;
but as regards the tickets issued in 1884, they were not
acounted for and were not expected to be accounted for.

Mr. MoLELAN. I want to know if this evidence, from
which the hon. gentleman has read such extracts as suited
himuslf, is in a position to be made public.

Mr. DAVIES. The document is the evidence reported to
this House by the committee, and I hope it will be published
in full.

Mr. SPEAKER. It will be published.
Mr. MOLELAN. I will not detain the House with obser-

vations. I am satisfied, when the evidence is publisbed,
the public will be satisfied these gentlemen did nothing
more than what it was in their right to do to promote
traole.

Sir RICHARD OARTWRIGHT. As the hon. gentleman
assumes the responsibility we are content.'

SE TTLERS IN SAUGEEN PENINSULA. *
Mr. ALLEN. There is a matter I would like to bring

before the House, in reference to the settlers in the Indian
Saugeen Peninsula. They have been called upon by the
Department to pay up the money due with interest to the
1st November on their lands, or else the lands will be
resold. The state of these settlers is not very comfortable,
and a great deal of dissatisfaction exists among them at pre-
sent. Tho lands were originally sold in 1857, at a time when
prodluce was very high, and the country was excited over
land. These lands were sold byauction, and people foolishly
p urchased them at a great deal more than their actualvalue.
In the- course of a few years, the farmers who secured
ood lots were able to pay for them and got their

deeds. A large number of these settlers purchased farms
at frem $2 teJ10 per acre. Some of those farmers found
when they cleared the land that it was nothing but oid
rock, perhaps seventy ive acres of rock out of I00.
It was worthless for farming purposes. A great many
of the settlers have been trying to eke ont a subsisteç6e
for the past twenty years on these farne, and h4ve
not been able to pay for them. Some of uhem have from
8S00 to $1,200 against them, and I do not think a purchaser
could be found for some of the land at $50 per 100 acres. -1
hope the Department will not carry out their threats of
making these mon pay for the land by the lst of NovOm-
ber.

Mr. MoNEILL. I did not quite catch what theiihou.
e1oman has said. What are the settlers oalied upon to

Mr. ALLEN. I understand some of them have been
notified to pay for their lands before the 1st of November
-the amount of purohase money and the interest due to
that date.

Mr. McNEILL. The hon. gentleman is mistaken with
regard to that. There was such an order lastyear but none
jhis er

Mr. ALLEN. I know what I am talking.about. Gentia-
men living in that section have told me aad have wAitten
to me that the Government have ordered them toep'y rup,
and I believe the gentlemen. If they do sell, the -ndian
Department will lose by the transaction. If the iaud is
taken and put up by auction they will not se-i for one-half
what is due, or for one-tenth in sme cases. I know land
in that neighborhood which was sold for $50 an acre, and
there is over $50 an acre due to the Government on
these lots on the west side of Brook, and I do not know
anyone who would give over $20 or $25 an acre for that
land. If those lands are sold, the Indian Department will
lose by themr, and the settlers will be forced to move from
these lands and to go to the free grant lands on the other
side of the Georgian Bay or to the North- Weet,
where they can get lands for nothing. They will be put to
these hardships, and the Indian Departmentwill not receive
the benefit. Then is it fair to insist on these settiers
paying at the present time, with wheat selling at Owen
8ound for 70 cents a bashel, and wool selling yesterday
for 17 cents and 18 cents a poun i. Cattle and horses are
almost unsaleable in that parLtof the country at the presert
time. I am afraid they are not much' botter here. These
men's crops last year were very poor. I do not believe the
crops of wheat in our county lst year averaged more than
eight or ten bushels to the acre, and at 0 cents a bushel,
that did not average over one-half the expense of raising
the crop. I hope, under these circumetances, the Govern-
ment will not press this year the payment for these lands.
In the township of Keppel and other partsof the peninsula,
saw mills have been put up, and I know there has been a
great deal of trouble this winter. Mill mon have been
accuetomed to purchase lands in the township of Keppel for
fifteen years past, and these men have been allowed, when
they purchased and paid for the lande, to take the timber
off the lands and use it for lumber purposes, but lately, when
in other townships they have out out these logs for the mille,
the Government agent was sent up there and the loge were
seized, although the lumbermen made application to the
Department and asked the Department to name any price
for the lands they thought fair and they would pay it, and
would pay any amount of dues that was fair and right for
the logs. The Indians were anxious to get the mili-owners
to take these logs away, because they said if they remained
there much longer, fires would pass through the country
and burn them up, as they had in other parts of the coun.
try; but agents wore sent up and notice was given that
those men would be arrested. One of thern came her. and
+told me ho was under arrest, and ho was afraid that other
actions would be 'Laken. fis logs are under Aeizure sud
work stopped, while h. had offered to pay any amount
demanded, althoagh he had purchased the lands. To ikaot
treating the settilers fairly, and lhope the Governmsnutill
make some:arrangements by whiêh those.mill-owerMfflget
those locationsand get thetimber,a.nd willeettktlemaster
satisfactorily and wîll also eomd thetin tuhey want to
enable thm to pay for the lands. ln doingetaZtI be4ove
the counUtrywill be botr off, th ian
reoeive more money,the ,ett4rr will fe more satifiecd,
and the country genera4ly in that part wit boul religeod.
You may depend that, il the threat is carried out of making
them pay, il will causeaiturbanoe i- tha4 'putof, the
country which wili not b essily 4 unUod,

Mr. McNEILL. Ihope my hn iend i d not, mi-
understand me when Iinterrupted him a meant ige. I
am in perfect sympathy with his views in reference t tis
matter, but I thought ho was uninformed with ngrd to an
alteration which had been made with reference to these
regulationB, and I simply wilhsd te inform him what the
state of affaire really was There was an int«etion 3
90mg91 the stt110?y si in ha in t 9RNMU994wil
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sala by thele 1t November last, but that intention on the
part of the Deputy Minister was thwarted by the action of
the right hon. gentleman who leads the Government, who,
as son as he learnt what the intention was, interfered and
prevented its being oarried out. I am now speaking as
to the arrangements which have been made in my own
constituency, and perhaps it may not be so in the conati-
tuency which my hon. friend represent& However, that
proposai was, as I have said, interf.red with by the
Prime Minister, who stepped in on behalf of the settlers,
and made an arrangement that they ahould be called upon
to pay only by instalments, and he went so far as to say that
those who were speoially poor, those who were reported by
the local agent to b. unable to do so, should not be called
upon even to pay one instalment by the1 lt November, but
sbould get time until their circumstances improved. That
was the arrangement made so far as the settlers were con-
cerned in the north riding of Bruce. I must say that I
agree with the hon. gentleman in what be says, that to Cali
upon these mea to pay up infullat that timewasa harshl
and au unwise proceeding.

Mr. ATLEN. Was the same arrangement made for the
county of Gi ey as for the county of Bruce?

Mr. MoNRILL. I do not know, I am only speaking in
regard to my own constituency. I do not know what has
been done for the north riding of Grey, but this bas been
doue in the north riding of Bruce. I can only say that, if
the settlers in the north riding of Grey are being in any
degree oppressed in this matter, I shall be only too glad to
co-operate with my hon friend in any way possible to
obtain for them the saine advantages that the people in
North Bruce have got. With regard to the millmen : I
must admit that what the hon. gentleman bas said is cor-
rect, and that they have been subjeoted, in my opinion, by
the Deputy Minister of Indian Affaire, te the vury greatest
hardship and injustice. However, so far as they also are
concerned, the right hon. gentleman ha ontered into an
arrangement, andhas given instructions to hisdeputy within
the last few days which I hope will be satisfactory to al

es concerned. While I say 1 think these men have
ntreated with harshness and injustice, it is only right

that I should aise eay that I believe this has been donc, se
far as the mi)lme arenened, by thie Indian Department
for the benefit+*fthe Indians. I believe that the action taken
by the Department has been taken because the Deputy
kinister befioved that these men were injuriously
lnmbfting, were iinjnriously aBgoting the property,
of h.:Indiana. Hie believed that these men werb
robbing the indian of their timber, and he thought
it vas neceserye to Ike eertain strong inesures to
preevewt hitimber stealng going on. f *thnk that he over-
stppdm uty snd eated ahsrshly and uwiely for the
IndItia iemselves; beeausee lthink he net only injured the.
niimenbat le setklérs Lu whm the Indians -must look
for thêpureháe moóey ftMtïíirfends. BUt I am quit eat-
1*ted that aeted ini goodaith i and in the beliefthat it
Ws.Mý4îdtyv as aaguardiau of the Indianse t ko tk stps t o
protéetrthfrWePrperty. Thre eau b. no dealW tirttimber
o$Èà* i W ';~n oand thst eeithin* lied-te b. doue
te iet. Th 1tion tiaheweb f ao as home n ilmeh are
oevnern.hasý,I1 believei been dealt with by the Prime
Minister in such away as is likely to give satisfstiîuto ail
parties concerned; I hope, at ail events, that will be the
ramulf. I believe that the hon. gentleman has oul-done bis
duty in binging this matter beforet he Housé, because
there ai n doubt that these men have uffered grievonsly
fkom tbsettf*on thst ha.>been taken in the pat.

ir 2IC lÂR DARTWEIGHT. I am sure tht the
Houe muet feel inlnitely obliged to my hon. friend who
has just set down, for the amount of light he has thrown on

the Internal working of the Department of Indian A Mki.
We knew tolerably well the sort of supervision which the
First Minister exercises over any department which i un-
fortunate enough to be confided to his care Now, I have
always held that it is a serious mistake for the Prime Mini-
ster of this Dominion to charge himself with the care of an
important Department, but the candid statement which my
hon, friend has just made, and which shows how that ).
partment is run by his subordinates, and the amoun of
attention that is bestowed upon it by its nominal head,
cannot fail to satisfy the House that not merely as regarda
the unfortunate settlers in the county of Grey, bat as re-
gards a great many other persons who are under the con-
trol of the Indian Department, and of whom we have heard
agreat deal too much, and for whom this country has been
called on to pay a great deal to much in blood and treasure,
for that we are indebted a great deal to the faet that the
bead of the Indian Department in a purely nominal bead,
and exercises no effective supervision over his oicials,either
hore or in the North-West.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. The hon. gentleman i
quite wrong about the First Minister's administration of
that Department. The First Minister has applied himself
and has succeeded in mastering the affairs connected with
that Department, I muet say that he ias saved repeatedly
large sums of money that were due to the Indians. Of
course, we know perfectly well that everyone exeept the
Minister, and probably the officers of the Depertinent, le
against the Indians, and do not want thora to ge tiroir
due, but always postpone the amount that becomes due
to the Indians, thus depriving them of their means of sup.
port. I know by experience, that in relation to some of
these lands the settlers have refused, year after year, to
pay the Indians. As te heon. gentleman who brought this
matter up has stated, there are some of these settlers who
owe eight, nine, ton or twelve hundred dollars on their
land. The hon. gentleman says the lands are very bad, and
he would not give 85 an acre for them. Well, if they are
so bad, why did they romain there alter doing so much as
they did on the lands ?

Mr. ALLEN. Because they could not raise enough
money to leave ?

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. But theb on. gentleman
knows that when these men first went there they aw the
quality of the land, that it was only rock, as ho said, and
why did they choose to remain ? Because they fbund thoir
living there, because they could out timber, which they had
ne right to eut, and which did not belong to them. The
hon. gentleman says that a number of these settlers have
at timber, and that it was seized by the offleers of this

Department. Why ? Because that timber did not bolong
e thres. settlers; and why should the Indians, for whom the

Qovernment are merely trustees, be deprivded of what
1belbngs to them? Because they are Indians, and because
they cannot defend themselves ? I think that is not fair.
COf course 1 am in favor of the settlers as much as any man
lf his House, but on the other hand we ongit te look after
the interes tif the Indians. We are borebe robepoe
eand w. sirould not shlow tireinte b. robbed. fie

on, gentleman says they were clled upon to as,
and unless they paid by the lst November they
were to be sold out. I Wonder bow manyo!
thes settlers were ever sold out, Te hon. gentleman
could not give a single instance of an eviction. The De-
partment have been obliged toalil upon these settlers to
pay within a certain time iu order to bring thoa to a mue.
of justice. Now, all we claim against these settlerihes been
settled by the rogulation the hon. gentleman spokeofand
they are to pay by instalments. If they had taken, that
course from the beginning, nobody would bave oaU.d upon
them to pay everything on the lt November.ÀBut eIam
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N &¢Vifthesettlers only p1iUed to the4 eaprtmit %m, Sr th h 1an n6duw watåg

yy n"Y tonse emn ter retwIe:fan se that yo m4 m ee tat a.
*bild be allowed to do so. t ls only because they pioneers have great dialenties to contend vith a tyrannical Gov-

te'fise to psy what is due 10 the Indiana. These ernment ibo are Ïlwaytàiidra"ig by bancelliston, and the "If thmy

-Indines are starvmng. Why-should they starve .while poeF itort 1 PePpris" ofbew. Te aleCe wbelatt he crwd
'the money is there, wMle the timber is there? sittlers on4te lad*Pinnla zuire is the timber ad he smof it
This tieiber is ont by1nen who -rave-no -licenfe to cut,-and well athealh "

-hiey-w*sito deprive the indians of the stumpage, and the UThink this letter will#ive-the Government an ideaofathe
tounyfsay on that tiliber. I think we are not hope &ondtion inswUothe setlers are, plaed y emon ofthe
forThat pifrpoe. W umst protect the settier, but we h've rgilations and of the managenlent of the Jadian Depart.
to protect the Indian as well. I think it is unfair to say ment in that portion of'the, peninsula. I have as astier
that the Firet Minister does not give his attention to this from a reverend, gentlemen who has been reiding M. that
Department. I know personally how careful he has been section for a nuinber of years and is inthtnately aequainted
to-haee justice done to these Indians, I know that he bas with the wants ani privations of the settlers Re under-
looked after that Department at the expOnse of his healtb stands the diffliculties they have had to contend with by
and he would not be in the condition he is to-day if ho had reaon ôf those regulations. And he intimates that-unless

-Éot gilen so munch time to the Department under his control. a different policy is pursued in that section it will effectually
-[r. ALLEN. I rise to an explanation. The timber is close all the mills and drive out many of the settlers who

burned ôff'the land that is sold to the ettlers. The .mill now depend on the lumber business. I have hereia letter
men purchased the loge and -Are wlipg to payfor them Trom one engagedf in the bu^siness , or' mre rniêp.thorw,
any priee the Government may ask. I wôid 'redouimahnd and hoesys:
i îat the matter be left to a revaluation. Lot the Govern- It is r.aTIy hakT that w muet mnot use even any to the dedtmdmber
-ment send up some per.on to revalue the propcr'y and then tht l yet left here, 'ezeeytmhere-the Iand I olered or clearlpg. As

there'isso little land here worthelearing, that the law as it now stands
i4bbkge the settlers tat value. As likely o driVeoutall -lo0Scal imen, the only shterpsbo en the

peniisula of ayn benefit to the settlers hqe as ita i the only mans
rIN.I have received seYeralcommuni-they have to help theméelves by·putting in and uelling their sawlàgs to

cations in refereno to the grievance of theahttlurs on the the mille, and If the millowners eandotet a ufieient -otmoy "to
pen ggafa-d asthis matter is now before'-the House I keep their mille going, they muet l e veere. 1tdassergewy,

d peindeed, of encouraging home manufactures or aettling the land here so
hinjt 1s-îy-ýduty to present thsecommunicatiens 8ofar from markets, without roada. As it is the roads are nearlyimpassaibe
et ø~ematioai-sy be taken by the Goverument in,-order and the Government can do nothing for us lu making roade. It seama

to remove the grievances that press so heavily on imany to me that now the Government is going toe pretect the timber whe aIl
.ot m ote P . I the valuable timber is gone. They say they have nothingto:do withie,élasses of the community on the Indian Pemnnula. I have only to take ail the money they can get from the poor settier and'gie

heard that the regulatione whieh the Department have in, it te the indians. It seems pour policy."
force have had the result of closing up some f tie milles, It reaslly does seem poor policy, and the people in the pen-
and have had the resuit of preventing the. municoipalities, nula are being badly treated. I hope the Government
in one or two inMtances, being ihie to ý collect the taxes, 'will look into the causes of the grievances, and I think
owing to the .Government cancelling the sales of means could be devised, if the wants and requirements cf

1and. I have receiveda letter frmin one.whohas lived there the people were.understood, whereby the difficulties undero4rsome time, and as it sets forth the case very clearly, I which they labor might be removed. I hope this wfllbe
will read it to the House, He says: done so that the settlers will not be driven out of the coun-

" may say that,thereare twp mill in -the immediate neighborhood try y being 'kept from u8ing the resources of the country
of Wlaiton shut down, one owned b Kr. James SilJ, of this place, and which'the ymiàht utilise to the publie advantage.
aituated in Wiarton, the other owne by Mr. David 'Porter, and Mtuated
at Oolpoy's Bay, a distance of tbree miles from thisavilage-âthe litter Mr. SPMiJULE. I haveada number of letters in the
being purebaied by Mr. Porter at a sheriff'a -sale, the former owner same diretiona those red lhe hon.gentlemnýwkO haevident y failed for want of proper timber supply. in the case of Jamesda
Bilil, he bought and paid for a lock f timber land@ on the peninsula, just .pokep, but I1think the trouble is not Of r eeat date.
ln the township of St. BEdmand's ; he built bis mill in Wiarton, with the Under the late Goverument timber lands there ,were 'esed
efpectatiqn of using hie timber, b the Dominion Goverument cancelled to là. U.Cook dC o.,ýand at thattimethe settlers wereomt

4heesale, and as a natural consequence hie milli lstanding idle. I migbt
aso quote aes- ln the diferent part@ of the >-esinsula wbere, owing te allowed-tu cutany timber excpt-on the three or &va ocres

tbe unfair snd oppremve soHiey of the Idian Department, mili-owners of land. they oleared, though thatesao of sale warosaoh
have either failed completely and become bankrupt, or were foreed to that -fter havinltatladfor threeyar&.and ari*gangaleave this'section and take their mboney and interest with them. John ±t ft yr d i p
dnkeetteref Rarrow 'Bay, falled, and hie mil stoed idle for more than reasonalegnuanptythey became pouessed of thelimer1 but

y omO oie, of Golden Vailey, brother of Mr. Nathauel when the kmberers foend that the time ,wasueamry up,
of lencoe, ex-M.P.P., failed dompletly; his mill was after- when Lhe settlerheeame possssed cf the timber, th.ymat it

in adttionote athat the miii loseas uovewith down and drew it off th. farm lest the sealiershoul&MALtit.
inaSranoe. One of the grievances of the settlers le that inthe wwnships At that time petitions were sent to the Department asking
of Albermarle and Eatnor, lots which were taken up by settlers and that the lease be cancelled, and subsegaeuy it wes uan-

,atherawsuaeed and tawed, verscaneellec by theIndian epart- cel but troubles were inoasig aadwere 4ranuferd
lbeaL_ sud the, leus te the lvo townshipsuva, Aibermarle &bout $0 lelOOrobe or nrmga .a* t " q

d or' ; *-money they would have reesived, but when they from this-firm of outsiders toathaWeoalenef '4e4 diMmiet.
cancelled by the Department the townships had no claim, and of Thosemen who enot there and hIlt ,M.W.al'ou.:d eit -e-rdrae the parties who badtaken he sid lots out eo the Goverment venient to.purchse the right of the settleteotheo lb. ai, AJoAd oSe. oud net beforced te pay taxes on property th. Goveraient

*ad sold, and afterwards-say two yeare or so-eanoelied the uaid greh quantity of the land was 1ou9gtfor about 60qna n
1«Je. Another grievance the ettlers have to complain of is tbat acre, on aocount of it being of infe'roeuaIjty, it beigaly
'tbay are net allowed to-ut the tiuber on the farma they have taken up valuable for the timber. The D.partment foumd Akat 4h.
free the Gerernment, as it seems the Government refer the.fire te
Casuisme the timber rather than allow th settlers to eTie any advan- 'Indians were loaing what of r ht beong.d sto iwt , lby

ag fm the timber. This, as you are aware, is a very rough these millowners outLing and using-imberxn Icn dia lands
eenon(°ofur noble Dominion), it takes about on a averag ot not bought, and they stopped that being dmeand:pareies at,"Dur or flve-hundred aorts te ucur.eue hnndred of ara bic land.
tis wdl, thefore,'never make a good agricultural sectionsndas ting timber were compelled to pay double stumpage dues.
the settlau 4epend on timber more than agriculture, lbe policy This was continued for some time and thon a laim was
puraped bthe Departmestfor the past two years ia ben one of con- et a thatàrough some a n 41 2"l titut bM-îer sud trouble,'and a policy lif pursued in the future as in the'o.fn
past'wflliedoubtedl Ev5 acesat',aany'af -the settiersrs irse- êd SId argeaunt vof lthe 1nd (t
N. $$ e adve tdfby i4he Lkpmatesentyignedby Veikugg. âgr disber .and uai for teettlemeat, 3bi
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held that the r--i nsW aS% sh 4hat a4.personk
p çs a_-Marm was co9M ppd14 te setto oa it and
do s.ttàmnt $4Mg" witbin a peoifetd tie, and the
millog>wr oo-tenied, on the othr hand, that it was pur.
chmdad oy for timber. Â -oA it arose between the
D.p' 'eIN aMW> Se timber men, Sd, I blerev, it has
beOn going on ever since. Last year, i bellevel,
the.agarnigat th#ggrt j4 4visaeQ to sejd au imspetor
to tttat * of.fe o tn1y to a gueaii wat portion of the
la*d as fli , and to sell the timber so s
te nase -os 0m<-as po o » he In4ias, Bgt "nfor-
tiaLte 1&eoiappsnd to bq itielWd i the lend set
apar fmaga trfoof fndlaied to be ownQd
byrie uaid t b ters thr, bt rong the
actioà of gentlemen who interested themselves on behalf of
the settiers, that was ap>ped for a time. I may ay that
the experience of those who have lived in the digtrict seems
to be generally in one Oa# , and that is to the efeottbat the
timber áuP 4 the nrillownpra were really piratig the
.M4ýà 44A9J. aer WUb h àehfoled tobo 4ndian's for
their wiJ -ud notliisg as gîen in return. It was taken
from the ttlere as wel as from the Indians, and while it
resal4in asfgegod by ko.pingthe rilas running and, per-
haps, ging employment to some mon in the district, there
was not that amount of moneyreaklsed fa>r the Indians that
thwe sheott h5tv. been, and the Government had to go in
and atop i t. It was a matter of thore being some authority
or no authority in the district, and if the Depart-
ment dlid, perhaps, deal with rather a severe hand at
the timo, they were, I think, in a measure justified.
There were, however, isolated caises where the result
was a harahip to the settlers. I am- glad, however, to
kg>w that the Departmont le taking steps to remedy the
ir4Yanc and for that reaon I behve that no bnd fde

sogar~ wil M disturbed who e-ows hielf desirous of pay-
ing up"his arrars. Another source of trouble was that
land belonging to the Indians lay alongside of that sold by
the ) 1ifment under the Crown land regulations. Those
regtllathO wre somewhat similar to the regulations lu the
Indian Department, that is, on a basis of actual settlement, and
the piymet, nder stipulated terms, within a certain number
of years. Stili the Crown Lands Department never exacted
those conditions; and those settling on the Indian lands,
wbo wom asked te pay up, looked a n it s a hardship
that .hoaldhave to do so white ir neighbors along-
iet oho ye Crealande were net asked. I think

tbe r#g<istiasof iii.J)epartmentï allcowing these amounts
to be paid-up o sem innalment, is in the right dire
tien, IdPu not see anythrig wrong in te settress being
aske4 0t pgy for thirads, but I think it wogd be in the
inteests etthe Indions-that the land hould be divided-
those fMrions fit fer settloment being kopt for seWtIement,
wb*L nsod:hose whiuh av* valuable for tmber, the timber
sbodb soe aid ho prooends of that sale kêpt for the

Mr. DAWSO1DL I ammat particailarly familiar with the.
p tion ,of st rauin the Saug.en Peinsula as regards t.he

bat therr are a great man3y Indians in My owP
district agih oeure an hibs subject with reference

siss røiarwki e1 ~êuAp an bon. g"ndlman in
rngsrdI ét thii. geoneaete li. ndian »opsrtiment.
' **m ib r *W is no Dpartmnt of 4b e Goveru-
aleit W hih1opbrought so i:nuc in coAact as the
Indian Departtatt, frm baving so auy lndips in my
constitue an, and tat there is no Departgnwt of the Gov-
ernient*re moremsre and attebt1on Is paid to every-
1hlng -heh tai breught befoie it. The offleers of that

DepaLmnItae oue.eftl. Al cases which I have brought
y vijrestigted monot thoroughly, *ad I matsay

geuersB oomre1 just and reesonable decision tupon
ases arisingbeen white mon and Indians. -There are
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not awn uh disputes in my distriot. pit tw Is4Maps 4'e
a gasat any matters to bring Sprward RilVo lI
moSt sV hat the had of that Department di
carefol todowhat is right and proper with regard to 0
Indians. I Mait also say for hisd"tg that h. la an
xceedingly carefal and industrious offiéer.
Kr. OCAERON (Inverness). Befoe going io q 0mpp

mittee, I W isk te make a short parsenal explana4 e
behalf of a clergyn resident in Inveneu, who.&ssname
ha been mentioned in a notice of motion given sAom lime
ago by the hon. momber for Guyaboro' (Ur. Kirý>. Is
isipobuie to reach that motion now. t isl dated te, 2gth
April and is as follows:-

Some hon. MEMBERS. Order.
Mr. SPRAKER. The hon, gentleman cannot antieipate

a notie of motion on th* paper.
Mr. CAMERON (Inverness). What I would ask is-
Some hon. MEKBERS. Chair, chaiv.
Mr. CAMERON (Inverness). What I wougl ask ià that

the hon. nember for Guysboro' (Mr. Kirk) should be
allowed to make his motion. I think it is vory easy for me
to put myself in order if hon. gentleman will inei on uiy
doing so. I do not think a porson should be prevented from
making a personal explanation with regard to a&personw ho
is not here to do it for himself.

Mr. MILLS. That is not a personal explanation. H.
must get elected to Parliament firet.

Mr. CAMERON (Inverness). But there is a person
elected to Parliament for him who can put himseolfiu o*er.
It is only a reference to a personal matter, and as the name
of the clergyman has been mentioned I think it is due to
the hon. member for Guysboro', to mysoif, and to the olergy-
man, that some explanation should be made, with the con-
sent of the House.

Mr. SPEAKER. That is hardly a personal explanation,
bat I amure that if it is only a word or two the toums will
hear the hon. gentleman. But h. cannot go into disevsign
of a notice of motion.

Mr. CAI!ERON (Inverness). I have no intention ogoing
into a discussion.

Mr. SPEAKER. Are you going to say sometiing whieh
will cause a reply by the hon. member for Guyhoro' (Kr.
Kirk) ?

Mr. 0AMERON (Inverness). It is simply te enable the
hon. member for Guysbore' to make an explanation.

Mr. SPEAKER. That is anticipating a notie. on the
paper.

Mr. BOWELL. Perhape the hon. gentleman bad better
dofer this natter until some motion la d tadeo t ajouLn the
Housu, and thon he can make an explanation, thougl I do
not think it is at al necessary. I have carefutly read the
letter to whom t.he hon. gentleman refers, and 1 ce My on
behalf of the clergyman who wrote it that thure b
in it of which ho noed be ashamed. It is simply a
a clergyman on belialf of his parishioner tat the
Department shoald not fine him top severely.

Mr. KIRK. I ay say th feot that I bave s4k for
that letter is net intended te omit say reotios oo the
reverend gentleman who wrote it.

Motion agreed to, and House agaln resolved itself into
Committee ofSupply.

(In the Committee.)
Irish ery expenss........ ...... $215,5004

8ir RICHARD CARTWEIGUT. What ls theo øuse of
the incrose of 2,000 for Ontario ?



COMMONS DEBATES. MAY 26,
. Mr. POSTER. Two inspectors and fishery overseers1

have been appointed, chiefiy for the northern and north-
western districts of Ontario. That section having been
opened up by the Canadian Pacifie Railway, overseers are
necessary. The increase is chiefiy due to that, and also to'
ordinary increases in the salaries of efficient officers.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. I see that the Depart-
ment spent more than the Minister asked for in 1885. Does
he expect to confine himself to the $16,000 ?

Mr. POSTER. I think so.
Mr. MoMULLEN. Have any inspectors been appointed

in the northern parts of the counties of Grey and Welling-
ton?

Mr. POSTER. No. Some of the inspectors in these
northern districts have had very large areas, and it has
been impossible for them to overtake the work, so that the
services formerly performed by one have had to be divided
between two and sometimes among three.

Mr. LANGELIER. What is the reason for the decrease
of 61,000 in Quebec ?

Mr. FOSTER That is due to dispensing with the ser-
vices of some overseers by the salmon angling having been
taken over by the Local Government. The increase of
$1,000 in the vote for Nova Scotia is due largely to the
extension of the close season in smelts.

Mr. WELDON .What breeding establishment have we
in New Brunswick, and what rivers is it proposed to put
salmon fry in this year ?

Mr. POSTER. The same fish-breeding establishments
that have been in existence for the last three years in New
Brunswick are to be kept up; there is no increase.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. What quantity of spawn
do yon propose to put in ?

Mr. POSTE R. It is estimated at 112,000,000. Last year
the quantity was 86,000,000.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGRT. I should like to know
from the Minister in what way this $100,000 for mainten-
ance and repairs of fishery protection steamers and vessels
is intended to be expended; how many vessels he expects
to employ; how those vessels are armed; where they are
likely to be stationed, and what the general policy of the
Government is with respect to this vote.

Mr. POSTER. The committee will see that 850,000 was
voted for 1885-86, and $100,000 is asked for 1886-87. The
fishery policy will be carried on after much the same plan
as it was carried on in 1869, 1870 and 1811. We have La
Canadienne, which will be engaged almost wholly in the
protection of the fisheries along the coasta of Quebec, the
Magdalen Islands and Labrador. We have the steamer
Lansdownc, which will be employed for nearly all the season
in waters contiguous to New Brunswick and Nova Scotia.
Then, we have chartered six schooners, one of which is now
being fitted out, and which will be employed around Gaspé
and along the Bay of Chaleurs and the northern shores of
New Brunswick. One is being fitted out in Prince Edward
Island, and will be employed about the coast of that island.
There are four being fitted out or already at sea in Nova
Scotia. Two have already gone to sea, one yeaterday and
one to.day; one from Halifax and one from St. John. The
two others are being equipped as rapidly as possible and
will probably be on the coast this week. *

Mr. WELDON. What vessel is at St. John?
Mr. POSTER. The General Middleton has left St. John

and is cruising around Grand Manan, Campo Bello and the
southern coast of Charlotte county. The Terror is being1
fitted out, and will be ready for sailing the latter part ofi
the week.

Mr. FoSTEa.

Mr. WELDON. Who are the masters?

Mr. FOSTER. General Middleton, Captain James McLean;
and the Terror will be commanded by Captain Quigley.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. Is the hon. Minister
prepared to give further information as to the instructions
given to these offlcers.

Mr. POSTER. Only generally, for rosons my hon.
friend knows well. They are to cruise around the coasta of
which I have spoken, to protect our inshore fisheries from
the encroachements of foreign vessels, especially those of
the United States which frequent those coasts more than
any others. They are to do their work with as great
caution, as much courtesy, and as much firmness as possi-
ble.

Mr.KIRK, How many schooners ?
Mr. POSTER. Six and two steamers.
Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. I think no harm would

accrue to the public interest if the hon. gentleman would
give us some further information on this very important
question, and in particular as to whether due conference has
been had with the Imperial authorities as to the means to
be adopted.

Mr. POSTER. In the beginning of our proceedings,
negotiations were immediately opened with the home Gov-
ernment, and have been continued since and are now being
continued.

Mr. KIRK. What vessels are to be employed besides
the two named.

Mr. POSTER. The General Middleton and the Terror
have been or are being fitted out in St. John. The Owlet
and the Conrad have been or are being fitted out in Halifax.
The Prince Edward Island and the MaggieLindsay are being
fitted out in Quebec.

Mr. KIRK. Who are the parties employed in connection
with the distribution of the fishing bounty and collection of
statistics, to pay whom $5,000 is asked ?

Mr. POSTER. I have not a memorandum of the persons
employed, just at present. On page 394 of the Auditor
Genera'a report, my hon. friend will find the names of the
extra clerks employed last year; a portion of these are
employed still, but the number employed is not so large as
the number in 1884-85, whose names are found in the report.

Mr.'iANGELIER. What is the proceeding followed for
obtaining payment of those fishing bounties.

Mr. POSTER. The parties have first to make application,
getting their blanks from the fishery inspectors and col-
lectors of Customs. These applications are certified to by
these officers and sent to the Department. In the Depart-
ment, they are checked off. If the claims are satisfactory,
they are accepted ; if not, tbey are sent back for farther
enquiry. The cheques are issued and sent for distribution to
the collector of Oustoms, who charges a small fee for the
trouble of certifying the claims and distributing the choques.
The number of claims filed last year was 12,562, of which
915 were for vessels, and the checks issued were 36,280,
which will account for the number of clerks we require
really to get through this work. The amount allowed for
the past two years was twenty-five cents fbr each vessel
claim and fifteen cents for each boat claim made through
the officers. lu New Brunswick and Nova Scotia the claims
are paid by cheque on the Bank of Kontreal.

Mr. WELDON. How much in euac Province?
Mr. POSTER. I am sorry to say our report has been

delayed, not through any fault of the Department, but
for other reasons, and I have only some of the advanced
shets here. I have not the scihedules of the different
Provinces.
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Mr. KIRK. It is a pity that the report of the Fisheries

Department should not be brought down before the
Estimates are discussed. I do not think we have ever had
the report until Parliament prorogued.

1fr, McLELAN. Some years you have had.
Mr. KIRK. Very seldom. I do not see why we should

not have the report, as well as other reports, earlier in the
Session. I notice that Albert Ogden drew a large sum
frota the Treasury on account of this item, $1,993, of which
$833.1 were paid for ton months' salary from lst April,
1885. Is he still in the employ of the Government ?

Mr. FOSTER. 1 am as sorry as the hon. gentleman that
the report ie not down in time. It is recollected this report
goes up to 31st December, and is therefore in a different
position from the generality of reports.

Mr. KIRK. I thought there must be some reason, as
it is always late.

Mr. FOSTER. It is in a different position from the
ordinary reports, and, after the Session has commenced,
whon we require it, our printing arrangements are not the
most rapid in the world, and that accounts for it. We will
try to have that remedied another year. As to the fishing
bounties, [ have the statement of the amount paid in 1884,
but I suppose that is not what the hon. gentleman wanted ?

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. No.
Mr. FOSTER. It was 1885 ?
Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. Yes.
Mr. FOSTER. Mr. Alfred Ogden is not now in the

employ of the Department.
Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. With reference to this

fishery protection, it is not possible for us, certainly, with-
out information as to the instructions given, to discuss the
wisdom of the Government's policy, but I gathered one
thing from the statement made by the hon. gentleman, and
that was that apparently these instructions has been issued
before a definite agreement had been corne to with the Im-
perial authorities, and, if I am correct in that, I think it is
seriously to be regretted in a matter of so grave importance
that instructions should have been issued until we clearly
understood how we were with the Imperial authorities.
That is what I gathered from the hon. gentleman's state.
ment. He mentioned that negotiations were still going on
with the Imperial Government, but apparently that a con-
clusion had not been reached with them.

Mr. FOSTER. If the hon. gentleman drew that from the
remarks I made, ho must be responsible for drawing that.
My remarks were not, I think, couched in a way from which
that could fairly be drawn. Of course, negotiations are
going on because new phases of the question are brought
up as each week goes by. They are kept fully informed of
everything that takes place here and despatches pass to and
fro with reforence to the points as they are brought up. Of
course, our way, as my hon. friend will see, is a little
clearer now than it was in 1870 and 1871, for the negotia-
tion which took place, the instructions which were promul-

Sated thon and which were sanctioned by the British
ernment, and the different discussions of the questions

which arose thon, questions almost entirely similar to those
which arise now, have made the way far clearer than it
was in 1869 and 1870.

Geological Surrey......................... 41,600 0

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. How does this decrease
come about ? What are the services you expect to perform
for the $41,600 ?

1fr. MoLHLAN. It was intended, when this estimate
was made, that the field work should not be so exponuive

and extensive this year as last, but it has been subsequently
found that there are arrears of account, and that the whole
sum should have been asked for, or nearly so, and it will
have to be supplemented in the Supplementary Estimates,
so that, although there is an appearance of decrease hre
in tho epense of the yar, in thepayment of old arrears,
there wilI not b. actaally that decroaae.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. What work is intanded
to bo done in the ensuing year ? That must be pretty well
mapped out by this time.

Mr. MoLELAN. The Minister of Interior is not here now.
Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. Thon you had botter

let the item stand.

Collection of Revenues-Excise.. ............... $324,432.50

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. Here is a large increase
in the item of $245,432.50, for salaries of offioers and
inspectors.

Mr. COSTIGAN. There is an increase due to importance
of position. Our divisions are classified ail over the country,
and, by our regulations, according to the increase of busi-
ness, the divisions are graded.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. How many offcers are
affected by this, and which ?

Mr. COSTIGAN. The inspectors, collectors and deputy
collectors are the only ones. Ail the excisemen are affected
by their class and not by the classification of the divisions
at ail, but the salaries of the collectors and deputy collectors
are regulated by the division in which they serve. Thon
there are increases as the resuit of examinations, $1,880.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. That is provided for in
a separate item. There is a vote of 82,000 for increases
dependeLt on the result of excise examinations. That, I
suppose, is the 81,800 the hon. gentleman alludes to.

Mr. COSTIGAN. If the hon. gentleman will take the
62,000 and the first item together, it will give 8236,125 as
the expenditure for last year. These are the examinations
which take place during the current year from time to
time. The regular increases are due to the percentage
they are not affected by examinations at ail. One classof
officers get 850, and the excisemen gets $30 of an annual
increase. While it might appear to have a tendency to a
rapid increase of salaries, the third class of excisemen goes
in at $500 on probation, and serves six months before ho
geto $600, which is regarded as the minimum of that class.
After that, he must serve three years before hoecan get this
$30 increase, and then hoeis entitled to $80 a year after.
wards. The new appointments amount to 86,000, los
salaries of those whom they replace, $2,600. In the
travelling expenses there is a roduction of $10,000. In the
preventive service there is au increase of 82,000, whioh
is necessary to make the service more efficient. So that
for the Excise service there is an increase of only $2,307.

To provide for the cost of obtaining ustamps. .... $60,000 00

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. With respect to this
reduction of 810,000 I observe that in the Public Works
Department there are made new charges to the extent of
$33,000 for various expenditures heretofore defrayed by the
Departments. I supposed that this $10,000 of nominal
reduction here really represents a proportion of the $40,000
or thereabouts, charged in Public Works ?

Mr. COSTIGAN. Ngt ail together, because we expect
to make a portion of that roduction by a saving in the
matter of stamps. We get the etamo choaper, and for a
number of years we have been improvng in that direction,
both as to the cost of the stamps, and the cost of handling
them.
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Preventive service............... .................... ... ,

Mr. COSTIGAN. This increase of $2,000 is absolutely
necessary. The actual expenditure Iat year was about
$5,000, but we propose to put the service on a different
footing this year. The intention is to take experienced
excisemen, men who have a thorough knowledge of the
law, and who are acquainted with the Excise duty.
There are some good mon among them whom we
propose to utilise as preventive officers, and bring
in new men to serve in the Excise department

To pay Oullers............-.......... s,13OOO OO

Mr. COSTIGAN. This decrease arises ont of the legisla.
tion of last Session. By an amendment to the COller's Act, a
reduction of the staff was provided for, and I am bringing
that Act into operation now.

Mr. LANGELIER. I have reeived a letter fron Que-
bec stating that it is rumored that four cullers have been
taken off, three from the deal list, and one from the square
timber list. It seems that every one of these men taken off
is a Liberal. Last year the Minister promised to the mem-
ber for Portneuf (Mr. De St. Georges) that if any superannu-
ations took place they would be made without regard to the
political proclivities of the parties. Up to this moment,
from the information I have, and which [ believe is correct,
as it comes from a reliable person, nit one man taken off
the list is a Conservative. I would like to know whether
the information sent me is correct.

Mr. COSTIGAN. That is a very serions charge, but I
am happy to state for the information of the hon. gentle-
man that however reliable the gentleman may be who has
given him the information, he is laboring under a misap-
prehension. I stated last year when the Bill was passing
through the louse, that I would endeavor, in making this
reduction, to do it as fairly as possible. I gave assurance
privately to some gentlemen who made enquiry, that I
would not put any man off on account of his politics. That
has to be done by Order in Council, and the change has not
taken effect yet. I know, however, that as to nationality,
the number will be evenly divided. Take the number of
collere fbr staves, deal, and timber altogether, as they exist-
cd last year, and the hon. gentleman wiIl find-I stand sub.
ject to his correction-that when the permanent list is
made, comparing that with the number put on last year, ho
will find a larger number of Conservatives gone off than of
Liberals. Some years ago another Bill was passed to
reduce the number of timber culiers, and a reduction did
take place when hon. gentlemen opposite were in power,
and at that time they made a clean sweep of all the Conser-
vative Cullera.

Mr. LAgIELIER. According to the Bill of last Session,
fourteen cullers must come out. There are only two square
tiOeber culier; will more than one be removed ?

Mr. COSTIGAN. I do not know. I tell the hon. gen-
tleman that no one has been taken off yet.

Mr. LANGELIER. I asked will there be more than one
tsken off ?

Mr. COSTIGAN. The Bill speaks for irseLf, and autho-
rises me to reduce the staff to a certain number. Parauant
to that power, I submitted a proposition, which I cannot at
present ricularise, but respecting which the bon. gentle-
man wil know in a few days; and Igive himtheassurance
that as to nationality, they will be equally divided; as to
politics, ho will fnd that the Liberal party is being v'e'ry
fairly deait with, and will have no reason to complain.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. I observe that the
total revenue is about i$3,000, which is much less than kit
was formerly, and I am afraid we will be out of pooket ina

Mr. CosnauIâr.

spite of the rednetion.
uneollected, $43,800.

There is:a large balnce 'etumuning

Mr. COSTIGAN. I am going totry and meut thatiby
cutting down the number of cuhiers:

Mr. LANGELIER I think the hon. gentieman reeived
a petition from a eertain number of cunera htbmu r four
months ago, asking au inarease of the amou.St apW to
retired cnllers. I think the present a nuityisonly 10,
and they complain that they cannat live on "aa. Hl.
sny action been taken in regard to the amatter?

Mr. COSTIGAN. When I introduced the Bill providing
for a reduction of the -numhber-of eulletfs Did the -rtring of
those who would have to be taken off the list, I thwaght
$200 was a small annuity. There had already %Sen some
put on the retired list at $200 by hon. gentlemen opposite.
I could not, therefore, propose to give those *hum I was
about to retire $300 while those already retired zu.eived
$200. I did intend to ask the louse to place "te retiring
allowances at $300, but I found there was strong feeling in
the louse against it. The argument nsed was that itwould
take a large sum of money to meet that expenditure, and- I
could not recommend an inereased amount béyond Lhat
already granted to those already retired. If we have
inoreased receipts and the saving arising from the reduction,
the House will b better disposed next year to increase the
amount.

Mr. LANGELIER. The expenditure would not appear
large if the revenue was collected.

Mr. GILLMOR. I should like to know the neessity
for the Government appointing caliers and paying them li
order to inspect timber that is being exported from the
country. We do a large lumber business in New Bruns-
wick. The authorities appoint qualified surveyors, but they
have nothing to do with paying them. It is true tho Dom-
inion Government obtain a return of a certain amount of
the money expended, but where is the necessity foé dealing
with the matter at ail?

Mr. COSTIGAN. I could not undertake to answer that
question, because the hon, gentleman and myseoma from
the same Province. We found on enterlng Confederation this
state of things existing, and we had to carry it out. We
should lose nothing by it, and the revenue should be col-
lected. If that were done, the service would coSt but little
to the Government.

Mr. GILLMOR. So there is no good reason for mai*tain.
ing this service except that we found it in faee wisen we
entered Confederation.

Mr. KIRK. Where is the neoesity of u1miating
those occupants ? Are they old er young men?

Mr. COSTIGAN. It is not aquestion of age but of pre-
cedence. The Cullers' Act provides for the speranimation
of offleers that are retired.

Mr. McLELAN. Do they contribute anythiog te a
superannuation fund ?

Mr. COSTIGAN. No.

Weights andMasureadGgas ................. $aa ao
Mr. LANDERKIN. What-are the.alarieaothe -

ant inspectors of gas ?
Mr. COSTIGAN. When the law was first pased the

salaries of thea inspe.torswer»ixediatabmmt $lmdw uthe
assistants at a minimum of about 500. That has been
pretty strictiy udhered to ainSe the law wa ,broeughaÏto
operation. With regard to the inspectors I Mr ikhhrare
only three or four places where larger salaries have bImn
allowed, bthee plaes bingL badievA, ToaenoJ niaton,
Motreau, Ottawa and Hala , whore tb ham
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$1,200. A a sis law in hieh ti.s e a 4efieit,
the inspators in sMe of the larger plaos, where large
amannta fs calUePtd and theydo agreat deal of work,
omWplain that theyaro underpaid,.and I think myialf that
thy ara e»tpak i the same proportion as other oicrS,
With regard to the assistants, my endeavor has been to put
tbem on the same footing as third class excisemen and to
brhig om' -teo about $ O. When I came in I found a

2dmany Ihem at 1800, but, as I say, I have tried to
ti gthem to 600O, where the divisions are large enough

to juty it. Of eorse there are some divisions where $500
is ample for tire work they perfbrm.

MjRé TK Are they ohiiged te ps an exami-

Mr. 0UNAN. Yeu.
Mr. LANDFERKIN. How ofton are they obliged to make

an inspection ?
Mr. COSGAN. Once or twice a year.
Mr. L&NDERKIN. Uave the fees they colleot been

modified ?
Mr. OS3f6AN. Not lately; but they were a few yeare

Mr. LA.NDERKIN. Do you think it is jndicious to con-
tinue thms. fees npon the parties who use the scales, seeing
that the Act is suppused to be in the public interest ?

Kr. 00WIGAN. People differ on that point, as on
others, buatthe intention is that the trade shall pay a eertaiin
proportion mnd the public the balance. If we made the fees
seausaining, the amount would be much bigher than it is
inw.

lMr. L NDERKIN. Are the fees sufficient in large
counties to meet the outlay ?

Mr. COSTIGAN. In some-but very few'
lr.MoMULLEâN. I think Uere should be a complete

changean thi"systemr. In my own section of the country,
when it is known that the inspector is coming round, many
who are expecting to be called upon to pay the fees put
their scales aside and bide them. Besides that, there are
inany scales which never reach the inspector's eye, as he
will not go off the road intoa sideways3 to try and inspect
them. Now it is justms machin the interestof thebayer
that the scales should be correct as the seller, and, for- the
reasns I have stated, I believe the present system is obje-
tiomble. Auother reao i that I believe, inmany eases,
fees are collected which never reach the Dominion'T sry.
The inspecter gives a receipt for so maeh money, and that
is aIl you know about it. I would like to know what check
the Department keep upon these officers.

Mr. COSTIGAN. Just as in many other cases, it is
impossible to keep a thorough chek upon them. My own
recollection of the Act is, that for some time it remained a
dead letter. It then became unpopular in the country, and
the os p its administration was about double what it
istow. epeople were very much dissatisfied with the
administration of the law, but now I think there is a great
diference. It may b. that the officers are botter aequainted
with thirork, and that the people are beooming accus-
tomed to them snd to the-work.

Kr. FISER. I am sorry I cannot quite agree with the
Minster with rd to the working of this law. I am
fUlly aware of e dieicties of oarrying out such a law,
where the inspectors have to go round the eountry, and the
Tipartm"h has to dpend entirely'on thieir honesty. At
prec1ntltinir there a aàgood deal of complaint with
regar& to the system. I know one instance where a large
gzaia.i. a"rn mry ditriet informed me that the inspector
Ome 4o isa stali hat bad xot weihts uaient to

teut is large platform scales. AÂfer a good deal
of trouble h. eventually went away and would not
give the certificate, but the dealer said that the
soales were there to be tested, and ho insisted on having a
certicate. Tie result was that the inspector gave him one
withoat.testing te scales at all. On the otherhand Iknow
that a good many people use scales without a test. I do
not moan such merchants as people who sell throughout the
country largely by weight. I understand that the inspector
is obliged to give notice when he will be in a certain place, so
that people will bring in their scales there to have them
inspeoted and tested. In my neighborhood, and so far as I
have been able to gather in the townships generally, I do
not think anybody does bring in the scales he uses around
the country. The merchants are visited by the inspector,
but being notified beforehand when he comes, it is very easy
for them, if they use false scales or weights, to have them
correted, or to substitute correct ones for themn. In
fact, I think this system is no protection for the
publie at large. It seems to me the only excuse
for this expenditure, amonnting to between $30,000
and $35,000 a year, is to havo a real safeguard for the
public against the use of false weights and neaures;
but I do not think this is attained, while at the same time
I do not know that honest merchants who wish to hare
thoir sales t.sted, and wish to use just weights and mea-
sures, are vezed by the Act, and have to pay a ta, for the
inspection. I do not know what ea;n be done to remedy
this state of affaire. I do not wish to blame the Department
fqr what has been done in the past, but if these things are
pointed out, perhaps the Department can inaugurate a sys-
tom by which the public shall be guarded against fals.
weights and measures, or the trading community shall not
be vexed by a useles tax.

Mr. HESSON. I have heard no complaint of the Act
in the county I represent. I think the work is very satis.
factorily done indeed, and I cannot agree with the ben.
member for North Weilington when he says that business
mon are in the habit of hiding their weights and measures,
in order that they may not be inspected. I think that is
very uncomplimentary to the claiss to which the hon. gen-
tleman himself belonge, and which is above suspicion in that
regard. They want it known that they are doing business
acurding to tho law, and want to give satisfaction to their
eastomers iand as An old business man I must disagree with
him.

Mr. MoMULLEN. I am quite certain of the statement
I made. Perhaps the hnn. gentleman has not been socus-
tomed to deal so largely in goode requiring scales as other
people. He has not made very extensive enquirjes, or he
would have found out the facto as I have stated them. I
most decidely object to the present system; I believe it is
a great injustice to dealers generally. Il it is to be con.
tinued, I would suggest that there oug;ht to be a
schedule of charges printed on the back of the certifi-
cate, which the deputy inspector would be obliged to
show the merchant, when ho goes to inspet his
scales. Thon tbe merchant would see wher the
depaty inspector was collecting the proper amount or nct.
At present, the merchant has to depend entirely on the
honesty of the deputy inspector. It is because, in many
cases, it is considered objectionable that people have evaded
the inspection to which all seales should be subjected. I
hold that it is as much to the interest of the buyer as to the
seller that scales should be inspected, and that bewg the
case, the inspection should be made free.

Mr. SPROULE. I have no doubt the hon. memaber for
North Wellington is speaking from experionce, because he
is a business man himnsef. But I can assure hlm i is mot
the experience in my section of the country. In mome
instances, when one of the parties ,thoeht he was not
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getting fair play, the inspector was notified; sometimes it
was the dealer, and sometimes the buyer; and the result bas
been to establish confidence between the buyer and the eeller.
It bas also done away with a class of scales that were usually
kept, and could be made use of by thei merchant to the
disadvantage of the buyer. There was a moving weight on
a beam that could be shifted without the buyer knowing it.
I think it is the duty of the inspector to go anywhere where
scales are used, and I do not think ho ias refused to go
anywhere where ho has receivcd notice that there is any
suspicion of unfair weights. As to the question of cost,
there is a great difference in favor of the present system
over the old. I know that at the first inspection made in
our village, the inspector brougbt a man with him to fix
the scales, and he charged from 85 to $8 for fixing them in
addition to the inspection.

Mr. CAMERON (Middlesex).
Government revenue ?

Did that go into the1

Mr. SPROULE. No, it did not ; the inspector kept it
for the purpose of paying the mechanie.

Mr. CAMERON (Middlesex). Do the Government pay
for that work now ?

Mr. SPROULE. No, that was amended when the present
Government came into power. In the village where I live
there was collected fòr the inspection of scales in a few
shops, 8140. They can b. inspected in the same place now
for $ W. So that eventually there cannot be a very heavy
expense for that purpose, and I must say, generally, the
present sy.tem is giving a great deal of satisfaction. No
doubt if some amendment were made in the direction men-
tioned by the hon. member for North Wellington, as to
putting on a scale of prices that would be a good amend-
ment, but I think there is an indication on the certificate as
to what the charges are already. If any man looks up the
schedule of prices he can tell what the prices are.

Mr. (AMERON (Middlesex). If I may be allowed to speak
for the locality I am best acquainted with, the experience is
that the Act works well, if it can be said it acta at all, simply
because we never see the inspector. He lives in an adjoin-
ing county, and if I exclude the city of London I am safe
in saying not one inspector lives in the county of Middle-
sex, Under the old Act there was an inspecter for each
riding, it may have been that was more expensive but my
impression is it was not. We have one inspector now at
81,000 a year, and sub-inspectors who each receive as
much as the inspector for ridings did. If the Act is to be
of any service at al], it is in the direction mentioned by the
hon. member for North Wellington (Mr. McMullen), and
the bon. member for Grey (Mr. Sproule) admits that under
it an honest dealer must ho placed at a disadvantage, when
h. says from his own knowledge, that there were improper
weights being used under circumstances such as ho cited. I
am quite prepared to admit that the Act is just to a fair
dealer, and if properly ad ministered, I believe a fair dealer
will give it countenance. But if the inspector is seen as
seldom as he is in the county of Middlesex, there is no
advantage in the Act. We only know of it by the expense
it entails.

Mr. LANDERKIN. It should b. possible to devise a
system of bookkeeping wheroby a check could b. kept of
the inspector quite as well as it is kept in the Post Office
Department. When the inspector, instead of returning fees
into the public revenue, appropriates them to his own
interest, there ought to be a check of some kind.

Mr. COSTIGAN. There is one now.
Mr. LANDEREIN. I understood you to say there was

Po wayof keeping oheok,
Z,8wlam,

Mr. OSTIGAN. The hon. gentleman was stating that
a man might overcharge on the fees, and I said it was very
hard to deal with that in any Department,, but the checks
issued and the certificates he grants and the moneys he
collecte, he is accountable for just as the postmaster le for
postage stamps.

Mr. LANDERKIN. A postmaster cannot charge more
for postage than is marked on the face of the stamp. If the
fees were made known on the stamps there could be no
question of overcharge. Is it in the interest of the public
to have the scales inspected ? The Act will not make mon
honest or prevent them from defrauding their customers.
Is this Act a benefit to the public? If so, the whole publie
shduld defray the cost, and the cost should not be thrown
entirely on the dealers. It looks like clas legialation, and
the time is arrived when we should consider whether the
public should not entirely bear the burden.

Mr. FERGUSON (Leeds). There is one thing peculiar in
this discussion, and that is that the only people who find fault
with the Act are the dishonest traders. In my district, und
I have bad an inspector living there three or four years,
there are three or four villages with from 1,500 to 2,50U
people in each, so that there is a considerable amount of
business done in each place, and every proprietor is anxious
to have his scales inspected and so publicly and openly
stamped that their customers will know they have not
been cheated. As far as collecting fees is concerned, the
hon. member for East Grey (Mx. Sproule) is under a mis-
apprehension. The inspectors are charged with the stampa,
and certain prices are fixed for inspection, and when an
inspector gives a certificate he places the stamps on and
cancels them. The dealer, if ho chooses, can get the
inspector to make some meochanical arrangement, for which
the inspector will make an extra charge, but that is a
matter of private arrangement.

Mr. McMULLEN. He may inspect the scales and not
use the certificate at all. In my section, the inspector
inspected the scales first and afterwards made up the certi.
ficates.

Mr. FERGUSON (Leeds). If he did, there was something
wrong about the procedure.

Mr. MOMULLEN. On the face of the certificate you
cannot make any calculation as to whether the inspector
charged too much or too little. If you would make a sche-
dule of prices on the back of the certificates, that would be
a tariff satisfactory to those who have to submit to the ope-
ration of the Act.

Mr. FISHER. I have not yet seen it proved that this
weights and measure inspection is a safeguard to the
publie.

Mr. DEPUTY SPEAKER. We are only discussing the
salaries and not the Act itself.

Mr. FISHER, The question whether salaries will be
paid to the men is entirely dependent on the utility of thoir
work. If the public service is not to the benefit of the
public, it is in our right to discuss the, question as to
whether we should vote this or not. It is an important
argument whether the publie service ia benefited bythis
service or not. With all deference to your ruling, I think
it is a very important question to see whether this vote is
of use in the public service, and I do not think it has been
shown that the inspection itself is a benefit to the public
intereat. If it was a safeguard against dishonest traders, it
would be, and I should be in favor of it, but, until it is
shown that it is a safeguard against dishonesty, I do not se
the utility of it. The complaints I have had addressed to
me have beeu on the part of honest traders who felt they
were obliged to pay a tax for the inspection of their sSles,

'while anyone who is dishonest might pay the same tax but
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would escape the result by afterwards falsifying hie scales
in suoh a way that the public were not protected at all.
Although the nominal oost to the country is $30,000 or
$35,(00, the community really have to pay the fees too.
Whether the traders pay them or make their customers pay
them, does not matter, and this might fairly be said to cost
the country about $65,000. I do not bolieve thatr the
results to the community are at all commensurate with that
expenditure.

Mr. FBRGUSON (Leeds). The hon. gentleman is ask-
ing too much of the Act. The Act was intended to make
the scale honest; ho must trust to the Sunday school to
make the trader honest.

Mr. HICKEY. The hon. member for Brome (Mr.
Fisher) proceeds on the assumption that every man who
tries to defraud the publi eis in trade, and that each dishon-
est trader will have two sets of weights, that he will parade
the good ones when the inspector is around and will use the
short ones when hoeis not. He must assume that, because,
if the trader is intending to defraud the revenue, h. muet
supply himseolf with the articles to do it with. Unless ho
does that, he muet have but the one set, and in that case it
will be inspected. I believe this is a protection against
fraud.

Mr. FISHER. The hon. gentleman cannot know much
about scales or he would know that anyone with a mechani-
cal turn can very quickly change a platform scale by the
twist of a screw or any balanced scale by taking out the
leaden plummet at the bottom and paring it and putting it
back again.

Mr. HICKEY. A rascal can do anything.
Mr. FISHER. Precisely. I have been informed by

manufacturers of scales that there is no check whatever
upon the scales after they go out of their hands.

Adulteration of Food.................$21,500 00

Sir RIOdARD CARTWRGIIT. Io this increase of
81,500 required by increased operations, or what ?

Mr. COSTIGAN. Last year's legislation added to that
branch of the service the subject of the fertilisers of the
country, and that is taking up perhaps more of the time of
the office here than the former work under the Adulteration
.of Food Act, so that we would require an additional officer
here. We propose to have eight analysts altogether. They
have a retaining fee of $200, an allowance for rent of 8100,
and an allowance for laboratory of $100. The chief analyst
receives $2,000, and we find it necessary to employ an
assistant analyst. It is reall a very small increase in
proportion to the additional labor.

Collection of Blides and Boom dues.................. 821,850 00

Mr. DAVIES. Why are you increasing the salary of the
Crown timber agent ?

Mr. COSTIGAN. The present incumbent was appointed
at $2,400 and we give him $200 more to bring himself to
the alary of hie predecessor.

Batteries, and Oayalry and Infantry Schools.... $435,700 00

Sir ADOLPHE CARON. That item was left over the
other night.

Mr. AMEBRON (Middlesex). Ithink theI Minister ought
to aRow this to stand over, for the reason that the report in
conneetion with the operations in the North-West, has not
yet been distributed. I enquired yesterday at the distribu.
tion office, and was told that the report had not yet reached
that office.

Sir ADOLPHE CARON. I think that is a very bad
reason for delay. Thia item ha nothing to do with the

report of the North-West trouble.& The opertion in the
North-West are altogether distinct from ths vote. I wish
the item to be »assed now, but on concurrence, if there i
any question which any hon. gentleman wishes to discus, I
shall b. glad to diseuss it gs fully as it would have been on
the resent occasion, This vote is the ordinary vote which
has en granted for several years puat. I would ask, how-
ever, in this item, to strike out the word "London " after
" Toronto," from the fact that in consequence of the barracks
not being ready for the school of infantry in London, which
has been sanctioned by a vote of Parliament, I have net
estimated this year for the organisation of that school. But
outside that one item, the vote is absolutely the same as that
which has been agreed to by Parliament for several years
past. If any question can arise out of that vote, certainly
it cannot arise from the non.production of the North.West
report, which will be distributed to-morrow, I hope, or the
day after. The copy which I placed upon the Table was an
advance copy, and was full of errers which had to be
corrected. Therefore, I hope the hon. gentleman will make
no objection te this vote.

Mr. CA51ERON (Middlesex). This vote is asked for
our permanent military service; a portion of the force
were out in the North-West, and we ought to be possesed
of all the information that the Minister bas in reforence to
the operations of that force, before this vote is asked for.
When the militia estimates were up before, I enquired
whether any portion of a similar expense to this had been
included under the head of the North-West expenditure,
and I was told that the cost of the permanent force in the
North-West was not charged against the North-West
expenditure, but the pay and maintenance of these forces
were paid out of the appropriation made last year. I have
net been able to make that tally with sncb facts as I have
been able to gather from the Auditor General's report.
There are some who think that the expenditure that is made
towards the formation of a permanent force, is not in the
highest interest of the volunteer force in this country, and
there are those who think that the militia vote which
is appropriated to the 500 or 600 men who are permanently
organised, is not the most julicious expenditure that could
be made of the million or so dollars that are appropriated
yearly for militia. I know that decided exception is taken
to the disposition shown by the De partment te squeeze out,
as it were, the volunteer force, tho ordinary enrolled force,
and benefit the permanent force at the expense of the volu».
teer force.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. I think my hon.
friend's point is well taken, and that we ought to have that
report in our hands before discussing this item. But I
would like to call the Minister's attention te an item on
which he can give information at concurrence, with respect
to the military college. I have been informed that a sum
of $100 was exacted from some of the cadets who received
commissions in the royal service. Was tuat the case ?
Or was it uniformly exacted ?

-Sir ADOLPHE CARON. It was, and all have paid.
There was no exception whatever.

Post Of81o.... .......................... ... ........ $2,841,946 c0

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. Thise increases are
enormous. We are almost up to three millions for this
service, and there must be a deficit of a million dollars a
year.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. The increase for Ontario i
$111,000. Of that sum $54,000 eis for the Canadian Pacifie
Railway. This is to pay for one daily service each way,
Ottawa to Rat Portage, and a second daily service each way
to Pembroke.
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Sir 'RICHARD CARTWRIGIIT. Are you paying

$54,000 for that service? It seems an enormous sum.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. It is according to law. There
is a tariff of charges established.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. I do not understand
that the post office is obliged whenever a railway runs to
pay for service of mails by it. The population served is
quite imsignifioant. It is an enormous additional charge for
such a service.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. The mails that now go by,
the Canadian Pacifie Railway formerly went through the
United States.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. What did you then
pay ?

Sir E1CTOR LANGEVIN. Our mails were carried
there,,and this is an increase on account of the service on the
Canadian Pacifie Railway. The Americans carried our
mails and we carried theirs, therefore nothing was charged
on either side. But we now have to pay the Canadian
Pacifie Railway for carrying our mails, as we pay the Grand,
Trunk Railway.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. Do we get any com-
pensation now for carrying the Americans mails? If not,
we are at a deadiloss of $54,000 a year.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. Now that we have a railway
through our own territory we cannot carry oar mails
through the United States but through our own territory.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. It appears to me that
854,000 for this service, taking into oonsideration the num.
ber of people served and the whole circumstances, is a very
extravagant charge.

Mr. CARLING. It is not for people along the line only
but to carry the through mails.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. The people's money is
being thrown away for such a service. It is a gross abuse
that $110,000 are to be paid to the Canadian Pacifie Railway
for the service they can do. Can they serve 150,000 people?
The other great railways serve about 3,000,000. And we
paid them only about 8155,000. It appears to be an entirely
extravagant charge, and if the law requires us to pay it, I
think the law should be altered.

Mr. CARLING. The Canadian Pacifie Railway Company
have to run their mail cars whether the mails go by them
or not, and I think the people are anxious that their mails
should be carried through their own territory, instead of by
Chicago. If heavier mails should be carried, no further
charge would be made.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. It is important that
the post office should be well served, but t*he people's
money should not be wasted. I am of the opinion that the
service of the post office is disgracefully extravagant. We
reduced our rates from five cents to three, and for a time
we sustained a loss, and then we gradually mde it up, and
this extravagance bas been particularly remarked sinco the
hon. gentleman (Mr. Carling) was in charge of the post
office, since which time the expenditure bas gone by leaps
and bounds from 81,700,000, at which it stood only some
five or six years ago, to $2,846,000, and this very year the
Gcvernment are asking an increase of$18e,000. This appears
to be the most extravagant department of a most extra-
vagant general service.

Mr. CARLIN . I ean only Say to the hon. gentleman
that it is anything but an extravagant deprt«mnt,ndthat

Sir Haruon LANGEVIN.

no department is managed so economiay. We have an
immense stretch of country in the North-W t pad
settling in these various distant points demand see
I think it is the desire of the people that they shoufd b
supplied with mails.

Mr. CAMERON (Middlesex). It may be th. fet tt
the Minister, ooming from a Dtpsrtmt wiS themWis
some little endeavor made to make the revenue muMt th*
expenditure, and coming to a Departemt whe it is all
revenue and no expenditure, may have some ,gound for
assuming that the one is very cheaply-run as compared wft
the other. It is a fact, however, that the et of Uýe 0t
Office Department has increased very largely. I saw a
statement in a Montreal paper the other day 4hat the eost
of running a train from Montreal to Wilnipeg was *,O0,
and if that is the case, we are realHy paying oethfrd of
that cost for the carriage of the mails alone, aehargeýwlhm«h
the country scarcely expeeted when they aesumed the
responsibility of building that road.

Sir RICRARD CARTWRIGHT. Theh. gentl
spoke of economy, but I notice that Londo aro.arrkadde
instance of economy, because I fad that P» less than 6
letter carriers are employed there. London is an interetMing
and thriving point, but if six are enough to do the business
in Kingston I cannot see that twenty-eix are required in
London.

Mr. CARLITG.
with London.

Kingston is small in areU compared

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGRT. Iknow4ta.pQpulatiOn
of the two places.

Mr. CARLING. What are they ?

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. The population of
London was reported to me a few weeks ago by i4isens of
that place as being rather less than it was a few years ago-
not exceeding 30,080.

Mr. CARLING. I think the total population served by
the Post Office Department is about 30,000. Bat London
East and London South have been added for post office
purposes, and these make a very large district.

Sir RICH ARD CARI'WRIGHIT. In Kingston we have
between 16,000 and 17,000, and if six carriers are enough
there London should not require twenty-six. 1 ind that
the same rule prevails elsewhere. amtlton, which is con-
siderable larger, has only one more. Ottawa is about as
large; it used to have nineteen and now it is rised to
twenty-one. London bas a proud pre-eminence in this
matter. The hon. gentleman wilbhaiMMyau 4àa* ßuebee
is a smaller city than London, and still twenty-one did the
work for the ancient capital. Mentread, whieh iw. ltttle
larger than London, had sixty-six emploYld, id seventy,
three askede,. fo. Äw, mrly lu pwep2wOR 1iQ<Weal
with i4s 140,000 or 160,000-ad I think itbst ips
besides-would require more ta uassaty4rgs if tweny-
six are required in London.

Mfr. CARL1IG. In Moutreal4inatim.*.(h==dan
Pacifie Railway, additional mails are delivered init and
other large oies, so an additional aub.r4 ise.d.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGET. Bat you ask for a
greater number in proportion in Lendon than in Montreal
which, as the hon. gentleman Nsy, -bas a great mails
to distribute. I seS that in St. John fifteen are d to be
enough and St. John used to co.tain as a, ulation

sa8 London. oaEr hna dixteen a s a
ne' whethererix* e s lagu Semi.
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Mr. PATRMSON (Brant). Can the hon. gentleman tell

me the intention of theDepartment with regard to providing
letter carriers for Brantford ?

Mr. CARLING. It was provided for, but I suppose
nothing ha been done owing to the illness of the Post
master General.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. Is this increase in
Quebec necessary ? I find that in the ordinary land con.
voyances $10,000 additional are asked for which seems a
large increase, the railroad remaining the same.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVJIN. The reasons for this addition
are precisely the same as those given for the increase in
the Prmonceof Ontario.

Sir HICHARD CARTWRIGHT. Was it to balance
accounts?

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. No; this is to meet the cost
of mail service of new post offices, increase of service upon
existing mail routes, and increased cost in reletting mail
contracta, of which there are in the Province 1,752, ranging
from $20 to $2,000 per annum.

ir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. The relative increase
is twice as eat in Quebec as in Ontario, and I do not think
there have oen a large number of additional offices opened
in Quebec.

Mr. CARLING. I suppose it is caused by new colonisa-
tion roads being opened, and three mails a week being now
sent where there was formerly only one.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIG B.T. But that does not appear
from the report to have been the case. There is also a con-
siderable increase in New Brunswick, particularly in steam-
boat and sailing crafts, in which the amount has increased
from 18,000 to $14,000.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. The extension of the mail
service from the railway at Fredericton to Woodstock, and
other extensions in the counties of Carleton, Victoria and
Charlotte, have rendered it necessary to add $5,000. To
the vote fbr railway mail service, and the improved service
established between the mainland and the Island of Grand
Manan and Campo Bello, bas added to the cost some 86,000
annually.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. I do not quite under-
stand how that eau be the case, because we vote special
sums for this service under the head of mail subsidies.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. I am informed that the
mail subsidy only covers a portion of this service, and that
this covers the balance.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. I think the hon. gen-
tileman should inform us on concurrence how this increase
occurs. Ifthis is in the nature of a subsidy, as I understand
from his explanation, it appears to me that it would be bot-
ter put under the hoading of mail subsidies and steamship
subventions.

Mr. DAVIES. I understood the hon. member for Char-
lotte, the other day, to say that ho was desirous of having
an ineresse of only $1,000 for that service.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. About that increse. I was
not able to speak to the Postmaster General before ho loft
for England. But as to this $6,000 I shall have the inform-
ation on concurrence.

Mr. DAVIES. I am aware that 810,000 of the dcrease
of 813,450 for Prios ]Mwurd Island isa more orosa entry j
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but it is very curions that while there are increases in every
other part of the Dominion, there should be a deorease
there.

Mr. McLELAN. That is all for summer and winter com-
munication, which is now transferred to the Fishery
Department.

Mr. DAVIES. Last year on ordinary land convoyance
there is a reduction of $1,000.

Mr. McLELAN. The ice-boat service, which is trans-
ferred to the Marine Department, includes the land convey-
ance; so that there is an increase.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGIIT. Whait causes the in.
crease in British Columbia ?

Sir HECTO R LANGEVIN. A portion of that is to pro-
vide for the future opening of the Canadian Pacific Railway
which we will use for the conveyance of mails.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. But thor as a very
large increase in salaries also.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. We will require railway
mail clerks and other officers in connection with the new
service, of course.

Mr. WATSON. Is it the intention to change the main
route for carrying mails from Prince Albert to Battleford.
I understood the Govern ment intendcd doing se. The mails
are now carried firom Qu'App1 elle to Battleford and from
Swift Current to Battleford, a nd it is said the route is to be
changed by making it from Regina to Saskatoon uand from
Saskatoon to Battleford and Prince Albert.

Sir H ECTOR LANGEVIN. The report is not yet in, so
the Department have come to no decision.

Mr. WATSON. If a change is made, wili new tenders
be asked for?

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. No doubt; the law requires
that, unless the amount be a small oe, under $.00.

Mr. WATSON. I understood the mails can be carried
$5,000 or 8,*000 lcss by the new route. The new route is
from Regina to Saskatoon, theie branehing to Prince
Albert and Battleford, instead of from Swift Current to Bat.
tleford and Qu'Appelle to Battleford. If such change be
made new tenders will be asked ?

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. Certainly.

Mr. PATERSON (Brant). I would like to ask a qenestion
with reference to the savings banks deposits in the post
office. The head ot a friendly society has written to me
that that society wanted to make a deposit in the post office
savings bank of $5,000 or $10,000, I cannot remember
whicl, and could not succeed in doing so. He called my
attention to the fact that $10,000 was roceived from a simi-
lar society in 1884, and complains of the unfairness of deny-
ing to oe society a privilege which was given to another.
There is no doubt that in the first case the privilege was
given. It was given to the Independent Order of Foresters,
and I have the journal here which states the fact and gives
a latter from the secretary of the society acknowledging
that the deposit had been accepted. The letter is dated 16th
October, 1884. Thi society to which I refer and which had
been refused permission to make a deposit of $5,000 or
$10,000 is the Canadian Order of Foresters, and I would
like to have some satisfactory explanation to give to the
gentleman who wrote me on the subject.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. I have taken a note of the
hgn. gentleman's stateent, and on conoUnenoe, if ho wiUl
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renew the question I will be able to answer him. No doubt
everything will be satisfactory, but if there is an error, of
course it will be rectified.

Dominion Lands-Chargeable to Collection of
Revenue.................................. $161,633 00

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. How many colonisa.
tion companies romain to be inspected ?

Mr. WHITE Cardwell). They are all bing inspected
with the view of closing up some of them, None of them
have been closed yet.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. How many companies
romain of those that were created and which the inspector
inspects.

1fr. WHITE (Cardwell). Mr. E .T. Stephenson.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. Any relation of our
old friend ?

Mr. WHITE (Cardwell). He ia son of Mr. Rufue
Stephenson. He isan ofiertht I am afraid we. arging
to lose. I am doing ail I can pousibly to retain him.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. The hon- gentleman
is going the right way to work, by ineressing his salary
8400.

Mr. WHITE (Cardwell). If the hon, gentleman knew
him, and knew his work as well as 1 do, he would tbibk
exactly as I do in regard to him.

Mr. WHITE (Cardwell). From memory, I think eigh. Mr. CAMERON (Middlesex). Ie it intended to <contilîne
teen oompanies are on the list. 1the forest rangers at the same strength as before ,

Mr. WATSON. How many will remain after the inspec-
tor has got through ?

Mr. WHITE (Cardwell). I am inclined to think very
few, half a dozen at the most.

fr. DAVIES. Is it intended to continue the inspector
for those at 83,000 a year.

Mr. WHITE (Cardwell). I do not know whether we
will, or inspect them through our ordinary homestead
inspectors, but the inspector will be required the greater
part of this year at any rate.

Mr. WATSON. What time will the lands be thrown
open for settlement ?

Mr. WHITE (Cardwell). The lands in the colonisation
tracts are open for settlement now through the North-
West. They never have been closed. The even numbered
sections are in the same position as they are everywhere
else. The odd numbers are reserved.

Mr. WATSON. What time will the colonisation com-
panies be wiped out with the exception of three or four ?

Mr. WHITE (Cardwell). This season.

Mr. McMULLEN. Is it the intention to continue on the
six homestead inspectors ?

Mr, WHITE (Cardwell). Yes, they are the most valu-
able officers we have in the North-West.

Mr. CAMERON (Middlesex). In the report of 1885, it
is said that "the land guides' service, at least in its present
state, is becoming les apparent." Io it stiil intended to
continue that ?

Mr. WHITE (Cardwell). Yes, I think so. My owa
experience is, from the enquiries I have made, that it is
rather an advantageous service. As immigrants go in, it is
of decided advantage to have guides.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. What is this item of
$5,000 for special services supposed to represent ?

Mr. WHITE (Cardwell). A part of that has been for
expenses in connection with immigration matters, so far as
the Department of the Interior deals with them. It is con-
nected to some extent with the land guide system, and some-
times temporary clerks are required for special service for
a short time. The amount is reduced from what it was
last year.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. Who is the Crown
timbera t at Winnipeg?

Umlwmâyi

1fr. WHITE (Cardwel).. I am not quite sure about
that. It is just a question whether we may not, in soue
cases, be able to attach the forest rangers' work te the
Crown timber agents' work, but I am taking the vote with
a view to make lurther enquiries in regard to it.

Mr. CAMERON (Middlesex). la the full number for
which a vote was taken last year still employed?

Mr. WHITE (Cardwell). Yes

Mr. CAMERON (Middlesex). Were there any changes ?

Mr. WHITE (Cardwell). Yes, there was a Mr. Moore,
removed from southern Manitoba. Re is no longer in the
service and has been replaced. Mr. Montgomery was
moved from Prince Albert to Battlefird, and Mr. O'Connor
from Rattleford to Prince Albert. They made an ex-hange.
I think those were all the changes.

Committee rose and reported.

SUPPLEMENTARY ESTIMATES.

Mr. McLELAN presented a Message from Ris Exell]ency
the Governor General.

Mr. SPEAKER read the Message, as follows:-

The Governor General transmits to the Honse of Common 8upple.
mentary Estimates of sumo required for the service of the Dsinioen for
the year ending the 30th June, 1886, and, la accordaue with the o-
visions of the British North America Aot, 1867, he remrr= bu
Estimates to the Houae of Commons.

LÂNBJ>OWKI.
GovauNmKNT Houai,

OTTAWA, 26th May, 1886.

'Kr. MOLELAN moved that His Excellenys Message
with the Estimates be referred to Committe iupply.

Motion agreed to.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN moved the adjournment of
the Rouse.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT.
man no estimates for 1887?

as th hion. gentie-

Mr. MaLLAN. Yes.

Sir HEOTOR LANGEIN. That in a pleamre to come.

Motion agreed to; and the Rous. adjournadt 5 20 a. m.
(Thurda.y)
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EOUSE Op COMMONS.

TIuR».AT, 27th May, 1886.

Th SPEAER took the Chair at Three o'clook.

PE RB.

SUBSIDIES TO RAILWAYS.

SirUE lTO.fT LANGEVIN moved that, to-morrow, the
ouse resolve itself into Committee of the Whole to oon-

sider the following resolutions:-
1. ThaI e ient to authoriae the Governor in Conucil to grant

thse mbdshrenfter ettoned bte theraillw om ae, and
towards the construction of the iwy ao hrenfter mentoned,
tisat is te aay :

To the Moncton and Buetouehe Railwa Company, forc nhIry miles f
their railw*y, from a point at or near Moncton, te Buctouche, Iu the
Province of New Brunswick, a subsidy not exceeding $3,200 per mile,
nor exceeding *i the whole, $96,0C0.

of " O rlay from Ingersoll eia London to Chatham, in the Province
cf Ontario, oighty miles, a subsidy not exceeding 3,200 per mile, nor
exSedingorn the whole, $256,00.

Te the Northern and Western Ralway Company, for ten miles of
tief railway, intervening between the termini of the portions of their
railway for whiehgsubsidies are already granted, the one from Frederio-
ton and the other from Indiantown, and an extension of two miles
dow to- deep watens at Chatham, in the Province of New Brunswick, a
5iibsidy not xceeding $3,200 per mile, nor exceeding in the whole,
$32,000.

To the Caraquet Railway Company, for ten miles of their railway
from the end of the present snbsidise.d portion at Lower Caraquet to
Shippegan, i the Province of New Brunswick, a subsidy not exceeding
$3.200 per mile, nor exceeding in the whole, $32,000.

To the Lake Brie, Essex and Detroit River Railway Company, for
thirty-eeveu miles nf their railway from Windsor to Leamington, in the
ProWnee of Ontario a subsidy not exceeding $3,200 per mile, nor
exceedingJIn the while, $118,400.

To the Thunder Bay Coloniation Railway Company, for fifty-six
miles of their railway, from the ead of the present subsidised section to
a point near Orooked Lake, in the Province of Ontario, a subsidy not
exceediUg $3,200 per mile, nor exoeeding lu the whole, 3179,200.

'P'o the Parry Sound Colonisation Railway Company, for forty miles of
their railway, from the village of Parry Sound to the village ofS and-
ridge, on the line of the Northern Pacific Junction Railway, in the Pro-
vince of Ontario, a subsidy not exceeding $3,200 per mile, nor exceeding
lu the whole, $128,000.

For a railway from New Glasgow to Montcalm. in the Province of
Quebec, eighteen miles, a subsidy net exoeeding $3,200 per mile, nor
exceeding i nthe whole $57,600.

For a railwayfrom ereford to the International Railway, in the
Township of Baton, In the Province of Quebec, thirty-four miles, a sub-
sid not exceeding $3,200 per mile, nor exceeding in the whole, $108,800.

For a railway fron St. Feix te Lake Maskinongé, Pariash of t. Gabriel,
in the Province of Quebec, ten miles, a subsidy not exceeding $3,200 per
mile, nor exceeding lu the whole, $32,000.

For a railway from Glenannan te Wingham,in the Province of Ontario,
five miles, smubsidy not exceeding $3,200 per mile, nor exceeding in the
whole,.10 000..

Tor a r way from a point at or near the McCann Station on the
Intercolonial Rlway,tothe Joggins, on Cumberland Basin, in the
Province of Nova Scotia, twelve miles, a subsidy net exceeding $3,200
per Mite, er exoeeding in the whole, $38,400.

For a railway fron L'Assomption to L'Epiphanie, li the Province of
Quebec, three miles and a half, a subsidy not exceeding $3,200 per mile,
nor exceeding in the whole, $11,200.

To the Montreal and Western Railway Company, for seventy miles of
their raw;y-from -St. Jérôme, north-westerly towards Desert, in the
PtÜr#Ininof Qudbee a subsidy of $5,161 per mile in lieu of the subsidies
grantleby 46 T-ietoria, chapter 25, and 41 Victoria, chapter 8, a subsidy
of $W611270.

For a railway fromSt. Andrews to the Canadian Pacifie Railway at,
or at any point east of the Town of Lachute, in the County of Argenteuil,
in the PF4viace of Quebec, seven miles, In lieu of the subsidy granted by
47 Victor'a, chapter 8, a subsidy not exceeding $3,200 per mile, nor
exceeding in the whole, $22,400.

To the Canada Atlantic RailWA Company, for twelve miles of their
ratinig frétiC1uak's Island to eaVMielIdand from Lacolle, in the Pro-
vince of Quebec, tothe International Bouadary, a subsidy not exceeding
$3.200 per mile, nor exceeding in the whole, $38,400.

For a railway froi Truro te Newport, in the Province of Nova
Scetia, forty-nine miles, a subsidy not exceeding $3,200 per mile, nor
exceeding in the whole, $156,800.

To the Qubuet and Lake &. John Railway Company, for ninety-five
miles of their railway from a point 50 miles north of St.Raymond to Lake
St. John, in the Province of nebec, a subsidy notexceeding $1,961 per
mile, nor exceeding in thewhole (lu addition to the subuidy gnted by
45 Victoria, chapter 14, and 46 Victoria,.chapter 25, of $3,Sper mile),
$186,295.

To the Cap Rouge and St. Lawrenee allway Company, fo twolve
miles of their railway from Lorette o«d Cap Roug 0to Quobee, ln the
ProVin0e of Quebe, a subsidy not exeoeding 1,200 per mile, nor
exceeding in the whole,3$8,400.

For the construction of wharves and landing stages on the lino on the
railway from Long Sault to the foot of Lake Temiasine, a subsidy

'the Gananque, Perth and James Bay Railway Company, sove-
teen miles, a subidy not exceeding $3,200 per mile, nor exceeding in
the whole, $54,400.

For a railway from St. Rustache to St. Placide, County of Two Noua-
tais, elghteen miles, a subsidy not exceeding $3,200 per mile, nor
eoeedfing lu the whoie 357,600.

For a railway frohl aointon the Intercolonial Railway through the
Stewiacke Valley, on a ine whih will afford facilitles o communica-
tion with the Iron Mines, Sprin g Bide, Upper Stewiacke and Musquodo-
boit settlements, twenty.five mies, a subaidy not exceeding $3,200 per
mile, nor erceediug lunlthe whole, $80,000.

For a railway from Yamak al toseRiver St Francis, in the Province
of Quebec, ten miles, a subsldy not exceeding $3,200 per mile, nor
exceedig iu the. wiole, 332,000.

For a raiiway from Perth Centre Station on the New Brunswick Rail-
way, te sa peint near Plaîster Rock Island, lunlthe Provinceof New
Brunswick, tweuty-eigh miles, a subsidy not exceeding $3,200 per mile,
nor exoeeding lu tise wisole, $89,600.

For a railway from Fredericton to the Villag of Prince William, la
the Province of New Brunswick, twenty-two miles, a subsidy not exceed-
in§ $3,200 pr mile, nor exceedlng in the whole, $70,400.

or a railwa from a lut on the Intercolonial Railway near New-
castle to Dougiastown, rnthe Province of New Brunswick, six mile, a
subsidy not exceeding $3,200 per mile, nor ozoeding lin the whe
$19,200.

For a railway from a point on the Canadian Pacifie Railway to Egan-
ville, in the Province of Ontario, twenty-two miles, a subsidy not
exceeding $5,200 per mile, nor exceeding lu the whole, $70,400.

To the Belleville and North Hastings Railway Company, for seven
miles of their railway from the Village of Madoo to the Junction with
the Central Ontario Railway at Eldorado, in the Province of Ontario, a
subsidy (in addition to the subsidy of $1,500 per mile granted b y48-49
Victoria, chapter 59) not exceeding $1,700 per mile, nor exceed lng in
the whole, $11,900.

To the Napanee, Tamworth and Quebec Railway Company, for six-
teen miles of their railway front Tamworth towards Tweed, in lieu of
the subsidy granted by 48-49 Victoria, chapter 59, a subsidy of $70,000.

To the Albert Railway Company, for their railway from Salisbury to
Hopewell, in the Province of New Brunswick, which lsa feeder to the
Intercolonial Railway, in the form of a loan, repayable at such time and
secured in such manner as the Governor un Jouncil determines, a sub-
sidy of $15,000.

2. The subsidies-hereinbefore mentioned as to be granted to companies
named for that purpose, shall be granted to such companies, respect-
ively. The other subsidies shall be granted to such companies as shall
be approved by the Governor in Council as having establshed to hi.
satisfaction their ability to construct and complet. the said railways
respectively. Al the lines for the construction of which± subsidies are
granted shall be commenced within two years from the firet day of
August next and completed within a ressonable time, not to exceed
four years, to be fixed by Order in Council, and shall also be constructed
according to descriptions and specifications and upon conditions to be
approved by the Governor in Council, on the report of the Minister of
Railways and Canals, and specified in an agreement to be made in esch
case by the company with ths Government, and which the Government
is hereby em1 owered to make; the location, also, of every such Une of
railway shal be subject to the approval of the Governor in Council, and
ail the said subsidies, respectively, shall be payable ont o tihe Con-
solidated Revenue Fund of Canada, by instalments on the completion of
each section of the railway of not less than ton miles, proportionate to
the value of the portion so completed in comparison witi that of the
whole work undertaken, to be established by the report of the said
Minister.

Provided always, that the granting of such subsidies to the com-
panies umentioned, respectively, shall be subject to such conditions for
securing such runing powers or traffic arrangements and other rights
as will afford aIl reasonable facilities and equal mileage rates to al
railways connected with those so subsidized, as the Governor in Conun-
cil may determine.

Motion agreed to.

LAND SUBSIDIES TO MANITOBA RAILWAYS.

Mr. WHITE (Cardwell) moved that, to.morrow, the
House resolve itseif into Committee of the Whole to consider
the following resolutions:-

1. That it Is expedient to authorize the Goveruor lu Council to grant
to the Manitoba and North-Western Railway Company Dominion lande
to the extent not exceeding six thousand four hundred acres for each
mile of the company's branch railway, from a point on thé main line
of that railway at or near Todburn to the Assiniboine River, near the
town of 8h.llmouth, about twenty-eix miles.

2. That it i expedient to authorise the Governor in Couneil to grant
to the North West Central Railway Company, or to such other oom-
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pany aa may be incorporated for the construction of the railway,
Dominion lands to an extent not exceeding six thousand four hundred
acres for each mile of the company e railway from its commencement
at Brandon station, on the Canadian Pacifie Railway, to Battleford,
about 460 miles.

3. That it is expedient to authorise the Governor in Council to grant
to the Wood Mountain and Qu'Appelle Railway Company, Dominion
lands to an extent not exceeding six thonsand four hundred acres for
each mile of the company's railway from its commencement at or near
a point in township number four, in range number thirty, west of the
second principal meridian, to the point where it will join the Manitoba
and North-Western Railway, about 240 miles.

Motion agreed to.

SALARIES OF REGISTRARS IN THE NORTH-WEST
TERRITORIES,

Ur. THOMPSON moved that the report of the Committee
of the Whole on certain resolutions respecting the salaries
of registrars and other officers in the North-West Terri.
tories, be now read the second time. He said: Before that
question is put, I wish to correct a statement I made yes.
terday evening when I was asked to state the expenditure
in connection with the system of registration. 1 thought I
had the information in my hands, but I had not, and was
Ôbliged to state them frem memory, and I find I did not do
so oorrectly. There are at present five registrars in the
North-West Territories; the Bill only provides for the
services of four under the Torrens system, and there will
still be a registrar in respect of the Territories not included
in the Torrens system. I will state the salaries that are
now paid to those officers: Three of them receive $1,200
each, one of them receives $1,000, and one receives $2,000.
The officer who receives $2,000 is the registrar for all that
portion of the Territories -which is not included in one or
other of the Provincial registration districts which have
been so far erected, and hie salary is larger than the others
on account of hie having held the office of Registrar-General
of the North-West Territories.

Motion agreed to, and resolutions concurred in.

IN COMMITTEE-THIRD READING.

Bill (No. 10) respecting real property in the North-West
Territories.-(Mr. Thompson.)

PUBLIC PRINTING AND STATIONERY.

House resolved itself into Committee on Bill (No. 132)
respecting the Departient of Publie Printing and Station.
ery.-(Mr. Chapleau.)

(In the Committee.)
On section 3,
Mr. MTJLLS. What officers does the hon. gentleman pro-

pose to employ in connection with this branch of the public
service ? Are al the printers to be counted as officers of
Parliament and permanently included in the Department?

Mr. CHAPLEAU. The officers, as I stated before, will
be a superintendent of printing, a superintendent of station-
ery, and an accountant. The head of the branch will be the
Queen's Printer and controller of stationery. Those officers
will be officers in the civil service without examination,
because they are technical or special officers, and will have
the rank of chief clerks of the Department.

Mr. BLAIKE. I notice that there occurs several times in
the Bill provisions for audit. I do net, of course, object to a
provision, particularly in a matter of this kind, for a depart-
mental audit, but I wish to understand whether it is intended
to be implied that there shall not be the same audit by the

Mr. War (Oardwel).

Auditor General which takes place with reference to other
expenditures and accounts. Are his powers to be as wide
as to this Department as to other branches of the service ?

Mr. CHAPLEAU. It is intended that they shall b as
wide, and ho shall have additional powers as to ascertaining
the amount of stock on hand at his discretion. His powers
will not be limited in any way.

Mr. BLAKE. I think the hon. gentleman would fId it
botter to amplify the clause with regard to the Auditor
General, so as to make it clear that this other audit la
merely a departmental audit.

Mr. CHAPLEAU. I have no objection, when we come
to the clause.

Mr. MITCHELL. I would like to make a few observa.
tions with reference to the course to be taken in the future
with reference to Government advertising. I see this
clause gives the Socretary of State power to deal with all
the advertising that is required.

The CHAIRMAN, That does not come in now.

Mr. BLAKE. Yes, it is included in this clase.

Mr. MITCHELL. Well, I have not got a oopy of the
Bill, but I thought I heard you read something with regard
to advertising.

The CHAIRMAN. Yes; I find the hon. gentleman is
right.

Mr. MITCHELL. Well, Sir, I am glad that under your
ruling I am right for once.

The CHAIRMAN.
gentleman is wrongi

I am always sorry when the hon.

Mr. MITCHELL. I think, thon, this is a proper time
to raise the question as to how the advertising of the Gov-
ernment shall be distrib'uted. I believe it has been the
custom, not only with this Government, but with Govern-
monts generally, to confine the advertising to the papers
that support them-to the thick-and-thin fellows-to the
chaps who always find them right and never find them
wrong, and who never criticise them But an independent
paper such as I have the honor to be connected with-

Some hon. MEMBERS. Hear, hear.
Mr. MITCHELL-a paper that speaks its mind, a paper

that does not hesitate to find fault with the Government or
the Opposition when it finds them wrong-that paper has
got to be ignored, and it has been practically ignored Now,
it does appear to me that it is unfair to the public,
unfair to the independent press of this country, that the Gov-
ernment of the day should take power from this House to
distribute their patronage simply to the papers which sup-
port them. It is unfair to the public for this reason, that
everybody knows that people take very little interest
in the papers that support the Administration or the Oppo-
sition, as the case may be, for purely party purposes. An
independent paper which speaks out its mind, which deals
with questions on their merits, and does not fear to point out
the faults of either side, must, forsooth, according to the prac-
tice which prevails, be ignored. I do not know whether
there are other independent papers or mot in that position,
but the one of which I know something is practicaily
ignored in this respect, and I suppose my hon. friends oppo-
site, when they come in, as theysay they expect to come in
after the elections, will pursue the same course, and will
ignore the independent organ with which I am supposed to -
be connected.

Some hon. MEMBERS. Oh, no.
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Mr. MITOHML Now, I think it le time to aseertain

the sentiments of this Houe on this question. What seems
to me to be right and fair is that they should select-certain
of the leading papers. Take, for instance, a city like Mont.
real. We know that a certain class of people there do noti
read the party papers; they want an independent paper,
and yet p rs of that class are deprived of the opportunity
of givng their reladers the information which such adver-
tisements are the means of distributing to the public; and
I think it is high time, in the interests of fair play to the
public, in the interests of the cultivation of an independont
sentiment throughout the community, that that shonld be
put a stop to. .. call attention to the matter for the pur-
pose of asoortaining from the hon. gentleman in charge of
this Bill, whether he intends to pursue the same course and
ostracise that portion of the press which has the courage
to speak out its sentiments, or whether ho intends to pur-
Bue a different course. There have been some notable el-
eoPtions to the usual course which has been pursued by
this Government. When Sir Charles Tupper was at the head
of the Department of Railways and Canals, I recollect seeing
some of e advertisements of the Government, in relation
to the Intercolonial Railway and other Government rail-
ways, published in some of the Halifax papers, and notably
in the Morning Chronicle, a paper which is violently opposed
to him, and I was proud to hear that gentleman state-
when I mentioned the matter to him on one occasion, and
told him that he was pursuing a course different from that
which is generally pursued,-he said, Yes, I think it is only
fair to the public that the means of communication between
the Government and the public should not be confined to the
party papers. This is a sentiment which ought to receive
the support of this House, and it is a course which, if pur.
sued by the Government, would bejustified by the people of
this country. I would like to know whether the Secretary
of State intends to adhere strictly to the course which has
been followed in the past, or whether he intends to depart
from it.

Mr. CHAPLEAU. As to the policy of the Government,
I do not suppose my hon. friend would like the Govern-
ment to change their policy and try to disturb that

unietude wvhich resultfo hi ,nilAtA ind« d dA Af

I have never observed any aritleism of the third aide ln
that paper.

Mr. MITCHELL. It le quite unneoessary for an Inde.
pendent paper to criticise the third party, the Independent
party, ln this House, because it has pursued such a course
that 1 think my hon. friend, at any rate, ought not partiou.
larly to object to it, unless it is an occasional article that
appears against himself now and then.

Mr. BLAKE. I am not objecting to that.

Mr. MITCHELL, On the other hand, there la no need;
for the servile Government organe do not hesitate to criti.
cise the leader of the Independent party, and often in a
very unfair manner. Now, the hou. Secretary of State
has replied that it might interfere with the independence
of a paper to get Government advertisements. The hon.
gentleman knows that that is not the case-that there is no
amount of patronage which the Government can give, no
amount of influence which they can bring to bear in any
way, that eau ln the slightest degree affect the indepen.
dent expression of the Herald. I eau assure him that he
need not at all fear on that score to do what he ought to
do, and to get ont of the narrow rat which he has himself
described. It l beneath a Government to say that they
will put their advertisements where they will do the great-
est party ood, ignoring the purpose for which advertising
is done. , as the hon. gentleman has announced, they
intend to pursue the same narrow course that they have
pursued in fhe past, all I can say is that it will not meet
with the approval of the country.

Mr. CHAPLEAU. I admit that there is perhaps some
room for reform in some manner in the expensive mode of
advertising. But people must not conclude that all the
Government advertisements in newspapers are official and
paid advertisements. The Queen's Printer in my Department
every week receives accounts by dozens which are not paid,
because advertisements can be inserted only on a written
order previously given; so that numbers of public notices
which appear in the papers as Government advertisement,
are not, and have not been paid.

quifotuuuwiai uuÀ ir jaism pÂev i 1uvunuvUUv 1 ) Mr. BLAKE. I was not alluding to those advertise-the Government, for if the patronage were dispensed in the ments which are inserted without authority. I was allud-manner he proposes, it might perhaps alter his indepen- in to the damning record which is found in the Publicdence. I suppose that the little patronage under the con. Accounts.
trol of the Government will be given in the future in the
manner in which it has always been given by whatever Mr. VAIL. The lon. member for Northumberland re-
Government has held the reins ef administration. ferred to the Halifax Chronicle, in which ho said ho had

often noticed Government advertisements. By the Auditor
Mr. BIA]KE. I think all Governments ought to do this General's report I find that the Halifax Chronicle received last

with their advertising, at any rate, that 1s, take care year $176.94, while the Hlalifax Blerald, which, as my hon.
that their advertisements are published, not where they friend knows, supports the present Government, received
will do the moet good in a party sense, but where they will over $1,000. While on this subject, I would say to the hon.
secure the greatest amount of publication. There is a large Secretary of State that very often papers that are of
amount of advertising which is, for all the purposes of very little importance indeed, receive large amounts for
advertising, pure waste. It is not given in the expectation public advertising, and not only print the advertisement
that a single individual who wants to know will learn, but once, but print them twice. I saw in an eastern paper the
it is given just as an additional party subsidy. That, I other day a notice of this mode of doing business, and I ont
say, is wholly indefensible. We onght to advertise se out the paragraph, which I will read te thef louse:-
that the publie who are interested will be reached, Our readers, with very few exceptions, are probably unaware thatand, therefore, I think the whole constituency:of the country the Yarmouth Trme publishes, as an adjunct to that paper, a ridiculous
ovght to be consulted. That is the only business way. I little sheet yclept the News. The Government advertisements pub-
have no doubt preference will be given, as it must in the lished in the Times are tranaferred to the adjanct, with enougb other

matter transferred from the same paper to fil Its coliumns The historynature of thngs be given, to party newspapers; but there of the origin of the News was given in the Telegram smnething less than
ought to b. some decent observance of what the object of a year ago. The ini cement for the continuance of the News to this
advertising is. I have a complaint to make of the conduct unme with so littie circulation wil, we presume, be diàsclosed when the
of my hon. friend freom Northumberland (Mr. Mtchell)- Dominion Publi rAccounts or the current year are publiuhed. Theof M . ried fom Nrthmbelan (Mr Mchel)#amount of Government pap, laviah as it is, bestowed on the Tory papert,
le has declared that bis is an independent newspaper which does not satisfy the Tim.s; it wanta more; hence the adjunet, wbich
always criticises botha ides of this House, and finds fault reproduces the Government advertisements, iucluding thatfor • Tenders

efat l o bu l . for the Welland Canal Enlargement,' and other official advertisementerever alt is to be found;but my bon. riend forgot equally important to the citizenh ot Yarmouth. After being a few weeks
for a moment that there are three sides to this House, and in operation, new light broke upon the Tims, and It then reduoed the
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oibe of the adjunct wheh would lave trouble and cost of "paper, and
enable It to publish the Government advertisementa all the same. We
have not time to enlarge on this matter to.day. How it may strike
members of Parliament, when the facts, with Bamples of the adj'inet, are
laid before themi-as probably they will be-will be of some iuterest. If
this kind of thing is eustained there will inevitably be a great boom in
the Tory newspaper adjun ýt business throuFhout the Dominion-while
the present Government remains ein power.lr

I think the House will see that this is carrying the joke a
little too far. It is quite enough for tiie Yarmouth Timea
to get the Goverrment advertisements, without printing a
separate little bheet for the purpose of printing them and
charging for them a second time.

Mr.SOMERVILLE (Brant). I certainly think there
might be a great improvement in the mode of dispensing
the patronage of the Govern ment in the way of advertising.
I do net know what the rule is in the Departments with
regard to giving out advertisements to the varios
papers throughout the country. I am satisfded, however,
that one rnle is rigidly enforced, and that is that no Gov.
ernment adrertisements shall b put in any papers which
do not support the Gavorr ment. Yeo may searoh t.hrough
all the papers published in the Dominion, and I venture
to say you will not find one Governîment advertisement in
any Opposition paper. My idea with regard to the con-
duct of public business may be somewhat crude and differ-
out from the ideas of the hon. gentlemen who occupy the
Treasury benches, but if this branch of the public service is
thob. benestly administered, it must be administered in a
different way. Last year we expended 851,800 in
advertising alone, and the previous year 854,000. I am
satisfred that all the objects of this advertising could have
been attained by the expenditure of not more than one-
fifth the amount spent in each year, if the advertising had
bem done judiciously, as business men would do it. I do
not see what object there can be in the Government adver-
tieing for tenders for improvements on the Welland Canal,
away down in Nova Scotia, and for improvements in
Britisgh (lolumbia, all thiough the Province of Ont. rio. I
cannot see what is to be gained by advertising for the con-
struction of lighthouses in Nova Scotia and New Bruns-
wick, in the papers of Ontario, British Columbia and
Manitoba, as is done continually. It requires closer super-
vision on the par t of the Secretary of State, if ho is going
"to undertake the management of this department, than has
been given to it in the past, so that public moneys may not
be wasted. If any business man wished to transact busi-
ness in this direction, ho would seck out the newspapers
likely to reach the public ho wished to reach. I do not
care what Government is in office, I will always maintain
that its business should be conducted on business principles.
It is sheer dishonesty for the Government to spend public
money i subsidising newspapers by giving them adver-
tieing in a way that does not benefit the public service, and
in of service only to hon. gentlemen occupying the Treasury
bonches by securing to them, through their dispensing this
patronagethe support of a large number of Conservative
papers all through the Dominion.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. The hon. gentleman has
made a sweeping charge against the Government, and I
must:say that charge must be specially directed against my
Department and the Department of Railways, as those De-
partients, with the Department of Interior, have the
largeîïtamount of advertisements te publish. iBut I must say
this, that ln sofar-and I ar pretty sure it is the saie
thing oJr the othor Departments-as my Department is
concerned, the not ces put in the papers are always put
with a view of obtaining the largest cliculation amongest the
people who can give us tenders. The hon. gentleman abks
why, if you have a work to be done in Nova Scotia, you ad-
vertise in Ontario and Que bec. The answer is that when
it is a small work I do not advertise at a very long distance,1

Mr. TAL.

but wh.n it is a large work I advertise largely, and I can
give many proofs to support that posit ion. The other
day, fop imtance, we had what isc alled the Tormoeatine
break water or pier to construct, at an estinated cot of be,
tween $125,000 and $175,000. 1did not confine the adver-
tisimg to the Province of Now Branswick or Nova&Sotia,
but also advertised in the papers of Ontario and
Quebee, and I may say to ti hon. gentleman that
not only the lowest tender but several ef the lowet
tenders were from the Province of Ontario. The
contract was given to an Ontario eontrator, eo-hat
the advertising, though it may have eost us #W&or»Q
more, has benefited as largely, bcause the tender we
accepted was mach lower than any from New Brauswick
or Nova Sootia. I will give you another exauiple. Laat
week we advertised for tenders for work at theLandon
oustom house. That advertisement was put in a large
portion of the papers of Ontario, and in this regionadn in
Montreal. The result was that the lowest tender 1-y far
was by a man from Ottawa; so that, though we smy ave
paid $100 or $200 more in advertising than we would have
if we had limited it to the small region where London i sita-
ated, we have saved probably twenty times theocest afthead-
vertisement. The hon, gentleman is therefore miatakený The
advertisements are limited when the work is amaiL When
it is large we advertiae largely, because it is the interests of
the country to have a larger number of tenderers. I may
say to the hon. gentleman that it is surprising, after all,
how small the number of tenderers you will nd for Gov-
ernment work, They are not numerous even for large
work. For the work at Tormentine we had twenty-five or
twenty-six tenders, and if we had limited oar advertising to
Nova Scotia we would have paid probably 830,000 or 40,000
more than we do. I think the hon. gentleman isr mistaken
in his view of advertising.

Mr. SOMERVILLE (Brant). I judge, from the remarks
of the Minister of Publie Works and the Secretary of State,
that the Government must imagine the eontractors in the
Dominion are confined exclusively to their supporters.
There are contractors who do not profess to hold allegiance
to the present Government, who are not supporters of the
present Government; and why should they not have an
opportunity, with the supporters of the Government, Vo
tender for publie works? I agree with the hon. mem-
ber for Northumberland (Mr. Mitchell), that these
advertisements, in the interests of the publie service, should
be iuserted, not only in the leading papers of the Conserva.
tive party, but alo in the leading papers of the Reform
party and the Independent press. If the Government exer-
oised a little more jndicioneses i nmertiUng their advertige-
monts in papers which have large cirulations, and which
would be ikely Vo be read by the cmes of people intereated
in tendering for publie works, it would be of great service
to the publie at large, and no doubt the Minster of Public
Works, if he would only allow the abominable Grita ail
through the country to have an opportunity of tendering
for publie works, would save a large sum f money té the
country.

Mr. MITCHELL. And perhaps'convert sone of the-m.
Mr. SOMERVILLE (Brant). Perhapa -so. AV ail eveüts,

I think je ite-interet- cfte publictthehadvertisenQnts
cuglt ita ob.e onflaod Vo îstrictly iministerial-ppi-
Vln k the public service *ould b. beet erved bya4vrtwu
in the papers haviug the largest circulation, whih weald
reach the class of people intended te be reached- by the in-
sertion of advertisements of this description. I do noV think
the Government are servingthe publie interest by the way
in which they are dealing with this patronage.

Mr. MILLS. The hon. the Minister of Public Works is
laboring under some delusion in imagining that these adver-
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tisements are only inserted in papers ha'ving a considerable
cirWelatien. There is a paper published occasionally, by
fita and starts, In this city called the Orange Lily. I have
seen a large number of advertisements from the Depart-
ment-d the- hou, gentleman in that paper. It does not
ofl appear, but it appears, Isuppose, as often as necesary
in order to secure pa eut for the insertion of those adver-
tisemetn. I remem r looking at a few numbers of that
pape, extending over a period of several months, though I
thuik not very many papers appeared during the time, and
I saw no advertisements other han those ina relation to the
Department of the hon, gentleman. There in another little
paper which I have oticed, a paper that is emaller than
the eheet 'we have before us as the Orders of the Day. It
is called the North-Wet a Star, published at Rat Portage,
not now, but it was published there a few years ago when
Rat Portage was a less important place than it is to-day,
and I notioed a large number of advertisements, con8ider-
ing the size of the paper, published in theN orth- West Star,
from thel])epartment of the hon. the Minister of Public
Works. I remember that some of those advertisements had
reference to improvements which were being made on the
Welland Canal. Whether there were any parties amongst
the hunters and half-breeds who were thon settled in that
particular locality who wished to tender for public works
on the, Welland Canal, I do not know, but, at al events, [
found the advertisements of the hon. the Minister of Public
Works in the North- West Star. The hon. gentleman shakes
his head, but I read the paper, I had a copy of it sent to me.

Sir HIECIOR LANGEVIN. Perhaps the hon, gentle-
man will observe that canals are under the control of my
colleague the Miister of Railways.

Mr. MILLS. At all events, it was in the Government.
It may not have been the Department of the hon. gentle-
man, but, at all events, it was done by the Government. I
remember in the lnt Parliament bringing before the Rouse
a list of papers and the amounts paid to them for advertis-
ing for tenders for supplies to the Indian Department, and
there were 144 newspapers in which that advertisement
appeared. The amount of supplies, I think, was about
$62,000 or $63,000, and the amount of the advertising bills
was over 414,800. It seemed to me that that was a very
profuse expenditare by way of precaution to see that the
public were generally informed that supplies of this sort
would be required, and to take eare that the Government
did notpay too much for them. For the purpose of pur-
chasingless than -70,000 of supplies for the Indian Depart-
ment, nearly $15,000 -was spent on Goverument organe by'
way of advertising, in order to see that the Department was
not overcharged and the public interests were protected.

cost of advertising amounted to $15,000. That is the hon,
gentleman's statement, and we will hold him to it.

Mr. MILLS. I had thelist of the papers here. Itook
it from the Public Accounts. I told the hon. gentleman
that I would read the list to the Rouse. I commnaced to
read it, and when I had read the names of twenty.five or
thirty papers h. told the House that he would accept My
statement with regard to the list, and I need not read it. I
will send and get the report.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. If you please.

Mr. MILLS. I shall be happy to furnish the hon, gentle-
man with the information.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. As to the advertisement
in the Orange Lily, I suppose we may take that as prof
of the perfectly Catholie benevolenoe of the hou. gentleman.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. There is no doubt about
my benevolence, or about my Catholicity.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. Not yours-your col.
leagues.

Mr. DAWSON. The hon. member for Bothwell (Mr.
Mille) referred to the North- West Star as a very amall
paper, and one that it was not proper to insert Government
advertisements in. Are the merits of newspapers to be
judged by their size? I cean tell the hon. gentleman that
the Rat Portage Star, published in those day s, was just as
good a paper as some papers which are published in the
vicinity which the hon. gentleman hails from. It was a
very able paper and a very nice paper, and I think it wa a
very good paper to give an advertisement to. The boa.
member for Northumberland (Mr. Mitchell) has ai
that independent papers should get advertisements, and ho
seemed very indignant that they were not supplied with
advertisements. Here is a case in point. Thei Rat Portage
Star was an independent paper. Like some papers which
are very much larger, it was sometimes on one uide and
sometimes on another, and surely that was being inde.
pendent.

Mr. MITCHELL. Thon it must have been very unlike
the paper to which the hon, gentleman refers as being one
with which I am connected. No one will say that it is
sometimes on one side and sometimes on the other. It
pursues the straight course, criticising freely both the great
parties and dealing with therm fairly on their merits.

Mr. CURRAN. Hefair hear.
Mr. MITCHELL. The hon. gentleman from Montreal

Sir 11011N A. MACDONALD. I amn afraidth e hm Centre (M. Curran) says "ha, ha," and laugh. He maySir OENA. MCDOALD I a afaid he on.laugh on the other side of his mouth at the critiiisme of thegentleman ls somewhat poetic n his prose. He states that Herald. It has not paid very much attention to himo bfar
a very large sum of money has been paid for advertise. but it may pay more attention to him before many nmmths
meute for a psrticular advertisement on a particular oo. are over, and thorten may laugh the other way.
casiog. I abold like to get the dates and to kow& ar
about that, anti I fancy the hon, gentleman will find ho is Mr. MoMULLEN. I ask the Minister of Pablic Works
rather mistaken. to notice that advertisements for tenders are given fer the

purpose of securing tenders from parties who are likely toMr. MILLS. No. undertake the construction of work or provide matoria&.I
Sir JOHN A. MAODONALD. Well, ho has been mis- have a paper here which la printedi n- my own town,

taken before, and ho may be mistaken again. I know very which contains an advertisement for the suply of pine
weIl-I-have every day proof of it-the anxiety of papers, timber and oak timber to the Welland Canal for some im.
wlthout reference to poltical procivities, to get advertise- provements to locks,. U tha locality there is not a pine
nents, And great numbers of them put in the advertise- tree or an oak tree within twenty miles that could be pos-

mente on 7anee. It does not at all follow because you see sibly made to suit for any such work, but, in order to
an advertisement in a newepaper that that advertisement strengthen the backbone of this Conservative organ whioh
is paid for. ômetimes it je; sometimes it is not. I should has been lately started in my town this advertiemet là
Mik wy mah ttg at eof the particula' advertise- givOn to it, and I have noticed, * every issue since advr.
ment for supplies which amounted to$ 70,000wWilo the timet for etai m terialoOm soe them ia the Torei
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West. In one case, they have advertised for supplies to the
Indians in the North-West, as well as timber in connection
with the Welland Canal. Of course the hon. gentleman
repudiates being responsible for advertisements for canal
purposes, but I presume the Minister over that particular
Department will not take the ground that that advertise-
ment was put in that shoot for the purpose of getting tend-
ers from that particular section.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. It does not matter whether
there is timber where the hon. gentleman lives or not. The
object is to attract the attention of the men who can furnish
the timber, or can do the work, that is all. That man may
be found exactly at the place where the hon. gentleman
lives, although ho may not have timber there. I have no
doubt the place where the hon. gentleman lives is a very
pretty place. The hon. gentleman may, nevertheless, have
in his place a man who has large foresta elsewhere, or who
may be able to furnish the timber from another place.
Therefore that is not a reason why we should not advertise
in that paper. There may be some enterprising man there
who would undertake to furnish the supplies for the
Indians, also. The hon. gentleman would be the first tocom.
plain if the Indian Department did not advertise in Ontario
to obtain supplies for the North-West; ho would say that
the Government were not giving a chance to the Ontario
people, and when we do give them a chance the hon. gen-
tleman complains. Well, he may convince us that we should
give fewer advertisements in his region.

Mr. MoMULLEN. I was not aware that there were any
in the past.

Mr. WALLACE (York). I think the statement made
by the hon. member for Bothwell (Mr. Mills) bears the
impress of exaggeration on the face of it. He stated that
144 newspapers received for publishing one advertisement
the sum of $14,800. Now, that would be $102.75 for oach
newspaper for one advertisement. Newspapers cannot get
beyond certain advertising rates, and cannot charge the
Government any more, and their rates are criticised by the
Auditor General very carefully. So that sum could not
have been paid to each paper for one advertisement, because
the Auditor would not have passed the item.

Mr. WELDON. The Auditor General's account shows
that the St. John's Sun gets $1,800 for publishing adver-
tisements, while the Telegraph, which has as large a circu-
lation, only gets $900. The Intercolonial Railway time-
table is something that should be published in papers,
irrespective of politics, because the whole public las a
direct interest in seeing it. I find, also, that the St. John's
Trade Reporter received $97, and I don't think there is any
hon, gentleman here from New Brunswick who knows
anything about that paper.

Mr. SPROULE. I would like to say, in reference to the
statement of the hon. member for Wellington (Mr. Mc
Mullen), that he must know very little about the country
whore he lives, because he ought to- remember that only a
few years ago there was a considerable quantity of pine
timber taken out of that country. I have spoken to men
working in the township of Bentinck and la the town of
Durham in reference to timber in that section of the coun-
try, and I am told that it supplies very fine timber, both
pine and rock elm. I do not know whether 'there is any
oak or not, but there ie a good deal of pine throughout that
country, although it may be scattered.

Mr. McMULLEN. I still insist upon the statement I
made, that there is no timber in my section suitable for the
purpose mentioned in thie advertisement. With regard to
the statement of the hon. member for Grey (Ir. Sp roule),
I was not aware of the intention of the Governmont lathes

Mr. McRmax8,

advertisings until ho spoke. It is quite evident that they
intended to reach the ears of those who had timber limits,
so that, if the hon. gentleman has a timber limit, ho might
supply the Government himself. There is no person near
my section who has a timber limt, unlessit is the hon.
member for Grey himself.

Mr. SPROULE. I have no timber limits whatever, but I
think I have a botter acquaintance with the locality in
which I live than the hon. gentleman has, or I would not
have dared to make such a statement.

Mr. LANDERKIN. We have a number of local papors
in.my riding with a very large circulation. The difficulty
is that the Minister of Public Works has not seen fit to
make known the requirements of this country in those
papers, and the consequence is that many enterprising mon
in that locality have not been able to tender for the supplies
required in the North-West and elsewhere. Now that I
have drawn the attention of the Minister to these papers, I
hope ho will see fit to make a judicious expenditure of the
publie money by giving them some of the Governmont ad-
vertisements.

Mr. SOMERVILLE (Brant). I notice in the Auditor
General's report some interesting facts in connection with
Government advertisements. I do not propose to take up
the time of the committee in reading the list through; it
covers three pages, showing a total of $51,822.75 spent in
advertising. But there are some curiosities worth referring
to. One hon. gentleman referred to the Orange Lily, of
Ottawa. Well, in regard to these small papers published
semi-occasionally in Ottawa, there is another illustrious
journal in Ottawa which we see once or twice every Session,
called the Investigator.

Mr4 BLAKE. Hear, hear.

Mr. SOMERVILLE (Brant). I happened to see one copy
last Session, and I happened to see another copy this Ses-
sion. I do not think that paper is published more than
once a year. I never see it, at all events, more that once a
year. It is impossible to find it anywhere in the city. You
cannot find it in the news depots, you cannot buy it from
the boys on the street, nor is it filed in·the reading room.
But occasionally a stray copy will find its way to a member
of Parlisment just about the time the House opens. Now
this little Investigator received last year no less than $208.45
for advertising, nearly as much as my hon. friend's paper
in Montreal, the Herald, which received $226.06. Perhaps
he was not aware that it received anything, but the Public
Accounts show that it did.

Mr. MITCHELL. O yes, it received something when it
was tolerably quiet and civil, but as soon as it showed its
horns a little, the advertisements were stopped.

Mr. SOMERVILLE (Brant). Then I understand from
the hon. gentleman that the Montreal Herald is not receiving
any Government patronage now; if so, I must congratulate
him on the fact, because during the last four or five months
the Montreal Herald has worked its way forward amongst
the newspapers of the Dominion more rapidly, probably,
than any o er newspaper in the country.

Mr. MITCHELL. Hear, hear.

The CHAIRMAN. Question, question.

Mr. SOMERVILLE (Brant). This is the question. I
was going toeSay-

The CHAIRMAN. The question before the Houae is nof
whether the montreal .. raluis recoiving Government
patronag,
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Mr. MITCHELL. The Chairman don't. like you to
compliment the effrald.

Mr. SOMERVILLE (Brant). The question is about
Government advertising, and I was going to say that it has
been a great advantage to the Montreal Herald not to have
Government advertising, and I fancy it would add, probably,
to the independence of some Government organs very
materially if they were not fed so much on Government pap.
Now, there is the Montreal Gazette, in contrast with the
fferald. I do not know about the circulation ofthese papers,
but I fancy the Rerald holds its own with the Gazette.

Mr. MITCHELL. I think so.

Mr. SOMERVILLE (Brant). The Gazette got $900.47
Then there is another paper in Montreal called the Share
holder. I have an indistinct idea that that paper has some
thing to do with the Montreal Gazette also, but I speak
subject to correction.

Mr. MITCHELL. It is on the same side of politics, that
is all.

Mr. SOMERVILLE (Brant). The Shareholder got
$799.70. Well, the Ottawa Citizen got $763.86. Now, every-
body knows that the Ottawa Free Press has a much larger
circulation than the Citizen, and the Free Press only got
$58.40.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. It ought not to have got
that.

Mr. SOMERVILLE (Brant). If the Government in-
tended that the money should be placed whoie it would do
the most good to the country, they would advertise in the
papers that have the largest circulation. I notice in the
city of Hamilton, with which I am somewhat acquainted, the
Hamilton·Spectator is selected for Government favors, not
only with regard to advertising, but with regard to job
prting. Last year that journal got $581,01. But I fail to
fmd the Hamilton Times mentioned in the statement at all,
although everybody acquainted with that portion of the
country knows perfectly well that the Hamilton Times has
a much larger circulation than the Hamilton Spectator.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. Hard Times.

Mr. SOMERVILLE (Brant). It has a very much larger
number of readers. The Government certainly ought to
exercise a little more care in distributing their patronage if
they want to do good service to the public in that regard.
I might go over those papers by the hundred montioned in
the Auditor General's report, and point out where the Gov.
ernment had thrown away public money, not for the benefit
of the public service, but for the sole and only reason that
they desire to subsidise the organs which support them in
place and power. There can be no doubt that the adver-
tising patronage is dispensed by the Government with that
object, and that object alone.

Mr. BLAKE. I think the hon. gentleman did not pro-
perly appreciate the merits of the Investigator. I also have
seen that paper occauionally. It seems it comes ont once or
twie a vear. and I mvelf have noticed its merits. It is a

quite true the Blerald did get some advertising when it
was, to quote the hon. gentleman's words, " tolerably quiet
and civil," but it bas not done so since it beocame intoler-
ably noisy and abusive.

Mr. SOMERVILLE (Brant). Since the matter has been
referred to, a eopy of the Investigator bas been plaoed on
my desk. I see its motte is "Our country's welfare para-
mount." I do not think it contains as many Government
advertisements as usual. Here is a notice to contractors
with reference to the Custom houee at London. Here ie
an advertisemont announcing that the Queen's Printer has
for sale the Statutes of Canada. I suppose everyone knows
that without advertising it. It is, no doubt, a standing
advertisement. lere is another one, a notice to contra-
tors from the Department of Public Works. That is the
Department which exercises so much discretion in publish-
ing advertisements and placing them where they will do
the most good. This advertisement has reference to
receiving tenders for the construction of a wharf at Cape
Tormentine, Westmoreland County, New Brunswick
announeos that the time for receiving tenders will expire
on Sth May,

Mr. MULOCK. What is the date of the paper?

Mr. SOMERVILLE (Brant). 15th May, a week after
the expiration of the time. We have Intercolonial Railway
advertisements hero. There is one from Mr. Pottinger,
who has added to his notoriety so mnch this Session by the
ovidence ho gave in the Public Accounts Committee with
respect to the Intercolonial Railway and its management.
It is an extensive advertisement from the Intercolonial.
Then we have another advertisement from the Department
of Public Works-tenders for the completion of additions to
the Custom house at bondon. We have an advertisement
signed by the Doputy Minister of the Interior, asking for
tenders for the right te eout timber in the District of
Alberta, N.W.T. Then we have an advertisement from the
Ottawa coffee louse. It might be a good thing for the
Government to advertise the restaurant and bar in this
building, so that the publio might ba aware that there is an
unliconsed bar-I mean a bar carried on in the House of
Commons under the particular direction of a Minister of the
Crown who has been famous in times past for his advocacy
of total abstinence. I congratulato the Minister of Marine
on the fact that ho is now running a saloon of bis own In
the louse of Commons.

The CHAIRMAN. The hon. gentleman is out of order.

Mr. SOMERVILLE (Brant). I may be out of order, but
it is a fact, nevertheless.

Mr. WALLACE (York). The hon. member for North
Brant (Mr. Somerville) has told us that the sole and only
reason why printing and advertisements are given to Con-
servative papers is ta subsidise and support party organs.
If that is the case with regard to the Domiàion Government,
1 supposelie will acknowledge that the same rule wil1 apply
te the OntariT.Govermtent. What do e fnd there?

Mr. LÂNDERKLN. le the hon. gentleman in order?

emall sheet. It does not appear to have any circulation, so The CHAIRMAN. I could not hear what the hon. gen-
far as one eau judge, but then we have to look at the quality man said.
of the papers, as the hon. member for Algoma (Mr. Daw-
son) pointed ont. For instance, the issue I saw amply justi- Mr. WALLACE (York). To a Brantford paper the Onta-
fied the course of the Government in subsidising it. There rio Government paid, in 1883, $2,005.
were two things ; one was a fulsome laudation of the First
Minister, and the other was a violent vituperation of the Mr. MULOCK. I rise to a point of order. The hon.
leader of the Opposition ; and al the rest was Government gentleman, I believe, is proposing to disecus the practice of
Vdvertisements. Post hoc et propter hoc. As the hon. another Government as to how it distributed its printing
inember for Northumberland (Mr. Mitchell) bas said, it is patronage. l it in order to discuss that ?
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The CHAIRMAN. The hon. gentleman has not yet gone
sufflciently far to enable me to judge as to what his argu.
ment will be.

Mr. WALLACE (York). I am making a comparison and
endeavoring to ascertain if the same rule will apply to the
Ontario Government which hon. gentlemen opposite are
anxious to apply to the Dominion Government. I said that
a Brantford paper received, in 1883, $2,005 for printing from
the Ontario Government. The London Advertiser, in which
the hon. member for Bothwell (Mr. Mills) has an interest,
received last year $206. The Hamilton Times, $652 ;
Brantford Expositor, $1,0417; Guelph Mercury, owned by
Innes & Davidson-

Mr. MULOCK. I rise to a point of order.
Mr. WALLACE (York). You rose to that point of order

before and were put down.
Mr. MULOCK. When I took that point of order before

you, Mr. Chairman, intimated that the hon. member had
not gone sufficiently far in his remarks. Now you have the
evidence on which I took the point of order. I need not
repeat the point of order.

Some hon. MEMBERS. Chair.
Mr. MULOCK. Ghair! I am addressing the Chair. I

ask for your protection, Mr. Chairman, and I will have it.
I will allow no man to put me down when I am in order.

The CHAIRMAN. Order, order.
Mr. MULOCK. I wish to be in order. There is no man

in this House who has more respect for the Chair than I
have, but I say-

The CHAIRMAN, Order, order.
Mr. MULOCK. I shall not allow any man to interfore

with me in the exercise of my rights.
Some hon, MEMBERS. Chair, Chair.
The CHAIRMAN. Order. The hon. gentleman is refer-

ring to transactions which bear upon the practice of Govern-
ments in advertising. If the discussion is to continue, as it
has been allowed heretofore, on the practice of Govern-
ments in their systems of advertising, I think he has liberty
to show how it is done elsewhere. I think ho is entitled to
go that far.

Mr. LANDERKIN. I agree with your ruling, Sir, but I
wish to say-

The CHAIRMAN. Order. The hon. member for York
has the floor.

Mr. WALLACE (York). I am sorry the hon. member
for North York (Mx. Mulock), and the hon. member for
South Grey (Mr. Landerkin), do not conduct themselves
with more propriety.

Some hon. MEMBERS. Oh, oh.

The CHAIRMAN. Order. The hon. gentleman will
please keep to the point.

Mr. WALLACE (York). I was referring to the fact
that the firm of Innes & Davidson, proprietors of the Guelph
Mercury, one of the firm, I believe, being a member of the
Dominion Parliament, have received for advertising in the
Mercury during the past year $844 from the Ontario Gov-
ernment, and, if it was a corrupt act on the part of the
Dominion Government to give advertising to certain news-i
papers, it must have been still more corrupt for the Ontarioi
Government to give it to a private firm, and to men who
are members of Parliament. With regard to the memberj
for North Brant, who is so anxious to air his eloquence in1
this matter, we find that the Ontario Government is now1
without a Government printer, and it is understood1

Mr. MuLoo.

that the paper which abuses this Government to the
greatest extent shall have the largest share of tho publie
patronage to this printing.

Mr. INNES. The hon. gentleman who has just sat
down alluded to the paper with which I am connected, and
stated that that paper had received the sum of over $800 in
one year for advertising. I wish to say that the statement he
has made is not correct. The money was not paid for
advertising, but nine-tenths of it and more was paid for
printing, covering nearly two years.

Mr. WALLACE (York), Did you get the money ?
Some hon. MEMBERS. Order.
Mr. INNES. Nine-tenths of it was paid for necessary

printing.
Some hon. MEMBERS. Hear, hear.
Mr. INNES. The hon. gentlemen will please wait till I

am through. It was paid for necessary printing in connec-
tion with the agricultural college, and more than that, it
was done at regular business prices-the same prices that
we charge for printing to merchants and other business
men. The Ontario Government are not in the habit of
paying the prices that this Government pay either for
printing or advertising. So far as my experience goes they
criticise every item and they cut down every item if it is
an over-charge. We know perfectly well-

Mr. WALLACE (York). Will the hon gentleman per-
mit me to ask a question ?

Some hon MEMBERS. Order; sit down.
Mr, INNES. The account was an honest one, and not

like many sent into this Government for printing and
advertising, and was paid in full.

Mr. SOMERVILLE (Brant). Did you (Mr. Wallace)
get a timber limit ?

The CHAIRMAN. I ask hon. gentlemen not to call
across the Hlouse in this way. It is very irregular and
likely to lead to confusion.

Mr. INNES. I cannot, of course, answer for the other
papers which the hon. gentleman mentioned, but I am
perfectly satisfied that there was good value given for the
money, or else the Ontario Government would not have
paid the accounts. On the subject which bas given rise to
this discussion, I believe, notwithstanding what the leader
of the Government has said with respect to the payment of
only such advertisements as are ordered-I believe that
whether ordered or not, they are paid for in nearly all
cases. Any person who bas given any attention to the
matter will bear out what has been said by the leader of
the Opposition, by the hon. member for North Brant and
others, with reference to this matter, notwithstanding what
the Minister of Public Works said as to the judicions man-
ner in which ho has given out advertising. Some time ago,
out of curiosity, I had occasion to look through some of
these Government advertisements inserted in different
papers, and I found that, contrary to what the Minister of
Public Works has said, those advertisements were not given
only to influential papers with a fair circulation, but were
given to many of the most obscure sheets in the country.
For instance, the advertisement for tenders for the graving
docks in British Columbia was given to many papers of not
more than 400 or 500 circulation. They coald answer no
earthly purpose whatever, but they were simply
subsidies to those papers to keep them in exist-
ence, and the same remark applies with regard to
advertisements in connection with the Welland Canal and
the public works of the Lower Provinces. Not only so, but
we have many instances, as have been mentioned by several
hon. members, in regard to some papers which sem tgo be
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the special pets of the Government, such as the Regina1
Leader and others, which are almost entirely kept up by theî
money they receive for these Goverument advertisements.
I notice, too, that some papers nearer home had advertise-
monts of the Intercolonial Rlailway and other Government
advertising. I have here a copy of Le Canada in which I
find an advertisement of the Intercolonial Railway. Now
there is a reprint of that paper published under the name of
La Vallée de L'Ottawa, and 1lfind that the same advertise-
ments are repeated in that paper and no doubt separately
charged for, although the two are virtually but one paper.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. We all know that it bas
been the habit of Governments to favor the press that
usually support them. Hon. gentlemen opposite did so when
they were in power, and I have no doubt they will do so
when they are in again when that time comes, or otherwise
they will change the practice which was followed when
they were in possession of these benches before. The only
question really is, whether there bas been an excessive
patronage by one party or the other. I think, Sir, on look-
ing back,. from my recollection of similar discussions on
this subject when we were on the other side, that it was
substantially proved that the hon. gentlemen opposite were
very generous in their patronage, and that they helped their
friends. Well, we will make a new start if they like. It
will be understood that under no circumstances shall these
advertisements b sent to the papers that support either
Government. We will make that bargain. Well, I do
not know that that would bo a fair bargain, bocause
they are not in now and we intend to romain in,
and hon, gentlemen may make the promise and be
perfectly safe in making such an arrangement. One hon.
gentleman opposite objected very much to an adver-
tisement about timber being put in a newspaper because
there was no timber mi its locality ; and ho read the Investi-
gator, and quoted an advertisement which actually appeared
in that Ottawa paper for tenders for constructing a wharf at
Cape Tormentine. Now, I think the hon. gentleman will
withdraw all ho said when I tell him that in all probability
that newspaper was the cause of the party who got the con-.
tract gotting it. It was an Ottawa firm tihat got the con-
tract, and I have no doubt the Investigator called the atten-
tion of that Ottawa firm to the advertisement.

Mr. BLAKE. But it was the Investigator of the 15th of
M ay which announced to this intending contractor that the
time had been extended to the 8th of May.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. The hon. gentleman will
see that that advertisement was in there before the 8th of
May.

Mr. BLAKE. No, I do not see it.
Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. The hon, gentleman takes

the paper ?
Mr. BLAK E. No, I do not take it.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. Well, the bon. member
who produced it said nobody saw it but himself, and it
appears that the leader of the party saw it, and ho valued
it. Se ably was that paper conducted that the hon. gentle-
man read it from beginning to end, and ho said there was a
glowing account in it both of himself and myself.

M&r. BLAKE. But glowing with different fires.
Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. Well, I am too modest

to admit that I read it if I did.

Mr. SOERVILLE (Brant). If the hon. leader of the
Government will explain when the number previous to
this number was published, we shall be able to decide
whether the advertisement in that paper had any effect

in securing the oontract for an Ottawa man. I do not think
the Investigator appeared, previous to this issue, short of a
year ago, so that I cannot understand how this paper oould
have influenced the letting of the contract.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. The hon. gentleman
himself is of a very enquiring mind, and I think he would
make a botter investigator than myself. He considers it a
hardy annual, and it should be encouraged.

Mr. SOMERVILLE (Brant). Since I have referred to
this Investigator, I have investigated a little, and I find that
it is printed at the Ottawa Citizen office, and no doubt the
hon. member for Ottawa will be able to explain what little
share ho has in the profits on the Government advertise.
ments in that paper.

Mr. PATERSON (Brant). As you have opened up the
whole question of the Ontario printing, and that is now
under discussion-

The CHAIRMANé Oh, no.
Mr. PATERSON (Brant). Oh, yes.
The CHAIRMAN. I do not think the hon. gentleman

is in order when ho says I opened up the discussion. I did
not open it up. That is not the way to address the Chair.

Mr. PATERSON (Brant). I take that back. I meant
to say, and supposed I had said, that you had permitted the
discussion.

The CHIAIRMAN. Yes, I permit on one side just what
I permit on the other.

Mr. PATERSON (Brant). Of course, we can expect
nothing else. It will thon bo proper in the present discus.
sion to refer to the statement made by the hon. member for
West York (Mr. Wallace) in reference to the Ontario Gov-
ernment contract. We know that hon. gentleman is such
a guileless soul that ho was imposed upon on one occasion
when ho took bogus telegrams to be genuine, which other
people knew te b bogus; because we cannot suppose he
used them in the House knowing that they were genuine.
Therefore, being such a guileless soul, we have a right to
view with some suspicion any statement he makes, and we
do not know whether his present statement is genuine or
bogus. Therefore it would be as well for some hon. gentle-
man on the other side to satisfy himseolf that it is correct.
I suppose it is conect. He bas instituted a parallel b-
tween the extravagant rates paid for advertisements by this
Government and a payment which he says was made by the
Ontario Government, whether fbr printing and advertising
I do not know. If his statement relates to printing, it is
totally irrevelant to this discussion, because we are not
talking about printing, but about sums paid for Government
advertising. Ho intanced the BranGfordR.xpositor, and
stated that some large amounts had been paid by the Onta-
rio Government to that paper. Are we to understand that
the Brantford Expositor got that amount for advertising ?

Mr. WALLACE (York). I will tell you all about it pre-
sently.

Mr. PATERSON (Brant). I think it would have been as
well had ho told us before. Doos ho state that the rate
which was paid for that printing was beyond a proper rate ?
He brings forward a statement about printing that had to
be done at some office, without bringing forward any shadow
of proof that it was done at any more than ordinary rates. He
says ho will give us further information. Can ho thon tell
us wbether the amount was paid for Government advertise-
ments or for other work ?

Mr. WALLACE (York). The hon. member for South
Brant, on every occasion when ho alludes to me, has to
refer to certain telegrams which ho charaoterises as bogus
telegrams.
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Mr. PATERSON (Brant). Yes, until you take it back.
Mr. WALLACE (York). Well, I do not propose to take

it back; so the hon. gentleman can keep on with it. I will
just inform the hon. gentleman that I read those statements
openly in this House.

The CHAIRMAN. Keep to the question.
Mr. WALLACE (York). He has alluded to them twice;

surely I have a right to reply. On both occasions he
attempted to run down my character, because I read certain
telegrams in this Hlouse. I read them before the gentlemen
interested as being quoted from newspapers. I said they
were said to have passed; I never read them as actual tele-
grams that had passed, but as the substance of the corres-
pondence that had passed between those gentlemen.

Mr. SOMERVILLE (Brant). Say that they are bogus,
and we will not refer to them again.

Mr. WALLACE (York). The hon. member for South
Brant has resortel to this because to-day he is without a
policy. fie hesitated this Session to get up in this House
and denounce the Government on account of the sugar
duties; that charge has failed this year. He is also afraid
to attack the National Policy. So he has adopted the policy
of the party-personal abuse. Now, the hon. member asks
whether it was printing or advertising for which this money
was paid to the Brantford Expositor. Well, I presume it
was advertising, for this reason. The contract between the
Ontario Government and their Government printers has this
specification in it:

" This specification is meant and understood to cover the whole of the
public printing, binding, &c., of the Government and Legislature of
the Province of Ontario, as well as ail the Departments thereof.'

Well, I presume that the Ontario Government and the Gov-
ernment printers have carried out in good faith that provi.
sion of their agreement. And consequently that this print-
ing we have here is for advertising and not job printing.

Mr. PATERSON (Brant). Do you say that?
Mr. WALLACE (York). I presume they have carried

out the letter of the contract.
Mr. PATERSON (Brant). I understand.

Mr. WALLACE (York). I do not get up and characterise
them as dishonest and evading their contract, but I say that
they have carried out the spirit of their contract in good
faith, and if they have then these are charges for advertise-
ments in the newspaper; if not, thon it is for job printing,
and I should say there was a job connected with it. The
hon. gentleman says the Government of Ontario get good
value for their printing. Have they charged that the Gov-
ernment of the Dominion have not received good value for
their printing?

Some hon. MEMBERS. Of course. Prove it.

Mr. WALLACE (York). It ne'ver has; been proven that
they have not. More than that, we have in the Dominion
an auditor who examines every account sent in, and sees
that it is correct and that value has been recoived, and ho
refuses to pay many of them when they are wrong; while
the Ontario Government have no auditor, but the accounts
are sent in and paid, whether there is a job or not, as a
matter of course. Did the hon. member for South Welling.
ton (Mr. innes) get paid the whole of his account he sent
in ?

Mr. INNES. Would you like to know ?

Mr. WALLACE (York). Yes, I would. The hon. gen-
tleman is afraid to answer.

Mr. INNES. Our accounts, unlike a good many of the
accounts sent into this Government, are honest.

Mr. WALLACE (York).

Mr. WALLACE (York). We must presume from that
ho got paid the wholé amount of his account, and that there
was no Auditor General there to criticise. The whole
amount was $844.

Mr. SOME RVILLE (Brant). The hon. member for
West York (Mr. Wallace) has referred to the fact that the
Auditor General is a useful officer who discharges his duties
faithfully. No doubt ho does, and more faithfully than
some of the printers who receive jobs from this Govern-
ment would desire he should. Because we find, not only in
this year's report of the Auditor General, but in last year's
and ever since his attention has been drawn to the fact
that exorbitant prices have been paid for outside work,
that he has tried his best to put a stop to it, by reporting
against paying those accounts. He deducted over $2,000
from one account, which, in the aggregate, amounted to
86,000. lie urged the position he took, and refused to
certify to these accounts, until the Treasury Board, com-
posed of five members of the Government, met together and
decided they would overrule his audit and compel the
people's money to be wasted in this way.

Mr. BOWELL. Is that for advertising ?
Mr. SOMERVILLE (Brant). They compelled the Auditor

General to allow the accounts to be paid, when he knew and
certified that thousands of dollars were being spent for this
work which ought not to have been spent by the Govern-
ment. Every member of the Government knows that to be
a fact; the hon. member for West York knows it to be
a fact; every member of the House knows it to be a fact,
and I do not see what the hon, gentleman expected to make
out of quoting the Auditor General as an officer who checked
the accounts, when his rulings are overruled by the
Treasury Board whenever it suits the Government to pay
exorbitant prices to their organs for printing.

Mr. MULOCK. It is to some extent in the public inter-
est there should be some control different from what existe
to-day over printing given out. Some hon, members have
referrod to grievancos and abuses, let me refer to another
abuse. It appears by the Public Accounts that a consider-
able amount of printing is given annually to a newspaper
in which a member of the Government is interested. I
refer to the Montreal Gazette. When you look to the par-
ticular class of printing at present given to that newspaper,
you will find it is especially objectionable that that system
should be continued. I understand that for some years the
Geological Survey report has been given to the Montreal
Gazette to be printed. The Geological Survey is under the
control of the Department of the Interior, and the printing
of its report therefore under the control of the Minister of
the Interior. When the Bill for printing is presented to the
Government, to whom is it presented for audit? It is pre-
sented to the Minister of the Interior, who, as the head of that
Department, is bound to investigate the account and see that
the country is -not overcharged. How can he well do the
duty when ho has an interest adverse to his duty as a Min-
ister of the Crown. I do not care whether his interest in
what comes ont of that contract be great or small, if ho
has however small an interest in the profit ho is not in a
proper position to investigate the account. Fancy a bill
being prosented to the Minister of the Interior, and the
person representing the claimant being the individual,
Thomas White, one of the joint proprietors of the Montreal
Gazette. It is true that the individual does not appear
because the account is in the name of a corporation of
which lie is only a silent partner, but if we strip the trans-
action of the shield thrown over it by the Act of incor-
poration, what appears ? The proprietors of the Gazette,
includig Thomas White, present an account to Thomas
White, Minister of the Interior, and ask for payment
out of the public moneys. I am not going to
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say he would pass an account that was improper, but he
cannot fill two such inconsistent po3itions at the same time
and do justice to both. In my opinion it is an absolutely
false position for any hon. gentlemen' to put himself in, to
bave an interest adverse to that hé is bound to protect. if I
chose, I could point out organs in which men controlling
the public purse have an interest, it is said. I will not
speak with a great deal of confidence of it, but it is said
generally that there are members of the Cabinet who are
interested as proprietors of organs that are creditors of the
Government. If that is to ho done away with by the new
system, well and good. If there is no other escape than
thise, let us adopt the proposed remedy, but under any
circumstances I submit that the interests of the country are
not being properly served when a creditor, as has been
shown, is the one who audits the payment to himself.

Mr. BLAKE. I wish to know from the Secretary of
State what the meaning of the plirase, which has given rise
to this interesting discussion, is:

" The proper officer of the Department shall also superintend and exe-
cute the purchase and distribution, &c., the procuring of all advertising
required for the public service."

This officer is to be, I suppose, from what the hon. gentle-
man explained, the superintendent of printing ?

Mr. CHAPLEAU. I was going to remark that, but
unfortunately I was prevented by the interesting discus-
sion we have had on public advertising, which has nothing to
do with this measure. I think that the clause does not read
well, because the procuring of advertisements cannot be
put into the hands of the State Department. Instead of
procuring all advertising, it should read "the auditing of
all accounts for the advertising required for the publie
service."

Mr. BLAKE. Then it is not intended that this single
Department or any officer of it shall have any control over
the discretion of the different Ministers, as now existing, to
order advertisements where they deem it necessary in
respect to the matters appertaining to their own Depart-
ments?

Mr. CHAPLEAU. i do not think it could be worked.
It is not the intention. Each Department gives a written
order. This order has to goto the Department of the Queen's
Printer where every account has to be audited and paid, and
inn no ccountnii ae.eted unless the written order of the De-

those who insert it without an order? How is the Depart.
ment or the Auditor General to know?

Mr. CHAPLEAU. The auditor does not certify an
accont unless it is acoompanied by - the written order of
the Department.

Mr. BLAKE. I would also like to understand what the
precise meaning of another part of this section is:

" The proper officer of the Department shal also superlatend and
execute the purchase and distribution of aIl paper, books and aIl other
articles of stationery of whatsoever kind, and the distribution and sale
of all books or publications issued by order of either or both Houies of
Parliament or any Department of the Government of Oanada."

Referring to the first two lines which I have just read-
" The proper officer of the Department shall also superintend and

execute the purchaso and distribution of all paper, books and all other
articles of stationery of whatsoever kind-"

Does that mean books and stationery which are required
for the Departments ?

Mr. CHAPLEAU. For the Departments and for Par-
liament.

Mr. BLAKE. Yes, but it includes that required for the
Departments ?

Mr. CHAPLEAU. For the Departments.
Mr. BLAKE. Then, if a book was wanted, if a particular

Department wanted a book of reforence, the course would
be to issue a requisition upon or an order to this Depart-
ment, and this Department would execute the purchase ?

Mr. CHAPLEAU. Y3s, as it is done in England.

Mr. INNES. What relation would the prosent Stationery
Department of the House hold to the bureau if it was s-
tablished ?

Mr. CHAPLEAU. This Department is almost complet.
ed, and I must say very well organised, and it is intended
that t he present chief clerk of stationery shall be the sup-
erintondent of stationcry. There is no nod of a new
officer for that Departmont, which will be continued.

Mr. INNES. Thon this Department would b in a sense
subsidiary to the bureau ?

Mr. CHAPLEAU. Yes, it would be a part of it.

On section 4,

partment which issued the advertisement is given with the Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. I desire to call the
account, and it is not intended to change that. attention of the House to this clause. I perceive that

apparently there is an intention of creating an officer with
Mr. SOME RVILLE (Brant). Would theMinister kindly the rank and title ofdeputy head. It appears to me that

give us a little more information as to the method adopted we have created a great many more deputy heads than the
at the present time with regard to the dispensing of the service calls for. Hon. gentlemen may think it matters
advertising patronage. very little whether you call an officer a deputy head or not,

Mr. CHAPLEAU. Each Minister may give a written but in practice it will be found to amount to a good deal,
order if he wishes to send an advertisement to a newspaper. and in practice it will b found that this Department will
He mu.t give the order in writing. No nbwepaper has a bo worked a good deal more expensively than it need be.
rght, as tged th lie doein imes paet, in appearp, to take an What, after all, bas this Department to do ? It will have to
advrtisement nd thoen send the account te e aid at the supervise the expenditure of some $200,000 or 8300,000 of
discretionmf tha Department. For instance, the partment the public money. It appears to me that to croate a deputy

cf the Interior sendarnadvortisoment, theo o are head for the purpose of supervising an expenditure of thataccounts are amount is making altogether too much of it, and is creating
audited and paid by the Department of the Queen's Printer, an office very unnecessarily exponsive. We have created
and no account is paid without a written order for the two or three distinct deputy heads in two or three Depart-
advertisement. ments of late, and I think there is not suffleient ground for

Mr. SONERVILLE (Brant). Then I understand that making an officer with the rank of deputy head, which
the patronage now is not dispensed by the Queen's Printer ? ought to represent a very much more important service
Each head of a Department orders the advertisement to be than this, it appears to me, can be.
sent te certain papers each time ? Mr. CHAPLEAU. In that Department, there are prac-

Mr. CHAPLEAU. Yes' tically now two deputy heads, the Under Secretary of State
Mr. INNES. How is a check kept with regard to the and the Deputy Registrar General. I am not one of those

newspapers which insert the advertisement on an order and who desire to multiply offices, and I have already in my
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Department done my fair ehare in that respect. There is no
great change, becanse the Queen's Printer is now a special
officer with a special commission. The increase of salary
will be of no consequence, and it is the intention of the
Government that there shall be only the Unier Secretary
and one other deputy head, who will be the Queen's Printer,
the registry branch of the Department may be morged, in
the interval before the coming into forie of this Act, into
one of the other branches of this Department.

Mr. BLAKE. But that would require an alteration of
the Statute, I presume ? Is not the deputy registrar now
a deputy by Statute ?

Mr. CHAPLEAU. He is the Deputy Registrar General
by Statute.

Mr. BLAKE. Then it would require an Act of Parlia-
ment to effect the reform.

Mr. CHAPLEAU. It would require an Act of Parliament,
but this is not practically going to take effect before the
1st December, 1887, and we hope in the meantime it will be
possible to make the change so that there will be only two
deputy heads.

Mr. BLAKE. It is intended, however, that the Queen's
Printer will be a deputy head, and we are in fact by this
clause creating a new deputy headship ?

Mr. CHAPLEAU. We are.

Mr. BLAKEE. Which the hon. gentleman intends shall
not in the end increase the gross numbar of deputy heads,
because he takes one away from somewhere else. I suppose
the Queen's Printer will have the usual emoluments of a
deputy head under the law ?

Mr. CHAPLEAU. He will.
Mr. BLAKE. What are the present emoluments, and

what will be the increase ?

Mr. CIIAPLEAU. The presont salary of the Queen's
printer is $2,400, and his salary will be increased by $400.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. Then he will be paid
very much under the other deputy hends, who recoive on
an average 63,200, and to a cortainty this inequality will so
press upon hi mmind that we shall be called upon to pay
him $3,200 in a very short time. Now I do not understand
that there are two deputy heads in the Department of the
Secretary of State, because in the estimates submitted to us
a few days ago, I see the chief clerk and the deputy regis-
trar who is the nearest approach I can make out to a deputy
head, are to receive $2,400 for 1887, similarly to the
Queen's Printer.

Mr. CHAPLEAU. TNfe second deputy head does not
receive the salary of a deputy head.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. There is nobody put
down as a deputy head except the Under Secretary, so that
there are not at the present moment, two deputy heade,
though there are chief clerke.

Mr. CHAPLEAU. I mean that the Deputy Registrar
General, like the Under Secretary, is Deputy Minister in
his branch, but the deputy head who is called the Deputy
Registrar General does not receive the salary of a deputy
head.

Mr. BLAKE. For the reason that he is not a deputy
head.

Mr. CHAPLEAU. I admit my expression was not in
conformity with the word of the Statute. He is Deputy1
minister, but he is not a deputy head.

Ir. OKanLIÀ.

Mr. BLAKE. Under the Civil Service Act there is a
salary assigned, I think, within certain limits, to the deputy
head.

Mr. CHAPLEAU. Yes, 83,200.
Mr. BLAKE. Then the effect of this clause is to create

.a new deputy headship, and, under the general Act of
Parliament, creating a new deputy headship involves an
increase of public charges, as the Minister has explained,
of $400, and it seems to me that this ought to be initiated
in committee.

Mr. CHAPLEAU. I think we might eay that the salary
of that deputy head shall not exceed the present salary of
the Queen's Printer. I have no intention to increase the
salary beyond the present salary of the Queen's Printer.

Mr. BLAKE. I think the hon. gentleman eaid a little
while ago there would be an increase of $400.

Mr. CHAPLEAU. I have no objection to leave him with
his present salary. We will add and make it read as follows :
-" Shall b. the deputy had of the Department with the
presont salary of the Queen's Printer."

Mr. BLAKE. The clause, in so far as it gives power to
the officer, appears to be too wide, in the 17th and part of
18th lines. It not merely requires him to perform such
duties but provides that he shall have such powers as are
assigned to him by any Order in Council, or the Minister.
That would give the Minister, practically, entirely indefinite
powers.

Mr. CHAPLE AU. Well, we will strike out the sfords
" or by the Minister," in the 18th line.

Mr. BLAKE. Sub.section 2 covers the case of the pre.
sent officer, I suppose.

Mr. CHAPLEAU. It does.

Mr, SOMERVILLE (Brant). I would like the Minister
to explain this a little more fully. That may mean a great
deal. A man may be employed in a publishing house, and
still not be acquainted with the details of printing.

Mr. CHAPLEAU. We have put it as an additional
guarantee. We are not supposed to take, as Queen'e Printer,
a man who has not a knowledge of the business. I have
copied the terms of the American Act.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. It should read a print-
ing establishment in place of a publishing establishment. I
do not know what the legal signification might be, but I
should suppose service in a publishing establishment might
b. construed to mean service in a more bookeeller's estab-
lishment.

Mr. CHAPLEAU. Lot us say " printing."

Mr. SOMERVILLE (Brant). For instance Dawson
Bros., Montroal, are publiebors, but they are not printers.
It is well known they receive orders for printing, but they
have nothing to do with the printing, which they get done
at the Gazette office, or some other place, so that a man
might be employed in the publishing house of Dawson
Bros. for years and know nothing about printing.

Mr. CHAPLE AU. We will strike out the word "pub-
lishing " and insert the word "printing " in lieu thereof.

Mr. BLAKE. The next sub-ection ought to have been
initiated in committee. It provides that these officers shall
have the rank and emoluments of a chief clerk.

Mr. BOWELL. Is it absolutely necessary that it should
be originated in committee when ft déclares that in offcer,
when appointed, s"11 hold thitiTank ? It1hi-r iffyft look
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at the Civil Service Act you will find that the Government
is empowered, for certain reasons therein stated, to make
appointments. The power is already vested in the Govern-
ment to appoint clerks of any grade under certain circum-
stances, an I take it that a grant in the Estimates would
always cover any appointment made in this way.

Mr. BLAKE. I do not know whether the clause should
be inserted-I suppose it ie necessary, bocause we find it
here. We ha.ve to deal with it as it is here, and being here,
it ought to have been initiated in committee.

Mr. BOWELL. The hon. gentleman misunderstood me.
I said nothing about whether the clause ought to be here or
znot. What 1 said was that I did not think it necessary that
this clause should originate in committee, for the reasons I
stated. I gave no opinion as to whether the clause should
be in the Bill or not

Mr. BLAKE. My position is that a clause which pre.
scribes that public officers shall have certain emoluments,
which emoluments are, we know, fixed by the general law,
is, in effct, providing for a salary, and should be initiated
in committee.

Mr. CHAPLEAU. We provide that the superintendent of
stationery, the superintendent of printing and the account-
ant shall be the chief clerks, and not subject to examination.
I do not think it is necessary to change the wording of the
section.

Mr. BLAKE. If the words are not necessary, we should
omit " emolument." If they are necessary, they should
be introduced in Committee of the Whole. Either it is
necessary to take this power to pay those particular emol-
uments or it is not. We presume it to be necessary as the
words appear in the Bill. If they are not necessary, lot
the words be struck out.

Section amended by striking out the word "emolument."
Mr. BLAKE. Is it thought necessary to have a super-

intendent of printing, a superintendent of stationery and
an accoantant.

Mr. CHAPLEA.U. Yes. In a large printing establish-
ment of this kind there must be a superintendent of print-
ing, who will be the practical head of the establishment;
there must also be a controller of stationery and a
special accountant.

Mr. INNES. We have already a superintendent of
stationery. Is it intended to appoint two new officers.

Mr. CHAPLEAU. No. There will be three heads in
that Department, one controlling the other, the controller
of stationery will have something to do with the printing.
The auditor will be a kind of controller, and it was
thought desirable to give the same rank in the service to
each of them. It will add something to the present
salaries, and this haa been calculated so that the addition
will not in the bulk increase the whole amount of the
salaries of the Department, as it now stands.

Mr. TAIL. Why is it necessary that an accountant
should have had five years' experience in the measurement
and auditing of printing accounts. He will be a mere
accountant.

Mr. CHAPLEAU. The work could not be done by an
ordinary accountant, no matter how clever he might be.
He muat have a special knowledge with respect to auditing
accounts of a priuting or publishng department.

]Er. SOMERVILLE (Brant). I entirely agree that it
would be utterly impossible for an ordinary accountant to
diseharge the duties required ot that officer. I see that in
section à provision is made for lithographing, but in the
I$stet s IMado by tw Sortary of State as to the ot of

this department lie made no provision for the purchase of
lithographie plant.

Mr. CHAPLEAU. It is not intended at present to have
lithographing done, but it is put in in case it may be found
necessary in future.

Mr. BOMERVILLE (Brant). Arewe to understandfrom
the second sub-section that every apprentice or journeyman
who seocures work in this establishment has to be approved
by the Secretary of State ?

Mr. CHAPLEAU. That provision was certainly not put
in for my pleasure, and if there is any objection to it I will
strike it out. While, of course, some one has to be respon-
sible for the Department, it is understood that the establish.
ment shall be carried on so that these mon shall be engaged
and be under the control of the officer who is practically
aoquainted with the work. 1, therefore, move that that
portion of the sub-section be struck out.

Amendment agreed to.
Mr. BLAKE. I think you will find that the efficiency

of a department of this kind in the employment of hands
will largely depend on its being expressly reoognised that
the absolute responsibility for the choice of those hande is
with the superintendent, and that the hands may feel that
they are dependent on him and his good will alone, and not
upon political or outside influence of any kind, as to whether
they remain there or not. i saw the advantage of this
system in what was a somewhat analogous instance, when
I had the misfortune to be Minister of Justice. I think you
will find that many of the difficulties which have occurred
in one of our penitentiaries bas been largely due to a disre-
gard of that principle. The law is good enough, for it
expressly provides, as to a number of minor officors of the
penitentiaries, that they shall be appointed by the warden,
and shall be dismissed or removablo by the permanent
officer. I found when I took charge of the office that the
warden was in the habit of reforring to the Minister with
reference to these appointments. I declined to give any
advice or suggestion in the matter, and i pointed out to
him that the responsibility properly lay with him, that I
should hold him responsible for appointing good men, and
in order that that responsibility might be effective ho must
have absolute freedom of choice. Now, if yon want this
Department to work well, yon will draw a clause based
upon that principle, to show that the superintendent of
printing has real freedom of choice, and that the mon may
feel they look to him, and to him alone, and that according
to the favor and good opinion they dosorve uand receive from
him, they will get in and stay in.

Mr. CHAPLEAU. I quite agree with the hon. gentle.
man, and if I would speak for myself personally, if enqui-
ries were made at the Department over which 1 preside, it
would be found that that system has been practised. In
all practical matters requiring special knowledge, of which
the Minister has no technical knowledge, sncb work is left
to the control of the officer. I have ne objection to have a
provision of that kind inserted.

Mr. BLAKE. I would submit whether the 3rd and 4th
sub-sections are not money clauses, whieh would originate
in committee.

On section, 6.
Mr. CEOfPLEAU. There has been an expression of

opinio a the other aide of the House, and 1 may say on
this side also, giving to this clause a different interpretation
from that which I gave in my explanations of the Bill, when
I said it was not intended to give the Government the right
to undo the work proposed to be done by this Act, but prac.
tically to leave the law as it is now in that respect. The
preseni Statute states that no priting shall be done exept
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by contract, and yet another clause states that the Govern.
ment may for special reasons order work to be doue else-
where than at the Goverument printing office. But owing
to the misunderstanding which this clause might croate,
I move that it be struck out.

.Amendment agreed to.
Committee rose, and, it being six o'clock, the Speaker

left the Chair.

After Recess.

House again resolved itself into Committee.
On section 7,
Mr. BL AKE. Are the moneys referred to in this clause

moneys received from the Troasury for the purpose of
making payments, or moneys which are to be received as
the price of documents and books which are to be sold ?

Mr. CHAPLEAU. They are moneys received from the
public by the sale of documents and books.

Mr. SOMERVILLE (Brant). I observe that this clause
provides that the superintendent of stationery shall, under
the direction of the Minister, have charge of' the purchase
of supplies. Are we to understend from that that the sys-
tem beretofore practised of asking for tenders is to be done
away with?

Mr. CHAPLEAU. No, it is to be continued. The same
clause is in the old Act.

Mr. SOMERVILLE (Brant). But I see that it is at the
option of tho Minister to ask for tenders or not, as he pleases.
I think in so important a matter as stationery it would be
well to provide that it shall be bought by public competi-
tien.

Mr. CHAPLEAU. All stationeryis not bonght by public
tender. We obtain tenders from the principal houses in the
country for a part of it, and the same rule will be followed
in the future.

Mr. SOMERVILLE (Brant). Formerly it was the prac.
tice to ask for tenders for the supply of printing paper.,. I
understand that the contraet bas been held by Mr. Barber,
of Georgetown, for a number of years.

Mr. BOWELL. That is for parliamentary printing paper.
Mr. CHAPLEAU. We have discontinued the èystem of

having public tenders for a number of years. lt was found
not to work to the advantage of the Government and the
public, because we cannot by that way follow the prices of
the market. and it is most desirable to buy for a year or six
rmonths to supply the amount necessary for the service.

Mr.SOMERVILLE (Brant). I understand that, and
approve of that change in the method of applying for
tenders, but, at the same time, the Government still ask for
tenders for the supply of paper. In this Bill, it might be
provided that al printing paper for the use, either of the
leuse or the Departments, should be purchased in this way

by tender, and not leave it to the option of be Minister to
purchase it as he pleases.

Mr. CHAPLEAU. Mr. Young, at the head of the
Department, has found that, for some paper, it is botter to
purchase direct, but for printing paper it has always been
the rule to ask for tenders. The system las worked well
for all interests concerned.

Mr. SOMERVILLE (Brant). That is the reason I want
it continued.

Mr. CH APLEA.U. It is continued.
Mr. SOMERVILLE. It would bewell to make provision

that tenders ahould invariably be asked for, for printing
Xr. OHamizu.

paper. You would have the competition of all the paper
makers in the country, and you would get botter paper.

M. INNES. If the supply is given by private tenders
now, I can see no objection to introducing the clause suggest-
ed by my hon. friend.

Mr. BLAKE. The difficulty about the proposal here is
that we are now going to insert a principle or rather au
option expressly by Act of Parliament to do that which the
Minister says ho does not intend to do with regard to the
printing paper. The provision is that all purchases shall
be made on requisition or in accordance with contracts
after tenders have been called for, so that we are expressly
giving the option to adopt either plan. My opinion is that,
except under exceptional circumstances, the principle of
tender should be applied. I do not understand how there
may be cases, but it is possible there may be some, in which
it is botter not to ask for tenders, and I should suppose in a
class of goods we use very largely and which eau be supplied
by numerous houses, it would be easy to make ont a schedule
and call for tenders. That would be botter for the Govern-
ment and the country.

Mr. CHAPLEAU. I have no objection, so as to continue
the practice followed, to say that in the case of printing
paper for the use of Parliament and for the printing of all
public documents, purchases should be made in accordance
with contracts entered into after tenders have been asked.

Mr. SOMERVILLE (Brant). That includes departmen-
tal work.

Mr. CHAPLEAU. It is for Statutes and for the printing
of documents for the House; for other work the paper
might bo required in small quantities.

Mr. BLAKE. The suggestion of the hon. gentleman is
good as far as it goes, but it seems to recognise the principle
that hereafter, in all other cases, the principle of tendering
is inapplicable. I do not see why tenders should not be
called for in all cases.

Mr. CHAPLE AU. When the power is left in the
hands of the head of the stationery departnent, ho
will necessarily follow the commercial rule and ask for
tenders when the necessity or opportunity presents irsolf.
I have no objection to say that the rule now followed
should be applied, and that in the case of printing paper for
parliamentary printing it should be purchased by tender.
If we say paper for printing, that would include all kinds,
and there is printing done on different sorts of paper.
" Printing paper " means what is employed in Statutes and
reports.

Mr. SOMERVILLE (Brant). I do not see why foolscap
should not be included in the tender. The tender recently
accepted by the Printing Committee was for idouble royal
and foolscap also. In fact I cannot sec why ail the paper
and stationery required by the Government should not he
bought by tender. It is only right that all the parties who
deal in stationcry and printing paper should have the opper-
tunity of getting the Government contract. It amounts to
a large sum in the year, and we have in this country men
who deal largely in stationery as well as men who are large
manufacturers of printing paper. I do nt see whÊt diffi-
culty there would be in the Government mnaking provision
that not only printing paper but all kinds of paper required
should be purchased by tender. It would be in the interest
of the public, and would do justice to the various manufac-
turers and dealers. The variety of stationery we get for-
our use is not very extensive; year after year it is the
same. Why not ask for tenders for stationery, as well as
for printing paper ? I do not want tost rfeootions
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upon any offioer of the Government, because the stationery applied generally, unless, if you please, you oaa point out
department is managed as well s it is osible for any that there are some cases in which it is impossible to apply
branch of the public service to be managei, but we might, it. In those cases, perhaps, some dispensing power might be
by adopting the principle of tender, save money and posai- given to the Minister or to the Governmont by Order in
bly save jobbery. And, at the same time, I think it is just Council, if it is impossible te apply the tender principle to
as well to put it out of the reach, out of the possibility of them. I do not know why the tender principle should not
any officer of the Government to do wrong in the purchase be applied to all. The hon. gentleman said ho was desirous
of goode for the use of this House and of the Departments. to carry out in this Bill the principle of the English rule
Therefore I think the tender system is the right one to have where ho finda the object has been to leave the control
enforced with regard to the purchase not only of printing in the hands of the permanent official charged with it,
paper, but of all stationery required for the use of this and not to meddle with him in his business
House and of the Departments, and I cannot see why there management of the Department. Does ho suppose that one
can be any difficulty at all in following this practice. of the Cabinet Miinisters of the Imperial Government would

Mr. IIESSON. What is the meaning of sub-section 4 of allow himself to be approached by a manuf acturer of station-
section 7? It says: ery, and talked to on the subject of whether he should get

"e AUlpurchases made under the authoritycf this section shal Bothe order for the public printing or someone else? The state
made upon requisition approved by thMinuter or the Queen' arnter of things is quite different there from what it is here. We
or in accordance with corttracta entered into with the like approvai must have regard to the difference of conditions, ànd it is
after tenders have been called for." just in order to secure that same business mothod of con-
It appears that tenders are absolutely required, if I under- dacting business in this country which obtains at home that
stand the sub-section. we are obliged to put some restrictions kere, whioh is not

Mr. SOMERVILLE (Brant). That is at the option. necessary to put in the Mother Country.
. . .uI Mr. BOWELL. There are cases, as a moment's refleotion

M1r. HESSON. No, it does net leave it eptional, I will show, where you cannot well apply the tender principle.
may be wrong, but that is my understanding of it. Take, for instance, the paper used in the printing of the

Mr. SOMERVILLE (Brant). I think if the member for Geological Report. That is of a much superior quality to
North Perth (Mr. Hesson) will read the section and take that which is used in any other report, and to ask for tenders
the meaning along with him, he will easily understand that for a sufficient quantity to print that one book alone
it is at the option of the Minister whether he shall ask for would scarcely be applicable. The Post Office Guide is
tenders or purchase from whom ho pleases without tenders. another case. These are the only exc3ptions that suggest them.
The section reads: selves to my mind. There should be some little latitude

"I Al purchases made under the authority of this section shall be so left, I do not say with the Minister, but with the head of the
made upon requisition approved by the Minister or the Queen's Prin- stationery branch, so that, whon paper is necessary to
ter"-- print, for instance, the Geological Report, he should have the
That is one proposition- power to procure it without asking for tenders. My
or in accordance with contracts entered into with the like approval hon. friend the Secrotary of State is prepared to go the
after tenders have been called for." full length to which the principle of tender is carried at
That is that the Minister is to have the option of asking for present in regard to paper for parliamentary and depart-
tenders or purchasing as he pleases without tenders. mental printing. These Orders of the Day might not cone

Mr. TIROW. I approve of the suggestions made by the under the head of parliamentary paper for reports. This paper
is advertised for by the printing committee, and is called

member for Brant (Mr. Somerville). I think it is unques. folscap. The tendering principle might be extended to
tionably the most desirable plan to adopt the principle of all classes of paper of this character.
tender, for various reasons. In the first place there arc
seven established firms in this country manufacturing Mr. BLAKE. As I understand, from what ene hon. gen.
paper, and consequently there is great competition. I tieman has said, there are seven or eight firms concerned
noticed that, in the tenders that were opened here a few in the production of paper. We know what we want from
days ago-I happened to be a member of the committee- year to year for the Geological Report, and I fail to sce the
for 6,000 reams of paper, quite a small quantity, there was very great difficulty in sending out a circular to these flrms
a difference in the tenders of 63,600, showing conclusively with a sample page of the paper required, and asking
that it is the most desirable plan, where there are such tenders, and so with regard to the Postal Guide. I do not
establishments, te offer il te competition. see that it will cause any expense or any inconvenience.

1fr. CishAEAtoi t. Offer It co, I thitnka r t h The postage is nothing, and a sheet of note paper with a
Mr. CHAPLEAU. I cn go, I think, as far as the lion. caligraph will give you the letter in fifteen minutes.

entleman wants, though not the whole length, because 1 Mr. SOMERVILLE (Brant). I think the suggestion ofhave no objection at all to continuing the present system. the hon. member for West Durham (Mr. Blake)-meets all
I propose to amend this clause by saying: the objections which have been offered in regard to the

"And in the case of printing papers for the printing of the lawsiof Geological Report and the Postal Guide, and, as far as I canParliament, departmental reports, and the Canada Gazette." judge of the quality of paper we accepted the other day for
These are the bulk of what is bought, and for these we the contract for the next year, I think the Geological
always ask for tenders. I do not at all want to change Report, if printed on that paper, would be quite good
the rule; on the contrary, I want to make it more strict enough. The sample that was sent in this year with the
than before. tender which bas been accepted, is mach superior to the

Mr. BLAKE. So far, that is well. I do not object to that paper we have been in the habit of getting. At all events,
change; but I would point out that the effect of that is still I think the suggestion made by the member for West Dur-
more expressly than before to leave it entirely optional with ham does away with any objection in this regard, because
the Minister to adopt or not to adopt the tender principle it is simply earrying out the plan now adopted t) get ton-
as to all other purchases which are made under the authority dors for the ordinary printing paper. As I understand it,
of this section. And what my hon. friend from Brant (àfr. the clerk sends a circular letter to the different manufac-
Somerville) and my hon. friend from Perth (Mr. Trow) are turing firms in the country, and he receives tenders without
pointing out, and Ithink with justice, i that no reason bas advertising for them at ail, and this can be done for a small
een givmen to uswhy the sysem of tender shoum ot be quantity as wU as for a large quantity. I would, at the
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same time, urge upon the Minister the justice of not only
including ail the classes of printing paper required, but
also the stationery required for the Departments and
for the use of the members of this House. We have large
wholesale houses in Toronto, Montreal, Hamilton, London,
and other cities of the Dominion, which are perfectly com-
petent to furnish all the stationery required, and I do
think it is nothing but right that the purchasing of the
stationery should be taken out of the hands of an indivi-
dual and should be subjected to competition. I think that
all the men engaged in this line of business in the country
should have an opportunity of tendering for this class of'
paper, and I am satisfied that, if tenders were solicited, we
would get a mueb better class of stationery, and at a much
cheaper rate than is now paid for it. I would, therefore, urge
upon the Minister the adoption of the plan of askiug for
tenders, as they are now asked for printing paper, for ail
the stationery required by the Government.

Mr. WHITE (Cardwell). The hon. gentleman witl remem-
ber that much of the ordinary stationery required is not
manufactured in this country at ail. It bas been bought
from Scotch firms down to this time, almost exclusively.
The only elfect, therefore, of insisting upon tenders for that
cluas of stationery would be to induce wholesale merchants
in Canada to tender for the supply of material which they
would get from the same persons from whom we have been
getting it in the past, There is a large part of our stationery
that cannot be got in the country, but must be imported by
wholesale firme. The hon. gentiemau says, what we ail
know, that there has never been a difficulty, so far as the
stationery department is concerned, in the supplies furnith-
ed to the Departments and to Parliament. That stationery
department is exceedingly free from any hint of wrong-do.
ing or favoritism. The paper is obtained from these English
manufacturers direct. I agree with what has been said by
the member for West Durham that, as regards any special
printing paper required, such for instance, as for the Geologi-
cal Reports or the Postal Guide, which is manufactured in
the country, the rewould be no difficulty in sending a circular
to the chief manufacturers in Canada-there are
only seven or eight of them-and obtaining from them an
offer, with samples for the necessary quantity of paper.
If we simply declare that all paper reqmired for parliament-
ary and departmental printing shall be obtained by tender,
and leave the officers in charge of the stationery department
to do what they have been doing in the past, I think we
will have accomplished everything that can be done,
otherwise'we might so hamper them that, instead of getting
things more cheaply, they may cost more. I believe
that such things as job lots have been often obtained very
cheap, when there was no tender. A merchant has a lot of
paper that he is williug to sell, and there have been cases
where it bas been obtained at a very reasonable price. I
know that in an ordinary business establishment they never
would think it was desirable to have tenders in ail cases;
they think it better to be open to obtain job lots, and I1
think we should leave a similar discretion in the bands of
the officers of the stationery department.

Mr. SOkERVILLE (Brant). I am aware that the seat
of Government is often visited by gentlemen engaged in
the sale of foolscap and other papers in the wholesale line
in this country. From as far west as Hamilton,travellers have
come to seli foolscap, and post, and other papers to the Gov-
ernment. There is scarcely a Session passes that I do not
see atraveller from a wholesale stationery establishment in
Hamilton down here, after orders from the Government for
caps, and post, and papers of that cluas, and ho invariably
gets an order, at least he bas.told me so. Well, why not1
place alil the dealers in Canada on the same footing? WhyJ
not allow merchants in Toronto, Montreal and Ottawa to
sompete with each other, and lot the quality be speoid1ed

Wr- 00¥Rihha (&ut),

by the officer of the Government so that the supply may be
kept up to the standard, and let the man who will furnish
the paper at the chceapest rate get the contract.

Mr. CHAPLEAU. I think the hon. gentleman's inform-
ation is not very recent. If this commercial traveller
whom he speaks of bas obtained orders here, he obtained
it from some other quarter than the stationery ofice
proper. What I want to do is to avoid what has been found
an inconvenience in France and other places where a
stationery office bas been established, that is, canvassing
for small orders from department to department, mnd
trying to get an order for some small lots. I am sure &lat
for the three or four years that I ave been in the Depart-
ment, these canvassers have had nosuecess in thestationery
office proper, not on account of my presence there, but
on account of the vigilance of the head of thatdepartinent.
My object is, by the establishment of this Departîment, to

-secure that all the stationery will be bought by the super-
intendent, and this officer will act according to commercial
principles, and buy on commercial principles. My hon.
friend, the Minister of the Interior, says that a good deal of
the stationery we require is not made in this country. A
good deal of the note paper, the hand-made paper could not
be got here, it is only manufactured on the other aide,
and in Holyoke, in the States. But very soon auch paper
will be manufactured in this country. Janderstand that a
firm has applied for a contract at the same prices we pay
for paper imported from Scotland from the controller of the
stationery, the material to be manufactured in this country.
After a couple of firmas are able to manufacture that kind
(f paper, then it would be proper to ask for tenders for
such paper. But we muat not make the rales too stringent
in the Statute, because you would hamper the useful action
of the stationery controller. I think the amendment I have
put in your bands covers what my hon. friand asked in the
beginning. fie asks for some more, it is true; his appetite
has grown by eating. After I had conceded one thing, he
asked for another, and I conceded that. He sitill ake for
another, but I can go no further.

Mr, SOMERVILLE (Brant). Would the Minister
inform me what hc means by the stationery officer proper ?
la that the department over which Mr. Young presides ?

Mr. CHAPLE AU. Yes.
Mr. SOMERVILLE (Brant). Well, it is within my

knowledge that travellers have sold lots of paper to Mr.
Young within the last two or three years, L thini the Lait
year.

Mr. CHAPLEAU. If they have sold lots, wiecî1 doh
very much, they must have sold them, 1 am sure, at b
terms than they could have been piooured by tender, $y
hou. friend is certainly mistaken if he thinkà that"lincer
has shown any favoritism.

Mr. SOMERVILLE (Brant). I didnot mean1‡oesaythat
any favors were shown to parties who aold tliis'par;
was merely reaffirming my statement as t bii
made there of paper. There is one other -iatto I *i
to refer to. I t ink good work wiIl be an iplisihed by-.fi
Bill in one way; not only in regard to kéepingthe.
in the hands of the Governmient, if theywilf doio, but
will prevent a good deal of jdbbery in connettion witfr'hê
purchase of paper. I have been informed bypaper rmùéaM
who have sold paper to those who have been favore& *ih
the printing of immigration pamphlets4hat the pirtors
actually were not satiêtied with the enormous proita they
were receiving over and above the eontract price4 but er.
getting 25 per cent. profit on the pa r which.they supphied
to the Government, aud for which te Government had: to
pay. I hope we are going to have adifferent state of Iíiegs
that the printing of the Governmeht is going to be honestly
doue for the benefit of the oountry, and in such a manner
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as will be a credit to the Minister who prosides over the
Department. At the same time, I cannot see why all the
stationery should not be purchased by tender.

Mr. TBOW. I was informed within the last ton days, by
two of the managers of leading firme in Ontario, that the
paper manufacture had not come to such a state of perfec-
tion as yet in this country that makers are able to supply
such paper as is required in this House. I am persuaded
that the paper could be bought to better advantage in the
old conntry mu the meantime ; but our manufacturers will
be prepared, no doubt, in a year or two, to make paper such
as la required for all purposes.

Mr. INNES. Even now there is a class of ordinary
foolsacp made in this country, and I do not see why that
should not be included in the tenders as well as ordinary
printing paper.

]fr. OHAPLEAU. Let us do one good thing first.

Mr. MILLS. I do not coneider any reason has been given
by the Minister as to why all the printing paper should not
be included. Why should the hon. gentleman specify cer-
tain printing paper? What reason is there for mentioning
the paper uned in the printing of the offBoiai Gazetta or used
in this Hsonse; that does not apply to all the printing done
by the Government. The hon. gentleman told us that we
were going to print varions documents now in manuscript
in the archives, so as to keep the staff employed, that other-
wise woSid have nothing to do for a coniiderable portion of
the year. As the hon. gentleman's motion now stands, the
paper used for that purpose would not be obtained by
tender. Why does the hon, gentleman undertake to except
a large portion of the printing paper ?

Mr. CHAPLEAU. I do not do so; I have included all
that will be required in large quantities. I have specified
them, because those are the objecte for which large quan-
tities of printing paper must be bought, and at the saie
time not restrict or bind the hande of the superintendent of
stationery when it is necessary to buy a smail lot.

Mr. MILLS. This would not prevent the Government
from purchasing %malt lots. There is nothing to pre
vent the paper for the Geological Report or for the
Postal Guide or for any other special class of printing
bein, purchased aftor application has been made to the
various parties from whom Such pu chaises can be made.

Amendaent agreed to.

Mir. CH APLEAU moved that the words "lGovernor in
Council or Minister " in the latter part of the clause be
struek out, a'd the following words be inserted: "and shall
fornmipart of the Consolidated Revenue Fund of Canada."

Amendment agreed to.

On section 8,
M IER-LLE (Brant). Some explanation is

reqrspoet Vo ihis section which applies to the
stationery niishe4d to both Houses of Parliament. At the
pré'eagim th aystem is not a good one for the reason
that,er la grt_. 4iscrimination used between the two
Boaes. 'Tlhe senators, whom I suppose are a body of
suoipr moe, are applied with a much better quality of
statione than thst furnished the members of the House of
Coaus.

Mr. CUAPLEÂtT. 1 doubt it. They have tried one
yeathecontrol t the chief of the stationery branch, bot
thieyeaârthey have discontinned that system; of course it
was their privilege; they are lords in their louse as we are
inthibs an d the, adopted another system. They have sup-
pliedinjeunolvssinoe, but I think they will find in the end

that the present system is not, to say the least of it, so good
as the one they had before. I think they will find they have
paid a littie more for what is not qui te so good. The main
features of the report of the Joint Committee in England was
to leave entirely under the controller of stationery, not only
the quantity but the quality of paper supplied, so that it
should be uniform in al[ the Dapartnents and in theI Houae
of Commons and Senate, and so that there should be no undue
pressure te procure a fancy article, which is sometimes not
so good, although it costs a great deal more.

Mr. SO1ERVILLE (Brant). I am glad to hear the
explanstion of the Minister, and I may now be allowed to
say something with regard to the anoient usage of the

louse of Commons of supplying members with two trunks
every year, one filled with stationery, and the other with I
do not know what. I think it ia an unnecesgary expense
and might be lopped off altogether. While we are here we
are liberally supplied with stationery, and I feel quite
certain that there are not half a dozon members of this
Blouse who, when they returu Vo their homes, use one
fourth of the stationery they are presented with. We get
a new knife every year, and a pair of scissors, and every
imaginable kind of article, which are of course useful and
necessary in their places; we get a lot of note paper and
letter paper and we get some envelopes, some of which
cannot be used at alil, because when they paus through the
Post Offle they fall to pieces under the postmastor's stamp.
I do not wish to say very much against this ancient usage
of the House but I only want to say that I am opposed to it,
that I think it is unnecessary, 1bhat I do not think members
or the country are benefited by it, and that it is so much
money thrown away.

Mr. CHAPLEAU. I am afraid the only answer I eau
give the hon. gentleman is the one which was used by a
witty writer, who said he had always a good deal of sym.
pathy with an abuse which was toe oreformed, because
abuses were generally so well taken care of, they were
nursed with sucih an amount of tenderness in ordor to estab-
lish them permanently, that it was too bad to destroy them.
I fear this is the only justification I can give for, this old
usage. It was begun a long time ago, it ias been well taken
care of and nursed with a great deal of tenderuests; would it
not be too bad to remove it alil at once ?

Mr. SOMERVILLE (Brant). I foar I cannot induce the
Minister to do away with it.

Mr. CHAPLEUU. I will do my part.

On the preamble,
Mr. CHAPLEAU. There is one clause I should like to

add te this Bill, and I hope in another Session we shall be
able to do it. It is to adopt the American system of having
all paper used by Goveriment or Parliament stamped, and
to provide that if any person not authorised uses that
paper, ie shahl be liable to a penalty of several hundred
dollars. But that may remain for another day.

Committee rose and reported.

Mr. CHAPLBAU moved the third reading of the Bill.

Mr. MILLS. I move that the Bill be not now read the
third time, but that it be read the third time this day six
months. I think, when the Government of which the hon.
mover of this Bill is a member, have the opportunity of
having the public printing done by tender, and yet so
seriously interfere with that business that $150,000 worth
of printing is jobbed out in a single year, wo cannot expect
that a very great improvement will b made bythe establish-
ment of a Department of this kind. The hon. gentleman
admits that, if such a Dapartment were establihed, a very
large number of people would be required as printers and
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in other ways during the Session of Parliament, and during
the rest of the year a smaller number would be required,
and that, if there is to be anything like permanence in the
service, employment must be furnished to tbese persons by
engaging in printing enterprises that are not necessary for
the public service and may be of no material advantage to
the country. Believing that this measure will largely
add to the public expense, and will at the same time dimi-
nish the efficiency of the public printing as performed by
contract under proper supervision, I move this amendment.

Mr. OHAPLiEAU. I have only to answer the hon. gen-
tleman that I think it is really not right that an impediment
should be put in the way of a step in the way of progres
and economy, if not in the way of the perfection of a sys-
tem for obtaining good printing at cheap prices. My hon.
frie4 hbas stated that during one year $150,000 has been
expended in printing outside of the contract. This is not
correct it was for a longer period than one year. There
eau b. ne danger of any departmontal printing being given
out by favoritism until December, 1887, and the parliamen-
tary printing ie under the charge of a committee of this
House, and it will be for the committee to look after that.
With these remarks, I hope the House will not adopt the
views of my hon. friend.

Amendment negatived on division, motion agreed to, and
Bill read the third time and passed.

TH E ])OMINION'S LAND ACT, 1883.

Mr. WHITE (Cardwell) moved consideration of amend-
ments made by the Senate to Bill (No. 94) further to
amend " The Dominion Lands Act, 1883." He said: I
desire to explain that the amendment made by the Senate
is one of which I gave notice to this House, and which I
supposed had been put in the Bill in committee. I moved
it in substitution of clause 9 of the Bill as printed, shortly
before you left the Chair, Sir, at six o'clock, and some little
discussion occurred in reference to it between the hon.
member for Bothwell (Mr. Mills) and myself. Clause 9 is
left out of the Bill, but this was not inserted. I should have
looked at the Bill before moving the third reading, but did
not, and the Bill was read the third time without this clause
being in it which, I supposed, had been carried in com-
mittee. In the Senate this clause has been inserted, and its
provisions will be found in the Votes and Proceedings of 3rd
May. They relate to the question of advances to settlers
going into the North-West by persons desiring to promote
immigration to that country, and provide a means by which
a lien eau be obtained as security for the advances. I
explained theêclause when it was before the House, and do
not think it is now neoessary to repeat the explanation.

Amendments concurred in.

GRANTS8 OF LAND TO MILITIA FORCE.

Mr. WHITE (Cardwell) moved second reading of Bill
(No. 142) to make further rovision respecting grants of
land to members of the M1itia Force on active service in
the North-Wesjt.

Mr. BLAKE. There is some information in reference
to this Act which I think the hon. gentleman might fittingly
give on tis occasion. I am of opinion that, consideringi
the distance at which we are from the place where those
are concerned who are principally interested in this legis-
lation, the time has not arrived when we ought to proceed
to close the account. Timo enough las not really been
given to enable us to receive that information which would
be necessary in order to present cases ; but I shall lay
before ahban. goutiemn one ase whic>h came to me a few,
days age bfto. there was any id col this Act being
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brought forward, and which seems to me not irrulevant.
Apart from that, I would like die hon. gentleman te say
how many persons were entitled, under the existing law,
to icrip or grants of land, and thon, as to the operation
of the existing law, what proportion of persons have
taken up land as compared with the proportion of
persons who have elected to take the scrip, and how much
scrip he estimates will really issue under the existing law
with respect to persons who are entitled to it under that
law. What is the hon. gentleman's calculation as to the
number of persons who will be entitled to benefit under the
proposed amendment, in the different classes h. gtves here
from A to F, and what is the amount of scrip which,
assuming the same proportions, will be issuable? I would
also like to understand whether any account bas been kept
of these issues, and whether any account is being made of
the ultimate charge to the public Treasury, involved in their
being taken up for the public lands, with the view of charg.
ing them to the sum total of the expenditure occasioned by
the suppression of the outbreak. It seems quite clear this
is part of the3 ost of the rebellion, and it seems to me, if
the existing law doos not suffice for the purpose of a proper
account being kept, in order that we may distinguish these
scrip issues from the old scrip issues of varions characters,
such a provision might be well added to the Bill. Inas-
much as he says he has received many representations
with reference to the measure itself no doubt ho also
received representations from various quarters for relief
of this description before ho introduced his proposal.
Inasmuch as the measure is being put through very
rapidly, I would like him to give information as to the
classes of persons who have applied to be included in the
provisions of the last Session for benefit, wbose cases he has
not thought fit to recognise. My attention was called
some months ago-and I have been unable unfortunately to
recover the letter to which I am about to refer-to the
cases of certain persons who where engaged in a portion of
the transport service on some of the rivera, but were net
engaged in action, and who thought they should be inclnd-
ed. The particular case to which I refer, which came
under my attention the other day, is that of a person by
the name of Thomas Healy, of Moose Jaw, who writes me
he was a homesteader from 6th January, 1882, that on the
24th June he was in the service of the Government, being
engaged in the transport of provisions for the troops to
Clarke's Crossing, and unfortunately broke his thigh while
engaged on that service. He made application for some
relief in respect to this homestuad and pre-emption, which
he was informed was net capable of being dealt with under
the existing regulations, and in-rspect o.f which I intended
submitting his case to the deputy head for consideration,
but it seemed appropriate, under the present proposai. to
lay cases of that class before-tue hon. gentleman now, ýrith
the view of ascertaining whether they are to beriíbraøed
in -th measure now before the House.

Mr. WHITE (Cardwell). I believe that, ao fer, under
the existing law, about 6,000 will be entitled te receive
scrip or land warrants, as they may elect. As the hoa.
gentleman knows, it is for the volunteers te detemnine if
they will take the one or the other. Ail the volanteers Who
were engaged in active service, west of Port Arthur, nuaber
abo it 6,000 altogether, Tbe exact proportion who wil
tike land warrants and the exact proportion who will take
scrip, it is impossible yet to determine, for the simple rea-
son that wo have not received applications from a large
number; but so far as we have received them, a very large
proportion take scrip. Latterly there has been a greater
disposition to take the land warrants, which, I am afraid,
has arisen from the popular impression that these land war-:
rants are a negotiable security, just as the erip is, and I
think that a good many people who eugaged in the pur-
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ohasing of scrip have enôouraged the volunteers to apply hon. gentleman has referred to a Mr. Healy who wrote to hlia
for land warrants, with the idea that they are more valua. from Moose Jaw, and who was a teamster and vas injured te
ble and will sell more rapidly. Of course the impression is snch. I have had one or two letters I think, but I had several
entirely erroneous, and I have taken every means possible, applications made verbally from teamsters who thought they
short of advertising in the papers, of informing people who should be included in the advantages of this scrip.y
bought land warrants in that way that they will really be own impression was that they should not be so included,
valueless in their bands, inasmueh as they are only valuable They were persons who hired themselves and their team,
to the volunteer himseolf or a duly appointed substitute, who who were exoeedingly well paid, and who, while they per-
must goon the land. I account for the fact that a larger num- formed good service undoubtedly as teamsters, did not per-
ber latterly have been electing to take land warrants from form that kind of service which should entitle tbem to these
thie circumstance, that the warrant or ecrip brokers have special advantages. I have, however, done thia for them.
been impressing on the volunteers the importance of taking I have recognised the time they have been employed in eon.
land warrants and selling them. They give them a larger neotion with the service of the country as teamsters as If it
sum for the land warrant. I have heard of land warrants, had been spent upon their homesteads. As hon. gentlemen
which entitled a man to 30 acres of land, being sold as know, the volunteers who are homesteaders in the North-
high as $715. They are really not worth $75, excepting to West are entitled to six months' oonsideration in view of
the valuateer himself or the substitute who may take them. the fact that they were off at the front. I have given prae-
The next question the hon. gentleman asked was as to the tically the same consideration to the teameters, those who
number of persons who, under these clauses would probably went off early in the spring when they were about putting
come in. It is not very easy to state the precise in their crops. I have assumed, for the purposes of their
number, but from the information I have, under the first homestead duties, that that time was spent upon their land.
clausg, that is the irregular forces other than home To that extent a concession bas been given to them
guards, I do not think more than about 100 persons as recognition of their services. As to the point the bon.
will come under that clause. Those for whom this is gentleman raises, and it is a very important one, as to what
chiedy intended, and whose case chiefly prompted it were account is being kept of the applications for this scrip, I may
the volunteers of Prince Albert, who were, as hon. gentle- say that the Department takes this scrip as payment for any
men know, the first to go ont and meet the enemy at Duck debt due for lands which any person may owe to the Crown.
Lake, and who met so disastrous a reception at the hands In the returns I receive each month of the financial opera.
of the Crees and half-breeds. There were scouts, I believe, tions of the Department, the payments made in scrip
attached to every column, and there will be probably from are all give n. I cannot say at the moment whether
forty to fifty of those entitled to the advantages of this law. a distinction is made between this military sorip whioh
The master and crew of the vessel Northcote I do not think was issued in consequence of the outbroak, and the
will number more than ton or twelve, and I do not think half-breed scrip, a very large quantity of which is out
there was any other vessel engaged in action. Then there now, but the suggestion is one which, I can assure the hon.
will possibly be about thirty of the medical staff. I can gentleman, I will take care to have arranged so as to be able
give no exact information as to the nurses and dressers, to state to Parliament exactly, when the returns are brought
because they are to be recommended for specially meritori. down, what bas been the amount received by the Depart-
ous conduct by the Major General. They cannot amount ment from this military serip, and thorefore what extra
to many. These are all who are included in this list. charge upon the country is tho result of the rebellion from

Mr. BLAKE. No; there is another lot. the issue of this scrip. That may be stated pext Session.

Mr. WHITE (Cardwell). Yes, there were those in the Mr. CAMERON(Middlesex). I believe the House andregular forces, such as the military schools and the artil~ the couMtry wiil concur inthepropoition to recognise thelery. The reason for putting these in arose from a commu- services of those who wore mnembers of the North.Westniebtion which I had from a member of one of the batteries' field forces, and will heide sanctin th e propoiti n of thewho st;d he was very a;xi,.us to go thiere and becioe Minibter to extend stiù further than was done laat Seasionfarmer as soon as his term of service was up, but he could the desire to reward those who thon served by gnanlenot comply with the law requiring him to make an entry e. lande. And, as t. the general proposition involved in the
before the 1st August because his terni of service would not
be up at that time, and therefore we have given to these measure, I do not think there wili be any exception taken.
persons, for themselves but not for the purpose of naming But I find that, while the Minister has made an exception
substitutes, the power to enter upon lands within six against those who were teamsters during that robelion,
morfths, I think after the term of service in these regular h. has embraced another class and brought within the
corpý s expireoperations of the Act a class that, from circumstances that

corps exp-have been recently submitted to the House, do not appear
Mr. BLAKE. The hon.gentleman has omitted sub4ivi- to me to be entitled to the same consideration as those

sion f under section one. whose cases ho has refused to consider. The Minister kas
Mr. WHITE (0ardwell). I think there are only two or just dealt with the case of the teamsters, and has told uu

three of those who were injured on their w or were what was perfectly truethat there were those who were very
invaUded and had to return before action took place. There well paid for the services they rendered, but there were many
is one very remarkable case of a young man who was acci- eases in which those teamsters did more than render ordi-
dentally shot. As to the others to whom I was alluding, it nary transport service, that they really subjected themselves
is difmeult to say how many, but I do not think there will to all the perils that were incident to a state of
be more than a dozen of those men who will take advantage war, and that in one particular instance they were
of it, theugh it is to be hoped, for their own sakes, that captured by the Indians who were in armed rebellion at the
more of them will take advantage of it and gointo the North- time, and that their capture under those circumstances was
West and become homesteaders. The lst clause does not largely due to the fact that the transport servioe was not
increase Lhe numbern at aIL The homiesteaders included in accompanied by that military force that is usual under such
the last clause are already volunteers entitled under the pre- circumstancea. Consequently the teamsters, in the majority
sent l&w to their serip, and this allows them to apply it on the of cases, were taking a considerable amount of risk ln'ohe
ftrms wherethey were settled at the time of the outbreak. journeys they were making as escorte, and subjeet&thrh-
I think "haS answers the questions the hon. gentleman has selves te some of the perils incident toa sstate el; 1TU
ased. he, aste »the otheros who may have applied. The the case of those captured by Poundmker, t-yoerMily
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Underwent privations mach the same as those of the mili. Every man composing that crew may not be entitled to
tary forces, and it seems to me are equally deserving as equal consideration, but there were mon on that vessel who
those mentioned in sub-section c of the Bill. Now, in certainly distinguished themselves by their pluck and the
referring to a recent report submitted to this House by manner in which they performed their duty. Uader Ùhis
acting Major Smith, commanding C Company of the Act it will be permissibfe for the Goverument to reoognise
Infantry Sehool corps, I flnd this language used with refer- the services which have been rendered by these mon. If
once to those who are embraced in this section: there are men in that crew who did not do thoir duty, as

'As we passed Batoch- the fire was specially heavy and I beard a the hon. gentleman seams to say-
crash as If a portion of the upper deck had been carried away. About Mr. CAM IR0N (Middlesex). It is the report Mace te
two miles below that place the rebel fire slackened, and I ordered the
' cease fire' and shortly afterwards we came to anchor. I thon the Department tt saya go.
learned that the amoke atacks and the steam whistle had been swept Sir ADOLPHE C&RON. Wall thehon. gen
down by the ferry cable, an'i were lying on the deck ; that the master
and the pilot, who had both been in the wheel louse, were in a state of taken up that Bide of the question. Ho states that o
great trepidtion ; and that Mr. Pringle of the medical staff, and Vmen, these men are fot deserving of the consideration whîc 1a transportefflcer's asistant. had been wounded. Finding that we were nder this Au
so far down the river. I sked the master why he had not followed is
instructions. When he explained that owing to the heavy fire, he ocould bands cf the Government. That may b., but in any case
not manage the bost, and got on the cable before he was aware of it. the Governmont will exorcise discretion in these iiidue
I then directed him to go up stream again, but he objected that that
was Impossible, as the smoke stack being gone, there was danger
of setting fire to the vessel and, besides, that it wau nusafe for many members cf the crew of the Nortcote showed an
him to go into the pilot house. Steps were at once taken to repair the amont cf courage ad plnck which ortainly deservos
damage and two short et-cks, mde from one. were got into place. i cccnition at the hande of the Government.
That being doue, the nrxt difficulty was the pilot house. The steersman
positively refused to go into it We then perFusded him to set hie car- Mr. WATSON. I heartily approve of the propoed
ponter at it-material was carried up and the carpenter was on the
house at work, when several shots came from the weat shore, one of grants to the parties
wbiob bit him in the ankle and embedded itself in the foot. and we te bave sen the Minister go a littie furtier. I believe the
found that some of the enemy had crept along the west uide of the river, tommters are entitled to more consideration than they
and, got under sover of the bank, fired on every man who showed him- have received. In a great rany instances ihose teamMtrs
self on board. This put an end to the work, for, as the master told me,
it was impossible again to indace his crew to come o2 deck *& *rndered valuable services on the fieldcf batti, services
Our weakness lay in the fact that the master, pilot a-id engineer were which, I think, onght te b. recognised. 0f course, J s.p.
alien, and that the crew were civil employees, and not enlisted men."

Now here is a proposition to grant concessions, as the result undertook te rendor. But, in some instances, they-were at
of the operations in tIh North-West, to men who were thus the front during battie, and exposed te dange, and in
spoken of by the officer commanding the forces on many instances they rendcred asistance to the wounded
board the Northcote at Batoche, while others engaged çolunteers and carried them te the hospitals. Lncaes
in the suppression of the rebellion, and who did their work ike that, where they exposed themielves, they onght te
more eatisfactorily, certainly undergoing e !ual or greater ho rewarded in some substantial manner. I believo,
privations and danger, are entirely forgotten. I think
if the line bas been drawn anywhere it ought to embrace offaltogother. Ton teama went together and those ton
such I have mentioned, particularly those who weremon were supposed te defend thcmsclvos and the sup.
captured by Poundmaker, rather than those who wero Plies. In some instances they were exposed te groat
spoken of so depreciatingly in tho report of the milit danger and some cf thom were spokf as showing grea
commandant on that occasion. I think, besides, that these brmvery in bringing forward ammunition whilefghting
exceptional circumstances-and the fact that such large wu going on. In special cases where the teamstera ren-
convoys of provisiors were forwarded over such a length of dered such service they should b. deait with bralIy. 0f
country, where war existed, and without any military course, they receivod their pay, but they did work not
escort-offers a reason for considering the case of those who covored by it While the Minister is dealing with the
underwent exceptional hardships on that occasion. nurses, teamaters who asistod wounded vohmtours ad ren-

dered other valuable service abould b. rewarded. 1 amn
Sir DOLPIE CARON. I cannot agree with the view aise glad te se. provision made on behaif of the volunteers

exproesed 1>y the hon. gentleman. The teamsters certainly of Manitob%,votrnteers who at tue timn they wont into
rendered very good service, but it must b. remembered that i sr e entitled te pre-mptions. Whilo the BiU
they undertook to carry out a certain contract and were was under discussion Ist year I recQmmonded-te tthe Gev-
remrkably well paid for the services they rendered. The ernmont the advsmbility of grating te tue vol tao awhow
hn, gentleinan, I think, is somewhat mistaken in stating reBîded in Manitoba the right to Icoate their warranton
that t teamsters were exposed te greater danger than tueir pre-emption. I regret that was not cone at that tue
thoý would, hàvo been exposed from the faot that they as heÙiI Minister stated -n the most positive ter-ms it
belonged to -th es cr. in almost ei ery case where thebeinge totueescrtlu lmot c or cae wcrethecould net b. don&. But the Goverument have changed their
military commanda'.t considered it necessary to send out a mincs-ont" question, ad I rgrettht they refud tO
military escort, the teamsters were sufficiently armed to pro- take action let ycare inamah'asnme of 1fr volaites
tect themselves against any attack which might b. made who wont to the front sud haci homestoads anti prs.en>tion
upon thom. lu tho case of the capture of the teamsters by selectei acrîp for 680- inoud of waiting ±ê t".advîntg.
P0undmaker, most of these teamaters were armed, and they of ga
wore -ot subject to any greater hardship than mo<st Ispps »,.t the -personwho 1 au. heen
cf the men who were engaged in that campaign benofited by " provision if it lai beenput in forSlIt
had to encounter. Now in reference to the refw of the

orUcot e, the hon. gentleman will see that this tus polcy bas been adopted, for a numnberwil be bcnoited,
Act i- really am empowering Act for the purPosealthongh as I have said a great zany -f those whe-we'uld
of giving land grants to men who were engaged have ben bonefited, if my suggestion l"d been adoptei lat
upon that special service. During the whole of the cam-
paign it will be remembered that the Northcote had te
encounter one of the most dangerous oexperieuces of the Mr. WELDON. When the resolutions weo -lr. th»
campaign, when it was attacked while transporting troops fouse I ventured te cai attentionte tue -case of the volua-
fromn onc point to another, and was exposed to severe fire. teers who were led out ad wheo did met go West of

Mr.r A OimRONdt(Middlesex).
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Arthur. I do mot think a very large number were in that
position; but they were called out for active service and
they deserve as much consideration as those who wore'
actally'engaged at the front. The principle of the Bill
last year did not entirely apply to those who were engaged
in action bat aiso to those who went to Port Arthur, and
they were entitled te the grant. I cannot see on what
principle mon engaged on active service but who had net
the go>d fortane & take an active part in the campaign
should be excluded, because I take the principle of the Bill
to be to reward those mon who left their homes and gave
up their occupations in order to defend the country. The
particiular battaliin to which I have reference is the bat-
talion from New Brunswick. Immediately aftor the
hostilities commenced a general order was issued, in April
1885,granting a field allowance for thirty-one, sixty-one and
ninety-one days to those volunteers to enable them to fit them-
selves out-fbr a campaign. In regard to the New Brunswick
battatiôn, thoy wore allowed only fifteen days' allowance
while the Bruce battalion, the 32nd, and the 1st Prince of
Wales got thirty-one days' allowance. I hope the hon.
gentleman wili see to it that those forming the provisional
battalion will roeeive the same allowance as those battalions
which were called out in the same general order. The New
Brunswick volunteers willingly responded to the call and
came out at very great inconvenience and sacrifice, and the
principle which applies to battalions west of Port Arthur
should beapplied to those battalions that went under canvas,
to be ready at a moment's notice to march to any part of
the Dominion. With respect to the New Brunswick butta.
lion, i may say that there were companies from St. John,
Fredericton, Woodsteok, Sussex and other points, and I am
not sure but the re was a company from Prince Bd ward
Iland. Those mon suffered very great inconvenience. The
officers spent a large amount of money for the purpose of
getting nice kits for the campaign. They expended as much
as il they had been going west of Port Arthur or west of
Winnipeg. But there was another inconvenience. They
were obliged to make great sacrifices with respect
to leaving their employment, which arrangement extended
over a long period of time, because it was te be supposed
that they were called out for some months. So a great
sacrifice was made by thom for which they have received no
compensation. Many of the young men bad life insurance
policies, and they were obliged to pay an extra premium'
for the purpose of-coutinuing the policies for the benofit of
their families or those dependent on them. Ail those ex.
penses were incurred to as large an extent as if the battalion
had been called to proeed to Callander or Port Arthur.
Therefore the principle we are adopting should apply to
those battalions, and I hope the Minister of Militia will see
that this is done, and there cannot be a very large number
of them.. It will bo simply recouping them a large expen.
diture incurced by them as volunteers for the benefit of the
country. They have not the honor, in consequence of not
having ben.i action, eof wearing modals on thoir breasts.
I coniderthat 4he mon who came forward and showed thoir
readiaoua to go to the front at thecal of the Minister and
the G.overnmntand take part insuppressing therebellion,
are antitled t as much credit for the spirit of patriotism
by which they woere actuated. I know that some were at
a great deal of extra exj ense for their kits, their life insur.
ance, and also bocause in many cases when they ieft their
employment they found their places filled when they
returned. Oonsidering the sacrifices they made and the
remuneration alHowed them, I think they are fairly
entitled te this cnnsideration and that the oountry gener-
ally would heartily approve of the GIovernment extending
the same consideration to them as to those who went west
of Port Arth or.

Mr. McNEILL I entirel concur in the remarks made
by theb hon. member for t, ohn (Mr.W.Idon). Speaking

of the battalion in my own county, I know that many of the
members of that battalion lest very seriously by reson of
their being obliged to give up thoir ccupations. When
they went back to their homes they fourd ia many cases
that their places were filled, and they wore thrown out of
employment for weeks and months. I do not wish to
elaborate the subject, as I took occasion to make some
remarks upon it a few days ago, but I would earnestly' im-
press on the Minister of Militia to reconsider this matter if
he possibly can, and to consider that those men have endured
all the losses which were sustained by those who went west
of Port Arthur.

Mr. O'BRIEN. I certainly agree with the remarks of
the hon. member for St. John and the hon. member for
North Bruce. Everyone knows that when a battalion is
called out, the officers and mon are put to a great deal of
loss when tbey are called out from their homes; and, while
it may be perfectly proper tat a distinction is drawn
between those who went out on actual service, and those
who remained at home, yet I think that every officer and
man who left his home for actual service, is entitled to some
consideration In the case of a regiment whioh is placed
under canvas for eight or ten days, the mon and offcers are
put to precisely the same loss-in fact to a greater los pro.
portionately-than if they wore for three or four monthis on
active service; bocause, ie the latter case, they got their
pay, which goes for something in the case of the men, and
still more so with regard to the offlcers. For that reason, I
think that mon who are called out for active ,ervice, and
compelled to make the necessary arrangements, shall
reoeive the same consideration pro rata as those who went
to Port Arthur, ani I think their case is deserving of con.
sideration at the hands of the Minister of Militia.

Sir ADOLPHIE CARON. The Department followed
exactly the rule that the hon. gentleman recognised should
be followed in cases such as occurred during the disturb-
ances in the North-West. We did give consideration pro rata
to the mon who were called out, and who were undor canvas
for a certain number of days, as in the case of the battalion
from New Brunswick who received fifteen days field allow-
ance, because they wore that time under canvas. The Bruce
battalion, and others which were called out, were treated in
the same way. Of course, from the standpoint of a soldier,
it was the misfortune of those battalions that they did not
go to the front. But the hon. gentleman must remember
that under the responsibility oi the Department a number
of battalions were called out and put under orders to keep
themselves in readiness in case of their services bemn
required in the North-West. All those battalions display
that zeal which the hon. gentleman bas spoken of, and
which I am so ready to acknowledge on every possible
ocasion. They set amide their business and gave up thoir
ordinary avocations for the purpose of preparing themelves,
in ese they should hoealled euh, te fight the battIe4 cf the
country, and I believe that they feel as soldiers that If they
had been sent to the front with thoir comrades they would
have fought the battles as others did, and would have rege!ved
the same reward as those who went to the front. The same
thing occurs in every country. In ease of a war being declared
a certain number of regiments are sent to the front. Others
are kept in readines, and if the war terminates before the
reserve can be alled out to support those who are sent to
the front, the medals are given to those who fought the
battles, and those who would have been as willing as others
te go, not having gone to the front, do not receive that
reward which the others receive. I believe the volunteers
will recognise that in every case when they were called out
they were treated with that consideration that should be
afforded to them. But the Une had to be drawn somewhere,
and the line was drawn at the regiments whe went west of
Fr& Arthur, mnd most of those whffl opintoa i have
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sulted upon matters of this kind were ready to admit that
it was impossible to treat battalions which were called out
early to be in readiness the same as those who went through
the hardships of the trip north of Lake Superior and thel
subsequent campaign. The St. John battalion, which was
mentioned by my hon. friend from that city, received fifteen
days of field allowance simply because they were fifteen
days under canvas. They could not expect more, and
they cannot ask more than what as soldiers they were
entitled to.

Mr. GAULT. I know that every regiment in Montreal
was prepared to turn out, and they made great sacrifices to
prepare themselves for the campaign. The Prince of Wales'
regiment particularly were called out and were under canvas
for several days, and I know that some of the men lost
their situations and that the officers made great sacrifices.
If the Minister wants a precedent, I might mention the
fact that the 89th regiment left England for the Crimea,
and on the way stopped at Malta, and still they received the
nedals the same as those who went to the Crimea. I think
the men who were called out are fairly entitled to consider-
ation.

Motion agreed to, Bill read the second time, and House
resolved itself into Committee,

(In the Committee.)
On section 1,
Mr. WELDON. These men of the New Brunswick

battalion, whom the hon. gentleman mentions as having
received fifteen days' field allowance, would receiro, I sup-
Ç ose, about $15 in some cases and a less sum in others.

olunteers stand in a very different position from soldiers.
We all know that they have to make great sacrifices on
occasions of this kind, and it seems to me that when we are
recouping those men who have given their services in the
defenoe of the country, we should include all. Though some
of the earlier battalions who went around Lake Superior early
suffered some hardships, to the later battalions it was more
like a pleasure trip. Some of the regiments along the line,
who never heard a shot fired, are to get this scrip, whi le
their most unfortunate fellow-soldiers who were not to the
west of Port Arthur, and who are perhaps less able to
recoup themselves, are to be deprived of it. I think the
number ofmeon interested is not very large, and I should
like to add a section including them.

Mr. CAMERON (Middlesex). I desire again to urge
upon the Minister the claims of the particular class to
whom I alluded before. While there may be some ground
for refusing to deal in a general. way with the teamsters
engaged in the transport service, there are exceptional
reasons why those who were captured by Poundmaker
should receive some consideration. The Minister says that
the teamsters were well paid, and that they took those
riska. I do not understand that they took the war risks.
When there is danger of those engaged in the transport
service being captured, it is the duty of the military author-
ities to send a military escort with them for protection. In
this se there was no escort at all. The men in charge of
the supplies were furnished with arme by the military
authorities in the North-West, and that gave them a guasi1
military postion, and implied that they were entitled to
some meh consideration as was given to others who were
no more a part of the enrolled force than they were-for
example, the hospital attendants.

Sir ADOLPHE CARON. They were enrolled.
Mr. CAMERON (Middlesex). I eau find no trace of

their enrolment in the documents. But the Bill includes
some forces who were not enrolled, and who did not
oocupy a military position. It is trae, as the Minister
gays V h> " body got well pid for the trMa? i
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service, but it has been alleged that the money did not
in every instance reach the men who performed the
service. It is a circumstance that ought to be considered
in this case, that the men who really performed the trans.
port service-those who were captured by Poundmaker-
were not those who received $10 a day ; they were em-
ployed at from 85 to $8 a day, and the men who had the
contract with the Government secured the difference.
These men did undertake a hazardous service, and they are
entitled to equal consideration with some who are embraced
in this Bill. 1 sympathise with the remarks made by the hon.
member for Muskoka. Under all the circumstances, it ought
to be the effort of the Department to encourage in every
possible way the active militia force, and anyone who has
had any connection with that force knows that the pay
provided is very inadequate for the service performed. I
would bave been.very glad if the Department had seen its
way to embrace in the Bill the members of the force who
were called out for active service but who were not sent
west of Port Arthur. I realise that this would largely
increase the burdens of the country; but if we have to
depend on these men in the future, we must reward them
liberally for the services they have rendered in the past.
Now, those in command of the forces in the North-West
asked the men in whose intereat I am speaking to assume
the responsibility of protecting themselves while conveying
the supplies through a country where there were hostile
and armed forces. In this case they were unfortunately
unable to proteot themselves, and were captured and sub-
jected to great privations. Under these circumstances, I
thing they are as much entiLled to cousideration as those
who had no reoognised enrolment in the militia force of
the country.

Mr. O'BRIEN. Would the hon, Minister of Militia
object to this amendment ? I move that sub-section f
be amended by adding after the words "west of Port
Arthur " the words "or was actually called out and placed
under canvas."

The CHAIRKAN. That is out of order.

Mr. WELDON. I would move that the words after
"west of Port Arthur" be struck out.

The CHAIRMAN. Ont of order. Because it would
increase the cost to the public.

Mr. WELDON. I regret the Government have not
shown more generosity. The Montreal battalion lost thirty
days' field allowance, and the Bruce and Southampton
battalions received full field. allowance. The Montreal bat-
talion never left Montreal at all. The New Brunswick
battalion were under canvas and some of the men had to
drive 100 or 150 miles to join it, and they did nót get the
allowance the others got.

Sir ADOLPIE CAIRON. Every battalion will be placed
on a footing of equality. I am not prepared to ay exactly
whether there is any difference or not, bat every battalion
will be placed on equal footing. These who were merely
called out to hold themselves in readiness will be ail treuted
the sam,

Mr. WATSON. There was a company organised and got
ready for action at Shoal Lake, who have not yet received
even their pay for the time they were in camp drilling.
They were in the sarne position as the oompany ordered ont
at Birtle, but unfortunately they were not tted as the
Birtle company was, and the men have notn paid even
their time. The company was oomposed of a very fine
body of men comprismg a number of diacharged mounted
policemen. I hope thei Mnister will lok into the atr
and e this oowplPy gte pi4
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Mr. INNES. I presume the first sub-section includes

those who volanteered into the mounted police and were
engaged in the fight at Duck Lake.

Mr. WHITE (Cardweil). Yes.
On section 2,
Mr. WATSON. I understand this entitles volunteers

who went to the front, the time they enlisted, and who hold
pre-emption and homestead to receive pre-emption free.

Mr. WHITE (Cardwell). That is the intention. But I can
hardly think the hon. gentleman is accurate in saying that
a large number of the volunteers have not been able to take
advantage of this clause. Early in OAtober last, I announced
in Winnipeg that this Bill was going to be brought down,
and at Birtle 1 made the sarne statement as I did ail through
the North-West, and that was before any of the volunteers
had their certificates at all, so that every one must have
known of this.

Mr. WATSON. I might just say that the Government
informed the House very decidedly a year ago, when the
subject was under discussion, that they would not take the
policy they have now adopted. A great number of the
volunteers paid more attention to that statement than they
did to the statement of the Minister of the Interior in the
North-West, because they were then" interested in looking
to see what the Government would give them. I know a
number of instances where the volunteers, who hold home.
steads and pre-emption, selected $90 scrip instead of the
right to take land, who would have rather accepted the
privilege now granted them. I suggested last year the
following amendment:-

"Any member of the said enrolled militia whi has located a homestead
and pre-emption shall, i lieu of the grant hereinbefore mentioned, be
entitled to get his pre-emption free."
To which the Firat Minister replied:

"This provision is impossible. It would bq a cause of discontent
among ail the volunteers, except a few corps in Manitoba The hon.
gentleman says it is only 160 acres, but it is more than that, because the
pre-empaionsaare $2 an ace, and the Mmnitoba volunteers would get
$320 instead of $80, as the Cthers gel."1
All through the First Minister stated it was impossible this
privilege could be granted; but now the Minister of the
Interior practically brings down a measure granting it. I
regret that when a practical suggestion is maide, it is not
weighe and given due consideration, even when made by
the members of the Opposition.

Committee reported, and Bill read the third time and
passed.

WAYS AND MEANS-THE TARIFF.

Mr. MotELAN. In moving that yon leave the Chair and
the House again resolve itself into Committee of Ways and
Means, 1 desire to explain some of the amendmenta which
I propose to submit to the committee. It hem been found
by the Oustomis that in some respects the present tarif does
not work eaily, and some alterations are desirable
in the general interest of the trade and of the coun-
try. I propose to submit to the committee a resolu-
tion chuaging the duty upon oil cloth in the piece, cut or
shaped, oiled, enamelled, stamped, painted on printed,
India rubbered, to five cents per square yard aud 10 per
cent. ad v*orem. This is making at in part spacifie to

novent under valuations, of which the Customs complain.
loor il 'eloth remains the sane as at present, 30

per cent. There are saveral manufacturer of strawboard
in the country, taking the farmers' straw and converting
it into board, and great variations and differences have been
shown in the prices et which that has been valued
by impterm. Itis-prposed to placea specifie daty upon
that ef 40 cents per 100 Ibs. The duty has been 20 per cent.,
and this is about the same as the average value at which it
i imported, and what we consider the proper value of the
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article, not inoreasing the dut in an7 way. A good deal
of difficulty has arisen in the Oustoms in regard to earthen.
ware and stoneware by the invoicing of seconds and thirds,
and we propose that demijohns or Juge, churns and orooka
shall pay a specific duty of 2 cents per gallon of holding
capacity. Rubbar belting, hose, packîng, mats and matting,
5 cents per lb., and 15 por cent. ad valorem. In carnia
hardware, differenoes of opinion have arisen betwoon &
importers and the Customs house respecting the mode of
invoicing. Parts of carriages are charged 85 per cent., and
we propose to put carriage hardware at the same price. In
erfumed and toilet soap, a good deal of friction has arisen

tween the COstoms and the importers, and we propose to
change the duty to 10 cents a lb., and 10 par cent. ad
valorem. Union collar cloth paper, in rolls or sheets, not
glossed or finished, 5 per cent. Union collar cloth
paper, glossed or finished, in roll& or shoots, 20 per
cent. Paper .hangings or wall paper, in rolls, ceSt.
ing 8 cents c under per roll of oiht yards, 2 cents por
ronl. In felt y j have three or four different rates charged,
to the glove manufacturers, the shoe manufacturers, the
musical instrument manufacturer, ail different prices, rang-
ing from 10 par cent. to 22J par cent.,and it is proposed to
'make one uniform rate of 17Î per cent. Stereotypes and
electrotypes and bases for the same, made wholly or in
part of type metal, 5 cents a pound. In scythos it is found
there is a very wide differenco in the invoice value, ranging
from $5 to $10, and it is believed that a good deal of under-
valuation has taken plaoe. It is proposed thit there shall
be a specifie duty of *3.40 par dozen. Wire, covered with
cotton, linen, silk or other material, 25 par cent. Stove
bolte and nuts, and all boita and rivets of one-qurter ineh
diameter and less, 35 per cent., the sane as wood screwa.
They are a very similar manuf4cture te wood screws, with
the addition of nuts. Difflmlties have arisen in the imapor.
tation of handkerchief. Handkerchiefs of cotton or linon
have been charg3d at différent rates. S me, on acount of
boing printed, hava b3en chargad 27½ and othirs 20 per
cent. It is prop9sed to namq tcm and put them ail at 25
pir cent. ThEni, it is proposai that the importation and
manufacture of oleo'nargtrine, butterine and ail suoh
substitutes for butter, be prohibited under a penalty
of not less than $200, nor more than $102 for eaoh
offence, and the forfeiture of such goods, and of ail
packages in which tley may be contained, and of ail articles,
implements, machinery and appliancos uied in and about
the manufacture or preparation of such articles. Then wb
propose to repeal item 353, in respect to colora, exGspt in
regard to ultramarine blue, and we want to change the Item
iu relation to jute cloth, which I now namd at a width of
42 innhes, and to mlika the width 40 inches, as being more
conve'iient for bag makera. Nail plate, iron or steol, i noW
importsd at different rates of duty, eone at $3 a tonuand 10
par cent., and the other at 12J per cent. We propose to
make all of 16 gaug3 and thicker, uaiform at 25 per oset. ad
valor&en Thon we propose that isems 37, 88 and 39 be
referred back to Committes of the Whole House fbr the
purpose of striking ont the words "or fraction of a doges."
in item 37, and the ward "13 " in items 87, 88 ani 39, sad
inserting in lieu thereof the w*rd "14"; also to strike out
the proviso neit after item 40, and substitute the follow-
ing

Provided that when any cargo f suigar imported for refg ing ptr-
poses is touid to grade in part above No. 14 Dutch standard ln ceor,
s'eh part, to tbe etent of not exceeding 15 per cent. of the whole
cargo, miy be admitted to entry by polariscopie test."

Thon, we propose to amend the schedule of export daties by
increasing the duties on the following articles : Shingle
bolt, $1.50 par cor of 128 cubie feet ; spruce loge, $2 par
thousand feet, buard messure ; pine logs, $3 por thousand
feet, board meamure; and we propose to provide that the
powers vested in the Governor in Oouncil to repeal oortain
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export duties and certain import duties shall be extended to
the repeal of these export duties on sawlogs if it should be
found advisable and necessary. This is mainly what we
propose to submit to the committee, as well as to make
certain alterations and additions to the items that have
been referred back, which I need not detain the House to
refer to until we get into committee.

TIMBER LIMITS IN THE NORTII-WEST.
Mr. CAMERON (West Huron). Before you leave the

Chair, 1 desire to cali attention to some charges that have
been made by me against the Government. At this late
period of the Session, I shall not unnecessarily trespass upon
the time of the House, but as the correctness of those
charges bas been challenged, I do not intend that tLia
fHouse shall prorogue without submitting to the House and
country the evidence upon which I base my charges. I
shall deal briefiy with the few cases, where the correctness
of my allegations has been challenged and if, when the proof
lis snbmitted, the judgment of the people of this country
will net sustain me, 1 shall cheerfully bow to theirdecision.
I charged that the Government had parcelled out, among
their political friends a large portion of the public resour-
ces of this Dominion, in some four or five different instances,
and in only four or five different instances these charges
have been contradicted. The member for West Hastings
(Mr. Robertson) on the 11th March of the present year, in
introducing a Bill with respect to burglars, and while
referring to some burgiars that had been tried in his own
town, and the punishment they ought to receive, made use
of the following language:-

" I suppose they did not aspire any higher. They were taken to the
police station, and their names were placed upon the list; not the liet
which bas given so much anxiety to the hon. member for West Huron (Mr.
Cameron). I was going to say-but I do not see him in bis place-that
I do not know what sort of constituency sent him to the Bouse, but as
these were yonng men and of a style unknown to us, they did not come
from the fifty square miles of timber limite which he bas referred to in his
fiaming declamations in the west as received by me from the Govern-
ment, and perbaps they might have come from hie constituency1"
Now, Mr. Speaker, I did not deal with the recipients of the
Government's favors as burglars; I did not propose to treat
them as burglars, I did not propose to punish them as bur-
glars, I did not propose, as the hon. gentleman did, that
they should be whipped, so the hon. gentleman need not be
alarmed upon that score. The charge I made was against
the Administration, with respect to the disposal of the timber
limits and other public resources of the country among their
followers, and as regards himself the hon. gentleman has
seen fit to question the statements 1 made. But on refe-
rence to the Sessional Papers of 1884, No. 59, page 11, I
find the following:-

" A. Robertson, Belleville, Ont., 15th August, 1884, Columbia River,
B. O., fifty square miles."
Now, se far as this paper speaks at all, it tells but one
story, and that is that the hon. member for West Hastings
applied for a timber limit of fifty square miles upon the
Columbia River. If the Sessional Papers do not speak the
truth, the fault is not mine. Now I have a word or two to
say to the ion. member for South Leeds (Mr. Taylor).
That bon. member, in discussing what took place ont of
Parliament, made use of the folowing language:-

" I have no desire to prolong this debate, but in justice to myself, in
justice to the hon. members who sit on this side, vith whom I associate,
and in justice to my constituente, i feel it to be =y duty to epudiate
the slander made against me at a place called Wingham, in Ontario, by
a person named M. . Cameron, in a speech which he delivered there,
and which was reported in the Globe of 12th January last. It reads as
follows:-

'George Taylor represents in the Conservative interest SouthLeeds.
Re, too, ost longing eyes on the vut coal and timber lande of the
North-West. He accordingly applied to this Government, who distri-
bnted with no sparing hand the public estate among their followers, for
both coal lands .tnd timber limita. This did not exactly gratify the
ambitious views of Mr. Taylor. lie lives in Gananoque, a smail town
and with a limited population. [n the Conservative interest he per-
suaded the Government to build, at the publie expense, costly publo
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buildings in this country village. This is not all. Lut Session Par.
liament voted a sum of $20,000 to dam the Rideau Canal In order to
supply water to the mille and factories in Gananoque l 'i'hieh Mr.
Taylor and his constituents are de eply interested. George TàTIor ii the
bond slave of Sir John, and dare not vote 'against the nt"

George Taylor, commenting on the foregoing, said
" In answer to which I can only say' that T haie nointerest In any

timber limite or coal lands or grazing lande in eithern Manitoba ot the
North-West Territories, that I never applied for eitTher coal lands or
ti-nber limita-or grazing lands in the North 1 estTerit or Mtnsioba,
and thatl have no interest, individually, or bas aoooiated wvth any
other party who has any interest in ai d lands or .iinita. -rhls fellow
Cameron, who made that statement, knewv*ben bé made it thia was
a malicions falsehood I say that that stateaent was inanuf4ture out
of the whole cloth I say that there was no foundation for 1t, and I
expect this fellow Cameren is the paid agent of the Grit party to go
round the country abusing-what be cannotoall himusel--Ag"egeman.

Now, I say at once that neither the tone in which the *enial
was made, nor the language inwhich it waseonched, merited
at my hands the courtesy of a reply, but as T am ow dealing
with other members whose denials were equally eplicit,
although more parliamentary, I have a word or two to say
to Mr. George Taylor. Now, bear in mind, I did not charge
Mr. Taylor with having obtained eithér timberliinita, coal
mines, or grazing leases. My charge was against the
Government for having parcelled out among their followers,
in and ont of Parliament, a large portion f the public
domain. The following correspondence between Mr. Taylor
and the Govern ment, will show how far my charges were
based upon fact

"GANANoQuu, Srd October, 1882.
"To the Hon. the Minister of the Interior,

"Ottawa.
"DEAn SIE,-Â friend of mine wishes me to enquire on what terme

the Department will grant a timber limitin the North-WéstTerrftories,
in townships supposea to be 39, 40 and 41, in ranges 18, 19 and 20 west,
at a place called Passenger Hill. Be is anxious to seunre a limit. Your
early reply will much oblige.

"I have the honor to be, Sir,
"Your obedient servant,

(Signed) " GEO. TAYLOR."
The answer of the Department was as follows:-

"DEPARTMNT or TE INT»mOR
"OTTAWA, lOth )etober, 1882.

"Sr,-I have the honor, by direction of the inister, to acknowledge
the receipt of your letter of the 3rd inst., enquiring on what.erme the
Government will grant you a timber limit in the North-West Territoriee,
in townships 39, 40 and 41, -in ranges 18, 19 and 20 west, of the second
meridian ; and in reply herewith enclose a copy of the timber regula-
tion.

"I have the honor to ho, Sir,
"4Your obedient servant,

(Signed). "A. RUSSELL
"For Surveyor Genera.

"QuEoe3 TAY R, Esq.,
"Gananoque, Ont."

Now, Sir, the application in this case covered tiniber in
nine townships, it purports to be made for a friernd wose
name is not given, whether the friîed was T ylor or
somebody else, I do not know, but the reply is peiar iin
its way. The reply is not that "our friend4 "Àini get a
limit, but the terms are that the Government will grant
yon, George Taylor, to whoim the lette eis addresned a tim-
ber limit. Now, Sir, I say that is ample justif&oation for
the statement I made. I have a wiord or twe toeaay to an-
other hon. mem ber, who denied thé charges I mad. In a
speech delivered by me at Wingham, I eînk i'tWe month
of January last, I chàrged that Mr. Peter White, of'North
Renfrew, was a direotör of the Pontiac- iacifio junc-
tion Railway, and while such direeto this road
was bonused by this Aduiwistëatidn to 'he ex-
text of $272,000. The hod. ~mèmber for' West
Lambton (Mr. Lister) repeated that eharge on:the floor of
Parliament, and stated further that the hou.n- mèmber for
North Renfrew was aiso a atockholder in e Ontario
PacificRailway and in the Optawa, Waddington and New
York Railway. On the 6th tay, 1886, 14e hàn. Ïember
for North Renfrew made use of the folownig langang in
the House, e replying to what my lion. friend roin the
west riding stated.-
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' Before the Orders of the Day are called, I wish to say a word with

referenoeto a stateme4t made by the hon. member for Lambton (Mr.
Lister) in the disonsion of the motion of the hon. member for Norfolk
(tr. harlto). That hon. gentleman (Mr. Lister) is reported in
Esntsra te have sai:

'I find, Sir, that the Ontario and Pacifie Railway, runuing througb
Oornwall to Perth, bas been bonnsed to the extent of $262,400, and that
the~hon. membar for Cornwall (Mr. Bergin) and the hon. member fur
Renfrew (1r, White) are stockholders in that company.'"
Then the hon. gentleman Maid again:

"I find, Sii, that In 1885 this Parliament granted to the Ottawa, Wad-
dington and Northern Transportation Railway $166,000, and that the
hon. member for North kenfrew (Kr White), the hon. members for
Ottawa;(Mr. Tassé and Mr. Kackintosh) are stockholders in the com-
pany.
In reply to this charge, Mr. White said

" 1 simply wish to say, in reference to those statements, that I am not
now, and never havo been, a stockholder in either of those companise.
I regret I was temporarily abseat when these atatements were made, and
was consequently unable to deny tbem then, but I take this, the first
opportunity which presents itelf, to make the denial."
The words " Northern TransportationI" is a misprint for the
New York road. The hon. gentleman denied that he was
a stockholder in the Ontario Pacifie Railway. I do not
know what he meant by a stockholder in the railway. But
I find the Ontario Pacifie Railway was incorporated on
17th May. 1882, and among the incorporators is the name
of Peter White, member for North Renfrew. The hon.
gentleman also denied that he ever was a shareholder in the
Ottawa, Waddington and New York Railway. According
to the Statutes that company was incorporated on 17th
May, 1882, and among the charter members of the c)mpany
stands the name of Peter White, Mi.P., North Renfrew. I
apprehend that is the same gentleman. I find also in a
return aabmitted to Parliament the following letter from
the President of the Pontiac Railway, which I will read to
thelHouse:-

" PoNTIA CPAcIIo JUNCTION RATLWAY,
" MONTREAL, 18th March, 1885.

"A. P. BRADLRY, Esq.,
" Secretary Department of Railways and Canals, Ottawa.

"Sin,-In reply to your letter of the 14th instant Ifhave to say that
the name of the preident of the Pontiac Junction Railway is Louis
Ruggles Church, the vice-president is Williuam B. McAllister. The other
members of the directorate are: Richard White, Peter White, M. P.; W.
J. Oook, George G.Boulton, Hector W. McLeau, and Hon. J. A. Ciapleau.
The only other shareholders apart from the directors above naned is
F. A. Peterson, (3.E. The total amounat of the stock held by the indivi-
duals is $300,000, $6,0#0 of which is held by George (. Boul ton above
named, and the balance is divided as nearly as possible equally among
th3 other eight persons. " Tours very trly.

(Signed) "L. RUGGhES CHURCH,
"4President P. P. J. R. Co."

This latter from the preeident of the railway, addressed to
the Railway Departiment here, shows that the stock 0f the
company was 6390,000, every dollar of which was held by
those eight men, except $6,000 held by F. A. PatterSon-
the balance of 1=ck is held in about equal shares
by the other eight stockholders-thus giving each a
sum of #36,750. The Secrtoary of State was a director, and
hie law partner was president of the company, and Richard
White, naginger of the Montreal Gazette, and brother of the
Minister of Interior, was another director. I find that the
hou. menbear fo t Rssell (Mr. Diokinson) .palled in question
the correctas of my statementialso. On lOth May the hon.
gentlemanimade use of the following language in explana-
tion of the charge I made against the Government, not in,
but out of Parliament-although I am quite prepared to
make them in tarliament, as I have madi most of them-
but in a speech at Wigham, in which the following lan-
guage was used -

"JMess Kent Dickinson is th Tory member for Russell. He was
first e. cted in 18ec. I fu tLe ficet thing a Tory representative does is
to look out for 'Numbar Une,' and just here I must do Mos Kent the
jaiee el saying tht vithV svtllous sueoessuand in a wenlerfally
shortispuo. of ime he learned.the firast and prime duty of a Tory member
of Parlament. leu the 16th October, 1882, less than four moaths after
bis election, h. applied for Efty square miles ofT valuable timber limita,
and his son applied for two other limits. Now, gentlemen, yo eau

hardly expect that Moss Kent eau vote against the Goverament who
have so generously provided for him and hie out of the public domal."
I am prepared to apologi-e to the member for Russell,
because either I or the reporter made a eligbt error with
respect to the dates of the application for limite made by
the member for Russel. lThe dates of the application,
instead of the dates of the grants, are given. But the sub.
stantial charge is ail the same true. The grants were
made after the hon. gentleman was elected to Parliament.
[n reply to that charge te hon. gentleman said:

" It is to be noted that thei gravamen of the charge appears to be
that I received that limit from the Government afLer [ wu a member of
this Haus.'
So say I. The gravanen of the charge was that he received
pax t of the public domain while a member of Parliament.
That was not the first time he discussed the question. At
Duncanville ho drew the attention of his constituents to the
matter, and in a report of the hon. gentleman's speech,
which appeared in the C(itizen, and whioh I suppose was
correct, he made use of the following lauguage:-

" Then the grant was made before h. was even nominated as a can-
didate for p arliamentary honors, and it was granted just as any other
limit would be, te any other person who applied for it and exactly on
the same terms."
Hon. members will observe that he admits that the grava-
mon of the charge was that he got limits after he was
elected. In his speech at Duncanville ho declared that the
grant was made before he was even nominated. In hie
speech in the House, ho declared that he got no limita after
ho becume a member of Parliament. I take issue with him
upon both those points; I eay both are incorrect, and I am
prepared to prove it. The hon. gentleman was nominated
on the lst June, 1882. In tho return submitted to Parlia-
ment for 1884, the followiug entry occurs:-

" File No. 2881-2758. George L. Dickinson, 5th June, 1882, applied
for a limit."
That was five days after his nomination. In the sanme
return the following entry is made:-

"File No. 2758. George L. Dickinson, Manotlc, Ont., 1th May,
1882, fifty square miles."
ln the same return the following entry appears

File No. 2052. M. K. Dickinson, Ottawa, Ont., 13th May, 1882. Fortyw
eight square miles.
In return for 1883, No. 36, the following entry appears:

Pile No. 4359. John K. Dickinson, 4th November, 1882. Section 25,
township 24, range 2, west, 6th principal meridian. 640 acres of coal
lande
I do not say that this lntter is a son of the bon. gentleman,
although I am informed ho is. There is another application
from W. B. Dickinson for fifty square miles. The momber for
Russell got those limits after ho won the election. Appli-
cations were made before, but not one single grant was
made until after the seat was won. The fact of the matter
is, as I stated before and as I state now, that threo timber
limite were hold up dangling before the eyes of candidates
and supporters of the Government until after the contest of
1882 was fought and won, and thon those people appear to
have got their reward. Let us seo when the limits were
granted, because I observe again that tho gravamen of the
charge is the granting of those limite after election. The
hon. gentleman declared they wero given before he was
nominated, and I say they were given after his election. The
Order in Council made in favor oi Mir. Dickinson himself is
dated 24th July, 1882, one month after the election took place.
Another Order in Council is dated 12th Jnly, 1882, and there
is a third Order in Council on 24th Decom bor, 1883, one year
and a half after his election. As to whothor tho eowre other
Orders in Council or not, [ do not know, but every single
Order in Coincil granting the4e linits to him anJ hie sns,
was passed after the elections ware over. In a speoeh deli-
vered by me at Wingham I mentionel the nane of the hon.
membar for Soutti Lanark (Ur. liaggart) as one of those
who had received favors at the hanis of the Governmen t
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and who had been trafflcking in the publie domain. In the
House on 4th May, the hon. member for North Norfolk
(Mr. Charlton) repeated the charge in so far as the coal
lands were concern ed, and during the discussion the follow-
ing passage at arma took place between those gentlemen
with reference to the coal lands:-

"1Mr. HAGGART.
"1Mr. 0HARLTON.
"1 Mr. HAGGART.1

An application that I made? For what?
A Coal lease.

No, I didnot.
"Mr. OHARLTON. I found your name ln the returna.
"Mr. HAGGART. No, you did not.
"1Mr. OEHARLTON. Well, we will hunt It up."

The hon. member for North Norfolk did hunt it up, and on
the 6th of May be read the following correspondence which
took place between the Department and Mr. Haggart: -

" OTTAW, 9th December, -1882.
"f Sa-I have the honor to apply for a mining loation,being west half

of Section 16, Township 3, Range 9, west of second meridian, and I will
comply witb all the requirements of the Statute and the regulations of the
Department.

The Hon. the Minister of Interior,
" Ottawa."

I have the honor to be, Sir,
"JOHN HAGGART.

"OTTmAW, 15th December, 1882.
"B&,-I have the honor, by the direction of the Minister of Interior, to

acknowledge the receipt of your letter of the 9th inst., applying for a
coal mine location, being the westhalf of Section 16, Township 3, Range
9, west of the second principal meridian, North-West Territory.

I have the honor to be, Sir,
"Your obedient servant,

"A. RUSSELL,
"'For the Minister of Interior.

"JON HAÂOART, Esq., M.P.,
"IPerth, Ontanio."

Now, on the 4th of May, while the question of the disposal
of timber limits by the Government and the parcelling out
of the resources of the country among their followers was
being discussed, the hon. member for South Lanark made
use of this language :

" He (that is the member for douth Huron) made a charge againat me,
and I have been waiting a long time, for an opportunity to meet that
hon. gentleman and see if he would dare repeat it in the House, or hear
what his reason was for making the charge, that I might give it a flat
contradiction. He stated in reference to me :

"John Haggart, the Tory member for South Lanark, has managed to
capture out o the 'loot ' 320 acres of coal lands a timber limit on the
Shell River, at $5 a square mile, an interest with Peter McLaren, of
' Rivers and Streams Bill ' notoriety, and in other portions of the public
property, and is believed to have had au interest in more than one of the
contracta on the Canadian Pacific Railway. Those m ho know John
Hag art best say that there are many and peculiar reasons why he must
stand firm by the Government.' "

And then he went on to say:
"I simply state that is a cowardly, lying statement, framed out of the

whole cloth, by a party who had not a particle of evidence to justify
him in making th. statement."

Now, these are bold, brave words for the hon member for
South Lanark to make use of. But the hon. gentleman
should recollect that strong language le not argument, and
that emphatic denials are not always conclusive. The hon.
member for South Lanark denied emphatically the charge
made by myself and repeated by the hon. memher for North
Norfolk, but two days afterwards the correspondence was
produced and the hon, gentleman had to admit its correct-
ness. Now, I say that if the hon. member for South Lanark
did nothing more than write that letter and make that
application, I would not have mentioned his name. But 1
charge that he did something more and that he got some-
thing more, as I shall prove by the blue-books before I am
doue. On the b0th May, 1884, Mr. Peter McLaren, the
friend of the hon. gentleman, obtained a limit on the Turtle
Mountains, on the application as I ur derstand, of the hon.
member for South Lanark. Bu.t that is not all. What he
got for hie friend is not what I charge but what he got .for
himself in the names of third parties. If you turn to tle Ses-

lMr, 0huMann( ro.

sional Papers of 1882, No. 80, page 9, you will fnd the fol.
lowing Order in C(ouncil passed by this Administratiou-

" On a memorandum, dated 15th June, 1880, from the hon<mble the
Minister of the Interior, reporting that certain application for timber
limits were received severally on the 20th September, 3lst December and
3rd January lait, from Messrs. John 8hields, John Haggart, Peter
McLaren and Thomas Nichol, and recommending that fifty square miles
on the Shell River, between Duck Mountain and the Assiniboine River,
described in the said memorandum as parcel No. 1, be granted to tii.
applicants, the license therefor to issue in the name of Peter McLaren, of
the town of Perth, in the Province ot Ontario.

"Alsao, that ffty miles on the Fairford or Little Baskatchewan River,
being the outlet of Lake Manitoba, at some.point between the said Lake
Manitoba and Lake Winnipeg, described in said memorandum as parcel
No. 2, b granted to the applicants, the license to issue in the name of
Thomas Nichol, of the said town of Perth.

" The several applicants to have one year within which ta furnish the
Department of the Interior with a surveybymetes and bonnds, plan,
description and field notes made by a Dominion land surveyor, of the
several tracts, which, it is understood, shall esch be in one block intact
of fifty square miles. The bonus ta be paid en the approval of the surve
and the issue of the lesse, in the meantime the applicants to be permitte
to erect their saw mill at a point within either of the said limits as they
may decide, and to proceed with the manufacture of lumber from such
limit, paying thereon the duties fixed by section 62 of the Dominion
Lands Act, 1879, and also on the issue of the license and payment of the
bonus, a sum of $2 per square mile ground rent for one year for the limit
on which they may have erected the mil ]and entered upon the manu-
facture of lumber.

" The committee submit the above recommendation for Your Excel-
lency's approval, such licenses being from year ta year.

0Certified.
" J. O. OOTÉ,

Ulark Privy Council."
That is not all, Sir. I find on the same page, of the same
blue.book, another Order in Council, dated the 7th February,
1881:

' On a memorandum, dated 2nd February, 1881, from the hon. the
Minister of the Interior, stating with reference ta the grant of a timber
limit of fifty square miles on the Fairford River in favor of Messrs.
Shields, Haggart, McLaren and Nicol, by the Order in Council of 23rd
June last, that the gentlemen above named now apply ta be permitted
to exchange the above limit for a limit of equal extent on the Shell River,
a tributary of the Assiniboine, on which they have at present a limit of
fifty square miles, which was granted by the Order in Council mentioned.

4The Minister observes that the gentlemen named propose to sur-
render the limit on the Fairford River ta Mr. W. J. M. Pratt, who has
mille at Totogon, but is unable to supply them elsewhere than from the
above fifty square miles."
That the Minister goes on:-

" The Minister reporte that Messrs. McLaren & Go. also ask to have
granted to them in the vicinity of the sald river (Shell River) an addi-
tional limit of 100 square miles, they to bind themselves to have a gcod
grist mill in operation before the lst day of January, 1882; that as the
proposed exchange would give the applicants in ail 100 square miles on
the river mentioned, he, the Minister, feels that he can consistently
recommend the additional limit asked for.

" The Minister suggests that as the limits in question will be held by
annual license and not under a twenty-one years' lesse, the bonus exacted
be put in a form of an annual ground rent at $5 per square mile.

'1 The committee submit the foregoing recommendation for Your Excel-
lency's approval.

Oertified.
"J. O. COTÉ,

Clerk Privy Couneil
Now,Sir, inthe face of the facts I have stated, I think 1 treat-
ed the hon. member for South Lanark with extreme modeao-
tion in my Wingham speech. That moderation does not seem
to be appreociated, but that is not my fault. Now, if the
hon. gentleman has a quarrel, that quarrel is not with me
but with the blue-books submitted to Parliament and with
the Orders in Courcil. I say in reference to this matter
that it is not to be wondered at that members of Parlia.
ment and supporters of members of Parliament think
that the public domain and the public resources of this
country are their legitimate spoils when we find Ministers
of the Crown and sons of Ministers of the Crown using
their influence with the Adminittration in which their
fathers hold important positiors to capture large portions
of the publie domain. It is bad enough, in all con-
science, when we find members of Parliament and friends
of members of Parlisment trading in the resources of this-
country, but when we find, members of the Goverc-
ment, Ministers of the Crown, the trustees of the
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people, the men who are supposed to look carefully into and
guard the interests of the people, when we find them u,ing
their influence to advantage their own selves, thon I say,
Sir, that the tbing becomes a public outrage which should
not be tolerated in this country for an hour. Aud I am
satisfied that when the people of this country throughly
understand it, and know how the public resources have been
deaIt with for the lst four or five years they will not tolerate
it mnch longer. I find, for instance, that the Minister of
Militia was an applicant to the Government of which ho is
now a member for fifty square miles on the 17th November
1882. i find by the records of Parliament that the
Minister of Militia is a etockholder in a railway bonused
by this Govern ment to the extent of 896,000 two years ago.
I find by the Totes and Proceedings of Parliament of two
or three days ago, that this same railway, in which the
Minister of Militia has a direct personal interet, is proposed
to be bonused by an additional sum of $186,295 of the peo.
ple's money. I find that the Secretary of State is ore of
the directors of the Pontiac Pacifie Junction Railway,
which was bonused in 1884 by this Administration, while-
the hon. gentleman was a member of that Administration,
to the extent of $272,000 of the people's money. Not only
is ho a director of that railway, but I believe he is the head
and the middle and the tail of it. I find that this same
Secretary of State, when a shareholder to the extent of
$12,00 in the Montreal and Western Railway, voted a
bonus, or secured from the Government of which ho is a
member a bonus to that railway of $160,00; and I find by
the Votes and Proceedings of Parliament of two or
three days ago that this same railwaiy is to be
further bonused to the extent of $361,270. We all1
know that the Minister of Railways securtd, from the
Administration of which ho was a member, an enormous
bonus for the International Railway, which was owned and
controlled by him while he was a member of Parliament
and a member of that Administration. I find that tho
Minister of Inland Revenue is a lessee, from this Adminis-
tration of which hoeis now a member, of 59,000 acres of
grazing lands on Mountain Creek, in the North-West
Territories, at 1 cent an acro, on which he never put
one head of cattle, but which ho got for purely speculative
purpoees, and holds for purely speculative purposes. I
find that on the 16th of February, 1882, before ho was a
Minister, but while ho was a member of Parliament, ho
applied for the north half of section 14, township 6, range
16, 320 acres of coal lands. I finad that his son was a stock-
holder in the St. Catharines Milling Company, whose law
costs this Government is paying to the extent of $11,000, a
law suit prosecuted soleiy to deprive the Province of Ontario
of its rights. I find that this company obtained a license from
this Government to cut timber on 32,000 acres of land in the
disputed territory. I find that Hl. A. Costigan, described
as of Ingersoll, on the lth of November, 1882, applied for
fifty square miles of timber limite. I find that this same H.
A. Costigan, described as of Winnipeg, on the 14th of
October, 1883, applied for another fifty square miles of tim-
ber limits. I fmd that an H. Costigan, described as of
Ottawa, on the 23rd of September, 1882, applied for another
fifty square miles, and on the same day ho applied for still
another fifty square miles. I find that John Costigan, the1
Minister of Inland Revenue himself, on the 3rd of April,
1882, applied for fifty square miles.

Mr. MÔMULLEN. To himself.
Mr. OIMERON (Huron). And to himself Yet the hon.

Minister of the Interior declared that John Costigan had
ever applied for flfty square miles. If ho turns to his own
report of 1884, 10o. 50, page 11, ho will fnd that he and hist
partner, Mr. Short, obtained no les than six permits to ut1
timber in the disputed territory.

Mr. LISTER In the Province of Ontario.

Mr. CAiERON (Huron). In the Provinoe of Ontarlo,
as my hon. friend says. Whon you flnd Ministers of the
Crown acting in this way, it is high time that the people of
this country should know it. I find that the Miniiter of the
Interior, before he became Minister of the Interior, and
while connected with a newsnaper, obtained $18,000 or
$20,000 of Government printing, which was said to have
been charged at four to fourteen ti mes its worth; and Ifind
that a brother of this Minister is a director of the Pointiao
Pacifie Junction Railway, wh ch has been bonused by this
Government to the extent of 8273,000. I ând that the hon.
Minister of Marine and Fisheries has been flattering, only
just fduttering, on the border lino between a patriot and a
plunderer. The hon. gentleman cast longing eyes on the
timber limits for himself and for a friend-of course, only
for a friend. But the hon. gentleman and his colleagues,
the hon. Minister of Finance and the hon. Minister of Jus-
tice are too fresh; they are new hands at the bellows; they
have not yet from their more experienced colleagues,
learned the ways that are curious and the tricks that
are vain. Let them not be discouraged ; let them not be
disheartened. Under the able and experienced lea-
dership of their older colleagues they will live and icarn ;
and I am very much mistaken, f rom the little I have seen of
them during the prosent Session of Parliament, if, when the
opportunity presents itself, each of them will mot prove
equal to any emergency that may arise Let me pursue the
enquiry a little further. I do not see my good-natured
friend from London here, and therefore I shall sav nothing
about him. Now, Sir, I find that the son of the First Minis-
ter of this Dominion, and the son of Sir Charles Tupper
have for years been using thoir all-powerful influence with
this Administration, in order to secure large slices of the
public domain and the public resources of this country. For
years they have been trading on and speculating in that
influence and in the resources of the Dominion secured
thereby. I say the startling disclosures that have been so
far made in the equity side of the Court of Queen's
Bench in the Province of Manitoba are enough to
arouse the indignation of any people in any country.
In the case before that court, Hagh J. Macdonald
and J. Stewart Tupper were the plaintiffs, and
thoir former law partners were the defendants. The
history of that litigation and the dieclosures so far made-
and they aie not all male yet- are of tbe most scan laioas
kind. From the evidence, so far as it has been submitted-
and it bas only been partially submitted-these two young
men appear to have secured a timber limit on the Swan
River in the name of one John McMahon. Several partners
were interested in that limit, and these two young mon had
a ninth blind share in it. But that was not sufficient to
compensate these two young men for the valuable services
they had rendered in secuiing the limit, and so the Order
in Council granting it was cancelled. A new deal was
effected ; a new Order in Council was issued, granting the
timber limit to T. P. Walsh, for T. P. Walsh, John
McMahon, the Hon. Edgar Dewdney, and Macdonald and
Tupper, and in that timber limit Macdonald and Tupper
held a three-fifths interest ; and the Hon. F ar Dewdney,
pet and friend of this Administratian, offer to sell it for
450,000. I have always been amazed and astounded, con-
sidering the charges that have been made against Edgar
Dewdney by the press supporting hon, gentlemen opposite
in and out of Parliament, who have denounced this man as
utterly utfit for the position he occupies-I say I have
been surprised that a man so described by the Government's
own friends, should have been retained in his place until
a rebellion broke out, to some extent through his instrumen.
tality. The mystery is no longer a mystery, thislitigation
bas unravelled it. Edgar Dewney holped Macdona nd
Tupper to capture the public domain. EdgarDewney divided
with Macdonald and Tupper the resoures of the country 80
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captured. Macdonald and Tupper also applied for, and, I
believe, secured in the name of John Apted a timberlimit on
the Rolling River, in which they held a fourth blind share, and
for whieh a firm of matnufeturers offered S,5,000, although
it cost these young men I suppose but $250, if they paid
for it. These same young men, in the naie of Alexander
Moffatt, secured the passage of an Order in Council on the
20th August, 1883, granting them a tim ber limit of fifty
square miles in the disputed territory, in which they held
one-fifth blind share. They alo obtained a limit on Swan
River in the name of some one to me unknown, in which
they had one-fifth blind share. These young men appear
further to have applied for and, I believe, secured
section 32, township 21, range 20, and section 36,
township 21, range 21, west of the fourth principal
meridian, 1,280 acres of coal lands at the Blackfoot
Crôssing, where, it is alleged, the beet coal lands in the
country are, and these worthy representatives of worthy
sires had one-half blind share in that little deal. Bedson, the
warden of the provincial penitentiary, was also a partner in
this little transaction, and the name of Frederick White is
also mentioned in connection with some of these scaly trans-
actions. I would like to know from the Minister of
the Interior, or the Superintendent of Indian Affaire, if this
Mr. Frederick White is the comptroller of the mounted
police. His name is mentioned in connection with these
young men as a co-sharer in the publie plunder. Section
6, township 22, range 20, west fourth principal meridian,
sonth j of section 18 in same township, ail eoal lands at
Blackfoot Crossing, appear to have been offered to those
young men at $10 an acre, and in that little deal they had
one-Lhird blind share. These young and enterpiising spcc-
ulators, by wholesale in the public resources of the Domin-
ion, appear also to have applied for if not secured sections
22 and 28, township 12, range 24, west 2nd principal meri-
dian, valuable coal lands, at $10 an acre, in which they had
one-half interest. Those worthy sons of worthy sires
do not appear to have imited their operations to coal and
timber lands. They were willing to turn a penny in any
way out of the publie resources of the country, over which
their fathers then had full control, and so they applied for
the Salt Springs fiowing into Lake Winnipegoosis, and Mr.
Hall of the Department of the Interior wrote them that those
Salt Springs could be had at 85 an acre. These young
mon appear to have had a blind sbare in that little deal
also. When the late Minister of Railways fixed the terminus
of the Canadian Pacifie Railway at Port Moody, the
son of the Premier and the son of the Minister of
Railways applied to this Government over which
their fathers wielded unbounded sway for 400 acres-
of the ' foreshore at Port Moody. Whether theyj
got it or-not I do not know, but it is very likely they did(
not coþmplete the purchase because the Canadian Pacifie
Railway changed the terminus of the road, and these 400
acres of foreshore would have been only a burden
on their hands. They appear also to have applied
for 160 acres of coal lands near the Cascade Mine in
the Rocky- Mountains, and I believe they muet have secured
it because it is said they sold their interest to McLeod
Stewart ofthis city for 8 1000. They captured one.half of
this "boodle." Macdonald and Tupper were not content
with dealing ain coal limite, timber berths, salt springes and
foreshot-e lands. Their range- appears to have been
as unlimited· as their influence with the Adminis-1
tration,"which their fathers controlled, was unbounded,
and se they dabbled in half-breed claims; they pur-'
chased from Joseph Ebbyn and Isabel Gladee three1
half-breed claims of 240 acres each, for #60 each. But
that is not all. Nothing came amiss to these enterpri&t
ing and influntial young gentlemen. Hugh J. Maedonaîd,
not of course becauise he was Hugh J. Macdonald, secured
the solicitorship to the ClAnadiàn Pacifie Raflway Company's

Mr. OAmEON (Huron).

land department at a salary of 85,000 a year, payable at
Winnipeg. J. Stewart Tupper, hi@ partner in lawwas
appointed-not ofcourse because'he was J. Stewart Tupper--
joint solicltor with Hugh J. Macdonead to the Canadiao
Paciac Railway Company's land department, at 85,000 a
year payable at Montreal. One was appointed while the
present First Minister was First Minister, and the other was
appointed while Sir Charles Tupper was Minister of
Railways. But that is not all. Thé oldest and perha
the best known legal firm in Nanitoba, had been -
many years solicitor to .the HUndsos Bay Ciompany,
they were dismissed, and these two young men were
appointed in their stead, to the intense diaget of
every lawyer in Winnipeg. They were appointed of course,
not because one was a son of the First Minister: and
the other the son of Sir Charles Tupper. Sir Charles
Tupper's presence at the headquarters of the Hudson's Bay
Company in England of course, had ùothing to do with ttie
capture of this fat piece of professional picking. Al these
transactions are of so shady a character that attempts are
being made to prevent the facts reaching the people. Copies
of the papers disclosing these facts were applied for to the
court at Winnipeg, but while the papers were being copied,
Macdonald and Tapper made an application to the court and
obtained an order f rom the court to stop the copying. The
startling facts I have mentioned are all capable of proof,and
I now challenge hon. gentlemen opposite to appoint a com-
mission to investigate these matters, a commission in which
the public will have confidence; lot them name any one of
the Judges of the Superior Court of Ontario or any one of the
Supreme Court here to sit on that commission, and I venture
to say that the statemeats I have made will be established
before that commission. In fact it looke as if Ministers of
the Crown and their friends considered the public resources of
the country as a "loot" to which they were fairly entitled,
This position is well illustrated by a case tried a few days
ago at Regina, in which a Mrs. Doig was plaintif and Sheriff
Chapleau defendant. This Mr. Chapleau is the same man
who figured here some years ago in conneition with some
scandals in the public Departments. It was charged against
him that while be was a servant of the Crown he had hired
himself to a firm of American contractors at so much a
month to reveal the secrets of the Department. It was
charged against him that ho obtained $4,000 from another
firm of contractors in connection with a contract on the
Canadian Pacifie iilway, and for those offences he was
dismissed the service here, and on his disnissal the Miniser
of Railways said the Government oould not affard to retin
him in the service with those charges againat him. His
dismiàsal was of a peculiar kind. Ie was dismiisd from
an inferior and promoted to a superior offece, for grose mis-
conduct.

Mr. .CKA PLEt . The hotx:gentl"tiaiu is not correct.

Mr. CAMERON (Euron). Hle was rdmoted. HRe was
what we may caIl "kicked up stairs.

Mr. CHIAPLEAU. The hon. gentlemani is not correct,

Soimé hon. MEMBERS. Order.

Mi. OHAPLXlA (. That is ne orrect.

Mr. CAMERON (Huron). He wa re*vbd- and pro
mated-is that correct? fHe was kioked ap staire. He was
made sheriff'and inspector of public *orks inthe North-Weet
Territories, and ho offiiated, ofcourse, at the late emoution
at Regina, During the progrées of this trial, it was found
that it was very troublesome and expenaive that-h Orown
witnesses should -get their meals in Regina, it bêiag ;two
miles from the court room, an&,t 1Vwas arrmnged by he
eheriff that meals.nhduld be ugpHyd et thdeèonfhøei by
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& Mrs. Doig at 50 cents a Teal, Mrs. Doig says, though theI
sherif says at 40 cents a meal. Under this arrangement, 897
meals were supplied. The account was made out by Mrs.
Doig to the sherif at 50 cents a meal, and it was sent by the
sherif to the Government at Ottawa, and was paid, as I
understand it, by the Government at 50 cents a meal. The
Sheriff and his deputy then undertook to pay the woman at
40 cents a meal. The woman objected, she insisted on 50
cents TIey would not pay it, and the wonan brought an
action against the sherif for the account, it was tried before
the stipendiary magistrate. Nir. Nicholas Flood Davin was
counsel for the plaintiff. The followirg evidence was elicited.
Mr. Chapleau, the aherif, was sworn, and examined by Mr.
Davin. Re says:

" Bis books showed 397 meals served, and he told Mr. Gibson te make
out the bill for 397 meals against the Departmnent of Justice and at the
rate of50 cents a mealin order te reco:npense him for his trouble in
sending messages, &o."
I am quoting now from the report of the trial in the Regina
Leader:

" Oross-examined by Mr. Davin:
"S uch things have been done before. The Government are not going

to discuss it. He told Mr. Gibson to pay Mrs. Doig, and that the Depart-
ment wunld not pay more than 40 cents per meal. The difference was
credited to Mr. Gibson.

tDid it ever get into Mr. Gibson'e hande? It was credited te him.
" Did Mr. Gibson ever receive a cent of it ? It was credited to him,.
diMr Davin said be har proved that certain meals ordered had been

supplied, that the original arrangement with Mr. Gibson was 50 cents a
meal, that subsequently 40 cents was the amount offered by him, that
Mrs. Doig had Bworn to a conversation with Mr. Chapleau, who, as the
duration of the trial was shorter than expected, told her to charge 50
cents. She considered Mr. Chapleau as sheriff, and it was with hie office
she btd te dea. She was therefore jutified in putting in ber bill at the
rate of 50 cents. The extra expenses incurrd establish her right to
do so. Thenumberof meals e sworn te, and the court will notice that$198 6018a a proper charge, and that $158-80 oui>' was paid. The amount
paid by the Department for the meals ought, at the very lest, tu be
paid te Mrs. Doig."
Recollect that the Department paid the sheriff 8198.50, and
he wanted to pay this poor woman with $158.80.

" Mr. Chapleau in reply said it was customary for the deputy sheriff
to charge more than ho paid; for instance on the railway, the deputy
sheriffpaid se much but he charges more, and se in this case.

Juge.-The law says positively just ech fees as the Order in Coun-
ildirect&.
"'Mr. Chapleau.-But i have nothing to do with criminal matters.
'Judge.-I say you have. Yeu are the firet crimiaal officer in the

country. .M . Ohapleau.-i elaim that the bargain was made with Mr. Gib-
son,"

Then the jndge gives judgment as follows:-
"«I suppose I onfht to say what I know about the matter. The matter

arose out of the fo owmng state of things. It was fonnd that the time
wasted in taking reoesa was attended with a good deal of dela, and
gentlemen who represented the Government authorised the sheriff to do
what was eceesary lu order to facilitate and te advance the trials. The
reult was that meais were supplied bere te jurors, and witnesses and
others. The bill for $198.50 was brought me te certify whether it was a
proper oum to pay te the person who furnished these meals To my mind
the number of meals charged for in the proper number. I may at once
say thbf,1nid unless there je sone direct Order in Council governIng
such a case as this, the deputy sheriff is most undoubtedly not entitled
to tkesommuioon nuch transactions. My judgment is for the plain.
tiff for the difference between the cheque giren here and the amount
charged the Department."

Now, here yon have in this trial an illustration of wbat I
have been saying, you have the bold and braien statoment
that the charge of 50 cents a meal was made by the woman
and paid by the Government, and that the sherif tried to
get rid of the woman by paying her 40 cents; yon have the
boW and braeea statement that it is customary to charge
theik>opernment more than the officials pay; and you have
the furtber boid and brazen atatement made that not only
il it eamtomary to <oo it, but that the Government will not
evea enquère into or discuss it. Thu the Government are
parties to this fraudulent custom. Hiere was a clear attempt
to cheat this poor woman out uf $40 of her Bill Thoaherifr
hWd the moaey in his pooket, the Governmetpaid it, and
yet theheif trid to get lis deputy topayo thi woman

with $40 les than ber bill, the money being in bis pocket all
the time. I should like to know is this really the case? is
it customary for officiels to charge, and for the Government
to pay, more than the officials pay out of their own pockets ?
Is it customary for the Govornmont, as Mr. Chapleau says,
never to enquire into or discuss these questions at aIl ?
Is it a fact that the ioveriment will not enquire into these
things, that thoy will net discuss these thingse? Al I can
say is that, if such is the case, it is high time the people of
this country understood thoroughly the kind of Government
they have and the kind of officials they employ, not only in
the North-West Territories, but all over Canada.

Mr. SOMERVI LLE (Brant). I desire to occupy the
attention of the House for a very short time in brimging
under the notice of the members of this Bouse a matter
of vital importance, a matter nlecting the indepen-
dence of Parliament and the honest representation of the
people in this House. Every member of this House is
aware that certain revelations have been made during this
Seesion of Parliament, not only on the floor of this House,
but in the Publie Acounts Committee, with reference to
traffickirg in railway charters by members of this House.
We have ail heard what bas been said with regard to the
conduct of the member for West Toronto (Mr. Beaty), in
endeavoring to secure for himself and other mem bers of
this Bouse, co-directors with him in the management
of the North.West Central Railway, a su m amounting
to $6705000. We have al[ heard these revelations,
and I fancy that the country, as well as the members
of this fHouse, bs beei startled and shocked to 1bink that
sucb practices are in vogue in this Bouse, which is suis
posed to represent the free and independent electors of the
Dominion of Canada. This is not the only instance
which has been pointed out during this Session of
Parliament, which indicates that members of this Rouse
who support the Government are indulging, from time
to time, in practices which do not reflect credit upon them
or upon the Administration which they support-practices
which are corrupt in every respect and which will eventu-
ally lead to the thorough demoralisation not only of this Leg-
islature but of the people throughout the length and breadth
of this Dominion. I would just call atten tion, when speaking
of railway grants, to the fact that the Government at this Ses-
sion propose to vote a sum amounting to neurly $5,000,000 in
bonnsing local railways in certain parts of the Dominion
of Canada. Now, I think, and a great many of the mem-
bers of this House, and I believe a vast majority of the
people of this Dominion think, if they had an opportunity
of expressing their opinion, that thitis systemn of bonusing
local railways by the Dominion Goverument is one of the
most corrupt systems ltat las ever been inlroduoed in this
or any other Parliament. It bas a tendenucy to demoralise
not only the people's representatives in this fouse but the
constituencies that are reprosented, and the Provinces of
which they iorm part, and, if this Governmont determines
to demoralise not only the members who represent
the people in this House but the constituencies and
the Provinces that are represented by those members,
by the system of log-rolling, which they have established in
granting bonuses to local railways all over the Dominion,
I think it is time some action should be taken by the people
to put a stop te this system of government. I say that
the practice is vicions, and calcnlated to demoralise the
House and the people at large. It is the duty of every
honest man in this House to endeavor te put a stop te these
practices, and to purge thim Parliament of the presence of
men who bring discredit upon the House and upon our
responsible form of Government. Now, Mr. Speaker, it bas
long been a fond idea of the people of Canada that we enjoy
the bIessings of r rusible government. We know that
many years ago weo to stnve againt those who were
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trying to oppress the people in certain portions of this coun-
try, under the old family compact. We ail know the strug-
gle that the people of Ontario had to go through
to secure for themselves the blessings of responsible
government. The people of this Dominion have reason
to feel proud of the form of government we possess,
but at the same time, when they review the acts
of this Government which have been placed upon our Statute-
book@ during the last seven years, and which are found
recorded in the official reports of this House, they have
roason to fear that their rights have been trampled upon in
many ways, and that they do not now, in reality, enjoy
that responsible government which was guaranteed te them.
Sir, the revelations which have been made bore to-night by
the hon. member who preceded me, and which have been
proven by the documentary evidence ho submitted, go to
show that for corrupt practices some of the members of the
Government and their supporters in this House stand out
more prominently than the representatives of the people of
any other oountry I ever read of, possessing responsible
government. But, Mr. Speaker, I will confine myself to
making a specific charge against a member of this House.
I regret to say that I feel it to be my duty, as a member of
this House, to try to expose soie of the practices
which have been indulged in by members of this
louse, which are calculated to subvert the true

principles of responsible government, to demoralise our
whole system, and render nugatory the will of the people
in sending their representatives bore. The charge t am
about to make is one of a very serious character. I regret
that i is rny duty to make il, but still, I consider that it is
the duty of the people's representatives in this flouse to
expose ail corruption, and in this case, although the duty is
a very disagreeable one, I bhall not flinch from it. I make
the charge with the full conviction that I can prove the
statements I am about to maire. The charge I make is
this : That the hon. member for North Victoria (Mr.
Cameron), lu the year 1884, used his influence to procure
from the Government and Parliament a subsidy for the
Erie and Huron Railway Company, of $3,200 a mile,
for thirty miles, amounting to 896,000 ; and that while
so engeged he wrote, in effect, to an officer of the company
stipulating that a commission or b>us of 10 per cent.
on the amount of such subsidy should be paid to him
for himself and two other persons, whoso co-operation
ho had secured, one-half of such commission to be paid on
the subsidy boing voted, and the other half on the money
being paid over. This, Mr. Speaker, is the charge that I
prefer against the hon. member for .North Victoria. I may
say that I did not wish to take any undue advantage of
that gentlemen, and after being satisfied of the truth of the
charge, an<f being satisfied that I would ho able to establish
the truth of the charge if afforded an opportunity, I wrote
te the hon. member for North Victoria, yesterday, stating
that I intended to make this charge in the House to.day.
I now do so, and I believe that if I am affordod an oppor.
tunity I can establish the truth of the charge.

Mr. CAMERON (North Victoria). I understood from
the hon. gentleman who bas just taken his seat, that his
charge would take a specific form, and that it would be in
that shape in which it could be referred to the Committee
on Priviloges and Elections, that ho meant to make a charge
that I had in some way violated tho Independence of Par.
liament Act aud that it could be referrred to the Commit-
tee on Privileges and Elections. The shape in which ho has
just expremsed it is not that in which I expected it would
have been made, from the communication ihe sent to ae. I
asked him if ho was prepared, on his responsibility as a
member of this louse, to maire a statement which neces-
sarily would be referred to that committee. Ho has not
done so. He ha imly adopted the policy of silander,

Kr, 8 AMILLE rant,

Saome hn. MENMBERS. Order.
Mr. CIME RON (North Victoria). I am in order. I

repeat my statement, that ho has'adopted the policy of
slander.

Mr. CASEY. Mr. Speaker, I rise to a point of order. le
that language parliamentary ?

Mr. SPEAK ER. Stronger language than that, I ara
sorry to say, has been used in the course of debate here.

Mr. CASEY. The question is, is it arliamentary?
Mr. SPEAKE ER. It is not parlfamentary to use any per-

sonal expression, or any language that is offensive to any
hon. member of the Hlouse.

Mr. CASEY. Thon the language mat be taken back and
apologised for. As you have ruled that language that is
offensive to any memrber is unparliamaentary, 1[require that
the hon. member should apologise for and retract the lan-
guage before ho proceeds. I ask for your ruling on that
point.

Mr. SPEAKER. Language that is offensive is cntrary
te, the rules of Pariament. I am sure the hon. gentleman
will not use any language that is offensive to any hon.
member, no matter under what provocation ho may labor.

Mr. CASEY. The miles of Parliament r-quire a retrac-
tion.

Mr. SPEAKER. Give the hon. member an opportunity.
Mr. CASEY. I ask you to rule as to the nocessity of an

apo1ogy and a retraction of the languige.
Mr. SPEAKER. If any language that is not parlianien-

tary bas been used the hon. member should withdraw it.
We have never gone tho length of asking hon. members to
apologise; they simply withdraw the expression.

Mr. CAMERON (Victoria). If I have used unparliamen-
tary language, I withdraw it. I am not aware that I had
done so.

Mr. CASEY. Mr. Speaker has ruled you have doue seo.
Mr. CAMERON (Victoria).- My complaint against the

hon. member who has made this statement in reference to
me was that instead of bringing the charge forward on his
responsibility as a member of this House, in auch a shape
that the matter could have been referred to the Committee
on Privileges and Elections, which could have investigated
it, ho has thought fit to make it in an unauthentie shape.
He bas made a statement mentioning me personally, and
he has not done it on his responsibility as a member of this
House. There is a well known rule and practice in this
louse by which any hon. member who seeks te charge any

other hon. member with any act done in violation of the.
rules of Parliament, or that ho has in any way placed
himself in a position that the Committee on Privileges and
Elections could investigate the matter and decide whether
ho had acted in such a manner that his seat in this Hlouse
was forfited-it required that a member of this fHouse
should on his own responsibility as such member stand up
and make the charge. The hon. gentleman has not thought
fit to do so. lu the course of a debate ho raised certain
questions and made a certain statement in regari. ft me.
In reply to that statement I say this-and I makc t, .state.

ment on my responsibility as a member of this heuse-I
never made any agreement in any way or shape whereby 1
became interested in any way whatever in any bonus or
subsidy that was voted by this House to the Erie and
Hurin Railway or any other railway. The hon. gentle-'
man who last spika, the hon. member fjr Wc t Uron
(hir. Cameron) has on other 'occasions referred to me,
and i take this opportunity of saying, that I never
applied for one acre or one inch ef Government land-
from the Gover4ment in my own interet. I never
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had any interest in any application ever made or any grant
ever made for any timber lands, colonisation lands, grasing
lands, coal lands, or any other land from the Government.
I never was interested in One single inch of any land
applied for te the Government. I never applied for any
in which I had the slightest personal interest, and I
never received any suoh bland. I have never asked
the Government, of which I have been a faithful supporter
ever since the present Government was in power, for any
favor for myself or in which I had any personal interest ;
and I defy an hon. gentleman to prove I have ever done
so. In re td lthe specifie statements which the hon.
member for Brant has just made, I beg to make this state-
ment : I was requested by a client, who has boen a client
of mine as is well known for a great many years, when ho
ws about leaving this country and going to the southern
States and the West Indies, to sct as his solicitor in making
an application for aid to the Erie and Huron Railway. I was
asked by him to procure the co-operation of other gentle-
men, not members of this House, who could work the
matter up, find and furnish th. necessary statistics and in-
formation and details in order that the Government could
see that it was a proper grant to be made. When the
request was made to me this gentleman stated that ho
was prepared to pay a commission, not only on any Govern-
ment bonus or subsidy that might be given but also on any
municipal bonus, and ho mentioned the name of one gentle-
man in particular who would be of assistance to him in
obtaining municipal bonuses more particularly; and he said,
I wish you to procure the co-operation of gentlemen who will
aid in this matter; I wish you to aèt as my solicitor in it, as I
cannot be here to attend to the matter myself, and I am
willing to pay those parties whom you think necessary to
employ in my absence a commission or percentage on the
amount of any bonus they may obtain. On that request on
his part I procured the co-operation of several parties,
whose names I need not mention now; but I will say that
none of them are members of this House. Subsequently a
bonus was granted by the Government, and after that bonus
was granted a question arose as to the amount of commis-
sion and. whether it was payable or not. A certain letter
which I had written to that gentleman, and which I believe
was marked private and confidential-

An hon. MEMBER. Hear, hear.

Mr. CAMERON (Victoria). I say it was marked private
and confidential, and which I presume is the lotter to which
the hon. member for Brant bas referred-and I have no
objection to that letter being produced and shown, and read
to this House-was never received by that gentleman for
whom it was intended, owing to his moving about from one
place to another. That letter was returned to me months
afterwards from the dead letter office at Washington, it
never having reached his hauds. No agreement was ever
made by me, ne arrangement was ever made by me; and if
any arrangement bas beenmsae, that arrangement did not
in any way provide for a pereentage, commission or interest
on my part in any bonus or subsidy to be granted by Parlia.
ment to that road; it was an arrangement made by me as
this gentleman's solicitor, intending to provide for the com-
mission to be paid to the other parties, not to myself. I
had no interest in it; and I say, and it is borne ont by the
fact, that ho never received that letter, that no agreement or
arrangement of any kind was ever made; and in answer to
the statement, and in the presence of thia House, on my
responsibility as a member of it, I say that I never had any
agreement or arrangement of any kind whatever for receiv-
ing any commission, any percentage or any interest lu any
subsidy to be granted or which was granted afterwarde by
tbis House to that railway; that I acted in the matter simply
as the solicitor of that gentleman who was largely interested,
if not entirelyinterested, in the road; that in my corres-
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pondenoe with him I wrote te him oonfidentially as hie
solicitor, stating the arrangement I had made with other
parties whose aid and assistance ho wished me to procure
in his absence when ho could not be personally present, and
that gentleman not having roceived that letter no arrange-
ment or agreement could have been made. I state, more.
over, that I never have roceived, nover expected to recoive,
and I have no right to receive, one single cent of commis-
sion or percentage of any sha or kind on that bonns or
any other bonuses over grantd by the Government t any
railway oompany. Not only that, but I can say that
have never had any interest in any grants from
the Government in any way, shape or form
in land or in any other way, and mo far as 1 have been able
to maintain the independence of my personal interests in
my negotiations with the Government, I have done so. I
have sent in applications on behalf of my constituent. for
timber limite, for coal limits and perhaps for other things.
In that matter I felt I was doing my duty to my consti-
tuents and nothing more. I have not asked any personal
favors; I have nover had any personal interest in any
applications I have made to the Government, and if the
hon. gentleman will formulate his charge in such a way
that it eau go before the Committee on Privileges and Elec-
tions; if ho thinks ho has discovered a mare's neest by which
ho eau bring forward a personal charge against me-in pur-
suance of a policy which I will not characterise for fear of
transgressing the bounds of parliamentary decorum-I defy
him to do so; I defy any hon. gentleman on that side to do
so, or to prove that I have asked any favor from the Govern-
ment for myself, directly or indirectly; that I have ever
sought to gain any personal advantage from the fact that I
support the Government or sought any favor from thom
other than my duty to my constituente required.

Mr. SOMERVILLE (Brant). With the permission of
the House, I will comply with the request made by the
hon. member for North Victoria. He desires that this mat-
ter should be investigated. I desire that it should be inves.
tigated, or I would not have brought it to the attention of
the louse. I believe that the charge that I make can be
substantiated. Hoesays it cannot: and in order to give me
an opportunity of substantiating my charge, and in order
to give him an opportunity of showing, as hoesays ho eau
show, that the charge is not correct with the permission
of the House I will now move for the appointment of a
committee to investigate this matter. I may say that this
matter would have been undertaken sooner in the Session
had it not been for the fact that the principal witness I
desire to call was not in the country and could not be had.
I may state for the information of the hon, gentleman that
the letter ho talks about is not the letter I speak about at
all. I wish to say that if I move this resolation I do not
want it to be understood that it is an amendment to the
motion to go into Committee of Supply-if I may be per-
mitted to move it on going into Supply-for I do not wish
to move it as a motion of non-confidence.

Mr. SPEAKER. Thon it ought not to be moved now,
but after the House comes out of committee.

Mr. SOMERVILLE (Brant). I suppose it may by per-
mission of the House.

Mr. CAMERON (Victoria). As tbis ei a personal matter
I crave the permission of the House to ask that the hon.
gentleman ir-stead of moving this matter by way of amend-
ment to go into Committee of Supply, should formalste his
charge in a tangible shape, as the rales of Parliament
require, and that thon I should have the opportunity of
meeting it ; and if the House thinks fit, have it referred to
the Committee on Privileges and Elections. It is not right
that a member of this House, on a motion to go into Com-
mittee of Supply, should rise up and make au informal
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charge against another member of theI louse. If the hon.
gentleman wants to take the responsibility of moving a
motion which affects the seat of another hon. member-
because if his motion has any foundation it would affect my
seat-he should take the responsibility of doing it in a way
in which, if ho fails to prove his charge, hoeshould have the
responsibility of having it repoited that ho has not proved
it, and that the charge was malicious and unfounded. I
claim that it is not proper to bring it forward in this way;
I told him so this afternoon, and that the proper way was
for him to rise in his place, before the Orders of the Day
were calld, and to make a specific charge, if ho had one to
make, and then give the House an opportunity of referring
it to the Committee on Privileges and Elections, if they
thought fit to do so after hoaring my answer to the charge.

Mr. MILLS. I do not understand the rule of Parliament
to b. what the hon. gentleman has stated it to be. It is
open to any hon gentleman, who believes that another
member ha violated the Independence of Parliament Act,
to state upon what ground ho thinks that violation has
taken place. He canstate anything ho may know affect-
ing the position or the seat of an hon. member. He may
say, as the hon. gentleman has said, that if a committee is
appointed he will be able to establish his charge. But ho
is not bound to move for a committee. It is as open for
the hon, gentleman, against whom the charge is made, to
ask that this charge should b. referred; and it is the
bounden duty of the Administration who lead the House, to
see--if there is any charge affecting the seat of a member-
that action i taken. It is not any necessary part of the
duty of the hon. gentleman, who has made the statement,
to make such a motion as the hon. gentleman calls for. He
is just as free to ask that this matter shall be referred te
the Committee on Privileges and Elections, or to a special
committee, as the hon. gentleman is who has made the
charge.

Mr. CAMERON (Victoria). I again crave the permis-
sion of the House to answer what has been said by the hon.
member for Bothwell, either this matter is a charge affect-
ing my right to sit in this House or it is a matter of per.
sonal,.scandal-a personal charge against myself. If it be
simply a personal charge against myself for having done
something which I ought not, as a member of Parliament,
to have don., thon I say it is a matter which ought not to
have been brought before the House. If it is a matter affect-
ing my seat, it should b. brought before the Hlouse on the
responsibility of the member making that charge. As the
hon. gentleman has brought it up, it is simply in the shape
of a motion of non-confidence in the Government. The
Government move that the House go into Committee of
Supply, and he moves in amendment that they do not, but
that a committee be appointed to investigate whether I
wrote a certain letter or whother I did not; whether that
letter was an improper or a proper letter for me to write.
Now, is that a matter which ean properly b. referred to a
committee or not ? Is every letter which any hon. gentleman
hie written a subject which can be referred to a committee
to enquire into ? Is there any foundation for the charge,
or for a committee, unless it be a matter affecting a seat of
a member ? If it is a matter affecting my seat, let him take
the proper constitutional way of bringing it up. If it is net,
what right has ho teoenquire into what letters I have written
or not. I may say that the letter ho refers to was .a letter
marked private and confidential, and that any man who
read thit letter, with that superseription upon it, disgraeed
himself as a man of honor; because I say that that letter is
marked private and confidential and was addressed to a
particular person; and if that person goes and shows that
letter to another person, be ho the leader of the O position
or a momber of the Opposition, the man who reade that
letter is a dishonorable man.

Mr. çAimmox (Victoria)

An hon. MEMBER. Order.
Mr. CAMERON (Victoria). What does the hon. mem-

ber for Brant propose to do. He proposes to a#k for the
appointment of a committee to enquire whether I wrote a
certain letter which propoued or suggested-what ? If it
suggested or proposed anything or mada any arrangement
or agreement on my part which in any way violtd the
Independence of Parliament Aet, thon his proper eturse
is to move that it be referred to the Cmmitteeêoùn AlvilegSe
and Elections. If he did not de tht, he ha n right to
bring ituphere ; and I repeat,if I dare to do uethatit is
just this policy of slander

Some hon. MEMBERS. Order.

Mr. CAMERON (Victoria). Wel], I withdraw the
expression slander, and say it is the policy of attacking
members on this side of the House bocause members on
the other side have been pretty sorely hit in matters of
this kind.

Mr. SPEAKER. I think this is not a matter of privilege
or of urgency. A debate may be interrupted by a mratter
of priviloge, but it must be a matter arising from something
occurring in the middle of the debate; it must be a matter
of urgency and of recent occurrence. This does not seem to
be a case of that kind, for which it is proper that a debate
should be interrupted. The time for bringing it up is before
the Orders of the Day are called, when there is nothing
before the House. May says:

"The latter part of this statement is limited to breaches of privilege
committed during a discussion, or so immediately before it, that no ear-
lier opportunity of making a complaint had arisen; as, for example, an
insult or assault upon a member or any sadden act of disorder. In such
cases, debates have been interrupted by complainte of breaches of privi-
lege."

Mr. SOMERVILLE (Brant). Thon I understand that I
shall be in order in moving this motion to-morrow before
the Orders of the Day are called.

Mr. SPEAKER. I think so, I think it is a question of
privilege affecting an hon. momber, and a motion affecting
the conduct of any member will thon be in order.

Mr. SOMERVILLE (Brant). Thon I will reserve mov-
ing the motion until to-morrow.

Mr. McCALLUM. I wish to make a few remarks on the
course of hon. gentlemen opposite and their policy of
throwing mud in the hope that some of it will stick. The
hon. member for West luron appears to regard it as a
terrible crime in a member of Parliament to make applica-
tion for a timber limit for his constituente. Is it more
serious than to buy lands from the Government as the hon.
member has done ? I do not say there is anything
wrong in that; but is it a more heinous crime for
a man to get a timber limit from the Goverument
or to make application for others. I stand here
and say that I made applicatibn for others. In one case in
which I sent in an application for some personsfin my county
they were told that they must apply by tender. They did
apply, and paid the Government a bonus, and they were
told that they would have to survey the timber limIt. They
never surveyed it, and the Government got the bonus
money. There are many cases of the same kind. Now,1 I
would not give 25 cents to-day for any timbèr limait west of
Winnipeg and be obliged to carry out th oïegulations im-
posed by the Government. Does any man say that a emm-i
ber of this House is to be condemned for writing to the
Government on behalf of his constituenti if ho wants any-
thing for them The hon. gentleman dare not say that
members doing that are violating the Independence of Par-
liament Act, because, under the law, they have the same
privilege as others. He telle us that the hon. member for
Ru ll has got a timber limit from the Goveinme» J bes
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any man in this House says that that makes any difference
with the member for Russell in supporting lhe Govern-
ment? Does any man In this Houe say that anything I
get fanw he-Geerment would induee me to give thom
any more support than I give them now ? Hon. members
opposite muet have short nuemories. Whon t.hey got up
hore and ause members of thià @ide of the flouse of wrong
dMnig, they aught te hiràk oftheir attitude whn they wero
en thi-side-àh they were getting contracte themselves,
and giving them to the Speaker in the Chair. What is my
great ai? Miy great ui s jethat the Goverument of this
country paid me for a vessel I lost in the Welland Canal ;
and there were eighteen representative Gritsin the Dominion

a&anada who setedsagainst that payment; the rest did
not vote against it; they know it was correct. Hon. gen-
tlemen said tiat Mr. Laah, the Deputy Minister of Justice,
was opposed to paying the money; but the question was
referred to one of the Dominion arbitrators, and when the
first report came in, Mr. Laâh said that the verdict was not
aoeordifg to the evidence, and that I should have a new
trial. It was referred back to the board and no more evidence
was fken, tecause I waos atisdfed to have the same evidence.
WeIn, tuhe Government paid me, why ? Because they would
have had to pay me through the courts if they had not paid
me in that way. They kept me eight years out of my
money and paid me no interest. I do not see thatthe vote
of theb hon. member for West Huron was recorded against
me. Did he run too? But ho goes through the country
and slanders me by saying that the Government paid me
money that induced me to support them. Why, Sir, I sup-
port the Government because I believe it is my duty to
support an honest and progressive government. The hon.
gentieman apeake of Macdonald and Tupper. He says they
get apponted solicitors of the Canadian Pacific Railway
Company. He says they were appointed solicitors of the
Canadian Pacifie Railway because ft ey are the sons of their
fathers. Well, it is convenient to have fathers, and if they
got it through their fathers, I do not see that there is any
harm in that. I had not a rich father to help me
on in the world, but, at the same time, if I had
one, I would have been very glad to have had bis
help, and if I could benefit by his good name nothing
could be said against me on that ground. There is
a great deal said here about the member for West Toronto
(Mr. Beaty). Hon. gentlemen opposite fancy ho has a lot
of money to build the railway. What bas he get? HO bas
got 638o,oo0 of stock and 10 per cent. paid thereon, and ho
has given two years of valuable time and some money to
the work. That is his great crime. Of course ho had a
difgreMont with another hon. member of this House, and1
becase sapporters of the Government were willing to givej
the ho=. ember for West Toronto a month's extension of1
time tseoure a company to build the railway, hon. gentle-
mon opposite are very indignat. Isay that the people in that1
part of le oountry are suffering from want of railway com -
muniuation, but in order to damages political opponent hou.
gentlemen opposite would retard the obtaining Of ths rail-
wy communication by ctting Off the hon. member's head.J
I didanut getu pat this late day of the Session to make any
le<glsy teenar t, butl thonght it was due to the people I re-
present thatIshould hurLbBck in the beeth ofhon. gentlemen
any charg, if any one ofthstn dare say thatIgot ay favors
from the Governmon in sa undue manner. If I ever goI
any, and I assine I would get as mach as any other
member, and I wonld not expect to get but what is right
aud reasonable; and I never did get but what was right
and reasonable. If hon. gentlemen opposite think that mud
throwing is going to benefit them, they are very much
mistaken. I would not do justice to the people I represent
if I did not get up and repudiate the slanders uttered by1
hon. geatluen opposite. With reference to the speech
delivred at Wingham, I would say that thn a hon.

member elanders hie brother members in that way, h.
ought to be ashamed to hold up hi head. I wouldgoout of
the Houae before I would slander my brother smmbers as
ho bas done, and the hon. member owes an apology to every
member hoe insultod.

Mr. TAYLOR. On the. 4th of Ray, when I attem pedto
review the elanders made by Mr. X. C. Ceron, e outh
Huron, at a place called Wingham, I nade this statement:

" If the Party who m ade tuas statenuent. us t.he party who ueprwunt
West Huron, I must express My regret that a getleman MPing to theposition of a statesman ushould stoop so low as to go roand the ountry
Slandering those who honestly differ from him on political quustion.»

I have heard to.night out of the mouth of the hon. member
for Huron (Mr. Oameron) that h. is the gentleman who
made the speech at Wingham. This is the ret time I have
been made aware of that fact, because the hona. gentleman,
when he last made a speech in the House on the subject of
slander, left immediately afterwards and did not return.
The hon. gentleman in his speech said, referring te myself :

" He acoordingly applied to this Government, who diterbue with-no
sparing hand the public estate among their followers, for both ooal
lands and timber limits."
To-night ho read a letter I wrote to the Department on
behalf of Mr. Henry Ruttle, who had gone to Prince Albert
and intended erecting a flour and saw mill in that section,
and wished to secure a timber limit in the section in which
the Cascade Hills are situated. I wrote the Department at
his request transmitting hie application, and I charge thé
hon. member for Huron with having manufaotured hie
statement out of the whole cloth when ho says I applied for
a coal limit. 1 never did so. He cannot prove that I did,
and ho had not the manliness to-niht to take back the
statement ho made or reiterate that il was true, I wrote
the letter to the Department, and I say there was no harm
in that. If the hon. gentleman has the manliness of a
gentleman ho wilI get up and say that, in so far as regards
the statement made about my applying for coal limite, it
was not correct. In the spoch at Wingham ho went
further and said :

" This is not all. Last Session Parliameut voted theOu m of
$20,000 to dam the Rideau Canal, In order to supply water to the mills
and factories in Gananoque, in which Mr. Taylor and his constituents
are deeply interested."
I can only say that I have no interest now, and that I
never had any interest in any factory that is benefâted in
any way by the water power at Gananoque, but, on the
contrary, my opponent at the last election, Mr. Britten,
his brother, his father and hie two brothers-in-law, each
own shares in the Gananoque water-power. I never did
and have no interest in the property, so that the statement
that I was interested in the water-power in Gananoque,
is another slander. It is hardly worth while to review, at
this hour, all the slanders the hon. gentleman has umade.

Motion agreed to, and House resolved iteolf into Com-
mittee.

(In the Çommittee.)

Sir RICHARD 0A&RTWRIGIT. I suppose the hon.
gentleman proposes to allow some little time toeloapS. so
that those changes whieh are entirely new may resah the
public and be laid before the parties chiefty interested. It
is ail but impossible for us to diseuss them on the anere
statement made by the hon. gentleman. Those ones we had
before are easily enough comprehended, but al the others,
although not of any great importance individually, yet
appear to affect a very conMderable number of industries,
and I can hardly see how, bringing them up at this lote
time, the hon. gentleman is going to avail himsf of 1he
hints ho ought to receive from those most interstedè It
is very rare to bring up so many changes at so late a
period.

Mr. McLBLAN. They are changes which do not affect
very materially any industries or any particular claIs of
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goods. I ,should think that, if you lot thom stand over for
concurrence, the House will then be in a position to learn
what any party or trade in the country has to say about
them.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. That would be reason.
able enough. I make the remark to the bon. gentleman
for reasons which he and the House will easily understand.
It is utterly impossible, at a moment's notice, for any man
not thoroughly cognisant of these matters to know what
the effect of some of these changes might be. There are
others which I caught when the hon. gentleman was read-
ing a statement, that are, 1 dare say, rather modifications of
the existing tariff not very materially affecting the interests
of the trade, but there are some in regard to which I think
it is desirable that we should hear from the parties immedi-
ately conQerned.

Baking powder, 6 cents per pound.
Mr. MoLELAN. We propose to include

the package. That is the simplest way.
Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. Will

materially to the duty ?

the weight of

not that add

Mr. BOWELL. No. It is a small package and some.
times very light, made out of very thin tin. In calculating
the duty, yon have to calculate the amount of powder in
the-package and the duty upon that, and then the duty
upon the manufacture of tin. I am told by the appraisers
that it will not make any material difference.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. Will it be equivalent
to 7 cents a pound ?

Mr. BOWELL. On the actual contents of the tin per-
haps it would. The principle has been adopted in many
other cases in the tariff in order to avoid trouble and diffi-
culty.

Bolts, nuts, &o., not elsewhere specified, 1 cent per pound and
15 per cent.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. This amounts, as far
as I can make out, to a duty of nearly per 40 cent. That
is a very high rate of duty for an article of general use.

Mr. McLELAN. It is eclaimed that it is not as high as
formerly on the average sizes of bolts and nuts.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. It is not easy, when
the hon. gentleman introduces the words "not elsewhere
specified " tosay exactly how f ar that may affect the original
clause, but I have been informed that, owing to the very
considerable fall in the value of these articles which has ta-
ken place of late years, this specific duty of 1 cent a pound
on many of the articles would represent 25 per cent. I
apprehond from what the hon, gentleman says that that is
correct as to part of them, and that thi.s duty would range
in many cases as high as 40 per cent., which is a higher
duty than ho has hitherto imposed.

Mr. MLELAN. There has been a complaint from the
manufacturers that it is making the duty less than before.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. That may be, and that
is the danger in introducing this double form of duty, In
the higher values it mighit be a smaller duty, but in the
case of the cheaper articles it would be very high indeel,
possibly even higher than I have stated.

Deusicated cocoanut, 6 cents per pound.
Mr. MoLELAN. That is to be 8 cents instead of 6 cents.
Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. la ithat for confeo-

tioners' use, or what ?
Mr. McLELAN. It is for confectioners' use.
Mr. MITCHELL. I bit part of the National Policy to

protect cocoanuts, or is it for revenue ?
Mfr. McLI&N.

Mr. MoLELAN. For revenue.
Mr. MITCHELL. That is all right.
Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. What might the revenue

be expected to be ?
Mr. McLELAN. I think I stated that last time.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. Not in regard to des.
siccated cocoanut. Would the importation amount to
50,000 pounds ?

Mr. BOWELL. I think I can find it for the hon. gentle-
man.

Oordage, manilla and sisal cordage of aIl kinds, 1 cents per pound
and 16 per cent.

Mr. McLELAN. I want to strike out "lmanilla and sisal
cordage of ail kinds."

Sir RICHARD CART WRLGIT. Will not this have the
effect of making the duty on the inferior kind of cordage
exceedingly high ? There is a sort of cordage brought into
this country on which a duty of 10 per eent. ad valorem and
11 cents por pound would run very highand I should imagine
that particularly as affecting the fishermen in the hon. gen-
tleman's own Province, as respects the manufacture of their
nets and some of the cordage they use, that would be found
rather oppressive.

Mr McLELAN. For fishing it is free, I think, but the
cordage duty will ho rather less on the hemp cordage than
the old duty, and upon good manilla it would ho about the
same. I do not think it is very desirable to encourage the
importation of an inferior article. In the rope works here,
there is always a certain percentage of the material im.
ported that is worked up into the lower grades of rope,
which are sold at a low price.

Mr. WELDON. In the Maritime Provinces the merch-
ants especially complain that this is very inconvenient, and
they have made a communication to the Minister.

Mr. MoLELAN. There is just that objection, that it
would strike harder the lower qualities.

Mr. VAIL. What porcentage doos the&Minister calcu.
late the duty will be under this tariff?

Mr. MOLELA.N. It will average about as before. The
value of manilla rope ranges from 11 to 14 cents.

Mr. VAIL. That is just why it is excessive. Everyone
knows at the prosent time that the fishing industry is in a
very depressed condition, and the fishermen's interests will
be largely affected by this duty. During the Mackenzie
Administration, the duty on cordage was only 5 per cent.,
in 1878 it was increased, when the National Policy was
introduced, to 10 per cent. on certain kinds for ships, and
20 per cent. for all other purposes. In 1884 it was further
increased to 20 per cent. for all sordage. Now, not satisfied
with that, the Minister proposes to put 10 par cent. ad val-
orem and 1½ cents per pound. I know that cordage bas been
purchased in the United States in the last year, of the
best quality, for 8 cents per lb., but the Customs offlcials
require that the importer shall enter the cordage at 11 cents,
which is 3 cents in excess of what itb as cost free on
board in the United States. When it is brought to this
country they are obliged to pay, under this tarif, 10
per cent. on the cost of 11 conte., and li eents perlb.,
and if the Minister will calculate ho will find that it is about
equal to 29J per cent. on the actual cost of 8 cents in
the United States. I think that is too much of a tax, and
ought not to be put upon an industry in the depressed con-
dition in which the fishing industry is. I do not see why
this increase should be made. The Minister stated the
other day, when this matter was before the RousN, that ho
had consulted irith some ropemakers. Now, I do not think
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that the manufacturers of cordage in this country are
the men whom the Finance Minister or the Minister
of Customs - should consult in a matter of this kind.
The duty has been raised in their interest, raised
for the purpose of shutting out American cordage
and obligig our shipowners and fishermen to purchase the
cordage made in this country. It is all right enough, to a
certain extent, that the manufacturer of cordage in this
country should have sufficient protection afforded him to
make corda gethat he an sell with a little advantage over
the importod cordage,but when you attempt to make the duty
prohibitory it is very unfair to the shipowners and fisher-
men in this country, who are obliged to purchase a great
deal of thoir cordage in the 'United States. Then there is
another point. I am told that it is the custom of the Depart-
ment, ifa vessel is in the United States and gets a new sail,
when she cornes into.the Dominion to load, notwithstanding
that the sal hua been used in crossing to the Dominion,
she is often called upon to pay the duty on that sail. Now,
this is another restriction that our shipowners have never
been subjected to before. I am told that even in the case cf
warps for warpiugships,small cordage and spun yarn that are
used for ships, alitough these articles may have been broken
and worn, the Oustoms Department sometimes claim a duty
on them. Now, it has always been understood that articles on
board ship that were for the ship's use, both cordage and
provisions, if they were landed at all, the master or owner
of the vessel was allowed to enter them in bond and take
them on board again when he went away without paying
duty. Now, however, the Department is calling on these
people in many cases to pay a duty on the broken coils of
rope, and spun yarn. I should like to know whether that
is done by instruction from the Department or whether it
is a mere whim of the collectors of some of the ports ?

Mr. GAULT. I think if an American vessel cornes into
our ports for repairs, no matter what the repairs may be,
when she goes home again duty is charged on those repairs.
If she has been damaged and las to be repaired, she as to
pay duty on.those repairs.

Mr. WELDON. The effect of that practice has been to
prevent American shipowners from making repairs in our
ports; that has entirely ceased. With regard to the mode
in which the duty is collected, 1 know that importers con-
plain of it very much, as being cumbersome and trouble-
some. They were willing for the duty to be lowered, but
to have a specific duty entirely, instead of a mixed duty,
is found very objectionable.

Mr. MoLELAN. There is a very considerable difference
in the value of cordage, and I had the duty made. specifie
for that reason. The price the hon. gentleman bas given
as that for manilla cordage is lower than it can be obtained.

Mr. VAIL. No; I can assure the hon. gentleman that
that was the ruling price all last year.

Mr. MoLELAN. I know that cordage costing 8 cents per
pound is largely mixed with sisal. I was interested in the
purchase of a large quantity of manilla rope and paid 33J
per cent, more than that price.

Mr. VAIL I have a letter from one of the largest ship-
owning firme in Yarmouth, and they state that they have
purchased quantities this year in Boston at 8 cents, and been
required to enter it at 11 cents. The firm is that of Wm..

after three or four menthe ho wrote te the other firm
apologieing for having withdrawn the trade from It, saying
that the rope which was supposed t be good was a mixture
of sisal, and ho did not detect it until after three menthe.
From my own experienco of good manilla rope, I say it
cannot be purchased for 8 cents a pound. Referenco
has been made te ships beine repaired abroad. The hon.
member for St. John, (Mr. Weldon) has said that American
vessels which wore formerly repaired at St. John do net
get repaired there now. Having lest the American trade
we ought surely te encourage the repairing of our own
ships as much as possible.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. It seeems very lard
that ship-owners, in case eof an industry which is net se
very prosperous, should be subject t very heavy duties for
the purpose of encouraging some particular friends of hon.
gentlemen opposite.

Mr. VAIL. I will read a portion of the letter te whieh I
have referred. It rune:

"Your esteemed favor to hand. In reply to Mr.Kaulbach's state-
ment"-

It will be remembered that Mr. Kaulbach made the etate.
ment that this duty would not increase the price of cordage.
" that the price of cordage would not be Increased by the extra daty,
we have been asking Boston manufacturer# and alio rope works for
quotations for cordage for a large ship. The makers lu Boston, whose
make we prefer to all others, quoten 8 cents per lb., Dartmouth quotes
10 cents. We are informed by Killam Bron., who are agents for the
New Bedford Coriage 00., that they have to pay a duty at tbe Oustoma
on Il cents per lb., which is 3 rents more than it was offired to us free
on board in Boston. It seems a very high-handed thing, on sbowtng tbe
collector an invoice at S cents and fitiing up the oath on the back of the
entry, for the Oustoms offleer to refuse the oath and charge us withoom.
mitting perjary in reference to such entry."

That seems te be a strange proceeding, and i hardly fair
on the importing publio

Mr. MOLELAN. What do you recommend ?
Mr. VAIL. I would prefer that there shonld be a flxed

rate of se much per pound on cordage, whieh would be
very much botter than this percentage rate. These duties
are having a very serious effect upon our shipping intereste
and are placing us in a very unfair position. I referred some
time ago to the trade between Spain and Great Britain, where.
in the United States has the advantage in the Spanish West
Indies over us, and I am informed by shippers to the West
Indies that they will be obliged to haul their vessels up in
the western part of Nova Seotia, owing to the heavy
expense of outfit. Those are matters which the Govern-
ment should take into consideration, and if they are
determined tW protect some industries, the shipping
interest is one which deserves attention, and it is
affecting the fishing interest, which likewise needs conside-
ration. I should like to know from the Minister of Cas.
toms if cordage or rope on vessels, which bas been pur.
chased in the United States, and which is intended only for
the ship's use, is liable te duty.

Mr. EVERETT. I have had a good deal of correspond.
ence with both manufacturers and importer of cordage in
St. John, and the universal feeling se far as I know it is in
favor of a speciflc duty rather than a mixed duty, aduvalorea
and specific. I should prefer t see some suitable amount,
whatever may be thought proper in the case, levied in the
shape of a specifie duty.

Birell & Co., who own seven or cight vessels, some of Mr. VAIL. The Minieter states that this is about equal
them 1,400 tons, and I am quite satisfied they always te 20 per cent.
obtain the best materials.

Mr. McLELAN. Perhaps rope of manilla and sisal 1r.MoLELAN. I metIen that it be amended by
mixed would not be bought intentionally. I know that one striking eut the vordsIlmanilla" sudI"sisal."
of my captains declined to purchase from the firm named Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. Will net that be very
by me, and got ropo elsewhere. He made a voyage, and heavy ?
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Mr. UoLELAN. Not so heavy as 20 per cent. the hon.
gentleman says.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. Perbaps so. I do
not suppose it makes a great difference but certainly it is a
very heavy duty on the inferior articles.

Mr. EYERETT. Some of the importers wanted 21 cents
per pound.

Mr. MITCHELL. Where is the necessity for this
increased daty? Is the Government short of funds or is it
for protection ?

Mr. FERGUSON (Leeds and Grenville). It is to pay for
advertising in the Montreal lerad.

Mr. MITCHSLL. They do not require any duty for
that; they are elther too riggardly or too unfair for that.
It appears to me that industries which are so severely taxed
as the shipping and fishing industries should not have any
addition made to their taxation, unless te purpose i8 speci-
ically stated. If the purpose is for protection, I object to

it. They have a large protection; we have protection and
the National Poliey run into the ground. If the purpose is
revenue, we should take it from some other source than the
shipping or the fishing industries, both of which are now
suffering from excessive taxation.

Mr. WATSON. There is another industry whioh it bears
very heavily upon and that is the farming industry. In
the North-West, nearly all the binding je done with twine
on the self-binding machines. This makos a duty of about
2½ cents a pound on binding twine, and although it is
proposed to reduce it to 2 cents, I think it should be still
further redutced. There wera about 200 tons used in the
North-West last year for binding purposes, making a duty
of about $2000 for the support of three large ropeworks in
the Domimon, one in St. John, another in Halifax and
another in Montreal. The principal factory I believe je the
one which is owned by the hon. member for Halifax (Mr.
Stairs).

Mr. MITCBELL. He supports the Government and they
should provide for him.

Mr. WATSON. It is a great hardship on the farmers of
the North-West who formerly used American twine, but
find that it is closed now by the duty, and they find they
have to use the Halifax twine wbich is improving though
it is inferior in quality. It requires about 2j pounds of twine
for every acre of grain, which amounts to a considerable tax.

Mr. McLELAN. I understand that the Halifax firm'
exported a considerable quantity of twine to the United
States; at least they did so about two years ago. So, I do
not think the hon. gentleman's constituents are suffering
very much by having to.get their supply from Halifax. I
would say to thre.hon. member for Northumberland that the
proposition is not to increase the duty on the dlshing or
shipping industries. The fishermen get almost everything
they require in the way of lines or twinesfree of duty, and
as for the shipping outfit, the ships get a drawback which
more tihan ompeosates for the duty.

Mr. VAIL. That is for ship-building.

i,. WLIDOIN. It often hapne, r<m what I see, inake
paprsr, that sm#ll trading vessels whieh mjay meet with a
disaster on a voyage, or on which the lines become wenn
out, have to replace them in the United States, and then
when they come back they are met by the duty. I think
this is a great hardship and it bears especially upon the
smaller vessels.

Mr; MITCHELL. The argument of the Minister of
Finance is certainly not a very good one, eonsidering all
that has been said Aboit the Jational Ppicy ad tbe
aluidghter inarkes of Canatda. The hon. gentléman says

Sir RicHAa CAarTWM T.

that the Halifax Cordage Factory has Jen4ppiqg or-
dage abroad. What has been said about k1hemin ners
of theUnited States makiqg useof asad s a ter
market, it seems that after they supply the tar of
Canada they have a surplus which theyiaust sen4 mfl.-
where, and they are making a slaughter aaketqf )ieign
countries, which is oertainly not au arguamentfor increasing
the duty on cordage.

Mr. BOWELL. This is not incrmesing the dnty,
Mr. MITCHELL. Thon, why chage It.'N own exp.

rience is that every change which is made&by the0tstoms
or the Finance Department, in connection wîth the rvenue,
is something in the way of increasing the tanation of the
people, and I must say that there is ro ing feeling ln
this country in regard to the way the Oustbohs Department
is administered, the tyranny whidh is exerisdd. 1'he course
pursued by the officers of that Department isanything but
satisfactory to the traders and merchants of thtis cuntry.

Mr. WATSON. I cannot understand how tbe Maifx
firm shipped twine into the United State t1wo years ago,
unless it was of a poorer quality, beoaae two.y«rô wo
there was a good deal of American twino Reed in Manito.
It was sold there for two or three cents & pound more &han
the Canadian twine because it waa of boter qfalityfiner
span and would go further. I have no doubt that some of
that article might be abipped into the United States for
people who did not know its quality or woight. Where it
woulk take about two pounds to the acre of American twine
it requires about 2j of Halifax twine.

Mr. McLELAN. From the opinions expressed on ail
sides, I think I had better leave it as iti*, At i*icentsand
10 par cent. There is a great difference in athe valu.

Mr. WELDON. I think manilla is used for ships. 'They
require the beat kind of cordage. Sisal is not needed for
ships. I think 2 cents is enough.

Mr. McLELAN. The hon. gentleman knows that from
20 to 40 per cent. of sisal may be put in a rope, and no man
can tell whether it is all sisal or all mauilla.

Mr. VAIL. The hon. Minister of Customs has not yet
given me an answer.

Mr. BOWELL. In reference to the question of duty on
cordage to which the hon, gentleman has referred, h, like
many others who talk on questions of tbis kind, just half
treats it. The statement by the gentleman who wrote the
letter is quite correct, but he forgot to state that there is a
drawback of from If to 2 cents a pound given by the United
States Oustoms authoritis to these who empert te arti<l,
and consequently, under the law they ts Miged to add
whatever amount is paid to the party exporting, the
value of the article when it in expanted .eo this
country. It was only the other day that a gentleman
imported two or three car loads of cordage froim
the United States for tying up lath ; sleas
large lumbér and mill owner, and he suppliai zntRs, phi-
cipallyin my own cwu4ty. He 4imported thog4  ds in "
very best faith, and when ho preented hi .IiWQK o it wa
pointed out to him what the law ws. Âlthogh .e hd
been importing for a number of years, he said h. Wad not
been aware of that provision la the law. He "i he d
been given a drawback in the matet here. 'H. perehau
the goods, and he at once paid the daty. The datytt
cents and 10 per oent. isconsideredasIo* if tiot lwer thn
20 per cent., and mach lower mn hennore.eaMpen atlly
of oordage imported for ship parposes. The dirtyr ill ft
the low and inferior grades of cordage wMeh tre ,deter-
ated witha large admixture of sisal ; and from hat *e
manufacturers tell me it anot be det.ted, oeg I
experts. In reference to r 'paia to ajd 'asp-
plies . If a new mail is Qbaino to r Ia anWose,l
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suogéMZtfihf& paht ie rÏpÈtrs to'to rigging. No
cftangl a üà adle in the ,dhe of the Departarint in
this IWIMt eâ sile I hate bett connected witl
it. I f veoef ' ý stWai f wethet is drivet
into 1i4 aild -fids it neòessary to get anything
to enbTer hat to continue on her journey, the dut
on t 's rIenevr exaUe1. If, howeer, a vessel goe
to the UnItd Stis and is there repaired and comes bac]
to oïre porti, se' je aehùged dnty o the repairs. If ai
Arqri.an vèért 'is rdpaird ln this country, no matter wha
ie fdrrd toWher, w h she r'etuninto ber owh port, she ha
to ré rt, aûd a dàty ls charged upon every penny spen
upon het in Ulie country. The hbn. member for 8t. John
bas tôld t thia't on that accouit we have loèt the repairin1
of Americ4n vegsels. If tht b correct, there is no reason
why we shoIId allow our vessels to be r-paired froc in th
United Sthtes, excdpt whou it is absolutely necessary to
enab "1 the 1d cónttiue on their voyage, or why should w
not tr'eut tiné uin precisely the same way as the American
authofftiertreet their own veesetg repaired in this country.
It ày bë that, ike mny other prbvisions of the Custom
Act, thi' he beest allowed to fall into disuse; bu
my objeét ha# lben to enftee the law as I have
founîd it on t 8tátute-book. With regard to the
stàteTment of thWhon. inërber that the administration of
the Cdsftms wns gettfr rginto disrepate owing to arbitrary
actioù bh thépair of thé' oficers, I1 have simply to say thai
the wftioù oft he omr in the seizures which have been
mïdé, particntarly in Montreal, hie been of a character thal
bas met with the approval of every honest importer with
whom I have had any communication. Only to-night, since
I have come to the House, I have recoived a letter from the
Montreal Buard of Trade, urging the fullest investigation
into ail cases which have not been settled.

Mr. VAIL. The hon. gentleman says the same rule whioh
applies now has always been applied to purchases for vos
sels. i never knew of a case uenor do I believe a case eau be
found in the Prevince of Nova Scotia where a vessel hae
been obliged to buy a new sail or sails in the United States,
or cordegehawsers, coils of rope, or small things of that
kind, where a daty was ever exacted. It is only in the last
year or two since this outside service bas been established
and working under a system where they are getting a certain
percentage for every seizure they make. Whenever they
find one of our coasters trading with the United States, they
go to the Cuatoms houSe to seek infbrmation there as to
whether anything has been purchased so that they can get
hold of the vessel i some way when she comes back to
port. They say to the captain yon purchased such an
article; if you have not entered that, I will seize your vessel.
The master sometimes will drive a bargain to-keep his
vesmels out of the hands of those mon, and the system is
killing ear coasting trade. It dees not affect large ships,
and the Outem house officers never tbink of going on board
thonevesiels; it je the coasters that suifer by this stringent
law

fr.,BOWELL. The hon. gentleman is in error. I had
brought hof>re me yesterday by the hou. momber for
Annapolis, a case where they had suized a large vesseL

»e. VAIL. It was a small vessei.
1fr. BOWEiL. Lt was a large vessel.
Ma. VL. It was a coasting vessel, and they had to pur-

chase lineS-o hani ber through the bridges, and when they
came back to Nova Scotia they were called upon to pay duty
on theariles parehased. It ie very unfair, and if that la the
course to bepursued by the Department, they will kil out
the whole ofour coasting trade and oblige owners of vessels
to sel thaad he whol. trade of the country will be
throwa intbh hndo<Asterima oossOes.

o on résolution 2,
în
h Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. What effect does the
g 1o. tlem"n intend to produce by the amandments to
g 37, 3 , 39, in sugars ?

Mr.McLELAN. The effectof 1R to 14itputtbok
k to the old standard and the old tarif, owing to theclouing
n of one of the refineries at Halifax and to the suspension of
t operations at Montreal occasioned by theif food. The groots
s of the country, especially in the west, made complaints thit.
t they were unable to get lower grades of sugar suitable

to their trado, and they mtated that by conflning it to No.
13 Dutch standard for importation for grocery parposes,

n kept them ont of the quality sought after by some of their
e customerrs, and it was advisable to raise the grade and admit

No. 14 at the same rate we had fixed for 13. We make the
e change so as to admit more Mtsovados and Porto Rios
n that are sold by the grocers without being refined. With

regard to the next change, allowing 15 per cent. of the whole
- cargo to be admitted on the polariscopic test, the amendmen t
t explains that 15 par cent. may go to the refdner and the rest
e may go to the grocer, when there is 1 or 2 per cent, more

than the 15.

)f Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. On what date is it pro-
posed to ask concurrence on these ?

t1
Mr. MOLELAN. As late as we eau suit the business of

t the House.

Sir RICHARD CAITWRIGHT. Say Monday.

Mr. McLELA.N. With regard to the change in oil cloths
to 30 per soent. ad valorem, the duty is now 35 per cent. The
difficulty arises from calling it Nos. 1, 2 and 3. Any factory
that may be fnear our borders will send in all the No. 3 and
refuse generally, and it is desirable to make a specifio duty.

Paper hanging, or wall paper of 8 cents or under per roll, 2 conta per
roll.

Mr. WEL DON. What does that amount to?

Mr. BOWELL. It is less on the 7 conts and 8 centg paper
than it would be ut 30 per cent, but on the 4 conté paper it
will be higher. The 30 per cent. is left on all paper over
8 cents.

Export dutles-Spruce loge, $s per thousand feet; pine loge, $3 per
thousand feet.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. I think it would be
well that the Minister should state why the Government
propose to do this. This is a question which wilI affect
different sections of the country very differently, and, whle
some may be for it in one quarter, I fancy it will be
found to inflict considerable hardship in other qtarters.
What does the hon. gentleman propose to do ? The duty
ho now proposes will be considerably in excess of the duties
the Americans impose on lumber coming into the States. I
think they charge $2 per thousand, and ho proposes to
impose $3 per thousand.

Mr. MoLELAN. The proposition is to impose $3 on
pine. The duty is the same on both spruce and pine going
into the United States, $2 per thousand.

Mr. VAIL. What sizo logs are these to be ? It in
important that they should not be below a certain size. I
presume the hon. gentleman does not intend to charge an
export duty on al the spiling which is carried away to the
States from Nova Scotia. some of it is not more than three
or four inches at the top end.

Mr, M TLA N. Those are hardly logs.
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Mr. VAIL. It will be difficult for the collectors to dis-

tinguish unless it is named.

Mr. MoLELAN. Under the old duty of $1 per thousand,
such scantling as the hon. gentleman refers to went out free,
and it is not proposed to make any change except to increase
the duty on what are really logs intended for the manufac-
ture of lumber.

Mr. IVES. It strikes me that the increase from 81 to $2
a thousand on spruce logs will, unless the Government take
power to remit it in certain exceptional cases, work a very
great hardship. In 1884, I made a motion in the House
which was defeated at the instance of the then Finance
Minister, asking to have the duty increased to $2 a thousand
upon spruce sawlogs. I have not changed my opinion as
to the advisability of my course. I know that, .with the
import duty charged by the United States of $2 a thousand
upon rough sawn spruce lumber, it is only fair to our mili
owners and manufacturers that a duty of $2 a thousand
should be charged on the export of our sawlogs. I have
seen American mill owners building mills on the frontier,
depending entirely for their stock of logs on the Canadian
side, and taking the logs over at a nominal rate upon rail-
ways, and sawing them there. What I have to say against
this proposition I trust will not be misunderstood. Now
there are certain cases in which this proposed increase, and,
in fact, in which the duty as it stands of 81, lis an extreme
hardship. As you are aware, the international bound-
ary between us and our neighbors to the
south, where it passes through the Eastern Town-
ships, attempts to follow a water-shed but it
does not do so. In some cases, the head water of
the streams are in Canada and raun south; several miles
probably of the head water of these streams are in Canada.
In other cases, the stream's head is in the United States, and
flow north into Canada. Now, there is in the counties of
Stanstead and Compton-particularly in Compton, in Bar-
ford and Orford-a very considerable country, where the
streams flow south, where there is not a sufficient amount
of lumber to justify the erection of mills, but where there
is a considerable quantity of lumber, and that lumber, so
far as it has been taken out, has been floated down the
river and manufactured in the United States. The only
way in which that lumber eau be utilised, is by permitting
these logs to be floated down their natural course into the
United States, to be manufactured thera. They cannot be
brought over the divide, which forms the international
boundary, to the mills on the Canadian side. There are no
waters by which they can be driven to mills on the Canadian
side, and no railways by which they can be brought out, and
they have cither to remain standing trees -and 1 am sorry to
say that lately those standing spruce trees are dying very
rapidly, and it is necessary they should boecut; or be taken
to the United States. Well, now, the mill owners come to
the farmers on our side of the lino and buy these logs, and
they have to give them just $1 per thousand less for these
logs under the existing duty than they would if the export
duty did not exist, and if you put on an additional dollar
you entiroly deprive that lumber-and it amounts to a good
amount of money-of any value whatever, and you prevent
the possibility of its being taken out. I presented a peti-
tion to the louse early in the present Session, from a large
number of people asking the Government to take power to
remit the export duty in their case, and I think that if the
Governmont make this increase of $1 per thousand they
should take power to remit or rebate the duty in certain
exceptional cases like those I have mentioned, otherwise I
can assure the Government that they are doing a great
injustice to a considerable section of the Eastern Townships,
and that they are in fact deatroying property of the value
of many thousands.

lqIrMLuLX,

Mr. CHARLTON. I do not see how the proposition of
the hon. member for Richmond and Wolfe (Mr. Ives), can
very well be acted upon. The objection that he raised to
the imposition of an import duty in exceptional cases, will
apply iu almost all cases. It las the effect of lowering the
price of standing timber, and that is a tax upon the owners
of timber. The object of the duty is to foster the manufaa-
ture of lumber in the country, but it is not in the interest
of the owner of timber that the duty should be imposed.
The imposition of the duty undoubtedly is faulty in princi-
ple; an export duty is the most obnoxious form of duty. But
we must bear in mind that the American Government
admit saw logs free of duty, while they impose a duty upon
lumber; and that, no doubt, is the reason the Government
has for imposing an export drty upon saw logs. If the
American Government did not admit logs free of duty, thon
there would not b the reason that exista now for the
imposition of a duty. Ifear, however, that the Government
makes a mistake in making the amount of duty imposed
upon the pine saw logs 50 per cent. greater than the amount
of duty imposed by the American Government upon lum-
ber, while no exception could be taken, I think, to the
imposition of a duty of $2 per thousand upon saw logs, as
an offset to the American duty of $2 upon lumber. Now if
our duty is made $3 per thousand upon logs, I fear
the fact may be taken advantage of by designing
men, and those interested in higher duties upon lumber,
and a cry raised about discrimination, and possibly those
interested in the imposition of a duty upon lumber
may make a successful effort to increase the American duty
to $3. For this reason I doubt the advisability of making
the duty greater than the American import duty. Thon
there is the question of the towing of logs, although that
has not commenced yet. No short pine logs have been
towed upon the Georgian Bay itself, although a fair business
is likely to spring up. The total amount of export duties
last year was $12,300, and in the previous year $8,500,
showing that the trade, even under a duty of $1, Ia insig-
nificant. It is not at all likely that trade would increase
if the duty wore doubled, so I do not think we need
fear any large amount of business being transacted
under an export duty of $2 per thousand. We
must bear in mind that the towing of saw
logs is attended with certain disadvantage to the m-an en-
gaged in it, the only point where there is any danger of a
business springing up is in towing logs trom the north shore
of the Georgian Bay to the Michigan milis at Saginaw,
some of them now being out of a supply of timber. Now,
when they are delivered at the mouth of the Spanish River,
or Blind River, or any stream upon the north shore of
Lake Huron, the extra cost of putting these logs into rafts
will be, at least, 30 cents per thousand, as compared with the
cost of putting into a mill boom at that point, and the cost of
towing these logs to Saginaw will be at least 81 per
thousand. Beasides, the risk of towing is very great, and I
apprehond that parties going into the business of towing
short logs across the widest parts of Lake Huron, will have
reason to repent it. The risk in towing these logs cannot
be estimated at less than from 5 to 10 per cent., to which
muast be added the cost of chains, &c., which places
the person at a disadvantage of at least 82 per thon-
sand upon his logs delivered in Saginaw, as com-
pared with the cost of those logs delivered in a mill at
the starting point. Some small advantages, as an offeet to
this disadvantage, will be secured if the lamber goes east.
In the matter ot freight, if ho is sending the lamber from
Saginaw to Buffalo, ho can do it, perhaps, 50 cents per thou-
sand cheaper than ho could from Georgian Bay. If the lamber
is going west of Chicago, the freight will be no greaterfrom
Georgian Bay than from Saginaw, so that the net disadvaù-
tage to the person towing the logs eof the lumberer's going
oast le at least $1.50 per thouand, while, if the lumbergoes
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west, the disadvantages arising from towing and risk is 42
per thousand. Now, I do not apprehend that under an export
duty of $2 there is any probability that the trade will attain
to any considerable proportion. I have no objection to a high
duty upon sawlogs designed for lumber, as far as Iam
concerned, except I far, as I said before, that if we make
our export duty larger than the American import duty, the
fact will be taken advantage of, that a great cry will
be raised, especially at a time like this when the
relations between the two countries are likely to be
somewhat strained ; so I imagine there is a danger of our
own interests being prejudiced iby the step we are taking
here to-day. Now, I am somewhat familiar with the feeling
in this matter among the lumber merchants on the other
side. I have heard them argue that a duty of $2 per thousand
was too low. A duty of $2 per thousand on lumber worth
$12 per thousand, is equal to 16J per cent.; a duty of $2
per thousand on lumber, worth $10 per thousand is equal to
20 per cent.; while a duty of $2 per thousand on lumber
worth $8, is a duty of 25 per cent. ad valorem. Now, Sir,
an export duty of $3 per thousand on logs worth $8 per
thousand amounts to au ad valorem duty of 38 per cent.,
which is nearly double that of the American duty. [t is
this circumstance which leads me to fear that we make a
mistake in making this duty higher than the American
duty.

Mr. BOWELL. What quantity of lumber do you make
out of a log?

Mr. CHARLTON. From two and half logs to fourteen
loge per thousand.

Mr. BOWELL. There is a regular standard ?

Mr. CHARLTON. Not in the United States. Everything
is computed by board measure. I am making my calcula-
tions on the value of sawn lumber per thousand and the
duty and the export duty on saw loge based upon measure-
ment in feet. There is one other view of the case I wish
to present in regard to the matter referred to by the hon.
member for Digby (Mr. Vail) and that is as to the defini-
tion of a log. Under the tariff as it has existed on the lakes
I know spiling and lumber of that class has been classed as
Eaw logs. Under the interpretation of the laws thera the
duty would be exacted upon masts, spars, yards and spiling.
Certainly none of those articles eau properly be deno-
minated as logs. There is another class of lumber that
is being got out-the businese has not been done
to any extent in Canada yet, but it has been done to
some extent in Michigan-and that is long timber.
This is a class of stock that is being used for the same
purposes as our square timber. It ie got out in the
rough without being hewn. It does not interfore with the
lumber trade; in fact it is carried on side by side with the
lumber trade in Michigan, and some of the lumbermen en-
gaged in eutting lumber are taking down timber of this
claas to be sold in the markets below. For many purposes
very rough timber is found to answer well for long bill stuff.
They also send the red pine down, whieh is almost valueleess
if converted into lumber. This does not interfere with the
lumber trade, because this long timber when it reaches
Tonawanda, Buffalo or Toledo is sold at a higher rate than
it would bring if it were manufactured into lumber. It is
used in amaI linos on the Brie Canal for manufacturing into
amall hill and special timber which is required promptly
and in lees han cargo lots, and which cannot be obtained
from distant points except at great inconvenienoe and ex-
pense. Where large bills in cargo lots are required they are
procured from the Michigan mille. This is a trade that
amounts to from forty million to sixty million feet a
year, about the amount that one of our first-class
mille at the Chaudière would consume in A season.
It is robable that is trade will Onable or pine o e ueOd

with botter result than if it were sawn into limber. U
L would be well in designating what are sawlogs to esmpt
i from duty timber, say forty-six feet and upwards in lengt.

If this were done the law would not be avoided, because the
cost of handling it and getting it to market would be more
than the difference in dutyý There are only a few atreams
on the Georgianu Bay where this timber eau be got out, -It
costs over 82 more to handle it than ordinary timber. I have
placed these facts before the Finance Minister, bocause I
know from my own experience as to the matters I have
referred to. While I do not object to an export dutyon loge,
I am only auxious that the rate of duty should not be plaSed
so high as to exceed the Amorican duty, which might result
in their raising the duty from 82 to $3. The long timber
trade ought not be interfered with. That class of stook
should be exempt from export duty, and oertainly the duty
ought not to be increased above $1.

Mr. HESSON. I have occasion to say a word or two on
this subject because I have been corresponding with parties
on the north shore in regard to the exportation of loge from
Canada. Although the lumberers may not have already
accomplished much, they are making very extraordinary
preparations for this trade. In some cases they are pre-
pared to abandon their mills and all their plant that bas
been put up at a very great expense, and they are building
boats for the purpose of taking saw loge over in the rough
to Saginaw. This is beiug done on the north shore of Lake
Huron. While the hon. member from Norfolk (Mr. Charl-
ton) is very much afraid lest we should hurt the feelings of
the Americans, for which we give him credit, it is much
more important that we should look after our own intereete.
The employment should be given to our own people. The
hon. gentleman corroctly states that the duty on umber la
$2 per thousand and on saw loge $1 per thousand. The
export duty has not been sufficient to prevent timber being
carried over in very largo quantities, and I am told
they eau take 1,000,000 foot in booms to the Ameri-
eau side in a fow hours and at very triffing cost, and
they will thus Bave $1 par thousand by taking logs over
in the rough. We are having our forests depleted of the
most valuablo part of our exports, and this timber should be
manufactured in our own country. In regard to the
measurement; the difficulty of measuring logs is very great,
speially in water, when they are afont, and the caroless

way in which it is doue, s compared with the careful and
procise manner in which lumber ie measured, is of itself a
very great advantage to the individual who is importing
largely in the rough state to the Americau aide. So te
Government would get, perhaps, upon 1,000,000 feot by that
kind of measurement, by the careless way in which the
measurement is conducted, very much les duty than they
were entitled to. I am assured, that owing to the dieulty of
measurement, there would be a lossequal to $1 per thouanud.
They have also refuse, which le worked into lath, and there
is no duty placed on that. That is another inducoment for
lumbermen to take over logs in the rough. Besides the
manufacture gives them employment, and that is a matter
peculiarly within the province of Parliacment. I for one, as
a Canadian, muât protest against any policy of that descri
tion, even if it should offend our American friends. I do
not do it to offend them, but lu order to give our
people the bonefit of the advantages which should
bederived by Canadians from working upon Canadian
capital. I believe that if these other parties, Wood
& Co., who are living in Alpena, sueceed in making
these arrangements it is intended that Cook Bros.
will follow suit; and if they try, I have no doubt they
will succeed, and if the loge are measured lu a careleas man-
ner in that regard they will have .a considerable advantage
with regard to the rough roducts of the mills-the slabe
which are being out, and tZti.lath upon which they pay no
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duty will prove a great advantage. So that on the whole
we will have a very little difference in the way of protection
in $3 upon pine loge against $2 upon pine lumber. I am
glad that the Government are taking this step, and I am
satisfied if they carry it out it will be to the advantage of
our people. I do not think that the hon,.gentleman, having
had experience in the lumber business, would have any diffi-
culty in determining what a saw log would be, or other
measurements of that kind. There are certain sizes and
dimensions of logs which are always known to those in the
habit of dealing in those articles, and I am sure that those
who will have the control of them, as the exportation of
that sort of material goes on under Government supervision,
will have very little difficulty in deciding what amount of
saw logs and what amount of shingle bolts will be returned.

Mr. CHARLTON. The hon. gentleman says that as a
practical lumberman I would have no difficulty in telling
the difference in different kinds of timber. That is true,
I would have, no difficulty, but the difficulty is that the
Government inspectors class these masts, spars, &c.,together
as sawlogs in t he upper lakes4 The hon, gentleman says
that Cook Bros. are making preparations to move their
mills to the other side.

Mr. RESSON. I did not say that. I said it was sugges.
ted that if these other parties,who are making arrangements
were successful, Cook Bros. would follow suit.

Mr. CHARLTON. I may say that I have no interest in
the matter out of any regard to the feelings of the Ameri-
cans in raising the duty, except as it may incense them to
legislate against us. It is merely a matter of prudence,
and in that view I do not think we should exceed the
amount of the import duty charged by the United States.
The difficulty of measuring logs in water, to which
the hon. gentleman refers, is purely a supposition
on his part. If he were a practical lumberman he
would know that the measurement of logs can be carried
on rapidly and with almost as much certainty as the
measurement of lumber. The trade of which he speaks as
having grown up in the upper lakes does not exist at all.
The amount of duty paid shows that it is but a very small
proportion of the trade. One firm, Emery Bros., have put
in a stock of loge on Georgian Bay, but it is a matter still
to be determined by experiment as to whether they can
tow the logs successfully over Lake Huron in its widest
part. I do not oppose the export duty on short loge, but,
as I said before, it is merely a matter of prudence as toi
what the duty shall be in our own interest.

Mr. HESSON. In reply to the hon. gentleman I would
read a letter addressed to me from Gore Bay:

" Yours of 31st December, 1885, duly to hand, and in reply about lum-
ber, timber or saw loge upon the North Shore. At Spanish River MilleI would say that the company manufacture their saw loge in lumber
at their own mille and ship by boat mostly to American ports. Cook
Bros. do the same, but I understand that there are two companies on
the north shore that have got large limite of pine, and that intend to
ship the loge in the round and manufacture them at their mille in the
States. They are building boats for that purpose. I was told the other
day that the Spanish River Mille Company may do the same if the other
company succeeds ail righL"

Mr. GILLMOR. I am afraid this will operate injuriously
to some parties in my own county on the Ste. Croix River
between the State of Maine and New Brunswick. I cannot
speak definitely with regard to their timber lands, but I
know that some Canadians living in St. Stephen's own mills
in the State of Maine just across the channel. I know that
they have large quantities of timber lands in New
Brunswick and that they have been in the habit for
many years of cutting those logs and sawing them in
their mills in the State of Maine. It certainly would
astonish them to find that they have to pay $2
export duty a thousand on the loge eut on their own lands
in New Brunswick and floated to their own mill across the

Mr. EissON.

clrannel in the State of Maine, just on the other side of the
river and vice versa. Those logo would always be subject
to an export of 82 a thousand-loge eut by Canadians
on their own lands, and eut in their own mills just
across the channel in the State of Maine. The firm I speak
of own very large tracts of timber in Canada, which they
have been cutting and sawing in these mills for the last
twenty years.

Mr. BOWELL. Has the tariff operated in the past?
Mr. GILLMOR. There has been no export duty on saw

logs, or if there has been, it has never been enforced on that
river, to my knowledge. It will do no harm, of course, if
the Government do not enforce it; but under the present
law you certainly can collect $1 a thousand on all the logs
sawed in those mills, and it is now propoeed to collect $2.
1 thought that the National Policy would be about exhausted
when everything that came into the country was taxed.
The Government seem to have gone as far as they could in
that direction, and now they are going to impose taxes on
goods going out of the country. I have no sympathy with
the absurd system of taxation adopted in the United States,
and would not object to retaliate if that retaliation did not
injure us more than it would them.

Mr. KING. The hon. member for North Norfolk has
told us that something like 12,000,000 of logs are annually
exported from Canada to the United States, and manufac-
tured in mills there. I suppose the Government are aware
that for every million of logs exported from Canada and
manufactured in the United States, there are nearly
10,000,000 of logs brought into Canada and cut bere; and I
think I am correct in saying that the loge eut in the State of
Maine and manufactured in St. John, amount to from fifty to
100,000,000. One hon. gentleman has said that one resuit of
this change in the dutywill be to increase thedutyon lumber
going into the American market. If there is danger in that
direction, there is still greater danger in another direction.
If the people of the United States were disposed to retaliate
at the present time, when the relations between the two
countries are somewhat strained, if they should impose a
duty on spruce and pine logs cut in the State of Maine and
floated down the St. John River and cut in the mille of St.
John, it would be'a great injuiy. Therefore, I think the
time is inopportune for making this change. In New
Brunswick we know nothing of an export duty on logs. We
have a large trade in other descriptions of lumber besides
saw logs-in spiling, in wood, in ship timber ; and if a
large import duty were placed on those articles by the
Americans by way of retaliation, we in New Brunswick
would suffer keenly.

Mr. FISHER. The circumstances and conditions which
are familiar to me are somewhat similar to those the hon.
member for Charlotte (Mr. Gillmor) has described as exist-
ing on his border. We know that where the New England
States border on the Province of Quebec the boundary
lino is an imaginary line, with no natural divisions between
the two countries, and the roads and streams pass indiffe-
rently across the line, from one side to the other. The
result is that the natural outlet for the logs eut in one
country is mainly in the other. So that there is a consi-
derable passage of loge across the boundary line there. In
my own county, I am personally acquainted with
many men who have for sometime back suffered
considerably from the export duty of $1 a thousand
on spruce loge. The Eastern Townships produce
principally spruce and hard wood ; I do not think the
quantity of pine lumber is sufficient to make any practical
difference. in looking at the Trade and Navigation Returns,
I find that last year practically all the spruce exported
from Canada was from the Province of Quebec. Therefore,
I think I am correct in sayinB that this increased duty on
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spruce logs will affect the Province of Quebec only, and I
think it is going to be a serions damage to us. As a matter
of tact, the people who cut these loge, and sell them to the
Millers on the other sida of the line have to pay the duty ,
and our people will only pay the lumbermen less by the
amount of the duty than the Americans have to pay.

Mr. BOWELL In that case the consumer does not pay
the duty.

Mr. FISHIER. A solution of the apparent anomaly is
easily found; but I am not discussing that question now.¶, I
do not see myself what possible good this increase in the
export duty can accomplish on spruce logs. I can quite
understand that in some instances in our western Provinces,
especially in Ontario, the pine lumber industry is so great
that some good may arise from it; but when I find 'that
from no Province except Quebec are spruce logs exported,
I do not understand why the Government have undertaken
to impose this increased duty. The only possible excuse I
can see for it is the preservation of our forests. Although I
am thoroughly interested in the preservation and re-
planting of our forests, I do not think this is a
Jegitimate mode in which that object can be attained.
As a matter of fact, the people who sell these logs in the
Eastern Townships and along the border are, as a rale, poor
farmers who commence frequently with nothing but their
axes, and have to depend for years entirely on the product
of the forests, as years must elapse before they can so culti-
vate the land cleared that they may make a living out of it.
It will soriously interfere with these people in thoir struggle
to bave this new tax imposed on them, and I cannot see
what possible good eau result from its imposition. Could
the hon. gentleman inform me what amount of duties bas
been collected in past years on the export of spruce loge at
$1 a thousand feet, and also what representations ~came to
him in consequence of which he has imposed this duty.

Mr. MLELAN. Representations have come mainly
from those interested in the lumber business, that prepara-
tions are being made to take over logs in very large quan-
tities and manufacture them in the United States, so that
tbey may avoid the duty thera, and the consequence will
be, our mills will be left idle. These- preparations have
been referred to by the hon. member for Perth as being
made mainly in the west, and this additional tax is not
imposed for the purpose of retaliation, but mainly to pre.
serve our own forests and keep employment for our own
people. Many men have invested large amounts in estab-
lishing mills, and it is very undesirable we should allow
the logs to be floated to American mills and cut up there,
thus obliging our own mills to shut down. The arnount of
duty is $2 a thousand feet on lumber in the-United States, and
it is supposed an average log will make 100 feet of lumber.
With the log, of course, a great deal goes too, that can be
manufactured into various articles. Therefore, the duty
was fixed at $3 par thousand feet for pine lumber. The return
does not give the value of the export duty at all, and I can-
not give the hon. gentleman any information other than
that contained in the Trade and Navigation Returns.

Mr. McCRANEY. I was going to remark when the hon.
gentleman got up, that I think one of the strongest argu-
ments for the duty the Government propose is the preser-
vation of our forests. It is well known to our lumbermen
that at the rate our forests are being denuded, probably
twenty or twenty-five years will use them up to a large
extent; that is those which are accessible. Consequently
I approve of the course the Government are taking in
imposing this duty on logs. I am well aware that there are
special cases of bardship, such as have been referred by the
hon. member for Richmond and Wolfe, and the hon. mem-
ber for Charlotte, but these are only special cases ; and

wbile the hon. member for North Norfolk has referred to
the extra cost of getting out timber and Ioating it ont to the
United States, I still think the rates are altogether in favor
of the parties who get eut the timber in that way. Timber
eau be floated much cheaper than it can be shipped as lum-
ber, and certainly the offat is worth considerable money.
Long timber ie worth as much in the log as short timber in
eut up into lumber. I find in a late number of the Lm-
berman's Gazette of Bay City, Michigan, Col. M. Jeffers, of
East Saginaw, says:

" 'I have bought from parties in Canada 500,000 acres, or twenty
townships, of standing white pine on the Serpent, Spanishand Mississa-
gua Rivers, Georgian Bay. That this tract contains '2,000,000,000 feet
of pine timber with a saw mill at the mouth of terpent River that ente
40,000,000 feet a year, with an iron steamer with a tow of barges. The
whole plant costing $100,000.' And after stating that Governor Alger,
Michigan, and Col. Blies, of Saginaw are Interested in the same regi n,
ho says: ' We purpose to bring the logs eover and saw them in Michi-
gan. We are Michigan men and hope to make our purchases Inure to
our people here. Notwithstanding our investments in Canada, we will
stand by protection for Michigan lumber.' "

In another part of the same paper the Hon. Isaac M. Wes-
ton, when criticising the Morrison Tariff Bill, says :

" We now admit Canadien logo free of duty. On the north shore of
Lake Erie the Canadian saw mille are in ruins, but the mille et Toue-
wanda, N.Y., are employing thousands of American workmen manu-
facturing Canadian loge towed from Brie north shore. The Saginaw
mille are ruuning out ot American stock, and already they are looking
to Georgian Bay for Canadian logs to cross the Huron Lake and keep
their millesand men at work."

I think that in order to keep our own mills employed,
without calling it protection at all, this increase of duty
would just about meet the differonce between the 82 per
thousand feet on lumber and the $3 per thousand feet on logs,
because they will have it in the shipping and besides they
will have the refuse and the other advantage of getting
these legs in long lengths. I am frce to say that the duty
is in the right direction.

Mr. SPROULE. The hon. member for Brome (Mr.
Fisher) seems to think this duty will only affect the Bastern
Townships and Quebec, or Quebec proper. It is quite evident
ha does not know anything about Ontario or he would
understand the difference. It is going to be a serious matter
with us as to how long our timber supply willlut. Lumber
is running up in price rapidly, and most of our pine lumber
we get from the north shore of Georgian Bay. I think I can
corroborate the remarks of the hon. member for Halton and
the hon. member for Perth as to what is going on at present.
The timber of Manitoulin Island and the North Shore of the
Georgian Bay is being taken across in large quantities, and
in a few years will h entirely destroyed if something is not
done to prevent it. While I think this will partly prevent
it, it does not go far enough, and the time is not far distant
when we will have to adopt some other means to prevent
the dennding of our forets in that country or we shall be
left to get lumber from a great distance, and, perhaps, from
the other side.

Mr. DAWSON. There is no doubt that a high duy on
logs would work very well on the Georgian Bay and Lake
Huron, but on Lake Suporior they import a large quantity
of rough sawn American lumber and dress it in the mills
there. What they would like would be a specifle instead of
au ad valorem duty on this rough lumber which they bring
in, because there would be a great advantage then in the
dressing of it. I do not know whether the Government has
considered that or not.

Mr. FISHER. In answer to the hou. maember for Grey
(Mr. Sproule), I may say that my only information about
Ontario was taken from the Tradeland Navigation Returns,
and, as I found from them that Ontario does not export any
spruce at all, I took it for granted that was the case.
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Mr. SPROULE. I understood the hon. gentleman was

speaking of pine as well as spruce.

Mr. FISHER. I made no allusion to the duty on pine.

Mr. OCIARLTON. I have one suggestion to make. The
Morrison Bill is pending in the United States Congress. It
has not been decided yet. If it passes, it removes the duty
on lumber. There are very few logs got out for exporta-
tion this year, and they will catch very few by this duty.
I am unable to see why it is not premature to move in this
matter now. It may prejudice our chances with regard to
the Morrison Bill, and I think it is premature until we see
the fate of that measure. The duty might be imposed to
catch stock got out in another winter, and I make that
suggestion to the Minister of Finance.

Mr. MLELAN. We have made provision to repeal the
duty if necessary.

The following resolutions were reported:-
1. Resolved,-That it is expedient further to a'mend the tariff of Cus-

toms duties and the schedule of free goods, in addition to the alter-
ations per resolution passed on 31st March last, as follows ;-

The undermentioned articles to be charged with the rates of duty
specified as follows, and ail former rates thereon to be repealed :
1. Oilcloth in the piece, cut or shaped, oiled, enamelled, stamped,

painted or printed, India rubbered, fiocked or coated, not other-
wise provided for, a specific duty of 5 cents per square yard and 10
per cent. ad valorem.

2. Floor oilcloth, 30 per cent. ad valorem.
3. Straw board in sheets or relis, plain or tarred, a specific duty of 40

cents per 100 pounds.
4. Earthenware and stoneware, viz.:-Demijohns or jugs, churns and

crocks, a specific duty of 2 cents per gallon of holding capacity.
5. Rubber belting, hose, packing, mats and matting, a specifie duty

of 5 cents per pound and 15 per cent. advalorem.
6. Carriage hardware, 35 per cent. ad ealorem.
7. Boap, perfumed and toilet, a specifie duty of 10 cents per¯pound, the

weight of the inside packages and wrappers to be included in the
weight for duty, and 10 per cent. ad valorem.

8. Union collar cloth paper, in rolls or sheets, not glossed or finished,
5 per cent. ad valorem.

9. Union collar cloth paper, glossed or finished, in rolls or sheets, 20
per cent. ad valorem.

10, Paper hangings or wall paper, in rolls, costing 8 cents or under per
roll of eight yards, a specific duty of 2 cents per roll of said length.

11. Felt, pressed, of ail kinds, not filled or covered by or with any
woven fabric, 17J per cent. ad valorem.

12. Stereotypes and electrotypes and bases for same, made wholly or in
part of type metal, a specific duty of 5 cents per pound.

18. Scythes, a specific duty of $2.40 per dozen.
14. Wire covered with cotton, linen, silk or other material, 25 per cent.

ad valorom.
15. Stove bolte and nuts, and all bolte and rivets of one-quarter inch

diameter and less, 35 per cent. ad valorem.
16. Handkerchiefs, cotton or linen, plain or printed, in the piece or

otherwise, 25 per cent. ad valorem.
17. That the importation and manufacture of oleomargarine, butterine,

and ail such substitutes for butter, be prohibited, under a penalty
of not less than $200 nor more than $400 for each offence, and the
forfeiture of such goods, and of aIl packages in which they may be
contained,.and of ail articles, implements, machinery and appli-
ances used in and about the manufacture or preparation of such
articles.

18. Nail plate, iron or steel, sixteen gauge and thicker, 25 per cent. ad
valorem.

19. Repeal item 353. Revised Statutes of Canada except so far as it
relates to "Ultra-marine blue."

20. Repeal also item 428, and substitute the following :-Jute cloth as
taken fron the oiom, neither pressed, mangled, calendered, nor in
any way flnished, and not les than forty inches wide when imported
byzmanufacturers of jute bags for use in their own factories.

The ollowing items to be added to the list of goods which are entitled
toentry-free of duty :-

Jute yarn, plain, dyed or colored, when imported by manufacturera of
carpets, and mats, for use in their own factories.

Such poophical instruments and apparatus as are not manu-
factured ln the Dominion, when imported by and for use in universities,
collogesschools and sientiie societies.

2. ved,.-That it is expedient to amend Rtesolution No. 1, adopted
on the 31st March lat.
Item No. 3. After the word "pound "add the weight of the package to

be included in the weight for duty.
Item No. 5. After the word "steel" add ot elsewhere spec(fd.
Item No. 7. Change as follows :-

Cider, not clarified or refined, a specific duty of 5 cents per Imperial
gallon.

Cider, clarified or refined, a specified duty of 10 cents per Imperial
nlo

Item No. 8. Oordage of all kinds a spelIed duty of 1 cent Per pound
and 10 per ent. ad valorem.

Item No. 9. Make rate 8 cents per pounds instead of 6 cents.
a. Resolved,-That it is expedient to amend Resolution No. 2, of 31st

March last.
Item No. 4.-After the word "re-manufactured," add and ldoom enda,

and crop ends of steel rails for re-melting.
& Resolved,-That items 37, 38 and 39 be amended by striking out

the words "or fraction of a degree " in item 37, and the word "thirteen"
in items 37, 38 and 39, and inserting in lieu thereof the wordfourteen.

And also to strike out the proviso next after item No. 40, and subati-
tuting the following therefor :-

Provided that when any cargo of angar imported for refining purposes
is found to grade in part above No. 14 Dutch standard in color, such
part to the extent of not exceeding 15 per cent. of the whole cargo, may
be admitted to entry by.polariscopic test.

5. Resolved,-That it is expedient to amend the schedule of export
duties by increasing the duties on the following articles, viz.:-In lieu
or present duties there shall be levied and collected on-
Shingle bolte, a specific expert duty of $1.50 per cord of 128 cubie feet.
Spruce legs, a specific export anty of $2 per 1,000 feet, board measure.
Pine loge, a specifi exprt duty of $3 per 1,000 feet, board measure.

Provided that the powers vested in the Governor in Couneil by the
Act 42 Victoria, chapter 15, section 6, being section 9, chapter 31 of the
Revised Statutes of Oanada, shal be extended te and apply in all res-
pects to the above named articles.

INSOLVENT BANKS BILL.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN moved that the order for the
consideration of amendments made by the Sonate to Bill
(No. 15) further to amend the Act respecting insolvent
banks, insurance companies, loan companies, building socie-
ties and trading corporations (Mr. Edgar) be transferred to
Government Orders.

Mr. PATERSON (Brant). Would it not be a good idea
to incorporate Bill 121 in that motion ?

Sir HECTOIR LANGEVIN. If the hon.gentleman moves
that, I will withdraw the other;

Motion agreed to.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN moved the adjournment of the
House.

Motion agreed to; and the flouse adjourned at 2.45 a.m.

(Friday).

HOUSE OF COMMONS.

FRIDAY, 28th May, 1886.

The SPEAKER took the Chair at Three o'clock.

PRAYERS.

SATURDAY SITTING.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN moved :

That when the House adjourns to-day it stands adjourned until Satur-
day, at three o'clock, p. m., aud that the Government menaures have
that day and on Konday next precedence immediately after routine and
questions to be put by members.

Motion agreed to.

PERSONAL EXPLANATION.

Mr. FERGUSON (Leeds and Grenville). I desire
to call the attention of the House for a moment while
I make a statement, not so mueh bocause it affects
me personally as because it refers to a gentleman
occupying a public position. It will be remembered
that in the debate on Indian affairs which took place
in this House on a resolution of the hon. member
for South Huron, that I felt called upon to make some
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renarks in reply. During the address the hon. member
for South Huron and the hon. member for Brant, who sup.
plemented his statement and the references ho made-

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. Does the hon. member
say the hon. member for South Huron?

Nr. FER4tUSON (Le-ds and Grenville). I mean
the hon. member for West Huron. I beg the hon,
gentleman's pardon, because I do not wish to
attribute to him that speech. I felt called upon to
make some references in reply to the attack made
upon the administration of that Department in the North-
West by the Government and by its officers. Reference had
been made by both those gentlemen to the Rev. Mr. Rob-
ertson and to statements ho had made-in a sermon or address
somewhere in Ontario, which had been quoted largoly in
the Mail. His references and qudtations were largely
quoted by those gentlemen to buttress and strengthen the
positions taken by them in attacking the administration of
the Indian Department. I, in referring to that gentleman's
statements and to the value which I attached to his state-
ments, made use-I am reported to have:made use of certain
words which are reported in the Hansard, and although it
has been the rule almost universally to accept the state-
mente as they appear in iansard, I have not the rlightest
hesitation in declaring from my place that I feel and believe
I was not oorrectly reported on that occasion. I say
that for this reason, that I had no consciousness or
intention in any way of expressing myself so as to lcad the
House or the country to believe that I insinuated, or
intended to insinuate, anything against the character of the
rev. gentleman-anything such as has been attempted to ho
attached to the meaning of my expression by the Liberal
press outside of this House. The hon. gentleman having
made reference to the statements of the Rev. Mr. Robert-
son, I am reported to have said :

"I happen to know something about Rev. Mr. Robertson, which 1 do
not care to disclose or discuss here, and which, to my mind, does not
add mnch to the weight of his statement. I am not going any further
on that subject."

Some hon. MEMBERS. Hear, hear.

Mr. FERGUSON (Leeds and Grenville). Now, that
was not my expression. I feel quite conscious of
that, and that I was liable to be misrepresented
there as well as in some sentences which precede
that. in rising to my feet I mentioned the Minister
of Public Works and said that I would deal with
some specific charges, and louve the public to judge; but in
the report the mention of the Minister of Public Works
is not inserted at all. Now, when I was misreported in
that expression, I feel undoubtedly certain, and I have
reason to believe, seeing that I had no consciousness or in-
tention of any insinuation against Mr. R>bertson, that I did
not express myself as written down here. What I meant
to say, and what I believe I did say, was this: I was
then dealing 'with the charges against the administration in
the North-West, and I said that from what I know from my
own personal knowledge, and from what I learned of the
Rev. Mr. [Robertson, I learned from the newspapers, and
especially from a letter which appeared in the Globe of the
3rd of April, written by the Rev. Alfred Anderson, which
in every detail, as far as my observation went, coincided
with my view. I read Mr. Robertson's statements in the
Globe and the comments upon them, and I heard the state-
mente quoted here. I also read the one by the Rev. Mr.
Anderson, and I may say that when I made that statement I
did not know to what church they belonged. Both gentlemen
stood exactly in the same position towards me. One I
have learned since is Superintendent of Presbyterian Mis-
sions there, and the other is Superintendent of Methodist,

Missions. There were two statements made, the one by the
Rev. Mr. Robertson, and the other by the Rev. Mr. Ander.
soni

Mr. WHITE (Oardwell). The Rev. Mtr. Andrews.

Mr. FERGUSON (Leeds and Grenville). The Rev. Mr.
Andrews-both supported by the title of Roverend. Now,
as a matter of fair play after the two statements, I naturally
accepted the statements in the Mail as true, when they
agreed with what I personally observed, and holding that
view when, so far as [observed, the statements made by the
Rev. Mr. Andrews were directly contradictory of the state-
ments made by the Roev. Mr. Robertson, [ concluded-and
I think it was a legitimate conclusion-that I would not
be influenced by his whole statement, and for that roason I
stated that [would not permit, and did not permit, his
statement to influence my judgment of the administration
of affairs in the North-West. In saying that i said I did
not care to mention or discuss the matter. The reason I
did not care was that when I read his letter, when the
statement was made hore, I did not know what political
party he had any sympatby with, but I had a strong im-
pression amounting almost to a conviction, from the man-
ner in which ho was treated by the Globe and from the use
which hon. gentlemen made of his statement, that he had
a strong sympathy with the Liberal party. I con-
cluded, and I think J reasonably concluded, when his
statements were not in accoi d with what I myself observed,
that ho was somewhat partisan. I did not like to attribute
political partisanship to a clergyman, and for that reason I
did not like to montion tho reason why I hesituted to dis.
euss the reason in this House. That was the reason. Se
you eau clcarly understand-the House and the country
can understand-that I had no such intention; I state tha6
without reservation ; I stated it in the presence of'the hon.
member for Norih Norfolk, because ho has spoken to me
on the subject. Unfortunately, when the Globe newspaper
and the Canada Presbyterian said that, when promptly catled
upon in the House to explain it, I refused to do so.

An hon. MEMBER. Hoar, hear.

Mr. FERG U3ON (Loeds and Grenville). I was not in
the flouse. 1 was not asked for an explanation whon I sat
down, and after the statement was made. I regret very
much now that I was not present, becauso if I had been, I
would then have made the explanation which I now make.
In justiee to the hon. mem ber for North Norfolk I may say
that I understood from him, that when ho was about to ask
the question, ho sent for me, but by accident I did not receive
his message, and that was the reason why I did not return
and immediately give my explanation. The roason I have
not referred to the matter before was that I loked upon the
whole thing as a more matter of political clap-trap, merely
to affect political feeling outside. I only rofer to it now
bocause it has come to my knowledge from direct sources
that Mr. Robertson attaches some importance to it. I do so
now in order that as far as any insinuations that I was said
constructively to have made against hie char-
acter should be completely removed, so far s I
am concerned. So far as the plitical aspect
attaching to the matter outside of the House, and In the
riding which I have the honor to represent, the people who
are dealing in that sort of thing are quite at liberty to go
on, because I do not hesitate to say that, while I fully
appreciate the honor of the seat in this flouse which my
constituents have conferred on me, o myself personally
my being hore is a matter of indifference. I do net con-
ceive that the papers or hon. members wish to attack me
personally, and therefore i infer it is only political, and
even if they pursue it so far as to displace me in the riding,
the only good they would accomplish would be to send to
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this House perhaps a more staunch supporter of the Ad-
ministration, and perhaps one less charitably disposed
towards them than I am.

Mr. CHARLTON. I wish to say that I am very glad
the hon. member for Leeds has made an explanation with
regard to the statement made about the Rev. Mr. Robert-
son.

Mr. SPEAKE R. The matter cannot be debated, as it is
ouly a personal explanation.

Mr. CHARLTON. I simply wish to make an explanation
personal to myself, but I presume it is not necessary.

CUSTOMS SEIZURES IN MONTREAL.

Mr. GAULT. I would ask if the hon. Minister of Cas-
toms is able to give us any additional information with
regard to seizures made in Montreal. I have had many
private letters on the subject, and I have received ne to-
day from the Board of Trade, which urges that the Minister
shall make a statement of the whole matter, and not com-
promise it in any shape.

Mr. BOWELL. If the hon, gentleman means a state-
ment of all the seizures that have been made in Montreal, it
would take some littie timo to make it. If he desires to
have information which would have been given to the
House in reply to the question placed on the paper by the
hon. member for Missisquoi (Mr. Baker). in reference to the
case of Patterson, Kissock & C1., I have it bore. The ques-
tion is:

"I It true that Messrs. Patterson and Kissock, of Montreal, have
made 'an amicable settlement ' of the difficulties arising out of the
seizure of their stock-in-trade by the customs authorities? By whom,
on behalf of the Government, was such settiement made? What sum
of money did the firm pay? Will the money be distributed, and in what
proportion, among the seizing officers? Did tha Government, or any
of its officers, undertake to secre immunity from prosecution te the
members of sail firm, or cither of them? And is it the intention of the
Government te push te trial ani jpdgment theý prose4ution for perjury,
already instituted by one of its oficers, against a member of said firm ?"

The answer I intended to give is as follows :-No
amicable settlement bas been made, nor has any final
settlement been arrived at, that case being still in
the hands of the legal advisers of the Crown in
Montreal. The firm has deposited the sum of $2,000,
which covers the value of the goods so far found to
have been improperly entered, and the fines imposed by
sections 94 and 215 of the Oustoms Act. The Government
bas no knowledge of any of its officers undertaking to secure
immunity from prosecution of the members of the firm, or
either of them. The question of furtber proceedings, in the
case of perjury, will depend upon the advice of the Crown
advisers. Instructions have been given to the effect that if
the prosecution for perjury can be successfully pushed to
trial and judgment, to push it. Whatever sum is realised
from the seizure, sfter deducting whatever duties are due,
will be disposed of as provided by law, namely, one-third
plaeed to the credit of the Receiver General, and two-thirds
distributed among the seizing officers, and informers if there
be any.

CHARGE AGAINST A MEMBER.

Mr. SOMERVILLE (Brant). At yesterday's session of
the Rouse, I undertook to prefer certain serious charges
against the member for North Victoria (Mr. Cameron) in
connection with obtaining a bonus of 896,000 for the Erie
and Huron Railway. When I made the charges, I believed
that if I were afforded an opportunity, I would be able to
substantiate tbem. I still believe that if afforded that

Mr. FaGuson (Leeds and Grenville.)

opportunity, I shall be able to substantiate those charges.
Therefore I move:

That Mr. Somerville, the member representing the electoral district
of the North Riding of the county of Brant in this Bouse, having stated
from hs place that he is credibly informed and believes that he can
establish by satisfactory evidence that Hector Cameron, then and now
a member of this liouse, was in the year 1884 using bis influence and
exertions to procure through the Government and Parliament a subsidy
for the Erie and Huron Railway Company of $3,200 a mile for thirty
miles, amounting to $96,000; and while so engaged he wrote to an
officer of the company, in effect stipulating that a commission or bonus
of ten per cent. on the amount of such subsidy should be paid to him
for himself, or for himself and two other persons whose co-operation in
the business he had secured-one-half of such commission to be paid on
the subsidy being voted, and the other half on the money being paid
over; a select committee be appointed to enquire into the said allega-
tions, with power to send for persons, papers and records, and to
examine witnesses upon oath or affirmation, with instructions to report
the evidence and all proceedings of the said committee, and that
the said committee be composed of Messrs. McOarthy, Langelier, Mac-
master, Fleming, Desjardins, Colby and Lister.

Mr. CAMERON (Victoria). After the full statement I
made on this subject last night, it is perhaps scarcely noces-
sary I should say anything to-day, and I had better, there.
fore, leave the matter in the discretion of the House, to dis-
pose of it, of course, as they think best. I can only repeat
my statement of last night, that I never made any agree-
ment of any kind for any commission or interest in any
way in'the bonus referred to, or that I was or expected to
have any personal interest in it. My action was entirely as
solicitor for the gentleman interested in the matter; no
agreement was made with him of any kind, and the letter
which has been referred to was never received by him until
long after the matter was over. In whatever was proposed
in that letter-if it be prodaced or whether it was pro-
duced-I had no personal interest, and it was never in-
tended I should bave any, but I wrote the letter simply as
his solicitor. I took no action with the Government what-
ever beyo'nd sending in, in my capacity as solicitor, an
application for aid. I never approached or asked any mem-
ber of the Government, or used influence of any kind with
any member of the Government, or ever made any applica-
tion to Sir Charles Tupper, then Minister of Railways, but
simply handed him the application; and in doing sol1 told
him I was acting as solicitor for the railway. I had no
communicat ion of any kird with any member of the Gov.
ornment; I had no interest, and never intended to have any
interest in the bonus; any proposal that was made was
made, not for myself, but for other parties, and was made
on the suggestion of my client, who advised me in the mat-
ter, as he himself was leaving the country. I was away, in
fact, at the very time the application was put in.

An hon. MEMBER. Who are the other parties.

Mr. CAMERON (Victoria). The other parties are not
members of this House.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. I think it will be satis-
factory to the House and to my hon. friend, that the mover
of this resolution should state, for the information of this
House, the nature of his information, from whom he got it,
and when he got it.

Mr. SOMERVILLE (Brant). I have already stated to
this House the nature of the charges I bring against the
hou. member for North Victoria. I believe I am pursuing
the usual course adopted when such charges are made
against any hon. member. I do not propose to map out
for myself any different course front that usually pursued.
I make the charges in good faith. I believe they are true.
I believe I can prove them, and I ask this flouse to appoint
a committee, so that I eau have an opportunity of substan-
tiating them,

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. I must say that, in my
opinion, the hon. gentleman is trifling with this House.
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He ought to have stated when he was informed of the
matter charged, and he ought, when he was informed of it,
to have moved his reolution. It is trifling with this House
to make, at the very last days of the Session, I may say at
the very last hours of the Session, a charge which he knows
cannot be satisfactorily looked into, and which is to hang
over my hon. friend's head the whole summer. It is not
fair to my hon. friend, it is notparliamentary, it is what no
fair-minded man should do, it is eminently unfair, and it
looks-I cannot impugn bis motive, but the outside world
will not be so charitable as parliamentary courtesy compels
us to be-as if he had brought this matter up at the last
moment, so as to prevent the possibility of its being en-
quired into, and in order that the semblance of a charge
should hang over my hon. friend unnecessarily. He will
not say whether ho knew these circumstances weeks ago,
and why ho did not bring the charge up earlier, in order
that a satisfactory investigation might be had into it, in
order that ho might have an opportunity of bringing for-
ward his proof, and my hon. friend of bringing forward bis
rebuttal.

Mr. SOMERVILLE (Brant). I would simply say, in
answer to the statement made by the First Minister, that if
ho had been in his place in the Bouse last night, ho would
have known the reason I did not prefer the charge sooner.
I said that the reason was that the principal witness I
wisbed to subpena before the committee was not in the
country. lad this witness-an important witness, a wit-
ness upon whose evidence I expect to substantiate largely
this charge-been in the country before, I would have pre-
ferred the charges at an earlier period of the Session. I do
not think I am open to the charge which was made by
the First Minister in regard to my conduct in this matter, in
delaying it until almost the last moment of the Session, as
the reasons I have given for delaying theo enquiry are sub-
stantial reasons, and reasons which will have weight with
men who are desirous of viewing this matter, not from a
political standpoint, but from a desire to look after the in-
dependence of this House and to purify this House from
the presence of men who have been guilty of trafficking in
their position as members of Parliament, for the purpose of
procuring percentages on bonuses which have beon granted
by this House for the construction of railways. I am pro-
pared to abide by the verdict of the ontside public in regard
to my conduct in this matter. I feel eatisfied that the ont-
side public will stand by me in this matter, and that they
will say that I am discharging a duty which is due to them,
a duty which is due to this House, and a duty which is due
to every member of this fouse, in asking now for this on-
quiry into the conduct of the member for North Victoria
(Mr. Cameroe).

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. I regretted last night, when
the hon. gentleman made his charge, that ho bad not, as the
First Minister said just now, brought it much sooner. He
stated thon that ho had given notice to the hon. member for
Victoria (Mr. Cameron), two days ago, that ho would bring
this charge. That is all very good so far as this notice or
charge is concerned now, but the hon. gentleman admits
that ho had knowledge of the facts that ho now brings hore
against the hon. member for Victoria some time ago,
probably long ago by what ho says. I really believe that
the hon. gentleman should, immediately when these facts
came to his knowledge, though ho might not have had the
proof thon, have given notice to the hon, gentleman, because
1 do not suppose ho wanted to convict my hon. friend bore of
this, I do not suppose that ho wanted to persecute him, but,
that, as ho says, ho wanted to fulfil a duty as a member of
this louse. Well, he ashould have been very glad to have
given notice to the hon. gentleman and to have given him
a very early orportunity of clearing himself of an y such
oharge, even if ho had postponed his harge until he ha

that witness whom he says lie had not then in the country,
but who bas come back since. At all events, I think, if this
matter is to be investigated, it should not be referred
to a special committee, but to the Committee on Privileges
and Elections, as we referred the other day another charge
against two bon. members of this House. Therefore, I move
in amendment, that the charge and allegations be referred
to the Committeo on Privileges and Elections.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. I do not think that either
the First Minister or the Minister of Public Works was
justified in casting any blame on my hon. friend behind me
for the course ho bas taken. The House may recollect that
the hon. member whose conduct is assailed was absent from
this Honse for a very considerable portion of this Session.
If I recollect aright, it was not until the end of the second
month that ho returned bore, and I fail to se how it would
have been possible for my hon. friond to proceed in the
matter until his witnesses were available. It is a very
unpleasant and disagreeable task for any member on either
side to assail in this fashion hon. gentlemen whose conduct
may be called in question, but it is a duty we owe to the
public, and I do not think, after the explanation my hon.
friend made last night, that his conduct is in any way open
to the censure attempted teobe cast upon him.

Amendment of Sir Hector Langevin agreed to on a divi-
sion.

SUBSIDIES TO RAILWAY COMPANIES.

Mr.'POPE' moved that th fHouse resolvo itself into
Comrmittoo to cousidor certain proposed rebolutions (page
1551) respecting tho granting of subsidies to the railway
companies, and towards the construction of the railways
therein mentionod.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. Perbaps the House will
allow me to lay on the Table two additional sets of corres.
pondence in relation to this matter.

Mr. BLAKE. The hon. gentleman said there were five
or six more.

Sir BECTOR LANGEVIN. These are the only two
that have been sent over.

Mr. BLAKE. Ie not the hon. gentleman going to make
a statement in reference to the resolutions ?

Mr. POPE. In moving that you leave the Chair for the
flouse to go into committee to consider the resolutions, I
have only to refer to what bas taken place since 1882. In
1882, we brought down to this House certain resolations
granting subsidies to railways in this Dominion. The
amount laid down at that time, that we would be
prepared to vote in aid of railways, was $3,200 per mile.
At that time it was intimated to the House that it was the
policy of the Governmont, as far as possible, to confine those
grants to leading railways between the Provinces of the
Dominion, or railways within the Provinces that might be.
come leadingrailways. That policy was successfully carried
out. But since that time a great advance bas taken place
in railway construction. In 1888 we continued to grant
further subsidies to railways, and the building of railways
in certain sections of the country bas been found to be very
advantageous to the interests of the whole Dominion. We
continued the policy in 1884-85, gradually departing from
the principle at first laid down that these grants should be
confined, as a rule, to leading railways throughout the
country. We came to find that it was very important in
the interets eof the Provinces that we should assist all
roads, that we should open up new sections of the country
to faoditate their settlement by our own people, and s
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develop the country at large. Sir, we find, particularly in
the Province of Quebec, that this policy was necessary to
restrict the emigration of our own people to the United
States. It bas been thrown to us across the House by the
Opposition that we ought to do something to retain
these people in this country, that we ought to do
something further than building great lines of
railway from one end to the other of the country.
Well, Sir, we have also come to this conclusion,
that we ought to do something to retain our own people in
this country; we have come to the conclusion that we
ought to go still further in opening up various sections of
this country by means of railways, more particularly in the
Province of Quebec, where the French people have a great
love of country, a great love of their own institutions, and
who will not emigrate to our own North-West, but, instead,
find their way into the manufacturing districts of Ncw Eng-
land. We find such patriotic men as Father Labelle and
Father Gendreau exerting themselves to the utmost to
retain their people in this country, and I might mention
many other gentlemen who have exerted themselves in
cpening up new sections of the country, some of them
almost within a stone's throw to the n orth of us. The
object is, that if our people wilI not go to our own North-
West, that we shall still prevent them, if possible, from
emigrating to New England, and endeavor to retain them
at home by opening up new sections of the country
by means of railways. Nevertheless, we expect
to place millions of immigrants in our own North-
West, a country where people from Ontario and the
other Provinces may also make for themselves beautiful
homes. We do not wish to restrict emigration to
the North-We8t, but we wish to provide opportunities
for those who desire to settle nearer home; we wish to
meet the reproach of hon. gentlemen opposite who have
stated that we cannot keep our people at home, and that we
ought not to do so much for foreign immigration. We pro-
pose to devise means by which we will keep our own peo-
ple at home, and particularly that class of people who are
so well qualified to open up the country, and to become
good citizens. We propose, by the development of short
lines of railway, to give them a home in this country. No
people on the face of the earth are so well qualified to go in
and form these new settlements, no peopleare so anxious to
do so, as are our French uauadian popuIaLion, and we have
decided to give them a chance to make a home in our midst,
by opening up short lines of railway. If hon. gentlemen
will look up at the resolutions, they will find that we have
made every effort to meet the interests of the various sec-
tions of our people. The time is gone by when the country
could be opened up by means of turnpike roads. What
turnpike roads were to this country forty years ago, railways
are to<clay, so that there is no possibility of keeping our own
people at home except by opening up the country
by railways, so as to give them facilities lor
inter-communication. We are encouraged to do that
by the noble example of those patriotie men that I
have just mentioned, such as Father Labelle and Father
Gendreau, who have gone into the woods and made great
exertions to establish new settlements to the north and to
the west. We are bound to assist them, when they come
here and ask for aid to open up this country, by giving
then railway facilities. Sir, while we continue the old
principle, we extend it. The sum we put in the Estimates
this year is something like 81,700,000. 1 am sure the hon.
leader of the Opposition will not say that it is too much,
when ho remembors that when he was in the Ontario Gov-
ernment some years ago, he gave over $2,000,000 in one
year for railways in Ontario alone. So I think he will
say that we have kept within the mark in proposing these
subsidies. Msr. Speaker, I move that you do now leave
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the Chair, and that the Bouse resolve itself into Committee
of the Whole to consider these resolutions.

Motion agreed to, and House resolved itself into Com-
mittee.

(lu the Committee.)
1. That it is expedient to authorise the Governor in Council to grant

the subsidies hereinafter mentioned to the Railway Companies, and to-
wards the construction of the Railways also hereinafter mentioned, that
is to say :-

To the Moncton and Buctouche Railway Company, for thirty miles of
their railway, from a point at or near Moncton, to Buctouche, in the
Province of New Brunswick, a subsidy not exceeding $3,200 per mile,
nor exceeding in the whole, $96,000.

Mr. BLAKE. I congratulate my hon. friend on the
grand speech that he delivered a moment ago.

Mr. POPE. That is a patent speech.

Mr. BLAKE. I did not know that the hon. gentleman
had the patent of that speech. I have heard so many peo-
ple speak that speech in this House, that I supposed the
patent had long ago expired. But I really thought that the
hon, gentleman was going to give us a business speech, to
give us some information as to these particular proposals.
We are perfectly well aware what the policy of the Gov-
ernmnont and this Parliament has been, and we see that the
subsidies are in the direction of that policy. Perhaps the
hon. gentleman will give us some information in regard to
this particular resolution. There is a line of demarcation
between the gush of patriotism and business. Having gone
through the patriotism we will new come down to business.
Perhaps, now, the hon. gentleman will make a brief expla-
nation in regard to this particular item.

Mr. POPE. I will come down to business, and I will ask
for a little amendment to be made.

Mr. BLAKE. St. Louis ?
Mr. POPE. No, This is the Moncton and Buctouche

Railway I am speaking of. I do not know whether I have
the name right or not.

Mr. BLAKE. No. The hon. gentleman is too patriotic
to get the name right.

Mr. POPE. That is business. You and I can arrange
that. The patriotic part I have to do all alone. This road
is a very important road, as the hon. gentleman will find is
the case with most of the roads to which subsidies are to be
given. This road starts from Moncton, which has a popula-
tion of about ten thousand people. It is the headquarters
of the Intercolonial Railway, where the principal work-
shops are located. There is a large sugar refinery, and ex-
tensive business operations are carried on. The road will
run through a fine agricultural country producing a large
quantity of cereals, peas, oats, &c., ad there is also a large
quantity of tan bark to be found in that section. The rail-
way will run to the thriving village of Buctouche, on the
Northumberland Straits, where oysters, lobsters, smelts,
and other fish are caught. This road will be thirty miles
in length, and its usefulness is best shown by the fact that
it has received a subsidy from the Local Government. I
move that the resolution be amended, so as to read: "For
a railway from a point at or near."

Mr. BLAKE. Then this subsidy is not going- to be
limited to the existing railway company. The existing
company is the St. Louis, Moncton and Buctouche Railway
Company. fias the hon. gentleman any information asto
the character of the country, from a railway point of view;
also, as to the cost of the railway ?

Mr. POPE. Yes. The estimated cost of the railway is
$18,000 a aile.
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Mr. BLAKE. Equipped?

Mr. POPE. Yes; a smail equipment for a road of that
kind, The hon. gentleman knows that on small roads a
large portion of the equipment usually comes from adjoin-
ing roads.

Mr. BLAKE. Is than an engineer's estimate?

Mr. POPE. Yes.

Mr. BLAKE. Has the Government engineer corrobo-
rated it in any way ?

Mr. POPE. No; but the Chief Engineer is well
acquainted with that section of the country, in which he
has operated a good deal himseolf, and ho thinks, from what
ho knows of the country, that that is a fair estimate.

Mr. WELDON. Where is it supposed to strike the River
Buctouche?

Mr. POPE. I cannot tell.

Mr. WELDON. How far distant from the point where
the Intercolonial crosses the river?

Mr. POPE. I cannot tell.

Mr. BLAKE. Why does the hon. gentleman propose to
alter the resolution which would give the subsidy to the
existing company, and insert words so as to be able to give
it to another company ?

Mr. POPE. I had not received satisfactory assurance of
the ability of the company to build the road, and I thought
I would be warranted in placing myself in a position so as
to be able to give the subsidy to another company if they
offered to build the road.

Mr. BLAKE. What is the amount of the Local Govern-
ment subsidy?

Mr. POPE. $3,000 a mile4

Mr. BLAKE. That Government subsidy is given to the
particular company now in existence ?

Mr. POPE. No.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. Is there any other
company formed to build the railroad except the company
at present in existence ?

Mr. POPE. No.
Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. Does the hon, gentle-

man know that any other bond fide company is incorpo-
rated, and if so, how much has been paid upon the stock ?

Mr. POPE. I said I was. not satisfied that the present
company could build the road. The time when I shall
know what amount of stock has been subscribed, how
much has been paid up, and whether the company have
complied with their charter, is when it is proposed to give
them this subsidy. That is the time I can obtain this
information, and not before.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. So the proposition is
in air. We are asked, under the supposition that a satis-
factory oompany will be formed, to vote this money. I
would like to know from the hon. gentleman whether the
Government have come to any policy as to the amount of
money they will require to be put up before they grant aid,
or whether they propose to take power to grant these
subsidies to any company that may be formed, without any
definite amount of money being put up in order toguarantee
the completion or prosecution of the road?
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Mr. POPE. The hon. gentleman will see there are two

subsidies which form something of aguarantee for the build-
ing of the road. Before the contract is entered into, the
company muet show me what guarantee they can ive that
they are able to complote the road. Not one dollar of
public money is expended until ton miles of the road is
built.

Mr. MILLS. Is not this road very nearly parallel to the
Intercolonial ?

Mr. POPE4 No; that is not my information. It may
be that it rune somewhat in the same direction, like north.
east and north and south-east and south, but it is not
parallel; and, besides, it will b. an important feeder to the
Intercolonial.

Mr. MILLS. It would be a great advantage if the hon. gen.
tleman would lay a map on the Table showing the exact
location of the different roads proposed to bo aided. Practi-
cally what we are asked to do is to make a vote of this
money without knowing precisely what we are doing. The
hon. gentleman, in fact, is asking the House to take a leap
in the dark, as ho has not given the information which we
ought to have received from his Department.

Mr. BLAKE. Did the hon. gentleman say there were
two companies ?

Mr. POPE. No, I did not.

Mr. BLAKE. I thought yon said there was a guarantee
from two companies.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. No; two guarantees-
two subsidies.

Mr. MITOHELL. I may say that I know something
about the locality through whieh this road is to b. built,
and I am satisfied that the road is needed. If the Inter-
colonial Railway had been located further to the north
than it was through that Section of country, perhaps this
particular road would not have been required, but there are
large and populoue settlements along the gulf shore that
are completely eut off, because, in order to make the Inter-
colonial Railway a short road to Halifax and St. John, it
was taken in a different direction, contrary to my wishes, I
muet Say, but according to the wishes of the Government
of whichI was a member and the wishes of the engineers.
This locality really requires railway facilities which they do
not now poseses, and I think the Government deserves
credit for making this grant. It is not my own county, but
I know the facts with regard to it.

Mr. BLAKE. At the present moment the hon. member
for Northumberland will understand we are endeavoring to
get information to enable us to form a judgment, and that,
I suppose, the Independent party will not object to.

Mr. MITCHELL. No, I do not object.

Mr. BLAKE. I notice that the Minister Of Eailways ie
not unfamiliar with this company, because h. had an appli-
cation formerly to which ho accoded.

Mr. LANDRY (Kent). It is not the same company.
Mr. BLAIKE. It is very like it, and I was informed

that it was the same company. Of course, I do not know
all the companies in which, as I sec by the correspondence,
the hon. member for Kent requeste the GovOrnment to
interest themselves, as well as he does, and therefore I at
once accept his statement.

Mr. LANDRY (Kent). I do not wonder at the hon.
gentleman falling into the error of supposing the company
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mentioned here was the same company to whom a subsidy
had been given to build the St. Louis branch. Looking only
at the correspondence and the stock list, a stranger to the
country might reasonably suppose that it was one and the
same company, if ho did not look into it closely. Some of
the stockholders, I believe, are the same, but they are two
distinct companieg. Another reason why the hon. gentle.
man migLht be led into the error is that the company which
constructed the St. Louis branch have sought legislation,
though I am not very sure that they obtained it, to give
them authority to extend their road from Richibucto via
Buctouche to Moncton. While that company desired to do
that, yet the company for whom the subsidy is intended
had, by means of legislation and the steps they had taken,
placed themselves in a more favorable position to secure
the building of the railway, and therefore the subsidy is
intended for them.

Mr. WELDON. What is the distance from Buctouche to
the Intercolonial Railway ?

Mr. LANDRY (Kent). The distance at right angles is
about thirty miles, or between twenty-five and thirty, and
the distance from Buctouche to Shediac is twenty miles.

Mr. WELDON. I think it is only about fifteen.

modated to a larger extent by this road than by a road
built to Shediac. That is my opinion as the representa-
tive of the county, without showing any partiality to one
section over the other; and with that conviction, and the
certainty of this road being in a better position to be built
than the other, I have latterly urged that the subsidy should
be given to this railway rather than to one to Shediac, and
I shall have to assume the full responsibility of that posi-
tion before My constituents.

Mr. BLAKE. The hon. Minister of Railways says that
$ 16,000 a mile is the estimated cost with light equipment.
How much has he allowed for equipment?

Mr. POPE. From $1,000 to $1,500.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIG HT. I wish to ask the hon.
Minister of Railways whether he will be prepared, on the
second reading of the Bill to bo founded on these resolutions,
to make a statement of the exact amount of our liabilities
in connection with all the past subsidies. I have asked for
that information two or three times, and have been promised
it, but, owing, I suppose, to the hon. gentleman's illness, no
detailed statement as yet been made.

Mr. POPE. I will furnish the information .

Mr. LANDRY (Kent). The hon. gentleman is mistaken. orailway from Ingersol i Lndon to Chatham, in the Province
if not tetweontOntaro, eighty mile, a tubhidyaeot exoeeding $ei200 per milenorIt 15 nearer twenty, i not quite twenty, than nîfteen. exceeding in the whole, $256,000.

Mr. WELDON. Would it not beo easier to bauild the road,
and more advantageous to the people generally, to Shediac
from Buctouche?

Mr. LANDRY (Kent). I do not want to say anything
disparagingly at all of the claims of the people who desire
that, as they are numerous and. have fairly strong claims
for a subsidy for a railway to Shediac; but, while I have
asked a subsidy for both branches when I first entered Par.
liament, yet the company favoiing the road to Moncton
have made such progress towards it that I felt that this one
would ensure more quickly a debouche frorm Buctouche than
by favoring a road to Shediaw. But the time may come
when an additional branch to Shediac might be both a pro-
fitable one and an advantageous one to the people; but at
present I feel convinced that the prosperous town of
Moncton would furnish to the surrounding country, and
particularly to the country served by the railway now in
contemplation, a larger, more convenient and more satis.
factory market than would Shediac.

Mr. VAIL. Is there a railway from Moncton to Shediac ?

Mr. LANDRY (Kent). There is a railway from Moncton
to Shediac, and if the hon. member for St. John (Mr.
Weldon) is correct in his figures about the distance from
Buctouche to Shadiao being only fifteen miles, it is evident
that with a Buctouche and Moncton Railway built, the
same people would be more accommodated by the Shediac
road, and would have, at the very furthest, only seven and
a half miles to get to a railway to Shediac on the one side
or Buctouche on the other. As to the cost of the road to
Shediac, while the distance may be a little shorter, the cost
must be conaiderably greater, becanse it would cross the
numerous rivera in that county between those two points
near their mouths, and would entail much larger expense
for bridging.

Mr. WELDON. What sort of a country does the line
from Moncton pass through ? My recollection is that the
large settlements are on the shore and not inland.

Mr. LANDRY (Kent). There are prosperous settle-
monts all along these rivers, extending back to the
Intercolonial Railway and beyond, which would be accom-

Mr. LANDrY (Kent).

Mr. BLAKE. This I presume is for the purpose of pro-
viding competitive accommodation to those towns through
which the railway passes-to put them in communication
with the Canadian Pacifie Railway system. Would the hon.
gentleman give us information as to the character of the
country and the probable cost ?

Mr. POPE. The country is a very easy country in which
to build railways, and the estimated 3ost of the railway
without equipment is $15,700 a mile.

Mr. BLAK E. That includes the acquisition of the neces-
sary station grounds, &c., in London.

Mr. POPE. I think the London station grounds are pro-
posed to be given.

M r. MILLS. Will the hon. gentleman state whether this
road is located north or south of the Thames, west of Lon-
don ?

Mr. POPE. I understand that it will be located north.
It is intended to accommodate as many of the towne that
exist in that thriving part of the country as possible.

Mr. BLAKE. I should judge, from the fact that the grant
is for a railway and not for a company, that the hon. gentle-
man has not before him any proposals of a financial descrip-
tion in reference to this road, nor any plans of location.

Mr. POPE. I can only say that the understanding is
that the towns and cities through which the road passes
will contribute largely to it. That it is likely to be a good
paying road, and that with this subsidy there will be no
difficulty in getting a company to build it.

Mr. PATERSON (Brant). Is there a eharter for the
whole distance?

Mr. POPE. There is a charter. These eighty miles are in-
tended as part of a road which it is proposed to run farther
west to Windsor, and which would be about 127 miles long.

Mr. PATERSON (Brant). Under this head I would
like to bring to the Minister's attention the interest ofa
very important town some thirty miles east of Ingersoll on
the Grand Trunk system-I refer to the town of Paris. It
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would be a great advantage to that town to have competi-
tion, which could be given to it by the construction of a
railway eight or nine miles long to conneet with the Credit
Valley.

Mr. POPE. All I can say is that we are most anxious
to give aIl the railway communication we can to all those
places. If the hon. gentleman, whom I hope to meet
next year, will speak to me in time, I shall be very glad to
consider the matter.

Mr. PATERSON (Brant). Might I ask the Minister if
that is all that is necessary in reference to. these matters,
that I should speak to him ?

Mr. POPE. FThere is no doubt it would have a very
powerful influence, but I would like the hon. gentleman
also to give me some information about the nature of the
road, and how it is to be built.

Mr. PATERSON (Brant). Of course the Minister said
to-day that we were widening the matter, and I Euppose it
is quite proper for anyone to apply for railway accommoda-
tion. There is also the city of Brantfqrd, to afford conneo-.
tion with which a charter has already been obtained, and I
suppose my speaking to the Minister next Session in refer-
once to that City will have as much weight with him as ho
is pleased to say it will have in reference to Paris. I under-
stood the Minister to say he could not consider these ques-
tions this year.

Mr. POPE. I do say that any representations the hon.
gentleman may make will receive my best consideration,
but I cannot bring these matters up this year.

Mr. INNES. As the Minister of Railways has laid down
the principle that ho is going to assist competitive linos
connecting different roads, I hope he will give favorable
consideration to a project that we have for the construction
of a railway from the city I have the honor to represent
to a point on the Credit Valley Railway, which is part of
the Canadian Pacifie Railway system. I refer to the Guelph
Junction Railway. The hon. Minister way recollect that
two years ago we obtained a charter for the construction
of this railway, and that this year we obtained a renewal of
that charter with some necessary amendments. I beg to
inform the Minister it is exactly in the same category of
roads as the one referred to by the hon. member for South
Brant (hîr. Paterson), and I trust that he will give it the
same favorable consideration another year as that which he
has promised to the road in which my hon. friend is
interested.

Mr. POPE. I do not know that I can say the hon. gen-
tleman will have quite as much influence over me as the
hon. member for South Brant (Mr. Paterson), but I will
consider his repreentations. I have not known the hon.
gentleman so long as I have the hon. member for South
Brant.

Mr. INNES. Perhaps when you do, I will be able to
have as much influence as my hon. friend.

Mr. BLAKE. The Minister has not granted the bonus to
the incorporated company. I suppose that is because ho is
not satisffed, as ho stated in the other cases, as yet with the
financial status of the company, or else for what reason is
the proposed grant not made to the Western Ontario Pacifie
Railway Oompmny.

Mr. POPE. I know there are reopectable gentlemen
connected with.that company, but they have not yet shown
their ability to go on with the work. Whatever happons.
they will be dealt with fairly.

Mr. BLAKE. The principle is a reasonable one that the
hon. gentleman does not wish to give any particular com.
pany a sort of vested right, which the mention of it in an
Order in Council would give, until hoe is satisfied they have
the financial ability and standin which will enable them,
with assistance, to construct thelino.

Mr. POPE. Until there is reasonable expectation that
they can do so.

Mr, BLAKE. That is the view I myself have taken when
I had to deal with these things. I wish to call the attention
of the hon. gentleman to the fåct that the statement of that
company shows that the distance of the railway from Inger-
soll to London is twenty-two miles, and from London to
Chatham sixty-five miles, making a total of eighty-seven
miles, whereas the proposed grant is only for eighty miles,
so that the subsidy will not cover the full length. It is
like the Irishman's blanket-not enough to cover hie back
and heels at once.

Mr. POPE. I have got the information from the plans
and measuremonts of my officers. If not sufficient, we can
remedy it; if it is, we will be all right. My officers are
more likely to get the correct distance than the company.

Mr. BLAKE. I understand the case to be a pressing one,
and it may seriously interfere with the capacity of the oom.
pany to make a contract from one point to the other if the
grant is not adequate. I observe amongst the grants the
hon. gentleman brings down, some in which complainte are
mado of errors of that kind which will have to be rectifted.

Mr. POPE. I admit it would be botter, to remove any
doubt, to give the groater length, and would make an addi-
tion if the hon. gentleman has no objection.

Sir JOIIN A. MACDONALD. You cannot alter it.

Mr. BLAKE. The hon. gentleman is going I suppose to
bring down more subsidies.

Mr. POPE. I cannot say at present.

Mr. BLAKE. If ho does, he can make the rectification
and it will not cost us any more monoy, the object being to
go to Chatham in any case. The want of business competi-
tion in this case has been very much felt; a gentleman who
is a supporter of the gentleman for London, Mr. Carling,
informed me that for lack of this competition the city of
London has decreased in population of late years.

Mr. CARLING. No survey bas been mode to ascertain
the exact distance. I think it te about 80 miles, as the sur.
vey w ill no doubt establish.

Mr. SUTHERLAND (Oxford). While this item is under
consideration, I wish to ask why this line should start from
Ingereoll. In starting from Ingersoll te London, the road
will run parallel to the Great Western, and close to it al the
way ; while starting a few miles further east on the Credit
Valley, it would serve a large section of the country whieh
is now without railway communication. I understand this
matter bas already been laid before the Minister of Rail-
ways or some members of the Governmont, and I cannot
understand why the grant should not be given to some
point on the railway. Ingersoll has no great intorest in
ths road, for they have two systems at present. The road
is more particularly for the benefit of London, and if it
were to start from a point two miles east of Ingersoll, it
would serve a large section of the country as well as one or
two small towns.

Mr. ROBERTSON (Hamilton). I wish to avail myself
of the remarks that have fell froin the hon. Minister with
reference to the bare possibility of hie taking into consider.
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ation the question of bringing down more grants. I would
wish to direct his attention to a claim I have for a road in
which Hamilton bas very much interest.

Mr. DEPUTY SPEAKER. The hon. gentleman isout
of order.

Mr. CASEY. I am unable to understand from the resolu-
tion before us what company it is intended to give this
bonus to, because there is no company named. I am
informed that it is the West Ontario Pacifie Railway Com-
pany which is expected to build this road. Am I correct ?

Mr. POPE. There is no particular company designated
in this resolution. It may be any company that comes
forward and shows us their ability to build the road with
the subsidies granted, and that they are likely to get it
through.

Mr. CASEY. But a company cannot build it without
having a charter, and I do net know what company, except
the one named, bas any charter between those points. I
want to ask the Minister if he knows what companies
have charters between those point.?

Mr. POPE. There is the company the hon. gentleman
refera to. I do net know whether there are any other com-
panies.

Mr. OASEY. The charter of the West Ontario Pacifie
Railway Company entitles it to build a railway from some
point on the River St. Clair, between the town of Sarnia or
the village of Point Edward and the village of Courtright.

Mr. CARLING. The hon. gentleman forgets that a
charter was granted this Session which gives them the
power.

Mr. CASEY. The original intention of thischarter was
to build a road from the point I have named "to some point
on Lake Erie within the limits of the county of Elgin, with
a branch to the town of Ingersoll or the town of Wood-
stock in the county of Oxford." Now, although the western
terminus of this road may have been very properly changed
in order to enable it to become an extension of the Cana-
dian Pacifie Railway system, which ls just what it amounts
to, I do not see why there should have been this discrimina-
tion with regard to the eastern terminus, or why a bonus
should be granted simply for the part between Ingersoll and
Chatham, and the main line, as originally intended running
to Lake Erie, should have been left out. I do not see why,
if the Government are going to bonus railways for local
benefit in every neighborhood, they should not have given
a bonus for that part of the original main line of this rail-
way which was-to run to a point on Lake Erie. It may be
said that the county of Elgin bas plenty of railway accom-
modation at present. Of course, we have railwaye running
east and west through the county, but we have only one or
two running north and south. We have a part of the Grand
Trunk system running down to Lake Brie, but excepting
the eastern part of the county we have no competition
elsewhere, and it would be a decided benefit to have a road
coming in and crossing the Canada Southern and touching
some point on Lake Brie, perhaps the same point, Port
Stanley. I desire to ask the Minister why he did not take
account of that ?

Mr. MACMILLAN (Middlesex). I am very much
interested in this road inasmuch as it runs through the
conatituency that I have the honor to represent. I
was exceedingly anxious that this road ehould have
been taken from Woodstock west, but, after very full
enquiry, the engineering difficulties were found to be so
great that it would cost a very large amount to build
the railway from Woodstock west through my consti-
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tuency. I have found also that it is very much easier to
carry it the way it is being carried from the town of Inger-
soll through the city of London and west. In answer to
what has been asked with reference to the assistance that
was being rendered by the localities through which it is
going, I may say that the city of London is granting $75,000
towards the building of this road and also supplying the
station grounds in the city of London. Our objeot in dolng
that is to get competition as against the Grand Trunk Rail-
way, and, although the bonus is only granted to the town of
Chatham, we feel we may, with the assistance of themunici-
palities, including Windsor and Chatham and other places
through which this road goes, at no distant date have it ear-
ried through to the town of Windsor, and thereby create
compétition between the two great railway systems of the
country, the Grand Trunk and the Canadian Pacifie. As it
is now, we feel, more especially the city of London, that,
by getting a connection with this road at the town of
Woodstock or the town of Ingersoll, we Bhall obtain this
competition that we so much seek. As far as carrying it
into the county of Elgin is concerned, under the old charter,
we are desirous of carrying that ont, probably at some
future time; but, in the meantime, the Minister has informed
us that there is no possible chance of granting it to that
locality at present.

Mr. SUTHERLAND (Oxford). I quite agree with what
the member for Middlesex (Mr. Macmillan) says, that there
are engineering difficulties ln starting from the town of
Woodstock. I was not pressing upon the Government that
the road should commence from the town of Woodstock,
thougb personally I should very much like to see that, but
1 was pointing ont, that by starting a few miles east of
Ingereoll and running north instead of south of the Great
Western Railway, as it is at present proposed, they would
serve a large section of the country with railway accom-
modation. That is what I wished to press upon the Gov-
ernment and those who are most interested. I did expect,
perbaps, that at least the member for London (the Minister
of Agriculture) had considered this matter and would have
given us some idea of bis views, or the views of the Govern-
ment in regard toit. The point I wish to miake is that, in
starting from the point mentiored hcre, the road simply
runs parallel with the other road and does not serve any
section of the country except in regard to the object of
giving competition to the city of London; whereas, by
starting a few miles east, they could serve a section of the
country which is very thickly settled, in which there are
a couple of small towns that are very anxious on the sub-
ject, and that would, no doubt, give substantial aid towards
the extension of this railway a few miles further east to
join the Canadian Pacific Railway system.

Mr. CASEY. It is satisfactory in a certain degree to
receive the explanation given by the hon. member for East
Middlesex (Mr. Macmillan), in regard to the policy of the
Goverument in reference to this railway. It would have been
more satisfactory, however, to have had those explanations
from the Minister of Railways, and I was expecting the
Minister to give those explanations when the member for
East Middlesex rose; but, as it appears that he understood
why it was done this way instead of another way botter
than the Minister of Railways, it is well that we have had
the explanations, even as far as they have gone. But the
explanations have been vague to this extent. The expon-
ent of the Minister of Railways bas merely told us that
that hon. gentleman iuformed him it was impossible to do
anything for the branch to Lak Erie, at the present time,
but he has not told us why, and that is what we want to
know. I think we have a special claim in the county o
Elgin in reference to this bonus.

Mr. MAQ MTLAN (Middle). , I think you have,
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Mr. CASEY. The special claim is this, that we have not

in past years come to this Government for aid to build our
railways; we have taxed ourselves to build the railways
which now aceommodate the county. Accounting the city
of St. Thomas as part of the county, we have given a bonus
of $276,000 to secure the building of the Canada Southern
and Credit Valley, besides $80,000 for other railways-
over $350,000 in all that the county of Elgin bas
given for railway accommodation, and has never
had a dollar. from this Government for any railway
within the bounds of the county. Now we find that the
company whose original charter was granted with the object
of conneoting some part of Lake Erie within the county of
Elgin, with a point on the St. Clair River, is going to be
granted a bonus for building a road to connect a
point on the Credit Valley Railway through the
city of London, to the town of Chatham, and that
the original intention of that road to connect with
Lake Erie within the bounds of Elgin, is overlooked. I
think that the people of Elgin, who will be taxed to a large
extmnt to pay these railway subsidies, should have some of
the money which is being spent in this way. I claim again
that if the Government is going to make this a general
policy, as they evidently do intend to make it, to aid smail
railways, railways of the most purely local character-I
believe there is one railway in the county of Huron only
five miles long whieß is to receive a bonus, a purely local
road-if that is the case, I think the claim of Elgin, either
to have some substantial amount of this money spent on
building new roads through that county, or to be recom-
pensed for the money they have already spent in building
railways for themselves, is so strong that it cannot be much
longer overlooked. At a later period of the discussion on
these resolutions I may have something more to say; I
wish now to enter my protest against the diversion of the
money from its proper purpose.

Mr. WILSON. Before the item passes I would like to
get from the Minister some explanation with reference to
this road between Ingersoll and Chatham, and I would like
him to explain to me the repreEentation made to him in
connection with the proposition, and why it i that the
people of the city of London complain of the want of
railway facilities. Up to the pi esent time I have nct been
informed. I have heard a bald statement made, but I have
no fact placed before me sufficient to warrant me in voting
this large amount of money for this road between Ingersoll
and Çhatham. I think there is a great deal of force in
the remarks made by the hon. member for North Oxford
(Mr. Sutherland) that if they are asking the country at large
to construct a road, it ought to be built where it will serve
the greatest number of people and best supply existing
grants. As stated by him, if you commence at Ingersoll
and run to the city of London, you run directly parallel
with an existing road which bas been there for years. The
section of country between Ingersoll and London, about
twenty-two miles, is amply supplied for all purposes of com-
petition in carrying freight between those two points. Then,
if you commence further est, yon can deviate a reasonable
distance and have a line that will afford facilities to open
a newer section of country than if you start from Ingersol.
I think if a railway is to be built, it ought to commence
further east than Ingersoll.

An hon. MEMBER. West.
Mr. WILSON. I understand that Woodstock is ast of

Ingersoil. There is another reason that was mentioned
here; and a difficulty arose as to why the bonus was not
provided for some particular railway, as one road had re-
ceived a charter, and why the amount of the bonus was not
conferred upon that road. Now, we remember that a few
years ago another railway obtained a charter from this

House, and that charter was to remain in force for four
years. I understand they have already surveyed the line
from London westward to Windsor, and also made explora.
tions of a portion of that line east-I mean the Canadian
Pacifie Railway. That charter is not yet dead, and perbaps
there is a reason why this bonus was not specially allotted to
the company that came to the Legislature this Session
and obtained an amendment to their charter. I can
tell the leader of the Opposition that it may be
that the seven miles will be covered, because it is
a very easy matter for the Canadian Pacifie Railway
to construct this branch line from Ingersoll to the
city of London. They can commence their road further
west than the town of Ingersoll, and branch off on the lino
running from Ingersoll to the town of St. Thomas, thereby
shorteniug the distance so that it will not cover more than
eighty miles in al. I have been told that their intention
is to run upon the Caunadian Pacifie Railway as far as Bel-
mont, branch off from Belmont, and run to the city of Lon-
don, thereby materially shortening the road, as I believe
the distance is only ten or twelve miles between thf two
points. Whether this be so, I cannot say. It is unfortun.
ate for us that we are not favored like the city of London
in having a Minister at court. We had to pay our 850,000
for the sake of getting a rond from Ingersoll to St. Thomas.
Now, one of these companies that is supposed to get the
benetit of this subsidy, had obtained a charter whereby they
could run into the county of Elgin ; but the bonne
as proposed by the Minister of Railways, ie not to
be applied, any portion of it, to the cuunty of Elgin.
As the bon. member for Weît Elgin (Mr. Casey), stated, we
hu -e pakl onorm;us sums thore for the con4truction of rail.
way s, and as yet wo have not received one single cent of a
bonus from this Government. While I amon myfeet, I may
say that I think that the section of country from Ingerso L
to Chatham is not deserving of being bonused at aIl. It has
ail the railway facilities it requires. That section is tho-
roughly gridironed alrcady with railways. The peoplo
there are almost forced to drive ailway surveyoro their
lands, bocause their farms are already sufflciently out up
with railways. Freights are so low at the presont time that
railway companies contend that they can make no profit in
conveying freight from one point to another. Perhapsyou
are not aware, Mr. Chairman, that the city of London,
through greed and a desire to obtain an advantage, a few
years ago deliberately sold a road which gave them compe-
tition with the Canadian Pacifie Railway and with the
Canada Southern.

Mr. MACMILLAN. They did not, Sir.
Mr. WILSON. They secured control of the stock. They

placed the control of the stock in the hands of the Grand
Trunk, giving that company control over the London and
Port Stanley rond. The city of London and the county of
Middlesex are to-day suffering in consequence of that step.
We in the county of Elgin opposed it. Rave we any
guarantee that they will not repeat what they have pre.
viousl done ? For the advantage of having the workshops
place in the city of London they gave a controlling
influence and a twenty-one years' lease to the London and
Port Stanley road, and shut themselves out from railway
com petition. Not many years ago I asked the privilege, in
the Local Legislature, of obtaining a charter, so that we
might build a railway from St. Thomas to London. I was
opposed in that Legiclature, earnestly and energetically, by
the present Minister of Agriculture. They did not desire
of their own free will and pleasure to have a road
there, they wanted to be isolated ; yet we fnd them
coming to.day, having incurred a heavy debt, and asking
the Dominion to give them a subsidy of $3,200 per mile for
the construction of a road where thore is no necesity for
it, whero there i no want and no laok, They have ever
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facility, every accommodation and every convenience. The
grant is an unjustifiable one. I believe that section will
look upon it in that light. It is not only unjustifiable, unjust,
unnecessary and unreasonable in that section of country,
but it will burden the people with a heavy tax for the con-
struction ofa road where the public interest does not re-
quire itw The Minister of Railways says that the original
p lan was to open up communication between the different

rovinces ; that after a time we advanced and became more
liberal in our views and initiated a more liberal policy,
namely, to subsidise railways to open up new sections of
country. I ask that hon. gentleman if this is a new sec-
tion of country, and if this subsidy comes under any of the
explanations he has offered to the committee. If it does not
come under any of the regulations, Parliament is not justi-
fled in ofering a subsidy to a railway that is not entitled to
one cent

Mr. OAME RON (Middlesex). I had no disposition to take
part in the discussion on this vote and I would not
have done so except for the fact that the hon. member
for East Elgin (Mr. Wilson) bas made a very definite
statement to the effect that there are no iadvantages what-
ever to result to the locality through which the road is pro.
jected and that the section is not without that railway com-
petition which would justify this subsidy. I know as a fact
that the section through which the road is projected,
the section intended teobe covered by this grant, bas for
many years stood in serious need of competitive railway
facilities. I know the progress of many of the towns
has been seriously retarded from that cause. I know that the
entire locality, embracing as it must, including the city
of London, something like 250,000 people, bas had hereto-
fore to depend on one line of railway, and has consequently
feit the want of those facilities whioh the bon. gentleman has
said existed. That being the case, I am very glad indeed to
see this road is projected and that the Government bas seen
its way clear to make the grant that is now being discussed.
The only regret I have is, that the Minister of Railways
could not have assured the committee that the grant would
be of such' proportions that the local municipalities would
have had the prospect of being relieved of any part of the
expense likely to be incurred in the construction of the
road. It is perfectly tiue, as the hon. member for East
Bigin bas said, that the county of Middlesex, as well as
the county of Elgin, bas contributed a considerable sum to
the construction of railways in the past. It is equally truc,
I believe, in regard to the city of London. But even if we
do not receive as mach as we might consider ourselves
entitled to, and as much as we would like to see those
localities get, and even if as a result of this stop, the
people of the locality are obliged to put their hands in their
pockets in order to implement the grant here made, still I
think the locality to be benefited wdll accept it as an
evidence of good intention, and as an aid towards securing
that competition which I say most decidedly has been the
want of that section for some time past. The Minister of
Railways bas doue that locality no injustice in saying that
it is settled by an enterprising people, and there are, in that
district, a great many lively and progressive towns I
should like to see the interest of those kept in view as mach
as possible in the construction of this road. I am well
aware it is impossible that all the details of such a scheme
can be submitted to the committee, but I hope that, with the
promisfe of the Minister of Railways, that it is intended to
affori competition to that section of that country, the interest
of every one of the towns and villages in the locality affected,
will be conserved to as great an extent as possible
when the project is actively undertaken. I have only this
regret to express in connection with the question, that the
grant is not a larger one, in order that the particular muni-
gi>alities that will be empected to implement the grant made
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by this House might be released somewhat from the load
that is proposed to be imposed upon them. The Minister
of Railways may be aware of the fact or he may not, but it
is a fact nevertheless, that considerable sums of money have
been granted by the poople of that locality to aid railway
enterprises in the past. They have been generous in the past,
and I believe instead of this grant leading thea to be les
generous in the future it will excite them to give such assist-
ance as will b necessary, and as a result of the aid that
the people of the locality will be induced to give, this road
will be constructed within a reasonable time. I can assure
the committee that the advantages of competition are
very apparent, and have been particularly apparent
since the amalgamation of the two trunk lines that served
that section of the country in the past ; and the only other
assurance I would like to obtain from the Minister is that
the public interest will be protected by preventing the
possibility of the amalgamation of the projected road with
any road to which it would operate as a competitor. I think
the locality would accept this as a very decided assurance,
and if that assurance could be given here it would be satis-
factory to those localities which otherwise might have some
misgiving. Of course they can have no objection to the
amalgamation of the road with the Canadian Pacific Rail.
way, in fact they would like to secure such an amalgama-
tion because it would mean an extension of that railway.
The people would like to have that assqgance, and perhaps
the Minister can give it, namely, that no amalgamation
will take place with any of the roads that now exist with
which this road might be a competitor.

Mr. CASEY. The hon. gentleman would probably have
given sone answer to my former question if ho had not
been anticipated by the hon. member for Middlesex, and had
not subsequently loft the Chamnber. My point was this, that
there was no railway having a charter to build anywhere in
this neighborhood except the one to which I have referred,
the Ontario and Pacific. Inu case that railway should not
be able to show such financial prospects and solidity as the
hon. Minister requires, who else could build this road.

Mr. POPE. I do not know of any other company which
has a charter, but I would only say that in that case the
money will not be expended, and probably some company
will come to this House next Session and ask for a charter
You may be sure that a country like that will not go with-
out a railway. Some remarks were made by my hon.
friend some time ago which have weighed very strongly
with me with regard to those railways. When I looked at
the country, when I looked at the Provinces and saw that
they had spent almost their last dollar in building railways,
I felt that perhaps we had exacted a great deal from them.
Ue bas referred to another set of people with whom I
deeply sympathise; and those are the municipalities which
have contributed very largely to those railways. I know
that the people of that section of the country have done a
great deal to build railways; I know that the municipalities
have contributed liberally, and I do not want that we should
weigh down our municipalities or the Provinces in this way
in building railways which are really of gereral use to
Canada.

Mr. CASEY. The hon. gentleman says there is no other
company which is now in a position to earn the bonus and
build the road except the one I have named. But ho says,
no doubt this bonus being appropriated some company wili
come next year and get a charter. Under these circum-
stances, I do not not know that my hon. friend from West
Middlesex (Mr. Cameron) has such grounds for folicitating
himself and his constituents on the construction of this road
as ho thinks ho bas. In the first place, it is absolutely unoer.
tain what the route of the railway will be, and there is also
uncertainty as to whether any company can be found to build
it. My own impresson ie that ths talk about affording
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competition is only a cover for the real intention of the
grant. There is just one other company besides the West-
ern Ontario Pacifie which could go on and build the road,
and that is the Canadian Pacifie Railway, which has a
general charter to build railways all over the country;
and I have little doubt that this railway will be ultimately
constructed and the bonus earned by the Canadian Pacifie
Raîlway. Of course we all know that the object of this
extension is not to afford competition to the towns between
London and Ingersoll, or London and Chatham, but that it
is really to afford a western outlet to the United States for
the Canadian Pacifie Railway, by way of the Credit Valley
Railway. The only local competition it is likely to secure
us in the case of London, where the residence of the Minis-
ter of Agriculture does croate a certain amount of pressure
upon the Government, and London's need for competition,
caused by her own stupidity of action in the past, caused
largely by the action of the Minister of Agriculture himself,
has to be taken into account, and that need supplied at the
cost of the Dominion at large. It is very comfortable that,
when the people of the city of London had managed mat
ters in the past so as to leave that city without competition,
he, the representative of that city, should be in the position
to induce the Dominion Gevernment to make good that
lack of competition. If my expectations are correct, that
road will be built either for the purpose of an outlet for
the Canadian Pacific Railway, by the Canadian Pacific Rail-
way Company itself, or, on the other hand, it will be built
by a so-called independent company and absorbed by the
Canadian Pacific Railway. You will find that the local
trade will be neglected, as it is on all other through linos.
The Canada Southern in my own county for instance, the
Grand Trunk through route, and some portions of the Cana.
dian Pacifie Railway do not care much for local trafflio.
They go in for through traffie. That is the object of these
roada. Facilities will not be granted to local stations, so
that almost the only benefit which that part of the country
will derive is the expenditure of money in each neighbor-
hood in the construction of the road. It is a part of the
great scheme which we have seen progressing gradually
for a number of years. The Canadian Pacific Railway Com
pany, having some doubts about the future profits of work-
ing the main lin. through the North-West, have been dili-
gently securing a second through route from Montreal to
Chicago, at the expense of the country of course, and this is
part of the scheme.

Mr. CARLING. One word in reply to what bas fallen
from the hon. member for East Elgin and the hon. member
for West Elgin. These gentlemen representing the rival
city of St. Thomas seem to take a very great interest
in the city of London, and they bave chosen to say
that I managed things so that that city is now without
competition. I can only say that anything done witl
regard to railways in the city of London was done by the
city council and the proper authorities who made the
arrangements with regard to the Port Stanley Road. With
respect to the Grand Trunk Railway, the hon. member for
East Elgin is not correct, as the bondholders of that road
can take possession when they think proper to do so. As to

1ompetition I can only say that it will be given. not only to
London, but to ail paints between Ingersoll and London, and
to points west of London.

Mr. CASEY. How many are there ?

lfr. CARLING. There are the couaties of Oxford,
Middlesex, Lambton and Kent. This road will run through
all those counties and give competition to the people residing
along the line. I hope the thriving town of Strathroy
will be on the line of this road; the town of Chatham with
eight or ton thousand population-

Mr. CASEY. It ba oompetition now.

Mr. CARLING. In what way ?

Mr. OASEY. By the Brie and Haron to the Oanada
Southern.

Mr. CARLING. Well, this will give additional competi-
tion. Seeing that St. Thomas has so mach railway accom-
modation, 1 do not see why these hou. gentlemen should
object so strongly to London, Ingersoll, Strathroy and
other points baving competition. I am satisfied that there
is no section of the country more in need and more
deserving of competition than the counties through which
this road will pass, and tbat its construction will be a
source of great satisfaction to the people of those counties.
If the company which is organised do not feel at the present
moment in a position to go on, I hope they will be able to do
so with this assistance from the Government. All the mon
connected with the charter I believe to be good mon, and I
feel satisfied that they will be able before long to take
hold of this work and push it through with vigor.

Mr. WILSON. One remark made by the hon. Rinister
of Agriculture might misleai the louse, and might convey
the impression that I misrepresented the position of the
L:ndon and Port Stanley Railway. He said that that road
is under the control of the bondholders. He ought to knaw
that it is leased to the Grand Trunk Railway Company for
a number of years, so that the bondholders could not assume
the control of the road if they wished to. There was mach
fbrce in what was said by the hon. member for West Elgia
in reference tu copinletitiou. I y again that the citizons
of London, but for thoir own foolishness, would be in as
good a condition as any city in the Province of Ontario
with regard to railway accommodation. If they are
charged high rates-and I do not know that they are-
they have themselves to blame ; and boeause they have
been improvident and careless, in the management of their
own affairs, they ought not to Come here and get the
Government to relieve them from the consequences
of their own want of foresight. It is very evident
that this road is intended as a competing line from the
east to the wet for the Caindiau Pacifie Railway
Company. Whethor the company holding the charter
build the road or not, it is mtended ultimately
to pass into the hands of the Canadian Pacifie Railway Com.
pany. This connecting link is unnaecessary for the Cana-
dian Pacific Railway at ail. Thore is n use of disguising
the fact from the people of the Dominion that the Canadian
Pacific Railway Company have had for some time their
eyes upon the Wabash system of railways, with the view of
securing communication with Chicago and the west, and
this railway is part of the connecting link to enable them
to get to Detroit, where they can connect with the Wabash
system; and to say that it is merely to ive London rail.
way competition is to misleud the louse, bocase the rail,
way facilities of that city are ample already. It may be
said that I am not a proper exponent of the wishes of the
people of London. I have no doubt they would be very
glad if the Goverument would build a railway to every-
body's door in that city. But we know ful wuli thatrail.
way companies with the rates at present paid, are not
earning sufficient dividende, whether the stock is watered
or not, and the result is that the poor unfortnate laboring
mon employed on those roade to-day are not getting the
amount of wages they ought to have. Yet the Govern-
ment, while claiming to be the friends of laboring men,
undertake to construet lines that are not neessary in the
interest of the country, which must have the efect of
grinding d6wn the poor laboring men still further. I sy
it lu wrong, and I am bitterly opposed to any such logis-
lation as tbis
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r. KIRK. Although coming from a distant Province,
and not at all acquainted with this district through which
this railway is to pass, I cannot sit here uninterested in
what is going on. It seems rather strange to me to bear
hon. gentlemen putting forth as the sole reason for so large
a grant as this, that the railroad is needed only for the pur-
pose of competition. Every hon. gentleman who has spoken
either for or againat this grant admits that there are ample
railway facilities there at present, and that this road is to
be built simply to compete with roads already built. One
hon, gentleman, who is well acquainted with that part of
the country, says it is gridironed with railways already, and
that this road is altogether unnecessary and unjustifiable.
Living in a Province where the people are exceedingly glad
to get one railroad without any competing line at all, and
where there are hundreds of thousands of people witbout any
railway facilities at all, it does seem strange to me that the
Government will aek for so large a grant as this for the pur-
rose of building a road to compete with roads already built.
I think there are some other reasons besides those given for
this grant; I do not know what they are. Perhaps the
Minister of Agriculture is trembling in bis seat, and it is
necessary that something should be done to insure his
re-election. At any rate, no good, sound reason has yet
been advanced for building this road.

Mr. OASEY. The hon. Minister of Agriculture gives as a
reason for doing nothing for tbecounty of Elgin in this on.
neetion, that the city of St. Thomas has complete railway
facilities already. The city of St. Thomas bas the competi-
tion of two railways, and why ? Because the people of the
city and the county put their bands into their pockets and
paid for that competition ; they did not apply to this Govern.
ment to furnish it to them. And now the people of Elgin
are asked to put their hands into their pockets again to pay
for competition for the city of London, which threw away
the chance it had of obtaining that competition itself. The
hon. Minister thinks I charge him unfairly with being the
cause of what was done in connection with the London and
Port Stanley Railway; he said it was doue by the authorities
of the city. Of course it was. The hon. gentleman is very
powerful in London,but he could not do that of bis own notion,
but he bas long been the guide, the philosopher and friend ofé
those authorities. It is well known hcw groat bis influence
in that eity bas been, and I attribute it, as everybody does,e
largely to his action that this unfortunate transaction tooke
place, for which we have now to pay. The hon. Minister ofà
Railways was very kind and generous in his remarks aboutt
the muniipalities; he had always pitied them, very much
for having paid so much for railway accommodation. For
that reason he is going to give this bonus. In that connec-
tion, t1would remind him again of my first point, which he
basnot notioed at all. The people of my county have very
liberally paid out money for railway bonuses, and have as yet
not got ont dollar out of the all-round distribution scheme of
the hon.gentleman. Instead of getting money out of this
fund they are taxed over and over again to pay for so-callede
competition in other places. The hon. gentleman's own b
words oondemn him in this connection.

T the Northern and Western Railway Company, for ten miles ofh
their railway, intervening between the termini of the portions of their
ra lwsyfhr wbith mbsidies are already granted, the one from Frederie-
to the other from Indiantown, and an extension of two miles I
down to4eep waters at Chatham, in the Province of New Brunswick, a
oubfidpot exceeding $3,200 per mile, nor exceeding in the whole,
$3OO.f

Sir JUN A. MACDONALD. The Northern and
Western Railway extends from the city of Fredericton and
runs ii a northerly direction to the town of Chatham on the
Miramichi,, forty-six miles, and is now subsidised from Fred-
ericton itndiantown, forty-four miles. It was estimated
those distances would cover the grant. But the estimated
distance was eight miles short, which it is necessary now to t

riWILsoN.

provide for, besides the two miles of extension to deepwater
at the town of Chatham, so as to obtain facilities for ocean
traffie at that point. I observe that the application of the
oompany indicates that the latter object, whioh ls to be
gained by the grant for two miles, cannot be accomplished
by such a subsidy as the hon. gentleman proposes. Their
statement is that it would take a subsidy of $25,000 to
accomplish this.

Mr. BLAKE. Has the hon. gentleman any further
assurance, for there is none here, that the grant will ac-
complish that which the company says cannot be acoom.
plished for less than $25,000 ?

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. There is no assurance,
but it is the intention of the city of Ohatham to contribute
the balance.

Mr. MITCHELL. We will come baok by-and-bye for
the original um.

To the Caraquet Railway Company, for tèn miles of their rallway
from the end of the present eubsidised portions t Lower Uaraquet to
Shippegan, in the Province of New Branswick, a subsaidy not exceeding
$3,200 per mile, nor exceeding in the whole $32,000.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. This railway is destined
to leave the Intercolonial Railway at the town of
Bathurst, and rua in a north-westerly direction to Ship-
pegan. Sixty miles have already beau subsidised, and
the present subsidy is to extend the road to Shippegan,
which is favorably mentioned by Mr. Fleming, in his report
of the construction of tho Intercolonial Railway, as a deep
harbor. He recommendod it as being thei stepping off place
to Europe.

Mr. BLAKE. The prior grant was to a point called
Lower Caraquet. I do not observe this to be mentioned at
all. The first grant was to Caraquet, and then to Shippegan
harbor, and this grant is from Lower Caraquet, which is
presumedly the termination of the presont subsidised por-
tion. I do not know the ground, but perhaps the hon. gen.
tleman does.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. I do not know the
ground,

Mr. B L ARE. Can the hon. gentleman tell me something
about the names? A person named Barns is the owner of
eleven ont of the twelve shares of the stock of the company,
and the application is made by him. Has he any connec-
tion with the member for Gloucester.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. It is the hon. member
himself, and if the hon. gentleman ýenquires he will find
that it is due very largely to the enterprise of Mr. Burns
that this very important road is built. He has thown
himself into it with enthusiasm, and without that enthusi-
asm the road would not have got so far.

Mr. BLAKE. I am glad the hon. gentleman has
exhibited so much enthusiasm. Why should he not when
he owns eleven-twelfths of theenterpriseo? If that ameunt
should not give him enthusiasm I do not know what the
hon. gentleman could be enthusiastic about.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. His enthusiasin was
manifested by his becoming the owner.

Mr. MILLS. And he is still more enthusiastic when h.
inds his road well subsidised.

Mr. KIRK. Is this road subsidised by the Local Govern-
ment ?

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. Yes, it had a local
ubsidy. It will require them both.
Sir RIHIARD CARTWRIGHT& No doabt and more

oo.
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Mr. BLAK I. What is the expenditure per mile?

Mr. MITCHELL. 83,000 a mile. It will require the
whole of this subsidy and the local subsidy. It is a very
necessary road going throngh a finejsection of country that
needs a railway. I hope hon. gentlemen on both sides will
realise the fact that there are some places besides Ontario
to be relieved by railways. We need some down in the
east.

Mr. BLAKE. We are entitled and more than entitled, it
is our absolute duty, to obtain such information as we are
now asking for, in order that we may understand these
grants. Those of us who happen to live in Ontario are
more familiar with that country, as the hon. gentleman is
more familiar with the Province of New Brunswick. We do
not enquire about these things of which we know, but about
things of which we are ignorant, and with us, as with every-
body except some more favored individuals, the things of
which we are ignorant are more than the things of which
we know. I hope the hon. gentleman will not be annoyed
if we ask for information.

Mr. MITCHELL. I do not see why the hon. gentleman
should read me a lecture. He has no right to exercise author-
ity over me as he does over the gentlemen behind him. I
occupy an independent position in this House. The hon.
gentleman asked for information as to whether the road had
received a local subsidy, and I gave him the information. It
is my duty, a duty I owe to my constituency, to see that all
objections, particularly some querulous objections, should
not be unnecessarily put forward, when the interests of
the section of the country I represent ara involved. I do
not find fault with tbe hon. gentleman getting the informa-
tion he tried to get, and I simply gave him the information
he desired.

- Mr. BLAKE. I was not reading the hon. gentleman a
lecture, but was simply making a humble confession of
ignorance as to the particular locality to which this sub-
sidy has reference, and I hope the hon. gentleman will not
be annoyed if, confessing my ignorance, I asked for infor-
mation and got it.

Sir BICHARD CARTWRIIIT. We have the valuable
information that eleven-twelfths of the road is held by a
deserving supporter of the Government.

The Committee rose, and it being Six o'clock, the Speaker
left the Chair.

After Recess

NORTHERN AND PACIFIC JUNCTION RAILWAY.

Mr. McCARTHY moved the second reading of the amend-
ments made by the Senate to Bill (No. 25) respecting the
Northern and Pacific Junction Railway Company.

Mr. SPRAKER. This amendment is important. It
inserta a new clause and alters a contract which has been
made with the Crown, and I think, therefore, it roquires
the assent of the Crown before it ean be assented to in this
House.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. The assent of the Crown
is given.

Mr. BLAKE. I do not think this amendment ought to
be read without a reference to a committee, or some notice
being given of the time when it is to be read. It is of very
great importance.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. The Bill came down the
other day, and has been put on the notice paper exactly for

29*

that purpose, in order that notice should be given to the
Bouse, and that the flouse should not be taken by surprise.
That is the ordinary way of dealing with these amend-
menta. The hon. gentleman suggests that it might be re-
ferred to a committee. I think, at this period of the Ses-
sion, that would be saying, the Bill, though passed by both
Bouses, should not have its final reading in this Houe.

Mr. BLAKE. Why? The committee could meet to.
morrow.

Sir EECTOR LANGEVIN. You could not have a oom-
mittee just now. I have ascertained that we could not
have the committee, because we must give the necessary
notice, and we would not have the necessary number to
take the matter into consideration. I think it would be
dealt with better by the Bouse considering the amend-
ment now, especially when, on the objection which Mr.
Speaker said was a valid one, the assent of the Crown
is necessary in this case. The First Minister has given the
assent of the Crown. I think it should now be taken up
upon its own merits.

Mr. BLAKE. The course of the House has been, as a
rale, though it is not absolutely imperative, to refer to the
Railway Committee important amendmnents made by the
Senate. I do not agree with the hon. the Minister of Pub-
lic Works that a reference to the committee means that
the Bill would not pass this Session, because the eommittee
could meet to-morrow and discuse it, and this is
the final stage of the whole measure. If the ordinary
rule, which has been observed in my reoollection in
the case of all important amendments which were
at alI debatable, is not to be followed, one would
think reasonable that this particular amendment at
at any rate, should be understood, so that there might be
an opportunity for the Bouse to give it that discussion
which the Minister of Public Works retors to. It is not to
be forgotten that this was fully discussed in the Bouse. I
was not present, but I have read that in the Debatea. It is
not to be forgotten that the promoter of the Bill deoclared
that there was no intention whatever of interfering with
the position which the public occupies with reference to
this enterprise by the measure which was before the House,
that it was not intended to interfere with the right of the
Crown to obtain this railway by paying not more than
$8,000 a mile of bonds absolutely, and as to the rest depen-
dent on the value of the road in excess of the 88,000 a mile
and also in excees of the subsidy. That was the position
in which it left the Bouse, and it comes back to the House,
I understand, with an alteration which practically, as you
have just announced by the statement as to the consent of
the Crown being required, reverses that view which it
was supposed was implied by the previous amendments and
makes this important change. The House bas not had any
explanation at all, either from the Minister or from the
promoter of the Bill, as to the grounds upon which this
very important change, centrary to what were said to be
the intentions of those who were bringing forward the Bill,
is made. I think it would be reasonable, under these oir-
cumstances, that, if the Bouse is to deal with it and it is
not to go to a committee, it should not at all events take
its final stage at this time. It would be more in acoordance
with the practice that that which has been a deb ated mes-
sure and which has been dealt with in the way I have
stated should not now be concurred in, in this altered sens.,
without its being understood that the discussion is te come
on. That cannot interfere with the final progress of the
Bill. We have several days yet before us, and, if it la
understood that it will be taken up at the next opportunity
for private Bills, it will be doing more justice to the mea-
sure, and will be more l accordance with the practice in
regard to private Bill legislation which has animated us in
the past.
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Mr. TROMPSON. When the Bill was before the House
ab 1asstage, the hon, member for North York (Mr.
Mi )- eqoestpdme t4state wbether, in my opinion, the
amend ent which was offered preserving the rights of the'
Governmeant in respect to the previons 'ontract would be
offeotul, -and I made the statement that i t would be. Since
then, ,thp company have made representations to the
Government which I may be permitted to explain in a few
words. It bas been represented that it was exceedingly
desirable that the company should be permitted to issue
bonds to the extent proposed by this Bill without being
restricted by the previous arrangement between the Com-
pan d the Government. The flouse knows by what
tCk place the other evening that the imit thon proposed,
and in fact establishod by the agreement, was that, in the
event of the road being acquired by the Government, the
salm to be paid should be a surn of at least $8,000 per mile,
and so much more as the road might be worth at the time
it should be acqaired. The 88,000 per mile, I understand,
was a sum arrived at in consequence of an estimate that
the cst of the road would be $20,000 a mile, the subsidy
bein g12,000, and the bonded debt, $8,000. Investigation
has been made, with the result that it appears that the
expenditure in constructing the work, which is now very
near completion, bas been very far in exces of the esti-
mated cost. It sappears that, irrespective of the cost of
rolling stock, which is estimated to be $300,000, the
expenditure per mile bas been $26,208, and if we include
in the estimate the equipment, the cost will be $28,905, so
that in either case the estimate of $20,000 per mile, which
was expected teobe the cost, and which was the basis of that
agreement, has been far exceeded. Under those circum-
stances, it has been represented as reasonable that the
agreement should be so far modified by the provisions of
this Bill, that the sum to be paid, in the event of the road
being4oquired by the Government, should be not less than
$20,000 per mile.

Mr. MULOOK. It appears to me that we have got into
the present difficulty by the Minister of Public Works, or
the Railway Committee of which I was a member, adopting,
what was often the case, the practice of going too fast. This
Bill was not properly investigated before the Railway Com-
mittee. The facts which. are now for the first time brought
to the knowledge of this House by the Minister of Justice,
ought to have been investigated before the Railway Com-
mitte*. Before this Houge can consent to part with any
interest that the Crown bas in this road, the regular practice
adopted in such cases should have been adhered to, and I
submit it is not yet too late to do so. But irrespective of
the.wh.le coat of the road, I take another ground. I take
heground that no matter what e oad costs, we are not
#uied, underthe peculiar circumstances attaching to this
oad, idepartingfromthe agreement of 1884. Now, if I

am permitted to refer to the debate on this Bill, and I
believe I am, I may say that when I gave notice of the
amendment to the section under consideration, I pointed
Out to the House, both before we went into committee and
afterward, what would have been, in my opinion, the legal
efoot, as wvell as the moral effect, of the Bill being
allowed to pass unamended as it came from the Railway

.on4mmittee. I took the ground that the agreement of 1884
hadV*g,As against the Crown, limited the power of the com-
pmn7to bond the lino to an exooss of $8,000 a mile, what-
over thre is in the issu. beyond $8,000 per mile, we
were to that extent pledging the Orown to redeem the bonds
s0 iWBued and net to disturb the bondholders. Wben I took
thapotion,the-member for North Simcoe (Mr. McCarthy),
in r.pIY,-gSve lt as his opinion that my contention was not

.jwell Rmnded; but oven if it were weil founded, he informudj
,tha fsase tbat we had no ground for alarm upon that point,
bOOau there wu no intention whatever on his part to ask

*6, Jimme

for any modification of the agreement of 1884. In support
of that being his view thon-and I believe it wa=J am
satisfied that he was of the opinion that that agre'ment
ought not to be modified, and, in his opinion, tho Bil as
proposed did not modify it, I say, being perfectlysatisfied
that such was his real opinion, we in committee acted upon
that statement. Now, let me refer for a mônrent te what
the promoter of this Bill stated to the House in regard to
his view as to what the action of the louse should be with
reforence to this measure. On page 1362 of Hansard I nd
the hon. member stating:

"The hon. gentleman's argument amounts to this, that if this enaet-
ment is now passed, the effecf ofthe contract between the Orown and the
railway company will be practically done away with, if notin law, at ail
events in good faith. All I can say in answer to that is, that if that is
the effect of it we can add in committee anywords my hon. friend may
suggest to neutralise that. That is not the intention of the promoters
of the Bili. They simply desire, instead of issuing ordinary bonds, to
issue debenture stock. I explained that to the Railway Committee, and
I repeat it here. That is the whole object of the section, to make these
bonds sectional ; and if there is any doubt at ail that passing this leis-
lation would have the effect of nullifying the contract in any way, then
an amendment can be put in, and I have prepared an amendment which
I think will meet the view of the hon. member, which amendment is to
the effect that nothing in the Bill contained shall interfere with the
contract between the Government and the oompany."

Then further on, on page 1364, I am reported to have stated
as follows -

" I hardly think the hon. gentleman has put the issue correctly. It
is true, as he pointed out, that the Act of incorporation gives power to
bond the road to the extent of $30,000 a mile, but .subsequehtLy their
borrowing power was modified by the contract made arith the Urown.
It is the position of the Crown we are seeking to protect."

To that, Mr. McCarthy replied as follows
'' will introdu ce a clause to cover that."

Then. on page 1365, Mr. McCarthy states as follows

"As I stated, I have no desire at all that the contract-letween the
Government and the company shouldbe in the slightrt degreaafected,
and I propose to add at the end of the clause the words : Provided that
this enactment le without prejudice to the agreement behveen the
Government of Oanada and the company, bearing date the 1thx day of
April, 1884, reapocting the assumptien b>' Parliantntfethe portion of
saîd lineso ,railway between Gravenhaurt and Callander."

Then he goes on to make some remarks in which the fol-
lowing statement appears:-

" Therefore the power to issue bonde was given in this way: There
was power to issue bonds to the exent of $20,OOO a mile, and the bond-
holders took their chances as to whether the road at that datç would be
worth $20,000 a mile or not. If not, then the bonds woiuld not be
assumed by Parliament. That is the position the contract was in, and
it is not proposed to diaturb that position in the slightest degree.

Mr. MULOCK. Duoes not the section disturb that ?
Mr. McOARTHY. I do not think so. The company do not, in the

slightest degree, 4ieire tg afrect its ntract wit. the Qovet#ment by a
aide wind, but understanda that ParTiament, should the company not do
its duty by the bli, m y aat some future time come in and redeem the
bonda, and the ndholder will buy on that chance."

Then, just before going into committee, the hou. member
for North Simcoe yielded to the arguments advanced, and
intimated that ho would move an amendment that would
entirely pI otect the Crown and preserve that agremont in
ita fullforce; and aftar recess he did'introduce an amend-
ment which appears as a proviso 'to the new ection 1.
Before the committee adopted that amendment, as the
Minister of Justice correctly states, I did put a question in
these words :

"Mr. MULiOCK. If the Minister of Justice s of q#inion that that
amendment eavesise rgh4a of the Orown juat a thsyaeg nuder the
contraci cf April, 1884, I1hlave nothing farther te, sa>' on th question.

"Mr. THOMPSON. I have no doubt at all that the clause.which the
hon. member in charge of the Biull has introduced would saveall t e
rights of the Government.

"Mr. MULOCK. Tht being the case 1 m prepand te aftuplthb
amendment of the hon. memberfor North Sim eae. d
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The House will see that the hon. member for North Simcoe they have entirely failed to appreciate the factthat their pros-
did no: desire the contract between the Crown and the con- prityto sore extent depende on the proepeityofthepeôplê.
pany to be in the slightest degree varied by any legislation.Tho North- Western Railway has also mistaken its fanotiôti3.
I am not aware whether he does now favor the amendment Thât Company perpetrateci what I cannot oharacterige as
which the Senate has introduced, but the House unanimously tess than a gross fraud upen a large section of the doufltry.
came to a conclusion upon this question after debate The hon. member for North Siroe (Mr. McCarthy), -1
extending over several hour.s. Now, another body, the think, wili agree with me upon that point. The N6rth-
Senate, undertakes to override the unanim'us action of thie Western Corpany constructed ite lne with the 99W dt
House in a matter affecting the finances of the country I bnnses voted by municipalities upon the underatanding
submit to the louse whether we are prepred to abrogate that it was to be maintained as a rival road te the Northern.
our privileges, as a body, and allow the S3nate to legislate But a short time after it acquired those bonùees that
in any way that is calculated to increase the burdens of the pany pooled with the Northern and to-day they are practi.
people. What is the effect of the amendment introduced by cally one body, and their tyranny is eimply galling te the
the Senate ? The effect may be to increase the burdens by wh>le section servod by that joint company. There ie nô
$1,320,000. We have a perfect right to acquire the control redeering feature in their management. Their service is
of the road whenever it makes default in conducting its defective, their rolling stock ie deficient; I do net know
affairs according to its agreemeut, on payment of the sumwhother it is intended te ropair their broken relling stock
of $8,000 a mile, contingent in some degree on contingencies, with money extracted fror another corporation; howeveri
wh ch may mean nothing or a good deal. But we are only their rolling stock is nnatisfactory, their management je
bound beyond question to pay $8,000 a mile. Now, the tyrannical and they entirely negleet their dutie8 te the
Senate has chosen to say that we shall charge against the public. To those two bodies the Government witbout
road absolutely before the Orewn eat intervene and take reflection, without cosideration for the section of the coun-
this property, $20,000 a mile. le it proper for the Senate try servod, without consideration for the vast interests
te arregate te itself the right tepuse this legisiation ? That dependent on that road, withoutsit being known
is net My impression as te the functione of that body, and te the publie, handed ovr the elo in question, on the
on that point I ask your ruling, Mr. Speaker. terme of the agreement of 1884. A greater iistake,

Mr. SPEAKER. I do mot think thie is an arndment ad a more inexplicable mistake wae snver made, se ofar
irnposing a fnrther burden upon the people. Lt le, as I said t know. Hew it comes that that lino was handéd over th
before, an arndient affecting the intereetof the Crown inthose two bodies under those cireumtances, n fail tancin.
this contract, and, therolore, requiring the consent of the prehend. At the very time the Goverument handed over
Orown; but I do net think it je an arndment which wiî that lino te those two conipanies thoey had in ther posses-
roquire the recommendation of the Crown betorepany pro- sion a tender te buld the lino for hayf the money. They
coodinga can ho institutod. It seeme te me that this being hadpower to have got the lino built from ther anadian
a private Bilt, if the ieuse cheeses teenflrn the aend- Pacrfied Raifay te ith Ontari sytem for haf of the bonus
ment made by the Snate, it will be iorder.dt handed over to that lino. But ;aviug given those

special advantages to thireparticlar Cornpany in the con-
Mr. MIULOOK, That heiag your judgmentwmr. Speaker, tract, and the mney having been handed over, today we

1 wl net argue the point further. 1 may eay that when are called upon te intervene and postpone theriht of the
the Bil camernut the flouse from the cormittoe, 1 thon Orewn further. Why ehoulds that be doue? How much
raed the point with respeCot t giving effet te the agree- independent money is there in the etipany? o1,800 j
ment Ididgeot get any ruling thon. I asked whther the a l the noney bltnging to independent bhareholders which
sanction of the srown would not have to o given to the thero is in that eorpany. Lt e carcely prper that Pa.
Bith. Probably that ruing was net given by ytu, Mr. liamnt should ho called upon te4 vea1,320,000 tthise
Speaker, inasmuch as thor may have be doubL as te company whiech has a groes subecribed capital of only
wheter the clause d i ugoPo far as thought it was lik satie kn20,00. We have handed ver 81,3t20,000 te a coorpany
go. liowever, we are now face t face with th amo wnts f the with a gross subscribed capital of oulyn200,000. f hioch
question, if there are any. Lu 1884, Parliament grauted te $ 182,000 is owned by ether railwaye and only $ 18,000 by
this road a vry large bonne, r12,000 a mile. Why did it other person , a d on that grand total 10 pear cent or
grant t;b large bonus? Bcausethat roadoeupid a p tcu. a20,000 has been paid. Bofore they coan and aek foer

aq position, and it was expected that it would continue te farther aid they hould have put their onds into
oeupy a peceliar position. It wasnetm te enjoy a the ordi- their own pokets and gt their farethoern t
nary rights of a railway, but it wase to discharge certain obli- acotribute. Tey eeen Ot think ai they have te ode
gatiens twards the wholeeuintry. iw to dichargeand te knock at the door of Palianent and tey wil got al
serve a purpose, having neepecial refereuce te eue lino or the aoney they want. And it ilomkvery inuche sif
anothor, or to euehpart f the ountry or another, but it waeail they have to do ite knoek and recdive a ry amunt they
te live Up te certain stipulations set forth in the agre. desire witheut regard te the interest involved. i wil
ment. And those stipulHions are of vital interet te the statowhy under n irouldstanesshouldthe ? onawcial puc-
people of Ontario; they are of vital intereet te the tion of thmisonompany ?varied8as00iproposs bore. I
section of the country whih thi road traverses, to the want the Firt Miniyter te rernesrber thistbhcaust Pfwill
section of eltntry lying eut, west and sobth. I am t be realieed as certain as the time co es,2that00 longt âthi
aware of there being any road in Canada that occupies the roai under the present management of the aeomlpanye,
important position this road eccupies in regard te the wlfare the Nostheru and North-Wetern will fail t dishargo their
and trade of Ontarie. An agreement was made-it le to obligations to the publie. Lt will be managed on exatly
late te protest agaiu-t it now. The transfer of thia tino wne the sarne linos as the lessees Companies are mànagod. I do
made te tho Northern and North-Western Railway.yen not ask the r ouse t oacept My tetimonyon thie point,
ture te say that had the Grvernment conulted the peple but te hbtain the testimhny, net only of those belonging to
of Canada before they made that isue, they wouid net rural public, but of the whole travelling public. Tae iuc
have obtained the consent of the peple to it. Toy entrusted testirmony, and thoey will unaniously eay that the manage.
that lino to the management of two compares that have ment of the Nother enet uchas it should be. Nowyeo
neves doue their duy to the people e Ontarie. The propos to hand over this lino t that management and
Nlrthern R tilway ha since itplinceptiont the present frtherrender it impotsible for the Goverment te wihl
time acted the part of tyrartseover the section thtyioerved draw the lino frony that management Nowaieubmi that
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the more you allow this road to be bonded, before Mr. MITCHELL. This matter was fully discussed the
the Crown can come in and take possession, the other night. I think we discussed it some three or four
more seeurely you confirm the relationship between hours and in a manner which quite satisded the House that
the company and the lino in question-the Hamil- the Bill as it left this body was the Bill whieh should he
ton and North-Western. Wbat reasons have been. advanced passed by the Logislature of this country. The gentleman
why we should do what is asked to be done ? We have an who has preceded me has so olealystated the facts that i
interest to-day in taking possession of that lino when it fails shall only refer very briefty to one or two salient points. It
to carry out its agreement. Hon. members may say that >was said on that occasion by myself, as well as by several
the company is controlled, that the Act provides that they others, that the effect of the changes which the promoter
shall conduct their business in a certain way. I admit of this Bill desired tO introduce into it would be to fix pon
that; but where is your remedy 1 Your remedy is taken away this country a possible amount of $1,320,000 more than the
if the Crown cannot stop in and take possession. To-day company agreed with the Government, and more than
the Crown can take possession on the payment of $8,000 legislation up to this time had sanctioned. Now, I put it
per mile after the default, and such other sums as it may be te the House, and through the louse to the country, whe-
worth ; but if you pass this amendment, it can only take ther we are prepared, without any evidence before u%, to
possession on payment of $20,000, and such excess as it pass through this Rouse a Bill creating snoh a liability as
may be worth. It may be argued that the agreement is that. It is very well known that the promoterof thisBill,
not varied, that because the roud cost so much it is worth on that occasion, after discussion, stated that he would not
so much. But there is a vast difference between cost and consent to the amendment which was put in his hands. He
value. Under this agreement the value is to be ascer- modified that amendment and consented to the sugges-
tained at a certain time. That time is when this road tions which were made in this fouse that a change
makes default in conducting its business according to the should b. inserted in it whieh would proteot the publie
Act of Parliament aud the agreement. When that may bo, intere t aud which were fairly in aceordance with the
nobody knows, but my opinion is that it will be at an agreement. Re disavowed any desire to change tht agree-
early date. But whenever it happons, a valuation has to ment. What influences have been used iu the Senate I
be made by disinterested purties, and the value of the roadkaow not. Ail that I know is that lb is said that on the
will be determined on what ? On its cost ? Are railways Sonate (ommittee there were gentlemen wbo were in-
sold by what they cost? terestedin the succees cf that Bil. I ean only ay that it

w as in extremely bad baste, te say the least of it, on the
Mr. WHITB (Hastings). They are sold for what they part of these gentlemen to sit there sud discues tus mess-

are worth. ure where there were directors ofthiq cempany, and at lest

Mr. MULOCK. Yes, and what is the test of its worth ??ne person who, 1 am told, is directly intorested financially
in tusr measure. 1 say lb was very bad taste on their part

1r. W [ITE (flastings). The arbitrators will tell. aud very wrwïg te have consentod te propose an amendment
to the Bill which wili take go much rnoney as a possible

Mr. MULOCK. And on wbat principle will they pro- chance ont of the Treasury of the country. I ar not speak-
ceed to tell? On the earning power of the road; on how ing uow for the purpose of talking the Bill out. 1
much is over after expenses are paid; that is the value ofamnsirply going te put the question te the Houe,
the road. When the Canadian Pacifie Railway the other becanse I thinf this transaction is ene which ought
day bought the North Shore Railway, what test did they net te ho sanctioned; I think lb is a matter in
apply ? Why did they refuse so long to buy the road? which the Treury of the countri should be protected by
They did not look into the question of cost but the earning the Qo-erDment. I thiuk the Govrument should fot have
power, and in that you have to consider rival roads. Sup- consented te this Bil, sud if they do consent, of course they
posing that a year henoe there should be a rival road along- have the power te carry it throngh; but it wilI hooutheir
bide tis, and there are charters already to build rival roads own respousibility, to ho answerable te the public for it,
to the Canadian Pacifie Railway, would not the vair e bend cf having it chargod upon ther that they have con-
affected ? Supposing that ton years hence there is another sentcd te fix a possible cost of $1,39A,000 on the publie
through line running alongside this road to the Canadian Treaznrywhieh they are net hable for. Whyshouldwedo
Pacific Railway, will the value then be the cost ? ' No, the this? Thore was an agreement sttached te the schedule
value is a fluctuating, a varying quantity, depending on the of the Bil, and we have ne right te go and exbend that Bill.
earning power of the road, and its future prospects. There- Tbe Sonate stop in and they Bay they will onstrue that
fore, when to-day you say you determine this transaction by agreement by additions te it making it a right of tue n-
the cost of the road, I submit that yon are adopting an un- pany te issue bonds te $20,000, instead of $8,000, per mile,
sound princi ple upon which to act. Now, Sir; under these thus creating an additi,)nal iability cf S 12,000 per mile, if
circumstances I think this House will, if it assents to these the road sheuld ever require te ho takenover. I think lb
amendments, Le doing a serions act of injustice to the is & most outrageons pie. of legisiation, sud one te which I
section of country intended teobe served by this railway and hope the Governrent will not consent.
to the whole Province as well. At present it is the only lino
whereby Western Ontario can connect with the Canadian Mr. WOODWORTH. I listened te the.remsrks of the
Pacifie Bailway. Ontario is specially interested in the bon. member for Nerth York with the greatest interet
Crown having the strongest hold upon this railway, and the Oertainly ho made s very elear snd able argumenI1was
more you postpone the rights of the Crown,the weaker you very caroful te try sud undertand hio argumeat, sud the
make the hold of the Crown upon that road, the more diffi- th cf it mened te h s: That the present agreement
cult yen make it for the Crown to step in. The more yountween tue road sud bhe Government ha that the Gavern-
remove the obligation from the company to live up to thismentcould take it over sud pay $8,400 per i[e differeo.
agreement-the more you prejudie. the interest of the'between that sud wha± lt May ho Worth. But if yen Pm
country. For these resons and others which I shall not tus ameudment, tue country will have te psy 820,OW0a
advanee, owing to the lateness of the hour, I intend to mile. But I amninforned by my bon. friend baside me
oppose these amendments, and if unsuccessful here, I shall (fr..eoartuy) snd by the hou. Minister of Justice that
endeavor, at ail events, to be successful somewhere else on tus ro&d has cot more than $20,000 s male, sud that it ta
the pein.,mt. worth more; that there are bridgea upon th a quarter of I

knwMor l ta Ikowi tatioi ai ha n h
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mile long, and that there are some four rivers to cross.
Everyone knows that a road with such bridging as this road
is to have will cost more like 850,000 a mile. I cannot se.
where the danger la in passing this amendment, and I am
quite sure I would be very loth to saddle this country withi
such an amount as that by my vote; but at present, from
the statements made, I cannot see that we should be doing
that,

Mr. LISTER. The hon, gentleman who has just taken
hi seat has stated that from his knowledge of railway
building generally, it is fair to assume that the railway we
are discussing is worth the amount of the bonded debt
which the Government are prepared to put upon it. That
may be 0, or it may not be so. If it is op, I ask the pro.
moter of this Bill why h. refused to refer it to th- Railway
Committee in order to obtain evidence to satisfy this House
what the real ost of the railway was. I for one, having
heard alil the discussion which bas taken place on this mea-
sure, think that the amendment added by the Senate should
not be assented to by this House. When the Bill was before
the House on a previous occasion, its promoter, familiar
with all the circumstances, deliberately aocepted the deci.
sion of this House as to the power to bond the railway. For
some reason which bas not been stated, but whioh we. can
conjecture, when the Bill went up to the other House, in
which there are gentlemen whose names appear on the list
of stockholders, means were used for the purpose of having
the amendment now under discussion added to the
Bill. 1 eau support the statement made by theb hon.
member for Northumberland (Mr. Mitchell), that some
extraordinary work has been going on in the other
House in order to accomplish this, and every person
must be satisfied that more interest is taken in this Bill
than the welfare of the community alone requires. Why
is it, after the Bill had been passed in this House, and after
its promoter here signified his willingness to accept it as it
was passed, that on its being taken to the other House,
that flouse thought proper to make this amenadment tu it,
an amendment calculated to fasten on the people of this
country a liability much greater than was contemplated
when this road was subsidised ? Now, ]et us took at the
history of this railway. The company wes incorporated as
far back as 1881, by chapter 45 of the Statutes of that year,
under the same of the Northern, North-Western and Sault
Ste. Marie Railway Company. The hon. iember for North
Simcoe was the promoter of that Bill, and he was a stock-
holder and a director in the company. In 1883 the A3t
itcorporating the company was amended by its name being
changed to the Northern Pacifie Junetion Railway Company,
and by additional powers being given to iL. The bon.
member for North Simcoe was the promoter of that
Bill and a stockholder in the company. In 1882 this
railway was subsidised by the Parliament of Canada to
the extent of $D",000 a mile; and in 1883 it was further sub-
sidised to the extent of $6,000 a mile, making the enormous
subsidy of $12,000 a mile for a purely private enterprise-
as the sequel has proved it to be-a larger subsidy, I ven-
ture to say, than any other subsidy ever granted by this
Parliament to any other railway except the Pacifle Railway.
The company ree.ived, and are to receive, 81,320,000 of the
money of the people of this country, and it was but right
that this Parliament sbould take all measures necessary to
protect the intereste of the people when it was granted such
an enoramu subvention. It was provided that the Govern-
ment of the country should have the right, at any time
they thought it would be in the public interest to do so, to
take possession of this road, paying for it its actual value at
the time. At the sme time the company was given
power to croate a debenture debt of $8,000 a mile, and the
Government could take possession of the road for what-
ever sum it might be worth over and above that $8,000t
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a mile. Now, the road has been completed, and it is
as much a private enterprise as any railway in the
Dominion. Whether it -has been extrvagantly built
or not; whether there has been jobbery connect ecd
with its construction or not, I do not pretend to
say ; but before the hon. member for North Simooe
comes to this louse and asks us to make this eouatry
responsible for $20,000 a mile, ho has a right to satisfy this
House that the money this country bas granted has been
honestly applied in the construction of the road. He bas
not done so. He asks as to take the word of the president
of the Northern Railway Company. He has submitted no
figures whatever to the Rai lway Committee nr to this House
which would enable us to form an opinion as to the actual
cost of the road. The effect of this amendaient, if it becomes
law, will be that the country will have to pay 820,000 a
mile for'this railway, which, according to the bon. gentle.
man 's own statements and that furnished by Mr. Barker,
the president of the Nortbern Rail wav, is more than the
road actually cost. According to Mr. Barker's statement,
the total cost of the road, exclusive of equipment, was
$26,208; we granted towards its construction $12,000 a
mile, w hich would leave the cost to the company 814,208 a
mile, exclusive of equipment; so that it is proposed tq pay
the company $20,000 a mile for what cost it $14,200 a mile.
The cost of the road, with equipment, was stated to be
$28,905 a mile; deducting the subsidy of 812,000 a mile
would leave the cost, without equipment, at $16,905 a mile.
According to the first calculation, they are to receive if we
give them power to issue the bonds, 85,800 more than the
road cost without equipment, and according to the second
calculation $3,095 more than this road cst with equipment.
As I said, ithis road is purely a private undertaking. It is a
speculation entered into by certain individuals out of which
they, as everyhody else who goes into a speculation,.erpect
to make something. This road has not been built purely in
the public interests, for the gentlemen who have been pro-
moting it are not such patriots as to devAe their time and
energies in constructing a road simply for the people of the
Province of Ontario. Depend upon it, there is something in
this road for somebody. As I have said, itis a private enter.
prise. The Northern Railway Company, of course, is a road
which bas been run a great many years, and which the
membnr for NHrth York tells ns has given anything but sat.
isfaction to the country through which it run. The
Hamilton and North.Western Railway le a railway I belleve
incorporated by the Provincial Legislature. This Govern-
ment, by an Act of theirs passed iere, seize all the
provincial railways, confiscate the provincial railways, and
they permit this Hamilton and North-Western Railway,
which bas received 8500,000 from the people 'of the coun-
ties through which it rune, and which was given for the
express purpose of having railway competition, to amalga-
mate with the Nortbern Pacifie Junction, thuas leaving the
people in as deplorable a condition as they were in before.
Why is it that the promoter of this Bill takes a different
position or that the Government to-night takes a different
position from what was taken the other night? What
influence has been brought to bear on these individuils
since then? Why is it? Perhaps the hon. gentleman
will say that theL bonds which they will issue and have
issued will not be as marketable without this provision,
but they entered into that oontract with their eyes open,
they knew what they wre doing, and it is not for tbem
now to come back to Parliament and say, if there is any
los in this matter, you and the people of Canada ought to
ineur that los. On another oceasion, and if you will per-
mit, I will refer to that debate, [ stated in this House that
I found that this road was bonused while the hon. gentle-
man was a member of this House:

"1 find that he, a corporator of that eompay, was an applicant to
the Goverament to grant the road$12,O00 per mile, the first grant being
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$O,O0, sud that being supplemented by another of $,000 per mile. I
find the.hon. memberfor orth Simcoe (air. McCarthy) was Interepted
in shares of the atock of that railway company, 1 beliee, of the tsajority
of the stoca. The Hon. Frank Smith, Senator, tbe Hon. James turner,
Senator, and Mr. Dalton Mtearthy, memberYfor Ngrth'Shacoe, are upon
thelist of shareholders of that company. The Hon. Igrank Smith, the
Bon. James Turner, Mr. Mcarthy and Mr. John Stewart, appearedto
hold ehares to the extent of 1,820 out of 2.000, so that the hon. member
for North Simcoe (Mr. McCarthy) and his friends epntrollèd eùtirely
the Northern. Pacifie Junction Railway, and the hon. gentleman not
only controls the stock of that road, but ho is sitting in this House to-
day as a imember and as the president of the railwy wich has been
bonused to this enormous extent.".

Thon the hon. member for North Simcoe stated this:

" The hon. gentleman (Mr. Lister) whom I see now in his place, who
made this charge, ought not I think to have made it under the circum-
stances, and, considering the relations between us in the past, he ouglit
not to have taken that course without a better knowledge of what he
was oepkinK Had some members done so I would not have minded
it but' rm Lm did àot expeot it, aud I think he ought nottehavée
aâopted it and to have omade the charge. t is utterly and entirely
without foundat"in."

This is the staiement of the hon. gentleman, after stating
that he held the 1,820 shares in trust for the company's
interest. I desire to say to that hon. gentleman now that
the only information that I had upon that subject was the
return brought down to this House of the stockiholders in
the Northern and Pacifie Junction Railway Company. In
that return I found the hon. gentleman's name, with the
other two gentlemen 1 have named, as holers of stock to
the extent of 1,820 shares. There is nothing upon that
retumrn to show that tbey held those shares as trustees. I
desire Vo say to the hon. gentleman that I accept his state.
ment to the fullest extent, that, as far as these shares are
concerned, I would rot for a moment think of contradicting
or nlot blieving the statement ho made. As to theée shares,
I believe thoroughly that he does hold then in trust for these
two railway companies,and Isuppose that the hon. gentlemen
who are associated with him as well às himself, because thie
three names are bracketed together, must e trustees. But
there is one thing in connection with this railway which I
think requires some explanation. When the Northern,Nort h-
Western and Sault Ste. Mary Railway Company was inoor-
porated, there was a stock list. Some persons must have as-
signed the shares over to these hon, gentlemen in trust. There
was a stock list for the Northern, North-Western and Sault
Ste. Mary Railway, and I am informed, that the hon. mem-
ber for North Simooe (Mr. McCarthy), was a stockholder in
that original compax.y, along with so ne others; that Ihis
railway, the Igorthern Railway, and the Hamilton and
North.Western bocame interested in the Northerri Pacifie
Junction as lessees; and I understand that, at the time that
railway bepame intireeted, the stock was traçsferred, and
that éte tockholders, the original stockohlders, the me
who transferred the stock to these other railway compani%,
made considerable profits out of the' transfer. That is a
rumor that I bave been informed of. I have been informea
that snob is the case. Of course, if the hon. member fori
North Simcoe states that that is not the Tact, or
that it is a legitirate transaction, and consequently
not worthy of contradiction, I shall be glad to accept his
statement so far as that is concerned, but I repeat that' I
have been informed that in the original stockhpldèrs of this
road transferring their stock to other roads, or Vo the per-
sons for whom they hold that stock in trust, there was con-
siderable money, considerable profits made out of that
transaction. Ths is the statement I have to make as it has
been made to me. I can only repeat tIat, if the h"on. gn-
tleman says ho was not a stockholder in the original iran-
saction, although his name appears on the Statute as a di-
rector of that road, I shall of course accept his explanatiqn.
Now, I Can enly repeat that, under all the circumstances, I
think that this Parliament would not be justified in assenting
to the amendments which have been proposed by the Senate.

Mr. LISTER.

1 think it will be doing ita duty to itealf, dging that dnty
which the country expects of it, to refuse to adoit tei
arnendcnyrts ¶hiih have been mad bj tue S nth at
the ili, if it pass at Aill, shouk4 pa. as 1 f

Amendments read the second time.

Mr. McCARTHY mioved that the first amendment be
concurred in.

Mr. MULOCK moved :
That this Honse disagrees with the amendments because they seek

to violate the agreement between the Orown and the company set forlh
in schedule B.

Mr. LISTER. I call attention to the fact that the hour
for Private Bills is up.

Mr. SPEAKER. Of course, if the hon. gentleman takes
the objection, I must rule. Do you tke the1 jtion?

Mr. LISTER. Y.s.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONTALD. Then I give notice that,
on Monday next, I wilf move that tl4è or4çr b put on Gov-
ernment Orders.

SUBSIDIES TO RAILWAY8.

House again resolved. itself into Committee Vo coy*der
certain proposed resolutions (page 158 res.pecting the
granting of subsidies to the railway companies and towarda
the construction of the railways therein mentioned.-- f.
Pope.)

(In the Committee.)

To the Lake Brie, Eseux and Detroit River Ralway Compaay, for
thirty-seven miles of their railway, from Windsor to Lsigb4ton a thé
Province of Ontario, a subsad not exceeding u$3,200 peir e -
ceeding In the whole $118,40e.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONA LD. This railway is to run
from the town of Windar tg Rondeau, a distance of ahont
eighty miles. The subsidy, now proposed is to covr the firt
thirty.Reven miles from Windsor to Leamington T.he rmd
wili pass through an excellent agricultural country and will
not only be of local benefit, but will also afford advantages
to the western portion of Ontario and to the wh9le oountry.

Mr. PATERSON (Brant).
with Rondeau now?

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD

IN Leamigtion conncted

>. No, I thilnk not.

Mr. CASEY. Do I underseand that this road is to run
from Windsor to Rondesh? I codtd mot hear ti. hòn. g'n.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. Te charter of the Brie
and Huron road dee nçAt rwn frgn t.q town of Windsor,
but this subsidy is only fri Windsor to liugion,
thirty-seven mies.

MXr. MILLS. ow, does the iiq.zp by
this road togot frmLpmingtp ntoà

Mr. CASEY. I wishto askvhyit is not forth.wIl*
.ie of road down to Röndeau?

Sir JOH1 A. MAODO AL. Tou know thatwe must
ont our garment ecoordizg fQ er cloth.

Mr. CASEY. The Brie ad Hnrm goe to Rndgau nd
thpu it rus up orthwar4. 'I adpaû it a hurbo on which-
a good deal of money hag en spent by the oosptg
already, a valqabl hbrbpr, 4if thi ailway is to be use
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fui, it shoui go to the more important places along the
lake shors

Mfr. IiTA. I do not know exactly what the hon,
ntleman's intention ould be to extend this road from

mington to Rondeau. Is it for the purpose of drawing
away ail the traMe from 'the peninaula to Detroit? Is it
for th Ups of making Detroit the commercial centre
of th e WhoIe est? I think theb hon. gentleman will find
that the- population in the district in which he proposes to
extdùd t1is road, would like railway conneetion in the
direction of'Chatham rather than in the direction of Detroit.
Myeol ection is that the discussion has pointed in that
direction, and I supposed, after the patriotic exhibition
we had on the Treasury benches this afternoon, that the
hon. gêütIman wcifid havie done almoet anything rather
thauo imto dérftke to make Detroit the commercial centre
of tie WLoie siic of the hole wéstern peninsula.

Mr. WIGLE. However much hon, gentlemen opposite
mayfind fault with the subsidies grauted to other railways,
I cannot see why they find fault with this.

Mfr. E[ILLS. I àm not firiding fault.
Mr.-WIGLE. In the firet place the county of Essex, out

of the millions of dollars expended by the Ontario Legisia.
ture, never received a dollar from that Govern ment for rail.
ways. The district is so situated that it does not receive
much benetU from the roads that run through there now,
and this road goes in a different direction altogether from
the roads now running through the county of Essex. That
county bas never received aid, I suppose because there are
no counties behind it to back it up, no counties through
which roads had to run in order to get west or south. It is
bounded on the sonth by Lake Brie, on the west by
the Detroit River, the boundary line between the Prov.
ince of Ontauio and the State of Michigan, and on the north
by Lake St. Clair, and the roads that run tht-ough the county
of Essex at the presenttime are direet lines 'from Buffalo to
I etroit, and go on the north side of the county of Essex.

he result is that the southern part of the cotunty is not
benefited by these roads. This proposed road commences at
Windsor and ruas about fifteen miles southward to a place
êâlled Harrow, in the township of Colchester, thence east to
Kingaville, Ruthven and Leamington, with the intention
of carrying it on to Rondeau or Blenheim and connecting
with the Brie and Hluron system there and then go to
Chatham an4 so on to Sarnia. There is now a company,
tii stock la taken, bonuses are granted, and everything
se arranged to commence within a week or two, to build
a railroad from Leamington North to the Canada Southern,
with the intention of still igonig further to the Grand
Trunk, and iL is needed very much in that part of tbe coun-
try. Tie hon, member for Bothwell knows well, as he has
been thore, and so does the leader of the Opposition, that it is
a fine couîtry, that it deserves railways, and I say we are
getting ro more than our rights. Then, again, opposite
Lµmington, only fourteen miles south, is that beautiful
island kown as Pelee, in Lake Brie. That island is
becoming known all over this country, by the excellent
wine which is made there, and it requires an outlet. The
outlet for Pet.. Island to-day is Windsor. They have to
go ixty miles -» get to a railway, but as soon as this road
is completed, they will be able to get there by going four-
teei. Then, -again, by getting to the Grand Trunk Rail-
way, the people of the south are greatly benefited; because
the <Canada Southern Railway is net a local railway for
Canada, it does not go to the markets of Ontario, and the
result is that anywhere along the Canada Southern, from
the ftact-a"tt they have to run over two road, the people
have to pay $40 a car, whereas from Windsor we can
get a car to Toronto f>r about $22. So when this
systeM is worked ont, it will be a great benefit to the
people of South Essex, and I am satisfied that aill these

large audiences the hon. member for B6thwell has fdI dte
pleasure of addressing in that country, will be very iàd6ih
pleased with this Government when they see thit his
matter is carried through.

Mr. MILLS. The hon. gentleman speaks about this road
being opposed. I was offering no opposition to the road.
I believe the road runs through a district that will make
this road self-supporting, and a good investment to those
who may under e it, if it is economically managed. But I
wae not referring to the road the Government subsidisd,
but to the extension the leader of the Government spoke
of, and it seemed to me that he was not vei y familiar with
the geography of the district,

Mr. BLAKE. I would observe that this grant was made
to a particular compan different from many of the other
grants we have had. With respect to the grant itself, as
the hon. member who represents that district has appealed
to me, I may say that I had great pleasure in visiting hie
district, and I agree with him in hie statement as to the
character of the country itself. I had known a long
time, from report, of the wealth of that country,
but I observed, on going through it, that it surpaseed
my own expectations, and also that it was admi.
rably well calculated for railway construction. The
hon. gentleman i3 fortunate to have a very level coun-
try, and therefore hoecan get his roads built cheaper than
most other people. I observe, also, that ho hua taken a long
time to get the Government to do what they ought to have
done in this matter. They are good at promising, as the
hon. gentleman knows, and as I shall prove, but they,-have
ben very slow in performing. I have beforu me the papers
with reference to this enterprise, and among them I fEnd a
letter to the First Minister from the representative of the
other division of the county. I find that in the Session of
1884 a bonus waa promised to this road by Sir Charles Tup-
per, the then Minister of Railways. The member for the
north division of Essex says:

" My Deui Sia JoHN,-I enclose a number of petitions whih have
been forwarded to me for presentation to you, in favor of a bonus to
the Lake Erie, Essex and Detroit Railway Company. This i the road for
which Sir Charles Tupper promised a bonus lait Session, and the 1eole
of south-western On tario fully ex pect that there wlll be no Crtter
delay or disapointment, but that the promises which have been made
will be fulfilled."

Well, this was written on the 29Lh April, 1885, lind it alo
pointed out:

"I 1uderstand that Mr. Wigle, whose constituents are very deepl1
interested in this railway, has sent maps, &o., to the Mnister of Rai-
ways."

The maps which, so far as I can judge frôm tihe stâftment
of the hon. member for Bothwell, thi First Minister las nôt
looked at, or, ii h. has looked at them, bas forgotten the
way they described the country. So it appears from the
statement of the hon. member for the north riding of Essex,
that this bonus was actually promised by the hon. Minister
of Raiiways in the Session of 1884, and the falfilment of
this promise was nrgently demanded in the Session of 1885
and it is not until tis Session that these promises are ful.
filled. i can therefore understand how it is the hon. mem-
ber for South Essex was very anxious that there should be
no further delay in the fulfilment of these promises. Now,
with reference to the actual grant, I observe that an appli-
cation is made for $5,000 a mile in aid of the whole railway.
But the hon, gentleman bas observed tat le muet cut hie
coat according to his cloth, so he gave $3,200 a mile, and it
seens, that being the charauter of the cloth, the hon.
gentleman has eut it into a jacket, his cloth not being
enough to make a coat. Let us hope that the hon. gentle-
man will be able to extend the garment and clothe the hon.
member more abundantly and satisfactorily before he i
called upon to meet his constituents. As the .inister of
Railways stated very early in the disoussion that, as he had
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not evidence of the ability of the Moncton and Bactouche
Railway Oompany to build the railway the money had not
been voted to that particular company but to "a company."
I ask îf the hon. gentleman bas received evidence
as to the financial condition of this company, and if
he ie satisfied that the Company s ein a position to entitle
them to have this ubsidy voted them individually. Of
course I am not cognisant of the fact; I do not imply that
the corporation is not entirely strong financially, for I know
nothing about it, I do not, however, find in the papers
laid before the House any evidence on that point. I think
therenust be some papers, which the Minister of Railways
has forgotten t bring down, which will enable the hon
gentleman to answer that question.

Mr. WIGLE. The hon. member for West Durham does no'
exactty understand the position of this road or the position
taken by the hon. member for North Essex (K&r. Patterson)
when he wrote this letter. There was a charter which was
granted in 1877 by the Ontario Legislatire to incorporiate
the Leamington and St. Clair Railway Company. In 1814
Sir Charles Tupper promised me that if he hd known about
this road in time ho would have given the subsidy to that
road. But as ho wasnot aware of the fact it was not granted.
The charter for the Detroit and Lake Brie road was not
granted till Iastyear, and in that charter there is a priviloge
given to build a branch f rom Leamington North. The road
referred to by the member for North Essex (Mr. Patterson)
was that from Leamington North and it was that road to
whioh Sir Charles Tupper also referred and not the one
from Windsor to Leamington. It was the Leamington and
St. Clair Railway which is now covered by a branch of the
Detroit and Lake Brie road. So if this road is built from
Windsor to Leamington there will then be an outlet from
Leamington to the Canada Southern and also to the Grand
Trunk Railway. The road to Leamington will be built this
summer, the company has been formed, the stock taken,
the bonuses voted by the manicipalities, and everything is
ready so that we eau complete the road during the summer.
So when the road is oonstructed from Windsor to Leaming-
ton it will connect with other lines and even if it is not
bulit to Rondeau it will be a great advantage to the country,
but it is intended to go from Leamington to Rondeau or

Blenheim, forty miles further.
Mr. BLAKE. The Government was asked to bring down

the papers which relate to the subsidy and which formed
the basis on which they are to be granted. The Govern ment
agreed to adopt that course. They have brought down cer-
tain papers, and really the only papers are the letter from
the hon. member from North Essex (Mr. Patterson) and
the accompanying petition. So if I have made a mistake
in suppouing these papers to apply to this branch, it is only
because the hon. gentleman who site beside the hon. gen-
tiemandfrom Essex said so. If it does not apply to this
grant, thon there are no papers. But that is not the case,
because th* Government say those are the papers. So in
addition to the First Minister not being thoroughly acquaint-
ed with topography, the Government have brought down
papers whicha have nothing to do with the question, and
they have represented them as having to do with it. In this
matter the hon. member for North Eàssex says:

"i kereby enclose a number of petitions forwarded to me in favor of
a bonuùs to thie Detroit and Lake Erie Raiiway. This is thbe roa.d te which
a3r OhtW. Tupper promieda bonus lait Session, 1ad the people of the
ooatym=peCo Lheewili no further delay or disappoîntment in graning."

That mgy apply to some other railway, in Kamschatka if
yo¥ plase, but it is the document on which we are asked to
granihis bonus. It seems the Goverument have other
papers, and I hope they will produce them,

Sir JOHN A. MAC DONALD. During the last and'
previous Srssions the oustom was followed that if therO was

Xr, J LamL

any donbt in the mind of the Minister as to the responsi-
bility of a railway company which possesed a charter, the
grant was made in favor of "a company " constructing.auch
line. If there was a railway company having a charter,
the practice had been, and very properly so, to give the
grant to that railway. It makes no difference to the people
or to this House, but the question I take is this : Whether
this is an enteprise worthy of a subsidy out of the publie
Treasury. If tis railway is such a road, and the Mmister
of Railways in bringing down the proposition gives us the
asurance that it is, it should get the money. The company
will obtain the money as soon as the necessary progress is
made. If not the subsidy stands on the paper.

Mr. BLAKE. The ground is stated in the resolution
itself I find, after setting forth the grants, this language :

" The subsidies herein before mentioned as to be gruted to companies
n*medfor that purpose shall be granted to su companies respee-
tively."

fhere le further this language:
" The other subsidies shall be granted to such compaules as shall he

approved by the Governor lu Council as having etabished to his
satistaction their ability to constract &ad complete the said railways
respectively."

It is because he named companies that have established to
the satisfaction of the Government their ability to construct
and complete, that they are named as getting the grant,
and it is when thisas not been established that no com-
pany's name is inserted. I did not dispute but that this
company might have established its ability to bauild this
road. I simply ask what proof was furnished; what the
stock of the company was, what its subscription was, what
its financial scheme was; and I also desire to ask what
is the estimated cost of the road per mile inclusive or
exclusive of equipment ?

Sir IOHaN A. MACDONALD. Iunderstand on very gool
authority that the cost will be $12,000 a mile.

Mr. BLAKE. With equipment?
Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. $12,000 and a moderato

amount of equipment.
Mr. SHANLY. I desire to ask the leader of the Govern-

ment to explain one point. Is it understood that payments
under all theje grants are made on work actually done ?

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. Yes.
Mr. SHANLY. I think the practice, in regard to the

subsidised roads, has been that when ton miles were con-
structed a payment is made; but the Government never
advanced the money.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. Never.

Mr. SHANLY, The very fact of having a subsidy is an
incentive to set to work and biiild the road, and therefore
the arrangement that payments are only made on work done
is a complote safeguard, and I do not think it is necessary
that wehould have an explanation on everyone of the
thirty-one items of subsidies to railways. If this has to be
done we shall not get through in a week.

Mr. BLAKE. We have already got throngh six or
seven and thera is no diaculty in dealing with several of
thenm, for on several of the roads work is proceeding. Take,
for example, I was nearly going to say the road of the bon.
member or Gloucester, but I will not do it - take, Isay,
tho ràad to Caraquet. A large portion of that road tas
been constructed and no question was asked in regard to it.
But as regards other roads, no information has boon given.
If full information had been brought down and laid on the
table it could have been pernsed by all the members and
the financial position of the diffeent companies ascertained.
We do not find that supplied and consequently we ask for it.
The hon. member for Grenville (Mr. Shanly)states that the
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subsidiea not being payable util certain work ls done,
renders it unnecesmary to diseuse the standing of the com-
pany. -1differ with hlim and the Minister of Railways dif.

7r with him, becase the Minister on two occasions
®xpku.ed that ho did not place the subsidies in the names
of a1ciflo companem beoause he was not satisfled as to their
abity to carry out the work, and you would thereby be
preventlng thiimue of the grant Vo morne other companies
that might b ehartered. I agroe witb the Minister of
Railwayson that point. I should be very sorry to delay
the Seion two or three hours in considering subsidies
amounting to three millions and half at this late stage; but
not receiving the information neocessary I am obhged to
ask for it.

Mr. SHANLY. I still think that the public Treamury ia
seeure by niot paying anything until work is done, and it is
not at all necessary therefore that we should have such full
information. It would be a great satisfaction if the Gov-
ernment were to assure the House that the company in each
case was oganised and ready to go on with the work; but
this cannot be expected, and the very fact that the Govern.
ment ,ubsidised a road is a strong incentive to the people
interested in it to push it forward.

Mr. ABEY. The point is, that in case the company is
not ftnancially strong, the building of a road for which a
bonus e ofered might be delayed. The subsidy might be
kept dangling in front of the supporters of the Government
as go many subsidies have been kept dangling, and the con-'
struotion of the road delayed for years, with the result that
the people lost the accommodation which Parliament
intended to give by granting a bonus. Again, if the bonus
is given to a financially weak company, it will lead to their
eomiug back to Parliament in a year or two for an increased
g rant. But the First Minister does not seem to have been
furnished with information with respect to the standing of
the company. At ail avents, he has not given it; perhaps
ha can teti as at least who are the president and directors ?

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. Indeed, I cannot.
Mr. CASEY. Perhaps the hon. member for South Essex

can I
Mr. WIGIE. I believe that Hiram Walker is preasi.

dent. Everybody knows that any enterprise which e
takes hoId of i bound to go through. I am satisfied that
the financial standing of the company is sound.

Mr. PATERSON (Brant). What length is the branch
running north from Leamington to Stoney Point, and is it
to be built entirely of stock and municipal bonuses?

!IGLE. Theoa 4froma Leamington North is
fourtee miles aud was .ubidised lat year by this Govern-
ment ë,20Q, to the Canada Southern. It is-not subidised
for the othpr.sixmiles.- The manicipalities interested have
already granWad bonues und stock is taken euffcient to
buildthose fourteen miles. The road subsidised last year was
subsidised without any particular financial standing, any
more than that the Minister of Railways was satisfied from
what we told him that the road would be built if the subsidy
waa granted. Since }ast year we have formed the eompany,
receive&the bonuses and had stock taken sufficient to
complete the fourteen miles, and we are now ready to go to
work in two weeks. There is no doubt that we can get plenty
of capital .te build the road from Windsor to Leamîngton
and eventualy on to Rondeau or Blenheim.

Mr. CASIY. What is the amount of bonuses given by
the mKumlpalilies Vo this rod?

Mr. WIGLE. Jntil the Government subsidy was granted,
nothingwam asked from them, but they are willing and
anxious to subnit bonuses.

2039

Mr. CASEY. As the hon. member for North Essex ha
corne in, perhaps hoecan tell us the amount of stock sub.
scribed and paid up.

1Mr. PATTERSON (Essex). I am not in a position to
state the exact amount, but I have no doubt that the il
way will be built, and that the mon interested are tue-

3 1· ly able to build it.
To he.Thunder B OololnMon Railwuy Company, ftr fijiuix

miles of their railway, fo the sud of the promeut ubuld[sdu.oton to
a point near Orooke Lake, in the Province of Ontario a subsidy not
exoeeding $3,200 per mile, nor exoeeding in the whole, s1isso.

Sir JOHN A. MAODONALD. This railway is intanded
to open up and develop a large and valuable mineral coan,
try at Thunder Bay. The whole subject was veutilated last
Session, when there was a vote for thîrty miles to Whitefsla
Lake, and this vote is to carry it on a little further. Nothing
as yet been done on the ftret thirty miles except making

the location surveys, which, It ls understood, are advanced,
Tihe opening of this road will develop gold, silver, coppor
and iron mines, and provide a heavy traffMe, not oniy for
this road, but with the Canadian Pacifie Railway, with wbich
it joins.

Mr. DAWSON Tshi road will have the offset of openIng
up a very important section of the country. It pauses by
the valley of Whiteflsh River, wbere a great deal of most
magnificent land hm recently been discovered, which wIl
be of great importance in the future to the growing town
of Port Arthur, which is destined to be one of the cities of
the Dom.inion. It will also be the means of opening access
to silver mines of great richness which exist in that
valley. At the present moment, crushing mills are being
put up, machinery is being sent in, and the result le likely
to be very favorable in the way of developing these mines.
There are aiready quite a number of men working at
Rabbit Mountain, Silver Mountain and at Beaver Mountain,
ail of which are in the valley of the Whitefish River, which
lies south-west from Port Arthur. Prooeeding flrther on
to the westward, we come to another mine known as the
Huronian Gold Mine, which is now in active operation.
Proceeding further to Crooked Lake, we meet with
a continuation of what ie known as the Iron Range
of Minnesota, near the boundary lino. It le now being devel.
oped in the other side of the lin.. The people of Minnesota
have a railway running inland for sixty miles from Lake
Superior to a place calied Vermillion Lake, whre
there are large quantities of the most beautiful iron ore,
from which Bessemer steel le manufaotured; and that steel
ls of a quality that cannot be produced from any other
known ore, which may be imaagined from the fact that this
ore in its native state bringe 88 a ton in Cleveland. The
oompany who worked the mines shipped last year 250,000'
tons of ore, and this summer they expeot to ship 350,000
tons more. Now, this iron range crosses into Oanada, and
is susceptible of as great development on ourside as it in on the
other side, and Vils railway will rn through that iron range,
at a point where the ore is found in unhmited quantities.
Then, in that section of the country there is a great deal cf
the most valuable timber. Bothwhite and red pin, have been
found in very large quantities there, and this timber i now
quite inaccessible without a railway, for it I found at a
considerable elevation above Lake Superlor, and theatream
are in consequence rough. This raifway will be the mieas
of developing a very important trade in lumber alone, The
Ontario Government la doing what it can to encourage the
opeMng up of that country. It i building a colonisation
road up this samae valley of Whitefish River, and the promo.
ters of this railway hope to obtain from that Government
some aid for its constraction. INow, here is a lino af rail-
way which will open up a minerai and agricultural eountry
-which will develop gold, silver, copper and iron mines for
aIl of which that country is remarkable. The people of Port
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Arthur have sont to the Colonial and Indian Exhibition in
London, specimens of gold, silver, iron and copper ores from
that district, and I am told they are attracting a great deal
of attention; and along with them they sent at their own
expne an expert to look after them, and to see that theyl
were properly exhibited. If this grant will lead to the
opening up of that section of the country, as it no doubt
will, it wil be of immense advantage to the Dominion at
large.

To the Parry mnd Colonisation Bailway omp for forty miles
of their r ilway, from the village of Parry Sound to t e village of Band-
ridge, on tiiele of the Northèrn Paolfie Junetion Railway, in the Pro-
vince ef Daataio, a*subaidy not eoeoding $3,200 per mile, nor exceeding
ln the whole, 1128,000.

Sir JQN A. MACDONALD. There is a population in
the distriot to be served by this railway of about 18,000,
who have no railway facilities at prosent. It is believed
that thore will be an influx of people there, as the land is
suitable for agriculture, and the harbor of Parry Sound is
said to do a large trade.

Mr. BLAKE (Oa the hon. gentleman state anything
as te the finanoial standing of this company ?

Mr. O'BRIEN. I think there is no grant before this
House that ought to receive more generous or hearty sup-
port than this one. We must plead to some extent in formda
pauperis. We are very poor people in the Muskoka dis-
trict, and it is only by Government assistance that we can
hope to have any railways built there. In consequence of
the necesaity of connecting the Ontario system of railways
with the Canadian Pacific Railway, we have obtained the
Pacifie Junction Railway, which is a great boon to the
people of that district. That lino, as every one knows,
runs morth and south, and ths lino will ran east and
west to the weetward of that line. Our hope is that the
Ontario Government will supplement this grant by a sub-
sidy, beoause that Government, as the leader of the Oppo-
sition knows, appropriated $8,000 a mile for buildi a lino
which hm since been constructed throught co-
operation of the Government of the Dominion, and
we think the least they can do is to give for this
short lin. a sum per mile equal to what they were
willing to ive for a lino from Gravenhurst to Cal-
lander. If tey do, we have reasonable hope that this
railway will be constructed. When I tell the hon. leader of
the Opposition that thei man who has the greatest interest
in this enterprise, and who is the largest stockholder in it,
is William Beaty, of Parry Sound, the pioneer settler in that
district, I am sure be will be satisfied that no opposition
should be given to this grant from his side of the House.
The railway must depend to a large extent on Governmeni
assistance, as the country through which it passes cannot
afford to contribute towards it. It is purely a colonisation
work, deserving of the support, not only of this Govern-
mont, but of the Govarnment of the Province, and I can
assure the House that it will give energy and lif. to that
part of the coumtry. When the Governiment are spending
millions ia developing the biorth-West, and doing a great
deal for thé &aten . ovinces of the Dominion, I thinkitis
doing no more than justice in making this grant to a district
which has not the same natural advantages as many other
parts of the country.

Mr. BLAKE. I do not think it is of very much conse.
quenoe who the principal promoter of an enterprise ie. I
ca Isumr the hn. gentleman that I shall support or oppose
the grants entirely irrespective of who may be promoting
them; Ishall support them just as freely if my hon, friendi

mmotes them, and I shal oppose them just as freely if it
appens to be a partienlar supporter of mine who promotesi

them. From what I know ethe section of country toi
which the hon. gentleman refers, I van agree with many
of the observations h. ha made. It is a country from

ir. DAwsoN

which it is not reasonable to expeot much, if any, municipal
assistance. I am equally satisefed that this railway is in
the character of a coloisation railway, and I am glad to
learn that It is being promted bygentlomen who are them,
selves taking a finanomial interest i it. la that reseo it
difers from many other enterprises with superior ant-
ages, to trhich we are giving public aid. I do not kaow
whether the hon. gentleman is one of those who thik thBt
enquiry means opposition; but I ean esune him thatléhail
continue to make those enquiries whih I think mny p*bli
duty demands should be made. It is for those ii. thiuk
they are bound to carry these votes without any enquity at
all to adopt and proclaim before the public that vw It
is mot my view, and I shall continue to make enquiries.

Mr. SIANLY. Whenever I see the word "colonisation"
and feel that the word is properly introduced, I do not feel
inclined to ask any questions. Where the " colontsatien"
can be introduced properly, as it is here, roads of that kind
will be entitled to double the subsidy they are given. I
shall have great pleasure in supporting thi item.

For a railway from New Glasgow to Montealm, in the Province of
Quebee, eightten miles, a subsidy not exoeeding S,20 pfer alq4%arexceeding in the whele, $57,600.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. This road is suppqsed to
commence at New Glasgow, the terminus of a setion of the
Great Northern Railway, and will extend t Montecalm. It
is only contemplated to subsidise the first section from 1ew
Glasgow to Montcalm, which will be of great advantage in
the development in that section of the country.

Mr. LAURIER. There is no locality that I kiowof
which bears the name of Montcalm.

Mr. CHAPLEAU. It is in the parish of St. Liguori. The
railway will be from New Glasgow or St. Lin, to end at
Montcalm lm the eounty of Montcalm. The MJnister of
Railways has put the starting point ut New Glasgow, whieh
s now the. prolongation of the St. Jérôme Road from Mont.
real. The lin.eis more direct and shorter from St. Lin to
the northern part of the Montcalm Road, but the St. Lin
Road is owned by the Canadian Pacifie Railway, and in
case the company is willing to build the railway from New
Glasgow to Montcalm it could do it with equal facility
from St. Lin to Montcalm. This leaves an alternative,
be ause the Canadian Pacifie Railway is ready to continue
the road which has been built from St. Jérôme to New
Glasgow, which is only a few miles distant.

For a railway from Hereford to the Internauional Railway, in the
townsLip of Baton, dn the Province of Quebec, tiirty<uir milaa sun.
sid, sot exoeeding 33,200 per mile, Uçnr W eed Ln g n thewbole,
$108,800.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. This raway ektends
from the village of Hereford, in the township et Baton.
'the coutry is fairly settled, and the road wilI de 1p the
lumber trade and gMatLy asit in setth"g that cuntry.
The estimated coot is 16,000 a mile, and thsio"d hbm a
local land grant.

Wr. BLÂAKI. Thee nly Aiainulty 1e ]etmt th Mil-
way ie contained in the memoradm, which gaum 1*
involve a very different policy in the eut than whmat isro-
claimed in the west. The memorandum ays it is for the
purpose of connecting the International with the Ameican
ystem of railways, which is considered a very bad Ïhing in
Me west.

Sir JOHN A. MAODONAL. -Other countries, other
manners.

For a railwayfrom St. Felx toLake lmakinongé, Parish of 3t. Gabriel
ln the Province of Quebec, ten miles, ambslaynetexosedlng $,2e per
mile, nor exceeding in the whole, sab.Q.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. This road is ten miles i4
length, and extends from the termiugs of the Joliette branoh
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Qf the Onadian Pacific ailway te Iake Maskinongi, in "(asseI dpgeeh t. » aWez Er.WJ)the t.pa hof& Gabriel oe of the most populous in the 2ay de s tbMa ry.-the l
ceuty of.Borthier and a cent"e 0f colonisation. Uyndioate formed uncter the Nova Smta Q.'uis obs je'with ethers, had an Interview with the Mnlster of Juatloe j,rt .wa rw for Oleuannan to Winghm, in the Provinoe of Onta- treion to the aid which thot boheme would requin from 1h. D@Mhii
ni% nie, asubsidy ote excemdbmg 3ff0 Per Mao, Bor ex1eendig Govrnmett. It is ndenoo4tha. tbe degatu Oas mtoini 4- stand that no terms vould or eould be dinssed penéig nn*.uket

Sir JOHN A. MACDOALD. This road will connect the appeal shortly to be made to the people of the Proviu Govem.
WàInam wit thAe CUanamn Pacifi eRailway. The people ment on its repeïl of the Union."
of this-ditriot have taxed themselves heavily to secure Wa that the answer given to Mr. Elwes and if correct are
raiwayfacilties, t he advantages of which they cannot fully the grants which are propoeed to be male by these rew1u-
ejoy witàout having tis lino. tions to railways in Nova Sota to be treed lu thei same

wayt amely, that no money i to be expended on Nova,LAKE. I quite dgree as to the enormous amount Scotia railways util it is known how the elections in Novaof tak1on 'and the'very nzrlbrtunate position theee people Scotia now pending will result.occt f hwant raliay competition. r yOHN A. MAGDONALD. I do not know anything*.. A& M. There is one line which I regret is not about that. 1 know that one gentleman came te ee me
included l the subsidies. about a railway in Nova Seotia, and I chaffed him. I asked

Mr.,ATJESON (Bmnt). There are a lot not included. him if, in case of secession, he wanted the road. ]e said:
Sir JOHN, A. MACDONALD. Sins of omissionIf I never have a headache until secession I will be atteed.

Si asked him what h. thought about inserting a proviso in
Mr. ALLM. 1 regret there is one railway left out of the subsidy that the road was to be built whenevr seosuion

this Hat of subsidies. I mean the lino from the town of was defeated. He said ho was not sure but would do hie
Meafdrd pst the town Of Owen Sound, on into the county best.
oif Bruce and thence into the town of Wingham or Mr. KIRK. I do not consider that an answer to the
Kinardine. W. have nxo objection te either as the most question, and will repeat it when the Minister of Jum.ioe
saitable place. In that part of Ontario, all the railways comes in.
rMn outh-eaat, and the inhabitants of North Bruce and Mr. BLÂKS. The.oai> paper bre lit down In hie con-
North Grey have to come down to Guelph or Ham- necLon ie a letter datedSrt hdMaron, 1886, (rom John syd,
ilton or Toronto to pas by the Northern going on tot te Senator, t1 presume. 6tha, ho says that t prono.
Oallander. This road I expect to be under constructionthesn whom a r peum. n a, e says that telprmo-
by the end of the season or early in 188'l. It will ters to wom agrant ofi,200 per mile for twelve mnilea
onnoct with the London and Huron railway, and cros s pomised, were most desirous of eatelnd g the. propoed

the Wellinton, Grey and Bruce, pass over the Stratford andthemes furter, se as to miclude the estne quarneis
an -akÃ o an Yrs h ootGeyadBuea n h immense hay' marshes which, would greatly' benefitend LSuddronand wcroi the Toronto, Grey dan Bruce atthe intercolonial Railway, and their proposai was basedOen Sond md conne t with hehorhern andNorthWese on the losis which had been sustained by the gentlemen who

tarie, theone to Oalander, thereby Cllingood iene ad embarked in these enterprises, on account of the grautthde,. untr fcilities illnd theierobt givi iaiendofn not having been given last year. The road, h. said, w»sihe contry fancilities in the winterc ime, ownoavigation eue in which the population was deeply interested, and itso thed, bt menus of wieh they eau go on te Calander construction would afford material help in many waya heoe ii. MeI. Tii.country ha. paid a large amen of need not mention. It appears therefore that as long ago asbonuses. in the coutruction of roads, not ouly in their the8lst March, it had been agreed to give a subsidy for twelve:n, counties, but paid their share of the railways of miles. In point of fact, it may have been agreed upon lat
the Provinces in generaL The county of Grey bas given Session, yet the only paper we bave in conneQtion with themore than 1,000,800 in bonuses for the construction ofrail affair is a letter from Senator Boyd asking for the three
waysi Bruce ha. given about an equal amount, and I think Miles not given. We havenot the papers on whieh is basedthe coSnty l represent l entitled to a share of public the grant, but this is a very strong appeal for a subsidy
moneys to assist them in building this road, whiîh wil be a which will materially help in many ways,
Peeder to the Pacific Junetion Road and the Canadian Pacifiec
Railway. If the Government do not bring down a grant Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. Itis all a eaue of Oliver
this 8essio, Ihope they Wil enquire into the reason and asking for more.
at an early date put in a subsidy for that road, at the next Mr. WOODWORTH. l this proposed line allRin the
Session ofFarliament. county of uinberland ?

For a rawayfrem a point st or nar thel McCan Stationenthe Mr.MoIELAli. IthinkitinaMbnghitlINwBrns-
[ae l Ra to th eJogin Oumberland auin, in the
Provnce ofXQva Seqî j w Is, a.saubsidy not exceeding $3,Z00 wick interest. Tii.stock cf the. ompa t a mprkhsg
elmllb ae3,400. the cellieris l11aild or neari>'ain i ty of St. J 1

Sir 30H1N A. MACDONALD. This is destiped to con- and during tii. inIer there la ne conic With f*
ect the great lone quarries in Cumberland Basin wit theoUlar>'.-The.oponing of ailw4y £Yom lii. sulies n
[utertolovialt RBtlway atMeOann Station, and it will be an thequ'rles sud lb. mille to lhe knterooonWaialwîyr bei
mnpotantfeder te the Intereolenial Railway. beau diacuséed forome lime.

3fr. KIRK. Je this toad subuidised by the Local Govern- Mm. WOODWOBfH. Lt la miol>' lu the oounty of
nent? Cuberland?

S <JOQ, UN ». AC£DOKMLD.rdornotthrnk 1h s Mr. MoLELA4. I think it is.

Mr. KIRK. I amsorrytie Minister et Justice ianet ic ir.BLAe . TIROliver te lomn more oel&Miking
ils plat wllieantrdito ask hemia question wriesilthierslbd Sir JOHN A. MAriOdNALD. It depeide o hO
idy eannderddisdution.hPerrhtpheshr other Miniater ecli Oliver behavs.

For a rallway froomL'ÂAomption t LIplphanie, Ithé sllProiee of
lesD,à whs WLCi as nppeared in the. Halifax Mail, lie ergai Quebe , three mile andh mil-s to thaeudy not exedfntloIfail r Mlle,f lheGovenmnent infl7alifax. Tii. tele m, reads tns: er eW WTeding in the whole, 11,200.

RA LWAY OR RPdId. Sir JOHN A. MACDONtLD.hTiiinkitairoads.hee aud
>~e ea u aver t s ui coection ire wih a toeg h iWr maA; nIa fmi., UAm tin Ljt o iUepani, JlI th Pronnajof

IIW ut have both, and must decide which we wi choose, a. al miles in engt, ,rom nppai>uni@t-uia
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Pacifie Railway, to L'Assomption. They considered it so
important that they endeavored to construct it without aid.
Work was commenced, but for want of funds they had to
give it up, and this is to assist them in their praiseworthy
endeavors.

To the Montreal and Western Railway Company, for seventy miles of
their railway from St. J6rÔme, north-westerly towards Desert, in the
Provinte of Quebec, a subsidy of $5,11 per mile in lien of the subsidies
granted by 46 Victoria, chapter 25, and 47 Victoria, chapter 8, a subsidy
of $381,270.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. This is the railway that
we have heard of before as being the enterprise of Father
Labelle. This road was subsidised for 100 miles, at $3,200
per mile. The survey for location has developed the tact
that the first seotion of seventy miles was much heavier and
more costly work than had been anticipated. In fact they
got acrose the Laurentian range before they reached the
land fit for settlement. So much was that the case that it
was impossible to proceed with the work of construction
on the basis of the subsidy already granted, and in lieu of
that subsidy it is proposed to grant 85,161 per mile for
seventy miles. The road is to connect with the Gatineau
Railway at Desert. It runs through a country capable of
supporting a large population, but witheut the facilities to
induce settlers to go in in such numbers as desired. At the
same time, many people have been going in. The land is
good, and the encouragement given by Father Labelle
induced a large number of families to go in, and several
townships have been settled. They have good crops, but
several of them are getting dissatisfied, and have been pro-

p ng to abandon the country. As the hon. gentleman
ows, there is an enormous country in every way fit for

settlement directly north of that.

Mr. BLAKE. Perhaps the hon. gentleman will explain
what the inerease is. Is t.he present grant just $3,200 per
mile all over ?

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. It was $3,200 for 100
miles. The present grant is $5,161 for seventy miles.

Mr. BLAKE. What is being done is to give that grant
over seventy miles instead of 100 miles-the same amount ?

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. Yes.
Mr. BLAKE. I fancy it must be a mistake in the draft

-it says "a subsidy of." I there any reason why you
should not use the words "nor exceeding in the whole,"
whieh are used in the others ?

Mr. CHAPLEAU. It should be put in that way.
Mr. BLAKE. I observe that this does not completely

meet the demands of the promoter of the railway. He
points out in his letter to the Minister of Railways that the
subsidy should be rather divided in a somewhat different
way, that, instead of being $5, 161 a mile for the seventy miles,
it should be $6,000 a mile for the first thirty miles, and the
remainder distributed over the lat forty miles. He
says :

The building of a railway across the Laurentian range being more
diffieult than in the interior, I would aak that the firet thirty miles
should have a grant of $6,000 per mile, and the balance distributed
over the last forty miles. I aak you that favor, et as it is ; but it is
nothing for a man who i. the grand dispenser ana who possesesa ail the
treasures? lu short, it is just the application made by the company at
the time of our lat interview. Hoping that yeu will be always favor-
able to us, I have the honor to be.

Would the hon, gentleman state why this reasonable propo-
sal as to the division of the subsid was not oomplied with ?
Was it not worth while ? Would not the grand dispenseri
of ail the tresures consider this application favorably ?

Mr. CHAPLEAU. Who was the signer ?
Mr. BLAKE. Father Labelle.

ab' JOHN A.. KAQDOALD.

Mr. CHAPLEAU. It ha. been found that it was about
the same thing and would put that road on a footing of
equality with two other roads which might be considered
with this one, the three great colonisation roads of the- Pro.
vince of Quebec, the Lake St. John Railway, the St. Jérôme
Railway, or what is called Father Labeleo'a roadithe North.
ern Colonisation Railway and the Gatineau Railway, opening
up the immense fertile country which exieon theotheruide
of the Laurentides. As Father Labelle puts it, it was asied
that $6,000 a mile should be granted for the thirty miles forma-
ing the country where the mountains ofthe Laurentiah range
g o, but, taking the information from the Depattmetof
Railways, in distributing the subsidy as it is, in faet that
region will receive the amount in excess of 85,161, because,
in determining the subsidies to be paid, the amount of work
for each section in proportion to the other sections is taken
into consideration, se that the demand of Father 'Labelle
will be in practice granted, though the subsidy will remain
the same as that of the Lake St. John Railway and the
Gatineau Railway.

Mr. BLAKE. That explanation is very satisfactory. I
observe that this is a repetition of the process in the prepar-
ation of the papers for the HGuse to which I have already
referred, that the applications which are brought down are
those which have been refused and not those which have
been granted. It is a little inconvenient, because what we
have practically to consider is the ground on which the
Government acted and not that on which they refused to
act. Perhaps another time we may be given the inform-
ation on which they acted.

Mr. CHAPLEAU. It proves that the Government are
wiser than those acting for these enterprises. They modi-
fied the demands so as to give the aid in a more practical
and a wiser manner.

Mr. BLAMKE. The hon. gentleman has failed to under-
stand my point. I asked for the papers upon which t.he
Government acted. These were brought down as the
papers upon which they acted. The only paper brought
down in this case is one asking for a change in the decision
of the Government, which was not granted, so that the
papers on which the Government acted have not been
rought down.
Mr. CHAPLEAU. This is granted. They will receive

86,000 for the first thirty miles, and for the forty miles
after reaching Ste. Agathe they will receive 84,000 a mile.

Mr. BLAKE. Cannot the lion. gentleman perceive that
the papers on which the Government reached their decision
te give 85,161 a mile for seventy miles are the papers which
it is important to have, and those papers we have not. What
we have is a paper dated as late as the l4th May, after the
decision was reached, asking for a modification whioh the
hon. gentleman has explained it was not necesaary te make,
because in practice this will be accorded which Father
Labelle asks, but the papers upon which ths was granted
are not before us.

Mr. •&PLEAU. If my hon. friend had iead what is
at the end of these resolations, which is only a repetition of
what is at the end of the resolutions of lat year, fie would
have found that it is apon that paper, and it is a good
paper because it 1a the Statute paper, that the. Govermeut
have decided to grant the request of Father Labelle, but in
the manner provided ina the tatute, and not in the manner
mentioned in the letter.

For a railway from 8t. Andrews to the Canadian Pacific Railway at,
or at any point est of the tpwn of Lachute, in the aounty of Argenteuil,
in the Province of Quebe, seven mesa, in lieu ot the subuidy granted by
47 Victoria, chapter 8, a sabsidy not exceeding $3,200 per mile, nor
exceeding ia the whole, $22,400.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. This is not an additional
vote, it is merely a change of location. This railway, seven
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miles in length, isalready subsidised from the village of St.
Andrew's to Laohute, it is considered in the interest of the
district to make it start from St. Andrew's, to connect with
the Canadian Pacifie Railway at some point eat of Lachute,.

Te the canada Atlantic Railway Oomsny, for twelve mues of their
railway from Clark's Island to Val yfiel and from Lacolle, in the Pro.
vince of Quebec, to the International boundary,as aubsidy not exceeding
$%,zo per mile, nor exceeding in the whole, 38,400.

SirJOHN A. MACDONALD. This railway extends
from the Chaudière, in the city of Ottawa, passing through
Côteau Landing and Valleyfield, to the international boun-
dary. Lt was commenced some years ago, and so far as it
has been o rated as been a great benefit to the city of
Ottawa. e section of three miles, extending from Elgin
street to Chaudière street, was subsidised with $3,200. It
is now proposed to grant a subsidy of $3,200 on that section
of two miles froin Clark's Island to Valleyfield, and ten
miles from Laoolle to the international boundary, which is
not yet constructed.

Mr. SHANLY. The result of the whole wording of this
resolution is correct, but it is not very clear. It is proposed to
subsidise twelvo miles, but the wording of it is very mis-
leading. That the Canada Atlantic has twelve miles of a
railway, from (3lark's Island to Valleyfield, is fnot correct.

Mr. BLAKE. Would it not be well to say, for twelve
miles of their railway, being the portion from Clark's
Island to Valleyfield, and the portion from Lacolle, in the
Province of Quebec, to the international boundary-two
different portions ?

For a railway from Truro to Newport, in the Province of Nova Scotia,
forty-nine miles, a subsidy not exceeding $3,200 per mile, nor exceeding
in the whole, $156,800.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. This line will run from
the Intercolonial Railway to Truro, Nova Scotia, connecting
with the Windsor Branch of the railway at Newport Station.
It will pass through a section of fine agricultural country
unserved by railways, and when the western system is con-
solidated, it will give direct communication between the
eastern and western sections of the Province, and bring the
western section of the Province twenty miles nearer to the
western section of the Dominion than any existing railway.
It will also reach a fine iron deposit.

Mr. VAIL. Is it intendcd to give this subsidy to the
company that has lately been incorporated, and that is
under contract now with the Local Government to build
this road ?

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. It will be granted to
some company. The Minister of Railways will report to
the Government what, in his opinion, is the best mode to
construct this road.

Mr. VAIL. Will the Minister of Finance state how far
this traverses the county of Colchester ?

Mr. McLELAN. About eight or nine miles.
Mr. ALLISON. Like the hon. member for Muskoka

(Mr. O'Brien), I think this is one of the most interesting
and important roads under consideration this evening,
and I take this opportunity of thanking the Govern-
ment for giving it their attention. It is gratifying that ths
Government, which 'as so recently made arrangements for
carrying forward to successful completion the greatest
national enterprise which the Dominion of Canada has yet
been called upon to undertake, has, a few days ago, decidedt
to grant no longer tardy and scanty, but prompt and ampler
justice to Cape Breton, and is now giving evidence that small8
lines of railway, some of them extending only through por-
tions of two counties, Eome, perhaps, only through a por-
tion of one, are not beneath their notice. Perhaps the best
eviden.e that can be given of the necessity cf ths line,
would b. seen by oonsulting a railway map of Canad. This

line is a portion of the consolidation scheme, which waspro.
po sed by the Local Government four years ago, and le aiso
mentioned in the scheme which is now proposed by the pro.
sent Local Government of Nova Scotia-although it is not
absolutely a part of that scheme-but it is mentioned in it
as a part that may b. taken up. The advantages of this,
however, seem to bave i rpressed thomselves upon the
Government in a favorable way, and I am thankful to the
Government for having taken hold of it with so littie
representation and with no uisrepresentation at al. The
important towns of Truro and Windsor, which it will more
directly connect, the enterprising farming and ship build-
ing villages through which it will pase; the rich mineral
district, comprising gypsum, freestone, antimony, man-
ganese, gold and iron, through which the railway will pas
form a galaxy of advantages, whieh, when preunted
to the observant eyes of the present Government who are
so anxious to serve the public interest, have dcoided them
to take this matter up and to construet the road.
Lt might appear to some that pomsseing such advantages as
those it should at once secure a large traffie, and that the
district through whioh the road passes would do very much
in the way of granting bonuses towards the construction of
the road. But it will b. remembered, as it il known to
those familiar with the route, that there is one large tidal
river to cross, the Shubenacadie, which will necessitate a
very large outlay. There is not an estimate made yet, but
it is supposed that it will be a very expensive bridge. ln
reply to the hon. member for Digby (kr. Vail) 1 will say
that the road is about forty-nine or fifty miles long, some
ton miles pa.siug through the county of Culchester and the
remainder through Hants.

Mr. VAIL. I am very lad that the Government have
been able to grant this subsidy. The construction of this road
bas been looked forward to for some time. It is a rond
which will b. of advantage to the general public in that
part of the country, if it is built, and L hope that now that
there has been a company incorporated the Governmnt
will not withhold their hand but will assist that company as
far as possible in completing the work. If the company
goes on with the western consolidation it will form a very
important part of it, and I am quite sure that the grant
having been given for this company, it will be ablo to pro.
coed with the work.

Mr. WOODWORTH. IL am very gl -d that this bonus
bas been given. The bon. member for Hants (Mr. Allison)
bas said that the Government gave it almost without any
representation being made.

Sir JOHN A. MAODONALD. No, misrepresentation.

Mr. WOODWORTH. There are argus eyes like those
whiclh Juno put in her peacock's tail when she discovered
some improper conduct beiween Jo and Jupiter and sent
Argus to watch them, when he was killed by Mercury.

Mr. ALLISON. I certainly did not say anything of the
kind.

Mr. WOODWORTII. This argus-eyed Government (my
bon. friend feels as proud as the poacock with all the eyes
in his tait) saw this road lying there, and the gypsum, man-
ganese, silver, gold and precious stones only requiring
development. The bon. gentleman is glad the road is to be
built. The member for Digby (!lr. Vail) is also glad to see
that the road will go on. We are all glad: and no doubt the
road wilil ho built. But w4at did the Government do, this
argus-eyed Government, wllen fifty members of the House
of Commons signed a memorial to the Government beg-
ging them, in thei name of Heaven, to help the western
part of the Province of Nova Scotia-the Nietaux and
Atlantic road, which is lying there in a state of utter
collapse, with the sleepers rotting, an attempt having been
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made to build this road ever since 1877, the company havingnh c ri
rweived a subsidy from the Loeal Governtnent which tewas,texpnuecf buildinguchaslin. of ralway wJ tbought tu
however, totally inadequate to complete the undertaking.,lthaneit jitnow a mucb i f e ofrodtb tbs
This argue-eyed Government did not turn their eyos in that at different places, it à propoeed now to buibi thm of Innq ad taiay
direction. The hon. momber for Lunenberg (Mr. Kaulbach) down fifty-sil (66) lb. steel raile inetoed foryf l 4n.wue theu recommexfded.implored thera almost on his knees to listen to this momo- 9'The engiueeing difficitles w.r fornd tuifresse suditnebio
rial, which graphically portrayed the extent of that road, work ws fouad aeessary ta be doue ta male a good sn&nts al
and its necessity. It also gave the report of Martin Murphy, r ntii. enginuer'eot thnatedhe road.hue heenf, nialygae ro ideonb8odrde deç Ilothe Provincial Engineer of Nova Scotia, extracts from twenty (0) aille., and part of maeoûry dane from 8tddn'Ifo Wew
which showed the absolute necessity of the road, Qerany, a distance of ahoStwenty (20> mil"Se.
the coulnties of Shelburne, Queen's and Lunenbnrg sequence eloett caaring basjst been doue. roie »nqmy
baving no railway communication with the outside world. e t i ae heengred b.udaPortion cf the ties and timSber neeeeisar hvebee dllvre b tà eI do not mean to say that they have not touched it. I do placed. Thot portion of the Md graded, withthe timbeead 1*u4h$rb-
not know what goes on in tbat great Sanhedrim in the east- U r, are nov Iying there uuimpzored sud eels in tuegreuitate
ern block. I do not know what they say or do, or what aiaffaira, deteriorating day by day, while the peuple -Who wiU haYe tothoî mm. nw. Tey ay ringthî grnt dwnpuythe right of way, are obliged to see their lands d1digured wlthmxtmnay be in thiiidinwwhymaLrn compensationrnfiamramlwy.
but the observation of the hon. member for Kants (Kr. Alli- LiAbuat fixe kundred thouuand dollers ($500) hava .. rady
son) has brought to my notice the fact that these men do been etonuung 00,road and it vil etiilouai anrés#
not requite any representation; when theysee a great and for the rolling stock, which will cS about ndrdt ad
necessitous work like this, they br'ing a proper grant dollars ($200,000) additional.
down. If they do not, I think the western counties IlMr. Martin Murphy, the Provincial enginee'of the Province Wova
of Nova Scotia will speak out with no uncertain crormany er,and unoeeï diffent G oernuanthehe
somd. I think they will have somothing to say lative Couneil of Nova Seotia, ot the year l878, au elaborterari of
about this argus-eyed Government. I have eoery ibis great work and which was ipprovt d of nnsnimouly hy thi Legis-
respect and admiration for their great abilities, their ature, conaining lig professionl resons *hl Iis raUwÊy shuld b.respectbuilt, extradte of which are herewiîh eubmîtted andi annexed herte,
progressive intentions and the great works they do. I give narked 'A.'
thein thanks for what they do, but I would like to know I"This grea.lwork hanedemanded aud received the close attutieu of

whatfairpla thee isin ivin ai thoo susides t thSo uccessive Provincial Governaients, but aIl efforts have failed i btM.i-whatfair play there is in giving Al these subsidies tothese completion, and it is a fa atent that i the Dominion Govern-
different railways in Quebec and Ontario, and Nova Sootia, ment and Parliament do fot core to itg aid, thereisano hopeof the rod
and leeving the western counties out, as they have. The ever being fiaished, and ail that has beea expendea i b. ulterly lest,
are eight counties lying west of the line which i draw in the hoed on hp fe rn n f n
this xmap, and in round numbers some $11,000,000 Cr 4"Tismemoranda &W staies1hat thierallway openanpsomêof the
812,000,000 have been given to the counties east Of that fineet agricultural and minerai regions in Nova Scl, with lands
lin, that nver ave a dollar of their own money tibered.lieht ee ae olof * " onmoe t gThat the connties. of Lunenburg, Queen'sand Shelburne have neyerconstruct a single rod of railway. To the west of baithe sligbtesl raiway accommodatima1 andtthe lahabitani of
this you take the Windsor Branch, which the Government thonscountie ibis railway is cf the.ulmosi importance and ntie.
own, and put it at a million, for it is only 32 miles. Take CI'That it afforde an esy and eheap mode of .blaining £ece5sto the
the.Windsor and Annapoli, another million, maing twociti of St. John adlalfad other parto the Dominion, nd willthe*inder nd nnaplis anthe milion maiugtwOoperate when cenpleted as an auixîliary aud feeder tu 1h. lierooloialmillions, although as I say they, the Government, Railway.
own the Windsor Branch. But give them oredit for I"The barbore of Lunenburg and Vaboe Bay, the ktlatie ternwii *t
two millions, and I want to know what fair playthailay, ares onet
there is, with the represontatives from this Cabinet CiThe sedyconîructian cf this road ina burningand absorbing
all froin the east, with ton Senators allowed to Nova qestion vithie people of the loclitiesuamedin Luaenburg, Annapoli,

scota, ll roi theeaitI xcet on frm Lnenurg;andQuen'sand King's, and the surrounding districts, aud they ank that asScotia, all froma the east, except onte f rom Lunenburg ; and ~ue'the Dominion Goverumeni bau adopted sudl acted upon the fpoli; o f
yet the western part of Nova Scotia is treated in that manner. giving id te railvays which are Caioulated tu dareiop ah. country
Why is all the morey diverted to the east ? Here the other through which they pan and add eirengtà aud wealth tu the.cuuauy;

thtthey extend ots railway the same iid ihat they have extelrded tioday wevoted for a railway from Stellarton to Pictou. Ithin
sad: Yes, I hope you will put in somethiug for this road. We te ral le oeroart wahsoinion, upon 188pa ad dcW
have voted for a road from Oxford to New Glasgow. I said upon and carried out by the Goiernment of the Doninion of C-*»da
give it to them, though, mark you, they have railway corn- evernincenamely, ofgîvinga ubidy fnotlethantbre thounaad
munication. We voted two millions to Cape Breton. Ivo huure r(m
said: Yes, give it to thein. It was passed in this House.
And then there was this great shipping railway which con- Now have the report of Mr. Murphy wdôr my in
cernis the eastern part of Nova Scotia a good deal. That the Journala of the Legistative AssenbWy of Nova
was voted, aid we voted al these sams, while not a single ewing the geat importaxioo th;@ swork amu
item has bee putn hore in order to corplete this road unanimoualy in that Legielaturo. Wo know.thati1à4,,
which las been lying so long in its present state. To showwhen Sir CharleTupper cme te (lie Hoiheo is roso
yon the necessiLy for this road let me read you the memo, lutions giving aid to railways,-ho took ip, for iatannb, fIih
rial wheh fty members of the House signed and sent te ontiae Raiway of sore e ty4ve miles
the Government: had #6,400permilefrom the Tmaery QiQbn :tutikiswu

SBm,-The following memoranda set forth these facto, that i to ,ne ttbuiki i.He ssid wse
eay apse, and ~ho came with thie ald, -and Potrliazuett seeandèd

"The Nova Sootia Central, formerly known as the Nova Scotia, hiefferts and voted 43,400 mile. Thle ruad iS'jseeW I
Nictaux and Atlantic Central ailway, extenda from the harbors ut in the samo position, oily tiat (boy had-theo aniliuan PP-
Luneuburg and Mahone Bay, in the county of Lunenburg, in the Pro-
vince of Nova Scotia, by the way of Bridgewater and New Germany,cieaiwy, by which the people from Renfrew and other
conneoting with the Windsor and Annapolis Railway at Middleton, in placs in that direction oould ore te Ottawa snd te Ai
the county of Annapolis, a distance, including the branches to deeP parte of the Dominion, while the peopte of Qnon's sd Lu-sea water, of seventy-five (75) miles.nht of '-' rail zutatati For

" The building of this important road was commenced in the summer
of 1877 with a subsidy of four hundred and twelve thousand dollars thorn tiare is ne road and no subsidy. 1 would liko tu
($412,000); or about five thausand four hundred and ninety-three dollars know what is tho rosi readon that Uis rosdhbbo eftowt?
($5,493) per mile from the Province of Nova Scotia, and has been
puahed from time o tnime since then in its construction, but owing toT .d1.f.i t
th insufeleney of means, ei yet quite a long way from completion. thy are do ng for othes; we au.vetig mim&s iUir
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liaeto 9otler roads. We have that road in Cumberland,
and 1 want tee it, for it is a populous and wealthy conty
ad pends able mon here and elsewhere. But, Heaven knows,
they have railways all over it, and yet they propose to open
up Bme mines bere by thiniroad and the sum of $38,400 is
granted to it. Thon there is the Newport road. It is all
right to give it aid to build the road. Why hould this road,
which has been strugling to completion since 1817, be left
ont and no-t have a wiar given to i? I listened to-day
with great pleasure o the hon. Minister of Railways when
he saidbthat the G overnment, whenever they found a strng-
gling Wilway, came to its aid. They may have had this
railway im their mind; but I would be recreant to my
duty, when we are giving these votes, which those people
help to py if I did not raise my voice and
a.k the Government to come to the rescue of
this road as they have gone to the rescue of other
road. It will be a wrong unredressed; it will be an act
for which I can ses no paiation or excuse; because that
country is as hoavily timbered, as well watered, as fertile,
as abandant in minerals and as much entitled to be opened
up and developed as any other portion of the country which
we have been voting subsidies to open up and develop; and
I do think, while I assist to vote away these large sums of
money, that I am entitled to ask, if we do not get a fair
share of the patronage as compared with Quebec and
Ontario, that the bon. Ministers representing us in the
Cabinetshould see that we in the western ounties of Nova
SSotia get fair play.

Mr. VAIL. I am not astonished that the hon. member
for King's (Mr. Woodworth) speaks in the tone ho does; I
am only astomished that he has not done so before. It is
#4ft. te tbat of aIl the publie grants made by the

Governmeat for Nova Seotia, two thirds if not threefourths
have bMeen made for the eastern part of the Province, while
the wutcrn part bas an equal population. However desir.
abj thes grants may be-and I think they are important
ro4s which it is proper that the Goverument should assist
-thie Gyernment have left out the railways that should
have received grants. There is no doubt that the railway
whiei the bon. member for King's has referred to, from
Nictaux to the AtIantic coast, is an important road. The
compny coutrollig that road has been struggling for five
or mzx yearo, and has done a great deal of work and laid out
a large amount of money; and yet, as the hon. gentleman
said, the sleepera and bridges are in a state of decay
because the company cannot raise the means neces6sary
to e<mAplete it. I am' sure a vote of $3,200 a mile would
ensurp the completion of that road in a very short time,
I wu vry glad to find that the Govornment two years
ago granted 83,200 a mile to complote the link between
Amapols -nd Digby. The work on that road has
no beesonmenced yet; but a ompany ha. recently
beemndcarporated, and it- lehoped that it will begin work
seoe t6matis year. I'believe a tition was presented to
thedeoerment this asking that an additional subsidy

af,200uanlex thond begiven to that road of eighteen
miiniwhtJie al that is noassary to complete the railway
faumdEsiffxb to Yarmoitth. It is very expensive road to
build. -The tridges on it alone, aocording to the best
informatIon an obtain, will cost from $100,000 to $500,000,
if thy m» bWilteas railway bridges new are. I ws in hopes
tisne thoGoserment-would eseeheir way clear this year
tograt as additional subsidy of $3,200 a mile to
enorage th ,ompany te complete this link. laInooking
over th- suidies granted by the Government since 1884,
I find that in t85 the ibllowing additional subsidies have
been granted to railways on whieh no work has yet been
eonmued:- ThGatineauvalley Railway Company, 83,200
par mile, not-to exceed in the whole 8169.000, wbich lias
bee iaesued to $6,400per mile, or theiiowholo30,000;1

the Napsnee, Tamwortb and Quebec Rqilway, $8,80 per
mile, in ail for 16 miles, 651,200, which has been inoreased
to 870,000, or $4,376 per mile; Grand Piles on the River
St. Maurice tu its junction with the Lake St. John Ralway,
$83,200 amile, or in al 8217,000, which has been ineressed
to 848 'r rmile for b5 miles. It seemi ito z,àafw
these =a, which are merely proîeoted roads, on whieh
work has not yet been ommenced, have recoived from this
Government double the sum granted to them in 1884, that
we might fairly elaim an increased snbsidy fbr this road
between Annapolis and Digby, w'hieh is so necesary to the
whole western portion of Nova Scotia. I hope the Govern-
ment will consider its claims and grant a sum which will
ensre its ceompletien within a limited time.

Mr. McLELAN. The bon. gentleman has forgotten to
mention that about the time of (onfederation a sabsidy of
81,000,000 was given to continue the road from Windsor to
Annapolis, about eigbty miles, and some years after Confed-
eration the Dominion Government offored the Windsor
Branch to any company that would complote the road from
Annapolis to Yarmouth. A company was eventually formed,
and having been also subsidiped by the Local Govern ment of
Nova Scotia, it commenced the construction of thap work,
and made the connection all but about eighteen miles. The
hon. gentleman knows that the Local Government have now
made an arrangement with a oompany to complete those
eighteen miles, and that company are expecting to receive
the Windsor Branch, and th.ey are alseo epeoting to
receive 8 ;4,000 which was offered by the Dominion
Government two years ago. The Local Government have
also agreed to guarantee Sd00,000 a year for twenty years
to that company, part of that aum being covered by a deposit.
They expect to have the Windsor Branch whioh cost nearly
82,000,000, and they have a grant from the Local Govern-
ment of 8100,000 a year for twenty, vears, in addition Io
the $100,000 which i covered by deposit, and surely a com-
pany so largely subsidised as that is, cannot fail to build
the eighteen miles of road to make connection, and put the
whole in good order. -I have soen the reprosentatives of
that company and they express no doubt of their ability to
make the eonnection and put the whole in proper order.
With that arrangement, they could hardly expeot the Dom-

1nion Goverument to step in and give a turther subsidy.
Mr. VAIL. Ail we wsnt i. to have the road comuplcted,

and the company will require all they can get to omplete
it, because the bridging is so heavy. The Minister of Finance
bas referred to the gift of the Dominion Government of the
Windsor Branch. The Dominion Government simply g ave
to Nova Scotia what belonged to ber before Confederatîon,
and what was simply transferred to the Dominion Govern-
ment and formed a portion of our debt when we eane into
the Union. We had something to represent our debt in
the shape of railways in Nova Scotia; we had balt our
railways to Traro and Windsor, and that property was takoen
a'er by the Dominion Goverument and wient loto our4 ebt.
Other Provinces came in which had nop pblie works to
represent their debt, but it is not worth while to parteu-
larise them at present. The Government deserve no eredit
for giving backto Nova Scotia what belonged to her, and
what her people had built and paid for bfore w# entered
Confederation. This road was promised to the Western
Conties Railway (ompany, or any company that would
build the connecting link between Annapolis and pigby.
The explanation made i. to some extent, perhapa, a fair
reason why this additional amount should not b. given ait
present, but we may require the whole of it belore the road
is completed.

Mr. SHANLY. I would like to say this with regard to
the Western Counties Railway of Nova Sotia, that I
am not surprised at this discussion because it is a very
muoh invoived question that may be heard of very
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loudly yet in this House, and probably in the courts of
law where it now is also. I shall not touch further
upon it than to say that Parliament once made a grant of
he Windsor Branch to the Western Counties Railway, and
it proved in court afterwards they had no right or
title to make the grant, but the effect was to draw a great
many municipalities and individuals into serions financial
difficulties for which, certainly in bonor, Parliament is
bound to see restitution made in some shape or other.
But I am surprised .to see that the road referred to by the
member for King's, the Nictaux and Atlantic Railway, has
been passed over in the schedule of subsidies. It is
a road which is as well entitled to the full grant of
$3,200 a mile as any road in the schedule. It is greatly
needed in that part of the country. The company is
struggling to build the road and ii in financial diffi-
culties, and, as my hon. friend bas said, a great deal of
the work done is going to rmin and decay for the want of
some aid. I believe such a grant as $3,200 a mile would
enable that road now to be carried to completion. It would
confer greater advantages on a larger section of country
than the majority of the roads named here. I am surprised
it s not included in the ubsidies, and I would express tihe
hope that the Nietaux and Atlantic road will get a fair
share of Government aid.

Mr. KIRK. I do not agree with the remarks made by
the hon. member for King's (Mr. Woodworth) and the hon.
member for Digby (Mr. Vail) in reference to the amount of
money expended in eastern Nova Scotia being so much
larger than that expended in western Nova Scotia. The
hon. member for King's bas said that nearly all the money
expended in 19ova Snotia has been expended, not in the
western counties at al, but in the eastern. When you con-
sider the amount of money expended in the Windsor Branch,
in the Yarmouth Railway, in the Nictaux and Atlantic Rail-
way, and in the Intercolonial Railway from Truro West,
you must see there has been vastly more expended in the
western than in the eastern counties. What money has
been expended in the east ? Colchester is not an eastern
county. The only ones in which money has been
expended at all in building railways are PicLon uand Anti-
gonish. No money has been expended at all in Guysboro'
except in a small corner of it. Therefore, the hon. mem-
ber for King's was not correct when he raised this objection
in regard to grants which have been made to Nova ecotia.
I agree with him there is necessity for a grant for the Nie-
taux and Atlantic Railway, which ought ceitainly to be
subsidi'ed and oompleted, for it is too bad that, after so
much money bas been expended on that road, it should be
allowed to go to ruin. As other hon. mombers have spoken
of other roads not mentioned in these resolutions, I might
draw attention to another road, not in the western counties
elther, but in the estern counties. It is a road for
which a company of capitalists have obtained a charter1

from the Local Legielature, and which has been subsidised
by the Local Legislature and which the counties through
which It will pass are prepared to subsidiso, at any rate, to
the extent of paying for the right of way. I refer to the
lin. from New Glasgow, on the Eastern Extension Rail-
way or the Intercolonial Railway, to White Haven, through
the counties of Pictou, Antigonish and Guysboro'. This ls
a -lino which the Government ought,, not now, perhaps,
bocause I do net think the company is prepared to ask
for a subsidy just now, but they will be soon, to grant a
subsidy; but I hope the Government if it be in power-
and I trust it will not, I trust it will be replaced by a
Government more disposed to do justice-

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. I understand theb hon.
gentleman desires to wait until then,

• Mr. KIRK. I hope the Government will bring a sub-
sidy for thatrailway which will certainly merit one, which

Mr. SHANLY.

at any rate, will not be a competing line with any other,
and will be a feeder for the Intercolonial Railway.

Mr. BLAKEB. 1 was a little surprised to hear the hon.
mem ber for Uants compliment the Government upon acting
with so little pressure in this case. I ave read the papers
brought down as to all the railways, and this railway repre.
sents the greatest amount of pressure. No less than twelve
large and important public meetings were held in constitu-
encies interested in this road, where the representative men
met, discussing the subject, passed resolutions, and appointed
a delegation which came here. From the ovidence, the
pressure appears to have been very strong and cogent, and
resulted to the satisfaction, no doubt, of those who pressed
the claim of this railway for aid; but that the hon. gentle-
man should say, in the face of this mass of papers, that the
Government is peculiarly laudable because, as the hon.
member for King's has said, they saw it with their argus
eye, without being pressed at all, is rather too ridiculons.
As to the invocation which the hon. member for King's
(Mr. Woodworth) says was addressed to the Government in
reference to the Nictaux and Atlantic Railway, does it not
ocour to him that he made a slight mistake in that invoca-
tion ? I understood him to state that the fifty members
appealed to the Government in Heaven's name. Per-
haps he had better try another name; it might be more
successful.

Mr. WOODWORTH. I said, and everything ele.
Mr. BLAKK. Did he? The hon. gentleman ehould not

conjoint Heaven's name with the others.
Mr. WOODWORTH. Then the hon. member leaves me

no alternative whatever.
Mr. BLAKE. As to the Nictaux and Atlantic road

referred to by the hon..member for King's, having had occa-
sion to enquire a little into that matter, my opinion concurs
with his that relatively to some of the grants we are makin
to-night, and also absolutely, that is an enterprise whic
ought to be aided upon a consistent application of the policy
we are acting upon to-night and have acted upon for some
few yeara past.

Mr. ALLISOT. I am glad the hon. the leader of the
Opposition gives my constituents credit at ail events for
going to work systematically. I may Say that nothing
like tho petition the b in. member for King's (Mr. Wood.
worth) bas referred to w eloquently, and foroibly was
signed by the members of this louse in favor of the road
from Windsor to Truro. I am glad aso to find that the leader
of the Opposition in òffering no oppaition to thisto-night. I
remember two or three years ago reading from an addres
presented to him by a Reform association in Ontario, I
think it was in the county of Smooe, if I recolleot rightly,
in which the Rform convention took the opportapity of
thanking the hon. the leader of the Oppositiox'for ppppe-
ing grants whieh were made to what they were plased te
.style local railways, which were being used as a bribe to
the smaller and poorer Provinces; " ut, as thede railways
to which graits are being made are not eouhned to tIhe
smaller snd poorer Provinces, bat are also in the larg r-nd
more wealthy Provinces, I am glad to find that he is not
offering any factioua opposition.

Mr. BLAKIB. I do not reoolleet any snch addre.s;1- do
not recollect boing presented with any snob- adres, but
the hon. gentleman will be good enough not to puit ito my
mouth, if that is his insinuation, the words eof other people.
I am not responsible for everything that is addresed to me.
If I were, I should be responsible :fbr some very unpleaant
things I sometimes hear said to myself.

Mr. WOODWORTIH. I weukd ayd one word aso yin
hon. friend from Lunenburg (Mr. Kaulbach). Re is unwell
to-night and is not here; I know he will regret it to-morrow
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and that ho would have been here, ill as ho is,if ho had known
that it was coming up. Iknow that ho has been pressing this
matter in every way possible. He lias been instant in
seaso nd ot of seafflsand ho will b. sorry that hoewu
nos her pressing on a natter oo0cerning his own county.

Mr MILLS. He hae lost an arm.
Mr KIRK. Perhaps he has gone home to look after the

*leetbJn.
To the Quebec and Lake St. John Railwa Company,for ninety-4vemUila their railway, from a point 50 mUes north of St. Raymond toLake 81. Jehu, in the. ?rovine of Quebee, a *uboidy not exoeeding

$1,981 poeuI., nor excesling in the whole (la addition 1o the ubidy
gr.ated l45 Victoria, ohapter 14, and 46 Victoria, chapter 25, ot M3,200
per Mute), $186,295.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. My hon, friend the
Secretarg of State spoke of this road when ho spoke of the
other principal roads leading into the interior of the Pro-
vince of *aebec. This road has on several previous occa-
siorig been explained to the House. It extends from a point
near Quebec to Lako St. John, a distance of 175 miles.
It has been subsidised at $3,200, and the road has been
construoted for a distance of eighty miles, and, it having
been'found impossible to proceed further without additional
assistance, it i proposed to augment the subsidy of $3,200
upon the ninety-five miles not constructed by 81,961 per
mdie, making the subsidy on this section $5,161 per mile.
This road goes through a good country. There is a splendid
agricultural district around Lake St. John. The road has
a local subsidy and also a aubsidy from the city of Quebec.

Mr. BLAKE. . Would the hon. gentleman explain how
these cabalistic figures are reached of an. aggregate of
$5,161 ? Why that last dollar ? It looks almost as if it was
on some calculation.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. These figures were come to
in this way: There were $3,200 given, for example, to the
Gatineau Railway. The amount was not found sufficient,
and the company asked to have the subsidy doubled. We
could not double it, but we took so many miles and divided
the subsidy of &3,20 per mile for the whole distance, which
made $5,161 a mile; and this figure, being obtained for that
railway, was applied to the other railway, the St. Jérôme
road, and to this road also.

Mr. VAIL. Is this road in course of construction ?
Sir H.ECTOR LANGEVIN. Oh, yes.
Mr. MULOCK. Would the Minister of Public Works

tel us what amount of aid this road has received from
varlions sources ?

Sir ZBOTR LANGEVIN. This railway has received
fromthis Government 13,200 a mile for the eighty-five
milSthat have been built or are now being built. TIhey
recaied, from the Local Government of Quebec the sum of

5500f0 .:mile on 170 miles, and thon they received from the
city qf 'Quebec ;a subsidy of something like $400,000.

. B-LAKE. Thon they receive a land grant of 5,000
aere5iile.

8fr HEOYTOR LA2NGEVIK. Yes.
Mr. i K.L I would ask the Minister of Public Works

ilyjoriop of tbs rS4ais-ander contract for construction
at eyrsogenttimo and 4-so to whom ?

Sir BEOTOR LANGEVIN. Yes, I think there is about
fif4y miles now being construted from a point near St.
RayIiendU oLake Edward, thatis being oonstructed and will
b opleted, I think, during the year. Then the balance
will bi rudertaken at once with a view of completing it by
the ondof next year.

1fr. JMLOQK. Will he hon. gentleman say with whom
the contiact ie made?

Sir REGTOR LANGEVIN. I think the contraotor is Mr.
Boemer.

Mr. MULOCK. With whom was the oontract made by
the railway company?

Sir HBOTOR LANGEVIN. I understand the company
constituted themselves a construction oompany and gave
this work to Mr. Beemer, who has been going on suoceus-
fully up to the present time. He is now going on with
this road.

Mr. MULOCK. I understand that there is a rallway
company and a construction company, and that there ws
a contract made by the railway company with the con-
struction company, and that thon the construction company
sublet the contract to Mr. Boomer. le that the staeof
affairs ?

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. Sn I understand.
Mr. MULOCK. Is this Mr. Beemer the same pernon

who hat the contract for the building of the Quebec gates
some years ago ?

Sir HIECTOR LANGEVIN. Yes.
Mr. MULOCK. I understand that this r, Beoomer pre-

sented a claim against thiis Government on oue occasion
for a certain sum of money lor extras in connection with
the contract for building those gates. Is this the same Mr.
Beemer who prosented that claim for extras ?

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. Yes.
Mr. M ULOCK. Could the Minister state the amount of

his first claim for extras ?
Sir HECTOR L&NGEVIN. I cannot Ray that. That

was laid before Parliament at the time, some five or six
years ago.

Mr. MULOCK. Could the Minister state the inte of
contract for building between the railway company and
the construction company, and the amount at which the
contract has been sublet to this Mr. Beemer ?

Sir HECTOR LANGEVLN. That I cannot ay.
Mr. MULOCK. Could he say at what rate the construc.

tion was let to the construction company ?
Sir HECTOR LANGEVWIN. I cannot answer that. I

can say the work bas been delayed, and precisely bocause
the company could not proceedwith it fast enough; the
interior of the country is rather rough and diffieilt, and
this is the principal reason why this ineressed sub.sidy bas
been given, in order to reach the fine region of LÀke St.
John.

Mr. MULOCK. What is it estimated that this road will
coSt per mile ?

Sir ADOLPHE CARO. About 822,000.
Mr. MULOCK. I do not desire in any way to prevent

the construction of this road, but I wishl t cali attention to
the aid it has already received. 1 am told this road hie
already received from this Government, in aid, 8560,000;
that it received from the Quebeo Governmont $850,000,
from the city of Quebec, $158,000-a totalof 81,868,000. It
bas a mileage eof 170, nol 175, and with Iliat miloage, the
cash bonuss I have enumeratod hlow for conastution
$10,911 per mile. In addition to that, the railway oompany
has power to bond this road for $20,000 per mile, and now
it is proposed for the remaining ninety-five miles to allow it
a cash bonui of $1,961, which added to the eah bonus
already mentioned, makes $12,902 per mile. In addition to
this, it has 5,000 acres of land1 per mile, which, if estimated
at $1 per acre-

Mr. BL&KE. 70 conte.

Mr. MULOCK. At 70 cents it is 83,500 per mile, so that
this road has inu cash, land and bonds, 836,402 per- mile.
Wel, 1Kr, Ohairmin, we are getting up into high Ogars la
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railway construction. We were told to day by the Minister
that it cost $26,000 per mile to build a road through a
difficult country from Gravenhurst to Callander, and it was
a first-class road, intending to do a very different kind of
work, I presume, from this one, which will be comparatively
a colonisation road. Now, is it necessary that the public
money should be given to that extent for the construction
of a railway ? I think under the circumstances the Govera.
ment ought to have givén us more particulars. The Minister
of Public Works told us that the contract has been lot for
the construction of this ninety-five miles of road and, I think
he should have told us the price.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. The hon, gentleman is
mistaken. I did not say the contract had been let for the
ninety-five miles remaining to be built. I stated that there
was a contract now going on by Mr. Beemer for the last fifty
miles up to Lake Edouard, which will complote the eighty-
five miles.

Mr. MULOCK. Will the hon. gentleman state the rate ?
Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. I do not know.
Mr. MULOCK. Perhaps the Minister of Militia can tell

us. I understand he is a director in the construction om-
pany.

Sir ADOLPHE CARON. The cost of the road is about
822,400 per mile. The hon., gentleman must understand
that besides the cash subsidies which have been enumer-
ated, the financial position of the enterprise will depend
a great deal upon what the lands will realise, and
also upon what the bonds will realise. The hon.
gentleman has spoken of the bonds as being avail-
able cash, but these bonds have not yet been disposed of.
The hon gentleman aiso must know, as ho seems to have
taken a great deal of interest in these railway matters, that
bonds at present are really not available for any cash pur.
poses for the construction of any railway. The Quebec and
Lake St. John Railway, as most hon. gentlemen know, and
as the hon. gentleman who represents Megantic (Mr. Lange-
lier), and who happens to be the mayor of the city of Quebec,
knows perfectly well, is of the greatest importance for
the district of Quebec. From the city of Quebec, it traverses
a country leading to one of the most valuable portions
of our Province. The valley of the Lake St. John is
recognised as being equal to any of the most valuable and
productive lands in the Dominion of Canada. It now has
a population of 40,000 people, and from the fact that no
railway communication exists between that valuable section
of the country and the markets, the population are placed
in the impossibility of continuing to remain in that district
unless railway communication is given them. The subsidies
which have been given are, no doubt, large, but they are
email compared with the great difficulties which have been
encountered in building that road. Those who have studied
the geography of that section of country must understand
the great difficulty of securing a lino of railway starting
from the city of Quebec, crossing the Laurentian range,
and going down to Lake St. John. The estimated cost of
the road so far, is 822,700 a mile, but that is partially
equipped. Considering the difficulties that have been
encountered, the building of that road, seo far, has been a
great success, but like all roads, traversing a diffieulti
section of country, such as this railway traverses, it is not
perfect by any means, and a great deal more money will
have to b. expended before it is completed and put into
such a oondition as the circumastanoes demand. I think
that hon. gentlemen will admit that there is no more impor-
tant road for our section of the country than the Quebec
and Lake St. John Railway.

Mr. MULOCK. Iséhall extremely xejoice whoen the people
of that section are in railway communication with the rest
of the people of Cánada. I do not ask these questions for

Mr. eLoo.M

the purpose of discouraging the enterprise in the elightest
degree. I shall be glad if the Minister of Militia would
inform me as to what is the difference between te contract
for the construction of this line between the railway com-
pany and the construction company and the subcàdntract
with Mr. Beemer.

Sir ADOLPHE ECARON. The firet oompany orgaised
was the Quebec and Lake St. John Railway, and not the
construction company. The construction was orgaed
for the purpose of building this lin.. The subsidies were
transferred by the original, the Quebec and Lake St. John
Railway Company to the constrnctionu empany. The oom-
pany felt they were not in a position to carry out the, con.
tract withoutletting it to Mr. Beemer, the present contractor.
The hon, gentleman has enquired about Mr. Zemer..8
far as his honor and ability are ooncerned the member for
Megantic can give the hon. gentleman all the information
required, The contract was let to Mr. Beemer and h. has
done his work very wel indeed, so far as ho has gone, and
has given ample satisfaction to the company which had
undertaken to build the road.

Mr. MULOCK. The hon. gentleman rather evades, acci-
dentally, my question. Does Mr. Beemer obtain from the
construction company everything the construction com-
pany obtains from the railway company for the buildingof
the road ?

Sir ADOLPHE CARON. Yes, I think so.
Mr. BLAKE. I should lire to know wiether the Min-

ister of Militia is himself a momber of the construction
company ?

Sir ADOLPHE CARON. I am.
Mr. BLAKE. And Mr. Rose?
Sir ADOLPHE CARON. Yes.
Kr. BLAKE. And Mr. Beaudet ?
Sir ADOLPHE CARON. Yes.
Mr. BLAKEg. And Mr. Baby was until lately?
Sir ADOLPHE CARON. Ho was.
Kr. BLAKE. He has retired, I believe. Some little

question arose as to his remuneration for securing some of
the aid.

Sir A DOLPHE ;ALON. I do not know as to that. I
know he has retired,

Mr. BLAKE. Thon the hon. gentleman says very rightly
that the road is a very important road, md that it ls of
great consequence that it should be built. I hav. no doubt
about that. The question is whether the= omne to be
appropriated are being properly applied, and whethoer the
inancial basis is sufflciently etrong Raving»got a on#truc-

tion company of auch respectability and inflence as tat,
the particulars of which I have elicited fro h lii bon.
gentleman, it seems extraordinary that they shold mot
have been able to have got along with constractionM without
further assistance. No doubt the hon. gentleman in his

sition on the construction company wva able to i o1nt to
is colleagues the importance of adding to thncial

arrangements of this railway. Perha thoh. é ruan
would say what amount of cash ha been actuaylfypai-dup
in stock by the company ?

Sir ADOLPHE CARON* I anot sq
Mr. BLAKIL Perhape there ha aot been a uh ?
Sir ADOLPHE CARON. Thee has beei dd deal

but I could not say how much.
Mr. BLAKE. About S10,000 ?
Sir ADOLPHE CARON. I ouIld not say-t HL
Ur. BLAKE. I understand that this great o o ation

of which the hon, gentleman is a momber ahdialso a
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member of.the construction company, han paid in about
that amount, and for that they are going to control a rail.
way with subsidies of 810,00t a mile.

Sir ADOLPHE CARON. I can tell the hon. gentleman,
without informing him exactly what amount of stock has
been subscribed, that no railway company in Canada, I
belivet, has exp.nded more of its own cash in the building
of a ýrailway than bas this Company which has under.
taken the building of this line. Mr. PRoss and others
have been fbr years carrying out this great undertaking,
which is to produce suchiprtant results in the Quebec
district. They have expended upwards of half a million of
dollars upon the road, of their own cash. I think that no
other eompany eau boast of having achieved what they
have achieved, and of having spent more of their own cash
or shown more spirit of enterprise.

Mr. BLAK.E. If this money has been expended, although
the stock has not been paid up, it must simply have been
advancedon the contract. Bonds or subsidies, and so forth,
have been taken i security, and advances made which will
now be recouped out of the public Treasury. Money is
advanced in one or two ways: Either the parties lend
money to the company on security, or they become share.
holders. It is quite clear that if the money has not been
subsecribed for stock, the cash was advanced to the com-
pany, and I suppose that it will be recouped by these
arrangements.

Sir ADOLPHE CARON. The hon. gentleman will see
from the figures, that if the road cost $22,700 a mile, and if
the subsidy only amounts to $10,000 a mile, there must be
expended upwards of $10,000 out of the company's own
money per mile.

Mr. BLAKE. Or it is borrowed on the bonds?
Sir ADOLPHE CARON. The hon. gentleman will

understand that for a number of years, although in the com-
pany, I have had very little to do with any of its proceed-
ings, and it is quite impossible for me to tell the hon. gen-
tleman how the money has been dispesed of-but I have
shown, I believe, satisfactorily, that no company bas done
more to promote a great national enterprise, than has the
company which las undertaken to build this road.

Mr. BLAKE. I perceive that the hon. gentleman is not
well acquainted with the affairs of the company. I can
tell the bon. gentleman, at one breath, where half of the
half million dollars has come from. It has come out of the
Quebec and Dominion subsidies, as the hon. gentleman will
find stated in this letter, subscribed by J. J. Ros, president
of the Company :-

"1 AM vance from the Province of Quebee, ont of futute subsides,
of $1481000. It bas also been necessary to expend, in order to complete
theset forty miles, the sum of $96,O00, voted by the Dominion last
mammer,for thirty miles previouuly constructed, wich sum, according
to the centradt, should have been devoted towards the building of an
ndependoeut entrance into the city of Quebec. Thus some 244y000 of
the abaidy, belonging to unfinished portions of the road, have been
unavoidably expended in completing the expensive central section."

Tbore it is explained that half of the sum which the hon.
gentleman has mentioned has come out of the treasuries of
the Prtvinces and the Dominion.

ML t IK. I am, considerably surprised to find that
only $10,000 of the subscribed capital stock of the company
has been paid up. I understood that the members of the
company were very wealthy and quite able to pay up their
stock. Il ndorstand alse thatsome of the members are in
the habit of subscribing liberally for testimoials to mem-
bers of thé-Giver•nment. 1 would like to ask whether this
Mr. Beemer is the same man who subscribed $1,000 for a
testimonial to the Minister of Publie Works.

To the Cioap osan-8d 8, Lawrence Railway Company, for twelve
mileq of their railway from Lorette via-Cap Rouge to Quebec, in the
Pro«neof Quebeo-a snbsidy net e ding $M,200 per mile, nor oz-
eediaginthe whole, $38,400.

Sir ADOLPHE CARON. This line of railway is a lino
fron some point at or near Lorette, on the north shore of
the St. Lawrence, running to the mouth of the River St.
Charles, oither witbin or without the city limita of Quebec,
or running by Cap Rouge, then following the north shore of
the river through the coves to the city of Qaebec to
a point in the city of Quebec, where the oompany
may have a deep water terminus; and in all cases, before
entering the limits of the city of Quebec, the consent of the
corporation is previously to be obtained. This line tape the
north shore at Lorette, and follows the valley of the river
to Cap Rouge down to deep water at St. Felix de Cap
Rouge. It is a valuable adjunct to the Canadian Pacific
Railway, and will be a great accommodation to the lumber
trade by taking it from Lorette to deep water at St. Felix
de Cap Rouge, and thence to the harbor workg, enabling them
to deposit the lumber at the various wharves.

Mr. LANGELIER. Has any estimate been made of the
cost of the land damages for this railway ? On the other
side of the river, at Point Lévis, they have been very large,
and they are likely to be still larger on the Quebec side.
Unless the amount of damages bas been ascertained to be
very low, I do not think the subsidy will be sufficiont to
construct the railway.

Sir ADOLPHE CARON. The subsidy is perfectly pro.
tected from the fact that it can only be paid when the lino
is built; but I may tell the hon. gentleman that, in so far
as the right of way is concerned from Lorette to St. Felix
crossing, the property is held by the Young estate and
Mr. Duchesnay, and it has been secured at very little
cost, if any. The cove owners, who sec the value of
this road going through their property and coming into the
city, have held a meeting; and I understand that almost
all of them have agreed to give the right of way for the
purpose of socuring the building of this lino.

For the construction of wharves and landing stages on the line on the
railway from Long Sault to the foot of Lake Temiscamingue, a subsldy
of $6,000.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. This is intended to aid
the farmers and others in transporting supplies and produce
to market, the river not being navigable at that point. The
river will pass a number of rapids, and a number of transfer
landing stations and wharves are required, and this is to
provide for them. The subsidy already granted is for eight
miles of railway. There is already a large seulement
there, and settlers continue to fiock in.

Mr. BLAKE. I observe that the application is for
another purpose, namely, for rolling stock and the roquire-
ments of steamers, I suppose, in connection with the navi-
gation which is to form part of the scheme. They declare
that a grant of 815,000 is necessary, they having been
obliged to place four steamers on the water stretches. Now,
what the hon. gentleman proposes is to give $6,000 for
wharves and landing stages. Are there any other papers
indicating the want of money for this purpose ?

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. They made a request to the
Minister of Railways for what is mentioned there, but they
made to my Department a request for wharves, saying that
they could not build them,and that the object they had in view
and that we had in view in giving the subsidy last year to
their railway, could not be attained unless we could give
some aid in this waày by building those wbarves and landing
places.

Mr. BLAKKE. Here again we are in the unfortunate posi-
tion of baving papers brought down with reference to an
application whieh the Government did not grant, and no
papers with reference to the one whieh they granted. This
is the third or fourth time that this has occurred. There
is one observation made in the application which induces
me to give it favorable consideration. I observe that Father
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Gendron, whbo requests that this amount be given to the
society to carry on its patriotic intention, remarks that not
one of its members have the slightest pecuniary or personal
interest in view. I am surprised that the hon. gentlemen
opposite did not think that a disqualification.

Sir JOHN A, MACDONALD. That is very witty.

To the Gazanoque, Perth and'James' Bsy Railway Oompany, seven-
teen miles, a subsidy not excoeeding $3,200 per mile, nor exceeding li
the whole $4,400.

Mr. BLAKE. Explain.
Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. The original charter was

rather a large one in its design. The application now is for
the first section of eighteen miles, from near Ganahoque to
Delta, an important part of the lino, and it is with aview to
construet it that this is proposed.

Mr. BLAKE. Has there been any evidence laid before
the Government as to the financial standing of this cor.
poration ?

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. I am not aware that there
has been.

Mr. HAGGART. The company has not been formed yet.
It is chartered, and it is principally under the control of
Messrs. Rathbun & Co., of Deseronto. They have built a
lino of road from Gananoque to the River St. Lawrence,
about three miles long, and have built two iron bridges over
it; and they have a line of ferry to connect with the Utica
and Black River Railway at Clayton. In order to utilise
the railway on which they have expended over $70,000 they
have applied for a charter, and the intention is to push the
road with the help of the Government bonuses and the
municipal bonuses.

For a railway from St. Eustache to St. Placide, county of Two
Mountains? eighteen miles, a subsidy not exceeding $3,200 per mile, nor
exceeding in the whole $57,600.

Mr. CHAPLEAU. The old road from Grenville to Car-
illon is extended by the change which was explained a mo-
ment ago, and instead of the railway of seven miles being
oonstructed from Carillon to Lachute the subsidy is applied
to a railway from Carillon to St. Placide. It is proposed to
carry the road to St. Eustache, making it one which, in the
future, I hope, will reach Sault au Recollets, giving com-
munication with the city of Montreal, to all that part of
the country on the north side of the Ottawa, and giving at
the same time, as much as possible, communication with
that part of the country which lies between Grenville and
St. Placide, on the south shore, which have no road until
the Vaudreuil road is subsidised, and that is not done at the
present moment.

Mr.BLAKE. In this case no papers are brought down.
Are there any papers ?

Mr. OHAPLEAU. I gave up giving explanations,
because the last I gave was not satisfactory to my hon.
friend.

Mr. BL A KE. For that reson, I simply asked whether
there were any papers. I thought the hon, gentleman eould
answer that question.

Mr. CHAPLEAU. I have not had any papers.

Mr. BLAKE. That is what one may call an evasive
answer. It is asmuch as to say that some of the other thirteen
or fourteen members of the Government may have had
papers, but we are not to know upon whose or what repre-
sentations this application is made.

Mr. CHAPLEAU. I understand that the application.is
made by the same company which obtained the former
grant.

Mr. BLm.

Por a railway from a point on theTutereolonial Railway thrangh thé
Stewiacke Valley, on a line which will aford faelities of oommunica-
tion with the Iron Mines, Spring Side, Upper Stewiacke. andifusquodo.
boit settlements twenty-five miles a subsidy not exceeding $3,200 per
mile, nor exceed'ng in the whole, t80,000.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. This railway is designed
to meet the Intercolonial Railway near Stewiacke Station,
and run easterly through the beautiful and fertile Stewiaske
valley for twenty.five miles, in order to give facilities for
communication with the iron mines of that district, which
is entirely without railway service.

Mr. VAIL. Has there been anysurvey of this road, or
who has made application?

Mr. BLAKE. I can tell the hon. gntleman who the
applicant is, and I am not at all surprised that theapplica.
tion was granted. The applicant is the Minister of Finance.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. Then, of course, it ought
to be granted.

Mr. BLAKE. Because he has got the Treasury, and here
is his levy.

Mr. VAIL He appears to be looking after his own
county, and neglects the western countiesà

For a railway from Yamaska to the River St. Francis in the Pro-
vince of Quebec, ten miles, a subsidy snot exoeeding $3,200 per mile,
nor exceeding in the whole, $32,000.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. The application for aid
to this railway is made in the name of the South-Eastern
Railway, which has projected a line from Montreal to
Chaudière Curve, on the Intercolonial Railway and the
Grand Trunk. The total distance is estimated at 130 miles.
The first section of that road is covered by the Montreal and
Sorel Railway,which is built for forty-five miles to Sorel, and
the distance from there to Yamaska is served by the South
Eastern. The portion now proposed to be subeidised leaves
the South-Eastern at Yamaska, and will run to River St.
Francis, a distance of ton miles. Mr. Massue desires to call
the attention of the Government to the fact that this road
when completed, will be a good feeder to the local railway,
and will bring that line into direct connection with Mont-
real. A local subsidy has been granted to it of $4,000 per
mile.

Mr. MILLS. Is it proposed to put a double track on the
Intercolonial Railway to do all the work ?

Mr. BLAKE. With so many feeders.
For a railway from Perth Centre Station on the New Brunswick Rail-

way, to a point near Plaster Rock Island, in the Province of New
Brunswick, twenty-eight miles, a subsidy not exceeding $3,200 per mile,
nor exceeding in the whole $89,600.

Mir JOHN A. MAODONALD. This in for a line to the
magnificent plaster quarries near Plaster Rock Island. It
is believed that a large business would be done in. this
district with the western part of the Dominion if transport
facilitbs were available. The construction of this road will
afford the necessary facilities. It is to follow down the
south side of the St. John River.

Mr. BLAKE. I have been informed that it is quite
correct that these plaster beds are important, and they are
very much required, not merely for the west but also for
the east.

For arailway from Fredericton o the village of Prince Willian, in
the Province of New Brunswick, twenty-two miles, a sabsid3 not exceed-
ing $3,200 per mile, nor exceeding in the whole, $0,00.

Sir JOHN A.MACDONALD. This road is intended to
run froin Frederioton to Woodatock, a distance of sixty-
three miles, following the south side of the St. John River,
the populatiqn of which district are cut off from railway
communication by the St. John River, the New Brunswick
Railway running down the north Bide of the river. This
section of country is well settled and a large area is under
cultivation, but the people are becoming discouraged, as,
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since the steamers have Ceased to ply on the river, the
means of getting their produce to market is eut off. It is
proposed to subsidise the railway from Frederieton to
frince William. It bas a local subsidy.

Mir. WELDON. When was the local sublidy granted?
Mr. TEMPLE. One of the directors told me it was

granted in 1885-83,000 a mile. This road is a most im.
portant one for that section of the country. It runs along
the River St. John from ipredericton to Woodstock the
whole distance of sixty-five miles, and that is one of the
best »nd most thicekly settled sections of the Provine of
New Brunswick. During the winter there is, of course, no
communieation whatever. and during the summer there is
communication by the boats for about six weeks at this
time of the year; aud in some seasons, when there is a
groat deal of rai, they may run for two months. Other-
wise the people are oompletely isolated. I hope this grant
will pass, because the road is very much needed. It makes
connection at both ends with the New Brunswick Railway,
and is also a short line from Rivière du Loup to St. John.
When this link is built from Rivière du Loup to Edmonton,
it will form part an 1 parcel of that line, and it passes through
one of the best sections of the country.
. Mr. WELDON. There are three railways from Wood-

stock to Fredericton and a river. My impression is the
river will not be wanted at all.

Mr. TEMPLE. I think not. If we have this railway we
will do away with the expense every year of laying out
small amounts in clearing the river. The Government bas
been very kind for a long time in giving grants for clearing
out the bars along the river in order that boats may run.
This has to be doue every year for the reason that the large
amount of ice foating down the river rolls in the rocks con.
tinually and fills up the channel by forming a bar. The
small amount granted for that purpose only merely serves
to clear out the river every year, and is of little or no benefit
whatever.

Mr. WELDON. Has any survey been made?
Mr. TEUPLE. About two-thirds of it bas been sur

veycd.
Mr. WELDON. How far up?
Mr. TEMPLE. From Woodstock to Prince William.
Mr. MILLS. Is any part of that road reaching from

H.ng Kong and Liverpool ?
Mr. TEMPLE. Yes, it ges to Hong Kong.

For a railway from a point on the Intercolonial Railway near New-
oastle to Douglastown, in the Prorince o& Kew Brunswick, six miles, a
subsidy nt oexceeding $3,200 a mile, nor exoeeding In the whole

19,200.

Sir JOIN A. MACDONALD. This road is destined to
leave the Interoolonial Railway about three miles north of
Newcastle and run down to Douglastown where large saw-
mille are in operation. It will give great facilities for the
fishing-trade of the village of Ohatham on the opposite side
of thi river. It is proposed there shall be an amendment
in this way. It provides now for a railway from a point
on the Intercolonial Railway near Newcastle te Douglas-
town. i would add the words "or via Doaglastown to a
point on the River Miramichi, opposite the town of Ch&-
tham, so as to have a ferry crossmng to Chatham.

Mr. WELDON. Is it a feeder to the Interceolonial Rail-
way ?

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. We do not say that.

Mr. BLAKE. This is one of those cases in which I think
the honorâble applicant is to be congratulated. My hou.
friend from Northumberland applied for from four and a-half

to five miles of subsidy, and be bas gôt six miles. &faùy others
have applied fbr large quantities and they have got les.
But my bon. friend, so influential in his position, when he
asks for four and a-half miles, the Government give him one
third more, where this tail of one and a-balf mie long le to
be appended I do not know ; but so it le. Still I muet admit
there are countervailing considerations. My friend's ap.
plication was, besides his great influence, based upon valu.
able consideration. It is one of the mont potential applida.
tions I ever read. It lis contained in a letter to the Firet
Minister in which is recounted a conversation m7 hon. friend
had with that hon. gentleman during the previous esson
of Parliament, I think, or some time before. The letter le
dated 18th May last, and the hon. gentleman after pointing
out that he had applied for this subsidy the previous Ses.
sion said :

" I discussed the matter frequently with the ilnlster of Railways lest
Bession, and had a perional interview with yourself upon that and on
other subjects connected witb the county. Notably that of the successor
in the Senate to our late Senator, the Hon. William Mlirhebd. I need
not recall the substance of that interview in detail, as doubtless you will
recollect it, and wbile regretting that an appoiniment to that offoe
ehould not be made from the county where the vacancywas, and fi'ding
you resolved to give it to another county, viz., Wpptmoreland, I etated to
you !hat I would be satisfied provided the two short lines of ralway
which I had asked for were subsidised so as to enable the county to get
substantial benefit in some way or other."'
The First Minister should state the account between Nor-
thurmberland and the Dominion Govern ment. The Dominion
Government debtor to the hon. member for Northumber-
land, for one Senator abstracted from Northumberland and
removed to Westroreland, so many thousand dollars. Cre-
ditor, per contra, by one railway subsidy. Account balanced ;
paid in full, Peter Mitchell. i congratulate my hon. friend
upon the cogency of that application. Although his rea-
sobing had effect with the First Minister, it did not prevail
with the Minister of Railways, because the bon. member
points out that ho made several applications to the Minimter
of Railways but could get no reply, and ho goes on te say:

"At an early stage in this Session I again addressed the Minater of
Railways upon the subject, asking him to provide the bonus eustomary

in such cases and referring to the correspondenoe on file la his office.
I have had several interviews with the Minister on the subject but
without any satisfactory result."

So that,baving unfortunately not succeeded with the Minister
of Railways, ho renewed bis first application to the Firet
Minitster, who understunds-as I observe froin certain trans-
actions which have not unfrequently occurred notably the
one appointing a Senator-how to make these arrange-
ments in an admirable political manner. I understand he
can swap off a senator for a branch of railway.

Mr. MITOHELL. I suppose the right bon. gentleman
will excuse me if I take upon myself to mako the explana-
tions the bon. gentleman seems to desire. He wants to know
why it le, when I ask for four and a half miles I was granted
six. It was because I represonted the fact that, althongh the
company chartered for the purpose of building the line to
Douglastown, only made their application to Danglatown,
it is necessary to go on te navigable waters, a mile further
off; and therefore I asked for the additional mile, because
I knew they intended tecarry that out and their applica-
tion failed to represent that. As to the other part in which
swapping off comes up, as my hon. friend says, I will say
this, that I understood lastyear, from a casual cnversa-
tien, that I would probably get thi little bit of railway;
but for some reason or other it was net given. Perhaps it
was not convenient; perhaps it was bocause I got my share,
but it was allowed to stand over. However, after having
written that letter, I happened te pass the chair of my hon.
friend and asked him if be had received it. He said he had
not. I said I wrote about that little railway subwidy.
He replied : Oh Mitchell, yon deserve it Sir ; y9n have
earned it. I said I thought I had or I woud scarcely ven.
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ture to apply for it, ad he has been as good as his word
and given me the subsidy. I must say to the credit of the
Government, that the head of the Government does not
allow any feeling to exist on his part againet an bon. gentle-
man who is independent enough to give him advice. Ithank
him very much for the little railway I got. As to the point
about the senator, I think, if I recollect correctly the conclu-
sion of the conversation, the right hon. gentleman, when he
got at what I was at, laughed and said: "Oh, old boy, you
want the substance instead of the shadow." "That is just
what I am after; if you give me the railway, you may keep
the senator."

Mr. BLAKE. Then we are to understand that the market
value a county puts on a senator, varies from $18,000 to
819,200.

Mr. MITCHELL. Whatever it may be, I believe my
county is better satisfied to have the little railways than to
have a successor to the senator, though we ought to have
the senator too.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. Oh.
Mr. BLAKE. I really must sustain the First Minister.

I think ho las given the bon. gentleman a quittance in full
on his own terms. He did try to get the senatorship, but
he compromised and said ho would take the subsidy. He
hae got the subsidy, with usury thereto, and ho ought not
to press for the senator too. Besides, the senator is etill
alive.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. That is unfortunate, or
he would have it.

For a railway from a point on the Canadian Pacifie Railway to Egan-
ville, in the Province of Ontario, twenty-two miles, a subidy not
exceeding $3,200 per mile, nor exceeding in the whole, $70,400.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. The Kingston and Pem.
brgke Railway Company have constructed their road from
Kingston to Renfrew Station, on the Canadian Pacific Rail.
way, and have arranged to run over the Canadian Pacifie
Railway from Renfrew to Pembroke, thirty-five miles. It
is considered very important in the interests of the trade
of the. district that a railway be built from Renfrew to
Eganville on the Bonnechère River, a distance of twenty-two
miles, and it is this section of road it is proposed to sub-
sidise. The cost is estimated at 820,000 a mile. So impor-
tant do the people of the district consider this road to
them that they contemplate taxing themselves in aid of its
construction.

Mr. BLAKE. The hon. gentleman has stated that it is
from Renfrew that this je to go to Eganville, but I ob-
serve that the provision is entirely vague. It says "from
a point on the Canadian Pacifie Railway to Egauville." It
may be from some other point than Renfrew. What isi the
reason for that ?

Sir JOHN A. MIACDONALD. It is to leave eome dis-
oretion as to the best starting point, I fancy.

Mr. BLAKE. Is it with the object of bonu hunting
from the various localities ?

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. It may be. If you want
to get bonuse you do not seLtie the line.

Mr. BLAK E. I know that, but if that is the objeet, I
do not thibk it is a very good object, because I think, when
we decide for ourselves that we will aid a public enter-
prise of this kind, we ought to decide what the best route
is in the interests of the country, we ought to fix that
route and then let the parties get the bonuses if they can.
They need not build the railway if they do not, but this
business of Ieaving a variety of different routes open
involves sometimes a very heavy tax ou the municipalities,
who are called upon to compete with one ainother, though

Mr, MITOHE LL.

one ias realy the superiority. I think, if it in to go from
Renfrew, we should say so.

Sir JOHN A. MAODONALD. I think4Ihere ia ne ham
in leaving it as it i.

To the Belleville and North HaItings Railway Company, for seven
miles of their railway from the imillage of Madoc to theunt1>i' o Ith
the Oentral Ontario Railwapit Eldorado, in the Province.of Ontario, a
subidy (in addition to the:subsidy of $1,M6 per afie graedby 1"9
Victoria chapter 59), not exceeding $1,700 per mile, -*or exceeding in
the whole, $i0.

Mr. BLAKE. Explain.
Sir JOHN A. MAODONALD. I do not think I have a

memorandum ere about that.
Mr. BOWELL. This is a short lino running from ManS

to connect with the Ontario Central at Aldorado, which, i#
built and in operation for about forty miles north of Eldo-
rado. Last year, a subsidy of $1,500 per mile was given,
which was supposed at that time to be suffloient to complote
the road, but it has sinoe been ascertained that it would net,
and the proposition now is to put that short lino of seven
miles in the same position as other roade, and give it $3,200
a mile.

Mr. BLAKE. Why was it the grant was kept down to
$1,500 a mile last year ?

Mr. BOWELL. I thought I told the committee why. I
said it was supposed at that time that it would complete it,
but, after a survey, it was found that it would not,beoause
much of the trestle work and other portions of the work on
the road had decayed and had to be replaced. Tha is the
reason.

Mr. BLAKE. The road is built thon ?
Mr. BOWELL. It has been built partially, and had been

run on, but it has been allowed to fall into disuse; but, sinoe
the completion of the Ontario Central, which touches
Eldorado, a point seven miles from the northern terminus
of the Belleville and North Hastings road at Madoc, it is in
the interest of that whole section of country extending 100
miles northwards in the free grants in North Hastings, that
those roadis should be connected, so that, when coming to the
county town, instea: of going all the way round to Trenton,
they can connect with the Belleville and North Hastingas,
and go straight to M.adoc village, then to the city.

Mr. BLAKE. I understand that. We passed the aibsidy
last year, which showed we thonght it was a proper road to
be aided. I was aking why wo were asked to more than
double the aid that was then thought to be adequate?

Mr. KIIREK. With your permiesion, and the permission
of the committee, I witl ask the Minister of Justieewhom
I see now in his seat, the question whieh I asefrd, e lii.le
while ago, of -the frst Minister, and ho wa not in-& pou
tion to answer. It is in rterence to a telegram whieh
appeared in the Halifar erald, the organ of the Qo rk -
ment.

Soma hon. MEMBERS. Order.
The CHAIRMAN. If the committee is unwillingI - e

not ee how I ca allow you to proceed, unl. yeamore
that the committee rise.

Mr. KIRK. I do not think I am ont of order. Wearo
discussing railway matters, and this 1s a railway matter. It
is an important matter, and I thiuk the Miister of Jhioiie
will be glad to have the opportunity ofexplainig it.

The CHAIRMAN. Order. I do nothiukit is before the
committee.

Sir JOHN A. MAGDONALD. -Do it with theSpeaker ia
the Chair.

Ur. BLAKE. He cn bring it up when$ i s m eVQd tb
the committee rise.
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t afinea ao w rethf and recoup itself for this temporary loan which, I think, isteen imiles-0 t e'r rad*twy ffrm Taoeworth t(>warhe Tweed, in lien of abaolutely necessary.the subsidy granted by 48-49 Victoria, chapter 59, a subsidy of $70,000.

_irJOHN A. MAODONALD. That is merely a change. Mr. ILAKE. The Interoolorial Railway will not bave
It is a subsidy for sixteen miles from Tamworth to Bogart anytling 10 do wiLh the rooping; it is a ban from the
and the newly proposed route is from Tamworth to Tweed' Tremury. If 1 rightly understand it, th, Albert Railway

-a is bondod up to the. hilt. 1 think the bonds wer. iasaedMr. BLAIKE, It is the same amount, is it? upon the London market by one of those arrangements by
Bir JORN A. ILAODONALD. The same amount. which a certain sum is deposited to answer for the interest
Mr. BLAKK And for the same mileage? for a certai time, so that it does fot require that the pro.
Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. -The same mileage, fita of the road should pay more than the working expos

8fr JHN A.for that time. Lt is said that about $600O,000 le the. nominalXMr. WHITE (Hastings). They intend to carry it to emission of bonds on tus raitway. It soemB to me clear that
Bridgewater. It is constructed by the Grand Trunk, and under the present circumstarce8 it does not pay workicg
they will take that road to Madoc, and thon the road to expensos, and it will very shortly have b pay intere8t on Its
Eldorado. They cannot get a good lino from Bogart to bonds as well, as soon aR the period for which Interest la
Bridgewater, but by going to Tweed, where they have a provided expires. Lt seeme to me perfectly plain tiatus
station, they wili get a good road to Bridgewater. It is only money will nover core in again, and we might justsa well
a change of about three miles. propose in plain .nglish to mako a gift of it, as to propose

lir.]3LLE.. hontii.subsdy gnntd orgînaly a t it shali b. lonned in tuis way. The hou. gentlemanMr. BLAKE. Thon the subsidy granted originally wasasjs itdtamdeoseutypnthfrgt fat a greater rate than the usual rate. It seems to be some-hon
thing like $4,375 a mile. the company, but I cau assure hum tint if the corpsny laste part with its freighis, the road cannot hoe kept open. W.Mr. BOWELL. The contract was originally from Tam. will nover see a dollar of ts mono> again.
worth to Bogart and to Bridgewater, but they found they Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD moved tint the commUte.could not well reach that point, and they asked the Govern-r e
ment last year to allow them te apply the full amount of
the subsidy from Tamworth to Bogart, and now they ask Mr. LANDERRIN. Beforo tiecommittee rimes, I
to change the line from Bogart to Tweed, where they will would like to make a suggestion. Sore yonrs ago a rail-
connect with the Ontario and Quebec road and the Ontario way wms cirtored froraPalmerston, and thoharter gave
Oentral. the promoters power ho construct the lino to the Goorgian

Mr. BLAKE. Will this sixteun miles carry it to the cou- Bay, either at Owen Sound or some other pInt. The nom-
nection with the Ontario and Quebec? pany wont on and contructed the road from Patmermton bthe town of Durham. The rond stands there. From thore

Mr. WHITE (Hastings). I think not. They will have teGoorgian Bay is a distance of about hirty miles; the
to go about two miles further, and It wili b. about eighteen people have no railway facilities over a large tract of oonn-
miles. try botween the Iown of Durham and the Goorgian Bay.

Mr. BLAKE. At what point will theystrike the Ontario Anagitationsprunguso time ago in Ordor 10 extend
and Quebec? the road from Durham toléaeaford, in the eat riding of

Mr. WHITE (Hastinge). At Tweed. Grey. Meaford le situntod on the Georgian Bay. Alno
tins consîructod would pas tirougi n country rioh ini lin-Mr. BLAKE. I do not see why the grant is not made for ber and agricultural rosources. There is on the Beaver

the eighteen miles from Tamworth to Tweed, instead of River an immense water power to be found nI several
making it for the sixteen miles from Tamworth towards points. If tus rond wasconstructed it would tend Iodevelop
Tweed. tint oountry and its reâourcos of timber, agriculure

Mir. BOWELL'The. reason i that ail tiat Mr. Ratiban, and manufacture, and would be of incalculable benofit the
who la building lie rond, nsked was liaI hn shonld by per- people in that section. The Dominion Goveramont have nover
mltted 10 expend lthe subsidy already granted t hum te, build expended any mony in the county of Grey, large as ilwa,
the oad fromTamworth te Bogart on a lin.fromTain bon nypurpose of th charactr. on e rail wys have bsen

worth te Tweed, ini liesanme oouty. constructed toere, but il was done out of the resoures bf
sir JOHN A.M >ONALD. We will amond by wh apopletaided by tie Ontario Governmoent eThe

i oe,with tht energy and enterprise, xwithpent

for that tie.oIttisesad that aboule600,000wiethe nomina

ftrogressive spirit which chara terises them, have, un-
Eeewll, lu th e , o mpan fwrnwiokr,* wh alisbufe rteieuaided by ts Government, gone to work and bult theirilairopu"Iouai tbPiavi 7aeeth «orm af a an, 'repxpnsasandrt willnerailway.rThe Dominion Government have ooked

bondshas wellasfsoon as th period fortwhch interestni

s.cuarq44 ih maau as athiaGoyeraor in Uoiuacicdeter&nines, a.a&is-pintootier linos that are probabl fwel clulanted l developuldy of$15,O00. toe places in which he>i are bait, but he mwill jot develop
Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. This rond -je about forty n riersection of counry bat e one a s nowt pearing

miles in lenih and extends from the Intercolonial Bnllwty of; and did hope tant whon they introdeed ha poiey-
statio)n.ah Saliabry-ho IH.opewell. Il bas é bemfor Ido jot approve Of th polcy of subsidisin reilways, but

emayeoars, xd paid working expensea, but very henvy j soeing tht iis becoming an estblished policy thoaght
storme of unnsan severity have so iDjur0d'tihe works ofthie Government would pa>' some attention tao hase loeali-

cýstraetion thnt il is -foaud impossible tokeop il in the opies and tits linos clcuiated t do le m t god. I did
saDIOondltib»-4n fat they are'unable to repair ih, and! hope tint hey would have considerfd tthsimoe in n air

unbesR given lthe road will be closed. Lt ii reSolutions and have extended ilmsovns ho developa country. 4- t1 .dstrctntthrod dco erise in nauralresourcs, and t.ewaiinghiaccommoda-

very imËôrtàt , -Mr. LANDERKIN.thaBeforeoatheocommittenuerises, Iu

te b. 0 nted, and for tint purpose a jean of 81j5,000 js tion o beoomea source f great wealth o il.rt wo arn-
P"t 19-m important feeder cf the. Intercolonial'n the rinterior f ets Grec with lie railwny ystema

Ea. wny, and its close would seriousi distnrbthie business; of'B ie worlt; i wound bring tso people in communication
-et -iot i.chipr' if 111110country. Ti mport;dpfreigatwiyh wte markets, rutd enable the to fgetr alongm ucl g orheAetnway lie Intercohoneail-tbotter. oBfuhAcf ti. Pariamnentre Faraom th

to he eorianBayisa dstaceef aoubthrrymilsa;th

iInterooloa ailway will, of course cllect the p contrel wa taken from 1h. acd there, d argeta ofhavet'nd psy ibseif (rom th"to ttimoàout of the .ighta ben probabl n orwf Dam a ndult The Georgn Ba.
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lower rate for his grain, by reason of the local control being
taken away and the freights boing left as they are now. I
think this Government could do nothing botter than to insert
a resolution to give aid to this lino at the same rate,
83,200 per mile, that they have been giving to other lines
of a local character. This lin. would become of Dominion
concern, it would aid several large villages that are spring-
ing up, and would do a vast amount of good. I hope the
Government will consider these suggestions and will give
to that lino auch aid as will enable the promoters to budd
it to the Georgian Bay. The Goverrnment must be aware
that in the counties of Grey and Bruce the people have
spent very largely of their means to build railways. They
have helped themselves, and it should be the policy of this
Government to help those who have helped themselves.
For many years they were without railway accommodation,
and they would have remained in that position so far as the
Dominion Parliament is concerned if they had not gone to
work and taxed themselves to obtain railway communica-
tion. If this road extended from Durham it might proceed
to Priceville, Flesherton, Markdale and on to Meaford,
developing important villages and a rich agricultural dis-
trict that is very much in need of a railway. I make these
suggestionsin the hope that the Govern ment may see their
way clear to aiding this line which would become a very
useful factor in developing the resources of the country and
would do a vast amount of good. There is no money given
by these resolutions which would be botter spent than that
would be spent, and I am surprised the Government did
not corne to the rescue of that lino so that the rai:way
rnight be carried from Durham to Georgian Bay. IL would
ge the people water communication and access to market
and would develop a rich country. I hope the Govern-
ment will consider the suggestion so that something will
yet be done to complete the construction of this important
road.

Mr. KIRK. I wish to read to the House and to the
Minister of Justice the following despatch which appears
in the IIAlifax Evening Mail of 24th May. It is headed
special despatch, and it is dated Ottawa, 23rd May, Sunday,
by the way.

" Mr. Elwes, of the English representative of the syndicate formed
under the Nova Sootia Government's railway schemne, together with
others, had an interview with the Minister of .Justice yeuterday in rela-
tion to the aid which that scheme would rcquire from the Dominion
Government. It l understood that the delegates were given to under-
stand that no terme would or could be discussed pending the reult of the
appeal shortly to be made to the people by the Provincial Government
on its repeal of the union."

I should like to ask the Minister of Justice if this despatch
is a correct report ?

Mr. THOMPSON. The despatch is not quite accurate.

Mr. KIRK. I should like to know if the hon. gentleman
gave Mr. Elwes to understand that any such policy had been
adopted by this Government. I notice in an editorial in
that paper, the Mail, it is said:

"The Dominion Government have decided to defer ail consideration
of the Local Government railway policy until the people of this Pro-
vince has decided at the polla whether or not they deaire a repeal of the
union."
The hon. gentleman says the despatch s not quite correct.
I have Mr. Elwes' authority for saying that the Minister ol
Justice gave him to understand no such thing and no news
paper reporter in Ottawa or anyone else gave this informa-
tion, to him, because ho did not understand the Minister of
Justice tereply to him in any such way.

Mr. THOMPSON. I have already stated, in reply to
the hen. snember, that the telegram which ho read is not
strictly aecurate. 1 will now add for hie information that
nobody in Ottawa or anywhere else got the information or
talegram from me, and that I did not profess to-tate to

VriáDaaN

Mr. Elwes anything about the poliey of the Government on
this subject.

Mr. MoMULLEN. I desire te say a word in support of
the view expressed by the hon. member for South Grey
(Mr. Landerkin). I would have been very much pleazed
if the resolution would have contained a clause for the pur-
pose of assisting the road from Durham to Georgian Bay.
I have been through that section of country. I happen to
be one of the promoters of the road from Palmerston to
Durham, and the people will very much appreciate any
assistance given for the-purpose of securing te them the
accommodation required. At Meaford on the Georgian Bay
there is a connection with the Northern Railway, but all
the passengers and freight goirg weet have to travel an
enormous distance to reach London or any point in the
west, and a connection from Meaford running south con-
necting with the road at Durham would be a decided
advantage. From Durham to Meaford there is a very ex-
cellent agricultural district which would undoubtedly con-
tribute towards the construction of the branch. I have no
doubt they would very much appreciate any assistance
given towards the construction of the line. I fully endorse
the remarks made by the hou. member for south Grey, and
he deserves the thanks of his constituents and also those of
east Grey for bringing the matter before the House. I
hope the Government before the resolutions are finally
passed will have sufficient influence brought to bear upon
them te lead them to grant something towards the con-
struction of this road.

Resolutions reported.

SECOND READING-IN COMMITTEE.

Bill (No. 143) to authorise the construction of a railway
from the Straits of Cause as a public railway.-(Mr. Pope.)

RAILWAY FROM METAPEDIAC TO PASBEBIAC.

Sir HECTOR LANGENIN moved the second reading of
the Bill (No. 144) respecting certain subsidies fora railway
from Metapediac on the Intercolonial Railway to Pasbebiac.

Mr. BLAKE. I have made some enquiries in regard to
the position of this railway, and the hon. gentleman brought
down sore papers on a former occasion which I have not
had time to examine fully, but I have received from other
sources some information which I think it is desirable to
present te the House. If I am correctly informed, and I
think I am, the financiat scheme of the compaDy is this:
$30,000 is said to have been, paid up on the stock.
.620,000 is to be given under this Bill by the
Canadian Goverument, and there i a land grant of
10,000 -acres a mile given by the Province of Quebcc,
in respect of which negotiations are proceeding, it is aid,
and likely to reach a favorable conclusion for the commuta-
tion of the land grant by cash subsidies ora guarantee
or the issue of the bonds at the rate .of sixty-five
to seventy-five cents per acre, seventy cents per acre
would give $700,000, which are the supposed or expected
proceeds of the land grant in cash. That makes a finance of
81,350,000 from public sources, or, leaving out the $30,000,
a net amount of 81,820,000 for the 100 miles, and besides
that there is the bonding power of the company, which I
anderstand they expeet to use te the extent of-8600,000.
Now my information is that the road runa through a very
old settled country, a very easy country, with means of
communication close along to it. The work is, upon the
whole, extremely easy work, and the cutting very light.
It is true the first twelve miles of the first twenty miles is
somewhat more difficuit than the ret, though still not
very difficult. After that the work is extremely ef
and it- i on the whole vory light. As I have sai
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it is on an old settled country with supplies, and men,
and materials and means of communication. Everything in
tho conditions, as to labor and otherwise, is very admirable
for the construetion of a cheap railway. Now, the papers
which the hon4 gentleman broaght down show what the com.
position of the compauy is. The company is omposed
of sharollders -holding 6,000 shares. Of those there are a
batoh of .Robitaill.e. There is Senator Robit aille 500
shares; ex-Senator Robitaille, bis brother, 1,000 shares ;
Mr. L. A. Robitaille, another brother, formerly employed
by the Government of Quebec, 980 ehares; MrP. Riopel the
membeir for Bonaventure, who, I think, is a brother-
in-law of Mr. Robitaille, 1,000 sharea ; making in
al 3,480 shares or seven-twelfths of the whole stock
of the, company in that connection. Then there is
the bon. member for Quebec (Kr. McGreevy), who 1
think has been associated in some transactions with
Mr. Robitaile, 1,000 shares; Mr. R H. MoGreevy, his bro-
ther, f>0O shares, making l,»O shares in that connection or
one quarter of the stock. Thon Mr. C. N. Armstrong, of
Montroal, I believe a relative of the hon. Minister of Public
Works, and who is a railway promoter, having had a connec-
tion with the Montreal and Sorel Railway and whose opera-
tions on the stock exchange have redounded 8o much to the
credit of the country, has 550 shares; making in all for the
Robitaiue connection, the McGreevy connection and Mr.
Armstrong, 5,530 shares ont of the 6,000, or over eleven.
twelfths of the stock of the company. Now, as appears by
the papers, on the 7th of November, 1885, an agreement
was made with the company by the Goverument, which is
laid upon the Table, and in pursuance of which this legis-
lation is asked, that the Government would band
over to the railway company which undertook to
construct the first twenty miles the $300,000 whioh
Pailiament voted for its construction as a public
work, and would allocate that as a subsidy on the
twenty miles; that it would also grant the subsidy for the
whole 100 miles, for the remaining eighty miles, doubling
that eubsidy of,83,200 up for the second twenty miles, and
thns giving for the second twenty miles 06,400, the result
being S415,000 amile for the, first, 86,400 a mile for the second
and $3,200 a mile for the remaining eigbty miles. Well,
according to the information I have received, the company
made an agreement according to the admirable arrange,
ment nhich we have seen exemplified this evening in the
Quebec and Lake St. John Railway-it made an arrangement
for construction, which arrangement was made with one
of its own shareholders, Mr. Armstrong-who, of course,
shared in the benefits, and who ias the contract for the
constrdotion. The contract was that this gentleman should
build dtie road for 816,000 ýamile cash and a certain interest
in the bonde, with the understanding that he wa tO
sublet the contret, and that the company was to reeive
certain ehares of the profite to be made out of the business,
This contract, whici has been in existence for some tine,
contaima certain specifeations sa to the character of the
work. I hav not seen the document, but, according to the
information J, have réeeived, it does not indicate for the
wholeef that work-eertainly not for that portion beyond
the urst twenty rniles, as ho which we have a contract
between the Govèrnment and the oompany on the
Table.-ertainly not as to the other eighty miles-ilt
doS not contain such specifdoations as are consist-
ent with a firet class work. I do not complain
of Ihat except in se far as the permanent structures
are concerned, which I think should be made of a réally
permanent eharacter, in the iret instance. It is certain,
a6cording to my infbrmatito, that the ontract hieh has
been made does net contemplate anything but a second class
ro4ý aany rate for eighty miles of the road. Now, the con-
tracter and the shareholder, Mr. Armstrong, as I believe,
since November, when hecobtained this contract, in pur-.

2O5

suanne of the understanding on which he obtained t
has been negotiating with several different esets of
persons lu advance of the sanction of ParliAmeAt, to
the scheme, and of the local authoritites as to ,the
commutation of the land grant for money oresecrities
quivalent to money-has been negotiating for the sub.

letting of the contract, and these negotiations 1#ere some-
what upon this basis: That a construction oômpany
should be formed, of which Mr. Armstrong 4imself
was to be a partner or shareholder with onethird
interest; that the construction company should agre
to build the road for 114,000 per mile, and a oortain
proportion of the bonds. This $14,000 per mile'les,o of
course, $1,000 per mile out of the8 15,000 per mile, whIch
is stipulated in the contract of Mr. Armstrong; or 8100,000.
Of that onehalf is to be given to the company by Mr.
Armstrong, on an undorstanding between him and the com.
pany ; the other half ls to go into the eqatractors' funds.
This gives to the company $500 a mile, or $0,000. Then
it was understood in the original contract; and in these pro.
posed sub-contracts, that the contractors were to pay the
company $600 per mile out of the cash contract money, or
$60,000 more. Thon it was'proposed that the company should
retain, ont of the moneys paid to the contractors, 3 per cent.
on all pavments. This l equal to 8450 a mile or 845,000
more. Then the company were to receive at once a cash
bonus f-om the contractors-because the sameoper-
ation with which the hon. member for King's(r.
Woodworth) has made us famillar, with regard to
another enterpriae, which appeared to have been In-
itiated on a somewhat similar basis as this, il intended
to take place ; the contractor is to bogin his
operations by paying money to the company instead
of receiving it from the company. A bonus of from
$25,000 to $50,000 is to be paid by the contractors to the
company, in part to recoup thom for their expenses ;
because I believe they have made outlays particularly st
times of political activity in the county of Bonavanture.
These are said to have amounted to not more than 88,000
or 810,000, and the balance, I suppose, will go to profit and
loss, particularly profit. You will observe that the oash
receipts of the company would be about S t,200 a mile, and
to make up 815,000, it will be necssary that 81,800 should
be provided for. This is intended to be provided out of
the bond issue of $1,000 a mile. This is the only charge in-
tended to be created on the undertaking, and if it ha's any
commercial merit at ail, its earning power should be sufflient
to make up the interest on that amount; so that you
may assume that the bonds will be old at par, which
will leave 84,200 a mile to be divided betwoen thecontrae-
tors and the company, giving 82,100 a mile, or 8240,000
more. These varions sums-$50,0 00, $60,000, $1,000,
$835,000 as te net bonus, allowing for those official expenas
and $210,00 as their share oftheprocseds of thebaâdb
added together give a gross sum, Of $400,000 to b5 rece
as a profit by theo shareholders. Ot of oihq, pf eag3ree, ewo
have to take the cost of the rolling stoclk ico p1si
second-class railway like this, as the Miniitqr of -ailays
observed with regard to a aimilar enterprisghi afrgoon,
would cost probabi from $1,200 to $1,500 a i4àle, becsee
the bulk of the work will be dope by h,e cars and stoc k oLthe
longer lino with which the road is connected, We will aay
$1,500 a mile. That will make $150,000 to pome ost ofthe
$400,000, leaving $250,000 as profit for the capaRy. TIbs
will go to the sharebolders t wh >m I have referro and
the ames of,those holding eleven-tçwelft4. of the stoQk I
have given to'the House. Thy will thus otain the railway
free of expense, subject to a c rge of 86,000 a mile, wlth a
profit of sime $250,000 put into their own pooket; their
only riîk in the whole transaction having been thè Qrginal
payment, if it hs been bod fide paid,.of $30,000 oftheir
stock. As I say, the road, according to the plan on which
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It is projected to be built, will be built for somewhere about
813,000 a mile, or 81,300,000, which, with $200,000 added
for rolling stock will give say 81,500,000, but it is to
cost, including the bonds, some 81,920,000, or 8420,000 in
excess of a liberal cost of the road. The real cost of the
road is going to be provided for as you know entirely at
the public expense, and a sum nearly approaching the
whoîe bonding power goes to the shareholders of the com-
pany along with the rolling stoek. Of course, it must not
b. considered that the sharebolder who has such a modest
proportion of this clas of profits, Mr. Armstrong, is being
dealt with so unfairly as would appear from this distribu-
tion of the spoils, when he has only that small amount of
the sharehoIding interest; because if lie is limited in the
shareholding interest, ho has large profits with the contrao-
tors, because the arrangement gives the contractors
profite far in excess of the fair commercial profits
of contractors, and these I think will be found~more
than fair to Mr. Armstrong-something like $100,000.
That is the state of the facts, so far as known and
as I have been able to ascertain it, on which we are asked
to agree to a vote of over $300,000, for the construction of
the first twenty miles as a public work, and on which we
are to agree to give $320,000 for the remaining eighty miles.
In order that the profits of these projectors should be realised
at an early moment-for it is not proper that they should
not be kept out of their money too long-it is arranged
that they should get the 815,000 a mile besides the land
grant of the Quebec Government for the first twenty miles,
and $6,400 besides the land grant for the second. So we
may hope that their patriotic exertions, their great expen-
diture of capital, their earnest desire to forward the interest
of the locality affected, will receive not merely a handsome,
but a very early reward. Yon find, thon, that the public
money is proposed in effect to be distributed amongst these
three gentlemen, of whom one is a member of the Upper
House, and two are inembers of this Chamber. That is the
transaction we are asked to sanction.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. I do not know where the
hon. gentleman got the figures he las given. Ail I know
in regard to them is what 1 know by the vote of Parliament
here, the vote of the Legislature of Quebec, and by the infor-
mation given by the company to the Department, that the
amount subscribed by the stockholders was $300,000, on
which they had paid 10 per cent. Thon the hon. gentleman
says that according to the scheme before the House, to which
the committee has assented, we are to give to the company
another $300,000 for the building of the first twenty miles.
That was what Parliament voted last Session, and we tried
to obtain tenders for the building of those twenty miles, and
were unable to obtain a tender from anyone who would
build that portion of the line for less then $128,000 more
than the vote made by Parliament. Therefore they were
rejected, and the Baie des Chaleurs Railway Company thon
applHed to the Government, and offered to build those twenty
miles for the $300,000, on condition that half the line which
would eoil1s60)000 more than the vote of Parliament,
would be worked by them, would belong to them, and that
the 43,200 voted by Parliament for the old line from
Metapediac to Paspeblac should b. left to the company and
paid for, acoording as the work would proceed, and that
the $3,200 per mile of the firet twenty miles would be
given to the second twenty miles, in order to induce
capitalists to build the line, taking it as one line from one
end to the other. When the8 300,000 wre lasat voted by
Parliament, the leader of the Opposition said it would
be a great deal botter at once to say that the
$300,00 ought to be paid and should be granted to
this railway. It would secure the 100 miles, and thus
the money would b. applied as evidently it must be the
intention of the Parliament to apply it. We did not go that
far. We tried to have the twenty miles built as Parlia-

Mr. Bàca.
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ment wished the lino to. be built, but we could not do it,
and we have made this arrangement provisionally aubject
to the vote of Parliament. Parliament is not voting, we
are not asking a single cent more for the road than we had
to pay before by the Act of Parliament. We are taking
the same subsidies to secure, as far as we an, the building
of the 100 miles for the same money that was voted for the
first twenty miles, and which was considered by the om-
pany as insufficient, because although they have been
incorporated several years they have been unable to pro-
ceed with the lino. The hon, gentleman says there is a
subsidy of 10,000 acres of land per mile to that company,
and ho goes on to say that land is worth 70 cents an
acre, which makes a subsidy of $700,000, and ho counts that
as a portion of the assete of the company. Of course,
ho says, that is as good as if it were cash down. Beason-
ing in that way, ho adds that to the subsidy voted by
Parliament and ho goes f urther. Ho takes the $600,000
worth of bonds and counts that as cash also. Those things
put together make $1,950,000. Ho divides that by
the 100 miles, and says there is a great deal more
money voted than the company would require to build the
road. In that way the hon. gentleman would build ail the
roads of the country. How is it that companies have so
great difficulties in building railways ? How is it that so
many of the subsidies granted for the last four years to
railways have lapsed ? Is it because they are not sufficient ?
How is it that though lands are granted by the Local Gov-
ernment to certain railways, these grants with the moneys
voted here are found insufficient ? In this case the $300,000
for the twenty miles may succeed in securing the 100 miles,
and I really believe it will. The hon. gentleman took the
trouble to state to the House that one of the shareholders
of the company was a distant relative of mine. What has
that to do with the company ? What business has Parlia-
ment to know that Mr. Armstrong is a distant relative of
mine ? I do not think that is worthy of the leader of the
Opposition. It is unworthy of his high position. It is one
of those small things we should not expect from a man in
his high position and high intellect and the confidence ho
has of his party. No doubt it must have escaped him at the
moment. For my part, ho will never hear me reproaching
him with a thing of that kind.

Mr. BLAKE. I do net believe I will.
Sir H ECTOR LANGEVIN. I never act that way. I

havo always treated the hon. gentleman with the greatest
courtesy; although ho and some of his friends may insult
me across the House, they will never have insults of the
same kind from me. I will treat them always with cour-
tesy, and I expect to be treated with courtesy by them.

Motion agreed to, Bill read the second time, considered
in Committee and reported.

LAND GRANTS TO RAILWAYS IN MANITOBA. AND
THE NOIRTH-WEST.

House resolved itslf into Committee to confsider certain
proposed resolutions(page 1551) respectingthe granting of
Dominion lands to the railway companies meintioned, in
Manitoba and the North-West Torritories.-(Mr. White,
Cardwell)

(In the Oommittee.)
On resolation 1, Manitoba and North-Western .Railway

Company,
Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. Where will hie land

be located ?
Mr. WHITE (Cardwell). North of the point.
Sir RICARD CARTWRIGHT. l it intended to give

this in townships ?
Mr. WHITE (Cardwell). No i we have~the power to do
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Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. I suppose the hon.
gentlemen bas considered that question.

8fr. WHITE (Cardwell). The land grant to this Mani-
toba and North-Western is given in alternate sections. If
they have to take it further west, we can arrange for them
to take it in townships as a matter of negotiation.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. This is an entirely new
grant, and therefore it is quite optional to give it in what-
ever way the Government may please.

Mr. WHITE (Cardwell). Yes. I may say that I have
no hesitation in expressing my own preference for the town-
ship grant, and I would be very glad to see that plan
adopted.,

Mr. BLAKE. This is, as I understand, for a branch of
this railway?

Mr. WRITE (Cardwell). This is a branch.
Mr. BLAKE. Ras there been any statement at all of

the finance of the railway ?
Mr. WHITE (Cardwell). I think this is one of the rail-

ways in relation to which there can be no doubt.
Mr. BLAKE. I know what it bas done, but I speak of

the financial basis on which it proposes to build the branob.
Mr. WHITE (Cardwell). I understand that they hope

to obtain from the Manitoba Government the same guaran.
tee of their land grant that they obtained on the other. The
interest in this part of the country is very large, and they
hope the Manitoba Government will give them the same
guarantee.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. If the Manitoba Gov'
ernment is going to guarantee four millions and a-half to
the Hudson Bay Railway, I do not think they will be in a
positiion to make man L rants to other rnds.

&N LUti UCLyg rM4LL VVOllIZU.

On resolution 2, North-West Central Railway Company.
Mr. MITCHELL. le this the Beaty railway ?
Mr. BLAKE. This is the same old railway. I suppose

this is intended to be in substitution for the grants formerly
authorised ?

Mr. WRITE (Cardwell). No. The hon. gentleman will
remember that the free grant was given by Order in Coun-
cil after Parliament rose last year, subject to confirmation
by Parliament. This is practically a confirmation of that
grant. The Order in Council I laid upon the Table last
night as well as the other papers. The hon. gentleman
will also remember that, by the legislation of this Session
extending the time for the company to commence opera-
tions, there -was a clause inserted by which they are
required to give to the Governor in Council substantial
evidence of their -ability to go on with afty miles this
year, before the lst June, upon doing which a pro-
clamation is to issue bringing the Act into force. The
Act is of no effeot unless that proclamation issues. I think
everyone who takes an interest in the North-West at all, at
any rate both sides of the House, have admitted the value
of this partieular line of railway and the importance of its
construction, and have acquiesced generally in the wisdom
of making a land grant to it. The only question is as to
the constructiQ of the railway, and I may say that the
decision is that the company are required to make a sub-
stantial deposit in cash, subject to forfeiture if the road does
not go on, or to be paid out to them pro rata as the road
goes on ; but they are to make that deposit in cash before
the proclamation will issue. We take the power, in the
event of their notngoing on with the railway, for the Gov-
ernor in Council to make other arrangements for the con
struction of that railway, and that is why in this resolutioni
we take power to give the land to another company. 1

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. What amount is re-
quired to be deposited ?

Mr. WHITE (Cardwell). $50,000.
Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. That is hardly a

substantial deposit.
Mr. WHITE (Cardwell). That is fbr the fifty miles of

railway they are to build this year. It.is pretty sabatantial
for forfeiture.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. I doubt that, where
2,700,000 acres of land are to be given as a free grant,

Mr. WHITE (Cardwell). But not one acre of this land
is to be given until fifty miles of railway are built. There.
fore we have the deposit of the land in our own hands and
the 850,000 as a guarantee of the construction of the first
fifty miles of the railway, which takes It into a part of the
country where the immediate demand bas been made for
the railway, and makes a basis for the construction of the
railway onward, as, after that time, they will have the land
grant and fifty miles of completed railway to finance upon.

Mr. BLAXE. The papers the hon, gentleman brought
down last night do not contain any further papers with
reference to the North-West Central Railway since, I
think, the papers of last Session. They contain, it is true,
the Orders in Council of a later date, but I speak of paprs
coming from the railway oompany itself. I presume there
bas been some correspondence and some action by the
Government, alter what the hon, gentleman bas said on the
subject of the authority with which it was clothed, as far as
it could be by a Bill, with authority, or the duty imposed
upon it. As hoe says the company have been required to
make a substantial deposit. I suppose that communication
was in writing ?

Mr. WHITE (Cardwell). Oh, certainly.
M 1r. BLAKE. It is a pity that we have not got it here.

I also observe by the public papers a statement that a con-
tract for the construction of the railway by New York
contractors, it was said, I think, had been received some
days ago and submitted to the Government. la that the
case?

Mr. WHITE (Cardwell). There was a contract laid on
the Table of the Railway Committee

Mr. BLAKE. No other contract ?
Mr. WHITE (Cardwell). No other. That contract has

been -again submitted to the Government, but It has not
been considered sufficient, and a note has been sent to the
president of the company to say that ho must make that
deposit or the proclamation will not issue.

Mr. MITCHELL. I have heard certain raumors that
inancial arrangements had been made and the money
forthcoming and aIl that kind of thing. Has the Goveru.
ment received any information to that effeot?

Mr. WHITE (Cardwell). We have had assurances to
that effect, but we perferred a substantial deposit of money
in the bank of Montreal as an assurance that these fnancial
arrangements had been made.

Mr. BLAKE. Yes. There is too much assurance about
this. The hon. gentlem.n will observe that the schome he
proposed and the House has sanctioned by passing the Bill
was one that should ensure the possibility at any rate of
some company constructing the road if this one failed, as i
think, after the developments which have taken place, it is
very likely to do.

Mr. MITCHELL. And ought to do.
Mr. BLAKE. 1 agree with the hon. member for North-

umberland--and ought to do. If so, it is important that
the Government should clotho itself with the nooesary
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authority, and to that end it has taken no steps. I do not
know of any general statutory authority by which the
Government can create a company authorised to construct
this road. For that, legielation would be necessary, and I
have been expecting from day to day to see the Govern-
ment introduce a Bill to clothe itself with the authority
necessary to carry out the plan, unless indeed the hon.
gentleman places so much confidence in those assurances to
which be refers that he thought it was unnecessary and
that it was quite sure that ho would issue the proclama.
tion.

Mr. WHITE (Cardwell). There is a means by which that
country can be supplied with railway facilities under an exist.
ing charter granted by the Manitoba Legislature last year
for a southern branch of the Manitoba and North-Western.
That could be done. I do not by any means intend to say it
will be done, but it could be done. I think the general state-
ment made in relation to this when the Private Bill was
passed extending this charter would authorise us, under
letters patent, to enmpower a company to go on and construct
this railway with the grant of this land..

Mr. BLAKE. I do not think the hon. gentleman's
colleague who site bohind him will confirm that statement of
the Minister. I think he will find that it is not competent
for him under a general statement made in the progress of a
P4vate Bill, to ereste a company by letters patent with the
necessary powers for constructing and operating a railway.
I think, if he asks a little advice before he speaks, or, not
having asked that advice, takes the next best course and
obtains it after he has spoken, he will find that legislation is
necessary. Of coaurse, this company can buil d it, and of course
there is another company that could built it, the Canadian
Pacifio, but what is necessary is that the Government
should obe lothed with full power to see that the work is
done, and il we trust to the possibilities of the Canadian
Pacifie Railway doing it, and the possibilities of this other
company he refers to doing it as a branch, the Government
is fettered. There is not the same security which certainly
the Railway Committee, and I think the House, understood
would exist for the Government implementing that very
obligation which it made. I think the Manitoba Legislature
passed a vote of thanks to the Government, with the assur-
ance that they would see that this road is put through, if
not by this company, in which they did not appear to have
much confidence, thon by another. I do not think the
Government will put itself in the position to implement
that pledge by the means to which the hon. gentleman has
referred, unless they take power to incorporate a company.

Mr. WHITE (Cardwell). The hon. gentleman will see
that in this amendment we. takepower in this resolution to
grant to this particular company, or to such other conpany
as may be inoorporated, land for the construction of a railway
througl that country. Perhape I ought not to express a
legal opiion on the point, but after the suggestion made to
me, I think we shall probably be able to take the power
before the House rises yet.

Mr. BLAKE. When are we going to rise ?

Mr. WHITE (Cardwell). I hope on Monday. We cani
get through with a good deal in a day, with the consent of
the hon. gentleman.

Mr. WATSON. I am glad the Government are to give
a grant to this railway in the North-West, and I regret that
the stop was not taken years ago. I believe if it had been,
the settlers, who have been suffering for the want of rail-
way, would have had one bef ore this. Now, I hope there will
be no mistake this year, and if it is necessary for the Gov-
ernient to take power before the House rises, to grant this
gol company those lande, I hope they will do so, so that
the pope may not suffer another year for the want of a

Mr, Br"Is.

railway. I will read a telegram sent by the Minister of
Publie Works to the Manitoba Legislature, in replyto
telegrams that were sent to him as chairman of the Rail-
way Committee :

"1'elgram received and read to Railway Committee. Charter
revived" ut not to be in foree exoept on proclamation to Governor Gen-
eral to be isued before lt June next, if company shows to Governor in
Council its ability aud means to build ros4iLfifty miles to be built.before
the end of present yoar Pai1in g this by lit June Qoremo-r in Coixucil
wi® issue lgtterr patentsud incorporte good oompsuy te build road."

Now the people up there appear to foel very grateful to
the Minister of Publie Works for the trouble ho has taken
to inform them as to the intentions of the Governmont,
and they fel satisfied, on the strength of this telegram,
that a good company widl be formed to build this road in
case the present one fails. I hope the Govermment will
take such powers as are necessary to enable this good comi-
L any to build the road. I have no doubt that the Local

egislature will do all in their power to grant such assist-
ance as they can to the Manitoba and North- Western to have
this road built. I am glad to behieve that there is no
person in this House who objects to the construction
of this road, or to the land grant. I think, how-
ever, the $50,000 deposit is too small. If they
are going to construct fifty miles of road, as diey expeet to
this year, of course thev will be entitled to recoive that
back. From what has been stated by a gentleman who was
a director of that company, it would soom that the company
expect to make out of this road something in the neighbor-
hool of $670,000. Now, if they are going to specplate on
this charter, I think that $50,000 is too smnig a deposit, and
I think the company ought to satisfy the Government that
it will construct this road or give a larger deposit. I would
ask the Minister of Interior if this company has given the
Government any assurance that they are in a position to go
on with the construction of the 50 miles. I have seen in the
press that they had secured some 8800,000 at present, and
were prepared to go on with the work at once. As the
season is short it is very important that this matter should
be put on a solid basis.

Mr. WHITE (Oardwell). I would like to amend that
clause so that instead of saying "to such company as may
be incorporated," it shall read "to such other Company as
may undertake the construction of said railway," as at
present it would prevent us from negotiating with any
existing company for the construction of a railway in the
event of the prosent company failing to make that deposit
and going on with the work, lu answer to the hon. gentle-
man I may say that we are assured that the present com-
pany are prepared to go on, but we want them to suppe-
ment that assurance by a substantial deposit, and we think
that 850,000 is a substantial deposit,

Mr. WATSON. Even if the company who have this
charter put up this deposit, there is no time specified for
doing the work. The fifty miles has to be completed by
the 1st December, and if the Government have not the
assurance that thia road will be completed this year, even
with that deposit, I think they should take power to them-
selves to have this good company organised. I do not care
who builds the road as long as it is built, but, I want to sec
the Government take such means as will secure the build.
ing of the road beyond donbt, so that the people of the
North-West may have railway facilities as soon as possible.

On resolution 3, Wood Mountain and Qu'Appelle Rail.
way Company,

Mr. BLAKE. With respect to this, as in referenco to
the others, I would invite the hon. gentleman, when b
brings the Bill in which will be baaed on these resolutions,
to make some provision as to the conditions to bo inserted
in the grants to Chese oompanies. He will observe that
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this grant, and still more the grant we have just dealt with,
is for a very long line of railway, and these roads lock up
the laId for a very long time =nless provision is made for
tolerably early construction. I quite agree that construc-
tion must be progressive, and that it is important that vory
striot conditions for regular and very fairly rapid progress
should be inserted,

Mr. WHITE (Cardwell). The hon. gentleman will see
that in the charter the time within which the road must be
commenced and built is fixed. That is within the power of
Pariament to extend or adhere to as may be determined.
In this particular case the Order in Council granting aid to
this line fixes the time for the completion of the first section,
that is between the point of commencement on the Canadian
Pacifie Railway and Fort Qu'Appelle, at six months from
the time fixed in the charter for commencing the railway;
that gives time to organise the company, and afterwards
fifty miles are to be built each year.

Resolutions reported.

MESSAGE FROM HJS EXCELLNCY.
Mr. MoLELAN presented a Message from His Excellency

the Governor General.
Mr. SPEAKER read the Message, as follows:-

LÂBDowMau,
The G'overnor General transmita to the House of Commons, Supple-

mentary Estimates of suma required for the service of the Dominion, for
the year ending 30th June, 1887; and in accordance with the provisions
of " The Briush North America Act, 1867," he recommends these
Estimates to the House of Commons.
GovManXZuT ROUaE,

OTTAWA, 28th [ay, 1886.
Sir HEC1'OR ANGEYIN moved the adjournment of the

House.
Motion agreed to; and the House adjourned at 1:40 a. m.

(Saturday.)

HOUSE OF COMMONS.

STUMoAT, 29th May, 1886.

The SpmEa took the Chair at Three o'clock.

ParYwas.

MISSISSAGUA BAND OF LiDIANS.
Mr. PATERSON (Brant) asked, 1. Whether the Govern-

meLt hav;e had under consideration the question, what
members I of the Mississagua band of Indians are
entitled to participate in the amount of 868,000, or there-
abouts, that was placed to the credit of the said band about
the year 1884? 2. If so, have the Government deocided to
pay the said sum, or the interest thereon, to those who were
the legal members of the band in the year 1828, and their
deecendn4us only, or to all those who are no v members of
the said band?

Sir JOHN A. MAODONAL D. That is a subject of a good
deal of difficulty and it is now under consideration. I hope
a solution will soon be found.

RET. M. LABELLE'S REPORT.

Mr. DESJARDINS (for Mr. TAsst) asked, Whether the
Govornment have received a report from Rev. hi. Labelle,
entruated with a mission to France in the interest of
emigration? if so, is it their intention to lay the same
belore Parlisment ?

Mr. CARLING. A report has been recived from Rev.
Mr.Labelle respecting his mission to France. It i! the in-
tention to publish said report as an appendix to the report
of the Department ofAgriculture. It would have been in-

serted in said report and laid before Parliainent this So.,
sion, but it was not received antil the commrnoement ,of
the current month.

SENATE REPRESENTATION OF FRENCH CANAà
DIANS IN ONTARIO.

Mr. DESJARDINS (for Mr. TAsst) asked, Whether the
Governmont bave considered the fact that each Senator for
Ontario represents, on an average, 80,000 souls, acoording
to the last Census, and that there were then over 100,000
French Canadians in that Province? If so, is it their in-
tention to grant a representative in the Sonate to the
French minority in Ontario?

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. The Governament are
fully aware of the numbers and importance of the French
Canadians in the Province of Ontario. Of course they
cannot, without breach of their oaths of offiee, states wat
advice they are going to render to the Governor on
this subject.

GOVERNMENT LEGAL AGENT AT HALIFAL
Mr. M[LLS asked, Whether the First Minister bas re.

ceived from the Conservative members of the bar at Hali-
fax, throngh Mr. Daly, a protest agaiet, the., appointment
of Mr. Wallace Graham, as legal agent of the Governmeat
at Halifax, on the ground that ho was the partner of C. H._
Tupper, M.P. for Picton, and a participator in the proût,
and suggesting that the Premer had not been well advised
in making the appointment, &c., or any remonstrance to
like effeet?

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. Sometime agp I received
a letter against the appointment of Mr. Graham, and recom-
mending the appointment of anothor professional man as
the agent of the Government, but not on the ground stated
in this question.

THE TEMPERANCE COLONISATION COMPANY.
Mr. MULOCK. Before the House proceeds to the Orders

of the Day, I would like to ask the Government if they
expect to bo able to indicate what course they propose to
adopt in regard to the colonisation oom panies. Last Session,
and again this Session, it was intimated by the Minister of
the Interior that the Government would deal with the
colonisation companies which had failed to carry out the
terms of thuir agreements with the Government. My
particular reason for calling the attention of the Governupent
to the matter at the present time is that I have had placed
in my bands a copy of a petition, which I believe has beea
sent to the Minister of the Interior, on behalf of the Temp-
erance Colonisation Company. It states that this cooepuy
is in a most unfortunate position; in fact, it appear to be
financially embarrassed, and aIl the circumstaneos indicate
the necessity of relief being given to it. I would just trouble
the louse by reading one letter from a gentleman oonoeraed
in the company, which letter indicates very fairly, I am
told, the position of many others interested in the company.
It is from a Metholist minister to a brother Methodist
minister, and, as the House is awarea great many Methodist
ministers are interested in this company. Wtthout giving
the name of the writer or the person to whom the letter is
addressed, i will read it:

" My Daia BaoTana,-With the darkest cloud of trouble that ever au-
shrouded my person, [ write you. I am one of those unfortunate ones
that hold crip in the Temperance Colonisation Oompany. I wa served
with a sherif's writ, and yesterday I was visited by the deputy sherif
to make a seizure of ail my effects, but he did not seize. I am not able
to pay; it is impossible to pay down $692 Then the prospect of being
called upon to pay more, and then lose all, is bad enough. I write you
to see what la going on in Toronto about the matter. Are any iu
Toronto bemg sued? le there any hopi of getting a settlement of the
case? I am just crusbed; the idea of having a uherif arouad la killing
to me."#
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I have-

Mr. SPEAKER. I thought
simply going to ask a question.
matter that may lead to debate.

Mr. MULOCK. I have indica
whether the Government propose
view of relieving from their oblig
companies which are unable to ci

Mr. WHITE (Cardwell). I st
that the companies have made a
ment for a modification of their î
ernment taking land instead of the
paid in, at the rate of $2 an acre.
out as far as the information befo
it to be done. As to the case oft
tion Company, to which the hon.
the difficulty between the compar
is a matter of entirely internai a
ernment can, of course, have no i
But the proposal of the Governi
companies which we can wind u
proposed to be colonised, on the
place of the money they have alr

QUESTIONS OF I
Mr. COSTIGAN. I beg to c

H1ouse to a statement which I fi
speech of the hon. member for W
on the 27th of May, when 1 was in
of the charges made by that hon.
personally are of such a nature th
advantage of the opportunity to
appear as if I admitted their corr
gentleman came to refer to my t
tieman spoke as follows: -

"I, find that the Miniater of Inland
Administration of which he is now a mer
lands on Mountain Jreek, in the North
acre, on which he never put one head of
purely speculative purposes, and holdo fk
find that on the 16th of February, 1882

while he waa a member of Parliament, h
section 14, township 6, range 16, 320 acre
son was a stock-holder in the St. Cathar:
law costs thia Government is paying toi
to deprive the Province of Ontarijo f i
pany obtained a license from this Gover
acres of landinii the diaputed territorý
deacribedlas>of Ingersoll, on the lOth o.
fifty square miles of timber limita. 1 find
described as of Winnipeg, on the l4th
another fifty square miles of timber limi
described as of Ottawa, on the 23rd of
another fifty square miles, and on thi
another fifty square miles. I find that Jo
Inland Revenue, himself, on the 3rd c
square miles."
With regard to these applications
deal has been said during the pa
felt bound, two years ago, to offer
tradiction of certain charges made
with these matters, which I thoi
the time. But there are points
not raised at that time. With ri
made by H. A. Costigan, I have n
I have a son of that name, and
application, to this or any othe
lands, coal landg, or any other lan
the regalar price, I do not think
his action. I am fre to admi
application while I was a membe
Goverument, and if through mj
special favors, or if his applicatio
that the applications of others did
open to a very seiouiti charge. Wi
Charethat I am the lesee of 59,

trKnLoO,

on Mountain Creok, ail i can say is that I never applied
the hon. gentleman was for any grazing lands and never held any grazing
He must not proceed in a 'lands, either for grazing or speculative purposes, and I do

not bold any to-day. I am aware that my son was
ted what I desire to know: interested with a man from St. John named Hays and

to do anything with the some others, in a lease in that section of the country. They
gations te tho Crown those paid their semi-annual rent; they made three or four pay-arryoogations.monts in cash; but they were unable to raise the means toarry ont their obligationsstock it. The Governmont passed an Order providing that
ated on a former occasion if parties holding leases failed to put on stock, though they
ipplication to the Govern- might have paid the rent, their leases should be cancelled;
arrangement by the Gov- and I was present when this lease was eancelled, and I never

money they have already opened my month to say it should net be cancelled, just b.-
That plan is being carried cause i knew my son was interested in it with those gen-
re the Department enables tlemen; and the lease was cancelled a year ago, although
the Temperance Colonisa- they had made four payments on it. So that noither my
gentleman refers, I think son, nor any one belonging to me, holds any interest to.
ny and their scrip holders day in these grazing lands; and so far as I am personally
rrangement, and the Gov- concerned, I never was an applicant, and never had any
nfinence in relation to that. stock or share or interest in thom, good, bad or indifferent.
ment is to wind up those More than that, I never took out of the North-West,
up, by lessening the area although I was there three or four times, through specula-
basis of taking lands in tion, my travelling expenses in going there. The only oper-

eady paid i. ation I had in the North-West was in getting out some ties
PRIVILEGE. with a man named W. J. Short, one smali operation of $700

or $900. My name was afterwards coupled with that of a
all the attention of the man named R. J. Short, by mistake, who was doing a large
nd in Hansard, made in a business in supplying ties to the Canadian Pacifie Railway
est Huron (Mr. Cameron) Company. My name was mixed up with his, and
lot present. One or two I was said to have applied with him as a partner
gentleman against myself for num erous timber limits, all of which is wrong. 1 never
iat if I did net now take had any transactions with R. J. Short, and never was in-
contradict them, it might terested in his contracts or operations. The ouly transac-

ectness. When the hon, tion I had was with W. J. Short, a brother of his, who
ransactions, the hon. gen- went west, and thon we applied for a permit to eut

railway ties in the district of the Lake of the Woods. And
Revenue!is a lessee, from this under the conditions the Government laid down we hadmber, of 59,000 acres of grazing te pay twonty per cent. in advanco. We paid the twerty

-West Territories, at i cent an
cattle, but which he got for per cent. ; we never out a tie or got a dollar back.
br purely speculative purposes. Mr.AGGART. Before the Orders of the Day are called,,before ho was a Minis ser, 1 but Iy e a
e applied for the north half of I desire to say that I was not here the other evening when
s of coal lands. I fi-d that hi$ the hon. member for West Huron (Mr. Cameron) reiter-iles Milling Company, whose atod the charges whioh I denied tho other day. 1 waited
the extent of $11,000, in order
ts rights. I find that this com. till yosterday evening. I had not an opportunity yester-
nment toe cut timber on 3,200 day of answering them, because it was late in the evening

f N end that H. A. ostigan, before the Hansard was published, but I soe in the Bansardf Nvember, 1882, applied for
that this same H. A.0stigan, which is on my desk to-day, a statement of this kind:

of October, 1883, applied for "Now, on the 4th of May, when the question of the disposai oftimberta. I find that an H. Costigan, limita by the Goverament and the parcelling ont of the resources of theSeptember, 1882, applied for country was being disenssed, the hon. member for South Lanark madee same day ho applied for still use of thia language :
hn Oostigan, the Minister of 4l'He (that is, the member for South Huron) made a charge againstof April, 1882, applied for fifty me, and I have been waiting a long time, for an opportunity to meet

that hon. gentleman and see if he would dare repeat it in the House, or
for timber limita, a great hear what his reason was for making the charge, that I might give it a

fiâa contradiction. He stated in reference to me:at two or ttree years. 1 Il-John Haggart, the Tory member for South Lanark, has managed
an explanation and a con- to capture out or the "llootI" 320 lacres of coal lands, a timber limit on
against me in connection the Shell River, at $5 a square mile, an interest with Peter McLaren,

ught were satisfactory- at of Rivera and Streams Bill notoriety, and in.other portions of the publiew a r property, and is believed to have had an interest in more than one of
raised here which were the contracta on the Canadian Pacific Railway. Thone who know John

egard to the applications Haggart best say that there are many and peculiar reaons why he must
ot ene single word te say. stand firm by the Government.

And thon he went on to say:
if ho c hooses to make "'f simply state that i a cowardly, lying statement.'

Dr Government for timber Mr. CASEY. Order.
ds, and is willing to pay Mr. BAGGART. I am reading from lansard what the
I am called on to defond hoM . Ifam]r ed

t that if my son made n. member for West Huron stated:
r of Parliament or of the '1simply state that isa cowardly, lying statement, framed ont of thewhole cloilh, by a party 'who bâti not a partiole cf evidoe to justify
y influence ho obtained him in making the statement. nao
ms obtained consideration That statement that I made at that time I repeat today. I1 not receive, I would bo read this charge made against me:
ith regard to the principal "lJohn Baggart, the Tory member for South Lanark, ha managem000 acres of grazing lands to capture ont of the 'loot 1 820 acres of coal lands."
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I say that that statement is untrue. I never had an acre
of coal lands or an acre of any kind in the North-West. I
was net directly or indirectly interested in it.

1 A timber limit on the Bhel iver at $5 a square mile."
I never denied that. I never stated anything to the oon-
trary in this House. The papers were brought down in
1882. I was an applieant in 1879 for limits on the Shell
River. I oomplied with the conditions that were required
by the Governnent. I built a mll at Brandon, or was one
of those interested in building a mill, and I built another
mill at the mouth of Shell River. We applied ; we got an
Order in Couneil upon the noual conditions to give us the
limite. The limits were never granted, unfortunately, on
account of some difference between the parties interested,
whieh is at present in litigation in Winnipeg. What I
particularly denied was this: .

" And is belleved to have had an interest in more thau one of the
contracts on the Oanadian Pacifdo Railway."
That is a statement which, under the Independence of Par-
liament Act, if true, voided my seat in this House. I
stated that that was a cowardly, lying statement, framed
out of the whole cloth, and I repeat it at the present moment
before every member here. There is not a particle of truth
in the statement. I should have not only voided my seat
in this fHouse under the Independence of Parliament Act,
but I should have been guilty of perjury.

Mr. CASEY. i rise to a point of order. I wish to ask
for your ruling on the hon. gentleman's btatement, that a
statement by any hon. member is a cowardly, lying state-
ment.

Mr. HAGGART. I state that the statement made-
Mr. SPEAKER. Order. I understand that the hon.

member is referring to a speech made ont of this House.

Mr. HAGGART. Ont of this House, at Wingham.
Mr. CASEY. The same statement was repeated in this

House.
Mr. SPEAKER. No, it was not. It is only a reading

from Ransard.
Mr. HAGGART. I am referring to a speech made by a

person of the name of Cameron at a place called Wingham,
in the Province of Ontario. I state that this is a cowardly,
lyiig statement. I hoard Lhe statenent beforo. It not only
accuses me of something which would void my seat in the
fHouse under the Independence of Parliament Act, but it
accuses me of committing perjury. On the first opportunityi
I had, after hearing the statement or the charge against me,1
I came down. When the Royal Commission was sitting here,4
I took the opportunity of going before it, and made the
statement upon oath that I was inn o way connected with
it. It is a statement which accuses me of perjury, of some.
thing whieh would void my seat under the Independence of
Parliament Act, and I say that a member of Parliament
who, without a tittle of evidence to support it, makes the
statement, is a coward and a liar, and I cannot use any
stronger terme.

Mr. SPEAKER. Order.
Mr. CASEY. I call for your ruling.
Mr. SPEAKER I think it in unneoessary to use such1

strong language.
Mr. &SE Y. The member who has the floor etated thatf

a member of Parlament who could use language which is
known to have been used by this member of Parliament,
which he atas ho used, is a coward and a liar. A great
part of that language was used on the floor of this louse,
that inoference to the coal lands and the timber limits, andt
muet be inclaled in the statement. It is insufflcient to sayt
that auoh atrong language is unnecessary. I ask yon to1

rule that it is out of order, and I ask yon to rule that it
must be withdrawn.

Mr. 8PAXKER. I say that te apply uchI language to
any speech in Parliament is unparliamentary and out of
order, and I say that, even referring te a bpeech made ot-
side, the language is too strong.

Mr. HAGGART. I withdraw the statement. I refer to
the statement made by a person outside of Parliament at
Wingham, and I repeat that it is a cowardly, lying state.
ment.

Mr. SPEAKER. Order.
Mr. HAGGART. In referenee, not te a member of Par.

liament, but to a speech made by a person named ameron
at a place called Wingham.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. On behalf of my absent
friend, Mr. Cameron, I call the attention of the House to
this. He repeated the statement in his place. It waa not
his fault if the hon. gentleman was not hore te o>ntradict
him. He gave every opportunity.

Mr. HIAGGART. I made a denial after the hon. gentle.
man had made the statement, but ho left hie place in the
House, and was not bre to meet the denial. Hfe did not
give notice to me that ho was going to roiterate the state-
ment last night.

Mr. MITCHELL. Before the Orders of the Day are
called, I would like te ask the right bon. Minister-no, the
hon. the Minister of Railways-I hope h. will ho right
hon. some day or other, as ho deserves it.

Mr. LANDE RKIN. l understands you.
Mr. MITCHRILL. es, I understand him. I have great

respect for him-a good deal of him.
An hon. M EMBE R. How you love him 1
Mr. MITCH ELL. Well, I have about as much love for

him as I have for anybody in the flouse. I would like te
ask him whether he could lay upon the Table of the House
to-day a return asked for by me and ordered by Parlia.
ment, in relation to some claims on section 16 of the Inter-
colonial Railway, because I would like to use thom when
the Estimates come up.

Mr. POPE. I cannot lay them on the Table to-day, bat
I will arly on Monday.

Mr. SALL. Before the Orders of the Day are called
I would like te say that I have received a letter from the
reviser's clerk of Eat Toronto, denying the statement made
by the hon. member for West Ontario (Mr. Edgar) the
other night, in reference te the Franchise Act. He says .

"I see by the Globe's parliamentary report that Mr. Edar ocredits me
with a statement regarding a proposed amendment to the Franchi..
.&ct. I neer made the atatement, and the whole thing is utterly with.
out foundation as fer as 1 amrnenerned."

And ho adds:
"Il is only ome of Rdgar'a eontreal ga aeapling."

Mr. LANDERKIN. That is all right now becaus Mfr.
Edgar in away also.

THIRD READINGS.
Bill (No. 143) te authorise the construction of a railway

from the Straits of Canso as a public work.-(Mr. Pope.)
Bill (No. 144) respecting certain subsidies for a railway

from Metapediac, on the Interoolonial Railway, to Paspebiao.
(On a division.)

SUBSIDIES TO RAILWAYS.
Mr. POPE moved that the report of the Committee of

the Whole on resolutions respecting the granting of subsidies
te railways, be read the second time.

Resolutions concurred in.
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Mr. POPE moved for leave to introduce Bll (No. 146) to
authorise certain subsidies and grants for and in regaird to
the construction of the lines of railway therein mentioned.
Île said : I would like to say that while I was absent lust
night-not being able to be out very much in the evening
-my hon. friend from West Durham (Mr. Blake),-and my
hon. friend from Prescott (Mr. Shanly), stated that a cer-
tain road in Nova Scotia was of very great importance in
that section of the country. I regret, Sir, that I had not
been informed of it earlier, so that this road could have
been placed on the list of those subsidised by this Bill. I
will say, however, that the Government will be prepared to
come down with a measure of relief for this road next
Session.a

Mr. VAIt. The Minister of Finance was absent when
a certain resolution was under discussion granting a
subsidy te the road from Upper Stewiacke to Musquodoboit
I asked the question where this railway commenced,
in what county, and nobody was able to answer me. Per-
haps the Minister of Finance will tell us to-day, what some
know already, whether this second raiiway subsidised in
Nova Scotia is also In Colchester county. Of the other run-
ning from Truro to Newport, a considerable portion of it is
In Colchester county. The hon. member for Hants (Mr.
Allison) said eleven miles of it were in that county, but I
say that the road cannot pass through that county to New.
port without passing a distance of twenty miles in it. Three.
fourths of this other road is also in Colchester county. I
I mention this so tiat the people may understand what por-
tion of the public funds is being taken to subsidise roads
when thero is no probability of their boing built for the ncxt
two or three years. It looks et present almost as if these
grants were made to influence the local elections in Nova

cotia. I would not like to say so but I am rather inclined
to think that is the reason.

Mr. 8HANLY. I would like to ask the Minister of
Railways if he referred just now to the Western or to the
Nietaux and Atlantic.

Mr. VAIL. I did not understand the Minister to say it
was for both roads.

Mr. POPE. Isaid that my hon. friends from Grenville
and Durham had expressed a strong hope tb at the Govern-
ment would look into this matter. I had heard from other
quarter that this was a very important road ; and after
hearing all that had been said, I feit that perhaps we ought
to have included this road in the Subsidy Act. I said that
next Session we would come down with a measure of relief
for this road.

.Mr. PAINT. The hon. member for Digby (Mr. Vail)
bas stated that the distance which .this road from Truro
to Newport will pass through the county of Colchester, is
about twenty miles. I have frequently <Iriven over the
line where this road is going to be constructed, and only
eleven or twelve miles of it is in the county of Colchester.

Mr. McLELAN. I wish to say that tue hon. member for
Digby is entirely wrong. This road ias been promoted in
the interestof theoounty of Hants, and about -tenr ele#n
milesofit-necsearily passes through the oounty of Ooi.
chester.

Mr. VAIL. Can they bridge the river there?
Mr. MoLELAN. Yes. I do not know a better section of

country than that eleven miles over which this road will
pass in my county. The hon. gentleman has no reason to
say that these subsidies have been granted to two roads in
Nova Scotia for the purpose of influencing the elections.
The grants have been given bond fde all ihrough, and in
almost all cases they will benefit the country at large.

Mir. PoPI..

Mr. BLAKE. With regard to the statement of the Min.
ister of Railways as to the Nictaux and Atlantic Bailway,
I am very glad to hear that h bas consideréd the represen-
tations made;,tnd that tet Session, at alf e etsthat road
will b. giten a measure of relief. As to the Westetn
Counties Railway, I did not refer to it because I did not
*ant tosay a word that was unnecessary, for I understood
hon, gentlemen opposite, when the hon. member for Digby
(Mr. Vail) brought up the case of that road, to point to
the fact that it would be embraoed in the scheme of the
Local Government of Nova Scotia; that there was no in-
tention on the part of the Government to depart from the
goneral policy and arrangements -which were indicated by
previons legislation in connection with the completion of
that portion of the scheme, and it was suggested that the
present arrangements would be adequate. I understood the
Finance Minister to say that it was the expectation that
those arrangements would be adequate to complete- the
missing link, and therefore no further measure would be
brought down this Session. That is what I understood.
The Government,-I understood, were of the opinion that
the arrangements would be adequate to .acomplish that
result. I oertainly would say, if the arrangements were
not adequate, that this was aiso a ease whieh merited the
attention of the Government. -I-did not think it worth
while to say so, because hon, gentlemen opposite appeared
to think that the arrangements made would aoomplish the
object.

Mr. KAULBACH. , I had the honor to address this
House some few days ago commending the Governnent
for having come to the reseue of the deserving and long
suffering people of Cape Breton in granting a railway over
their island, and I expressed the hope that the claim for
like priviloges in the western part of Nova Scotia would
not be overlooked. Notably is this the case with the
Nictaux and Atlantic Railway. That road is one most
deserving of publie support. [t is one opening up a beau.
tiful country, a country that is unsurpassed for its fertility,
its agricultural resources, its mineral wealth, its abuadance
of timber. It ls a road upon which -nearly half a -million
dollars have been expended. The ties are piled up on the
aides of the road, trestle work for bridges and other mate
rial are lying unused, and if this state of things is allowed
to continue anothor year it will involre serious lois to the
contractors and the parties . interested. I feel greatly
disappointed at hearing this afternoon the announcement
by our respected fiend the Minister of Railways that this
matter must lay over for another year. It will be ia sericus
disappointment, not only to myself as the representative of
the county of Lunenburg, but I feel that it w 1l alseobe a
serions los. to those interested in the road and a dimsp.
pointment to the four counties, namely, Lunenburg, Anna-
polis, Queen's and King's, they having looked foriward with
gladness and hope to a subsidy being granted by Parlia-
ment to this road as well as to other reads in the Province.
When interviewing members Of the Government lat week, I
was informed that they were impressed with the ideatbtthe
ne wly formed company or syndi feh ihWreogtiwud ira
mere bubble, which has o-foundatism aahbellve,thehis
managed by a person by the name of 0. A.8etut and whiuh
is knowras Tii. .Jónf gtok AssÉiàtio~n,isysM iitedi1
to retain the Local Government in power. It lis aoi- of
mushroom 'comipany, whith has nty -prUng ep within a
few days; and no one mtnoweenythingm whet it. This nm-
pany's arrangement ls, it issaid, tostake over the Western
Counties Railway, but there ls nèthingAefinite about the
Nictaux and Atlantic. 1t merelyayès tohey my *oquire
the >Niôtaux and Atlaitie -ail*ay sad build lias from
Yarmouth and Shebume: nd W idsor and Truro. That
statement is inserted iMpIY -to have a certain efrget. -If
that proposition were to b.carried out as contemplated,
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what would be the result? It would mean for
Nova Scotia nothing more nor less than to take all its
roadas ad bridge money ard the appropriation for
schools sud drive the people to direct taxation. In that
vie*, I think members of the Government must see
that no reasonable ground can be offered for supporting
the position taken by that association. I was very sorry I
was unable, from sickness, to attend the House last night
when them natter was brought up. So soon as I was
telephonéd that the subject was up I hurried here, but it
was too late. T regret that circumstance.· Nevertheless, 1
feel that there is still aufficient time, if the Government are
disposed to mako a grant in the direction I have spoken of,
to place this road on the same footing as the other roads,
sub&dies for whieh are now being pushed through the
House in tihe forta of a Bill. I hope my wish will still be
carried out, and that the Minister of Rai ways may see the
importance of this road and recall the statement made, and
fee tha It Le in the intereet of the publie and of the Pro-
vince to grant a subsidy this year.

Mr. LISTER. I am sure the Minister of Railways can
hardly resist the appeal of the hon. member for Lunenburg
(Mr. KanIbach). I am sure the language he used will
appeal to the tender chords of the tender-hearted gentleman
the Minister of Railways, and will lead him to make a pro-
mise such as that he made to the hon. member for King's,
N.& (Mr. Woodworth). When those resolutions came
down it looked as if the Government intended to bring on
an election this year; it looked as if they were preparing to
capture constituencies all over the country by means of
thoseo railway bonuses; but from the assurance of the Min-
ister of Railways made to the hon. member for King's, we
muet be led to believe that the day which was looked for.
ward to with so much interest is postponed for another
year, and the elections will not come on titl next year.
Thon the hon. gentleman, in all probability will not have
the opportunity of carrying out the promise he bas made.
If it is a railway that is entitled to proper consideration,
the probabilities are that hon. gentlemen on this side, who
will then be on the other side of the House, will give it
their favorable consaeration. In looking over the railway
debate-because I was not present at the greater portion of
it-there is one speech above all others that struck me as
being a singularly able speech, one which must have appealed
to every member of this House with almost resistless power
to grant the aid which that gentleman so ably advocated.
That, Sir, was the speech of my hon. friend from Richmond
(Mr. Paint). He spoke with all the patriotism and fervor
of a man ,who believed that his utterances were based on
purely patriotic motives. He pleaded for a railway on the
Island of Cape Breton in language that has seldom been
surpa"edd or equalled by any member of this flouse, and
the effeot of that appeai was that the hon. gentleman is
about to have a raHlway built on that beautiful and pro-
ductive filand. There seemed to be one diffieulty which
stood iri the hon. gentleman's way, and that was a dififeulty
as to the route. lt appears there are three routes by which
this raiLway may run, and it seems to me that the hon. gen-
tilemsaL ticularly referred-t one route, and that one by
wayof uisburg. He said:

"]Er. Qhairman, my desre to secure justice for my Province and for
my countymnust stand as my aplog for the length of this speech. The
interestg eoacerned are apparen cal and provincia, but on examin-
ation will be foud in reality enal.

Weil, fir, these are rand words for the hon. gentleman to
use. He a used efollowing language:-

''Whil*. eoicing as a Cape Breton member, at substantial aid being
afforded to M Wraidway in that islaod, yot I c.ao as a member of the
Dominion Parlamat, allow the truemnterests Of Canada to be iujured
b! the semible ,eleetion of au unsuitable port s th$e termina o 1 th e
(,ap Breton Baulway"

This is language which is becoming to a member of th's
flouse representing a constituency which has honored itself
by sonding him to this House. According to the speech
which the hon, gentleman made his motives were purely
patriotie, and had I seon nothing but the speech of the hon.
gentleman, I would have left this House with the higheet
opinion of him as a patriotic man. I would have believed
that of all the patriotic mon sitting in this House, the hon,
momber for RichmonI was the most patriotic. But, Sir,
I happen to have a letter or two written by the hon. gentle-
man which, I am sorry to say, to a certain extent destroys
that feeling in my mind. On 7th March, 1884, the hon,
gentleman wrote the following letter:-

'' The matter lu 'ust as I stated to you. • • 0• I am work-
lng ir the direction I indicated to you. i beg to enclof you berewith
a letter from P. 0. Bill, Esq., in regard to my railway claimue, which ho
states he bas understood from his Iawyers was $72,000 of an award.
There bas been another award since by three cummisuiouers, which I
am waiting daily to hear announced. here are a number of influen-
tial members of this House interested in them and we are all combining
to press those claims to the front, and the Government have ahsured lu
they are going to have early attention."

Now, I ask the hon. gentleman, for I am sure the House
will be interested and anxious to know, who were the mem.
bers who were so deeply interested in the claims which the
bon. gentleman was pressing so vigorously on the Govern.
ment, and which at that time ho had an assurance would be
responded to by the Government in a satisfactory manner.
Surely hou. members of Parliament would not be found
pressing claims of the hon. gentleman against the Govern.
ment, and taking an interest in it. On the 15th Febrary,
1884, ho wrote as follows:-

"I am in hopes to have the Interrolouial RaIway clani brought to
a point, the understanding being that I am to pay ou double th laitm
w en I effect a settlement with the Government, wbich am in bopes of
doing weekly, the commis4oners lhaving finished their work and
closed the case, but the verdict is not givea or made public. Of course
the Government knows and many others who are interested lu Goveru-
ment contracte are waiting to know."

On the 14th May, 1884, the hon, gentleman wrote as fol-
lows :-

"I have some lande in which I have an indirect interest in, in the
direction of where the new une of railway is to paso, in ape Breton."

is that true? Dios the hon. gentleman have to admit that
it is te toell his land to the Govornmont that hoeis so zealous
in pressing the claims of Cape Breton ?

"I may get this matter in shape in a few weeki, as the surveyu go on.
If I do, rest assured you shall bear from me."

Again on the 28th May, 1884:
1 There is another hope I have of beiig possibly able to pay yoU> and

not detain you evin until railway claims are arrangel, that s the
railway through Uape Breton, which is to go on to some extent this
summer. I am living here watching my interests in tais matter, for the
county of Rchmond, as the railway muas pass .through lanis in whieh I
have an indirect interest."

Io it the county of Richmond, or the lande in which the
hon. gentleman has a direct interest, that ho is watohing?
On the 24th June, 1884, ho says:

"I have always hoped that my position ln'the Bouse of Commons
might belp me out; i presaed it might not."

What does the hon. gentleman mean bysaying that hi$
ition in the House of Gommons will help him out ? D:yes

h. feel that he is to make money out of this railway passing
near those lande ? Again ho sayse:

"tad the Short Luie Railway gone on in Cape Breton, withozt a
doubt r could have paid you, because it would bave paused through or
alongaide of the twenty acres of land which I offer you for debt. Instead
of that Colonel Snow bas failed to carry out bis agreement sud hum-
dreds are disappointed, but it will go through for certain nest winter.
In this way you will not lose your money.'

Again he says:
" If ou take in consideration the land I wIll do m7 utmost tOoagle

IMe Z railway through it. It might be the solution.#
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If the hon. gentleman's speech had gone to the country
just. as it appeared in Hansard, the whole of Cape Breton
and the whole of Nova Scotia would have given him. credit
for being one of those patriots-I was going to say those
patriots so numerous in this louse, but perhaps they
would have excepted him from that clase. I suppose this
railway is all right, and that the Government have decided
to build it as a Government road, and if it is a matter of
national importance I am not going to take any exception
to it. But I will just ask the hon. member for Richmond to
reconcile his patriotie utterances with the letters I have
read.

Mr. PAINT. It becomes my duty to reply, although
this discussion is taking place after the Billihas received its
third reading, and may therefore be somewhat irregular.
These letters were produced in some law suits which have
taken place in Nova Scotia, and they have been sent up
by members of the Reform Association of Halifax to have
an effect against me.

An hon. MEMBER. Did you write them ?
Mr. SPEAKER. Order.
Mr, PAINT. Never mind. They were printed and have

bem forwarded here by members of the Local Government.
An hon. MEMBER. Did you write them ?
Mr. PAINT. I may say that my firm were the financial

agents of the contractors on section number twelve of the
Intercolonial Railway, when the hon. Minister of Finance
was one of the commissioners, and we lost a large amount of
money by having advanced it to the contractors, and that
bas never been settled. I have made claims upon the
Government of the Dominion ; and the hon. Judge Clark,
and the other commissioners examined the claims and they
chose to rute them eut. This motter was brought up in
the county of Richmond when I was canvassing thé county
for a seat in this flouse. It was discussed on the hustings,
and I said to the people: If my claims are unjust I have
enemies enough no doubt to prevent me from getting them,
and if they are just, you can have no objections to
my receiving them. I was elected on that basis. They
knew I was pressing these claims and they elected me.
Besides that, a complete answer to the insinuations is that
the lands referred to in those letters were bought thirty
years ago.

Mr. SOMERVILLE (Brant). Yon want to sell them
now ?

Mr. PAINT. That is what the hon. gentleman desires
me to say, but I do not say so.

Mr. WOODWORTaH I am very sorry the Government
have not seen fit to come down this Session with the usual
subsidy to the Nictaux and Atlantic road, after it bas received
the approval of both sides of the House. The leader of the
Opposition was forced to the conclusion that this road
should receive a subsidy, and in the present Session
that was assented to by the members on this side of the
flouse by their silence and some by their speeches. We
find the hon. member for Grenville (Mr. Shanly), with
his long railway experience, and understanding the locality,
advocating that this subsidy should be given and given now,
and for a very good reason, that the sleepers are lying there
rotting, and the road is falling to pieces. However, the
Government have put the matter off until next year, and
the hopes of this year have to be abandoned. Of course
these railway subsidies are not given for support. The
counties through which the sabsidised railways run
are supposed, at any rate, not to be against the
Government granting them. I do not suppose the
Government exect further support in the eight conties
lying west of flifax, if they have refused it on that

Mr. LIaseTa.

ground. They could not refuse it on the ground of ne.
cessity, because there never was a proposition before any
Parliament that received a more unanimous assent than tha
proposition that this road should receive aid. I am very
sorry for my hon. friend from Luneuberg, that hie hopes
have not been realised to-day, for his county is more
interested in that railway than any other, althoughQueen's,
Annapolis, and the county I represent are interested as
well. But theb on. gentleman can take this comfort te
himself, that he has reached the last ditch, the end of his
tether, and that everything must now turn for the botter;
reminding everyone of that old story of the man who went
up on the side of a mountain, to live a recluee, taking his
family, his cow, his pig, and his dog with him. First, his
wife died, then his child died, thon the eow died, by-and-bye
the pig died, and h. had only the dog left; and finally it
got sick and died also. The people in the valley, hearing
of his disasters, went up to commiselate with him, and to
their inexprossible surprise they found him dancing and
laughing about the yard. They asked him: "What's the
matter ?-we thought you loest everything you had 1"
" That is so," he said, "but every change must now be for
the better; the dog is dead." And my hon. friend may
have this consolation, that any change now muet be for
the better, because the dog is dead for this year.

Mr. KINNEY. As the leader of the Opposition bas
made some allusions to the Western Counties Railwýy ex-
tension, it may not be out of place for me to make some
remarks regarding that enterprise. It is quite true, the
Nova Seotia Government have taken to themelves power
to convey that road to a joint stock association organised in
London, and I wish to say that the terme and conditions of
that arrangement are such that I trust the Dominion Gov-
ernment will not for a moment think of assisting in carrying
it out. The scheme on its face looks very plausible and
reasonable, but when analysed is found to be simply a pro-
ject of the Government of Nova Seotia to hand over to a
foreign company sixty-seven miles of finished and furnished
railway, and the Windsor Branch, which is computed to be
worth $1,000,000, for the magnificent sum of $120,000.
This is the vast scheme that the present Liberal Government
of Nova Scotia are going to the people NMth. It looks to
ime very much like a political scheme to delude the people
of western Nova Scotia into the belief that they were sincere
in building the road. But in the Bill there is a clause by
which the people may be saved from being robbed of their
railway system. It is that the Dominion Government Are
asked te give their sanction to this enactment; sud I trust
that the Government, when they look into the schem in
remember that the parties interested have invested nearly
half a million dollars in this railway, that the munidipWi
of Yarmouth has sunk 8 t00,000 in it, and that ua nuamtàbeo
bondholders have put their money inte it in good faith, i(ndi
I hope the Dominion Government will net pertit the Go,-
ernment of NovaStotia teltop in and rob Lie peoplé ofNis
railway in order to hand it over to this company -r a
paltry $120,000.

Mr. VAIL. The hon. gentleman han referred toIe eòn-
tract -made with this company. If ho had refer-ed 6 ane
particular clause in the contract, the House onlh'e
seen at once that the Nova Scotia Governinent have take
the security o providing that no money shall b. paid on
this road except as the work progresses,so tht th Gav-
ernment have the whole thing in their own bands. As I
understand, this company are prepared to go on and com-
plete the work. Pull enquiries have been made into thoir
capability, and the Government are satisfied that they are
able to accomplish iL. The hon. gentleman sayathis is more
like au election kite than some other railway nhauidiea that
have been granted. I do not think it is any moseu aelo.
tion kite than that which the hon. gentleman undertook to
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fly in 1882 when ho promised to pay back to the munici-
pality of Yarmouth the $100,000 which it had paid to aid
this railway, provided he secured his election. He has not
been able to do that yet, but I hope he will be able to
aooomplish it before the end of the term.

Mr. McLELAN. I would say to my hon. friend from
Yarmouth (Mr. Kinney) that it is not tho wish of the Gov.
ernment to take any action that will result in an injury or
a wrong to any company. If the company he represents
.in the county of Yarmouth has any rights, they will, I pre-
sume, be. presented to the Government, and wili be consid-
ered before any action is taken in the matter finally. It
was brought to the notice of the Government some time ago
that a oompany was being formed for the purpose of
completing the link between Annapolis and Digby, so
as to make the railway complete from Yarmouth to
Halifax. The Government expressed their anxiety to
have that completion made years ago by the dona-
tion of the Windsor Branch for that purpose. At a
later period they supplemented that gif t by $3,200 a mile
for the eighteen miles that are yet to construet. The Nova
Scotia Government approached the Dominion Government,
and negotiated on this matter. The Dominion Gov.
ernment had nothing but the greatest anxiety to see
that that link should be completed and that whole
road perfected, but that no injustice should be done
to the municipality of Yarmouth or the Western Counties
Railway, and any correspondence or negotiation, verbal or
olherwise, which passed between the Nova Scotia Govern-
ment and the Dominion Government, was always in the
views that justice would be done, and that everything would
be done with the assent and approbation of the Western
Counties Railway. Any action that the Dominion Govern-
ment has taken bas been on the supposition that it would be
with the entire assent and approval of the Western Counties
Railway Company, and that no injustice should be done
to thein. Now the question has been raised by the hon.
member for Digby (Mr. Vail) why have we not dealt with
this railway ? As I stated last night, it was because they
had been negotiating with the Nova Scotia Government.
We saw that the Nova Scotia Government had been for
months making an arrangement and would perfect it so
far as they could, and the terms agreed upon by which that
road should be completed. If we had interfered, and there
had been any failure, the Nova Scotia Government would
have said: You have interfered and destroyed the whole
arrangement. It is much botter that their proposition
shall be, if possible, carried out, if justice can be done to the
Western Counties Railway, that is being tried, I think
the possibilities are that they may succeed. My hon.
friend from Yarmouth (Mr. Kinney) thinks otherwise, that
it cannot be done without doing great injustice to the muni-
cipality of Yarmouth and the 'Western Counties Railway.

Mr. VAIL. ie municipality of Yarmouth has no
obj.otion.

Mr. MoLELAN. Thon, if it can be done with the entire
assent of the municipality and of the Western Counties
Railway, I think the means which have been provided for
that are cortainly ample, when they contemplate the rais-
ing of about $4,000,000 to put in a link of eighteen miles of
ralwa.y and to complote the system.

Mr. POPE. I have only one word to say to my hon.
friends behind me. There is nothing that I regret more
than to have to refuse hon. gentlemen such as my hon.
friend from King's (&fr Woodwerth) and my hon. friend
from Lunenburg (Mr. Kaulbach) in a proposition which
my frienda say in a proper thing to do; but, while they have
pressed that upon me for several days, and pushed it as
strigly as any members of Parliament could, their consti-
tuents ought to know that, if we possibly could have yield-

ed, we would have yielded, but we stili feel that it is
impossible for us this year to do more than we have been
doin, although we regret that we cannot meet the views
which they have 8o strongly urged.

Motion agreed to, and Bill read the firet time.
Mr. KINNEY. I wish to refer to a matter--
Mr. SPEAKER. Order. The hon. gentleman has

spoken.
Mr. KINNEY. It is a personal explanation. While the

hon. inember for Digby (Mr. Vail) was on is fet, he made
a statement to the House which will leave a false impres-
sion if allowed to go uncorrected.

Mr. SPEAKER. Order. That it not a personal explana-
tion.

Mr. KLNNEY. I desire to correct it.
Mr. SPEAKER. Very well; go on.
Mr. K[NNEY. The hon. member for Digby said I had

made a promise to my constituency in 1812 that I would
relieve them from a debt of $100,000 created by the cor-
poration of Yarmouth in connection with the Western
Counties Railway. Il wish to give all due credit to the hon.
member, and to suppose that he was mistaken when be said
that, but the statement is without any foundation. It has
not a particle of foundation.

Mr. VAIL. I may gi. a personal explanation too. It
was quite public, and I think it wase stated by the hon.
gentleman himself -

Mr. SPEAKER. Order.
Mr. VAIL. And I think he stated so himself, and made

the offer.
Mr. SPEAKER. Order. The hon. gentleman muet

accept the statement. He says he did not.

LAND GRANTS TO RAILWAYS IN KANITOBA AND
THE NORTH-WEST.

Mr. WHITE (Cardwell), moved that the report of the
COmmittee of the Whole respecting the granting of
Dominion lands to certain railway companies in Maitobas
and the North-West Territories be read the second time.

Mr. BLAKE. Perhaps the hon. gentleman will say if he
has come to any conclusion as to the steps to be taken with
reference to some other company in case the North-West
Central does not comply with the terms.

Mr. WHITE (Cardwell). No, but we will not go into
committee until Monday, and I will be able to say thon.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. I would ask theb hon.
gentleman to give us, on Monday, a statement, if h. can, of
the total amount of lands whieh have been now pledged in
one way or other to railway companies throughout the
North-West, up to date.

Mr. WATSON. I would like to ask the Minister of
Interior if it is the intention of the Government to give any
land grant to what is known as the Portage Central for
which a charter was granted by the Local Legislature of
Manitoba. I believe there have been strong representations
made by the promoters of the scheme, backed up by resolu-
tions of the Local House, asking that such aid should be
granted. I should like to know if there are any hopos of
that land grant being made by Order in Council.

Mr. WHITE (Cardwell). I do not suppose the hon,
gentleman expects an answer to that question. The
intentions of the Government are embodied in the resolu-
tion they have brought down; in the meantime, et any rate,
any other application will be duly considered in their
course.

Besolutions ooncurred in.
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Mr. WHITE (Cardwell) introduced Bill (No. 147) to taken before the War Claims Commission, which isentfirey

authorise the granting of certain subsidies of land for the omitted. Three pages containing the prliminary statement
construction of the railways therein mentioned. ot the War Claims Commission stating that they" submitd

Bill read the first time. herewith the evidence," &c., are included in the bogus
report. But the evidence which is said to be submitted is

SUPPLY-WHARF AT NEGUAC, N.B. not submitted. The preliminary report of the commission
contained in the second or bogus report. sav:

Mr, McLELAN, moved that the House again resolve
Itself int Committee of Supply.

Mr. MITCHELL. On theI 7th of April last, I put a
notice on the paper for papers in reference to the construe.
tion of a wharf at Neguac, in the county of Northumber-
land, and, owing to the fact that the Government business
is ahead of us, we have not been able to reach it. I would
aak the Minister if he would bring down these papers
before we go into the Supplementary Estimates, or when
we are considering them,

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. I will bring down the
necessary papers'

IEPORTS ON THE NORTH-WEST REBELLION.

Mr. CbASEY. Before you leave the Chair, I wish to call
attention toa transaction which appears to me to be a glar-
ing irregularity in the shape of tampering with documents
which have been laid upon the Table of this House. A few
days ago there was laid upon the Table the long expected
report of the Department of Militia and Defence, upon the
suppression of the rebellion in the North-West Territory.
We remember that, when the hon. the Minister of Militia was
questioned as to when this report would come down, he stated
that it was being delayed in the hands of the printers. On
being asked where it was being printed, he could not at
first remember, but, upon further discussion and question-
ing, he did remember that the job of printing it had been

iven to Mr. Foote of the Quebec Chronicle, who
believe, sublet the printing to somebody else. Instead

of being printed by the Government contractors, it
was given to this paper at Quebec which supports the Gov-
ernment, and whose editor is a very near neighbor of the
Minister. He informed us that h. would hurry up the
printing as much as possible and get it here. Well, it got
bere at last in the form whioh I now hold in my hand,
contanin , in the first place, an introductory report by the
Deputy Minister, a special report by the Major General
Commanding, and several despatches relating to engage-
ments, &c., and a report of Major T. Charles Watson, con-
cerning the erection of the stockade at Yorktown. There
is also the report of the War Claims Commission, including
234 pages of appendices, in which the whole evidence taken
before that commission is sot forth. Besides, there is the
report cf the surgeon-general ineluding a number of sub.
headîngs That is the report that was laid upon the Table
Of thé louse. There was some delay in distributing it to
members; I only got my copy to-day, several days since
the report was laid before the House. But, Sir, sine that
report was laid upon the Table, I find another report, appear.
ing, by the inscription upon the back of it, to be also the report
of the Department of M litia and Defence upon the suppres-
sion of the rebellion in the North-West Territories-having
exactly the same cover as the genuine report. It appears
to be printel at Ottawa, and has the rtegular Government
imprint. It contains the submission by the Minister of
Milidia "I have the honor to submit," &c. From anything
yon can tell about this book from its outside or inside
appearance, it is the only and genuine report of the Militia
and Defence Department upon the suppre-sion of the rebel.
lion. Now, Sir, I do not know how such a report can
have come into circulation. This report contains all that
is coutained in the first and genuine report to which I have
referred, with the eception of the 234 pages of evidence

Mr. Wurn (Oardwell).

I The respective reports submitted from time to time a herewith
embodied, 8owing action taken on the various numbers, together with
your remarks thereon."
It goes on to intimate that these are "submitted herewith,"
but the evidence is not contained in this report. Again,
the omission of the 234 pages of evidence from the genuine
report of course would affect the paging. The report of thd
War Claims' Commission in the original report began at
page 67, and continued on for 234 pages, but the paging from
that point goeson in the bogus report without the breach that
would have been caused by the simple taking out of 234
pages. It is clear, then, that of this document, which par-
ports improperly to be the report of the Department of
Militia and Defence, which bears the Government imprint,
and the submission by the Minister to Ris Excellezcy, the
latter part has been reprinted by somebody. Whoever pub-
lished this report has reprinted the latter part of it, at con-
siderable expense, undoubtedly, to somebody. Now, I have
been putting the case hypothetically. I have been saying
that it seems impossible that this second and bogus report
could have been issued by the Government themselves, but
I am afraid, from the fact that it bas been distri-
buted from the Distribution Office of this louse,
that such must have been the case. In fact, I have no
doubt of it, although for the sake of saving appearances, I
put the case, in the first instance, hypothetically-I have no
doubt that the Government have, for some reason best
known to themselves, issued a second report, which I must
call a bogus report, because it is not the report laid upon the
Table of this House. The second report is the bogus report,
from which the most interesting and important portions
of the original report are carefully excluded. I am sorry
that the Minister of Militia and Defence is not now in his
place, as he was earlier in the afternoon, when I had not an
opportunity of calling his attention to this matter. But,
whether he be present or absent, I cannot allow you to
leave the Chair without calling attention at the earliest
moment to this peculiar transaction, in order to show the
House what this omitted matter is. I must refer to one or
two items of evidence included in the original report, and
excluded from the second and bogue report. I have net had
time to go over it carefully, as I only got my copy to-day,
but there are a few points which force themselvea on my
notice. For instance, we find a report of a transaction with
the celebrated United States firm of L G. IBakér &
Co., in regard to transport, b ybull or ox teams fhr le
military column in the North-West. The report of the cern-
missioners shows that they received an account fr(m titis
firm for freighting, amounting to 815,480,' This appe4rs tu
have been composed of four aceoants. In the. beginng
they Bay:

"I. G. Ba.ker & Co., freighting suppliea by bull or ex toasta, $Â5,480
A Tetter under date of st pril, 1885, from 1. G Baker &Co.,ta the
Honorable the Minister of Militia and Defence, offering ox-teams at a
certain rate per day, appears to be the document containing what pui-

orta tobethe agrement although there in nothing to show acceptanse

So that they had been carrying on freighting business for
a long time with a large -number of teams, runuing up a
bill of over 8$15,000, without any documents ehowing a con-
tract between them and the dinister. Concerning one of
these accounts of 1,800 they report:

" Account, $1,800. If the Honorable the Minister considered the letter
above referred to a contract, and he ordered the teams into service as
stated, the three accounts amouting to $14,130 appear to b. regular,
and are recommended for payment inafull."
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And oonceraing the next aceount:

I Aeonat, $1,850. There le nothing to show that these six teams
lft Kaeleod or arrived at Calgary, on the contrary, Mr. McGibbon
states in his report, attaohed to theclaims, that they were not reported
to hlm; had they been so reported they would have bnsu loade1 at
once;it la evident, therefore, no service was reniered, consequently this
aeent canot be recommended, and is rejected."

To this report is appended in italios the comment "pay-ment approved-A. P. C," which I take to be the initials
of the Minister of Militia. So, notwithstanding the report
of the Commission that the transaction on the face of it was
irregular, there having bcen no definite conltract entered
into-and there was really no ground at all for asking pay.
ment for one item-we find the Minister of Militia endorsed,
" payment approved." I shall not trouble you with the de.
tails of these letters that were put in by I. G. Baker & Co.
In regard to another point. We are aware that Colonel
Whitélead, a member of this Commission, had also been
in control of the transport and supply §ervice during the
campaign. The charges were that ho was implioated in
some of the frauds known to exist in- the transport and
supply service; that for that reason another gentleman,
Colonel Peebles, was substituted for Colonel Whitehead
during the taking of evidence on those claims. The charges
against Clonel Whitehead were very serious and were put
in by one of the contractors, James Anderson, addressed in
writing to Colonel Jackson and Colonel Forrest. He
alleges in that letter, as follows:-

"Re contract from Saskatchewan Landing to Battleford
"1. That Colonel Wtitehead, by wire, advised General Laurie to give

this contract to John Stewart.
" 2. That Major Bell, transport officer, would not permit Stewart to

carry ont this contract.
"3. That Major B4l sent one Jones, chief clerk in the transport

gffice, Qu'Appelle, to take charge of the Saskatchewan Landing con-

"4. That said Jones took bills of lading from a firm, Bell & Lewis, for
about 90 tons of freight.

"5. That the greater number of the teams were hired by Major Bell
and other transport officers at Qu' Appelle, and shipped to Swift Our-
rent for this contract.

"6. That about 4th lune one Captain Howard arranged with Colonel
Whitehead to go on with the above contract, and a day or two after-
wards Howard went to Baskatchewan Landing and took charge of the
contract from Jones, and made receipts or bills of lading in his own
name.

" 7. That between 22nd May and 5th June (see "Winnipeg Timea")
tenders were called for to transport freight from this point and others,
and the said tenders were to be in on the 5th Juane.

"8. Notwithstanding this advertisement for tenders which were to
be in on the 5th June. this contract wa -arranged privately betwei the
said Howard and Whitehead on the night of the 4th June, without
reference to any tenders or competition of any kind."
I pass over one or two charges:

" That Colonel Whitehead allowed Bell and Lewis to be paid their con-
tract from Qu'Appelle atprices 150 per cent. too high, and was guilty of
improper conduct or negligence in permitting this to be done."

Perhape I had botter now quote from the deliverance of the
Commission upon these twenty-nine charges and show
which of them were established. The Commission reports:

"Major W. R. Bell appears to have attempted to induce Stewart to
throw up the contract he had secured, and accept a share with Bell and
others li the contracts covering al the different trails; a memorandum
of this inatter was signed by W. R. Bell and John Stewart, at Qu' Appelle,
on the 21st May (See Exhibit R). Stewart swears that bis object lu
signing this paper was to get Bell to recognise the contract he had made
with Genera Laurie but not with the intention of carrying out the terme
of the memorandum,'

soertees sU clerk, and there lIno reason to doubt bil ka*w lh6 store-
could be hauled for $70 per ton as arranged by Jouns, whon h. offered
the contract to Thomas Howard at $125 per ton, lss $10 for feed for
teams. There ls no date showing wben Howard accepted this contract,
or when approved by Lieutenant Colonel Whitehead.'"

That is pretty strong evidence showing that the Govern.
ment transport officer, who was continued in office for a
long time after these fact were known, let contracta to a
friend for transport at nearly double the price that ho
knew it could be had for.

"l 17th and 18th. Major W. R Bell did sign an agreement on the tlet
gay with John Stewart, for the purpose of sharing thq profits In freight-
ing over the several trails. Stewart swearu ho entered into this agree-
ment for the purpose of ge-tting Bell to recoguise his econtract with Major
General Laurie, but made no further effort to carry it ont, in ft
declined to do so; this trustrated Bell's design. The telegrmsm and
correspondence (Exhibits A to R, John Stewart's evidence), particu-
larly a note written by Bell at Koose Jaw, 27th May, addressed to 'sisy
dear Stewart,' in which he says he '<has quite cleared himuelf with the
General, and laid a foundation for a good thing,' shows Bell was try.
ing to manipulate the various contracts for hie own benefit. Thuse very
urgent telegrams aud letters passed ltumediately after Bell'@ visit to
Winnipeg, about the 19th or 20th ot May.

"21st. There appears to have been an impression that Bell, Lewis,
Yates A Walsh were the contractora, but Bell's evidenoe shows they
were not."

Also, that Bell and others, not including Yatos and Walsh,
were the real contractors. On charges 27 and 28 the
Commission reports as follows :-

"27th and 28th. About 1,003 tons of hay, lu addition to 49 tons iot
yet paid for were delivered (Vidi Exhibit À in evidence of William
Clarke, factor, Hu<son Bay Company). Bell says there wa a written
contract between Alex. McDonald, Hudson Bay oompany's agent at
Fort Qu'Appelle, and himself, as manager of the Qu'Appelle Valley
Farming Company, for 500 tous, at $20, for loose, and $22 for pressed
and double wired. Wm. Clarke, factor, gays there was only a verbal
contraci; sub3equrntly Mr. Ularke, on behqlf of the Hudson Bay Com.
pany as agents oi the Lovernrment, entered ito an uagreement with
Major Bell, as a personal contractor, for pressed, double wired hayat
$25 per ton. W. L. Boyle, president of the Qu'Appelle Farming Dom-
pany, says the company delivered less than 300 tons. As 1,0t)3 tons
were delivered and paid for, not less than 703 tons must have been on
Bell's private account. Exhibit A shows that he was paid by the
Hudson Bay Company $ 0,732 85, Becher eays, $9,179.U; but if the
Farming Company delivered only 300 tons, Bell must have received indi-
vidually fully $8,842.15 more."

The Commission then go on to point ont that on Bell's
private account there was a profit of $7,030. The Commis-
Sion go on to say:

"Qu'Appelle to Clarke's Crossing, 18 days for the round trip, teams
were being paid from $5 to $8 per day by the Government, $40 being
the ruling figure after about 12th April; $", therefore, would be an out-
aide average, mtkiug $126 for the trp by the day, or say for one ton.

" The contract freighting price was $140 per ton. As these teams
conveyed from one and a half tons and upwards, one ton at leat shiould
have been hauled by teams working for Government by the day, more
parzicularly as the tonnage teams were paid by the contractors ouly
$4.0 per day. At this price a trip, one sud a half tons uwil cost the
contractor $81 instead of $126 for one ton, thus leaving a much larger
marginofprofits to Bell Lewis & Co., who were also to provide teams
at$perday on speoal service, if reqnired."

These are only a few of the gems of evidenoe in regard to
the transport service. There is a correepondence between
Mr. Boultbec a former member of this flouse and the Minis-
ter of Militia commencing on 22nd June, showing that the
Minister had notice of these transactions at a eomparatively
early day. I will quote one of the letters:

"1TouonTo, 22nd lune, 1885.
"Hon. A. P. OAILox,

49Minister ofïMiltia, Ottawa.

The terma of that letter I cannot fid at this moment. It "81a,- aus instructed by Mr. John Stewart, eontractor Winnipeg, that
i y an engagement between Stewart atd Bell, the he had a contract with the GoverLment to carry freight from qu Appelle

merely at to Clarke's Crossing at $150 per ton net, and another to carry reight
transport officer, that they, Bell and Stewart, shall share in from BSakatebown Lading to Battleford at $135 per tin net, and
the profits of all contracts awarded to Stewart, and Stewart thsat ho made all bis arrangements for carrying them out, which involved

shail also share in the profits of any contraot secured by the transpertation of owu e thuuad tons or more of fre.ght. Mr.
Bell Stewart vas, hovev.:r, not alloved te carry ont tise verk by those who,Bell under the Gorernment, had control ofit, but It was banded over to other

"It 1 admitted W. E Jons, chief clerk of transport under Bell, went parties-Bell and Lewis and one Jones and others who have been doing
to Baskatchewan Landing, and shipped about 90 tons for satt, tord. ithe work a& far higher prices than thos, agreed ou by ïtwie.. ow, I
Bell sweans this was te protect the Government, and te prevent a stop- think, under these circamstances, paym'.nt for the work dane shanld be
pge in the forwarding of supplies, pending the acceptance of tenders stopped, and an Investigation had, i order that the profti seeruing
or freighting, by the tonnage system. Jones swears be went there and from the excution o the work may be paid ever e te4iwart, san not te
enaged thie ias at $70 per ton, eting he was to have the contract, these men, Bed or Lewià or Joue, who, stewart Is idormad*4are inter-
which Bell had promised to get for him, if possible, in recognition of his ested with Bell and others who are representing the Government, and
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who have been InItrumental in depriving Stewart of his contracts for the
purpose of improperly putting money in their own pockets. I am led to
believe that an investigation irto tbis matter will not nnly be the means
of doing justice to Stewart, but of saving the Government a large sum
of money.

" You respectfullr,
A. BOULTBEE.

Then be appears to have had an interview with the Minister
of Militia. Again, on 25th June, after having an interview
with the Minister of Militia, he writes once more to the
same effect, pointing ont that W. R. B>ll was acting as
assistant transport officer under Colonel Whitehead, and
with him had the management and control of the forwarding
of supplies from the points mentioned in his letter of the
22nd instant. Also that Bell was one of the firm of Bell &
Lewis who had got the contract. So that the Department
had notice, long before the campaign was fully over, of the
state of things which was going on. Then, Sir, the Com-
mission report on the Canadian Pacifie Railway claim for
transport, of which I must read one or two items. It appears
that the claim put in for the transport for the Montreal
Garrison Artillery from Montreal to Winnipeg by the Cana-
dian Pacifie Railway Company amounted to $24,917.53, or
over $83 per head for officers and men. The Commission
report that this is excessive, and they also report a basis on
which a settlement might be affected with the railway
company. It is to this effect:

" 1. Over ail lnished portions of the road for officers and men, two.
thirds (j) the regular passenger rates.

IlHBrses to ho in proportion to the passengAr rates, as compared with
th G an Trunk Railway charge. Freight tethe regularpanadia
Pacifie Railway rates

"2. From Biscotasing to Port Arthur, 461 miles, 10 cents per mile per
offlcer and man, the nutrber of miles actually marcho. by men and
horses over the gape to be deducted. Freight to be in proportion to
passenger rate, but charges for handling baggage, building fires, guides
or charges of any other kind, except subsistence, shall not be allowed.

"d. For the return (eastward) from Port Arthur to Biscotasing, 461
miles, two-thirds (1) of the rates of No. 2.

" Ail other portions of the line the same as No. 1.11

Now, Sir, according to the proposed rate at 5 cents over
the unfiuished portion but continuous rail, the amount
would have been $15,330.68, or, if the road were comploted
$12,119.37. A member of the Commission, Colonel Jackson,
goes on to say :

"I ma here mention Mr. Drinkwater stated, in presence of the
Commission, it cost about one thousand dollars to run a passenger
train from Montreal to Winnipeg, consequently their proposed charge
cf $24,917.93 for one corps appears exceedingly large."

And thon, Sir, there is a postscript, which like the postscript
in a lady's letter, is important. It is as follows

"P.S.-It may be added the tron were returned by the North
Shore route, for the benefit of the anadian Pacifie Ralway; they
recommended 5 cents per mile going east per man, and proportional
increase for freight, being nearly double full first class rates. There were
three lines of steamers f rom Port Arthur and two lines of railway east of
the lakes. the whole of the troopa could have been sent by these routes,
for two thirds (f) the regular rates, viz., 2 cents per mile, or two-fif ths ()
the amount recommended.
I may say that there is no endorsation on this report either
approved or rejected. By the way, I notice that the hon. Min-
ister seems to have committed the crime wbich is so unpar.
donable in the eyes of the Mail, of signing his initials to endor-4
sations on these documents. We have seen a great deal aboutg
"I D.. " in late issues of that paper, and perhaps it will nowg
learn that it is the customary way of signing sueh endor-i
sations. I call attention to the fact that hundreds of1
pages more of this damaging evidence, as to the conduet of
the transport hnsineps during the North-West rebellion,
have been omitted trcm this copy. which has been put in
circulation ostensibly by the Government-this bogues
report-put in circulation since the original and genuine1
report was placed before the House. There is something1
else omitted from both reports which I think ought to have1
been there. We shou!.d have lad a report from the Adjutantj
General. We have a report from such a comparativelyi
iisignificant officer as Captain T. Charles Watson withi

Mr. CaszY.
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regard to the organisation of a volanteer oompany.
We have reports from Major General Straagé, Colonel
Otter, Brigade Major Smith, and one or two others,
and a despatch from the Major General Commandiag,
on the engagement at Fish Creek. It ias not been
unusual for comiuanders of corps under a general to
make reports to him on matters coming under their
personal notice, which he incorporates in his own report.
We have no report from Colonel Van Straubenzee, who
might have been asked by the Major General to report
on the proceedings at Fish Creek and Batoche, so far as ho
had an opportunity of observing them. There are other
omissions, but I hope the Minister will be able to give us,
at lest an approximately satisfactory reason for the
glaring irregularity of tampering with documents which
have been officially laid before the House, and are the ofi-
cial property of this House, and explain how it was that
this bogue report got into circulation.

Sir ADOLPHE CARON. I am glad that the hon. gen.
tieman, who ias just criticised the report on the suppres.
sion of the troubles in the North-West, has found so little
to say against it. It is true that with his usual zeal for the
public good, ho las used some very strong expressions ; and
if h. had left out the expression of a bogue report, I think
I should have had little to complain of, so far as his criticism
of the report goes. I say there was nothing bogue about the
report which bas been brought down, and I leave it to every
hon, gentleman who has taken the trouble to read it, to say
that if there is one thing that dan be said with reference to
the report which it was my duty to place on the Table of
the louse, it is that that report contains every piece of evi-
dence, contains much more than je usually placed in any0
public document ot that kind. But, Sir, I felt that as the
troubles in the North-West had attracted so much public
attention, when I remembered that during the troubles lu
the North-West, whon the Department was called upon to
undertake possibly the most difficult task that I hope it
will ever be called upon to undertake, the Department
was severely criticised at a moment when it could
not defend itself, and I thought it was only right and
proper to bring down and submit to the House every-
thing which had taken place, every piece of evidence which
was gone into by the men appointed for the purpose of inves-
tigating the claims which were made against the Department.
Sir, this is the report which I had the honor of placing on
the Table. This report contains everything, and without
attempting in any way to diminish the importance of the
evidence which has been taken, I considered that in so far
as distributing the report to the force or to the publie ont-
side of Parliament, the whole of that evidence was not of
sufficient importance to justify me in going to the expense of
having this voluminous report printed for distribution ont-
side. I had two reporte; one containing not only the
varions reports which have been referred to by the bon.
gentleman, the report of the offeers, the report of the
general commanding the force; and I had also a report made
containing merely these reports, and not taking in the whole
of the evidence as it appears in the report whieh I placed
on the Table of the House. I want to know whether it
ie not a fact that a full report has been distributed
to every member of the House, and that the other report
has aleo been distributed or will be distributed ?
Both reports will be distributed to every member of the
House, so that if any hon. gentleman wishes to snd away
the report of the field operations, without the more tedious
portion of the report containing the evidence of the inves-
tigations which took place, ho can do so. Therefore, there
has been no attempt ol produce or circulate anything like
a bogus report; but a great many people outside will be
inuch more interested in the smaller report containing
merely the field operations, th» in the full report, eontin.
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ing all theo evidence of the investigations. The hon. gentle- we gave them too much, I think between the two we mue'
man has spoken of some of the charges which were made have struck about the average, and muet have paid wha
against Lieutenant Colonel Whitehead, and has characterised was justly due. The hon. gentleman also says that the
those charges as very serious. The investigation into those report of the Adjutant Geueral should have baen sent in.
charges, however, has resulted in altogether disproving The hon. gentleman will consider that, in the operations
them. Lieutenant Colonel Whitehead rendered most valuabte which took place, it was almost impossible to send in a report
services to the Goveviument during that period. It is true, the unlese it bc one comprising ail the reporte which forti
position ho occupied at Winnipeg, unfortunately for himself, really the bulk of this book which has been submitted to
caused animosities to be raised against him in the perform- Parliament. The Adjutant General handed over the reports
ance of his duty. As soon as I hoard of those charges, I con- which appear in the ordinary annual report of the Militia
sidered that Lieutenant Colonel Whitehead should be Department of the proceedings of the year; but, this being
replaced in the investigation of the particular claims in a campagin which was conducted more particularly by the
regard to which the charges were brought against him. I offlcers who were at the front, by those who were in com.
instrueted Colonel Peebles, an officer and a magistrate in mand of the varions columns, the reports naturally had to
Winnipeg, h man of high standing there, to investigate come from them, and the Adjutant Genoral could not to a
tbem with the two remaining commissioners, and the re- great extent add to the information which is contained in
suit of that investigation has' shown that Lieutenant the reports sent in by the various offleers. Of course, the
Colonel Whitehead did his duty, and ho came out of Adjutant General, like every other member of the militia
the ordeal without a single stain on his honor or any staff here at headquarters, performed hie duties in a manner
refleetion on the manner in which ho performed his duty which was certainly very remarkable, and which entitles-
for theGovernment. The hon. gentleman says that those him to all the credit possible; bat, as I have already
charges were brought by Mr. Anderson, a contractor. Mr. explained, the reports of the store branch and the other
Anderson was not a contractor; he was an officer in the reports which comprise the proceedings of the Department
employ of the Government at Winnipeg, in connection appear in the annual report and are not comprised in this
with the transport service. He was examined, as well as report of the campaign propor. The hon. gentleman also
the gentlemen whose names appear in these charges, and finds it very extraordinary that there should be a report
the charges wore completely disproved. The hon. gentle. which appears as the report of Captain Watson.
man also referred to the celebrated Bell case. Major Bell Mr. CASEY. No, I did not say so. I said that, when a
had some contracta with the Hudson Bay Company, and report which appeared to be of snob smali importance was
alse acted as a transport officer for the Government. te bo found in this return, I was astonished that reporte of
For his contracte with the Hudson Bay Company ho was greater importance were not there.
responsible to that company alone; but to the present day S.
that portion of the claim which was made by Major Bell upon Sir ADO LPHE CARON. The hon. gentleman will
Government has not yet been paid, but has been submitted understand that ho report of Captain Watson beare upon
to the Minister of Justice. I would not assume the responsi. one part of the operations which was certainly very well
bility, as head of the Department of Militia, of acting on that conducted, and which required to be looked into and stud ied.
claim without getting the opinion of the legal adviser of the In case of any disturbance occurring again, it was import.
Government upon it; and although a great deal of pressure at to know how these home guards wero orgamsed, and
bas been brought to bear on the Department, and Major what had been done for the purpose of organmsmng them. W.
Bell bas complained several times rather bitterly of the had other reports bearing upen that and took the first that
delay that has taken place in settling this claim, up to was sent in, so as to give ail the information which possibly
the presont moment it bas not becn settled, If it is could be givon to Parliamont; and that is the reasoa why thi.s
settlcd, it will be because, like every other claim, the evi- report was sent m. I think I should have boen perfectlyjusti-
dence will be gone into, and it will be established beyond fied lu publishing merely the findings of the Commission ap-
any possibility of doubt that the claim is a just claim. The pointed for the purpose of investigating the claims; but I

hon. gentleman also referred to the transport service carried thought it was botter te lay before Parliament all the evidence
on by the Canadian Pacific Railway. When I look back to which had been taken, everything connectod with the Com-
that period, I muet eay that had it not been for the energy mission. I think that, when the hon. gentleman has more

displayed by that company, it would have been impossible time to look into this report, when ho finds, during the
for ns to transport the troops, the heavy guns, and the vacation, more leisure to be able to follow it up from the

amnmuition to the front in such a short period of time beginning to the end, ho will find that the Department

as w did. The hon, gentleman has referred to a report were anxious to keep nothing from Parliament and the

which does not bear my initiale, sud that indicates country, but showed their desire, by publishing the whole

that thh report was not accepted ; but another report of the evidence, to put Parliament and the publie in full

which does bear my initiale will show that the whole possession of ail the facto connected with the campaign.
case was gone into for weeks-nay, for almost a month- Mr. CASEY. I wish to explain one point. The hon.
regarding the transport service Of the Canadian Pacific Minister, not having been in when I began my remarka,
Railway, The president of the Commission, Colonel Jack- appears to have misunderstood the nature of my charge.
son, for whose services I muet say we cannot be toe grateful, I did not charge that the report laid on the Table was insuf-
who performed his duties as the head of the Commission in a ficient, or that there was any attempt at concealment l it,
remarkable manner, gave a great deal of his time personally but I charged that another report had been published under
to investigating every possible branci of the claim put in by the same heading, with nothing to indicate that it was not
the Canadian Pacifie Railway Company; and the Commission the genuine report and the whole report, which would.go
calledin as witnesaes some railway menwho were considered into the hande of people who had not seon the genuine
to be the best possible authorities, to express an opinion on report, and that that was necessarily a bogue report. I am
such claims. It was after aIl this investigation lad been gone rorrythe on. Minister has had to confess that the second
into, that the amount decided upon was paid to the Canadian report bas emanated from the Department itself.
Pacifie IRailway Company; and seoing that- the Canad ian
Pacifie Railway Company did not seng le iequite stisfied Mr. CAKERON (Mfiddlesex). As the Minister of Militia

with th&e rsulcentindg thbat we had cut them down a ias entered into a defence of tle operations Of the militia

great de tmueh, while the hon, gentleman, as one of the in the North-West, in reply to the remarkq o my hon.
memlpe oe Her Majesty's loyal Opposition, thinks that fiend from Wst Elgin (lr. Oaaoy), I propos for a
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moment or two to still further trespass on the pressing
time of the Honse in order to draw attention to the same
matter. It has been a matter of significant rumor for some
time; in fact during the progress of the operations in the
North-West it was alleged that those in whom the Govern-
ment had placed its confidence, in the way of making pre-
paration and arrangements for the forces in that campaign,
had misused the confidence which the Government had
placed in them. It is evident, even from a hurried glance
at the report which the hon. gentleman bas reforred
to, and which has been placed too recently in our
hands to allow ns a fair opportunity of discussing its
contents in fuli, that public rumor bas in no sense mis-
stated the facts of the case. On a cursory examination of
the report of the Auditor General, I find that in the one
particular item of tea alone, this country paid for a sufflcient
quantity to maintain 41,362 men in the field during the
entire time that that rebellion lasted.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. What did my hon.
friend say ?

Mr. CAMERON (Middlesex). I say the quantity of tea
that was sopplied to the forces in the field and paid for by
the Government, as appears by the report of the Auditor
General and the sudsidiary stateinent brought up to the 30th
March last, according to the per diem ration allowance,
would have maintained 41,362 persons in the field for 90
days.* I find that, basing my estimate on the same length
of time, 90 days-and Ithink that is a fairly liberal allow-
ance, taking the average of number and the average of time
the forces were under arms-the meat supplies were equal
to the maintenance of 14,220 men, and that the bread sup-
ply was equal to rationing 14,975 men for the time I have
stated. I confine myself to the supplies furnished to the
men under arms, and in that statement have not included
the aceounts which appear in the Auditor General's report
for scoute, oouriers or the transport and mail service. Ihave
attempted, as fairly as I can, to get at the cost of the main-
tenance of that force in the field, and I have omitted all
accounts that do not fairly bear on the maintenance of the
force under arms. I also find that for many of the troops
there have been allowances in lieu of rations. I find that as
much as $2,000or8 3,000 bas been allowed to some regiients,
while in transit or while the supplies could not be furnished
ont of the Government allowance, which would stili further
increase the astounding difference between the actual num-
ber under arms and the quantity of supplies furnished; but
what strikes me as most surprising of ail is that, if we take
the number of horses returned as jhaving been engaged in
active service in the field, we find it would require every horse
that was a portion of the military force under arms there, to
have eaten something like 253 pounds of forage a day, in
order to consume the quantity paid for by the Government.
The absolute impossibility of their doing so is a fair reason
for saying that the mismanagement of affairs in that cam-,
paign was something sufficiently scandalous to bring the
blush of shame to the face of any Canadian. Thére is not
a man in this House, no matter on what side of politice,
who would have objected, if the money whioh went to pay
for these Supplies had been paid to the members of the
forces lin the field; but when we find the Minister of Militia
complaining that the House is apt to refuse the small
amouat noieasary to engrave the modals received from the
Home U gernment, he caste an aspersion on the House
which not justiied, when he sks us to vote the vast sums
of moneynecessary to pay for the 5,000 or 6,000 men who
were inte field for the suppression of that rebellion.
I do net at all allege that the horses were able to eat the
quantity of fodder I. have mentioned. I admit that what.
ever became of theose supplies to the men, whatever waste-
fulnems there may have been, it is absolutely imossible that
the horsea could have eaten the quantity of ay that is

Mi, xuAMwe0NLiddlesoe)

charged for. But the very cursory opportunity of looking
over the report distributed this afternoon and that the hon.
member for West Elgin has referred to, indicates to me what
became of a very large portion of these supplies. I find in
the evidence submitted, that the Minister of Milita bas
referred to as approving in that report that very inforior
food was supplied to these forces. It is alleged by some of
the witnesses examined before the Claims Commission
that instead of oats being supplied, a very inferior quality
of wheat was furnished, so inferior in deed as to be abso-
lutely useless for the purpose of rationing the troops. The
report ad mits besides that, in one instance, there was some-
thing like 100 tous of hay that had beau paid for at a very
fair price, bought through Major Bell, that proved to be
absolutely worthless. I conclude from reading the evi-
dence prolnced before that Commission that a great
many of those men to whom. the Government had given
confidence as its agents for transporting supplies for that
force, expected that they were to make fortunes as well out
of the opportunity offered them of swindling the country.
I understool the Minister to say that Major Bell had not
received any money from the Government other than in
discharge of the obligations as tiransport officer he had
pledged the country to, but I find by the report of the
Auditor General, on page 498, that W. R Bell was paid
86,652 for supplies furnished by him, and t Lind that Bell,
Lewis & Co., of Winnipeg, were paid $5.,774 up to the 30th
June last; and accordixg to the supplementary statement
submitted of the North-West operations to the 30th March,
1886, I find that ho bas been paid a further sum. I find that
the Qu'Appelle Farming C>mrn)any, of which Mr. W. R. Bell
acknowledges himseif to be the manager, was paid up to
the 30th June last, the sum. of $52,774.92. These sums are
still further increased by the subsequent statements brought
down to the 30th March. Now, it is clear from the action
of the Government that this Major Bell was acting in the
double capacity of contractor with the Government and at
the saie time as transport officer in the Departient
of Militia. Sir, this is a very serions state of affairs-
particularly in view of the generosity shown by this
fouse to the Government last Session, when we gave

the Government carte blanche to expond $4,000,000 as th-y
pleasod in putting down the rebellion. This is the way that
confidence bas been misplaced, and it arises fro m the Govern.
ment putting the charge of these matters into the hande of
men who have shown themselves to have been utterly
unworthy of confidence. It is apparent, besides, that not
only had Major Bell muade up his mind that the appropria.
tion made by this louse to sauppress that rebeltion was fair
plunder, but there were others w-ith him, and he attempted
to bring otheré who were prepared to tender at a fair price
on their own account into collusion with him, and when
they refused to make a bargain to the detriment of the
country, ho attempted to get the contract away from them.
I will now refer again to the statement that hay was wasted
in its transport to the North-West, and I will read from
page 197 of the investigation. In answer to Colonel Jackson,
of the Commission, the witness, C. H. Fox, states:

"Q. Hadn't Bell a certain number of teams othis ow nor hired teams 7-
A. I know of one lot that he purchased with carti tat made one short

tri( forus, and they were represented as the private property of Major
il Q Don't you know anything about teama?-&. Those were only

owned by the Parming company, 1 understand.
"Q. Who owaed these teams? (Pay list produeed).-A.. I could not

Da Who owned them-I suppose W. R. Bell.
"Col. Peeblee:

"Q. Personally ?-A. Yes, personally.
Then further on, page 199:

I Q. How were suppliai generally carried to the diffreant stations on
the other trail?-A. They were there previous to my going, when the
Qovernment teams were working b lthe day.

"Q. Had u au oppormunityor uoeidn quantities of ]My iofg he
way ?-A. Tgtrail wapreitty we cleaned up ; thrs w a quauitybef

ba Ctlarke q Orossing asud a litantitV of etU at lumboldt,
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"Q. In what condition was the hay at Olarke's Crossig ?-À. 1 wer told by hie prodeesor, that an Imfnse aduvatagsheuld say it was uveless.
"Q. About what quanty do you aUPPM ?--. If I remumber Mar resulted to this Country from the advent of the preuntSai uon me several haudred tona. Government to power, in the faot that they were able to

He ga n t antbig habt stpinEzthe eonveyanoe of At?-Â• reduoe the rate of interest to the people. Yet thora wasHe gavene to underutând that hie instruetoteWere t. dsiose of lt." a total of somothing like $1,500,000 or 82,000,000 drawn byThat is the evidence as to one quantity of several hundred the financial agents of the Goverument in the west on thetons. There is another portion of evidence whieh indioates Minister of Finance and disoounted at the rate I have men.that oats designed for the troops were aiso lavishly distri- tioned. Those are the reasons why I think the opportuaftybated and wasted, and this fact is further aubstantiated by should have been afforded this Houa. to have made a oloserthe general reports that comes from the iNorth.West, that inspection of the management of theNorth-West campai n,at present wild oats are growing profusely ain ail that I shoald have been glad to have had an earlier oppot tysection of the country. I have only briefly referred of criticising those figures. I am pure that, independent Ofto a number of facts that have come out in my inves. our partv leanings, we would like that such a Department astigation of this report. The statements I have made that of Militia, embracing snoh a large proportion of ourby no means indicate all the interesting facta avail- able-bodied young men within its fold, should have been
able to those disposed to examine it. The Minister has enquired into in a spirit that would have indicated that both
stated that the report bas been available to members, sides of the House felt that whenever there wa anything
and that being the case, the credit is rellected on the Gov- wrong it should be enquired into without any ofthsposible
ernment from the fact that the member for West Elgin prejudices that arise from party feelings being engrafted into
(Mr. Casey) bas been able to find so little to question in it. the discussion. But if I continue my lavetigat ilsleu
It will be remembered that the report was distributed but a further I find, on the question of supplies for troope, there are
few minutes before the sitting of the Hlouse to-day. It is some surprising flets to be noted. Up toe ti te when
known that a copy of the report was laid on the Table the accounts were submitted something in the neighbor.
of the House on the 20th instant, yet its distribution hood of 20,000 suits of underelothing have beau bought for
was delayed until now, and at this late period of the forces; that the quantity of blankets was also very
the Session it is a glaring injustice to this House, that gave large but not equally so. What surrises me is the immense
its confidence to the Government to the extent of placing number of rubber blankets suppliedat that time. I need
four millions at its disposai with which to suppress the not say that a supply of such au article under reasonable cir-
rebellion, that the report should not have been submitted cumstances is judicious and neoessary, but there are ruMnor
before it in time to allow members to criticise the account in connection with this item which represent the peculiar
created under that vote. But I say there is sufficient in methods of securing supplies for the field force. We
what I have already stated to show that the management have in the accounts something like $50,000 paid ont
of the expedition was grossly extravagant. The mode the besides for clothing supplies of which there are no
Minister adopted of sending up numbers of men uncon- details, and at the same time a proportion of the
nected with the militia force without any responsibility force under arme was allowed the amoiunt that the supply
whatever, except that of making as much as possible for officer determined as the value of a kit in lieu of the
themselves, was in itself provocative of a great deal of mis- 4overnment furnishing it. The mon belonging to two or
chief and extravagance. Men who were in the militia force three battalions were each allowed $13.95 in lieu of the kit
had the responsibility of their commissions to weigh with that the Department should have furnished. To refer again
themu in anyLhing they did, and if they had been charged to the amount that Major Bell drew, I find on reference
with the duty of transport and supply service and the other to a memorandum I made hurriedly a few moment ago,
services incidental to a campaign, the work would have that according to the Publie Accounts and the supplemen-
been more effiiently performed. Iow does the case tary statement brought out on the 30th of March, there has
stand ? We find that Major Beill does not belong to been paid in aIl the sum of $103,958 to that empnloyee of
the militia force; that Mr. Bedson, chief transport their own, either in person or as a member of one or other
officer, is not in the militia force; that his assis- of the firms In which he was interested. This is certainly
tant ls not in the militia force; that al along the a surprising sum in ite amount, and its scandalous character
line of the staff, a very large proportion were not men is increused from the additional fact, as evidenced by
who were in any sense impelled to consider the intereets of the report just submitted, that he was practically keeping
the cogntry which they had in charge. The Government up the priee of the transport service, that he was proteeting
took the responsib!iiy of placing the North-West campaign against the Governmenthiring teaun at a lower rate than 68
accounts in the hands of the Hudson Bay Company. In per day, while there were opportunities for the service to get
the firat place they allowed that company to beoome pur- teams at something like 84.50 pr day. Such le the chars.-
Veyor for al the Govern ment and the force mightrequire ; ter of the man who drew this large anm from the Depart-
and in the next place they made arrangements by ment by one and another of his mauifold meaus of pweslng
whicb that company was to receive 5 per cent, on alf aecounts on the Government. It is true thy mae not al
accounts they ight cash. I find under that one head presented in bis own name, but a sAilaient number weu
alea.tuae nD Bay C ,opany drew, on oommissions, presented li his own name to make it 1A *bgu,
#65,5L. And whâie this enatry las been led to believe of the confidence which the Government ua ls a.
that under thei agis of the present Government, we I referred a moment age to the prioeepsda for supplies
have hàd constantly recurring surplsses which the Gov- furnished to the Department. e Minister of' oag uil.
ernlmeut Ihave been ahiet unable to get rid of, the Baak of ture has more than once this Session attempted to
M&ontreal was paid between seven thousand and eight thon. show how much ches r uidem'elothig has become under
sand dollars discount on notes that had been drawn en the the development of t National Poiey tha itwas when a
Miaister of Militia or Miaister of Finance, and the diseSunt different fiscal policy prevailed. Now, the on. gentleman
Was at the rate of 7 per cent. per annum, i per cent. higher would have been wiee to have eualned hsr ooMpMnIrao*
than s being paid to the sarne bank by good finanial firms generalities, until h. had sean a statementof te eot to tbis
in tue country. I find several drafts on one or other of the country of the clothing aupplied to the fores in the Nafh-
Department, which does not definitely appear, at thirty West. I nfid that the anderolothing Le charged at a much
days, which was discounted at 7 per cent., and for sums higher figure than the average he represented, and other
inl eWh ease of a quarter of a million dollars. The Minister clothing supplies are aiso mach higher. I fnd that socks
of Finance hu more than once told this House, and we are charged as high s sI in another case s high am 70
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oente, and not by the single pair but by hundreds of pairs.
ln another case fifty pairs of gloves are charged at an
average of $2.75 per pair. I flnd that blankets are charged
as high as $10 per pair. I flind that I. G. Baker & Co., who
are ever present when there is something to be made
ut the public expense, although they do not figure as
largely as in some of the other departinents, supplied fifty
gauntlets at $2.75 per pair, and 100 pairs of socks at
65 cents., and while the Minister thought it impossible,
with the immense drain on his resources, in order to meet
the requirements of this rebellion, to pay the $1,200 or
81,500 necessary in order to engrave the names of those
who had so ably defended our interests in the North-West
on the medals which were presented to them, while he be-
lieved that the House would not grant that infinitesimal
amount for that purpose, I find that Major General Strange,
who drew a general's pay for ninety days' services,
a total sum of $2,752, had a pair of boots paid for him
by the country at a cost of 88. I find that other
gentlemen occupying high positions were equally well
treated. I find that even the Deputy Adjutant General, an
officer in command at Winnipeg, could not go to meet
General Middleton on hiE return to Lake Manitoba, without
taking a large supply of provisions and liquors of a costly
character, against which there was apparently no protest
when the account was sent in, while the Department
were extremely reluctant to pay 25 and 35 cents a meal
for some of the troops during a portion of their pro-
gress to the scene of action. There are many other
items of this kind which attract attention, many of them
which will justify the House and the country in looking
much more closely into the administration of that Depart-
ment than has heretofore been the case, and I only regret
that the hour is so late and the disposition to get away is so
strong that an opportunity for discussing these matters as
they ought to be discussed has not presented itself before
now. Butl1 have deemed it to be my duty, at the risk of
inconveniencing members of this House, to submit these
facts, as they developed themselves in my examination of
the documents, to the House and to the country, and as far
as possible to excite an interest in this question, a question
which in its manifold aspects is of as much interest to every
true, loyal Canadian as any other question which could be
discussed in this House. We have had the first expedi-
tionary force in which the Canadian people them-
selves undertook the task of suppressing a rebellion
without the assistance of the Home Government.
We have to examine the papers to know how those
on whom we conferréd authority for the management
of that expedition discharged their trust. It is of interest
to us to know how they did so. I have attempted to show
that in every respect in which men should have proved
themselves capable these men have failed. I have only this
to say in conclusion, that I regret that the time does not
permit a closer scrutiny into these accounts. I have made
the statements after examination, and I believe the tacts
I have stated will be borne out by the accounts. There
are many others which might be discussed in the same
way, and I feel satisfied that the House will appreciate the
reason why I do not proceed further on this occasion.

It being Six o'clock, the Speaker left the Chair.

After Recess.

THE PUBLIC EXPENDITURE.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. Before you leave the
chair, Mr. Speaker, I wish to call the attention of the flouse
to the Supplementary Estimates which have recently been
laid before us. I should have been very glad if those
estimates, and the varions subsidies which the Government
have presented for our approval, had been of a character

Mr. AMERoN (Middlesex).

that would have permitted me to dispense with comment
beyond what was necessary upon the several items in com.
mittee. As it is, I shall endeavor to compress my remarks
within the briefest possible compass. I had hoped that the
facts which were disclosed in the speech of the Finance Min-
ister himself would have led the Government to consider a
little more carefully than they seem to have done, the pro-
priety under our present circumstances of retrenching our
expenditure, as far as possible, or at any rate of avoid.
ing adding needlessly to the fixed charges of the
country. But I am sorry to say that not merely
do the Supplementary Estimates, but also the several pro-
posals which within four or five days of the close of the
Session have been laid before the Hlouse indicate that a
feeling, which I am scarcely using too st-ong terms in
characterising as one of utter recklessness, bas taken
possession of hon. gentlemen opposite. I suppose it is idle to
expect from them any particular regard to the public
opinion of this country. They seem to have made up their
minds that it is easier to manage that by means of divers
grants for public works and railroads throughout the
country, and subsidies to the newspaper press, than by
appealing to the feelings which the people as a whole do, I
believe, entertain, in favor of economy and good manage-
ment. Now, I would have thougbt, at a time when a deficit
of $2,250,000 had been announced for the year 1885, and
when a deficit of $5,000,000, according to the statement of
the Finance Minister himself, is anticipated for the current
year, at a time when, unless we succeed in obtaining a much
larger revenue than our Gazette returns at present indicate
is likely to come into our coffers, there is serious dan-
ger that a deficit may be anticipated of a greater or
less extent in the ensuing year, more particularly at
a time when the Minister, in order to make a set-
tlement and to obtain a considerable amount of money
from ihe Canadian Pacific Railway Company, had found
it necessary to give up many millions of a debt which we
had been informed was most excellently secured, of which
in fact we were told by hon. gentlemen opposite that they
fully expected to receive every cent that had been advanced
-1 say, Sir, under these circumstances, we could hardly
have expected that hon. gentlemen would come down to
the House and propose that a sum of 83,250,000 of Supple-
mentary Estimates should be added for the year 1886, that
a further sum of 82,000,000 should be demanded as Supple-
mentary Estimates for 1887, and, when they had fuir and
reasonable opportunities of escaping large grants such as
that to the Chignocto Railway, that, instead of availing
themselves of those opportunities which were almost thrust
into their bands, they should choose to increase our liabili-
ties; still less that shey should have found it necessary
to come down to us, when the net volume of our debt has
been very considerably increased by the operations I have
alluded to, and should propose additional subsidies involving
a further charge of five or six millions, as near as I can
make out, to the total debt of the Dominion. It ha
been abundantly demonstrated, in the debates that have
taken place on these subsidies, that every one of these
grants is certain to be the parent of many more-that when-
ever you make grants of this kind to one section of the
country, you put into the hande of the constituencies not
yet similarly favored almost irresistible arguments for con-
ferring similar boons on them, thereby increasing the
liabilities and indebtedness of this country to an almost
indefinite extent, Now, Sir, I shall review very briefiy the
circumstances in which we now stand. There are two or
three facts in dispute between myself and the hon. Finance
Minister, which I shall merely indicate. One is as to the
true extent of our liabilities. As to the extent of our gros
liabilities there eau be no question; but as to the amount
of our genuine liabilities a considerable amount of discussion
has arisen. Still, when yon come to examine the question,
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and when you deduct the sum which we can fairly claim
should be abated from our gross liabilities, that is, our cash
in hand and our sinking fund, and when, on the
other hand, you- make due allowance for the enormous
number of liabilities which have been incurred, although
they have not yet matured or become due, you will find
that the real difference between the net amount I estimate,
and the net amount the hon. gentleman has estimated,
is too alight to affect the argument very materialy. In
the same way as to the other question in dispute between
us, the question whether the actual population of Canada
has increased, as I maintain, not over 300,000 within the
last five years, or 400,000 or 500,000, as hon. gentlemen
opposite maintain, when you come to examine all the facts
we possess, I think the fHouse will see that there is only
too strong a presimption that the statements made on
this side of the louse, as to the total increase, are much
more likely to be veriied. I may observe in this connec-
tion that we do not maintain, and we never have main-
tained, that the population of Canada, as a whole, bas
decreased. What we have alleged is, that the rate of increase
during the past five years has not exceeded the rate of
increase during the past decade, from 1871 to 1881; and those
who have taken the pains to acquaint themselves with the
returns made by our municipal authorities, and who attach
due weight to the census returns taken in the Nort-West Ter-
ritories, will say that at the least there is a reasonably strong
presumption in favor of our side of the argument. Bat, Sir,
there are facts which are not in dispute. There are facts
whieh neither the Finance Minister nor any of the hon. gen-
tlemen opposite eau pretend for one instant to deny. They
cannot deny that there has been an immense increase in
our total debt and our total taxes during the last few years:
that since the Mackenzie Government went out of power
rather more than $100,000,000 have been added to the total
debt of this country ; that according to the estimates tsub-
mitted by the Financial Minister himself, rather more
than $10,000,000 a year have been added to the actual taxa-
tion of the country, and even more than that to the total
expenditure. They cannot deny another fact of very great
moment, that the percentage of the fixed charges to our
total income has increased enormously and is now greater
than it is in any other country calling itself civilised, of
which we have any knowledge. I believe, Sir, that to-day
you will find that the fixed charges, by which I mean the
interest, the sinking fund, the subsidies, and the charges
for the collection of revenue, paid by the Dominion of
Canada, amount within the nearest fraction to the total
annual expenditure of the year 1878. Sir, I do not
wish to do more than call the attention of the House
briefly to that fact; but every man of business, every
man of intelligence, every man of common sense in'Canada
must see that when, out of a groas nominal income of
$35,000,000, you have charges over which you have no
practical control, amounting to over $23,000,000, and tend-
ing to increase all the time, you have a condition of things
which calls for great care and economy ou the part of those
entrusted with our finances. Then, Sir, we have another
conideration which I think also ought to weigh with these
bon. gentlemen, that is, that it is perfectly clear that the
whole future of Canada has been staked, rashly staked,
in my opinion, on the development of the North-West.
I believe that a great deal can be done there, I believe that
it is a great country, but I do not approve of seeing, as we
have seen, by reason of the reckless expenditure in which hon.
gentlemen have- engaged, such an enormons proportion of
the fixed charges of the Dominion incurred in the attempt
to develop the North-West. At any rate, I do not approve
of it, when we have before us, unhappily, so clear a proof
that the policy of the Government in that respect has been
a most disastrous failure as shown by the fact, which we
cannot but regret, that we have to-day in Mfanitoba scaroe-

ly 110,000 white people and in the adjacent Territories
23,000 whites. I cannot but regard that fact, in View of
ail the exactions and sacrifices the people have sub-
mitted to for the purpose of developing the North-West,
as proof of gros incompetence and mismanagement on the
part of hon. gentlemen opposite, and I may add that every
intelligent protectionist will feel constrainel to admit that
the effect of the taxation of this country is that the portion
of it which goes into the public Treasury only very par.
tially represents the extent of the burdens on the people.
Our taxes are vastly more thaun the nominal taxes, and the
nominal taxes to-day are very nearly threefold what they
were eighteen or nineteen years ago. In face of these facts,
we have heard the Minister of Finance openly proclaiming,
in the first place, that the policy of the Government is to
add to our taxation, whenever they are asked to do sob
anyone who says he will open this or that factory. Sir, I
say that that policy is fatal to the progress of this country
and tends, as indeed has been suffiiently proved in the
course of recent discussions, to add very greatly to the
burthens of people in distant parts of the country and to
interfere not slightly with the prospect of developing the
North-West. That, Sir, is one part of their policy, and
apparently these very estimates, these very proposais for
additional subsidies, these very grants that have been
made, these new liabilities or old liabilities that have been
revived, ail tend to show that the other part is to add to
the debt with the utmost recklessness, with the utmost
indifference to whêt the result may be. I am not going at
present, particularly as we will have another opportunity
of saying something on that head, to do more than alludo
in the most general way to the alterations that have
been made in the tariff, but I cannot help observing
this much, that as to that particular alteration, the
duty on sugar, from which the hon, gentleman expeets
most revenue, it is only too evident that if h. does
succeed in extracting 8400,000 or 8500,000 of additional
revenue from the imposition of that duty he must
necessarily add not less than 81,000,000 to the total
burthens of the people, while in many of his other proceed-
ings, in particular in the tax which ihe is imposing on
twines and cordage and the tax on such articles as wire for
fencos, he las shown himself, I am sorry to say, wholly
indifferent to the necessities of the settlers in the North-
West. Now, it is no light matter, under the circuinstances,
when, as I have said, almost the whole future of Canada is
staked on the successful development of the North-West
that almost on every occasion when a change in the tariff is
proposed we find the Finance Minister and the Government
of Canada making changes which press, as in the case of
the two articles I have named, with very great and very
unnecesary severity on the industrious agriculturists
who are striving to open up and develop the North-West.
I will not at present go on to dwell at greater length on
what is only too apparent to ail of us in the older
Provinces, that is to sayethe fact that older Canada has
beccme almost stationary in point of increase of population,
nor do I wish to say much more than I have already said
with respect to our utter failure to encourage settlement in
the North-West, other than this, that I believe that not only
I myself, but ail my hon. friends behind me here, before the
consus was brought down by the Government, would have
admitted freely, that, in theirjudgment, there were probably
fifty or sixty per cent. more people settled in the North-West
than the actual returns of Government show to be the cas
I am sorry to say that in all these points the mischief done
almost Incalculable. It will be a very difflcutt matter
indeed to reverse the direction which the unhappy poliey
of the Government bas given to the stream of immigration
to this country, and until that is done, until that is effectu-
ally done, it is idle for us to expect any material alleviation
of the bnrthens of the people or to expeot that anything
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like an adequate return can be reaped by the people of
Canada for the enormous sacrifices to which they have been
subjected. Now, with respect to these particular estimates
which have been laid before.us, I desire to point ont very
briefly nome few items out of those, ail of which are either
totally unneesary or go to show the extreme care-
lesuness with which the estimates heretofore prepared
by Government were submitted. I take these Supple-
mentary Estimates for the years 1886 and 1887, and, first
of al, I find a charge of $200,000 is to be inflicted on the
people of this country most needlessly, most unnecessarily,
for the purpose of administering the Franchise Bill which
waa put through last Session. I find a little further down
that a sum of $399,617 is demanded for the service of the
Indians. Now, that may be necessary. I am not going at
the present moment to enter into a discussion of that point,
but it only shows how right we were on this side of the
House in pointing out to the Government that, when they
brought down an estimate of three-quarters of a million as
sufficient for the service of the Indians, they were utterly
and entirely mistaken. I recollect pointing out at that
lime that, after you had accustomed these savages to an
expenditure of nearly $1,100,000 a year, it was almost
impossible with any due regard to the safety and peace of
that country, to make a reduction of nearly 40 per cent.,
and that we muet be prepared, as the event has shown, to
see further estimates to the tune of $400,000 or $500,000
submitted to Parliament, and here is the proof of it, At
the sarne time I pointed out that, if they found it ne-
cessary to add largely to the numbera of the Mounted
Police, a large additional sum would probably be
required for that service, and I find that for that service,
wholly apart be it remembered from the expenditure for
war purposes, a sum of $150,000 is required; while for
additional service of the post office no less than $105,505 is
asked. I will not repeat what I said about that. I am willing,
and I believe the House is willing, to allow a very liberal
expenditure fbr the purposes of the post office which has a
great educating influence on our people, but I am bound to
say, when we find the deficit of the post office amounting to
81,000,000 a year, it is time for us to cry halt, and to enquire
whether it would not be possible to conduct the service of
th is country so as to gi ve very much greater accommodation
to those portions which really require it without the enor-
mous expenditure, daily and hourly increasing, which we
see taking place on that head, and which, be it remembered
when I speak of the deficit, does not include the $130,000 or
$140,000 which are wanted for the expenses of the head
department here, which, if added, woul represent a total
deficit of very nearly $1,150,000. Then we find, and to this
I would direct the special attention of the House and of
the First Minister, that our experiments in constiti-
tionai law have cost us somewhat dear, and that we
are called upon, in time of need, in time of deficit, to pay
$125,000 on account of the Liquor License Act. Now, I
say that of these several large items, there is scarcely onej
which might not by wise management have been largely
reduced, and many which were most idly and unnecessarily
incurred. Thon we find a further sum of $100,000 demandedI
for the service of the Franchise Bill, and we find, although1
a amall item yet one deserving of some special mention,
that an attempt-what shahl I call it ?-to bulldose the
Province of Ontario has resulted in a further bill of costs to
be paid to the St. Catharines Milling and Lumbering
Company for costs to the extent of 811,500. These are
some of the items, and some of the reasons which have
i lled me to put on record my disapprobation of the
policy to which the Government have at present committed
themselves. As I said, I do not desire to occupy the timei
of the House, particularly as we have only a limited periodf
at our disposal to-night, as the facts, after all, are facts
wbich speak for themselves louder than any tongue

Sir Ricaan CARTWRIIGT.

can speak, and as it is perfectly clear to anybody-who
examines the details that, in the statements which I am
about te make, I am not only not over-stating but
that I am under-stating the case. I am net includingany
of those charges which ought, I think, to be proper1y'
put in our annual expenditure for expenditures on piblic
lands; I am not including charges which are improperly
charged to capital, and which, I think, ought te go te
income, such as the charges for rolling-stock and Pu iman
cars, and other items of ordinary expenditure for the Inter-
colonial Railway; I am net adding, as I think I might
justly add, te our annual expenditure the sums which are
granted for railway subsidies, and which, if we grant tbem
at all, I think ought to be charged te annual income and
not to capital account, seeing that we have no asset, as a
Dominion, te represent them; I am simply taking the facts
from the hon. gentleman's own statements, f rom the docu-
ments submitted by themselves, and those facts, I contend,
do, of themselves, almost without one word of comment,
reveal an amount of carelessness, recklessness and mis-
management in the administration of public affaire which
ought to cail down upon those who are at present charged
with the conduct of the business of the country the severest
condemnation of all intelligent people. Without further
comment, I now move:

That aIl the words after "that' be left out, in order to add the
following :-the expenditure for the Dominion of Canada for the year
ending 30th June, 1878, was $23,503,158 ;

That the expenditure for the fiscal year 1884 was $31,107,756;
That the expenditure for the fiscal year 1885 was $35,037,060, includ-

iDg $1,700,000 for war expenses;
That the estimated expenditure for the present year up to the 30th

June, 1886, is $38,126,413, inclnding $3,400,000 for war expenes s;
That the estimated expenditure for the year ending 30th June, 1887,

ie $34,220,379, exclusive of any Supplementary Estimates which may be
proposed next session ; -

That the fixed charges for interest, sinking fund and iubsidies,
together with the charges for collection of revenues, amounted to
$16,970,647 for the fiscal year 1878 ;

That the similar charges for the year 1885 amounted to $22,442,2B1,
and are estimated at $22,508,469 for the year 1886, and $23,079,082 for
theyear 1887;

That the total taxation for the fiscal year 1878 wae $17,841,938, and
for 1885 was $25,384,529;

That the estimated taxation for 1886 is $26,000,000, and $27,200,000
for 1887ty

That the actual deficit in the fiscal year 1885 was $2,240,059, includ-
ing $1,700,000 for war expenses, and that the deficit for 1886 is estimated
at $4,900,000, including $3400,000 for war expenses ;

That the growth of taxation and expenditure from 1878 to 1886 is
out of aIl proportion to the growth of trade and population and has
attained such dimensions as greatly to hamper and impede the progrees
of the Dominion, and that the lavish outlay and the methods of expeudi-
ture and indifference to the increase of liabilities on the part of the
Government during the above-mentioned period have contributed very
largely to corrupt and demoralise the publie service and to impair the
independence of Parliament.

House divided on amendment.

Messieurs
Armstrong, Guay,
Bain (Wentworth), Gnnn,
Béchard, Harley,
Blake, Innes,
cameron (Middlesex), Kirk,
Campbell (Renfrew),L andrkin,
Cartwright(Sir Rich d),Liloter,
Casey, McOraney,
Fairbank, McIntyre,
Fortes KMemuten,
Geoffrion, MIs,
Glen, Mulock,

Barker,
Bety,
Bell,
Benoit,
Billy,
Blondàean,
BoweIl,
cameron (Inverneu),

NAYS ;
Messieurs

Dupont,
Everett,
Farrow,
Fergson (Welland),
Fortin,
Foster,
Gaudet,
Gigault,

Paterson (Brant»,
Platt,
Rlnfret,
Scriver,
somerville (Brant),
Semervile (Bruce),
Springer,
Trow,
Vail,
Watson,
Weldone
Wilsou.-36.

McOallum,
McCartby,
MoDougald (Pictoe),
MeaDougal (0. Breton),
McLelan,
Montplaisir,
O'Brien,
Orten,
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Campbell (Victoria), Gordon, Paint,
Carlin, Grandbois, Pattermn (Eau),
caron (ir Adolphe), Guillet, pope,
chapleSu, Hall, Pruyn,
Cochrane, HeBson, Riopel,

ati an, illiard,Robertson (Hamilton),
Ooag lin, Homer, Robertson (Hastings),
Ou bort, Kauhbach, Fhanly,
Daly, Kilveut, Small,
Dawson, Krans, Taylor,
Desulniers(Mask'ngé),Londry (Kent), Temple,
Desaulniers (8t.M'rice),Landry_(Montmagny), Tyrwhitt,
Diokinaom, Langevin (Bir Hector), Wallace (Albert),
DugasMacdonald (Kim g'a), White (Oardwel),
Dusnda, Macdonald (Sir John), White (Elastings).-70.

Amendmentnegatived, and Houseagainresolved itselfinto
CommitteaofSupply.

(In the Committee.)
Geological survey............ ........................ $ ,600 o e

Mr. VAIL. Where is this money to be expended during
the coming year ? The reason I ask the question is because
no survey has been made in the western part of Nova Seotia,
and we have been asking from year to year that some
examination of the country siould be made.

Mr. CASBY. I have time and again on this item pointed
out that far too small a proportion of the grant for the Geo.
logical Survey is expended on examining and publishing an
account of the lands properly belonging to the Dominion.
A great deal of money is spent on examining and reporting
upon lands belonging either to the Provinces or to private
parties, and too little is known of our own domain. Of
course we are aware that a passing exploration was made of
the North West, and that some abortiveattempts were made'
by the use of the diamond drill to ascertain where coal -was
located on the supposed coal lands; but that attempt was
conducted in such a bungling and unscientifie manner that
no furthier operations have been carried on. For the last
year or two there has been no report of the soil and climate
of the North-West and the mineral resources of the Rocky
Mountains such as we ought to have bad. I think the Gov-
ernment are not justified in spending so much money exam-
ining property of private individuals. We have very
elaborate maps and reports on the geology of Cape Breton.
This has been developng private property. The Dominion
bas been sending scientifie men to ascertain what quantity
of coal exists on certain private property which is for the
benefit of the owners only. Tins may or may not be a
proper use of public money. If it is bold to be so, it is still
more proper to use those funds in aseertaining the value of
lands belonging to the Dominion itself. The Canadian
Pacifie Railway has opened up a vast extent of country, not
only in Manitoba and the North-West where the land
belongs largely to the Dominion, but in unsettled portions
of Ontario. If the Government are going to reprt on land
belonging to private parties or Provinces they sbould report
on this land in Ontario. I am aware that Mr. Macoun
was sent along the line of the railway, but it mut have
been but a very eursory examination made into the climate
and resources. It is well known that there must be very
valuable mineral deposits in some parts of the Province,
at Rat Portage they are known to exist. I want to know
whether any large roportion of expenditure is proposed
to be spent in deve[opmig this new country.

Mr. WHITE (Oardwell). The work of the Survey will
be as follows: Cariboo District, British Columbia; Rocky
Mountains, in the vicinity of the Canadian Pacifie Railway,
North-West Territory; iRegins, between the Bow River and
the North Saskatchewan. That will cover a very consider-
able ground of the North-West. Moise River and part of
the shores of Hudson's Bay; and the party goes to the south
shore and in the vieinity of Albany River. Explorations
will be carried on in the country round Lake Huron, in the,
Madoc and Hastings districts and in the Eatern Townships
of the Province of Quebeco; also in New Brunswick and in!
the nort-wst portion of Noya Sootia, Piotou, Guysboro',

Antigonish and Halifax counties. Those are theI plae
where surveys will be made this year. As regawù the,
North.West, I do not quite agree with the remarks of bhe
hon. gentleman, as I believe that Mr. Macoun made not
only a very extensive and thorough, but a vahuable explora-
tion, and one wbich tended to make known the oharacter of
that country.

Mr. CASEY. No doubt it was as valuable as it could be
made in the course of a hurried trip throu b the country,
but it cannot be called thorough in a-ny ordinary fsnse,
because Mr. Macoun went through the country in belts very
considerable distances from each other, and it would
not be possible for him, therefore, to make a thorough
exploration. I am glad, however, to join in bearing testi-
mony to the fact that the work was as thorough as it -could
be made under the ciroumstances, and in the limited time.
I am glad that the suggestions which have been made from
this side of the House have been adopted as regards the
work for the coming year. I desire to enquire whether it
is the Minister's intention to continue to have thia report
printed elsewhere than by the Government printers, as has
been the regular course hitherto. The argument that was
formerly used in favor of having the report printed in Mon.
treal was, that the Geological Survey had its headquarters
there. Since its removal the Minister bas been constantly
urged to have this report, like ail other reports, printed by
the Government printers here. We have been told that
the Government printers have not the facilities, though In
looking over the report, I fail to see, from year to year,
what there is, except the plates, that they could not do
quite as well as anyone else.

Ur. WHITE (Cardwell). Parliament so far as this liuse
is concerned bas establisbed a printing bureau. At that
time we will possess ail facilities for doing that work credit-
ably, so that an exchange of reports may at least not be
discroditable to the country. So I fancy in that case there
will be no doubt whatever that the Geological Report like ail
other reports, whether special or otherwise, will be printed
by the printing bureau.

Mr. CAS EY. lia that to be ready this year?
Kr. WHITE (Cardwell). I should be sorry to se. the

Geological Report printed as one of our ordinary reports this
year. The parlimentary printers have done, what as bui',i-
ness men they were right in doing, refusod to put in now
type for the printing of the Hansard, because the contract
was for too short a duration. It would be quite wrong to
have the printing of the Geological Survey reporte done
with that kind of type-I am speaking of the kind of type
in the office at this moment.

Mr. DAWSON. There was an exploratory survey going
on in the Thunder Bay district last year. A very able
offleer was sent up there and made a very interesting explo.
ration, I understand. Of course, we will see the results
obtained when the report is issued. There is a good deal
of mining going on in that district just now as well as ail
over the country, and if theGeological Survey would bestow
more attention on mining and less on purely scientiûie
matters it would be attended with a great deal of beneût.
Last year we had a good deal of exploration oing on, and
it seemed to be very satisfactory. In the Lake Superior
regions and ail through Algoma there are immense feldis
there, but few people bave gone over them. So at the
Lake of the Woods, the gold discoveries there have been
very important, and rosearches, investigation and reports
by the Geological Survey would tend to lead people into
the country and develop those minerai regions.

Mr. MULOCK. I would ask the Minister if the number
of persons he is putting in the niold is more or les than lat
year.

Ur. WHITE (Cardwell). I believe the number is about
the same. That is what the director informs me, and there
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is a supplementary estimate of $15,000 which will bring it Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. If I remember rightly
up to the amount of last year. we bave always claimed that Ontario should pay this, and

Mr. MULOCK. My reason for asking is this, that last I wanted to know if that claim was admitted ?
year certain young mon were employed for the summer, Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. That is not settled yet.
and I understand they have applied for a renewal of their. Mr. O'1BRIEN. I always understood that the amount
appointments. I have had some of the replies to them sent claimed from the Ontario Government is in addition to the
to me, in which it i astated that if the same number of amount now paid to the Indians.
parties were put in the field their appointments would be Mr. DAWSON. There is a very large sum due to therepeated, but if not it would be a matter for the Department Indiana under the Robinson Treaty, extending back forto consider. years, and the payments now made to them annually have

Mr. WHITE (Cardwell). I have requested Dr. Dawson, nothing to do with that. They were promised a certain
the acting director, to keep within the estimate, and hle is amount if the resources of the territory should ever be suf-
also to act on his own judgment in regard to the persons ficient, to yield it, and that amount bas been paid to them
employed and everything in relation to the survey. sauce 1875. Previous to that year, for a very long period,

Mr. McMULLEN. What is the cost of printing the arrears were constantly accumulating, which I uuderstood
report each year ? amounted to $200,000 ; but I understand that, after a careful

Mr. WHITE (Oardwell). I cannot tell at ight. I maynquiry by the Department, the sum has been found to be
say with regard wo the printing that acting on a suggetior more like $300,000. This is a large sum to be due to those
sawih rarade t the p g tat, o a poor Indiana, and it is very desirable that some means
which was made inthe'House last year and with a view of should be taken to have these claims settled. The Indians,
getting the report more quickly, they are now being put under the Robinson Treaty, extended from the Georgian
out practically in pamphlet form, each pamphlet on a Bay and the groat lakes to the height of land. The Robin-
special subject, so that people can get reports on différent son Treaty made the ayment to the Indians a lien on
districts as they require them. Some three or four reports the land, and the land having fallen to Ontario by the Actof that kind have just come out. of Confederation, it is claimed that the Province should

Mr. MoMULLEN. I understood that the printing costs pay those arrears. What I contend is that the Indians
something in the neighborhood of $5,000 or $6,000. I should be paid in the meantime, the question of which
would like to understand if the contract, which was given Goverument should pay the claims being left to be de-
to the Montreal firm who now do the printing, was given cided afterwards. I do not say that this large amount
with or without competition. should be paid to the Indiana at once, but that it ehould

Mr. WHITE (Cardwell). I hardly think this is the pro- be fundod and the proceeds used for providing them with
per time to go into a discussion of that kind, but as the hon. schools and farming implements, and for aiding them when
gentleman knows very well this work is not done by ten- they are in distress. I draw the attention of the Govern-
der. It bas never been done by parliamentary contract ; ment to the matter, so that it may not be forgotten.
it is specially excepted from the contract, and the only dif. Mr. MULOCK. I would also call the attention of the
ference between the price paid now and the price paid Minister to what I consider the unnecessary expenditures
formerly, is that formerly 50 cents per 1,000 ems were in connection with the Chippewa band of Indians on Snake
paid and now 35 cents are paid. Island and Georgiana Island. If you refer to the Indian

Indians-Ontario, Quebec and the Maritime Prov- report of last year you will find that that band consista of
inces.........................................................$34,8 oo only 134 souls, and the gross amount distributed amongst

Sir RICHARD ÇARTWRIGET. Are these amounts them last year was $1,261.94, while the Indian agent
distributed where needed for the relief of distress or handed receives a salary of $500 a year, nearly half as much as is
over to the several bands? given to the whole band, although his services are compa-

Sir HECTOR LANGEViN. A certain amount is for thé ratively light. I speak from pretty reliable lnformation
Sir oR AN EV n . A certain0aoutifo when I say that his personal attendance on the Indians

purchase of blankets sud there is $4,200 for thé relief of amounts practically to nothing. He was only appointed in
distress among the Indians of the Province of Quebec. the fall of 1882, when there was a change in the mariage-
This amount is expended each year, and no decrease is pos- ment. There can be no justification for such a misapplica-
sible. tion of public money. There are reeves all through this

Sir RICHARD CART WRIGHT. I notice there is a Province who devote fifty times as much time to the
slight decrease for Indian schools. interest of their particula municipality as this man devotes

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. A small amount has been to the affairs of thèse Indiana. I would call attention to
saved, I think, in the salary of one of the schoolmasters. another ratter lu connéction with this baud. Theré wu an

Sir RICHARD CART WRIGHT. I should like to know, euquiry lu thé month of February and Marcilest inVo
generally, how many schools there are, and how many certain affaira of this baud by an ofleer who waa sent from
scholars in fair annual attendance ? Ottawa té the nearet village. Ré went on ivepa-

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. I have not that information. rate occasion, and thé wt of hie two trips waa
Sîr$198.25. Looking ovér his two socoutits, I flnd

I wili make a note of it and give it on the Supplementary thèse items: Board, lodging, &c., from l6th Febrnary Vo
Estimates. This amount is for boys' ana girls' schools, 28th February, bth days inclusive, thirteen days, $450;
industrial schoole, salaries of teachers, and so on. and board and lodging, from March 1eV Vo 29th March, both

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. What is the exact days inclusive; tweuty-nine daya, $101.50 Ré charges Vo
position of this Robinson Treaty dispute? I had hoped that this Indian fuud for forty-two daye at thé rute of J.50 a
a final settlement might be arrived at in these di.puted day. Thé enquiry took place lu a emal village, aud it la
amounts between the Dominion and the Provinces. absurd Vo supposé that under any uirourstauoés ha.waà

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. The note I have is to this justified in charging that rate duriug that time. It canne
effect: To provide for the payment under the Robinson hé said that thé *3.40 a day covérs auj other item, bécane
Treaty of an annuity to 4,897 Indians, at 84 each, 8 19,588; ifyou éxamiunehis bitta, yen wil find that hé has apparently
expenses of payment, $400 total $19,988; less interest1furgottén nothing I amnaware that $3.50 a day iâ thé
accrued on furnds invested for thèse Indians, $4,400, leaving recogniséd départméntal alIowance; but thére cau hé ne
* balanue of 15,588, which ia asked forjustilication, ln my opinion, for the oontinuanoe of that

Xr. WlITN (OmP4w,>.
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allowance when osoors are not put to expenses that justify Mr. WELDON. They are not so much scattered as they
it. This offier hiu charged fully 82.50 a day more than are in Nova Scotia.
he should have done, so that he has made a olear profit at Mr. McLELAN. They are very much scattered, and the
the expense of the Indians, on this particular transaction, salary paid to each agent is emall.
of $105. If ho has been making similar profits among the
different bands in the country throughout the whole year, Si RIHARD CARTWR iGHT. Yno pay 4wioe as
ho has added a considerable sum ta his salary. I presume, mnch in New Brunswick as you do i Nova ootia. I not
that, in view of the status of the Indians now under the that an ivasion on the prilegee of Nova Scotia?
Franchise Act, they wili receive a little measure of consi- Mr. WHITE (Hastings). I am glad to see that hQu.
deration whicb was denied them before. gentlemen are taking so much interest in the Indians.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. My hon. friend has Sir RICHARD CARTWRLGHT. Yoswe are golng to
called attention to a fact which really deserves a good deal do sa.
of consideration, that je the enormous proportion which the Mr.WHITE (H
salaries paid to agents bear o the sum devoted to the attention ta them astn they h rpad afmgi
Iu-dians. I am afraid that, in a great many cases, nearly ing Mr. Cook a rebat. of $2,000, whieh belonged te the
one half the suma the country designs to go to benefit these Indiana. I think tht is a matter which ought to b. vouti-
poor savages really goes te pay the officers who are alleged t
to look after them, and it ie a very great hardship that it
should be so. Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. 62,000?1Ises an

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. I have taken a note of that, item of 82,000 for a certain Dr. Jonem, who edits, I belle,
in order to call the attention of the First Minister to it. an Indian newspaper in the Conservative interest. là that

Indians, No a eotiay....................................... $5,032 00rig ?
IndinsNov Botta.............5,02 0> Mr. WHITE (astinge). No, I arn refîerring te the

Mr. VAIL. It is very evident that the Indians in the loge out by Mr. Oook i the Christian Islands. do fot
Province of Nova Seotia are in a very bad state of health to
require so large an amount for medical attendance. Inotice
that the amount expended to relieve distress and for the Mr. MULOCK. I ciii the attention of the Mini»ter to
purchase of seed grain amounts to $ 1,045, while the medical the enormous increaRe in salaries in connection with the
attendance amounts te $1,0 12, one-third of the amount con- mnagement of Indian affaira, fot only in the outéide ser-
tributed for the pur chase of seed grain. It ecems to me vice but in the inside service. 1 will bot trouble hlm with
out of proportion altogether, and I notice that in some of details, as it is net hie Departrnnt, but laqt year there was
the counties the charge for medical attendance is between charged Vo the Indiau faud for cet of management over
$120 and $130, where the agent only gets $50 for his Ber.$42,000. It is an enorroumm, and I think uneces-
vices for the whole year. It seems to me that those medi- sarily large. This sur was paid in salaries and incidentai
cal accounts require looking into a little. They are grow. travelling expenses durinq the piet year, and I ray say
ing larger every year. that one very considerable item in connection wlth that le

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. They are reduced by 8100 the item for travelling expenees of agents If the Minlster
tlus ear.will cause enquiry to b. rmade, I a aura ho will be able tothis year.removen abuse is becoing very ggravated at

Mr. VAIL. I think last year in the county of Digby present.
$125 was expended, and the year previons about the same Mr. DAWSON. 1 can say that in our district thora are
amount. amountivery few agente in proportion Vo the number cf Thdians,

Sir HEUTOR LANGEVIN. I am sorry they get ill, ad hey are very badly paid. Tboy rcceive extremely
but we cannot help it, we muet give them the medical aid Iow salaries, fqO or $700 a year or sometbing like that,
and attendance wbich are required. akd hey are devoted to their duties, ad take very good

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHIT. Perhaps they have a rare of the Indiana. In he district I represont thora are
surgeon general ? as mny Indianasas ru ai the reet cf Ontario together, and,

Indian., New Brunswick...............................500 therefore, the agent have more do. They manage
exceedingly weIl, and hey are not overpafd. The salaries

Sir RICRARD CARTWRIGHT. Here je an illustration are very low aud they attend very well ta their duties.
of what I was speaking of. These salaries may be used for
the benefit of the Indiana, but salaries to the tune of $1,870
and a balance of $3,200 spent for the Indiana does look like agen
a case of ail fr11 and no shirt.MSr. DAWSON. I arnspekig generally.

Mr. WELDON. In Nova Scotia $4,000 e spent for tue Mr. MULOCK. Tiere ma be cass in which thery are
Indiansand the salaries amoant ta 8900, whilNewg.eances, but I think they hn. member for Aignta o(fr.
Brunswick requires salaries of $1,870 Vo disburse $8,00. Dawson) wili gre with me that the particular case Vo

Sir H TOR LANGEVIN. Perbaps the bande in New which 1 referre.Co where $500 are paid t, an Indionagent te
Brunswick are more numerous, more scattered than in Nova distribute iu ail 81,261 amenggt a email baud of 130 Indians,
Scoti, therefore there muet bI more salaries for the agent d who are as civilised as the agent rhi lf and quite indepen.

and medical men attending to their wantci. dent of bis assistance, muet strike every person who akres
ian interest in tu affair as a waste of the Indian fend. I

gentl ICa RD CaRTWI aT irnatheredouhseshof.dtem nof et0 Vora know what advance in civilisation Veslu-
ge neanjveiang that1edponat thintfron Vhs reesso, dane of Algon district have made, but the ldians I trfer

lo have lived in a iettled c rnity, surroanded by whites,
Sir HECTOIR LANGEVIN. I did netBay pokitively it for manyyharo- wirl no venture Vo ay how Mae but

was, but I think ir te likely. at al event Mince the commencement of thie center-and
8ir R[CBL&RD CARTWRIGHT. That le rather resn- yenca eaeily see that there je very little necesaity for an

ing backward. The bon. gentleman fees these large salaries, agent Vo givehem instruction. They are voery gooti witer
and supposes it muet b.so. I amn rather afraid, from my in their way, and, if hsclae ot Indian generally who
recollection, that the Indiana lu New Brunswick are n t have be n enfranchi d are repreented, by thse I refer te,
more scattered than they are in Nova $COUic. I would have noomplaint againat thoir havingen ra-
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chise, provided they are allowed their freedom, but I am
sure the hon. member for Algoma will say that his agents
cannot possibly he remunerated on the same liberal scale as
those I refer to.

Mr. DAWSON. No, they are not. We have a very large
number of Indians in Algoma, altogether about 10,000, and
the agents are paid at very moderate rates; and, so far as I
know, throughout the Dominion, Indian agents are not
excessively ,paid, not even where the numbers of the Indians
are small. It is very necessary sometimes in those cases
to have an agent to Took after their iËterests. I am exceed-
ingly happy to see that so many hon. members have some.
thing to say about the Indiana. Some years ago the hon.
member for Brant (Mr. Paterson) and myself, were the
only persons in the House who seemed to tako mueh interest
in them.

Mr. WELDON. I find that in Nova Scotia there are
seventeen agents who are paid 8820 each ; in New Brunswick
eleven, who are paid $1,213 each. I cannot understand
why they should be paid,.more in New Brunswick than in
Nova Sootia.

Mr. MULOCK. I would lire to ask the hon. Minister
of Agriculture if he bas establisbed a post office for the
benefit of the Chippewa Indians on Georgian Island. There
was a petition presented to the Department when he was
Postmaster General, asking for the establishment of a
weekly mail to the Georgian Island.

Mr. CARLING. I cannot give the information.
Mr. KFIRK. There were 81,000 voted last year for

building roads for the Indians in Nova Scotia. las that
money been expended, and where ?

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN, The grant was made for a
road from Chapel Island to the mainland and it is expected
that the road will be flnished before the 30th June next,
and that no other expenditure of that kind will be necessary.

Indiano, British Columbia.. .............. ......... $52,387 00

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. I muet call the serions
attention of the Minister to this expenditure. Now, here
are 831,000 asked for the Indians aof British Columbia, and
so far as I can discover, on examination of the expenditure
for 1885, the only sumo that could L>e said to go to the
Indians directly were $1,488 for aid to the sick and necdy,
and $1.844 for medical attendance and medicine. All the
reet of the 881,000 goes as follows : Salaries of agents
$15,234, of teachers, $2,798; travelling expenses, trip
to and fro from Ottawa, of I. W. Powell, $4,149.
was. in error on one point, I find that 84,000, in
round numbers, goes, to the Indians directly. Now, it
appears monstrous that barely $4,000 out of this sum of
$31,000 should go to the relief and assistance of theIndians.
It may be true, however, that such items as are found
under the present arrangement are for their benefit, and
perhae the same is true of the reserve commission. I find
the s ies range from 81,600 up to 82,600. It appeamr to
me thire ei something here that requires a great deal of
attention before we can satisfy oursives that this expense
is really laid out for the benefit of the Indians who, 1 have.
alwaye understood, are rather of a superior olas and
disposed to attend to their own affaire.

Sir E TOR LANBVIN. The amount of SSI,030 is
divided as fbllows :-Salaries, $19,580 ; relief of distress,
81,000# fe seed grain, tools and agricultural implements,
81,000-; medical assistanee and medicine, 81,800; schools,

1,90 ; travelling expenses, 84,200; miscellaneous, $1,500.
The offleers, cf course, are numerous, because these bands
are scattered through the immense Province of British
Columbia. Besides a stipendiary magistrate had to be ap-
pointed, which increased the amount by so much. Then,

Mr. MULoor.
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there is a caretaker at the reserve. The hon. gentleman
finds that the proportion for salaries is great in comparison
with the balance. Well, that is so, but the experien of the
Dapartment has shown that these officers are required. The
bon gentleman knows that there is a local superintendent,
Dr. Powell, who has a salary of $3,000. That is the only
high salary, except that of the stipendiary magistrate, who
has $2,600. Thon there is the salary of Mr. Moffatt,
and other salaries, varying from $600 to $1,200. The
hon. gentleman said, also, that these Indiane are
of a superior class. Some of them are, but very
few of the bands can manage their own affaire.
In Ontario and Quebec there are some bands of Indians,
such as the Caughnawagas, who, to a large extent, manage
their own affaira, In British Columbia there are some bands
more or less civilised who can alo manage their affaire toa
certain extent; but for some years to come we shall have to
keep a staff there and look after those Indians.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. But it hardly appears
what the Indian agents can do. To pay an amount of 820,000
apparently for the distribution to sick and needy Indians aof
$4,000 appears taobe a farce. Almost the whole payment
is for salary. The only item from which the Indiana derive
any material ben efit is perhaps the item ofsalaries to teach-
ers which amounts to $2,798. I do not understand what
services it is in the power of the agent to render to the
varions Indian bands. Do the Indian agents reside among
them?

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. Some of them do,
Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. I do not think the

majority do.
Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. I do not think so. The

travelling expenses of Dr. Powell, who goes from one
agency to another, are included.

Mr. O'BRIEN. One can uuderstand that in British Col-
umbia it is necessary to have resident agents, not so much
as distributors of money, but in the capacity of magistrates
to maintain order, otherwise the white population might be
placed in a very embarrassing position. Butwe ought to
look forward tb the time, and that very soon, when the
Indiana who are now enfranchised will be ready to fully
assume the privileges of British subjects. The Oka Indians
in the township of Gibson manage ail their affaire, and they
are no further advanced than other portions of the Ojibeway
tribe. I hope tho time will corne when the Indians will be
able to manage their municipal affiirs. If they are entitled
to take part in party etections, surely they ought to be
entitled to manage their municipal affaire.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. In regard to âarveys thora
is an increase of $2,837.

Sir RIOHARD CARTWRIGHT. How many swuys
are made and how many remain te be made?

Sir HECTOR LANGBVIN. I cannot say. The FIrst
Minister explained the other day thut ithose surveys would
have to be continued perhaps two or three years latee, le
order to make a complete separation of tha lands t ethe
Indians from those of the Crown or privataê individuals.

Sir RICHARD CkRTWRIGRT. It is pr.per the
Indiaens should have their lauds aurveyed; but thi awork
has been goiag on for about ten years, and one would ima-
gine it would be completed. Is the laadubdivided, or is
it given on the tribal principle 2

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. When I was uin British
Columbia some years ago, I found that the Indians had
separate holdings. I do not know under what tenure, but
they had separate holdings, which appeared to be respected
by the other Indians, and became the patrimony of the
family. No doubt when the surveys took place, the differ-
ent holdings were surveyed.
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Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. What is the différence

between the reserve commission and the survey ?
Sir R&ITOR LANGEVIN. The reserve commission is

that to whieh te hon. gentleman haa referred, and at ita
head wm Mr. Sproat. I do not think the work of that coin-
misiion cm lat long now.

IndianU Mauitoba nd North-Wet......... $850,784 00

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGIT. I think the First Min-
jeter should be in the House while this item is being dis-
cussed. It will be understood, if we waive his presence
here, that if we have occasion to discuss an item on con-
currence, we will be able to discuse the whole question in
connection with it.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. Yes,
Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. How does a decrease of

$16,420 arise in the annuities ?
Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. The estimated decrease in

the amount required to pay annuities to Indians in Mani-
toba and the North-West, is caused by the decrease in the
Indian population of the Territory, consequent on many of
the Indians having elected to become half-breeds. Tha
estimate for 1886-87 was based upon the pay sheet of 1885,
and at the time of the payment many of the Indians were
scattered over the plains.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. They will come back
and claim the annuities, you may be sure.

Sir HECTO R LANGEVIN. Many of them have declared
themselves half-breeds, and therefore have ceased to be con-
sidered as Indians, and that being the case, they do not
receive the annuities.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. Do I understand that
in the judgment of the Department, the Indian population
entitled to receive annuities is likely to be statior.ary, per-
haps todeeresse ?

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. The Department seems to
believe, not that the Indian population is decreasing, but
that a portion of those people that were considered as
Indians have declared themselves to be half-breeds.

Mr. MoLBLAN. In some familles, some elect to be
caPed Indians and receive the annuity, while other mem-
bers of the family take scrip as half breeds. The accountant
mentioned, some two or three months ago, that in one
district about 1,600 had gone off the lit as Indiana and had
taken scrip as half-breeds.

Mr. O'BRIN. I may emy that while in the North-West,
I enquired of many who were familhar with the subject-
those vho took the census and others who lived among the
Indians-and their impression was that the Indian popu-
latiou Dontrary to the general belief, was not decreasing,
and ifiat idea is correct-and I helive it was based on
pretty accurate information-I do not think we may look
for any de&roise of the Udian population as affeeting the
question of the annuities.

e!r RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. Is thie item for seed
grain, $19,244, a new isn?

Si] RCTOR LANGEVIN. The note I have is te thé
effe &hat of this amont 83,462 are for Manitoba and
*U,$15 for the North-West. Two thirds offthe sum required
for Manitoba will be expended under treaty No. 5, where,
owing to the rigor of the climate, the saving of seed by the
Indiana themseolves is very difficult, if at all possible. No
vote was taken for the current year. It was hoped that
the barveet of 1885 would be so plentiful that .ot only
would the Indians be able largely to provide themselves
with food, but would be also Able to secure sd enough for
next spring's sowing.
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Mr. MULOCK. It has been purchased for thiqyear of
course. Who is the agent who buys the grain al disti,
butes it ?

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. I have no lnfrmtlem on
that head.

Mr. MULOCK. Lastyear, at the oubreak of th* réel.
lion, there was a statement in some of the North-Wst
papersto the efect that one of the Idian agents kud sopplied
defective seed grain to the Indians, and wlien ho was remou
strated with the answer he gave was that it wu good enough
for the Indians. This was for 1884 and the erps wep a
failure that year, bad seed having had its resulta mi bad
crops, starvation, discontent and all that followed. I am
not saying that that statement was sustained by the fcts,
but there is nothing that should be more oareily looked
after than supplying good seed, if we are to do anything at
all towards getting the Indians te engage in husbandry.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. I understand thatthis grain
will be altogether purchased in the Terrtories.

Mr. WATSON. I think a good deal of abuse spvactised
in the purchase of this seed grain, and last winter *hen the
grain was purchased for this sowing in the western part of
Manitoba, there seemed to be something Iike ajob in it. I
was at Birtle and Shoal Lake about that time, and the post.
ers were not put up at Shoal Lake until the day after the
tenders were supposed to be rceived. The posters were
printed at the Regina Leader office, and it was impossible
that they could get there by the ordinary mail route until
after the tenders were opened.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVTN. This ma have been the
case in one instance, but I am informed tht, as a rule, the
posters and advertisements give au.fient notice. I have no
doubt that what the hon. gentleman aye is true, mince ho
saya it is so, but it is not the génerai rule, by any meansa

Mr. WATSON. This is a matter which should recelve
the serious attention of thé Department, sit is not fair to
the country nor to the settiers who réside in the vieinity of
these reserves. In this particular case parties living along
the lne of the Canadian Paoific Railway had auffloient
notice, and they reesived the contrats, the result being
that a higher price had to be paid than it could have been
supplied at by local tenderers. The seué thing, I bebleve,
happoned with regard to cattle.

Mr. MoMULLEN. I notice by the Auditor General's
report that very high prices appear to be paid for some of
this grain and seeds. I notice that over a dollar a bushel
was paid for potatoes. I notice also that 348 pounds of
carrot seed cst $314.80 or nearly a dollar a pound. I
notice further that the sum of $5,594 was aid for krilt
alone on in after paying these prices. Inotice, in ajdi.
tion to ali tis, that there is 8128.24 paid as commission for
the purchase of these thinga. I think some of the priées
paic deserve the attention o the committee and the Goven-
ment.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. I am unable t amrwh.ther
thése prices are too large or too mali, but I auinformed
tha all these supplies have been purchased by tender, and
after having been purchased they have to b trposported to
the différent Indian reserves. I have no doubt a large
amount of these charges is for cartage, which cannot
avoided in that country unfil more ZallTw s .r blît,

Mr. McM ULLEN. If the stuff had been earted during
the récent war, judgipg by the prips paid thq these
charges might be consi4ered somwewha reaso ab ; but
when you consider that $5,594 wero paid for Parting 700
bushels of potatoes and 12,000 bushels of grain to the dif-
férent reserves, it must have been carried a considerable
distance-half way around the globe.
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Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. If the hon. gentleman

divides the amount by the number of bushels, ho will see
that it is not excessive, and ho must recollect that the dis-
tances are very great, and the means of transport very
imperfect.

Mr. MoMULLEN. But you must take into considera-
tion the enormous prices that have been paid. Peas, for
instance, are charged at over $2 a bushel, without the cart-
age, and it is well known that seed peas could be bought in
Ontario for 75 cents or 80 cents a bushel.

Mr. WHITE (Hastings). The ordinary merchants have
to pay 2 cents a pound for freight from Calgary to Fort
MacLeod, and 3 cents a pound from Calgary to Edmonton.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. I do not think the
Blackfeet get many peas, things like these are probably
given to Indians who are more advanced, and who are com-
paratively near. Such charges as that for potatoes, which are
very easily grown and exceedingly good in the North.
West, appear extravagant.

Mr. MoMULLEN. Twenty-four bushels of corn cst $61
Qr $3 a bushel, besides the cartage.

Mr. CAMERON (Middlesex). I would call attention to
another item in the same connection. For treaty No. 4,
some $454.35 were spent for garden seeds and artichokes,
for treaty No. 6, 8705, and for treaty No. 7, $388.45; alto.
gether some $1,500. These charges indicate either a high
state of cultivation on the Indian reserves, or an immense
expense for which the report of the Department gives no
evidence of any return.

Mr. MoLELAN. These supplies were purchased as far
as possible by contract, and the hon. gentleman must bear
in mind the large number of Indians there are in the North-
West and Manitoba, and the distance the supplies have to
be transported.

Mr. CAMERON (Middlesex). The average number of
Indians on these reserves in 1885 was 20,384.

Mr. WATSON. I would like to suggest to the Minister
that these supplies could be obtained much more cheaply
and satisfactorily if they were to be delivered at a certain
point along the line of the Canadian Pacific Railway, and
separate tenders were obtained for delivering them on the
reserve. At present only some large contractors are able
to furnish the supplies, and they do so at prices yielding
large profits. If the plan I suggest were adopted, there
would ho more competition among the manufacturers and
produce dealers in supplying the goods, because they could
easily ascertain the rates on the railway to the particular

nts where they would be delivered. They are unable to
judge of the cost of freighting them to the Indian reserves.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. I would like to know
on what principle ammunition and twine are purchased for
the Indiana? I see a charge for 3,911 lIb. of twine at
$2,136. That is nearly 60 cents a lb. for twine. What
kind of twine is that which coste 60 cnte a lb.? It appears
to me to be utterly out of the way as a charge for such an
article.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. It is for the nets for the
Indiana.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. That is a great deal
more than is ordinarily paid for twine.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. That may be, but I know
the twine for nets is a very special twine, and csts a great
deal more than the ordinary twine.

Mr. 8PROULE. It would be about the same prioe as
good thread, and that is from 60 to 90 and $1 a lb.

Mfr. McMULLEN.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. My hon. friend here
(Mr. Kirk), who knows something about fisberman's note,
says that 10 cents a lb. is the price in Nova Scotia. I
should think that any article of twine which would go into
the Indians' hands ought not to cost 55 conts or 60 cents
per lb. I am afraid, in a good many of these items, that,
although there may be nominal contracts asked for, from
some cause or other, exceedingly high prices are paid for
the articles which find their way into the Indiana' hands.
0f course there is always at such a distance great risk of
abuse, and the matter should ho looked into as carefully as
possible. I think the hon. gentleman should ascertain
something about this twine, from what my hon. friend says
as to the price being 10 cents a lb.

Mr. MoLELAN. I know that in the Bay of Fundy we
cannot get twine for nets for l cents a lb.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. How much do you pay ?
Mr. MoLELAN. From 30 cents to 50 cents, according

to the quality.
Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. If you pay that in

Nova Scotia, it is not so unreasonable.

Mr. WIGLE. I remember getting some twine of that
kind two or three years ago, which came from Boston
and cost 50 cents a pound.

Mr. PATERSON (Brant). Under the item of 8323,590
for supplies for destitute Indians, I desire to make a few
remarks, even at the expense of taking some little time of
the committee. The importance of the subject not only
warrants it but necessitates it. It will be remembered that
two or three weeks ago the country was startled-if not
this House, the country was startled-by the statements
and the speech delivered by the hon. member for West
Huron (Mr. Cameron), with reference to the management
ofour Indians in the North-West by the present Govern-
ment. At that time the bon. gentleman now leading the
House thought it was unfair that the question should have
been brought forward in the absence of the First Minister
who, we all regretted, was at that time unwell. I regret
also that ho is not in his place to-night. I would have pre-
ferred had he been here, but we have to rejoice that he is
not absent on account of illness on this occasion.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. Perhaps the hon. gentle-
man will allow me to say a word on this, mot to take his
place, but to say that I know the First Minister is desirous
of meeting the statement made by the hon. member -for
West Huron, and, therefore, as the First Minister could
not be here, as ho was unwell this evening, perhaps the hon.
gentleman would be kind enough to postpone the remarks
he has to make on this item till a similar item comes up on
the supplementary estimates, and I will mention the matter
to the First Minister, so that he may be in hie place when
the hon. gentleman makes his remarks.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. Very well. The item
852,500 for industrial schools seems to be a pretty large
increase. Have any new industrial schools been started?

Sir HECTrOR LANGEVIN. The estimate for the main-
tenance of the three Indian industrial schools established
at Qu'Appelle, Battleford and High River is $32,500, or an
increase of only $548 over that of 1885-b6 ; some articles of
household furniture having been replaced. The increase of
$20,000 over that sum is to provide for the erection of two
new industrial school buildings.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT: What do you propose
to teach those youngsterse? Are they for both sexes, or
only for boys?

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. Both.
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Sir RICHARD CA RTWRIGHT. Who has charge of

them ? Are they in charge of any of the religious bodies ?
Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. The principal at Qu'Ap-

plie ia Father Iugonard, at High River it was 1Father
Lacombe, but I think he wishes to be relieved of that
charge. The one of Battleford is under the charge of the
Rev. Mr. Clarke, Church of England.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. I am not disposed
myself to object to a very considerable increase. If you are
going to do any good with the Indians, it muet be through
the children, in ny opinion, and, if the money is well spent,
I do not think the House need grudge it, but lot the hon.
gentleman take a note. I should like to know how many
Indians of both seKes are expected to beo educated at these
schools. I suppose they will teach them all handicrafts ?

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. Yes.
Mr. WATSON. I would like to call the attention of the

Minister to a school that has been lately established by a
few friends of the Indians at Portage la Prairie. It might
be called an industrial school and a day school both. There
is a young lady there who has volunteered her services,
with the assistance of some pay from friends. I believe
they have some thirty Indian children attending the
school. They take about two hours in the middle of the
day, and the young girls are taught to cook meals for the
school, they have a kitchen in connection with the school,
and the provisions are furnished by friends of the Indians
in the village. I believe it would be well if schools of that
description in small towns, where the friends of the Indians
would look after them, received soma assistance from this
vote. 1 believe it is capable of doing a great deal of good,
and last winter there were three or four Indian applicants
to have their children attend the public school in Portage la
Prairie. I hope the Department will take note of this and
give assistance to schools of this description. They can be
under the supervision of the Indian agent. Mr. Ogilvie,
the Indian agent, lives in the town. These, of course, are
not our own indians in a sense. They are the children of
the Sioux Indians, but I believe it is a good work and
ought to be encouraged.

Mr. McMULLEN. In lookicg over the items in connec-
tion with the Battleford industrial school, I see that 4,200
Ibs. of oatmeal were supplied at a cost of $14 a barrai deliv-
ered at Battieford. That is a high price for oatmeal. It is
only worth from $5 to $6 per barrel in Ontario.

Mr. BOWELL. In many of these cases, it costa from
100 to over 200 per cent, for freight.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. There is a considerahle
increase in the amount of $22,445 for farm maintenance.
I there any reason for increasing the vote for farm
maintenance ?

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. In wageS thera is an asti-
mated deduction of $4,582. It must be rememabered that a
very large proportion of the estimated deduction in wages
is due to competition, not more than one-third of it beîng
due to the reduction in the staff. Some of the farm
instructors are now classed as acting agents, but their
salaries remain the same and they draw rations as formerly.
The food aupplied by the farms cannot, therefore, be at
present lessened. Other necessaries are provided, such as
four, bacon, meat and groceries. Other articles for main-
tenance are liberally provided for.

Sir RICH ARD CAR PWRIGHT. How many Indian
reserves are served by this ?

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. Al the reserves.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. Is there a farm on
every reserve ?

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. Yes,but the farm instreetor
embraces a number of reserves in his district.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. Can the hon. gentle,
man give me an idea as to the receipts of these various
farms collectively ?

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. It is in theIannual report>
and when the other statement is furnished I will get it.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. Hlre is an item of
$92,404 for general expensea. Unhappily this item, like
other Indian expenses, is swelling all the time.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. This sum is divided this:
Manitoba, $5,044; North-West Territories, $17,809. Of
course thora is an office in Winnipeg, thon agents, buildings,
fuel, contingencies, stationery, some printing and so on.

Sir RICHARD CARTW RIGHT. Yes, but although lut
year it was very heavy, amounting to $69,000, it bas now
sprung up at one bound to 892,000, and thorae snearly
$2 4,000 wanted for agents and buildings besides. Now, if
869,000 was expected to be enough last year, a oonstat
that 892,000 sbould be wanted this year, particularly as
we are told that thora are a good many Indians who, as
the hon. gentleman says, have elected to be half-breeds,
and are therefore supposed to be outaide the juriediction of
the Department. Here is an increase of over 30 per cent.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. Of course I ceuld go into
all the details, but it would be tedious.

Sir RICHIARD CARTWRIGHT. Yes, but such a large
increase must be a question of policy.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. The salaries for 1885-86, in
round numbers, amount to $12,000, and this year to $12,447.
The increase is for a forest ranger, $700, interpreter, $260;
thon in travelling expenses thora is an increase of 81,600;
inspector and agents and their travelling expenses, an
increase of $1,637 ; rente, fuel, medicine and medical attend-
ance, increase $1,959; incremae for contingencies, stationery
printing and other items of that kind, $1,500; medical
attendance and medicine, $900. The estimated increasse no
far is 817,809, which may be classified as follows: Salaries,
$1,250; travelling exponees, $2,970; rente, $200; light and
fuel, $616; horses' foed, waggons, sleighs, stoves, &c., for
all the agents, $1,973.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. Still, the bulk of the
increase is in salaries. Is it for agents at present holding
office, or have new men beau appointed ?

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. These are increases in the
salaries of thase officors in the North-West Territories.
Thora is an inspector appointed at 81,800; an interpreter,
who was not estimated in the previons year, $900; four
clerks for transfers, $2,480 altogether; a clerk at Prince
Albert, $600; an agent at Battleford, $1,200. These are
new officers, or increases for promotion. Thon, acting
agent at East Hill, 730; storeman at that plsoe, $540;
acting agent ut File Rille, $730 ; acting agent atAssiniboine,
$600; another at $900; and a cierk at $360.

Mr. MoM ULLEN. I notice thora bau been a good deal
of correspondence, the expense of postage was 81,339,
telegrams, $1,058. These are many items which appear to
be extravagant amounts.

Mr. CAMERON (Middlesex). I find thora are several
amounts paid to persons for superintending Indians fishing,
and that is scarcely necessary when the Indians are pecu-
liarly fitted for that occupation. The Department bas
exercised very great liberality towards newspapers
throughout the country. They have given advertisements
to no less than 106 newspapers, including every newspaper
that I am aware of throughout Ontario and Quebe-of
course aIl of one political stripe. Several papes in the
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Province of Quebec contain advertisements for supplies to
Indians. 1 presume that the departmental regulations in
regard to advertisements have been followed, ard that the
consent of the Minister bas been obtained to advertisements
inserted. Such an expenditure in connection with the
North-West is a misappropriation of the public money. I
quite admitthat the Dkpartment must have a good deal of
advertieing to do in the North-West, but it is quite useless
to advertise in suoh a paper as the Hull Despatch for pota-
toe and aeed grain for Indians. These expenditures
amount to subsidies te the newspapers to which they are
paid.

North-'ut Kounted Police.. ............. ..... $799,00 00

Sir RICRARD CARTWRIGHT. The amount of pay is
for about 1,000 men, I presume ?

Sir HOTOR LANGEVIN. Yes
Mr. MILLS. How far are the Mounted Police supplying

themselves with forage, firewood and other material of that
kind. I understand those sums are charged for in the Esti-
mates, and at the same time that the police force are en-
gaged in cutting and hauling hay and cutting and hauling
wood for their own use. Are they paid for that work, or is
it part of their duty ?

Bir HECTOR LANGEVIN. All those articles are ob-
talned by tender.

Mr. CAMERON (Middlesex). I desire to direct the
attention lof the committee to some parchases made by the
supply officer of that Department during the past year. I
find that authority was given for the purchase of some forty
horses at Ottawa, the first cost of which was 8160 each, and
when delivered at Regina $172. There were 8343 not account-
ed for byMr. Coleman, the party authorised to make the pur-
chase. Ifind that R. R. Pringle, of Cobourg, bought 51 horses,
delivered 14th April, at $160, making $8,160, and that added
to Iis there was 8116 for the stabling and care ofthe horses,
making 88,276. Mr. Joseph Bigaouette, Quebec, purchased
fifty horses at $157 each and was allowed a commission of
$10 each, representing $167 for each horse. Now, it seems
that they were purchasing horses in the North-West at a
much lower price than they were in the east, and at the
same time those which were purchased in the North-West
were much better adapted for their purpose than those pur-
chased in Ontario and Quebco. It is rather significant that
when these horses were being purchased in Northumberland,
an election was going on in that county, and that thehorses
whiéh wor purchased there cost more than those purchased
in the North-West for the Mounted Police, and it is well
known that horses sent to the North-West are, for some time
afterthâr *rrival, inferiorto those which are native to the
contry.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. These horses could not be
obuianed at tait time during the trouble; they lad to be
pirdhsed, and therefore they were purchased in the older
Proide-es. More than that, althougithese prices seem to
be hi g to the hon. gentleman, these horses cost a great deal
les an if we had tried to purchase them in Winnipeg or
any portion of the west, by $50, $60 or $80. It may be that
those horses coming from the eastern Provinces were not
so good as horses which might have been purchased in the
North-West if the troubles had not existed, but it was impoe-
sible to get them, and so we had to purchase them in the
eastern Provinces, even if we had to pay a higher price.

Mr. CAMERON (Middlesex). If the hon. gentleman
refer to the Auditor General's report, he wili find that
about 120 horses were purchased in the North-West for
822,021 or about $145 each, or something like $22 less than
the cost of those eastern horses laid down in the North-
West, o that the hon. gentleman's statement is hardly
borne out.

Mr. axziou (Middlesex).

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. The horses purchased Inthe
North-West were saddle horses, while the other were team
horses, and, of course, cost more.

lir. CAMERON (MIddleex). I notice that the Auditor
General draws attention to the fact that the advancoemade
to Mesre. Bigaouotte, Coleman, Pringle and Inspe4tor Nor-
man have not been accounted for except in so far a a return
of thehorses has been made. Mr. OolemanSertifieson hie
honor that he purchased those forty horses for the Mounted
Police and so on, and the amount appears to have been paid
on hie own certificate and the certificate accepted by the
Department-an irregularity which the Auditor General

inte out, and at the same time draws hie attention to the
fact that there was at that time a balance unaccounted for
by one of the parties charged with the purchase of thoee
horses.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. Of course the Auditor Go-
neral does hie duty in noticing these thingS, but 'I am in-
formed that since then those amounts have been paid. The
reason he so reported at the time was, that he had not the
vouchers in his office. Since that time they have been sent
in, and I have no doubt that in the next report he will take
care to state that those moneys have been paid.

Mr. CAMERON (Middlesex). In the certificate from
the comptroller attached to Mr. Coleman's account, I find
it stated that he certified that the account was correct, and
that $160 per horse was the price agreed to be paid to R.
R. Pringle. It would appear therefore thst:if that as the
price agreed to be paid he was to make what profit he coald
on them, but in addition to that I find that he is also al-
lowed a commission of $10 per horse. It appears to une
that it was an advantageous bargain to one of the parties
to it.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. It may have been so, but
the purchase of horses was very pressing at the time, and
the Department made an arrangement with that geMileman
for so much a head for horses to be delivered ait a certain
period. Most likely he has made a profit out of them, but
that could not be avoided.

Mr. MoMULLEN. I notice that while the price paid in
Cobourg in April last year was 8160, in the North-Weet
some were purchased at $100, some at $115, some at $118,
some at $130, some at 8135, some at 8140 and so on. I
cannot see why so high a price should have been paid at
Cobourg, unless it was from the fact that an election was
going on, for no doubt those horses purchased in the North-
West would answer the purpose quite as well as those
purchased in Northumberland. I suppose the reason al
those horses were not purchased in the North-West was
because no election was going on there. It looks very
much like it.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. The hon,-gentleman will be
glad to know that the orders to purchase horsesat Cobourg
were given after the election.

Mr. HESSON. And the hon. gentleman will fin:i that
$195 bas to be paid for horses purchased this year, after
being advertised all over Canada, and no election is going
on. He will find also that they are paying as high as $200
or $225 for certain classes of horses. I faney they paid lees
for horses last year than they are doing this year.

Mr. MoMULLEN. Surely, the hon. gentleman does not
mean to challenge the Auditor General'e report. I do not
see how he can explain that it should be neoessary to buy
horses in Cobourg, when they could be got for less in the
North-West.

Mr. HESSON. Indian ponies.

Mr. McMULLEN. They are not Indian ponies.
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Mr. SPROULE. If horses were available in the North.

West lest year, why are they not this year, when we find
people buying them in Ontario to ship to the North-West ?
You cannot get anything like a decent horse for saddle or
generai purposes short of from $175 to $250.

Mr. WATSON. The horses which gc ve the best satisfao-
tion during the troubles last year•were the native horses.
The Major General, in hie report, recommende them in
preference to Canadian horses. That being the case, when-
ever the Government can purchase native saddle hortes for
the police, they should do so. They are much better
adapted for service on the plains, and much lees liable to
disease or death.

Mr. SPROULE. The trouble is they cannot be got.
Mr. GUNN. There were very good horses bought at

Calgary last year for $125.
Mr. FAIRBANK. I do not know how well adapted the

hores were which Mr. Pringle bought; but his hostler was
considered a very good general purpose man during the
election, in Middleeex, of my hon. friend behind me (Mr.
Cameron).

Mr. CAMERON (Middlesex). I happen to have a state-
ment from the Calgary Tribune which bears ont what is
said on this side of the House. It is as follows:-

" The North-West Mounted Police authorities at Ottawa recently pur-
chased a number of Canadian horses and sent them to the North-West
for the use of the force. Tais seems like shipping coals to Newcastle,
as the imported animais are not equal so the native ones for prairie use.
Besides, the selection has been poor, and a number of cripples can now
be seen among the new arrivais."
That is the certificate given of Mr. Pringle's horses that
were rather electioneering horses for Northumberland than
horses adapted for the use of the North-West Mounted
Police.

Mr. SPROULE. I can only say that if that is correct, it
seems strange that buyers should be purchasing horses in
Ontario at an everage of $150 or 8160 and taking them to
Winnipeg and selling them at a profit. This trade has been
going on for over five years. The report of these buyers is
that these horses do not do well the first year until they get
accustomed to their feed, but that afterwards they do botter
than the native ponies, because they are larger and stronger.

Mr. MoMULLEN. I have no desire to question the hon.
gentleman's statement, but I know that.in my section horses
were purohased to be taken to the north shore of Lake
Superior to work on the Pacifi eRailway and I have no
doubt that the horses the hon. gentleman refera to were
taken there and not to the North-West.

ir. SPIROULE. I saw the way-bills made out for Win-
nipeg, and 1 know what I am talking about.

Mr. GUNN. The hon. gentleman is speaking of farmers'
horses; we are speaking of cavalry herses.

Mr. SPROUL E. The standard Government horse is
about 900 Ibo. weight, and from fifteen and a-half to six-
teen handa high. The average weight of the general
purpose horse is about them ame, and a number of these as
well as of the heavy breed, are being purchased to-day for
the North-West.

Mr. CAMERON (Middlesex). It is known to the hon.
member for Kingston (Mr. Gunn) and myself that one of
the officers who went to the North-West returned to Ottawa
with a horse which he got there, and which he considers
much botter value than a horse purchased in Ontario for
the same money. But I do not know that a particular
example like that mentioned by the. hon. member for East
Grey (Mr. Sproule) proves anything.

Mr. SPWOULE. It shows that a horse purchased in
Ontario is valued moe highly in the North-West.

Mr. WATSON. The horses aken of on this side of thé
House are not Indian ponies at 1. They ae horses whieh
come from Montana, bred from native ponies; and we
have the testimony of cavalry officers that these horses are
botter adapted for service in the Mounted Police than any
Canadian horses. I do not know that the horse brought to
Ottawa and driven around here cost very much in the North-
West. I think it was brought down here free of fright, snd
was taken up there free of cost,

Mr. CAMERON (Riddlesex). I find, under the heading
of books and stationery, that an appropriation is made of
$200 for the officers' mess of the Mounted Police, while the
appropriation for libraries is only 850. I think that the
committee generally will concur in my opinion that the
vote ought to be reversed. We had some striatures on the
North-West Mounted Police that May to some extent arise
from the want of such occupation as books wili afford, and
I believe that, if the $200 was appropriated for books and
the $50 for the officers' mess, furnishings and conveniences,
it would meet the general purposes of the force botter.

Mr. MoLELAN. The same book can be read fifty
times.

Mr. CAMERON (Middlesex). But the same range can-
not be had for $50 that can for $200.

Sir RICH ARD CARTWRIGHT. I will not detain the
committee, but I will make one remark for the Minister in
charge and also one for the Minister of Militia. On many
occasions, as lar back as 1879, I called the attention of the
head of the Department to the desirability, in my opinion,
of providing this force with a larger number of light ild
pieces, and anybody who has paid much attention to the
details of actions in the North-West knows that the bad
quality of the guns in the hands of the Mounted Potioe en
one occasion might have led to rather serious disester. I
am not going to say anything more upon the matter at
present, but at concurrence or when this item comes up in
another shape, as I think it has to, I would like to know
whether it is the intention of the Government to see that
these 1,000 mounted troopers have attached to them a
reasonable number of fiold pieces. I think that similar
services in similar places in the American service have a
certain proportion attached, and I should like to know if it
is intended to follow the same rule, and what the Govern-
ment intend to do.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. There are six pieees now,
and two more are being obtained.

Expenses of Governent In the North-West Territoriesf$4,400 0
Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. Here is a large

increase ; what is the cause of it ?
Mr. WHITE (Cardwell). The increases in this eon-

sist in the following items: For printing and advertaiing,
last year $3,000 was voted; this year $6,000 is asked. The
memorandum given me is that the inoresse of printlag ia
necessitated by the reprint of the ordinances of 1881..and
1881, and the printing of the Journals of Counoil whioh, for
want of funds, have never been printed. Then there is a
small increase of $500 for stationery, telegrams, postage
and telephone. Thon for roade and bridges there is an
idarease from $10,000 to $12,000 and the memorandum is
that, as the country settles, new demands are made for the
oponing up and improvement of trails and the bridging of
streams. Then there ia an item of $1,000 to build a vault,
which is found to be very much needed for the care of
the books of the North-West Council. Then for maps and
indexes, registry offices and so on, there is an inerease of
82,000. The inrese in this item is intended to cover the
increased expenditure consequent upon the opening of a
new registry offieat Edmonton. It i thoughetht the
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Government will find it desirable to provide the Edmonton
office with a proper registry office and vault, the same as at
Calgary. Then there is an addition of 8500 connected with
the light, fuel and stationery of the deputy sheriff's office.
For light and fuel for the Council Chamber and Government
House, there is an increase of $350. For clerical assistance,
there is an increase of $1,900, a rather large sum. The
duties devolving upon the office through the operation of
some of the ordinances have rendered additional clerical
assistance necessary. There are now five permanent clerks in
addition to the clerk of the Couneil, who is paid out of the con-
solidated fund, and temporary clerks have to beo engaged dur-
ing the sessions of Council and occasionally during pressure
of ofice work. There is an increase under the head of
incidental expenses of 81,300. Under this item will be
paid constables' fees and expenses in criminal matters where
the services of the North-West Mounted Police cannot be
procured. Sncb accounts have been up to this time sent
to the Minister of Justice, who now suggests that they had
better be paid through this office, as weil as those of the
proceedings for the confinement of dangerous lunatics and
inquests by coroners; for caretaker and messenger, there
is an increase of $800. The maintenance of insane patients
is increased $500, and contingencies 81,100 These are all
the items which make up the difference, in fact, they make
up an increase of $14,950, but there are two decreases-
83,000, one-third the cost of the mail service in the North.
West, now transferred to the Post Office Department, and
$2,000 for surveys which will not take place.

To put in force the Canada Temperance Act..... $20,000 00

Mr. WILSON. I would ask the Miuister to explain liow
this amount of expenditure takes place? As I understand
it, the Government do very little to enforce the Canada
Temperance Act.

Mr. CHAPLEAU. We know to what extent the expen-
diture is borne by the Government. I think most of the cost
of the elections under the Scott Act is borne by the Gov-
ernment.

Mr. WILSON. Am I to understand that this expenditure
is merely in connection with the elections, and not with
enforcing the Act after it is carried ?

Mr. CHAPLEAU. We have nothing to do with the
working of the Act itself. We attend to the elections, and
pay the expenses. I cannot say it is money wasted, but I
know that it is spent in pretty large quantities.

Mr. WILSON. I did not pretend to say the money was
wasted, but I felt it was the duty of this Government to try
and see that the Act they bubmitted to the people should be
enforced by the Government.

Mr. McLELA.N. On page 511, the hon. gentleman will
see that 428,242 were paid last year for elections in connec-
tion with the Canada Temperance Act.

Paymmntof Mr. F'abre'a salary and contingencles, $ ,500 0

Mr. WILSON. The First Minister promised nu last year
a report as to the working of this department in France.
Has that been brought down ?

Mr. CHAPLE AU. Last year a voluminous rport was
laid before the louse and is in the blue-book. This yeaW
Mr. Fabre has made another very valuable report, which
bas been sent to the Department of Agriculture and will be
published.

Expedition by water to Hudson Bay.............. $10,000 00

Mr. WATSON. How is this reduction caused ?
Mr. POSTER. It arises from the fact that there is an

unexpended balance, it is an old vote.
Mr. WMUa (Oardwell).

Mr. MoLELAN. Previous to this 8100,000 were voted.
Mr. WATSON. I believe, along with others in the North-

West, that the vessel in use for this purpose is not fitted to
test the navigation of Hudson Bay and Straits. The Minister
of Marine and Fisheries stated the other day that this
vessel was sent more for the purpose of testing the naviga-
tion of Hudson Straits than to take provisions te the sta-
tions around the bay, and she was supposed to make annual
reports as to the flow of ice, &c. Now I think that vessel
is but litte more than a sailing vessel. I am informed she
is only of forty horso power, and the engine simply acts
as an auxiliary in some cases. If that is the case, she
surely cannot make a practical test of the navigability
of Hud.on Straits. If the money is not all expended
that was voted last year, I think the Government ought to
employ a better vessel for this purpose. I believe, along
with many in the North-West, that the importance ot the
North-West to this country depends largely on the feasi-
bility of the navigation of Hudson Bay, and it is not right
that the Government should claim that a vessel of only
forty horse power is suitable to test that navigation. She
can be little better than an ordinary sailing vessel that bas
to go with wind and tide, and if she gets into an ice fioe,
bas to stay there for days. There cannot be power enough
in the vessel to keep out of the ice in case of a high wind.
I believe a powerful vessel ought to be put on for 'the pur-
pose of making these explorations so that such results may
be obtained as can be relied upon.

Mr. FOSTER. It is true that the nominal horse-power
of the Alert is about fifty, but that does not give the rate of
power that she really has. On account of the build of the
vessel and the peculiar construction of the engine, she is
really, when her full power is on, as I am informed, equal
to a horse-power of from 250 to 300. She is a very sub.
stantially built vessel, and, when burning five or six tons of
coal daily, she has a speed of from eight to nine knots per
hour; of course there are times when a vessel, no matter
what may be the power of her engine, or her speed, cannot
make her way through the ice, especially ice as it is in the
spring, when she first makes the attempt. If the ice was
young ice it could be eut through by a powerful vessel
fitted for that purpose, but when you get a vessel in ie ten
to twenty feet thick no vessel on earth can get through it.

Mr. WATSON. [nunderstand that, but I know a little
about engines and engineering, and I know that no engine
of a nominal horse power of forty, can run up to 250 or 300.
That is impossible, and I do not think it is the case. If it
was the case, and she uses six tons of coal daily, and I
understand the vessel is only capable of carrying 275 tons
of coal, she would only have coal to run forty or forty-five
days, and that is not sufficient. It appears to me that the
Government, to a certain extent, are trifling with the explor.
ations that are supposed to be made, and as the interests of
the North- West largely depend on the opening up of that
route, the Government ought toplace some more substantial
vessel in order to make a thorough test. We know that this
report bas been made for three years. If this small vessal
is not succesaful for the first three years, it witl go to the
world that this navigation is not feasible, which would be a
great injury to the North-West and therefore to the
Dominion.

Mr. McLELAN. I am surprised at the hon. gentleman
finding fanlt with this vessel when she bas been used and
tested by the British Government and found so well fitted
for the service of ice navigation that she was loaned to the
American Government and used by them for that purpose.
Lieutenant Gordon, who had command of her last year,
says she was very well fitted for that service. If the hon.
gentleman wished to injure the Hudson Bay route, and
injure the interests the North.West has i it, ihe has tken
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the very best means to do so by spreadingthe report that
we have not a vessel fitted for the purpose of testing the
navigation of Hudson Bay and Straits. We are doing the
bost that can be done, and taking the means recommended
by scientifle men to ascertain whether that route is praoti-
cable for commercial purposes, and I do not think the hon.
gentleman is serving the country or serving that route, in
making the remarks ho has made.

Mr. WATSON. I have read the reports made by
Lieutenant Gordon, and I should judge from them, and from
his experience, that the vessel is not of suffloient power to
make a suitable test. A vesel with only forty or fifty
nominal horse power is not fit to make a thorough test,
when ship engines of thousan Is of horse power are built.
The idea seema to be absurd. I am only expressing what
is said by people generally in Manitoba, and I feel I am here
to express the views those people entertain. They have
read the reports of Lieutenant Gordon for the last two
years, and they feel that those reports are not so satisfactory
and not so good as they might be if proper appliances were
used.

Qommercial Agencie ....... . $10,000 00
Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. Has this amount been

expended?
Mr. MoLELAN. It was not expended last year, but it is

the intention to arrange for the use of it during the present
year.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. How ?
Mr. MoLE LA.N. It is proposed to establish agencies at

points with which trade can be cultivated, and to send out
gentlemen acquainted with the capabilities of this country
to cultivate trade abroad.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. What points have been
selected ?

Mr. MoLELAN. No points have been positively selected
by the Government. It is believed, however, that Austra-
lia is a suitable point, that another point will be in the
West Indies and another South America; and it is proposed
to employ some of the persons who may be in England
during the Exposition to make their special business to
cultivate trade and ascertain if trade can be opened up with
the various colonies of the Empire, whiuh will have repre.
sentatives in London.

Mr. PATERSON (Brant). If this matter is attended
to properly it is an experiment that should be tried.
Situated as we are in Canada, if we hope to develop our
foreign tradq some means such as this should be adopted,
employing the right men and not going into the scheme
too extensively. It is well worth while making the test with
Mexico and the British Colonies.

Model Farm. ........ .......-... $20O000

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. Has the Minister de-
eided where he is going to spend this money.

Mr.CARLING. - No place has been selected yet.

Intercolonial Ballway...... ..........- -. $2,400,000 00

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. What defiit, if any,
is to be expected this year?

Mr. MoLRLAN. Theo account stands something better
than it did last year. There was a small deficit last year,
but for the nine months covered by the last statement the
balance was more favorable than for the same period last
year, and it is hoped there will be no deficit i o te present
year.

. ............ •...• •• •.•.... $40,000 00

Mr. CAMERON (Middlesex). In regard to the Williams-
lurg Oanal is a man named Pollock now employed as

superintendent of the masonry work? lls he at present
employed on the canal ? I am given to understand that
he has been discharged and that another superintendent of
mason work has been employed. My desire ie to aseertain
the reason.

Mr. BOWELL. I do not think that is the case. Now
that the hon. gentleman mentions the matter I remember
hearing something about it. Mr. Pollock was in the
employment of the Government, on some of th. other
canals, by the day, and when his time expired he was not
re-employed. He was not employed at the Williamsburg
Canal. That is my impression, but I do not of course give
it as a positive statement.

Committee rose and reported,
Sir HEOTOR LA.NGEVIN moved the adjournment of

the House.
Motion agreed to; and the House adjourned at 11.58 p.m.

HOUSE OF COMMONS.

MONDAY, 81st May, 1886.

The SpiaKrE took the Chair at Three o'clook.

P"Azu.

CHIPPEWA INDIANS.

Mr. COOK asked, fHave any petitions been reoeived by
the Governmont from the Chippewa Indians? If so, what
has been done by the Government with regard to them ?
What wrongs do the Indiana complain of ? And what
steps have been taken by the Government to have these
wrongs rodressed ?

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. The complainte made by
the Chippewa Indians of recent date received by the Depart.
ment are as follows: 1. The Chippewas of Nawash and
Cape Croker complain that lands purchased by settlers in
the Saugeen Peninsula have not been paid for; alo that
timber is being eut in trespus on these lands. The settlers
have been notified to pay up arrears, and proceedings have
been taken against trespassers on the timber. 2. The
Chippewas of Saugeen complain that they have sustained
lose in their fisheries through sawduet and elabe from mille
being cast into the River Sable; alo from white flahermen
being granted licenses for part of the Sable Beach. The
attention of the Department of Fisheries has beed called to
these matters. 3. The Chippewas of the Thames complain
that the managers of the Miount Elgin Industrial Indian
Institution have fenced in part of a road allowance on the
reserve. The Indian agent and the inspector of Indian
agencies have been instructed to look into this matter at
an early date.

Mr. COOK. Wliat about the Christian Island Indiana?
Sir JOIHN A. MACDONALD. The answer sent to me

does not cover the case of the Christian Island Indiana.

QUARANTINE REGULATIONS.

Mr. AMYOT asked, Whether the Government have re-
ceived the following resolution adopted by the Board of
Health of the city of Quebec:-

' That the steamship Partisan of the Allan line, on her last trip from
Europe to Canada, brougb hto port a person uffnring frousMau-pOxL
It i* said that the port physician of Quebec dld not only not fores the
steamer to return to Grosse Iule quarantine, but allowed the patient to
land at Quebec and allowed the other passengers coming off the infected
steamer to continue their route to Montreal, kc without submitting
them to the necebsary disinfection, gratly so the detriment of the nha,-
bitants of Quebee and Montreal. Tat it is Resolved, that tls Com-
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mission protest against the conduct of the Medical In er- of the Port
of Quebec, and that a copy of this Resolution be transmitted to the
Ministers of Marine and A griculture, and praying that immediate steps
b. taken to enforce quarantine regulations, so that the publie health
may beprotected. A copy of the above resolutions have also been sent
toe th Hon. Messieurs Laurier, McGreevy and Bossé, the three members
for Qnebec."

And is it their intention to take any and what steps to
remedy that state of things, and prevent a recurrence of
such acta of negligence ?

Mr. CARLING. The Government did receive the reso-
lution referred to in the question which has been put by
the hon. member, and has caused an enquiry to be made
into the allegations contaned therein. It does not appear
that any case of small pox bas been landed at Quebec, but
simply a mild case of chicken-pox, which was not of such a
nature as to give rise to any danger of contagion, and for
which it would not have been proper to cause the return of
the Pçrisian, with her numerous passengers, to Grosse Isle.
The statement in the resolution that the ship proceeded on
her -voyage to Montreal without any of the necessary pro-
cesses of disinfection is incorrect, as the part of the steam-
ship where the lady was isolated so soon as the eruption on
ber face appeared was thoroughly disinfected, and, for
special preoaution, all the persons who came in contact
with her were vaccinated. As respects the last clause in
the question of the hon, gentleman, it is the intention
thoroughly to carry into effect the quarantine regulations.
In view of the pointed attack upon Dr. Rowand, the in-
specting physician of the port of Quebec, contained in the
resolution read before the House by the-hon. member, it is
considered to be due to justice to read Dr. Rowand's re-
port in rply

"Quasso, 2'th May, 1888.
iS,-In accordance with a request conveyed in a departmental

letter of the 24th inst., I beg toe state for the information of the Depart-
ment that the statement contained in the copy of the Report of the
f Bureau Local de Santé,' which you were pleased to enclose with your
conimualcation, is devoid of foundation. The Pariaian on ber last
trip from Europe to Canada did not bring to this port a person suffering
from8 mall-po

"The case of supposed variola was a form of chicken-pox. It began
to appear on the face of a saloon passenger, Misa Dunn, of Quebec, as
the steamship was approaching Rimouski, without any premonitory
yr ptoms. The ship's doctor, Dr. Neville, an able and intelli ent
pysuan, considered it a case of measles, and desired the youngi ady
to ep ber roon, and not to go to the table for dinner. The steamer
arrived bere late at night on the l5th inst. Beforeo 6a.m. the following
day the ship's doctor and I saw the patient togeth r. I consi lered it a
form of chicken-pox, and I am still of the sane opinion. The eruption
was alight, pimples vide avart, and though quite recent were beginning
tO dry up already which is not the character of vtriola.

" Although satisfied In my own mind that the case was one of chicken-
pox, I ordered the lady'@ removal home as soon as possible, betire the
passengers wera awake and moving about. She was well covered. She
stepped at once intob er fatber's private carriage and was driven home,
accompanied by lier faminly physician. Her father's louse is separated
and isolated, and noue better adapted for an infections case. She was
plsed atthe toptat of this house.

" lhave paid the young lady several visita, in order to watch the pro.
gres of the case. Four or five dozen of pimples have appeared alto-
gether upon her face and body, getting qulckly dry, and easily rubbed
off so mueh se that belore the end of the week of eruption they had al
disappeared, and this day she is perfectly well, without a ser, and no
traces eept an indieàfon that some pimple had been here sand there. Il
it had been variola it would have been at its height and greatest danger
now.

w'ithoeut arrogting te myself sny very extraordinary moret, I tbink
I canin jMsice say that I am well acquainted with the disse of small-
por. Ihave always taken chapr of the siabl-pox sheds at the Marine
snd Immigrant Hospital, of which I am the senior pliysician, with the

oiew cf further studying the malady, and I have had previoup opp
tunities of doing so at Edinburgh, where I graduated, and In Londco,
Pas*u4 ublin. Had I mistaken the malady and ordered Ieb
steirer a4 passengers to return to Grosse Isle, and the facts resulted
asbeyhme aVMisDunn's case, I would then have to acknowledge a

err o;ef jamn4et on my part; but the course I adope l am
inor 4.Department, vas dis core$ Aone, snd the fsamo-1

naè t s uaohowa tnluivtly ali e vas aotnerr-
lngMoen smlltpo,and itht the bas not beeS a victim te variola.

"I dsire to draw the attention of the Departmeat te the fact that the
Dr. Park mentioned in the report of the 'Bureau Local de Santé' is
ths same medical gentleman wo accompanied Mise Dunn to er home
from the steamer, and who loft the steamer with her.

Mr. AuoT.

"iIt i a remarkably strange thing that this health omeer, clarged
with publie dnty, should, it he were convincei that the case vas one of
small-pox, have allowed this lady to land, without remonstranesof any
kind, or any intimation that the vesel and ber passengers sbouidi b.
ordered to quarantine.

"I hope that the eXrlanations which I have given will proe satis-
factory.

"I have the honor to be, Sir, your mot obedient servanst
(Signed) "A. ROWAND, M.D. Le.

"Inspecing Phy"sian, Po -Qmbke
" To the Honorable

"'The Minister ofAgriculture,
Ottawa.

COLLISION BETWEEN LA CANADIENNE AND
ALLIANCE.

Mr. LANDRY (Montmagny) asked, is it true that, on
the 20th May, 1884, a collision took place in the port of
Gaspé between the Government steamer La Canadienae,
commanded by Captain Ludger Bolduc, and the brigantine
Alliance, of Jersey'? Io it true that, in consequence of
such collision, an enquiry was instituted by the Govern-
ment, and conducted by Captain P. A. Scott, of the Royal
Navy ? Io it true that, at the aid enquiry, Captain Scott
did not receive the evidenoe of Commander Wakoham, for
the reasons mentioned in the following letter:-

"Booan or zAN=u Or fas5TNA" oA a,
"'ËLYAX, 1tîbJUIy, 1884.

"SR,-In reply to your letter of the 12th instant, asking why Com-
mander Wskehasrasevidencevas ont taken t thmenquiry lsnthe
collision belveen Iths Onadian Governient. steamer 1La Qsnadkuma
and the Aliance, I would say that Commander Wakeham informed
me ho was not on dock when the accident occurred nor was ho there
after La Canadienne rounded the lightship. But he did say to me he
saw a light which ho afterwards supposed might have been that of the
Alliance, and knew nothing further of the matter. As he vas not
present after rounding the lightship, his evidenS was not taisp.

" I a P, A..,
(Bigned) " P. A. 803TT,

" The Deputy Minister of Marine."
"Chairman ef Commissin.

Te it true that O sptain Bolduc was dismismed on thle 27-th
May, 1884, and that, on the Vith June following, Com-
mander Wakeham was asked to give evidence which he had
not given at the enquiry, and wviich he gave on the 27th
June, out of the presenco of the accused, in a simple letter
which does not even bear the form of a statutory declara-
tion ? le it true that Ca ptain Bolduc has unceasingly
demanded a fresh enquiry, in order to justify himself against
the charge of negligence imputed against him in evidence
given subsequently to the enquiry ? Il it the intention of
the Government to grant the enquiry deranded by Captain
Bolduc in the following letter:-

SW<. rn, isq.,Jl8eu
"Dep. Minister of Marine,

Ottawa.
"SMu,-I have received your letter sthe 3r4 J isformig me that

no decision had been made te hold a sêeend ineti4n it in-
formation had reased thIe Depau*sta that tb Ut M*e M&ace
was seen from the deck of La Casaienne fifteen minuutes before tacci-
dent took ace. I expeet that this iaformation-omef fim Who
would not bk&e to see another investigation held. Further, 'thelight
was seen, the ief officer was In ohar. et alolt'and " direct-
ing the wheel until a momest before aaidw= 4n he ieft thPbidge
withôut notlfying me. I am certain thatIff-a proper nvustga 'on was
held, as allowed to a captain of the miesiant service, if tile Csa
d wusse was found Iu fault fer not bavinZgsean thliahtp, the blame vould
not tatl on me.

"Your humble servant,
(Sigsed) I UDOUtlGLU.

Mr. FOSTER In answer to the rst qneation,ye. In
answer to the second question, it is true that Capt. Bolduc
was dismissed on the 27th May, 1884, and' that, on the 17UI
June folHowing, Gommander Wakeham was asked to give
evidence which ho had not 'gion at the enquiry, and which
ho gave un the 27th June. Mki ovidence, qow.er., me
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not considered material to the osse. In answer to the third any further claim ? If so, when ? And what was the amount
question, yes. lu answer to the fourth question, if it thereof, and how much was paid him on snobc ant?
appears to the Government that essentially new and impor-
tatavieni e ispossible, a new enquiry may be granted.

GERKAN REPRESENTATION IN THE SENATE.

Mn. KANZ asked, Whether the Government have con.
sidered the faut that each senator for Ontario represents, on
an average, 80,000 souls, according to the lat oensns, and
that there were thon over 200,000 Germans in that Pro-
vince ? If so, is it their intention to grant one or more
represenTtatives in the Sonate to the German minority in
Ontario ?

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. The Government is fully
aware of the value and the number of Germans settled in
Ontario. Of course, I mist give the same answer as I did
before. The Government cannot properly state here the
advice that they will tender to His Excellency on the point.

POSTMASTER AT FAIRFIELD.

Mr. WELDON asked, Has James A. Floyd been removed
from the position of Poatmaster at Fairfield, county of St.
John, N.B.? If so, at what time, and for what reason?
Ha any person been appointed in his place, and at what
time,

Mr. BOWELL. Mr. Floyd was removed from the posi.
tion, and Mr. David Campbell bas been appointed in his
place. The change was made on account of the remov*1 of
offices to a more convenient place. The Inspector's report
of the transfer of offioes has not yet been received, and
therefore the exact date cannot be given.

DISTRIBUTION OF MEDALS.

Mr. TASSÉ (for Mr. Royal) asked, 1s it the inten-
tion of the Government to grant North-West rebellion
medals to persons other than military men, having done
duty as war correspondents during the campsign of spring
of 1885 ?

Sir ADOLPHE CARON. In answer to my hon. friend,
I may say that it is not the intention of the Government to
grant meda to persans other than military mon, who
have been engsged during the campaign of spring of 1885 ?

OUTRAGES IN ORANGEVILLE AND CLANDEBOYE.

Mr. MoCRANEY asked, In view of the partial blowing
up, on two ocasions, of the house and business place of the
police magistrate under the Scott Act, at Orangoville ; the
deetruction of the house and office of the inspector at Clan-
deboye, North Middlesex, the burning of barns and other

evert acts 'ewhere; is it the intention of the Government
to offer a suitable reward for the discovery of the offenders?

Sîr JOHN A. MAODONALD. The question involves a
statement of niatters of fact with which the flouse is
charged. Therefore the question is irregular; but I would
say thbat if the facte stated in the qestion are facts, it is the
duty of tih, Goverament of the Province to attend to the
punishiment of the parties, and, if they think proper, to offer
a suitable reward.

H. J. BEEMER-CLIMS AGAINST GOVERNMENT.

Mr. KIRK asked, What was the amount of Mr. H. J.
Beemer's frat claim mae against the Government for
extras. in connection with hie contract for building the
Dufferin gate at Quebec? When was the claim presented
to the Goverument? When was it paid ? Did h. make

209

Sir HEOTOR LANGEVIN. This question was put to
the Minister of Public Works two years ago by the hon.
member for Brome (Mr. Fisher), but, nevertheleus, I bave
no objection to answer it again. There was only one claim
made against the Government by Bir. Beemer; it was for
the amount of 816.220.94. The claim was presented on the
12th November, 1879, and it was the claim of the previous
coutractor to whom Mr. Beemer suooeeded on the 8th
October, 1879. The balance of bis contract was paid in
October, 1883; tbis ws $4,99S.08. His olaim of $16,2-0.94
was reported upon by the Chief Architeet of tha Department
in February, 1884. An Order in Oonnoil was pssed ancord-
ingly on the 25th February, 1884, by which the Gover.
ment agreed to pay to Mr. Beemer $5,000 in full of bis
claim of 816,220.94, and the money was paid as above
mentioned, that is to say, 85,000 in full of $16,000, on the
24th April, 1884, Parliament having voted the amount by
the Supply Act, sanctioned on the 19th April, 1884.

HEOTOR FABRE-AGENT AT PARIS.

Mr. COURSOL (for Mr. DusenawNms) asked, Have the
Government received, this year, a report from Mr. Hector
Fabre, Canadian agent, at Paris; and if so, is it their inten.
tion to lay the same before Parliament ?

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. I beg to state, in the
absence of the Secretary of State, that the report from Mr.
Fabre bas been received this year, and it is the intention to
lay it before Parliament.

FRENCH IMMIGRATION.

Mr. COURSOL (for Mr, DUSJAnDmis) asked, Have the
Government appointed any person to carry on In France
the work of Rev. M. Labelle in behalf of emigration ? If
so, is the appointment a permanent or a temporary one ?
Are the Government in possession of correspondenoe or
reports as to the nature and progress of such work; and if
so, is it their intention to lay such correspondence and
reports before Parliament?

Mr. CARLING. The Government have temporarily
employed Mr. E. Agostini, a member of the delegation who
came out with Father Labelle. He has made a report,
which will be printed and laid before Parliament.

BOUNTY ON PIG IRON.

Mr. MoLELAN moved that the House resolve Itself into
Committee to consider the following resolution s-

That it is expedient to provide that thé bounty of one dollar and ifty
cents per ton on pig iron manufactured In Dasada from Uanadia on,
authorised to be granted until the SOth day of June 1886 by the lot
48th victoria, chapter 14, may continue to be granted by te Govoeror
in Oorncil until the 30th day of June, 1889; and that a bounty of one
dollar per ton on pig iron so manufactured may in the manner by the
said Act provided, be granted between the lot dayof Jly, Iss, and Ou
SOth day of June, 1891; mad that the provisions of the Act abe olted
shail apply to the bounties which the Governor in Connel sla hereby
empowered to grant.

Mr. BLAK E.To-morrow.
Mr. MoLELAN. I had hoped that, this having been

given notice of so early, it might have been allowed to go
on to-day.

Mr. BL AKE. We have been in Session now three menths.
I am sorry the hon. gentleman was not able to make up his
mind to at a littlie earlier.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. If the hon. gentleman
can give me the information now, well and good ; if not, I
will ask him to do so to-morrow-what amount of money
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has been paid under this Statute up to date; what grants thousand doliars per mie and the subsidy paid to the said CompaUy, sa

the said railway umay then be worth the valu to be aseertaiaed la
have been, made or bounties paid ? manner therein provided :

And whereas, li arriving at the said agreement the Government
Mr. MoLELAN. I can give that to-morrow if we are not asunmed that the epnditure of the Company in respect of the-aiM

going on with it to-day. section of its undertking would not exceed twenty thousand dollars
per mile ; but the sid railway being now aarly construteiitsg a

motionas tmendedlaaeed to that the expenditure will greatly exceed such stlm, and it la expedieut
to provide that the right of Parha'ment to take over the said railway
should, subject to the provimo bereinafterustated, be upon assamption of

NORTHERN AND PACIFIC JUNCTION RAILWAY the bond or debenture debt of theC ompany, net ex~umdinrtWPet
thousand dollars pr me of that section of the railwa.y, lnstead efuponOOMPANY. assumption of eight thousand dollars per mile of that section."

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD moved: How did the Sonate learn what the Governmentunderstood
That the further consideration of the amendments made by the Senate in 1884 when they entered into that agreement? If the

to Bill (No. 25) respecting the Northern and Pacific Junction Railway Government so understood it, why did not the Government
Oompany be trausferred to Government Orders. so inform this House when it was dealing with the ques.

Mr. MULOCK. The Government have chosen to father tien ? Was it an after discovery, or in what form was the
this motion, but as yet they have not offered any reason understanding of the Government, which is sought to be
why they should ta ke the course they have chosen to adot. used as a lever for changing this agreement, communioated
It as been pointed out already during the debate uon to to the Senate ? Was it through a member of the Govern-
measure that a very extraordinary course was adopted in ment ? I understand that there is only one member of the
dealing with thie Bil. It has been shown that, whether by Govornment in the Sonate. Was he the medium to convey
accident or otherwise-and I am not, of course, able toay, to that body the understanding of the Government at that
but I must assume it was by accident-this Bill did not time? If not, was it communicated by writaing. or how did
receive the treatment that such Bills generally do receive. the Govrnment communicate that understanding? More,
It has been shown by admissions here that this Bill, when I ask what record there is of that understanding. The only
before the Railway Committee, was hurried thronRh, and that apparent record is the sealed agreement. Is that the way
the facts that ought to have been investigatea were notts
investigated. It was submitted to the committee about five is going to wipe out agreements involving millions by
minutes before the hour for adjourning, and was, I may say, some hazy understanding of what the Government may
foroed through the committee without consideration at all, have thought when they entered~ into that agree-
The committee bas never discharged its duties in regard to ment.? I submit that contracts affecting the pro-
this Bill. The committee has never investigated the evidence perty rights and privileges of the people of Canada
on which this amendment is asked. The House has not the which are entered into under Order in Conneil, which

is necessary and that receive the sanction of the Governor in Counil, which arefacilities for tking the evidence thatmendent roposd by surrrounded by all the solemnities and formalities necessaryI think, should Le taken before the amendment proposed by teaonrcanob. ipdotyamebzyst-
the Senate is concurred in by this House. There are grave to a contract , cannot be wiped ont by a mere hazy state-thoSonte s cncuredin y tis loue. her ar grvement te another body that the Govermnent meant something

uestions of fact involved in this amendment. How does ment to anotheo that erent meatasometg
the hon. M.inister, or the Government, or whoever advocates very diferent when they entered into that agreement.
this course, propose to investigate the facts, a knowledge of What would we think of a private individual who came into
which should precede a judgment. We have no evidence court and asked to have a contract set aside because he
whatever on the matter. The House of Commons took no thought differently, without assigning that there was a
evidence on this point. The amendment originated with mistake or that thcre was any error, but simply saying
the Senate, not in this House. The Senate chooses to e contemplated something different ? If it was un-
amend a Bill, alleg i in their amendment a certain derstood at that time that the right to bond this road should
btate of facts. Whiat evidence did they proceed upon in depend on the oost of the road, that would have been the
investigating those facts? HRad they that evidence which agreement, and I submit that the agreement then entered
they ought to have had ? They choose to allege in their into is the only agreement, that there was Do Sneh an
amendment an understanding between the Government and understanding, that no record of such an understand-
this railway company. How did they corne to know about ing can be brong t to light, or, if 4t can be brought
that understanding? Did the Government inform them Ito light, it is too late, after the company has re-
aboutthat understanding? If the.Governmnt informed ceived 61,320,000, which it has received on the faith
them about that understanding, why did th n t inform of that agreement. The company themselves never as-
tism aou tht uherwadiuch an ndersia gW Serted the existence of such an understanding in additionthis Bouse that there wa suce fan undertainge me- to the agreement. They received the money on their agree-thà ieli wia before thie flouse for hours, a»t a sàgIo mem- u.
ber of the Government ventured to tell the House that ment, upon a contract set forth in that agreement. hi no
there existed such an underatandig.asis alleged in the way whatever did they ever seek to protect themselves
Sonate amendments. ThI Government proposes that this against the language of that agreenment, at any stage in their

negotiatione with the Government.S incethis matter washoue without anenqry shas adopt the reciin seet gto before the House, I have received what seems to me impor-in tcSionate amendmen tas a oundaonnfur efring tant information in regard to this matter. The Govern-e concýumion. I iatend te, move an amieadment rerrig mn ekt aytsareeto h radte h
this matter to the Railway Committee. If that is ooncurred ment seek to vary this agreement on the grond that the
in, of course 1 have nothing further te say on this motion, expenditure made by the company exceeds $20,000 a mile.

SI bolieve that is the ground on which they say they arebut ifit je flot of course I muet diseuse, what it je proposed 1utfe ualwn ~eareett .vre.Prto
to refer to tàHouse.' The Senate amendment recites asî justified in allowing t1is agreement to be varied. Mrst of
teel'oo .- ne nm it al ithat wae not the ground taken. First of all, the ground

oIloW s tBt nh taken was what thie road lad cSt, I do not know to whom,
Company setforth la Slheule -Bhersto, it la agreed that in te eenttoaompany or to whom but what it a St.Butlat
thprein stated the Parfifnent of Qanada may cancel the leaste rI terly we find the Government taking thisground that,what-
mentioned and take over the portion;of the said railway between Graven- ever 1he expenditure has been upon that line. I up-huret and Gallander free fromeneumbranceupon assumption of the bond pose by the company with its contractors, to thatoeenture deb'u of tii. Çompany tg the amount of oegt thouane!d Xtent tiatii oyrmn u u os
dcars per mile of that section of the railwa , and upon payment of anyetât least this Government and this House
further sum of money beyond the said bou or debenture debt ofeight oughttO pOstpone the Government's right. That,
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I think, is the position the Government takes. I sub.
mit that is pot the test of the value of this road, that we
are not justified in postponing our lien exeept on the termas
of. egiement, wliih aie to the effect that the value ofi
theroadis to bèascrined at a certain time, and that
when the country chooses to take over that road it can do
o- at its then value, less the bonus th. coùntry hâa given. to

it. That is the position the agreement pute us in. Now,
the Government say that that ought not to be the position,
becáàuse the company ha@ paiM ont mbre ulnb! than they
ought tó have done. To whom hAh it paid that money ?
Hu the money it hs pad oùt gone into the building of
this road? I stâte, Mr. Speakêr,;that I have rieceived infor
mation which I ebnsidb- reliable; it comes from a sub-
contractor; it is information that 1 think the Governaent is
bound to investigate before it assumes that the cost of this
road is the amount paid by thé railway to these original
contractors. I underetand that in the process of the construc-
tion of this road a contract was entered into, as set forth in
the memorandum distributed among3t the members the other
day, and that thes8, contractors sub-let the greater part of
that work at prices far less than those they received from
the company. If so, the prices that the sub-contractors
were paid indieate the real amount of money expended in
the construction of this road, and if to-morrow there was an
arbitration to ascertain the value of thié road, the question
would be: How muoh was actually paid for the work
done aid the material supplied in the construction
of the railway ? That would be tie issue, and we
would then take into consideration the shave made
by the original contractors. Now, I have received
such information. It may not be correct, but I submit
Lt is the duty of the House to investigate te state
of the facts before dispensing with the taking of evi-
donce and coming to a conclusion. I have information that

.the railway company i sue a contract as set forth, and
that the contract provided for the doing of the work,, not at
so much per mile, but by piecework. I have been fur-
nished the following figures at which the company gave the
contract to the contractors, and those at which the work
waà sub-let, viz.: That the earth work was let
at 28 cents per cubie yard, and sub-let at 20 cents
per cubie yard; that the rock work was let at
$1.80 per yard, and sub-let at 81.30 per yard; that the
pile driving was let at 40 cents per foot, and sub-let at 25
cents; that the grubbing was let at $200 per acre, and sub-
let at 8100; thit the timber for trestles and culverts was
contracted at $30 per thousand, and sub-contracted for ât
figures varying from $18 to 820; that the taking ont of the
foundation for the bridges and the culverts was lot at 81
per yaid, and sub-let at 30 cents per yard. Those figurer
are turnished to me, not by the sub-contractor himself, but
byaperson whoknows this sub-contractor, who handed them
to him, and assured him that they were absolutely reliable.
When he gave them te me I asked him again to seo thé
sub-eontractor and b. perfectiy sure there was no mistake
about it, and he came the second time and told me that
these figures 4erà absolutély reliable so far as hie informant
was conoerned, and that hi$ informant was a reliable per-
sou and thoroughly trustworthy. Under those circuth-
stances, I aubmit that it is my duty to ieform this
Hous that if thin is the kind of test of the
valu. of the work, that value must be asertáined,
noe. by the nominal prie. at which the work was
let ot but by meinething like the real price which
the- mn who realty did the work contracted for.
Now, doos it not oeem eminently proper, under the circum-
staaeae, that this etate0 oftact should be enquired into
before we proeeed further, if it is necessary to proceed. If
the Government say there is not time to refer it to the Rail-
way Committee, there is one way by which they can proceed.
A grat deal of this matter will rest upon documentary

evidence. I presume there is a written contract between
the railway company and the eoniractor. Thore cannot
be much difftculty in laying that before the House. I
same there are sub-contracts, and there can be no difMcugy
no practical difflculty whatever, in all thes docum eit
being forthcoming before the House is asked to conour in
these amendments. If the excuse that there is no time to
refer it to the Railway Committee prevails, certainly there
eau be no excuse for aying that the documents should not
be laid before the House before we come to a decision. Por
thes. resons, I beg to move an amendment: That said
amendaient be referred to the Select Standing Committee
on Railways, Canals and Telegraph Lines.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. The speech of my hon,
friend would have been more relevant if it had been made after
this motion was carried. The motion is that these amend.
ments madeby the Senate should be put upon the Government
Urders, so that it might be fully discussed. The House will
remember the circuistances. There was only one hour
allowed for private Bills by the rules, and when this was dis-
cussed, your attention was called to the fact that the hour had
expired, and therefore the debate was not concluded. There-
fore, considering the importance of this railway to the
trade of Toronto and the western peninsula generally, that
this Bill, although nominally a private Bill, was of so much
importance to the general trade of Ontario, I thought, and
still think, that the whole matter ought to bie fully discussed,
and in order to do so it must b. put upon the Government
Orders of the Day, otherwise it must be thrown over for this
Session, and the request of the company contained in these
amendments, could not, of course, be complied with, and the
company will be, in fact, without funds to complete the road
as it ought to be completed. They cannot raise funds to com-
plete that reat link between the Ontario trade and the Cana-
dian Paciffo Railway, and it cannot be made perfect unless
the relief that is asked for be granted. I propose that the
hon. gentleman should allow this resolution to pans, that
the amendment be put upon the Government Oidere, se
that the discussion can go on and be completed. Those
who are in favor of the proposition will support it, as I will
be prepared to support it, on the ground cf public utility
and of its great advantage to that part of Ontario; and
those hon. gentlemen agreeing with my hon. friend will
have an opportunity of discussing the matter when it in
brought up as one of the Government Orders.

Mr. COCKBURN. I had an opportunity of observing
some of the operations with respect to the construction of
this roât, ati I think it proper t state what uf tlipreu-
siens are witli regard tô' it. I do not profese to know much
à1iont the co'st of building railways, but 1 can s#y this, thàt
the road is an excellent one. Of boüre, we eïèct that th.
contractors will have a margin over wbat they psy .tQ te
sub-contractors. The hon. member for North York (,r4
Mulock) has spoken about a margin between what the sub-
contractoe and cobtractors îe feièfvhi ; btd 1 kn'* fiffiX
My own persónal kn#ôledge that a larg ,etotht of e*dt
bas been pèrformed by the contractors tiséýeelvé6 ao t1 t
a large portion of it eould not be sublet, and afetlid, that
a large portion remains yet to be done. Not ênly bave the
contractors doue much of this work, but the company itesf
has been doing part of it, and is doing work etill. I had
an opportunity of observing the management and the mode
of conducting the work, and I have s strong impression
that it bas been conducted in a very business-like manner.
I do not think the manager of the Pacific Junction could
have been in collusion in any way with the contractor; on
the contrary, I am of opinion that they have been dealing
very honestly with each other, and I do not know
of any grounds for suspecting collusion. I know from
personal knowledge that a considerable amount of money
will be rquired for sidings and curves to make connection
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with the different waters which will be tributary to the
line. 1, therefore, think it desirable that the company should
have sufficient means to c<mnplete the road and equip it as a
first-class work. It is very difficult for anyone here to
judge justhow much money the company will require; they
must bethe best judges themselves. I am, however, aware
that a very considerable amount will yet be needed to finish
the road, provide equipment, make the sidings and water
communications. I make these remarks from my personal
observations of the work. I say that it is an excellent work,
that it has been conducted in a very business-like way, and
also very expeditiously, and I do not see any ground for
supposing that collusion ias existed between the company
and the contractors. I think that Mr. Barker has watched
the contractors' accounts very closely in the interests of the
company. I repeat that it is desirable that the company
should bave ample means to complete the road properly
and equip it as a first-class road, and this is desirable in the
public interest.

Mr. MITCHELL. I do not think anyone disputes
the neoessity for the road, or its desirability. The country
bas willingly given 812,000 a mile toward its construction,
and the argument of the hon. gentleman who has last spoken
does not touch the morits of the question now involved. The
hon. member for North York (Mr. Mulock) has put forward
certain reasons why the Bill should not receive the support
of the Rouse. I agree with him to a very considerable
extent as to the objections which ho ias presented from a
public standpoint. But the First Minister has put the case
very fairly. He has said it is not desirable to discuss the
question simply at a preliminary stage, and ho bas made
the suggestion that the hon. gentleman should withdraw
bis motion in order that there may be a full discussion whon
the item appears among Government Orders. I do not know
whether the bon. gentleman will be guided at ail by any
suggestion 1 may make, but I think it will be well to accept
the suggestion of the First Minister, and let the subject be
discuseed when it is fairly up beforethe House on its merits,
not upon a motion such as this.

Mr. MULOCK. It is perfectly clear to everyone that
the suggestion of the First Minister does not meet the case.
The suggestion amounts to this, that the facts shall not be
en(uired into, because the House bas no facilities for en-
quiring into the facts. Supposing it should turn out that
this road cost $1,000,000 less than it is allowed to be bond-
ed far- uld it, b rioht to osRtnnone ur claim for that

when the hon. gentleman, notwithstanding his devotion to
public duties-and ho is a very constant member of the
House-and those opposed to the proposal, might noet be
present. I would suggest to the First Minister that itroald
facilitate business to make an arrangement te take it p t
some certain time.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. As soon as the Franohise
Bill is through I will be ready to bring it up.

Mr. MULOCK. I understand that the motion to place
it on the Government Orders will now be considered carried,
and it will be placed on the Government Orders of the Day ;
and that the Franchise Bill will be prooeoded with, and, se
soon as it is disposed of, the next Order will be this Bull.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. Yes.
Amendment withdrawn, and motion agreed to.

ELECTORA.L FRANCHISE.

Order for third reading of Bill (No. 138) respecting the
Electoral Franchise, &c., read.

Mr. THOMPSON. When the Franchise Bill was before
the House in committee, the fact was mentioned that it
might be necessary to revise two or three of the sections
before reading the Bill the third time; and to give greater
facility for that, I move that the present Order be dis-
charged, and that the Bill be referred back to Committee of
the Whole for the purpose of reconsidering the same.

Mr. BLAKE. I think the hon. gentleman, before making
such a motion as that at this stage of thE. Session, and with
reference to such a Bill as this, should state, while the
Speaker is in the Chair, what the general nature of these
proposals are, for, if it is to go back into committee at large
in this way, it is possible we may hear of serious amend-
ments in all quarters. If it is simply a question of revis.'
ing two or three sections to carry out the agreed intentions
of the House, that is another question. I understood that
to be the hon. gentleman's statement; but certainly ho will
expose the Bill to further consideration by the general pro-
posal ho now makes. I should like to know what the gen-
oral character of the changes are which the hou. gentleman
is desirous of introducing into the Bill, before, for my part,
I should feel disposed to agree to its reference back to com-
mittee.

vu AVEVYVAA AU "Ii' gu i Mr. THOMPSON. I have no objection to state whatameunt ? the proposals are. In the first section of the Bill, which
Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. I do not think the hon. deals with the franchise of farmers' sons and giveg the

gentleman quite understood me. My idea was that the franchise to the sons of tenant farmers, I propose a merely
motion to refer to the Railway Committee should be made verbal alteration which will make the section read a
after this item is made a Government Order. little more plainly. In sub-section 3, section 2, there is

Mr. MULOCK. After the motion is carried, when can also a verbal alteration meroly. In section 2, -subsec-
I make such a motion ? tion 9, with respect to the filsherman's franchise, I pro.

pose merely to add the words "resident in the electoral
Sir JOHN A. MAODONALD. This will be put upon district," bocause otherwise the clause would diafranoise a

the Orders of theJDay, and, when it is called, the discussion fisherman wherever ho was. Thon section 4 is the se.-
can go on where it was prematurely closed the other night. tion by which these clauses which changed the franohise

Mr. MULOCK. We do not know when the Government were suspended until next year; but on account of te
may take an Order up. This may be brought up at a late state of the Bill it was impossible to give the numbers. of
hour, when there are very few members present. I cannot these sections, se as to see what the sections worawhich
consent to the proposition, unless the First Minister will say should be suspended; and it is therefore necessary to
when he will bring up the motion. specify them. No>w, it says, "lthe two seations of thieset

Sir JOHN A, MACDONALD. There are not so many next preceding this section," wheroas we muat
Governmont measures on the paper as to cause the hon. also include the section whieh gives the frauchise
memberminconvenience. I have no doubt, from his well- to the sons of tenant fariners, .and, in fact,
known attention to the business of the House, that h will all those sections which create a new franchise, but leaving
be presntention the matter is brought up. the franchise on the same principle as that on whioh 've

agreed that the other sections should be suspended in opera.
Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. That is all very well, tion. I intend also to move that the section which relates

but I hope we shall not be here very much longer, and the to procedure, and imposes certain penalties on persons who
Order might be called at an unholy hour of the morning, do not attend the finl revision, shal likewise be suspeded

XLr. COCKBtua.
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until next year, for the reason that as many of those pro-
visions are very Close, and al of them. will take place within
a short time, we are imposing penalties of which the public
will have no opportunity of aoquiring information. In the
place of section 5, I propose to offer a re-drafted seotion to
meet some of the objections which were made to the
l4nguage of the clause in committee ; it will make no sub.
stantial alteration. It will be remembered that exception
was taken to the language, in consequence of its seeming to
be implied that the son had to prove residence with the
father, even though his father wore dead. The clause is re-
drafted, enlarged and made plainer, but no substantial altera-
tion is made. Thon as to the oaths of qualification, I pro.
pose that instead of having one form with elaborate
instructions to the presiding ofcer to change that form to
meet the cases of farmers' sons who are absent in institu-
tions of learning, and absent in various other ways, I pro-
pose to have a separate form for each class. The voters'
list also requires a little alteration. The date was placed at
the 1st of July, whereas we have made it the first of June.
I wish also, in the voters' list, to alter the term "sub-
division" to district, which is the word used in the Act. I
would also ask the committee to reconsider the propriety of
striking out the word "particular" before description.
That was discussed in committee, and I think my hon.
friend from St. John (Mr. Weldon) was in favor of striking
it out. I found, on enquiry, that in some of the Provinces
there is no means of making a particular description of the
property, without baving to add a great deal more space
than is ntended, Thon I propose to move an addition to
the sections which we left in suspense-No. Il of the ori-
ginal Bil-with regard to the preliminary list of this year.
The object of that section is to confirm what the revisers
have done with regard to the preliminary list. Instead of
making a suh-division of a polling district and re-publishing
their list in the first instance, I intend to declare that it is
sufficient for the present year. Those are the only altera-
tions.

Motion agreed to, and House again resolved itself into
Committee

(In the Committee.)
On section 1,

Mr. T HOMPSON. I move that the following be inserted
at the ninth line:

Parmer's son means and includes the son of an owner and actual occu-
pant of a farmn, or the tenant and actual occupant of a farm, under lease
for a term of not less than five years.

Mr. McCARTIY. I desire to move an amendment in
the interpretation clause, so as to make the definition of
the word "owner " agree with the other amendments, and to
meet the difficulty which ws experienced in the Howland
case, and other difficulties:

"The expression 'owner,' when itrelates to the ownership of real pro-
perty situated elsewbere In Canada than in the Province of Quebeo,means
a proprietor eitpr in his own right or for bis own benefit, or if such pro-
prietor is a married man, it means a proprietor in bis own right or in
the right of bis wife. or the porion whose wife is such proprietor of a
freehold estate, leg or equitable, in lande and tenaments held in free
and common socoage, of which snob person or the wife of such person is
in actual possession, or in respect of which such person or the wife of
sncb pereon je in receipt of the rente and profits..

l TheexpressionI occupant,'amus asa person in actual occupation of
reai property otherwise than as real owner, tenant, usufrnctuary, in bis
own zigot, or ia thecasof a married man, in his own right or in the
right ubis wife, or whose wife is in such actual occupation, and who
or whose wife ruceives to bis or ber own use and benefit the revenues
and profite theruof.

"I he expression' father' includes grandiather, step-father and father-
in law, and expression 'mother.' includes grandmother, step-mother and
mother-in-law.

" The expression 'son' includes a granduon, step-son and son-in-law.
" The expression 'actual value ' or 'value' means the thon present

makot vane ofany realproperty if sold upon the ordinarytermsof

sale, provided that the assessment rollsaf nally revised fâr manio Ipurposes hall be primAfacie evidonoe of the vâae of snoh propertyd

Amendment agreed to.

Mr. MIOCARTHY. I move to add to sub-section 4 of ao-
tion 2, on page 2, at lino 26, after the words "list of
voters," the words, " so fur as depends on the amounit of
rentai." It is merely to show the proper qualification.

Amendment agreed to.

Mr. MoCARTH Y. I propose to amend sub-section 6 by
striking out the first words, which will make a very in"por-
tant change. The sub-section says: "lIs a resident within
an electoral district and derives an income of at least $300."
1 propose to strike out the words "resident of an electoral
district," to be followed by another clause, so that an
income voter may be registered either where ho resides or
where ho earns lis income. We found the other night that
the clause I had prepared was inconsistent with these
words, and I will leave out those words and follow up by
another clause. The clause I propose to move will give
the option to the voter of being put on the list, either
where ho resides or where ho earns his income.

Mr. MILLS. Does th hon. gentleman mean that the
voter is to be prevented having a vote in the place where
ho resides and aiso in the place where ho earns is income?

Mr. McCARTHY. If a man has a vote in an electoral
diviion as a freeholder, for instance, ho goes on as a freo-
holder, and if ho earns his income in aniother division, I
want to allow him to go on the list there also.

Mr. BLAKE. The holder of a salary of $300 a year or
the mechanic who earns that by his employment, and who
lives in one ward of Toronto and labors in another, will have
a vote in each.

Mr. MoCARTHY. That would be the result. If he lived
in the county of York, outside the city, and alo inside the
city, ho would be entitled to a vote in the city.

Mr. MILLS. It is not the principle of one man one vote.

Mr. COOK. A laborer, domiciled in Ottawa, spends his
winter in the woods. Would the income ho earns in the
woods apply bore?

Mr. BLAKE. It would give him a vote in the county
where ho earned it; ho gots his vote bore as a rosident.

Mr. MULOCK. I do not know whether it is intended to
allow income derived from an investment to give a vote.
We ought to guard against that.

Mr. MoCARTHY. I do not think we need trouble about
that.

Mr. MULOCK. Strike out "anyone an vote who hie
an income derived from an investment." That is geving
undue advantage to men of property who have ivosted
money and got an income from it.

Mr.MoCARTHY. I do not think, practically, it will apply
anywhere except in the cities.

Mr. MULOOK. A man has a debt due him of $5,000 in
a riding, at interest; lias he a vote on the income ho gets
from that ?

Mr. MoCART1HY. I would not call that an income.

Mr. MULOCK. The sub-section says, "derives an income
of at loast $300 annually from his earnings in money or
money'e worth &c, or from some investment in Canada."
That would cover any debt.
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Mr. McOARTHY. Well, we will limit it to his calling,
office oft trade.

Mr. WELDON. The principle that previls in leew
Brunswick is that a party who is assessed on an income in
a place in which he does not reside has a vote there. Do
you not think the section should read, on an income on
which he is assessed in the electoral district ?

Mr. MoCARTHY. In the Ontario law there is no assess-
ment on income. A man may earn $800 a year, and not be
liable to pay assessment taxes. He is entitled to vote on
pretty much the same qualification, but yet he is not as-
sessed, and this spring there has been great difficulty.
About 3,000 voters had to be put on the Ontario liste on the
evidence which had been put together under this Bill, be-
cause they were not on the assessment roll at all.

Mr. BLAKE. What does the hon gentleman understand
to be the present Ontario law as applied to this point ?

Mr. MoCARTHY. I suppose it is one man one vote, so
that it would make no difference in that regard, but up to
this tirne many people have enjoyed the privilege of voting
twioe. In Toronto, for instance, most of the business men
probably earn their money in the centre division and live
in the suburbs, and they have enjoyed the privilege of
votirg in the east or west and aiso in the centre, and they
do not like to be deprived of that, when we have not
adopted the plan of one vote for one man.

Mr. MoMULLEN. I think this is a very objectionable
amendment. It will give the people in towns and tities
the opportunity of voting twice while the people in the
rural districts ean vote only once. It gives an advantage
to the towns and cities over the rural districts. There is
another objection to it. Thére is a very strong inclination
now on the part of people living in towns and getting a
yearly income, owing to the high taxation in the
towns as compared with the townships, to buy a small
property outside of the corporation which they will
get at a rate of assesement very much less than in the
town. This will be an additional inducement to them to get
a residence outside, as they will have a vote on their income
inside the town and a vote on their residence in the other
municipality, provided they are in two different districts.
This, undoubtedly, will be an additional inducement to
people to go outside of the city corporation in order to get
a double vote, as there are so many facilities in ail the
cities, in the way of street cars and so on, for reaching their
places of business. This is a wrong to the rural districts.
It is giving the people who live in cities and towns two
votes for one given to the farmers and farrmers' sons. It is
doubling the power of the cities against the rural districts.
If you do this, you should give the fariner two votes, if ho
has the property.

Mr. SPROULE. I should think it would be an advantage
to the rural districts, because it would make the city people
move ont and live there. Besides, it might bê t¾i other Way.
We have soine farmers who have property in the cities, and
they may move into the cities to get a vote there.

Mr. MoMULLEN. The interests of the fa.:mers and the
interests of the cities do not lie in the saine direction. If a
question arises in regard to matters in which the cities are
more deeply interested, such as we have had in the
past and may have in the future, the farmeYà Will bë repre-
sented in this liouse only in the proportioù of oe agaiust
two. The cities will have two votes to one for the farmera.

Mr. SMALI. Does the hon. gentleman contend that
this gives two votes in the one electoral district?

Mr. Mo HULLEN. No.
Mr. Ci i RLTON. No; but we object that it gives pro.

party a vote instead of the individual. I believe thete
Mir, MULoOL

should be one vote for ohe nian, and no eld$tór Àhôui bb
allowed to cast two or three votes whbû sniithèr ir lId*%
to cast only one. I believe the printiiple isfiefoùaad the
clause should be retained, providing that the ioå hould
be a resident within the electoril district.

Mr. FAIRBANK. I understood the entire principle of
the income vote was that a man should not be deptived bf
the vote because he had not property but had an income,
but this goes further and giveâ him two votes. If a man
pays 89 rental in one division, that gives him a vote, and if
ho works in another division, that gives him a vote on hie
income. We are gettiag away from the principle on whioh
the income vote is given altogether, and are doing injustice
to the farming community.

Mr. WELDON. We had a prineiple something like this
in New Brunswick, but our franchise was based upoi asses"-
ment, and there it could bu applied, but it seeme to me that
the amendnent in thé direetion proposed by my hon. frlead
from North Simcoe (Mr. McOarthy) is a departâré from the
principie of the Act. This Act is based upon residence and
property, not upon income or assesEsment, and it seer to
me that the basis upon which the Act is founded, reqfdires
a man to have property or residence to obtain a vote. By
the amendment yon make it simply income. I think it
would be far better to let it renían as it is.

Mr. PATERSON (Brant). I think, as my hon. friend
says, this is a departure from the principles of the Act. I
consider that a clerk, or a laboring man, or a mechanio has
just as much right to have a vote as a man who may be
possessed of very large property, but it doei not necessarily
follow that a man with an income of $300 a year should have
two votes when another, perhaps with 8 I,000or$S,00%inoome
from real property, would only have one. I think one i as
good as another, as a man, but I do not see why he should be
better, and I am one of those who.last year voted, in what I
believe is the right direction, for manhood suffrage virtually.
That I believe is the correct principle, ad this is a depar-
ture from it, and not etadtly in Coèrvàtive lines, i ththk.
It is giving the vote largely to a clas who are ùut IfWd
holders of property at all, and they are not to be enfran-
chised because they are enfranchi4ed béfore, and they have
a right to be, but to have double the privileges theit neigh-
bors have. Tho se who live outside of cities because it is
cheaper, are to have a vote ther e aûd another vote because
they work in the city, so that they will have twice as much
to say in the affairs of State as their neighbor. 19 that
right, or just, or equitable to thde. who are in the samin
class, in the same walk of life ee', te syý nhiig -f thé
other classes?

Mr. MILLS. We have been acting upon the principle,
in a great measure, of one mas one vote, sd w. oaght to
apply the principle consistently. The whole theory of this
Act is, not that we are seeking to repréeset pr-petty-but
that we are accepting property as evidense of the n 's
persônal qualifioation, of hie fiteu for the franchiise, ofthie
ability to manage and take careof hie owafair 1 ani4
when ye accept this evidoece of his ability aive. hin
a vote. But my hon. friend f'rotm Siimco.M.e y
proposes to give certain partie, aponie acident -ofthefr
havmrgproperty in different plabos, t*o ves- If the
intention was to treat ali a manes posaesaiona.as steok in- a
bank, and say that so many hundred dolars shoUd be
counted one share and give on vote, you might muitiply
votes according to the wealth of the individual. -ut a
man's having lots in six diÉerent divisions should not givo
him six votes any more than on who hu six times'the
amount of property in one place. That ig ptacially wIst
the hon. gentleman proposes. There are many people in
the vicinity of oities who have considerable incomeïsd aire
fut d upon the ltuctxae in the clty, ad hàve their reideien
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outside the corporation limita, and are assesmel and will
vote as residents of these outside districts. Now, theb hon.
genteman proposes to so alter or amend the law that they
will vote in the oity upon their income and will vote out-
side upon the property they hold as residents outside.
I do mot think that is the proper rule. It is not right that
people who happen to reside in ities and possess much
more-wealth than those who reside in the suburbs, should
have but one vote, whereas under the rule the hon. gentie.
mau proposes, and a man who bas a small interest in the
same buness in t wo eleotoral districts, if he resides in a
suburb, woald have several votes. I do not think that is a
sound rul. The tendency eis to recognise the right to vote
in thei ndividual and not in the property. He is not treat-
ed as a shareholder but as an integer in the body politic,
and as snh he is entitled to vote. The First Mimister laid
down the rule lst year that this Dominion was a unit, and
that the Provinces were more fractions thereot. Here you
are altogether departing from the principle. If you recog.
nie one man who holds property in three constituencies as
three political entities instead of being one, I think 'we
had botter adhere to the Bill as it is, and allow the party to
vote upon his income or his property i the electoral divi-
sion in which h. resides. We wUl, by doing this, have
fewer cases of persunation, and fewer instances of fraudu.
lent voting.

Mr. MOCARTHY. If wewere dealing with the principle
of one vote one man, a great deal of what has been said on
the other side would have to be answered. But thie Bill is
founded on quite an opposite principle, that of property
quakideation.

An hon. MEIBER. Property and residence.

Mr. MoCARTHY. No, not property and residence at all.
If a mia owns property in a dosen ridings ho may have a
dosen votes, but ho can ofily reside in one place, therefore
we are not dealing with the principle of one man one vote.
The principle of the Bill is that certain qualifications give
the rig4t to vote. Now, if a man owns property in three
ridings, he has three votes. If ho earns an income, the
power of earning is deemed to be sufficient to qualify him
to vote. In one place he happens to own property and
earns an income, and why should that man be in a different
position than when he owns two or three different pieces of
property in one riding ? We bave first said there are cer-
tain qualifications which give a man a right to vote. Then
we say if he owns in more thsu one division, hbe shll have
more than one vote. That is merely earrying out the
principle of saying that if he earns this qualification in one
riding, notwithstanding that he may live elsewhere, ho may
vote on that qualification. It seems to me ths is in favor
of the poor man, and the mechanie, and laborer.

Mr. PATERSON (Brant). Supposing he earS an income
which is derived from five or six different electoral divi-
miens, aepotion of it tomes from each; would he be entitled
to tin eah eleotoral district?

Mr. MoCARTHY. If h. had $300 in each, Iea;ppçse he
would, if h. had property in each.

Mr. PATERSON (Brant). Well, take the case of a
whl.esaie nmerchant who derives his income from sales that
are-effetod in a tlozen or twenty electoral districts. He,
cats-a1 olearly that his business is divided. He may have
mou eeling for him in different districts, and his income
may bedsrived from twenty or forty ridings. Acording to
the hon. gentleman's principle he would b3 entitled to vote
inallthesecases. Is there anyjusticeinthat?

hf 5~Ar1LK ..- if,. h. d tl.~4

Mr. PATERSON (Brant). Then we had better come.
down to the proper principle. Let my bon. friend come
forward and lay down the proper prinoiple, that a Mnu
shal vote because hoe is aman, a citizen, with an interest
in the Dominion, liable to military duty, liable for defence
and taxation, and let all stand on the same footing.

Mr. WELDON. The hon. member f>r Simooe misunder-
stood me. I did not say property and residence, but the
basis was property or residence. For instance, a party
who owned property in four or five electoral districts should
have that number of votes; that was the principle. Now,
again, where a man voted on income, or as the son of a
farmer, ho would be obliged to be a resident. Therefore, a
man who is a voter muet be either a property holder or a
resident. But the amendment destroys both these princi-
ples, it is fnot applicable to either. The principle laid down
that property should vote is there not based on the quali-
fication, therefore it does not matter where the poxty is
resident; property in the electoral district qualified him to
vote. If, on the other hand, he has no property, but ho
may vote on income or vote as the son of a farmer or
fisherman, as suggested by the Minister of Justice, in that
case residence is an essential part of qualification. Now
the amendment proposed destroye both these principles, it
i neither property nor residenoe.

Mr. CHARLTON. This is a moet absurd proposition.
We will suppose the case of a mechanic who enrus S300 in
one division, and that entitles him to vote upon income. He
lives in another electoral district, and perhaps out of that
$300 h. pays 8150 rent, and that entitles him to another
vote. Suppose you give him another vote on the balance of
that money expended for groceries, you might just as well
do it. The principle is most objectionable. In nine-cases ont
of ton where two votes are obtained under this section, one
would be obtained out of a portion of the money upon which
he is qualified to vote upon income, and the expenditure of
a portion of that money for rent, if he ie living in another
place, would entitle that man to vote in another place. I
hold that we should treat the franchise as beiug a right
with whichthe individualsin iuvested, the right ofa free man,
and not a right that one man should exorcise in three cases,
another man in five cases, and another man in one case.
Perhapas man exercising it in one case only may have a
property qualification greater than that of a dozen men
who are exercising it nl three or four casee. It i at vari-
ance with the principle of human liberty. It le a soheoe
devised, possibly, for the purpose of gaining an advantage
iu such ridines as Toronto where, by judicious and proper
manipulation, the mechanie, earniug $300 or 6400 a
year, may have two votes istead of one, while property
owners in the country, yeomen owninig large farms, will
have but one vote, although the farm may be of equal
value to the property of a dosen mechanies. I hope this
ipequality will be reconsidered by my bon. friend. It is
not in acoordance with the principle of this Franchise
BilI; it is not in accordance with the principle of investing
every inu with the right of the franchise. but is placing
in the hands of one particular clase an advantage greater
than that possesed by others, and in unjust in its appli-
cation and operation.

Mr. O'BRIEN. It instruly refreshing tohear sound Conser-
vative doctrines enunciat ed on the other side of the House. I
am particularly charmed to hear the hon. member for North
Norfolk (]&r.Charlton) talking a'bout the " more mechanie."
However ho may consider mechanics, for my part I intend
to vote against the amendment of the hon. member for
North Simcoe, because I think it will cause great confusion
if it is carried into effect in many cases, and also because I
think it is a little too democratic to meet my views. Now,

Mr. liAiTLuR. Just asLLm as ilyou ma tweU WuW W aU 4>L@U efluipie LuIS J4UU aena'..)
four pieoes of property in twenty-four ridings. who earns $800 is entitled to vote, I must say that
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I do not th4nk we should go fnrther and extend that qualifi.
cation, as this amend ment now proposes to do. I think it
je to some extent laying down a doctrine that money means
franchise, with which i certainly do not agree, because I
think that while perbaps rot a democratie doctrine, it is
certainly not a Conservative doctrine. I shall certainly
vote against the amendment.

Mr. FAIRBANK. I wish to explain just what I under-
stand by the measure, and let hon. gentlemen opposite take
the responsibility of it. Every member of the House
knows that the vast majority of the people of Canada are
mon who own their own farme: that is the business
of this country, superior to any other or al others put
together, and the effect of this measure is simply to
make the agriculturist just half the man that the man with
an income of $800 Je. The man who does not own one
dollar's worth of property but happens to pay $2 a month
rental in one division of a city and to work in another will
have twice as much to say about public affaire as a farmer.
That fact the agriculturist should be brought to thoronghly
nnderstand, and if the hon, gentleman insists on the pro-
posil they will thoronghly understand the effIct of thei
measure.

Mr. MULOCK. This amendment brings into play an
entirely new principle. Until recent years the franchise
depended entirely upon roal estate. Later on that principle
was departed from to a certain extent in the case of farm-
ers' sons, but even in that case the frarchise was given to a
farmer'es son because he was the son of an owner of reali
estate. Then later on in the Provinces, in Ontario at all
events, the franchige was given to income voters where tbey
resided. Residence and income were required.

Mr. MOOARTHY. That ie where the hon, gentleman je
wrong. This is exactly on the lino cf the Ontario system
that has eristed up to the present time. The man was
assessed for income where he earned it, and he was entitled
to vote on income in one division and on his house in
another. I have voted in Toronto in that way, on my
residence in the west and income in the centre. That has
been the rule in Ontario ever since the income vote has been
allowed.

Mr. MULOCK. It suite the hon, gentleman to adopt the
Ontario franchise to prove his case in support of argument,
but h. abandons it when it operates against him.

Mr. McOARTHIY. I was only correoting the hon. gentle.
man.

Mr. MULOCK. I accept the correction. I go a little
further. It is true this proposal gives the franchise to a
clas of voters that have very little stake in the country.
I am not objecting to their having a vote. But the clause
goes further, and practically bands over a large portion of
the franchise to the most wealthy classes. Take the case
mentioned by the member for Brant (Mr. Paterson). The
large wholesale merchants of Toronto and other cities carry
on business all over the Province. It je true they would
not be able to exercise the franchise in every riding when
a generalelection occurs, but when there was a bye-election
they could exercise it. Is it intended that wholesale
merchants having business dealings in many ridings should
have a vote in each. If itis, it is asking Parliament to adopt a
measure for which there is no precedent. Under it the bon.
member for Brant (Mr. Paterson) says ho would bave over
forty votes, and there are some wholesale merchants who
might vote in ninety-five different ridinge. The section, as
it ie proposed to be amended, sets out that an elector shal
have a vote if h. derives an income of $300 a year from any
profession, office, calling or trade. le not the selling and
buying of goods trade ? The hon. member for North Simoe
(Mr. Mearthy) says ho does not mean that. But h. is not

Ml'BhaxU.

to b. the judge; that will have to be determined by the
revising officers, who will be liable te give different rulings.
If the hon. member for North Simeoe (Ifr. McCarthy) pr-
poses te hand over the franchise te wealthy people, let .him
say so, for that is the efect of this clause. It is te extin-
guish the comparatively poor man. Residence ought
to be one of the conditions of the righ- ta vote.
The hon. member proposes to go on and add a elause.
He is to have his option whether hoeis put on for ineome
in one place or anothern There is going te be great uneer-
tainty in that. Take Toronto, for instance, where there are
many men deriving incomes in the city, residing in the
city, being boarders, and they eau just skip across te the
township. board there for about a week, at the time-the
revising barrister is going his rounds, and they can have
themselves assessed as residents in that plice, and eau elect
to have a vote in the country, and vice versa. I think the
clause will open the door for great abuses, and that there.
fore it should not be adopted. Moreover, Kr. Ohairman,
this is a very radical proposition.

Mr. MoCARTHY. If the hon. gentleman desires to tîlk
against the clause in that way I will withdraw it. Does ho
object to the principle ?

Mr. MULOCK. I object te it entirely, and the hon. gen-
tleman has no right te assume that I an objecting te it qu
any ground but its merits. I say that a proposition eo
important as this iii one that should net be introdUced here
by a private member. It ought te come from the Govern-
ment, or we ought te know if it is the wish of the Govërn-
ment. la this a Government measure put in the hands of a
private mernber, or is it entirely the hon. gentleman's own
suggestion ?

Mr. MAC&ASTER. The hon. member for Brant said that
this amendment would give him thirty votes. I think he
gave thirty good reasons for voting against the amend-
ment, and for my part h. has coverted me and I shall
vote against it.

Mr. SPROULE I think the interpretation suggested by
the hou. member for Brant and the hon. member for North
York is too ridiculous te be considered. To esay beeause a
wholesale man living in Toronto had agents outside who
are sending orders to Toronto, which are filled and shipped
at Toronto, that they rhall have votes in the various ridings
in which they sell goods, is, I think, an interpretation which
no intelligent lawyer would give.

Mr. MULOCK. Who is te interpret it otherwise ?

Mr. LISTER. I understood that the hon. memberi br
Simcoe would withdraw this amendment.

Mr. KoCARTHY. If that is the sens of- thew ommiteeI,
I will withdraw it.

Amendment withdrawn.

Mr. THOMPSON. In aab.section b of aub-setiw 1, 1
propose te insert in the third lino, after the word "farm"
the words 'lin respect of which the right te vote lg'olaimed
by or for him."

Amendment agreed te.

Mr. McCARTHY moved that the words "withiu the
electoral district " be inaserted after the word" residenb^ in
the firet line of sub-ecotion a of sub.seetion Y; also sfterthe
word "resident " in the first line of sub-section b; -also
after the word "resident " in the first lino of îuboeoàon a
of sub-section 8.

Amendment agreed to.

Mr. THOIPSON. I move te insert in line 10, on page
4, after the word "owner " the words, "on the rei pro-
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perty ln respect of which the right of voting is olaimed for
or by him."

lfr;- "tLOO . That ie a little different from the case
of afr-hierson. Tf e iis resident in the riding it 8asuf
ficientot nécessarily on the farm.

Mr. TWOMPSON. H. need not necesarily reside on the
' ihrmHo must reside with hie parents. There are a few

cases in whieh a farm owner lives just off the farm, but I
think the oas. of a real estate owner is different. It is net
intended te give him the right unlees h. lives on the pro.
perty.

Mr. MULOOK. Suppose the owner is not living on the
propertyhe owns in freehold, but is occupying a rented
property, and the son lives with his father. If the farm-
er's sol ie entitled to a vote on the ownership of a farm,
simply because be resides in the riding with his father, I
sbonld think the same reasoning should apply to the case
of the sïn oifan owner of real estate. If there is a different
rule made for the two cases, I think it je likely te lead te
confusion.

Mr. LISTER. T think in the Ontario Act the fact of
the father being an owner is sufficient to entitle the son to
vote.

Mr. THOMPSON. I will withdraw the amendment in
the meantime. In sub.section 9, on page 4, after the word
" fisherian,* I propose to add, "resident in the electoral
district."

Mr. B CHARD. It will be remembered that the other
day whenbthe fouse was in committee, I called the atten-
tion of the Government to the fact that a certain number
of persons in Quebee, whQ, under the old law, always had a
vote, would be disfranchised under this measure. I refer
to thosepereons who are called rentiers, those who, having
attained a certain age, give their property to one of their
sons, or a son-in-law, or even a perfect stranger-the pro-
perty generally being farm property-and receive as a
compensation an annuity which is paid the most part
of the time in products of the farm, but may be paid in
money or in both. Under this Bill, they cannot qualify
on their income, because, as a rule, they do not receive
8300 a year. On an average, they receive from 8125 te
$150 a year, and that class of people is more numerous
than- is generally supposed. This omission passed unno-
ticed last Session when this Bil was discussed. It is a
state of things peculiar to Queboc. In every rural district
in the Province -OQueboc, there are some of those people.
I hayI ea claustprepared to meet the case, which I
propose should be inserted between the clauses in which
are enumerated the different qualifications of voterse2

Or is or has been, one year next before his beinig placed on the list
of voters, or before the date of application for the placing of his name
on the list of voters, a resident within the electoral district, and in
receipt of a life annuity, secured on real estate in Canada, by virtue of
a deed of da«Mar at leasat $00in money or money's worth, or in
both.

I shw*d4hIr te gentlemen on the other side, and one pro-
minent gentleman was of the opinion that he considered a
fnan reoeiving $100 in that way as well qualiùed to vote as
anyone who earns $300 a year.

M MIYà T, TIbere are ether Aeeds besides donations
whi amount to the ame thing. I move that yon insert
"or 'ýMe ttls equivalent."

Mr. SPPMLET. Tthink this principle is entirely wrong.
If we compel a man te have an income of $300 te entitle
him te a vote, we should net give the advantage te another
claes et voting because they have a life micome of $100.

qMtion, ne amended, agreed tg.
210

On section 4,
Mr. THOMIPSON. This otion, on page 4, sys: "The

two sections of this Act next preceding shall not come into
force, &c." I propose to say sections 1, 2, 3 and 12. Tids
covers all the sections enlarging the franchise, and ahso
those sections which describe penaltiet.

Amendment agreed to.

On section 5,
Mr, THOMPSON. I propose to amend section 5. There

is no change in the sense, but the section as printed merely
provides that the six months' absence of a farmer's son or
son of an owner of real properfy, shal not disqualify
him from voting, and the object of this is to prevent its dis-
qualifying him from being put on the list on accouat of ce-
casional absence betore, or from voting in case of such ab-
sence after, hoeis put on the list.

Mr. MocKULLEN, I suggest that you should add to the
"mariner, fishermen or student " an apprentice duly ap-
prenticed and learning a trade.

Mr. O'BRIEN. Is the clause with reference to annuitants
to apply generally ? Ie it a new claes of votera, or is it
confined to those who have an interest arising from family
relationship ? If you are going to croate a general class of
votera whe receive annuities of $100 secured on real estate,
that is one thing, but, if it is only for a father who js pro-
vided for by hie son@, that is in accordance with what I con-
sider the very absurd principle of giving votes to the sons,
because if you give the votes to the sons it is only right to
give ito the farmers also.

Mr. BÉCHARD. It is not a new class, for these mon
have always been voters. By the prosent law, howevera
man can only vote on an income of $300 a year, while ta
owner of real estate amounting to $150 is given the fran-
chise. These annuities are based on real estate.

On section 19,
Mr. LISTER. There is a good deal of difficulty at pre-

sent with regard to declarations necessary to put a name on
the voters' list. Some revising officers insist on one form
and some on another. I think, if a form were put in the
Act, it would save a great deal of difflculty. In my county,
a very simple form of declaration has been held suffloient
by the revising offcer, while in an adjoining county the
same form was not accepted. There ought to be uniformity.

MIr. THOMPSON. I should have liked to give my atten-
tion to that had it been mentioned sooner, but it requires
the preparation of six oaths, and I do not think I Ecau
undertake that this evening.

Mr. MOMULLEN. Will the Minister of Justice prepare
a declaration to be used as the form on which the votera'
names can be put upon the list.

Mr. THOIMPSON. There may be some diffeulty In cen-
sequence of it being so late, but i wil consider it.

Mr. McMULLEN. I think it is very necessary that
something of this kind should b done. So far as my riding
is concerned, the judge there has evidenced hie willingnes
to do what is fair, and he has assisted ln every way parties
on both sides with regard to the preparation of names togo
on the list by deelaration. But if a judge is disposed to be
exact, ho might cause either party a great deal of difficulty,
and I think it would be well to provide a simple form of
declaration for putting names upon the voters' hiet to rhich
no exception could be taken.

Mr. FAIRBANK. In the 36th line, clause 7, relating to
copies beinrg laken, I would ask for the insertion after the
words "copies thereof," the words "or declaration upon
wbich the additions have been made," so that the party
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applying shall have a copy of the doclaration upon which
an addition to the list has been made.

Mr. THOMPSON. I think the hon. gentleman's object
might be gained by making it read thus: "The revising

officer shall furnish to any person requiring to examine the
same, all notices, additions and declarations in support
thereof."

MoCARTHY. We know that tenants, especially in
towns, frequently change their residence, they change their
holdings within the year before they apply to be put on the
list. Under the clause as it stands they must have one hold-
ing for the year, but I propose a clause which will enable the
tenant who has had a qualification during the year, but on
different holdings, to be put on the list.

Mr. MoMULLEN. To be registered in the place where
he resides ?

Mr. McÇARTHY Yes, it only enables the man who has
changed hie tenancy to vote on the tenancy ho has held
within the year.

The Oommittee rose, and it being Six o'clock, the Speaker
left the Chair.

After Recess.
House again resolved itself into Committee.

(In the Committee.)
Mr. THOMPSON. I draw attention to section 18, which

confirme the existing list, and provides that there shall be
no default by the revising officers of the District of Algoma
having had their districts altered subsequent to their hav-
ing taken the oath of office, and it is desirable that revising
officers shall be protected against any action. I move that
the following words be added to the section:

No action or proceeding shall lie or maintain against the revising
officer of the naid District of Algoma for any penalty or penalties by
reason of their acting as such after the limite assigned to them had
been changed and new commissions had been issued to them without
laking their oath of office anew.

Mr. LANGELIER. Has any action been taken up to
thie moment ?

Mr. THOMPSON. No.

On form B,
Mr. LISTER. I think that as the principle of the law je

that a man shail not be entitled to vote unless hoeis twenty.
one years of age at the time ho applied to be put on the list,
ho should be required to make oath to that fact before ho
is allowed to vote. I know that as a matter of fact many
minore have been laced on the list in my own county, and
they should not be there.

Mr. THOMPSON. I do not think it would be desirable,
as the whole principle of the law is that the revising officer
shall decide upon the qualification.

Mfr. MULOCK. I would ask the Minister what objection
there is to adding simply a paragraph requiring the man
who tenders hie vote to swear that he is entitled Vo vote.

Mfr. COL BY. I do not think that woul: Le a proper
clause to insert. It ls not every voter who knows what the
g"alifieations are.

1fr. M LULOCK. He should not be there unless ho has
them?

1Mr. COLBY. Yes, but a conscientious man might hesi-
tate and might be driven from voting. Yon cannot expect
men who are not able to read or write to underatand these
things.

Mr. THOMPSON. It would require a man'to swear to
à god deal of law, and I do not think we should call on a
ver to do that. The qualifications may depend on very

Mr. Fiawrgu x

nice legal questions, and these are decided by the revising
oefficer.

Mr. CHARLTON. As a man is notentitled to be t on
the list unless hoeis twenty-one years of age when te ap-
plication is made, I think ho should be required to swear
that ho is twenty-one years of age at that time.

Mr. W &LLACE (York). The assessors are allowed to
put them on if they will be twenty-one years of age before
the final revision. If they are twenty years and nine
months old at the time of the assesment, they are legally
entitled to vote under the Ontario Act.

Mr. MULOCK. Are you willing te folow the Ontario
Act throughout ?

Mr. WALLACE (York). So far as it is good, but we have
a better one.

Mr. SPRO ULE. The declaration that ho has to take when
ho is put on the list meets the diMeulty.

Mr. LISTER. Some hon. gentlemen are fond of follow-
ing the Ontario Act when it suits their purpose and abuing
it when it does not, particularly the hon. member for
York (Mr. Wallace). No matter what the Ontario law is,
this law says that a man shall not be placed on the list un-
less hoeis at the time twenty-one years of age. If the
revising officor thinke proper to place young men on the
list who are not of age, and who are therefore not qualified
under the law, they should not vote. If it is thought that
they ought to vote in case they come of age after the final
revision of the list, make the law so; but under the law as
it stands, surely we should have the power -to ascertain
whether they were qualified by being twenty-one years of
age at the time they were placed on the liEst.

Mr. WALLACE (York). It is rather amusing to see
hon. gentlemen opposite, who profess to want an extension
of the franchise, objecting to every extension of the fran-
chise proposed in the House.

Mr. LISTER. Do you call that honest ? You may
reconcile it with your ideas of honesty-

The CHAIRMAN. Order. Address the Chair.
Mr. LISTER. Hon. gentlemen opposite who have passed

this Bill, have provided in it that only certain persona shall
be placed on the list. Now, the hon. gentleman wants
certain other persons placed on the list. Two years may
elapse before this is used; in that case, young men who
were placed on the list at the age of nineteon years would
vote.

Mr. SPROULE. What do you make of thedeclaration?
Is it worth anything or not? A man declares that hoeis
twenty-one years of age, and that he is entitled by virtue of
his qualification to be placed on the list, and ho his placed
on the list.

Mr. LISTER. Suppose a man je placed on the liat; ho
does not make a declaration with the knowledge of the
revising officer, who assumes that hoei of age. It is the
case within my own knowledge that no declaration has
been made at ail.

Mr. FERGUSON (Leeds). Thon I would suppose the
hon. gentleman would attend the court of revision and have
the names struck off. The only point ie to make the voters'
list a finality. If you disturb that, yon disturb the whole
Bill. The qualification ought to be kept intact-make that
a finality.

Mr. THOMPSON. It sems te me that the objection
would apply to every qualification. This Bill providS that
a man shall posses a certain qualification; and in the event
of any pereon not coming up to that qualification in any
particular, ample opportunity is given to have thoir namie
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struck off the list. If they are shown to fail in rSect of as to citizenshiD. ta nrnertv and him al udentitv
age, I do not see why their names cannot hoe struck of just beyond that, I do not thizkyou have any right to go.
as well as if they failed in any other qualification. Mr. WELDON. We have provided means by which the

Mr. CHARLTON. In my own riding I am aware that a revising offcr can ascertain the value of real estate, the
good many young men bave been placed on the list by the rental, &.; those means are available, such as the regitr
opposite aide who are not twenty-one years of age. I have office and the assosment roll. But when you come to the
instructed my agents to conforrm strictly to the law, and to question whether a man is twenty-one years of age or not
put no one on e list who was not of age at the time the there are no records by which the judge can fnd that out
application was made. The law requires that at a certain It would seem right and proper that, if it is in the
time a young man must be of age to ho placed on the list, knowledge of the party himself, whether he is of ageor not
and if through the action of the revising offlcer or the agent heeshould not be entitled to vote. When my hon. friond
of a candidate a large number of persons are put on the list årst brought in hie Bill, he endeavnred In sehedule A
in violation of that provision of the law, they certainly have to avoid that difficulty by putting in the age of the partys
ne right to vote. If that has been done, it is a very simple his last birthday. That was etrnck out. We ought there-
thing to require those persona to state on oath what their fore now to make him take the oath that he was of the age
age is, and if they are not of age at the time of the applica- of twenty-one years when he was put on the list. It isolear
tion, they are not votera under this Act. We all know that it is not intended minors should vote or ehould be put on the
the making of appeals is a laborious and costly matter; in list, and if, by accident, a minor got on the list, it was never
some ridings it will be attended to with more or lesa intended ho should be qualified meroly because he was on it.
thoroughness, and in sorne it may not be attonded to at ail. Mr. LISTER. If the law reqaired that the pereon apply.1 think that so far as possible we should sec that the pro- ing to be put on the list should make the deolaration himvisions of the law are carried ont, and it would he very self there might bo some excuse for the pretension that thesimple to put a clause in the oath requiring the voter to list be final, and the perton a plying to vote be not obligedswear whether or not ho was of age at the time the list was to submit to anothor oath. But one person may make a
made, as he would know, and if he swears that lie was not, declaration for a great number of people, and swear to theirhe should not beallowed to vote, even thoughi hs name be on qualifications from information he got from some friends ofthe lit. his. Wherever the parties make a declaration themselves,

Sir JOHN A. MAODONALD. How can a young man it may be taken for granted that they would not swear to
swear positively that he was twenty-one years of age at the their declaration unless it was true, but where the declara-
time he was put on the list. tion is made by another party, abusei are certain to arih e

Mr. ARMSTRONG. On the same principle, how can he You require here that a person should take the oath that ho
swear positively that he is when he comes up to vote ? Ho is a British subject by birth or by naturalisation. Weil, ho
will ho just as likely to know it at one time as at another. can swear to bis age with as great certainty as to that; for
Last year this House passed a Bill containing a certain qua if a persn does net know wben he was rhn, ho cannot
lification for votera. One of these qualifications was that have a clear idea where he was born. If ho is competent
they should ho of the full age of twenty-one years. That to swear he is a British subject by birth, he ai surely cor
romains the law yet. If we change the law, and require petent te tak the oath as te the time he reached hie major
that a man need not ho twenty-one years of age when hie i ity. The law does net intend that a person twonty.ne year
put on the list, but only when ho comes up to vote, thon of.age at the timo the liat was revised shonld net vote, and
we have no more to say. But in the present case you are it is as easy to put mn a clause requiring him to swear tha
simply providing means by which the law we enacted a he was twenty-one at the Lime, as to require him to swear
year ago can be evaded. If the law provides that a per- he was twenty-one when giving hie vote. This form o
son must ho of twenty-one years of age when put on the oath will permit people te evade the law.
list, I can see no reason why ho should not swear to the Mr. PATERSON (Brant). This is due to an omission in
fact. The hon. Minister of Justice says it is easy to get the Act which the Minister promised to consider to-night,
the names struck off. It is not easy to do so. People are and, if possible, to remoedy; namely, having forms of appli.
very shy of appeahng against their neighbors, and besides cation in the Act and making all the applications uniform.
it is a very costly matter. There is no valid reason why the If it was a personal declaration that was made by the young
oath should not b made to conform to the law as it stands, men, it would be supt rfiuous to ask them to make a second
instead of providing a loophole by which the law can he declaration. But the law not being definite in that shape,
broken. the practice has been that in many cases the young man

Mr. FERGUSON (Leeds). The age is only one of the makes no declaration. The declaration is made for hîm by
qualifications of votera. There are other qualifications des- some one who says ho believes that the young man has ail
ignated juat as distinctly, and the object of the examination the qualifications. It is because of that state of things, that
by the judge was to make the list a finality. If you have a the proposed amendment is required.
right to swear a man as to age, you have an equal right to Mr. TRHOMPSON. The discussion has arisen incidentallyswear him as to the value of hie property, that he was on the form of the oath, but it is really not pertinent to thatearning se much, and so forth. If you have a right to open at aL. Sections 31 and 39 provide that those persone oniyup the question of age, you have a right to open up the who are on the lista as finally revised shal be the electors,whole qualification. Do that, and you disturb the whole and that is made se emphatic that it is provlded that evenlaw, and ita whele usefuiness la gone. IFor instance, takre a adta Bmd oepai hti opoie htee
andu itos wholne msefules par on bis maationc, ake a, the judge trying the élection case shall not ho at liberty toman whose earnings make part of hiequalifiaton uand hie dispute anything appearing on the list. No proposition has

keep -anotherp a t the time of iskgopg on the lit, it been mde to amend or repeal those sections, and it wouldmight be considered a certain value to keep him, and twelve be inconsistent to make the returning offler, in the forir ofmonths later i might be considered a differont value, and the oath, put a test which the judge is forbidden to put byyon would have just as much right to swear him as to that.
If a man is permitted to go on the list after all the safe- sections 31 and 39.
guarda, and aftor it is fiaally revised by the judge, I con- Mr. CHARLTON. Might it not be an infriugernent on
aider that it la a violation of the law and good faith to those sections to reguire the voter to swear he inaWÛ& k
disturb the qualifloation in any rpowt, You may test him oubject?
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Mr. MILLS. No one is disposed to call in question the eau, in a leu troublesome way than in the past, obtain the

rule that the votera' liste shall be a finality, but there is rights of citizenship, and be entitled to vote.
alwaya a considerable degree of imperfection in the lista. Mr. THO RPSON. It seema to me that can hardly b.
If you cannot prevent parties being put on the list who dene in the oath they take at the polling booth. I under-
are not really entitled to it, so far from that being an
objection to the insertion of this provision in the oath it ie qualificat the oter bein a ritiis ese, dtht
really a reason for adding it. I mention as a fact very would b. contrary to the spirit of the Act.
common on the western frontier that our young men leave
the country, and it bas been the practice to bring them Mr. LÂNDERK[N. Yon should make hum a Britiâh
back to vote in the first election after they had left, with subjeot in the oath at the tine, withot lsging through
the intention of becoming citizens of another country. IuirE t ake
know of a cnonstituency in which there was a special el the oath of allogiance and citiznshipvash. has to do by the
tion in 188P, in which the list showed there were 166 in other process.
that constituency on the list who resided in Michigan; yet Mr. THOMPSON. There is ample opportunity during
a large proportion of those, about 100, were brought back terevision lor the voter te become a British subjeet bofore
to vote. la it the intention that those parties who have the final revisien. If ho is on the roll and dires te quulify
taken up their residonce elsewhere should vote bore ? If before tho vote, ho eau bocome a British subject at any time
the hon. gentlemn's prop'sition is carried out, that is the bofore the polling day. I thinit would b. very inconven-
intention of the Government. ient to have the presiding ofoor naturalising foroigu euh.

jece for the purpose of enabliDg them te vote, and, miaking
Mr. McMULLENT. We are offering a premium to peoplethem a different class from those on the votera'rist.

disposed to be unscrupulons to act in that manner. The Mr.MULOOR. I agree with what the Minister says an
Act provides that a party must be twenty-one years of age te that, but I woutd eau bis attention to the difficultios now
in order to be put on the list. Any man who is so rock-
less of the consequences of a statutory declaration that h.0neetii. wafo aherso b eig ature tiigh eha
is prepared to present the revising barrister with the decla-
ration that a certain person is of age, and the false state-adming tho ecoasotaand a ve
ment is not disoovered at the final revision, the party for
whom ho made the declaration will have a vote. W. exponsive one now, and I think tho Act which deals with
should come to an understanding that a man may be placed tho case might ho anendod se as te simplify the proceduro.
on the roll who is only twenty years of age, if you are Mr. WATSON. 1 would eau attention te the importance
going to allow that to be done at al; or else insist on his of having some form laid down in tus Bil for applications.
taking the oath that ho was of age when put on the list. In my county, Marquette, ont of some hundrods of applica-
This provision is an unjustice to those who are conscien- tions that have beon made te h.jlaced on the first list,
tious, and affords a means of fraud to those who do not there have beon only three accopt , as it is claimed they
hesitat. te stretch a point in order te get a vote on the liat. were not in a proper shape, although they wr in th very

form accepted by the revising barrister,
Mr. LANDERKIN. I think it would be possible for the

Minister of Justice in the oath to devise some means
whereby those who have not become naturalised citizens
might become naturalised at the time when they appear
to tender thoir vote. Take the case, for instance, of a per.
son who has lived in the country for two or three years,
who is the owner of property and entitled to vote by reason
of property qualificati'n, but who bas not gone through
the formula required by the Act to give him the rights of
oitizenship. I think a very simple and plain process could
be devised in the oath by which this class of voters would
not be disfranchised. There is a good deal of trouble in
complying with the present law. These persons have to
go before a magistrate and take the oath of allegiance and
the oath of citizenship. It was the practice some time ago
that they had to appear before the quarter sessions, and, if
no objections were offered against them, they were allowed
their rights, and thon they had to file their papers and pay
a fee. 1believe that is the law yet. I think whon they tender
their vote they should be enabled to swear that they are the
persons named in regard to the property, and have resided
a certain length of time in the country, and thoy should be
entitled to vote. Many persons will be disfranchised unles
this is done, as they have not gone through all the for mula.
There are many Germans uin this country, and they are an
industrious, thrifty and sober clas of people, and make
good citizens. In the United States, it is much more easy
to obtain the rights of ciizenship than it is bore, and I am1
told that is one of the causes why German immigration has
been directed there. It is the duty of the Government and
of this House, to throw no obstacles in the way of the settle-
ment of those who are likely to be good and useful citizens
of this country, and I think a very simple and expeditious
method could be provided in the oath. I hope the Miniuter
of Justice will devise some means by which these settiers

Mr. OARoLToN,

Mr. THOMPSON. It is not possible to give atttention
to that point now.

Mr. FAIRBANK. No doubt it would take some time to
draw up a form, but it would take very little time indeed
to frame a clause that additions should be made wholly
upon personal declaration. The Minister may not be
aware of the fact that two courses have been pursued hereto-
fore, one by personal declaration on the part of the person
who wished teobe put upon the list, and the other system
throwing thom in en bloc.

Bill reported; on motion for third reading,

Mr. MILLS. I beg leave to move:
That the Billh b not now read a third time, but that it be referred

back to Committee of the Whole to amend the same by providing that
all personSa entitled to vote in each Province for the election of members
to the Legislative Asembly for such Provinee, and no othera, shall be
voters for the election of members to the House of Commons, and that
the votera' lista in each Province for the election of members to the
House of Gommons, shal be the votera' lists that would be used for the
elections for the House of Assembly."

I think that the experience the country has hiad during the
past twelve months, shows the wisdom of the rule that was
adhered to during the sixteen or eighteen years that preoeded
our tampering with the votera' lista by our legislation bhre
last year. Sir, the hon. gentleman ias had nearly twelve
months' experience of hie measure. He assured the HRouse
that it would cost but very little to prepare the votera'ists
fcr this Dominion, but ho finds now that ho has to come
down to Parliament and ank or th appropriation of
$300,000 to meet the expenses during the past year. There
is not a member in this House who is not perfectly
aware that $300,000 will not at al Hbe sucient te meet
the expenses that have been inourred. Sir, this expense has
been a needlces expense, and it forms blt a anI fraction
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of the cost that has been ineurred in the preparation of Mr. MITCHELL. I foel it necessary to make a few
these lista. There is probably not a member on either aide observations on this measure and to somewhat explain the
of the House that has not been put to a oonsiderable amount vote I have given. It will be remembered that when this
of expense in order to see that these lista have been fairly Bill came up during last Session 1 oppoeed almost every
made up; and at this moment there are a large feature of it, excopt its principle. 1 s atained the course
number of gentleman in this Houe who know that a great taken by the Government in bringing in a Bill to regulate
number of these lista are most inaccurate. Why, Sir, I thefranchise which should control the election of members to
have been informed that in one constituency near my own, the Parliament of Canada. I opposed being at the mercy
those liste that are being prepared contain the names of of a Local Legislature for a franchise under which we
200 minors, and 600 persons who are no longer residents would be elected, and, therefore, 1 supported the Administra-
in the country. tion of the day on the principle of the Bill. But I must

Some hon. MEMBERS. Oh, oh. say that the opinions I entertained and expressed on that
Mr. MILLS. An bon. friend behind me remarks that cer- occasion are confirmned, and it is clear that in all its featureaMr. ILL. Anhon frind ohin meremaks hat or-and details this B l311 vii h mogt difficuît te workt of a most

tain parties are sitting on the other aide who are well quali-e1 and lsthiharallerileueemmot diffoit t
fied to join the Salvation Army. I think, Sir, that they expensive and extravagantcharacter, one moat dia enlt to

require a very considerable reformation, and they might understand and one which 1 think will lead to an immensereqirea vry ensderblerefrmaion an thy mghtameunt of itigation, trouble and confusion. Rutertain-
make the proper material upon which the Salvation Army ing the vietatn the Frandco Bdion. En otin
might operate, and if the Army could succeed in reforming in the election of members for this Psrliament
their manners, they would confer a lasting benefit, not only g touhd emanato from f this Parliament itself, from
upon this Flouse, but upon the country. Now, Mr. Speaker. the highest legislative body in the country, and that weI am not going to detain the Flouse with any further obser- should not allow any minor legislative body to regulate andvations upon the amendment I put in your handa. It is control the elections of members to the highest Parliament,perfectly intelligible, everybody understands it. I am sure I could not support the amendment. I feel it eocessary tothat whatever may be the judgment of this liouse upon make this explanation in justification cf my vote. But onthat amendment, there will be no doubt as to the conclusion the third reading of the Bill J shall feel it also to be mythat will h reached upon it in the country. duty, entertaining the views I do as to the dangerQue

House divided on amendment of Mr. Milla. character of the Franchise Bill as it stands, and being deter.
YuÂàs:mined that no vote of mine shall in any way perpetuate

the Bill which is destructive to its interest and likoly toMessieurs lead to an immense amrount of litigation and trouble, to vote
yllen, Dupent, McCraney, against the Bill. I will, therefore, vote against the thirdAmyot, Fairbank, Molntyre,

Armstrong, Fisher, McMuIlen, reading.
Auger, Geeffrion, Milla,
Baii (Wentworth), Gigault, Mulock, Mr. CHARLTON. Before the third reading of the Bill
Béchard, Gillmor, Paterson (Brant), passes I wish to call the attention of the Minister of Justice
Bergeron, Glen, Platt, to sub-section 2, page 6. The form J as not been provided.Bernier,« Guay, Rinfret,teubecinpae.ThfomJasetbnpried
Blake, Gunn, Scriver, Mr. THOMPSON. The section has been suspended for
oamro (Middlesex) ol Somerville (Brant, a year, and there can be no use for such a form until after
Campbell (Renfrew), Innes, Springer, the lst June next year.
Oarwuight(SirBi Larn)Kirk, Butherland (Oxford), Bill read the third time and passed.aasey, Landerkin, Trow,
Casgrain, Langelier, Vail,
Chariton, Laurier, Watson, NORTHERN AND PACIFIC JUNCTION RAILWAY.Cockburn, Lister, Weldon,
Cook, Livingston, Wilson.-54. Sir JOHN A.MACDONVAIw D movtdth., A n

NATs:
Messieurs

Allison, Ferguson(Leedsk Gren)NcGreevy,
Bain (Soulanges), Fergon (Welland), McLelan'
Baker (Miisisquoi), Fortin, Massue,
Barker, Poster, Mitchell,
Beaty, (Gordon, Montplaisir,
Bell, Grandbois, O'Brisn,
Benoit, Guilbault, Orton,
Bergin, Guillet, Paint,
BSm, Hackett, Patterson (Essex),
Bload eau, Hal,Po

ameron (Inverness), Hessen,mRei
Cameron (Victoria), Hickey, Riopel,
Campbell (Victoria), Hilliard, Robertson (Hamilton)
Carling, Home-P, Robertson (Hastings),
Caron (5ir Adolphe), Jamieson, Bhanly,
Chapleasu, Kaulbach, amall,
CalhTy, Kilvert, Smytb,
oo;ufa0 Kinney, Sproule,

0n woKrant, Tassé,
Ouran, Labrosse, Taylor,

hber~, Landry (Montmagny), Temple,
Dsty, Langevin (Sir Hector), Thom pso'

DacitLesage, Tyrhitr,
Dawsoa, IaMdald (King's), Wallaee(York),
Desaslnie(84 Maurfee)aedonald (Sir John), Ward,
Dickinson. Mackintosh, White (Oardwell),
Dagia, Maemasier, White (astinge),
DuIndas Maccllui, Wigs,
Everett, McOarthy, Woodworth--f.
Parrow,, McDougald (Pictou>,

Amendment ngativd,

OLd L.LeI amen ýMJFIIVUtflifl jvme su

made by the Sonate to Bill (No. 25) respecting the North-
e n and Pacifie Junction Railway Company (Mr. MoCar-
thy), be concurred in,

Mr. MULOCK. I entertained the hope when the Gov-
ernment took charge cf this measure that they would pro-
pose to offer some solution of it. I think a very sound
objection was taken to the passage of this Bill without
enquiry, and certainly it is due to the country that the Gev-
ernment since they have fathered the Bill sbould endeavor
in some way to meet the objections taken. It is somewhat
an anomalous position to find the hon. member occupying
the position in which we find the hon. member for North
Simeoe (Mr. McCarthy) to night, whon a week ago on the
floor of this louse ho asserted hi& opposition to this mes-
sure as at prosent before us, and to.night ho i. advo.
cating, as I presume ho la, its passage. He came to
a solemn agreement with this fouae that this mea-
sure should not go through in its present form. He
admitted that it would not be right to have the Bill
through Parliament as h. now asks it to be passed. ie
induced the House, or ho yielded to the argument of hon.
members and came to the conclusion tho very opposite to
that at which ho le asking us to arrive to-night. How is it
the hon, gentleman has se changed his views on that ques-
tion ? Re has not ventured to give a single explanation of
his change o front. I will quote for his beneflt, and for
the benoit of the Hous, what the hou, memb for Xr*
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Simcoe (Mr. McOarthy) stated in this Rouse to be his posi-
tion towards the measure on the 17th May. How cornes it
that on this the last day of May the hon. gentleman take
such a very different position to what he did on the 17th ?
I am told he used his influence outside of this Chamber and
induced the Sonate to arrive at the conclusion at whieh
they arrived and passed the amendments which we are now
called upon to adopt. It may not be true, but I am told
that ho used his influence not only to bring the Sonate to
that conclusion, but that ho took a hand in framing the
very amendments we are asked to consider to-night. How
the hon. gentleman came to act so differently outside this
Chamber from what he did inside deserves an explanation
from him. On 17th May the hon. member for North
Simcoe (Mr. MoCarthy) was told on the floor of this House
that the Bill ho was then asking the House to sanction
would interfere with the agreement of April, 1884,
when the rights of the Crown were protected. When
ho was told that, not one but half a dozon times,
he voluntarily admitted that the measure would have, or
might possibly have, the effect suggested, and in order that
no mistake might happen ho declared in this Chamber that
ho would assent to any set of words being introduced that
would protect the Crown in its full right under the agree-
ment of April, 1884. On page 1314 of lansard, I find ho
is reported as having used these words:

" The hon. gentleman's arguments amounts to this, that if this enact-
ment is now passed, the effect of the contract between the Orown and
the railway company will be practically done away with, if not in law,
at aIl events in goo faith. All I ca say in answer to that is, that if
that i the effeot cof it, we can add in committee any words my hon.
friend may add to neutralise that."

And the way ho proposes to add his words is to neutralise
the effect; he goes outside this House and outside of the
Sonate Committee to senators outside of the House and out-
side of the Sonate Committee where he cannot be reported,
and there in oompany with others assisted them in framing
this amendment which contains the words I have read.
That is the way that hoeis giving us words which will take
care of the rights of the Crown. The hon. gentleman thon
goes on :
" That Io not the intention of the promoters of this Bill"

If that was not their intention why is it that ho is the
mover of this amended Bill to-night ? Why did ho not rise,
when these amendmaents were under consideration on Friday
night last, and point out that he, the promoter of the Bill,
as one whose advice should be respeoted, would not
assent to the amendments of the Sonate. By his silence
he has given his sanction to the amendments, apart from
what ho did, asI am told, in producing those amendments.
He goes on--

"I explained that to the Railway Committee, and I repeat it here:
That laithe whole object of the section, to make these bonde sectional
and if there is any doubt at all thatpassing thie legislation would have
the effect of nalliying the contract in any way, then an amendment can
be put in, and I have prepared an amendment which 1 think will meet
the view of the hon. member, wMfieh amendment is to the effect that
nothing In the Bill contained shal interfere with the contract between
the Government and the company. »

Well, h. cannot gay that ho used those words inadvertently
atone time, because we find them all through that debate
taking a similar attitude. On page 1316, I am reported to
have said, speaking of the effects of this Bill:

"I hardly think the hon. gentleman has put the issue correct ly. It
s true, as he pointed out, that the A t of incorporation gives power to
bond the rad to the extent of $20,000 a mile, but subsequently their1
borrowing power was modified by the contract made with the Growu.j
It is the position of the Crown we are seeking to protect.A

And the hon. member in answer to that observation replied
as fohlows : -

g I wili introduce a clause to cover that."

Thenlater on, at page 1818, ho said;
Mr, MLQQK,

" s I have stated, I have no desire at all that the contract between
the Government and the company should be in the slightest degree
affected, and I propose to add at the end of the clause the word:
1 Provided that this enactment je without prejudice to the agreement
between the Government of Oanada and the company, bearing date the,
12th day of A pril, 1884, respecting the assumption by Parliai:ent et the
portion of sai dUne of railway between Gravenhurat and Oallander."'

And why, if ho proposes that this Bill ahall be without pre.
judice to the agreement, is ho here to-day to ask that that
agreement shall be so rmodified that it shall prejudice the
rights of the people to the extent of 01,320,000 ? He calis
that, I suppose, not prejndicing the Crown in respent of that
agreement. Further on ho says:

" There was power to issue bonds to the extent of$20,000 a mile, and
the bondholders took their chances as to whether the road at that date,
would be worth $20,000 a mile or not."

At what date ? The date named in the agreement, at the
time when the Crown should seek ta eXercise its rightsuand
take their lino, in case it were in the public interest ta do
s0. Ho goes on:

" The company do not, in the slightest degree, desire to affect its con-
tract with the Government by a aide wind, but understands that Parlis.
ment, sbould the Company flot do its dnty by thes public, msy at sonme
future lime come in and rdeem t.he bonds, and the bondholdert vii
buy on that chance."
Those were the words of the hon. gentleman uttered in this
House on the 17th of May when he in uoed Parliament, as
as it did unanimously, to pass this Bill as it left this House,
and here on the 3st of May, procisely two weeks after, we
find him advocating a measure the very opposite in effect to
that which ho thon sanctioned. So on throughout the
debate we find the hon. member for North Simcoe telling
this Parliament that the agreement referred to should in no
way be varied. Now apart from his attitude-because I
think it is due to the House that ho should explain how it
is that ho has changed his view-apart from his position
and his connection with this matter, which to me is
inexplicable, lot me turn for a moment to the effect of this
measure. We are told by the Minister of Justice that thero
has been expended on this road up to to-day $26,208 per
mile. He tells us it will cost to finish and equip
it with some rolling stock $28,905 per mile. Wll
the company is not bound to equip its lino with
rolling stock. On the contrary, it has no right to do so.
The Bill sets forth the lease, and the first section of that
lease sets forth that this company is to construct its lino,
and when constructed is to lease its lino to the Bamilton
and North-Western Company and the Northern Railway
Company in porpetuity. My hon. friend from North Sim-
coe, the other day, stated that this company was bound to
supply rolling stock. Theraeis nothing in this lease on
which to found such a statement. Section 1 is, I think,
conclusive on this point. This lease, it will be remembered,
was made in pursuance of an agreement between the Gov-
orninent and the railway, whereby the railway got the
bonus, and the agreement sets forth certain provisions of
the lase, one Ming that the company was to build the
lino, and when built was to .lease it in perpetnity to the
Northern Railway and to the Hamilton and North-Western
Railway, and acoordingly the company on this agreement
proceeds to enter into leases with the two leasing com-
panies. Section 1 reads as follows:

"The lessors shall and will commence the work of construetten of
their said railway before the first day of July next, and carry n the
same with al reasonable despatch, and shal uand will construt, bulid
and, by the first day of ay, one thousaud eight hundred and eighty six,
complets the same, with it stations, buildings, platforms, telegraph,
signais, switohes, sidingusuad other appurtenances, fromi the paint ef
junction with the Northern Railway, at thie said village of Gravenhurst,
to its counection withe the Canadian Pacific Railway, pon the Ioeasiou
and ini accordance with the maps sud specifcations signed by the engi-neer of dis lessors snd lessees respectively, snd sa an acoordance with
tAe above recited provisions of the agreems between Ber Majeuty the
QuSen aud the lessors.

Not one word there of supplying rolling stock. That li
what the company agreed té do té bufld tatline-4he bare
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right of way-with sidings and stations, and that property,
so constructed, is by the second section leased to these two
leasing companies in perpetuity. Section 2 goes on:

"The lessors agree t leuase, and do hereby lsue to the lessees, the
wholeofthe sidUne of railway I-
That being the railway to be constructed under the provi.
song ofeotion 1.--
4 lo to be constructed as In the next preceding clause mentioned, and
its appartenanmo, and all such branches and eitensions thereof as may
be Irom time to.time oustructed, and their appurtenances, and to place
the lessees in possession thereof from time to time, as and when com-
pleted, so that the lessees may work the same in such manner as they
may deem most profitable and advantageous, and so that the lessees
may collect, recoive, take and have to their own use, the toll, fares,
receipte sud saraings in respect thereof, to have and to hold the rail-
way and premises so demised, or intended so to be, to the use of the said
lessees."

Thon it goes on to state how the profits are to be divided.
Then my hon. friend tries to argue, because some vague
reference is made to rolling stock in another section, that
therefore this company is bound to equip the road. The
section I have read is the only section calling on the cm-
pany to do anything, and all that that section requires the
compury to do is to build the road, not to equip it; and
why that company should now ask Parliament to allow it
to bond the road as against the public for the purpose of
spending money in a way in which it has no right to spend
it, is something I cannot understand. It is bound to build
a line of railway, and the very moment it is built, it is
bound to lease it. It does not control the line, and there-
fore it would be a breach of trust in this company to spend
any portion of its money in buying rolling stock, or in
doing anything to acquire rolling stock except in seo far as
it is necessary te build the line in the first instance, and
it is not pretended that the rolling stock shall bu bought
for the purpose of building the road. Taking that
view, I find the Minister of Justice's own figures,
that this rodhas cost 826,208 a mile. We are
told by the hon. member for North Ontario (Kr. Cock-
burn) that the road is about comploted, that it is in a
finished state and is a very fine road; and I understand
thatthe only reason why it has not already been handed
over to the lessees is some dificulty apart from the con-
struction of the road itself. The company was bound to
have the road completed by the 1st of May, and I believe it
has lived up to its agreement in that respect. Now, upon
what evidence the Minister of Justice arrived at his vaitna-
tion of the cost of the road, this House does not know; I
presume they were based on statements given to him by
persons connected with the company. Who was invited on
behalf of the general public to value that road ? What
system did he adopt t> check those figures ? Probably
vague statements, such as are made in the Bailway Com-
mittee and elsewhere, were made as to this transaction.
Would a man be willing to postpone a mortgage he has on
any property on such testimony ?

Mr. THOMPSON. The report of the ohief engineer of
railwy ?

Mr. MULOCK. The report of the chief engineer of
railways might be satisfactory if he had time to investigate
the matter. We know that the present chief engineer
of railways is very loowe in giving certificates; we know
that it is one peculiarity of his, that he lacks that backbone
which isneesryto say no when h ought to say no.

Sir JOHN A. MAODONALD. You don't know him.

Mr. MULOCK. Those who have dealt with him, railway;
mun, say so,uandit is the general opinion ofthe public that cor-
tidenteanould bagot readilyfrom the deputy Minister of Rail-
ways. Ilwill net say that ho intends them not to bu correct ; but
he is a man of yielding mind, and he certifies when a certif-
catei wanted.%I do not know what the chief engineer said, or

upon what evidence he proceeded. But what did the
Minister of Justice tell us? He told as that 26.2U8 amile was
the amount that had been exponded-not what the road was
worth, but what had been expendel. Expended by whom?
Paid to the contractors under the contract made by the
company with its contractors, and not with the sub-eontrae.
tors. This afternoon I read a few figures which Iam told indi.
cate the contract price and indicate the real cost as weil. I
heard my hon. friend from North Ontario say this afternoon
that all the work was not done under sub-contracts. I do
not care whether it was or not; it is sufficient to know that
sub-contractors did build a portion of the railway at pries
which indicate the cSt of the whole work. I repat what
I said this afternoon, that I am informed on whatIoensider
reliable testimony that the contract for building this road
was made between the railway company and the oontrao.
tors at the following prices: Earth work, 28 cents per
cubie yard, sub-let at 20 cents; rock work, #1.80 per oubie
yard, sub-let at 81.30 ; pile driving, 40 cents per foot, sub.
lot at 25 cents; grubbing, $200 per acre, eublet at $100;
timber for trestles and culverts, 830 per 1,000 feet, sub-let
for 818 and $20; taking out foundations for bridges and
culverts, 81 per yard, sub-let for 30 cents.

Mr. McCARTHY. Sub-let to whom ?
Mr. MULOCK. I did not give yon the name of the

person.
Mr. MoCARTHY. Well, I want the name.

Mr. MULOCK. I cannot give you the name; I am not at
liberty to give it to you. 1 make that statement on my
responsibility hore. The hon. member for North Simce
may smile and throw himself back in his chair, and think
to make it a point against me that I do not give the name;
but I demand au enquiry before the Committee of Railwaye,
and seà if I cannot prove it. I do not guarantee the cor.
rectuess of this statement, but I guarantee that I believe it
to be correct. I am not in possession of the evidenoe, but
produce your sub-contracts. I challenge you to an euquiry
on the subject before you ask us to vote away one million
and a quarter of the people's money. You cannot laugh this
matter away; I demand an enquiry, and then we shall see
if I cannot give some evidence on the question. These fig.
ures which I have given show that this work was letin the
first instance at one-third more than the construction of the
lino cost. Whether the company did part of the work
or not I do not care; so long as sub-contraotors
were found who did a portion of the work at these
greatly -reduced prices, that shows that the price
or the whole work given under the contract was
proportionately large. Taking, then, one-third from the
$26,208 per mile, wuich the road was stated by the Minister
of Justice to have cost, what do we get? We find that the
actual cost of the construction of this line was 817,472 per
mile. Sir Charles Tupper, while Minister of Railways,
estimated it cost at 820,000 per mile. He knew what ho
was about; ie bas probably had as much ex perience in the
building of railways as the on. member for NorthiSimcoe,
and ho then spoke under the advice of the same gentleman
who is advising hon. gentlemen to-day. Trae, Mr. Schriber
has had a little advantage in the contractors 'ving him
evidence; but that is not the only evidence e country
ought to have. They say that this road is not quite fnished.
For argument'ssa ke, I will suppose tiat it will cost
about .2,500 a mile to finish the road; I do not believe it
will cost anything; but assming that it will, I will take
820,000 a mile as the total real coet of the road. Thus, the
$12,000 per mile which the country has paid the company,
and the 88,000 a mile which they were authorised to borrow,
was sufficient to pay the whole cost of building this road.
That being the case, for what purpose l this other $12,000
demanded ? We are asked to-day to postpone our position
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as first mortgagees of this road to the extent of $1,820,000,
for that is our position, and allow as much more bonded
debt to be put abead of us before we can intervene and

ke control of that road. If my hon. friend had desired
to conceive a plan whereby the bonds of this company
might be sold and forced upon this Government, ho could
mnot have devised a botter plan. Its mismanagement is a
disgrace to railway management in Canada-that is the
mismanagement of the lessees in respect of their pre.
sent lines-and all they have to do apparently, to
compel the Crown to assume this debt of $20,000
a mile is to repeat their practices over the leased line. Let
them adopt the same tactics in regard to the new line, and
the country will demand that the Government step in and
take possession of that noutral link or build a new line.
When we take control, what will we be met with? Instead
of being met with a bonded debt of 88,000 a mile, we
will be met with a bonded debt of $20,000 a mile ; that is
the prtdice that the country sustains. Are we justified

i Kgsuch a course that will bring about such a result?
True-the hon. Minister might say there is no time to make
an enquiry. I cannot help that. An enquiry ought to
have been made long ago. When this Bill was going
through the Senate Committee the Goverument knew there
was then going to be adopted an amendment which ought
not to be adopted except after a thorough investigation.
The Government ought to have known about it, and referred
the matter-to a proper committee; but instead of that, we
are now asked, at the last days of the Session, when it is
practically impossible to get evidence in time, even if the
case was brought before a committee to deal with, as it
would involve bringing in witnosses from a distance, and it is
impossible to say whether they could be got here in time, we
are asked to pass this measure. Surely, in the face of this
position, the Government do not propose to allow the Bill
to go through without providing some checks and safe-
guards before giving sanction to the measure. It may be
possible, if the matter was referred to a committee, to make
a thorough investigation ; but if it is not, the responsibility
falls on the Governmont ; and it is the duty of the Govern-
ment to provide means by which they will have still the
veto power until tbey are satisfled, at least, in regard to
this transaction. If such a provision as that were put in
the Bill, it would not, in the slightest degree, justify any
departure from the agreement. The agreement was
made on valuable consideration. It is essential to the
public interest that it should not be departed from, and
here is no valid reason why it should be departed from.
The hon. member for North Ontario dilated upon the
value of the road, and so did the First Minister. I agree
with them both that the road is a very important road, but
that bas nothing to do with the question. We have paid
for a large proportion of the construction of the road ; in
fact we contracted for a lino of railway for a large sum of
money,-and the contraeting party is bound to supply that.
We are -Bot-doing anything we ought not to do in withhold-
ing this legislation, for the contractors have no moral or
legal laimapon this fHouse for the kind of relief they are
asking foz,,the -refueal of whieh wil- not interfere with the
Publie Uetest. On what principle in the public interest
is trie 10ashed -to saerißee its positi>n now ? No ar.
gumene bs be.n-advanced; no hon. gentleman, with the
ex!egran f"teMiister of Jstice, has ventured to speak
on he síWjtand honerely stated there had been ex.
peaded - certaei sum of money under the contract, which
wasrinIteratire an extremely unwise and imperfect ex.
peadituêe. Or Wteso reasons I beg to move :

That ib 9nandexrts be not now ooncurred in, but that the Bil be
refesred b to th Setbeet Standing (Jommittee on Railways, Canals
an« T*etUbraoph

Mr. RALL. If I understand the argument of the hon.
gentleman who opposes the measure, it is based on the'

Mr. 1ULocX.

assumption that in the original contract made between the
Government and this company, a sum. was axed, upon the
payment of which the Government could take over tis road
and assume its oontrol, and the assertion is made that any
change from the sum named in the contract would be irreg-
ular and unjust to the country. The examination of the
original contract would show that there is no fized sun, on
the payment of which the Government could take over the
road. It is to be borne in mind that when the palticular
provision was made that the Government could,s hld eer-
tain contingencies arise, take over the road for th benoût
of the country, the road was not even surveyed, it was not
known what the difficulties of construction would be, and
the sum named was purely nominal, the minimum monut
under which the road could be constructed in favorable cir.
cumstances, $8,000 a mile, but the words were added:

" The Parliament of Canada may, if it see ft, caneel the mid lease
and take.over the said railway free from eneambranxoe, upon amamption
of the bond or debenture debta of the lessor company, to the amount of
$8,000 per mile of the railway, and upon payment of such further
sumo of money beyond the said bond debta of 58,000 per mite, and the
said subsidy as the said railway may then be worth."

So that whenever the contingencies arose, the Government
would be under the obligation to pay whatever the road
might be worth whether the $20,000, which we are now
fxing as the lesser sum, or a greater or lesser sum.

Mr. MILLS. Oh, no.
Mr. HALL. The Government are bound to pay what-

ever the road might be worth at the time of taking it over,
in excess ol the 88,000 a mile which is merely a nominal
sum. That provision with regard to the 88,000 a mile
was a proper one at the time; in fact, il was the only one
that could thon be made. But the position is now changed,
and while it was impossible then to fix a definite sum, and
it is difficult now to do so, yet the necessity has arisen when
we must come to a decision as to the amount. We know,
from our own judgment, with what great energy the coim-
pany have built the road ; we bave the ovidence that these
contractors have gone on in good faith and built a diMiult
road of 110 miles, within the limited period allowed by this
contract, and we have the evidence of an hon. mem bor
living in that vicinity who said the road has been built
euergetically and well. There has been no diffieculty as to
unpaid contractors, there has been no difficultywith regard
to unpaid right of way, but the whole enterprise bas been
conducted on thorough business principles, energetically and
well. Again, we have evidence to show that the contract
made was the best that could be made, after public tenders
had been invited, and no less than fifteen tenders had
been sont in, and, under the contract, the whole pay-
ment of the cost of building the road was to be, in
addition to the Government subsidy, the bonds of the
road at par. The road now being on the eve of
completion, the contractors are entitled to their
payment, and I am sure it is not the intention of the Gov-
ernment that they should adopt the principle that tose
contractors, who have put their money and labor into the
work, should not be properly paid, and that them neans
should not be furnished by this Logiulaturo in order that
they may be paid. It would be contrary to the spirit Of
justice and fairness, if any other conclusion were rehohed.
But I am sure that every hon. member in this Hone who
has any experience i railway matters, and every mancu¥-
side of this flouse who has any experience in rainlway mat-
tors, will agree with me that, undor thea ncertain conditiona
which prevailed in the original contract, these bonda would
have been perfectly unsaleable, that thoy oould not bare
been sold for 50 cents, on the dollar of their face value.
Under the circumstances, it bocame a necessity that the
sum should be settled. I admit the diifulty of settliHng it,
but it was nceasary that it should be settled, and I think
the Government has exercised a wise discretion in ariving
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At the amount of $20,000 a mile in addition to the bonus. i
That amount of $20,000 a mile is the usual amount for
which roads are bonded. I venture to say that nine-tenths
of the railway charters which have been granted during this
Parliament have been on the basis of at leat $20,000 a mile
in the forra of bonds.

Mr.-WELDON. They had only a $3,000 bonus, not
$12,400

Mr. HALL. It is true, but we must remember that,
when once the road was contracted to these parties, it
became iheir property, and they had the right to exercise
their own di8eretion in regard to it, and we ourselves gave
to this oempany the power to bond the rond for $20,000 a
mile. There was no opposition, there was no criticism at
that time, although we were giving the necesaary power to
allow these bonds to be issued, and to allow them to be sold
to the public. There was no eriticism as to the amount of
$20,000 a nile.

Mr. MULOOK. I would point out to my hon. friend
that that was prior to the grant of the bonus by the
couirtry

Mr. HALL. I refer to it as the evidence of $20,000 a
mile being the usual bonding power granted to railways by
this Parliament. The Government had in addition to that
a very important factor towards coming to a conclusion
as -to the amount. That was the concurrence of judg.
ment of the company itself and of the contractors as
to this being the proper limit. It is to be borne
in mind that these parties were all interested in limiting
the amount of the bond issue. The contractors were to
have their payment solely in bonds, and every one will
appreciate the fact that the less the amount of bonds the
more aleable they were. The company had equally an
Interest in redaeing the amount of bonds, because this com-
pany is inade up of the shareholders of the Northern
Rai'lwn Company and of the Hamilton and North-Western
Ralway Oompsey, and these two companies pay as the
lease of this road the interest on these bonds. Therefore
they were interested in limiting the amount of the bonds
as welL as the contraetors themselves. When the Govern ment
saw that the #20;000 a mile was not only the amount fixed
by Pailament but also by those who had an interest in
reducing the amouxnt of the bonds to the lowest possible
figure, andhad in addition to that the evidence of their own
chief engineer as to the probable cost of the road, they
weIre justified in assuming this figure. It is true that the
chief engineerreduces the cost of the road rather below the
amount of 0,000-a -mile and the bonus, making together
$32,00q, but onea 's to consider two other impor-
tantteliemeûtosin cennection with it. One is that the bonds
couild ótinder any circumstances be sold at par, but that
they mîust-be soId at a discount, and probably 10 per cent.
wouldbe vely oderate allowance, which would make of
it&9fi22 o0tù0. Then there is the item of interest on capi-
tal oxëp&aitâre whilà the work has been going on, and
m ià g îmderato allowanoe for these two items leaves
abotit *400a mileibr the completion of the road, for sid.
ing, f tr tanks, for construction of stations and equip.
mentif Mayb true, as the member for North York
(fr. M'ûck) las stated, that the road is not obliged
to furuihail ita rolling stock, If it were, of course
thiË axn9"t would be much too small an allowance,
but there j atway an amount of equipment, fixed
equipteint tbreinal'facilities, and facilities at stations
for roeeiaing nd digcharging freight, which must be
allowedI te. Therefore I think that $3,000 would btrike
any ftaaýlf ejperince as a very limited amount to agree
upon, and, this nocessity existing to which I have referred,
I tbink the sum named, which has been accepted by the
Senate and which it is proposed to submit for the acceptance
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of this House, is a reasonable and fair one, It is attempted,
by comparing the contract with the sub-contracta, to show
that the cost of the roadhas been excessive. I think by
any one of experience the argument will be aoknowledged
to be a very unfair one. Of course, the main contraet is
over the whole extent of 110 miles, over the difmcult portion
of the road as well as the easy portion, over the mountainous
portion, over the rivers which have to be bridged and every
difficulty of that kind, and it is unfair to compare the contract
over the whole road with a section which may be taken-.
and my hon. friend has undoubtedly seleocted the section
most favorable-perhaps a levol part of the road where no
bridging is required and no rock cutting occurs. It is per.
fectly impossible to argue from a bhort section of that kind,
perhaps of half a mile over the easiest portion of the road,
that the cost of the whole road is at al excessive. Thon it
muet be borne in mind that thesub-contractors receive their
pay in cash as the work goes along, receive it at the expense
of the main contractors who have to lie out of their advances
during the whole course of construction and until the bonds
are sold. These illustrations, I think, show that any attemnpt
to make it appear that the main contract was excessive by
a reference to the sub-contracte, is an unfair and impror
one. There has been a good deal of reference tis o
to the connection of members of Parliament with railway
companies, and this measure has at one time and another
brought up the same discussion. I do not share in the
adverse criticism against members of Parliament identifying
themselves with railway companies and with companies
for the development cf the resources of this country. I
think it is to the credit of members of Parliament that they
do so identify themselves. I do not go the length, nor
would I go the length, of saying that they would have any
right to make any improper use of their connection, nor do
I admit that any such improper use is made, but the mere
fact, which has been often criticised in this House, of the
names of members of Parliament appearing as directors and
shareholders being held up as open te criticism, is unfair; on
the contrary, it is rather to their credit that it is so. I thinic
the fact that the names of hon. members of the Oppsition
do not appear in our public companies is attributabeo if it
were investigated, not to their delicaoy of sentiment, aLut te
their caution, and I think it would be more to their credit
if they would identify themselves more with these public
companies which tend so much to the development of the
resources of this country. In reference to the particular
company under consideration, I am sure, as I said la open-
ing, that the necessity existed for fixing a sum under wbieh
the bonds might be disposed of to the public, and I am
equally sure that the amount that has been agreed upon is
a fair and just one and wili reoeive the approbation of thia
louse.

Mr. MoMULLEN I am not at ail surprised at the
remarks the hon. gentleman has made with regard to the
members of Parliament being amsociated with railway char.
ters, but, after the exposure we have had in this Monse
with reference to the North-West Central Railway, l am
rather surprised that any member would dare to say hehas
not been aware of improper acte on the part of members of
this Loue in connection with railway charter. The hon.
gentleman ha referred to the matter ofrollingstock. Theroe
is not a single item in the lease between the company and
the ontracting party with regard to rolling stock. iere
is nothing to compel the company to provide rolling stock,
and, if this Dominion should find it necessary, in the
interests of the Province of Ontario or in the interesta Of
the Dominion at large, to repossess themselves of ths line,
they will have to puy over to the company $20,000
a mile, they would~ave to admit the amount of the
bonded indebtednese, instead of only $8,00 a mile and
the amount over that which the line might be valued ut.
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The Houe is virtually ratifying the ct of-the road by per-
mitting the issue of $20,000 a mile in bonds. We are
admitting that the road has cost $32,000 per mile. There
has been an amount of reeklessness in connection with this
whole matter. In the first place, the $12,000 that was
granted as a subsidy was given as an off-set to the amounts
which had been granted in aid of railways in the Province
of Quebec and in the Maritime Provinces. The Province
of Ontario ie supposed to benefit largely by the construe-
tion of this road, and undoubtedly she will, but there has
been altogether too much money devoted to the construc-
tion of this 110 miles of road-far more than Le necesary.
We had a vested interest in the road, and we oould, if neces-
sary, reposses ourselves of it by paying the actual cost of
construction. But we are de ting from that position,
and acknowledging now, that ' it ever becomes necessary
to ropossess the road, we will have to pay 820,000
a mile for it. Now, I may state, from information
I have received from parties who went over every
mile of that road, and one of whom was a builder
on the Grand Trunk from the very day its construe-
tion was commenoed west of Montreal, a man of ex.
tended experience in railway building, told me, when he
had learned the amounts stated by the company, that there
was undoubtedly a big bonanza in this thing for somebody.
Now, I say it is unwise that we should permit this company
to make a sale of the road, as their own property, at the rate
of $20,000 per mile. We are permitting the present com-
pany, that has been charged with it, virtually to deal with
this road as if it was their absolute property, and no doubt
they are selling it and getting returned $20,000 a mile,
less the amount that it will take to finish the construction,
over and above the original amount granted. Now, I say
we should have held a controlling interest in this road, and
not have allowed it to pass into the hande of the company
under these circumstances. The Government should not
have acted in the reckless way they have done in connection
with this matter. I can easily understand why the leader
of the Government has made it a Government measure.
A number of his friends are interested in it, and
he is anxious to see them through the undertaking.
I say it is unfair to this House and unfair to the
country. I can fully endorse the view expressed by the
hon. member for North York when hcsaid that the amounts
paid to the sub-contractors were considerably less than the
original amounts paid to the firet contractors. I have not
a personal acquaintance with a number of those who were
contractors on that line, but I have with some of them, and
I am fully satisfied that the figures lie as submitted to the
House as the amounts paid to the sub-contractors are cor-
rect in the main, and I am certain that if the House would
submit this thing to the Railway Committee and permit the
hon. member for North York to adduce the evidence that can
be adduced, revelations would take place in connection with
that transaction that would be quite as surprising to this
House and the country as those that took place in connec-
tion with the Manitoba and North-West Central. I am
satisfied that money has been got in such a way, and that
matters have been manipulated in such a way in connection
with this road that money has passed into the pockets of
mon who would, in al probability, blush with shame if the
way the matter has been handled were brought before the
world. For my part I do not wish to make any insinuation
against the hon. member in charge of this measure. His
political career has been, I am glad tosay, so far, such
as to prevent me from making any insinuation in
that connection. But ho may, poesibly, be used by
these other parties wIho are experts in the matter of railway
building and contracting. They may have found him a very
convenient man to use u this Chamber to carry the measure
through, exercising a very large influence, as he does, with
the Government and the House. I know there las been a.

Mr. McMULLiN.

good 4eal of lobbying done in this matter. They have been
down here week after week undoubtedly exerieîng an
influence in ihvor of thiè Bil. I say that if the aoven-
ment are prepared to act in the interest of the country, bey
should allow an investigation to take place and allow the
hon. member for North York to present the evidence that
he has in hie possession, and if it shows that there are no
objectionable features in the transaction, it will be Atme
enough then to pass the legislation they now ask for. With
regard to the course adopted by the Senate. I am sorry to
think the Senate should permit themselves to be made, for
the time being, the tools of those who are advocating the
passage of this measure.

Mr. SPEAKER. Order.
Mr. McMULLEN. Well, have submitted to infuences

which induced the Senate to pass these amendments. I do
not think they should have permitted it. The only Minister
in the Senate who was there to guard the interest of the
country, is the president of the Northern Railway, one of
the lines most closely connected with this transaction, and
no doubt ho exercised a very strong influence in the Senate
in favor of this transaction. Now, a remark has been made
with regard to the Ontario Government subsidising roads,
but I would say that in every case where aid was granted
by that Government, the most searching investigation was
made into the circumstances of the road, and they require
specifications and statements showing the quantity of work
done, before a single dollar is handed over. Sir, I think
this Government should exorcise asimilar care in connection
with this matter in order to protect the interest of the
country ; they ought to have instructed their engineer to
make a thorough investigation and examination of the road.
There is no difficulty now, with the informationalready pos.
sessed, for the Government engineers to make a very close
estimate as to what it is going to cost. It is possible to come
within 81,000 or $1,500 of the cost. When the Government
asoertained the amoant the road was likely to coSt, they could
have given a subsidy that would have enabled some com-
pany to undertake the construction. But in place of that
they granted $6,000 a mile, then the next year they granted
$6,000 more, and in this way they allowed parties to specu-
late in the matter. and now they cone ont with a declaration
that it will take 80,000 a mile, over and above the amount
the-Government granted. Well, Sir, as I aid before, I am
satisfied that there is a big bonanza in this thing, and it
would be well for the Hlouse to find out where the money
1s going.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. There are some curious
features about this transaction. I fail to understand how
it was that these facts which are now alleged, were not
known a fortnight ago when this matter was under discus-
sion, and if at that time the hoa. member for Simcoe and
the Government were awsre that this road required power
to borrow $20,000 per mile, why it was not stated -thon.
There was time thon to have had a full discussion, and it
appears to me that they muet have known then ail the
facts that they are in possession of to-night. I haveot yet
heard any evidence to show that any new fact bas been
elicited which was not fully known to the Government and
to the promoter when this matter was under discussion.
Now, what is our position ? When tuhs matter wasdiscUssed
in the House before we came to a decision upon it, a -mat-
ter which is peculiarly within the purview of this House,
inasmuch as we have to provide the money. After we had
disposed of it and sent it to the Upper Chamber, a
good many members who were interested in this question
having gone away, we now find the Senate takes upon
itseolf to alter an arrangement made by the Government
of this country, and to add-because that is practically
the effect of it-to the burdens of the people of this country.
Now, that may be technically within the power of the
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Sonate, but practically this is not the kind of a Bill the
Senate ought to be allowed by the House of Commons
to alterafter we bave come to a decision. Another consider.
ation is this. So far as I have been able to understand, no
money at all of the lessees of the road is being put into
the road by thom, exoept a paltry $18,000 or $20,000.
They got 412,000 per mile from this country, they got the
power of bonding for $8,000, they now demand a turther
power of bonding for $12,000 making in ail $20,000 a mile,and so far as I can see all the cash that the parties or the re-
presentatives of the parties put in was 10 per cent, on $200,-
000, or about 20,000. It does appear to me that there can
be no reason whatever for requiring that the House should
on such very imperfect information, and in face of the
statements made by the hon. member for North York, depart
from the resolution they came to after our first deliberation.
If next year it should appear there was good ground for
making a frther concession, then after fair consideration
in committee it might be granted; but after the statements
made during the debate and after, as I understand, the hon.
menber for North Simcoe (Mr. McCarthy) agreed that
*8000 a mile was sufficient as against the Government, this
thing should not have been sprung upon us at this hour
bysmendment in the Sonate, introduced, if the hon. gentle-
man is right in his statement, at the instance of a member
of the Government, who has a direct personal interost as
president of the Northern Railway in pressing this particu-
lar legislation.

Mr. McOARTHY. I am not sorry that an opportunity
has at length been afforded me to rise to meet the various
accusations tht have been made by the hon. member for
North York (Mr. Mulock) who has taken a very great inte-
rest in this matter, and who has now been endorsed by the
member who has last spoken. Sir, it is true what has been
represented as to the position and attitude 1 took in the
House when the Bill was before it. I was discussing the
le1a eharacter of the Bill with which I was entrusted, a
Bill which I thon presented to the House, against the accu-
sation made by members on the Opposition side, that the
ef&« t of the legislation then proposed would be to do away
with the Government contract and introduce a new term
into it. I told the House then, and I repeat it to the
House now, that that was not the intention of the legisla-
tion which I had in charge; that the object of it was simply
to make the bonds sectional and alter the character of the
bonds to be issued. I do not think any hon. member who
has taken trouble to study the matter will say that that
was an incorrect statement of the Bill then before
the House, and I stated my willingness to put in
any clause that might be suggested in erder to make that
which was clear to me should be made satisfactory to
the Hou. So the Bill passed this Chamber. At that time
the offlcers of the company, the people who are immediatety
charged with the duty, were negotiating with the Govern-
ment to do.that whioh the Government had power to do.
They were asking the Government to alter the contract
because it was by the contract and not otherwise that this
limitation in the power of the company, this right of the
Government with respect to the -8,000 a mile of bonds, was
stipalad. It was fot by Act of Parliament, it was not in9
pursuaxnoof any expression in Acta of Parliament, but the
Government thought fit when the subsidy was granted tot
this empany to say: If you do not comply with lthe termst
of youx charter, if yon do not comply with the requiremente,c
espeially with clause thirty-four which obliges the Company
to kfford ail reasonable facilities for the interchange of traffic,
nd in order to socure the most perfect freedom and the1

'most perfect fairnes on the part of this company in the
introhange of traffic, Parliament may, if satisfied at any
time that this provision is not being complied with, acquire
the rod and take itvoer. Uponpaymentof what ? pon

payment of $8,000 a mile as the minimum, and, as the hon.
momber for Sherbrooke (Mr. Hall) has pointed ont, q the
payment of a such further sum as the road may thon be
worth. With regard to the hbon. member for North York (Mr.
Mulock), who has taken a very peouliar position in this
matter. I regret the fact, becauseI1ike to see a gntleman
occupying his position acting from purely patriotie feeling,
and like to believe those are hie sole motives. I regret to
say that dn imputation may be cast on the zeal of that bon,
gentleman, because the whole of his trouble with the
Northern Railway arises simply because that railway
declined to give him and his friends going to his country
estate, sncb rates and discriminations as would be, in their
opinion, against the interest of the general public.

Mr. MULOOK. The statement is wholly incorrect.
Mr. McCARTHY: The cause of theb on. gentleman'%

trouble with the Northern Railway is, I say, and I am pre-
pared to prove it, that that bon. gentleman applied for rates,
which the public were not getting, for him and his friends
to go to his country seat, and the manager of the Northern
Railway did not think it in the public interest to grant
them.

Mr. MULOOK. The hon. gentleman is wholly incorreet
in his statements.

Mr. MoCARTHY. The hon. gentleman has said so and I
have made my statement. I have not far from me copies of
the correspondence that passed, and if theb hon. gentleman
wishes it placed on the Table of the House I have no desire
to refrain from doing so. I have read the correspondence
within the last twenty-four hours. The hon. gentleman's
zoal in the public interest against the Northern Railway,
and his desire to force terme upon them, I regret, to
say doos not all appear to result from pure and
patriotic motives. Let me again draw attention to
this. The question heroeis not, it never has been,
whether there bas been any liability on the part
of the country towards tbis railway company. he
Government granted 812,000 a mile, it is true ; but in grant-
ing it to this link which was to connect Callander with the
Ontario system of railways, the Government were only doing
what the former Government, of which the hon. member for
South Huron was a member, dic for the Canada Central, to
connect it with Montreal by way of Ottawa. The people of
Ontario wcre entitled-and it was agreed unanimously by
this House that a grant of $12,000 a mile under those cir.
cumstances was not unfair and unreasonable. But this
Administration did choose to place terme on the Northern
Pacifie Railway Company, which the Government, of whioh
the hon. member who last addressed the Houe was a mem-
ber, did not think proper to impose on the Canada Central.
They provided in the agreement that if at any time it was
in the public interest to acquire that railway they had
power to do so, and a stop which they need not have taken,
for the Government bas always power to expropriate in
their way as they have to expropriate a telegrapb eyotem.
But Parlhamentbas provided that while theyshouldb.boud
to pay $8,000 a mile they could also be called upon t pay
the sum the road was worth, $20,000, 830,000 or $40,000
a mile. But this is a very remote contingency indeed.
We are not dealing with the present but the coptigency
that is not likely to arrive in our day in connetion with
this railway company, viz., that the Government would
cause Parliament to acquire the road and pay the bands.
If that be so, thon why ie ail this talk and what is the
meaning of all these expressions of imposing burdens on the
people ? The people are under no burdens now. Parliamont
possesses the right, but Parliament is not bound to exer-
cise that right unless it sbould be in the public intereet.
What are the possibilities? The possibility is that et some
time or other this road will be no recreant to its daties snd
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responsibilities as to refuse to interchange traffie upon
eqal terms with all the other railways, and if such an
event should happen, then, it is true that Parliament could
take the road over, but not by paying morely $8,000 a
mile, but paying whatever the road may be worth at the
time. That is what Parliament is authorised to do. Now,
what is the proposition before the House ? And why was
it that this proposition was made in the Senate ? I will tell
the House. As I said before, negotiations were going on be-
tween the manager of the road and the Minister of Rail-
ways with regard to an alteration of that contract which,
strictly speaking, did not require the assent of Parliament.
Negotiatione were pending between the Government and the
company, when, as hon. gentlemen know, unfortunately at
that time the Minister of Railway became incapable of dis-
charging his duties, and the negotiations were in abeyance.
But after the discussion in the House upon the reading of
this Bill, the acting Minister of Railways thought that, con-
sidering all that had been said with regard to this road, it
would lot be proper for the Government, behind Parlia.
ment, to enter into an agreement with the railway com-
pany, and, as the Bill had passed through this House, the
Government authorised that to be done which alone was
possible under the circumstances-to introduce the amend-
ment in the Senate, knowing, of course, that it had to come
back for the assent of this House. And what is the amend-
ment? The amendment is that instead of the Government
being bound to pay, in case they do what, as I have already
said, it is most improbable that they will ever be called on
to do-that is to assume this railway-that instead of
paying $8,000 they shall pay 820,000 per mile. Now, is
there any hon. gentleman in this House who honestly
believes that that road will not, in the course of three or
four years, be worth more than $20,000 per mile, over and
above the subsidy? lI there anyone whodoes not know that
if the road is kept up at all-for the road is, as we all know,
a most valuable piece of railway-is kept up for three or
four years, with additional buildings and sidings, &c., that
that road will not ere long be of much greater value.than
$32,000 per mile. I ask hon, gentlemen to say whether the
Grand Trunk Railway could be purchased for anything like
830,000 or $40,000 per mile. I ask hon. gentlemen to look
at the Ontario and Quebec, one of the cheapest roads that
was ever built i this country, and they know that it cost
more than $30,000 per mile. We all know that a road is
constantly increasing in value. A road cannot properly be
operated without constructing sidings, and other improve-
monts necessary for its working and trafie ; and the proposi-
tion here is to fix that amount, $20,000 per mile, after
an investigation, when we all know of a verity that that
will, at least, be its value at any time the Government
desire to take the road over. What is there in that ? Let
us see the evidence upon whieh the Government are acting.
The matter was referred to Mr. Schreiber, the Government
engineer, and he made this report, and although the sub-
Stance of i ihas been stated to the House, I will read it at
lengtb:

«Having au required looked into the matter of the cost of thec on-
struetion of the Northern Paciflc Railway (Gravenhurst to Callandar)
the following appear to be the facts:

"The company have paid the contractors, Meurs. Hendrie * Symmes,
for work done up to the end of February, the sum of $2,582,896. The
company hane paid for right of way, $41,139; telegraph lino, $4,540 ;
have- lot contracta for buildings, $62,300 ; for engmneerg and uperin-
tendenee, $77,00, or a total for work and services of $2,787,87'. MBti-
mated value of work remaining to be doue : 8emaphores, $2,880;
e.Mmeedtg and auperintendence, $10,700; rails and fastenings for
sidings, $94,660;. earthwork, $70,000 ; ballasting, $14,000 ; riprap
$31,SO; offtake ditches, $4,080; making in all, $2,915,695, or, with
rolling stock, $300,000, added, a total of $3,215,695."

Or within a fraction of $29,000 per mile of actual expendi-
ture, or expenditures agreed upon, up to the present date.
Now what is that over and above the subsidy ? It amounts
to $17,000 above the subsidy. The Government are now

Mr. McGAIaTy.

agreeing-the difference between the two being $17,000
and 820,000-to assume that when Parliament exercises its
option-if Parliament ever is called upon to do so-that the
cost of the road will be at least 820,000 per mile. The
Minister of Railways was asked in the first place merely to
sanction an alteration in the contract to the extentof817,000
or $18,000 per mile. But with his experience, he sid:
It is useless to be doing that to-day, for you will be coming
back to-morrow to get a further extension. HIe eid: 1
know if the road has cost $17,000 per mile now, ever and
above the subsidy, it is certain before the road cai go into
operation for any length of time the cost will be flly $20,-
000 per mile, and there is no use, therefore, in having two
alterations of the contract; we may as well at once deal
with it in this way, and he does so accordingly. Now what
is the explanation ? Mr. Schreiber says:

" In explanation of this Imay say that the original estimate of $20,000
per mile did not include rolling stock, as it was said the road was to be
operated with the stock of the Northern sud North-Western Railway.
Neither did it cover a length in excess of 110 miles, there being actually
one and a quarter miles ofiadditional length. There appears to be no
doubt that the works which were originalty covered by the estimate of
$2,200,000 will, when completed cost a sum not less than $2,900,000,
the country traversed being very much rongher and heavier than it was
believed to be when the original estimate was made, and the bridging
being of a much more permanent, durable and costly character than was
specified.

" If the rolllng stock is to be provided the cost will no doubt reach
$3,200,000."

Now, these are the circumstances of the case, and I think I
have satisfied every gentleman who desires to be satisfied,
that if the actual cost of the road now is $17,000 per mile,
before the road will be fairly worked it wil reach to within
a fraction of $20,000 per mile. Then the question is, is the
the country to be benefited, is it to be put in any better
position to compel this railway company to sell its bonds at
what must necessarily be a considerable sacrifice? Now, I
think the hon. gentleman, who once occupied the position
of Finance Minister of this country, will, I think, admit
that to put these bonds on the market with that Government
contract and responsibilities would be almost next to impos-
sible. I think he will agree that those bonds cannot be
floated at probably more than two.thirds of their face value.
Now will that benefit us, will it benefit the country or the
traffic which is to go over the road ? Undoubtedly the pro-
prietors of this road will expect to make the interest on
their bonds: and if the bonds bring 66 cents instead of 100
cents, and the interest is paid on 100 cents, it is not diffcult to
ascertain that the cost of the road will be much enhanced,
and the cost of' the traffiecorrespondingly so. Will it
therefore benefit any person to say that the Government
should not at once, instead of leaving it for the future, assume
that this road will cost, whenever the country proposes
to take it over, 820,000 per mile; and the Government are
prepared to say that if ever Parliament exercises that power,
they will be prepared to asFume the bonded debt to that
extent ? The alternative proposition is to lot -the contract
remain as it is, to let the company float their boçde, to let
them sacrifice their bonds, and thereby inereae te cost of
the road, increase the cost of the traffie, and certainly
not benefit the travelling or commercial community.,In
the event of Parliament being called upon to exorcise its
option Parliament will yet have to pay the value, whatever
it may be, and that will be no doubt 820,000 per mileover
and above the subsidy. This is the proposition which
excites the ire of the hon, gentleman wh is now tking bis
change ont of the manager of the Northern Railway. 'The
hon. gentleman is now taking hie innings after tbe manager
of the Northern has had hie, and I have no doubt that
gentleman now regrets that he did not give theb on. mem-
ber for North York the benefit of low rates on the line, or W'
pass, or anything else, or would regret it, if ho had known
what terrible opposition he was bringing up and using
against him. And now a word as to how the ontract was
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let. Iuch has been said as to how this was done. I asked
Mr. Barker, the manager of the road, to write me a letter,
above hie own hand, to ses whether Mr. Moss could verify
the statement how the contract had been let, and whether
there was any ground for the accusation so recklessly
hurled across the floor of this House, and the insinuations
cast upon hon. members on the floor and upon people who
are not here, connected with the building of this railway;
and what is the statement made by Mr. Barker, verified by
Mr. Charles Moss, who was then president of the road, and
who superintended the letting of these contracte? That
statement has been printed and distributed, and was, I have
no doubt, in the possession of the hon. member for North
York (Mr. Mulook), when he spoke this afternoon and this
evening. I trust that he read it, and if he did I trust that
he understood it; and underatanding it, I cannot compre-
hend his making the charges he did make in connection
with this matter. He knows Mr. Moss, and he knows Mr.
Barker; and whatever his feelings may be towards the latter
gentleman, he will not pretend to say either here or else-
where that either Mr. Barker or Mr. Moss would be privy
to a dishonest or a dishonorable transaction. Mr. Barker
may be a hard and close railway manager, and I believe he
is; he may not be a popular railway manager, just for those
causes, but that he is an honest man and would not stoop
to do a dishonorable transaction, I challenge the hon. mem-
ber for North York to deny. What does ho say:

" On the 24th June, 1884, Mr. Chas. Mos, Q.O., then president of the
eompany, Mr. John 8tuart, of Hamilton, and myself were appointed a
oommttee of the board to open and examine tenders and report thereon.

Il On the lth .uIy, 1894, Hon. James Turner was substitnted for Mr.
Stuart, during the latter's absence in England.

" The committee reported that ci the fif&een tenders received pur-
suant to the newspaper advertisements, the three best tenders were
those of Manning & Peterson, Neelon, Carroll & Co. and Dawson k
Symmes, and that Manning & Peterson would accept the company's
bonda in pament for the work in exceas of the subsidy at 90 cents on the
dollar, while Neelon, Carroll & Co. offered to accept them at 95 cenD
and Symmes & Dawson at par.

* The question was then submitted to the board, and after very thor-
ough consideration the work was awarded to Dawson, Symmes & Co.
b uianimous vote, the following directors being present: Mr. Charles
L83, Q.O., president, Messrs. John Proctor, 0. J. Campbell, Hon.
James 'Turner, Wm. Ince and Saml. Barker. The question was really
between Dawson, Symmes à Co., and Neelon, Carroll & Co., for Man-
ning & Peterson's tender, as amended by that firm, was higher than
eithier of thetothers, and they would take onr bonds only at a discount
of 10 per cent.

"TheMessrs. Hendrie had also put in a tender for the work, but it was
much higher than the tenders of the three firms above named, and was

'Âfter the tender of Dawson, Symmes & Co. had been accepted, they
te>k Messrs. Hendrie in with them, and so the latter gentlemen bçcame
partners in the work, but of course on the ternis of Dawson, Symmes k
Oo 's tender."

Mr. Moss certifies to the above as follows:-
a Ny recolleotion accords with the statements on this and foregoing

page. The matters referred to in the following papers occurred after
my connection with the board had oeased. "

"OHARLE8 MOSS8."
I want to know what more could have been dons. Tendersi
were caUed for by open advertisements ; fifteen were re-i
ceived ; all the tenders having been submitted to a com-
mittee, they reported to the board that the three lowestt
were those I have mentionned; Mr. Manning's became thea
highest by reason of his only being willing to take ther
bonds of the company at a discount of 10 per cent., whiler
Dawson & Symmes were willing to take them at par, andi
the contract was granted to Dawson, Symnies & Hendrie,i
on the terme c iDawson & Symmes' tender. The hon. i
member has statements from some person, whose name heo
will not mention, as to the terms of the sub-contracts. I o C
net know what the railway company have to do between t
the contractors and the sub-coutractors. The contractors a
performed thoir work, and having donc so they wore enti- f
tIed to their pay, and what the company has to do witha
that matter perhaps the hon. member will explain. Now, m
the position ie this. The Government never sapposed that m

$8,000 a mile would build this road, and it took power to
issue bonds to the extent of $12,000 per mile and how
have these. bonds been disposed of. Kr. Barker replies as
folows :-

"lThe bondsalready isaued are 51t,00 per mile, tisat bols6 &U thse
lesses had eoasnted to up t tb $holding of th oent meetiag of the
shareholders of the Northern and North-Western Railways."
Allow me to draw attention to that fact. No bonds an be
issued on this road without the consent of the bondholders
of the Northern Railway and witbout the consent of the
shareholders and bondholders of the Hamailton, and North-
Western Railway. The interest on the bonds become vir.
tually a charge upon these railways, and a negotiation has
been going on for the purpose of making this interest part
of the working exponses; and if that is done, it will be ahead
of the bondholders' claims on both roads. Is it possible to
suppose that the bondholders of the Northern Railway and
the shareholders of the Hamilton and North.Western Rail-
way are all privy to this scheme spoken of by hon. members
opposite? They have to be satisfied before assenting that
the bonds have been properly applied. Now, have these
bonds been applied? The contractors have been given,
on account cf work doue to this date, over 81,000,000;
the banks, on securing advances for surveys, engi-
neering expenses, purchase of right of way, thie
construction of station bouses, &c., 8227,000; and the Can-
ada Life, as security for advances towards the purchase of
rolling stock, $64,000, or say $12,000 a mile; and that lis
the amount of bonds which up to date the company bad
power to issue. Recent meetings have been held, not with
recklessness, but with caution, and the company's share-
holders have sanctioned the issue of bonds to the extent of
817,000 a mile. The accounts between the company and
the contractors have not yet been adjusted ; and although
the evidence of Mr. Bailey, the engincer, appeared to
satisfy Mr. Schreiber that the cost would be about $20,000
a mile, at present the shareholders have only sanctioned
the issue of S17,000 a mile. But wc know that the balance
of the $20,000, or nearly so, will have to be issued. Now,
the question comes back to a very simple one. Is it botter
that this company should be empowered to issue
these bonds at their fair value, or that it should
be compelled to go on the market with bonds
having a clond cast upon them by the agreement
made with the Govornment in 187 4? IL has been said the
company entered into that agreement with their eyes open,
and ought not to ho relieved. While that may be the case,
it may still be expedieut to alter a bargain, not merely in
the interest of the company, but in the interest of the coun-
try ; and I say it is in the interest of the country to enable
the company to float its bonds on the best terme that can
be got. The company must pay the interest; and if the
bonds realise ouly two.thirds of their value, the greater
burden they will impose on th road-the greater muet be
its earnings to pay the interest upon thom. One word
more, and I am doue. It is said the contract does not
authorise the company to purchase rolling stock. It ls true,
the contract is not very explicit on that point; but it was
always the intention that rolling stock should be put on the
road. I should like to know what would be the use of the
road if there were no rolling stock upon it. The contract
implies, because reference iâ made to it in one part, that roll-
iug stock should be put upon the road. But, as a matter of
fact rolling stock is being put on it, and le neoessary for its
operation. The mere rails between Gravenhurst and
Callander would not give the people of the Province what
they want without the rolling stock to do the work,
and rolling stock is being supplied. tUnder the circum-
stances, I do not think this House will hesitate for one
moment to endorse the action of the Senate in this amend-
ment, which is brought in under the circumstances 1 have
mentioned, and which could have been dealt with behind
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the back of the House by an alteration, if the Government
had thought fit to adopt that course; but it has been brought
before the House to be discussed openIy, so that the full
merits and demerits of the transaction may be seen.

Mr. LISTER. The hon. gentleman who has just taken
his seat has demonstrated to the fouse that it is a very
simple matter to build railways in this country, and in fact
that it requires no capital whatever to become a railway
owner. A few gentlemen can associate together; and if they
have sufficient influence with the Government, they can
get enormous bonuses, bond the road, sell the bonds, get
whatever more money is necessary to build the road, and
they become owners of the property. The hon. member for
Sherbrooke (Mr. Hall), said be saw no harm in members of
Parliament promoting railway enterprises by taking stock
in the railway companies. There is no harm in that, but
when a man consents to become a member of Parliament
and then seeks favors at the hands of the Government for
enterprises with which he is connected, he is placing himself
in a false position, one which enables the people to say that
he is compromising or may compromise himself. What do
we find here ? Half a dozen members of Parliament go to
work and get a railway charter from Parliament. These
hon, gentlemen have sufficient influence with the Govern-
ment to get the Government to give them enormous bonuses
for the construction of their road. They get authority, in
the Act which incorporates them, to bond the road, and
they are the owners of the road. Does the hon member
for North Simcoe think he can persuade the House
that he and his associates have been doing this work
for nothing, and solely out of patriotic motives. Do hon.
gentlemen sitting in this House, who are promoting rai' ways
from one end of the country to the other, think they can
convince us that they are not acting in their own interest,
but solely in the interest of the country ? If they think so,
they are relying too much on the credulity of the people.
What are the facts in connection with this road ? The hon.
member for North Simcoe was one of its incorporators. These
hon. gentlemen-I refer to the hon. Senator Smith and the
hon. Senator Turner and the hon. member for North Simcoe
-are stock-holders in the road. In some way that stock has
been transferred, and it is now held for the benefit of the two
Jeased roads. When was the consideration given ? and what
was the consideration given for the transfer ? Is it true that
these two roads, the Northern and the Hamilton and North-
Western, paid a large sum of money for the control of that
stock ? Rumor says they did, Who was it that got the money ?
Hon. gentlemen opposite emile. They may well smile
because they are as deep in the matter as many others we
are speaking about. That stock is transferred, and is held
in trust for these two companies. When was it transferred?
What was the consideration? Did the original corpor-
ators of the Northern and Pacifie Junction receive a con-
sideration from these two railways for the tranefer of the
stock ? Or were Senators Smith and Turner and the mem.
ber for North Simcoe (Mr. McCarthy) animated entirely
by patriotie motives in getting this road incorporated and
turning it over to these railways ? There is a rumor in
the country that the men who are connected with the
original corporation of that road have received a large sum
of money for transferring the stock and control of it to the
two railways I have mentioned. Is that true? It ias
.bever been contradicted, so far as I have learned, by any
hon. gentleman in this louse or out of it. Whoever may
have made money by this transaction, one thing, however,
js certain, that the contractars have made enormous sums
of money, reaching to the millions. Is the hon. member
for Welland (Bir. Monck) a partner in the concern ? Are
there any members of this flouse sleeping partners
in the concern? Mr. Barker is, I believe, an honorable
man, but ho may think this is a perfeotly legitimate transao,

Mr, XqC4TO ,

tion, and it may be so far as he is concerned. But if there ia an
hon. member in this House involved in this transaction, ho
is not entitled to and should not hold his seat in Parliament,
I do not charge the hon. member for North nimeoe (Mr.
McCarthy) with having anything to do with it, but it ia
stated that the corporators in the original road received a
large sum of money for the stock they held in it, on their
assigning that stock to the lessor oompanies, giving thom
control of the road, control of the charter, and control of
the subsidy granted by Parliament. This road may be of
benefit to Canada, but when we are dealing with it, on a
contract entered into, we muet look at the possibl conse.-
quences of the action of Parliament to-day. This road entere4
into a contract with this Parliament by which we lave the
right to take control of it anytime it is not operated satis-
factorily, and if we find it necessary to exercise that power,
we have no right to grant to this company power to borrow
more money than the road will be fairly worth when we
take possession of it. The contract was that the company
could borrow $8,000 a mile; now they propose to b rrow
820,000 a mile and ask of this Parliament power te do soe
But if we do, we will-should we desire to exercise the
right-have to take control of the road, have to assume
the additional liability involved in giving them power
to borrow $20,000 a mile. The hon. gentleman may say
that event will never happen, but he las no right to say that.
It may not happen or it may, and we have the right to see
that the contract is carried out according to its terms. The
contractors have received a million dollars more than the
workisworth; the roadistherefore wortha million dollars
less than the company is paying for it, and that we will have
to pay for it if we have to pay contract rates. That ie thé
position we are in; and the Government in assuming ton-
trol of the matter assumes all the respousibility. It is very
gell for my hon. friend to say he is now content to have
tiiis measure as it was when it came before the House, but
we know perfectly well, from information from the hon.
gentleman and the senators, that this matter had been
arranged among them after the Bill left this Hlouse.

Mr. McCARTIHY. The measure was exactly as I have
stated. There was communication going on between the
Govornment and the company to have the contract altered,
and the contract could have been altered without legislation.
Owing to the illness of the Minister of Railways, negotia-
tions were left in abeyance. But on account of the discus-
sion in the louse, the Minister of Railways thought the
proper way to do it was, not by contraot, but by discussion
of the Bill. I do not think the hon. member could find fault
with that.

Mr. LISTER. Certainly not, but did not the hon. mom-
ber know that when it was before the House?

Mr. MoCARTflY. I do not pretend to say I did net. Il
knew it was under negotiation, but the negotiations were
not completed. The matter was being negotiated between
them, and the railway engineer was taking evidence,
What course the Government would take I did not know,

Mr. LISTER. Very WeLlIn a matter in whieh thio
country is so deeply interested, it was the duty of the Grav.
ernment, and it is the duty of the Government to-day, 4o
have this whole matter referred to a committee, andif i
is not as we hear, if everything is clear and straight, ther.
will be no occasion, there will be no opportunity of refi.êt
ing upon any hon. gentleman in this louse or 4ponAuy
mnê outside of this Houge. I ftee these hon. seonators set
everyone connected with this road owe it to themesires and
the country to have a thoroughl investigation into their
whole dealings with this road, from the time they trans>
ferred the stock to these two railway companies down
to the present moment. It i a matter this ountry is deeply
interested in, and in the interests of the country, -ine
view you can take of ithimatteroughtto be in
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There i a feeling, and my hon. frind must have heard of
it because it is ail over the Province of Ontario, that the
men who were interested in this work have made an enor-
moue fortune out of it. Zveryone who has ever heard any-
thing of this Northern and Pacido Junotion for the last six
or eight months must know that in Toronto, and in other
plaeme in the Province of Ontario, the feeling is that thee
men have mmade an enormous fortune ont of it.

'fr. MoCA.RTHY. Which men ?
Mr. LIRTE&R The contractors, and it is intimated that

more than one member of Parliament is interested in the
contract. I may say that my hon friend from Welland
(Qr. Ferguson) i stated to have an interest in the contract.
Whether that ils true or false I do not know, but it is
common rumor, and it is a duty he owes to himself that
this should be cleared up. I say this system of members
of Parliament craving from the Government bonusses to aid
them in these schemes in which they have put none of their
own money is pernicious and demoralising; it is demoral-
ising to members, and it causes members of Parliament to
be looked upon with suspicion throughout the country. It
ought to be stopped. There is too much of it. You would
not hear the clamor you do throughout the country, you
would not see members getting up and denying these
things,if they were right in themselves. If they were rigbt,
you would not flnd people throughout the country con-
demning them, and you can scarcely find one person who
will justify them. No member of Parliament should have
anything to do with a railway which is bonused by the
Govornment or the Parliament of which he is a member. I
say again that this should be thoroughly investigated. The
valu, put on the road by Mr. Schreiber, a perfectly honorable
man, no doubt, must be very superficial indeed. His valuation
cannet be regarded as any criterion of what the value of
this road is. I think the charge which my hon. friend
from North Simcoe (Mr. McCarthy) made against the hon.
gentleman from North York (1r. Mulock) was qui'a
unworthy of that hon, gentleman. I am sure, if he was in
his calmer moments, he would not make such a charge
against that hon. gentleman.

Amendment of Mr. Mulock negatived.
Senate amendment (firt) concurred in.
Mr. MITCHELL. I think we ought to have yeas and

nays on this.
On the second amendment,
Kr. XULOOK. T.he Minister of Justice gave us some

figures the other evening. This evening the member for North
Sipcoe bas given us some figures which differ from those
furnished by the Minister of Justice, if I followed the latter
gentleman correctly. The Minister of Justice, in his deli-
berate and accurate way, gave us I have no doubt the pre-
cise gures furnished to him, and h. stated that the expen.
dituire upon the oad up to the time-I suppose the time
when h. had received his certificate or instructions froma
the ohief engineer-amounted to $26,208 per mile. He
further added that it would cost in all $28,905 per mile to
cm lte like road and equip it with rolling stock. Now,
I wX1ive them the benefit of their own figures. The
Kinister ofJus"tie tells us that thei completion of this road
and the .quipping it with rolling stock, which it is not
bounn to do, will oost $28,900. That being the case, it is
asked toalow thisi road to bond itself to the extent of
$20,000 a mile, which, with the bonus of $12,000, makes in
ail $3,000 Na mile.. Deducting from that the gross cost, we
have a balance of 3,095 a mile. They now ask te bond
this road for $3,095 a mile in exces of everything they
sgy it will cost, even in excess of the equipment which
they are not obliged to supply. In other words,
they ask to be allowed to bond it for $340,450 in
exesse of their strongest imagination as to its cost. The

hon. member for North Simco. states that, when this Bill
was under discussion before, certain negotiations were going
on between the Government and the railway. I think it
wa. due to this House that he should bave informed the
House, at the time it was discussing that Bill, that these
negotiations were going on. It certainly was the under.
standing in this House that the agreement itself was to be
lived up to, and that the proposed legislation would leave
the agreement intact, and that the agreement would
continue to be binding. I submit that there was a want
of candor on the part of the hon. member for North
Simcoe in telling us h. was elsewhere endeavoring to pro-
cure that legislation, that whilst we were endeavoring to
guard against its effect, at that very time negotiations were
going on in another quarter which would have rend.red our
whole argument abortive if those negotiations were sua.
cessful; and now we are told, as an excuse for this matter
coming before the House, that, because Parliament is sitting
and the Minister of Railways was at that time unable to
discharge the duties of bis Department, therefore the case
should be thrown into Parliament. WelI, that seeme to me
an attempt on the part of the Government to relieve itself
of responsibility. If it bas the power under the agreement
to modify it, it could only modify it after a proper case
being made out to its entire satisfaction, and the Govern-
ment itself would then be answerable to Parliament for any
mistake. It has the proper means of enquiry and the
proper means of satisfying itself. It eau doso deliberately,
without undue haste, without accepting hearsay evidence,
but after a careful and actual examination. That has not
been done. It cannot be done in this Chamber, and the
Government, which is able to deal with the case or which
ought to be able to deal with the case, throws this question
into this tribunal, which cannot possibly make ail these
enqùiries which ought to precede legislation. But my hon.
friend from North Simcoe argues, or tries to draw from my
criticisme the inference, that I attack Mr. Barker or Mr.
Moss's integrity. It is nothing of the kind.

Mr. MoCARTHY. No, I said you would not.

Mr. MULOCK. I said I considered the contract an
improvident one. That is the word I used.

Mr. McCARTHY. Would the hon. gentleman say bow
they could have made a contract otherwise than they did ?

Mr. MULOCK. 1 am not the railway company. I say
the results bave shown that it was improvident. I have
furnished figures showing the actual and real cost of the
work. No one has ventured to contradict them.

Mr. MoCARTHY. You will not give us the names.

Mr. MULOCK. These gentJemen know whether the
work was lot or not at these prices, and they will not
venture to say it was not. They have the sub-oontracts, no
doubt; at all events, they are in existence, and we have
telegraphic communication with aIl sarte, and all they
had to do was to telegraph to iÏamilton and the
information could be furnished. It was not done. We
must draw tbe sane inferences, and there can be but
one inference, and that is that these figures are substantially
correct. The hon. member for Sherbrooke (Mr. Hall) says
that perhaps this sub-contract was let ouly for some light
work. Well, I hardly think that explanation will do,
because it is to be remembered that the whole work was
lot by piece work, and I presume that the cost of moving
a cubic yard of earth is practically the same whether it la
in the hill or otherwise. Then I stated that my information
was to the effect that a very large proportion of the work
was let at the rates mentioned in the memorandam I fur-
nished to the House.

Mr. WHITE (Hastings). It is a very difficult place
to build a road, any way.
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Mr. MULOOK. For those reasons, if the Government

has power to deil with the matter, let the Government deai
with it, and thon we will have some one who is responsible,
but to force the matter through this House is relieving the
Government of the responsibility it ought to assume, and
casting it upon a body that has Dot the facilities at this date
to deal with the matter. For these roasons I beg to move,
in amendment :

That the amendment be not now concurred lu, but that Lt be referred
to the Committee on Railways and Canals.

House divided on amendment.
Yzuâ:

Messieurs
Arnstrong, Fisher, MeMullen,
Auger Forbes, Mills,
Bain (Wentworth), Gillmort Mitchell,
Béchard, Glen, Mulock,
Bernier, Guay, Paterson (Brant),
Blake, . uznn, Platt,
Bourassa, Barley, Rinfret,
Cameron (Middlesex), Holton, 8criver,
Campbell (Renfrew), Kirk, Momerville (Brant),
(lartwright (8ir Rich'd), Landerkin, Somerville (Bruce),
Oaaey, Langelier, Trow,
Cagrain, Liaurier, Vil,
Charlton, Lister, Watson,Cook, McCraney, Weldon,
Fairbank, MoItyre, Wilson.-45.

Messieurs
Allison, Dundas, Mcuallum,
Amyot, Everett, McCarthy,
Bain (Boulanges), Farrow, McDougald (Picton),
Baker (MXissisquoI), Ferguson(Leeds&Gren), McDougall (O. Bieton),
Beaty, Foster, MoGreevy,
Bell Gordon, McLelan,
Benoit, Grandbois, MeNeill,
Bergeron, Guillet, Massue,
Bergin, Hackett, O'Brien,
Billy Hall Orton,
BlonuaU, Hay, Paint,
Bourbea, Hesson, Pruyn,
Bowell, lickey, Roid
Oameron (Inverness), Billard, Riopel,
Cameron (Victoria), Burteau, Robertson (Rastings),
Campbell (Victoria), Jamieson, Shanly,
Carling Jenkins Small,
Caron 8ir Adolphe), Kaulbach, 8myth,
chapleau, Kilvert, Spriger,Cochrane, Kinney, 8proule,Col y, Kranz, Tass,
Cos Landry.(Montmagny), Taylor,
00 n, Langevin (dir Hectur), Temple,
OurranLese, Thompson,
Outhbert, Livingston, Tyrwhito,
Daly, Macdonald (King's), Ward,
Dawson Macdonald (Sir John), White (Cardwell),
Desaul rs(St.Maurioe)Kackintosh, White (Hastings),
Dickinon, Macmaster, Wigle.-90.
Dugas, cMillan (Vaudreuil),

Senate amendment (second) concurred in.

SUPPLY-OTSTOMS SEIZURE AT MONTREAL.

Mr. MoLELAN moved that the House again resolve
itself into Committee of Supply.

Mr. HOLTON. Before this motion is carried I desire,
with all possible brevity, to direct the attention of the
Houae to a matter which, within the past few weeks, bas
aroused intense excitement in business circles in the city
of Montreal, and in which the mercantile olass throughout
the country is deeply interested. I refer to the recent con-
flot between the special agents of the (Justoms Departient
and the wholesale importing firm of Patterson, Kissock &
Co. The matter was briefly aluded to the other evening
by the hon. member for Montreal West (Mr. Gault) ; but
it being my wish to refer to sorme points in the case
which were not then touched upon, and considering the
importance of the question involved, I feel justified in again
brmuging the matter forward, and in doing so I trust it will
be believed and understood that my action is in no sonse

Mr. MULoOL.

prompted by sympathy with violations of the revenue laws,
for I have noue, whoever the offenders may be. In my opinion
such offences, when clearly proved, should in every instance
be most severely dealt with, as well for the protection of the
honest importer, as for that of the revenue. My objeot in
again bringing this matter up is, in the first place, that the
Government may have an opportunity of explaining how
far these officers, be they special or others, are entruated with
such powers as were sought to be exercised in Montreai the
other day, and thon that I may be enabled to make some
remarks on Customs regulations generally. I am, of course,
aware that the revenue authorities are possessed of very
great powers, necessarily so, no doubt, but having obtained
them, whatever their extent, from this Parliament, I
submit that upon a reasonable and respectful demand,
the Government is bound to explain to Parliament the
manner in which such powers are being exeroised. It is
an exceedingly important matter, for in it are involved the
rights and liberties of citizens of a presumably free country.
As the majority of the members of this House are familiar
with the incidents of the Customs seizure to which I refer,
it will not be necessary for me to enter into themr further
than to state briefly a few of the more important points,
which are believed to have been fully sabstantiated. It
would seem that on the 6th or 7th of this present mouth, two
special agents of the Customs Department appeared in the
warehouse of a wholesale dry goods firm in Montreal, and
after a deal of official bluster and swagger, and an
unreasonable-and many think an illegal-demand for
the books of the concern, which they proposed to remove
from the premises, not meroly to examine, and without
having charged the parties with any specific offence
against the revenue laws, or indicating any particular
goods or invoices as having been irregularly passed through
the Custome, seized and actually sought to remove from the
premises, the whole stock, amounting in value to 8175,000,
and composed largely of goods, which, being of Canadian
manufacture, were in no event liable to payment of Customs
duty or forfeiture. Thiis high-handed proceeding was
naturally and justifiably reseonted by the firm,when,although
no forcible resistance ws offered or proposed, these special
agents insulted and treated with contempt the writ of the
Superior Court under which at least a portion of the stock
was ordered to be held, and one of them, revolver in hand,
threatened the tife of the officer of that court who was
charged with the writ in question, and who was as much a
Queen's officer, and as fully armed with Her Majesty's
authority, as hia assailant. Subsequently, this same special
agent, in the same manner, threatened the lives of
other citizens who were quite within their right, in being
upon the premises, and in doing or saying what they may
have done or said upon the occasion. These prooeedings
were followed a few days later by a criminal prosecution
of one of the members of the firm for perjury, In oonueo-
tion with one or more Customs' entries made by him nearly
two years ago. The ciroumstances of this »ase, as well as
of others of recent occurrence, have set our merchanta a
thinking, and aroused in their minde feelings of distrustand
indignation which it will be diffaoult to allay; and naturally
enough it is so, for they feel that under the prevailing oom-
plex and intricate Castors laws and regulation, which are
doubtless among the evils consequent upon a igh taiÉf, it
is possible for the most honest auf well meaning of
them Vo beguiltyof some irregularity in pamsing their*entries
through the Oustoms; and if thiese special agents have the
enormous powers which they claim, what might fcblow to
such innocently offending merchants? A viait from these
officials, a revolver at their heads, their whole stock bundled
off, their business wiped out and themselves ruined. They
thus have a right to know, and they demand to know,
what the claims and pretensions of the Goverument are
in these matters, and whether the recent proceedings
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in Montreal must be accepted and considered as an
interpretation of them. I will only say now with regard
to the general and wider question which this reference
brings up, that in the opinion of those who best know,
for their knowledge is practical and gleaned from daily
experiençe, that the present system of espionage, and of
special agents armed with such extraordinary powers, and
moved by sudh extraordinary inducements to make seizures,
justly or mnjustly, is odious and vicious in the extreme, and
that with it the principle of allowing the seizing or inform.
ing offioor any share of the plunder, as well as the
other pernicions principle of compromising with the
offender- should be at once abolished to give
place to a more modern and less one-sided method.
t is also thought, and I wholly agree with the proposition,

that. W all cases of offences against the revenue laws where
the offending goods have once passed from the hands of the
authorities, the Government should have no other remedy
than that which it eau obtain through the courts of the land.
Amendments to the law in the direction I have indicated
would, Iam convinoed, be approved by the people at large,
though I suppe it must be confessed that the special
agents and others to whom the present system is the source
of such great profit might Objeet. I beg now to read a short
article from a recent issue of the Montreal Herald referring
to this case and which so well and ably expresses the opinion
of the people on the subject that it should commend itself
to Parliament. It appeared in the Herald of the 8th May,
and is as follows:-

" On whichever aide the wrong may lie in the particular 0ustoms case
which exoited business circles in the city ye -terday, one thing ls abun-
dantly clear. If the epecial agent of the 0 ustoms Department has the
powere ho claims, he has quite too much ; and if the Department has the
power it claims it is high time its wings were clipped. It wjuld seesn
that under the laws and regulations, and according to the practice of
the Department--as elaimed by the Department-no business man's
reputatioen, or property, or credit would be safe, and the credit or interest
of oa maa i another equaAly unsafe. The Department, without laying
a specific charge or entering into details, may carry terror and ruin and
commercial death into any mercantile establishment in the land. While
al reasonable powers should be given to the Goverument to enable
them o protect the revenue, it is very clear that the official practices of
late indulged in savor of despotic rather than constitutional govern-
ment. Thinge have come to such a pass that it is possible under the
forms of law to do things which are practically lawless, and in the
name of houest government to commit acts similar to those for whi'h
pirates have been hung at the yard-arm. In the case which so excited
the citvyesterday, the officers of the Superior Court were defied; the
orders of the court were treated as null and void; a pistol was drawn
ona Superior Court officer by a Gustoms agent;j the removal of the entire
contents of a dry goods store, withouit any evidence of the goods being
forfeited being produoed, was begun; and but for the common sense of
the lawyers employed on either side, the mot serions consequences
might have ensued. Whether such things are legal or not it is for the
conrts to decide. We repeat that if they are, then let us, once for ail,
abadon the fase pretence that we are living under a free government,
and admit that we are holding our liberties and property at the mercy
ot.ur4nasters. We cannot believe that such acts are lawful; we know
thef are opposed to the rights of manhood; and we shall do what we
cawa l èuts stop le conduct so arbitrary and so harmful to the public
weaL"'

Wheon4lies artiele appeared the case referred to was before
theeouîts but the Government or its representatives having
sinOe obrpromised the matter with the alleged offenders or
suapended it, we will not have a decision upon the questions
whibhtbeËreêinvolved in thte case submitted. It is most
inpota4 therefome, that the Minister of Custone should
gi~e'thêo sete explanatiôh for which I have jast asked ;
aid l think he should also inform us why proceedinge
agaiamst- Ui ofending firm, inclnding the criminal charge,
shisold:bha*êbeen withdrawn or suspended, and a virtual
coMtroaise efected with the offenders, if, as the special
agents who were charged with the matter have publicly
altegedahey were possessed of eidence amply sufficient to
convietshe fSim of the fiand eharged against them. I ven-
tur het* hr te suggest to the Minister of Customs, that a
statet&ent of the seizures ffected by thes officials during
the pat eighteen months, sud compromised by them or
their su rs as aiso a statement the total amount paid

to them su their share of the loot, would materially aid in
the consideration of the questions I have just raised.

Mr. MACM[ASTER. 1 happen to have a personal know-
ledge of the case to which the hon. member for Ohateauguay
(Mr. Holton) bas just referred, and it may be that it would
not be competent for me to vote upon the matter if It should
come before this loue. But the subject-matter ias come
up several times by way of question and answer, and I do
not think it would be proper to withhold some matters that
may aid members in coming, to a correct conclusion upon
the subject. The case, as the hon. member has said, has
attained great notoriety, and bas croated a great deal of
excitement in the city of Montrea. That excitement was
brought about, to a large extent, owing to a conflict 6etween
the officers of the Dominion Government and the offiers of
the Province of Queben. lt carne about in this wise. The
special agents of the Customs Department entered the ware.
house o Patterson, Kissock & Co., in the city of Montreal
and took proceedings looking to the seizure of the whole of
the stock of the firm, in virtue of a search warrant which
is provided for by the Custome Act. That warrant
authorises the officers to enter any promises during
day or night, and to search for and seize any goods
liable to seizure or forfeiture. l virtue of those
search warrants, the officers seom to have power
to seize the whole of the stock of a merobant, and
that bas been the interpretation placed upon these search
warrants in Montreal in the past. The officers, there.
fore, claimed to exercise the large p >wer of seizing the
whole of the stock of the establishm3nt and afterwards sift
out such portions as wero liabie to lorfeiture for violatijn or
neglect of the Customs law. That was the position tuken
by the Gustoms offloers. The firn of Patterson, Kissoek &
Co., acting up>n sucl logal advice as they chose to take,
were advised that the oflicers of thé revenue bad no sucli
authority; that their authority was restricted by the terme
of the Statute in virtue of which the cortificate had an exist-
eice, and it simply went to this extent, that the officer
might enter an establishment, might search for and having
found such goods might seize such goods as were
actually liable to seizure, but that ho bal no authority
tW go beyond the Statute and seizi goods properly
imported, which had paid duty in accordance with
law, much less hud ho any authority to seizi goods
which were not liable to duty in any respect.
The firm owned a stock in the neighborhood of $200,000, a
porishable stock, one that depended upon the market for
five or six wooks succeeding the seizure. Had their stock
been tied up and subject to tbe long and perions waye by
whieb decisions are reached under the jurisdiction of the
Commissioner of Customs, the firm might not have only
lost the market, but might have been ruined; and having
been advised as to what was their legal right, they notiled
in writing and verbally the officers of the 'Customs that
those officers had no authority to seize the whoie stock, but
they might seize such portion as they could fairly show
were subject to forfeiture under the pr>visions of the as-
toms laws. The officers of the Oustoms Departrment did not
adopt that view, and acted upon the assumption ef the
authority that had been previouly exercised, and they were
preparing to make a seizure of the whole of the stock, and
in fact did make a nominal seizure of the whole of the stock.
At that time, Messrs. Patterson, Kisaock & Co. invoked the
aid of the civil courts, and issued a writ of replevin or reven-
dication, as is the term in the Province of Quebec, and oued
back for the whole stock of the establishment as if it were
in the bands of the Collector of Cuetome, for it was
practically in the bands of the Customs, they having seized
it. The officers of the civil court arrived on the scene
shortly before the Customs officers on the following day, and
while the bailif of the Superior Court of hontreal wero
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proceeding with the seizure, the Customs officers appeared
on the scene and interfered with the seizure on the part of
the civil officers, a collision in words, a collision in conflict
and almost in arms supervened. So close did the contest be-
come that not merely was a revolver drawn on one side, but
the aid of the Dominion police was invoked ; the establish-
ment was rot only invaded by interested sympathisers and
friendsc of the firm, but at a later stage of the evening a posse
of Dominion police were brought into line at the entrance
of the establishment and even in the establishmentitself. At
that stage an appeal was made to the civil courts in Montreal
for an order to stop those proceedings until the Department at
Ottawa could be communicated with. Mr. Justice Taschereau,
to whom the application was made, stated that h. did not
make the order because he had not then before him the
search warrant by virtue of which the officers of the Customs
Department assumed to act. He did not wish to make an
order which might have the effect of prejudging the case.
But he gave an intimation of opinion to the counsel on
both sides, that it might be well that a stoppage should at
once take place of ihe removal of the stock by the Custom
house officers, until the lawyers acting on behalf of the
Government should communicate with the Department, and
the whole matter be further investigated. Up to this par-
ticular point, as I have évery reason to believe from the
legal gentlemen engaged in the case, there had been no
direct communication with the Department as to the parti-
cular method in which the seizure should be carried out.
Two or three days afterwards the matter came up for
argument before another Judge, Judge Doherty, but no
decision was arrived at. In fact, I believe an application is
now before the honorable judge, because decisions are not
rendered as speedily in the courts of the Province of Quebec
as in the courts of some of the other Provinces of the Domi-
nion. I know that the counsel for the firm, on the day
when the application was made to Judge Doherty, pressed
hard for an order that the officers should be stopped
from interfering further with the stock of the firm,
but the judge said that ho desired to take f urther time to
consider the application, and he took further time. The
judge, however, made this intimation on that occasion-
and I think it was a reasonable and proper intimation
-that inasmuch as there had come certain officers
of the civil courts of Quebec, armed with the Queeri's writ,
which was certainly an equally good authority with that
upon which the Custom house officers acted, it would have
been proper for the Dominion Government and the Provin-
cial Government as representing the Queen to have quietly
made their seizures, and not have risked the confliet and
commotion which took place. However, a commotion took
place in the contentions of the parties for a moment, but I
think the counsel on both sides agreed that the remarks of
Judge Doherty in that respect and the previous remarks of
Mr. Justice Taschereau were entirely in keeping with the
spirit of the law and would have produced most satisfactory
results. Weil, as I have said, the most interest attaching
to the matter is as to the question of the juriadiction of
the Dominion and the Provincial authorities, and as to
whether particular officers representing those parti-
cular jurisdictions on that occasion exceeded their
powers or not. LIn that respect there was great excitement
and commotion in Montreal. The honorable judge has not
decided that question yet. Later a consultation took place
between the cunsel as to the actual position of affaire. My
hon. friend from Chateauguay (Mr. Holton) in reading a
very ably written article from the Herald has given it a
certain amount of credence, and very proper credence; but
if I may not be accused of undue delicacy in repeating the
statement here, I may say that if it had not been for the
common sense of the lawyers engaged in the case, there
might have been a serions collision. When time for reflec.
tion came, it was allowed that probably both parties had
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gone too far; that probably the Dominion offioers had
assumed to go too far, and probably had not sufficient ground
for the distance to which they went. On the other hand it
must be said, that there was something tojustify their action
and that they were not entirely censurable in the course
which they adopted. Thon, as I understand, this course was
determined upon: that the solicitors on both sides ii the
city of Montreal should make a careful investigation toge-
ther into the actual circumstances of the case, and that
in the meantime, pending the decision, a deposit of
$2,000 should be made to await that determination.
I do not desire to express any opinion as to what the facts
on one side or the other may justify. I only say, being
tolerably familiar with what happened on both sides, that
the course pursued was a wise one under the circumstances.
Whether the results will in the end justify that or not I do
not attempt here to pronounce, but looking at it from every
point of view, I must say from such facts as were bronght
ont it appears that the Minister of Customa took a prudent
course in throwing upon the lawyers-able and skilled men
-acting for the Crown, the responsibility for the decision
ultimately arrived at. With regard to the law, I thoroughly
agree with the hon. member for Chateauguay that there is
a necessity for an amendment to the law. I believe that
those who framed the existing Customs laws, in their desire
to place everything in the grasp of the Customs officials,
actually over-reached themselves, and that the law practi-
cally defeats itself. I had it in my mind with such experience
as I have had in Oustoms laws, to take some steps this
Session to secure an amendment of those laws-though,
perhaps, it might more properly emanate from the Govern-
ment-in the direction of securing a more prompt, efficient
and just administration of the law. I am free to say that
the law, as it exists at present, is as much calculated to
defeat justice as to secure it. I say that that law may oper-
ate greatly to the injustice of the honest trader; it may
become an instrument of injustice, so as at times unduly to
bear upon the honest trader; and I do think, as the honi
member for Chateauguay suggests, that the determination
of these matters, which are peculiarly within the domain
and the office of a judge, should not be committed to the
Commissioner of Oustoms, to unskilled or prejudiced hands,
but to a judge who will not be swayed by the evidence or
the promptings of those who may be deeply interested in
the finding. I do further think that, until it has been
demonstrated in this country that the courts of Justice are
incompetent to determine such questions as ese, thoir
speedy, and final, and proper decision should be left to
the regular tribunals of the land; or if it can be shown that
the regular tribunals are not sufficient for the attainment of
such decisions, then I say that the sooner this country con-
stitutes tribunals on which there would be, if yau wiZ men
experienced in mercantile affairs, but above all thing men
trained in legal affairs and accustomed to weigh evidnce,
without interest in the matter, the sooner such a tribunal is
established the better, I think, it will be for this country.
I trust that during the next Session of Parliament the hon.
Minister of Customs will introduce a measure founded on
hie past experience, on such experience as may be cominuni-
cated to him by his officers-for what la more important
than that those associated with him in the administration
of Customs laws should set themselves to attain the
most important and valuable information in that respeot-
I do trust they wili set themselves to work in order to put
a more perfect measure for the decision of Customs cases
upon the Statuto-book, and Qne that will be much more in
keeping with the progress of the age and with the speed
and promnptnese which is esseutial in the dotermiuation of
important commercial matters, that come up for adjudica-
tion. A firm or an in4ividual might be ruined w1hile these
cases were being determined bthe exiting methode;
and if some step is not taken in Ze next Session of Parlia.
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ment to make some improvement in the Customs laws in
this respect, I will take the responsibility myself of intro.
duocing a measure,.with the intention, by the assistance of
the right thinking members of this House, of placing it
upon the Statute-ok.

Mr. BOWELL. I am sure neither the House nor the
Government can complain of the manner in which this
subject, which is of so much importance to the commercial
interest of this country, has been brought before us. I, as
the head of the Oustoms Department, frankly say I am
glad the hon. member for Chateauguay (Mr. Holton) has
brought the subject under the notice of the House; and I am
still more pleased at the manner in which he has introduced
it. Had he left ont a few bard terms and a few of the
rather severe criticisms upon the action of the offcers and
upon the motives which actuate them in the performance
of their duty, it would have been as well. If the hon, gentle-
man had a littie experience in administering the Customs
laws of the country, with the number of officers under his
charge that the Minister has, he would perhaps hé a little
more charitable in the manner in which he refers t them
in the performance of a most disagreeable duty.
The question whether officers should be allowed
a certain proportion of the net proceeds of seizures
after condemnation, is a question into which I shall not enter
at this moment. There are many objections to it, and there
are many arguments in its favor. If we live until the next
Session of Parliament, and a measure is not then introduced
to meet the views expressed by the hon. member for Glen-
garry (Mr. Macmaster), and hé takes the responsibility of
introducing such a measure, that question can then be
more properly discussed. I have simply to say that in
the administration of the Customs laws, it has been the
endeavor of the Government to protect as far as they possi.
bly can all honest importers, no matter what part of
the Dominion they may reside in; and in order to accom-
plish that very desirable object, they have employed
what are called special agents to ferret out viola.
tions of the law. These agents have certain powers,
but not more than are held and exercised by every
Customs officer in the Dominion. A special agent
has no more power than the collector of Oustoms at
ports in the Dominion. The only reason why these agents
are selected upon occasions of this kind is that they are the
instruments through which frauds are brought te light, and
if they have exceeded the powers vested in collectors of
Customs, they have not done so with the consent of either
the collectors under whom they act, or the Department at
Ottawa. The particular case to which the hon. gentle-
man has referred, and which has caused so much excitement
in the city of Montreal, is simply of this character. Evidence
was in the possession of the special agents that certain
irregularities had existed in the entries made by the firm
referred to. This evidence was of suo a character as to
justify an attempt te ascertain the extent to which these
frauds had been committed ; and when the spécial agents
waited upon the firm, they found that the manipulation of
the different entries made was ofsuch a character as to neces-
sitate an examination of the books of the firm in order to
ascertain the extent to which the frauds had been committed.
My hon. friend from Glengarry (Mr. Macmaster) says that
had it not been for the coolnessand calmness and good
sense of the lawyers who were called in to assist in this
particular transaction, the results might have been very
much More serions. I do not say it disrespectfully to the
legl profession, but I say this3, believing it te be true, that
if thé legal profession had net interfered and given advice,
no difficulty would have arisen. But apart from that, the
officérs demanded an examination of the books of the firm.
Acting under advice, the firm refused to surrender its books.
There was no alternative left at that period of the proceed-

a
ings except for the officers to take the extreme course
of making a seisure. I will not argue what is the strict
legal interpretation to be placed on the clause to which
my hon. friend from Glengarry referred; but if it be the
correct interpretation of the Oustoms Act, that an offleer en-
tering an establishment can only seize those goods which are
supposed to have been smuggled, then there would b. very
little use in is going to the establishment at all. Take,
for instance, the article of feathers, one of the articles sup
posed to have been improperly entered. The offioer fi
on the shelf $1,000 worth of that kind of goods. It is true,
thé irm may have imnported 10,000 worth during the two
or three years preceding. The answer to the offlcer would
be at once, these are not the goods under the invoice on
which you are professing to make a seizare; these have
been sold a long time since. If we are only to seize the
goods mentioned in the invoice as improperly entered, then
I fear the revenue would suifer severely. The law giving
power to the officer to demand an investigation of the
books, and that being refused, there is no other course
than to seize the stock in the establishment, or to shut up
the establishment.

Mr. MACM&àSTE R. The law does not authorise that.
Mr. BOWELL. Then, in the protection of the revenue

and in the protection of every honest importer, the law
should be so amended as to give power to the Customs
Department not only to compel an investigation of the
books, but to shut up the establishment until suoh investi-
gation has been made. But I readily admit that there should
be suffIcient evidence in the bands of the officers of the
Department before they attempt such extreme measures.
The hon. member for Chateauguay says that the law should
not permit any Customs offcial or the Oustoms authorities to
follow an importer after the goods have passed ont of bis
hands, other than through tha ordinary process of the law.
If you adopt that principle, if I am to judge from thé results
of going into the courts in the différent Provinces where
Customs cases have to be deocided, I fear there would be
very little chance of either punishing the offenders, or
securing for the revenue that to which it is entitled.
Let me give the House one or two instances: We had a casé
in one of the Maritime Provinces in which a pilot had
imported goods for a merchant there from St. Pierre. The
bargain was that these goods were to be landed on the
wharf, and the pilot was to receive a certain remuneration
for the landing of the goods, his responsibility then ceasing.
Whon thé vessel was seized and thèse facts were ascertained,
we thonght it would be a good opportunity to punish the
merchant who had subsidised the pilot, instead of thé pilot:
We took the case into court, and the sapient grand jury
made a presentment that it was the duty of the Govern-
ment to punish the pilot and that we had no right to inter-
foi e with the merchant. To come to a point nearer home.
My hon. friend knows we had a case in his city in which a
gentleman of bigh standing in the community made
entries and swore to them, in which the invoices covered
$8,000, for a lesser amount, by changing the igures
of the invoices. That case was taken into court, the
accused was prosecuted criminally, as we thonght it
a case in which an example should be mado,
and the judgment rendered was, that as the man who had
made these entries and had sworn to them, false as they
were, was not individually interested in the saving of the
money, though h held a large amount of stock in the com-
pany tobe benefited by these false entries, ho could not be
held legally culpable, and the case was dismissed. This case
happened in Que bec, but in Ontario we had a case in which
a man attempted to bribe one of the officers by an offer to
him to become a participator in the profits, if the officer would
enter intoe smggling transactions with him. As soon as
that was brought to the notice of the Department, I said;
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Rere is a case which should be prosecuted under the Audit
Aet, which imposes a penalty and imprisonment. The case
was clearly proved, but the wise magistrate decided that as
the man did not take the bribe, he did not come directlyl
within the meaning of the law-the bribe being offered and
not accepted-so hewas fined 10 cents and sent to gaol for ton
minutes. These are veritable examples that have come to
my notice; and I fear, unless we have a special court for
the purpose of trying these cases, as suggested by my hon.
friend from Glengarry (Mr. Macmaster) we will stand very
little chance of enforcing the provisions of the Customs Act,
and protecting honest traders who pay their duties regularly
to the last shilling.

Mr. KIRK. Reduce the tariff.
Mr. BOWELL. Quito true. If there were no duties,

there would be no smuggling, but I suppose we would have
difficulty in imposing direct taxation, which, no doubt, our
free trade friends would like to see, on the property of the
country. If the hon. gentleman and his friends would like
to go to the country on that principle, I have no objection to
meet them. I would like to contest any constituency in
the Dominion against the hon. gentleman on the principle
he suggests.

Mr. KIRK. Be less extravagant and you can lower the
tariff.

Mr. BOWELL. If members of this House would assist
in protecting the law, and I refer particularly to the hon.
gentleman who has just spoken, instead of apologising for
those who break them, the Customs Department would not
have so much trouble in enforcing its regulations. I
have but one or two other remarks to make, my hon.
friend behind me (Mr. Macmaster) having made a very
clear statement of the case as it stands, and they are with
reference to the remarks of the hon. member for Chateau-
guay (Mr. Holton) on the subject of compromises. I
know of no case in which a compromise has been made,
unless the hon. gentleman wishes the House to ulerstand
that when an act of smuggling has been discovered and cer*-
tain penalties imposed an fines paid, that constitutes the
compromise. I confess, if we should prosecute every offen-
der against the law, under all the different clauses which
the Oustomis Act contains ; if we should shut up every es-
tablishment where seizures have been made, and in addition
to that send the offender to gaol for a number of years,
there would be less fraude committed, provided of course
we could get the magistrates and those before whom the
cases are brought to put the law in force. In the case of
Patterson, Kissock & Co., there has been no compromise.
I thought I had made that sufficiently clear the other
night.

Mr. HOLTON. I withdrew "compromise " and sug-
gested suspension.

Mr. BOWELL. I beg the hon. gentleman's pardon.
He spoke so low I did not hear him. There has been no
compromise, but there have been cases in which the fullest
amount of penalties have been imposed other than those of
a criminal character. I believe the sooner those portions
of the law which impose the penalty of imprisoument in
penitentiary are enforced, the better; but there are so many

OIcusýnCs urouaig the question that it requires tobe dealt with equitably as well as accoi ding to the strict Mr. PATERSON (Brant). I desire to say a few words
wording of the law. Take the case at Montreal which was on this question, not with reference to the particular case
settled the other day, in which a deliberate but unsuccess- that is under consideration at the present time but in refer-
fui attempt at fraud was made. A man bas three invoices; ence to the whole subject. We al admit that there are
he has a correct invoice which he receives from Europe; ho difficulties connected with this subject. The Minister has
makes out two others, upon one of which ho makes his pointed out very clearly on hie aide the necessity of' the
entry. The second ho files away for the present, to show to Government being clothed with considerable power in order
the Gustoms officer in ease he should come and demand the to seoure the proper payment of duties and for the preven-
production of the original invoice;i and the third, the origi- tion of fraud. The whole House will agree with hum ;hat
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nal invoice, is either destroyed or hidden away care-
fully. A case of that kind occurred the other day.
When the demand was made, the information re-
ceived by the officer turned out to be strictly
correct; a duplicate invoice of the invoice which had been
presented to the Custome Departrment was handed to the
officor as the original. The offcer asked: But where is
the third invoice, the original one from which these two
were copied ? The merchant denied having it, and, when
asked to produce hie books, said he had no books. How are
you to reach a case of that kind, unless you punish the man
for perjury, or compel him to produce that which he says
he has not ? Take the firm to whom the hon. gentleman
refers It is clear the revenue has been defrauded, but the
only way which officials can arrive at the evidences of guilt
is by securing. if possible, a dup'licate or a oopy of the
entries in the books of the English, French and German
merchants from whom these parties purchased. Whon we
bave instances of this kin.d, will the House or the country
condemn the officers for demanding the only evidence that
can be properly adduced to establish the guilt or
innocence of the accused. The council of the Board of
Trade have earnestly considered this matter for some time,
and they have complimented the Custom Department for
the manner in which they are carrying ont the law, and
they demand, in the strongest possiBle language, that
the fullest investigation that can be made shall te
entered into in order to arrive at the truth and to
punish the guilty party in every instance. If this be not
done, there will be no safety for the honest importer or
those who regularly pay the full amount of duties. It is
not so mach a question of the amount of duties as suggested
by the hon. member for Guysboro' (Mr. Kirk), but the
protection of the honest man who carries on business
alongside of a dishonest one, and makes the regular
entries, pays the full amount of duties, while his neighbor
makes out false invoices and false entries, and is therefore
at the mercy of the latter ; the prospects of the dis-
honest man are greater, and he can sell to the retail
trade thronghout the Dominion at a much cheaper rate
than his honest competitor. I can truly say that the Govern-
ment have no desire, nor have they attempted, to harass
any class of men or any class of business. What they desire
to do is to enforce the law as it stands upon the Statute-book,
to puuish as much as possible and in every possible case
those who have transgressed the law, and to protect
those who are endeavoring to carry on an honest busess mi
the country; and I can assure you and the House that, as
long as I am at the head of that Department, I shall take
every possible course that is open to me in order to accom-
plish these objects. I do not wish to say, and I do not desire
ta have it understood, that there are not many cases where
seisures have been made which have proved a hardahip, and
the great difliculty in.arriving at the question of valuations
has placed the Department in a position in which they have
had to give the advantage to the importers where they had
not the most positive evidence that undervaluations had
taken place, but, under the law as it exista, in the interests
of the revenue, and in the interesta of the whole importing
community, I think the House will agree, and I am hure the
country will justify the acts of the officers of the Customas
Department in trying to put an end to these frauds.
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that is a matter of very vital consequence. It is a matter
of more vital consequence, perhaps, not looking at it from
a revenue point but from the interests of men who are
trading and who are making honest entries as against
those who may be attempting to make dishonest ones. But
there is another side te the question. and that is that the
powers which are possessed by the Onstoms Departm ent are
very arbitrary, they are almost despotic. They are powers
so great that, unless you were sure that you had men
at the hoad of the Department which would give
every case the most careful consideration and who
were actuated by a desire to do justice in all cases,
it would be most unsafe to leave them in their hands.
The case is rendered more difficult from the system we have
adopted of makirg the Oustoms officer, who is instrumental
in causing a seizure, a participant in the fines. The Hfouse
must at once admit that that is rather a perilous position, I
might almost say, to place an officer in, It would require
on the part of the officer a very great deal of uprightness
of conduct to prevent him from being swayed in a matter
when his own financial interests are involved in it, and I
do submit-while I am net taking the ground-for the Min-
ister insista upon it so strongly and I am not prepared at
this moment to combat him altogether-that it ought to be
seriously considered whether it ought to be in the public
interest. It is stated that in that way only can we make
our offioers vigilant, can we make them detect frauds, and
it is necessary that frauds should be detected. If it is
an absolute necessity, it should be borne, for the honest im-
porter must be protected against the dishonest importer;
ut is it true that we have men in the employ

of the Government, in the possession of large salaries,
who will not do their duty in this respect without
being made participants in the fines imposed ? Are we to
take that estimate of our officers? Are we to suppose that
gentlemen who are in the receipt of $1,800 per annum will
rut be vigilant in the discharge of their duties, that they
will not prevent erroneous entries being made, that they
will not save the revenues of the country, save and except
the extra inducement be held out to them? If you are
sharp, if you detect an invoice that is improper, there
will ounishment follow, fines will be imposed, the goods
will be confiscated, and you will be entitled to a share of
them. I felt it incumbent npon me a year ago to move for
a return ofstizures made at one port alone in this Domin-
ion, the port of Winnipeg. The return was brought down.
It oovered but two years, and yet I venture to say that the
discloesures of that one port should be enough to make us
hesitate on the question as to whether it is wise te let the
offloers share in the fines that are imposed. The seizure
numbers are given, and I see they run from fifty-six to
100 daring those two years. I suppose that the
prier numbers had been made in years prier
to this date. We find in almost all the case-I do net say
all-that the decision was confirmed. In about all the cases
the importer was wrong, and the distribution took place. I
find in No. 56 there was a fine imposed of $133.87, and
$44.62 of it went te an officer who is in the receipt of $800
per annum, and $44.62 went te another officer who is in the
receipt of $ 1,000 per annum. Then there were some amaller
amounts in which $5 each was paid to two officers. Then
in another, $16.67 was paid to each of two other officers.
Then therewas another case in which $3333 was paid to
two other officers, and another case in which $6.6ý was
paid. In another case, $123.66 was paid to a gentleman in
the receipt of $1,700 of a salary, and $123.66 to another
getitleman in the receipt of a $1,000 per annum salary. In
another case, $833.33 went to one gentleman in the receipt
of 81,700 per annum, and $833.33 as the resuit of bis share
of one seisure went te another officer in the enjoyment of
81,000 salary. Now. it does look as if that is supplement-
ir g salaries pretty largely.

Mr. BO WELL. The hon. gentleman will allow, me tIo
explain that there are a great numbar of cases in whtoh
these ocffeors who receive those large or small amounts have
to pay a large amount to the informers who give the infor-
mation. Parties come and inform the officer that smug.
gling has taken place. That o&cer becomes the seiuing
omfcer, and he has to pay out to the informers, whose name
do not appear.

Mr. PATERÏON (Brant). In these cases I have given the
names and amounts are under the head of " fines imposed,"
but there were other cases where fines were not im sd,
but the goods were sold and the money was distribue, and
I think the Minister will see there is a distinction there
made between the officer and the informer. In one case,
$59.42 was distributed to offcers. In another case, $333.32
was distributed to officers. In the catalogue I am giving
now the namies cf the officers are not given, and it is
only under the head of " fines imposed " that the names are
given, and not under the head of "goods sold." I intended
to get the names in both, but they are only given in one.
In another case, $16.66 was paid to offcers; in another,
897 33 to offleer, and same to informer, in another, 810.17
to offiocr, and same to informer. Thon follow two or thre
cases not disposed of. Thon 8212.03 to officer, and same to
informer.

Mr. BOWELL. There are many cases in which the
Department know nothing about who the informer is. We
do not exact that.

Mr. PATERSON (Brant). The Minister will see that
the offcer got that amount and the informer got the same
amount.

Mr. BOWELL. That is a case where we knew, I sup-
pose.

Mr. PATERSON (Brant). In another case 839.74, and
the offieer the same as the informer; u uanother case
$997.87, and the offieer the same as the informer; in another
case $26' to the ofloer, and the same to the informer,
that is the record of two years at one port. Now, I have
pointed out how some of these offlcers' salaries have been
supplemented by hundreds of dollars during these two
years as the result of thdr share of the fines. They are in
receipt of salaries varying from 81,000 to $ 1,800 per annum,
and this is the way in which thoir salarios ae supplemented.
Now, I submit that seizures taking place elsewhere in com-
mercial circles, taken in connection with this affair in
Montreal, call for investigation, and for some change in the
law. While I have no ympathy whatever with
those who have perpetrated frands on the Cus-
toms, and while I would endorse their being
severely punished, you must remember that when entries
are made, not with fraudulent intent, but through error,
through misinformation, and yet they are necessarily
treated as frauds primarily, by the Department, and an inno-
cent man making an entry which he supposes to be perfectly
correct, and ho may not be correct according to the interpre-
tation put on the ivoice by the Customs Department, yet
he may be considered guilty of fraud. Thon it is adjudicated
upon in the Departmout at Ottawa, and it is the conse-
quence in mgost cases that the Department stands by its
officers. I am not censuring the Department for that, it is
natural the Depaitmont should place reliance upon the
statements of thoir omcera. But there is this other feature
about it, that when the Minister receives these potitions from
the pa ties whose goods have been seizol, if they petition
to have the goods restored and the fines remitted, the course
he muat take is to send back to get his information with
reference tu the fraud, as it is termed, and of the seizure, to
the officials who made the seizures, to the officiais 1ho are
participants, finanoially in the seizaure, and bendL if it in
maintaned.
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Mr. BOWELL. No, no. For instance, take the case you arrived, but they go back over that. merchant's invoies

alluded to, take Mr. Maingy, the collector at Winnipeg, who for years back, and find how much hoeis short. If the
made all these seiznres to which the hon. member referred. marchant goes into court, what is the result ? Believing ha
He is not entitled to any of them. He made the report has been wronged, he goes into the Exchequer Court,
upon the whole of them, but of course ho does it upon evi- where one judge sits. He soon finds it is a
dence. very serions matter to enter a came againat the

Mr. PATERSON (Brant). That explanation does rolieve (rown. If ho wins his case he simply gets hi&âneh paid
the matter somewhat. back to him; but if hosesm hie case then the docieioè of

the court places his previous importation within the
Mr. BOWELL. No offeer receiving $2,000 a year is en. category of fraude, and hie importations for months or years

titled to any moiety of the seizure. are not merely liable to pay extra duty but the merchant
Mr. PATERSON (Brant). But the collectors do partici, i liable Vo be obliged te pay thoir full value. So the

pate in the seizures. Government will find that there is not only in Montreal,
Mr. BO WELL. Nt if thy have $2,000 s year. but in other cities, a deep-seated feeling that ander thïe

operations of the Customs Acts many men doing what they
Mr. PATERSON (Brant). It may not apply in this bolieve is right have had their goods taken frem them

particular case but I know cases of officers who get that when they should not have been taken, that money has
sum, and who are pecuniarily interested in making the been taken from them where it should not have
seizare. We know cases where honest entries have been been taken, and, with that systen of seizing-oiScers
made, cases whore I believe the men to be incapable of profiting by seizures, the ides has settled down in their
committing a fraud upon the Department, but by the rul- minds, whether rightly or wrongly, that this has had some-
ing of the Department the goods are seized, and the Depart. thing to do with the fact that they have been treated as
ment fixes the value of the goods, they themselves being they have been treated. It is well that the subject has
the sole judges. come up. It is well that those in charge of the Depart-

Mr. BOWELL. It is not so. It is not the ruling of the ment and the officers who have to administer the laws
Department, it is the law. should sometimes learn what the publie expect from thom;

that the public desire that while all legitimate means shal
Mr. PATERSON (Brant). Well, it is the interpretation be taken to dotect fraud, a distinction should be made

of the law that is put upon it by the Department. When between those who commit fraud and those who make
a person presents an invoice of goods that he.has purchas. entries in good faith, believing them te be honest entries,
ed, ho has bought an article at $100, ho believes that is the but which, under the interpretation of the Customs Acts,
fair market value of it, his invoice shows that, ho his not proved to be irregular.
cognisant that it is not sold at that price in the market Mr.BOWELL. The hon. gentleman han fallen mb Vith
from which ho bought; more than that, he produces affi-iM r E.Ten. geneman as falle tioh
davits from the persons from whom ho purchased, showing same errer as je frequently made n discussing this question
that it is the selling price, heade of responsible firms of arbitrary values. The (ustoms ofcers have noV the
swear that it is correct, and in the face of all power to make arbitrary valuations in regard to goode. All
this, there are cases in which the fines have been they eau do is, if it is scertained through their offieers or
imposed and have not been remitted. Well, the parties by any other means, that an article ise sold for home con-
say, we will seek redress, we will take this matter into the sumption at a certain price in the United States and is
courts. How are they to get it into the courts? The ?ntered in Canada at a lower price than that for which it
Minister may say that he will not allow them to go into is sold for such purpose in the United States, under the law
court, and while the investigation is pending, the time it is the duty of the Department to value for duty at the
within which they could take it to court would elapse, and price at which it is sold in the market in which it is pur-
they would be shut eut under the law from going Vo court. chased. The officers have no power beyond that. The hon.
They have a certain length of time, I think thirty days in gentleman is quite right in saying that many persons pur-
which to apply. Meanwbile they are working with the chse goods at say 8 100 when they are to be ent o tlhis
Department, presenting their case, looking for justice, but country, but the same article may be sold in the United
the time elapses, they get ne answer, the time foentering States at $125 or $130. Thon the merchant first makes an
the courts has elapsed, and the doors are barredi against affidavit that that is all the amxount he paid. That is quitetrue.
them. He thon produces an affidavit frvm the seler that that is all

,Rho asked. That is true, no doubt; but that does not meetMm. BOWE LL. Yeu are wrong again. Ho ha. a certain all the requirements of the law. The affidavit muet sentainlength of time after the decision is given, my present recol- these words: That is the value of the article at the time oflection in thirty days after the decision. importation when sold in the country where it was pur-
Mr. PATERSON (Brant). I think I know a case in chased for home consumption. It is very easy for a mer-

which, before the answer was received, the time had elapsed, chant desiring to flood a country with a stock of goode or
and it could not be done. However, I do not pres that to crush ont any particular industry to have export sud
toc strongly, because i think the Minister, in the cases I home consumption prices. We have constantly these
haveknown, has expressed his willingness that they should price-list placed in our hande snd it is under these we act
go te court. and not under any arbitrary 'eces whilh the ustoms

Mr. BOWRLL I may say there is scarcely a case in Department desires to place on ese articles.
which a man has asked to go ein' court after the lapse of. Mr. VAIL. I aM sorry to say that the Minister Ofthirty daye. But if you have a case you can go and fight it. (Justoms did not alwayse"ct on that principle, as L pointed

Mr. PATER3ON (Brant). But suppose you go inte out latV year. At that time I showed that aM ontreal
court. Here is a rule of the Department with reference morchant had 41,000 or V,000 returned to hin on aocoiint
to the valuation of a certain article. The goods have been of a cargo of sugar, which it was contended was enterod at
brought in for year sat a certain figure. By-and-bye the a higher rate tha.n it was purchased at. I brought
Department finde that under the law the values that had the case before the House and I poiuted to parties in
been taken bad not been real, and that there should be an Halifax that had made similar applications and-were
amount added to them. The offlcers come forward and refused. So I am quite satiufied that theXiaister of Cutoms
olaim not only the a mount of the importation that ha. just and hie D,.partmont dg not always act on th&atprinciple. I,

Mr. PATioN (Brant).
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too, am very glad this case has been brought forward and countries. I noticed by the reports that the other day a largehundreds of people in the Maritime Provinces will also be glassware manufacturer, a millionaire in the city of New
glad of it. I have no sympathy with smugglers. It is quite York, who bas been in Sing-Sing for the last number of
right that in the interest of the country and the Custome years for infraction of the Oustoms laws, got out the other
Department there should be a strict law against smug- day on the plea of ill-hoalth. If anything of that kind bad
gling. It must necessarily be so; but in its administration happened in Canada the House would have resounded withwhere the power is placed in the hands of certain parties the lamentations of the hon. member for Digby and the
outside of the Customs Department who act largely on their hon. member for Brant. Did Congress take up that matter ?
own authority and onstrue the law for themselves, it is No; Congress said there was a law passed, as a law was
necessary that those men should be men of integrity and of passed by this Parliament.
somewhat high character. We know that the man who Mr. PATERSON (Brant). That was a case of fraud.smuggles is considered by the Department a rascal.
But you appoint a man who is an old amnggler Mr. WOODWORTH. I know there were cases of frand,
to one of those positions in the outside service, in order to but will the hon. gentleman say that the criminal tribunals
detect smugglers; so as a matter of course, and as the must be swept away because there are some isolated cases
natural sequence, you have a diahonest man placed in a where an honest man's fortune or good name is placed in
position which should be filled by a man of integrity and jeopardy. You cannot have a law of this kind and not ad-
priciple. If the merchants in Montreat and in the cities minister it; and you must not blame the Miniter of
of the Dominion, who are importers of goods and have a Oustoms and bis employees for administering the Depart-
certain number of olerks under their control, do not know ment under the law. If the law is wrong, amend it ; but
what entries are made from day to day, ho fails to attend to it is a questionoto me whether you should amend it or
his duties and ho must sufer the consequences. How differ- not. I have not considered whether you should pay those
ont it is with us. Almost all the people along the shores of informers or not, or how you are going to get
Nova eVtia trade with the United States, and all our small at smugglers without giving the dotectivos a per-
merchants own vessels running to that country. They of centago. That is a matter for consideration, but
course have to depend altogether on the men they employ the object is to keep people from smuggling if possible.
on the vessels, and over those people they have no The hon. member for Digby said there wore hundreds in the
control. It i8 true that an owner may control a master, Maritime Provinces who would be glad to hear of this debate,
but he cannot control the mate or seamen. A vessel but I do not think some of them would like to hear their
running to the United States brings ba"k certain names mentioned in this debate. I kuow of one firm in a
gcods. The vessel is seized. The Custom house officer certain village in my own county, who said te one of these
goes to the owner and informs him that such and such goods Customs dotectives, when h. came in: "llow dai o you
were taken in at Boston and not entered bere. The owner come into my shop ; who are you ?" He replied : "I arn a
asys he knows nothing about it. He subsequently makes Customs dotective, and I want to look at your invoices,

4enquiries and finds that such goods have been brought Ik." "What do you take me for?" asked the other. "I
in by the mate or by the mon, and in order to get out of do not take you for anything," said the detective, "I just
the difficulty the individual is obliged to pay the officer $200 want to viait you, that's ail." The other said: "Do you
or $300 rather than have the vessel seized or tied up two or know how high I stand?" "I do not car'e," said the detec-
three months before the Department decides the matter. I tive. "Weil," said the other, "ours is the first name
say we have had a system of terrorism going on for the last morally, financially and commercially in this county."
two years, and continuing to the present day, in the Maritime Yet, before the deteotive went out of the shop that man had
Provinces, which bas injured cur trade and which will, if con- signed the most abject apology and confession; ho agreed
tinued, ruin it. There is no remedy for this except an altera. to pay a certain amount of money for bis smuggling,
tion of the law which will oblige the Department to appoint and h. paid it before the detective went ont of his office.
men to those positions who are paid a certain salary- Did that firm want their names brought up hore in Parlia-
men of integrity, men who will be disposed to do their duty ment ?
without looking to the proportion to be received from any Mr. PATERSON (Brant). What was done with the
particular seizure. I hope the hon. Minister of Customs will money ?
take the advice of the hon. member beside him (Mr. Mr. WOODWORTH. I do not know.
MaOmaster), and will next Session introduce a law which
will proteot the honest trader as well as the interesta of the Mr. PATERSON (Brant). Had ho power to settie in
revenue. that way ?

-Mr. WOODWORT. I wish to say a few words on Mr. WOODWORTi. I venture to say, if it ca be
this aubject. I have experienced, in my own county, some shown to the Minister of Customs that bis men have violated
of the kenefoiaI effects of these Customs dotectives. They the law, ho will bring them back. I tried it in King's
wrethroughthe county of King's and that whole valley, county; I fought him for monthsuand we hardly spoke, but
and we know pretty well what they did. Sometimes there when ho ultimately found that his offcers were wrong, he
were some very lond complainte, but, strange to say, dismissed them at once. It is bis duty to protect hiW agents
there have been no complaints made here in Parliament. until they are proved to be unjust, dishonest or fradulent.
Non of them, ever asked their representatives to expose Mr. PATERSON (Brant). As I understandtit easetheir cases before Parliament, andconaidering the multi-wa not referred to the Department ; it was otsbhted totude of cases which the Department have to adjudicate upo' an investigation, but the ame ;irs w wnt in, made a certainthe instances are infinitesimally smal where the parties arginettedbthe offer went in maadoi£ cetamthemselves have askel an investigation before the light of charge and settd the matter upon their own responsibüity,
day. That being the case, 1say that the system of pro- Mr. WOODWORTH. No; but subject to the approval
tection which we have got in this country muat be very of the Government. Those men never asked for an investi-
fairly administered, or else we should have a larger number gation, and that is the case with a great many such people,
of cases coming before the people's tribunal here. If hon. because the amounts hey pay are after ail a mer# drop in
gentlemen oppeite would go to France, Germany or the the bucket. That is the reason there are not more cases
United States, which are protected countries, they will sec before Parliament. It is not the cases which are aught
that thecasesofIsuch hardships huetre the smallest imagin- but those which are not oaught. How many eases of smug.
able in namber, ompared with what they are in theme other gling have the repreentatives of the people been oale4
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upon to bring before the House, and if these mon were
honest would they not be called upon to bring them for-
ward. have been in Opposition, and I know what
it is to make a cry against the Government of the day,
but I say, give the Government fair play, and in this
case you are not giving them fair play in bringing them
to taek for administering the law under the law as yon your-
selves passed it while in Parliament. There may possibly
be some cases where the law enables mon to act arbitrarily,
but it must be remembered that the Oustoms law is very
anomalous and must be so. Under it a man is almost sup-
posed to be guilty until ho i proved innocent, contrary to
the usual rule of English law. First his goods are seized,
and thon ho muet prove that he did not smuggle them.
But you passed that law; we all passed it, but anomalous
as it is, it is the law, and yon should not find fault with the
Department for administering it. Mr. Wolf's name has
been mentioned. I happen to know Mr. James Wolf, of
Montreal, and I do not bolieve a more conscientious, effi-
cient, or industrions officer is in the Dominion to-day.

Mr. MAOMASTER. A very excellentofficer.
Mr. WOODWORTH. He has a very unpleasant duty

to perform, but ho does it marvellously well, keeping the
good name ho has earned, and the friendship of the very
men whose goods ho has seized. I know case after case
where they have thanked him for the kind, affable manner
in which ho las discharged hie duty. These officers are
not represented in the louse, but lot them have fair play.
I thougbt it was only proper that I should state wbat I knew
about this matter.

Motion agreed to, and House again resolved itself into
committee.

(In the Committee.)
St. Vincent de Paul Penitentiary............$s,99 50

himself in the late outbreak to be a very cour-
ageous man; and I believe ho is a man thoroughly
devoted to duty. The only fault with him is that
when ho was appointed he had not received the
training necessary to qualify him for the duty ho had to
discharge; but apart from that I give him the testimony
quite cheerfully that he as always beenwilling to do what-
ever was in hie power to discharge the duties ho had to
discharge. On the other hand, 1 understand-and I make
this charge subject to correction-that he has not been
properly supported by bis subordinates. The men ime-
diately under him had not the same devotion to duty that
ho had, and were not better qualified otherwise than ho was.
Under such circumstances, we must not be surprised if
matters in the penitentiary have been going from bad to
worse; and it will not be sufficient to have such investiga-
tions as we have had in the past. Thore must be a ihorough
overhauling of the whole system. Not simply by the
officers of the Department, but by parties outside of the
Department, who would ho thoroughly impartial and doter-
miiled beforehand to give justice wherever justice is due,
and to put the blame wherever the blame oight to be put.

Mr. THOMPSON. In answer to what the hon. gentle-
man las just said, i1 will say a very few words, because it
would be indelicate in me, pending the enquiry which is
to take place, to advocate either one side or the other of
the question-to say that any officer is to blame, or to vin-
dicate any offler. But since the outbreak las taken place,
I have gone over the records ol the enquiry, and I must
say that I have not reached the conclusion the hon. gentle-
man bas formed, that the difficulty is due to the fact that
the officers of that institution are creatures of the Govern-
ment and are actuated by political feeling in the discharge
of their duties. The staff, as the hon, gentleman is aware,
is a very large one, and the warden has the absolute ap-
pointment of all his guards-in fact, nearly all the officiais

Mr. LAURIER. Has any step been taken to have an of the institution. When I Say the absoluto appointmont,
investigation into the causes of the recent outbreak? 1 mean net only that ho las the right te appoint, but le

1fr.TIIOIPSN. Tere as n inestiatin inîle emnt intorfered with in the e3lightest degree by tle Dopart-MrY. T HOMPSON. There was an investigation in the'
ordinary course of justice by the coroner's inquest, and sub- ment, even by suggesti in the way of Domination te any
sequently there was an investigation made by the inspector.position. The principle of the law whicli lothes hlm
I may call that a preliminary investigation, because it is not wtl tle ieponiblo office, conâiders who ho Las the
intended that it should be a final one. I have determined, as right te appoint, and le vindicatcd te the fullest cxtente and
early as possible alter the close of the Session, and after thehis bit entir&y uncontrollahie as te the cloice of the
recovery of the warden, which I hope will not be long, to rsons ho wili have about hlm, oxcept in the case of
make as full an investigation into the affairs of the peniten- superior offloors, who are appointed directly by the Dopart-
tiary as can possibly be made. I understand that it was mont, and the taults occasionally charged against the dis-
stated in another place, in answer to an enquiry put therelneaa namenfthe intiti have he
that a commission would be issued. I think, perhaps, relation te the guards n . 1e mieoac thati hom the
was not an accurate statement. I do not know that aWDdOeliasomergt te appint. f re sa that pelimal
promise that a full and searching enquiry shal be made,
necessarily involves that a commission shall be issued ; but agement of the institution- I amu trongLy înoined-te
I do stand committed as the head of the Department t think, however, tht the poitical influences have comaefrom
having a full and thorough investigation. the outside ratler than frem île inside, sud while I1admit,and in fact claim with some degroe of pride, frein wlat 1

Mr. LAURIER. The Minister of Justice is probably have bard of hlm, that the warden le a brave, honorable
aware that investigations have not been wanting in the and upright mn in every souse of the word, I think ho las
past. There has been investigation after investigation, but been, te seme extent at leas-it would ho indelicate in me
for some cause these investigations have always been barren te say low much-misbod by advice freinpereens net quali-
of any practical result. The conviction is becoming settled fied te give advice, and that hoehma put confidence in por-
in the public mind, at least in the Province of Quebec, that sens whe propleoied evil in relation te rosent manage-
the real cause of ail the failures of justice that have taken ment thero and did thelr bet tt make loir proplecies
place at St. Vincent de Paul, has been that the establish-
ment is conducted simply on politics. The feeling prevails
that the whole personnel of the establishment is composed. Mr. BLAKE. I understand thon, gentleman would
of creatures of the Government. I do not know that thisfel soin. reticence impesed upon him with regard te this
remark applies to all the employees, but I believe, and I trouble, but the facie this penitentlary lasbeen, for some
have, perhaps, some authority for saying, that it applies to years, almosi constantly in a etate of crisis. ILias hoon
the large number of the personsel of the penitentiary. Iîle habit of thut intitution te ho in lIai unfertunate con-
believe the present wardon, Mr. Laviolette, is, as far as a dition, and I regard one of île blemLies on our
man eau be who has not had a special training for such administration ustcethat for se many years, off and on,
a ppition a very competent man; ho has proved andas a Seneral rulethere ehould W somethinggoing

o r n i eyOttaWOtTht
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wrong in the management and discipline of that important comments whielibave been maie ince the outbreak hav
institution. Thre muet be something radically wrong. W morne extent redocted on him.
Warden after warden has been appointed, other officers Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. 1 notice that under the
have been changed, yet you find things going wrong, with
an interval of better resuits, perhaps, but gomilg wrong B Vincent de Paul and they cost $29, 125 to keepthen Atagain and again. I have nothing to say with reference to
the present warden, not being sufficiently master of all thet nt hl36
cireumstances, but if I rightly remember it was this warden, 780. Therefbre tie average expense of St. Vincentyde Paul is mucli larger in proportion than that in Kîngeton.of whom the inspector spoke in certainly not very favorable The smaller number would account for me inereee, but
terms in his annual report, shortly after the assumption the increase is ruoi more than eau b. aoeoutted for lnby this gentleman of the office. In that report he that way.
commented on the report of the warden himself. However
that may be, if there is not fault with one officer there 1r. BLAKE. And tus, notwithstanding the &et that
muet be with another. There has been long continued and a number of the convicts at St. Vincent de Paul are usually
very gross neglect of that pro r care and vigilant supervi- a large.
sion which is necessary in order to prevent such events, Mr. TIIOMPSON. I am not aware ofany convicts b.rng
such as that which startled us the other day, from occurring. at large.
I would ask if a special enquiry has been made as yet into Mr. BLAKE. They escape frorn day tday.
the extraordinary circumatances of the escape of Viau from
the prison, almost immediately after the outbreak; and in Mr. THOPSON. They do Dot On. escaped a day or
this connection, for I believe it is the only opportunity I two ago, and wa retaken immediateiy afterwards. W.
will have of doing it, I would ask whether the attention of estimate tis y.ar a decre in the maintenance of 020400.
the Government bas been directed to a circumstance, which, Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. Stili, the hon. gentle.
I observe with great regret, was stated in the papers the man will e. that unlese it can b. aounted for in mocae
other day, that the warden of another penitentiary-Mr. way, tb. disproportion between the cae at St. Vincent de
Warden Bedson-had been concerned in some speculations Paul and the case of Kingston is very great. At St. Vin-
or transactions in real estate with the inspector. I an not cent de Paul, the maintenance of each convict coots nsarly
concerned in the particular character of t hose transactions, 8100; at Kingston, it costs a littie over $60; and at St.
of which something was said in the paper in other- Vincent de Paul, it would b. about 91 cents. Bo, the differ.
repte, some allegations being made as to which I know once je very material, and I know of nothin ginuthe.relative
nothing about the political nature of the transactiots, but cost of living at tle two places which woukaccount for se
it seems to me it is not a prudent-I will go further and s9y large an exponditure. Te dietary and ail the.reet of it in
it is an improper thing-for the inspector of penitentiaries the.same.
to have any relation whatever with any warden. The
inspector is an Officer to whom the Government and theO bon. Thnte is erenc mainte-
country have practically to look for the keeping in
order and subordination the various officers of the page 64 of the Auditor General'8 reprt. The avorage
penitentiary. He is superior even to the warden, and daily cost ln Kingston is 53 cents an in St. Vincent de
tht ieholi.araggfoinsmnt nlnifrl, Paul 81 cents, the. maintenance is 863.0.> as against 8100.01.that he should be arranging for investments in land for him, a not in a position t account for i at prsent. olyor acting fbr his agent, or partner, or associate is very likely know that ail the supplies are obtained by conti set, and
to lead to very uncomfortable circumstances. that iL is by competition we are abi. to ascertain that this

Mr. DESJARDINS. The leader of the Opposition has yeur there will b. a considerabie difforonce in the.coat. I
mentioned the reports of the inspector,and judging from the fancy that somof the expensos which are charged te otber
tone of those reports he must have felt that ho would not bouds in Kingston, are charged te maintenance at St. Vin.
be in a condition to impartially act in any enquiry that cent de Paul, but 1 wiIl make particular enquirles in regard
would take place te finteut the eact trutii in Liose matters. toe that.

Mr. BLAKE. I mueteonfess that the.ton. in eue pas- Sr. BLAKE. I think and I hope i note tt duerL the
sage of the. report dit net strike me very favorabiy. circummtmnce tea on. gentleman bas cmggested.one

Mr. TKOMPSON. In answertW the. hon. member fer yeare ago, arrangement awery mati Wo2 t. acount cf al
West Durham, 1 wouid say tht a specialeuquiry liasbeon the penitentiaries on the me princips. Tie dietary was
made with reference te tlie escape of Viau, andtiiL waufenu arrange teb, .Thpreciseiy the mara e, s oft St.e set nf
thaÉ oeeof the guard s was tesote extent blameable in account wsarrangod foral, for the very parpofhviga
haging negleetedhbat was a very necessary tuty ut the. ime. check on the coEt at one by th cost at anotnhr. We ave had
As -regards the guard in question, at the roquest af the discussions on the. exoes cf oost of St. Vincent de Paul oer
wardeh, anti pending àtuiler enquiry, his came bas net been ~Kingston before ow, and th e only différence it s boei

fnl eIt witii yet, but special enquirwus made into al 1possible Le ascertain lias beenutth. differenoe canset by the
t cnn.cted witthe escape. I have metlad my penitentiary lying sme litt e distance eut of tfi.city of

attention calleti until this moment te tth. staternent which, ciniral, whieii i the market, I presume, were moet cf the
the hon, gentleman says, appours in onecf tiie papers witi supplie are purchaMed.r The cot.f transaport fro r te
referenée to transactions on the. part cf the. inspecter ed city te the penitentiary muet breay thei ouly differen ,
the. wrdec. I quit. agree that enquiries mhould matie,and that the suppliesshoult cat ha f a mu e again o
if suc a statement hue appeared, antitht it is quite ineon P ndo t Kicgston iKnet intelligible unleat it Sb. nthat -
sistent witbthe. duty cf an officer, who muât b. depended ou, political relation te ithpenitentary wnich the hou. gent.ly
as tb. inspetor uer t b., liave business relations witi any Mau eschews inside ith peitontiry applie ;ate t .n-
of theiwardnns. With regard tn t P i o subjeutSf i.hpartiaeity, it tracts outdiife.
is necessary that the enquiry shoni b. made by seme otbere ise Puif Raiway, ?ort Arthurht R nd tiver,e$lati
inspectfr, anti that ivatpc inspewtohls own dorsire for tae
reason that h.lias for mrne llttle ime put beaunluaapo e Sir RICHARD C RTWRIG T. A detailed expianatîon
tien cf antagoniPm, if I miga8tu8,ca1etLhWitaes6warenenmonnfmtasat was to an0given.
aceount of diferencesaf opinion regarding tmneoMat aementpor. MoLELAN. I stated before, when t prwaes under
of tao Lb. 'intioantiudspecially in vie o cf f the t Lt eadusion, thato aIrer ha d beon a a estimate made by ti.,1bI me t r u s e
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chief engineer of $2,864,159.89, which covered the first sion that the House can form is that the Government have
award of $45,000. Then there was a subsequent estimate been, to say the least of it, very slack in their duty. It will
made by the chief engineer of the final cost of the whole be remembered that one of the Government's own arbitrators
work, of $2,934,308.68 an increase of 870,148.79. Then on the board reported that even the award given by the arbi-
there was awarded by the arbitrators for damages 8395,000, trators was excessive. The Government took the opinion
making $465,148.79. The amount that was asked for was of counsel about the validity of the award, and when we
the amount of the award only, $395,600, and that was paid, asked for returns upon that subject, returns were brought
leaving a balance of $70,148.79, and the chief ongineer says down after froquent demande, that wore incomplete, and we
there are Eome small items amounting to 81,002.81, for were loft in uncertainty as to the opinions of the conel.
transport and such things, making a total of 871,151.60. We We were refused the material submitted to the counsel upon
ask for the net sum of $72,000 to meet ail that is possible. whioh their opinion was based. We got the opinion of the

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. At the time that that counsel, but we were not given the material submitted to

vory large award wu paid, under circumstances with which them upon whieh they based their opinion, and we do not

ver lage arfasiliar, and which it may bc wrmimbered know whether proper material was submitted to them or
the Houeiamir, ad whihe aremeb not. We are inclined to believe, from the conduct of the
were circumstances which caused the award W b. very Government in the whole matter, that a very imperfectcae
much objected to, we certainly understood that it closed was submitted to the counsel.
the whole account, that there was nothing left.w M ttO . counst

r. McLLAN. The engier reports othrwise,that . WELDON. It was undrstood that th arbitration
theMavr.McE AiNTherenaginee pswhich they claimed settled ail the matters in dispute by the parties. The Gov-

the av ard was mainly for damages whichthey mernment thon strongly pointed out that even if this amount
but not for the works proper' was paid, a saving was effected. No referene was made

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. I muSt say that, if we that any further amount was demanded.
had been informed at that time there was to be an additional Mr. McLELAN. The late Minister of Railways (Sir
sum to be paid on that award, the House, I think, would Charles Tupper), claimed and showed that there was a
have been very indisposed indeed to vote the money for it' saving from the original estimate, of about $700,000 or
It must be remembered that that award was rendered under 8800,000, even with the award of $395,000. That award,
circumstances which I have already referred to, and which as I underestand it, was mainly for damagos occasioned by
showed that our own arbitrator expected and intended that the reduction the Government engineers' admitted in the
it should be brought before the courts. We were told when work.
the money was voted that it would be brought before the Mr. CASEY. The work was finished when the arbitra-
courts, and we found, whon the accounts came down next tion took place. Theor were no other claims then in,
year, that, on some pretext which I have never heard except those submitted to arbitration. If thera is an extra
suffioiently explained, no reference was bad to the courts pyment now it shows that new lains have been allowed
and the whole sum was disposed of; and we have never pay eut i she tation and have ben ackow-
been able to get the communication made by Judge Clark tohout in sot the arbitration, and have been ackow-
to the thon Minister of Railways, thoughlie admitted it wa ledged withoiit contest. That is, the Government have, on
in bis possession; sd now w have a further a72,000 pid the face of the matter, failed in their dty and allowed new
Sthis posessntl;m nd now ytoshv ute 200piclaims without investigation, made after the whole matter had
to these gentlemen is very astomshing. been settled. Now, there is more than that. I remember

Mr. WELDON. At the time of the debate the Minister that the contractors charged for buildingan elevator at Port
of Railways certainly assured the House that that was the Arthur, and one of the items in the claim of the railway
whole amount, and was the last of it, and he went into an company, who took the road over afterwards, was 8112,000,
elaborate calculation to show that, even with that amount, or thereabouts, for building the elevator. We found, in
by the reduction in the contract there was not a large the returns I asked for, that the Government had
amount of money saved, but there was no mention of any- allowed for this elevator to the contractors. Now, when
thing outstanding except the $45,000, the amount of the such a transaction occura, when an elevator is paid for
first award and the amount of the second award. twice, nobody can be surprised if we foel suspicious about

Mr. CASEY. The explanation given to-night is quite an item of this kind. We ail know what the relations
different from that given the other night. That was that between the contractors and the Government were stated to
the engineer's estimate included the amount of the award, have been-that the Governmont obtained from the on-
which I pointed out was absurd. tractors funds for use in an election pouding at the time, on

Mr. MLELAN. Therewasafistreward of$45,000 andthe condition that extras were to be allowed them on their
frt 8.,934,00N.c hereha ar wr f , a contract. I was informed of this by rumor some time before

that $2,934,000 covers that the final arbitration took place, and of the amount of extras
Mr. CASEY. The explanation given to-night is more which the contractors expected to receive in consideration

rational, because it does not claim that the engineer's esti. of having advanced moncys to the Government, and by a
mates include the award. It was because the estimates did strange coincidence the amount settled at the arbitration
not include the amount of the award that there was an arbi- was almost exactly the amount that I was informed the
tration. Now, it is well known that ail the matters in dis- contractors expected to rceive in extras. Ail these things
pute between the contractors and the Government were tend to make us very suspicious about the accounts of
sbmitted to arbitration. Everything that could properly section B, and the Minister cannot expect the House to be
or improperly be claimed was settled by the award. That satisfied with bis explanation.
was lainal settlement of ail mattera in dispute between the Mr. MoLELAN. The hon, gentleman may bring it up
omoera and the Government. If there bas been a subse- again on concurrence. We wili try to take concurrence
quent estimate obtained from the chief engineer giving when the Minister is presenti himself.
$70,000 more, it shows the matter has been reopened by the Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. I would call attertion
Government after the final award was made by the arbitraý to the facts as stated by Sir Charles Tupper, on 16th April,
tcrs. It shows the amatter bas been reopened for the purpose 1884. He speaks first of the $45,000 on which hoesays the
of allowing the contractors to put in extra claims and to give arbitrators were unanimous. Then ho speaks of this next
them extra payment beyond the award. The re uit of th tI contract and says:
reopening has been to give the contractors 470,000 more 14«After the best defence the Government could make, two of thethan the arbitrators awarded to thoem, and the only conclu-, arbitrators awarded the contraetoru $395,200 for damage. aTha award

1fr. MoLBLAN.
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th& Government have not decided to pay. We think It prudent to take
a vote, but a this moment the matter has been referred to the Depart-ment of Justice as the question is a large one sud as the amouat in alarge one aud greatly exceeded that which the Government considers
they should c1aim by any possibility. ' It la proposed before paying the
award to take the opinion of the ablest counsels at -the command of theGovernment who will carefully examine the whole question."

Now the final estimates of all the work done% by the con-
tractors Was *d6,300. The Department intimated to us
then, when this award was being voted, that that was the sum
total, which, the Minister will observe, is as nearas possible
the difference between the sum we are n aw asked to vote
and the engineer's report. I would suppose from that,
although the whole matter is not over clear, that there
was no doubt then that we would not be called upon to ay
$80,000 or $70,000. There is another conaideration. Why
was it deferred to this day ? I thought all that business had
been finished two years ago.

Mr. IcLELAN. The date of the final certificate is 5th
Jaly, 1884.

Mr. CAMERON (Victoria). Hon. gentlemen opposite
want a little light, and I wiIl furnish it. The amount th
the estimates now and the discussion bas nothing whatever
to do with the amount or questions involved in the arbitra.
tion. This amount is what is known in engineering lan-
guage as the final estimate, which is givon on the comple.
tion of the work, and the items in that final estimate were
mot involved in the question before the arbitration, were
not discussed before them and had nothing whatever to do
with them. There were certain specified questions before

Mr. CASEY. Thes claims have arisen sinoe.
Mr. MoLELAN. The chief engineer called one a pro.

gress estimate and the other the final estimate.
Mr. CASE Y. Give the dates of botb those doouments?
Mr. McLBL&N. I have not the dates her.
Mr. CASEY. There was a final estimate given before

the date of the arbitration. The arbitration was not spoken
of as between the Government and the contractors till
rumore bad gone abroad, and the Government thought it
necessary to clear their skirts by going through an arbitra.
tion. The arbitration was held, and the arbitrators gave
in their award as a final settlement of alil accounts between
the contractors and the Government. It appears by the
statement of the member for North Victoria (Mr. (ameron)
that there has still been questions between the Governmout
and the contractors.

Mr. OAMERON (Victoria). I am afraid the hon. gentle-
man bas not the necessary technical knowledge to enable
him to discues this question with intelligence. The hon.
gentleman does not understand what a final estimate i«.
There could not possibly have been one before the arbitra.,
tion. The question involved in the arbitration were ques-
tions of damages. That arbitration was not given by the
Government.

Mr. CASEY. Partly damages.

Mr. CARERON (Victoria). Wholly damages.

Mr. CASEY. No, not at all.
the arbitrators, and on the evidece laid before them t h M. CAMERO (
arbitrators awarded the sums voted in a former Session of an alteration and for a wrong classificat on of the haranter
Parliament. After those sums were paid, and they were o terk tionsi o n the artr
paid principally on two heads, first, classification of mate- ofr i work. The questionsasvolved In tbe arbitration
rial, and second, damages for the non-completion of sec- werein unrespect the saine questions as thee Invove i n
tion 15, there remained the ordinary aujustment of makn rin p the final estimates. The final estimat. my
account which gentlemen who have any experience ion. friends apeak of as a maltero f compromise. Iwwab
in these matters know is described as the final inesense a mater of coi pre mise, but i was a ome Imeestimate. That was under discussion for many monthsa but il was based on a settiement cf the question of th.
between the engineers and the contractors, and finally il at, bt uas a ndallow nsfwhhadeen oevi-
was adjusted at this particular amount, and does not infia- different quantities and allowanesa which bad ben pravi-
ence aniy part of what was covered by the arbitration, and osly based onh e rogresacestimaes, and which on thfinal
is the final estimate given the contractor on the balance of settement had te b . orrected by th e acual quantiii of
the account, the seLtlement of the drawback and the whole work onthre und. They were snttled in the mannar I
winding up of a very extensive contract. I speak from my have stated , and th arbitration was net agred upon a ar
knowledge on this subject, which hon. members know I matter cf policy on what part f ohe Gverament or t clear
possess, and I can assure hon. gentlemen opposite that this their skirts in an i way.wdy on. friend shakes bisheadp
particluar item is the ordinary balance which a final bal- but I thiuk that is knowledge cf the todsdict is very super.
ance sheet gives, and does not include any pa t of the items ficiatsud if h e thoroughly understoodki a would net have
involved in the arbitration. The Minister said that the made a great meny of the remarks which ho made
final estimate was given in July, 1884, but he must have upon i . The settement was not made to lean th.s akirt
been in error, because it is within my knowledge that it did atae Goverument. They have nthing te gan s I amo
not take place tliisome lime in .February or Marcb. aware of, because as far as my knewegegsIaruo

aware of any set of contractors who were worse used by the
Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. That is as I have Government, and by their officers and enginecrs than those

stated. I called attention that the final estimate for ail contractors were. I am not aware of any concession made
work done under the contract was $2,863,000. I call to them, tof any advantage given to them or any favors
attention to the fact that Sir Cbarles Tupper, in bis capacif y sehown to them. On the contrary, from first to las, every
as Minister of Railways, on 16th April said that the whole possible difficulty was thrown in their way, and the
estimate for work done on the contract was $2,863,000. fact that their chief engineer who gave this estimate re.

ported-and it is on record as a matter contained in bis offi.
Mr. CAMERON (Victoria). The Government engineer's cial report-that the contractors could not finish the work

final estimate when made ont was a little over $50,000. within the time and under the contract, and r.eommended
The eontraoters el4imed a eonsiderably larger sum, and that the work should be taken off their hands. They dis.
finally the amount was adjusted at the amount placed in puted the right of the Government to do anything of the
the vote. kind ; the work was net taken off their hands; they finished

Mr. CASRY. The information ie certainly valuable. Ilthe contract in time and within the strict letter of the con-

corrobor Sexatly wiat I said, that Inis vote for 70,000 tract, and asked or received no favors from the Government

corrobforate sxatlyhat a id, e eth a thisot eor 0,0 and got nothing but bare justice from them. The hon. gen-
is not for amounts that came before the arbitratore. tleman speaks of this being doue to clear the akirts eo the

Mr. CAMERON (Victoria). You were salting the oppo- Government. The Government, as a matter of policy,fin
site a moment ago. 'order to have that portion of the work finished in time, in-

1888. 465
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sisted in altering the character of the work to such an extent
that the contractors declined to go on with it on the ground
that it was so changed in its charater that they had no
right to go on with it. The Government agreed with them
that if they would go on they would leave the question of
the compensation to which they were entitled for that
change of the work, and any other claims they had, to arbi-
tration, when the Government thougat the position of the
work was smch as to justify it. That was covered by an
Order in Council, which is on the Table of the House, and
it was in pursuance of that Order in Council, made two or
three years before the arbitration took place, that it did
take place. The arbitration took place and settled those
claims, but it did not adjust in any way what is technically
known by engineers as the final estimate. That final esti-
mate was arrived at this spring, and that is the amount now
in the estimates, and it does not include or embrace the
matters in question in the arbitration in any way.

Mr. OASEY. I never said that it did, and that is just the
point. The hon. Minister was therefore mistaken in telling
us the other night that it did include those matters. The
hon. gentleman says I have no professional knowledge to
enable me to understand this matter or discuss it intelli-
gently. Well, I am not an engineer to be sure, but I never
knew that the hon, gentleman was either. Ho has had a
knowledge of this matter in connection with hie legal and
other duties-his political and parliamentary duties. I have
not, of course, had such a deep and thorough knowledge of
the true inwardness of this settlenent as the hon. gentleman
no doubt possesses, but I have carefully gone through all
the documents laid before the House, and those are the only
documents on which we can form au opinion, and the con-
clusion from them was that, so far as the final estimates
were concerned, and the final re- measurement of the work
on which to base the final estimates, it was begun in the
fall of 1882 and continued until the spring of the following
year. The final estimate based on it was brought down last
Pebruary. Now that is a strange state of affaire.

Mr. CAMERON (Victoria). What year did you say?
Mr. CASEY. 1882.
Mr. CAMERON. Oh, no.
Mr. CASEY. It was put in in 1884 and brought down

either that Session or the beginning of last Session. The
hon. gentleman says that these contractors were the most ill-
used lot of men ho ever knew, and never got any favors
from the Government. One of these contractors wrote to
the newspapers in Toronto pointing out that they had com-
plained of the conduct of the engineer in charge, that he
was too severe upon them, and on their demand that he
should be removed, ho was removed. That wa uone conces-
sion they had. I questioned Sir Charles Tupper about this
removal, and asked him if Mr. Jennings was removed for
inefficiency, and ho said no. He admitted that ho had
given him the highest recommendation to Mr. Onderdonk
who wished to employ him, and ho bore high testimony to
hie professional capacity and hie personal character. We
have the fact thon that the engineer who was set to watch
the contractors for that work was removed from that work
aMd sent to British Columbia, at the request of the contrae-
tors who thought ho was too severe. When I questioned
Sfr Charles Tupper ho refused to answer whether Mr. Jen.
nings wâs removed for that reason or not, but our heade
are not so thick that we had any doubt about that point.
The removal wa inade after the demand and, no doubt, bo.
cause of the demand, and because Mr. Jennings was watching
the contractors too closely. Immediately afterwards a
re-measurement was made by two engineers whose names
I have forgotten. The final re-measurement was made so
long ago as February of 1884. I understand that the
final estimate is based upon that final remeasurement. That

M[r. CAMEBON (Victoria),

final re-measurement was made long before the arbitration
took place; and the points submitted to the arbitration
were not merely questions of damages, as the hon. gentle-
man has etated,.but questions of dlassification, as he has
admitted, in regard to excavation outside of the," prism,"
as to what constituted "loose rock," "earth," and so on,
were submitted to the arbitration ; and the resultof thetnal
estimate was submitted. The question was then stated by
the Minister of Railways to be finally settled, and we now
find it again reopened by the Minister of Railways. New
claims have been made, and a compromise has been efected,
as the hon. member for Victoria (11r. Cameron), whoseems
to have a profession al knowledge of the case, telle us. It
was settled by a compromise between the engineers and the
contractor, and he telle us it was based on facts and figures.
A compromise cannot be based on facts and figures; it muet
be arrived at by allowing larger quantities or larger prices.
There was a compromise, probably not between the engi.
neers and the contractors, but between the Government and
the contractors, upon the hon. gentleman's own statement,
and he appears to sp 1ak here as their authorised agent iu
some way, by allowing them $70,000. 1 do not want a
severer indictment against the Government than that.

Mr. FAIRBANK. I wish to enquire what engineer
made the final estimates.

Mr. CAMERON (Victoria). Mr. Schreiber, the chief
engineer, who I do not think has the reputation of favoring
contractors very much.

Mr. FAIRBANK. Is that the engineer who some time
previously reported that the company would not be able to
complete the work within the time specified ?

Mr. CAM.ERO N (Victoria). Yes.

Mr. BLAKEi. I should like to know whether the amount
of the arbitration was included by the chief engineer in any
estimate, or whether it was put independent of hie esti-
mate ?

Mr. MoLELAN. Put independent of his estimat.
Mr. BLAKE. Then the final estimates could not be

dependent in any way on the arbitration?
Mr. McLELAN. No.

Mr. BLAKE. Then, the arbitration not having come
iinto the engineer's estimate at ail, how is it, the work hav-
ing been completed in 1883, it is not until now that we are
voting the payment. Was it not as a final estimate that the
sum of $44,000 was granted in July, 1884?

Mr. McLELAN. That was a sum allowed for some
special work at that time.

Mr. BLAKE. Well, the work having been completed in
1883 and the final estimate being entirely independent of
the arbitration, what has delayed the matter till'this time ?

Mr. CAMERON (Victoria). No final estimate was made
anterior to the arbitration, and no final estimate could be
made until the arbitration had taken place. When the
arbitrators settled the quantities, it was necessary for the
chief engineer to adjust hie final estimate based on the
finding of the arbitrators. The award showed the qan-
tities of the difforent kinds of work, and unti ithe award
was made it was impossible for the engineer ýto make up
his final estimate. He male hie final estimate in the neigi.
borhood of 850,000. As invariably occurs in every
case of this kind, the contractors contended that the chief
engineer had not done them justice in several partion-
lars, and they furnished evidence of it. One item
was earth filling and another trestle work. The engineer
obtained evidence under oath such as the contractors ould
fnrnish, and instead of allowing the prices they claimed, ho
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oinly allowed tbem what he thought Ilt, which was more
than he had origirally allowed them and less than they had
originally olaimed. In that sense I said it was a compro.
mise, not a compromise arrived at by agreement, but arrived
at by the engineer himself, upon evidence fnrnished by his
own officers upon more accurate calculations. There was no
compromise by the contractors on one side saying we will
take so much, Sd the Government saying we will give you
so much. Perbape the word compromise was the improper
term for me to use. There was an adjustment of accounts,
based, so far as the engineer was concerned, on the most
rigid evidence and cutting down of the contractors' claim,
as far as ho should have out them down, and I consider fur.
ther.

Mr. CASEY. The hon. gentleman has told us the final
estimate was based on the result of the first arbitration,
which dealt with the first classification of the work, and the
arbitrators reported merely the amount of work.

Mr. CAMERON (Victoria). I did not say merely.
Mr. CASEY. And the engineer, taking that as the basis

of his calculation, made that a final estimate.
Mr. ÀCAMBRON (Victoria). He had. to correct his

figures.
Mr. CASEY. The hon. gentleman's memory fails him.

The arbitrators reported, not only the amount of work
properly coming under each head of the classification, but
they moneyed out, to use a tochnical term, the total amount
due at the contract prices. The engineers and arbitrators had
nothing to do with settling the prices; the prices were
settled by contract. All they had to do was to find out
how many yards of filling came under such a heading, and
they reported the îpmount due, which came in all to about
845,000. That was the final settlement of all the questions
involved in that classification. If the hon. member wishes
us to understand that this present payment of $70,000 bas
anything to do with the question of classification and with
the contract quantities found by the arbitrators to be
excavated, ho is undertaking a hopeless task. The question
of the quantities excavated, of the filling, of the classifi-
cation of those quantities, was definitely settled by those
arbitrators, and the amount they allowed was about $45,000.

Mr. OAMERON (Victoria). It was nothing of the kind,
there was no sucb sum.

Mr. CASEY. We will settle that on concurrence, when
the definite report of the arbitrators will ho before us. If
there has been any question since that of classification or
of the applications -of prices to the quantity settled by
arbitration, there bas been a reopening of the whole ques-
tion after it had been legally and finally settled, and the
Government have unduly favored the contractors by
allowing that.

Mr. MULOCK. I would ask the Finance Minister if this
is the last final settlement ?

Mr. CAMERON (Victoria). This is the final settlement
of everything in connection with section B.

MWr. MITCHELL. Have we got a new Minister of
Finance ?

Mr. CASEY. I have one further remark to make, and
that is upon the presentation of the case by the Minister of
Finanea. In future, when he is dealing with railway
matters, i hope ho will call on the Railway Department to
give him information that will enable him to explain the
matter intelligibly, because in this instance ho bas shown an
utter ignorance of the subject.

Privy Counefi for Canada......-..... $1,450 O0
Si RLCIIARD CARTWRIGHT. As I understand it, the

hon. gentleman proposes to add one second clas clerk and

one messenger to the Privy Counnol o oe. The number of
officials there is increasing very fast, snd I cannot under.
stand why they.should require five second clase clerks and
six messengers in addition to the doorkeeper and messenger.
Seven distinct messengers for the Privy Council office is
out'of reason and proportion to any possible work these
men would have to do.

Mr. McLELAN. The second class clerk wa in the esti-
mate for last year, but by mistake he was dropped. H.
was put in the estimates as a supernumerary, dan when we
came to look over them, bis name, at the request of the
President of Council was dropped, because it was not under.
stood how it came to be there.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. I just oell the attention
of the House to this because this department is increasing
in expense out of all proportion. In 1879, twelve officers
were required for this departmeut; now twenty-one are
required. lu 1879, we had three messengers; now we have
six. 1'wo senior second clama clerks did all the w)rk then;
now five are required. How can the work in the Privy
Couneil have increased so much ? There are no additional
charges devolving on the office that I know of.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. The memorandum I have
is that the work of the Department of the Privy Counoil
bas increased very much. During last year, the President
of the Council had to borrow from other Departments two
officers, and as the necessary funds had not been voted,
ard seeing that the work continued to be heavy and the
officers were required, the Privy Council thonght, under
these circumstances,they should ask for an additional offIcer
who is a second cla.s clerk. The salary is as mentioned
becanse the man appointed was formerly in the permanent
service of the Governmont, and being transferred from
another Department had to romain at his presnt salary.
As to the messenger, theb hon. gentleman will remember
that Grenier, the only French messenger, was very old
had ceased to be able to walk, was becoming blind, an
therefore had to be superannuated, and the Government
decided to take a new one in his place, and that is the
French messenger who has beeu added. There was no
salary provided for him for the current year, and therefore
we had to ask now for 8100 to pay for the time he bas been
there up to 30th June. 'ho money will afterwarde be
voted in the other estimates.

Department of Secretary of State.............$540 50

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. I that extra work per.
formed in the Department?

Mr. CHAPLE AU. It was performed to my own know-
ledge as night work, and at a time when two offleers wore
ill, and we had not taken new offleers for the Franchise Act.

Mr. McMULLEN. This system of allowing for extra
work is going wild. By the Auditor General's report, lat
year we paid clerks now in the Departments #59,2â3.85 for
extra work. If the clerks find the Goverument are disposed
to allow them for extra work for every day and every hour
they are engaged beyond their regular hours they will make
a charge for it, probably they have got so used to that that
they do les in their regular hours. This is innreasing
every year, and I think Ministers should begin to carefully
enqufre into the operation of this system. Lst year 140
clerks got about $412 apiee for extra work.

Sir RICH]ARD CARTWRIGHT. What is this $250 for
salary of J. F. Waters ?

Mr. CHAPLEAU. He is an officer for whom we have
provided in the regular estimates at $1,000. He was
employed in the Department of Inland Revenue at that
salary, and was transferred to the Department of the
Seoretary of Sate in April. His salary wae provided for
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on the 1st July, and this is te cover the three months nt doing busineu before 4 O'Clook, st whichheur the-olerks
between April and the 30th Juiy. leave the oflce. 1 think it iR net requiring too mnch of tue

Dopatmet o F'iheres................~clerirs to, w-rlr tili 6 o'clock, and on SatnrAsys tfl atDepartment of Fisheries ................ ................... $400 00
least 4 o'olock in the afternoon.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. How does this amount i McMULLEN. I wonld like sone explanation about
for S. P. Bauset come to be proposed ? this siimpid to Sherif Chaplean, $1,90- I notice tt0

Mr. FOSTER. It is properly a revote. It was voted last gets $1,200 as sherif cf the North-West, and$500 for
year, but the name was not inserted, and the Auditor Gen- travelling expenses as inspecter of public workB.
eral refused to pay it. Mr. TIOMPSON. This offiner receives $1,200, and an

Department of Agriculture................... $508 lowace bas been fxed at $800 for travelling expnses.
That sum bas been paid him for the last two or throe years

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. What is this allowance out of the vote for the administration of justice. The
to H. H. Bailey at the rate of $100 per annum for? allowance, bowever, had not been flxed ap te the date men-

Mr. CARLING. He was appointed as extra clerk and tioned bere, up Vo the lst January, 1885, and nothing lid
patent examiner, with the rank of a second class clerk. been paid on acconnt cf it. Instead of payirg the StTO8T5

of travelling expenses it was thought botter te ask Parl
levment for a vote t cnvkr ihs whole period.

Mr. MoLELAN. I propose to amend this by inserting
the name of J. A. Côté, 8 t87.60.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRITGHT. %w does Mr. .T.Roy
come to figure so froquently? As I understand, hie s an
officer of the Secretary of State's Department. Ho receives a
rogular salarv, and, looking back to a previons vote I find
ho receives $73 for extra work,and here he receives $266.25.
This plan of giving 8300 or $400 extra to gentlemen
who are sufflciently wsll paid, for the most part of them for
the work they perform, for all kinds of services, is very
objectionable and leads to great irregularity and great
waste of the public time. Very few of our officers work
more thnan is grod for their health, and it is a very dubious
piece of policy to allow them to charge 50 cents or a dollar
an hour for .all the extra work they do. If they were in
the employment of a private banking firm, they would have
to work many hours extra for a much smaller salary, and
many people would be willing to take thoir places if they
objected.

Mr. OBAPLEAU. I agree with the hon gentleman
entirely. As far as the officers of my Department are con-
cerned, I am sure the amount this year is, first, very small,
and second, I hope it will not ho repeated. I agree that it
is not a good custom or one that I desire to encouirage in my
Department. As for Mr. Roy, he is innocently put as the
object of the remark of t ho hon, gentleman I think hi3
account is only $16 or 17. The work done by this gentle-
man was copying the whole of the records in the trial of
Louis Riel, all the copies sent off for printing, the whole of
the translation of it, sud the whole of the correction of the
proofs.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. I would like some gen-
eral explanation of the large sum here required. What is
it for?

Mr. THOMPSON. Most altogether for the exceptional
expenses in onnection with the administration of justice in
the North-West, the numerous trials, expenses for witnesses,
and maintenance of prisoners. Up to the 28th January.,
1886, there had been voted 835,000 in the ordinary and
Supplementary Est mstes of last year. The expenditure up
to that date had been $45,000 so that we had exceeded by
about $10,000 the amount voted the previous year.

Mr. SPROULE. I would like to draw the attention of the
Government of the need of having the clerks in the various,
Departments work longer hours during the Sessions of
Parliament We find it very difficult to do business with
the Departmente. In the first place a good many of those
officers do not come to their business until 9 or 10
o'clock in the morning, and as the committee meet at 10:30
or 11, we Can "get no work done before the committees
meSt. Then after dinner we have very little opportunity

Mr. CRAPLU.

Mr. McMULLEN. He gets $500 a year for aeting as
inspector of rublic buildings in the North-West, and $4 a
day for travelling expenses.

Sir HECTOIR LANGEVIN. I know he receives $500
for that work, and he does it well. For travelling expenses
he receives $3.50 or 84 a day, the usual allowance.

Expenses connected with the Franchise Act... $00,O o

Mr. MITCHELL. I would like to have very much a
statement as to what this Franchise Act le going to cost us
altogether for the year. It was stated when the Bill was
brought in last year that the exponses would be very
moderate. Some gentlemen stated it would amount to
$250,000, others, $400,000, others, $500,000, and I have been
told by some members of the House who are well posted,
that it will amount to $750,000, I think it is one of the most
extravagant Acte that ever was placed upon the Statute-
book.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. What le the expendi-
ture for printing up to the present date?

Mr. MoLELAN. That je not known.
Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. How much has been

paid, so fir ?

Mr. Yet ELAN. Nothing has been paid yet?
Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. Then eau the hon.

gentleman tell what bas been asked?
Mr. CHAPLEAU. AIL the accounts have been referred

by me to the Auditor General. Nothing has been paid, and
the printers have been found very patient in waîting ?

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. Oould the hon, gentle.
man tell us what is the aggregate of the printing bill thus
far ?

Mr. CHAPLEAU. I could not say. I know it is very
high, certainly as much as $100,000, for printing alone.
That includes printing the voters' liste and assessment
rolls.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. The time has now
come, I think, when the House ought to be put in posses.
sion of the views of the Government as to the salaries to be
allowed to the revising barristere, also to the clerks and
bailiffs employed under them. It E now a ear since the
Act was passed, and it je time the scale cf salaris was
made out. Ras the Miniter of Justice or the Minister of
Finance ascertained what the charges will be for the revis-
ing officer for each constituency ?

Mr. THOMPSON. No scale has yet been decided. The
work of revision has not yet been umpleted, and it ia diffi-
cult to tell yet the precise period from which an allowvse
ought to be made. Qertainly the allowane ths year will
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be in exceso f what will be required hereafter, because the
work of pro paring the first list will be far greater than that
connected with subsequent lists. A regulation was adopted
in regard to clerks and bailifs, the allowance of the former
being $2,per day, and the latter $1.50, with a low scale of
travelling expenses.

Sir RIOHARD CARTWRIGHT. Can the hon. gentleman
give us any ides of the number of days' work that a revising
officer will have to perform in an ordinary constituency ?

Mr. THOMPSON. I cannot say.
Sir RICHARD CARTWRIIHT. I am informed that

the work will be likely to occupy fully three months. In
many cases in Ontario a single judge takes two constitu-
encies. From what I know, I would propose that at the
very least the judge would require to spend sixty or seventy
days on the work.

Mr. MITCHELL. This is a very important question
that has been raised in connection with the Franchise Bill.
A good many people entertain the idea that we are going
to have an election this summer. Some people suggest
that if the Quebec elections are successful there will be an
election certainly. I think we are justified in demanding
from the Governient that they should come down to
the House and submit a statement of the approximate
cost of the Franchise Act. It is a right we have before
we vote money to have this explanation from the
Goverument. If we are to have an election thi, sum-
mer-and it is quite on the cards-I want to be ab!e
to tell my constituents something about the cost of
the franchise measure. I do not want to say, as some
members say, that it will cost 8 ,000,000 or 8750,000, or
botween 8400,000 or 8500,000, which is my estimate, but
we are entitded to obtain a proper estimate from the Gov-
erument,

Mr. MILLS. I do not think that the Governmont have
any good reason for supposing that the cost of printing the
voters' lists will this year b any more than in future years.
The list will require every year to be revised; it will be
necessary to obtain copies of the assessment roll@ because the
property ver y largely changes hands, and ten per cent. of the
names will have to be changed. 8o there is no reason for sup-
posing that there will be less labor this year than last year.
It is 1ue that if we had adopted the principle of man-
hood suffrage, to which our friends in Quebec so strongly
object, there would have been less difficulty, bocause
the question as to property would not have arisen. Last
year the First Minister had a clause in the original Bill
making an appropriation for revising officers. The clause
was struck out, and the hon. gentleman said that the Gov-
ernmnnt would acquire sufficient experience before Parhia-
ment aain met to decide upon the salaries of revising offi-
cers. We are now meeting twelve monthe after the measure
was inutroduced and we are no nearer solving the question
yet. There should not be very much difflculty in arriving
at what would be a resonable amount, and how is theGov-
ernment to arrive at an approximate amount, when they
are unable to tell the House the amount of money that this
revision will cost. I think when we go to the country we
shold know what the measure is likely to cost us. The
hon. member ior Northumberland says we are going to
have an uelection.

Mr. MITCHELL. I merely give my opinion; I cannot
teil.

Mr. MILLS. I do not know that the Government can
tell any more than the hon. gentleman, and I am inclined
to thin& that if they do go to the country wO will not only
hav, a provincial election in Qaeboe buL in Ontario, where
we have a great many questioni which will come up as
iamsse bLtween the Government and the Provinoe of Qnt-

ario. There is the question of their interference with pro.
vincial legislation, the boundary question, the plunderin
of the territories belonging to the Province. Theese are a
important and interesting questions, and tbey show the
great necessity of having further information upon the item
now before us.

Mr. O'BRIEN. I hope the hon, gentleman, when he
considers the question of the salaries of the revising officers,
will not forget those who have to deal with the unorgan-
ised townships, because in my constituency the revising
officer bas to originate the lists in some forty townships.
Now, whatever may be the effect of the Franchise Act in
other constituencies, it will give us in that constitueno a
fuir election for the first time. We have never had a mr
one yet, by reason of various influences used by hon. gen-
tlemen opposite, and for the firet time we will have under
this Act a fair legitimate election. The revising offleers
there will have an extra amount of work to do which will
be fairly comidered when the salaries of these offloors are
fixed.

Sir RICHA RD CARTWRIGHT. Is the revising ofoer
there a Mr. Mahaffy ?

Mr. O'BRIbN. Yes, and ho bas done hie duty to the
satisfaction of opponents as well as friends. There has not
been a single complaint against his conduct or the way ho
bas done his work.

Mr. M ULOCK. Can the hon. gentleman give me any
idea of the remuroration of tho revising offluer of the
North Riding of York?

Mr. THOMPSON, I cannot.
Mr. MULOCE. It is stated that the clerk will be allowed

82 per day. What does that mean ? The Act of Parliament
went into force on the lt January, 1886, and I suppose from
that time until the final revision he i more or less engaged.

Mr. THOMPSON. No; the clerks do not commence
work until long after that time, and I should be surprised
if they were to charge for collecting information. It is for
actual work while under the instructions of the revising
offleer.

Mr. MULOCK. Who is to be the judge of the work they
Jo ?

An hon. MEMBER. Thejudge.
Mr. THOMPSON. There will be the certificate of the

judge, but that may not be conclusive.
Mr. MULOCK. When do the bailiff's duties begin and

and when do they end.
Mr. THOMPSON. As a general rule they will begin

at the time the first court is beld, and will only continue
white the courts are being held, and while they are posting
and serving notices under the direction of the revising
officer.

Mr. MULOCK. If the revising offleer does hie duty In
enquiring who should go on the lists, h. will have to do a
good deal of travelling. Is any provision to be made for
Lravelling expenses while collecting this information and
attending the courts?

Mr. THOMPSON. Certainly not for getting information,
but I cannot say whether he will be paid for n.cesear
travelling expenses in attending courts.

Mr. MITCHELL. My oounty is about 100 miles long by
100 miles broad, and I must say that if the hon. gentle.
man's statement is correct, it is rather extraordinary treat-
ment on the returning officers. I think that this item
should either be allowed to stand for further information
or passed with the understanding that on concurrence full
information sha obe supplied so that we may be prepared
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to give our people information, as to the cost of this extra- The theory is that the man entitled to a vote willsek his
ordinary Franchise Act. right, which is very good as a theory, but does noV work i

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. I think it would be a Practce; so that I think the hon. Rentleman wilI find that
misfortune if the hon, gentlemen were to allow so small a sooner or laVer le will have to meet the cdaima ai these

sum o te jdgesas e dsgus thm wtli ic ork Weofficers for travelling expenses. I would again amk whothersum to the judges as to disgust them with the work. We
had very great objections, as the Minister of Justice pro- any provision in hs esti mate is intended for the trvelling
bably knows, to the appointment of revising barristers by expenses of the 211 clerks that are to b. travelling about
the Governmont at all, and I have never changed my thecnty If se, what is the per capita allowance te
opinion that it was a most dangerous usurpation. But the
point which removed a good deal of onus from the Govern- Mr. THOMPSON. There la an allowance made for
ment in the eyes of the people of Ontario, at any travelling expenses for each clerk. I cannot state the
rate, was the employment of the judges, who allowance per head, becanse it is a per diem allowanoe dur-
had been, to a great extent, performing the same ing actual emptoym' nt, and it has not yet cesse
functions before. I take this opportunity of saying
that I think the Government wili commit a very nuMr od Lreinitedlfore tlerk?
serious error if they reduce the sum to be paid to the judges mIroLPsON. ANraes re very e a
to such a miserable pittance, in view of the very serious
amount of work they have to do, as to disgust these gentle very difficut te make.
men with the office. The county judges in Ontario have Mr. MULOCK. I thon core Vo the bailiff. I put the
from various causes of late been very hardworked, and the sane question, and arnI Vo consider I have the .me
amount of additional work thrown upon them by the answer.
Franchise Bill bas taxed their strength and time severely.
Although I am not in favor of paying unreasonable salaries
to them or to anybody, I think a fair allowance ought in Mr. MULOCIRaving got ths satisfactory information
all conscience and justice to be made to those gentlemen, with regard te these officers, I Dow corne Vo a more lmpor-
and I trust that the Government will see fit to do it. tant functionary, and 1 am sure lie will noV bo trcatedin

Mr. MULOCK. I would like to continue my enquiries a that cavalier way in which bailifs, clerks and judges have
little further. The Minister of Justice states that the revis-

ing ffier i flt V b. aidfordoin li inprinter. 1 would ask whether there lias beeu any tariff
in offr is not to be paid for doing his duty in gathering arrangod in respect te the printing.

r. TOMPSON. I said they were not tT be paid for Mr. CiAPLEAU. m2 cents per name, including the
travelling expenses in going about and colpecting informa- descriptions; and for ail additions 12 cents per name. That
tien, and 1 arnsure tiey do not go about collscting infor- figure covers the three liste, the preliminary and thercvised
mation. I know that the revising officers of Ontaroo adopted and the final.
a reselutien wbieh absoautely precluded that course, in which Mr. MiLOCK. Ithere any estimate for rent tf offices
they stated their intention ef acting only on stated evidence or court houses were the court cfarevision will be eld ?
ot their own knhwledge, and not on their own motion, Mr. TrOMIPSON. Noue.
beyondsing the means placed in teir hand by the asses-. Theeia ce or
ment rotl and the lirtcf electors. haa sure the revisingnots
efficér-in Northumberland hanot gene about colîecting certified copies of the liosa? and revised assosmment relis,
information, but bas waited until proper evidence was offereà according te the Franchise Act ?
of the riglite of parties te ho put on or aken off the list. 0f Mr. CHAPLEAU. IV varies frem 75 cents te 85. 1 do
courae some alllowance muotwe made for travelling expenses n at speak cf c ,ies.
in the grosa sum te be paid. M.i PATERSON (Brant). It will coet a geat dl more

MM.rMIT.KELULLWt reply te what tenmon. gentleman than that.
says in relation tn the revising officer in my county, r1 oyfMdr. MULOK. What is the average?
thM information IPave got is that Aevu traveleed arorend
iu Berne parishes, aud by gainig persenal information bas Mr. CIIALu U. I cannot ay.
endeavored te get up is list. If h e gees inteait the parishes Mr. MULOCK. I an cthoroghly satiafid now tIt the
his travelling expenses will b. vory considerable, and I thînk Goverument have the mot conclusive data on whiheto
it would be wrong Vo refuse te pay the travelling expenses invite the flouse te vote a speoiflo sum cf #200,000, as the.
of these officers when they do travel. I quite agre. with the full am unt neoessary t put this Act in force.
hon. meniber for South Hiuron (Sir Richard Cartwright) Mr. MITCHELL. They do net aeern te give it to un ifthat the duties wf thosiirevisitg officers are vhry important, they have.
and ttoIy should be paid fairly wenl. I would net argue
giving them higt salaries, but I would puy the what M li. MULOCK. The ali, gentleman is very unreaaon-
wonld be considered fair, handsome reruneratien for thc able ne t tatedesaisfied with rt lucid explanations w. have
services they pcrform. 1 have ne doubt .hey wili do thepr had. Could thoshok whember inform therHouee ofa ti
duty fairly well, and I would not waut those who have te estimated ost to the country of prcuringnog the support
travel around Suh an extensive county bmine nt o be Cf theGPvernment each bad vote under tis Act?
peid toi ravellinig expeuis. think ctlwould igrosa s r. çASii Y. The Governrl ent are treating tem. htuse
istioand m sre twith anything but respect in asking n r te Vote 200000

mMr. ULOw. The Minister of Justice seeme to mis- awith suf an utter lack f information as they have hOwn.
apprehond tih afubotions cf teu revising officer. wihe i. M OinitKr Of Justice saidn tw impol ret o see
suppeystce a judge.t is truci oisn one sens; but te salaries of therevieing officers. There i ne redon
ho preparethIece for the judge aske ,well.ade is n otthwhy they shoutrd netMsrttled nw, for wPcaO. form a Nory
teo it quietlyLu the courtanscd thear haimsand adjudicate ouafasrsidesssf the work at present nd the time it takes. The
then. Suc is n t the spirit oeth. Franchise Act. Ris Minster f Jusice knows wel how much a judge expe t
dutyi tio, lindt UL wa areniLled t tie franchise; ho ite b paid per day for hise time, w en ho is actualy em
aot Vo wi tin torne quiet nook until tey cil upon hIm. ployrd. la Wha iprspo t avl t beleve th tàoouaty

the MormatioIa e
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judges and other gentlemen who have aceepted the position
of reviping officer have done so under the loose promise that
they would be paid according to their work.

Mr. THOMPSON. Not the slightest information has
been given them.

Mr. CASEY. Then they are more careless than I would
have expected them to be. The result will be that, as their
pay will depend largely on the amount of work they have
to do, they will make work for themselves, as the revising
officer has done in my riding, so as to got as much pay as
possible. The revising officer in my riding rejected, on the
most ridiculous grounds, a number of applicatious to be put
on the primary list, with the idea of making work for him-
self in the final revision, for whichb he would charge the
Government. How can the revising officer act independ-
ently of the Government, when his salary is not fixed. We
were told these gentlemen would be independent as judges,
that their position would be fixed, and now we find they are
working on the job system and are utterly dependent on the
Goveinment. You cannot imagine that these people can be
looked upon as independent while they are in that dependent
and slavish situation, with regard to the Government, when
the whole question of their salary depends upon the favor of
the Government, and if they offend the Government
their salary may be put down to a beggarly
pittance. Several of them have acted fairly, and
my own revisinz officer in Elgin has acted with
more fairnees of late than he did at first, in fact with com-
plete fairness, as far as I know. But they cannot be looked
upon as independent when the Government have kept thern
under their thumb until the list is finished. It is a dis-
graceful proposition to make that they shal obe kept under
the thumb of the Government until the revision is finisbed.
Then, with regard to the clerks, the Minister has stated
that they will be paid $2 a day for the time they are
actually employed, but ho took good care not to say what
actual employmert meant. If it means the total number of
days, that the total number of hours they are employed
would amount to, it is absurd. Most of them are lawyers
in practice, and you cannot hire a lawyer in practice for $2
a day. If it is to be any remuneration to a lawyer, it must
be calculated from the time they begin to the time they
finish their services as clerks.

Mr. THOMPSON. If they were lawyers of any credit,
the longer they were at it the more they would lose at 82 a
day.

Mr. CASEY. The Minister has shown the absurdity of
his first statement by that, That is exactly the point I was
making. Therofore they will be paid for some suppositious
period.

Mr. MITCHELL. 1 should like to have some informa-
tion from the Government as to whether they intend to
adopt the suggestion I made, and give us, on concurrence,
an approximate statement of the probable cost. I think
we are ertitled to have it, and I have three times called
attention to it without getting any answer.

Mr. THOMPSON. I have already explained, that until
the revision is more advanced, it is impossible to state the
expense. The courts for final revision have yet teobe held,
the printers' bills are not ail in, and the asaemsment rolls are
not ail printed yet.

Mr. MULOCK. I agree that it is impossible for the Gov-
ernment to give any information. It is unreasonable for
my bon. friands to expect any more information than we
have received. We have had sncb a satisfactory firiancial
statement, what more remains for any paternal Gover u-
ment to do?

Mir. M[TOHELL. I suppose I sh'all have to put up
with the information we have got. I certainly did not
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expect much information when 1 asked fr hI. Thouo le on
thng, however, they might fairly do. They sate how vuch
they allow a clerk and a constable per day, and I think it
ought not to be s serions a matter to »ay how muoh tbey
allow the revising barristers a day. Bowever, as it 41 ly
to embarrass them, I will withdraw my demand.

Committee rose and reported.
Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN moved the adjurnment of

the House.
Motion agreed te; and the House adjourned at 3:85 a. m.

(Tueeday).

HOUSE OF COMMONS.

Ttauza, lt june, 1886.

The SPÂusan took the Chair at Three o'clock.

PERSONAL EXPLANATIONS.

Mr. EDGAR. Before the Orders of the Day are alled
there is a matter to which I may be allowed to refer. 1
stated lst week, during the debate on the Franchise Bill,
that in the riding of East Toronto a number of names had
been put on the proliminary votera' list of persons who are
not qualified under the law, as it stands, and that the revis.
ing offlcer's clerk, when his attention wa called to this, said
that the law would be altered at the next Session so as to
qualify those voters. My statement was questioned by the
hon. member for East Toronto on that occasion. I saw by
the papers in Toronto yesterday, that on Saturday, in the
louse, the hon. member for East Toronto had read a letter

from the revising officer's clerk formally contradicting my
statement, and I took occasion to enquire of my informant
as to the correctness of the information he had given me.
He not only stated that what ho had told me was correct,
but he said he was willing to furnish me with a statutory
declaration to that effect, and I have the declaration bore,
which I will read to the House :

" 1, Daniel Hugh Allen, of the city of Toronto, lu the county of York
and Province of Ontario, gentleman, do hereby solemnly declare as fol.
lows:-

"1. Soon after the publication of the parliamentary list of votera,
under the 'Electoral Franchise Act,' for the city of Toronto, my atten-
tion was called to the fact that, while in the lista for the electoral
districts of Centre and West Toronto, for which His Honor JosephB E.
McDougalleIs the revising officer, there were comparatively few aimai
as on income at their places of business, there was a large number of
those on the lists for the electoral district of Eut Toronto, for which
John Bgyt, Esq., is the revising officer.

" 2 . attention was specially attracted to the large number of such
cases in the Ward of St. Lawrence, in said electoral district of laut
Toronto; there being no les than sixty-three on the lit, as attie Otty
Hail, in polling mab-division No. 9 of this ward.

"3. Soon alter making the above-mentioned diseover, being in tbe
office of the said reviin g officer for East Toronto, and said reyiuing
officer not being in his office at the time, I called the attention of hi&
clerk, Mr. Walton to the above mentioned fact, saying that unhas ail
those parties who had their names o placed as on inoome at their
places of business, would have them ohanged on revision of the Iist,
they would ail be disfranchised.

"4. Mr. Walton at once replied that the Act was to be amended be-
fore the revision of the list would be completed, so as to make good al
sucb votes.

"5. I was surprised and Indignant at this information, and so ex-
pressedmyself to Mr. Walton, who appeared to reslis h. had made a
slip, and declined answering further questions as to hie grouads for thé
statement he bad made.

"6. I aterwards mentioned what Walton informed me to JudLo
McDougall and others. Judge MoDougali thought no Act would
passed which would affect the lists of the presentvear, as it would
greatly add to the labor and expense connected with the preparation of
the same; and I belleve there are over a thonsand names wrongly plaod
in the St. Lawrence Ward alone. And I make this solema ddlaration,
conscientiously believing the mame to be true, and by virtue of the Act
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passed in the thirty-seventh year of Rer Majesty's reign, lntituled 'An
Aot for the suppression of Voluntary and Extra-judicial Oaths.'
"Declared before me at Toronto, in

the ounty of York, this thirty-first (Signed) "D. R. ALLEN.
day of kay A.D. 1886.

(Signeà) " Tuos. P. GALT,
"A Oommissioner, &c."

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. Before the Orders of the
Day are gone into, I feel called upon to speak with regard
to the remarks made by the hon.'member for West Huron
(Mr. Camoron) respecting my great criminality in deahing
in public lands. i was not hore when the hon. gentleman
saoke, and I was rather surprised when I was told that I

been put in the category of those concerned in publie
plunder. I was particularly surprised at this, because,
whatever my sins otherwise might be, I had never dealt in
any lands, or scrip, or limita of any kind from the time I
came of age until this moment. Never did I apply on behalf
of myself or of any client that I can remember for any lands
or privileges from the Crown in any way, and, therefore, I
could not understand how I could be implicated in the charges
brought by the hon. member for Huron (Mr. Cameron). I,
therefore, could not weli understand how I was implicated,
but, upon reading the hon. gentleman's speech, which I did
since I was well enough to do so, I found that my sin was
in having a son, that my son was practising in the North-
West, and his sin was in having for a partner the son of Sir
Charles Tupper, and that these two gentlemen, practising
lawyers, had actually committed the great sin of dealing in
lands and speculating and making applications as others did
in the North-West. The language of the hon. gentleman is
most extraordinary, and I was going to say, if it was parlia-
mentary, most infamous. This is his language:

Now, Sir, I flad thqt the son of the First Minister of this Dominion,
and the son of Sir Charles Tupper,,have for years been using their all-
powerful influence with this Administration, in order to secure large
lioes of the public domain and the public resources of this conunt.ry.

For years they have been trading on and speculating in that influenoè,
and in the resources of the Dominion secured thereby. I Bay the start-
ling disclosures that have been so far made in the equity aide of the
Court of Queen's Bench in the Province of Manitoba are enough to
arouse the indignation of any people in any country."
Well, Mr. Speaker, this charge, if it means any thing, means
that my son and the son of Sir Charles Tupper, using their
influence with their parents, had secured sices of land
improperly in this country. Now, I state here, in my place
as a member of Parliament, and on my honor as a gentle-
man, that neither of those two young mon ever addressed
me, or spoke to me, or approached me, directly or ind irectly,
upon any claim or application that they were about to
make, and I would further venture to i ay that both Mr.
Stewart Tupper and Mr. Hugh John Macdonald are honest
and honorable mon, and I an quite satisfied that they would
not do anything which would disgrace their parents or dis.
grace thomnselves. They are, I am happy to say-because
I am interested in my son's prosperity-doing very well as
lawyers; they have a very considerable business, and they
deal, as all other legal men are doing and have a right to
do, and as everyone does in the North-West, with land pur-
chases. Itia their affair altogether, and it is too much to say
that, because their parents happen to be public men,
they alone of all Her Majesty's subjects in Canad ashould be
precluded from doing legitimate business if *they choose to
do so. I said that I was perfectly ignorant of any one of
the transactions mentiored here, but, being satisfied that
the honor of these gentlemen was without stain, I caused
enquiries to be made. It appears that the statements that
were made by the hon. member for West Huron (Mr.
Cameron) were based on certain exhibits filed in an eqnity
suit iManitoba. The firm of Macdonald & Tupper had
two partners, Mr. McArthur & Mr. Dexter. The part-
nership was severed, there was a difference between the
partners as to the accounts, and they have gone into chan-
cory to settle the accounts between them, and these papers

Mr. EDaa.

which were laid before the court were published in one of
the newspapers, and hence the hon. member for West
Huron gathers these facts, which ho utterly distorts, utterly
misstates, and grossly and malignantly insinuates as being
dishonorable and discreditable to these two young gentie.
men and to myself and to Sir Charles Tupper. Now, here is
the first case, which ho refers to in the following language:

"From the evidence, so far as It has been submitted-and it bas only
been partially submitted-these two young men appear to have seucred
a timber limit on the Swan River in the name of one John McMahon.
Several partners were interested in that limit, and these two young men
had a ninth blind share in it. But that was not sufficient to compensate
these two young men tor the valuable services they had rendered in
securing the limit, and so the Order in Council granting it was cancelled.
A new deal was effected ; a new Order in Counil was issued, granting
the timber limit to T. P. Walsh, for T. P. Walsh, John McM1ahon, the
Hon. Edgar Dewdney, and Macdonald & Tupper, and in that timber
limit Macdonald & Tupper held a three.fifths interest; and the Hon.
Edgar Dewdney. pet an dfriend of this Administration, offered to sell
bis interest in i for $50,000. I have always been amazed and astounded,
considering the charges that have been made agaiast Edgar Dewdney
by the press supportig ahon. gentlemen opposite in Parliament and out
of Parliament, who have donounned this man as utterly unfit for the
position he occupies-[ say I have been surprised that a man so described
by the Government's own friendi, should have been retained in his place
until a rebellion broke out, to some extent through his instrumentality,
and even after it broke out. The mystery is no longer a mystery, this
litigation bas unravelled it."

I sont over to the Departmont of the Interior to find ont
all about this John McMahon and his grant, and these are
the facts, as conveyed to me by the officers of that
Department:

" On the 18th January, 1883, an application from John McMahon was
received in the Department for a timber limit on the Swan River. This
applicaion was originally signed J. B. McArthur, but McArthur's name
was eraeed and John McMahon's substituted therefor. On the 16th
March, 1883, an amended application was received from John McMahon
by bis attorneys, Macdonald & Tupper. This application vas granted
on the usual conditions, which McMahon found so onerous that, on the
15th November, 1883, he surrendered the limit, having paid $250 ground
rent thereon. On the 19th December, 1883, the same limit was granted
to T. P. Walsh. Walsh never complied with the conditions, and has
therefore no longer an interest in the limit, which remains in the
Crown.'1

That disposes of that. The next case is this:
"Macdonald & Tupper also applied for, and were able to secure in the

name of John Apted, a timber limit on the Rolling River, in which they
held a fourth blind share, and for which a firm of manufacturers offered
$25,000, although it cost these young men, I suppose, but $250, if they
paid for it."

The memorandum which comes from the Department is
this:

"Apted, through his solicitors, McArthur & Dexter, applied on the
24th August, 1883, for a limit on the Rolling River. Order in Couneil,
27th October, 1883, granting Apted limit on usual conditions passed.
On 25th March, 1885, Hugh J. Macdonald applies, on behalfof his client,
for an extension of time in which to make the survey. He is informed
that, upon the receipt of one year's ground rent ($250), bis request will
be complied with. This.was paid on the 14th August, 1885, and Apted
notified accordingly to his address, Niles P. O., Michigan. The Deprt-
ment has had a good deal of correspondence with Apted, wvh is
clearly a bona fide applicant, acting for himself alone."

This is all on that. Then:
" These same young men, in the namie of Alexander Morfatt, secured

the passage of an Order in Council on the 2oth August, 1883, granting
them a timber limit of fifty square miless in the disputed territory, in
which they held one-fifth blind share. They alo obtained a limit on
Swan River in the name of someone unknown, in which they had one-
fifi.b blin dshare. l

In regard to that, I have this:
" On the 8th November, 1882, Moffatt applied for a limit on the Lef

River. This limit was afterwards found to be in the disputed territory.
ln accordance with the thon policy ot the Dopartment, it 'as grantedl,
but no lineosebas been issued ince the decisaon of the Privy ounel.
Moffatt is a member of the firm of Moffktt k Caldwell, bankers, Win-
nipeg. He is a reeponsible man, and there is nothing to connect the
firm ef Macdonald & Tupper with the application beyond the fact
that Hugh Macdonald wrote a prirate letter t.o the Deputy inister "-

That is Mr. Burgess -
" -telling him who Moffrtt was, and later fcArthur, owing to Mofratt's
absence in England, applied for extension of leave within which to

jmake urve."
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Then again:
" These young men appear further to have secured section 32, town.

ship 21, range 20, and section 38, township 21, range 21, west of the
fourth principal meridian, 1,280 acres of coal lande at the Blackfoot
Orouing, where, it is alleged, the best ooal lands in the country are,
and these worthy representatives of worthy sires had one-half blind
share in that little deal."

In regard to that-.
" J. I. Dufreane, of Montreal, is the person with whom the Depart-

ment has had ail the correspondence i relation to these lands. Du-
fresne was informed that the land would be sold to him and his associ-
ates, among whom was J. B. Mcarthen, for $10 an acre, cash."-

That is the price for which all coal lands are sold in the
North-West, at which they are put in the market.-
" They neyer paid any money and nover got any land."

The next charge is:
" These worthy sons of worthy sires do not appear to have limited

their operations to coal and timber lands. They were willing te turn a
penny in any way outof the public resources of the country, over which
their fathers then had full controli and sa they applied for the sait
springs fowing into Lake Winnipegoosis, and Mr. Hall, of the Depart-
ment of theinterior, wrote them that those lake salt springs could be
had at $5 an acre. These young men appear to have had a blind share
in that little deal also."

Now, Sir, they had a perfect right to apply for these springs
if they could get them. The reply to that charge is this:

" On the 29th August, 1883, Macdonald à Tuper applied, under
instructions from their client, Mr. Peter Barclay, o Birtle, for a sait
spring on Lake Winnipegoosis. They were informed that if their client
can establish priority of discovery, he can get forty acres at $40 an acre
on the prescribed conditions. He was calied upon te prove his discovery
in three months. This was more than a year ago, and the Department
has heard no more about it."

The next charge is:
" When the late Minister of Railways fixed the terminus of the railway

at Port Moody, the son of the Premier and the son of the Minister of
Railways applied to this Government, over which their fathers wielded
unbounded sway, for four hundred acres of the foreshore at Port Moody.
Whether they got it or not I do not know, but it is very likely they did
not complote the contract because the Canadian Pacifie Iailway changed
the terminus of the road."

The answer to that charge is this:
"In Augnst, 1883, J. W. McKay and Albert J. Hill, of New West-

minster, applied for certain tidal lande situate at the east end of Port
Moody. The application was referred to Mr. Trutoh, who, on the 7th
November, 1883, reported that, as these lands adjoined the terminal
station of the Oanadian Pacifie Railway, they were of considerable pre-
sent value and prospective importance. le, therefore, recommended
that the application shonld not be entertained. Hugh Macdonald
wrote, on the 4th November, 1895, asking if Mr. Trutch had reported on
his clients' application, and on the 24th December, 1885, he was informed
of Mr. Trutch's report, and told that in consequence thereof no action
would be taken on McKay's application by the Department."

These, Sir, are the charges that are brought. The hon.
gentleman happened to see the statement in the newspaper
and he took occasion to found thereon, to found the most
malignant and serious charges against myself, against Sir
Charles Tupper, and against these two young gentlemen,
who never did him any harm, who had the full right, not
only to make such purchases and such speculations, but to
make such assertions to the Government as they thought
proper, but at their own risk. Now, Sir, you wil see that
every one of these statements are proved to be untrue, that
there never wae in any case a favor granted which ought
not to be granted, a favor granted to these gentlemen that
would not have been granted to the son of any man in this
louse, and it is insufferable that for more political malig-

nity, for a political purpose, that gentleman-I cannot cali
him an hon. gentleman except by parliamentary courtesy
-to attempt to smirch the characters of men as honest or
honester than himEelf, for the mean, base, low purpose of
making political capital.

Mr.SPEAKEDR. Order.
Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD When an hon. member

of this louse gets up and charges another hon. member
with dishonorable conduct, the latter has a full parliament-

ary right-and I appeal to the House, and I appeal to your
sense of rectitude, if it is not so-to reject and repudiate the
charge with ail the indignation of which h.eis capable, and
the strongest language he aun find in the Engliah die.
tionary.

THE REVISING OFFICER OF EAST TORONTO.

Mr. SMALL. I just wish to reply to some remarks
made by the hon. member for West O ntario (Mr. Edgar)
about the working of the Franchise Act in Toronto. The
revising officer's clerk of east Toronto is prepared to revise
and verify the affidavit ho made to the Eicuse the other day :

" I would like to know on what ground Blake and Edgar attaeked
the East Toronto franchise management; It I. the thet I have heard of
any complaint being made; on the contrary, Major Allen, who was the
counsel for the Grits at the preliminary revIsion of liste, publicly
thanked and congratulated the revising oeffier for the strict lmpariality
shown and the satistactory manner generally in which the whole bus-
ness was conducted. The eConservative representative expressed him-
self similarly, and I fail to see kwhere either Blake or Edgar cau find
fault. I now oonfirm what I said yesterday, and would have no heaita.
tion in affBrming the ame under oath if nocessary."

PROROGATION.

Mr. COLBY. Before the Orders of the Day are roceeded
with, I beg to ask the right hon. Premier if e eisn a con-
dition to inform the House as to the probable date of pro.
rogation?

Sir JOBN A. MACDONALD. The Government are ex.
coedingly anxious to close the Session, now becoming rather
protracted. They had thonght last week that probably we
would be ablo to prorogue to-morrow, but I think that is
almost impossible, looking at the work that is still before
this House, and at the necessity of the business, when
finished bere, going to the other Chamber. But I would
certainly hepe that we would make such progress that
Parliament may prorogue on Friday, aq Thursday is a ffte
d'obligation.

Mr. MITCHELL. Everything will go on sweet now.
Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. En suite.
Mr. BLAKE. Perhaps the hon. gentleman will state

whether it is in the contemplation of the Govornment to
introduce any farther propositions for the consideration of
Pa liament.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. No, I think not. I think
we have exhausted the hon. gentleman's patience.

FISHING BY FOREIGN VESSELS.

Mr. FOSTER moved the second readingof theamendmente
made by the Senate to Bill (No. 136) further to amend
the Act respecting fishing by foreign vessels. He said:
There were three amendments made. By the first there was
left ont in section 3 of the Bill as it passed this flouse the
words from "by " to "treaty " in the following phrase:
" or has entered such waters for any purpose not permitted
by the law of nations, or contrary to the treaty or conven-
tion."

Mr. BL AKE. They leave out the law of nations.
Mr. FOSTER. One page 1, line 33, they leave out "Wto"

and insert " by." That is simply substituting one proposi.
tion for another, so as to make it read properly with the
preceding clause. Then the third amendment is to eave
out all that part of the schedule which relates to the Act of
the Legislature of the Province of Prince Edward Island.
It appears that the Dominion Fisheries Act of 1868 had not
been applied to the Province of Prince Edward Isiand, so,
if that had been repealed, there would have been no taw
loft for the Province of Prince Edward Island. That claus.
is left out, and it leaves the law of Prince Edward Island as
before.
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Mr. BLAKE. I deplore the summary manner in which
the Senate have dealt with the law of nations as it was
found on ur Statute-book. It ie quite true that Parlia-
ment failed to obtain any explanation of it when the Bill
was here before ; still the phrase esounded well and looked
large. Perhaps the hon. gentleman would tell us, first of
all, why he put it in, and, secondly, why h. has allowed it
to be taken out again ?

Mr. FOSTER. I explained fully why it was put in; the
reason for taking it out romains with the hon. gentlemen in
the Upper House.

Amendments concurred in.

SUBSIDIES TO RAILWAYS.

Bill (No. 146) to authorise the granting of the subsidies
therein mentioned for and in aid of the construction of
certain railways, was read the second time.

House resolved itself into Committee.

(In the Committee.)

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. The Minister of Rail-
ways agreed to bring down a statement, showing the total
amount now due by the country on account of the several
subsidies granted to the varions railways. fas the hon.
gentleman that statement ?

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. I have net the statement
here; but I can say, in round figures, that the total amount
of subsidies granted from 1882 amounted to a little over
06,000,000.

Mr. BLAKE. Does that include those of the present
Session ?

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. No.
Mr. BLAKE. It does not include such grants as that to

the Chigneeto Marine Railway or the subsidies of the
present Session. Do I understand the hon. gentleman to
say that, after what has been paid, $6,000,000 will cover the
several grants remaining, exclusive of those for the present
Session and the Chignecto Railway ?

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. No. The total amount
granted by Parliament for those subsidies has been a little
over 86,000,000. Of that, we have paid, so far as I can
recollect, about $3,000,000. There are now companies
going on with work which, if completed, will cause about
$1,400,000 to be paid. That will make about four and
a-half millions. About $Y,600,000 remaining will lapse.
That covers the subsidies, but not the amount voted for the
Chignecto Marine Railway and the subsidies of this year.

Mr. BLAKE. Does that cover the Short Line subsidy?
Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. No. A full statement will

be submitted.
On section 1,
Mr. BLAKE. I have a single observation to make with

respect to this clause, which really comprises the Bill. It
wfli be in the recollection of theolieuse that the time before
the last on which an application was made to the Govern-
ment by the Canadian Pacifie Railway Company for an
alteration and further accommodation in respect to their
contract and arrangement, they proposed, as a concession
for granting that further aid, that they would arrange for
the completion of the western road through the western
portion of Ontario giving that competition and those facili-
ties required by a large portion of the Province. I wish to
know whether a stop is now being taken towards the ac.
complishment of that object, not in the accomplishment but
towards the aocomplishment of it, by one of the grants,
namely, that given to a line to run from Ingersoil to
Ohatham, but which it has been already stated is intended

Mr. Poms.

to be continued to Windsor in order to connect with the
American system. Has any application been made to the
Canadian Pacifie Railway by the Government to fulfil their
promise made on the occasion to which I refer ?

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. No; I 'am not aware of any
such application having been made by theGovernment.

Mr. BLAKE. l it the understanding that the present
organisation is an organisation intended to be worked in
the interests of, or by the Canadian Pacifie Railway Com-
pany, or is it to be an independent line ?

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. There is no understanding
on that point.

Mr. BLAKE. I judge, from the statements made and
from current reports, however, that is the case, and that
under the name of the Western Pacifie Junction, or some
name of that kind, this extension ie going to be completed
and worked as a part of the (anadian Pacifie Iailway
Ontario system. If that be not so, the railway facilities
may not be seo successfully attained ; if it be so, this country
is called upon to pay $3,200 a mile or $256,000 to accomplish
work which at the time to which I refer the Canadian
Pacific Railway undertook to accomplish free of expense, if
we did what we did do.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. It is not improbable that it
will be worked, as the hon. gentleman says, by the Cana-
dian Pacifie Railway rompany, but we know nothing
about it.

Mr. VAIL. Has there been any application for an ex-
tension of the time of the grant for connection between
Annapolis and Digby, which will expire on the 1st of July ?
What is the policy of the Government with regard to that ?

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. I did not expect this
question to-day, because it was not included in the Bill. I
will, however, most likely be able to give the hon. gentle-
man an answer later on in the day or to-morrow.

Mr. CHAPLEAU. At the special request of the Min.
ister of Railways, I would like to move an additional clause
as the second clause of the Bill. There is a subsidy given
to the Lake Temiscamingue and Long Sault Railway. Last
year a small subsidy was also given for the building of that
railway, and the clause which I have the honor to propose
is simply to give power to the persons building the railway
to get a charter for its construction by lettera patent. The
clause is as follows:-

For the purpose of incorporating the persons undertaking the con-
struction of the railway from Long Sault to the foot of Lake Temisca-
mingue, and of the wharves and landing stages on the line of the said
railway mentioned in the next preceding section, the Governor may
grant to them, under such corporate name as he shall deem expedient, a
charter conferring upon them the franchises, privileges and powers
requisite for the said pu rposes, as the Governor shall deem mot use-
ful or appropriate to the said undertakng; and such charter being pub-
lished in the Canada Gazette, with any Order or Orders in Council relat-
ing to it, shall have force and effect as if it were an Act of Parliament.
This is the power which was granted last year in the
case of the Temiscouata road.

Mr. BLAKE. This is, of course, a very small affair,
and I could not understand from the papers under what
authority these individuals were acting. It seerm probable
that some relief ought to be given to them, but I cannot
but say that I esteem it a most objectionable way of confer-
ring this particular class of corporate powers. We have
thought it expedieut not to allow corporate powers to be
granted to persons for the building of railways under the
Joint Stock Letters Patent Act, although, if we did so, we
would, of course, prescribe a limit to those powers very
precisely in the general Act. But legislation of this
description gives the Executive power to confer any cor-
porate powers they piease by letters patent-powers of
expropriation, perhaps, differing altogether in extent and
character from those that we ordinarily grant. It seem
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to nie to be legislation of a most entirely objectionable
description. It is still more objectionable that it should be
introduced at the lat stage of the Bill. It is practically
legislating by resolution. It should have been introduced
by a Bill, so that we might bave had an opportunity of
judging it. It is alse opn to the objection that there is a
possible interference with private rights, and that the usual
precautions which we take when we propose to interfere
with private rights are not in this case taken, inasmuch as
'the usual notice given is net given, the usual time is not
allowed, and the usual facilities afforded for appearing
before tie committee and contending against the granting
of those powers, which, indeed, it is impossible to measure,
because we do not know what powers may be granted by
Order in Council.

Mr. CHAPLEAU. I would not have proposed this
amendment at this time were it not that I know and can
state to the House In two words the position of this rail-
way. Lt is more of the character of a narrow gauge rail-
way or tramway, and the road is only six and a half or
seven miles in length, connecting the foot of the lake with
the Long Sault. There is no interference with publie
rights, inasmuch as the expropriation has been made out
of public lands by the settiers organised under La Société
de Colonatun du lac Temiscamingue, at the head of which
is that zealous gentleman who was mentioned by the Min:
ibter of Railways in his remarks in presenting this mea-
sure, Rev. Father Gendreau. This road is built, or almost
built, and power is being asked to build wharves and land
ing stages on the lake. It was only at the last moment
that Father Gendreau, who is at the head of the enterprise,
was informed by some of his friends that the working ot
the railway, when built, would require that some such
power should be granted. It was only last Saturday that
the rev. gentleman came to me and asked me to sce the
Minister of Railways, and although this power may seem
an extraordiuary one to ask at this time, I hope that the
smallness of the road, although the colony which is begin-
ning to be planted there is a very important one, would be
a reason for obtaining the indulgence of the fouse to have
this provision added to the Bill.

Mr. BLAKE. I admit that the child is a very little one,
but if it is not legitimate it is hardly usual to accept that as
an excuse.

Mr. CHAPL EAU. It cannot be legitimate, considering
iLs father.

Mr. KINNEY. Before the committee rises I wish to offer
an objection to the Bill-not to any of the features of the
mneasure, but because of the absence of any reference to the
Western Counties Railway of Nova Scotia. I do not wish
to cail the attention of the committee to this matter 'but
for a few moments, as it is of a strongly local character
and cannet, therefore, have much interest for the majority
ot the louse. At the time of the confederation of the
British North America colonies, the Province of Nova
Scotia owned two lines of railway, which did not belong to
the trunk line or Intercolonial Railway hne from Quebec
to lialifax. These two lines were fifty-two miles of railway
Irom Truro to Pictou, and thirty-two miles from Windsor
Junction to Windsor. It was clearly enunciated, as the
intention ot the Dominion Government, that the Dominion
Goverument would give those two pieces of road as bonuses
for the eastern and western railway extension in Nova
Scotia, and in 1873 a resolution was submitted to the House
by the right hon. the Firet Minister, to this effect:

"That the Government be authorised to enter into negotiations withi
some reliable association or company for the tranefer of the railway
froin Windsor to the trunk Uine from ifAifx to Truro, upon condition
that qpch asocmtion or company extend the rallway rom Annapolio
Yarmouth, subject to the approval of Parlisment at the next eion."i

At the next Session, the Dominion Government passed a
Bill authorising the transfer of that piece of road to any
company that would extend the railway system of Nova
Scotia from Annapolis to Yarmouth. A company, which
had already been formed, called the Western Counties Rail-
way Oompany, chartered under an Act of the Legislatzre
of Nova Scotia, and to which a liberal subsidy had been
given by the Nova Scotia Government, offered, by means
of that subsidy and the piece of road I have spoken of, to
build the railway desired from Annapolis to Yarmouth.
At that time, the Western Counties Railway, by virtue of
an Act passed, issued a loan of £280,000, and went on the
London market to float it, but found, to their dismay,
that the Windsor and Annapolis Railway (Jompany
claimed the right to the Windsor branch for twenty.
one years from 1872. The case was taken into oourt,
and after several years of litigation it was finally settled
that the Windsor and Annapolis Railway Company had
a right to the Windsor branch, because, amongst other
reasons, the Act did not recite that the lease to the other
company had been cancelled. Under these circumstances,
the company was left with a road just commenced, with the
bridges unfinished, with neither money nor credit, and with
the whole thing in disorder-all owing to the imperfect
legislation of the Dominion Parliament. In the meantime,
the Nova Scotia Government again came to the rescue and
subdivided the original loan of £280,000 into two liens,
making tho ene a lien upon the road from Annapolis to
Yarmouth, and the other a lien upon the Windsor branch,
the Nova Scotia Government guaranteeing the interest upon
the £6>,000 secured upon tho western end of the road
which sum enabled the road to be completed from Digby to
Yarmouth; and that portion of the road has been running
ever since under that arrangement. That was in 1879. In
1881 the Nova Scotia Government undertook to treat with
the joint stock company to complete the entire railway
system of Nova Scotia, and entered into an agreement with
this Government, which was ratified both in the Provincial
and Dominion Parliaments. The Local Government went
out of power, and the incoming Government defeated the
intention of their predecessors, so that the Bill proved in-
operative. The road has been renaining ever since 1881
in that unfinished state, with only eighteen miles of the
road graded, and which will cost something like 8700,000 to
complote, nearly half a million dollars of which must be
expended for bridges alone. This is ail left in this
chaotic state because of the legislation of this Parliament,
by which the Government were prevented from handing
over that property to the Western Counties Railway, Under
those circumstances it was rightly claimed by the Western
Counties Railway Company, that inasmuch as Parliament
had failed to carry out their intentions, and had left the
people of the western counties of Nova Scotia heavily iu
debt, the company involved in great diffleulties-and I may
state here that, which is an exception in the Maritime
Provinces, the municipality of Yarmouth invested $100,000
in this enterprise for which they are paying $6,000 a year
interest, and for which they have received no direct boefit
whatever. Now, the trouble bas been existing tor years;
in fact that railway je in, and has been in, a chronie
state of trouble, until the present Nova Scotia Govern-
ment have undertaken to complete the system; and
one reason why, I assume, the Western Counties Railway
Company is not mentioned in the Bill is because this Gov-
ernment have observed and munt know, by the correspon.
dence which has taken place between them and the Nova
Scotia Government within the past year, that it is the
intention of the latter to finish the road, and, oonsequently,
the Dominion Government thought it hardly necessary to
stop in and interfere with any arrangements that might be
made by the Provincial Government. To show the com.
mittee that the plan recently devised by the NoVa Seotia
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Government should not be ratified by this House for seve- of Nova Scotia also insisted on wiping out an obligation
ral reasons, if I show the committee that plan should not which they were under and robbing the trustees of the
be ratified, that it is impossible to carry it out, and that bondholders of $40,000 in their hande.
this Government should not assist in the endeavor to carry Some hon. MEMBERS. Question.
it ont, I show good reason why the Western Counties Rail-
way Company should be looked after immediately by the Mr. KI\TNEY. I am speaking to the question. The
Dominion Government. The Bill which has been passed question was that the committee rise. I object to the com-
by the Nova Scotia Government, and the agreement it mittee rising until I show that its work is incomplete. There
contains, is here. Hon. gentlemen who may not have read is a Bill before the House for the building of railways all
that Bill may be interested in knowing that the intenti n over the country ; but I object to the Bill in its imperfect
of the Nova Scotia Government, under the provisions of state.
that Bill and agreement, is to hand over to a foreign com- Mr. BLAKE. The uestion is that the committee do
pany nety-nne miles of railway equipped and runnmng in r
Nova Scotia, that cost upwards of $3,000,000, for$ 120,000. is; but i seem to me that what the hon. gentleman is
That is all they are paying for the road. The Nova doing is taking a rise out of the committee.
Scotia Government have swamped the $500,000 privato Mr. KINNEY. That is a matter of opinion. We will
capital, $100,000 municipal funds, the £tL45,000 floating excuse the hon. gentleman's facetiousness at this particular
and the £65,000 of bonds guaranteed by the Nova Scotia time.
Government, and all they get in return is 8120,000, less the Mr. MITCHELL. It is a serions subjet to you.
$64,000 expected from the Dominion Government, which Mj
makes 856,000 net, or less than $600 a mile, and the Nova Mlr. KINNEY. It is a serious subject to me and to
Scotia Government boldly asked this Parliament to sanction Western Nova Scotia generally; and if I am in order, those
thattransaction. This is a plain, unvarnished statjment of who do not wish to listen to me may go ont. The Local
the conditions of this Bill. There is a precious document Government of Nova Scotia to-day, throngh their agent,
issued by the Legislature of Nova Scotia and called " The who is now in the city, is asking the.Dominion Government
Western Railway Consolidation." It appears that the Nova to hand over the Windsor Branch Rail way, worth 81,250,O00,
Scotia Government, after having invited tenders to build without paying one dollar for it. The hon. member for
the railway system of Nova Scotia, and after having entered Digby, I think, approves of this Bill. Judging by Somie
into communication with two or three different companies, observations which have dropped from him, and I do not
shunted them all off with the exception of one. The hon. wonder at it, because, viewing the history of this railway
member for Digby, no doubt, bas one of these documents, from its beginning up to now-I am sorry 1 cannot say to
and on page 67 he will find thore was an offer from a its end-I find all the way through one interest interfering
party in Yarmouth to build the railway system and retain with the completion of that railway. I will not point ont
for the Government their lien of £65,000 and pay that interest; perhaps it would be unparliamentary for me
the bondholders 50 per cent, of their bonds. to say that the hon. member for Digby is interested. Four-
The Premier of Nova Scotia says on page 67 that he fears teen years ago, when the Nova Scotia Government was
that the offer must be modified -he cannot accept it. But negotiating for the completion of this road, there was this
by turning to page 94, you will find that another offer to proviso put into its legislation-that it would be imcomplete
complete the road was refused, because, as the Provincial until the Windsor and Annapolis Railway recouped to the
Secretary said, it was not made by a banking house of county of Digby and the county of Annapolis their interest
unquestionable character. But, by turning to another part of in the land damages. The counties of Digby and Anna-
thishistory of railway consolidation, we find that the Gov- polis claimed that the Western Counties Railway Com-
ernment of Nova S&otia, altbough it refused one offer pany should pay their interest on the money until
because it was not made by a banking louse of respect- the road was completed; and the hrova Scotia Government,
ability, accepted an ofbr to negotiate with this precious out of the paltry $120,000 they are willing this company
joint-stock company o London upon the bare assertion of should pay for 100 miles of finished railway, compel the
a notary public of London that one Charles James Watts company to put by a sum of money to pay interest on some
was to be secretary and manager of a company to be formed land damages for the county of Digby; and while the hon.
in the following year. It is evident all the way through member for Digby may approve of the Bill, because of that
that the Nova Scotia Government was bound to make this one feature in it, I doubt if the people of Digby generally
particular arrangement with one company, whoever it are willing to sacrifice the interests of Yarmouth for that
might be, and the Government of Nova Scotia did purpose. As this Bill and this agreement are absurd and
not know who the Company was until seven days iniquitous in another point, they cannot be approved of by
previous to the contract being ratified by the Legisla- the Dominion Government and this Parliament. In 1882,ture, when they officially asked who were to form when the Nova Scotia Government made a bargain with
this company and when it was to be formed. It shunts off the Dominion Government to ratify their legislation to com.
another offer by stating officially to the London joint-stock plete the road, there was this clause inserted in the Act,
company that "You are the only parties authorised to treat that it must be approved of by the Western Counties Rail-
with us." There is something else very fishy in this trans- way Company and the bondholders. It has not been ap-
action, because we find that, under date of the 23rd of proved of by the railway company, the bondholders or the
October, the joint-stock company of London wrote to the municipalities. Lence the Government cannot assent to it,
Provincial Secretary in reply to a letter that doos not unleses they pass some legislation more favorable to this
appear in the volume. Ail the way through this document- scheme than the last. During the first stages of this de-
it is evident that the.-intention of this Governmant was bate, on the 29th of May, the ion. Finance afinister made
purely and simply to treat with one company. There is these observations :
another very peculiar feature in this matter. This joint- "IlMy hon. friend from Yarmouth (Mr. Kinney) thinks otherwioe thatstock company proposed to the Government of Nova Scotia, it cannot be done without doing great injustice to themunicipalty of
in their first offer, to pay a debt of $50,000 which was due Yarmouth and the Western Oounties Railway.
by the company to the Government. The agreement is lMr. VÂI: The municipality of Yarmouth has no objection."
signed, and the Provincial Secretary declines to take the This, coming from a gentleman occnpying the position the
850,000. I mercly make this statoment, which any member i hon. member for Digby does, may seem to some to have a
of the committeeaun verify for himsel, Tie Government semblance of truth in it i butI wish to state that I haie the

Mr, XKiiis.
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boadr of representing the rmunicipality of Yarmouth at the Sootia is larger than that Province is capable of bearing,board as a director. and, while fI-laim that the Bill ilnot perfect, at the sameMr. VALt[. Not now. time I have a very strong hope that the Government of

Mr. KINNEY. Yes, I do now. That is a queer state- Canada will not ailow our rights to be bartered away for
ment for the hon, gentleman to make. Under the Act by nothing, will not allow the municipality of Yarmouth, which
which the Western Counties Railway was incorporated, one has invested $100,000 in this enterprise to lose it without
of the provisions was that if a municipality had stock in the any compensation, and will not allow any joint s:.ook cou-
railway, it should have a representative at the board, and pany or any other corporation in London or in any other
I represent Yarmouth to-day; and that county has unani- place to come here and take ninety-nine miles of running
mously instructed me, as its representative at the board, to railway for $565 a mile.
protest against the provisions of this Bill; and the asser- Mr. VAIL. I am not disposed to take up the time of the
tion of the bon. member for Digby that the municipality committee, but, after the extraordinary speech of theb on.
does not object to it is very much ont of place, to say the member for Yarmouth (Mir. Kinney), it seems necessary
least of it. It does object to it most strongly for varions that I sbould say a few words in reply. I think the House
reasons, the most important of which is that it is taking has been very kind to him in allowing him to make this
away 8100,000 from it, and not giving it a dollar in return. speech, seeing that the Bill is not in connection with the
Why would they not object ? Western Counties Railway, and, in faot, I fait to see what

Mr. VAIL. They have not taken a dollar of it. The hon.this House has to do at all with the action of the Localmembr. VAu doesnot unr t ten i olla Government in their arrangement with a certain company
to complete the Western Counties Railway. The hon.Mr. KINNEY. The hon member for Digby (Kr. Vail) member in the first nlace referred to the action of thesays I do not understand the Bill. I should be pleased to Dominion Government in 1873, when they passed an Ordertake a lesson from him in the history of the Western in Council authorising the transfer of the Windsor branohCounties Railway, and, I venture to say, in five minutes he to any company that would complete the road from Anna.will not understand what he is talking about, and, worse polis to Yarmouth. That Order in Council was notthan that, nobody else will, for he has not the slightest idea acted upon at the time, but, after the mackenzie Gov.

of the whole thing. The hon. member was Premier of Nova ernment came in, they passed an Act authorising theScotia when that company was incorporated, and, I venture transfer in accordance with the Order in Council
to say, he knows as much about it now as he did thon. I passed by the Government of which the present Firetdo not wish to be personal in my observations, but I trust Minister was Premier. The transfer of that road
that any gentleman who is constantly opening bis was made to the Western Counties Railway Company with
mouth and putting bis foot in it, will not attempt the view ot assisting them to complote the road, and they
to show that he knows more about what I am held that road until the present Government came into
talking about than I do myself. I would say further power again in 1878, notwithstanding that they had not
that, in addition to all the attempts to rob the Western carried out their contract; and the present Government, in
Counties Railway Company of their property. there is a view, as they considered, of having done wrong in passing
document which has been sent around among the members the Order in Council in the first pl ace, and in view of the
of this House signed "R. Gervase Elwes, M. tnst. 0. E.," claims of the Windsor and Annapolis Railway Company,
and " . A. Scott," with the like title, in which members thought proper to take it out of the hands of the Western
of this louse are threatened, on behalf of the Province of Counties Railway people and place it back in the bande of
Nova Scotia, as to what the Province of Nova Scotia will the Windsor and Annapolis people. If my hon. friend from
do. They assume to be delegated, not only by their joint- Yarmouth bas been finding fault with the present Govern.
stock company and themselves, but by the Province of ment and stating that, in consequence of their action, the
Nova Scotia, to threaten members of this flouse that, if Westcrn Counties Railway peop! had not been able to
certain things arc not carried out, they will go back and complete their contract, I c,,uld have understood him, but
take poesession of the road. And they make another state- why should he blame the Nova Scotia Government for the
ment in this memorial or threat to the House of Commons, action they bave recently taken with the sole view of
in wbich they say that the Government of Nova Scotia getting that road completed which bas been in an unfinished
have fixed no price which may be paid for the Western state for seven years through the inability of the Western
Counties Railway property. True, they havn not fixed the Counties people to perform their contract? Ie bas etated
price, but they have fixed a limit to which it can be paid. again in his speech that the Western Counties Railwaypeo.
They say in the Bill of incorporation, section 31, sub- pe offered to complete the road and proposed a better
section d: arrangement than the present company have, but what con-

" They shall pay such sum, if any, as may be agreed upon between fidence could the Nova Scotia Government have in ther
the (*overnment and the company, not exceeding $120,000for the acqui- when they could not complete their first contract and left
sition of the Westemn Oouanties Railway, ifsuch railway beo o acquired." the road in an unfinished state fo>r seven yoars notwith.
These two parties who are threatening the members of this standing that, in order to assist them, the Local Govern-
House with what the Government of Nova Scotia are going ment have loaned them money from time to time, until they
to do, state that the Province of Nova Scotia does not fix the have now a debt of $300,000 and a claim againat the com-
sum. Hre they fix the limit at 8120,000, if anything- pany for the amount which they have advanced to assist
not more. Not only that, but they provide that out of that them in the completion of the road. The hon. member for
amount $40.000 shall be paid for some other liabilities. The Yarmouth has referred again to an arrangement made with
history of this railway enterprise is such that, were it the Digby and Annapolis, whereby the Western Counties be-
earlier in the Session, a whole afternoon might be came responsible to pay that railway damages for the
employed in trying to tell its story, but it is se late time a portion of road which they had failed to complet.
in the Session that I will not touch it from a Pro- was in an unfinished state, that is for the right of way. The
vincial standpoint, or I could show the indebtedness Government of Nova Scotia have carried out the arrange-
in which it is attempted to involve the Province of Nova ment made by the present Minister of Justice, when he was
Scotia, at the same time that the Province is appealing for Attorney General of Nova Scotia. It was he who made the
better terms and wishing to make its financial position bet- agreement and bound theWes ternC >unties to pay this amount
ter. If any hon. gentleman went into this, he would find ofmoneytill theroad was completed. Whyshouldthe member
that the dcbt which is intended to be saddled on Nova for Yarmouth find fault with the Local Government for
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carrying out the agreement entered into by the present
Minister of Justice ? I give tho Minister of Justice credit
for having insisted on thoir making thQmselves liable for
the payment of this amount, but they have never paid a
dollar of it ; they have never paid anything they agreed to
pay. They borrowed money, and they have not paid in-
terest on, it, not even the small amount for which they were
liable to the counties for land damages. And yet the
member for Yarmouth asks the Dominion Govern ment to
step in and occupy a position which I contend they have
no right to occupy, that is, to insist upon certain rights,
which, if they had any in the western road, are fully pro-
teoted. In fact, the company which proposes to build the
road is made up of the president and another prominent
Yarmouth gentleman, besides some four or five in Halifax,
who are directors or incorporators of this very company. I
do not see why the hon. member should make these
charges against this.company. I venture to say that Mr.
MoLean, of Halifax, and Mr. Fuller, of Halifax, and
Mr. Burns, of Halifax, and Mr. Esson, of Halifax,
and a number of other responsible men who are con-
vected with this compaiy whom I could namn, are
as rt poubible men as we have in Nova Scotia.
Mr. Baker, of Yarmouth, the president at that time of the
Western Counties Rail way, and Jacob Bingory, of Yarmouth,
two of the leading men of that town and amongst the most
respectable and honorable mon of Yarmouth-surely my
hon. friend does not want to cast reflections upon them ?
Mr. Jacob Bingory was one of his own supporters, and I
fancy was a good frend to him at the time of the last elec-
tion. My hon. friend has referred to the amount that is due
the county of Yarmouth, for the 6100,000 stock they took
in this railway. Let me tell him that the county of Yar-
mouth is fully protected; in fact, their position is improved.
They ]oaned their ttock in the new road, and it will be
worth more in the new company than it was in the old.
Besides that, the Yarmouth people never took stock in that
road with a view of getting their money back again, but
with the.object of encouraging the company to build a
road, because they expected to benefit bv baving the ter-
minus ât Yarmouth. I have letters from Yarmouth inform-
ing me that nine out of every ten men are anxious that this
railway should go on, that the Dominion Government should
give the president of the company every assistance to enable
him togo on and build tl. road, but for sore reason which
I do not undcrstand the hon. member for Yarmouth opposes
it. I know very well that he is not acting in the interest
of his own friends in Yarmouth when he proposes to throw
obstacles in the way of the completion of this work. I
know nothing about the present company. It is enough
for me to know that the gentlemen who are associated in
this undertaking are men of the highest respectability, and.
who are quite able to finish the link themselves without
asking a dollar from anybody. I think the hon. gentleman
might allow a company of that kind to go on and build a
work so necessary to his own county, to the western part
of Nova Scotia, and, in fact, to the interests of Nova Scotia
as a whole. I cannot understand the action of the hon.
member. I am surprised at the course he has taken to-day,
and I am sure it wil eDot result either to his credit as a
member representing Yarmouth nor to the interests of his
county.

Mr. MoDOUGALL. The hon. member for Digby (Mr.
Vail) faiÏs to understand what connection the Dominion
Government has with the legislation of Nova S-otia with
regard to the Western Counties Railway. The connection is
this: That the Local Government has sought the co-operation
of the Dominion Government in this scheme, and if this
scheme is not in the interests of the people, I hold it should
not be sanctioned either by this Government or by the
Legislature of Nova Scotia. There are some reasons in

Mr. VAM.

addition to those whieh have been brnugbt forward by the
hon. member for Yarmouth, why this measure does not
meet the approval of the people of Nova Sootia. It does
not contain equitable provisions for the completion qf that
line of railway. I think the Bil is not generally known in
Nova Scotia, but only to the supporters of the Local
Government in this House. The members supporting the
Dominion Government have not been favorable to the
Bill. I had a few hours perusal of the Bill on Saturday,
and an examination of it convinces me that it is a measure
which should not be entertained by the Government of
Canada. In the first place it imposes on Nova Scotia a
liability of 8100,000 a year (after allowing for deposit) on
the security of the net earnings of the line. The company
in addition to that demands the free ownership of the
Windsor branch, which cost about $1,500,000, aiso the
Dominion subsidy of 861,000. The Western Counties Railway
is to be handed over for not more than 8120,000 out of
funds raised on the guarantee of Nova Scotia-a railway
which cost Yarmouth and the local and foreign investors
over a million dollars. The guarantee should realise for the
company at least two millions, or two millions and a half,
over and above the deposit which has been placed with the
Government as security for the guarantee. The oompany
do not require to pay a dollar of their own means. And
after all this large outlay, what is the oompany to do for
these concessions, and this burden of $100,000, possibly for
twenty years to, fall on Nova Scotia, whose resources are
already taxed to their utmost ? What does that company
propose to accomplish ? It is only bound to build the
Digby gap, eighteen miles of railway, and equip the line;
there is no further obligation for all this vast expen.
diture of money. The company is not required to
build some four other branches which are allowed. There
is a provision made to complete the Nietaux line-only to
lease or acquire it, at the option of the eompany. These I
think are enormous concessions for snob meagre results. I
do not say that the provisions are not ample to complete
tbe line, if they were equitable. It would be idle to say
that such enormous subsidies should not complete eighteen
miles of railway, but in view of the representations made
by the hon. meinber for Yarmouth and the equities involved
in the case, and the beavy tiabilities that it is proposed to
impose on the Province of Nova Scotia to secure such
meagre results, I think it is the duty of the Goverament to
look very closely into this matter and to deal equitably
with the company, and if the measure should fail in the
aecomplishment of the railway this year, the Dominion
Government may deal with the Western Counties Railway
hereafter in such a way as that the missing link may be
completed.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. I wish to statein answerto
some questions of the leader of the Opposition, who I see
is not in the House, that the *mount of subiidies granted
by Parliament was $5,587,500; the amount paid out of
them was $1,130,33?; balance unpaid on roads under con-
tract, $2,847,668; un paid on roads not yet under oontraet,
$1,609,700, leaving a blance unpaid of $4,457,388. In this
sum the vote for the Chignecto Railway is not included,
nor the subsidy to the Gravenhurst Road, nor that of the
St. John Bridge in Nova Scotia.

Mr. PATERSON (Brant). Da 1I i;un4çrstand that the
sum unpaid on roads already comruenced f 82,847,000?
Those amounts will be used on the roads that are nuder
construction ?

Sir HIECTOR LANGEVIN. Most likely.
Mr. PATERSON (Brant). And we are liable for the

$1,130,000 already paid, and the9 82,847,000 unpaid on roads
that are commenced?

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. Yes.
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Bill reported, and read the third time and passed.

LAND SUBSIDIES TO RAILWAYS.
1fr. WHITE (Cardwell), moved the second reading of Bill

(No. 147) to authorise the granting of certain subsidies of
land for the construction of the railways therein mentioned.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. A statement was alo
promised in this case.

Mr. WHITE (Cardwell). The hon. gentleman asked for
statements as to the amount of land granted t- the different
railway coômpanies. The quantities are as follows: Canadian
Pacifie Rail way Company, 18,000,000 acres ; Manitoba and
North-Western, 2,722,000 acres; for the extension provided
in this Bill, 166,400 acres; Manitoba and South-Western,
974,000 acres; North-West Central, 2,880,000 acres; North.
West Caal and Navigation Company, 414,200 acres;
Qu'Appelle, Long Lake and Saskatchewan Company,
128,000 acres; Winipeg and Hudson Bay Steamboat and
Navigation Oompany, b,500,000 acres; Wo-d Mountain
and Qu'Appelle, 1,53t6,000 acres ;-total, 34,948,600 acres.

Mr. CAMRRON (Middlesex). Is the grant to the North
Western Company included in the statement ?

Mr. WHITE (Cardwell). Yes.
Mr. CAMERON (Middlesex). Ras the North-Western

Railway Company completed its engagement made in the
Bill. That engagement expires to-day, I believe ?

Mr. WHITE (Cardwell). The North- West Central, 80 far
as I know, has not yet completed its engagement. The
comrpany has to-day in which to complete it; they have not
yet given satisfactory security to the Government. 1
propose, in obedience to the suggestion made to the House,
to add a clause empowering the Government to incorporate
another coupany for the purpose of building that railway.

Bill read the second time, and House resolved itself into
Committee.

(In the Committee.)
On section 2,
Mr. FIDGAR. Before this clause is passed, some infor-

mation has reached me -which I think I should communicate
to the House. The information comes to me by mail, and
it appeurs to be genuine, and it is of such a character that
I think it ought to be laid before the House at this stage of
this Bill. It comprises two statutory declarations, and in
them there are some allegations in which the. name of the
Minister of the Interior is introduced. But I want to say
at once that there is nothing in these declarations, although
the nahe of the hon, gentleman is referred to in them,
which warrants me in making any charge against the hon.
Minister. Ris name was used apparently by an hon.
memberO cf this House, and, I have no doubt, without any
warrant whatever. The hon. gentleman took office on 5th
Auguit, and an Order in Council relating to this
railWay was passed on 14th Auguast, extending the
time for ils completion, and reducing the miles to
be built within a certain time from fifty to twenty-
three, and I suppose that Order in C(ouncil is what is
referred to. But while I do not think there is any-
thing in this information to which any weight ahould
be attachod as affecting the Minister of the Interior,
I cannot -help feeling that these two declarationas how
that another hon. member Of this House, who is promi-
nent in connection with this company, as its president
I believe, and who has, until this day expires, an oppor-
tunity of getting control of this land grant, se acted that
the Government ahould pause befoze they think of entrust-
ing the construction of the railway and the grant of land to
that gentleman either under the charter as it is extended
or under the new charter which it is proposed to create.

21l

The first document is a declaration headed "nlu the matter
of the North-Weetern Central Railway and James Beaty,
M. P." It is a declaration by David KI cConachie, of the
city of Hamilton and is as follows.-

"1, David MeOonachie, of the city of Hamilton, ln the Provine of
Oatario, do solemnly declare that at the time I saw James Baty, M. P
st Toronto, in the month of September, A. D, 1885, for thepur
negotiating for the contract to build the North-Weet Central a8eilway,
and proposed to deposit the snm of $125,000 in the Oanadlan Bank of
Oommerce, as stated in my letter to 0. B. Woodworth, i. P., and read
by him before Committee of the House of Commons, ho, the said James
Beaty, repeated the expression: 'But youo me there is nothing in it for
the boy,' tee often to be easily forgotten. And that ln reply to my
question in reference to his certainty of being abile toget the oharter
extendeé and also the time for the completion of the Bret flfty
milrs, ho said: 'nlu the event of your obtaining thé contraci
and building tbe road you need have no fear; the new Minister
of the lnterior la my intimate friend, and i have only to uk and
what 1 want in that way will not be refused.' Aud tth e id
James Beaty aise then reférred te his power lu the Houe, he having
me maniy friends ameng the members. These expressions he volunteered
as an indueement for me to age W him termu. And further, during
maid cenversatien he, the med James Beaty, said that It would be
desirable to give the Hon. Themas White, the Miniter of the Interior
the aum et $100,000, part of thé said sm of $15,000 per mile which he
clained. And aid James Belty justied said payment to theb hon.
Minister of the Interior upou the grounda that said Minister had renewed
the land grant in this matter volntarily and withont walting for
Parliament to meet.

" And that said James Beaty farther stated at sald interview that
after payment of said $100,000, and after other members of the Rouse
associated with him in this matter were ' shared with,' his portion of
the $675,000 would hé smtll, considering bis personal time given sad
means spent ln furthering the project.
"Made and subscribed beforée eat

the city of Hamilton this 81st day "D. Mo0ONOA GI.of May, A. D. 1886.
"IJUNS OSBORNI, J.P."

An hon. MEMBER. Anything further?

Mr. EDGAR. Yes; there is one fron Eward Anderson
Craig Pew as follows:-

"I, Edward Anderson Craig Pew, of the town of Welland,ID thé
county of Welland, do solemnly derlare:

" That I was prosent when the interview took place betwen James
Beaty, M. P and David MoUonachie, Esq., in the offdseof the former
lu the citdy of Tronto, ln the month ei September, 1885.

" That I heard said James Beaty then say atter reading over the
proposition of said David Mcoenachie to build the North-West Central
Raaiway, that 'there is nothing ln it for the boy.'

" That during the conversation which followed at said time the aid
James Beaty stated that he would have to pay a large sum of money
out of the $15,000 per mile which ho demanded for givlng the said con-
tract, to wit, the sum of $100,000 to the Hon. Thos. White, Minister of
the Interior.

" That said James Beaty then alsoe stated that the new Minist-r of the
Interior was a particular friend of hie, and would do anytbg that ho
aske i of him. And to make this apparent to Mr. Mc0onachie, héecited
as an instance that Hon. Mr. White had only e few weeks previously
renewed the land grant to the said company, whieh had lapsed on
account of the company failing to comply vith the term of the Order
in Council grantin g the mame. And fnther said James Beaty th"n aImO
stated that it would be desirable to have the Minister who eontrolled the
land department favorable to the Interest of the company, as it might he
necessary for the company to ask further favors ln the future.

"And I make this solemn declaration conoscientiously believing the
same to h true, and by virtue of the Act pussd in the thirty-4eventa
year oft er Majesty's reign, intituledA: ' u At for the suppression of
voluntary and extra-judicial oaths.'
"Made and subscribed before me at

Welland, in the county of Wel-
land, this 28th day of May, a.D. "E. A. 0. PEW.
1886.I

"IJ. P. WILSON, J.P." 

Now, Mr. Chairman, those declarations seem to be very
clear as to the extraordinary notion which the hon. member
for West.Toronto had as to what his duties as a member of
Parliament and a supporter of the Kinister of the Interior
were. He certainly does not say or suggest that the
Minister of the Interior even asked fer $I00,A) , but ho ur-
geste that it would be a very good tbing to give him It, and
he accournts in that way, and also for thinking it desirable
to distribute the money among other memberm, for wha.ho
was to do with the $675,000 which ho seemed to think was
to be had out of that enterprise. I think, at any rate, with

4 this and with what lias occurred before-what has been
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etated in the committees of this House by hie fellow mem-
bers of this House, that these documents will oertainly make
the Government hesitate a long time before they will grant
public lands to a company presided over by that ion. gen-
tleman.

Mr. WHITE (Oardwell). I quite appreciate the wisdom
of theb on. gentleman in saying at the outset of his remarks
that there was nothing in those affidavits affecting me.
What these men may have said or may not have said is a
matter of little consequence; but I am bound to say that I
would require botter testimony than the oath of either of
them, one the employee of the other, before believing any
statement they made with regard to any ion, gentleman in
this House.

Mr. BLAKE. With regard to this elause, it was under
stood that the hon. gentleman would explain what stops the'
Government were going to take in fulfilment of the pledge
made in the Railway Committe.

Mr. WHITE (Cardwell). I intend to move a clause giv-
ing power to inorporate a company to carry out this work.

On section 5,
Mr. WHITE (Oardwell). I beg leave to move the follow-

ing athe th clause of the Bill: -
And whereasI imay be necessary for the construction of the railway

in respect of which t he granting of a subsidy is authorised by the second
section of this Act, that a company should be incorporated with the
powers equiste eforuch contructio, and for making fnancial arrange.
ments foi, the puppome thereof; therefore it is erebyenactedu follows:

For the purpose of incorporating the persons undertaking the con-
struction of the said railway, or of a railway from a point on the Mani-
toba and North-Western vid Rapid Oity, westward, and for the incor-
poration of those who shall be associated with them in the undertaking;
the Governor in Council may grant to them, under such corporate
name as he shall deem expedient, a charter conferring upon them the
franchises, privrleges and powers requisite for the said purposes, which
shall be sitlar te such of the franchises, privileges and powers granted
to railway companies during the present Session, as the Government
shaHl déez mot useful or apprrate to the said undertaking ;-and
sub ehaÀr, beilg publishedia lb Canada Gazette with any Order or
Orders in ouncil relating to it, shall have force and effect as if it were
an Act of Parliament; Provided always that in the event of a company
being sotineorporated, it shall be provided in the charter that such com-
pany shall be subject to all the present legal obligations of the North-
West Oestral Railway ompany-in relation to, the said railway.
That proviso was put in to protect the interests- of the
people who have been working on the road.

Mr. BLAKE. I would mercly say that I repeat the ob-
servations I made, with reference to the exceptional charao.
ter of this legielation, on the Bill which preceded this one.
I think it would have been botter to have introduced a
separate Bill, and I think the legislation is in itself of an
objectionable character.'

Mr. WATSON. Can the company, under these powers,
start the road from any other point than Brandon ?

Ur. WHITE (Cardwel). I do not know. I fancy if
they can supply that section of country in any other way,
and cannot get a oompany immediately to go through
Brandon, we would be coneulting the interests of the coun-
try by inorporating a company to cover the ground. The
great object is, of course, to give ralway facilities to -the
people of that district.

Mr. BLAKB9 Yes, but the ymay be restricted, because
theBi mentions " a railwayfr the whole distance froin
Brandon to Battleford.»

Mr. WHITB (Cardwell). Yes, of course, if a new com-
pany were icorporated it would be inoorporated in the
lines of this one. Bat if we fait to make arrangements1
with a company, and the Manitoba and North-Western have]
a charter which would enable them to do the work, we1
might give that oompany the grant.

Mr. BLAKE. I do net think, under this clause, it would
be competent for the hon, gentleman to give to any otherc

Mr. Epea.

railway companya grant for any other railway than a lino
from Brandon to Battleford. That is the clear interpreta.
tion of the olauseo to4hat if the ho. gentleman wutan more
poweru, he had-botter tak them.

Mr. HESSON. A railway from Brendon la exaetly
what is required, and I am surprised that the hon, member
for Marquette (Mr. Watson) sbould object to having a pro-
vision for starting the road from that point. It wilisrve,
that part of the country, which has petitioned for zailway
accommodation. I have been over the ground and I know
every rod of it, and I hope the Government will adhere to
that provision.

Mr. WATSON. If ome provision were inseriod in thia
Bill giving the Government power to make this land grant
to a company that would afford railway facilties to Rapid
City and to the country weet of that point, it would be at-
isfactory. I want to seS the road built; but clause 2 of ;tia
Bill does not authorise the Government to give a land.grant
to any company except a company building from Brandon.
If that company should fail, and it should be impossible to
get another company, I believe the Manitoba and North.
Western Railway Company are prepared to build this road.

Mr. MITCHELL. The objection I have to this section
of the Bill is this: We have had a great deal of discussion
in relation to this North.West Central Railway Company
and the parties who have been promotimg it in thés House.
There bas been a great deal of discussion in the, press and
throughout the country about it, and it has aroused a great
deal of unpleasant feeling in the publie mmd. The decision
of the Government was to put through the Bill, and allow
the promoters until the st day of Jane to place ia the
Lands of the Government snch assurance as would satisfy
them that they were prepared bond fide to carry out the
work. We are informed by the Minister of the Interior
that those assurances meant a deposit of $50,000. Now,
Sir, this is the evening of the last day on which those gentle-
men had the privilege of depositing that money with the
Government, and it strikes me as very singular that we
should provide in the second section of this Bil:

" The Governor in Council may grant to the North-West Central
Railway Company or to euch other company as may undertake the
çonstruction of the railway, Dominion land to the eXtent of 6,400 acrea
for each mile of the company's railway."

Why should we grant a land subsidy to a company which
is practically defunct ? I think it would be giving an endor-
sation to the course pursued in relation to this matter, sud
therefore I most decidedly object to that section of the Bill.
I want to see the bonus given for the purpose of having that
road built; I want it put into hands that are oteqj, and
that the public is satisfied are able to build the worL. But
afterthe exposures whieh have been made, I do not want
to see an Act of Parhiament passed granting 6,400 acres a
mile to that very company, and I think the Governmont
should alter that clause or let it stand til this evening, in
order to see whether the money has been paid up or not.

Mr. BLAKE. The hon. gentleman will ee that the Bill
cannot take its third reading to-day, and by to-morrew we
shaH know whether the money has been paid or not; and
then, if it bas not been paid, we can strike out thepmviioni
makin a grant to the North-West Oentral Railway Com.
pany, use thon itvwill beat an end.

Mr. WRITE (Cardwell). I think thes. words inseted
after the words "company's railway,* would probably meet
the case: "Or a railway along the saine route from Rapid
City westward, but with different termini from those
provided in relation to the railway hereinbefore referred to
and for the incorporation of those associated with them in
the undertaking.'

Mr. BLAKE. Would the ion. gentleman explain the
object of saying different termini ? Dow h. propose to alter
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the westerly terminus ? Because we have Battieford stated.
If all yowant to do is to provide that the railway shall go
from Rapid City along the same route, there is no need of
making any alteration with regard to the westerly terminus.
I would suggest the wording be "a railway from a point on
the.NLrthWst Central, eid Rapid City along the same
route."

Mr. HBSSON. I hope this committee Wil not give
Brandon the go-by altogether.

Mr. 3LAKE. I would be very sorry we should take
sway thé chances of Br.ndon or any other place. The
object is, inasmuch as it is not known what road can be
arrange& with to do this, to give a larger latitude to the
Semrnment. If the Government can make it one way it
will do so; if it cannot, it wili do it the other way. There
isn othing in the clause which wil prevent the Government
carrying out the scheme of giving it from Brandon to
B3attleford.

Mjr. WHITE (Cardwell). W. are in this position, that
the eomipany incorporated for the construction of the rail-
way have'not yet got their title to be permitted to go on
with -the railway. If they fail, it becomes our duty to
arrange some other means to build the line, and we take
power to incorporate a company to build the railway
exactly on the line proposed. We want to supply the
country with railway facilities, and we take power to start
fron a point on the Manitoba and North-Western instead of
the Oauadian Pacifie Railway, but if we eau get a company
to go kom Brandon we will do so.

Mr. MITCHELL. If the gentleman connected with the
promotion of this company fails to-night to put up the
money, -when the Government issue a new charter to any
other gentlemen-they should exelude all the names on the
present charter, which has created so much scandal.

Mr. WOODWORTI. Parliament has decided this
road should start from Brandon and go vid Rapid City to
Battib1erd. I au hardly understand tiherefore how we can
alter that, and build the road from another point entirely,
not touching Brandon.

Mr. WHITE (Cardwell). Parliament did not particu-
larly decide that Brandon should be the starting point.
Brandon was decided upon in the Order in Council. The
Government refused to give a land grant to a line starting
from Meibourne, on the ground that fifty miles of the rail-
way would run through a district already supplied with
railway facilities. The one thing that is important i8 that
the people of Rapid City and Battleford should be supplied
with railway communication, and in case the company
whici has the charter to build from Brandon should, fail ta
carry ont the preliminary conditions, we want to take an
alterative plan, because we know that the Manitoba aud
North-Western have expressed their willingness to construct
this railway from the north. Therefore, if we fail to build
the road from Brandon, we will be still able to supply this
country with railway facilities.

Mr. WOODWORTH. The contractors will buid railways
where it suit@ them bst, where there are less couées to
cress nd bridges to make. Brandon, everybody knows,
is the point west of Winnipeg which is bound to become a
rival city to Winnip. The tvo cities of the North-West
are Wnipeg and Brandon.

Mr. WATSON. What about Portage ?
-r. MITCELL. They send a representative.
Mr. WOODWORTH. It is however only, as the name

signifies, a portage, a nice quiet little place, and iL sends a
good, sturdy, vigorous representative here ; but Brandon isi
destined by nature ta b. a centre. Portage, even if it had
the atumal1faiiliae, is too near Winnipeg ever to become

a Very great city. But the other city, some eighty miles west
of Portage, is enabled by its distance from Winni to be

city, with the natural advantages it has got, an ay one
whoas visited the cit of Brandon knows that its location
is most beautiful to behold, that its situation is there by
nature, with a drainage that is unsurpassed, with water as
fine as you can find in the North-Weat, and with a fertile
country north, south, east and west, all round it, pouring
into the city of Brandon its grain ; and there are thre
elevators there now-I do not know if there are not four.

Mr. WHITE (cardwell). Five.
Mr. WOODWORTH. There are five elevators now i the

city of Brandon, showing in its infant state what the
country is around it. And now it is proposed to strike this
off when it has petitioned Parliament, when it has ment
petition after petition, and when it ha been the will ot
Parliament, when it has been expressed by the Governrment
that they should start from Brandon, when the Minister of
Railways, when asked the question by my hon. friend from
Marquette, said they would start from the city of Brandoni
and now they say the road may be built, because the
Manitoba and North-Western has sent a written communi.
cation here-the Minister of Interior says he does not
know whether it was written or not-to tap the Manitoba
and North-Western, and clear away back through to Rapid
City or to anywhere else in space, into that inifinite
leaving Brandon, the real point of starting and thealcity
of the North-West, ont in the cold. My hon. friend the
Minister of the Interior certainly does not wish to create any
more dissatisfaction in that country, and their minds resting
upon that-when the news goes to them that they are tobe
shut out, it is making an unneoessary grievance in the North-
West or in the Province of Manitoba, and it will be a
grievance that will not b. easily allayed. It is unnoesary
to make this grievance, to tell Parliament now that the
contractors can build a railway somewhere else, and leave
a great gap, and leave Brandon ont in the oold and uncon-
nected. A railway charter was asked this winter, to extend
from Brandon towards Devil's Lake in Dakota, tapping
the south, and with this railway running to the North-West,
it makes Brandon what it is designed to be, a great centre,
a great grain centre, and I ho pe and believe it will be a
great manufacturing centre. Why alienate the affections
and destroy and blast the hopes of that city and the sur-
rounding country merely because we are experimenting in
legislation ? It realIy seems to me a most unnecessary
departure. I can see no reason for it. I do not see what
representations have changed the minds of the GEov.
ernment. Having visited that country, I know something
about its inhabitants. The Minister of the Interior has
been over it, and he knows how excitable they are, how
tenacious they are of any existi rights, and to take thi,
which they hoped and prayed for and expeeted and were
promised, away in this manner wil cause more heart burn-
ingC and discontent than the expenditure of 8500,000 will
aay.

Mr. WATSON. T think the hon. member in mistaken
as to the intentions of the overnument and theI ouse. I
think this is intended ta afford the farming community the
railway facilities which they need. Brandon had no hope
of being the starting point a year ago. Melbourne was to
be the starting point theni

Mr. WOODWORTH. It was twoyearm ago.
Mr. WAT8ON. Well, two years ago. Melbourne had

the promise. Why disappoint Melbourne ? I understand
the object of the Government is to give a land grant to any
company which will afford railway facilities to Rapid City
and the west. Brandon has railway facilities to.day, an
while we al know who have visited that city that it is a
very fine place, Ido not see why otherplaces are not tu be
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considered a- well. If tbis road is tapped on the Manitoba steel to his friend frenfMarquette. aud I like te see thit.
and North-Western, this trade will flow into what the bon. When ho sees a friend in difficulties, h. sticks Vo hlm. HI.
gentleman calls this little town half-way between Winnipeg wants Vo belp hie friend. He ha not been lhere. ne hm
and Brandon, Portage la Prairie. The great object is tonoV heard the frogeroak sud seen the lizards crawl.
afford the farming community the facilities they need, and Mr. BLAKE. It ie net neeesery to go there for that.
to develop that country which has been without railway
communication so long. I do not wish to say anything Mr. WOODWORTII.He knowe nothing about tbe b-
against Brandon or for the Portage in preference to Bran- cahty. Ai he knows is that his friand for Marquette has
don, but I think the Government ought to have it in their property there, that the Manitoba sud North-Western gees
power to grant any company, that will undertake the work, fror and Vo there, and that, if they tap tMe np near Iiapid
the land, and that is why I suggest that such a change City and leave Brandon out, Vhey will get the grant and iV
should be made that the Government should have the power wilI help the member for Marquette. Wall, I do not know,
to give the grant to the Manitoba and North-Western or but 1 would alnost do sornehinï if I were in the member
any other company. for West Durhar's place, but while he does that, Parlia-

ment ougbt Vo see that that littie bond of affinity* and con-
Mr. WOODWORTHI. The cat is out of the bag at last. nectien between the gentlemen, le noV effeVed.

The hon. member has made a frank confession. fHe lives Mr.BLAKE. 1 was anxieus before to rieinu rder to
in Portage la Prairie. That is his home. The Manitoba
and North-Western runs from there. He wants to bring the point in V Vo b. hon, etena oth e crmte
trade, to bring the grain down to Portage la Prairie, andbargum etoin he-omoreent Vari any argumenthe
that, h. thinks, is a capital object- Portage la Prairie, situ-bas adressd o t.-enteed HaingIr er te
ated sixty miles west of Winnipeg. rost potent argument that could be addresed to the cor-

Mr. HÈSSON. On a side track. mittee againet the proposaI of the hon. metiber for Mar-
Mr. WOODWORTH. Yes; and, without making any ette and in favor of the views of tie hon. member for

disparagement to that little town, everyone knows it is not ing'e (Mr. Woodworth), is that the proposai of my lion.
the healthiest place to live in. Thera are swales there. friand frornMarquette was Vo deprive the Canadian Pacifie
where-I will not say beasts of midnight howl, and the sad RaiIway of ninety miles of the freight frornthe.west, and
raven finds her haunts and there the screaming owl, but the etuif it carnes cown Vo Rapid City. If 1V gees ti Min-
there are sloughe back of that which, if it were not for the nedosa it will core cown on thicManitoba and NorthWes-
strong constitution of the hon. gentleman, would carry him ten-Portage la Prairie, if it cores south 1V wiIl go on Lh.
off with diphtheria in three weeks. Canadian Pacifie Railway. Are we going Vo bleed the

Mtr. WATSON. Ohene.loanadian Pacifie Railw Vao that extent?

Mr. WOODWORTEI. I bave beau there, snd I kow it. Mr. FheRGUSON (Leed). There ls no reson why ye
There are portions of Portage la Prairie whee thene is good, milwns otrhelph fcainade hna rioi enat there.He aies
fine, hard land, sdthavehnhdoubtehbastpitgedris tentmaa neli sa
there, with the wisdon born of expenience aMd sagacity and helping the farme t by a saving on the freight for 400 miles.

1 heat atheon osithat hinfend for Mtsartignett ha

personal protection; but back of hlm je that elough whene TogetoJecinV h mumn eta trigfo

Rpoperty there, that he MaitobatandNort-Western oes,

te green on the top of the watespeak of lizards d al ad d t ith t ths r Rad
dthings-yes, nd tbey have net got itwit adeprive te people between the two roade of compati-

draiued'yet; tbey cannot geti drainedaud it will requiefrtien b iL uly i almitee the rtfeter ind the mnea
a good deal of provincial money tbepent before it ise th he dth a
dnained. But there ie that bit of good land where good dan Pacifi eRailway, Vto ave an independent outet. They
looking people likte bhou. member etay, and where VtheehoMld b. able te choose on oue side betwee s iCanadian
Manita North-Western goes, sud he wante Vo briug the Pacifie Railway proper, snd the North-Western on the ethen

ra of the North-West lown there and leave Brandon eut side, and ifyn hisie that eity te the N orth-Wetern, the
N drth-Western tb ontrol of the whole of the caryng

temper of thim ParliamenttadaGovhrnmentnIeconhidernth

seamt the tprck before,thod that they will now, fer the pur- trade.
e of giving littie Portage la Prairie, sixty miles west of M.IESSON. I have had t hehon.ref preentirg numer-
innipeg, thi litti. advantage, destroy the hopesuand eue petitione in thifa Bouse, sud I reeived numerom letters

expeotat1ions, sud not fulfl the promises which have beau fron that part of the chuntry ad fronRapld oity ot,
kept at- leset Vo the car, but are uew beiug broken Vo Vthe sud I arn satisfied that noue of the. settiere would b. content
hope, of giving Brandon the.point of. departure. My hon. with the. change that it la now propeeed Vo makeein tdis land
fniend om Marquette (Mn.Watson) knows that hi f own grant. Tii. intention tf te people wae that they mig t
paper, the papeonnhis own side of pohitie, the Brandon Om, have conection wit the main ine, ud th Brando Sight
ho. knows that all dhe papere of tue weet, net leaving eut betii point. Now, I hope the ouse wilo t dpaNt fror
his own paper of Portage la Prairie, have etatec over and that view. The bon. member for Marquette il goertinty
over again that Brandon was destined teb. the great rail- wie in is generation. Aonsidering whne he owns the
way centre of the. Nortb-West. It is contignou te the preperty, sudt.and people that h. lives amongst, thik-e
Souris c OfieldOR sd, if i weae noV thas Medicine Rat le perfectly right, but I trust thei oueaW wnet agre
a lTtle distance beofd, wte millions of tous ofw tal. I g withlhis proposition. The only iticR t ineouse
detined Volb. a manufaturing place, ad ited agicultural bas to consider e the utheyoe af the people tiio
capabiities are usurpabed l otfe Noth-Weet I spoke have petitioned for t i g construction gf tht road
of is location, its sightline, saud ite position, sittig on s sud they have neyer acked t ouse th s ee taemn-

theat canot b oid, sud,e wtespite of thosesatural munication frn Rapid City wo Winnipeg, divesting the
advantages whih thve ben placed thee by the great traderut of its reglar course, sd depnivig her n of ti-
Ârchiteet of the Univers., Vthe bon. gentleman Baye, reverse competition that would be afforded by conneetion with the.
ail thie e little Portage la Prairie, d force, litre forcirg a othor re. I have ne dosbt that f due time conection
root eut of dry ground, forcee fictitiois position on Pont- will b. made wit bRapide ity bythe Maniteba and North-
age la Prairie by riving itbi road. I la themeot Western. I the meantime I am convincedethat tle. Tpeple
lntrous poposition I ever heard. stkaow my hon. slRapid Cy are m ont a nxieus that conneetion theid b.
ried froi tWe oDrWhamWes redy a vo rise. He Ba true au made wit Brandon. Now, as ha been said, Brandon th
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certainly the most promiing city west of Winnipeg. There
is no more beautiful place to locate a city. If we give it a
fair ohance it is sure to become very prosperous in a very
short time. It would be disastrous, and make the people
feel discontented, if the Government should now.alter ail its
previous plans and views in reference to the construction of
this road. I protest against it and hope the Government
will not make the change. Even if the present corporation.
fai[ to carry out their intention and construct that road, or
failed to make their deposit, I cannot see why it should not
be built by some other company, and that within the time
specified by the conditions. I feel that ean be done, and
that it will be done, if this company fails to take up and
complete the work. It will be a mistake and create discon-
tent to alter the whole of the arrangements and make a new
etarting point elsewhere than at Brandon.

Mr. TROW. The change contemplated by the Govern-
ment in my estimation is a proper one. I never could see
why the road should start from Brandon simply because
they had the Manitoba Southern. I have been in Brandon,
probably, as often as my hon. friend, and can speak with
as much knowledge of its wants. I am sorry that hon.
gentlemen on either side of the flouse should decry their
country. I have been in Portage la Prairie, and I consider
it is the garden of that country.

Mr. WOODWORTH. I did not decry the country. I
spoke of a certain slough which the hon. member for Mar-
quette knows.

Mr. TROW. I know parties who have been residing
there for the last twenty years, and I nover heard that
malaria was prevalent. It is true that there is want of
water communication, but there is no green slime, that my
hon. friend pictured out. I am surprised that my hon.
friend who has been in that country frequently, should try,
as he has done, to keep settlers from going into that great
country by making such rash and unguarded statements.

Mr. WOODWORTH. My hon. friond and bis friends
behind him, ever since I have been in Parliament, have
been speaking about the bad land in that country, and
-because I spoke of a single slough near a little town they
think it is a most unpatriotic thing. No doubt, the hu.
member for Marquette has listened to the songs of tho
frogs there day after day and night after night, and he
knows all about the slough, and when I mentioned it, be.
hold the hon. member for South Perth (Mr. Trow) lifts bis
hands in holy horror and says I am decr ying the country,
but this slough is in a place where nobody can live.

Mr. WATSON. No, no.
Mr. WOODWORTH. Of course the people build their

bouses on dry land away from this slough, but it extends
nearly the whole length of the city of Portage la Prairie.
There are two parts of Portage la Prairie, an east and west
end, and the slough extends along the side of it at both
ends. I know that contractors have been ready to build
this road from where the Government stated first by Orders
in Council. I stated in the Committee of.Railways and Canalis
that I knew of railway companies who are ready and
willing to build this road and start from the city of Brandon.
I say they are ready and willing to-night to build this road
and start from Brandon, and that being the fact, I do not,
se why the Government at the last hour should come
forward with this proposition. I am surprised, 1 bad no
intimation of this departure, and I think it in a very great
mistake.

Mr. WIHITE (Cardwell). I am responsible myself for
the drafting of the clause, and I had an impression that we
had the power under this clause to incorporate a company
that would in less than two years, supply that country
with railway facilities. It must be remembered that we

are not giving the railway grants to Brandon. I have
very pleasant recollections of Brandon and its people, and I
wouldnot be willing to do an injury to one or the otheri
but the grant of land is not given to the city of Brandon, it
is for a line running from the district of RCapid City west-
ward, between that point and Battleford. There are no
claims on the part of Brandon, no possible claim, or on the
part of any other place, and the people cannot be di.ap-
pointed if the railway does not happen to go that way. Ther.
is no suggestion that the railway sbould go from any other
place than Brandon, This road ha. been asked by the peo.
ple of the North-West, and they have Dot yet suoceeded ln
obtaining it. We have had a number of statements made
that there were contractors ready to undertake the road ;
but unfortunately the road has Dot yet been undertaken,
except, so far as regards the first fifty miles, where
there was some grading done. Ail we propose is
simply that we shal have alternative powers, so that if we
do not find a company really able to give us the assurance
that they possess the means to carry ont the work, starting
from Brandon westward, we shall not be tied up aid the
people of the North-West deprived for another year of rail.
way facilities, but we shall be able to make arrangements
with other people who are able to supply the country with
these railway facilities. That is the only question. If what
the bon, gentleman said is true-1 bope it is true and I have
no reason or right to doubt it-that there is a company pre.
pared at once to offer the Government satisfactory security
to justify their being incorporated and given the land grant
to build the road on the old line, the chances are ultogether
in favor of such company getting the work, becanse those
are the terms of the charter. But if it should tnrn out
that there ii no sncb company, we simply provide
against a contingency by obtaining the right to in.
corporate another company so as to supply the peo.
ple of the North-West with those railway facilities.
I ought to say with respect to Portage la Prairie, that if the
railway is built fron the north, it will not go from that town,
but about eighty miles west, more likely fron Minnedosa.
Portage la Prairie will not derive any advantage from it.
Brandon will do so, because it will be the point of junction
with the Canadian Pacifie Railway. But this is not a mat.
ter of rivalry between Portage la Prairie and Brandon, but
it is simply a question of gotting a railway built through
that part of the country, and providing those railway faci-
litics which the people have asked for and which Par-
liament has decideu to assist in providing.

Mr. WOODWORTH. Does the hon. Minister deny that
the point of junction would be the same at Portage la
Prairie, where the Minnedosa and North-Western strikes
the Canadian Pacifie Railway, as at Brandon ? The Jone.
tion will be just the same. There can be no doubt that the
through line of the Canadian Pacifie Railway will be reached
at Brandon just the same as at Portage.

Mr. WATSON. I desire to contradict some statement
made by the hon. member fron King's, N. S. (Mr, WooJ-
worth) about the section of country round Portage la
Prairie. Every gentleman who has ever travelled tlrough
the country knows that the statements made by the hon.
member for King's are not true, and that so far as that
section of the country is concerned it is one of the finest
sections, and is admitted to be so, in the whole North-
West.

Section, as amended, agreed to.
Mr. WOODWORTH. Did I understand the hon. Minis-

ter to say that if there is a comrpany ready to build this
roed starting from Brandon it will have that privilege ?

Mr. WHITE (Cardwell). I do not think the hon. gen.
tleman should sk me to answer the question. Parliament
has inoorporated a company to build a railway from Brandon
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tid Rapid City westward. A land grant has been given by
Parliament for the purpose of assisting the enterprise. It
is the wish of Parliament that such a road should be built,
and the Government may fairly be trusted to carry ont
the wishes of Parliament.

Oommittee rose and reported.

Mr. WRITE (Cardwell), moved the third reading of
the Bill.

Mr. BLAKE. The third reading should not be taken
until to-morrow, by which time we shall know whether the
North-West Central Railway Company is really in exist-
ence; and if it is not, some changes in the Bill might
become necessary.

Mr. MITCHELL. It is desirable that we should sec
whother the promoter of the Bill is able to carry out the
arrangements or not. If he is not, I hope the Minister of the
Interior will strike off the name of the company from the
Bill.

1Mr. WHIT& (Cardwell). There is really no necesity
for any amendment in such an event, because under this
Act the charter would lapse.

Mr. MITCHELL. It would be a disgrace to Parliament
to have the naine of that company in the Bill after the
experience we have had.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. At this perid of the
Session I think it is a matter of urgency that the Bill
ehould be read the third time.

Mr, BLAKE. I do not think so. Why did not the Bill
come down at an early period of the Session ? There is even
now considerable business to be done, and thore is no neces-
sity for giving this Bill the third reading to-day, I think
1 shall have to discuss the matter further after six o'clock.

It being Six o'clock, the Speaker left the Chair.

After Reoess.

Mr. WHITE (Cardwell) moved the third reading of the
Bill.

Mr. BLAKE. As I stated before recess, I object to this
as a departure from the proper order of the House, and also
under the special circumstances of the Bill, that is that
circumstances may occur between now and to-morrow which
may make it fitting that the House should deal with the
Bill in a different manner from that in which it is prepared
to deal with it to-night. The question of whether tbe deposit
is made by the railway company, and the local position of the
railway, have to be considered, and there is no reason, there-
fore, why we should press this Bill through at this sitting.
There is also another reason. In lthe committee the hon.
member for Northumberland was engaged in a discussion
of this very question of what would be the proper
doarse which should be taken in case the deposit was
not made, when 1 interposed and pointed out that the
thuid reading should not be taken to-day but co-morrow,
by which time we would be in a position to know
what bad taken place. If it had been the intention of the
Minister to move the third reading to-day, ho should have
inormed us of that intention at that time, and thon
the discussion would have gone on in committee which was
intercepted by me in good faith, with the ides that time
would be saved by postponing until to-morrow a discussion
of that question. i think, under those circumrstances, that
it is not consistent with that good faith and fair play which
should prevail amongst us in such matters that the Minister,
having received the advantage of my tiuggestion in the
eurtailment of the discussion in committee, should after.

Mr. WMrru (Cardwell),

wards deprive us of the opportunity on which he took that
advantage.

Sir RECTOR LANGEVIN. I was in the ouse at the
time the hon. gentleman speaks of, and I did not hear what
the hon. gentleman has just said, though, as he has said it,
I am bound to take his word for it. Even thon, if the hon.
gentleman makes a statement of that kind to another mem-
ber, that is no reason why the House should deprive them-
selves of their right to go on with a measure of this kid,
especially at this time of the Session. Besides that, thehon.
member for Northumberland was in the Hous at that
moment as well as the hon. gentleman opposite, and thore-
fore the hon. member for Northumberland would not eom-
plain, and could not complain, because he had an opportunity
of speaking on the Bill. Besides, the hon. gentleman knows
that, at the request of the hon. gentleman, on his question
when the Government intended to recommend the proroga-
tion of Parlament, the Firet Minister stated that ha hoped.
this Houe would be able to complete the business to-aorrow
night so that we might prorogue on Priday. But if we are
going on to day as we went on yesterday, it will be impos-
sible to do so, and for that the respinsibility must rest on
the hon. gentlemen on the other side, who would not allow
this Bill to have its third reading now. It is a
customary thing at this time of the Session to go
on with the Bills which have already been considered sev-
eral times by the House and to give them their third read.
ing. Bosides, the hon. gentleman knows that this Bill bas
not been considered by the other House, and if me wish to
have this early prorogation, as it seems to be the desire of
hon. gentlemen on both sides, we muet get it through the
Sonate in time for them to consider this measure. If we
delay it until to morrow, we will not know any more about
it, and the Sonate will not be in a condition to consider it
to-morrow. It will have to go on till Friday, and thon we
will not be able to prorogue on Friday. Besides, this mea-
sure being considered this evening, and a debate arising
upon it, the time that we. should employ in diseussing the
Supplementary Estimates will have gone in debating this
measure, which I must say has been perfectly well debated
already. The hon, gentleman said another reason which
should induce us to delay the third reading until tomourrow
is the fact that to-day is the last day on which the
promoters or shareholders of a company, whiih was
incorporated the other day, could make the deposit
under the proviso that if on or before the lst of JTunethey
did not satisfy the Governor General in Council that they
are in a position to build fifty miles of their road within a cer-
tain period, then the Bill would not take effect, no procla-
mation would issue, and we would have the right to incor-
porate another company. Now the right for incorporating
another company is given by the House of Commons, and
i have no doubt will be given by the Senate-that power Io
given to the Government to incorporate a company. What
can be gained by delaying this Bill until to-morrow? What
other provisions can we put in this Bill that w6 had not
put in it. The provisions put in this Bil for thatmxrýpose
are the provisions put in the laws of last Session te he
same effect, and, therefore, I believe theb hon. gentleran
should not delay the business of'the fouse by preveitlng
the Bill being read the third tîie.

Motion agreed to; and Bill read the third time andpassed.

BOUNTY ON PI4 IRON.

Mr. MfoLELAN moved that the House resolve itself inta
Oommittee on the following resolution:-

That it is ex pedient to provide that the bounty of one dollar and
efty centa per ton on pig iron maunfactured in Canada from Oaan
ore, authorised to be graated until the 30Mh day of June, 1886, by the
Act 4&h Victoria, chapter: 14, may continue to be granted by the Gov-
ernor la Counci until e30th day of Juane, 1M uand that a bounty of
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ont doâar per ton ce Iron so manuketured may, in the manaer by
the said Act provide, US granted between the 1st day of July, 1889,
and the 3Otda of June, 182; and thet the proyWona of the Act above
ciued Ïaan aP>47 t. the bounties wWh ithe Qoymnor in omil la
heeml empowered to grn.t.

Kr. BLARIE. Explain.

Mr KotELAN. The obleet of this in to afford enoourm*
ment for the manufacture of pig iron in this country.The
deposits of iron, as hon. gentlemen know, are very numer-
ousand valuable throughout the country, and it requires
some enoouragement to enable parties to undertake the
maafaoture of iron largely in thi country, and render our.
selves to soma extent independent of other nations for the
supply of iron. Three ye&rs ago Parliament adopted the
poliey of givig a bounty by way of encouragement, rather
than inoreasing the duty upon the imported article, for the
reason that the material iron enters so largely into the
manufacture of varions other articles that it was deemed
expodient to give encouragement in this way rather than
by inoreasag the duty.

Mr. BLAKE. Why ?

Mdr. MJfELAN. The decline in the priceof irn abroad
bas operated verv considerable against its manufaeture in
this country by discouraging capitaliste from engaging in ita
manufacture, but at present the opinion is gaining ground
that prlées bave touched bottom and that they will increase
very' soon. Tbere are a number of iron companies which
are.boing established, among them the International Trou
and Smalting Company. Manitoha, which is erecting works
for the smelting of iron in the North-West, and there are
aso severnd eempanies in the esêtern part of the Province
of Ontario. Kr. Htycook cof this city, is at present endeavor.
ing to form a company for the purpose of manufacturing
charoal iren; at Three River, Mr. George MacDougall pro.
ioses to put up a furnaSe, and an effort is being made to
build a blast furnace in Cape Breton. It is believed that
with the encouragement of $1.50 per ton on pig iron pro.
posed in thle resolution, a number of these gentlemen will
be able te carry out their designesand produce pig iron
within the eountry. The hon. member fbr South Huron, I
thlnk, si4kd me to give the quantity that had been manu-
factured during the past year. It was 24,000 tons.

Sir3RICHA RD CARTWRIGBT. Wbere has that been
manufaetured ?

Mr. McLELAN. The greater portion of it has been
manufactured in Nova Scotia.

Sir RICRARD CARTWRIGHT. At what works ?

Mr. McLELAN. At the Acadia Steel Works.

Mr. VAIL. Hear, hear.

Mçr. Mtl3iLAN. I may aay to the hon. gentleman that
that eqmpsey got into difficulties a number of years ago at
the ontet, owing to a manager who was rather extravagant
i ig ideas and ran the company deeply into debt; and it
was qnig hbrough the instrumentality of this bounty that
that comnany has been able to continue in operation at ail,
sud ifl hoped that it will be able to complotely reconstruct
itself.

1fr. ÀVÂL. Why does the hou. gentleman not give a
boun tyon engar tooc? Some of the augar industries have
been in dîff ties.

Mfr. MOLELAN. The hon. gentleman knows that there
is a proteotive duty on sugar.

jr. VAIL Thore je a protective duty on iron.
Molo. agreed to, am House roeolved iteif into Çom-

mitie.

(In the Commitee,)

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. What àa the ezxat
amount of duty on the clam of pig iron on whieà this
bounty is granted ?

Mr. MOLELAN. 82 per ton.
Sir RICHARD CARTWRIG H T. Sn that, for ettIng

24,000 tons of pig iron manufactured we practically Py
$48,000 of duty and $36,000 in bounty, making togeter
ateut 884,000.

Mr. MoLELALN. You get the duty as revenue.
Sir RICHARD CARTWR[G&HT. No, we do not get the

duty; if the article is manufactured here, the hon. gentle
man loses at both ends; so much les iron pays duty. There
ls $48,000 les of duty, sud he pays a bounty beidoetof
$86,000), so that there is $84,000 paid out of the Treasury
for the manufacture of 21,000 tons. As this is an industry
in which the hon. gentleman used to be conoerned, If 1 aa
not mistaken-

Mr. McLELAN. Not in the sense you metion-not tu
the value of a fraction.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. I thought the hon,
gentleman was a stockholder.

Mr. McLELAN. Oh, no.
Sir RICHARD cARTWRIGHT. I would be better

pleased if he was, because then he could tell me more accu.
rately. In the production of that quantity, cau he tell me
what is the value per annrm to each operative employed ?

Mr. MoLELAN. I think twenty-six days' labor are
employed in the manufacture of a ton from the ore to the
rolled bars.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRTGHT. Do T understand the
hon. gentleman to say that each man in this factery only
produces on the average twelve tons of iron per annum?

Mr. MOLELAN. The hon. gentleman must not under.
stand me as saying that the furnacce are run at their fbll
capacity. Tbey are engaged in melting a portion of the
time and also in rolling At al times during the put year
two or one furnace has been idle. They run them alter.
nately.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGRHT; The hoc. gentleman Ia
familiar with the species of industry. I do not ask him to
be preilse within a ton or two; but does he not know him-
self what number of toms are supposed to be produced
annually by each hand in a large establishment, supposed
to be conducted on modern principles ? That in somethiag
we ought to know when we are considering the bounty.

Mr. MoLELAN. The memorandum given to Ve saY
that it requires about twenty-six days' labor fro» the. dI.
ging of the ore to the production of the rolled bars.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. That wold ouly ive
twelve tons per annum, whioh is a very sml predestaan.

Mr. BLAKE. I should like to know from the hon.
gentleman what proportion of the bounty that bas been
paid has been paid to the Acadia steel works In the current
year, sud what to other establishments?

Mr. McLELAN. During the past year there has been
paid to Nova 8eotia, $29,000, and I faney the most of thst
went to the Acadia Steel Works, sud $7,000 has been pak
in other parts of the Dominion. Tht is for theS crrent
year, to the 1st of June, 1886. The total amount paid as
bounty on le production of pig iron in the Dominion was,
88680.89.

Mr. BLAKL The whole ofthat $29,000 praotically went
to theAcadia Steel Works.
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Mr. McLELAN. I thirk so practically. At Pictou
there were sme fe w tons manufactured.

Mr. BLAKE. In the other parts of the Dominior, does
one establishment take the bulk ?

Mr. MoLELAN. The memorandum sent me by the
Customs Department does not separate it.

*Mr. BLAKE. Perbaps at a later stage of the proceed.
ings the hon. gentleman would nive ns the division of hat.
For 1885 I think the amount of the bounty was $3651.91.
Could the hon. gentleman say how that is divided-how
much the Acadia Steel Works got ?

Mr. MoLELAN. I think they had about the same pro.
portion.

Mr. BLAKE. And for the year 1884, the firat year, the
amount of the bounty was 844,0b9.91. What proportion
had they that year ?

Mr. MoLELA.N. The years run about the sanie propor-
tion all through for the1 hree years in which it has been in
operation.

Mr. BLAKE. Thon the production altogether, and the
roduction of the A cadia Steel Works in particular, bas
een diminished, and is lnot increasing ?
Mr. MoLELAN. In the last year, and in the previous

year, the production was nearly the same, but not so much
a$ in the year belore, because the company became involved
and went into liquidation a few years ago. I think the
production bas fallen from forty.four to twenty or thirty
during the last two years.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. How many men are
employed there for all purposes ?

Mr. M4cLE LAN. Piom 500 to 700, in the manufacture of
bar iron and car wheels and other works.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. I believe they manu.
facture very good car wheels, but they manufacture a good
many other articles besides iron. The bulk of this bounty
was paid-20,000 tons apparently wero provided, so that
there is some extraordinary discrepancy between the
estimate the bon. gentleman made just now, that twenty-
six days of labor were rcquired to produce one ton of iron
and the actual result.

Mr. MoLELAN. The men may be employed in other
work.

Sir RICH ARD CARTWR[GHT. Thon they would not
use twenty-six days for the production of a ton of iron.

Mr. MoLE LAN. The men employed in the manufacture
and transportation of the ore to the furnace and in the work
of smelting, consume about twenty-six and three-quarters
days' labor per ton altogether. Then, in the manufacture
of car wheels and other work, other men are employed,
about from 500 to 700 men altogether being employed.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. You say twenty-six
and three-quarter days are employed to produce a ton of
iron ?

Mr. MoLELAN. That is what they give.
Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. At the usual rate of

wages at such manufactories, the process would prove a
very expensive one.

Mr. CHARLTON. The hon. Minister refers to rolled
iron.

Mr. MoLELAN. Yes.
Mr. CHARLTON. What is the cost in labor of produc-

ing a ton of pig iron ? It would be satisfactory to know,
so that we might compare results in Nova Scotia with re-
sulte in the establishments on the Clyde and other places.

Mir. McLza&us.

Mr. McLEL AN. I have not got a statement of that.

Mr. BLAKE. I suppose the statement the hon. gentle-
ruan is not able to find at the moment ,i one that runs out
the details, and gives the labor in getting at Vte ore, in
transport and converston into.pig or rolled iroui or bar iren.

Mr MOLELAN. I have a statement of that, kind, but
cannot lay my bands on it at present.

Mr. BLAKE. Te hon. gentleman may be able to findit
before the final passing of the xneasure. It is unfortunate
he bas not got it now. I recollect when thi bounty .-was
proposed, glowing statements were- made aesto he Irgely
increased production that would result fro i. Athat the
bon. gentleman is now able to point to as sec-mplhehd is
apparently that the Londonderry Wofks have beuokept
open by it and were not forced t, shut down. I understand
they have been run by liquidators in the interests of the
creditors.

Mr. MoLELAN. Tes; but it is believà that in the
present season a new company will be formed. Agentleman
from G!apgow is now in the country negotiating to form a
company to take over te works and liabilitietiandtirnbh
the necessary capital.

Mr. BLAKE. HRave anynewworks been a«tuallyitarted
since this bounty was establisbed?

Mr. McLELAN. . armmt able. to ay that any havebeen
established, The great decline in the pries of imon bas pro-
vented capitalists from .going into that business.

Mr. BLA KE. I an sensibiy aware of the minsfortune
which this country bas experienced through the docline im
the price of iron. i hope it will rise soon. May it become
dearer, and then we can get on. The hon. gentleman hes
said that, inasmuch as iron is a raw material for many
manufactures, it was thought expedient to afford this far.
ther encouragement by a bounty instead of by a-duty.
Why ?

Mr. MaLELAN. We have been in most cae, wherever
practicable, admitting the raw material free of duty, The
bon. gentleman will see by the trade returns that a very
large proportion of n- imports for the purpose of ma U-
facturiLg are now admitted free of duty. Cottou, for
instance, and other articles that are worked into diffrent
manufactures are admitted free.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRTGHT. With the exception of
the article of tea. We do not importuanytfhing'for the cob-
sumer, but everything for the manufacturer.

Mr. McLELAN. Who- Is thereby enabled ptopoduce
the manufactured article-at that niuch less.

Sir RICHARD CA.RTWRIGHT. Bat hû doesiot give
us the benefit.

Mr. BLAKE. Will the hon. gentleman state whyLt was
considered preferable tonouurage this by a boun y iflead
by a duty ?

Mr. McLELAN. On the same principle diatë we bave
admitted various other goods free -fdty or- at w duty,
that enter into the manufacture of he yarious arm 4a
require.

Mr. BLAKE. It is then because the duty ineeme the
price to the consumer?

Mr. MoLELAN. Itmay increase ne ris tothsnama-
facturer.

Mr. BLAKE. To which ? The ranuiacturéföf iron?
Then it is because it was thonght expedient that, instead of
increasing the cost to the manu*acturer, whicli must ircrease
the cost to the ultimate consumer, we should pay out of the
general taxes a portion of the increased cost.
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Mr. MoLBLAN. There might be a temporary increase

of price, but if the hon. gentleman had given study te this
question, he would know that in the United States.-

Mr. BLAXE. Hear hear.
Mr. MoLELAN-where there bas been a very high

duty on iron to encourage home manufacture, the price bas
now become very low. There was a time when the duty
did increase the price, but prices there now are lower than
here.

Mr. BLAKI. T he hon. gentleman has told ne in tones
lugubrious, as consorted with the character of the announce-
ment, of the unfortunate low price of pig iron for some
time. What éa the average price of pig iron, analogous to
that made in the Acadia Steel Works, in Scotland and
elsewhere ?

Mr. MoLELAN. I do not know that I can give the
prices exactly as they have gone down, but as a fact they
are lower, and that decline bas prevented capitalists from
going into the manufacture of iron. All iron is consider-
ably lower in price than it was three years ago.

Mr. BLAKE. What is the price of pig iron now ?
Mr. McLELAN. I will get the quotations and send them

to the hon. gentleman.
Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. 1 observe lat year a

curious illustration of the great benefits of protection to the
United States; and I can possibly refresh the hon. the
Finance Minister's memory. A certain class of iron which
was required to be laid down at Galveston, in Texas, was
offered te be furnished by the English houses at $21 per
ton delivered there. The American works were able to
supply it at $39 per ton. There was just a difference of $18
per ton between the price the American works were able to
supply it for, and the English works; and the English
manufacturers were able, after paying the duty of $17 or
$18 per ton, to get the contract. That is the result of the
great fail in classes of iron extensively ueed in the United
States, and they have had a protection for 100 years.

Mr. McLELAN. A ton of pig iron represents 10¾ days'
labor per man. The conversion of the necessary quantity
of pig iron into bar iron represente 16·67 daye' labor,
making together 27 days' labor.

Mr. BLAKE. But there is an extra duty on bar, I
think.

Mr. McLELAN. Bar iron is 17J.
Mr. BLAKE. I have net lately looked at the relative

prices of American and Scotch and English pig, but the
last time I did so, which was not long after this duty was
imposed, I found that they ran very close upon the prices
of the English or Scotch pig, duty and freight being added,
that there was just a narrow margin between the two. I
do net remember what changes have been made in the
A inerican tarif lately, but at that time I believe the duty
on pigwas 7, and the cost of the American pig of the
same grade was just that much more than the cost Of the
Scotch or English pig, and some grades of Scotch and
English pig were being imported into the States, notwith-
standing the duty. At that time aise, I ran over the results,
for several months, of the importe into Montreal and some
other Canadian porta, and I found that the prices in the
principal markets of sale in Canada for pig were equivalent
to the prices of those commodities on the other side, adding
freight and duty.

Mr. CHARLTON. It would seem from the statement
made by the Minister, that 10¾ days are required te produce
a ton of pig iron, that the facilities of producing pig iron
at this point are exceptionally good. If my memory serves
me, that is as small an amount of manual labor, gr a trifle

:1

smaller, than is required upon the Olyde, in Scotland, and I
do not think there is any point In the United States where
pig iron is produced. at a less coSt or number of days per
ton than 10¾ days. I should infer from this that the
facilities at this point are exceptionally . The Min-
ister referred to the beneficial effects prouced by protec-
tion in the United States, from the fact that that country now
produces iron at a very low rate. We muet bear in mind
that the taxes paid by the consumers of iron in the United
States for the past twenty-five or thirty years have
amounted to an enormous sum in the aggregate, and that
the reduction in the price of iron in that country in late
years has been due to over-stimulation followed by over-
production. There is over 8100,000,000 invested in useless
plant in the United States, in blast furnaces that are stand-
ing idle, and have been standing idle for years, and, if we
take the interest at 6 per cent. on that amount, it makes
an annual waste of 86,000,000, and add that to the
other outgoes under a protective system, I think we
will arrive at the conclusion that the nation is paying
a pretty large price for its iron, even if of late years
it has been offered at tolerably low prices. The iron
ir.dustry of the United States is unable to stand In the open
markets of the world, with the iron industries of England
or Belgium, and it has been found necessary to protect
it by duties. The fact that it is lower in price than in
former years does not prove that the iron industry of the
United States is on a more healtby footing than it was
when there were no duties at all. Before the excessive
protective duties were imposed, the iron industry in the
United States made substantial, healthy progres. When
those duties were imposed, there was a rapid, and abnormal
progress, the profits were very great, andthat was followed
by over-production, stagnation, and the sinking of this
immense amount of capital. It strikes me that, with an
ability to prcduce pig iron by ten and three-quarter days'
work a ton, we ought to have an industry that should be
able to stand alone. I doubt if there is any place in the
world where it eau b produced with les manual labor.

Mr. CASEY. This bounty of course will coet the country
something, but I do not know but that the investment may
in one sense be looked upon with some degree of pleasure
by that portion of the public who have believed with us all
along that the National Policy was a humbug, because, in
connection with this bounty, we are placing on record, by
the solenu action of this House, a confession that the Na-
tional Policy has been an utter failure and a humbug, so
far as the iron trade is concerned, at all events. It is almost
worth what it cSt, or the amount of the bounty, to have
this solemn confession put on the Statute-book by the
authors of the National Policy themselves. W. were told
that, when the National Policy would come into force, iron
smelting would be greatly developed all over the country.
The ridiculous failure that has fellowed need not be expatiated
upon. I understood the Minister to say that thore is only
one smelting works at present in operation, though two
others are projected. That is the result of the National
Policy for all these years. Before the National Policy, we
had several smelting works in operation. Now there is
only one, in the Minister's own Province, and that one is in
sucb a glorions and magnificent state of prosperity that the
Minister, who comes from that Province and knows the
affairs of that company, tells the House that they are una-
ble to manufacture pig iron at a profit without assistance.
He i afraid to give them that assistance by a further in-
crese of duty, because he confesses that it would increase
the price to the consumer of pig iron, and, although a
general increase of prices may have seemed desirable in
1878, he knows that the public will not put up with it just
now. He cannot give the assistance in that form, so he
must give it in another form, and he gives it in the form of
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a bounty. In other words, the glorious National Policy
lias so prospered this industry in his own Province that
they cannot manufacture with any profit, that he cannot
give them that profit in the shape of a duty for fear of un-
popularity, and that the public must pay the manufacturers
the profit in order to enable them to continue to manu-
facture.

Mr. BLAKE. The pi actical result of this, as it affects
the Acadia Steel Works, appears to be that they are to
receive in bounty $30,000 a year upon their present produc-
tion, and are to receive, under the benefit of the other
branch of their favor, their protection, $4(),000 a year by
means of the enhanced price caused by the duties. Thus
we are giving them in the shape of a direct bounty out of
our taxes a sum equivalent to the interest at 4 per cent. on
three quarters of a million of capital, and we are giving
them in protection a sum equivalent to the interest on one
million of capital, or we are giving them altogether in duty
and bounty an amount equal to the interest at 4 per cent.
on one million and three-quarters of capital. I am glad to
hear that, with these provisions, they are actually able to
get along in the hands of the liquidators.

Mr. HESSON. It is clear that the consumers are getting
iron at a much lower rate than ever, and they are- getting
a superior quality of steel. The works we have are not
sufficient to produce the quantity the country requires,
and we are still importing, and those who are investing
their money in that no doubt are not more successful than
many others who have tried to develop the industries of the
country. I wish to inform the bon. gentleman who has
just taken his seat, that good steel rails can be laid down
in this country now at $21 a gross ton, less than one cent
per pound.

Mr. MILLS. Whore are they made ?

Mr. HESSON. In England. Does it follow, then, that
we must allow industries that are being established here in
order to give employment to our people, to be crushed out
because the people have put their money in them ? I say
that the consumers are getting cheaper iron and steel to-day
ihan they were in the days of the hon. gentlemen opposite.

Mr. MILLS. The hon. gentleman tells us that everything
is cheaper in consequence of the National Policy, and the
Minister of Finance tells us that in consequence of things
being so chea it is nocessary to give a bounty to these manu-
facturers. Now, if the hon. gentleman is right, why don't
he have the duties taken off so that the prices will come up ?
The hon. gentleman assures the House that the effect of
these protective duties has been to bring the prices down,
and the reason these people cannot manufacture here is
because the rices have gone down. If the hon. gentleman
is right, all e has to do is to have the duties taken off and
thon prices will go up and we will not have to pay $40,000
out of the Treasury to sustain a bankrupt industry. I would
like to ask the Minmster to explain how it is that he proposes
to pay one industry a bounty while he imposes an Excise
duty upon another industry, the manufacture of coal oil.
Let the hon. gentleman explain why one portion of the
community should be taxed upon their productions, and an-
other portion should be paid out of the produce of our
revenue.

Mr. MITCHELL. I am not one of those who sympathise
with tho hon. gentlemen opposite who condemn the National
Policy. At the same time there is a juste milieu to be
followed, and there is such a thing as running it into the
ground, as was doue ia the coal duties and flour duties.
Now, while I am in favor of giving protection to our indus-,
tries, I am in favor of giving it only to those that eau ho
prosecuted with a reasonable prospect of profit. That is
where I draw the line in relation to the National Policy.

Mr. Cuir.

I am not in favor of taxing the people ail over the country
in order that a few coal mines in Nova Scotia may be kept
alive. I am not in favor of taxing the people on their bread
in order that the farmers of western Ontario, or Manitoba,
or wherever else they produce a surplus, shall have a
profit on their wheat at the expense of the people
in other sections of the country who are purchasers
and consumers. Therefore, while I disapprove of the
deprecatory remarks of the principle of the National Policy,
I must say that there is a great deal to be said, and a great
deal of fault to be found with the National Policy from my
standpoint. Now, Sir, we are running the National Policy
into the ground in another respect, iu the shape of protec-
tion upon pig iron. What is going to be the effect of this?
We already have a duty upon pig iron imported into the
country. Every worker in iron throughout this Dominion,
every blacksmith, every foundryman, every farmer who
uses a plough, every man who uses a waggon, every lumber-
man who requires his sleds to be shod, every person who
uses iron in any shape, is already contributing largely to
the enforcement of the National Policy by the import duty
which is imposed upon iron and steel. But while that is
the case, the Government seem not to be satisfied, and now
they actually propose to impose additional duty upon this
article of common use. I will take again an illustration
from my own county. What is going to be the effect
of this policy upon the ounty of Northumberland ?
The effect will be that, in addition to all the duty
that every blacksmith and consumer of iron through-
out the county has to pay upon iron, there
will be an additional charge upon him for his share of the
revenue from which is taken this bounty to protect and
support an industry which cannot be sustained under
existing circumstances. Sir, if I could see a prospect that
in a year or two, or in five years, this iron industry would
become self-sustaining, with a reasonable protection, such
as to warrant the belief that there was a prospect ahead of
us, with what we know of the prices of iron in Europe, and
in view of the efforts that have been made in America to
cultivate that industry, I[would go in and support a moder-
ate duty, although I am not in favor of bounty, I would in
some shape ondeavor to cncourage that industry, but I sec
nothing but failure in a policy of this kind. We know that
the price of iron for the last ton years has been steadily
going down until to-day we can land iron and steel rails,
with freight and charges, on the wharf at Montreal for
something like $21 a ton. Now, Sir, what prospect is there
of our establishing the iron industry of this country on such
a basis that it can compete against old established industries
which enjoy cheap labor, and with the facilities for pro-
duction which exist in Scotland and England, and which
exist in Belgium ? I believe we are taking a false step
in encouraging a bounty upen the product and manufacture
of iron in this country. T y hon. friend the Finance Min-
ister is not satisfied with imposing a duty upon the coal
which is produced in his Province, and making the other
Provinces like my own pay for the production of an indus-
try that seems not to be self-sustaining without it, but he
now asks us to put a duty upon iron which is produced in
his Province also. What will come next? I suppose the
silver and the gold mines that are just barelv paying work-
ing expenses, will have a bounty put on ther next, in order
to encourage the gold and silver mining industries of the
country. Sir, I think we have carried this thing far enough.
The charges upon our people, and the revenue we require to
rise to meet our increasing liabilities, require that, in addi-
tion to the economy it is necessary to practice in order to
maintain our credit, we should not take the false step of
encouraging industries that cannot be sustained under any
reasonable protection ; such being the case with the iron
industry in this country, I feel bound to vote against this
resolution.
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Mr. PAINT. This industry we are now asked to protect

has cost some $3,000,000, and I believe that if we continue
to foster it, we will by-and-bye build our iron ships in this
country.

Resolution reported.

WAYS AND MEANS-CONCURRENCE.

House proceeded to consider resolutions reported from
Committee of Ways and Means.

On item 1, oilcloth.
Mr. McLELAN. At the present time the duty on oil

cloth is 30 per cent. It is found difficult to collect this on
account of constant undervaluations, and the duty does not
protect the manufacturers. This is not an increase in the
duty, but it is to provent undervaluation.

Mr. BLAKE. The proposed duty is 10 per cent and 5
cents per square yard. Socollecting 5 cents per square
yard will be equalto a duty of 20 per cent. ad valorem. Tbe
specific duty is, therefore, on this caloulation, two-thirds of
the whole duty,

Mr. MOLELAN. The tendency of this change will be to
prevent undervaluation.

Mr. BLAKE. And also to prevent the importation of
the cheapest classes of goods.

Mr. McLELAN. It will prevent the very oheapest
classes-at all events it will have that tendency. It will
give more protection upon the lowpriced goods than upon
the average classes.

Mr. BLAKE. Will the hon, gentleman state what the
variations in prices are; what is the lowest price of the
imported article and what is the highest ?

Mr. McLELAN. No, I cannot give the variations of
prices.

Mr. BLAKE. A specifin duty which amounts to 20
per cent. may be a very serious drawb.ack to the importing
of the low grade, and therefore give a higher protection to
the manufacturers of the lower grades.

On item 3, straw board.
Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGIT. What is this supposed

.to represent on straw board ?
Mr. McLELAN. That is on the average value of the

article imported; 20 per cent. is the present duty.
Mr. BLAKE. Why is the change made?
Mr. Mc LELAN. It is believed that it is undervalued for

purposes of duty. For years the value has been running
from $40 to $50 a ton, and latterly lots have been invoiced
at apparently below their real value. The specifie duty is
about equal to an average price of $40 a ton.

Mr. BLAKE. I suppose the manufacturers here have
represented that it was undervalued for importation.

Mr. MoLELAN. No, the appraisers have done so; and
on many occasions they have increased the valuations for
duty. Three years ago the value was $60 a ton. The
avtrage value is now $40.

Mr. BLAKE. Then a progressive decline has been going
on ?

Mr. McLELAN. Yes ; during the last three years it has
declined from $60 to $50 and.$40.

Mr. BLAKE. I suppose the imposition of this specific
du y is to arrest the decline as far as possible, and tbis is
beng done wo as to preveut our having the benet of grOater
Qoapl)ess,

On item 4, earthenware, &c.
Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. This means a very

considerable increase in the coarser articles of earthenware
and stoneware. It may be, and very likely is the ease, that
there is no special increase on the medium articles, and per-
haps a slight diminution on the best class; but on the
inferior articles, those which come into common use, there
is a decided increase.

Mr. MoLELAN. On manufactured earthen ware of aIl
kinds there is a certain proportion which comes from the
factory imperfect, and those goods are known as seconds
and thirds. These goods are sont in largely from the
United States from factories near the frontier, and they
interfore iargely with the logitimate manuatuturers of goods
on this side. A number of man.ufactories have been started
in this country, which are turning out the botter kind of
ware at very reasonable prices; but the seconds and thirds
from the Americani factories are sont acrosa here and sold
at nominal prices, and tend to injure our manufacturers.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. This is going to be a
very hoavy impost on the coarser article, almost amount-
ing to prohibition in some cases.

Mr. BLAKE. Wo know that seconds and thirds are also
turned out by our Canadian manufacturers. The real object
of this change is that our manufacturers lnay obtain a
higher price for thoir common goods, that is the practical
result of it. Would the hon. gentleman tell us what would
2 cents per gallon be on the prices of seconds and thirds as
they sellf in Canada.

M,,. McLELAN. The value of tho seconds and thi.ds
would be from 5 to 6 cents and the botter class would
be about 7 cents.

Mr. BLAK. Sý> that at 5 cents, the rate of duty
would be 4() por ent.-a protection of 40 pur cent. to
the Canadian manufacturer of seconds and thirds which the
poorer classes buy as against 3) por cent. on the dearer
cass. Thon it is also to be ronemmerod that with roference
to these cheap and bulky goods the cost of packing and the
transport very largely enhanco the cost.

On itom 5, rubber belting, &c.
Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGIT. What does the difL

ference amounit to on this rubber belting, hose, packinge
mats and mattings.

Mr. McL ELAN. The appraisers b5lieve that this will not
increase the price on the medium clase. They report to
the Customs Departmont that these goods have been greatly
undervalued, and this change is to avoid frauda in the
revenue.

Mr. BLAKE. That may be so, but is it not the faot that
for at least two years the manufacturera have been asking
him to make those changes.

MIr. McLELA-N. I do not know that they have.
Mr. BL AKE. Now, application was made to the Govern-

ment last year. I was communicated with during last
Session on the apprehoension that it might come forw4rd,
and the fact was made public that applications were boing
made. The correspondence I have received indicates that
it is not only the suggestion of the appraisers, but it is also
the suggestion of the manufacturers, that has induoed this
change.

On item 6, carriage hardware.
Mr. McLELAN. That is to make the duty on carriage

hardware uniform Parts of carriages are now charged 35
per cent., but at some ports these parts are entered as hard-
ware at 30 per cent., and it is named as oarriage hardware
in order to make the duty uaiform,
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Mr. BLAKE. Why should carriage hardware be charged

35 per cent., and other hardware 30 per cent.?
On item 7, soap, perfumed and toilet.
Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. This increases the duty

apparently ?
Mr. McLELAN. The memorandum given to me by the

Castoms Department states that this will remove serions
difficulties arising ont of the undervaluation of goods,
which it is almost impossible to check on the preeent tarif
of 30 per cent.

Mr. BLAKE. What will be the result of this?
Mr. MoLELAN. The result will be about the same duty.
Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. I would just call the

attention of the hon. Minister and of the House to one tact,
which does not apply, perhaps, s much to the article of
soâqa'to other goode. We allknow that the whole tendency
of modern improvement in manufactures is to reduce largely
and progremsively the cost of the manufactured goods, and
therefore the substitution of specifie for ad valorem duty is
nothing more than a large increase.

Mr. SHANLY. A correspondent writes to me that some
of the materials used in the manufacture of soap are
imported at high duties, like 30 and 35 per cent., so that
the change made in this is simply a countervailing advantage
to the manufacturer, to put him on a fair footing.

Mr. BLAKE. I would appeal to my hon. friend whether
he does not think it unkind in the Government to place any
diffliulty in the way of their friends and followers to keep
their hands clean.

Mr. BOWELL. It might be, if a coarser quality of soap
were used on the tongues of gentlemen who are accusing
others. It would be just as well for them to clean their
own tongues and their own hands before they throw so
much dirt at others. A very careful calculation was
entered into when this change was made. The American
duty at present is 15 cents per lb. The result of an inves-
tigation of no less than ninety-five different brande of toilet
soap is the adoption of the duty of 10 cents per ILb. and 10
per cent. Had we adopted the American system exclu.
sively, we should have been placing a very heavy duty upon
the cheaper kiùds of soap. We thought it more equitable
and equally protective for the manufacturers to adopt the
mixed rate upon the particular kinde of soap now manu-
factured in this country, which will be about equal to 30
per cent. On the higher grades it will be less than 30 per
cent.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. But the hon. gentleman
does not dispute muy statement that in the case of manufac-
tured goods in which improvements are likely to take place,
the specific duty tende oonstantly to grow into a very much
larger ad valorem duty.

Mr. BOWELL. Not unless the article falle in value,
Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. It does not apply so

much to this article, because the raw material, which ils
produced in the country, forma a large proportion of the
value of the article. But I speak generally with respect te
this system. When the goods are sold more cheaply than
they are to-day, this specifie tax will become a very much
heavier relative tax.

Mr. MCLELAN. If it is found that there is a decline in
value, the specifie rate may be lowered as in other cases.

On item 8, union collar cloth paper.
Mr. MoLEL&AN. This is a duty of 5 per cent. on unfi-

nished union collar cloth paper, intended to give the Can
dian manufacturers the work of finishing the cloth.

Mr. MoILaMA.

Mr. BLAKE. This is a reduction, I suppose ?
Mr. MaLELAN. Yes, a reduction on the unfinished

article. The duty of the finished article is but a little
higher.

Mr. BLAKE. What is the present rate?
Mr. BOWELL. Under the old tariff the duty on both

kinds of union collar eloth paper was 5 per cent, Since the
adoption of that tarif our paper makers have been glossing
and finishing it in rolle and 1sheets. While we allow the
union collar cloth to remain at the old 5 par cent. duty,
we place the finished article on the 20 per cent. list.

Mr. BLAKE. The mille are ab to produce th* finished
cloth under the present tariff -and they are actusly
producing it. Why increase the duty ?

Mr. BOWELL. If they were producing it, we ehould
not have changed the. tariff. They have placed in their
mille machinery for the glossing and fiaishing of this paper,
and they are now doing it.

Mr. BLAKE. If they are doing that, why put the duty
on the finished article except to raise the price for the
public ?

Mr. BOWELL. That is not our experience, nor the
experience of the country.

Mr. BLAKH. Under this plan is it supposed that the
paper not finished or glowsed shall be imported. and finished
and glossed in the country, or that the paper will be
produoed in the country ?

Mr. BOWELL. The present supposition is that large
quantities will be imported at 5 per cent., and finished and
glossed in this country.

Mr. BLAKE. The article will be imported at ô per cent.,
and then they will get 15 per cent proteetion for simply
putting it through the roils, glossing and finishing it.

On item 10, paper hangings, &c.
Mr. MoLELAN. I would ask to amend this resolution

by adding the words "eighteen inches wide " after the
word "per roll of eight yards." That is the length and
width of paper upon which all the undervaluations are
found. With regard to the other widths, twenty-one inches,
nine and twelve yards, &c., there is no ground for complaint
as to undervaluation ; but this description of paper is often
sold in job lots at one.fourth of the ordinary market value.

Mr. BLAKE. These, I suppose, are the cheap goods ?
Mr. MoLELAN. No, they are not,
Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. They are the goods

that are sold cheaply ?
Mr. McLELAN. No; they are the better class ofgoods

that are not produced in -the country at less than from 6
cents to 10 cents per roll, but very often the manufacturer
will have 500 or 600 rolls of different kinds on hand, which
he will selî in job lots, much lower than tihe una"price, and
they are entered at the Customs at the reduoedprie. Thor
is a description of paper, twenty-one inches wide maifm-
tured in England, which 1e sold at the low price of 1 to
2d. Of this, there ia no complaintut andervaluation. Inthe
United States, there is no paper maufaôt«red below 5, 6
and 7 cents per rol, and in England, at LiUes, the maanufac-
turersiave odd lotsof that 6 to 8cents paper, which they
ellaooraatimes as low as 2centa; It isomneet that, Iwi
to insert the words " eighteen ciches in widtk."

Mr. BLAK& It it to prevent the Chroni eourreaoe of
lots of heap paper of thie clams cning toh ooeçuntry.

Mr. McLiEIAN. There is cheaper paper both manufh.
tured In the country and imported, but this is to prevent a
higher clams of paper being entered under value, and the
importer paying duty on that under value.
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Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. My hon. friend will

fmd I am correct. It is not to prevent cheap goode being
introduced, but goods of higher cims at cheap rates.

Mr. BLAKE. The hon. Minister has misunderstood me
on several occasions. When I speakof cheap goode, I do
mot mean inferior goods, but goode of very good value for
the money. We are subject to the misfortune frequently of
having very good paper brought in cheaply, which is a
great miafortune and it is quite right to prevent it.

On item 11, feit.
Mr. McLELAN. This is te make the duty uniform. Felt

je charged 7 ents a lb. and 20 per cent., and 15 cents and
10 per cent, and is also let in free, according to the purpose
for which it is imported. This resolution is to charge it a
uniform duty of 17J per cent.

Mr. BLAKE.. Why does the hon. gentleman not make
it aniformly down inatead of-putting it at 17J per cent ?

Mr. McLELAN. This is a medium rate.
Mr. BL AKE. What is the reason the delightful combi.

nation of specific and ad valorem has been abandoned in this
case, that combination which has such charma for the
hon. gentleman.

Mr. BOWELL. It is applied in a great many cases, but
it ie not necessary to enforce it in every one. The reason
for making this change is the fact that there is one class of
goods which could only be rated at 20 per cent. when im-
ported for certain classes of manufactures, and when im.n
ported for another class it is charged 15 per cent., when
imported for ordinary trade purposes it is charged at
7à cents and 10 per cent. Importations were made
for specific purposes, Say for boot makers or glove
makers, and thon the felt was plaeed in the market
and sold for other purposes. The mernhants repre-
sented that this was placing them in an uncom-
fortable position, and it would be botter for the
trade generally to make a uniform rate. By that means,
the manufacturer will pay 171 per cent. and buy the goods
from the morchant instead of having to import them. it
will do away with the fraud of entering for one purpose and
selling for another.

Mr. BLAKE. In more than one case I have expressed
my approval of changes in the tarif, and in this case, as
the duty stood, it was a frightful temptation to fraud; but
the question Iput is, why is the principle of combination of
specifl and ad valorem duties, which the Government appear
te be adopting more widely every year, and which already
existod in this case, departed from ?

Mr. liOLELAN. Felt often comes in a bale with other
goods, and we have to open the bale and ascertain the
weight, so as to charge a specific duty; and it in simply to
do away with that difficulty we make the duty ad valorem.

On item 12, stereotypes and electrotypea'
Mr. McLELAN. I want to add after the word "metal"

the words " and not elsewhere specified."
Mr. BOW1L. Stereotypes and electrotypes for standard

books ar now 10 per cent. ad valorem, and stereotypes and
electrotypes for commercial blanks and advertisemente, 20
per cent. ad valorem. This item is put in to prevent a diffi-

cutywhich bas arisen iu regard t httu a h
patent newspaper oolum», 'which li being imported from
the United 8tates. ThesO coluImna are stereotyped out
upon late, und sent back again, Great difficulty as been9
found in erriving at a correct value, and it is thought botterf
to make àpeific dut y of 5 cents per pound for this parti.
cular kind of plate whichisused in newspapers for serial
stories sud that clams of literature. At present, it might be
ruled at 20 per cent. Some of our coilectors have thouglit

it would come within these two items, and, after full consi.
deration as to its value, and arriving at as equitable a duty
as possible, we propose this, which ls about equsl to 20 per
cent.

Mr. BLAKE. So it is to cost 20 per cent., while the
other clas specified will cost 10 per cent.

Mr. BOWELL. One class fbr standard books is 10 per
cent., and that for advertisements is 20 per cent. This le a
new item.

Mr. BLAKE. To cover the serial stories ?
Mr. BOWELL. Yes.
Mr. BLAKE. So it pute them at a disadvantage as

compared with standard books by a double duty.
Mr. BOWELL. Yes.
Mr. BLAKE. That is a stroke at the hon, gentleman's

old compatriot, the newspaper publishers.
Mr. BOWELL. But itis in the interest of the printer

who sets the type, the labor of the compositor in this coun-
try.

Mr. BLAKE. What about the standard books?
Mr. BOWELL. They are not printed here to any ex.

tent.
On item 13, scythes.
Mr. MoLELAN. The present duty is 35 per cent., but

scythes are imported and entered at flctitioui values, as is
found by the Oustom house officers, and the duty will not
put an increase on the proper value of good articles.

Sir RICELARD CARTWRIGIIT. Howdoes the hon. gen-
tleman propose to ascertain, to use hie own words, the pro.
per value of a good article? Surely that is liable to alter all
the time, as improvements in manufacture are made.

Mr. MoLELAN. I think it is found now that what is
called a good article of scythe that a man should use-and
it is only the best that a man should use-is worth 89 or
810.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. Yes, to-day, but what
may it be a year hence ?

Mr. MoLELAN. They were more than that forirerly.
Mr. BOWELL. There is a manufacturer irom Oshawa

behind the hon. gentleman who says we have lowered the
duty on scythes, so that it is not so great a protection to
the manufacturer as the old duty. The great difficulty was
this: In the United States they recoive a drawback of
$1.50 to $2 a dozen on scythes which they send to this
country, and the groat difficulty in ascertaining the exact
values has arisen from that fact. A specifle duty will pre-
vent that.

On item 14, wire ocvered with cotton, &c.
Mr. MoLELAN. This is to make uniform all classes.

At present wire covered with silk would be 30 per cent.,
and covered with cotton, 20 per cent., and it is proposed to
put it ail at 25 per cent.

On item 16, steve bolta and nuts, &c.
Mr. MoLELAN. Wood screws are now 35 per cent.

Stove bolte are very similar in their manufacture, and it is
proposed to put them at the same rate of duty.

Mr. BLAKE. What are stove bolta and nuts at present ?
Mr. MoLELAN. We are making nuts and bolta part

specific and part ad valorem, taking out only stove bolts and
emall bolts.

Mr. BLAKE. What is the equivalent of the present duty?
Mr. MoLELAN. The present duty is 25 per oent,
Mr. BLAKE. So it la an inores of 10 pr ent ?
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Mr. MoLELAN. It is 25 per cent. on all bolts, large

and small, and this is putting these at the same rate
as wood screws, and making the others part specific. We
have by another resolution put them part specific and part
ad valorem.

Mr. BLAKE. I do not find any other resolution.
Mr. MOLELAN. It was passed previously.
Mr. BLAKE. Why should it be that some portions of

the bolta and nuts should be specifie and ad valorem, and at
one rate of duty equivalent to about 25 per cent., as the
Minister thinks, and these should be raised to 35 per cent. ?

Mr. McLELAN. There is a great deal more labor in one
description than in the other. In one, it is very littie more
than the iron, there is very little labor required to convert
it into a bolt or nut, but in a pound of stove bolts or of
bolts of the smaller make there is a great deal more labor.
Stove boita are very similar to wood screws, with the addi-
tion of a nut.

Mr. BLAKE. And it is found, I suppose, that 25 per
cent, does not keep the foreign article ont ?

Mr. McLELANý We have not tried that yet.
Mr. BLAKE. Yes, the hon. gentleman has tried it,

because ho says the present duty is equivalent to 25 per
cent.

Mr. MoLELAN. We are changing both, the hon, gen-
tleman will see, and the present duty did not work satisfac-
torily either with the manufacturers or the Custom bouse.

Mr. BLAKE. But how much was it equal to about?
Mr. BOWELL. Thirty per cent.
.Mr. BLAKE. So it is an increase of 5 per cent. ?
Mr. McLELAN. Yes.
Mr. BLAKE. Or a-sixth added to the duty. To tell us

that, becanse stove bolts and nuts are very much like wood
screws, we ought to put the duty up to 35 per cent. seems
to be not a very adequate reason for increasing the duty.
Thirty-five per cent. is a very high rate of duty, and when
we know the conditions on which wood screws are manu-
factured in the countries in which they are chiefly manu-
factured, I do not think the arrangemonts are very much
calculated to induce one to raise the price of any articles
by duties.

On item 16, handkorchiefs.
Mr. MoLELAN. This is for the sake of uniformity.

The present rates are 20 and 27J upon the different kinds
of handkerchiefs, whether linon, cotton, plain, or printed,
and it is proposed to make them uniform at 25 per cent.

Mr. BLAKE. That raises it somewhat on the cotton and
lowers it on the linon.

Mr. BOWELL. Just the contrary.
Mr. MOLELAN. Printed cottons are now 27j, and the

officers have been charging printed handkerchiefs 27, and
plain 20.

Mr. BLAKE. That is what I was speaking of, plain and
printed.

Mr. MoLELAN. Plain and printed are different, and
linon are different, and we are making it uniform.

Mr. BLAKE. It raises the plain.
Mr. MoLELAN. Yes, and lowers the printed.
On item 18, nail plate, iron or steel.
Mr. MoLELAN. Steel plate is 83 per ton and 10 per

cent. Iron nail plate is les@, and it is claimed that very
often steel nail platleis imported under the name of iron
plate, and it is proposed to place all at one rate. Iron nail
pFwt. is now 12à o 17, a09rdini t %

Kr IMAN.

Mr. BLAKE. What is this $3 a ton supposed to amount
to, on current prices ?

Mr. MoLELAN. I think it would be about $67 a ton.
The current price is £ to £7 sterling a ton.

On item 19, repeal item 353, Revised Statutes of Canada.

Mr. MoLELAN. Ultra-marine blue is not manufactured
in this country, but ail the other colors are. Ultra-marine
blue is left stili on the free list, while a duty of 20 per cent.
is placed upon ail the other colors.

On item 20, repeal item 428, Revised Statutes of Canada.
Mr. MoLELAN. The change is making jute cloth two

inches narrower, it was limited to forty-two inches, and it is
now limited to forty. It is proposed to allow jute yarn,
whether plain or colored, to come in dnty free. It is largely
used in the manufacture of mats and matting. At present
the duty on jute yarn is 20 per cent. Optical instruments
for schools and colleges, not manufactured in the Dominion,
are froc.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. I think that restriction
ought to be taken off. To impose a duty on philosophical
instruments imported for education, is brutal and barbarous,
whether they are manufactured in this country or not.

Mr. CAME RON (Mi Idlesex). I tbink the Governient
will get into difficulty in imposing a duty on philosophical
instruments. It would be far botter to leave these goods
still on the free list. Only about $10,009 worth wore imported
altogether, even when they were froc. With a duty on those
that are not manufactured in Canada, there will be a
constant difficulty in ascertaining, whon theso articles
are imported, whether like articles are manufactured in
the country. It is alleged, as a reason for the
imposition of this duty, that the raw material for
these articles is dutiable, and consequently the manu-
facturers are placed at a disadvantage. But hon. gentle-
men opposite have alleged more than once that the effect of a
duty has not been to increase the price of the article; here is
a case where that principle could be carried out, and the
duty romain as it was. I know that although the total
amount of importation is small, it will be a considerable
tax on education, and so far as I am concerned, I am ready
to place the interest of the children of Canada who are being
educated above the interests of the manufacturers in these
or anly other instruments. I think this duty will be a hard-
ship. I can state from experience, knowing the difficulty
that has existed in many high schools in procuring these
instruments.

Mr. BLAKE. Before this resolution. passes [ would ask
the hon. gentleman to state what addition to the revenue
ho anticipates on these twenty items of change here ?

Mr. MoLELAN. It is not anticipated that there will be
any change in the revenue. In no case is there anything
important, and on the whole there will be no perceptible
increase.

On resolution 2,
Mr. WELDON. I hope the Minister will agree to what

ho partially agreed to the other night, viz., to place a
specific duty on cordage, which would prove much less in-
einvenient.

Mr. MoLELAN. After considering the variations in price
between the best hemp, manilla and the poorer qualities, I
think it is botter to eave the duty as proposed.

Mr. WELDON. It is botter toencourage theimportation
of manilla than sisal.

On resolution 4, sugar.
Mr. PATERSON (Brant). I do not rise in the hope that

I will be able to aoomplish anything in the way of aitering
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the Government plan in dealing with the sugar question. sgar wonld have cost at New York under the Cartwright
It appears that a slight change bas been made in the original tarif. The net pricewouldbe$3.43. Tothatanountrust
resolution submitted. The wholesale merchants who have be addud S 1.86 duty, making the amount $589. lu other
visited this city have prevailed on the Finance Minister to words, we would bu able to obtain granulated sugar at
strike out the word 13 and revert to the number that was $105 pur 100 lbs. less than at the present time from New
in force for some time, Ne. 14. I think it was scarcely York. Ln making sucl a statornent gentlemen soietimes
necessary for so many important gentlemen to come bere remark that it can maie no difforence how we raise the
to accomplish so little, But I think it is deirable that revenue as we have te raise a certain amount, and if we
there should be an appeal from this House and from this did net bave a high tarif othis article it would hve to he
Government to the country. We feel that the country must inereused on sometbing else. The point to whieh I desire
be made aware and the country must be informed on this to draw attention to is, that while we would under the
subject. I now propose, in a very brief manner, to give some Cartwright tarif ebtain granulated sugar at 8 1.05 per 100
figures that will show the operation of the tariff in respect Ibs. less than under the prepeut tarif, actually les duty goeé
to sugar. 1 propose to do it in such a clear manner that inte the revenue of the country by the present tarie than
every member of the House and every man of intelligence tbere was under the Cartwright tarif, as I will eRtablish
will bu able to figure the matter out for himself. It has vury clenrly. The duty derived frn 100 lbs. of sugar
often been said that this is a very difficult question and that broughL in for refiring purposes is, aocording to the Finance
the people do not understand it. I simply ask bon. Minister bimself, $1.60 per 100 lbs. Now thon it takes
members to take down the figures as 1 give them. twelve and a baif poinds extra of raw sugar tr maka 100 Ibe.
They can satisfy themselves as to the correctness granulatud, and thurefore you must add one.eightb more to
of the markAt quotations and easily work the result out for the dLty. That makes 20 cents or altogether $1.80 as the
themselves, and if I am wrong I ask to be set right now duty which goes hato the Treasury under the tarif now in
ard here, because I call the attenticn of members to the force, on the sugar which would make 100 Ibo. granu-
fact that it will bu important when they are on the platform, lated, wbilo I have pointed out that under the Cartwright
addressing the electors with respect to these matters, that tarif S1.86 would go inte the publie Troasury; so thatyou
they should be in a position to say that these figures wore have a loss cf 6 cents pur 100 lbs. in revenue, or a loS
given in Parliament in the presence of the Finance Minister, cf $1.05 per 100 lbs. in the consuiption cf sugar. New,
and he did not challenge or at all events he did not- p rove wat des that amount to? The importations of sugar
their inaccuracy-if h does not do it-and if ho does do se, amont in round numbers te 200,000,000 lbR., or equal
I shall be glad to be corrected and te be set right. in granulated te 175,000,000 ]bm. Lot uH cal! the 81.05
We will deal with the matter as per 100 lbs. to mako the evoti dola", or 1 cent a pound, and that on 175,000,000
it simple, and we will take the article of granulated sugar Ibs. would bequal te $1,750,000. That is a serions lcss,
which is a uniform test and standard, and therefore one I subrit, if we are roally losing it, but whon we
that may safely bu adopted. I tako the price of granulated are dealing in millions the people do not undorstand
sugar a few days ago, but as these are comparative what we are talking about. Therefore h le wel that
quoiations and taken at f11e same time, if th- prices wishould brin4 it down te tieireomprolionsion, andîknow
have varied a little in New York thoy have also varied cf ne way ln which we could do that botter than bythe
in Montreal, and so there is no difference in result. way in which hou. gontlemen oppomite are in the habit cf
The price of granulated sugar in New York, long price, doiug, in pointing te the benefits whieh we are supposed te
is $6.-5 per 100 lbs. The Canadian purchasor would derive by this exoebitant rate cf protection, from the fact
obtain a drawback of $2.79 per 100 lbs., and also one- that we are giving empîcyment te a certain nunber cf mon
half por cent. discount for cash, making togeher $2 82 In our own country. That is truc, and I do net want
per 100 lbs., which would bu taken off' the price of t close the rotineries or drive werkingmen eut of
the sugar. That would leave the net price in New the country. But I want t ask tho flouse nl the
York $3.43, The Canadian duty at present is as fol- country if we are net paying tee much for those mon,
lows:-Specifie at $1.50 per 100 lbs., $1.50; and 35 and if there is net a way cf getting theincheapor.
per cent. ad valorem on the long price of $6.25, which Accordiug te the cansus cf 1881, we had thon four sugar
would amount to $2.18. Those two items, specific and ad refluenies in the Dominion, employing 723 bande, and their
valorem duties together, would raise the duty to 81.68 per yuarly wages was $363000, or, in other worde, about $500
100 Ibo. But that is not enough for our Finance Minister. pur hand. Since that time another refinery has ben opened
Headds to that amount 7½ per cent. on the duty, which on iu falifax, and therefore we will raise the number of hande
83.68 makes 27 cents, which brings up the total to $:.95 from 723 te 1,000, as the rosuit cf agar refinuries being
duty on each 100 lbs. of sngar, which cost in New York establishud ln our midst. Now, what weuld 81,750,000 do
$3.43. I propose now to show the price at which for 1,000 mon? It would puy every man cf then $500 te
sugar could bu brought in and used under the Cart- do uothing, te bu in theountry and consume the egics, the
wright tariff in order to show the people-for there butter, and confer ail the other blessinge which they are
was a duty on sugar and the people were taxed snppesed te confer on us. That weuld &Mount te $500,000,
highly-how greatly the burden bas increased. Under and we would have left 8:,»0,000 with which wu couldPAy
the Cartwright tariff the price in New York would for a bouse sud lot for each family at $1,250, and givu it te
be, long price, $6.25 per 100 Ibo. There would bu a draw- thum, sud we could repeat tbe eration overy yuar. And
back of $2.8i2, leaving the net price $3.43. There was a the amount, as I have sbown to yen, going into the Trou-
specific auty of 1 cent. per lb. and 'f5 per cent. ad valorem sury by way of daty, la still les. Now, itwill net do for
on the net price, not on the long price of $3.43. The duty bon. gentlemen te an3wer that lu a gereral way, by saying
on that sugar under the Cartwright tariff would bu 81.86 thAt ugar is rheaper new than ever. That le an argument
per 100 Ibs., instead of $3.85 per 100 lbs. as under the toc ïilly -if I may use the expression-fer any gentleman
present tarif. The total amount, putting the speciqe and to use iu this IInie. I migbt repiy by saying that barley
ad valorern together, is 115 per cent., while under the Cart- nover was chcaper than it is to-day. Did the dnty on barluy
wright tarifg it amonted to 54 per cent. ad valoerm. Ibring the price dcwn? Wheat neyer w h than it
desire now to make a comparison of prices. The price of is to-day, but did the duty on wheat redue.the pneu?
granulated sugar in Montreal is $6 50 per 100 lbs. There If it did, hon, gentlemen are responsible for a gruat l.3é of
is a cash discount of 2 per cent., being 16 cents, leaving money te the country. No, Sr, that stylo of argument will
te onet Peu$6.34pur 100 Ibe. Lut us ascertaii0 what that net do. It ls a question cf values and quotatione, and i
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muet be met on these points. I ask the' hon, gentleman to
meet them and to prove either that the quotations I have
given or the deductions I have drawn from them are not
correct. But it is sometimes said, as was said by the hon.
member for Halifax (Mr. Stairs), who understands this
question pretty well, that it is not fair to take granulated
sugars because they do not comprise by any means the
largest bulk of the sugars which were dealt with in this
country, and if you take yellows it would not be the case.
I submit that youb ave to take the granulated basis to have
a standard, because, generally speaking, yellows are non-
descript, and you cannot get them equal. But even if you
take the yellows, I will give them figures from actual trans-
actions given to me by one of the largest wholesale grocery
firme in the west, and if it is any satisfaction to hon. gen-
tlemen opposite, I may tell them that every member
of the firm to which I refer is a staunch Conser-
vative. Now, ere are the figures which they bave
sent, of an actual transaction which took place since
the tariff resolutions were moved by the hon. Finance
Minister. They have an importation from Porto Rico, and
the value of the importation from there was $1,556. They
had to pay on that a duty of 81,657, or 105 per cent. People
sometimes wonder when you tell them that owing to the
duty on sugar they have to pay 81 for sugar which should
only cost them 50 cents, but in this actual transaction, as
I have said, the duty actually amounted to 105 per cent.
Let us take it again on yellow sugars, if you will, that
might come from England, and I take it on actual samples
of my hon. friend beside me (Mir. Gunn). On this sample
the price was 12s. 9d. per 112 lbs., or say $2.80 per 100
lbs. Add the duty paid by the refiner, $1.60 per 100
lbs. and you have $4.40, and that sugar is sold in Montreal
at 06.25, or 85 cents per 100 lb.. more than the English
yellow. If you take off 10 cents per 100 lbs. for freight,
though in many cases you can lay sugar down from IEng.
land almost as cheaply as from Montreal-bat take of 10
cents, and you have a loss of 75 cents on every 100 lb.
This would amount, on the 200,000,000 lbs. which we
consume-and in this case there is no waste-81,500,000,
which we pay more than we need to. Allowing five to a
family, tis would give 3,000 families $500 per annum each
to do nothing except to live in this country in idleness and
make a home market. In other words, you could have a city
of 15,000 souls doing nothing out of this $1,500,000. I give
the figures of an actual transaction; there may be weak
points in the argument, but I give them in all sincerity, and
nobody will rejoice more than I if they can be proved to be
wrong. I invite the Minister to do so, and if he cannot, I
hold it is our duty to bring the facts before the country,'and
to appeal to the people, not to stamp out this industry, but
to sa ythat no such excessive burdens should b. laid on the
people on an article of suoh prime necessity as the one now
under discussion.

Mr. MoLELAN. I shall only say a few words in refer-
ence to the remarks of the hon. gentleman. Re has given
the quotations for refined sugar in New York and in Canada.
The hon. gentleman quotes refined at $6.25 in New York,
and $6.34 in Montreal; so that at the hon. gentleman's own
figures, the Canadian consumer is not paying more than
9 cents per 100 lbs. for his sugar more than the consumer
in the United States. The hon. gentleman made a c ilcula.
tion on the supposition that the price of sugar to.day is the
same as it was under the Cartwright tariff.

Mr. PAT EBSON (Brant). No, I am applying the Cart-
wright tarif to present prices to show how it would work if
it were in force now.

Mr. MoLELAN. But the ad valorem Cartwright tarif,
applied to sugar that was double in value, gave a very much
higher duty. At all events, the proof of the tarif is in the

Mr. PATaoN (Brant).

working of it. The following statement will show the stat
of our importations, andthe duty collected in 1877 and 1878,
under the Oartwright tariff, as compared with the importa.
tions since 1881, under the National Policy :-
1 

ý
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Amount Duty
- Quantity. Value. of per

Duty. 100 lbm.

Lbs. $ Setts.
1877«........ 94,509,009 5,147,712 2,2B,6 2 3
1878..... .... 105,215,279 5,982,078 2,515,t5M 2 39
1881........ ... 136,406,513 5,110,993 2,459,142 1 80
1882.......--...............135,329,697 4,846,006 2,299,762 1 69
1883 ..... ... ........ 1l52,729,569 5,091,530 2,1467,731 1 61
1884 ............... 173,742,477 5,509,429 2,0,609, 50
1885.......... 200,011,541 5,100,478 2,544921 1 27

Now, the House will observe that in 1885 we imported
200,000,000 lbs. of sugar against 94,000,000 in 1877,
while in 1885 we collected only $300,000 of duty more than
we did in 1877; so that the decline in the price of sugar
has lessened the tax from $2.30 per 100 lbo. in 1878, under
the Cartwright tariff, to $1.27 per 100 lbs. under the
National Policy in 1885. These two facts, taken in con-
nection with the hon. gentleman's own figures show a dif.
ference of only 9 cents between the price at Montreal and
the price at New York, prove that the National Policy is
not very burdensome, and is not taxing the sugar of the
country as much as the Cartwright tariff did.

Mr. GUNN. The duty on sugar imported into New
York is one-half a cent a pound more than on the sugar im-
ported into Canada, and yet the sugar is about the same
price in the two places, so that the statement of the Finance
Minister proves nothing. The duty on the 200,000,000
lbs. of sugar imported last year, at an average of $1.27J
per 100 lbs., amounted 82,550,000; the new tariff at $1.60
per 100 lbs. will produce a duty of $3,200,000, an increase
of duty of 8650,000. The price of granulated sugar in Mont.
real on the 30th of March last was 6j ets per lb., less 2j
per cent. discount; the price of granulated in New York on
the same dute was 61 cents per lb., les per cent. discount.
The value at these rates of 175,000,000 lbs. of granulated,
the equivalent of the 200,000,000 lbs. imported,would be at
Montreal $11,090,625; and the value at New York at 61 cents
per lb, lossj per cent. discount and les $2.79 cents drawback,
is 83.43 cents in bond; add our new duty of 35 per cent.
and 1½ cents per lb., plus 7j per cent, amounting to'82.90,
making a total of 6·33 cents, giving a total value of
$ 11,033,333, or $57,292 less than the price at Montreal.
But instead of getting a duty of $3,200,000, you would get a
duty of $5,075,000, a gain of $1,875,000. If you gained the
duty as well as the reduction in price, there would be a
gain to the country of $1,982,281, almost $2,000,000, which
is similar to the conclusion of my hon. friend from Brant
(Mr. Paterson). But you refuse this duty of 85,075,000 by
prohibiting American sugar, yon ignore the drawback, and
you claim the duty on the long price, that is the price of
the sugar comi ng in-35 per cent, on the long price, plus
li cents per b., and 7j per cent. additional duty,
making a duty of 3·97 cents, almost 4 cents per lb., on
115,000,000 et granulated gives $6,947,000, almost $7,000,000
or $3,800,000, being lz5 per cent. more than will be col-
lected. This is from the wholesale or importing point of
view, and it shows a les, of, within a fraction, of $2,000,000.
Take, however, another view. Take the cost to the con-
sumer, the housekeeper, the taxpayer. The immigrant
from Europe is amazed to find sugar so dear in this ocun.
try, and is puzzled to know why it should cost almost
double what it coste at home, in the Old Country. In Bng.
land the retail cst of brown sugar isl 1d. or 3 oent.;
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here h. muet pay 51 to O cents. In England the retail by au Order in Concil, atazy tire, inrre the dnty or
price-of white sugar is 2d. or 4 cents, while here he muet strike it off. This le to enable ns te meet oiroumtancea
pay 6¾ cents t- 1T cents, or an avera ge of 21 cents more that may arise in our relations with other countries ln

i han àrkgFni g¯on the 00,000,000 lbs. of this conneotion.
sugar consumed in this country a loss of $5,500,000 to the
consumer, or, 4educting the duty of $3,200,00, _a tax gr roboly doue wielyude il the bonmstler
of $2.300 000 goes to -tee refiner.- The immigrant a isroal oe ieyudr l h irusaofof 2.~0 00 ges e t~e efier. Theimmgrnt i' in abandoning the proposition te increase the duty te $3 apuzz'ed to know why he cannot get hie sugar at 3 cents or thousnd on pine logs, and 1 have no objection te offur te
4 eenranhe-will betOld-theiovernment tax~foï Cusbisuggestionfor reducing that, but I dubt very uch th
toms in 1f cents per pound, making brown sugar 1 cents
dearer, and white sugar ]¾ cents dearer. Thst makes poprity cf the Gonrent oftininlutheirehn the
the price of yelkow e4j'ents, and of the white 5Î cents. powerwThât tbe consent oeete reaset1oe
adding the duty to the English price. Where dope the rest go?adtisthat 1ppertesaNvry ob tebopositon
It is fhrmed ont like the taxes in Turkey ; it goes into da an th et po teendbtthe hogeu
second hands whose share is 1. cents; or, on the quantitynie may etheon. genten hi thie aoue., ba
consumed, 42,250,000.- There is another feature of this new rcie eyern eosrne ri h rd u hs
tariff-d-hepropoed tariff,-we say 5-per-cent. may be concerned in it as te the effetfhie propoed lgilation,brou ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ -5-e, li-ceythnet.r oe N.14 n may bc etee which I took occasion te tell hlm at the ti me wau dangerous;bro in by the refinsrts over No.s44, and may be entered I am glad teBee that the Govermenthave ou

y thoughts, wieely I think, abandoned their proposition In
duty ofA1 .ï3 per 100 Ibs.; 15 per cent of the entire onsump- Parliament. trust they will betili wler, and abandon
tion is eqnal to 30,000,000 lb.., and at the rate of $1.713 their proposition in part te k.op lu their hands thoma-
per 100I be. that would give $519,000. The rate on what unconetitutiona andce inly unnenal power of in
similar ugar te other importers i 35 per cent. and Il cents creasing the expcrt tax on these articles. That, if doue at ail,
per pound, making a coet of 8j per cent., or equal to 02.'3 should be done, I contend, by consent of Parliament, and le
per 100 1h4.,amounting te $819,000. This, therofore. gives1net a fit and proper thing te depate to the Ekeoative.
1 cent mordatyto be paid by the importer than by the
refiner, or an: ine·esa off8300,000. If we compare Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. Well, but, Mr. Speaker,
the enormovs protection given to uegar, as com.-tue proposition as laid befere the Houa. orlginally wuetbat
pared to the protection given to other things, intbe duty on pin. loge should le $3, aud the Honie wonld ne
which labor is more employed, we will find that the refin. doult have snctioned that. For resns wbieh the hon.
ing induÊtry le protectod beyond all reason. Take the gentleman ne doubt quite approciated, the pollcy of the
case of oootives bulilt at Kingston, the constituency I Goverument ii, on second thoughts, as the bon, gentleman
have the honor to represent. A locomotive coste on an says, te niake it 82. The $2 per thousand dnty on pin.
average 87,ß00; the duty imposed is about $750 or that loge je net at ail a protection agaluet our foets heing ewept
much protection. The labor in getting out a locomotive is away and the loge being carried off from our own mille te
50 per cent. of the outturn, or 83,750 in value, so that this another country. Thore is a poseibility cf restrictive legis
la or ralue of $3,750 has a protection of $750 or 20 per cent. Iat.on eleewhere in this regard, and it je weIl te bave us

TL 6 cr5± '_4falocomotive in the United States now leb86y000, the power the Houe.wold have given us criginally tolevy
atdhtha yrutyei rl25apr cent., or t1,500. Compare thie with the tao.

the apretcctiou given te sugar, ut 6 cents a peund, it would Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. IBt the oue. hemnet
te 125a,000 lbb. of sugar teequalt7,500, the prie aon t nrset t
locomotive. The duty o that t 81.60, whih l a litte n p e o, n an oe t e t
highcr 1han the Departmnent expecte te get -bht I will give Mr. CHARLTON. I amn very much gratified that the
them the full benofit of the tariffaud it may bopoduc.d at Goverorent have seen fit teretduce the eapnrt duty te 2

Lhbat, if properly > tested-would b.8$2,f0.pTheoweuty on the r thousnd, a sum equivaleut to the Amoerican import
sa me qu antity of Amarican engar ut 4 cents would oe d5,000, rutyupon lumber. I do net thnk te Americansan
or, ut the - exact rate cf $3.,96, the actual duty would b objet te that ratestf dnty. One d oty equalies the other.
$4e950. N'ow tlii* abor employed in the refing cf sugar Legm are introduced jute the United States free of duty sa

is net lû te tiiau10 par cent. cf' the output ; tlat is, lumber ei eharged a dty acf 82 per thonand, plaing Ct.
8750,on an outpit of $7c500. This gives a protection adienlueiber t a disadvantageof h2 per thousand, ethat
te laborl' the'sugar refineries cf 400 per cent , or tweuty this exprt duty on wlog will equa he it. The Gaern'
tues é -tht gi evon te labor in locomotive worka. OUT ment have acted wieely, sud I have ne doubt they have
lecomotivé''works -have beau olosedp for the lust two received from the tradet luearly al parten cfthe Dominion

yeAr'e " 1 - -t Kngeten, but Vhey have resnmed represqentationi as te the feur entertained by liermen
woràk -very rècently te the eitent of onle-third cf their that the im oyitin kf a dut yonfe83 mghit b.coptidord a
capacity, =nd this _iùy b. said in their aver, thut, beigides dierlinatitg duty aud tighl bed t trouble. Jwtisralways
emplo gselarge p agetf labor, they faithconiderod inadvirable tt fool with the heelscf a mle, smr-a Cllool in wliichoung Mru will learu the highe eat ticularly if yen are doing itswit a stick, sad we mght

meclianJ7cs'an'd after,_four ycars apprenticeship 'wiIi have roalised the trnth f that adage if w. Pad carried ont
go out and be ah!. te earn 'higb wtigee. 1, cannot, under- 1 what was originalîy prop!osed. The hon. the Furet Minister
stand, thýefore, whyl'the-Government hould net pretecteeysnthat an. duty of 82 lent a protection.
such wqrks, i lhe-y are te carry out their .policy cf protec Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. Net muffloient,
titn, hooere espepialry as tois.siibAn artifle woirr eau wegl
stand itho tax, while tho other arWtic ea a article of con- Mr. CHIARLTON. I amn unable te agi'.. witb the hon.
sumptien which *hoald -Bsot te taxpi gentleman in that respect. The fat is thst practioally no

have notae stin the export f sawlogs at the proent
On rsol1,t.ion:5- expert duty on loge;- moment. The total expiatiorcfpine eawlogl thear

Mfr. MLELANX., I propoïe te amend tlii by striking was e0,000feet, snd thdgty collected whn$380. tat
ont after I" spruce bogi 81>," and inerting "SI 1per thon practically i gs bntrade t ail. The total revenue frem
sand fe'dt" bing the sace dnty as at prset. l pine lgs, i xport dutiax. was S 12,305. This wus argely derived from
I po o e tostrikeoutgthe figure "i of3a" and igirtv"$2." Andpruce, te the extent of n11,165. rom pine, 380 wua

I propo"ete amend the provisd that the Goverument May, receveden sau 756 from single botte. Nw, the feo r enter.
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tained by our lumbermen that sawlogs would be exported
in great quantities is, I think, a groundless one.. Under a
81 per thousand export duty, which bas been the duty for
many years, I tbink since 1879, the trade has only assumed
the proportions calling for an exportation of 3S0,000 feet,
y ielding a revenue last year of $380. It is true there

ve been representations made to the Government, no
doubt, that Michigan parties were.engag ing in the business
of exporting pine logs. I am aware that there is one tirm,
and one firm only, that has embarked in that business, the
firm of Emery Bros., of Towas, Michigan, and with them or
with others this is purely an experiment, and I believe it
will be a disastrous experiment. My knowledge is a prac-
tical knowledge in regard to towing timber, extending over
a period of twenty-five years, and I know that the towing
of short logs is an exceedingly bazardons business. Even
on short routes of forty or forty-five miles in Michigan great
losses are sustained, and whoever attempts to tow short
logs across the Georgian Bay, up Lake Huron, and up Sagi-
naw Bay, I believe will be content to retire from the busi-
ness and not incur the losses which would be incurred in
more than one season. I do not believe that the business
will grow to anything at all, and I think it will be time
enough to impose a retaliatory duty when we see that it has
attained large proportions.

Mr. O'BRIEN. What about the long timber ?

Mr. CHARLTON. The towing of long timber is an
entirely different business from the towing of sawlogs.
Trade in long timber is done to the extent of about
40,000,000 feet a year from the lower end of Lake Erie, and
probably 25,000,000 feet from Ohio ports. It may be car-
ried on by the same party, as the lumber trade is a profit.
able and legitimate trade, and does not interfere at al with
the lumber trade. It is sold in New York at 83 per thou-
sand more in the log than the logs would bring at the same
spot. It is used pretty much for the same purpose as our
square timber. Large bills are procured from Michigan at
lower rates than it can be from this class of timber. I
think it would be well to exempt from the operation of
these duties timber over 50 feet, because that is not for the
purpose of being sawed into lumber, and will not interfere
with the operations of our saw mills. I place that limit,
because it might be possible to take timber 32 feet in
length, which would make two saw logs, and evade the law
by cutting it into sawlogs after it reached the other side;
but timber of 50 feet and upwards costs so much more to
handle and put into the water, that there is no fear of its
being used in that way. It would cost $2 a thousand more
to put it into the water.

Mr. MITCHELL. And it is much more valuable.

Mr. CHARLTON. And it is much more valuable, so
that its disposition would not interfere with the safeguards
we seek to establish for the prevention of the export of logs
to American mille to be converted into ordinary merchant-
able lumber there. The Minister, I think, ought in any
event to change the phraseology here from logs to sawlogs,
because a mast, spar, or stick of timber for piling is a log,
though not a saw-log, and it wili give rise to confusion in
the interpretation of the Act. One collector may hold that
a raft of masts or spars may be logs. Another collector
may hold that, if it is not designed to be converted into
lumber, it is not. I find that the exportation of masts and
spars last year was considerable, but very small from
Ontario. From Ontario the exportation was only six
pieces; from Quebec, 655 piecos; from Nova Scotia, 15,500
pieces; from New Brunswick, 109 pieces, and from British
Columbia, 1,043 pieces. This was not liable to export duty
under the la w, aud no export duty was collected, but a col-
lector might interpret the law, which reads that an export
duty shall be levied upon logs, sothat masts and spare might

Mr, CHAiLToi.

be liable to that duty, and it might be collected.,
I know that in past years duties have been collected. I
myself have paid export duties upon masts and spars under
the arbitrary ruling of the collector, and it was not worth
while to appeal to the Customs authorities to get the mis-
take rectified. I suggest that that change be made at all
events. If the Minister does not see fit to exempt timber of
fifty feet and upwards, 1 suggest that the words "sawlogs"'
be used in place of "logs," so that masts, spars and timbers
not designed for sawing, would be exempt from the opera-
tion of the duty. I have very serious doubts about the pro-.
priety of the Government reserving to themelves the
power by Order in Council to raise this duty. It would be a
grave stop to take, and I think they had botter consult this
House before doing so. It is not necessary. I do not think
in the next twelve months there will be any increase in thia
trade. I doubt whether the trade of towing on the lakea
ever assume proportions to justify the alarm that existe
among many lumbermen. It will be time to deal
with this question when we see our timber leaving
this country to go to American mills. In the meantime
the reservation of this power may bo held to be a menace,
and I am throughly eatisfied that the imposition of an
export duty of $3, 50 per cent. greater than the Ameri.
can import duty, would produce bad consequences. Congress
at present is in an ugly and vindictive mood, and they
would adopt a retaliatory policy on any pretext that might
be offered them. We have reason to look with apprehension
on the proposition to impose this duty, fearing it may lead
to retaliation by the imposition of $3 per thousand upon
lumber, and posibly a duty ef $4. 1 think the Goveinment
bad botter drop that proposition to retain power by Order
in Council to advance theze duties. The necessity for the
advance of these duties is not going to arise this year. The
amount of business that is going to be done, even if this
party does engage in the towing of logs from Michigan,
will be insignificant. None can be put in until the follow-
ing winter, and by that time we will know botter the
condition of things, the condition of trade, and the Govern-
ment will understand botter whether it is likely to be
necessary to impose this additional duty.

Mr. McLELAN. TheCastoms Departmentinforms methat
somo time ago the word "sawlogs" was used. They found
great difficulty, and asked the House a year or two ago to
ch inge it to tho word "logs," and, with the advice of the
Customs I adopted that term.

Mr. DAWSON. No doubt the duty on logs may have the
effect of protecting Canadian logs and leading to the con-
struction of saw mills on Canadian territory. But .there is
another subject to which I wish to draw attention. Now, in
our section of the country, in the western part of Algoma,
people import rough lumber from the United Statea, rough
sawn lumber, and they import the higlier grades of that in
order to dress it and saw it up, and alh the manufacturing is
done on our side. This ad valorem duty of 20 per cent.
on that renders it equivalent to 25 per cent, to them by the
time they saw it. These mon who are engaged in the lum-
ber trade have written to me on the subject, and they say
thie:

"On American lumber coming into Canada, the duty is 20 ,rr cent.
ad ralorem, which largely existe as a tax on Oanadian lumber.

And they suggest:
" We want a clause inserted in the Canadian Oustoms tarif te equal-

ise the duty, and it should run as tollows: Leaving the balance or the
tarif relative to lumber in fuil force as it la, sawed boards, planks, deals
and other lumber of whie pine, and not elsewhere specified, $2 per
thousand feet, board me sure ; but when lumber of any sort is planed or
finished in any way, then there shall be levied and paid, in addition to
the rates levied for rough or unfinished lumber, the sum of 50 cents per
thousand feet, board messure, for each side sa planed or finished, and if
planed on one aide ana tongued and grooved, 41.50 per thousand feet,
and if planed on two aides and tongued and grooved, $3 per thousand
feet."
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That I think would be a very fair arrangement. It would
enable people there to dres rough lumber from the United
States and be a great advantage to the mills we have on our
side, without, I think, doing any harm.

Mr. FISHER. I am glad the Government have decided
not to increase the duty upon spruce logs, but I regret they
have not seen their way clear to abolish it altogether. As I
pointed out the other evening, this duty bears entirely upon
the Province from which I come. The whole of the duty
paid last year came from the Province of Quebec, and any.
body who is familiar with the border between Quebec and
the New England States must be aware that a great many
loge have been exported thence withont paying duty. Peo.
ple who bave bought logs in our country have taken them
over into the United States and have not paid the duty, but
in consequence of their being obliged to pay a duty, were
they found out, they have paid our people to cut these logs
on their farms, in the neighborhood of the border,
the lower prices which was necessitated by the fact that
they have to pay the duty. The consequence is that while
our farmers cIearing up land in that portion of the country,
have obtained the less price which the duty necessitates,
the Government of the country have not obtained that duty.
We know that the sum of $49,000 obtained from spruce
logs which according to the Trade and Navigation Returns,
came from exports last year from the Province of Quebec,
is absurdly below the mark, as was pointed by the hon.
member for Stanstead (Mr. Colby) the other evening. It
is evident that there must be some great blunder either in
the returns or in the printing of the bine book, and I
have no reason to believe it was in the printing, because I
know that the logs are not very carefully examined or
tested, and I believe that a large number indeed are
carried across the border without paying duty. This
is a matter which bears entirely upon the people who
eut the logs. The mon who are clearing up the land and
trying to make farms in that new country get just so much
less for the logs they have to sell and they are taxod for
the benefit, so far as I can see, of nobody at ail. The Govern-
ment of this country does not obtain the revenue; the
lumbermen here are net benefited, because it is necessary,
from the relative position of the land and the mills, that
they shall go across the border and not be sawed up on
our side of the lino. I think, therefore, this tax is a bur-
densome one, bearing especially upon a comparatively poor
section of the commùunity, and which ought to be abolisthed.

Mr. BLAKE. I hope the hon. gentleman will not press
the House to support his amendment. It is extremely ob
jectionable to propose that the Executive should be entrusted
with the power of increasing the duties. It is so far as I
know unprecedented and it is certainly very objectionable.
It is not, as the hon. member for Norfolk (àir. Charlton)
has said, a reservation of power, it is a proposai to grant
this power to the Executive. Then, there ais no special
reason for it in this case. We are not vory far removed
from the end of one Session to the beginning of another. If
circumstances at any particular time require an increase of
this duty or the creation of any other duty it is not very
long to wait till Parliament will meet and the representa-
tives of the people be called together to decide whether a
duty should be curtailed or increased. I trust, therefore, the
hon. gentleman after making certain improvements in the
proposition submitted to the House will not accompany
those improvements with a proposition which is objection-
able from a constitutional point of view and from every
other point of view, for I agree with the hon. gentleman,
that so far from this being advantageous in a political point
of view, it is more likely to be disadvantageous than other.
wise.

Mr. H.ESSON. I hope the Government will net reduce
the duty to the old. standard of $1. Our forests are now

being denuded and destroyed, and our logs are being cari ied
away. I read letters the other evening that went to prove
that this was the case and that lumberers are building large
barges to take lumber over to Bay Oity and Saginaw.

Mr. CHARLTON. It is all bosh.
Mr. HESSON. The hon. gentleman has no right to say

so. • The evidence came from responsible gentlemen resid-
ing in the country. They are much interested in preventing
this stato of things continuing, and they have takon the
trouble of making it known to me. I know it is not all bosh.
It is a very serious matter, and the Government should not
permit it to continue. We are entitled to put as much
export duty on sawlogs as the Amoricans put on our
lumber. We are doing a gross injustice to those
gentlemen who have erectod mills hero to permit people
to come here and buy timber limits and out the
logs and float them down Georgian Bay or Lako Huron and
take them to the American markot. They only pay 81
per thousand on logs measured in the water, when they are
very indifferently muasured, and il we export 1,000 feet of
bourds they charge us $2. It is a gross injustice. I hope
the Government will not alter their policy. I should be
very sorry if a gentleman, and especially one interested in
the lumber trade in the Western Statua, in Michigan, by
favoring the exportation of sawlogs in a rough state and
thus destroying our milling interest and damaging the
lumbering interests of the country as well, should succeed
in its proposition.

Mr. CHARLTON. I desire to offer a personal explana-
tion as I have been personally alluded to. I may b. per-
mitted to say in the first place that I used an expression
that is not strietly parliamentary, and I retract it. The
hon. gentleman alluded to me as a party engaged in lum-
bering in Michigan and consequently interested in having
an export duty on logs. I am happy to uinform my hon.
friend that my interests in Michigan have ceased, that 1 am
closing out my business there, and that I have acquired
limits in Canada, and that it was from the standpoint of a
Canadian lumberman engaged in Canada that I specially
advocated freedom from duty. That being my position I
felt very apprehonsivo cf the effect on the Uanadian lumber
trade of the proposition made by the Government when
these resointions were subnitted. I think the hon. member
for Perth (Mxr. Hesson) is also under misapprebension with
regard to the duty. The Finance Minister does not pro.
pose to reduce the duty to St1, but to $2, but on spruce only,
which is a very inferior class of timber, it is proposed that
the duty should be put back at 81 per thousand.

Resolution, as amended, concurred in.
Mr. CHARLTON. I beg to move that "logs " bu struck

out and "sawlogs " inserted instead. Unless this be done,
sawlogs, masts and piling will be liable to the export daty
under this law, and those have bon classed under the deno-
mination of logs for a number of years past.

Mr. BLAKE. The hon. Minister of Finance will surely
give us some explanation before be soks us to follow an
unconstitutional course in regard te giving the Government
the power to impose duties.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. 1 disagro with the hon.
gentleman that there is anything unconstîtutional in the
House giving certain powers by way of delegation to the
Executive. It is to be remembered that the coarmittee of the
whole House has already agreed to impose a duty of 8; per
thousand. On consideration, the Government have decidud to
recommend the Houiie to reJace that to $1, but they ask the
louse to give them power to inorease it to 3 should they

think it in the public interest to do so. It may be very much
in the publie interest to have that power before Parliamnent
meets again. It cannot bu in any sens. by way cf menace
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to anybody, because the same resolution that gives power to
impose $2 gives special power to the Government to take
the duty away, should they see fit. Should trade negotia-
tions result in giving us free access to other ma-kets this
might be done. That is not unconstitutional. Parliament
has given the Government power to take off duty and Par-
liament is asked to give them power to increase the duty to
what has been already voted by Committee of the Whole
House.

Mr. MILLS. I think the hon. gentleman is laying down
a doctrine which is wholly unconstitutional. The power of
taxation is different from any other power sanctioned by
Parliament. The hon. gentleman proposes that Parliament
shall give the Government that delegated power which is
only given to Parliament to raise taxes.

Amendment negatived.
M r. CHARLTON. Is it the intention of the Govern-

ment to impose an extra duty on masts, spars and piles?
Mr. MoLELAN. The wording is the samo es in the old

Act, and I do not know that there have been any complaints
of hardship.

Mr. CHARLTON. Under the same wording, spars have
gone out free of duty in Nova Scotia and New Brunswick,
while a duty has been charged in Ontario. There has been
confusion in the interpretation and application of the law,
and it is to remedy that difficulty that I ask that we should
define what the law is. Now masts, spars or piles are not
sawlogs, and this duty is to prevent the exportation of saw-
logs for the use of American minls. Masts are not exported
to be used in mills but on vessels; so with spars, while piles
are exported for the purpose of constructing docks and
wharves. I hold that we should define what lamber is and
not leave the law open to the varying construction of
inspectors, as has hitherto been the case.

Mr. SPROULE. They even take pine trees the full
length, and when they arrive at their destination, they are
out into lumber.

Mr. BLAKE. I move to strike out so much of the amend-
ment as gives power te the Governor in Council to increase
the duty.

Amendment negatived on a division.
Mr. CHARLTON. I will ask the Finance Minister what

is the reason for increasing the duty on shingle bolts. This
is a clas of wood that is made up by the poorer settlers
from refuse pine, and in my own section the duty is a very
great hardship. I think the imposition of the duty is an
error, and I cannot see why it should be inereased, as the
exportation was only 756 cords.

Mr. MoLELAN. Many of the shingle mills near the
border have been deserted, and the wood for them takon
over in boats to the United States and manufactured there.

Mr. SPROULE. Along the Manitoulin Island, they take
away both cedar and pine for shingles in boat loads to the
other side.

Mr. CHARLTON. It is a case of peculiar hardship to a
poor settier, who wants to buy a barrel of flour, that he
should not take these refuse pieces of pine log and convert
them into shingle wood and get the highest price he can.
It seema te me that this is getting protection pretty near
the mud ai.

Mr. SPROULE. Some parties have contemplated build.
ing shingle mille, and after commencing operations they
have stopped, because the shingle boits were taken to the
American side, and thoy were inclined to believe that they
oould not get supplies for any length of time.

Resolutions concurred in.
$ir JoN A, MACDONALD.

CUSTOMS ACTS AMENDKENT.

Mr. MLELAN introduced Bill (No 148) further to
amend the Acts relating to Duties of Customs and the im-
portation or exportation of goods into or from Canada.

Bill read the first and second times, considered in Com-
mittee, reported, and read the third time and passed.

SUBSTITUTES FOR BUTTER.

Mr. MoLELAN introduced Bill (No. 149) to prohibit the
manufacture and sale of substitutes for butter.

Bill read the first time.
Mr. McLE LIN moved the second reading of the Bill.
Mr. BLAK 0. I do not know what is in the Bil, but I

hope it does not prohibit the importation of all substitutes
for butter. The title is rather wide. There are a good
many very wholesome substitutes for butter.

Mr. MITCHLELL. I wonder if it would cover molasses.
Because in my part of the country the people use a good
deal of it as a substitute for butter.

Title changed by adding after "sale of" the word "cer.
tain."

Motion agreed to, Bill read the second time, considered
in Committee, reported, read the third time and passed.

PUBLIC PRINTING AND STATIONERY.

Mr. CHAPLEAU moved that the amendment made by the
Senate to Bill (No. 132) respecting the Department of Pub-
lic Printing and Stationery be concurred in. He said: The
amendment is not a substantial one. Section 12 of the Bill
provides that every year each Department and each House
of Parliament shall make a statement of the printing and
stationery it requires. The 13th section provides that the
Minister shall report to the Council the quantities required
with the estimates of cost; and the Senate has added a pro-
vision, to preserve its privileges, that a report shall be made
of the quantities as ordered by each House of Parliament.

Mr. TROW. I move that the following words be inserted
in place of the words inserted by the Sonate:-

In regard to the Stationery Departnents of both Houses of Parlia-
ment, this Act shall not apply; such Departments shall be controlled
by the members of each House respectively.
This amendment is merely to leave the -purchase of paper
as it was formerly in the hands of the members of Parhia-
ment. The selecuions are made in the old country; they
are not made here. Firms here are not required to manu-
facture the articles required.

Mr. CHAPLEAU. They are, and the contract is given
to them. I have only to say that this amendment would
knock the Bill to pieces. The position which my hon.
friend embodies in the amendment has been fought againbt
in England, and the Joint Committee of the House of Lords
and the House of Commons, in 1885, were strong in their
recommendation that all the stationery shoud be ocontrolled
by the controller of stationery, and that his orders should
be followed in regard to the quantity, quality and variety of
the stationery required. I have not put that provision into
this Bill, leaving both louses to control their own stationery.

Mr. MITCHELL. While on this subject, I wish to say
that I think the quality of the stationery we have been
getting during the lat few years has been extremely bad,
and I have no doubt that, under the improved system, we
shall get a botter quality for the same money.

Mr. CHAPLEAU. If it has been so, it is our own fault.
If every year a sub-committec of members, knowing what
stationery is, were appointed to make a selection of station-
ery as to quality and variety, I believe it could be obtained
both oheaper and botter than it is at present.
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Mr. WOODWORTH. I think that the stationery supply 1880, gave as his views as to what was likely to be accom-

to the Sonate and louse of Commons is quite sufficient plished by 1890, through the course ho had marked out.
without giving us these trunks. I do ·not know what is The leader of the Opposition said on that occasion that this
done in other countries, but the unlimited supply of station- country had not made the same progress in population as
ery given hon. members during the Session does away with the neighboi ing Republic, and the Piret Minister replied
the necessity of giving tbem a trunk full to bring home and that the reason was, we had not adopte i a protective tariff
distribute in their neighborhood. and a railway polcy, and that by the adoption of both the

Kr. SOMERVILLE (Brant). I am glad to see I have same satisfactory results which hid. been obtained in the
succeeded in making one convert.United States, would be exhibited in this country. Ilesaid

that instead of this country showing a progress durin tonMr. OHARLTON. The hon. gentleman says he doos not years of 13 per cent, of population, it would show, as did theknow what is done in other countries. If ho did, he would United States, a progress of 2.d per cent. He also told usmake very little objection on the score of economy. In the that at that time, in 1879, there were going into the North-United States, each representative gets a writing desk, a West Territory about 20,000 people, and that the reportdozen gold pens, two dozen knives, about $100 worth of of the .Iinister of Agriculture, whoestimated the number atpaper and several other perquisites. 12,000, was inaccurate, that the number estimated was ridi-
Amendment negatived, and Senate amendments concurred culously amati, bocause the M jeter of Agriculture had fot

in.taken into conideratin the large number whioh had
crossed iute the country from varions points lu other

SUPPLY-ADMINISTRATION OF THE NORTH- ways than by rail, Ie told us the population of the North-
WEST. West Territory was greater than the Minister ef Agri-

Mr. MLELAN moved that the House again resolve ture bad shcwn it tb, and ho expressed the confident
itelf into Committee of Supply. expectation that thra wre 25,000 people going ln that

itsef ite Ciraitte ofSUpI~~year, but ho would put the figure nt the ridiculously amal
Mr. MILLS. I£ regret I have not had an opportunity of amount f 25,000. He further statod that the number of

submitting to the louse the motion I proposed to submit people going into the North-West Territories would show
at an earlier period, so that there would be ample oppor- a yearly average of about 5,000 for the years following.
tunity to discuse the important question relating to the Acoording, thereto; e, te the statemont made bythe hon.
administration of affairs in the North-West. I cannot hope, gentleman ut that time, the population in the North-Weet
at this hour of the evening or this period of the Session, Territories should, by 1890, amount te 75,000 ut let. Tho
even to give the most scanty outline of the views I enter- bon. gentleman aise sýiid there wàs no of the lands
tain of the policy wbich on. gentlemen opposite have ef the Norih-West Terrines passing inw the banda of
pursued for some years in the administration of aff.tirs in sioeulators, because the power of establishing municipal
the North-West. I shall content myself with giving a institutions and imposing taxes would have the otteot of
brief review of a few of the more important features con- ransfering the property that might bo hold by speculators
nected with the administration of the Government. These jute the hands of bond fide owners at an early day, and the
matters are, no doubt, of very great importance, and IGoverumont theroe did net think it noccsary te tako
propose to ask the louse to pronounce a judgment on the any precantions te provent a large portion ef the territory
motion it put in your hands. I do not expoct the judgment passing jute the lands of private owners for purposes pnrely
will be such as the facts warrant, but notwithstanding speculative. The bon. gentleman aise told the fouse ef
that, it is important, with the view of fairly placing before the results ho expectcd te derive freintho policy ho was
the country the issues that exist between bon. gentlemen then pursuing. li said that by the year 1890 the amount
on this aide and on that, that I should take this course. In of cash te bc realised by the sale of railway lande would
my opinion there have been many cases of exhibitions of bc $16,272,000; by proemptions, 816,440,000; und by
incapacity, negligence and mismanagement in the conduct other sahe, $38,533,000; se thut, by 1890, the
of affaira in the North-West Territories, and I think it is country would dorive cash frir the sales ef ]and
important these should be brought lairly before the country 87 i,30,,000. Tho bon gentleman assured that the cost of
at the carliest opportunity, so that the country may be en- Lurveys would bo $2,(00,000 and the ceat of management
abled tojudge of the incompetency of the present Administra- et the landa 8400,000 more during that od. So that
tion. We know that it isadmitted by hon. gentlemen opposifle the country would have a net sum in Caih, to apply in
that the North-West Territories are fertile, that the country diminution et tho obligations that were about te ho îucurred
is well watered, that the climate, although rigorous in the i the course the Governmentwerepnrsuing, cf $69,000,000,
winter season, is, on the whole, healthful, but nevertheless so that by the year 1890 the $75,000,000 which the hon.
there has not been made, in return for the enormous expend- gentleman eatimatcd the Oana'ian PacifieRailwy would
iture in that country during the past eight years, that pro- cost would be reduced te the suniof 86,000,000. Thon the
gress in its settiement which so large an expenditure cf Lon. gentleman, accrding te the stateaient ho made
public money ought to have brought about. The hon. showed a hope that by this year the population that
gentleman who leade the Government told us, in 1880, that if go in frem without te that oountry would number 308,000,
it had not been for the change that took place in 1873 by the and that during the ricxL four years 295,000 would b. added
formation of the Administration Of the hon, member for Easte that number, se that by 18J0 tho hon. gentleman eounted
York (Mr. Mackenzie), the North-West country would have upen un addition Le the cxiHting pâpulatien and the natural
been in a very different condition from that in which it then increae ef that exîsting populatin of 600,000. In tact,
was. I am not going to discusa the meri or the demorits the pictureg which the hon, gentleman drow of
of the policy of the Mackenzie Government. I have the future ef the North-West Territory were
not the time, nor is it necessary to do so;, but I pro- somnthing like those found in the advertiements
pose to point out the inadequate resulta which have along the Missouri River in tho story et Mark
followed the administration of this Government. Mr. Tapley and Martin Ctuzzlewit. What la the actual
Wells, the Amorican statistician, has stated that the wholeicottof urveya up te thia moment ? Âcording
wealth of the United States is not more than the industry of te the reports the hon, gentleman has fremn ime
the population produces in four years. The same statement te tire brought down, thcy amount Le $4,000,000, and the
might be made with regard to this country, but the resulta net inoome frei the sale et publie lands la something like
have net borne eut that caeulation. The ffirst inister, in 1o500l000. mLt us look at the Mist that h Abn incured in
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connection with the acquisition of the North-West Terri-
tories in order that we may see precisely what the hon.
gentleman had marked out and expected to accomplish.
There was in the first place the payment of $1,460,000 to
the ludson's Bay Company ; there are the surveys and
the management of lands, 64,000,000; the expense annually
upon Indians in the North-West in the extinguishment of
the Indian title that, ilnder the management of the hon.
gentleman, represents a capitalised sum of 825,000,000 ; the
first rebellion, $1,000,000 ; the second rebellion, $4,750,000,
the millions that might be charged to the North-West in
connection with the Canadian Pacific Railway, representing
altogether an annual charge something in excess of $4,000,-
000 ; and up to this moment the hon. gentleman by bis
management, by the policy he bas pursued in the North-
West Territories, has succeeded during cight years in
securing a net sum of $500,000. The First Minister told us
in 1880 that the lands were a sacred trust, that the Gov-
ernment intended to economise the resources of the North-
West Territories, and to apply the funds derived from
the sale of those lands to the extinguishmont of the
Canadian Pacifie Railway debt and for the obliteration
of those burdens that were incurred in connection with
the acquisition of that territory. Well, let us ask how
far the expectations of the First Minister have been
realised. He, in fact, said to the people four or five years
ago: In the North-West you have a great estate; put the
management of that estate in our hands, give us a large
sum of money to expend upon it, place $100,00 ),00-for
that is what he bas practically asked -at our disposal for
the improvement of that estate, and we will manage it in
such a way that in fifteen years we will wipe out ibe whole
of the burden that has bçen incurred. In fact, the hon.
gentleman assured us that thore was to be no permanent
burden incurred in connection with the acquisition of the
North.West Territory. I wish to call the attention of the
Hlouse to this fact-and I have briefly stated some of the
more prominent points connected with the policy of the
hon. gentleman-how large a portion of this expenditure
has been altogether unnecessary. In fact, the greater por-
tion of it is due to the mismanagement of the North-West
affairs. Take, for instance, th ecase of surveys. Th,) bon.
gentleman has expended at leaist$ 3,000,000 more than was
necessary for that purpose. If the rebellions are due to
the misconduct, the mismanagement, the maladministra-
tion of publie affairs, thon there has been upwards of
$5,000,0O0 upon that; and there bas been, through the
carelessness and indifference in the conduct of Indian affairs,
an addition of $15,000,000 actually to the capitalised sum of
that extent when fair]yconsidered. Now, if we look at the
surveys and at the sale of public lands, we will see hov
much out of all proportion the surveys have been to the
actual requirements of the public service. Down to 1873,
there were surveyed 4,700,000 acres, and there were dis-
posed of as homesteads, by tale and pre eynption, 212,000
acres. lu 1874, 4,000,000 acres were survoyed, and 3-4,000
acres disposed of. In 1875, the surveys were 665,000 acres,
and the sale 156,OO acres. In 1876, the surveys were
420,000 acres, and the sales 132,000 acres. In 1877, the
surveys were 231,00 acres, and the sales 423,000 acres. In
1878, 306,000 acres were survoyed, and the sales were
709,000 acres. In 1879, 1,130,000 acres were surveyed, and
the sales were 1,096,000 acres. In 1880, the hon. gentleman
survoyed 4,472,000 acres, and sold 682,000 acres. In 1881,
he surveyed upwards of 9,000,000 acres, and sold
1,000,000 acres. la 1882, he surveyed 9,460,000 acres,
and sold 2,600,000 acres. In 1883, he surveyed 27,000-
000 acres, and sold 1,831,000 acres. In 1884, he
survoyed 6,400,000 acres and sold 1,000,000 acres.
In 1885 ho surveyed 39,000 acres and sold 481,000
acres. .8o that the lon. gentleman, up to the close
of last year, surveyed, with what was surveyed during the
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period of his predecessors, nearly 70,000,000 acres, and he
nominally disposed of less than 11,000,000 acres. When I
say 11,000,000, that represents a very much larger area than
the actual sales, for the hon. gentleman knows that there
are a large number of homesteads taken up every year that
are cancelled, and in fact the number of cancelled home-
steads became so great that the hon. gentleman ceased to
give those as portion of the report from the Department of
the Interior. I find that, according to the reports from the
Department of the Interior, the homesteads taken up cover
an area of 5,193,000 acres, and yet it is no exaggeration to
say, looking at the reports that have actually come to us in
the few years in which reports of the cancellations were
givten, that 30 per cent. of this area at least has been cancel-
led. What are the facts ? The hon. gentleman has sur-
voyed a larger area of country than at the present
rate of settlement would be occupied for ths next sixty
years. What I wish to cail the attention of the House
to is that this was altogether unnecessary, that the
expense need not have been incurred ; that the hon.
gentleman, when he came into office, changed the
whole plan of surveying the North-West Territories, and
not only produced serious dissatisfaction amongst the
settiers by the adoption of the policy he entered upon, but
incurred a needless expenditure, and surveyed large areas
of the country that will be required to be surveyed again
before the country is settled. In fact, the interest upon the
money spent on surveying wiil exceed the principal Pum
itself before those lands are occupied. The policy that was
adopted by the hon. gentleman's predecessors in office,
which was begun by Mr. Laird, was a system of triangula-
tion and astronomical survey to fix the latitude and longi-
tude, to establish the principle of meridian lines and base
lines, and the varions scattered settlements over the North-
West Territories. If time would permit me, I could point
out that in 1878 this work was done, that for the whole of
the settlements upon the Saskatchewan River the latitude
and longitude were settled in those two years, that
traverse surveys were made, that plans of the settle-
ment were sent to the Department as well as plans
of survey, and that it was possible to survey, during
the year 1879 and the yar 18,90, every foot of land that was in
the posse-sion of any squatter in the North-West Territories.
I need only mention the tact that in 1877 this special survey
was pressed on to Prince Albert, and the whole of that set-
tiement was surveyed in accordance with that plan. The
lots were made as wide as the convenience of the squatters
required, and were made two miles in depth. In 1878 the
St. Laurent settlement was surveyed, and the survey ex-
tended, according to the report of the surveyors, for twenty
miles along the South Saskatchewan. It was begun by Mr.
Aidus in September, 1878. Nine miles of that settlement
was survoyed upon the plan of making the lots ton chains
wide and two miles in depth. The remainder of that land
was not surveyed that season, as there was not time to com-
plete it, and the hon. gentleman, when he came in, applied
the rectangular system to a great portion of the plans which
gave rise to serions difficulties between the settlers on the
banks of the Saskatchewan. If I had time I could read a
report made by the same special surveying party who were
engaged in 1877-78, and I could show beyond contro-
versy that in every case the plan of survey was subor-
dinate to the plan of settlement. Where the plan
was with a view to river fronts, with lots of consi-
derable depths and narrow frontage, this system was
strictly adhered to. Sir, this plan of survey was
adopted, and this work that was done enabled these hon.
gentlemen, when they came into offloe, to complote the
survoy of ail the settlements in the North-West Territory,
which for years were neglected. In tact, if the hon. gentle-
men had earried out the plan of surveying the settlement
under the special sarvey plan, half a million acres of land
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of these settlements on the North Saskatchewan could bave
been snrveyed. The louse will get a better notion of it if
I take a single case of the special survey party No. 4. I
will pass over the other three, bocause I do net wish te
trespass upon the indulgence of the House longer than
necessery to state the facts connected with the neglect
exhibited by the hon. gentlemen in the survey of the various
settlements of the North-West Territory. Mr. Aldous, in
his report of survey No. 4, says that he made a careful
traverse of the river along which a careful survey would
extend; and he did this the better to determine along which
legal sub-divisions the lino in the rear should be run so as to
couform as near as pos-cible te a uuiform syètern cf lots two
miles deep. The report goes on to say:

" lu every case where land was oecupied and improved and there
existed any dispute betveeu the occupants cf adjeiniug daims, I had
tbem te agree together before me on some point which was te be
esfablished as their common boundary, in the ma'ority of instances
they requested mer te decide betveen theun. Their posa was thon
planted where, under the circumestances of the case, I considered it
best, divided their claims and they mutually agreed to it as their
boundary line.

" When the land was unoccupied and unimproved, merely having
been taken up I surveyed it in ton chain lots and entered the ciaimant's
narne for it on the plan, stating my opinion te thenu that such dlaims
could at most merely give them a preferential right to purchase• On the 5th of September the survey of Prince Albert settle-
ment was compieted, sud on tbe day feleowiug vs moved te St.
Laurent. This settlement extended along both sides of the South
Saskatchewan River from itq intersection with the 3rd principal meri-
dian south te (*abriel'sa rossing, a distance ef ever tventy miles. IB&v
that it would be impossible to make a complete survey this season, and
therefore determined to work in that portion of the sutlement where it
was meet immediately required.

à careful instrumentl traverse was firt made of the river between
the points before mentioned. Also a prel minary survey showing all
the improvements from which it was evident thait the most important
part of the settlement lay on the est side ot the river below Batoche's
Crossing. Here I decided te commence work. I started from the 3rd
principal meridian at the north-east corner of section.12, township 44,
range 1, west, producing the section lino west of the river. From this
line the lots are laid out conforming as nearly as possible te 10 chains
in width and two miles in depth, one mile north and eight miles
south along the eat side of the river. Road allowances being left sa in
the Prinoe Albert survey.

'Plans of those surveys accempany the report.
The entire population of St. Laurent conset eofFrench half-breeds,

who, vith few exceptions, live by buffalo hunting. They simply farm
sufficient land to provide themselves with grain and vegetablés for
winter use. They nevertheless fully understand the advantage of
securing land, being well aware that in a few years the builalo will be
exterminated, and that they will be compelled t turu their attoutiou
to agricultural pursuits.

Now, the surveyur goes on to state that he has run a base lino
out to Carrot Ri ver, and he recommends the survey of the
settlement on Carrot River to the east to Prince Albert, and
this same plan was adopted with regard to the settlement
on the Saskatchewan. There is a report of the latitud-à and
longitude, of the plan of settlement in the Department, and
I ask the Minister to have brought here these plans of every
one of these settiements that were sent to the office in the
fall of 1878. We find that they also fixed the latitude and
longitude of Battleford, that the work of making a special
survey of that place was completed on the Sth October,
1878. Yet I find an address sonie four years later presented
to Hi iExcellency Lord Lorne, when -he visited that place.
Now, I ask the indulgence of the House while I read that
addres, to show how the people of these settlements regard
the course that was pursued by the Government. The
address of the people of Battleford is as follows:_
"MAT rr PLESAS Youn EXCELLINCY-

" We, the citizens of Battleford, wish to lay before you the following
etatement concerning land in this settlement and humbly pray that
Your Excellency will cause the matter to abe brought betore your honor-
able Ministers at Ottawa, in the hope that more attention may be paid
te a petition passing through Your Excellencys abands, than represen-
tationu sont to the Department have hitherto received.

" Six years have passed away since the fret settlement was made bore
by white men. fhe spring following such settlement the Government
passed an Order in Council declaring a town site reserve of four square
miles (or 10,240 acres) at the junction of the Battle and Sakatchewan
Rivers. This was followed by a railway reserve of twenty miles on esch
pide of this surveyed route of the Canadian Pacific Railway, which passes

through Battleford. The town cite reserve included land taken un by
settlers above mnentioned, and who are promised protection ln these
holdings by the Dominion Lands Act.

IPetitions have troin time to time been sent to the Department
requesting a survey and a settlement of the matter, but with no result.
Some of these petitions have not even been acknowledged.

"Government buildings have been Placed on said land and large
portiona f the rdaims enciysedifor agricutural and other purposes by
the officiais, under authority, it ie supposed, froua the Departuent To
such an extent bas this been done on some of the claims that no ground
bas been left for the settler to tarm Hurveyors have at different times
wintered here, with full parties under pay, doing nothing, when they
mlight have been blocking out townshipqs and surveying the settlement.
This was not done because the surveyors were under pay from the
Indian branch, while the lands are another branch of the same Depart.
ment. With due respect to Your Excelleney, we suggest thnt careles-
ness or red tape shoul d not be allowed te put the people of Oanada to
such unnecessary expense, nor the settlers of Battleford to such annoy.
ante. Many good.settlers have passed here to go further and fare worse,
because the question of land was uneettled, and to-day we are without a
mill because no one will risk the necessary expense to put a mill in a
settlement where nobidy knows how soon he may be ordered off by
some of the numerous owners of land in the North-West.

IYour Excellency has doubtless noticed that the bouses In Battleford
are hardly such as might be expected in the capital of the North-West,
The cause le the same, viz., that there is not title to land, and people
wili not put up exuensive hnnses on land that is in dispute.

I A person would naturally suppose that having made a town site
reserve at Battleford, having put up the building sand located the
capital here, having built barracks and filled them with polio», the
Government would survey the land, sattIe the disputed c.aims, and make
an attempt to build upon their own town site. But no- hari g locked
up the most advantageous location tor a city ln the orth-West froua
sale and settlement, they refuse to sell the land themselves or to let
sny body else sell it and calnly see the settlements on either side of it
fBourihh, but seem to hope that ail enterprie here may be choked and
Battieford returned to its previous condition as a rendezvous for Indians
and buffale.

" Appeals to the Department in person are met with the satonishing
answer that if the railroad comes to Battleford, and the land li valuable,
the Governinent will take it, but if it is not worth anything the settler
caui kpt.

" while surveys are being made al over the country for the Indian.,
white men cannot get even a civil answer from the Department. Why is
this ? Because the white men eau be depended on to keep the peace, and
the red men cannot.

. . .a* ln 'conclusion, we hnmbly pray that your Excellency
will kindly take an interest ln our case, and by using the influence
whirh your position gives and your abilities grace, end our trouble and
confer a great boon upon a strugglin community. We are cut off from
many of the commonest pleasures of ife and labor under disadvantages
enough witbout having such hindrances thrown l our way."

I might give instances of other ettlers and other parties
who made similar complaints to those made by the settlers
at Battleford. I will refcr to another instance, somewhat
similar, in dealing with the halfbreed settiement ut Qu'Ap-
pelle. Those half-breeds addrossed Governor Morris as
early as May, 1873, asking the protection of the Govern-
ment to their holdings. That assurance was given them
the following year and the Lieutenant Governor and Minis-
ter Laird wen't there for the purpose of negotiating a treaty
with the Indians. A treaty was umade with the Indians
who claimed the whole country about that region, and this
assurance of security in thoir holding was renowed to the
people. In the summor ot 1881, 112 of those inhabitant
petitioned the Government that surveys of their holdings
might be made and that that survey shouild be made on the
same principle that had been recognised in the French settle-
ments of Manitoba and the other settlements of the North-
West. They asked for a rarrow frontage and great deptb,
and they aiso asked that the Government would give them
hay privileges at the back of their lots as had been conferred
on early settlers in the vicinity of Manitoba. No action
seems to have been taken. Somewhat later the whole Of
the lands occupied by those people seems to bave been
transferred te a co!onisation company, and the Company
warned off those mon, some of whom had been in the
country since 1876. On the ,9th August, 1>482, Lieutenant
Governor Dewdney telegraphed from Qu'Appelle to Sir
John A. Ma 'donald as follows :-

" Half-breeds holding old claims in valley waited on ue to-lay, and
complain that Osier Lan I Company are warning them off and claiming
their lands. Would reermmend that this company be aocihd not to
interfere with then, have written."
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A petition was presented to Mr. Dewdney, and reade as
follows:-

" 1. That as far back as the year 1860, and up to 1879, we settled or
squatted on lands situate on the banks of the Qu'Appelle River; erected
comfortable dwellings and outbuildings thereon ; ploughed and culti-
vated the soil, and by continued residence have complied with all the
Gnvernment conditions.

" 2. That we have erected a church and school in a central position;
built and opeaed up roads and bridges, and made numerous improve-
ments which are to-day of great value to the new settler.

" 3. That the surveys lately made have discovered some of us to be on
railway land, now owned by the Ontario and Qu'Appelle Land Com-
pany, whose agent has informed us that we muet eitber bt.y the land
from them or move off. In fact we are informed that they have sold
some of the land at present occupied by a bonâ fide settler.

" 4 That we have refused to comply with the request of the Ontario
and Qu'Appelle Land Company, and claim a patent from the 0rown for
our respective pieces of lan d, or quarter-sections, fully believing that
we are jastly and I gally entitled to the same. We would, therefore,
respectfully ask Your Honor tl lay our claims before the right hon. Min-
ieter of the Interior (who we know will do us justice in the matter), and
request his earliest attention in the matter."

This petition is signed by forty-three half-breeds. The let-
ter of enclosure is dated 29th of August, 1882. In it Gov-
ernor Dewdney says:

" The declarations set forth in the petition are, to my knowledge,
generally correct I have informed the petitioners that i will dulycom-
municate te them your answer in connection with the said petition.

" With reference te their claims I, yesterday, had the honor te address
a telegram te you, and the recommendation therein contained I now
beg to reiterate, as I glean that many of the claims are somewhat con-
flicting, and in some instances run part on even and part on odd num-
bered sections. I would respectfully suggest that either Mr. Commis-
sioner Walsh or Mr. Inspecter Pierce be instructed te examine into and
adjust them on an equitable basis; and ihat, without delay, as the half-
breeds interested are very uneaEy about their holdings, and may be
looked upon as the pioneers of the district."

Oa the 13th September, Mr. Andrew Russel wiites Mr.
Dewdney:

" The petition of the half-breeds will be submitted to the Minister on
hie return te the Department."

No answer was given to the petition. On the 19th March,
more than six months after, Mr. Dewdney again wrote:

" Last summer I forwarded a petition from the half-breed, In refer-
ence to their claims in this district, to the Department of Interior, on
the occa ion of a claim being made by the Qu'Appelle and Ontario Land
Company to some of their land.

" There are a number of half-breeds In this district who have been
settled in the Qu'Appelle valley for many years. These weat on their
usual hunt for buffalo, returning to their homes at different times during
each year. Othe-t have pettleri ince 1879, and remained pretty cor-
stantl! on their land.

" The Dominion land surveys have demnstrated that many of them
have been living on the same section; and, as land became valuable, a
scramble was made by land speculators to obtain the right titles and
intereste of those settled in the most favored localities." ,

I wish to call attention to the fact that those pe>ple had years
before asked for surveys, according to the plan of settle-
ment. They made a like request to the Government subse-
quently, but the Government paid no heed to their request.
When the Government commenced to survey the country,
they surveyed it on the rectang ilar system, and in some
instances the people had only a inere gore or a fraction of
a lot; and in case there was not a sufficient distance, if the
Govrernment had surveyed the lands properly, they could
have acquired the amount of land to which they would have
been entitled as ordiniary settlers. But the Goverament
adopted a plan of survey which was altogether unsuited to
the physical circumstances of the country, and was seriously
injarions to the settlers themselves. He goes on to say :

" The sooner the claims of these half-breeds are determined the better,
as a number of them are bond zde settiers and deserve consideration.
These cettlers have not claimed their land as was done in some parts of
the North-West by small frontages running back some miles although
the bulk of them build their homesteads close to each other and near the
water where they could easily catch fish."

In this statement Mr. Dewdney is mistaken because the
petitions sent to the Government thrce or four years ago
show that the Government could have made the surveys in
conformity with the plan of settlement. But the Govern-
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ment surveyed it differently, and they were willing to
accept this after the survey was made if a fair distribution
of the land was made, and they were protected from distur-
ba' ce by the colonisation company, into whose hands the
Government had placed those lands. He goes on to say :

" Thpy, however, consider they are entitled to as much land in area asi
they would bave been had they taken up their claims as 'had been the
custoin with half-breeds.' "

Mr. Dewdney then goes on to suggest a mode of settlement.
lie urges tho appointmont of a perfectly independent man,
one in no way connected with the speculators in the Qu'Ap-
pelle distr cts. This communication was referred on the
6th July to Mr. Walsh. Mr. J. R Hall, acting Secretary,
writes :

"I am directed by the Minister of the Interior to send you herewith
the enclosed copies of the corresoondence concerning the claims of cer-
tain half-breed settlers in the Qu'Appelle Valley and to request that you
will at your convenience investigate and report upon these claims."

It will be observed that the petitions of the half-breeds were
declared urgent in August, 1882, and they were referred to
Mr. Walsh in July, 18S3, eleven months after. Now it will be
observed that while the Department, eleven months after
they were telegraphed to, after they were told that the
colonisation company were warning them of their lands,
alter they were told that those people were uneasy, that
tbey required assurances, that the matter onght to be
settled, eleven months after, they referred the matter to the
commissioner for his favorable consideration, to be investi-
gated, not at once, but at bis convenience In December,
1883, Mr.J. W. Jackson, member of the North-West Council
for this district, writes the Department that he bas been
waited upon by a large deputation of half-breeds, who say
that the Government have been repeatedly petitioned and
memorialised to settle the claims of the half-breeds; that
there are half breeds in the Territory who have never
received anything from the Government but who deserve
consideration. So that there was no settlement up to this
time. Jackson's letterwas not answered till the lth March,
1884, when Mr. Hall, on behalf of the Minister, writes:

" The Minister hae himslf been very anxions to have this qSuestion
settled and un the 18th of September last, Mr. Walsh, the Commissioner
of Dominion Lands at Winnipeg, was instructed to vimit this
localitv, and make an invEstiration into the claims of these half-
breers ad other mrt+er,. Owing, however, to an unusual pressure of
business Mr. Walsh has so far been unable to visit the locality, but he
has agai-i been writt n to and requested to make this investigation at
the carliest possible opportunity."

These claims were only settled by the half-breed commis-
siun in 18b5. Now, I am not going to trouble the Hiouse
any further with a reference to thim question, but I give
those instances to show the neglect and the delay which
took place in the settlement. I have shown the House
that there was every facility for the survey of these
settlements in the North-West Territories in the year 1880,
and yet we find that in the year 1885 many of these settle.
ments on the Saskatchewan were not surveyed, and these
people had not their claims settled or dealt with and that
the plan of survey was not at all in conformity with the plan
of settlement. 1 can easily understand how the Govern-
ment might object to changing their plan of survey if
the country was vacant at the time the survey was made,
but I confess I do not understand why the Government
should have carried ont the particular plan ofsaurvey whioh
was not best adapted to the physical cireumstances of the
country,but was altogether at variance with the actual plan of
settlement of the country before the survey was made at all.
There is but one other matter to which i wish to refer, and
that is the question of the issue of p&tents. 'Shere was not
only negligence in the survey of the country, there wasnot
only an improper plan of survey, there was notonly a total
failure to give the peoplie the assuran ,es to which thety were
entitled, but there has been negligence in the issue of
patenta, not only to the half-breed population, but to the
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white population of that country. I will not read th, of the general cost of administration as oomured with theinstances I gave last year, the cases of Mr. Miller al revenues of the North-West Territories. AlIf OS. 8ay isothora. They are but instances of hunidreds in that country that while hon. gentlemen opposite were in power theirof the extraordinary delay which occurred and of the total expenditure for administration and the collection ofrevenue,
absence of capacity on the part of the officers of the Depart- &c., was $34,226.80 more than they receivedther1eas wbilement to comprehend the grievances that the people under- this Government have been in office, the total expendturestook to brimg before them. For the purpose of showing the have been but 22 per oent. of the reeeipts. I thinkextent to which the administrative work of the Department that shows that the administration on the whole h s nlot
has falien behind. the actual settlement of the country, I bn an ill-administration. Then, the bon. gentlemas sayswill firat give the number of acres homesteaded since 1878. I w» have been negligent in the issue of patents. Ail
They were as follows: - can say is that while hon. gentlemen opposite were

Acres. in office they issued 6,577 patents, whereas the present
1878 .................................. 8.......08,640 Government have issued 19,217. If there i any one180.. ............... .................... 5529 thing more than any other about which there is no com.
1881....0. ..... ......... .......................... 43.s,707 plaint in the North.West to-day, it ia the issue of patents,
1882................................1,181,652 which are issued much more promptly than they are lu any1883................ . ...... 970,719 Province of the Dominion or than they are in the United1884.......... .......... ................. S......... ,20 States. That is one branch of the Department against which

Now, when a homesteader is in occupation for three years no valid objections can possibly be made. Thon, Sir, the
he is entitled to his patent, and the following shows the hon. gentleman has referred to the position of the half-breeds
number of acres patented from 1881 to 1884:- at Qu'Appelle. I may say, from information which I have

Acres. in my hand-and it comes from an exoeedingly good
............ 1............38,514 source-that the half-breeds at Qu'Appeile claimed no hay1882.................................~~ ,9'lands, for the very good reason that there were noue atthat1888. ... .. .. .... 292,715

1884. .................... 288,365 place. 1 may say, with reference to the system of surveya
So that the area patented by the Department, is less than there, that the river system would have been impossible,
20 per cent, of the lands for which patents ought to have owing to the conformation of the ouantry and the character
been issued. I need not detain the House further in the of the river. The lands were not handed over to any colo.
discussion of this question. I stated a very few instances nisation company. No half-breed in that section had settled
of the neglect, mismanagement and delay which the Gov- outside the Canadian Pacifie Railway beit. The lands in
ernment had exhibited in the conduot of the affairs of the question were sold by the Canadian Pacifie Railway to the
North-West, and I beg leave to move the following Ontario and Qu'Appelle Land Company; and in overy case
motion :- where a half-breed was settled on a -yn icate section, and the

That in the administration of the affaira of the North-West, under the fact was estabished that R had ettld prier te the granting
present Ministry, prier to the rebellion, there were grave instances of cf the Canadian Pacifie Railway charter, the half-brSd got
neglect, delay, mismanagement and misconduct, which were prejudicial his land. The half-broeds contended that they should have a
to the public welfare, produced serions discontent among the people fall homestead. By reason of the broken front on the lake and
and retarded the development of the country. river, they were mot able to get it; but the Government

Mr. WHITE (Cardwell). I do not propose to attempt to afterwards made up the full quantity to them where they
follow the hon. gentleman in the speech ho has just made. were not able to get the full quantity by the system of sur-
The subject, on which he has spoken briefiy and fairly, is vey that was adopted. As I said, I do not propose to foUow
one that has been pretty well threshed out dut ing this the hon, gentleman in ail that he has said, but I take this
Session and last Session, and it is not necessary to go over occasion, which I regret has not offered carlier, to C11
the old ground again. There are one or two clear state. attention to a statement made in the public press of the
ments, however, which I think it worth while to make. country. In addressing the House on a former ocea-don, I
The hon. gentleman has said that we have gone on with the read certain affidavits which were obtained fromu settiers i
surveys too rapidly. I do not think that can be regarded the somewhat fumons township of St. Louis de Lnngevin ;
as an impediment to the development or settlement of the and the statement has been made by a correspondent oe
country. When the hon. gentleman speaks of the number of the Toronto Globe, who visited the locality, that those
acres of land which have been granted by the Crown, and affidavits were obtained by force, by threats, by ignorance
which ho says have been so small as to render unnecessary on the part of those who made them of their contents;
thesurvey of so large an area, ho eught to remember that we and serious attacks have been made against Mr. Pearce-
have granted very large areas to railway corporations. For an officer who was in the service of the Department
instance, 25,000,000 acres were granted to the Canadian while the hon. gentleman sat on this aide of the Roase as
Pacific Railway Company; and it was abéolutely necessary, well as since that time, and who, whatever may be said of
in order that that company might settle its lands, and in his manner, is certainly a man of integrity, honesty of pur-
order that the alternate sections might be opened to pose and an able administrator-for having, as alleged,
ordinary homesteaders, that they should be surveyed. forced those unfortunate people to make those affidavite.
It was also necessary that the lands of the other Whon I saw that statement in the Toronto Gloie, I took
railway companies should be surveyed for the same what I think every hon. member will say was the proper
reason. Up to the beginning of the present Session course. I referred it at once to &[r. Puaree for his answer.
there were granted to railway o9mpanies, inoluding the I felt very keenly the suggestion that any officer of the
25,000,000 aeres granted to the Canadian Paoific Railway Department of the Interior would undertake to force people,
Company, very nearly 40,000,000 acres in the North-West, whether half-breeds or others, to do that whicb is net only
invoiving surveys. But, looking at the manner in which a great impropriety, but a great sin, that is to swear to
the surveys have been carried on by the two Governmeits, what ie not true. I felt, therefure, that it was due to Mr.
I find one fact, which is of considerable importance, that is, Pearce to get from him hi@ explanation Now, I will read
whereas it coSt hon. gentlemen opposite to survey the Mr. Pearce's answer, which is as follows:-
country $12.14 per acre, it has cost the present Government "lOmTvwi, 29th Apd, I886.
$4.65 per acre ; so that if we have made very large surveys, "Si,-I notice in the Toronto (lob of the 2Sth instant, a report from

h_ il. a d b ve-

we have at least made -tnem econiomicuiy, etu e itWcrrspndntdaedat1 8its correspondent dated at Re inai the 27th instant, purportia the
caretuily sud well. Thon, the hon. gentleman bas SPo)ken 'rea i of an enquiry made by hirn into the pcrâtion of mttiers in the now
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famous township of St. Louis de Langevin, and reflecting upon my con- St. Louis de Langevin, were persusded by one Peter Taylor to move to
duct in connection with the recent investigation made by me, nnder what lu now knowa as the Bresselar Settlement, above Battieford; but
Instructions from you, having for object the settlement of the land claims it will hardly be contended that their moving was in any way the resuit
of those settlers. of the Prince Albert Colonisation Company. h is not true, as etâted,

$ The statements of this correspondent are entirely untrue, and as the that Mr. Duck and 1 kept these affidavits secret from Charies KoU,
subject is one which affects my personal honor, I desire briefly to refer McLeod and a few others of the most intelligent settiers. There wasno
to them. It is stated : reaon why they should be showu to aither Nolin or McLeod. If the

"'1. That for four years William Bremner cotld not obtain entry.' Bettiers bad expressed a wish that theyshould have been ehown to them,
The best reply to this will be found in the third clause of Bremner's affi- they would have been sown-in fact, if Nolin or McLeod had asked te
davit, in which he states: see them, even without being requested to do so by the parties interested,

"'3. That at the time of survey we had not made up our minds how we1would gladly have ehown them. The correspondent then gives a lot
would take up the land. I came up here nu account of my family. They ef persona wbo, he says, were in the pariah of St. Louis de Langevin
desired the land to be taken up as river lots, and we decided to try aud wnen the bonds were sold to the Prince lbert Colonisation Society,
obtain it that way. M y son Alexander concluded he would be too much and uuggests that these persons were deprived of their lande by the Gov-
cramped, so gave his claim to William Bremner, and moved to section 5.erumeut in favor of the Prince Albert Colonisation Society. in replyI
We never applied for entry at Dominion Lande Office, Prince Albert, have to say that the firet five namel in this lut were net iu the Coloni.
waiting to see whether entry would be granted in other river frontages sation Conpany a tract at ail. They are sfollows: Widow Margaret
or Bt Onellette, C harles Wolin, Maxime Lepine, Norbert Fincheît and Michael

" I represented mvself to Mr. Bremner as having been sent to make Canny. The lat named, it may be stated, made entry and received bis
investigations into the claims of settlers, with a view to instructions patent long since. ks to the others, the following are the facto as to
being given to the agent to grant entries, which instructions were given their settiement: Alexander Bremner, commenced residence Âprii, 1884;
by me on leaving Prince Albert, 7th December, 1885. As to hi know- Alcide L-garé, not yet commeuced resideuce, no buildings, and four
ledge about the Prince Albert Colonisation Company and its alleged acres breaking; George Fiddler, commenced residence August, 1885;
infinence in depriving people of their lands, Mr. Bremner, in that para- Marguerite Boyer (wîdow), commeuced residence June, 1883; Baptiste
graph of his affidavit, states : Boyer, not yet commened resictence, 15 acre3 breaking. and bas improve.

" ' 4. That I never was told nor do I believe my son or son-in-law were, ments tevalue of $225; W. Bruce, commenced residence June, 1884;
or I should have heard of it, that we could not obtain entry for the land Fred. Fiddler, no resideuce or improvements; Antoine Richard, com-
as we desired it. Riel once told me possibly we would not obtain it. menced reidence Augnît, 1883; Bîzéar Swain, commenced resideuce
Had we believed, we would then have abandoned not continuing to make July, 1884; Jonas Laviolette, not yet commenced residence; Joseph
further improvements as we have done.' Bremner, commeuced residence September, 1885; Moïse Bremner, coin-

" The best comment on the story of their fear that their interest would menced resideuce September, 1884; Jean Baptiste Boucher, jun.,
tint be protected in consequence of the allotment to the company is this comnced residence-November, 1882; Jean Baptiste Boucher, sen.,
affidavit of Mr. Bremner, from which it will be seen that so far as bis comrenced reeldence Auguet, 1882 (the names Baptiste Boucher and
family were concerned they continued making improvements during the Baptiste Boucher, sen., represent ore and the arne party, the correctwhole period of the Riel agitation and subsequent to the outbreak. The naie being Jean Bapti8te Boucher, sen.); Marie Lavallée bas not yet
same observations apply equally to all the settlers in this townshin.commenceet residence (ber improvements are worth $80), bas been livin

" That either Mr. Bremner or his son Joseph en bscribed to an affidavit in Prince Alb rt for paît two yeare; Solomon Boucher, not commencei
through fear is untrue; ln no case were either threats or promises used residence, bas iwprivements wortb $70; Charles Eugène Boucher, not
That they were asked to sign what le not crrect is equally untrue. commenced residence, improvemente worth $50; Alexander McDougall,
Indeed, the care with which every statement was explaiued to them, commenced residence October, 1884- Norman McKeuzie only made his
and their carefulness in subscribing to notbingwhich they did notknow entry lu March, 1886. And noue o? thest people were in any way dis-
to be true, is shown by the closing part of Joseph Bremner's affidavit, as turbed in their seulement lu consequence of the grant te the colonisa-
follows :-tion Company.

I ' And declare that the statements contained in the declaration of "Respectfully submitted.
William Bremner, corroborated by the said Moïse and Alexander Bremner,
are true and correct in every particular, except regarding the statement That le the statement of Mr. Pearce as to the condition in
of William Bremner as to the date Alexander commenced residence on
his claim, it being etated by Alexander, in April, 1884, not autumn, 1884, which ho found these people when ho mado this examina-
as stated by William Bremner.' tion, and in answer to the charge made against him in the" It ie said that Moïse Bremner, who witnessed the signature to Pearce's Globe; but of those affidavits, many, as you will renember,
affidavits, declared that Pearce caused only a part of the document to be
read. In reply to this, I have tg say that Moïse Bremner witnessed no were teetified to by Mr. George Duck who is agent for
signatures to affidavits, nor was he even present when affidavits were many years in Pi ince Albert-a gentleman who, I believe,
taken from parties other than himself, exceét possibly that of his father was appointed by hon, gentlemen opposite, who ie an
The practice I have always adopted in taking affidavits which, in the
performance of my duties for many years, I have been constantly called
on to do, Is, when parties cannot read, after the affidavit bas been Cree languages, and who bas therefore had a good deal of
prepared on their statement, to read it over carefully to them, and to intercourse with the people of that district. And Mr. Duck
certi the same lu th jurat. Whe the party did flot understand Eng- makes the following deciarationlish,I had it translated, and explained te thein uFrench or Indian, as
the case might be. The name of the person so translating it and the ",Jsp uk omrylclaeto oiinlnefrPic
fact ef snch translation being certified to. This, as you will see by rof.Abetdsrcndowmpyd iteofeofhoomisoeroerence te the affdsvita, was doue in the cases in qlestion. The corres-
pondent of the ilobe states that Norman McKenzie, Jean BaptisteBoucher, Moïse Bremner, George A. McLeod, Peter (arson, Charles
Nolin and Thomas Siater, were net askedi to sign affidavite, as th~yey mnbo etme fia erutlJnay 85 htIbveould read English. The best answer te this is that Norman McKenzie,Jean Baptiste Boucher and Moïse Bremner, did make afdavits, and these
affidavits appear l the report of your speech as printedin the Hansard. , Dc mer a geto il s rinc

" The affildavit t of Messrs. McLeod andi Carson. it ls true, were not ob-co aieir.Preonh.vstetbsttr aedltelstu -taiued for the suffirien t reason that McLeod had made his entry on 28thAberditrctndo d in tht ie pereolspre e tt
Novomber, 1883, and Carson on the 12th August, 1885. I had only teonevesbl yM.Pac ih h oin ae ntosi itinvestigate the case of those who had net obtained entry.

" As te Obarles Nolin, hie claim was lu a townsbip which had noverluecanevrcaeu hcteprositroged ernefa-formed a portion of any colonisation company's tracts, and as I wasenquiring into the position of those on the land allotted te the Prince and the sadsorin n dodo ugb he as oAlbert Colonisation Company, there was ne occasion te obtain an affi- oisaruwbotedlas etrfDo inoand s atedavit frem him. Thos. Latter i net in the Prince Albert District, his aref1878, noaerenconianteqetioneAtbr Perc, dasclaim hein the oee now held by Norman McKenzie, who purchased itaiîtfelly tr of nto Englof theauswers m 1de 5.ythe ter-from hlm in the autumn of 1883.Nroad.Th atpthefsar. uis Marlntis arencthasabrewargl"If John Toogood was the only party who obtained entry in October, famlier witb the nsh an ofthelnge, andit e Aevert,
1883, it was because he was the only one who applied. Alothers who IndaN, laTguagea poen l8.th atchew.Thatoisaon swa'e thlere at that date, or who desired entry, couid have obtained the mady r. Pearceatehe rouit ofhe inestiatin bhrainude

saine. o h ufretrao htMLo a aebsetyo 2 t ere, udcuaiuedilu the report.refrredte, rs erson th eat atfthe

" As t the statement that entries were refused in November, 1883, as theint ere eld byM and trutheully audfn i nthe uh-because the lands had passed into the hande of the Prince Albert Coloni- stno teron btaepby fhipersaboaet fort,sation Company, it is sufficient te say that McLeod obtained enitryiho ad teersosu ami ni the lu tN.3 whicb o tfwithîm the tract as late as 28th November, 1883. the appit e the said report. Tat th ershiobeteen vir. et" The statement that a largo number of settlers left the tract because 1fr.dPear was te coo tei tigtionacommence ofyteeitothtbey could net obt'in entries is net borne out by the facts that some who daisofrions res nterpaîia d tLois de I. aniwcinspected the land with a view te settling, afterwards settled elsewhere,i could necpo en the absnst th trne of suy oqis no doubt true, but that occure al l over the North-West. fanyo tters bavicgla tea d n thedparsb.ira"It is true that as far back as 1882, some settlers who had apparenty luyeach caeand oe poin errgat hea ked thestin
inteudedi to settle on the South Saskatchewan, or what ls now knewn as dehorho rc arion ter retiie tiaordacet

mw.hTand(rtdinlkn atheeB rssearletleentaoe).Batfd;b

Il A totheataemet tht etris wre efued i Noembr 883 ait wil hrd l ecntedd handt tirmovnga n lyapny aythe reult
because th lande badPassed int the bandeof the Prince Albert Coln-sac f h nimtonisbainComay I t wi s no re, staote,
withn te trct s lae a 28t Noembe, 183.thea Mr.Duck te and r eptrt. hese afedavitssecet f hre stNofin
theycoud nt ot-i enrie isnotborn on bythefaco tat omeh cLae odaaf e o thersil ofnti he mot inho t lient eles.T hwan
insectd te lnd itha vew o etting aferwrdssetledelowh reaso wyIhe sould b e e shg owtoheisne the oi o M eoIth
le n dout tre, bt tat ocure&H oer te Krthýestsettlersyof hadexperesda wishthat tysolds n haeben i s h the,
"'I istru tht s fa bak a 182, omesetler wh ha apare th ney would hando veen soninat, if Nodlioe oha asked teto

intnde tosetle n he out Sakathewnor hatis ow nowi see ethem, evh ern hwithout being reused odoo y the arieitstd
IMoud.lalyhae hon he. h crrspndntthn ivs ls
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established survey, whether such person had ever been threatened, or
informed, or belheved that he would not be allowed to retain the land
upon which he had settled, and that without exception the reply to
these questions was in the negative. That, the statement having
been made that certain of the settlers within the said parish of St. Louis
de Langevin liadt been informed that, owing to the Qoverninent having
old the lande upon which they h ad settled to the Prince Albert Coloni-
sation Company, their claims to these lande would not be recognised
either by the Government or the said company, it was deemed advisable
to investigate and find out, if possible, the origin of such report. That
as many of the settlers as was possible were interrogated on the subject,
and pains were taken to trace out the source from which the report had
emanated. That without exception the settlers stated clearly and dis-
tinctly that no official of the Government or any colonisation company
bad ever made any statement to that effect. That I have read over the
affidavit of Norman McKenzie, one of the settlers referred to, that he is
an intelligent Scotchman,a good settler, and a man capable in every way
of forming an opinion of his own. That I have also read over the state-
ment of Marguerite Boyer, one of the declarants in the matter, that she
is a half-breed widow, whose husband was killed during the recent out-
break, that her affidavit was carefully translated to her by Louis Marion,
that she fully understood the same, and that the said affidavit was
executed by her in my presence, in her own house, and in the presence
ot her family, who are conversant with the English, French and Cree
languages. That I also heard read over the affidavits of the several
Bouchers, Swains, Bremners, Fiddlers, and others relating to the saine
matter, that I was personally present at the execution of the several

'affidavits made by them, that I know personally each and everyone of
them, that the said affidavits were caefully read over and explained to
them in the language with which they were most familiar, that they
fully understood the saine in every particular, and that they executed
such affidavits without inducement of any description whatever, but
freely and voluntarily, and without coercion, or fear of coercion, on the
part of any person whatever.

" And 1 make this solemn declaration conscientiously believing the
saine to be true, and by virtue of the Act passed in the t.hirty-seventh
year of Her Majesty's reign, intituled: 'An Act for the suppression of
voluntary and extra-judicial oaths.'(.

l Declared before me, at Winnipeg, in the county of 8elkirk. this
27th day of April, A.D. 1886

(Signed) "H. T. CnAmPIoN,
" A Commissioner in B. R."

Then I have another affidavit from Mr. Marion, the half.
breed who translated these statements and the questions
that were asked of these people, and explained the matter
to them when asked for information whieh they gave under
oatl. This is an affidavit sworn to at Prince Albert, Saskat-
chewan, in the North-West Territories of Canada;

" I, Louis Marion, farmer, of the settlement of Duck Lake, in the
electoral division of Lorne, Prince Albert, Saskatchewan, do solemnly
declare.

" That I am a French half-breed, and have resided continuously at1
Duck Lake since 1879. That I con speak and understarid tboroughly
the English, French, Cree andBauteaux languages. That last December
I accompanied Mr. William Pearce on his visit to the French settlements
at Batoche and St. Louis de Langevin and their vicinity, and, acting as
interpreter, explained thoroughly to the settiers in every case the
meaning of all papers they signed for him, and that they understood
the meaning of all affidavits they signed for him. That frequently I
explained matters to the French half-breeds in both the Cree and French
languages, and asked them whether they were sure they thoroughly
understood the papers they signed, and that this was done before their
signatures were appended, and also that they declared before siging
any of the affidavits that they were satisfied and willing to ign the
afhdavita. That I never heard any of those settlers complain of being
disturbed in their holdings either by the Government or by any person
authorised by the Government or by any other person whatever.

"And I make thia solemn declaration

Session, and I think the House, as well as the country, will
realise that, whatever may have been the conduct of this
Governmont, it doos not come well from the
former Minister of the Interior, the member for Bothwell
(Mr. Mills), to bring up a charge ofthis kind. I believe that
the country will come to the conclusion that, although
there may have been, as in the very nature of things there
must have been, in the administration of a large department
of this kind, with a large territory of that kind so far away
from us, some mistakes, some dolays, thits Government have
fairly, honestly and conscientiously endeavored to govern
that territory in such a manner as to enure to the pros.
pority of the country, and that we shall b able in a short
time-and we find that a largor immigration is going into
that country now than during the last two or three years,
at any rate-to realise the great advantages to that country
of the policy which the Government bas pursued, by open.
ing it up for settlement, by proseculing surveys in every
part of it, and opening it ail, we hope, to the roasonablo
settlement of the people under the law which requires that
the settier shall make entry of the land on which he settles
within three months of the time when ho sotties.

Mr. LAURIER. The question involved In the motion of
my hon. friend from Bothwell (Mr. Mills) is so complez
that I quite realiso that it ii impossible to debate it
thoroughly at this time of the Session, nor wil I attempt to
do so. As to what has been said by the Minister of the
Interior, f have just this to say. The reproach which was
made by my hou. friend to the present Minister was not
that the Governmen t had been too rapid in their surveys-

Mr, WHITE (Cardwehl). Oh, yes.
Mr. LAURIER. Oh, no. He altogother misunderstood

the objection of my hon. friend. It was not that they had
been too rapid in their surveys, but that they hlad extended
thoir surveys over land unfit for settiement. This was the
main charge ho made. But the charge I make is that the
present Government did not prosecuto the systnem
of special surveys upon the larger rivers, wbich had
been inaugurated by my hon. friend when ho was
in charge of the Doepartment of ihe Interior. This is
the main chargo that is brought against the Governient,
and ugainst which they cani offer no excuse, A. special
systom of snryoys had been intruduced into the country,
and it was a neessity ef the settlements began by the balf-
breed population, and not only by these, but by ail the
Canadian and European settlers upon the largo rivers. The
hon. gentleman knows as well as I do that the aystem of
narrow fiont river lots was not only adopted by t .e hall.
breeds but by ail other settiers who had settled upon the
Saskatchewan River; and ho knowd alo that the system
was adopted in Prince Albert, aund to some exieut in St.
Laurent. My hon. friend, while ho was in charge of the
Department, introduced that system, but the present Gov-
ernment as soon as they came into power in 1878, revoked
that system.

This was doclared before Mr. D. H. McDowall, justice of
the peace of the North-West Territories, on the 27th April, MIr. WHITE (Cardwell). No, no.

1886. Now I think that, in the face of the affidavits, after Mr. LAURIER. I say yes. The Sessional Papears are
the statement of Mr. Pearce, written on hie own behalf and full of petitions from the half-breeds asking that this special
in bis own defence, and in the face of the two affldavits I system which had been granted to Prince Albert and St.
have just read of the two gentlemen who accompanied Mr. Laurent, should also be granted to St. Louis de Langevin.
Pearae on the occasion, we may fairly consider that the Mir. WRITE (Cardwel). I mean that the policy pur.
charge, the very eerious charge as undoubtedly it would bese by the Government when it came in was this: that
if it were true, made by the correspondent of the globe h Gere settle en in desired the tmo
that these half-breeds had been induced to swear to what where thore were settiemouts whic bdeeired thersystemeo
was false under fear or threats that sometbing would svesurvey, it was catiedeout, but whre there w hre ne
happen te them if they did not so sigu, is entirely untrue. the surveyors went there, thie plan pursued in ail other
As 1 said on rising, I do not propose to follow the hon. the eritor adted.
gentleman in the general argument ho has used. We havei parts cf the eitry was adopted.

atready had the general question of North-West manage- Mr. LAURER. I take issue altogether with the hon.

meut suffioiently discussed in several phases during this gentleman, and if I had the Sessional Papers I could show
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him resolutions of the North-West Council asking that these
special surveys made by Mr. Duck, near St Laurent,
should be confirmed, and asking also a special survey for'
St. Louis de Langevin, Grandin, and all other places
which were inhabited by half-breeds, but that bas never
been done up to this day, and this is one of the complaints
which caused the rebellion. It is no use to attempt to
say now the Government has followed the systom
ef special surveys. I deny it. Iclaim that the prayer
of the Nortb-West Council, which was made, if I remem-
ber aright, in 1882, asking that these special sur-
veys made by Mr. Aldous in the neighborhood of St.
Laurent, should be confirmed, has never been granted by
this Government, nor was a similar prayer ever granted in
favor of St. Louis de Langevin, and the other half-breed
settlements, and this is one of the charges which we make
against the Government. The hon. gentleman says to-day
that Mr. Wm. Bremner and the other half-breed settlers ut
St. Louis de Langevin could have obtained their entries if
they had chosen to ask for them. Of course they could have
obtained their entries upon the regular system of survey,
but this is the thing which they would not do; this is the
thing that they never would consent to, because they asked
for another system of survey.

Mr. BERGIN. They were not disturbed in their holdings.
Mr. LAUR[ER. Why was it that what was granted to

Prince Albert was not given to them ? Is there any
reason at all that can be given on the floor of this Parlia-
ment why the treatment, which was extended to the settlers
of Prince Albert, was not also extended to the settlers of
St. Louis de Langevin ? What was it they asked for in all
their petitions ? They said : Give us the same treatment
which you gave to Prince Albert, give us a special survey,
such as was given to Prince Albert. That prayer, which
was refused by this Government, was countenanced by the
North-West Oouncil and by Mr. Duck, the agent et the
time in that locality. Mr. Duck represented, at least on two
occasions, that these people had settled upon these lands
before the survey, and that therefore they were entitled to
a special survey, which he asked for them, but which has
never been granted. This is the reason why these people
made no entry, and when we are told now that they could
have made an entry,it is simply begging the question, because
they would not maire an entry upon the system of regular
survey. They asked a system of special survey, and they
asked it because they had settled upon these lands before
the regular survey.

Mr. WHITE (Cardwell). O no, after the survey.

Mr. LAURIER. Well, I again take issue with the hon.
gentleman. I can find for him in the Sessional Papers a
1ter from Mr. Duck ot October, 1883, where he says that
these people had settled upon the land before the survey,
and heasked for them a special re-survey. Mr. Pearce alseo
says that these people bad taken up their land before the
survey, and that was the reason he asked a special survey
for them. Here is the letter of Mr. Duck to which I
referred :

"Sm,-As the majority of the settlers on the south braneh of the
River akatchewan in the vieity of the parish of St. Laurent "-

Mr. WHITE (Cardwell). That is not in St. Louis de
Langevin.

Mr. LAURIER. Of course it is not. The population
there is not so dense as it is in the Province oft Ontario, but
so far I understand it, St. Louis de Langevin, Grandin and
St. Laurent are ail in the samo locality, and they were ail
settled before the insurrection, at all events. The petition
goes on:
fi had taken up their land previous to the survey, with nanow fron-
tages, silar to those river caims in other parts of this district, and
la view of the difficulty likely to be experienced in this office in adjusting

Mr. LAURIER.

the boundary of these claims in accordance with the section survey, I
have, at the request of several ot the settlera so situated, the honor to
request information as to the possibility of re-surveying these sectious
into river lots on a simpler plan to that adoptèd in Prince Albert settie-
ment."

Mr. WHITE (Cardwell). And that was done in St.
Laurent.

Mr. LAURIER. But the petition does not ask for St.
Laurent, it asks for the vicinity of St. Laurent, and that is
what was not donc.

Mr. EDGAR. ILt was donc by my Mr. Mackenzie in St.
Laurent.

Mr. WHITE (Cardwell). Then Mr. Duck's letter is
absurd.

Mr. LAURIER. Hon. gentlemen are trying to petifog
upon this question. The hon. member says thisdoes not apply
to St. Louis de Langevin, that the prayer of Mr. Dack did
not apply to St. Louis de Langevin, but simply to the
vicinity of St. Laurent. Well, Sir, here ai the petition of
Mr. Bremner who certainly lived in St. Louis de Langevin,
and this is what he says :

"ST. Louis DE LÂJOBTIN, l9tb fTovemberg 1883.
"Smu,-The undersigned farners residents ofthe parish of St. Louis de

Langevin, on the soutb branch ofte Saskatchewan, beg to set forth, as
follows, their grievance in relation to the lande on which they are
located :-

" Many of us are here since the years 1873, 1874 and 1875 ; others, in
still greater numbers, since 1880. IEach and all of us took up our lands
in accordance with the method formerly prevailing on the lande of the
Red River and the Assiniboine-that is to say, in river lots.

" In the autumn of 1880 we petitioned the Minister-ofthe Inteior, at
Ottawa, for a special survey into river lots, as was granted te the Prince
Albert settlement, and to a portion of the St. Laurent settiement. We
all signed that petition, not excepting Michael Canny, who has since
entered his lot at your office as a sectional lot, and against whose action
we hereby strongly protest.

"Since that date, we have sent more petitions, at various times, for the
same object, supporting the sane with the influence of aIl persons in
authority who took an interest in us, such as Messrs. J. Royal, M.P., D.
H. Macdonald, member of North-West Council; L. Clarke, Bis Lordship
Bisho'p Grandin, and Father Leduc.

" Finally, Father Leduc, who had been sent as delegate to Ottawa by
the people of Edmonson and St. Albert, showed us the answer of the
Government promising a special survey for all located lands on the
Saskatchewan. Since then we have waited in vain for the new survey.

" 1'As we tated at the beginning, aany oe us have occupied ur'lots long
enougli to entitie us to patents, and yet. there has been no way, as yeti
of getting them entered at your office.

" We beg of you to represent to the Government the grievances herein
in part set forth, and urge them to put.an end theretonas qnickly as pos-
sible, for the welfare and peace of loyal subjeots of Ber Majesty the
Queen of England."

The Minister says that the letter of Mr. Duck applied only
to the St. Laurent settlement. lere is another letter from
Mr. Duck, It is dated 17th December, 1883.

"I have the honor to enclose herewith file No. 924 of this office
covering a letter from Mr. Louis Schmidt and others, as also-a petition
signed by a number of the inhabitanta of the parish of St. Lonis de
Langevin praying for a re-survey of the lands on the River Saskatcliewan
withsn the parish into lots of ten chains rontage, on a plan similar to
that adopted in the arieh of St. Laurent.

A I have®halready expressed my opinion as to the desirability of snch
a re-survey I have the honor to refer yon to my previous letier on that
sabject."

So that recommendation of Mr. Duck did not apply only to
the parish of St. Laurent as hinted by the Minister of the
Interior, but to the whole of the half- breed settlement ; and
8o far the Government stands convicted of having ref used to
the half-breeds of St. Louis de Langevin the measure of
justice extended to the settlers of Prince Albert. I do not
propose to follow this case further. It is a case susceptible
of great argument, but it is too far advanced in the day
to discuss it now. I propose to refer only to the
question which was specially discussed by the Minister
of the Interior with reference to the action taken by
Mr. Pearce, in procuring evidence from settlers
lately at St. Louis de Langevin and elsewhere, with
reference to affidavits whioh had been obtained, and
had been plaoed before the House by the hon. Minister. It
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is within the recollection of every one, that a short time
after the outbreak it became known that a great many of
the insurgents came from that district, which comprises a
tract of land granted by the Government to the Prince Albert
Colonisation Company; and it was corectly reported at the
time that one of the causes of the rebellion, and one of the
causes which made the people discontented, was because
they fonnd their lands given away to a colonisation com-
pany, and they became dissatisfied, feeling as they did they
might b evicted from those lands. The Government have
been endeavoring ever since to repel the impression which
was then created in the public mind. They have been try-
ing to show that whatever might have been the cause of the
rebellion by the people who took up arms, that they had
not been impelled to do so by the existence of a colonisation
company. Mr. Pearce visited the settlement, undoubt.
edly, with the view of procuting evidence to that
effect, and that evidence we have before us now. But
when he visited the settlement he did not visit it with the
ostensible view of taking evidence in that regard. The
pretence he gave to the people when he visited the settie-
ment was that he went there to adjust land claims, and to
take such evidence from the people as would place him in a
position t- give them the patents to which they were
entitled. That was the pretence. Mr. Pearco went further
than that. Ho did not content himself with taking such
evidence as I have hinted at, but he took evidence in
order to exculpate the Gôvernment from any blame in hav-
ing granted those lands to the colonisation company when in
possession of actual settlers. ie took ovidence, and the
evidence is now before us. Hie took Feveral affidavits
which have been placed before this louse, and upon the
strength of which the Government have endeavored to
establish that they were altogether blameless in this matter,
and that, whatever was the cause of the rebellion, those
hali.breeds. had no grievances under that head because they
never knew a colonisation company was in exist-
ence. Any man must admit that very little weight
can attach to affidavits framed with the exclusive
object of exculpating the Government, obtained by
agents of the Government and obtained from people who
were lately insurgents, whose relatives were lately insur
gents, and who, themselves, or their relatives, are stih
liable to imprisonment, to coercion and punishrnent. h.
must strike anyone's mind that these poor people, igiorant
and illiterate as they are known to be, muast be an easy
prey to the loug.headed agent of the Government. And wu
have the evidence of that. I have the evidence in my hands,
thas, wbatever the agents might have meant, the affidavits
that have heen placed before the louse do not convey the
real thought wb.ich the half breeds had in their mind
when they signe: those affidavits. The nature of the affi-
davits was known in the settlement and neighborhood
before they came to Ottawa. It transpired there wbat the
nature of the affidavits was, that the people bad nover
heard of the colonisation company or had any uneasiness
on account of that company. A gentleman at Prince
Albert heard of that, and knowing that such a àatement
ws contrary to the truth, he took the trouble fo investi-
gate the matter. I have the letter which he wrote on the
17th February, 1886, and which is to this effect:

"Some time in last December William Pearce, formerly land com-
missioner, arrived here ostensibly to arrange for the surveying of the
French settlement into river lots. After staying here a few days ho
left for the French settlement, taking with him dot. Sproat, our regstrar
and Tory intriguer, and an interpreter. His destination was chiefly or
salely the parish of St. Louis de Langevin, the district held by the
Prince Albert Oolonisation company. After their return, we eard
that they bad obtained an affidavit from the half-breedasand other
residents aon the company's lands, to the effect that they had never
heard of the Prince Albert Colonisation Uompany, that they bave never
feared or been threatened with ejeciment, and that the transfer of the
land, on which they had settled, to the company, had had nothng to do
with the late trouble. Knowing this to be false, I took the first oppor-
tunity to interview one of the Métis residentse of thst district on tha.

subject. Be informed me that the document had been read over to tben,
and purported to contain only a t atement to the effect that they knew
nothing of the existence of tie colonisation Company previous to their
settlement on their lands, and that they wore given to understand that

b the signing of the document was a necessary preliminary to the obtain-
ing oftheir patents. Many of them had settled on their lands befurs the
company ensted. Believing that the document, whcer It might be
was intended for political use, and as a document of that nature would
be of no political value, I concludled that its real nature was more in
accordance with the rumor, and being unable to dud anvoue who bad
read it over for themselves, I have the enclosed affidavit drawa up and
signed by aIl the Métis who could be found to have sigaed the other in
that district."

Now, I hold in my band also theaffidavits whieh were thus
signed at the time, but before reading ther, I will show the
nature of the affidavits which were obtained by Mr. Pearo,
I will take one as a sample of all the rest.

"IHeard this land was within a colonisation company's tract, but no
official of that company ever said anythin g to me, nor, do I believe, ta
any of the family, or I should have heard of it. The fact of this land
heing within a colonisation company's tract never gave my father,
brother, sister, or myself any concern whatever, as we always believed
we would eventually obtain entry as we desired.
"Sworn before me, at Township 45,

Range 24, W. 2nd Meridian, this
9th day of December, 1885, having
been first read over and explained I (Signed
to him, and he seemed tboroughly f "OLLMOM BOUOHER."
to understand the same. j

(Signed) " WM. 1P>AROIC
"Superintendent " j

Mr. WHITE (Cardwol). Poes the hon. gentleman say
that the other altidavits are the same as that?

Mr. LAURIER. S far as the reforence to the colonisa-
tion cornpany goes, yes I believe that to be tho case,,but
if I ara astray 1 may boe corroeid. It must, be manifest
that this illiterato population, the moment they Were
informed ibat their lands had beeu granted to a colonisa.
tion company, having prayed for their patents for years and
not succoeding in 'obtaining them, must have been very
uneasy. Yet those people arc made to swear that, although
they know of this statement, they never had any uneasiness
about it. Now bore is tbo affidavit to which I have alluded :

" We, the undersigned, residents tof the Métis settlement on the south
branch of the Saskatchewan River in the North-West Territories do hereby
state : That Mr. William Pearce, Commissioner of Dominion Lands, did,
on the occasion ofb's visit to our settlement inlithe month of December,
1885, present to us for signature a document which was qtated to contain
only a staternent that we knew nothing of the existence of the Prince
Albert Colonisation Company when we settled on oar land. As wi. had
in most cases been on our lands long previous te the formation of that
company, we signed the document, taking bis word that the contents
were as stated But we bave since learned with reat surprise that the
paper re:erred to containied statements that we had hoard notbing of the
company previous to the uprising lest spring, and that we knew nothing
of any rumor that our lands were to be taken away, and that the forma..
tion of the company and the granting to them of lands In our settlement
had nothing to do with occasioning trouble in onr settlement. If any
such statements are in the document which we signed, we were entirely
misled as to its meaning, bocause we were al welt aware for some timas
before the taking up of arma that there was a company which claimed
to own our lands andI to have the power te turn us off our homesteads,
and even encouraged in the belief of that fact by the failure of the Gev.
erument to give us any legal title to the lands which w had so long
occupied. T he only point on which we were entirely ignorant was the
extent of our territory which was se granted away from us and It was
the fear which we all had of losing our homes that was one of the great-
est causes of uneasiness among us."

This is signed by Charles Boucher, Moïse Bremner, Elméar
Swain, Napoléon Boyer, Moliste Laviolette, William Brera.
ner, Alexander Bremner, Joseph Bremner, Baptiste Boyer,
William Bruce, Solomon Boucher. To this is attacbed the
following declaration:

"ICanada,
"North-West Territories,

"Prince Albert.
"'To wit:

"I, Charles I. Boucher, of St. Louis de Langevin, In the North-West
Territories, farmer, do solemnly declare that f was personally present
and did see the within statement duly signed by Mose Bremner, Elzéar
Swain, Napoléon Boyer, Modiste Laviolette William Bremner, Alex-
ander Bremner, Joseph Bremner, Baptiste Boyer, William Brnos and
Bolomon Boucher.
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" 2. That the above-named parties are resident in the parish of St.
Louis de Langevin.

" And I make this solemn declaration, &c.
"Declared before me at Prince Albert,\

in the North-West Territories, this
16th day of February A.D. 1886. "CHARLES E. BOUCHER.

"ARTHUR*. IPioN,
''"Notary Public."

Mr. WIIITE (Cardwell). Is that document an affidavit,
or is it only attested ?

Mr. LAURIER. This latter is an affidavit.

Mr. WHITE (Cardwell). The document itself is not
sworn to.

Mr. LAURIER. No, it is not. The hon, gentleman has
also referred to the correspondent of the Globe. The cor-
respondent of the Globe simply corroborates what is stated
in those affidavits, and gives simply the particulars taken
by the officer when he procured this doclaration. It may
be interesting to refer to the interview which took place
between the Globe correspondent and William Bremner, a
Scotch half-breed.

" You are on the lands of this Prince Albert Colonisation Company,
I believe ?

"' Indeed I hardly know whose land I am on,' was the reply 'One
tells us that we are on the lande of that company, another comes along
and says we are not. We are unable to read, and, with the exception
two or three, unable to understand English. Of the outside world we
know little or nothing. Newepapers and books are no use to us, and
few strangers ever visit this place.

"One of your visitors was a Mr. Pearce?
"Yes. He was here last December, I think. He was accompanied by

Duck, land agent, and a few others. He took me a paper to sign.
" Did that paper ask you to say you knew nothing of the Prince

Albert Colonisation Society prior to Pearce's visit?
Yes.

"You are quite sure?
"I am.
"Did you understand what was read to you from that paper?
"Some I did and some I did not.
"Why did y signwhat you could not read or understand?

I was tol our signing it would do us good, and I was, to tellyou
the truth, afraid if I did not sign it, it would be worse for me. What
can we do against the Government? Nothing."

Now, this is the true reason why those affidavits were
signed. It is manifest that those people had heard of the
company. The existence of that company was well known
in the N)oth-West Territory, and the moment it was known,
these people, having petitioued so long for their patents and
not obtaining them, they were uneasy, and so it may have
been a cause, as I believe it was a cause, of Ihe late upri.ing.
I shall not say any more on this subject at the present
moment. I regret that it did not cone up earlier. I know
that the hon. gentleman who moved the resolution bas
waited day after day for the production of the papers whieh
were promised, and which, although we have reached the
closing hours of the Session, have not come down.

Mr. ARYOT. I do not intend to make a speech, but I
think it is my duty as welh as my right to explain the vote
which I intend to give. i cannot agree with al that has
been said on this side with regard to tais question. I do not
think the hon. member for Quebec East went far enougb
when he spoke in favor of the half-breeds, and 1 think the
mover of the resolution has gone too far in proposing the
resolution. When in 1867 the question came up about
bringing the North-West into the Confederation there was
a petition presented by both Houses to Ier Majesty the
Queen, and in that petition it was said:

"That in the event of Your Majesty's Government agreeing to trans-
fer to Canada the jurisdiction and control over the said region, the
Government and Parliament of Canada will be ready to provide that
the legal rights of any corporation, company or individual within the
saine shall be respected, and plaoed under the protection of courts of
competent jurisdiction.

" And furthermore that, upon the transference of the Territories in
question to the Canadiarc Government, the claims of the Indian tribes
to compensition for lands requi.red for purposes of settlement will be
considered and e.tel in contormity with the equitable principles which
have uniformly governed the BritihU Crown in its dealings with the
aborii a."

. LAURian,

Then there was a resolution, signed by Sir Stafford North-
cote, Sir George E Cartier and the Hon. Wm. Macdougall,
in 189, in which it was said:

" It is understood that any claims of Indians to comper sation for
lands required for purposes of settlement shall be disposed of by the
Canadian Goveranment, in communication withthe Imperial Government,
and that the company shall be relieved of all responsibility in respect to
them."

At a meeting of the delegates it was furthermore resolved:
" That upon the transference of the Territories in question to the

Canadian Government, it will be the duty of the Government to make
adequate provisions for the protection of the Indian tribes whose inte-
resta and well-being are involved in the transfer."

In 1869, this Address to the Queen was signed both by the
Speaker of the House of Commons and the Speaker of the
Senate:

"That upon the transference of the Territories in question to the Cana-
dian Goverument, it will be our duty to make adequate provision for
the protection of the Indian tribes whose interests and well-being are
involved in the transfer, and we authorise and empower the Governor
in Council to arrange any details that may be necessary to carry out
the terras and conditions of the above agreement."

Now, the Act of CJouncil that was passed, the deed of sur-
render, contained those very words. So it was well agreed,
here and in England, that it would be the duty of the Cana-
dian Government to afford the Indian tribes every possible
protection. When the North-West Territories were brought
into the Confederation, the Government of the day, and ail
the Governments since, have seemed to forget the duties
they owed to the half-breeds; and I cannot approve of the
acts of this Government more than I can of the acts of the
preceding Government in that respect. I do not speak of
the Indians now, because the case of the Indians has been
discussed already; I limit my remarks to the half-breeds.
We say the half.breeds are entitled to their homesteads and
their pre.emption, and if they are not satisfied with them,
they may look for something else. I say that is not only
not fair or legal, but the Government knew it; and when
they gave them scrip it was a mere farce. It was simply
giving away the lands of the North-West for nothing to
speculators from other countries under the pretext of giving
the half-breeds their rights. I .-ant no other proof of that
than what was said in this honorable flouse last Session.
If you tako the Hansard of the 6th of July, you will find in
the mouth of the hon. leader of this House these words:

" The recommendation of Archbishop Taché was that the title shâuld
be kept away from the half-breeds for three generations The recom-
mendation of the council was that it should be kept away for ten years.
What was the policy of the Government? Go, take your 160 acres -
take your pre-emption for 160 acres more, and you shall stand as well
as a white man, and shall get your patent after three years, no matter
what the archbishop or the Nortb-West Council have told us. We, the
Government of the Dominion of Canada, have more confidence in the
half-breeds even than their own archbishop and their own council. We
say : We give you the land; occupy it, cultivate it, live on it, be happy
on it, and at the end of three years you will get 160 acres, and you will
stand free and independent, a freeholder, a yeoman, a free man in the
North-West. You shall not be subject to this paternal Government
which lias been urged upon you by your own friends in the North-West."

Taking away from the half-breeds their paternal Govern-
ment; taking away from them the right to have large
reserves on which they might have lived as a single family;
taking away from them. the right which we do not refuse to
any man, perbaps not even to a Chinaman, of 160 acres of
land; exposing them to the aggressions of surveyors who
wanted to survey over their property, and to the aggressions
of colonisation societies; exposing them to the insults which
they have constantly received from white people; taking
away from them their very means of living, without the
advantages of the civilisation and the education we have,
and casting then upon the open prairie-I say this is not
the meaning of the agreement which said that we would
give them protection and full compensation. I said the
Government knew it; and to show that, I have only to
quote further, on the next page:
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"Thé noinadie balf-.reed, who had heen brought up to huai, having

ai merel a antt reair t th dead seasn when uhera wa ne
game-what advantage was it to him to give him 160 or 240 acres more?it was of no use to him whatever, but it would have been of great use to
the speculators who were working on him and telling him that he was
sufering."
The Government knew what would be the result; they
knew of the existence Of speculators:

s Oh I how awfully he was suffering, ruined, destroyed,,etarving, be-cause he did not get 240 acres somewhere else, or the scrip for it, that
he might sell it for $50 i No, Bir; the whole thing is a farce."
Yes, it is a farce from beginning to end. It is a farce to
say that you have fulfiled your obligation by giving scrip
to the half-breeds. We know that following the commission
which was distributing the scrip, there were land specula.
tors, finely dressed, with money in thoir pockets, and whis.
key, that they might, the moment the half-breed got the
scrip, give him liquor and pay him $3 or 14 or 85 and get
his scrip. 'hat is the way the Treasury has suffered, and
the way the half-breeds have lost their scrip and remain
poor without .that paternal protection to which they are
entitled :

i Now, Mr. Speaker, we, atte last moment, made concessions, and
we did it for the sake of peace."
Well, Mr. Speaker, it was too late to make concessions for
the sake of peace; we should have done it before, we should
have seen to their grievances before. When we saw that
there were complaints, that petitions were pouring in con-
stantly, the Governmnent sbould have sent some friends to
them, as it does to-day. If the Government had done then
what it is now doing, there would have been no war, and if,
instead of the police, we had sent Io the half breeds people
who spoke their language and were not looked upon as their
enemies, we would have been saved the expenditure of
810,000,000 and the loss of 200 or 300 valuable lives:

" The Government knew, my hon. frieni, Sir David Macpherson, the
Minister of the Interior, knew that we were not acting in the interests of
the half-breeds in granting them serip, in granting hi the land. We had
tried, after consulting man after man, expert after expert, to find what
was best for the country, and we found, without oe single exception,
they were all opposed to granting unlimited scrip and immediate patents
to the haif-bree ds. But, Sir, an agitation arose, and the hon. gentleman
has rung the changes on Riel being brought into that country."

I take it, as admitted by this Government, that no justice
has been given to the half breeds, and I consider it is an
obligation on th3ir part that they should see that the hahf-
breeas are better treated, and that a fuir compensation be
given them for the land from which they have been evicted.
This is the meaning I intend giving to my vote. The
fault of the Government consist in haviug chosen too many
strangers to deal with the Indians and half breeds. If they
had chosen, instead, some of the empoyees known te the
country, and in whom the country would have had confi-
dence, the atrocities we have witnessed in the North-West
would not have occurred. I believe the Government really
intend to do justice to the Indians ; I believe they under-
stand the white population cannot take possession Of the
North-Weet without giving in return some compensation ;
I believe in the sense of humanity the Government
have been most unfortunate in their choice Of employees.
The consequence was the rebellion occurred and the half-
breeds were either killed or ruined. I can prove that,
and that ais the meaning I intend to give to my vote. I do
not intend blaming the Government for all they have done
in the North-West. We have taken possession of the country
and opened it up as fast as possible. I have Of ton heard
the Opposition blame the Government for having epened it
too quick ; but I think the Goverument acted wisely in se
doing. On the question of the Pacifie Railway and the
general system Of surveying-I except the application Of the
systemn to those who are already on their lands and had
vested rights-I approve of the general poliecy of the Gov-
ernment in the North-West, and could not approve any

Government which would not fbllow a similar polloy. But,
as far as I have stated, and for the reasons I have given, I
will vote in favor of the motion.

Mr. ARMSTRONG. At tbis late hour, I will not detain
the H1ouse more than two or three minutes..lf I understood
the Minister of the Interior correctly he stated that, as
regarded the claim of the half-breeds te these surveys in
narrow frontages of ten chains in width along the river, the
Government had granted the survey required ?

Mr, WHITE (Cardwell). Wherever there were settlers
occupying land in that form, the river system was given.
Wherever there were no settlements practicaliy, as in the
case of St. Louis de Langevin, for a large number of those
who petitioned did not live there at ail, we made the ordinary
surveys.

Mr. ARMSTRONG. That is exactly as I understood the
bon, gentleman. One of the great grievances these half.
breeds complained of was that their claims to have their
lots surveyed, in the same manner as they were in Mani.
toba and Prince Albert, were not attended to. Whether
they were right or wrong in that system of surveying, it
was the one they had always followed, and it ought to have
been recognised in their case by the Government, and their
titles to the land given accordingly. The hon. Ministor
says that wherever they had established settlements, their
claims were respected and their surveys made in that forrth.
I would direct the attention of the House to a report made
to the Department in March. 1882, by Mr. Duck, the agent
of Dominion lands. He wrote as follows to the Govern.
ment:-

"Si,-As the majority of the settlers on the south branch of the River
Baskatchewan, in the vicinity of the parish of St. Laurent, bave taken
up their lands previous to the survey, with narrow frontages, similar to
those river claims in other parts of this district, and in view of the diffi.
culty likely to be experienoed in this office in adjusting the boundaries
of these claims In accordance with the section survey, I have, at the
request of several of the settlers so situated, the honor to request Infor-
mation as to the possibility of re-surveying these sections Into river lots
on a similar l an te that adopted in Prince Albert settiement, none of
these aima aving as yet been entered in tis o.mffieeno'n

On the 4th September of the same year, Gabriel Dumont
and forty-six others sent a petition to the Department of
the Interior, in which they say:

"l larur anxiety we ajipeal to your enrse of justice as inister of the
Interior and head of the Government, and begyou to reassure ut speedll,
by directing that we shall not be disturbed on our lands, and that the
Government grant us the privilege of considering us as occupants of
even-numbered sections. since we have occupied these lands ln good
faith. Having so long held this country as its masters and so ofteu
defended it against the Indians at the price of our blood, we consider it
not asking too much to request that the Government allow us to ocen y
our land in peace, and that exception he made to its regulations,y
making to the half-breeds of the North-West free grants of land. We
also pray that yo would direct that the lots be sure ed along the
river ten chaino ln width by' two mi les 'n deptbt, tbis'mocf division
being the longestabisbed usage ofthecountry. This euld render in
more easy for us te know the limite of our several lots."

lere are the answers from the Department to Mr. Duck',
letters. First of all, this letter was written on the 21sa
September of the same month in which that petition was
sent into the Department:

"Si,-I have the honor, by the direction of the Minister of the
Interior, to acknowledge the receipt of your letter of the1 ilth March
lat, stating that you had been requested by several of the ettlers in
the vicinity of the arish of St. Laurent to obtain information fron the
Department as to the possibility of there being a re-s'irvey of their river
claims by the Government, and to inform yo that it la not the inten-
tion of the Government to cause any re-surveys to be made. Of course,
any eub-division differing from the re gular survey they may desire they
cau procure for themselves when the lanis come into their possession.
You willlease, therefore, communicate this decision to the persons
interested.

"I have the honor te be, 8ir,
"Ycnr ohedient servant,

"A. M. BURGE38,
"IBecretary."
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Then, on the 13th October, I find the following:-

"Sm-I have the honor, by direction of the Minister of the Interior,
to acknowledge the receipt, through you, of a petition, dated the 4th
ult from 47 French half-breeds, on the subject of certain lands on the
Saskatchewan, in the district of Prince Albert, on which they have
squatted

" In reply, I am directed to request you to inform the petitioners that
when the proper time artrives the case of each bona fid settler will be
dealt with on its own merits; but, sa regards the surveying of the land
in qiestion, that all lands in the North-WestTerritories will be surveyed
according to the system now in force.

"I have the honor to be, Sir,
" Your obedient servant,

"LINDSAY RUSSELL,
"IDeputy inister Interior.'

This reply was given after several applications. And now,
on the 23rd December, 1884, just three months before the
rebellion broke out, Major Crozier had a gentleman named
S. Gagnon employed gathering information with regard to
the trouble, and he reported to Major Crozier :

"1A far as I can see, the chief grievances of the half-breeds is that
they are afraid that the Government will not sanction the way they,
amongst themselves, have agreed to take their homestead-ten chains
of frontage on the river by two miles back."

ALd yet the Minister tells us that those narrow lots
were respeoted. To make the matter stili stronger, one
month after the rebellion had broken out and after valuable
lives had been lost, one of the commissioners sent up
writes to the Government:
• " Our proposai is to give each occupying lake front half-breed 160

acres homestead free, allowing to retain the few acres fronting lake or
river now held in occupation -

Not free, remember, but-
CI on payment of $1 an acre within two years, patent for whole to be
retained until payment is made; cases few and act eage small, but con-
cession will do good. Feeling here now very satisfactory."
aere is the answer to that:

" Your proposal as to small water frontages approved. You should
declare that area of each shall not exceed forty acree, to prevent incon-
venience in other parts of the country."
That is signed by the Minister of the Interior, and yet, in
the face of all that, the Minister of the Interior tell, us
that, where these parties had settled on these narrow front-
ages, their settiements were respected and the linos run
accordingly, and yet, when the rebellion occurred, they had
not got further than selling them forty acres for 81 an acre
and giving thom ICO res perhapg miles away. In the
face of those documents, I will leave the flouse to judge
how much value can be attached to the statements of the
Miniser.

House divided on amendment of Mr. Mills.

Yaks .
Messieurs

Allea, Edgar,
Amyot, Fairbank,
Armstrong, Fisher,
Auger, Forbes,
Bain (Wentworth), Geoffrion,
Bergeron, Gigault,
Bernier, Gillmor,
Blake, Glen,
Bourasea, Guay,
Cameron (Middlesex), Gunn,
Campbell (Renfrew), Harley,
Cartwright(dirRichard)Bolton,
Casey, Innes,
Casgrain, Kirk,
Charlton, Landerkin,
Desjardino, Langelier,
Dupont, Laurier,

NATs;
Mensieurs

Allison, Foster,
Bain (Soulanges), Grandboie,
Baker (Mieauquoi), Hesson,
Barker Hickey,

Mr. A]U TFrONQ.

Lister,
Livingston,
Mille,
Mitchell,

Mulock,
Paterson (Brant),
Platt,
Rinfret,
Somerville (Brant)
Somerville (Bruce),
Springer,
Sutherland (Oxford),
Trow,
Vail,
Watson,
Weldon,
Wilson.-.51.

MeNeill,
Massue,
Montplaisir,
O'Brien,

Beaty, Hilliard, Otton,
Benoît, Hurteau, Paint,
Blondeau, Jamieson, Patterson (Esse )
Bourbeau, Jenkins, Pruya,
Cameron (Inverness), Kulbach, Reia
Cameron (Victoria), Kilvert, Riopel,
Campbell (Victoria), Kinney, Robertson (Hastings),
Carhng Kranz, Royal,
Caron (Sir Adolphe), Landry (Montmagny), Shany,
Chapleau, Langevin (Sir Hector), Small,
Costigan, Lesage, Sproule,
Coughlin, Macdonald (King's), Tassé,
Daly, Macdonald (Sir John), Temple,
Daoust, Macmillan (Middlesex), Thompson,
Dawson, McMillan (Vaudreuil), Vanasse,
Deeaulniers (St. M'rice),McCallum, Ward,
Dickinson, McDougald (Picton), White (Cardwell),
Dundas, MeDougall (C. Breton), W bite (Hastingah
Fer guson (Leeds&Gren)VcGreevy, Woodworth.-71.
Fortin, MeLelan,

Amendment negatived.

BUSINESS OF THE HOUSE.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. I might state that it is
hoped that His Excellency will prorogue Parliament at
five O'clock tO-day. When the House adjourns, I will move
that it stand adjourned to eleven o'clock this morni»g.

House again resolved itself into Committee of Supply.

(In the Committee.)

Sir RICHARD CA RTWRIGHT. I woald say to the
Minister of Finance that some of these items I do not feel
disposed to diqcuss at present, but I must reserve the right
to discuss them fully on concurrence, if one wishes to do
s0. That is distinctly understood.

Mr, McLELAN. Yes.

Legislation, Miscellaneonu.,.......... ........... $,64.78

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. On whose recommen-
dation are these increases of salary to officers in the Library
proposed ?

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. The Joint Committee.

Sir RICHA RD CARTW RIGHT. Because a good many
of these increasos appear to be runn ing up the rates a good
deal above what they were formerly, Formerly we used
to buy 300 copies of this Dominion Annual Register, and I
think that is quite enough. Yon seem to be adding 100
here without rhyme or reason, to the amount that was for-
merly purchased.

Mr. CAMERON (Middlesex). 1 think one copy of this
work would be too many. It ie written by a man already
in the employ of the Government, and I do not think we
should pay him so much money for work of thie character.

Mr. AUGER. Here is an item to pay for 150 qf Mr.
Faucher de St. Maurice's work on Parliameitary Proce-
dure. I would like to ask the Miniuter what ho koews
about this book ?

Sir HECTOIR LANGEVIN. This is a book on Palia.
mentary Procedure and- Parliamentary Government. It is
a very useful book of reference.

Mr. AUGER. I have a copy of the book here, and it
contains only reports of the decisions of the Speaker of the
Province of Quebec. It i@ printed in both languages one
purporting to be a translation of the other. In some piaces,
the English differs altogother from the French, and when in
English the decision of the Speaker is against the motion,
in French the same diecision is translated as in favor of the
motion. There are several such instances. In one place,
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the deeision Io given by Mr. Chapleau, of Quebes. I never
heard that Mr. Chapleau was Speaker of the Quebec Assem-
bly.

Mr. LANGELIER. He spoke much, but ho was not the
Speaker.

M. AUGER. At page 305, the French edition says:
"L'Orateur décide que l'amendement est dans l'ordre." In
English it is l"The Speaker rules that ths amendment is not
in order." In some instances, it speaks of the Chairman in
French as "l'Orateur," and in English as "Chairman,"
while in other cases the Chairman is " M. le Président." In
one place, it speaks about the Speaker "rising." In French,
it says: "l'Orateur se lève," and in English it is the
" Speaker raised." I do not know what he "raised." He
must have raised something.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. He raised 8750.
Mr. AUGER. At page 505 again, the docision in French

is one way and in English it is just the contrary. It says
in French "L'Orateur décide contre l'objection," and in
English, "The Speaker sustains the objection." Now, for
this very useful work we are asked to pay 85 a volume.
Even if it were well translated what use would it be as a
reference here ? Would our Speaker take it as an authority ?
I do not think, Mr. Chairman, you would take it as an
authority; you would look higher for authority than the
Assembly of the Province of Quebo. The book is full of
extracts of the proceedings of the House of Assembly at
Quebec, translated in some cases from English and in some
cases from the French. I have only looked at a few pages
of this book, but if an ignorant farmer like myself finds so
many faults ini, I think the Minister would find a great
many more of the sanme class.

Mr. BLAKE. What is going to be done with 150 copies
of this wonderful book? fHad it not botter be burned after
what we have heard ? Becauso it would be a disgrace to
have it in our Library.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. It is absurd that it
should deal with the decisions of only one Provincial Logis-
lature.

Mr. DESJARDINS. The rulings of the Quebec Assembly
of course, must be a littie in accord with the rutings of this
Parliament. i have not seen the book, but the two Parlia-
monts are supposed to follow the same rules of procedure,
and in that case the decisions made by the Speaker in
Quebec must be as good as those given hore, as he is sup.
posed to follow the same authority. Of course, if the trans-
ation is something like what we have heard, it ought to be

remedied in some way in a second edition.
Mr. BLAKE. My hon. friend will observe that when ho,

in his own language, or when some hon. gentlemen less
familiar with it than he is, quoteas to the Speaker, in
French, a decision in favor of an objection, I, reading the
English copy of the book, find the decision is against the
objection, and in such case the book is likely to create more
confusion than it will settle.

MXr.DESJA.RDINS. It will be for the Speaker to decide
in the lest resort.

Mr, BLAKE. I believe the true inwardness of this thing
to be that Mr. Faucher de St. Maurice is a prominent Con.
servative and supporter of the hon. gentlemen opposite, and
this is a little job to pay him $750.

Mr. LISTER. The House never asked for this book and
we don't want it.

Mr. BLAKE. Iere is another translation on page 430:
"L'Orateur déclare que le aous-amendement est dans l'ordre"

and in English it is "l the Speaker ruled that it is not in
order." Sa you find hore a decision to suit everybody.

?19.

If a gentleman on one aide of the House wants to find that
a particular motion is in order, all he has to do is to
look to the left hand page; if on the other hand he wants
it find that it is out of order, he look@ at the right hand
page, and he is provided for. It is an admirable work.

Mr. MITCHELL. I think under these ciroumstances
the Minister would do well to withdraw the item, or lot it
stand till to morrow.

Mr. MoLELAN. Let that item stand.
Mr. BLAKB. I again ask what are we going to do with

the copies. If this item is pressed I shall move that we add
a provision that the books be burned.

Mr. DESJARDINS. There may be some errors of
translation, but it is really a valuable book-and the
Ministers who put this item in the Estimates ought to
know-it might be useful to the French speaking members
of this House.

Item ordered to stand.
Colonial and Indian Exhibition in London... $50,000 00

Mr. PATERSON (Brant). There has been statements
made in the press that very unfortunately for this country
a large portion of our exhibits did not arrive in time for the
opening, and that our exhibit was not completed till a late
day. I trust these reports are not correct. The intention
of the fouse last Session was, whon it voted money very
freely, that the exhibits should be a crodit to Canada. It
was a great pity that through delay, neglect or mismanage-
ment the Canadian department could not bave been com-
plste at the opening. I hope the Minister will be able to
dispel doubta that have arisen on this point.

Mr. CARLING. I can assure the hon. gentleman that so
far as the Department is concerned thore bas been no Leglect
whatever. A very large quantity of goods was sent, some
of them were delayed on the railway, which could not be
avoided by the Government or the Department. The last
shipment left Halifax on 4th May and arrived in London
about 16th. It was first annouicod that the exhibition
would be opened on 15th May, and afterwards the date was
changed to the 4th; the exhibition was opened sooner than
was originally intended. Our informatir n is that the display
is very good, that all our exhibits have been shipped and
are now in place.

Mr. PATE RSON (Brant). Two weeks late. Does the
Minister know what the proportion of the delayed goods
was to the total exhibits ?

Mr. CARLING. Lesa than one-third.
Mr. PATERSON (Brant). Were they in most of the

lines ?

Mr. CARLING. Yes.

Mr. PATERSON (Brant). Then we would bo imperfoet
in all our linos, or at least in a great number of them.

Mr. CARLING. There was a large quantity of goods that
could not be taken on board of the vessel. Some heavy
machinery had to be put on deck and provided for in an-
other way than was originally intended. The hon. gentle.
man will find that every part of the goods has been satis-
factorily delivered, and is now in its place in the exhibi-
tion.

Mr. PA.TE RSON (Brant). I am glad the fault hasbeen
remedied, but it is a matter for profound regret to every
Canadian thut af ter the expenditure of tens of thousands of
dollars and an anxious desire manifested by al the mem-
bers of the House that thia country should appear in a most
creditable manner, our display should have been marred in
this way. I aay this without wishing to cast imputation
on the Minister. If there was negleoct or delay it sbould le
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oensured. But leaving that apart, it must be a matter of
profound regret that it should have occurred.

Mr. CARLING. The exhibition opened on 4th May and
will continue till 4th November. The tonnage of the goods
sent to this exhibition is four times larger than that sent to
any exhibition before. Considering that over three thousand
tons of goods of all classes from all parts of the country
were sent there, it is not a matter blameworthy if the whole
of the goods were in place two weeks after the opening of
the exhibition.

Mr. PATERSON (Brant). I differ- entirely with the
hon. gentleman. The money was voted a year ago. We
made a display at the Antwerp Exhibition, and we were
told that while it was creditable it was not in any sense
such as we should make at the Colonial Exhibition. It was
the desire that Canada should take a foremost position at
this exhibition. The money required was freely voted, com-
missioners were appointed throughout the Dominion and
they travelled through the country, and the Dominion should
hava been at the exhibition with a full display at the open-
ing day. It is a matter, I repeat, of the most profound
regret that notwithstanding the expenditure made, our
exhibit was not complete on the opening day when thou-
sands of people were present from all countries. I am not
prepared to censure anyone, and yet I think censure is due
somewhere. If it had been a matter sprung upon us, it
would have been different; but we had an abundance of
time and the only possible excuse given by the Minister was
that the date of the formal opening was made eleven or ten
days earlier than was first announced. But did not the
Government know that change in time to make an extra
effort ?

Mr. CARLING. Every precaution was taken by the
Department. In shipping a large quantity of goods over
railways in winter when snow blockades occur, and when
perbaps steamers are not able to take on board so large a
quantity of goods as expected, delays could not be prevented
by the Department. I repeat that every precaution was
taken by the Department and the instructions to all shippers
were that the goods were to be ready at a particular time
and delivered promptly.

Mr. WATSON. I sec by the newspapers that Capt. Clark
is going to the Colonial Exhibition to rep;esent Manitoba
by a joint arrangement between Manitoba and the Dominion.
What ià the arrangement?

Mr. CARLING. Capt. Clark was strongly recommended
by the Government of Manitoba to go over as a representa-
tive of the Province, and he has been sent over to England
to represent that Province. He las been sent by the Domi-
nion Goverurnment.

Mr. WELDON. Were the Local Government consulted ?

Mr. CARLING. No, I do not think they were.

Mr. WELDON. I see that Mr. Paine, one of the editors
of the St. John Sun, has been sent as a commissioner for
New Brunswick. What pay does he receive?

Mr. CARLING. Five dollars a day, which covers all the
expenses.

Pensions....... .............. ......... $10,500 00

Mr. INNES. I would like to ask what provision bas been
made with resp<ct to those, for instance, who volunteered
into the Mounted Police and were killed at Duck Lake. I
k.ow that two or three memorials are in the bands of the
Govern ment with regard to these cases. One of these cases
I am familiar with, because the family of the young man I
refer to resides in my riding-Robert Middleton, a volunteer
into the Mounted Police, who was killed at Duck Lake.

Mr. PATsason (Brant.)

Though the Orders in Council of last year with respect to
pensions do not cover such cases, I notice that they may be
specially considered by the Governor in Council. This
young man was largely the support of his family. His
father and mother are living, but his father is very infirm.
It is a case which I think claims the special consideraion
of the Government, and I think that anything they could
grant in the way of a gratuity would be generally approved
by the House and the country.

Sir ADOLPHE CARON. I may say that the Govern.
ment have decided that, although such cases as the hon.
gentleman mentions do not come within the Order in Coun-
cil, the Government have decided to treat them exactly as
militia men were treated. The case to which the hon.
gentleman refers, and which he bas already brought under
my notice, has been referred to another Department. It is
one of the cases which will be treated according to the
decision arrived at by the Governor in Council under the
Order in Council.

Militia............ ....... $22,542 20

Mr. CAMERON (Middlesex). Will the Minister give
some explanation of this item with regard to drainage of
the citadel, Quebec.

Sir ADOLPHE CARON. This work was imperatively
demanded by the city of Quebec, as the existing drainage
was considered dangerous to the city. Several representa-
tions were made by the city authorities urging that the
work should not be delayed, so an Oider in Council was
passed empowering me to enter upon those works immedi-
ately. They were given out by contract and Lhey are
being carried out.

Mr. MULOCK. What portion of the citadel was drained
by it? This is a large amount-816,000.

Sir ADOLPHE CARON. As the hon. gentleman has
been in Quebec, ho knows how difficult and expensive the
drainage of the citadel must be on account of the geography
of the place, as a long drain is required to connect with the
main drain of the city, and a large amount of rock cutting
is necessary. The drain;age was begun last winter, at what
was supposed to be the most favorable time. Still, I
believe there are no two opinions about it. It was com.
menced immediately after these reports had been made to
the Department by the municipal authorities ; about
December or January.

Mr. L INGE LIE R. I have no fault to find with the Gov-
ernment for having that work done, for I believe it was a
work of absolute necessity. I was a member of the board
of health when our attention was drawn to the abominable
state in which the citadel was, not only endangering the
life of the soldiers, but causing such suffering from diph-
theria and other diseases in that portion of the city, which
is occupied by well-to-do classes, and is one of the healthiest
portions of the city. We found that one of the drains of
the citadel percolated through the ground and lost itself
there. Instead of asking for tenders for the work by
advertisements in the papers, which could have been
done in a few days, the Government gave contracta to
some of their friends who had no exparieice in that busi-
ness; each had a small portion of the work, and the prices
paid were just double what the city of Quebec had been pay-
ing for work of ihe very same kind, and even for more dfi-
cult woi k. This work is being done 200 or 300 feet
from my honse, and not more than half of the excavation is
done in rcck. The city of Quebec has been paying 81 per
lineal foot for work much more difficult than that for which
the Government have been paying $1.75 and 82 per lineal
foot. The pretext of beginning the work was to give the
laboring classes employment, but it gave employment only
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to Tory laborers, and many other laborers were refused and theysaid they had to get certifleates from Mr. Bos
employment. The first part of the work was given to a or Mr. MoGreevy or sorebody aise, but not onef then
stevedore named Power; I know him very well. Some time was told to gat a certificat. fromnme, altheugh I wuathe
afterwards he disturbed a meeting held by the Liberals of mayor.
Queb3c. There is not one man in charge of any part of
that job who understands the business. I know ail those
contractors, and they never would have taken the contracts Ie has fot taken into question the circuustanoe that two
if they had not obtained them at extravagant prices. oporations were engaged in by the Governmont, twe drain-

age operations, oe in the citadel and one ini the Troasury.Sir ADOLPHE CARON. With regard to not advertis-
ing for tenders, the architect of the city of Quebec wrote Mr. MITCHELL. I am glad tus explanation basbeeu
to say that the work should be commenced immediately, made by the hon. Ministor. I understood this work wu
and it could not ba delayed. I sent my clerk down to given in ordar to allay, in sedogrea, the Rieliagitation
hurry matters as mach as possible, and tenders were asked in Quabec, and 1 am glad that it was nothing of the kind.
from a number of contractors. The hon. gentleman says
that merely Tory laborers were employed. If that had
been the case, I would have been following the example Sir ADOLPHE CARON. The daputy Aijatant General
set by hon. gentlemen opposite when in power. We al is Colonel lanisonof Toronto, and theBrigad MaJ>rolonel
remember that on the work of the fortifications, it was Milsor. l3th oficers have bean for a long pariod in the
necessary that every man should carry a certificate in order service, and fultilied thair duty with great credit te the
to get employment from the Liberal contractors engaged in country and themselvas. They had beu engaged for a
that work. But I deny that that system was followed in period of five yaars, and wora fot te expoot any gratuity on
this case. The hon, gentleman, who must know the popu- retiring, but theyh ad renderad suoh good service that w.
lation of Quebec, must have forgotten that some of!docided te allow tbomntheme : S$2,400 for the Daputy
the men employed there were active supporters of the Adjutant General and 82,4'J0 for the Brigade Majar.
hon. member for Quebec East (Mr. Laurier). The
hon. gentleman cannot say that any discrimination rj
was made between the mon who came to ask for trary, in my opinion, it is fot largo enough. C ,onal I1il4om
employment. Of course, everybody could not be employed, was8an efioor in tue regular8, who wus induoed luve the
as only a certain number were required. The hon. gentle service and enter ours. Ispenk now froti information I
man says the prices paid were very mach more than the have raceivelifrei a friond of mineoWho got iL frornMrs.
prices paid by the corporation. The hon. gentleman knows Milsom. Iamn t acquainted personally with aLher (0l.
that it is impossible to decide from other contracts what is ono'Mrs. MilsomD Fi'în OuquS:i, I and iL is cor. ,ct
a fair priee for work of that kind. I speak from reports Lb t Colonel Milsom was in dia rogular service, and wai
which have been made to me whon I say that that excava- itdiced te bave il, i. think, by the Province of Nova Sutia;
tion waa one of the most difficult that could have been that ho cnted the Canadian servioe, and is now sixty-five
undertaken in Quebec. Knowing Quebec as I do, I cannot yoars of age; that ho hns not a penny ithe world boyond
understand how the excavation could be other than rock what is pro1po.od te ho given hlm bora; that ho has a family
excavation, from the point at which it starts in the Grande dopending on him, and this proposod gratuity wiIl redIse
Allée to the citadel, and when it gets into the citadol the exactly one shilling a day. IL would not ha te the honor of
hon. gentleman knows that there is nothing but rock there. this country te turn this manieot a pauper on the oharity
I have heard mon, competont to express an opinion, say that of the people. In two yoars ho rnst starve or go te the
the contracts were let at lower rates than it was possible ta oo huso. Heabas ne calling or capacity for doing any-
make any money from. Tenders were obtained, and the thifg. What is te hocore of hiiu? I presume iL itee lato
lowest tender was in every case accepted. It is impossible te improvo this mater now, but I hope that next Session it
for us to advertise in the newspapers, but we sont around W'.11ho again considered.
and got several contractors to tender. As to Mr. Power, Mr. BLAKE. I amnrry I cannot agrea with mv hon.
ho may ho a stevedore, but ho has already carried out friand frenNorth York (hfr. Mule -k). This ofloor waa
several contracts in Quebec, and the fact of his being a appeintod on certain conditions, and thoso conditions ho
stevedora need not prevent a man being useful in other understood and accoptac. At the end of tha five years ho
walks in life. In so far as Mr. Power is concerned, ha was to havane daim of any kind. liaving ne aii, the
carried ont his contract very successfully. Ministar now offors te give him 82e400. 1 mot eay 1 think

r.LANoErLIER.rMtcouldrntyhave taken more rime that la very libra treatmeont.
te advartise in the nawspapers than te send latters te those Sir RIClARD CARTWRIGUT. It e, if th gentleman
Who get the contracte, and the GovernmentluwritinMg, was appoi ted for the trm o five yeari, as my h on. friend
hould have written t contractors who ar in the habit o as t tae

doing that work, and net te peopie Who ara net. Threa ae 8ta h aa
jobbers were angagad. One je a stevedore, who had nover, Sir ADOLP r CgaROwe d. I thoght tould m ke a
te my knowladge, done work of that kind befora. distinction , on this case, hecadse a)lnoe ilomn hentrearthe
No oe would think of entrusting the excavation eof service hefore the Oder in Coancil was pasd appoinoteng
roc]ý te a man Who la in the habit of loading ships. these mon for five yars only, andprodbably lookel upwa
The. other la a carter. Who would apply te a carter, bg in detmnt as permanent when hened the servio
whan haoias ne ima te advertise, instead oft Qab and I aisegconsldred the services ho has renderod nd the
contracter ? I am net surprised at al that the work should long period ef timnoha had served the coantry.
coS sHmE Ot.yThAon. gentleman said that labornrs frri
Quebe East had been mplsed on thC work, but lnaenir.sMoULO nK. How many years Bad haorn lnthe
teol him that there was nearly a .t over tBs. About 100 servieeB?
laborers had collected near the works, and complained that Sir ADOLPilE CARON. I think se thirty yeare
ic was an outrage Oo them that mnn should havaTbeen
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Mr. VAIL. Ho was employed by the Nova Scotia
Government for a considerable time, and was a valuable
officer, and it was unfortunate for him that he had to be
moved to Toronto. Everyone knows it is impossible to
support a family of any size upon a small pittance like this.
I am sorry his case is a hard one, and would have liked to
see the Minister do a little better for him. Perhaps at a
future time he will reconsider the case.

Mr. MITCHELL. 1 object altogether to granting grata-
ities of this kind to these officere. If there is any law
which provides for granting pensions or gratuities to them,
they should have them, but if not, these sums of money
should not be placed in the estimates in this way, but a
law should be brought into Parliament and discussed.
There are thousands of people employed by the Govern-
ment and by private individuals who have served years
and years and have only what they have saved out of their
earnings to live upon, and the same thing should be applied
in the Militia Department.

Mr. CAMERON (Middlesex). Doos the Minister propose
to place the military districts in charge of the commandants
of the Military schools where such are located ?

Sir ADOLPHE CARON. I do, as much as possible,
thus saving the salaries of the adjutant-general and brigade
major.

Mr. CAMERON (Middlesex). A difflculty arose recently
between the commandant at Toronto and one of the volun-
teer corps. Those offiers wh' are permanently employed
and those who are more of a volunteer character do not
generally assimilate together, and I fear other difficulties
will arise if this policy is carried out. The saving is not
very great whon the additional pay and perquisites received
by the commandant are taken into consideration.

Canadian Pacifie Railway-British Columbia... $200,000 00

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. Io that on the Onder.
donk contract ?

Mr. MoLELAN. The rolling stock that was under con-
tract reverted back to the Government. The Government
was to take the rolling stock back that might be on the
contractors' hands at the completion of the contract. The
contract has not been adjusted, I think, as yet.

Mr. BLAKE. What is the amount of Mr. Onderdonk's
demand ?

Mr. McLELAN, I am told he has not presented an
account, and there is no final settlement. This is a statement
of the rolling stock, engines, &c. I am told he hbas not put
in any claims.

Mr. MITCHELL. Are the accounts settled yet ?

Mr. McLELAN. No, the accounts are not settled. I
asked if he had put in a claim, and they told me no. There
are twenty-nine locomotives and a number of cars. These
have been valued by the mechanical superintendent of two
railways and the engineer of construction. The engines
are valued at from $3,000 to $9,450. The one at $3,000 is
struck out as being unfit, as by the terms of the contract it
was only the rolling stock that was considored fit for use.

Mr. MULOCK. They have been used in the oonstruc-
tion of the road ?

Mr. McLELAN. Yes.
Mr. MITCHELL. What was done with these locomo-

tives?
Mr. MoLELAN. The Government has them on hand

yet,

Mr. BLAKE. $9,450, at the present prices seem to be
very high for a second-class locomotive that has been used
some years. I think we can get a new locomotive for
$7,000.

Mr. POSTER. It takes a lot of money to get them over
there.

Mr. BLAKE. Thon we are to pay for traneporting themn
there also, although the contractor took them there to make
his contract. Are they in the possession of the Government
now ?

Mr. MoLELAN. Yes.

Mr. BLAKE. Is the Government running the road now?

Mr. MoLELAN. No.

Mr. MITCHELL. If we had the engines bore running
on a road they would be of more value.

Mr. BLAKE. Thon the road is not being run,?

Mr. McLE LAN. There is an arrangement with Mr.
Onderdonk to carry the mails, and I believe that he also
carries such passengers and freight as may be presented. A
certain portion of the road is being run.

Mr. BLAKE. With this rolling stock ?

Mr. McLELAN. I cannot say that.

Mr. BLAKE. It is being run now, on account of the
Government, by arrangement with Mr. Onderdonk.

gir. MoLELAN. The arrangement with him is to carry
the mails, and he also carries freight and passengers.

Mr. BLAKE. The question of whether the road was
built according to contract would be one question, and the
question how much should be paid to him would be another.
Are either of these points settled ?

Mr. McLELAN. The report of the chief engineer ie that
the work is up to the contract.

Mr. BLAKE. Thon has the Government accepted that
report of the chief engineér and decided to accept the
work?

Mr. McLELAN. No, it has not been officially carried
through yet.

Mr. BLAKE. Unless the report of the chief engineer is
overruled, it may be taken that the work is up to the con-
tract. The story is that Mr. Onderdonk has presented a
large claim for extras.

Mr. MoLELAN. The work has not yet been passed over
to the Canadian Pacific Railway. I do not know there is
any differenoe between the Department of Railways and
the Canadian Pacific Railway. I have not heard of
any. I suppose Mr. Onderdonk was hre in connection
with this matter of rolling stock. The report of the valuator
is dated March.

Mr.-BLAKE. Has the Canadian Pacific Rtailway been
asked to accept the road ?

Mr. MoLELAN. I cannot Bay.
Mr. BLAKE. Has the Canadian Pacifie Railway Com-

pany made any statement or communication to the Govern-
ment as to the position of the road relativeto what they are
entitled to demand under the contraot ?

Mr. McLELAN. It has not come before the Govern-
ment; it may have come before the Department ot ]Rail-
ways.
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Mr. BLAKE. What is delaying the settlement with Mr.

Onderdonk?

Mr. McLELAN. I cannot say that anything is delay.
ing it.

Mr. BLAKE. Has the Government engineer made a
final estimate of what is due to Mr. Onderdonk ?

Mr. MoLELAN. I know of no final estimate.

Mr. MULOCK. Whet is the price of the cars?

Mr. McLELAN. From $600 at $700.
Mr. MULOCK. What sort ?
Mr. MoLELAN. Plat cars, first and second clam. There

are 64 first clas, 38 second clas, 55 third class, 240 fourth
class. The prices are $730, $725, $720, $700, $690, 8695.

Mr. BLAKE. They are second-hand fiat cars ?

Mr. McLELAN. That is what is on the memorandum.

Mr. MITCHELL. We can get hundreds and thousands
from contractors at from $400 at $500 new.

Mr. MULOCK. A new fiat can be purchased for under
$300.

Mr. BLAKE. Ie that the chief engineer's estimate ?

Mr. MoLELAN. That is the valuator's, The chief engi-
neer has struck out 83,325.

Mr. BLAKE. It seems a most extraordinary estimate for
second hand fiat cars.

Miv. McLELAN. There is a statement signed by M.J.
Haney, W. T. Reid and P. Clark as valuators.

Carillon Canal............................................... $24,000 00

Mr. CASEY. This item is an instance of the folly of try-
ing to discuse estimates at this hour of the morning. In
connection with the Carillon Canal there were undoubted
scandals, undoubted improprieties of management and con-
duct on the part of the Government, which really ought to
be discumsed. I shall not of course attempt to diseuse them
at this hour of the morning, but I shali simply enter my
protest and reserve my right o eay something on this item
on concurrence.

Kingston Penitentiary..... $1,000 00

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. There is 83,000 of this for
furniture of the warden's house, and the balance is for
plumbing, fitting in gas works and a number of small ex-
penses.

MWr. BL&KE. Do wesupply the warden with furniture?

sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. Yes. We do in all the
penitentiaries.

Mr. BLAKE. This is the warden recently appointed. I
do not remember that we furnished the late warden with
furniture.

Sir H1ECTOR LANGEVIN. There are a number of small
items which I might read to the hon. gentleman, but ho
cannot expect me now to be able to coltect the different
amounts relating to gas together and give him the total.

Publie Works, chargeable te income-Publie
buildings, Ontario....................... $9,961 17

Mr. CASEY. I se. an amount of $2,225 for the St.
Thomas post office, Custom house, &c. I thought that was
finished last year.

Sir HECTOR LàANGEVIN. This is a small balance of
the work done last year which we had no money for. la
the Supplementary Estimates for 1886-87 there is another
small sum of 82,400 to complete that.

Public Buildings, Manitoba ...................... ...... $30,975 50

Mr. CASEY. What will be the total cost of the Wlnni-
peg post office ?

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. 8205,300.

Public Buildings, North-West Territories.........$.543,000 00

Sir HIECTOR LANGEVIN. The total costof the Regina
gaol and lunatic asylum, for which 811,500 is asked, will
be 852,000. The additional barraik and stabling accommo-
dation for the Mounted Police force will oost altogether
$125,000.

Mr. BLAKE. l this ail at Regina?

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. All at Regina.

Repairs, Furniture, Heating............840,575 00

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. The amount of $6,500 is to
make good the damages caused by the fire of 22nd Feb-
ruary last. It is the intention of the Government to give
$200 of this money to the Firemen'Is Bonevolent Society as
a reward for the services they rendered on that occasion.

Roads and Bridges-Ottawa City..................... $19,174 50

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. This is tocoverthe expenses
of keeping these bridges in order, as well as the approaches
and Major's Hill Park. The street in front of the buildings
is now under our charge, and the sidewalks also, and will
have to be repaired. Thon 82,000 is required for the park
to keep up the walks, the flower beds and trocs, and to
water the park.

Department of Inaian Affairs-Manitoba and
Nort.h-West Territorles......... ....... $399,617 00

Sir RICHGAR D CART WRIG KT. I understooi the First
Minister wanted to make special explanations about this
item.

Mr. McLELAN. He wili on concurrence, perhaps.

Sir RICH ARD CARTWRIGHT. Hum I It would be a
pity that he should not, because we were informed in the

nate that ho was most anxious to make them.

Mr. McLELAN. So he is.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. ifum I

Sir HECTOR LANGETIN. The late warden owned the Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. Unfortunately hie health
furniture and took it away with him. will not permit him to be here this time of night.

Mr. BLAKE. Exactly. Then this ais a new expense. Mr. CASEY.' We should not be bere at this time of
What will be the cost of putting gas into the main structure? night, either.

Sir HECTOR LANGE VIN. I cannot say. North-West Mounted Police......................... $166,541 00

Mr. BLAKE. This is contrary to the usual care with Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. l Lieutenant Colonel
which the hon. gentleman's estimates are prepared. Irvine leaving the foree?
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Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. Yes, and Colonel Lawrence

Herchmer has been appointed his successor.

Committee rose and reported.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN moved:

That when the House adjourns, it stands adjourned till Il o'clock to-
day.

Motion agreed to.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN moved the adjournment of
the House.

Motion agreed to; and House adjourned at 4:48 a.m.
(Wednesday).

HOUSE OF COMMONS.

WEDNESDAY, 2n' June, 1886.

The SPEAKER took the Chair at Eleven o'clock.

PRAYEns.

RAISING OF DAMS ON MUD CREEK.

Mr. BLAKE (for Sir RicHARD CARTWRIGHT) asked,
Whether the raising of the dams upon Mud Creek, at the
outlet of Mud Lake, in the township of Bedford, was done
by the authority or with the privity of the Government, or
of any official of the Government ?

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. I am told that it was not.

BUSINESS OF THE HOUSE.

Mr. BLAKE. Before the Orders of the Day are called, I
desire to say a few words in reference to the state of public
business.Te House will recollect that, at an early hour
yesterday, the First Minister, in answer to a question from
the other side of the House, stated his expectation that the
business of this House might close to-day and that proioga-
tion might take place on Friday. At a later hour in the
afternoon or evening, I was informed that Bis Excellency
had been kind enough to say he would attend at any hour
this evening, however late, for the purpose of prorogation,
if the business of the House could be got through in time.
I believed it would conduce to the convenience of hon. mem-
bers of this House,after their attendance during this long and
laborious Session, if that resuit could be achieved. I felt,
however, that it would be impossible to achieve that result
unless we had a late sitting of the House yesterday, and at
least the usual sitting to-day, and therefore I suggested,
through you, Mr. Speaker, that, if we sat late yesterday, and
then met at eleven to-day, we would, in that way, get four
hours and a half more than if we met at the usual hour, and
we might get a full day's work in order to accomplish the
result which was desired. No communication was made to
me as to the hour at which it was proposed to ask His
Excellency to prorogue, and I was taken by surprise when
I was told that the hour was as early as half-past five. Still
I thought it was right to endeavor to accomplish the result,
so far as that could be done consistently with a reasonable
discussion of the Estimates, and 1 am still ready to do my
part towards the accompiishment of that result by using, as
1 have done privately and as I now do publicly,any influence I
may have with hon. members to curtail the discussion within
the narrowest limits consistent with public duty. But I
desire to state that I had no idea, until the publie statement
was made bore, that it was contemplated that pro-
rogation would take place as early as half past fiveC
I4hall still do all that is possible to comphii that result,

ir EBAR ç RTWWE

but it was not the result I contemplated when the arrange-
ment was concurred in. My belief was that we could, by
meeting here at eleven, get a usual long day's work done
by a reasonable hour of the evening, and that by that means
we could get to the same result as far as the business of the
House was concerned as was contemplated by the First
Minister when ho made the announcement in the afternoon.
If we can do so earlier, I shall be only too glad. What can
be done to accomplish that result shall be done, but, as I am
always anxious to observe the -most rigorous and absolute
good faith in any arrangements to which I am a party,
I think it due to myself to make the statement that this
was not what I contemplated, though I am not desi-ing to
impute any breach of faith to hon. gentlemen opposite in
announeing half-past five. It was done, I suppose, because
it was thought that was the meaning of the arrangement,
but it was entirely opposed to the view I had entertained.
In the course of the communications, the hour of ton o'clock
was named to me as an hour up to which prorogation
might take place.

THE FRANCHISE ACT.

Mr. DAWSON. I desire to suggest to the Government
that the Franchise Amendment Bill should be printed, as
amended, immediately, and sent to the revising officers. It
very seriously affects the revising o1hieors in my district.

RAILWAY BETWEEN A NNAPOLIS AND DIGBY.

Mr. VAIL. Yesterday I asked the Government whether
an application had been made for the extensiin of the grant
of $3,200 a mile made to the road between Annapolis and
Digby. The time would expire on the 1st July of thisyear.
I was told that an answer would be given when the Minister
of Railways was in his place.

Mr. POPE. I have no knowledge of any application
having been made. If it has been made, I have not seen it.
Does the hon. gentleman say teere has been an application ?

Mr. VAIL. Yes.

Mr. POPE. I have no knowledge of it. This has not
been considered by the Government, but I will consider it
at the first opportunity. When the hon. gentleman spoke
to me yesterday, that was the first I heard of it.

Mr. VAIL. The paper has been before the Government
for a fortnight. I understood some time ago that an Act was
to be introduced to extend the time, and that is why I asked
the question.

BOUNTY ON PIG IRON.

Mr. McLE LAN moved that the resolution reported from
Committee of the Whole yesterday, respecting bounty on
pig iron manufactured in Canada from Canadian ore, be
concarred in.

Resolution concurred in.
Mr. McLELAN introdnced Bill (No. 150) respecting the

bounty on pig iron manufactured in Canada from Canadian
ore.

Bill read the first and second times, considered in Com-
mittee, read the third time, on a division, and passed.

AN OBSORNE PUBLICATION.

Mr. MoLELAN moved that the louse again resolve
itself into Committee of Supply.

Mr. MULOCK. Before the adoption of this motion, I
desire to say that I have reoeived a communication from
the mayor of the City of Toronto asking me to cal the
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attention of the Government to the following matter: He
informs me that the New York PoUce Gazette had been
prohibited from entering Canada, and that this prohibition
is being evaded by the title of the paper being changed to
the Sporting Times; that the same obsene paper under
this title is now for sale in the usual plaaes where such
papers are sold, and he desired me to bring the matter in thise
way before the Minister of Customs-I presume it would be
-in the hope that the matter would be dealt with.

NORTH.WEST CENTRAL RAILWAY.

Mr. MITCHELL. I would ask the Premier whether the
requirement of the Government in relation to the Beaty Bill
has been falfilled : whether the deposit bas been made by
Mr. Beaty or not ?

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. A deposit has been made
in New York, but whether satisfactory or not we cannot
yet say.

SUPPLY.

House again resolved itself into Committee.

Maintenance of Gaol and Lunatie Asylum at
Regina..................... . ....................... $10,000 00

Mr. BLAKE. This would seem to be the organisation Of
a lunatic asylum at Rcgina, and it proposes a lump sum
without any seale or arrangement as to the number Of
officers or the salaries.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. This is for the establish-
ment of a lunatic asylum and hospital at Regina. The
expenses of the lunatics in the North-West are very gi eat, and
they have to be sent to the penitentiary in Manitoba,where
their board and lodging have to be paid for. It i,, proposed
to put up an ordinary building to be used a- a lunatic
asylum and hospital for the lunatics who are fourid on the
plains, and the serious cases of illuess which have now to be
sent to the hospital at Winnipeg at an enormous expensO.
There is no seale fixed for the number of officers or
salarices, but that will be done on he most moderato scale.

Mr. BLAKE. The objection is to this bulk vote for sala-
ries, whon we have no statement of what the expcnt es are
estimated to be. I trust that, under suoh circumstancces,
the salaries to be given will be of the most moderato and
unexceptional character, and made in such a manner that
Parliament may freely deal with them.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. By all means.

Legislation......... ...... $100,520 00

Mr. MULOCK. Why is this $100,000 to meet expenses
of the Franchise Act different from the item already given ?

Mr. McLELAN. It is expected that cth expenses will
be very much less under the amendmente that are made.

Mr. MULOCK. The hon. gentleman Will please give
some particulars with respect to the $100,000.

Mr. McLELAN. The money will be expended over all
the itena, especially the printinug.

Mr. McMULL EN. When the first item was passed, further
information was promised. The country under1aî.d.s that
the Franchise Act will cost a considjerable sum. Werequire
information as to payment to be made to the clerks, and
with respect te the travelling expenses of the different
ogicials. Our constituents wili expect te obtain ful par-

ticulars, and I am afraid we shall return to them blindfolded
in regard to the expenses attending this Act.

Mr. %fcLELAN. The accounts have not come ign, so as
to enable the Goverurnent to make anything like a cor.
rect estirnate of the expenditure. I took the accounts for
printing of four of the large counties of Nova Scotia, and
found they averaged 8500, and u pon that an estimate for
the whole Dominion was based. We have no data on which
to make an estimate. It is stated by those competont to
judge in regard to printing imatters that the expense of
printing the liste will be largely reduced.

Mr. VAIL. How is it proposed to pay the revising offi.
cers ? In some Nova Scotia cou nties thore are 10,000 or 12,000
votes, and in other cases one revisBig officer bas two coun-
ties with 20,000 or 22,000 each. l the same sum to be
paid to each omûcer, or will paymont be made in proportion
to work done ?

Mr. McLEL&AN. Regard will be had to the quantity of
work donc.

Mr. CAMERON (Middlesex). The Finance Minister has
stated that there is no data on which to form a reliable
estimate. The Departrment of the Secretary of State, how-
ever, issued a circular to the different revising offloors ask-
ing them for a statement of the probable cost of working
the Franchise Act, omitting the cost of printing and tbe
revising officers' salary. Tho cost given was betwon $600
and $700 per constituency. At $600, the total would reach
$126,600, emitting the payment to revising offiers and the
priuting of ihe lists. CunsequLutly tho estimato of the
Government is entiroly too srnall. Thore is a manifest de-
termination on the part of the Government that the country
shall not obtain full particulars as to the working of the Aet.
The only justification for a reduction in the amount is that
a saving is ex pectod in priiiting the lias. There is ample
ground for a reduction. In one of the western constituencies
the printing of tho votors' list at the cost of the munici-
pality, containing 4,792 names, was $179.65 ; the new liat,
printed under this Act and under the tariff of the Socretary
of State, coutaining 5,126 names, will cost 8621.12. One
municipality that had ite lista printed at tho cost of $28
will pay $130 undor this Act, and there is a difference of
only one in the number of names.

Mr. SOM ERVILLE (Brant). No doubt the Government
have made a niitake in endeavoring to keep the printing
under their own control. From a return bronght down to
the House on 21st May, which contaius 1,570 pages, with
respect to the Franchise Act, I have been able to cuil a few
interesting statements, which go to show that the Govern-
ment are determined that the printing of the votera' liste
shall be worked for the benofit of their own newspapers.
The Government must have determined that the printing
of the votera' lists shall be kept entirely in the bands of
their own friends, for I find various telegrams in tbis cor-
respondence instrueting the revisng officers that they are
to have the work done at certain offices. I wiHt read a few
of them to show the House in what way the Government
are seeking to control the matter. I entirely agree with
the statement cf the hon. member for Middlesex that if this
printing had been left entirely in the bands of the revising
officers, and bad been done in the usual way in which it
bas heretfore been done in the Province of Ontario, one-
half the oxp'nse would have been saved to this country.
There is no doubt the Government intended that their
niewepapers should make a fat thing of the printing of tLe
voters' liste, and the prices they were allowed, running froma
14 to 16 cents per name, is certainly an extravagant price,
as any printer will decide for himself on looking at the list.
Here is the first letter I will read:
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(Telegrom.)

fi<DiPARTXENT OF7 THE 3SORITARr O9 STATU,

4'OTTAW4 2nd January, 1885.

" To His Honor Jndge SINCLURa ,
"IHamilton, Ont.

i Arrangements have been made for printing under Franchise Act for
your district being done at office of Hamilton Spectator.

(Signed) "G. POWELL, U.S.."

Now, the Government were not altogether fortunate in
their correspondence with Judge Sinclair, the revising
offloor for Wentworth, as will be seen by the correspond-
ence which follows. Before proceeding with that, however,
I -will read a letter to the Spectator Printing Company from
the Secretary of State:

"OTTwA, 2nd January, 1886.
4 The Proprietor of the Hamilton Spectator.

"1iR,-I am directed to inform you that the revising officer appointed
under the Electoral Franchise Act for the electoral district of Went-
wortb, bas ben instructed to have such printing as may require to
be done under the said Act, for his district, performed at the office of
your paper.

1 have, &C.,
(Signed) " G. POWELL, US.S."

In reply to the telegram sent to Judge Sinclair, I find the
following answer

"IHAMILTON, 4th January, 1886.
"G. POWELL, Esq.,

"IUnder Secretary of State, Ottawa.
"Sîa,-I have your telegram of the 2nd instant, in these words:

'Arrangements bave been made for printing under Franchise Act for
your district being done at office of Hamilton Spectator.' In so tele-
graphiag me I think you must have overlooked the provisions of the
F'rannchise Act. The 16th section says in regard to the preliminary list
that 'the revising officer shall then forthwith cause to be printed, &c,'
and as to the final lstâ the 24th section says that the revising officer shall
cause a sufficient number of copies of each of such lists * *"to be printed,
&c. You will therefore see that the revising officer is the person dele-
gated byParliament to have the liste printed Fie cannot do so without
emplo ng rome printer ; and how I had determined upon in regard to
that was this-: I pro posed to invite tenders for the work, and the lowest
tenderer would get the job provided he could do the work properly and
with deipatch. The money to be paid for it is not yours, mine, or any
otherofficer of Government, but public money, and I had determined to
contract for its expenditure according to well-known business rules, so
that all parties abie to do it should have an equal opportunity to com-
pete for the work. This I considered to be the best course in the pub-
lie interesta to pursue before r.ceiving your telegram, and I am still of
that opinion. Until the Statutes declare that I muet get the printing
done at a particular office, or in some other way prescribes ihat some
other person shall perforn the duty of seeing the printing done, I
must assume that responsibility myself. It is part of my duty under
My commision, and I decline to allow any interference with it.
When T fail in such duty in that respect, the Statute affirds a remedy.
Until then I propose to follow the Act of Parliament in regard to the
printing, the same as in other respects, trying so far as my ability and
au earnest desire will allow to administer the provisions cf this Statute
fairly and with equal justice to all.

Yours truly,

(Signed) "J. 8 SINCLAIR.
"Revising Officer for the Electoral Districts of North

and South Wentworth."

I will just say that it is a pity that more of the revising
omogs4hroughout the length of the Dominion have not the
backbone which Judge Sinclair displayed in this matter,
In answer to that letter of Judge Sinclair, I find the following
from» the Under Secretary of State :-

"DPÀaTMUNT o TE S3EcaTAnT OU' STATU,

IOTTAWA, 9th January, 1886.
"1Sm,-I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your letter Lf

tie 4th instant, relative to telegraphie instructions to you from this
Deprtment regardin printing required by you as a reviing officer
un rithe Electoral Franchise Act, and to state that the matter will
receive consideration.

".snve c

"His H nor June SINOLÂa
"-Hamilton, O0

1 have, &o.,
(Signed) "G. POWELL, U. S.S.

'ni,

Thon the Spectator Company write this letter;
Ur. SoMEMVILLE (Brant).

"BE FRANORIJSi ACT.
« * TE SPEO?ÂTTo,

gam-routo, Càixni, 25th January, 1888.
,'The Hon.EJcur&ar or STATU, Ottawa.

I "Dui Sim,-The enclosed advertisement, inserted by the revising
oMcer of Wentworth, we cut from the Hamilton Time.

" On referring to yours of the 2nd instant, we find you say that Judge
Sinclair bas been Instructed to give us the printing.

"We will be glad to hear from you on this matter.
"In same letter you speak about tariff, &c. We will be glad to have

copies of same at your earliest convenienoe.
"Yours respectfully,

(Signed) "IPROTATOR'C OMPANY,
"W. CaUr."

Another letter to the Spectator people on the 26th of Janu-
ary by the Under Secretary of State:

"DurAauTàNT OF TUM SEOnREEART OU STATP,
"OTTIwr, 28th January, 1886.

"W. CARET, Esq., Managing Director Tde Spectator,
"flamilton, Ont.

" ra,-I am directed to acknowledge the recei pt of your letter of the
25th instant, enclosing, for the Information of the Secretary of 8tate,
a notice of the revising officer of Wentworth, under the Electoral Fran-
chise Act, in reference to the printing of the voters' lists under that
Act, and to state that my letter to Judge Sinclair was merely in the
form of a suggestion, as It would net be proper on the part of the
Government to dictate to the revising offleer as to the discharge of his
duties. Two copies of the tariff at which the lists are to be printed are
herewith enclosed.

"I have, &c.,
(Bigned) "G. POWELL, U.S.."

I wish to put this on record, so that the revising officers will
understand that the Government have no right to dictate to
them as to the manner in which they shall discharge their
duties under the Franchise Act. Here is a letter from the
revising offlcer of Hamilton addressed to the Secretary of
State:

"HAMILTON, CANADA, 6th Jannary, 1886.
"SiE,-I beg to acknowledge receipt to-day of sheets referred to in

your favor of 3th ultimo, received by me yesterday.
" Judge Sinclair, Revising Officer for divisions, county Wentworth,

informe me that he has been instructed to have printing donc at Spectator
office. As I have received no instructions, I shallbe glad to know
whether I am ta advertise for tenders or have printing done at
Specator Company offi 'e without advertising."

"I am, your obedient servant,
(Signed) "Wl!. BELL,

Hon. J. A. CHAPIAU,I"Revising Officer for Hamilton."

"Secretary of State, Ottawa."

Here is another from the Spectator Office:

"REVOTERS' LISTS.

" Hon. J. A. CHPLEAU,

I' Tam SPUOTAToR,'
"HAMILTON, CANADA, 21st JanUary, 1888.

"Secretary of Sate, Ottawa."

"Duat Bra,-We have seen Mr. Bell, the Revieing Offmer for Hamilton
about printing the voters' liste. He tells us that he has not yet received
instructions.

"IPlease issue pur instructions to him to give the Spectator the print-
ing of said lista, .c.

" We would suggest that the work ought to beeommeneed at an early
date as the time is getting short in which it must be done.

"IYours very respectflly,
(Signed) "SPEOTATOR COMPANY,

"W. CAr."

Here is another frm the Spectator:

"'Tas SPUOTATOR,'
"dHAirn.to, CANADA, 25th January, 1888.

"The Hon 81ORICTAn or STATB, Ottawa."
" DEAn 81a,-We have been inforned by Mr. Bell, the Revisiang OUeer

for Hanilton, that we are to have the printing for the city.
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"Kin dly bend ns a soale Of rates by return te be allowed by Govern-mWnt and oblige,

Youre very truly,
(Signed) "SPECTATOR COMPANT,

"i W. DA ar."o
This iR the same company whioh in 1883 and 1881 were
paid $17,897 for doing work which they should have done
for $4,610 for the Agricultural Department. But they
were noôtsatisfied with trving to get the printing for Ham.
ilton for the Spectator office, but they also control the Mailjob office at Toronto, and here is a letter to the Secretary of
State with regard to the printing for that city :

"'MAiL' JOB DEPARTMUNT,
"TonoNTo, January 9, 1886."Secretary, Department Secretary of State, Ottawa'

I.DuAR Sa, -I understand that instructions are being iasued te therevising barristers respecting the printing required by them. I hopeyou can use your influénce towards seeuring for the M'ail job depart-mentahare of the printing for the city of Toronto and the ridings ofYork. We have every facility, and think we have a claim on the Gov-
ernment for this printing. Please advise us what course we shall adopt
in order to secure a portion of this printing, and oblige

"IYours truly,
(Signed) "'M AIL' JOB DEPARTMENT,

"Per W. A. SHEPARD, Jfanager.
Just to show that this system bas been adopted by the Gov-
ernment, I will read another telegram from the Department
of the Secretary of State :

(7elegram.)
"DEPARTMENT OP THE SEoRETARY OP STATE,

"4OTTAWA, 2nd January, 1886.
"To Hi Hoanor JUDR Davm, London, Ont.

" Arrangements have been made for printing un ter Franchise Act, for
your district, being doue at office of London Pree Press.

(Signed) "G. POWELL, U.B.."

That is a paper whieh gets from $10,000 to 812,000 worth
of pap every year. Here also are the instructions to the
proprietor of that paper:

OT
"The Proprietor of the London Prée Press.

TTAWA, January 2nd, 1888.

" Si,-I am direted to inform you that the Revising OffRer appoint-
ed under the 'Electoral Franchise Act ' for the 8lectoral District of
Middlesex, has been instructed to have such printing as may require to
be doue under the said Aet, for hie district, performed at the office of
your paper.

" A tariff regulating the charges to be allowed for printing is now
being framed, and upon its adoption a nopy of the same will be forwarded
to you, for your information. I am alo to state that the form of the
voters' liste to be priated is under consideration.

"I have, &c.,
(Signed) "G. POWELL, U.S. S."

But here is the moat interesting correspondence of all,
namely, that between the Department of the Secretary of
State and the proprietor of the Chatham Planet news.
paper:

"DDPARTRINT OFU TRI SEIETARY OP STATU,
"OTTAwÂ, 2nd January, 1886.

"To the Proprietor of the Planet newspaper,
"IChatham, Ont.

am directed to iuform yon that the revising officer appointed
under te Kleotoral Pranchise A et for the Blectoral District of Bothwell
has been instructed to have such printingr as may require to be done
under the said Act, for his distriet, performed at the omce of your paper.

" A tariff regulating the charges to be allowed for printing is now
beiîg frwaed, and upon its adoption a copy of thesame will be forwarded
to you, for your information.

"I am also to state that the form of the voters' list to be printed is
under consideration.

1I have, &c.,
(Signed) "G. POWELL, U.8.8."

(?elegram.)
DaitPÂTumiNTr OU' 8TE SUCaTARY OP STATE,

"IOTTAwA, 2nd January, 1886.

"To Ris Honour Judge BELL, Ohatham, Ont.
" Arrangements have been made for printing under Franchise Aet,

for your district, being done at office of Chatham Planet
(Signed) "G. POWELL, U. S. S."
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CaRTANx, Our., 9th January, 1886.
"G. PowsuL, Esq , Under Secretary of State, Ottawa.

" DuAR SIR,-I have to acknowledge yours dated Id Lstant and
posted Ottawa 7th re the rinting required to be done under 'The
Electoral Franchise Act''for the Bothwell District. I shll be pleased
to learn If the appointment for this division (West Kent) has been made.
Compimente of the season.

" Yours very truly,
(Signed) "S.STEPHENSON."

"CHATnax, Oxr., 27th Jauuary, 1886.
'G. POWLL, Under Secretary of State, Ottawa.

"MY DEAR tru, - h, avemjt had a consultation with Judge Bell, Revis.
ing Officer for Mast Rent, about the time 1 might expect the 0opy for the
liste, ani was met with the salutition, ' do not propose Riving you
the printing, nor do I propose te be dictated to by the Government
where it shallh be performed.'

"I am in s position to get out bo'h lluts and perform it within the
time required by the Government, and willfurnish bonds for Its due per.
formance. My staff consiste of nearly forty bands and I have plenty of
material on hand. Will you please inastruct me at once if the spirit of
your letter of the 2nd and the telegram sent to the revising officer about
the sarne time, is to be carried out, that I may loue no time la com-
pleting arrangements. I am very sorry to trouble you with a matter I
thought was, and yet consider, au absolute certainty, that I am to do the
work for this county.

"I have the honor to be,
"IYour obedient servant,

(Signed) "SYDNEY STEPHINBON."

(7Telegr.am.)
" OuATwi, January 28th, 1886.

* To J. A. CHAPLEAU, Secretary of State, Ottawa.

"Judge Bell, Revi.ing Rarrister, East Kent, says: 'I Ido not propose
giving yon the printing, nor do I propose being di3tated to by the Gov-
ernment where it shall h performed, in your letter of second Instant.
ie le a stockholder and I think director lu the Bannr Printing Com.

pany, to whom hmesays he le going to give the work. See my letter te
Under Secretary; please send further instructions.

(Signed) "8YDWEY STEPHENSON."

"DuPARTUENT OF' TU SscRTARY OU STATI
" OmTwà, 29th January, loge.

"SYDNEY STEPRENSON, Esq,
"Proprietor Planst newspaper, Ohatham, Ont.

"ifr,--I am directed te acknowled ge the receipt of your letter of the
27th and of your telegram of the 28th instant with reference te the
printing or the voters liste, under the lectoral Franchise Act, for the
Electoral District of Bothwell and to state that whatever course hi#
Honor Judge Bell may choose to pursue cannot be belped

" The telegram addressed to Jndge Bell was suggestive only, as It
would not be proper on the part of the Government to dictate te the
revising officer as to the discharge of his duties.

"I have, c.,
(Signed) "G. POWELL, US.B."

Then comes a very interesting letter from Mr. Stephen-
son:

O"OxTEx, ONT., lut February, 1885.
"G. POWELL., ESq.,

" Under Secretary of State, Ottawa, Ont.
"My Daia S, - I have yours of yesterday's date, and regret yon ean-

not see your way clear to insit upon the prInting being done at this
o1ffce. Judge Bell is a mout violent partisan, and will not hesitate to
thwart the Government if it will be of any advantage to his own party.
His connection with the Banner, one of the most rabid papers In the
country, a copy of which I end yon, should. T think, b. a good reseas
why he should not sity where the work should be done; besidoe, not a
word would be heard from him or the Banner, us he would not care to
have is convection ventilated through the papers. The Ontario Gov-
ernment, sente years ago, threatened the present sheriff with dismiçaal
uniess he took the nrinting, which was being done by Mr. Raf
Stephenson, at this office, to the Banner, where ever since every dollars
worth has ben done. I have fifteen hundred dollars worth or material
on hand, that has been perfectly useless since the Postal Guide was
given the Government printers, but which will rome l now, thereby
placing me in a splendid position to do the work rapidly. Mr. Carling
and Mr.Pope promised to give meprintingto recoup me for my loue, as Mr.
Carling said it vas a mistake to have taken the work jus at the lime the
Department did. The present Minister--"

I think this must be a mistake in opying, and sbould be
member. -
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" -owes me $1,000 for election printing, which will be a total loss, so Offices had the effect of costing the country more than thethu IfYu oan put it in such a light to gwe me the yvork I wish you printing otherwise would. The bon. gentleman being weakwould do sot

" Trusting you will see your way to telegraph or write the returning in his argument, was strong in his assertion. Ho stated, in
pificer by d1rot mail, and send me a favorable reply, substance, that the printing cost twice as much as it would

"I romain, your obedient servant, if left to the revising officers to give to whom they choee.
That statement is completely inexact. The efroular which
was sent to the revising officers was sent frankly and openly,

In reply to this, a letter was sent to Mr. Stephenson, as fol- and it was to the effect that the Government could have the
lows printing done; and I think the Government should have

OPAMMENT O P EOSCRETARY OP STATS, taken the printing of ail the liste into their hands, under
"ToS. STEP oNoN, E "OTTÂWA, loth February, 1886. the one condition that moderate rates should ho fixed. The

"Chatham etm, Chatham, Ont rates fixed in the circular were considered by Mr.
e Ra,-Adverting to previous correspondence upon this subject, and Romaine and the Queen's Printer to be very reason-

especially to your letter of the lst instant, I have the honor t inform able, and the proof that they are so lies in the factyeu that it is not in the power of the Government to dictate to the -
revising officer as to whom he shall select to print his Usts. that the prmters, not only Conservative but Grit print-

"I have the bonor to be, Sir, ers, who have printed these lists, have tried to induce
"Your obedient servant, the Government to give higher prices than those fixed.

(Signed) "G. POWELL, U. S. B. The Grit papers have been just as eager as the others to
Now, the object I have in reading this correspondence is to get higher prices. Therefore, the point the hon. gentle.
let the revising officers all over the Dominion seo that the man tried to make he did not succeed in making. It will
Government has no right to dictate to them in this matter; be seen, practically, by recriminations of different printers,
and if they have a desire to guard the interests of the public that the prices, as fixed by the Department, were very
they will not consent to be dictated to by the Government. reasonable-not too low, but certainly not too high. No
The course pursued by the Government in favoring their complaint has been or will be made in that respect. I do
friends in the printing of these lists has resulted in doubling not see why the Government should not have the lists
the cost of the lists without any doubt whatever; and it is printed. If we had left it to the revising officers, the
just as well that the revising officers, newspaper men, and charges would have been a great deal in excess of the
the public generally should understand that when an Act of prices we have ffxed in the circulars. As to the manner of
Parliament is placed on the Statute-book of this country, bringing down the report, the report is well brought down.
the Government have no right to dictate to the officers It is as much connected as possible Of course the cor-
appointed to administer that law, either as to the course respondence had to ho given into several bands, for had we
they should pursue in dispensing the patronage or in any engaged only one officer there would have been great loss
other way. They have the Act of Parliament to guide them, of time, and it may happen that there may be some slight
and have no necessity for instructions from the Government want of connection on that account, but, generally speak-
I do not wonder that these newspaper men are so anxious in ing, the correspondence has been taken and combined as
this matter. They smell boodle on every occasion; and they sent. We have received 161 letters at a time, and they are
can see that by manipulating the Department of State they put in the report by order of date.
are able to obtain patronage at exorbitant prices, which are Mr. BLAKE. I entirely dissent from the position
much greater than the prices charged under the Ontario taken by the Secretary of State. The statement made
Election Act. Under these circumstances, it is time this by my hon. friend as to the cost of printing is one
matter should be brought under the notice of the House. I which the Secretary has not in the least answered.
may say that this Mr. Stephenson is the man who received It would be a new thing to find that the reasonableness of
a gratuity of $2,000 or $3,000 from the Government, three prices is to be fixed by the persons who get the job; it is
or four years ago, for handling the printing of the Pacifie not generally so. My hon. friend gave the example of
Railway Commission report, never having done any Ontario, and stated that the rates the Governmont pre-
work upon it, but just pocketing the money and scribed would entail double the cost which similar work
giving the work to the Government contractors here. cost the Ontario Government.
Before I sit down I would propose, not exactly in connoction
with this, but in connection with the manner in which Mr. CHAPLEAU. I deny that statement, and have
returns are brought down, that they should be collected in authority for the deial.
a more connected shape. The return c3ontains 1,70 pages Mr. BLAKE. My hon. friend stated the Government
of letters and telegrams, all on the same subject, between ought to have the right to say where the printing should
the Department and individuals, and they are so mixed up, be done. That may b a question for argument, but it is
no system at all being adopted, that it is difficult to find not the view adopted by the Government lst Session. The
what one wants. When there are so many officials em. Government thon, by the Franchise Act, gave the power to
ployed, who have but little to do, surely returns ought to the revising officer who, they declared, were independent
t>e brought down in botter shape and in some sort of con. of the Government, to determine whore the printing should
secutive order. be done. If the hon. gentleman held the view ho now

Mr. McMtULLEN. I simply rise to say that I cannot takes, last Session, ho failed thon to convince his colleagues,
aro thi item to.I sithoutrise ay puthng on reco myand, as a member of the Government which carried theallew pthioitem a pase withou aptting on record My Bill, ho participated in and is responsible for the policyhumble proeot agai t the inorease of salary of $ t 00it fin e which the Government thon adopted, and which .h nowAssistant Jlerk of the Flouse. We are ot in th. financial says is not the right one. The Act having declared thatposition to warrant these increases. the printing should be left altogether in the hands of the
Mr. CHAPLEAU. What the hon. member for Brant revising officer, it was an impudent act on the part of the

(Mr. Somerville) bas said is but a rehearsal of what has Government to sond them instructions as to the way in
already appeared in the public press. The hon. gentleman, which they should discharge their dulty, and if but a few of
to makt a point, was obhiged to make a statement of sup- the revising officers wore possesed of sufficient firmness
posed fact, which ho does not know and which is not and regard for their position. to repudiate the impudent
supported by proof. There is only one point, if any, that assumption of the Government, so much the worse for the
could be made, and that is that the dematnd of the Govern- country. A circular was sent the revising offiere, saying
ment that the printing should be done in certain newspaper -that the printing had been arranged by the Government to

Mr. SOMERVILLE (Brant).
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be given to so and so, and when a few repudiated this
instruction, the hon. gentleman is obligod to say it was
only a Suggestion.

Mr. CHAPLEAU. So it waa.
Mr. BL RE. It was an instruction.

Mr. CHAPLEAU. It was not.

Mr. BL KE. The language of the letters in which he
communio.ued w ith the newspaper offloers is, that "l the
revising offcer has been instructed to send you the
papers." Now the hon. gentleman says they were not in-
structed, and that the statement is about as ac:urate as
many others the hon, gentleman has made. Most of the
revising oaffiers obeyed his instructions, and few repudi-
ated them. When an Aet of Parliament is passed, that
Act ought to be obeyed by the Government, and the hon.
gentleman has no right to take a power or to assume
an authority in carrying ont an Act which Parli-
ment has not given him, and which ho assumes because
he thinks that the Act should have provided differently.
He has no right to assume to himself au authority which
Parliament did not clothe him with. He has no right to
arrogate to the Government an authority which Parliament
did not Clothe them with. He ought to have left this
entirely to the control of the revising offleers. What ho
might have done was this: fHe might have issued a circular
to the revising officer saying that ho had enquired and had
found that such and such rates ought to be maximum rates;
he might have issued a circular for their information, sug-
gesting that the principle of tender ought to be applied,
but merely as suggestions. Even those would be acts of
interference which would be entirely questionable, but of
that character that they could be acts of interference in
respect of which nobody could say that the Government
was animated by anything else than a consideration for the
publie service. But, when you find that their act of inter-
terence is one directed to the support of their own party
papers, declaring that the printing is to be given to per-
sons whom they nominate and appoint on considerations
of party favoritism, thon you find interference which, of
any description whatever, would be questionable, but in
thia case is more than questionable, is grossly improper.

Mr. CHAPLEAU. I maintain that the-Government had
a right to make a suggestion. If the argument of my hon.
friend was correct, the revising officerd might have told the
Government that they had no right whatever to fix a rate
for the cost of printing and might have said that the Statute
gave them a right to print at a dollar, when we said they
should print at fifty cents, and we would have been called im-
pudent for endeavoring to save the public money. This ques-
tion of patronage which is put as a condemnation against the
Government is not an act of patronage or favoritism, mas-
much as the rate was fixed and was to be followed, and what
was to be given was not to be given more to one than to
another, but was a regular price; and I state again, without
fear of being contradicted by the fact, that, in regard to
what my hon. friend has stated to be a proof that we have
paid more for the printing than should have been paid,
that the Ontario lista did not cost so much, if it is with
suoh an argument that ho wants to ask the country to go
with them and condemn the Governmant, hoeis asking the
condemnation under a faise pretence, because in making the
comparison with the lists of Ontario, he is insinuating that
theme list& are the same, should be printed in the same
manner, and could not cost more, list for list, than the
others; whereas there is a wide difference, if not of a half
certainly of more than a quarter. The comparison is cal-
culated to deceive the public, and I state again, in the face
of my hon. friend and of any of the printers on that side of
the House, or outside of the House, the Grit printers, that

the rates for printing which were given as absolute rates,
are low rates for printing such liste.

Mr DUNDAS. I am not going to argue the constitu-
tional principle as to whether the Government is right or
not in dispensing the patronage to those papers which
support them and approve of their policy. I would only say
that they have the precedent of the hon. gentlemen oppo-
site to follow in this matter, if that precedent is of any
value. But I beg to take issue at once with the position
that the hon. member for Brant (Kr. Somerville) ha taken,
that is, that the Government and the members representing
the constituencies have all through dictated to the revising
barristers as to how they should have the printing doue.
I know in the constituency which I represent there was no
interference of any kind with the revi.iing officer, and the
result is that the printing was done by the Reform paper
of that town, notwithstanding that there was a paper in the
town representing the principles of this Governmont. There
was no interference in any way either by the Government
or by the representatives to prevent the revisin Cfficer
from giving the printing to whom he chose, and ho gave
it to that paper which is noted for its consistent opposition
to the Goverument.

Mr. SOKERVILLE (Brant). Because the other could
dot do it, perhaps.

Kr. DUNDAS. The other paper could do it, and la as
respectable a paper as willh bafound in any town of its aise
in Ontario. The assertions made by those gentlemen are
too sweeping, and I regret taking up the time of the
House at this period of the Session in order to give this
contradiction, which I am sure oould also be doue by
'nembers representing other constituencies.

Mr. SOMERVILLE (Braut). It was stated by the
Secretary of State that it was merely a suggestion, and no
dictation was intended to the revising officers. I will read a
telegram which will throw some light on that point:

"Arrangements have been made for printing, under FmnehIse Act, la
your district, being done at the office of the Hamilton Spectator."

That is not a suggestation; that is a dictation. The same
was sent in reference to the London Free Press, the Ohatham
Planet and other newspaperi. In regard to the cost af the
printing, I say most emphatically, and I know of what I
speak, that the price paid for the printing of these lists was
an outrageously high price, and, if the Government had not
fixed the rates to be paid, and the revising officere had been
allowed the opportunity of asking for tenders for printing
these lists, it would have saved the country a great deal of
money. It is fair to compare these lists with the Ontario
lists, and, if they are compared, it will be fouand that the
Ontario liste do not cost one.hatt what the Dominion liste
cost, as ordered to be done by the Government.

Mr. CAlLE RON (etiddlesex). The statements received
from the clerks of the municipalities in the west riding of
Middlesex show that the total cost to the municipality of
the voters' list for 1885 foots up to 8179.65. I had these In
my possesion and have added the figures myself. There were
4,972 names on these lists. 1 have counted the new votera'
list and it contains 5,126 names, which, at 12 cents a name,
hall a cent less than the amount allowe 1 by the Govern-
ment, would amount to $621.12. If there is a comparison
instituted between the two lists as to the amount and
character of the work, the quantity of paper reuired, and
their relative value in other respects, the municipal list&
will be said by printers to have been most expensive, be-
cause every one of them except one has a four page cover,
stating what is contained in the document, and there are
other conditions which would make the list much more
costly than the one prepared under the Dominion Franchise
Act.
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Mr. PATERSON (Brant). A few figures l opposition
to a statement are very valuable. The Secretary of State
has taken very high ground and denied positively without
furnishing any figures whatever. I have had left with me
a statement by an hon. member which ho had gathered with
reference to the operation in his county. Whereas the
municipal lists in one municipality were printed for $30,
under the Franchise Act they will cost $60; in another
municipalitythey cost $30, under the Franchise Act, $90.12;
in another $20, under the Franchise Act, $72; in another
825, under the Franchise Act, $10 ; in another $35, under
the Franchise Act, $120; in another $20, under the Fran-
chise Act, $72.

Intercolonial Railway................. $20,000 OO

Mr. MITCHELL. With regard to this vote, I moved at
an early stage of this Session for a return of papers con-
nected with several claims, those of the Rev. Mr. Bannon,
the late Senator Muirhead, the prosent Judge Wilkinson
and a number of others, who had claims arising out of the
contractors' claim on section 16. I wish to call the atten.
tion of the Minister of Railways to the fact that these
claims have been referred to the Dominion Arbitrators for
arbitration, and they have made a very favorable report,
which I will not trouble the House with reading. I would
ask the Minister when ho will take up these claims
with a view to having them arranged ? I presume this vote
is placed bore for the purpose of meeting cases such as I
have referred to.

Mr. POPE. I will take up the claims very soon, but as
to whether this vote is for the purpose of meeting such
claims as the hon, gentleman refers to, I do not know. It
is put bore for the purpose of paying persons who may be
proved to have anything due to them. With respect to the
claims the hon. gentleman mentions, I will enquire into
them, and if they come under this vote, of course they will
be dealt with.

Mr. MITCHELL. I wanted to know if this vote is
applicable to these claims. A favorable report has already
been made, and I hope the hon. gentleman will be able to
meet those claime, which are just.

Mr. WELDON. I would mention to the Minister of
Militia that there has been some difficulty about giving
passes over the Inteicolonial Railway to the riflemen who
went to the rifle competition in the Maritime Provinces. I
hope that such arrangements may be made as that these

asses m be continued, otherwise the volunteers of the
aritime rovinces will certainly be deprived of meeting

in competition.

Oanals ......................................................... p 0,000 OO

Mr. KIRK. I would ask the Minister of Railways and
Canals if ho took into consideration the petition and appli-
cation made to him for a sumof money to repair the White
haven Canal in Guysboro' county. The people have
been pressing it upon him for the last two years, and I am
sorry the Minister has proposed no vote for that purpose.
What is the reason ho has not given some attention to that
canal?

Mr. POPE. I really cannot, at this moment, give the
hon. gentleman any information, but I will enquire into it,
and on concurrence will be able to say whether there is
anything.

Esquimalt Graving Dock.............................. $250,000 0O

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. This sum is to complote that
work, to pay the contractors for the work fluished, and the
Imperial Government will repay the sum by the lst of
January.

Military Worka in British Columbia........ . $25,000 OO
Sir ADOLPHE CARON. This sum has been placed in

the Estimates for the purpose of carrying out an under-
standing between the Imperial Governvrent and the Cana-
dian Government. Under this arrangement the Imperial
Government undertake to provide all the armament, the
guns, a system of marine torpedoes, &c., for the purpose of
protecting the harbors of Victoria and Esquimalt, Canada
undertaking to build the fortifications, which will be armed
with guns sent out from England.

Mr. BLAKE. I am sorry this arrangement has not been
laid on the Table of the House. What are the plans for the
military works which the hon. gentleman proposes-I do
not know whether this is to complote or whether it is a
payment on account. If it is not to complote, what is the
general character of the work, and what is the value of the
contribution by the Imperal Government by way of arma-
ment, as compared with the proposed contribution by
Canada ?

Sir ADOLPHE CARON. The plans for the fortifica-
tions are not yet completed, and have not yet been receivedi
The intention is to build earth works of as inexpensive a
oharacter as possible. The Imperial Government's contri-
bution will be from £25,000 to £30,000 sterling, and the
contribution of Canada, without being over positive as to
the amount, which can only be ascortained exactly when
the plans are ready, will reach between. £15,000 and
£20,000 sterling.

Sir ADOLPHE CARON. I can tell the hon, gentleman Mr. BLAKE. Will this scheme involve a permanently
that this matter is now under consideration. increased expenditure for a military fort to defend the

a works?
Trent River Navigation, &c................... $160,000 OO

Mr. BLAKE. What does this "&c." mean ? In this
connection the Minister promised to give us what informa-
tion there was as to the estimated cost of the canal.

Mr. POPE. The "1&c." means the unfinished work, and
thiis is considered sufficient to complote. As to the rest, I
shall have to apologise to the House, as the chief engineer
has given me nothing that I can bring before the Hlouse,
and I have no other information at present except what
would be misleading, and could be of no advantage to the
Bouse. As soon as I can get the information I will bring
it down.

Mr. BLAKE. I am very sorry that the information the
hon. gentleman has in his archives on the subject of this
canal, up to this time, would be misleading.

Mr. CAnaoE (liiddlesex).

Sir ADOLPHE CARON. Last year and this year a
sum has appeared in the Estimates for C School of Gun-
nery. That school will be on the same principle as A
and B Batteries, and will take charge, to a very great
extent, of these works. The intention is not to increase
the expense by adding to the force, but to organise the
militia in British Columbia as in other portions of the
Dominion.

Mr. VAIL. I understand that an Imperial engineer is
going to British Columbia. Is ho being sent there by the
Imperial Government or by the Canadian Government?

Sir ADOLPHIE CARON. I am under the impression
that ho is being sent out by the Imperial Government for
the purpose of inspecting the Esquimalt graving docks, but
I am no able to give any dennite information.
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Montreal Post Office, Electrie lighting... . $2,250 00

Mr. BLAKE. Is this an independent service?
Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. No, the next building is

the Montreal Gazette office, where there is an engine and
we obtain the electricity from that building.

Mr. BLAKE. What is the cost ?
Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. We have 150 lampe for

S2,750 The contract runs for four or five years, and addi-
tional lamps are to be furnished at $7.30 per lamp, per
annum.

Mr. BLAKE. What candle power are the lampe?
Sir HECTOR L ANGEVIN. I cannot say.
Mr. BLAKE. How does the cost compare with the cost

of gas.
Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. In 1885 the gas cost $4,000,

so we save about $700 or 8800 per annum.
Publie Buildings, Ontario.. .......................... $134,477 00

Sir ]RIC EARD CARTWRIGHT. What is to be the cast
of the Napanee post office and custom house ?

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. Between $15,000 and
816,000.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. Where is it to be put?
Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. That is not decided.
Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHIT. This is in redemption

of a pledge made four years ago and it is time it should be
redeemed. This, I suppose, is for the land only.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. Well, we do not wish to fix
the price of the land. We do not want it, to beunderstood
that the land will cost that much.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. Perhaps there may be a
gift of the land.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. Yes, perhaps-if you
put it where I want it. But would it not be better to take
a vote for the whole amount and proceed with the work.
There can b. no difficulty in settling about the site,

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. The object of that is this:
After the Session, in June or July, we must procure a piece
of land and some one is sent to examine. When we have
fixed on a proper site it is purchased and the Order in Couri-
cil id passed. Then the title muet be examined so that it
takes some time to get the final title. The plans and speci-
fications will be prepared, and by that time Parliament will
be meeting again and we will ask for an additional amount.

Mr. MIJLOCK. What la thia $8,000 for Toronto post
offioe.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. Part of it, apparently about
86,500, is to purchase a lot on the west aide of the post
office on Lombard street. We were afraid it might get into
other banda and that we would be prevented from getting
light on that side of the property. The balance is tu
remodel the plumbing and outbuildings.

- Mr. MULOCK. How much land has been purchased?
Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. It is forty-one feet by

ninety-one feet.
Mr. MULOCK. What was the price per foot?
Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. There is evidently an error

in the figures supplied me, but deducting the amount for
repaire from the whole vote the price paid must be about
$6,500. The property las not been finally purchased-only
provisionally-till Parliament votes the money.

Mr. MULOCK. If $6,500 is the prie, it is a most exor-
bitant price. The place is in the slums of the city. The
Post Office bounds extend in the rear to Lombard street, a
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street that has been abandoned ; and I am aware of trans-
actions in property in that street, far better situated than
this, in which $50 a foot was considered as the value of the
land. If the Government have paid 86,500 for it, they have
paid three times its value.

Sir HEC'OR LNGEVIN. The memorandum I have
states that if this lot passed into private hands and was
built upon, the light on that side of the post offlice building
would be, to a large extent, shut off. The price is considered
by the chief architect to be fair and reasonable.

Mr. iULOCK. Who is the chief arohitect?
Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. Mr. Fuller.
Mr. BLiAKE. It is absurd to tak-e Kr. Fuller's estimate

of the value of property in Toronto.
Sir JOHN A. M ACDONALD. He takes evidence.
Mr. BL AKE. I do not know whether ho took evidence

in this case or not; it is not stated. The proper way to
ascertain the value of the property is to take the opinion of
those who know the value of property in the city, and my
hon. friend (Mr. Mu!ock), who cannot bc far astray, states
that we are paying three prices for it.

London Infantry School .............. .......... ........ $30,000 00
Mr. BLAK E. Will the hon. gentleman explain the vote

of $30,000 for the London Infantry Sohool ?
Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. It is to onable the chief

architect to carry on the work of the proposed new barracks.
The cost of the barrack building, including furnibhing,
hoating, &e., i ostimatod at $75,D0; then ihero is 83,600
for the architect and $2,000 for the clerk of works, the total
estimatod cost being $81,000.

Mr. BLAKE. Has the hon. gentleman received any
information as to difficulties in connection with the drainage
of the site of the school ?

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. I have not.
Mr. BLAK E. It has been stated in the papora that thore

are serious difficulties, and that pile driving will have to b.
resorted to in order to overcome them.

Mr. CARLIN(. Tho architect was in the city yestorday,
and he says that the difficulty eau b eoveroome by the
construction of a drain

Mr BLAK E. I suppose this ii the property as to whiob
the tripartite agreement was made some time ago, under
which the city bought some proprty from the Miniater of
Agriculture, and the hon. gentleman took that property and
gave the city some other proporty ?

Sir ADOLPHE CARON. Yes.
Mr. BLAKE. Will the hon. gentleman state the nature

of the arrangement ?
Sir ADOLPHE CARON. In 1884, on the recommen-

dation of Gencral Middleton, it'was dotermined to establish
an Infantry School at London. The citizons of London
were very adverse to the school being establislied on the
Government property, for reasons which they set forth.
Upon that recommendation, three sites were offered, the
Geary site, the Kent site, and the Carling farm. The
matter was submitted to the brigade major of the district,
and he recommended the Carling farm as the most suit-
able. The offoer made to the city was $10,000 in cash
and a deed of 16 acres of land of Goverument pro.
perty and the right to use some 90 acres adjoining
for camping purposes for 20 years, for 8 acres of
land now used as our military property. This proposition
was approved by Order in Council; but it had to be sub-
mitted to a vote of the ratepay<rs of London, who rejected
it. Subsequently, however, the city made a new propo-
sition, that they wonld give a free deed of fif ty-five acres of
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the Carling farm within the city limite, which has been
used as a military cam,-ground for many years, for eight
acres of the Government property referred to in the former
proposition. This proiosition was again referred te the
brigade major, and was referred by him to Mr. George
Durand, a well-known architect of London, on the 26th of
April, 1885 A valuation of the two properties was sent in
by him. The Government property was estimated at $41,355
and the fifty-five acres of the Carling farm were estimated
at $46,000. I was not satisfied to take this valuation ; I
wanted to get more than one, and the proposition was again
submitted to the valuation of Mr. McElheran, an auctioneer
and valuator, and Mr. William M. Ward, a real estate agent;
and these gentlemen reported the value of the Govern ment
property at 833,030, and the fifty-five acres of the Carlin,
farm at $44,000. This subsequent offer of exchange was
referred to the council and approved, and the exchange has
been made,'and the contract for the building le, and the
work is now going on. I will bring down and lay on the
Table all the papers.

Mr. BLAK E. Io Mr. Durand the architect of the building
now ?

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. Yes.
Mr. BLAKE. It bas been represented outside, from

time to time, that this institution, which is to be erected in
or near London, is to be analogous to the Kingston College.
Of course, that is not the case.

Sir ADOLPHE CARON. No; it is to be analogous to
the School of Infantry, Toronto.

Manitoba Penitentiary..................... .............. $25,000 00

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. This is to go on with certain
works. The works when completed will require a very
large sum, but we are only doing what is absolutely noces-
sary just now. The total cost will be about 8354,000. The
amount that we would have required this year might have
been $125,000, but we have placed $50,000 in the Estimates,
and with these $25,000 we think there widl be enough for
this year, the labor of the convicts being largely employed.

North-West Mounted Police Barracks............... $75,000 00

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. This is to be applied
towards the erection of new barracks at different points, and
the total cost will be about $1-0,000.

Mr. BLAKE. Where are the main centres to be ?
Sir JOHN A MACDONALD. The headquarters of the

force will be at Regina, from which point the police will be
sent where required. We are to have a regular patrol along
the whole frontier as a great deal of trouble arises in con-
nection with horse thieves, raiders crossing to and fro and
oming into collision with the inhabitants. We will have
a movable force employed from the foot of the Rockies to
Emerson. The force has been-increased from 300 to 1,000,
so that present accommodation is quite inadequate.

Harbors and Rivers in Nova Seotia................... $93,400 00

Mr.'VAIL. I see an item here: "Breakwater, Economy,
$1,500." Where is the economy?

Mr. MITCHELL. I notice there are quite a number of
votes for harbors and rivers in Nova Scotia, but when you
come to Nova Scotia there is very little. 1 moved, at an
early stage of the Session, for papers connected with an
application for a pier at Nigquao, as my Fi ench friends cail
it, or Nigger Whack, as it is called by my Irish friends.
Last year, when I did not express my opinions so freely as
to the conduct of the Government, I got some encourage-
ment, but I was disappointed, and .1 am stili more dis.
appointod this kSesion, because an election will be coming
on shortly and 1 would lke to do somothing there to

Sir ADLPEZ CAso],

strengthcn my hands. I put the matter before the Minister
of Public Works and represented that this was really a vote
that would materially assist a certain portion of my constitu-
ency that wanted my assistance. They have not yet had any
public money expended in their locality there, and they are
badly in need of a public landing. I have tried every possible
means. I tried coaxing, I tried putting the real merits and
justice of the case before the Minister. I then tried a little
pressure. Then I tried something a little stronger. Then I
gave them an editorial or something of that kind, but the
whole thing would not do. He says, my dear Mitchell, while
I would be very glad to do anything I could for you, you
know how it is yourself ; you have been attacking us, and
when it comes before the Council I need not tell yon how
it is, you know all about it. I appealed then te my hon.
friend's vanity, and 1 fiattered him a bit. I said, yon know,
Sir Hector, yon can do anything you like with Sir John if
you go the right way about it. He said ho would try again,
but it is a case of try, try again, and nothing bas come of it.
t find I am excluded from the list. Now, I appeal to the
First Minister, and I want to know now if ho is going to
do anything about it.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. I would make asuggestion.
Would the hon. gentleman take a senatorship instead ?

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. I would make a sug.
gestion also. I know that I had to pay for widow Murphy's
cow in order to get through the estimates a few years ago.
Give him his pier, for Heaven's sake.

Mr. MITCHELL. I reject the offer ofa senatorship with
disdain. I would rather have this little pier given to the
suffering peoplo cf Negnac than a senatorship. I would.
not take a senatorship. I will tell yon what I would take.
Sometimes the hon. gentleman's promises are not kept, but,
if ho will promise that it shall be put in noxt year, if we
are here, I will keep quiet.

Mr. BLAKE. My hon. friend from Huron (Sir Richard
Cartwright) has made an utterly impossible suggestion to
the Government. He has actually suggested to the Govern-
ment to give to my hon. fripnd from Northumberland his
pier. Where shall we find his peer? The hon. gentleman
really ought to adopt, with modifications, his ,former plan.
He offered and succeeded in exchanging a senatorship for
another public work. The only thing ho has now loft to
exchange is bis seat in the House of Commons. The senator.
ship is gone. I have something to complain of about the
hon. gentleman again to-day. Really, there onght to be a
certain amount of decency observed in regard to the method
on which we are to vote money and the purposes for whieh
we are to vote it.

Mr. MITCHELL. I do not belong to your party yet.
Don't lecture me.

Mr. BLAKE. If the hon. gentleman did, perhaps I
should not make these observations. But I would suggest
to him, ought we not, for decency's sake, to avoid saying
that the object of an appropriation is to strengthen our-
selves with our people, and that that is the object for which
these appropriations are scattered through these Estimates ?

Mr. MITCHELL. We know it js. I am honest in the
matter. I suppose I have the right hon. gentleman's pro-
mise for next year ?

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. Weil, if the hon. gen-
man is content with that-

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. We have no peers on
this side of the water, but I offered my hon. friend the next
thing, a Canadian senatorship.

4r. VA IL. I do not object to this vote; it may be justi-
fiable ; but I am interested in a matter in my coanty.
Previous to Confederation, four-fifths of the amountgranted
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for this purpose were exponded in the counties of King's
Annapolis and Digby. Of late, very little money has been
expended in those counties. Four years ago, I asked theMinister of Public Works if ho would vote some money for
a couple of wharves in that oounty, but nothing has beez
done exoept that ho sent an engineer thure, who has corro
boratod my statement as to the dangerous condition of the
Church Point wharf Last year the Minister told me h
would do something, and this year I expectcd ftom what ho
said that, at all events, a small amount to keep the wor1
from being destroyed would be pìaced in the Estimates, but
there is no mention made of iL. Does the Minister intenc
to make that appropriation, or cannot ho take it out of the
amount voted for the repairs generally in the Maritim
Provinces ?

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. I am not in a position to
say to-day, but I will consider it.

Mr. VAIL. I would like information with reference t
this grant for Great Village River. I find here is a grant o
$3,900.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. That is a revote.
Mr. VAIL. Part of it, I am aware is a revote. Expen

diture has been going on for three or four years on tha
work. In 1884 the first grant was made of 84,250, and in
18b5 another grant was made of $850.

Mir. MCLELAN. Ail that bas been expended of the pub
lic money on that work has bedn $5,100, and by private
subscription, from $14,000 to $17,000.

Mr. VAIL. I think the Minister of Finance ought to
expend all his private meaus on it.

Mr. McLELAN. The Minister of Finance is not expend-
ing any of his private means on it.

Mr. VAIL. This is merely to straighten a brook by
which his firm is to get an advantage by bringing in a large
amount of marsh that will be made valuable. It is
spent in the interest of the Minister of Finance and his
partner there, and the money is paid to the firm to which
the Minister of Finance belongs-or if ho is not now ho has
been up to a recent date a member of that firm. I do not
think the hon. gentleman, in his capacity as Minister of
Finance, should appropriate the public funds in that way
and leave other districts that are much more in want of
help, out in the cold.

Mr. MoLELAN. There is no district on the whole coast
of the Bay of Fundy that more requires this money than
Great Village River, for the general navigation of the place.
If the hon. gentleman had ever seen it or known anything
about the trade of that place, ho would not stand up here
In Parliament and makensuch an assertion. I have no special
interest in it other than general bonefit to the place.

Mr. VAIL. The money has been paid to the partner of
the Mini5ter of Finance?

-Mr. MOLELAN, No, it has not; he is not my partner
in any business except in owning ships outside.

Mr. VAIL. I have letters from there explaining fully
te position of affairs, which I do not propose to read to.day
to îhow all I know in regard to. il.

Harbors and Rivers, Quebec........................ ,98,325 00

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. I think it js very mach
to be regretted that a number of items involving this large
sum, the most of which the Minister muet have known would
be required, were not put in the original estimates instead
of being brought down now. 1 cannot pretend togo through
these at preeent, but I desire to know what number of these
items are a commencement of works which may involve
much larger sumo, t

, Sir REOTOR LANGEVIN. Montmagny, 4C,000; 1 do
ri flot think anything oes will bo required. Rimoniaki River,

S81,000,owill complote. River Sapiuenay, 85,000; this wiiI net
rcomploe, but it ie a work that bas been roing on for omre

n time. The nert item of 85,000 for the Rjver SaRnenay will
n ot complote, and we 'wil zoquiro $2 000 or 83,000 mome

M Chjoutimi. 83,425 are for repaire. Rivière Verte. 81,00;
se tbie is to take ont the bouiders. St. Laurent, St. Jean aud
e Ste. Famille, 83,000; thie is for repaire. Rivière Ste, &nno
k de Beaupré, $2.000 ie to complote a wing dam. Doucot's
it Landing, 821.000 ie for dredging; nothing elee wiiI b.
d required. Longuonil, 8 10,000; tbis is a new work, and will
erequiro more rnoney ]&ter ou, but this amount will make a
scomplote work by itelf. Longueuil le a harbor having two

railwaya and having a large trade with Montroal. but bar.
Sing no accommodation for ves»els. Casctades, 83 000; w. wil
require, 82,500 to complote. Rivière du Lièvre, $1,000; that
je for a look ut the lower portion of the river. Bay St.

'0 Pul, 85000; that complotes the work. Kamoursaka,
$ 3,000; I th;nk that amount will complote. Rivière St.
NieholbB, $1,200; that is to clear the river of bouiders. St.
Placide, 85,000; I thirik that will complote.

Barbor and Rivers, Ontario .................... 859,600 0

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. Whnt le the arrange.
ment with Belleville ? Doos the 820,000 that were to b.
expended, comnplote the wrork ?

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. A gront del of damage
was caused thero by the flood, and the people of th. town

0have sent dopututions aking Ibo Govornmert to corne to
their relief. Ain arrangement was inado thot if we wonld
givo SI10,000 th ey would pay the sanie amount, or if wo gave

*820,000 tbey would give $20,000 on their side, becausetihe
work was partly of a local nature. This work will ho in

*My Dopartment.

Ruads and Bridge ...-................... 0$18,50 0

8 Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. What ie the policy of
ithe Govornment goi-ng to bo with respect to roadi; an d bigos
sin the North-West. We seom to, ho ontoring on a poliry
twhich rnay involvo very heavy outlays. 1 arn aware Ihat
fwheyn the Dominion own the land we may be called upon to
7cont-ibute larger sumq than wre cou!ld oîhorwimc ho cellod
fuponl to grant.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. We are doing as lutile
s possible. The Bow River je a very fine and rapid river,

iand is in the centre of the ranching country, and the
structures will ho more exponsivo than the few finhabitants
thoroe ould undertako Vo bud.

Sfr RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. I cannot vonture to
mnake any suggestions ut this moment, but I hope that
next Session the Govornment will annonnee sonie, policy
with respect to constructing bridges in the North-Wet.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. The hon, gentleman je
quite right.

Telegraphe .... .... 0............. ... .. .. S240O

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. Perbape the hon,
gentleman would givo some information ?

Sir HECTOR LANGRVIN. W. have been building
teloRrph lino in the North-Woot for a number of yoars.
W. ave ben extending the lino froni the Ca.nadian Pauiiie
Railway to the nortb, as far as Prince AIlbert orn oneoqsie
aud St. Albert on the other, by way of Edmonton. This
lino je absolntely r ecemsary if w. want tb bave communica-
tiozi with the upper country. Whon the trouble@ Of Ist

yea ocured Ido not know what would have happenod
but for ving thie telegrapb lino. 0f course0, il might ho
hianded over to thre Canadian Pacifie Railway, but il is a
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question whether we should allow ail our telegraph lines
to pass into the hands of that company.

Mail Subsidies and Steanship Subventions....... $33,500 00
Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGIT. I thought we had

dropped the item of 821,000 for steam communication
between Canada and Germany.

Mr. MOLELAN. A company had an agreement for this
service for three or five years, and was very unfortunate
in losing a number of ships. It was supposed that the
Company had abandoned the route, but they have asked to
be allowed to complete their contract. With respect to the
87,500 for subsidy for steamers from a port in New Bruns-
wick and Prince Edward Island to Great Bitain or conti-
nental ports, I may say that this item was dropped from
the ordinary Estimates. There was some objection raised
on the part of New Brunqwick that the grant merely aided
the shipment of the lumber of a particular firm. Infor-
mation was obtained from Prince Edward Island that a
large number of farmers had been making preparations
to export cattal, ani it was dccided to cmntinue thc g:an.
so that they should not be disappointed.

Mr. MITCHELL. I think I can add a little to the infor-
mation furnished. The hon. gentleman will perhaps tell us
why the amount was dropped as regards the port of
Miramichi. He can continue the service for the Bay of
Fundy, all round the Halifax coast and in connection with
Prince Edward Island; but I can inform him that taking
away the subsidy for the Miramichi route is practically
rendering useless the island subsidy, as a vessel cannot run
on that route on one subsidy. The vessel was of great use
to the Port of Miramichi, and although it filled up with
deals, it carried fish, cattle or tanning extract of which a
large quantity is manufactured. Why the subsidy is
dropped, is because I am not a subservient follower of the
Administration. I should like to know by what right the
hon. Finance Minister struck out the subsidy.

Mr. McLELAN. I do not think it is right for the hon.
gentleman to charge me with having struck it out. If ho
supposed that it was done at my dictation, ho should have
sent me some communication calling attention to it, but I
have not heard from him on the question. I have heard
from a great many peopli on the norLh shora that tha only
result of granting the subsidy was that a certain firm was
able to ship deals at less cost than their neighbors. And
for that reason it was dropped-knowing the differences of
opinion among the various shippers and manufacturers of
lumber along the coast, as well as the feelings of some of the
parties in Prince Edward Island in respect to the class of
boats used last year-a class that cost a very high insurance
-it was dropped from the main Estimates. Representations
were made from the island that it was desirable to have
encouragement to some boat to call there. If the steamers
that run to Miramichi are of the proper class, arrangement.4
may be made with them as far as this 81,ù0 will go, and
we think it will be sufficient for the purpose.

Mr'.MITCHELL. The bon. gentleman saysthat if I bad
desired this 1 should have communicated with him Well,
my experience in communicating with him has not been of
a very satisfactory character. I have frequently addressed
him with but little result; so much so that I have ceased to
address him. But what I did do was to get several of the
representatives, both of our Province and the island, who
are interested in the matter, to speak to the hon. gentleman
on the subject. I know that a representative was sent from
the firm who owned the-e steamers to have an inteiview
with the bon. gentleman on this subject, and ho called on
me to see what I would advise, and ho asked me to go with
him. I said there is no use; I will only do you harm with
the Finance Minister, and I had better stay away. The

Sir EoLToQ .L&nacivm.

hon, gentleman speaks about the island being served, and
about the island calling on him for a subsidyé Why, Sir,
the ground on which the double subsidy was given last year
wasthit it required b>th subsidies to get the firm to put on
vessels that were suitable, and [ think ie bas treated that
section of the country very unfairly. The hon. gentleman
knows very well that if I had thought that my requesting
it would be of any service I would have written him a ream
of paper on the subject, but I had written him so much and
so little attention was paid to it that I thought it was of no
use to communicate with him.

Mr. McLELAN. I have only kndwn two instances in
which the hon. gentleman has addressed me on publie
matters, on which his representations have not been met,
and in those instances I did not think that it was in the
public interest that his views should be met.

Mr. MITCH EL L. Perhaps the hon. gentleman will refer
to the records of his department.

Mr. MoLELAN. One was on the question of an increase
of salary to his brother, and the other was the superannua.
tion of a lighthouse keeper and the appointment of an older
man than the one he wished to have superannuated.

Mr. MITCHELL Since the hon. gentlemau has referred
to it, I will state the kind of justice I have received from
him. It is true that I did ask that my brother should be
restored, as a number of other officers had been restored to
the same positions, in point of salary, which they had
occupied before the Mackenzie Government came in, that
Government having reduced their salaries. I found that out
of some twelve officers whse salaries had been reduced by
Mr. Mackenzie, every one of thom but my brother was
restored to their old positions. I had correspondence with
the hon. gentleman, and had frequent interviews with him,
and ho repeatedly admitted that it was a great hardship that
ho should be treated differently from the otherp. I pointed
out numerons instances in his own Province and in mine,
and I said that I did not care for the amount of money but
that it was a slur on a good officer that ho should not be
restored to his old position, as the others had been. Those
are the facts of the case, and the hon. gentleman knows
them to be the facts of the case, and ha knows it to be an
act of injustice, and that ho repeatedly promised to have
tbe matter recti dod and nover kept his promise.

Mr. MoLE LAN. No, I never promised.
Mr. MITCHELL. Then he says that I wanted one man

superannuated and another put in his place who was older
than the man whom I wished superannuated. I say that is
not true.

Mr. MoLELAN. Then you put what is untrue on the
records yourself.

Mr. MITCHELL. The hon. gentleman has the records
there in the Department and I challenge him to bring them
here. I will tell the House the facts. There are three
lighthouses in the Bay of liramichi, at the angles of a
triangle so to speak-one of them being occupied by this
Mr. Savoy. I wanted Mr. Savoy, who is 63 years of age,
superannuated and another person, a yvounger man put in,
and I wanted the others shifted so that the arrangement
would be more convenient to the people there. I wanted
old Mir. Savoy superannuated and his nephew, a young man,
put lu his place. The hon. gentleman does not remember
the incidents as well as I do. But he would not do it, and
a little feeling arose and the injutice which the hon. gen-
tleman perpetrated in connectioi with my brother's case
induced me to feel that it was not worth my white to send
communications to him.

Mr. McLELAN. The hon. gentleman says that injus-
tice was done him in the case eof bis brother, that Ipromised
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to remley that injustice. When the bon. gentleman
went ont of office ho increased the salary of his brother,
who Was an inspector.of ligLts, from 81,200 to $1,600. I
said that I could not restore him to his old salary because
if I did I should have to do so in the case of the other
inspectors. With respect to the superannuation of the light-
house keeper, the hon. gentleman said here is a point
where a vessel has been wrecked, and the man
is too old; you should have a younger and more active man;
I want that man superannuated ; I want his nephew appoint-
ed; I want another man brought to that place where it is
dangerous. But when ho gave me the name of the man,
and when I looked at the record which ho himself placed
on the records of the Department, I found that the mari t hat
ho wished to put in the place was older than the man he
wanted to superannuate by a year. Further, I found that
his own brother, the inspector, had made a report on the
case of this man who was located at the dangerous point,
and that his report stated that the man did all tht possibly
could be done, in the case of the shipwreck, that he kept his
lights well, and I said to the hon. gentleman how can 1
superannuate that man in the face of your brother's report

Mr. MITCHELL. The hon. gentleman now refers to
another feature of the matter. The charge was brought
against Savoy by his political opponents that ho was unfit
for his position, that a shipwreck had occurred there, that
he was unable to help the people and that four persons were
drowned in sightof the lighthouse. I ashed that thoefficer
should be changed and one brought from the Portage
Island lighthouse to that point. This min; though ho was
a ye)ar older was a vigorous and able man-very much the
superior of the other in physical ability. It is true, he sent
my brother down to investigate and report on the matter
as to whether Mr. Savoy had negleocted his duty to save
those people. It was proved that he was an old man and
that ho could not go ont, and four persons were drowned
within sight of the lighthouse.

Mr. MoLEL IN. It was not that he had neglected to do
anything, but the circumstances were such that no man
could do anything.

,Mr. MITCIIFLL. It waa that ho had negleoted hii duty,
and you sent your inspector to go and enquirti into the
mattor, and ho reported that a young man had beuer bu
appointed there.

To provile for the cost of the Police Vossels to
be e.nployed in the Protection of the Fisheries. $50,000 00

Sir RIC[AR L) CARTWRIGRIT. Has the Firet Minister
any information to give to the House with respect to nego-
tiations with the British or Amorican Government in rela.
tion to the protection of the fisheries ?

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. An active correspon-
dence is going both with Washington and England every
day. We are not in a position to lay bofore the House
jut now this correspondence, which 1 hope will terminate
satisafactorily.

Mr. BL&EKE. I observe a statement in the papers that
the Bill which has passed both Houses at Washington bas
been reserved. la the hon. gentleman prepared to give
any information on that subject?

&ir JOHN A. MACDONALD. That li stated.

For the encouragènent ofthe production of 0od
Liver Oil and Fish Guano$.......................... $4,000 00

Bir RI11ARD CARTWRIGET, What is this for ?

Mr. FOSTER This is to encolirage the prodaction in
our own country of cod liver 0il for medicinai purposes,
Ther is plenty of material for it, it commande a very remu-
serative prioo, and it is thQught that by thid encourage.

18»1

ment some method may be aloptel so that it may become
a paying and profitable industry.

Mr. BLAKE. Is it intended to subsidise one or more
manufacturers?

Mr. FOSTER. The Dcpartment bas not matured any
distinct plan by which it shall be done. This s simply a
trial vote, and after the House bas passed the vote, some
plan will be adopted by which the objoct sought may be
gained.

Mr. BLAKE. This is a porfectly absurd way of asking
Parliament to vote money. he hon. gent'eman says the
Governmont have not decided on any plan whatever of
accomplishing this object. It seems to me this vote is pro-
posed without the slightest regard to what the relative du-
ties and rights of the Executive and Parliament are.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. I think in all con-
science the Government belore asking for $4,000, ought to
have some sort of idea of what is to be donc with it Tho
Minister doos not state whether he is going to subiidise a
manufactory or what on earth ho is going to do with this
money, and for aught we can tell, it may be handed over
without the public interest boing served. I would ra-her
give him $4,000 for searet service at once, because thon we
would know where we stood.

Mr. FOSTE R. It is not to be so used. Some attention
has been given to this subject, and information has been
received from the Maritime Provinces. It is proposed to
divide this sum among the four Maritime Provinces, giving
them $1,000 each. Jt wili probably be giv ,n in the way of
a bounty. The maximum proluction will be fixed, and tha
medicinal oil will be subjcct to inspection.

Mr. BLAKE. Have any applications been made by
any individuals ?

Mr. FOSTER. Applications have been made, and a very
large and influential deputation waited on me, composed of
members of this Houie from the Maritime Provinoes. They
brought to the attention of the Dpartment what was
being done in Norway in this industry, and prossed very
strongly that something ought to be done to encourage it
here. I have no doubt sorne officient plan will be adopted
by which that will be done.

Mr. GILLMOR. I reproient a large fishing population,
and I know nothing about that deputation. I know that
the demand for guano is greater than the supply. It ha.
been manufactured in my county for many years, and the
industry is a profitable one. IL brings from 86 to 812 a
ton, and there is always a demand for all that is made.
With regard to cod liver oil, I do not know that there has
been any made there for medicinal purpooses.

Mr. MILLS. The Government ought to abandon this
vote. They might as weIl ask a vote for the raising of wheat.
Where is the difference? These mon are engaged In the
manufacture of a particular product, which bas been matn.
factured in parts of this country for years back, and for
which there is always a demand. Why, therefore, should
persons engaged in other branches of industry be taxel for
the purpose of inducing people in particular localities to
engage in this branch ?

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. If this were merely a vote
for the encouragement of the manufacture of guano, I could
see why it should not be voted, but ils object is the encour-
agement of the manufacture of cod liver oil for medioinal
purposes. What we produce is merely the crude oil whioh
à exported and comes back refined into medicinal oil at an

enorrnously enhanced price. Whether from the want of
enterprise or other circumstances, noboby has g-ne into
that enterprise. The difference botween the value of the
orde oil and the il for modiolual purpoS is enormo=
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and the object of this vote is to encourage the manufac-
ture of this medicinal product. It is to try and start that
industry. Guano is merely the refuse after the production
of the oil.

Mr. MULOCK. It is satisfactory to hear the explanation
of the Firet Minister, which has made more impression on
my inind than that of the Minister in charge of that Depart-
ment. I would like to ask whether any persons have offered
to undertake that industry ?

Mr. MOLELAN. A deputation, with the Minister of
Marine and Fisheries, waited upon us in respect of this
matter, the deputation being composed of members of this
House representing fishing districts. They stated there
was a large waste of offal in districts in Quebec, Nova
Scotia and Cape Breton, and that the crude did not sell for
more than 40 or 50 cents a gallon, while the imported arti-
cle for medicinal purposes sold for $2 a gallon. They stated
further there was a waste in the want of conversion of the
crude oit into medicinal oil of hundreds of thousands of
dollars. There wore no instances in which guano had been
manufactured in their districts. No individual outside made
representation that he wanted to go into it, but they said
there was a waste and there ought to be some ýsteps taken
to remedy it.

Mr. WILSON. This proposition is very unreasonable,
*hen we consider that in the country there üs as good oit
manufactured as can be got abroad. Does the hon. gentle-
nan expect by this vote, that lie is going to foster the

industry so far as to make it self-sustaining ? If there is a
market for oil, the demand would cause the supply to be
produced, and the waste would not take place. To say that
cod liver oit manufactured in Canada is not good for medi-
einal purposos is an absurdity. I find it superior to much
of the stuif we get from abroad. Canadian manufactured
cod liver oit is as boneficial, from a medicinal point of view,
as any we can get. There must be something behind this
vote we cannot divine.

Mr. BLAKE. The hon. gentleman acknowledged that
the vote should not be taken if it was for the encourage-
ment of guano only; but he said the guano was taken from
the product which is the result of converting the crude oil
into refined. We know that the liver of the cod is the most
valuable part of the fish; it is that which is always saved,
and from which the oil is taken, so that in taking out
the raw oil you will get the guano at any rate. There is
therefore no necessity to refine it to get the guano; besides
the work of manufacturing medicinal oitlhas been going on
for at least twenty years in Queboc, as my hon. friend (Mr.
Langelier) has said. The hon, gentleman said there was a
great waste of the fish offal because we did not make the
guano.

Mr. MoLELAN. I do not know of any part in which
we do.

Mr. BLAKE. It is made in Charlottetown.
Mr. McLELAN. Ercept Charlottetown.
Mr. KIRK. It is made in the Gut of Canso.
Mr. BLAKE. It is made in varions parts; and it is pro-

posed that in those parts in which it is not yet made, the
public money should be used in order to induce the people
to enter into this business. One of the uses to which the
fish is put is the conversion of the offal into guano. 'hat
le done in some parts and not in others, and in those in
which it is not done it is proposed public money should be
given to people who will undertake to do it.

Mr. MILLS. The hon gentleman knows that the market
for refined cod liver oil is limited in this country, that oil
being used mainly for pulmonary diseases. Does the hon.
gentleman propose to encourage consumnption ? Is he

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD.

endeavoring to croate a market for*the oI in this way? I
do not understand why ho should wish to enpourage the
production of an article which w è&e already supplied*ith.
If a larger proportion of unrefined oil is used than 'refied
oil, that is simply beoause there is a larger mtrket for it
than for the refined. If ho thinks there should be a larger
number of victims to pulmouary disease, I an understand
why the Governmeht should take the dnrse. They must
first create the market before they can derire much advan-
age from the supply. The common sens. course 'for the
Governmont is to strike this item out, which has 'been put
into the estimates without sufficient consideration, and
ought not to be retained.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. That is iot thefay to
deal with a matter of this kind. The hon. gentleman jokes
about the encouragenent of pulmonary consunption.
What we want is to encourage the tonkumption of réfined
cod liver oil. We have no market fbr it now. The Nor.
wegians supply England to a great extent, and there is no
reason why we should not. Webelieve, that by-and.bye it
will be an important article of export to England. There
is no reason why-we cannot supply England for medicinal
purposes as well as Norway.

Mr. MILLS. And pay part of the price to induce them
to buy ?

Mr. PAINT. Newfoundland has manufaétred cod liver
oil for fifty years, and supplies England with a great deal
of it. Every 100 quintals of fsh produces about 100 gallons
of oil.

Mr. GILLMOR. Nonsense.
Mr. PAINT. By encouraging this industry, it will raise

the price from 50 cents t 82 aand $3 per gallon, nd, if it
should not increase it to that value, still it wil be worth
81 and 81.50 a gallon, in proportion to the condition to
which it is refined. This vote, small as it is, will enable the
Government to place these refineries at four dfìfront points
in the four different Provinces, Quebec, Prince Edwtrd
Island, Nova Scotia and New Brunswick. That is what Was
recommeaded by the delegation.

Mr. LANGELIER. The manufacture ofcod liver oil-has
been in existence in Quebec for many years. The nuns of
the Hôtel Dieu have been supplying the physicians of
Quebec with the best kind of cod liver oil for modicibal
purposes. I have hoard it stated by physicians that there
is no better oit than that made in that establishment, and I
am sure those ladies never asked for any encouragement
from the Government to go into thatindustry.

ir. VAIL. We have plenty of refined cod oil made in
Halifax. With regard to guano, if this is to be x4ended
to those factories that have been in operationj for some
time, I shall not object, because 1 have one in my own
county. I do not think it is .worth while to encourage the
commencement of any more to interfere with those that
are already at work.

Indians, Ontario, Quebec) and the Marigme Pro.
vinces....................... .iO.ee37-50

Mr. PATERSON (Brant). It will be remembe»ed thwt
a motion was made, when the First Minister was et h.'e
owing to ihness, by my hon. friend from West Munen (Mr.Cameron), and certain facts were brought out at that time
which soemed:to point to a great dal of auMleeess and
mism'anagement on the part of difiolals in the; North-West.
On that occasion, I brought -before the Rouse certain infor-
mation which was contained in a return brought down by
the Department, in which it was shown olearly that four
that was unfit for human food had in some- cases been sup-
plied, and the medical attendaht hm 'tustfied4hst that had
Ied-lo the sidknee and death ofome of the lbans, The
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rtpo »i J Vnw liah to br4ig beore, yon had iot then
bea badttd,manj& it is eenfirmatory of this showing thai
therê Mius be negligemne and incapaoity on the part of the
ofiie-1jtbe North-Weft. I deoire, in as brief a manner

as peuibl* to show how the Indians were dealt with. The
&st thig that I will rofer to is a report of Lieutenant
00ol4-rvine, d4tså Fort Walsh, 23rd Septenber, 1882:

" Sm,-Ihave the honor to enelose herawith cpy of a telegram thisd#g sent to, thé Departmeut. The messages from the Indians, aregara t4ei anuuety adreser ations, I1pro aised f0 seul te ju andthbsDejpatmnt's roply thereto the Indians now await. I have alec to
lnkrm yeu that on my retur front Qu'Appelle, I found some 2,000Indiaos her. lhey areal ln a etarring and wretched condition forws,&t of c1otb1.p&. Thsee Indiana say thît tis la their country and they

intend to remainhre. They ask that they receiveaid b dthe issue ci
Wrevisin ill you ha od exneith to impart to me mi the form of

atsactin what your wish.s are ? la the present starving condition
ofthelndians, I fear, if no food is given them, that they may hereafter
commit degredations, which will bring them in collisi'in with the forceof corse,'n case of any degredations the offenders must and will be
strested and punished. It s always pouible that snch punishment
might be aoowpanied with bloodshed4. The actual powerof the Indiana
now here, iin, view of future hostility, is certainly not great, but, as it i.
superfluous to point out to you, an outbreak of any kind would be dis-
astrous and treate univ+rual alarm throughout the country. As you
wili obueue frmin my teleaam, the supplies of your Department will not
lat mae than three weeks, even for that time the issues will have tc
be made sparingly. I trust you will be good enough to reply to thi
by estum.ofrmaiL I
Thon we find another letter from the same place, Fort
Wauls, of the 2nd October, frorn another party:

"Sza,-I have the honor to enclose herewith a statement showing the
aount of provisions in store bere on the 30th September, just past.
These issues have not been made on my own responsibility, but by
orders I haive received from the omcers oommanding the post and of
Lieutenant Colonel A. G. Irvine, Commissioner of Police., o regular
issue of rations bas been made, the amount of provisions issued being
ver y barely suffcient to sustain life. There ar at present 300 lodges o
Ind s camped here, these lodges average eight souls, makinug a
total of about 2,000 souls. They are in an uttor state of destitution,
and are merely existing ln a seri-starving state. Yon will perceive
that were regnlar issues to be made to those Indians, the supply on
hand of Bear woe'd last about to the end of the present month, and that
of meat about twenty days. I

" I have, &c., ac ,
(Signed) "FRhANK NORMAN."

That is from a second person discussing the same. Then on
9th October the following telegrarn is sent from Fort Walsh
to the [ton. E ]Dewdney by Mr. Fred. White:-

" Over. 200 Indians here almost naked and verged on starvation'
Weather cold and snow now on ground. Have been among them for two
days. Am satisfied many will perish unless e.,rly assistance rendered.
Please instruet agent McDonnell to cone here at once to make payments.
I yi aRnnage to have mgney here in readinese.

"l(Signed) E.wio1"(8igne" FRED. WHIITE.',

No, ohere are reports with reference to the starving condi-
tion of these Indiana from three different Government
officers, one dated 23rd September, one 2nd October, a more
pressing one 19th October. That letter of 23rd September, of
ieutenant Colonel Irvine, asks particularly that there

should be answer at once, pointing out the dangers of hosti-
lity from the Indians on account of insufflciency of fool.
That. was not answered by fr. Dewdney until the 27th
October. Over a month elapsed before any attention was
paid to that. I do not fiud after he had answered it that
anything was done to furnish supplies to these Indians.
Ou the lit February we find a despatch from Fort Walsh
aa followa;-

"I have the honor to enclose a memormandm I am n lureceipt of from
Sureon Robert Miller at this place, with reference to the condition of

i bave iaformed Surg Miller that it is not in my power to in crease
quatity of food to the ladians, as my instructions from the Indian co-
missioner are to keep the Indians at Fort Walsh on starvation allow-
ane.

b@i have the homer torbe Sifr
"iYour obe-oet servant,

(Signed) "FRANk NORMAN."
Now, we have not got that letter of Surgeon Robert Mil.
ler, bus i must have stated that that which was imminent

n to tbe Indians five months before wae upon them now, and
à it wa undoubtedly a strong letter, so strong that Frank
e Norman thinks it nocemsary to report to the oommiisaionr
r that he had not power to listen to the roquest of the @V>
e geon. Now, on 26th February, as aear as osau make out,
t the first action was taken by the commissionner in refer.

once to the relief of the Indians. His telegram is dated
s from Ottawa, 26th February-the commissioner is at
À Otawa. There is a pressing telegram to the commis.
d sioner from Robert Miller, dated lst February, and it is

twenty-five days after that before the commissioner gies
any instrictions at all, and the reason is apparent-insteld
of being thera at the post of duty, ho is here in Ottawa,

f what doeshe say ?
" Yours let Febrouary received; inrease ration supply slghtiypna

r Chase 200 pounds te&, fitty pounds tobacco and distribute judlciofliy
. and where most needed."
e
t That was to be distributed amongst 2,000 Indians. Now
t Sir, I think that roveals clearly a state of carelessnes aIn

of negligence on the part of the commissioner that deserves
u some explanation. Lieutenant Colonel Irvine says they are
t starving, that the peace of the country is in danger ; Frank
o Norman reports the same thing a fow d a after, and still

a stronger telegram comes from Fred. ehite two week
after that; and although all these despatches were received
in September and October, we find no action is taken until
February. Mr. Dewdney seems to give as his reason that
these Indians ought not to be at Fort Walsh, and the licy
was adopted of driving thom away and throwing the re-
s onsibility upon Colonel Irvine if hostilities did break out.
Now, I come to the year 1884, and I am dealing with the
Indians on their reserves. On 7th February we have a
report by the Government nedical officer, with referenoe to
Piapot's and the Assiniboine resorves, on which the Indians
are living. This medical officer reports a great deal of
disease among them. I have not time to read it all, but
among other things he enumorates:

" And starvation, if the last can ho recorded as a disease. I find that
in the lat three monthe, thirteen deaths have taken place l each
reserve, in all twenty-six, a very heavy death rate, and from al I can
gather, death bas been accelerated, if not immediately caused by the
scant supply of tood served out to these Indians. At the present time,
this condition of starvation IR more evident among the Assiniboines, as
the crees have lately obtained supplies by cutting wool. I saw several
children in the Assiniboine camp worn and wastod, and unless properly
fed, must die in a few days The old medicine matin asked me If 1 could
give him some medicine to have by him, that would be helpful when the
Indians fainted, as from their scanty and Insufficient rations, a number
of them suffer in that way It may not cone within my province to
report this condition of starvation, but I am well satisfied that If they
were suffciently fed, there would be less tendency to illness among
them. I may aiso add, that from the way they have been allowed to
starve, a firm determination was exprssed by both Plapot and Jack,
that as soon as they could travel they wonld forsake the reserve and go
west again."
Now, I say if thera ho any justification for keeping the
Indians on starvation allowance at Fort Walsh, because the
Government did not want them there, it cannot be applied
to this band located on their reserve; but they are in such
a state that they threaten, as soon as they can travel, to go
where they cau find some food. Sir, there must be feelings
in the breast of the red man when ho gazes upon thee hil-
dren, as described by the modical offir, worn and wated
with starvation, and thon compelled to romain on thoir
reserves; and I can readily understand that there would be
a feeling of great uneasinesa among thom when the pour
old medicine man has to ask: Have ou anything by yiu
that will strengthen mon who faint or tho simple necessa-
ries of life ? The modical offiler of the Governmont saya
that it may not be in his line, perhaps, to report this, b#t
he considers that it is essential for the keeping of the
Indians on their reserve, and in the publie interest that he
should report it. Then, sore few days after that, a latter
to the superintendent follows; and it must boesaid, with
refoerence to the deputy of the hon. gentleman, that when
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these cases are brought before him, there is, at any rate,
evinced by him strong feelings of humanity. I need not
read his letter. One clause says:

l If the condition of matters on the reserve be such as stated by the
doctor, prompt and remedial measures should be called for."

ft appears an agent was sent to examine and report upon
the condition of affairs which I will not read, but I will read
a short letter from page 35, which says:

"Orria OP TEs CoKMISSIONER OP INDIAN ArFAIRs,
"tNORTH-WEST TaE1TORY, REGINA, 27th February, 1881.

Il SiE,-Again referring to my letter of the 7th inst., No 6,930, and your
reply oi the 15th, LTo. 11,175, I have the honor to state, that Mr. Agent
McDonald was forwarding a report of his tour of inspection of the Indian
Head reserves made subsequently to the visit of the doctor, a copy of
which is herewith enclosed. By it will be seen that the desitution men-
tioned as existing by Dr. Edwards, was, to a certain extent, exagger-
ated."

By reading the report hon. members will see that there
was only too much force in what the doctor reported. The
committee will agree with me that there are evidences that
the Department has a humane desire to have grievances
attended to, but blame lies at the door of the Government
so long as they maintain officials in office whose duty is to
attend to grievances and fail to do so, though reported upon
by their own officials in the public interest.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. I regret very mach I
was not able teobe bore when the bon. member for West
Huron (Mr. Cameron), made a long and elaborate attack on
the Indian Department in regard to its North-West man-
agement. I do not know that I would have gained much
information by it, because the speech was an elaborately
propared one, in which the hon. member went into a num-
ber of details which could not be answered on the spot. So
soon as I was aware of thespeech made by the hon. gentle-
man I obtained a copy of it and transmitted it to the North-
West. I asked for a report not only as regards the Indians
but in regard to all the matters referred to, «and I gave
instructions that every charge should be brought up, every
statement should be examined into and verified or refuted.
In order to do that a great extent of country had to be tra-
versed. Each charge consisted of a distinct allegation of
wrong-doing, a Fin of omission or commission. The evi-
dence to meet oach charge had to be collected and thor-
oughly investigated. Only within the last two or three
days I have received additional evidence. I had intended,
if my strength had allowed me, to have gone into the whole
question, but it would have taken a much longer time to
have read the evidence in rebuttal than it occupied to make
the charges, and thei louse would not have listened to me.
The speech of the hon. member bas been published under
the auspices of h n. gentlemen opposite and widely distri-
bated. I shall take care that the answer will be distributed
equally widely. I will let the country see from the evidence
that, from the beginning to the end, the speech of the hon.
gentleman is characterised by the same want of accuracy
as bas characterised all the speeches and attacks on every.
body and everything made by the hon. gentleman in the
Hors hi Session. I shall be able to show that to the satisfac-
ti n of Lhe country. As regards the charges against Governor
D wd aey, I would not be worthy of my place if I did not rise
in auport of my officers when I know they do thoir duty.
That gentlemen.*has a very severe and unpopular duty to per-
form, and there have been a set of influences brought
against him which at one time broight undeserved unpopu-
larity upon him. That ho bas surmounted, and the coun-
try and the Norkh-West are rising to express views as to
his merits just as strongly as originally they were prejudi-
ced against him. I believe he is a good officer, a faithful offi- i
cer. When the hon. gentleman states ho was in Ottawa
instead of boing at his post, I may say that he was bore j
because I summoned him myself for the purpose of going
into the whole mgtter connected with arrangements in the

Mr. PTeRoN (Brant).

North-West. It would be very easy for Governor Dewdney
to throw away the money of the country upon Indiana
hanging round the various poste begging for food. It would
be very easy to give them flour, beef and bacon, that would
cause him no trouble and might give popularity. But ho
was told to husband the funds and the food placed at his
disposal. With respect to the Indians that were camping
in and about Fort Walsh, ho was specially instructed by me
te act as ho did. Those Indians had left their reserves.
They were told to go back to their reserves and to cultivate
the land, and that they should have food if they did se. We
had agricultural implenients, cattle, seed grain and food for
them there, but they would not go. They were near Fort
Walsh, and almost immediately adjoining the boundary be-
tween the United States and Canada. There was then great
danger of improper communications being had between the
Indians of the two countries. They were, therefore, told
that if they remained there they would not get any food.
They were also told that if they would go to their reserves
they would be fully supplied in every way, but they would
not go. They were reduced from full rations to half
rations, and thon to quarter rations, but with the obstinacy
of Indians they would not go, and they were told that if
they refused they must take the consequences. It is only
by using those means that you can get the Indians to work.
There are police stations, scattered settlements, land
agencies, all those are nuclei for white settlers, and thoir
food is stored. The Indians hang round ail those posts. So
long as they can get the white men to feed them they will
stay there. The mass of the white population in the North-
West is composed of young men, and the Indians hang
round the posts because they want to stay therc, and their
women want to stay there, and because the Indians sell
their women, and the greatest amount of demoralisation goes
on in consequence of the degraded habits of the Indians,
the barbarous and savage habits of the Indians. It is
the policy, and it will be the policy of the Government se
long as I have anything to do with this Department, te see
that the Indians go on their reserves and work there, and the
Governrhent will then fulfil the treaty obligations and even
more. By strictly carrying out that policy it lbas been in
a degree successful. Tho Indians are going on their reserves,
and this year the accounts are much more favorable as to
the number of Indians on the reserves, the quantity of land
broken and the quantity of roots and grain put in. The
Indian will allow himseif to run almost to death's door
rather than move from the place where ho is. It was only
because with Chritian feelings we could not see them starve
that they were given quarter rations. That is the policy
of the Government, and it is the correct policy. The com-
mittee must remember that the Government are under no
obligations to furnish food te the Indians. Ho bas got his
hand and bis head ; he bas the capacity for work if ho
chooses. The white immigrant goes there and ho must
"root hog or die " ; ho muat work or starve.

Mr. PATERSON (Brant). We shut him up on a certain
reserve ?

Sir JOIN A. MACDONALD. The reserves are enormous.

Mr. PATERSON (Brant). We shut them up on reserves,
and the reports of the hon. gentleman's own agents show
that they have lost their crops through frot.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. The Indians, by the strict,
stern rule, are settling on their reserves. Why, Sir, before
the buffalo disappeared we gave no food to the Indians.
lon. gentlemen opposite, when they were in power, did

not give food to the Indians. There were treaty ubligations;
a certain number of cattle and implemeIts; a certain
amount of seed grain and so on, were ail given undertreaty
obligations, and that was ail requfred to be given and ail
that was given until the sudden disappearance of the buffalo.
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Canada, or the Canadian Government, or the Canadian
peo le, vas under no obligation to feed these Indians, but
sehristian men they could not allow them to starve ; they

supplied them with food, and every vote we asked for the
purpose of feeding these Indians was opposed by hon. gen-
tlemen on the other side, and especially by the hon. member
for Bothwell, who said we werepanper ising the Indians, and
that they should work as well as the white men. Votes were
taken year after year to feed the poor Indians while they
were changing their habits of life, and changing their
modes of acquiring their food. The buffalo was gone, and
we fed them-sparingly, but sufficiently-until, by degrees,
tbey could be got to go upon their reserves. I state dis-
tinctly that there has been a great amount of benevolence
with prodigality or profusion; there bas been great tender-
ness to the Indians. Although the Indian will keep himself
in a starving condition, there bas been the greatest tender-
pos on the part of Parliament to put money at the disposai
of the Government, and there as been a careful and judi.
clous disposition of the vote to the Indian, without letting
him feel that ho had enough for himself and his family
without working. The great trouble is to get the Indians
to work, for they can work and they are now workiag.
But if they are told by pseudo-philanthropists, by men who
are led more by their hearts than by their heade, that they
are suffering, that it is the duty of the Government not to
allow thom to starve, then tlhey never will work. It would
be impossible for me to go into an answer to al] the charges
made against the Department. I shall see, Sir, that the
vindication of the Department shall be widely disseminated
in all parts of the Dominion, because it will not do that the
Government or any Government should lie under the
charges which were brought against them - altoga her
unfounded as most of them are-sometimes from drawing
improper inferences, and sometimes from the utter want of
accuracy. upon which the hon. gentleman relied. More than
that, I accept t he challenge thrown out from the other side,
and it is the intention of the Government to issue a com
mission-and I pledge myself it will be an impartial
commission-to look into the whole question of the mana-
gement of the Indians in the North-West, as well as the
charges which have been brought, or may be broughît,
against the Department, and I am quite satisfiod, on the
part of the Departmont, to abide by the result.

Sir RICHAR D CARTWRIGHT. IL is certainly a great
misfortune that the hon. gentleman has not beon able, from
whatever cause, to have stated publicly in the HIouse
what ho las to say in reply to the attacks from the bon.
member for West Huron and the hon. member for Brant.
Any statement of that kind, coming from the Government,
ought I think to be made in the House.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. Certainly.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. I am aware the hon.
gentleman's state of health may have afforded a reasonable
ground for not doing it. flowever, my object was not on
the present occasion to enter into this discussion, which
cannot be possibly carried on to-day, but I want to call
attention to this point with regard to Mr. Edgar Dewdney,
whom the hon. gentleman has repeatedly declared to be a
very excellent officer, and who may be so in some respects,
for anything 1 can say to the contrary. It is a fact that
Mr. Dewdney-it bas I believe been repeatedly admitted
by the bon. gentleman himself-has been largely engaged
in varions speculative transactions in the North West. The
hon gentleman said yesterday, and I was glad to hear it,
that ho himcelf, in the whole term of his offiJe, had never
bought an acre of land in the North-West or el-ewhere,and
he claimed credit for it.

JON A. MACDONALD. No.

1 Sir RIORA.RD CARTWR[GHT. Well, I think he can,
because I th ink that the position of a Minitter ra Lieuten.
ant Governor is such that he ougbt not to speculate, and

B ought to keep himself clear from speculation. With regard
to members of thef louse it is difforent, and uness they
avail themselves of their position to ciai m undue advantages
it is another affair. But there are strong reasons why a

BMinister of the Crown, and more particularly the Minister
of the Interior, or a Minister specially concerned in North-
West affairs, or the Lieutenant Governors of the distant
Provinces, should kee p tbemselves perfectly clear from
being mixed up with a number of persons in real
estate transactions of that kind. No doubt there is a great
temptation, but they are officere of this estate; they occupy a
sem-judicial position in which their private interests might

f warp their minds uuintentionally. Now the statement made
- and repeated in the papers, and, as I understand, admitted on
l the part of Mr. Dewdney and the hon. gentleman himself,
- is to the effect that Mr. Dewdney bas been largely engaged

in speculative transactions. Now, a- a matter of public
policy-and the hon. gentleman knows that I am only lay-

* ing down the rulae which bas been laid down again and
again by the English Governmont as to thoir oflicers-no
man in his position should engage in sucb transactions. I
shall not wait to point out tho innumerable evils which
arise from thut state of things, but I say if hbas done so
he bas seriously erred and bas laid himseif open to an
immense armount of misconstruction. Any gentleman hold-
irg bis position I maintain should keep himself aloof trom
all sorts of Fpeculation or speculative proceedings. That Is
my doctrine, and I should be sorry to hear the Minister dis-
avow it. I aisk him to state what ho thinks on this subject.

Sir JOHN A. MAODONAJLD. The bon. gentleman says
i admitted that Mr. Dewdney bal been engaged ici large
speculative transactions. Well, I am not aware that I made
such an adrmision. What I stated was that ho told me that
when the liHson Bay Company put up> some seven or eight
sections at sale, soine years ago, ho had bought them with
some othors. I have not been informed of any other spocu-
lations; ho may bave engaged in thom or ho may not have
done so; ho did not infoim me. Mr. Dewdrey bas written
to me again and again, both during last summer and the
year before, that he would like very much to have an enquiry
made into the charges made against him, and Ishill make it
now. Whether ho bas bought any property or not i do not
know. We xnow that Mr. Cauchon, the late Lieutonan t
Governor of Manitoba, bought largely, and altogether hon.
gentlemen opposite knew he was engaged seriously in
speculation, although like everbody else up thcre ho unfor-
tunately ruined himself; yet I do not think hon. gentlemen
objected to bis speculations. Mr. Aikins is the Lieutenant
Governor of Manitoba, and I am not aware whether ho bas
bought a lot or not ; but it is a question whether he could
not buy if he liked, not land under the control of the Gov.
ernment; but I take it that the Lieutenant Governor of
Ontario, or Quebec, or Manitoba or British Columbia or the
North-West, is not to be prevented from buying from pri-
vate individuals. I think Mr. Dewdney would be exercking
a wise discretion li not buyin any land directly or indi-
rectly from the Government; agree with the hon. gentle-
man so far. But the hon. gentleman says that in caonse-
quence of these speculations iMr. Dewdnoy's unpopularity
arose. His unpopularity arose from this one cause-bis
refusal to give permits to bring intoxicating liquors into
the North-West. The law imposed on him the dut of
issuig those permits; it was an unpleasant duty,
from which be bas asked to be relieved ; but
some one must do it, and so long as the present
System of excluding intoxicating liquors from the North-
West continues, I think the responsibility of issuing pr-
mita is thrown very properly upon the representative of
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the Dominion Government there, No doubt h has ooea-
sionally issued permits to the wrong men, and he bas re-
ceived great abuse for the permits he did grant. But I
remember perfectly well when the flrst attacks against him
were made. They came from Prince Albert, and one of the
persons wbo attacked him told him he would drive him out
of the North-West because ho refused a permit to a club at
Prince Albert, where there might be unlimited drinking of
intoxicating liquors. That is how his unpopularity arose.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. I think there is a dif-
ference between what may be permitted to an offleer in new
territories and responsible to us as Mr. Dewdney is, and what
may be permitted to offeers in a settled province. These
officers, except on rare occasion, ought to be more wholly
independent of us, and their relation to us bears no sort of
analogy to the relation of an officer like Mr. Dewdney.

Mr. BLAKE. I do not think there is any comparison
between the two kinds of officers. My own views may be
rigid, but I think a person in the exalted position of a
Lieutenant Governor, would be much botter, even in a Pro.
vince, to keep out of land speculations. I entirely agree
that the position of Lieutenant Governor of a Province is
entirely different from that of the Lieutenant Governor of
Territories which are directly under our control, the lands
of which are Crown lands, and in which questions affecting
those lands are disposed of largely on bis advice. I only
repent what has been currently stated for a long time, that
Mr. Dewdney was charged with the selection of the town
site of Regina, and that ho had personal interest in lands
which were very materially affected by the selection of that
site. That shows the inconvenience of placing himself in a
position of a landholder. Even though ho may not have
bought an acre of land from the Government, but from the
Hudson Bay Company or private persons, ho had the op-
portunity of influencing the decision of questions which
would make those lands very valuable. Therefore, I
think his position is entirely different from that of Lieute-
nant Governors in settled Provinces.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. There is very much in
what the hon, gentleman says. On a previous occasion I
stated that Regina was selected by the joint judgment of the
Canadian Pacific Railway Company and the Government.
The company had laid out a plan for buildin a railway
northward from this point to Prince Albert, an southward
to the Turtle Hille to the south-western branch; they pub-
lished a map with that purpose indicated, and we agreed
that that would be the proper place to have a town. Buti
Mr. Dewdney had certainly nothing to do with the selec-i
tion of the place. After the Canadian Pacific Railway Cm-
pany had solected this place as the crossing oi the two roads1
Mr. Dewdney said ho thought also that it would be a good1
place for a town; but at the same time I know, because hei
told me, that two miles off there was a iludson Bay lot
which he and hie friends had bought.

Mr. PATERSON (Brant). With reference to the main
question, it is to be regretted that the First Minister was
not in his place when thia subject was brought before the
House. It is alseo be regretted that he finds it neceseary
to announce, without making a speech openly before the
H d th l h ha tt tn-1 b rrti

ment and select much as heees A withou 1 giin -ay
opportanity of scrutinisingthem, weshoal like. tokndw I%
Whatever may besaid of the etatement& mado.by the h82,
member for West Huron or by myelf, they wr, mMd.a
Parliament. In the presence of the Govrnmaatsvncmuded
by their supportera, and here is tho place whee th.answer
should have been given. The First Minist ihas based hi
statements on the fact of the Indians aboat1 Por Walsh
being on their remerve; but ho has not toucheê.on the
report of the medioal o cer with refOrOce to the Pispot
Indians who were just whee lhe wanted them tas, anid wWh
were reported to be starving on their reserve.

Sir RTCHARD CARTWRIGHT. Will the hon.- geutle-
man issue this document over his own signature, or does
ho propose to make use of the o0leore of his Department ?
Because I can see that rather serious inoonveniences will
arise if gentlemen at the head of Departmente c1IL up2n
their officers to issue what is to all intents and purposes a
political pamphlet. I do not object to the hon. gentleman
making any speech or using any declarations when ho see
fit, but I do not think his offlcere should do it.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. I will take my own
course about that; and it will be under my responsibility
it will be issued. The hon. gentleman sayS the answer
ought to be made here. It could not b. given hre, b.
cause we had to trace up the facts and the evidence of the
statements of sundry agents which the hon. member for
West Huron quoted. We had to see those ageute and ýask
them what they meant. For instance, there was a staw.
ment respecting Mr. Lawrence Clarke, whom every-
body knows. Hoesays that the whole statement in the
speech of the hon. member for West Ruron ia false; he used
very strong language in that regard. Sundry clergymen have
also stated that they have been quite misled. One of the
charges brought was that a certain person had made a cer-
tain statement respecting frauds in the Department, On
being asked why he made that statement, hoesaid the only
fraud ho knew of was a frand committed by Mr. Pope
Nixon, an officer of the late Government, and that was what
ho referred to, and not to any recent irregulariries. The
evidence will show there never was a greater tissue of false
statements. I would have been very glad to have laid the
evidence before the House, but it was only the day before
yesterday that I received it from the far North-West. It
will, however, be published and distributed.

Mr. BLAKE. We will al be anxious to receive the
exculpatory or explanatory statement of the hon. gentle-
man, but why should ho not lay the material now on the
Table before publishing it, since he has the material ? The
hon. gentleman had the right to make, from the evidenoe
that reached him, what charges ho chose, but on examining
it we find the evidence altogether fallacious.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. I must analyse it.
Some hon. )EMBERS. Let us analyse it.
Sir JOHN A.. MACDONALD. I must elassify ituder

the different charges. Yeu shalget the wholeO of the
evidence I cau assure you:of.t h at. I shall have itasIofully
prepared n narrative form and ;dintribute copies teeovery
member, besides furnishing copies to the constituencies...

JoUs .Lan 4tue people, w ere i s s a1emensL can ue sciruLin

ised and criticised, that ho will issue something like amani- British olam>bia-Indians.........................- 8600 0
festo with reference to the management of his JiDepart- Sir RICHARD OARTWBIGHT W in the ofment. He says that is necessary because the hon. membert RICHA •oARTWBG00T? WTey 15 tii.salar y et
for West Huron (Mr. Cameron) was inaccurate in his the agent, M ieason, increased a2o? The amount of money
statements. I suppose he applies the samo remark t) those in B:itish Columbia which goes to salaries ls perfely un.
I made. Ail I can say is that they were based on records precedented. Out of the sum- we vote for the Indiansrabnt
brought down from the lion. gentleman's own Departmaent, $4,000 reaches them and the balance goesi l salaries,
and I made them in the presence of the Government in Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. The Indiaus in Biltisk
order to be set rightif on any point I was wrong. But if the Columbia are not the same people at all as the Indians east
hon. gentleman is to go through the papers o the Depart-. of the Rocky Mounatins. They are self-ustsinio, but

SIR JoUN , MACDONALD.
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they roqidre agents to iook after them. The salaries are instructive as a whole for the points that have been raised
largeespeoaMy on th. maintand, where food is exceed- and decided, but it is interesting as a matter of study andingly acarme, md the cot of transport enormous. You hietory of the Parliament of Queboc. I shail make it my
cannot got gents for smaller-salaries than those we now duty to write to the author of the book and ask him to
give. The Iadians are in large band, the agents are not publish in suoh a manner as may be useful to those who
numerous, and you muet pay them well if you are to have may have bought the book another paze oi errata, to correct
them at al. as much as possible-because I admit it is nt a salloient

Miucellaneous Printiag............. ............... $8,000 00 . orretien-thoe fault.
Mr. BLAKE. Many of the errors that were pointed out

Mr. MoELLAN. Ths is inc onequence of a report of to us were obviously mistranslations, and they occur in the
th joiint -oomiàiitee. This should come under the head of head notes which give the clue of the decision itself. I
legislation. have not had the opportunity of studying the volume, I do

L. S.GOrow, for serviceS in connection with 4he net kn'w wbther the bon. gentleman haLs studied thetext,
eeiaDsof tbe premises nd plant of the &cadian and found it more aocurately translated than the head notes.
BIeel Works......... ........ ....... ........ .o0 oo The orrors may not be so plain or bo outrageous in the text

Xr. MoLELAN. This is for the services of the sheriff of asthe are in the head notes, in which black is made white
the c6stoy *ho had the whole plant and stock of that com
pany tåder setzure for three or four months. They were Mr. CHAPLEAU. In three or four cases, it is exactly
subjected to a good deal of annoyance, trouble and expense, that.
in oesntenmce of 'therTailway people, the parties who had Mr. BLAKE. But, whon you find such errors in the
brought the suit, insisting upon taking part of the stock bead notes, what are you to expect in the text, and of what
away at times, and the sherif had to follow it. The sheriff value can the work bcu? What is proposed to be donc with
rendered his accouats and charged for this extra service. The the 150 volumes ? They are not for distribution amongst
Depattment said they had no legal authority to allow bim members of this House. There are not enough to go around
the amount, altbough he was entitled to i, and therefore the Senate and ourselves. Are they to be sent abroad,
this vote is brought. because if they are I doubt if they will bu very creditable

-Mr. 'BLAKE. What waa this bountied and favored to us in anyway.
iostitution inder'eisure fmr-at the instance of theGovern- Mr. CHAPLEAU. About fifty copies wore required for

exchanges. The Departments have tuken each four eop>ios,
which is tho limit, and a few copies wero left to be disti-Mr. MoLELAN. The Railway Department claim they buted amor-gst the chief officers of both louses. I have

iere in arrears for the freight,and when the company went read the text of all the decisions in the headings of wbich
into tiquidation thy eized the whole property, and, in errors were pointed out, and the translation of the text
idjusting certain accounts, it turned out that the balance appears to be correct.

was in avor et the oonpany for material supplied othe'- Mr. BLAKE. What in the world do thirteen Depart-Wise. ments want with four copies each of this book of precedents?
outoms u-Otside Detective Service.........55,Moo co It is a mere machinery for subsidising the book. I can

understand the exchanges, though, as I have said, I do not
fr. BLAKe. I ste'there is a provision for the psy cf think it will bo very creditable to us if we are to dissemin-

ofleers. Is iL proposed to appoint permanent ofcers, and ate this work in fifty different librarics, but the four copies
at how rnch say? for each Department are quite useless. That would be fif ty,

.Kr. MoLRLJAN. It will be necessary to have omoers to and there are fifty for the exchanges, and there are fifty
test the ugars, and the question arises 'whether it would more for which there appears to be no particular use at ail.
not be necesary te have parties in Montreal and a.lifax, as Mr. CHAPLEAU. I stated that they were for the officers
well as'here, for tis work. It is hoped that the whole thing of both Hlouses.
Sgd be ru atisfadtorily with one office here Mr. BLAKE. It will ho very dangerous to distribute

LegWlation, IWseellaeous.............. 53;670 s the book among the officers. It will mislead themn so.

Er. GfÀPLIEAU. In reference to the item of $750 for fMr. CHAPL EAU. It is a valuable collection aud it is

»$0 copies of Mr. Faucher de St. Maurice's work on Parlia. unfortunate that these errors occur. I think Uic book las
mntary Procedure, which was allowed to stand, I have a real value.
been leokig over the errors which are found in that volume Mr. MULOCK. The Secretary of State mentioned that
very oarefly, according to the liet supplied to me by my he had not examined this book critically himself, but that
hon. friaind from Shefford (Mfr. Auger), These are matters h. had based his recommendation upon advice given him
of érrors in the proof-reading and translation. I dare say by others. Would he tell us who the parties are on whose
tliat4h book as originally written in French is correct, in opinion ho acted ?
te titles of six erseven decisions th English translation Mr. CE APLEAU. I said the book was recommended to
is exactly a contradiction of theF'rench text. Thisoccurred me by persons w bo were acquainted with it. I read nearly
il three or four _sse. in others, an explanation is given the whole of the French, and it appears that the French is
in 'English whereas in the French title it is simply stat correct. It is the translation and proof-reading that are
what the decision is. Out Of eighteen or twenty errors defective.
that have been mentioned, six or seven are certainly of a Mr. MULOCK. I think we ought to take special care
ohataoter 'whieh must a*boltely b.e6corrected, thei that this book is not used by any person engaged in parlia.
o*ets teing only due 'to'a faulty translation. This mentary practice as legislators,as thereading of it might
of tforse 'doe net alter the quoting of the do them a greatdea of harm,
dedisionth«emI sdlessbesethn oe a eerally rendered To repay amount of forged bond ........ .......... $1,988 32
withoutierrer. I 1 had -een ·the book, htad Men it rebom- Mr LU N Itwsfudhaafog cpn
mandt ly Mei Whose authority I ould take as to its value Mnr. McLbELAN. It was found that a forged coupon
as a P lof in st maore an a piece of nstiuction. 'wa sent Lo Loddon sorne yeara ago, and this is to repay tu
it d oigos 'ixwtoh anight not be very amount.
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Sir RICH URD CARTWRIGIIT. I do not know that in
ordinary cases the Dominion can undertake to pay clever
forgeries upon it, but in this case, there are certain circum-
stances that make it exceptional, though I should regret it as
a precedent to be followed hereafter. It is the business, I
think, of the parties who may happen to take thom, unless
we ourselves in some way were responsible by care-
lessnesa on the part of the officials of the Government for
the forgery having been committed.

Mr. MoLELAN. It appears there was some carelessness
on the part of our officer, and it was represented on the
other side that it would be better for us to pay it rather
than have suspicion thrown upon our bonds. At present
our agents are responsible for the bonds issued on the other
side.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGIIT. Who applies for this ?1
Mr. MoLELAN. It was transferred to brokers in

Toronto by F. Lewis, formerly a clerk in the Finance
Department.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT.
whom this is to be paid?

Mr. MoLELAN.

Who are the parties to1

They have not given me the names.1
Mr. MULOCK. I think the Government ought to take

a distinct attitude on this question. Were the coupons, or
a number of them, paid before the forgery was detected ?

Mr. MoLELAN. It pissed into some person's hands and
went to London for pay ment, and it was there discovered to
be a forgery. There had been, I think, an extra number of
bonds which got into the hands of this person, and be made
use of one of them0. Our agents in London inf ormed us that
the same thing had occurred in one of the other colonies,
and that the colony had paid it to preserve its credit above
suspicion.

Mr. MULOCK.
paid ?

Mr. McLELAN.
Mr. MULOCK.

Had some of the forged coupons been

I bave no recollection of that.
What practice has been adopted so that

the thing may not occur again ?
Mr. MoLELA.N. The usual practice of checks, and

counting in and out.

Sundry expenditure in connection with the re-
bellion in the North-West Territories ....... $1,014,309 67

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. What is the total
amount of claims likely to be preferred with respect to
losses arising out of the rebellion ? The losses have been
stated at an enormous sum, and if we are to make them good,
I faney that the sum of $67,000 will prove utterly below the
requirements of the case.

Mr. WHITE (Oardwell). This amount is simply to pay
the settlers in the neighborhood of Battleford, on the first
report of those who went out in the spring to investigate
the losses. I have telographed Mfr. Ouimet in the hope of
getting an approximate estimate of what will be required,

ut I have not been able to get an answer.
Sir RICHIARD CARTWRIGHIT. Have not the Hudson

Bay Company, for instance, preferred a claim rauging up
to $1 000,000 and odd ?

1Mr. WHITE (Cardwell). Yes, but the Govornment do
not at all recognise that claim.

Sir RICH ARD CARTWRIGRT.
ferred ?

But it has been pre.1

Mr. WRITE (Cardwell). They have peferred a very1
rge claim, Kr. Ouimet is instructed take evidence

without prejudice to any person,
Xr, McLEALN,

Mr. CAMERON (Middlesex). I wish to draw attention
to some facts which have come into my possession on the
question of the losses resulting from the rebellion. I will
preface the reading of a letter which I received by the state
ment that, to my knowledge, it is from a gentleman whose
word can in every sense be accepted; and I think the
internal evidence of the letter itself will corrobarate my
statement. He writes as follows:-

" [ have witnessed in connection with the Mounted Police a state of
things hardly credible. Usually swindling is made difficult to detect;
here since the rebellion it bas been practiced aIl around, openly and in
broad daylight. Nobody ignores what is going on ; mauy have a hand
in it, ail directly or indirectly benefit by it. The moral sense of the
publie bas become uo blunted that no expresaion of wonder or condera-
nation is to be heard; al this ie accepted as a matter of course. A mqn
is considered lucky and bolding a good berth in proportion to the chances
he has to swindle the Government. This state of affaire, bad enough
before, has been aggravated by the rebellion or more properly the
management of the commissariat. Teamsters had no check put upon
them. They were loaded at the railway station without an yrecord of how
their loads were being made up ; they could deliver half their loads or
less without anypossibility of detecting their frauda. Instead of hi-
ing special teamsters loaded with oats and provisions to supply the
other teamsters along the road each teamater was bis own master and
could supply himself and horses with the contents of bis own load. The
Inevitable consequence bas been that the teamsters being able to.steal
without detection out of theirloads au much as they pleased being inter-
ested besides to carry as light a load as they could, to spare their horses.
did not deliver one-fourth of their loads. They either made 'caches '
or wantonly threw away or spoiled part of it. Bores, sacks of oats
could be seen everywhere alon gthe road. Soft places were often
bridged with sacks of oats and left there A great many instances were
freely reportel by men relating their own doings or experience when
but 100 or 200 Ibs. only.were delivered ont of a load of 2,000 Ibs.

l Now, as no quantities were recorded at the place of delivery the
consequence has been that officers and men of the North-West Mounted
Police have been selling these goods by the waggon load at very low
figures all along since the rebellion, pocketing the proceeds. It was
done so openly that to my knowledge any man, known or not, by going
to the barracks at a specific hour, 7 a.m. in winter, was sure to come
back with a load of oats, sometimes a bag of flour or bacon at a conven-
tional price, usually one half the real value. Many officers and men pay
ail their bills with provisions from the barracks. ln one instance 18,000
lbs of beef were paid as delivered 'wheu no delivery was ever made, the
sale being a sham oue to divide proceeds.

" 1If I was to relate ail tlie facts withiu my knowlege my story wonid
be a long one. The story ias been the same ail along the North-West,
you may take it an a certainty that far from exaggerating the facts, I
remain witb the feeling that this letter will fail to convey te yon an
adequate idea of their real extent.

" I know of facts of a similar nature in connection with the Indian
Department bere, but they are Of minor importance in comparison and
only implicate subordinates. Mr. Rae, a former agent of Battleford, is
generally reported as having taken advantage of his position in the
same way. What I do know is that he always fed the Indians as little as
he could ¡ that he never inspected the cattie or farming of the Indians,
never visited them in their housses, treated them brutally, putting them
out of bis office forcibly, always speaking of thiem with contempt, &c.
The Indians do not make a secret that it was their intention to kil him at
the time of the outbreak. Wheu he was agent at Dnck Lake bis Indians
were dissatisfied. En resum, he is the worst agent I have known,
mosty abecause I consider it to bs the wors feature of an agent te le
barsh andiaihuman ashle ia. He vas removed te Prince Albert last fail.
Orde, a former agent at Battleford, was alse a'poor one, but mostly on one
point, namely: hie unsettled mind and want of firmness.

"Reed, who le now Indian commissioner, succeeded Orde, and was
considered a very superior agent. air. Wright, the present agent, is the
most painstaking and best liked by the Indiane. Lately, however, he
bas been arrested for embezzlement, supposed to have been committed
while at the Winnipeg office. It appears that he was short of $1,700 in
bis bank account, but as he had for many years the handling of very
large suns it is not supposed here ti at he is guilty of more than irregu-
larity or negiect. Ree had se won the confilence of the Indiana that hie
presince hers vas oansiderei a safeguard agaiuet troublas tud die
departure was regretted accordingly.

"Payne and Quinn, the instructors who wera killed, were both
inhuman characters. Payne was killed by au Indian whom he had just
violently put out of his bouse.

" Moosomin and ail hie band refused to join Poundmaker; half of Red
Pheasant's band did the same. l both cases the instructors Applegarth
and Clink had won the sympathy of the Indians under their charge by
their considerate and humane treatment. Kind dealing is the most
essential thing; Indians are just as much influenced by it as white men
are. As a proof of this the present agent, Mr. Wright, had been visiting
them from bouse to house enquiring kindly of the sick and their wants,
,c. In lesi than two months he had won their affection and canfi lence
to such an extent that when arceatet they were highly dignant, and
expressed the idea that this was dole only because he wa toon kind-
hearted for them. Of course if ity le must be puniased, but the
wbole population have expresse( their appreciation of bis servicea by
Jheir petitonus. Their interterenoe in favor of a man accused of uuoh aS
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offeAnce may seem out of place, but when you consider that thepeace, S6,152 at the Parue ti me that ho draw-, a@1asquility and prosperity of a settlement are alluin the hands of a» ,1 a t am i ht e r s,asomjoiman, thsir interference cannot be said to be quite misplaced. Goc 1 Bell, an officer of the North-West fleid forces, moagents mean good initructors, so that to a great extent the Inlian prceb- thing like $1,000 in salary. Up to the 15th of Marchm wo'd be solved with ait a dozen god aents through the North- last, ho drew a total of $171,09, There is this, however,West Mfr. Clink, the intructor who by hie kind dealing towards the. to b ad ha hoomsso ht sbeunIndians under his care succeeded in keeping them loyal, wanted to t said, that the Commission that subsequentlyback to bis reserve when the troubles were over, but as he thought hlm- met overhanled Major Bell's account and in a commuai.self entitIed to au icrease of salary and asked for it he was discharged." cation that was sent to the firm of Bell & Lewis he is aaked
Now, I propose to show by the documents submitted to the to refund to the Department of Militia the over amount ofHouse- $1,890. I am sure the committee and the country wili

Mr. WHITE (Cardwell). The hon. gentleman has read a appreciate the great care of that Commission in demanding
letter ; will be state the name of the writer ? from Major Bell, who has had these very discreditable tran-

sactions with the Dapartment, a refund of 81,890 whichMr. CAMERON (Middlesex). Doos the hon. gentleman l'ho had been overpaid in those immense transactions, repre-demand the name of the writer, with bis Commission sitting senting the enormous sum of $171,000. Now, I procelin the North-West to enquire into these things, and the First still further to examine the peculiar characteristios of theMinister stating-- contract which this man made. The following is from the
Mr. WRITE (Cardwe ll). The hon. gentleman misunder- evidence of Stewart before the Commission, page 209:-

stands me. I do not propose anything; I merely ask if he "Q. Have you anything about amemorandum of agreement between
is going to give the name. you and Major Bell, and also give your raeasns for signiug that?-

A. On the 20th I went to Qu'Appelle to take possesslon of the
Mr. CAMERON (Middlesex). The gentleman making Qu'Appelle route. I found Mr. Joues there, Mir. Bell'@ clerk, and I could

that statement is a resposible individual; h speks from nt very w take possession that nght ofthe route, and I1walted uhîlthatstaemet i a esposibe iidiidull., hospeks romniRlit. major Bell arrived from Winnipeg 0o) the ni g lt ofthb. th of
knowledge of the facts; and I take the responsibility of May. The tollowing day I went to bis offie and tod him that Ihad
saying here that every statement he makes is entitled to the contract, and wished to take charge of the work. He told me that
credence. Let us see how far his statements are borne ot liehada contract himself covering Qu'Appelle, Moose Jaw, Swift Our.c et the usscotha lis exstae hi rearecore tot.rent and lCalgary, and that hsý bad made arrangements la Winnipeg
Much of the suspicion that has existed in reference to the with J. L. Lewis and Mr . Whitehead as partners ta bandle ait the
affairs of the North-West bas arisen from documentary freight, and wisbed me to go further west. I did not wih ta do so, and
evidence submitted to this House; and much that bas beenIe tod me than dhrti heawould bvht tahivs a outret that e wea a
stated outside must have been concealed, and purposely • • • He told me that J. L. Lewis and he and WhitebPad were going
concealed. to work together and that he would Rive me au imterest in the contra«t

at $212 a ton."
Sir RICIHA RD CARTWRIGHT. I want to call the atton-

tion of hon. gentlemen oppo-ite to the fa't that these Esti-
mates are being put through with a rapidity never before
attempted in Parliament, and it is utterly impossible, if
disorder prevails, that progress can be made. We desire to
help hon. gentlemen opposite on thisoccasion; but you can-
not pass 200 items of estimates through without discussion
a. al. There is but one way we can get on, and that is by
hon. gentlemen listening quietly, and the quieter hon. gen-
tiemen opposite are the shorter my hon. friend will be.

Mr. CARMERON (Middlesex). I desire to confine myself
largely to statements of fact, and I desire to be brief. bow,
1 desire to place before the committee in a condensed form
the statements, financial and otherwiso, that have been sub-
mitted to the House very ijecently. An individual who is
known to the Department of Militia as Major Bell appears
before the public in a variety of characters in connec-
tion with North-West tranactions. I find, for instance,
that W. R. Bell, the manager of the Qu'Appelle Farming
Company, as ho himself states in his evidence before
the Commission, presents himself to Major Bell of
the force and suggests that ho b given a con-
tract for the supply of hay. W. R. Bell says to Major Bell:
" I have so many thousand tons to sell; how much will
yon give for it ? " And the reply is: "I will give 822 a
ton," and Mrjor Bell as the officer of the Department of
Militia closes the contract with W. R. Bell. I find in
addition that Majir Bdll makes a purchase from the Hudson1
Bay Company of a number of carts and horses, and with
these makes a contract with himself for the transport of a
quantity of supplies, hires out his own horses to himself,
and draws the sums I mentioned. Up to the 30th of June,1
1885, Major Bell, as the setior partner of the firm off Bell
& Lewis, drew $52,774 for teaming, and up to the 15th of
March, 1886 drew in addition $53,911. As manager of the
Qu'Appelle Parming Company, ho drew up to the 30th of
June, 1845, $44,547, and $12,174 in addition up to the 151h
of March, 18c6. As W. R. Bell, on a special contract made
between himself as representing the. Department and
himself as a purchaser from the farmers of thé North-i
West Territories, of hay and other supplies, ho drew
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Lot us see for how much Stewart, the contractor, agreed
to perform that service, Colonel Forrest asks Stewart at
page 217:-

"Q. With regari ta tbesenegotiationu between Tou and Bell, la thé
result your prices were effected-by these propositions, now where there
has been collusion to make up two prices have they profited by your
collusion ? -A. That is eaily answered. I worked on the pries of $110
per ton, I didu't go lu collusion, 1 didn't acquiesce one hour wlth Major
eIl, it sounded too much like a peuitentiery job for me. My contraot

was for $i10 per ton, but that contract Major Bell wished me to aoquiesce
In was for $212 per ton. Had I acquiesced in thbi arrangement, the
Government would have been wronRed to the extent of over $100,000-
$102 per ton at Moose Jaw and something in the neighborhood of $60 per
ton"atQu' Apklle, and a like amount at Saskatchewen auding-the

alzgegae 1nowwould amount to over $13à),000. 11 'rther, they
followed my advice In changing the plan of transportation, makingeaeo
tearmster responsible for bis load and charging him with any loss the
Government sustained."

There this contractor bears evidence to the statement mrade
in the letter I have read, that every teamster dumped bis
load where he pleased, and made a makeshift for a load,
and drew bis pay at the end of the journey. He further
says :

" My contract was about one-fifth of the amount that I understand It
was costing the Government to carry supplies troma 'Appelle to
Clarke's Crossing. I received the knowledge from Mr. Rlb who was
bandling the pay rolls and making out the cheques for the Hudson Bey
Company, ia the same office with the paymaster, Mr. Orawford. Be
advised me that it was costing from $500 to $700 a ton from Qu'Appelle
to Clarke's Crossing "
Now, it may be said that Mr. Stewart was making this
statement on his own responsibilityentirely, but be produces
a letter from Mr. Bell, dated Moose Jaw, 27th May, to this
effect:

I MY DIAR S•rwÂnT,-I bave made a very satisfactory arrangement
to me. I bave quite cleared myself with the Qeneral and satified Rose
entirely. Now I nave laid a foundation for a good thing for you, and
I want you to fall in with my arrangements, and I trust al wSill ome
out to our matual satisfaction.

in ELL."
Stewart was suspicious of Bell, doubted bis honesty, feared
his intent was really to deprive him of the contract instead
of sharing it with him, and aaked him for a writton engage-
ment, n on pago 217 ;of the report will be found this
engagement :
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4"opy of agreement signed by W. R. Bell and John Stewart, dated

may 218t, 1885.
4Thia memo. of agreement between W. R Bell and John Stewart is

made in good faith and on the honor of each, that out of the contract
now exilsting in the name of John Stewart for transport, W. R. Bell to
have one-half profit or losses; that out of the contract now existing in
the name of Bell & Lewis for same work, but at au increased price, J.
Stewart to have one- quarter interest in profits.

''W. R. BE LL.
"JOHN STEWART."

" May 21st, 1885.
"I , Thomas Henry Gilmour, of the city of Winnipeg, notary public

do hereby certify that the above written copy of agreement is a true,
and exact copy of thie original memorandum of agreement of which it
purports tobe8aeopy, an that the above was copied by me from the
original memo. of agreement on the 24th day of August, A.D. 1885.

"T. H. GILMOUR,
[Ba. 'LUNotary Public for Manitoba."

That is the connection of this W. R. Bell with the transport
service of the North-West ; but there is this peculiarity in
this case, that the undertaking of the Government with the
Hudson Bay Company was of that loose kind, that until
the 21st May, any certificate of whatever character which
represented that company, from any mon of the force what-
ever, was accepted and the account paid; and the result is,
that while the Commission state in their report that they
have examined something like 83,000,000 worth of accounts,
the larger portion of that amount appears already, in the
statement submitted to the House, as paid, and other sums,
equal to that demanded from Bell, are demanded from other
parties by the Commission on the re-examination of the
accounts. What use is there in making thosedemands, when
the money is paid? The arrangement made with the Hud-
son Bay Company shows the entire incapacity of the Militia
I)epartnment fornundertaking a service which the whole coun-
try was led to believe had been undertaken with the greatest
exactitude, precision and satisfaction to all concerned,
and was going to cover the Militia Department in particular
with a halo of glory. In reforence to the waste of supplies,
Mr. James Anderson, who appears himself to be drawing
pay as a commissariat officer makes this statement that
" he went up to the front and on return reported to
Captain Swinford at the base that everything was going to
rack and ruin; hay wasted; in fact in some of the stations
you could walk over your boots inoats." I stated the other
day that the amount of supplies which had been furnished
to the forces in the North-West during the rebellion was out
of proportion to what the men could reasonably consume.
I stated that the quantity of tea supplies equalled the aliow.
ance for between 41,000 and 42,000 men for ninety days,
and I base my statement on the accounts submitted for
payment which amounted to 59,728 lbs. This is at the
usual allowance, as appeared in "General Orders ", namely
one quarter of One ounce of tea per man per diem. Yet there
were only 4,756 men under arms in the North-West. The same
result is apparent with regard to the sugar supply, the meat
supply and the bread supply. I have a statement of these sup-
plies, which I extracted from the Public Accounts and have
gone over them with a good deal of care, in order to satisfy
myself thoroughly in reference to them. Not only was the
supply excessive but the prices in many instances were
ridiculously large for the kind of supplies furnished. The
arrangements with the Hudson Bay Company, under the
blanket agreement with the GoverLument, was that they the
company, should supply the provisions at ordinary whole-
sale prices, but even in Winnipeg they charge the exor-
bitant price of 2 cents a lb. for sait. For rice at Edmonton'
20 cents per lb. were paid, and for bacon 25 cents per lb.'
Other supplies are charged in proportion. I find besides
the most surprising fact that there was supplied to the force
something liko 800 lbs. of baking powder at a cost of 8750.
I find the entire amount drawn in these ways, to the 30th
June, 1885, by the Hudson Bay Company for all sup-
plies, was $291,238, and to the 15th March, 1886, in additi.mn,
8114,823, or a total expenditure on supplies furnished by

Mr. CAMitoN (Middlesex).

e Hudson Bay Company alone of $406,0.0. The Govern-.
8eut also paid to the Hudson Bay Company, on accounts

contracted by the force whi!e on service, $1,311,303, and a
commission on those last named of $65,654, a total to Hudson
-Bay Company of $1,788,525. These were paid, in the way
I stated, on the blanket agreement between the Hudson Bay
Company and the Government. This resulted in all sorts
of accounts appearing as having been passed by that com-
pany, accounts that are entirely against the rales and regu-
lations that govern the Militia Department. We have no
justification whatever for pay ing those accounts further
than that certain individuals went to the company and pur-
chased supplies. What right had the major geieral com-
manding the forces, for instance, any more than anyone
under him, to purchase supplies on his own account and
charge them to the Government ? If special supplies were
wanted by a private in the force he had to pay for them
himself. He was furnished with a kit, and had to be satis-
fied with that, but the major general and the staff officers
could procure, at the expense of the Government, whatever
they could find in the neighborhood in which they happened
to be which they thought it would suit them to purchase.
I find that Major T. Charles Watseon, who, I believe, is a
temporary clerk in one of the Departments, was sent
to Yorktown in the North-West Territories, and given
a commission to form a company there; and, in addi-
tion to drawing a very handsomeallowance as pay,
bas had paid for him an allowance nearly equal
to one-half the entire amount that every other subordinate
in the Yorktown volunteer company received for his ser-
vices. He received a forage cap $2, a pair of trowsers $6,
a pair of boots $6, and an overcoat $5. This is a man who
at the same period, as a temporary clerk, has drawn $2.50
a day. I find that the Minister himself bas added to the
immense charge for cab-hire in his Departmont 8271
in connection with the North-West rebellion, and
$470 for travelling expenses. I hope that was not the least
efficient means resorted to in order to suppress the rebellion.
There was a report current in regard to looting in the
North-West. I only give such information as I have, but
there was a rumor that a good many supplies that were
seized were, under the instruction of the major general and
some of the officers serving under him, taken to
the eastern Provinces, and 1 question very much
if some of the losses embraced in this vote are
not losses that were sustained in that way. The
Ten Commandments will not budge in a case
lIke this, and stealing will continue stealing whether by a
major general or by any of his forces or any one else; and
this country ought not to be called upon to pay losses until
it is ascertained how they occurred. It is a matter of cur-
rent rumor that horses came back from that country in a
most mysterious way, and, if the First Minister is going to
make enquiry into the condition of the Indians, it is only
due to the people that enquiries of an equally drastie char-
acter should be made in this matter. There are some of
the details which I have given that admit of no question.
There is no doubt that there was waste and extravagance
and carelessness there, and I submit that I am justified in
having brought this matter to the attention of the commit-
tee, even at this late hour of the Session.

Mr. O'BRIEN. I propose for a few moments to say a
few words with reference to the transactions to which the
hon. gentleman has referred, and I do so on my personal
responsibility and a personal witness, and not on a state-
ment made by au anonymous writer. For nearly three
months I was on the principal route of transport between
the railway and the Saskatchewan, a route on which 1,300
teams were passing continnally up and down. It was my
official duty, and I made it my business as a member of this
louse, to make note of everything that went on; and, so
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far as the conduct of the teamsters, the loading of the teams,
the management of the transport service between rroy alfd
the Saskatchewan are concerned, 1 say on my personal
responsibility that the statementa made by the hon,
gentleman in reference to that are absolutely with-
oit foundation. For four weeks at Fort Qu'Appelle,
and for some little time at Troy, I had personal
knowledge of the way in which Major Bell conducted the
transport. Whether Major Bell was guilty of jobbery or
not, I am not going to say,II know nothing about it. So far
as ho had control of that transport, he managed it most
thoroughly and efficiently. No team left Troy that was
not fairly and properly loaded. I saw the way in which the
service was conducted between Troy and Clarke's Crossing,
and the statement that these teamsters acted in the way
alleged in that letter is absolutely without foundrtion, and
I say that from my personal knowledge of the facts. The
transport service was well and efficiently conducted in every
possible respect. Of course, the teamsters would sometimes
be carelesa. That could not ho prevented by anybody, but
to gay that there was the waste described by the hon. gentle-
man is a pure fabrication. The statement which has been
made by the hon. gentleman, in reforence to General Middle-
ton, was made a long time ago, shortly after the transactions
occurred, and I say the charges made against General
Middleton and his staff are the most cruel, e most unjust
and the most unjustifiable fabrication. I have it on the best
authority-I do not know why I should not state it-1 have
it from the lips of General Middleton himseolf, that, so far
from his having received those so-called luxuries that ho is
reported to have had, he and his staff never eveii drew their
rations, but paid for every mouthful they had. They never
drew a single ration from the time they loft Winnipeg tili
they came back again. They paid for everyth'ng they gote,
even for the bread and meat, the ordinary rations which they
were entitied to draw as well as the rest of us. Those
items which were put in the account as charged to General
Middleton were things which were got bond fide for the hos-
pital, and which were used for the hospital. He never got
any of thom, and, if the thing was investigated, I think the
charges in reference to the looting would be found as devoid
of foundation as these with refoience to the rations.

Sir RICHARD CARTWR[GHT. 1 dc not think wo can
possibly go into this discussion at length, but I would call
the attention of the Minister of Militia to this, that the hon.
gentleman behind me has stated that 60,000 pounds of tea
had been issued for 4,000 or 5,000 men for three or four
months. A good ration of tea is generally supposed to be a
quarter of an ounce, and that total amount ought to have
sufficed to supply 40,000 men for that period. That is a
fact which, for the Minister's own sake, ought to be ex-
plained, if it be a fact. I have not verified it, but I assume
it Irom the hon. gentloman's statement. The other state-
ment which my hon. friend made, and which ho is rospon-
sibie for and not I, is that our horses that were employed in
that outbreak required 250 pounds of forage per day, accord-
ing to the returns of what was paid, and, of course, that
shows a very culpable waste, if it bu so. I mention this,
because i thin k it is fair that the Minister of Militia should
be able to give an explanation, if there ie one. My own
opinion is that we must allow for very considerable wasto
under such circumstances. I am not going to quarrel with
the hon. gentleman beoause waste is shown; but there is
a difference between waste and downright fitnging away,
which would be the case if 60,000 Ibs. of tea were paid
for our forces. I would cati attention to the last item in
tnis vote, "pay for extra services as secretary to the sur-
geon general," whoi I take to ho the hon. member for
(ornwall (hfr. Bergin). Tnat gentleman may have rendered
very valuable services to the country; I amr not in a posi-
tion to say whether ho did or not, but 1 think, when an
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hon. gentleman is bore serving in Parliament and drawing
his indemnity, it is an exceedingly vicious practice, unles
no other person can be ot to do the duty, to assign to him
a large extra salary. ledrew bis 81,500 like the rest of
us last year, and ho got 81,840 besides for services rendered
simultaneously with those ho rendered as member of Par-
liament, and he was promoted to full colonel besides. Hore
is a gentleman who stays at home, incurs no sort of incon-
venienceo, and is paid threo times as much as my
hon. friend from Muskoka (Mr. O'Brien), the hon. member
for Bellechasse (Mr. Amyot), the hon, momber for Laval
(Mr. Ouimet), and the hon. momber for Weilington (Kr.
Orton), who went out and did good service in the field. I
think he only got $400. I would rather have reversed it,
and given the surgeon-general $400, and the bon. momber
for Wellington $1,800. I must say that I tbink it is not
creditable to us, that a gentleman who stayed hore and
who was drawing his indemnity, should receive four or five
times as much as those gentlemen who saw service in the
field. I say nothing about the value of the adviee the hou.
gentloman gave the Minister, but I do not think ho had
had any exporince as to what was wanted for troops in the
field. From what little I know of the service, from the
books I have read, I think the advice and the report which
ho made are largely extracted from the usual regulations in
Her Majesty's service.

Sir ADOLPHE CARON. The hon. gentleman bas very
properly called my attention to the extraordinary state-
ment made by the hoa. member for Middlesex about the
quantity of tea which was purchased for the use of the
troops in the North West. If that hon. ember had taken
the trouble to road up about sone of the campaigns that
have taken place in the world, he would have known,
instead of giving his time to counting the ounces of tea,
butter and sugar, of which ho has made a list, that in an
ordinary campaign it is impossble to purchase the exact
quantity of provisions that may be roquired, the same as a
family is able to do from woek to woek. After the troubles
are all over the hon, gentleman is very wise, and critioiseî
the manner of the campaign very freely ; but I say it was
impossible for anyone to know how long that campaign was
going to l st, nor did we know whethor it would be noces-
sary to provide for 6,000 troops, or a much larger or lessor
number. But the hon. gentleman does not seem to have
taken the trouble to ascortain whether those provi-
sions had been givon away or consumod. Sir, I have
hore a return showing that most Of those stores, the
tea, sugar, coffoe, hay, horses, oats, and leverything
else, were disposed of, some at auction, and others were
transferred to the Indian Departmont or to the Mounted
Police, and we got rid of all these stores without the coun-
try losing anything. The hon. gentleman says thero was
extravagance. Well, I remember that when the 84,000,000
were voted hy Parliament, an hon. gentleman on the loft of
the Speaker stated that it was merely a preliminary vote,
that it was welI understood it would not cover the nocessary
expendi ure. To-day we know that $1,700,000 covers ail
the claims, including that of the Hudson Bay Company, all
the expenditure, and yet the Globe and other organs of hon.
gentlemen opposite stated that the rebellion was going to
cost some $10,000,000. Now, disuppointed at the srnalîness
of the expenditure, the hon. member for Middlesex stands
up and attempts to cast siurs at the administration of the
Department, and even finding fault with the rations wbich
were given to our volunteers who went up there to fight
the battles of their country. Sir, as Minister of Militia, I
am ready to stand by that report. I am ready to
submit to an investigation, because I am certain
that if aIl the facts could be known, it would be found that
the Dipartment did its duty, and that the mon who were
employed by the Department in various fanctions, did their
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duty. Now, one word about the surgeon general. AIl I
can say is that that gentleman rendered invaluable ser-
vices to the country. I do not know whether he prepared
himself for the important duties which ho performed, but I
can inform the flouse that Dr. Boyd, who was sent out by
the Princess Louise, to look after the hospital stores
which she sent out to the North-West, stated that during
his vast experience during the several campaigns ho had
passed through, ho had never seen any hospital or medical
service more perfectly organised than the one which was
organised by the surgeon general. I certainly consider
that for these services which ho rendered, sitting up night
after night, and working from early morning until night,
ho was entitled to the pay which we gave him.

Mr. BLAKE. The point is this: That Lieutenant Colonel
Bergin occupied a relation to this House and the country of
such a character as did not justify the Department in
selecting him for this appointment, when scores of men all
through the country, quite as competent to discharge those
duties, did not occupy such a relation. I consider it is a
direct interference with, and an evasion, if it be not a breach,
of the Independence of Parliament Act. I do not depreciate
nor discount his services in any way, yet I consider that
the Government were not justified, under all the circlm.
stances, in conferring this appointment upon him.

Mr. CAMERON (Middlesex). I wish to deny the charge
of the hon. gentleman that 1 objected to the rations that
were issued to the force. My objection was altogether to
the effect that the country had paid a great sum for rations
that the force did not get. I wish the committee to recollect
that I am dealing largoly with the report of the Commission
appointed by hon. gentlemen to examine into the accounts
in connection with the rebellion, and in dealing with the
claim of Major Bell the eport says:

" It is admitted W. E. Jones chief clerk of transport under Bell, went
to Saskatchewan Landing, and shipped abont ninety tons for Battleford.
Bell swears this was to protect the Government, and to prevent a stop-
page- in the forwarding of supplies, pending the acceptance of tenders
for freighting, by the tonnage system. Jones swears he went there and
engaged the teams at $70 per ton, expecting he was to have the con-
tract, which Bell had promised to get for him if possible in recognition
of his services as clerk, and there is no reason to doubt Bell knew the
stores could be hauled for $70 per ton as arranged by Jones, when he
offered the contract to Thomas Howard at $125 per ton, less $10 for
feed for teami."

The Commission, after making that statement, submits the
following as its finding:-

" The telegrams and correspondence (Exhibits A to R, John
Stewart's evidence), particularly a note written by Bell at Moose Jaw,
27th May, addressed to ' My Dear Stewart,' in which he says he 'has
quite cleared himself with the general, and laid a foundation for a good
thing,' shows Bell was trying to manipulate the various contracts for
his own bonefit."

Such is the evidence on which I base the charge that this
man employed by the Department was using his position to
benefit Ihimself under the nane of W. R. Bell, Bell &
Lewis, and the Qu'Appelle Farming Company. .As to the
major general'a accounts, I have taken the published state-
ments submitted by the Minister of Finance and the Minis-
ter of Militia. At pago 465 of the Auditor General's report
there is charged for mess supplies for General Middleton,
$396. I am bound to take those published statements. As
to the defence of the transaction made by the member for
Muskoka (Mr. O'Brien) that the general never received
any supplies, I ask thon where they have gone ? If General
Middleton did not receive them ho owes it to the House and
to the country to demand an investigation.

Mr. O'BRIEN, If I send a requisition for certain stores
for the use of my regiment, that requisition will appear in
my name. No doubt the General sent requisitions for stores
for the hospital, and they appear in his name and were
oharged egainst him.

eir Am m CAoN,

Mr. CAMERON (Middlesex). There is a separate account
for hospital supplies on which there was a very large
expenditure, which is likewise open to criticism,

St. Catharines Killing Oompany-Law costs.... $11,500 0O

Mr. LISTER. This is a somewhat peculiar item. It
seems strange that this Government should undertake to
pay the costs of îthe St. Catharines Milling Company in
defending a suit brought by the Ontario Government
against the company for trespassing on the Government's
lands. Many years ago an award was made between
Ontario and the Dominion by which the territory known as
the disputed territory was awarded to Ontario. The First
Minister of this Government refused to confirm that award.
Ie treated that award as a nullity and the land as if it
belonged to the Dominion. It has been stated over and
over again and never contradicted, because it cannot be
contradicted, that the land in the disputed territory has
been portioned out by this Government to its followers-
thousands and thousands of miles of Ontario land have been
given to the political followers of the hon. gentlemen oppo-
site. Among those gentlemen are the St. Catharines
Milling Company, comprising a relative of the Minister of
the Interior and other gentlemen who support this
Government. When Ontario attempted to enforce its
rights, to prevent those trespassers committing
further trespasses and keep them from taking away
the timber, the Dominion Government stepped in and
assumed the reponsibility of the coste incurred by these
parties in defending that suit. The Dominion Govern-
ment not only refused to give the Province what belonged
to her, but when she began to assert her rights, the Domin-
ion Government undertook to pay the costs in defonding
trespassers. The return brought down is a somewhat pecl-
liar one. The member for North Simcoe (Mr. McCarthy) is
a member of the firm that is defending this suit, and the
return shows that that gentlemen, through his firm, has
had correspondence with the Government, and what influ-
ence bas been brought to bear on the Government to lead
them to undertake the liability of defending the suit is
more than I can understand. All the letters which have
passed between the Government and this legal firm and the
St. Catharines Milling Company have not been brought
down, and it is evident there are other letters which are of
importance. The Department of Indian Affairs requested
this legal firm of which the hon. member for North Simcoe
is a member, and that hon. gentleman is the counsel who
has argued this case in the courts of Ontario and proposes to
argue it in the courts of England, to send in an estimate of
the amount required to carry on this litigation. We find by
the return that they have submitted an estimate of coets
amounting to $20,000. They ask the Parliamentof Canada to
vote them $20,000 of the people's money for the purpose of
defending the St. Catharines Milling Company for the trespas
ses which they have committed on the lands of the Province
of Ontario, and the House and country will be struck by the
liberality with which those gentlemen propose to pay
themselves out of the public Treasury. This Bill is headed,
" The Queen against St. Catharines tilling Company-Esti-
mated costs." Costs already incurred, $3,500. Those were
the costs up to the Court of Appeal of Ontario. In the
court of first resort, judgment was given against hon.
gentlemen here. The Privy Council of England has decided
that the land belongs to the Proviuce of Ontario. The First
Minister has carried out the threat he made in 1879, the
thrqgt that although the land might belong to Ontario yet
not a stick of Limber or a pound of lead should she have. It
is n'ow proposed to take the case to the Supreme Court of
Canada. It has been in the Court of Chancuery, in the Oourt
of Appeal, and their judgment has been given in favor of
the Province; and these lawyers, who propose topay them-
selves with such prodigality and liberality, propose now to
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take it to the Supreme Court. The bill reads: Deposit
as security for respondent's costs, $500; estimated
cost of appellants, solicitors, agents, &o., $300;
preparing factum, 250 pages, $500. That, in fact,was prepared from that used in the Court of Ap-
poal, and the work could be performed by any clerk.
Printing, say 0U0 pages, $450; senior counsel, $1,000. The
hon. member for North Simcoe charges 81,000 to argue the
case in the Supreme Court, and the junior counsel charges
8500, making $2,950 more. Then they expect to be defeated
in the Supreme Court of Canada, and they are making pro-
vision to carry it on to the Privy Council, and let us see
what that will cost. Deposit on the respondent's case
I1,500; solicitors' and English agents' fees, $1,500; print-
ing, $1,000; senior counsel from Canada and expenses,
$5,000. It is needless to say that the senior counsel for
Canada will be the hon. member for North Simcoe, and
there is to be a junior counsel who charges an additional
$1,000. That makes 86,000 in all for fees. Thon, in case
the bill is not large enough, they put in an item for con-
tingencies, 82,850, making a total cost of $20,000. Now,
this bill was so enormous that the Minister of Justice in his
correspondence stated that $11,500 ought to be sufficient
and according to his recommendation, the estimate this
Session is for that amount. But next Session, if hon, gentle-
men opposite are present, no doubt this estimate will be
supplementerd by another item, in which further sums will
be asked to pay the hon. member for North Simooe and his
friends the amount of money which they claim. Well it is
a nice thing to farm out these things, and to go to England
in the month of July, and to go before the Privy Council
for the sum of $5,000. Many people would like the chance
of doing that merely on a little advice to the First Minister
as appears to have been the case in this instance. I state
that tb Government have not brought down the corres-
pondence in this case, I state that there las been corres-
pondence between Mr. McCarthy and the Government,
which is material, and which has not been brought down,
and I prove that by the memorandum prepared by Mr.
Burgess, the Deputy Minister of the Interior, in .which ho
says:

conduct of the Government las been an outrage on the
Province from which I come, and I believe that, when the
time comes, the people of the country will show unmistak.
ably that they consider it to be so.

Mr. MULOCK. Is thore any other liability against the
Government in respect to this lease ?

Mr. McLELAN. I know of noue.
Mr. DAWSON. I understand that the full papers in this

case are not yet printed so as to enable the hon. gentleman
to judge of the merits of the case.

Mr. LISTER. Hore are the papers. The case has been
before the country for the la ton years.

Mr. DAWSON. Those are not all. Hlowever confident
the bon. gentleman may bo in his own opinion, the fact is
that the papers which would throw light upon this matter
are now boing printed. This is a more item in the Estimates,
upon which the hon. gentleman takes occasion to bring up,
in a great measure, the whole question. But this is no time
to discuss it. It is a pity thuat the motion, of which the
hon. member for Bothwell las given notice, was not pro.
coeded with, but I think when the hon. gentleman mentions
in his resolution the extreme west and north, ho might also
have taken in the extreme cast, whichb has also been deoided
upon by thatjuigment of the Privy Council. The lines as
dotermined by that decision clash, and it put the eastern
bundary at a line drawn due north from ithe confluence of
the Mississippi and the Ohio. The Government of Ontario
suggested that an AcL should bo paasod to amend the doci.
'ion of lte highest court of tho ou m, but I havo aluyts
maintained that it was botter to senti the report back for
amendment. The case is not at ail in the position in which
the hon. member for Lambton represents it to bu.

Mr. MULOCK. I thinik there is a principle involved in
this matter. We find the Government entering into an
agreement to indemnify this milling company in respect of
certain costs, and the money the Government pays in this
case, goeus into the pooket of a member of this House. Here
is a lutter from the firm McCarthy & Co., to Mr. Vankongh-
net, the Deputy Superintendent General of Indian Affairs,

"l Directions as to the action to be taken in this case were conveyed 1atetheUth of'Velober, Ib:iU
to me by the right hon. the First Minister during your absence i-1
the North-West. Sir John Maedonald has also noted on the back of TEtN QUERN VVd. THE Sr.CAARNS MILIANi) Lu&NuîuOo N'.
the letter from Mr. Dalton M.Carthy, Q.C., dated 28th September last, Data Su,-Oaptain Murray, president of the defendant company
that the Department will indemnify the company for the costs of the informsn u.s thtt hebas to day tent to you a requieit to forward to a a
appeal.' solicito-s for the company, a cheque for $1,5)00 to cover deposit with

courL as seenrity for costes and other dibarsenents in connection with
Now, Sir, it was not only that company alone who were the appeal herein. We uhpe to have the pleasure of recelvingthls chpque
applying to the Government to pay their costs, as would early neut week, as the required expenditure mut be made without
appear by these papers brought down, because these papers delay.
appear-with the exception of one in which an estimate of One cannot read these papers without coming to but one
the costs i made-to have been written by the president of conclusion, that is, that this is a suit carried on in the
the milling company. But somebody is bohind all tlhat, name of the St. Catharines' Milling Company, but really
and that somebody is the firm of McCarthy, Osler & Creol- by this Government, and the Government are Inan indirect
man. Mr. McCarthy appears to have written the First way placing the money in the hands of one of their own
Minister, not as a member of the firm, but as Mir. McCarthy, supporters who is a member of thii iouse. 0f course the
according to the memorandum I have read. Now, I say it Government have a right t defend those who have claiima
is a disgrace and a shame, after what we know has taken upon thom for protection, and to employ such counsel as
place with regard to this territory, that the Province of may be nocessary to do so. But this is another illustration
Ontario should be forced to contend for its rights in the of the charge made against the Government, that directly
courts of Ontario, and that this Parliament, with represen- or iidirectly their supporters in thia ouse are using the
tatives of that Province, should undertake this litigation public Exchequer to put mouey into their own pocketo, and
against the Province of Ontario, and that the coasts hould in that respect I attack this transaction, if in no other. I
be paid by the people of Canada. I can well understarnd askcd the Minister a little while ago if there was no other
from this item and others in the Supplementary Estimates liability attaching te the Crown in connection with this
why the Government delays to the last moment in bringing transaction. One shook his head, and another stated tiat

down the Estimates. The reason is perfectly clear. The le knew nothing; but if we assume that we are liable to
object of the Government is to stifle the shady transactions. defend this company in its litigation, and if that litigation
I do not believe that the people of this country would sub- fails, we shall have to go further, we shall have to meet a

mit to allow this Government to take out of the public bill of damages for breach of contract. If this company
Treasury money for the purpose of defeating, delaying and have any legal or moral right to compel the people of

embarrassaing ny single Province of the Dominion. The Canada to pay the costa of prosecuting their ç1aim, they
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will have an equal right to call on the people of Canada tobein the counsel of the St, Catharines company, continued
indemnify them. It has been stated that compensation to be se. The arrangement was not made with Mr.
has been given in various indirect ways to persons interested M-Carthy, but with tho company, that their case should be
in this company, by reason of their not getting what they made a test case. This would savo the bringing of many
claim-that they have receoived advantages in the way of actions, as the whole thing would bo settlod flnally in this
leases or other advantages. I object to this item in toto. Ini one cae. The Goverument, therefere, on my advioe, said
the first place, no legal liability can be establishod. In the wa would make it our own case, and have the question st-
next place, it cannot ho said that there is any moral liability, ted for once and forever.
because these lessees knew that they were buying a doubtful Mr. M[LLS. Supping the Supreme Court or the
title, This question had been fought out at the polls forPrivy Council sustain tovi
years. Everyone in Canada knows that there was a graveo q i e we t ndorsthe wi t on ta
doubt whether this Government had any interest in thatponcipeinlte rovineh
disputed territory or not. The award of 1878 was against JOin Aa ConI e y u
them, and that award has been confirmed by the highest
tribunal to which Canadianscan appeal. Yet these defendants, di r of the view which the Dominion Government
in the face of that, chose to enter into this speculativetake, that of course will be the law, and it will ho the law
transaction, and to take from this G>)vernment the right to with respectte the Indian tite in ail parte of British North
eut timber in that territory when they knew perfectly well America.
that that right would bo contested in the courts. On what
principle, thon, are we asked to indemify them? It is a M r K. I understood the Goverument intended

inontrou thng tat he Gveruentshoud r tain eue ot make this their own case, and would consequently havemonstrous thing that the Government should retain one of oeint dwthhelyrscdcigi.
thoir own supporters in this House to defend this company,
and thus violate substantially the Independence of Parlia- Mr. DAWSON. I think the hon. member for Bothwell
ment Act. This is a transaction which is a disgrace to(Mr. Milis) will admit that the title of the Indians is net the
everyone concerned in it. samo in ail the [rovinces. The titie of the Indians which

Mr. MILLS. I understand that the First Minister i was afflrmed by the Imperial proclamation of 1763, is a
contesting the right of Ontario to this territory, not lîttie difforent fom the daim of the Indians of the Province
becanse ho is disputing the boundary of Ontario, but of Quebec.
because ho claims that the Indians have a paramount title, Committeo rose and repertod.
which the Crown here alone could acquire. I put a ques-
tion to him the other day as to whether he maintained the SUPPLY-CONCURRENCE.
same view with regard to the waste territories of the Pro-
vince of Quebec. If ho is right in his contention as to House proceeded te considor resolutiens reported from
Ontario, 1 do not see why it should not apply to every Committee of ýapply.
other territory in British North America where the Indians
have not surrendered their right. I would like to know
on what theory the hon. gentleman proposes still further Sir RICELARD CARTWRIGHT. The Minister of Militia
to test this question, and to say that the rights of the was good eue gh te hand me a statement showing the way
Indians on the western side of the boundary between in which these pensions are distributed. Lookingeverthis
Ontario and Quebec are paramount, while on the eastern statement-and 1 think it ought te have boon printd-L se
side of that boundary they are not. that spparcntly-though thero may be reasons for it-thero

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. I do not know as it 18 an enormons discrepancy in the awards made under what
would be of any use for us to discuss an abstract question; seem te bi similar circurastances, and 1 will give two or
but as the hon. gentleman asks me the question, I have no three instances which will enable the hon. gentleman te
objection to giving him my opinion, that the original titie state what sert of principle has been laid down about award-
ei the Indians is the same in one part of British .North ingtheso. IsecasuissignodteaM-.Swinfordfatherof
America as in another. With respect to this case, I would Lieutenant Charles Swinford, of the 9th Battalion, wounded
merely say that the hon. member for North York (Ur. at Fish Creek and diod afterwards, of $730 a yoar. That
Mulock) has done the hon. member for North Simcoe (Mr. is a very liberal allowance in itself, and an allowanco
McCarthy) a great injustice. He has not been employed which, with every dosire te deal liberally with the
by the Government, and has nothing to do with the Gov- families of volunteers, seems te me te requiro explana-
ernment. tien; but iL requires explanatien more, i1think, on

Mi. MUOCK fi ha ge th meey.this ground, that, I believe lun procisely similarMr. MULOCK. H as got the money.c smaller penn as been allowed.
SirJOHN A MACDONALD. The case stands thus, a Here 1 find Mr.«Elizabeth Lydia Brown, mother

suit was brought against this capital stock company on of Captain Brown, an officer of higher rank, n Boultond
behalf of the Government of Ontario. The company mounted infautry, killed at Batoohe, receives ap of
employed Mr. McCarthy's firm; neither Mr. McCarthy nor $259.15. Now, prind fade, thero is ne
his firm had anything to do with the Goverament. Ho shold be assigned te the lather of a lieutenant and only
simply acted as countel and as partner of his fi, m and soli- $259 t the mother ef a captain, unles there are Moml
citor for this company. There is nothing w±ong in that. remoes which euh for very remarkablo discrimination.
The question aroe in the courts whether the ttile of the Thon, I sec an allowanee to Mr. Moore, father of Private
company was valid or not. TLOy had their titie from the Thomas Moore, killed at Batoche, of #500. Tis is in the
Dominion GovoinmuiL, and that quc.ion azose cv-er thJ nture of a gratuity, and net a pension. John A. Hughes,
Indian title. It was very important that question should be fathor et Privato Isaac Hughes, who seems te have died
settled at once, and as this suit was going on, the Govern- after an injury received at Batoche, gets 41,825. Those
ment consider that the most convenient and economical two instances wili answer my parpo8eas well as ail the
way of settling the question was by making this suit a test reet. There ie an apparent enormons discropancy. There
case. The Crown sippoited the Indiaa title, and helped are others in this which require attention but probably
the company to carry on the suit until the inal decision was the hon, gentleman, by explaining those two, wil give the
arrived at as to the validity of that title. Mr. McCarthy, fouse aud myseif a botter ides of the prinoiple upon which

Mr,bI&ULocK.
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this has been arranged than if I went into the smaller items
which require explanation.

Sir ADOLPHE CARON. The firet step to be taken in
ail these eses of gratuities and pensions, le to have the
report of the medical examiners upon them. In the case
of death we consider the circumstances of the parents, or
those who are to receive the money. As in the case of
Sw'nford, the father and mother may be altogether
de ndent upon their son for their livelihood, and this
explains the difference in the awards. Of course the regu-
lations coneerning gratuities and pensions apply to ail
cases alike but we always take intoconsideration the special
circumstances of each case.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. I muet observe that
$730 a year to the father of a deceased offcer is a very large
allowance, although it may be justified, and it ie doubly
large when you only allow one-third of that sum to the
mother of a deceased officer of a superior rank.

Mr. WATSON. I had the pleasure of knowing botfh
these young men. The families are similarly situated, but
I believe that the father of Swinford has a position from
wheh he draws a fair living. I think the discrimination
that has been made between them je not justifiable. So far
as bravery is concerned Captain Brown was one of Boulton's
best scouts. and it ie strange that his mother should only
receive $250 pension while the other should receive $730.

Militia-Military Properties, Contingencies, &c... $2,142 20

Sir RICHARD CARTWRTGHT. In order to remove
any doubt I desire to ask the Minister of Militia if I under-
stood his statement correctly on the position of the oefficers.
There are two classes of officers in the service: One
appointed after a certain five years rule, said to have been
establisbed a few years ago; the other class was appointed
before, I believe. The House on both sides recogniser that
when a certain age, to be determined by the Government,
and which I believe ie sixty-three years, is reached then
the propriety of retirement ie recognised. What I want
distinctly understood is this : Do hon. gentlemen intend, at
the expiration of these term of five years, to dispense with
the services of the officers who were appointed prior to the
introduction of the five years' rule, and who are not yet
sixly-thrce years.

Sir ADOLPHE CARON. I have already explained to
the hon. gentleman that the policy followed by the Depart-
ment is, that those appointments are made for five years
only. As to the cases of Colonel Denison and Colonel Mil'nn:
Althovgh this change of policy applied to them, it was
considered from the fact that when they were appointed no
such rule was in existence, there should be a difference
made i their favor. The officers who occupy a similar
position will have a precedent in that case.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. Then I understand the
position is this: that with respect to officers who were
appointed prior to the five years' rule spoken of, that until
they have attained sixty-three years, the Government do
not intend to apply this rule of removing them,

Sir ADOLPHE CARON. Yes'

ocean and River Service.................$18,000 o

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. The Minister was to
state whether the contract with the Allan LUne Steamship
Company had been completed.

Mr. !o LELAN. The old contract required one year's
notice to terminate it, and that has been given.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. I should like to knowi
what the Government propose to do. Do they propose to

invite public tenders or renew the contract on certain cone
ditions ?

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. The Government have
given notice of termination of contract with the Allen Steam-
ship Company, in order to beable to obtain an improved ser-
vice on the St. Lawrence.

Oanials-Maintenane and Repairs........$497,034 00

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIG HT. I beg lave now to ask
the question of which I gave notice, but which was not
reached, that is, Whether the raising of the dams upon Mud
Creek, at the outlet of Mud Lake, in the township of Bed-
ford, was done by the authority or with the privity of the
Government, or of any official of the Government?

Mr. POPE. No, it was not.

Militia-Permanent Corps, &o...............,........ $i35,700 00

Mr. MULOCK. I had the honor te present apetition to this
flouse a short time ago from a gentleman named Browning,
and I desire briefly to state what it met foith. It allegos that
Mr. Browning was appointed provisionally as lieutenant, and
served in the North-West, It was intended that he should
obtain a certificate from the militay school at Queber, but
whilst the rebellion was in progress ho could not attend
there. Of cout se I am now only speaking of what appeurs
in the petition. It appears that ho discharged his duties in
the North-West satisactorily, and when the robellion wau
over ho accompanied the troop to Quebec, and there entered
upon the course of study to which the law entitled him.
At that time the school was in Lan unsettled state, in cone.
quence of the rebollion, and it is ttatcd thut no squad was
formed whereby he could receive such instructions as the
law entitled him to, until the 15th of October, although ho
had been in attendance for a long time. The petition goue
on to state that in the month of Novemnber he was making
enquiry at the school with a view of taking advantage of
the privileges to which he was entitled of having a horse
kept in the school. He says that ho thon learned for the
first time that the commandant of the school had beon draw.
ing rations for bis horse, charging them against Browning
without his knowledge or consent. The petition states that
the commandant thereupon conceivod the advisability of
getting rid of the petitioner, ind that day he receivod an
order from the commandant to present himself for examina-
tion on the 6th of November. fe thereupon replied by
letter, stating that it was not reasonable to ask him to
present himself for examination on the Gth of November,
inasmuch as lie had not bad the instruction to whIch the
law entitled him. The law entitled him to a course of twelve
weeks' instruction at the sehool, and during that time to
thirty-six lectures in all, distributed over the period, or an
average of three a wook. It also entitles him to certain
practical work in command of the troop. It appears that
on the day he was notified to present himself for examina.
tion, ho had not had up to that moment any opportunity of
command of a troop, although according to the course of
instruction he was required to pass an examination in that
branch of the service. The reply he received from the
commandant was to the effet that he must cither obey the
order and present himself for examination on the Gth of
November, or accept bis transport, which meaut, of course,
to leave the school. Ho replied that to force an examina-
tion under such an alternative was simply to ummon him
up to be rejected, and accordingly le intimated that if that
were Ihe final decision of the commandant, he might accept
the latter alternative at once, and he at once took hi" trans-
prt. Thereupon the commandant, instead of adhering to
hi first decision, informed him that the examination would
not take place, but that he maut await further orders. He
accordingly remained at the school, and after getting the
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command of a troop, to which ho was entitled, on the 12th
of November, ho was called up for examination, and the
examination being only in a small portion of tho work, ho
was rejected. Ho was forced to the examination after having
been only five or six weeks ont of school. It is urged that'
ho was there for months; but the petition alleges that the
school was not organised until the 15th of October. The
petition alleges further that when called up for examination,
he was not given the opportunity of being examined in all
the subjects, but ho was so unfairly tested that, even had ho
obtained full marks in the subjects in which lie was exam-
ined, he would not have obtained sufficient to entitle him to
pass. Further, from the facts set forth in that petition, it
does not appear that he failed in respect of one subject
by which ho could be rejected. It is therefore evident
that he did not receive that fair examination that
the law entitled him to. It appears that he was
forced to his examination, when he should not in justice
have been forced to it. A motive for the conduct of the
commandant was supplied by the alleged fact of his hav-
ing committed the offence charged. The gravity of that
offenco is sufficien t to malmo re hoste to .e t anyihing
more than the petition states. Thereafter, the comman-
dant reported to the proper authorities, where Mr. Brown-
ing is stationed-and I may say ho is a resident of Toronto
and an officer in the Governor General's Body Guard; and
the communication from the commandant passed through
the various channels, and nltimately reached Mr. Browning.
That communication asserted that Mr. Browning had failed
in his examination, had been guilty of insubordination, and
had given the commandant an infinitude of trouble during
the time ho was at the sebool. Mr. Browning felt that that
was a charge which demanded investigation, and ho asked
for particulars in respectful and proper language, but they
were never furnished to him. The conclusion I have arrived
at from a perusal of the Queen's regulations and the
English law applicable to the case, is that when an
officer complains against his superior officer, it 1s not com-
petent for the commander of Her Majesty's forces iu Canada
to deliver final judgment. But that is what was done in
this case. Mr. Browning presented his letter for an inves-
tigation of the charge against him by Commandant Turn-
bull. The application of Lieutenant Browning for an
investigation was submitted to the Minister of Militia. The
Minister flIt that ho had not the power to interfeire, and
ho did not interfore, although I submit that his duty, ua.der
the circumstances, was to have obtained the report of the
officer commanding, and to have submitted that report to
the Government, as nothing short of the Government can
adjudicate upon snoh a case. I am sure there are members
of this House who can testify to the capacity of Lieutenant
Browning as an officer. There are those who met him on
the field; and he was desirous of f urther serving his country
in the way I have indicated. Ie writes that ho bas been
unjustly deprived of bis position in the service, and
that an attempt is now being made to drive him there-
from in disgrace. That is a state of affairs that
the honor of this country cannot permit. If ho is
deserving of dismissal, he at least has the right
of a soldier to a fair enquiry, and I think the
papers will show that ho has not received that con-
sideration in this respect which every officer and every pri-
vate is entitled to. To illustrate the mistake that has been
made. I may say that when Lieutenant Brownig's letter
asking for an investigation,setting forth the facts and casting
reflections upon the honor of Colonel Turnbull was sent
through the varions channels to Major General Middleton,that
gentleman forwarded that communication to CIonel Turn-
bull for his report in regard to the grave charge made1
therein against him ; and Colonel Turnbull neither confessed
nor denied it, but simply made a marginal note that lie had
nothing toisay in regard to it. That is stated in the city of

Mr. MULOCK.

Toronto by the officers. Now, it is due to Colonel Turn.
bull that his conduct should be inve;ticated, and it is due
to Lieutenant Browning, if there bas been any denial of
justice to him, that the pending order against him should
be cancelled and he should be reinstated in his position, and
allowed to take that full course of instruction to which the
law entities him. It is also due to him that ho should have
a fair enquiry into the alleged case of insubordination.
Had time permitted, I would have gone fully into this
matter, but, under the circumstances, I leave it as it is,
expecting that the Department will, in view of the matter
set forth in this petition, deal with this case as justice
demands. I may further say that a perusal of the petition
laid upon the Table shows that, as a last resort, before
appealing to this Hous, Lieutenant Browning personally
attended before the Minister of Militia and argued his own
case. I do not know, of course, what occurred, but the
petition alleges that the Minister of Militia, in giving final
judgment, said ho had investigated the case with a great
deal of care, and that if ho could give Lieutenant Browning
relief, more especially as he had been informed by Lieute-
nant Browning's friends, who had written him on the subject,
that Lieutenant Browning was a good Conservative, ho
would do so I do not deny to a Conservative the justice ho
is entitled to, but it will be a fatal day to the Militia of
Canada when the politics of any officer should have the
slightest weight with the authorities.

Sir ADOLPH E CARON. The hon. gentleman has
shown that the course which I have invariably followed
has been not to allow politics to interfere in the manage.
ment of the Militia Department. The hon. gentleman has
just stated that Lieutenant Browning told him that, in
investigating the matter, I had told Lieutenant Browning
that however much he was reported to me as being a strong
Conservative I did not consider that I could interfere. My
reason is obvions. This is a matter of military discipline
which came under the major general commanding. He
made a report, and my excuse for not going into the case is
really what the hon. gentleman gives himself, that time
does not permit. I looked into every report that was made,
the report of the major general and the report of Colonel
Turnbull. The latter gentleman is an officer well known
wh- has made of the Cavalry School of Quebec a great
success. We have never had any charge against him, and
in his report ho cntradicts every statement made by Lieu-
tenant Browning. However I told Mr. Browning's friends
that if he chose to make charges against the Cavalry
School, I was willing to have a court of investigation
appointed. With reference to the charge made against
Colonel Turnbull, in so far as drawing rations in the
name of Mr. Browning is concerned, this is the practice
followed in the school. In many cases, the cadet comes
in bringing his own horse, and is allowed $1 per day for
his time, and his rations are served out. in other cases,
where a cadet does not bring in his horse, one is told off to
him and rations drawn in his name, so that his time at
school counts from the time lie comes in until the time he
goes out. The horse is essential to him, and rations are
drawn in his name. There is, therefore, nothing at all in the
charge made against Colonel Turnbull. The hon. gentleman
must know that in the General Orders, under paragraph
106, if an officer after a short course in any school of in-
struction fails to pass the examination he may ho retired;
and the major general, if ho has sinned at all, has sinned in
this case on the side of leniency. Lieutenant Browning
was reported as being insubordinate. The major general
did not choose to courtmartial him, but fell back on the
General Orders and retired him. However, I am ready to
grant a court of enquiry and into the statements made,
which are supported by the two offiers, Lieutenant He witt,
well known in Toronto, and Lieutenant Lessard, who
formed the staff of the Cavalry School of Quebec.
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Sir RICBARD CARTWRIGHT. If the offmeer demande
it, of course, he is entitled to a courtmartial when charges
are made against him, otherwise serions oppression might
be perpetrated on %entlemen entering our service. They
lave their rights; and in the case, especially ot a man who
kas served in the North-West, it would be proper, if he
dhose to demand a court martial it should ho acoorded
hún.

Indianu-Grant to supplement Indian Fund......$34,638 00

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. I take this opportunity
of calling again the atte ntion of the First Minister who is
specially charged with it, to the tact that the salarirs of
Indian agents are altogether out of proportion to the i elief
afforded the Indians. Out of about 45,000 in New Biuns-
wick $2,000 are for salaries, so that only $3,000 may be said
to reach the Indians. It did not appear, on the explanations
given, that thei e was ju st ground iur this great discrepancy
that exista in the salaries, between Nova Scotia and New
Brunswick. The Indians are just as much scattered and
there are just as many agents in the one Province as the
other. Forty per cent. of salary on the pittance paid these
people is an enormous commission.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. The agents have other
duties to do besides the disbursement of money. The salaries
are mot paid out of the moneys distributed to the Indians,
but out of the Indian Management Fund.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. I am speaking of the
olaries in this identical vote. You have charged New
Brunswick $1,876 for salaries and the total distributed is
3,00.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. I amnot able to explain
the real reason why the salaries in one Province ar e gi eat er
than in another. The salaries are omall, from $15 to $200,
I suppose the bands are more scattered, but I cannot at this
moment explain the details,

Gommercial Agenies......... ....... $10,00 00

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. Iere also I wanted
nome sort of general idea of what yon are going to do under
this rather comprebensive titie of commercial agencies.
Te sum asked from one aspect is rather small, but it is
altogether too large to throw away.

Mr. McLELAN. it is proposed to select certain points
at which we may appoint agents or pay parties residirg
there or familiar with the trade of tbat country, and employ
them in endeavoring to work up a trade with the Dominion
ci Canada. Two or three points BOve been spoken of and
comrmend themselves iather favorably to myself and to my
colleagues. For instance, Australia bas been named. There
is a gentleman with whom I have had several interviews,
Mr. Woods, who bas a firm in Australis, and who isi
familiar with the manufactures of this country, and his
brother bas been resident in Australia for a long period
'and lé thoroughly familiar with the trade in that country.
Jir. Woods bas persuaded me that a considerable amount
oi benefit can be done to the Dominion by the appointment
,f himaelf or rome other person to work up a trade with the
Dominion of Canada. Itb as been also proposed to employ
a man during the Colonial Exhibition in London, to

see the representatives of the varions colonies there,
-and endeavor to effect sales or opn trade with the
.varions colonies. It bas also been spoken of that we shouldi
aed to -ome of the ints in South America where there ls
a probability of tra being opened with the Dc minion. I
Popoe a s soon as Parliament is proregied and I have gotJ
a little rest: t take this matter up and make a seleCtion1
*mm the tifferent points and the parties Who have been«

-rsted as od for tis businees. Of course a great1
dal depends on the character of the man.
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Sir RICHARD CARTWR G iiT T su ppose no figure
was named ?

Mr. MoLELAN. No. Mr. Woods talked as if it was
not so much salary as some smeall compensation which would
enable them to devote some of their time to it. i did not
oommitmyself to taking him, but I was lavorably impressed.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. We must judge by
results. There is a good deal to be said pro, and thero is a
good deal to be said con. If it is meroly in order to allow a
few gentlemen to draw salaries my opinion is that our sis-
ter colonies are a good deal in the same position as ou selves.
They are producers of raw materiats. Pomsibly in regard
to Austraha exchanges may be fefeeted with protit, but it is a
long way off. I had occasion, when I was Finance Minister,
just before leaving office, to make somo enquiry into this
subject, and I make this suggestion to the hon. gentleman.
I am inclined to think that, particularly from the Maritime
Provinces, there is a profitable trade awai ting us in connec-
tion with the Mediterranean, which hu never been exploited
as the French say, and I suggest that some attention might
be paid to the Mediterranean trade.

Charges of Management................................ $184,224 00

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. The hon gentleman
agreed te give some definite information as te the very
important question, what the Governiment arc going to do
about the very large amounts that are now being received.
Al the inlormation I have received tends te show that this
question bas to be looked into, and, in the Maritime Pro-
vinces te which the hon. gentleman belongs, that it is a
very important question, that the deposits in the banks
which form, te a great extent, the trading material, the
wage fund of the people employing labor, have been
seriously depleted by the high rate paid by Government
largely in excess of the current value of money. On two
occasions the hon. gentleman promised to announce what
the Government were going te do in that respect.

Mr. MoLELAN. I am not sure that i said I would be
able to announce what we were going te do, but I said it
was under the consideration of the Government. There
seemed to b perbapn well-founded complaints that the sav-
ings banks were beîng used by some parties, in the Lower
Provinces more particularly, for the purposes of banking
transactions. Theanount ifs now limited t S4,000 to be re-
ceived from any one person. When those banks were insti-
tuted in 1871, depositors were allowed to deposit any amount,
up to 1877. They were then limited by Ordor in Cunc'ii
to $10,000. This continued up to the 25th November, 1880,
wben another Order in Council was pa.sed limiting the
amount to 13,000. The large amounts wbichb have been
received and are held from individuals, in the Lower Pro.
vinces more particularly, of $10,000, 8 2,000 and 815,000,
were received as to the largest amounts previons te the first
Order in Cour cil, passed in 1877, restricting it to

10O,000. Up to 1880, varions sm had been deposi-
ted up to 810,000. Since 25th November of that
year, they have been restricted to 83,000. The question in
under the conuideration of the Government whether we
shall further restrict them and place them on the mame
footing as the post cefice saving banks. What most.requires
attention, I thnk, is what tb ebanks complan ot, that the
savinga banks in the Lower Provinces are used for the
purposes of exchange, to the detriment of the banking
institutions. That is a question that wili recelve immedi-
ate attention, and it is perhaps desirable that that practice
should be frst dealt with, and then cornes the question
whether we should put them on tbe same footing as the
post office sarings banka as te restricting the amo un t to be.
received from one individual in one year.
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Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. The hon. gentleman Mr. BLAKE. Did any Order in Council pass for the

knows that, in England, the amount received is smali. I paymont ?
thin k the total is £60. That is not used by Governmont, Mr. POPE. I think so.
but invested, and under such circumstances but little risk
can arise. We are receiving enormous sumo, and paying Mr. BLAKE. About what time?
certainly 33, probably 50, per cent. more than would be Mr. POPE. I could not say.
given for muney at ail anywhere else. I do n.t object to Mr. BLAKE. Were there any negotiations with Mr.the Government continuing an allowance, even more than Onderdonk for the purpose of arriving atan amicablesetl.-the money is worth, perhaps, to thaL particular class of ment without obtaining an award ?depositors who may fairly come under the head of compa-
ratively poor depoitors--call them poor mon if you like- Mr. POPE. I had some talk with Mr. Onderdonk, and 1
I mean workingmen. I would suggest that the hon. gentle- found he thought the rolling stock so much more valuable
man restricts to a moderate sum the amounts that can be than I did that I considered we could not go any further.
received hereafter, and he Will go far to ward off a consider. Mr. BLAKE. Surely Mr. Onderdonk presented a elai
able danger, but he will run a danger, I think, if of what he thonght the rolling stock worth before you went
he persists in receiving moneys at rates much in on to appraise the value.
excess of those whici the banks can afford to pay. Now, Mr POPE. I do fot think he presented any figures.
in the post office savings bank department, although most
of these deposits were made some time ago, sums as high as Mr. BLAKE. But you thought from his convetsation
- 16,000 and even $19,000 have been received, largely, no that his fi-ures were too high. Were they mach mor
doubt, from some publie or private institutions. In the case than this sum?
of private persons we know how easy it is for a man to make Mr. POPE. A good deal more.
a deposit in the name of some friend of a sum equal to the
iaximum amount that may be received. Therefore, I sug- Mr. BLAKE. Probably a quarter of a million.
gest 1hat the hon, gentleman wodld do well for future Mr. POPE. About $300,000,
deposis to atiix a strict rule, and in those cases where the Mr. BLAKE. And the Minister thought that he woukisumB (xceed the limit, not allow more than the current do well in getting off for $200,000 ?bank rates.

Canadian Pacific Railway-British Oolumbia.. $200,000 00

Mr. MULOCK. The hon. Minister of Finance promised
to give us a copy of the reports of the arbitrators with
reference to thim rolling stock..

Mr. BLAKE. We want a copy of that document con-
cerning the rolling stock which was in use.

Mr. POPE. i have a copy of the rolling stock as it was
appraised by Messrs. Heney, Reed & Clark, all of them
nechanical engineers. The amount was $199,636.

Mr. M ULOCK. When was that matter referred to the
arbitrators?

Mr. POPE. They appraised this when the work was
completed, on the 1st July last. They went to iBritish
Columbia and inspected the stock. I cannot state exaetly
when the award was sent in.

Mr. MULOCK. The award values the property at about
three times its value.

Mr. POPE. No, not as high as that, but I think they
did put it pretty higl. My impression la that it is more
than we can get feit, but still, you muet remember that
it cos a great deal to get that stock into that country.

Mr. BTAKE. AB well as I eau jdge from the enquiries
I have made since this paper was laid apon the Table, and
froma what little knowlede I obtaine f ore, I should say
thâ this was a high valuation for these articles when they
were new, and it is worth somewhere about throe times

eir present vaine. I would like to know when thee
three gentlemen went to that country,and when they made
this award.

-Mr. POPE. It was during last season tht they weat
to that country, in the autumn, if I remember rightly.

MLr. BLAR Was it hii year that the award was

Kr. POPE. Yes, during the present year.

Mr..BLLAKE Did any Order iin Coueil for payment of
the award paa"

1fr. I'OPE. T ions hes not been paid.

Mr. POPE. I think the figure is a high one; but the
matter wa l ift to those gentlemen who made the award, and
I had no alternative in the matter.

Mr. MULOCK. Did they distinguish the value of the
rolling stock and the cest of placing it where it then wa

Mr. POPIE. They gave the award.
Payment to Father Lacombe. ..................... $0o0 00

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. Will the hon.gentleusia
place the documents on the Table of the House?

Sir JO HN A. M ICDONALD. This payment is or the
special services which Father Lacombe rendered wïth the
Biackfeet and Piegan Indians. Re has great influence ith
those Indiuns, and ho was specialy asked by the GovernmM
to devote himself to this service, a service then of oonaid*..
able danger even to himself. We were only too glaID
obtain bis services. is services were very valuablo, f
will be understood from the orderly character of theoe Irar.
like tribes during the rebellion.

Railways and canals.......................... $3,85 49

Sir RIOHARD CARTWRIGHT. With reforence to thi
reffind to-Mr. Jonn lleney of canal toils and wharfaggI!
understand that this was a rebate for gooda which weu
delivered under contract whieh ho obtaied by tender.

Mr. OOSTIGAN. Yes.

Sir RICHARD GARTWRIGHT. It appears to me that
it is indefensible, after a namber of parties tender- for a o'
tract on which they all suppose that the tolls and w
would have to be paid, fot one tman t get a sumof
44,000 atter a conuiderable lapse of ire. On what
ws it paid?

]Kr. COSTIPAN. The ground upon which ticlaW immus
preferred agaunst the present as well as the later Govern.
ment wastia in 1873 an Order in Counc was pasaúd-t
refund the amounts padin te8slerwhmrfage. uomelU
or 89,000 was paid uader that Order iih GQoem.

air RI NAÀRD OARTWUIGIlT.
1fr. COSTIGAN. Åt was in I87%i haL ensdpte

whiat umn~
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Sir RICHAPRD CARTWRIGHT. Could you say whether
it was in October?

Mr. COSTIGAN. My impression is that it was after the
change of G-ernment. The objections which may be i aised
againdt Mr. lleney in this, on the ground of his being a ten-
derer for the work, applies just as well in the former cases
dealt with under the Order in Council. Parties tondered
for these works on the canal when their materials and ves-
sels were chargeable for certain amounts. It was held that
inasmuch as the work was being done for the Government,
they should not be called on to pay these tolls, and in every
case from 1873 to this time they were repaid. Mr. Hleney in
transporting his barges had to pay tolLs, but when transport-
ing material he had not to do so at a;l. His contractcalled
for a certain quantity of wood for th, Parliament buildings.
The officer in charge compelled Mr. Heney, for conve-
nience sake. I presume, so as not to crowd up the groand,
to land the wood on the wharves, so that ho might draw it
here as it snould be req aired. Therefore, it seems pretty
hard to charge him wharfage on wood which really belonged
to the Government.

THE SUFPLY BILL.

House resolved itself into Committee of Ways and Means.

4 (In the Committee.)
Mr. MoLELAN moved :
1. Resolved Tiat towards making good the Supply granted te Her

Majesty for the tiaancial year ending 30th June, 1886, the saut of
$3,50L,921.23 be granted out of the Consolidated Revenue Fund of
Canada.

2. Resolved, Thtt towards making good the Supply granted to Her
Majesty for the financial year ending 30th lune, 1887, the sun of

-$21,562,021,41 be granted out of the Oonsolidated Revenue Band of
'Canada.

Committee rose and reported resolutions, which were
read the second time and concurred in.

Mr. MoLELAN moved for leavetointroduce Bill (No. 145)
for granting to Her Majesty certain moneys required for
defraying certain expenses of the public service, for the
financial years ending respectively the 30th June, 1886,
and the 30Lh June, 18til, and for other purposes relating to
tIhe public service.

Motion agreed to; Bill read the first, the second, and the
third times, and passed.

PROROGATION.

Mr. SPEAKER informed the louse that he had received
a letter from the Secretary of His Excellency theGovernor,
as follows:-

Orrros or -rn Govmuaon Gummnairs Bac8auAvt,
OwTAw, 31st May, 1886.

Sra,-I have the honor to inform you that His Excellency the Gov-
-rnor-General will proceed te the Senate Chamber te prorogue the
Beuuion of the Dominion Parliament on Wednejday, the 2nd June, at
8.15 o'clock p.m. I have the honor te be,

Your obedient servant,
HMmR BrMOnana, cap

The Honorable
The Speaker of the House of Commons.

It being Six o'clock, the, Speaker left the Chair.

After Reoess.
Mr. MITOCEÇLL. It is just possible that we may not

all have an upportiity of returning to this House next
year, if au eleotion takea place; and 1 want to say that if
that event does take place, i hope that men will comne hero
mot with the party chains tied around their legs, but that,

whether Liberals or Conservatives, they will come with
freedom of conscience and independence of judgment, pre-
pared to decide questions of public policy on their merits. I
do not know what course the gentlemen leading the two great
political parties may adopt, but many of the members of
this House sympathise with me in the views I express,
although they vote the other way. I may say that a large
majority of the gentlemen on this side of the House expresa
the views I express; but they are like a gentleman whom.
I have in my eye, who says in his own eloquent way, while
my opinions are mine, aDd they are in sympathy with
yours, my votes are my party's. On the other side of the
louse, there are men who come here pledged to support

the leader of the Opposition; they vote with him, although
they often feel that the views I express are right; but they
cannot afford to depart from party lines. When I have
stated on one or two occasions that this House las ceased
to be a deliberative body-

Mr. SPEAKER. Order.
Mr. MITCHELL. If I am out of order, I apologise, bat

these are my opinions at all events ; and I hope when we
have a general election-I do not hope for much until we
do-that gentlemen, when they go on the hustings, will go
there, whetherLiberals or Conservatives, I do not care which
-I am neither-I am an independent man-will go thora
prepared, if elected to this House, to come here, free and
unfettered, ready to vote, not as the party dictates, but as
their conscience tells them is right and in the interest of
the country. These sentiments I feel it my duty to take
, his opportunity to express at the close of this Legislature.
I t I have said anything to any hon. members during this
Parliament that might be thought offensive or out of placé,
[ hope they will forgive me. I have adopted the course I
have pursued in this House from an intense conviction that
if we a want to elevate this country, we have to break away
from those absolute party ties which control men on both
sides of this House, and assume a more independent attitude
prepared to exercise the right of private judgment, and vote
as our consciences and hearts direct us.

Mr. TASSÉ. I do not rise to discuss the merits of thea
greater party, which is so well and ably represented by tla
hon. gentleman who has just spoken, but I am sure that all
the Conservative membersof this House will be only too glad
to accept the apology which ias been made to us by that
hon. gentleman. My intention in rising is to draw the
attention of the Government and the House to a great event
which is about to take place ; I refer to the completion
and inauguration of the Canadian Pacific Railway. Thàt
work is assuredly one of the great works of this century, a
greater work than the Suez Canal, a greater work than the
Union and Central Pacifie Railway, and a greater work
than the Northern Pacifie Railway, and I think that such
an event in Canadian history should not pass unnotice&
As all the supplies are voted, I do not rise with the objeél
of asking the Government to propose to vote any money for
the proper celebration of that great event, but it seemo
to me that the Government should cali the people of Lii
country to celebrate that event in a proper a
dignified manner. I think the inauguration of that railwY
should be the occasion of a general holiday for the peo'i
of Canada, for that great work is certainly the work of tb*
people of Canada, directed as they have been so well by
the Government which has so ably conducted the destinieo
of this country for so may years. I;mve notieed with
pleasure that the great city of Montreal has already tak' '
steps to celebrate the departureof the first train which
leave Montreal for the Pacific coast, ahd I think the-
people should be called upon te follow the eumplo of
commercial metropolis of Canada and celebrate that
proper manner. I was informed from good sourcestt
authorities of te 7andian Pabiflc Raildw wåe dis J
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to offer to members of Parliament a grand excursion over
the road on that occasion and to invite all the members,

ven those who have voted against the Pacifie Railway, and
I believe the greater party, which is so well represented by
the hon. gentleman who spoke before me, and I may say
that those who cannot take part in that grand excursion will
be afforded an opportunity to visit the Pacifie coast durirg
the year at ne cost to themsclves.

Mr. MITCHELL. I forgot to thank yon, Mr. Speaker,
but I do so now, for the amount of forbearance you have
always shown me, and the manner in which you have pre-
aided over the deliberations of this House.

Mr. TROW. I rise with considerable diffidence to say a
few words. I had no intention of doing so, because I
thought my respected leader would close this sitting. I
presume ho is busy, so it devolves upon some one to say a
few words, of mutual congratulation I suppose, as is unual
en these occasions. I congratulate the Government, as did
the hon. member for Ottawa (Mr. Tassé), as to the grcat
success of the Canadian Pacifie Railway. I have travelled
along that line, and, having been a close observer of things
by the way, I was highly delighted with my trip. It is
almost a world wonder, the magnitude of that work, the
difficulties they had to encounter, and the rapid progress
they have made. We have had rather an interesting
Session, rather unusually so. The debates have been
exceedingly lively, and unusual subjects have been under-
taken by members of the flouse. For instance, at the outset
we undertook the Riel discussion. That was certainly a
real discussion. There was nothing assumed about that. I
had intended on one occasion to say a few words myself,
but my extreme modesty prevented me. My reason for
intending to do so was that I knew something about the
eircumstances of the case, I was well acquainted with the
principal parties who took an interest in that war, I was
acquainted with Gabriel Dumont, and I must say that I
presume I am the only gentleman in this House who had a
private interview with Mr. Riel, four days belore bis execu-
tien. I had the honor, through Colonel Richardson and the
Lieutenant Governor, of having an interview of over half
an hour or three quarters of an hour with Riel, four days
before his execution, and therefore I felt an interest in
explaining my views in that discussion. Other lively dis-
«essions have taken place. We have had Home Rule, and
we have had also a few scandals. I am sorry sometimes
that we have to listen to old exploded notions,
that should be exploded at all events and buried
im oblivion. I wish that hon. members were confined to a
certain political portion of our history, and only referred
baek to subjects fer a few years. We are in the habit of
going bock too far, even prior to Confederation. I think
there is ample for discussion and intelligible debate that
'bas taken place in the country politically during the last
lew years, and I think it would be advisable that our mei.
bers on both sides of.the House would curtail their speeches'
and make them not only more brief but more to the point.
IBowever, I presume that any deliberative body sometimes
exaggerates and gets a little astray on both sides. I regret
yery much the ilIness of the Premier, that he was confined to
is house for so longa time and was unable to take part in the

digieçssions of this House. We .found the lo«s of' his
presence for various reasons. One was that ho seems te
have the command and control of men probably botter
than any other individual in. the D.minion. I noticed one
ovening bore that the majority was reduced te about
twenty, and I was very much elated, but the next morning
uhePremier made his appearance quite early. If e had
>ought it dovn to ton, probably ho would have been hore
bfore breakfast Other members of the Cabinet have been
a*Rioted. It is something remarkable, whether it is the
40orous duties thee gentlemen have to perform or the
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great responsibilities they have to undertake, or the con-
finement, or the excessive labor, at al] events some unac-
couLtable thing seems to injure their health. My advice
to these gentlemen, in the event of a gern ral election or
otherwise, would be to take their positions over here. As
a rule we are all healthy.

Mr. LANDERKIN. And hungry.
Mr. TROW. We are not by any means fond of opposition,.

and I Lelieve it would be a relief to hon. gentlemev, judging
from their state of health, that it would be better for them,
better for the country and for all around if we changed
positions, and I have no doubt, if a general election takes
place, that will be the result. There seems to be a rumor
afloat that an election wilt take place. I have a little incli-
nation to go to the old country, and I hope it will take place
before I start. My he pe is that the members of the Execu-
tivw may improve inà health. We would like to see them
here again, but on this side of the House. Before I take my
seat I wish to give credit to the hon. Minister of Public
Works, who is the most indefatigable worker I know of, and
who both day and night bas shown a wonderful amount of
vitality, push, pluck and determination. In fact, we have
all done our duty. No man bas worked harder than the
leader of the Opposition, and no man in this Dominion is
better prepared to analyse and perfect the measures of the
Government. The country is under a deep debt of gratitude
to the Hon. Edward Blake for his determination to see that
everything is done in a proper and legitimate manner.

PROROGATION.

A Message from Ris Excellency the Governor General by
the Gentleman Usher of the Black Rod:
Mr. SPEAKiE,

Bis Excellency the Governor General desires the immediate presence
of this Houe in the Senate Chamber.

Accordingly, Mr. Speaker, with the House, went up to
the Senate.

IN THE SENATE CHAMBER.

Ris Excellency was pleased to give, in Her Majesty's
name, the Royal Assent to the following Bills:-

An Act to incorporate the Continental Bank of Canada.
An Act respecting the Niagara Grand Island Bridge Company.
An Act to incorporate a Community of Religions Ladies under the

name of the Sisters, Faithful Companions of Jesus.
An Act respecting the Railway from Esquimalt to Nanaimo, in Brit-

ish Columbia.
An Act respecting the Union Suspension Bridge.
An Act relating to the Canada Southern Bridge Company.
An Act to reduce the Capital Stock of the Bank of New Brunswick.
An Act respecting the Pictou Bank.
A n Act respecting th Burlington Bay Canal.
An Act to incorporate the Medicine Hat Railway and Coal Company.
An A ctto incorporate the Calvin Company(ÇLimited).
An &eC to amend the act t incorporate the Lake Nipissing and

James' Bay Railway Company.
An A et to naturalise Girolamo Consentini, commonly called Baron

Girolasio Consentini.
An Act te amend the several Acta relating to the Board of Trade of

the city of Toronto.
An Act futher to amend "The Post Office Act, 1875."
An Act further to amend 41The Interpretation Act."
An Ac to inco1porate the Anglo-Canadian Bank.
An Act to amena the A ct incorporating the Canada Atlantie Railway

Company.
An Act te amend the Act to incorporate the Nova Scotia Steamahip

Company (Limîted).
An Act t incororate the Teemaseh Insurance Company of Canada.
An Act to amena the Act te -incorporate the West Ontario Pacifie

Railway Company.
An At tegrant certain poers to The Sable and Spanluh Boom and

Blide ompany of Algoma (Limited).
An Aet to ineorporate the E. B. Eddy Ianufacturing omny.
An Act to reduce the Capital; sEtoo of the Union Ba=ofr Leer

Canada, and te change the corporate nme thereof to the "'Union Bank
of canac" e

Au Act te reduce the Capital Btock of the Union Bank of Eaflfax.
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An Act to expedite the issue of Letters Patent for Indian Lands.
An Act to amend the Act incorporating the Pictou Coal and Iron

Company.
Ananyrespecting the Application of certain Fines and Forfeitures.
An Act respecting the transfer of the Lighthouse at Cape Race, New-

foundland. and its appurtenances, Io the Dominion of Canada.
An Act to incor rate the Forbes' Trochilic Steam Engine Central

Company of Can a.
An Act to incorporate "The First Synod in the Dominion of Canada

of the Retormed Episcopal ChurchI," and for other purposes connected
therewith.

An Act respecting the Saskatchewan Land and Homestead Compmny
(Limited).

An Act respecting the extension of the Intercolonial Railway from a
point at or near Stellarton to the Town of Pictou.

An Act to amend The Animal Contagious Diseases Act.
An Act to consolidate the borrowing powers of the Freehold Loan and

Savinga Company, and to authorise the said Company to issue Deben-
ture Stock.

An Act to consolidate the borrowing powers of the Western Canada
Loan and Savings Company, and to authorise thesaid Company to issue
Debenture Stock.

An Act toconsolidate the borrowing wers of the Canada Permànent
Loan and Savings Company, and to atn orise the said Company to issue
Debenture Stock.

An Act respecting the Manitoba and North-Western Railway Com-
pany of Canada.

An Act to make further provision respecting Summary Proceedings
before Justices and other Magistrates.

An Act respecting the Central Ontario Ralway.
An Act to amend the Criminal Lav and to declare it a misdemeanor

to leave ungarded and exposed certain holes, openings and excavations.
An Act to incorporate the Bow River Coal Mine Railway and Trans-

portation Company.
An Act to incorporate the Lake Superior Mineral Railway Company.
An Act to incorporate the Shuswap and Okanagan Railway Com-

pany.
An Act to incorporate the Kingston and Pembroke Mutual Aid and

Inaurance Company (Limited).
An Act to amend "The Adulteration Act."
An Aet in further amendment of the Weight sand Measures Act of

1879.
An Act respecting Commissions to Public Officers of Canada.
An Act respecting the Canadian Copper Comny.
An Act respecting the Ango.American Iron Company.
An Act to amend the Act respecting the North-West Central Railway

Company.
An Act to amend an Act to authorise the granting of Subsidies In

land to certain Railway Companies.
An Act respecting the Protection of Navigable Waters.
An Act respecting the Bank of Yarmouth.
An Act to amend the Act respecting the British Canadian Bank.
An Act to incorporate the Victoria and Ste. Sault Marie Junction

Railway Company.
An Act to explain the Act intituled: " An Act for the final settlement

of the claims made by the Province of Manitoba on the Dominion.'"
An Act to amend the Act incorporating the Ottawa Board of Trade.
An Act to incorporate the Brockville and New York Bridge Company.
Au Act to incorporate the Maskinongé and Nipissing Railway Com-

pauy.
An Act to amend the Act to incorporate the Guelph Junction Rail-

va t rther amend the Steamboat In etion Aa 1882.
An Act for the relief of the Corporation of the Town e obourg.
An Act to amend the Act to incorporate the Niagara Frontier Bridge

Company.
An Ac to incorporate the Yarmouth Steamship Company (Limited).
An Act to punish Seduction and like offences, and to make further

provision for the Protection of Women and Girls.
An Act repecting the Dominion Lands Colonisation- Company

(Limited).
An Acttfor the relief of Flora Birrell.
An Act in amendment of the Consolidated Inland Revenue Act, 1883,

and the Act amending the same.
An Act to amend the law relating to the salaries of certain Judges of

the Supreme Court of Judicature for Ontario.
An Act te amend the law respecting Crown Cases reserved.
An Act to make further provision respecting the administration of

the Publia Lands of Canada in British Columbia.
An Act to incorporate the St. Lawrence and Atlantic Junction Rail-

way Company.
An Act to amend the Act to provide for the granting of a subsidy to

the Chigneeto Marine Transport Railway Company (Limited).
An Act respecting the Montreal Board of Trade.
An Act to incorporate the Winnipeg and North Pacifie Railway

Company.
An At to amud an Act respecting a Reformatory for certain Juvenile

Offenders in the County of Halifax, in the Province of Nova Scotia.
An Act respecting the Revised Statutes of Canada.
An Act respecting the London and Ontario Investment Company

(Limited).
An Act to amend an Act respectinLOffences -a the Permon.
Au Act te incorporate the School ingBa
An Aut respecting EqgerimentaI Farm tions.

Sm'

An Act repecting Interest in the Province of British Columbla.
An Act further to amend the Law of Ividence in certain cases.
Au Act to incorporate the Northumberland Straits Tuaael Railway

Compazy.
An At respeeting the representation of the North-West Territeries

il the Parliament ot Canata.
Au Act to further amend the Act respecting the Canadian Pac fc

Railway.
An Ac to Incorporate the Saint Gabriel Levee and Railway Com-

pany.
An Act to amend the Acte relating to the Winnipeg aud Hudson

Bay Railway and SBeamship Company.
An Act respecting the àlapanee, Tamwor.h and Quebec Railway

Company.
An Act to fur ther amend the Dominion t&ends Act, 1883.
An Act respecting certain Wo.ks con.tructe in or or er Navigable

Waters.
An Act respectin g the Carleton, Olty of Saint John Branch Railway.
An Act respecting the improvement of the Harbor oI Quebec
An Act r, specting Tolls over the Dunnville Dam and Bridge conaet-

ing wopkm constructed over the Grand River.
An Act respecting Insurance.
An Act fnrther te ameud the law respecting the North-West Terri-

tories.
An Act further te amend "An Act retpecti-g Inso'vent Banks, Inotr-

ance Companies, Loan Companies, Building Societies and Trading Cor-
poratione."

An Act to Incorporate "The North American Telegraph Com i any."
An Act to incorporate the Kootenay and Athabaska Rafway oipany.
An Act to make furth- r provision respecting irrantse of land to mem-

bers uf the Militia Force on actird service in the North-West.
An Act to authorise the construetion of a Rallway from the Straits of

Canso to Louisburg or Sydney, as a Public Work.
An Act respectng certain subsidies for a Railway from Mtardiac on

the Intercolonial Railway te Pasponiac.
An Act respecting the Northern and Pacifie Jnction Railway Com-

pany.
An Act repecting Real Property in the Territorie.
An Act to amend the Act respecting the hlectoral Franchise and thé

Dominion hlections Act, 1874.
Au Act respecting the oepa tn ut of Public Printing and Stationery.
An Ac to autlhise le granting of the ubaiolestherein mentioned

for, and In aid of the construction of certain railways.
Au A et to authorise the grant of certain Bubsidies n Land for the

construction of the Railways therein mentione .
An Act further te amena the Act relating to Duties of Ouâtom suad

the importation or exportation of goods into or from Canada.
An Act to prohibit the manufacture and sale of certain substitutes for

Butter.
An Act respecting the bounty on Pig frou manufacture I t Canada

froin Canadian Ore.

His Excellency the Governor General was pleased to
reserve the following Bill for the signification of Her
Majesty's pleasure thereon:-

An Act further to amend the Act respecting Fbiig by Foreiga
Vemels.

Then the Honorable the Speaker of the House of Com-
mons addressed Ris Excellency the Governor General m
follows:-
MAY IT PLIAsI Youn EXCILLIOTx :

The Commons of Canada have voted theSupplies required to enable
the Governiment te defray the expenses of the Public Service.

In the naine of the Commons, I present te Your Excellency the
following Bill

An Act for granting te Ber Majesty certain sum eof money require4
for defraying certain expenses of the Publia Service for the mandai
years ending respectively the 30th June, 1886, and the 30th June, 18M,
and for other purposes relating te the Public Service,
to which Bill 1 humbly request Your Excellency's asment.

To this Bill the Royal Assent was signified in the follow-
ing words:-

In Her Majesty's name, Bis Ercellency the Governor Generai thanks
Ber Loyal subjects, accepte their benevolence, and asents. te ths Bil.

After which Ris Excellency the Governor General was
pleased to close the Fourth Session of the Fifth Parliament
of the Dominion with the following Speech: -

Honorable Gentlemna qathe &naM :
Gentlemen qf the House cCommons:

I desire to convey to yon my best thanks for th earnestaeus mad
asiduity with which yon have performed your important duties.

The legislation of the Session haa beoen of au eminently piactioeu
character, and oanot fail to aid in the promcotion of the stIal
progress Of te coutr7,
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The grant of representation in the Bouse of Commons to the North- them, and I am especially pleased to know that by the provision made

West Territories will, if sanctioned by the Imperial Parliament (of
which there is no reason to doubt), give the peope of that vast regian
an interest and voice in the affairs of the Dominion, and enable them to
lay the wants and requirements of their young country, with authority,
before the great council of the nation.

You have at the same irne conferred upon them the boons of an
efficient judicial system and a speedy and inexpensive mode for the
transfer of property in land.

The measure for the establishment of a central experimental farm,
witb auxiliary stations for the Province@, will be greatly appreciated by
our agricultural population.

I congratulate you heartily on the completion of the Canadian Pacifie
Railway and on the repayment in money and land of the advances made
in its aid from the public Treasury.

The future prosperity of this great enterprise and the consequent
advantage to the best interests of the Dominion I now consider as fully
amured.

The appropriations In aid of various railways will tend largely to
increase the trade and develop the resources of the districts traversed by

for the construction of a railway through Cape Breton, that historical
Island will at last be brought into connection with the railway system
of Canada.

Among the many useful measures you have passed may eapecially be
noticed the amendments of the Franchise Act, rendering its working
moresimple and less expensive ; the consolidation of the Statutes; the
arrangement for the organisation of a better and more eoosomical system
of parliamentary and departmental printing; and the amendment of
the Dominion Lands &ct.

Gentlemen qf the Hous o/ Commona:

I thank you in Her Majesty's name for the supplies you have granted
for the public service.

Honorable Gentlemen and Gentlemen:

In bidding you farewell until next year, I rejoice to be able to con-
gratulate you on the general prosperity of the country and the good
promise of a plentiful harvest.

The Parliament of the Dominion of Canada was then
prorogued until Monday, the twelfth day of July next.

Printed by acLean, Roger à O., Parliamentar Printers, Wellington Streut, Ottawa.
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FOURTH SESSION, FIFTH PARLIAMENT, 1886.

Abbreviations of well-known words and Parliamentary expressions are used in the following:-10, 2°, 30, First
Reading, Second Reading, Third Reading; 3 in. h., 6 m. b., 6 w. b., Three Months' Iloist, Six Months' Hoist, Six
Weeks' Hoist; *, without remark or debate; Acts., Accounts; Adj., Adjourn ; Adjd., Adjourned; Amt., Amendrment;
Amts., Amendments; Amalg., Amalgamation; Ans., Answer; Ass., Assurance; B., Bill; B. C., British Columbia;
Can., Canada or Canadian; C.P.R., Canadian Pacifie Railway; Com., Committoo; Co., Company; Conc., Concur, Con.
curred, Concurrence; Consd., Consider; Consdn,., Consideration ; Cor., Correspondence; Deb., Vebat o; Dppt., Department;
Depts., Departments; Div., Division; Dom., Dominion; Govt., Governmont; His Ex., His Exoeliency the Governor
General; H., Hlouse; H. of C., Hiouse of Commons; Incorp., Incorporation; Ing., Insurance; J.C.R., Intercolonial;
Man., Manitoba; Mess., Message; M., Motion; Ms., Motions; m, moved ; Nog., Negatived ; N. B., New Brunswick;
N.W.T., North-West Territories; N.S., Nova Scotia; O.C., Order in Council; Ont., Ontario; P.9.1., Prince Edward
Island; P.O., Post Office; Par., Paragraph; Priv. and Ele., Privileges and Elections; Prop., Propowed ; Q., Quebeo;
Ques., Question; ecom., Recommit; Ref, Refer, Referred, Reference; Rop., Report, Roported ; Reps., Reports; Res.,
Resolution; Ret., Return; Ry., Railway; Rys., Railways; Sol., Select; Sen., Sonate; sp. Special; Stmnt., Statement;
Sup., Supply; Suppl., Supplement, Supplementary; Wthdn., Withdrawn; Wthdrl., Y , N., Yeas and Nays; Names in
italic and parentheses are those of the movers.

Abbott, Hon. J. J. C., Argenteuil.
Navigable Waters protection (fisheries, &c.)

(Mr. Foster) on M. for 20, 948 (ii).
B. 96

Allen, Mr. B., orth Grey.
Dom. Exhibition, in Com. of Sup., 1093 (ii).
Dom. Lands, in Com. of Sup., 539 (i).
Fishing Rights of Indians on Lakes Huron and Nipis-

Bing, Pets, &c., on M. for copies, 695 (i).
Glenannan to Wingham Ry. Subsidy, in Com. on

Res., 1615 (ii).
Home Rule for Ireland, on Amt. (Mr. McMullen) to

Amt. (Mr. Costigan) to Res. (Mr. Blake) 1117 (ii).
Immigration, assisted and unassisted, on M. for Ret.,

660 (i).
Maritime Court of Ont., extension of Jurisdiction

(B. 5, 1°*) 37; 2° m., 149; in Com., 560, 569 (i).
Oleomargerine, &c., on Res. (Mr. Taylor) respecting

legislation, 552 (i).
Settlers in Saugeen Peninsula, on M. for Com. of Sup,

1538 (ii).
Subsidies (money) to Rys. B. 146 (&tr. Pope) in Com.

on ies., 1615 (ii).
SUPPLY:

Arts Agriculture, 4c. (Dominion Exhibition) 1093 (ii).
Civi Goot. (Interior Dept. of) 53 (i).

Allison, Mr. W. R, lants.
Roche, M ,of N. M., transfer of, on M. for Soi. Con.

to enquire intro conduct of cortain moemburs, 1337 (ii).
Subsidies (money) to Rys. B. 146 (Mr. P>Ope) in Com-

on Res., 1617 (ii).
Truro to Newport Ry. Subsidy,in Com. on Res.,1617 (ii).

Amyot, Mr. G., Bellechase.
Administration in the N.W.T., on Res. (Mr. Milla) in

Amt. to Com. of Sup., 1738 (ii).

Criminal Law Amt. (law of evidence) B 3 (Mr. Robert-

son, Iamilton) in Com., 911 (ii).
Fianchise, Electoral, Act Amut. B. 138 (Mr. Thompson).

in Com., 1669 (il).
Harbors and River», in Com. of Sup., 1265 (ii).
Medals for Volunteers who served in N.W. (K. for

copies of Cor.) 438 (i).
Mutual Reserve Fund Life Association certificates

(Quaes) 1173 (ii).
Navigable Waters protection (fishieries, &c.) B. 9d (Mr.

Foster) in Con., 955 (ii).
Plante, Jean Baptiste, claim (M. for copy) 696 (i).
Privilege, Ques. of (personal explanation) paragraph

in Toronto Mail, 331 (i).
Quarantine Regulations and SS. Parisian (Ques.) 1659

(hi).
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Amyot, Mr. G.-Continued.
Riel, Louis, case of, authority to exercise mercy (Ques.)

59 (i).
---- Execution ofe on Resi (Mr. Landry, Montmagny)

oensuring Govt. 77-92; on Amt. (Sir Hector
Langevin) 193 (i).
- Execution of (M. for Rets. &c.) commuting
sentence, 186. (i).

- Execution of, Reps., &c., in favor of mercy
(Ques.) 266 (i).

Medical Commission Reps. (Ques.) 68 (i).
-- O. C. ordering Execution (Ques.) 59 (i).

Pets. for hanging (Ques.) 266 (i),
-- Reps. of Doctors Valade and Lavell (Ques.)

120 (i).
-- Respites granted. (M. for copies of 0. C.) 43;

motives for (Ques.) 59 (i).
-- Respites granted, O. C. re execution, and lot-

ters, &c. of Med. Commission (M. for copies) 59 (i).
-- Trial, documents respecting (M. for copies) 43;

instructions sont to Mr, Justice Richardson (M. for
, copies, &c.) 59 (i).

Senate, constitution of, on Res. (Mr. Mils) in Amt. to
Com. of Sup., 1291 (ii).

SUPPLY:
Pubikc Workl-Income: iarbors and Rivers (Que.) 1265 (ài).

Armstrong, Mr. J., South Middlesex.
Administration of the N.W.T., on Res. (Mr. Mills) in

Amt. to Com. of Sup, 1739 (ii).
Animals Contagious Diseases B. 19 (Mr. Mulock) on

M. for 2°, 862 (ii).
Auditor and Receiver Genl., Winnipeg, in Com. of

Sup., 521 (i).
Cape Breton Island Ry. B. 143 (Sir Hector Langevin)

in Com. on Res., 14,18 (ii).
Court of Ry. Commissioners B 6 (Mr. McCarthy) on

M. for 2", 595 (i).
Franchise, Electoral, Act Amt. B. 138 (Mr. Thompson)

in Com., 1470, 1505, 1671 (ii).
Oleomargarine, &c., on Amt. (Mr. Bowell) to Amt. (Mr,

Paterson, Brant) to M. to conc. in Ways and Means,
763 (i).

Sonate, constitution of, on Res. (Mr. Mills) in 'Amt. to
Com. of Sup., 1292 (ii).

Speeches in Parlt., on prop. Res (Mr. Charlton) limit-
ing, 791 (i).

SUPPLY :
Chargea qfManagement (Aud. and Rec. Geil., Winnipeg) 521(ii)

Way8 and Means-The Tariff, 763 (i).

Auger, Mr. M., Shegfrd.
Cab-hire, in Com. of Sup., 871 (ii).
Franchise, Electoral, Act Ant. B. 138 (Mr. Thompson)

in Com., 1476, 1507 (ii).
Harbors and Rivers, in Com. of Sup., 1266 (i).
Iealth Statistics, in Com. of Sup., 1094 (ii).
Lanoraie, construction of Wharf at (Ques.) 1173 (ii).
Printing Pamphlets in Quebec Offices (Ques.) 865 (ii).

Auger, Mr. M.-Cntinued.
Privy Council Office, in Com. of Sup., 871 (ii).
St. Maurice, Faucher de, on Parliamentary Procedure,

in Com. of Sup., 1740 (ii).
SUPPLY :

Arts, AgiÎculture, 4c. (Health Statistics) 1094 (ii)
Cvil Govt. (Privy Council Office, contingencies) 871 (ii).
Legislation : Miscellaneous (Faucher de St. Maurice on Parlia-

mentary Procedure) 1740 (ii).
Public Works-Income : Harbors and Rivera (Que.) 1266 (ii).

Bain, Mr. T., Rorth Wertworth.
Animals Contagious Diseases B. 19 (Kr. Mulock) on M.

for 2°, 863 (ii).
C. P. R. Act Amt. B. 131 (Mr. McLelan) in Com. on

Res., 944; on Amt. (Mr. MoCarthy) to M. for 3°,
1366 (ii).

Dom. Exhibition, in Com. of Sup., 1092 (ii).
Experimental Farm Stations, establishment B. 124

(Mr. Carling) on M. for Com. on Ries., 971 (ii).
Health Statistics, in Com. of Sup., 1095 (ii).
Immigration, in Com. of Sup., 1391 (il).
New Edinburgh and Gatineau Ferry (Ques.) 1172 (ii).
Oleomargarine, &c., on Amt. (Mr. Bowell) to Amt. (Mr.

Paterson, Brant) to M. to conc. in Ways and M:etNs,
765 (i); on prop. Res. (Mr. Taylor) 1192 (ii).

Quarantine, in Com. of Sup., 1417 (il).
Quebec and Lake St. John Ry. Subsidy (Ques.) 331 (i).
Steamboat Inspection Act Amt. B. 103 (Mr. Poster) in

Com., 1087 (ii).
SUPPLYS

Arts, Agriculture, ec. (Dominion Exhibition) 1092; (Health
Statistics) 1095 (ii).

Immigration (general vote) 1391 (ii).
Quarantine (general vote) 1417 (il).

Ways and Means-The Tariff, 765, 767 (i).

Baker, Mr. E. C., Victoria, B.C.
Auditor and Receiver Genl., Vic., in Com. of Sup.,

522 (i).
Canada Southern Bridge Co.'s. (B. 40, 1°*) 93 (i).
Dom. Lands in B.C.,settlement of, on M. for Cor. 497 (i).
Esquimalt and 1Nanaimo Ry. B. 47 (Mr. Pope) on M.

for 2°, 517 (i).
Immigration, in Com. of Sup., 1388 (ii).
Interest in B. C. (B. 22, 1°) 61(i); on M. for 2°, 1243;

in Com., 1244 (ii).
Niagara and Grand Island Bridge Co.'s (B.38, 1°*) 93(i),
SUPPLY:

Charges of Nanagement (Auditor and Rec. Genil., Vic.) 522 (i).
Immigration (general vote) 1388 (ii).

Vancouver Island, re-adjustment in repesentation Act
Amt. (B. 107, 1°) 746 (i).

Barker, Mr. F. E., St. John (N.B.) City.
Can. Atlantic Ry. Co.'s incorp. Act Amt. B. 43 (Mr.

Mackintosh) in Com., 556 (i).
Carleton City of St. John Branch Ry. B. 137 (Mr.

Hackett) on M. for 2°, 1424, and in Com., 1424 tii).
Supreme Court Judgments (M. for Stmnt,*) 802 (i).
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Barnard, Mr. F. J., Yale.

Chinese Immigration Act Âmt. B. 106 (Mr. Chupleau)
in Com., 1234 (ii).

Beaty, Mr. J., jun., West Toronto.
Dom. Lande and Colonisation Co.'s (B. 45, 1°*) 119 (i).
Freehold Loan and Savings Co.'s (B. 113, 10*) 805 (ii).
Immigration, assisted and unassisted, on M. for Ret.,

643 (i).
Insolvent Banks, Insurance Co.'s, &c., B. 15 (Mr. Edgar)

in Com., 908 (ii).
Intoxicating Liquors Act Amt. B. (prop. Res.) 903;

1°* of B, 904 (ii).
London and Ont. Investment Co.'s incorp. (B. 97, l*)

694 (i).
N.W. Central Ry. Co.'s Act Amt. (B. 17, 10*) 58 (i);

M. for Com., 974 ; on Amt. (Mr. Mitchell) 981 (ii).
Private Bills Pets., extension of time (M.) 47 (i)é
Reformed Episcopal Church (First Synod in Dom. of

Can.) incorp. (B. 59, 1°*) 226 (i).
Western Can. Loan and Savings C..'s (B. 112, 1°*)

805 (ii).

Béchard, Mr. F., Iberville.
Franchise, Electoral, Act Amt. B. 138 (Mr. Thompson)

in Com., 1506, 1669 (ii).
Hamond, Eugéne, employment of by Govt. (Ques.)

1379 (ii).
Nataskowan River, Estuary of, rent paid (Ques.)

1379 (ii).
Privilege, Ques. of (Mr. Kirk) Offlicial Reps. and

headings to extra oopies, 631 (j).
Richelieu River, obstructions in (M. for copies of Pets.

&c.) 33 (i).
R:el, Louis, Execution of, on Res. (Mr. Landry, Mont.

magny) consuring Govt., 169-174 (i).
St. John's, Q., Ry. Wbarf (Ques.) 897 (ii).
Stanstead, Shefford and Chambly Ry. C:.'s Wharf

(Ques.) 1096 (ii).

Bergeron, Mr. J. G. H., Beauharnois.
Farm or Real Estate Banks, in Com. on Res. (Mr.

Orton) 581 (i).
Harbors and Rivera, in Com. of Sap., 1265 (ii).
Riel, Louis, Execution of, on Ries. (Mr. Landry, Mont-

magny) censuring Govt., 358-364 (i).
Stoney Mountain Penitentiary, Prisoners' health

(Ques.) 1172 (ii).
SUPPLY :

Public Works-Income: Harbors sud Rivers (Que.) 1265 (ii)

Benoit, Mr. P. B., Chambly.
Boucherville Islands, obstructions in channel (Ques.)

495 (i).

Bernier, Mr. M. E., St. llyacinthe.
Joint Stock Co.'s, printing Blue-book (Ques.) 186 (i).
Lanoraie, construction of Wharf at (Ques.) 1173 (ii).
Queen v8. Riel, printing Blue-book (Ques.) 186 (i).

Bergin, Mr. D., Cornwall and Stormont.
Consolid. Inland Rev. Ants Amt. B. 10t (Mr. Costigan)

in Com. on Ref. (oleomargarine) 685 (i).
Factories, regulation (B. 121, 1°*) 946 (ii).
Oleomargarine, in Com. on B. 101, 685; (Amt.) te

M. (Mr. Blake) for Sol. Com.re M. Roche, 1337 (ii).
Printing of Parlt. (M,4.) to conc. in Fourth Rep. of Com.,

1195, 1239, 1309; Sixth Rep., 1421 (ii).
Privilege, Ques. of, re paragraph in Globe and vote on

Home Rule, 1311 (ii).
Roche, M., of N. S., transfer of, on M. (hfr. Blake) fbr

Sel. Com. (Amt.) to consdr. Res. respocting oleomar.
garine, &u., 1337 (ii).

Timber, Land and Goal Leases in N. W.T., on Rs.(Mr,
Charlton) in Amt. to Com. of Sup. (correction of mis.
statement) 1061 (ii).

Blake, Hon. E., West Durham.
Address, on the, 8 (i).
Albert Ry, Co.'s Subsidy, in Vom. on es., 1627 (il).
Almonds, conc. in Waye and Means, 718 (i).
Animals Contagious Diseases B. 19 (Kr. Mulock) on M.

for 2°, 862; on Amt. (Mr. WAite, Renfrew) to M. for
30, 910 (ii).

Baie de Chaleurs Ry. Co's. Subsidy, B. 144 (Sir Hector
Langevin) on M. for 20, 1628; in Com. on Res., 1497;
on M. to cono. in Res., 1515 (ii).

Belleville and North fastings Ry. Co.'s Subsidy, in
Com. on Res., 1626 (ii)

Bounty on Pig irôn B. 150 (Mr. McLelan) on prop.
Res., 1661; in Com-, 1715 (ii).

Burlington Bay Canal B. 76 (Sir Hector Langevin) on
M. for 2Q, 518 (i).

Business of House, on M. to take Thursdayi, 512 (i)
Wednesdays, 1014; (remarks) 1746 (ii).

Butter, Substitutes for, B. 149 (Mr. MecLeLan) on M.
for 2°, 1728 (ii).

Can. Temp. Aot, 1878, Amt. B. 104 (Mr. Orton) on Amt.
to place on Govt. Orders, 1218; Be. 92, 99, and 118
on Amt. (Mr. Cameron, Victoria) to place on Govt.
Orders, 1220 (ii).

C. P. R. Act Amt. B. 131 (Mr. McLelan) in Com.,
1200 (ii).

agreement, confirmation of, on M. for Com.
on Res. (Mr. MfeLelan) 932; in Com., 941.945 (il).

bonds, release of, on M. for Com. on Res. (Kr.
.McLelan) 1017; in Com., 1018, 1020; on I. to cono,
in Res., 1078 (ii).

-- expenditure in B. C., in Com. of Sup ,1744(i).
homesteads in Ry. Boit (Ques.) 120, 185 (i).

-- lands, sale of by Co. (Ques.) 543 (i).
Port Arthur to Red River, in Com. of Sup.,

1696 (ii).
-- tariffs (Ques.) 1076 (ii).

Caraquet Ry. Subsidy, in Cr. on Res., 1604 (ii)4
Carleton City of St. John-Branch Ry. B. 137 (Mr.

Hackett) in Com., 1424 (ii).
Carriage hardware, conc. in Ways and Means, 1720 (ii).

iii
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Blake, Hon. E.-ontinued.

Central Ontario Ry. Co.'s B. 67 (Ur. White, Eastings)
in Com., 783 (i).

Chinese, legislation respecting (Ques.) 62 (i).
Citadel, draining of, in Com. of Sup., 1743 (ii).

Cod Liver Oil and Guano industries, in Com. of Sup.,
1757 (i).

Colonial Exhibition, delay in transmitting exhibits
(remarks) 1077 (ii).

Consolid. Inland Rev. Acts Amt. B. 101 (Mr. Oostigan)
in Com. on Res. (fusil oil and distillery refuse) 683;
(malt) 684; (spirits) 685 (i).

Crow, L. S., for services, in Com. of Sup., 1763 (ii).
Disailowance of Man. Ry. Co.'s charters (M. dropped)

383 (i).
Disturbance in the N. W., Amnesty to parties who

took part in Rebellion (Ques.) 61 (i).
Amnesty, general, Qu prop. Res. (hir. Laurier)

in Amt. to Com. of Sup., 1259 (ii).
duty of Govt. to bring down further papers,

(Res.) 497 (i).
Half-brecds, Indians, &o., committals and con.

victions (Ques.) 61 (i).
Indians who took part in Rebellion (Ques.)

1075 (ii).
Reps. from Govt. Counsel on Trials, &o, (Ques.)

185 (i).
Rets. iespecting (erquiry) 34 (i).
Trial of Half breeds, Inidians, &c. (Ques.) 58 (i).

Dom. Lands Act, 1883, Amt. B. 94 (Mr. White, Card.
well) in Com., 913, 920, 923-930,1u78-1081, 1083, (ii).

Dorp. Lands, in Com. of Sup., 527 (i).
Earthenware, cono. in Ways and Means, 1719 (ii).
Easter, Adjmnt. for (remarks) 747 (i).
Esquimalt and Nanaimo Ry. B. 47 (Mr. Pope) on

M. to introd., 119 ; on M. for 2°, 5.5 (i).
Farm or Real Estate Banks, on M. (Ur. Orton) for

Com. on Res., 432; in Com., 436 (i).
Felt, conc. in Ways and Means, 1721 (ii).
Pines and Forfeitures application B. 82 (hir. Thomp-

son) in Com., 713; (Amts.) to recom., 714 (i).
Fire-arms in the N. W. (Ques.) 1016 (ii).
Fishing by Foreign Vessels in Can. Waters B. 136

(Mr. Foster) on M. for to, 1423; on M. to conc. in
Sen. Amts., 1704 jii).

Franchise Act Amts. (Ques.) 543 (i).
expenses under, in Com. of Sup., 1750 (ii).

Franchise, Electoral, Act Amt. B. 138 (Mr. Thompson)
in Com., 1498, 1502, 1505; on M. to ref. back to
Com., 16(4; in Com., 1665 (ii).

Fruit, green,conc. in Ways and Means, 754 (i).
Fusil oil and distillery refuse, in Com. on Res., 683 (i).
Gaol and Lunatic Asylum at Regina, in Com. of Sup.,

1747 (ii).
Glenannan to Wingham Ry. Subsidy, in Com. on Res.,

1615 (ii).

Blake, Hon. E.-ontinued.
Government measures (remarks) 913, 1198 (ii).
Gov. Gen.'s Travelling Expenses, on M.for Rot., 793 (i).
Hair cloth, conc. in Ways and Means, 756 (i).
Handkerchiefs, conc. in Ways and Means, 1722 (ii).
Hereford to International Ry. Subsidy, in Oom. on Res.,

1614 (i).
High Court of Justice, Ont,, Jud ge's Salary (Ques.)

898 (ii).
Home Rule for Ireland (prop. Res.) in Amt. to Com. of

Sup., 1023; ]Res. wthdn., 1030; (prop. Res.) 1096;
on Amt. (Mr. McMullen) to Amt. (Mr. Costigan)
1119-1125; (Amt.) 1136; on Amt. (Sir John A. Mac.
donald) 1139; on Amt. (Mr. Mills) 1140; on Amt.
(Mr. Thompson) 1142 (ii).

Homestead Entries, cancelled or abandoned in the N.W.
on M, for Rot., 802 (ii).

Imperial Federation (remarks on M. for adjnmt.) 34 (i).
Indemnity to Members Act Amt., on prop. B. (Mr.

Farrow) 38 (i).
Indemnity to Members, on Res. (Mr. Farrow) Ques. of

Order, 121 (1).
Indian Lands Letters Patent B. 102 (Sir Bector Lange.

vin) on M. for 20 and in Com., 808 (ii).
Ingersoll, London and Chatham Ry. Subsidy, in Com.

on Res., 1598 (ii).
Inland Revenue. See "Consolidated."
I. C. R. McCann Station to Joggins Ry. Subsidy, in

Com. on Res., 1615 (ii).
-- Oil Contracts (Ques.) 897 (ii).

Interest in B.C., B. 22 (Mr. Baker, Tictoria) on M. (Mr.
Thompson) to place on Govt. Orders; (Amt.) to place
B. 92, Can. Temp. Act, 1878 (Mr. Jamieson) on Govt.
Orders, neg. (Y. 68, N. 88) 1218; on M. for 2°, 1244;
in Com., 1244 (ii).

Interpretation Act Amt. B. 80 (Sir Hector Langevin)
21 objected to, 519; in Com., 712 (i).

Kingston Penitentiary, in Com. of Sup., 1745 (ii).
Lak Erie, Essex and Detroit River Ry. Co.'s Subsidy,

in Com. on Res., 1611 (ii).
Land Grants to Militia Force B. 142 (Mr. White,

Cardwell) on M, to introd. B. (objection) 1421 ; on
M. for 2°, 1568. (ii).

Land Grants to Rys. Act Amt. B. 117 (Mr. White,
Cardwell) on M.for 1°, 876 ; on M. for 31, 1015 (ii).

Land Grants to Rys. in Man. and the N.W.T. B. 147
(M.r. White, Cardwell) in Com. on Res., 1631 ; on M.
to conc. in Res., 1639 (ii).

Loans, Temporary, by Govt., on M. for Ret., 57 (i).
Logs, conc. in Ways and Means, 1727 (ii).
London Infantry School, in Com. of Sup., 1753 (ii).
Macdonald, Hugh, and Pilotage Commission (Ques.)

68 (i).
Malt and methylated spirits, in Com. on Res., 684 (i).
Man. and North.Western Ry. Co.'s Land Subsidy, in

Com. on Res., 1631 (ii).

iv,
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Blake, Hon. E.-ontinued.

Metapediac to Paspebiac Ry. Subsidy. SeI "Baie de
Chalears Ry. Co."

Miall's Pamphlet on Scott Act, in Com. of Sup., 881 (ii).
Military Works in B.C., in Com. of Sup., 1752 (ii).
Militia, contingencies in Com. of Sup. 1743 (ii).
Moncton and Buctouche Ry. Co.'s Subsidy, in Com. on

Res., 1596 (il).
Montreal and Western Ry. Subsidy, in Com. on Res.,

1616 (ii).
Mud Creek Dams, raising of (Ques.) 1746 (il).
Nail plate, ion or steel, conc. in Ways and Means,

1722 (i).
Napanee, Tamworth and Quebec Ry. Subsidy, in Com.

on iRes., 1627 (ii).
Newcastle to Douglastown Ry. Co.'s Subsidy, in Com.

on Res., 1625 (ii).
Nictaux and Atlantic Ry., in Com. on B. 14i, 1620,

1636 (ii).
Northern and Western Ry., N.B, Co.'s Ry. Subsidy,

in Com. on Res., 1604 (ii).
Northern Light and winter communication with P E.I.,

on M. for Cor., 854 (ii).
Northern Pacifie Junction Ry. Co.'s B. 25 (gr. Mc-

Oarthy) on Sen. Amts., 1605 (ii).
N.W. Central Ry. Co.'s Act Amt. B. 17 (Mîr. Beaty) on

Amt. (Mr. Mitchell) to M. for Crn., 979; (remarks)
1002, i004 (ii).

--Land Subsidy, in Com. on Res., 1631 (ii).
O'Donohoe, Hon. Senator, Cabinet arrangements

(Ques.) 58, 61 (ii).
Oil cloth, cono. in Ways and Means, 1719 (ii).
Oteomargarine, &c., on Amt. (Mr. Paterson,, Brant) to

M. to conc. in Ways and Means, 759 (i) ; on prop.
Res. (Mr. Taylor) 1191 (ii).

Paper hangings, conc. in Ways and àleans, 1720 (ii).
Parry Sound colonisation Ry. Co.'s Subsidy, in Com on

Res., 1614 (ii).
Perth Centre to Plaster Rock Ry. Subsidy, in Com. on

Res., 1624 (ii).
Fig Ircn. See "Bounty."
Pipes, gas and water, &c., conc. in Ways and Means,

755 (i).
Plante, Jean Baptiste, claim, on M. for copy, 697 (i).
Police vessels for protection of Fisheries, in Ccm. of

Sup., 1757 (ii).
Post Office Act, 1875, Amt. B. 77 (Sir Bector Lange-

vin) in Com., 711 (i).
Prince Albert Colonisation Co., on M. (Mr. Edgar) for

Sel. Com., 491; on M. to add to Com., 192 (i).
Printing and Stationery Bureau B. 132 (Mr. Chapleau)

on M. to introd., 1217; in Com., 1552, 1559, 1563-
1565 (ii).

Printing of Parlt., on M. to conc. in Fourth Rep. of
Çom., 1196, 1239 (ii).

Prorogation (Ques.) further Govt. meaures, 1703 (il).

Blake, Hon, E.-Continued.
Privilege, Ques. of, handling returns (remarks) 842;

on paragraph in Globe re Mr. L'es, 1078 (ii).
Publie Buildings, in Com. of Sup., 1745 (ii).
Public Lands in B.C., B. 120 (Mr. White, Cardwell) in

Com,, 1202 (ii).
Quebec and Lake St. John Ry. Co.'s Subsidy, in Com.

on Ree., 1621 (ii).
Real Property in the N.W.T. B. 10 (Mr. Thompson) in

Com., 1516; in Com. on Res., 1532 (ii).
Rebellion. See "Disturb.neo."
Renfrew to Eganville Ry. Subsidy, in Com. on Res.,

1626 (ii).
Returns, enquiries for, re North-West Troubles, 65, 66;

Indians of Pt. William Reserve, 119 (i).
--- expense in producing, on M. for Ret., 390 (i).

Revised Statutes of Can. B. 9 (Mr. Thompson) on M. to
introd., 39; in Comn., 513 (i); 1224 (ii).

Rideau Hall, additions, alterations, repaire, &., on M.
for Stmnt., 801 (i).

Riel, Louis, Execution of, on M. (Sir Jlector Langevin)
to make Res. (Mr. Landry, Montmagny) firet Order
of the day, 119 (i).
--- Execution of, on Amt. (Sir Hector Langevin) to
M. for Rets, 187 (i).

- Execution of, on Res. (Mr. Landry, Montmagny)
censuring Govt., 237.265 (i).

Medical Commission, on M. for Cor., 844 (ii).
Rep. of Trials (remarks) 35 (i).
Trial of, on K. for copies of documents, &c.,

43 (i).
Roche, M., of Lingan, N.S., transfer of, charge against

certain memberii, prop. Res. for SeL. CoM., 1173;
reply, 1176; neg. (Y 51, N. 89) 1341 (ii).

Rules of the Bouse, on prop. Amt., 842 (ii).
Rubber belting, conc. in Ways and Means, 1719 (ii).
St. Eustache to St. Placide Ry. Subsidy, in Com. on Re.,

1624 (ii).
St. Maurice, Faucher de, on Parliamentary Procedur,

in Com. of Sup., 1741 (ii).
St. Vincent de Paul Penitentiary, in Com. of Sup.,

1692 (ii).
Spirits, in Com. on Res., 685 (i).
SIçPPLl:

Canalis-Capital (Trent River Nav.) 1752 (il).
Charges of sanagem-nt (remarks on order of bumineuu) 519 (i)
Civil Govt. (lut., Dept. of) 525 (1) ; (Inland Revenue, contin-

gencies) 881 Militia, (contingencies) 1713 (il).
Collection of Revenues (Oustoms, Polariscopic test) 1763 (H).
Fisheries (Cod Liver Oil and Guano industries) 1757 ; (Police

Vesseis) 1757 (ii).
Indians (Man. and N.W.T.) 1762 (il).
Legislation: Miscellaneous (Faucher de St. Maurice on Parlis-

mentary Procedure, 1741, 1763; (Franchise At, expenses
under) 1750 (i).

Militia (draining Citadel) 1743 (ii).
Miscellaneous (Gaol and Lunatie Asylum at Regina) 1747; (L.

B. Orow, for services) 1768; (Rebellion losses, & c.) 1768 (11).
Penitentiaries (St. Vincent de Paul) 1692 (i).
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Blake, Hon. E.-Continued.
SUPPLY-Continued.

Public Works-Oapital: Buildings (Kingston Penitentiary)
1745; (N. W. T.) 1745; (Military works, B. 0.) 1752.
Income: Buildings (Que.) 1752; Harbors and Rivers (N.B.)
1754 (il).

Railwaye-Capital: O.P.R. (expenditure in B.O.) 1744; (Port
Arthur to Red River) 1696 (ii).

Select Standing Coms., on M. to add names, 37 (i).
Steamboat Inspection Act. Amt. B. 103 (Mr. Foster)

in Com., 1o8) (ii).
Stereotypes and electrotypes, cono. in Ways and Means,

1721 (ii).
Stewiacke Valley and Musquodoboit Ry. Subsidy, in

Com. on Res., 1624 (ii).
Stove bolts and nuts, conc. inWays and MIeans, 1721(ii).
Straw board, conc. in Ways and Means, 1719 (ii).
Subsidies to Rys. (remarks) 1514 (ii).
Subsidies to Rys. (land), B. 147 (Mr. White, Cardwell)

in Com., 1710; on M. for 30, 17L4 (ii).
Subsidies to ]Rys. (money), B. 146 lMr. Pope) in Com.

on Res., 1596, 1611; on M. to introd. B., 1636; in
Com. on B., 1704 (ii).

Substitutes for Butter. See " Oleomargarine," "Butter
Substitutes."

Supreme Court of Judicature of Ont. B. 125 (Mr.
Thompson) in Com., 1201 (ii).

Supreme Court of Judicature for the N.W.T., in Com.
on Res. (Mr. Thompson) 1203 (ii).

Tariff, The. See "Ways and Means."
Thompson, Mr., M.P., decease of (remarks) 802 (i).
Trent Valley Canal, on M. for Ret., 903; in Coin. of

Sup., 17.52 (ii).
Truro to Newport Ry. Sub., in Com. on ]Res., 1620 (ii)
Union cloth paper, conc. in Ways and Means, 1720 (ii).
Union Suspension Bridge B. 72 (Sir Bector Lanqevin)

on M. for -°, 518 (i).
Ways and AMeans-The Tariff, 748 (i), 1719 (ii).

TêARpp CANGms: (almonds) 748(i); (carriage hardware) 1720;
(earthenware) 1719; (felt) 1721 (ii); (gas pipes, iron) 755
(gimps, &o ) 755; (gloves, mitte, &o.) 756; (hair cloth) 756 (i);
(handkerrhiefs) 1722 ; (logs)1727 ; (nailplate, iron or steel)
1722 ; (oil eloth) 1719 (ài); (oleomargarine) 759 (i) ; (paper
hangings, &c.) 1720; (rubber belting) 1719; (stereotypes and
electrotypes) 1721 ; (stove bolts and nuts 1721 ; (straw board)
1719; (union cloth paper) 1720 (i).

Weights and Measures Act, 1879, Amt. B. 109 (Mr.
Costigan) in Com. on Res., 747 (i).

Western Counties Ry. (remarks) on intrdn. of B. 146,
1636 (ii). *

Wood Mountain and Qu'Appelle Ry. Co.'s Lnd Sub-
aidy, in Com., on Res., 1632 (ii).

Bowell, Hq 0. N. North Bastings.
Almonds, conc. in Ways, and Means, 748 (i).
Archives, care of, in Com. of Sup., 1090 (ii).
Arts, Agriculture, &c., in Com. of Sup., 1090 (ii).
Baking powder, in Com. on Ways and Meanus, 1584 (ii).
Barbed wire-fencing, &c., conc. in Ways and Meanus,

772 (i).
Belleville and North Hastings Ry. Co.'s Subsidy, in

Com. on Res., 1626 (ii).

Bowell, Hon. M.-Oontinued.
British American Bank Note Printing Co., charges

against (Ans.) 62 (i).
B. C, Penitentiary, in Com. of Sap., 897 (ii).
Buoys and Beacons, in Com. of Sup., 1377 (ài).
Cab hire, &o., in Com. of Sap., 871, 874 (ii).
Can. and Antwerp Steamship Subsidy, in Com. of Sup.,

1371 (ii).
Can. Temp. Act, 1878, Amats. Bs. 92, 99, ,and ,118, on

Amt. (Kr. Cameron, Victoria), to place on Govt.
Orders (Speaker's ruling asked) 1220 (ii).

Canals, Repairs, &c., in Com. of Sap., 1659 (ii).
Canso and Port Hood Steamship Subsidy, in Com. of

Sup., 1371 (ii).
Carriage hardware, conc. in Ways and Means,

1720 (ii).
Cement, Portland and Roman, cone. in Ways and

Means, 773 (i).
Chinese Immigrants, on M. for Ret., 383 (i).
Chinese Immigration Act Amt. B. 106 (Mr. Chapleau)

in Com., 1233; on Amt. (Mr. Mitchell) to M. for 30,
1241 (ii).

Civil Service Superannuation, on M.for Ret., 1188 (i).
Clergyman in Inverness Co. (remarks) on personal

explanation, 1541 (ii).
Cologne water, &c., conc. in Ways and Means, -770 (i).
Cordage, manilla and sisal, in Com. .on Ways and

Means, 1586 (ii).
Customs appointment at Woodstook (Ans.) 1075 (ii).

office at Yukon (Ans.) 266 (i).
--- in Com. of Sup., 1454 (ii).

seizure in Montreal (remarks) 1594; (remarks)
on M. for Com. of Sup., 1370, 1687 (il).

Debates, Official Rep. (M. for Sel. Com) 30 (i).
Exports and Imports, Value of (Ans.) 1240 (ii).
Fairfield, N.B., postmastership (Ans.) 1661 (ii).
Felt, conc. in Ways and Means, 1721 (ii).
Fish Importations on M. for Rot. 871 (i).
France and Quebec Steamship Subsidy, in Com. of Sup.,

1370 (ii).
Franchise, Electoral, Act Amt..B. 138 (Mr. Thompson)

in Coin., 1468 (ii).
Fruit, dried and green, conc. in Ways and Means,

750 (i.)
Govt. Steamers, maintainance and repairs, in Com. of

Sup., 1372 (ii).
GTrape Vines imported undor ,aluation (As.) 370 (i).
Grease, &o., conc. in Ways and Mens, 80 (i).
Barnessuand sa4dleýy,,conc. in Waysand gtesneA,'56 (i).
Inch Arran flHotel, on M. for om. of ,Sup.,(emarks)

1636 (i).
Indians, in Com. f Sa.p., 16&5 (ii).
Inland Revenue Act Antt. B. 101 (Mr. Costigan) in

Com., 1205 (ii).
Insolvent Banks, Insurance Co.'s, &c. B. 15 (Mr.

Edgar) in Com., 908 (ii).
Iron sand or globules, &c., conc. in Ways and Means,

780 (i).
Kingston Penitentiary, in Com. of Sup., 1165-(i).
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Lanes, braid, fringes, &c., conc. in Ways and Means,
757 (i).

Laundry blueing, conc. in Ways and Means, 749 (i).
Loais, texipôrary, by Govt., on M. for Ret., 57 (i).
Lylian, schooner, seizure of (Ans.) 912 (ii).
Manitoba Claims Settlement B. 123 (Mr. .McLelan) on

M. for 20, 1145 (ii).
Montreal Board of Trade Acts &mt. B. 90 (Mr. Curran)

on M. for 20, 857 (ii).
Murray Canal, in Com. of Sup., 1453 (ii).
Napanee, Tamworth and Quebec Ry. Subsidy, in Com.

on Res., 1827 (i).
N. W. (Central Ry. Co.'s Act Amt. B. 17 (Mr. Beaty) on

Amt. (Mr. Mitchell) to M. fur Com. (remarks) 999
(ii).

N. W. T. Law Amt. B; 183 (Mr. Thompson) in Com.,
1462 (i).

Olomargarine, &c., on Amt. (Mr. Paterson, Brant) to
M. for conc. in Ways and Means, 758; (Amût.) 761
(i); on prop, Res. (Mr. Taylor) 1192; in Com. on B.
101, 1205 (ii).

Paper Hangings, &o., in Com. on Ways and Means,
1587 (i).

Philosophical instruments, &c., conc. in Ways and
Means, 781 (i).

Prince Albert Colonisation Co. (personal explanation)
488 (i).

PrInting and Stationery Bureau B. 132 (Mr. Chapleau)
in Com., 1562 (ii).

Privilege, Ques. of (personal explanation) Prince
Albert Colonisation Co., 488 (i).

Ques. of (Mr. Kirk) Official Reps: and head.
ings to extra copies, 632 (i).

Quairantine, in Com. of Sap., 1419 (ii).
Revenue Frauds by Montreal Firms (Ans.) 709 (i).
Rideau HIall, additions, alterations, repairs, &c., on M.

for Stmnt., 798 (i).
--- gardening and grounds, amounts paid, on M.

for Stmnt., 796 (i).
Scythes, conc. in Ways and Means, 1721 (ii).
Sonate, Salaries, &c., in Com. of Sup., 1089 (ii).
Spirits and strong waters, conc. in Ways and Means,

769 (i).
Stereotypes and electrotypes, conc. in Ways and Means,

1721 (ii).
Sugars, cono. in Ways and Means, 774, 779 (i).
Sugar duties paid at Montreal and Halifax (Ans.) 898

(i).
Sugar in bond in Montreal (Ans.) 783 (i), 843 (ii).
Subsidies (money) to Rys. B. 146 (Mr. Pope) in Com,

on IRes., 1626 (ii).
SUPPLY:

Arta, Agriculture, ec. (Archives, care of) 1090 (ii).
Canala-Capital (Murray) 1453 (ii).
Carge of Management (Auditor and Rec. Geni., Winnipeg)

521 ; (Victoria) 522 (i).
Civil Goernment (Crastoms, Dept. of) 690 (i) ; (contingencies)

874; (Depts. generally, contingencies) 886; (Gov, Gen's.8ec's.
OffMO, contingencies) 868 (ii); (Militia, Dept. of) 523 )1); 1

Bowell, Hon. M.-Continued.
SUPLY-Continued.

(Privy Council Office, contingencies) 871 (11); (Sec. of State,
Dept. ot) 524 (i).

Collection of Re.enues (Canais) 1459; (Oustoms) 1454 (il).
Indian. (Xan. and N. W.T.) 1655 (ii).
Legislation: Miscellaneous (printing, paper, he.) 1090; Sonate

(salaries, &c.) 1089 (il).
Lighthouse and Coast Sereie (Buoys and Beacons) 1877 (11).
Mail Subsidies, &k. (Canada and Antwerp) 1971; (Qanso and

Port Hood) 1371; (France and Quebec) 1870 (ii).
Ocean and River Service (Govt. Steamers) 1872 (ii).
Penitentiaries (B. 0.) 897 (il).
Pemions (Veterans of 1812) 1154 (i).
Quarantine (general vote) 1419 (ii).

Syrups, &c., conc., in Ways and Means, 779 (i).
Trade and Navigation Returns (presented) 31 (i).
Veterans of 1812, in Com. of Sup., 1154 (i).
Ways and Means-The Tariff, 748 (i), 1584, 1720 (ii)

Tamurw ORaGmEs :-(almonds)748(i); (baking powder) 1584(ii);
(blueing) 749 (); (carriage hardware) 1720 (i) ; (coment)
773; (cologne) 770 (i); (felt) 1721 (fruit, dried) 1756, (il);
(fruit, green) 751, (Geneva gin) 769; (gloves, mittu) 756;
(grease, 780; (harness) 756; (iron sand, putty) 780; (laces,
baids, &c.) 757 (i); (mailla cordage, sioal, &o.) 1586 (11);
(oleomargarine) 758 (i); (paper hanginge) 1587 (11); (philoso-
phical instruments, globes) 781 (i); (scythes) 1721 ; (.tereo.
types and electrotypes) 17 21 (ii) ; (sugar) 774, (syrups) 779
(i); (union cloth paper) 1720 (ii); (wire fencing) 773; (yeast)
772 (i).

Union cloth paper, cono. in Ways and Means, 1720 (fi).
Yeaat cakes, &o., conc. in Ways and Means, 772 (1).

Bossé, Mr. J. G., Centre Quebec.
Union Bank of Lower Canada, Capital Stock reduc-

tion, &c. (B. 41, 1°*) 93 (i).

Bryson, Mr. J., Pontiac.
Privilege, Qauos. of. re quotation froin "Parliamentary

Compbnion," 1077 (ii).

Burns, Mr. K. F., Gloucester.
Home Rale for Ireland, on Amt. (Mir. McMuilen) to

Anmt. (Mr. Costigan) to Rles. (Mr. Blake) 1108;
on Amt. (Mr. Coughlin) 1137 (ii).

Riel, Louis, Execution of, on Res. (Kr. Landry, Mont.
magny) censuring Govt., 341 (i).

Burpee, Ur. C., Sunbury.
Butternut Ridge, N.B., Postmaster (Quos.) 1075 (ii).
Dredging, in Com. ofSup., 1269 (ii).
Exporimental Farm Stations B. 124 (fr. Carling) in

Com., 1148 (ii).
Flour and Coal Duties, abolition of, on Res. (Mr. Mit-

chell) in Amt. to Comi of Sup., 1428 (hi).
Harbors and Rivers, in Com. of Sup., 1264 (ii).
Mount Middleton, N.B., Postmaster (Ques.) 1075 (ii).
Navigable Waters, works in, B. 130 (Sir Hector

Langevin) on M. for 2°, 1248; in Com., 1271 (ii).
Nerepis Station, N.B., Postmaster (Ques.) 1075 (ii).
Stipendiary Magistrate at Calgary (Ques.) 427 (i).
StUPPLY :

Public Worke, Income: Dredging, 1269; Barbora and Rivera
(if.B.) 1264 (fi).

VI
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Burnham, Mr. J., Feterbcrough.
Trent Valley Canal, on M. for Ret., 900 (il).

Cameron, Mr. D. M., West Middlesex.
A, B, and C Batteries, in Com. of Sup., 1308 (ii).
Ammunition, Clothing, &c., in Com. of Sup., 1306 (ii).
Assistant Financial Inspector, in Com. of Sup., 521 (i).
Batteries, Cavalry Schools, &c., in Com. of Sup., 1547 (ii).
Books purchased for Depts., in Com of Sup., 882 (ii).
Brigade Majors' Salaries, &c., in Com. of Sup., 1301 (ii).
Brokovski, E., complaints against (M. for copy*) 438 (i).
Canals, Repairs, &c., in Com. of Sup., 1659 (ii).
Cement, conc. in Ways and Means, 772 ().
Citadel, draining of, in Com. of Sup., 1742 (ii).
Customs, Dept. of, contingencies in Com. of Sup., 875

(ii).
Disturbance in the N.W,, Military Operations in the

N. W., Rep. (Ques.) 1075 (ii).
Non-combatants, recognition of Services (Ques.) 633 (i).
Rebellion losses, claims, &o., in Com. of Sup., 1764 (ii).
Reps. on Rebellion presented to flouse (remarks) on

M. for Com. of Sup., 1643, 1646 (ii).
Dom. Lands Act, 1883, Amt. B. 94 (Mr. White, Card.

well) in Com., 922, 1082 (ii).
Dom. Lands, in Com. of Sup,, 1550 (ii).
Fishing License Fees (Ques.) 1076 (ii).
Franchise Act, expenses under, in Com. of Sup., 1747 (ii).
Franchise, Electoral, Act, Amt. Bill 138 (Mr. Thompson)

in Com., 1471 (ii).
Home Rule Resolution, dispatch of (Ques.) 1380 (ii).
Immigration, in Com. of Sap., 1387 (ii).
Indians, Administration in the N.W.T., on Res. (Mr.

Cameron, Huron) in Am. to Com. of Sup., 74-745 (i).
Indians, in Com. of Sup., 1651 (ii).
Ingersoli, London and Chatham Ry. Co.'s Subsidy, in

Com. on Res., 1602 (ii).
Land Grants to Militia Force B. 142 (Mr. White,

Cardwell) on M. for 2', 1569; in Com., 1572 (ii).
Man. Penitentiary, in Com. of Sup., 893 (ii).
Military properties, in Com. of Sup., 1309 (ii).
Militia, in* Com. of Sup., 1299 ; contingencies, 1308,

1744 (ii).
Morgan's "Annual Register," in Com. of Sup., 1740 (ii).
Mounted Police, in Com. of Sup., 1656 (ii).
Philosophical Instruments, &o., conc. in Ways and

Means, 781 (i).
Post Offce, in Com. of Sup., 1548 (ii).
Quarantine, in Com. of Sup., 1417 (ii).
Rebellion. See "Disturbance."
Reports on Rebellion (remarks) on M. for Com. cf Sup.,

1643 (ii).
Riel, Louis, Execution of, on Res. (51r. Landry, Mont-

magny) cenzuring Govt., 367 (i).
Subsidies (land) to Rys. B. 147 (Mr. White, Cardwell)

ou M. for 2>, 1709 (i).

Cameron, Mr. D. M.-Contintued.
Subsidies (money) to Rys. B. 146 (M:r. Pope) in Com.

on Res., 1602 (ii).
SUPPLY :

Charge. of Management (Assistant Financial Inspector) 521 (i).
Civil Goet.: Contingencies (Customs) 875; (Gov. Gen.'s Sec.'s

Office) 869; (Militia, Dept of) 1308, 1744; (Public Works)
882 (il).

Collection of Revenues: (janals, repaire, &c.) 1659; (Dom.
Lands) 1550; (Post Office, Mail Service, salaries, &o.) 1548;
(Weights and Measures and Gas, salaries, &c ) 1b46 (ii).

Immigration (general vote) 1387 (ii).
Indian. (Man. and N.W.T.) 1654 (ii).
Legislation: Miscellaneous (Franchise Aet, expenses under)

1747; (Niorgan's "Annual Register ") 1740 (ii).
Militia (A, B, and C Batteries, &c.) 1308; (Ammunition, cloth-

ing, &c.) 1306; (Batteries, Cavalry Schools, pay, &c.) 1547;
(Brigade Major's salaries, &c.) 1301; (draining Citadel) 1742;
(Military properties) 1309; (Military, Branch and District
Staff, salaries) 1299 (ii).

Miscellaneous (Rebellion losses, &c ) 1764 (il).
Mounted Police, 1656 (ii).
Penitentiaries (Man.) 893 (ii).

Quarantine (general vote) 1417 (ii).

Ways and Means-The Tariff, 772, 781 (i).
Weights and Measures and Gas, in Com. of Sap., 1546 (ii).

Cameron, Mr. Hector, North Victoria.
C. P. R. Act Amt. B. 131 (Mr. McLelan) on Amt. (Mr.

Watson) to M. for 3°, 1351; on Amt. (Mr. McCar.
thy) 1365 (ii).

-- Port Arthur to Red River, in Com. of Sup., 1695
(ii)

Can. Temp. Act, 1878, Amt. B. 104 (Mr. Orton) on
Ant. (Mr, Kranz) to place B. on Govt. Orders, (Amt)
to add Bs. 92, 99 and 118, 1219; neg. (Y. 22, N. 149)
1222 (ii).

Horne Rule for Irelan, on Ant. (Mi. Blake) 11.j6; on
Amt. (Sir John A. Macdonald) 1139 (il),

Independence of Parlt. Act, breach of, on M. to ref. to
Com., 15b4; refutation of charges, on M. for Com. on
Ways and Means, 1580 (ii).

Navigable Waters protection (fisheries, &c.) B. 96 (Mr.
Foster) on M. for 2°, 947; in Coin., 950 (ii).

SUPPLY:
Railways-Capital: 0.P.R. (Port Arthur to Red River')1695 (ii).

Cameron, Mr. Hugh, Inverness.
Canso and Port Hood Steamship Subsidy, in Com. of

Sup., 1371 (il).
Cape Breton Island Ry. B. 143 (Sir Rector Langevin)

in Com. on Res., 1487 (ii).
Flour and Coal Duties, abolition of, on iRes. (fr.

Mitchell) in Amt. to Com. of Sap., 1438 (ii).
I. C. R Strait of Canso to Sydney, &c. (Ques.) 843 (ii).

Stellarton and Pictou Branch B. 57 (Ur. Pope)
in Com., 613, 618, 625 (i).

Privilege, Ques. of, re paragraph in Globe, 460; Official
Reps. and headings to extra copies, 632; paragraph
in Free Press on headings to Official Reps., 692 (i) ;
(personal explanation) re clergyman in Inverness Co.,
1541 (ii).

viii
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Cameron, Mr. Hugh-Continued.

Port Hastings Wharf, repairs, &c. (M. for Cor.*) 60 (.
Port Hood Ha! bor, protection to (M. for Cor.*) 60;

closing of (M. for Cor.) 787 (i).
Short Line Ry., on M. for copies of Cor., 446 (i).
Strathlorne, N.S., Postmaster, dismissal of (M. for

Cor., &c.) 59 (i).
Subsidy to N.S., readjustment, on M. for Ret., 451;

(Amt.) 455; neg. (Y. 16, N. 82) 456 (i).
SUPPLY:

Mail Subsidcs, 4cc. (Canso and Port Hood, &c.) 1371 (i).
Timber, Land and Coal Leases in N.W.T., on Res.

(Mr. Charlton) in Amt. to Com. of Sup., 1057 (ii).

Cameron, Mr. M. C., West Euron.
Baie de Chaleurs Ry. Co. (Ques.) 148t; on M. for

Com. on Res., 1482 (il).
Baker, I. G. & Co., contracts for Indian Supplies (M.

for Ret.*) 438 (i).
Boundaries of Ont., West and North, expenses incurred

by Dom. since 1870 (M. for Stmnt.*) 438 (i).
C. P. R. Act Amt. B. 131 (Mr. McLelan) on M. for 3°

(Amit.) 1357 (ii).
Census cf Man., N.W.T., and Keewatin (Ques.) 43 (i).
Criminal Law Amt. (law of evidence) (B. 23, 1°) 66;

20 m., 707; 2 neg. (Y. 57, N. 80) 709 (i).
--- (offences against the person) B. 135 (Mr.

Thompson) in Com., 1382 (ii).
-- (peduction, &c.) B 20 (Mr. Charlton) on M. for

Com., 570; in Com , 704 (i).
Disturbance in N.W., duty of Govt. to bring down pap-

ers (Amt.) to Amt. (Mr. Rall) to Res. (Mr. Blake)
508 ; neg. (Y. 62, N. 111) 510 (i).

settlers on service and homesteads (Ques.) 426.
Dom. Lands Act, 1883, Amt. B. 94 (Mr. White, Card-

well) in Com,, 913, 917 (ii).
Franchise Act, instructions to Revising Officers, on M.

for copies, 46, 48 (i).
O. C., &c., respecting putting in force of Act,

&c., and instructions to Revising Officers, &c. (M. for
copies&) 58 (i).

Franchise, Electoral, Act Amt. B. 138 (Mr. Thompson)
in Com. 1471, 1499, 1500, 1506, 1508, 1511 (ii).

Harbors and Rivers, in Com. of Sup, 1267 (ii).
Homestead Entries, cancelled or abandoned in the N.

W. (M. for Ret.) 801 (i).
Indian Administration of the N.W. (Res.) in Amt. to

Com. of Sup., 718, 730; neg. (Y. 65, N. 114) 7416 (i).
Liquor License Acts, costs incurred by Dom. (M. for

Ret.*) 438 (i).
Maritime Court of Ont. Jurisdiction B. 5 (Mr. Allen) in

Com., 561 (i).
Metapediac and Paspebiac Ry. See "Baie de Chaleurs."
Military Branch and District Staff salai ies, in Com. of

Sup., 1299 (ii).
Mounted Police Supplies, contracte by 1. G. Baker &

Co. (M. for Ret.*) 438(i).
N.W.T. Law Amt. B. 133 (Mr. Thompson) in Com.,

1883, 1459 (ii).
2

Cameron, Mr. N. C.-bntinuwd.
N W. Central Ry Co.'s Act Amt. B. 17 (Mr. Beaty) on

Amt. (Mr. Mitchell) toM. for Com. (M. to adjn. deb)
1003 (ii).

Privilege, Ques. of (Mr. Haggart) application for coal
mining location, 1144 (ii).

Privilege, Qnes. of (Mr. Kirk) Official Reps. and head.
ings to extra copies, 632 (i).

Representation of the N.W.T. in Parlt. B. 115 (Sir
John A. Macdonald) on M. for 2", 1206; on M. for
Com., 1213; in Com., 1250 (ii).

Rideau Hall, additions, alterations, repairs, &c., on M.
for Stmnt., 797 (i).

gardening and grounds, amounts paid, on M. for
Stmnt., 796 (i).

Riel, Louis, Execution of, on Res. (Mr. Landry, Mont.
magny) censuring Govt,, 104-118 (i).

Exocution of, on Amt. (Sir Hector Langevin) to
M. for Rets., 191 (i).

Rep. of Trial (Ques.) 34 (i).
Trial of, shorthand notes, &o. (M. for copies)

57 (i).
Stather, R., Papers, re application for discharge, on M.

for copies, 374 (i).
Summary Proceedings before Magistrates B. 84 (Mr.

Thompson) in Com., 715, 805 (ii).
SUPPLY:

Publie Works-Income: Harbors and Rivera (Ont.) 1267 (il).
Timber, Land and Coal Leases in N.W.T., on Rus.

(Mr. Charlton) in Amt. to Com. of Sup., 1047-1055 ;
applications for, on M. for Com. on Ways and
Means, 1574-1579 (ii).

Campbell, Mr. C. J., Victoria, N.S.
Survey of Ry. Routes in Cape Breton (Ques.) 26 (i).

Carling, Hon. J., London.
Archives, care of, in Com. of Sup., 1090 (ii).
Agriculture, Dept. of, in Com. of Sup., 691 (i), 1698 (ii).
Census of Man. (Ans.) 1240 (ii).

N.W.T. and Keewatin (Ans.) 43 (i).
Central Board of Agriculture (Ans.) 634 (i).
Colonial and Indian Exhibition, in Com.of Sup., 1095,

1741 (ii).
-- delay in transmitting exhibits (remarks) 1077;

in Com. of Sup., 1741 (ii).
Criminal Statistios, in Com. of Sup., 1091 (ii).
Dom. Exhibition, in Com. of Sup., 1091 (ii).
Experimental Farm Stations, establishment (B. 124)

prop. Res., 866; M. for Com. on Res., 960; (remarks)
964; (reply) 972; in Com. and 1°* of B., 973; 2°
and in Com., 1146 (ii).

Health Statistica, in Com. of Sup., 1094 (ii).
Immigration and Emigration (Ans.) 370 (i).

assisted and unassisted, on M. for Ret., 640 (i).
-. from Dakota and Texas (Ans.) 1217 (ii).

- - from France, and work of M. Labelle (Ans.)
1661 (ii).
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Carling, Hon. J.- continued.
Immigration, in Com. of Sap., 1385, 1392 (ii).

settlers in Mian. and N.W. T. (Ans.) 42 (i).
Immigrants settled in Canada, number (Ans.) 61 (i).
Indians, in Com. of Sup., 1652 (ii).
Ingersoll, London and Chatham Ry. Subsidy, in Com.

on Res., 1599, 1603 (ii).
Keewatin, Man. and N.W. T., population (Ans.) 370 (i).
Labelle, Rev. M., Immigration Rep. (Ans.) 1633,

1661, (ii).
London Infantry School, in Com. of Sup., 1753 (ii).
Metapediac and Pasbebiac Ry. See "Baie de Chaleurs."
Model Farm, in Com. of Sup., 1659 (ii).
Oleomargarine, &o., on Res. (Mr. Taylor) respecting

legislation, 553 (i).
Post Office, in Com. of Sup., 1548 (ii).
Printing Pamphlets in Quebec offices (Ans.) 865 (ii).
Quarantine, in Com. of Sup., 1417 (ii).
Quarantine Regulations and SS. Parisian (Ans.)

16.9 (ii).
Roper, S. C. D., employment of by Govt. (Ans.)

570 (i).
Subsidies (money) to Rys. B. 146 (Mr. Pope) in Com.

on Re., 1599, 1602 (il).
SUPPLY:

Arts, Agriculture, &c. (Arcbives, care of) 1090 ; (Colonial and
Indiau Exhibition) 1095, 1741 ; (Dom. Exhibition) 1091
(Healhh Statistics) 1091 (il).

Civil Govt. (tgricultare, Dept. of) 1698; (Post Office, con-
tingencies) 883 (ii).

Collection of Revenues (Post Office, Mail Service, salaries, &c.)
1548 (ii).

Immigration (general vote) 1385; (contingencies) 1392; (pub-
lishing pamphlets) 1393 (il).

Indians (N.B) 1652 (ii).
Miscellaneous (Model Farm) 1659 (ii).
Public Works-Income: Buildings (London Infantry School)

1753 (ii).
Quarantine (general vote) 1417 (il).

Wood, M. C., explaItion, in Com. of Sup., 885 (ii).

Caron, Hon. Sir Adolphe, Quebec County.
A, B, and C Batteries, in Com. of Suip., 1309, 1547 (H).
Ammunition, clothing, &., in Con. of Sup., t302 (ii).

manufactured a.t Quebee, on M. fcr Cor., 554 (i).
Batteries, Cavalry Schools, &c., in Coin. of Sup.,

1309, 1547 (ii).
Brigade Majors, salaries, &c., in Com. of Sup., 1300 (ii).
Cartridge Factory at Qaebec (Ans.) 543 (i).
Citadel, drainage and water supply (Ans.) 813 (ii).

in Com. of Sup., 1742 (ii).
Disturbance in the N.W., Anderson, James, Cor. re

purchase of supplies, &c., on M. for copies, 427 (i).
Batoche, battle of, Rep. of officer second in com-

mand (Ans.) 369 (i).
claims Commission (Ans.) 42 (i).

-- claims paid (Ans.) 42 (i).
-- distribution of Medals (Ans.) 1661 (ii).

Caron, Hon. Sir Adolphe -Continued.
Disturbance in the N.W., instructions to non-combatants,

on M. for copies, 427 (i).
-- Laurie and Strange, Maj. Generals, status in

active Militia (Ans.) 119 (i).
-- losses, claims, &c., in Com. of Sap., 1767 (ii).

-- non-combatants, recognition of services (Ans.)
633 (i).

- - reports on Rebellion presented to fHouse (re-
marks) on M. for Com. of Sup., 1643 (ii).

-- transportation contractors, on M. for Ret.,
427 (i).

--- transport service, &c. (Ans.) 61 (i).
Drill Instruction and Drill Pay, in Com. of Sup.,

1306 (ii).
Flying Column for N. W., on M. for Cor., 634 (i).
Imperial Titles, on M. for Rot., 698 (i).
I. C. R., Claims arising out of construction, in Com. of

Sup., 1752 (i).
Land Grants to Militia B. 142 (Mr. White, Cardwell) in

Com. on Res., 14à6; on M. for 2°, 1570; in Com.,
1572 (i).

Laurie, Maj, Genl. and Genl. Strange, position in Militia
force during Rebellion (Ans.) 68 (i).

London Infantry School, in Com. of Sup., 1753 (ii).
Manitoba Penitentiary, in Com. ofSup., 893 (ii).
Medals, distribution of (Ans.) 1661 (ii).
Military Branch and District Staff, salaries, in Com..of

Sup., 1295 (hi).
operations in N. W. Rep. (Ans.) 1075 (ii).
properties, in Com. of Sup., 1309 (i).

--- works in B.C., in Com. of Sup., 1752 (ii).
Militia and Defence, Deptl. Rep. (presented) 57 (i).

Rebellion Rep. (presented) 1455 (ii).
contirgencies, &c., in Com. of Sup., 877, 880

1307, 1743 (ii).
in Com. of Sup., 1295 (ii).

-- organisation in N.W.T. (Ans,) 843 (ii).
regiments visit to Great Britain (Ans.) 709 (i)

Pensions to Volunteers wounded at Duck Lake (Ans.)
633 (i).

N.W. Rebollion, in Com. of Sup., 1742; conc.,
1771 (ii).

Powder imported for Cartridges (Ans.) 898 (ii).
Prince Albert Volunteers, Scrip for (Ans.) 633 (i).
Quebec and Lake St. John Ry. Co.'s Subsidy, in Com.

on Res., 1622 (ii).
Rebellion. See "IDisturbance."
Reports on the N.W. Rebellion (remarks) on M. for

Com. of Sup., 1642 (ii).
Return, imperfect, re Seizures by Expeditionary Force

in N.W. (remarks) 1380 (ii).
Riel, Louis, Execution of, on Res. (Mr. Landry, Mont-

magny) censuring Govt., 195-206 (i).
Royal Military College, in Com. of Sap., 1308 (ii).



IN D E X.
Caron, Hon. Sir Adolphe-Continued.

Stanstead, Shefford and Chambly Ry. Co.'s Wharf
(Ans.) 1096 (ii).

Subsidies (money) to Rys. B. 146 (Mr. Pope) in Com.
on Res., 1622 (ii).

SUPPLY:

Civil Government (Militia, Dept. of) 523 (i); (contingencies) 877,
1307, suppl., 1743 (il).

Militia -(A, B, and C, Batteries) 1309, 1547 ; (Ammuni-
tion, clothing, &c.) 1302 ; (Batteries, Cavalry Schools, &c.,
pay, &c.) 1309, 1547; (Brigade Major's salaries, &c.) 1300;
(draining Citadel) 1742; (Drill instruction and drill pay)
1306; (Military properties) 1309, conc., 1771 ; (Royal
Military College) 1308; (salaries, Branch and Distridt Staff)
1295 (ii).

Àfiscellaneous-(Rebellion losses, &c.) 1767 (ii).
Penitentiaries (Man.) 893 (ii).
Penions (N.W. Rebellion) 1742 cono., 1771.
Publie Works-Capital (Military Works, B. C.) 1752; Buildings

(London Infantry School) 1753 (ii).
Railways-Capital: I. 0. R. (Claims) 1752 (ii).

Tête du Pointe Barracks (Ans.) 1240 (ii).

Cartwright, Sir R. J., Huron, South Riding.
Address, on the, 23 (i).
Adulteration of Food, in Com. of Sup., 1547 (ii).
Advertising, &c., in Com. Of Sup., 875 (i).
Agriculture, Dept. of, in Com. of Sup., 1698 (ii).
Almonds, conc. in Ways and Means, 748 (i).
Ammunition, clothing, &c., in Com. of Sup., 1302 (ii).
Archives, care of, in Com. Of Sup., 1090 (ii).
Baking powder, conc. in Ways and Means, 749 (i); in

Com., 1584 (ii).
Barbed wire-fencing, &c., conc. in Ways and Means,

772 (i).
Batteries, Cavalry Schools, in Com, of Sup., 1547 (ii).
Bayfield fiarbor, repairs (M. for Cor.) 381 (i).
Boits and nuts, &c., in Com. on Ways and Moanîs, 1584

(ii).
Bounty on Pig Iron B. 150 (Mr. Mc Lelan) on prop.

Res., 1661 ; in Com. 1715 (ii).
Brigade Major's salaries &c.,, in Com. of Sup., 1301 (ii).
BUDGET, The (Ques.) 330; iReply, 426 (i). See" Ways

and Means."
Buoys and Beacons, &c., in Com. of Sup., 1377 (ii).
Çan. and Antwerp Steamship Subsidy, in Com. of Strp.,

1371 (i).
Can. and Germany Mail Subsidy, in Com. of Sup.,

1756 (ii).
C.P.R. Act Amt. B. 131 (Mr. MeLelan) on Amt.

(Mr. Watson) to M. for 3°, 1346 (ii).
- - bonds, release of, in Com. on lRes., 1017, 1021 (ii).
- - confirmation of Agreemont, in Com. on Res.

(Mr. XMcLelan) 941 (ii).
-- expenditure in B.C., in Com. of Sup., 14k

1744 (ii).
-- lands, sale of, by Company (Ques.) 543 (i).

-- Port Arthur to Red River, in Com of Sup.,
14@, 1693 (ii),
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C.P.R., salaries, &o., of Staff, in Com. of Sup.,
1450 (ii).

subsidy, in Com. of Sup., 1448 (ii).
Canse and Port Hood Steamship Subvention, in Com.

of Sup., 1372 (ii).
Capo Breton Island Ry., on prop. Ros., 1455 (ii).
Cape Race Lighthouse transfor B. 100 (Mr. Foster)

in Com. on Res., 672 (i)
Caraquet Ry. Subsidy, in Con. on Res., 1605 (ii).
Carriage hardware, cono. in Ways and Means,

1720 (fi).
Chignecto Marine Transport Ry. B. 105 (Mr. Pope) on

p Res., 681 (i).
Chinese Immigration Act Amt. B. 106 (Mr. Chapleau)

in Com., 1233 (ii).
Cobourg, relief of town, re construction of Harbor, on

pro. Res. (Mr. Mctelan) 866 (ii).
Cocoanut, dessicated, in Com. on Ways and Means,

1584 (ii).
Cod Liver Oil and Guano industries, in Com. of Sup.,

1757 (ii).
Cologne water, &m., cone. in Ways an(l Means, 770 (i).
Colonial and Indian Exhibition, in Com. of Sup.,

1095 (ii).
Consolid. Fund, Roceipts and Expenditures. (M. for

Ret.*) 35 (i); (Ques.) 1076 (ii).
Consolid. Inland 1ov. Acts Amt. B. 101 (Mr. Costigan)

on prop. Ros., 601; in Com. on Ros. (fusil oil and
distillery refuse) 682; (malt) 6-4; (methylated
spirits) 685 (i).

Commercial Agoncies, in Com. of Sup., 1659 (ii).
Contingencies, in Corn. of Sp., 881 (i).
Cook, Mr. ., Timbor Duos, on M. to ref. to Pub.

Acets. Com., 1420 (ii).
Cordage, manilla and sisal, in Com. on Ways and Means,

1584 (ii).
Cornwall Canal, in Com. of Sup., 1452 (ii).
Cotton fabrica, printed or dyed, o ne. in Res. rep. from

Com. on Ways and Moans, 769 (i).
Court of Ry. Commissionors B. 6 ( Mr. McCarthy) on

M. for 2°, 58 (i).
Culling Timber, in Com. of Sup., 1544 (ii).
Currants, dates, &c., conc. in Ways and Means, 750 (i).
Customs, in Com. of Sup., 145 1 (ii).
Debates, publisbing of, in Com. of Sup., 1089 (ii).
Debt of Ihe Dom. (Ques ) 31 (i),

Debts of Oct. and Que. (Quos.) 974 (ii).
Deposits. See ' Post Office "

Disturbance in the N.W., claims paid (Ques.) 42 (i).

operations and war claims (Ques.) 1343 (ii).

Dom. Lands Act, 1883-84, Amt B. 94 (Mr. White,

Cardwell) on M. te introd., 6o (i).

Dom. Lands, in Com. of Sup., 530, 532 (i), 1550 (ii).

Dorchester Penitontiary, in ÇCm. of Sup.,89.- (ii).
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Earthenware, cono. in Ways and Means, 1719 (ii).
Esquimalt and Nanaimo Ry. B. 47 (Mir. Pope) on M.

for 30, 603 (i).
Esquimalt Graving Dock, in Com. of Sup.,1156 (ii).
Excise, in Com. of Sup., 1543 (ii).
Experimental Farm Stations B. 124 (Mr. Carling) on

prop. Res., 866; on M. for Com., 960; in Com.,
973 (ii).

Exports and Importa, Stmnt. of (M. for Ret.*) 35 (i);
Value of (Ques.) 1240 (i).

Extra Clerks, in Com. of Sup., 883 (ii).
Fancy goods, conc. in Ways and Moans, 749 (i).
Farm or Real Estate Banks on M. (Mr. Orton) for Com,

on Res., 432, 572 (i).
Feathers, Ostrich and Vulture, conc. in Ways and

Means, 749 (i).
Fines and Forfeitures B. 80 (Mr. Thompson) on M. for

20, 671 (i).
Fisheries, Dept. of, in Com. of Sup., 1698 (i).

salaries, &c., in Com. of Sup, 1541 (ii).
Fishing rights of Indians on Lakes Huron and Nipis.

sing, Pets., &c. (on M. for copies) 696 (i).
Franchise Act Amts. (Ques.) 543 (i).
-- expenses under, in Com. of Sup., 1698 (ii).
Franchise, Electoral, Act Amt. B. 138 (Mr. T7 hompson),

in Com., 1481 (ii).
Fruit, dried, conc. in Ways and Means, 750; green, 750,

753 (ii).
Flour and Coal duties, abolition of, on Res. (Mr.

Mitchell) in Amt. to Com. of Sup., 1437 (ii).
Fog-whistles, &c., maintenance, in Com. of Sup., 1375.
France and Quebec Steamship Subsidy, in Com. of Sup.,

1370 (ii).
Fusil oil and distillery refuse, in Com. on B. 101, 601 (i).
Geological Survey, in Com. of Sup., 542 (i); 1543 (ii).
Gloves, mitts, &c., conc. in Ways and Means, 756 (i).
Govt. Steamers, maintenance, in Com. of Sup., 1372 (ii).
Hair cloth, conc. in Ways and Means, 756 (i).
Harbors and Rivers, in Com. of Sap., 1263, 1266, 1269

(ii).
Harness and saddlery, conc. in Ways and Means, 756 (i).
Heney, John, refund to, on conc. of Sup., 1774 (ii).
High Court of Justice, Ont., Judge's salary, in Com. on

Res., 973 (ii).
Home Rule for Ireland on Amt. (Mr. Coughlin) 1136 (fi).
Immigration, assisted and unassisted, on M. for Ret.,

658 (i).
in Com. of Sup., 1386 (if).

Imperial Federation (remarks on M. for adjnmt.) 33 (i).
-- titles, on M. for Rot., 699 (i).
Independence of Parlt. Act, breach of, on Amt. to M.

to ref. to Sel. Com., 1595 (ii).
Indians, in Com. of Sup., 1650, 1745 (ii).
Inland Revenue Act. See 'Consolidated."
I. C. R. miscellaneous works, in Com. of Sup., 1451 (ii).

Cartwright, Sir R. J.-Continued.
I. C. R., repairs, &o., in Com. of Sup., 1659 (ii).

St. Charles branch, in Com. of Sup., 1452 (fi).
Stellarton and Pictou branch B. 57 (Mr. Pope)

on M. for 2° and in Com., 604, 614, 618, 6 4; on M.
for 30, 665 (i).

Interest in B. C., B. 22 ( 3r. Thompson).in Com., 1244 (ii).
Iron sand or globules, &c., conc. Ways and Means, 780

(i).
Justice, Administration of, in Com. of Sup., 886, 890,

1698 (if).
Kaministiquia River, in Com. of Sup., 1157 (ii).
Kingston Penitentiary, in Com. of Sup., 891, 1164 (ii).
Laces, braid, fringes, &o., conc. in Ways and Means,

757 ().
Lachine Canal, in Com. of Sup., 1452 (ii).
Lacombe, Father, payment to, on conc., 1774 (ii).
Land Grants to Rys. in Man. and N.W.T. B. 147 (Mr.

White, Cardwell) in Com. on. Res., 1630; on M. to
conc. in Res, 1639 (ii).

Laundry blueing, conc. in Ways and Means, 749 (i).
Lead pipe and lead shot, conc. in Ways and Means,

757 (i).
Legal services in connection with Fishery Award

and revision of Statutes, in Com. of Sup., 1159 (ii).
Legislation, Debates, publishing of, 1089 (ii).
Life-boat service and rewards, &c., in Com. of Sup.,

1372 (ii).
Lighthouse keepers, salaries, &c., in Com. of Sup., 1375,

(ii).
Logs, &c., in Com. on Ways and Means, 1587; conc.,

1725 (ii)
Mail Subsidies and Steamship subventions, in Com. of

Sup., 1370 (i).
Malt, in Com. on B. 101, 684 (i).
Man. and North-Western Ry. Co.'s Land Subsidy, in

Com. on Res. 1630 (ii).
Man. Claims Settlement B. 123 (Mr. Mc Lelan) on prop.

Res., 866; on M. for Com. on lRes, 959; on M. for 20,
1145; on M. for 3°, 1199 (ii).

Man. Penitentiary, in Com. of Sup., 894 (ii).
Maritime Court of Ont. Juriediction B. 5 (Mr. Allen) in

Com., 569 (i).
Methylated spirits, in Com. on B. 101, 685 (i).
Miall's pamphlet on Scott Act, in Com. of Sup., 881 (if).
Military Branch and District Staff, salaries, in Com. of

Sup., 1295 (ii).
--- properties, in Com. of Sup., 1309 (if).

Militia, contingencies, in Com. of Sap., 1307, 1743 (fi).
--- in Com. of Sup., 1295 (ii).
Model Farm, in Com. of Sup., 1659 (ii),

See "Experimental."
Moncton "nd Bactouche Ry. Co.'s Subsidy, in Com. on

Res., 1597 (ii).
Montreal Armories, in Com. of Sup., 1162 (ii).
Morgan's " Annual Register," in Com. of Sup., 1740 (ii).

xii
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Mounted Police, in Comn. of Sup., 1656, 1745 (ii).
Mud Creek Dams, raising of (Ques.) 1746 (ii).
Murray Canal, in Com. of Sup., 1453 (ii),
Northern and Pacifie Junction Ry. Co.'s B. 25 (Mr.

McCarthy) on M. to trans. Sen. Amts. to Govt.
Orders, 1664; on Amt. (Mr. Muloch) to M. to conc.
in Sen. Amts., 1678 (ii).

N.W. Central Ry. Co.'s Act. Ant B. 17 (Mr. Beaty) on
Amt. (Mr. Mitchell) to M. for Comn., 988; in Com. on
Res., 1631 (ii).

Obstructions in nav. rivers, in Coma. of Sup., 1374 (ii).
Paper hangings, conc. in Ways and Means, 1720 (ii).
Pensions to Volunteers who served in the N.W. (Ques.)

1198 (ii).
-- in Com. of Sup., 1154 (ii).

Philosophical instruments, globes, &c., conc. in Ways
and Means, 781 (i).

Pig Iron, see "Bounty."
Pipes, gas and water, &c., conc. in Ways and Means,

755 (i).
Police Vessels for protection of Fisheries, in Com. of

Sup., 157 (i).
Post Office, in Com. of Sap., 1547 (ii)
Post Office Savings Banks, and Govt. Savings Bank

deposits (M. for Stmnt. *) 392 (i).
Printing and Stationery Bureau B. 132 (Mr. Chapleau)

on M. for 2°, 1528; in Com., 1555 (ii).
Printing Immigration pamphlets, in Com. of Sup., 1395
(ii).

-- M. to refer item to Public Acets. Com., 460 (i).
Printing of Parlt., on M. to conc. in Fourth Rep. of Com.,

1195 (ii).
Privy Council Office, in Com. of Sup , 1697 (ii).
Public Accounts Com., meeting of (remarks) 1514 (ii)
Public Buildings, in Com. of Sup., 1154, 1158, 1160,

1162, 1163, 1166, 1261 (ii).
Public Expenditure, Res. in Amt. to Com. of Sup.,

1646; neg. (Y. 36, N. 70) 1648 (ii).
Qtuarantine, in Com. of Sup., 1411 (ii).
Quebec Harbor Improvements further Loan B. 140

(Mr. .cLelan) in Com. on Res., 1385 (ii).
Rebellion, 10886, claims, &c., in Com. of Sup., 1764 (ii).
Repairs, Furniture, &c., Public Buildings, in Com. of

Sup., 1261 (ii).
Representation of N.W.T. in Parlt. on M. (Sir John

A. Macdonald) for Address to Her Majesty, 866; in
Com., 1213 (ii).

Returns re expenses in N.W.T. (remarks) 66 (i).
Rideau Canal, in Com. of Sup., 1453 (ii).
Roads and Bridges, in Com. of Sup., 1270, 1755 (ii).
Royal Military College, in Com. of Sup., 1308 (ii).
Rubber belting, conc. in Ways and Means, 1719 (ii).
St. Maurice, Faucher de, on Parliamentary Procedure,

in Com. of Sup., 1741 (ii).
St. Vincent de Paul Penitentiary, in Com. of Sup., 1162,

1693 (ii).

Cartwright, Sir R. J. -Continued.
Scientific Treatise in Dopti. Rp., in Crn. of Sup., 888.
Scythes, cone. in Ways and Means, 1721 (ii).
Sec. of State, Dept. of, in Com. of Sup., 1697 (ii).
Senate, salaries, &c.: in Com. of Sup., 1089 (ii).
Settlers in Saugeon Peninsula, on M. for Com. of Sup.,

1539 (ii).
Stellarton and Pictou Ry. see "1. C. R."
Straw board, conc. in Ways and Means, 1719 (ii).
Subsidies (money) to Rys. B. 146 (Mir. Pope) in Com.

on Res., 1597, 1704 (ii).
- See "Land Grants."

Sugars, conc. in Ways and Mieans, 773, 779 (i); in Com.,
1587 (ii).

Superannuation, on M. for Rot., 1184 (ii).
SUPPLY d

Administration of -Justice, 886 (ii).
Arts, Agriculture, ý¶c. (Archives, care or) 1090; (Colonial and

Indian Exhibition) 1095 (i).
Canais-Capital (Cornwal) 1452; (Lachine) 1452 ; (Murray)

1453; (Tay (anal) 1453; (Welland) 1453; (Williamsburg)
1452. Income (maintenance, &c.) conc., 1771; (refund to
John Heney) conc., 1774; (Rideau) 1453; (Welland) 1453 (il).

Charges o" Management (Asst. Financial Iaspector) 520 ;
(Auditor and Rec. Geai. . Halifax, Victoria and Winnipeg) 521
(i), conc., 1773 (ii).

Cvil Govt. (Agriculture) 1698 (ii) ; (Auditor Genl.'s 0 ce) 689;
(Cuctoms, Dept. of) 690 (1), (conting'ncies) 3975; (C. S. Exam.
iners, contingencies) 841 (i); (Finance, Dept. of, and
Treasury Board) 689 (); (Fisheries) 1698 (il); (Gov. Genl.'
Sec.'s Ofee) 522 (i), (contingencies) 868 (I); (Indian
Affairs, Dept. of) 688; (Interior, Dept. of) 524 ; (Inland
Revenue, Dept. of) 689 (j), (contingencies) 881 (il); (Justice,
Dept. of) 523 (i), (contingencies) 877 (ii) ; (Marine, Dept. of)
691 (i), (contingencies) 886 (ii); (Militia, Dept. of) 523 (i),
(contingencies) &c , 1307, 1743 (ii) ; (Post Office, Dept. of)
690 (i), (çontingencies) 883 (ii) ; (Privy 0ouncil Office) 1697
(ii), (contingencies) 521 (t), 870 (ii); (Public Works, Dept.
of) t;9i (i), (coutingencies) 8S3 (ii); (Rys and Uainal, Depolt.
uf') 691; (Sec. of State, Dept. of) 54 (i), suppl., 1697
(cu:tiugencies) 880 (ii).

Coltection of Reueaues (.Adulteration of Foxd) 1547 ; (Oullers'
sabtLies, &c )1544; (tjuitoms) 1151; (Dominion Lauds) 1550 ;
(Excise, salaries aud stamps) 1543 ; (1. 0. R, repaire, &c.)
16519 ; (Post Office, Mail Service, salaries, &u.) 1547 (ii)

Fisheries (Cod Liver Oil and Guano iniustries) 1757 ; (Police
vessels) 1757 ; (salaries, &c.) 1541 (il).

Geological Survey, 1543 (ii).
Immigration (general vote) 1386 ; (printing pamphlets) 1392,

1395 (il).
Indiana (B.O.) 1652, 1762; (Man. and the N. W.) 165, 1745,

1761; (N.B.) 1651; (N.S.) 1651; (Ont., Que. and Mar. Pro.
vinces) 1650, conc. 1773 (ii).

Justice, Administration of, 1698 (ii).
Legislation: House of Gommons (contingencies) 1089. Miscel-

laneous (Faucher de St. Maurice, on Parliamentarv Pro-
cedure) 1741 ; (Franchise Act, expenses under) 1898; (Morgan's
"iAnnual Register,") 1740; (printing, paper, &c.) 1090. Senate
(salaries, &c.) 1089 (ii).

Lighthouse and Coast Service (Buoys and Beacons, Ac.) 1377;
(Fog-whistles, Ac., maintenance) 1375 ; (Lighthouses and
Fog-alarms) 1376; (salaries, &c.) 1375 (il).

Mail Subsidies, *c. (Can. and Antwerp, &c.) 1371; (Oanadaand
Germany) 1756; (Janso and Port Houd) 1372 (û).

Mlitia (Ammunition, clothing, &c.) 1302; (Batteries, Oavalry
Schools, &c., pay, &c.) 1547; (Brigade Major's salaries, Ac )
1301; (Military properties, permanent batteries, &c.) 1309;
conc., 1771, 1773; (Royal Military College) 1308; (salaries,
Branch and District Staff) 1295 (il),

xii
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SUPPLY-Continued.
Xiscellaneous (Rebellion, losses, &c.) 1764; (Commercial

Agencies) 1659, conc, 1773; (Forged Bond, payment for)
1764; (Lacombe, Father, payment to) conc., 1774; (Model
Farm) 1659 (ii).

>ounted Police, 1656, 1745 (fi).
Ocean and River Service, conc. 1771 ; (Govt. Steamers) 1372;

(obstructions in nav. rivers) 1374; (Rewards, &c., and Life-
boat service) 1372 ; (Winter Mail service, P.E.L ) 1375 (ii).

Penitentiaries (Dorchester) 892 ; (Kingston) 891; (Man.) 891;
(St. Vincent de Paul) 1693 (il.)

Pensions (Rebellion of 1885) 1154; cone., 1770; (Veterans of
1812) 1153 (ii).

Public Works-Captal (Esquimalt Graving Dock) 1156; (Port
.Arthur and Kaministiquia River) 1157; (Public Buildings,
Ottawa) 1154. Income: Buildings (B.C.) 1166; (Man.) 1166;
(N.S.)1158; (N.W.T.) 1166; (Ont.) 1163, 1753; (P.EI ) 1160;
(Que.) 1162. Harbors an4 Rivers (B.O.) 1269; (N.B.) 1263;
(N.S.) 1754; (N.W.T.) 1269; (Ont.) 1266, 1755, (Port Arthur
Harbor) 1157; (Que.) 1755. Repairs, Furniture, &-. (Public
Buildings) 1261. Roads and Bridges, 1270, 1755 (il).

Quarantine (general vote) 1417 (ii).
Railways-Capital: .P.R. (expenditure in B.C.) 1448, 1744;

(Port Arthur to Red River) 1449, 1693; (salaries, Ac., of
staff) 1450; (Subsidy) 1448. .O.R. (Miscellaneous works)
1451 ; (St. Oharles Branch) 1452 (ii).

Supreme Crt., extra Roporter, in Com. of Sup., 90 (ii).
Syrups, cane-juice, &c., conc. in Ways and Mean-, 79 (i).
Tay Canal, in Com. of Sup., 1453 (ii).
Temporary Loans by Govt. (à[. for Ret.) 56 (i).
Timber, Land and Coal Leasos in N.W.T., on Res. (Mr.

Charlton) in Armt.to Com. of Sup. (remarks) 1073 (ii).
Travis, Judge, in Com. of Sap., 886 (ii).
Tubing, wrought-iron, conc. in Ways and Means, 770 (i).
Veterans of 1812, in Com. of Sup., 1153 (ii).
Ways and Means-'fhe Tariff, 748, (i); 1583, 1719 (ii).

Tin1FF CHANGES : (almonds) 748; (baking powder) 749 (i),
1584; (bolts, nuts, &c.) 1584 (il); (blueing) 749 (i); (carriage
hardware) 1720 ; (cocoanut, dessicated) 1581 (ii); (colgoge)
770; (cottou) 769 (i) ; (earthenware) 1725 (ii); (fauuy gooda)
79 ; (feathers) 749; (fruit, dried) 750; (fruit, green) 760; (gas
pipes, iron) 755-; (Geneva gin) 769; (glores, mitts, &c.) 756 ;
(hair cloth)756; (harness) 756, laces, braids, &c.) 757 ; (lead)
757 (i) ; (logs), 1587, 1725 ; (Mdnila cordage, sisal, &c.) 1584,

(paper hanginga) 1719 (il) ; (peaches) 755 ; (philosophical
instruments, globes) 781 (i); (scythes) 1721 ; (straw-board)
1719 (ii) ; (sugar) 773; (syrups) 779 ; (tubing) 770; (whips)
770; (wire) 770; (wire fencing) 772; (yeast) 772 (i).

Welland Canal, in Com. of Sap., 1453 (ii).
Williamsburg Canal, in Com. of Sup., 1452 (ii).
Whips, cono. in Ways and Means, '70 (i).
Winter Mail service, P.E.I., in Com. of Sup , 1375 (ii).
Wiro, iron or steel, &c., cono. in Ways and Means,

770 (i).
Yeast cakes, &c., conc. in Ways and M ans, 772 (i).

Casey, Mr. G. E., West Elgin.
Agents, purch.asing, names, &c. (Ml. for Riet.*) 437 (i).
Ammunition, clothing, &c., in Com. of Sup., 1303 (ii).

manufactured at Quobec (M. for Cor.) 554 (i).
Bell & Lewis, Howard Wright, J. Stewart and Mr.

Sinclair, moneys paid to fir transport, &c. (àî. for
Ret.*) 437 (1).

Bounty on Pig Iron B. 150 (Mr. McLelan) in Com.
on Rs., 1717 (ii).

Casey, Mr. G. E.-Continued.
Can. Temp. Act. Amt., 1878, B. 101 (Mr. Orton) on

Amt. (Mr. Kranz) to place on Govt. Orders, 1219 (Ii).
C. P. R., B. C. contracts (Ques.) 709 (i).
--- Port Arthur to Red River, in Com. of Sap.,

1450, 1694 (ii).
Carillon Canal, in Qom. of Sup., 1745 (ii).
Claims recognised by Govt. and amounts paid (M. for

Ret.*) 438 (i).
Court of Ry. Commissionerd B. 6 (Mr. McCarthy)

on M. for 2', 592 (i).
Disturbance in the N. W., Anderson, James, Cor. re

purchase of supplies, &c. (M. for copies) 427 (i).
-- Batoche, battle of, Rep. of officer second in

command (Ques.) 369 (i).
claims Commission (Ques.) 42 (i).

- - food, material, medical supplies and comforts,
forage, &c., purchase of (il. for Ret.*) 438 (i).

-- instructions to non-combatants (M, for copies)
427 (i).

--- Laurie and Strange, Maj. Generals, status in
Active Militia (Ques.) 119 (i).

-- Middleton, Maj. Geni., namnes, &c., of Staff
(M. for Ret.*) 437 (i).

- reports on Rebellion presented to House
(remarks) on M. for Com. of Sup., 1640 (ii).

transportation contractors (M. for Ret.) 4. 7 (i).
--- transport and supply officers, names, &c. (M.

for Ret.) 437 (i).
- transport service, &c. (Ques.) 61 (i).
Farm or Real Estate Banks, in Com. on Res. (Mr.

Orton) 578 (i).
Flour and Coal Duties, abolition of, on Res. (Mr.

Mitchell) in Amt. to Com. of Sap., 143 (ii).
Frauuiise Act, expuses under, in Con. ol Sup.,1700 (ii).
- instructions to Revising Offiuerb (N. for copieb)

43; (remarks) 56 (i).
Geologioal Survey, inO om. of Sup., 1649 (ii).
Grenville Canal, in Com. of Sip., 1453 (ii).
Home Rule for Ireland, on Amt. (Mr. Costigan) to Res.

(Mr. Blake) 1097-1101 ; on Amt. (Mr. Coughlin)
1138; on Amt. (Mr. Thompson) 1142; on prop. Res.
(Mr. Blake) in Amt. to Com. of Sup., 1027 (ii).

lorses purchased and from whom, &c. (M. for IRet.*)
438 (i).

Immigration, assisted and unassisted, on M. for Retw,
6à6 (i).

Indemnity to Members, on Res. (Mr. Farrow) and Mr.
Blake's Ques. of Order, 123 (i).

Ind'ans, Man. and N. W. T., in Com. of Sup., 1745 (ii).
Indian voters, applications for registration (.L for

copies) 449 (i).
Ingersoll, London and Chatham Ry. Co.'s Subsidy, in

Com. on Res., 1600 (i).
Lake Erie, Essex and Detroit River Ry. Co.'s Subsidy,

in Com. on Res., 1610 (ii).
Laurie, Maj, GenL and Genl. Strange, position in

Militia force during Rebellion (Que&) 68 (i)4

xiv
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Casey, Mr. G. E.-Conftinued.

Medical and hospital staff, names, &c. (1f. for Ret.*)
438 (i).

Military Branch and District Staff, salaries, in Com. of
Sup., 1296 (ii).

claims Commission, names, &c. (M. for Ret.*)
4-38 (i).

Militia, in Com. of Sup., 1296 (ii).
N. W. Central Ry. Co.'s Act Amt. B. 17 (Mr. Beaty)

Speaker's attention called to member not voting,
1011 (ii).

Officers, &c., who volunteered for service, names, &o.
(M. for Ret.*) 438 (i).

Oleomargarine, &c., on Res. (Mr. Taylor) respecting
legislation, 550 (i).

Order, Ques. of, and Parliamentary language, 1580,
1635 (ii).

Pig Iron. Bee "Bounty."
Public Buildings, in Com. of Sup., 1745 (ii).
Reports on the N. W Rebellion (remarks) on M. for

Com. of Sap., 1640 (ii).
Representation of the N. W. T. in Parlt. B. 115 (Sir

John A. Macdonald) on M. for Com., 1213; in Com.,
1214-1216 (ii).

Return, imperfect, re Seizires by Expeditionary Force
in N. W. (rernarks) 1380 (ii).

Riel, Louis, Execution oe, on Res. (Mr. Landry, Mont-
magny) censuring Govt., 315-323 (i).

Seizures by Mounted Police or Expeditionary Force
(M. for Ret.*) 438 (i).

Senate, constitution of, on Res. (Mr. Mills) in Amt.
to Com. of Sup., 1286 (ii).

Staff Paymasters, names, &o. (M. for Ret.*) 438 (i).
Subsidies (money) to Rys. B. 146 (Mr. Pope) in

Com. on Res., 1600, 1610 (ii).
SUPPLY:

Canais-Capital (Carillon Canal) 1745; (Grenville) 1453 (ii).
Geological Survey, 1649 (Hi).
Indians (Man. and N W. T )1745 (ii).
Legislation (Franchise Act, expenses under) 17-0 (ii).
Miltia (Ammunition, clothing, &c.) 1303; (salaries, District

Branch and Staff) 1296 (ii).
Public Work.i-ncom: Builtdings (Man.) 1745; (Ont.) 1745 (il).
Railways-Cip.tal (Port Arthur to Red River) 1450, 1694 (ii).

Voters' Lists, printing of, contracts, &c. (M. for Stmnts.)
448 (i).

Casgrain, Mr. P. B., L'Jslet.
Elgin Station, L'Islet (Ques.) 544 (i).
Fines and Forfeitures B. 80 (Mr.|:Thomp8on) on M. for

20, 671 (i).
Riel, Louis, Exeocution of, on 1es. (Mr. Landry, Mont-

magny) censuring Govt., 807-309 (i):
-- Execution, communications from Quebec Govt.

(Ques.) 426 (i).
Slides and Booms, amounts owing on account of (M.

for Rets.*) 1195 (i).
Valin, Mr., M.P., Grants of land to, in N. W. (M. for

Ret.) 31 (i).

Chapleau, Hon. J. A., Terrebonne.
Can. emp.Aet, in Con lOf Sup., 1859 (i)

Chinese Immigration Act Amt. (1. 106, 1°) 746 ()i
2° and in Com., 1229; 3° n., 1240 (il).

-- lcgislation respeming (An-;) 62 (i).
Commissions to Publio Otfllers (13. 110, 1'*) 781

(1) ; 2° rn., 958; in Comn., 1953 (n).
Fabre, salary, &e., in Coin. of Sup., 1658 (ii).
Franchise, Eloctoral, Act A.mt. B. 138 (Ur. rhompson)

in Com., 1474-150,, (ii).
Franchise Act, expensos undor, in Com. of Sup., 1693,

1750 (ii).
-- instructions to Revising Ofloors, on M. for

copies, 4U (i).
-- working of, Cor. (presentod), 1482 (ii).

Govt. measures (remarks) 913 (ii).
Joint Stock Co.'s printing Blie book (Ans.) 186 (i).
Justice, Administration of, in Coin. of Sup., 16C8 (ii).
Montreal and Wot4ern Railway Subsidy, in Com. on

Rois., 1616 (ii).
New Giasgow to Montcalm Ry. Subsidy, in Com. on

Res., 1614 (ii).
Newspaper Subscriptions and Cib-hiro, in Com. of

Sup., 880 (ii).
Privi loge, Ques. of, re parngraîph in Advertiser, 393 (j).
Pinting and Sta'ionery I!arena (B. 132) M. to introd.,

1217; 20 m., 1517-1524, 15'f0; in Com., 1552-1567 ;
M. to cone. in Sen. Amts., 1728 (ii).

Queern vs. Riel, printing Bluo book (Ans.) 186O (i).

Riel, Louis, Exocution of, on ies. (Mr. Landry, Mont-

rnagny) consuring Govt., 312-358 (i).

-- Execution, comrnunicutions froi Quobec Govt,

(Ans.) 427 (i).

-- Pets, from Orange L Jges respecting (Ans.)

196 (i).
-- Pets. praying for clemency, &C. (Ans.) 120 (i).

-Rlep. of Trial (Ans.) 34 (i).
-- Sir Alex. Cimpboll's Monmo., cost of publishing

(Ans.) 66; amouits paid newspapers (Ans.) 67 (i).
St. Eustache to St. Placido Ry. Subsidy, in Con. on

Res., 1624 (ii).

Sec. of State, Dept. of, in Com of Sup., 1697 (ii).
Subsidies (money) to Rys. B. 146 (Mr. Pope) in Com.

on Res., 1614; in Com. on B, 1704 (ii).
SUPPLY:

Civid Government (O. S. Board of Examinera) 841 (i); (Sec. of
State, Dept. of) 524 (i), 1697; contingencies, 880 (i).

Justice, Administration of, 1698 (il).
Legislation: Miscellaneous (Paucher de St. Maurice) 1763 (ii);

(Franchise Act, expenses under) 1699, 1750 (ii).
Miscellneous (Can. Tenp. Act) 1658; (Fabre, Mr., salary, &c.)

1658 (Ii).
Terris of Union with P.E. (Ais.) 6í)2; (suppl. Ans.)

710 (i).

Woodruff, J. A., amountg paid n (Ans) 68 (i).

Wuitolo, IIon. J. S. C., appintment as Judge (Ans.)

912, 1343 (ii).
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Charlton, Mr. J., North Norfolk.

Bounty on Pig Iron. B. 150 (Mr. McLelan) in Com. on
Res., 1716 (ii).

Business of louse, on M. to take Thursdays, 513 (i).
C..P. R., operation of main line, cost of (Ques.) 121 (i).
Cape Breton Island Ry. B. 143 (Sir Hector Langevin)

in Com. on Res., 1486 (ii),
Criminal Law Amt., (seduction, &c.) (B.20, 1°*) 60; 2°

m., 441; 2 carried (Y. 114, N. 47) 444; M. for
Com., 570; in Com.,704; M. to conc. in Son. Amts.,
1326 (ii).

Cruelty to Animals Prevention (B. 11, 10) 41; 20 m.,
438 (i).

Copyright, Laws relating to, on M. (Mr. Edgar) for Sel.
Com., 380 (i).

Debt, Public, net and gross, increase, &c., (Ques.) 42, 59,
495 (i), 1076 (ii).

Dom. Lands Act, 1883, Amt. B, 94 (Mr. White, Card-
well) in Com.. 913, 1079 (ii).

Dominion Lands, in Com. of Sup., 530 (i).
Esquimalt and Nanaimo Ry. B. 47 (Mr. Pope) on M.

for 20, 516; on M. for 3°, 603 (i).
Experimental Farm Stations establishment B. 124 (Mr.

Carling) on M. for Com. on Res., 963 (ii).
Farm or Real Estate Banks, in Com. on Res. (Mr. Orton)

574 (i).
Foresters' Deposits in Govt. Banks (Quse). 1095 (ii).
Franchise, Electoral, Act Amt. B. 138 (Mr. Thompson)

in Com., 1501, 1513, 1666, 1671 (ii).
Fruit, green, cone. in Ways and Means, 751 (i).
Grazing land and grasing land leases (M. for Ret.*)

392 (i).
Harbors and Rivers, in Com. of Sup., 1266 (ii).
Immigration and Emigration (Ques.) 370 (i).

assisted and unassisted, on M. for Ret., 651 (i).
Indian Administration of the N.W., on Res. (Mr.

Cameron, Huron) in Amt. to Com. of Sup. (remarks)
745 (i).

Keewatin, Man. and N.W.T., population (Ques.)
370 (i).

Licenses to cut Timber in Dom. (M. for Ret.) 65 (i).
Logs, &c., in Com. on Ways and Means, 1588; cone.,

1725 (ii).
N. W. Central Ry. Co.'s Act Amt. B. 17 (Mr. Beaty)

on Amt. (Mr. Mitchell) to M. for Com., 991 (ii).
Pig Iron. See "Bounty."
Printing Acets. and Public Acets. Com. (M. to refer

items) 383 (i).
Printing and Stationery Bureau B. 132 (Mr. Chapleau);

on Amt. (Mr. Mills) to M. to cone. in Sen. Amts.,
1729 (ii).

Priviloge, Ques. of (personal explanation) re coal lands
and application of Mr. Haggart, 1096 (ii).

-- - application for Timber Limits, 1514 (ii).
-- - Timber Limits and Mr. Gault's disclaimer,

1199 (ii).
-- veracity questioned by member, 1421 (ii).

-- remarks re Rev. Mr. Robertson, 1594 (ii).
Returns, expenses in producing, on M. for Ret., 386 (i).

Charlton, Mr. J.-Continued.
Sable and Spanish Boom and Slide Co.'s B. 36 (Mr.

Sutherland, Oxford) order for Com. objected to, 49 ;
in Com., 782 (i).

Settlers in Man. and N W.T. (Ques.) 42 (i))
Slides and Booms, in Com. of Sup., 1270 (il).
Speeches in Parlt. (Res.) limiting, 789 (i).
Subsidies to Rys. (Ques.) 68; (M. for Ret.) 391 (i).
SUPPLY:

Chargea of Management (remarks on order of business) 519 (I.)
Civil Govt. (Int. Dept. of) 530 (i).
Public Work8-lneome : Harbors and Rivera (Ont.) 1266. Slides

and Booms, 1270 (ii).
Timber, Land and Coal Leases in the N. W. T., Res.

in Amt. to Com of Sup., 1030-1041; neg. (Y. 43,
N. 99) 1074 (il).

Ways and Means-The Tariff, 751 (i), 1588, 1725 (ii).

Cochrane, Mr. i., East Northumberland.
Experimental Farm Stations establishment B. 124

(Mr. Oarling) on M. for Com. on Res., 966 (il).
Life-boat Service and Rewards, in Com. of Sup.,

1374 (ii).
Oleomargarine, on prop. Res. (Mr. Taylor) 1194 (il).
SUPPLY:

Ocean and River Serviee (Rewards and Life-boat service)
1374 (ii).

Immigration (general vote) 1417 (il).

Cockburn, Mr. A. P., North Ontario.
I. C. R., Buctouche and Moncton branch (Ques.)

330 (i).
Navigable Waters protection (fisheries, &o.) B. 96 (gIr.

Poster) on M. for 20, 948; in Com., 951, 954 (ii).
Northern Pacific Junction Ry. Co.'s B. 25 (Mr. McCar-

thy) on M. to trans. to Govt. Orders, 1663 (ii).
Riviére du Loup and Edmonslon Ry. (Ques.) 331 (i).
Steamboat Inspection Act, 1882, Amt. B. 103 (Mr.

Poster) on prop. Res., 710 (i).
Trent Valley Canal, on M. for Ret., 901 (ii).

Colby, Mr. C. C., Stanstead.
Franchise, Electoral, Act Amt. B. 138 (Mr. Thompson)

B. in Com., 1670 (ii).
Prorogation (Ques.) 1703 (ii).
St. Lawrence and Atlantic Junction Ry. Co.'s incorp.

(B. 58, 10*) 226 (i).
Ways and Means-The Tariff, 771 (i).
Wire, iron or steel, &c., cone. in Ways and Means,

771 (i).

Cook, Mr. H. H. Bast imcoe.
Business of House, on M. to take Thursdays, 512 (i).
Can. Temp. Act, 1878, Amt. Bs. 92, 99, 118, on Amt.

(Mr. Cameron, Tic ) to place on Govt. Orders, 1221 (ii).
C. P. R. Act Amt. B. 131 (Mr. McLelan) on Amt.

(Mr. McCarthy) to M. for 3°, 1364 (il).
Chippewa Indians, Pets. from (Ques.) 1659 (ii).
Farm or Real Estate Banks, in Com. on Res. (Mr.

Orton) 583 (i).
Fishing in Muskoka District (Ques.) 1076 (ii).
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INDEX.
Cook, Mr. H. H.-Continued.

Franchise, Electoral, Act Amt. B. 138 (Mr. Thompson)
in Com., 1665 (ii).

Franchise Act, instructions to Revising Officers, on M.
for copies, 51 (i).

Home Rule for Ireland, on Amt. (Mr. Thompson) 1142
(ii).

Navigable Waters protection (fisheries, &c.) B. 96
(Mr. Poster) on M. for 20, 946 ; in Com., 950, 955 (ii).

Northern and Pacific Junction Ry. Co.'s B. 25 (Mr.
McCarthy) on M. for Com., 1315; in Com., 1325 (ii).

Penetanguishene Lighthouse (Ques.) 1515 (ii).
Post Offices in Muskoka, &c., established (M. for Rot.)

43 (i).
Privilege, Ques. of (Mr. Dickinson) on personal explana-

tion, 1171 (ii).
-- re Timber limita (personal explanation)

1167 (ii).
Roper, S. C. D., employment of by Govt. (Ques).

570 (i).
Squaw Island, Fishing Privileges, &c. (Ques.) 784 (i).
Timber, Land and Coal Leases in N.W.T., on Res. (Mr.

Charlton) in Amt. to Com. of Sup., 1067-1070 (ii).
Trent Valley Canal (M. for Rot.) 898; enquiry for Rot.,

1343 (ii).

Costigan, Hon. J., Victoria, N.B.
Adulteration Act Amt. (B. 108, 1°*) 747 (i).
Adulteration of Food, in Com. of Sup., 1547 (ii).
Canal Tolls, amount collected (Ans.) 784 (i).
Consolid. Inland Rev. Acts Amt. (B. 101) prop. Res.,

601 ; in Com., 681; 1°* of B., 688 (i) ; in Com.,
1204 (ii).

Cullers, Timber, in Com. of Sup., 1544 (ii).
Excise, in Com. of Sap., 1543 (ii.)
Honey, John, refund to, on conc., 1774 (i).
Home Rule for Ireland, on prop. Res. (Mr. Blake) in

Amt. to Com. of Sup., 1024; (Amt.) 1096; agreed
to (Y. 117, N. 61) 1135; on Amt. (Mr. McNullen)
1132; on Amt. (Mr. Coughlin) 1137; on Amt. (Sir
John A. Macdonald) 1139; on Amt. (Mr. Mills),
1141 (ài).

Inland Revenue Act Amt. See "Consolidated."
-- Deptl. Rep. (presented) 31 (i).

Inspection Act Amt. (Ans.) 784.
Liquor License Act, 1883, Commissioners' and Inspec

tors' emoluments (Ans.) 266 (i).
refund of fees (Ans.) 266 (i).

Miall's pamphlet against Can. Temp. Act (Ans.) 121 (i).
New Edinburgh and Gatineau Ferry (Ans.) 1172 (ii).
Oleomargarine, &c., on Res. (Mr. Taylor) respecting

legislation, 553; on Amt. (Mr. Paterson, Brant) to M.
to conc. in Ways and Means, 759 (i); in Com. on
B. 101, 1204 (ii).

Preventive service, in Con. of Sup., 1544 (ii).
Privilege, Ques. of, Timber Limite, refutation of

charges, 1634 (ii).
Riel, Louis, Execution of, on Res. (Mr. Landry, Mont-:

magny) cenerrin& Govt., 309-315 (i).
a

Costigan, Hon. J.-Continued.
Slides and Booms, in Con. of Sup., 1547 (ii).
SUPPLY:

Charges qf Management (Aud. and Rec. Genl. WinuIpeg) 521 (i).
Civil Govt. (Inland Rev. Dept.) 689 (i), contingencies, 881 (11).
Colection o/ Revenues (Adulteration of Food) 1547; (Canals,

refund to John Heney) conc., 1774; (Jullers) 1544 (Excise,
preventive service) 1544; (salaries and stamps) 1543; (Slides
and Booms) 1547; (Weights and Keasures and Gao, salaries)
1544 (ii).

Ways and Means -The Tarif, 159 (i).
Weights and Measures Act, 1879, Amt. (B. 109) prop.

Res. and 1°* of B., 747 (i); 2° 'm., 957 (ii).
Weights and Measures and Gas, in Com. of Sup.,

1544 (ii).

Coughlin, Mr. T., North Middlesex.
Home Rule for Ireland, (Amt.) to Amt. '(Mr. Blake)

1136 (ii).
Privilege, Ques. of, re report of vote in O LLawa Free Press

1168 (ii).

Coursol, Mr. C. J., East Mlontreal.
Fabre, Hector, Rep. from (Ques.) 1661 (ii).

nome Rule for Ireland, on Amt. (Mr. McMullen) to
Aimt. (Mr. Costigan) to Res. (Mr. Blake) 1127 (ii).

Immigration from France and work of M. Labelle
(Ques.) 1661 (ii).

Riel, Louis, Execution of, on Res. (Mr. Landry, Mont-
magny) censuring Govt., 134 (i).

-- Medical Commission (Ques. and M. for Ret.)
31 (i).

Select Standing Committees (Aimt.) to add names, 36 (i).
West Indies, Trade relations with (Ques.) 785 (i).

Curran, Mr. J. J., Centre Montreal.
Burlington Bay Canal B. 76 (Sir lkctor Langevin) on

M. for 20, 518 (i).
Canal Tolls roduction (Ques.) 494 (i).
Criminal Law Amt. (seduction, &c.) B. 20 (Mr.

Charlton) in Com., 705 (i).
Court of Ry. Commissioners B. 6 (Mr. McCarthy)

on M. for 2°, 588 (i).
Franchise, Electoral, Act Amt. B. 138 (Mr. Thompson)

in Com., 1511 (ii).
Home Rule for Ireland,, on Amt. (Mr. Costigan) to

Res. (Mr. Blake), 1101-1104; on Amt. (Mr.
Coughlin) 1137; on Amt. (Sir John A Macdonald)
1139; on Amt. (Mr. Mills) 1141 (ii).

Lachine Canal crossing in Montreal (Ques.) 426 (i).

Land Grante to Militia B. 142 (Mr. White, Cardwell)
in Com. on Res., 1456 (ii).

Life-saving apparatus, &c. (Ques.) 783 (i).
Montreal Board of Trade incorp. Acte Amt. (B. 90,

10*) 599 (i); 2 m., 856 (ii).
Privilege, Ques of, paragraph in Evening Journal, re

Execution of Riel, 301 (i).
Quebec Harbor Improvements further Loan B. 140

(Mr. McLelan) in Com. on Res., 1384 (ii),
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Curran, Mr. J. J.-ontinued.
]Riel, Louis, Execution of, on Res. (Mr. Landry. Mont-

magny) censuring Govt., 125-134 (i).
St. Gabriel and Levee Ry. Co.'s incorp. (B. 116,

1° and 2°*) 876 (ii).
St. Lawrence River overflow (Ques.) b65 (i).

Daly, Mr. M. B., Ealifax.
Sugar duties paid at Halifax and

898 (ii).
Montroal (Ques.)

Davies, Mr. L. H., Queen's, P.E.I.
Adams, David J., schooner, seizure of, on M. for Com.

of Sup., 1256 (ii).
Address, on the, 27 (i).
Advances to P.E.I. (Ques.) 1378 (ii).
B. C. Penitentiary, in Coma. of Sup., 896 (ii).
Books of Reference for depts., in Com, of Sup., 88? (ii).
Business of louse, on M. to take Thursdays, 512 (i).
Cab-hire, in Com. of Sup., 870; telegraphing, 881 (ii).
C. P. R. Act Amt. B. 131 (Mr. McLelan) on Amt. (Mr.

Watson) to M. for 3°, 1353 (ii).
expenditure in B.C., in Com. of Su.p., 1449 (ii).

- -Port Arthur to Red River, in Com. of Sup.,
1449 (ii).

-- salaries, &-., of Staff, in Com. of Sup.,1450 (ii).
Can. Atlantic Ry. Co.'s incorp. Act Amt. B. 43 (Mr.

JMackintosh) in Com., 559 (i).
Cape Breton Island Ry. B. 143 (Sir Hector Langevin) in

Com. on Res., 1487 (ii).
Cape Race Lighthouse transfer B. 100 (Mr. Foster) in

Com. on iRes., 673 (i).
Cape Tormentine Harbor, in Com. of Sup., 1158 (ii).
Chignecto Marine Transport Ry. B. 105 (Mr. Pope) on

prop. Res., 674 (i); on M. to conc. in Sen. Amts.,
1381 (ii).

Chinese Immigration Act Ant. B. 106 (àIr. Chapleau)
in Com., 1229, on Amt. (Mr. Mitchell) to M. for 3°,
1241 (ii).

Claims of P.E.I., settIement of, in CoM. of Sup., 1263 (ii).
Cleaning offices, in Com. of Sup., 885 (ii).
Criminal Law Amt. (law of evidence) B. 141 (Mr.

Thompson) in Com., 1464 (ii).
-- (seduction, &c.) B. 20 (Mr. Charlton) in Com.,

706 (i).
Customs, in Com. of Sup., 1454 (ii).
Disturbance in the N. W., duty of Govt. to bring down

further papers, on Amt. (Mr.Hall) to IRes. (Mr. Blake)
506 (i).

Dom. Lands, in Com. of Sup., 1550 (ii).
Dorchester Penitentiary, in Com. of Sup., 893 (ii).
Esquimalt Graving Dock, in Com. of Sup., 1157 (ii).
Experimental Farm Stations establishment B. 124 (Mr.

Carling) in Com., 1149, 1153 (ii).
Extra Clerks, in Com. of Sap., 880 (ii).
Farm or Real Estate Banks, in Com. on Res. (Mr.

Orton) 584 (i).
Fines and Forfeitures B. 82 (Kr. Thompson) on X. for

2°,>671 (i).

Davies, Mr. L. H.-Continued.
Fishing by Foreign Vessels in Can. Waters B. 136 (Mr.

Poster) on M. for 2°, 1422; in Com., 1423 (ii).
Fisheries Protection (Ques.) 494 (i).
Flag Treaty between U. S. and Spain, on M. for Cor.,

702 (i).
Franchise, Electoral Act Amt. B. 138 (Mr. Thompson)

in Com., 1468, 1499, 1507 (ii).
Harbors and Rivers, in Cor. of Sup., 1262 (ii).
Hensley, Mr. Justice, Rep. of, re Trial of Gillis for

murder (M. for copy*) 802 (i).
I. C. R., Dalhousie branch, expenditure, M to ref. to

Pub. Accounts Com., 227 (i).
Stellarton and Pictou branch B. 57 (Mr. Pope)

in Com., 604, 610; on M. for 30, 665 (i).
Inch Arran Hotel, on M. for Com. of Sup., 1533 (ii).
Indian Title, extinguishment of, in N.W.T., on Res.

(Mr. Laurier) in Amt. to Com. of Sup., 829-836 (ii).
Inland Revenue Act Amt. B. 101 (Mr. Costigan) in

Com., 1204 (ii).
Interest in B. C., B. 22 (Mr. Thompson) in Com., 1245

(ii).
Justice, Administration of, in Com. of Sup., 891 (ii).
King§tan Penitentiary, in Com. of Sap., 892 (ii).
Legal Services in connection with Pub. Works, in Com.

of Sup., 1159 (ii).
Manitoba Penitentiary, in Com. of Sup., 893 (ii).
Militia, Dept. of, contingencies, in Com. of Sup., 878 (ii).
Morgan's "Annual iRegister," in Com. of Sup., 881 (ii).
Navigable Waters protection B. 96 (Mr. Foster) on M.

for 1°, 630 (i); in Com., 953; on M. for 30, 1015 (ii).
Navigable Waters, works in, B. 130 (Sir Bector Lange-

vin), on M. for 2°, 1246; in Com., 1270 (ii).
Newspaper subscriptions, in Coin. of Sap., 884 (ii).
Northern and Pacific Junction Ry. Co.'s B. 25 (Mr.

McCarthy) in Com., 1321 (ii).
Northern Light and winter communication with P.

E.I., on M. for Cor., 846 (ii).
Northumberland Straits Tunnel Ry. Co.'s B. 128 (Mr.

Hackett) in Com., 1 466 (ii).
N. W. T. Law Amt. B. 133 (Mir Thompson) in Com.,

1383, 1461 (ii).
Oleomargarine, in Com. on B. 101, 1204 (ii).
Privilege, Ques. of (Ur. Kirk) Official Reps. and head-

ings to extra copies, 632 (i).
Post Office, in Com. of Sup., 1519 (ii).
Public Accounts Con., explanation of non-attendance,

1144 (ii).
Public Works and Buildings, in Com. of Sup., 1155,

1151, 1160, 1162 (ii).
Quebec Harbor Improvements further Loan B. 140

(Mr. McLelan) in Com. on Res., 1385 (ii).
Queen'a Birthday, on M. for adjnmt., 1455 (ii).
Real proporty in the N.W.T. B. 10 (Mr. Thompson)

in Com., 1517 (ii).
Representation of the N.W.T. in Parlt. B. 115 (Sir John

A. Macdonald) in Com., 1216, 1253 (ii).
Returns, enquiry for (remarks) 65 (i).
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INDEX.
Davies, Mr. L. H.-Continued.

Revised Statutes of Can. B. 9 (Mr. Thompson) in Com.,
514 (i), 1227 (ii).

Rideau Hall, additions, alterations, repairs, &o., on M.
for Stmnt., 798 (i).

Roche, M., of N.S., transfer of, on M. for Sol. Com.,
to investigate charges against certain members,
1327 (ii).

St. Vincent de Paul Penitentiary, in Com. of Sup.,
1162 (ii).

Sonate, constitution of, on Res. (Mr. .Mills) in Amt. to
Com. of Sap., 1281 (ii).

Slides and Booms, in Com. of Sup., 1547 (ii).
Sammary proceedings before Magistratos B. 84 (Mr.

Thompson) in Com., 715 (i).
Supreme Court, extra Reporter, in Com, of Sup., 891 (ii).
SUPPLYr:

Administration of Justice, 891 (ii).
Civil Govi. (Interior Dept. of) 525 (i). Contingencies (Customs)

874; (Depts. generally) 886; (Gov. Gen.'s Sec.'s Office) 868;
(Finance, Dept. of) 881; (Inland Revenue) 881; (Interior,
Dept. of) 881; (Militia, Dept. of) 878 ; (Post Office) 883:
(Privy Council Office) 870 ; (Public Works) 881; (Sec. of
State, Dept. of) 880 (ii).

Collection of Revenues (Customs) 1454; (Dominion Lands) 1550;
(Post Office) 1549; (Slides and Booms) 1547 (i).

Penitentiaries (B. 0.) 896 ; (Dorchester) 893 ; (Kin gston) 892;
(Man.) 893 (ii).

Public Works-Capital (Cape Tormentine Harbor) 1158;
(EsquimaltGraving Dock) 1157; (Public Buildings, Ottawa)
1155. Income: Buildings (N.S.) 1158; (P. E. I ) 1160;
(Que.) 1162. Harbors and Rivers (P. E. I.) 1262 (ii).

Railways-Capital : C. P. R. (expenditure in B. C.) 1449 ; (Port
Arthur tu Red River) 1449; (salaries, &c. of staff ) 1450 (ii).

Terms of Union with P.E.1. (remarks) 692 (i).
Timber, Land and Coal Leases in N.W.T. on Res. (Mr.

Charlton) in Amt. to Com. of Sup. (Ques. of Ordor)
unparliamentary language, 1071 (ii).

Travelling expenses, in Com. of Sup, 882 (ii).
Treaty of 1818, co-operation of Newfoundland (Ques.)

494 (i).

Dawson, Mr. S. J., Algoma.
British Canadian Bank incorp. Act Amt. (B. 114,

1°*) 865 (ii).
C.P. R., confirmation of Agreement, in Com. on Res.

(Mr. McLelan) 942, 945 (ii).
-- Act Amt. B. 131 (Mr. McLelan) in Com.,

1199 (ii).
Dom. Lands Act, 1883, Amt. B. 94 (Mr. White, Card.

well) in Com., 930 (ii).
Fishing rightsof Indians on Lakes Huron and Nipis-

sing, Pets., &c., on M. for copies, 694 (i).
Franchise, Electoral, Act Amt. B. 138 (Mr. Thompson)

in Com., 1473, 1507 (ii).
printing for distribution (remarks) 1746 (ii).

Geological Survey, in Com. of Sup., 1649 (ii).
Hudson's Bay Exploration (Ques.) 865 (ii).
Immigration, assisted and anassisted, on M. for Ret.,

659 (i).
Indians, in Com. of Sup., 1650 (ii).

Dawson, Mr. S. J.-Comtinued.
Indian Title, extinguishment of, on Res. (Mr. Latrier)

in Amt. to Com. of Sap., 839 (fi).
Kaministiquia River, in Cor. of Sup., 1158 (ii).
Lake Superior Mineral Ry. Co.'s incorp. (B. 34, 1°*)

92 (i).
Logs, &c., in Com. on Ways and Means, 1591; cono.,

1726 (ii).
Lifeboat service, rowards, &o., in Com. of Sup.,

1373 (ii).
Lighthouse koepers, salaries, &c., in Com. of Sap., 1375

(ii).
Port Arthur Harbor, in Com. of Sup., 1158 (ii).
Printing and Stationery Bureau B. 132 (Kr. Chapleau)

in Corn., 1555 (ii).
Private Bills, extension of time (M.) 393 (i).
Robinson Treaty, Indians under (M. for Cor.) 62 (i).
Rules of the House (prop. Amt.) 842 (ii).
St. Catharines Milling Co. law costs, in Com. of Sap.,

1769 (ii).
Ste. Ursule, Mattawin and Lake Tomiscamingue Ry.

Co.'s incorp. B. 74 (Mr. Burteau) on M. for 30, 957
(ii).

Settlers in Saugeon Poninsula, on M. for Com. of Sup.,
1541 (ii).

Subsidies (monoy) to Rys. B. 146 (Hr. Pope) in Com.
on Res., 1613 (ii).

SUPPLY:

Geological Survey, 1649 (ii).
L,.g/hthuse and Coast Service (salaries, &c.) 1375 (ii).
Mjiscellaneous (St. Catharinee Milling Co., law cost.) 1769 (ii).
Indsans (grant to suppl. fand) 1650 ; (N.B.) 1651 (ii).
Ocean and River Service (Rewards, &c., and Life-boat service)

1373 (ii).
Public Works, Capital: (Port Arthur Harbor and Kaministiquis

River) 1158 (ii).
Thunder Bay colonisation Ry. Co.'s Subsidy, in Com.

on Res., 1613 (ii).
Timber, Land and Coal Leases in N.W.T. on Ros.

(Mr. Charlton) in Amt. to Com. of Sup., 1072.
Victoria and Sault Ste. Marie Junction Ry. Co.'s incorp.

(B. 95, lQ*) 630 (i).
Ways and Means-The Tariff, 1591-1726 (ii).

Desjardins, Mr. A., RHochelaga.
Criminal Law Amt. (law of evidence) B. 3 (Mr.

Robertson, Bamilton) on M. for 30 (Amt.) 6 m h., 911,
neg. (Y. 59, N. 68) 912 (ii).

Debates, Official Rep. (M.) to conc. inl st Rep., 66 (i).
Dom. Elections Act, 1874, Amt. B. 29 (Kr. McOarthy)

on M. for 20, 1186 (ii).
Fabre, Hector, Rep. fromr (Ques.) 1661 (ii).
French Canadian representation for Ont. in Sonate

(Ques.) 1633 (ii).
Immigration from France and work of M. Labelle

(Ques.) 1661 (ii).
Labelle, Rev. M., Immigration Rep. (Ques.) 1633 (ii).
Navigable Waters protection (fisheries, e&o.) B. 96

(Kr. Foster) on M. for 2°, 949 (ii).
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Desjardins, Mr. A.-Continued.
Riel, Louis, Execution of, on Amt. (Sir -Hector Langevin)

to M. (Mr. Amyot) for Rets. respecting commutation
of sentence, &c., 193 (i).

Execution of, on Res. (Mr. Landry, Montmagny)
censuring Govt., 206-213 (i).

St. Maurice, Faucher de, on Parliamentary Procedure,
in Com. of Sup., 1741 (ii).

St. Vincent de Paul Penitentiary, in Cam. of Sup.,
1693 (ii).

Stoney Mountain Penitentiary, prisoners' health (Ques.)
1172 (i)

SUPPLY:

Legislation: Miscellaneous (Faucher de St. Maurice, on Parlia-
ment Procedure) 1741 (ii).

Penitentiaries (St. Vincent de Paul) 1693 (ii).
Timber, Land and Coai Leases in N.W.T., on Res.

(Mr. Charlton) in Amt. to Com. of Sup., 10G6 (ii).

Desaulniers, Mr. A. L., Maskinongé.
lalf-breed prisoners in the N.W. (M. for copies of O.O.*)

60 (i).
Riel, Louis, Execution of, on Res. (Mr. Landry, Mont-

magny) censuring Govt., 338-341 (i).
recommendation to mercy by jury (Ques.),

62 (i).

Dickinson, Mr. M. K., Russell.
Privilege, Ques. of, Timber limita

tion) 1168 (ii).
(personal explana-

Dodd, Mr. X., Cape Breton.
Nova Scotia and Western Ry. Co.'s incorp. (B. 56, 1°*)

185 (i).
Roche, M., N.S., transfer of, on prop. Res. (Mr. Blake)

for Sel. Com., 1174 (ii).

Dundas, Mr. J. R., South Victoria, Ont.
Franchise Act, instructions to Revising

M. for copies 52 (i)
Officers, on

J. , .F&p tA I
expenses under, in Com. of Sup., 1751 (ii).

SUPPLY:
Legislation : Miscellaneous (Franchise Act: expenses under)

suppi., 1751 (ii).

Dupont, Mr. F., Bagot.
Senate, constitution of, on Res. (Mr. Mills)

Com. of Sup., 1294 (ii).
in Amt. to

Edgar, Mr. J. D., West Ontario.
Bankruptcy and Insolvency, legislation (Ques.) 59 (i).
C. P. R Act Amt. B. 131 (Mr. McLelan) on Amt. (Mr.

McGarthy) to M. for 3°, 1362, 1366 (ii).
B. C. section (Ques.) 121 (i).
Gravenhurst to Callander, lease of line (M. for

copies of agreements, &c.,) 391 (i).
-- Northern Pacifie Ry. agreement (Ques.) 633 (i).
Colonisation Co.'s letters patent incorp. (M. for copies)

05 (i).

Edgar, Mr. J. D.-Continued.
Commercial Treaties, negotiations (Ques.) 844 (ii).
Copyright, laws relating to (M. for Sel. Com.) 377,

382 (i).
Duck, Geo., Dom. Land Agent at Prince Albert, Rep.

of (M. for copy*) 58 (i).
Flour and Coal duties, abolition of, on Res. (Mr. Mit-

cÂell) in Amt. to Com. of Sup., 1446 (ii).
Franchise, Electoral, Act Amt. B. 138 (Mr. Thompson)

in Com. 1498, 1505, 1510, 1512, (ii).
I. C. R., Paspebiac branch (Ques.) 186 (i).
Imperial Titles (M. for Ret., 698 (i).
Insolvent Banks, Insurance Co's, &c., Act Amt.

(B. 15, 1°) 48; 2° m., 437 (i) ; in Com., 908, 1179 (ii).
Insolvent Debtor's discharge (B. 71, 10*) 393 (i).
Northern and Pacifie Junction Ry. Co.'s B. 25 (Mr.

XMcCarthy) on Ques of Order, 1316; in Com., 1320 (ii).
Pickering Post Office irregularities (M. for copies of

Reps.) 60 (i).
Prince Albert Colonisation Co., exchange of land (Mi.

for 0.0.*) 58 (i).
--- (M. for Sel. Com.) 489; agreed to (Y. 150, N.

1) 481; on M. to add names to Com., 493 (i).
Privilege, Ques. of, re supposed Telegrams read in

House, 781 (i).
(personal explanation) re Revising Officer,

East Toronto, 1701 (ii).
Representation of N.W.T. In Parlt., on M. (Sir John

A. Macdonald) for Address to Her Majesty, 867;
English legislation (Ques.) 1514 (ii).

Revised Statutes of Gan. B. 9 (Mr. Thompson) in Com.,
1225 (ii).

Riel, Louis, Execution of, on Amt. (Sir Ilector Lange-
vin) to M. for Rets. (Amt.) 186 (i).

-- deputation to (Ques.) 785 (i).

Stephenson, Rufus, Inspector of Colonisation Co.'s,

Rep. of (M. for copy*) 58 (i).
Subsidies (land) to Rys. B. 147 (Mr. White, Cardwell)

in Com., 1709 (ii).
Supreme and Exchequer Court Act Amt. (B. 21, 1°)

60 (i).

Everett, Mr. C. A., St. John (N.B.) City and County.
Address, The, moved, 2 (i).
Cordage, manila and sisal, in Com. on Ways and Means,

1585 (ii).
Iron sand or globules, &c., conc. in Ways and Means,

780 (i).
Registered Letters, compensation for (Ques.) 1378 (ii).
Ways and Means-The Tariff, 780 (i), 1585 (ii).

Fairbank, Mr. J. H., East Lambton.
C. P. R Act Amt. B. 131 (Mr. .McLelan) on Amt.

(Mr. Watson) to M. for 30, 1351 ; on Amt. (Mr.

McCarthy) 1367 (ii).
Port Arthur to Red River, in Com. of Sup.,

1696 (ii).

xx
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INDEX.
Fairbank, Mr. J. H.-Continued.

Contingencies, &a., Militia, in Com. of Sup., 1307 (ii).
Criminal Law Amt. (burglars) B. 28 (Mr. Robertson,

Bastings) on M. for 20, 1185 (ii).
Dom. Lands Act, 1883, Amt. B. 94 (Kr. White, Card-

well) in Com., 922, 926 (ii).
Franchise, dectoral, Act Amt. B. 138 (Mr. Thompson)

in Com., 1476, 1501, 1506, 1666, 1668 (ii).
Immigration, in Com. of Sup., 1415 (ii).
Indian Administration of the N. W., on Res. (Ur.

Cameron, Euron) in Amt. to Com. of Sup. (remarks)
742 (i).

Mining Law Amt (Ques.) 844 (ii).
Mounted Police, in Com. of Sup., 1657 (ii).
N. W. Central Ry. Co.'s Act Amt. B. 17 (Ur. Beaty)

on Amt. (Kr. Mitchell) to M. for Com., 994 (ii).
Oleomargarine, &c., on Amt. (Mr. Bowell) to Aimt.

(Mr. Paterson, Brant) to M. to conc. in Ways and
Means, 762 (i); on prop. Res. (Mr. Taylor) 1194 (ii).

Royal Military College, in Com. of Sup., 1308 (ii).
St. Catharines Milling Co., law costs, in Com. of Sup.,

1770 (ii).
Sonate, constitution of, on Res. (ir. Mills) in Ant. to

Com. of Sup., 1292 (ii).
SUPPLY:

Civil Govt. (Militia, Dept. of, contingencies) 1307 (ii).
Immigration (general vote) 1415 (il).
Militia (Royal Military College) 1308 (ii).
Miscellaneous (St. Catharines Milling Co., law costs) 1770 (ii).

ounted Police, 1657 (ii).
Railwaya-Capital: C.P.R.(Port Arthur to Red River) 1696 (ii).

Ways and Means-The Tariff, 762 (i).

Farrow, Mr. T., East Euron.
Colonisation Co.'s and settlers (Ques.) 330 (i).
Dom. Lands, in Com. of Sap., 530 (i).
Experimental Farm Stations establishment B. 124

(Mr. Carling) on M. for Com. on Res., 968 (ii).
Indemnity to Members Act Amt. (prop. B.) 38; prop.

Res., 121 (i).
SupiPLy:

Civil Govt. (Interior, Dept. of) 540 (i).

Ferguson, Mr. C. F., North Leeds and Grenville.
Cordage, manilla and sisal, in Com. on Ways and Means,

1585 (il).
Erperimental Farm Stations establishment B. 124

(Mr. Carling) on M. for Com. on lies., 964 (ii).
Franchise, Electoral, Act Amt. B. 138 (Mr. Thompson)

in Com., 1481, 1670 (ii).
Immigration, assisted and unassisted, on M. for Ret.,

644(i).
in Com. of Sup., 1400 (ii).

Indian Administration of N.W., on Res. (Mr. ('ameron,
Euron) in Amt. to Com. of Sup., 739-741 (i).

Oleomargarine, &c., on prop. Res. (Mr. Taylor) 1190 (ii).
Privilege, Ques. of (personal explanation) re Rev. Mr.

Robertson, 1592 (ii).

Fergùson, Mr. C. F.-Continued.
Subsidies (land) to Rys. B. 147 (ir. White, Oardwell) in

Com., 1712 (ii).
SUPPLY:

Colection ]f Revenues (Weights and Measures uand Gas, salaries,
&c.) 1546 (il).

Immigration (general vote) 1400 (ii).

Ways and Means-The Tariff, 1586 (ii).
Weights and Measures and Gas, in Com. of Sup.,

1546 (ii).

Ferguson, Mr. J., Welland.
Animals Contagious Diseases B. 19 (Mir. Mulock) in

Com., 865 (ii).
Fruit, green, con. in Ways and Means, 753 (i).
Ways and Means-The Tariff, 753 (i).

Fisher, Mr. S. A., Brome.
Consolid. Inland Revenue Act Amt. B. 101 (MIr. Costi-

gan) in Com. on Res. (oleomargarine) 688 (i).
Dom. Exhibition, in Com. of Sup., 1091 (ii).
Experimental Farm Stations establishment B. 124 (hir.

Carling) in Com., 1151 (ii).
Flour and Coal duties, abolition of, on Res. (Mr.

Mitchell) in Amt. to Com. of' Sup., 1430 (i).
Fruit, green, conc. in Ways and Means, 752 (i).
Logs, &c., in Com. on Ways and Means, 1590; conc.,

1727 (ii).
Montroal Armories, in Com. of Sup., 1163 (ii).
Oleomargarine, &c., on Res. (Mr. Taylor) respecting

legislation, 549; on Amt. (Mr. Bowell) to Amt. (Mr.
.Paterson, Brant) to M. to con. in Ways and Means,
764, 769 (i).

Pipes, gas and wator, &c., conc. in Ways and Means,
756 (i).

Public Buildings, in Com. of Sup., 1163 (ii).
Quarantine, in Com. of Sup., 1417 (ii).
Senate, constitution of, on Res. (Kr. Mills) in Amt. to

Com. of Sup., 1289 (ii).
SUPPLY:

Art, Agriculture, <c. (Dom. Exhibition) 1091 (il).
Collection ofiRevenues (Weights and Measures and Ga, salaries,

&c.) 1545 (il).
Publie Works-Income: Public Buildings (Que.) 1163 (il).
Quarantine (general vote) 1417 (ii).

Timber Island, Lake Ont., sale of (Ques.) 784 (1).
Ways and Means-The Tariff, 752, 764, 768, 772 (i);

1590 (i).
Weights and Measures and Gas, in Com. of Sup., 1545.
Whips, conc. in Ways and Means, 770 (i).
Wire, iron or steel, conc. in Ways and Moans, 770 (i).

Forbes, Mr. J. F., Queen's, N.S.
Brooklyn Breakwater, N.B., repaire (Ques.) 265 (i).
Hardware and Ry. Supplies purchased in Halifax (M.

for Ret.*) 58 (i).

xi
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Foster, Mr. G. E., King's, N.B.
Adams, David J., schooner, seizure of (remarks) on M.

for Com. of Sup., 1254 (ii).
American Fishermen, depredations by (Ans.) 783 (i).
Aspy Bay fishery dispute (Ans.) 1076 (ii).
Buoys and Beacons, in Com. of Sup., 1377 (ii).
C.P.R. Act Amt. B. 131 (Mr. McLelan) on Amt. (Mr.

Watson) to M. for 30, 1350 (ii).
Can. Temp. Act, 1878, Amt. B. 104 (Mr. Orton) on

Amt. to place on Govt. Orders, 1218 (ii).
Cape Race Lightship and steam Fog-whistle, Mess.

from His Ex. (presented) 226 (i).
-- Lighthouse, transfer (B. 100) prop. Res., 513, in

Com., 672; 1°* of B., 673 (i).
Cod Liver Oil and Guano industries, in Com. of Sup.,

1757 (ii).
Disturbance in the N.W., duty of Govt. to bring down

further papers, on Amt. (Mr. -Hall) to Ros. (Mr.
Blake) 508 (i).

Fisheries Dept. of, in Com. of Sup., 1698 (ii).
--- &c., in Com. of Sup., 1542 (ii).

deep-water in B. C., on M. for Cor., 496 (i).
joint Commission, respecting, on M. for Rot.,

392 (i).
--- protection and Marine Police, regulations issued,

on M. for copies, 458; (Ans.) 494 (i).
protection in Manitoba (Ans.) 692 (i).

Fishery negotiations (Ans.) 120 (i).
Fishing by Foreign Vessels Act Amt. (B. 136, 1°)

1310; 20 m., 1421; in Com., 1423; M. to conc. in
Sen. Amts., 1703 (ii).

-- Bounties, claims for, on M. for copies, 698 (i).
in Muskoka District (Ans.) 1076 (ii).
License Fees (Ans.) 1076 (ii).

Fog-whistles, maintenance, in Com. of Sup, 1375 (ii).
Govt. Steamers, maintenance and repairs, in Com. of

Sup., 1372 (ii).
Hamond, E., employment of by Govt. (Ans.) 1379 (ii).
Harbor Master of Sarnia (Ans.) 692 (i).
Home Rule for Ireland, on Amt. (Mri Mills) 1141 (ii).
Hudson's Bay Exploration (Ans.) 266 (i), 865, 1378;

in Com. of Sup., 1658 (ii).
1. C. R. Stellarton and Pictou branch B. 57 (Mr. Pope)

in Com., 619 (i).
Immigration, assisted and unassisted, on M. for Rot.,

649 (i).
La Canadienne and Alliance, collision (Ans.) 1660 (ii).
Life-boat service and rewards, &c, in Com. of Sup.

1372 (ii).
Life-saving apparatus, &c. (Ans.) 783 (i).
Lighthouse and Fog alarme, in Com. of Sup., 1376 (ii).
Lighthouse-keepers, salaries, &c., in Com. of Sup.,

1375 (ii).
Lobster Fishing in P. E. I. (Ans.) 31 (i).
Macdonald, Hugh, and Pilotage Commission (Ans.)

68 (i).
Mails, carriage of, in P. E. I. (Ans.) 495 (i).
Marine, Deptl. Rep. (presented) 31 (i).

xbi

P oster, Mr. G. E.-Continued.
Marine and Fisheries, Rep. of Min., 1869, on M.for

copy, 391 (i).
Police Force in Can, on M. for Ret., 384,

386 (i).
Meteorological Observatories, in Com. of Sup., 1377 (ii).
Moody, John, employment of by Govt. (Ans.) 1379 (ii).
Nataskowan River, estuary of, rent paid (Ans.)

1379 (ii).
Navigable Waters Protection (B. 96, 10) 630 (i);

20 m., 946; in Com., 950; 3° m., 1015 (ii).
Northern Light and wiater communication with P.E.I.,

on M. for Cor., 846, 852 (ii).
Obstructions in nav. rivers, in Com of Sup., 1374 (ii)
Penetanguishene Lighthouse (remarks) 1515 (i).
Port Rowan Life.saving service, on M. for Cor., 786 (ii).
Printing Immigration pamphlets, in Com. of Sup,

1398 (ii).
Scatterie Fog-whistle superintendent, on M. for Cor.,

787 (i).
Sonate, constitution of, on Res. (Mr. Mds) in Amt to

Com. of Sup., 1280 (ii).
Steamboat Inspection Act, 1882, Amt. (B. 103) prop.

Res. and 1°* of B., 710; 20, and in Com., 1086 (ii).
Stellarton and Pictou Ry. See "I. C. R."
SUPPLY:

Civil Govt. (Fisheries, Dept. of) 691 (i), suppl., 1698 (ii); (Marine
Dept. of) 691 (i), contingencies, 886 (ii).

Fisheries (Cod Liver Oil and Guano industries) 1757; (salaries,
&c.) 1542 (ii).

Immigration (printing pamphlets) 1398 (il).
Lighthouse and Coast Service (Buoys and Beacons) 1377; (Fog-

whistles, &c., maintenance) 1375; (salaries, &c.) 1375 (ii).
Jiscellaneous (Hudson Bay Expedition) 1658 (ii).
Ocean and River Service (Govt. steamers) 13#2; (Obstructions

in nav. rivers) 1374; (Rewards, &c., and Life-boat service)
1372; (Winter Mail service, P. E. I.) 1375; (Wrecks and Cas-
ualties) 1374 (ii).

Scientific Institutions (Meteorological Observatories) 1377 (ii).

Timber, Land and Coal Leases in N.W.T., on Res.
(Mr. Charlton) in Amt. to Com. of Sup. (remarks)
1062 (ii).

Treaty of 1818, co-operation of Newfoundland (Ans.)

494 (i).
Windsor, Ont., Harbor Master at (Ans.) 785 (i).
Winter Mail Service, P.E.I.. in Com. of Sup., 1375 (ii).
Wrecks and Casualties, in Com. of Sup., 1374 (ii).

Gaudet, Mr. A., Nicolet.
Wire fencing, from Lévis to Rivière du Loup (Ques.)

544 (i).

Gault, Mr. M. H., West Montreal.
Baoys and Beacons, &c., in Com. of Sup., 1877 (ii).
Burlington Bay Canal B. 76 (Sir Bector Langevin) on

M. for 2°, 518 (i).
Can. and Antwerp Mail Subsidy, in Com. of Sup.,

1371 (i).



INDEX.
Gault, Mr. M. H.-Continwed.

Consolid. Inland Rev. Acta Amt. B. 101 (Mr. Costigan)
in Com. on Res. (oleornargarine) 688 (i).

0. P. R bonds, application for (remarks) -404 (i).
Cordage, manilla and sisal, in Com. on Ways and Means,

1585 (ii).
Customs Seizure at Montreal, settlement (Ques.) 1343;

(remarks) 1369, 1594 (ii).
Dom. Elections Act Amt., 1874, B. 29 (Mr. McCarthy)

on M. for 20, 1186 (ii).
Father Point deep.water pier (Ques.) 633 (i).
Flour and Coal duties, abolition of, on Res. (Mr.

Mitchell) in Amt. to Com. of Sap., 1441 (ii).
Immigration, in Com. of Sup., 1388 (ii).
Imperial Titles, on M. for Ret., 699 (i).
Lachine Canal, lots on basins (Ques.) 633 (i).
Land Grants to Militia B. 142 (Mr. White, Cardwell) on

M. to introd., 1421; in Com. on Res., 1457; on M.
for 20, 1572 (ii).

Militia Regiments visit to Great Britain (Ques.) 709 (i).
Observatories, in Com. of Sup., 1377 (ii).
Privilege, Ques. of, application for colonisation lands,

1198; (explanation) 1421 (ii).
Quebec Harbor Improvements further Loan B. 140 (Mr.

McLelan) in Com. on Res., 1384 (ii).
Revenue frauds by Montreal firms (Ques.) 709 (i).
SUPPLY:

Immigration (general vote) 1388 (ii).
Lighthouse and Coast Service (Buoys and Beacons) 1377 (ii).
Mail Subsidies (Canada and Antwerp) 1371 (ii).
Scientific institutions (Obstrvatories) 1377 (ii).

Ways and Means-The Tariff, 1585 (i).
West Indies, Trade relations with (Ques.) 785 (i).

Gigault, Mr. G. A., Rouville.
Experimental Farm Stations establishment B. 124 (Mr.

Carling) in Com., 1147 (ii).
Riel, Louis, Execution of, on Rs. (Mr. Landry, Mont-

magny) censuring Govt., 96-99 (i).

Gllmor, Mr. A. H., Charlotte.
Chignecto Marine Transport Ry. B (105) (Mr. Pope)

on prop. Res., 679 (i).
Chinese Immigration Act Amt. B. 106 (Mr. Chap-

leau) in Com., 1237 (ii).
Cod Liver Oil and Guano industries, in Com. of Sup.

1757 (ii).
ConsoElid. Inland Rev. Acts Amt. B. 101 (Mr. Costigan)

in Com. on Res. (oleomargarine) 687 (i).
Cnlling Timber, in Comi. of Sup., 1544 (ii).
Dom. Lands, in Com. of Sup., 537 (i).
Flour and Coal duties, abolition of, on ReS. (Mr.

Mitchell) in Amt. to Com. of Sap., 1440 (ii).
Fruit, green, cone. in Ways and Means, 754 (i).
Harbors and Rivers, N.B., in Com. of Sap., 1264 (ii).
Iron sand or globules, &o., oonc. in Ways and Means,

780 (i).

Gilmor, Mr. A. H.-Continwed.
Justice, Administration of, in Com. of Sup., 888 (ii).
Logs, &c., in Com. on Ways and Means, 1590 (ii).
Marine Police Force in Can., on M. for Ret., 385 (i).
Navigable Waters protection (fiishories, &c.) B. 96 (Mr.

Foster) on M. for 2°, 946 (ii).
Oleomargarine, &c., on Res. (Kr. Taylor) respecting

legislation 552 (i).
Rideau IIall, additions, alterations, repairs, &o., on M.

for Stmnt., 800 (i).
SUPPLY.

Administration Qf Juisice, 888 (ii).
Civil Govt. (Interior, Dept. of) 537 (i); (Post Offi:ýe, coutingen-

cies) 884 (ii).
Collection of Revenues, (Oullers, salaries, &c.,) 1544 (ii).
Fisheries (Cod Liver Oil and Guano industries) 1757 (i).
Public Works-Incone : Harbors and Rivera (x.B.) 1264 (ii).

Travis, Judge, in Com. of Sup., 888 (ii).
Ways and Means-Tho Tariff, 754, 780 (i), 1590 (ii).

Girouard, Mr. D., Jacques Cartier.
Navigable Waters protection (fisheries, &c.) B. 96 (Kr.

Foster) in Com., 952 (ii).
Riel, Louis, Execution of, on Ros. (\Ur. Landry, Mont-

?Jagny) censuring Govt., 332-338 (i).

Glen, Mr. F. W., South Ontario.
C. P. R., loased linos, amounts paid by Co. as rent, &c.

(Ques.) 368 (i).
Dom. Lands, preo-emption ontries, &c., amounts owing

and unpaid (M. for Ret.*) 393 (i).

Gordon, Mr. D. W., Vancouver [sland.
Dom. Lands, in Com. of Sup., 542 (i).
Chinese immigrants (M. for Ret.) 382 (i).

Immigration Act Amt. B. 106 (Mr. Chapleau)
in Com., 1229; on Amt. (Mr. Shakespeare) to M.
for 3°, 1243 (ii).

Esquimalt and Nanaimo Ry., inspection, &c. (Quesi.)
36 (i).

-- B. 47 (Mr. Pope) on M. for 30 , 602(i).
Fog-whistles, maintenance, &c., in Com. of Sap.,

1375 (ii).
SUPPLY:

Lighthou8e ani Coast Service (Pog-whistleu, &c., maintenance)
1375 (ii).

Vancouver Ry. reserves, Squatters, pre-emption records
(Ques.) 369 (i).

White Fish fry at filsh hatcheries M. for Ret., 788

(i).

Guay, Mr. P. M., Léois.
Quebec Central Ry. Co.'s Sub'dy (Ques.) 783 (i).
Riel, Louis, Execution of, on Res. (Mr. Landry, Mont.

magny) oensuring Govt., 223-226 (i).
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Guillet, Mr. G., Northumberland, West Riding.

Fishing rights of Indians on Lakes Huron and Nipis-
sing, Pets, &c., on M. for copies, 696 (i).

Life-boat service and rewards, in Com. of Sup., 1374 (ii).
Oleomargarine, &c., on prop. Res. (Mr. Taylor) 1191 (ii).
SUPPLY:

Civil Govt. (Interior Dept. of) 512 (i).
Ocean and River Service (Rewards and Life-boat service) 1374 (il).

Gunn, Mr. A., Kingston.
Land Grants to Militia B. 142 (Mr. White, Cardwell)

in Com. on Res., 1457 (ii).
Mounted Police, in Com. of Sup., 1657 (ii).
Sugars, conc. in Ways and Means, 774 (i), 1724 (ii).
SUPPLY:

Mounted Police, 1657 (ii).
Tête du Pointe, Barracks (Ques.) 1240 (ii).
Ways and Means-The Tariff, 774, 777 (i).

Hackett, Mr. E., Prince, P. E.1.
Can. Temp. Act, 1878, Amts. Bs. 92, 99 and 118, on

Amt. (Mr. Cameron, Victoria) to place on Govt.
Orders, 1221 (ii).

Cape Breton Island Ry. B. 143 (Sir Hector Langevin)
in Com. on Res., 1488 (ii).

Chignecto Marine Transport Ry. B. 105 (Mr. Pope)
on prop. Res., 675 (i).

Chinese Immigration Act Amt. B. 106 (Mr. Chapleau)
in Com., 1238 (ii).

Farm or Real Estate Banks, in Com. on Res. (Mr.
Orton) 583 (i).

Franchise, Electoral, Act Amt. B. 138 (Mr. Thompson)
in Com. 1468 (ii).

flarbors and Rivers, in Com. of Sup., 1263 (ii).
Home Rule for Ireland, on Amt. (Mr. McMullen) to

Amt (Mr. Costigan) to Res. (Mr. Blake) 1115 (ii).
I. C. R. Stellarton and Pictou branch B. 57 (Mr.

Pope) in Com., 615 (i).
Justice, Administration of, in Com. of Sup., 889 (ii).
Lobster Fishing in P.E.I. (Ques.) 31 (i).
Northern Light and winter communication with P.B.I.,

on M. for Cor., 849 (ii).
Northumberland Straits Tunnel Ry. Co.'s (B. 128, 1°*)

1014; in Com., 1466 (ii).
Riel, Louis, case of, Pets. from Provincial Govts.

(Ques.) 634 (i).
SUPPLY:

Administration of Jusiice, 889 (ii).
Public Workis-Income: Harbors and Rivers (P.E.I.) 1263 (ii).

Haggart, Mr. J. G., South Lanark.
Can. Atlantic Ry. Co.'s incorp. Act Amt. B. 43 (Mr.

Mackintosh) in Com., 555,612 (i).
Gananoque, Perth and James' Bay Ry. Co.'s Subsidy,

in Com. on Res., 1624 (ii).
North Canadian Pacific Ry. Co.'s incorp. (B. 73,

1*) 426 (i).
Northern and Pacific Junction Ry. Co.'s B. 25 (Mr.

.McCarthy) on M. for Com. (Ques. of Order) 1316 (ii).

Haggart, Mr. J. G.-Continued.
Prince Albert Colonisation Co., on M. (Mr. Edgar) for

Sel. Com., 491 (i).
Printing of Parlt., on M. to conc. in Four th Rep. of

Com., 1198 (ii).
Privilege, Ques. of, Timber Limits re applications, 1143;

refutation of charges, 1634 (ii).
Subsidies (money) to Rys. B. 146 (Mr. Pope) in Com.

on Res., 1624 (ii).
Timber, Land and Coal Leases in N.W.T., on Res. (Mr.

Charlton) in Amt to Com. of Sap., 1073 (ii).

Hall, Mr. R. N., Sherbrooke.
Consentini, Girolamo, naturalisation (B. 37, 1°*) 93 (i).
Copyright, laws relating to, on M. (Mr. Edgar) for Sel.

Com., 381 (i).
Disturbance in the N.W., duty of Govt. to bring down

further papers (Amt) to Res.'(Mr. Blake) 505; agreed
to. (Y. 110, N. 63) 511 (i).

Northern and Pacifie Junction Ry. Co.'s B. 25 (Mr.
McCarthy) on Amt. (Mr. Mulock) to M. to conc. in
Sen. Amts, 1676 (ii).

Hesson, Mr. S. R., South Perth.
Bounty on Pig Iron B. 150 (Mr. McLelan) in Com. on

'Res., 1718 (ii).
Chinese Immigration Act Amt. B. 106 (Mr. (7hapleau)

in Com., 1239 (ii).
Consolid. Inland Rev. Acts Amt. B. 101 (Mr. Costigan)

in Com. on Res. (oleomargarine) 688 (i).
Dom. Exhibition, in Com. of Sup., 1091 (ii).
Dom. Lands, in Com. of Sup., 539 (i).
Experimental Farm Stations establishment B. 124

(Mr. Carling) on M. for Com. on Res., 963; in Com.
on B., 1150 (ii).

Farm or Real Estate Banks, on M. (Mr. Orton) for Com.
on Res., 430; in Com., 433, 437, 572, 583 (i).

Flour and Coal duties, abolition of, on Res. (Mr. Mit-
chell) in Amt. to Com. of Sup., 1430 (ii).

Fruit, green, conc. in Ways and Means, 751 (i).
Immigration, in Com. of Sup., 1387 (ii).
Lggal services, in Com. of Sup., 1160 (ii).
Mounted Police, in Com. of Sap., 1656 (ii).
Logs, &c., in Com. on Ways and Means, 1589; conc.,

1727 (ii).
N.W. Central Ry. Co.'s Act Amt. B. 17 (Mr. Beaty)

on Amt. (gr. Mitchell) to M. for Com., 994; on M.
to adjn. deb., 1004; in Com., 1013 (ii).

Oleomargarine, &c., on-Amt. (Mr. Bowell) to Amt (Mr.
Paterson, Brant) to conc. in Ways and Means, 761
765 (i).

Printing and Stationery Bureau B. 132 (Mr. Chapleau)
in Com., 1565 (ii).

Public Buildings, in Com. of Sup., 1160 (ii).
Rideau Hall, additions, alterations, repaire, &c., on M.

for Stmnt., 797 (i).
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Hesson, Mr. S. R.-Continued.

Rideau Hall, gardening and grounds, amounts paid,
on M. for Stnut., 796 (i).

Riel, Execution of, on Res. (Mr. Landry, 3Montmagny)
censuring Govt. (remarks) as to time for closing
debate, 300 (i).

Sugars, conc. in Ways and Means, 777 (i).
Subsidies (land) to Rys. B. 147 (Mr. White, Cardwell)

in Com., 1712 (ii).
SUPPLY:

Arts, Agriculture, ¢c. (Dom. Exhibition) 1091 (ii).
Civil Govt. (Interior, Dept. of) 527 (i).
Co1ection o Revenues (Weights and Measures and Gas, salaries)

1545 (ii).
Immigration (general vote) 1387 (ii).

founted Police, 1656 (ii).
Public Works-Income: Buildings (N. 8.) 1160 (i).

Timber, Land aud Coal Leases in N.W.T., on es. (Mr.
Charlton) in Amt. to Com. of Sup., 1057-1059 (ii).

Ways and Means-The Tariff, 751, 761-765, 777 (i),
1579, 1727 (ii).

Weights and Measures and Gas, in Com. of Sup., 1545.

Hickey Mr. C. E., Dundas.
Animals Contagions Diseases B. 19 (Mr. Mulock) M.

to adjn. deb., 911 (ii).
Druggists (B. 99, 1°*) 691 (i).
Franchise, Electoral, Act Amt. B. 138 (Mr. Thompson)

in Com., 1478 (ii).
Fruit, green, conc. in Ways and Means, 752 (i).
Land Grants to Militia B. 142 (Mr. White, Cardwell)

in Com. on Res., 1456 (ii).
Oleomargarine, &c., on Res. (Mr. Taylor) respecting

legislation, 551;' on Amt. (Mr. Bowell) to Ant. (Mr.
Paterson, Brant) to M. to conc. in Ways and Means,
763 (i).

SUPPLY:
Collection of Revenues (Weights and Meaaures and Gao, salaries,

&o.) 1547 (ii).

Ways and Means-The Tariff, 752, 763 (i).

Hilliard, 'r. G., West Peterborough.
Trent Valley Canal, on M. for Rot., 901 (ii).
Navigable Waters protection (lisheries, &c.) B. 96 (Mr.

Foster) on M. for 20, 949; in Com., 951 (ii).

Holton, Mr. E., Chateauguay.
Customs Seizures at Montreal, on M. for Com. of Sup.,

1684 (i).
Geological Survey, in Com. of Sup., 542 (i).

expenditures (Ques.) 633 (i).
display and Colonial Exhibition (Ques.) 692 (i).

Mutual Life Association of Can. (Ques.) 1379 (ii).
SUPPLY:

Civil Govt. (Interior, Dept. of) 542 (i).

Homer, Mr. J. A. R., New Westminster.
Dom. Lands in B.C., settlement, on M. for Cor., 497 (i).
Shuswap and Okanagan Ry. Co.'s incorp. (B. 33, 1°*)

92 (i).

Hurteau, Mr. H., L'Assomption.
Repentigny Wharf, expenditure (Ques ) 634 (i).
Ste. Ursule, &c., and Lake Temiscamingue Ry. 0o.'s

inoorp. (B. 74, 1°*) 426 (i); 3° m,, 957 (ii).

Innes, Mr. J., South Wellington.
Guelph Junction Ry. Co.'s incorp. Act Amt. (B. 78,

10) 460 (i).

Ingersoll, London and Chatham Ry. Subsidy, in Com.
on Res., 1599 (ii).

Pensions, N. W. Robellion, in Com of Sup., 1742 (ii).
Printing and Stationory Bureau B. 132 (gr. Chapleau)

on M. for 20, 1528; in Com., 1558 (ii).

Subsidies (money) to Rys. B. 146 (Mr. Pope) in Com.

on Res., 1598 (ii).
SUPPLY :

Pensions (N.W. Rebellion) 1742 (11.)

Irvine, Mr. D., Carleton, N. B.
Consolid. Inland Rev; Acte Amt. B. 101 (Mr. Costigan)

in Com. on Res. (oleomargarine) 688 (i).
Customs Appointment at Woodstock, N. B. (Ques.)

1075 (ii).
Experimental Farm Stations establishment B. 124

(Mr. Carling) on M. for Com. for Rom., 967 (ii).
Fruit, green, conc. in Ways and Moans, 753 (i).
larbors and Rivers, in Com. of Sup., 1264 (ii).

I. C. R., Stellarton and Pictou branch. B. 57 (Mr.

Pope) in Com., 628 (i).

SUPPLY :
Administration of Justice, 888 (i).

Public Works-Income : Harbors and Rivers (N. B.) 1264 (hi).

Travis, Judge, in Com. of Sup., 888 (ii).
Ways and Means-The Tarif, 753, (i).

Ives, Mr. W. B., Richmond and Wolfe.
Animals Contagious Diseases B. 19 (Mr. Mulock) on M.

to consdr. B., 910 (ii).
Business of flouse on M. to take Thursdays, 512 (i).

I. C. R., Stellarton and Picton branch B. 57 (Mr.

Pope) on M. for 30, 666 (i).

Insolvent Banks, Insurance Co.'s, &c., B. 15 (Mr. Edgar)

in Com., 908 (ii).
Land Grants to Ry. Co.'s B. 117 (Mr. White, Cardwell)

on M. for 3°, 1017 (i).

Logs, &c., in Com. on Ways and Moans, 1588 (ii).
Lumber and saw logs, froc export (Ques.) 634 (i).

N, W. Central Ry. Co.'s Act Amt. B. 17 (51r. Beaty)

on Amut. (Mr. Mitchell) to M, for Com., 985 (ii).
Prince Albert Colonisation Co., on M. to add names to

Sel. Com. (Ques. of Order) 493 (i).
Private Bills, presentation, extension of time (M.)

66 (i).
Privilege, Ques. of, paragraph in Globe, 1077 (ii).

Rocky Mountain Rangers, issue of Scrip to (Ques.)
543 (i).

Ways and Means-The Tarif, 1588 (ii).
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Jackson, Mr. J., South Norfolk.
C. P. R. bonds held by Govt. (Ques.) 495 (i).
Consolid. Inland Rev. Acts Amt. B. 101 (Mr. Costigan)

in Com. on Res. (oleomargarine) 686 (i).
Debt, floating (Ques.) 1076 (ii).
Deposits in Govt. Savings Banks (Ques.) 1218 (ii).
Immigration, assisted and unassisted, on M. for Ret.,

637 (i).
Oleomargarine, &c., on Amt. (Mr. Paterson, Brant) to

conc. in Ways and Means, 758 (i).
Port Rowan life-saving service (M. for Cor.) 703;

(remarks continued) 785 (i).
or Port Royal, harbor of refuge (M. for Rot.)

65 (i).
Steamboat Inspection Act Amt. B. 103 (Mr. Poster) in

Com., 1087 (ii).
Ways and Means-The Tariff, 758 (i).

Jamieson, Mr. J., North Lanark.
Can. Temp. Act, 1878, Amt. (B. 92, 1) 599 (i); Bs.

92, 99 and 118, on Amt. (Mr. Cameron, Victoria) to
place on Govt. Orders, 1220 ; on Amt. (Mr. Bergin) to
M. (Mr. Blake) for Sel. Com. re M. Roche, 1339 (ii).

Intoxicating Liquors Act Amt. B., on prop. Res. (Mr.
Beaty) 904 (ii).

Senate, constitution of, on Res. (Mr. Mills) in Amt. to
Com. of Sup., 1285 (ii).

Jenkins, Mr. J. T., Queen's, P.E.L
Experimental Farm Stations establishment B. 124 (Mr.

Carling) in Com., 1149 (ii).
Health Statistice, in Com of Sup., 1094 (ii).
Northern Light, and winter communication with P.E.I.

(M. for Cor.) 845 (ii).
Oleomargarine, &c., on prop. Res. (Mr.Taylor) 1194 (ii).
Roche, M., of N.S., transfer of, on M. (Mr. Blake) for Sel.

Com., 1329 (ii).
StTPPLY:

Art., Agriculture, jc. (Health Statistics) 1094 (ii).

Kaulbach, Mr. O. E., Lunenburg.
Cape Breton Island Ry. B. 143 (Sir Hector Langevin)

in Com. on Res., 1495 (ii).
Mining Law Amt. (Ques.) 844 (ii).
Navigable Waters protection (fisheries, &c.) B. 96

(Mr. Poster) on M. for 2°, 949 (ii).
Nietaux and Atlantic Ry. (remarks) on intrdn. of B.

146, 1636 (ii).
Riel, Louis, Execution of, on Res. (Mr. Landry, Mont-

magny) oensuring Govt., 323-325 (i).
Subsidies to Rys. B. 146 (Mr. Pope) on M. to introd.,

1636 (ii).

Kilvert, Mr. P. E., Hamilton.
Northern and North-Western Junction Ry. Co.'s (B.

65, 1°*) 393 (i).

King, Mr. G. G., Queen's, N.B.
Dredging, in Com. of Sup., 1269 (ii).
Fruit, green, conc. in Ways and Means, 753 (i).
I.C. R., Stellarton and Pictou branch B. 57 (Mr. Pope)

in Com., 629 (i).
Immigration, in Com. of Sup., 1413 (ii).
Jemseg Creek, N.B., Navigation (Ques.) 369 (i).
Logs, &c., in Com. on Ways and Means, 1590 (ii).
SUPPLY:

Immigration (general vote) 1413 (ii).
Public Work8-Income: Dredging, 1269 (ii).

Ways and Means-The Tarif, 753 (i), 1590 (ii).

Kinney, Mr. J. R., Yarmouth.
Bank of Yarmouth (B. 69, 1° *) 393 (i).
I. C. R., Stellarton and Pictou branch B. 57 (Mr.

Pope) in Com., 626 (i).
Nova Scotia Steamship Co.'s incorp. (B. 51, 10 *)

149 (i).
Subsidies to Rys. B. 146 (Mr. Pope) on M. to introd.,

1638; (personal explanation) 1639; in Com.,
1705 (ii).

Western Counties Ry. (remarks) on intrdn. of B.,
146, 1638; in Com., 1705 (ii).

Windsor Branch Ry., settlement (Ques.) 1240 (ii).
Yarmouth Steamship Co.'s incorp. (B. 91, 10 *) 599 (i).

Kirk, Mr. J. A., Gut/sborough.
Baddeck, N. S., Custom House (Ques.) 1379 (i).
Canals, in Com. of Sup., 1752 (ii).
Canso and Port Ilood steamship subvention, in Com.

of Sup., 1371 (ii).
Cape Breton Island Ry. B. 148 (Sir Iector Langevin)

in Com. on Res. (Ques. of Order) 1491, 1494 (ii).
Caraguet Ry. Subsidy, in Com. on Res., 1604 (ii).
Clergyman in Inverness Co., on personal explanation

(remarks) 1541 (ii).
Culling Timber, in Com. of Sup., 1544 (ii).
Customs, in Com. of Sup., 1454 (ii).
Dufferin Gate, Quebec, claims of H. J. Beemer (Ques.)

1661 (il).
Fisheries, &c., in Com. of Sap., 1542 (ii).
Fish Importations (M. for Ret.) 370 (i).
Flag Treaty between U.S. and Spain, on M. for Cor.,

701 (i).
Flour and Coal duties, abolition of, on Res. (Mr. Mit-

chell) in Amt. to Com. of Sup., 1429 (ii).
Franchise, Electoral, Act Amt. B. 138 (Mr. Thompson)

in Com., 1469 (i).
Fruit, green, conc. in Ways and Means, 755 (i).
Harbors and Rivers, in Com. of Sup., 1261 (ii).
I. G. R., McCann Station to Joggins Ry. Subsidy in

Com. on Res., 1615 (ii).
--- Stellarton and Pictou branch B. 57 (Mr. Pope)

in Com., 607, 612, 616, 622; on M. for 30, 666 (i).
Stellarton and Pictou branch, O. C., Pets.,

&c. (M. for copies*) 802 (i).
Indians, in Com. of Sap., 1652 (ài).
Ingersoll, London and Chatham Ry. Co.'s Subsidy, in

Com. on Res., 1604 (i).
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Kirk, Mr. J. A.-Continued.

Lighthouses and Fog alarms, in Coin. of Sup., 1376 (ii.)
McDonald, Angus, appointment as Census enumerator

(M. for copy *) 438 (i).
Publie Buildings generally, in Com. of Sup,, 1166 (ii).
Privilege, Ques. of, Official Reps. and headings to extra

copies, 630 (i).
Quebec and Lake St. John Ry. Co.'s Subsidy, in Com.

on Res., 1623 (i).
Rys. or Repeal, telegram to Halifax Mail (read) 1615

1628 (ii).
ScatterieFog-whistle Superintondent, M. for Cor.,786 (i).
Short Line Ry. in N.S., on M. for copies of Cor.,

445 (i).
Short Line Ry., Montreal and Salisbury (Ques.) 1240;

(M. for copy of contract) 1309 (ii).
Subsidies (money) to Rys. B. 146 (Mr. Pope) in Com.

on Res., 1615 (ii).
Subsidy to N.S., readjustment (M. for Ret.) 449 (i).
SUPPLY:

Canala-Income (Miscellaneous) 1453, 1752 (ii).
Collection of Revenues-(Cullers' salaries, &c.) 1544; (Oustoms)

1454 (ii).
Fisheries (salaries, &c.) 1542 (ii).
Indians (N.B.) 1652 (ii).
Lighthoua and Coast Service (Lighthouses and Fog alarma)

1376 (ii).
Mail Subsidies, &c. (Canso and Port Hood) 1371 (ii).
Public Work-Income: Buildings (generally) 1166; Harbors

Rivera (N.S.) 1261 (ii).
Truro to Newport Ry.Subsidy, in Com. on Res., 1620 (ii).
Ways and Means-The Tariff, 755 (i).

Kirkpatrick, Hon. G. A., Frontenac. See SPEAaER, Mr.

Kranz, Mr. H., North Waterloo.
Can. Temp. Act, 1878, Amt. B. 104 (Mr. Orton) M. to

place on Govt. Orders, 1218; neg. (Y. 35, N. 134)
1223 (ii).

German representation in Senate (Ques.) 1661 (ii).

Labrosse, Mr. S., Prescott.
Riel, Louis, Execution of, on Res. (Mr.

magny) censuring Govt., 366 (i).
Landry, Mont-

Landerkin, Mr. G., South Grey.
Animals Contagious Diseases B. 19 (Mr. Mulock) on M.

for 20, 861; in Com., 864 (ii).
Bonds, counterfeit, Govt. (Ques.) 121 (i).
Calgary and Fort Macleod Mail Service, Tenders for

(M. for Ret.*) 35 (i).
Can. Temp. Act, 1878, Bs. 92, 99 ar'd 118, on Amt. (Mr.

Cameron, Victoria) to place on Govt. Orders, 1222 (ii).
Census of N.W.T., nanes, &c., of employé3 (M. for

Stmnt.*) 66 (i).
Corinth, Post Offac at (Ques.) 843; in C.m. of J Sup.,

885 (ii).
Dom. Lands, in Com. of Sup., 534 (i).
Farm or Real Estate Banks, in Com. on Res. (Mr.

Orton) 433 (i).

Landerkin, Mr. G.-Continved.
Franchise Act, instructions to revising offloers, on M.

for copies, 53 (i).
Franchise, Electoral, Aet Amt. B. 138 (Mr. Thompson)

in Com., 1504, 1672 (ii).
Fruit, green, conc. in Ways and Means, 752 (i).
Haldimand, issue of Writ (U.) 912; (Ques ) 1015, 1077,

114t, 1171 (ii).
appointment of returning officer (Ques ) 1144,

1172 (ii).
Half breed Claims Commission, 1877, Reps. of (M. for

Ret.) 63ý4 (i).
Harbor Master of Sarnia (Ques.) 692 (i).
Hay tax in the N.W.T. (Ques.) 121 (i).
Heney, John, claim of, for refund of toils (M. for Ret.*)

392 (i).
Home Rule for Ireland, on Amt. (Mir. McMullen) to

Amt (Mr. Costigan) to Res. (gr. Blake) 1111 (ii).
Inspection Act Amt. (Ques ) 7c4.
Inspectors or Commissioners of Indian Affaira in N.W.

(M. for copy of 0.C.*) 438 (i).
Land Improvement Fund, amount due Ont. (Ques.)266,
Land Sales in N.W., 1884-85 (Ques.) 120 (i).
Military Branch and District Staff, salaries, in Com. of

Sup., 12198 (ii).
Mongrain, Louison, papers in conn6etion with trial, &o.

(M. for copie&t*) 392 (i).
Naturalisation Act Amt. (Qaes.) î#9 (i).
N. W. Central Ry. Co.'s Act Amt. B. 17 (Mr. Beaty)

on Amt. (Mr. Mitchell) to M. for Com., 998 (ii).
Oleomargarine, on prop. Res. (Mr. Taylor) 1193 (ii).
Palmerston and Georgian Bay Ry. (remarks) on M.

that Com. rise, 1627 (ii).
Peterborough Post Office site (Ques.) 843 (ii).
Printing and Stationery Bureau B. 132 (àir. Chapleau)

in Com., 1556 (ii).
-Privilege, Ques. of (Mr. Bryson) on quotation from

"IParliamentary Companion," 1077, 1078 (ii).
Rideau Hall, additions, alterations, repairs, &c., on M.

for Stmnt., 800 (i).
Settlers in Saugeen Peninsula, on M. for Com. of Sup.,

1540 (il).
Subsidies (money) to Rys. B. 146 (Mr. Pope) in Com.

on Res., 1627 (ii).
Summary Proceedings before Justices, &c., B. 84 (Mr.

Thompson) in Com., 806 (ii).
SUPPLY :

Civil Gort. (Interior, Dept. of) 525 (i); (Post Office, contingen-
cies) 885 (ii) ; (Sec. of State, Dept. of) 524 (1).

Collection qf Revenues (Weights and Measures an' Ga, salaries,
&c.) 1544 (ii).

Militia (Salaries, District and Branch Staff) 1298 (11).
Timber sales on Georgian Bay Islands (Ques.) 898 (ii).
Trent Valley Canal, fees paid to Poisett and Roger

(Ques.) 843 (ii).
- - payments for right of way (Ques.) 843 (ii).
Union Suspension Bridge B. 72 (Sir Hector Langevin)

in Com., 518 (i).
Ways and Means-The Tariff, 752 (i).
Weights and Measures and Gas, in Com. of Sup., 1544,
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Landry, Mr. P. A., Kent, NB.
Can. Atlantic Ry. Co.'s incorp. Act Amt. B. 43 (Mr.

Mackintosh) in Com., 558 (i).
Easter, Adjnmt. for (remarks) 748 (i).
Moncton and Buctouche Ry. Co.'s Subsidy, in Com. on

Res., 1597 (ii).
Returns, expense in producing (M. for Ret.) 386 (i).
Revised Statutes of Canada B. 9 (Mr. Thompson) in

Com., 1225 (ii).
Rideau Hall, contingencies, on M. for Rot., 794 (i).
Riel, Louis, Execution of, on Res. (Mr. Landry, Mont-

magny) censuring Govt., 213-223 (i).
Subsidies (money) to Rys. B. 146 (Ur. Pope) in Com.

on Res., 1597 (ii).
Timber Land and Coal Leases in N. W. T., on Res.

(Mr. Charlton) in Amt. to Com. of Sup., 1062 (ii).

Landry, Mr. P., Montmagny.
Central Board of Agriculture (Ques.) 631 (i).
La Canadienne and Alliance, collision (Ques.) 1660 (ii).
Riel, Louis, Execution of (Res. of regret) 59; Order

read, 62; (M.) 68 (i).
-- Medical Commissioners (M. for Car.) 814 (ii).

-- Sanitary Commission, Reps., &c. (M. for copies)
693 (i).

Supremo Court Appollato Jurisdiction limitation (B.
13, 1° 1À (i).

Langelier, Mr. F., Mégantic.
Brigade Xajors ,alaries, &c., in Com. of Sup., 1302 (ii).
Citadel, drainage and water supply (Ques.) 843 (i).

in Com. of Sup., 1742 (ii).
Cod Liver Oil and Guano industries, in Com. of Sup.,

1758 (ii).
Calling Timber, in Com. of Sup., 1544 (ii).
Dom. Lands Act, 1883, Amt. B. 94 (Mr. White, Card-

well) in Com., 923, 925, 928 (ii).
Franchise, Electoral, Act Amt., B. 138 (Ur. Thompson)

in Com., 1511, 1670 (il).
Fisheries, salaries, &c., in Com. of Sup.. 1512 (ii).
Fishing Bounties, claims for (M. for copies) 697 (i).
Flour and Coal dutios, abolition of, on Res. (Mr.

Mitchell) in Amt. to Com. of Sup., 1129 (ii).
France and Quebec Steamship subsidy; in Con. of

Sap., 1370 (ii).
Gjvt. Buildings, Quebec, water supply (Ques.) 843 (ii).
Hamond, E., employment of by Govt. (Ques.) 1379 (ii).
Harbors and Rivers, in Com. of Sup., 1265 (ii).
Hébert, Hubert, Revising Officer of Montmagny

(Ques.4569 (i).
I. C. R., Marois, Elzéar, claim of (Ques.) 784 (i).
---- oil barrels, sale of (M. for Rot. *) 802 (i).

St. Charles branch, in Com. of Sup., 1451 (ii).
Interest in B.C., B. 22 (Mr. Thompson) in Com., 1245

(ii).
Observatories, in Com. of Sup., 1377 (i).
Mail Subsidies, in Com. of Sup, 1370.

Langolier, Mr. P.-Continued.
Manitoba Penitentary, in Com. of Sup., 896 (ii).
Nataskowan River, estuary of, rent paid (Ques.) 1379

(ii).
Navigable Waters, works in, B. 130 (Sir Hector Lange-

vin) in Com., 1270 (ii).
Quarantine, in Com. of Sup., 1417 (il).
Quebec and Lake St. John Ry. Co.'s Subsidy, in Com.

on Res., 1623 (ii).
Quebec Harbor Improvements further Loan B. 140 (Kr.

McLelan) in Com. on Res., 1384 (ii).
Riel, Louis, Execution of, on Res. (Mir. Landry, Mont

magny) censuring Govt., 139-149 (i).
Sir Alex. Campbell's Miemo., amounts paid news-

papers (Ques.) 67 (i).
St. Lawrence River Navigation (B. 46, 1Q) 119 (i).
Subsidies (money) to Rys. B. 146 (Mir. Pope) in Com.

on Res., 1623 (ii).
SUPPLY:

Collection of/Revenues (Oullers' salaries, &c.) 1544 (ii).
Fisheries (Ood Liver Oil and Guano industries) 1758; (salaries,

&c.) 1542 (ii).
Mail Subsidies, <c. (France and Que.) 1370 (ii).

Militii (Brigade Majors salaries) 1302; (draining Citadel of
Que.) 1742 (i).

Ptenitentiaries (Man.) 898 (i).
Public Worksc: Harbors and Rivers (Que.) 1265 (ii).
Quarantine (general vote) 1417 (ii).
Railways-Capital : LOC.R. (St. Charles Branch) 1451 (ii).

Scient fic Institutions (Observatories) 1377 (ii).

WUrtele, Hon. J. S., appointment as Judge (Ques.)
E65, 912, 1342 (ii).

Langevin, Hon. Sir Hector, Three Rivers.
Address, on the, His Ex.'s reply (presented) 92 (i).
Advances to P.E.I. (Ans.) 1378 (ii).
Annunciation Day, remarks on adjnmt., 301; (M.)

368 (i).

Ash-Wednesday, adjmnt. for (M.) 66 (i).
Aspy Bay Fisheries, despatches, &c., Mess. from Ris

Ex. (presented) 807 (ii).
Asiniboine River improvements (Ans.) 784 (i).
Baddeck, N.S., Custom house (Ans.) 1379 (ii).
Baie des Chaleurs Ry. Co. (Ans.) 1482 (ii).
Baie des Chalours Ry. Co.'s (B. 144) prop. Res., 1155;

M. for Com. on Res., 1482; in Com. 1496 ; M. to
conc. in Res., 1515; 1°* of B., 1516; on 20, 1630 (if).

Bayfield Harbor repairs, on. M. for Cor., 383 (i).
Boucherville Islands, obstiuctions in channel (Ans.)

495 (i).
Brooklyn Breakwater, N.S., Repairs (Ans.) 265 (i).
Budget, the (Ans.) 330 (i).
Burlington Bay Canal (B. 76, 1') 426; 20 m., 518 (i).

Business of the Session (remarks) 691 (i).
Butternut Ridge, N.B., Postmaster (Ans.) 1075 (ii).
Cab-hire, in Com. of Sup., 881 (ii).
Cabinet representation for B.C. (Ans.) 369 (ii).
C. P. R. bonds, application for (remarks) 704 (i).
--- tarifs (Ans.) 1076 (ii).
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INDEX.
Langevin, Hon. Sir Hector-Coninued,

Can. Temp. Act, legislation respecting (Ans.) 912 (ii).
Canso and Port Hood steamship subventions, in Com.

of Sup., 1372 (ii).
Cape Breton Island Ry. (B. 143) prop. Res., 1455,

1485; in Com., 1486; M. to cono. in Res. and 1°* of
B., 1515 (ii).

Cape Tormentine Harbor, in Com. of Sup., 1158 (ii).
Central Ont. Ry. Co.'s B. 67 (Mr. White, Hastings) in

Com., 783 (i).
Claims of P.E.I., settlement of, in Cor. of Sup.,

1263 (hi).
Copyright, laws relating to, on M. (Mr. Edgar) for Sel.

Com., 380, 382 (i).
Corinth Post Office (Ans.) 843 (ii).
Criminal Law Amt (seductimn, &o.) B 20 (Mr. Charl-

ton) on M. to conc.in Sen. Amts. (objection) 1326 (ii).
Cruelty to Animals Prevention B. 11 (Mr. Charlton)

names added to Sel. Com., 439 (ii).
Digby Pier, rebuilding of (Ans.) 31, 42 (i).
Disturbance in the N.W., confidential papers, Mess.

from His Ex. (presented) 368 (i).
- - duty of Govt. to bring down urther papers, on

Res. (Mr. Blake) 498 (i).
--- report of operations and war claims (remarks)

1343 (ii).
Dom. Elections Act. Amt., on M. to introd. B., 877 (ii).
Dredging, in Com. of Sup., 1269 (ii).
Dufferin Gate, Quebec, claims of H. J. Beomer (Ans)

1661 (ii).
Dunnville Dam and Bridge tolls (B. 139, to) 1378 (ii).
Easter, adjnmt. for (remarks) 718 (i); (M ) 865 (ii).
Engineers' certificates, Mess. from His Ex. (pre-

sented) 599 (i).
Esquimalt Graving Dock, in Cem. of Sup., 1156, 175?
Fabre, Hector, Rep. from (Ans.) 1661 (ii).
Farm or Real Estate Banks, on M. (Mr. Orton) for Com.

on Res., 432 (i).
Father Point deep-water pier (Ans) 633 ().
Fishing Rights of Indians on Lakes Huron and Nipis-

sing, Pets. &-., on M. for copies, 695 (i).
Flying column for N W., on M. for Cor., 635 (i).
Gov. Gen. and Staffs salaries, on M. for Stmnt., 795 (i).

travelling expenses, on M. for Rot., 792 (i).
Govt. Buildings, Quebec, water snpply (Ans.) 844 (ii).
Govt. Business (M. to take in Thursdays) 512 (i);

Wednesdays, 1014 ; M. to take in Satarday and Mon-
day, 1592 (ii).

Graham, Mr., appointment of as Legal Agent at Halifax
(Ans.) 1514 (ii).

Haldimand, issue of Writ (Ans.) 1144, 1171 (ii).
returning officer (Ans.) 1144 (ii).

Harbors and Rivers, in Com. of Sup, 1261, 1264,
1266, 1269, 1754 (ii).

Home Rule for Ireland (M.) appointing day for dis.
cussion, 1075 (ii).

Langevin, Hon Sir Hector-Continued.
Homo Rale Ros, imporfoct dispatch to English

press (rnarks) 13S1 (ii).
Immigration, in Com. of Sap., 1387 (ii).
Indenuity to Mombors, on prop. Ris. (.r. Farrow)

(Amt.) to prooood to co ns in. 'f Ros. (Mr. Landry,
Montinagny) consuring Gavt. for execution of Louis
Roil, 121 (i).

Independenco of Parlt. Act, broach of, on M. to ref. to
Sel. Com. (Anmt.) 1595 (ii).

Indian Administration of the N. W., on Res. (Mr.
Cameron, Huron) in Amt. to Com. of Sup., 730-733
(personal explanation) 745 (i).

Indian Lands, Lotters Patent (B. 102, 1°) 20 m., 807;
20 and in Com., 808 (ii).

Indians, in Com. of Sup., 1650 (ii).
Inland Revenue Act Atnt. B. 101 (Mr. Costigan) in

Com., 1205 (ii).
Insolvent Banks, Insurance Co.'f, &c., B. 15 (Mr.

Igar) in Com., 908; M. to place consdn. of Sen.
Amts. on Govt. Orders, 1592 (ii).

I. C. R., St. Charlos braneh, in Cioi. of Sap., 1452 (ii).
Interpietation Act Amt. (B. 80, 1°¥) 488; 2° m., 519;

M. for Co m,, 712 (i).
Jemseg Creck, N.13,, ntvigation (Ans.) 369 (i).
Justice, Administration of, in Co;a. of Sup., 169A (ii).
Kaministiquia River, in Com. of Sup., 1157 (ii).
Kington Peritentiary, in Corn. of Sup., 1164, 1745 (ii).
Lako Man. navigation (Ans.) 369 (i).
Lanoraio, construction of whart ut (Ans.) 1173 (ii).
Legal services in connection with Pub. Works, 1159 (ii).
Letters Patent for Indian Ladrls (B. 102, 1°) 69" (î).
London Infantry Schooil, in Com. of Sup., 1753 (ii).
Lothiniére Mail Seî vinoe (Ans.) 709 (i).
Macdonald, Sir John, illness of, lotter from physician

(road) 543 (i).
Man. Penitentiary, in Corn. of Sup., 1754 (ii).
Metapodiac to Paspebiac Ry. See "Baie dos Chaleurs."
Montreal Armories, in Com. of Sup., 1162 (ii).
-- Board of Trado Acts Amt. B. 90 (Mr. Curran)

on M. for 2°, 856 (fi).
Mounted Police, in Com of Sup., 1656, 1746; barracks,

1754 (if).
Mount Middleton, N. B., Postmaster (Ans.) 1075 (ii).
Mud Creek Dams, raising of (Ans.) 1746 (ii).
Navigable Waters, construction of works (B. 130, 1°)

1075; 2° m, 1246 (ii).
Navigation in Man. wators (Ans.) 1217 (ii).
Nerepis Station, N. B., Postmaster (Ans.) 1075 (ii).
Northern Pacifie Junction Ry. Co.'s B. 25 (Mr.

McCarthy) on Sen. Amts., 1605 (ii).
Northumberland Straits Ry. Tunnel Co.'s B. 128 (Mr.

Backett) in Com., 1466 (ii).
N. W. Central Ry. Co.'s Act Ant. B. 17 (àlr. Beaty)

on Amt. (Mr. Mitchel1) to M. fur Com., 98' (ii).
Oleomargarine, in Com. on B. 101, 1205 (ii).
Pensions, RebOllion of 1885, in Com. of Sup., 1154;

(Ans.) 1198 (ii).
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INDEX.
Langevin, Hon. Sir Hector-Continued.

Peterborough Pos t Office site (Ans.) 843 (ii).
Photographs of Pub. Works, in Com. of Sup., 1160 (ii).
Pickering Post Office irregularities, on M. for copies

of Reps., 60 (i).
Plante, Jean Baptiste, claim of, on M. for copies,

697 (i).
Port Arthur Harbor, in Com. of Sup., 1157 (ii).
Port Rowan or Port Royal harbor of refuge, on M. for

Ret., 65 (i)..
Postmaster General's Depti. Rep. (presented) 58 (i).
Post Office Act., 1875, Amt. (B. 77, 10*) 437; 2° m,

519; M. to ref. back to Com., 710 (i).
Post Office, in Com. of Sup., 1547 (ii).

Savings Banks in Man. (Ans.) 62 (i).
Post Offices in Muskoka, &c., established, on M. for

Rot., 43 (i).
in North Wellingt'on (Ans.) 1173 (ii).

Prince Albert Colonisation Co., on M. (Mr. Edgar)
for Sel. Com., 489 (i).

Printing and Stationery Bureau B. 132 (Mr.-Ohapleau)
in Com., 1554 (ii).

Printing of Parlt., on M. to conc. in Fourth Rep. of
Com., 1197 (ii).

Private Bills, Reps. from Com. (Ms.) to extend time,
543 (i), 897 (ii).

Privy Council Office, in Com. of Sup., 1697 (ii).
Publie Accounts Com. meeting of (remarks) 1514 (ii).
Public Buildings, in Com of Sup., 1154,1158, 1160, 1162,

1165, 1745.
Publie Officials and outside employment, on M. for

Rot., 383 (i).
Public Works, DeptI. Rep. (presented)81 (i).
Quebec and Lake St. John Ry. Co.'s Subsidy, in Com.

on RO., 1621 (ii).
Quebec Harbor improvements further Loan (B. 140)

prop. Res., 1342; in Com., 1383; 1°* of B., 1385
(ii).

Queen's Birthday, prop. M. for adjnmt, 1431; (M.)
1455 (ii).

Red River improvements (Ans.) 1240 (ii).
Registered Letters, compensation for (Ans.) 1378 (ii).
Repairs, furniture, &c., public buildings, in Com of Sup.,

1261 (ii).

Repentigny wharf expenditure (Ans.) 634 (i).
Representation of the N.W.T. in Parlt., joint Address

agreed to, 1013 (ii).
(B. 115) prop. Res. (fees and expenses) 1143,

conc. in, 1223. (ii).
English legislation (Ans.) 1514 (i).

Return, incomplete, shareholders in Co.'s (remarks)
1168 (i).

Returns, enquiries for (remarks) Indians of Ft. Wil-
liam reserve, 119 (i).

Rice, increased duty on (Ans.) 369 )i).
Rideau Hall, additions, alterations, repairs, &c., on M.

for Strmnt., 797 (i).
- contingencies, on M. for Rot., 794 (i).

Langevin, Hon. Sir Hector-Continued.
Rideau Hall, fuel and light, on M. for Ret., 795 (i).
--- gardening and grounds, amounts paid, on M.

for Stmnt., 796 (i).
Rideau River floods (Ans.) 1076 (ii).
Riel, Louis, Execution of, on Res. (Mr. Landry, Mont-

magny) censuring Govt., 73 (Amt.) previous Ques.
tion, 77 ; (M.) to make Res. first Order of the day,
119; (Amt.) to proceed to consdn. of Res (Mr.
Landry, Montmagny) censuring Govt., 121; Ms. to
resume adfl. deb., 149, 186 (i).

--- Medical Commissioners, on M. for Cor., 844 (ii).
Rivière aux Lievres improvements (Ans.) 426 (i).
Roads and Bridges, in Com. of Sup., 1270, 1745 (ii).
Sable and Spanish Boom and Slide Co.'s B. 36 (Mr.

Sutherland, Oxford) on Order for Com., 494; in Com.,
782 (i).

St. Andrews Rapids, improvements (Ans.) 495 (i).
St. Lawrence River Navigation B. 46 (Mr. Langelier)

on M. to introd., 119 (i).
St. Lawrance River overflow (Ans.) 865 (i).
St. Mauri ), Faucher de, on Parliamentary Procodure,

in Com. f Sup., 1740 (ii).
St. Patrick'ý Day (M. for adjnmt.) 185 (i).
St. Peter's B. rbor, P.E.I. (Ans.) 1514 (ii).
St. Vincent de Paul Penitentiary, in Com. of Sup.,

1162 (ii).
Sanitary Commission, &c., Reps., &c., on M. for copies,

693 (i).
Select Standing Coms., on M. to add names, 36; (Am.)

to Amt., 37 (i).
Settlers in Saugeen Peninsula, on M. for Com of S ip

1539 (ii).
Slides and Booms, in Com. of Sup., 1270 (ii).
Speeches in Parlt., on prop. Res. (Mr. Charlton) limit.

ing, 791 (i).
Squaw Island, fishing privileges, &c. (An .) 784 (i).
Strathlorne, N.S., Postmaster, dismissal ,f, on M. for

Cor., 59 (i).
Subsidies (land) to Rys. B 147 (Mr. Wh e, Cardwell) on

M. for 3°,)1714 (ii).
(money) to Rys. B. 146 (Mr. Pope) prop. Re.,

1551; in Com. on B., 1704 (ii).
to Rys. (Ans.) 68; (remarks) 1514 (ii).

Sultan, steam-tug, award of Dom. Arbitrators on M.
for copy, 904 (ii).

Summary Proceedings before Justices. &c., B. 84 (Mr.
Thomlpson) in Com., 807 (ii).

SUPPLY:
Charges o Managemnt (remarks on going intt Com. 519;

(Asst. Financial Inspector) 520 (i).
Civil Got. (Indien Affaira, Dept. ot)688; (Post Office Dept.)690
(i), 883 (ii); (Privy Council Office) 522 (i), 842, 1697 (il);
(Public Works, Dept. of) 691 (i), (contingencies) 881 (il);
(Rys, and Canals, Dept. of) 691 (i).

Collection of Revenues (Post Office, Mail Service, salaries, &c.)
1547 (H).

1mmigration (general vote) 1387 (ii).
Indians (B. 0.) 1652; (grant to suppl. fund) 1

N.W.T.) 1653; (N.B.) 1651; (N.B.) 1651 (ii).
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INDEX.
Langevin, Hon. Sir Hector-Continued.

SuPPLY-Continued.
Justice, Administration f, 1698 (ii).
Legislation : Miscellaneous (Faucher de St. Maurice on Parlia-

mentary Procedure) 1740 (ii).
Mounted Police, 1656, 1746 (i).
Mail Subsidies, &c. (Canso and Port Hood) 1372 (ii).
Pensions (Rebellion of 1885) 1154 (il).
Publie Worka-Capital: Buildings (Kingston Penitentiary)

1745; (Ottawa) 1154. Cape Tormentine Harbor, 1158 ; Esquimalt
Graving Dock, 1156, 1752; Port Arthur and Kaministiquia
River, 1157; Roads and Bridges, 1270, 1745¿i Repaire, &c., 1745
(ii). Income: Buildings (B.C.) 1166; (Ont.) 1163, 1745, 1753;
(Que.) 1162, 1753; (Man.) 1165, 1745; (N.B.) 1162; (N.W.T.)
1166, 1745; (N.S.) 1158; (P.E..) 1160. Dredging, 1269. Bar-
bors and Rivers (B.C.) 1269; (Man.) 1269, 1754; ( 4ar. Provs.
generally) 1264; (N.B.) 1263; (N.S.) 1261, 1755; (N.W.T.)
1269, 1751; (Ont.) 1266, 1755; (P.E.I.) 1262; (Que.) 1264,
1755. Repaire, furniture, &c. (Public Buildings) 1261. Slides
and Booms, 1270. Telegraphe, 1755 (ii).

Railways-Oapital: I.O.R. (St. Charles Branch) 1452 (ii).

Telegraphs, in Com. of Sup., 1755 (ii).
Thompson, Mr., M.P., decease of (remarks) 802 (i).
Timber Island, Lake Ont., sale of (Ans.) 784 (i).
Timber Sales on Georgian Bay Islands (Ans.) 898 (ii).
Trent Valley Canal, on enquiry for Ret. (remarks)

1343 (ii).
Union Suspension Bridge (B. 72, 1°*) 393; 2° m., 518 (i)•
WarClaims Commission, N.W.T., Rep.(Ans.) 1421 (ii),
Wharf at Selkirk (Ans.) 495 (i).

Laurier, Hon. W., East Quebec.
Administration of the N.W.T., on Resi (Mr. AMills) in

Amt to Com. of Sup., 1735 (ii).
Amnesty, general, in the N.W.T (prop. Res.) in Amt.

to Com. of Sup., 1257 (ii).
Batoche, papers found at, diary of Riel, minute book,

&c., of insurgent Council (M. for copies*) 58 (i).
C. P. R. and North Shore Ry. correspondence (M. for

copies) 60 (i).
Disturbance in the N.W., Amnesty, general (prop.

Res.) in Amt. to Com. of Sup., 1257 (ii).
-Her Majesty vs. parties tried in connection with

Rebellion, &c. (M. for Ret.*) 60 (i).
Scrip to Half-breeds who took part in Rebellion

(Ques.) 1075 (ii).
Half-breed Claims (remarks) on presentation of

Stmnt., 746 (i).
-- enumeration of, Rep. of Commission (M. for

copies*) 58 (i).
Harbors and Rivers, in Com. of Sup., 1265 (ii).
Indemnity to Members, on Res. (Mr. Farrow) and Mr.

Blake's Ques. of Order, 124 (i).
Indian Title, extinguishment of in N. W. T. (Res.) in

Amt. to Com. of Sap., 809-818 ; neg. (Y. 64, N.
106) 841 (ii).

New Glasgow to Montcalm Ry. Subsidy, in Com. on
Res., 1614 (ii).

Prince Albert Colonisation Co., suggestion to add

members to Select Com. and precedents, 491 (i).

Laurier, Hon. W.-Continued.
Privilege, Ques. of (personal explanation) re alleged

omission from Official Rleps., 186 (i).
Riel, Louis, Execution of, on Res. (Mr. Landru, Mont-

magny) censuring Govt., 174-185 (i).
Petitions for commutation of Sentence (Ques.)

35; (M. for copies*) 58 (i).
-- Sir Alex. Campbell's Momo., cost of publishing

(Ques.) 66; amounts paid newspapers (Ques.)
67 (i).

St. Vincent de Paul Penitentiary, in Com. of Sup.,
1692 (ii).

Sonate, constituticn of, on Res. (Mr. Mills) in Amt. to
Com. of Sup., 1291 (ii).

Short Line Ry., Montreat, St. John and ialifax Sub-
sidy (M. for copies of 0. C., &c.) 65 (i).

Subsidies to Rys. B. 146 (Mr. Pope) in Com. on Res.,
1614 (ii).

SUPPLY *
Penitentiaries (St. Vincent de Paul) 1692 (il).
Public Works Income: Harbors and River (Que.) 1265 (i).

Treston, Jas. and othors, receipt of Pet. (Ques.) 785 (i).

Lesage, Mr. C. A., Dorchester.
1. C. R., Roservoir, &c., at Lévis (Ques.) 1378 (ii).
Piton, Septimus and Arloss Septimus (Quos.) 544 (i).
Quebec and Lévis Ferry service (Ques.) 121 (i).
Smith, R., of Quebec, Wood purchases from (Ques.)

544 (i).

Lister, Mr. J. F., West Lambton.
British American Bank Note Printing Co., charges

against (Ques.) 62 (i).
Cape Breton Island R:y. B. 146 (Sir Hector Langevin)

romarks and Cor. read on intrdn. of 3,, 1637 (i).
Dominion Ry. Act. Amt. B. re compensation (Ques.)

426 (ii).

Franchise, Electoral, Act Ant. B. 138 (Mr. Thompson)
in Com., 1468, 1668, 1670 (ii).

Franchise Act, instructions to Revising Offieers, on M.
for copies, 52 (i).

Grape Vines imported under valuation (Ques.) 370 (i).
Harbors and Rivers, in Com. of Sup., 1268 (ii).
Harbor Master of Sarnia (Ques.) 692 (i).
Immigration, assisted and unassisted, on M. for Ret.,

648 (i).
Maritime Court of Ont. Jurisdiction B. 5 (Mr. Allen) in

Com., 561 (i).
Moody, John, employment by Govt. (Quos.) 1379 (ii).
Northern and Pacific Junction Ry. Co.'s B. 25 (Mr.

McCarthy) on Son. Amts. 1609; on Amt. (Mr.
Mulock) to M. to conç. in Son. Amts., 1682 (ii),

N. W. Central Ry. Co.'s Act Amt. B. 17 (Mr. Bealy) on
Amt. (Mr. Mitchel) to M. for Com., 993 (ii).

Point Pelee Naval Reserve (Ques.) 120 (i).
Rideau Hall, contingencies, on M. for Ret., 795 (i).
Riel, Louis, Execution of, on Res. (Mr. Landry, Mont-

magny) censuring Govt., 367 (i).
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Lister, Mr.. J. P.-Continued.
St. Catharines Milling Co. law costs, in Com of Sup.,

178 (ii).
St. Maurice, Faucher de, on Parliamentary Procedure,

in Com. of Sup., 1741 (ii).
Steamboat Inspection Act Amt. B. 103 (Mr. Foster) in

Com 1087 (ii).
Subsidios (money) to Rys. B. 146 (Mr. Pope) on M. to

introd., 1637 (ii).
Summary Proceedings boforo Justices, &c., B. 84 (Mr.

Thompson) in Com., 806 (ii).
SUPPLY:

Legi8lation : Miscellaneous (Faucher de St. Maurice on Parlia-
mentary Procedure) 1741 (i).

MHiscellaneous (St. Catharines Xilling Co. law costs) 1768 (ii).
Public Worke-Income : Harbors and Rivers (Ont.) 1268 (il)

Timber, Land and Coal Leases in N. W. T., on Res.
(Mr. Charlton) in Amt. to Com. of Sup., 1059-1062 (ii).

Windsor, Ont., Harbor Master at (Ques.) 785 (i).

Macdonald, Mr. A. C., King's, P. E. 1.
Franchise, Electoral, Act Amt. B. 138 (Mr. Thompson)

in Com., 1477 (ii).
Navigable Waters, works in, B. 130 (Sir Rector

langevin) in Com., 1271 (ii).
SuPPLY:

Public Works-Income : Buildings (P.E.I.) 1161 ,Harbors
and Rivers (P.E.I.) 1262 (ii).

Macdonald, Rt. Hon. Sir John A., Carleton, Ont.
Adams, David J., schooner, seizure of, on M. for Com.

of Sup., 1255 (ii).
Address, on the, 1, 30; M. for Com. to draft, 30 (i).
Administration of Oaths of Office (B. 1, 1°*) 1 (i).
Albert Ry. Co.'s Subsidy, in dom. on Res., 1,27 (ii).
Amnesty, general in the N. W. T., on prop. Res. (Mr.

Laurier) in Amt. to Com. of Sup., 1258 (ii).
Bakor, I. G."& Co.'s contract (Ans.) 1076 (i).

Biundaries of Ont., legislation respecting (Ans ) 59 (i).
Canada Atlantic Ry. Co.'s Subsidy, in Com. on Res.,

1617 (ii).
C. P. R. Act Amt. B. 131 (Mr. .McLelan) in Com., 1201;

on Amt. (Mr, Watson) to M. for 30, 1347; on Amt.
(Mr. Trow) 1358; on Amt. (Mr. McCarthy) 1361 (ii).

- - and North Shore Ry. correspondence, on M.
for copies, 60 (i).

- - bonds, release of (Mr. McLelan) in Com.,1019 (ii).
Cape Breton Island Ry. B. 143 (Sir -ector Langevin)

in Com. on Res., 1496 (ii).
Caraquet Ry. Subsidy, in Com. on Res., 1604 (ii).
Catbolics and Politics, on objection (r. Mills) to

Ques. (Ans.) 1380 (ii).
Chinese Immigratioi Act Amt. B. t06 (Mr. Chapleau)

in Com., 1231 (ii).
Chippewa Indians, Pets. from (Ans.) 1659 (ii).
Cod Liver Oil and Guano industries, in 'Com. of Sup.,

1757 (ii).
Cook, Me. H., Tiuber Dues (Ans.) 1380; on M. to ref.

to Pub. Aects. Com., 1420 (ii).

Macdonald, Et. Hon, Sir John A.-Continued.
Criminal Law Amt. (Iaw of eviden3e) B. 141 (Mr.

Thompson) in Com., 14t65 (ii).
Disturbance in the N. W., Amnesty, general (Ans.) 61

(i); on prop. Res. (Mr. Laurier) in Amt, to Com. of
Sup., 1258 (il).

- - Indians who took part in Rebellion (Ans.)
1075 (ii).

--- Rets. respecting (remarks) 34 (i).
Dam. Lands Act, 1883, Amt. B. 94 (Mr. White, Card-

well) in Com., 1080 (ii).
Fire-arms in N.W.T. (Ans.) 1076 (ii).
Fishing by Foreign Vessels in Can. Waters B. 136

(Mir. Poster) in Com., 1423 (ii).
Flour Supply to N. W. Indians (Ans.) 43 ().
Franchise Act Amts. (Ans.) 61 (i).

--- instructions to Revising Officers, on M. for
copies, 47 (i).

Fredericton to Prince William Ry. Subsidy, in Cum. on
Res., 1624 (il).

French Canadians, appeals against (Ans.) 1378 (il).
French Canadian representation for Ont. in Sonate

(Ans.) 1633 (il).
Gananoque, Perth and James' Bay Ry. Co.'s Subsidy,

in Com. on Res., 1624 (ii).
German represertation in Sonate (Ans.) 1661 (ii).
Glenannan to Wingham Ry. Subsidy, in Com. on Res.,

1615 (ii).
Gaol and Lunatic Asylum at Regina, in Com. of Sup.,

1747 (ii).
Graham, Mr. W., appointment as legal agent at Hali-

fax (Ans.) 1633 (ii).
Raldimand, appointment of returning officer (Ans.)

1172 (ii).
-- Writ for (Aus.) 1015, 1077 (ii).

Hereford to International Ry. Subsidy, in Com. on Res.,
1614 (ii).

Home Rule for Irelaud, on prop. Res. (Mr. Blake) in
Amt. to Com. of Sup., 1024; on Amt. (Mr. Blake)

1136; on Amt. (Mr. Coughlin) 1138; (Amt.) 1139 (il).
--- dispatehofRes.(remarks) 1178; (Ans.) 1380 (il).

Imperial Federation (remarks on M. for adjnmt) 34 (i).
Indepondence of Parlt. Act, breach of, on M.. to ref. to

Sel. Com., 1594 (il).
Indian Affairs, Deptl. Rep. (presented) 37 (i).
I. C. R., McCann Station to Joggins Ry. Subsidy, in

Com. on Res., 1615 (ii).
Internal Economy Commission, Mess. from Ris Ex.

(presented) 60 (i).

Lacombe, Father, payment to, on conc., 1774 (ii).
Lake Erie, Essex and Detroit River Ry. Co.'s Subsidy,

in Com. on Res., 1610 (il).
Lands, Timber and Mineral, in northern Quebec (Ans.)

1173 (ii).
L'Assomption to L'Epiphanie Ry. Subsidy, in Cam. on

Res., 1615 (ii).

Letters Patent for Indian Lands (B. 102, 1°) 692 (i).
Logs, cono. in Ways and Means, 1725 (ii).
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INDEXO
Macdonald, Rt. Hon. Sir John A.-ontinued.

Mississagua Indians, amount due (Aus.) 1633 (ii).
Montreal and Western Ry. Subsidy, in Com. on Res.,

1616 (i).
Mounted Police barracks, in Com. of Sap., 1154 (ii).
Napanee, Tamworth and Quebec Ry. Subsidy, in Con.

on Res., 1627 (ii).
Newcastle to Douglastown Ry. Subsidy, in Com. on Res.,

1625 (ii).
New Glasgow to Montcalm Ry. Subsidy, in Com. on

Res., 1614 (ii).
Northern and Pacifie Junction Ry. Co.'s B. 25 (Mr.

.McCarthy) in Com., 1324; on Amt. to M. to conc. in
Sen. Amts., notice given to trans. to Govt. Orders,
1610; (M.) 1662 (ii).

N.W. Central Ry. deposit by Co. (&ns.) 1747 (ii).
Northern and Western Ry., N. B., Co.'s Subsidy, in

Com. on Res., 1604 (ii).
N.W.T. Law Amt. B. 133 (Mr. Thompson) on Amt.

(Mr. Weldon) to M. for 3°, 1484 (ii).
O'Donoboe, Hono.Senator, Cabinet arrangements (Ans.)

59, 61 (i).
Orangeville and Clandeboye, outrages under Scott Act

(Ans.) 1661 (i).
Parry Sound Colonisation Ry. Co.'s Subsidy, in Com.

on Res., 1614 (ii).
Perth Centre Station to Plaster Rock Island Ry. Sub.

sidy, in Com. on Ries., 1624 (i).
Police Vessels for protection of Fisheries, in Com. of

Sap., 1757 (ii).
Printing and Stationery Bureau B. 132 (Mr. Ohapleau)

in Com., 1555 (i).
Printing of Parlt. (M.) for Mess. to Sen. 37 (i).
Privilege, Ques. of (personal explanation) report by

Opposition press on Northern Ry. B., 1482 (ii).
repudiation of statements made in speech by

member on Timber Limits, 1702 (ii).
Prorogation (remarks) in Ans. to Ques., 1703 (ii).
Quebec and Lake St. John Ry. Co.'s Subsidy, in Com.

on Res., 1621 (ii).
Renfrew to Eganville Ry. Subsidy, in Com. on Res.,

1626 (ii).
Representation of the N. W. T. in Parlt. (B. 115, 19)

866; 20 m., 1205; reply, 1209; M. for Com., 1213;
in Com., 1213-1216, 1249-1254 ; 3° ma., 1271 (ii).

Returns, on enquiries for (remarks) 65 (i).
Riel, Louis, Execution of, on Order being called for Res.

(remarks) postponement, 62 (i).
Medical Commission (Ans.) 31 (i).
Rep. of Trial (remarks) 34 (i).

Roads and Bridges, in Com. of Sup., 1755 (ii).
Roche, M., N.S., transfer of, on prop. Res. (Mr. Blake)

for Sel. Coin., 1177 (i).
St. Andrews to Lachute Ry. Subsidy, in Com. on ies.,

1616 (ii).
St. Catharines Milling Co. law costs, in Com. of SUp.,

1770 (ii).
St. Félix and Lake Maskinongé Ry. Sabsidy, in Com.

on Res., 1614 (ii).
a

Macdonald, Rt. Hon. Sir John A.-Continued.
Select Standing Comas. (M.) 2; M. for Sp. Com., to

prepare lists, 30; Committees appointed and lista
prepared (presented) 35; on M. to a id names, b7 (i).

Senate, constitution of, on Res. (Mr. Mills) in Amt,
to Coin. of Sup., 1275-1277 (ii).

Stewiacke Valley and Miusquodoboit Ry. Subsidy, in
Coin. on Ro., 1624 (ii).

Subsidies (money) to Rys. B. 146° (Mr. Pope) in Oom.
on Res., 1604, 1610, 1624 (ii).

SUPPLY:

Fisheries (0od Liver 011 and Guano industries) 1757; (Polios
vessels) 1757 (ii).

Indians (B O.) 1762; (Man. and N.W.T.) 1760; (Ont, Que. and
Mar. Provi.) 1773 (ii).

Miscellaneous (Gaol and Lunatic Asylum at Regin) 1747;
(Lacombe, Pather, payment to) 1774; (St. Catharines Milling
Co. law costs) 1770 (i).

Public Worka-Income: Buildings (Ont.) 1753; (N.W.T.)
1754. Harbors and Rivera (N.S.) 1754. Roadesand Bridges,
1755 (ii).

Ocean and River Service, 1771 (il).

.Thunder Bay Colonisation Ry. Co 's Subsidy, in Com.
on Res., 1613 (ii).

Truro to Newport Ry. Subsidy, in Com. on Re., 1617
(ii).

Ways and Means-The Tariff, 1725 (ii).
Yamaska to River St. John Ry. Subsidy, in Com. on

Res., 1624 (ii).

Mackenzie, Hon. A., East York.
French Canadians, appeals against, objection taken to

Ques. 1378 (ii).
N. W. T. Law Amt. B. 133 (Mr. Thompwon) In Com.,

1383 (ii).
Quebec Harbor Improvements further Loan B. 140

(Mfr. McLelan) in Com. on Res., 1384 (ii).
Select Standing Com., on M. to add names, 37 (i)

Mackintosh, Mr. 0. H., Ottawa Oity.
Canada Atlantic Ry. Co.'s Act Amt. (B. 43, 1°*) 93; in

Com., 613 (i).
Capital cases and the Crown (M. for Ret.*) 60 (i).
Immigration, assisted and unassisted, on M. for Ret.,

646 (i).
- in Com. of Sup., 1411 (ii).

Insolvent Banks, Insurance Co.'s, &c., B.15 (àfr. Edgar)
in Com., 1179 (ii).

Ottawa Board of Trade incorp. Act Amt. (B. 83, 10*)
511 (i).

Rideau Hall, additions, alterations, repaire, &c., on M.
for Stmnt., 799 (i).

Rideau River Floods (Quos.) 1076 (ii).
Riel, Louis, Execution of, on Res. (Mr. Landry, Mont-

magny) censuring Govt., 227-237 (i).
Roche, M., of N. S., transfer of, on M. (Mr. Blake) for

Sel. Com., 1329, 1335 (ii).
SUPPLY :

Immigraion (general vote) 1411 (ii).

Timber, Land and Coal Leases in N. W.T., on ge. (Mr.
Charlton) in Amt. to Com. of Sap., 1063-1066 (ii).
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Macmaster, Mr. D., Glengarry.

Can. Atlantic Ry. Co.'s incorp. Act Amt. B. 43 (Mr.
Mackintosh) in Com., 557 (i).

Farm and Real Estate Banks, in Com. on Res. (Mr.
Orton) 584 (i).

Franchise, Electoral, Act Amt. B. 138 (Mr. Thompson)
in Com., 1480, 1668 (ii).

Insolvent Banks, Insurance Co.'s, &o., B. 15 (Mr. Edgar)
in Com., 909 (ii).

Revised Statutes of (Jan. B. 9 (Mr. Thompson) in Com.,
1228 (ii).

MNaCoillan, Mr. D., East Middlesex.
Continental Bank of Can. (B. 60, 1Q*) 226; in Com.,

473 (i).
Dom. Exhibition, in com. of Sup., 1093 (ii).
Ingersoll, London and Chatham Ry. Co.'s Subsidy, in

Coin. on Res., 1600 (ii).
Insolvent Debtors Assets, distribution, provision (B.

93, 10*) 599 (i).
Subsidies (money) to Rys. B. 146 (Mr. Pope) in Com.

on Res., 1600 (ii).
SUPPLY:

Arte, Agriculture, <fc. (Dom. Exhibition) 1093 (ii).
Tecumseh Insurance Co. of Canada incorp. (B. 26, 1*)

67 (i).
West Outario, Pacific Ry. Co.'s Act Amt. (B. 27, 1°*)

67 (i).

MoCallum, Mr. L., Monck.
Can. Atlantic Ry. Co.'s incorp. Act Amt. B. 43 (Mr.

Mackixtosh) in Com., 559 (i).
Experimental Farm Stations establishment B. 124

(Mr. Carling) on M. for Com. on Res., 964 (ii).
Franchise, Electoral, Act Amt. B. 138 (Mr. Thompson)

in Com., 1502 (ii).
Independence of Parlt., on charges made against mem-

bers, 1582 (ii).
Maritime Court of Ont. Jurisdiction B. 5 (Mr. Allen)

in Com., 61, 567, 569 (i).
Medicine Hat, Dunmore and Benton Ry. Co.'s ircorp.

(B. 16, 10*) 48 (i),
Navigable Waters protection (fisheries, &c.) B. 96 (Mr.

Foster) on M. for 2°, 948 (ii).
N.W. Central Ry. Co.'s Act Amt. B. 17 (Mr. Beaty)

on Amt. (Mr. Mitchell) to M. for Com., 1002 (ii).
Rideau Hall, contingencies, on M. for Ret., 794 (i).
Roche, M., N.S., transfer of, on prop. Res. (Mr. Blake)

for Sel. Com., 1176 (ii).
Steamboat Inspection Act Amt. B. 103 (Mr. Foster)

in Com., 1086 (i).

MoCarthy, Mr. D., Yorth Simcoe.
Animals Contagions Diseases B. 19 (Mr. Mulock) on

M. for L°, 861; in Com.,865 (ii).
Can. Temp. Act, 1878, Amts. Bs. 92, 99 and 118, on

Amt. (Mr. Cameron, Victoria) to place on Govt.
Orders, 1220 (i).

MoCarthy, Mr. D.-Continued.
C. P. R. Act Amt. B. 131 (Mr. McLelan) on M. for 30

(Amt.) 1358, 1367; neg. (Y. 37, N. 120) 1369 (ii).
- - confirmation of Agreement, in Com. on Res.

(hir. McLelan) 943-945 (ii).
Carriers by Land (B. 7, 1°) 33; 2P m., 707 (i).
Consolid. Ry. Act Amt. (B. 8, 10) 38; in Com., 858 (ii).
Court of Ry. Commissioners (B. 6, 1°) 37; 2° m., 585,

597; Order dschgd. and B. wthdn., 599 (i).
Criminal Law Amt. (seduction, &o,) B. 20 (Mr. Charl.

ton) on M. to conc. in Sen. Amts., 1327 (ii).
Dom. Elections Act, 1874, Amut. (B. 29, 10) 67; 2° neg.

(Y. 42, N. 89) 1186 (ii).
Franchise, Electoral, Act Amt. B. 138 (Mr. Thompson)

in Çom., 1469, 1499, 1503, 1509, 1665, 1670 (ii).
High Court of Justice, Ont., Judge's salary, in Com.

on Res., 973 (ii).
Home Rule for Ireland, on Amt. (Mr. Mills) 1141 (ii).
Maritime Court of Ont. Jurisdiction B. 5 (Mr. Allen) in
Com , 563 (i).

Northern and Pacifie Junction Ry. Co.'s (B. 25, 1°*)
66 (i); M. for Com., 1311; (remarks) 1314; in Com.,
1318; 3° m., 1325; M. to consdr. Sen. Amts., 1605;
M. for cono., 1610; on Amt. (Mr. Mulock) 1679 (i).

Privilege, Ques. of, paragraph in Globe respecting con-
nection with Northern and Pacific Junction Ry. Co.,
1310 (ii).

Ry. Act, Consolid., 1879, Act Amt. (B. 8, i°) 38 (i).
Stather, R., paperp, re application for discharge, on M.

for copies, 376 (i).
Summary Proceedings before Magistrates B. 84 (Mr.

Thompson) in Com., 716 (i).

McCraney, Mr. W., Ballon.
Cab-hire and Travelling Expenses, in Com. of Sup.,

884, 878 (ii).
Fruit, green, conc. in Ways and Means, 752 (i).
Gov. Gen. and Staff's Salaries (M. for Stmnt.) 795 (i).
- - travelling expenses (M. for Rot.) 792 (i).
Harbors and Rivers, in Com. of Sup., 1268 (ii).
Life-boat service and rewards, &a., in Com. of Sup.,

1373 (ii).
Logs, &c., in Com. on Ways and Means, 1591 (ii).
Miall's pamphlet against Can. Temp. Act (Ques.) 121

(i) ; in Com. of Sup., 881 (ii).
Militia, Dept. of, contingencies, in Com. of Sup., 878 (ii).
Orangeville and Clandeboye, outrages under Scott Act

(Ques.) 1661 (ii).
Rideau Hall, additions, alterations, repaire, &c. (M. for

Stmnt.) 797 (i).
--- contingencies (M. for Ret.) 794 (i).

cost of, since Confederation (M. for Stmnt.)
801 (i).

- - fuel and light for (M. for Ret.) 795 (i).
-- gardening and grounds, amounts paid (K. for

Stmnt.) 796 (i).
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MoCraney, Mr. W.-Continued.

SUPPLY:
Civil Govi. (Gov. Genl.'s Sec.'s Office, contingencies) 869;

([nland Revenue, contingencies) 881 ; (Militia, Dept. of)878;
(Post Office, Dept. of, contingencies) 884 (ii).

Ocean and RiverBoice (Rewards and Life-boat service) 1373 (ui).
Public Work.-Incose: Harbors and Rivers (Ont.) 1268 (ii).

Ways and Means -The Tariff, 752 (i), 1591 (ii).

MoDougald, Mr. J., Pictou.
I. C. R., Stellarton and Pictou branch

in Com., 611 (i).
B. 57 (hir, Pope)

McDougall, Mr. H. F., Cape Breton.
Coal interest in N. S. (M. for Stmnt.) 541 (i).
Public Buildings, in Com. of Sup., 1160 (ii).
Roche, M., N.S., transfer of, on prop. Res. (hir. Blake)

for Sel. Com., 1175 (ii).
Subsidy to N.S., readjustment, on Amt. (Mir. Cameron,

lnverness) to M. for Ret., 455 (i).
Subsidies (money) to Rys. B. 146 (Mr. Pope) in Com.,

1708 (ii).
SUPPLY:

Public Workoc-Income: Buildings (N.S.) 1160 (i).
Western Counties Ry., in Com. on B. 146, 1708 (ii).

McIntyre, Mr. P. A., King's, P.E.L
Harbors and Rivers, in Com. of Sup., 12d2 (ii).
Northern Light and winter conmunication with P.E .I.

on M. for Cor., 845 (ii).
P.E.I. and Terms of Union, despatches, &c., respecting

(M. for copies*) 802 (i).
Publie Buildings, in Com. of Sup., 1161 (ii).
St. Peter's Harbor, P.E.I. (Ques.) 1514 (ii).
SUPPLY :

Public Works-Income: Buildings(P.E.L,) 1161; Harbors and
Rivers (P.E.1.) 1262 (ii).

Terms of Union with'P.E.I, (Ques.) 692 (i).

McLolan, Hon. A. W., Colchester.
Advances to P.E.IL (Ans.) 1378 (ii).
Almonds, conc. in Ways and Means, 748 ().
Auditor General's Rop. (presented) 31 (i).
Baking powder, conc. in Ways and Means, 749 (i);

in Com., 1584 (ii).
Barbed wire-fencing, &c., conc. in Ways and Means,

772 (i).
Bonds, counterfeit, Govt. (Ans.) 121 (i).
Bolts and nuts, &c., in Com. on Ways and Means,

1584 (ii).
Bounty on Pig Iron (B. 150) prop. Res., 1661; M.

for Com. on Res., 1714; in Com ., 1715; Res. conc.
in, and 10*, 20*, 30* of B., 1746 (ii).

B. C. Penitentiary, in Com, of Sap., 896 (ii).
BUDGET, the (Annual Statement) 393-412 ().
Butter, Substitutes for (B. 149) 1°*, 2°, in Com. and

30*, 1728 (ii).

Çan. and Germany Mail Subsidy, in Com. of Sup.,
1756 (ii).

NcLelan, Hon. A. W.-Continued.
Can. Temp. Act, in Com. of Sup., 1658 (ii).

return of fines collected (Ans.) 1172 (ii).
C. P. R. Act Amt. (B. 131) in Com., 1200; 30 M.

1343; on Amt. (Mr. Watson) i352 (il).
agreement, confirmation of (prop. Res.) 662

(i); M. for Com. on Res., 930; in Com. 941-945 (ii).
- bonds held by Govt. (Ans.) 495 (i).

-- bonds, release of, prop. Res., 913, M. for Com.,
1017; M to cono, in Res., 1078; in Com., 1018 (ii).

-- expenditure in B. C., in Com. of Sup., 1449,
1744 (ii).
-- Port Arthur to Red River, in Com. of Sup.,
1449, 1693 (ii).

-- salaries, &O., of staff, in Com. of Sup., 1450 (ii).
subsidy, in Com. of Sap., 1448 (ii).

Canals, in Com. of Sap., 1453 (ii).
Cape Race Lighthouso Transfer B. 100 (Mr. Foster)

in Com. on Res., 672 (i).
Carriage hardware, cono. in Ways and Moans, 1719 (ii).
Cernent, Portland and Roman, cono. in Ways and

Means, 772 (i).
Cobourg, town of, relief (B. 122) prop. Res., 866; M.

for Com., 957; 10* of B., 958; 2° and in Com.,
1141 (ii).

Cocoanut dessicated, in Com. on Ways and Means,
1584 (ii).

Cod Liver Oil and Guano industries, in Com. of Sap.,
1758 (ii).

Cologne water, &c., conc. in Ways and Reans, 770 (i).
Commercial Agencies, in Com. of Sup., 1659 (ii).

-- Treaties, negotiations (Ans.) 844 (ii).
Consolidated Fund (Ans.) 1076 tii).
Cordage, manila and sisal, in Com. on Ways and Means,

1584 (ii).
Cornwall Canal, in Com. of Sap., 1452 (ii).
Cotton Fabrics, printed or dyed, conc. in Ways and

Means, 769 (i).
Cotton wire, conc. in Ways and Means, 1721 (ii).
Crow, L. S., payment for services, in Com. of Sup.,

1763 (ii).
Culling Timber, in Com. of Sup., 1544 (ii).
Carrants, dates, &c., conc. in Ways and Means, 750 (i).
Castomie Act Amt. (B. 148) 1°, 2° and 30*, 1728 (ii).
Debt, public, net, gross and foating (Ans.) 31, 42, 59,

495 (i), 1076 (ii).
Debts of Ont. and Quebec (Ans.) 974 (ii).
Deposits in Govt. and P.O. Savings Banks (Ans.) 495,

634 (i), 1218 (ii).
Disturbance in the N. W., claims paid (Ans.) 42 (i).
Dom. $3 notes, counterfeit (Ans.) 865 (ii).
Eartbenware, conc. in Ways and Meanus, 1719 (ii).
Estimates, The, for 1886-87, Mess. from His Ex.

(presented) 368 (i); 1885.86, 1550; suppl. for 1887,
1633 (ii).

Farm and Real Estate Banks, on M. (Mr. Orton) for
Com. on Res., 431; in Com., 572 (i).
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MoLelan, Hon. A. W.-Continued.
Fancy Goods, conc. in Ways and Means, 749 (i).
Feathers, Ostrich'and Vulture, conc. in Ways and Means,

749 (i).
Felt, cono. in Ways and Means, 1721 (ii).
Fisheries protection and Marine Police regulations

issued, on M. for copies, 459 (i).
Flag Treaty between U. S. and Spain, on M. for Cor.,

701 (i).
Flour and Voal duties, abolition of, on Res. (Mr.

Mitchell) in Amt. to Com. of Sup., 1435 (ii).
Foresters' deposits in Govt. Banks (Ans.) 1095 (ii).
Franchise Act, expenses under, in Com. of Sup., 1698,

1747 (ii).
Pruit, dried, conc. in Ways and Reans, 750; green,

751, 754 (i).
Geological Survey, in Com. of Sap., 1543 (ii).
Gimps, cord, &c., conc. in Ways and Means, 755 (i).
Gloves, Mitts, &c., conc. in Ways and Means, 756 (i).
Grease, &c., cono. in Ways and Means, 780 (i).
Grenville Canal, in Com. of Sup., 1453 (i).
Hair cloth, conc. in Ways and Means, 756 (i).
Handkerchieft, conc. in Ways and Means, 1722 (ii).
HLarbors and Rivers, in Com. of Sup., 1268 (ii).
Hudson Bay Expedition, in Com. of Sup., 1658 (ii).
Immigration, assisted and unassisted, on M. for Ret.,

657 (i).
Inch Arran Hotel, on M. for Com. of Sup. (remarks)

1536 (ii).
Indians, in Con. of Sup., 1651, 1745 (ii).
Insolvent Banks, Insurance Co.'s, &c., B. 15 (Mr.

Edgar) in Com., 908 (ii).
I.C.R., McCann Station to Joggins Ry. Subsidy, in

Com. on Res., 1615 (ii).
- miscellaneous works, in Com. of Sup., 1451 (ii).

--- repair, &c., in Com. of Sup., 1659 (ii).
St. Charles Branch, in Com. of Sup., 1451 (ii).
Stellarton and Pictou Branch B. 57 (Kr.

Pope) in Com-., 627 (i) ; in Oom. of Sup., 1452 (ii).
Justice, Administration of, in Com. of Sup., 1698 (ii).
Laces, braid, fringes, &c., cono. in Ways and Means,

757 (i).
Lachine Canal, in Com. of Sup., 1452 (ii).
Land Improvement Fund, amount due Ont. (Ans.)

267 (i).
Laundry blueing, conc. in Ways and Means, 749 (i).
Lead pipés and shot, conc. in Ways and Means, 757(i).
Logs, &c., in Com. on Ways and Means, 1587; conc.,

1725 (ii).
Lumber and saw logs, free export (Ans.) 634 (i).
Man. Claims Settlement (B. 123) prop. Res., 866; M.

for Oom. and in Com., 959; 1°* of B., 960; 2° m.,
1145; 3° m., 1199 (ii).

Murray Canal, in Com. of Sup., 1453 (ii).
Mutual Life Association of Can. (Ans.) 1173, 1379 (il).
Nail plate, iron or steel, cono. in Ways and Means,

1722 (ii).

McLelan, Hon. A. W.-Continued.
Northern Light and winter communication with P..I.,

on M. for Cor., *56 (ii).
N. W. Central Ly. Co.'s Act. Amt. B. 17 (Mr. Beaty)

on Amt. (Mr. Mitchek) to M. for Com., 990 (ii).
Oil clotb, in Com. on Ways and Means, 1587; cone.,

1719 (ii).
Oleomargarine, &c., on Amt. (Mr. Paterson, Brant) to

M. to conc. in Ways and Means, 75B; on Aint. (Mr.
Bowell) 765 (i).

Paper hangings, &c., conc. in Ways and Means,
1720 (ii).

Pipes, gas and water, &c., conc. in Ways and Means,
755 (i).

Post Office, in Com. of Sup., 1549 (ii).
Printing of Parlt., on M. to conc. in Fourth Rep. of

Com., 1196; (Amt.) to refer back to Com., 1309 (ii).
Privy Council Office, in Com. of Sup., 1697 (ii).
Public Accounts (presented) 31 (i).
Public Buildings, in Com. of Sup., 1166 (ii).
Quebec Harbor Commissioners further Loan (B. 140)

prop. Res., 1342 (ii).
Returns, on enquiries for (remarks) 65 (i).
Roche, M., N.S., transfer of, on prop. Res. (Mr. Blake)

for Sel. Com., 1178 (ii).
Rubber belting, conc. in Ways and Means, 1719 (i).
Savings Banks, Govt, deposits in (Ans.) 495, 634 (i),

1218 (ii).
Scatterie Pog-whistle Superintendent, on M. for Cor.,

787 (i).
Scythes, conc. in Ways and Means, 1721 (ii).
Spirits and strong waters, conc. in Ways and Means,

770 (i).
Stereotypes and electrotypes, conc. in Ways and Means,

1721 (ii).
Stellarton branch Ry. See "I. C. R."
Stove bolts and nuts, con. in Ways and Means, 1721 (ii).
Straw board, conc. in Ways and Means, 1719 (ii).
Subsidies (money) to Rys. B. 146 (Mr. Pope) in Com.

on Res., 1615; on M. to introd. B., 1636, 1639 (ii).
Substitutes for Butter. See "Oleomargarine " and

"lButter."
Sugars, conc. in Ways and Means, 773 (i), 1724; in

Com., 1587 (ii).
Superannuation, Civil Service, on MI. for Rot., 1181,

1184 (ii).
SUPPLT:

Canala-Capital (Cornwall) 1452; (Grenville) 1453; (Lachine)
1452; (Murray) 1453; (Tay Canal) 1453; (Welland) 1453;
(Williamsburg) 1452 (ii).

Charges q/ Management (remarks on order of Business) 519
(Ast. Financial Inspector) 520; (Auditôr and ReceiveY-Gen-
eral, Halifax, Victoria and Winnipeg) r21 (i), conc. 1773 <i).

Civil Govt. (Auditor Gen.'s office) 689; (Finance, Dept. of, and
Treasury Board) 689; (Gov. Gen.'s Bec.'s Office) 522 ();
(Privy Council) 1697. Oontingencies (Dept. generally) 88;
(Gov. Gen.'s Sec.'s Office) 868; (Privy Council Ofàce) 870;
(Finance, Dept. of) 881 ; (Post Office, Dept. of)888 (i).
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MOLelan, Hon. A. W.-ontinued

SlxPLY-Continued.

CoUection qf Revenues (Oullers' salaries, &o.) 1544; (Oustone,
Polariscopie test) 1763. Rys. (I.0.R., repairs, &c.) 1659;
(Post Office Mail Service, salaries, &c.) 1549 (il).

PisAries (Cod Liver 011 and Guano industries) 1758 (il).
GeologSical Brvey, 1543 (ii).
ladiana (Man. and N.W.T.) 1653, 1745 ; (N.B )1651 (ii).
Justic., Administration f, 1698 (Ii).
legélction : Mlscellaneous (Franchise Act, expense under)

1698,'1747 (ii).
taiiJ Bubsidies, 4c. (Canada and Germany) 1756 (il).

*isc neous (Oan. Temp. Act) 1658 ; (Oommercial Agencies)
1659, conc., 1773 ; (Forged Bond, payment for) 1763 ; (Hud-
son's Bay Expedition) 1658; (L. E. Orow, for services) 1783;
(printing) 1763 (il).

Ocean and River Service, 1771 (il).
Penientiaries (B.O.) 896 (ii).
Public Works-Income: Buildings (N.W.T.) 1166. Harbors and

Rivers (N.8.) 1755; (Ont.) 1268 (ii).
Railways-Capital: 0. P. R. (expenditure in B. O.) 1449, 1744;

(Port Arthur to Red River) 1449, 1693; (salaries, &c., of
staf) 1450; (subsidy) 1448. I. O. R. (miscellaneous works)
1451; (St. Charles branch) 1451; (Stellarton branch) 1452(ii).

Supply (B. 145) Res. from Com. of Ways and Means,
cono. in, and 1°*, 2°* and 31 of B., 1775 (ii).

Syrups, cane-juice, &c., cono. in Ways and Means, 779 (i).
Tay Canal, in Com. of Sup., 1453 (ii).
Telegraphing and Extra Clerks, in Com. ofSup., 881(ii).
Temporary Loans by Govt., on M. for Ret., 56 (i).
Truro to Newport Ry. Subsidy, in Com. on Res.,

1619 (ii).
Tubing, wrought-iron, cono. inWays and Means, 770 (i).
Welland Canal, in Com of Sup., 1453 (ii).
West Indies, Trade Relations with (Ans.) 785 (i).
Western Counties Ry. (remarks) on intrdn. of B. 146,

1639 (i).
Whips, conc. in Ways and Means, 770 (i).
Williamsburg Canal, in Com. of Sup., 1452 (ii).
Wire, iron or steel, &c.,conc. in Ways and Means, 770 (i).
Yeast cakes, &c., conc. in Ways and Means, 772 (i).
Ways and Means-The Tariff, 748 (i), 1583, 1719 (ii).

TanaT guAezS: (almonds) 748; (baking powder) 749 (i); 1584
(il); (blueing) 749 (i); (bolta, nuts, &o.) 1584; (carriage
hardware) 1719 (ii); (cement) 772 (i); (cocoanut, dessicated)
1584 ; (cologne) 770 ; (cotton) 769 (i) ; (cotton wire)
1721; (earthenware) 1719; (felt) 1721 (ii); (fancy goods)
749 ; (feathers) 749 ; (fruit, dried) 750 ; (fruit, green)
751; (gas pipes, iron) 755; (Geneva gin) 770; (gimps,
t.) 755; (gloves) 756; (grease) 780; (hair cloth) 756 ();
(handkerchiefs) 1722 (ii); (laces, braids, &c.) 757; (Iead)
757 (i); (logs) 1587, 1725; (manila cordage, sisal) 1584;
(nail plate, iron or steel) 1722 (il); (oleomargarine) 758 (i);
(paper hanging, &c.) 1720 (il); (peaches) 755 (i); (rubber
belting) 1719; (scythes) 1721; (stereotypes and electrotypes)
1721; (stove bolta and ants) 1721; (straw board) 1719 (ii) ;
(sugar) 773 (i), 1724 (il); (syrups) 779; (tubing) 770; (union
collar cloth paper) 1720 (ii); (wire) 770; (wire fencing)
772; (yeat) 772 (i).

Union collar cloth paper, cono. in Ways and Means,
1720 (i).

Mcmullez, Mr. J., North Wellington.
Barker, P.M., amounts paid to (M. for Rot.*) 668 (i).
Cab-hire, in Com. of Sup., 871 (ii).
Can. Temp. Act, convictions under (M. for Ret.*) 912
Currants, dates, &c., cone. in Ways and Means, 756 (i).
Disturbance in the N. W., Services of Merbers of Par-

liament and Senators in connection with, amounts
paid (M. for Ret,*) 392 (1).

Dominion Exhibition, in Com. of Sup. 1092 (ii).
-- Lands, in Com. of Sup. 529, 538 (i), 1550 (i).

Notes in circulation and gold held by Govt. (à.
for Ret.*) 438 (i).

Durham to Georgian Bay Ry. (remarks) on M. that
Com. rise, 16m8 (ii).

Experimental Farm Stations establishiment B. 124
(Mr. Carling) on M. for Coin. on Res., 966 (ii).

Farm or Real Estate Banks, on M. (Mr. Orton) for
Com. on Res., 431 ; in Com., 582 (1).

Fisheries, salaries, &c., in Com. of Sup., 1542 (ii).
Fog-whistles, maintenance, in Com. of Sup., 1375 (ii).
Franchise Act Amts. (Ques.) 61 (i).

instructions to Revising Officers, on M. for
copies (explanation) 55 (i).

expenses under, in Corm. of Sup., 1747 (ii).
Franchise, Electoral, Act Amt. B. 138 (Mr. Thompson)

in Con., 1506, 1510, 1666, 1669, 1672 (i).
Fruit, dried, cono. in Ways and Means, 750; green,

754 (i).
Geological Survey, in Com. of Sup., 1650 (ii).
Gloves, Mitts, &o., conc. in Ways and Means, 756 (i).
Home Rule for Ireland, on Amt.(Mr. Costigan) to ReR.

(Mr. Blake) Amt. to Amt., 1104, 1108; neg. (Y. 60,
N. 118) 1135 (ii).

Immigration, assisted and unassisted, on M. for Ret.,
642 (i).

in Con. of Sup., 1385, 1392 (ài).
Indians, in Com. of Sup., 1653 (ii).
)nterest on money secured by mortgage (B. 12, 1°) 41;

2° m., 439 (i).
I. C. R., Stellarton and Piotou branch B. 57 (Mr. Pope)

in Com., 609, 616 (i).
Justice, Administration of, in Com. of Sup, 1698 (ii).
Kingston Penitentiary, in Com. of Sup., 1164 (ii).
Legal services in connection with Pub. Works, in Com.

of Sup., 1160 (ii).
Mortgages on Real Estate Act Amt. (B. 12, 1Q) 41(1).
Mounted Police, in Com. of Sup., 1656 (ii).
Navigable Waters protection (fisheries, &o.) B. 96 (Mr.

Foster) in Com., 955 (ii).
Newspapers and Travelling Expenses, in Com. of Sap.,

877, 879 (ii).
Northern and Pacific Junction Ry Co.'s B. 25 (Mr.

McCarthy) in Com., 1319; on Amt. (Mr. Mulock) to
M. to conc. in Sen. Amts., 1677 (i).

Oleomargarine, &c., on Res. (Mr. Taylor) respecting
legislation, 552; on Amt, (5fr. Bowell) to Amat. (Kr.
Pateraog, Brant) to M. to cono. in Ways and Means,
762 (i).
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MoMullen, Mr. J.-Continued.
Pipes, gas and water, &c., conc. in Ways and Means,

756 (i).
Post Offices in North Wellington (Ques.) 1173 (ii).
Printing and Stationery Bureau B. 132 (Mr. CapIeau)

in Com., 15à5 (ài).
Printing, on M. to refer item to Public Acets. Com.,

460 (i).
Publie Works, in Com. of Sup., 1160, 1163 (ii).
Rideau Hiail, contingencies, on M. for Rt., 795 (i).
Riel, Louis, Execution of, on Res. (Mr. Landry, Mont-

magni/) censuring Govt., 367 (i).
Returns, enquiry for, 570 (i).
Savings Banks and P. O. Savings Banks amount held

by Govt. (M. for Ret.*) 438 (i).
Scott Act Enforcement (Ques.) 438 (i).
Sec. of State, Dept. of, in Com. of Sup., 1697 (i).
Subsidies (money) to Rys. B. 146 (Mr. Pope) in Com.

on Res., 1628 (ii).
Summary Proceedings before Magistrates B. 84 (Mr.

Thompson) in Com., 718 (i).
Superannuation, M. for Ret., 905; deb. rsmd., 1180;

reply, 1183 (ii).
-- names, date, and amounts paid under list (M.

for Ret.*) 58 (i).
SUPPLY:

Arts, Agriculture, <-c. (Dom. Exhibition) 1092 (ii).
Charges of Management (Auditor and Rec. Genl., Winnipeg)

521 (i).
Civil Govt. (Finance, Dept. of, contingencies) 881 ; (Gov. Gen.'s

Sec.'s Office, contingencies) 869 (ii); (Interior, Dept. of) 524 ;
(Justice, Dept. of) 523 (i) ; (Militia, Dept. of, contingencies)
877, 879; (Post Office, contingencies) 885; (Privy Council
Office, contingencies) 871; (Public Works, contingencies)
882 (i); (Sec. of State, Dept. of) 524 (i), 1697 (ii).

CAlection of Revenues (Dom Lands) 1550 ; (Weights and Mea-
sures and Gas, salaries, &c.) 1545 (ii).

Fisheries (salaries, &c.) 1542 (ii).
Geological Survey, 1650 (ji).
Immigration (general vote) 1385 (ii).
Indians (Man. and N. W.) 1653 (ii).
Justice, Administration of, 1698 (ii).
Legislation; House of Commons (salaries) 1089. Miscellaneous

(Franchise Act, expenses under) 1747 (ii).
Lighthouse and Coast Service (Fog-whistles, &a., maintenance)

1875 (ii).
mounted Police, 1656 (ii).
Public Works-Income : Buildings (N. S.) 1160; (Ont.) 1163 :

Telegraphing, 881 (ii).

Travelling Expenses, in Com. of Sup., 872, 885 (ii).
Ways and Means-The Tariff, on 1° of Res., 484 ; on

conc., 750, 754, 756, 762 (i).
Weights and Measures Act, 1879, Amt. B. 109 (Mr.

Costigan) on prop. Res. and in Com, 74- (i).
Weights and Measures and Gas, in Com. of Sup.,

1515 (ii).

McNeill, Mr. A., North Bruce.
Animals, Contagious Diseases B. 19 (4r. Mulock) in

Com., 864 (ii).
(Xurt of Ry. Commissioners B, 6 (Mr. McCarthy) on

M. for 2°, 585 (i).

MoNeill, Mr. A.-Continued.
Experimental Farm Stations establishment B. 124

(Mr. Carling) on M. for Com. on Res., 963 (ii).
Franchise, E!ectoral, Act Amt. B. 138 (àir. Thomp-

son) in Corn., 1501, 1505 (i).
Home Rule for Ireland, on Amt. (Mr. McMullen) to

Amt. (Kr. Costigan) to Res. (Kr. Blake) 1114; on
Amt. (Mr. Coughlin) 1137 (i).

Land Grants to Militia Force B. 142 (Mr. White, Card-
well) in Cam. on Res., 1457; on M. for 20, 1571 (ii).

Navigable Waters protection (fisheries, &c.) B. 96 (Kr.
Foster) in Com., 953 (ii).

Oleomargarine, &c., on Amt. (Mr. Bowell) to Amt.
(Mir. Paterson, Brant) to M. to conc. in Ways and
Means, 767 (i).

Roche, M., N.S., transfer of, on prop. Res. (Mr.
Blake) for Sel. Com., 1177 (ii).

Senate, constitution of, on Res. (Ur. Mdils) in Amt. to
Com. of Svp., 1284 (ii).

Settlers in Saugeen Peninsula, on M. for Com. of Sup.,
1538 (ii).

Sugars, conc. in Ways and Means, 776, 778 (i).
Ways and Means-The Tariff, 773, 776, 778 (ii).

Massue Mr. L. H., Richelieu.
Life-saving apparatus, &c. (Ques.) 783 (i).
Richelieu County, sale of Govt. properties in (Ques.)

185 (i).
Riel, Louis, Execution of, on lRes. (Kr. Landry, Mont.

magny) censuring Govt., 341 (i).
St. Gabriel Levee and Ry. Co.'s B. 116 (Mr. Curran)

in Corn., 1153 (ii).
School Savings Bank incorp. (B. 75, 1°*) 426 (i).

Mills, Hon. D., B'thwell.
Adams, David J., schooner, seizure of, on M. for Com.

of Sup., 1257 (ii).
Administration of the N.W.T. (Bs.) in Amt. to

Com. of Sup., 1729; neg. (Y. 51, N. 71) 1740 (ii).
Boundaries of Ont., legislation respecting (Ques.) 59;

(M. for Cor.*) 66 (i).
Bounty on «Pig Iron B. 150 (Mr. McLelan) in Com.

on Res., 1718 (ii).
B. C. Penitentiary, in Com. of Sup., 896 (ii).
Canada Atlantic Ry. Co.'s incorp. Act Amt. B. 43

(Mr. Mackintosh) in Com., 613 (i).
Can. Temp. Act, 1878, Amtis. Bs. 92, 99 and 118, on Amt.

(Mr. Cameron, Victoria) to place on Govt. Orders,
1219 (ii).

C.P.R. Act Amt. B. 131 (Mr. McLelan) on Amt.
(Mr. Watson) to M. for 30, 1348; on Amt. (Mr.
McCarthy) 1362 (i).

- - bonds, release of, Res. (Mr. HcLelan) in Cor.,
1021 (ii).

Cape Breton Island Ry. B. 143 (Sir Hector Langevin)
on lies, 1485; in Com., 1486, 1495, (ii).

Cape Race Lighthouse Transfer B. 100 (Mr. Foster)
in Com. on Res., 672 (i).
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Mills, Hon. D.-Continued.

Catholies and Polities, Ques. (Mr. Tassé) objected to,
1379 (ii).

Chinese Immigration Act Amt. B. 106 (Mr. Chapleau)
in Com., 1230 (ii).

Cod Liver Oil and Guano industries, in Com. of Sap.,
1757 (ii).

Commission to Public Officers B. 110 (Mr. Chapleau) on
M. for 2°, 958; in Com., 958 (ii).

Copyright, laws relating to, on M. (Mr. Edgar) for Sel.
Com., 381 (i).

Criminal Law Amt. (law of evidence) B. 141 (Mr.
Thompson) in Com., 1464; (objection) 1465 (ii).

Dominion Lands Act, 1883, Amt. B. 94 (Mr. White,
Cardwell) in Com., 917, 925, 928, 1079, 1083,
1085 (ii).

Experimental Farm Stations establishment B. 124
(Mr. Carling) on M. for Com. on Res., 96 3; in Com.
on B., 1146, 1150 (ii).

Farm or Real Estate Banks, in Com. on Res. (Mr.
Orton) 432, 435, 572 (i).

Flour and Coal duties, abolition of, on Res. (Mr.
Mitchell) in Amt. to Com. of Sup., 1436, 1443 (ii).

Franchise Act, 1835, Ant. B. 138 (Mr. Thompson) on
M. to introd., 1342; in Com., 1467, 1505, 1509, 1665,
1672; on M. for 30 (Amt.) 1672; neg. (Y. 51, N. 92)
1673 (ii).

-- expenses under, in Com. of Sup., 1699 (ii).
instructions to Revising Officers, on M. for

copies, 55 (i).
working of Act, on presentation of Cor.

(remarks) 1482 (ii).
Fruit, green, conc. in Ways and Means, 753 (i).
Graham, Mr. W., appointment as Legal Agent at

Halifax (Ques.) 1514, 1633 (ii).
Home Rule for Ireland, on Amt. (Mr. Blake) 1136; on

Amt. (Sir John A. Macdonald) 1339; (A mt.) 1140;
neg. (Y. 19, N. 87) 1142 (ii).

Home Rule Resolution, imperfect dispatch to English
press (remarks) 1381 (ii).

Immigration, assisted and unassisted, on M. for Ret.
614 (i).

Immigrants settled in Canada, number (Ques.) 61 (i).
Indian Lands, Letters Patent B. 102 (Sir Hector Lan-

gevin) on M. for 2°, 808; in Com., 809 (il).
Indian Title, extinguishment of, in N. W. T., on Res.

(Mr. Laurier) in Amt. to Oom. of Sup., 836-839 (ii).
Indemnity to Members, on Res. (Mr. Farrow) and Mr.

Blake's Ques. of Order, 123 (i).
Independence of Parlt., on M. for Com. on Ways and

Means, 1582 (ii).
Ingersoll, London and Chatham Ry. Subsidy, in Com.

on Res., 1598 (ii).
Inland Revenue Act Amt. B. 101 (Mr. Costigan) in

Com., 1204 (ii).
Interest in B. C., B. 22 (Mr. Thompson) on M. for 2°,

1243; in Com., 1245 (ii).

Mills, Hon. D.-Continued.
I. C. R., Stellarton and Pictou branch B. 57 (Kr. Pope)

in Com., 604, 620; on M. for 3°, 665 (i).
Interpretation Act B. 80 (Mr. Pope) on I. for 20,

670; in Com., 712 (i).
Justice, Administration of, in Com. of Sup., 889, 891 (ii).
Lake Brie, Essex and Detroit River Ry. Co.'s Subsidy,

in Com. on ROs., 1610 (ii).
Land Grants to Ry. Co.'s B. 117 (Mr. White, Cardwell)

on M. for 3°, 1016 (ii).
Lands in North and West Ont. (Ques.) 1172 (ii).
-- timber and mineral, in northern Que. (Ques.)

1173 (ii).
Library of Parlt., in Com. of Sup., 1153 (ii).
Logs, conc. in Ways and Means, 1728 (i).
Maritime Court of Ont. Jurisdietion B. 5 (Kr. Allen)

in Com., 565, 568 (i).
Militia, Dept. of, in Com of Sup., 878 (ii).
Moncton and Buctouche Ry. Co.'s Subsidy, in Com. on

Res., 1597 (ii).
Mounted Police, in Com. of Sup,1656 (i).
Navigable Waters protection (fishories, &o.) B. 96 (Mr.

Foster) on M. for 1°, 630; on M. for 2°, 947; in
Com., 952, 956 (ii).

Northern and Pacifie Junction Ry. Co.'s B. 25 (Mr.
McCarthy) on Ques. of Order, 1316; in Com., 1320
(ii).

Northumberland Straits Tunnel Ry. Co.'s B. 128 (Mr.
Blackett) in Com., 1467 (ii).

N. W. T. Law Amt. B. 133 (Mr. Thompson) in Com.,
1382, 1458; on Amt. (Mr. Weldon) to M. for 30,
1483 (ii).

Oleomargarine, &c.,on Res.(Mr. Taylor)respecting legis.
lation, 553; on Amt. (Mr. Paterson, Brant) to M. to
conc. in Ways and Means, 758 (i); in Com. on B.
101, 1204 (ii).

Pipes, gas and water, &c., cono. in Ways and Means,
756 (i).

Printing and Stationery Bureau B. 132 (Mr. Chapleau)
on M. for 2°, 1531; in Com., 1552; 1554, on M. for
30 (Amt.) 1567 (ii).

Printing of Parlt., on M. to conc. in Fourth Rep.
of Com., 1309 (ii).

Printing pamphlets, immigration, in Com. of Sup.,
1393 (ii).

Public Lands of B.C., B. 120 (Mr. White, Cardwell) on
M. for 30, 1223 (ii).

Queen's Counsel appointments (M. for Cor.) 892 (i).
Real property in the N.W.T. B. LO (Mr. Thompson) on

M. to introd., 41 (i); in Com., 1516 (ii).
Representation of the N.W.T. in Parlt. B. 115 (Sir

John A. Macdonald) on M. for 20, 1210; on M. for
Com., 1212 ; in Com., 1213-1216, 1249 ; on M. for
30 (Amts.) 1271 (ii).

Returns, expense in producing, on M. for Rot., 389 (i).
Revised Statutes of Can. B. 9 (NIr. Thompson) in Com.,

1227(ii).
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MNlls, Hon. D.-Oontinued.

Rideau Hall, additions, alterations, repairs, &c., on M.
for Stmnt., 800 (i).

Riel, Louis, Execution of, on Res. (Mr. Landry, Mont-
magny) censuring Govt., 291-300 (i).

Roche, M., N.S., transfer of, on prop. Res. (Mr. Blake)
for Sol. Com., 1177 (ii).

SUPPLY :
Administration of Justice, 889 (il).
Charges of Management (remarks on order of Business) 520 (i).
Civit Govt. (Militia, Dept. of, contingencies) 878 (il).
isheries (Cod Liver Oil and Guano industries) 1757 (ii).

Immigration (printing pamphlets) 1393 (il).
Legialation: Miscellaneous (Franchise Act, expenses under)

1699; (Library of Parlt.) 1153 (ii).
Miscellaneoua (St. Catharines Milling Co. law costs) 1770 (ii).
Mounted Police, 1656 Cii).
Penitentiaries (B.O.) 896 (il).

St. Catharines Milling Co. law costs, in Com, of Sup.,
1770 (ii).

Senate, constitution of (Res.) in Amt. to Com. of Sup.
1272-1275; (explanation) 1286; neg. (Y. 57, N. 89)
1295 (ii).

Stather, R., papers, re application for discharge, on M.
for copies, 375 (i).

Steamboat Inspection Act Amt. B. 103 (Mr. Poster) in
Com., 1089 (ii).

Subsidies (money) to Rys. B. 146 (Mr. Pope) in Com.
on Res., 1597, 1610 (ii).

Summary Proceedings before Magistrates B. 84 (Mr.
Thompson) in Com., 715, 805 (i).

Supreme Court, extra reporter, in Com. of Sup., 891 (ii).
-- of Judicature for N.W.T., in Com. on Res.

(Mr. Thompson) 1203 (i).
Timber, Land and Coal Leases in N. W. T., on Res. (Mr.

Charlton) in Amt. to Com. of Sup. (remarks) 1071
(ii).

Travis, Judge, in Com. of Sup., 889 (ii).
Treason-Felony Trials at Regina, &c. (M. for Cor.,

&c.) 696 (i).
Ways and Means-The Tariff, 753, 756, 758 (i), 1728

(ii).

Mitchell, Hon. P., Northumberland, N.B.
Addres, on the, 29 (i).
Adams, David J., schooner, seizure of (remarks) on M.

for Com. of Sup., 1254 (ii).
Aspy Bay Fisheries dispute (Ques.) 1076 (ii).
Bounty on Pig Iron B. 150 (Mr. McLelan) in Com.on

Rs., 1718 (ii).
Business of House, on M. to take Thursdays, 512;

(remarks) 691 (i).
Butter, Substitutes for, B. 149 (Mr. McLelan) on M.

for 2°, 1728 (ii).
Can. Atlantic Ry. Co.'s incorp. Act. Amt. B. 43 (Mr.

Mackintosh) in Com., 556 (i).
Can. Temp. Act, 1878, Amt. B. 104 (Mr. Orton) on

Amt. (Mr. Kranz) to plae on Govt. Orders, 1218 (ii).

Mitchell, Hon. P.-Continued.
C. P. R. Act Amt. B. 131 (Mr. MeLelan) on Amt. (Mr.

Watson) to M. for 3°, 1354; on Amt. (Mr. McCarthy)
1364, 1366, 1368 (ii).

expenditure in B. C., in Corn. of Sap., 1744 (ii).
Cape Breton Island Ry. B. 143 (Sir Rector Lan"goen)

on Res. 1486 (ii).
Cape Race Lighthouse Transfer B. 100 (Mr. Poster) in

Com. on Res., 673 (i).
Caraquet Ry. Subsidy, in Com. on es., 1605 (i).
Chignecto Marine Transport Ry. B. 105 (Mr. Pope) on

prop. Res., 674, 677; in Com., 681 (i); on M. to
conc. in Sen. Amts., 1381 (ii).

Chinese Immigration Act Amt. B. 106 (Mr. CMapleau)
in Com., 1229 ; on M. for 30 (Amt.) 1240; neg.
(Y. 60, N. 114) 1242 (ii).

Citadel, draining of, in Com. of Sup., 1743 (ii).
Cocoanut, dessicated, in Com. on Ways and Means,

1584 (ii).
Copyright, laws relating to, on M. (Mr. Bdgar) for

Sel. Com., 380 (i).
Disturbance in the N. W., duty of Govt. to bring down

papers, on Amt. (Mr.Ball) to Res. (Mr.Blake) 511 (i).
Dom. Elections Act, 1874, Amt. B. 29 (Mr. Mc-

Carthy) on M. for 2°, 1186 (i).
Lands in B. C., Administration B. 120 (Mr.

White, Cardwell) on M. for 1°, 912 (ii).
Franchise, Electoral, Act Amt. B. 138 (Mr. Thompson)

in Com., 1498 ; on M. for 30, 1673 (ii).
Act, expenses under, in Com. of Sup., 1698 (ii).

--- working of Act, on presentation of Cor.

(remarks) 1482 (ii).
Fisheries, Joint Commission respecting (M. for Ret.)

392 (i).
-- protection and Marine Police regulations, &c.,

issued (M. for copies) 456 (i).
regulations, violation of by Americans (M. for

Ret.*) 392 (i).
Fish importations, on M. for Ret., 370 (i).
Fishing by Foreign Vessels in Can. Waters B. 136

(Mr. Poster) on M. for 2>, 1422; in Com,, 1423 (ii).
Fishery negotiations, (Ques.) 120 (i).
Flour and Coal duties, abolition of, Res. in Amt, to

Com. of Sup., 1425; (reply) 1444; neg. (Y. 46, N.
119) 1447 (ii).

Govt. business, on M. to take Wednesdays (remarks)
1014 (ii).

Home Rule for Ireland, on Amt. (Mr. McMullen) to
Amt. (Mr. Costigan) to Res. (Mr. Blake) 1131; on
Amt. (Mr. Blake) 1136; on Amt. (Mr. Coughlin)
1137; on Amt. (Sir John A. Macdonald) 1139;
(remarks) 1143 (ii).

Indemnity to Members, on Res. (Mr. Farrow) and Mr.
Blake's Ques. of Order, 124 (i).

Indian Title, extinguishment of in N. W. T., on Ras.
(Mr. Laurier) in Amt. to Com. of Sup., 840 (ii).

I. C. R., claims arising out of construction, in Com. of
Sup., 1752 (ii).



INDEX.
Mitchell, Hon. P.-Continued.

Land Grants to Rys. in Man. and the N.W.T. B. 147
(M1r. White, Cardwell) in Com. on Res., 1631 (ii),

Marine and Fisheries, Rep. of Kin. to Privy Council in
1869 (M. for copy) 391 (1).

Marine Police Force of Catn (à«. for Ret.) 383, 386 (i).
Militia, contingencies, in Com. of Sup., 1744 (ii).
Miramichi Mail Subsidy, ref. to in Com.of Sup., 1756 (ii),
Moncton and Buctouche Ry. Co.'s Subsidy, in Com. on

Res., 1597 (il).
Navigable Waters protection (fisheries, &o.) B. 96 (Mr.

Poster) on M. for 2°, 948 (ii).
Navigable Waters, works in, B. 130 (Sir Hector

Langevin) on M. for 20, 1246 ; in Com., 1270 (ii).
Neguac, construction of wharf at (remarks) 1610; ref.

to in Com. of Sup., 1754 (ii).
Newcastle to Douglastown Ry. Sabsidy, in Com. on

Res., 1625 (ii).
Northern Light and winter communication with P.E.I.,

on M. for Cor., 854 (ài).
Northern and Pacifie Junction Ry. Co.'s B. 25 (Mr.

McCarthy) on M. for Qom., 1315; in Com., 1318.
on Sen. Amts., 1608 ; on M. to trans. Son. Amts. to
Govt. Orders, 1664 (ii).

N. W. Central Ry. Co.'s Act Amt. B. 17 (Mir. Beaty)
on M. for Com. (Amt.) 978; (personal explanation)
1000; on M. to adjn. deb., 1003; (Amt.) neg. (Y. 59
N. 86) 1011 (ii).

-- land Subsidy, in Com. on Res., 1631 (ii).
deposit by Co. (Ques.) 1747 (ii).

N. W. T. Law Amt. B. 133 (Mr. Thompson) on Amt.
(Mr. Weldon) to M. for 3°, 1485 (ii).

Printing and Stationery Bureau B. 132 (Mr. Chapleau)
inCon., 1552; on Amt. (Mr. Mills) to M. to conc.
in Sen. Amts., 1728 (ii).

Prorogation, closing remarks, 1775 (ii).
Public Lands in B. C., B. 120 (Mr. White, Cardwell) in

Com., 1202 (ii).
Quebec Harbor Improvements further Loan B. (Mr.

McLelan) in Com. on Res., 1384 (ii).
Representation of N.W.T. in Parlt., on M. (Sir John A.

Macdonald) to ref. Res. to Sel. Com., 868 (ii).
Return, enquiry for, Sec. 16, I.C.R. (remarks) 1636 (ii)
Riel, Louis, Execution of, on Res. (Mr. Landry, Mont

magny) censuring Govt., 366 (i).
St. Maurice, Faucher de, on Parliamentary Procedure

in Com. of Sup., 1741 (ii).
Shuswap and Okanagan Ry. Co.'s B. 33 (Mr. Homer)

on M. to conc. in Sen. Amt., 1171 (ii)i
Steamboat Inspection Act Amt. B. 103 (Mr. Poster) in

Com., 1087 (ii).
Subsidies (land) to Rys. B. 147 (Mr. White , Cardwell)

in Com., 1710 (ii).
Subsidies (money) to Rys. B. 146 (Mr. Pope) in Com.

on Res., 1597 (ii).
Sultan, steam-tug, award of Dom, Arbitrators (M. for

copy) 904(ii).
a

Mitchell, Hon. P.-Continued.
Superannuation, Civil Service, on M. for Rot., 1182,

1184 (hi).
SUPPLY:

Charge. of Managemcnt (Asst. Financial Inspector) 520 ().
Civil overnment (Militia, contingencies) 1744 (ii).
Legislation : Miscellaneous (Faucher de St. Maurice on Parlia-

mentary Procedure) 1741; (Franchise Act, expenses) suppl.,
1698 (ii).

Mail Subsidies, 4c. (N.B. sud P.E.I. to G.B.) 1756 (i).
Militia (draining Citadel) 1743 (ii).
Public Works-Income.: Harborasand Rivers (N.B.) 1754 (ii).
Railways- Capital : 0.P.R. (B.C.) 1744. I.C.R. (claims)

1752 (i).
United States fishing vessels and inshore fisheries (M.

for Ret.*) 392 (i).
Ways and Means-The Tariff, 1584, 1586 (ii).

Mulock, Mr. W., North York.
Ammunition, clothing, &c., in Com of Sup., 1304 (ii).
Animals Contagious Diseases Act Amt. (B. 19, 1°*) 58

(i); 2° m., 858; consdn. of B. ni., 909; on M. to
adjn. deb., 911 (ii).

Brigade Majors salaries, &c., in Com. of Sup., 1300 (ii).
B.C. Penitentiary, in Com. of Sup., 896 (ii).
Cab.hire and travelling exponses, in Com. of Sap., 872

(ii).
C. P. R. expenditure in B.C., in Com. of Sup., 1744 (ii).

Port Arthur to lRed River, in Com of Sup.,
1697 (ii).

Cartridge Factory at Quebec (Qués.) 543 (i).
Chinese Immigration Act Amt. B. 106 Mr. Chapleau).

in Com., 1233; on Amt. (Mr. Mitchell) to M. for 30,
1242 (ii).

Citadel, draining of, in Com. of Sup., 1742 (Hi).
Cod Liver Oil and Guano industries, in Com. of Sup.,

1757 (ii).
Consolid. Ry. Act, 1879, Amt. (B. 4, 1°) 31; wthdn.,

858 (ii).
Consolid. Ry. Act, 1879, Amt., B. 8 (Kr. McC(arthy) in

Com., 857 (ii).
Deposits in Govt. and P. O. Savings Banks (Ques.)

634 (i).
Dom. Lands Act, 1883, Amt. B. 94 (5£r. White, Card-

well) in Com., 922 (ii).
Extra Clerks, in Com. of Sup., 883 (ii).
Factory legislation (Ques.) 634 (i).
Franchise, Electoral, Act Amt. B. 138 (Mr. Thompson)

in Com., 1473, 1508, 1510, 1665, 1668, 1672 (il).
Act, expenses under, in Com. of Sup., 1699,

1747 (ii).
-- instructions to Revising Officers, on M. for

copies, 55 (i).
Food Supply to Indians in the N.W. (M. for Ret.*)

58 (i).
Geological Survey, in Corn. of Sup., 1649 (ii).
Immigration, in Com. of Snp., 1387 (ii).
Indians, in Cor. of Sup., 1650 (ii).
Insurance B. 111 (Mr. Th'ompson) in Com., 1385 (ii).
JTustice, Administration of, in Com. of Sap., 887 (ii).

lu



INDEX.
Mulock, Mr. W.-ontinued.

Land Claims Commission, N.W., Rep. (Ques.) 1421 (ii).
Land Grants to Militia Force B. 142 (Mr. White, Card-

well) in Com. on Bes., 1457 (ii).
Man. Penitentiary, in Com. of Sup., 895 (ii).
Maritime Court of Ont. Jurisdiction B. 5 (Mr. Allen)

in Com., 563, 569 (i).
Military Branch and District Staff, salaries, in Com.

of Sup., 1298 (i).
Militia, in Com. of Sup., 1298, 1743 (ii).
Northern and Pacific Junction Ry. Co.'s B. 25 (Mr.

McCarthy) on M. for Com., 1311; in Com., 1318; on
M. for 30 (Amt.) 1325; neg. (Y. 48, N. 90) 1326; on
Sen. Amts. (objection) 1606; on conc. (Amt.) 1610 ;
on M. to trans. to Govt. Orders, 1662 ; on M. to conc.
in Sen. Amts., 1673; (Amt.) 1676, 1683; neg., 1683.
on second Amt. (Amt.) neg. (Y. 45, N. 90) 1684 (ii).

N.W. Central Ry. Co.'s Act Amt. B. 17 (Mr. Beaty) on
M. for Com. (Amt.) 1011; neg. (Y. 55, N. 82) 1012
(ii).

N.W.T. Law Amt. B. 133 (Mr. Thompson) in Com.,
1460 (ii).

Obscene Publications (remarks) on M. for Com. of
Sup., 1746 (ii).

Powder imported for Cartridges (Ques.) 898 (ii).
Printing and Stationery Bureau B. 132 (Mr. Chapleau)

in Com., 1557, 1560 (ii).
Quebec and Lake St. John Ry. Co.'s Subsidy, in Com.

on Res., 1621 (ii).
Ry. Act Consolid., 1819, Act Amt. (B. 4, 1°) 31 (i).
Representation of N. W.T. in Parlt., on M. (Sir John

A. Macdonald) for Address to Her Majesty, 867 (ii).
Representation of the N. W. T. in Parlt. B. 115 (Sir

John A. Macdonald) on M. for 20, 121I (ii).
Returns, enquiry for, 570 (i).
-- incomplete, Shareholders in Co.'s (remarks)

1168 (ii).
Revised Statutes of Can. B. 9 (Mr. Thompson) in Com.,

1226 (ii).
Rideau Hall, additions, alterations, repairs, &c., on M.

for Stmnt., 797 (i).
Ryal Military College, in Com. of Sdp.,l1308 (ii).
St. Catharines Milling Co. law costs, in Com. of Sup.,

1769 (ii).
Savings Banks, Govt. deposits in (Ques.) 495 (i).
Subsidios (money) to Rys. B. 146 (Ur. Pope) in Com.

on Res., 1621 (ii).
Superannuation, Civil Service, on M. for Ret., 1184 (ii).

SUPPLY:
Administration of Justice, 887 (ii).
Civil Government (O. S. Board of Examiners) 841 (ii); (Interior,

Dept. of) 525 (i), contingencies 881 ; (Militia, Dept. Of, contin-
gencies) 1743; (Pust Office and Finance Depts., computing
interest, &c.) 841; (Post Office, Dept. of, contingenoies) 883;
(Privy Council Office, contingencies) 872 (ii); (Sec. of State,
Dept. of) 524 (i), 880 (il); (Public Works, Dept. of, contin-
gencies) 882 (ii).

Fiseries (Cod Liver Oil and Guano industries) 1758 (ài).

Mulock, Mr. W.-Continued.
SUPPLY-COntinued.

Geological Survey, 1649 (ii).
Immigration (general vote) 1387 (ii).
Indians (grant to suppl. fund) 1650; (Man. and N. W. T.) 1653;

(N. B.) 1651 (ii).
Legislation : Miscellaneous (Franchise Act, expenses under)

1699, 1747; (Faucher de St. Maurice) 1763 (ii).
Militia (Ammunition, clothing, &c.) 1304; (Brigade Majors

salaries, &c.) 1300; (draining Citadel) 1742; (permanent
batteries, &c.)1771; (Royal Military College) 1308 ; (salaries,
District and Branch Staff) 1298 (ii).

Miscellaneous (Forged Bond, payment for) 1764 ; (St.Oatharines
Milling Co. law costs) 1769 (i).

Penitentiaries (B. C.) 896; (Man.) 895 (i).
Public Work&-Income : Buildings (Ont.) 1753 (ii).
Railways-Capital: 0. P. R. (B. 0.) 1744; (Port Arthur to

Red River) 1697 (ii).
Temperance Colonisation Co. (remarks) 1(&33 (ii).
Travis, Judge, ref. to in Com. on B. 133, 1461; in Com,

of Sup., 887 (ii).
War Claims Commission, N. W., Rep. (Ques.) 1421 (ii).

O'Brien, Mr. W. E., Muskoka.
Ammunition, clothing, &c., in Com. of Sap., 1305 (i)
Animals Contagions Diseases B. 19 (Mr. Mulock) on M.

for 20, 864 (ii).
Brigade Majors salaries, &c., in Com. of Sup., 1300 (ii).
C. P. R. Act. Amt. B. 131 (Mr. McLelan) on Amt. Mr.

McCarthy) to M. for 3°, 1353 (ii).
Court of Ry. Commissioners B. 6 (Mr. McCarthy) on

M. for 2°, 594 (i).
Dom. Lands, in Com. of Sup., 529, 533 (i).
Drill instruction and drill pay, in Com. of Sup. 1306 (ii).
Farm or Real Estate Banks, in Com. on Res. (Kr. Orton)

57 (i).
Franchise, Blectoral, Act Amt. B. 138 (Mr. Thompson)

in Com., 1479, 1667, 1669 (ii).
Franchise Act, expenses under, in Com. of Sup., 1699 (ii).
Fishing Rights of Indians on Lakes Huron and Nipis.

sing, Pets. &c. (M. for copies) 693 (i).
Home Rule for Ireland, on Amt. (Mr. McMullen) to

Amt. (Mr. Costigan) to Res. (Mr. Blake) 1109 (ii).
Indian administration of the N. W., on IRes. (Mr.

Cameron, Huron) in Amnt. to Com. of.Sup., 741 (i).
Indians, in Com. of Sap., 1650 (ii).
Land Grants to Militia Force B. 142 (Ir. White, Card.

well) on M. for 2°, 1ô71 (ii).
Logs, cono. in Ways and Means, 1726 (ii).
Military Branch and District Staff, salaries, in 00m. of

Sup., 1295 (ii).
Militia, in Com. of Sap., 1295 (ii)
Navigable Waters protection (fisheries, &c.) B. 96 (Kr.

Poster) on M. for 2°, 948; in Com., 954 (ii).
works ir, B. 130 (Sir Hector Langevin) on M.

for 20, 1248 (ii).
Parry Sound Colonisation BLy. Co.'s Subsidy, in Com.

on Res., 1614 (ii).
Public Buildings, in Com. of Sap., 1163, 1166 (ii).
Rebellion losses, caims, &c., in Com. of Sap., 1766 (ii).

xlii



INDEX.
O'Brien, ]r. W. E.--Continued.

Subsidies (money) to Rys. B. 146 (Mr. Pope) in
Com. on Res., 1614 (ii).

StPPL:
Civil Govt. (Interior, Dept. of) 529 (i).
indians (B.O.) 1652; (grant to suppi. fund) 1650; (Man. and

N.W.T.) 1653 (il).
Legialation: Miscellaneous (Franchise Act, expenses under)

1699 (ii).
Xilitia (Ammunition, clothing, &c.) 1305; (Brigade Majors

salaries, &c.) 1300; (Drill instruction and Drill pay) 1306;
(salaries, Branch and District Staff) 1295 (ii).

Kiscellaneous (Rebellion, losses, &c.) 1766 (ii).
Publie Works-Income: Buildings (N.W.T.) 1166; (Ont.) 1163

(ii).
Ways and Means-The Tariff, 1726 (Hi).

Orton, Mr. G. T., Centre Wellington.
Animals Contaglous Diseases Act Amt. B. 19 (Mr.

Mulock) on M. for 2°, 859 (ii).
C. P. R. Act Amt. B. 131 (Mr. McLelan) on Atmt.

(Mr. Watson) to M. for 3°, 1345 (ii).
Can. Temp. Act, 1878, Amt. (B. 104, 1°) 710 (i).

- legislation respecting (Ques.) 912 (ii).
Chinese Immigiation Act Amt. B. 106 (Mr. Chapleau)

in Com., 1233 (ii).
Farm or Real Estate Banks (M. for Com. on Res.) 427;

in Com., 432-436, 571, 577, 583; 1°* of B. 88, 585 (i).
Franchise Act, instructions to Revisinig Oflicers, on à&.

for copies (remarks) 54 (i).
Home Rule for Ireland, on Amt. (Mr. McMullen) to

Amt. (Mr. Costigan) to Res. (Mr. Blake) 1113 ; on
Amt. (Mr. Thompson) 1142 (ii).

Interest in B. C., B. 22 (Mr. Baker, Victoria) in Com.,
1245 (ii).

Interest on Moneysecured by Mortgage B. 12 (Mr.
McMJullen) on M. for 2°, 441 (i).

N. W. Central Ry. Co.'s Act Amt. B. 17 (Mr. Beaty) on
Amt. (Mr. Mitchell) to M. for Com., 992 (ii).

Oleomargarine, on prop. Res. (Mr. Taylor) 1192 (ii).
Post Office Savings Banks in Man. (Ques.) 62 (i).
Privilege, Ques. of (personal explanation) paragraphs

in Globe) 513, 601 (i).
Riel, Louis, Execution of, on Res. (r. Landry, Mont.

magny) censuring Govt., 301-307 (i).
Roche, M., of N.S., transfer of, on M. (Mr. Blake)

for Sel. Com. (Amt.) to substitute Order for 2° of
Can. Temp. Act Amt. B. 104, 1335 (ii).

Saskatchewan Land and Homestead Co.'s (B. 42, 10*)
93(i).

Timber, Land and Coal Leases in N. W. T., on Res.
(Mr. Charlton) in Amt. to Com. of Sup., 1072 (i).

Ways and Means-The Tarif, 772 (i).

Paint, Mr. N., Richmond, N.S.
Bounty on Pig Iron B. 150 (Mr. McLelan) in Com.

on Res., 1719 (ii).
C.P.R., salaries, &c., of Staff, in 0om. of Suþ., 1451 (ii).
Canso and Port Hlood Steamship Subsidies, in Com. of

Sup., 1371 (ii).
Cape Broton Island Ry. B. 143 (Sir Bector Langevin)

Paint, Mr. N.-Continued.
in Com. on Res., 1490; (remarks) on intrdn. of B.,
1638 (ii).

Cod Liver Oil and Guano industries, in Com. of Sup.,
1758 (ii).

Fog-whistlos, &c., maintenance, in Com. of Sap., 1376
(ii).

Flour and Coal duties, abolition of, on Res. (Mr.
Mitchell) on Amt. to Com. of Sup., 1431 (ii).

Govt. Steamers, maintenance and repairs, in Com. of
Sup., 1372 (ii).

Lennox Passage Bridge Co.'s (B. 81, 1°*) 487 (i).
Obstructions in Nav. Rivers, ;in om. of Sup., 1374 (ii).
Port Hood Harbor, closing of, on M. for Cor., 788 (i).
Port Mulgrave and East Bay Steamship Subsidy, in

Com. of Sup., 1371 (ii).
Privilege, Ques of (personal explanation) re paragraph

in Globe, 460 (i).
Rideau Hall, contingencies, on M. for Rot., 794 (i).
Subsidies (money) to Rys. B. 146 (Mr. Pope) on M. to

introd., 1636, 1638 (ii).
SUPPLY:

isheries (Ood Liver Oil and Guano industries) 1758 (il).
Lqhthouse and Coast Service (Fog-whistles, maintenance, &c.)

1376 (ii).
Mail Subsidies, 4c. (Canso and Port Hood) 1371; (Port Mil-

grave and East Bay, C. B) 1371 (ii).
Ocean and River Service (Govt. Steamers) 1372 ; (Water and

River Police) 1374 ; (Obstructions in Nav. Rivera) 1374 (i).
Railways-Oapital: (.P.R. (salaries, &c., of Staff) 1451 (i).

Water and River Police, in Com. of Sup., 1374 (ii).

Paterson, Mr. W., South Brant.
Animais Contagious Diseases Act Amt. B. 19 (Mr.

Mulock) on M. for 2°, 860; in Com., 864; on M. to
consdr. B., 909 (ii).

Colonial and Indian Exhibition, in Com. of Sup.,
1741 (ii).

Commercial Agencies, in Com. of Sup., 1659 (ii).
Consolid. Inland Rev. Acts Amt. B. 101 (àfr. Cos8igan)

in Com. on Res. (malt) 684 (i).
Customs Seizures ut Montreal, on M. for Com. of Sup.,

1688 (ii).

at Winnipeg (M. for Ret.*) 392 (i).
Fishing Rights of Indians on Lakes Huron and Nipis-

sing, Pots., &c., on M. for copies, 696 (i).
Flour Supply to N. W. Indians (Ques.) 43; (M. for

Reps.*) 65 (i).
Franchise, Electoral, Act Amt. B. 138 (Mr. Thompson)

in Com., 1471, 1503, 1666, 1667 (fi).
--- Act, expenses under, in Com. of Sup., 1752 (ii).

instructions to Revising Officers, on M. for
copies, 54 (i).

Home Rule for Ireland, on Amt. (Mr. Mc Mullen) to Amt.
(Mr. Costigan) to Res. (Mr. Blake) 1128; on imperfect
dispatch sent to English press (rernarks) 1381 (ii).

Immigration, in Com of Sup., 1389 (ii).
Indian Administration of the N.W., on Res. (Mr.

Cameron, Euron) in Amt. to Com. of Sup,, 733-739 (i).
Indian Lands Letters Patent B. 102 (Sir Rector

Langevin) on M. for 2°, 808 (ih). .

xii
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Paterson, Mr. W.-Coniue.
Indians, in Com. of Sup., 1654 (ii).
Ingersoll, London and Chatham Ry. Subsidy, in Com.

on Res., 1598 (ii).
Inland Revenue Act Amt. B. 101 (Mr. Costigan) in Com.,

1204 (ii).
Lake Erie, Essex and Detroit River Ry. Co.'s Subsidy,

in Coma on Res., 1610 (ii).
Land Grants to Ry. Co.'s B. 117 (Mr. White, Cardweil)

in Com., 973 (ii).
Mississagua Indians, amount due (Ques.) 1633 (ii).
Oleomargarine, &c., on cono. in Ways and Means (Amt.)

758; on Amt. (Mr. Bowell) 767 (i); on prop. Res.
(Mr. Taylor) 1188,1195; in Com. on B. 101, 1204 (ii).

Post Office, in Com. of Sup., 1549 (ii).
Printing and Stationery Bureau B. 132 (Mr. C'hapleau)

in Com:, 1559 (ii).
Public Buildings generally, in Com. of Sup., 1166 (ii).
Quarantine, in Com. of Sup., 1420 (ii).
Returns, enquiry for, 570 (i).
Rideau Hall, additions, alterations, repairs, &c., on M.

for Stmnt., 798 (i).
Senate, constitution of, on Res. (Mr. Mills) to Amt. of

Com. of Sup., 1277-1280 (ii).
Six Nation Indians, Minutes of Councils (M. for copies*)

58 (i).
Subsidies (money) to Rys. B. 146 (Ur. Pope) in Com.

on Res., 1598, 1610; in Com. on B., 1708 (ii).
Sugar, conc. in Ways and Means, 773, 775 (i), 1772 (ii).
Summary Proceedings before Magistrates B. 84 (Mr.

Thompson) in Com., 718 (i).
SUPPLY:

Arts, Agriculture,4c. (Oolonial and Indian Exhibition) 1741 (ii).
Charges of! Management (remarks on going into Com.) 519 (j).
Collection of Revenues (Post Office Mail Service, salaries, &c.)

1549 (i).
Immigration (Agents, contingencies) 1393; (general vote)

1389 (i).
Indiane (Alan. and N.W.T.) 1654, 1758 (ii).
Legislation (Franchise Act, expenses under) 1752 (ii).
Miscellaneoua (Commercial Agencies) 1659 (ii).
Public Work-Income: Buildings (generally) 1166 (ii).
Quarantine (general vote) 1420 (il).

Ways and Means-The Tariff, on 1° of Res., 470-480;
on cone., 758, 767, 773, 775, 780 (i), 1772 (ii).

Patterson, Mr. J. C., North Essex.
Forbes' Trochilie Steam Engine CJ -tral Co. of Can.

incorp. (B. 66, 1°*) 393 (i).
Lake Erie, Essex and Detroit River Ry, Co.'s Subsidy,

in Com. on Res., 1613 (ii).
Maritime Court of Ont.Jurisdiction B. 5 (Mr. Allen) in

Com., 561, 568.
Subsidies (money) to Rys. B. 146 (Mr. Pope) in Com.

on Res., 1613 (ii).

Platt, Mr. J. M., Prince Edward, Ont.
Barbed wire fencing, &o., conc. in Ways and Means,

772 (i).
C.P.R. Act Amt. B. 131 (Ur. McLelan) on M. for 3°

(Amt.) 1369 (ii).

Platt, Mr. J. M.-Continued.
Life-boat service, bewards, &c., in Com. of Sup., 1373

(ii).
Oleomargarine, &c., on Amt. (Mr. Bowell) to Amt (Kr.

Paterson, Brant) to M. to conc. in Ways and Means,
759 (i); on prop. iRes. (Mr. Taylor) 1194 (ii).

SUPPLY:
Ocean and River Service (Rewards, &c., and Life-boat service)

1373 (ii).
Timber Island, Lake Ont., sale of (Ques.) 784 (i).
Ways and Means-The Tariff, 759, 770 (i).
Whips, conc. in Ways and Means, 770 (i).
Wire, iron or steel, &c., conc. in Ways and Means,

770 (i).

Pope, Hon. J. H., Compton.
Agriculture, Deptl. Rep. (presented) 60 (i).
Animals Contagious Diseases Act Amt. B. 19 (Mr.

MulocA) on M. for 2°, 862; in Com., 865; on Amt.
(Mr. White, Renfrew) to M. for 30, 910 (ii).

Annapolis and Digby Ry. extension (remarks) 1743 (ii).
Baie des Chaleurs Ry. Co., (prop. Res.) 1455 (ii).
C. P. R., B. 0. contracts (Ans.) 709 (1).

B. C. Section (Ans.)121 (i).
-- leased lines, amounts paid by Co. as rent, &c
(Ans.) 368 (i).

Northern Pacfic Ry., agreement (Ans.) 633 (i),
operation of main Une, cost of (Ans.) 121 (i).

Canal tolls, reduction (Ans.) 494 (i).
Cape Breton Island iRy., survey of routes (Ans.) 296

(i); prop. Res., 1455 (ii).
Caraquet Ry. Co.'s Subsidy (Ans.) 494 (i).
Chignecto Marine Transport Ry. Co.'s Subsidy (B. 105)

prop. Res., 513; M. for Com. on Res., 673; Res.
conc. in and 1° * of B., 712 (i); 3° m., 1015 (ii).

Consolid. Ry. Act, 1879, Amt. B. 4 (Kr. Mulock) on
M. for 20, 858 (ii).

Consolid. Ry. Act Amt. B. 8 (Mr. McOorthy) in Com.,
857 (ii).

Dom. Ry. Act Amt., re ocempensation (Ans.) 426 (i).
Edmonstone and Riviére du Loup Ry. Subsidy (Ans).

570 (i).
Elgin Station, L'Islet (Ans.) 544 (i).
Esquimalt and Nanaimo ]Ry., inspection, &c. (Ans.)

369 (i).
(B. 47, 1D) 119; 2° m., 515; 3° m., 662 (i).

Hebert, H., Revising Officer at Montmagny (Ans.)
570 (i).

Ingersoll, London and Chatham Ry. Subsidy, in Com.
on Res., 1598, 1602 (ii).

I..R., Buctouche and Moncton branch (Ans.) 330 (i).
--- Canso to Sydney, extension, &c. (Ans).

843 (ii).
-- claims arising out of construction, in Com. of
Sup., 1752 (ii).

earnings and working expenses (Ans.) 62 (i).
-Marci, Elzéar, claim of (Ans.) 784.
oil contracts (An.) 897 (ii).
Paspebiac branch (Ans.) 186 (i).
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INDEX.
Pope, H on. J. H.-Continued

I.C.R., private and official cars built or purchased,
on M. for Rot., 57 (i).

-- Stellarton and Pictou branch (B. 57, 1°) 185;
2° m. and in Com., 604, 647; 3° >m., 663 (i).

wire fencing contract (Ans.) 544 (i).
wood purchases from R. Smith, 544 (i).

Interpretation Act (B. 80) 2Q m., 670 (i).
Lachine Canal, crossing in Montreal (Ans.) 426 (i).

lots on basins (Ans.) 633 (i).
Metapediac and Cross Point Ry. Survey (Ans ) 426 (i).
Moncton and Buctouche Ry. Co.'s Subsidy, in Com. on

Res., 1596 (ii).
Oil Contracts for I.C.i. (Ans.) 897 (ii).
Piton Septimus and Arless Septimus (Ans.) 544 (i).
Quebec and Lake St. John Ry. Subsidy (Ans.) 331 (i).
-- and Lévis Ferry Service (Ans.) 121 (i).

Central Ry. Co.'s Subsidy (Ans.) 783 (i).
Restigouche River, Ry. Bridge across (Ans.) 426 (i).
Richibucto and St. Louis Ry. Subsidy (Ans.) 494 (i).
Richélieu River, obstructions, on M. for copies of Pets.,

&o., 33 (i).
Rivière du Loup and Edmonstone Ry. Subsidy (Ans.)

331 (i).
St. John's, Q., railway wharf (Ans.) 897 (ii).
Smith, R., from Quebec, Wood purchases from (Ans.)

544 (i).
Stellarton and Picton branch Ry. See "I.C. R."
Subsidies to Rys., on M. for Rot., 391 (i).
Subsidies (money) to Rys. (B. 146) prop. Res., 1551;

M. for Com. on Res., 1595 ; in Com., 1590-1599 ; M.
to introd., 1636; 1°* of B., 1639 (ii).

SUPPLY:
Canals-Capital (Trent River Nay.) 1752, Income (miscellane-

ous) 1752 (ii).
Railwaypr-Capital: 0. P. R. (B.C.) 1774. I. O. R. (Claims)

1752 (ii).
Trent River Nav., in Com. of Sup., 1752 (ii).
-- Valley Canal, on M. for Rot., 903 (ii).

payments for right of way (Ans.) 843 (ii).
Wire fencing, from Lévis to Rivière du Loup (Ans.)

544 (i).

Pruyn, Mr. N. W., Lennox.
Emerson and North-Western Ry. Co.'s incorp. (B. 39,

10*) 93 (i).

Ray, Mr. W. H., Annapolis.
Convict Labor in _Dorchester Penitentiary (Quos.)

1075 (ii).

Rinfret, Mr. C. J., Lotbinière.
Les Fonds, establishment of Post Office at (M. for Cor.,

&c.*) 802 (i).
Lotbinière Mail service (Ques.) 709 (i).

Robertson, Nr. A., West Bastings.
Bow River Coal Mine and Transportation Co.'s incorp.

(B. 44, 10*) 119 (i).
Criminal Law Amt. (burglars,) &c. (B. 28, 10) 67 (i);

29 m., 1185 (ii).
Trent Valley Canal, on M. for Rot., 902 (ii).

Robertson, Mr. T., Hamilfon.
Birrell, Flora, Relief (B. 129, 1° on a div.) 1014; 20,

agreed te (Y. 85, N. 33) 1172 (ii).
Criminal Law Amt. (law of evidenoe) (B. 3, 10)31 (i);

L° agreed to (Y. 86, N. 52) 858; 3° m., 911.
-- (openings cut in the ice, &o.) (B. 2, 1°) 31; 2
m., 707 (i).

Franchise Act, instructions to Rovising Offcers, on M.
for copies (remarks) 50 (i).

Ingersoll, London and Chatham Ry. Subsidy, in Com.
on Res., 1599 (ii),

Subsidies (money) to Rys. B. 146 (Mr. Pope) in Com.
on Res., 1599 (ii).

Robertson, Mr. T., Slhelburne.
American fishormen, depredations by (Ques.) 783 (i).
Liquor :manufactured in Can., exports, import and

labor employed (Ms. for Stmnts.*) 912 (ii).
Sagar in Bond in Montroal (Ques.) 783 (i), 843 (ii).

Ross, Mr. A. W., Liagar.
Assiniboine River improvements (Ques.) 784 (i).
Churchill and Nelson Rivers surveys (Ques.) 266 (i).
Customs Offco at Yukon (Ques.) 266 (i).
Disturbance in the N. W., non-combatants, recogni-

tion of services (Ques.) 633 (i).
Half-Breeds, Claims proved before Commission (Ni. for

Rot.*) 58 (i).
Hudson's Bay Exploration (Quos.) 266 (i).
immigration, assisted and unassisted, on M. for Rot.

639 (i).
Man. and North-Western Ry. Co. of Can. (B. 70, 1°*)

393 (i).
National Parks in the N. W. T. or B. C. (Ques.) 266 (i).
Pensions to Volunteers wounded at Duck Lake (Ques.)

633 (i).

Prince Albert Volonteers, Scrip for (Ques.) 633 (i).
St. Andrews Rapids improvements (Ques.) 495 (i).
Wharf at Selkirk (Quos.) 495 (i).
Yukon River Explorations (Ques.) 266 (i).

Royal, Mr. J., Provencher.
C. P. R. Act Amt. B. 131 (Mr. McLelan) on Amt.

(Mr. Watson) to M. for 30, 1346 (ii).
Disturbance in the N. W., distribution of Medals

(Ques.) 1661 (ii).
Fisheries protection in Man. (Ques.) 692 (i).
Hudson's Bay Exploration (Ques.) 1378 (ii).
Winnipeg and Hudson's Bay Ry. and Steamsbip Co.'s

Act Amt. (B. 119, 1°*) 912 (i).
Immigration from Dakota and Texas (Ques.) 1217 (ii).
Medals, distribution of (Ques.) 1661 (ii).
Navigation in Man. Waters (Ques.) 1217 (ii).
Ontario, Minnesota and Manitoba Ry. Co.'s incorp.

(B. 49, 10*) 149 (i).
Representation of the N.W.T. in Parlt.' B. 115 (Sir

John A. Macdonald) on M. for 2°, 1211; in Com.,
1215, 1251 (ii).

Riel, Louis, Execution of, on Res. (Mr. Landry, .Mont-
magny) consuring Govt., 93-96 (ii).
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INDEX.
Royal, Mr. J.-Continued.

Sisters, "Faithful Companions of Jesus," incorp. (B.
32, 1°*) 92 (i) 4

Winnipeg and Hudson's Bay Ry. and Steamship Co.'s
(B. 119) 2' m., 1085 (ii).

Rykert, Mr. J. C., lincoln and Niagara.
Leduc, Rev. H., and Danl. Maloney, Pets. and Letters

(M. for copies*) 438 (i).
Niagara Frontier Bridge Co.'s Act Amt. (B. 48, 1°*)

149 (i).
Riel, Louis, Execution of, on Res. (Mr. Landry, Mont-

magany) censuring Govt., 150--169 (i).

Scott, Mr. T., Winnipeg.
Census of Man. (Ques.) 1240 (ii).
Red River Improvements (Ques.) 1240 (ii).

Scriver, Mr. J., Huntingdon
Can. Atlantic Ry. Co.'s incorp. Act Amt. B. 43 (Mr.

Mackintosh) in Com., 556 (i).
Franchise, Electoral, Act Amt. B. 138 (Mr. Thompson)

on M. to introd., 1342; in Com, 1468 (ii).
Fruit, green, conc. in Ways and Means, 752 (i).
Harness and saddlery, conc. in Ways and Means,

757 (i).
Ways and Means-The Tariff, 752, 754, 757, 772 (i).
Wire, iron or steel, &o., cone. in Ways and Means, 772

(i).

Shakespeare, Mr. N., Victoria, B.C.
Cabinet Representation for B.C. (Ques.) 369 (i).
C.P.R., salaries of staff, in Com of Sup., 1451 (ii).
Chinese Immigration Act Amt. B. 106 (Mr. Chafpleau)

in Com., 1229; on M. for 30 (Amt.) 1243 (ii).
Dom. Exhibition, in Com. of Sup., 1091 (ii).
Dom.Lands in B.C., settlement of (M. for Cor.) 496 (i).
Esquimalt and Nanaimo Ry. B. 47 (Mr. Pope) on M.

for 20, 517 (i).
Fisheries, deep-water, in B. C. (M. for Cor.) 495 (i).
Liquor License Act, 1883, Commissioners and Inspec-

tors' emoluments, refund of fees (Ques.) 266 (i).
Rice, increase of duty (Ques.) 369 (i).
SUPPLY:

Art, Agriculture, 4c. (Dom. Exhibition) 1091 (ii).
Railwaye,-Capital: 0. P. R. (salaries of Staff, &c.,) 1451 (ii).

Shanly, Mr. W., South Grenville.
Alberta Ry. Co.'s incorp. (B. 31, 1°*) 92 (i).
Can. Atlantic IRy. Co.'s incorp. Act Amt. B. 43 (Mr.

Mackintosh) in Com., 556, 558 (i).
Subsidy, in Com. on Res., 1617 (ii).

Carriage hardware, conc. in Ways and Means, 1720 (ii).
Cape Tormentine Harbor, in Com. of Sup., 1158 (ii).
Court of Ry. Commissioners B. 6 (Mr. McCarthy)

on M. for 2°, 593 (i).
Kaministiquia River, in Com. of Sup., 1157 (i).
Lake Brie, Essex and Detroit Ry. Co.'s Subsidy, in

Com. on Res., 1612 (ii).
Nictaux and Atlantic Ry., in Com, on B. 146,1619 (ii).
Northumberland Straits Tunnel Ry. Co.'s B. 128 (Mr.

Hackett) in Com., 1467 (ii).

Shanly, Mr. W.-Continued.
Parry Sound Colonisation ]Ry. Co.'s Snbsidy, in Com. on

Res., 1614 (ii).
Port Arthur Harbor, in Com. of Sup., 1157 (ii).
St. Gabriel Levee and Ry. Co.'s B. 116 (Mr. Curran) in

Com., 1153 (ii).
Subsidies (money) t IRys. B. 146 (Mr. Pope) in Com.

on Res., 1612; on M. to introd. B., 1636 (i).
SUPPLY:

Canals-Capital(Williamsburg) 1452 (ii).
Public Works-Capital (Cape Tormentine Harbor) 1158; (Port

Arthur and Kaministiquia River) 1157 (il).

Truro to Newport Ry. Subsidy, in Com. on Res.,
1619 (ii).

Ways and Means-The Tariff, 1720 (ii).
Williamsburg Canal, in Com. of Sap., 1452 (ii).

Small, Mr. J., East Toronto.
Calvin Co.'s incorp. (B. 53, 1°*) 149 (i).
Can. Permanent Loan and Savings Bank Co.'s (B. 93,

10*) 644 (i).
Court of Ry. Commissioners B. 6 (Mr. McCarthy) on

M. for 2, 592 (i).
Franchise, Electoral, Act Amt. B. 138 (Mr. Thompson)

in Com., 1498,1666 (ii).
Kootenay Ry. Co. of B.C. incorp. (B. 89, lo*)

599 (i).
Medicine Hat Ry. and Coal Co.'s incorp. (B. 54, 1°*)

149 (i).
Privilege, Ques. of, Franchise B., letter read from Re-

vising Officer's clerk, denying charge in Globe,
1635; (remarks) 1703 (i).

Rock Lake, Souris and Brandon Ry. Co.'s incorp. (B.
63, 1Q*) 301 (i).

Toronto Board of Trade Acts Amt. (B. 85, 1°*) 519 (i).

Somerville, Mr. J., North Brant.
Baker, . G. & Co.'s contract (Ques.) 1076 (ii).
Franchise Act, expenses under, in Com. of Sup., 1717

(i).
Independence of Parlt., on M. for Com. on Ways and

Means, 1579, 1581 (ii).
- Act, breach of, charge against a member (M.)

to ref. to Sel. Com., 1594 (ii).
Kah-ke-wa-quo-na-by, Chief, amounts paid to (M. for

IRet.*) 57 (i).
Printing and Stationery Bureau B. 132 (Mr. Chapleau)

on M. for 2°, 1524-1528; in Com., 1554, 1560, 1564
(i).

SUPPLY:
Logislation: Miscellaneous (Franchise Act, expenses under)

1747 (il).
Travelling Expenses of Members of Govt. (M. for

Ret.*) 57 (i).
Tupper, Sir Charles,Travelling Expenses (M. for Ret.*)

57 (i).
Woodruff, J. A., Amounts paid to (Ques.) 68 (i).

Speaker, Mr., (HoN. Gio. A. KiRKPATRIOK) Frontenac.
Address, The, Ris Ex's. reply (read) 92 (i),
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INDEX.
Speaker, Mr.-Continued.

Antigoniah Electoral Dist., Vacancy and Return of
Member, 1 (i).

Qan. Temp. Act, 1878, Amts. Bs. 92, 99 and 118, on Ant.
(Kr. Cam::ron, Vi ctora) to place on Govt. Orders
(ruling) 1220 ; Member requested to confine himself
to question, 1221; on dividing ques. (rule read)
1222 (ii).

Cape Race Lightship and fog-whistle, Mess. from Ris
Ex. (read) 226 (i).

Cardwell Electoral District, Vacancy and Return of
Member, I (i).

Catholics and Politics, on objection (Mr. Mills) to Ques.,
1379 (ii).

Criminal Law Amt. (seduction, &c,) B. 20 (Mr. Charl-
ton) Son. Amts. rep., 1326; (rule read) 1327 (ii).

Customs seizure at Montreal, settlement (remarks) on
Ques., 1343 (ii).

Debates, publishing of, in Com. of Sup., 1089 (ii).
Disturbance in the N. W., confidential papers, Mess.

from Ris Ex. (read) 368 (i).
Durham, East, Electoral District, Vacancy and Return

of Member, 1 (i).
Engineers' Certificates, Mess. from Ris Ex. (read)

599 (i).
Estimates, The, for 1886-87, Mess. from Ris Ex. (read)

368 (i); suppl., 1885-86, 1550; suppl., 1886-87,
1633 (ii).

Experimental Farm Stations establishment B. 124 (Mr.
Carling) on M. for Com. on Res. (irrelevancy of deb.)
968, 973 (ii).

French Canadians, appeals against, on objection (Mr.
Mackenzie) to Ques., 1378 (ii).

Haldimand, issue of Writ for, irrelevancy of remairks,
member called to order, 1171 (ii).

Home Rule for Jreland, on prop. Amt. (Sir John A.
Macdonald) 1139 (ii).

imperfect dispatch sent to English press
(remarks) 1381 (ii).

House of Commons, salaries, &c., in Com. of Sup..
1089 (ii).

Immigration, assisted and unassisted, irrelevancy of
remarks, 637, 640, 641, 643 (i).

on Ques of Order, deb. objected to by (Mr. White
Cardwell) ruled member justified in replying, 653 (i)

Indemnity to Members, on Rs. (Mr. Farrow) and Mr'
Blake's Ques. of Order, 122 (i).

I.C. R., Stellarton and Pictou branch B. 57. (Mr. Pope)
on M. for 30 (remarks) 665, 666, 667, 668 (i).

Internal Economy Commiss., Mess. from Ris Ex. (read)
60 (i).

Irrelevancy of debate, 637, 640, 641, 643 (i), 968, 973,
1002, 1009, 1171 (ii).

King's, N. B., Electoral District, vacancy and return
Of Member, 1 (i).

Library of Parlt., in Com. Of Sup., 1153 (ii).
Librarians' joint ]Rep. (presented) 2 (i).
New Members (announcement) 1 (i).

Speaker, Mr.-ContinuedL
Members Indemnity Act Amt., on prop. B. (Mr.

Farrow) ruled not in order, 38 (i).
--- requested to confine thomselves to Ques. before

Chair, 1221, 1317 (ii).
Messages from Ris Ex., 60, 92, 226, 368, 559 (i), 1550,

1633 (ii).
Middleton, Maj. Gen., communication from, re vote of

thanks by Part., 630 (i).
Northern and Pacific Junction Ry. Co.'s B. 25 (Mr.

McCarthy) on Ques. of Order, 1316; on Son. Amts.
(remarks) 1605; (ruling) 1607 (ii).

N. W. Central Ry. Co.'s B. 17 (Mr. Beaty) on Amt.
(Mr. Mitchell) to M. for Com. (rolevancy of debate)
1002, 1009 ; (remarks) on membors not voting, 1011,
1013 (ii).

Notice of Motion, member anticipating (remarks)
1541 (ii).

Oloomargarine, member called to order, referring to
previous deb., 1193 (ii).

Parliamentary language, members called to order
(rule quoted from May) 1580, 1582, 1635, 1701, 1704

Personal explanations by members (remarks) 1198 (ii)
Prince Albert Colonisation Co., on M. to add members

to Sol. Com., 492; (ruling) 494 (i).
Printing of Parlt., on M. (Kr. Bergin) to conc. in

Fourth Rep., 1239 (ii).
Printing, printing paper, in Com. of Sup., 1090 (ii).
Privilege, Ques, of (Mr. Charlton) application for Tim-

ber Limits (remarks) 1515 (ii).
Ques. of (Mr. Kirk) Official Reps. and hoad.

ings to extra copies, 631 (i).
Prorogation, Letter from Gov. Gon .'s Sec. (road) 1775
Riel, Louis, Execution of, on M. (Sir Hector Langevin)

to place Res. (Mr. Lan{ry, Montmagny) first Order
of the Day (rulitg) 119 (i).

on Amt. (Sir Eector Langevin) to rame. adjnd.
deb. on Res (Mr. Landry, Montmagny) censuring
Govt., 149 (i).

-- on Amt. (Mr. Edgar) to Amit. (Sir Bector
Langevin) to M. for Rets., 187 (i).

Rules of the iouse, on prop. Amt., 842 (ii).
St. John, N.B, City and County Electoral District,

Return of member elect, 1 (i).
City Electoral District, Vacancy and Return of

member, 1 (i).
Sonate, salaries, &c., in Com. of Sup., 1089 (ii).
Shuswap and Okanagan Ry. Co.'s B. 33 (Mr. Bomer)

on M. to conc. in Sen. Amts., certificate from law
clerk, 1171 (ii).

Speech from the Throne (reported) 1 (i).
Supply B. 145, passing of by Commons announced in

Son., 1777 (ii).
SUPPLY:

Legsslation: Miscellaneous (Library of Parit.) 1089, 1153;
(printing, paper, &c.) 1090. Sonate an<i Bouse of Commons,
1089 (ii).
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INDEX

Speaker, Mr.-Continued.
Temperance Colonisation Co. (remarks) 1634 (ii).
Timber, Land and Coal Leases in N.W. T., on Res. (Mr.

Charlton) in Amt. to Com. of Sup., relevancy of deb.,
1057; member requested to withdraw statement,
1061; unparliamentary language, 1071, 1074 (ii).

Vacancies (announcement) 1 (i).

Sproule, Mr. T. S., East Grey.
Animals Contagions Diseuses Act Amt. B. 19 (Mr.

.Nulock) on M. for 2>, 860 (ii).
Can. Atlantic Ry. Co.'s incorp. Act Amt. B. 43 (Mr.

Mackintosh) in Com., 559 (i)
Court of By. Commissioners B. 6 (Mr. McCarthy)

on M. for 20, 589 (i).
Disturbance in the N. W., police scouts (M. for Rot.y

738 (i).
Dom. Lands Act, 1883, Amt. B. 94 (Mr. White, Card-

well) in Com., 917, 922 (ii).
Dom. Lands, in Com. of Sup., 538 (i).
Experimental Farm Stations establishment B. 124

(Mr. Carling) on M. for Com. on Res., 969 (ii).
Farm or Real Estate Banks, in Com. on Res. (Mr.Orton)

434 (i).
Franchise, Electoral, Act Amt. B. 138 (Mr. Thompson)

in Com., 1474, 1507, 1509, 1666,1669 (ii).
Immigration, assisted and unassisted, on M. for Ret.,

657 (i).
Justice, Administration of, in Com. of Sup., 1698 (ii).
Indians, in Com. of Sup., 1654 (ii).
Insolvent Banks, Insurance Co.'s, &c., B. 15 (Mr.

Edgar) in Com., 909 (ii).
Logs, &c., in Com. on Ways and Means, 1591; conc.,

1728 (ii).
Mounted Police, in Com. of Sup., 1657 (ii).
Navigable Waters protection (fisheries, &c.) B. 96

(Mr. Foster) in Com., 955 (ii).
N.W. Central Ry. Co.'s Act Amt. B. 17 (Mr. Beaty)

on Amt. (Mr. Mitchell) to M. for Com., 990 (ii).
Oleomargarine, &c., on Res. (Mr. Taylor) respecting

legislation, 550 (ii); on Amt. (Mr. Bowell) to Amt.
(Mr. Paterson, Brant) to M. to conc. in Ways and
Means, 768 (i); on prop. Res. (Mr. Taylor) 1189 (ii).

Printing and Stationery Bureau B. 132 (Mr. Chapleau)
in Com., 1556 (ii).

Privilege, Ques. of (Mr. Cook) on personal explana.
tion, 1167 (ii).

Riel, Louis, Execution of, on Res. (Mr. Landry, Mont-
magny) censuring Govt., 325-330 (i).

Settlers in Saugeen Peninsula, on M. for Com. of Sup.,
1540 (ii).

Speeches in Parlt., on prop. Res. (Mr. Charlton) limit.
ing, 792 (i).

SUPPLY :
Ciel Gout. (Interior, Dept. of) 538 (i).
Coll4ction of Revenues (Weights and Measures and Gas, salaries)

1545 (ii).

Sproule, Mr. T. S.-Continued.
SUPPLY-Contfnued.

Indians (Man. and N. W. T.) 1654 (il).
Justice, Administration of, 1698 (ii).
Bountad Police, 1657 (ii).

Timber, Land and Coal Leses in N. W. T., on Res.
(Mr.Charlton) in Amt. toCom. of Sup., 1070-1072 (ii).

Ways and Mans-The Tariff, 768 (i), 1228, 1591 (ii).
Weights and Measures and Gas, in Com. of Sap.,

1545 (ii).

Stairs, Mr. J. Fitz-William, West Halifax.
Can. Temp. Act, Returns of Fines collected (Ques.)

1172 (ii).
Flag Treaty between U. S. and Spain, on M. for Cor.,

701 (i).
Pictou, Coal and Iron Co.'s Act Amt. (B. 64, 1°*)

368 (i)6

Sugar Duties paid at Halifax and Montreal (Ques.)
898 (ii).

Sugars, cone. in Ways and Means, 774, 777, 779 (i).
Union Bank of Ealifax, Capital Stock reduction

(B. 52, 10*) 149 (i).
Ways and Means-The Tariff, 774, 777, 779 (i).

Sutherland, Mr. J., North Oxford.
Ingersoll, London and Chatham Ry. Subsidy, in Com.

on Res., 1599 (ii).
Lake Nipissing and James' Bay Ry. Co.'s Act Amt.

(B. 35, 10*) 92 (i).
Sable and Spanish River Slide and Boom Co.'s (B. 36,

10*) 92; Order for Com. read, 494; in Com., 782 (i).
Subsidies (money) to .Rys. B. 146 (Mr. Pope) in Com.

on Res., 1599 (ii).

Taschereau, Mr. T. L., Beauce.
Riel, Louis, case of, Pets. from Provincial Govts. (Ques.)

634 (i).

Tassé, Mr. J., Ottawa City.
Catholics and Politics (Ques.) 1379 (il).
Dom. $2 Notes, counterfeit (Ques.) 865 (ii).
French Canadians, appeals against (Ques.) 1378 (ii).

-- representation for Ont. in Sen. (Ques.) 1633 (ii).
Labelle, Rev. M., Immigration Rop. (Ques.) 1633 (ii).
Medals, distribution of (Ques.) 1661 (ii).
Prorogation, closing remarks, 1775 (ii).
Riel, Louis, Execution of, on Res. (Mr. Landry, Mont -

magny) censuring Govt., 364-366 (i).

Taylor, Mr. G., South'Leeda.
Consolid. Inland Rev. Acta Amt. B. 101 (Mr..Costigan)

in Com. on Res. (oleomargarine) 687 (i).
Cook, Mr. H., Timber Dues (Ques.) 1380; (M. to ref.

to Pub. Acets. Com.) 1420 (ii).
Edmonton and St. Albert Land Surveys (M. for Cor.,

&c.*) 802 (i).

Immigration, in Com. of Sup., 1415 (ii).
Fruit, green, conc. in Ways and Means, 752 (i).
North American Tel. Co.'s incorp. (B. 86, 10*) 543 (i).
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INDEX.
Taylor, Mr. G.-Otfaed.

Oleomargarine, &c. (Res.) legislation, 517, 554; in
Uom. on È. 101,687;on Amt. (Kr. Boweft) to Anit.
(Mr. Pterson, Brawt) to M. to conc. in Ways and
Means, 762 (i); deb. rwmd., 118t; on Amt. (Mr.
Êe.i) to M. (Mr. Blake) for Bel. Com. re M.
Roche, 1341 (il).

Rideau Canal, in C0m. of Sup., 1453 (il).
Riel, Louis, Pets. from Orange Lodges respecting

(Ques.) 196 (i).
SUPPLT:

Canals-Income (Rideau) 1453 (il).
Immigration (general vote) 1415 (ii).

Timber, Land, and Coal, Leases in N. W. T., on Res.
(Mr. Charlton) in Amt. toCom. of Sap., 1055-1057 (il).

Timber Limits, &c., refutation of charges, on M. for
Corm. on Ways and Means, 1583 (ii).

Ways dtnd .eans-The Tariff, 753, 762.

Temple, Mr. T., York, N. B.
Ë4érimeráa'l Farin Stations estalishment B. 124 (Mr.

Carling) in Com., 1149 (il). ,
Franchise, Electoral, Act Amt. B. 138 (Mr. Thompson)

in Com., 1474 (ii).
Fredericton to Prince William Ry. Subsidy, in Com.

on Res., 1625 (ii).
Subsidies (money) to Rys. B. 146 (Mr. Pope) in Com.

on Res., 1625 (ii).

Thompson, Hon. J. S. D., Antigonmsh.
Animals Contagious Diseases B. 19 (Mr.

M. for 2, 861; in Com., 864 (ii).
Mulock) on

Bankruptcy and Insolvency, legislation (Ans.) 59 (i).
B. C. Penitentiary, in Com. of Sup., 896 (ii).
C.P.R. Act Amt. B. 131 (Mr. McLelan) in Com.,

1201 (ii).
Cape Race Lighthouse Transfer B. 100 (Mr. Poster)

in Com. on Res., 672 (i).
Carleton City of St. John bl.anth Ry. B. 1317 (Mr.

Hackett) on M. to ihti.ed., 1310; on M. for 2° and in
Coin., 1424 (ii).

Carriërs by Land B. 7 (Kr. McCarthy) on M. for 20,
07 (i).

Chignecto Marine Transport Ry. (B. 105) M. to cônc.
in Sen. Amts., 1381 (il).

Convict Labor in Dorchester Penitentiary (Ans.)
1675 (ii).

Court of Ry. Commissioners B. 6 (Kr.-McCarthy)
on M. for 2°, 596 (i).

Criminal Law Ant. (burglars) B. 28 (Bir. Robertson,
Eastings) on M. for 2°, 1185 (ii).

(law of evidence) B. 23 (Mr. Cameron, Huron)
or M. for 2', 707 (i).

- (law of evidence) B. 3 (Mr. Robertson, Hamilton)
in Com., 911 (ii).

--- (law of evidence) (B. 141, 10*) 1385; in Cor.,
1464 (ii).

(offences against the person) (B. 125, 1°*)
1254; 2°1m., 1272; in Com., 1382 (il).

7

'thompson, Hon. J. S. D.-Continued.
Criminal Law Ait. (iéeodtion, &c.) B. 20 (Mr. Chdrl-

tón) on M. for Com., 571 ; in Com., 705 (1).
Crown Cases reserved Act Amt. (B. 126) 1° m., 914;

2° m., 1202 (ii).
Crnelty to Animals Prevention B. 11(Kr. Charlton5 on

M. for 2°, 439 (i).
Disturbance in the N.W., Half-breeds, Indians, &o.,

committals and convictions (Ans.) 61 (i).
Reps. from Govt. Counsel on Trials, &o. (An.)

185 (i).
-- Trial of Half-breeds, Indians, &o. (Ans.) 58 (1).
Dorchester Penitentiary, in Com. of Sup., 892 (ii).
Esquimalt and Nanaimo Ry. B. 47 (Mr. Pope) on M.

for 2°, 517 (i).
Factory Legislation (Ans.) 634 (i).
Fines and Forfeitures (B. 82, 1°) 488; 2° m., 671; in

Come., 713 (i).
Fishing by Foreign Vessels in Can. Waters B. 186

(Mr. Poster) on M. for 2* and in Com., 1423 (i).
Fisheries protection and Marine Police regulations

issued, on M. for copies, 459 (i).
Franchise Act, Amts. (Ans.) 543 (i).
- - Electoral, Act Amt. (B. 138) M. to introd.,

1342; in Com., 1467, 1504, 1507, 1510; M. to ref.
back to Com., 1664; in Com., 1665 (ii).

Govt. measures (remarks) 913, 1194 (if).
High Court of Justice, Ont., Judge's salary (Ans.)

898; (B. 125) prop. Res., 877; in Com. and 1°* of
B., 973; in Com., 1204 (ii).

Home Rule for Ireland, on Amt. (Mr. McMullen) to
Amt. (Mr. Co8tigan) to Res. (Mr. Blake) 1125; on
Amt. (Sir John A. Macdonald) 1139; on Amt. (Kr.
Mills) 1140; (Amt.) agreed to (Y. 80; N. 70)
1142 (ii).

Indemnity to Members, on iRes. (Mr. Parrow) and Mr.
Blake's Ques. of Order, 122 (i).

Insolvent Banks, Insurance Co.'s, &c., Act Ant. 13. 15
Rir. Edgar) on M. for 20, 460 (i); in Com., 1179 (11).

Insurance (B. 111, 10*) 842; 2° m., 957; in Cem.,
1385 (ii).

B. C. R., Reservoir, &c., at Lévis (Ans.) 1378 (iiy.
- - Stellarton and Pictou branch B. 57 (Mr. Pope)

in Com4. 617, 623; on M. for 30, 665 (i).
Interest in B. C., B. 22 (Mr. Baker, Vic.) fr to place

on Govt. Orders, 1218 ; 2Q m., 1248; In 00m,
1244 (ii).

on Money secured by Mortgage B. 12 (Mr.
Mc Mullen) on M. for 20, 440 (i).

Interpretation Act Amt. (B. 80) in Com , 712 (i).
Judge's Salary, additional (Ont.) prop. Rs., 877 (ii).
Judiciary in the N.W.T. (B. 133) Reas. conc, in and 1*

of B., 1223 (ii).
Justice, Administration of, in Com. of Sup., 886, 889-

891, 1698 (ii).
-- Penitentiaries branoh, Deptl. Rep. (presented)

31 (i).
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Thompson, Hon. J. S. D.-Continued.
Keewatin, boundaries extension (B. 127, 1°) 974 (ii).
Kingston Penitentiary, in Com. of Sup., 891, 1165 (ii).
Lands in North and West Ont. (Ans.) 1172 (ii).
Law of Evidence. See "Criminal law."
Legal Services in connection with Revision of Statutes,

in Com. of Sup., 1159 (ii).
Manitoba, increased representation in Parlt. (Ans.)

784 (i).
Penitentiary, in Com. of Sup., 893 (ii).

Maritime Court of Ont. Jurisdiction B. 5 (Mr. Allen)
in Com., 560, 562, 565-569 (i).

Naturalisation Act Amt, (Ans.) 709 (i).
Navigable Waters protection (fisheries, &c.) B. 96 (Mr.

Foster) on M. for 2°, 948; in Com., 955 (ii).
- works in, B. 130 (Sir Hector Langevin) on M.
for 20, 1216; in Com., 1270 (ii).

Northern and Pacifie Junction Ry. Co.'s B. 25 (Mr. Me
Carthy) in Com., 1323; on Sen. Amts., 1606 (ii).

N.W.T. Law Amt. (B. 133) prop. Ros., 1015; in Com.,
1203; 1°* of B., 1223 ; in Com., 1382, 1459 ; on
Amt. (Mr. Weldo) to M. for 3', 1483 (ii).

Prince Albert Colonisation Co., on M. to add members
to Sel. Com., 492 (i).

Privilege, Ques. of (Mr. Kirk) Officiai Reps. and head-
ings to extra copies, 631 (J).

Public Buildings, in Com. of Sup., 1159 (ii).
Queen's Counsel, appointments, on M. for Cor., 392 (î).
Real Property in the N. W. T., transfer (B. 10) M. to

introd., 40; 1o*, 41; 21 m., 668 (i); in Com., 1516;
prop. Res., 1532; M. to conc. in Res., 1552 (ii).

Reformatory for Juvenile Offenders Hlalifax (B. 134)
1Q*, 1254; in Com., 1381 (ii).

Revised Statutes of Can. (B. 9) M. to introd., 38; 1°*,
40 (i); in Com., 1224 (ii).

Riel, Louis, case of, authority to exercise mercy (Ans.)
59; Pets. from Provincial Govts. (Ans.) 634 (i).

Execution of, Reps, &o., in favor of mercy
(Ans.) 266 (1).

Execution of, on Res. (Mr. Landry, Montmagny)
censuring Govt., 267-291 (i).

Medical Commission, Reps. (Ans.) 68 (i).
O. C. ordering execution (Ans.) 59 (i).
Pets. for hanging (Ans.) 266 (i).

-- recommendation to mercy by jury (Ans.) 62 (i).
Reps. of Drs. Valade and Lavell (Ans.) 120 (i).
respites granted, motive for (Ans.) 59 (i).
respites granted, O. C., re execution and letters,

&c., of Kedical Commission, on M. for copies, 59 (i).
respites granted, on M. for copies of U.C., 43 (i).

-trial of, instructions sent to Mr. Justice Richard-
som, on M. for copies, &c., 59 (i).

trial of, on M. for copies of documents, &c.,
43 (i).

Rys. or Repeal (remarks) on telogram in Halifax Mail,
1628 (ii).

St. Vincent de Paul Penitentiary, in Com. of Sup.,
1692 (ii).

Thompson, Hon. J. S. D.-Oontinued.
Scott Act, enforcement (Ans.) 438 (i).
Short Lino Ry., Montreal and Salisbury (Ans.) 1240 (ii).
Stather, R., transfer from Dorchester Penitentiary

to Kingston (Ans.) 68 (i).
--- papers, re application for discharge, on M. for

copies, 373 (i).
Statutes, Revised (B. 9) in Com., 513 (i).

M. to ref. to Sel. Com., 555 (i).
M. to add name to Com., 599 (i).

Stipendiary Magistrate at Calgary (Ans.) 427 (i).
Stoney Mountain Penitentiary, prisoners' health (Ans.)

1173 (ii).
Summary Proceedings before Justices of the Peace (B.

84, 1*) 519; 2° m., 671 ; in Com, 715,805 (i).
SUPPLY:

Civil Govt. (Inian A.ffairs, Dept. of) 689; (Justice, Dept. of)
523 (i), (contingencies) 877 (ii); (Railways and Canals, Dept.
of) 691 (i).

Justice, Adminiatration oj, 886, 1698 (ii).
Pententiaries (B. 0.) 896; (Dorchester) 892; (Kingston) 891;

(Man.) 893; (St. Vincent de Paul) 1692 (ii).
Public Werks: Buildings (N.S.) 1159 (ii).

Supreme Court, extra reporter, in Com. of Sup.,891 (ii).
Travis, Judge, in Com. of Sup,, 886-889 (ii).

ref. to in Com. on B. 133, 1463 (ii).
Treason-felony Trials at Regina, &c., on M. for Cor.,

&c., 696 (i).
Trent Valley Canal, Fees paid to Poisett and Roger

(Ans.) 843 (ii).
Windsor Branch Ry. Settlement (Ans.) 1240 (ii).
Wurtele, Hon. J. S., appointmont as Judge (Ans.) 866

Townshend, Mr. C. J., Cumberland.
Chignecto Marine Ry. B. (Mr. Pope) on prop. Res., 676

Trow, Mr. J., South Perth.
American Fishermen, depredations by (Ques.) 783 (i).
C. P. R. Act Amt. B. 131 (Mr. .cLelan) on M. for 30

1857; in Com., 1358 (ii).
B. C. contracts (Ques.) 709 (i).
Northern Pacific Ry. Agreement (Ques.) 633 (i).

-- salaries, &c., of Staff, in Com. of Sup., 1450 (i).
Deposits in dovt. and P. Q. Savings Banks (Ques.)

634 (i).
Disturbance in the N. W., Anderson, James, Cor. re

purchase of supplies, &o. (M. for copies) 427 (i).
--- Batoche, battle of, Rep. of Officer second in Com-

mand (Ques.) 369 (i).
-_instructions to non-combatants (M. for copies,

&c.) 427 (i).
transport contractors (M. for Ret.) 427 (i).

Dom. Exhibition, in Com. of Sap., 1092 (ii).
Lands Act, 1883, Amt. B. 94 (Mr. White, Card-

well) in Com., 918, 921, 926 (ii).
-- Lands, in Com. of Sup., 541 (i).

Ry. Act Amt. re compensation (Ques.) 426 (i).
Factory Legislation (Qaes.) 634 (i).
Franchise, Electoral, Act Amt. B. 138 (Mr. Thompson)

in Com , 1469 (ii).



INDEX.
Trow, Mr. J.--(ontinued.

Grapo Vines imported under valuation (Ques.) 370 (i).
Immigration, in Com. of Sup., 1387 (ii).
Jarvis, P. R., amount paid to as returning officer under

Can. Temp. Act (M. for Ret.*) 393 (i).
Kaministiquia River, in Com. of Sup., 1157 (ii).
Oleomargarine, &c., on Amt. (Mr. Bowell) to Amt. (Mr.

Paterson, Brant) to M. to conc. in Ways and Means,
763 (i).

Port Arthur Harbor, in Com. of Sup., 1157 (ii).
Printing and Stationery Bureau B. 132 (Mr. Chapleau)

in Com., 1565; on M. to conc. in Sen. Aimts. (Amt.)
1728 (ii).

of Parlt., on M. to cono. in Fourth Rep. of Com.
1197 (ii).

Privilege, Ques. of, on personal explanation (Mr. Orton)
re paragraph in Globe, 602 (i).

Prorogation, closing remarks, 1776 (ii).
Public Buildings, Ont., in Com. of Sup., 1163 (ii).
Squaw Island, Fishing Privileges, &c. (Ques.) 784 (i).
Sugar in Bond in Montreal (Ques.) 783 (i), 843 (ii).
Subsidies (land) to Rys. B. 147 (Mr. White, Cardwell)

in Com., 1713 (il).
SUPPLY:

Arts, Agriculture, J·c. (Dom. Exhibition) 1092 (i).
Civil Govt. (Interior, Dept. of) 541 (i).
Immigration (general vote) 1387 (ii).
Public Worka-Capital (Port Arthur Harbor and Kaministiquia

River) 1157. Income: Buildings (Ont.) 1163 (ii).
Railways-Cepital: 0. P. R. (salaries, &c., of staff) 1450 (ii),

Ways and Means-The TarifT, 763 (i).

Tupper, Mr. C. H., Pictou.
Columbia Valley Ry. Co.'s incorp. (B. 87, 10*) 569 (i).
I. C. R., Stellarton and Pictou branch B. 57 (Mr. Pope)

in Com., 604, 608, 611, 621 ; on M. for 3°, 664 (i).
Navigable Waters, works in, B. 130 (Sir Hector

Langevin) in Com., 1271 (ii).
Pictou Bank (B. 50, 10*) 149; in Com., 614 (i).
Short Line Ry. in N.S. (M. for copies of Cor.) 444 (i).
Stather, R., re application for discharge of, on M. for

copies, 375 (i).
Timber, Land and Coal Leases in N.W.T., on Res.

(Mr. Charlton) in &mt. to Com. of Sup., 1073 (i).

Tyrwhitt, Mr. R., South Simcoe.
Timber, Land and Coal Leases in N. W. T., on Res.

(Mr. Charlton) in Amt, to Com. of up., 1074 (ii).

Vail, Hon. W. B., Digby.
A, B and C Batteries, in Com. Of SUp., 1309 (ii).
Adama, David J., schooner, seizure of, on M. for Com.

of Sup., 1255 (ii).
Archives, care of, in Com. Of Sap., 1090 (ii).
Annapolis and Digby Ry. Extension (remarks) 1746(ài).
Bounty on Pig Iron B. 150 (Mr. McLelan) on M. for

Com. on Res., 1715 (ii).
Briar and Long Islands telegraph communication, Gis-

borne's Rep. (M. for copy*) 393 (i),
Brigade Majors salaries, &o., inCoim. of Sup., 1302 (ii).

Vail, Hon. W. B.-Continued.
Buoys and Beacons, in Com. of Sap., 1377 (il).
Burlington Bay Canal B. 76 (Sir Hector Langevin) on

M. for 20, 518 (i).
Canal ToUs, amount collected (Ques.) 784 (i).
Cape Breton Island Ry. B. 143 (Sir Bector Langevin)

on Res., 1486; in Com., 1488 (ii).
Cape Race Lighthouse Transfer B. 100 (Mr. Poster) in

(Dom. on Res., 672 (1).
Chignecto Marine Transport Ry. B. (Mr. Pope) on

prop. Res., 677 (i).
Chinese Immigration Act Amt. B. 106 (tr. fChapleau)

in Com., 1236; on Amt. (Ur. Mitchell) to M. for 8°,
1242 (ii).

Cobourg, town of, Relief B. 122 (Mr. McLelan) on M.
for Com. on Res., 958; in Con., 1141 (ii).

Cod Liver Oit and Guano industries, in Com. of Sup.,
1758 (il).

Contingencies, &c., in Com. of Sup., 1307 (ih).
Commissions to Public Offleers B. 110 (Ur. Chapleau)

iu Com., 959 (ii).
Cordage, manila and sisal,in Com. on Ways and Means,

1584 (ii).
Criminal Statistics, in Com. of Sap., 1091 (ii).
Customs Seizures at Montreal, on M. for Com. of Sup.,

1690 (ii).
Digby Pier, rebuilding of (Ques.) 31, 42 (i).
Dredging, in CoM. Of SUp., 1269 (ii).
Easter, adjnmt. for (remarks) 748 (i).
Esquimalt Graving Dock, in Com. of Sap., 1157 (ii).
Farm or Real Estate Banks, on M. (Mr. Orton) for Coin.

on Res., 432; in Com., 583 (i).
Fisheries protection and Marine Police regulations

issued, on M. for copies, 458 (i).
Flag Treaty between U. S. and Spain (31. for Cor.)

700 (i).
Flour and Coal duties, abolition of, on Res. (Mr.

Mitchell) in Amt. to Com. of Sup., 1430 (ii).
Franchise Act, expenses under, in Coin. of Sap., 1747

(ii).
Franchise, Electoral, Act Amt. B. 138 (Mr. Thompson)

in Com., 1469, 1504 (ii).
Fruit, green, conc. in Ways and Means, 752 (i).
Geological Survey, in Com. of Sanp., 1649 (il).
Govt. Steamers, maintenance and repairs, In CoM. of

Sup., 1372 (ii).
H[arbors and Rivers, in Comn. of Sp., 1261, 1264 (ii).
lealth Statistics, in Com. of Sp., 1095 (ii).

Indians, in Com. of Sp., 1651 (ii).
I. C. R., St. Charles branch, in Com. of Sup., 1452 (ii).

-Stellarton and Pictou branch B. 57 (Ur. Pope)
in Com., 607, 724, 626; on M for 3°, 663 (i).

-- Stellarton branch, in Com. of Sap., 1452 (ii).
Westinghouse Brakes, amounits paid for apply-

iig (M. for Ret.*) 393 (i).
Lighthouses and Fog Alarme, in Com. of Sp., 1376

(ii).
Logs, &c., in Com. on Ways and Meanus, 1587 (il).
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Vail, Hon. W. B.-Continued.

Lylian, schooner, seizure of (Ques.) 912 (ii).
Marine Police Force in Can., on M. for Rat., 385 (i).
Military works in B.C., in Com. of Sup., 1752 (ii).
Militia, contingencies, in Com. of Sup., 878, 1744 (ii).
Montreal Armories, in Com. of Sup., 1163 (ii).
Navigable Waters protection (fisheries, &c.) B. 96

(Mr. Foster) on M. for 20, 949 (i).
works, in B. 130 (Sir Hector Langevin) on M.

for 29, 1246 (ii).
Niotaux and Atlantic Ry., in Çom. on B. 146, 1619 (ii).
Printing and Stationery Bureau B. 132 (Mr. Chapleau)

in Com., 1553 (ii).
Privilege, Ques. of (Mr. Kirk) Offcial Reps and head-

igs to extra cQpies, 631 (i).
Royal Military College, in Com. of Sup., 1308 (ii).
Steamboat Inspection Act Amt. B. 103 (Mr. Poster)

in Com., 1087 (i).
Public Buildings at Ottawa, in Com. of Sup., 1156,

1160, 1163 (ii).
Stewiacke and Musquodoboit Ry. Subsidy, in Com. on

Res., 1624; (remarks) on intrdn. of B. 146, 1636 (ii).
Sugars, conc. in Ways and Means, 773, 778 (i).
Subsidies (money) to Rys. B. 146 (Mr. Pope) in Com.

on Res., 1617; on intrdn. of B., 1636, 1638; in Com.,
1704, 1707 (ii).

SUPPLY :
Arts, Agrieulture, tc. (Archives, care of) 1090; Oriminal Statis-

tics) 1091; (Health Statiatica) 1095 (ii).
Chargea qfManagement ( Asst. Financial Inspector) 520; (Auditor

and Rec. Gen., Vic.) 521 (1).
Civil Coui. (Agriculture, Dept. of) 691 ; (Indian Affaire, Dept.

of) 689; (Interior, Dept. of) 524; (Marine, Dept. of) 691 (i)
(contingencies) 886; (Militia, contingencies) 878, 1307,
1744 (ài); (Railways and Canals, Dept. of) 691; (Secretary
of State, Dept of) 524 (i).

Collection of Revenues (Customs) 1454 (ii).
Fùhariea (Cod Liver Oil and Guano industries) 1758 (ii).
Geological Survey, 1649 (ii).
Indiiane (N.S.) 1651 (ii).
Legislation: House of Commons (salaries) 1089; Miscellaneous

(Franchise Act, expenses under) 1747 (ii).
Lighthouse ast Coast Service (Buoys and Beacons) 1377; (Light-

houses and Fog alarma) 1376 (ii).
Militia (A, B, and 0, Batteries) 1309; (Brigade Majors salaries,

&c.) 1302; (Royal Military College) 1308 (ii).
Ocean and River Service (Govt. Steamers) 1372 ; (Wrecks and

Casualties) 1374 (ii).
Publie Works-Capital (Esquimalt Graving Dock) 1157; (Mili-

tary works, B.0.) 1752; (Publie Buildings, Ottawa) 1156.
Income: Buildings (N.S.) 1160; (Ont.) 1163; (P.E.1.) 1161
(Que.) 1163. Dredging, 1269. Harbors and Rivers, 1754;
(KI.B.) 1264; (N.B.) 1261; (Mar. Provs. generally) 1284 (ii).

Railway--Capital. I.0.R. (St. Charles Branch) 1452; (Stella-
ton Branch) 1452 (i).

Truro to Newport Ry. Subsidy, in Com. on Res., 1617
(ii).

Ways and Means-The Tariff, 752, 754, 773 (i), 1583 (ii).
Weights and Measures Act, 1879, Amt. B. 109 (Mr.

Costigan) on M. for 2°, 957 (ii).
Western Counties Ry., in Com. on B. 146, 1707 (ii).
Wrecks and Casualties, in Com. of Sup., 1374 (ii).

Valn, Mr. P. V., Montmorency.
Returns, expense in producing, on M. for Ret., 386 (i).
Valin, Mr., M.P., Grants of land to, in N.W., on M. for

Ret., 32 (i).

Vanasse, Mr. P., Yamaska.
Riel, Louis, Pets. praying for clemency, &c. (Ques.)

120 (i).

Wallace, Mr. N. C., West York, Ont.
Dom. Lands Act, 1883, Amt. B. 94 (Mr. White, Card-

well) in Com. 1081 (ii).
Dom. Lands, in Com. of Sup., 536 (i).
Experimental Farm Stations establishment B. 124

(Mr. Oarling) on M. for Com. on Res., 941 (i).
Franchise, Electoral, Act Amt. B. 138 (Mr. TÂcmpson)

in Com,, 1469, 1506, 1509, 1511, 1670 (ii).
Home Rule for Ireland, on Amt. (Mr. McMullen) to

Amt. (Mr. Costigan) to Res. (Mr. Blake) 1117 (ii).
Printing and Stationery Bureau B. 132 (Mr. Chapleau)

in Com., 1556-1560 (ii).
Privilege, Ques. of (Mr. Edgar) re supposed telegrams

read in louse, 782 (i).
Riel, Louis, Execution of, on Res. (Mr. Landry, Mont.

magny) censuring Govt., 99-104 (i).
Sugars, conc. in Ways and Means, 777 (i).
SUPPLY:

Civil Govt. (Indian Maire, Dept. of) 689; (Interior, Dept. of)
536 (i).

Timber Land and Coal Leases in N.W.T., on Res. (Mr.
Charlton) In Amt. to Com. of Sup. (remarks) 1071(ii.)

-- Licenses in disputed Territory (Ques.) 41 (i).
Ways and Means-The Tariff, 777 (i).

Ward, Mr. H. A., Eost Durham.
Address, The, seconded, 6 (i).
Midland Bank of Canada incorp. (B. 18, 10*) 58 (i).

Watson, Mr. R., Marquette.
Ammunition, clothing, &c., in Com. of Sup., 1302 (ii).
Assiniboine River improvements (Ques.) 784 (i).
Bai bed wire fencing, &c., cono. in Ways and Means,

772 (i).
0. P. R. Act Amt. B. 131 (Mr. McLelan) on M.

for 30, 1343; (Amt.) 1345; neg. (Y. 49, N. 116)
1357 (ii).

Colonial and Indian Exhibition, in Com. of Sup., 1742
(i).

C(ontingencies, &o., Militia, in Com. of Sup., 1308 (ii).
Cordage, manila and sisal, in Com. on Ways and Means,

1586 (ii).
Disallowance of Ry. charters in Man. (M. for Ret.*)

802 (i).
Dom. Exhibition, in Com. of Sup., 1091 (ii).
Dom. Lands Act, 1883, Amt. B. 94 (Mr. White, Card-

well) in Com., 914, 917, 919, 921, 1081-1084(ài).
Dom. Lands, in Cor. of Sup., 528, 534, 53, 542 (i),

1550 (ii).
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Watson, Mr. R.-Coninuied.
Diedging, in Com. of Sup., 1269 cii).
Experimental Farm Stations establishWent B. 124

(Mr. Carling) on M. for Com. on Riles.,961 (ii).
Rying Column for N. W. (M. for Cor.) 634 (i).
Franchise, Electoral, Act Amt. B. 138 (Mr. Thompson)

in Com., 1672 (ii).
Harbors and Rivers, in Com. of Sup., 1269 (ii).
Hudson Bay Expedition, in Dom. of Sup., 1658 (ii).
Immigration, assisted and unassisted, on M. for Ret.,

660 (i).
-- in Com. of Sup., 1388 (ii).
Indian Administration of N.W., on Res. (fr. Camero,

Buron) in Amt. to Com. of Sup., 745 (i)
Indians, in Com. of Sup., 1653 (ii).
Justice, Administration of, in Com. of Sup., 887, 899

(ii).
Lake Mlanitoba navigation (Ques.) 869 (i).
Land Grants to Militis Force B. 142 (Mr. White, Car4-

well) on M. for 2°, 1570; in Com, 1572 (ii).
Land Grants to Rys. in Man. and the N W.T. B. 147

(Mr. White, Cardwell) in Com. on Res., 1632 ; M. to
conc. in*Res., 1639; in Com. on B., 1710 (ii).

Man. Claims settlement B. 123 (Mr. McLelan) on SU.
to conc. in Res., 960; on M. for 2°, 1145 (ii).

Man., increased representation in Parlt. (Ques.) 784 (i).
Man. Penitentiary, in Com. of Sap., 895 (ii).
Memorial of the N.W. Council (M. for copy) 703 (i).
Militia organisation in N.W.T (Ques.) 84 (i).
Mounted Police, in Com. of Sup., 1657 (ii).
N.W. Central iy. Co.'s Act Amt. B. 17 (bir. Beaty) on

Amt. (Mr. Mitchell) to M. for Com., 1,b5; on M. to
adjn. deb., 1004; in Com., 1013 (ii).

- Land Subsidy, in Com. on Res., 1632 (i).
N.W.T. Law Amt. B. 133 (Mr. Trompson) in Com.,

1464 (ii).
Portage la Prairie and Lake of the Woods Ry. and

Nav. <Oo.'s incorp. (B. 55, 1°*) 185 (i).
Post Office, in Com. of Sup., 1549 (i).
Pre-emptions in Man., reduction in price (Ques.)

369 (i).

Publie Works, Man., in Com. of Sup., 1165 (ii).
Quarantine, in Com. of Sup., 1419 (ii).
Representation of the N.W.T. in Parlt. B. 115 (Sir John

A. Macdona4) on M. for 21, 1211 l; in Com., 1216,
1251; on M. for 30 (Amt.) 1271 (ii).

Retuirns, egeae in producing, on M. for Ret., 390 (ii).

Art., Apriéaitunr, 4c. (Colonial Ethibition) 1742 ; Dom. Exhibi.

tion) 109 t (ii).
Charges of Management (Anditor and Rec. Gen., Winnipeg)

521 (i).
Civil GovL (Interior, Dept. of) 527 (i); (Militia, kc., contingen.

cies) 1308 (ii)
oll.ection of Revenues(Dom. Lands) 1530; (Poet Offie, Mail Ser.
vice, salaries, &c.) 1549 (i).

Immigration (general vote) 1388; (agricuitural implements)
1401 (i).

Watson, Mr. R.-Continud.
SUPPLY-Continued.

Indians (Man. and Y. W. T.) 1653 (Ul).
Justice, Adminiistration of, 887 (Hi).
Militil (Ammunition, clothing, &o.) 1802 (11).
Miscellaneous (Hudson Ba*y Erpedition) 1658 (11).
mounted Police, 1657 (ii).
Penitentiaries(Ian.) 895 (i).
Pomuos (conc.) 1771 (i).
Publie Work--Inone: Buildings (Man.) 1185. Dredging,

1269. Harbora and Rivera (Man.) 1269 (11).
Quarantine (general vote) 1419 (ii).

Travis, Judge, in Com. of Sap., 887 (ii).
Ways and Means-The Tariff, 712 (1), 1586 (ii).
Wire, iron or steel, &o., cono. in Ways and Means,

772 (i).

Weldon, Mr. O. W.,"St. John, N. B., City and County.
Administration of Justice, in Com. of Sup., 886, 890 (ii).
Bank of N. B., Capital Stock reduction (B. 14, 10*)

48 (i).
B. C. Penitentiary, in Com. of Sup., 896 (ii).
Buoys and Beacons, in Com. of Sup., 1377 (ii).
Butternut Ridge, N. B., Postmaster (Ques.) 10'25 (ii).
C.P. R., Port Arthur to Red River, in Com. gf Sup.,

1694 (ii).
Caraquet Ry. Co.'s Subsidy (Ques.) 494 (i).

Carleton City of St. John branch Ry. B 121 (fr.

Hackett) on M. for 2°, 1424 ; in Com., 1425 (ii).
Chinese Immigration Act Amt. B. 106 (Mr. Chapleau)

in Com., 1229 (ii).
Cordage, manila and sisal, in om. on Ways and

Means, 1534 (ii).
Colonial and Indian Exhibition, in Com. of Sup.,

1742 (ii).
Criminal Law Amt. (law of evidence) B. 141 (Vr.

Thompson) in Comn., 1465 (ii).

Crown Cases Reserved Act Amt. B. 126 (Ur. Thompson)
in Com., 1202 (ii).

Customs, iin Com. of Sup., 1454 (ii).
Edmonstone and Rivière du Loup Ry. Subsidy (Ques.)

570 (i).
Fairfield, N.B., Postmaster4ip (Ques.) 1661 (ii).
Fisheries, salaries, &o., in Com. of Sap., 1542 (ii).
Fishing by Foreign Vessels in Canadian Waters B.

136 (Ur. Poster) on M. for 29, 1423 (ii).
Flour and Coal duties, abolition of, on Res. (lir.

Mitchell) in Amt. to Com. of Sup., 1431 (il).
Franchise Act, inbtructions to Revising Offloers, on M.

for copies, 55 (i).
Franchise, Electoral, Act Amt. B. 138 (Ur. Thompson)

in Dom., 1468, 1498, 1509, 1666, 1671 (ii).
Frederioton to Prince William Ry. Subsidy, in Com. on

Res., 1625 (ii).
Harbors and Rivers, N. B., in Ocm. of Sup., 1263 (hi.)
Indians, in Dom. of Sup., 1651 (ii).
InsolventBanks, Insurance Co.'s, &c., B. 15 (Mr. Edgar)

in Com., 908 (ii).
I. C. R, csualties, &o., damage and amount of claims

(M. for Rot.*) 68 (i).

Uit



INDEX.

Weldon, Mr. C. W.-ontinwd.
I. C. R. claims arising out of construction, in Com. of

Sup., 1752 (fi).
- - earnings and working expenses (Ques.) 62;

(M. for Ret.*) 392 (i).
employees between Campbellton and Halifax,

&c. (M. for Ret.*) 58 (i).
Indiantown branch, amount paid for land

damages (M. for Ret.4) 392 (i).
oil contracts (Ques.) 897 (ii).
private and official cars built or purchased (K.

for Ret.) 57 (i).
-- rolling stock purchased (M. for Ret. *) 58 (i).
-- rolling stock repaired at Govt. workshops, &c.

(M. for Ret.*) 58 (i).
-- Stellarton branch, in Com. of Sup., 1452 (ii).

Interest in B. C., B. 22 (Mr. Thompson) in Com.,
1245 (ii).

yustice, Administration of, in Com of Sup., 890 (ii).
Land Grants to Militia B. 142 (hir. White, Cardwell) in

com.on Res, 1456; on M. for 2°, 1570; in Com.,
1572 (ii).

Legal Services in connection with Public Works, in
Com. of Sup., 1159 (ii).

Lighthouses and Fog-alarmrs, in Com. of Sap.,
1876 (ii).

Marine Police Force in Can., on M. for Rot., 385 (i).
Maritime Court of Ont. Jurisdiction B. 5 (Mr. Allen)

in Com., 560, 564, 567 (i).
Metapedia and Cross Point Ry. Survey (Ques.) 426 (i),
Meteorological Observatories, in Com. of Sup.,

1377 (if).
Moncton and Buctouche Ry. Co.'s Subsidy, in Com. on

Res., 1597 (ii).
Mount Middleton, N.B., Postmaster (Ques.) 1075 (ii).
Navigable Waters protection (fisheries, &c.) B. 96

(Mr. Foster) on M. for 2°, 946; in Com., 950 (ii).
Navigable Waters, works in, B. 130 (Sir Hector Lan-

gevin) M. for 2> 1246; in Com., 1270 (ii).
Nerepis Station, N.B Postmaster (Ques.) 1075 (ii).
N.W.T. Law Amt. B. 133 (Mr. Thompson) in Com.,

1383, 1458; on M. for 3° (Amt.) 1483; neg. (Y. 42,
N. 70) 1485 (ii).

Oil Contracts, I.C.R. (Ques.) 897 (ii).
Paper Hangings, &c., in Com. on Ways and Means,

1587 (ii).
Printing and Stationery Bureau B. 132 (Mr. Chapleau)

in Com., 1556 (ii).
Public Buildings, in Com. of Snp., 1155, 1159, 1162 (ii).
Queen's Birthday, on M. (Sir Hector Langevin) for

Adjnmt., 1431 (ii).
Ry. station buildings in St. John, N. R., cost, &c. (M.

for Ret.*) 58 (i).
Real Property in the N. W.T. B. 10 (Mr. Thompson) in

Com., 1516 (ii).
Reformatory for Juvenile Offenders, Halifax, B. 134

(Mr. Thompson) in Com., 1381 (ii).

Weldon, Mr. C. W.-ontinued.
Representation of the N.W.T. in Parlt. B. 115 (Sir

John A. Macdonald) in Com., 1251 (ii).
Restigouche River, Ry. bridge across (Ques ) 426 (i).
Richibucto and St. Louis ey. Subsidy (Ques.) 494 (i).
St. John Bridge and Ry. Extension Go. (M. for Ret.*)

66 (i).
Senate, Constitution of, on Res. (Mr. Mills) in Amt.

to Com. of Sap., 1294 (fi).
Stather R., papers, re application for discharge (Ques.)

68; (M. for copies) 371, 876 (i).
Statutes, Revised, B. 9 (Mr. Thompson) in Com., 514

(i), 1224 (ii).
Steamboat Inspection Act Amt. B. 103 (Mr. Poster)

in Com., 1086 (ii).
Subsidies (money) to Rys. B. 146 (Mr. Pope) in Com.

on Res., 1597, 1625 (ii).
Summary Proceedings before Justices, &c., B. 84 (Bir.

Thompson) in Com., 807 (ii).
SUPPLY:

Arts, Agriculture, 4c. (Colonial and Indian Exhibition) 1742 (il).
Collection cf Revenues (Customs) 1454 (ii).
Fisheries (salaries, &c.) 1542 (ii).
Indianm (N.B.) 1651 (ii).
Jutice, Administration of, 890 (ii).
Lighthouse and Coast Service (Buoys and Beacons) 1377; (Light-

houses and Fog alarme) 1376 (il).
Penitentiaries (B.C.) 896 (i).
Public Works-Capital: Buildings (Ottawa) 1155 ; (Que.)

1162. Income ;Harbors and Rivers (N.B.) 1263; (N.8.)
1159 (ii).

Railways-Capital: 0. P. R. (Port Arthur to Red River) 1694.
I. 0. R. (claime) 1752 ; (Stellarton Branch) 1452 (ii).

Scient )îc Institutions (Meteorological Observatories) 1377 (il).

Supreme Court, extra reporter, in Com. of Sup., 891 (if).
Travis, Judgo, in Com of Sup., 890 (ii).
Ways andMeans-The Tariff, 1584, 1585 (ii).

White, Mr. J., East Hastings.
AngloAmerican Iron Co.'s incorp. (B. 62, 1°*) 801 (i).
Canadian Copper Co.'s (B. 61, 10*) 301 ().
Central Ontario Ry. Co.'s incorp. (B. 67, 1°*) 393 (i).
Cook, Mr. H.. Timber Dues, on M. to ref. to Pub.

Acets. Com., 1420 (i).
Dom. Lands, in Com. of Sup., 537 (i).
Home Rule for Ireland, on Amt. (Mr. Coughlin) 1137 (ii)
IVdians, in Com. of Sup., 1651 (ii).
Interest on moneys secured by Mortgage B. 12 (Mr.

McMullen) on M. for 2, 440 (i).
Legal services in connection with Fishery Award, in

Com. Of Sup., 1159 (ii).
Napanee, Tamwcrth and Quebec Ry. 0o.'s (B. 79, l°*)

460 (i).
-- Subsidy, in Com. on Res., 1627 (ii).
Northern and Pacifie Junction Ry. Co.'s B. 25 (Mr.

.McCarthy) in Com., 1321 (ii).
Oleomargarine, on prop. Res. (Mr. Taylor).1191 (ii).
Prince Albert Colonisation Co., on M. (r. Edgar) for

Sel, Com., 489 ( ).
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INDEXe
White, Mr. J.-Continued.

Public Buildings, in Com. of Sup., 1159 (ii).
Subsidies (money) to ,Bys. B. 146 (Mr. Pope) in Com.

on Res., 1627 (ii).
SUPPLY:

0"vil Govt. (Interior, Dept. of) 537 (i).
Indians (Man. sud N.W.T.) 1654; (N.B.) 1651 (il).
Publi Work-lncome: Buildings (?N.S.) 1159 (ii).

White, Mr. P., North Renfrew.
Animals Contagions Diseases B. 19 (Mir. Mulock) on M.

to consdr. B., 909; on M. for 3° (Amt.) 910; neg.
(Y. 36, N. 99) 911 (ii).

Farm or Real Estate Banks, in Com. on Res. (Mr.
Orton) 582 (i).

Harbors and Rivers, in Com. of Sap., 1266 (ii).
Insolvent Banks, Insuran ce Co.'s, &c., B. 15 (Mr.

Edgar) in Com., 908 (ii).
Kingston and Pembroke Mutual Aid and Insurance

Co.'s incorp. (B. 24, 1°*) 66 (i).
Navigable Waters protection (fisheries, &c.) B. 96

(Mr. Foster) on M. for 20, 949 (ii).
Privilege, Ques. of, re Bonus to Ont. and Pacifie Ry.,

&c., 1096 (ii).
Red River improvements (Ques.) 1240 (ii).
SUPPLY:

Publie Work -Jneom: Harbors and Rivera (Ont.) 1266 (ii).
Trent Valley Canal, on M. for Ret., 902 (ii).

White, Hon. T., Cardwell.
Address, on the, 27 (i).
Administration of the N. W. T., on Res. (hir. Mills) in

Amt. to Com. of Sup., 1733 (ii).
BUDGET, The. See "WAYs AND MEANs."
C. P. R., confirmation of Agreement, in Cam. on Res.

(Mr. McLelan) 941 (ii).
--- Homesteads in Ry. Belt (Ans.) 120, 185 (i).

Lands, sale of by Co. (Ans.) 543 (i).
Churchill and Nelson Rivers surveys (Ans.) 266 (i).
Colonisation Co.'s and Settlers (Ans.) 330 (i).
Disturbance in the N. W., duty of Govt. to bring down

further papers, on Res. (Mr. Blake) 502 (i).
--- Police Scouts, on M. for Cor., 789 (i).

Scrip to Half-breeds who took part in Rebellion
(Ans.) 1075 (ii).

-- Settiers on service and homesteads (Ans.)
426 (i).

Dominion Lande Act, 1883, Amt. (B. 94, 11) 600 (i);
in Com., 913-930, 1078, 1081-1085; M. to conc. in
Sen. Amts., 1568 (ii).

Dom. Lands in B. C. administration (B. 120, 1')
912 (ii).

settlement of, on M. for Cor., 496 (i).
in Com. of Sup.,5 2 7, 530-533 (i) 1550 (ii).

Geological display and Colonial Exhibition (Ans.)
692 (i).

-- Survey, expenditure (Ans.) 633 (i).
. -in Com. of Sup., 524, 542 (), 1649 (ii).

White, Hon. T.-Cmtinued.
Hialf-breeds Claims Commission, 1871, Reps. of, on M.

for Rut., 634 (i).
-- Stmnut. respeoting (presented) 746 (i).

Hay tax in the N.W.T. (Ans.) 121 (i).
Homestead Entries, cancelled or abandoned in N. W.,

on M. for Rot., 801 (i).
Immigration, assisted and unassisted, on M. for Rot.,

651 (i).
Imperial Federation (remarks on M. for adjnmt.) 34 (i).
Indian Title, extinguishmont of in N.W.T., on Res. (Mr.

Laurier) in Amt. to Com. of Sup., 818-829 (îi).
Interior, Deptl. Rep. (presented) 60 (i).
Justice, Administration of, in Com. of Sup., 387 (ii).
Land Claims Commission, N.W., Rep. (Ans.) 1421 (ii).
Land Grants to Militia (B. 142) hi. to introd., 1420;

M. for Com. on Res., 1455; in Com., 1456, 1458; 2°,
M., 1568; ° and in Com., 1572 (ii).

Land Grants to Rys. Act Amt. (B. 117,10) 876 ; 2° m.
and in Com., 973 ; 3° m., 1015 (ii).

Lands, Publie, in B. C. (B. 120, 1°*) 912; in Com.,
1202; 30 m, 1223 (ii).

Land Sales in N.W., 1884-85 (Ans.) 120 (i).
Licenses to eut Timber in Dom. (Amt.) to M. for Rt.,

65 (i).
Man. and North.Western Ry. Co.'s land Subsidy, in

Com. on Res., 1630 (ii).
Man. Claims settlement B. 123 (Mr. McLelan) on M.

for 2, 1145 (ii).
Mounted Police, in Com. ot Sup., 1657 (ii).
Mining Law Amt. (Ans.) 844 (ii).
National Parka in N. W. T. or B. C. (Ans.) 266 (i).
N.W. Central Ry. Co.'s Act Amt. B. 17 (Mr. Beaty)

on Aait. (Mr. .Mitcheul) to M. for CoM., 995; on M.
to adjn. deb., 1004 (ii).

Land Subsidy, in Com. on Res., 1631 (ii).
N. W. T. Law Amt. B. 133 (Mr. Thompson) in Com.,.

1462 (ii).
Point Pelee Naval Reservo (Ans.) 120 (i).
Pre-emptions in Man., roduction in price (Ans.) 369 (i).
Printing and Stationery Bureau S. 132 (Mr. Chapleau)

in Coin., 1566 (ii).
Printing Immigration pamphlets, in Com. of Sup.,

1394 (ii).
Privilege, Ques. of (Mr. Charlton) timber limita, 1515

(ii).
(Mr. Taggart) re application for timber limita,

1144 (ii).
(Mr. Kirk) offlcial Reps. and headings to extra

copies, 631 (i).
Rebellion losses, claims, &C, inO om. ofSup., 1764 (ii).
Returns, expense in producing, on M. for Rut., 388 (i).
Richelieu County, sale of Govt. properties in (Ans.)

185 (i).
Riel, Louis, deputation to (Ans.) 785 (i).

Execution of, on Amt. (Mr. Edgar) to Aimt.
(Sir Hector Langevin) to M. for Rets., 190 (1).

le



INDEX.
White, Hon. T.-Continued

Rideau Hall, additions, alterations, repairs, &c., on M.
for Stmnt., 799 (i).

Rocky Mountain Rangers, issue of Scrip (Ans.) 544 (i).
Subsidies (land) to Rys. in Man. and N.W.T. (B.

147) prop. Res., 1551; in Com., 1630; M. to conc.
inRes., 1639; 10* of B., 1640 (ii).

SUPPLT:
Civil Govt. (Interior Dept. of) 524, 801 (i).
Collection of Revenues (Dom. Lands) 1550 (i).
Immigration (Printing Pamphlets) 1394 (i).
Justice, Administration of, 887 (ii).
Miscellaneous (N.W. Rebellion losses, &c.) 1764 (ii).
Geological Survey, 1649 (i).
Mounted Police, 1657 (il).

Temperance Colonisation Co. (remarks) 1634 (ii).
Timber, Land, and Coal Leases in N.W.T., on Res. (Mr.

Charlton) in .Amt. to Com. of Sup., 1041-1047 (ii).
Timber Licenses in disputed Territory (Ans.) 42 (ii).
Tí.avis, Judge, in Com. of Sup., 887 (ii).
Treston, Jas., and others, receipt of Petitions (Ans.)

785 (i).
Valin, Mr., M.P., Grants of Land to in N.W., on M. for

Ret., 32 (i).
Vancouver Ry. Reserves, Squatters' pre-emption

Rucords (Ans.) 3'9 (i.)
Ways and Means-On 10 of Res., 460-470 (i).
Wood Mountain and Qu'Appelle Ry. Co.'s Land

Subsidy, in Com. on Res., 1633 (ii).
Yukon River Explorations (Ans.) 266 (i).

Wigle, Mr. L., South Easex.
Experimental Farm Stations establishment B. 124

(Uir. Carling) on M. for Com. on Rus., 965 (ii).
Indians, in Com. of Sup., 1654 (ii).
Lako Brie, Essex and Detroit River Ry. Co.'s Subsidy,

in Com. on Ras., 1611 (ii).
Subsidies (money) to Rys. B. 146 (Mr. Pope) in Com.

on Res., 1611 (il).
SUPPLY:

Indians (Zan. and W. T.) 1654 ( 1i).

Wilson, Mr. J. H., Eas Elgin.
Arts, Agriculture, &c., Dom. Exhibition, 1093 (il).
B. G. Penitentiary, in Com. of Sup., 897 (ii).
Can. Temp. Act., in Com. of Sup., 1658 (ii).
Cod Liver Oil and Guano industries, in Com. of Sup.,

1758 (ii).
Contingencies, in Com. of Sup., 876 (ii).
Convict vs. Free Labor, number employed in Dom.

Penitentiaries (Ji. for Ret.*) 47 (i).
Fabre, Mr., salary, &c., in Com. of Sup., 1658 (ii).
Harbors and Rivers, Ont., in Com. of Sup., 1267 (ii).
Realth Statistics, in Com. of Sup., 1094 (ii).

mmigrationa, assisted and unassisted (M. for Rot.) 635,
661 (i).

Wilson, Mr. J. H.-Continued.
Immigration, in Com. of Sup., 1387 (ii).
Ingersoll, London and Chatham RI. Co.'s Subsidy, in

Com. on Res., 1601 (ii).
Kingston Penitentiary, in Com. of Sup., 892, 114 tii).
Life-boat service, re*ards, &c.,in Com of Bnp., 187 (ii).
Manitoba Penitentiary, in Com. of Sup., 894 (ii).
Militia, Dept, of, contingencies, in Com. of Sup., 677,

879 (ii).
Morgan's "Register," in Com. of Sup., 880 (ii).
Photographs of Public Works, in Com. of Sup., 882 (ii).
Public Buildings, in Com. of Sup., 1163 (il).
Quarantine, in Com. of Sup., 1417.(ii).
Subsidies (money) to Rys. B. 146 (Mr. Pope) in Com.

on Res., 1600 (ii).

SUPPLY:
Art, Agricultire, 4-c. (Dom. Exhibition) 1093; (Health StMis-

tics) 1094 (ii).
Civil Govt. (Inland Revenue, Dept. of) 689(i). Contingencies

(Gov. Gen.'s Sec.'s OFice) 868 ; (Interior, Dept. of) 881 ; (à[ili
tia, Dept. of) 877, 819; (Public Works 882; (Secretàry of
State) 880 (i).

Fisheries (Ood Liver Oil and Guano industries) 1758 (ii).
Immigration (general vote) 1387 (il).

iscellaneous (Oan. Temp. Act) 1658; (Fabre, Mr, salary, &c.)
1658 (ii).

Ocean and River Service (Rewards, &c., and life-boat service)
1373 (ii).

Penitentiaries (B.O.) 897; (Kingston) 892; (Kan.) 894 (ii).
Public Works-lneome : Buildings (Ont.) 1163; Harbors and

Rivers (Ont.) 1267 (ii).
Quarantine (general vote) 1417 (ii).

Wood, Mr. J. F., Brockville.
Brockville and New York Bridge Co.'s incorp. (B. 68,

10*) 393 (i).
Franchise Act, instructions to Revising Oflicers, on M.

for copies (remarks) 50 (i).
Fruit, greenî conc. in Ways and Means, 753 (i).
Oleomargarine, on prop. Red (Mr. Taylor) 1190 (i).
Riel, Louis, Execution of, on RI. (Mr. Landriy, Mont-

magny) censuring Govt., 136-139 (i).
Sonate, cbnstitittin of, on Res. (fr. .Milif) in Amt. to

Com. of Sup., 1288 (ii).
Timber, Land and Coal Leases in N. . T., on Rs.

(Mr. Charlton) in Amt. to Com. of Sup. (iemarks)
1074 (ii).

Waya and Xeane-The Tarifi, 753 (i).

Wood, Mr. J., Westmoreland.
Chignecto Marine Ry. B. (Mr. Pope) on prop. Res.,

676, 680 (i).
Flour and Coal duties, abolition of, on Res. (Mr. 5t-

cheU) in Amt. to Com. of Sup., 1432 (ii).
Ways and MnaM-on 1° of Res., 480-484 (i).

l'el
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Woodworth, Mr. D. B., King's, N.S.

Cab-hire and travelling expenses, in Com, of Sup.,
873 (ii).

C. P. R. Act Amt. B. 131 (Mr. McLelan) on Amt. (Kr.
Watson) to M. for 3', 1356 (ii).

Cape Breton Island Ry. B. 143 (Sir Hector Langevin)
in Com. on Res., 1489 (ii).

Chignecto Marine TransportRy. B. (M. Pope) on prop.
Res., 679 (i).

Customs Seizures at Montreal, on M. for Com. of Sup.
1691 (ii).

Dom. Lands Act, 18S3, Amt. B. 94 (Mr. White,
Cardwell) in Com., 918, 920, 926 (ii).

Flour and Coal duties, abolition of, on Res. (Mr.
Mitchell) in Arnt. to Com, of Sup., 1441 (ii),

Immigration, assisted and unassisted, on M. for Rot.,
643 (i).

I. C. R, McCann Station to Joggins Ry. Subsidy, in
Com. on Res., 1650 (ii).

Stellarton and Pictou branch B. 57 (Mr. Pope)
M. for 3Q, 666 (i).

.N ictaux and Atlantic Ry. (remarks) on B. 146, 1617,
1638 (ii).

Northern Pacific Junetion Ry. Co.'s B. 25 (Mr.
1McCarthy) on Sen. Amts., 1608 (ii).

Woodworth, Mr. D. B.-Continued.
N. W. Cent ral Ry. Co.'s Act Amt. B. 17 (Mir. Beaty)

on M. for Cam., 974-978; on M. to adjn. deb., 1005

N. W. T. Law Amt. B. 133 (Mr. Thompson) in Com.,
1460 (ii).

Printing and Stationery Bureau B. 132 (Mir. Chapleau)
on Amt. (Mr. Mills) to M. to cone. in Son. Amts.,

1729 (ii).
Rideau Hall, contingencies, on M. for Ret., 794 (i).

Subsidies (monoy) to Rys. B. 146 (Mr. Pope) in Com.

on Res., 1617; on M. to introd. B., 1638 (ii).

Subsidies (land) to Rys. B. 147 (Mr. White, ('ardiwell)

in Com., 1711 (ii).
SUPPLY:

Civil Govt. (Privy Council Ofilee) contitn genciesA, 873 (i).

Travis, Judge, ref. to in Coin. on B. 13,, 1462 (ii).

Truro to Newport Rzy. Subsidy, in Com. on Ies.,
1617 (ii).

Wright, Mr. A., Ottawa County.
Eiddy, E. B., Manufacturing C.'s ineorp. (B. 30, 1 4)

92 (i).
Rivière aux Lièvres improvoments (Quos.) 426 (1).
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INDEX-PART Il.

SUBJECTS.

ABAND CBATTERIES; in Com. of Sup., 1308, 1547; cone.,
1771 (ii).

"ADAMS, DAVID J.," SCHOONER, SEIZURE OF: Remarks (Mr.
Mitchell) on M. for Com. of Sup., 1254 (ii).

ADDRESS, IN ANS. TO H1s Ex.'s SPEECH : Moved (Mr. Everett)
2 ; Sec. (Mr. Wardj6 ; reply (Mr. Blake) 8; Ans (Sir
John A. Macdonald) 19, remarks, 30; deb. (Sir Richard
Cartwright) 23; (Mr. Whte, Cardwell) 27; (Mr. Davies)
27; (Mr. Mitchell) 29; agreed to, 30; is Ex.'s reply,
92 (i).

ADJOURNMENTS:
ANNUNCIATION DAY : RemarkS On adjnmt. (Sir Hector LaRevin)

301; (M.) 368 (i).
Ass WEDNESDAY.: M. (Sir Hector Langevin) 66 (i).
QUZEN'S BIRTHDAY: prop. M. for adjnmt. (Sir Hector Langevin)

1431; (M.,) 1455 (ii).
ST. PATRICX's DAY: M. tor adj amt. (Sir Hector Lange vin) 185 (i).

ADMINIsTRATION OF JUSTICE : in Com. of Sup., 886, 1747 (ii)

ADMINISTRATION OF THE N. W. T.: Res. (Mr. Milb) in Amât.
to Com. of Sup., 1729; deb. (Mir. White, Cardwell)
1733; (Mr. Laurier) 1735; (Mr. Amyot) li38; (Mr.
Armstrong) 1739; neg. (Y. 51, N. 71) 1740 (ii).

Administration of Oaths of Office B. No. 1 (Sir
John A. Macdonald). l', 1 (proformd) (i).

Adulteration Act Amt. B. No. 108 (Mr. Costigan).
1°*, 747 (i); 2°* and in Com., 957; 3°*, 1015 (ii).
(49 Vic., c. 41.)

ADULTERATION oF FooD: in Com of Sup., 1547 (ii).
ADVANCES TO P.E.I.: Ques. (Mr. Davies) 1378 (ii).
ADVERTISING, &C..: in COm. of Sup., 875; in Com. on B. 132,

1552 (ii).

Agriculturists Banking and Loan Facilities.
See " 'BANKING."

AGRICULTURE, IMMIGRATION, &c.:
AQICULTURE, DEPTL. RE. : presented (Mr. Pope) 60 (i); in Com.

of Sup., 691, 1698 (ii).
ARCoIVu, CARE OF: in COm. of Sup., 1090 (ii).
ARTs, AGRICULTURE, &C. : in COI. Of Sap., 1090 (ii).
QENsUs OP MANITOBA, N. W. T. AND KEEWATIN; Ques. (Mr. Cameron,

Euron) 43 (i); (Mr. Scott) 1240 (ii).
CENTRAL BOARD OF AGRICULTURE: Queo. (Mr. Lanlry, Montmagny)

634 ().

COLONIAL AND INDIAN EXaIBITION : in Co0m. of Sup , 1095, 1741 (ii).
-- DELAY IN TRANSMITTING EXHIBITS: Remarks (Mr. Blake)

1077 (ii).
COmMINAL STATISTICS: in COM. Of SUp., 1091 (i).

DOMINION EXHIBITION: in COM. Of SUp., 1091 (ii)
EXPERIKENTAL FARM STATION, ESTABLISBMENT. See B. 124.
FABRE, BEoOR, REPORT PROM: Que8. (Mr. Coursol) 1661 (i).
HEALTII STATISTICS: in Com. Of sup, 1094 (ii).

IMIGRATION ANDI EMIGRATION : Que8. (Mr. Charlton) 370 (i).
- AssISTED AND mUIASSIaTED': M. for Ret. (Mr. Wilson) 635(i).

AGRICULTURE, IMMIGRATION, &c.-Continued.
INItaaATION FitOx DAKOTA AND TExA: Ques. (Mr. Royal) 1117 (il).

PROM RANcE ANDI WORK or M. LABELLE: Que8. (Mr. COUro0l)
1661 (ii).

in Com. Of' Sup., 1385, 1392 (ii).
IMMIORANTSB SETTLED IN CANADA, NUMBER or: Que (Mr. Mille)

61 (i).
LABELLE, REv. M., IMMIGRATION REPORT : Ques (Mr. 'ai)

1633 (ii).
MODEL FARM: in CoM. Of SUp., 1659 (ii).
QUARANTINE : in Coin. ofSup., 1417 (ii).
WOOD, M. C., XPLANAT'rION (Mr. Carling): in COM.OfSup.,885(iI).

ALBERT Ry. Co's SuBsIDY: prop. Res. (Mr. Pope) 1551;
in Com., 1627 (ii).

Alberta Ry. Co.'s incorp. B. No. 31 (Mr. Shanly).
10*, 92; 2°*, 119 (i) ; wthdn., 1309 (ii).

ALMONDS : conc. in Ways and Muans, 748 (i).
AMERICAN FIeIIERMEN, DEPREDATIONS BY: QuO. (Mr. Rob-

ertson, Shelburne) 783 (i).
AMNESTY, GENERAL, IN TiE N.W.T.: prop. Res. (Mr.

Laurier) in A mt. to Com. of Sup., 1257 (ii).
AMMUNITION, CLOTIIING, &C.: in Com. Of Sup., 1302 (ii).
AîMUNITION, MANUFACTURED AT QUEBEC: M. for Cor. (Mr.

Casey) 554 (i).
ANDERSON, JAMES, COR. re PUROHASE OF SUPPLIES, &o., IN

N.W.T.: M. for copies (Mr. Casey) 427 (i).

Anglo-American Iron Co.'s B. No. 62 (Mr. White,
JIoBstings). 1°*, 301; 2°*, 368 (i); in Com. and 30*,

907 (ii). (49 Vic., c. 97.)
Anglo-Canadian Bank of Can. incorp. B. No. 18

(Mr. Ward). 1°*, 58-; 2°*, 102; in Com., 494; 3*,

555. (49 Vic.> c. 64.)

Animals Contagious Diseases Act Amt. B. No.
19 (Mr. Mulock). 11, 58(i); 2° m., 858; 2° and in Com.
861; cnsdn. of B. m., 909 ; Amt. (gr. White, Renfrew)

910; neg. (Y. 36, N. 99) and 3°, 911. (49 Vic., c. 43.)

Animals, Cruelty to, Prevention B. No. 11 (Mr.
Charlton). 1°, 41; 20 m., 438; 2° and ref. to Sel.
Com., 439 (i).

ANNAPOLIS AND IGBY RY. EXTENSION: Remark8 (Mr. Vail)
1746 (ii).

ANNUNCIATIoN DAY: Remarks on adjnmt. (Sir Hector Lan-

gevin) 301; (M.) 368 (i).
ANTIGONISH, ELECTORAL DIST.: Vacancy and Return of

Member elect, 1 (i).
ARCHIVES, CARE OF in Com. of Sup., 1090 (ii).
ARMSTRONG, HON. J., sums paid to: in Com. of Sup., 1159,

(ài).



lx INDEX.
ARTS, AGRICULTURE ANID STATISTIOS : in COM. of Sup., 1090,

1095, 1741 (ii).
As WEDNESDAY, ADJNMT. FOR: M. (Sir Ifector Langevin)

66 (i).
AsPy BAY FIsHERY DIsPUTE: Ques. (Mr. Mitchell) 1076

(ii).
AssINIBoINE RIVER IMPROVEMENTS-: Ques. (Messrs. Watson

and Ross) 784 (i).
AUDITOR AND REC. GENL.'s, HALIFAX, WINNIPEG AND YIC.:

in Coi. of Sup., 521 (i).

AUDITOR GENL.'s OFFICE: in Com. of Sup., 689 (i).
--- REP. : presented (Mr. McLelan) 31 (i).
BADDECK, N.S., CUSTOM HOUSE: Ques. (Mr. Kirk) 1379 (ii).
BAIE DES CHALEURS RY. Co.: .Qies. (Mr. Cameron, Euron)

1481 (ii).
Baie des Chaleurs Ry. Co.'s Subsidy B. No. 144

(Sir Hector Langevin). Ros. prop., 1455; M. for Com.,
1482; in Com., 1496; M. to conc. in Res., 1515; 1°*
of B., 1516; 2° m., 1628; 30*, 1635 (ii). (49 Vic., c. 17.)

BAKINO POWDER : conc. in Ways and Means, 749 (i); in
Com., 1584 (ii).

BAKER, I. G. & Co., CONTRACTS FOR INDIAN SUPPLIES: M.
for Ret.« (Mr. Cameron, Buron) 438 (i).

BAKER, 1. G. & Co.'S CONTRAOT: Ques. (Mr. Sornerville,
Brant) 1076 (ii).

Banking and Loan Facilities for Agriculturists
B. No. 88 (.Mr. Orton). Res. prop., 427; in Com., 432,
1°* of B., 585 (i).

BANKRUPTCY AND INSOLVEN(Y LEGISLATIoN: Ques. (Mr.
Edgar) 59 (i).

BANKS AND BANKING:
ANGLO-CANADIAN BANK. ee B. 16.

BRrITsu CANADIAN INCORiP. ACT AMT. See 1. 114.

AGRICULTURAL BANKINO FACILIrIEs. See B. 88.

CONTINENTAL BANK OF CAN. Sec B. 60

DEpOSITS IN GOVT. AND P. O. SA vI1GS BANKS : M. for Stænt.* (Sir

Richard Cartwright) 392 ; Ques. (Mr. Mulock) 495, 634 (i);
(Mr. Jackson) 1218 (ii).

DOM. NOTES IN CIRCULATION AND GOLD HELD HY GOVT. : M. for Ret.*
(Mr. Mc lfullen) 438 (i).

FABM OR REAL ESTATE BANKS : M. for Com. on Res. (Mr. Orton)
427 ; in Com., 432, 436, 574 (ii).

FORESTERs' DEPOSITS IN GOVT. BANKS : Ques. (Mr. Charlton) 1095
(ii).

FREEiHOLD LOAN AND SAVINGSSOCIETY. See B. 113.
INTEREST IN B. C. See B. 22.

INSOLVENT BANKS, INSURANCE CO.'Br &c. See B. 15.
NEw BRUNSWICK BANK. See B. 14.

POST OFFICE SAVINes BANs IN MAN. : Ques. (Mr. Orion) 62 (i).
PIcTou BANK. See B. 50.
SAVINGS BANKS AND P. O. SAVINGS BANKS, AMOUNT HELD BY GOTT.

IN : M. for Ret.* (Mr. Mc ullen) 438 (i).
SCHOOL SAVINGS BANK INCORP. B. See B. 75.
YAMOUTH BANK. See B. 69.
UNION BANK OF HALIFAX. . See B. 52.
UNION BANK oF LOwEa CANADA. See B. 41.

BARKER, Ma. F. E.: Returned as Member elect for St. John
(N.B.) City, 1 (i).

BARKER, P. M., AMoUNTs PAID TO: M. for Ret.* (Mr.
JcMullen) 58 (i).

BATTERIES: in Com. of Sup., 1308, 1547, 1171 (ii).
BATOCHE, BATTLE OF, REP. OF OFFICER SECOND IN COMMAND:

Ques. (Mr. Casey) 369 (i).

BATOCHE, PAPERS FOUND AT, DIARY OF RIEL, &o.: M. for

copies* (Mr. Laurier) 58 (i).
BAYFIELD HARBOR REPAIRS : M. for Cor. (Sir Richard

Cartwright) 383 (i).
BELL & LEWIs, HowARD WRIGHT, AND OTHERS, MONEYs

PAID TO FOR TRANSPORT, &C., IN N W.T.: M. for Ret.*
(Mr. Casey) 437 (i).

BELLEVILLE AND NORTII HASTINGs RY.Co.'s SuBs1DY: prop.

Res. (Mr. Pope) 157>l; in Com., 1626 (ii).
BILLS ASSENTED TO: 1776 (ii).
BILL (No. 1) Respecting the administration of Oaths of

Office.-(Sir John A. Macdonald.)
1°*, 1 (pro fornd) (i).

BILL (No. 2) To amend the Criminal Law, and to declare it
a misdemeanor to leave unguarde1 and exposed boles
cut in the ice on any navigable or frequented waters.-
(Mr. Robertson, Hamilton.)

1°, 31; 2°, 707(i); in Com. and 3°*. 856(ii). (49 Vi., c. 53.)
BILL (No. 3) For the further amendment of the Law of Evi-

dence in certain cases.- (Mr. Robertson, Ramilton.)
10, 31 (i) ; 20 agreed to (Y. 86, N. 52) 858; in Com., 911;

Aint. (Mr. Desjardins) 6 m. h., neg. (Y. 59, N. 68)
911; 30 on same div. reversed, 912 (ii).

BILL (No. 4) To amend the Consolidated Railway Act, 1879,
and amendments thereto.-(Mr. Mulock.)

1J, 31 (i); 2° m., Order dschgd. and B. wthdn, 858 (ii).
BILL (.No. 5) To extend the jurisdiction of the Maritime

Court of Ontario.--(Mr. Allen)
1°*, 37; 20 m., 149; 20*, 437; in Com., 559 (i).

BILL (No. 6) For constituting a Court of Railway Commis-
sioners for Canada, and to amend the Consolidated
Railway Act, 1879.-(Mr. McCarthy.)

10, 37; 2° m., 585; Order dschgd. and B. wthdn., 599 (i).
BILL (No. 7) Respecting Carriers by Land.-(Mr. McCarthy.)

10, 38; 2° m., Order dschgd. and B. wthdn., 707 (i).
BILL (No. 8) To amend the Consolidated Railway Act of

1879 -(Mr. McCarthy.)
10, 88; 2°*, 707 (i); in Com., 857; 3°*, S58 (ii).

BILL (No. 9) Respecting the Revised Statutes of Canada.
-(Mr. Thompson.)

1°, 38; 2°* and in Com., 513; ref, to Sel. Com., 555 (i); in
Com., 1224; 30 1229 (ii). (49 Vic., c, 4.)

BILL (No. 10) Respecting Real Property in the North-
West Territories . -(Mr. Thomnpson.)

10, 40; 2° m., 668; ý.* and ref. to Sp. Com,, 670 (i) ; prop.
Res., 1015 ; in Com. on B., 1516; in Coin. on Res.,
1532; Res. conc. in and b 0*, 1552 (ii). (49 Vie., c. 26.)

BILL (No. 11) For the more effectual prevention of Cruelty
to Animals.-(Mr. Charlton.)

10, 41 ; 2° m., 438; 20 and ref. to Sel. Coin., 439 (i),
BILL (No. 12) To amend the Act relating to interest on

moneys secured by mortgage on real estate.-(Mr. Mc-
Mullen.)

1°, 41; 2° m., 439; 20, 441 (i).

BILL (No. 13) To limit the appellate jurisdiction of the
Supreme Court as respects matters of a purely local
nature in the Province of Quebec.-(Mr. Landry, Mon t-
magny.)

10, 41 (i).



INDEX.
BILL (No. 14) To reduce the capital stock of the Bank of

New Brunswick.-(Mr. Weldon.)
10*, 48 ; 2°*<, 66 ; in Com- and 3°*, 614 (i). (49 Vie., c. 59.)

BILL (No. 15) Further to amend an Act respecting Insolvent
Banks, Insurance Companies, Loan Companies, Build-
ing Societies and Trading Corporations.-(Mr. Edgar.)

10, 48-; 21, 437 (i) ; in Com., 907, 1179; 30*, 1180; M. to
trans. Son. Amts. to Govt. Orders, 1592 (ii). (49 Vic.,
c. 46.)

BILL (NO. 16) To incorporate the Medicine Hat, Dunmore
and Benton Railway Company.-(Mr. McCallun.)

1**, 48; 2°*, 102 (i); wthdn., 130 (ii).
BILL (No. 17) To amend the Act respecting the North-

Wost Contrai Railway Company.-(Mr-. Beaty.)
1O*58; 2°*,t102(i); M. foi Com., 974; Ant.(Mr. Mitchell)

3 m. h , 979 ; neg. (Y. 59, N. 86) 1011; Amt. (Mr.
Mulock) neg. (Y. 55, N. 82) in Com. and 3'*, 1013
(ii). (49 Vie., c. 74.)

BILL (No. 18) To incorporate the Midland (title changed to
"Anglo-Canadian ") Bank of Canada.- (Mr. Ward.)

1°*, 58; 2°*, 102 ; in Com., 494; 3°*, 555 (i). (49 Vic.,
c. 64.)

BILL (No. 19) To amend "The Animal Contagious Diseases
Act."-(Mr. Mulock.)

10, 58 (i);20 m., 858; 2° and in Com., 864; consdn. of B.
m., 909 ; Amt. (Mr. White, Renfr(c) 910 ; neg.
(Y. 36, N. 99) and 3°, 911 (il). (49 Vie., c. 43.)

BILL (No. 20) to punish Soduction and like offences, and
to make botter provision for the protection of women
and girls.-(Mr. Charlton.)

1°*, 60; 2 m., 441; 2Q agreed to (Y. 114, N. 47) 444;
M. for Com., 570; ref. to Sel. Com., 571; in Com. of
W., 704; 3°*, 707 (i); M. to conc. in Son. Amts.,
1326 (ii). (49 Vie., c. 52.)

BILL (No. 21) Further to a mend "The Supreme and Ex.
choquer Court Act. "-(Mr. Edgar.)

10, 60 (i).

BILL (No. 22) Respecting interest in the Province of
British Columbia. -(Mr. Baker, Victoria.)

1, 61 (i) ; M. to place 2° on Govt. Orders, 1218; Amt.
(Mr. Blake) to add B. (No. 92) neg. (Y. 68, N. 88)
1218; Amt. (Mr. Kran:) to add B. No. 104, 1218;
Amt. to Amt. (Mr. Cameron, Vit toria) to add Bs. Nos.
92, 99 and 118, 1219; neg., Y. 22,N. 149) 1222;
Amt. (Mr. Kranz) neg. (Y. 35, N. 134) 1223 ; 2°
M., 1143; 2° and in Com,, 1244; 3°*, 1270 (ii). (49
Vie., c. 44.)

BILL (No. 23) To further amend the Law of Evidence in

criminal cases.-(Ur. Cameron, Huron.)
1°, 66 ; 20 m, 707; 20 neg. (Y. 57, N. 80) 709 (i).

BILL (No. 24) To incorporate the Kingston and Pemb roke
Mutual Aid and Insurance Company (Limited).-(Mr.
White, Renfrew.)

l°*, 66 ; 2 °*, 240 (i) ; in Com. and 30*, 907 (ii). (49

Vic., c. 65.)
BILL (No. 25) Respecting the Northern and Pacifie Junction

Railway Company.-(Mr. McCarthy.)
1°*, 66; 2'*, 240 (i); M. for Com., 1311 ; in Com., 1318;

3° m., Amt. (Mr. Mulock) 1325; nog. (Y. 48, N. 90)

and 3°, 1326; M. to onc. in Son. Amts., 1605;
Amt. (Mr. Mulock) 1640; M. to trans. Sen. Amts.
to Govt. Orders, 1662; M. to conc. in Son. Amts.,
1673; Amts. (Mr. Mulock) 1616, 1684; neg. (Y. 45,
N. 90) 1684 (ii). (49 Vie., c. 76.)

BILL (No. 26) To incorporate the Tecumseh Insurance
Çompany of Canada.-(Mr. Macmfllan, Middlesex.)

1°*, 67; 20*, 119; in Com. and 3'*, 614 (i). (49 Vie.,
c. 93.)

BILL (No. 27) To amend the Act to incorporate the West
Ontario Pacific Railway Coinpany.-(Mr. Maemillan,
Middlesex.)

1°*) 67; 20,>240 ; in Com. and 3*, 6,4 (i). (49 Vie., c. 70.)
BILL (No. 28) To amond the Criminal Law of Canada.- (Mr.

Robertson, Eastings.)
10, 67 (i); 2' m., 1185; nog,, 1186 (ii).

BILL (No. 29) To amend the Dominion Eloctions Act, 1884.
-(Mr. AlcCarthy.)

j°, 67 (i); 2° m. and neg. (Y. 42, N. 8.) 1186 (ii).

BILL (No. 30) To incorporate tho E. B. Eddy Manulacturing

Conmpatny.-(Mr. Wrighl.)
JO*, 92; 21*, 1191; in Com. and 3°*, 757 (i). (49 Vic., c.

106)
BILL (No. 31) To incorporate the Alberta Railway Com-

pany.-( nr. Shanly.)
1°*, 92 ; 2°*, 119 (i) ; wthd n., 1309 (ii).

BILL (No. 32) To incorporate a Community of Roligious
Ladies under the name of "The Sisters Faithful Com.
panions of Jesus."-(Mr. Royal.)

1O*,92;2°*, 240; inCorn. and3°*,473(i). (49 Vie., c. 111.)

BILL (No. 33) To incorporate the Shuswap and Okanagan
Railway Company.- (Mir. îloiner.)

10*, 92; 2°*, 240 ; in Com. and 3°*, 614 (i); Son. Amts.
cone. in, 1171 (ii). (49 Vic., c. 82.)

BILL (No. 34) To incorpoiate the Lake Superior Mineral
Railway Company.-(Mr. Dawson )

10*,92; 2°*, 119; in Coin. and 3°*, 757 (i). (49 Vic., c. 81.)
BILL (No. 35) To aumend tho Act to incorporate the Lake

Nipissing and James' Bay Railway Comrpany.-(Mr.

Sutherland, Oxford.)
1°*, 92; ::*, 119 in Com. and 3°*, 614 (i). (49 Vic.,

(_ 77.)
BILL (No. 36) To grant certain powers to the Sable and

Sparish Boom aiid Siide Compary of*Algoma (Limited).
-(Mr. Sulherland, Oxford)

1°*, 92; 20*, 119; Order for Corn. read, 494; in Com.,
782; 30*, 783 (i). (49 Vic., c. 108.)

BILL (No. 37) To naturalise Girolamo Consentini, commonly

called Baron G irolarno Consertini .- (Mr. Bail.)
1°*, 93; 20*, 240; in Com. and 30*, 473 (i). (49 Vic.,

c. 112.)
BILL (No. 38) Respecting the Niagara Grand Island Bridge

Company.-(Mr. Baker, Victoria.)
1°*, 93; 2°*, 240; in Com. and 30*, 494 (i). (49 Vic.,

c. 88.)
BILL (No. 39) To incorporate the Emerson and North-

Western Railway Company.-( Mr. Pruyn.)
1°*, 93; 2°*, 342 (j) ; wthdn., 897 (i.).

lxi
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BILL (No. 40) Relating to ýthe Canada Southern Bridge
Company.-(Mr. Baker, Victoria.)

1°*, 93; 2Q*, 240; in Com. and 30*, 491 (i). (49 Vie.,
c. 90.)

BILL (No. 41) To reduce the Capital Stock of the Union
Bank of Lower Canada, and to change the corporate
name thereof to the "Union Bank of Canada."-(Mr.
Bossé.)

1°*, 93; 2°*, 119; in Com. and 3°*, 704 (i). (49 Vic.,
c. 58.)

BILL (No. 42) Respecting the Saskatchewan Land and
Homestead Company (Limited).-(Mr. Orton.)

10*, 93; 20*, 119; in Com. and 30*, 757 (i). (49 Vie.,
c. 101.)

BILL (No. 43) To amend tho Act incorporating the Canada
Atlantic Railway Company.-(Mr. Mackintosh )

1°*, 93; 2°*, 119; in Com., 555, 612; 30*, 614 (i). (49
Vie., c. 72.)

BILL (No. 44) To incorporate the Bow River Coal Mine and
Transportation Company.-(Mr. Robertson, Hastingi.)

1*, 119; 20*, 265; in Com. and 30*, 757 (i). (49 Vic,
c. 87.)

BILL (No. 45) Respecting the Dominion Lands Colonisation
Company (Limited).-(Hr. Beaty.)

1°*, 11-,; 20*, 240; in Com. and 3°*, 614 (i). (49 Vie.,
c. 106.)

BILL (No. 46) To repeal the Act intituled: "An Act for
facilitating the navigation of the River St. Lawrence
in and near the Harbor of Quebec. "-(Mr. Langelier.)

1, 119 (i).
BILL (No. 47) Respecting the railway from Esquimalt to

Nanaimo, in British Columbia. -(Mr. Pope.)
10, 119; 2 0 m., 515; 2°0 and in Com., 517; 3°0 m., 602;

3°e, 604 (i). (49 Vic., c. 15 )
BILL (No. 48) To amend the Act to incorporate the Niagara

Frontier Bridge Company.-(Mr. Rykert )
10*, 149; 2°*, 240 (i) ; in Com. and 30*, 1153 (ii). (49

Vie., c. 89.)
BILL (No. 49) To incorporate the Ontario, Minnesota and

Manitoba Railway Company.-(Mlr. Royal.)
10*, 149; 2°*, 342 (i); wthdn., 897 (ii).

BILL (No. 50) Respecting the Pictou Bank.-(Mr. Twpper.)
10*, 149; 20*, 265; in Com. and 30*, 614 (i). (49 Vic.,

c. 62.)
BILL (No. 51) To amend the Act to incorporate the Nova

Scotia Steamship Company (Limited).-( ir. Einney.)
1°O*, 149; 2°*, 265; in Com. and 30*, 614 (i). (49 Vic.,

c. 96.)
BILL (No. 52) To reduce the Capital Stock of the Union

Bank of Halifax. -(Mir. Stairs.)
10*, 149; 2**, 265; in Com. and 3°*, 70 1 (i). (49 Vic.,

c. 60.)
BILL (No. 53) To incorporate the Calvin Company (Limited).

-(Mr. Small.)
1°*, 149; 2°*, 265; in Com. and 30*, 474 (i). (49 Vic.,

c. 107.)

BILL (No. 54) To incorporate the Medicine Hat Railway and
Coal Company.-(Mr. Small.)

10*, 149; 20*, 263; in Com. and 3°*, 494 (i). (49 Vic.,
c. 86.)

BILL (No. 55) To incorporate the Portage la Prairie and
Lake of the Woods Railway and Navigation Company.
-(Mr. Watson.)

J*, 185; 20*, 265 (i); wthdn., 1309 (ii).
BILL (No. 56) To incorporate the Nova Scotia and Western

Railway Company.-(Mr. Dodd.)
10*, 185; 2°*, 342 (i).

BILL (No. 57) Respectirng the extension of the Intercolonial
Railway f rom a point at or near Stellarton to the Town
of Pictou.-(,Ur. Pope )

1°, 185; 2' and in Com., 604, 614; 30 m., 663; 3Q*, 668
(i). (49 Vie., c. 13.)

BILL (No. 58) To incorporate the St. Lawrence and Atlantic
Junction Railway Company.-(Mkr. Colby.)

10*, 226; 2Q*, 342; in Con. and 30*, 757 (i). (49 Vic.,
c. 78.)

BILL (No. 59) To incorporate the First Synod in the Domin-
ion of Canada of the Reformed Episcopal Church, and
for other purposes connected therewith. -(Mr. Beaty.)

1°*, 226; 2°*, 342; in Com. and 30*, 757 (i). (49 Vic.,
c. 110.)

BILL (No. 60) To incorporate the Colonial (title changed to
"Continental ") Bank of Canada.-(Mr. Macmillan,
Middlesex.)

1J*, 226; 20*, 342; in Com., 473; 30*, 473 (i). (49 Vic.,
c. 66.)

BILL (No. 61) Respecting the Canada Copper Company.-
(Mr. White, Hastings.)

10*, 301; 20*, 368 (); in Com. and 30*, 907 (ii). (49
Vic., c. 99.)

BILL (No. 62) Respecting the Anglo-American Iron Com-
pany.-(Mr. White -astings.)

10*, 301; 20r, 368 (i); in Com. and 30*, 907 (ii). (49
Vic),c. 97.)

BILL (No. 63) To incorporate the Rock Lake, Souris and
Brandon Railway Company.-(Mr. Small.)

1°*,> 301; 2°*, 368 (i) ; wthdn., 1309 (ii).
BILL (No. 64) To amend the Act incorporating the Pictou

Coal and Iron Company.-(Mr. Stairs.)
1°*, 368; 2°*, 474; in Com. and 3°*, 783 (i). (49 Vic.,

c. 98.)
BILL (No. 65) Respecting the Northern and North-Western

Junction Railway Company.-(Mr. Kilvert.)
1°*, 393; 2°*, 474(i) ; in Com. and 30*, 1281 (ii).

BILL (No. 66) To incorporate the Forbes' Trochilie Steam
Engine Central Company of Canada.-(Mir. Patterson,
-Essex.)

1°*, 393; 2°*, 474 (i); in Com. and 3°*, 907 (ii). (49
Vic., c. 109,)

BILL (No. 67) Respecting the Central Ontario Railway
Company.-(Mr. White, Hastings.)

1°*, 393; 2°*, 474; in Com. and 30*, 783 (i). (49 Vie.,
c. 71.)

lxii
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BILL (No. 68) To incorporate the Brockville and New

York Bridge Company.-(Mr. Wood, Broekville.)
1J*, 393; 20*, 474 (i); in Com and 30*, 856 (ii). (49

Vie., c. 91.)
BILL (No. 69) Respecting the Bank of Yarmouth.-(Mr.

Kinney.)
1°*, 393 ; 20*, 474 (1); in Com. and 30*, 1085 (ii). (49

Vic., c. 63.)
BILL (No. 70) Respecting the Manitôba and North-Western

Railway Company of Canada. -(Kr. Ross.)
1°*, 393; 2°*, 474 (i); in Com. and 3°*, 957 (ii).

(49 Vie., c. 75.)
BILL (No. 71) For the discharge of Insolvent Debtors whose

Estates have been distributed rateably among their
Creditors.-(Mr. Edgar.)

1°*,y 393 (i).
BILL (No. 72) Respecting the Union Suspension Bridge.-

(Sir -Hector Langevin.)
1°*, 393; 2° and in Com., 518; 3°*, 604 (i). (49 Vic.,

c. 31.)
BILL (No. 73) To incorporate the North Canadian Pacifie

Railway Company (title changed to "Winnipeg and
.North Pacifie Railway Company ").-(Mr. Raggart.)

1°*, 426; 20*, 494 (i); in Com. and 30*, 1153 (ii). (49
Vie., c. 84.)

BILL (No. 74) To incorporate the Ste. Ursule, Mattawan
and Lake Temiscamingue Railway Company (title
changed to Maskinongé and Nipissing Railway Com-
pany).-(Mr. ffurteau.)

1°*, 426; 2°*, 494 (i); in Com. and 39¥, 957 (ii). (49
Vic.,c. 79.)

BILL (No. 75) To incorporate the School Savings Bank.-
(Mr. Massue.)

10*, 426; 20*, 474 (i); in Com. and 30*, 1085 (ii). (49

Vic., c. 67.)
BILL (No. 76) Respecting the Burlington Bay Canal.-(Sir

Bector Langevin.)
1°, 426; 2° and in Com., 518; 3°*, 604 (i). (49 Vic.,

c. 32.)
BILL (No. 77) To amend the Post Office Act, 1875-(D)

from the Senate.-(Sir Eector Langevin.)
10*, 437; 2° and in Com., 519; recom., 711; 30 on a div.,

712 (i). (49 Vic., c. 21.)
BILL (No. 78) To amend the Act to incorporate the Guelph

Junction Railway Company.-(Mr. Innes.)
1°*, 460; 20*, 614; in Com. and 30*, 783 (i). (49 Vic.,

c. 69.)
BILL (No. 79) Respecting the Napanee, Tamworth and

Quebec Railway Company.-(Mr. White, Eastings.)
10*, 460; 20*, 614 (i) ; in Com . and 30*, 1386 (ii). (49

Fie., c. 68.)
BILL (No. 80) Further to amend the Interpretation Act-

(C) from the Senate.-(Mr. Thompson.)
1°*, 488; 2° m., 519; 20, 671; in Com., 712; 30*, 713 (i).

(49 Vic., C. 2.)
BILL (No. 81) To incorporate the Lennox Passage Bridge

Company.-(Mr. Paint.)
1°*, 487; 20*, 614 (i); wthdn., 1378 (ii).

BIL L (No. 82) Respecting the application of certain Fines
and Forfeitures.-(Mr. Thompson.)

10, 488; 2°, 671; in Com., 713; 3° m. and Amts. (Mr.
Blake) 711 ; 30 agreed to (Y. 47, N. 106) 715 (i). (49
Vic., c. 48.)

BILL (No. 83) To amend the Act incorporating the Board
of Trade of the city of Ottawa.-(Mr. Mackintosh.)

1o*, 511; 2°*, 614 (i); in Com. and 30*, 907 (ii). (49
fic., c. 57.)

BILL (No. 8t) To make furthor provision rospecting Sum.
mary Proceedings before Justices and other Magis.
trates-(A) from the Senate.-(Mr. Thompson.)

1°*, 519 ; 20, 671; in Com., 715 (i), 805; 3°*, 913 (ii).
(49 Vie., c. 49.)

BILL (No. 85) To amend the several Acts relating to the
Board of Trade of the city of Toronto-(E) from the

Senate.-(Mr. Small.)
1°*, 519; 2°*, 614; in Com. and 3°*, 704 (i). (49 Vic.,

c. 56.)
BILL (No. 86) To incorporate the North Amorican Tele-

graph Company.- (Mr. Taylor.)
1°e, 543; 20*, 704 (i) ; in Com. and 3°*, 1281 (ii). (49

Vie., c. 94.)
BILL (No. 87) To incorporate the Columbia Valley Railway

Company (title changed to "The Kootenay and
Athabasca Railway Company ").-(Mr. Tupper.)

1°*, 569; 20*, 704 (i); in Com. and 30*, 1386 (ii).

(49 Vie., c. 83.)
BILL (No. 88) To provide Banking and Loan Facilities to

those engaged in Agricultural pursuit.-(Mr. Orton.)

Res. prop., 427; in Com., 432, I°* of B., 585 (i).
BILL (No. 89) To incorporate the Kootenay Railway Com-

pany of British Columbia.-(Mr. Small.)
1°*, 599; 20*, 704 (i) ; incorp. with B. 87.

BILL (No. 90) To amend and consolidate the Acts relating
to the Montreal Board of Trade.-(Mr. Curran.)

10*, 599 (i); 20, 856; in Com. and 30*, 10 )5 (il). (49

Vic., c. 55.)
BILL (No. 91) To incorporato the Yarmouth Steamship

Company (Limited).-(Mir. Kinney.)
10*, 599; 2°*, 704 (i); in Com. and 30*, 1085 (ii).

(49 Vie., C. 95.)
BILL (No. 92) Further to amend the Canada Temperance

Act, 1878.-(Mr. Jamieson.)
1, 599 (i) ; Ms. to place on Govt. Orders, neg. (Y. 68,

N. 88) 1218; neg. (Y. 22, N. 149) 1222 (ii.)

BILL (No. 93) To provide for the distribution of the Assets
of' Insolvent Debtor.-(Mr. Macmillan, Middlesex.)

1°*, 599 (i).
BILL (No. 94) Further to amend the Dominion Lands Act,

1883.-(Mr. White, Cardwell.)
1°, 600; 2°*, 748 (i); in Com., 913, 1078, 1085; 30*,

1243; Sen. Armts. conc. in, 1568 (ii). (49 Vic., c. 27.)
BILL (No. 95) To incorporale the Victoria and Sault Ste.

Marie Junction Railway Company.-(Mr. Dawson.)
1°*, 630; 2°*, 757 (i) ; in Com. and 30*, 1153 (ii). (49

Vic,, c. 80.)
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BILL (No. 96) Respecting the protection of Navigable
Waters.-(Mir. Foster.)

1°, 630 (ii); 20 m., 916 ; in Com., 95 1; 30, 1015 (ii).

(49 Vic., c. 36.)
BILL (No. 97) Respecting the London and Ontario Invest-

ment Company (Limited)-(F)from the Senate.-(Mr.
Beaty.)

10*, 614; 2°*, 701 (i); in Com. and 30*, 1326 (ii). (49
Vic., c. 102.)

BILL (No. 98) To consolidate the borrowing powers of the
Canada Permanent Loan and Savings Company, and
to authorise the said Company to issue Debenture Stock
- (1H) from the Senate.-(Mr. Small.)

10*, 644; 20*, 704 (i); in Com. and 30*, 1085 (ii). (49

Tic., c. 104.)
BILL (No. 99) Relating to Druggists-(J) from the Senate.-

(Mr. Hickey.)
1°*, 691 (i); Ms. to place 2° on Govt. Orders, 1219, 1222;

ntg. (Y. 22, N. 149) 1222 (ii).
BILL (No. 100) Respecting the transfer of the Lighthouse

at Cape Race, Newfoundland, and its appurtenances, to
the Dominion of Canada.-(Mr. Foster.)

Res. prop., 513; in Com., 672; 1°¥ of B., 673; 2° and in
Com., 748.(i); 30*, 805 (ii). (49 Vic., c. 20.)

BILL (No. 101) To amend the Consolidated Inland Revenue
Act, 1883, and the Act amending the same.-(Mr.
Costigan.)

Res. prop., 601; in Com., 681; 1''* of B., 688 (i); 2°*
and in Com., 1204; 30*, 1223 (ii). (49 Vie., c. 39.)

BILL (No. 102) To expedite the issue of Letters Patent for
Indian Lands.-(Sir Hector Langevin.)

10, 692; 2° m., 807; 20 and in Com., 808; 39*, 868 (ii).

(49, Vie., c. 7.)
BILL (No. 103) Further to amend The Steamboat Inspection

Act, 1882. -(Mr. Foster.)
Res. prop. and 1°* of B., 710 (i); 2° and in Com., 1086;

30*, 1144 (ii). (49 Vic., c. 84.)
BILL (No. 104) To amend The Canada Temperance Act,

1878.-(Mr. Orton.)
1°, 710 (i); M. to place 29 on Govt. Orders, 1218; neg.

(Y. 35, N. 134) 1223 (ii).
BILL (No. 105) To amend the Act to provide for the grant-

ing of a subsidy to the Chignecto Marine Transport
Railway Company, limited.-(Mr. Pope.)

Res. prop., 513; M. for Com., 673; in Com., 681 ; conc.
in and 1°* of B., 712 (i); 2°* and in Com., 957; 3°
on a div., 1015; Sen. Amts. conc. in, 1381 (ii). (49
Jic., c. 18.)

BILL (No. 106) To amend an Act to restrict and regulate
Chinese immigration into Canada.-(Mr. Chapleau.)

10, 746 (i); 20 and in Com., 1229; 3° m., Amt. (Mr.
Mitchell) 1240; neg. (Y. 60, N. 114) 1242; Amt.
(Mr. Shakespeare) and 30*, 1243 (ii).

BILL (No. 107) To amend the Act relating to the represen-
tation in the House of Commons of the Province of
British Columbia.-(Mr. Baker, Victoria.)

1J, 746 (i).

BILL (No. 108) To amend The Adulteration Act.-(Mr.
Costigan.)

10*, 747 (i); 20* and in Com., 957; 3°*, 1015 (ii). (49

Vic., c. 41.)
BILL (No. 109) In further amendment of the Weights and

Measures Act of 1879.-(Mr. Costigan.)
Res. prop., in Com. and 10* of B., 747 (i); 20 and in Com.

957; 3°*, 1015 (ii). (49 Vic., c. 40.)

BILL (No. 110) Respecting Commissions to Public Officers
of Canada.-(Mr. Chapleau.)

10*, 781 (i); 2° and in Com., 958; 30*, 1015 (ii). (49 Vie.,

c. 5.)
BILL (No. 111) Respecting Insurance-(G) from the en-

ate. -(Mr. Thompson.)
10*, 842; 20, 957; in Com. and 30*, 1385 (ii). (49 ie.,

c. 45.)
BILL (No. 112) To consolidate the borrowing powers of

the Western Canada Loan and Savings Company, and
to authorise the said Company to issue Debenture
Stock-(M) from the Senate.-(Mr. Beaty.)

1J*, 805; 2°*, 856; in Com. and 39*, 1085 (ii.) (49 Vie.,
C. 105.)

BILL (No. 113) To consolidate the borrowing powers
of the Freehold Loan and Savings Company, and to
authorise the said Company to issue Debenture Stock
-(L) from the Senate.-(Mr. Beaty.)

10*, 805; 2°*, 856; in Com. and 30*, 1085 (ii). (49 Vie.,
c. 103.)

BILL (No. 114) To amend the Act incorporating the British
Canadian Bank.-(Mr. Datoson.)

1°*, 865; 2°', 907; in Com. and 30*, 1085 (ii). (49 Vie.,

c. 61.)
BILL (No. 115) Respecting the representation of the North-

West Territories in the Parliament of Canada.-(Sir
John A. Macdonald.)

10, 866; Res. prop., 1143; Res. conc. in and ref, to Com.
on B., 1223; 20 m., 1205; 2°* and in Com., 1213; in

Com., 1249 ; 30 m., Amts. (Messrs. Mills and Watson)
and 3°*, 1271 (ii). (49 Vie., c. 24.)

1BILL (No. 116) To incorporate The St. Gabriel Levee and
]Railway Company.-(hMr. Curran.)

1°* and 2°*, 876 ; in Com. and 3°*, 1153 (ii). (49 Vic.,

c. 85.)
BILL (No. 117) To amend an Act to auth orise the granting

of subsidies in land to certain Railway Companies.-
(Mr. White, Cardwell.)

10, 876 ; 2°* and in Com., 973 ; M. for 30, 1015; 30*,
1017 (ii). (49 Vie., c. 12.)

BILL (No. 118) To amend the Acts respecting the Traffic
in Intoxicating Liquors.-(Mr. Beaty.)

Res. prop., 903 ; in Com. and 1°y of B., 904; M. to place
2° on Govt. Orders, 1219 ; neg. (Y. 22, N. 149) 1222
(ii).

BILL (No. 119) To amend the Act to incorporate the
Winnipeg and Hudson's Bay Railway and Steamship
Company.-(Mr. Royal.)

10, 912 ; 2°, 1085 ; in Com. and 3°*, 1386 (ii). (49 Vic.,

c. 73.)
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Bri (NID. 120) To fiake firther Provision respMètiiig the ad-

ministration of the Public Lahd of 0OWada In British
Colurnbia.( Wr. White, <ardfeli.)

1°, y912; l'a* tnd in C&m., 192ft; 3r, iÏ23(îi). (49 Vic.,
c. 28.)

BrL (N7. 1*1) To regulate the emplonient of children and
yog pet'söo and womèn in the Workshops, Mills and
Factories of the Dèniinion of Canada.-(Kr. Bergi n.)

1°*, 946 (ii.)
BILL (No. 122) Por the relief of the0Côrporation of the Town

f Goburg.-(Mr. McLelan.)
Res. ptop., 866; M. for Oom., 957; in Com. and 10* of B,

958; 2°* and in Com., 1144; 3°*, 1199 (ii). (49
Fic., c. 3.)

BILL (No. 123) To explain the Act 48 and 49 Victoria,
Chapter 50, intituled : "An Act for the final settlement
of the Claims iade by the Province of Manitoba on the
Dominion."-(àMr. McLelan.)

Rés. prop., 866; in Com., 959; 1°* of B., 960; 20 m.,
1145; 20* and in Com., 1146; 30, 1199. (49 Tlic.,
c. 8.)

BILL (No. 124) Respecting Experimental Farm Stations.
-(Mr. Carling.)

Res. prop., 866; M. for Com., 960 ; in Com. and 1°* of B.,
973; 20* and in Com., 1146, 1204; 30*, 1204 (ii).
(49 fVic., c. 23.)

BILL (No. 125) To amend the Law relating to the salaries
of certain Judges of the Supreme Court of Judicature for
Ontario.-(Mr. Thompson.)

Res. prop., 877; in Com. and 1°Y of B., 973; 2?* and in
Com., 1201; 3°*, 1223 (ii). (49 Vic., c. 6.)

BILL (No. 126) To amend the Law respecting Crown Cases
reserved.-(Mr. Thompson.)

10, 974; 20 and in Com., 1202; 3*, 1223 (ii). (49 Vic.,
c. 47.)

BILL (No. 127) To extend the boundaries of the District of
Keewatin, and to amend the Law respecting such
District.-(Mr. Thompson.)

1, 974; wthdn., 1485 (i).
BILL (No. 128) To incorporate the Northumberland Straits

Tunnel Company-(K) from the Senate.-(Mr.
Hackett.)

1°*, 1014; 2°*, 1085; in Com., 1465; 3°*, 1467 (ii). (49
fVic., c. 92.)

BILL (No. 129) For the relief of Flora Birrell-(I) from the
Senate.-(Mr. Robertson, Hamilt2n.)

1° on a div., 1014; 2° agreed to (Y. 85, N. 33) 1172; in
Com. and 30 on a div., 1326 (ii). (49 Vie., c. 113.)

BILL (No. 130) Respecting certain Works constructed in or
over Navigable Waters.-(Sir Hector Langevin.)

10, 1075; 2 m., 1246; 2°*, 1249; in Com., 1270; 30*,
1271 (ii). (49 Tc., c. 35.)

BILL (No. 131) Further to amend the Act respecting the
Canadian Pacific Railway.-(Mr. McLelan )

RS. prop. (confirmation of agreement) 622 (i); M. for
Com., 930; in Com., 941; Res. prop. (release of
bonds) 913; 1°* of B., 1078; 2°* and in Com., 1199;

30 m., 1343; Amt. (Mrî Watson) 1345; neg. (Y. 49,
9

N. 116) 1357; Amt. (Mr. Cameron, Euron) neg. on
a div., 137; Amt. (Mr. Trow) 1957; reoom., 1858;
3° m. and Amt. (hir. MilcCarthy) 1858; neg. (Y. 37,
N. 120) 1369; Amt. (Mr. Platt) and 8°*, 1369 (ii).
(49 Vic., c. 9).

BILL (No. 132) Respecting the Department of Public Print-
ing and Stationery.-(Mr. Chapeau.)

M. to introd. and 1°* of B., 1217; 2° m., 1517; 2°*, 1532;
in Com., 1552; 3**, 1568; M. to conc. in Sen. Amts.,
1728 (ii). (49 Vic., c. 22.)

BILL (No. 133) Further to amend the Law respecting the
North-West Territories.-(Mr. Thompson.)

Res. prop., 1015; M. for Com., 1202; in Com., 1203; cono.
in and 1°* of B., 1223; 2°* and in Com., 1382; in
Com., 1458; 3° m. Amt. (Mr. Weldon) 1483; neg.
(Y. 42, N. 70) and 3*, 1485 (ii). (49 Vic., c. 25.)

BILL (No. 134) To amend "An Act respecting a Refor-
matory for certain Juvenile Offenders in the County of
Halifax, in the Province of Nova Seotia "-(0) from
the Senate.-(&fr. Thompson.)

1°*, 1254; 2°*, 1272; in Com., 1381; 30*, 1381 (ii). (49
Vic., c. 54.)

BILL (No. 135) To amend "An Act respeeting Offences
against the Person "-(N) from the Senate.-(Mr.
Thompson.ì

1°*, 1254; 2°, 1272; in Com. and 3°*, 1382 (ii). (49
Vic., c. 51.)

BILL (No. 136) Further to amend the Act respecting Fish-
ing by Foreign Vessels.-(Mr. Foster.)

10, 1310; 2° m., 1421; 2° and in Com., 1423; 3°*, 1455;
M. to conc. in Senate Amts., 1703 (ii).

BILL (No. 137) Respecting the Carleton City of Saint
John Branch Railway.-(Mr. Thompson.)

1°, 1310; 20 and in Com., 1424; 3°*, 1455 (ii). (49
Vic., c. 16.)

BILL (No. 138) To amend the Act respecting the Blectoral
Franchise and the Dominion Elections Aet, 1874.-
(Mr. Thomp8on.)

M. to introd. and 1°* of B., 1342; 20* and in Corn., 1467;
in Com., 1498, 1665; 3° m., Amt. (Mr. MiUa) 1672;
neg. (Y. 54, N. 92) and 3°*, 1673 (ii). (49 Vic,, c. 3.)

BILL (No. 139) Respecting Tolls over the Duanville Dam
and Bridge connecting works constructed over the
Grand River.-(Sir Hector Langevin.)

10, 1378; 20* and in Com., 1467; 3°*, 1482 (ii). (49
Vic, c. 30.)

BILL (No. 140) Respecting the improvement of the barbor
of Quebec.-(Mr. McLelan.)

Res. prop., 1342; in Com., 1383; 10* of B., 1385; 2°*
and in Com., 1467 ; 30*, 1482 (ii). (49 Vic., c. 19.)

BILL (No. 141) To amend the Law of Evidence in certain
cases-(P) from the Snate.-(Mr. Thompson.)

10*, 1385 ; 20* and in Com., 1464; 3°*, 1485 (ii).
(49 Vic., c. 50.).

BILL (No. 142) To make further provision respecting
grants of land to members of the Militia Force on
active service in the North-West.-(Mr. White, Card-

well.)
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M. to introd. B., 1420; Res. in Com., 1455; 1°* of B.,
1458; 20 m., 1568; 20* and in Com., 1572; 3°*,
1573 (i). (49 Vic., c. 29.)

BILL (No. 143) to authorise the construction of a railway
from the Straits of Canso, as a public work.-Sir
Etector Langevin.)

BeS. prop., 1455; M. for Com., 1485 ; in Com., 1486;
Bes. conc. in and 1°% of B., 1515 ; 20* and in Com.,
1628; 3°*, 1635 (ii). (49 Vic., c. 14).

BILL (No. 144) Respecting certain Subsidies for a railway
from Metapediac, on the Intercolonial Railway, to Pas-
pebiac.-.(Sir Hector Langevin.)

Res. prop., 1455; M. for Com., 1482; in Com., 1496;
M. to conc. in Res., 1515; 1°* of B., 1516 ; 2 m.,
1628 ; 3°*, 1635 (ii). (49 Vic., c. 17.)

BILL (No. 145) For granting to Her Majesty certain sums
of money required for defraying certain expenses of
the Public Service, for the years ending respectively
the 30th June, 1886, and the 30th June, 1887; and for
other purposes relating to the Public Service.-(Mr.
McLelan.)

Res. in Com., conc. in, 1°, 20 and 3O of B., 1775 (i).
(49 Vi., c. 1.)

BILL (No. 146) to authorise the granting of the subsidies
therein mentioned for and in aid of the construction of
certain railways.-(Mr. Pope.)

Rés. prop., 1551; M. for Com., 1595; in Com., 1596,
1610; Res. conc. in, 1635; 101of B., 1636; 2' and
in Com., 1704 ; 3>4, 1709 (ii). (49 Vic., c. 10.)

BILL (No. 147) To authorise the grant of certain subsidies
in land for the construction of the Railways therein
mentioned.--(Mr. White, Cardwell.)

BeS. prop., 1551 ; in Com., 1630 ; Roi. conc. in, 1639;
10* of B., 1640 ; 2° and in Com., 1709 ; 3°*, 1714
(ii). (49 Vic., c. 11.)

BILL (No 148) Farther to amend the Acts relating to
Duties of Customs and the importation or exportation
of goode into or from Canada.-(Mr. McLelan.)

1°*, 20, in Com. and 30*, 1728 (ii). (49 TVic., c. 37.)
BILL (No. 149) To prohibit the manufacture and sale of

substitutes for Butter (title amended by adding word
"certain" before "substitutes for Butter.")-(Mr.
McLelan.)

1J*, 2? in Com. and 3°*, 1728 (ii). (49 ic., c. 42.)
BILL (No. 150) Respecting the Bounty on Pig Iron manu-

factured in Canada froin Canadian Ore.-(Mr. Mc
Lelan.)

Res. prop., 1661 ; M. for Com., 1714 ; in Com., 1715;
Res. conc. in, 10, 2, inCom. and 3°, on a div., 1746
(ii). (49 Tic., c. 38.)

Birrell, Flora, Relief B. No. 129 (1) from the Sen.
(Mr. Robertson, lRamilton). 10 on a div., 1014 ; 2° agreed
to (Y. 85, N. 33) 1172; in Com. on a div. and 3° on a
div., 1326 (ii). (49 Tc., c. 113.)

BOLTS AND NUTS: in Com. on Ways and Means, 1584 (ii).
BoNDs, COUNTERFEIT, GoVT. : Ques. (Mr. .Landerkin) 121 (i).
BOND, FORGED, PAYMENT FOR:: in Com. of Sup., 1764 (ii).
BooKs PURCASED FOR DEPARTMENTS: in CoM. of Sup.,

882 (ii).

BOUCHERVILLE ISLANDS, OBSTRUCTIONS IN CHANEL: Ques.
(Mr. Benoit) 495 (i).

Boundaries of Keewatin. See "KEEWATIN."
BOUNDARIES OF ONT. AND IMPERIAL LEGISLATION: . for

Cor.* (Mr. mills) 66 (i).
LEGISLATION RESP30TING: Ques. (Mr. Mills) 59 (i).

WEST AND NORTU, EXPENSES INOURRED By DoM.
sINcE 1870 - M. for Stmnt.* (Mr. Gameron, Huron)
438 Ci).

Bounty on Pig Iron B. No. 150 (Mr. .McLelan). Res.
prop., 1661; M. for Com., 1714; in Com., 1715; Res.
conc. in, 1°, 2°, in Com. and 30 on a div., 1746 (ii).

(49 Viec., c. 38.)
Bow River Coal Mine and Transportation Co.'s

incorp. B. No. 44 (Mr. Robertaon, Hastings). 1°*,
119; 2°*, 265; in Com. and 30*, 757 (i). (49 Tic., c. 87.)

BoxEs, WRITING DEsKs, &a.: conc. in Ways and Means,
749 (i).

BLACK ROD, GENTLEMAN USHER: Messages from Ris E.
summoning Commons to Senate, 1 (i), 1776 (ii).

BLUEINO: conc. in Ways and Means, 749 (i).

BRANCH AND DISTRICT STAFF: in Com. of Sap., 1295 (ii).
BRANT MEMORIAL: in Com. of Sup., 1166 (ii).
BRIAR AND LoNG ISLANDs TELEGRAPH COXMWNICATION,

GISBORNE'S RIP.: M. for copy* (Mr. Fail) 393 (i).

BRIGADE MAJoRs SALARIEs, &o.: in Com. of Sup., 1300 (il).
BRITIs1 AMERICAN BANK NOTE PRINTING Co., CHARGES

AGAINST: Ques. ( Mr. Lister) 62 (i).
British Canadian Bank inoorp. Act Amt. B.

No. 114 (hir. Dawson). 1°*, 865; 29*, 907; in Com.
and 3°*, 1085 (ii). (49 Viec., c. 61.)

BRITISIH COLUMBIA i
CABINIT REPRBSENTATION FoB B. C. : Quos. (Mr. Shae8pec6re) 869 (j).

C. P. I., B. 0. CoNTRACTE : QuoS. (Mr. Casey) 709 (i).
- B. 0. SECTION: QueS. (ir. 1-dgar) 121 (i).

OmNEsE IMMIGRANTS: M. for Ret. (Mr. Gordon) 382 (i).

COLUMBIA VALLEY RY. 0o. See B. 87.

DoM. LANs eIN B. 0., SETTLBMENT OF: M. for Cor. (Mr. Shakeapeare)
496 (i).

ELEOToRL DISTRICTS VANCOUVER ISLAND, RI-ADJUsTEENT RIN EPRB-
SENTATION. Se B. 107.

ESQUIMALT AND NAJAImO Rr. See B. 47.

- INSPECTION, &0., OF RY. : Ques. (Mr. Gordon) 3M9 (i).

INTERBST, RATE OF, IN B. C. Seo B. 22.

KOOTENAT RY. 00. oF B. 0. Bee B. 89.
NATIONAL PARKs IN TIÉ N. W. T. oR B.D0. : Que#. (1fr. Ros)266 (i).
PBNITNTIARY: in Com. of Sup., 897 (ii).

SHUsWAP AD OxKi»AN Rr. Do. e B. 33.

VANCOUVER RY. RESERVs, SQUATTERS PR-M[PTION RMCORDS QUOS.

(Mr. Gordon) 369 (i).
YUKON RIvER EXPLORATIONS: QueS. (Mr. Roa) 266 (i).

[e6 also " PUBLIC WoiRs."]

Brockville and New York Bridge Co.'s incorp.
B. No. 68 (Mr. Wood, Brockville). le*, 393; 2°*,
474(i) ; in Com. and 30*, 856 (ii). (49 Vic., c. 91.)

BRoKoVsKI, E., OMPLAINTS AGAINST : M. for oopy* (Mr.
Cameron, Middlesex) 438 (i).

BROoKLYN BREAKWATER, N.S., REPAIRs: Ques. (Mr. Forbes)
265 (i).

BUCToUCHE AND MoNcToN BANCiH o 1.0. ,L: Qums. (Mr.

Cockburn) 330 (i).
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BUDGET, TmE: Que. (fr Richard Cartwright) 330; An-

nual Stmnt. (Mr. McLelan) 393 (i). [For deb. see
" WAYS AND MEANS."

BUOYS AND BUAQONs, &o.: in Com. of Sup., 1377 (ii).
Burglary, &c. Bee "CRIMINAL LAW AMT."
Burlington Bay Canal B. No. 76 (Sir Rector Lange-

vin). 1", 426; 2V and in Com., 518; 30*, 604 (i). (49
Tic., c. 32.)

BUSiNEisor THi HousE: M. (Sir Hector Langevin) to take
in Thursday, 512 (i). See " GoVT. BusiNEs."

- Remarks (Mr. Blake) 1746 (ii).
BUSINESS oF THE SESSION : Remarks (Mr. Mitchell and Sir

Hector Langevin) 691 (i).
BUTTERNUT RIDGE, N.B., POSTXASTERa: Ques. (Mr. Weldon)

1075 (ii).
Butter, Substitutes for, B. No. 149 (Kr. McLelan).

1°*, 20, in Com. and 30*, 1728 (ii). (49 Vic., c. 42.)
BUTTER SUBSTITUTE. See " OLEoMAGARINE."
CAB-IRE AND TRAVELLING EXPENSES: in Com. of SUp., 870,

878, 881 (ii).
CABINET REPRESENTATION FoR B. C.: Ques. (Mr. Shakes-

peare) 369 (i).
CALGARY AND FORT MAOLEOD MAIL SERVICE, TENDERS FOR.:

M. for Ret.* (Mr. Landerkin) 35 (i).
Calvin Co.'s incorp. B. No. 53 (Mr. Smal). 10*,

149; 24*, 265; in Coma. and 3°*, 474 (i). (49 ic., c.
107.)

CAMPBLL, SIR ALEX., MEMo. of, re RIEL, oOST OF PUBLISH'

INa: Ques. (Mr. Laurier) 66, 67 (i).

Canada Atlantic Ry. Co.'s Act Amt. B. No. 43
(Mr. Mackintosh). 1°*, 93; 2°*, 119; in Com., 505,
612; 30*, 614 (i). (49 ic., c. 72.)

CANADA ATLANTIO RY. SUBSIDY: prop. Res. (Mr. Pope)

1551; in Com , 1617 (ii).
---. AND ANTWERP STEAMBHIP SUBVENTIoli: in COm. Of

Sap., 1371 (ii).
SAND GERMANY MAIL SUBSIDY: in Com. of SUp.,

1756 (ii).

Canada Copper Co.'s B. No. 61 (Kr. White, Hastings).
1°*, 301; 2°*, 368 (); in Com. and 3°*, 907 (ii). (49
Vic., c. 99.)

Canada Permanent Loan and Savings Co. con-
solid. B. No. 98 (11) from the Sen. (Mr. Small).
1°*, 644; 2°*, 704 (i); in Com. and 30*, 1085 (ii).
(49 Vic. 104.)

Canada Southern Bridge Co.'s B. No. 40 (Mr.
Baker, Victoria). 1°*, 93; 2°*, 240; in Com. and 3°*,
494 (i). (49 Tic., c. 90.)

Canada Temperance Act, 1878, Amt. B. No.
104 (Mr. Orton). 10, 710 (i); M. to placé 2° on
Govt. Orders, 1218; neg. (Y. 35, N. 134) 1223 (ii).

- AMOUNT PAID tO P. R. JARVIS A8 RETURNING OFFI-
cER uNDER: M. for Rot.* (Mr. Trow) 393 (j).

- CoNVIcTIoNS UNDER: M, for Ret. (Mr. .McMullen)
912 (ii).

I

Canada Temp. Act fuirther amt. B. No. 92 (Mr.
Jamieson). 10, 599 (i); Mo. to place on Govt. Order,
neg. (Y. 68, N. 88) 1218; neg. (Y. 22, N. 149) 1222
(ii).

LEGISLATON RESPEOTING: QU. (Mr. Orton) 912 (ii).
on Amt. (Mr. Bergin) to Amt. (fMr. Blake) to M. for

Sel. Com. re Matthew Roche, 1339 (ii).
PUTTING IN FORCE: in Com. Of Sup., 1658 (ii).

-- RETURN OF FINES COLLECTED: QRe8. (bfr. Stairs)
1172 (ii).

C.P.R. Co.'s further Act Amt. B. No. 181 (Mr.
McLelan). Res. prop. (confirmation of agreement) 622
(i) ; M. for Com., 930 ; in 0om., 941; Res. prop. (release
of bonds) 913; 1°* of B., 1078 ; 2e"¥ and in Com., 1199 ;
3° m., 1343; Amt. (Bir. Watson) 1345; neg. (Y. 49, N.
116) 1357 Amt (1r. Cameron, Eluron) neg. on a div.,
1357; Amt. (Mr. Trow) 1357; recom., 1358; 3° m. and
Amt. (Mr. McCarthy) 1358; neg. (Y. 37, N. 120) 1869;
Amt. (Kr. Platt) and 3°*, 1369 (ii). (49 Vie., c. 9.)

CANADIAN PACIFIC RAILWAY:
AND NORTH SEoRE RY. GoR.: M. for copies (lfr. Lurier) 60 ().
BONDS, APPLICATION ]oFR: Remarks (Mr. Galt) 704 (1).
BONDS HELD BY Govt :-Ques. (Mr. Jackson) 495 (1).
BONDS, RIEASE OP: prop. Res. 913 (il).
B.C. CONTRACTE: Ques. (Mr. Casey) 709 (1).
B C. SECTION: Ques. (Mr. Edgar) 121 (1).
OoNFIRMATIO OF AGREREINT : M. for Oom. on ae.,980 (li); iu Oom ,

941-945 (il).
IxPENDITURE IN B.0.: in Com. of Sup., 1448, 1774 (il)
GRAVENHURST TO CALLANDER, AGREINITS LIASING LINI: M. for

copies (Mr. Edgar) 391 (i).
HOMISOTADU IN RY. BELT: Ques. (Mr. BEake) 120, 185 ().
LANDS, SALE o BY Co.: Que9. (Bir Riehard 4oeirNght) 843 (1).
LEASED LINaS, AMOUNTS PAID BY 00. AS RSENT, &o.: Que. (Mr.

Glen) 368 (1).
NORTuEBN PACIFI RY. AGREEMIT: Ques. (Mr. Bdgar) 633 (1).
OPERATION OF MAIN LIsE, CoST OP: Qus. lKr. Qhartion) 121 (1).
PORT ARTEUR TO RD RIvsR: in Gomr. of Sup., 1449, 1693 (l).
SALARIES &C., OP 81TAPF: in Com. of Sup., 1450 (il).
SUBsiDy: in Gom. of Sup., 1448 (il).
TARIFS : Ques. (Mr. Blake) 1076 (il).

CANALS:
BURLINGTON BAT. See B. 76.
CARILLoN: In Com. Of Sup., 1745 (il).
CoRNWALL: in Com. of Sup., 1452 (11).
GALOPS CANAL NLARGENNT, in om. of SUp., 1458 (il).
GRENVILLE: in Oom. Of Snp., 1453 (il).
LACazNE, ORossNe IN MoNTRsAL: Ques. (Mr. Ourran) 420 (il).

- in Com. of Sup., 1452 (il).
- LOTI oN BAxsNs: Ques. (Kr. Gault) 833 ().

MAINTENANO, &o. : in CoM. of Sup-, 1771 (il).
MURRAY: in Com. of SUp., 1453 (11).
REPAIES, &C. : in Com. of Sup., 1659 (Il).
TAY CANAL: in Gom. of Sup., 1453 (il).
ToLLs, AMOUNT cOLLEcTND: Qusa. (Mr. Va) 184 (1).

- RIDUCTION: Ques. (Kr. Curran) 494 (1).
TaENT RIVER NAv.i: n Com. of Sup., 1752 (il).

- VALLET CAxAL, FisS PAIO TO PoisSTT AID RooGaE: Ques.
(Mr. Landerkin) 843 (11).

- M. for Ret. (Kr. Cook) 898; Enquiry for Rot., 1343 (il).
- PAYMENTS oR RIOHT or Way : Ques. (Kr. Landerkdn)

843 (ii).
WELLAND : in Com., of Sap., 1453 (11).
WILLIAIxiURG : in Oom. of Sup,, 1452 (11).
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INDBX.
C»No AND PORT HOoD, &C., MAIL SUBSIDY: in COm of

Sup., 1371 (ii).
Cape Breton Island Ry. B. No. 143 (Sir Rector

Langevin). Re8. prop., 1455; M. for Com., 1485; in
Oom., 1486; Res. cone. in and 1°* of B., 1515; 2°*
and in Com., 1628; 3°*, 1635 (ii). (49 Vic., c. 14.)

CAPE BRETON, SuRVY op RAILWAY ROUTES: Ques. (Mr.
C'ampbell, Victoria) 266 (i).

CAPE RACE LIGHTSHIP AND STEAM FoG-wHISTLcE: MesS.
from His Ex., 226 (i).

CAPE PcE LIGmous, TANSFER 0Fo: prop. Res. (Mr.
Foster) 512 (i).

Cape Race, Nfid., Lighthouse Transfer B. No.
100 (Mr. Foster). Re8. prop., 513; in Com., 672;
1°* of B., 673; 2° and in Com., 748 (i); 3Q*, 805 (ii).
(49 Tic., c. 20.)

CAPE ToRMENTINE HARBOR: in Com. of Sup, 1158 (ii).

CAPITAL CASES AND THE CROWN: M. for Rot.* (Mr. Mack-
intosh) 60 (i).

CAP ROUGE AND ST. LAWRENCE RY. SUBSIDY: prop. Res.
(Mr. Pope) 1551 (ii).

CARAQUET RY. Co.'8 SuBSIDY: Que. (Mr. Weldon) 494 (i).
CARAQUET RY. SUBSIDY: prop. Re8. (Mr. Pope) 1551; in

Com., 1604 (fi).
CARDWELL, ELECTORAL Disr.: Vacanoy and Return of

Member elect, 1 (i).
CARILLON CANAL: in Com. of Snp., 1745 (ii).
Carleton City of St. John Branch Ry. B. No. 137

(Mr. Thompson). 1°, 1310; 20 and in Com., 1424;
30*, 1455 (ii). (49 Vic., c. 16.)

CARTRIDGE FACTORY AT QUEBEC: Que. (Mr. Mulock) 543

(i).
CAURIAGX HARDWARE: COnC. in WayS and Means, 1719 (ii).

Carriers by Land B. No. 7 (Mr. McCarthy). 1°, 38;
20 m., Order dschgd. and B. wthdn., 707 (i).

CATHOLIOS AND POLITIOS: Quoi. (Mr. Tassé) 1379 (ii).
CAVALRY AND INFANTRY S0HOOLS: In Com. of Sup., 1547

(ii). See " MIITA."
CEMENT, PORTLAND AND ROMAN: Confl. in Way8 and Means,

772 (i).
CENsUS oF N. W. T., NAMES OF EMPLOYEES : M. for Stmnt.*

(Mr. Landerkin) 66 (i).
CENSUS or MAN., N. W. T. AND KEEWATIN: QuoS. (Mr.

Cameron, Huron) 43 (i).
CENSUS oF MAN.: Que. (Mr. Scott) 1240 (ii).
CENTRAL BoARD OP AGRICULTURE : Quoi. (Mr. Landry,

Montmagny) 634 (i).
Central Ont. Ry. Co.'s B. No. 67 (Mr. White, East-

ings).- 1Q*, 393; 2°*, 474; in Com. and 3°*, 783 (i).
(49 Vic., c. 71.)

CR4RGES QF MANAGEMNT: in Com. of Sup., 520 (); conc.,
1773 (ii).

Chignecto Xarine Transport Ry. Co.'s Subsidy
Act Amt. B. No. 105 (Mr. Pope). Re. prop.,
513; M. for Oom., 673; in Com., 681; cono. in and 1°*
of B., 712 (i); 20* and in Com., 957; 3° on a div.,
1015; Sen. Amts. cone. in, 1381 (ii). (49 ic., c. 18.)

CHINESE IMMI&RANTS : M. for Ret. (Mr. Gordon) 882 (1).
Chinese Immigration Restriction B. No. 106

(Mr. Ohapleau). 1°, 746 (i); 2e and in Com., 1229 ;
38 m., Amt. (Mr. Mitchell) 1240; noeg. (Y. 8, N. 114)
1242; Ant. (Mr. Shakespeare) and 3*, 1248 (ii).

CHINESE, LEGISLATION RESPEoTING: Que% (Kr. Rtak)#(i).
CHIPPEWA INDIANS, PETS. FROM: Qei. (Mr. Cook) 165 (ii).
(JHURCHILL AND NELSON RIVERS SURVEYS: Qî4o. (Mr. Ros8)

266 (i).
CITADEL, QURBXo, DRAINAGE AND WAmER SUPPLY: Que.

(Mr. Langelier) 343 (ii).
CITADEL, QUEBRO, DRAINING OF: in Com. Of Sp.. 1742 (i).
CIVIL GovT. : in Com. of Sup., 522, 688 (i), 868, 877, 1343,

1649, 1697 (ii).
CIVIL SERVICE BOARD OF EXAMINERS: in Qom. of Sup.,

841 (ii).
CIVIL SERVICE SUPERANNUATION : M. for Ret. (Mr. Mc

Mullen) 905; Deb. reumed (Kr. McMullm) 1181; (M.
Mitchell) 1182; (Mr. Bowell) 1183; (Sir Richard Cart-
wright) 1184; (hfr. Mulock) 1184; neg., 1185 (ii).

CLAIMS OF P. E. I., SETTLEMENT OF: in Com. of Sup.,
1263 (ii).

CLAIMS RECOGNISED BY GOVT. IN N. W. T., AMOUNTS PAID:
M. for Ret.* (Mr. Casey) 438 (i).

CLEANING OFFICES: in Com. of Sup., 885 (ii).

COAL INTERESTS IN N. S.: M. for Stmnt. (Kr. McDougall,
Cape Breton) 544 (i).

COAL LEAsES. See " TimBER."

COBOURG, RELIEF oF TowN, re CONSTRUCTION 0F HARBOR:

prop. Re. (Mr. McLelan) 866 (ii).
Cobourg, Town of, Relief B. No. 122 (Mr. Mc

Lelan). Res. prop., 866; M. for Com., 957; in Com.
and 10* of B., 958; 2°* and in Com., 1144; 30*, 1199
(ii). (49 Vic., c. 33.)

COCOANUT, DE88[OATED : in Com. on Ways and Means,
1584 (ii).

COD LIvER OIL AND GUANO INDUSTRIES: in COM. of Sup.,

1757 (ii).
COLOGNE WATER, &o.: ceno. in Ways and Means, 770 (i).
COLLECTION OF REVENUES, in Com. of Sup., 1454, 1548,

1659, 1763 (ii).
Colonial Bank. See "CONTINENTAL."
COLONIAL RxRBITION, DELAY IR TRANSMITTING EXHIBITS :

Remarkî (Kr. Blake) 1077 (ii).
-- in Com. of Sup, 1095, 1741 (i).
COLONISATION Co.'8 AND SETTLERS: QUoi. (F. Farrow)

330 (i),
COLoNISATION Co.'î LETTERS PATENT INOORPORATING: M.

for copies (Kr. Edgar) 65 (i).
Columbia Valley Ry. Co.'s B. &e, " ooTNAy AnD

ATHABASCA."

COMMERCIAL AGENCIES: in Com. Of SUp., 1659; cono., 1773
Com EoA TREATIES, NEGoTIATIONS FOR: Que. (Mr.

Edgar) 844 (if).

Coinmissions to Pub#c Officers B. No. 110 (Mr.
Chapleau). 1°*, 781 (i); 20 and in Com., 958; 30*,

1015 (il). (49 Tc., c. 5.)
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II~1~I.
QO).TBES:

DIAATEs, OprIOiAL Rep.: M. for Oom. to supervise, 30 (1).
SELICT STANDING: M. (Sir John A. Macdonald) 2; M. for Coi. to

prepare lista, 33 ; lista presented, 35; Standing Orders cono. in,
38; Amt. (Mr. Coursol) to add names, 36; Amt. to Amt. (Sir
.&,toe Leageein to add names, St (i).

Comoxe SuImoXND o BN.: 1 (i), 1176 (ii).
OOMPANIES:

ALBERTA RR. o. B u B. 31.
ANGLaAERIo&a I»a N Co. Bu B. 6%

oW 0 VR M oALl Ma AND TRAoPoRTATIoN Co. Sa B. 4L.
BRooKrILL AND Nxw YORK BRIDGa 0o. Sem B. 08.
CALVIK Co. Se B. 53.
(ANADA AA TIo Ry. o00. Se. B. 43.

-- ora Co. Be. B. 61.
- PERMANENT LoAN AND SAVInç Go. S. B. 90.

- SoUTIRN BRIDGE 0 o. See B. 40.
OINT"AL ONTARIO RY. GCo. Se. B. 67.
C19IGNICTo MARINE TRANSPoRT Ry. 00. Se B. 105.
DwelNIoN iLANDs COLONISATION Co. Sue B. 45.
EDDY MANUYACTCRING 0o. See B. 30.
EasoiRN AND NoRT.WsrRNu [Y. (Jo. à B. 39.
Fossue' TROanIIo STaix ENamz CENTRA& Ce. See B. 68.
FaREUOLD LoAN ANI> SiviNes Jo0. u B. 111
GUELPH JUNioîO Ry. 0o. See B. 78.
KtegSTON AND PaXBROKBu MUTUAL AID, &0., Co. S#E B. I4.
KOOTENAT AND ATUABUsOA RY. Co. See BO. 87 0n6U 89.
LiAr NIPINS»q AND JAuNS' BAY Y. (Jo. Su B. 35.
LarE SUPERIOR ifINERAL RY. Co. Se. 8, 84.
LNNox PAIesU BRIDGE Co. Suf B. 81.
LODoN AiND ONTARIO INIVSTENIT Co. Se B. 97.
MANIToBA AND NORTE-WESTIaN Ry. 00. Seo B. 70.
MAsKINoNGi AND NiîIssNe Ry. 0Co. Seo B. 74.

MIciun HAT, DUNNoR AND BiwToN aY. Co. Su B. 16.

- RY. AND OAL Co. Set B. 54.

MUTUAL Lin Âaso,:iioN on Co.: Ques. (Mr. Holton) 1B79 (ii).
-- Rsuvu FuND Lira AsoCIAoTION RTIFIOATEs: Ques. (Ur.

Amyot) 1173 (ii).
NAPANUE, TAMWORTH AND QUEBIEO RY. Co. Su B. 79.
SORTH CANADIAN PACIFIC RY. 0o. Seo B. 73.

NIAGARA FRONTIZI BRIDGE 0o. Se. B. 48.

--- NDG4N IsIAND BRIDGE Co. See B. 38.
NORTE AxzRICAN TELEGRAPH Co. See B. 86.
NoarnrnN AND NonTs-WBsTNN RY. Co. Seo B. 65.
- PÀcVJ1o JiUNTio RY. (Jo. Se. B. 25.
NORTRUMxERL4ND STRAITS TUNiEL (o. Seo B. 128.

NoRTH-WEsT CeNTRAL y Co. Se, B. 17.

NovA SCoTIA AND WEsTERN RY. (o. Sqe B. 56.
- STEAMBsIP Co. See B. 51.
ONTARIO, M1NISDTA AND MAX. RT. JCQ. Se -. B 9.

PICTOU COAL AND IRoN Co. Se B. 64.

PoRTAGi iA PRAIRIE àAD Liii or TU WooDs, &a., (Jo. Se B. 55.

PRINCE ALUT 00LoNIoATIoN Co.: M. (Kr. £dgar) for Sel. Jom.

to enquire into charge against members, 489 (1).

RTMUE, INOOMPLET«, SHAERoLDSu I Co's. , remarka (Sir Hector
Langevin) 1168 (ii).

Rocx LAxi, SOUrIs A BRAINDON RY. Co. Ba B. 83.
SABLE AUD SANIsw BOOM Co., &-. S# B. as.

ST. GAnam AD Lavau Ry. (Jo. Sue B. I1.
Sv. LAwRm AND Aiw JpuanoT RY. oo. B u B. 58.

AgAIcAT wAN LAID AND HOKESTEAD 0o. Se B. 42.
SUsawAApD âP »OKANAIe RY. CO-. SU B. 33.
Tecoxsmn INSURANCE 0o. or CANADA. Se& B. 26.

VICToRIA AND SAULTS SM. NAIE JUNOTrON Rr. 0. 0e B. 95.
WEsTiRN CANADA LoiN AID SAvise 0Jo. Sa B. 112.
W r OM ArIo PAomIo y 0o. S B. 27.
WINNIPEG AND RuDsoN's BY iRY. AD STEAK Cng Op. Be B. 119.
WINRXrea AND NoH PAciro Ry. Co. Se. B. 73.
YA.IouTa SÂafusu Co. Bu B. 91.

Consentini Girolamo, Naturalisation B.No, S?
(Mr. Bal). 1°*, 93; 24Q*, 240; in Com. and 8 *, 473
(49 Vic., c. 112.)

ONoNOLID. FUND : QUeS. (Sir Richard CartWright) 1076 (ii).
R EIPT8 AND EXPENDITtURE: M. for Ret.* (Sir

Richard Cartwright) 35 (i).
Consolid. Inland Rev. Acts Amt. B. No. 101

(Mr. Costigan). Res. prop., 601; in Com., 681; 1P* of
B., 6S8 (i); 2°* and in Com., 1204; 3°*, 1223 (ii).
(49 Vic., c., 39)

Cqnsolid. Ry. Act,187Q, Amt. B. No. 4 (Ur. Itdoek).
10, 31; 2° Ig., Order daohgd. and B. wthdn., 858 (ii).

Consolid. ey. Act, 1879, Amt. B. No. 8 (Mr. c
Carthy). 1°, 3; 2°*, 707 (i); in Com., 857; 3°*, 858 (11).

Cpntagious Diseaseg. See "ÂANIMALs.
CONTINGENOIES, &C., MILITIA: in COM. of Snp., 1307 (ii).

--- DEPTL.: in Com., of Sap., 868, 877 (ii).

Continental Bank of Can. incorp. B. Nq. 60
(Ur. Macn, illan, Middlesex). 10*, 226; 2°*, 342; in

Com., 473; 3°*, 473 (i). (49 Vic., c. 64.)
CONVICT LABOR IN DORCHESTEa P£NITENTIARY: 0Que.

(Mr. Ray) 1075 (ii).
v8. Fans LABOR, NUMBER EMPTLOYED IN DoIN . PINI.

TENTIARIEs: M. for Rot * (Mr. Wilson) 47 (1).
Cooc, Ma. HI., TIMBER DUEî : Qies. (Mir. Taglor) 1380 (ii).
- - M. to ref. to Pub. Aeots. Com. (Mr. Taylor) 1420 (ii).
COPYRIGHT, LAws RELATING TO: M. for Sel. Com. (Mrà

Edgar) 377 (i).
CORDAG, MANILA AND SISAL: in Com. on Ways and Means,

1584 (ii).
CoRINTH AND EGREXONT PoST OrIPPoXs: in Gom. of Sup.,

885 (i).
- - PosT OFFICE AT: Qios. (Mr. Lnnderk,*n) 843 (ii).

CORNWALL CANAL: in CoM. Ol Sap., 1452 (ii).

COTTON FABaIOS, PRINTED OR DYED: cono. in Ways and
Means, 769 (i).

- - WIaz: cono. in Ways and Means, 1721 (ii).
COUNTERPEIT DoM. 82 NOTES : Ques (Mr. Tassé) 865 (ii).

Court of Ry. Commissioners, B. No. 6 (Mr.
McCarthy). 10, 31; 20 m., 585 ; Order dschgd, and
B. wthdn., 599 (i).

Criminal Law Amt. (burglary, &o.) B. No. 28
(Mr. Robertson, Hastings). 1V, 67 (i); 211 m, 1185 ;

neg., 1186 (ii).

Criminal Law Amt. (law of evidenoe) B. No. 3
(Ur. Robertson, Bamilton). 1ç, 31 (i); 29 agreed to
(Y. 86, N. 52) 858; in Com., 911; Amt. (Mr. Dejar-
dins) 6 m. h., neg. (Y. 59, N. 88) 911; 39 on same di.
reversed, 912 (ii).

Criminal Law Amt. (law of evidenoe) B. No.
23 (Mr. Cameron, Buron). 11, 65; 24 m, 707 ; 29
neg. (Y. 57. N. 80) 709 (i).

Crimiual Law Amt. (law of evidenoe) B. NQ.
141 (P) from the Son. (Mr. Thompson). 10*, 138';
2-* and in Com., 1464; 30*, 1435 (ii). (49 Vic., c. 50.)



INDEX.
Criminal Law Amt. (offences against the per-

son) Act Atnt. B. No.135 (N) from the Sen. (Mr.
Thompson). 1°, 1310; 2° m., 1421; 20 and in Com.,
142.4; 30*, 1455; M. to cono. in Sen. Ants., 1703 (ii).

Criminal Law Amt. (seduction, &c.) B. No. 20
(Mr. Charlton). 1°*, 60; 2° m., 441; 2° agreed to (Y.
114, N. 47) 444; M. for Com., 570; ref. to Sel. Com.,
571; in Com. of W., 704; 30*, 707 (i); M. to cono. in
Sen. Ants., 1326 (ii). (49 Vic., c. 52.)

Criminal Law Amt. (unguarded holes in the
ice) B. No. 2 (Mr. Robertson, Hamilton). 10, 31;
20, 707; in Com. and 3°*, 856 (ii). (49 VFic., c. 53.)

ORIMINAL STATISTICS: in Com. of Sup., 1091 (ii).

Crown Cases Reserved Law Amt. B. No. 126
(Mr. Thompson). 1°, 974; 2° and in Com., 1202; 3°*,

1223 (ii). (49 Vic., c. 47.)
CRow, L. S., PAYMENT FOR SERVIcES: in Com. of Sup.,

1763 (ii).

Cruelty tu Animals Prevention B. No. 11 (Mr.
Charlton). 1°, 41; 2° m., 438; 2° and ref. to Sel.
Com., 439 (i).

Gustoms Acts further Amt. B. No. 148 (Mr.
McLelan). 1°*, 2°, in Com. and 3°*, 1728 (ii). (49
Vic., c, 87.)

OUSTOMS AND EXCISE:
BRITs9 AMURICAN BANKN OTE PRINTING 00q, CHARGES AGAINET:

Ques. (Kr. Liater) 62 (i).
CUSToS APPOINTXE NT AT WOODSTOCr, N.B.: Ques. (Mr. Irvine)

1075 (ii).
- in Com. of Sap., 690, 874, 1454, 1763 (il).
- OrrEC AT YUXON : Ques. (Mr. Rosa) 268 (1).

- Surzuaus AT MONTREAL: Remarks (Mr. Holton) on M. for
Com. of Sup., 1684 (ii).

- SETTLEMENT: Ques. (Mr. Gault) 1343; in COm. of Sup.,
1369 (il).

-- AT WINnpIG: M. for Ret.* (Lr. Paterson, Brant) 392 (i).
EXPORTs AND IPORTIS, ST»NT. OF: M. for Rot." (Sir Richard Cart-

wright) 35 (i); Value of : Ques. 1240 (i).
FLOUs AND CoAL DUTIES, ABOLITION OF: Res. (Mr. Mitchell) in

Amt. to Com. of Bnp., 1425; (Reply) 1444; neg. (Y. 46, N.
119) 1447 (i).

GAPI VINEI IMPORTED UNDER VALUATION : Ques. (Mr. Lister)
370 (i).

LuxmaR AND SAw LoGs, FRE EXPORT:1 Que. (Kr. Ives) 634 (1).

REVENUE FRAUDS B MONTREAL FIRms: Que. (Kr. Gault) 709 (i).
RICE, INCRIAsE OF DUTY: Que. (Shakepeare) 369 (i).

BUGAR DUTIES PAID AT HALIFAX AND MONTREAL : Que. (Mr. Staira)

898 (ii).

SUGAR IN BOND Ix MONTREAL: Ques. (Mr. Robertion, 3elburne)
783 (i), 843 (ii).

DAKOTA AND TzxAs, IMMIGRATI.N FraoM: Ques. (Mr. Royal)
1217 (ii).

DEDATIs, OrrioIL REP.: M. for Sel. Com., 30; K. to cono.
in Firet Rep. ofOCom. (Mr. Desjardins) 66 (i).

--- PUBLISHING: in Com. of Sup., 1089 (ii).
--- HADINGOS TO EXTRA coPIzES: Remarks (Mr. Kirk)

630 (i).
DIBT, FLOATING : Ques. (Mr. Jackson) 1076 (ii).
DEBT OF THE Dom.: Quos. (Sir Richard Cartwright) 31 (i).
DEaT, PUBLIC, NET AND GoßoS: Quo8. (Mr. Charlton) 42, 59,

495 (i), 1076 (ii).

DENTS OP ONTARIo AND QUEEco: Ques. (Sir Rie4'd (Cart-
wright) 974 (ii).

DEPARTMENTI, GENERALLY, 0ONTINGE'CIEs: in Com. Of SUp.,
868, 877 (ii).

DzoSITS IN GoV'T. AND P. O. SATINGS BANKs: Quei. (Mr.
.Mulock) 634 (i); Ques. (Mr. Jackson) 1218 (ii).

DIGBY PIER, RN-BUILDING OF AND REPAIRE: Quie. (Mr.
Vail) 31, 42 (i).

DISALLoWANCE OF MAN. Ry. Co.'8 CHARTEs: M. dropped
(Mr. Blake) 383 (i); . for Ret.* (Mr. Watson) 802 (i).

DISTURBANCE IN THE N. W. T.:
ANNESTY TO PARTIES WHO TOOK PART IN REBELLION: QUM. (Mr.

Blake) 61 (i).
- GENERAL: prop. Res. la Amt. to m. of Sup. (Mr.

Laurier) 1257 (ii).
ANDERSON, JAMES, Cor. re PURCHASE OP SUPPLIES, k&.: M. for copies

(Mr. Casey) 427 (i),
BATOCHE, BATTLE or, REP. or OriRoa ucoxD In CoNAiD: Ques.

(Mr. Casey) 369 (i).
BELL & LEWIs, HOWARD WRIGHT, AND OTHBRS, MONEYS PAID TO, FOR

TRANSPORT, &0. : M. for Ret.' (Mr. Vaaey) 437 (i).
CLAIS COXXIsSION: Ques. (Mr. Ca8ey) 42 (i).
CLAIRS PAID: Ques. (Sir Richard Cartwright) 42 (i).
CLAIRE RUCOGNISED ay GOVT. AD AROUNTS PAID: M. for Ret.' (Mr.

Caaey) 438 (i).
CONFIDUNTIAL PAPERS: Mess. from HiEs Ex. presoented (Sir Hector

Langevin) 368 (i).
DUTY Or TRE GOVT. TO BRING DOWN FURTEUR PAPERs : Re. (fMr.

Blake) 497 (1).
FOOD, MATERIAL, MEDICAL SUPPLIES AND CONFORTS, FORAGE, a .,

PUROHASE or: M. for Rot.* (M. Ca8ey) 438 ().
HALF-BREUDE, INDIANS, &0., CONITTALE AN CONTICTONS :Ques (Mr.

Blake) 61(1).
HER MAJESTY V8. PARTIES TRIED IN CONNEOTION WITE RBULLION, &C.

M. for Ret.* (Mr. Laurier) 60 (1).
olisEs PURCHASiED, AND FROx WHO, &0.: M. for Rot.* (Mr.

Cauey) 438 (1).
INDIANs WHO TOOK PART IN REBELLION: Queo. (Mr. Blake) 1075 (ii).

INsTRUOCTIJNs T O NON-C0MBATANTS: M. for copies (Mr. Casey) 427 (1).
LAURIE AND STRANGE, MAJ. GENERALs, STATUs IN ACTIVE FORCE I

Ques (Mr. Casey) 119 (i).
LossEs, CLAIms, &.: in Com. of8up., 1764 (ii).
MEDALS, DISTRIBUTION or: QueS. (Mr. Royal) 1661(ii).
MEDICAL AND HOSPITAL STAFF, NLXES, O. : M. for Reot. (Mr.

Casey) 438 (i).
MIDDLETON, MAJ. GENE.RA, NAREs, &o, or STAFF: M. for Ret.'

(Mr. asey) 437.
MILITARY OLAIRS CoxMxISSION, NAIU, &o.: K. for Rot.* (Mr.

Camey) 438 (i).
NON-COxBATATs, REao0grrION O, rERICUE: Que. (Mesrs. Roag

and Cameron, Middleaez) 633 (i).
Orr0ERos, &C., WHO voLUitEERED VOR SERVICE, NARES, k0. : M,

for Ret.' (tfr. Casey) 438 (i).
PENSIONS TO VOLUNTEURs WOUNDUD AT Duer LAE: Queo. (Mr.

Rosa) 633(1).
PoLICE SUoTs: M. for Ret. (Mr. Sprouie) 788 (i).
PRINCE ALBERT VOLUNTUEUS, SORW ro: QuoS. (Mr. Rosa) 633 (J).
PURCHASING AGENTS, NAXOs, &C : M. for Reot. (Mr. Casey) 47(i).
REPS. O GOT. COUNSEL ON TRIALS, kV. : Ques. (Mr. Blake) 185(1).
REPORT ON REBELLION PREBENTED TO HOUSE : Remarki (Mr. Caiqy) On

M. for Com. of Sup., 1640 (ii).
RETS. RESPECTING: (Mr. Blake and others) 34 ().
RiL, LoUis. Seo general heading.
SCRIP TO HAL-BREEDS WHO 'TOOK PART IN REBELLION: QUe. (Mr.

Laurier) 1075 (ii).

SEIzURESB BeYMoUTMD PoLICU OR EXPUDrIIOEART FORCE: M. for RO.'
(Mr. CaSy) 438(1).
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INDEX.
DISTURBANCE IN THE N. W. T.-.Contined.

SEvIUs Or M.P.'s AN »SINATORS UT COMTIoN WITR, AmouNTs
rAID: M. for Ret.* (Kr. Mcoulien) 392 (i).

SETTLEBs ON SiRvIOI AND HOusTEuDs; Ques. (Mr. Cameron, Huron)
426 (i).

STrm PAYXASTIRs, NAIS, &C. : M. for Ret.'0(Mr. Casy) 438 (1).
TRANSPoRT AND SUPPLY Orricas, NAxus, c.: M. for Roi.' (Mr.

Casey) 437 (i).
TRANSPORTATION GONTRACTORS: M. for Ret. (Mr. Casey) 427 (i).
TRANsPORT Snv10E, &c. : Ques. (Kr. Caey) 61 (1).
?nIAL or HAIn-BRIDs, INDIAVN, ho.: Ques. (Mr. Blake) 58 (i).
WAR CLAma AND oPiRATIoNs: Ques. (Sir Richard Cartwright) 1843

(il).

DITISIONS:
ADXINISTRATION or TUI N. W. T.: Roi. (Ur. HIll.) in Amt. to Com

of Ways and Means, 1729-1733; neg. (Y. 51, N. 71) 1740 (il).
ANIxAL, ONTAGIOUs, DIsîAss B. 19 (1r. Mulock) : on M. for 30,

Amt. (Mr. White, Rerfrew) to recoin., 910 ; neg. (Y. 36, N.
99) 911 (il).

BIRMSL, FLORA, RELIEr B. 109 (r. Robertson, Hamilton): 20
agreed to (Y. 85, N. 33) 1172 (il).

C. P. R. ACT AMT. BILL B. 131 (Kr. McLelan) : on M. for 30, Amt.
(Mr. Watson) to recom., 1345 ; neg. (Y. 49, N. 116) 1357; Amt.
(Ur. McCarthy) 1367; neg. (Y. 37, N. 120) 1369 (il).

OIINZsE IXXIGRATION RaSTacTIoN ACT AUT. B. 106 (Mr. Chapleau):
on M. for 30, Amt. (Mr. Mitchell) to recom., 1240 ; neg. (Y. 60,
N. 114) 1242 (il).

OoAL AND FLoUR DUTIS, ABOLITION or: Re. (Mr. Mtchell) in
Amt. t Com. of Sup., 1425-1428; neg. (Y. 46, N. 119) 1447
(ii).

JRImNAL LAw AuT. (LAworv oIDBN) B. 3 (Kr. Robertson, Hami!-
ton) : 2 agreed to (Y. 86, N. 52) 858 ; Amt. (Mr. Desjirdine)
on M. for 3q, 6 M. h., neg. (Y. 59, X. 68) 912 (il).

GmmîNAL LAw AxT. (LAw or IvIDINQI) 8. 23 (Mr. Cameron,
Huron): M. for 20, 707 ; neg. (Y. 57, N. 80) 709 (il).

ORIMINAL LAw ANT. (sIDUOTION, &o.) B. 20 (Ur. Charlton) : 29
agreed to (Y. 114, N. 47) 444 (i).

DIsTURBAIO IN TM N. W. : Ro. (Kr. Blake) duty of Govt. to
bring down further papers, 407 ; Amt. (Mr. Hall) 506 ; Amt.
to Amt. (Mr. Cameron, Huron) 510 ; neg. (Y. 62, N. 111 510 ;
Amt. (Mr. Hall) agreed to (Y. 110, N. 63) 511 ; main M., as
amended, agreed to, on same div., 511 (i).

DOMINION ELIOTION AUT. B. 29 (Mr. McCarthy) : 20 agreed)to (Y.
52, N. 89) 1186 (ii).

ExTINGUISHMONT Or THO INDIAN TITLI IN TRI N. W. : Res. (Ur.
Laurier) in Amt. to Com. ofSup., 809-819; neg. (Y. 64, N.
106) 841 (ii).

FINIs AND FoRPItTuRis B. 82 (Mr. Thompson) : on M. for 30 Amt.
(Mr. Blake) to recon., neg. (Y. 47, N. 106) 714 (1).

FRANoma ACT AxT. B. 138 (Mr. Thomp#eon) : on M. for 30, Amt.
(Mr. Millh) to recom., 1672 ; neg. (Y. 54, N. 92) 1673 (ii).

HoxU RULu IOR IRnLA» : Res. (Ur. Blake) 1096; Amt. (Ur.
Cotigan) 1097; Amt. to Amt (Mr. cMuallen) 1108 ; neg.
(Y. 60, N. 118) 1135; Amt. (Mr. Costigan) agreed to (Y. 117,
N. 61) 1135; Amt. (Mr. Coughlin) neg. (Y. 22, N. 142)
1138 ; Amt. (Kr. Mille) neg. (Y. 69, N. 87) 1142 ; Amt (1r.
Thompson) agreed to (Y. 80, N. 70) 1142 ; main M., as
amended, agreed to (Y. 140, N. 6) 1143 (ii).

INDEMNITY or MEMBERsî: prop. Res. (Ur. Farrow) Amt. (Sir Hector
Langevin) to proceed to conada. of Rou. (Mr. Landry Mont-
magny) respecting execution of Riel, 121 ; agreed to (Y. 105,
N. 61)1241(i). Be.

I&DIAN ADMINISTRATION IN TII N. W.-: Res. (Mr. Cameron, Huron)
in Amt. to Com. of Sup., 718-730; neg. (Y. 65, N. 114) 746
(i).

INTUREST IN B. 0., B. 22 (1r. Baker, Victoria) : on M. to place 2Q
on Govt. Orders, Amt. (Kr. Blake) to add B. 92, neg. (Y. 68,

N. 88) 1218 ; Amt. (Ur. Kranz) to add B. 104, 1218 ; Amt. to
Amt. (Kr. Cameron, Victoria) to add Be. 92, 99 and 118, 1219;
neg. (Y. 22, N. 149) 1222; Amt. (Mr. Kranz) nog. (Y. 3, N,
134) 1223 (ii).

DIVISIONS-Oontinued.
NORTEuRN AND PACIric JUNCTION RY. Oo.'B B. 25 (Ur. Meathy):

Amt. (Kr. Mulock) to recom., 1325; neg (Y. 48, N. 90) 1326
(il).

NoRTBURN AND PAOIFIC JUNOTION Ry.00.2. B. 25 (Mr. MoOarthy):
on M. to conc. in Sen. Amts., Amt. (Kr. Muock) neg. (y. 45,
N. 90) 1684 (ii).

NORTI-WIUT QCNTRAL RY. Go.'s B. 17 (Mr. Beaty) : on M. for 0 om.,
(r. Mitchell) 3V m. h., 979; neg. (Y. 59, N. 86) 1011 ; Amt.
(Ur. gulock) to recom. toBel. Studg. Com. on Rys., bo,, neg.
(Y. 55, N. 82) 1012 (il).

NORT-WIST TRRITORIBe Làw AUT. B. 133 (Mr. Thomp.on): on M.
for 30, Amt. (Mr. Weldon) to reoom., 1483 ; neg. (Y. 42, N. 70)
1485 (il).

PRINCI ALBIaT CoLoNsATIoN 0o. : on prop. Rea (Mr. Edgar)
charging memberi with using their position to influence Gov.
in granting lands, Amt. (Sir Hector Langevin) 489; agreed to
on a div., main M., as amended, agreed to (Y. 150, N. 1)
491 (i).

PUBLIC EXPENDITURI: Res. (Sir Richard Oartwreght) in Amt. to
Oom. of Sup., 1647; neg. (Y. 36, N. 70) 1648 (11).

RiaL, Louis, EXICUTION or: on M. (Mr. Amyot) for Rets., Amt. to
proceed to conadn. of Res. censuring Gort., 186; agreed to
(Y. 116, N. 75) 194 (1).

- or: on Res. (Ur. Landry, Montmagny) censuring Gort.
68; Amt. (Sir iector Langevin) previous question, 77; agreed
to (Y. 126, N. 73) 368 (i); Res. neg.(Y. 52, N. 146) 368 ().

RofMu, MATTHEW, or LINGAN, N.B. : Res. (Ur. Blake) for Bei. Com.
to enquire into oonduct of certain M.P.'s, 1173; Amt. (Ur.
Orton) to substitute 20 of B. 104, 1335; Amt. to Amt. (Ur.
Bergin) to resume adjd. deb. on Ur. Taylor's Res (oleomar-
garine) 1337; Amt. neg. and main motion neg. (Y. 51, N. 89)
1341 (il).

SINATI, CONSTITUTION or: Res. (Ur. ltl) in Aimt. to Oom. of
Sup., 1272-1275; neg. (Y. 57, N. 89) 1295 (i).

STELLARTON AND PICTou BRANsH Ry., I.O.R., EXTiNioN B. 57: on
M. for 30, Amt. (Mr. Vail) to recom., 664; neg. (Y. 51,
N. 107) 668 (i)-

SUasuY (NoNIT) To N.B. RB-ADJUsTMBNT: on prop. M. (Ur. Kirk)
Amt. (Mr. Cameron, Inverness) 455; neg. (Y. 16, N. 82)
456(i).

TImBinLAND AID COAL LEÂIs IN N.W.T ([NDiEPNDIN0uo PARLT.,

BRIAcH OF): Res. (Mr. Charlton) in Amt. to COm. of Sup.,
1030-1041 ; neg. (Y. 43, N. 99) 1074 (il).

DoDD, MURBAY, M.P.: Res. (Mr. Blake) for Sol. Coi. to
enquire into charges against, 1173 (ii).

Dom. Elections Act, 1884, Amt. B. No. 29 (Mr.
McCarthy). 11, 67; 2° m. and neg. (Y. 42, N. 89)
1186 (ii).

Dom. ELICOTIONS ACT AT.: Remarks (Bir Bector Langevin)
on M. to introd., 877 (ii).

Dom. ExHIBITIoN: in Com. of SUp., 1091 (ii).

Dom, Lands Act further Amt. B. No. 94 (Ur.
White, Cardwell). 1°, 600; 20*, 748 (i); in Com., 913,
1078, 1085; 3°*, 1243; Son. Amts. conc. in, 1568 (ii).
(49 Vic., c. 21.)

Dom. Lands Colonisation Co.'s B. No. 45 (Kr.
Beaty). 1°*, 119; 2"*, 240; in Oom. and 3Q*, 614 (i).
(49 Vic., c. 100.)

DOM. LANDS:
DIBATE, In Cox. or Sup., 527-542 (i).
Ga*zINO LAND AND GRAZINo LAID LEAuss: M. for Re. (Mr.

Charlton) 392 (i).
BOasTIAD AD PI-sTION RNTaRIs :a. for aet.* (Ur. (Io*)

393 (1),
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L[Hii IK DEX.
DOMINION LANDS-Continued.

IN 0X. OF SUP., 1550 (ii).
Pxu-umPTIox ENTRIES, &C., AMOUNTS OWING AND UNPAID: M. for RO.'

(Mr. Glen) 393 (i),
-- Ni MAN., RDUCTION Ix PaICE: Quos. (r. Wgon) M9 (i).

SNTTLEMENT OF IN B. 0.: M. for Oor. (Mr. Shakspfefae) 496 (i).
[Se also "O. P. R,," " INDIANS," " LAiDs,' &o.]

Dox. NOTES In CIRCULATION AND GOLD HELD BY GoVT. : M.

for Ret. (Mr. Mc Mullen) 438 (i).
DoM. RY. ACT AMT., re ooMPENàATIoT: Ques. (Mr. Lister)

4i6 (i).
DOM. $2 NOTES, COUNTERFEIT: Ques. (Mr. Tase) 865 (ii).
DdubiESTEt PENITÉNiIARY, CoVlOGT LÀBf: Qties. tM.r.

FRay) 1075 (ii).
--- in Com. of Sup., 892 (ii).
DREDGING: in Com. of Sup., 1269 (ii).
DILL INSTBUCTION AND DRILL PAY: in Cobi. of Sup.,

1306 (ii).
DragIsts B. No. 99 (J) from the Son. (Mr. )ickey).

1**, 6 91 (i); Ms. to place 2° on Govt. Orders, 1219,
1222; neg. (Y. 22, N. 149) 1222 (ii).

DuoK, Gzo., DoM. LAND AGENT AT PRINCE ALBERT, REr.
'F: M.for copies* (Mr. Edgar) 58 (i).

jUFFERIN «ATE, QUEBEC, CLAIMS OF H. J. B EMER: Ques.
(Mr. Kirk) 1661 (ii).

Dfunnville Dam and Bridge Tolls B. No. 139 (Sir
Hector Langevin), 1°, 1378, 2°* and in Com., 1467;
3°*, 1482 (ii). (49 Vic., c. 30.)

DURHAM, EAsT, ELECTORAL DIST.: Vaoanoy and Return of
Member elect, 1 (i).

DuRnAM TO GEoRGIAN BAY RY.: Remarks (Mr. McMullen)
on M. that Com. rise, 1628 (ii).

LARNINGS AND WORKING EXPENSES, &C., [.C.R, : M. for
Ret.* (hMr. Weldon) 392 (i).

BARTHtNWARE: conc. in Ways and Means, 1719, (ii).
EASTER, ADJMNT. FOR: Remarks (Mr. Blake) 747 (i).

Eddy, E. B., Manufacturing Co.'s incorp. B. No.
30 (Mr. Wright). 1°*, 92; 2°*, 119; in Com. and 3°*,
757 (i). (49 Vic., c. 106.)

EDMOTONE AND RIVItRE DU LouP Ry. UBsiD : Ques.
(Mr. Weldon) 5i0 (i).

EDMONTON AND ST. ALBERT LAND SUavEYs: M. for Cor.,
&c,* (Mr. Taylor) 802 (i).

ELGIN STATION; L'ISLET: QUes. (Mr. Casgrain) 544 (i).

Emerson and North Western Ry. Co.'s incorp.
B. No. 89 (qr. Pruyn). 1°*, 93; 2°*, 342 (i);
wthdn., 897 (ii).

ENGINEERS' CERTIFICATES; Mess. from uis Ex. (Sir
Hector Langevin) b99 (i).

ENTOkOLOIST, FnEOc, APPOINTMENT OF: Qifès. (gr.

Landry, Montmagny) 634 (i).

Esquimalt andNanaimo Ry. B. No. 47 (Mr. Pope).
10,119; 2° m., 515; 2° and inOCom., 517; 3° m, 602;
30*, 604 (i). (49 Vic., c. 15.)

EsQUIMALT AND NAINAIMO RY., INSPECTION, &C.: Ques. (Mr.
Gordon) 369 (i).

LqUnX&LT G&AVING DoCK, in Com. of Sup., 1156, 1752(i).

ESTIMATES, Tme, FoR 1886-87: Mess. from Tris .,jfè-
sented (Mr. fcLelan) 368 (i); supjl. f'r i -86,
1550; suppL for 1887, 1633 (ii).

EVEBETT, MR. C.: introduced as Member elect fOr Et. John,
N.B., City énd Cdanty, 1 i).

ËxCIsE : in Com. of Sup., 1543 (ii).

EXPENSE IN PRODUCING RETURNs: M. for Pet. (Mr. V4lin)

386 (i).
EXPÈWEs oF MEMBeS or GoYT. iGlirAD.: M. for et.*

†Qr. &Whenile, Brant) -51 (¶).

Experimental Farm Stations B. No. 124 (Mr.
Carling). Res. prop., 866 ; M. for Com., 960 in Com.

and 1°* of B., 973; 2°* and -in Com., 1146, 1204; 30*,

1204 (ii). (49 Vic., c. 23.)
tXftERIMirtAL EARM S 'SÀÌs EsTÀBiLs ifiEét: Deb. on

M. for Com. on IBes. (ir. Carliag) 90; (Sir Richard
Cartwright) 960; (Messrs. Wallace [ York] und Watson)
961 ; (ËHsris. Mills and Hesson) 962; tessr . MdNeill
nd Charlton) 963; (Miesers. McCallaum and Ferguson,
Wefland) 964; (Mr. Wigle) 965; (Mesrs. McMullen
and C ohrane)'966; <Mr. 1rbiùe) 967 ; (mir. Farrow)
968; (Mr. Sproule) 969; ( Mr. Bain, Wentworth) 971

(Ci).
EXPERIMENTAL FAÂms: in Com. of Sup, 169 (H).
EXPORTS AND IMPORTS, VALUE: Ques. (Sir Richard Oart

wright) 1240 (ii).
STATEMENT OF: M. for ]Ret.* (Sir Richard Cart•

wright) 35 (1).
ExTRA CLaRKs: in Com. of Sap., 880, 883 (ii).
FABRE, HEcTon, REp. FRom: Ques. (Mr. Desjardins) 1661

(ii).
- in Com. of Sup., 1658 (ii).

Factories Regulation B. No. 121 (Mr. Bergin). lc*,
946 (ii).

FAcToay LEGIsLATION: Ques. (Mr. Mulock) 634 (i).

FAIRFIELD, N.B., PosTMASTER: Qdes. (Mr. Weldon) 1661

(ii).
FANcY GooDs: cone. lu Ways and Meaus, 749 (i).

Farm or Real Estate BaËks B. No. 8 (Mr. (»ton).
Res. :d M. for Com., 4à7; in Com., 432, 71, 577, 10*
of B. 586 (i).

FARm STATIONS. Be EXÈRIMENTAL.
FaTHER ?ol*T, bÊÈP WA!fR.PIEn: Qiles. (Mr. Nault) 633

(i).
FEATHEas, OSTRIOH AND YULTIEE : ono. in Ways and

Meanus, 749 (i).
FELT: conC. in Ways and Means, 1721 (ii).

FINANCIAL INsPECToR, AsT.: in 0om. of Sup., 4. (i).
FINANCE, DEPT. oF: in Com.'of Sap., 89 (i) ; nitlgene

nées, 891 (a).

FINANCE:
AUDITox GmAirs EuP.: presenDed (Mr. MceL&uG) 31(i).
Boxi>s, CoxTuarrT, GovT. : Ques. (Mr. L derlkin) 121 (i).
0.P.R. BoNDs, ELD sY GovT.: Ques. (Mr. Jackson) 495 (i).
OsUBoLIDATED Fui>, RemPT AND IXPUNDTUEBU: M. for Ret.o

(Bir Richard Cargeoright) 35 (i); Ques., 1076 (ii).



INDEX.
PIN&NOB-Oinued .

DmsT, FLOATING: Ques. (Mr. Jackson) 1076 (ii).
DUNT -O TEI-Dag. : Que. (Sir Rôekrdc Cairwrigk) 31 (1).
DuiT, P uLio, NET AND Gioao, Iuanaam: Quos. (1r. Charton)

42, 59, 495 (), 1076 (i).
Dig¥ rb ONT. AND» QTt.: Qus. (Sir Richard CartwrigM) 974 (il).
Dox. $2 NOTS, COUNTERMIT: Ques. (Ur. asse) 85 (i).
Là»a I PBtoymaNT Fuzn, ANowrT Dm 'Or : Quoi. (Ifr. Ln.-

derkin) 286 (i).
LoANs, TEmPoRAl?, BY GovT.: on K. for Ret. (Ur. Biak) 57 (1).
PRINTING ACCS. AND Pti. ÂOOTs. Cou.: M. to refer items (Ur.

Chariten) 383 (i).
*PunLo Accovrs : presented (Mr. McLslan) 31 (i).
TUxPoRAET LoANs BY GOT. : M. for Ret. (Sir Richard-Carewright)

b6 (i).

Fines and Forfeitures application B. No .82
(Bir. Thompson). 10, 488; 2%, 671; in COm., 713; 3°

m. and Amts. (Mr. Blake) 714 ; 3° agreed to (Y. 47, N.
106) 715 -(i) (49 Vic., c. 48.)

FIas-Aam ha TH N.W.T.: Ques. (Mr. Blake) 1076 (ii).
FISHERIES:

AMUI0AN FBiHERUaN, D PRIDATIONS BYr Ques. (41. Rofdrtodu,
Shelburne) 783 (i).

AgPy BAT, FimRIess, DUSPATOHUS, &C.: Mess. from His Ex. (pre-
sented) 807 (fi).

DuSaft- :Ques, ( r. Mitchell) 1076 (ii).
DUEP-WATEa Fisaims, ix B. 0. : M. for Cor. (Mr. Shakespeare)

495 ().
FISenInMs in Oom. of sup , 691 (1), 1698, 1757 (ii).

-- JOINT Oxxi1ss0i RIsPEOTING: M. for Ret. (Mr. Mitchell)
el(i).

FîssuiY KeeorOTrnn: Ques. ,(Mr. Mitchell) 120 ().
FIsH IMPORTATIONs: M. for Ret. (Mr. Kirk) 370 (i).
FIsHING BouNTIs, OLAINS ro]F: M. tor copiea (Mr. Langelier) 697 (i).

- IN MANtroA: Ques. (Mr. Royal) 692 (i).
- IN MUsIoRA DIsTRICT : Ques. (Mr. Cook) 1076 (if).

--- LINS FErUs: Ques. (Ur. Camerro, Middleerz) 1076 (ii).
& RsUGLATIONS, VIoLATIoN or, BY AMBlRANs: M. for Ret.*

(Mr. Mitchell) 392 (i).
Riees or I»NDIAs ON Làxs HURON AND NIPIssING, Pure.,

&o.: M. for copies (Mr. O' Brin) 693 (i).
Fusamuns PROTECTION : Que. (Mr. Davies) 494 (i).

- A» MARIN» POLIOn RUSULATIONs ISsesD : M. for copies
(1Ur. Mitell) 458 (i).

LUGAL Suavios IN CONNUOTION WITH FIsHuRY AWARD AND REVIsIoN
or ST~ATUTas : in Oom. of Sup., 1159 (ii).

LogstU1am FIsNml-I PI.I.: Ques. (r. Hackett) 31 (1).
ciLTLIAU," SonooNia, SaIuzRIi ou': Ques. (Mfr. Veit) 912 (fi).
MAalNu AND FIsamUM, RP. or MIN. To PRv (JouNCIL IN 1869:

M. for copy (Kr. Mfitckel) 391 (i).
8EQawISIMD, FusaINs ?aIvIIohs, &c. : Ques. (Mr.Cook) 784 (i)'

UNITU» STATse FîsmNG YssiaVu s AND INsRols Fu&Eau : M. for

Ret. (Mr. Mitchell)392 (i).
Wair FIs 'Tay A* FIsa H xua i ls,: M for Ret. (Kr. 6oedon)

788 (i).

Fishing by Foreign Vesels Act further Amt. B.
No. 136 (Ur. Poster). 10*, 125 1; 2°, 1272; ii COm.
and 30*, 1382 (ii). (49 Vic., c. 51.)

FLAG TREATY BETWEEN U. S. AND SPAIN: M. for Cor. (Mr.
Vail) 700 (i).

FLoUE AND'COAL DUTIE8, ABOLITION OPr: Res. (Mr..Mitchell) i n
Amt. to Com. of Sup., 1425; Deb. (Mr. Burpee) 1428 ;
(Mesrs. Kirk and Langelier) 1429; (Messrs. Fisher,
Vail and léssM) 1430; (Mr. Weldon) 1431 ; (Mesrs.
Wood[ Westmorelandj and Casey) 1432; (Sir. McLelan)
1435; (Sir Richard Cartwright) 1437; (Mr. Cameron,
Inverness) 1438; (Kr. Gillmor) 1440; (Meurs. Gadt and
10

Woodworth) 1441; (Mr. Mitchell) 1444; (Mr. Bvereft)
1446;; neg. (Y. 46, N. 119) 1447 (ii).

FLoUa SUPPLY TO INDIANS'OF THR N.W.: M. for Bep.* (Mr.
Paterson, Brant) 43, 65 (i).

FLYING OLUM Po ttTas N.W.: M. for Cor. (Mr. Watson)
684 (i).

FRAN0CE AND QUECB'e STIA&mHoP SUBmvNTON: ri Oom of
Sup., 1370 (ii).

FRANCHE ACT ANTS.: Ques. (Kr. McMulln) 61; (Sir
Richard Cartwright) 543 (i).

EXPENSES UNDER: inI Com Of SUp., 1699 (ii).
- INSTRUCTIONS TO REVIBING OrPIcEs: M. for copies

(Mr. Oasey) 43; Deb. (Mr. Chapleau) 46; (Kr. Cameron,
Huron) 47; (Kr. Cook) 51; (Messrs. Dundas ind
Lister) 52; (Kfr. Landerkin) 53; (Mr. Paterson, Brant)
54; (Messrs. Mills, Weldon and Mulock) 55; (Mr.
Gasey) 56 (i).

-- 0. C., &C., RESPECTING PUTTING IN FORCE OF AcT, &o.:
Instructions to Revising Offlcers &o., M. for oopies*
(Mr. Cameron, Buron) 58 (i).

-- PRINTING FOR DISTRIBUTION: Remark (1r. Dawson)
1746 (ii).

-- in Com. of Sup., 1698, 1747 (ii).
ELEORTORAL ACT, WORKING OF: Cor. presented (Ut.

Chapleau) 1482 (ii).
Pranchise, Electoral, Act Amt. B. No. 138 (Mr.

Thompson). M. to introd. and 10* of B., 1342; 2e*
and in Com., 1467; in Com., 1498, 1665; 3° m., Amt.
(Mr. Mills) 1672; neg. (Y. 54, N. 92) and 3°*, 1673
(ii). (49 Vic., c. 3.) See "DoMImoN."

FREDERIOTON TO PRINCE WILLIAM Ry. SUBSIDTY: prOp.
Res. (Mr. Pope) 1551; in Com., 1624 (ii).

Freehold Loan and Savings Co.'s B. No. 113 (L)
from the Son. (Kr. Beaty). 1°*, 805; 2°*, 85i; in

Com. and 3°*, 1085 (ii). (49 Vic., c. 103.)
FRENCH CANADIANS, APPEALS AGAINST: Ques. (Mr. Tassé)

1378 (ii).
FRENCH CANADIAN REPRESENTATION FOR ONTARIO IN SEN.:

Ques. (Mr. Tassé) 1633 (ii).
Fa.IT, DR1m ANb GREN: COne. in Ways and Means,

750-755 (i).
FO*.WHISTLES, &C., MAINTENANCE : in Com. of Sup.,

1375 (ii).
FodýD, MATERIAL, MEDICAL SUPPLIE8, &O., PUROHASED 11N

N.W.T.: M. for Ret.* (Mr. Casey) 438 (i).

FooD SUPPLY To INDIAN IN Tat N. W.: MI. for Rot.* (X.

Mulock) 58 (i).
Forbes' Trochilie Steain Engine Central Co.

of Can. incorp. B. No. 66 (Mr. Patterson,
Bsse~). 1°*, 393; 20*, 474 (i); in Com and 3°*, 907
(à). (49 V.,c. 109.')

FommOTERs' DPoRITS IN -GOVT. BANKS : Qaes. (Mr. Charltof)
1095 (ii).

FoSTEa, HoN. G. E.: retured as Member elect for King',
N.B., 1 (i).

GANANoQUE, PERTH AND JAMES' BAY Ry. 00.'S SUBSIDT:
prop. Res. (1r. Pope) 1551; in Com., 1624 (i).
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GAB, WATER AND SOIL PIPEs: conc. in Ways and Means,
755 (i).

GEOLOGICAL DISPLAY AND COLONIAL EXHIBITION: Ques.
(Mr. ifolton) 692 (i).

SURVEY EXPENDITURE: Qnes. (Mr. Holton) 633 (i).

SURvEY : in Com. of Sap., 524, 542 (i),1543, 1649 (ii).
GEoRGIAN BAY ISLAND, TIMBER SALEs: Qnes. (Mr. Lander-

kin) 898 (ii).
GERMAN REPRESENTATION IN THE SEN. : Ques. (Kr. Kranz)

1661 (il).
GILLIS, TRIAL OF FOR MURDER, REP. OF JUDGE1: M. for oopy*

(Mr. Davies) 802 (i).
GIMPS, CoRDS, BRAIDS, &o.: conc. in Ways and Means,

755 (i).
GISBoRNE, MR., REp. re TELEGRAPHIC CoMMUNIcATION IN

DIGBY Co. : M. for copy* (Mr. Vail) 393 (i),
GLENANNAN TO WINGHAM RY. SUBSIDY: prop. Res. (Mr.

Pope) 1551; in Com., 1015 (ii).
GLOVES AND MITTS: conac. in Ways and Means, 756 (i).
GAOL AND LUNATIC ASYLUM AT REGINA.- in Com. of Sap.,

1747 (ii).
GoVT. BUILDINGS, QUEBEC, WATER SUPPLY: Ques. (Mr.

Langelier) 844 (ii).
GovT. BUSINESs: M. to take in Wednesdays (Sir Hector

Langevin) 1014 (ii).
M. to take in Saturdays and Mondays, 1592 (ii).

-- M. to take in Thursdays, 512 (i).
GovT. DEPOSITN IN SAVINaS BANKs: Ques. (Mr. Mulock)

495 (i).
GOVT. MEASURES, FURTHER: Qes. (Mr. Blake) 1703 (ii).
- MENTIoNED IN SPEECH FRom THRoNE .:Remarks

(Mr. Blake) 1198 (ii).
- Remarks (Mr. Blake and others) 913 (ii).
GOVT. SAYINaS BANKS DEPosITS: M. for Stmnt. (Sir Richard

Cartwright) 392 (i).
GOVT. STEAMERS : in Com. of Sup., 1372 (ii).
GOVERNOR GENL'S AND STAFF'S SALARIES: M. for Stmnt.

(Mr. McOraney) 795 (ii).
SEo.'s OFFICE : in com. of Sap., 522, 868 (ii).

-- SPEECH PRoM THE THRONE IPROROGUING PARLT.,
1777 (ii).

- TRAVELLING EXPENSES : M. for Ret. (Mr. McOraney)
792 (i).

GRAHAM, MR., APPOINTMENT As LEGAL AGENT AT HALIFAI:
Ques. (Mr. .Mills) 1514, 1633 (i).

G'RAPE VINES IMPORTED UNDER VALUATION: Ques. (Mr.
Lister) 370 (i).

GRAZING LANDS. See "DoM. LANDS."
GRAzING LEAsES. Se "TImBER."
GREASE: oono. in Ways and Means, 780 (i).
GRENVILLE CANAL : in Com. of Sap., 1453 (i).
Guelph Junotion Ry. Co.'s incorp. Act Amt B.

No. 78 (Mr. Innes). 10*, 460; 29*, 614; in Com.
and 39*, 783 (i). (49 Vic., c. 69.) &

HAIR-OLOTH: cono. in Ways and Means, 756 (i).

HALDIMAND, IssUE O WRIT FOR AND RETURNING OFFICER:

Ques. (Mr. Landerkin) 1144, 1172 (ii).

HALDIMAND, ISSUE OF WRIT FOR: M. (Mr. Landrkin) 912,
1015, 1077, 1144, 1171 (ii).

HALF-BREEDS' CLAIMS ComssioN, 1877, REps. oF: M. for
Rot. (Mr. Landerkin) 634 (i).

- CLAIMS PROVED BEFORE COMMISSION: M. for Ret.*
(Mr. Ross) 58 (i).

- CLAIMS, STMNT. RESPECTING: pre8ented (Mr. White,
Cardwell) 746 (i).

- ENUMEIRATION oF, REP. OF COMMIssIoN: M. for
copies* (Mr. Laurier) 58 (i).

- PRIsONERs IN THE N.W.T.: M. for copies of 0. C.*
(Mr. Desaulniers, Maskinongé) 60 (i).

HAMOND, EUGÈNE, EMPLOYMENT OF BY GovT. : QUes. (Mr.

Langelier) 1379 (ii).
HANDKERCHIEFS: cono. in Ways and Means, 1722 (ii).
HARBORS AND RIVERS: in Com. of Sup., 1261, 1754 (ii).
HARBOR MASTER AT SARNIA: Ques. (Mr. Lister) 692 (i).
HARDWARE AND RY. SUPPLIES PURCHASED IN HALIFAX: M.

for Ret.* (Mr. Forbes) 58 (i).
HARNESS AND SADDLERY : cono. in Ways and Means, 756 (i).
HAY TAX IN THE N.W.T.: Ques. (Mr. Landerkin) 121 (i).
REALTH STATISTICs: in Com. Of SUp., 1094 (ii).
HEBERT, HUBERT, REVIsING OFFICER AT MONTMAGNY: QUes.

(M&r. Langelier) 569 (i).
HENEY, JOHN, CLAIM 0F FOR REFUND oF TOLLS: M. for Ret.*

(Mr. Landerkin) 392 (i).
REFUND TO: conC. in Com. of Sup., 1774 (ii).

HENSLEY, MR. JUSTICE, REP. oF, re TRIAL oF GILLIS FOR

MURDER: M. for copy* (Mr. Davies) 802 (i).
HEREFORD TO INTERNATIONAL RY. SUBSIDY: pro.p.. Res.

(Mr. Pope) 1551; in Com., 1614 (ii).

HIGH COURT OF JUSTICE, ONT., JUDGE'S SALARY: Ques.f(Mr.

Blake) 898 (ii). See B. 125.
HOME RULE FOR IRELAND : Prop. Resa (Mr. Blake) in Amt.

to Com. of Sup., 1023; Res. wthdn., 1030 ; M. (Sir

Hector Langevin) appointing day for discussion, 1075;
prop. Res. (Mr. Blake) 1096 ; Amt. (Mr. Costi-
gan) 1096; Deb. (Mr. Casey) 1097; (Mr. Curran)
1101 ; Amt. (Mr. McMullen) to Amt, 1104; (Mr.
Burns) 1108; (Mr. O'Brien) 1109; (Mr. Lander-

kin) 1111 ; (Mr. Orton) 1113 (ii) ; (Kr. McNeill) 1114;

(Mfr. B ackett) 1115 ; (Messrs. Allen and Wallace, York)

1117 ; (Mr. Thompson) 1125 ; (Mr. Blake) 1119 ; (Mr.
Coursol) 1127; (Mr. Paterson, Brant) 1128; (Mr.
Mitchell) 1131 ; (Mr. Costigan) 1132; Amt. to Amt.
neg. (Y. 60, N. 118); Amt. (Mr. Costigan) agreed to
(Y. 117, N. 61) 1135; Amt. (Mr. Blake) to send Res. to
Mr. Gladstone, 1136 ; Amt. (Mr. Coughlin) to send Res.
to Mr. Parnell, neg. (Y. 22, N. 142) 1138 ; Amt. (Sir

John A. Macdonald) to transmit Res. to Speaker of

English H. of C., 1139; withdn, 1140; Amt. (Mr.

Mills) to add name of Mr. Parnell, 1140 ; neg. (Y. 69,
N. 87) 1141 ; Amt. (Mr. Thompson) to transmit Res. to

High Com. for Can. agreed to (Y. 80, N. 70) 1142 ;
main M. (Mr. Blake) as amended, agreed to (Y. 140,

N. 6)1148 (i).
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I N D E X .
HoX RULE FOR IRELAND, DISPATCH OF RIS.: Remarks (Sir

John A. Macdonald) 1178; Ques. (Mr. Cameron, Middle-
sx) 1380; remarks (Kr. Mills) 1381 (ii).

HoMESTEAD ENTRIEBS, CANOELLED OR ABANDONED IN THE
N.W. : M. for Rot. (Mr. Cameron, Euron) 801 (i).

HORSES PURCHABED IN N.W.T., AND PROM WHOM: M. for
Rot. * (Mr. Casey) 438 (i).

HOMESTEADS AND PRE-EMPTIONS. See 4lDoMxoN LANDS."

HlOUSE OF COMMONS:
ANTIGONISE, ELECTORAL DIOTRICT : Vacancy and Return of Member

eleet, I (i).
OARDWELL, ELEUToRAL Dis rRiCT: Vacancy and Return of Member

elect, 1 (i).
"DuBATI" oxwITTum. Se general heading, 30 (1).
DURAx ELacoRAL DIsTRICT: Vacancy and Return of Member

elect, 1 (i).
FRANOHIEI AOT AKTS. : Ques. (Mr. 'coMullen) 61 ; (Mr. Blake)

543 (i).
FRANCHIR» ACT A T. Se B. 138.
FRANCHISE ACT, EXPUNsEs UNDIR: in 0cm. of Sup., 1698, 1750 (ii).
- 1NSTRUOTIONS TO REVIsING OFFICERs : M. for Copies (Mr.

Casey) 43 ; remarks, 58 (i).
INDEMNITY TO MUMBERs ACT ANT. : prop. B., 38; prop. Res., 121 (i).
KING's, N.B., ELICTORAL DIOTRICT : Ya0ancy and Return of

Member elect, 1 (1).
LIBRARY Of PARLIANENT : Librarian'a Rep. presented (Mr. Speaker)

2 (i).
In Cou. or SUP., 1089 (il),
MIUBURS INTRODUCED, 1 (i).
MSaS. PRO HI EX SUKMMONING THI COMNONS TO SENATI, 1 (i)

1776 (il).
Nxw MIERERs: Announcement (Mr. Speaker) 1 (i).
PROROGATION 8 Ques. (Mr. Colby) 1703 ; Ques. (Kr. Blake) further

Govt. Measures, 1703 (ii).
ST. JoHN, N.B., OITY AND OUNTY ELECTORAL DISTIOT: Return of

Member elect, 1 (1).
ST. JOHN, N. B., OITY ELIOTORAL DISTlICT: Vacancy and return of

Member elect, 1 (i).
SuRoT STANDING 0MITTRIS. Se general heading "COxxrITTZs."
SPEECH PROM Ti THRoNi, 1 (i).
THoMPoN, MR., M.P., DîcuÂsu or: Remarks (Mr. Blake) 802 (i).
VAoANOmis I Announcement (Mr. Speaker) 1 (i).
VorusR' LisTS, PRINTING Or, CONTRACTs, &C. : I. for Stmut.

(Mr. Casey) 448 (i).
HUDsoN BAY EXPLORATION: Ques. (Mr. Ross) 266 (i) ; (Mr.

Dawson) 865; (Mr. Royal) 1378 (ii).
- EXPEDITION: in Com. of Sap., 1658 (ii).

Ie, unguarded openings, &c. See "CRIMINAL LAW
AmT."

IMMIGRATION, ASSISTED AND UNAi3ISTED : M. for Rot. (Mr.

Wilson) 635; Deb. (Mr. Jackson) 637 ; (Mr. Ross) 639;
(Mr. Carling) 640 ; (Mr. XMcMullen) 642 ; (Messrs. Wood-

worth and Beaty) 643; (Mr. Ferguson, Leeds) 644; (Mr.
Mills) 644; (Mr. Mackintosh) 646; (Mr. Lister) 648 ;
(r. Foster) 649; (Mr. Charlton) 651 ; (Mr. White,
Cardwell) 651; (Mr. Casey) 656; (Mesr8. McLelan and
Sproule) 657; (Sir Richard Cartwright) 658 ; (Mr. Daw-
son) 659; (Mosrs. Allen and Watson) 660 (i).

IMMIGRATION AND EMIGRATION: Ques. (Mr. Charlton) 370 (i).
- RoM DÂxOTA AND TEXAs: Ques. (Bir. Royal) 1217

(ii).
---- PROM FRANCE, WoRK oF M. LABELLE: Ques. (Kr.

Deajardins) 1661 (ii).
--- in Com. of Sap., 1385 (ii).

TMTGRANTS SETTLED IN CANADA, NUMEER or: Que. (r.

miuis) 61 (i).
IXPERIAL FEDERATION: remarks on adjnmt. (Sir Richard

Cartwright and others) 33 (i).
IMPERIAL TITLES: M. for Rot. (1fr. Edgar) 698 (i).
IMPORTS AND EXPORT8, VALUE or: Quae. (Sir Richard Cart,

wright) 1240 (ii).
INO ARRAN HOTEL : Remarks (Mr. Davies) on M. for Com.

of Sup., 1533 (ii).
INDEMNITY TO MEMBERS: prop. Ros. (Mr. Farrow) 121 (i).
INDEPENDENCE OF PARLT. ACT, BREAcH 7o, OHARGI AGAINST

A MEMBER: M. (Mr. Somerville, Brant) to ref. to Sol.
Com., 1594 (ii).

- - REFUTATION OP CHARGES: (Mr. Cameron, Victoria)
on M. for Com. on Ways and Meane, 1580 (ii).

INDIANS AND HALF-BREEDS :
CHIPPEWA INDIANs, PàTs. Fiom : Ques. (Mr Cook) 1659 (il).
FLOUR SUPPL1 TO K. W. INDIANU: Que. (Mr. Paereon, Brant)

43 (i); (M. for Reps.*) 65 (1).
H ALF-BRîEDs CL AIMS CoxMIssION, 1877, REPs. or'; M. for Ret.

(Mr. Landerkin) 634 (i).
- OLAIUE PROTED BEFORU oMMISOION: M. for Ret.$ (Wr. Rois)

58 (i).
- STMNT. RisPIOTING: presented (Mr. Wkite, Cardweli) 746 (1).
- ENUMERATION OP, REP. or CoMMIssîoN . M. for Copieâ* (Mr.

Laurier) 58 (i).
- PRIsONERS IN TRI N.W.T. : M. for copies of 0.0. (Mr. De-

aulnurs, Maskinongé) 60 (1).
ISDIAN ADMINISTRATION Or TUI N.W.: Res. (Wr. Cameron, Iuron)

in Amt. to Oom of Sup., 718-730; neg. (Y. 65, N. 114)746(1).
INDIAN ArFAIRs, DEPTL. REP. : presented (Sir l.un A. Nadonald)87

-- DiPT. or: in Com. Of Sup., 688 (1).
INDIANU oF THE N. W., FooD SUPPLY TO: M for Ret. (Wr.

Mulock) 58 (i).
INDIANS WHo ToOK PART in RIBILLION-: Ques. (Mr. BLoke) 1075 (11).

in Com. of Sup., 1650, 1745, 1758, 1773 (ii).
INSPECTORS OR COMMISSIoNERs OF INDIAN AFFAIRs IN N. W. : M.

for copy of 0.0.* (Mr. Landerkin) 438 (1).
KAH-E-W-QUo-NA-BY, O rHIE, AMOUNTS PAID TO: M. for ReOt. (r.

Somerville, Brant) 57 (i).
LETTIRS PATENT Foa INDIAN LANDs. Se B. 102.

MIsIssAOUA IINDIANS, AMOUNT DUE THIN: Ques. (Kr. Baterson,
Brant) 1633 (11).

RoBINsoN TREATY, INDIANS UDR: M. for Cor. (Mr. Dawaon) 62 (1).
SofooLs : in Com. of Sup., 1166 (il).
SCIP TO HALF-BREEDs WHO TOOK PART iN REBILLIoN: Ques (Mr.

Laurier) 1075 (ii).
Six NATION INDIANs, MINUTîs oP CoUNOIL: M. for copies* (Mr. Pater-

son, Brant) 58 (i).
VoTERs, APPLICATION FoR RieIsTRATIONI: W. for copies (Mr. Ca.ey)

449 (i).
INDIAN ADMINISTRATION oF TI N.W.: Roa. (fr. Cameron,

Buron) in Amt. to Com. of Sup., 718; Deb. (Sir Hector
Langevin) 730 ; (Mr. Paterson, Brant) 733 ; (Mr.
Ferguson, Leeds) 739; (Kr. O'Brien) 741; Mr. Cameron,
Middlesex) 742; (Mr. Watson) 745; remarks (Mr.
Fairbanks) 742 ; (Mr. Charlton) 745; (neg. Y. 65, N.
114) 746 (i).

Indian Lands, Letters Patent B. No. 102 (Sir
Hector Langevin). 10, 692 (i) ; 20 m., 807; 2 and in
Com., 808; 30*, 868 (ii). (49 Vic., c. 7.)

INDIAN TITLE, EXTINGUISUMINT oF iN N.W.T.: Re8. (Mr.
Laurier) in Amt. to Com. of Sup., 809; Deb. (Mr.
White, Cardwell) 818 ; (Kfr. Davies) 829 ; (Mr. Mills)
836; (Mr. Dawson) 839; (Kr. Mitchell) 840; neg.
(Y. 64, N. 106) 841 (ii).
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INDIANTOWN BRANH, LC.R, AMOUNT PAID 20R

DAMAGES: M. for Ret.* (Mr. Wedon) 392 (i).
INGERSOLL, LONDON AND CHATHAM RY. SUBSIDY:

Res. (bIr. Pope) 1551; in Com. ,1598 (ii).

Inland Rev. Acts Amt. Bee " CONSOLIDATED."

LAND

prop.

INLAND REVENUE:
ÂDULTERATION ÂAT ÂMT. Ses B. 108.

-- oF FooD : in 00. of Sup., 1547 (il).
OoNSoLID. INLAND REV. ACTS AMT. See B. 101.

JULLERS, TIMBER: in Oom. of Sup, 1544 (il).
DUPTL. RuP..: pruaented (Mr. o8tigan) 31 (i).
DEPT. or: in Com. of Sup., 689 (i), 881, 1543 (il).
ExoisE : in om. of Sup., l43 (ii).
HENET, JOHN, RIUND TO: on conc., 1774 (ii).
INSPECTION ACT AT. : Ques. (Mr. Landerkin) 784 (i).
NEW EDINBURGH AID GATINEAU FERRY: Que. (Mr. Bain, Wei-

worth) 1172 (il).
PREVENTIVE SERVICE : in om. of Sup., 1544 (ii).
SLms AND BooMs: in Gom. of Sup., 1547 (ii).

Insolvent Debtors Assets Distribution B. No.
93 (Mr. Macmillan, Middlesex). °*, 599 (i).

Insolvent Debtors Discharge B. No. 71 (Mr.
Edgar). 10*, 393 (i).

Insolvent Banks, Ins. Co.'s, Loan Co.'s, &c., Act
Amt. B. No. 15 (Mr. Edgar). 10, 48; 2°, 437; in
Com., 907, 1179; 3°*, 1180 ; M. to transfer Son. Amts.
to Govt. Orders, 1592 (ii). (49 Vic., c. 46.)

INSPECTION ACT AMT.: Ques. (Mr. Landerkin) 784 ().
INUPECTORS OR CoMMISSIONERS OF INDIAN AFFAIRS, &C', IN

N. W.: M. for copy of 0. C.* (Mr. Landerkia) 438 (i).
INBTRUOTIONs TO NoN.COMBATANT8 IN THE N. W. T.: M. for

copies (Mr. Jasey) 427 (i).

Insurance B. No.11(G) from tho Sen. (Mr. Thompson).
JO*, 842; 20, 957; in Com. and 30*, 1385 (ii). (49
Vic., c. 45.)

INTERCOLONIAL RAILWAY:
BUCTOUCHE AND MONOTON BRANCH: Ques. (Mr. Cockburn) 330 (i).
CASUALTIERs, &., DAMAGES AIND AMOUNT OÂLAIMS: M. for Ret.'

(Mr. Weldon) 58 (i).
OLAIMS ARIOING OUT or PoNBTRUCTIoN : in Com. of Bnp., 1752 (ii).
DALsousia BRARH : M. (Mr. Davies) to reter expenditure to Public

Acets. Oom., 227 (i).

EARNINGS AND WORKING EXPENSES, &a. : Ques. (Mr. Weldon) 62 (i).
M. for Ret.' (Mr. Weldon) 392 (il).

ELGIN STATION, L'IsLET: Ques. (Mr. Gasgrain) 544 (i).
EMPLOTEEs BETWEEN OAMPBELLTON AND HALIFAX, &0. : M. for Ret.'

(Mr. Weldon) 58 (i).
EXTENSION PROM 8TRAIT Or CANso TO SYDNEY, &0.: Ques. (Mr.

Cameron, Inverness) 843 (i).
HARDWARE AND Ry. SUPPLIES PURCEASUD IN RALIFAX: M. for Ret.*

(Ur. Forbes) 58 (1).
INDUTowN BRANCIR, AxoUNT PAID FoR LAND DAMA Gu: . for Ret.'

(Mr. Weldon) 392 (i).
REPAIR, O&c., in Com. of Bap , 1659 (ii).
RmiRvoIR, &c., AT LkTIs: Ques. (Ur. Lesage) 1378 (ii).
Roian.Ie SToox PuoRuAsE»: M. for Ret.* (Ur. W.4don) 58 ().
RoIGan STOCK REPAIRED AT GOTERNiMhT WozRoPs, &C.: M. for

Ret.* (Mr. Weldon) 58 (i).
ST. GHARLEs BRAMcH: in om. of Sup., 1451 (11).
STELLARTON AND PIcroU Ba&uc, O. G.î PETs., &c.: M. for copies*

(Ur. Kirk) 802 (ii).
STELLARTON BRAcH.: in Oom. of Sup., 1452 (ii). See B. 57.
MaRoia, ELZÉAR, OLàIM op : Ques. (Mr. Langelier) 784 (i).

INTERCOLONI1AL RAILWAY-ontinued.
MOOAN STATION TO JOGGINS R. SunsiDY: prop. Res. (fr. Pope)

1551; in com., 1616 (ii).
MIsouLÂ.oEous woRs: in Com. ofSap., 1451 (i).

Ou. BARRELS, SALE oF: M. for Ret.' (Mr. Langalier) 802 (1).
OIL ONTRAT3: Ques. (.Er. Wedon) 897 (ii).
PASPEBIAC BRANcH : Que. (1fr. Edgar) 188 ().
PRIVAT ANID OFF:IOIL CARs BUILT oR PURORASED: M. »r E Mt. (1r.

Weldon) 57 (i).
WIiTINGHouBE BRAKEs, AMOUNTS PAID FOR APPLYING: 1M. for Re.

(Mr. Vail) 393 (i).
WISE FENCING OONTRACT: Ques. (Mr. Gaudt) 544 (i).
Woon PURoH&sEs PoR R..SMITH, oF QUEEc: Ques. (Mr. Lesage)

544 (i).

I.C.B. extension (Stellarton to giotou)B. No.
57 (Mr. Pope). 1, 185;. 2 and in Com., 604; *14; 30
m., 663; 30*, 668 (i). (49 Vic., c. 13.)

Interest in B.C. B. No. 22 (Mr. Balér, T 9) , 61
(i); M. to place 20 on Govt. Orders, 1218; Amt. (Mr.

Blake) to add B. No. 92, neg. (Y. 68, N. 88) 1218;
Amt. (Mr. Kranz) to add B. No. 104, 1218; Amt. to
Amt. (Mr. Oamron, Victoria) to add Bs. Nos. 92, 99.
and 118, 1219; neg. (Y. 22, N. 149) 1222; Amt. (Kr,
.Eranz) neg. (Y. 35, N. 134) 1223; 2° m., 1243; 2° and
in Com., 1244; 3°*, 1270 (ii)ý (49 Vic., c. 44.)

Interest on Moneys, &o., Act Amt. B. No. 12
(Mr. Mc Mallen). 10, 41; 2 m., 439; 2°, 441 (i).

INTERIOR :
COLoNISATION o. ' AND SRTTLERS: Que (Mr. Farrow) 330 (i).

- LETTERS PATENT INCoRP.: M. for Copies (Mr. Bdgar) 65 (i).
DEPT. oF: in Oom. of Sup., 524-543 (i), 881 (ii).
DEPTL. RECP. : preserted (Mr. White, Cardwell) 60 (i).
DOMINION LANDS ÂÇT, 1883, AMT. Se B. 94.

- IN B.O., ADMINISTRATION. See B. 120.
GEOLOGICAL DIsPLAY AND COLONIAL EXHIBITION-: Que. (Mr. olloon)

692 (l).
- SURVEYI EXPENDITURES: Ques. (Mr. Holton) 6» (1).

GRAZING LAND AND GRAZING LAND LuASES: M. for Ret.' (Mr. Chari-
ton) 392 (i).

LAND GRANTs TO RYS. Se. Bs. 117 and 147.
LICUNSES TO OUT TIMBER IN DoM. : M. for Ret. (1fr. Ülarlton) 65 (i).
MINING LAw AMT. : Que. (Mr. Fairbank) 844 ; (Hr. KaulbacA)

844 (ii).
PRINCE ALBERT CoLONISATION Co., EXCHANGE or LAND IM. for

0.0.* (1Mr. Edgar) 58 ().
STEPHENSON, RUFUS, INSPECTOR or CoLoNISATIoN Co.'s, RP. 0:

M. for copy* (Mr. Edgar) 58 (i).
[See also "Dom. LAnDs," "HAL-BREEDI," "INDIANs," &C.]

INTERNAL BOONOMY COMMISSION: Mess. from His Ex.pre-
sented (Sir John A. Macdonald) 60 (i).

InterpretationAct Amt, B. No. 80 (Mr.Thompson).
1*, 488; 2° m, 519; 2°, 671; in Com., 712; 3°*, 713 (i).
(49 Vic., c. 2.)

Intoxicating Liquors Traffic Act Aint. B. No.
118 (Mr. Beaty). IRes. prop., 903 ; in Com. and 1°* of
B., 904; M. to place 2° on Govt. Orders, 1219; neg. (Y.
22, N. 149) 1222 (ii).

IRELA.ND. Bee "Hoi RuLE."
I.RoN SAND OR GLOBULES, &o.: cone. in Ways and

780 (i).
JARVIS, P. R, AMOUNT PAID TO AB RETURNIG OX4F"Q

UNDER CAN. TzàE. AÇT: M. for Bet.* (4r. froo)
393 (i).
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INDEXI. Ineue

JmBG 0EK, N.B., NAVIGA TION: Ques. (Vr. Eing) 369 (i
JOINT STOK O0.'s, PRINTING BLUI-BOOK: Quas. (hlr. Rernier

186 (i).
JONES, CIT, AXOUNTS PAID TO: M. for R.* (hir. Some

-ile, Brant) 57 (i).

JUSTICB, ADIMINISTRATIOli OP:
BAToOns, PAPàEs FoUND AT, DIARY oF RIm, MINUT' BoOE, ko., o

XNS3TGINT QOUNCIL: M. for copies* (Mr. Lavrier) 58 (1).
CAPITAL CASES AN D THE COWN: M. for Ret.* (Mr. MackingogA

60 (i).
CONVICT e. Pau Lioa, Nuxuu EmPILoTUD IN Doxiniou PiNITaS

TIASIs:3X. for Ret. (1Mr. Wilàso)47 ().
CoxvoT LAoR IN DoRnmaiTR PENTI!ARY : Que. (iMr. Ray) 107

il).
DNPT. or: in a m. of l$Up., 532 (), 877 (11).

- DEPTL. REP., PrNITENTIARIES BEANCH: preasted (Mr
7kompgon) 31 (i).

HahLI, ' Ma. JUSTICE, RP. or, re Ta"I. or GILLIS roa Un
M. for oopy (Mr. Davies) 802 (1).

RaI MAJESTY VS. PARTIES TAI1D IN ONNEOTION. WITH REULIoN
&c., &c.: M. for Ret. (Mr. Laurier) 60 (i).

RIGH COURT OF JUSTIO (ONT.) JUDGE'S SALARY: QUeS. (Mf:
Bla) 898 (ii).

IN Coi. or Sur.: 886, 1698 (ii).
KiNGSToN PEXITaNTIARY: in Com. of Sup., 1165 (Hi).
MONGRAIN, LoUISON, PAPERS IN CONNECTION WITH TRIAL, &C.

M for copies (gr. Landerkin) 392 (i).
QUEEN'S CoUNSEL APPOINTMENTS: M. for Cor. (Mr. Mille) 892 (i).
REPa. PROM GOTT. COUNMEL ON TRIALS IN r. W., &o. : Ques. (Mr

Blake) 185 ().
-89EPauDIIA MAGIiTRATR A T CAIGARY: Ques. (Mr. Burpe) 427 (i)

STONY MOUNTAIN PUNITENTIART, PRISoNaaa' sEALTRI Que. (Mr
Desjardinh) 1172 (1).

SUPREEN COURT JUDGUNNTS : M. for Stmnt.* (Mr. Barker) 802 (1).

TaUAoN-FELoNY TRIALS AT REINA, kc.: M. for Cor., &c. (Mg
Mill$) 696 (1).

TRIAL or HALy-URUDU, INDIANS, c.: Que. (Mr. Blake) 5(1).

[Ste also "RIE, Loum.."J
KAH-KE-WA-QUO-NA-By, CHIEP, AMOUNTS PAID TO: K. fo:

Ret.* (Mr. Soperuille, Brant) 57 (i).
KAMINISTiIQuIA RivEa: in Com. of Sup, 1157 (ii).

Keewatin, Boundaries extension Law Amt. B
No. 127 (Kr. Thompson). 10, 974; wthdn., 1485 (ii)

KEEWATIN, MAN. AND N. W. T., POPULATION: QueS. (Mr
Charlton) 370 (i).

KING's, N.B., ELECTORAL DIST.: Vaency and Beturn of
Member elect, 1 (i).

1Dngston and Pembroke Mutual Aid and -In
Co. incorp. B. No. 24 (Kr. White, Renfrew). 10*
66; 20*, 240; in Com. and 30*, 907. (49 Vic., c. 65.)

KINGSToN PENITENTIARY: in. Com. of SUP., 891, 1164
1745 (ii).

Kootenay and Athabasca Ry. Co.'s incorp. B.
No. 87 (Mr. Tupper). 1°*, 569; 2°*, 704 (i) ; in
Com. and:30*, 1386 (ii). (49 Vic., c. 83.)

Koq1jepay Ry. Co. of B. C. B. No. 89 (Mr. Bmall).
10*, 599; 2C*, 704.(i) ; inorp. with B. b7.

LABELLE, Rv. M., IMMoIATIoN Rep.: Quae. (Mr. Tas8s)
1633 (i).

LAcES, BaAIDs &c. : cono. in Ways and Means, 757 (i).
LA&ao s CA&NAL, Caoa8ING IN MONTREAL: Que. ( ir. Ourran)

426 ().
--- in Cam. of Sap., 1452 (ii).

..-- LOrT ON BASINS: Que&. (Mr. Gault) 683 (i).

LAoOMBE, FATHUER, PAmTr TO: Cono., 1774 (ii).
LAxi ERIE, ESSEX AND DETROIT RIVEZR Y. o.'8 SUBIDY:

prop. Rei. (hir. P pe) 1551 ; lu Com., 16110 (ii).
LAKi MAN. NAVIGATION: QUeS (fr. Wats80) 369 (1).
Lake Nipissing and James' Bay Ry. Co.'a Aet

Amt. B. No. 35 (Mr. Sutherlan, Oxford). 1°*, 92;
20*, 119 ; in Com. and 3-*, 614 (i). (49 Vic., c. 77.)

Lake Superior Mineral Ry. Co.'s incorp. B. No.
34 (Ir. Dawson). 10*, 92; 2°*, 119; in Com. and
30*, 157 (i). (49 Tc., c. 81.)

L'ASSUMPTION To L'EPHIPHANIs RY. SUBsIDY: prop, Re8.
(Mr. Pope) 1551; in Com., 1615 (ii).

Law of Evidenoe. e "CRIMINAL Law AMT."
LAND CLAIMS COMMISSION, N.W., Rep.: Quaes, (Mr. Màlock)

1421 (i).

Land Grants to the Nilitia Force B. No. 1,42
(Mr. White, Cardwell). M. to iatrod. B., 1420;, ..
in Com., 1455; 1°* offB., 1458; 2°0 m, 1568; 24and
in Com., 1572; 30*, 1573 (ii). (19 Vic., c. 29.)

Land Grants to Rys. See "SuBsinIIs."
LAND IMPROVEMENT FUND, AMOUNT DUE ONT.: Qu. (Kr

Landerkin) 266 (i).
LANDS IN NORTH AND WEST ONT.: QuoS. (Ïr. MilL) 11.2

(ii).
LAND LEASES. See lTIMnER."
LAND SALES li N. W., 1884-85: Ques. (M. Landerkin)

120 (i).
LAND SUBAIDIES. SeO 4ISUBIDIES."

LANDS, TIMBER AND MINEIRAL IN NonTHIN QUI.: Qu.
(Mr. Mills) 1173 (ii).

Land Transfer in N. W. T. regulation B. No.
10 (Mr. Thompson. 10, 40; 20 m., 668 ; 2° and ref.
to Sp. Com., 670 ; pror. Res., 1015 ; i n Comn. on ê,
5:6; in Com on Res., 1532; Res. conc. in and 3°*,

1552. (49 Vic, c. 26)
LANORAIE, WHARF, CONSTRUCTION: Ques. (Mr. ernier) 1173

(ii).
LAUNDRY BLUZING: Oonc. in Way sand Means, 749 (i).
LAUaIE, MAJ. GEN., AND GEN. STRANGE, POSITION IN THE

MILITIA FORGE DURING REBELLION: Ques. (fr. CaBog)
68 (i).

LEAD PIPE AND LEAD SH ,T: ono. in Waysa nd Mouns,
757 (i).

"LA CANADIENNE " AND "ALLIANCE," COLLIEZON : Qa8g.
(Mr. Landry, Montmagny) 1660 (ii).

LEDUO, REV. H., AND DANIEL MALO1NET, PIT8. AND IEAnfl:
M. for copies* (Mr. Rykert) 438 (i).

LzGL SzavIcus: in.Oom. of Sup., 1154 1159 (R).
LEGIBLATION: in Com. of Sap., 1089, 1153 (ii).

Lennox Passage Bridge inoorp. B. No. 81 (Mr.
(Paint). 1°*, 487; 20*, 614 (i); wthdn., 18 8 (ii).

LES FONDS, POST OViICE AT: M. for Cor., &c.* (Mr.

Rinfret) 802 ti).
Letters Patent. Bee " INDIAN LAND&."

LIBRAY: .in Com. of Sup., 1089, 1153 (fi).
LIouxazs To oUT TxEsERIN DOM.: M. for Beta

ton) 65 (i).
(Kr, Clarl-



INDEX
LIFE-B@AT SERVICE AND REWARDS, &c.: in Com. of Sup.,

1372 (ii).
LIPE-si.VING APPARATUS, &C. : QUOS. (Mr. Ourran) 783 (i).
LIGHTHoUsE AND COAST SERVICE: in Com. of Sup., 1375 (ii).
Liquoa LICENSE ACT, 18>i3, COMMISSIONERS AND INSPECTORS

EKOLUMENTS, AND REFUND OF FEES: Ques. (Mr. Shake-
speare) 266 (i).

- OSTS INCURRED BY DoM. : M. for Ret.* (Mr.
Cameron, Euron) 438 (i).

- MANUTACTURED IN CANADA, EXPORTS AND IMPOTS AND

LABOR EMPLOYED, Ms. for Stmnts.* (hfr. Roberteon,
Shelburne) 912 (i).

Loan Co.'s. See " INSOLVENT BANKs."

LoANs, TEMPORARY BY GOVT.: hi. for Ret. (Sir Richard Cart-
wright) 56 (i).

LoBSTER FISHING IN P.E.I.: Ques. (Mr. Hackett) 81 ().
LoGs, &o.: in Com. on Ways and Means, 1587; cono., 1725.

London and Ontario Investment Co.'s B. No.
97 (F) from the Son. (Kr. Beaty). 1°*, 644; 2°*, 704
(i); in Com. and 3°*, 1326 (ii). (49 Vic., c. 102.)

LONDoN INFANTRY SCHOOL: in Com. of Sup., 1753 (ii).

LoNG SAUJLT AND LAKE TEMIScAMINGUE RY. SUBBIDY: prop.

Res. (Mr. Pope) 1551 (ii).
LoTBINIÈRE MAIL SERVICE: Ques. (Mr. Binfret) 709 (i).
LUMBER AND SAW Loos, FRE EXPORT: Ques. (Mr. Ives)

634 (i).
"LYLIAN," scHooNER, SEIzURE For: Qies. (Mr. Vail) 912 (ii).
MACDONALD HUGH1, AND PILOTAGE OoMMISSIoN: Ques. (Mr.

Blake) 68 (i).
MACDONALD, SIR JoHN, ILLNESS or: Letter from Physician

read, 543 (i).
MODONALD, ANGUS, APPOINTMENT AS CENSUS ENUMEBRATOR.

M. for copy* (Mr. Kirk) 438 (i).
MoDoUGALL, HECToR F., M.P.: Res. (Mr. Blake) for Sol.

Com. to enquire into charges against, 1173 (ii).

MAILS, CARRIAGE o, P.E.I.: Ques. (Mr. Yeo) 495 (i).
MAIL SuEaIDIES, &C. : in Com. of Sup., 1370, 1756 (ii).

MANITOBA:
ABSINIBOINE RIVER IMPROVEMENTS: Que@. (Mr. Rosa) 784 (i).
CHURRCHILL AND NELSON RIVERS SURVEYS: Ques. (Mr. Ros) 266 (i).
DIUALLOWANCE O MAN. RY. 00.'S CHARTERS: M. dropped (Mr.

Blake) 883 (1); M. for Ret.* (Mr. Watson) 802 (i).
EMERSON AND NORTH-WUCTERN RY. 00. See B. 39.
KEEWATIN, MAX. AND N.W.T., POPULATION: Ques. (Mr. Ckarton)

370 (i).
LAKE MANITOBA NAVIGATION: Ques. (Mr. Watson) 369 (1).
OLAIES BETTLEMENT. See B. 123.
INCREABED R3PRESENTATION IN PARLIAMENT: QueS. (Kr. Watson)

184 (i).
NAVIGATION IN MAN. WATERS: Que.. (Mr. Royal) 1217 (ii).
PENTITINTURY: in Com. of Sup., 893 (i).

PRa-MEPTIOUs IN MAN., REDUCTION IN PRICE; Ques. (Mr. Waaon)
869 (i).

RU RIVER IXPROVEMENTS-: Ques. (Mr. White, Renfreto) 1240 (11).
STTris i MAY. A»D N.W.T. : Ques. (Kr. Charlton) 42 (i).
STONET MOUNTAIN PENITENTIARY, PRIIONERS' HEALTH.: Que.. (Mr.

Bergeron) 1172 (ii).
WINNIPEG A» HUDSON BAY Ry. STEAMRBIP 00. &ee B. 119.
WINNIPEG AND NoRTH PCIIo RY. Se. B. 72.

[e also "N.W.T .," "INDIANS," &o.]

Kan. and North-Western Ry. Co.'s B. No. 70
(Kr. Ross). 1*, 393; 2°*, 474 (i); in Com. and 3S*,
957 (ii). (49 Vic., c. 75.)

MAN. AN!) NoRTH WESTERN IRY. Co.'s SUBsIDY: prop. Res.
(Mr. White, Cardwell) 1551; in Com., 1630 (ii).

Man. Claims Settlement Act Amt. B. [Bo. 123
Mr. McLelan). Res. prop. 866; in Com., 959; 1°* of

B., 960; 2c m., 1145; 2C* and in Com., 1146; 80,
1199. (49 Vic., c. 8.)

MARINE:
Buoys AND BEACONS: in om. of Sup., 691 (i), 888, 1877 (il).
OAP» RACE LIGTuouae, TRANrSER. See B. 100.
GOVT. STEAMERB, MAINTENANCE AND REPAIRS: in O0m. Of Sap.,

1372. (il).
HARBOR MASTER OP SARNIA: Ques. (Ur. Lister) 692 (i).
HUDSON BAT EXPLORATION : Quo. (Mr. Rosa) 266 (1), 865, 1878 (ii).
Lin-sviNa APPARATUS, &C. : Que.. (Kr. Oturran) 783 (i).
MACDONALD, HUGH, AND PILOTAGE CoxuMsN: Ques. (1fr. Blake)

68 (i).
MARINE, DEPTL. REP. prosented (Mr. Poster) 31 (1).
MARINE POLICE FORCE Or OAN.;- M. for Ret. (Ur. Mich.eLl) 388,

386 (i).
NAVIGABLE WATERS PROTECTION. Se B. 96.
"' NORTHEUN LIGHT," AND WINTER COMMUNICATION WITH P. E. I.:

M. for Cor. (Ur. Jenkins) 845 (il).
PENETANGUIBHENE LIGETHOUSE: Ques. (1r. Cook) 1515 (ii).
STEAMBOAT INSPECTION ACT, 1882, AMit. See B. 103.
"SULTAN,"STEAM-TUG, AWARD or DoMINIoN ARBITRATORs: à. for

copy (Mr. Mitchell) 904 (ii).
Lsee also "FISHERIEs."]

MARINE AND FIRHERIES, REP. o MIN. To PRIVY COUNCIL IN

1869: M. for copy (3&r. Mitchell) 311 (i).

Maritime Court of Ont. Jurisdictione B. No. 5
(Mr. Allen). 1°*, 37; 20 m., 149; 2°*, 437; in
Com., 559 (i).

MAROIS, ELZÊAR, CL AI OFP: Ques. (Mr. Langelier) 784 (i).

Maskinongé and Nipissing Ry. Co.'s incorp. B.
No. 74 (Mr. Hurteau). 1°*, 426; 2°*, 494 (i); in
Com. and 30, 957 (ii). (49 Tic., c. 79.)

MEDALs, DISTRIBUTION OF: Ques. (Mr. Royal) 1661 (ii).
MEDALS FOR YOLUNTEERS WHO SERVED IN THE N. W. T.: M.

for copies of Cor.* (Mr. Amyot) 458 (i).
MEDICAL AND ROSF ITAL STAFF IN N. W. T, NAMEs, &C:

M. for Ret.* (Kr. Casey) 438 (i).

Medicine Hat, Dunmore and Benton Ry. Co.'s
incorp. B. No. 16 (Mr. McCa!lum). 10*, 48; 20*,

102 (i) ; wthdn., 1309 (i).

Medicine Hat Ry. and Coal Co.'s inoorp. B.
No. 54 (Mr. Small). 10*, 149; 2°¥, 265; in Com.
and 3°¥, 494 (i). (49 Vic., c. 86.)

MEMBERS INTRODUCED : 1 (i).

M.EMORIAL 0F THE N. W. COUNCIL : M. for copy (Mr.
Watson) 703 (i).

MESSAGES FROM1 RIS EXCELLENCY:
OàPE RACE LIeHTaSIP AND STEAK Foe-Wmuis: prented (Mr.

Poster) 226 (i).
DISTURBANCE IN TOI NORT-WEST, CONVIDENTIAL PAPERS: prebented

(Sir ector L. Langein) 868 (1).
ENGINEURS OERTPICATES: preuented (Sir Hector L. LaslgeDss)

599 ().
EBTIXATES, TEE, FoR 1886-87 : presented (Mr. McLelan) 868 (i)

1885-86, 1550; suppl. for 1887, 1633 (il).
INFERNAL ECONOMT COMMIION: preuented (Sir John A Maedonl')

60 (i).

METAPEDIAO AND CROSS PorST RY. SUaVEY: Ques. (Mr.
Weldon) 426 (i).
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METAPUDIAO AND PAsPEBIAo Ry. See " BAIE DES CHALECU ."
METEOROLOGICAL OBSERVATO-18 : in Com. ofSap., 1377 (ii).
MIALL'S PAMPHLET AGAINST CAN. TxMp. AOT: Que. (Kr.

.Mcraney) 121 (i).
- in Coin. of Sup., 881 (ii).
MIDDLETON, MAJ. GENL., NAEs, &3C., OF STAFF IN N.W.T.

M. for Ret.* (Mr. Casey) 437 (i).
Midland Bank. e "ANGLO CANADIAN."

MILITIA:
A, B A 0 BATTERIES : in 0om. of Sup., 1309, 1547; cono., 1771 (il).
AmxUiNTioN, CLOTRNG, &C.: in Oom. of SUp., 1302 (ii).

- MANUJACTURED AT QUEBUO: M. for Cor. (Mr. Caaey) 554 (1).
BaTTERIMS, CAVALRT ScoooLs, &c.: in Com. of Sup., 1547 (11).
BRiGADE MAJoRs 8ALARIUS, &c. : in Oom. of Sup., 1300 (ii).
OrrADEL, Qua., DRAIuNe op : in Oom. of Sup., 1742 (ii).
CONTINGENCIES, &0.: in Com. of SUp., 523 (1), 877-880, 1295, 1307,

1743 (i).
DRILL INSTRUCTION AD DRIILL PÂY: in Com. of Sup., 1306 (ii).
LAND GRANTS TO MILITIA. See B. 142.
LAURIz, MAU. GiN., AND GENERAL STRANGI, POSITION IN MILITIA

FORCE DURING REBELLION; Ques (Kr. <aey) 68 (i),
LONDON INFANTRY SoHooL: in Com. of Sup., 1753 (fi).
MEDALs, DISTRIBUTION OF: Ques. (Mr. Tam8) 1661 (fi).
MIDALS FOR VOLUNTEURS WHo sBRTID IN N. W.: M. for copies of

Cor.* (Mr. Amyot) 438 (1).
MEDICAL AND HOSPITAL STAFF, Nans, &o.: M. for Ret.* (Mr. Casey)

438 (i).
MILITAiR BaNcN LAD DIsTRIcT STAFF, SALARIES: in Com. of SUp.,

1295 (i).
-- Omius CoîiesioN, NINS, &c.: M. for Ret. (Mr. Casey)

438 (i).
- OPERATIoNS IN N.W., Rep.: Ques. (Mr. Camaron, Middlusez)

1075 (ii).
- PROPERTIES s in Oom. of Sup., 1309, 1771 (ii).
- WoRKs IN B.C.: in Oom. of Sup., 1752 (ii).

MILITIA AND DEFENCE, DEPT. RuE.. presented (Sir idoiphe oCron)
57 (i).

- RhBuLLIoN REP: presented (Sir Adolphe Caron) 1455 (ii).
-- in Com. of Sup., 1295 (ii).

- REGIMUNTS VISIT TO GREAT BRITAIN: Ques. (fr. Gault) 709.
NON-OONBATANTS, RECOGNITION oF SERVIcEs: Ques. (Mr. Gameron,

Middlesex) 633 (i).
OFFICERs, &C., WHO VOLUNTEERED FOR SERVICE, NAMNS, &C.: M for

Ret.,* 438 (i).
ORGANISATIONS IN N.W.T.: Ques. (Mr. Watson) 843 (ii).
PENsona, N. W. RUEnLLION: in Oom. of Sup., 1742; conc., 1771 (fi).
PENsoNs TO VOLUNTEERS WHo BSRVND IN THE N.W: Ques. (Sir

Richard Cartwright) 1198 (fi).
POWDER IMPORTEID FOR CARTRIDeNS: Ques. (Mr. Mulock) 898 (ii).
RBEmLtoN, LossEs, CLAIEa, &C.: in Com. of Sup., 1767 (if).
RETURE, IMP2RFIOT, re SEIZURES BY EXPIDITIONART FORCE IN N.W.,

1380 (ii).
RoTAi.L MILITARY 0OLLEGE : In CoM. of SUp., 1308 (fi).

[See also " DIsTUREANCo.'']

MiING LAw AxT.: Que&. (Mr. Kaulback) 844 (ii).
MIRAfCamr MAIL SUBSIDY: Remarks (Kr. Mitchell) in Com.

of Sup., 1756 (ii).
MISSIS8AGUA INDIANS, AMOUNT DUE: Ques. (Mr. Paterson,

Brant) 1633 (ii).
Model Farm. See "EXERTKENTAL."
M CTON AND BUCTOUcHE RT. Co.'8 SuBsIDr: prop. Res.

('Ir. Pope) 1551; in Com., 1596 (ài).

&IONGRAIN, LOUISON, PAPER IN CONNEOTION WITH TRIAL,
& ,.: M. for copies* (Mr. Landerkin) 392 (i).

1fONTR1AL AND WESTERN Ry. SUBSIDr: prOp. Re. (Mr.
Pope) 1551; in Com., 1616 (ii).

Montreal Board of Trade Acts Amt. B. No. 90
(Mr. Curran). 1°*, 599 (i); 2°, 856; in COm. and 3°*,
1085 (ii). (49 Tic., c. 65.)

MOoDY, JOHN, EPLOYENT OF BT GoVT.: Ques. (Mr.
Lister) 13i9 (ii).

MORGAN'S "ANNUAL REGIBTER": in COm. Of SUp., 880,
1740 (ii).

MOUNTED POLICE BARRAcKs: in Com. of Sap., 1754 (ii).
MOUNTID PoLICE: in Com. of Sap., 1656 (ii).
MOUNT MIDDLETON, N.B., PoSTmA8TER: Que. (Mr. Weldon)

1075(ii).
MUD CaEEa DAms, RAISING oF: Qies. (Sir Richard Cart-

wright) 1746 (ii).
MURaY CANAL.: in Com. of Sup., 1453 (ii).
MUTUAL LIFE AssOcIATIoN OF CANADA: Que.. (Mr. Holton)

1379 (ii).
MUTUAL RESERVE FUND LIFE ASSOCIATIoN CIETIFICATES:

Que&. (Mir. Amyot) 1173 (ii).
NAIL PLATE, IRON OR STEEL: CnOC. in Ways and Mean,

1722 (ii).
Napanee, Tamworth and Quebec Ry. Co.'s B.

No. 79 (Mr. White, Eastings) - 19, 460 ; 2°, 614 (i);
in Com. and 30*, 1386 (ii). (49 Vic., c. 68.)

NAPANEE, TAMWORTH AND QUEBE IRY. 00.'8 SUBSIDY: prop.
Re@. (Mr. Pope) 1551; in Com., 1627 (ii).

NATASKOWAN RIVER, ESTUART OF, RENT PAID: Que8. (Mr.

Langelier) 1379 (i).
NATIONAL PARKS IN THE N.W.T. oR B.C.: Que8. (tir. Ross)

266 (i).
NATURALISATION ACT AÅT.: Ques. (Bir. Landerkin) 709 (i).

Bavigable Waters Protection (fisheries, &o.)
B. No. 96 (Mr. Foster). 1°, 630 (i); 2° m., 946; in
Cem., 951; 30, 1015 (ii). (49 Vic., c. 36.)

Navigable Waters, works in, B. No. 130 (Sir
Hector Langevin). 1°, 1075; 2° m., 1246; 2°*,
1.19; in Com., 1270; 3°*, 1271 (ii). (49 Vic., c. 31.)

NAVIG ATION IN MAN. WATERS: Ques. (1fr. Royal) 1217 (ii).

Navigation. See "ST. LAWRENCE."
NEGUAO, 00NsTRUOTION OF WRARF AT: Remarks (Mr. Mit.

chell) 1640, 1754 (ii).
NEREPIS STATION, N.B., POSTXASTER: Ques. (Mr. Weldon)

1075 (ii).
New Brunswick Bank Capital Stock Reduction

B. No. 14 (Mr. Weldon). 1°*, 48; 2°*, 66; in Com.
and 30*, 614 (i). (49 Vic., c. 69.)

NEW BRUNSWICK:
ALDERT RY. Co.' BUuSîDY: Res. in Com., 1627 (fi).
BANK oF N.B., CAPITAL STOCK REDUOTION B. See B. 14.
BUCTOUCRE AND MoUcToN BBANONS: Ques. (Kr. Cockburn) 330 (1).
BUTTERNUT RIDOGE POSTXAUTBR: Ques. (r. Weldon) 1075 (if).
OARAQUET RY.Co.'s SUBSIDY: Ques. (Ur. Wldon) 494 (1) ; Res. in

Com.1 1604 (ii).
EDMONSTONU AND R Evî*U DU LoUP RY. SUBSsY: Ques. (Kr. Wel'

don) 570 (i).
FAIRFIULD PoSTÂsTNRSiIP.: Qas. (Mr. Wldon) 1661 (if).
FREDERICTON TO PRINCE WILLIAM Ry. SUBSIDY: Res. in om.,1624 (if).
HEaFORD TO INTERNATIONAL Ry. SUBS1YT: R«e. in Com., 1614 (i).

INDIANTOWN BRANCE, ANOUNT PAID FoR LAND DAxGLa: M for Ret.*
(1fr. Wdon) 892 (1).



INDE.
NETW BRltNSWICK-antinued.

JEMEGK (Jlw NAVIGATION : Que.. (Mr. Eing) 369 (i).
KENG's ELECTORAL DIOT. : Vacancy and Return of Menber, 1 (i).
KETAPEDIA AND EOROS POINT Ry. SuRvEY: Ques. (Ur. Weldon)

426 (i).
MOUNT MIDDLETON POSTMASTER: QueS. (Mr. Weldon) 1075'(ii).
NERPIS STATION POSTMASTERt: Que. (Mr. Wuldon) 1075 (ii).
NEWCABTLE To DOUGLASTOWN RY. SUBsIDY : Reg. Iu (om., 1625(ii).
NORTERE AND WESTERN RY. 0o.1s SUBmDY : Ro. in om., 1604.
PASPEBIAC BRANCI: Ques. (1fr. Edgar) 186 (i).
PERTE (ENTRE STATION TO PLAsTER ROCK ILARD RY. S8M-Y:

Reg. in om., -1624.(H).
RY. STATION BUILDING IN ST. JoHN, CosT, e0. : M. for Ret.' (1r.

Weldon) 58 (i).
RESTIGoUCoE RIVUe, RY. BRIDGE Acaoss: Ques. (1r. Weldon)

426 (i).
RICHIBUCTO AND ST. LoUis Ry. SUEssiy: Ques. (Ur. Weldon)494 (P).
SV. -JOHN BIDE AND RY. EXTENSION 0o.: M. for Ret.' (Ur. Weldon)

66 (i).
ST. JoxN, N.B., CITY AND (OUNTYE ELECTORAL DIST.: Return of

Rember elect., 1 (1).
BT. Jonu, N.B., CITYt, ELECTORAL DisT.: Vacancy and Return of

Member, 1 (i).
STATINR, R., PAPERs, re APPLICATION FOR DISCHARGE: Ques. (1fr.

Weldon) 68; (M. for copies) 371, 376 (i).
NEWCASTLE TO DOUGLASTOWN lRY. SUBSIDY: prop. Ues.

(Mr. Pope) 1551; in Com., 1626 (ii).
NEW EDINBURGH AND GATINEAU FERRY : Ques. (Mr. Bain,

Wentwortk) 1172 (ii).
N19w GLASGOW TO MONTOALM RY. SUBSIDY: prop. Res.

(Ur. Pope) 1551; in Com., 1614 (il).
NEW MEMnERs: 1 (i).
NEW8PAPER8 AND TRAVELLING EXPENSEs, CONTINGENCIES:

in Com. of Sap., 877 (ii).

Niagara Frolitier Bridge Co.'s Act Amt.. No. 48
(Mr. Rykert). 1°*, 149; 2°*, 240 (i); in Com. and 3°*,
1153 (ii). (49 Vie., c. 89.)

Niagara Grand Island Bridge Co.'s B. No. 38
(Mr. Baker, Victoria). 10*, 93; 29*, 240; in Com. and
30*, 494 (i). (49 Vic., c. 88.)

NICTAUX AND ATLANTIC RY.: Remarks (Mr. Blake and
others) on intrdn. of B. 146, 1636 (ii).

- SunsID: in Com. (remarks) (Mr. Woodworth)
1617 (ii).

NOOOsATAWTs IN N W. T., RECOOGNIrIOX OF SERVICES:

Ques. (Messrs. Ross and Cameron, Middle8ex) 633 (i).
North Amerioan Telegraph Co.'s incorp. B. No.

86 (Mr. Taylor). 10*, 543; 20*, 704 (i); in Com. and
3@*, 1281 Qi). (49 Vic., c. 94.)

No!th Canadian Paifie. Set WINl@e .AD .HUD-
SoN BAY."

Northern and North-Western Junction Ry.
Co.'s B. No. 65 (Mr. Kilvert). 10*, 398; 2°*, 474
(i); in Com. and 30*, 1281 (ii).

Northern and PaciUo uJnetion Ry. Co.'s B. No.
25 (Mr. McCarthy). 1°*, 66; 2°*, 240 (i); M. for Com.,
1311; in Com., 1318; 30 m., Amt. (Mr. Mulock) 1325;
neg. (Y. 48, N. 90) and 30, 1326; M. to cono. in Son.
Amts., 1605; Amt. (Mr. Mulock) 1640; M. to transfer
Sen. Amts. to Govt. Orders, 1662; M. to conc. in Sen.
Amts., 1673; Amts. (Mr. Mulock) 1676-1884; neg. (Y.
45, N. 90) 1684 (ii). (49 Vic., c. 76.)

NoRmR N An WUTEIRN Rt., N. B., Co.'s SuBBIsre prep

Ro. (Mr. Pope) 1551; in Com., 1404 (ii.
"NoRTmR LIRT " AND WNTER 00MKRBAUN- Wr'

P. E. I.: M. for Cor. (Mr. Jenkins) 846:(i).
NORTFH-WEST TERRITORIES:

ADKINIsT9Ao1N'Ô or PTE N. W. T.: Res. (Wr.'Müs) in Amt. to
Com. of Sup., 1729; neg. (Y. 51, N. 71) 1740-(il).

AGENTS, PUnCHASING, NAMES, k&. : M. for Ret.* (Kr. Ua3ey) 437 (i).
ALBERTA Ry. Co. See B. 31.
AMNUSTY, GENERAL : prop. Res. (Kr. Laurier) in lIt.:%o Com. lof

Sup., 1267 (H).
BAKER, I. G. & (o., coTrsÂeo eo IxnIE iS MouNrEDPolIcz

SUPPLIES: M. for Ret.' (Mr. a,,sen, IBeren) 48i).
--- CoxTIlaicT : .QIles. (Mr. Bomewrle, Brtt) ti8 i).

BELL & LEwra, HOWARD WIGtH, J. STEWART i1 Mn. SINCLAIR,

MONIYS PAID TO FOR TRAN sPORT, RG. : M. for Rêt. (1r. M.Casey)

437 (i).
Bow RIvuu COAL MINE AND TRANSPORTATION (o. Se B. 44.

JENsUs or N. W. T., N&xMs4c.,-or EMpLoyEas : M. for Stmat.* (Kr.

Landerkin)-66(i).
OLAIMS REOÔGNIMD T GOVT. AD ¢AMOUNTs PAID : M.-for -Rot.* (Kr.

Casey) 438 (i).
Duc, Guo., Dox. LRD AErr AT PRm. 4LBitr, RU. ou-: M. for

-copf '(1r.Tgeri) 58 (i).
EDMONTON ANDI ST. ALBERT LAND -SURVEts: M. for Ocr., &c. (Kr.

Taylor) 802 (i).
FIRE-AREs : Ques. (Mr. Blake) 1076 (ii).
FLYING CoLUMN : M. for Cor. (Mr. Watson) bŠ4(i).
IALP-BREED PR1soNURSa: M. for copies 0. .* (Mr. Dee3uiniers,

Maskinongé) 60 (i).
HAY TAx: Que. (Mr. Landerkin) 121 (i).

HOMESTEAD ENTRIES, CANCELLED OR ABLNDONED: M. for Ret. (Kr.

Cameron, Huron) 801 (i).
HOMESTEADS IN RY. BELT: Ques. (Mr. Blake) 120, 185(i).
INrIAir TITLE, ExTINGMUIMENT OF: ReS. in Amt.e to0. of&up.

(Mr. Laurier) 809-818; neg. (Y. 64, N. 106) 841 (1i).
JUDICIAaY IN TER N.W.T. Seo B. 133.

KEEWATIN, BOUNDARIES OF, EXTENSION. Se~ B. 127.
LAw AxT. Se B. 133.
LEDUC, RE v. H., AND DANIEL MALONEY, PETS. AND LETTERs: M.

for copies* (Mr. Rykert) 438 (i)
MEDICINE RAT, DUNMORE AND BENTON RY. Co. Se6 B. 16.
MEDICINE HA T RY. AD GOAL (o. Seu B. 54.
MEMoRIAL or T E N. W. OoUNCIL : M. for copy (1r. Watson) 703 (i).

MILITIA ORGANISATION : Que. (Mr. Watson) 843'(ii).
MOUNTED POLICE SUPPLIES, (ONTRAOTS av 1. G. BAà k 4 0o : M.

for Rot.* (Mr.' Careron, Bron) 488 (i).
NoRT JANADIACTivIric Ry. (O. Bee B. 78.
N.W. O TRAL RY. -0o. &e .- 1.
PENSION TO VOLUNTEERS WOUNDED AT DuCK LANE : Ques. (Mr.

Roas) 633 (1).

PRINCE ALERT CoLoNISATIoN 00. : . for Sel. Oom. (Kr. Edgar)
489,agreed te (T. 150, 'i. 1) 491 (1).

PRINCE AeRIT YODUNTEURS, o0iP Fou : Qtise. (Mr. Ros)4,33 (1).
PORTAGiE LA PaAIRIE AND LAKE OF TEE WooDS RY. AND NAVIGATION

0o. SeB. 55.
REAL PROPEIRTY IN THE N.W.T. &e B. 10.
REPREENTATION O TRE N.W.T. in PÂRLT. Bu B. 115.
-- ENGLIsE LEGISLATION. Que. (1r. Edgar)1514 (ii).
RETURS, IMPERFEØT, re SmzuREs.Y EXPEDITIONARY FoRUe : Remarks

(Kr. Casey) 1380 (ii).
RETns re ExpuuaNsN N.W.T. : Remarks (Sir Richard Cart-

sor.ght) 66 (i).
RoCx LAxE, Soums AND BRDoN Ry. (o. See B. 63.
ROCKY MoUNTAMI RANGERS, Issu@ or SCRIP TO: Ques.(1r. I.es)

543 (i).
SASKAToEwAz L AND AND HoGmxftAD•O. BB B. 4.

lxn



INDEX.
NORTH-WEST TERRITORIES-omtinued.

8mziUn Y MOUNTED POLI OI EXPDITI0NARY Foaou: M for Rot.
(Mr. Casey)438 (i).

SISTERS " FAraUL OOMPAxIoNs or Jgsus." Seg B. 32.
TEMPERANCE OOLONPsATION o.: Remarki (Mr. Iulock) 1633 (ii).
TIXanR, LAND AD GoAL LuAsEs: Re. (Mr. CharUon) in Amt. to

0om. of Sup., 1030-1041; neg. (Y. 43, N. 99) 1074 (ii).
TRAvIS, JuD#u: Reference to, in Gom. of Sap., 887; in Gom. on B,

133, 1461 (ii)
VALIN, Ma., M P., GRANTs or LAND TO: M. for Ret. (1fr. Casgrain)

31(i).

Northumberland Straits Tunnel Co.'s B. No.
128 (K) from the Son. ( Ur. Hlackett). 1°*, 1014 ; 2°*,
1085; in Com., 1465; 30*, 1467 (ii). (49 Vic., c. 92.)

North-West Central Ry. Co.'s Act Amt. B. No.
17 (Mr. Beaty). 10*, 58; 2°*, 102 (i); M. for Com.; 974;
Amt. (Mr. Mitchell) 3 m. h., 979 ; neg. (Y. 59, N. 86)
1011; Amt. (Ur. Mulock) neg. (Y. 55, N. 82), in Com.
and 30*, 1013 (ii). (1 'Vic, c. 74.)

NORTH-WEST CENTRAL Ry. Co.'s B. : on M. for Com. (Mr.
Woodworth) 974; Amt. (MUr. Mitchell) 978; Deb. (Mr.
Blake) 979; (Sir Hector Langevin) '383; (Ur. Wats->n)

85; (UMr. Ives) 985; (Sir Richard Cartwright) 988;
(Messrs. McLelan and Sproute) 990; (Ur. Charlton)
991; (Mir. Orton) 992; (4Wr. Lister) 993; (\tessrs. esson
and Fairbank) 994; (Mr. White, Cardwell) 995; (Nlr.
Landercin) 998; (Ur. Bowell) 999; (Mr. McCallum)
1002; on M, to adjn. Deb. (Mr. Mitchell) 1003; (Messrs.
White [Cardwellj, Blake, Watson and Hesson) 1004;

(Mr. Woodworth) 1005; Amt. (Mr. Mitchell) neg. (Y.
59, N. 86) 1011 (ii).

NORTH-WEST CENTRAL RY., DEPoIT BY CO.: Quo. (1r.
Mitchell) 1747 (ii).

NORTH-WEST CENTRAL Ry Co.'s LAND SUBSIDY: pror-. Res.
(Mr. White, Cardwell) 1551; in Com., 1631 (ii).

North-West Ter. Law Amt. B. No. 133 (Mr. Thomp.
son). Res. prop., 1015; M. for Com., 1202; i n Com., 1203;
conc. in and 3°* of B, 1223; 2°*and in Com., 1382;
in Oom., 1458; 30 m., Amt. (Mr. Weldon) 1483; neg.
(Y. 42, N. 70) and 3°*, 1485 (ii). (49 Vic., c. 25.)

NoTicE ior MOTION, MEMBER ANTICIPATING: Remarks (Mr.
Speaker) 1541 (ii).

Nova Scotia and Western Ry. Co.'s lncorp B.
No. 56 (Mr. Dodd). 10*, 1b5; 2°*, 342 (ii.)

Nova Scotia Steamship Co.'s Act Amt. B. No.
51 (Kr. Knney). 10*, 149; 2°*, 265 ; in Com. and 30*,

614 (i). (49 Vic., c. q6.)

NOVA SCOTIA:
ANNAPOLIS AND DIGBY RT. EXTENIOi: Remarks, 1746 (il).
ANTIGONIBH ELOTORAL DIsT : Yacancy and Return of Member,1 (i).

BADDECK GuSTOR ROUsE: Ques. (Mr. Kirk) 1379 (ii).
BANK or YAamOUTH. See B. 69.
Bia AND LONG ISLAND TELzGRAPE GOmmUNICATiON, GISoORNE's

EsP.: M. for copy * (Mr. Vail) 393 (i).
BROOKLYN BREaKWATIR, RaPAIRs: Ques. (Mr. Forbes) 265 (i).
(A0 AND LomisaUG RrY.: M. to conc. ln Res. (Sir Hector

Langevin) 1515 (i).
CAPE BRETON IsLAND Rr. Se. B. 143.
GIIGNEOTO MARINE TRANSPoRT RY. Ste B. 105.
GOAL INTaaST IN N.S.: M. for Stmnt. (Mr. McDougal4 Cape

Bre<oa) 544 (1).
1

lxxx'

NOVA SCOTIA-Continued.
DiGBy PIa, RNBUiLDING op: Que. (Mr. VaiU) 31, 42 (1).
GaAHAX, MR. W, APPOINTKUNT As LEGAL AGENT AT BALIPAx:

Ques. (ir. NiUs) 1514, 1633 (ii).
HARDWARE AND RY. SUPPLIES, PURORAsED IN HALIrAX: M. for Ret•

(Mr. Forbea) 53 (1).
MoDONALD, ANGUs, APPOINTMUBT As ONsUs ExUîiato0a : M. for

oOpy" (Mr. Kirk) 438 (1).
NovA SCOTIA AND WBTEaN RY. See B. 56
--- STEASIP 00. Se B. 51.

PIcTOU BANK. Se B. 50.
PIOTOU OOAL AND LaON GO. Se. B. 64.
PORT HASTINGS WHARF, REPAIRs, &o. : M. for Cor.* (Iir. Camdron,

Invereaa) 60 (i).
PORT HOOD ARBOR, PROTECTION To : M for G0r. (Mr. Cameron,

Inernes) 60 ; elosing of, 787 (i).
REFORMATORY FOR JUVrNILE OFFENDERS, HALIFAX. See B. 134.
Rocas, M., oF LINGAN, N.S., TRANSFUR OF: prop. Res. (Mr. Blake)

for Sel Gom to enquire into charges against certain mem-
bers, 1173; reply, 1176; neg (Y. 51, N. 89) 1311 (Îi).

SCATTIRIE FOG-WHIP;TLE SUPRINTENDENT : M. for GOr. (Mr. Kirk)
786 (i).

SHORT LINE Ry., MONTREAL AND SALISBURY: Ques. (Mr. Virk) 1210;
(M. for copy of contract) 1309 (ii).

SHORT LINs Ry. ; M. for copies of Cor. (Mr. Tapper) 441 (i).
STELLARTON ANID PIcTOU BRANCS RY., 0..'s, PETs , &C. : M. for

copies* (Mr. Kirk) 802 (1).
STELLARTON AND PICTOU BRANon Ry. Se B. 57.
STEWIACKE VALLEY AID MUSQUODOBOIT RY. Susiny: Res in Oom.,

1624 (ii).
STRAIT OF CANSO TO SYDNBY, &C. : Ques. (Mr. Cameron, Inernese)

-843 (ii).
STRATHLORN, N.S, POSTIASTER, DISMIssAL OP: M. for Gor., &o.

(Mr. Cameron, Inverne8s) 59 ().
SUBssDY TO N S., READJoSTMENT: M. for Ret. (Mr. Erk) 449 (1).
SURVIY OF RAILWAY ROUTES IN CAPE BauToN: Ques. (Mr. Camp-

bell, Vic.) 266 (i)
TRURO TO NEwPORT RY. SUasiDY: Res. in Gom., 1617 (11).
UNION BANK OPFHALIFAX. See B 52.
WINDsOR BRANGH RY, BSETTLUMNT : Ques. (Mr Kinney) 1240 (il).
YARMOUTH STEAMBsIP CO. See B. 91.

Oaths of Office. Sec " ADINISraÀTION."

OBSOENE PUBLICATIONS: Remarks (àI r. Mulock) on M. for
Com. of Sup., 174f (ii).

OBSERVATORIES: in Com. of Sup., 1377 (ii).
OBSTRUCTIONS IN NAVIGALE RIvERs: in Com. of Sap.,

1374 (ii).
OEAN AND RIVER SERVICE: in Oom. of Sup., 1372; cono.,

O'CONNoR, D., SUMS PAID TO: in Com. 0f Sup., 1154, 1160
(ii).

O'DNoioE, HON. SENATeR, CABINET ARRANOGMENT8: Q100s.
(Mr. Blake) 58, 61 (i).

- - AND CIRCULAR TO CATHOLIS: Qnes. (hir. Tas86)
1379 (ii).

Offences against the Person. See "OCRIMINAL 7AW."
OFFICERS &C., WIHO VOLUNTEERED FOR SERVICE IN N.W.T.:

M. for Ret.* (Mr. Casey) 438 ().
OIL CLOTIS: in Com. on Waysand Means, 1587; cone,

1719 (ii).
OIL CONTRACTS, I.C.R.: Ques. (Kr. Weldon) 897 (ii).
OIL BARRELS, &0., l.C.R, 8ALE orP: M. for Rot. (Ur. Lan.

gelier) 802 (i).
OLE(.MRARINE, &o.: R«8. (Mr. Taylor) respecting legisla-

tion, 547-553 (i); Deb. resumed (Ur. Taylor) 1187,
1195 ; (UMr. Sproule) 1188 ; (Kfr. Wood, Brockville) 1190



INDEX.

On

ON'

(Mr. Ferguson, Leeds) 1190; (RMessrs. Blake, White (Has-
tings] and Guillet) 1191; (Messrs. Orton, Bain [Went-
wQrth] and Bowell) 1192; (Mr. Landerkin) 1193;
(Messrs. Cochrane, Jenkins, Fairbank and Platt) 1194 (ii).
- in Com. on Ways and Means, 758-769 (i).
- in Com. on B. 101 (Inland Rev. Act Amt.) 1204(i).

- Amt. (Mr. Bergin) to Amt. to M. (Mr. Blake) for Sel.
Com. re Matthew Roche, 1337 (ii).

t., Minnesota and Man. Ry. Co.'8 incorp. B.
No. 49 (Mr. Royal). 1°*, 149; 2Q*, 342 (i); wthdD.,
897 (il).

TARIO:
APPOINTRENT OF RUTURNING OFFICER : Ques. (Mr. Landerkin) 1144,

1172 (il).
BARKER, P. M., AMOUNTS PAID TO • M. for Ret." (Mr. MCMUtlen)

58 (i).
BELLE-VILLE AND NORTE HASTINGBRY. Co.'s SVBEsIDY-: Res. Iu Com.

(gr. Bo.oell) 1626 (ii).
BOUNDARIES OP ONT., LEGISLATION REsPECTING : Que.. (Kr. Mills)

59, 66 (i).
--- WEST AND NoRTH, EXPENsEs INoURRED B Dom. sINCE 1870:

M. for 8tmnt.* (Mr. Cameron, Huron) 438 (i).
BRoIEVILLE AND NEw YoRx BRIDGE Co. Sec B. 68.
BURLINGTON BAT CANAL. Sec B. 76.

CANADA ATLANTIC RY. Co. Sec B. 43.
CANADA ATLANTIO RY. Co.'s SUBSIDY: Res. in Com., 1617 (ii).
CANADA SO"TRERN BRIDGE o. Sec B. 40.
CARDWELL ELECTORAL DIsT.: Vacancy and return of Member, 1 (i).
CENTRAL ONTARIO RY. 0o. Sec B. 67.
CoBoURG, ToWN oF, RELIEF B. Sec B. 122.
Coor, Ma. H., TIER DUES: Que.. (Mr. Taylor) 1389; M. to ref. to

Pub. Acets. Coin., 1420 (il).
DUNSVILLE DAM AND BRIDGE TOLLS. Sec B. 139.
DURHAM, EÂsT, ELECTORAL DIsT. : Vacancy and Return of Member,

1 (i).
FRENCH CANADIAN REPREUINTATION FOR ONT. IN SENATE : Ques. (Kr.

Tassé) 1633 (ii).
GANANOQUE, PERTE AND JAmE.' BAT Ry. Vo.'s SUBSIDT: ReS. in

Coin., 1624 (i).
GRAVENHURST TO CALLANDER, LEAsE or LINE: M. for copies of

agreements, &c. (Mr. Edgar) 391 (1).
GUELPH JUNCTION RY. Vo. Sec B. 78.
HALDINAND, ISSUE OF WRIT: M. (Mr. Landerkin) 912; Que.., 1015,

1077, 1144, 1171 (ii).
HARROR MASTER OF SARNIA : Ques. (Mr. Lister) 692 (i).
INGZRaOLL, LONDoN AND CEATHAN RY. SUBSIDY: Res. in orm.,

1598 (ii).
JARvIs, P. R., AMOUNT PAID AS RETURNING OFFICER VNDER CAN.

TEMP. ACT: M. for Ret.* (Mr. Trow) 393 (i).
JUDGE's SALAIRY, ADDITIONAL (ONT.); QueS. (Mr. Blake) 891 (ii).

Sec B. 125.
KINGSTON AND PEMBROKE MUTUAL AID AND INSURANCI (o. Sec B. 24.
L AxE NIFIssING AND JAMEs BAY Ry. Co. Sec B. 35.
LAIE SUPERIoR MINERAL RY. Vo. Sec B. 34.
L ANDs in NORTH AND WEST ONT. : Ques. (Mr. Mills) 1172 (il).
MARITIME COURT OF ONT. JUR[SDICTION; Sec B. 5.
MmwLDi BANx 0F CANADA. Sec B. 18.
MOODY, JOHN, EMPLOYMENT OP BY GOVT.: QueS. (Mr. Lister) 1379.
MUD CaRu DAMs, RAIsING oF: Ques (Sir Richard Cartwright) 1746.
NAPANEZ, TANWORTH AND QUE. RY. Ce. See B, 79.

SUESIDY: Res. in Coin., 1627 (ii).
NIAGARA AND GRAND ISLAND BRIDGE 00. Sec B. 38.
NIAGARA FRONTIER BRIDGE Vo. See B. 48.

NORTHERN AND NORTH-WESTERN JUNCTIoN RT Co. Sec B. 65.
NORTHERN AND PACIFIe JUNCTION RY. Vo. Sec B. 25.
NORTHERN PAoIFIC RY. AGREEMENT': QUIs (Mr. TroW) 633 (j).
PALMERSTON AND GEORGIAN BAT RY. : Remarks (Mr. Landerkùn) on

M. that Oom. rise, 1627 (i).

lwxii

ONTARIO- Continued.
PARRY SOUND COLONISATION RY. Co.'s SUBSIDT: Res. in, COM.,

1614 (ii).
POINT PELEZ NIVAL RESERVE: Ques (Mr. Lister) 120 (i).
PORT ROWAN OR PORT ROYAL HARBOR OF REFUGE: M. for Ret. (Mr-

Jackson) 65 (i).
PORT RowAN LIFE-SAVING SERVICE : M. for Cor. (Mr. Jackson) 703;

remarks continued, 785 (1).
RENFREW TO EGANVILLE RY. SUBRamY: in Com on Res., 1626 (ii).
RIDEAU RIVER VLOODS : Ques., (Mr. Mackintosh) 1076 (i).
RoPER, S.C.D., EMPLOYMENT OF BY GOVT.: Ques. (Mr. Cook) 570 (1).
SABLE AND SPANIsH SLIDE AND BOOM Co. Se B 36.
TÊITE DU POINTE BARRACXS: Ques. (Mr. Guns) 1240 (ii).
TIMBER IsLAND, LAIE ONT., SALE OP: Ques. (Mr. Platt) 784; (Mr.

Fisher) 784 (i).
TImBER LICENSEs IN DISPUTED TER. : Ques. (Mr. Wallace, York)41(i)
TImBER SALES ON GEORGIAN BAYI SLANDS : Ques. (Mr. Landerkin)

898 (il).
TORONTO BoARDo F TRADE ACT AMT. Sec B. 85.
THUNDER BAY COLONISATION RY. Co.'s SUBsIY: Re. in Com.,

1613 (i).
VICTORIA AND SAULT STE. MARIE JUNCTION RY. Vo. See B. 95.
WEST ONTARIO PACIFIC RY. Co. Sec B. 27.
WINDSOR, ONT., HARBOR MASTER AT : Ques. (i. Lister) 785 (1).
WOODRUFF, J. A., AMOUNTS PAID TO: Ques. (Ur. Somerville, Brant)

68(i).
ORANGEVILLE AND CLANDEBOYE, OUTRAGES UNDER SCOTT

Ac,: Ques. (Mr. McCraney) 1661 (ii).

ORDER, PRIVILEGE AND PROCEDURE:
ORDER:

CATHOLIOS AND PoLITI0s : Ques. (Mr. Tasse) containing a statement

of facto, of which the House has no knowledge, objected to

by Mr. Mills as being out of order. Rule read by Mr. Speaker
respecting Questions, and decided that same should not be
asked unless Govt. choose to answer it, 1380 (ii).

CUSTOMS SEIZURES AT MONTREAL : Member, in asking a Ques., not
in order to discuss the subject (Mr. Speaker) 1343 (ii).

EXPERIMENTAL FARM STATIONS: Reference to National Policy or
other foreign subject in discussing B. not in order, 968,
973 (ii)..

FRENCH CANADIANS, APPEALS AGAINST: Letter published in Winni-
peg Sfftings and alleged to have been written by Sir John A.
Macdonald. Objection taken to Ques. by Mr. Mackenzie,
1378 (ii).

HALDIMAND, WRIT FOR : Member declared out of order (Mr. Speaker)
in making personal remarks respecting Premier not issuing
writ under Speaker's warrant, 1171 (ii).

HomE RULE FOR IRELAND: on Mr. Speaker's raling respecting Van.
Temp. Amta. Bs., vote on above subject cited by Mr. McCar-
thy as a parallel case. Objection taken by Mr. Blake, and
sustained by Mr. Speaker, 1220 (ii).

IMMIGRATION AND EMIGRATION: Members requested to confine them-
selves to subject before the House (Mr. Speaker) 637, 640,
643. Objection (Mr. White, Cardwell) taken to latitude of
debate; Ruled (Mr. Deputy Speaker) that member having
been attacked has the right of reply, 653 (1).

INDEPENDENCE OF PARLT.: Charge against a Member, Member
requested to withdraw Stmnt (M. Speaker) 1061 (ii).

IRRELEVANCY op DEBATE : 637, 640, 643, 667, 668 (i), 968, 973, 1002,
1009, 1171, 1221, 1317 (ii).

MIMIERS INDEMNITT ACT AMT. : M. to introduce B. declared out of
order (Mr. Speaker), it creating a charge on the Public Treas-
ury should originate by Res. in com. with consent of the

Crown, 38 (i).
NORTH-WEST CENTRAL RY. Co.: Reference to or reading letters res-

pecting charge made by Mr. Woodworth aggist Ms. .caty,
ruled out of order, 1009 (ii).

NoRTHERN AND PACIFIC JUNCTION RY. Co. : Reference to parties who
tendered for building the road objected to by Mr. Haggart;
reference in order, 1316 (ii).

.OrUOMARGARIN : ReferenRe to a previouo deb. not in order, 1193 (ii).
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ORDER, PRIVILEGE AND PROCE DURE-Obntinued.

ORDER-Continued.
OPENING oF DEEATU : Objection taken by Mr. White (Cardwell), to

Member re-opening deb. on a question of Privilege; Remarks
(Mr. Speaker) irregular to make speech on such an occasion,
some other opportunity, such as Supply, in order, 1575 (ii)

PARLIAMENTARY LiANGUAG: Member called to order. Rule quoted
from "May,'' 1580 ; 1582, 1635, 1701, 1704 (ii).

PRINTING OP PARLIAMENT: Pourth Rep. of Comn, conc. in
objected to by Mr. Blake, notice not having been given. Ruled
(3fr Speaker) notice must be given, unlesa Rep. is adopted by
unanimous consent of louse, 1239 (ii)

RiEL, Louis, EXoUGTION OP: on Mr. Amyot's prop M. for Ret.
respecting non-commutation anu Sir Hector Langevin's Amt.
that the 17th Order be called, Mr. Edgar moved an Amt.
adding to original motion. Ruled (Mr. Speaker) not in order
and "Bourinot " quoted to sustain same, 187 (1).

- - Execution of : On Res. (Mr. Farrow) respecting Indemnity
to Members, Sir Hector Langevin moved an Amt. that the
35th Order be called. Objecti-n (Mr. Blake) Govt. pressing
on deb., flouse not being in possession of materials to
diseuss subject; Amt. ruled in Order (Mr. Speaker) 122 (i)

Runus or Tn Ho ou: M. to alter Rule 31. Ruled (Mr. Speaker)
that notice must be given, 842 (ii).

TiusaR LANDB AND OoJAL LEAsEs IN N. W. T.: MRember not referring
to subject under discussion, called to order (3fr. Speaker)
1057 (il).

PRIVILEGE :
BoGUs TELEGRAUS RIEAD IN HoUsE AND DIsTRIBUTIoN or SPEsCn o

AN HoN. MKEBER : personal Explanation and denial (Mr.
Edgar) 781 (i)

ANADIAN PAcIFia Ry.: Personal explauation (Sir John A Hfac-
donald) re report of remarks in Opposition press and Mr. Nc
Carthy's position in Northern Ry. Co., 1482 (ii)

COLONIsATIoN LANDs, APPLICATION FoR: Remarks (Kr. Gault) 1198;
(Mr. Charlton) 1199, 1421 (ii).

DaBATUs, OFF CIAL REP. :Remarks (Mr. Laurier) re alleged omis-
sion, 186 (i) ; remarks (Ur. Kirk) on headinge to extra
copies, 631 ; (Ur. Cameron, Invernees) on paragraph in Ottawa
Free Press indirectly charging him with dishonorable con-
duct, 693 (i).

DISTVRBANCE IN THE N.W.T.: Personal explanation (Mr. Amyot)
article in Toronto Mail reflecting on his character as a soldier,
331 (i).

Fa&Ncmen AcT AT.: Remarks (Ur. Small) on paragraph in
Globe, re revising officer's clerk, letter read, 1635; remarks
(Wr. Edgar) 1701 (ii).

HoU RUL FoR IRELkND,: Explanation (Mr. Bergin) Of vote on
Res., 1311 (ii).

- Personal explanation (Mr. Coughliu) on paragraph in
Ottawa Free Prtes, re Vote, 1168 (il).

INDEPENDENCE OF PARIT Personal explanation (Messrs. Paint and
Cameron, Inverness) on paragraph in Globe insinuating their
obtaining a charter far personal profit, 460 (i).

INTERNATIONAL RY CO.: Persoal explanatio (Mr. Ivei) and
denial of paragraph in Globe charging him with being a direc-
tor of the Co., 1077 (il).

PINou ALBZRT CoCoNIsATION 0.: Attention of House càlled to
M on Order Paper insinuating certain charges (Kr. Bowell)
488 (i).

PONTIAC AND PACIFIC JUNCTION RY. : Personal explanation (Wr.
Bryson) and denial of charge made by an hon. member,
1077 (il).

RIFLIcTION ON A CLBRGYMAN IN INvIRE eS Co. : Explanation (Ur.
Cameron, Inverneeu) 1541 ; in the N. W.T. : Remarks (Ur.
Ferguson, Leeda) 1592 (ii).

RUTURN, CoMPILATION oF AND HANDLING : Personal explanation (r.
Blake) respecting remarks made by the Minister ot Interior,
842 (ii).

RhaL, Louis, ExacuTioi or: Explanation (Kr. Curran) re paragraph
in Evening Journal refiecting on Mgr. Taché, 301 (i).

BuAIT OP: Personal explanation (Mr. Chapeau) Rep. of
speech in London Advértiser, 393 (i).

ORDMER PRIVILEGE AND PRODEDURE-Conti*8i.
PRIVILEGE-Continued.

NORTaRN A» PACIreI JUNCTION RT. 0e.: Personal explagdtn
(19r. McCarthy) and denial of statement lu Globe, 1310 (1ii.

ONTARIO AND PAciric Ry Bonus: Persenal explanation (Mr. WAite,
Renfrew) and denial of statement made by momber in the
House, 1096 (11).

BLANDERING MUBa s oF PARLT : Remarks (Mr. Oton) on para-
graph in Globe, 513; (personal explanation) 601 (0).

TivxnR LAND AND COAL LRAsse : Personal explanation (Ur Coti-
gan) and dsnial ofétatement made bymember, 184; Personal
explanation (Mr. liaggart) and denial of statements made
by member in the House, 1096, 1143, 1634 ; Personal explana-
tion (Mr Charlton) re application ofU r. McUerthy, M. P ,
1514 (ii); Personal ,xplanation (Sir .ohn A. Macdonald) ln
repu diation of statement made by member, 1702 (1).

TxaneR LuITS: Statement made ln House by Members relecting
on others: Remarks (Mr. Cook) 1167; personal explanation
(Mr. Dickinson) on paragraph ln Globe, 1168 (ii).

PROOEDURE:
OAN. TEMp. ACT, 1878: AT. (Afr. Cimeraon, irotorid) to plaes B#.

92, 99 and 118, on Govt. Orders. B. 92 having been negatived,
It was contended by the mover that the placing Of sale in
conjunction wlth Bs. 99 and 108 was not inconsistent with
vote. Objection baving been taken, Mr. Speaker ruled that
B. 92 could not be added te Govt. Orders, 1220; questions can
be divided, rule read, 1221 (il).

CRIxINAiL LAw AUT. (DUnVOT1ON) B. : Amte. made by the Son. re-
ported by Mr. Speaker, 1326; Sir Hector Langevin suggest"d
that Amts. remain before House for coneda , 1336; 20 of
Amts. moved; rule 23 respecting Amte. made by Son. Naid
and practice quoted from Bourinot's " Parliamentary Proce.
dure " (Mr. Speaker) 13.27 (il).

HoMB RULI FOR IRELAND : Despatch sent te gnglish prese. Attention
of House called by Mr. Mile to a telegram in the [ondon
Times calculated te be misleading. A ttested copy of les.
passed by House sent to High (ommissioner by Mr. Speaker,
1381 (ii).

- - Communicating a Res. passed by House of Odm-
muns, Mr. Speaker bas no power or aulhority te trans-
mit same te Prime Minister of England, except as a private
communication, 1139 (11).

INDMNSITY To IMEmERs : Res. objected to by Mr. !lak, a4 same
should have originated in Com and ssent of Crown obtain-
ed. Ruled (r. Speaker) that Res. being an abstract one and
barren Of result, within the power of House to adopt aMe,
but B. could not be founded upon it, 122 (1).

PRINCE ALBEIRT COLONISATION CO.: M. (Ur. Laurier) to add meM-
bers to Sel. Com. on Privileges and Elections, precedent
quoted, 492; objection (Mr. Ives) 493; Ruled (Mr. Speaker')
out of order, as such motions require notice, 494 ().

NORTHER AND PACIF JUNGTIoNo Ry : Amts. made by Son. reportèli
by Mr. Speaker, reading of same.objected te and reference to
a Com. suggested by Mr. Blake, 1605 ; right of Son. to pain
Amts. involving money expenditure questioned by Wr. itulock;
Ruied (Wr. Speaker) that the B. being a priate one and !ho
Amt. one affecting the interests of the Orown in the côntract,
in order for House te confirm same, 1607 (Ii).

STLLARTON AND PIcToU BRANC R. : 3 objected to by Sir
Richard Cartwright, clause 3 of B. authorising the grant of
public money should have originated by Rea. In 0Cm.t,65;
suggestion (Wr. Speaker) and clause nodified, 666 (1).

RIez, Loris, ExscurToN or: Objection by Mr. Blake to Sir Hector
Langevin's M. to place Res. censuring Govt. first on Order
Paper; objection sustained (Ur. speaker) unanimons consent
of House being required, 119 Ji).

OTTAWA, ADDITIONAL PUBLiC BUILDINGS: in Oom. Of Siup,
1154 (i).

Ottawa City Board of Trade Act Amt. B. No.
83 (Mr. Mackintos1. 1°*, 511; 20*, 614 (i) ; in Com.
and 30*, 907 (ii). (49 Vic., c. 57.)
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INDEX.
PALMERSTON AND GEORGIAN BAY RY.: Remarks (Mr. Lander-

kin) on M. that COm. rise, 1627 (ii).
PAPER AÂNGINGs, &c.: in Com. on Ways and Means, 1587;

conc., 1720 (ii).
<'PARISIAN " 8.S., SMALL Pox AND QUARANTINE: in Com.

of Sup., 1417 (ii).
PARLIAVENT, 5th, FOURTH SESSION, 1886, 49 VICTORIA:

Opening and Speech from the Throne, 1 (i) ; Bills
assented to, 1776; Prorogation, 1778 (ii). See "lHousE
oF CoMMONS."

PARLIAMENTARY LANGUAGE : Members call ed to order (Mr.
Speaker) 1580, 1635 (ii).

PAaRY SOUND COLONISATION RY. Co.'S SUBSIDY: prop. Res.
(Mr. Pope) 1551; in Com., 1614 (ii).

PENETANGUISHENE LIGiTousE: Ques. (Mr. Cook) 1515 (ii).
PENITENTIARIES; in Com. of Sap., 891-897, 1692 (ii).
PENSIONS: in Com. of Sap., 1153, 1742; conc., 1771 (ii).
PER1SIONS TO VOLUNTEERS WOUNDED AT DUCK LAiE: Ques.

(Mr. Ross) 633 (i); (Sir Richard Cartwright) 1198 (ii).
PERSONAL EXPLANATIONS BY MEMBERS: Remarks (Mr.

Speaker) 1198 (ii).
P&RTI CENTRE STATION TO PL ASTER ROCK ISLAND RY.

SUBSIDY: prop. Res. (Mr. Pope) 1551; in Com., 1624 (ii).
PETERBOROUGH POST OFFICE SITE: Ques. (Mr. Landerkin)

848 (ii).

PRILOSoPHICAL INSTRUMENTS, GLOBES, &C.: COne. in Ways
an i Meîns, 781 (i).

PHOTOGRAPHIS OF PUBLIC W, RKS, &C., CONTINGENCIES: in
Com. of Sup., 88 (11).

PIOKERING POST OFFICE IRREGULARITIES: M, for copies of

Reps. (Mr. Edgar) 60 (i).

Pictou Bank B. 50 (Mr. Tupper). 1°*, 149; 2°*, 265;
in Com. and 3**, 614 (i). (49 Vic., c. 62.)

Pictou Coal and iron Co.'s Act Amt. B. No. 64
(Mr. Stairs). 1°*, 368; .*, 474 ; in Com. and 30*, 783
(i). (49 Vic., c. 98.)

PIG IRON. eI " BOUNTY."

PIPES, GAS AND WATER, &.: conc. in Ways and Means,

755 (i).
PITON, SEPTIMUS AND RLESS SEPTIMUS: Ques. (Mr.

Le8age) 514 (i).
PLANTE, JEAN BAPTISTE, CLAIM OF. M. for copy (Mr.

Amyot) 696 (i).
POINT PELEZ, NAVAL RESERVE: Quos. (Mr. Lister) 120 (i).
POLICE VESSELS FOR PROTECTION OF FISHERIES : in Com. of

Sup., 1757 (il).
POLITIOS AND CATHOLIOS: QUeS. (Mr. Tassé) 1379 (ii).

Portage la Prairie and Lake of the Woods Ry.
and Navgn. Co.'s incorp. B. No. 55 (Kr. Wat-
son). 10*, 185; 29*, 2o5 (i); wthdn., 18O9 (ii).

PORT ARTUR IHARBOR : in Com. of Sap., 1157 (ii).
-- TO RED RIVER, C.P.R.: in Com. of Sup., 1450 (ii).

PORT HASTINGS WHAI.RF, REPAIRS, &0.: M. for Cor.* (Mr.
Cameron, lnverness) 60 (i).

PORT HooD HARBOR, PROTECTION: Ms. for Cor.* (Mr.
Cameron, Inverness) 60; closing of, 787 (i).

PORTLAND AND ROMAN CEMENT: cOne. in Waye and Means,
772 (i).

PORT MULGRAVE AND EAST BAY, CB. MAIL SUBSIDY: in

Com. of Sup., 1371 (i).
PORT RoWAN OR PORT ROYAL HARBOR 0 REPUGE: M. for

Ret. (Mr. Jackson) 65 (i).
Post Office Act, 1875, Amt. B. No. 77 (Sir Hector

Langevin). 1°*, 437; 20 andin Com., 519; recom., 711;
bO on a div., 712 (i). (f9 Vic., c. 21.)

POST OFFICE:
BUTTERNUT RIDGO, N.B., POSTEASTER: Ques. (Mr. Burpee)1075 (ii).
CALGARY AND FORT MACLEOD MAIL SERTICE, TENDERs FOR- M. for

Ret.* (Mr. Landerkin) 35 (i).
CORINTE, POST OrrICo AT : Ques. (Mr. Landerkin) 84s; in Com. of

Sup., 885 (ii).
IN COm. oF Sup. : 690 (), 883, 1547 (i).
INTEREST, COMPUTING: in Com. of Sup., 841 (ii).
LEs FONDS, ESTABLISHMENT OF PoET OFFICE AT: M. for Cor., &c.*

(Mr. Rinfret ) 802 (i).
LOTBINI*RE MAIL SERVICE: Ques. (Mr. Rinfret) 709 (i).
MOUNT MIDDLETON, N.B., POSTMÂSTER: Ques. (Mr. Burpee) 1075 (ii).
NEREPIs STATION, N.B., POSTMASTER: Ques. (Mr. Burpee) 1075 (i).
PICKERING POST OFFICE IRREGULARITIES: M. for copies of Reps.

(Mr. Edgar) 60 (i).
POsT OFFICE ACT, 1875, Amt. See B. 77.
POTMASTER GENER AL's DEPTL. REP.: presented (Sir -ector Langevin)

58 (i).
POST OFFICES IN MUSKOKA, &C., ESTABLIsHED: M. for Ret (Mr. Cook)

43 (i).
IN NORTH WELLINGTON: Ques. (Mr. MMul/en) 1173 (ii).

REGISTERED LETTERS, COMPENsATION FOR: Ques. (Mr. Everetit)
1378 (ii).

SAVINGs BANiKs DEPOsTs: M. for Stmiat.0 (Sir Richard Cartwright)
392 ().

-- in MAN.: Ques. (Mr. Orton) 82 (i).

POWDER IMPORTED FOR CARTRIDGES : Ques. (Mr. .Mulock)
898 (ii).

PREEMPTIONS. See " DOM. LANDS."

PREVENTIVE SERVICE : in Com. Of Sap., 1544 (ii).
PRINCE ALBERT COLONISATION CO. : charges against Hon.

Mr. Bowell and Mr. White (Hastings) ; M. for Sel.
Ccm. (Mr. Edgar) 489 (i).

--- EXCHANGE Op LAND : M. for O.C.* (Mr. Bdgar)
58; See alsO "DUCK " and "STEPHENSON."

- - VOLUNTEERS, SCRIP FOR: Ques. (Mr. Ross) 633 (i).
PRINCE EDWARD ISLAND:

ADVANCEB TO P. E. I.: Ques. (Mr. Davies) 1378 (ii).
0LAIRS SETTLEMENT,: in COM. Of SUp, 1263 (i).

NORTHUMBERLAND STRAITS TUNNEL 00. See B. 128.
P. E. I. AND TERus op UNION, DIsPATCHES, k&., RESPECTING : M. for

copies' (Mr. Melntyre) 802 (i).
PUBLIC WORKS: in Oom. Of Sup., 1160 (ii).
ST. PETER'S HAREOR: Ques. (Mr. McIntyre) 1514 (ii).
TERRs OF UNION WITE P.E.I. : Qaes. (Kr. Mclniyre) 692 (i).

PRINTING ACOTS. AND PUBLIC AcCTS. COM.: M. tO refer

items (Mr. Charlton) 383 (i).
Printing and Stationery B. No. 132 (Mr.Chapleau).

M. to introd. and 1°* of B., 1217; 2° m., 1517; 2°*,
1532; in Com., 1552; 3°*, 1568; M. tocone. in Sen.
Amts., 1728 (i). (49 Yic., c. 22.)

PRINTING IMMIGRATION PAMPHLETS: in COm. Of SUp., 1393 (ii).
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INDEX. irhm
PRINTINq: M. (Sir Richard Cartoright) to refer item to

Public Aoots. Com., 460 (i).
PRINTING OF PARLT.: M. for Mess. to Sen. (Sir John A.

-Macdonald) 37 (i) ; Ma. (Mr. Bergin) to conc. in fourth
Rep. of Oom., 1195, 1239, 1309 (ii).

PRINTING PAMPHLETS IN QUEBEO OFFICES: QUS. (Mr.
Augar) 865 (ii).

PRINTING, PAPER, &c.: in Com. of Sup., 1090 (ii).
PRIVATE BILLS, EXTENSION OF TINE FOR PRESENTATION:

M. (Mr. Ives) 66 ; (Mr. Beaty) 47 ; (Mr. Dawson) 393.
PRIVATE BILLS, REPS. PROM CoM.: Ms. (Sir Hector Lange.

vin) to extend time, 543 (i), 897 (ii).
PIry CoUNaIL OFFicE : in Com. of Sap , 522 (i), 842,

869, 1697 (i).
PaoROGATION: Ques. (Mr. Colby) 1703; letter from Gov.

Gen.'s Secretary, 1775; closing remarks, 1775 (il).
PUBLIC ACCOUNTS COM. : Explanation (Mr. Davies) of non-

attendance, 1144 (ii).
- MEETING oF; Remarks (Sir Bichard C'artwright)

1514 (ii).
PUBLIC ACCOUNTS: presented (Mr. McLelan) 31 (i).
Public Lands in B. C., Administration B. No.

120 (Mr. WAite, Cardwell). 10, 912; 20* and in Com.,
1202; 30, 1223 (ii). (49 Vic., c. 28.)

PUBLIC OFFICIALS AND OUTSIDE EMPLOYMENT: M. for Ret.
(Mr. Casey) 383 (i).

PUBLIC WOIRKS:
AasINIBoiNB RIvER IPROVRERNT sQuoi. (Mr. Watson) 784 (i).

BATYIELD HARBoR REPAIRSl: à. for Cor. (Sir Richard Cartwright)
383 (i).

ITADEL DaEiNAGE AND WATIR SuPPLY: Que.. (Mr. Langelier) 843
(i).

FATER POINT DEEP-WATER PIERU: Que.. (Mr. Gault) 633 (1).

GovT. BUILDINGS, QUEBEC, WATER SUPPLY : QueS. (-.r. Langelier)
843; ln Com. of Sup., 1154, 1261, 1745, 1752 (ii).

LANORAIN, 0ONSTRUCTION or WaARN AT: Ques. (Mr. Auger) 1173 (ii).
LEGAL SERVICE, IN CONNECTION WITH PUBLIC WoRKs: in Com. of

Sap., 1159 (ii).

RED RIVER IMPROVEMENTS : Que. (Mr. Scott) 1240 (ii).
RSPENTIGNY WHARr EXPENDITURE : Que. (Mr. Hurteau) 634 (i).

RICHELIEU RIVER, OBSTRUCTIONS IN: M. for copies of Pete., &o. (Mr.

Bechard) 33 (i).
RIDEAU HALL, ADDITIONS, ALTERATIONS, RPAIRS, &C.: M. for Stnt.

(3fr. AeCraney) 797 (i); (Mr. Blake) 801 (i).
---- CONTINGENCIS: K. for Ret. (Mr. NeCraney) 794 (i).

COsT or, RINCE CONrUDERATION: M. for Stmut. (Mr. Mo
Craney) 801 (i).

--- F=L AID LIeT roRi M. for Ret. (Mr. McCraney) 795 (1).
GARDENING AND GROVIDS, AMOUIT PAID : M. for Stint.

(Mr. MfcUraney) 796 (1).
RIVIÈRE AUX LIÈvRES, IMPRovEmENTS* Queo. (Mr. Wright) 426 (i).
ST. &NDREW'S RAPIDE IMPEOVEMENTS: Qu1o. (1 r. Ro*s)495 (1).
ST. JomN's, Q, RY. WHARF: Que. (Wr. BécAard) 897 (ii).
BLIDES AND BOOMS, AXOUNTS OWING OE ACCOUET Or: Ms. for Ret4.0

(Wr. Casgrain) 1195 (ii).
STANISTzAD, SrrolD AND OHAMBLY Ry. Co.'s Wa&Rr: Quei. (1fr.

Béchard) 1096 (ii).
UNION SUSPENSION BRIDGE. See B. 72.
WHARF AT SELKIRK: QueS. (Mr. Rose) 495 (i).

PUROHABING AGENTS IN N.W.T., NAmEs, ko.: M. for Ret.*
(Mr4Casey) 437 (i).

QUARANTINE: i Oom. of BUp., 1417 (ii).
QUARANTINE REGULATIONS AND STEAMSHIP "PARts<AN

Ques. (Mr. Amyot) 1669 (ii).
QUEBEC:

BAIE Dus OCALURS Ry. Oo Ses B. 144.
- - Ques. (Xr. Cameron, Huron) 1481 (il).
BouoRvaLLE IILANDS, OBSTRUCTIONS INCHANRL: Qui. (Ur. B.O"<)

495 (1).
C. P. R. AND NORTE Suomu Ry. CoILRaPoNDINVE: M. for oopIo (Vr.

Laurier) 60 (1).
CARTRIDGE FACTOXY AT QUE1O: Que8. (1r. Mulook) 4 (1).

DurzIN GATE, QUuuuo, GRAIxa or H. J BaumuR-: Ques., 1661(11)
ELGIN STATION, L'IBLNrT: Ques. (Ur. Oasgrain) 544 (1).
HAMOND, EUGÊNE, EMPLOTMINT oP BY GovT.: Quoe. (Ur. Bcha4rd)

1379 (il).
REEURT, HUSERT, REVISINo OrrCuR or MoNTmAeNY: Quoi. (1r.

Langeier) 549 (1).
1. 0. R,, RuSIRvoIR, &C., AT Ltvi: Ques (Ur. Lesage) 1878 (11).
LANDs, TiMEER AND MINERAL, IN NORTHERN QU»EKO: Queo. (Ur.

Mills) 1173 (ii).
L'ASsomPTION TO L'EPiPHANIE R'T SUR9sDY: R8. In Oom , 1615 (il).
METAPEDIAC To PASPEBIAO Ry. SuBsIDy. Sea " BAIE Dus O8ALEUR."
KONTREAL AND WESTERN Ry- SUnSIDY: o. liun Com. (1fr. Oapemu)

1616 (il).
MONTRAL BOARD or TRADE INOoRP. ACTI AUT. Se B. 90.

MHD CR11EK DAMS, RAISING or: Qupe (Kr. Blake) 1746 (il).
NATASKOWAN RIVER, ERTUARY or, RINT rPAID: Que. (Mr. BéChard)

1379 (il).
NEW GLARGoW TO MONTCALM RY. SUBBIDTY: Ris. in Con., 1614 (11).
PETERBOROUGH POST Orr.CE SITE. Ques. (Mr. Lunderkin) 843 (ii).
PIToN, SEPTIMUS AND ARLEIS SPTIMUB: Ques. (Ur. Lesage) 544 (1).
PLANTE, JEAN BAPTISTE, OLAI or: M. for copy (Ur. Amyot) 9 (1).
PRINTING PAMPHLUTS IN QUsaxo Orrions: Ques. (Mr. Auger) 865 (I).
PUBLIC WoRas, DiPTL. RSP.: Presented (Bir .Beeor Langaoin) 81;

in Com. of Sup., 691 (i), 881 (il).
QUARANTINE REGULATIONS AND 8. 8. 11 PARISIAN ": Ques. (Mr.

Amyot) 1659 (il).
QUEBco AND LiTr ST. JoHN Ry. Go.'0 BUBIDT: ReU. Iu COm.,

1621 (il).
QUERIO ANo LAIa ST JoHN RY. SuBsiDY: Queo. (Ur. Bain,

Wentworth) 331 (hl.
QUErRo AND Li vieFaRaY SERvice: Queo. (1fr. Lesage) 121 (1).
QUIBEO CENTRAL RY. Co.'S SUBSIDT: Queo. (Ur. Guay) 788 (1).
QUEBEC HARBoR CoMMISSIoNERS' LoAN Se B. 140.

RICHELIEU ooUNTY, SALE or GOVT. PROPERTIES IN : Quei. (1r.

Massue) 185 (i).
RIVIÈRE DU Loup AND EDMONSTONE RY. : QueS. (1fr. CodkbUrn) 881.
ST. ANDREws To LAcHUTE RY. SunsIDT: Res. In Com., 1816 (11).
ST. EUSTACHE TO ST. PLACIDE RY. SUS19Y: Re. In Coim., 1824 (i).
BT. FÎLIx AND LAIE MASKINONGf RT. SUBEIDT: Ri. lu 0om.,

1614 (ii).
ST. GsariiiL AND LEVEE RY. Co. Seo B. 116.

ST. LAwRENcE RIVER NAVIGATION. S6e B. 46.

_ _OVînrRLOw: Ques. (Kr. Curran) 865 (I).
SHORT LINE RY., MONTREAL, ST. JOHN AND RALlIAx, SumnD I:)L

for copies of 0.0., te. (1fr. Laurier) 85 (1).
BUITs, R., of QUanO, WooD PUROHAsEa loux; Qu. (Mr. Le0age)

544 (f).
Wist P icIne, rRox Livue To Rivita D Loup: Ques. (1fr. Gaudit)

544(i).
WU RTELR, HON. J. S., APPOINTEENT Ai JUDGS: QueS. (Ur. LangeUIer).

865, 912, 1342 (ii).
YAxiSexA To RIvER ST. JOHN RY. SUBInaoT: Reg. In 00m., 1624 (11).

Quebec Harbor Improvements further Loan
B. No. 140 (Ur. McLelan). Res prop., 1342; in Com.,
1383; 10* of B., 1385; 2°* and in Com., 1467; 2°*,

1482,(ii). (49 Vic., c. 19.)
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QUEIEN'S BRTHDAT: prop.M. for ndjnmt., 1431;t(M.)1455 (ii).
QeUE' CoUr>!4iUNL APPOINTMZNTS: X. for Cor. (Mr. Mills)

392 (ii).
QUEEN VS. RIEL, PRINTINo BLUE-BOOK: Ques.(Mr. Bernier)

186 (i).
Railway Act, 1879. See " CONSoLIDATED."

RAILWAYS AND CANALS: in Com. of Sup., 691 (i), 1448 (ii).

Railway Commissioners. See "COURT."
RAILwAYs. See respective headings.
RAILWAYS OR REPEAL, TELl!GRAN'M TO :ALIFAX " MAIL

read (Mr. Kirk) 16t5, 1628 (ii).
RAILWAY STATION BUILDING IN ST. JOHN, N.B., cosT, &o.:

M. for Ret.* (Mr. Weldon) 58 (i).
RILWÂY StsteDIES. See "SUrIDiES.

REBELLION. See«" DISTURBANCE IN THE N. W."
RED RIVER IMPROVEMENTS: Ques. (àir. Scott) 1240 (ii).

Reformatory for Juvenile Offenders, Halifax,
Act Amt. B. No. 134 (Mr. Thompson). 1*, 1254;
20*, 1272; in Com. and 3°*, 138t (ii). (49 ic., c. 54.)

Reformed Episcopal Church (First Synod)
incorp. B. No. 59 (Mr. Beaty). 1°*, 226; 2°*, 342;
in Com. and 30*, 757 (i) (49 Yic., c. 110.)

REGISTERED LETTERS, COMPENSATION FOR: Ques. (Mr.
Etterett) l1878 -(ii).

RINFREW TO EGANVILLE RY. SUBSIDY: prop. Res. (Mr.
Pope) 1551; in Com., 1626 (ii).

REPAIRS, FURNITURE, &C., PUBLIo BUILDINGS: in Com. of
Sap., 1261 (ii).

REPORTS PRESENTED:
AGRICULTUR (Mr. POpe) 60 (1).
AUDITOR GENERAL (Mr. McIelan) 31 (1).
INDIAN Arp&ms'(Sir John A. Macdonald) 37 (i).

INLAND RETENUE (Mr. Costigan) 31 (i).
INTERIOR (Mr. White, Cardwell) 60 (i)

JUSTICE, PENITENTIARIES !3RANH (Mr. Thompson) 81.(i).
LIBRABY OF PARLIAMENT (Mr. Speaker) 2 (i).
MAINIE (Mr. Poster) 31(i).
MILITIA AND DEFENon (Sir Adolphe Garon) 57 (1).
POsTMISTER GENERAL (Sir Heoor Langevin) 58 (1).
PUBLIC ACCOUNTS (Mr. McLelan) 81 (i).
PUELIC WORKS (SirH ector Langevin) 31 (i).
REBILLION, N.W.T. (Sir Adolphe Caron) 1455 (ii).
TRADE AND NAVIGATION RETURNS (Mr. Bowell) 31 ().

Representation of B. C. in the H. of C. Act
Amt. B. No. 107 (Mr. Baker, Victoria). 19, 746 (i).

Representation of the N.W.T. in Parlt. B. No.
115 (Sir John A. Macdonald). 10, 86d; Res. prop.,
1143; Res. oonc. in and Tef. to Com. on B., 1223; 2°
m., 1205; 2°* and in Com., 1213; in Com., 1249; 3°
m., Amt. (Miasrs. Jfîls and Watson) and 3°*, 1271
(ii). (49 Vic., c. 24).

BEPRESENTATION OF THE N.W.T. IN PARLT., ENGLIeH LEGIS-
LATIo«: Ques. (Mr. Edgar) 1514 (ii).

- RETURNING OFFIoEas, &C., FEEs: prop. Res. (Sir
Rector Langevin) 1143 (ii).

- Joint Address agreed to, 1013 (ii).

RESTIGOUOHE RIVER, RY. BaIDGE ACRoSS: Ques. (Mr. Wed
don) 426 (i).

RETURNS, STATENIENTS, &a., MnIoN s poi:.
AGENTS, PURCHASING, PuRSONs EMPLOYD AND PAlENT*; Mr.

Casey, 437 (i).
AMMUNITION MANUFACTURED AT QUEBEC; Mr. Coaey, 554 (i).
ANDERSON, JAS., COR. WITH; Kr. 1row, 427 (i).

APPOINTMENT OF QUERN'S COUNEi,; Mr. AUlJg, 392 (i).

AsSISTED IMXIGRAION; Mr. Wilson, 635 (1).
BAzER I. G. & 0o., OONTRACTE FOR MOUNTZD POLIO AND INDIAN

SuPPLIES*; Mr. Cameron, Huron, 438 (1).
BANxx CIRCULATION AND GOLD IHELD Y GovTr.*; Mr. dMulkue,

438 (i).
BANNON, J., CL.AIN or TA.E AGAINST I.r0. R.; Mr. Mitchell,905 (i).
BARxER, P. M., A MOUNTS PAID AS RETURNINO ORIoîa UNDIR GX.

TmP.. AcT'; Mr. McMullen, 57 (i).
BAYFIEL> HARBOE, REPAIRS ; Sit Richard Cartwright, 383 (i).
B. 0. DiaiP WATR FsHRIns; Mr. ehdkcepeare, 495 (1).
B. 0. LANDS SETTLEMENT; Mr. Shakeepeare, 496 (i).
B»ATTIE, Mr., REVISING OF.OFRn POR WEST ELGIN, COR. ; Mr. Oau*#,

449 ().
BELL & LEWIS, SUmS PAID FOR TRANsPORT; Mr. Casey, 437 (1).
BOUNDARIES or ONT., WEST AND NoiTa*; Mr. Cameron, Ht#fon,

438 (i).
BOUNDARIES OF ONT., WEST AND NORTH-WEST, IxPauRL LEGIsLA-

TION*; Mr. Mille, 66 (i).
BRIER AND LONG IBLANDs TELEGRAPHIO COMMUNICATION*; Mr. Vail,

893 (i).
BRoOvsKI, E., COMPLAINTS AGAINST*; Mr OanEron, Middle**,

488 (i)
CALGARY AND FORT MACLEOD MAIL SERvIc*; Mr. Landerkein, 35 (i).
OANADIAN PAO1FIO RAILWAY. Se general heading.
CAN. TEmp. ACT, AMOUNT PAiD RETURNING OPPIICER IN CO. o DU*-

FERIN*; Mr. McMullen, 57; in Co. of Perth*; Mr. Tro, 393 (i).
CAN. TEMP. ACT, CONVIoTIONS, &o., UNDER*; Mr. NeCullen, 912 (i).
CAPITAL CASES AND THE CROWN*; Mr. Mac7intoah, 60 ().
'OARTRIDGE FACTORY, QUNRE0, AmuxiTION; Mr. Casey, 554 (1).
CASUALTIS ON I.0.R.* ; Mr, Weldon, 57 (i).
<JMNSUS OF THE N.W.T., PERSONS EMPLOYED'; Mr. Landerkin, 66 (i).
CHINESE IMMIGRATION IxTo CAN. ; Mr. Gordon, 382.
CIVIL SERVICE SUPERANNUATIONS*; Mr. McMuUen, 57(i),905, 1180 (il).
CLAIMS FJR FISHING BoUNTIE3; Mr. Langelier, 697 (i).
CLAIM OF .JEAN BAPTISTE PLANTE; Mr. Amyot, 696 (i).
CLAIMS, SECTION 16, 1.C.R. ; Mr. Mitchell, 905 (ii).
COAL INTERESIS OF N.S.*; Mr. McDougall, Cape Breton, 544 (i).
COMMISSIONERS OF INDIAN AFFAIRS, N. W."; Mr. Landerki*, 438 (1).
CONSOLID. FUND, RECEIPTS AND EXPENDITURE*; Sir Richard Cart-

wright, 35 (i).
CONTINGENCIES, RIDEAU HALL; Mr. Mc 7raney, 791 (i).

CONTRACTORS FOR TRAN&POXT DURING REBELLION; 1fr. 'Ca8ey, 427 (i).
CONVICT Vs. FaE LABOR'*; Mr. Wilson, 47 (i).
OwANî, 'D. L , MURDER OF BY MONGRAIN' ; nr. Landerkin, 392 (i).

OUSTOMS. Seo general heading.

DEEP WATER FISRRIES OP B. C.; Mr. Shakespeare, 495 (i).

DEPOSITS IN GOVT. BANre*; Si Richarl Carttright, §92 (i).
DISALLOWANCE Or RY. CHARTERS IN MAN*; Mr. Wa*son, 802 (i).
Di8TUIEmoi IN THE N. W. Sée general heading.

Dom. ARBtTRATOR8, REP. rE STElA-TUG "SULTAN" 1Mr. Mitchel,
904 (ii).

- re SECTION 16, I. 0. R ; Mr. Mitchell, 905 (ii).
DOMINION LANDS. Seo general heading

Dox. NOTES1 IN CIOULATION; Mr. eifullen, 438 (i)
Duor, GEo., DOM LANDS AGENT, REP, OP*; Mr. Elgar, 58 (i)

EARmINGs AND WORKING EXPKNSES, I. C. R.'; Mr. Weldon, 392 (i).
EDMONTON, SURVETS or LAND"; fr. Tayor, 802 (i)
EXPLOYMENT OF MEN ON 1.0. R'•; Mr. Weldon, 58(1).
EXPORTS AND IMPORTs*; Sir Richard Cartwright, 35 (i).
Fmu RAID, 1870, amIL TITI.Es CONFIRE.D ON OPuiEs'; r.

BEd#ar, 698 (i).

lttni
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ElÇTT S, STATEM NTS, &o., MOTIONS Fo-0Si1NWê.

PFsassia . COoissioN, COMUNICATIONS RETWEEN CAN. AND U.8.
TEROUGH LoRD Li ORNE fr. Muicheil, 392 (i).

Fianse REGULATIONs, VIOLATION OF BY hAMIuoAn*; fMr. Nitchéli,
92 (i).

FIsn RATCHERIES, WmIT FIsa Fr, PiceREL Am D BAs; Ur. Gordon,
788 (i).

FISHING BOUNTY LAIMS; Ur. Langeler, 697 (i).
FIsaMIe RIGHTS Or INDIUS ON LAXIES URON AND NIPIssING; Mr.

O'Brien, 693 ().
FISEINq UNDER WAsRINGoN TRUAT T; Mr. Mtehell, 392 (i).
FISE IMPORTATIONS FRO U.S. AND NFLD.; Mr. Kirk, 370 (i).
FLAG TRUATY BETWE&N U.S. AND SPAIN; Mr. Vail, 700 (i).
FLOUR SUPPLIED INDIANS, INsPECTION*; 1r. Paterson, Brant, 65 (i).
FLYING COLUNN FOR TEE N. W.; Mr. Watson, 634 (i).

PooD, MATERIAL, MEDICAL SUPPLIES, .. ; Mr. (aey, 438 (i).
FOOD SUPPLY TO INDIANS o N. W.T.*; Mr. Mulock, 57 ().
FRANCHISE &CT, PRINTING VOTERa' LIsTS; Mr. Caaey, 448 (i).
FRANCHISE ACT, PUTTING IN FORCe; Mr. Cameron, Huron, 58 (i).
FaA.CHIos ACT, RiaSINe OFFIORa' INSTRUCTIONs; Mr. Casey, 43,

48 (i).
FUEL, LIGET, &o., RIDEAU HALL; Mr. McCraney, 795 (i).
FURNITURI AND FITTINGS FOR STATION BUILDING, ST. JOHN, N. B.*

1Mr. Weldon, 58 (i).
GARDENING AND GROUND, RIDEAU ALL; Mr. EcC!raney, 796-(i).
GILLIS, A., TRIAL OF, FOR MURDEs, JUDQE'S RP.*; Mr. Daviee,

802 (1).
GIsEORNE, F. N., REP. or, re TELEGRAPIC COMMtuNia0TiON'; fMr.

Vail, 393 (i).

GOLD HELD MY GOVT.*; Mr. JfcMullen, 438(i).
GoVEaiWoR GEN.'s TRAVELLING EXPENEs ; Wr. NcCraney, 791 ().
- AND STAFF's SALARIES; Mr. McUraney, 795 (i).
GOvT. SAVINGS BrANs, AmOUNTS HELD BY GOVT.'; Mr. McMullen,

438 (i).
GOvT. SAviNGs BAnRS, DEPOSITS IN* ; Sir Richard Cartwrigh t, 392 (i).

GRAVENHURsT TO CALLMIJER RI. ; Mr. Edgar, 391 (i).
GRAzING LAND LEAss, ACRas*'; Mr. Charlton, 392 ().
HALF-BREEDs. Se general heading "«Indians."

HAMILTON AID NORTH-WESTERN RY. AID C.P R.; Ur. Edgar, 391 (i).

HARDWARE SUPPLIES PURCHASED IN HALIFAX; Mr. Forbes, 57 ().
HENIrY, JOHN, REFUND 0F TOLLs*; Wr. Landerkin, 392 (i).
HENLEY, MA. JUsTICE, REP. on TEIAL OF GILLIS FOR MURDERl;

Mr. Davies, 802 (i).
HOMESTEAD ENTRIES AND PRE-EMPTIONS C&NOELLED*; Mr. Glen,

393 (i).
HOMESTEAD ENTRIES CANCELLED OR ABANDON3D Mr. Ca meron,

Huron, 801 (i).
HORfsR PURCHASED AND SOLD DURING N. W. EXPEDITION'; Mr.

Caaey, 438 (i).

HORaSS, &C., SEIZED SY EXPEDITIONARY FORCs*; Mr. Casey, 438 (i).

hNLAND REVENUES, SLIDEs AND BOOMs ARRBARAGEs'; Mr. Casgrain,
1195 (ii).

IMMIGRATION, ASSISTED AND UNASSISTED; Mr. Wilson, 635 (i).

IMPERIAL LEGIsLATION re BOUI(DARIEs OP ONT.*; Mr. Xille, 66 (i).

IMPERIAL TITLES OQIyRRED ON OFFICERs AFTER FuNîAN RAID AND

RM RIVER REBOLLION; Mr. Edgar, 698 (i).
IMPORTATION OF FiR PROU U. 8. AD NFLD ; Mr. Kirk, 370 (i).
IMPORTS AND FXORTS; Sir Richard OartWoright, 35 (1).
INDIAs, . e general heading.

INDIAN SUPPLIES, I. G. BAISE & Oo.'s O8NTRACT'; Mr. Cameron,
Huron, 432 (i).

INDIANTOWN BRaxca, I.0CR., AMOUNTs PAID FOR LAND DAMAGES';

Mr. Weldon, 392 ().
INDIAN VOTERs UNDXR FRANCHISE ACT, APPLICATIONs FOR REGISTRA-

TION ; Mr. Caey, 449 (i).
INsPîCTOUs 0F INDIAN AFFAIas, .W.'; Wr Landerkin, 438 (i).
INTEBCOLONIAL RY. See general heading.

JALIUsON, J. ()., COR., re ?RINCE ALBERT 0OLONISATION Co. ; Mr.

Edgar, 65 (i).
JARVIs, P. R., AMOUNTS PAID AS RETURNING OVFICER UNDER OA0.

TmMP. ACT*; Mr. TroW, 393 (i)-
JONas, EOmIN, AMOUNTS PAID TO*'; Mr. Sosservili, Brant, 57 (i).

.RZTVRNS, STATEMENTS, &o., MOTIONS FO-0Rm

JpDgqMNTs RIgDxSD RT SUPaEma COuRT orOÂw,*; Mr. Pker,

802 (1).
KÂR-Ka-wÂ-quO-AÂ-Bz, AXOUNTS PAID TO' ; Mr. Somtreie, Brent,

57 (1).
Ap HURONr A.(D NssNg, Fisqea RIGETS or INDIAN4; Mr.

O'Brien, 693 (i).
LAID DAXAGS, LO.R., AMOUXTS PAID* ; Mr. W.ldoa, 39&(1),
LAt D GTLNT B UTY TO POuOs SCouTs; Mr, iprOs1, 7g g(i),
LAIsD IN 8.0. OPEN FOR SITTLNMINT; Mr. (a1eepearw, 498 (1).
La>po, Rav. H., PST. AND LETTEIRs; Mr. Egber, 4», () ; Mr.

Taylor, 802 (il).
La FONDS PORT OFrICI, STARLISENRNT ; Mr. 8i¶fret, 802 (1).
Lioanass oR PERNITS TO OUT Timse IN Dom. ; Mr. Charlton, 65 (1).
LIFI-SAVING SERVIE AT PORT Row& ; Mr. Jackson, 703, 785 ().

LIQUOR8 IMPORTED AND DUTIRS OOLLECTED* ; Mr,B R.bri4on, SAei-
urne, 912 (ii).

LIQUOR LioNsa Acre, LAw CORTs*; Mr. Carseron, Iiuros, 488 (i>.
LIQuOR MANUFACTURED, BXPORTED AND VALU'; Ur. Robertson,

sholburne, 912 (il).
LOANs, TEMPORRYt, 'BY GoYT. ; Sir Riehard Cartprigh4 56(1).

LORD LORNE AND FIsnîRIM OoMMISS0N; Mr. Àitckell, 392 (1).
MACIAR, J. M., RBP. re HRALF-BEUDS; Mr. Landerkin, 634 (1).
MALONEY, DANL., PErS AID LaTTRa'; Mr. Rybert, 438; Mr.

Taylor, 802 (i).
MARINE AND FIsaRRIsa R&P. or 1869; Mr. Mitchell, 391 (1).
MARINS POLICE FORoR OF OAN. ; Mr. Mitchell, 383 (1).
McDONALD, ANGUS, APPOINTENT AS CNsus U NUMMATOR'; fMr.

Kirk, 438 (1).
McL.OD, IUAAC, POS-MAISTER AT STRATHLORNE ; Mr. Gameron, IJnfer.

nels, 59 (i)
MEDALS TO VOLUNTEIRS, CoR.0 ; Mr. Amyot, 438 (1).
MEDICAL AND HOsPITAL STAFF, APPOINTNENTB* ; Mr. aiey, 418 (1).
MEMBRS OF PARLT. AND TI RBILLION, SERVICES* ; Mr. eoeuUe i,

392 (i).
MIDDLÎTON, MAJ. GiN., OFuicias CONPOUING STAF*; Mr. ssey,

437 (i).
MILITART CLAIMS COMMISSION, COMPOSITION OP*; Mr. Oasey, 438 (1).

MILITIA. See general beading.
MONGRAIN, LoisoN, TRIAL OF AND COMMUTATION OP UENTNON'*; Mr.

Landerhin, 392 (i).
MOURD ,Po, SusCoan, 1. G BaK & CoI 's asTAO'*; Mr.

Qamvron, J/uron, 4 38 (i)
MUIIHEAD, WM., CLAIM OF IISTATE AGAINST 1.0.1. ; Ur. Yitchel/

905 (ii).

MUsBUoK, POST OFF AC IN ; Ur. Cook, 43 (i)
NIPISSING DISTRICT, POST OFFICE IN ; Mr, Cook, 43 (i).
NON-COMBATANTS, INSTRUCTIONS TO ; Ur. Casey, 427; officersa As

Supply and Transport*, 437 (1).
NORTusRN AND PAIFIc JUNXTION R'Y. AND 0. P. R. ; àr. Egar,

391 (i).
"NORTaRN LIanT," DIsoONTINUAIN or Tia; r. Jenkina,

845 (ii).
NORTIERN RY. 00. Or OAN. AND O. P. R.; Mr. Edgar, 391 (i).
N. S. COAL INTERESTs; Mr. MAcDougall, Cape Breton, 544 ()
N. W. FLYING COLUEN ; Mr, Wateon, 634 (i).
OFICIAL, DrPTL , AND OUTIDE EMPLOYNENT; Mr. Oa.ey, 383 (1).
OIL BARRELS, EMPTY, SALI OF; Mr. Langelier, 80 (i)
ONT., WIST AND NORTEH.KsIT, BNGMsB LEOISLATIONO; Mr. le,

66 (i).
ONT., WESTERN AND &ORTRURI BOUNDARIErs; Mr. Uameron, 2luron,

438 (j).
PARRY SOUND POBT OFFICBS; Ur. C0ok, 43 (i).
PATNSTERS, STAFF, APPOINTENTS*'; Mr. Oasey, 438 (1).
PAYMENTS ON ACCOUEr OF RERELLION*'; Ur. Case, 438 (1).
PENInrETIÀalas, DOm., CONVIoT Là Boi'; Mr. Wlson, 47 (j).

PERMITS TO OCUT TIMBEUR in Dom.; Ur. Charlion, 65 (i).
PICKERING OST OFFIo IRRIGULARITIES; Mr. Elgar, 60 (i),

PINAULT, LoUis AND MICaEt, CLAIs FOR FIsHING BOUNTY ; Kr.
Langelier, 697 (i).

PLANT, JEAN BAPTISTE, OLAIX; Mr. Amyot, 696 (1).

POLIoS SCOUTS IN Tu N. W. DURIao REBELLiON ; Mr. Sprou 788 (i),
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RETUiRNS, STATEMIENTS, &c., MOTIONS FOR-COntiuted.

PORT HASTINGS WHARF, REPAIRSA' ;mr. Cameron, Invern8es, 60 (i).
PORT HOOD HARBOR, PROTECTION*; Mr. Cameron, Inverness, Q0,

787 (i).
PORT ROWAN LIFE-SAVING SERVICE ; Mr. Jackson, 703, 785 (i).
PORT ROWAN OR PORT ROYAL HARBOR OF REFUGE; Ur. Jacheon,

65 (i).
POsT OFFICE AT Las FONDS, ESTABLISHEKNT; Mr. Rinfret, 802 (i).
POst OFFICE BAVINGS BANKS, AMOUNTS HELD NY GOVT.*' Mr.

MoMullen, 438 (i).
POUT OFFICE SATINGS RANKA, DEPOSITS IN*'; Sir Richard Cartwright,

392 (i).
PRE-EMPTION AND HOMESTEAD ENTRIES CANCELLED' ; Mr. Glen,

893 (i).
PRE-#MPTION ENTRIES, AMOUNTS OWING; 1;Mr. Glen, 393 ().

PRINCE ALBERT COLONISATION Co., EXCHANGE oF LAND*; Mr. Edgar,

58 (i).
PUIa ALBERT 0OLONISATION Co., LETTERS PATENT, & C ;Mr.

Edgar, 65 (i).
PUBLIC WORKS. See general heading.
QUEBUC CARTRIDGE FACTORy, AmMUNITION; Mr. Casey, 554 (i).

QUEUN'S COUNEîL, APPOINTMENTS; ifr. Mdl, 392 (i).

RuEImION. Se generaI heading "Disturbance."
RECEIPTB AND EXPENDITURE, CONSOLID. FUND*; Sir Richard Cart-

wright, 35 (i).
RID RIVER RhuLLION, 1870, IMPERIAL TITLEBS CONFERRID ON OFFICES;

Mr. Edger, 698 (1).
REFUND 0F TOLLS TO JOHN RENE'; IUr. Lznderkin, 392 (i).
RETURNS, EXPENSE IN BZINGING DOWN ;Mr. Valin, 386 (i).
REVISING OFIoUas' INSTRUCTIONS; Mr. Casey, 43, 48; Mr. Cameron,

Huron, 58 (i).
RICHEIEU dIVERI ORSiRUCrIoNS; Mr. Bchard, 33 (i).
RIDEAV HALL, ADDITIONS, ALTERATIONS, &C.; Mr. XfCraney, 797 (i).

RIDEAU HALL, CONTINGENCIES; Mr. >fcCraney, 794 (i).
RIDEAU HALL, GOST, PUROHASE, RENT, &C. ;Mr. McCraney, 801 (i).
RIoEAU HALI,, FUEL, LIGHT, &c. j Mr. Mcraney, 795 (i).
RmîAU HALL, GARDENING AND GROUNDS; Mr. McCraney, 796 (i).
RIEL,lOuis. S.e general heading.

ROBIiNoN TRATY, INDIANS UNDER; 1fr. Dawson, 62, 64 (i).
IËOLLIN STOCK PURCHASED FOR L0.aR' *1r. Weldon, 57 (i).
ROLLINGSSTOCK REPAIRED AT Govr. WoRKamoPa; Mr. Weldon, 58 (i).
RlAN, MATTHEW, REP. r H G.LP-BmEEDS; Mr. Lanierkin, 634 (i).

Ry. JHARTERS IN1 lAN. DISALLOWD*'; Mr. Watson, 802 (i).
RY. SUPPLIES PURCHASID IN HALIFAX*; Mr. Forbes, 57 (I.

SCATTERIE MFOG-WHISTLE, SUPERINTENDENT; Mr. Kirk, 786 (i).
SO0TT ACT, CONVICTIONs, &C., UNDER'; Mr. EcMulen, 912 (û).
SEIZURES AT WINMPEo, CUTOMS*'; Mr. Paterson, Brant, 392 (i).
BIZURE OF HORUES, NY EXPEDITIONARY FORCE*' ;Mr. Casey, 438 (i).
SENATORS AND THE REBELLION, SERVICES; Mr. McKullen, 392 (i).

SETTLEMUET 0F LANDS IN B.C. ; Mr. Shakespeare, 496 (i).

SHORT LIE RY., IN N.S., COR. EETWEI DOM. LGOVT. AND N.B.;
Mr. Tupper, 444.

SHORT LINE RY., MONTREAL TO ST. JOHN AND HALIAIX, SUESIDT*'

M1r. Laurie,65 (i).
SIX NATION IUDIANS, MIsUTEs OF fJOUNîL; Mr. Paterson, branS, 58 (i).
8LIDES AND BOOMS, BALANCES OWING i;r. Caagrain, 1195 (i).
SPAIN AND U.S., FLAG TREzy ; Mr. Vail, 700 (i).

STAFF PAYMASTERS, APPOINTMENTS*; 1fr. Casqy, 438 (i).

ST. ALBERT, SURVEY 0F LAND'; Mr. Taylor, 802 (i).

STA E1, R, DISORARGE OF, AND JUDGMENTS ; Mr. Weldon, 371.

STATION BUILDING, ST. JOHN, N.L., COST, 0.*'; Mr. Weldon, 58 (i).
BTELLARTON AND PICTOU RY, PETS., &o.*; Mr. Kirk, 802 (i).
STiOB.buu, RUFUE, INSECOTOR OF UOLOUISATION Co.'., RUP.*; Mr.

Eigar, 58 (i).
STEWART, J., AND SINCLAIR, UMS PAID FOR TRANSPORT* i Mr. Casey,

437 (1).
ET. JOHN BRIDGE AN» RY. EXTENSION 00., EXPENDITURE; 1Mr. Las-

derhin, 66.
STORES PURCHABED AND TAXES INTO STOCK FOR I.0.R. ;Mr. Wcldon,

57 (i).

STRATELORNE, N.S., POSTMABTE, DiaMSSAL ; Mr. Cameres, Inver-

*68 59 (i).

RETURNS, STATEMENTS, &C., MOTIONS FOR-COntiftge<

SuBsiDY (EONET) TO N.S., READJUsTMENT; Mr. Kirk, 449 (i).
SUBsIDIEs Te RYS. UNDER 47 Vic., o. 8; Mr. Carlton, 391 (i)
"SULTAN" STEAM.TUG, AWARD OF DOM. ARBITRATORS; Mr. Mit-

chell, 904 (i).

SUPuRANNUATION IN THI 0. S.; Mr. cM4llen, 57 (i), 905, 1180 (ii).
SUPREME COURT OF CAK., JUDGIENTH RENDERU»* Mr. Baricr, 802 (i).
SWBBTNAM, INSPUCTOR, RiP. OONOERNING PICKERING P.O. ; Kr.

Edgar, 60 (i).
TELEGRAPHIC COMMUNICATION IN DIGBYC O., N.S.*'; Mr. Vail, 393 (i).
TMPORAtRY LOANS BY GOUT.; Sir Richard Cartwright, 56 (i).
TERM3 OF UNION, P.E.1. AND DOM . ;Mr. McIv#tyre, 802 (i).
TiMEER LIcENsus oR PERMITS Te OUT IN DOM.; Mr. Ch1rlton, 65 (i).

TRANSPORT CONTRACTORS; Mr Casqy, 427 (i).
TRAVELLING EXPENSES, &c , oF MEmBERS OF GovT.; Mr. Somerville,

Brant, 57 (i).
TRAVELLING EXPENIES OF GOv. GEN.; Mr. McCraney, 792 (i).
TRmTON COLONISATION 00., COR. WITH DEPT.; Mr. Edgar, 65 (i).

TRENT VALLEY CANAL, COST OF CONSTRUCTION ; Mr. Uook, 898 (ii).
TUPPER, SIR CHARLES, TRAVELLING ExPENSUS'; Mr. Someroille,

Brant, 57 (i).
UNITED STATES AND SPAIN, FLAG TREATY jfMr. Vail, 700 (i).
UNITED STATES FISHERMEN, ALLEGED INTERFERENCE WITH*' ; r.

Mitchell, 392 (i).
UNITED STATES FISHING VUSSELS FREQUENTING CAN DURING WASH-

INGTON TREATY* 1fMr. Mitchell, 392 (i)
VALIN, MR., M.P., GRANTA O LAND TO IN N.W.T.; Mr. Ca.grain,

31(i).
VOLUNTEERS, OFFICERS AND MEDICAL STAFF*; Mr. Casey, 438 (i).
VOTERS, INDIAN, APPLICATIONS FOR REGISTRATION; Mr. Casey, 449 (i).
VOTERS LISTs, ARRANGEMENTS FOR PRINTING; Mr. Ca3ey, 448 (i).
WASHINGTON TREATY, U. S. VESSELU FISHING UNDOER; Mr. Mitchell,

392 (i).
WESTINGHOUSE BRAKB ON I. C. R.; Mr. Vail, 393 (i).
WHITEFISH FRY AT FIsH HATCHERIES; Mr. Gordon, 789 (i).
WHITE, JOHN, LETTERS, &C., re PRINCE ALBERT COLONISATION O

Mr. Edgar, 65 (i).
WILKINSON, W., CLAIM AGAINST I. 0. R. ; Mr. Mitchell, 905 (ii).
WINNIPEG, CUSTOMS SEIZURES AT* ; Mr. Paterson, Bran t, 392 (i).
WRIGHT, HOWARD, BUMS PAID FOR TRANSPORT'; ;Kr, Case6, 437 (i).

RETURNS, ENQUIRIES FOR, re N. W. (Mr. Blake) 65, 6i1 (i).

INDIANS AT FOOT WILLIAM 1EsERVE (Mr. Blake)
119 (i).

- (Messrs. Mulock, Paterson [Brant] and McMullen)

570 (i).
- SECTION 16, I.C. R. : Remarks(Mr. Mitchell) 1635 (ii).

- EXPENSE IN PRODUCING: M. for Ret. (Mr. Valin)
386 (i).

-- IMPERFECT, re SEIZURES BT EXPEDITIONARY FORCE IN

N. W.: Remarks (Mir. Casey) 1380 (ii)
- - INCOMPLETE, SHAREHOLDERS IN CO.'8: Remarks (Kr.

Mulock) 1168 (ii).
REVENUE FiRAUDS BY MONTREAL FIRM8: Que. (Kr. Gault)

709 (1).

Rie, INCREASE 0F DUTY: Ques. (Mr. Shakespeare) 369 (i).
RICH IBUCTO AND ST, Louis Ry. SUBSIDY: Qe8. (Mr. Weldon)

494 (i).
RICHELIEU OOUNTY, SALE 1OF GOVT. PROPERTIES IN: Ques.

(bîr. Massue) 1185 (i).
RICHELIEU RITER OBSTRUCTIONS: M. for 00pieS Of Pet8.,

&c. (Mr. Béchard) 33 (i).
RIDEAU CANAL, in Coin. of Sup., 1453 (ii).
RIDEAU HALL, ADDITITONS, ALTERATIONS, REPAIRS, &C.: M.

for Stmnt., 797 (i).
- - CONTINENCIE8: M. for Rt. (Mr. rcCranq) 794 (i),

~rx~il



INDEX.
RIDEAU BALL, COST O, SINON CONFEDERATION: M. fo

Stunt (Mr. McCraney) 801 (i).
- FUEL AND LIGHT FOR: M. for Ret. (Mr. .McCraxey

795 (i).
--- GARDENING AND GROUNDS, AMOUNTS PAID: M. fo:

Stmnt. (Mr. McGraney) 796 (i).
RIDEAU RIVER FLOODS: Que. (Mr. Mackintosh) 1076 (ii)
RIEL, LOUIS, CASE OF, AUTHORIIY TO EXERCISE MIERCO

(Mr. Amyot) 59 ; PETS. PROM PROVINCIAL GOVTS.

Que8. (Air. Taschereau) 634 (i).
--- COMMUNICATIONS PROM QUEBEC GOVT. re EXEUTION

Qum. (Mr. Casgrain) 426 (i).
DEPUTATION TO: Que. (Mr. Edgar) 785 (i).

- EXECUTION OF: Res. (Kr. Landry, Montmagny)
censuring Govt., 69; order called, 62; (M.) 68; Amt.
(Sir Hector Langevin) previous Queo,, 73; Deb. (Mr.
Amyot) 77; (Mr. Royal) 93; (Mr. Gigault) 96; (Mr
Wallace, York) 99; ( Mr. Cameron, Huron) 104; Mr.

Curran) 125: (Mr. <oursol) 134; (Mr. Wood, Brockville)
136; (Mr. Langelier) 139; (Mr. Rykert) 150; (Mr.
Béchard) 169; (Mr. Laurier) 174; (Sir Adolphe Caron)
195; (Kr. Desjardins) 206; (Kr. Laundry, Kent) 213;
(Mr. Guay) 223; (Mr. Mackintosh) 227; (Kfr. Blake)
237; (Mr. Thompson) 267 ; (Mr. Milts) 291 ; (Kr. Orton)
301; (Mr. Casgrain) 307; (Mr. Costigan) 309; (Mr.
Casey) 315; (Mr. Kaulbach) 323; Mr. Sproule) 325;
(Mr. Girouard) 332; Mr. Desaulniers, Maskinongé) 338;

(Mr. Massue) 341; (Mr. Burns) 341; (Mr. Chapleau)
342; (Mr. Bergeron) 358; (Mr. Tassé) 364; (Mr. Mit-
chell) 366; (Mr. Labrosse) 366; (Meurs. McMullen,
Lister, Cameron [Middlesex] sud Landry, Montmagny)
367 (i).

- - EXUCUTION o: M. to make Res. Order of the Day

(Sir Hector Langevin) 119 (i).
- MEDICAL CommsIoN: Ques. and M. for Ret. (Mr.

Coursol) 31 ; Commission, Reps., Que. (Mr. Amyot)
68; M. for Cor. (Mr. Landry, Montmagny) 844 (ii).

- 0.0. ORDERING EXEcUTION: Que. (Mr. Amyot)

59 (i).
--- PETS. FOR COMMUTATION OF SENTENCE: Ques. (Mr.

Laurier) 35; M. for oopies*, 58 (i).
---- PETS. FOR HANGING: Que8. (Kr. Amyot) 266 (i).

- PETr. paOM ORANGE LODGE8 RESPECTING: QQes. (Kr.
Taylor) 196 (i).

-- PETS. PRAYING FOR OLEMENC, &C.: Quoi. (1r.
Vanasse) 120 (i).

- RECOMMENDATION TO MERCY BY JURY: Quoi. (Mr.
Desaulniers, faskinongé) 62 (i).

- REP. oF DR. VALADE AND LAVELL: Que. (Mr.

Amyot) 120 (i).
- REPS., &C., IN AVOR oF MERCY : Que. (Mr. Amyot)

266 (i).
- RP. oiT TRIAL: Ques. (Mr. Cameron, Huron) 34 (i).
- RESPITES GRANTED, 0.0. re EKEcUTION AD LIUTTERS,

&C., MEDICAL 0oMMOIsrON: I. for copie$ (Kr. AMyot)

59 (i).
12

r RIEL, LOUIS, EIPITES GRANTED. M. for copies of 0.0.
(Mr. Amyot) 43; moTIvmes OR: Queo. (Mr. Amyot) 59

) (i).
- SAsITARY Comiwîîuos, RBm., &w.: M. for copies

(Kfr. Landry, &fotmagnji) 693 (1).

-- TRIAL OP, DOCUMENTS RESPECTINO:. M. for copies
(1fr. .Amyot) 41 (i).

-- TRi&L OP, INtaTRUCTIONtl SENT TO M. JUSTICER
RîoHÂlmDsoN: M. for oopy, &0. (Mr. A.myot) 59 (i).

-- TRIAL or, SHORTRAND NOTM, &U.: M. for copies

(Mr. Cameroft, Huron) 57 (i).
RiviÈas Aux LItviaES: Queg. (àir. Wright) 426 (i).
RIVIÈRE Du Loup,&ARD EDMONSTON Ry.: Quoi. (Kr. Coàk.

burn) 331 (i).
ROADS AND BRDou: in 0Ci. of Sap., 1270, 1145, 1755 (ii).
]ROBINSON TimATY, INDIANO UNDER: M. for Cr. (Mr. .Daw.

Wu~) 62 (i).
ROCHE, MATTHEW, or Lit;GA&, N.S., TitANSERz or: Bes.

prop. for Sol. 0Cm. (Mr. Blake) 1173 ; furthr con-
sideration of prop. Res., 1325 Cii).

Rock Lake, Souris and Brandon Ry. Co-'ri
mocorp. B. No. 63 (Kr. Small>. Â"*, $01; VI',
368 (i); wthdn., 1309 (ii).

iROCKY MOUNTAIN RANGES, ISSUE Or SOEP TO: QUMi.

(Mr. 1ve8) 543 (i).

ROPER, S. <J. iA), EPLOYMENT 0F BY GOVT. :Qrii. (Mr.

Cook) 570 (i).
P6OYAL MILITART <COLLEGE: in <Jou. Of SUP., 1303 (il).

RUEBER BELTING: conc. in Ways and Moins, (719 (fi).
BULIS 0F THE H1ousI: prop. Amt. (K r. D)awson) 841 (il).
ST. ÂNDREW'@ RAPIDS IMPRtOVEMENTFS Qt1o. (Kfr. Ras)

495 (i).
-- TO LAcHUTZ RY. SUBSIDY prop. 908. (Kr.- Pope)

1551; in <oui., 1616 (fi).
ST. CJATHARINES MILLINO <Co., LAW CoMT; in 0cM. Of Sap-

1768 (ài).
ST. CHLESLz BRANOR, 1. 0. B.: in Oom, of Sap., 1411 (il).
ST. BUOTACE TO ST. PLACIDE RT. 0.'0 SUESIDT ' prop. ROB.

(Bir. Pope) 1551; in <Jou., 1624 (ii).
ST. FEuIx TO LAKE M&oicîoNoît RY. SuBiîn: prop. Re..

(Mr. Pope) 1551; in <Jou., 1614 (il).

St. Gabriel Levee and Ry. Co.'s inoorp. B. No.
]le (Mr. <Jurran). 101* and 20*, 878; in 00m-.amd
30*,1 1153 (fi). (49 Yic., c. 8U)

ST. JOHN BaIDGI AND EXTENSION RY. <CO.: M. for Rot,*

(Mr. Weldon) 66 (i).
ST . JOHN, N.B., CiTT AiD CoutNTY ELEOTO»ÂL DISTCT

Boturu cf Momber eleot, 1 (i).
ST. Joas, N.B., CITY ELECTORAL DISTRICT: V'aUMOY Md

Roturn cf Member elot, 1 (i),
ST. Joîwr, N.B, By. STA&TION BUILDING Iq, 008T, M.: M. for

iRet.* (Mr. Weldon) 58 (i).
ST. JOHMIÇ, QUE., RY. WHAÂR: Qaoi. (Kr. Richard ) 897 (il).

13t. Lawrence and Atlantic Junotion Ry. Oo.'s
incorp. B. No. 58 (Mr. Coby). 111*, 226 ; 2*, 342
in CJoi. and 30*, 157 (i). (49 Ve., c. 78.)
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INDEX.

St. Lawrence River Navgn. Repeal B. No. 46
(Mr. Langelier). 1°, 119 (i).

ST. LAWRENcE RIVER, OVERFLOW: Ques. (Mr Curran)
865 (ii).

ST. MAURICE FAUCHEiiiDE, ON PARLIAMENTARY PROCEDURE:

in Com. of Sup., 1740, 1763 (ii).
ST. PATRICK's DAT, ADJNMT. FOR: M. (Sir Hector Lan.

gevin) 185 (i).
ST. PETER's HARBOR, P. X I.: Ques. (Mr. McIntyre)

1514 (ii).
Ste. Ursule, &c., Ry. SeeI" MASKINONGÊ AND NIPIsSING."
ST, VINCENT DE PA&UL PENITENTIARY: in Com. of Sup.,

1692 (ii).

Sable and Spanish Boom and slide Co. of Algo-
ma B. No. 36 (Mr. Sutherland, Oxford). 1°*, 92;
20*, 119; order for Com. read, 494; in Com,, 782;
30 4, 783 (i). (49 Vic., c. 108.)

SALARIES, &G,, 0F STAFF OF C. P. R.: in COM. of Sup.,
1450 (ii).

Saukatoewan Land and Homestead Oo.'s B. No.
42 (Mr. Orton). 1°*, 98; 2Q*, 119; in Oom. and
30*, 757 (i). (49 Vic., c. 101.)

SAVINGS BANK s AND P. 0. SAvINGs BANKs, AMOUNT HRLD BY

GovT. IN: M. for Ret.* (Mr. McMullen) 438; Ques.
(Mr. Mulock) 495, 634 (i).

SAw LoG8 AND LUMBEa, FREE EXPJRT: QUes. (Mr'. lues)
634 (i). See " LoGE."

SoATTERIE FOG-WHISTLE SUPERINTEDENT: M. for Cor. (Mr.

Kirh) 786 (i).

School Savings Bank incorp. B. No. 75 (Mr.
Massue). 1°*, 426; 20*, 474 (i); in Com. and '*,
1085 (i). (49 Vic., c. 67.)

SOIENTIFIO INSTITUTIONS: in COm. Of Sup., 1377 (ii).
801ENTIFIC TREATISE IN DEPTL. REPORT: in COm. of Sp.,

883 (ii).
SOOTT ACT ENFOR0EMENT: Q0p. (Mr. McMullen) 438 (i).
- OUTRAGES IN ORANGEVILLE AND CLANDEBOYE: QUes.

(Mr. McCraney) 1661 (ii).
SoRIP TO HAL.BREEDS WHO TOOK PART IN REBELLION: Ques.

(Mr. Laurier) 1075 (ii).
SoeTEs: tOne. in Ways and Means, 1721 (ii).

SEA FISHERIES PROTECTION: Ques. (Mr. Davies) 194 (1).

SECRETARY OF STATE:
CAN. TEPi'. ACT, C0i0vtOTNoS UNDi ,: for Rat." (r. gMklig)

912 (ii).
in Com. of Sup., 1658 (il).

--- Lueat;LiIon REoTINGt: Ques. (Mr. Orfon) 912 (ii).
-- RETURN OF FINES GOLLEeTID: Que.. (litr. Steire) 1172 (ii)

OBIRNsm INIGRATION ACT AMT. See B 106.
OgnçiNi, LEGIBLATION RESPICTING: Ques. (if r. Blake) 62 (1).
(. 0. BoaD op EXAINERB : in Oom. of Sup., 841 (11).
O'LIMs (LAND) COMIEIS.aoN, N.W., RU.: Ques. (Mr. Sulock) 1421.
CoMMIssIONs TO PUBLIC OPIleas. Ste B. 110.
COPYRIGHT, Laws RELATING TO: M. for Bel. Com. (Mr. Edgar) 377,

882 ().
FAcToa LEuisLTIset: Ques. (Mr. Mulook) 634 (i).
FROCrIIISa ACT, WoRKING or: Cor. preented (Mr. ChapLau) 1482.

-- IN Cou. OF Sup., 524 (i); 880, 197 (i).
JOINT STOCK Co.', PRINTINs BLU-BoOK: QueS. (Mr. Bernier) 186(i).

SECRETARY OF STATE-Oontinued.
LiqUoR LIcINsE ACT, 1883, CoMMiisuîoNES AID INUPECToR' EMoLU-

PENTS : QUe.. (Mr. Shakepeare) 266 (i).
-- COTS INCURRED BY Dom.: M. for Ret.* (Kr. Caeron,

Huron) 438 (i).
- - REFUND OpF PEES: Ques. (gr. Shakegpeare) 266 (hi).

LIquoR MANUFACTURED IN CAN., EXPORTS, IMPORTS AID LABoR
EMPLOYED: Ma. for Stmnt;." (Mr. RoberiBon, SheMburne) 912.

NATURALISATION ACT ArT. : Que. (Nr. Land*.M '709 (i).
NEWFPAPER SUBSCRIPTIOWB AND OAB-HIRE ; in Oom. of SUp., 883 (il).
ORaÂNîGvILLE AND CLANDEBOTE, OUTRAGES UNJER SCOTT ACT: Ques.

(hfr. AfcCraney) 1661 (i).
QUEN V8. RIEL, PRINTING BLU-BoOK : Ques. (fr. Bermer) 186 (i).

PRINTtNG AND TATIONERY BIuREAU. Smd B. 132.
RETULU4S, ExPENSE IN PaoDuOisG: on M. for Ret. (Kr. Landry,

Kent) 386 (i).
SCOTT ACT ENFORCEMENT: Que.. (Mr. McMuUen) 488 <().
Bc,. oP STATE, DEPT. OF I in COm. of SUp., 524'(1), 1879; contin-

gencies, 880 (ii).

Seduction, &c. See "CRIMINAL LAw AT."

SEIZURES, CUSTOMS, AT WINNIPEG: M. for Ret.* (Nfr.
(Paterson, Brant) 89.' (i). See "CUsToms."

SEIZURES BY MOUNTED POLICE OR EXPEDIIONARY FORdE IN

N.W.T.: M. for Rot.* (Mr. Casey) 438 (i).
SETTLERS IN MAN. AND N.W.T.: Ques. (Mr. Charlton) 42 (i).
SETTLERS IN SAUGEEN PENINSULA : Remarks (Kr. Allen

and others) 1538 (ii).
SETTLERS ON SE!.VICE IN N. W. AND HOMESTEADS: Qes.

(Mr. Cameron, Buron) 426 (i).
SELECT STANDING COMMITTEES. Se IlCOMMITTEES."

SELKIRK, WHARF AT: Ques. (Mr. Rops) 495 (i).
SENATE, CONSTITUTION OF: Res, (Mr. Mills) in AInt. to

Com. of Sup., 1272; (explanation) 1286; Deb. (Sir
John A. Macdonald) 1275 ; (Mr. Paterson, Brant)1277;
(Mr. Foster) 1280; (Mr. Davies) 1281; (Mr. McNeill)
1284; (Mr. Jamieson) 1285; (Mr. Casey) 1286 ; (Mr.
Wood, Brockville) 1288; (Mr. Fislur) 1289; (Messrs.
Amyot and Laurier) 1291 ; (Messrs. Fairbank and

Armstrong) 1292; (Messrs. Weldon and Dupont) 1294;

neg. (Y. 57, N. 89) 1295 (ii).
SENATE, SALARIES, &.: in Com. of Sup., 1089 (ili).
SERVICES 0F M.P.'s., &C., IN CONNECTION WITH REBELLION,

AMOUNTS PAID: M. for Rot.* (Mr. McMullen) 392 (i).

SHORT LINE, MONTREAL AND SALISBURY: QUes. (Mr. Kirk)
1240 ; M. for copy of contract, 1309 (ii).

-- MONTREAL, ST. JOHN, AND IIALIFAX, SBUSIDY: M.
for copies of O.C., &c.* (Mr. Laurier) 65 (i).

-. IN N.S.: M. for copies of Cor. (Mr. Tupper) 444 (i).

Shuswap and Okanagan Ry. Co.'s incorp. B. No.
33 (Mr. Homer). 1*, 92; 20*, 240; in Com. and 30*,
614 (i); Sen. Amts. cone. in, 1171 (ii). (49 Fric., c. 82.)

Sisters Faithful Companions of Jesus incorp.
B. No. 32 (Mr. Royal). 1°*, 92; 2°*, 240; in Com.
and 3°*, 473. (49 Vic , c. 111.)

SIx NATION INDIANS, MINUTES OF COUNCIL: M. for copie6*

(Mr. Patersm, Brant) 58 (i).
SLIDES AND Boo, AMOUNTS OWING ON AOCOUNT OF: M. for

.Re* (Kr. (aagraUn) 1195 <i).
SLIDES AND BOOMs: in Com. of Sap., 1270, 15417 (ii).

Xe



INDEX.
SMI, R., opr QuERci, wooD PURCHAsUs raox: Ques. (Ur.

Lewage) 544 (i).
SumiTH, SEINATOR FIRANK, AND CIROULAZ TO CATHOLICOs

Ques. (Mr . Tassé) 1379 (ii).
SPEECHES RoM TuE THRONE : Opening of Parlt., 1 (i); Pro-

rogation, 1777 (ii).
SPEECHEs IN PARLT.: Res. (Mr. Charlton) limiting, 789 (i).
SPIRITS AND STRONG WATERS: cono. in Ways and Means,

769 (i).
SQUAW ISLAND, FisgiNo PRIVIrEQEs, &c.: Ques. (Mr. Cook)

784 (i).
STAFF PAYMASTERs, NAMEs, &o., IN N. W. T.: M. for Rot.*

(Mr. Casey) 438 (i).
STAMPs, COST OP OBTAINING-: in Com. of Sup., 1543 (ii).
STANSTEAD, SHEFFORD AND CHAMBLY RY. Co.'s WHA.RF:

Ques. (hir. Béchard) 1096 (ii).
STATUER, R., TRANSFE FRoM DoRCHESTER PEN. TO KINGS-

TON: Ques. (Mr. Weldon) 68; (M. for Ret,) 371 (i).
Statutes of Can., Revised, B. No. 9 (Mr. Thompson.)

10, 38; 2°* and in Com., 513; ref. to Sel. Com., 555
(i); in Oom., 1224; 3°*, 1229 (ii). (49 Vic, c. 4.)

STATUT ES, RavisD: M. to add narne to Com. (Mr. Thomp'
son) 599 (i).

Steamboat Inspection Act further A.mt. B.
No. 103 (Mr. Poster). Res. prop. and 1* of B., 710
(i) ; 20 and in Com., 1086; S*, 1144 (ii).
c. 34.)

(49 Vic.,

STEAMSIIIP SUBVENTIONS, &C': in COm. of Sup., 1370 (ii).
Stellarton Branch Ry. See 1.0.1R."
STEPHENSON, RUFUS, INSPEOTOR oF UoLONISITIoN Co.'S,

REP. 0F: M. for copy* (Mr. Edgar) 5S (i).
STEREOTYPES AND ELECTROTYPES : CO0. in Ways and Reans,

1721 (ii).
STEWIACKE AND MiUSQUODEOIT IRY. SUBSIDY : prop. Rei.

(Mr. Pope) 1551; in Com., 1624; remarke (Mr. Vail)
on intrdn. of B., 1636 (il).

STIPENDIARY MAGISTRATE AT CALGARY: Ques. (hir. Burpee)
427; (i),

STONEY MoUIN P&SITEXTURY, PRISONSRa' REALTU : Quel.

(Mr. DarWdis) 1172 (ài).
STVE BOLTB AND NUTS: coc, in Ways and toans, 1721 (ài)
Straits of Canso Ry. See " CAPE BRWTON."
STaATHLLO.N, N.., Po8TUsTE, DISMISSAL OP: M. for Cor.

&c. (Air. Cameron, Invern.es) 59 (i).
STRaw BoAaD: cono. in Ways and M ans, 1719 (ii).

Subsidies (land) to Rys. authorisation B. No.
147 (Mr. Wite, Cardwell). Res. prop., 1651; in Com.,
1630 ;Res. conc. in, 1639; l°* of B., 1640; 2° and in

com., 17'09; 3°*, 1714 (ii). (49 'Fie , c. 11.) ,
Subsidies (land) to certain Ry. Co.'s Act Amt.

B No. 117 (Xr. White, Cardwell.). 10, 876; 2°11' and
in Com., 973; M. for 30, 1015; 3°*, 1017 (ii). (49 Vic.,
c. 12.)

Subsidies (-noney) to Rys. Authorisation B. No.
146 (Mr. Pope). Rea. prop., 1551; M. for Com., 1595;

in Com., 1596, 1610; Res. cono. in, 1635; 1 of B,
1636; 2° and in Com., 1704; S°*, 1709 (ii). (49 ri.,
c. 10).

SUBSIDIEO To RYa.: M. for Rets. (Kr. CAarlton) 391; Ques.
(Kr. Charlton) 68 (i); Remarks (Kr. Blake) 1514 (ii).

,SUBW»DY TO N.S, EADJUIITMENT: M. for Rot. (Kr. Kirk)
449; Amt. (Mr. Camermn, Iwernes) 451; neg. (Y. 16,
N. 82) 456 ti).

Substitutes for Butter. Sec "OLaoMARoA$Nà."
SUGARs: cone. in Ways and Means, 773, 1587, 1722 (ii).
SUGAR DUTIES PAIL AT HALIVAX AND MONTEAL: Ques. (Kr.

Stairs) 898 (ii).
SUGAR IN BOND IN MONTREAL: Ques. (Kr. Roberfaon, Shel

bu-ne) 783 (i), 843 (ii).
"SULT N," STEAK TUcG, &WARD OF Do. ARMiweAToae: M.

for copy (Mr. Mitchell) 904 (ii).

Summary Proceedings before Justices, &o., B.
No. 84 (A) froma the Sen. (Mr. Thompson). 10*, 519;
20°, 671 ; in Com., 715 (i), 805; 3°«, 913*(ii). (49 Pic.,
c. 49.)

SUPERANNUATION, NAMEs, DATE AND AMOUNT PAIn UNDEU
LiST: M. for Rot.* (Kr. McZAfullen) 58 (i).

- - See "CIVIL SERVICE."

SUPPLY:
[Oaly îubj'ects whicb caused rornark or disoussion noted

under this head.]
AuTS. or REmAa to M. for Oom..: (Amt ) Indian Administration

in the N.W. (Mr. Cameron, Huron) 718 (1) ; (Amt.) Exting-
uishment of the Indian Title and Half-breed grievances (Mr.
Laurier) 809; (Amt.) Hoaie Rule for Ireland (Kr. Blake)
1022; (&mt ) Timber and Coal Licenses, A., in the N.W.
(Kr. Chairlton) 1030 ; (Rernarks) Seizure of schooner David
J. Adam (Mr. Aftchell) 1254 ; (Amt.) N. W. Disturbanoe,
General Amnesty (Mr. Laurier) 1257 ; (Amt.) Oonstitution
of the Senate (Mr. Mills) 1272; (Remarku) Customs Beizures
at Montreal (Mr. Gault) 1369, (Mr. HoIton) 1684; (&mt.)
Flour and Uoal Duties (Mr. Mitcheil) 142b ; (RLmarks) Inch
Arran lotel (Mr. Davies) 1533; (Remarks) Settlers In Sau-
geen Peninsula (Mr. .Alien) 1538; (Remarks) Reports on N. W.
Rebellion (Mr. Caiy) 1640 ; (Amt.) Public Expenditure (Sir
Richard Cartwright) 1846; (Amt.) Administration of the N.
W. (Mr. îaus) 1729 (ii).

Mass. from His Ex., transmitting Estimates for 1888-87, 368 (1)
Mes. from Ris Ex. transnitting Suppl. Eatimates for 1885.
86, 1550 ; Mess. from fRis Ex., transmitting Suppl Estimates
for 1886-87, 1633 (ii).

Rus. (Mr. Mc Lean) for Oom., 30; in 0Cm., 519, 748 (i), 841, 1075,
1089, 1153, 1261, 1295, 1370, 13885, 1448, 1541, 1949, 1692, 1740
(ii).

COMMITTEE:
Administration of Justice:

General Vote, 886 (Hi).
Gaol and Lunatie Âiylpm at Regiva, 1717 (ii).

Adulteration of Food. See "IColeuto of- Revenues."
Arts, Agriculture and Statistis:

Colonial and Indian EEbibition, 1095; suppl.,
1741 (ii).

Criminal Statistics, 1091 (ii),
Dominion Exhibition, 1091 (ii).
General Vote, 1090 (ii).
Health Statistic', 1094 (ii).
Model Parm, 1659 (ii).
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SUPPLY-Continued.
CoMmTrzE-Continued.

Canals. See "Railways and Canals."
Charges of Management:

Assistant Finaucial Inspector, 520 (i).
Auditors and Receivers General: Halifax, Victoria

and Winnipeg, 621 (i).

Agriculture, Dept. of, 691 (i); suppi., 1698; contin-
gensies, 870i 885 (i).

Auditor General's Office, 689 (i).
Civil Service Board of Bxaminers, 841.
Contingencies, Departmental:

Depts. generally, 868, 877 (ii).
Post Office and Finance Depts., 841 (ii).
Travelling expenses and cab-hir, 870, 878 (ii).

Customs, Dept. of, 90 (i); contingencies, 870,874.
Finance, Dept iof, and Treasury Board, 689 (i);

contingencies, 870 (il).
Fisheries, Dept. of, 691(i); suppL, 1698 (ii).
Governor General's Secretary's OmEue, 22 (i), 898;

coatiggncies,868 (ii).
Indian Alairs, Dept. of, 688 (i).
Inland :evenue, Dept. of, 689 (i); contingencies,

881 (ii).
Interior. Dept. of, 524 (ii); contingencies, 870,

881 (il); (Geological Survey Branch) 1343,
1049 (ii).

JTstice, Dept. of, 523 (i); suppl., 1698; contingen-
cies, 870, 877 (ii).

K Hne, Dept df, 691 (i) ; contingenies, 881, 886.
Militia and Defence, Dept. of, 523 (i) ; contingen-

cies, 870, 877 (ii).
Postmaster General's Dept, 690 (i); contingencies,

883 (il).
Privy Council Office, 522 (i), 842 ; mppl., 1697;

contingencles, 870 (ii).
Public Works, Dept. of, 691 (i); contingencies, 870,

881 (ii).
Railways tnd Canais, Dept. of, 691 (i).
Secretary of State, Dept. of, 524 (i); uppl., 1697;

contingencies, 870,880 (ii).
Colection of Reenues:

Adulteration of Food, 1547 (il).
Calling Timber,1544 (il)
Customs, 1454; auppl. (polarisoopie test) 1763 (ii).
Dominion Lanids, 1550 (ii).
Brcise, 1543 (ii).
Po gép)fie, 1547 (Qi).
Preventive Service, 1544 (i).
Public Works--Repairs and Working Expenses :

Blid. and Boom Dues, collection, 1547 (ii).
Railwaye--Repairs and Working Expenses:

Intercolonial, 1659 (i).
St1ahps, cost of obtaining, 1543 (ii).
Weights and Measures and Gas, 1544 (ii).
Canals-Repairs and Working Expenses, 1659;

cone., 1771(ii).

SUPPLY-Continued.
CoMaTT-Continued.

Cuiiys imber. se" Collection of Revecues."
Oustoma. Be& "Collection of Revenues."
Dominion Lands. Be "Collection of Bevenues."
.Dowinion &teamers. Be " Ocean nad River-Service."
Excise. &e "Collection of Revenues."
Fisheries:

Cod Livèr Oil, &e., encouragement f production,
157 ii).

General Vote, 1541 (ii).
PoliceV esBe1s for Protection 75 ()

Geologicai Survey:
General Vote, 1543, 1649 (ii).

fGovernment Steamers. See "Ocean and River Service."

immigration :
Contingencies, anadian Agencies, I89g.
General Vota, 1385 (ii).

indias:
British oGmnbia, 1652; 'ps ., 1702 fi).
Manitoba and North-West, 158 suppl., 1745 (ii).
New Brunswick, 1651 (i).
Nova Beotia, 1651 (ii).
Ont., Que. and Maritime Prove., grant to Supple-

ment Fund, 1650; suppl., 1758 (ii).
Justice, Administration of. See " Administration."
Legislation:

House of Commons
Contingencies, 1089 (i).
Salaties, per Clerk's estimate' 1089 Sergeant-

at-arms estimate, 1089 (il).
MisceHaneous:

Clerk of the Crown in Ohancery, salary, 1090 (ii).
Paucher de St. Manrice, Parfiamentary Pro-

cedure, 1740, 1763 (il).
Franchise Act, expenseonder, 1698; suppl.,

1747 (ii).
Library of Parliament, salaries, ke., 1153 (ii).
Morgan's "Annual Register, 1740 (f).

Printingipaper andbookbiuding,4Q0 (ii).

Salaries and contingencies, 1089 (ii)e
Lighthause and Coast 8evice

Buoys and Beacons, below Montreal, uaintenance,
1377 (ii).

Lighthouse and Fog Alarms completion, &c.,
1376 (ii).

Lights, Fog-whistles, Buoys and , mainte.
nance, &c., 1375 (ii).

Salaries, &c., Lighthouse keeper, 1875 (ii).
.Mail 8ubsidies and Steamship Subventions:

Canada and Antwerp, 1371 (ii).
Canada and Germany, 1756 (i).
Canso and Port Hood, 1371 (i).
France and Quebeo, 1370 (ii).

xoii-



INDEX.

OOUTT-Omtùd.

Mail Bwbsidies and Bteamship Cabnmetiom-Oontinued.
Liverpool or London and St. John, N.B., or Hali.

&XIN.8., 1371 (1-i).
L and P.E.L to Great Britain and continental

ports, 1766 (ii).
h|tlitia :

A, B and 0 Batteries, Sohools, &o., pay and main-
tenance, 1308, 1547; cono., 1771 (ii).

Ammunition, clothing, &c., 1302 (ii).
Cavalry and Infântry Schools, pay and mainten-

ance, 1308, 1647; cono., 1771 (ii).
Clothing, 1302 (ii).
Citadel, Quebec, drainage, 1742 (ii).
Contingencies, 1307; suppL., 1743; cono., 1771.
Dominion Artillery Association, 1307 (ii).
Dominion Rifle Association, 1307 (ii).
Drill Instruction and pay, &c., 1306 (ii).
Military Branch and Dist. Staff, salaries, 1295 (ii).
Military Properties, construction and repaire,

1309; cono., 1771 (ii).
Miscellaneous:

Canada Temp. Act, putting in force, 1658 (ii).
Commercial Agencies, 1659 (ii).
Crow, L. J., payment for services, 1763 (ii).
Expenses of GovL in N.W.T., 1657 (ii).
Fabre, Mr., salary and contingenoies, 1658 (ii).
Forged Bond, payment for, 1763 (i).
Hudson Bay Expedition, 1658 (ii).
Lacombe, Father, payment to, 1774 (i).
Model Farm, 1659 (ii).
Printing, Miscellaneous, 1768 (ii).
Rebellion, payments on account of, 1764 (ii).
St. Catharines Milling C., law costs, 1768 (if).

North West Mounted Police :
General Vote, 1656; suppl., 1745 (ii).

Ocean and River Service :
Allan Mail Contract, termination of, 1771 (ii).
Govt. Steamers, maintenance, &c., 1372 (ii).
Obstructions in Nav. Waters, removal, 1374 (ii).
Rewards for Saving Life, 1372 (ii).
Winter Mail Service, P. E. I., 1375 (ii).
Wrecks and Qasualties, investigation into, 1374.

Observatories. &e "Scientific Institutions."
Penitentiaries:

British Columbia, 896 (ii).
Dorchester, 893 (ii).
Kingston, 891 (ii).
Manitoba, 893 (ii).
St. Vincent de Paul, 1692 (ii).

Pensions :
Veterans of 1812, 1153 (ii).
N. W. Rebellion, on account of, 1154; suppl.,

1742; cono., 1770 (ii).
Poat Ofice. See "Collection of Revenues."

SUPPLY-mndw.m"
ComrTm-Contined.

Pub'c Works*-Capital:
Public Buildings:

Ottawa, additional publie building, 1154 (ii).
Public Works:

Cape Tormentine Harbor, 1158 (11).
REquimalt Graving Dock, 1156; suppl., Ilft (il).
Port Arthur Harbor, 1157 (il).
Military Works in B. 0., 1752(1i).

Public Works-Income:
Dredging, 1269 (ii).
Harbors and Rivers:

British Columbia, 1209 (ii).
manitoba, 1269 (il).
Maritime Provinces-Repairs and Improvements

generally, 1264 (ii).
New Brunswick, 1263 (ii).
N. W.T. (North Saskatchewan River) 1269(H).
Nova Sootia, 1261; suppl., 1754 (Il).
Ontario, 1266; suppl., 1755 (il).
Prince Edward Island, 1262 (ii).
Quebec, 1264; suppl., 1755 (ii).

Public Buildings:
Building@, generally, 1166 (ii).
British Columbia, 1166 (ii).
Kingston Penitentiary, 1164; suppl., 1745 (ii).
Manitoba, 1166; suppl., 1745, 1762 (il).
New Brunswick, 1162 (ii).
North-West Territries, 1166; suppl., 1745,

1764 (ii).
Nova Scotia, 1158 (il).
Ontario, 1163; suppl., 1745, 1768 (ii).
Prince Edward Island, 1160 (ii).
Quebec, 1162; suppl., 1753 (ii).
Ropairs, Furniture, Keating, &a., 1261; suppl.,

1745 (ii).
Telegraphs, 1755 (ii).
Roads and Bridge, 1270; suppl., 1745, 1755 (ii).
Slides and Booms, 1270 (ii).

Quarantine :
Cattle Quarantine, Quebec, 1417 (i).
General Vote, 1417 (il).

Railways* and Canals-Capital:
Canadian Pacifie Railway:

Expenditure in B.C., 1448; suppl., 1744 (ii).
Port Arthur to Red River, 1449, 1693 (ii).
Salaries and Expense of Staff 1450 (ii).
Subsidy, 1448 (ii).

Intercolonial Railway:
Claims arising ont of construction, 1752 (ii).
Miscellaneous Works, 1451 (ii).
St. Charles Branch, 1451 (ii).
Stellarton and Pictou Extension, 1452 (il).

Canals:
Carillon, 1745 (ii).
Oornwall, 1452 (Hi).

• For Repairs and Working sponse, m. "Oolection of Revmeue&"
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INDEX.
SUPPLY-Continued.

CoM MT TE -Contirnued.
Railways and Canals*-Capital-Cotigued.

Canals-Centinued.
Galops Canal, enlargoment, 1453 (i).
Grenville, 1453 (ii).
Lachine,- 145U (ii:).
Murray, 1453 (ii).
Tay, 1453 (i).
Trent River Naev. and Looe, 1752, (ii).
Welland, 1453 (ii).
Williamsburg, 1452 (ii).

Railways and Canals-income
Canals:

Miscellaneous, 1453, 1752 (ii).
Rideau Canal.and Gananoqge River, 1453 (ii).
Welland Canal, 1453:(ii).

&ientfic Institutions
M:teorological Service, 1377 (ii).
Obseryations, Toronto, Kingston and Montreal,

1377.
Statistics. Se Art‡," &o.
Steamship Subventions. See "Mail Subaidies."
Weights and Measures and Gas. See "Collection of

Revenues."
CONCURRENCE :

A, B, and C Batteries, Infantry Schools, &c., 1771 (ii).
Ooea and River Service,.:1771 (i).
Pensions on acoont of Rebellien :in N. W., 1770 (ii).
LaQmbe, Fther, payment to, 1774 (ii).

Maintenance and Repairs-Canais, 1771 (ii).
Military Properties, Contingencies, &c., 1771 (ii)

Supply B. No. 145 (Ur.MëcLelan). Res in com., cone.
in, 1°*, 2°* and 3°* of B., 1775 (ii). (49 Vic., c. 1.)

Supreme Court Appellate Jurisdiction B.No. 13
(Mr. Landry, Montmagny). 10, 41 (i).

Supreme and Exchequer Court Act Amt. B.
No. 21 (Mr. Edgar). 1°, 60 (i).

SuPmME COURT, EXTRA REPORTER: in Com. of Sup., 890 (ii).
SUPREME COURT JUDGMENTS: M. for Stmnt.* (Mr. Barker)

802 (i).
Supreme Court of Judicature, Ont., Law Amt.

B. No. 125 (Mr. Thmnpson). Res. prop., 877; in Com.
and 1°1 of B., 973; 2 * and in Coçn., 1201,; 30*, 1223
(ii). (49 Vic., c. .6.)

SuRmVE oP RAuLWAY Souns In C. 4.: Qums. (Mr. Camp-
bell., Vic.) 266 (i).

TARIFF, Ti. See "'WAYs AN» MEANs."
TAY CANAL: in Com. of Sup., 1453 (i).

Tecumseh In. Co. of Can. incorp. B. No. 26
(Mr. Macmauan, Middlese). 10*, 67; 2*, 119; in
Oom. and 3°*, 614 (i). (49 Vic., c. 3.)

PELEORA]ffNG AND EXTRA CLERKS, CoUTiNGENoIEs: in
Com. of Sup., 881, 1755 (ii).

TmLEGRAPHns: in Com. of Sap., 165 (ii).

•for Repairsand Working Expeuses, a "Oolltioofaens."

TSMPERANoE COLONisATIoN Co. : Regark. (,fr, .MU'cA)
1633 (i).

TEXPoRART LoANs BY GOVT.: M. fOia ROt, (Sir Éichard
Cartwright) 56 (i)..

TERMs OFUNIoN WITH P.R.L.: Ques. (1r. .McIntyre) 692;
1 suppl. Ans, (gir. Chapleau) 70()

TÊTE DU POINTE BARRAcKs: Q es. (Mr. GNtnn) 1240 (ii).
THOMPSON, HON. J. S. D. : returned as Member elect for

Antigonish, I (i).
THoussoN, M., M. P. (HakRmand) DacEAE 0F: Romrks

(Messrs. Blake and Langevin). 80Z (i).
TKUNDER» BAY OoLO,,isAsieN 1v Oo.'s UBSIDY:. prop. Res.

(Mr.pope) 1441; in Cqqx,16 %oS.(ii»
TIMBmER ISLAND, LAKE ONT., S1nS ou:: Ques. (Mr. Platt)

784 (i).
TIMBER, LAND AND Co.L LESies iN N. W. T.:. Res. (Mr.

Charlton) in Amt. to Com. of Sap., 1030; Deb. (Mr.
White, Cardwell) 1041; (Mr. Oameron, Huron) 1047;
(1fr. Taylor) 1055; (Mr. Cameron, nverness) 1057;
(Mr. Besson) 1057; (Mr. Lister) 1059; (Messrs. Poster
and'Landry, Kent) 1062; (Mr. .Mdcki.atosh) 1063 ; (Mr.
Desjardins) 1066; (Mr. Obok) 1087; (Mr. Sproide) 1070;
(1fr. Dawson) 1072; (Mr. Orton) 1072 ; (8fr Richard
Cartwright and fesers. TApper ad Baggart) 1073;(Mr.
Tyru.hitt) 1074; neg. (Y- 43; N. 99) 1074 (ii).

TIMBER LIoENSES IN DIsPUTE»D TjERITORY: QUes. (Mr.
Wallace, York) 41 (i).

TIMBER LIMITs IN THE N. W., APPLICATIoNs FoR : Remarks
(Mr. Cameron, Huron) on M. for (Com. on Ways
and Means, 1574 (ii).

TIMBER LIMITs: Refutation of charges. BeC "ORnER," &o.
TIMBER SALES ON GEORG1AN BAT JSLAND. QUd. (Mr. Lan-

derkin) 898 (ii).
Toronto Board of Trade Acts Amt. B. No. 85

(E) from tho Sen. ( Wr. Smalt). 10*, 519; °*, 614;
in Com. and 3°*, 04 (i). (49 Vic., c. 56.)

TRADE AN» NAVIGATION REIT.: presented (1fr. Bowell) 31
TRANSPORT AND SUPPLY OpPIenEasIN mN.W.T., NAmIs, &c.:

M. for Ret.* (Mr. Casey) 437 (i).
TRANsPoRTATION CeNTBAOTNEs IN N.W.T.: K. for Rot. (Mr.

Casey) 427 (i).
TRAVELLING EXPEszs: inlDom. of Snp., 873, 885, 877 (ii).
-- or MEmBies orGovT., &o. M. for Rt." (Xr. Somer-

ville, Brant) 57 (i).
TRAVIS, JUnoI: in <Jom. of Sap , 886 (ii).

--- Referred to in Com. on B. 133, 146(fi)
TREAsON-FELoNT TRIAJs AT ,RoiX, 2.: . fur Cor., &o.,

(Mr. Mills) 696 (i).
TREATIES:

ComunciAL. TRamErs, NUGorTAieOs: Ques.(Mr. Edgar) 4 (ii).
FLAG TRArT rUTWUN U 8. Aw SPAi:J M ifor Oor. (ài. Tail)

700 (i).
TaATY or 1818-0o-oanarron or NWFoUNDLANID Ques. (hr.

Daviea) 494 ().
WASEINGToN TREATT, U.S VIELE IHING UNDuE. à. for Rot.'

(Kr. MitcheU) 3M (i).
Waar IEDnl%, TRAD RELAý'oNa WrrK: Qus. (Kr. Courol) 785 (i).

TEINT RIVER NAVIGATIoN: i Com. f Sup., 1752 (i).



I3I0I.
TaENT VÈLtEY -CANIAL, IES PAÎT) TO POISETTE AND RouiR:

Ques. (Mr. Landerkin) 843 (ii).
TExNT VALLEY CANAL: M. for Rot. (Mr. look) 898 (fi).

Enquiry for Ret. (à(r. <ook) 1343 (ii).

PAYMENT FOR REGRT 'oF WAY: Qaes.(Mr. LEnd4 tù)
848 (à).

TRESTON, JAMES AND OTHERS, RECEIPT, OF PET.: Que. (Mr.
laurier) 785 (i).

TaIwo. To Nzw»ORT Ry. 8tuaalr: prop. R«., 1551; in
Com., 1617 (ii).

TUBING, WROUGHT mRoN: cone. In Ways and Meanis, 770 (i).
TUPPER%, Sut CùeRLz, ,Ta&vuy.nN RxpsNas: M. fbr Ret.*

(Mr. Somerville, Brant) 57 (i).
Union Bank of Halifax Capital Stock Reduction

B. No. 52 (qr. Stairs). 1°*, 149; 2°*, 265; in Com.
and 30*, 704 (i). (49 Vic., c. 60.)

Union Bank of Lower Canada Capital Stock
Reduction B. No. 41 (Mr. Bosse). 10*, 93; 2**,
119; in Com. and 30*, 704 (i). (49 Vic., c. 58.)

UNION COLLAR CLOTH PAPER: Conc. in Ways and Means,

1720 (ii).

Union Suspension Bridge B. No. 72 (Sir Bector
Langevin). 1o*y, 393; 20 and in Com, 518; 30*, 604 (i).
(49 Vic., c. 31.)

UNITED STATES FISHING VEBSELS AND INSHORE FIsEuRIES:

VACA

i

VAac

Vict

VOLU

VOTI

WAa

WAR

WAT

WA

W AYS AND MEANS-Oontimed.
TXTF onn1ois t-(aImonds) 748 (1); (bakilng powder) 79 (1), 1584

(il); (bolts, mats, c. ) 1584 (il); (blieing) 749 (1); (Oarlagi

hardware) 1719 (il); (cement) 772 (1); (coeoiut, deuloostd)

1584 (ii); (cologne) 770 (1); (eordage, manula and aimal)1584
(i); (Cotton) 769(i); (ootton wire) 171; (earthenware) 2719
(11) ; (fancy goodu) 749 ; (feathers) 749 (1) ; (felt) 1721 (il); (fruit,
dried) 750; (fruit, green) 780; (ga pipes, fron) 755; (Gseva

gin) 769; (gimps) 755; (glovu and miltte) 75; (grese) 780;

(hairoloth) 76 (1); (handkerchiefl) 172 (11); (hamnes) VU;
(iron tand, putty) 780; (laces, braid, ho.) 757; (lead)Y77 (1);

(log) 1587, 1725 (ii); (nail plate, iron or steel) 1722 ; (011 cloth)

1719 (il); (oleomargarine) 758 (1); (paper hangings) 1587, 1720,

(ii); (peaches) 755 ; (philosophical instruments, globes) 781 (1);
(rubber belting) 1719; (secythes) 1721 ; (stereotypes and etectro-
typet) 1721;-(stoweu, bolta and nuts) 1721 ; (etraw bOrd) i119

(ii) ; (sugar) 773 (i), 1714 (il); (syrups)779; (tubing) 770 (t) ;
(union collar cloth paper) 1720 (11); (whips) 700; (wire) 770;
(wire fencing) 772; (writing deska) 749; (yeast cakes) 772 (1).

Weights and Measures Act further Amt. B. No.
109 (Mr. Costigan). Rea. prop., in Com. and 1°* of B.,
747 (i); 2° and in Com., 957; 8°*, 1015 (i). (49 ViC.,
c. 4.)

WEIGHTS AND MEASURES AND GAS: in Com. ofSBp., 1544(B).

WEST INDIES, TRADE RELATIONS WITH: Ques. (1fr. Gatdt)
785 (i).

WESTINGHOUSE BRAKE, AMOUNT PAID FOR APPLYING TO 1. O.
R: M. for Ret.* (Mr. Fail) 393 (Î).

K. for Rot.* (Mr.Mitchell) 392 (i). Western Canada Loan and Savings Co. B. No.
çoIES:-. Announeemont (Mr. àSpeaker) 1; Mombero 112 (M.) from the Son. (Kr. Beaty). 1°*, 805;20*, 856;
ntroduced, 1. OinCom. and 3**, 1085 (il). (49 Vie., c. 105.)

l, MR.., M.P., GRANTs or LAND TO IN N.W.: M. for WESTERN CoUNTIEs Rr.: Remarks (Mr. Blake and others)
Rot. (Mr. Casgrain) 31 (i). on intrdn. of B. 146, 1636 (ii).
IOUVER ISLAND RY. RESRVES SQUATTERS PRE-EMPTION West Ontario Pacifie Ry. Co.'s Act Amt. B. No.
RECORuRs: Que. (Mr. Gordon) 369 (i). 27 (Mr. Macmillan, Middlesex). l0*, 61; 20, 240;
1RANS oF 1812: in Com. of Sup, 1153 (ii). in Com. aud 31*1 614 (1). (49 Vic., c. 70.)
toria and Sault St. Marie Junction Ry. Co.'s WELLAND CANAL: inlCom. of Sap., 1453 (il).
incorp. B. No. 95 (Mr. Dawson). 1°* 630; 2°*, WHÂRF AT SELXIRK: Quoi. (Mr. Rs) 495 (i.
757 (i); in Com. and 3°*, 1153 (ii). (49 Pic., c. 80.) WHITEFIn FRY AT FIio RATOHIEB: M. fOr 20t.(Kr.

NTEERS WHO BE8RVED IN TE N.WT., PENSIONB: Ques. Gordon) 788 (i).

(Sir Rich ird Cartwright) 1198 (ii). WRITE, HoN. Tnos.: Boturned as Member elot for Card.
ERS' LISTs, PRINTING OP, CONTRACTB, &c.: M. for Ima.nts. WOU, 1 (1).
(Mr. Casey) 418 (i). Wmis: ooo. in Wsys and Moins, 770 (1).

CLAIMS COMM[sSION, N.W., REp.: Que8. (1fr. Mulock) WINDSOR BRANORIRY. SETTLEMIT: Ques. (1fr. Rmey)

1421 (ii). 1240 (i).

n. jlb. H. A.: Returned as Mombor lect for F2t WINDSOR, ONT , ÂaRBOc MASTExR AT: QU. 1r. er) 85
D)urham, 10 Winnipo and Hudson Bay Ry. °u*d Steulp
7R ANîD RIVER 'POLICE : iu Crn. of Sup.,e 1314 (Il).- Go.L ÂActA mt. B. No. 119 (Kir.iR4a)..10, 912;
YZÎ AND ILEANS: Ri., for Oom. (hir. McI4Wan) 30; 209 1085; inA CoTE I Qunde *, 1386 (il). (49 i., c. 73.)
on M. for Camn.,ethe BuDGm SPEECH, 393; Repiy (Sir WiTEFipeg and North Pacifie Ry. Co.I: fncorp,

Richard Cartwright) 412; prop. ReG. in Com., 426; deb. B. No. 71 (rdr.o7agg8rt).81*, 426; ). 494 (i);li

on ?0 of Res. (Mr. W1te, Cardwe) 460; Mr. Pater Corand 8t 1153 (ii). (49 wlc., c. 84.)

son, Brant) 470; (Mr. Wood, Westmoreland) 480;-(Mr. WINNi-P DRILL 8P1ni D: in on .MOfns , 1165 (i).
Ea Mu n) 484; (Lr. MLelan) 486 () ; M. for Co,1 ( j WiNi).' MAIL SERVICE, P..L: in1 Co..f Sup. 1375 (il).
1 °3; Amt. (Mr. tameron, aure) ti 4berir.it Pa1574e(). - oWaxm aFndo, & : oni. W ya .d "Do, 772 (i.

mu



INDEX.
WIEE FENOING PROM LÉvIS TO RIVIlBZ DU LoUP: QuoB.

(Mr. Gaudet) 544 (i).
WIRE, IRGN OR STEEL, &o.: cono. in Ways and Means,

710-772 (i).
WILLIAMSBUR CANAL: in Com. of Sap., 1453 (ii).
WOOD MOUNTAIN AND QU'APPELLE RY. CO.'8 LAND SUBSIDY:

prop. Bes. (Mr. White, Cardwell) 1552; in Com., 1632
(ii).

WooD M. 0., EXPLANATIoN, Mr. CARLING; in Com. of Sup.,
885 (ii).

WoODRUF, J. A., AMOUNTS PAID TO: Quei. (Mr. &aerville,
Brant) 68 (i).

WREEK8 AND CASUALTIES : in Com. of Sup., 1374 (i).

WRITING ;DEsKs: oone. in Ways and Mean8, 749 (i).

WURTELE, HON. J. 8.0., APPOINTMENT OF, AS JUDGE: QROeS

(Mr. Langelier) 865, 912, 1342 (ii).
YAwAaKA TO RIVER ST. JOHN RY..: prop. Re. (Mr. Pope)

1551; in Com., 1624 (ii).

Yarmouth Bank B. No. 69 (Mr. Kinney). 10*, 393;
20*, 474 (i); in Com. and 3°*, 1085 (ii). (49 Vic., c.
63.)

Yarmouth Steamhip Co.'s oinorp. B. No. 91
(Mr. Kinney). 1°*, 599; 2°*, 704 (i); in Com. and
30*, 1085 (ii). (49 Vic., c. 95.)

YEAST CAKES, &o.: conc. in Ways and Means, 772 (i).
YUKON RIVER EXPLORATIONS AND ESTABLISHMENT OF CUS-

TOM HoUSE: Ques. (Mr. Ross) 266 (i).

xcvi


